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THE PEAK OF PERFECTION IN
MODERN PRECISION MINIATURE
CAMERAS . . .
The

Contax

ideas
The

and

is

brimful

modern

of

new

improvements.

FOCAL-PLANE

SHUTTER

is especially interesting on account
of its unique construction. The
curtains are made
entirely of
metal,

but

at the

same

time

they

are as pliable as rubber-coated
cloth, and absolutely light-tight

“

THE

HOME

HOME

OF

MOVIES"

IF IT $ NEW
WHAYEIT!
Every make of cine apparatus
in stock. Also every accessory.
First with the latest again with the new

BARGAINS

ENSIGN

IN

‘SILENT

SIXTEEN’

100 B

All-enclosed mechanism. Air-cooled. Quick-set spool
arms. Optical centrinc. For all voltages. Motor drive.
Dallmeyer Superlite f/1.8 lens. British
throughout.

9 monthly

payments

of 40/10 ^

GUARANTEED

CINE APPARATUS

I ■ • Iw bU

Any Item on
Easy Te rms

PATHE
HOME

CIN^

The clear and flick¬
erless performance
it gives is really
remarkable, and for
the first small in¬
stalment it can be
yours to enjoy all
through the long
winter evenings.

£6:15:0
9 monthly payments
of 15/10.

GENEROUS
EXCHANGES

16-mm. Model A Eodascope, 200-watt
lamp, adjustable resistance up to 250
volts, reverse, rewind and still picture
movements, travelling case. New
condition .
£35 0 0
85-mm. Standard Ertels Cine Camera,
f/3.5 Ertel anastigmat, direct focussing
on film, masking finder for variable
distances, footage gauge, tripod with
pan. and tilting top, 1 and 8 picture
movements .
£32 10 0

‘ D ’ Cin6 Auto PROJECTOR

EAST

OF

BOW

PLEASE

FILM

BELLS.

MENTION

"THE

handy

LIBRARY

PHONE:

AMATEUR

CITY

1124

setting

knob

in front of the

camera,
and
speeds
can
be
altered both before and after the
camera
is set. It is absolutely
proof against differences in temper¬
ature, and can be used with equal
satisfaction in either hot, moist, or
very

cold

climates.

Summed

up,

the . Contax
metal focal - plane
shutter is, like everything carrying
the

Zeiss

fectly
The

unique

construction

by the Contax. Further
which will be forwarded
The
used,

Contax
but

we

takes

of the

shutter

is only

one

particulars will be found
free on application.

36 exposures,

specially

ortho ultra-rapid
roll film.

All the latest titles in stock at moderate
rates of hire.

59 CHEAPSIDE, E.C2

JUST

extremely high speed. Moreover,
everything is controlled by one

16-mm. 150-watt Ensign Projector,
motor drive, adjustable resistance up
to 250 volts. New
condition. Cost
£27 lOs .
£15 15 0

Free Approval to Post-buyers of
used goods PROVES the value.

metal focal-plane
exposures
up
to

1/1, 000th second, and is the only
shutter in its size giving this

9.5-mm. Pathe Lux Projector, in
new condition, motor drive, adjustable
resistance, carrying-case. .. . £14 10 0
9.5-mm. Pathe Projector, complete
with motor, super attacliment and
adjustable resistance. New condition
£6 5 0

and still picture movements, 200-watt
lamp, complete in case. New condition
£87 10 0

BOLEX

The
Contax
shutter gives

35-mm. Maltese Cross Projector, two
10-in. spools, motor drive, variable
resistance .
£6 17 6

9.5-mm. Coronet Projector, complete
with 3 films .
£1 8 6
16-mm. Bell-Howell 70DA
Filmo
Camera, in brand-new condition, with
1-in. f/3.5, 1-in. f/1.6, 2-in. f/3.5 and
4-in. f/4 Dallmeyer lenses, turret front,
footage indicator, best quality case.
Cost £122 lOs .
£75 0 0
16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo Projector,
adjustable resistance, reverse, rewind

When changing to 10 mm. do not throw away the
Path4 films. Get this projector, which shows both
9-mm. and 16-mm. pictures. Can be altered
O C
in a flash. 9 monthly payments of 81/8.

and permanent — conditions which
cannot*always be guaranteed even
with the best rubber-coated cloth.

85-mm.
Williamson Topical Cine
Camera, solid mahogany, brass-bound
body, f/3.1 Aldis lens, I and 8 picture
movements. New condition £11 17 6

each

recommend

film, as these

ZEISS

36x24

our

spools

mm.

of many
in the

Any

daylight-loading

can

be loaded

IKON

with

Ikon

trade

mark,

per¬

reliable.
advantages

special

perforated
Contax
the same

possessed

Contax

cine

spools,
ease

brochure,

film can
Zeiss

be

Ikon

as the usual
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HERE’S THE NEW -YEAR GIFT THAT
WILL SAVE TIME, TROUBLE & MONEY
OVR
FREE
tOO-PAGE
CATALOGUE
OF
LATEST
CAMERAS,
CINE
APPARATUS

BARGAINS

IN FINE MECHANICAL

like those ENUMERATED

CONDITION

3x4 cm. Ifaonta, f/6.3 anaftigmat. Derval shutter. . £2 11 6
31x21 No. 6 Carbine, f/4.6 anastlgmat, Mulchro shutter and
leather case .
. .
£2 18 6

12i-in. T.T. & H. Cooke Telephoto t'5.6, vith iris, and leather
case, suitable for 1 pi. reflex .
£8 17 9
12-in. !/6.8 Ross Telecentric, iris, and leather case. . £4 10 0
12-in. 1/7.7 Telephoto, iris .
£4 9 6
OA-mm. Pathe Cine Motocamera, f/2.7 Carl Zeiss Tessar. New
condition .
£13 17 6

£-pL Popular Pressman. Aldis f/3.4, f»cal-plane
slides, F P. adapter and leather case .

double extension, U-form
leather case .

front, 12 slides, F.P.
.

adapter and
£7 7 0

EASY

PAYMENT

GETS

£5 12

6

focal-plane
£3 3 0

No. 0 Kodak Graphic, f/6.8 T.T. A H. Kodak anastlgmat, focalplane shatter. Excellent condition .
£3 3 0
i-pl. No. 4a Kodak, Goerz Dagor f/6.8, auto, shutter, plate
back, and 3 slides and case. Cost £15 .
£1 19 6

) 6x4i cm. Ermanox, Emostar anaatigma*^, focal-plane shutter,
speeds to l/l,0UUth sec., 3 slides and F.P. adapter, leather case
216 10 0

FIRST

focussing

f-pl. Salex Focal-plane, f/4.6 anastlgmat, focal-plane shutter,
speeds to l/l.0Ut>th sec., 6 slides .
£3 19 6
8 X Stenosa Prismatic Binocular, centre screw focussing, double
slings and leather case. New condition .
£4 17 6

I P.C. Folding Elito, Zeiss Patent Tessar f/4.6. Compur shutter,

ANY

BELOW

X
Dainty Soho Reflex, Ross Homoceotrlc f/5.6. Kershaw^
focal-plane shutter. 3 D.D. slides. F.P. adapter .
£5 17 6
3i X 2i N. & 6. Folding Reflex, Dalhneyer Serrac f/4.6. focalplane shutter, reversing back, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and leather
case .
£21 17 6

31x21 Salex Reflex, f/4.5 anastlgmat,
shutter, 6 slidea, F.P.A .

P.C. Ensign Roll Film, Carl Zeiss Triotar f/6.3. Compound
shutter. U-fonn front aod leather case .
£2 19 6

THE
BEST
AND
HUNDREDS
OF

Guaranteed

P.C. Marion's Tropical Soho Reflex, Volgtlander Heliar f/4.6,
pair of Ross Xpres f/4.5, interchangeable, focal-plane sbntter,
6 D.D. slides. F.P. adapter and chaDging>tK>x .
£28 19 6
6x41 cm. Dallmeyer Baby Reflex, Peotac f/2.9, rack focossixig,
focal-plane shutter, speeds to l/l,000tb eee., S elides, F.P.
adapter and leather case .
.
.
£13 17 6
9 X 12 cm. Goeiz Anschutz Collapsible Foeal-plane, Dogmar
1/4.6, self-capping focal-plane shutter, single metal slide adapter,
12 slides, F.P. adapter .
£10 17 6
Reichart Microscope, coarse and fine adlustment, swing-out
Abbe condenser, 2 objectives, 2 eyepieces and case. Nice order
i«pL Klimax Folding Pocket, Ross HomoceniHc f/6.3, double
extension, U-front, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, daylight-loading rollholder .
. .
.
.
£3 18 6

ALL
AND

BARGAIN.

GENEROUS

31x21

Diagee

1^11

Film,

f/4.5 anastlgmat,

Ibsor£3shatter
3 0
shutter, 12
£9 IS 0

I'Pl. Robs Panros Focal-plane, f/6.tt Dagnr. focal-plane shutter,
£6 6case0
Mackenzie slide, 8 envelopee, F.P. adapter and leather
3x4 cm. Ranca, f/4.6 anastlgmat,
New cooditlon .

Vario

16-nuD. B. & H. Filmo, f/3.5 Cooke
leather case .
. .
6 X 80

Zeiss

Karine

Prismatic

shutter,

anastlgmat,

Binocular,

and

Vo. 2a Folding Autographic Brownie, Landscape
shutter to 1/lOOth sec .
Baby Pathe Cine Camera, f/3.6 anastigmat,
and leather case .

focussing.
£2 10 0

3 speeds and
£19 7 6
leather
£5

6case0

lens, speeded
17s. 9d.

Motrix

attachment
£2 6 9

31 X 2i New Special Sibyl, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, fullv-speeded
shutter, double rising front, 3 D.D. slides and leather case.
Splendid order .
£10 17 6
9x12 cm. and i'pL Goerz Tenax. Dogmar f/4.6. Compound
shatter, double extension, 1 slide and F.P. adapter. . £6 19 6
i-pl. No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak, f/7.7 Kodak anastigmat,
19s. case
9d.
ball-bearing shutter, speeds to l/lUOth sec. and leather
31x2i Ensign Auto. Speed Roll Film, f/3.4 Aldis-Butcher,
rising /rout, focussing, focal-plane shutter. New condition
£10 10 9
i-pl. Dallmeyer Press, f/3.6 Dallmeyer anastlgmat, focal-plane
shutter, reversing back, 3 slides, F.P. adapter .
£8 19 9

EXCHANGES.

APPROVAL

TO

POST-BUYERS

CITY SALE & EXCHANGE, 90/94 FLEET ST., E,C,4
PHONE

(1929) LTD.

THIRD
REVISED

EDIT
AND

THROUGHOUT

I O

RIGHT

BROUGHT

TO

UP

DIARIES

N
DATE

PHOTOGRAPHY

«

1933

FOR

MADE
EASY

: CITY 6981

‘*THE AUTOCAR** MOTORIST’S DIARY
and Handbook of Motor Sport
By R. CHILD

BAYLEY

Author of ** The Complete Photographer.**
**Baod Cameras,** ** Phoiographle

A mine of useful Information for all who
sporting side of motoring.

enjoy the

PRICE

1/6

Enlarglag **

EASY

AS

AS

•

A

B

•

C

This is a book for photographic beginners, and,
if carefully studied, it v/ill enable the novice
with a camera to get a greater proportion of
successful photographs than would usually be
the case.
“ Photography Made Easy ” should be read by
everyone taking up photography: it should
form as much a part of the outfit as the camera
itself : it is an ideal present to give an amateur
photographer.
Croten 6vo, 150 pp.

Stoul paper

eaten

Price 2/- net

By Post 2/3

“THE

MOTOR

CYCLE”

DIARY

Contains many Interesting details about trials, races
and speed records, as well as space for entering
particulars of running costs, and personal memoranda.

PRICE

“THE

WIRELESS

WORLD’’

DIARY

Keen wireless amateurs will find in this handy pocket
volume many helpful facts, figures, explanations and
diagrams, systematically arranged for easy reference.

PRICE

Obtainable

from

all leading

ILIFFE & SONS
2

booksellers,

or direct

by post from

LTD., Dorset House, Tudor
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"THE
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Street, London, E.C.4
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ENSIGN S?XTElSl 100 B
ALL ENCLOSED

9^mera

PROJECTOR

CINE

APPARATUS

&

LENSES

AT

OUR

NEW-VEAR CLEARAMCE
GUARANTEED APPARATUF
OF

Try how yoa may — you*ll never get value
to equal the splendid offers in this column*
16-mm. Bell & Howell Cine Camera, f/3.5 Cooke lens, motor
finder. Guaranteed in perfect condition .

driven, direct-vision
^1® 1® 0

16-mm. Ensign Cine Projector, motor driven added resistance so that same can
be used off any voltage, 100-watt lamp, complete in travelling case. Unsoiled
£15 2 6
36-inin. Maltese Cross Cine Projector, complete with 150-watt lamp, added resis¬
tance that can be used off any light, complete in travelling case, suitable for room
or small halL New condition. .
. .
£5 6 0
Pathe
Donble-claw Cine Projector,
dition
.

with

super

V.P. Special Kodak Roll Film, f/4.6 Zeiss Tessar
Cost £10 7s. 6d. .

it appears

attachment.

in use.

and
Plate,lens.
f/8 Boss
Homocentrio
Compound
shutter, rising and cross
front, reflex finder, plate
ba^k with 3 single metal
aUdes .
£1 16 0

9)

14 ALL ENCLOSED

1/1, 000th sec.. 6 slides and
F.P. adapter _
£6 15 0
f-pl. T.-P. Junior Special
Raby Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar lens, revolving back.

SPOOL ARMS

6 slides and
eoHed .

OPTICAL

slides,

the positive claw, and patent flicker¬

Supertite lens, mounted

FRAMING

in a hinged

mount

by the simple movement

MOTOR

DRIVE

AND

for easy

adapter
£6 15

£2 12

shutter, reflex and direct£8 15 0

lens, Compound

shutter,
£5

com¬
5 0

Six 2} N. & 0. Sibyl,
f/4.5 Ross Tessar lens,
reflex finder, 0 elides and
F.P. adapter _
£7 17 6

!

I -pi. Tropical Model
Sanderson Hand and Stand,

100-PAGE

f/6.3 Zeiss Protar anaetigmat lens. Compound shat¬

BARGAIN
BOOK

ter, Goerz focaJ-plane shut¬
ter, 2 double
leather
case plate-holders,
. . £10 10 0

of

Swift Student's Micro¬
scope, 2 objectives, double
nosepiece, Abbe condenser
and lock-up case £3 17 0
De Luxe Folding

hundreds

more money¬
saving bar¬
gains and all
atus.
latest appar¬

Pocket, f/4.5 Tessar anas¬
tigmat lens, delayed-action
Compur shutter, reflex and
direct-vision finders, double

POST
PAY!

NO
TO

0

shutter
£7 7 0

fully-speeded
£7 2 0

extension,

3

slides,

F.P.

dition
. Brand-new
£8 17
adapter.
con¬6
3ix2i Roll Film,
Reitzschel anastigmat

f/4.5
lens,

6

Compur
shutter, reflex
finder .
£3 7 6
i-pl. T.-P. Press Focal-plane, f/4.5 Cooke Aviar anastigmat lens, speeded shutter,
1 to 1/1, 000th sec., 3 double plate-holders and case .
£14 14 0
V.P. Roll Film, f/4.6 Zeiss Tessar lens, Compur shutter and focussing adjustment.
Cost £12 128 .
£8 7 0

of a lever.

COOLING

F.P,

i-pl. Sanderson Hand and
Stand. Busch lens, speeded
shutter, 3 double plateholders, leather ease

DEVICE

is operated

case. Un£12 0 0

f-pl. Popular Pressman Re¬
flex, f/4,5 anastigmat lens,
shutter •peeded to I 'l.OOOtb
sec., reversing bark,
3

EQUIPMENT

F/1.8 DaUmeyer
threading.

THE

movement.

MECHANISM

is silent in operation, and embodies
less barrel-type shutter.

'i\FREE

P.C. Size Salex Focalplane, f/4.5 Boss Xpres
lens, shutter speeded to

The case in which the unit is permanently fixed is strongly hut lightly
. made, and is covered in black leather-cloth. The front opens and folds
back.

THE

Compur

3a Special Kodak, f/4.5 Qoerz Dogmar anastigmat
plete in leather case. Cost £16 lOs .
P.C. Ensign Roll Film

This New Ensign Projector embodies many
new features, and is ready for use at any
time, and is no trouble whatever to fit up.

up into position by one

Compur

3f X 2| No. 1 Kodak Special, f/4.5 Kodak anastigmat lens, Kodamatic
ehutter, complete in leather case. Cost £13 13s .
Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, f/4.5 Tessar, in delayed-action
vision finders, leather case .

Eire brought

In brand-new
£5 5con¬0

lens, latest pattern

4x3 cm. Fotet Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat
finder. Unsoiled .

SYSTEM

lens, Compur

shutter,

direct-vision
£3 7 0

The driving unit is mounted in a separate section with the lamp, a silentrunning fan keeps the lamp and motor cool.

Boxform Roll Film, taking 16 exposures on 31x21 film, double lens, reflex and
direct-vision finders. Unsoiled. Postage 6d .
. .
9s. 6d.
31 X 21 Agfa Standard Roll Film, f/6.3 anastigmat lens, speeded shutter, focussing
adjustment. As new. Cost £7 Ss .
£3 2 6

ILLUMINATION

6 X 13 Nettel Stereo Focal-plane, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar
1/l.OOOtb sec., 6 single slides, leather case .

100-watt 100-volt lamp, with resistance for all voltages up to 250,

45x107 Verascope,
changing-box. New

£17 : 10 : O Cash

1-pI. Special Kodak Roll Film, f/6. 8 anastigmat lens, speeded
31 X 2i Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/7.7 anastigmat lens.
i-pl. Ross

or 40/10 down and balance in
8 monthly payments of 40/10
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plate-boldert
£1 17 6
shutter, reflex
£2 15 0

EXCHANGES
Cash

(1929)
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1360.
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to

EXCHANGE

LONDON,
PLEASE

Reflex, rapid

£7 17 6
shutter. .. . £1
£1 15
19 06
In perfect condition.

Deposit

CITY SALE

LTP

1432.

0669.

Twin-Lens

Approval

ST., W.1

119, VICTORIA ST., S.W.1

speeded to
£7 17 6

reflex finder and
£2 15 0

4^x6 Ica Atom Folding Pocket, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar lens, Compound
finder, 3 slides and F.P. adapter .

EASY

111, OXFORD

shutter,

1-pl. Doable Extension C.B. Field, R.R. lens, W.A. movement, roller-blind shutter,
3 slides and tripod .
£2 12 6
5x4 Planex Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Tessar lens, sunk Mount, shutter speeded to 1/1, 000th
sec., revolving back, 3 double slides, Mackenzie- Wishart slide and 6 envelopes

The whole outfit, including all leads, 400-ft. spool, oil bottle, Dallmeyer
f/1.8 lens, 100- watt lamp, cleaning brush, spare take-up spring and
driving belt and resistemce, is self-contained in the case and costs

PHOTOGRAPHIC

lenses, shutter

K.R. lenses, rising front, speeded
condition .
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appy hours at home.

Winter has its compensations, it brings
opportunities for making prints from your
holiday negatives on Slogas .... Slogas
is a perfectly delightful paper for print
making by artificial light.
You can control Slogas easily ....
it yield you just the depth of tone you
. . . . and what perfection of light and
and wealth of detail it reveals ! You
go wrong with Slogas.

GASLIGHT
Made
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4

make
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can’t
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WITH this, the first issue of

A

The Amateur Photographer
and Cinematographer for
1933, we wish every reader of the
paper a happy and prosperous New
Year. We also take advantage of
the opportunity to thank the great
number of readers in all parts of
the world — many unknown to us
personally — who have sent Christ¬
mas and New Year greetings. We
were glad to note that photography
entered so largely in the preparation
of quantities of these greeting cards,
some reaching a very high standard
of pictorial merit. We greatly ap¬
preciate the kindly feelings both
towards the Editor and the paper
that were indicated, and heartily
reciprocate the sentiments that were
expressed. May 1933 be a record and
successful year for photographers in

and

Detail.

Chapman Jones memorial lecture
just before Christmas. Chapman
Jones, who was a most conscientious
teacher and chief, once had a
laboratory assistant who was very
diligent and obedient, but lacking
in initiative. One day the assistant
was instructed to print some nega¬
tives on to gaslight paper, and,
knowing the type of mind with which
he had to deal. Chapman Jones took
the trouble to specify the procedure
in every detail. A schedule of
operations was worked out, wherein
the distance of the frames from the
light, the exact candle-power of the
illuminant, and the exposure to
the fraction of a second were aU set
down. What is more, they were
all most rigorously observed by the
assistant. But, as often happens
when instructions are specific, the
assistant assumed that in regard
to things not specified the fullest
liberty could be taken. The results
were not consistently satisfactory,
and it was discovered that the
assistant had not been told which

Formulae.

The instalment of “ Facts and
Formulae ” in our issue of December
28th brought this series to a close.
It has been very popular, and it is
possible that the notes will be
revised, classified and published in
book form. Commencing with our
next issue we contemplate another
series on somewhat similar lines.
Instead of miscellaneous and un¬

way the printing-frame
and, supposing this to
sequence, had exposed
frames with their backs

related paragraphs appearing to¬
gether we propose to group facts,
hints and formulae relating to some
specific branch of work, such as
lantern-slide making, gaslight print¬
ing, enlarging and so on. These
paragraphs wiU not form complete
articles on the subjects dealt with,
but will provide useful information
which may be adopted by beginners
and practised workers in any branch,
according to their particular methods
and requirements.

Mere

No. 2304.

An amusing story of the late
Chapman Jones was told by Mr.
F. F. Renwick when delivering the

general and for readers of “ The A.P.”
in particular.
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Professorships

A

Circus

Snapshot.

should face,
be of no con¬
some of the
to the light.

in Photography.

It is rather strange that, with the
multiplicity of subjects at our
universities, there should be no
professorship in photography. In
London University, for example,
there are professorial chairs in

With the aid of the hypersensitive pan¬
chromatic plates and films that are now

town planning, aviation, inter¬
national relations, statistics, Chinese,

available, any amateur with a- lens of
large aperture can secure striking and
novel snapshots at the Circus at Olympia

education, highway engineering, die¬
tetics, Dutch history, banking, plant

during

the performance.
I

physiology,

phonetics,

Russian ,
5
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chemistry is endowed at one of our
universities. Chapman Jones would
have made an ideal professor of

Persian, Sanskrit, and many other
subjects, useful or decorative, but
no chair in photography, although
without the help of photography in
one or other of its applications,
the labours of the other professors
would be multiplied. Many leading

A melancholy story comes to us
from a small town in the Home
Counties.

photography, but in the hey-day of
his teaching career a chair in photo¬
graphy would have been deemed an
utterly foolish suggestion.

physicists and chemists have re¬
garded the subject of photography
as beneath their notice. During the
last ten or twelve years, as Mr.
Renwick said, in delivering the
Chapman Jones memorial lecture,
there has been some improvement in

An

exhibition of photo¬

graphs was held at the tram ter¬
minus, and being free and central,
was visited by many people, es¬
pecially country folk on market
days. One picture therein was en¬
titled “ Right of Way,” and repre¬
sented an open gate. Six months
afterwards the author of the work,
who had obtaineci his subject a
little way out of the town, revisited
the spot, and, with sad misgivings
as to his own responsibility for the
occurrence, found the gate strongly
secured, doubly padlocked, and a

Backgrounds.
Something was said the other even¬
ing in a professional discussion about
the value of empty backgrounds.
It was recalled that Mr. Furley Lewis
employed backgrounds consisting, not
of drapery, but of unlit empty space,
and more than one worker stated that
the aerial blackness had a quality
which was unobtainable with the

the recognition given to photo¬
graphy, but it may stiU be asked
how long it wiU be before the subject
of photography is properly taught
in our colleges, or before a profes¬
sorship in photography or photo¬

of Way.

straightforward, built-up back¬
ground of whatever material.

notice put

up, “ Trespassers

will

be prosecuted.”

The

A mateur Photographer ”
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EVERY MONTH a brief exposure table will be provided for the assistance of our readers in their practical work. A glance at
the current approximate exposures as here given will serve as a reliable guide for most purposes. The subjects will be varied
to suit the time of year. The following exposures will serve as a working guide for any fine day during the month, between the
hours of II in the morning and i in the afternoon, with the sun shining, but not necessarily on the subject. Stop used, f/8. The
exposure should be doubled if the sun is obscured, or if stop f/ii is used. For f/i6 give four times the exposure. For f/5.6
give half. From 9 to ii a.m. or from i to 3 p.m. double these exposures. From 8 to 1 a.m. or from 3 to 4 p.m., treble them.
Ordinary.

sec.

sec.

Open seascapes and cloud studies . .

1/15

Open landscapes with no very heavy
shadows in foreground, shipping studies
or seascapes with rocks, beach scenes . .
Ordinary landscapes and landscapes with
snow, open river scenery, figure studies in
the open, light buildings, wet street scenes
Landscapes in fog or mist, or with strong
foreground, well-lighted street scenes . .
Buildings or trees occupying greater portion
of picture . .
Portraits or groups taken out of doors, not
too much shut in by buildings . .

1/12

1/3
1/2

1/4
1/3

99

8

sec.

sec.

1/45

1/60

1/25

1/75

99
3/4
secs.
2

6

4

99

99

1/30

99
99

99

99

secs.

Ultra Rapid.

Rapid.

9 9

1/10
1/6
1/3
1

9 9

Extra

sec.

1/25

1/8

1
3

Portraits in well-lighted room, light sur¬
roundings, big window, white reflector . .
As

Rapid.

Medium.

Subject.

1/12
1/8
1/4

99

1/40

99

99

1/15
1/10
1/5
1/2

99
99
99

Ultra

„
„

Special

Barnet,

Press

„
„
„
„

Ilford,

Eastman,

„
,,

Haupf,

„
„
Herzog,

„
Ilford,

Super

Press.

Enelite.
Par

Speed

Cut

Super

Rapid.

Ulcroma.
Ultra Roll Film and Pack.
Ortho-Isodux

„
Golden

„

„
„

Self-screened Pan.
fast).
Portrait
Film (Ortho

Roll

Film.

Film Pack.

Iso-Zenith.

Ex.

S.R.

3/4
3
secs.

secs.

„
„
„
„

Monarch.
Press.Ex. Sens.
S.S.
Zenith Ex. Sens.

„
„
„

Imperial,

2

Film Pack.
,, Seio Pan. Roll Film.

Agfa,

Ortho.

„
„

Eclipse.
Eclipse Ortho

„
„
„

Eclipse Soft.
Eclipse Ortho.
Eclipse Pan. Soft.

Kodak, Verichrome
Marion, Record.

„

Chromo.

Fleet.

Press

Iso Record.

Film.

Anti-Screen.

Soft.

»
„
» Extra

Isolar.
Rapid.

and

„
„
Hauff,

99

„

E.R.
Ortho.and Pack.
Roll Film

„
„
,,

S.R. Pan.
Pan. Film.
Rapid Chromatic.

„

Studio
Ortho.
Iso E.R.

Criterion,

,,
Portrait.
„
Roll Film.
„ RollSpecial
Ensign,
Film. E.R.
Gevaert,

Filtered

2

Ortho.

Auto

Imperial,

„

Filter.

Non-Filter

Film Pack.

Commercial

Roll

Ortho

Non-FUter.

„
S.R. Film.
Kodak,
„ Cut
S.R. Ortho.
Lumiere,
Extra
Rapide.

(new

series).

„

S.R.

„

Medium.
Instantan^e.

„
Ilford,

Pellicul.aire.
Empress.

Ordinary.

Eclipse Pan. B.
Film

Pack.

Film.

Selo, Roll Film.
Pack.Ikon, Roll
Zeiss

Barnet,

Ordinary.

matic.
Criterion,
Ordinary.
Chro
,,
Film

and

Rapid.
Barnet,

„

Rapid.

Kodak,
and
„ Roll
S.S.Film
Ortho.
Pathe,

approximately

Ortho Anti-Halo.
Screened Chromatic.

Imperial,

Extra

„

„ Iso Rapid.
„ Isolar.
,,
,, „ Chromo.
„ Roll
Film.
Barnet,
S.R.
Pan.

Regular Cut Film.
S.R.
Analo-Flavin.

„
Ilford,

secs.

Chromosa.
Hauff,
Ilford,

Film

„ExtraX Press.
Rapid.

Super Fleet.
Super Fleet Ortho.
Pan. Fleet.

S.S.S.

Gevaert,

Rajar, Super Speed.
Selo, ^lochrorae Roll

Wellington,

Illingworth,
„
S.S.

Sensima.

Sensima Fast.
Sensima Ortho.
Super Chromosa.
Roll Films and Packs.
Ultra

Hypersensitive Pan.
Plates and Films.

Film.

S.S. Cut Film.
S.S. Pan. Film.

Gevaert,

„
„
„
„

and

Paget,

Iso-Zenith.

„

XL Super-speed Ortho.
Soft Panchromatic.
Studio Fast.
Ultra Rapid.

Criterion,

6

Rapid.

Portrait.

Super-speed Film.
Ultra Special.

99
99

99

99
99

a further guide we append a list of some of the best known makes of plates and films on the market. They have been divided into groups, which
indicate the speeds referred to above. The hypersensitive panchromatic plates and films require less exposure than the ultra-rapid.

Agfa,

99

S.R.

Film

„ •

Gevaert,
Ilford,

Ordinary

Ordinary.

Iso.

Ordinary.

Imperial,

„

Ordinary.
Rapid
I^ooess Pan.

,, Self-screen
Ortho.
Criterion,
Extra Rapid.
„

Pan. Process.

Film.
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he Photographer^ s

This calendar is intended to
A
T
T^TVT'T'A
A
T"^
provide the amateur photo■
ZA I
rH J^y I ■ ZA
grapher with practical sugges\._A L \ M^l
^ k ^
JL AA
V.
tions throughout the year. The
subjects suggested are seasonable. If it is kept for handy reference, no doubt
July.
scores of additional topical subjects will occur to the photographer’s
mind.

January.
OMMENCE
the New Year by
resolving to make the best of
your apparatus for the en¬
suing twelve months.
Tree outlines can provide a fas¬
cinating and instructive subject.
When the branches are bare, the
oak, beech, elm, lime, poplar, and
so on, all possess a distinct forma¬
tion. After a time you will easily
recognise each kind by this method.
Such a collection will be found to be
particularly helpful to children.
Birds are frequent visitors to our
gardens in search of food. Provide
a bird-table, construct a "hide,”
and obtain an interesting collection
of bird photographs.
In the country you will find the
farmer busy preparing the land.
Here is an opportunity for plough¬
ing scenes and so on.
Nature may be kind and provide
snow scenes, skating, frost, and the
effects of the thaw.
February.
If it is a proverbial month

of

“ February fill-dyke,” it will give
you the opportunity of obtaining
wet-day photographs in town and
coimtry. Sodden fields, flooded
roads, and rivers. Hunting in the
rain.
Signs of returning spring will tal<e
you to the crocus field and the
daffodil woods. Shrove Tuesday
may give you some amusing snaps.
March.
Spring returns, showing signs of
new life in fields, woods and hedge¬
rows. The birds commence to build.
Try bird-nesting with a camera. A
collection of such prints is better
than a collection of stuffed birds,
stolen nests and eggs.
The spring lambs in their frolic¬
some moods. In fact, young life of
every kind.
Springtime cloud effects will

enhance the value of your landscape
an^ seascape pictures if you learn
how to record such effects in a
realistic manner.

April.
Easter-time with its egg-roUing
festivities will provide fine studies
in child photography. April showers
wiU turn your thoughts to procuring
studies in reflections.
Water will always add beauty to
your pictures, so visit the fast¬
flowing streams and rivers, the
placid lakes, the roaring waterfalls,
rough seas ; and even the wet streets
will provide subjects for the keen
photographer.

This is the ideal month

for the

photographer. The days are long
and the light is strong. In the heat
of the July days the cattle, horses
and sheep seek the welcome shade of
the trees. Sunshine and shadow
effects of all descriptions.
Open-air swimming and sun¬
bathing in full swing. Pond-life
studies, swans and ducks out with
their young.
Real summer pictures in town
and country. Haymaking and other
activities on the farm. Boating on
the lakes, rivers, and waterways.

The glory of our English May turns
our attention to the open air. AU
photographers have some pastime
which takes them into the open.
So, whether it be hiking, cycling,
motoring, swimming, or boating,
you will find ample work for your
camera to do.

August.
Bank HoHday pictures in town
and country, at the bus and railway
stations, in the country, and at the
seaside.
Seize the opportunity of obtaining
prize-winning happy snaps organised
by nearly ail the dailies and other
periodicals. You may be fortunate
enough to clear your photographic
expenses for the year.

The cricket season is in full swing.
Empire Day celebrations.
May blossoms in profusion in
hedgerow and orchard. Changeable
weather is reaUy an advantage.

Agricultural shows held through¬
out the country. Prize-winning
cattle, horses, sheep, dogs, poultry,
and so on, all make very fine pictures.
Not forgetting the judging ring,

May.

horse-leaping, and sheep-dog
The

month

June.
of roses.

Here

is a

glorious opportunity for those
interested in flower photography.
Garden subjects of aU descriptions.
There is nothing more pleasing than
a collection of beautiful garden
photographs.
Athletic sports, field days, tennis,
yachting, racing, golf, will provide
plenty of scope for those interested
in high-speed work.
All will be busy filling their picnic
and luncheon baskets. A feast by
the wayside will give you the oppor¬
tunity of securing snaps of your
friends in the happiest of moods.
3

trials.

Add to your collection of land¬
scapes, seascapes and country scenes.
September.
The farmer gets busy gathering
in the harvest. Obtain pictures of
the reaping and gathering of the
com, the cutting and storing of the
peat, the picking of the hops, and the
gathering of the bracken.
Autumn is now upon us. Repro¬
duce the autumn scenes with the
faUing of the leaves. In the town
parks, and in the country, the
gardener and the sweeper wiU be
found busy sweeping up the leaves
and carting them away.
7
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October.

November.

December.

With the passing of summer-time
the dark nights come quickly upon
us. Here is an opportunity to obtain

Guy Fawkes’ Day gives one the
opportunity of securing many strik¬
ing pictures of firework displays.
Scenes at the Armistice celebra¬
tions. The effects of the winter

will provide some good old-fashioned
Christmas scenes. A downfall of
snow will delight the heart of every
enthusiastic photographer. A short

pictures of night and flood-lighting
effects.

gales ; and scenes
November mists.

Outdoor work must not be neg¬
lected. The farmer will be busy
getting in his potato crop. Some
beautiful effects of autumn sunsets
may be secured.
the various trees,
nut, hazel, beech,
elder, etc., and
cedar, larch and

Societies

Accrington

C.C.

Lecturettes

announced

January

Dewsbury

the Norwegian

5th.

Ashton-un3er-Lyne P.S. Members’ Slides.
Aston P.S. Mystery Night. A. E. Hickman.

Cells and

Some

H. E. Isard.

Applications.”

Letchworth C.C. “ How to Make Prints.” D. W. Brunt.
Liverpool A. P.A. " A Glimpse of Sunny Lands.” Miss Daisy Snoddy.
Medway A. P.A. " The Amateur Photo^apher ” Prize Slides.
Newcastle Amateur Cin^ Association. Films by Finchley A.C.S. and Allan

Hogg.

Members’

Evening.

Friday,
Colne C.C.

Inter-club

January

6th.

P.U. Prints.

Society.

“ Polarised Light.”

Saturday,

Monday,
C.C.

Enlarging.

January

7th.

January

8

Informal

Evening.

Album.”

10th.

Herbert

P.S.

” Canterbury

Accrington

C.C.

“Paper

and Back.”

Mr. Woodbridge.

Negatives”

January
and

“Colour

11th.

on

Hadrian’s

Partick C.C. “ Roman France.” H, G. Cooper.
Smethwick and D.P.S. “ Fair Lusitania.” Rev. H. O. Fenton.
South Essex C.C. Annual General Meeting.
South Suburban and C.P.S. Slide Evening.

Dr. McDougall.
and Norway.”

in Chloro-Bromides.”

Wall.”

F. T,

G.

E.

Chorley P.S. L. and C.P.U. Prints.
Croydon C.C. “ Zoo Close-ups with Camera and Cine Camera.” Miss G. M. Callow .
Darwen P..4. “ Chloro-Bromide Printing and Enlarging.” J. H. Woods.
Dennistoun A. P.A. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Ealing P.S. Print Competition.
Ilford P.S. “ The Making of Paper Negatives.” L. Vizard.
L.M.S. (London) P.S. “ A Short Course to Better Photography.”
I.eicester
and L.P.S. “ Finishing and Mounting the E^ibition Print.” Miss F.
Flemming.

Dr. T. W. Woodhead.

9th.

“ A Trip to the Arctic Regions

“ A Button-Presser’s

January

Usher.Poly. P.S. Lecturette Competition.
Borough
Peachey.
Brighton
and Hove C.C. “ Further Discoveries

T. Hadfield.

Bournemouth C.C. “ A Trip to the West Indies.”
Bradford P.S. Pictorial and Folio Group Meeting.

Cork C.C.

Warrington

Wednesday,

Ashington and Hirst P.C. “ A Knapsack Tour in Lakeland.”
Bexley Heath P.S. Slide Making. T. D. Nutm.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. BromoU. Ilford, Ltd.

Bridge of Allan and D.P.S.
Haldane.
City of London and C.P.S.

and Sketchbook.”

E. E. Jelley.

Brighouse P.S. “ London.” J. B. Thornton.
Hanunersmith H.H.P.S. “ Snacks.” G. H. Willett.
Hebden Bridge P.S. “ The Pennine Peak and its History.”
Morlcy College P.S. Portraiture Competition.

Accrington

with Camera

Sheffield P.S. “ Some Derbyshire Beauty-Spots.” E. Sampson.
South Glasgow C.C. Autumn Holiday Report.
South Shields P.S. Enlarging. J. N. Lilley.
Stafford P.S. Discussion on Works of Mr. Sinkinson.

Harrogate P.S. “ Where ? ’* Riley Fortune.
Ilkeston A.C. " Persian Rugs.” A. Smith.
Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. Club’s Portfolios.
Llanelly Y.M.C.A. P.S. Discussion.
Photonaicrographic

in Flanders

Poplar P.S. “ Still Life.”
Portsmouth C.C.
Picture-Making by Photography.” S. Bridgen.
Rotherham P.S, ” Pictorial Photography with the Camera in the Field.”
Bairstow.

Oldham P.S. Projection of Members’ Slides.
Watford C.C. Monthly Competition and Discussion.
P.S.

" Rambles

Beckenham P.S. Members’ Lecturettes.
Bedford C.C. ‘‘ Enlarging from Members’ Negatives.” T. Mathison.
Birmingham P.S. “ The New Photography.” J. Dudley Johnston.
Blackburn and D.C.C. Chloro-Bromide Paper. Ilford, Ltd.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. L. and C.P.U. Prints.
Cambridge P.C. ” Architecture and Pictorial Photography.” T, H. B. Scott.
Exeter C.C. ‘‘ Hadrian’s Wall.”
Forest Hill and D.P.S. ” Bruges without Bunkum.” H. J. Fisher.
Hackney P.S. “ The Compleat Lantern-Slide Maker.” Rev. H. O. Fenton.
Halifax P.S. Members’ Exhibition of Prints.
Kilbum and Willesden P.S. “ Pictorialism for Beginners.” T. Pickles.
Monldands P.S. ‘‘ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Nelson C.C. ” W. Harper ” Cup Print Criticism.
Newcastle and Tyneside P.S. Alliance Prints.

Hartlepools A.P.S. " Pictorial Photography.” J. Dudley Johnston.
Hull P.S. “ Photomicrography.” B. Cook.
Keighley and D.P.A. “ A Knapsack Tour in Lakeland.” G. E. W. Herbert.
Kingston-on-Thames and D.P.S. “ The Romantic Landscapes of Alex. Keighley.”
F. C. Tilney.

Woolwich

Meeting.

Tuesday,

Bromley C.C. " With Camera and Cine in the Norwegian Fjords.”
Bury P.S. “ Colour Slides.” J. C. Walburg.
City of Bradford Co-op. C.C. Home Portraiture. G. E. Foster.
Greenock C.C. S.P.F. Slides.
Hackney P.S. Outing ; Lambeth.
“ Photo-electric

General

Kidderminster and D.P.S.
R. E. Lowe.

and C.P.S. “ This London of Ours.” G. E. W. Herbert.
Gaslight Printing and Passe-Partout. C. A. Barnes.

Hammersmith H.H.P.S.
P. Middleton.

Annual

time to time.

9th — {contd.).

Leeds C.C. ” Caves of Wharfedale and Nidderdale.” H. W. Haywood.
Leek P.S. “ A Quest of the Dove.” E, Fowler.
Manchester P.S. ” The Development of Plates.” W. Whitworth.
Newcastle (Staffs) and D.C.C. ” Lenses, Points of Interest and Uses.” R. F. Goodwin.
Preston C.C. ” The Three-colour Carbro Process.” T. Egan.
ShefiSeld and Hallamshire P.S. “ Recollections of a Hiker.” H. H. Diver.
Southampton C.C. *‘ Some Prints and How they were Made.” S. Bridgen.
South Essex C.C. ” The Passing Pageant.” C. L. Clarke.
South London P.S.. “ Camberwell.” W. J. Hahn.
Southport P.S. ” Slides, Pictorial and Otherwise.” R. C. M. Kermode.
Wallasey A.P.S. ” Sepia and Brown Toning.” W. T. Chandler.
Walthamstow and D.P.S. ” Sunny Majorca.” W. E. Hughes.

Edinburgh P.S. “ Aerial Photography.” T. Menzies M'NeU.
L.M.S. (London) P.S. Oleobrom ; Oiling Up. H. M. Moore.
Leicester and L.P.S. “ Cruise with Camera and Colour Plate among
Fjords.” F. R. Newens.
Margate and D.P.S. “ Passe-Partout” C. W. Troke.
Smethwick and D.P.S. Vice-President's Evening.
South Esse.x C.C. Annual General Meeting

P.S.

or from

January

Erdington and D.P.S. “ Summer Memories, 1932.”
Glasgow and W.S.A.P.A. “ Lantern Slides.” W. S. Crocket.
Hanley P.S. “ An Hour with a Field Naturalist.” E. J. Bedford.
Ipswich and D.P.S. Lecturettes by Messrs. Cross, Collinson and Robinson.

A. H. Redman.

January

of the session

Monday,

Brighton and Hove C.C. “ A Little Bit of Norway.” A. F. Blackman.
Cheltenham A.P.S. “ Modern Photography.” Paul Fripp.
Croydon C.C. “ The Two Tramps’ Second Tramp Together.” John St. Aubyn.
Darwen P.A. “ Marine Photography.” F. J. Mortimer.
Dennistoun A. P.A. Informal Meeting.

Thursday,

You will also wish to obtain some
good flashlight photographs of the
Christmas parties and decorations.

here if the syllabus is sent to us at the beginning

4th.

by Members.

Borough Poly. P.S. " A Ramble in Surrey.”
Bradford P.S. Pictorial Group Evening.

South Suburban
Stockport P.S.

spell of frost will give some wonder¬
ful effects, even on the window-panes
of your home ; but more particularly
in the fields, woods and hedgerows.
Make Christmas cards in good
time.

The Week*s Meetings

their meetings

Wednesday,

the

During this month you will find
much pleasure in carrying out some
experiments in indoor work which
photography offers in its many and
varied phases. Prints, lantern
slides and enlargements can also
be made.

Also the fruits of
such as the chest¬
oak, mountain ash,
the cones of the
pines.

will have

through

It is to be hoped that this month

Renton

Enlarging.

Stockport P.S.
Wolverhampton

Rev. J. Hobson.

4

“ Taking up Nature Photography.”
P.S. “ Composition.” M. O. Dell.

G. B. Kearey.
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ow

to Make

the Best Use of

“The Amateur
By

Many articles have appeared

from time to time extollinj^
the different uses this weekly
journal is put to. yet a study of them
leaves me with the impression that
even better use can be made (jf it if
one wishes to become proficient as
a photographer, whether it be as a
])ictorial or record worker, thereby
qualifying for the many prizes (mone¬
tary or (otherwise) which lie at the
feet of the really serious worker.
Indeed, if no awards are contemplated,
the ability to turn out good work is
of itself something worth aiming at.
Technical

Work.

There never was a better suppl}" of
materials available, some more simple
to use than others, and an intelligent
survey of " The A.P. & C.” from cover
to cover each week will enable any¬
body with a camera to turn out firstrate photographs. A beginner cannot
well be expected to secure photographs
exhibiting ]hctorial merit from the
start, as he or she must first acepure
the habit of securing good negatives
and prints of a technical character.
As soon as that becomes an easy
matter it will be observed that less
time has to be devoted to this part of
the business, so leaving more time for
composition and the study of lighting
conditions.
Picture

Making.

Personally, I favour the view that
pictorial photographers are born and
not made, judging by some of the
wonderful pictures to be found upon
the art pages. There is, however,
consolation in the fact that what we
may
akin

term rules of composition are
to fashion, in that some of the

prize-winning entries at the exhibitions
break all the rules of what was at one
time considered good composition.
It seems that originality is what is
required to-day ; in other words an
unfamiliar aspect of what we may call
familiar subjects. It is a known fact
that pictures which have been turned
down as hopeless have, when taken
at some other time of day, been
accepted ; the composition being the
same, but the lighting or atmosphere
totally different.
How then are we to get the best out
of our hobby ? I can only tell you

P. FREDK.

Photographer”

VISICK.

how I myself have succeeded in getting
where I wanted to, and where I should
never have got but for the close studv
given to this journal and its fore¬
runners.
In the first place I have it everv
week, and not just occasionally. I
know ])eople who buy it now and again
just to see how things are progressing.
Pelieve me, they frequently miss the
cream, and the very thing about which
they refpiired infornration appeared in
the copy they missed ! Others tell me
threepence is too much in view of the
.space devoted to cinematography.
All 1 can say is that this branch of
photographv is becoming extremely
popidar, and like the motor car which
a few years ago was in the possession
of the few, the mo\'ing-picture camera
will within a very short time become
commonplace.
The

Contents.

Indeed, it would be less popular even
than now, were it not for the publicity
given it both in the advertisement
jiages and the text. I never omit
this section if only to know something
about it when, as I have hinted, the
cinema camera is as popular as the
reflex of to-day.
The advertisement pages I also
scan, now that we have Mr. Gold¬
smith’s authority (supported by the
dictionary) that scan means to examine
closely or intently. In these will be
found no trash, only references to
thoroughly reliable apparatus and
materials.
The Editorial articles are what I

disagree

with

our

excellent

though

unknown friend, “ jMentor.’’
“ Answers to Correspondents ” pro¬
vide just the very thing we wanted to
know, and the technical articles are
an important feature ; so also are
the gadgets which can be made at
home, some so very useful that we may
well wonder why they are not upon the
market.
A glance
at thelatest
“ Shop
Window ’’
reveals
the very
in apparatus,
while the “ W’eek’s Meetings ’’provide
the means of a happy evening (when¬
ever we have one to spare) while
passing through the places in which
thev are held, and we are always sure
of a welcome as a visitor. Truly the
comradeship amongst photographers
is remarkable !
Even

The
vides
posing
everv
cannot
for 1

the

“ Ads.”

“ Amateur’s Emporium ” pro¬
the means of acquiring or dis¬
of apparatus, and a study of it
week reveals many bargains. I
speak too highly of this feature,
have never failed to dispose of

apparatus by its means, and I have
secured man}' bargains.
Under no circumstances would I
omit

to read

“ With

the Beginners,”

by
our old
" Piffle
” fame.
Although
his friend
presentofseries
is intended
primarily for beginners, there is much
sound advice for workers of experience.
How true and to the point were his
remarks in the issue of June 4th :
" I am

often asked,

' Am

I using the

term the “ John Bull ” of photo¬
graphy, in that they are written
without fear or favour.

wrong plate ? ’ by people getting poor
results. My answer is ‘ No ; you are
using the right plates wrongly ! In
other words you are paying no regard to
what the makersof your particular plate

The articles upon well-known work¬
ers are extremely useful in that they
tell us the manner by which their

to regards
time theprocedure
features ’.”
of
sayFrom
abouttime
it as
the journal differ, so as to embody

work is produced, while the illustra¬
tions accompanying them are often
worth the price of the paper.
The “ Facts and Formulae ” reveal
the very thing we all require at times,
while the “Critical Comments’’ are
perhaps the most useful item for the
beginner. I make a close study of
them all, trying to find out what will
be said of them by the critic, before
reading his views of them. This
makes very good practice indeed, and
I doubt whether anybody could
5

information upon very man}'- aspects
of our hobby, but upon no single
occasion have I obtained a copy but
what much of the contents have
appealed to me, and helped me.
In conclusion, have the volumes
bound, if you can afford it and provid¬
ing you have room for them, failing
which, make cuttings of things which
appeal to you and stick the pictures
in any old book, cover pictures and
all, and let the children in hospital
have them.
9
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Suggestion
BY

A. WOOD

SMITH.
I

essential if a perfect rendering of
shadows on sunlit snow is desired,
especially if these shadows

should

be cast in the afternoon when the'
quality
the sun’s
and the ofshadows
are light
blue. is yellow
In the print itself, if the lighter
tones reach the right depth with

The

Snow-dad

Village.

WHEN the kindly glow of summer and autumn

sunshine is over, many amateur photographers
look upon the winter landscape as having little
beauty of its own. And so many thousands

of cameras are put away and remain idle until the length¬
ening days of spring return. Yet, for the pictorial
worker, the wintry landscape is sometimes far moie
beautiful than the summer landscape. It is a season
when the chief effects are sought through atmospheric
environment, and much beauty lies along the grey high¬
roads ; in the trees at twilight ; and over hill and plain
when transmuted into one wonderful
glory of fairy white by the snows
winter.

of

It is appropriate that snow scenes
should come first as suitable subjects
at this season. They are loved for
the exquisite delicacy of their tone
gradations, for fine qualities of
light and shade, and for the great
Winter

feeling of breadth which they sug¬
gest, due to detail suppression.
Perhaps there is no other subject in
which quality in the negative and
in the print means so much for a
successful result. As much of the
inherent charm

insufficient development, it has been
over-exposed. A far finer result
will be obtained by giving about
two-thirds of the exposure and
developing until after action has
ceased. Then it will be found that
the lighter tones have acquired the
right depth, and the quality of the
print is infinitely finer and richer.

of these scenes de¬

pends on refinement of tone render¬
ing, it is essential that a fuU, correct
exposure of the negative be given,
and great care exercised in the
development afterwards, so that it
may not be carried too far. I have
never used anything else but softgradation panchromatic plates for
this work in combination with
K filters. They become
10

absolutely

Mist.

Tree Tracery.
6

As Ruskin truly says of snow, " I
doubt if any object can be found
more perfectly beautiful than a fresh,
deep snowdrift, seen under warm
light. Its curves are of inconceiv¬
able perfection and changefulness ;

ih[ amateur photographer
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for Winter
Photography
its surface and

transparency

alike

exquisite, its light and shade of in¬
exhaustible variety and inimitable
finish, and the shadows, sharp,
pale, and of heavenly colour, the
reflected lights intense and multi¬
tudinous, and mingled with the
sweet .occurrences of transmitted
light. No mortal hand can approach
the majesty or loveliness of it, yet
it is possible, by care and skill, at
least to suggest the preciousness of

Reflections.

cannot but be struck with the many lovely effects due to
reflections from wet wintry streets, and from many other
things in nature. There are certain days in winter when
the charm of a landscape does not he in the accurate
rendering of details, but in the expression of the delicate
tones of atmosphere, when nature is partly hidden, as it
were, behind a veh. It is in the rendering of these
deeper and more subtle effects that the pictorial worker
finds his greate.st opportunities.

The

Snow

Mantle,

its forms and intimate the nature of
its light and shade.” The camera
will, if properly used, record this
inimitable beauty with a fidelity
unattainable by any other means.
Another subject of great charm in
the winter months is the tracery of
tree forms, which give opportunities
for artistic arrangements of line and
beautiful decorative designs. You
will sometimes come upon drooping
branches, which, when seen against
the sky, are so subtle and lovely that
the mind of a Japanese alone could
select and express their beauty. Then
there is inexhaustible pictorial re¬
source in the play of light and
shade on the many beautiful textured
barks of the tree trunks.
.
,
Passing on to other subjects, one

The Farm Road in Winter.

7
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Gadgets
A

GADGET

FOR

YOUR

VERTICAL

ENLARGER.

Every amateur photographer from time to time makes
or hears of a useful accessory to assist him in his work.
A short illustrated note describing it is always welcomed
in these pages.
The following have been contributed by
readers from their practical experience.

plywood

or

ebonite

masks

constructed

fastened

inside!
the frame
may beE.used.
How’s
that
WiLLi.\M
Stuckes.

LASS, perhaps, is recognised as
being the finest medium for
keeping bromide paper flat, but
it carries with it the disadvantages
of dust, flaws, and laborious polishing.
The gadget shown here serves the
same purpose without these dis¬
advantages.
It consists of the main half of a half¬
plate printing frame (minus springs),

A

PORTABLE

BACKGROUND.

All photographers feel the need, at
one time or another, of a background
which can be rolled up and carried.
The home-made article described be¬
low I find invmluable, and its cost is
negligible.
Two light wooden

rods, each

5 ft.

long, are needed. These cost aj-d.
each. Then take 3 yards of unbleached
linen, 50 in. wide, and tack the two
ends of it to the rods. Mix some size
and apply a coat to one side of the
linen. When quite dry treat the
other side. The sizing must be thor¬
oughly done, otherwise the paint will
penetrate. Next the screen must be

and affixed to my

enlarger

the gadget described below, since when
the production of prints has been
more easily and rapidly attained, and,
incidentally, with much less spoilt
material due to not holding the cap
actually in the hand whilst exposing.
From a piece of wood about 4 in.
long by 3 in. wide, I shaped a small
arm and affixed it b}^ means of two
small brass screws to the front of the
lens board, and immediately above
the lens flange, allowing the front
of the arm to be on a level with the
front of the lens.
The

next item

was

the purchase

of

a small black composite frame (Woolworth’s, 3d.) taking a 3J-X2^ print.
This was attached to the outside end
of the arm by means of a small brass
hinge to allow the frame to move in
an up-and-down direction, uncovering
and then covering the lens respectively.

painted.
Take 8 oz. of yellow soap ; shred it
into a tin and add I pint of hot water.

An old 3TX2I glass negative was
hunted out and the silver image

Stir until dissolved. 'I hen add i lb. of
dark paint (1 used a dark brown shade),
and mix well. Give two coats of this

remo\’ed by treatment with the wellknown hypo-ferricyanide reducer until
only clear gelatine remained. After
a good washing this was stained a
bright red by means of an ordinary

paint, allowing two days between
coats. After the second coat

the
has

been applied stipple the surface so that
a dull face is obtained. When com¬
pletely dry treat the other side with a
pale shade of paint ; cream is the
most useful colour.
1 find this background, with its
alternative colours, extremely useful

weighted

with

lead strips around

its

sides, and a well-planed block of
wood (also weighted), exactly half-plate
size and one inch thick. In use, a
" dummy” sheet of paper is placed
on the block, and the frame (made to
fit the block sides snugly) dropped
over.
The

whole

position, and
cussed.

thing is manoeuvred
the

image

sharply

Gwyneth

for

Pennethorne.

high-speed repetitive work. The en¬
suing prints have neat white borders.
The making of two or three such
devices for larger paper sizes is well
worth the trouble. For smaller sizes.

A

HANDY

ENLARGER

EXPOSURE

DEVICE.

Users of the old pattern of horizontal
enlarger know how easy it is to mislay
temporarily (and usually just when
required) the lens cap with which to
make the exposures.
To overcome this very annoying
defect in my

dark-room

8

procedure,

twopenny household dye until suffi¬
ciently deep, and was then stood on
edge to dry.
Removing the back and stiffener
from the frame the dyed screen was
fixed in position, and held by four
small pins, thereby completing the

fo¬

A sheet of bromide paper is then
substituted for the dummy sheet and
the exposure made.
Swift and sure manipulation such as
this device affords is essential for

12

both at home and a'broad. It is long
enough to form a background for a
full-length figure and also serves as
both background and floor for stilllife studies. The soap keeps the
linen flexible so that it can be rolled
round the rods and carried strapped
to the tripod. A hole is bored at each
end of one of the rods and a string
passed through them whereby the
background can be suspended from a
hook or nail in a wall.

I

To make an exposure the frame is
gadget.
simply lifted into a vertical position,
and will remain there as long as
desired; when the exposure is finished
a gentle touch will immediately cover
up the lens again, and taking in all
a few moments only. A. F. Eve.
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ortraits without
Flashlight

D. M. C. RIVINGTON.

WINTER is the time undoubtedly for doing indoor

work with our cameras, and of all indoor work,
making portraits of our friends and relations is the
most fascinating.
But, alas ! some of us cannot afford floodlamps, and some
of us do not care for the results of flashlight, or cannot in
our particular circumstances work it successfully.
There is a third method of making winter portraits, that
of exposure by ordinary electric light, and when it is successful
it gives the most natural result of any.
This method is really only ]:)ossible with a lens of large
aperture, say f/5.6 or larger, or the exposure will have to be
too long, but it is astonishing how long people can hold
perfectly still if they are sitting in a comfortable position.
Plates also are better than
No. 3.

films because they arc faster
and cut down the exj)osurc
time, and they should be
preferably panchromatic and
certainly backetl.
The first of the accom¬
panying portraits was taken
at f/5.6 on an Ilford softgradation panchromatic
plate, reckoning speed at
three times Kodak roll film

The Professor.

light,black,
but her
the work
sitter’s
was
red dress
and
her shoes and stockings gold,
about as difficult colours as
one could get.
In the second photograph
the central room light in the
ceiling was burning also, the
stop was f/4.5, and the ex¬
posure was lo seconds. It
could possibly have done
with more. There is, however,
no halation from the lamp.
The third had also a ceiling

with an exposure of 20
seconds. The lighting was a
60 c.p. stand-lamp on a
table just behind the sitter,
with the firelight in front
to lighten the shadows. Tlic
walls of the room were

light, but the walls of the
room were dark. Here with a
No. 2.

In the Library.

stop of f/4.5. the exposure
was 15 seconds, and even though
part of the bulb of the light is showing
there is no blurring or halation.
The central ceiling light in the last
two cases has acted as the firelight
did in the first case and lighted the
shadows. With children this method
would probably not be very successful ;
they are such restless mortals, and
15 seconds seems a long time ; but
with friends of more mature age it is
the least troublesome of all portrait¬
making methods ; they can go quietly
on with their usual occupations while
you set up and focus your camera,
only holding still for the few seconds
you count out when you are ready ;
and in this way you avoid any sug¬
gestion of camera-consciousness and
get pleasing portraits of your friends
as you know them.
If the new hypersensitive pan¬
chromatic plates are used it would be
quite possible to cut down the exposure
still more and secure good negatives of
subjects similar to those illustrated
in one or two seconds or even less,
according to the amount of lighting

No. I.

By the Fireside.

9

present.
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NOTES
Every week an article will appear under this heading dealing
with a topic of interest to the novice in photography.
ANOTHER

what I think they should all be.

camera. This is quite a com¬
mendable resolve, and I shall
probably attempt to carry it
into effect myself if by any
chance I can come to some

gets older the years
become shorter ; and
before I have ceased

^11

I I

•K I \\^lw

//

satisfactory arrangement about
the instalments.
The tendency for some long
time now has been towards
smaller and smaller cameras,
and the illustration on the right
gives a fair idea of the present
state of affairs in this respect.
The relation between the size
of a camera and its user is just
about like that.
The two illustrations at the

puzzling my¬
to how in the
I am going to
out another

fifty-two articles, I
find that they are all
written, and another

So
l wehasareflown.
IlllMIhere
again, at

the beginning of a
new one.
When
I came

bottom are quite reliable, because they are from actual
photographs, and therefore free from the distorted
imagination of a draughtsman. The vehicle represented

across the first illustration on this page I realised at
once that that hoary old fraud, “ The Walrus,” had
determined to push in again, and hold forth about
New Year resolutions. He would probably have had
something to say about the one marked with a cross,
and it is a good thing that, like all the rest on the
scroU, it is unreadable. In fact, you will see that all
his resolutions are commendably vague, and that is just

14

the

majority of photographers have
taken, and that is to buy a new

beginners’ notes
week by week. The
worst of it is, as one

from
self as
world
turn

^or

There is, however, one reso¬
lution which no doubt the

started a series of articles as a sort of experi¬
ment, and continued them for exactly twentyfive years before I could pull myself up. And now the
years are beginning to whizz by while I turn out these
-

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

YEAR.

ONCE upon a time — as the storytellers say— I

L NOTIONS

is a portable dark-room, which made quite a sensation
in its time by reason of the small limits to which it had
been reduced.
It must not be supposed that this was all that the
photographer in the good old days had to take about with
him. It was merely a sort of accessory or side-line, to

10
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enable him to sensitise his plates and get them into the
dark slides. On the left is shown how this was done.

being put away as dangerous I should love to turn out
some negatives on good old solid slabs of glass at least
15 X 12 in. in size. It may be amusing to have to sort
out negatives with a microscope, but it is far more

The gentleman partially entombed in the dark-room is
a distinguished photographer and a Past-President of
the Royal Photographic ^ciety. It is no fault of mine
if you do not recognise him.
In addition to this wheeled gadget the “ serious ”
photographer had to convey his apparatus. That is
why he was serious. Generally he reduced the size
of the vehicle in which his apparatus was conveyed by
carrying some small part of it, preferably the lens, in a
case slung over his shoulder (see illustrations). But
whatever contrivances were used in those days the
photographer who fared forth to expose a few plates
was accompanied by a sort of Arab caravan or a
mechanised army corps.
Now, the photographer who decides to look out for
a new camera is fatigued by the mere sight of anything
of about the dimensions of that being used by the slim
gentleman at the top of the page. It is aU very well to
talk about eight exposures on a vest-pocket spool, but
why fag about negatives of such gigantic size ? A
negative on one section of cine film is better, but why
not divide that really considerable area so as to get at
least four negatives on it ? Surely there are such
things as enlargers.
Well, I admit that some of these microscopic nega¬
tives are very wonderful, but if it were not for the risk of

OMPOUNDING
By HERBERT

ARTHUR.

Fifty ounces of M.Q. developer

bought ready-made cost any¬
thing from eighteenpence up¬
wards. Fifty ounces compounded at
home cost less than fourpence. The
developer will be in every way as good
as the ready-made solution or powder ;
it will keep well, and will serve per¬
fectly for plates, films, bromide paper
and gaslight paper.
Many amateurs fight shy of mak¬
ing their own
solutions because
they suppose that a
chemical
balance and a series of graduated
measures are needed. They are not.
One or two medicine bottles, grad¬
uated in "tablespoons,” will serve
quite accurately enough for liquid
measures, one tablespoonful being
taken as half an ounce ; and the
small tin scoop given away with
Johnson’s flashpowder will measure
out metol and hydroquinone quite
well.
■ A level scoop of either of these
chemicals weighs 12^ grains. One
other piece of apparatus is useful —
a small whisky-tot, on which marks
can be scratched with a file to indicate
^ oz., I oz., 2 oz. and 3 oz. If a letterbalance is available for weighing out
heavier crystals, well and good. If
not, it doesn't matter.

exciting to hold up a real old-fashioned negative and
let the eye wander over it at leisure.
Similarly, I well remember how the most fascinating
enlargements I ever made involved the assistance of
another full-sized man, and I poured on the developer
out of a pad. There was more muscle than microscope
about that job, and one or two spoilt prints meant
sheer banla-uptcy, and not merely a debit balance of
twopence-halfpenny. However, I don’t know why I
am telling you aU this, and have not the faintest idea
what it has to do with beginners’ photography in 1933.
At the same time, there is at least a little method in
my madness. I want you to realise that never before
has the way of the beginner in photography been more
plain and simple. Cameras are more portable, efficient
and reliable than ever. Plates, films, and aU sorts of
papers for prints have reached a degree of perfection
that is amazing. It is only a question of learning to
make the most of these great advantages. The standard
of photographic work is higher than it has ever been
before. Inferior results are no longer condoned. Even
the beginner must learn to do his work well. And it is
in the hope that I can now and again lend him a helping
hand that I commence the New Year. W. L. F. W.

DEVELOPERS
WEIGHTS

An excellent M.Q. formula is as
follows :
Metol
. .
. .
• • 25 grs.
Hydroquinone . .
. . 75 grs.
Sodium sulphite, crys. . .
2 oz.
Sodium carbonate, crys. . .
2 oz.
Potassium bromide
. .
8 grs.
Water to . .
. .
. . 25 oz.
Twenty-five ounces is a convenient
quantity to make up, because a
whisky bottle filled to the bottom of
the neck holds just that amount, and
a whisky bottle is a very convenient
vessel in which to make the solution.
Here is the procedure :
Three-quarters fill the bottle with
warm water, put in two scoops of
metol and shake till dissolved. Add
six scoops of hydroquinone and shake
again. Weigh out 2 oz. of sodium
sulphite, or, if you prefer, pour the
crystals into the whisky-tot (or a dry
medicine bottle) until they measure
a little more than 2 oz. by bulk —
say 2^ oz. Put the crystals in the
whisky bottle and dissolve. Similarly
with the carbonate, except that if
carbonate crystals are measured in¬
stead of weighed, about 2f oz. by
bulk will be needed.
That leaves only the 8 grains of
potassium bromide. To measure this
take I oz. of the chemical, put in a
II

without
and MEASURES
medicine bottle and dissolve in warm
water to make 5 oz. (10 tablespoonfuls),
transfer to a larger bottle and add a
further 5 oz. of water. This gives a
ten per cent solution. To J oz. of
this add 4^ oz. of water, and we have
a one per cent solution. Two ounces
of this one per cent solution will
contain approximately 8 grains of
potassium bromide, and this quantity
should be put into the whisky bottle.
Finally, fill the whisky bottle to the
bottom of the neck by adding water.
The 10 per cent and i per cent solutions
of potassium bromide should, of
course, be kept for use in the future.
The developer is ready for use as soon
as it is cool enough. It should be
used at full strength for gaslight paper,
and diluted with an equal quantity of
water for bromide paper, plates and
films. If 25 oz. is more than is likely
to be used within a month or so, it is
the developer
to decant
plan smaller
a good
into
several
bottles.
Similar

methods

can be adopted

in

preparing other developers, such as
amidol. If an ounce of any chemical
takes up the same space in the small
bottle in which it is usually bought as
an ounce of metol, for example, then
the little scoop will hold 12^ grains
as nearly as makes

no matter.
IS
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.

MAINGOT

From

information communicated

WHEN you are inspired by some bright idea to make

position, the head falling back over pillows covered in dark
grey cloth. As my background I used bright silver material
curtains, veiled with thin black net bespangled with silver
sequins. My idea was to get the effect of a sparkling sea,
and in order to produce the line of the profile I placed on
the floor behind the sitter one 500-watt diffused light.
This was screened, and threw a beam of light upright to
give the light tones surrounding the figure. My modelling

an exhibition photograph you are often very
dissatisfied with the result, as you are aiming
at something original and sometimes something impossible.
I have had many disappointments, mainly due to over¬
lighting. as 1 am a strong advocate of the very brightlylit background; and often use silver cloth and silver papers
to obtain the desired effect. Halation has been my chief
enemy. Even with backed plates I struggled on, but I
feel I have now mastered the difficulty, which lies in diffusion.

was produced by a 500-watt spot-lamp, near and on a
level with the head. I then used 1,500 watts diffused as
general lighting, also placed rather low.

In my studio I have yards of white cheese-cloth which
softens mv lights and renders beautiful skin tones, and
which, combined with back lighting, gives a good drawing
line to the sitter.
" With

‘ The

Figure Head

’ the model

to our Special Representative.

“The negative is on one of the super-sensitive panchro¬
matic half-plate films, and the developer a stock tank
solution of pyro-metol. The paper used is a chloro-bromide
rough surface, but the development for the red tones
is a long process. This is also done in a stock
solution of M.Q. containing Kodurol.
There is very little work on this negative.
I softened the hard shadows around the eyes
and mouth with a No. 3 pencil. I always work
this in very lightly with a clean stump, as I
dislike spotty retouching. This occupied but
a few moments. There is no faking and no
knifing, and the negative produced a clean
print. I used a slight glass diffuser, and the
finishing was very trivial. I always polish my
exhibition prints with one of the liquid wax
solutions on the market. Apart from giving

is in the reclining

tone, it preserves them, and they can be handled
with ease in transit. I find that this wax
solution suits most

matt

and semi-matt

papers.

“ The still-life study entitled ‘ Grapes ’ is
a subject within the reach of most cameras.
Again my ambition in the subject was skin
texture, and this was done on an anti-screen
plate with diffused lighting, and the modelling
picked out by a 500-watt spot-light. This and
a 500-watt standard were the only two lights
used. The curtain is the same as that used in
‘ The
same

seconds exposure. The negatives of ‘ Grapes ’
and ‘ The Figure Head ’ are both of good
quality, but thin, which I prefer.
“ After posing my sitter, and seeing that the
shape of my picture will be pleasing — which
of course is the main thing — I then light up,
always bearing in mind that I want a good firm
skin texture ; and with every portrait I take
I aim at producing a future exhibition print,

12
Grapes.
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By

Rosalind

Figure Head,’ but unveiled. I used the
camera and lens at f/i6, giving nine

Maingol,

which

occasionally

materialises.’’
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FIGURE

HEAD.

By

[See article^ “ How I make my Exhibition Pictures^** on the opposite page.)

Rosalind

Maingot.
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CHRISTMAS

EVE

IN

COLOGNE

CATHEDRAL.
{From the “ Photograyns of the Year ” Exhibition.)
This picture ivas also exhibited at the Royal Photographic Society.
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A. Krevsmkamp.
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I- — “ A Light Fall.”
By A . J. Gordon.
5. — “ In Calderstones

2. — “ Nearly

By Miss
Park.”

By George H. Turner.

Buried.”

Rigmor

3. — ” Snoii)

4. — “ Tout

Trail.”

By M . Leu'is Knapp.

Dahl.
6. — “ Snow

and Sunshine.”

By D. Rock.
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en Noir.”

By Harold J. Hesketh.
7. — “ A

Land

of Snow.”

By J. Dodd.
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PICTURES oftkeWEEK
Seme Crukul Commeme

IN discussing a previous collection

of snow pictures — those which
appeared in our issue of the 21st
December last — the opportunity was
taken of emphasising the need for
sunshine as an essential element, as
well as the necessity for a sufficient
depth of snow.
Essential

It was

then

Qualifications.

mentioned

that

the

sunshine was necessary in order that
the texture and infinite subtlety of
modulation, which are innate charac¬
teristics of snow, should be suggested,
and that, with a view to preventing
the appearance of herbage, which
spoils the surface, the fall should be
deep enough to hide it.
These points are illustrated in
several of the examples reproduced
this week, and notably so in the cases
of Nos. 2 and 3, “ Nearly Buried,”
by Miss Rigmor Dahl, and “ Snow
Trail,” by M. Lewis Knapp. The finer
gradations of both originals cannot be
wholly retained in a half-tone repro¬
duction, the screen employed tending
to merge the slighter distinctions of
tone, but sufficient is recorded to show
the difference that sunshine makes and
the advantage that accrues from an
adequate fall.
In the former, it will be observed
that, except for the tip of a shrub,
the snow hides everything. The feel¬
ing of bittiness that arises from the
projection of plants and grass through
the surface js avoided, and, in conse¬
quence, the snow is shown in all its
pristine purity. This is emphasised by
the influence of the sunshine, which,
by means of the shadows it casts,
not only provides a sense of modulation
and texture, but also stresses the
whiteness of those portions in full light.
Printing

Depth.

The tonal rendering is delightful as
it is, but it is just a moot point as
to whether a little greater printing
depth would or would not confer a
greater decision, and reveal just a bit
more of the finer high-light detail.
If so, a print of slightly greater
depth might be tried ; but, on the
other hand, over-printing must be

“

«"

guarded against, as the smallest trace
of degradation would be fatal. Compositionally, the position of the little
bush is too central, and this should be
corrected by trimming one inch from
the left-hand side. With this altera¬
tion, and a little dodging about with
the printing depth, an excellent little
snow picture should result.
" Snow Trail ” more nearly ap¬
proaches the ideal in respect of depth
of printing, and it is equally good in
its rendering of snow gradations under
the effect of sunlight. It has not,
however, quite the same freedom from
the disturbance occasioned by pro¬
jecting herbage. In this case, the
offending items are shrubs of some
little size, and it would take a very
considerable fall indeed to cover them

up. It is possible, nevertheless, that
they might have been avoided bv a
change of viewpoint, and, at the same
time, it might have been found feasible
to omit the post on the right.
Serviceable

Shadows.

It is quite true that it makes a useful
dark at present, much in the same sort
of wav as the shrub in No. 2, but it is
an awkward and ungraceful object,
and something more in keeping with
the scene might be found.
Its shadow, however, is very useful,
and it might be possible to retain it,
while excluding the post itself, by
directing the line of sight a little to
the left. In this event, the tree on
that side would take its place as the
chief item of interest, but whether
such a re-arrangement could be adopted
or not could only be determined on the
spot. At all events, the print is very
pleasing in the way it renders the
broken snow in the foreground, and,
in this respect, it illustrates, very
effectively, the sort of thing to aim for.
17
In comparison with these two,
No. i,
” A Light Fall,” by A. J. Gordon,
seems motiveless and unnecessarily
complicated. In its class, it has good
tone values, but they are the values
of the subject, and the subject itself
has not the advantages of the others.
The essential conditions were not
present, and, that being so, the subject
is one that had better be left alone.

Similar

remarks

are

applicable

also

to No. 5, " In Calderstones Park,” by
George H. Turner^ where, likewise,
there is neither evidence of sunshine
nor a sufficient depth of snow
Technical

Considerations.

With Nos. 4 and 6, ” Tout en Noir,”
by Harold J. Hesketh, and " Snow
and Sunshine,” by D. Rock, where
there is sunlight and, if not as deep as
could be wished, an adequate fall,
the gradations
shine are not

arising from the sun¬
so well expressed as

they should be.
As was more fully explained in the
previous article, the number of strong
darks included renders it necessary
for subjects of this type to be treated
as of high contrast, and the develop¬
ment of the negative must be curtailed.
To bring out the low contrast distinc¬
tions of snow and its shadows, it is
imperative that development should
be extended, so that where there are
any quantity of darks in a snow scene,
it is impossible for the more delicate
distinctions and the darks to be
properly recorded in the same print.
It is therefore most essential that,
in endeavouring to record the character
of snow, the darks should be very
carefully restricted.
Impressions

As impressions

of Winter.

of winter, the prints

may, perhaps, serve a purpose, but
they scarcely succeed as studies of
snow. No. 4 has certain possibilities
if the upper portion is removed, but
the tones of the snow are not so
well recorded as those of No. 3,
though it is just possible that some
improvement might be obtained if
the negative be printed on another
type of paper.
" A Land of Snow ” (7), by J. Dodd,
is another impression of winter, the
snow being of comparatively little
importance, and the pictorial motive
being an effect of mist. The latter
is very well rendered indeed, but it
places the print in quite a different
category from those we have been
discussing, and the remarks made
concerning them are not applicable
1 7
here.

” Mentor.”
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Victorial Analysis
Every

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

^^THE

FIRST

ICE OF

The arrangement of this picture

is somewhat curious, as, al¬
though the centre of interest
is definite, it is by no means easy at
first sight to assign principality to any
one of the three birds, the group of
trees,- or one of them in particular,
each of these items appearing to have
an almost equivalent significance.
A Problem

The

WINTER/’
Pull

of Tone

hy Dr. A. Wood Smith.

Contrast.

But contrast and brightness of tone
have also an influence, and, as will be
seen, the bird on the left (4) comes
against a brighter area of tone than
does (3). The fact gives (4) an ad¬
ditional pull that counteracts, to an
appreciable extent, the advantage
the other has in placing, and, for all

in Arrangement.

We are told, quite correctly,
that there must be a principal
object, but, though the centre
of interest here lies in the

The

To begin with, the duck
on the extreme right (2)
may be left out of considera¬
tion, for its position so near
the edge is weak, and it
cannot claim the same atten¬
tion as either of the other
two. The centre bird (3)
is fairly near one of the
points formed by the crossing
lines of an imaginary division
of thirds— the strong points
of the picture- — but veers
towards the base and centre.
The other duck on the left (4) ,
is also not far from another

picture

than,

the

other.

Put in another way (3) loses less than
(4) because the latter is approaching
the edge and the former the centre,
the margin, obviously, being weaker
than the centre.

their importance is somewhat mini¬
mised by the lack of decision in
their delineation. This arises, of
course, from an inability of
the lens, at the aperture

the images

actually does serve that func¬
tion.

the

from

stopping down, the expedient
would be impracticable in this
instance, for the reason that
the necessary increase in
exposure could not be given
without inviting a blurring of

mind, and the problem now
before us is to determine
which of the various items

in

apart

equal sharpness at the same
time ; but, though the defect
might have been avoided by

would constitute an “ object ”
in the sense we have in

are almost the ' same distance away
from their respective points of inter¬
section, (a) and (b) ; but, if this were all,
the one in the centre (3) might claim
a certain extra pull because it is more

of interest, even

their force of placing, would be suflhcient to endow them with principality.
The combination of the two factors,
however, is more than sufficient to
turn the scale, but, on the other hand,

employed, to record both
near and distant objects with

neighbourhood of the blaze
of light on the ice (i), there
is some doubt that that

of the points in question, but
it, again, loses strength on
account of its inclination away from
that point and towards the left-hand
edge.
Both of the two birds (3) and (4)

tration

Lesser

of the ducks.
of Two

Evils.

As it happens that a diffu¬
sion of outline is more toler¬
able in the distance than when
it occurs in the foreground,
the lesser of two evils, one
qf which was inevitable, has
been chosen.
The diffusion, however,
does tend to cause the im¬
portance of the trees to be
overlooked, and, possibly, it
is the main reason why it is
not immediately

clear that the

group is to be regarded as
the chief item. The role

practical purposes, the attraction that
each possesses is much about the same.
There is, however, another of the
intersections of thirds (c) in close
proximity to which occurs the group
of trees (5). These extend on each
side of it, and, as a group, might be said
to occupy that position more exactly
than either of the two birds previously
cited. Besides this, the greatest weight
of tone in the whole picture is com¬
prised within their outlines, and
because, as the strongest dark, they
verge upon the light at its very
brightest at (i), the resulting concen¬

18
18

assumed by the ducks is
secondary.
Incidentally,
there is a humorous
suggestion attaching to their presence,
which adds to the literary content, but
the pictorial appeal of the picture, and
one which is by no means inconsider¬
able, lies with the contre-jour effect
of sunlight upon the ice, its brilliance
and the clever way in which it is set
off
cast shadows
of the* trees.
It by
is the
undeniably
attractive,
and,
though there are essential differences
between ice and snow in the oppor¬
tunities they offer to the photographer,
they are alike in this — that both
appear at their best in the presence
of sunshine.

“Mentor.'*
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rrespondence
The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
WHO
MADE
THE FIRST AMATEUR
TALKIE ?
Sir, — Who made the first amateur cin^ talkie ?
It is understood that talkie, in this connection, means talkie
recording, and not sound on film.
A correspondent in The Amateur Photographer and Cinemato¬
grapher of December 7th challenges my statement that the first
amateur talkie ever made was “ Shadows of Limehouse,” an
Apex Motion Pictures production. He writes, “ Owlpen
Motion Pictures, an amateur body, had done successful talkie
recording and reproduction work a year before.”
I believe Apex claim that this film was the first amateur
talkie " exhibited publicly.” It was shown as such at the
Tunbridge Wells All-British Amateur Film Week last year.
Mr. Peter A. Le Neve Foster, B.A., President of the
Manchester Film Society, who started amateur film work in
Manchester in 1923, in a letter to me, places 1928 as the year in
which Owlpen were making talkies. ” But,” he adds, " it may
have been earlier than this date.”
5:', Unless some other cin4 club puts in a claim I think we must
concede the proud claim of pioneers of the amateur talkie to
Owlpen Motion Pictures.— Yours, etc.,
M. A. LOVELL-BURGESS.
THE

RISING

FRONT.

Sir, — I have been following with interest the letters published
in The Amateur Photographer concerning my plea for a rising
front adjustment to roll-film pocket cameras (one correspondent
omitted to note that I specified “roll film”), and the latest,
that from Mr. P. Middleton, raises an interesting and debatable
point.
He suggests that the correction be transferred to the enlarger
by giving this a permanent tilt, but 1 feel that such a cure would
not prove so universally succe.ssful as prevention of non¬
parallel verticals in the negative.
In enlarging from these very small negatives the focus of the
enlarger requires to be dead accurate (just as much as in the
camera) and this is often done automatically, being nonadjustable in the modern and popular vertical enlargers.
I suggest that the increased exposure due to the very small
stop entailed by the non-parallelism of the bromide paper in
one of these enlargers would prove a serious drawback — far
more so than the necessity entailed by using a somewhat
smaller stop and therefore slightly longer exposure when
making the negative.
The difficulty of maintaining rigidity on the camera lens
panel and at the same time accommodating a rising front
may conceivably be serious, but camera designers, as well as
designers of other apparatus, exist to overcome difficulties.
If they had already overcome this one without a vastly increased
cost price my letter would not have been written, and as has
been corroborated by your other correspondents, the scope of
the pocket roll-film camera would be greatly increased. “ Pre¬
vention is better than cure.” — Yours, etc.,
I
F. E. HENDERSON.
ENLARGEMENTS

FROM

SMALL

NEGATIVES.

Sir, — In your issue of November 23rd, I notice that both
Alan Fraser and Florence Pickford raise the old question of
definition when the highly enlarged print is required from the
small, or ultra small, negative. I think the answer lies in
the direction of very exact technique. Given first-class
apparatus, careful focussing, and above all, correct exposure,
these miniature negatives will yield pictures a yard square, if
required, which are beyond reproach. These new hyper-speed
films do .
tend to give a “ softness ” if the exposure and subse¬
quent treatment of the negative is not very critical, and it is

A USEFUL
ENLARGER.
Sir, — Your correspondent H. V. M. would, I think, find
what he requires amongst the " Amplus ” types of enlargers,
made by Messrs. J. Lancaster & Son, Ltd., 87, Parade, Birming¬
ham. I recently obtained a No. 4 size for use with my own
6-in. lens. I needed the ability to enlarge up to approximately
10x12 from either quarter-plate or 3X4 cm. The standard
instrument did not give quite sufficient distance between lens
and baseboard, so the makers lengthened the supports at a
nominal charge to suit my requirements.
This enlarger, though designed for normal use with a
condenser, is equally fitted for use without, and I have yet to
experience any difficulty with any of the points mentioned by
your correspondent.
Though perhaps old-fashioned in external appearance, it
is a thoroughly practical instrument, each part of which is
designed to carry out its job efficiently, without expensive
frills. — Yours, etc.,
_
A. G. BATES.
THE
“ MIRAX ” ENLARGER.
Sir, — In a recent number, H. V. M. makes the rather
surprising statement that he has found four seiious defects
in vertical enlargers priced at about £%. Since he concludes
his letter by expressing the hope that some of your readers
may be able to give him some information, perhaps a description
of my own apparatus may help him.
My own vertical enlarger consists of a " Mirax” lamphouse coupled to a Zodel de Luxe camera. The former is
merely a rectangular metal lamp-house with a frosted-silver
interior, fitted with a 60-watt " Neron ” lamp and an opal
diffusion screen ; no condenser. The model I use is designed
for plates or films up to 12 X 9 cm., and the camera coupled
to it is a 6.5 xg cm. model, with an f/3.8 anastigmat of los-mm.
focal length. It might be thought that this lens would not
cover the larger plate, but it does so even at full aperture ;
this is probably due to the fact that the negative-carrier is
about 2 in. behind the camera back. The base of the " Mirax ”
is screwed to the dark room wall, thus ensuring perfect stability.
The " Mirax ” itself allows of a vertical movement of something
over a foot ; further latitude is gained by placing the easel on
anything from the bench to the floor, using a chair or a box or
combination of both in the intermediate stages. If desired,
the “ Mirax ” can be used horizontally. Having disposed of
No. 4 of H. V. M.’s points, I will take the other three.
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If H. V. tM. is inclined
piece of apparatus, I may say that a 12x10 in. enlargement
from a quarter-plate negative, made recently, was awarded a
prize of £zo in an open competition. — Yours, etc.,
C. W. MARTIN.

perfectly true that deep filters tend to " spread,” however
slightly, the light forming the focussed image on the emulsion
surface. The doubt in Florence Pickford’s mind as to being
able to
produce exhibition pictures from tiny negatives, when
.
you work carefully, would be dispelled by an examination of
a group of Leica examples. — Yours, etc.,
J. A. C.
An
y
con
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.
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r
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Materials Viewed
Dallmeyer

Pocket

Reviewed

Magnifier.

The loo-watt lamp is supplied with the projector (re¬
newals cost I2S. 6d. per lamp) and it gives a remarkably

A new series of triple achromatic magnifiers, which photo¬
graphers will find useful — especially in these days when we

bright, direct light through
lite ” projection lens
of 2-in. focal length.

.

so often discuss “ grain ” in high-speed plates and films —
has been put at our service by Messrs. J. H. Dallmeyer,
Ltd. (31, Mortimer Street, W.i). These magnifiers are
mounted in a chromium-plated case for carrying in the
pocket, and as they are only a tiny fraction over an inch
in length one really can be carried in
the waistcoat pocket.
The range consists of three, with 6,
8 and 10 magnifications respectively,
and they are sold at a uniform price
of a guinea each. Photographers will
find any one of them useful, especially as they possess a
high degree of correction. They are quite free from spherical
aberration, and they have a really flat field — a bigger field,
by the way, than some of their rivals. Their freedom from
“ colour ” is another important
A neat little job, this, which

asset.
should

the photographer and the cine-worker,
a guinea well spent.
New

commend
who

It is good

quite new

on

to find

a £i'j los. pro¬

The projector is
jector.
fitted with a double¬
claw movement, and
the framing device is
simple and quick.
A powerful silent fan
keeps all the ma¬
chinery and the lamp
and
lamp house

itself to

will find in one

in the design of 16-mm.

pleasingly cool. A good bright "still” can be shown at
any moment. All the three control switches are at the
back and outside the case, so that they are instantly
accessible all the time.

projectors

Covered in black leather-cloth, the projector’s
not only the projector, but a 400-ft. spool, the
and a spare lamp, as well as the flex and plugs and
spare belt ; and it shuts all of them up inside

is the Ensign “ Silent Sixteen looB,” a popular-priced
model, costing £ij los., and British from A to Z.
Messrs. Ensign

case holds
resistance
brush and
an area of

12x14x6 in.
It is really portable, and that is not the least of its virtues ;
but it seems to me that its best point is the speediness with
which it can begin operations, once you have planted the
closed box on a firm table.

(88-89. High Holborn, W.C.i) set out
to construct a pro¬
jector which should
be as portable as
a portable gramo¬
phone and as easy

NEW

to set going — that is
to say, with as few
movements as pos¬
sible required before
the projector throws
its picture on the
screen. In this aim

YEAR

RESOLUTIONS.

sell it.

they have succeeded
admirably, and they
have done it without

file the useful ones.

sacrificing any of the efficiency for which the ‘‘ Silent
Sixteen ” family of projectors have won a good name.
The new projector is permanently enclosed in a wooden

and start the year with fresh.

case, with a handle at the top — you might be forgiven for
thinking at first that it really was a portable gramophone.
But plant it on the table, open the front and side doors
of the box and swing them round to the side, and your
projector is ready for action as soon as you have set your
resistance, and pulled out, with only one movement of your
hand, both of the spool arms which swing into position and
stay firm. That is all.

method

interest and progress in my future work.
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a projection
lens of
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Style in Projectors.

Something

the Dallmeyer

W. Pye.
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What

Cine Amateurs

The scenario competition which is

being run this winter in con¬
nection with l’ath6scope is
doing much to raise the scenario
standard where cine amateurs are
concerned.
Members of the Metropolitan-Vickers
Amateur Cine Society have been
busily engaged in writing scenarios,
and their first film will be ready before
the end of the year.
The British Association of Amateur
Cinematographers

are out to make

a

national all-amateur film, and they
are inviting cinfi amateurs to send in
stories — not scenarios — so that they
may discover a story worthy to form
the basis of the film.
Individual members, meanwhile, are
as active as club members. Lord
Dunedin took his Motocamera — on
tripod — along to the recent Braemar
gathering and secured some fine pic¬
tures of. these ancient Scottish games.
The Duke of Sutherland, who is the
president of the Institute of Amateur
Photographers, opened the exhibition
of cinematography at the Royal
Photographic Society, and gave an
account of his own personal experiences
as an amateur cine worker in Africa

are Achieving

Tunstall, Staffs, to form a cine
club and all owners of amateur cine¬
matograph apparatus, as well as those
interested in the making of motion

the glamour of the first effort !
second film is being rehearsed.

pictures, are invited to become mem¬
bers.
We hear that a cine club is to be
started at Cardiff. There should be

An interesting feature of Rugby’s
winter sessions is that a monthly

Interesting

A

Developments.

amateur • cinematography will come
within its scope, and it is hoped to

projection of good cultural films is
included. It is hoped to produce at
least two films for use in the local
schools. One evening has been set aside
for the projection of films made by other
societies. These are original ideas that
can be commended to all cine clubs.

have discussions on all ” movie
subjects. Mr. C. H. Coxon, The

The adolescent problem looks like
being solved in Knowle, Bristol, by

Croft, Sneyd Green, Burslem, Stokeon-Trent, is particularly anxious to
secure members to join in the good
w(jrk.
The Southend
Amateur
Eilm

the ” Spotlight Club ” for boys be¬
tween the ages of 12 and 18 years. The
Club rents a private projection hall,

plenty of sujiport in this go-ahead
city. Staffordshire is to have an
amateur cine club. All branches of

Society are busy on their first film.
Older societies must envy Southend

is producing a film, and issues a
monthly magazine, which has reached
a circulation of 250.
The Ben

Uri, the well-known

Jewish

last year. He said that his film
reminded him more of Africa than
anything else he had. His Grace
went farther and prophesied that the
personal memoirs of the future will
be written in films.
“ A cinematograph record of a
man’s life would be infinitely more
interesting.”
The Bishop of Croydon has just
completed a talking film which is being
shown at all Croydon cinemas. He
confesses to being very proud of his
” talkie.”
New Clubs.
The formation of new cine clubs is
proceeding with considerable enthu¬
siasm at the present time.
Cin4 amateurs in Upper Clapton are
forming a club, with Mr. M. Cohen,
39, Filey Avenue, Upper Clapton,
N.16, as their secretary.
Endeavours are being made in

Winter

morning

in

ai

the Park. A good topical action subject with
possibilities for the amateur cinematographer.

great

pictorial
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artistic and literary association, have
formed a film section and we may
expect some vital cin6 work.
Members of the Wimbledon Amateur
Cin6 Club, who, incidentally, have
changed their headquarters and now
meet at the Grosvenor Studio, 18,
Ridgway, Wimbledon, have decided to
concentrate on indoor production with
the new Pathescope P.S.P. film. With
P.S.P., interior scenes can be made
by electric light from an ordinary
house meter.
SheflBeld cine amateurs were delight¬
ed with the success of their public show
at the Fulwood Guild Hall recently.
" In every way the show was a
success,” writes Mr. P. R. Parramore,

the club’s publicity manager. " We
took only a small hall, but filled it to
capacity each night (three nights).
About 600 people saw the show, and
I think most of them were surprised
to see what amateurs can do. ‘ City
Slights ’ was very well received, and
by synchronised music and effects we
managed to secure quite a talkie
atmosphere. Music throughout the
programme was provided by two
turntables and an electric amplifier.
Few people realise the enormous
strain it is to try and synchronise
about forty records to a 8oo-ft. film.
One hasn’t much time to think and
still less to make mistakes 1
“ We

Tiverton

WILL a cin6 club, in the interests

of the amateur cin6 movement,
help Tiverton Screenplayers
out of a difficulty ?
These cine players are running their
annual Tiverton Hospital Film Week
from January 16 to 21. The films
which they have personally produced
this year take about 80 minutes to run.
Their bills are already out announcing
that there will be " supporting films,”
making the programme up to two
hours.
On trying to book films from the
libraries (as has been their custom in

A

Musical
form

of music

for the

home show is that provided by the
gramophone, as the fortunate amateur
who possesses a friend who will play the
piano in harmony with the pictures is
very rarely found. The drawback to
the gramophone is that it is impossible
to change the theme of the music as
the various stages of the plot appear
on the screen, and it is almost im¬
possible to change rapidly from, say,
dance music to a soulful melody. But
if the amateur possesses a wireless set
(and how many are there in these days
who do not ?) there is quite a good
solution to the difficulty.
Undoubtedly the best method of
reproducing gramophone records for
a musical accompaniment is that pro¬
vided by the electrical pick-up. By
this means the loud-speaker can be
immediately behind the screen, whilst
the actual gramophone can be along¬
side the projector; and if the pro¬
jector is motor driven, the operator
can work both together.
Now, if the amateur can obtain two

Organ’ inter¬

Players Want

the past) they find that the libraries
have tightened up their rules to such
an extent that films are now unobtain¬
able in cases where payment is to be
made for admission to the show.
“ Do you think,” writes Mr. K. G.
Bareham, “ that any club would be
sufficiently sporting to loan films to
us either through your columns or by
individual appeal through the post ?
It would have to be understood that
the films will be projected six times
during the week, but they will be in
expert hands, and my club would,
at any time, be very pleased to

Accompaniment

IT is generally agreed that the most
suitable

had a ‘ Wurlitzer

of the volume control to the input of
his wireless set (this is the grid of the
detector valve, and about li volts neg.
grid bias). One lead from each pick¬
up should be joined together and con¬
nected to the centre terminal of the
control,

and

finally the two

remaining leads from the pick-ups
should be connected one to each of the
outer terminals of the volume control.
(These are already connected to the
input of the set.) The dial of the
volume control should be turned to
the ” off ” position.
On one of the turntables is placed
the record to be played, the set is
switched on, and the pick-up placed on
the record. The odds are even that
no sound will come from the loud¬
speaker. If this is the case, gradu¬
ally turn the volume control to the
” on ” position, and it wall be
that the music will gently fade
this is done. Now, on the other
table place the second record

found
in as
turn¬
to be

played,

going.

and

set that pick-up
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also was responsible for the pro¬
scenium and screen hghting effects.
His screen is a very elaborate affair,
consisting of a framework taking a
7-ft. silver screen, complete with
electrically controlled draw-curtains,
and three sets of coloured lights. By
means of dimmers and switches he can
obtain
a large
of colours.”
Sheffield
had,variety
recently,
a projection
meeting, when the following films were
shown : “ Arctic,” from the Empire
Marketing
Board, ” Cine
Fugitive,”
the Hull Amateur
Club, from
and
" Exchange,” a one-reel comedy, also
from Hull. M. A. Lovell-Burgess.

Films
reciprocate. We do not belong to any
association at present as we cannot
afford it. In fact, we invariably drop
money on our shows, not on account
of lack of public support, for we have
a large following, but on account of
the enormous cost of production.
We have so far concealed our losses
and handed over a certain sum as
alleged profits. We
This

is a splendid

public-spirited

work

on

i6-mm.

opportunity

amateurs

to

make

for
a

generous
Bareham’s
stock.”
dress
is 2,gesture.
Blackall Mr.
Road,
Exeter. ad¬

to the Home

turntables and two pick-ups, he
should connect the two outer terminals

volume

lude. This was rigged up by one of
our members, Mr. W. Crookes, who

Cinema

This will not interfere with the music
provided by the first record. Now, at
the psychological moment gradually
turn the volume control to the " off ”
position, and it will be found that
the music of the first record will
gradually fade out, whilst at the same
time that of the second record will
fade in.
It will readily be seen that by this
means a kind of “ theme ” melody
can be provided, being faded in and
but as the occasion demands, and
doubtless the amateur will discover
many other uses for the apparatus.
It certainly does solve, however,
the change from music suitable for
a scene of a dance hall, for instance,
to that for the picture of the hero
deep.
battling with the elements on the
In any case, many amateurs will
already have a pick-up, and they will
very likely be able to borrow a second
one from a friend, together with an
additional gramophone, and so will
be able to try out this idea without
expense.
P. R. Parramore.
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CASH
By

and the CAMERA

FREE-LANCE.”

Where

and

how

to sell Photographs

Camera users who essay to make money from their photography, or at least to
make it self-supporting, will find in this monthly feature many helpful market tips.
HE

GUILD,

the

official organ

of the Wesley

Guild,

has

become Young Methodism with the January issue, a
change occasioned by the union of the three Methodist
Churches. The Guild published a fair number of scenic
photographs in each issue, and although some of this work
came from within the organisation (being produced by members
of the Guild Pen and Camera Club) outside work was not barred.
As the scope of the magazine has been widened with the change
of title, its pages will probably be worth watching for greater
opportunities to place photographs.
Photographs of gardens are used by the Gardener's Chronicle,
5, Tavistock Street, London, W.C.2. This magazine caters for
advanced gardeners rather than for the ordinary home gardener,
and this point should be remembered in submitting photo¬
graphs.
Although editors in general desire enlargements rather than
small contact prints, it does not necessarily follow that the
photographer without an enlarger (or unwilling to have enlarge¬
ments made) cannot make a little money from his photography.
I have sold contact prints of vest-pocket camera size to the
Press. They were used to illustrate short items for the Gossip
columns. Every local newspaper has its column of Small¬
talk, concerning local matters, and by penning 60 or 100 words
to accompany a small photograph, acceptance of both can
be gained. The prints need not be red-hot topical subjects,
but can often be taken from files on hand. One paragraph of
mine, sold in this way, dealt with the toadstools and mush¬
rooms of September. The illustration was merely a 2 xij in.
photograph of a mushroom.

Notices
The

The usual rate paid for work of this kind is 2s. 6d. for the
photograph and id. a line for the text. Five or six items a
month will therefore bring in about — a sum sufficient to
cover the cost of the average amateur photographer’s material
for a month. It is usual to render an account (addressed to
the Accounts Department of the newspaper) at each monthweeks.
end, and payment arrives during the next three or four
Another method whereby small prints may be sold is to
mount a series of three or four on a plain mount, and to submit
the mounted prints with a short descriptive article. The photo¬
graphs must be related — they might, for instance, show a
number of old bridges or sundials — and it is wise to use nega¬
tives which show the subjects prominently. Naturally, when
several fairly small prints are reproduced in this way, details
show less prominently than they would do in the case of
individual illustrations.
Feathered

graphs.
run.

Friends

A

Landscape
Windsor

A
Farm

is a new

monthly

monthly

photographic

photographs

Magazine,

profitable American
Journal,

are

Warwick

Washington

Home,

4, Bouverie

used

for farming

Amateur

exhibitions

Photographer

and competitions

Monthly

will be included

Competition

for Begin¬

ners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers. Entries, January
31. Rules in the issue of December 28.
Antwerp Christmas Salon. — Open, December 25— January 8.
Secretary, J. Van Dyck, Haantjeslei, 129, Antwerp, Belgium.
Camera Pictorialists of Los Angeles International Salon. —
Open, January 1-3 1. Secretary, James N. Doolittle, 3440,
South Hope Street, Los Angeles, California.
Preston Scientific Society Annual Open Photographic
Exhibition. — Entry forms due, January 13 ; exhibits, January
20 ; open, February 6-18. Exhibition Secretary, F. WeUs,
65, Powis Road, Ashton-on-Ribble, Preston, Lancs.
South London P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, February
18-20. Hon. Exhibition Secretary, B. C. Rayment, 44, Priory
Road, Kew, Surrey.
Scottish National Salon, Aberdeen. — Entries, January 21 ;
open, February 18-March ii. Entry forms from Miss Hilda
M. Bailey, 63, Watson Street, Aberdeen.
Leicester and Leicestershire P.S. International Exhibition.
— Entry forms due, January 24 ; exhibits, February i ; open,
February 20-25. Secretary, Wm. Ei Harpham, 28, Chaucer
Street, Leicester.
York and D.P.S. International Salon. — Entry forms due,
February i ; exhibits, February 10 ; open, February 24—25.
Particulars from N. James Rushton, Tall Timbers, Hull Road,
York.
Pittsburgh Salon. — Entries, February 4 ; open, March 17—
April 16. Secretary, B. H. Chatto, 1300, Milton Avenue,
Pittsburgh, 18, Pa., U.S.A.
City of London and Cripplegate P.S. Annual Exhibition. —
Entries, February 13; open, March 6-8. Hon. Exhibition

here every week

pictures is
Prints

are

Oxford.

for attractive landscapes is Sunday

Street,

if particulars

the

pictures are also used by The

London,

E.C.4.

Exhibitions and Competitions AND^^^mmE.

of forthcoming
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Philadelphia.

Kingham,

At

those

London,

photo¬

is also being

Square,

Countryman,

Idbury,

reproduces

opening

Farming

possible market

among

House,

used for the cover.
Another

which

competition

are sent by the responsible

organisers.

Secretaries, H. G. Reese Jones, 18, Wood Street, E.C.2, and
J. R. P. Hilhard, 86, Downton Avenue, Streatham Hill, S.W.2.
Birmingham P,.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms due,
February 14 ; e.xhibits, February 18 ; open, March 4—18.
Particulars from G. G. Heathcock, Essex House, 27, Temple
Street, Birmingham.
Prague International Salon. — Entries, March i ; open, April
8-22. Entry forms from Association of Czechoslovak Amateur
Photographic Societies, Riegrovo Nabiezi, 22, Prague II,
Czechoslovakia.
Victorian (Australia) International Salon (Melbourne Athe¬
naeum Art Gallery). — Entries, March 10 ; open, April 24-May 6.
Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junction, Camberwell, E.6,
Melbourne, Australia.
Bridge of Allan and District Photographic Society Inter¬
national Salon. — Entries, March 18 ; open, April 15—29.
Particulars from Mrs. J. Brown, Jun., The Studio, Bridge of
Allan, Scotland.
Third International Salon, San Diego Fine Arts Gallery
(under auspices of Camera Enthusiasts of San Diego). — Entries,
April I ; open, April 21-May 14. Particulars from Miss Ruth
Kilbourne, 4225, Arden Way, San Diego, California, U.S.A.
2
Beckenham
P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, April 6-12.
3
Secretary, F. H. Elliott, 31a, Worbeck Road, Anerley, S.E.20.
Midland Salon, City Art Gallery, Leicester. — Entries, May
6 ; open. May 27-June 24. Particulars from Hon. Secretaries,
W. Bailey and A. E. Tracey, Cank Street, Leicester.
Chicago World’s Fair International Exhibition, 1933. En¬
quiries to " 1933 Salon,” Chicago Camera Club, 137, North
Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
23
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Silver

and

Gold

Objects.

I have to photograph some silver and gold ob¬
jects ; what type of plate would you recommend ?
J. M. M. (Horsforth.)

General. — All communications for the Editor should be addressed : " The Editor, The Amateur PhotograpJ er
and Cinematographer, Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4,” and in every case, without exception, must
give the name and address of the wTiter.
Contributions. — The Editor is glad to consider original, up-to-date manuscripts on photographic subjects.
All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are not paid for. The. Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are onlv paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries and Criticism. — Advice, Criticism apd Information are freely given, but the following conditions
should be read carefully before applying, as any communication which does not comply with the rules must be
ignored.
(i) See “ General ” aoove. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. {^) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title {if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries shoul 1 be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as " How can I take interiors ? or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt w’ith in this section. (6) .Ml envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ’* or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
fnust contain a coupon also, but it n^ed not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Shut-out

for Window.

I want to block up a window for dark-room pur¬
poses, and have made a light frame to fit the
w'indow. Where can I obtain suitable material
for covering it ?
P. M. B. (Darenth.)

A couple of sheets of stout brown
paper, one over the other, will keep out
all light from the room. The paper,
however, being stretched tightly, is very
liable to get damaged, and we know of
nothing better than a piece of thin
linoleum cut to size and tacked down on
to the frame.
Tank

Development.

I develop my films in a tank ; are there any im¬
portant variations to make in developer, etc., if I
use panchromatic film ?
K. J. S. (Grays.)

You can develop panchromatic film
in your tank in exactly the same way as
ordinary film, the only point to be
ascertained being any variation that
may be found necessary in the time of
development.
Retouching.
Does touching up a negative affect its permanence
Does it interfere in any way when enlarging ?
C. S. G. (Thundersley.)

?

We cannot answer the two questions
you put definitely because we do not
know what you mean by the expression
" touching up a negative.” If you
mean ordinary retouching by the appli¬
cation of a trace of medium and the use
of pencils, this cannot possibly affect the
permanence of the negative. Whether
retouching work shows much or little, or
not at all when enlarging, depends upon
all sorts of circumstances, particularly
upon whether the light is direct through
a condenser or diffused in some manner.
Reducer

for Spots.

Can you give me a formula for a solution for loca 1
reduction of dark spots on prints, due to pinholes
in the negative ?
F. C. F. (London.)

We cannot suggest any formula that
would be reliable and easy to use for
the purpose you name. With some
24

reducers you would get stains, and with
others you would have to wash the
print, refix it, and wash it again. The
best plan is to follow the usual method,
and retouch the spots on the negative,
afterwards touching up the white spots
appearing on the print. Another method
is to remove the spots with a lancet point.
Postal

Clubs.

Could you infonn me of the nature of a Postal
Club ? If such a club is for criticising prints
could you give me the address of one ?
A. L. P. (Rotorua.)

The members of a Postal Club have
portfolios which circulate by post to all
the members, each member contributing
prints of his own, and criticising the
work of his fellow members. It is of no
use giving you the address of any one
of these clubs, as in many cases they
are filled up, and it is only occasionally
that vacancies for new members occur.
You will find a list of such clubs in
" Photograms of the Year,” and we can
only suggest that you get into com¬
munication with the secretaries of any
you think likely to suit your purpose.
We doubt, however, whether any such
club could possibly admit a member in
New Zealand.
Finishing

Old

Print.

I have a very old P.O.P. print which has not been
toned or fixed, and a dealer here says he cannot
tone it because he has no gold toning and fixing.
What can I do to keep it from fading ?
T. R. B. (Whitefield.)

If the print is a very old one it is
probable that it is no longer in good
condition for toning and fixing.
In any
24
case the proper method to adopt is
one for which you must refer to a text¬
book, as the necessary instructions can¬
not possibly be given in the form of a
reply. If the print is of any particular
value we should advise you to have it
copied by artificial light, or it might
be better to fix it only, and then copy
it by daylight on an ordinary plate.

In photographing such objects as you
mention, lighting is very important and
also background. A fairly slow ordinary
plate should answer for silver, and an
ortho or anti-screen plate for the gold
articles. In the latter case a light yellow
filter might improve matters.
Submitting

Prints.

Can I send you two prints of the same subject,
one for criticism and the other for competition ?
W. T. (WalsaU.)

There is no reason why you should not
send duplicate prints for criticism and
for competition, but they must be sent
separately, as they are dealt with in
different departments. If a print is
entered for either the Intermediate or
the Advanced Workers’ competition, and
wrapper sent for its return, a criticism will
accompany the print as a matter of course.
Photographing

Bronze.

I often take photographs of ancient bronze
objects, but cannot get good results ; would a
red screen help me ?
A. D. P. (Swindon.)

We should think that in photographing
the articles to which you refer the main
thing is to get them well lighted. If
this is done you should get all the relief
and detail necessary without a filter. It
would be quite possible, for example, to
photograph even a black object success¬
fully, provided the light were properly
arranged and exposure and develop¬
ment carefully carried out.
Photography

on Tour.

I am going on a tour to the West Indies. Is there
any advice you can give me as to exposure ? I
do my own developing, but there is a professional
photographer on board. Should I keep my
exposed plates and films till 1 return, or get them
developed on board ?
J. A. E. (Folkestone.)

We do not know of any better method
of getting correct exposures than by the
use of a meter. With regard to the
development of your plates and films,
a good deal depends upon how you pack
and store those you have exposed. If
you can do this conveniently we should
think it would be better for you to post¬
pone development until your return.
At the same time, it might be well to
have occasional plates and films de¬
veloped as a sort of guide as to the
correctness or otherwise of your ex¬
posures, and to make sure that all is
working well with the camera.
Hypo

Elimination.

Permanganate of potash as a safe hypo eliminator
is recommended by good authorities. This being
so, why is it not generally adopted instead of the
tedious washing beloved of textbooks ?
S. M. (Norwich.)

There is little doubt that the per¬
manganate method for use after fixing
is the most satisfactory and reliable of
such processes. The reason why it is
always considered best to remove hypo
products by effective washing with water
is that there is uncertainty as to exactly
what may be left in the prints after any
other form of treatment. In many
cases there may be no hypo as such,
but there are other compounds, many
of them not exactly identifiable, which
may be just as harmful as hypo itself.
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CHOOSE

SAVE
Easy
P.C. Teak Tropical de Luxe Roll Film, all brass fittings,
double extension, Series III f/C.8 Dagor lens, Koilos
shutter, cowhide leather case. Cost £20. Perfect
£2 7 6
6 X 13 Jules Richard Terascope, pair of f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar
lenses, Chronomos shutter, automatic changing-box, case.
Cost £20 .
£8 17 6
N. & 6. Postcard Sibyl, f/6.3 Carl Zeiss Tessar lens, large
finder, depth-of-focus scale, 6 slides. Cost £36.. £4 17 6
45 X 107 Zeiss Polyscope, pair of f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar
lenses, Corapur shutter, line focussing, automatic magazine
chang'Dg-box. Cost £30 .
£8 17 6
Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, speeded shutter
£3 5 0
3i X 2i Salex Murer Focal-plane, f/o.5 anastigmat lens,
shutter speeiied to 1/1, 000th sec., 3 slides, F.P. adapter
and roll-holder. Cost £6 6s. As new .
£2 15 0
i-pl. Mahogany Enlarger by Lonsdale, long extension,
5J-iii. condenser, reversing carrier, Aldis f,'6 anastigmat,
set of electric fittings .
£4 4 0
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, revolving back, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, Ross amistigroat lens f/4.5. 3 slides .... £4 17 6
Several Fine Microscopes by various makers at bargain
prices. Details on application.

3^x2^ Latest Ensign Auto. Speed Roll Film Pocket*
self-capping shutter, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat.210UnHolled
17 6
i-pl. Ensign Reflex, self-capping focal-plane shutter,
f/4.6 Ross Xpres lens, (i slides, F.P. adapter. ... £7 17 6
Pathescope Projector, up-to-date model, double-claw,
automatic rewind, type C motor, super-reel attacliment,
group resistance. Perfect .
£10 0 0
9.5 Patbe Motocamera, f/2.5 Carl Zeiss Triotar £11 17 6
3^ X 2i Unrer Bijon Reflex, revolving back, self-capping
focal-plane shutter, f/3.9 anastigmat lens, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter. As new .
£6 15 0
3ix2A Murer Bijou Reflex, hori/ontal model, focal-plane
shutter, speeded to 1/I,o0uth sec., f/4.5 anastigmat, 3 slides,
F.P. adapter .
£3 12 6
3^x21 Roll Film Duo Reflex, metal focal-plane shutter,
speeded to l/800th sec., f/4.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat, leather
case. Cost £16 IGs .
£5 17 6
45x107 Ooerz Stereo Tenax Compact Pocket, pair of
f/4.5 Dograar lenses. Compound shutter, 3 D.D. slides,
£7 17 6
45x107 Zeiss Ica Polyscope, E.R.A. lens, focussing,
speeded shutter, automatic changing-box, leather case.
Cost £10 lOs .
£2 3 6

FOR
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CITY SALE & EXCHANGE

POUNDS

Terms.

Fair

NOW!
Exchanges.

i-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, shutter speeded to 1/l.OOOth
sec., f/4.5 Beck Mutar lens, 12 slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case .
£5 7 6
Model BB Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat lens, 2-speed
shutter. As new .
£9 17 6
Model Cost
C Eodascope
Projector, with adjustable
tance,
£18 .
£7 resis¬
7 0
16-mm. Model 50 Ensign Projector, adjustable resistance
and motor .
£7 7 0
9.5-mm. Pathe Cine Camera, f/3.5 lens, Motrix motor
£2 15 0
i-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, wide-angle rack, Zeiss
convertible Protar f/6.3, Compur shutter, 3 book-form slides.
F.P. adapter, leather case .
£6 17 6
3^x2} T.-P, Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke len.‘«. revolving back,
self-capping focal-plane shutter. 11-iu. f/6.8 Ross Telecentric
lens, 3 slides. F.P. adapter .
£8 17 6
16-mm, Ensign Silent Sixteen Projector, l8U-watt lamp,
adjustable resistance and travelling case. Cost £27 lOs,
New condition .
£16 16 0
16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo Camera, f/3.5 Dallmeyer lens,
2 speeds and case. Cost £56 .
£16 16 0
Fine Spectroscope by John Browning of London, 6-iu.
arc divider, on brass, with vernier readings and magnifier,
complete with prisms, telescopes, and mahoganv case
£19 10 0
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WANTED

In exchange

for Latest

New

-

_
All

Models.

APPARATUS
CAMERAS
supplied Immediately.

makes

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS, ALL DEFINITELY IN STOCK. FIVE DAYS’ APPROVAL.
16-mm. Ensign 50 Projector, 60-watt, extra resistance. Fine movie. As new .
£4 4 0
34 X 24 Tropical Roll Film Ensign Reflex, Aldis f/4.5. l/25th to l/oOOth .
£6 17 6
Pathescope Motocamera, f/3.5, very compact, double claw. As new .
£4 4 0
Kolibri Zeiss Roll Film, Tessar f/3.5, new Compur, leather case. As new .
£8 8 0
34 > 24 Tropical Carbine, Aldis f/4.5, 3-speed, bronze flttines. As new .
£2 17 6
1-pl. Zeiss Miraphot Vertical Autofocus Enlarger, Zeiss f/6.3. As new .
£5 17 6
Distance Meter, Zeiss, in case, dead accurate focus. List 35s. As new .
17s. 6d.
Pathescope Lux Projector, motor, resistances, case. Fine machine. Bargain .
£14 14 6
16-mm. Kodak Camera, f/3.5. very small, compact. Hardly used. As new .
£8 8 0
Pathescope Projector, standard model. Hardly used. As new .
£3 15 0
4-pl. Ensign Magnaprint Vertical Enlarger, f/6.3, condensers. List £18. Snip .
£9 17 6
►1 f/1.8 lens, l«0-watt, super, all movements, case. As new.... £18 18 0
16-mm. Ensign Projector,
34 X 24 Zeiss Miroflex Folding Reflex and Press, Tessar f/4.5. Bargain. Like new .
£25 0 0
4-pl. Sinclair Una Hand-Stand, Ross Combinable f/5. 5. Corapur, double extension .
£12 12 0
16-mm. Ensign Camera, f/2. 6, 3-8peed, title crank, leather case. Snip .
£10 15 0
Pathescope Motocamera, f/3.5, double daw. latest fittings. Bargain .
£6 6 0
16-mm. Ensign Projector, lUU-watt, motor, resistance, case. Bronze model .
£9 17 6
34 ^ 24 Cocarette Roll Film, f/6.3. 3-speed, hardly used. As new. Bargain .
£2 2 0
V.P. Dallmeyer Speed Press, f/2. 9 Pentac, self -capping, D. slides .
£8 8 0
4-pl. Mentor Reflex, Tessar f/4.5. 4 to l/l,00Uth, auto, masking, revolve back .
£7 10 0
V.P. N. & G. Sibyl Roll Film, Tessar f/4.5. silent ehutter. Real bargain .
£7 10 0
Rolleiflex Reflex, f/4.5. new Compur, ^ged magnifier, reflecting mirror .
£9 17 6
4-pl. Zeiss Compact Plate Pocket, Zeiss f/4.5, Compur, double extension, rise, cross, automatic
bellows catches, wire-finder, all inlaid leather. Brand new. List £12 .
£6 17 6
45x107 Voigtlander Stereo, Heliars f/4.5, all-metal, tropical. As new .
£6 17 6
34x24 Ensign Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, latest self-capping, revolve back. As new .
£6 17 6
34 X 24 Tropical Roll Film Ensign Reflex, Aldis f/6.3, 2 speeds. Bargain .
£2 10 0
34 x24 Ensign Cameo, Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur, double extension, slides. As new.. £6 17 6
16-mm. Kodak Camera, f/1.9 Speed, very compact. Hardly used. As new .
£12 12 0
Ensign Cine Titler de Luxe .
£3 3 0
Bell' Howell Electric Meter .
£2 17 6
i-pl. Anschutz Press, Dogmar f/4.5, latest self-capping, D. slides, case .
£14 14 0
V.P. Fotet Roll Film, f/3.5, latest Compur, 16 pictures V.P. As new .
£4 17 6
Rolleiflex Reflex, f/3. 8 Speed, new Compur, hinged magnifier, reflector .
£11 11 0
V.P. Kodak Special, f/6.3, 1/lOth to 1/lOOth, micro, focus. As new. Bargain .
£2 15 0
4-pl. DeckruUo Press, Tessar f/4.5. self-capping, D. slides, case. Perfect .
£7 10 0
34x 21 Voigtlander Roll Film, f/4.5, new Compur, latest ultra compact .
£5 17 6
4-pl. Klito, Aldis-Butcber f/4.5, Compur, double extension, slides. Perfect .
£4 4 0
34 X 24 Carbine, Aldis f/4.5, 1 to 1/lOUth. latest wire-finder. As new .
£4 4 0
34x24 Duoflex Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, latest metal focal-plane. As new .
£9 17 6
34 X 24 Carbine R.F. Plate, Aldis-Butcber f/4.5, D.A. Compur, rise, cross. As new .
£7 10 0
34 X 24 T.-P. Compact Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, latest self-capping. As new .
£5 17 6
V.P. Certo Plate Pocket, Xenar f/4.5, Compur, slides, case. Perfect .
£2 17 6
4-pI. Ensign Pressman Reflex, Zeiss f/4.5, 1/lOth to 1/1. 000th, reverse back .
£5 5 0
4-pl. T.-P. Reflex, 12-in. Cooke Telephoto, self-capping, revolve back, case .
£8 8 0
16-mm. Kodascope Latest Projector, 100-watt, motor, extra resistance. As new .
£9 17 6
34x24 Zeiss Palmos Press, Tessar f/4.5, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th, D. slides. Snip .
£7 7 0
34 X 24 Ensign Auto. Speed RoU Film, f/4.5, self-capping, auto. wind. As new .
£9 17 6
4-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.S, 1/lOth to 1/l.OOOth, D. slides, case .
£6 17 6
34 X 24 Carbine Roll Film, Aldis t/4.5, D.A. Compur, \vire-finder. As new .
£5 5 0
34 X 24 N. & G. Folding Reflex, Xpres f/4.5, latest fittings. Beautiful outfit .
.
£29 10 0
PART EXCHANGE.
FIVE DAYS’ APPROVAL.
86,

EDWIN

Accrington

GORSE,

Road,

Blackburn,
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ADVERTISEMENTS

4, 1933

STEPS
(Italy)
From
By Giulio Cesare

“ Photogramsjof

THE

ANNUAL

REVIEW
Edited

FOR

by F. J. MORTIMER,

1933
Hon.

OF

THE

F.R.P.S., Editor

WORLD’S

of “The

Amateur

PICTORIAL

Photographer

and

the Year'igiz"

PHOTOGRAPHIC

WORK

Cinematographer"

The excellent reproductions of the year’s work of the leading canfiera artists in the new
volume
of “traditions.
Photograms of the Year 1932” typify the modern spirit of emancipation from
hidebound
The subjects range over a very extensive field. They are gathered together from world¬
wide sources. In manner and in purpose they are as diverse as the nationals who produced
them.
They include clear delineation in personal photography ; interesting aspects of landscape ;
artistic emphasis of detail ; and skilfully managed studies in light and shade with natural
subjects, posed figures, still life and geometric form.

The Literary matter includes an editorial on “The Year’s Work,” and contributions by
well-known writers in many foreign countries. Critical notes on the pictures reproduced,
and an up-to-date Directory of British Photographic Societies are included.

MAKE
SURE OF
YOUR COPY

Demy

^io, 120 pp., conlaining 82 beautiful reproductions on toned art paper

PRICES:

EIGHTY-TWO
CHARMING
PICTURES

stiff Paper

5/- net

PLEASE

7/6 net

Obtainable bom

ILIFFE & SONS
26
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Covers

By post 5/6

PHOTOGRAPHER

Half-bound

10/6 net

Leather

By post 11/-

all leading Bockielleia, or direct by post born the Fnblishers

LTD., Dorset
"

Boards

By post 8/-
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Postal OnUrs

Business Notices

I paymtnt

Publishing

Displayed Advertisements

on Advertisement matters should be addressed : The Advertisement

Manager, “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4. Copy lor displayed advertisements for the issue ot any
particular week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning In
the week previous. Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.

Prepaid Advertisements
SALE

AND

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
IS words or less .
Id. lor every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
13 words or less .

AND

The
Proprietors
are mbtakes.
not responsihle for clerical or printer’s erron, although every care
b taken
to avoid
BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience ot advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the office of thb paper. When this Is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of regbtration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must Include the words ” Box 000, c/o ’ The Amateur Photographer
Replies should be addressed ; ” Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by ns
to the advertber. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
In any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except In regbtered envelopes. In all such cases the use ol the
“ Deposit System ” b recommended.

Special
Note
Readers who reply to advertbements
and receive
no answer to their enquiries are re-

guested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already

een dbposed ot Advertbers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should abo be included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.

1/2/6

2id. lor every additional word.
'
Each paragraph Is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive Insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
Instructions the entire “ copy ” b repeated from the previous bsue : 13 consecutive
Insertions, 6% ; 26 eenseoutive, 10% ; 62 consecutive, 16%.
All advertlsemenb Inserted In these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, not later than first post
FRIDAY, for the following week’s bsue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham 2 ;
260, Deansgate, Manchester ; 26n, Renfleld Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertbemenb are Inserted, as tar as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one bsue, or crowded out, are pubibhed In the first following In which there
b space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertbemenb at their
discretion.

I CAMERAS

AdvttiistttMtit should l<
AND JotSONS
LTD., and erotttd

NoUs^^ein^juiurac4Mt^J^^Jost_uiAransU^jhmld^jtot^^i^^etUju^^tmUtanc^

OFFICES — Dorset House, Tudor Street. London, E.C.4. Telegrams ; ' ' Cyclist, Fleet,
London.” Telephone : City 2846 (17 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ” Is on sale
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles, 17/4 per annum, Canada, 17/4, other countries
abroad, 19/6 per annum, post tree.
R^ITTANCES. — Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to IllOe and Sons
Limited.
Communications

Sc Co.

stnt in

mads payabls to ILL FFE

WARNING

LiENSES~~|

LEITZ Leica f/3.5 Elmar, interchangeable lena

31x21 Graflex Reflex, revolving back, Cooke

Ensign
20; (box),
10/- September
; Carbine
Tank, All-distance
Model F, 15/both new

I CAMERAS

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods ol
Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert hb advertisements In “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complainb we have received it would appear that
his practice b to communicate with private
advertbers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods in exchange for others or to purchase
for Cash. Readers are advbed to ignore all such
offers from thb quarter.

model, range-finder. 3 chargers, leather case ;
owner buying new model ; perfect condition,
£11/10. — Box 5707, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[4414
T TNIQUE Bargain. — Adams’ i-pl. Minex de
U
Luxe Reflex, 1/6.3 Convertible Protar, 4-way
swing front, 18-cm. 1/4.5 Zeiss Tessar and 7-in.
f/3.4 Aldia lenses, interchangeable panels, re¬
volving back, masking screen, 3 D.D. slides,
F.P.A., leather case ; less than cost of lenses,
£25.— Below.
4 Aviar f/4.5 lens, Graflex roll-holder, leather
case ; unsoiled ; as brand new, £9/17/6. — Box
5719, c/o “The Amateur Photographer.” [4424
01X2} Watch Pocket Carbine, 1/6.3 Zeiss Triotar
/^4 anastigmat, 8-speed Compound shutter, 1 to
l/300th sec., and T. and B., radial focussing, soft
leather case ;
perfect condition ;
approval
willingly ; great bargain, 45/-. — Box 5721, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[4427

Deposit System

Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons may deal in perfect safety by
availing themselves ot our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with “ Tbs
Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of lb receipt.
The time allowed for deebion is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after which
period, it buyer decides not to retain goods, tbey must be returned to sender. If a sale b
effected, buyer Instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller Instruob us to
return amount to depositor. Carriage b paid by the buyer, but in the event of no sale,
and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk ol loss or damage in transit, for which
we take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- b charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £59 the fee b 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75,
5/- ; over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-ball
per cent. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be made payable to flilTe and Sons Limited.

CAMERAS

AND

AND

LENSES

|

Perth¬
COOKE 6-in. f/3.5 Lens, in Compound shutter,
[4425

£5/10. — Temple, Knockdolian, Comrie,
shire.
Trade.

Arthur GASK & CO., 50, Mortimer St., Regent

CO.
GASK
UR W.l
^RTH
St.,
(late& of Conduit St., W.l), camera
specialists and opticians, offer the following items ;
better value unobtainable ; approval deposit ; ap¬
paratus taken in part exchange.
2 speeds ELL
; guaranteed
as new
; best
BELL-HOW
Cine Camera,
Cooke
f/3.5leather
lens,
case, £57/10 ; cash bargain, £15/17/6.

TAXIPHOTE, as new, mahogany, cost £19/10,

LENSES

STANDARD Size Mentor Stereo Reflex, T.T. & H.

Cooke Series 11 f/4.5 lenses, focal-plane shutter,
4 D.D. slides, leather case ; as new ; cost £42 ;
tor £16/10. — R. Stamp, 3, Bedford Park Villas,
Plymouth.
[4442

cash £7/18/6 ; reversing prisms for auto¬
chromes, spare lenses and fittings ; Stereoscopes
at very low prices ; state requirements.
1-PLATE Dallmeyer Press Reflex, f/3.5 anastigmat,
4 latest model, slides, F.P.A., leather case ;
as new ; cost £19 ; special offer, £8/17/6.

2 and
case ; Reflex,
cost £18/10
; splendid
value,
41x6
Ememann
f/4.5 lens,
slides, F.P.A.,
Model
1) Camera,
; also
Leica.
— Hektor
f/2.5£7 Lens
forUniversal
Model 2View-(or
as new,
£1/15.
interchangeable
Finder ; cost £2/18/6 ;
in case, for 3.5, 5, and 13.5 cm. lenses, Leica
DALLMEYER
Snapshot
Camera, N.W.ll.
f/6 ; list [4435
£5/5, flnder,
for £2/10.— R.,
8, Heathgate,
20/- : both articles absolutely perfect condition.
[4428 Arthur
(late of GASK
Conduit& St.),
fromSt.,
Oxford
CO., 2 50,minutes
Mortimer
W.l
dS/d/IO
Six 2} Reflex, spring-raised mirror, — Russell, 128, Hope St., Glasgow, C.2.
Circus. Phone, Museum 0537.
[4447
3w^/J-vJ revolving back, f/4.5, overhauled ;
5 -IN.£2/10Focus,
f/4.5focus,
Cookef/3.5
Lens,Dalmac
sunk mount,
; 1-in.
Cinema
not junk ; cost £30 ; V.P. Reflex considered. —
Anastigmat, £2. — Whincroft. Market Avenue, Chich¬
special attention
Pathescopes.
“ Rotherwood,” May Avenue, Wollaton, Nottingham.
CAMERAS
Exchanged to; largest
stock — S.Humphrys,
London
;
ester.
[4429 269/273,
Rye Lane, London, S.B.15.
[2961
last : pair Field and Opera Glasses, 5/- ;
or
exchange lot lor 3ix2i plate camera. — Grindon, 19,
Victoria Rd., Whalley Range, Manchester. [4434

£7/18/6.

[4436

YOU

CAN

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH
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DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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Trade.

only.
1933 Lux Projector, used one 67,dayVictoria
BRAND-NEW
lens,
in original Cine-Kodak,
box, £10/5 ; Model
cost 13BB,
gns. —f/3.5
Houfton,
Windyridge, Barrack Lane, Nottingham.
[4445

up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole pay¬
ment or purchased for cash. Our reputation is
your guarantee.

FLUSTRALIGHT. — The Super llluminant for

Pathe Baby Projectors ; no heat problems, in
spite of the amazing brilliance secured ; yet a
6-ft. picture is shown with ease. The system
uses a highly efficient reflecting device, a new
type condenser, and the whole in a lantern
of the same diameter as the Pathe, but one inch
longer, fitted to any standard Pathe in a few
seconds ; hundreds of satisfied customers ; your
early order solicited ; goods sent by return ;
complete sets for all mains voltages, 60/-, post
paid ; accumulator models, 40/- only.

31x21
Zeissextension,
Ikon Maximar
Foldingfront,
Pocket,re¬
2 double
rack rising

versible finder, spirit level, wire-frame finder,
Tessar f/4. 5, Compur shutter, 1 to 1 /250th and
time, 3 slides, F.P.A. and leather case ; as new,
£7/10.

31x2i
Newman
2 rising
front, &
deepGuardia
triple Folding
focussing Reflex,
hood,

with magnifier, revolving back, quick-wind focalplane shutter, 1/lOth to l/800th and time,
fitted Dallmeyer Serrac f/4. 5, cable release, 3
D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, changing-box and
leather case, price £24/7/6.
cost £3/15 ; our
price, £2.
BELL-HOWELL
Splicing
and Winding Outfit ;

BELL-HOWELL 16-mm. Projector, 2-in. Graf
NO. 1 Kodascope Screen, 40x30 in., in wooden

lens, complete with reels and
list price £61/10 ; our price, £35.

leather case ;

box ; list price £5 ; our price, £2/10.

Black wood Tripod for 16-mm. Projector ;

list price £1/10 ; our price, 15/-, plus postage.
l-PLATE Tropical Model Soho Reflex, double
4
extension, high rack rising front, swing front,
sky-shade, deep triple detachable focussing hood,
revolving back, quick-wind focal-plane shutter,
speeded l/18th to l/800th and time, Carl Zeiss
Tessar t/4.5, 3 book-form tropical dark slides,
F.P.A. , and leather case ; all as new, £30/15.

Repairs to allworkmen
makes of; apparatus
executedbeforeby
estin\ate given
Apparatus
can be; please
purchased
our deferred
payment system
ask forondetails.
Developing,
Printing
andservice.
Enlarging, best
possible results.
Quick

. . . Yes, right on the head

Hunter’s

IS

the

house

. . . Sands

for Camera

Bargains ! . . . the house that ho'ds out
a perpetual challenge in Value. Look
at the selection offered below. You
can’t

equal

them — never

mind

Regent

St.,
[0010

ROLLEIFLEX,
Leica and
Contax
two-thirds allowed
modern
camerasStockists
; part;
payment, subject approval. — Allens. 168, Oldham
Rd., New Cross, Manchester.
[4446

X 3i T.-P.
a 13i-in. Busch

Reflex. 6-in. Zeiss f/4. 5 Triotar len.s. and
f,7.o Bis-Telar Telephoto
A -i A - A

lens, F P. holder and leather case .
I V • I U iW
5x4 Kodak Graflex, Carl Zei8.«i f/4. 5 Tessar lens. 3 double
plate-holder.s, F.P. holder, leather case.
O
A vA
First -cla,«s condition .
aO
16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/0.5 anastiinnat lens,
camera takes 50 or lUO ft. of film. List
1 O ■ A
price £18 Ids. For .
41x31lens.
Contessa,
C’arl
Triotar
Compur double
shutter,extension.
including

■VIEWTelephoto
Pathescope
Luxe Motocamera,
f/2.5, waistwith
il
attachment,
grey filter,
level view-finder, solid leather case for camera
and accessories, £15 ; owner changing to 16-mm.
— Box 5713, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [4418

PATHE
Motocamera,complete
f, 2.5 and
Telephoto,
Lux Projector,
in case,
£12 ; £12
both ;

almost new and first-class condition. — .Jeffre.ss,
Kenton Grange, near Harrow. Phone any time
Wordsworth 3152.
[4421

Forand Sale.
— LateH
Modelcomplete
1) Bolex
9.5-mm.
16-mm.
Projector,
with resistance,

250-watt lamp, IJ-in. Hugo Meyer lens and 1-in.
Dallmeyer lens, and carrying-case ; excellent out¬
fit equal to new, £25 ; Self-Recta Silver Screen,
in wooden case, 52x40, new condition, £2/10. —
R. Simpson, 24, Newlands Crescent, Aberdeen. [4422

Ensign Autokinecam, in leather case,

XU
1-in. Dallmeyer f,3.5 lens, Dallmeyer 2x
filter, 20-mm. Dallmeyer f/1.5 lens and 4-in.
Dallmeyer f/3.5 lens with Dallmeyer 2x filter,
both with matched finder and in leather case ;
only used twice ; cost £44/15 ; accept £29.—
Cope, The Watch House, Coverack, Cornwall. [4432

ILLUSTRACHROME.— The Colour Wheel to give
J. your movies atmospheric effects and colourchanges without shadow ; multi-colour effects and
colour blends secured with this low-priced refinement
for projection
lens
included. ; price 5.'- post paid ; clamp to fit
enquiries 35-mm.,
invited ;28-mm.,
please
Films of every description,
FLUSTRAPHOT
for and
indoorchromiummovies,
40/-, complete Lamps
with lamp
plated reflector, flex and table stand ; these

16-mm., 9-mra. ;
state requirements.

lamps can be tilted to any angle, and amazing
actinic efficiency can be secured with these
illuminants ; please state voltage when ordering.

CHROMIUM Plated Reflectors, for indoor movies,

original cost 60/- ; our price 30/- ; 30 only
available at this price ; 20 of these sold to a
prominent sound-recording studio ; order now.

holders. Remarkable value. . . .
St I a I f a V
Postcard 3a Folding Kodak, Kodak f/7.7 anastigmat
lens, Kodak ball-bearing shutter. List
a 4 A a C

PLUSTRASCREENS.— Highly Reflective Super Sil¬

price £6 Ids .
Tessar
leather cas
6x6 lens,
cm. RoUeiflez
Roll e..
Film ..
Reflex,

a l^a
O
Carl Zeiss f/3.8
£14:17:6

15/-, paper

cover

10,'-; postage

In U.K.,

eluding 9. plate-holders .
41x31 Ica Halloh Roll Film,
anastigmat lens. 3-8peed automatic
ter. Wonderful value .

Ica

with
shut¬

24 x 36 12/-, 36 X 48 21/-, 48 x 48 25/-, 48 x 60
30/-, 48x66 32/- ; all prices are carriage paid ;
any size made to order.

9d.

41x31 Contessa, <louble extension, f/6.8
anastigmat lens in 3-speed shutter, in- AO

Convertible
■ *1 ^ • A
Nostar
a I I f/6.8
a U

£3:12:6

16-mm. Bell & Howell Filmo 70, 1-in. Cooke
tiirmat lens, leather case. List price
£55. For .

f/3.5 anas-

£27:10:0

cm.

or 41x31

in. (1-pl.) Patent

Etui, Carl

Zeiss

Ensign Silent Sixteen Cine Projector, adjustable
for any voltage. In flrst-class
£14:17:6

Postcard Adams* Verto, double extension. Ross f'5.5
Combinable lens, single lenses. Iiti-in. focus, Adams’ shutter,
(iraflex roll-film holder, colour filter, pi-'skin case. In
first-cla
ss condition. List price about
£17:10:0
5i X 31 in. Tropical Sanderson, Ensign f/5.8 Convertible
anastigmat
shutter, 3 double r-late-holders.
leather
case. lens.
All inKoilos
good conditio
n. .
£8:15:0
5x4 in. Tropical Sanderson, Goerz f,/6.8 Convertible
Dagor case.
lens, In
Automat
shutter. 4 double » late-boHers.
leather
good conditio
n. . .
£9:9:0

in

8

24 Carl Zeiss Deltoris Prismatic Binocnl'»rs, complete
brown leather case. New, unused. AO • 1 K • A

List price £12 128 .
. I 9 • U
41x3i in. Soho Reflex, Dallmeyer f,/2.9 Pentac lens,
F.P. holder, leather case. In excellent A9^
A "A
condition. List price £41. For .
• I U *0
5x4 in. Goerz Folding Reflex, reversing back. Goerz
f/4.3 Celor anastigmat lens, 3 double p^ate- A7 ■ 17*
A
holders, leather case. Cost over £26 .
• I f ■ U
5x4 Adams’ Minex Reflex, revolving back, quick -wind
self-capping focal-plane shatter. 8J-in. Ross f/4. 5 \prea
lens. F.P. holder, leather case. List price AAR
A •A
about

£70.

For .

• I U

ver Projection Surfaces, with split rollers and
battens, framed sides, with ingenious stretching
device, assuring a flawless picture area and
maximum brilliance. Rigid but portable ; easily
rolled for transport after the show.

ORDER an lllustrascreen to-day. — 20x30 10/-,

“ American Annual of Photography,*’ 1933 edition.
Profusely illustrated, up-to-date articles. The best of
the annuals. Directory of exhibitors. Cloth cover

with
f '6.3 Triotar
lens, Compur
shutter,
speeds 1 to l/25fith sec..
cable release,
including
F.P. bolder
£5:12:6

APPARATUS

motor Projector,
drive, super
PATHE
latest attachment,
type, double screen,
claw,
Illustrachrome, £8 only ; others from £3.
MM. Projector, Ensign, motor drive, shows
16 8-ft. picture, screen, Illustrachrome, £8/10.

l/250th sec., cable release .
a I f a v
41 31 Folding, double extension, vertical and horizontal
rising front, Ica f,'6.8 Nostar anastieroat lens, 3-speed
automatic shutter, including 2 plate1 7 * A

16-mm.
resistance

1

a l^a
V
Zeiss
■ i 7 f/6.3
■ A

2 plate-holders. A.s new .
a I f a U
4i •in3i Compur
Ica Hallob
Roll sjieeils
Film, Carl
Zeiss
lens
shutter,
1 to
fA f'6.3
■ i Triotar
7 • A

9x12

CINEMATOGRAPH

beat

them — either for price or condition.

experienced
proceeding.

ATEGRETTI and ZAMBRA. 122,
W.l.

[4433

Trade.

1-PLATE Thornton-Pickard Junior Special Reflex,
4 rack focussing, rising front, sky-shade, deep
triple detachable focussing hood, reversing l.ack,
quick-wind focal-plane .shutter, 1/lOth to 11, Oil'll h
and time, fitted Carl Zeiss Triotar f/4..), 10
slides, F.P.A., canvas case, £7.

our price, £5/10.

APPARATUS

complete in case, £16. — K
Rd., Sutton Coldfield.

NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA,
Regent
St.,
W.l, the camera
specialists, 122.
offer the
following
bargains.
All days’
Apparatus
fully guaranteed and sent on 5
approval against full deposit. Saleable,

THORNTON-PICKARD
Rubyindicator,
Cine Camera
for
16-mm. Films, footage
fitted f 1.9
Dallmeyer lens and leather case ; cost £37/17,6 ;

4, 1933

.U

SPECIAL Screen Bargains. — Having acquired the

entire plant of a screen manufacturing
company, we have a number of various screens
only.
in perfect order from 5/- each ; personal callers

immense
Everything for Movies.inspect
— Phone,
write,stockor,
ILLUSTRA
ENTERPRISES,
159, Wardour
St.,
London, W.l.
'Telephone, Gerrard
6889. [4449
particulars ofowners
attractive
services
operated
Pathescope
should
obtain
detailedby
Southern Film Exchange, 52, Boundaries Rd.,
better still, call and
of bargains.

Balhara, London.

Telephone,

Battersea

1145.

Films
and depart¬
Accessories
post order
Special
freshly stocked.
e Apparatus,
Pathescop
ment extends prompt interested attention to

country customers ; real service after purchase :
illustrated catalogue free with pleasure. — Southern
[0079
Film Exchange, above.

SUPER Filins (Pathescope) on Hire, 1/- each, from

the long-established library of Messrs. Camera
Craft, Ltd., Palmers Green, N.13. Send P.C. for
particulars.
[0086

CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; stand¬
own
Cinema atProjector
— Movieto Makefree.your
Home. — ;Howparticulars
Movies
<cope (A), 114, Fernlea Rd., Balham.
[4289

ard only ; lists free ; sample 1/-. — Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[3523

Novelty.— 9-mm. Animated Title of " The

King,” 1/3 ; end with professional touch ;
others from 4d. ; Bolex Motor rewind. 10/- ; stamp.
—Jackson, Walton Rd., Stocktonheath, Warrington.

Station. — Animated and trick title experts
R&t^r^o reasonable
HUNTE
[4419;
Kodascope
Model
lately 50overhauled
Gevaert and Pathe Processing
Kodak. Ltd.,
directa, current,
volts up by
to SANDS
charges, quick service, 9-mm. Trailer,
ST., STRAND, W.C.1 STEDMAN’S
140 volts, complete with extra resistance and 37, BEDFORD
3717/1

spare 165-watt lamp, £20, or near offer.— Swithinbank, Maybanks, Rudgwick, Horsham.
[4443
28

BE

WISE

IN

TIME—

USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

“ The King,” 1/3 post free ; included free with
rll title orders of 10/- and'. over.— Meadow Rd.,
Leeds, 11.
&
llj
[4441

SYSTEM.
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A NEW and IMPROVED
‘CRESCO’ VERTICAL
SPECIAL Purchase, — Pathescope 30-ft. Library ENLARGER

t

CINEMATOGRAPH

APPARATUS

ACCESSORIES

Trade,

Films, i/4 ; 60-ft., 3/6 ; Supers, 1.5/-, no
lists, orders over 10/- post free ; Baby Cine
Cameras, 25/- ; Motor Attachments, 25/- ; Coronet
Projectors, 25/-. — ^Amateur Cine Service, 50a,
Widmore Rd., Bromley. (Ravensbourne 1926.)
[4440

I EXCHANGE

AND

WANTBD~|

WANTED. — Slides for V.P. Ica Bebe, lever focus¬

sing model.— Matthews, 140,
Bradford.

Idle

Rd.,
[4415

WANTED.— No. 1 Kodak ; exchange Zodelette
Hope,
[441(5
WANTED.
— Foth0/0 Derby
Camera, good
condition.
— Box 5716,
“ The Amateur
Photographer.”
(4x3 cm.) 16 exposure camera. — L.
19, Frenchay Rd., Weston-super-Mare.

TVIXILTISPEED Shutter for i-pl. lens ; Book-form
[4420
ItA Slides and/or i-pl. Soho Reflex ; 3-pl. Square
Bellows Camera, with or without slides. — Write,
Box Z288, Wiilings, 86, Strand, W.C.2.
[4426

WANTED.
— Popular
Pressman
Six-20
Kodak. —
Dickens,Reflex,
190, cheap
High; also
St.,
Herne Bay.
[4430

WANTED. — Single 4-in. Condeaser Lens, also

quantity Standard Film for Projection ; write,
stating prices — O’Neill, Llanfairfechan, N. Wales.

WANTED. — “ Photograms of the Year,” 19251931, clean copies ;

c/o “ The

Amateur

state price. — Box

Photographer.”

for

9-mm.

Wandsworth

Cine

Camera.— T.,

Common,

11,

[4448

Mayford

Rd.,

S.W.12.

[4437

also Standard Mechanism and
Lewis, Marden Ash, Ongar.

films. —
[4439

WANTED. — Super Attachment lor Patliescope,
Trade.

Pathescope projectors and Accessories pur¬

chased ; best cash prices. — Southern Film Ex¬
change, 52, Boundaries Rd., Balham, London. [0078

Trade.
MODEL
3. For all size negatives
up to
X 2J. Fine and coarse
focussing adjustment.
4i*iD.
condenser, opal diffuser, metal
base with detachable easel. Open
stage for quick interchange of
various carriers.
Form

A, for use with

Form

B, for use

Form

C,

with

Bellows. — A11 sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;

camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

MATERIALS

own camera
£3 5 0

ow'n lens
£4 0 0
f/(5.3 Wray Lustra

3/6 extra.
Special hinged

Trade.

“ Leica ”

Sa ENLARGERS

ZEISS Miraphot Automatic Enlarger, 9X12 cm.,

Novar f/6.3 anastigmat, complete ; guaranteed,
£6/10, or nearest ; Kodak 34 Roll Film Tank, 8/6.
— 24, Walliker St., Hull.
[4417

MODEL
4. With SJ-in. condenser,
and 41x21 negatives.
Form A

for i-pl.

B
C, with f/n.3 lens....
D, with f/4.6 lens. . . .

ENLARGERS
by all leading makers,
available lor cash, ex¬
change or extended oayment terms. Lists free
on

application.

SERVICE” SPECIAL FOLDING
PLATE CAMERA. Size Z^xlh

15x12 4/3; 12x10 7/3 36 sheets, 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
21/6. 3/6, 4ix2i 3/6, 3ix2J 2/6 gross, 12 gross
i-pl.

by rack and pinion focus¬
sing, rising and cross front
by screw’ adjustment, bril¬
liant reversible and direct
wire-frame Ouder, superior

K ALTON Gaslight, single-weight and double¬
double-weight
K10x8ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
5/- : 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
2/- gross,
12-gross
20/-. ” 3ix2i glossy,
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots“ Xlnt
3ix24
1/6
72
sheets,
2/6
gross ; 1/6
4ix2igross;
and
Ki-pl.,ALTON
Gaslight Paper, l|x2i,
2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/- 36 sheets,
weight. normal, vigorous ; same prices as
Bromide advertisement above, except i-pl., 6/6 gross.

quality f/4.5 Primar anas¬
tigmat lens, in delayedaction Compur
sliutter,
speeds from one second
to 1 /250th sec., T, and B.,
back
hooded
focussing
screen and 3 single metal
slides, wire release.
price

£4:18:6
or 11/- deposit and
9 ni'.nMily pay¬
ments

3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate
9/6 gross.

of 11/-.

F.F. adapter 5^6 extra.
Extra slides 1,6 each.

1/9 50.

3/- grossSelf
; -toning
i-pl. matt
and cream,
K ALTON
Collodion,
3ix2i4/-. glossy
matt cream,
4/- 100,
32/6 1,000.
K ALTON
SeU-toning
Postcards,
glossy, matt and
4 dozenPlates
8/9, backed
; i-pl.,
5/-,
K
ALTON
: i-pl., 9/94 dozen
12/-3 ; dozen
Postcard,
backed 5/9 ; 3ix2i, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9 ;

ENSIGN CARBINE
With

Trade.

Maker's

Guarantee.

Rising front, brilliant
and direct wire finders,

ANCASTER

Lantern

f/4.5 Ensar anastigmat
lens, Compur
shutter,
.speeds 1 to l/250th

NLARGERS

sec., T. and
Cash .

VERTICAL and Horizontal, for every size'^nega-

J. Birmingham,
LANCASTER 1.& Telephone,
SON, LTD.,
87,4255.Parade,
Central
Clearance
sale
List
of
shop-soiled
Enlargers,
post free. — Lancaster, Parade, Birmingham.
Enlargers.
of 2d.parts
for ownParade,
con¬
struction ;— List
postage
— ^Lancaster,

[0082

B.

£5

No.
10/-. 6, with Zeiss f/4.5
Tessar, new
Compur
shutter

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

£7:7:0
Deposit
pajments

13/-,

11

I CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Manchester Photographic Society, open to

gentlemen only, have vacancies for young
and keen workers ; subs, only 7/6 per annum ;
fortnightly meetings ; please apply — Secretary, H.
Milligan.I^carsdale, Barkers Lane, Sale.
[3431
USE

18/-; 5ix3i

21/-.

K ALTON
H. packs
& D. 8/6.350, 3ix2i, 3
packs Film
5/3 ; Packs,
i-pl., 3
5/-, 16/6
gross ; H.Postcard,
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;
K
ALTON
Flat Films,
& D. 600,4 i-pl.,
i-pl. 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
K ALTON
bottled : lOd.
Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
; Pyro,

of 13/-.

Established 1889

Phone — Holborn 0664 (3 lines.)

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

K
ALTON
Roll 9/-Films,
exposures,
dozen first
; 3i quality,
x 2i, 8 lix2i,
exposures,8
9/- dozen, 6 exposures, 7/- ; 2ix4i 11/6, 3ix4i

Or 15/- deposit and 9
monthly payments of

tive, from Leica to 12x10, Condensers, diffused
or mercury vapour illumination ; semi-automatic
or automatic focussing.

1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,

K ALTON
Postcards,
bromide
and gaslight,
first
quality,
all surfaces
; vigorous,
3/- 100,

Rnll-fllm adapter 15/- extra.
Leather case 12/6.

3ix2| W.P.

Busch f/7 in iris ; good condition, 25/-.—
Write, Christopher, 57, Pepys Rd., S.E.14. [4444

Birmingham.

7/3, 3/- dozen.

matt, normal,
extra vigorous,
single¬
K ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Bromide,
glossy, velvet,
weight and double-weight : 20 x 16 6/3 dozen ;

Speci fication. — All-metal
body, covered in fine grain
leather, double extension

Enlarger, horlrontal, gas, 8-in. condenser,

E

depot for
South-Western
England.
KAI/TON,
Bristol,
150, Victoria
St. ACallers
new
welcomed.
Prices less
postage to callers.
K ALTON,
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
121, Scotswood Rd.
9
to
7
;
Wednesday,
1
;
please Rd.
call. Hours,
K ALTON, Manchester, 99, London
Send forLondon,
price list.
K ALTON,
61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd.. Harborne.
R ALTON,
7, Albany
9 to 7 ; Wednesday, 1 ; please call.
K ALTON,
Leeds, 38, Bridge End. Hours.
K ALTON,
Glasgow,
postage to callers.4094, Argyle St. Prices less
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt, 4-pl. 3/6
K ALTON
Chloro-bromide
white72
sheets ; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets ; 10x8 5/- ; 12x10

Carrier,

7/6 extra.

Form
Form
Form

|

with

lens
£0 7*
Form.
C, with f/4.0 Dallmeyer
lens .
£7 6 0
100-watt Lamp,
any voltage,

Cash

ILANTERNS

CURRENT ” A. P.” to date, 42 ; Bee Meter ; offers;
Ames[4438

Jaynay Tripod, 10/6. — Dance, Omaha,
bury Rd., Weyhill, Andover, Hants.

[4431
5730,

Exchange.
— -Oa extra
Kodakplatespecial,
range-finder,
f/6.3 Te.ssar,
back, slides,
case,

IX

CITY PHOTO WORKS.— World-famous “ Blue

Label ” series of first quality British Papers,
Postcards, Chemicals, Mounts, Wallets, Folders,
[0009
also Plates, orthochromatic, isochromatic ; uniform
quality ; absolutely dependable material.

CITY PHOTO WORKS.— The original 22 years’

established firm ; thousands of satisfied
customers ; 3ix2i (laslight Paper, 2/6 gross,
samples free.
289,

OUR

HIGH

DEPOSIT

HOLBORN,

SYSTEM

LONDON,

AND

AVOID

W.C.1

ALL

CITY PHOTO WORKS.— Big Catalogue Free ;

largest selection in the trade ; write now, you
may learn something to your advantage. — (5ity
Photo Works, 119, Eastbourne Rd., Southport. [0002
RISK.
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MATERIALS

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SOCIETIES’

and

Trade.
post paid Hadleigh,
; satisfaction
catalogue
ATTWOOD,
Essex.guaranteed
— ^Reliable ; Materials,
free.
350 and 600
& D. ; superfine
Postcard, 2/dozen,
ATTWOOD
FlatH. Films,
quality.
—
6 dozen 10/- ; i-pl., 2/3 dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.
600 H. & Plates,
D. ; i-pl.,
1/9 dozen,
ATTWOOD
superfine
quality.6 —dozen
300 8/-and;
Postcard, 2/- dozen. 6 dozen 11/- ; i-pl., 2/9 dozen,

CLUBS’

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BROMLEY (KENT) CAMERA CLUB,
Literary Institute, Widmore Road.
\$S and 3rd

Thursdays,

Annual

Subscription 10/6.

5 dozen 12/-.

Application for Membership to
Hon. Secretary : H. E. hard, Normanhurtt,
Holwood Road.

January 4. 1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

ATTWOOD Acme Postcards, Bromide and Gaslight'

THE DESIGNOSCOPEI!
A WONDERFUL
BRITISH

INVENTION

MANUFACTURE.

Amazing is the only suitable
adjective to apply to the
Oesignoscope.
Children are spellbound
hours.

for

Designers obtain a variety of
forms beyond the scope of
imagination.
normal and vigorous, 6x41, 3/6 per gross ; Artists. A combination of
colours perfectly blended.
i-pl., 4/- per gross; whole-plate, 7/6 per gross. —
Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
[0025
Professors and Scientists. An

normal and contrasty, 50 1/6, 100 2/9, 500 11/1,000 19/- ; Commercial Postcards, 1/9 100, 14/'
per 1,000.

ATTWOOD Bromide Paper, glossy, satin, matt,

BURT’S for all Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,

etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.

amazing study in the science
of optics.
Everybody

amused

end

delighied.

BROAD
HURST,
CLARKSON
& CO.

ous and
normal ;Gaslight
all surfaces
First quality,
BURT’S
Postcards,
and ;Bromide,
vigor¬
1/6 50. 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 21- 100.

63, Farringdon Rd., London,

BURT’S Gaslight and Bromide Paper, vigorous and

normal, all surfaces, 3ix2i, 1/3 72 sheets,
2/- gross : 4i X 2} and 1-pl. 1/9, 3/- gross ; i-pl.
1/9 36, whole-plate 2/9 36.
[0026

England.

3/6 100. — Harrowven’s,
King St.,Postcards,
Norwich.
FLINGWORTH’S
Gaslight224,or Bromide

ALL-BRITISH
PHOTO PLATES & PAPER
GASLIGHT

PAPERS

V.P. .. .•••.1/6 per groat
3ix2i. . 2/6 „
2ix4i. . 3/3 ..
I'plate . 3/6 ..
5x4... . 4/3
Postcard. .. .4/3 „

GLOSSY,

BROMIDE
^-plate .
8 x6...
Six 61..
10x8...
I2x 10..
15x12..

SILKY

supplies best photographic materials, recom¬
[0035
mends a good trial, and allows 10 per cent reduction
on first sample order. Films excepted. [0044

PAPERS

...10/.
...11/6
...16/6
...24/6
...37/-

OR

KAMY, ltd., 28, Bunhill Row, London, E.C.l,

..
„
..
..
„

..
„

POSTCARDS,

£1 per 1,000.

ORDINARY
GASLIGHT

aesurea

1 /O
J.' O

POSTCARD
Enlargements,
assorted 2d.
each. — Below.1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;
Freemounted
for everyEnlargement
7/6 spent from
with your
us, onenegative,
8ix6i

2/6 per 100.

PLATES
Special Rapid 300 H.D.
Iso Press 600 H.D.
3i X 2i .
1/3 per plct. I Postcard. ..2/6 per pkt.
i-plate . 1/9 .. „
I ^-plate
3/6

MARTIN

no disappointments ; same-day service : 8i x 6i
lOd., 10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15x12 2/1 ; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8ix6i 1/6. 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service. 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

QUOTATIONS

FOR

the best possible reaulta

from your neftatlvea. It la
accurate to a mioroacoplc degree
which
unaidedcannot
eye. be attained by the

Price £2:17:6
SANDS

HUNTER

37, BEDFORD

THE

STREET,

AUTOFIX

&

STRAND,

”

CO.
LONDON,

LTD.
W.C.a

PAPER-HOLDER

Peter¬
ipNLARGEMEN'TS of Quality, Postcard Printing.
[4423
LFJCA
cm.
Specialist.
—
1-pl.
Prints,and
2d. 3x4
— Childe,
Photo-Chemist,
228,Enlarged
Roundhay Rd., Leeds.
[3417

Photographic Chemist,

j etc. ; price list free. — Slater, Sawtry,
borough.

SOUTHAMPTON
SPECIAL

DOZEN, lOd. 6, 6d. 3, 3d. 1.— Full-size
Postcards from small film or plate, re¬

touching and vignettes included ; postage extra. —
Atkinson Speight, 38, Gainsborough Avenue,
Oldham.
[0017

SOFT

OR BROMIDE

n/- per 500.

Singles or strips.

THE
• AKRISKOP
Is simple to
nse, and positive•
in resulta. It ellmlnatea all
waste due to poor focusslag and

Trade,
,.

MATTE
OR

will enable yon to obtain abao*
Intoly critically sharp etdarge'
mente from yonr small negatiTea.

ENLARGEMENTS

3 Grades

VIGOROUS,

The^AKRISKOP’
Magnifier

Focussing

QUANTITIES.

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING
Trade.

CINE

BARGAINS

All Developing and Printing, same-day service ;

Roll Films and one print each to 31 x 21 1/- ;
41x31 1/3, 51x31 1/8; write lor lists: see also
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

Pstbescope Lux, complete. As new .
£16 19 6
Home Movie, with mat and flex .
£3 12 6
Kid Projector, with resistance .
398. 6d.
Ensign Silent 16/60, hand drive. As new .
£4 10 0
Baby Cine Camera, with spring-drive motor _ 678. 6d.
Motocamera de Luxe, f/8.5 anastigmat .
£7 15 0
THE CAMERA & GRAMOPHONE CO.. 320, Tanxhall Bridge
Road, Victoria. 8.W.1 {Opposite New Victoria Cinema.)
Telephone : Victoria 2977.

When nvlng the ** Aatofli for enlarging, masklag and adjnatment of the bromide paper are a matter of seconds. Howevar
thick or carded, the pape' is held flat without the nst of pint ot

< / best Photographic Postcards on Kodak
Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative,[0057
36
for 3/- : titling 6d. extra. — Below.

gla«s. Enlarsements made with the ** Autofix ** hava clean
white
giving
a ** finished
** appearance.
10^8 margins
..
.. £1 them
17 6
I
16^12..
.. 1210 0
12 X 10 . .
..£2 2 0
I 20 X 16 . . . . £2 17 •
State if for verHeal or horitootal enlarger; for Mirmphot
enlarger tend baseboard for fitting, no extra ekarge.

Shawyer,

37, BEDFORD

I

PER

GROSS,

42/6

per 1,000,

including

title.

Lantern
l/6, dozenfrom
12/6, printed
from negatives
urgent slides
reproductions
matter, ;
SANDS HUNTER & CO., Ltd.
return of post, 2/9, or in reverse 2/3, post paid. —
Swindon.

[0064

A practical proof of the after-effects of

“ NOW

AT ”

92>
now at N.8
ORDER OFFICES
C D f Tottenham
CD^ lUI da
SL4
Lane, London,
» •• ^
YOi;

STRAND,

FRIDAY

LONDON,

CAN

DEAL

Trade.

Repairs
cameras,
focal-plane
shutters,toetc.,
by skilful
workmen.and
— W.other
A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works), 27, Chancery
IN

PERFECT

Lane, London,

SAFETY

W.C.2.

THROUGH

[0006

OUR

DEPOSIT

THE

LEADING

SYSTEM.

MOTOR

WjCS

FOURPENC*

REPAIRERS

is given with every bottle two minutes hypo elimin¬
ator. 1^ oz. for 12 pints, 1/6 ; 4 oz. for 32 pints,
3/- post free. NOW AT is absolutely guaranteed.
Be modern. NOW AT your photographs 1

30

EVERY

STREET,

PAPER

January

THE

4, 1933

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

THERE’S NO [
NEED TO MAKE BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD..
PHOTOGRAPHY
AN EXPENSIVE CAMERA"’ Repairer to "liTrade. — Falrbrother, 7,
REPAIREIRS
Trade.

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimates subimtted ; instruments
insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holbom, E.C.l (near
Gamages). , Holborn 3126.
[0062
^Museum

I

Phot<^a^

Presets

TUITION.

BOOKS,

etc.

Trade.

_

Every item post paid.
C.OD. fees extra.
Granville Products arc
fully guaranteed.

Granvilit tfa Luxa Papers.
AN Svrittcea : Bromide* Gaslight ; Vigorous and
Normal.
Sheet*.
Gr,,«
.. 2/9
72 ..
.. 3/7
36 ..
.. 5/4
4/. I2x 10
36 .. S/6
..
8/4

64x4} 144 .. 7 9
84x64
7/4
10x8

..

Qranvlll* Unsurpassed Plates.

IM. 250, 350. 650, and Special Ortho
H.D. 425.
t Daz.
, 1/3 61x4} IDoz. ..3/9
1/11 8ix6i i .. . 3/9
Z/IS

Qranvllle de Luxe Postcards.

Swlacaa : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.
20 1/-. 50 l/». 100 3/-. 500 13/6.

RETOUCH

I N G

to work required
from :; J-pl.
8d. ;
Retouching.
— Best work
chargesbust,
according
half-length, 4d. ; three-quarter length, 3d. ; fulllength, 2d. : }-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and postage
with order. — Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

[

MISCELLANEOUS

[9144

Trade.

HOW to FrameTictures, complete Guide and List ;

Finest Range of Picture Mouldings In the
World : post free, 3d. — Watkins Provider, Exchange
Works, Newport, Mon.
[3610

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

Your Film Developed, aud 1 Velox tjla/ed priut made from each
negative : V.P. and
x 9\, 8 exposures, 1/2, No. lift (2i x 4J)
1/6, 4^x31 1/3, 5IxSi 1/8, 1/6 do;(en. !/• ( dozen, SnpMior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9 f dozen, 8ix61; 2/6
dozen, 1/6 J dozen, x 4?renlargement8, 2/- 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12 • 10 1/8. 10x8 l/-.8i x6J 0d.. 6^x41 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH OF ALL ORDERS.
SizeH up to 12 X 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE
& CAMPION, 123, East Park Road, LEICESTER.

OS
VPE
S I
I

GUaty. Velvet, Matt ; White and Cream ; ChIoro>

Bromide ; Double^weight thickness.

I

Qranvllle Developers.
GaaH^t, Amidol, M.Q., Pyro, Gold Toning,
Acid 1Fixing, Semitone. Box ol 6 paickets, 1/3.
GRANVILXE Cut Films, Mounts, Chemicals,
Tissue, Mountant, Sepia Toner, P.O.P., Glazing
SaKition, Self-toning, etc., etc.

FREE

.

Zi X 2i Lancaster Form A Ampins Vertical Enlarger, for Incandescent
gas, 4i-in. condenser, snecial masking condenser, £0
• O
• Q

time, 3 double slides and rase. Nice condition ... .
* ‘O •
9x12 cm, T.-P. All-Weather Press, latest pattern, 6-in. Carl Zeiss
f/4.5 Tessar lens, 2-way rising front, direct frame finder, quick-wind
sec. andhead
milled
self-capping
focal-plane,
auto,
time
valve,
5
to
time, 3 double slides. New condition. . . . £16: l/l,000tb
16 :0
3i X 2} Goerz C.D.V. Pocket Tenax, Goerz f/6.8 anastlgmat. Com¬
pound shutter, 1 to 1/25 )tb sec., fine-adjustment foca», direct finder,
roagDifter back-sight, 3 double slides, F.P. adapter. CA
• IQ • A
Nice
. Kodak, latest. .
lO rapid
• LF
Vestcondition
PocketT. Autographic
Model • B,
Acliro
lens,
and I. shutter, etc. Equalpattern
new
j05
0(j
i-pl. Dallmeyer Press Reflex, latest pi^ttem. 6-in. Dallmeyer f/3.5
Press anastlgmat, risuig front, rack focus, hood and sky shade, revolv¬
ing back, quick-wind self-capping focal-plane to l/l,00utb «ec. and
time, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. New
C19*17
.A
condition .
.U
Leitz Leica Pocket, improved model, with interchangeable lens
mounting, f/3.5 Elmar anastlgmat, focal-plane shutter, all speeds,
Leitz Fodis distance gauge, 3 spool-chambers, C11
•17»A
leather
Unsoiled
.
. l/,U
3^x2^case.
Ememann
Folding
Pocket, f/6.8 Detective *>11
Aplanat,
auto,
speeded shutter, U-stirrup front, rise and cross, ri . to , c
focussing,
Equal new
.
*
1-pi. T.-P.etc.,
Ruby3 slides.
Special Reflex,
si-in.
Cooke Series *II *f/4.5
auastigmat. hood and sky shade, rising front, revolviag back, milled-head
quick- 6wind
self-cappingfocal-plane,
1/1 0th to l/l,000tb
sec.,
slides,
F.P. adapter and anto.
case. atopi»late,
Good as £Q * 17 • 0
i-pl. Sanderson de Luxe Triple Ex., improved wide-angle rack, uni¬
versal rat’k rising and swing front, independent rise, Carl Zeiss f/6..3
Series Vila Protor, 6 and 9 in. foci. Compound shutter. 3 double
book-ferm slides, suptrior leather case. New con£J5 •
• Q
Vest Pocket Autographic Kodak, latest pattern,
T. and I adjustable shutter, wallet case. New
condition .

B.R.
ri

lens model,
• A • O

31x2^ R. Sc G. New Special Pocket Sibyl, specially constructed
double extension attachment. Carl Zeiss Series Vila f/6.3 Convertible
Protar, Precision shutter, J to l/15utb sec., T. and B., folding lens
hood, baseboard scaled for 2 foci, 2-way rising front, direct finder,
magnifier back-sight, S double book-form slides, CJA
• lA'O
F.P. adapter, superior leather case. Equal new....
. iU*U
1-pl. Ica Pressman Reflex, latest 6-in. Aldia-Butcher f/4.5 anastlg¬
mat, rising front, hood and sky shade, reversing back, focal-plane
•"butter to 1/l.OUOtb sec. and time, 6 elides, F.P. ro . 1 7 • A

. O • U
f/3.5 anastigmat
£y * 1 8 * 6

**KTJT06RAPH
Is a Coloured Enlargement mounted on
and carved out in wood, producing a O-ln. statue. In*
dudes polished stand. Very realistic, 2/6 each.

i-pl. Pocket Cameo, Cooke Series III f/6.5 anastigmat, Compoond
shutter, U-stirrup front, rise and cross, finder, also direct finder with
magnifier back-sight, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather CO
, O • n

STUDIO PORTRAITS.
Head and shoulders only, back*
ground removed, enlarged and mounted In 8 x 5 In. gilt*
edged
folders. West End results. 1/6 each, 3 for 4/>,
6 for 7/6.

case. Nice condition .
*'5 • O . v
Stereo 10 x 15 Linhoff de Luxe Triple Ex., all-metal body, pairTfi-mm,
{/4.5 Transit anastigmats. Stereo Compur geared shutter, detachable
panel, rack
U-stimip
rise, fine- adjustment rack rise and
cross,
focus, front,
directextreme
finder, 6 slides and F.P. CIA1 A • U

A FRAMED
ENLARGEMENT.
11x9 In., neat ebonised
wood, with glass and strut. 2/9 ; Coloured, 5/*. Good value.
BLUE-TONED
KODAK
POSTCARDS.
On special 6 x 8 In.
embossed mounts. Wonderful and unique ejects, lid. eaj^h,

LIST.

leather
New condition.
Cost f^fi..1
£55 .
. l\Jshut¬
, \/
4| 5^ 6 caj»e.
Vest Pocket
Blocknote, Zeiss
Tessar. fully-speeded
ter, hand and autinoos release, set of four near distance magnlflen,
direct
magnifier
back-sight
reflector, magazine changingbox forfinder,
12 plates
and leather
case.andEqual
new . . £4:4:0

adapter
and
case.condition
New
condition
.
lens,
leather
case.
Pathe
Cine leather
Hotocameta,
improved
pattern
with
New
.

n:

15 1/-. 50 21: 100 3/6, 500 16/-.

FOR

,Y-

adapter
case.
Equal
.
, 1Compur
I . U
31x21 and
Nettel
Tessco,
racknewdouble
ex., Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar.
shutter, U-stirrup front, fine- adjustment rise, finder and level, also
wire-frame finder and back-sight, 6 slides, F.P. pQ
• Q • 0

LOOK HIRE!

8/S
6/S
9/S

Qranvllle Semitone Postcards.

SEND

you hare given me.'* F. W. L -

and baseboard
easel.Planex
EqualReflex,
new .
. A
• v
X 2i AU-Britisb
T. P. Ruby S-ln. f/4.8 anastlgmat,
rack double ex., rack rising front, hood and sky shade, revolving back,
focal-plane shutter, speeds to l/l,000tb sec. and Cft . IQ * A

Trade.

Granville Semitone.
Sheets.
Sheets.
144 .. . 4/S
84x64 72 .. .
144 ..
36 .. .
10x8
S/2
72 ..
12x10 36 .. .
. SI-

consideration

4^ X 6 DaRmeyer Speed Pocket, Pentac f/2.9 anastlgmat, direct*
vision finder, self-capping focal-plane, speeds to l/l,000th sec., T.
and B., 3 double book-form slides, F.P. adapter CIO
• 17 • R

Equal
.
Bell &new
Bowell
Standard Model Filmo No. 70, capacity 50 or ^100 ft.
I6*mni. film, O.F. Cooke f/3.5 lens, motor spring drive, 8 and 16
speed gearing, direct finder, film gauge indicator, COO
• Ifi • O

F.R.P.S., Instructs evening class every Wednes¬
day, 6.30, commencing 11th January ; open to all
at Cripplegate Institute, Golden Lane. Barbican
(3 minutes Aldersgate St. Met. Station) ; 3
months’ course, 15/- ; full particulars write
Manager Institute.
[4362

and save
as you
spend...

AN

[0066

F PROVE Your Photography. — John H. Gear,

Use-

HD.

Temple Bar 3292.

and courteous

and3f leather
case. Cameo,
New condition
.
If .U
X 2i Pocket
f/6.3 Lukos
Express ansstlgmat, . Optimo
shutter. J to l/200th sec., T. and B., U-rtimip front, fine-adjustment
rise and cross, etc., 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case. CO . 1 O • fi

HOBBY

_

St., W.C.l.

TM
I have never made a photographic purchase which has given me
so much «atisf.»ctjon as this. The camera pleases me Immensely,
but I fee' that no little part of the satisfaction is due to the prompt

adapter.
New
Lemaire
34 x condition
Pearl and .
Gilt Prismatic Ladies’
focus,
wallet
case. Equal new .

I'lO.
Opera,
centreitj.v
screw
•17*0

4*F0T0Z0 ” Regd. Glazing and Stripping Solution. Glossy
prints never stick. Easy to use. 1/- and 1/9 per bottle.

Superior Student's Microscope, horse-shoe stand, inclinable, com¬
bination set objectives, various foci, 2 eyepieces, sliding tube fine
adjustment, double reflecting mirror, complete in CO
• Q • A

Cash with ardors. Write for List. Expenses

ease. Nice condition .
^*5 • o
• U
i-pl. National Enlarger, 61-in. condenser, superior objective, rack
extension
front, negative carrier, Rus.sian-iron light-chamber, curtain
back, fitted
incandescent gas. Nice condi- £2
*18*6

refunded.

D.S
SPEEDY D.&P.
Ltd., Shelford Place, N.16

Ani/ of the above may be had by arrangemtnl on five days' approval. If
no ledger ale deposit to value is requested. Latest lists free on application.

CCAMIIstaTON
Telscnss

S^A

t ** arsiiTllle, Lsamiagton.**

LORDOR

BRANCH

:

l7AM,ChuieeryLane,W.C.2.

I

BXRHINGHAH

1

174,

BRANCH

Corporation

;

Street.

THE

EVERY

2d.
Ch««„

FULL

~

8537.|

STOCKS

AT

N.B. — High-class Apparatus Purchased for Cash, taken In Exchange
or Sold on Commission. Approx. Valuations free. Call or write.

(Cashwith orders

Phone 847.

2482.

BRANCHES

BE

WISE

Publisher

IN

DY
BL
^O
TR
POUL
POULTRY

(A,P.),

TIME—

4, Carmelite

USE

OUR

Street,

flimiion ©aranuCSrcJjangf
mt
Co..

JOURNAX

Poultry keepers everywhere will And this Journal
uncommonly Interesting and helpful*
. from
Specimen copy of recent laeoe free on request

FRIDAY

The

PREMIER

London,

DEPOSIT

E.C.4

mTE

ADDRESS:

No. 2, POULTRY, CHEAPSIDE,

LONDON, E.C.2

Telegrams: “ Loncamerex, Stock, London.” Phone; Central 8691.
On, minui, from the Bank of Enfland and Stock Exehani;,.

SYSTEM.
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DC7LLOMD
/1ITCHISON
9.5-mm.

rangeof catalogues

also

in case. Very good conditicnt. Cost £6 los .

Ross Xpres, 6 slides, case. Cl7*17«n
Almost new. Cost £26 12s. fid. I X # • X f • v

WANTED

de Luxe, 3i-in.

4.5x6

cm. lea Bebe Hand, 7.5'Cui. Zeiss

Tessar f/4.5, Compound to i/25oth sec., F.P.
adapter, fi slides, leather
case. Very good condition ...
v • X v •U

3.Vx2} Voigtiander Avus

Bargains

Compur, Skopar f/4.5, F.P. adapter, 3 slides,
lens hood, leather case. As
jCQ«17«fi
n^. List £12 5s. fid .
XJ/«X # •U
B.

4ix3|
&

Kodak

L. Tessar,

double

e.xtension, 2 D.D.

Cooke,
case.

C7*in*fl
•XU*U

Good condition.

Very

photo f/5.fi. range finder.

condition.

Cost

tigmat.

16-mm.

Heliar f/3.5, Compur,

LEEDS

with
A Handbook

List £12 los .

Cost £19 5s.

Fair

ON

SALE

PICTURES
the Baby

on 9.5-mm.

Cine

Cinematography

new

apparatus

and
and

BABY

2/6 net ; by post 2/8

ILIFFE
32

PLEASE

&

TUDOR
MENTION

SONS

“ THE

LONDON,

AMATEUR

LIVERPOOL.— 73, Lord

ESTD.

St.

1750

174, Walton

Rd.

EDITION

Reference Book for Amateur
Professional Photographers

of “The

Amateur

Photographer.”

Crown Svo 680 pp.. cloth boards.
Revised price for the 12th edition
7/6 net, by post SI-

LTD.

STREET,

E.C.4.

RD.. S.W.3.

It contains practical information on the pic¬
torial, technical and scientific phases of the
subject, all of which is made easily accessible
by means of extensive cross references.
For this new edition the matter has been
thoroughly revised and brought up to
date, the latest photographic processes,
colour photography and amateur cine¬
matography being adequately treated.

CINE

From cil booksellers, or direct from the Publishers :

HOUSE,

#0

HILL,

2, ANGEL
COURT,
E.C.2.
140, FENCHURCH
ST., E.C.3.
121, CHEAPSIDE,
E.C.2.
[W.C.2.
2, NORTHUMBERLAND
AVE.,
19 1-2, TOTTENHAM
COURT
RD..
285, FINCHLEY
RD., N.VV.3. [W.i.
TOOTING, — 216, Upper Tooting Rd.
CATFORD. — 62a, Rushey Green.
KINGSTON.— 30, Thames St.
CROYDON.— 12, George St.
BECKENHAM.— 4, The Broadway,
Croydon Rd.
SALISBURY. — 17-19, Catherine St.
CHELTENHAM.— 1 14, Promenade.
CANTERBURY.— 38, High St.
BRISTOL. — 151, Gloucester Rd.,
Bishops ton.

book the Dictionary of Photography is
as useful to beginners as to the more
experienced workers and technicians.

■

DORSET

List£2fi.

INVALUABLE as a general reference

has been

4^", bound in stout paper cover printed in colours

Price

7#fi

1 2: 1 2:0

Editor

"TAKING" APPARATUS, BABY CINE PROJECTING AP¬
PARATUS. USING THE CAMERA, THE SUBJECT OF THE
PICTURE. PROCESSING AND FINISHING BABY CINE
FILMS, NEGATIVE-POSITIVE, EDITING, MAKING TITLES,
TRICKS AND EFFECTS. FAULTS IN "TAKING," PROJECTION-THE SCREEN. PROJECTION— THE HOME CINEMA.
FAULTS IN PROJECTING. LIBRARY FILMS AND FILM
LIBRARIES, TAKING THE BABY CINE CAMERA ABROAD.
144 pp.. size

CQ*1

Edited and largely re-written by
F. J. Mortimer, F.R.P.S..

The following Table of Contents indicates the wide range of
the book and the completeness with which the subject is
covered.
CINEMATOGRAPHY,

£8:15:0

WALL’S DICTIONARY
OF PHOTOGRAPHY

B. ABBOTT

been included, and all important
brought under review.

new.

35, LUDGATE

TWELFTH

In the preparation of this third edition a thorough revision
has been carried out. Much additional information has

OF

£5:17:6
XI*Xl

List £23 5s .

This handbook, specially written for amateur cinemato¬
graphers. includes every aspect of the fascinating hobby
of making motion pictures.

PRINCIPLES

£25:0:0
£10:15:0
£19:10:0
£14:10:0
£5:17:6
£8:10:0
XX^«XU*U

(covers up

condition .

Ditto, ditto, also pigskin case. All as new.

NOW

Very good

35, BROMPTON

W.l

K 2 filters,

List £10 5s .

slides, F.P. adapter.

BV HAROLD

THE

London,

4.5x6 cm. N. & G. Baby Sibyl Hand, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, 3 D.D. £7*1

EDITION

MOTION

Cost £23 .

42-in. Meyer Wide-Angle Anastigmat f/9, in Compur
new.

screen.

fi slides, leather case. Asbrand

List £7 I2S. fid .

Distar lens X3, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, K i and
leather case. As new. List £45 .
to i'pl.). As

Xi&0*XU*V

List £10 2s. fid...

focussing

9x12 cm. Mentor Reflex, revolving back, 18-cm. Zeiss Tessar f/^.5, also Zeiss

37 BOND ST.

condition .

9 X 12 cm. Voigtiander Tourist Hand, double extension, 13.5-cm.

for cash.

Good condition.

new.

Good

XO*Xf«v

new.

plate back, fi slides, F.P. adapter,

Bell-Howell Filmo Enlarger, special lens and condenser,
As

XX^*Xf#0'

3ix2i Nettel Duron Roll Film, double extension, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur,

List £40 .

Very good condition.

up to 3^X2*^.

£7:10:0

THIRD

condition.

leather case.

leather case

3^x2} Zeiss Ikon Miraphot Vertical Electric Enlarger, f/6.3 anas-

£21:0:0

extension, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur, plate back,
screen, F.P. adapter, 3 slides, case. Good
condition. Cost £15 is. fid.
at

Compur,

Leica Camera, 5-cm. Elmar f/3.5, also 4-in. Dallmeyer Dallon Tele¬

4ix3i Netfel buroil Roll Film, double

Bargains

Good

dtO*0*U

3ix2i (and 2|x1f) Voigtiander Inos Two-size Roll Film, 8 and ifi exposures, f/4.5

Skopar,

List £15 3s. fid .

case.

List over £45 .

List £9 15s .

31 X 21 lhagee Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Meyer, 3 slides, F.P. adapter,

3^x2^ T.-P. Duplex Ruby Reflex, revolving
good

new.

List £55 .

back, 5i-in. Ross Xpres //4.5, 4 D.D. slides,
F.P. adapter, K i and K 2 filters, case.

slides, F.P.

3Jx2i Ensign Focal-plane Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher. ££5,1 7*R

As

Modem
Microscopes.

As new.

Heag XI Hand, double extension, 15-cm. Zeiss

9x12 cm. Nettel Miroflex Folding Reflex, 15-cm. Zeiss Tessar COC*in*A
f/4.5, fi slides, F.P. adapter,

9.5-mm. Pathe Projector, motor drive, super rewind, resistance,

slides, F.P. 'adapter, case.
Very good condition .

List £fi 15s .

Good condition.

Bell-Howeil Filmo Camera, Model 70A, 2-speed, f/3.5

case.

new.

16-mm. Ensign Super Kinecam, turret head,. 5 speeds, i-in. Cinar f/1.5, also 2-m.

28 OLD BOND ST.

16-mm.

Graphic Focal-ptane, f/4.3

shutter,

and 9x12 cm. Ernemann

slides, leather case.

Astronomical
Telescopes.

Bought
at

Hand, delayed

HERE*

DalJmeyer f/1.9, also 20-mm. Dallmeyer Wide-Angle f/3.5, also 3-in. Dallmeyer
Telephoto f/3.5, case. As brand new; used once only.
List £55:0:0

Electric En¬
largers.
Zeiss Binoculars.

Deferred terms on
application. Generous
exchange allowance.

STOP

5ix3§ Tropical Soho Reflex, 6^-in. Ross Xpres f/4.5, fi D.D. Cl

Rolleidoscope.

item sent on five

ST*

BUSES

3ix2J Zeiss Ikon Ikonta 520/2 Roll Film, Dominar f/4.5, de- £C*C*A

4^x3^

may be seen by ap¬
pointment at any of
these addresses .

Meyer Kino Plasmat f/1.5. £1
Good condition. List £27105. *XO*XO*v

BOUND

Tessar f/4.5, Ernemann 8-speed to i/200th sec., 3
adapter, leather case. Fair condition .

days' approval against
cash or C.O.D., or

4.ix3| N. & G. New Ideal Sibyl Hand, f/4-5

Fourteen doors west of Circus. WEST

layed Telma

Posograph
Any

W.l

requirements.

Pathe double¬
claw Projectors.
Rolleiflex.
Heidoscope.

Cl •10*0
*tX«XU#V

9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera

London,

post
free anywhere.
Please
state

Pathe Cine Camera, hand drive,

f/3.5, filter, case,

4. 1933

281 OXFORD

6S-page Bargain
List and wide

LTD.

KyTior

January
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ILIFFE
”

&

WHEN

SONS

Obtainable from the Publishers :
LTD., Dorset House. Tudor Street.

CORRESPONDING

WITH

London,

ADVERTISERS.

E.C.4
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Clearance

Wallace Heaton scores again with the biggest value of the day
CAMERAS, ETC.
IN SPLENDID
CONDITION
ON EASY TERMS!

A NEW -YEAR
OPPORTUNITY
THAT WILL SAVE
YOU POUNDS!
Read

these :

Here’s
“ Merewiili, 1 beg to inform you that tlie
J7-iri. Ho,«s Teleoentric lens P/b,S has arrived
here to-day in good firder. 1 consider I liave
received gf*(»d value funny money. . .
N. V.

anyijiie
Wallace

The CTdarger arrived quite safely on Kriday
laNt. and I tried it last night, f should like you
to know that 1 am liiglily satistled with all the
apparatus, and should like t(j thank you for
generous

allowances

you

made

me.”

Praise

:

” If my bargain can be taken as one of your
standard rlealings 1 feel it my duty to inform
de>^iring a «*amera tltat tlie firm of
Heaton is worthy of their patronage.”

"... The Zodel de Luxe <‘amera which f
botiL'ht from you about twelve months ago is a
wonderful little instrument, which has fully

('. li.
li\ ed up to the reitutation given it.”

APPARATUS

YOU’LL

BE PROUD

back component of Protar l»-in. f/12.r» lens onlv, speeded
shutter, i to 1 /100th sec., black ca.se. 1 D. slide and cbanKing
magazine for 12 i>lates. Co.st £20 .
£2 2 0
reversing back. f/« 11. K. lens. caiiva.s case. ;t double .slides.
Cost £M .
£1 5 y

fiel

d

cam

era

,

focu

s.si

ng

scr

een

,

2 dou
b

le

sli

des

.

falling, anil swing front, Aldis I/O anastigniat
shutter. It I), .slides, tripod. Cost £1« 10s .

Pos
t
£2

£K
19

ris
and cro
fro
Coo
Avi
f 4..' ami
len
)
s,
ing
nt.
ss
ar 0 slides.
sP.P.
tig adapter.
1 to
J,200lh sec.,
brilliantke Under.
m£5
at 17 a
.
6 --J-P1. Klimax Folding Plate, double exfen.sion, lising
and cross fronf. Aldis Uno f/7.7 aiia.sligmal lens, .speeded
shulfer, I to 1 MHith .see.. brilliaTil finder, H slides. r,,Kl
I'W .
£2 19 0
7—10
15 cm. Adoro Folding Plate, doul»'e extension,
rising and cross front. Zeiss Tes.sar f 4..") aiia.-tigmat lens,
t'ornpoi'ml shutter. 1 to I ir.oih .sec., (h,i case. 0 slides.
I'M*, adajder. Cost tn) .
£4 17 6
Sanderson Hand and Stand Camera, triple
exlension. rising and .swing front, reversing taick. f/0.«
tJoerzDoppel anasfigmat lens. I’niciirn shutter.
sec., :t 1). slides. Cost £20 .

19- 3*

6

lens. K.B.
£5 5 0

OF-ALL

FULLY

17 — 9 • 12 cm. Wafer Camera, double exten-siou. rising
front, Dallmeyer Perfac f/G.h ana-stigmat lens, Conipur
sliutter. 1 to l/2.'5(Jth sec., brilliant finder, canvas case. 1
slide. I'M', adapter. Co.st £lu lU.s .
£3 12 6
18 9 12 cm. Tara Tenax Folding Plate Camera, double
extension, rising ami cross front, CU.M Dagor anastigniat
lens, t'oinpound sluitter. 1 to 1 2.>(ifh sec., tan case. H slides.
I P. adapter. Cost £Hi lUs .
£2 19 6
2* Special Sibyl Plate Camera,

Cooke

Aviar

f/4..5

aiiastigmaf lens, sjieeded shulfer. 1 to 1 l.">tifli sec., reriecting finder, brown <-ase. J-'.l*. aiiapter. C'ost £2;j
£12 12 0
20 1-pl. Tenax Folding Plate Camera, double extension,
rising and cross front, ttoer/ Dagor f fi.b anastigniat lens.
Compound

shutter.

1 to 1 ’J-jutli sec., ll slides.

Cost£lUl()'.
£2

FIRST INSTALMENT
SECURES
ANY ITEM
l*a\- lialiiiiie in K inoi-e moiifhl\ iiayments —
only per cent mlded (or 5'- if undei £5).

1 to Mouth
£5 5 0

9

6

24 -9

<

.1, V.

GUARANTEED

12 cm.

Mentor

Folding

Reflex, rising and

cross

front, (loerz Dogniar f 4..") lens, focal-plane shutter. 1 to
1 1 .;ni(»t h sec.. 2 D. slides. P.P. .adapter. Cost t4t» £9 9 0
25 — i-pl. Soho Reflex, rising front, revolving back.
Taylor-Hobson Cooke f 2.5 lens. focaJ-jilane sluitter, 1 IGth
to i l,U(Uitb sec., black c;i.-<e. roll-hohli*r. Cost £4U £25 10 0
26 -6 13 Stereo Monobloc, Zeiss Tessar lenses f 4.5.
rising front, speeded shutter, fan case, clianging box.
ti-plate. Cost £:t2 .
£6 6 0
27 — 1-pl. Ernemann
Tropical Focal-plane Camera,
rising front, f 4.5 Dogmar lens, focal-plane shuCer. I I5th
to 1 ' 1 .tiOtit h sec., tan case. I), slides. (5is(.£:(5 £13 17 6
28 - 31 21 Folding Mentor Reflex, Zeiss f 2.7 lens, focalplane sluitter. tan case. double slides. Cost £li(i £22 10 0
29 3! 21 Graflex Reflex, revoMng back. Series K
KoiJak Koss anastigmat lens f'4.5. focal-jilane .sluitter.
£12 12 0
J loth to 1 l.tKMMh sec.. I-'.P, adapter. Cos! £22 Ids.
30 Butcher’s Roll Film Reflex, 31 2|, f 7.7 anastigmat
lens. T. and I. shutter. Cost £4 Ids .
£2 9 6
31 31 21 Makina Pocket Camera. Anticoinar f'2.!»
len.s, I to 1 2<ioth .sec. . Coiiipiir .shut ter, direct frame tinder,
long.
extension, focussing.
£2i;

I'. P. adapter

and

4 slides,
Cost0
£14 14

32—31
21 Minimum
Palmos Focal-plane Camera,
Tessar f 4.5 anastigmat lens, sluitter si>eeds 1 1.5tti to
1 15(ifh .SCI’., pigskin case. P.P. Hda)»ter. 3 D. slides. Cost
£25 .
£9 17 6

sion, rising and cross front, f. 7.7 anastigmat lens. Compiir
33 l-pl. Graflex Reflex, luirizontal model. Taylor-Hobson
shutter, I to I ’250th sec., li slides. Cost £4 15s.. . £2 19 6
Cooke f/4.r) anastigmat lens, focal-plane sluitter. 1 loth to
22- 31x21 Mentor Folding Reflex. Tessar f'4.r) anaCa
re
ba
f/i
Al
le
11. IL shu
1 l.tHHith se<’.. tan case, roll-hohler. Cost £32. £9 9 0
ns
di
ve
ck
i.;
me
tte
.£
s C
.stigmat lens. f«ical-plane .sluitter, 1 to 1 l.:hioth se<'..
.
bl ra,eas
.'r5siI), bo
stl
.
r
34 Ensign Focal-plane Roll Film Reflex, .Aldis i '4.5 Uno
2
os
,
0.
ac
ng
id
£
ok
e,
t
tan case. t» doiil'le s!i<le,s, j.late magazine, P.l’. a<lapter.
k
es
7
-f
.
7
anastigmat, shutter speeds l ‘25th t<i J '5()Otli sec. £4Cost
o
17 £H6
<'‘'-‘'t£:t5 .
£9 9 0
sio
ris
an
sw
frrm
re
ba
7-i
Ho 0
3
on
c
v
in
d
m
ing
n
n.
k
o
.
o
t
,
l
23- V.P. Ernemann Box Reflex, Pentac f/2.!> lens, fo<-alce
f/0
Ko
lg
Ac,
sh vin
1 t
1' j
se 35-31
2} Roll Film Ensign Reflex. Dallmeyer 4-in.
plane Hliutfer. Hi<eeded r25tli to 1 l.uouth sec.. 2 slide.s
ut g Cost o t”hl ;£12
ssslidesensand
..' () I),
me
OOt 12 c.. 0
tr cases.
f,4.5 anastigmat lens. T. and I. shutter. Cost £5 .as.
2 ntan
roll-holder.
.
te
t
ic
h
r,
ami P.P. adapter. Cost CUt .
£12 12 0
£2 19 6
ex
ris
an
<ro
fro
sw
ba
Te
fOi
36 31 21 Mentor Sqoare-forra Reflex, revolving back,
New
ck
te
ss
d
.;{
in
.ss
ing
nt,
.
man
ns
ar
g
i
J
(
s
I
t
1
u
,
l
t
Keitzchel
f
I.H
l-'ba-cm.
l‘iolinear
lens,
li
D.
.slide.s,
I’.P.
s
r
o
e
i
u
l
o
’
e
iOt
ns
&
nde
i
ui
n(,
c
Gua
julaj.ler. Cost £57 lO.-^ .
£29 10 0
h (' ., ti lli.
r
an , le\ unpo.’1 1». sli tterJ'.
ad
an£
r
1
o,s
dia
M.
t8
aj
. P.
d
un
el.
des
t
>t
d
Spe
,
0
er
cia
0
.
l B
Box
Cam
era
ON A
. J
-pl.
size
,
Fie
ld
■■ Many flianks for your rejily to my enquiry.
Cam
era
,
“Thank yo«i very much for the Path»^ IViotoVnur olTer represents an increa.se fjf ao per cent
dou
camera which 1 received quite .safe)\. I should
on <.ffers received from other firms 1 wrote to. 1
ble
3
ext like to thank you also for tlie expeditious way in
shall <’all and .see you, when 1 am sure you will
ens
ion you have dealt witli the onler, and the
which
, r
A. T.
tieat- me with vour usual ctuirtesv andD. fairness."
sin arranged the exchange." J. B. K.
* *
fair way iyou
g f
Rep
nmt
eat
,
ing
Bac
k,
21
wit
h t
Ca
rico 9 12 cm. and }-pl. Folding Camera,
me
12
double exten¬
lor
o
n
ers
sion. risingiteaiul
anastigniat
rs cross front, tJoerz Dugmai' Ff/4.5
ol
on
ex
ri
fr
Ze
Pn
5
f'l
an
for
>t
sfio
Fie
b.’
le te
hl
soin
cius
. 1f-oii
to
aIs Hi
lens,
(’ompui
.sluittei'.
1
to
1
•2<iUtli
sec.
< 'ost di£h
(id
t
ng 17s
ld
-jil
ji
ncg
sn
t
n n
ntg.
t
cia.
.
Cam
r f
Pl£4 19 6
1 sH,o sio in.s.e
buls
cale
ma nio
Cto ig h9£. 0
£9
or 12l- pla
era
at
s
a
<
st ma 30
o
i
n
g
p
e
“
, t
c
th ,
13 No. 3 Ensign 3i 2} Carbine Roll Film Camera.
e
..
az ic
la te
,
k
t
rip
C
n
s
n
a
i
le
e, .cross front.
me
ne t
38- V.P. Folding Plate Sibyl,
rising ami
ext Lnsar anastigniat lens. Trichro shutter, l/2ritti,
f;'4.r)
r
ame
ensi/lUUth sec. Cost £3 15s .
J/riUtti.
£2 17 a,6
Cooke Aviar 1,4.5 anastigmat lens, shutter sjieeds 1 to
ion
o
d
,
Fol
l '20<ith sec., direct-vision timler. tan case. .3 D. slides. P.P.
14—3.1 • 2JrisZodel
Junior Folding Plate, double exten¬ oub
din
ing,
le
g P
a.lapter.
Cost
£22
.
£10 10 0
sion. rising and cro.ss front. f/«).« anastigniat lens, Vario
ex
lat
te
e,
39 No. 7 Ensign Carbine, 31 2J, rising front, Zodelbir
sluitter, frame and brilliant tinders. (5 slides 1-^ 1’
n¬
do;bspeed
ubl
f
4.5
anastigmat
lens,
new
tyjte
dclayeil-actioii
Con.piir
e
adapter.
Cost
£11
.’Is
.
£2
9
6
'I'tie roll-film, jilate and lihu-iiack camera. An
exl
£6 6 0
ens 2* Sibyl Vitesse Folding Plate Camera, rising and
15 -31
.shutter. 1 to 1 '25()tli .sec., w ire-frame and lirilliant finder.
ion Koss Xpres f ;5.r) anastigniat lens, N.
ideal instrument for (lie keen amateur. P .‘bS
cross front,
(}.
.
Zodelhir anastigmat lens in latest delayed-action
shutter, speeded 2 to I latlth sec., tan ca.se. ;t double slide.--.
40 No. 1 Kodak Series III, Zei.-^s Tessar f 4.5 len.s, CuinCompvr shutter. 1 to I 25(if li .sec., B.aiulT. Used
Co.st £;h) .
£22 10 0
piir shutter. si>eeded 1 to 1 25o(h Sec., lirilliant tinder.
for demonstration only. Usual price £ti 17s. dd.
Cost £Hi .5s .
£6 17 6
16 5 4 Goerz Anschutz Press Camera, rising and cross
41
V.P. Baby Roll Film Sibyl, T. T. H. Cooke f 4.5
front, string bliml focal-plane shutter, speeds 1 »th to
^ GNS* 9 monthly payments of 12 5
1 l.ttdUtli sec.,f 4.5 Cooke .A\iar lens, in focussing mount,
Seiies II lens. N. A («. sjieetled shatter. 1 to 1 20()tli sec.
Cost £2;j .
£10 17 6
black case, ;i l». slides. P.P. adapter. Cost £;{u. .£10 10 0
37
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part
pre.sentin appa¬
or
Send 2d stamp
mR
money.
exchange
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and get these
le
x,
buying guides
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.save .still luiii'e
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by return post.
bi
e
As advertisements on these covers go to press a fortnight in advance, some of these second-hand items may be sold already, but similar outflt.s are usually available.
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MOUNTAINSIDE

Whether you prefer your winter photo¬
graphy indoors or out — at home or abroad
— there is an appropriate Ilford Plate.
Ilford Panchromatic Plates help you to
retain the sparkle and soft beauty of your
snow - scenes. Ilford Hypersensitive Pan¬
chromatic for fire-side photography — pictures
made indoors by ordinary home lighting.
Made in England by— ILFORD LIMITED
Printed for the Publishers, Iliffe & Sons

Limited,

ILFORD
Dorset

:: LONDON

House, Tudor

Street, Loudon,
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Always
COLOURED
A
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of WORK,
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,
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the Faster film
the Master film
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MAGNIFIERS

banish all
focussing troubles
WITH
THEIR
PRISMATIC
A LARGE
SINGLE
IMAGE

LENSES

THEY

GIVE

IMMEDIATELY

The T.-P. Magnifiers present to the observer an evenly illuminated and evenly focussed enlarged
image of the screen, and by their aid the most critical focussing can be accomplished even in adverse
light conditions.
The T.-P. Magnifiers are quite different from those usually offered to the public, which consist
of two magnifying lenses more or less correctly paired, and giving two separate images which entail
a certain amount of eyestrain in the endeavour to make them merge into a single image.
They are equally suitable for those who have eyeglasses of complicated formula as for those who
do not require to use glasses at all, and they can be recommended to every reflex user as being most
desirable for obtaining perfect definition in their negatives.

In STIFF LEATHERETTE
CASE

Give a PERFECTLY
MAGNIFIED
SINGLE IMAGE

ALTRINCHAM,

ENGLAND.

21/.

r
POUND

VALUE

is SOUND

VALUE

at “CITY

SALE**

|| Fully Guaranteed Bargains costing as much as £9:10:0 to be bought for a £1 note !
A

£1

' ANY

NOTE

WILL

SECURE

BARGAIN

in THIS

COLUMN

THREE
ANY

l-pl. Ensign Roll Film Folding Pocket, rapid Symmetrical lens, speeded
shutter.

Brand-new

condition

.

Cost £3

5s.

focus .

Cost

No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak, R.R. lens, Automat
combination

plate back, 2 double

£4

los.

fully-speeded shutter,

plate-holders .

Cost £6 17s. 6d.

from

Cost £2 17s. 6d.
Cost £3 17s. 6d.

P.C. Carbine Roll Film, Beck Symmetrical lens, Automat

shutter, rack focussing adiustment,

4x3

rising front .

cm. Folding Roll Film, f/ii Momar

delayed

action, direct-vision finder,

fully-speeded

Cost £6 los.

condition.

focussing

screen .

Cost £4 los.

P.C. D.E. Folding Pocket, f/8 Clement & Gilmer lens, Koilos fully-speeded

shutter, rising and

cross front, reflex finder, 3 .slides .

Cost £5 15s.

5x4 Sanderson Roll Film Camera, f/7.7 anas., speeded shutter. Cost £9 gs.

2c Autographic Kodak, f/7.7 anas., Kodak ball-bearing shutter. Cost £5 5s.
9.5 Midget Movie Camera and Projector combined, complete with
lamp.
Cost £2 5s.

The

above

prices

NEW

are

100 -PAGE

CITY
84
PLEASE

NOT

a first easy

LIST

SALE

OF

BARGAINS

&

ALDERSGATE
MENTION

"THE

payment

AMATEUR

AND

COLUMN
shutter, speeded

sec .

Cost £7 los.
Cost £S

15s.

3i-x2i $elf*erecting Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, delayed-action Vario
shutter, reflex finder, as new,

X 2^ Contessa

Folding

Pocket,

complete

f/4.5 Zodel

in case .

anastigmat

Cost £4 15s.

lens, Compur

3 slides, F.P. adapter .

3^x2^

shutter,

Cost £8 8s.

Nagel Folding Pocket, f/6.8 Nagel anastigmat lens, speeded shutter,

6 single slides, leather case.

Brand-new

condition .

Cost £6.

3.} >^2} D.E. Cameo, f/6.8 Cooke anastigmat lens, Acme

shutter, 3 slides and F.P. adapter .

fiiUy-speedW

Cost
Cost £7
£4 los.
5s.

4x3 Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, speeded shutter, complete in purse.

.Cost £2 17s. fid.

i-pl. Folding Klito, f/7.7 Aldis anastigmat lens, speeded shutter, refle.x

finder, 3 slides and

I to i/250th

speeded

lens, Vario speeded shutter with

Brand-new

in THIS

case .

la Pocket Junior Kodak, rapid Landscape lens, speeded shutter. New
condition .

BARGAIN

SECURE

No. 1 Special Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat lens, Velosto fully-speeded shutter, and

No. 2 Folding Autographic Brownie, R.R. lens, speeded shutter, complete

in leather case .

NOTES

la Folding Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat lens, Compound

3ix2i Carbine Roll Film, R.R. lens, speeded shutter, i/asth to i/iooth sec.,

rising front, rack

£1

^-pl. Box-form Reflex, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, speeded shutter to i/i,oooth

sec., 6 slides .

5x4

Goerz Anschutz

slides and

Cost £8 los.

Focal-plane, f/6.8 Goerz anastigmat lens, 2 double

changing-box .

3^X2.V lea Ideal, f/4.5 Dominar anastigmat lens, speeded

Cost £15 15s.
shutter,
Cost 3£8slides.
15s.

5x4 Planex Reflex, f/5.8 Ensign anastigmat lens, shutter speeded to i/i,oooth
sec., revolving

but

NEW

the

back, Mackenzie-Wishart

TOTAL

CAMERAS,

EXCHANGE
STREET
PHOTOGRAPHER"

:
WHEN

CASH

FREE

slide and 6 envelopes.

PRICE

AND

of any

POST

.Cost £18 i8s.

bargain.

FREE.
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GREAT NEW-YEAR OFFERS
AT “CAMERA CORNER” !
THERE

ARE

POUNDS

V.P.

Kodak,

speeded

Achro.

C)

^

^

shutter.

^

speeded

^-pl. Contessa Folding, f/6.3 anastigmat, speeded

Brownie,

.\chro. lens, speeded

3^x2} Hale Roll Film, f/6.3 anas. ..speeded shutter.
V.P. Goerz Tengor Roll Film, Frontar lens, speeded

J-pl. Imperial Pocket, f/6.8 anastigniat, speeded

shutter.

3i^x2iApem Roll Film, Kershaw R.R. lens, speeded

shutter, 3 slides.

shutter.

No. 3 F.P. Kodak, R.R. lens, speeded shutter.

W ^ GETS ANY

Q

OF TH ESE

^

2c Autographic Brownie, R.R. lens, speeded shutter.
3} X 2J All-Distance Ensign Roll Film, T. and I.

shutter.

BARGAIN

CITY

3i’X2i Agfa Roll Film, f/3.8 anastigmat, speeded
Postcard Double Extension, Leonar f/7.7 Aplanat,

fully-speeded

shutter,

CATALOGUE

SALE

V.P. Vanity Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat, speeded shutter,

case.

Extension Plate, f/6.8 anastigmat,

3 slides.

AND

sent FREE

EXCHANGE

(1929)

LIMITED

shutter, 3 slides.

Mfl *^/^GETS
any Extension
of3 slides,
these
M m C3
Double
Field,
f/6
M
Goerz anastigmat,
stand.
3Jx2i Six-20 Kodak, f/6.3 anas., speeded shutter.
i-pl. Salex Focal-plane, f/5.5 anastigmat, 3 slides.
V.P. Goerz Tenax, f/6.8 Goerz anastigmat, speeded

shutter, 3 slides.

V.P. Series III Kodak, f/7.g KoJar, speeded shutter.
V.P- Kodak, f/6. 9 anastigmat, speeded shutter.
i-pl. Compact Folding, f/5.5 anastigmat, Koilos

shutter.

shutter.

shutter.

i-pl. Double

speeded

f/6.3

shutter.

shutter.

shutter.

^-pl. Ensign Roll Film, f/6 Ensign anastigmat, Ibso
fully-speeded

shutter.

100-PAGE

f/7.9 Ko lar lens, speeded

Kodak,

Ilex fully-speeded

3J^x2.t Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/7.7 anastigmat.
3^x2J Zeiss Ikonta, f/6.3 anastigmat, speeded

any of these
TS
/^GE
Q
3ix2i No. 1 Pocket Kodak,

, i-pl. Klito, f/7.7 anastigmat,

It>so shutter, 3 slides.

No. 3 Autographic Kodak, R.R. lens, speeded shutter.
V.P. Kodak, R.R. lens, speeded shutter.
2a Folding Autographic Brownie, Achro. lens,
speeded

NOW!

3Jx2J No. 1 Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat,
speeded

3 slides. 3 slides. •
shutter.

shutter.

2c Autographic

anas.,

shutter.

P.C. Cameo, f/7.7 Velos anastigmat, speeded shutter,

shutter.

BUY

3a Autographic

th ese
V.P. Autographic
f/7.7
any of Kodak,

anastigmat,

la Ensign Roll Film, Achro. lens, T. and I. shutter.

I

SAVED! -

GETS ANYOFTHESE

lens,

3Jx2} Film-pack Premoette, f/7.7 anastigniat,

>1 r

BE

GETS ANYOFTHESE

10/9
speeded

TO

shutter, 6 slides.

V.P. Series III Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat, Diomatic

shutter.

Sg POST

FREE

ON

REQUEST

S9 CHEAPSIDE

E.C.2

LARGODREM
ELECTRIC

EXPOSURE METER
ENLARGING.

FOR

The perfect exposure meter for use with

©I? inHiii

any
verticallaid
enlarger.
“ Largodrem make
* is ofsimply
on theThebaseboard,
the liglit switched on, when the correct
exposure for any make of bromide paper
can be read on the scale. Obtain one of
these invaluable meters and ensure correct
exposure with every enlargement you
make, and avoid wasting paper.

PRICE

35/-

IMPORTANT. — When ordering please state
voltage of electric supply.

DREM
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& EXCHANGE

/TUPEMDOUr

(1929) LTD.

EHD'OF'/EA/ON

BARGAIN

Flashlight
You

can

make

them

with

the same

camera you had on your holidays,
in your own home and without any
special apparatus.

Manufacturing

HENDON

Exchanges

;; Approval to Post-Buyers

Ross Cantilever Enlarger or Projection Lantern, 6l-in. condenser, good
rack, large light-chamber, for gas or electric, travelling-case .

1-pl. Mahogany Enlarger, 5i-in. condenser,
electric fittings .
Leitz Leica

Camera,

f/2.6 anastigmat,

No, 6 Alvista Panoram,
Pathe

Latest Lux

objective, with
£3 17 6

braes stage, long triple draw-tube, 8-in. cylinder
light-obamber, travelling-case... .

16-mm. Ruby Cine Projector, tl'lA Dallmeyer lens, powerful
travelling-case. Cost £Ab. Perfect .

Aplanat

reversing

range-finder.

lens, variable

motor,

adjustable

carrier, f/6 Aldis

objective.
£3 18 6
resistance,
£8 17 6

anastigmat,
4 0

Nice order .

£11

speeds, leather case .

Cine, with 3u0-ft. film, in case.

As new.

7

6

£110

Cost £26 128. 6d. £17

0

0

Patbe Outfit, consisting of Patbe Projector, super-reel attachment, type C motor,
automatic rewind, group resistance, super-reel attachment. New condition £10 10 0
3Jx2i Latest Murer
roll-holder. As new.
i-pl. London

& SONS
Chemists,

Easy Terms

Wrench Lecture Lantern,
Meniscus condenser, roomy

Send P.O. 1/- for Trial
Box of Johnson’s Flashpowder complete with
instructions, or write
for leaflet giving in¬
formation on Home
Flashlight work.

JOHNSON

CLEARANCE

Collapsible Focal-plane, f/5.5 anastigmat,
Cost £10 lUs .

Stereoscopic

Co. Twin-Lens

16-mm. Ensign 100-watt Projector,
£26 . .

LTD.

resistance

Model A Kodascope Projector, 200-watt
Practically new .

WAY, HENDON,
N.W.4

3 slides, F.P.

Reflex, pair Zeiss lenses and magazine

lamp,

and

travelling-case.

resistance,

i-pl. Ernemann Focal-plane, f/5.6 Ross anastigmat,
1/1, 000th sec., direct finder, 2 D.D. elides .
5x4
Ross Panics Press

As

£2 17

6

new. Cost
1^13 17 6

travelling-case.

focal-plane

adapter,
^3 3 0

Cost £63.
^30 0 0

shutter,

speeded to
£2 17 6
Mentor
Folding

3Jx2J

Focal-plane, self-capping shot- pllV
MAW
Reflex, f/4.6 Tessar lens, 3
ter. f/6. 3 Homocentric lens, Dw
I
llwWW
d.d. elides, leather case.
f/6.8 Telecentric, 3 D.D.
AND
.
0 0
slides, P.P. adapter leather
"
l-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex,
case. Cost £40.... £7 7 0
^
f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, 3
1-pI. Bentzin Focal-plane, ^
m#
mm
D.D. slides, F.P. adapter and
shutter speeded to 1/l.OOOth
case. Cost £40 . . £8 17 6

slides.

ELI M IN AT E ERRORS
STAG E S
AT
ALL

Cost

£25..

£6 17

6

MORE

THAN

lUanDC

TU
^ AM
tigmat,

3J X 2i Ernemann Focalplane, f/6 lens, 3 D.D. slides

m

i-pl.
Anschutz
FocalSMNm
, . Goerz
„
»
i.
plane, f/6 8 Dagor lens, self-

Get a ‘Wellcome’

Exposure Calcu¬
lator, Handbook
and Diary, and avail
yourself of these invalu¬
able features :

Correct exposure by a
turn of the scale.
Accurate Time and
Temperature Tables.
ExposureFactorT ables .
Data on subjects calling
for special technique.

capping
P.C,

shutter,
Mnxer

6 s^ries^ ^
Press

ON

Focal-

A

Film

m

As

M

Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis

1-pI. Ensign
.selfcapping
shutter, Reflex,
f/4.,5 Aviar
lens, 3 slides, F,P, adapter,

_

SINGLE

leather

HANDBOOK
AND
1933 EDITION

Burroughs

and

Photographic

Wellcome

3^x21

Ensign

3i X 2t Ensign
1-pl. N. &

Roll Film
Roll Film

6

shdes,

Reflex, f/7.7 Aldis anastigmat .
Reflex, f/6. 3 Ross

G. B Magazine,

Wray

anastigmat .

lens, changing-box .

9x12 and i-pl. Voigtlander Reflex, revolving back,
plane shutter, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter and case. .
P.C. Pressman
i-pl. Plano

Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke

Reflex, revolving

F.P.

anastigmat,

3i X 2i Bijon Reflex, f/4.5 anastigmat,
9x12 and i-pl. Ica Folding
adapter leather case. Cost

i-pl. Ensign
lopes, leather

6 slides, F.P. adapter. .......
2 D.D.

Reflex, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar,
£40. Perfect .

i-pl. N. & G. Special B., Zeiss Convertible
case .

EVERY

BARGAIN

£6 18

6
6

lens, reversing

£3

focal-plane

Protar, 8 foci, magazine
back,

Phone

; MON.

7

6

shutter, F.P.
£5 5 0

changing-box, leather.
£3 8 9
self-capping

shutter, 2
£2 17 6

slide, 12 enve¬
£4 17 6

shutter, f/4.6 Xenar,
£7 7 0

shutter, no lens, 4 slides .

FULLY

0

2

slides. ... £2 17

Folding Reflex, revolving back, f/4.8 Celor lens, Mackenzie
case. Cost £36 .

Graflex Reflex, focal-plane

0

£2

15s. 9d.

3 slides, F.P. adapter .

5x4 Goerz Folding Reflex, f/6.8 Dagor
slides .

£1 15

f/5.6 Omnar anastigmat, focal.
£3 17 6

back, f/4.5 Velos anastigmat,

4 dark slides,
£5 17 6
£2

2

0

GUARANTEED
0180

Dealers

a

Co..

London

54

LIME
LONDON,

"THE

6

3^x2^ Ernemann Folding DSu
tSAKIaAiri adapter,
t-pl. Soho
Reflex, £13
re\'olving
10 0
case....
BI/. DAonAIIU
13 9
Reflex, f/3.5 Enion £2
anastigpdcp
i
Kershaw focal-plane
mat, 2 D.D. slides, F.P.
dUUIV
rKkb
'
shutter, f/4.H Goerz Celor lens,
adapter. Cost £36 £17 10 0
4 D.D. slides, case £8 17 6

6 X 4 Tourist

COPYRIGHT

MENTION

£6 18

back, f/4.6 Carl Zeiss

Telephoto,

i-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, focal-plane shutter, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat,
F.P. adapter, leather case .

DIARY

Pho. 1511

PLEASE

.

T '?:,

volvmg

TUnunMOC.
plane, shutter speeded to
ID.UUOth sec., f/5.5 anastiga
•
6 slides, F.P. adapter

mat,

Price ilQ 0/ all
Chemists

case

PURCHASE

7x5 and i-pl. Kodak Graflex Reflex, rack focus, Graflex focal-plane
F.P. adapter, changing-box, leather case. Cost £38 .

‘WE
LLC
OME’
EXPOSURE
CALCULATOR

anas-

Ensign RoU

(ocal-plane shutter.
.
£5 15 0
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BROMIDE

means

GOOD

PICTURES

. . . and just how good they can be on ILFORD
Bromide is a matter which you should make
it your business to test . . . unless of course,
you are already one of the many enthusiasts
who use it regularly.
Ilford Bromide gives a far longer scale of gra¬
dation than it has hitherto been possible to
obtain. From pure white to dense black
you get every delicate shade of tone, ensur¬
ing the very best result from every negative.
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Printing
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try them for the benefit of their
pictorial output.
The

Pocket

Camera.

Recognition of the fact that the
most attractive subjects appear when
the photographer has no camera, has
led many workers to carry a camera
constantly with them. A pocket
camera must of necessity be of
delicate construction, and if it is
to remain in good working order a
well-made dustproof case should
be regarded as an item as essential
as the lens. Not infrequently the

Methods.
years ago

that the “ real ” photographer took
pride and pleasure in the production
of his own plates and printing
papers. From that stage he ad¬
vanced to the purchase of the
commercial materials, but still made
up his own solutions, and looked
with satisfaction upon a well-stocked
chemical shelf. To-day the com¬
mercial preparations have largely
replaced the latter. Bromide and
gaslight papers are the popular
printing medium, and no wise
photographer would dream of at¬
tempting to prepare these for himself.
But amongst the lesser-known print¬
ing processes there are some that
will repay the attention of the modern
photographer. For example, there
is the gum-bichromate process, little
used in these days ; yet a good

camera is carried loosely with cigar¬
ette case, tobacco pouch, or pipe,
and it is surprising how much dust
will hnd its way into the camera
which is not protected, even in a
day or two. If possible a pocket
should be reserved for the camera.
Which

25

“ gum ” print is a work of distinctive
character. The materials are few,
and the process not difficult. Work¬
ing instructions can be found by
anyone who has access to the photo¬
graphic literature of a quarter of a

Xo.

coating of the paper. Gum is not
the only representative of the older
printing processes ; it is mentioned
here but by way of example, and in
the hope that some of the modern
serious workers may be tempted to

for some years' proved acceptable
to readers, being divided into three
sections — subjects, illustrations and
contributors of articles, prints and
letters. Cloth covers for binding
the half-yearly volume are also
ready, the price of these by post
being 4s. id. Both index and cover
are obtainable from our publishers,
Messrs. Ilitfe & Sons Ltd., Dorset
Hou.se, Tudor Street, E.C.4.
Older

LXXV.

century ago. The modern photo¬
grapher will experience a new thrill
in the traverse of these by-paths of
photography, and delight in the
production of a print which he may
claim to be his own work, from the

is only the second of a new
^ volume we are able to
announce that the complete index
for Vol. LXXIV, July to December,
1932, is now ready. The price, as
usual, is 3d., or by post 4d. It is
arranged on the lines which have

It is not so very many

Vol.

The

Goalkeeper.

An article on football photography , ” Be¬
hind the Goal Line,” appears on another
page in this issue.

pocket it is to be depends to

some extent upon the photographer’s
preference. An inner coat-pocket
is one of the best places for a small
camera, and if the camera is a
constant companion the tailor may
be requested to fit this pocket with
a thick, smooth lining. It is also
a fact that even a small camera
carried in this way does not improve
the appearance of a coat. If the
camera is a small one the hip pocket
of the trousers is very suitable.
This advice of course for the males.
We hesitate to suggest any receptacle
5
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in the costume of the fair sex, for
as far as we know modern frocks have
no pockets. If the camera is carried

night, was illustrated. Yet a further
film, of a different kind, but of
outstanding quality, was Mr. Jack

in a vanity bag a well-fitting case
is equally essential, if we may judge
by a camera recently examined after
contact with a loose powder puff.

Aherne’s

Night Cinematography.
Our night cinematographers are
going on apace. Some wonderful
examples of amateur films taken at
night in the West End of London
were shown before the recent Cine¬
matography Exhibition reached its
close. One of these was by Mr.
Ralph Hiscox, in which, with a fine
dramatic sense, the experiences of
an air pilot were interwoven with
night scenes in Piccadilly Circus and
Leicester Square. The contrast
between the sublimity of flight under
the open sky and the vulgarity of
music-hall fac^ades with dazzhng
illumination was brought out. In
another film of brilliant technique,
by Mr. Horace Hughes, a little
episode of night life in London,
bringing in the stage door, the
supper party, the taxi-ride, and the
medley of traffic in Shaftesbury
Avenue between eleven and mid¬

“ Extinction,”

based

on

H. G. Wells’s story of “ The
Room,” the motive being the
canny blowing out of candles
haunted bed-chamber. But

Red
un¬
in a
the

story, eerie as it was, was of second¬
ary interest to the extraordinary and
suggestive effects of lighting. We were
informed that this last film was taken
on ordinary panchromatic stock, and
with only five hghting units.
Biggest Italy.
Mussolini seems determined
everything

that

in Italy shall be

the

biggest ever. The “ Encyclopedia
Italiana ” now appearing teaches
the world how encyclopedias should
be done. Fifteen huge volumes
have only carried it as far as EOT,
but EOT includes “ Fotografia,”
and on that subject there is an
article of 37 large, closely printed
pages, with some first-rate plates
illustrating pictorial photography (no
examples by British workers, un¬
fortunately), aerial photography, and
colour photography. The text appears
to be as detailed as one can desire.

j^acts and /formulae :

and covers the entire subject very ad¬
equately. Still, the fourteenth edition
of the ” Encyclopedia Britannica ”
less ambitious in some respects, is even
more generous in the space it allots
to photography, though it does not
reproduce examples of photography
in colour like its Italian counterpart.
Off the Beaten

WORK.

photographs by the Royal Geo¬
graphical Society during six months
of last year. During that time the
Society received for its archives 59
photographs of French West Africa
and Cameroons, 20 of Hadhramaut,
Arabia, 9 panoram photographs of
Mecca and its neighbourhood, 45 of
Central South Arabia, 37 taken
during ofa journey
the north¬
west
Central through
Australia,
24 of
British Guiana, 37 of the Eastern
Archipelago, 54 of Egypt, Palestine,
and Syria, 4 of the Lower Struma
Valley in Greece, 20 of Manchuria,
18 of Alamut, Persia, and 51 of
Persia and ‘Iraq. That is not bad
for the spoil of returned travellers
deposited at Kensington Gore.

NEW

SERIES

negatives to-day are small enough
*

♦

for contact

*

papers, and capable of giving
tones
*
*
♦as warm

is Water
:

as “ red chalk.”

. .

. .

. .

. .

60 oz.

*

*

set of slides for lecture purposes it is well to
variety of tones (colours). These should be
the subjects — cool for snow, frost, mist, etcT,
sunny subjects. Very bright colours — blue,
seldom suitable.
*
*
*

Many slides can be judged satisfactorily by holding them
up to a good artificial light with a piece of finely-ground glass
between slide and light. One or two slides known to be satis¬
factory should be kept handy for comparison. Warm-toned
and thiocarbamide slides are difficult to judge in this way.
For all slides the crucial test is actual projection on the screen.

When exposing lantern plates a certain distance from the
light should be decided upon, and carefully maintained. For
may

. .

*

In making a
have a certain
appropriate to
and warm for
red, green — are

*

other slow plates exposure

. .

Hypo
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
I lb.
Potassium metabisulphite . .
. .
. .
. .
i oz.
Fixation is generally much more rapid than with negative
material. The time allowed should be at least double that
taken for the unaltered emulsion to disappear.

It is a good plan for the beginner to use plates of the " black
tone ” variety (see (a) above) and learn to get clean, wellgraded slides. The following formula (Glover) is suitable :
Metol
....
. .
. .
. .
. . 44 grs.
Hydroquinone
. .
..
. .
. .
. . 22 grs.
Sodium sulphite . .
..
..
. .
. .
i oz.
Sodium carbonate . .
..
. .
. .
. .
i oz.
10 per cent Potassium bromide . .
..
. . 48 min.
Water to
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. . 20 oz.

" gaslight ” and
6

*

It is advisable to use an acid fixing bath for all lantern plates,
which should be rinsed rapidly between developing and fixing.
Both these precautions are particularly advisable when the
developer contains hydroquinone or glycin. A suitable bath

There are three distinct types of lantern plates : (a) tho.se
with a fairly fast emulsion, suitable for printing by reduction,
and giving black or warm-black tones ; (b) those with a
slower emulsion, for contact printing, and giving warmer tones
of brown ; (c) those that are very slow, for printing like gaslight

*

*

*

The standard British size for lantern slides is 3I x 3J in.,
and it is for this size that *
carriers
* in *optical lanterns are made.

»

to subject.

closer to the light, or times become unduly long. A piece of
magnesium ribbon of a given length, burnt at a certain dis¬
tance, provides a standard exposure for warm-toned plates.
The length of ribbon may then be varied according to cir¬
cumstances.

I.

It is as easy to make a lantern slide by contact with the
negative as it is to make a gaslight print. The vast majority
of amateurs’
printing.

Track.

How the out-of-the-way world is
continually being photographed is
shown by the list of acquisitions of

A selection of useful hints classified according
LANTERN-SLIDE

nth, 1933

be made
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T

^

photographers have to consider either how to make their hobby cost less, or to give
up for the time being. In the following article some hints on continuing
amateur photography in the most economical manner are given.

IN the opinion of many people

plrotography is an expensive
hobby. This is unfortunate,
and quite undeserved. Judged by
the way that some amateurs prac¬
tise their hobby, it may not be far
from the truth ; but the fault is with
the individual. Photography can
be practised just as cheaply as the
photographer’s personal circum¬
stances demand. At the present
time, when economy is being forced
upon many people, there are doubt¬
less many photographers who are
considering the possibility of being
able to carry on their hobby. There
is no reason why photography should
not be the cheapest of hobbies in
regard to the results to be achieved.
Why

Photography

is Expensive.

The first consideration for almost
any photographer who has to
the best means of making his
cost less, is to find possible
of waste. Even the most

decide
hobby
causes
careful

photographer wastes some material.
This should be investigated, and the
waste reduced to the minimum.
A careful consideration should
be given to the material which
produces results that are wanted,
or are good enough to keep. Some
photographers waste more material
than they convert into good nega¬
tives or perfect prints. It is the
waste that causes photography to
be expensive. As a general rule
those amateurs who complain most
about the cost of photography are
the workers who waste the most
material.
There are two causes of wasted

Another cause of waste is the
habit that some photographers so
easily slip into, especially in these
days of small hand cameras, of
making exposures upon subjects
which a little thought would indi¬
cate are worthless.
Careful technical methods elimi¬
nate waste, and a little consideration
before exposure prevents expenditure
upon unprofitable material. It must
be realised that with good modern
plates, films and papers, each comes
into the photographer’s hands a
possible negative or print. It is
misuse of this fine material that
causes unnecessary expense.
The

Small

Camera.

With the coming of the small
camera photographers work with
less deliberation than was the case
twenty years ago. Negative material
is cheap, in these small sizes, that
is, as far as the cost of individual
exposures are concerned, but when
many exposures are made the bill
becomes a bigger proposition.
The old-time photographer not
only used a larger size of negative,
but gave the subject more consider¬
ation than is the case with the handcamera photographer of to-day.
Composition was given very careful
consideration, and after examina¬
tion upon the focussing screen it
often followed that the exposure
was not made, and the plate saved
for a better subject.
The photographer who determines
to economise may well consider the
claims of a larger size, and fewer
exposures.
True,

and

False

Economy.

material. Haphazard technical me¬
thods are productive of much waste,
because the photographer often makes
a number of exposures upon a
subject in the hope that one or the
other will be correct. The same

true and false economy.
In the
27
foregoing paragraphs indications
have been given which show how the
former can be effected. At the same

photographer makes print after print,
none perfect, because of failure to
follow the simple rules which govern
the production of good results.

time, the photographer who seeks
to reduce the expense of his hobby
often practises false economy to the
detriment of his results.

Now

comes

the consideration

For example, we have known
cases where in the hope of saving a
few ounces of developer the solution
has been overworked, and material
that is more costly has been wasted,
or at the best productive of a less
perfect result. Developers, as well
as hypo, are cheaper than sensitive
material, and it is false economy to
attempt to economise the one at
the expense of the latter.
Many photographers seem reluc¬
tant to expend a single sheet of
paper for the purpose of making test
exposures when bromide printing
or enlarging. This is real economy,
as the correct exposure once known
can be repeated upon any future
occasion. The same applies to gas¬
light printing.
The purchase of reliable materials
may be regarded as sound economy.
The goods
advertised
may
be relied
upon ; in
but“ The
thoseA.P.”
sold
in general stores dealing in goods of
a miscellaneous character, with no
indication as to make, age or previous
condition of storage, should not be
considered.
Not very long ago we wei'e con¬
sulted by a photographer who had
purchased a gross packet of bromide
paper upon a market stall ! He
wanted to know the best means of
using paper which had proved to
have been badly stored, and was
practically useless. This is an
example of false economy that could
well have been avoided.
In General.

Attention to the points above
mentioned will soon prove that the
cost of photography can be kept

of
very low, ofand
the maintained.
photographer’sIt
standard
work
may easily prove that through the
attention given to the subject, and
the care exercised to eliminate
waste,
photographer’s
standard
of workthemay
become higher.
We
have known this happen on more
than one occasion.
7
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Photography in WINTER
By T. LESLIE

SMITH.

WHEN one thinks of bird photography it is natural to

connect it in one’s mind with spring and summer
days of good light and many opportunities, when
nests and young birds abound, and suitable subjects are
everywhere.
Winter does not appear at first sight to be a good season
for this kind of work. This was undoubtedly true a few
years ago, but with the appearance of much faster plates
and films this has all been changed, and the photography
of birds can now be carried on in winter with little diffi¬
culty.
The most obvious subjects are those which come to a
bird-table to be fed. Of these by far the most fa.scinating
are the various kinds of tits, which delight one by their (piaint
attitudes and extreme tameness. Robins are equally
confiding and may readily be photographed ; while chaf¬
finches, starlings and others soon get into the habit of regu¬
larly \isiting the food supply, although always retaining
some of their natural timiditv.
When food is placed at a window, photographs may be
obtained while the camera is inside the room, or it can be
placed outside and the shutter released by means of a thread
or some other gadget. The camera should always be firmly
fixed on a tripod or other solid support, in such a way that
it will not move when the exposure is being made.

The

Great

Tit.

as possible owing to the poor ([uality
of the light, and a moment chosen when
the bird' is at rest. This is not always
an easy thing to do when the shutter
is being released at a distance, as there is
a considerable time lag between the pull
on the string and the actual exposure.
Better results are obtained if the
operator
but this
form of
both of
shelter

and the camera are together,
can only be done when some
hiding-place is made to conceal
them. A long wait in such a
in winter does not sound a

pleasant experience, but in reality it is
seldom that one has to remain for more
than a few minutes without a visitor

Swans

arriving at the bird-table.
Swans are another very suitable
winter subject for the camera. In
severe weather many of the inland ponds
are frozen over and the birds driven
down to larger expanses of water, or even to the open
sea. Pictures of these elegant birds in a setting of snow

in Winter.

One is sometimes tempted to attach a strong string to
the shutter release, but this should never be done. In the
excitement of the moment, when a suitable subject appears,
one is apt to give a violent tug at the cord, and the result
may be a damaged camera. If a thread even a few inches
long is attached to the release, with a string tied to it to
complete the distance to the operator, it will be found that
a too-strenuous pull will break it and not the delicate
mechanism of the camera. Exposures should be as long

or
ice make
an interesting
and
collection
of swan
photographs.

novel

addition

to one’s

Occasionally some rare bird is driven to our shores by
winter storms, and a look-out should always be kept for
the chance of securing its portrait for our bird album.
Such is the snowy owl in the illustration. This on arrival
was slightly injured, but not much the worse.
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/TILL

MORE

VER/ATILE-

w,..^ “ROLLEIFLEX”
PLATE

This

latest

innovation

widens

the

field

ADAPTER

of

“ Rolleiflex ” to an even greater degree.
Technical pictures of all kinds, reproductions
and

portraits

individual
device,
graphs

which

developing

need
are

immediate

permitted

period

The adapter consists of a special hack-panel
with lateral flanges to recei ve the dark-slide.
No alteration to your Rollcifler is necessary.
The slide, made of German silver, is 'mechan¬
ical, and brings the i>lute forward in position
for correct register.

and
this

and the preparation of technical photo¬
of all descriptions is greatly facilitated.

Needle-sharp negatives are obtained
and certainty. Adapters are now
for 6x6

by

Automatic
they

will

Rolleiflex,

be

ready

for

but

with ease
available
in a short

other

models.

Adapter - - Price 25fSlides - - - Each 16/-

Write for copy of Special “ Plate Adapter ” Prospectus, post free from :

R. F. HUNTER
SOLE

“CELFIX”

LTD.

IMPORTERS

HOUSE, 51, GRAY’S

INN PHONE
RD., LONDON,
: HOLBORN

WRATTEN

W.C.1

73H-2

LIGHT

FILTERS

As the result of extensive study of sensitizing dyes carried out in the Kodak Research
Laboratories, both the speed and colour sensitivity of Eastman Panchromatic
Films have been greatly increased. The new standards attained necessitated revision
of the series of Wratten Orthochromatic Filters.
The two “K” filters are the same as those previously supplied under these names.
The K3 is now obsolete, the improvements in sensitizing having made it unnecessary.
Kl. A pale yellow filter which should be
used when only a slight colour correction is
needed, or when exposure must of necessity
be short. May be used with any of the
Eastman Panchromatic Films.
K2. A yellow
rection. For use
Panchromatic
matic Process
Panchromatic

filter giving full colour cor¬
with Eastman Commercial
Film, Eastman Panchro¬
Film and Eastman Portrait
Film.

The two new filters are :
XI. A pale green filter for use with
Eastman Portrait Panchromatic Film by
lamp.
half-watt light or for Eastman Super-sensi¬
tive Panchromatic Film by daylight or arc

X2. A deeper green filter for use with
Eastman Super-sensitive Panchromatic
Film by half-watt light.

These filters are not intended for use with a i6 mm. cine-camera, for which special filters are supplied.
A leaflet “New Wratten Filters and their Uses” describes these
filters more fully. It may be had free on application to —
KODAK LIMITED (WRATTEN
KINGSWAY :: LONDON
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STOCK-TAKING

BARGAINS

EVERY BARGAIN FULLY GUARANTEED!

16-mm. Agfa Movex Cine Camera,
List price £20 .

9Umm. Pathe Cine Camera, Camo motor .
Cost £9.
3ix2i Folding Pocket, double extension, Zodellar f/4.5, latest Compur shutter, 3
slides, F.P. adapter and case... .
Cost £7.
i-pl. Folding Pocket Contessa, double extension, Steinheil Unofoca.1 f/6.4, Compur
shutter, U-front, 2 slides and case .
. .
Cost £3.
i-pl. No. 3 Series III Kodak, Kodak f/6.-3 anastigmat, Compur shutter - Cost £10 lOs.
i-pl. Klimax, double extension, Ross Homo f/6.3, Compur, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, roll
bolder .
. .
Cost £10.
Pathe Cine Camera, f/3.6 Motrix attachment .
Cost £7.
3ix2i Goerz C.D.V. Tenax. Uogmar f/4.5. Compound. 3 slides .
Cost £15.
i-pl. Salex Focal-plane, Salex f/4.6, focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec.. 3
slides, F.P. adapter and case .
Cost £10.
P.C. Ensign Roll Film, Carl Zeiss Triotar i76.3, Compound shutter, leather case. Cost £10.
3i X 2i Ica Roll Film, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.6, Compur sector shutter, U*frout, reversible
finder .
Cost £10.
i-pl. Royalex Folding Pocket, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4,6, rising front, 1 double slide and
leather case .
Cost £18.
i-pl. Regular Sanderson, Correktar f/6.4, Ibso shutter, rising front, 3 slides and leather
case .
Cost £14.
P.C. No. 3a Special Kodak, range-finder model, Ross Homo f/6.3, Velosto shutter, and
leather case .
Cost £14.
i-pl. CaAeo, Koristi-pl. Goerz
Ans¬
chutz
Collapsible
ka Salex f'4.,’>, Com¬
pur shutter, 6 slides,
Focal-plane, Goerz
F.P. adapter. Cost £10
Series HI f/6.8, focal6x4 Goerz Ans¬
plane shutter, speeds
chutz, Goerz Series
to 1/1, 000th sec., 3
slides and leather
IIJ f/6.8. focal-plane
shutter, 3 slides.
case .
Cost £2u.
6x4i cm. V.P.
Cost £15.
Goerz tenax, Dogmar
3ix2i Grafiex Re¬
flex, Kodak f.M..'),
f/4.5. Compound shut¬
focal-plane shutter,
ter, focussing, 6 slides.
F.P. adapter and
Cost £10 lOs.
leather case. Cost £18.
6x30 Zeiss Marine
Prismatic Binocnlars,
31 X 21 Salex Focalplane. Salex f/4.5,
and leather case.
Cost £10 Ihs.
focal-plane shutter,
speeds to l/l,00Oth
i-pl. Goerz Manofoc
sec.. 6 slides. .Cost £8.
Tenax, Goerz Dagor
12 in. Dallon Series
Series III f<6.b. Com¬
XVI f/7.7 Telephoto,
pound and
shutter,
UAcme fully -speeded
front
3 slides.
shutter . Cost 610.
Cost £10 I Os.
Baby Pathe Pro¬
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex,
Rose Homo f/fl.3,
jector, 9Umm.
Cost £6 153.
focal-plane shutter,
P.C. No. 3a Special
speeds to l/l,Ouoth
Kodak, f/6.3 Kodak
sec., reversing back
anastiizmat, Compur
and 3 slides. Cost £12.
6-in. Ross Tessar
shutter, plate attach¬
ment, 3 slides and
f/4.5, sunk mount, iris.
case .
Cost £15.
Cost £8.
i-pl. Conical Field, triple extension, Aldis anastigmat, roller-blind shntter, 3 slides,
tripod and case .
. .
Cost £10 lOs.
3ix21 Salex Enlarger, Trilor f'6.8 anastigmat, 4J-ln. condenser, reversible carrier,
roomy light-chamber .
Cost £8.
9 X 12 cm. Mentor Folding Reflex, Ross Homo f/5.6, focal-plane shutter, F.P. adapter.
Cost £20.

WHETHER

16-mm. Fiimo 70, f/3.5 Cooke
case. Cost £55 .
16-mm.

Victo, Dalmac

16-mm.

Ica Kinamo

Leitz Leica Model

All these items are instruments in fine condition

^

picked from our
usual second-hand stock.
.
FREE

0

Cost
10

0

for 50-ft. or loo-ft.
£7 15 0

range-finder

and case £9 10

Tessar

Reflex, Ross

0

f/4.5, 3 slides,
£15 0 0

Homocentric

f/4.5,
£10 10
0

i-pl. Zeiss Ikon Maximar, Dominar anastigmat f/4.5, Compur shutter’
rack focussing, double extension. As new. Cost £12 .
£5 12 6
i-pl. N. &

G. New

Ideal Sibyl, Ross

Xpres

f/4.5, 6 slides and case
£15 0 0

3ix2i Agfa Standard Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat.
price £7 15s .

As

new. List
£4 15 0

3i X 2i No. 3 Ensign Carbine, Ensar f/4.5, 3-speed, T. and B. shutter.
new. List price £3 los .
£2 12 6

As

3ix2i Voigllander Roll Film, Skopar anastigmat f/4.5, delayedaction Compur shutter, i to i/25oth sec., T. and B., latest model.
As new. Cost £10 4s. gd .
£6 15 0
9x12 cm. or i-pl. Mentor Folding Focal-plane Reflex, Goerz Celor
anastigmat f,/4.8, in focussing mount, F.P. adapter .
£6 15 0
14-in. Dallon Telephoto Lens 1/5.6, iris mount.

11-

in.

8-in.

Tel

Dal

lon

Plaubel

Busch

8s.

s

oto

Busch

iris mo

1/5

.6,

un

Lens, for Makina

Bis-Telar

Telephoto

Bis-Telar

i-pl. lhagee
£7

Len

eph

Telephoto

153-in.

Vertical

camera

Lens

Telephoto

Electric

t.

List £17..

Lis

t£i

.

1/7, iris mount
Lens

3..

.

1/7.7, iris mount

Enlarger,

£12

15

0

£9

15

0

£10

10

0

£4 10

0

£3

0

0

£5

5

0

f/4.5 anastigmat.

6d .

£5

List
10

0

i-pl. lhagee Vertical Electric Enlarger, f/e.8. List £6 is. 6d. £4 12

6

i-pl. V.N. Electric Vertical Enlarger, Dallmeyer anastigmat,
Stock-soiled only. List £9 15s .
.
Leitz Leica Enlarger, complete
Cost £15 10s .

with

lens, orange

complete.
£7 10 0

filter and board.
£12 0 0

Seven days’ approval against deposit to
value. Hire-purchase terms if required.
Order Form upon request.
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119, VICTORIA

Len

s
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ero
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AMATEUR

£11

I, f/3.5 anastigmat,

0

THE

^

“THE

£15

f/2.7. As new.

3^ X 2.i Newman & ^uardia Folding Focal-plane Reflex, Pentac ana¬
stigmat f/2.9, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, case. Cost over £60 . . . . £38 1 0 0

6x4 No. 2 Planex Reflex, triple .
extension, focal-plane shutter, revolving back, 3 slides.
Cost £10 lOs.
n

MENTION

0

complete in
£16 17 6

Cost £40 _

anastigmat

5ix3J Postcard Soho Focal-plane
6 double
slides and case .

1-pl. Apem Reflex, Wray Lustrar f/5.9, (ocal-plane shatter, reversing back and F.P.
adapter .
Cosrt £12.
1-pl. King’s Own Roll Film and Plate, Goerz Pantar anastigmat. Compound shutter,
double extension, plate back, screen, 2 slides and leather case .
Cost £10 lOs.
i-pl. Tropical Folding Pocket, Actinar f/4.5 anastigmat, Compur shutter, double ex¬
tension, U-front, F.P. adapter .
Cost £12.
31 X 2} Nagel Roll Film, DaUmeyer f/4.6, Ibeor shutter, speeds from 1 to l/125tb sec.
New condition .
Cost £8,
P.C. No. 3a Special Kodak, Zeiss Kodak f/6.3, Compound shutter, rising and cross front,
leather case .
Cost £12.
l-pl. No. 3 Special Kodak, Goerz Dagor Series III, Koilos shutter, rising and cross front,
i
and leather case .
..
Cost £10 10s.
45-cm. Zeiss Magna Telephoto fTO, suitable for use with J-pl. camera. . . .Cost £10 lOe.
12-in. Series XVI Dallon Telephoto f7.7. iris .
Cost £8
cm, Ernemann Focal-plane. Ememann f/4 5 anastigmat, focal-plane shutter,
speeds* to l/i,000tb
sec., 3 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case .
Cost £10 los.
n
i
6x4 T.-P. Folding Rnby, Hugo-Mayer f/4.5 anastigmat. Compound shutter, every
movement, reversing back, 3 D.D. slides .
Cost £10 lOs.
45 X 107 Verascope, R.R. lens, rising front, changing-box for 12 plates and leather
Co«t ca^<«.
£10.

PLEASE

i-in. f/3.5, 3 speeds.
S10, Tessar

3ix2i Tropical Model Zeiss Ikon Deckrullo,
F.P. adapter and case .

CATH

90/94 FLEET STREET, LONDON,

focussing,

16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat,
reels. Cost £25 .

£3:17:6

Phone; CITY 6981.

anast^mat,

£24 .

£8or£18Ht’s
YOURS FOR

Ros

£8 10

16-mm. Filmo 700, Cooke i-in. f/i.8, Cooke 2-in. f/3.5, 4-in. Cooke
f/4.5, complete with case. Cost £108 6s .
£62 0 0

IT COST

BARGAIN
BOOK,
POST FREE

f/3.5 anastigmat.

16-mm. Ensign Super Kinecam, turret head, f/2.6 anastigmat and
caee. List price £45 .
£32 10 0

ANY ITEM IN
THIS COLUMN
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Although naturally not so interesting
as the living birds, dead specimens
should not be overlooked. Numbers
of birds succumb every winter to the
effects of cold weather and lack of
food, and those photographers who
live in the country, and more par¬
ticularly near the coast, should have
no difficulty in finding plenty of
subjects. A heavy toll is often taken
of the wader and duck family by
gunners, and if these sportsmen are
approached in a friendly manner they
are only too pleased to help the keen
nature photographer to obtain studies
of all the species he desires. These
are not so satisfactory as records of
living birds, but are interesting.
Very interesting series of pictures
can be obtained in this way, illus¬
trating the different types of wings,
legs or beaks of various birds, and it
will be found that this kind of bird

Snowy

A

photography will keep one extremely
busy until the return of spring and
another nesting season.

Owl.

Prize Competition
“ I like my garden to go on. I cannot bear to
think of it as a place that may only be tenanted in
the easy months. I will not have it draped with
Nature’s dust sheets.” — Down the Garden Path,

During the winter months until the end of March

many readers of this paper will secure attractive
photographs depicting nature in winter. These
may be of landscapes or garden subjects, plant or bird
life in their various forms.
To encourage the production of such pictures, Messrs.
Jonathan Cape are offering £10 in cash and six copies each
of “ Down the Garden Path ” and “ Evensong,” by
Mr. Beverley Nichols (exchangeable for any other of
Mr. Nichols’ books), as prizes for the best photographs
of this subject.
' This competition should prove extremely attractive
at the present time. Any subject or angle of the sub¬
ject may be chosen : flowers, trees, -general views, snow
and frost scenes, etc. , are admissible, but preference will
be given in the judging to photographs revealing signs
of life in winter. Both pictorial and technical merit will
be considered.
Readers and admirers of Mr. Nichols’ books will
appreciate this competition.
The following are the prizes and conditions :—
First Prize, £5 in cash ; Second Prize, £3 in cash ;
Third Prize, £2 in cash ; and Consolation Prizes of six
The
»

Chorley

Photographic

Society have

recently acquired

new headquarters at " The Shepherd’s Hall,” Chapel Street,
Chorley, and a dark-room fitted with an enlarger is nowavailable for use of members. The annual subscription to this
Society is 5s. gentlemen, 2s. 6d. ladies, and full particulars of
membership will be forwarded on application to Harold Hill,
Assistant Secretary, 50, Regent Road, Chorley, Lancs. All

The

Sentinel.

for Photographs of
Nature in Winter
Chap.

4.

BEVERLEY

NICHOLS.

copies each of ” Down the Garden Path ” and " Even¬
song,” exchangeable for any other of Mr. Nichols’ books.
There is no entry fee, and any number of entries can be
sent by one competitor. The prints may be of any size
or produced by any method, but the competitor must
be an amateur photographer.
Entries must be accompanied by a quotation from
any of Mr. Nichols’ books appropriate to the photograph.
Every print must bear the name and address of the
competitor clearly written in block letters on the back.
Wliile the photographs must have been taken by the
competitor, they may have been finished and mounted
by a photographic dealer.
When a stamped addressed envelope is sent every
effort will be made to return the prints to their authors.
The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer retains
the right of reproduction of the prize-winning photo¬
The closing date for the competition is March 31st,
graphs.
1933All entries must be addressed to ” Nature in Winter ”
Competition, The Amateur Photographer and Cinemato¬
29
grapher,
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
readers
meetings.of The Amateur

Photographer
*

*

will be welcomed

to the

*

We are asked to announce that Messrs. British Talkatome,
Ltd., of 89-91, Wardour Street, London, W.i, are able to supply
to subscribers to their film library every film listed in their
catalogue without delay.
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ehind the
By A. HEAL.
Speed is needed when the broadside view is taken.
Figures progressing at exactly the same pace but
straight towards the camera, can be secured with
equal sharpness at double the exposure.
If this point is remembered, immediately behind
the goal post at a game of Association football will

)

be found the ideal spot for “Soccer” snaps, as the
tendency of the players is to converge towards the
goal always. For this reason, if a position is chosen
by the goal, bearing in mind the direction of the
light, which should be behind the camera, not only
will the action of the players be minimised for the
purpose of rapid exposures, but some of the most
exciting points of the game with the greatest
number of players in view occur in that vicinity.
Added to this, the goal itself, both the poles and
the net, make an admirable foreground object for
the purposes of picture-making.
The illustrations to this article indicate some of these

Well cleared (i).

The photography of fo tbal

subjects can be attempted
on an}' fine Saturday after¬
noon at this time of 3’ear
by the owner of practically an\'
type of camera. The user of the
cheap camera with a comparative!}'
slow shutter speed (with a minimum,
say, of i/iooth .second)
frequently avoids such
subjects under the mis¬
taken impression that
they cannot be attempted
with his particular in¬
strument.
To be successful he

must realise the limita¬
tions of the apparatus
and bear in mind that
when photographing
rapidly-moving figures a
much longer exposure can
be given when the figures
are travelling directly to¬
wards the camera than
when moving across the
field of view, or even
obliquely towards or from
the operator. The fastest
12

Into the net.

points, and it will be noted
that the pattern of the goal
net itself makes an admirable
but unmistakable setting for
some of the snapshots.
If the worker is fortunate
enough to own an instrument
giving a higher speed than
i/iooth of a second, as many
shutters of the Compur t3^pe
do, he is still better equipped
for the job ; while if he has
a focal-plane or reflex camera,
he can tackle almost any in- *
cident of the attack on the goal

The solitary goalkeeper. Taken by floodlight.

with

impunity, and

without

January

th! amateur photographer
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Goal Line
Football Photography for the Amateur
with an ordinary camera.
consideration of the speed or direc¬
tion of the players.
If his camera, however, is limited
to i/iooth of a second exposure, more
care must be exercised in choosing
the right moment to secure a p
graph : but a little watchfulness and
some knowledge of the game itseli

Tltis incident was photographed at the same moment as Ko.
on the opposite page, but from the other side of the goal.

1

easily, but the depth of focus of the lens will enable the
full aperture to be used without loss of definition.
In any case, it is advisable to use the high-speed pan¬
chromatic plates that are now available, as not only are
they quite easv to work, provided ordinary care is taken
in the dark-room, but their extra speed will ensure better
exposed negatives.

Saved

!

will increase the possibilities of good
snapshots with such a camera.
Needless to say, the largest aper¬
ture of the lens should be used, and
nothing smaller than f/8, even on
bright winter afternoons, should be
considered. A good outfit would be
a small camera of the vest-pocket
variety with f/4.5 lens and a fast
shutter, used in conjunction with
high-speed panchromatic plates.
Equipped with this and a direct- vision
finder, not only will rapid action sub¬
jects on the football field be secured
Just too late.
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NOTES
Every

week

with

an article will appear

under

a topic of interest to the novice
FINDING

THE

this heading

dealing

in photography .

SUBJECT.

My present purpose is not to talk about hunting

t NOTIONS

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER
^Of

the

around to find a subject to photograph, but to
suggest that if you will examine some of your
negatives and prints you will certainly discover that in some
of them there is to be found a better subject than the one
you had in your eye when you made the exposure. To
succeed in this you must bear in mind, all the time, the
object of your search.
We must sadly admit that a good many of our negatives
do not contain any subject worth mentioning ; others in
their entirety represent more or less satisfactorily what we
intended to record. There are other negatives, however,
in which a careful scrutiny will reveal a subject which we
did not recognise or appreciate at the time. It may occupy
but a small part of the negative, but there it is ; and with
luck we may even find more than one hidden picture.
When we do make such a find we can enlarge the sig¬
nificant part of the negative, and pretend that the result is

Fig. I.

the subject for which we searched patiently,
and which we studied carefully before making
the exposure. It is no use having a con¬
science if we cannot take pleasure in stifling
it when necessary.
The two illustrations demonstrate only one
form of having two subjects in one, and in
these cases nothing could possibly be simpler
or more obvious. In many cases, on the
contrary, the buried subject has to be hunted
for and dug out.
Take a piece of paper with a straight edge,
and lay it across Fig. i, so that it just covers
the straw hat. You can see the real subject
instantly. It is a picture of an incident in a
golf match. Taken, as it is, against the light,
it is very effective and attractive, and even
the composition is decidedly good. Remove
the paper, and all this becomes of only second
or third rate importance. The dominating
feature is the gigantic figure in the foreground.
14
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in comparison with which the players and spectators are
dwarfed into insignificance.
Now cover the upper part of the picture, and look at the
lower. It is clear that the sitter is not a subject at all.
He is an excrescence, an intrusion. No photographer with
gumption would have included this figure deliberately ;
and if he included him accidentally the obvious course was
to trim the print across the middle. Sometimes, let me say,
we find our subject merely by trimming away.
I do not know the author of Fig. i, so. that I cannot
very well be rude to him ; but I do know who took Fig. 2,
and for him I have nothing but praise. This reproduction
is from a beautiful Rolleiflex negative by a reader, Rlr.
Denis Crowley, of Dublin, who kindly gave me permission
to use it.

the part you are examining has interest and value as a record.
Lift the paper again, and you will realise that even as
a record the value is enhanced. You can see the character
of the country in which the coastguard station is situated.
So here is a print that, while being a good record, also
contains a landscape of general rather than local interest.
Before you put your piece of paper away, perhaps you
will lay it over the bottom of the print so as just to hide
the top of the post. This also removes an out-of-focus
bit of the wall on which the camera was 'rested while an
exposure of one second (with a filter) was given. Personally,
I should trim the print here, as it not only does away with
unwanted material but has the effect of bringing the build¬
ing nearer. Of course, for pictorial purposes I should
discard all the lower part just to the top of the chimney.
Now this is just the time of year to spend ah occasional
hour with negatives and prints, hunting for subjects.
Do not start with the idea that you can just bisect the
original as in these two cases. Go over the whole area,
and a moderate magnifying glass will be a valuable aid
with small negatives.

Lay your piece of paper now over the lower half of Fig. 2,
and you find a first-rate landscape subject with clouds
complete. On a large scale it would make a line exhibition
picture, and would be still more striking as a lantern slide.
Now, as before, cover up the top half, and examine the
remainder. This looks pretty ordinary material in com¬
parison with the landscape, but as a matter of fact it has
a little story of its own. It shows a coastguard station at
Bunbeg, on the coast of Donegal, which was partially
wrecked

during the Anglo-Irish

troubles of 1919.

Just one more moment. You have seen the landscape in
Fig. 2. Take two pieces of paper, and cover all the
picture except one quarter at the top right. Any com¬
plaints ?
W. L. F. W.

So that

A Table-top Variation

NOW that winter has come, many
readers will doubtless

turn their

attention to table-top photo¬
graphy as a means of enlivening dark
evenings. Many wonderful results are
achieved in this field, but the govern¬
ing factor in all such pictures must be

pushing a headless pin into one of the
legs, the point being stuck through the
floor of
inverted

“ the ring,” which is an
cardboard bo.x. The ring

the number and variety of “ proper¬
ties ” available for composing the
scene. It is always possible, however,
to obtain a box of matches, and given
a certain amount of patience and
ingenuity quite amusing pictures may
be produced with their aid.

The

Boxing

Match{es).

By R. A. ISAAC.
will not show up well, while too dark
a background will render the head
invisible. In this particular instance
the happy medium was arrived at by
carefully arranging the lighting , a
60-watt gas-filled electric lamp was
suspended above the scene, but was
so shaded that none of its light fell on
the background, which consisted of a
sheet of medium-grey paper ; then
another 60-watt lamp was placed to
one side of the scene and moved
about until sufficient light was thrown
on the shaded background to give the

2.

A right to the jaw.

posts are held in position by drawingpins pushed through from underneath.
The background requires care in

I.

For

“ Seconds

out."

correct

the illustrations accompanying

viewed

this article, large-size Bryant & May’s
matches were used, as these are square
sided ; rounded matches do not pro¬
vide sufficient sticking surface. The
limbs of the figures were joined to the
body by “ Necol,” a collodion cement
which dries up very hard and has the
advantage of being transparent, so
that any surplus cement round the
join will not show in the picture.
The figures are made to stand by

4. The winner.
amount of contrast
on the focussing screen.

when
This

second light also ser\'ed to give model¬
ling to the figures.
To obtain sufficient depth of focus
it was found necessary to stop down
considerably, and, using a plate of
3.
choice because
the colour of
the match — if

8, 9, 10 — out.
of the wide contrast in
the head and body of
it is too light the body

33

medium speed (Wellington Anti-screen)
and these two 60-watt gas-filled
electric lamps, the exposure at f/i6
was approximately two minutes. The
plates, by the way, should be backed.
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From information communicated
“

T

REALLY

have

been

set

rather

a

tlifficult

task,

about photography. At the tender age of twelve, or
thereabouts, I got bitten by the craze for photography, to
the detriment of the pocket of a long-suffering and very
dear father. I am now thirtv-six, and I think that the
number of cameras, etc., that have passed through my hands
would make a dealer in such things turn green with envy.
In the end I took it up professionally — to be exact, seven
years ago — but I am almost ashamed to confess that if I
were asked the component parts of a developer I just could
not answer. This probably sounds very much by the way,
but I am trying to make it clear that I am no technician,
and that photography is still to me to-day the joy of
producing a pleasing picture, in the same way that I was
thrilled, ever so many years ago, at getting two, or perhaps
three, good snaps out of a spool of six.

when

_|_ asked how 1 make mv exhibition pictures, because,
quite frankly, 1 do not know. I never say to
myself, ‘ Here is a wet Thursday afternoon ; let’s make
some exhibition pictures.’ I confess to a far less noble
method, and say, (juite truthfully, that such pictures as
ultimately find a resting-place on the walls of the Salon,
the Royal, or other kindred form of entertainment, are
usuallv picked, in a feverish, last-minute rush, from nega¬
tives available fern exhibition, and taken during the pre\-ious
twelve months.
" So you see, it is not so easv to sit down in cold blood,
so to speak, and write an article based on the above title,
especially when,

like mvself,

vou

know

to our Special Representative.

really \-erv little

To-day, things are made easier for me. I know from
experience the value of the light in my studio ; I know
the speed of my film and its capabilities ; I use a tank
developer which a child could mix, and I am told that
development should be for a certain time at a certain
temperature. The same applies to printing, and as my
negatives are for the most part uniform, in relation to the
subject I have photographed, 1 have very little difficulty in
turning out a good print.
“ Rev'erting to the title of this article, as I have said, I
select my negatives from work done during the past tweh-e
months, and hope for the best. The picture reproduced
opposite, ‘ La Petite Joyeuse,’ was one out of about a dozen,
taken at a sitting of similar subjects, and which I thought
stood a chance. It was taken by means of one spotlight,
and I fitted the figure into the semi-circle of light, -to make
a pleasing composition ; and having at my disposal in
my studio a top daylight, 1 allowed a little to come in to
help the shadows. That is why the little lady’s outstretched
arm has got that line of light on the top of it. I used
Kodak Super-sensitive Pan. film, and the exposure at f/8
was about half a second.
" I would like to end up by giving a little advice to those
who, like myself, love photography, and what photography
can give us. I believe that technique should be a servant,
and not a master. I have met so many amateurs, and
others, who delight in proving to me that to get such and
such an effect 1 must use so much of this, or so much of
that, and who insist that 1 cannot possibly get a result
because of this factor or that. For these dear people I
feel like Mr. Dick in the presence of Dr. Strong (I hope you
know your Copperfield !). I have the utmost veneration
for their learning, but I have seldom seen an exhibition
picture as the result of it. So I say again, let your technical
Pre-Raphaelite.
1 6

By

Frank

Davis.

knowledge
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be your

serv'ant, and

do not let it rule you.”
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PETITE

JOYEUSE.

By
{See article, “ How

1 make

my Exhibition

Pictures,** on the opposite page.)

Frank

Davis.
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.\nderson.

{From the London Salon of Photography.)
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HENRY

HADLEY.

{The original of this picture ims atmrded

the ” Pirie Macdonald

” prize at the Royal

Photographic

By Alex. Leventon.

Society's Exhibition, for the best portrait of a man.)
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!• — “ Eventide

Reflections***

By Eric Piggott.

January

2. — “ Unloading

the Coal.**

3. — “ The

By R. Clive Derrick.

5« — “ Playmates."

By Mrs. P* Cappard,

6. —

“ Eton

Castle

Gate,

Alnwick.'*

By U’. J . SI ere.

Sunlight."

'

By U. L. Wigmore.

7. — “ The

By Tan

4. — “ Nose-bag

By Miss

Midnight

Lambs

Time."

B. Cohnn.

by Day."

Beng Lang [Singapore).
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PICTURES oftKeWEEK
.

C
oome

..

on the Beginners’ prints reproduced on
' 1
C ntica
i L omments
the opposite page.

That there are some elements of

attraction in most of the prints
reproduced on the opposite
page is undeniable. Many have ex¬
cellent points, which may or may not
be identical with the intentions which
caused their production ; but it is
also unquestionable that these good
points are not so completely expressed
as they might be.
Perception

and

Expression.

It is quite a good thing to be able
to see the possibilities of a picture,
but there is a long step between
perception and expression. The thing
that is seen and which appeals to us
may be no less attractive to anyone
else, but there is a difference between
seeing it and reproducing it so that
its source of attraction is evident
either to ourselves or to others.
This must be done if the print is
to attain even a modicum of pictorial
feeling ; and, to take No. i of the
prints on the opposite page — “ Even¬
tide Reflections,” by Eric Piggott —
as an illustration, it may be assumed
that the intention was to make a
picture of which the calm and peaceful
sky would provide the main attraction
or motive, and in which the runnels of
water through the sands would furnish
an unobtrusive but pleasing foreground.
Most of us, at som,e time or other,
will have seen a subject of similar
nature, and will appreciate how much
it appealed. It will not, therefore,
be difficult to understand that, al¬
though there is a hint of its beauty,
the full attraction of the scene is not
wholly conveyed in this effort.
It could be a great deal better.
The essentials are the sky and fore¬
ground, the first being the more
important; and, this being the case,
the sky should occupy the greater
proportion of the print.
Essentials

and

Non-Essentials.

Two - thirds of the picture - space
should be given to the sky, the land¬
scape portion providing the remaining
third. Such a re-arrangement would
endow the sky with the predominance
it needs, instead of, as do the present
proportions, conferring an undue prom¬
inence upon the landscape.
It is questionable, too, if the numer¬
ous small figures are of any value in a

scheme in which nature’s own attrac¬
tions should be enough. Dotted about
as they are they are a source of
distraction, and their dress and at¬
titudes betray them as holiday-makers.
As such, their appropriateness is
more than doubtful, and the only
figure that seems to suggest itself as
suitable is that of a fisherman carrying
a shrimp net, a lobster trap, or some¬
thing of similar character.
Even he could be dispensed with,
and the pier in the distance on the
right should also be omitted. The
matter of getting rid of the figures —
and of securing one that is suitable — is,
of course, a thing that must be done
by selection and the choice of the
right moment for making the exposure.
The adoption of a lower viewpoint,
the camera being tilted slightly up¬
wards, instead of downwards, would
enable the revised proportions of
landscape to sky to be obtained, and
the omission of the pier might be
done by a slight alteration in the line
of sight, or by trimming subsequently.
A further effect of the lower view¬
point would be that the insistence of
the level streak of water on the righthand side would be somewhat mini¬
mised.
Revision

That

would

and

Reconstruction.

be an advantage ; and

The

print as it is, although it may be
mentioned that colour-sensitive or
panchromatic plates or films would
provide a truer approximation to the
colour values of the subject.
Getting down to essentials again,
we see that in the case of No. 2,
“ Unloading the Coal,” by R. Clive
Derrick, the interest centres in the
two figures. It is true that they
would make a better group if they were
facing one another, their poses being
otherwise in keeping ; but this, as
well, is a matter of the choice of the
time for making the exposure. A
little sooner or later and such a pose
might have been secured, but, apart
from this, the setting seems rather too
spacious for the size
39 of the figures.

of Restriction.

possible to retain the present pro¬
portions, but, as it stands, the value
of restriction applied to picture-making
will be appreciated when three-quarters
of an inch is trimmed from the left,
a quarter of an inch from the right,
and three-eighths of an inch from the
base, for the way the group gains in
importance will be apparent.
The lesson is repeated in the two
following grints. Nos. 3 and 4, “ The
Castle Gate, Alnwick,” by W. J.
Shore, and “ Nose-bag Time,” by
Miss B. Colvin. In both cases there
is too much sky. In No. 3, the
double light has the effect of causing
a division of interest, and of reducing
the attraction that should attach to the
figures. A trim of half an inch from
the top removes the disability, and
with No. 4 a greater concentration
upon the group is secured by removing
all the sky above the first horizontal
beam.
It could be wished, too, that the
figures in this case were not quite so
obviously conscious of the camera,
but experience and the rapidity of
action that comes with it will, no
doubt, enable the defect to be avoided
in future.

if the picture, as revised and recon¬
structed, can be visualised, it will be
appreciated how much of an advance
it would be over the present rendering.
As far as technique is concerned
there is no fault to be found with the

Value

Were it of a less busy nature or
simpler in character, it might be

Camera-

Consciousness .

It is a fault to be
guarded

against,

very

for,

in

carefully
outdoor

groups and figure studies, their suc¬
cess depends on its avoidance.
That it can be avoided is shown by
No. 6, ” Eton Sunlight,” by H. L.
Wigmore, for none of the figures seem
to be aware of the camera, despite
the fact that the distance between
them and it would not be much greater
than was the case in No. 4. In this
respect, its author was fortunate, but
there is a sad falling off towards the
top of the print ; halation, probably
caused by internal camera reflections,
being responsible.
Its presence necessitates the re¬
moval of the whole of the sky, to¬
gether with a little from the right to
maintain the proportions, and, besides
removing the drawbacks, the trim
also has the effect of enhancing the
value

of the

sunshine.

” Mentor.”
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Victorial Knalysis

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work,

“ REFLECTIONS,”

The charm that exists in reflec¬
tions is apparent to everyone.
Pictures without number have

been made with them as a motive, yet
the theme is always fresh, and seldom
has it happened that a more pleasing
exposition has been seen than this
example of the work of John H.
Anderson.
The

Lure

of Water.

As is customary with him, he has
chosen photogravure for his medium,
and to the attraction of the subject is
added the rich qual¬
ity of the process.
The limpidity and
lure of the reflections
on the water seem
to derive an em¬

by John H. Anderson.

of pitfalls. It involves, amongst other
things, the preparation of a copper
plate with a bitumen surface ; the

ink they held, . so that, when it is
removed, it bears the image in pig¬
ment as etched in the plate.

printing of a reversed positive trans¬
parency on to carbon tissue ; the
transfer of the tissue to the prepared
plate ; its development and drying.
Thereafter, all the bare copper is
masked, and the plate etched in a
series of solutiqns of ferric chloride of
different densities. Etching being com¬
plete, the plate is cleaned, the bitumen

There is another method of pre¬
paration in which the coat of bitumen
is dispensed with, but, in this case,
the carbon tissue has first to be printed
under a special screen. Mr. Anderson,
however, prefers the first way of
working, and there is no doubt but
that the irregular texture so obtained
has points of advantage over the more
regular formation of the other.
In any event, the

and

carbon

resist ’ is removed,

and

quality he gets is
truly admirable, as
those who saw the
London
of
original in Salon
last year’s
Photography will

phasis and "punch”
from the quality of
the tones of which

readily admit.
Pattern and Con¬
struction,

they are composed,
the image consisting
of pigment only on
plain paper. An
ordinary silver print
can, and does, give
good tones when
properly handled,
and has a distinctive

As with most
studies of reflections,
the composition
mainly depends
upon

quality of its own ;
but it is scarcely
comparable with
that of photogra¬
vure, nor can any

closely approaches that of a mezzo¬
tint, a process that has points of
resemblance and in which the pigment
and paper of the final image may be
the same.
Apart from the photographic origin
of the former, which, of course, it is
desirable to retain, it would be difficult
to distinguish between prints made
by either medium.
A

Tricky

Process,

Photogravure, however, is not only
a difficult and lengthy process, but
one which also is very tricky and full
18

sense

of

sketch .
The centre
in¬
terest
lies inof the
neighbou r h o o d of
the point (i), which
falls upon one of
the strong points

silver print — bro¬
mide or gaslight or
chloro -bromide
— avoid the charac¬
teristic sheen of the
gelatine in which the image is held.
Not only does the pigment image
of photogra\aire entirely dispense with
this sheen, but it has a richness that
silver cannot equal. The quality more

a

pattern, the princi¬
pal
of which
will features
be obvious
from
the accompanying

the plate is then
After etching,

ready for printing.
the image on the

copper plate consists of a series of
minute holes, the depth varying
according to the intensity of the tone,
being slight where the tone is light,
and deep where the tone is dark.
In printing, the plate is covered all
over the printing surface with a pig¬
ment of suitable consistency, and the
surplus wiped off. The plate is then
placed on the bed-plate of an etching
press ; the paper to which the image
is to be transferred is placed on top ;
a sheet of printer's blanket, or more,
is placed over that, and the whole
passed through the press. The pressure
causes the paper to b.e forced into the
holes in the plate, and it takes up the

formed by
section of
of thirds, and the point is
also, by the placing of the
light and the deepest dark in

an inter¬
divisions
stressed,
strongest
the same

vicinity. The concentration of in¬
terest so afforded is great, and quite
sufficient to maintain a sense of
unity, while

the arrangement

of the

composition, as a whole, is character¬
ised by simplicity and completeness.
PictoriaUy, the work is highly attrac¬
tive and intriguing. The brilliance
and limpidity of the reflections are
wonderfully well caught, the subject
being well seen, and executed with all
its maker’s skill and individuality,
and its vitality and power are selfevident. It is dignified and forceful,
and should invite careful study and
emulation.

" Mentor.”
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ondence
The
PANCHROMATIC
Sir, —

Regarding

the

PLATES

AND

correspondence

on

Editor is not responsible

for the opinions
INDOOR

DEFINITION.
poor

definition

with

pan. plates, may I add a little to the discussion and invite
statements on the subject ?
Personally I have never found any trouble in this respect.
1 agree with Mr. Baker that the filters employed are likely to
be the cause. The cheaper quality (" A ”) increases the focal
length of a 5-in. Cooke lens by approximately the thickness of
the filter. On the other hand, I must point out that blue rays
are not invisible, nor are they eliminated by fully-correcting
filters ; they are merely reduced in intensity.
We are told that ordinary anastigmats are achromatised for
blue and yellow light of particular wave-lengths. Neglecting
other errors, we can imagine a graph, connecting wave-lengths
with some factor expressing sharpness of definition. A .simple
lens will show a smooth curve, rising to a maximum at the par¬
ticular wave-length for which focussing was carried out. The
anastigmat will have a curve with two maxima of sharpness
at the wave-lengths of achromatism. The question as to loss
of definition with pan. plates will then be answered if we know
whether the achromatising for blue and yellow has so pulled
up the sides of the curve (or flattened out the hump) that red
rays also are brought into appro.ximately correct focus. That
this is not usually achieved seems evident ; firstly, because
certain lenses are advertised as " corrected for all colours of
the spectrum,” and, secondly, Ilford, Ltd., in their leaflet on
infra-red photography, mention that an approximation to the
correct focus for infra-red can be obtained by focussing with a
red filter on the lens. Were our anastigmats corrected for red
light there would be no point in the latter statement.
So far as the average amateur is concerned, the errors which
may be present are clearly too small to matter, but a state¬
ment on the subject from one of our lens makers would be
very welcome. Perhaps, also, someone will e.xplain why, when
performance curves and data abound for wireless components,
no lens maker ever backs up the claims of his advertisements
with a few figures. 1 am sure we should feel much happier in
paying about 200 per cent more for a Cooke Aviar if we knew
just where it scored over a T.-P. Cooke. — Yours, etc.,
GERALD
C. BROCK.

Sir, — Your

PORTRAITURE.

correspondent

Sir, — In your

SIZES.

issue

21st,

dated

December

Mr.

Yours,

etc.,

Sir, — As

a

‘
‘
COPYING

Saville,

of

Canada, has some hard things to say about the square sT'in.
lantern slide, and wants us old-fashioned English people to
change over to the “ American ” size.
Yes, Mr. Saville ; but which ” American ” size ? One is
4X3J; the other is 4^X3:^English square slide is at
least standard all over the world, and huge quantities are
in use in both North and South America.
Again, American and Continental size slides are invariably
shown horizontally in the lantern. Many lantern slides are
reproduced
artists’ paintings, and these are by no means
horizontal infrom
all cases.
Architectural negatives are favourites for slide making ;
but these are usually vertical in shape. Microscopic slides are
invariably suited to a square mask. For all-round commercial
or amateur work there is no doubt whatever that a square
slide is the most useful and adaptable.
Writing as one who is interested in exporting many thou¬
sands of slides yearly to practically every country in the world,
I can confidentially assure our Canadian critic that oblong,
horizontal slides form only a very tiny part of the above
quantity.
There is another consideration. A lantern to take the larger
size slide must have a 5|-in. condenser, which means a fairly
hefty piece of goods. To change over in England would mean
scrapping every British lantern and investing in a larger and
heavier one, to say nothing of bigger and weightier slides. —
Yours, etc.,
E. MOSS.

queries

Mr.

Fox’s

photographer

R. BASSETT
FULL SIZE.
of

sorts

and

a

BULLOCK.

reader

of

“ The

A.P.” for about thirty-five years, I am taking the liberty of
writing to you oh a subject which has often exercised my mind
in the copying.
past. I refer to the use of a double extension for fuUsized
This is always described as indispensable ; but I understand
that the sole requirement is that the camera must extend to
double the focal length of the lens. Surely it would be just
as practicable to use, say, a 3|^-in. lens on a camera with 7-in.
extension as to buy a double-extension camera. Another point
which seems to me to open up a field for inventors is the
introduction of a lens which one could describe as the reverse
of a telephoto.
The latter gives long-focus results with a normal extension.
Can no lens be invented which would give wide-angle results
with a normal extension, as, for instance, in the case of a reflex
camera ; and if not, why not ? As an example of the way in
which I have got behind the times I read with surprise in the
article on “ Permanence ” (No. 2302, p. 558) that .sepia toning
increases the permanence of a bromide print. I am quite sure
this is true, but it simply shows how ideas become reversed.
Years ago it was always understood that sepia toning, although
‘‘ pretty,” made seriously for lack of permanence.
Wishing you and your paper the best of luck. — Yours, etc.,
OLIPHANT
CHUCKERBITY.

Sir, — I should
Hy.

F. J. Whyman

contribution of November i6th. Mr. Whyman can get beauti¬
ful indoor portraits using two Pearl lamps of 100 watts each,
if he has the lens to do it. The lamps can be stand lamps
without shades. A single thickness of soft tissue paper cgp be
hung over each, if desired. The lamps can be near the person
photographed if a lens shade is used. Exposures of one to
two seconds at f/4.5 with Ilford or Barnet Soft-gradation Pan.
plates will give well-exposed negatives. I enlarge such
negatives up to 15x12 from quarter-plate without difficulty. —

PHOTOGRAPHIC
LANTERN-SLIDE

of his correspondents.

be

grateful

MATERIALS
if you

would

IN
allow

INDIA.
me

the

hospi¬

tality of your columns to ventilate a grievance which we suffer
in India in connection with photographic materials.
In my own case I have a German camera, expose American
films, use Czecho-Slovak dishes, Japanese negative books and
a B. & W. diary. And yet I earnestly want to use British
goods, and try to buy them. Let me give one instance of my
efforts out of many. In Rangoon I was successful in buying
Imperial panchromatic films. At no other place have I been
able to obtain any but Kodak. I addressed the local distri¬
butors in Bombay and received the reply that if I placed a
definite order they would obtain Selochrome films No. 117 from
England for me. Among the dozens of photographic dealers
in Quetta I have found very few British goods.
As regards prices, I asked the agent of one of the largest
British manufacturers who was here on a visit, whether British
films would be cheaper than American or German, owing to
the rate of exchange. He replied that as there was an agree¬
ment between all makers the exchange had nothing to do with
the price. Thus the consumer gets no benefit from the fact
that the pound is worth some 13s. in gold-using countries.
When one visits England on leave one is told on all sides
that British goods are the best in the world. I assure you
there is nothing to prove this assertion abroad. " Service ” is
grossly inefficient. Yet, sir, I will continue to support my
apathetic countrymen. I have just sent an order for Selo¬
chrome films, much to my own detriment. — Yours, etc.,
G. O. De R. C.
(Quetta, Baluchistan.)
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The

Magnacam

Enlarger.

To encourage the photographer to do his own enlarging,
Messrs. Ensign (88-89, High Holborn, W.C.i) have brought
out this season an enlarger which permits him to use his
own camera in the making of the enlargement. Instead of
having to buy a lens and bellows with his enlarger he can
use his own camera as part of the enlarger, the “ Magna¬
cam,” in fact, is just an enlarging attachment.
It is made to fit on to 3^x2^ size cameras — and of
course for 3 J X 2 J, the companion film size — and the camera
with the back re¬
moved is securely
clamped

on to the

body of the en¬
larger. Practically
any of the popular
22X32 focussing
folding cameras for
plates or films is
suitable, though
perhaps
all of

not quite
them, as

there are still some of a rather unorthodox pattern on the
market. But certainly 99 out of 100 of the film and plate
cameras in this size which I see in the hands of amateurs
will suit the ” Magnacam,” and certainly all the folding
Watch Pocket Carbine type of camera will.
The “ Magnacam ” consists of a metal cylinder with
black ripple finish, with a negative-carrier which is provided
with masks for 3^X2!^ size and in addition vest-pocket
and 3X4 cm. masks.
A lining of heat-resisting material keeps the " Magna¬
cam ” from getting too hot during a series of enlargements.
The lamp has a key -way switch. An opal lamp is
needed, and one which the makers suggest is the loo-watt
Silvalux, costing 3s. 5d.
£2

With

long flex lead and plugs the " Magnacam

I2S. 6d., and

no

one

can

say

that

it is a dear

” costs

form

of

enlarger. It is simple to use — in fact, as easy as making
a contact print.
Dallmeyer “ Super-Six ” Fjl.9 Lens.
A new Dallmeyer lens is always interesting

to photo¬

graphers, as this go-ahead firm is always thinking out
something to help either the novice or the very advanced
photographer to better photography. Their new ” SuperSix ” is not a motor car, as the name might suggest to the
innocent out.sider, but is a new anastigmat lens with high
speed, comparable, in its way, with the high speed of the
fastest motor car !
This lens has an aperture of f/1.9, and it is made

to cover

factory at Willesden. The “ Super-Six ” incorporates full
corrections for astigmatism, coma, flare and other aber¬
rations, and (even at the risk of a few pennyweights more in
weight) it is sturdily mounted in brass.
The ‘‘ Super-Six ” is made in ten focal lengths, to suit all
needs between i-in. and 6-in. lenses. A 6-in. f/1.9 is not
a lens for a beginner — it costs ;^40 in fact — but already
Messrs. Dallmeyer have supplied one 6-in. lens in a T.-P.
reflex for a client who wants to use it in the U.S.A.
These f/1.9
lenses

will

not fit every'
camera, not
even all re¬
flexes with
interchangeable
lens
cause
of be¬
the
panels,
width of the
glasses, but
Messrs. Dall¬
meyer will be
pleased to
discuss
bilities, possi¬
even
to the extent
of speciallybuilt cameras, with any interested inquirer.
At the moment, production is being concentrated on four
lenses for standard-size cine cameras for the professional
cinematographer, and one lens of 2-in. focal length for the
Leica camera — the camera beloved of every amateur who
owns one, and of every professional who turns with relief
from his studio work to the joys of using a Leica out of doors.
The 2-in. f/1.9 ” Super-Six ” for the Leica, seen in the
accompanying illustration, is made in a special focussing
mount for instant use in the universal flange fitted to the
new Leica, in which the range-finder is linked up with the
focussing mechanism. This special model of the lens,
supplied ready for use in the Leica, costs £16, with half a
crown extra for the Dallmeyer lens hood (which I regard
as essential to its proper use), and 14s. extra for the Dall¬
meyer yellow filter which screws into the lens mount.
Some photographers are scared at f/1.9. There is no
need for these fears, as those who use a cine camera with
a lens of this aperture will agree, if you are reasonably careful.
On the Leica, with its range-finder, there is certainly
nothing to be afraid of, once you appreciate the fact that
f/1.9 is nearly four times as rapid as f/3.5 and adjust your
shutter speed accordingly.

efficiently a bigger area than perhaps most of these ultra¬
rapid lenses attempt. This means that it uses a new
formula in its construction, and its name indicates that it
is made of six glasses. Incidentally, it is 100 per cent

f/1.9 is self-evident.
Messrs. Dallmeyer

British — only the very best British optical glass is used,
and, like all Dallmeyer lenses, it is made in their up-to-date

particulars of these lenses for cin6 cameras
cameras on application.
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For indoor

work,

especially stage pictures, the value
(31, Mortimer

of

Street, W.i) will supply
or ” stiU ”
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Points for Projectionists ORLTON^ WEST.

The projectionist is the key man

at a cine party. And tliere
are a number of points he
should watch if the success of his
evening is to be assured.
My own experiences of managing
— or rather mismanaging — home movie
shows have taught me two general
rules. One is to leave nothing till
the last moment, because the last
moment is sure to let you down.
The other is to leave some of the work
to somebody else ; for so many
have to be done almost at once.

things

You cannot attend to the projector
and the gramophone without inviting
bad temper, failure, or both ! There¬
fore get a friend to manage the musical
side of the business, and to operate the
room light switch by the door while
you stand by your projector.
The wise operator pays special
attention to preliminary arrangements,
so that he shall be ready to flash a

Do

not scatter the reels of film over

the table, or you will soon get in a
muddle and have to hold the tail of
each one up to the light till you come
across the one you want. Pile the
reels neatly in the order in which they
are to be shown, and put them away
in a box as they are used. Confusion
will then be impossible.
Attention to these and other more
obvious points will ensure your show
being smoothly launched, with the
main title appearing in focus upon the
screen immediately the room light is
switched oft, and thus creating a sound
impression at the outset.
Programmes of full-length films are
best shown with two projectors. So
if you are tackling a five-reeler, and
are lucky enough to know the owner
of another projector, borrow it, mount

it beside your
alternately.

own.

and

run

them

The change-over will need rehearsing
if a gap of darkness is to be avoided.
Give a signal just before the end of
the film runs through your machine,
so that your assistant can start his
machine in time to render the picture
on the screen continuous.
When working with a single pro¬
jector, it is a good idea to preserve
musical continuitj^ while changing
reels. And also to work with the
flashlamp instead of the main-room
light, whose sudden glare will disturb
the audience and attract their atten¬
tion from the pictures they have just
seen. The noise of the music will
also prevent their attention from
wandering into conversation.
The expert projectionist always has

picture boldly upon the screen im¬
mediately the room light goes out.
If it is necessary to tilt the projector
before the picture square will fit
the screen be sure to make it secure.
A book loosely propped under the
base is almost sure to become dis¬
lodged by vibration before the reel is
through, and spoil the showing. A
solid box is more reliable. It should
be adjusted to a height at which the
projector will stand flat upon it.
Having fixed the machine securely,
reserve a clear space between the
spectators for the ray of light to the
screen ; and be sure that it remains
clear. It is annoying and confusing
for an audience to have to reshuffle
themselves

once

they

are

settled,

because
somebody’s
head is
in silhouette
on the screen
! showing
An electric torch, a film-splicing
outfit, and a spare projection lamp
provide three essential safeguards
against breakdown. The extra lamp
may be rather an expensive item, but
remember that should the lamp you
are using fuse, the show is at an end
unless - -

Pigeons at Westminster.
available for the amateur
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At almost any time of day, good action subjects of this kind are
cinematographer in the neighbourhood of W estminster Abbey.
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an eye to the speed of his machine,
varying it according to the subject
showing.
Thus an “ interest ” film with many
lengthy views may need livening up —
and perhaps saving from complete
banality — by considerable accelera¬
tion ; while an unusually interesting
“ short,” or a sequence of many
brief scenes, may need slowing down.
And who has not hurried over stretches
of unsuccessful photography, or strolled
through the best bits !
Projection speed can also have a
more subtle dramatic value. The
tension of a climax, or the rapid
action of a knock-about chase may be

Changing

Over

Those amateur cine societies and

enthusiasts who are really keen
on film projection and wish to
give shows that will command the
admiration of all, should make a careful
study

of

the

correct

method

of

” changing over ” with two projectors.
A film is vastly improved if it is
shown without a stop of any kind,
and, although most people only boast
of one projector, there are many cine
societies who run two. Also it is not
uncommon to find friends giving a
combined show.
To change over correctly from one
projector at the end of a reel to another
obviously must be done methodically
and with care. The whole operation
should be performed without the
audience knowing that anything has
happened.

New

people in this country who own
cine cameras. A large pro¬
portion of these belong to amateur
cine clubs and groups in England
alone. That number continues to
grow week by week.
What sort of films are these people
going to make ? Why are they going
to make films at all ? And, when they
have made their films, how many
people, outside their respective fami¬
lies. will see them ?

There is something rather appalling
about such problems as. these ; as if
an army had suddenly mutinied and
. charged down the High Street when
people were not even aware that there
an

Many
22

army

quartered

cine amateurs

in the

town.

say they can¬

will occur

on the best

tightened by hurrying the projector.
Conversely, a sequence of suspense
may be lengthened by decelerating it.
At a cine party I attended recently,
the end of every reel was celebrated
by a blaze of white light upon the
screen, which gave the audience a
nasty psychological jolt. That could
have been easily avoided by attaching
a generous length of fogged film to the
end of each reel, instead of a length of
blank which passed all the light.
Little points such as these may not
be very important individually, but
when added together, they make all
the difference between a well- and a

rewind
rather

carelessly-managed

to break the film’s story interest in half.

show.

with Two

regulated occasions, and if you are
unfortunate enough to meet with one
which is likely to prove lengthy, it
would be tactful either to . frankly
terminate the performance, or start
your audience upon some round game
until it can be continued. Nothing
will cool their enthusiasm more quickly
than to be left idly watching a blank
screen while you fiddle with the
Unless a mishap occurs near the
projector.
end of a reel, I have found it best to

putably bad practice of film operators
in cinema theatres to make punch
holes or crosses on the film a few feet
from the end of a reel. When the
operator on No. i machine sees the
flashes on the screen he shouts to
the operator on No. 2, who switches
on his motor but not his light. Then
No. I operator cuts off his light, at the
same time shouting again to No. 2
operator who immediately switches
on his light. This completes the
change-over, which, except for the
abominable flashes on the screen, is
quite all right. The flashes, however,

not make decent films because soundon-film apparatus is, as yet, too
expensive for their use.
I believe that the real art of the
cinema was lost when talking films
came in. Talkies have led to an
imitation — artificial because minus the
human element — of the stage, instead
of towards wider, richer developments
in action and movement.
The amateur cinematographer can
make motion pictures, accompanied
by music and sound effects ; he can
tell a story in pictures and thus revive
the lost art of the cinema. But, to
do that, he will need to understand
certain fundamental, basic facts.
How ancient and universal and one
with all ages of the world is the simple
action of someone knocking for ad¬

44

and re-project the whole of it,
than allow the long interval

Projectors By peter collin.

To accomplish this the tag on the
end or the beginning of a reel — i.e.,
end of Part i and Part 2, for instance —
must definitely not be allowed to
appear on the screen even for a second,
for this completely shatters the whole
effect. It is a common but indis¬

besides being extremely bad for the
film, must give away to any intelligent
person the fact
over ” is being
course, the very
A much more

that the ” change¬
made, which is, of
thing to be avoided.
satisfactory way is

either to paint in white

or to stick a

strip of paper on the sides of the film
for a foot or- so before the end of the
reel. Then, instead of looking for
flashes on the screen the operator
watches the film as it comes down from
the top spool and shouts when he sees
the white strip pass through the gate.
In this way, if the actual changing
over (which, as has been

seen, is not

really difficult) is carried out com¬
petently, the audience will be unable
to discern that anything is happening
and the standard of projection will
consequently be
higher degree.

Year Resolutions for Cine Amateurs

There are many thousands of

was

Breakdowns

nth, 1933

raised

-to a

much

M. A. LOVELL-BURGESS.

mittance at a door Men, weary frorn
the chase, have scratched at the rough
sticks at the entrance of their cave ;
have knocked at narrow doors in the
East ; have pounded on castle gates in
the West; have battered, sobbing, for
sanctuary on the high doors of churches.
The friar has knocked, and the fisher¬
man returning from his toil, the lover,
and the assassin. The whole wealth of
association has been summed up in a
single picture in Holman Hunt’s
“ Light of the World.”
No interpretation of language would
be necessary to explain to the Oriental
or to the European, the primitive
man or the American millionaire, the
significance of a man standing outside
a closed door and knocking upon
it for admittance.

January
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There are, then, actions so elemental
in themselves, so original in the sense
of origins, so universal in their wealth
of association, that they have an
instant appeal.
Take the action value of a line of

It is necessary, if we want to make
films that people will like, to see
everything with the first wonder of
men in the early ages of the world ;
to be perpetually communicating an
honest bewilderment.

fishermen going home with their catch
slung, in sacks, over their shoulder.
Their posture, their very silhouette,
is age-old. Almost they have become,
by sheer weight of association, symbols.
The oldest and best-known symbolic
imagery is the mother with her child.
It fulfils the conditions of being ageless,
timeless and universal. A woman

We ought to film the subjects that
the professional people are too busy
to bother about.

cooking food is symbolic. Every
movement has been enshrined in the
race since the first woman cooked and
tended in the little clearing by the cave.
Such symbols are not so much primi¬
tive as primeval. A man on horseback
is at once vital and elemental. Let
there be ten men on horseback,
jogging along merrily under massive
archways, with lights shining upon
them, and they might well be Robin
Hood and his merry men, or out¬
riders, or brigands. Suffice it. that
they stir the blood with their move¬
ment, the sheer supremacy of physical
well-being, the suggestion of power
and purpose.

Films of the home country, of
English customs, traditions, industries,
set against English landscape, to¬
gether with a glimpse of how the other
fellow lives, are what people like.
Post Office organisation is a subject
in which we are all interested ; so are
railways. How
about a news-reel
showing exactly how the Post Office
mails are handled ? Those who live
in a seaside

town

might

visit their

fishermen’s institute, and go out with
the fishing-boats early one morning,
and with a cine camera show the
whole primitive, necessary, picturesque
business from beginning to end.
There is definite scope for the
“ unusual ” film. The word “ enter¬
tainment ” can have wide implica¬
tions. I find that people like in¬
structional, educational and religious
films, providing that they are full of
action and movement.

The weakness of the amateur cin6
movement is the isolation of the
cine amateur and the cine club where
exchange of films is concerned. There
are the trade libraries ; but we need,
in addition, a central amateur film
library.
I have

had

letters from

The

Amateur

exhibitions

Photographer

and

competitions

Monthly

will be included

Competition

here every week

rpade by individual amateur cinema¬
tographers at home and abroad ?
There are those who say that people
who have made films at some expense,
for their own and their
enjoyment, are not likely to
lend them, even if postage is
care is taken to see that the

families'
want to
paid and
films are

returned in good condition.
The answer to that is that many

of

the correspondents to whom I have
referred would gladly pay a nominal
sum for the hire of such films, and
that, anyway, the true cine amateur
is out, like the Rotarians, for service,
not self.

if particulars

are sent by the responsible

organisers.

J. R. P. Hilliard, 86, Downton Avenue, Streatham Hill, S.W.2.
Birmingham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms due,
February 14 ; exhibits, February 18 ; open, March 4-18.
Particulars from G. G. Heathcock, Essex House, 27, Temple
Street, Birmingham.
Prague International Salon. — Entries, March i ; open, April
8-22. Entry forms from Association of Czechoslovak Amateur
Photographic Societies, Riegrovo Nabiezi, 22, Prague II,
Czechoslovakia.

for Begin¬

ners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers. Entries, January
31. Rules in the issue of December 28.
Camera Pictorialists of Los Angeles International Salon. —
Open, January 1-3 1. Secretary, James N. Doolittle, 3440,
South Hope Street, Los Angeles, California.
Preston Scientific Society Annual Open Photographic
Exhibition. — Entry forms due, January 13 ; exhibits, January
20 ; open, Eebruary 6-18. Exhibition Secretary, F. Wells,
65, Powis Road, Ashton-on-Ribble, Preston, Lancs.
South London P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, February
18-20. • Hon. Exhibition Secretary, B. C. Rayment, 44, Priory
Road, Kew, Surrey.
Scotti.sh National Salon, Aberdeen. — Entries, January 21 ;
open, February 18-March ii. Entry forms from Miss Hilda
M. Bailey, 63, Watson Street, Aberdeen.
Leicester and I.eicestershire P.S. International Exhibition.

Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries, March 7 ;
open, March 2g-April i. Secretary, Walter Selfe, 24, Pembury
Road, Clapton, E.5.
Victorian (Australia) International Salon (Melbourne Athe¬
naeum Art Gallery). — Entries, March 10 ; open, April 24-May 6.
Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junction, Camberwell, E.6,
Melbourne, Australia.
Bridge of Allan and District Photographic Society Inter¬
national Salon. — Entries, March 18 f open, April 15-29.
Particulars from Mrs. J. Bro.wn, Jun., The Studio, Bridge of
Allan, Scotland.
Third International Salon, San Diego Fine Arts Gallery
(under auspices of Camera Enthusiasts of San DiegoL — Entries,
April I ; open, April 21-May 14. Particulars from Miss Ruth
Kilbourne, 4225, Arden Way, San Diego, California, U.S.A.

— Entry forms due, January 24 ; exhibits, February i ; open,
February 20-25. Secretary, Wm. E. Harpham, 28, Chaucer
Street, Leicester.
York and D.P.S. International Salon. — Entry forms due,
February i ; exhibits, February 10 ; open, February 24-25.
Particulars from M. James Rushton, Tall Timbers, Hull Road,
York.
Pittsburgh Salon. — Entries, February 4 ; open, March 17—
April 16. Secretary, B. H. Chatto, 1300, Milton Avenue,
Pittsburgh, 18, Pa., U.S.A.
Birkenhead P.A. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms due,
February 8; prints, February 15; open, March 8-1 r.
Secretary, F. W. C. Hollett, 8, Snowdon Road, Birkenhead.
City of London and Cripplegate P.S. Annual Exhibition. —
Entries, February 13 ; open, March 6-8. Hon. Exhibition
Secretaries, H. G. Reese Jones, 18, Wood Street, E.C.2, and

in

should be capable of solution.
A few clubs loan films, but how
about the thousands of interest films

Exhibitions and Competitions AND^FUTO^E.

Notices of forthcoming

vicars

slum parishes, from principals of
schools, from, people abroad, from
those who possess projectors but not
cine cameras, asking where they can
obtain amateur films. The problem

Beckenham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — -Open, April 6—12.
Secretary, F. H. Elliott, 31a, Worbeck Road, Anerley, S.E.20_
Midland Salon, City Art Gallery, Leicester. — Entries, May
6 : open, -May 27-June 24. Particulars from PTon. Secretaries,
W. Bailey and .4. E. Tracey, Cank Street, Leicester.

45

Chicago World’s Fair International Exhibition, 1033. En¬
quiries to “ 1933 Salon,” Chicago Camera Club, 137, North
Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
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PLATE-HOLDER
FOR
DEVELOPMENT.

DISH

OUITE thirty years ago one was

able to purchase from photo¬
graphic dealers a xylonite holder
for plates during dish development ; and
although I am a fairly diligent student
of the catalogues, I have never seen
the article marketed, at all events
since the war. As the gadget is so
useful, I made some for my own use,

Every amateur photographer from time to time makes
or hears of a useful accessory to assist him in his work.
A short illustrated note describing it is always welcomed
in these pages.
The following have been contributed by
readers from their practical experience.

slide for the various manipulations,
without once wetting the fingers or
touching the plate ; and after fixation
and washing, by inverting the plate
so as to rest on the holder, a con¬
venient drier is formed with the glass
side of the negative uppermost.
The holder could, of course, be
made from metal, but thick celluloid
is preferable. Half a dozen can be
made in almost as many minutes for
as many pence, and, for those who
prefer dish development, they are
worth the making — unless the makers
like to step into the breach and furnish
us with a really useful accessory at
so much a dozen.
B.

AN

and being of opinion that other
amateurs might wish to use them,
offer the following notes as to how to
make them.
All that is required are some round¬
nosed pliers, .some thick sheet cel¬
luloid (old motor-window curtains
were used in the present instance),
some stout scissors or tin-snips with
which to cut the same into half-inch
strips, a small pan of boiling water
and one of cold water.
The method of manufacture is as
follows : for a quarter-plate, the
strips are about 6 inches long, and this
size will also accommodate a plate
which is a size smaller or larger. One
end is first immersed in boiling water
for about half an inch ; this softens
the celluloid, and the pliers bend the
end round as sharp as possible, and
while held in this position, pliers and
strip are plunged into cold water,
which sets it into shape. The other
end is similarly treated. The illustra¬
tion gives some idea of the shape to
aim for. Next, the centre is softened
and bent round on itself and set, and
finally, while pinching the centre, the
ends are slightly separated till the
finished shape is reached.
The natural springiness of the
finished clip will allow the plate to
be comfortably gripped by its edges
from the moment it leaves the dark24

R.

Billings.

INEXPENSIVE
HOME-MADE
FLASH-GUN.

50 grs., this being sufficient for the
average amateur ; but, for safety, make
the tray too large rather than too small.
Care should be taken to ensure that
the ‘‘ gun ” is far enough into the tray
to clear the flint-pressure trigger,
as it will be necessary to replace the
flint from time to time.
A

HANDY
This

MEASURE
FOR
CHEMICALS.

little gadget

SOLID

is

very useful making
when one
constantly
up is
a
certain
does

formula,

away

as it

with

the

weighing out of the
chemicals. Procure a
narrow glass tumbler or
a wide test-tube. Weigh
out the first chemical

In the writer’s opinion one of the
chief failures in portraits and groups
by flashlight (i.e., closed eyes) is due
to the method of igniting the powder.

required and then pour
it into the tube, stick a
narrow strip of gummed

While the touch-paper method of
igniting flash-powder is quite effective
for still-life groups and general interior
work, for figure work a method which
can be " timed ” and which works
instantaneously is to be preferred.
The diagram gives clear instructions
for making a very efficient flash-gun

paper on the outside of
the glass level with the
height of the chemical
inside, and mark the
paper with the name of
it. This can be repeated
for the various chemi¬
cals in the formula.
All that is required

for

future use is to pour the chemicals into
the tube level with the mark outside,
thus

saving

WASHING
The

a great amount
NEGATIVES
PRINTS.

domestic

wash-basin

of time.
AND
is often

used b}'- amateur photographers for
washing negatives and prints, by
allowing the water

operated by the trigger which causes a
spark to be emitted ; this in turn fires
the powder.
The gun, an ordinary “ gas lighter,”
can be bought at any ironmonger's for
a shilling, and is soldered into a tray,
cut from a tobacco or cigarette tin
(or any suitably sized tin).
Most tins can be cut with scissors and
bent with pliers. The flap arrangement
shown in the diagram should be
maintained to prevent the flash from
spreading and causing burnt fingers !
The actual size of the tray will
depend on the amount of powder
generally used, but one having a
base and back about 4X3 inches will
be suitable for amounts up to about

to trickle from

the

tap and run away through the par¬
tially open plug. But this method does
not ensure thorough cleansing, unless
they are moved about to bring them
into contact with the moving water, for
it w ill be observed that the water remote
from the tap is always quite stagnant,
and in this the negatives or prints
finally come to rest.
of the water can

Gentle agitation
be maintained,

however, by securing to the tap a piece
of rubber tube which has been punc¬
tured in numerous places along its
entire length and has a cork secured
in the end. This tube is laid in the
water of the wash-basin, and when the
water from the tap is turned into it
it issues from the numerous punctures
in the form of minute jets.
A. S. Willis.
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Societies' will have

their meetings

Wednesday,

The Week’s Meetings

announced

January

‘‘ Further

G.

Wall.”

Hadrian’s

E.

Prints.

Print.”

“ Taking up Nature Photography.”
P.S. ” Composition.” M. O. Dell.

Thursday,

January

Partick C.C. “ Romance of Glasgow’s Water Supply.” R. Hunter.
Preston C.C. “ Curiosities of Marine Life.” J. Travis Jenkins.
St. George Co-op. C.C. S.P.F. Portfolio.

G. B. Kearey.

Southampton C.C. “The Catecombs of Rome and the Early Christian
S. J. Beckett.
South London P.S. “ The Panchromatic Plate.” P. H. Revell.
Southport P.S. L. and C.P.U. Slides.

12th.

Tuesday,

Kilburn and Willesden P.S. “ A Busman’s Holiday.” Col. G. B. Barton.
Leamington and D.P.S. Members’ Lecturettes.
Manchester A. P.S. “ The Pennine Passes.” James Clegg.
Monklands P.S. “ Switzerland.” D. Lauder.
Nelson C.C. “ Enlarging Bromide Prints.” F. Baker.
Newcastle and Tyneside P.S. “ Pinhole Photography.” Burdus Redford.
Norwich and D.P.S. “ Holiday Impressions.” John H. Fox.
Partick C.C. “ With Tent and Camera in Austrian Tyrol.” T. Lochhead.

Sunderland P.A. ‘‘ Clouds in Landscape.” C. T. Cothay.
Watford C.C. ‘‘ Pictorial Essentials.” R. H. Lawton.
Wimbledon C.C. ” Chloro-Bromide Papers.” R. S. Beck.
York and D.P.S. ” Pictorial Work in Great Cities.” A. H. Blake.

Poplar P.S. C.C.
“ Portraiture.”
Portsmouth
Special Lecture.
Sheffield P.S. .Affiliation Slides.

13th.

South Glasgow' C.C. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
South Shields P.S. Flashlight Demonstration. J. T. Dixon.

Colne C.C. Inter-Clul) P.U. Slides.
Harrogate P.S. Enlarging. H. C. Buckle.

Stafford P.S. “ Chemistry in Photography.” H. Eymer.
Warrington P.S. “ ’Twixt Dee and Cree.” Mr. Huline.
Whitehall C.C. “ Photography in Industry.” A. G. Willis.
Winchester P.S. Hants Selected Slides.

Hinckley and D.P.S. “ Pictorial Photo.araphy.” J. Dudley Johnston.
Ilkeston A.C. “ Java — its Peoples and Temples.”
Leigh Lit. Society P.S. A Night Ramble. Meet at q.30 p.m.
Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. Annual General Meeting.
Llanelly Y.M.C.A. P.S. Slide Making. G. S. C. Little.

Wednesday,

Morecambe, Heysham and D.P.S. “ Intensification and Reduction.”
Poplar P.S. ” Passe-Partout.”
Southend-on-Sea and D.P.S. Annual General Meeting.
South Suburban and C.P.S. Exhibition.
Wimbledon Amateur Cine Club. Visit from Beckenham Cin^ Society.

P.S.

Outing ; Hampstead

January

Monday,

January

for a Chum.”

P.S.

” Develojers

and Development.”

and D.C.C.

Slide Making.

January

Brighton and
Fanstone.

Hove

C.C.

” Picture

18th.

W. H. Hadley.

Borough Poly. P.S. “ Technique in Photography.”
Bradford P.S. Cinematography Section Evening.

14th.

Making

from

J. Ainger Hall.
the Commonplace.”

R.

Jt.

Bristol P.S.
The Romantic Landscapes of Alex. Keighley.”
Chorley P.S. “ After-treatment of the Negative.” T. Hodgkinson.
Croydon C.C. “ Gleanings.” E. Dockree.
Darwen P.A. “ Pictures of Sicily.” Alex. Keighley.
Dennistoun A. P.A. Night Outing. Meet at Cenotaph at 8 p.m.
Ealing P.S. Efllarging. N. Evans.
Edinburgh P.S. Flashlight Photography.

J. .A. Pitchforth.

Ilford P.S. “ Little England beyond Wales.” G. E. W. Herbert.
L.M.S. (London) P.S. Development.
Margate and D.P.S. Slide Making. J. C. Woodruff.

16th.

Bath P.S. “ The Science of Photography.” G. E. Gibson.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. “Desensitising and Development.”
come, Ltd.
Bournemouth C.C. Mounting. H. Cornthwaite.
Bradford P.S. Slide Making.
Chelsea

Blackburn

Heath.

Hebden Bridge P.S. “ On Holiday with a Camera
Leeds P.S. Annual Exhibition Opens.
Partick C.C. Annual Exhibition Opens.
South Glasgow C.C. Annual Exhibition Opens.
South Suburban and C.P.S. Exhibition.

Ltd.

Hackney P.S. “ Memoirs.” J. Linley.
Halifax P.S. Surprise Evening.

Richmond C.C. “ A Naturalist on the Amazon.” E* A. Robins.
Singer C.C. S.P.F. Portfolio.
South Suburban and C.P.S. Exhibition (Town Hall, Greenwich).

Hackney

17th.

Cambridge P.C. “ Bits of Old Cambridge.” W. F. Turner.
Doncaster C.C. " Caves of Wharfedale and Nidderdale.” H. W. Hayw’ood.
Dunfermline P.A. “ Cornwall and Devon.” W. Brown.
Exeter C.C. “ Ceylon.” N. M. Carey.
Forest Hill and D.P.S. Slide Competition.

Letchworth C.C. ” Making Lantern Slides from Own Negatives,” by Members.
Liverpool A. P.A. ” Pictorial Gleanings from Many Lands.” Alex. Keighley.
Oldham P.S. Lecture by T. Burton.

Saturday,

January

Basingstoke C.C. “ Colour in Photography.'* Burroughs Wellcome,
Binningham P.S. M.C.P.F. Portfolio and Slides.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. Slides by Lantern Slide Postal Club.

Gateshead and D.C.C. ” Carbro.” Autotype Co.
Greenock C.C. ” Photography from the Outsider’s Point of View.”
MacQueen.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S." Discussion on One-man Show (C. Cecil Davies).
Hull P.S. Still Life {Practical Work). R. E. Booth.
Keighley and D.P.A. Discussion on Prints.

January

Church.”

Wallasey A. P.S. “ Successful Negative Making.” Ilford, I.td.
Walsall P.S. “ Working up the Exhibition Print.” Miss Fleming.
Walthamstow and D.P.S. Competition Prints (Still Life).
Wolverton P.S. Toning and Mounting Prints. T. S. Fales and W. Adams.

A.nnley and Wortley P.S. “ Modern Denmark and the Danes.” W. R. Grist.
Ashton-under-Lyne P.S. Broinoil. W. A. Blanchard.
Aston P.S. ” Hints and Dodges in Photography,” by Members.
Borough of Tynemouth P.S. ” Marine Biology.” Geo. Hurrell.
Brighouse P.S. “ Round about some Yorkshire Villages.” W. E. Gundill.
Bromley C.C. Members’ Lecturettes.
Bury P.S. ” Some Derbyshire Dales.” J. Arrnitage.
Cardiff C.C. ” Architecture.”
City of Bradford Co-op. C.C. " Panchromatism.” Stanley A. Smith.
Coatbridge P.A. S.P.P. Colour Slides.

Friday,

time to time.

{contd.).

Leeds University P.S. “ The Modem Tendency in Art.” D. Holmes.
Leek P.S. “ Marine Photography.”
Luton and D.C.C. “ Sussex by the Sea.” G. E. W. Herbert.
Newcastle (Staffs) and D.C.C. Competition.
Oxford P.S. Enlarging. C. Lighton.

Miss F.

Partick C.C. “ Roman France.” H. G. Cooper.
Smethwick and D. P.S. “ Fair Lusitania.” Rev. H. O. Fenton.
South Essex C.C. Annual General Meeting.
South Suburban and C.P.S. Slide Evening.
Stockport P.S.
Wolverhampton

16th

Hanley P.S. “ The Lens and its Uses.” R. F. Goodwin.
Hucknall and D.P.S. Members’ Slide Night.
Kidderminster and D.P.S. “ Warm Tones on Clorona Papers.” F. T. Usher.
L.C.C. Staff C.C. “ Ten Thousand Miles with Two Babies.” P. B. Dannatt.
Leeds P.S. Annual Exhibition.

Croydon C.C. “ Zoo Close-ups with Camera and Cine Camera.” Miss G. M. Callow.
Darwen P.A. “ Chloro-Bromide Printing and Enlarging.” J. H. Woods.
Dennistoun A. P.A. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Ealing P.S. Print Competition.
Ilford P.S. " The Making of Paper Negatives.” L. Vizard.
L.M.S. (London) P.S. “ A Short Course to Better Photography.”
Leicester and L.P.S. " Finishing and Mounting the Exhibition
Flemming.

or from

January

City of London and C.P.S. “ Stereoscopic Photography.” H. Pickwell.
Derby P.S. “ Shutters and Shutter Testing.” H. G. Kirby and Members.
Dew'sbury P.S. Criticism of Members’ Prints. H. Bairstow.
Erdington and D.P.S. “ Working up the Enlargement.” H. J. Trueman.
Glasgow and W.S.A.P.A. X-Ray Demonstration. Mr. Scott.
Gravesend and D.P.S. Annual General Meeting.

F. T.

in Chloro-Bromides.”

on

Discoveries

of the session

Monday,

11th.

Colour
Accrington
Usher. C.C. “ Paper Negatives ” and “
Borough Poly. P.S. Lecturette Competition.
and Hove C.C.
Brighton
Peachey.
Cborley P.S. L. and C.P.U.

here if the syllabus is sent to ns at the beginning

Burroughs

Morecambe, Heysham and D.P.S. “ A Chat on Composition.”
N. London C.C. Annual General Meeting.

Well¬

S. Bridgen.

Partick C.C. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Smethwick and D.P.S. Inter-Club Competition at Handsworth.
South Suburban and C.P.S. “ Three Historic Kentish Homes.” E. R. Bull.
Worcestershire C.C. " Pictorial Photography.” J. Dudley Johnston.

S. \^^ Kenyon.

The Zeiss Ikon Film Works, at Dresden, celebrated its
25th anniversary on December ist. It is well known that the
present Zeiss Ikon Company is an amalgamation of several
companies, amongst them the former firm, C. P. Goerz. The
late Dr. Paul Goerz established the film works in quite a small
way on December ist, 1907, and chose as his technical director
Dr. H. Tappen, who still occupies his position as technical
manager of the film works and now in addition he is a member
of the board of Zeiss Ikon. The present film factory, from a
very small beginning, has grown until to-day it occupies a
front-rank position on the Continent, not only in respect of

output, but also in the reputation it enjoys for the quality of
its products.
Photographers who specialise in Archaeological, Antiquarian,
Architectural, Scientific and other non-pictorial subjects, will
doubtless be interested to note that the forthcoming Scottish
National Salon to be held in Aberdeen will include a section
devoted to those subjects. This is a new venture on the part
of our Scottish friends, who are hopeful that it will prove an
additional attraction to the Salon. Particulars regarding
entries, etc., will be found in another column.
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Anhydrous

Salts.

I have bought some sodium sulphite and carbonate
in the powder form. How do these compare as
regards quantities with the crystal form ?

B. B.

(Eltha
m.)
For the sulphite reckon \ oz.
anhyd¬
rous instead of i oz. crystals ; for the
carbonate use 160 grs. instead of i oz.

Bleaching
General. — All communications

for the

Editor

and Cinematographer, Dorset House, Tudor
give the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The

Editor

is glad

should

be addressed

Street, London,

: “The

Editor,

The

Amateur

E.C.^,*’ and in every case, without

Photographer

exception,

must

can you tell me

to consider

original,

up-to-date

manuscripts

on

photographic

.

Enquiries

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

and

Information

as any communication

are

which

freely

given,

but

does not comply

the

following

how

to prepare

it ?

subjects.

All contributions must be typewTitten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
should be read carefully before applying,
ignored.

Bromides.

In bleaching bromide prints for sulphide toning
there is a formula containing potassium bromide

J. (
Vpotassium
In 20 OZ. water dissolve 1 oz.
Vest
diS.
)
bromide, and i oz. potassium ferricyanide. This is a stock solution, and
for use four parts of water should be
added to one ounce of stock.

conditions

with the rules must

be

Bleached

Negatives.

(i) See “ General *’ above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case

Amongst some old negatives which I have acquired
are some that are more or less white all over, and

to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. ('^) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
{5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specihc and not general. Such

by reflected light look like positives. Can any¬
thing be done to make them printable ?
O. G. E. (Pinner.)

enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ** or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? *’ are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ’* or “ Criticism,**
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of po5>t, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Window

Aerograph.
Where can I secure an aerograph ic machine for
colouring photographs ?
T. G. W. (Ely).

You can get full particulars of the
apparatus you require upon application
to the Aerograph Co., Ltd., 43, Holborn
Viaduct, London, E.C.i.
Matt

Patches

on Films.

I get granulated patches on roll films through the
paper sticking to the back in places during tank
development. How can I remove the gelatine
coating from the back of such a negative ?
J. D. (Leatherhead.)

It is by no means an easy matter to
remove the gelatine from the plain side
of a roll film. When the surface has
been slightly matted in the way you
mention it is possible to repolish it by
rubbing with a rag and a trace of
Baskett’s Reducer.
Making

Matt

Displays.

Is it possible to photograph the contents of a shop
window well illuminated by internal flood-light¬
ing ? If so, what exposure would be required ?
L. E. L. (Liverpool.)

It is quite possible to do what j'ou
suggest, but it is not possible to state
one definite exposure. This depends on
the amount and colour of the light, the
character of the objects displayed, the
speed of the plate or film, and the stop
used. It is a good plan to use one of
the fast panchromatic plates, backed ;
and at f/8 exposures of 5, 20, and 60
seconds might be tried. If over-develop¬
ment is avoided the results should show
a suitable exposure in all the conditions
prevailing.
Keeping

Developer.

If I prepare an M.Q. developer for use, can I leave
it in a dish for some days *
for occasional
use ?
L. W. (Exeter.)

Varnish.

I know that matt varnish is obtainable commer¬
cially, but for certain reasons I wish to prepare
some myself. Can you oblige me with a formula ?

You cannot safely do so, and the more
dilute the developer the more rapid will
be the deterioration. The sulphite in
the solution becomes oxidised into

mised by keeping the solution in a wellcorked bottle, but even in this case the
solution will be unreliable. It is best

Fixing - Hardening .

to prepare only enough for the work
hand and throw it away after use.

)
ad.

ste

amp

P.(H

In 2 oz. of ether dissolve 60 grs.
sandarac and 60 grs. gum dammar.
Even with occasional shaking it takes
some time for the gums to dissolve com¬
pletely. Add about i oz. benzine. The
less benzine used the finer the grain of
the varnish.

Can you give me a reliable formula for a fixing
bath that acts also as a hardener ?
M. M. S. (Hereford.)

Dissolve half a pound of hypo in 30 oz.
of water. Then make the following
solution, dissolving the ingredients in
the order' named :
Water
oz.
Sodiurrf sulphite
Glacial acetic acid
oz.
Alum
. . 4 oz.
Add this slowly to the hypo solution with
^ oz.
vigorous stirring.
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sulphate and no longer acts as a " pre¬
servative ” ; while the reducing agents
themselves oxidise, and staining is the
inevitable result. The trouble is mini¬

in

From your description we should
imagine that the negatives have been
intensified with mercury, and have
reverted to the bleached stage. You
might experiment with one of them by
giving it a thorough washing and then
treating it with a 10 per cent solution
of sodium sulphite (made slightly acid
with citric acid), till it is blackened
right through. Then wash and dry it.
Carbro.
Where can I find working instructions for the
Carbro process ?
R. C. (Wellingborough.)

Your
booklet

best plan will be to obtain the
on the subject supplied by the

Autotype Co., 59, New
London, W.C.i.
Dark-room

Stops.

I am told that the lens of my camera is marked
with American stop numbers, 4, 8, etc. Do you
think this is so ? Are they the same as f/ numbers ?
D. 'W. (West Ham.)

Your stops are numbered according
to the U.S. system, but the initials
stand for Universal System, and not for
United States. The corresponding f/
numbers fire as follows :
U.S. 4
8 16 32 64 128
F/
8 II
22 32
45

Street,

Walls.

I am fixing up a small room for photographic
work ; what is a safe colour to paint the walls ?
L. E. (Beccles.)

Any colour is “ safe ” provided your
lamp is safe. Even white walls will
reflect only a small amount of this light,
and this will do no harm in any properly
conducted photographic work.
Glazing

Prints.

What strength of alum is used for hardening
prints before glazing ? Is there any difference in
the use of P.O.P. and gaslight paper ?
F. H. (Burton.)

You can glaze prints either on P.O.P.
or gaslight paper, provided it is of the
glossy variety. In preference to alum
for hardening the prints we should
advise you, at the end of the final
washjng, to put the prints for two or
three minutes in a ten per cent solution
of formalin, and then transfer them
straight on to the glass.
Blocking

U.S.

Oxford

I am

Out.

told that for blocking out the background

of

figure subjects to get a sort of cut-out effect,
Brunswick black is suitable. Do you recommend
this ?
F. L. M. (Dewsbury.)

Although a good many opaque pig¬
ments can be used for such a purpose we
much prefer Photopake, a Vanguard
preparation which can be obtained
through any photographic dealer. It
has distinct advantages over most other
such preparations, and can be washed
off again if necessary.
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Business Notices

Displayed Advertisements

on Advertisement matters should be addressed : The Advertisement

Manager, “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4. Copy for displayed advertisements tor the Issue of any
particular week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning In
the week previous. Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.
EXCHANGE
12 words

: AMATEURS

ONLY—

or less .

1/-

12 words or less .
2id. lor every additional word.

2/6

Id. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE

i-PLATE

4

AND

Thornton-Pickarcl

LiRNSES
Junior

MARION’S Dainty Soho Reflex, 31x2K excellent
leather

case,

£12 ;

Butcher’s

Klimax Folding Pocket, l-pl., Aldis f/4.5, double
exteasion,' quick rising and cross front, F.P.A., 6
single slides, leather case, £5 ; Heyde Extiosure
Meter, as new, 3/- ; Zeiss Distar Lens, 3/IV, in
case, 6/-. — Ripley, Chipperfield, . Ellis Avenue,
Slough.
[4455

STX-20
f/6.3“ lens,
new and unused,
52/6. —
Box Kodak,
5751, c/o
The Amateur
Photographer.”

not be sent as remittances.

BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the ofBce of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must include the words “ Box 000, c/o * The Amateur Photographer ’.”
Replies should be addressed : “Box 000, c/o ‘The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us
to the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
In any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers v/ho reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
“ Deposit System ” is recommended.

Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons may deal in perfect safety by
availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with “The
Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after which
period. If buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If a sale is
eOected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to
return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no sale,
and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which
we take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75,
6/- ;

over

£75

and

under

£100,

7/6 :

and

on

all transactions

over

£100,

one-half

per cent. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be made payable to IlifTe and Sons Limited.

1-PLATE

[4459
Ica Trona, Tessar f/4.5 Distar, 3 yellow

1-PLATE

Ensign

CAMERAS

AND

1 to 1/lOOth sec., T. B.. double extension,

R.C.,

brilliant, direct, 3

slides, wallet ;

new

condition, £4/12/6. — Box 5791, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[4510
1-PLATE Meagher Studio Field, all accessories, 2
2 lenses, £3 ; Westminster }-pl. Horizontal
Flnlarger, condenser, no lens, adjustable easel,
£2/10 ; Zeiss x8 Delturis Binoculars, excellent
condition, £5/10 : Leica Eldia Printing-box,
brand new, £1 ; 3 latest N. &■ G. 3i x 2} D.D.
slides, numbered 7 to 12, 27/6 ; K 1 and K 2
Filters for 34x24 Sibyl, in cases, 10/- the two;
latest JiLstophot Exposure Meter, with case, 15/- ;
deposit system. — Box 5793, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[4512
Trade,

special attention to Pathescopcs. — Humphrys,
269/273,
Rye liane,
London,
S.E.15.
[2961 ;
stock S. London'
: largest
4 Aldis-Butcher,
shutterRolll/25th
to
l/500th,
Exchanged
CAMERAS
31x2}
Ensign
Focal-plane
Film
Reflex,
f/4.5
leather case and tripod ; as new, £5/5. — Brown, 212,

fdters, 6 slides, F.P.A., leather case, £9. — Below.

4

back, 2 Wratten, 1 Agfa filters, F.P.A., 2 Beacon St., Lichiield, Staffs.

f/4.5, revolving

CAMERAS
AND
LENSEs"]
Goerz Tenax, metal body, f/6.8, Ibsor,

l-PLATE

4

LENSES

4

Reflex, Aldis

if lost in transit should

Mr. R. Exchange,
L. Green, trading
L. Green’s
Photo¬
graphic
of 218, as
ForeR. Street,
Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur PhotoKiapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, ollering to take
such goods in exchange for others or to purchase
tor Cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
oBers from this quarter.

9x12 Mentor Press, f/4.5 Cooke Aviar,
slides,

Co.

WARNING

Reflex, reversing back, f/2.9 Plaubel Anticomar,

double

Sc

1

Thetaken
Proprietors
are mistakes.
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although every care
is
to avoid

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

Special Ruby

recently overhauled. 12 slides, case. Enlarger, 5J-in.
condenser, takes above lens, spirit lamp ; the lot
£9/9.^ — Parr, Balsham, Cambs.
6 [4450
D.D.
slides, 9 Mackenzies, £11. — Photos, 6,
Crescent, Exeter.
[4451
Queen’s
order, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, swing front, F.P.A.,
6

{Supplement)

Deposit System

Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
insertions, 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head OOlce, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, not later than first post
FRIDAY, for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham 2 ;
260, Deansgate, Manchester ; 26h, Renfleld Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one Issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

CAMERAS

Cinematographer

Special
Noteno answer to their enquiries are re¬
Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive
quested to regard the silence as an Indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be Included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.

Prepaid Advertisements
AND

and

Emporium

Notes_being_^traceable

OFFICES — Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Telegrams : “ Cyclist, Fleet,
London.” Telephone : City 2846 (17 lines).
PUBLISHI^G DATE. — ‘‘ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ” Is on sale
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles, 17/4 per annum, Canada, 17/4, other countries
abroad, 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES.— Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to IIIBe and Sons
Limited.

SALE

Photographer

Postal Orders sent in payment for Advertisements should he
made payable to ILIFFE AND SONS LTD., and crossed

Publishing

Communications

Amateur

[4476

CO.
GASK
URLondon,
^RTH
St.,
Conduit St.,
St.,Regent
W.),
Arthur
GASK
&W.l&CO..(late
50, ofMortimer
Bargain. — Klito l-pl., double extension, Aldis Amateur
Cine Specialists.
[4461
Series Bi-pl.
; cost
; leather
case, F.P.A.
Graflex
Reflex,£35 Ross
f/4.5, revolving
back, ;
Exceptional
everything photographic ;
full approval,value
and inguaranteed.
as new ; best offer. — 29, Kiunaird Avenue, W.4.
2 clip
slides,
asf/4.5
new,
£10 ;
also
V.P.
31x2.V
Zeiss
Ideal,
Tessar,
D.A.
Compur,
Minimum Palmos Focal-plane, f/4.5 Tessar, F.P.A.,
cost £8/10
or exchange,
Ensign
RoII ;FilmcashReflex,
Ross f/6.3£3/7/6.
; as new ;
6 slides, K 2 filter, wire release, leather case ;
CAMERA
— All
: [4465
CineKodak, Bargains.
Model B,
1/3.5,new£8 condition
; Butcher’s
Roll
Film Reflex, 3ix21, 45/- ; V.P.K., anastigmat,
perfect, £9 ; deposit system. — Box 5778, c/o “ The 31x2}
2 costZeiss
£7/12/6
; cashEnlarger,
£4/18/6. f/6.8 anastigmat ;
Miraphot
[4479
autographic, 25/-. — Gordon, 211, Canterbury Rd., Amateur Photographer.”
Folkestone.
[4466 I-PLATE Planex Reflex, Cooke f/4.5 lens, 2 double Leica
new, universal
£1/12/6.
Finder ; cost £2/18/6 ; as
4 plate-holders, F.P.A., nerv leather case ; excel¬
lent condition, £8. — Wilson, St. Mildreds, Petts
speeds, leatherFilmo,
case ;as cost
; specially
TENAX,
1/3 F.P.A.
Dograar and
lens, leather
Compur caseshutter,
6 slides,
; cost3ix2i,
£17 ; Wood Rd., Petts Wood, Nr. Orpington, Kent. [4482 BELL-HOWELL
new, £54Cooke
f/3.5, 2
recommended, £15/17/6.
condition good ; wanted 3ix21 Reflex ; no rubbish
offered or wanted ; or sell, £12. — Box 5774, c/o
/<jrxl07
mm.
Zeiss
Stereolette,
f/4.5
Tessars,
Ill ORCamera,
Sale.sec.,
— inErnemann
Bobette f/4.5
V.P. lens,
Roll speeds
Film
changing-box. case ; as new ; cost £30 ;
good condition,
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[4467 to‘ 1/lOOth
direct finder, £3/10, or near offer. —
A. V. Chope, 4, Carlton Rd., Putney, S.W. [4484 exceptional value, £10/15.
6 slides,
case ; f/4.5
as new,
ZEISS
Miroflex,F.P.A.,
i-pl., leather
Zeiss Tessar
lens,
lutely super
as new,
in case
; -costcomplete,
£50 ; special
sixteen
Projector,
-abso¬
£29/10. — Box 5776, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬ 9x12
Tessar
3 plate Reflex,
slides and
cm. f/4.5
Ihageelens,Folding
withF.P.A.
Zeiss; Ensign
bargain, £35.
grapher.”
[4471 very compact and in splendid condition ; cost
£46/10 ; will accept £20. — Pilone, 5, Bagley Close, PATHE
Attachment,
£1/10
;
Motor,
£1/17/6
;
Dual
latest model, £4/12/6 ; Super
31x2i
Bentzin also
Reflex,
Steinheil
5i-in.anastig¬
f/3.5 West Drayton, Middlesex. [4-492 Resistance, Projector,
2 anastigmat,
Gilmer
7-in. f/4.8
17/6.
mat, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., roll-holder, Zeiss
filter, .shutter l/3rd to 1/1, 000th, black case ; 31x2.1
2 f/4.5,Marion
6 D.D. Soho
slides,Reflex,
Marion Voigtlander
F.P.A., graduated
Accessories, at special sale prices ; state
Heliar
splendid condition, £10/10. — Below.
filter, perfect condition, leather case, £10/10 ; also Stereoscopes, Exposure Meters, Tanks and
requirements.
Ross Telecentrlc Lens, 11-in. t/6.8. Acme .shutter,
31x2i
Rollshutter,
Film, leather
f/4.5 case,
Sonnar
& Co., 50, Mortimer St., Regent
St.,
4 Compur
£2, — anastigmat,
Astill, 150, perfect order, with leather case, £2/10. — Morris, 438,
write — Arthur
transaction .
straightforwar
aPhone,
ForGask
Arnold St., Bolton, Lancs.
[4473
Ley St., Ilford, Essex.
[4495 W.l.
Museum d 0537
[4514
Graflex plate or cut filin magazines, fibre carryingcase, £10. — Jefferies, 2, Worcester Terrace, Bristol.

YOU

CAN

DEAL

f/6.8, 6 slides, F.P.A. and case ; almost
new, £3/10. — Theodore Wise, 36, Magdalen Rd.,
Wandsworth Common, London, S.W.18.
[4478
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LENSES

Trade.

•\[EGIlETTr
and ZAMBRA,
Regent
St.
W.l, the camera
specialists, 122.
offer the
following
bargains.

All Apparatus fully guaranteed and sent.’ on 5

days’ approval against full deposit. Saleable,
up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole pay¬
ment or purchased for cash. Our reputation is
your guarantee.

I CAMERAS

SEIZE THIS
OPPORTUNITY
BEFORE

Lloyds. — F/2 3-in. Anai?tigmat Lenses by Goerz

Gammax
shutter,
speeds
1/lOth,
Lloyds.
— 3-in.between-lens
f/2.9 Dallmeyer
Pentac
Lenses,
in
l/25th, l/50th, 1 /100th sec., bulb and time, 52/6.

G'REAT Alteration Clearance, Cash Only.- — £5/17 6

I each. Mentor Focal-plane, 34x23, Cassar f/3. 5 :
Apem i-pl. Focil-plane, f/4.5 ;
34x24 Cameo.
D.E., Ross f/4.5 ; Carbine 3ix2i, Ross f/4.5, [4508
D.A.
Compur, also la Size with Tessar; 31x23 Tropical
Ross f/4.5 ; P.C. Dcckrullo, Schneider f/4.5. — Below.
i-Pl- Ruby Reflex, Cooke f/2.5 (outfit cost nearly £40) ; Bijou Reflex,
f/2.5, £8/17/6 : Pressman Reflex, i-pL, 87/6, also
Ensign (both Aldis f/4.5), P.C. Pressman, same
price ; i-pl. Palmos, Zeiss f,'4.5, £12/17/6 ; Leica
No. 1, Elmar f/3. 5, £6/17/6 ; Miraphot Enlarger,
cost £7/12/6 ; T.-P. Artist, cost £17/2/6 ; both
half price; Agfa Standard 34x23 Plate, f/4.5,
85/-; Salex 33x24 Horizontal Reflex, f/4.5, 63/-;
i-pl. Ihagee, f/4.5, 59/6; Zodel 33x24, f/3. 8,
D.A. Compur, 98/6 ; Klito i-pl., Lukos f/4.5,
79/6 ; i-pl., Goerz Dagor f/6.8. Compound, 65/- ;
i-pl. Sanderson, f/6.8, 65/-; Zodel 33x23, f/4.5,
65/- ; Three Justophot Meters (like new), 19/6 each ;
95/- Twinlite, 39.'6.— Below.

41x6 Baby Speed Reflex, deep detachable focus31.x 2.4 Newman & Guardia Folding Reflex,

.3 focussing, rising front, deep triple focussing
hood, with magnifiers, revolving back, quickwind focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to 1 /800th and
time, fitted Dallmeyer Serrac f/4.5, focussing
mount, also 10-in. Ifallon Telephoto lens f/5.6,
focussing, Wratten xl filter, Ilford Beta filter,
3 D.D. slides, F.P.A. and solid leather case ;
perfect condition, £30.

ROLLEIFLEX, Leica and Contax Stockists, two-

thirds allowed modern cameras, part payment,
subject approval. — Allens, 168, Oldham Rd.,
Manchester 4.
[0087

The most staggering Bargain
EVER OFFERED.
Genuine brand
new and unsoiled 1933 model
Agfa Standard 2Jx3J Roll-film
Cameras, f 4.5 Agfa anastigmat
LIST PRICE

3lx2i
Ensign Focal-plane
(for roll films),
4 focussing,
sky-shade, Reflex
deep focussing
hood,
quick- wind focal-plane shutter, l/25th to 1/.500th
and time, fitted Aldis Hno anastigmat f/1.5,
and leather case ; as new, £5/17 6.
1-PLATE

4

Goerz

Anschutz

Press

OUR

PRICE

£7

1 .^-CM. Carl Zeiss Tessar Lens f/L5, in sunk
1/W focussing mount, also Proxar lens ; optically
perfect, £1/15.
1-PLATE O.P. Folding Pocket Kodak, reversible

4

finder, fitted Goerz Dagor

f'6.8, automatic

speeded shutter. 1 to 1/lOOth and
order, £1/10.

time ; perfect

Specification
grade

Box

SHUTTER. — Agfa Automat shutter, controlled by
ingenious clockwork mechanism, giving speeds
from i to I/1 00th of a second.
VIEW-FINDERS.— Two very efficient finders are
fitted, one a brilliant reflecting, and the other
a wire-frame finder.
SIMPLE MANIPULATION.— The focus and dia¬
phragm can be adjusted and the shutter set
for exposure whilst the camera is held facing
the subject. This is something altogether new.

gPECIAL Bargains fully guaranteed.
1 i/J-MM. Cine-Kodak Model B, f/1.9 lens, for

Highest

50

or

100

ft. film, £22/10.

31x2iTessarRolllens.Film
Vesta shutter,
Camera, leather
f/6.3 Zeiss
Compound
case,
Compur
and f/3.
case,
ZEISS
Ikonshutter
Kolibri,
5 £S.'lessar lerrs, new
3
Serrac
lens,
3
D.D.
slides
; a new
£45.
31x24 Adams’ Radex Reflex, 6-in.
f/4.5 outfit,
Dallmeyer
9x12
cm.
Folding
Ernemann
Reflex,
18-cm.
f/3. 5 Ernon lens, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case ; cost-£70, £30.
Developing,
Printing ;andbestEnlarging
also
repairs to apparatus
possible; work
only : write for full list of second-hand outfits.
4. ADAMS
& CO., LTD.,
122, Wigmore St., [4489
W.l.
Phone, Welbeck
3215.

FINISH. — Real morocco leather covering, counter¬
sunk into the aluminium body, leather bellows,
etc., etc. Will take all standard 3ix2i roll
film (8 exposures 1/-). Supplied complete in
box together with full instructions and makers’
guarantee.

4
£12.

28

BE

Five

possible prices
part exchange.

days’

approval
deposit.

given

against

in

full

320, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Victoria, S.W.1
(Opposite New Victoria Cinema.) Telephone : Victoria 2977.
Hoars of Business: 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. (Monday to Saturday.)

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

[^52

[4460

denser, 95/- Projector,
; Cine Camera,
PATHESCOPE
super-reel,motor
super drive,
con¬
58/6. — 186, St. James Rd., Croydon.
[4462
S lamps, 32-mm.
and 40-mm.
PATHESCOPE
Lux Projector,
with lenses,
resistance,£17 2;
Silver Screen, with stretchers, 5x4 ft., £2; two
500-watt h’loodlight Lamps (210-220 volts) with
reflectors, 30/- each. — Apply, A. Sawrey Cookson,
High Croft, Winchester.
[4464

PATHE Lux Projector, resistances, ca.se, spare

lamp, instruction book ; perfectly new con¬
dition, unsoiled ; cost £22/5 ; a bargain, £15 ; ap¬
proval deposit. — Box 5775, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[4469

P.ATHE 9.5-cm. No. 022046, with Pathex motor

and reducing lens view-finder, 4 chargers, all in
excellent condition, £2/5. — R. N. Gray, Central
Y.M.C.A., Bristol.
[4500
Morley,
10, Mornington
Bradford. £3.
[4503
9 -MM.
Alescope
Projector, Villas,
good condition,
—
screen,
£11/11. —condition,
HeatherZEISS200-240
Ikon volts,
16-mm. case,
Projector
; e.xcellent
bell, Copse Avenue, West Wickham, Kent.
[4506
Trade.

rp-HE
CAMERA
&. GRAMOPHONE
CO.
A DVISE
all Patheseope
users to watch
for their
advertisement in tliis journal next week.

The CAMERA & GRAMOPHONE COMPANY,

the premier Pathe.scope Specialists, 320, Vaux¬
hall Bridge Rd., Victoria, S.W.l. Telephone,
Victoria 2977.
[4515

THE CAMERA & GRAMOPHONE CO.

WISE

Photographer.”

Photographer.”

:

Agfa f/4.5 anastigmat.

This Hyper-Bargain is of course
unrepeatable, so order immediately
in order to avoid disappointment.

10

5735, c/o “ The Amateur

also Camera
Projector(automatic),
in iron case,
DEVRY
35-mm.,35-volt,
almost meets
new,
Projector Act. — Box 5752, c/o “ The Amateur

Repairs to allworkmen
makes of; apparatus
executedbeforeby
estimate given
Apparatus
can be, purchased
deferred
payment system
please ask on
for our
details.
Developing,
Printing
Enlarging, best
possible results.
Quickand
service.
NEGRETTI
and
ZAMBRA,
122,
Regent [0010
St.,
W.l.
A. W.l,
ADAMSlate &of 24,CO.,Charing
LTD.,Cross122,Rd.,Wigmore
W.C.2. St.,
Vesta and
Makers
of Verto.
the Minex Reflex Cameras, also
experienced
proceeding.

Kodak, Ltd.,
directA,current,
volts up by
to
KODASCOPE
Model
lately 50overhauled
140 volts, complete with extra resistance and

PATHE
Lux case
Projector,
months
additional
resistance,
; cost 6 £23
; willold,
accept
£15. —

£2:19:6

rising and cross front, direct finder, also wire¬
LENS. — Highest

CINEMATOGRAPH APPARATUS

spare 165-watt lamp, £20, or near offer. — Swithinbank, Maybanks, Rudgwick, Horsham.
[4443

: 15:0

Focal-plane,

frame finder, quick-wind self-capping focal-plane
shutter, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th and time, bulb
release to 5 sec., fitted 15-cm. Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,
focussing mount, 3 U.P. holders, F.P..4., leather
case ; as brand new, £20.

|

and Busch & Lomb, fitted Ilex between-lens
shutter, speeds l/5th, 1/lOth, l/25th, l/50th,
1/lOOth sec., bulb and time ; unused, £3/12/6.

IT IS TOO LATE

3 sing hood, revolving back, quick-wind
focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th and
time, fitted Hugo Meyer Trioplan f/3, focussing
mount, 6 slides, F.P.A., lens hood, filter, mag¬
nifiers and pigskin case, £15.

31x2i
Ensign
Focal-plane
Film Reflex,
focus4 sing,
sky-shade,
deep Roll
focussing
hood, quick-

LENSES

Lloyds
photographic
87,
Lamb’s Conduit
St., W.C.l. supplies,
Phone, Holborn
6250 ; usual approval terms.

Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th and time, as new,
£1,00 ; Berthiot Olor anastigmat f/4.5,'iris mount,
£3/10 ; 7.2-in. Ensign Anastigmat, Series I, No. 2,
f/5.8, sunk iris mount, £1/10 ; 6.2-in. Taylor, Tayl. r
& Hobson Series III Cooke lens f.'6.5. Volute shutt"!'.
1 to l/150th and time, £1/10.

wind focal-plane shutter, ]/25th to l/500th and
time, fitted Aldis Uno anastigmat f/4.5, leather
case ; as new, £5/17/6.

AND

ii, 1933

Trade.

angle —Lens
iris mount,
complete Widewith
Lenses.
4.2-in.f/16,Watson’s
Holostigmat
flange, .£2/,5 ; 10-cin. Goerz Tenastigmat f 'f).3,

'■y^C
Bell-Howell
Cine Camera,
3 speeds,
I w
16,
24, f/3. 5 tiooke
lens, complete
in case12,;
as new ; list price over £66 ; our price, £30.
/I -PLATE Ensign Popular Reflex, double extension,
4 rack rising front, sky-shade, deep triple focussing
hood, reversing back, quick-wind focal-plane
shutter, ]/15th to I'l, 000th and time, fitted
Aldis anastigmat t/4.5, 6 slides, F'.P.A., £7/10.

January

SUPER Films (Patheseope) on Hire, II- each, from

the long-established library of Messrs. Camera
Craft, Ltd., Palmers Green, N.13. Send P.C. for
particulars.
[0086

CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; stand¬
; the Film
bestLibrary
library,
Patheseope
and
CINEdaysHOUSE
: Supers
2/- 3 clear
Gevaert Film Service ; 9-mm., 16-mm. Apparatus,

ard only ; lists free ; sample 1/-. — Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[352:1

new, second-hand. — 2, Anlaby Rd.,
Molesey 1064.

SYSTEM.

Teddington.
[4496

January

I

THE

ii, 1933

CINEMATOGRAPH

AMATEUR

APPARATUS

Trade,

Pathe ALIGHT.
Baby Projectors
no heat
problems, for
in
FLUSTR
— The ;Super
Illuminant
spite of tile amazing brilliance secured ; yet a
6-ft. picture is shown witli ease. The system
uses a highly efficient reflecting device, a new
type condenser, and the whole in a lantern
of the same diameter as the Pathe, but one inch
longer, fitted to any standard Pathe in a few
seconds ; hundreds of satisfied customers ; your
early order solicited ; goods sent by return ;
complete sets for all mains voltages, 00/-, post
paid ; accumulator models, 40/- only.

I^ILMS of every description,
enquiries 35-mm..
invited ;28-mm.,
please
voltages, 35-mm.
screen and
programme
STANDARD
Portable,
motor ofdrive,filmsall;
everything ready to show, £8.
REWINDBRS
16-mm., with
gears on
polished oakfor baseboard,
1.5/- housed
each.
1LLUSTRAREELS
for 16 and 9 mm., 2 for 4/6,
post paid.
CHROMIUM-PLATED
indoor; 10moviesonly;
original cost 60/- ;Reflectors,
our pricefor 25/to ClCSiI*
ver Projection Surfaces,
split rollers
Ibattens,
LLUSTRASCREBNS.—
HighlywithReflective
Super and
Sil¬
framed sides, with ingenious stretching
' 16-mm., 9-mm. ;
state requirements.

device, assuring a flawless picture area and
maximum brilliance. Rigid but portable ; easily
rolled for transport after the show.

ORDER an Illustrascreen to-day. — 20x30 10/-,

24x36 12/-, .36x48 21/-, 48x48 25/-, 48x60
30/-, 48x66 32/- ; all prices are carriage paid ;
any size made to order.

Everything
for Movies.
— Phone,immense
write,stockor,
better still, call
and inspect
of bargains.
JLLUSTRA
ENTERPRISES.—
159, Wardour
St.,
London, W.l.
Telephone, Gerrard
6889. [4516
PATHESCOPE
should
obtain
detailedby
particulars ofOwners
attractive
service.s
operated

“SERVICE” SPECIAL FOLDING
PLATE CAMERA. Size 3^x2^
S pecification. — All-metal
body, covered in fine grain
leather, double extenjion
by rack and pinion focus¬
sing, rising and cross front
by screw adjustment, bril¬
liant reversible and direct
wire-frame finder, superior
quality Primar anastigmat lens, in delayedaction Compur shutter,
speeds from one second
to l/250th sec., T. and B.,
back hooded focussing
screen and 3 single metal
slides, wire release.

PATHESCOPE Apparatus, Accessories and Films

Lloyds. — New Lantern Slides, 3}x3i. coloured,

of 12 with description ; subjects :
Travel, Education, Nursery and Fairy Tales,
.
Comic, Military, Sentimental, Religious, 2/6 per set ;
3 sets 6/6 ; 6 sets 12/6.

Lloyds. — Lantern Slide Transfers, coloured,

STANDARD
Cinematograph
Films,
stock,—
1,000-ft. reel
(incomplete),
3/6, clearing
four 12/6.

00

Negative,

9/6 per 100 fk — B. & S. Productions, 1,

Mitre Court,
.

Fleet St., E.C.4.

[4488

Pathescope
super143,Reels
hired Rd.,
; particulars.
—
H. L. Bundy,
Frimley
Camberley,
Surrey.
[4499
watch for other
novelties.copy ;
STEDMAN’S
Lead original
; others9.5-mm.
apparently
9.
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Trailer, originated
ot ; us,
me
J. postKING”
free ; professional
title expertsby
ri samples
ra
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,f
tt
and free “ End,” lid. — Stedman’s Cinematograph
ac
'3
.5
Laboratory, Meadow Rd., Leeds, II.
[4504
li
me
len
nt£
s
Phone
: Holborn 0664 (3 lines.)
3
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SOUTH
LONDON and
PHOTOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY,
Headquarters
Dark-room, Camberwell

sP
la
na
r,
in
o
Central Library, Peckham ublRd., S.IS.
Ordinary
st
an Meetings,
meetings, Mondays, 8 p.m. ; e AKine
Group
da
na
rd January
s
alternate Wednesdays,
ti
iri
f/3 8 p.m., commencing
gm
sm
.5
ou
R
18th ; the Society’s club
has ajust
commenced
;
tf/
ss year
nt
6.8 29, Talfourd
Hon. Secretary, Mr.Mey oR.
J. Smith,
er Zei
,i
Place, S.E.15.
[4498
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mount
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Established 1889

Service

0

Ze

Go

6

mount. As new .
£4 2 6
3-in. Dallmeyer Pentax f/2.9, in sunk mount. .£300
61-in. Simili Anastigmat f/7.7, Koilos shutter, speeds 1
to l/300th sec. and time .
£1 5 0
6-in. Ensign Anastigmat f/7.7, in Compound shutter,
speeds 1 to l/200th sec., T. and B .
£1 17 6
4i|-in. Beck Isostigmar, Celverex shutter, speeds 1/lOth
to l/80tb sec., T. and B .
15s. Od.
No. 6 Watch Pocket Carbine, Zeiss Tessar f/4.-'5, new
Compur shutter, rising front. Unsoiled .
£7 7 0
1-pl. Etui Double Extension, Zeiss Tessar lens f/4.5,
Compur shutter, 3 single slides and leather carrving-case
£7 18 6
44x6 Roth Miniature Reflex, f/3 Meyer Trioplan, reversing
back, rack and pinion and lens in focussing moun'j adjust¬
ment, focal-plane shutter, speeds from 1/lOth to 1/l.uoOth
part of a sec. and time, 6 single slides, F.P. adapter, filter _
and leather carrying-case. Unsoiled .
£22 10 0 V

Doncaster. [4470

Panchromatic

OUR
STOCK

mount .
£1
5.1-in. f/5.6 Ross Homocentric, in standard iris
£1
6-in. Goerz Dagor f/6.8, in sunk iris mount. . . £1

.
3Jx3I,
sets of 12 on sheet, large selection of
subjects, 2/6 for 12 sets.
[4509

Edenthorpe,

Roll-film adapter 15 - extra.
Leather case 12 8.

£3 0 0
51-in. Ross Xpres Anastigmat f/4.5, in sunk focussing
mount .
£3 18 6

m
set

Super-Sensitive

only — A.

TT

suit

er

zD

289,

HIGH

J.

P.,

Compur. — Fayle,

VVIANTED. — Ensign
TT

HOLBORN,

LONDON,

Tripod

for

DEPOSIT

Montague

Merlin,

Cinepan

Igranic

Mansions,

[4477
for 4ix3i,

Leicester

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

or

Filmo

Neutrosonic

TT

attachments

and

generator,

or

Rd..

[4486
Metal

Shortwave

separately. —

Carter, Eastbourne, Ashville Avenue,
Tees.

Norton-on[4493

YJl/ANTED.
Sept Focussing
Standard Telephoto,
Cine Camera,
11 or
T T
12 in. —Ross
Pathe
or
16-mm. Cine ; Ernemann Focal-plane, f/1.8, V.P.,
will exchange for above, Graham A.C. 3-valve allmains Gramophone Amplifler, in portable maho¬
gany case, suitable for home talkies, etc. ; cost
£40. — Clements, 18, Brook Crescent, E.4.
[4494
'LV^'ANTED. — Postcard or Larger Reflex, good,
TT

cheap. — George

Privett,

Dairvman,

Brighton.

AMPLUS No. 4, Auto-Amplus No. 2 ; exchange

3ix2I f/4.5 Roll Film, cash, for 34x24 or
V.P. Reflex. — Wallis, May Avenue, Wollaton,
Nottingham.
[4501
[4497
1^4^jS[TED. — Good
TT

not

exceeding

Class x8 Prism
150/- ;

also

Binocular, price

Glass

for theatre

use, say x3 or x4. — Box 5792, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[4511
ANTED. — 34x24 Etui, single extension, plate
“ The

or

similar

Amateur

;

good

condition. — Box

5794,

Photographer.”

c/o

[4513

Trade.

PATHESCOPE Projectors and Accessories pur¬
WANTED. — Second-hand Bevelling Machine, in

chased ; best cash prices. — Southern Film Ex¬
change, 52, Boundaries Rd., Balham, London. [0078
good condition, 12-in. preferred. — Box
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

5736,
[4453

WANTED. — V.P. Tenax Camera, or similar ;

must be cheap. — Matthews. 140, Idle Rd.,
Bradford.
[4490

ACCESSORIES
1^x12 Oleobrom Set, complete, used three times
only, .£2/10. — 1, Bedford Mansions, Barnet,
Herts.
[4475
Trade.

Bellows. — A11 sizes stocked ; lowest prices i

camera cases. — A. Maskeus & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

Lloyds offer the following new goods, bank¬

rupt stock, at halt usual prices : approval
terms ; 87,
Holborn
6250. Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l. Phone,

mounted,
new, 4 in., 10/6
in., 12/6. double
Lloyds.
— condensers,
Plano; 41Convex,
by
C.
Baker,
stainless
steel
rails,
tables,
Lloyds.
— Two 5-ft. Geometric Opticaloak Benches
reading telescope, micrometer movement, RamsW.C.l

den eyepiece, 10 and 20, Pointolite lamp,
bull’s-eyes, £7/12/6 each.
This advertisement

OUR

3d,

Receiver, complete valves. — Box 5785, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[4491
'IV'' ANTED. — Pathe Projector, 9.5-mm., with super

T T

drive, capacity 400 ft., complete with lens,
electric lamp, resistance for all voltages, flex and
plug, in case, 35-mm., £2/7/6.

Film Company,

TT

Bournemouth.

18
Go
Sy
f/6
A
in st
i
er
nt
an £2 0 ris0
0- .
.8 nast
mount
z
or
da
m
ig
rd
5}-m.m. f/4.5 Cooke Luxor Anastigmat
iris
ma Lens, in sunk
t,
mount. As new .
£3 10 0
7-in. Ross Homocentric f/6. 3, in sunk iris mount £2 10 0
6-in. Ross-Goerz Double Anastigmat f/8, standard iris
mount .
£1 1 0

stocks ; usual approval terms ; 87, Lamb’s
Conduit St., W.C.l. Phone, Holbnrn 6250.

QX-MM.

WANTED. — Good Anastigmat Lens, about 4-in.

focal length, any reasonable aperture, with
flange. — Clayton, 24, Heaton Grove, Bradford. [4454
WANTED.— 34X24 Zeiss Ikon Folding Plate,
tT double extension, Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur
shutter, rising, cross movements. — Weir, 5, Sannox
Gardens, Glasgow, E.l.
[4456

Baker St., London. W.l.
ANTED. — Modern Telephoto Lens

£1 12

Lloyds offer the following new goods, bankrupt
Lloyds. — New German Home Projectors, hand

Eclipse
.

Slides and/or i-pl. Soho Reflex ; J-pl. Square
Bellows
without
slides. — W’rite,
Box Z288,Camera,
Williugs,with
86, or
Strand,
W.C.2.
[4426

Good Hand Camera, exchange powerful 4-valve

2i Tessco, double extension. Zeiss f/4.5 Te-s.<«ar.
Compur shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter .
£5 7 6
3J ■ 2i Adams’ Vesta, focal-plane shutter, speeds 1 'nth
to l/l.OOOth sec., T. and B., f/4.0 Uo'ss Zeiss Tessar leas,
12 slides, F.P. adapter, D.V. finder and case. . . . £10 10 0
V.P. Foth Derby Focal-plane, f/3.5 Foth anastigmat lens,
focussing and luirse. Like new .
£5 7 6
1-pl. Phoenix Tropical Model, doulde exten.«!ion by rack
and pinion focu.ssing, rising and cross front, brilliant re¬
versible view-finder, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/20()th sec., T. and B., back-lioodeJ focussing
screen, 3 single slides and leatlier case .
£7 0 0
31x2i Tropical Ensign Roll Film Re3ex, Dallmeyer
f/4.5 lens and case .
£4 7 6
Ensign Cine Cabinet in Oak, to contain Projector, resis¬
tance and films .
£1 15 0
Leitz Fodis Distance Meter and purse .
£1 7 6
Leitz Angular View-finder .
10s. 6d.
16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 lens, leather case.
Good condition .
£9 17 6

freshly stocked. Special post order depart¬
ment extends prompt interested attention to
country customers ; real service after purchase ;
illustrated catalogue free with pleasure. — Southern
Film Exchange, above.
[0079

MUT^TISPEED Shutter for i-pl. lens ; Book-form

S.G. Wireless, A.C. eliminator, complete,
perfect. — Mon Abri, Chorleywood.
[4468
VV’’ ANTED. — Second-hand Contax or Leica ; write

7 days' free approval terms against
deposit to value. Private extended hh
payments plan at your convenience.

^^-FT. Films 8d., 30-ft. 4d. per 7 days ; no
deposit, no fuss. — ^Southern, above.

WANTED^

f/4.5 or f/6, for enlarger ; prices to — W., 2, Warrior
Square, Southend-on-Sea.
[4463

SELECTION
FROM
EXTENSIVE SECOND-HAND

SUPER Reels, over 500 Pathescope Supers, in¬

AND

W 'ANTED.— Half-plate Camera, Field Outfit ;
Tripod
Hood, Wanted
Focussing
Hood,
New
SpecialBoard,
Sibyl Lens
Accessories
: F.P.A.,
Light Tripod ; also 4i-in. to 44-in. focus Lens,

Cash price

cluding every catalogued number, available
for hire, 2/3 3 days, 3/6 7 days ; London’s
leading Film Library, Southern Film Exchange,
above.

I EXCHANGE

3

particulars to — J. Simpson, Roecliffe, Boroughbridge.
[4457

£4 : 18 : 6
or 11/- deposit and
9 monthly pay¬
ments of 11/-.
F.P. adapter 5/6 extra.
Extra slides 1/6 each.

{Supplement)

ADVERTISEMENTS

“SERVICE” SET THE
HIGHEST STANDARD
IN VALUES

Southern Film Exchange, 52, Boundaries Rd.,
Balham, Loudon. Telephone, Battersea 1145.

m
m

PHOTOGRAPHER

ALL

RISK.

continued

on next ipage.

Nelson
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4 {Supplement)

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

SMASHING

ACCESSORIES
Trade.

J his advertisement continued from jrrevioiis ftoge.
focussing
adjustment,
3/9 ; Hand
Stereoscopic
Views,
Lloyds.
— American
Pattern
Stereoscopes,
real photographs. Battlefield Series, Ghent, Bruges,
Chuignes, Knocke, Brussels, Leige, Namur, Malines,
Antwerp. Louvaine, etc., packet of 50 different, 2/-,
3 packets 5/- ; Stereoscopic Photographic Foreign
Views, 45x107 mm., 6 packets, 10 cards in each,
2/6.

I LOYDS. — New-stock Enameiled Dishes, superior

J to any on tlie market, 3-in. deep, postcard
strip. 23x7 in., 7/6 ; 24x18 in., 12/6 ; 20x16 in.,
10/6; 15X12, 5/6; 12x10, 4/6; 10x8, 3/6;
24X16X4 or 5 in. deep, 15/-; 30x20x3 in.
deep, 15/-.

38 X 15 —X Proceloyd
1 2, 20/- ; RoH
tap-hole
tap, 2/6 Tanks,
extra ;
Lloyds.
Film andDeveloping
all sizes ; stoneware taiiks in stock.
Snaps, Equipment
Studio Lighting,
Drying
Lloyds
for D. &Backgrounds,
P. Trade, Walking
and Mounting

. . Yes, right on
IS the house fcr
house that holds
Value.
Look at
-

0

-

the head . . . Sands Hunter’s
Camera Bargains ! . . . the
out a perpetual challenge in
the selection offered below.

You can’t equal them — never mind
them — either for price or condition.

beat

★
★
★
★
★
★

mahogany book-form plateholders, leather case. In
excellent condition £5 0 0
4^ X 3i Carbine Roll Film
Camera, Koristka f/4.5 anaetigniat lens, Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/VOOtb
brilliant view-finder
£5

★

0

^

Mackenzie adapter, 12 enve¬
lopes .
£4 18 6
31x21 Minimum Palmos,
Carl Zeiss f/4.o Tessar lens.
also 18-cm. Zeiss f/0.3 TeleTessar lens. 3 double plateholders, F.P, holder, leather
case. In good condition
£15 15 0

^

4

31 X 31 Erauss Focal-plane,
speeds l/26th to 1/l.oUfith
sec., 12-cm. Krau8.<> f,’4.5
Tessar lens, changing-box for
12 plates, leather case
£6 16 6 A
4.6 ' 6 cm. Miniature Reflex, revolving back, self¬
capping focal-plane shutter,
lO-cro. Carl Zeiss f/2.7 Tessar
lens, ii plate-holders, F.P. A
holder, leather case £14 17 6
41 X 31 Newman & Gnardia
Twin Lens, pair of Carl
Zeiss Series Vila Convertible
Protar lenses f/f5.3. 3 dofible ^
canvas

case

£10 10

0

16-mm. Ensign Silent Six¬
teen Projector, complete with
lOO-watt lamp, resistance
for use on any voltage from
100 to 2,50. In new con¬
dition. List price £26 10s.
For .
£15 10 0

★

40 ' 30 in, Self-Recta Screen,
in case. List price £4 12s. fid. ^
New,

★

sec., "
5

41 X 81 Junior Sanderson,
reversuig I ack. long exten¬
sion, Aldis f/7.7 I’lano anastigmat lens. General shutter,
speeds 1/loth to 1/lOOth sec.,

plate-holders,

★

A

41 X 31
Thornton-Pickard
Press, seif-capping focal-plane
shutter, fi-in. Cooke f,'4.5
Avlar lens, Mackenzie adap¬
ter, 12 envelopes, leather
case .
£9 12 6
Leitz Leica, 2-in. Klraar
f/3.5 anastitfmat lens, focalplane shutter, speeds l/20th
to 1/oooth sec., Ever-ready
case. In good condition
£12 10 0
45 X 107 mm.
Verascope,
rising front model, fitelior
f/4.5 anastigmat lenses, chauging-box for 12 plates, leather
ca-'-e. In
brand-new con¬
dition .
£10 10 0
45 107 mm. Ica Polyscope,
Carl Zeiss f;4.5 Tessar lenses.
Compound shutter, changingbox for 12 plates, leather
case. In
gf)od condition.
List price £25. For £12 10 0
9-mm. Patbe Cine Camera.
Camo
inotfir attachment,
leather case. In good con¬
dition .
£3 18 6
9-mm. Patbe Motocamera,
Zeiss f/2.9 Triotar lens,
leather case, Cinophot ex¬
posure meter. lu good con¬
dition .
£12 0 0
Postcard Size Folding Elimax, double extetii^ion. Qoerz
f/fi.b Dagor lens, Compound
shutter. 6 plate-bidders, F.P.
holder, leather case. Good
condition. . .
£4 12 6
31 21 Newman & Gnardia
New Special Sibyl, Ross f't.5
Xpres lens atul a 9-in.
Dallon f/6.5 Telephoto lens,
3 double plate-holders, F.P.
bolder, leather case. List
price £35. For. . £19 10 0
31x21 Newman & Guardia

HUNTER&eiffi

LONDON,

l.^ODAK

Autofocus

Enlarger, takes 6x4

negatives,

yoc; CAN

31_x24

Zeiss Miraphot

Enlarger,

lens;
931,
[4502

Trade,

£4

0
6
6
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
0
6
8
6
0
0
0
6

17

8

£7 10
£2 2

0
0

31 ' 21 Ensign Roll Film. Aldis f/4,5. 1 to 1/lOOth .
£3 19
16-mm. Zeiss Projector, Zeiss lens, lOO-watt. Cost £26.. £11 11
16-mm. or 9-mm. Bolex, 250-watt, latest. Like new . . £27 10
16-mm. Zeis« Camera, Tessar f/2.7, fit.s coa* pocket .
£12 12
50x40 Silv'er Screen, auto, erecting, in walnut case .
£3 10

6
0
0
0
0

Electrophot Exposure Meter, stills or movies,
No batteries. Very latest model .

NEW

Rhamstiue

Editor, projection

splicing, three-tone

motion,

silver finish.

EDWIN

dead

accuracy£15 15 0

distance

viewer,

Editor

...'. £18

Super

CORSE

mitre
18 0

ER.
86, Accrington Rd., Blackburn
J^ANCAST
VERTICAL
and Leica
Horizontal,
every size
negative, from
to 12x10, for
Condensers,
dif¬
fused or mercury vapour illumination ; semi¬
Dal

lme

GERS
automatic
J^NLAR or automatic

Dal

yer

lme

focussing.

yer

Tel

eph

Tel

oto

eph

post free on request.
fully illustrated,
J^IST,
I. LANCASTER
& SON, LTD., 87, Parade.
U
Birmingham, 1. Telephone, Central 4255.

, s
uit

Com

pur

oto

New

, f
it

ref

cam

era

.

Edition lex

. A
s

new

Sni

Now

p..

£3

.
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Ready

PICTORIAL PHOTOG RAPHY
post free. — Lancastet,
Birmingham.
CLEARANCE
Sale List ofParade,
shop-soiled
Enlargers, for AMATEURS — R. H. GOODSALL, a.b.p.s
£6

Enlargers. — List of parts for ownParade,
con¬
[0082

struction ; postage 2d. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.

MISCELLANEOUS
very 12x40
powerful,Telonar
eye focussing,
case ;
ZEISS
Prismaticleather
Binoculars,
as new, £9/10. — Box 5777, c/o “ The
Photographer.”

Amateur
[4472

PHOTOGRAMS,” 1903 to 1918, except 1905,

carriage fonvard, 15/- ; Clerc Theory and
Practice of Photography, 15/- ; Justophot, 11/- ;
Wanted, Ashford Tripod. — Temple, Knockdolian,
Comrie, Perthshire.
[4483

Other

PERFECT
NEGATIVES, how to make tl-em; PRINT
PERFECTION, how to attain it; LANTERN
SLIDES;
ENLARGING
FOR ALL;
all excellent textVooks ty
Dr. Glover, F.R.P.S., 1/- each (by post 1/2).
Free-Lance

Journalism

V'OU
can business
use your that
sparequickly
time tobrings
start you
a maila
A
order
full-time income. Few pounds capital only
needed ; no samples or outfits to buy ; no rent,
rates or convassing ; new method makes success
certain ; send P.C. to-day for booklet. — Business
Service Institute, Dept. 40a, 6, Carmelite St., E.C.4.

The FOUNTAIN

[3610

Guide

^

in Winter

to Markets

THROUGH

for Photographs

Post Free, 5/4

Send for Latest Book List.

DEPOSIT

Free and Post Free from

PRESS, 19, CursitorSt., London, E.C.4

“RHACO

”

Direct-Vision VIEW-FINDER.
Can be clipped on to any
folding camera in a moment,
instantly removed. Model I,
clear glass lenses, 8/6.
Model II, with blue glass lens
for viewing the subject in
monochrome, 10/-.
,
Soft or Stiff Leather Case,
1/6 extra.
SANDS

[0044

OUR

Post Free, 8/Post Free, 5/6

MATERIALS

SAFETY

Post Free, 2/3 & 3/9

(Gcodsall).

(Gocdsalf)

Post Free, 3/8

• -

£1 weekly easily earned.
Riehford,
9,;
[4480
A MONEY-MAKING
Agency— R.offered,
spareLtd.,
time
Hill, London.
[4021

IN r PERFECT

• -

Handbook.

to Photography

Snow

Films excepted.

with a Camera

Cinematographer’s

Beginner’s Guide
Photography

Mon.

6

Useful Boofes

Range
of Picture
HOW Finest
to Frame
Pictures,
completeMouldings
Guide and inListthe;
World ; post free, 3d.— Watkins Provider, Exchange

Works, Newport,

17

6

. . one of the best guides yet published." — Kodak Magazine
"A great deal of information which will be valuable to the
ambitious amateur." — Amateur Phot grapher.
— .
CLOTH, 9|x7in. Well illustrated (postage 6d.)

Amateur
Trade.

on first sample order.

DEAL

f/G.3, auto-focus .

Eolibri Zeiss Roll Film, Tessar f/3.6, lilltest Compur .
Adon Telephoto, fit any Compur camera, adjustable .

supplies
best
photographic
materials, recom¬
RAMY’,
ltd.,trial,
28,and
Bunhill
E.C.l,
mends a good
allows Row,
10 perLondon,
cent reduction

W.C 2.' * h

BARGAINS!
0
8
0
6
6
0
0
6
0

Trade.

ST STRAND

it. iq:?3

Eolibri, Zeiss f/2 Speed, latest Compur. As new .
£14 14
3i X 2i Tropical Carbine* Tessar f/4.6. Compur. As new. . £5 17
1-pl. Ensign Reflex, Dallmeyer f/3.6, self -capping .
£7 15
3i X 2i Cameo, Tessar f/4.5, latest Compur, D.A. As new £6 17
i-pl. Eodak Autofocus Vertical Enlarger, f/6.3. Snip.... £4 19
16-mm. Ensign Super Projector, f/1. 8, 180-watt, case .
£18 18
31 X 21 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/3.4. l/25th to l/500th. . £7 7
i-pl. Zeiss Compact Pocket, Zei6s*f/4.5, Compur. Inlaid.. £6 17
F/0.99 Lens, fit B.-H. Victor, Ensign. Cost £20. As new £11 11
Patbe Motocamera, f/3.5, double claw, modem. , As new. .£440
16-mm. Ensign Camera, f/2.6. 3 speeds, title crank, case. . £10 15
1-pl. T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5, latest swing front, etc. As new. . £8 17
Rolleiflex Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, latest Compur. As new. ... £9 17
Patbescope Lux Projector, modem fittings, complete.... £14 14
1-pl. Zeiss Tropical Press, f/4.5, self-capping. As new..,. £14 14
31 X 2} T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/4.5, self-capping. Perfect. . £4 17
16-mm. Eodak Camera, f/1.9, modem type. Hardly used £12 12
31 X 21 Nagel Roll Film, f/4.5, 3 speed, radial focus .
£2 10
1-pl. Zeiss Folding Reflex, f/4..‘), triple extension. Snip.. £25 0
16-mm. Eodak C Projector, 100-watt, extra resistance.... £7 10
31 X 21 N. & G. Folding Reflex, latest fittings. Beauty.... £29 10
31 X 21 ZeLss Donata, Tessar
latest D.A. Compur. ... £7 10
31x21 Ensign Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, self-capping. As new.. £6 17
i-pl. Ensign Reflex, Zeiss f/4.5, 1/lOth to l/l.OOOth. Snip £4 19
31x21 Cameo, Aldis f/4.6. latest 1 to 1/lOOtb. As new. .£440
31 X 21 Sinclair Una Hand-Stand, Ross f/5.5, Compiu- .
£9 17
12-in. Cooke f/5.6 Telephoto, suit reflex, fine lens .
£5 17
31 y 21 Carbine Roll Film Plate, Aldis f/6..S, Compur .
£4 9
1-pl, Mentor Folding Refltx, Tessar f/4.5, D. slides .
£6 17
31x21 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, Aldis f/4.5. As new _
£5 17
V.P. Goerz Plate, Dogmar f/4.5, Compur, nickel slides. ... £4 4
31 X 24 Salex Press Pocket, 1/4.5, 1/lOth to lA.OOOth. Snip £3 17
V.P. Goerz Roll Film, Dogmar f/4.5, Compur, micro focus £4 17
31 X 21 lhagee Roll Film, f/4.5, Compur. Fine bargain. ... £3 19
1-pl. Cameo, Aldis f/6.3, 1 to 1/lOOth, double ex. As new £2 5
i-pl. T.-P. de Luxe Reflex, f/3.5, self-capping. Snip .
£12 12
16-mm, Bell-Howell Visual Turret Camera, f/3.5. As new £45 0
34x21 Plaubel, f/2.y Press, precision model. Like new.. £9 17

NEW

.

41x31 Soho Reflex, Cooke
f/4.5 lens. 3 double plateholders, leather case. List
price £30. For. . £14 17 6

Any Camera sent on 7 days’ approval against deposit to vaiue
“ American Annuai of Photography.” 1933 edition.
Profusely illustrated, up-to-date articles. The best of the
annuals. Cloth cover 15,'-. paper cover 10/- ; postage 96.

30

li Aldis f'6 anastigmat,
V.P.K. 16-in.
to whole-plate
}?NLARGER,
gas or electric,
condenser, ;
offers. — Sculby, 19, Colegrave St., Lincoln. [4458

dofible plate-holders, F.P.
holder .
£13 15 0

onlv.
£2 12For6 'A' Sibyl, Ross Zeiss f,'6.3 Tessar
lens. F.P. holder. Good con¬
dition .
£4 18 6
31 X 21 Adams’ Vesta, 41'in.
Ross Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar Jens, a
9 X 12 cm. Ica Reflex, re¬
Compound shutter, 6 platevolving back. 7-in. Voigtholders, focussing screen,
lander f/4.5 Helior lens. 3
canvas case. In good con¬
double plate-holders, leather
dition .
£6 17 6
case .
£9 12 6

37. BEDFORD

&; ENLARGERS|

n
41x31 N.S. Front Shutter
i-Pl- Enlarger, 8i-in. condenser, t't
Reflex, Ross f/4.5 n
Te-ssar
write for particulars. — Cauwood,
and lOl-in. Busch Bis-Telar
Chp.sterfield
Rd., Sheffield.
Telephoto f/7.7 lenses. 3
.

shop-soiled

5SANDS

[4507

lens, 100-watt lamp and resistance, in case, £6. —
Edwards, 21, Fenton Rd., Acocks Green, Birming¬
ham.
[4474

Watch this column weekly for London’s
i
Biggest Bargains in Used
Cameras.
5x4 Watson Alpha, maho- A
gany body, double extension, ^
6|-in. Ross Zeiss Convertible
Protar lens, Unicuni shutter,
speeds 1 to 1/lOutb sec., 3

LANTERNS

'

Iv an.astigmat lens, £5 ; also C Kodascope, 2-in.

i

★

Machines.

January

ADVERTISEMENTS

HUNTER

37, Bedford

SYSTEM.

& CO., LTD.

St., Strand, London

January

Trade,

new
St. ACallers
England.
South-We
Victoria
1.50,stern
K ALTON, forBristol,
Prices less
postage n-Tyne,
to callers.121, Scotswood Rd.
Newcastle-o
K ALTON,
9 to 7 ;
Wednesday,
; please Rd.
call. Hours,
, 99,1 London
Manchester
K ALTON,
E.C.l.
Send
for
price
iLst.
Rd.,
Farringdon
61,
London,
K ALTON,
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per7,return.
Albany Rd., Harborne.
K ALTON,

depot
welcomed.

TZ ALTON,

iV

Leeds,

38,

Bridge

End.

9 to 7 ; Wednesday, 1 ; please call.

Hours,

to callers.409i, Argyle St. Prices less
postage Glasgow,
K ALTON,
and cream,
velvet
matt, i-pl.
ight, 3/6white72
omideand Double-we
Chloro-br
K ALTON
sheets: 1/1-pl. 3,/6 36 sheets ; 10x8 5/-; 12x10

Use-

7/3, 3/- dozen.
IZALTON “ Kaltona ”

•'hotc^apfiic

Bromide,

glossy, velvet,

JV matt, normal, vigorous, extra vigorous, singie-

weight and double-weight: 20x16 6/3 dozen;
15x12 4/3; 12x10 7/3 36 sheets, 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
l-pl. 3/6, 4ix2i 3/6, 3ix2i 2/6 gross, 12 gross
21/6.

PiD^cts

and save
Gaslight, single-weight and double¬
as you K ALTON
K ALTON “ Kaltona ” Cream Smooth and Rough,
spend...

weight, normal, vigorous ; same prices as
Bromide advertisement above, except i-pL, 6/6 gross.
double-weight vigorous, 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets ;
10x8 5/-; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.

K ALTON Gaslight Paper, “ Xlnt ” 3>£X23r glossy,
3ix21 Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
gross-; 1/6
4}x2.|gross;
and
Paper,2/6 l|x2i,
K ALTON
3 -pi., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
21- gross,

[ very item post paid.
C.O.D. fees extra.
Granville Products are
fully guaranteed.

Vigorous

3\'x2\

4ix2l
4x3i
5ix3i

Gross

..
„

3/7
5/4

144 . .
72 . .
36 . .
36 . .

6ix43
8ix6i
lOx 8
I2x 10

1/9 50.

3ix2i4/-. glossy,
Collodion,
K ALTON
3/- grossSelf
; -toning
i-pl. matt
and cream,
glossy, matt and
matt cream,
4/- 100,
32/6 1,000.
Postcards,
Self-toning
K ALTON
Postcard,
12/- 3; dozen
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; i-pl.,
5/-,
i-pl., 9/94 dozen
K ALSTON
backed 5/9; 31x21, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;

7 9
75 46
8 4

Granville Unsurpassed
Plates.
4/H.D.

100, 250. 350, 650, and
H.D. 425.

Special

Ortho

Lantern

exposures, 9/- dozen; 31 x 2,1, 8 exposures,
9/- dozen, 6 exposures, 7/- ; 2ix4i 11/6, 3.1 X4i
18/-: 54X3,121/-.

Granville de Luxe Postcards.
Surfaces :

Bromide, Gaslight ;
and Normal.

& D. 8/6.3.50, 3tx2i, 3
Film: Packs,
K ALTON
i-pL. 3H. packs
packs 5/3
5/- 10/6 Films,
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;
& D. 600,4 i-pL,
Flat gross ; H.Postcard,
ALTON
K
i-pl. 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl. , 2 dozen 11/-.
1/2 oz. ;
Amidol,
bottled e,: lOd.
K ALTON
; Pyro.^^lK
1/4 ; Hydrokinon
Metol, Chemicals,
” series of first quality British Papers,
“ Blue
famous Folders,
— ^WorldWORKS.
s, Mounts,
Wallets,
Chemical
Postcard
CITYLabels,PHOTO

Vigorous

20 1/., 50 1/9. 100 3/-, 500 13/6.

Granville Semitone.
Glossy, Velvet, Matt ; White and Cream ; ChloroBromide ; Double-weight thickness.
Sheets.
Sheets,
8^x 6i 72 .
144 .
4ix3i
8/6
4/6
144 .
36 .
5lx3i
6/2
10x8
72 ,
I2x 10 36 .
6/6
4x41
9/9

also Plates, orthocliromatic. isochromatic ; uniform
quality ; absolutely dependable material.

Granville Semitone
Postcards.
5/15 1/-, 50 2/., 100 3/6, 500 16/-.

CITY PHOTO WORKS. — The original 22 years’
selection
in the —trade
write now,Free
you ;
Big ;Catalogue
WORKS.
CITYlargestPHOTO
mav learn something to your advantage. — City

Granville Developers.

established firm ; thousands of satisfied
customers; 34x24 Gaslight Paper, 2/6 gross,
samples free,

Gaslight, Amidol, M.Q,, Pyro, Gold Toning,
Acid Fixing, Semitone. Box of 6 packets, 1/3,
GRANVILLE
Cut Films, Mounts, Chemicals,
Tissue, Mountant, Sepia Toner, P.O.P., Glazing
Solution, Self-toning, etc,, etc.

SEND

FOR

FREE

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

K ALTON Roll Films, first quality, lSx2i, 8

3Jx2i I Dor. .. 1/3 6ix4| I Doz. . . 3/9
4x31
„
.. 1/10 8ix6i i ., ..3/9
51x3i ,. .. 2/10
AH

lots 20/-.

JV quality, all surfaces ; vigorous, 3/- 100,

and

Sheets.

2/9

12-gross

3/0 72. 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.
IZALTON Postcards, bromide and gaslight, first

Granville de Luxe Papers.
Bromide, Gaslight;
Normal.
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BE

deal, and I was not disappointed.”
F. H - , Victoria, Australia.
i-pl. T.-P. Duplex Model Reflex, full double ex., rack focus, revolving
back, 6-in. Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, hood and sky shade, rack rising
front, sunk lens box, quick-wind self-capping focal-plane shatter,
auto, stop
plate.
to 1/l.OOOth
and time.
3 best
double
bookform
slides,
F.P.I/lOth
adapter
and superior
leather
DIO
• 17*
fi

. l I
adjustable
shutter,
focussing,
etc. Brownie,
Equal new
.
new
3ix2i
No.
2 Autographic
Folding
with £1
R.R. :lens,
5 BB.
Equal
: 0
case.
Butcher Miniature Record Enlarger, vest pocket and 34 x 2i, Aldis
f/6 anastigmat objective, 4i-in. condenser, long extension ra^k,
chain and sprocket gear, rack rising front, mechanical negative earner,
chamber,
any revolve,
illuminant.
Newmovement,
conditionmssian-iron
£7 : 18 lightwith rack suit
rise and
also tilt
: 6

9x12 Mentor Standard Model Reflex, latest fi-in. f/4.5 Schneider
Xenar
anastigmat,
long extension,
rising
focal-plane
shutter, irack
to 1 /1.380th,
hinge open
top,front,
C 1 Qqoick-wlnd
• 1 7 • fi
Sdoubleslides, F.P. adapter. leathercase.

Equalnew.

• •

6 Vest Pocket Tropical Sonnet, Carl Zeiss 1/4.5 Tessar lens.

Compoimd shutter, 1 to l/300th, fine adjustment lazytongs focus,
direct frame finder and back-sight. 6 slides, F.P.
. 1R * B

^ *
*
. latest quick-wind
as newAnschutz,
wallet cases.
adapter,
Stereo 2Postcard
10 x 15 Good
cm. Goerz
self¬
capping focal-plane shutter and valve, speeds 5to 1/l.OOOth 8ec.,T,and
B.pair Goerz f/4.5 Dogmar anastigmats, coupled iris focu&sing mounts,
rising front, direct-vision finder, 3 double slides, £1^*
Ifi* 0
F.P. adapter, leather case. Good as new .
’. . .
}-pl. Overseas Tropical Easigu Reflex, de luxe model, brass-bound,
polished teak. latest 7-in. f/3.4 Aldis ana-stigmat. hood and sky shade,
rack rise, long ex. rack, revolving back, quick-wind self-capping
focal-plane
polished
double book-form
slides.
F.P. adapter,shutter,
superior3 tropical
leather case.
Newteak
condition.
ri7*
17*0

XI / . 1 I . U
11)9 .
Cost
3 J X£33
21 ^odel
Contessa Double Ex. Pocket, 4 J-in. Hekla f/6.8 anastig¬
mat, Compar shutter, rack focus. U-stirrap front, fine adjustment rise
and
cross,
finder
and
level,
also
wire-frame
finder
6 slides, F.P. adapter and case. Equal new..and *back-sight.
12 * 6
6x4 Auto. Graflex Reflex, be.st model, triple ex., double rack, rising
front, latest 8l-in. f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens, detachable panel, revolving
back, quick-wind focal-plane shutter, Graflex magazine changingbox for 12 plates or cut films, Graflex roU-filra holder, also F.P.
adapter, best leather case. New
condition,
0*0

£60 .
Cost
Hensoldt
Large-Aperture
x 40 Prismatic
Binoculars,
ocular
adjustment,
central 6 screw
focus, leather
07

. W . U
with
* 1 5^inter* 0

^ *
new .
case.
l-pl. Equal
T.-P. Imperial
Enlarger, SJ-in. condenser. Aldis Uno f/7.7 anas¬
tigmat objective, long ex,, rack focus, reversible carrier, light-chamber,
diffusion screen, beliows separation, curtain back, CA
• 1 7 • O

.
. Ai rack
.
31 any
• 2A illuminant.
Lizars Challenge
Folding
Twin-Lens Reflex, no leases,
Unsoiled
suit
long ex., rising front, detachable back screen, Mac• 0
kenziesIide.lOplateenvelopes.leathercase. Euualnew
*
J-pl. Adams’ Pocket Vesta, Ross f/6.8 Compound Homocentric,
Acme shutter. 1 to l/.300th sec..T. and B. ,2-way rising fronts, fine
adjustment
screw
focus,
direct
finder,
Mackenzie-Wishart
slide,
0 plate envelopes and case. Nice condition.... £^
* 5 * 0
Japanned

Body

Slide Projection

Lantern,

brass

draw-tube

front.

6-in. objective, rack focus, side door ^vith sight hole, clamping stage,

4-in. condenser, sliding tray, fitted for electric, lamp-holder, adjustable
arm, flex and plug fitting. New condition .
£2 •
* 0
Standard Model Victor 16-nim. Automatic Cine Camera, ball-bearing
motor and hand drive, film measure, exposure indicator, 3 speeds,
normal, half normal and slow motion, Dallmeyer f/3.5 anastigmat,
focussing, adjustable telescopic tyjie finder, field engraved for various
foci, 100 or 50 ft. capacitv, in leather case. New
GOO •10*0

.
10s Pocket
£49Film
CostRoll
condition.
i-pl. Adams’
Vesta, with plate back
screen, latest pattern, Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens. Compur

. J U . c;
and focussing
shutter, with

Adams’ speed engraving, 2-way rising front, Identoscope finder with
level, showing rise both ways, fine adjustment screw focus, adjustable
scale, velvet-lined case. Practically unsoiled. Quite GIQ
. IQ'O
Baby Pathe Motocamera, fitted f/3.5 Hermagis anastigmat,
motor
±<10 • lO.c/
recently cost £35s. .3s. 6d .
spring drive, eve-level finder, film indicator. Re- r7 • .IQ • A
cently cost £10 lOs. Unsoiled .
Postcard Zeiss Ikon Nixe, for roll films and plates, double ex. rack,
Carl Zeiss f/4..D Tessar. Compur sector shutter, U-stirrup front, fine
adjustment rise and cross, finder and level, also wire-frame finder,
combination back, hooded focussing screen, 3 slides. G 1 O • 1 7 •

I ^ . II . \J
.
New
3} condition
2J- Agfa Roll
Film Pocket, with plate back, rack double ex.,
Agfa f/6. 3 anastigmat, Ibso shutter, 1 to 1/lOOth sec., T. and B..

post paid : satisfaction guaranteed ; catalogue

case.

ATTWOOD Plates, superfine quality. — 300 and
500 ll/--,
2/9, Gaslight,
1/6, 100 and
50 Bromide
normal
Postcards,
D andAcmecontrasty,
ATTWOO
al Postcards, 1/9 100, 14/-

600 H. & D. ; i-pl., 1/9 dozen, 6 dozen 8/- ;
; i-pl., 2/9 dozen,
6 dozen 11/2/- dozen,
-.
5Postcard,
dozen 12/
„

SP>A

square

U-stinup front, fine adjustment rise and cross, finder and level,
also wire-frame finder and back-sight, hooded GK *18*6

6 dozen 10/- ; 4-pl. 2/3 dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.

: ‘‘Gra&Tilld. Leamington.^’

usual, perfectly packed
a ^eat risk in buying
away, bat having dealt
rely on you for a good

focussing screen and 3 slides. Equal new .
. lO • U
1-pI. Marion Soho Reflex, improved milled-head quick-wind focalplane shutter, all speeds, latest 6i-in. Cooke XI f/3.5 anastigmat,
hood and sky shade, rack-rising front, hinge open top, revolving
back, etc.. 3 double slides. F.P. adapter and leather GOK
• 0 • 0

119, Eastbourne

ATTWOOD, Hadleigh, Essex.— Reliable Materials,

LIST.

*' Tropical Reflex safely to hand. It waa, aa
and in tip-top condition. There is usually
second-hand cameras from a firm 12,000 miles
with you before when in Aden, I knew I could

Rd., Southport. [0002

Photo Works,

A^^'^'tTWOOD
FlatH. Films,
quality.—
350 and 600
& D. ; superfine
Postcard, 2/dozen,
Telemms

5

MATERIALS

THERE’S NO
NEED TO MAKE
PHOTOGRAPHY
AN EXPENSIVE
HOBBY

AH Surfaces:

{Supplement)

ADVERTISEMENTS

PHOTOGRAPHER

AMATEUR

THE

ii, 1933

ATTWOOD Bromide Paper, glossy, satin, matt,
Norwich.
King St., Postcards,
FjLINGWORTH’S Gaslight224,or Bromide

WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

. \J , kj

condition .

N.B. — High-class Apparatus Purchased for Cash, taken in Exchange
or Sold on Commission. Approx. Valuations free. Call or write.

1,000 19/- ; Commerci
per 1,000.
normal and vigorous, 6x4i, 3/6 per gross ;
KOTL
e, 7/6 per gross. —
J-pL, 4/- per gross ; whole-plat
[0025
Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
3,'e 100.— Harrowven’s,

New

Any of the ahot'e may he had by arrangement on Jive days' approval. If
no ledger aje deposit to value is requested. Latest lists free on application.

©aiitfraC&cljangf
Ca.. ^xsiittd.

ADDRESS

:

N0.2, POULTRY, CHEAPSIDE,

Telegrams

: ” Loncamerex,

Stock,

London.”

LONDON, E.C.2
Phone

: Central

8691

One minute from the Bank of England and Stock Exchange.

r0035
SYSTEM.
31

6

THE

[Supplement)

AMATEUR

MATERIALS

PHOTOGRAPHER

BUET’S for all Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,

SOCIETIES’

etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.

Trade.

CLUBS’

1 /O DOZEN,
6d. 3,film3d.or1.—plate,
Full-size
A./
Postcards lOd.
from 6,small
re¬
touching and vignettes included ; postage extra. —
Atkinson Speight, 38, Gainsborough Avenue,
Oldham.
[0017

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ous and
normal ;Gaslight
all surfaces
First quality,
BURT’S
Postcards,
and ;Bromide,
vigor¬
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.
normal,
all surfaces,
31x21,
72 .sheets,
BURT’S
Gaslight
and Bromide
Paper,1/3vigorous
and
2/- gross ; 4JX2| and i-pl. 1/9, 3/- gross ; 1-pl.

1/9 36, whole-plate 2/9 36.

and

BROMLEY (KENT) CAMERA CLUB,
Literary Institute, Widmore Road.
\»t and 3rd

Thursdaus.

Annual

assorted 2d.
each. — Below.
POSTCARD
Enlargements,
1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;
Enlargement
Freemounted
for every
7/6 spent from
with your
ms, onenegative,
8Jx6i
no disappointments ; same-day service ; 8ix6i

Subscription 10/6.

Application for Membership

[0026

to

Hon. Secretary : H. E. hard, Normanhurit,
Holwood Road.

lOd., 10x8 1/1, l2xl0 1/4, 15x12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 84x64 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for.— The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11. Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING |
Trade.

All RollDeveloping
same-day
service1/- ;;
Films andandonePrinting,
print each
to 3|x2J
4Jx3i 1/3, 5ix3i 1/8; write lor lists; see also

TTiNLARGEMENTS of Quality, Postcard Printing,
i-i etc. ; price list free. — Slater, Sawtry, Peter¬
borough.
[4423

A practical proof of the after-effects of

“ Enlargements.”
— The Defoe
Photographic
11,
Roscoe St., London,
E.C.l.
ClerkenwellService,
1871,

« NOWAT

[0057
I'Y
/. PER
42''6 per Postcards
1,000, including
title,
I /
best GROSS,
Photographic
on Kodak
Bromide ; it enlarged from snapshot negative, 36
lor 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Below.

2/ DOZEN Postcard Enlargements, assorted films ;

”

/ .samples free.— Wm. Moon. 35, Bolsover St.,
London, W.l.
[4486

is given with every bottle two minutes hypo elimin¬
ator. ij oz. for 12 pints, 1/6 ; 4 oz. for 32 pints,
3/- post free. NOWAT
is absolutely guaranteed.
Be modern. NOWAT
your photographs I

Lantern slides 1 'O, dozen 12/6, from negatives ;

urgent reproductions from irrinted matter,
return of post, 2/9, or in reverse 2/3, post paid. —
Shawyer, Swindon.
[0064

i

Lane, London,
SU* B~B
B R ITI
M &ri|
C D Tottenham
ORDER OFFICES
now at N.8
92,

RETOUCHING. — Be.st Work ; charges according^

Repairs to cameras, focal-plane and other

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

shutters, etc., by skilful workmen.— W. A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006

Your Film Developed, and 1 Velox glazed print, made from each
negative : V.P. and 3 J x 94, 8 exposures, 1/2, No. llfi (24 x 44)
1,^6. 44x34 1/3, 51x34 1/8. 1/6 dozen, !/• 4 dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9 4 dozen, 84x64 ; 2/6
dozen, 1/6 4 dozen, 64 x 45 enlargements, 2/- 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12x10 1/3. 10x8 1/-. 84 x 64 9d.. 64x45 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH OF ALL ORDERS.

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimates submitted ; instruments
insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holbom 3126.
[0062

OSBORNE

DQLLGND
^ITCHISQN

&

CAMPION,

122, East

Ensign 16-mm.

Autokinecam

requirements.

Any

Cine Camera,

per sec., Ciiiar f/2.6, de

item sent on five

application. Generous
exchange allowance.

Modem
Microscopes.

volts. Good conList £20 15s. 6d..

cm. Goerz Tropical Anschutz Press,

Bought

i5-cm. Doi^mar
3 O.D. slides, F.P,
adapter, leather case. Spien- .C10,i0*A
did condition .
XX^*X^»U

4i^x3i Goerz Taro Tenax

2|x1|- Nettet Piccoleite Roll Film, 3-in.

3x4

Graflex

Junior

Reflex,

Cooke f/4.5, F.P. A. Good condiiion. heather case, fair condition. XD*

Series

J. U •U

5x4 Triple Extension Linhof Universal Hand,

Zeiss Double Protar, 3 foci, 64^ in., 8i in., ii in.,
Compound shutter, rise and cross, 4 slides, also
3 i-pl. sliies,
screen, C\
AmC\
leather
case. back
Good and
condition.
XX^*A^*U
Bargains

at

12 GEORGE ST.

CROYDON
32

PLEASE

MENTION

As

new.

As brand new.

Adams'

Good

9.5’mm. Pathe Motocamera
Good

for cash.

condition.

List £21

condition.

Good

List £21 .

List £40 2s. 6d .

case.

As

new.

Good condition.. .

£9.1

O'l C,* C.f)

liO.liJ.U

£90.1

Good condition .

IS-mm.

condition.
“THE

Good condition.

List £9 15s .

Cine-Kodak Model B Camera, f/1.9 lens, case.
Cost/31

AMATEUR

los .
PHOTOGRAPHER”

Good

0*0

C A'l

£5:17:6

£1[l.'jn»fl

£19:10:0

35, LUDGATE

HILL,

E.C.4.

RD..

S.W.3.

KINGSTON.— 30, Thames St.
BECKENHAM.— 4, The Broadway,
Croydon Rd.
SALISBURY.— 17-19, Catherine St.
CHELTENHAM. — 114, Promenade.
CANTERBURY.— 38, High St.
BRISTOL. — 151, Gloucester Rd.,
Bishopston.
LIVERPOOL.— 73, Lord St.

XJLiJ.iU.il

I>.n

X I .lil.U

£1

Tf.lJ
# #0

2, ANGEL
COURT,
E.C.2.
140, FENCHURCH
ST., E.C.3.
121, CHEAPSIDE,
E.C.2.
[W.C.2.
2, NORTHUMBERLAND
AVE.,
191-2, TOTTENHAM
COURT
RD..
285, FINCHLEY
RD., N.W.3. [W.i.
TOOTING.— 216, Upper Tooting Rd.
CATFORD. — 62a, Rushey Green.

0.1 fi.n

174, St.
Walton
LEEDS.— 37, Bond

ESTD.

1750

XAO.iO.U
WHEN

PI 0*1
XXO«X

XXU^Xv^v

35, BROMPTON

7, C

Q.! 0*0

3.1x21 Etui Hand, doul-le extension, f/4.5 Meyer, 7-speed shutter, £7.1
3 slides, F.P. adapter.

Cost £41 6s. gd.. .

17s. 6d .

3ix2i Nette! Roll Film, double extension, f/4.5 anastigmat, Compur, direct finder,
Focal-plane, ijz Ernostar, 3 slides, F.P.

Good

de Luxe, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar, case. C1fi*in*A

1.0

Ross Xpres f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,
Cost £82 los: .

adapter, case.

C,A

cm. lea Stereoscopic Palmos Focal-plane, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessars, 12 slides,.

Folding Minex Reflex, triple e.vtension, revolving back, 61-in.

4.5x6 cm. Ermanox

XXI/#1D*U

6x13

F.P. adapter, leather case.

plate back, Zeiss Distar lens, 6 slides, case.

7«4v

XO*X/*0'

cm. Nettel Deckrullo Stereoscopic Focal-plane, 4-in. C;poke f/4.5 lenses,,

cm. Zeiss Ika Nettel Focal-plane, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 6

4ix3J

.CQ*!
jC 1 n«1

6x13

cm. New Automatic Baby Rolleiflex, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar,

slides, case.

HERE*.

List over

panel adaptable for panoram or wide angle, 12 slides, case.
condition. Cost
.

9x12

As new.

^lew.

List £15 4s .

£4 .

leather case.

STOP

D.D. slide, F'.P. adapter, leather case. As new. List £53 los. XO^*XO*v
24 X 1 g Korelle Roll Film, delayed Compur, 7.5'Cm. Schneider f/3.5 £^0*i 7*£J
in focussing mount, ever-ready case. As nexv. Cost £ii los .
XO#l
# *0'
44x24 N. & G. Sibyl Excelsior Roll Film, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, full n*! 0*1 7*fi
rise and cross. Good condition. List £32 los .
XXO«A
/ .O

4x4

Compur,
II

As

List £ii iis .

Leitz Leica Camera, interchangeable, f/2.5 Hektor, range-finder. £1

4^x2§ No. la Popular Ensign Roll Film, 5-in.
X 2^ Auto.

List

$T.

BUSES

44x34 Revolving Back Graflex Reflex, Series C, 64-in. Cooke f/2.5, .COQ*!

cm. Zeiss Ikon Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 anastigmat.

condition.

^*0

Lumar f/'6.3 anastigmat, Trichro
*1
shutter, case. Good condition.^ ^ ^ 9

As new.

s 28 OLD BOND $T. (i f-

Hand, double

extension, Tenastigmat f/6.3, Compur, rise
and cross, 3 slides, F.P. adapter.
Fairly good condition .
XO*l«U
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur,
leather case. Good condition

3 slides, screen, leather case.

pur, leather case.

Rolleidoscope.

to 250
dition.

BOUND

4i X 24 Zeiss Ikon Icarette Roll Film, f/4.5 Tessar, delayed Com-

Electric En¬
largers.
Zeiss Binoculars.
Astronomical
Telescopes.

Fourteen doors west ol Cirens. WEST

2i X 1 1 Zeiss Ikon Icarette Roll Film, f/4.5 Tessar, latest Compur,
soft pouch.

Kodascope Bronze Model C 16 -mm.
Projector, 2-in. lens, loo-watt lamp, resistance

£1C*n«rt
XlU.U.U

W.l

5?. x3i Zeiss Ikon lea Nixe Roll Film, f/4.5 Tessar, double extension, Compur,.

WANTED

days* approval against
cash or C.O.D., or

GtOOD Prices given for Good Negatives ; children
first. —
[-4487

<[ or animals ; send contact prints
Elsmore, 14, Renfrew St., Glasgow.

LEICESTER.

plate back,

may be seen by ap¬
pointment at any of
these addresses .
Deferred terms on

9x12

London,

Rolleiflex.
Heidoscope.

watt lamp, complete with resistance
and metal case. Cost £15 15s. C10.n*fl

Road,

WANTED [9144|

Trade.

281 OXFORD

post
free anywhere.
Please
state

Pathe double¬
claw Projectors.

Alpha Cine Projector, loo-

Park

6S-page Bargain
List and wide
range o fca talogues

LTD.
Ensign 16-mm.

I PHOTOGRAPHS

Sizes up to 12 X 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.

Museum Repairer
St., W.C.l.
3292. [0066
CAMERA
to Temple
Trade. — Bar
Fairbrother,
7,

64 frames

t

> to work required from : 4-pl. bust, 8d. ;
half-length, 4d. ; three-quarter length, 3d. ; fulllength, 2d. ; 1-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and postagewith order. — Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

Trade.

8. 32, and

RETOUCHING
Trade.

REPAIRERS

luxe leather case. Shop-soiled.
Cost £18 i8s .

ii, 1933

ENLARGEMENTS
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A DV EITI' I SE M EHT S

RESOLVE

FOR

1933

IS TO MAKE OUR WELL-KNOWN
SERVICE EVEN MORE
INDISPENSABLE TO EVERY AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHER

YOUR

RESOLVE

your

BE TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT !

We offer you Higher Allowances — Easiest Easy Payments, and the
Finest Stock of GUARANTEED New and Second-hand Cameras,
Lenses, Binoculars, Enlargers and Home Cine Apparatus in the Country
OUR CINE
OUR NEW STOCK

FROM
Make

SHOULD

-

New

Year

7h*l ZODEL

Snaps

a greater

SPECIAL

I FROM

success

DE

LUXE

The Roll-film^ Plate and Film-pack
Camera.
A splendid

New

Year

An

iilt'fi) instruiiKMil
Zoijf'llur atia.«tigiiiat jfiiN in Jatrst,

DEPT. |

--

HALSKECIN^
SIEMENSCAMERA

Gift Suggestion.

for tlic* koeti ;i:iiiitenr.

delayed-action <'onijlHir Nimllar. I (o
M.Ar '1'.
1 *ln.‘fd.

£30:0:0

9 monthly paymontu
of 10 1.
9

THE

SEND

AUTOMATIC

“ ROLLEIFLEX”
kIidINt,
uiHi

J <o J .‘{onili

Zflsy

£20

Zeiss

£22
FAMOUS

Tessar

SOME

f

Ions

I

f -J.s

JUNIOR

■\Vifli f C.H Zo(l<*l),ir
'inasl igniaf Jens. V;irio
wtinMe'-. I
In
1 I (Mill see.. It. anil

i-pl. Ememann

Tropical

Focal-plane

Camera,

MODEL
With

5

Bu

tc

6

TERMS

seeme.s

£2

9

MOTO-

6

i-

-S
a

nd

WITH
LENS

21

PHOTO LENS
F 6.2 TELE¬

£18:18:0

monthly

lm

so

nH

119,
PLEASE

12
3i
14
21
13
Vo
la
ig
No R
tl
.o

Cost

£4

IDs .

Cost £2 17s. 6<1 .

.

£2 19

6

£19

6

range-

payments
51 4.

le

Ue

ns

ne

,

ra

.
(i
£1 19
Co
.s
Sy
1. sh
d.
s
li
u
st
n
£
.
Leitz tte12 25 ePrism
Binoculars,
eyepiece. focussing.
ut
li
1 b]a< k
te
r, .
rn
Cost £19
£82 8 0
r.
6

ALL

of

FULLY

GUARANTEED

CINE - AUTO
ECTOR
PR
LEX “D”
BOOJ
Wlicn eluiiiging to Ki-mm. do
not throw away the Path^
Idms. (let this jji'ojeetor,
w hieJi shows hotli 9-mni. and
16-nnii. pictures. Can
be
alteix'd in :l Hash. 2,7D-\vntt
i'lmp, motor driven, de luxe
jicrformanee in e\ery way.
4 'niiio and st'c it demonstrated-

Price £35:0:0
9 monthly

payments

of 81 8.

EXCHANGES
Re

fl

an

St

ex

..

Ald

is

I’

NEW
an

d

Ca

me

Phones : MAYFAIR
As advertisements

shutter.

sliutter, brilliant finder.

on these covers

MENTION

pay¬
44 2

21, rising

lens, shutter
£17 17 0

Fi

d

iimndiiise.

41

9 monthly
ments of

Ro

d

any

Camera,

T. an
d
18case.

an

I''irsi

Folding

F 2.5
AND

hrilii:inl
12s. 6d.

£22 : 0 : 0
ll

er

Roll Film

1. shutter.

sl
1 Id
to 1 iD
se
(.
££1
6
Ds
4 I19
‘o
Dt
iu
th
c.
.
st
li
tt
er
l
.
tigniat lens, in speeded shutter. Cost £4 Ids .
£1 9 6
16 No, 1 Kodak, Scries II. self-eiecting model, Zeiss Tessar
f'<).3 len.s, Compur slmtler, 1 to 1 34)Dth see. Cost £5
£0 5l(,.s,0

s3

1

-Sibyl Excelsior

3-speed

II

hiiili-in

r’

nionilily

nstalinetds.

PATHE

A gniiid instru¬
ment with tele¬
inuige four times
the
size.’•
photonormal
k?n«
X
L IIg’.\'ing

< 'ost t'4 1.7s .

llnder. 'I'lie i-heapesl
lameia in vise, the cost
jier negalice is only Id.
1 to :tf> exposnixfs wit.Ji
one loading. Ideal for
touring and every foini
of phol.ograpJiy.

9

he

pi

payment

£20
9 monthly pay¬
ments of 46 8.

inat leii.s, 3'. an<l 1. shutter.

ami eros,'' front. Hoss Xjirt's f 4.;') aiuistignuit
s|»eeds 2 to I 1.7(11 h see. Cost £32 .

LEICA

equal

rising front.

CAMERA

II

Nine

plet"
wit h('oiiiease
;d
error,
finiis.
and
instriie-

8— Vest Pocket Kodak, Series III Kod.-ir f,7.!i lens, ‘j-specd
shutter. hriJliant (lnd<‘r. Cost £2 IDs .
£1 15 0
9 Agfa Speedex Roll Film Camera. self-ere<ting nnule], f?8.8
anastigrnat Jens, .S-sp«xMl shutter. hrilJiant tinder. Ciist£1 £212IDs.6

of

METER

4— 3A 2} Etui Folding Wafer Camera. douhl<“ extension. Zei.'s
'I'essjir f 4.0 lens. Coiiipur shutter. I>.A.. 1 to l '2a4Kh sei'., '■<
slides. Cost £16 16s .
£11 17 6

10 V.P.K. Model B, Aehro lens. T. and
finder. Cost £1 as .

EASY

SNIPS

®f

rurreet exposure- for ail "still" and
li.it/tery. eannut ire.ir on* , < umiot lie

and ensss front, Zeiss 'I'essar f/4.r> ana'-t ignuil lens. ConiiKnind
17 fjtl6
siintler, 1 to i laOth see., ease, 6 slides. I-'.]’. ailaj)1er. £4
Ci.sl

£2:17:6
payments
7 4.

SECOND-HAND

EXPOSURE

ana
Do
f (>. (i
ha
r»
fr
sw
an
ri
i
on s
-\
irn
Co.ssMee oe.r3 I), splji
led
ti sing
t. hu
ei 1 to 1 -kI.nn
ngi
/
iiel
ns
gi
.,
si
th
tt
«n
i£5
,
CJii
5 st 0
na .
es
ng
er
mi
t
.
.
7 — 10 1.5 cm. Adoro Folding Plate, doul le extension, rising

I'’iiH rlinihk* exi eii!_=>ion, dirccl and rcdlecd«ng x’iew-Ctndi’i's. t 'oniI’le'e Willi .'i single

9 monthly

WESTON
\(il«.niatic;illy imlicates
niisuniierstood■ iiiovi'- " canicraK, Vo
Kntiiely jiroof
a'-'.iinst pemoii-

f'4.."> DogJiiar Jens. foe;d-l>lant* sliidter. 1 l.'ith to 1 I.ttIKith sci'.,
tan l•a^«.-. :t D. .slides. 4 'out t':!.'. .
fl3 17 6
2— Dallmeycr Snapshot Camera, f ') lens. DalJineyer an-i.sfiginat. ‘J-sju'eil .shutter. 4 'i si C'j 'is .
£.3 15 0
3 9 12 cm. Wafer Camera, donide «*\1ension, rising front,
Itulhiieycr IVrfae f d,:t annst jgnial lens. ( ’onipiir shutter. 1 to
! ‘Jotlth see., hrillianl finder. i-Jise. 1 slide, F.l*. adapter. Cost
tit) Ills .
£3 12 6

: 10 : O

ZODEL

LISTS

'I'.

: O : O

l illi'd with

THE

'IVs-^ar Ions

FREE

o^ new “Still’' and Cine Apparatus. Second-hand
bargains. Sundries and full particulars of our home
cine library. Any or all of these useful guides can be
yours on receipt of fid. postage.

Si7<‘ oii!\- LM L'l 4 In. 'I’akes I'J
'' \ iniKiiri's on KUiniianl \<‘sf -|iocki*(
loll lilni, iJi\es liranlifiiJ eii)art.'<-nn-nts.
‘'onipnr
ukI Ik

FOR

monthly
46 8 Ofpayments
70
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,t

nn
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STREET,

t
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0924-5-6.
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Photograph

by

C. Arthur

Peach, Exeter

Exposure

5 seconds, Stop

fLighting.
6.
Ordifuirv

Printed

for the Publishers, Ii.iffe & Sons

Limited,

Dorset

House, Tudor

Street, London,

E.C.4, by The

Classic

Colour

Press, Reading.

Room

_.i/lMATEUR®
Photographer
^

&L

The

CINEM

Journal

for Everybodij

Vol. LXXV.

with

a Gamera^^
No. 2306.

Wednesday, January i8th, 1933.

27
ILFORD ^^
W HYPERSEMSITIWE
r

A.XOGFtAI>HE.R.

p/%mcHROiM<«ric

pi./%¥cs j

ILFORDPLATES
* ^PANCHROMATIC
S 0/ t-g^acCa-tCon^

^

LEITZ^^%

•

£ SUPREME

CAMERA
rrom

BEST

FOR EVERY

TAYLOR

Copyright — Registered

as a Newspaper

aU

Dealers

ZEISS
LENSES-

r
shSch III 1 mi
n
■KisISi

THE ONE
UNIVERSAL

M

/jfflT COOK^ ^
l■|TELEPH0T0
V^^LENSEsyy

for transmission

^>i>

in the U.K.

lil
\W

^ii iiT ~ 1 rn

CLASS

of WORK

KODAKFILM
AlweLys

COLOURED
A

Dependable

ENLARGEMENTS
SPECIALITY

6V
4j , 1,^6;
8y ' X 62
, 2^6 mounted
MARTIN
CHEMIST
SOUTHAMPTON

HOBSON
"'V.
^COOK^
m
:OOKEV\
AVIAR
ill WIDE
^
tn this Issue

1PHOTOCRAPHIC

PRODUCTS^
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pictures use

VERICHROME

Get more pictures— get better pictures
this Winter
Film.

with

“Verichrome”

‘^Werichrome”

is exceptionally fast —

it’s quick to get the picture. It gets
pictures earlier and later in the day.
It is double-coated — doubles your
chance

of

getting the

difficult

snapshot.
“Verichrome”

secures more

detail

in the highlights and the shadows.
It records nature’s tones, shade by
shade. It gives you pictures that you
never could have taken before.

This Winter
use "Verichrome"

The Faster Film -the Master Film -by Kodak
KODAK

PLEASE

MENTION

'‘THE

LIMITED,

AMATEUR

KINGSWAY,

PHOTOGRAPHER"
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COXTAX

Camera

with the advantages of several !
RANGE-FINDER
FOCUS
coupled with lens focussing.
SHUTTER
RELEASE
BUTTON
operating metal focal - plane
shutter to 1/1 ,000th sec.

Compare these features I Metal focal-plane
shutter up to l/l,000th sec. Automatic focus-;
sing — lens coupled to range-finder of 4-In/
optical basis. Instant action by conveniem[
placing of release and focussing control.
Double exposures Impossible — shutter action
winds on next film. As easy to load as any
roll-film camera. Takes our special daylight¬
loading 36-exposure Contax spool or any
standard cin6 film, 36x24 cm.
Interchange¬
able lenses — ZEISS LENSES
from 2-in. to
5|-in. focus ; apertures f/3.5 to f/2. All
sensitive working parts safely housed In
camera
casing.
Enlargements
to any
practical size.
Contax

Illustrated Brochure

giving full particulars, free
on request.
ZEISS

IKON

LTD.,

MORTIMER

11,
ST.,

MORTIMER
LONDON,

HOUSE,
W.l

PHOTOGRAPHY
MADE EASY . ,
By

R.

CHILD

BAYLEY

Aothor
“Hand

ot
“ The Complete Pboto^apher***
Cameras/’ “Photographic Enlarging**

Crown

Svo, 250 pp.

Stout paper

Price 2/- net

&

BROUGHT

EASY

PA

TENT

THROUGHOUT
RIGHT

UP

- TO

AND
- DATE

A-B-C

beginners,

and, if carefully studied,

it will enable the novice with a camera to get a greater pro¬
portion of successful photographs than would usually be the case.
< 2; up
“Photography Made Easy” should be read by everyone taking
photography : it should form as much a part of the outfit as the
camera itself : it is an ideal present to give an amateur photographer.

LTD.,

DORSET

HOUSE,

TUDOR

The
THE

AS

for photographic

EDITION

covers

By post 2/3

SONS

REVISED

This is a book

Obtainable from all leading booksellers*
or direct by post from the Publishers

ILIFFE

THIRD

ETUI

Amateur

ADVANCED

THINNEST

STREET,

LONDON,

Photographer.”

WORKERS’

18/1/33

—
E.C.4

Z

>H

COMPETITION

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Tuesday, January 31st.

AND LIGHTEST

CAMERA IN
THE WORLD

“The

Amateur

Photographer.”

INTERMEDIATE

18/1/33

COMPETITION

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Tuesday, January 3rst.

3ix2} Patent Etui Camera
with RADIONAR
F/4.5 lens in

m c

focussing mount, VARIO 8speed shutter, focussing screen
and Aim-pack
> C ■ A
holder .
SrO . O . U
Ditto, ditto, with Ibsor shutter,
speeds 1 sec, £7 ■ 7 ■ A
to l/126th sec. *** • ■ • v

“The

37, Bedford

18/1/33

COMPETITION

aS"
So 0
“The

& CO.* LTD.

MENTION

Photographer.”

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Tuesday, January 31st.

Amateur

Photographer.”

PRINT

CRITICISM

18/1/33

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Wednesday following date of issue.

St., Strand, W.C.2

PLEASE

Amateur

BEGINNERS’

Weight, iucluding film-pack
holder, 16 oz. For Film Pack,
Roll Film or Plates.

THORSCH

crq ET ^
=■.0 M

o“-0
^oO
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OUR CREAT
Stupendous
THE YEAR’S

BEST

ANNUAL

offers start City Sale*s
CHANCE

BIG SALE LIST!
Specially compiled to enable you to choose
with ease hundreds of bargains in photo¬
graphic and cine apparatus and any sundry
you need at prices never before dreamed of.
Get this fully illustrated took now and
make sure of your
share of this over¬
whelming value.
No post to pay.

i8, 1933

FREE

TO REINFORCE
31 X 21 No. 6 Carbine, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur
back .
31 X 21 Hale
Paths

Roll Film,

9i-mm,

Cine

f/6.3 anastigmat,

Camera,

Double

extension,

rising front,

reversing back, self-capping shut¬
ter, l;15th to 1/l.OOUth sec. and
time, Cooke, Aldis or Dallmeyer
f/4.5 an astigmat.tt slides and F.P.
adapter. Original price £13 lOs.

£5:18:9

8 ONLY.
UC
W\C

kU/VC.
I live

Crouch Microscope, fine and coarse adjustment,
2/3rd8, l/12th oil-immersion objectives .
3x4

cm. Baby

Box

Tengor,

Tropical

Boll Film

31x21

Ikonta,

f/6.3 Novar

Reflex, f/6.3 Ross

3^x2|SALEX

31 x21 Zeiss Palmos Focal-plane,
F.P. adapter, case .

3

12 9

A
^

5 ONLY.

2ix2i
ROLLEIFLEX
REFLEX
in gocd condition and guar¬
anteed lerfect working order,
fitted Zeiss Tcssarf/4.5
tigDiat

lens,

and

anas-

Compur

sector shutter, full size finder
and

case.

List £20.

£11:1 7:6
2

PLEASE

MENTION

6 slides, F.P.

adapter
£5 18 9

revolving

back,
£8 19

6
6

anastigmat,

Ibso

shutter,
£2 18 9

Homocentric,

Nettel Adoro,

focal-plane

shutter.
£3 3 0
Jens, 3 D.J>. slides
35s. Od.

anastigmat,

f/4.6 Zeiss Tessar,
auastigmat,

Postcard Adams’ Vaido, f/4.5 Voigtlander
ter, revolving back, 3 slides, case .
3a Special Kodak, range-finder
shutter .

model,

Jules

Richard

Automatic

shutter,
£6 19 6

back, 6 slides

£3 back,
3 0
revolving
£11 12 6
Compur. £83 11
slides9
Compur

shutter,
£4 17 6

Heliar, Compound shut¬
.
£8 13 6

f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar,

21 X 21 Carbine, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar, Compound
sec .
45 X 107

Compur

reversing

Compur
£5 8 9

shutter, 1 to l/300th
£2 3 9

Taxipbote,

adjustable
focus6
£7 17

i-pl. Soho Reflex, revolving back. Kershaw focal-plane shutter.
f/4.8 Coeiz Color, 4 D.D. slides, leather case .
£8 17 6

Leica Enlarger, anasti^at lens, with enlarging
masking frame. List price £16 178. 6d .

P.C. Popular Pressman Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis, focal-plane sbuttei-, 0
dark slides .
£6 13 6
9x12 cm. and i-pl. Voigtlander Reflex, revohingback, f/S.s Omnar,
focal-plane shutter, 3 D.D. elides, F.P. adapter and case. . £3 17 9

31 X 21 Dallmeyer Pentac Roll Film, f/2.9 Pentac anastigmat, Com¬
pur shutter .
£9 13 6
la Graphic Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar .
£6 17 6

Pressman

Reflex,

f'4.5 Cooke,

G dark

slides, F.P.

i-pl. Plano Reflex, revolving back, long extension,
D.D. slides .
. .

adapter
£6 18 6

f/4..'5 Velos, 2
£2 17 6

9 X 12 Bentzin
volving

Tourist

Graflex

Reflex, focal-jdane

shutter,

back,

i-pl. Adams’
F.P. adapter,

Reflex, f/4.6 Zeiss Tessar,

board

and patent
£10 12 6

seJf-capping^shutter,

3 slides .
Videx, f/6.3 Zeiss Protar, focal-plane
case .

6x4 Anschutz Focal-plane, self -capping
slides, F.P. adapter and case .

re¬

£8 16
shutter,

3 •

6 slides.
£5 19 6

shutter, f/1.5 Zeiss Tessar, 3
£11 n
o

59 CHEAPSIDE

4 slides,£2no 2lens0

LONDON.

E.C.2

P.C. Tropical de Luxe lazars Challenge, uncovered polished maho¬
gany, triple extension, swing front, reversing back, brass fittings,
self-contained focal-plane shutter. Beck Isostiionar, 3-foci, f/5.8. 6
book-form dark elides, leather case. Cost £15 .
£3 5 0
5 4 Tropical Sanderson Hand and Stand, in polished teak, triple
extension, wide-anule rack. Zeiss Tessar f /6.3. Zeiss Magnar Telephoto
45-inni., 3 D.D. slides, leather case. Co.st £3(i .
£9 9 0
5x4 Sanderson Hand and Stand, all movements, wide-angle rack,
Beck 3-foci convertible double .Aplanat, Ibso sector shutter, 1/lOOth
sec., 3 D.D. slides, leather carrving-case. Postage Is .
£2 18 9
1-pl. Correspondence Universal Band and Stand, extra long extension,
ufficient for copying, rack and pinion, swing and reversing back,
large tirilliant direct finder, B. A L. convertible .Aplanat, auto, shutter,
1 '100th sec., 3 D.D. slides, leattier case. Cost £8 Xs .
£1 1 0
10x15 cm. and P.C. Linbo! Tropex de Luxe Universal Hand and
Stand, triple extension, f/4.5 Zodellar anastigmat, Corapor shutter,
swing front, reversing back, briUiant direct finder, 12 dark slides.
Cost £26 .
£7 7 0

F/7.7anas- i7
Q
tigmat .... i • / ^
F/6.8 anas- t%t%
ii<rTntLt. ....

self-capping
£7 10 0

Xpres,

31x21 Salex de Luxe, f/3. 8 Salex
3 slides, F.P. adapter .

5x4 Sanderson Hand and Stand, all movements, Busch Leukar
f/0.8 convertible auastigmat, auto, shutter, 1/lOOth sec , 3 D.D. slides.
Cost £12 128 .
£3 8 6

Rei'tlUnea

Reflex, f/5.6 Ross

10 X 15 Contessa

£5:5:0

5x4

Rapid

9

anastigmat.

ajiastjgmat,

i-pl. T.-P. Junior Reflex, f/2.9 Plaubel
C slides, case .

slides. The finest value
for money it is possible

7x5 and J-pl. Kodak Griflex Reflex, rack focus, Graflex focal-plane
shutter, f/4.5 Xenar, F.P. adapts, cljauging-box, leather case. Cost
£38 .
£7 7 0

Miniscus Achrom¬
atic lens. ‘*'00

9

£2 12

self-capping
£6 16 9

31x21 Welta de Luxe, f/3.2 Plaubel anastigmat,
slides, F.P. adapter .
1-pl. Apem

9x12 and i-pl. Ica Folding Reflex, f,'4.5 Carl Zeiss Te.s.sar, focalplane shutter, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost £40. Perfect
£5 5 0

For daylight-loadiog roll hlins.

6

1-pl. Bentziu Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, self-capping shutter,
revolving back, 3 slides, F.P. adapter .
£7 16 3

Slightly stock-boiled,
full double extension,
rack rising and rack
cross front, f/S.H
Salexon anaatigmat,
delayed-action Compur
sector shatter, hooded
focussing screen, 3

P.C.

KODAKS

9

£3

f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar, 3 D D. slides,
£12 17 6

1/4.6 Ross

31x21 Carbine Roll Film, f/4.5 Zodel
1 to 1/lOOth sec .

OR STAND POCKET
CAMERAS.HAND
FOLDING

i-pl. Watson’s Argus Reflex, reversing back,
3 D.D. slide.s. no len.s .
i-pl. Voigtlander Reflex, revolving baik, no

POCKET

£1 11

anastigmat

Homocentric,

Reflex, f/3 Aldis
3 olidea .

Focal-plane,

motor drive
£2 8 9
stage, l/6th,
£8 12 8

anastigmat .

1-pl. Ensign Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Ross
shutter, 3 slides .

1-pl. Salex

rack

f/6.3 anastigmat .

31x21

31x21 T.-P. Junior
shutter, reversing back,

3-speed£13
shutter9

Camo

31 X 21 Kern Hand and Stand, f/4.5 Kem
anastigmat, Compur
shutter, revolving back, 12 slides, F.P. adapter .
£7 13 9

1-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, f,4.5 Cail Zeiss Te.ssar, 3 D.D. slides,
F.P. adapter and leather ease. Cost £-10 .
£8 17 6
j-pl. Ensign Reflex, self-cappiug, f, 4.5 .Aviar, 3 slides. F.P. adapter,
leather case .
£6 12 6

VEST

shutter, with plate
£5 16 9

Vario

f/3.5 anastigmat,

1-pl. Pressman Reflex, f/3. 4 AIdU
slides, F.P. adapter .

7 ONLY. i-pl.
Ensign Special
Reflex Cameras

YOUR

“THE

6 X 13 Stereo Murer de Luxe Collapsible Focal-plane, shutter speeds
to l/l,0O0th sec., pair of f/4.5 lenses, G dark slides, F.P. adapter.
Cost €13 .
£4 18 6
4-pl. Ememann Collapsible Presg Focal-plane.f
2 D.D. slide*, .

6.3 Ross Homocentric.
£2 13 9

i-pl. Ernemann Collapsible Focal-plane, f/o.6 Boss, shutter speeds
to 1/l.OOOth sec., brilliant direct finder, 2 D.D. slides .
£2 17 9
P.C. Murer Press Collapsible Focal-plane, shutter speeds to l/l,000th
sec., f/5.5 anastigmat lens, 6 dark slides. F.P. adapter. ... £2 13 9
i-pl. Tropical Nettel Press Deckrnllo Collapsible Focal-plane, shutter
speeds 1/1, 200th sec., f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, Mackenzie slides, 12
en\ elopes, leather case. Cost £40 .
£13 17 6
5x4 T.-F. All-Weather Collapsible Focal-plane, self -capping shutter,
f/5.8 Ensign anastigmat, 4 D.D. slides .
£3 17 6

54 LIME

LONDON,
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CLEARANCE
* Crazy Bargain Month!
ENTIRE OUTFITS & SAVE

POUNDS!

Leitz Leica Camera, Elmar f/3.6, focal-plaue shutter, 2 chargers,
range-finder and leather case. Cost £20 .
£9 17 6
8x Aitchison Prism, centre screw focussing, 24-inin. O.G. Cost
6b .
£1 10 0

£6

3ix21 No. 5 Ensign Carbine, Aldis
speeded shutter, leather case .
9i-mm. Baby Pathe Hand-turn Cine
Cost £5 .

Uno

f/4.5, Mulchro fully£3 3 0
f/3.5 anastigmat.
£1 17 6

Camera,

SPECIAL
SALE OFFER!

3i X 21 All-Distance Pocket Ensign Boll Film, All-Distance lens,
Trichro shutter. New condition .
£19
6
91-mm. Pathe Motocamera, Carl Zeiea Tesaar i/2.7, motor drive.
complete in leather case. Cost £22 .
£13 12 6
12-in. No. 2 Series XVI Dallon Telephoto Anastigmat, working at
f/7.7, Koilos fully-speeded shutter from 1 to l/30Uth sec., T.
£4 and
15 B.0

rilNE

91-mm. Pathe Cine Camera,
case .

Motrix

motor

attachment

6x4 Goerz Anschutz, Goerz Gclor Series IB
focal-plane shutter, speeds from 6 to 1/1, 000th
adjustments, 3 D.D. slides. Cost £26 .

and leather
£2 7 6

Salex
speeds

Folding
from

Pocket,

f/3.8 Salex

1 to l/260th

the world, triple exten¬
sion. Handsome polished
Spanish
mahogany
throughout, Omniflex
universal rising, falling,

Compur

swinging and cross front
movements,
reversing
and swing back, time
and inst. shutter, solid

3 slides
£5 5 0

brass turntable, three¬
fold tripod, Aldis f/7.7

anastigmat,

sec., U-form

front

and

3ix2J Cameo Folding Pocket, Aldis Uno, Deltax Everset shutter,
speeds from l/25th to 1/lOOth sec., U-form front, 2 slides, and F.P.
adapter, case .
£1 11 6
3i X 2i T.-P. Ruby Reflex, Aldis f/3.4, rack focussing, rising front,
self-capping focal-plane shutter, speeds to l/l,000th sec., revolving
back, 3 D.D. slides and leather case. Cost £20 .
£8 17 6
3i X 21 Six-20 Kodak, Kodak f/6.3 anastigmat, speeded shutter
from 1 to 1/lOOth sec .
£2 17 6

anastigmat,

OUR

Selections

No.

3x4 cm. Ikonta, Novar f/6,3, Everset shutter, speeds to 1/lOOth
sec,, focussing. New condition .
£2 12 6
31 X 2i Popular Elito, Plntar extra rapid Aplanat, Everset shutter,
speeds to 1/lOOth sec., 3 slides, F.P. adapter .
16s. 6d.
No. la Junior Kodak 41 x 2j, K.K. lens, ball-bearing shutter, speeds
to 1/lOOth sec., autographic back .
£13
6

f/3.6 anastigmat,

motor

our

Sale

Lists.

1 Eusignette,

V.P.

Special

f/8 lens, speeded

Kodak,

f/4.5 Tessar,

shutter.
Compur.

Cost
Cost

£1

178.
13s.6d.6d.

£10

12s. 6d.

£7 10 0
31 X 21 Agfa Standard Roll Film, f/C.3 len.s. Cost £7 lOs. £2 19 6
31x21 Special Kodak, //C.3 anastigmat, Velostc, Cost £8 8s.
£3 2 0
31 X 21 Special Kodak, f'4.5 anastigmat, Kodamatic. Cost £13 18s.
£6 6 0

complete
13s. 9d.

31 X 21 Kodak,

Co.st £2 2s.
17s. 6d.
£16 16s.
£5 5 0
P.C. Ensign Roll Film, f, G.8 Cooke, speeded shutter. Cost €8 8s.
£1 17 6
31x21 Zeiss Palmos Focal-plane, f/4.5 Tessar, 3 slider, F.P.
adapter, leather case. Cost £27 K’s .
£9 9 0
31x21 Double Shutter Folding, f/4.5 Tessar. Compur, double
extension, focal-plane shutter to 1/1 .000th sec., 3 slides, F.P. adapter.
Cost £20 lOs .
£11 17 6

drive. New
£7 10 0

P.C. Special

1-pl, No. 3 Special Kodak, Goerz Dagor Series III f/6.8, Kollos
sector fully-speeded shutter from 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B., rack
focussing. Cost £10 lOs .
£2 15 0

90/94 FLEET ST

E.C.4

LONDON,

from

Latest Ikonta Roll Film, f/n.3 anastigmat, Record shutter, 16 ex¬
posures on 3} 21 film. 0>st £4 10s .
£3 12 6
V.P. Series III Kodak, f/5.0 Kodak anastigmat, Diomatic shutter.
As new. Cost £4 IDs .
£2 5 0

P.O. and 10x15 cm. Curt Bentzin Folding Reflex. Carl Zeis' Tessar
f/4.5, focussing, setting, focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec.,
revolving back, 2 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. Cost over
£30 .
£8 17 6

9i-mm. PsU^O Uotocamera,
condition .

Fitted i/3.6 Elmar lens, focal-plane shutter,
l/20th to 1 5i)0th sec. and time, range-finder,
2 spool-holders and case. List £21 12s. 6d.

lUs.

rapid Landscape

Kodak,

lens and

f/4.5 Dogmsr,

leather

case.

Compound.

£10

PRICE

£13:15:0

Cost

MENTOR

Fitted

genuine

Carl

Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar
lenses, focal-plane
slnitter, l/lOtli to
1/I,n00th sec. and
time, risinu arid
erns-s front, 3 double
slides.
.31 '-.M. List £35.
Sale Price £7 17 6
1-pl. List £37.
Sale
£44. Price £7 12 6
in 15 cm.
J.ist
Sale

Price

£8

17

6

3 ONLY.

Brand

for

New

five

days

allowed to postbuyers of any

16-mm. MODEL ‘B’
KODASCOPE
PROJECTORS

used
This
to

Bronze finish, self*threading device, motor
drive, reveise, rewind and still picture

a

goods.
amounts
genxiine

MONEYBACK

movements, adaptable for ‘ Kodacolor,
200-watt lamp, adjustable resistance up

GUARAN¬
TEE

Cost£io5

on any pur¬
chase you make

y/ to 250 volts, in carrying-case. Unsoiled.
£53

;

10

:

0

at any

branch

31x2J Duplex Ruby Reflex, f/4.5 Xpres,
case. As new. Cost £30 .

changing£6 17 6

31x21
As new.

adapter.
£7 17 6

T.-P Junior Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke,
Cost £12 15s .

j-pl. T.-P. Junior
slides, F.P. adapter,

EXCHAnCi
MENTION

“THE

revolving

1-pI. Sibyl, f/4.5 Tessar, reflex finder, 6 slides. Cost £25..
P.C. Double Extension Folding,
Cost £7 158 .

f/6.3 anastigmat,

10x15 Contessa Doable Extension
3 slides. Cost £14 148 .

Folding,

hack,
£8 7

G
6

£7 17

6

Velosto,

3 slides.
£2 2 0

f/6.3 Tessar,

Compur.
£3 19 6

LENSES.
6-in. f/7.7 Beck

Convertible,

61-in. f/6.5 Bausch,

automatic

D.A., in automatic

shutter .
shatter .

51-in. f/6.8 Zodellar

Anastigmat,

in Vario

6i-in. f/4.5 Koristka

Anastigmat,

Compur

6-in. f/7.7 Aldis, in focussing
6}-m.

f/4.5 Ross

Xpres,

51-in. f/4.5 Tessar,

Compur

speeded

mount .
.

L.P., Compur.

As

shutterlSs.

shutter .

mount .

new .

8s. 6d.
13s. 6d.

AMATEUR

E.C.1

PHOTOGRAPHER"

WHEN

6d.

£4 12

6

£9 17

6

extension,

ri.^ing fiont,

reversing back, focal-plane shut¬
ter,
1 /1.5thAldis
to
and time,
1/l.OOnth
sec.6
or
Cooke f/4.5
ana-stigmat,

adapter. List
slides. F.l*.
price £13

ins.

Sale Price
£5 : 18 :9
Three only, as above,
with Ross Xpres f/4.5.
or Zeiss
f/4.59
lenses
. Tessar
£7 18

Model

B Cine Kodak

Cameras

For IG-mm. film,
sub¬
standard
dayliglit-loading. foot¬
age indicator, brilliant
reriecting
andcomjdete
directvision finders,
in case.

29s. 6d.
£5

5

0

£6 15

0

84 Aldertgate
LONDON,

PLEASE

3 slides, F.P

Reflex, f'4.5 Cooke Aviar,
case. Cost £18 10s .

Double

slides, leather
£18 18 0

3i X 21 Graflex Reflex, f/4.8 Kodak, 3 sUdes, F.P. adapter,
box, roll-holder .and case. Cost .£25 .

81-in. f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, sunk
of ” City Sale.”

G D.D.

1-pl.

Ensign Pressman
Reflex Cameras

Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5 B. & L. Tessar. Co.st £35
£6 2 6
6 X 4 Vrill Focal-plane, f/6.3 Homo. 6 slides. Cost £14108. £4 12 6
1-pl. DeckruUo, f/3.5 Cooke anastigmat, Mackenzie slide. Cost
£36 .
£12 12 0

APPROVAL

: 17 : 6

FOLDING
REFLEX
CAMERAS

la Graflex

MORE THAN £50!

LEITZ

LEICA CAMERAS

3 best qual¬

list price, £27

1-pI. T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, Cooke Series TIa f/3.6, sunk mount,
Iris, rack focussing, self-capping focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1/1 ,000th
sec., revolving back, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. Cost £22
fill 11 0

shutter,

5 ONLY.

dark double
slides.book-form
Present
ity

3^x21 Salex Focal-plane, Boss Xpres f/4.6, focussing, focal-plane
shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., G slides and leather case. . £6 17 6
6i-in. Aldis Uno f/7.7, Lukos II Everset shutter, speeds to 1/lOOth
sec .
138. 9d.

V.P. Autographic Kodak, 11. II. lens, ball-bearing
In purse .

and

at 50 per cent ofi list.
Undoubtedly the finest
universal field camera in

f/4.8, self-capping
sec., with outside
£5 17 6

No. 0 Graphic Roll Film Focal-plane, Cooke f/6.8 anastigmat, focalplane shutter, speeds to l/500th sec., daylight loading. Cost £10
£3 6 0
3tx2|

New

tut slightly stock-

soiled THORNTONPICKARD
ROYAL
RUBY FIELD OUTFITS,

46 X 107 Heidoscope Stereo, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.6, fully-speeded
shutter, reflex finder, 2 changing-boxes, plate attachment, with 0
single slides, Ducar light filter and leather case. Excellent condition
£37 10 0

shutter,

ONLY.

unused

1-pl. No. 4 Folding Kodak, Goerz Dagor Series III f/6.8 ana-stigmat,
auto, fully-speeded shutter, rising front, plate back, 3 slides, and
leather case. Cost £12 .
£1 19 6

ST.

Four uith f/G.5 lens.
List €20 5s. 6d.

£4 : 17 : 6
Three with f/3.5 lens.
List £26 7s. Gd.

Irlce £8 : 17 : 6
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BEAUTY
magnified a hundredfold/
Much as you enjoy looking at your favourite
pictures, you are missing a lot if you have never
seen them projected on to a lantern screen.
Imagine your pictures
six feet wide, how their

It’s so easy. Simply expose your negatives with

Lantern Plates in
would
beauty
wealth of lovely how
frame in‘h® Prin
a ^nd
fix, 'ing
and there you
brought out; detail,
invisible in your prints ,
have your slides ready
for showing.
would be revealed.

ILFORD
Write

for

MMTERM

booklet:

“ Making of Slides and
Transparencies on

Made

Ilford Lantern Plates.”

SPECIAL

PUTES

in the following

• WARM

BLACK

^cuft cUoJltX
Made

ILFORD
4
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A GLANCE at the page devoted

Copyright — Registered as a Newspaper
for transmission in the U.K.

This keen interest in amateur photo¬
graphy generally is further borne
out by the great increase in the
numbers of entries for The Amateur
Photographer monthly competitions,
and by the large quantities of prints
sent for criticism in addition to the
still larger number of technical
queries received. We mention this
latter fact in view of the possible
delay that must inevitably occur
from time to time in dealing with
the mass of such matters which
reaches this office every week.

House

The

LXXV.

No.

2306.

Modern

Note.

It was rather surprising to find in
the symposium on modem photo¬
graphy which was staged by the
Royal Photographic Society at its
first meeting in the New Year that
very few voices — indeed, the number
reallv came down to only one — were
raised in favour of the old ortho¬
dox pictorialism. Only one pair of
fists was raised against modernism
in photography, despite some quite
alarming pictures of that character
on the walls. There appeared to be
the general feeling, even among some
good pictorialists, that what was
known as modernism in photograph^',
notwithstanding its eccentricities,
does represent a return to the
distinctive character of photography,

Exhibitions.

Three house exhibitions of con¬
siderable interest are now open at
the Royal Photographic Society’s
house, 35, Russell Square, London,
W.C.i. In the Gallery on the first
floor an exhibition entitled “ The

and is not an amalgam of the art of
the camera and that of the pencil or
brush. No clear distinction was

Modern Spirit in Photography ” is
on view, and includes exhibits from
France, Poland, Canada, Czecho¬
slovakia, Austria, Hungary, Switzer¬
land, Germany, and Great Britain,
with one only from the United States.
Many of the prints are remarkable
productions, and while some will
please or astonish the visitor, others
may prove not so attractive, but it is
an intensely interesting show that
should on no account be missed.
In the Gallery on the ground floor,
a collection of prints by the late
J. C. Warburg is on view, which will
prove very interesting to those who

VoL.

were acquain
known
worker; ted
and with
in the this
Gallerywell"
on
the second floor, an exhibition of
flower studies by Mrs. Arens-Tepe, of
Holland, is shown. The exhibitions
are open to the public daily from
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. (Sundays excepted)
until the end of the month, and
admission is free on signing the
\hsitors’ Book.

to “ The Week’s Meetings ”
indicates the steady increase
of activity in photographic spcieties
in all parts of the country. Meetings
are occurring in greater number at
the present time, and are more
largely attended than in any recent
year. There are also more exhibi¬
tions, current and pending, than
has been the case for some time.

R.P.S.

"FOCUS"

&- "PHOTOGRAPHY"

preserved in the course of the dis¬
cussion between modernism pure

Winter

Sunset

at

Southsea.

An article on “ Winter by the Sea,”
appears on another page in this issue.

49

and simple and commercial photo¬
graphy, andcommercial photography,
of course, proceeds with different
aims. As one speaker said, if a
commercial photograph sells the
goods it does not signify at all that
it is a bad photograph. But the
gentle landscapes with which long
years of exhibition have made us
familiar, the pictures of fishing
smacks, of country cottages, and all
those quiet things came in for some
derisive comment from those who
5
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preferred to use their cameras upon
the more strident aspects of our
civilisation. _
Animal Portraits.
A “ psychological portrait ” of a
man or woman is, according to Mr.
A. C. Banfield in his provocative
talk to the Pictorial Section of the
- Royal Photographic Society, merely
bunkum, for man has learned to
dissemble to such an extent that he
is rapidly becoming expressionless.
But if you want psychological por¬
traits, you should go to the animals,
which have never learned to dis¬
semble or cloak their feelings. Go
in particular, says Mr. Banfield, to
the Lion House at the Zoo. Lions
themselves are associated with ma¬
jesty, but as a matter of fact they
more frequently suggest boredom
and slothful slumber. The tiger
is more expressive than the lion,
while as for the leopard, what he
lacks in facial expression he makes
up in the beautiful lines of his fulllength portrait. Mr. Banfield added
that the class of work of which he
was speaking had only been possible
in the Lion House during the last
two or three years. It had become
possible owing to the extraordinary

improvement in panchromatic
material. Without the soft gradation
plate or recent types of panchromatic
film, such work would be quite
hopeless. There had also, he said,
been a gratifying improvement in
lenses of apertures from f/1.9 to
f/3.5. It was only rarely that the
light in the Lion House was good
enough to permit the use of the old
standard aperture of f/4.5, and he,
like other photographers, preferred
to take photographs of the animals
inside the house rather than in the

being a minute or more. As we
pointed out, the results were by no
means satisfactory. Drifting clouds
had become meaningless blurs, and
the sea might have been a roadway.
A very much shorter exposure is
required for the result to be realistic,
and success should be possible now
that we have hypersensitive plates
and f/1.9 lenses. The point is
whether the result gives a realistic
impression of the moonlight effect as
the eye sees it ; if not, it cannot be
called successful moonlight photo¬

outside cages, because the back¬
ground was better, and in the dens
inside the house a wide variety of
lightings was available.

graphy.
—
The “Northern.”
Particulars of the “ Northern ”
Photographic Exhibition are again
to hand. This year it will be held
at Bradford, at the Cartwright
Memorial HaU, from June 17th to
August 20th. Conditions of entry
are similar to those that have

Photographs

by Moonlight.

A recent reply to a correspondent
gave the impression that it is
impossible to take photographs by
the light of the moon only. It is
hardly necessary to state that we
did not mean anything of the sort.
The enquirer was expecting to be
able to take snapshots showing
moonlight on the sea, and also trains
in railway stations at night. Two
readers sent us prints of sea and sky
by moonlight, the exposures given

appeared on previous occasions, and
classes for pictorial prints, natural
history and scientific prints, and
lantern slides are provided for. The
last day for receiving entries is
Saturday, May 13th, and full par¬
ticulars and entry forms are obtain¬
able from A. Greenwood, Myrtle
Dene, Harrogate Road, Bradford.

NEW
SERIES
^acts andA selection
/formulae
:
of useful hints classified according to
LANTERN-SLIDE
A GOOD formula (J. Shaw)
" slow ” lantern plates is ;
A. Hydroquinone . .
Sodium sulphite . .
Citric acid. .
. .
Potassium bromide
Water to . .
. .
B. Sodium hydrate . .
Water
. .
. .

WORK.

for warm
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

II.

When

blacks and browns
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

lOo
y
80
40
20
160
20

on
grs.
oz.
grs.
grs.
oz.
grs.
oz.

For brown-black use go minims A, 90 minims B, 10 drops
Rodinal, 40 minims 10 per cent pot. brom., water 2 oz.
♦

♦

4:

When a quick stop bath is found necessary for lantern
plates they may be given one minute in :
Water
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
5 oz.
Sodium sulphite . .
. .
. .
. .
. .
i oz.
Sulphuric acid
. .
. .
. .
. .
. . 20 mins.
The plate is quickly rinsed and transferred to the fixing bath.
4:

*

Slides that turn out a poor black, and are on the weak side,
may well be treated with uranium, provided they are free from
hypo. Two solutions are required : (a) 50 grs. uranium nitrate
in 10 oz. water ; and (b) 40 grs. potassium ferricyanide in 10 oz.
water. A suitable working tath is (a) oz. and (b) 80 mins.
Washing should be by several changes in still water.
6
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clouds

from

another

negative

are

subject.

added

to a slide,

they may be printed on a second lantern plate, the two being
bound face to face afterwards. The unwanted parts of the
cloud slide may be removed by local reduction with a brush,
the two slides being held back to back while this is done.
It is safer to use this method only for black tone slides, as it
is difficult to get a perfect match with other tones.
^

4:

Most concentrated single-solution developers are suitable
for lantern slides, with or without additional restrainer and
dilution.
*
*
*
A DYE may be substituted for the silver image of a lantern
slide, but the silver must first be converted into a compound
which has an affinity for the dye. Such a bleaching bath as
the following can be used :
Copper sulphate
Potassium sulphocyanide
Potassium citrate . .
Acetic acid . .
Water to
A

simpler and more familiar
Ammonium
bromide
Potassium
Water to

. .

bleacher

ferrocyanide
*

♦

*

is :

. .
. .

30 mins.
2 grs.
oz.
6 grs.
1 10 grs.

• •

20 grs.
oz.
350
4 grs.

If certain white inks and pigments are used for writing on
the masks of slides there is a risk that in time tiny particles
will break away and settle on the picture. These show as
blemishes on the screen.
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OFT-FOCUS

EFFECTS

with the Vertical

Enlarger

Soft -focus effects are notoriously easier to obtain with the horizontal than
with the vertical enlarger. The following article indicates the most suitable
diffusion methods to employ with the latter apparatus and offers some
suggestions on their convenient utilisation.

Generally speaking, me¬

thods of obtaining diffusion
when printing through the
vertical enlarger are not entirely
convenient. The methods may, it
is true, give satisfactory results ;
but unless these are accompanied by
ease of manipulation the many
advantages of the vertical apparatus
cannot be enjoyed to the full.
Well-known devices such as lightly
breathing upon the enlarger lens,
using one of the scored celluloid
attachments and covering the lens
with chiffon have long been used in
conjunction with the horizontal
apparatus.
Any or all of these devices may be
used to introduce soft-focus effects
with the vertical enlarger. The
variety of effects obtainable is,
however, rather limited ; and it is
only by using the diffusion screens
at varying points between the en¬
larger lens and the bromide paper
that a wider selection of soft render¬
ings is made available.
Screening

Materials.

The particular materials used to
bring about diffusion should always
be selected in accordance with the
degree and nature of the softening
required. Miller’s bolting silk — the
most popular material employed for
the purpose — may be used to give a
varying degree of softness which
may be regarded as eminently
suitable for many classes of pictorial
work.
By using black " tulle ” as well as
white, it is possible to change the
nature of the resultant diSusion
from a hazy softness (which comes
from using the familiar commodity)
to a contrasty “ screening ” (which
is obtainable by using black
fabric.)
With these materials, as with all
others employed in a similar capa¬
city, the degree of softness obtain¬

able depends largely upon the point
at which the diffusing screen is
interposed between the easel and
the enlarger lens, so that the use of
a suitable support for the screen is
necessary if the utmost variety of
effects is to be made available.
Sheets of colourless, transparent
celluloid, roughly scored with a
scribing tool or finely-pointed needle,
may be employed to effect diffusion
in the case of all negatives found to
possess excessive contrasts. The
chief value of such screens is, how¬
ever, in preserving shadow detail —
in which respect they are appreciably
superior to most of the fabric
screens.
Practical

Suggestions.

When the particular medium has
been selected, it should be evenly
stretched across a simple framework,
drawing-pins or glass push-pins being
employed to retain it in position.
Celluloid screens do, of course,
require somewhat different handling.
As it is rather unsatisfactory to
bend the celluloid material round a
wooden framework, such screens
should be flatly pinned to the under
surface of the wood itself. By this
method it will be found possible
to avoid cracking the material —
a defect most prone to follow
attachment by bending.
If any doubt be entertained as
to the most effective position in
which to adjust the screen, it will
be found a good plan to commence
with the device in position mid-way
betwen the lens and the easel, and
then to move the screen upwards
and downwards until the most
pleasing effect is secured.
It is also of advantage to experi¬
ment occasionally with a few screens
of widely, different types ; experience
alone can furnish any reliable guide
as to the results likely to accrue
from the manipulation of scored

screens and muslin of varying colour
and texture.
Exposure.

Doubt is very frequently enter¬
tained as to the increase of exposure
time necessary whenever diffusion
screens are to be employed. This is
in no small way due to the fact that
no common increase applies to all
the materials commonly used in
soft-focus work — nor, indeed, to
any one material employed at differ¬
ent points between the lens and the
easel.
Here again, experience and prac¬
tice supply the most useful guidance,
since some materials require a great
— and others only a very small —
increase in the exposure time. Ex¬
posing in part tlurough plate glass
requires the smallest Increase, cellu¬
loid diffusions coming next ; last
of aU we have the fabric screens,
some of which necessitate even a
doubled exposure.
And, in every particular case, the
factor varies as the screen itself is
appreciably changed to a higher or
lower position.
There is, as a matter of fact, no
need for a wide range of positions
for any diffusing media. As has been
pointed out, a great deal can be done
at the lens itself. Cardboard rings
can be made to fit on the lens mount,
and these may be made in variety
— one, two or three thicknesses of
white chiffon, and a similar set in
black, will do wonders. A corres¬
ponding range can be obtained with
celluloid, bolting-silk, etc., to be used
on the surface of the paper, or at
various distances just above it.
Then there is, of course, the
obvious method of throwing the
image out of focus, this being done
by raising the paper more or less
above the surface of the baseboard.
This can be done with or without
the addition of other methods.
7
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of indoor
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portraiture

the
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evenings.

A. R. TURPIN

Those readers of “ The A.P.” who like trying their
hands

at things out of the ordinary should try

outline photograph}’. Very striking and beautiful
pictures can be produced by this method with the added
advantage of extreme simplicity.
There are two kinds of outline portraiture, the positive
and the negative, as shown in Figs, i and 2. To obtain
the negative result it is only necessary to make a paper
positive on thin smooth paper from the original negative,
and from this the print. The paper positive when used
for this purpose should be fully developed, and look rather
overprinted until inspected by transmitted light.
The apparatus required for the purpose of making this
type of portrait is simple. A spot-light (preferably two),
a camera, and a large room, two screens and a black
back-cloth.

These can be usually rigged up from things

found about the average photographer’s

home.

Fig. 2.

A

negative

outline portrait.

Even the spot-lights can be made if the condenser lenses
of an enlarger are available.
If they are, take half the lens, and by means of gummed
tape, fix it in front of a hole cut in the bottom of a card¬
board box, and behind this place an ordinary electric
light at a distance sufficient to give a circle of illumination
the size required.
Certainly this circle of illumination will not be veryeven, but it will be sufficiently- so for the purpose.
Failing a condenser lens or other similar lens of the
" bull’s-eye ” type a spot-light can be made from an
ordinary electric bulb (60 or 100 c.p.) enclosed in a tube of
thick white paper to concentrate the ray in one direction.
If the spot-lights are placed in the position shown in
Fig. 3, upon examining the image on the focussing
screen, it will be seen that the subject will be ringed round
with a line of light. The subject should now be moved
until those portions which it is required to bring out are
Fig.
8

I.

A

positive outline portrait.

clearly outlined.

It may- be necessary to move

the spot-
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lights about, or raise or lower them
in order to get the best results.
Two important points to remem¬
ber are that the light does not shine
directly into the lens, and that the
model has plenty of powder on her
nose ; failure to observe the latter
will result in a point of halation
right on the tip.
Using a fast panchromatic p'ate
(backed) a rough guide to the ex¬
posure would be five seconds at f/8.
The negative should be very fully
developed if a black-and-white pen
sketch result is required, and the
paper transparency made on a hard
grade ; stray hairs being touched out
with pencil.
If the necessary large room is not
available, as in the writer’s case,
then the arrangement as shown in
Fig. 4 mav be tried. In this case

BLVE

AND

RED

portraits or copies of “ sanguinary ” drawings. The
difficulty lies in getting unstained whites. The formula
usually given for blues runs like this :
Ferric ammonium citrate. .
. .
. .
. .
i oz.
. .
. .

. .
. .

Strong nitric acid
. .
Hydrated ferric chloride

. .
1 oz.
. . 10 oz.

may

entirely fail to render

the

of the

liquid ammonia

one

ounce

of carbonate

w'ater that is not hard. Once again the whites are un¬
contaminated. Uranium toning is an excellent way'’ of
increasing the printing quality' of an over-thin negative ;
even a ghostly image may be coaxed into ydelding a fair print.

“PHOTOGRAPHY

SOME months ago, in our Beginners’ columns, a somewhat

and

knowledge

The Amateur

gave him

a most

of the amateur

EASY.”

“ theory ” is included to make the actual work intelligent.
It is often a great advantage to comprehend clearly why a thing
is done, as well as how it should be done. Everything that the
amateur photographer should know is made clear to him, and
he is patiently shepherded along the highway to successful
work. Disappointment and failure are made almost ■ impos¬
sible, because the author knows so well all the pitfalls that
beset the way, and how they can be avoided. It is no exaggera¬
tion to say that this is the best book pf its kind available.

of the editorial chair of Photo¬

Photographer

of the requirements

MADE

who does his own work, and those requirements are most fully
and admirably catered for in the 250 pages of this book.
The instructions are essentially practical and only sufficient

lengthy reference was made to Mr. R. Child Bayley’s
handbook, “ Photography Made Easy — as Easy as
A.B.C.” Since then the book has been thoroughly revised
and brought up to date, and the new edition is now available
from the publishers, Messrs. Iliffe & Sons, Ltd., at 2s. net, or
2s. 3d. post free.
Erom the time of its appearance this book has been recognised
as the standard guide for the amateur photographer. Mr.
Child Bayley’s long occupation

. . 50 mins.
. . 130 grs.

W’ater . .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
10 oz.
After bleaching, as in the blue process, the print is well
washed. Emphasis is laid on the need of thorough washing
before toning in all these cases, lack of it often leading to
failure. Toning being complete, there follow the usual
washings in acidified water, and then a short washing in

ammonium may be substituted. When bleaching is com¬
plete the print is thoroughly washed, and then immersed in
a solution of iron perchloride, say 2 or 3 parts in 100 parts
of water. This is roughly equivalent to 100 to 150 grains
in 10 oz. of water. When toned, the print should be
bathed in several changes of water that has been slightly

graphy

. .
. .

in solid or liquid form. Of the latter, '' Liquor ferri perchloridi” fluid ounces can take the place of the 130
grains of the solid.
For red tones a uranium solution may be made up thus :
Uranium nitrate
. .
. .
. .
. .
220 grs.
Potassium bromide
. .
. .
. .
. .
70 grs.

It is far better to do the work in two stages as in sul¬
phiding. The well-fixed and washed print or slide is
bleached in T oz. of potassium ferricyanide in 10 oz. of water.
If this is too slow the following will act in a minute or two :
Potassium ferricyanide . .
. .
. .
. . 100 grs.
I.iquor ammonia .880 10 per cent solution . .
i 02.
Water
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. . 10 oz.
Instead

. .
. .

The prints are bleached by one of the methods given above,and are left in the toning bath for 10 minutes. Not only
do the whites remain absolutely unstained, but the density
seems unaffected. Ferric chloride can be obtained either

the quantities in each case being taken from ten per cent
solutions. This will yield a blue all right, but even
twenty-four
whites clean. hours’ washing

H. O. FENTON

acidified wdth either acetic, oxalic, or nitric acid. The
final washing should not be prolonged.
But the most satisfactory results are those obtained by
using the formula given in the latest Red Book :
Water
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
10 oz.

it is required to tone bromide prints or lantern slides
blue, for moonlight effects or seascapes ; red for

. .
. .

only one spot-light can be used, and
only
one side of the model illu¬
minated.

TONING

Occasionally, though admittedlv not v^ery often,
Potassium ferricyanide
Acetic acid
. .

Fig. 4.

intimate

photographer
53
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By M. W. BRAMPTON
from

that seen inland.

will not

Snow

scenes

figure largely in the seaside

photographer’s album, although they
occur occasionally, and are then very
beautiful if sea birds are included in
the picture. Wind, rain and storm
are more typical of winter by the sea.
i^ough seas will be the first subject
to suggest itself, and there is no
denying the fascination of trying to
get photographs of breaking waves and
high columns of spray.
Half the charm of the actual subject
lies in the movement of the water. To

The

Promenade,

Blackpool,

during

a winter

storm.

SNOW scenes, hoar-frost, the beautiful tracery of bare
trees, wet

the sea.

city streets, all come

to mind

as typical

winter subjects for the camera ; but w'e hear very
little of the photographic possibilities of winter by

The sea is generally associated with holidays, and for that
reason seaside photography is relegated to the background
after the last excursion train has carried away the last of
the summer holiday-makers.
There must, however, be many photographers who live
by the sea or have reason to stay there during the wdnter,
and they will find that ‘‘ all-the-year-round ” photography
is even more possible by the sea than it is elsewhere. For
one reason the light is much stronger than it is inland. A
beach scene on a bright winter’s day might easily be taken for
a summer scene, with the clearness of the air and the
brilliance of reflections
in the wet sand. It is
often possible to give very
rapid exposures
fect success.

with per¬

The chief difference be¬
tween such a subject in
summer and in winter is

Oh

the

Hastings

front.

Winter.

the absence of people dur¬
ing the latter season. In
harbours, fishing villages

record this by the camera is
not an easy matter. It needs
both experience and practice
in seascape photography.

and southern holiday re¬
sorts which have a definite

Straight sky-lines should be
broken by waves if possible,

winter season, the differ¬
ence may
not be so
marked, but in the average
seaside town the quietness
and emptiness of beach
and promenade is the
most characteristic note
of the winter months.

and clouds and sunsets in¬
cluded whenever present.
All the same, no collection
of photographs showing winter
by the sea would be complete
without some prints of high
tides, so movement must be
suggested

Photographs taken by
the sea wall show rather
a different aspect of winter
1 0

as much

as possible

by not giving such a rapid
exposure that the spray ap¬
High Tide.

54

pears solid.
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:

by the SEA.
Photographs taken after a storm
often give as much idea of winter as
those of the storm itself. Storm damage
in the form of broken walls and
breakwaters, damaged promenades
strewn with debris, damaged boats,
shelters and so forth ; all these are
subjects which make interesting re¬
cords with a touch of news value.
Quite an interesting series of photo¬
graphs could be made by anyone
living by the sea, showing how a beach
will alter in the course of a winter

The

Deserted

Sands.

the average subjects taken at similar spots under summer
conditions. It will be noticed, too, that consideration must
be given to the relative proportions of sea and sky, and a
comparison may be made between the view of the Hastings
front and that of the rough sea at Scarborough.
Care must also be taken over the development of the
negatives so as to obtain a full range of tones.

Some

stretches

of shore

which

have

been all shingle and boulders will
become covered with sand, whilst in
other places sand will be washed
away, leaving a rocky foundation.
Exposures must be fairly rapid, and
any camera can be used provided both
it and the lens are protected from
flying spray. Ortho or pan plates and
films will give the best renderings of
the tone values of the spray and sky.
A glance at the illustrations will at
once suggest some of the kinds of
subjects available in the conditions
described, and it will be granted that
they compare very favourably with

11
A

Rough

55

Sea

breaking

over the Promenade,

Scarborough.
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Exhibitions

and

CURRENT
Xofices

of forthcoming

exhibitions

and competitions

will be included

Nature in Winter ” Competition. £10 in cash and books
by Beverley Nichols awarded as prizes, by Jonathan Cape,
Ltd. Closing date, March 31st. Entries to be addressed to
“ Nature in Winter ” Competition, The Amateur Photographer,
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Eor further
particulars see issue dated January nth.
Kodak Magazine January Competition. — Subject, “ Your
Best Picture of 1932.” Cash prizes. Closing date, January 21.
Entries to be addressed to: Competition 116, Kodak Maga¬
zine, Kodak, Ltd., Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Camera Pictorialists of Los Angeles International Salon. —
Open, January i— 31. Secretary, James N. Doolittle, 3440.
South Hope Street, Los Angeles, California.
Preston

Scientific

Society

Annual

Open

Photographic

Exhibition. — February 6-18. Exhibition Secretary, F. M’ells,
65, Powis Road, Ashton-on-Ribble, Preston, I.ancs.
South London P.S. .\nnual E.xhibition. — Open, February
18—20. Hon. Exhibition Secretary, B. C. Rayment, 44, Priory
Road, Kew, Surrey.
Scottish National Salon, Aberdeen. — Entries, January 21 :
open, February 18-March ii. Entry forms from Miss Hilda
INI. Bailey, 63, Watson Street, Aberdeen.
Leicester and Leicestershire P.S. International E.xhibition.
— Entry forms due, January 24 ; exhibits, February i : open,
February 20-23. Secretary, Wm. E. Harpham, 28, Chaucer
Street, Leicester.
York

and

D.P.S.

International

Salon. — Entry

forms

due,

February i ; e.xhibits, I'ebruary 10 ; open, February 24-23.
Particulars from M. James Rushton, Tall Timbers, Hull Road,
York.
Pittsburgh Salon. — Entries, February 4 ; open. March 17April 16. Secretary, B. H. Chatto, 1300, Milton Avenue,
Pittsburgh, i8. Pa., U.S.A.
Birkenhead P.A. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms due,
February 8 ; prints, February 15 ; open, March 8-1 1.
Secretary, F. W. C. Hollett, 8, Snowdon Road, Birkenhead.
City of London and Cripplegate P.S. Annual Exhibition. —
Entries, February 13 ; open, March 6-8. Hon. Exhibition
Secretaries, H. G. Reese Jones, 18, Wood Street, E.C.2, and
J. R. P. Hilliard, 86, Downton Avenue, Streatham Hill, S.W.2.
Birmingham

Spotting

the

P.S.

.\nnual

Exhibition. — Entry

St.^tion. — Practically

every

forms

Competitions

AND

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions for Begin¬
ners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers. Entries. January
31. Rules in the issue of December 28th.

due.

photographer

is

also a wireless set user and an enthusiast to a greater or lesser
degree. With the increase in use of powerful receiving
sets and a boosting up of power in many foreign stations it is
frequently difficult to identify a station accurately. An
extraordinarily simple and accurate direct-reading Station
Finder designed for home assembly has been evolved by The
Wireless World. Full particulars are given in the current issue

i8th, 1933

FUTURE.

here every week if particulars

are sent bv the responsible

organisers.

P'ebruary 14 ; exhibits, February 18 ; open, March 4-18.
Particulars
from G. G. Heathcock, Essex House, 27, Temple
Street, Birmingham.
Prague International Salon. — Entries, March i ; open, April

^ 8-22. Entry forms from Association of Czechoslovak Amateur
Photographic Societies, Riegrovo Nabiezi, 22, Prague , H,
Czechoslovakia.
Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries, March 7 ;
open, March 29- April i. Secretary, Walter Selfe, 24, Pembury
Road, Clapton. E.3.
Victorian (Australia) International Salon (Melbourne Athen.-cum Art Gallery). — Entries, March 10 ; open, April 24-May 6.
Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junction, Camberwell, E.6,
(Melbourne, Australia.
Barry C.C. International Salon. — Entries, March ii ; open,
March 20-23. Particulars from J. H. White, Exhibition
Secretary, Barry Camera Club, Y.M.C.A., Barry, South Wales.
Bridge of Allan and District Photographic Society Inter¬
national Salon. — Entries, March 18 ; open, April 15-29.
Particulars from Mrs. Brown, Jun., The Studio, Bridge of
Allan, Scotland.
Third International Salon, San Diego Fine Arts Gallery
(under auspices of Camera Enthusiasts of San Diego) — Entries,
April I ; open, April 21-May 14. Particulars from Miss Ruth
Kilbourne, 4223, Arden Way, San Diego, California, U.S.A.
Hammersmith
Hampshire House P.S. Annual Exhibition
(Open Classes). — Entries, .\pril 6 ; open, April 28-May
Particulars from J. Ainger Hall, Hon. Exhibition Secretary,
Kitson Road, London, S.W.13.

7 ;
10,

Beckenham
P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, April 6-12.
Secretary, F. H. Elliott, 31a, Worbeck Road, Anerley, S.E.20.
Midland Salon, City Art Gallery, Leicester. — Entries, May
6 : open. May 27-June 24. Particulars from Hon. Secretaries,
W. Bailey and A. E. Tracey, Cank Street. Leicester.
Northern Photographic Exhibition (Bradford). — Entries,
(May 13 ; open, June ry-August 20. Entry forms and par¬
ticulars from A. Greenwood, Myrtle Dene, Harrogate Road,
Bradford.
Cardiff C.C. World’s (Masters Salon. — Entries, May 14 ; open,
June 9-24. Entry forms and particulars from G. H. Palmer,
Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Y.M.C.A., Cardiff.
Chicago World’s Fair
Entries, March i ; open,

International Exhibition, 1933. —
June i-October 31. Enquiries to

1933 Salon,” Chicago Camera
Avenue, Chicago, Ill., IT.S.A.

Club,

137,

North

Wabash

A new amateur cine club for the Croydon district has just
been formed. It has already twenty members and excellent
premises at i. South Parkhill Road, which is the address of
the President and founder, Mr. James L. Bacon. The sub¬
scription is 133. per annum, or ,/i payable in quarterly instal¬
ments of 3s. The Hon. Secretary is J. E. Reinhold, and
communications for the Croydon Amateur Film Club should
be made to him at the above address.
*

*

*

of The Wireless World, but briefly the finder can be put to¬
gether by any amateur in an hour, contains only six parts,
and is quite inexpensive. It is quite small and is merely
fitted between the aerial lead-in and the set. Identification is

lightness and portabilit}". Patent Etui cameras have been
selected by several members of the Mount Everest party for

given on a 7-in. dial inscribed with the names of the stations,
no valves or batteries are needed, and identification of any
station being received is instantaneous and certain.

use on the expedition which will be leaving England in Janu¬
ary, to attempt the ascent of the highest mountain in the
world .

*

A

new

winter

prospectus

*

*

is ready

for distribution

in con¬

nection with the “ Rolleifiex ” camera. It is admirably
printed in photogravure and contains attractive reproductions
of winter snapshots. Full particulars and prices are included.
A copy will be sent post free on application to the British
distributors, Messrs. R. F. Hunter, Ltd., Celfix House, 31,
Gray’s
12

Inn

Road,

London,

W.C.i.

Mount

Everest

Expedition. —

On

account

of their

extreme

It has been found possible to produce a Patent Etui camera
with a fixed film-pack holder, taking 3^X2} in. film packs,
which weighs, including lens and shutter, under fifteen ounces.
The wonderful photographs of the Himalayas, including
those of Kangchengjunga and Mount Kamet, which were
exhibited last year at the Royal Photographic Society, also
those published in The Times and other illustrated journals,
were all taken with Patent Etui cameras.

t;
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WILIGHT
By DONALD

Photography
Pictorial Subjects for Winter Evenings.

G. SHELDON.

The hour " between the dark and the daylight ” is the

time when the majority of photographers put away
their cameras for the night. This is a pity, for twilight
brings charming effects which are easily recorded, and at
this time of year the hour of twilight is an ideal one for the
amateur photographer.
Views which would not be worth a second glance in broad
daylight wear a new aspect when their details become massed
as the shadows deepen. Twinkling lights appear, and sil¬
houetted buildings and trees take on an air of mystery which
is hard to resist.
These things can be recorded by the camera, even if it
is of the simplest type. A tripod or other support for the
camera is essential, as the exposure will vary from a second
or two to several minutes, according to the amount of light
present, and the aperture of the lens.
In choosing a subject, we must bear in mind that moving
objects cannot be included, so places clear of traffic should be
selected. An odd car or two passing by will not matter, as
we can cover the lens with something dark until they have
passed. Loitering pedestrians, however, should be avoided,
as their shadowy forms may spoil the picture.
A twilight picture differs from a true night scene in having
its sky lighter than the other objects. In a night photo¬
graph we have buildings standing out against a darker
sky, and exposures need to be longer as only artificial light
is available.
For

twilight scenes,

exposures

are comparatively

short.

They must be long enough to gi\'e a mere trace of detail in
the shadows ; but if too long the scene will appear as light as
day, and the dusk effect will be lost. The time will vary, but
as a trial two seconds at f/8 just after sunset, to two minutes
when nearly dark, may be suggested as reasonable limits.
Panchromatic films or plates shorten the exposure a little.
Where near lights are to be included, the new backed and

Twilight

in the Harbour.

double-coated films are recommended,
as they give much less halation, or
spreading of the lights. This is gen¬
erally very troublesome when singlecoated unbacked films or plates are used .
Since the state of the sky will
distinguish a twilight scene from a
night picture, it is obvious that some
sky must be included. Otherwise,
our picture will look either like a night
scene or a poor daylight rendering,
according to the length of exposure
and the degree of development.
If the sky is too plain, it can often
be made more attractive by silhouet¬
ting against it objects such as ships’
rigging or tree tracery. In towns, the
inclusion of rows of street lamps,
lighted windows, or special illumina¬
tions in the lower part of the picture

Twilight

may enhance the effect. Bold sky¬
lines, too, are attractive. A twilight
view of the skyline of a well-known
and much-photographed spot will
often make a welcome change from
the hackneyed daylight view.

in the Town,

13
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an article will appear

under

a topic of interest to the novice
READING

this heading

INUItb
dealing

L NUIIUN3

the

.

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

in photography.

CORRESPONDENCE.

ONE of the most popular pages in
this paper, and deservedly so,
is that devoted to letters from

readers. I hope that no beginner ever
misses these letters. There is much
to be learned from them, but it must
be remembered that the opinions
expressed in some of them should be
taken for what they are, and not
accepted without consideration.
As examples of how some of them
are open to special consideration, I
am going to refer to two letters which
were printed in the issue for December
2ISt.

The first is from Mr. Hy. Saville,
an Englishman in Saskatchewan, who
derides us for still sticking to the
3JX3J lantern slide as our standard,
and advocates one of the two American
sizes, the 3^X4*. He says, for one
thing, that he does not know of any
camera made to take a square picture,
so that he has never heard of the
Rolleiflex, which is by no means the
only camera that has appeared for
taking square pictures.
Then he says, “ Far more finished
photographs are horizontal than ver¬

tical.” This statement is often made,
sometimes in defence of those cameras
which are for use in the horizontal
position only, and can be used for
vertical subjects only with difficulty,
if at all. Personally, I should not buy
such a camera, because I certainly
want to take vertical pictures as well
as horizontal ones. Nor do I admit
that the majority of finished photo¬
graphs are horizontal.
I have just run through “ Photo¬
grams ” for 1932, and find that of the
82 prints reproduced 54 are vertical
and 28 horizontal ; while of the 82
prints in the volume for 1931, 51
are vertical and 31 horizontal. Then,
as they were handy, I also went
through three other volumes of a
similar character, hailing respectively
from France, Belgium and Australia,
and they gave 98 vertical and 69
horizontal. The grand total for the
five volumes was 203 vertical and
128 horizontal. How does Mr. Saville
explain this ?
Mr. Saville also refers to an illustra¬
tion in one of these articles, in which I
had enclosed part of a horizontal

picture to show that this part was the
real subject. He says that this part
would go well on a square slide, but
what would happen if the whole
horizontal picture had to be used ?
All that would happen would be that
the whole picture would equally well
be put on the square slide, by reduction.
Having shown that there are such
things as vertical subjects, I would
ask Mr. Saville what happens when
one of them is put on his 3^ X 4 J
plate. It cannot be made any higher
than if it were on a 3i X 3 J plate, and
there is a whole inch of extra waste
space at the sides.
The only case I can think of in which
all pictures have to be horizontal is
the cinematograph, and although the
reasons are obvious and weighty, the
fact is a handicap when it comes to
composition.
The other

letter is from

Mr. A. R.

Turpin, and raises some questions
about exposure meters, although I am
not at all sure what his point is. He
asks us to fight it out. Well, I am
quite ready for a fight, but we might
as well know within a little what
we

are fighting about.

He says ; "If three sheets of
crumpled paper are hung up in an
evenly diffused light, one white, one
brown, and one black, and the expo¬
sure tested with a Watkins Bee meter,
it will of course be found the same for
all three.” He then tests the
from the three pieces of paper
a Justophot
results
:

meter,

and

gives

light
with
the

Bee meter, all three

8 sec., f/22.
8 sec., f/32.

Justophot,

8 sec., f/8,
8 sec., f/5.6

white

,,
brown
I think it would
,,
black
clearer to alter the

make

the

case

exposure times.
and keep the .stop constant ; and if
we take the stop to be f/8, the four
corresponding exposures would be
I sec., I sec., 8 sec., and 16 sec.
This is the sort of thing that often
ties the beginner into knots. He
knows that he cannot give half a
second for the white paper and sixteen
seconds for the black. What is he
The
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to give ?
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Of course, the thing to bear in mind
is that the same exposure must be
given to all three pieces of paper, and
that it is not required to give an ex¬
posure that will make the black paper
look as if it were grey, still less white.
When there are extreme contrasts,
as in this case, the exposure is more
or less of a compromise, but it may
be satisfactory for all that.
I should feel quite comfortable in
giving the one second suggested by
the actinometer, although I should
probably double it. And in this case
I should look after the tones of the
white

paper,

and

chance

AN

what

hap¬

EASILY

pened to the black. It would probably
look black, as it should.
My illustration herewith has been
selected as an average outdoor subject.
I have no idea what exposure it had.
Like hundreds of others it was taken
impromptu. There was no time to
get to work with two different types
of meter, and then enter into a fight
about the results.
In a print from this negative one or
two high-lights are blank paper, and
one or two very small areas are the
deepest black the paper will give.
Between the two is a long range of
tones. There was no difficult}^ in

MADE

The photographer who is not fortunate enough to have

getting all this in the negative, al¬
though everything received the same
exposure. Neither is there any diffi¬
culty about Mr. Turpin’s three pieces
of crumpled paper, and I have no
doubt that he could give a firstrate rendering of them, even without
his meters. He could not show that
one was brown instead of grey, but
he could show that it was a tone
between black and white, and also
which of the two it most nearly
approached. And if, instead of a
range of three, he had a graduated
ten, he could present them in due
order and value.
W. L. F. W.

DARK-ROOM

LAMP

The top and bottom should be about three-eighths of an inch
thick, and the sides, back and removable front can be of threeply. The oil burner is removed from the lamp, the base of
which is secured to the top of the box by a couple of short
wood screws. A small bulb-holder, costing a few pence, is
fixed to the centre of the back of the lamp with two small
B.A. screws, such as are used in wireless work. The box and
lamp are fastened to the wall, at a convenient height above the
dark-room table, by two small steel brackets (screwed into
Rawlplugs if the wall is of plaster).
A single piece of flex wire is joined to one of the terminals of
the bulb-holder and taken out through a hole in the back of
the lamp. It is led down through a hole in the top of the box
to one of the terminals of the battery. Another single wire
is joined to the other terminal of the bulb-holder and passed
through another hole in the back of the lamp. This wire
must pass through a switch before joining the second terminal
of the battery.

electricity installed in his dark-room is often in a
difficulty to know what is the best kind of lamp to use.
As a substitute for the ordinary small oil lamp, the lamp
described below is cheap and efficient, and can be made in a
short time by anyone who is
handy with ordinary tools.
The idea is to convert an
oil lamp into an electric lamp
worked from a small dry
battery. Provided the lamp is

For convenience in use, a small tumbler switch, preferably
of bakelite, can be mounted on the front of the table, and the
wire to and from the switch carried under the table and up the
wall to the lamp.
The accompanying
side of the lamp and
the table. The wiring
to the wall. Also the

not used for very long periods,
a battery costing about is. 6d.
will give good service for
several months.
The first step is to make a
wooden box a little larger
than the battery to be used.

A VOIDING

WASTE

The introduction of an eight-expo¬

sure spool was marked as a
great advance, so far as the ordin¬
ary amateur was concerned, particularly
users of 2|^X3T spool cameras.
Plate cameras, however, were not
precluded from enjoying this new
economy, for roll-film adapters have
become more in evidence ; but, un¬
fortunately, certain troubles in the use
of roll-film adapters were encountered.
The one that arises most frequently is
that in which trouble is found in ob¬
taining eight complete negatives on the
original spool of film.
This is not to infer that insufficient
film is supplied by the manufacturers ;
but the ruby window at the back of
existing roll-film adapters is in such a
position that the numbers seen therein
are rendered useless. If, for example,
the winding-key is turned until the
figure ” I ” is visible in the ruby window.

diagrams show a sectional view of the
box, and the position of the switch on
should be done before the box is fixed
wires should be fastened to the screws

of the bulb-holder and passed through the back of the lamp
before the holder is screwed in position. The wires to the
terminals of the battery are left fairly long to allow the battery
to be slid out of the box for replacement. S. E. Mardon.

IN A ROLL-FILM

some inches of film will have been un¬
necessarily lost. The seven first e.xposures will not, of course, be affected ;
but the eighth — which has to sustain
this loss — must be made with only
about half the necessary amount of
film remaining in the exposure mask.
With a view to obviating this loss of
a complete picture in every film, e.xperiments have been tried (using three
of the best-known makes of roll film)
with a view to utilising some of the
warning signals which appear in addition
to the numbers on the back of the stout
cover paper.
With both Agfa and Selo films, it was
found that the winding-key could safely
be turned until the warning hand ap¬
peared in the ruby window ; thereafter,
winding should proceed very slowly
until the first of the four familiar dots
appears. All is now ready for making
the first exposure.

59

The

ADAPTER
seven

subsequent

exposures

are

just as simple to make, since each num¬
ber is similarly preceded by the four
warning dots — at the first of which
winding should stop as before.
Markings on the Kodak film cover are
practically identical with those on the
other makes, except that the four
warning dots preceding the first number
only are missing. However, it was
found that a full one-and-a-half turns
of the winding-key (made after the
warning hand had come into view in the
indicator) were sufficient to bring the
film properly into position for the first
exposure.
Subsequent exposures may all be
made in the manner previously de¬
scribed, and in every case it will be found
that the eight pictures are properly
spaced — with the last well away from
the end of the film, where punctures or
scratches might easily ruin it. S. E. L. M.
15
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From
“

T

FIND

making

exhibition

pictures

information communicated
real

fun.

Occa-

to our Special Representative.

“ I always use quarter-plate negatives, and my exhi¬
bition enlargements are usually 20x16 in. or 18x15 in.

sionally I ‘ print in ' a part of the background, or
darken a portion at the bottom of the print, but
apart from that the making of my prints is quite normal.
One of the secrets (if it can be called such) of making a good
exhibition print it to know to what depth it should be
printed to suit the individual negative and subject. Often
I have printed a negative to give a print full of gradation,
which looks quite pleasant, but when printed much deeper
it is more suitable for exhibition purposes.

W’hen doing portraits of people or animals I try to keep to
life-size. A little larger than life-size looks unpleasant,
but a really heroic size need not, to my mind, look grotesque
on a wall.
" Some may be interested in my enlarging apparatus,
which is almost primitive by comparison with present day
automatic -focussing mercury-vapour outfits ; but still
it produces good work although it may be a little slow.
I use a quarter-plate horizontal condenser enlarger,
with a 150-watt Phillips Argenta, and a 6-in.
Portland lens. This lens is very useful, -as
it giv'es a good range of diffusion which is v'ery
helpful in losing the grain of a negative and at the
same time not producing a blurred effect. Being
a condenser enlarger there is naturally an increase in
contrast, especially in large prints ; but I find that
by developing the plate to give a fairly thin negative
and by using Mezzotint Portrait or Verona ChloroBromide papers with Mezzotint developer, I can
get a good quality print with about five minutes’
exposure. By the way, I ought to mention I use
panchromatic plates almost exclusively and the
new hypersensitive panchromatics give beautifullygraded negativ'es which can be kept thin but still
have plenty of resistance.
“ Sometimes parts of a background are a little
worrying, such as folds of a curtain or some furniture,
and these can be softened by printing through a
few thicknesses of cellophane held between the
lens and paper during exposure ; or cut as a mask
and mounted on glass this can throw out a whole
background without showing a hard edge.
" I suppose it is well known that for holding back
parts of a negative (if you do not care to retouch
the negative with dyes) one can use Plasticine on
a thin wire for the mask, as it can be easily shaped
to follow contours. Print control is all very well
in its 'way but it is much better to get all you want
in the negative by arranging light, subject, etc.,
when you can, so that you can make a really
straightforward print. Then making an exhibition
picture becomes real fun.
“ Lastly, a word about the camera I use might
interest someone. After many years with cameras
of all sizes from 12x10 down to a vest pocket, I have
finally settled on a quarter-plate reflex with a 7-in.
lens. This suits me for all the work I do, which
includes portraits of people and animals, landscapes
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PORTRAITURE, if it is to be done

consistently and well, demands a
special aptitude, an appreciable
degree of experience, apparatus that
is designed for the job, and a high
level of technical efficiency. The most
important of the four qualifications are
aptitude and experience, and, while
technique may be acquired, it is
possible, even if it is not altogether
desirable, to improvise makeshifts in
the way of apparatus.
Needful

Qualifications.

Aptitude is specially necessary, for
it implies the ability to deal with and
handle the sitters so as to show them
at their best. Experience is almost
as essential, as it enables us to acquire
that knowledge which tells us when
the subjects actually are as favourably
disposed as they can be, and, besides,
it is useful in developing one’s aptitude.
It also implies a measure of technical
competence, and, armed with these
three elements, it is possible for excel¬
lent work to be done even without the
facilities that proper equipment affords.
But when that state of affairs
arrives, the convenience of having a
suitable place to work in, a camera
fitted with lenses of adequate focal
length, and lighting under perfect
control, will have long been recognised ;
and, if circumstances permit, will also
have been provided for. It is so
much easier to do good work when
working under conditions that ap¬
proach a regular standard, that those
of us who have the inclination and have
acquired the experience will make
every effort either to adapt our
apparatus for the purpose or to obtaifc
that designed for it.
Specialisation

in Portraiture.

Specialisation, nowadays, is so much
an essential to success in anything
that to insist upon it in connection
with portraiture would be superfluous.
It is an undeniable fact. It is also no
less obvious that the fact has scarcely
been appreciated by the makers of
the prints reproduced upon the oppo¬
site page, for, to the educated observer,
they all betray some little inadver¬
tence or other that discloses the hand
of the novice.
In

No.

I, “ Gwen,”

by

Thomas

Slade, the expression on the face of
the model, for example, indicates a
degree of tiredness and strain that
holding an uncomfortable pose for
too long a time creates. The undue
emphasis upon the chin and lines of
the throat shows that the point of
view was appreciably too low, and a
certain
exaggeration
thethe
” drawing
of the features
leadsof to
inference”
that the camera was also too near.
The heavy depth of shadow on the
left-hand side of the face and the
absence of full modulation on the
other arise from the proximity of the
light source, a lack of sufficient reflected
light, and an inadequate arrangement
for its diffusion.
It is possible that the strained
expression could have been avoided —
as has been mentioned in these columns
on many previous occasions — by ar¬
ranging for everything, except for the
final details of the pose, beforehand.
The

Value

of Pre- Arrangement.

The setting should have been pre¬
pared, the point at which the head
would be could have been determined,
the camera could have been focussed,
and the lighting fixed before the sitter
was brought upon the scene.
Then, after seeing that she was quite
comfortable, the final pose could be
quickly suggested, and immediately
it was adopted the exposure could be
made. The chances are that such a
procedure would avoid an)? expression
of strain, and, in any case, is preferable
to keeping the model waiting.
As far as the exaggeration of the
lines of the chin are concerned, the
greater part of this would disappear if
the camera were placed on a level
with the sitter’s eyes. The nearness
of the camera, too, is a contributing
factor, and a more pleasing representa¬
tion, though on a smaller scale, would
result if the viewpoint were no nearer
65 should
than twelve feet. This figure
be regarded as the minimum distance,
and, if more of the figure than is
required is included, the excess should
be removed by trimming.
The somewhat harsh lighting could
be improved by seeing that a greater
distance existed between it and the
model. The source itself should not
be large and should be slightly diffused,

while a further aid that is practically
essential is a reflector on the shadow
side.
Softer Lighting.
The adoption of
ensures a softer and

these devices
more suitable

lighting, and again their desirability is
shown in No. 4, ‘‘A Portrait,” by
Percy Blunk, where the contrast of
tone is greater even than in No. i.
In this case, the expression is less
forced,
and has
it would
attention
been

seem
held

the
up sitter’s
to the

point of exposure. ” Eric ” (5), by
Rex Skurry, indicates a measure of
improvement, the lighting being much
better managed, and the expression
being more pleasing. The setting,
however, is much too dark, and
something of a suggestion of harshness
arises in consequence.
It is much better if the background
tone is made to approximate, as an
even tone, to the general and average
tone of the model, somewhat after
the fashion of No. 2, ‘‘ A Portrait,”
Jun. Here, it will be
Charles,
by W.that
seen
the two masses of tone, that
of sitter and setting, have much about
the same value. The tones of the
figure, of course, are both lighter and
darker, but, as a mass, the weight of
tone is approximately the same, and
the greater contrasts distinguish it
sufficiently from the background.
Subject and Setting.
The portrait, too, has the advantage
that follows upon the adoption of a
sufficiently distant viewpoint ; but, on
the other hand, it is questionable if
the profile shows the features to the
same advantage as would a threequarter or full-faced presentment.
Contrary to the previously discussed
examples, the lighting here is inclined
to flatness, and is both too frontal
and over-diffused. There is a happy
mean, and something between the two
extremes is more, likely to prove
acceptable.
As instances

of outdoor

work.

Nos.

3 and 6, “ The Old Sheikh,” by S. J.
Villa, and “ Madeleine,” by A. \V.
Seviour, are not unpromising, having
regard to the difficulty of securing
uniform conditions, but, naturally,
they suffer from

1 7
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Vicforial Analysis
Every week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

“AT

PALM

A SUBJECT like this, with its
suggestion

of

summer

heat,

holiday time, and care-free
relaxation, is a cheerful thing to
consider in the middle of winter, and,
if it does no more, will at least direct
our thoughts to the coming outdoor
season and the joys it affords.
Opposition
It is always

an

of Mass.
enjoyable

pastime

BEACH,”

by G. H. High.

far as the position goes by the extension
of the legs towards and over the
centre, but, although this feature
relieves the head of some of its weak¬
ness, it is the pull of the cupola on
the opposite side that provides the
balance.
There is something of an illusion in
its effect. It seems to pull the figure
more into the picture and to endow
the latter with an attraction that does

to plan one’s future work
some time in advance, and,
while it is never easy to find
attractive subjects of any
pictorial merit at the usual
run of seaside resorts, a
picture such as this does
demonstrate the possibility.
It is not too early, even now,
to think of where we shall go
later on, and a little fore¬
thought at this juncture may
make all the difference be¬
tween a successful holiday
and one that is not so satis¬
factory.
It is not suggested, of
course, that the subject of our
discussion should be directly
imitated. That would simply
be copying, and what artistic
success such a work might
achieve would be that of the

school, but, though the way
in which the balance has
been achieved is similar,
there is more cohesion in the
elements forming the subject
material, and they are not so
detached or disconnected as
in the usual run of the work
of the school in question.
Japanese

A
The
cupola
1 8

Question

of Balance.

head (i) is opposed by the
(2). The former is helped, as

Influence.

The Japanese, as a rule,
depend more upon an exact
balance of placing and less
upon internal interconnection,
and, while they might adopt
a like position with the same
material, it is questionable
if they would employ the
connection suggested by the
direction in which the figure
is looking, nor that implied

author of the original ; but
there is an indication of the
opportunities that exist, and
this indication may be useful
in conveying an idea of the
directions in which to look.
Regarded in this light,
this picture may be instructive
as it is also in the arrangement
of the composition. In this
respect, it is notable, chiefly,
for its adoption of the principle of the
opposition of mass. It will be seen
here that the head of the figure, which
forms the centre of interest, is placed
very near indeed to the right-hand edge
— so near, in fact, that were it not for
the compensating effect of the principle
in question, it would provide nothing
more than an example of weakness,
and of what should be avoided.

reasonable limits, it can be varied
without impairing the unity of the
picture. It may be held that it is
extended, here, as far as possible, and,
truly, there would be a good deal to
be said in favour of such a contention,
but it would be hypercritical to
regard the arrangement, even if it
be rather out of the ordinary, as
deficient in any way, for its form is
perfectly acceptable.
In a way, it could be said
that the composition betrays
the influence of the Oriental

by the two main horizontal
leading
— avertical
and b line
— and
the link lines
of the
c.
The latter is intimately
associated with the figure, and
joins up with both (a) and
line for the figure ; (c) is
(b). (A) provides a base¬
connected with both ; and
not actually exist. In other words,
the figure is given an appearance of
strength that it does not really possess,
and this is adequate to allow it to
assume its function as the chief centre
of interest.
The fact that the gaze of the figure
is directed towards the cupola, too,
establishes a sort of connection between
them, and this strengthens the sug¬
gestion of balance. That being duly
conveyed, the placing of the figure is
not so important as it would be in
normal circumstances, and, within

66

(b) leads directly from (c) and also
from the figure (i) to the cupola (2).^
A Connection of this nature seems
essentially an idea of European origin,
but, all the same, it is doubtful
if the position chosen for the two
principal elements (i) and (2) would
have been adopted were it not for the
influence of the many examples of
the Japanese school that have been
shown in recent years, and which
have accustomed us to a certain
latitude in matters of placing.
" Mentor.”
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rresl^ondence
The
VERTICAL
Sir, — Your

correspondent

Editor

is not responsible

Mr. P. Fruin

(December

21st) has

had the experience of uneven illumination which I am told is
quite common. I overcame the difficulty some years ago and
1
scrapped my horizontal enlarger in consequence. The vertical
type is.
more convenient. I use one of well-known make
advertised in your columns which now enlarges a quarterplate to 20X16 perfectly, and I mean the latter word in the
fullest sense. I took my condenser, of large dimensions, to
2
pieces and fitted a single sheet of fine quality ground glass
below .
the second lens of the condenser, that is, immediately
above the negative carrier. Thus the light is concentrated via
the condenser on to the ground-glass and there is spread evenly
over the entire negative. The improvement in my enlarger is
great, and I consider this form of lighting excellent. My good
fortune in international exhibitions will bear me witness
thereof, including a valued medal award for portraiture. I
could not get such fine results until I altered my enlarger in the
manner described. It certainly was not satisfactory as sold by
the makers for the high standards of exhibition photography.
I was forced to scrap the lens sold with the enlarger, too.
I am indebted to my good friend, Mr. H. A. Carter, of Dallmeyer’s, for most skilled advice in alterations to my enlarger,
which I had not purchased from his firm. I believe some of
the lenses sold with enlargers do not work satisfactorily at all
stops marked on them. I have cured my enlarger and have
put right one or two others. If I can assist your correspondent
Mr. Fruin, I will gladly do so.— Yours, etc.,
L. BASSETT BULLOCK.
THE

CAMERA

Sir, — I feel certain

FOR

PICTORIAL

that experience

is bound

WORK.
to convince

the

serious photographer — sooner or later — that the really small
camera is not the camera for pictorial photography, if he
aspires to higher pictorial work.
I commenced photography with a pocket camera. At
present when I do work at all deliberately composed I employ
a field camera. That the field camera is not the best instru¬
ment for all occasions I know ; I do believe that a creative
artist uses a camera with as many of its advantages as is
possible.
The use of the camera itself, as it originally evolved, has not
changed, of course. How many are interested in that use ?
A knowledge of the evolution of the camera is not just a matter
of history. The inner history of the small camera is not the
history of the “ pocket ” camera.
When I first set out with my “ pocket ” camera I can liken
myself as I glance back only to the writer who sits down with
pen in hand, not because he has anything to write about, but
for the want of something to say. If I had given more attention
in the beginning to " Mentor,” and to the aft pages in this
journal, and in conjunction with a focussing screen not smaller
than

half-plate,

I should

have

saved

myself

a great

deal

Sir, — Having

been

SMALL
in

of his correspondents.

the

CAMERA.

market

myself

recently

for

core ; the ordinary 3J X2J spool has a thick wooden core. (In
the 620 film for use with the new Six-20 Kodaks this extra
bulk is eliminated
.)
the
carry an f/4.5 lens that will cover a picture 3 X 2in. Althoug
h
the sizes 3x2 and 3^ X 2 J is but little, wi
b
differen
th a
ce etween
to fit the next
3:^ X2^ camera with an f/4.5 lens it is necessa
y
size Compur (o), a shutter that is, in fact, suitrab
le for a picture
in
X
4^
as — laTh
2
.
rgee as
^
3X2 film
is wamount
ound onof investigation and comparison,
After a considerable
a sp l
my choice fell on a Voigtlander roll oo
film wi
asthbeing
the smallest
a thin
metal
and lightest 3|- X 2-J- camera with f/4.5 lens and Compur shutter
that I could find. Its measurements are 5fX2jxiJ in. —
scarcely more than cameras of the 3X2 size — and I find that it
— The comfortably in the back trousers-pocket.
travels
smalles
Despite
itst small
Compurdimensions it actually takes a picture
s tter
3i X2^ ; and there is alsohuthe
advantage
that the fast films in
(00) is
large e 6 for is. 2d.
this size give 8 exposures for is. 2d., ju
asst against
nough
in the smaller size.
to
Small as this Voigtlander is, I am sure that a 3^^ X 2|^ camera
could be made even smaller. These are some ways how it
might be achieved : build to take the new Kodak 620 spool,
restrict the picture size to 3^ X 2J in. exactly, and fit an anastigmat lens of about f/4.9 aperture, which could be carried
in the smallest Compur shutter (No. 00).
Measuring about 5fX25-xii, and weighing about 16 oz.,
this might be termed the perfect pocket camera, for those
who
ment. do not wish to go to the trouble and expense of enlarge¬
I cannot agree with Mr. A. V. Goodchild that makers are
reluctant to give the measurements of their instruments.
Ensign, Voigtlander and Zeiss Ikon all give the dimensions in
the catalogues. — -Yours, etc.,
PHILIP EDGELL.
WIDE-ANGLE
Sir, — I wonder

a

camera of the type described by Mr. A. V. Goodchild — good
lens, Compur shutter, direct-vision finder, taking the largest
picture possible consistent with a handy pocket size — I can
give some reasons why 3^^ x 2 J cameras are out of proportion
larger than the 3x2 size.

if any

LENSES
readers

ON

of The

REFLEX.

Amateur

Photographer

have successfully used a wide-angle lens in conjunction
reflex camera ?

with a

My camera is a 5^X3^ (postcard) Popular Pressman reflex,
and I should especially like to be able to use a wide-angle lens
with it on various occasions, particularly when photographing
landscape scenes, church interiors, etc. I have written the
makers of the camera in question, who inform me that a wideangle lens cannot be satisfactorily used with a reflex ! As I
particularly wish to incorporate such a lens in my Pressman, I
should be extremely grateful if any of your readers could
inform me whether they ever attempt to use a wide-angle lens
with a reflex, and if so, what particular lens of this type would
prove most suitable to use with a 5J X3J reflex. I require the
lens to be a really wide-angle one. — Yours, etc.,
NICHOLAS M. BRAY.

in

many ways ; I would not have carried my field camera over
anything approaching the distances I covered with my
" pocket ” camera.
The real work of the great artist was never done on his
canvas ; it was done in his head. For his finest work you had
to await the finest maturity of his mind. However remarkable
the technique of the young photographer, he must await
maturity of mind before he can show us anything important.
That does not affect the point. — Yours, etc., C. S. GRANT.
THE

j
for
the opinions

ENLARGERS.

Re
Sir, — I have

SMALL

followed

the

NEGATIVES.
correspondence

on

the

above

with special interest as I had in mind the purchase of one of
these miniature cameras. I have seen the Leica examples,
and coupled with my own experience of enlarging from 3J X2J
I have come to the opinion that they are unsuited to the
amateur 6 who wishes to produce sharp enlargements of, say,
7
only a portioit of the negative,

as few

negatives

are just right,

especially for exhibition purposes.
Again, only subjects of ” brilliant ” lighting are suited to
considerable enlargements. My summer negatives will en¬
large far greater than those I have taken in the winter. I
certainly do not wish to decry the capabilities of these wonder¬
ful instruments, all the same, I should like to see what kind
of a job it would make of a group of football players on a dull
day in England during the winter. I have decided to go
" larger ” and get a quarter-plate. — Yours, etc.,
C. B. PARSONS.
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for All.

incandescent gas instead of electric light — a great advantage
in many households.
One feature I find welcome — it has a detachable lightdiffusing ground-glass screen above the condenser. This
will please those who incline to favour the modern upright
enlargers, but want the speed of the condenser enlargers.

Messrs. Lancaster of Birmingham, whose name has been
a household word with photographers for more than two
generations, have brought out a new series of their ‘‘ Cresco ”
enlarger which has many points to commend it. These
enlargers are to be seen in London at the showrooms of the
Service Co. (289, High Holborn, W.C.i) who are special
agents for the Birmingham firm.
The “ Cresco ” is a vertical
enlarger made in three sizes :

Altogether the ” Cresco ” is a practical article without
unnecessary frills, and the price is low.
It can .soon be dismantled and stowed away — another
good point.
Zeiss FI2 Lens.

No. 2, with 2|-in. condenser,
for 9-mm., i6-mm. or standard
cine film ; and 3X4 cm. and
4X4 cm. negatives, providing
enlargements up to 12x10 in.

The

No. 3, with 4J-in. condenser,
for negativ'es from vest pocket
size up to and including 3^X2^
negatives. For enlargements up
to 12x10.

Dallmeyer f/4.5 special enlarg¬
ing anastigmat. The last three
are all listed as “ Form C ” models ; the others are Form A
and Form B, respectively.
A photographer whose J-plate or la camera will fit on
to the enlarger can therefore get a good electric (or gas)
enlarger for ^4 los. ; while a worker who prefers a complete
enlarger can get the same model, fitted with a Wray lens

that the f/2 ” Sonnar

an extra lens for use on

days of depreciated currency. Ready to fix into the lenspanel of a Contax it costs £16. A new Contax with the

cases

f/2 ” Sonnar ” only, costs £^2 los. for the outfit.
Messrs. Zeiss have designed a Proxar supplementary

The '■ Cresco,” which is designed primarily to use a
1 00-watt Argenta opal lamp, has an upright pillar of brass,
to which the lamphouse is clamped securely by a wooden
screw, easy to work and adjust. Fine focussing is effected
by a quick-thread brass screw. The negative carriers are
sensibly designed, the masking good, and the light-chamber
seems adequately ventilated.
20

” is merely

at open aperture. The “ Sonnar ” has the same humber
of glass-to-air reflecting surfaces in its make-up as an
f/4.5 Tessar, and therefore does not suffer from the lack
of brilliance found in some ultra big aperture lenses.
Obviously such a lens cannot be cheap, especially in these

handy enlarger for occasional enlarged " stills ” from his
own cine pictures can get a " Cresco ” to use his own lens
for;£3 los.
The cost of the extra flange to adapt his lens to the

be used

f/2 lens,

special
; it effort
is designed
to bemade,
a ” universal
lens, andoccasions
in fact aonly
serious
has been
with Zeiss”
brains to back it, to compute a lens which when stopped
down to f/3.5 shall give definition as good as the f/3.5

for £■] 15s., or with the Dallmeyer enlarging lens for £% 15s.
On the other hand the cine-worker who merely needs a

can

out a new

your f/3.5 and fix in your ” Sonnar,” and in ten seconds
or less you can be using the range-finder to get your princi¬
pal object dead sharp on the film at f/2 — just as easily as
you get it dead sharp by using the same automatic device
with the f/3.5 in position.
Though the Contax camera came into the market with
the f/3.5 Tessar as its standard lens, it should not be thought

(c) complete with achromat en¬
larging lens ; (d) with Wray
Lustrar f/6.3 lens, and (e) with

the ” Cresco ” models

have just brought

the Tessar f/2. 8. The ” Sonnar ” is linked up with the
automatic focussing device which works in conjunction with
the range-finder of the Contax — an advantage which makes
a lens of such an aperture as f/2 quite a practicable article,
even in the hands of photographers who are none too sure
of their skill in judging distances. You just whip out

15 In
X 12.
each of the two larger sizes
the “ Cresco ” is made in five
different models : (a) to take
your own camera and lens ;
(b) to take your own lens ;

Incidentally,

firm

It is specially designed for the Contax, and is fully
interchangeable with the mountings of all the other lenses
used on the Contax. such as the standard Tessar f/3.5 and

No. 4, with 5^-in. condenser,
for -}-plate and 4^x2^ nega¬
tives. Enlargements up to

" Cresco ” is a small matter, about 2s. 6d., or in some
a little more, according to the work involved.

Zeiss

the ‘‘ Sonnar,” of 2 inches focal length for use on the
delightful little Contax camera of the associated firm, Zeiss
Ikon, Ltd. (Mortimer House, Mortimer Street, W.i). This
is the camera which uses standard-size cine film, 36 pictures
on a spool.

lens

to give a longer focus effect to the “ Sonnar,” which sells
at 19s., and the filters to fit the ” Sonnar ” are ros. each.
The e.xtra power which a ” Sonnar ” f/2 puts into the
hands of a Contax worker for indoor or outdoor work, is
great, especially if he uses the latest super-sensitive pan¬
chromatic films in his camera. But he must remember in
calculating his exposures that at full aperture
is fully five times as rapid as an f/4.5 lens.

with

68

an f/2 lens
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News,

Notes

and

matters of interest for all cinematographers
amateur cine apparatus.

Suggestions for Winter Filming

SIGURD

using

MOIR.

The recent introduction of panchromatic high-speed films has appreciably reduced the gap between casual
film-makers and the more serious enthusiast with his artificial illuminants. Subjects once beyond the capa¬
bilities of even expensive cameras now become comparatively easy for the owner of quite ordinary equipment,
and full advantage should be taken of tbe many unique opportunities offered by winter-time settings.

Gone are the days of putting the

camera into winter storage.
Gone are tlie days of fretting
and chafing for the stronger lighting of
later months. Wide-aperture lenses
did away with all that ; and now that
workers in the popular gauges have
access to faster films there is no reason
at all why the beauties of winter-time
should not be exploited as much as
those of the brighter periods.
The suggestion is sometimes made
that winter filming is too frequently
characterised by flatness — and flatness
is the anathema maranatha of cine

tute thegreaterbulk of work attempted,
and although f recognise that these
make use of the finest subject matter
we have available, there is no doubt
that much more can be done by giving
the films an abstract turn, or by
introducing story continuity.
As an excellent illustration of this
point, I cannot

do better

than

refer

to “ Night Scenes,” by Mr. Horace
Hughes, recently shown at the cine
exhibition of the Roval Photographic
Society. Quite a number of lessons
in continuity may be learned from
this production, although some of the

devices used are so cleverly introduced
as to defy identification by any but
keen students of the subject. In a
nutshell, then, cinematography is
more than the mere photography of
moving pieces ; and I would like the
more interested of my readers to see
” Night Scenes,” because I regard it
— especially from the middle onwards — ■
as the finest example of cinematography
yet evolved

by any

amateur.

When introducing ” story ” con¬
tinuity, however, be careful to work
with a very light hand. A heavy
stor}', equally with any

story occupy-

work. Fortunately, this suggestion
can be refuted ; the fact is that some
of the earliest super-speed

emulsions

used in “ still ” photography did
themselves make for flatness in exe¬
cution, and in many quarters this
earlier failing has become associated
with the fast films of to-day. More
fortunately still, fast emulsions for
cinema stock are now so made that
the

high

speed

is secured

without

appreciably reducing the tone-range
factor, and flatness due to materials
used maj^ be regarded as a thing of
the past.
Of course, flat lighting will always
give a flat picture ; but it is to be
hoped that none of my readers would
in the ordinary way think of wasting
good film on a subject that lacks
screenable contrasts.
Subject

Matter.

To judge from the large majority of
films made up to the present, we
may reasonably assume that the
choice of subject matter is one of the
most difficult problems encountered

69

by serious-minded producers. Rub¬
bishy themes were a natural heritage
from the professional cinema, but —
so far as the amateur movement is
concerned — they are rapidly dying out.
Topicals and straightforward records
rather than the above seem to consti¬

At many different points around the coast catches of fish are arriving at the present time,
and the busy quayside scenes afford attractive subjects for amateur cinematography.
The fishing boats arriving and make
unloading
and packing,
an excellent
film. and the catch for London will
21
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ing the greater part of the film itself,
may destroy the value of our beautiful
subject matter and degenerate into
hopelessly puerile dramatic stuff of
the kind so highly praised by the
newspaper writers. So let your story

prepared according to the require¬
ments of his production and not
according to any set form of shootingscript (which can be quite unsuitable
and may be years out of date, anyway) .
There is much more to be said for

be hght, airy, commonplace — of the
every-day-occurrence type — and not
only will you preserve the importance
of your subject, but you will be creat¬
ing a technique of which you may feel
justly proud.

this simpler method of working.
It encourages originality and certainly
enables the amateur producer to stress
points that might otherwise be passed
over or — especially in the case of
winter work — become indifferently
treated. Careful attention should be

Working

Notes.

Most good films — with their asso¬
ciated technique — have been well
planned on paper before actual pro¬
duction work has been entered into.
Nor has this been thought sufficient in
some cases, for the brilliant producers
of Soviet Russia confess to having
planned on paper many films and film
sequences before essaying those initial
classics, “ Potemkin,” ” End of St.
Petersburg,” and others even better
known.
Although modern producers gener¬
ally work to a set pattern of scenario,
it cannot be said that there is only
one type of this ” film-plan.” It is
usually sufficient for the amateur —
operating as he must in his leisure
moments — to work according to some
simpler form of shooting plan, specially

paid to points of dress and location,
and it still seems best in a production
of any length to number each scene
in rotation as a preliminary to filming
similar scenes in unified batches.
With

only a few scenes

taken

in this

manner, it may not be entirely neces¬
sary to display the rotation numbers
at the commencement of every scene
so shot, but the practice is recom¬
mended where any difficulty is likely
to be encountered in finally assembling
the separated shots in strict accordance
with the plan of the film itself.
Winter

Locations.

Obviously, a winter production must
be filmed in settings that are typical
not necessarily of winter-time as it is
but rather of those associations which

— in the south, at any rate — are
becoming almost legendary. Snow
and snow-clad landscapes do, indeed,
form the ideal backing for a winter
film, but provided the atmosphere
remains one of bleak bareness there
can be no objection to using almost
any setting that may be encountered
at this time of the year.
The especial value of snow lies in
its propensity for reflecting a great
deal of light in all directions and
particularly upwards. One result is a
fine ” modelling ” of figures and other
objects, which — although unusual — is
not at all bizarre or displeasing.
More light is also made available
at this time in forest glades and other
woodland places, the heavy foliage
of summer frequently preventing the
use of the camera at any other period
of the year.
And now finally, one word on the
subject of personal comfort ; filming
on wintry locations is not always the
cosiest experience, hence the need for
a good overcoat and stout footwear.
Nor should the inner man be forgotten.
Keep a couple of thermos flasks and
something else handy in the car, if
only for the reason that they will
help you no end to appreciate my
other suggestions.

Cleaning and Preparing Films for Projection
By

Nothing is more annoying to an

audience or more detrimental
to a film itself than stoppages
during a show caused by joins breaking.
Neither do bits of fluff and dirt, which
often catch in the gate if a film is in
an unclean state, improve projection
qualities. Now, one rarely sees either
of these two things occur at a good
cinema, yet at amateur shows they
are rather frequent. Why is this ?
The reason is simple enough. At a
good cinema the projectors and pro¬
jection room are both kept spotlessly
clean and the films are tested and
sometimes cleaned by the operators
before they are shown to the public.
With amateurs, however, one often
finds that the projectors are rarely if
ever properly cleaned and the films
are never touched before they are
threaded up for the actual perform¬
ance. Many people owning home
movie projectors, no doubt, don’t know
how easy it is to clean and test
films.
It is not at all a long or a compli¬
cated business if you know how to set
about the job. The first thing to do
22
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COLLIN.

is to test the film for bad joins. For
this hold the film between any two
fingers (the easiest are the thumb and
first finger) and rewind fairly slowly.
Put some pressure on to the film with
your fingers but not too much, other¬
wise the friction will make a cut in
your skin. It is wise if you have a
lot of this work to do to wear thin
gloves of the rubber or leather variety.
Avoid wool gloves because the fluff
will get on to the film. Any bad
joins will inevitably come apart if this
is done and fresh, good joins can then
carefully be made in their place as
you go along. Also torn sprocket
holes can often be felt at the same
time and patched up.
The next job is to clean the film if
it is obvious that it requires it.
Whether this is so or not can generally
be gathered from the amount of dirt
that collects on your fingers during
the first operation. But there is also
oil to be contended with which won’t
be so obvdous. It can be seen,
however, by looking closely at the
surface of the celluloid.
One

of the

best

oil and

dirt re¬

movers known to science is petrol, and
this is ideal for cleaning films. But
as everybody knows, it is extremely
inflammable and consequently too
dangerous to use. However, a solution
of ether will serve the purpose ad¬
mirably. The operation is as follows :
Rig up some sort of vessel through
which the film can pass and pour into
it a medium strength solution of
ether. It is advisable to make the
vessel as airtight as possible otherwise
the ether fumes will prove troublesome.
Next obtain a soft piece of cloth.
Then thread the film through the
vessel and rewind, holding the cloth
on both surfaces of the film. The
cloth must be held, of course, on the
rewinding
the ether,
moved by
seen that
simplicity
little time.

side of the vessel so that
dirt and oil may be re¬
the cloth. Thus it can be
the two operations are
itself and require very

If they are carried out regularly on
every reel of film, even library films,
before projection, the pleasing result
of a show free from stoppages will
amply

reward

you for your labours.
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Societies will have their meetings

Wednesday,

The Week’s Meetings

announced

January

Birkenhead P.A. “ Retouching.” H. Jones.
Blackburn and D.C.C. Slide Making. W. H.

Hove

C.C.

“ Picture

Making

Hadley.

from

J. Ainger Hall.
the Commonplace.”

R.

M.

Bristol P.S. “ The Romantic Landscapes of Alex. Keighley.”
Chorley P.S. “ After-treatment of the Negative.” T. Hodgkinson.
Croydon C.C. ” Gleanings.” E. Dockree.
Darwen P.A. “ Pictures of Sicily.” Alex. Keighley.
Dennlstoun A.P.A. Night Outing. Meet at Cenotaph at 8 p.m.
Ealing P.S. Enlarging. N. Evans.
Edinburgh P.S. Flashlight Photography.

Morecambe, Heysham and D.P.S. “ A Chat on Composition.”
N. London C.C. Annual General Meeting.

19th.

C. Horace

Tuesday,

Clark.

and

Illus¬

Alex. Keighley.

Woolwich P.S. “ Some Random Remarks on Portraiture.” A. G. Wiliamson.
York and D.P.S. “ Our Feathered Friends.” Wm. Farnsworth.

Friday,

January

on Make-up.

Morley

College P.S.

“ The Growth

Sunday,
Hammersmith

H.H.P.S.

The Federation

21st.

Competition.

of a Lens.”

January

Arthur

A. G. Dell.

W. Smith.'

22nd.

The Chess 'Valley.

of Civil Service Photographic

Efficiency

and How

to

Prize Prints.

E. A. Robins.

Leeds P.S. “ Airedale and Wharfedale.” Alex. Keighley.
Manchester A. P.S. ” Portraiture.” Miss Doris Galloway.
Manchester P.S. Criticism of Members’ Slides. W. H. Hadley.
Monklands P.S. S.P.F. Monochrome and Colour Slides.
Nelson C.C. Annual Exhiijition — Cup Presentation.
Newcastle and Tyneside P.S. Carbro.
Nottingham and Notts P.S. “ In Search of England.” W. Bailey.
Poplar P.S. Trimming and Mounting.
Portsmouth C.C. Print and Slide Competition.
Rotherham P.S. Carbon Demonstration. E. G. Alderman.
“ Eyes and No Eyes.” C. L. Clarke (Kodak
C.C. Criticism of Exhibition.

Societies will

hold its Eighth Annual Exhibition at Foyle’s Gallery, Charing
Cross Road, between nth and i8th February next. All
Service photographers, and other readers who may be in¬
terested, are cordially invited to visit the exhibition, admission
and catalogue being both free. Civil Servants employed in
provincial offices who are not associated with the activities of
the Federation are invited to write for particulars (stating
department in which employed) to the General Secretary, Mr.
F. M. Chapman, Ministry of Labour, Whitehall, S.W.i.

Burdus

January

Fellowship).

Redford,

Warrington P.S. Criticism of Members’ Prints.
Whitehall Photo-Cind Group. Bolex-Paillard Apparatus.

Wednesday,

Ilkeston A.C. “ A Holiday in Kent.” J. W. Ricks.
Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. Discussion on Activities of the Club.

January

Cambridge P.C. “ A Naturalist on the Amazon.”
Dunfermline P.A. Enlarging. John Simpson.
Exeter C.C. Annual General Meeting.

South Shields P.S. “ Pinhole Photography.”
Stafford P.S. M.C.P.F. Portfolio and Slides.

Llanelly Y.M.C.A. P.S. “ Photography of Still Life.” D. R. Jones.
Partick C.C. “ The Western Islands.” Capt. E. M'Intyre.
Photomicrographic Society. Members’ Evening.
Poplar P.S. “ Working up the Enlargement.”
Singer C.C. “ Portraiture.” W. W. Weir.

Saturday,

24th.

Blackpool and Fylde P.S. “The Amateur Photographer”
Bournemouth C.C. Lantern Slide Competition.

Sheffield P.S.
South Glasgow

20th.

Bedford C.C. Slide Competition.
Colne C.C. Members’ Portrait Exhibition.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. (Cin^ Group). Taik and Demonstration
Harrogate P.S. “ Photographic Ideals." F. A. Jordan.
Hinckley and D.P.S. Bromide Enlarging. J. Famell.

Hammersmith H.H.P.S. Criticism of Monthly
Monklands P.S. Exhibition Opens.

F. G.

Forest Hill and D.P.S. “ Dorking to Shere.” J. W. Howes.
Hackney P.S. “ Picture Making by Photography.” S. Bridgen,
Halifax P.S. One-Man Show. Stuart Black.
Kilburn and Willesden P.S. Sljde Competition.

Loughborough P.S. “ Photography in Science and Industry.” Dr. Bramley.
Medway A.P.A. “ Plate Emulsions.” W. Bennett.
Newcastle Amateur Cind Association. Annual General Meeting.
N. Middlesex P.S. “ The Nude in Photography.” Discussion Opened
trated by Bertram Park.
Oldham P.S. The Development of Fine Grain Plates. C. Gartside.

January

Barnsley P.S. Criticism of Members’ Work. F. A. Jordan.
Beckenham P.S. “ India and Ceylon.” F. Hooper.
Birmingham P.S. “ Photographic Apparatus ; Mechanical
Obtain it.” Arthur S. Newman.

Kingston-on-Thames and D.P.S. “ Plates, Films, etc.” Ilford, Ltd.
Letchworth C.C. “ Faults in Negatives.” B. Wilfred Donald.
Liverpool A.P.A. Annual General Meeting.

Singer C.C. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Sunderland P.A. “ Pictures Gleaned from many Countries.”
Watford C.C. Bromoil Transfer. H. Ranson.
Wimbledon C.C. Lecturettes.

23rd.

Ashington and Hirst PX. “ Combination Printing.” A. L. Hitchin.
Bexley Heath P.S. “ Sunlight and Architecture.” E. R. Bull.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. Portraiture with the Nitraphot.
Bradford P.S. Y.P.U. Shield Sliles.
Bridge of Allan and D.P.S. Demonstration by the President.
City of Lonlon and C.P.S. Development of Print. J. C. Holloway.
Cork C.C. “ Whipsnade.” F. Brewitt.
Dewsbury P.S. Portraiture by Artificial Light.

Newcastle (Staffs) and D.C.C. “ Animal Portraiture.” R. W. A. Burgess.
Preston C.C. “ Composition Drapery — Light and Shade.” Mr. Simms.
St. George Co-op. C.C. Lecture.
Sheffield and Hallamshire P.S. “ Lincoln.” J. T. Blackshaw.
Singer C.C. Exhibition of “ Photo^rams of the Year ” Opens.
Southampton C.C. “ Western Sussex.” C. E. Scaddan.
South London P.S. “ Shrewsbury.” A. R. Thomas.
Southport P.S. “ Carbon Printing.” W. Phillips.
Wallasey A. P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Walthamstow and D.P.S. “ Rambles in Scotland.” J. Linley.
Wolverhampton P.S. “ Composition.” A. .4. Cooper.

Armley and Wortley P.S. ” Making an Exhibition Print.” T. H. Musson.
Ashton-under-Lyne P.S. ” A Sandy Sea Shore.” J. G. Kitchen.
Aston P.S. Inter-Club Competitions. Erdington P.S.
Borough of Tynemouth P.S. ” Press Phonography.” J. H. Cleet.
Brighouse P.S. ‘‘ Night Photography.” Ilford, Ltd.
Bury P.S. “ Dark-room Dodges.” G. C. Weston.
Cardiff C.C. Architectural Competition Criticism.
City of Bradford Co-op. C.C. Print Criticism. A. Marshall.
Erdington and D.P.S. Visit to Aston P.S.
Greenock C.C. Night Photography in Greenock and District.
Hackney P.S. Outing.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. “The Channel Islands in Colour.”
Hull P.S. “ North Wales.” F. Atkinson.
Keighley and D.P.A. Lecturettes by Members.

time to time.

S. Bridgen.

Partick C.C. ” The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Smethwick and D.P.S. Inter-Club Competition at Handsworth.
South Suburban and C.P.S. “ Three Historic Kentish Homes.” E. R. Bull.
Worcestershire C.C. “ Pictorial Photography.” J. Dudley Johnston.

January

January

or from

Erdington and D.P.S. Members’ Enlarging Evening.
Glasgow and W.S.A.P.A. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Hanley P.S. “ Pictorial Photography.” J. Wright.
Ipswich and D.P.S. Lantern Slide Mystery Competition.
Kidderminster and D.P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Leeds C.C. Flashlight Demonstration. T. H. Rigg.
Leek P.S. Hypersensitive Pan. Plate Demonstration. H. Brown.
Tutton.and D.P.S. “ Principles and Practice of Colour Photography,”
Maidstone

Ilford P.S. ” Little England beyond Wales.” G. E. W. Herbert.
L.M.S. (London) F*.S. Development.
Margate and D.P.S. Slide Making. J. C. Woodruff.

Thursday,

of the session

Monday,

18th.

Borough Poly. P.S. “ Technique in Photography.”
Bradford P.S. Cinematography Section Evening.
Brighton
and
Fanstone.

here if the syllabus is sent to us at the beginning

C. Fer.

25th.

Accrington C.C. “ A Night’s Entertainment.” Mr. Johnson.
Borough Poly. P.S. Lecturettes by Msrahers of Bexley Heath

P.S.

Brighton and Hove C.C. “ Further Hints anl Tips.” F. Burfield Dyer.
Cheltenham A. P.S. “ India through the Eyes of a Brownie.” G. F. Harris.
Chorley P.S. “ Holidays with a Camera in Holland.” Henry Riley.
Croydon C.C. Slide Competition.
Darwen P.A. Slide Making. T. B. Howell.
Dennistoun A.P.A. Cine Night.
Ealing P.S. “ Richmond.” F. M. Chapman.
Ilford P.S. Copying. Dora Head.
L.M.S. (London) P.S. Print Miking.
Leicester and L.P.S. Alliance Slides.
Smethwick and D.P.S. “ Seen through a View Finder.” J. O. Wilkes.
South Suburban and C.P.S. Members’ Evening.
Stockport P.S. “ Working up a Bromide Print.” W. G. Hill.
Worcestershire C.C. Slides by Lantern Slide Postal Club.

The first meeting of the Cinematograph Section of the South
London Photographic Society will take place on Wednesday,
January i8th, at Camberwell Central Library, at 8 p.m.
All readers who are interested will be welcome.
*

*

*

We are asked to announce that the Weston Automatic
Exposure Meter is marketed in this country by the Weston
Electrical In.strument Company, and is obtainable through all
photographic

dealers.
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Renovating
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Lamp-house.

The lamp-house of my enlarging lantern is, I
beheve, what is called Russian iron, and constantly
gets rusty, although I have tried stove black to
prevent it. Can you suggest a method of doing
it up thoroughly ?
C. E. (Ripon.)

General. — All communications

for the Editor

and Cinematographer, Dorset House, Tudor
give the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The

Editor

is glad

should

be addressed

Street, London,

to consider

: “ The

Editor,

E.C.4,” and in every

original,

up-to-date

The

Amateur

case, without

manuscripts

on

You should first remove all rust with
emery cloth, or a mixture of paraffin and
knife powder. Clean and dry thoroughly.
Now apply Nugget, or similar boot
polish, and brighten up with a brush
and pad. just as in the case of boots.
The polish is damp-resisting, and an
occasional clean up in a similar manner
clean.
will keep the lamp-house smart and

Photographer

exception,

photographic

must

subjects.

All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no rase be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

should be read carefully before applying,
ignored .

and

Information

as any communication

are

freely

which

given,

but

does not comply

the

following

Pyro

conditions

with the rules must

(i) See “ General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exct»ption can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned,
Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition

Unless the staining is uneven we
should advise you to leave the negatives
as they are. Even if you can remove
the stain, the negatives will print faster,
but it does not follow that they will
print better. The following may remove
the stain in twenty minutes or more :
Alum . .
. .
. .
• •
I oz.
Ferrous sulphate . .
. .
3 oz.
Sulphuric acid . .
..
•• ^ dr.
Water
.
20 oz.

to the name and address of the sender, must be the'title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ’* are too
general to be dealt wdth in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or “ Criticism,’*
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Painted

Factorial

Backgrounds.

Where can I obtain one or two of the painted
backgrounds such as are used by professionals ?
H. H. (Aberdeen.)

Development.

Can you oblige me with an explanation
meant by factorial development ?

of what

is

T. A. (Donraster.)

There are three fairly distinct classes
of such backgrounds : those with an
even, flat tint ; those with rather simple
gradations of tone, sometimes with sug¬
gestions of clouds ; and those that are
more or less elaborate, painted interior
or exterior subjects. The last are no
longer used by the best professionals.
You can obtain any sort of background
from such firms as Messrs. Kodak or
Messrs. Ensign.

It was ascertained long ago that there
is a definite relation between the time
taken for the first sign of an image to
appear and the appropriate time for
complete development. The whole mat¬
ter has been systematised, and factors
found for different developers and
materials. The method cannot be pro¬
perly explained briefly, but it is fully
dealt with in the Watkins Manual and
elsewhere.

Copper

Negative

Toning.

W’ill you please give me a formula for copper
toning ? I know the procedure, but have not
the constitution of the solution required.
K. W. (Reading.)

Make up two solutions :
A. Copper sulphate
. .
6o
Potassium citrate . . 240
Water . .
. .
..
20
B. Potassium ferricyanide 50
Potassium citrate . . 240
Water . .
. .
. .
20
The working solution is equal
of these.
Warm-toned

grs.
grs.
oz.
grs.
grs.
oz.
parts

Bromides.

A year or two ago you published the formula for a
hydroquinone developer which would give warm
tones on ordinary bromide papers. As I cannot
trace this, could you kindly repeat it for me ?
T. U. (Durham.)

Possibly the formula to which you refer
is the following :
Hydroquinine
. .
. . 66 grs.
Sodium sulphite . .
..
3 oz.
Potassium bromide . .
. . 44 grs.
Formalin ..
..
.. lidrs.
Water
. .
. .
. . 10 oz.
Exposures must be something like ten
times normal, and we doubt if you will
get such satisfactory results as you can
by using a chloro-bromide paper, or
by toning ordinary paper.
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from

Print.

Can I make a negative from a bromide print by
exposing through it on to a plate ?
V. A. (London.)

This can be done, but it is not a good
method. It is far better to put up the
print in an even light, and copy it in
the camera. We have quite recently
described how this can be done.
Value

of Stop.

The full aperture of my lens is marked f/7.7 ; what
allowance should I make for this as compared with
exposures given for f/8 ?
H. P. (Boscombe.)

Do not attempt to make any allow¬
ance at all : give the esposures recom¬
mended for f'8.
Spots

Stain.

I want to print from some old pyro-developed
negatives which are stained very yellow ; how
can I remove the stain so that they will print
better ?
N. M. (London.)

be

on Print.

What is the cause of the specks on the enclosed
print ? Is ray glazing solution too strong ?
W. P. (Beeston.)

There is nothing seriously wrong with
your print, but there are two distinct
kinds of spots upon it. Some of these
are due to very small particles of solid
matter which are embedded in the
gelatine of the print ; others are due
to small bubbles of air between the print
and the glass which have not been
expelled when squeegeeing. Neither
kind has anything to do with the glazing
solution.

Bromoil

Transfer.

Is there any difference between an ordinary
bromoil print, and one made by the transfer
process ? Is one method as easy as the other ?
G. H. (Newhaven.)

In one case the pigment remains on
the paper on which the bromide print
was made ; in the other the pigment is
transferred to another sheet of paper by
means of a press. This second paper
has no gelatine coating as is the case
with bromide papers ; there is nothing
but ink on paper, as with engravings,
etc. The transfer can be carried out
successfully only with considerable prac¬
tice and experience, and of course it
involves extra work after the actual
pigmenting
Dextrine

has been finished.
Mountant.

Is it possible to prepare
home ? If so, how ?

dextrine moimtant at
L. G. (Oxford.)

Of course this can be done, but it is
very doubtful whether there is anything
as the com¬
it, cheap.
by doing
be gained
to
mercial
mountants
are so
Buy
the best white dextrine, which resembles
flour. Heat 8 oz. of water to about
160° Fahr., sprinkle in 5^ oz. of dextrine,
stirring till it is dissolved, making a
syrupy solution. Add about twenty
drops of carbolic acid, or twenty-five
drops of oil of cloves. The solution
when bottled becomes a stiff white paste.
Printing

Stereograms.

I have acquired some 45 X 107 mm. stereoscopic
negatives, and have made transparencies from
them by contact. It is evident that there is some¬
thing wrong with these when viewed in a stereo¬
scope. Must I cut the negatives in halves ?
S. D. L. (Norwood.)

There is no need to cut the negatives,
but the images must certainly be trans¬
posed. Any dealer will supply you with
a special frame for bringing about this
transposition in a simple manner.
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4 A FURTHER LIST OF
EXCEPTIONAL

Cine

BARGAINS

Cinematography

B. ABBOTT

This handbook, specially written for amateur cinemato¬
graphers, includes every aspect of the fascinating hobby
of making motion pictures.

Vest Pocket Roll Film Sibyl, f,4.;3 Sibvl Cooke anastijfmat, speeded shutter, ? to
lAOOth sec.. T. and B .
£7 15 0
Vest Pocket Zeiss Ikon Ikonette, f/9 Frontnr. T. and 1. shutter .
19s. 6d.
31x2i Roll Film Pentac, f,2.‘J Feutac anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds 1 to
i/200tlj sec.. T. and B .
£8 17 6
31 X 4i Zeiss Ikon Nixe, fii.o Zeiss Teasar anastigmat. Compur shutter, speeds 1
to l/200t}i sec., T. and B., double extension panel for plates .
£9 17 6

In the preparation of this third edition a thorough revision
has been carried out. Much additional information has
been included, and all important
brought under review.

new

apparatus

has been

31 ' 4i Folding

PRINCIPLES

OF

CINEMATOGRAPHY,

BABY

CINE

&

SONS

LONDON,

S3

By R. CHILD
FOURTH

tkil
F’J
h.d
FH
b.a

S3
S3

I

b.a
F’fi
hsU
ffTl

bd

FT?
FTl
FT?

b^
FT?
b^

shows

51 X 3i and Stereo Soho Reflex, f/6.8 Emon anastigmats. focal-plane shutter, speeds
1. 18th to l/70Uth sec. and time, complete with changing-box, F.F. adapter and case
£11 19 6

ti.ll
FT?

an
ft;

b^
b^

ft;
ft;
ft;
ft;
ti.ii

EDITION

handbook

10 • 15 cm. Ica Minimum Palmos, f/l. 5 Tessar anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, speeds I 15th to 1 l.OUOth sec. and time, complete with 3 D.I). slides. F.F.
adapter and leather case .
£16 19 6
10 X 15 cm. Stereo Una, f/G.8 Goerz Dagor anastigmats. Compound shutter. speeds
1 to l/150th sec., T. and B , complete with 3 double dark slides, F.F. adapter and
leather case .
£11 17 6

ti.)i

b d

^HIS

10x15 cm. Nettel Focal-plane, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, self-capping focalplane shutter, speeds 1 3rd to l/2,()()0th sec.. T. and B., complete with 3 double dark
slides and F.F. adapter .
£23 10 0

ti,li
b^
FTl

BAYLEY

F7J

h.a
FTl
ua
FTJ

what

a

simple process enlarging really
is, and what interest it provides
A ^
for the amateur who takes up this
fascinating branch of camera work.
All the various aspects of the
subject are adequately covered in
the fourteen chapters: enlarging by
daylight and artificial light ; details
connected with developing, toning,

b^
b^
b^

ft;
ft;
ft;
ft;

FT?

b^

From

FT?
hsU

S3
b^
bH
FT?
b^

FT?

FT?

Dorset

By

post 3/3

LTD.

St., London,

Vertical

Enlarger,

for Leica

all-metal

negatives,

shutter, speed.s
£10 19 6

f/3.1 (’ooke

anastigmat
£3 19 6
3 4 cm. Helinox Enlarger, for enlarging 3x4 cm. negatives to 34 x 2L complete
with lamp. Shop-soiled only .
£2 12 6
3x4 cm. Helinox, for enlarging 3x4 cm. negatives to 9 x 12 cm., complete with
L.iup. Shop-soiled only .
£2 15 0
34x21 Mirapbot Enlarger, f,'4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat. complete with lamp.
Shop-soiled only .
£8 7 6
Model B Cine-Kodak 16-mm., f/3.5 Kodak anastigmat. complete in leather case
£7 13 0
anastigmat,

2 speeds.

8 and I<>.
£16 17 6

deposit to value.
Exchanges. Hire-purchase

Terms.

THE

ILIFFE

SONS

Cresco

Liberal

RTl
I3

&

Lancaster

Any of the above outfits sent on seven days'
approval to post customers
against full

icu

Tudor

31x2i Duoflex Reflex, f/4.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat,
1, 5th to l/800th sec. and time .

If the outfit you require is not listed above send us particulars of
your requirements and we will quote lowest prices per return.

leading Booksellers or direct from
the Publishers :

House,

6x13 cm. Nil Melior, f/6.3 Berthiot anastigmats. speeded shutter, complete with
F F. adapter and o-ise .
£4 17 6
45 X 107 mm. Stereo Reitzschel, f/6.8 Sextar anastigmats, Compur sector shutter,
speeds 1 to l/260th sec., T. and B., complete with changing-box, G single slides and
case .
£4 19 6

Pathoscope Motocamera 9.5-mm., f, 2.7 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, complete in leather
case .
•.
£12 10 0
Bell & Howell Filmo Projector 16-mm., 2-in. Projection lens, motor drive, forward
and reverse. 4t.‘0-watt lamp, complete in case .
£55 0 0

FT?

3/- net.

6x13 cm. Minimum Palmos, f/3.o Zeiss Tessar anastigmats, self-capping focalplane shutter, speeds l/30th to 1/1, 000th sec. and time, complete with 2 single slides
£16 10 0

Bell & Howell Filmo No. 70 16-mm., f,3.5 f'ooke
complete in leather case .

working up ; carbro and bromoil
processes. The book is excellently
illustrated.
Price

self-capping focal£9 10 0

9 >< 12 cm. or 31 x 41 Mirofiex Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar ana.stigmat. self¬
capping focal-plane shutter, speeds 1 3rd to i/2,000tli sec.. T. and B., complete witli
F.F. aiJapter and case .
£25 17 6
54 X 3* Ross Panros, f 4.5 Ross Xpres anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane shutter,
speeds 1 TOth to I 1 .oofjth sec. and time, complete with 2 doulde slides, F.F. adajjter
and case .
. .
£9 17 6

E.C.4

PHOTOGRAPHIC
ENLARGING

n
S3

£3 12s. Gd.
£12
6
1 to 1,300th
£3 10 0
l/200th sec..
£8 17 6
1 to 1 /250th
£5 12 6
speeds 1 to
£14 10 0

31 41 Goerz Anschutz, f,4.it Olor auastitanat, self-capping focal-plane shutter,
Speeds 1 loth to 1 1.200th sec. and time, complete witli 3 double dark slides and
leather case- .
£6 15 0

LTD.

STREET,

Cost

£13 19 6
31 • 4{ Mentor Folding Reflex. f,'4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, focal-plane shutter,
speeds 1 Kth to I T. 300th sec. T. and B.. complete witli F.F. a<iapter .
£7 12 6

From ali booksellers, or direct from the Publishers ;

TUDOR

I. shutter.

31 21 Ensign Speed Roll Film Reflex, f/4.o Tessar anastigmat,
plane shutter. I 25th to l oOoth sec. and time .

2 6 net ; by post 2/8

ILiFFE

lens. T., B. and

31 21 T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, f/3.5 Cooke anastigmat , self-capping focal-plane
shutter, speeds 1,10th to l/l,00Uth sec. and time, c(»mp]ete with F.F. adapter

144 pp., ai zs 7i"X 4|", bound in stout paper cover printed in colours

HOUSE,

K.R.

31 24 Ihagee Folding Reflex, f/ 4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat. self-capping focal-plane
slmtler. speeds 1 Ifjtli to 1 l.flOOth sec. and time, revolving back, complete with 3
single slides. F.F. adapter and c?ise .
£18 17 6

TRICKS AND EFFECTS. FAULTS IN "TAKING," PROJECTION-THE SCREEN, PROJECTION— THE HOME CINEMA.
FAULTS IN PROJECTING. LIBRARY FILMS AND FILM
LIBRARIES, TAKING THE BABY CINE CAMERA ABROAD.

DORSET

Kodak,

2i 21 Automatic Rolleiflex, f;3.8 Zeiss Te.'jsar anastigmat. Compur shutter, speeds
1 to 1,300th sec., T. and B.. Complete in leather case .
£17 10 0
34 X 21 Deckrullo Focal-plane, f 2.7 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat. focal-plane shutter,
speeds 1 loth to 1 l.;hJUth sec. and time, complete with F.F. adapter and leather
case .
£18 10 0

"TAKING" APPARATUS, BABY CINE PROJECTING AP¬
PARATUS, USING THE CAMERA, THE SUBJECT OF THE
PICTURE, PROCESSING AND FINISHING BABY CINE
FILMS, NEGATIVE-POSITIVE, EDITING, MAKING TITLES,

Price

Pocket

44 X 6 cm. Ica Atom, f,'6.3 Zeiss anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds
sec., T. and B.. F’.F. adapter .
44 X 6 cm. Baby Sibyl, Tessar f -l.S auastiguiat, speeded shutter, 4 to
T. and B.. complete with 3 double slides .
34 X 2i Goerz Tenax, f 4.B Celor auastiguiat, sector shutter, speeds
see.. T. and B., G sineJe slides. F.F*. adapter and case .
21 21 Rolleiflcx, f 4.5 Zeiss Tes.sar anastigmat, Compur shutter,
l,300th sec., T. and B.. complete in leather cfise .

The following Table of Contents indicates the wide range of
the book and the completeness with which the subject is
covered.
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V
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ADVERTISEMENTS

From
“ Photograms

By
SPEED

G. L. A.

i8, 1933

of

Blair
the Year 1932 "

©w msm
The ANNUAL

REVIEW

Hon. F.R.P.S.. Editor of

‘The Amateur

The excellent reproductions of the year’s
work of the leading camera artists in the
new volume of “ Photograms of the Year ”
1932, typify the modern spirit of eman¬
cipation from hidebound traditions.
The subjects range over a very extensive
field. They are gathered together from
world-wide sources. In manner and in
purpose they are as diverse as the nationals
who produced them.
They include clear delineation in personal
photography ; interesting aspects of
Demy 4to.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Photographer

WORK

and Cinematographer”

landscape; artistic emphasis of detail ; and
skilfully managed studies in light and shade
with natural subjects, posed figures, still
life and geometric form.
The Literary matter contains an editorial
on “The Year’s Work,’’ and contributions
by well-known writers in many foreign
countries. Critical notes on the pictures
reproduced, and an up-to-date Directory
of British Photographic Societies, are
included.

120 po. containing 82 beautiful reproductions on toned art paper

PRICES
Stiff Paper Covers
By post 5 6

PICTORIAL

for 1933 of the WORLD’S

Edited by F. J. MORTIMER,

5 - net

Cloth

Boards
By

:
Half

7/6 net

post

Bound

8/-

By

Leather
post

10,6 net

11/-

Obcainable from all leading Booksellers, or direct by post from the Publishers

ILIFFE &

SONS
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The

Amateur^s

Prepaid Advertisements
SALE

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
.
Id. lor every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE—
12 words or less .
2ii.

lor every

additional

1/2/6

word.

Eacb paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as
lollows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided
a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence ol
Iresh instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated Irom
the previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions, 5% ;
26 consecutive, 10% ; 62 consecutive, 15%.
Ail advertisements inserted in these columns must be
Strictly prepaid, and reach the oilices, Dorset House,
Tudor Street, E.C.4, not later than first post Friday
lor the lollowing week’s issue. Advertisements are
inserted, as lar as possible, in the order recsived, and
those received too late lor one issue, or crowded out,
are published in the first following in which there is space.
The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.

Box No. Advertisers
11 a Box No. is required the words “ Box 000, c/o ‘The
Amateur Photograph'^r ’ ” should be included in the
charge, and an additional 6d. sent for registration and
cost ol lorwarding any replies.
Letters addressed to box numbers are simply lorwarded
by us to the advertisers. We do not deal with the cor¬
respondence in any other way, nor accept any responsibility
In connection with the advertisements.

Deposit System

Readers may deal in safety through our Deposit System.
Purchase money should be deposited with “ The Amateur
Photographer and Cinematographer.” The time allowed
for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods,
after which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods,
they must be returned to sender. If a sale is eilected,
buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but If
not, seller instructs us to return amount to depositor.
Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in event of no sale,
and subject to there being no diiterent arrangement be¬
tween buyer and seller, each pays carriage one way. The
seller takes the risk of loss or 'damage in transit. For
transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
over £10 and under £50, 2/6 ; over £50. and under
£76, 6/- ; over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; over £100
.one-half per cent. All correspondence must be sent to
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

Cheques and Postal Orders sent in payment
deposits or advertisements should be
made payable to ILIFFE AND
SONS LTD., and crossed

for

Notes being untraceable if lost in transit should
not be sent as remittances.

CAMERAS

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
considerable

time

we

have

AND

Cinematographer

vlt

AND

LENSES

tripod and leather case, £1/10. — Below.
l-PLATE Ralli Focal-plane, f/6. 8 anastigmat, 12
4 slides and case, £2/10 ; Enlarger, }-pl., electric or
gas, 5i-in. condenser. 5-ft. stage and 2 easels, £2 ;
all great bargains. — Below.

refused to

insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, olfering to take
such goods in exchange for others or to purchase
for Cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

CAMERAS

and

Camera, fitted
also Bellows
Petzval
Amateur
Giving R.S.
Up.- —f/6J-pl.lens,square
Portrait lens in T.-P. shutter, 1 D.D. slide,

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods ol

For some

Photographer

Emporium

WARNING

AND

Amateur

10x8 safelights,
10/- ;
Watkins
WDeveloping
RATTEN
Electric Dark-room
Lamp, V.P.
two
Tank, 6 sheaths, 7/6 ; Klimax J-pl.

Developing Tank, 7/6 ; eleven i-pl. M.-W.
Envelopes, 10/- ; Dark-room Clock, ten large
Porcelain Dishes, large Print-washer, Heydes’
Meter, Glass, etc. ; stamp for particulars. —
429, High Rd., Chiswick.
[4571

ZEISS Ermanox, f/1.8'lens, case, slides, F.P.A. ;
2 F.P.A.,
direct and6 reflex
31x21
Ica, filter,
f/4.5 Compur,
single finder,
metal leather
slides,

perfect condition ; bargain, £35. — Colls, 25,
Gwender Rd., W.14.
[4572

LENSES

case; ^perfect condition, £3/10. — Saunders, 177,
[4576
1-PLATE Thornton-Pickard Reflex,'' f/4.5 Cooke Tottenham Court Rd., London.
4'
lens, speeds
to ;1/1,excellent
000th, self-capping,
revolving
back, 1/iOth
6 slides
condition ;
Aviar, i to 1 /150th, rising and cross movements,
6 slides and F.P.A., all in leather case, £10. —
bargain, £6/10. — Box 5833, c/o ” The Amateur
Photographer.”
[4544 Norballe, St. John’s Green, Writtle, Essex. [4577
Camera,
lens, extension,
'Vario shutter,
rise
Xpres f/4.5, rise, swing front, focussing 1-PLATE
4 and cross
front,f/6.8
double
6 slides,
magnifiers, revolving back, quiek-wind, 1/lOth to F.P.A. and leather case, 35/-. — Smith, 5, Bittacy
1 /800th sec., T. and B., 3 D.D. slides, filter, Park Avenue, Mill Hill.
[4579
superior case ; as new : cost £52 ; £32 or nearest.
lens model, range-finder, 3 chargers, in
— Box 5834. c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [4545
leather case; perfect condition, £11. — Bontor, 6/7.
fitted Novar f/4.5 lens, with release, and Snow Hill, E.C.l. Phone, City 0896.
[4580
purse case. £2/5 ; perfect condition ; approval
willingly. — Box 5832, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
case, 21/- ; Another, Model B, velvet-lined
grapher."
[4547 case, 21/- ; Folding Carbine No. 6 (roll film),
prp; /_ or Near Offer. — Zeiss Ikonta Self-erecting,
3.[x21, Aldis f/7.7 lens, leather case, 50/-; all
eJeJ/ f/6.3 Novar anastigmat, 16 photos on
jjractically new ; approval. — Box 5841, c/o “ The
■V.P. film, new ; takes up to 3 ft. 6 in. ; 3 Amateur Photographer.”
[4584
speeds, T. and B, — Box 5836, c/o “ The Amateur
Photograplior."
[4548
iris, 10-in. focus, Thornton-Pickard shutter,
£3. — Whincroft, Market Avenue, Chichester. [4555
focussing, £9/10 ; also Kodak Autofocus
Trade.
Enlarger, ,£4/l5 ; both in new condition ; offers. —
Holden, 163, Lord St.. Southport.
[4549
4-PLATE Sanderson Field Camera, tropical model,
W.l, the camera specialists, offer the following
2
f/6 Aldis lens, 2 D.D. slides, tripod stand,
canvas case, carriers for slides to take 1-pl. or bargains.
postcard plate, in perfect condition ; bargain,
£5/10. — 17, Tynwald Hill, Stoneycroft, Liverpool.
days’ approval against full deposit. Saleable
up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole pay¬
OO
Weatherproof Spido Gaumont, 9x12, f/6.3 ment or purchased for cash. Our reputation is
dtO
Protar (scratched), changing-box, F.P.A. ,
filters, rise and cross movements ; perfect working your guarantee.
[4550
4 bronze, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, Compur shutter,
order. — D. Blake, 45, Newbolt Avenue, Cheam. [4551
1 to 1 /250th sec., rising front, radial focussing,
direct and brilliant finders, leather case ; new
anastigmat f/4. £0. — Armes, Snaith, Yorks.
condition, £7.

N'. & G. New Special Sibyl, 3ix2i, f/4.5 Cooke

Bargain.— 31 X2i N. & G. Folding Reflex,

LEITZ Leica No. 1, f/3.5 Elmar, interchangeable

ZEI8S Baby Ikonta 3X4 cm. (16 on 'V.P. film),

LEICA Camera, f/3.5 lens, in ca.se, automatic

Autographic VeA Pocket Kodak, double lens,

ROSS Whole-plate Homocentric Anastigmat f/8,

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, -Regent St..

All Apparatus fully guaranteed and sent on 5

31x21 Ensign Roll Film Camera, tropical model,
GRAFLEX 3a Postcard Film Camera, Goerz double
2 1 toGoerz
1 /250th
double f/4.5,
extension,
and
F.P.A.,
6 slides,
; 31x2J
Tenax,sec.,Dogmar
Compurrising
shutter,
ZEISS
Miroflex,
Zeissleather
Tessar case
f/4.5andlensDiaphot
(6-in.),
[4553
all as new ; cost £52 ; accept £25.- — Benwell,
5, cross front, brilliant finder, spirit level, complete

with F.P.A. and leather case ; as new, £6/15.
Rd., Westcliff-on-Sea.
[4556
IN. Dallmeyer Dallon Telephoto Lens f/5.6, £7.
finder, 5 supplementary lenses, leather case ;
hardly used, £7/18. — Below.
Compur shutter, 1 to 1 /200th, rising front, rack
lOOO
T--P. Junior Reflex, 12 slides, rollfilm holder, £5/18 ; 12-in. Dallon f/5.6 ; focussing, range finder, brilliant finder, leather
case
;
perfect order, £8.
Telephoto, £8. — Turpin, 51, Colindeep Lane, N.W.9.

St. John’s

LEITZ Leica No. 1, Elmar f/3.5, 2-in., range¬ 9
P.C. Autographic Kodak Special, Cooke Aviar f/6.3,
9x12
Mentor Press, f/4.5 Cooke Aviar, 6 [4451
D.D
slides, 9 Mackenzies, £11. — Photos, 6, Queen’s
Crescent, Exeter.
31x2J
A.P.M.,
roll film, folding,
4 Ilex,
l/25thf/8 toanastigmat,
1/lOOth (identical
present 1-PLATE Goerz Anschutz Camera, 3 D.D. slides, 31x24
Zeiss focal-plane
Minimum Palmos,
Tessar tof/4.5,
self2 capping
shutter, l/15th
l/'750th,
Soho Altrex) ; good condition ; bargain, 30/-. —
4 film-pack carrier ; all in leather case ; bargain, 2 D.D. slides, F.P.A., leather case ; new condition,
I CAMERAS

Allen, 192, Elmsvale

AND

L.ENSES|

Rd., Dover.

[4517

£9. — H.

[4541

Wimbledon.

R., 47, East

Drive, Carshalton

[4559
Beeches,

£11/15.

[4562
2 1 toIca
l/250th,
rising and
cross
Reflex,
T.-P. Special
Junior lens,
Specialfocus31x21,
T.T Surrey.
3ix2i
Niklas,rackTessarfocussing,
f/4.5, Compur
shutter,
& H. Cooke
5-in.,f/4.5
complete
front, brilliant finder, 12 slides, F.P.A., canvas
acceptoutfit,
£6/12/6new; ;Device
for photographing
with leather case, F.P.A., 3 S.M. slides, screen, Leica
Enlarger,
cost
£10/2/6,
clip-on magnifier and extra T.T.H. Cooke lens small ob.iects, cost £2A/6, accept £1/10 ; Universal case and yellow filter ; perfect condition, £6.
f/6.5, focus 7.8-in. ; all in new condition, £8.
■View-finder, cost £3/18/6 ; accept £2/17/6 ; Hekonexperienced
estimate given
Brown, Kilchattan, Eskbank, Midlothian. [4529 kup Lens f/1.9, 7.3-cm., cost £26/5/6, accept Repairs
to allworkmen
makes of; apparatus
executedbeforeby
proceeding.
1-PLATE Houghton’s Popular Pressman Reflex, £17/10/6 : whole outfit a bargain. — 'W. Pepper,
34,
Richmond
Hill,
Richmond,
Surrey.
[4564
4 Aldis-Butcher 7-in. f/3.4 lens, F.P.A., leather
payment system
ask forondetails.
1-PLATE Graflex Reflex, double extension, 74-in. Apparatus
case ; cash only £8. — -Mrs. Power, 2, Redclifte
can be; please
purchased
our deferred
Square, London, S.W.IO.
[4530 4 f/4.5 Kodak anastigmat, 4 double slides, 13-in.
possible results.
Quick and
service.
Teleros f/5.5 lens, leather case, etc. ; all as new ; Developing,
Printing
Enlarging,
best
31x2J
Ensign
Film shutter,
or Plates6 dark
(1932),slides,
Ross outfit cost £75 ; ideal wild-life camera ; no
2 Xpres
f/4.5,Roll
Compla
W.l.
[0010
leather case, £6 ; approval deposit. — F. Brand, reasonable offer refused. — Holt Keimels, Coney- NEGRETTI
and
ZAMBRA,
122,
Regent
St.,
[4565
26, Oakfield Rd., Ilford, Essex.
[4533 hurst, Billingshurst.
Lloyds
photographic
87,
Lamb’s Conduit
St., W.C.l. supplies,
Phone, Holbom
f/4.5, Compur
shutter,
to l/200th,
double 6x13
cm. lenses,
Stereo fully-speeded
by Mackenstein,
Paris,
Goerz 6250 ; usual approval terms.
ZEISS-IKON
Maximar,
i-pl.,1 Dominar
anastigmat
Dagor
shutter,
changingextension, rising and sliding front, focussing screen, box, £5 : wanted Reflex 3J x 2J, also Telephoto Lens,
3 slides, F.P.A., leather case ; total listed over £14 ; about 12-in. — Allbutt, 13, Grange Rd., Eastbourne.
Lloyds.
— F/2 &3-in.Lomb,
Anastigmat
Lensesbetween-lens
by Goerz
and Busch
fitted Ilex
used once ; perfect condition ; too complicated
shutter, speeds l/5th, 1/lOth, l/25th, l/50th,
l/lOOth sec., bulb and time ; unused, £3/12/6.
for owner, £10/10. — Box 5826, c/o “ The Amateur
Double Extension
3Jx2J,
Schneider
f/2.9, delayed-action
Compur,
leather
case,
Photographer.”
[4535 FIRST-CLASS
[4567
Gammax
shutter,
speeds
1/lOth,
— 3-in.between-lens
f/2.9 Dallmeyer
Pentae
Lenses,
in
9x12 slides,
Press £10.
Camera,
f/4.5 Cooke Aviar, 6 D.D. 12 slides and adapter, almost new, £7/10 ; f/6.3 Lloyds.
— Photos, 6, Queen’s Crescent, Telephoto Lens, £4. — 97, Kenilworth Avenue,
Exeter.

YOU

CAN

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

[4592

OUR

l/25th, l/50th, 1 /100th sec., bulb and

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

time, 52'6.

[4608
27

vm

THE

CAMERAS

LENSES

Trade.

~|

& CO.

CASK

J^RTHUR

AND

AMATEUR

4RTHUR CASK & CO., 50. Mortimer St., Regent
SPECIAL Sale Week, astounding bargains, con¬
St., London,

W.l

(late Conduit

St., W.).

dition as new and guaranteed.
1-PLATE
Coronet Enlarger, Berthiot f/5.7 anas4 tigmat, gas or electric; cost £12/10; cash
£4/18 '6 ; Enlarger only, £3/7/6.

PHOTOGRAPHER

NO
RE’S
THETO
III
NEED
MAKE
PHOTOGRAPHY

DALLMEYER Snapshot, Film-pick model, f/6,

case ; cost £5/5 ; cash £2/18/6.
l-PLATE
Ensign Popular ReHe.y, Cooke f/4.5,
4 slides, F.P.A., leather case ; co.st £16 ; cash

cost

F.P.A., slides ;
Arthur Cask & Co.

£7/15;

cost

cash

.£30 ;

£3/17/6.

cash

£12/12

shutter

1-PLATE

2

;

cash

Sanderson,

Photf^a^ic

Use-

Presets

£6/15.

f/6. 2

Berthiot,

lOdn.

and save
as you
spend...

convertible slides, case ; cost £20 ; cash £8/17/6.

I^OR a straightforward transaction write — Arthur
V.P. Kodak, Tessar f/4.5, new Compur, as new,

’ Gask & Co., 50, Mortimer St., Regent St.,
W.l.
Phone, Museum 0537.
[4589
£7/10. — Thompson

j^EGRETTI

and

&

Capper,

ZAMBRA,

Southport.

Holborn

Circus,

[4.527

E.C. 1.

The under-mentioned cameras are in perfect

condition ; may be had on five days’ approval
against full deposit ; your own camera in part

Every item post paid,
C.O.D. fees extra.
Granville Products are

6XCil9>I1^6

ROLLEIFLEX 1|x1S, with f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar lens,
41x31 Dallraeyer Press Reflex, revolving back,

complete in
condition, £12/10.

leather

ca«e ;

practically

new

£7/10.

model,

f/4.5

Ross

Xpres

lens,

2 slide.s,

3}X2} Gross
4}x2i
..
4ix31

LEICA Model 1 with 1/3.5 Elmar lens, and
Enlarger, vertical, Zclss ikon Miraphot, 3}x2},
9 -IN. I'ocus Dallraeyer f/6.5 Wide-Angle Anastigrange-finder, scaled
leather case, £8/10.
f/4.5 Zeiss

Tessar

in metres,

3 film-chambers,

Six 3}

H.D.

mat, iris mount, £4/10.
1
-CM. Zeiss Tessar f,4.5 Lens, in Newman-Guardia
leJ
shutter, £3/10.

London,

Tessar

E.C.l.

lens,

4 .

ADAMS

&

CO.,

O2

latest model,

LTD.,

122,

W.l,

offer

Guardia

Wigmore

fitted with

Granville Semitone.
Glossy, Velvet, Matt ; White and Cream ; ChloroBromide ; Double-weight thickness.
41x31 Sheets.
Sheets.
144 .,
6/6
8ix6i 72 ..
Six 3} 144 .. . 4/6
36 ..
8/6
6/2
72
..
10x8
6ix4|
I2x 10 36 ..
9/9

St.,

following

Folding

Reflex,

f/2.9 Dallmeyer

Pentac and 12-in.' 1/4.5 Adon, interchangeable,
F.P.A., leather case ; in new condition, £40.
X 4 Tropical Model Soho Reflex, without lens,
12 double block-form dark slides, £20.

Granville Semitone

£13.

,s!ide-i, F.P..\.,

6}-ln.

f/4.5

Ross

leather

Xpres,

canvas

5/.
Gaslight, Amidol, M.Q., Pyro, Gold Toning,
Acid Fixing, Semitone. Box of 6 packets, 1/3.
GRANVILLE Cut Films, Mounts, Chemicals,
Tissue, Mountant. Sepia Toner, P.O.P., Glazing
Solution, Self-toning, etc., etc.

1-PLATE Thornton-Pickard Tropical Model
4 3 D.D. slides, no lens, leather case, £5.

case,

Reflex,

1-PLATE Adams’ Minex de Luxe, 6}-in. f/4.5 Ross
4 Xpres and 13-in. f/5.4 Telecentric, 2 D.D. slides,
Mackenzie adapter, 12 envelopes, Wratten and
Ilford filters, leather case, £28.

SEND

FOR

FREE

LIST.

17/6.
01x2}
Tropical

♦42

Ross

focussing

Roll

Xpres,

screen,

Film

Compur

1 slide and

Ensign

Carbine,

shutter, plate

leather

case, £8.

works

Rd.,

; estimates

and

before

promptness

proceeding.

BE

APPARATUS

Kodak, Ltd., direct current, 50 volts up to
volts, complete with extra resistance and

spare 165-watt lamp, £20, or near offer. — Swithinhank, Maybanks, Rudgwick, Horsham.
[4448

Bell & HOWELL 70DA, turret head, ground-

glass focussing, 7 speeds, with 1-in. Cooke
f/L8 lor Kodacolor, 15-mm. f/2.5 Cooke, case ;
Below.
perfect condition ; list £106 ; bargain, £58. —

Bell & HOWELL Projector 57GG, 2-in. and

3-in. Extralite lenses, motor drive, forward and
reverse, two 375-watt lamps, resistance all voltages,
in case ; perfect ; list £106 ; bargain £55. — Apply
H. R. Hughes, c/o Wallace Hughes. Ltd., Brixtou
Rd., S.W.9.
[4519

Talkies. — one 400-ft. Film and Disc, £3, cost
one
£6

over
200-ft.

secures

Knights

£6 ; three 100-ft. Ditto, 15/- eacli ;
Ditto, 25/- ; all good condition ; first
lot,

Hill,

or

sell

London,

separately. — Yeatraan,

S.E.27.

Streatham

2,

1802.

PATHE Motocamera, Zeiss f/2.7 Tessar ; as new,
£14. — Sherrard,

London

Rd.,

Beccles,

Suffolk.

PATHESCOPE Super Films wanted, good condition
PATHE Cine Camera and Projector, £4. — Perrin,

[4525
; state
titles Cantley,
or numbers
and lowes'.
[4531
price. only
— Gaymer,
Ivanhoe,
Norfolk.
[4532
36, Bevington

Rd.,

W.IO.

[4543

CORONET Cine Camera, motor drive, new
Ensign I6-I8O, almost new ; spare lamp,

magnifier.
Wimbledon.

£16/16.-97,
*

Kenilworth

South
[4560

Avenue,
[4591

Bargain. — Hughes’ standard Cinematograph,

and

fireproof spoolboxes,
9-in. lenses, 10,000

lantern attachment,
ft. film, travelling

7-in.
case,

£8/8 ; Adjustable Iron Stand, £1/1 ; 4-burner
Acetylene Jet and Generator, 15/-. — Box
5842,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[4586

CINE-KODAJK Camera, BB Junior, £13/13 model,

UEAtVllN

OTON

Telegrams : ** Granville, Leamington.’*
LONDON

BRANCH

:

SPA

BIRMINGHAM

67
& 58, Chancer?
Lane, W.C.2.
Telephone
\
Telegrams J
Chancery 8537.

“ rpHE KING,” improved, not copied, non-grainy
1
professional ending, 1/3 ; other high-class
titles from 4d. ; samples, stamp ; Bolex Motor Re¬
wind, 10/-. — Jackson, Walton Rd., Stocktonheath,
Warrington.
[4554
BRANCH

:

174, Corporation Street.
I Telephone!
! Telegrams /

Cross
[4587

special attention to Pathescopes. — Humphry's,
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[2961

28

CINEMATOGRAPH

Trade.

f 4.5

back,

guaranteed.

Portman Square, W.l, late of 24, Charing
W.C.
Phone, Welbeck 3215.

c

metal

Repairs to all makes of Apparatus at our own
DEVELOPING, Printing and Enlarging ; best
4. ADAMS & CO., LTD., 122, Wigmore St.,
CAMERAS Exchanged ; largest stock S. I^ondon ;
work

Hundreds cheap, slightly chipped. Enlarging

Lenses. Portraits, etc. ;
anastigmats re¬
polished cheap ; enquiries invited. — Premier Optical
Co., 63, Bolton Rd., Stratford, London.
[4573

as new, £8, or nearest ; bargain. — D. E.
Thwaites, 25. Napier Avenue, S.W.6.
[4593

9x12 cm. Zeiss Ikon Nettel. f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar
NO. 2C Autographic Brownie, in canvas case,

and 25-cm. Zeiss Tele Tessar, 9 single
slides, F'.P.A., and solid hide case, £40.

CONDENSER Lenses, 4}-in. unmounted, 10/-

pair, brass mounted 13/6, 5}-in. unmounted,
15/- pair, 54-in. 17/-, mounted
2’2/-, 6}-in.
unmounted 24/-, mounted 30/-. — Below.

condition, 40/-; — 12, Byron Avenue,
Woodford, E.18. Phone, Wanstead 3988.

Granville Developers.

case, £18.

F.P.A.,

Postcards.

15 1/-, 50 2/-. 100 3/6, 500 16/-.

9 12 cm. Zeiss Miroflex, f '4.5 Tessar, 4 metal
9x 12 cm. Thornton-Pickard Special Ruby Reflex,
dark

100. 250, 350,
H.D. 650,
425. and Special Ortho

Granville de Luxe Postcards.

[4563

the

I2x 10

. 7/9
. . 7/4
. . 58/46

All Surfaces ; Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.
20 I/-. 50 1/9, 100 3/-. 500 13/6.

STOCKTAKING
Sale. — Send Stamp for Bargain
►J
List. — Clay, Fowler St., South Shields. [4536
aV
Portman Square,
exceptional bargains.
01x2}
Newman
&

.. 4/.
54

72
36

3ix2} 1 Doz. .. 1/3 6}x4J 1 Doz. . . 3/9
4ix3i „
.. 1/10 8}x6} i ,. ..3/9
5ix3} „
.. 2 10

9x12 cm. Mentor Reflex, revolving back, automatic
NEGRE'lTl and ZAMBRA, Holborn Circus,
Zeiss

6}x4i
8}x6}
10x8

144 .
Sheets.

Granville Unsurpassed Plates.

lens, £7.

mask to top screen, f/4.5
F.P.A., in leather case, £12/10.

..
2/9
.. 3/7

WATSON }-pl. Acme Camera, 2 book-form

slides, all aluminium fittings, leather case, 90. - ;
}-pl. Perspect Reflex, f/6.1 Holostigmat, F.P. A., case,
£7/10. — Watson. 31’3, High Holborn, W.C.
[4518

140

All Surfaces: Bromide,
Gaslight; Vigorous and
Normal.

F,P.A.,

ZEISS Bebe V.P. Camera, Tessar f/4.5, 6 slides,

F.P.A., £5 ; P.C. Ross Palmos F.P. Camera,
f/6.5 Homocentric, 3 plate-holders, Mackenzie- Wisha it
slide and envelopes, £3. — Below.

KODASCOPE Model A, lately overhauled by

fully guaranteed.

Granville de Luxe Papers.

4 focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec.,
f/3.5 Dallmeyer Press lens, F.P.A., leather case, £12.
01x2}
Kodak Graflex Reflex Camera, horizontal
04

Alterations clearance. — More Cash Bargains ;

9X12 Goerz Tenax, Dogmar f/4.5, Compur,
£6/10 (cost over £20) ; la Kodak Special, 1/6.3,
range-finder, etc., 79/6;
3}x2}, f/4.5, 52/6;
V.P.K., single lens, tank, enlarger, 18/6 lot ;
Six T.-P. pattern Slides, 5/- ; Contessa, double
extension, }-pl., f/4.5, Compur, 79/6 ; Kodatoy,
39/6 ; P.C. Carbine, Aldis f/6.3, 27/6 ; Hide Case,
fits T.-P. Junior, 34x2}, 18/6 ; Baby Ikonta, f/4.5
95/-.
— Below.
(Novar)
and electric Enlarger to 3}x2} (£7/5 value),

ROLLEIFLEX, Leica and Contax Stockists, two-

£6/7/6.

; cost £27 ; cash

B’ield

LENSES^

thirds allowed modern cameras, part imyment,
subject approval. — Allens, 168, (jldham Rd.,
Manchester 4 .
[0087

£8/17/6.—

£3/12/6.

cost

AND
Trade.

24 envelopes, 3 slides, case ; Artist Enlarger,
f/4 Dallmeyer, lot £22 (cost over £70) ; 8}-in.
Condenser, 30/-. — Below.

V.P. Roll Film Ihagee Tweeny, f/4.5. latest
4 DAMS' Stereo Vesta, f/6. 3 Tessars, Compur,
DAVON Tele Microscope ; cost £10/15 ; cash
IHAGEE Roll Film Stereo, f/4.5 lenses, Compur ;
V'ERASCOPE, Zeiss 1/4.5 Tessar, Chronomos
case;

I CAMERAS

i8, 1933

9X12 Palmos Voigtlander, Heliar f/4.5, Mackenzie,

£6/12/6.

Compur,

January

ADVERTISEMENTS

FULL

STOCKS

AT

BRANCHES

9^-MM. Speciality Films ; the first of a new

•O
series ; reduced from standard. — Below.
“^LIDERS,”
showing interesting shots of
VJf many early types, 60 ft. ; price 5/-, post free.

A TWO-WHEELER NOYTELTY,” showing

test of a new car invention, 00 ft ; price 5/-,
post free ; all films have running titles.
“ rpHE

KING,”

Trailer

for

ending

your

X
programme, 1/3 post free. — Stedman’s Cine¬
matograph Laboratory’, Meadow Rd., Leeds, II. [4575
WISE

IN

TIME—

USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

January

THE

i8, 1933

CINEMATOGRAPH

AMATEUR

APPARATUS

|

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

PROGRESS

I EXCHANGE

AND

WANTEdI

Trade.

THE

Pathe Baby Projectors
no heat
problems, for
in
FLUSTRALIGHT.
— The ;Super
Illuminant
spite of the amazing brilliance secured ; yet a
6-ft.

picture

is

shown

with

ease.

The

‘ PRECISION ’

system

uses a highly efficient reflecting device, a new
type condenser, and the whole in a lantern
of the same diameter as the Pathe, but one inch
longer, fitted to any standard Pathe in a few
seconds ; hundreds of satisfied customers ; your
early order solicited ; goods sent by return ;
complete sets for mains voltages, 60/-, post
paid ; accumulator models, 40/- only.

EXTENSION
TRIPLE¬
CAMERA

“ Precision ” is al¬
most as mobile as a

10/ Standard Films, complete stories.
20/- Cinephot Exposure Meter.

ened metal
pocket
camera.body
Hard¬is
suitable for use under

Coronet
Projector,
polished 9-mm.
case, with
lock. brand-new,

30/- Rewinder, standard, on polished baseboard,
35/- Tripod, Cine, with pan and tilt.
40/- Illustraphot Studio Light, giving 9,000 c.p.
45 j_ Film, Drama, 16-mm., 800-ft,, new.
50/- Chaplin “ Flirting Again,” 200-tt. 16-mm.,
Mirror Arcs for super projection.

^^/.Ernemann Projector, gives 6-tt. picture from
OU/ - accumulators.

65/70/75/80/85/90/-

Pathe 9-mm. Projector, with resistance.
Projector, on stand, 35-mm.
Home Movie (9-mm.), with super attachment.
Kodak Projector, with motor drive.
Battery of Studio Lights, with bulbs.
Camera, standard, with f/2.9 lens.

QI^/_
iJtJI 16-mm.
screen. Continuous

any climatic
tions.
Coveredcondi¬
real
morocco leather.
Key to illustrations t
A. Focussing milled
wheel : B, Spring for
releasing front for
double and
triple

in

Projector, with daylight

99/- Educational Projector, suit school.

extension ; C, Lower extension slide ; D, Upper extension slide ;
E. Winding pinion for rising front ; F, Clamping spring for extensions:
G, Side 8pring.clip8 for drop front for wide-angle
view-finder : J, Back-sight for both upright and
K, Spirit levels ; L, Revolving back.
Dimensions, 5 x 2J x 4A in. Weight, 2 lb. 2 oz.

PRICES

Telephoto

Lenses,

MODEL

3.

For

all size negatives

100-watt

for hire, 2/3 3 days, 3/6 7 days ; London’s
leading Film Library, Southern Film Exchange,
above.
£*|^-FT. Films 8d., 30-ft. 4d. per 7 days ; no
W/
deposit, no fuss. — Southern, above.

Pathescope
Apparatus,
Accessories
and depart¬
Films
freshly stocked.
Special
post order

ment extends prompt interested attention to
country customers ; real service after purehase ;
illustrated catalogue free with pleasure. — Southern
Film Exchange, above.
[0079

SUPER Films (Pathescope) on Hire, 1/- each, from

the long-established library of Messrs. Camera
Craft, Ltd., Palmers Green, N.13. Send P.C. for
particulara.
[0086

CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; stand¬

ard only : lists free ; sample 1/-. — Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[3523

Lloyds offer the following new goods, bankrupt
Lloyds. — New German Home Projectors, hand
stocks ; usual approval terms ; 87, Lamb’s
Conduit St., W.C.l. Phone, Holborn 6250.

drive, capacity 400 ft., complete with lens,
electric lamp, resistance for all voltages, flex and
plug, in case, 35-mm., £2/7/6.

Form

interchange

A, for use with

Form

B,

for use

Form C, with
Ibns .

hinged

'* Leica ”

T^^ANTED. — Ensign Speed Film Refle.x, also
T T , Carbine,
lens,Ferrybridge,
full particulars
to — [4520
Hargreave,s.
Linden 1/4.5
Cottage,
Yorks.
[4526
't/l/'ANTED. — Whole-plate Stand Camera (square
TT bellows preferred). — 25, Grace St., South
Shields.
[4521
Reflex, D.D.
34x24,Slides
also for
single
size
WANTED.—
N. &lor G.sameFolding
Sibyl. — Box 5800, c/o “ The Amateur

Photographer.”

offers. — 2, Palmerston
Rd., f/2.9;
Garston,exchange
Liverpool.
Dallmeyer
speed, 4ix6,
or
[4522
YirANTED.
Dallmeyer
44x6 cm.
Camera,
T T with —f/2.9
Pentac,Speed
or similar
: trade
or
private. — F. (iowin, 9, Oban Rd., Liverpool. [4569
[4570

;

Photographer.”

15x12

Enlarging

[4582

Easel, all
[4583

Pathescope Projectors and Accessories pur¬

Carrier,

£7 15
£8 15

ACCESSORIES

0
0

GIRAFLEX Roll Film Holder, 1-pl., £3/3: i-pl.

I Dalian Film and Plate Tank, 12/6 ; Kodak
Transparent Oil Colours, 10/6 ; all complete and
as new. — N. Squire, 18, Roe Green, Kingsbury,
N.W.9.
[4518

by all leading makers,
available Eo.*' cash, ex¬
change or extended pay¬
ment terms. Lists free
on application.

Trade.

camera cases.
A. Maskens
Cross ;
Bellows.
— A11— sizes
stocked &; Sons,
lowest12a,price.s
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

Lloyds offer the following new goods, bank¬

'f

rupt stock, at half usual prices ; approval
terms
; 87,
Holborn
6250.Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l. Phone,

m

/I5

negatives.
Post 4d.

Lloyds. — condensers, Plano Convex, double
Lloyds. — New-stock Enamelled Dishes, superior
mounted,

Established 1889

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines.)

Lloyds. — New Lantern Slides, 3ix3i, coloured,

set of 12 with description ; subjects :
Travel, Education, Nursery and Fairy Tales,
Comic, Military, Sentimental, Religious, 2/6 per set ;

new, 4 in., 10/6 ; 4i in., 12/6.

to any on the market, 3-in. deep, postcard
strip. 23X7 in., 7/6 ; 24x18 in., 12/6 ; 20x16 in.,
10/6; 15X12, 5/6; 12x10, 4/6; 10x8, 3/6;
24x16x4 or 5 in. deep. 15/-; 30x20x3 in.
deep, 15/-.

L3sets 6/6 ; 6 sets 12/6.

LOYDS. — Lantern Slide Transfers, coloured,
3ix3J, sets of 12 on sheet, large selection of
subjects, 2/6 for 12_sets.
[4509
USE

T^’ANTED. — Wide-Angle Anastigmat. about 3-in.
T T focus ;
de.scribe fully. — Donald, Ickuield
Cottage. Peter’s Lane, Monks Risborough, Bucks.

chased : best cash prices. — Southern Film Ex¬
change, 52, Boundaries Rd., Balham, London. [0078
VV7' ANTED. — Postcard Soho Reflex : price must
T1 be moderate. — City Sale and Exchange, 54,
Lime St.. London, E.C.3.
[4561

ENLAR&ERS

HINGED
NEGATIVE
CARRIER
for 3x4 cm. and T

5825,
[4534

Trade.

voltage,

C, with f/6.3 lens .
D, with f/4.5 lens .

Leica

Focal-plane Camera ; Reflex considered. — Box
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

Exchange.
Film, plate
back,
f/3.8, and —£33J-X2icash for RoU
old Rolleiflex.
— ” Rotherwood,” May Avenue, Wollaton, Nottingham. [4588

7/6 extra.
MODEL
4. With 5i-in. conden^^er, for J-pl.
and 4ix2i negatives.
Form A .
£4 10 0
Form B .
£5 15 0
Form
Form

and 5 Volumes
Electrical
Engineering
; un¬
Exchange.
— 6 volumes
Business
Encyclop2edia,
soiled Modem Works, value about £8, lor 34x2.1
[4538

W 'ANTED. — 4-pl. Horizontal Electric Enlarger,
Photo¬

Dallmeyer
£7 5 0

any

[4542

■\*7ANTED.
whole-piate
D.D.
T T Slides, —toThree
fit Perkin,
Son and Book-form
Rayment square
bellows field camera ; must be in sound condition.
— Newham, School of Hygiene, Keppel St., W.C.l.

movements. — Box 5840, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

of

own lens
£4 0 0

f'4.5

Lamp,

Eastboui-ne.

all movements

3/6 extra.
Special

Rd.,

f/6.3 Wray Lustra
£6 7

Form C, with
lens .

[4426

WANTED. — V.P. Tenax Camera, or similar ;
WANTED.—
Zeisslowest
Ikon ;3ix2i
f/4.5,
Compur ;
no Roll
dealers.Film,
— Farrant,
case ; for 3^x24
Zodel Apem
or similar.
Fire
Exchange.—
Reflex,— Harriss,
Cooke 1/4.5,
Station, Leeds .
[4539

5839, c/o “ The Amateur

owii camera
£3 5 0

with

Z288, Willings, 86, Strand, W.C.2.

— Grier,— (k,
Musselburgh.
[4574
WANTED.
3ix2iNewbigging,
Etui, double
extension, f/4.5.
plate back,
: also
double
WANTED.
— 3ix2i^Icarette
Roll preferred
Film, double
extension,
extension attachment for 34x21 Sibyl. — Box

up to 3tx2J. Fine and coarse
focussing adjustment.
4i-in.
condenser, opal diffuser, metal
base with detacliable easel. Open

particulars of attractive services operated by
Southern Film Exchange, 52, Boundaries Rd.,
Balham, London. Telephone, Battersea 1145.

SUPER
Reels,
overcatalogued
500 Pathescope
in¬
cluding
every
number,Supers,
available

can be fitteti to this camera

New
IMPROVEDENLARGER
‘ CRESCO’
VERTICAL

CAMERAS, including Bell &Ensign
Howell,
and Devry,
Pathe,
Everything
Movies,stock
phone,of write,
or callin¬
and inspect for
immense
bargains,
cluding screens, unlimited, from .6/-.
ILLUSTRA
ENTERPRISES,
159, Wardour
St.,
London, W.l.
Telephone, Gerrard
6889. [4594

PATHESCOPE Owners should obtain detailed

:

Exchanges and Extended Payments
arranged.
Full particulars and leafiet on request.

stage for quick
various carriers.

Debrie, Pathe, Williamson,
at amazing prices.

work : H. Eye-level
horizontal pictures ;

Camera, witli double block-form slides, without lens. . £13 10 0
Fitted with Eoss Xpres Lens 112-mm. f/3.5, in No. 1 Compur shutter,
speeded to l/200th sec .
£27 7 0
Fitted with Ross Xpres Lens, 105-mm. f 4.5, in No. 0 Compur
shutter, speeded to l/250th sec .
£23 11 6
Fitted with DallmeyerStigmatic Lens, 4i-in. f/6, in No. O.S. Compur
shutter, speeded to 1 /250th sec. (front combination 9-in. focus, back
combination 7-in. focus) .
£24 0 0
Fitted with Cooke Aviar Lens 6 2-in. Series IIIB f/6.3, in No. 1
Compur shutter, speeded to l/20iith sec .
£23 17 0
The charge for fitting and scaling any of the foregoing lenses is 7s. 6d.
Solid Leather Case .
£2 10 0
The Ross Combinable and other makes of lenses of various foci,
and

Box

86, Susans

For 3Ax2i plates or
F.P. adapter. To all
intents and purposes a
field camera, the

IK/. Rewinders
tor 16-mm,, housed gears, polished
leJ/
oak baseboards.

Slides and/orShutter
i-pl. Soho
Reflex
Square
MULTTSPEED
for i-pl.
lens; ;i-pl.Book-form
Bellows Camera, with or without slides. — Write,

must be cheap. — Matthews, 140, Idle Rd,,
Bradford.
[4490

Fitted with every
essential movement

JLLUSTRA Bargains. Some bargains.
Bi-unial Lantern, incomplete.

OK/_

SOHO

OUR

HI6H

HOLBORN,

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

LONDON,
AND

AVOID

W.
ALL

38x15x12,
20/- ; Roll
tap-hole
tap, 2/6 Tanks,
extra ;
Lloyds.
— Proceloyd
Film andDeveloping
all sizes ; stoneware tanks in stock.
Snaps, Equipment
Studio Lighting,
Drying
Lloyds
for D. &Backgrounds,
P. Trade, Walking
and Mounting Machines.
[4507
RISK.

29

THE

X

SMASHING

AMATEUR

BARGAINS

!

j'Pl. EnsiiTQ Roll Film Plate. AUHs
7*ppced .
£2 2 0
V.P. Certo Plate, Meyer f/4.n, Compur, slides .
£2 17 6
3Jx2l Ensign Roll Film, f/4.5, Compur .
£3 3 0
i-pl. Gluntz, all-metal, Xenar f/4.5. Compur, double ext. £3 17 6
31x21 Nagel R. F., self-erert., f/4.5, delayed Compur.. £4 19 6
31 X 21 Zeiss Cocarette Roll Film, f/6.3. 3-speed. As new £2 2 0
3J X 24 Dnoflex, DalJmeyer f/4.5, latest focal-plane.... £9 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Projector, 50-watt, motor, resist. As new £6 17 6
3a Range-finder Kodak, f/6.3, latest Diomatic. As new £4 17 6
31 X 21 Ensign Roll Film, Aldis f/4.5, delayed Compur. ... £5 5 0
V.P. Goerz Tenax Plate, f/4.5, Compur. Compact .
£4 17 6
31x24 Apem Reflex, Cooke f'4.6, revolving back, .slides £2 19 6
3x2 Voigtiandtr Roll Film, f/4.5. New Compur. As new £4 17 6
16-mm. Kodak Camera, f/3.5, 50 or lOO ft. Fine barirain £8 8 0
i-pl. Salex Pocket Focal-plane, f/5. 5, 1/lOth to J/I,000tb. . £2 7 6
31x2} Cameo, Aldis f/4.5, latest 1 to 1/lOOth, double ext. £4 4 0
21 X 21 Carbine Roll Film, Aldis f/4.5, Compur. Bar^rain.. £3 8 0
31 X 2} T.-P. Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, latest, l/lOth to 1/l.OOOth £8 17 6
46x107 Voigtlander, Heliars f/4.5, Compurs. As new.... £6 17 6
1-pI. Zeiss Pocket, Zeiss f/4.5, Compur, double ext. New £6 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Projector, 100-watt, motor, resistance, case £9 17 6
31x21 Carbine R.F. Plate, Aldis f/4.5. D.A., rise, cross.. £6 17 6
KoUbri, Tessar f/3.5. New Compur, modern type. As new £7 10 0
1-pl. Zeiss Miraphot Enlarger, f/0.3, auto, focus. As new £5 17 6
Rolleiflex Mirror Reflex, Tessar f/3.8, new Compm.... £10 10 0
31 X 21 Ensign Autospeed Roll Film, Aldis f/4.5. As new.. £8 17 6
1-pl. Klito, Aldis f/4.5, Compur, double ext., rise, cross £3 17 6
31x21 Voigtlander, f/4.5, D.A. Compur, double ext. Snip £6 17 -6
Ikonta 31x21 Roll Film, f/6.3, 3-3peed. Co8t£4 10s... £2 10 0
Bolex 9-mm. or 16-mm. Projector, 250-watt, latest. As new £27 10 0
41 X 2} Nagel Seli-erecting Roll Film, f/4.5. D.A. Compur. . £5 19 6
1-pl. Ensign Reflex, f/3.5 Speed, revolving back. As new.. £8 17 6
21 X 21 Carbine, Zeiss f/6.3, Compur, very compact. As new £2 10 0
3} X 2} Ensign Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, i). slides. As new.. £6 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Projector, 180-watt, in case. Benuty. Snip £18 18 0
34 X 24 T.-P. Reflex, Dallraeyer f/4.5, self-capping. Snip. .£550

R. Film, Aldis f/4.5, 1 to
31x2} Carbin
e
model, f/6.3,
V.P. Kodak, emeral
d-gree
nchargers, case.
Leica, f/3.5, focal-plane,
V.P. Nagel Rolleroy, f/4 5, 3-speed, latest

As new £3.17 6
1/loot
h.
1/lOth to 1/lOOth. .45?. Od.
Bargain .
£9 17 6
finder .
55.s, Od.

V.P. Dallmeyer Press, Pentac f -‘*2.9, self-capping. Snip.... £8 8 0
3} X 2.} Ensign Magnaprint Vertical Enlarger. Bargain.... £5 17 6
3} X 2} Tropical Carbine, Aldis f/4.5, 3-8peed. Perfect.... £2 17 6
16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo, f/3.5, 00 ft. or 100 ft., case. . £15 15 0
1-pI. Klito, Ensign f/6.3. 1 to l/3u0th, double extension. .. . £2 2 0
9-mm. Pathescope Motocamera, f/3.5, latest fitting .
£4 4 0
6 X 13 Mentor Reflex, Speed f/S’s, self-capping, D. slides. . £12 12 0
16-mm. Bell-Howell Visual Turret Filmo, f/3.5. Snip.... £45 0 0
Sell-erecting Silver Screen, in walnut case. 42 x 32 in .
55s. Od.
NEW.— Electrophot Exposure Meter, stills or movies,
no batteries. Very latest new model .
NEW. — Rhamstine Editor,
viewer, mitre splicer.

EDWIN
6 Days*

Projection professional
World’s finest .

dead

accurate,
£15 15 0

motion, distance
£18 18 0

GORSE,
Approval.

Fart

Exchange.

Film

BROMIDE

V.P .
1/6 per gross
3ix2i .
2/6 „ „
2ix4| .
3/3 „ „
J-plate . 3/6 ,, „
5x4 .
4/3 .. „
Postcard. .. .4/3 ,, ,,

i-plate .
8 x6 .
8ix6i .
10x8 .
12x10 .
15x12 .

GLOSSY,

OR

POSTCARDS,
£1 per 1,000.

SILKY

ORDINARY

PAPERS
6/6 per gross
10/- „
11/6
„
16/6
..
24 6 „ ..
37/„

MATTE

— Wright, 114, Sterling St., Bradford.

Harrow.

CLUBS’

Is/ and

3rd

Thursdays.

Annual

Subscription

Application for Membership

Phone, Harrow

4002.

1-PLATE Mahogany Enlarger, 5i-in. condenser, f/4
4 portrait lens, gas and electric fittings, 55/,
[4566
approval ; also two more Advertising Projectors,
cannon shape, condensers, objectives, electric
fittings, flex and plug, 15/- each ; make good
enlargers for small negatives. — 265, Bellahouston
Drive, Glasgow.
[4585
Trade.

10/6.

to

Hon. Secretary : H. E. Isard, Narmanhuret,
Holwood Road.

THOSE
SNAPS

' [4552

i-pl. to
Whole-plate,
8/6.— 56,
Rd.,
KOD.^
Daylight
Enlarger,
2ix3iKeswick
to i-pl.,
S.W.15.
[4557
Lancaster
Daylightcondition,
Enlarging12/6.Camera,
com¬
plete ; splendid
— 37, Thornwood Drive, Glasgow, W,l.
[4558
Automatic
Enlarger,
8 lens, cm.
all as Latest
new ;
ZEISS
Miroflex
i-pl. Zeiss
and f/6.9x12
just cost £10/10 ; bargain, £6/15.- — Engert, 29, Broad¬
way Parade, North

and

BROMLEY (KENT) CAMERA CLUB,
Literary Institute, Widmore Road.

type, expanding
bellows,electric,
focussing
mount
Enlarger,
i-pl. carrier,
horizontal
(Butcher’s National), 6-in. condenser, complete, 50/-.

LOOK

I
I
I
■

I
I

HERE!

KUTOGBAPH
’* is a Coloured Enlargement moonted on
and carved out in VFood, producing a 6-1d. statue. In¬
cludes polished stand. Very realistic, 2/6 each.
STUDIO PORTRAITS.
Head and shoulders only, back¬
ground removed, enlarged and mounted in 8x6 in. gilt6 for 7/6.
edged
folders. West End results. 1/0 each, 3 for 4/-,
A

FRAMED

ENLARGEMENT.

fu

11x9

in., neat

ebonlaed

■wood, with glass and strut, 2/9 ; Coloured, 5/-. Good value.
BLUE-TONED
KODAK
POSTCARDS.
On special 6x8 in.
embossed mounts. Wonderful and unique effects, lid. each,
(t FOTOZO

” Regd.

prints never

stick.

Glazing

and Stripping

Easy

to use, 1/- and

Solution.

Glossy

1/9 per bottle.

Cash
Cash urith
viTiih orders.
orders. Write for List. Expenses

I SPEEDY

refunded.

D.& P. Ltd., Shelford Place, N.16
D.&

.
STER
CAGER
S
J^AN
LAR
JiN
VERTICAL
and Horizontal, for every size

negative, from Leica to 12x10, Condensers, dif¬
fused or mercury vapour illumination ; semi¬
automatic or automatic focussing.

THE

“AUTOFIX”

PAPER-HOLDER

OR

SOFT

glaos. Enlargements made with the **Autoflx*’ have clean
white margins giving them a
finished *' appearance.
10x8
..
.. £1 17 6
1
15x12..
.. £210
0
12x10..
..£2
2 0
I
20x16..
. . £2 17 6
State if for vertical or horizontal enlarger ; for Miraphot
enlarger tend bateboard for fitting, no extra charge.

SANDS

HUNTER
STREET,

& CO., Ltd.

STRAND,

LONDON,

W.C.2

MISCEILLANEOUS

Meteor
Lamp,carbons,
100/240 volts,
3,000
c.p., Arc
double
35/- ;5 amps,
Holophane
Prismatic Plate, 12-in. square, 10/- ; Ensign No.

SPECIAL

OFFER

of Shop-soiled Pathescope LUX Projectors,
listed at £21 lOs.. for £15 17s. 6d. only.
Limited number.

cemplete,

Kid Projectors, with resistance,
condition, 89s. 6d. only.

in new

THE

CO., 320. Tauxhall

CAMERA

Road,

& GRAMOPHONE

Victoria,

Range
of Picture
HOW Finest
to Frame
Pictures,
completeMouldings
Guide and inListthe;

and

as

guaranteed

S.W.l. {Opposite New Victoria
Telephone : Victoria 2977.

Bridge

Cinema.)

World ; post free, 3d. — Watkins Provider, Exchange
Works, Newport, Mon.
[3610

£1 weekly easily earned.
Richford,
9,;
A MONEY-MAKING
Agency— R.offered,
spareLtd.,
time
Hill, London.
[4021
Business
bringsa
YOUMailcanOrder
use your
sparethattimequickly
to start
you a full-time income ; few poimds capital only

A practical proof of the after-effects of

Snow

Photographic Chemist,

needed ; no samples or outfits to buy ;
no
rent, rates or canvassing ; new method makes
success certain ; send P.C. to-day for booklet. — ■
Business Service Institute, Dept. 41a, 6, Carmelite
St.. E.C.4.
[4481

SOUTHAMPTON
QUANTITIES.

YOU

When using the *' Antoflx ’* tor enlarging, masking and adjuskment of the bromide paper are a matter of seconds. However
thick or curled, the paper is held flat without the use of pins or

37, BEDFORD

Trade,

MARTIN
FOR

ANNOUNCEMENTS

12a Scales, 1 dr. to 12 oz., 10/- ; 20-in. Drem
Print Trimmer, 5/- ; 2 Wooden Tripods, 1/- each ;
i-pl. Printing Frame, 1/- ; 3ix2i Ditto, 9d. —
Box 5827, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [4540

PLATES

30

SOCIETIES’

ANNOUNCEMENTS

O/j /IAO
C Mahogany
Enlarger,condition,
£12/12,
WestminsterHorizontal
model, excellent
f/6 lens, rising front, 5i-in. condensers, revolving,
tilting carrier, J-pl., 5x4, i-pl. holders; or will
exchange with i-pl. Folding Plate 1/4.5 Xenar,
Ihsor shutter, for Leica. — Box 5835, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[4546

SOUTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY,

GASLIGHT OR BROMIDE
11/- per 500.
2/6 per 100.
Singles or strips.

QUOTATIONS

THORNTON-PICKARD i-pl. Enlarger, f/6 lens,

Headquarters and Dark-room, Camberwell
Central Library, Peckham Rd., S.E. Ordinary
meetings, Mondays, 8 p.m. ; Kine Group Meetings,
alternate Wednesdays, 8 p.m., commencing January
18th ; the Society’s club year has just commenced ;
Hon. Secretary, Mr. R. J. Smith, 29, Talfourd
Place, S.E. 15.
[4498

Special Rapid 300 H.D. Iso Press 600 H.D.
33x2^ .
1/3 per pkt. I Postcard. .. .2/6 per pkt.
1-plate . 1/9 ,, „ I i-plate . 3/6 „ ,,

SPECIAL

PHOTOGRAPHIC

ENLARGERS

oak ; all carriers and in perfect condition ;
would suit photographic society, £9 ; approval ;
Dishes, Frames, etc., cheap. — 26, Villiera St.,
Wolverhampton.
[4524

CLUB

3 Grades

VIGOROUS,

&

i8, 1933

J. Birmingham,
LANCASTER 1.& Telephone,
SON, LTD.,
87.4255.Parade.
Central
post free. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.
Clearance
sale List ofParade,
shop-soiled
Enlargers,
struction
;
postage
2d.—
Lancaster,
Enlargers.
— List of parts for ownParade,
con¬
Birmingham.
[0082
ZEISS
Enlargeras new,
for Leica
3.5 lens
absolutely
£10/5, Negatives,
for £7. — Thompson
&;
Capper, Southport.
[4528
Lantern
slides,
1/3,— Tilbury,
from negatives,
post [45ri
free
10/6 dozen
; list.
126, Ongar
Rd., ;
Brentwood.

Libraries.

ALL-BRITISH
PHOTO PLATES & PAPER
PAPERS

1 LANTERNS

January

ADVERTISEMENTS

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

Tropical
p
Adora
Plate,l
f/4.5.
DaJlme
Comp.
yer Te
ur, do
le
i
uble ex
photo
tension
f '6.5n
, suit
£5 17
tbmpii
.
6
r or re
flex ...
. £4
4 0

GASLIGHT

PHOTOGRAPHER

CAN

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

“ NO WAT

”

is given with every bottle two minutes hypo elimin¬
ator. oz. for 12 pints, 1/6 ; 4 oz. for 32 pints,
3/- post free. NOWAT is absolutely guaranteed.
Be modern, NOWAT your photographs 1
■

^

I wl

C

V« I Tottenham

Lane.

London,

N.8

SLJ B D im C? D ORDER OFFICES now at 92.

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

January

THE

i8, 1933

AMATEUR

LONDON’S
LEADING
DEALERS in
GOOD

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

LANEOUS
MISCELTrade,

I

~|

IDEAL Negative Storage Envelopes, absolutely

SeamU’Hi

transparent ; samples and prices. — Mallinson’s
Free-lancing Services, 7, Rose Crescent, Cambridge.

[4590

MATERIALS
Trade.

When

K
ALTON,
Bristol,
150, Victoria
St. ACallers
new
depot for
South-Western
England.
welcomed.
Prices less
postage to callers.
K ALTON.
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
121, Scotswood Ed.
9 to 7 Manchester,
: Wednesday,99,1 London
; please Rd.
call. Hours,
K ALTON,
Send forLondon,
price list.
K ALTON,
61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per7, return.
K ALTON,
Albany Ed., Harbome.

Sands Hunter & Co., use the

word “ bargains ” they use it not as
a good old time-honoured advertising
word, but exactly for what it says
and means — BAR GAIN.
You’ll realise this when you see
what Sands Hunter offer in second¬

IV

hand apparatus, and you’ll wonder
how cameras as good as new can
be sold for so little.
5x4
3 double

in. Goerz

Anschutz,

plate-holders,

Goerz

leather

f/4.8 Celor

case .

£6

ALTON

6

IV

Dist Distance

Meter, complete

in leather case.
£1

Cost
12

6

3^x2} Zeiss Minimum Palmas, Carl Zeiss f/2.7
Tessar lens, 3 double plate-hokiers, film-pack holder,
leather case. In excellent condition. List price £40,
for .
£21 0 0
6x6

cm.

Rolleiflex,

Compur shutter, speeds
condition .

Carl

Zeiss

f/4.5

Tessar

i to i/25oth sec.

0

Wratten K 1 and K 3 Filters, in optical flats, in mount,
to fit on lens hood i£-in. diameter, in case. . £2 12 6
Acetylene

Generator,

with

3-bumer

jet.

Cost £3 3s.', for .
£1 19 6
P'Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 Ko dak anastigmat lens,
camera takes 50 ft. or 100 ft. of film. In good con¬
dition. Cost £25 .
£12 10 0
Model BB
film, Kodak

0

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

K ALTON
Roll 9/-Films,
exposures,
dozen first
; 3} quality,
x 2i, 8 lSx24,
exposures,8
9/- dozen, 6 exposures, 7/- ; 24x4}
18/-; 54x3i 21/-.

0

4Jx3i Adams’ Vesta, Ross Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens.
Compound shutter, film-pack holder, case. In good
condition .
£7 12 9
4}x3i in. or 9x12 cm. Patent Etui, Carl Zeiss f/6.3
Triotar lens, Compur shutter, speeds i to 1/2 50th sec.,
film-pack holder. In good condition .
£6 12 6
4ix3i Zeiss Ikon Trona, double extension, rising
front, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, Compur shutter,
film-pack holder, leather case .
£8 12 6

[0009
Label ” series of first quality British Papers,
Postcards, Chemicals, Mounts, Wallets, Folders,
also Plates, orthochromatic, isochromatic ; uniform
quality ; absolutely dependable material.

4ix3J: Leonard, double extension, Goerz f/6.8
convertible Dagor lens. Compound shutter, 6
plate-holders, film-pack holder, leather case. Good

established firm ; thousands of satisfied
customers; 34x24 Gaslight Paper, 2/6 gross,
03 fr0G

condition .
£4 '12 6
4i X 3J Sanderson, reversing back, 5|-in. Aldis f/6
anastigmat lens. Compound shutter, 6 plate-holders,
leather case. In good condition .
£5 17 6

largest selection in the trade ; write now, you
may learn something to your advantage. — City
Photo Works, 119, Eastbourne Rd., Southport. [0002

SANDS

HUNTER

37, BEDFORD

CITY PHOTO WORKS.— World-famous “ Blue

CITY PHOTO WORKS. — The original 22 years’

& CO. Ltd.

ST., STRAND,

W.C.2

BE

Model C 16- mm, Kodascope Cine Projector, complete with m^chanisia,
lens, adjustable
motor drive, l0U*watt lamp, flex and plug extensions, reels
and
resistance to 250 volt. Equal £|Q ♦
1-pl. N. & G. New Ideal Pocket Sibyl, Ross latest f/4.6 Xpres anas¬
tigmat, Precision shutter. 4 to 1/lOOth sec., T. and B., 2-way rising
front, folding reflex finder showing rise, depth-of-focus indicator,
6 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. New con• 14*0
Postcard 10x15 Mentor Folding Reflex, Carl Zeiss f/4.6 Tessar
lens, rising front, quick-wind focal-p’ane shutter, 1/dth to l/l.OOUth
sec., 3 double slides. F.P. adapter, de luxe leather CIO
. 1 7 .
i-pl. Zeiss Ikon Trona Doable Ex. Pocket, Carl Zeiss Si-ln. f/4.5
Tessar lens. Compur shatter, rack focus, TJ-stlrnip front, fine adjust¬
ment rise and cross, finder and level, also wire-frame finder and back¬
sight, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Barely
34x24 Mentor Folding Reflex, improved compact revolving back
model, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar, rising front, quick-wind focal-plane,
engraved speeds 1/bth to 1/1, 300th sec. and time. 3 double slides.
F.P. adapter, de luxe velvet-lined leather case. ClQ
. IQ . A
New condition. Cost £45 8s .
xio
. lo • U
4-pl. T.-P. Imperial Double Shatter Wple Ex. Field, Improved 3-bar
front model, 84-in. Ross Zeiss f/5.6 Unar anastigmat, focal-plane
shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., rising and swing front, swing and
reversing back, double rack focus, wide-angle, etc., 3 double book-form
slides, turntable, 3-fold tripod and case. Nice Cl A . 1 “7 .
condition . .
. .
XIU
. 1 / . O
9 X 12 J-pl. Goerz Manafoc Pocket Tenax, Goerz Series III Dagor
f/6.8 lens, Compound shutter, rack, double ex., U-stirrup front, fine
adjustment rise and cross, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and CK . IQ • fi
leather case. Nice condition .
. lO ♦ O
3x2 No. 2B Ensignette de Laxe, latest model, aluminium body,
Cooke f/6.3 anastigmat. Ensign auto, speeded shutter, focussing, etc.,
leather case. New condition .
*4*0
Pathe Baby Cine Projector, latest pattern, 2-claw mechanism,
complete with objective, condenser, motor drive, resistance, superreel attachment and rewind, with complete fitments. CQ • 17
• A
Recently cost £12 78. New condition .
» 1 / • O
34x2J N. & G. New Special Sibyl Pocket, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar,
Precision shutter, 4 to l/15i»th sec.. T. and B.. 2-way rising front, reflex
finder,
showing
rise,
scale,
depth-of-focns
indicator,
3
double
slices.
F.P. adapter and leather case. Equal
new....,'. £J5 • 15 • Q
Model BB
Cine Kodak, Improved type embodying two-speed
features, standard 16 frames per sec. and half-speed 8 frames per
sec., f/3.5 anastigmat, capacity 60 ft. 16-mni. films, motor spring
drive, locking device. 2 finders, close-up attachment, pa . 1 'T . A
Cost £15 158. Unsoiled .
• W
.O
34 X 2} Adams’ Pocket Vesta, Ross Zeiss f/6.3 Tessar lens. Compound
shutter,
2-way rising front, direct-vision finder, back-sight, focussing,
etc.,
6 slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case. Good C7 • 1 Q • A
Pathe

Baby

Cine

Camera,

hand-turned

model,

po

. O

.A

9x12
cm. Marion
Soho Reflex,
f/3.5
Hermagis
lens, complete.
Equal improved
new . model, milled-head
. Z • U *
quick-wind focal-plane shutter, all speeds and time, Carl Zeiss 74-ln.
f/4.6 Tessar lens, hood and sky shade, rack rising front, hinge open
top. revolving
best donble book-form slides. F.P. adapter,
superior
leather back,
case. 3 Equalnew.
Cost £54 17s.. . £22* IQ" 0
Pathe

Kid Cine Projector,

with super-reel

attach-

po

• K

•

A

ment and adjustable resistance. New condition
. O
• U
34 x24 Pocket Cameo, Lukos f/2.9 anastigmat, Compur shutter,
U-8timip front, fine adjustment rise, finder and level, also directvision finder, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. CQ . 10
• A
New condition .
. .
. 1Z . D
5x4 Adams’ Folding Minex de Luxe Reflex, improved model, Ross
latest 74-in. f/4.5 Xpres lens, Wratten K2 2-in. Hillgarfiat filter, hood
and sky shade, spectacle magnifiers, rack-rising front, double ex.
rack, revolving back, quick-wind self-capping focal-plane shutter and
time valve, 3 to 1/l.OOOth sec., T. and B., 3 double book-form slides.
Whole
set equal also
new. Graflex
F.P. adapter,
holder, best travelling-case.
Cost £96roll-film
15s .
£40*
0*0

11/6, 3ix4i

K ALTON
Film; Packs,
& D. 8/6.350, 3ix2i, 3
packs 6/3
i-pl., 3H. packs
K4-pl.ALTON
Flat Films,
& D. 600,4 i-pl.,
5/-, 16/6
gross ; H.Postcard,
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;
12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
K ALTON
bottled : lOd.
Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
; Pyro,

0

9x12 cm. Zeiss Ikon Miroflex, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar
lens, film-pack holder, leather case. List price £49, for
£21

white

matt, normal, vigorous, extra vigorous, single¬

Lantern

Cine-Kodak, takes 50-ft. daylight-loading
f/3.5 anastigmat lens. Stock-soiled only

£12 12

Double-weight,

K
ALTON
Postcards,
bromide
and gaslight,
quality,
all surfaces
; vigorous,
3/- first
100,
1/9 50.
K ALTON
Collodion,
3ix2i4/-. glossy,
3/- grossSelf-toning
; i-pl. matt
and cream,
K ALTON
Self-toning
Postcards,
glossy, matt and
matt cream,
4/- 100,
32/6 1,000.
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; i-pl.,
5/-,
K
ALTON
4-pl., 9/9
4 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
backed 5/9; 34x24, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;

lens,

45x107 mm. Verascope, rising-front mo lei, KraiissZeiss f/4.5 Tessar lenses^ changing-box for 12 plates

Klimax

Chloro-bromide

i-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; f-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

First-class
£14 17 6

£12 10

Hours,

weight, Gaslight,
normal, vigorous
; same
KBromide
ALTON
single-weight
andprices
double¬as
advertisement above, except 4-pl., 6/6 gross.
double-“ weight
K ALTON
Kaltonavigorous,
" Cream 1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
10x8 5/-: 12x10 7/3. 3/- dozen.
2/- gross,
12-gross
K ALSTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots “ 20/-.
Xlnt ” 3ix2i glossy,
K ALTON
Paper,2/6 Ifgross
x2i,; 1/6
3ix2i Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
44x2}gross
and ;

glass front.
£1 15 0

los., for .

End.

weight and double-weight : 20x16 6/3 dozen ;
15x12 4/3; 12x10 7/3 36 sheets, 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 4ix2i 3/6, 3ix2i 2/6 gross, 12 gross
21/6.

V.P. Kodak, autographic model, Carl Zeiss f/4.9
Tessar lens, Compur shutter, speeds i to i/3ooth sec.
, In good condition .
£4 12 6

£2

Bridge

IV and cream, velvet and matt, i-pl. 3/6 72

4}x3} Tropical Sanderson, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar
lens, Coinpur shutter, 3 book-fonn plate-holders,
film-pack holder, leather case. In good condition
£10 12 6

Easel, with

33,

sheets: 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-; 12x10
7/3, 3/- dozen.
ALTON ’■ Kaltona ” Bromide, glossy, velvet,

4ix3i in. or 9x12 cm. Voigtlander Tourist, double
extension, Voigtlander f/4.5 Heliar lens. Compound
shutter, 3 plate-hol lers, film-pack holder, leather case.
List price about £20, for .
£9 12 6

15x12 Jaynay Enlarging
Cost £3 los., for .

Leeds,

9 to 7 : Wednesday, 1 ; please call.

K ALTON,
postage Glasgow,
to callers.409i, Argyle St. Prices less

lens,
12

ALTON,

** Thank you for ♦be Ross Teleros Lens and spare bayonet fitting:
attachment sent so promptly, j think this lens will be Just what I
want and enclose herewith cheque in settlement. . , A. P - . B.

CITY PHOTO WORKS. — Big Catalogue Free ;

24 X 24 Sq uare Rolleiflex Reflex for Roll Films, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar,
latest Compur shutter, hand and antinous release, light filter, K 2
approx,, Heido8Copef/3.1 viewing lens, hood magni- C i
A • 1^ . A
fler, in velvet-lined leather case. Unsoiled .
14 .U
Postcard N. & G. Folding Sibyl, special model, 6-ia. Ross Zeiss f/4.5
Tessar lens, Compound shutter, vertical and horizontal rising fronts,
depth-of-focus indicator, direct-vision finder, 2-way level, 6 slides!
F.P. adapter, leather case. Nice condiPiri
ia
a
tion .
3l1U : 1(J: U
Student’s Superior Model Microscope by How, stand inclinable to
horizontal, double pinion rack, sliding tube, objective and eyepiece,
sliding bar stage, revolving diaphragm, mirror oi . i a • A
reflector, in mahogany case. Equal new .
^
34 X 24 Dallmeyer Reflex, latest pattern, revolving back, Dallmeyer
f/4.5 anastigmat. hood and sky shade, rising front, quick-wind selfcapping plane, all speeds, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, oa . 1 7 .
A
superior leather case. New condition .
. 1# • O
Standard Model A Kodascope Cine Projector, 16-mm., complete
mechanism, 2 spools, motor with rheostat adjustment, plugs, flex
extension, switch, etc. .50-volt200-wattlamp.re3is- pqa
. A . A
tance

adjustable

up to 250 volt.

New

condition . .

. U

. U

Anp of the above may he had by arrangement on five days' approval. If
no ledger a/c deposit to value is requested. Latest lists free on application.
N.B. — High-class Apparatus Purchased for Cash, taken in Exchange
or Sold on Commission. Approx. Valuations free. Call or write.

3/6 100. — Harrowven’s,
King St., Postcards,
Norwich.
FLINGWORTH’S
Gaslight224,or Bromide

Vbt
Ca..

fiaiUTGii Caitt^raCfxcljangf

"IQQQ. — Super
Decide Gaslight,
on Quality,
but 1/8
pay gross
less; ; NOTE ADDRESS :
[0035
lelOO
34x24,
44x2} 2/6 gross {12 gross or above) ; Sample
gross 2/- and 2/9, post paid ; D. & P. Order No. 2, POULTRY, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2
Telegrams: '* Loncamerex. Stock, London.” Phone: Central 8691
PoSq and Wallets (60/- orders post paid). —
Allens, 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0088 One minute from the Bank of England and Stock Exchange.
WISE

IN

TIME—

USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

ENLARGEMENTS

|

Trade.

Trade,
Trade.

Films andandonePrinting,
print each
to 3ix2i
All RollDeveloping
same-day
service1/- ;;
1 /Q
6d. 3,
3d.or1.—
Full-size
O DOZEN,
Postcards lOd.
from 6,small
film
plate,
re¬ 4ix31 1/3, 5ix3i 1/8; write for lists; see also
post paid Hadleigh,
; satisfaction
catalogue jJ
ATTWOOD.
Essex.guaranteed
— Reliable ; Materials,
touching and vignettes included ; postage extra. —
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
Atkinson Speight, 38, Gainsborough Avenue,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.
[0017
350 and 600
& D. : superfine
Postcard, 2/dozen,
4TT\V00D
FlatH. Films,
quality.
— Oldham.
6 dozen 10 '-; i-pl., 2/3 dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.
I / best Photographic Postcards on Kodak
POSTCARD
1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ; Bromide
[0057
assorted Enlargements,
2d. each. — Below.
; if enlarged from snapshot negative, 36
4TTWOOD
superfine
quality.
300
and
600 H. & Plates,
D. : i-pl.,
1/9 dozen,
6 —dozen
8/;
for
3/;
titling
6d.
extra.
—
Below.
mounted
Enlargement
Free
for every
7/6 spent from
with your
us, onenegative,
8ix6i
Postcard, 2/- dozen, 6 dozen 11/- ; i-pl., 2/9 dozen,
no disappointments ; same-day service ; 8i x 6i Lantern
urgent Slides
reproductions
matter,
5 dozen 12/-.
1/6, dozenfrom
12/6, printed
from negatives;
lOd., 10x8 1/1, 12x10 l,/4, 15x12 2/1; mounted
return of post, 2/9, or in reverse 2/3, post paid. —
A.B. or P.S., 8ix6i 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
[0064
ATTWOOD
Acmecontrasty,
Postcards.50 Bromide
normal and
1/6, 100 and
2/9, Gaslight,
500 11/-, excellent results certain ; write for free lists ; Shawyer, Swindon.
free.

*y /_ PER

1,000 19/- ; Commercial
per 1,000.

Postcards,

1/9 100, 14/-

ATTWOOD
Bromide
Paper,0x41,
glossy,3^6satin,
matt, ;
normal and
vigorous.
per gross

i-pl., 4.1- per gross; - whole-plate, 7/6 per gross. —
Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
[0025

BURT’S for all Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,

trade specially catered for. — The Defoe
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London,
Clerkenwell 1871.
Vy i

DOZEN

Postcard

Enlargements,

Photo¬
E.C.l.
[0056
assorted

F^AMY, ltd., 28. Bunhill Row, London, E.C.l,

i. supplies best photographic materials, recom¬
mends a good trial, and allows 10 per cent reduction
on first sample order. Films excepted.
[0044

Works), 27, Chancery

TjlNLARGEMENTS of Quality, Postcard Printing,
Hi etc. ; price list free. — Slater, Sawtry, Peter¬
borough.
[4423

Reflex

approval

Cooke f/3.9, 3 i^lides, F.P.
adapter, .,4s n^a'.
Cost £13 15s.... XI«X#*U

Popular

3ix2V

Pressman,

leather
Fair

cm. Mentor, revolving

case.

CQ.IV.C
*0.1

f .O

Speed Graphic, 64-in.

Meyer f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides,
F.P. adapter, case. CC.H.C
As

£10:17:6

ne-o! .

*D./.D

4!x31 Latest Goerz Ans¬
chutz, f/4.8 Goerz, time valve,
/ to 5 sec., F.P. adapter, leather
case.
Good
CQ.I7.C

lhagee Folding, f/4.5

Meyer, 3 slides, F.P. adapter,
case. Good con- C 1 Q 1 n
dition. List£40. *10.111. U

3.V X 2i Ernoflex Folding, f/4.5

Ernostar, F.P. adapter, 6 slides,
case, yery good f IQ, 1
comtition .
dbXJ.Xv.V

4^x31 Latest Zeiss Ikon
Miroflez, 15-cni. Tessar f/4.5. 6

condition .
dLiF«X 9 •VF
X 21 lhagee Duplex, double
extension, delayed Compur,
also self-capping focal-plane,
f/4.5 Meyer, 6 slides, case.
As new. List
£16 15s .

10x15

dtlU.

cm. Ememann,

/ ,0

16.5-

41x3^ Adams’ Folding Minex, triple extension, revolving

cm. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 3 D.D.
slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case
Good C-ll.C.A
condition .
dbXX.U.W

back, 6J-in. Ross -Xpres f'4.5,
3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,

Tessar,

coTt'/strr; £46:0:0

laTss

slides, F.P. adap- COO. A .ft
ter, case. As neiv. XwO.U.U

PLEASE

34x2.1 Ernemann, f/4.5 Zeiss

MENTION

2

D.D.

slides.

As

£14:10:0

“ THE

Generous

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

|

exchav<’e

BOND

Your Film Developed, aud 1 Velox glared print made from each
nepatlve ; V.P. and 3J x 2i, 8 exposures, 1/2, No. IIB (2i x 4i)

dozen, 1/6 1 dozen, 61 x 45 enlargements, 2/- 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12x10 1/3, 10x8 1/-, 81x61 9d., 61x 45 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH OF ALL ORDERS.
Sizes op to 12x10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
poet paid except glass negatives, when 8d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE
& CAMPION, 122, East Park Road, LEICESTER.

AMATEUR

4}x3|
i/7.7

Double

2

slides,

4ix3^

f

Goerz Pocket Tenax, Dagor

f/6.8. Compound to i/25oth sec., 6
slides, F.P. adapter.
Fair condition .
X0*0*U

4.5x6 cm. lea Bebe, 7.5-cm. Zeiss

Tessar f/4.5,
F.P. adapter,

W.1

Compur,
case.

6

41x21

slides,

Fair condition .
*»0*X#«U
4.5x6
Makina,
f/3 anastigmat,
cas
e. Usecm.
d con
dition
£4:1
7:6
Compur, 6 slides, .F.P.
adapter,

3ix2.V Makina, f/3. 2 anastigmat.
Compur, F.P. adapter,
case. Good condition..

Good condition. J.OS«

List

19s.

31x21

U(l*

£2:15:0

6d.

£2:2:6

Dollond Owl No. 2,

31x21 direct
Unnamed,
f/3.9 anas¬
finder, 3-speed.

tigmat,

3i X 21 No. 5 Ensign Carbine,

.

f/4.5 Aldis
Uno,
Good
conditioti.

£3:7:6

List £5 5s .

XO#U*U

31x21

Mulchro.

Cocarette, f/f.5 anas¬

Compur.*

cm. and i-pl. Etui, double

41x31

Good condit
extension,
Compur,
Zeiss
ion. Lis13.5-cm.
£9adapter.
:5:0
Tessar f/4.5, 3 slides, tF.P.

Dogmar,

9x12

Ar1

f/4.5 Lukos. Fair condition.
Good condition
. . . £2:7
:6

tigmat.

Good

con-

Goerz Tenax, f/4.5
Compur.

condition. . .

Good

£7:15:0
£4:7

:6
5Vx31 No. 3a Kodak Special,

3.Vx2i

lhagee, delayed Compur,

f/4.5 lhagee, 3 slides, .F.P. adapter,
case. As new. List
£8 i8s. 6d .

PHOTOGRAPHER

*0.1

”

WHEN

Lenses

f/6,3 Zeiss Tessar,
to i/200th sec.

As new.

9-in. Dallmeyer Dallon Tele¬
List C A .H .C
photo f/6.5, for Compur. Fair

condition.

Nagel Nagel.
Voltenda, Good
selff/4.5

£3

on application.

-■> ™

mount.

No. la Auto. Kodak,

31x21
erecting,

terms

f/3.5,
in focussing
. 1 A .0
12-cm.
SteinheilC OAnastigmat

F.P.

£1:10:0

Fair

Deferred

London,

Roll
Film
lens. 1

Klito,

9x12 cm. Ernemann Double Ex¬
tension, Dagor f/6.8, Koilos to i/300th
sec., 3 slides.
condition .

....

Meniscus

Extension

anastigmat,

allowance

ST.

Plate

Salex, f/5.5 anastig-

condition.

54x31

back, i8-cm. Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5. also Distar :<3. 3 D.D.
slides, F.P. adapter, K i and
K
2 filters, leather case.

32

or C.O.D .

Plane

6/x4i Latest Goerz Ans¬
chutz, f/6.8 Dagor, F. P. adapter,

£8:5:0

31x2/

cash

Fair cond
ition...
mat,
3 slMes,
F.P.
£3adapter.
:7:6

reversing back, 6-in. .AldisButcher f/4-5. b slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case. Fair

9x12

against

Focal

31x2.1 Ensign Special, 5-in.

41x31

[9144

’I
ANTED. — Tlie Loan of “ Happy Snap ” Films or
T T Plates for the purpose of Showcards ; must
be of good quality and have perfect definition ;
prints first with stamped addressed envelope for
return to — Harry Baker, 206, Church Rd., Willesden,
London, N.W.IO.
[4523

28 OLD

41 X 3i T.-P. Junior Special,
6-in. Cooke f 4.5, 3 slides. Good
condition.
List £6:7
:6

[0006

Museum Repairer
St., W.C.l.
3292. [0066
CAMERA
to Temple
Trade. — BarFairbrother,
7,

YEAR BARGAINS II I
DOLLOtND . AllTCHISOM

Item sent on five days'

W.C.2.

1/6, 41x31 1/3, 61x31 1/8. 1/6 dozen. !/• 1 dozen, Saperlor
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9 1 dozen. 81x61; 2/6

Trade.

NEW

Lane, London,

insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
(iamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

Trade.

ENLARGEMENTS

Aiiv

WANTED

title.

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
BOWEN’S
CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,
shutters, etc., estimates submitted ; instruments

length, 2d. ; i-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and postage
with order. — Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

I PHOTOGRAPHS

including

shutters,toetc.,
by skilful
workmen.and
— W.other
A.
Repairs
Cameras,
focal-plane
Purse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical

RETOUCHING

ous and
normal ;Gaslight
all surfaces
First quaiity,
BURT’.S
Postcards,
and ;Bromide,
vigor¬
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.
' to work required
from :
8d. ;
Retouching.
— Best work
; i-pl.
chargesbust,
according
normal,
all surfaces,
3ix2i,
72 sheets,
BURT’S
Gaslight
and Bromide
Paper,1/3vigorous
and half-length,
4d. ; three-quarter length, 3d. ; full2/- gro.ss ; 4ix2J and J-pl. 1/9, 3/- gross; i-pl.
[0026

per 1,000,

Trade.

Trade.

1/9 36, whole-plate 2,9 36.

42/6

REPAIRERS

films ; samples free.— Moon, 35, Bolsover St.,
Londbn, W.l.
[4568

etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.

GROSS,

Compound
Very <iood

lOi-in. Dallon f/6.5 and Hood,
for
etween-lensshutter
(3.V x 2/
or 1i-pl.).
As CC.iO.C
new. List £() 15s.

12-cm. Zeiss Tessar f '4.5, in
Compur. Good
condition .

4]-in. Meyer Wide-Angle
in
Compur, covers
As
0*£J

Anas,
f/9,
up
to ^pl.

List £10 5s.
8^-in.

mount,

Ross

l7-in. Ross

WITH

f/4.5, in iris

.V-pl. As

new.

£9:10:0
Teleros Tele¬

£16:10:0As

photo, f/5.5, in c.nse.

ZEISS
BINOCULARS
WANTED

/ .0

CORRESPONDING

Xpres

covers

ADVERTISERS.

);iiniary

I HE

iS, 11^-53

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRA

RH ER

A H

EJM

J S I-: M E .\ I S

A HUNDRED & ONE SUPER BARGAINS
Owing to this very low price
postages must be paid extra !

Don’t let this chance go by !
Every item is a genuine “ snip ” !
"i 3! 21 Ensign Daylight Enlareer, up fo postcard size.
*
Original cost £1 Ss.
O la Kodak Junior, wooden
Achro. lens, 2-.spped shutter,
^ hrilliant liiider .
Original cost
lUs.

la Pocket Kodak Junior, f s li. H. len.s, 3-s|«eed -’butter, brilliant.
finder .
Original cost £2 17-<. fid.

3 Stuart

F 8 Beck Symmetrical Lens,
field camera .

A
^
C

^

f-6 R.R.

2a Auto.

Lens, ‘.♦J-'u- focus, in iris mount.
(♦riginal cost £1 7fl. <*•!.

2c Folding Kodak, Sene') III. rising front. Kodak .'inastiginat
f, 7.7, j)i..iiiatii- shut ter. 1 lot )i Id I , l(M*f h sec., hrilliant flnder.
Original rost £5 Ki.s.
Zeiss Ikon Helinox Fixed-focus Enlarger, enlarges 4 • a cm.
negatives to imstranl size, complete wifli flex.

No. 2 Stereo

Q

V.P. Kodak. l/O.S II<ksh Honi<^)cen( rii- l<*ns, 2*sj>ee<l '1'. and H.
sliiifter .
Original cost £.7 lOs.

■| I

12 Ve^t Pocket Ensien Roll Film Camera, f, 1 1 Acliru. lens. :i-speed
I

shiiller, tu'ill'anf Under .
Original cost. £1
No. 1 Panoram Kodak. Achro. lens, black
Original cost £«i.

1 A
PrPtno Film Pack Folding
shulter .
i K
^ C

la Old Model

Folding

Kodak,

Camera.

R.H.

Original cost £.".
2a Folding Auto. Brownie, Kd<l;tr f, 7.11 lens. 2-8|>e**d ahutter,
hrilliant Under .
Original <'osf £2 2s.

17 12 25 Prism Binoculars, centnil focussing, tan case.
Original

cost. £H.

13^1
^ ' Flush-back Ensign Roll Film, f/l I Achro. lens, '1'. H.
mil 1. shulter'. tirillianl lindei- .
Origiual cost £2 Ids.
Gla.sses, v.iriahle eyepieces,

*1 Q

Galilean

rtA

1-pl. Cameo, l'/7.7 anasi igmal. lens, .'l-speed ahutler'. hrilliant.
Under, single esriTision, I’’, I’, adapter'. . . .Original cost C4 His.

central

focussing.

n-1

l-pl. Folding Camera, single exfension.
,'iliulter'. h)a<-k cas«'. li slitles .

AO

l-pl. Folding Ensign Plate Camera, donl
evienston. rising
.itul ci'dss fr'ont . Aldis f li.a a.nastignial lens, slmlf«T 1 td
I IdOtli s<'c., hrilliant. finder, canvas c.ase, 4 slides.
Original cost. £.S.
31 2t Cameo Folding Plate Camera, single e.viensidn, f .s

00

l!.|{. lens, 'I'.. It. jin<! I. shutter,

f il.M t 'ooke h-rrs. :i-sp<s-d
Original cost £.j I.'-

F.l‘. adapler,
Original cdsi

25 hrilliant.
l-pl. Cameo,Mtnler.
.'^in’.U'Urne.slension,
.AJdis f/7.7 tens. 3-.s|jt*ed shulfer,
i'as<*, <i slides. J-M*. a»lapter.
Origirrai <-usj £4

03 l-pl* Ernemann Box Plate Camera, f;ti.H Origiiuil
lens.
30
31

32
^

Auto.

Binoculars,

Brownie.

cost .£2 lOs.
<ent ral focussing, rim ca.s<‘.
Original «'Os( £4 Ids.

K.II. lens, 3-sj)e<M| Original
slmtlei-.

cost

£.7 Ids.

J-pl- Double Extension Field Camera, lisitrg ami falling front.
rtnetsing lai-li, f, M It.K, tins in iris mount, also old-pattern
w iile-anglc lens f iti. 4 double .slides. . .Original cost £8 8s.
Vest Pocket Kodak, 1 '>-<dng nurde),
leii.s, 3-s|>ecd sli. O^r' .

Tess;ir amu-tigmat
Original »-osl £M.

33 Vest
Pocket Plife t a era, lazy-tong e.vtension.
Aplanat f (i.H
Ic'.s. 3-s[ecd S|| I'cj, 3 slales .
Original cost £.’{ ]<ls.
3A

Teli-a.ee T'.eit:' Glasses, ey«-j>ie<'e fi.cussing, hroun ca.se.
Origiii-.il cost £3 Ills. (id.

35 Pocket Kodak, Kodar f/7.ti anastigmat
lens. cost
2-speed
shutter.
Original
£2 17s.
tid.
33 3}
21 AU-Distance Folding Pocket
Ensign,
Achro. lens. T. and
I. Synchro shiitiet .
.
Original cost £1 tits. (id.
37 Pos.curJ ..edak Junior, A<'Ji««). fens, ;i-s}>eed
shutter-.
Original cost £.'> Ids.
33 lens,
-‘P^Camera, double extension, rising
front, f/8 li.U.
ruicuni shatter. 1 lo 1 iddth se«' .
Original cost £5 as.
39 Vest
Pocket
Kodak,
la?y-t«>ng
niodei,
f/7.7
anastigmat
lens,
2-.specd shutter .
Original cost £;f 3s.
6-in, Cooke Wide-angle
\vliole-p!ate .

EVERY

Lens

l/TL, in iris mount, suitable for
Original cost £4 4s.

PURCHASE

MUST

^

m

■

AA

No. 1 Auto. Kodak Junior.
(incler .

At)

Aldis Opera

119,
Phones:
PLEASE

NEW

MAYFAIR

advertisements

on

these covers

MENTION

IM!.

40

3

44

Origitud
c.Kt
1.'.-.
^-P^- Cameo, old model, <i<>uhle extension,
lising
and£2 ■■nss
front. .Mdis I’m* f 7.7 amisfigmal lens, J.iikos No. 2 -shutter,
.speeds 1 ‘Jrjtij I o I HHIt h .sec., h|;ick ca.se, 4 slides, I-’. 1', adapler.
Original cost £4 Id.-.

2 Ensignette

Roll Film,

K.K.

Original <-ost tl
Jens, :{-si)ee<| slmt ler.

31x21
Back with
'l'ri<-<.lor
filters,
for ,}-p|.
camera, Repeating
focussing si-reen.
2 double
sJi<les
. . origiitai
i-osl liel.l
£.s.

^3

N®-

4y

No. 2 Folding

Kodak,

K..A. f

components,
Original

i-a.se,
£Hb

fomis. in sunk mount.
Original c«»st £t;i('-.

1-pI. Lancaster Instantograph
dfjiiblt- slides .

Can-era. 11. H. hnis. 2
Oriuina! cost £l .7s.

Field

77
79
80

leu--. KoiJos. biillianl finder, still canvas
F.P, a<liipter .

82
81
83
85
84
86

Auto.

Brownie,

A-pl. Square

Bellows

len.s, \ei-y old model,

Stand

Camera,

single extension,

l-pl. Kodak, obi model. R.lt.
1 HHIth sec .
Optical Lantern

and

lens. Automat shutter. 1 to
Origiual cost £7.

Sundries .

Folding

fi slides, tan case .

Original

Beck

Isostigmar

I 4.5 6-in. focus

Lens, Serie*: I, in iris moimt.

Pathe Hand-turned 9!.-mm- Cine
|).\. fiinler .

Camera, st<-Hor f 3.7 lens.
Oriiiinal
costcost
£2 £7.
‘is.
origiriid

l-pl. Square Bellows Field Camera, double extension,
front, reversing R-u-k, f'8 R.i:. tens. 2 1>. slides.

Brownie,

88
87

risitrg and

rros.s front, i/tJ.N .-inastigjuat letj.', \’ario .■f-.sj)eeil .shrrlter, F.l’.
adapter .
Original cost £1 Ids.
50

^ Ensignette Roll Film Folding Camera, 'I'.T. .v H. f/7.7
l,ux(jr anastigmat lens, 3-s])eed .shutter. .Original t-itst. £3 Ids.

51 Three-draw Telescope. 1-in. olject-gj.-i.ss. original <-ost £l 5s.
CA

Stereoscopic Co.’s Binocular Camera, hoM.s ]« 31 ■ 21 plates,
f/8 Krairss Zeiss lens, and 1. shutter, black case.

CO

origiru^l cost £ld.
H U. lens, d l>. slides,
Original cost £.> Hts.

l-pl. Premo Camera, old model. Kodak
black CiAAtt. F.F. adapter .

M345 slides,
X 2| Folding
Plate Camera,
f, m Aplanat Ictr.s,
3-sjieed
F.l*. adai»ler
.
original
<’ost shutter,
£3 ir)s,
extension,

rising front, reveising

double slides.
f,8 R.K.
leris, dtmhle
c.tnvas rxt
ca
Camera,
55hack. Field
tiriginal cost £8.
56 Brass Telescope, 2A-in. ol>K'‘t-glass. . . .tbluinal c^ist £1 Ids.

Of

R. J. Beck Cinematograph
for .standard

53

^ Zodellar Anastigmat
focus 5J in .

CQ
AA

Projection
Lens

Lens.
■'< in. fo<-us,
. . Original
crtsl. suitahle
£2

f 4.5, in sunk iris mount.
Orj;:inal cf>st £4 4s;

No, 12 Old Model Premo, t/d.3 anastigmat. lens, ( ’umpur sluil ter,
speeds I to l/25ftl li .sec.. 1 slide. I'. P. adapler. . ( trigimil cost £8.
Vest Pocket Kodak, Model B, .AcJuio. lens. T. and I. shutter.
Original cost £1 5s.

BE 14/6 CASH

DOWN

NO

A<'hi^»matio

BOND
in advance,

STREET,
some

of these

lens.
fb’iginal cost £l Hrs.
Model, i-ising front. f8
Origmal .-o.st £3 12«. f>d,

items

No. la Pocket
31

Kodak,

21 Folding

WHEN

Achro.

in*>del. .\«-hro. lens, 2-specd
Original cost tl .7s,

lens. 2-siteed .‘^Imtter.

93
92
94
95
96
98
97
99
100
101

8 • 24 Prism

Pocket

Fixed-focus

to Postcard

Daylight

Voigtlander Colliuear f 6.8 Lens,
shutter. 1 to 1 HMUh sec .

(Original cost
(‘ost £4
£3 Hrs.
3«.
original
Daylight
Enlarger,

Enlargerfixed focus.

original cost £1 "js4J-in. focus, in specdeil
Original
Original oc-st
c<»st £7
£l H»k.
•>*'-

Microscope, incljning loiiii. co.arse ,'uui tine adjustment.
2 eyepieces. 2 <ibj*t<'ti\es, in <^4bine( . . . , ( )i igin.'il cost £•• IfR.
Zeiss Ikon Fixed-focus Enlarger, for 4
cni. to pustcaid.
10 8 Field Camera. <louble extension, Origiiud
rising front.
cost re\eising
17*^. fid.
»)ack. 3 <louble slides .
Original ciwt £7 His.
Four-draw

Black Telescope, U-fi'- object-glass,
Origiiial cost £2 2s.
Newman & Guardia Special B Box Camera, l-pl. size, ba.-i:
component, of I'rotar only. l»-in. f'l2.a, .speeded sUiUler, i to
1 liHitli sec., black cn.se. i i>. slide vmd (‘hanging maga/itie for
12 slides .
firiginal <-osl £2ii.
168-mm. Goerz Dagor f 6.8. Series III Anastigmat Lens,

sunk

EASY

be sold already,

ft slides, F.l*. iidapf er.

Monocular .

l-pl. to Whole-plate
Vest

tiriginal cost £1 7s,
rising and crass fr<Uit.

Plate Single Extension,

f 7.2 ext iTi rajiid letrs, 3-si*^ed shutter,

luuunt,

suitable

TERMS

tor i-lJ. lefle.x ...... onginal

but similar

CORRESPONDING

W.lj

STREET,
outfits are asoally

WITH

cost

OR EXCHANGES

LTD

LONDON,
may

Plate

2a Hawkeye Folding Roll Film, f'f>.3 amistignuit len.s, 2-speeil
Ko«le\ slmtter .
Original i-ost £2 12^. (mL

And at 47, BERKELEY

second-hand

PHOTOGRAPHERS*

Extension Klito
lens.. .

Vest Pocket Kodak, lazy-riing
.shutter .

HEATON

0934-5-6.
AMATEUR

90
89
91

rising

tirigimd cost £i) <is,
f.'i.3 Kersluiw unast igOriginal cffst £4 Ins,

31 X 21 T.-P. Ruby Roll Film Camera.
mal lens in sjjeeded shutter .

l-pl. Single
Symmetrical

single extension,

cost £4 His.

Postcard Kodak, rising front, f 7.7 .-tnastigmat len*:. 3-spced
slnifter .
Original cixt £7 7s.

Ids.

Plate Camera,

cost £•>.

f 7.7 arrastigmat len.s,
Oiigiiud cost £<> H»s.

l-pl. Taxo Folding Plate Camera, single extension, rising front.
f'(i.8 Ooerlitz anastigmat len.s, 3-sieed .shutter, brilliant finder.

K.IJ. lens. 2-s|»eed slmlter.
triiginaJ cost. £2

^ Folding Pocket Kodak. nl<l self-ere<-f ing model. .-Vchro.
lerrs, T. ami 1. shulter- .
Original <-<)St £3.

original

l-pl. Kodak, rising and cross front,
3-.sf<ee-<l shutter, brilliant finder .

No. 3 (l-pl. I Box

9 X 12 cm.

f/8 R.K.

rim ca.se. 3 1). slides. . . .fU-iginal cost £7.

l-pl. Carbine Roll Film and Plate Camera, tlouble exten.sion.
rising ami cro-ss front, f 7.7 Ahlis I'nn Jetis. fi-speed .shutter.
brilliant finder .
Original cost £7 7s.

H)s.

4Q

c.-i-*-, .'J lioiil Ic slides.
Original cost £s His.

l-pl. Folding Klito. rh'uibh* exf«’nsioii. rising an<l cro-ss front,
H.U. lens. Jb.so sliutler. 1 to 1 Kmth se.-.. 2 slides.
Original cost £3 3s.
5 4 Field Camera, square liellowK, very old nimlel. 3 H. slide.s.
Ian <vi.«e .
Oriiiinal «-ost £7.

•.'•sj>eed
shutter-.cost. £3
Original

48

go to pre.ss a fortnight

THE

<-ost £7.

cost £'1 His-

Velos Anastigmat Lens f.4.5. at-in.
suitable f<ir J pi. reflex .

F.F. adapter,

4s.

45

Pocket

74
76
78

lens, 2-spe«'d shulri'r, hrilliant
triigitial «-<.sl £2 17- d I

Glasses, cent ml iocu«ririg. stiff lined

WALLACE
As

Original

.Achn*. lens. case. .Original

Hts,

26
Film Kodak, Ooerz Syntnr lens f/i».8, auto, shuOer,
did moilel .
Original cost tH Ids.
27 31x21
Popular
Watch Pocket Carbine,Original
Achro. lens
f 1 1 , It.
and 1. shulter. hriliiaiil lituler .
cost £2 12s. t»d.
8 X 18 Prism

73
75

These fully guaranteed
instruments originally cost
up to £20 each
yet
14/6 GETS YOUR CHOICE !

£3 3s.

24; lens.
-pi. li.B.
Old Pattern
Challenge Camera, t uoke f/i»..7 anasligjnal
shiiftx.u'. Mack cii.'-^e, 3 |). slides. .Original co.-^t £M.

OQ

HERE'S AN OFFER OF
RECORD GENEROSITY

A»diro. lens, ‘i-speed
Original cost £3 His,

lens. 'I’.B.I. sliutU-r.

case .

Kodak.

F,7.7 Aldis Anastigmat Lens. 7i-in. fo.-us. Marvel slnift«‘r.
si8-e<is i 27tli. J 70fli, J Hiofli sei-., suitable for {-pi.
Original co.-f £2 Ids.
Postcard Folding Camera, very old model, f d.3 . .

Camera, f'll Achro. lens.
Original c<wt £:: .‘ts.

Vest Pocket Blockuole Folding Camera, l*up|x-l f li.M ana.o'tjgtnat lens, shnttei aplunv. I 1.7tli Id 1 J.7otli .sec.. 7 slides,
O.V. hndct .
Original «-oh( £W lus.

I. sluitter.

Ori-'inal cost £-J 17.s, fi.l,
iris mount, suitable lor A p],
. . . . t*rig«nal co,s;f £1 r,--.

A-pl. Field Camera, t'8 U.U. lens and
3 I). slides -and tripod .

f 6.8 Lens, ll>so .si>eeded
Original ciret £4 lOs.

“J Q 3| 2] Contessa Nettel Roll Fdn)
.;-s|ieed shiilt'*'!' .

Kodak,

No. 4 Panoram

'y la (4 1 BA) Goerz Roll Film Camera,
anaKtigmat lens.
• I’ronto .a-speed shuMer, hrilliant Ondet'. .Original i-ost. C4 10s,
4i-in. Focus Steinheil Anastigmat
shutter. 1 td I lliutli Sf.' .

Ac-iiro. lens. 1'. and

3} 2} Frnemann Roll Film Folding Camera, < 6.8 an -.^tigm.-ri
len.s. 3 .sjieed shutter .
Original ccfst £3 in--.
A-pl. Form A Type Condenser, in wooden box. complete wiih
carrier .
Original c<i.vt £3.

Original cost £3 10s.
Vest Pocket Kodak, lary-tong motl**l. f/7.7 ana'tjgrnat lens.
’--Speed shul’er. reHecting finder .
Original cost £3 as.

O
^

Brownie.

W. i |
available.
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For Winter Work —
Indoors or Outdoors
WI^SISk
BROKEN.

Cine^-Kodak"

SupersSensitive

Panchromatic Safety
Film

Smiy Film

The introduction of this amazingly fast film
has opened up entirely new possibilities in
amateur cinematography. Dull days or poor

for

light are no longer a barrier. Night
with

ia the Cin^-Kodek
Kodak
16 mm

Manufactured

KODAK

time scenes in city streets, and indoor
cinematography

CMC

and odier camerae
Safety Kim

in Great

Britain

LIMITED,

hy

LONDON

ies
Trade Marks protected in all Countr

ordinary

electric or window lighting now
Si ktad^S^PaP

becomes perfectly prac¬
ticable. Entirely fresh

y.
or that of any Ksocia.e comina

Cines"Kodak" Model B.B. Junior

fields are open to the
Cine - “Kodak”
owner.

Takes 50 ft. of 16 mm. film. Motor runs 30 seconds without
rewinding. Locking device to trigger enables operator
himself to appear in the picture. Price with 73.5 Lens

Cinc-‘' Kodak” B.B. Junior
with /1.9 lens.

713-13.0.

(Fixed focus. Portrait Attachment

separately). Price with /1.9 Lens

supplied

(Focussing).

This Model can be used for taking “/Cot/ueo/or” at any time
of the year with the new Super-Sensitive “/vot/ueo/or” Film.
Illustrated descriptive literature may

be had

from any Cine-'-'- Kodak’’’ Dealer or direct from
KODAK
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“ROLLEIFLEX"

ADVERTISEMENTS

/TILL

MORE

VER/ATILE-

“ROLLEIFLEX”
PLATE ADAPTER
This

latest

innovation

widens

the

field

of

“ Rolleiflex ” to an
even greater degree.
Technical pictures of all kinds, reproductions
and portraits which need immediate
and
individual

developing

device,

and

the preparation

are

graphs

of all descriptions

permitted

is greatly

6x6

period

The adapter consists of a special Ijoch -panel
with lateral fianoes to receive the (lark-slide.
No alteration to your JtoUeiflejr is necessari/.
The slidCy made of (Jerman silver, is mechan¬
ical, and I'Tinf/s the plate forward in position
for correct register.

Automatic
they

will

be

Rolleiflex,
ready

but

this

photo¬

facilitated.

Needle-sharp negatives are obtained
and certainty. Adapters are now
for

by

of technical

with ease
available
in a short

for other

models.

Adapter - - Price 251Slides - - - Each 16/-

Write for copy of Special “ Plate Adapter ” Prospectus, post free from :

R. F. HUNTER
SOLE

“CELFIX”

HOUSE, 51, GRAY’S

CASH
PRIZES

FOR

LTD.

IMPORTERS

INN PHONE
RD., LONDON,
: HOLBORN

W.C.1

7311-2

indoor
For

SNAPS

exquisite shading

effects in delicate re¬
touching andcolouring,
the Aerograph
is
indispensable.

WITH

Write for a free booklet
which
explains the
mechanism
and scope
of the Aerograph~its
initial cost will be more
than repaid by
the
speed and efficiency
its working.

JOHNSON’S
FLASHPOWDER
ITS BETTER

Write for competition
leaflet and information
on

Home

of

& QUICKER

Flashlight

work, or send P.O. 1/for Trial Box complete
with instructions.

JOHNSON

&

SONS

BRITISH

MADE

Manufacturing Chemists, LTD.
HENDON WAY, HENDON,
N.W.4
CVS— 35
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ADVERTISEMENTS

SALE!

This is our CRAZY MONTH— PRICES ARE MARKED DOWN TO CRAZY LOW LEVELS— we
of surplus stock — THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY to get a really first-class outfit at about one-third
CINi APPARATUS,

THE

ROLL-FILM,

BARGAINS

THESE

BELOW

ITEMS, TAKEN

FROM

Agfa Standard Boll Film, f/4.5 aj^stlgmat,
ijhutter. As new. Cost £» .

speedad

FOCAL-PLANE,

3^x21 Voigtlander BoU Film, f/4.d Skopar anastigmat. delayed*
action Compur shutter, radial focussing. Cost £9 10s .
£5 12 6
31x21 Zeiss Ikonta Roll
shutter, self-erecting front.

Film, f/6.3 Novar
Cost £4 4s .

85>mm. Snperb Cine Camera,
movement. 200-ft. spool box.

anastigmat,

f/3.d Eino anastigmat,
Cost £25 .
. .

T.P. Kodak Special, f/4.d anasti:miat, Diamatic
l. looth sec., and case. Cost £6 6s. 9d .
16-mm. Ensign 50 Projector, 50-watt
sistance. Cost £6 15s .

lamp,

speeded
£2 18 6

1- and 8-picture
. £9 17 6

shutter,

1/loth to
£3 5 0

complete

with re¬
£3 7 6

i-pl. Pressman Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres anastigmat, focal-plane
shutter, 1/iOth to l/l,»)00th sec., reversing back, 6 slides. F.P. adapter
anti case. Cost £20 .
£8 5 9
21 X 21 Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur
sec. New condition. Cost £'20 .

shutter,

1 to 1 '300tb
£10 10 0

j-pl. Salex de Luxe Enlarger, f/6 Beck neostigmat, all movements,
revolving carrier, 81-in. condenser, electric fittings. Cost £20
£9 9 0
1-pl. Salex de Luxe Enlarger, f;6.5 Cooke anastigmat, all move¬
ments, revolving carrier, long extension, complete with electric
fittings. Cost £15 los .
£7 17 6
45x107

Richard

Taxiphote,

V.P. Zeiss Ikonette,

automatic

f/9 Frontar

lens.

changing.

As new.

Cost

£16
£6 17

6

List price £2 Ss.
£1 10 0

1-pI. Sanderson, f/6.3 Aldis-Butcher anastigmat, Acme shutter,
1 to l/250tb sec., all movements, wide angle rack, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter and case. Cost £18 .
£6 7 6
34 x21 Goerz Double Extension Tenax, f/4.5 Dogmar anastigmat,
Compur shutter, 6 elides, F.P. adapter and case Cost £15 £6 6 0
Model A Cine>Eodak, complete
case. Cost £75 .

with

adjustable

31 21 No. 1 Series III Kodak, f '6.3 Zeiss Tessar,
i
1 to 1 '250th sec. As new. Cost £9 .
31 21 Ensign Tropical
focal-plane shutter, 1/lUth

Roll Film
to l/5UOth

resistance and
£37 10 0
Compur

Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis
sec. Cost £16 .

shutter,
£4 17 6

anastigmat.
£8 17 6

i
31 21 Mentor

Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, focal-plane shutter,
1/lotli to 1/1, 300th sec., 3 slides, F.P. adapter, case. Cost £30
i
£7 17 6
i
31 21 Dallmeyer Pentac Roll Film, f/2.9 Pentac anastigmat.
Cnnipurshutter, 1 to l/250th8ec.
Asnew.
Cost
£17
lOs.
.
.
£8 17 6
n

i

Leitz Leica Enlarger, complete with enlarging
electric fittings. Cost £15 10s .

i
Kodak

Antofocos

Enlarger,

automatic

board,

ruby

focus, anastigmat

GIVE SOME
OUR

Agfa f.illy£2 19 6

cap and
£9 17 6
lens and

REFLEX,

SALE

FOLDING

POCKET,

LIST, ARE

TYPICAL

OF THE

£7 17 6
9i-mm. Coronet Projector, 210-voltR circuit. Cost £2 6s. £16
9
5x4 Graphic Focal-plane, Cooke Series II Aviar, Oraflex focalplane shutter, changing-box for 12 plate.s, 1-pl. changing-box, 1-pl.
F.P. adapter. Excellent condition. Cost £20 .
£9 9 0
35-mm. DeVry Cine Camera, Dallmeyer Pentac f/2.9, motor drive,
Thalhammer tripod Nvith panoram and tilt, complete in case. Cost
£70 .
£35 0 0

BUY

Pathe Cine Camera, f/3.5 Motrix attachment. Cost £7.. £2 7 6
95-mm. Pathe Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat. motor drive £7 10 0
16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat, 100-ft. model.
motor drive, and leather case .
£9 12 6
Leitz Microscope, coarse and fine adjustment, 3 objectives, 2/3rds,
l/6th, and l/12th, oil-immersion, 2 eyepieces, mechanical stage, in
lock-up case. As new. Cost £35 .
£13 17 6
16-mm. Bell & Howell Filmo, f/3.5 Cooke, 3 speeds, and leather
case. As new. Cost £60 .
£19 2 6

New con¬
£6 6 0

adapter,

revolving
£6 6 0

, 3| X 2| Halor Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, fully-speeded shutter,
direct-vision finder. Cost £3 17s. Gd .
£2 2 0
i-pl. Double Extension Cameo, f/6.8 Goerz anastigmat lens, speeded
shutter, rising and cross front, 6 slides, F.P. adapter. Coat £6 158.
£2

7

6

3i X 2i Ensign Roll Film Speed Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis Butcher anastig¬
mat lens, focal-plane shutter. Cost £9 15s .
£6 6 0

16-mm. Model K Cine- Kodak, f/3.5 Kodak anastigmat
model, motor driven. Unsoiled. Cost £31 lOs .
16-mm. Ica Kinamo, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar lens, motor
loading, complete in case. Cost £24 .

5x4 Goerz Anschutz Collapsible Focal-plane, Goerz Celor f/4.8
anJistigmat, self-capping focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1/l.OOOth sec.,
3 slides .
£5 17 6
Stereo Weeno Roll Film,
case .

R.R.

lens, T., B. and

Baby Pathe Cine Camera, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar
finder, motor driven. Cost £21 .

I. shutter, leather
£1 12 6

V.P. Ica Bebe, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compound
adapter, leather case. Cost £18 .

34 X 24 Dallmeyer Speed, Pentac f/2.9, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, speeds to l/l, 000th sec., Dallmeyer Telephoto, interchange¬
able. 3 slides. F.P. adapter, leather case. New condition £21 17 6
16-mm. Model A Cine Kodak, f/3.5 Kodak anastigmat, footage
indicator, tripod with panoram and tilting head, complete in case
£10 17 6
No. 0 Graphic, Cooke f '5.8 anastigmat. focal-plane shutter, speeds
to l/50tth sec .
£2 19 6

!/

3.

AT

EASY

s

PRICES

it

Le

3| * 2i Salex Enlarger, 4-i-in. condenser, complete
and negative carrier. Cost £6 17s. Gd .

i-pl. V.N. Vertical Enlarger, complete with
Shop-soiled condition. Cost £9 153 .

.C

81-in. f/3 Dallmeyer
20-in. f/6 Berthiot
81-in. f/5. 8 Beck

R

Le

W.A.

31-ia. f/16 W.A.R.

Rectilinear

6

£3 17
£3

Lens

f/16, iris diaphragm.

3

0

. . .15s. 6d.

Lens, rotating stops .

7i-in. f/8 T.-P. Beck

Symmetrical

Lens, iris diaphragm.

12s. 9d.
...

9s. 6d.

6-ia. f/4.5 Clement & Gilmer Panortbostigmat, iris diaphragm

0

3-in. f/2.9 Pentac, sunk

0

£1 15

!— SEND

mount .

£2

ALDERSGATE
A POST CARD
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£1

ns, r
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,W

’a

ti

£2 17

15s. 9d
11-in. Beck

ns

as

shutter -

er

rPort
r

An

.

Lens, iris diaphragm.

Lens, Compound

,W

er
R.

ke

2B Portrait Lens, rack mount

Olor Anastigmat
Isostigmar

lens.
6 0

at

s Rap

oo

objective
£2 19 6

f/4.5 Dallmeyer
£8

LONDON,

ey

-P

with

3jx2| Horizontal Enlarger, f/4.5 Cooke anastigmat leas, 44-in.
condenser, special masking carrier, complete with electric fittings.
Cost £lu lOs .
£5 12 6

15

ount
idCORRESPONDING
Symm
, iris WITH
f/4
WHEN
.5C
etri
diap
oo
c
ke
a
hrag
l
Lens,
Av
ia
m
r
r.
otati
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ngsto
ne
w.
ps .
T.

lm

finder, 6 slides and
£7 17 6

V.P. Voigtlander Double Extension Folding Pocket, f/4.5 Hellar
anastigmat lens, Compound shutter, rising and cross front, 3 slides.
IM*. adapter .
£5 12 6
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lenses, roller£2 2 0

6 - 13 Stereo Nettel Deckrullo, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar lenses, self-capping

shutter, speeded to i/l,0U0th sec., direct-vision
leather case. Cost over £30 .

E.C.4
ST

5R

shutter, reflex
£7 17 6

45x107 Verascope, R.R. lenses, rising front, speeded shutter.
reflex finder, changiug-box, leather case. Cost £13 .
£2 12 6

I-pl. Goerz Anschutz Collapsible Focal-plane, Celor f/4.8. focal-plane
shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., 6 slides and leather case £8 2 6
1-pl. Popular ^essman Reflex, Aldis-Butcber f/3. 4. rack focussing,
focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., revolving back, 12
RhJe.s. F.P. adajitcr and leather case. Cost over £20. ... £9 15 0
I'Pl. Regular Sanderson Hand and Stand, Ensign f/7.7, sector shutter,
Cooke Primoplan vide-angle. Interchangeable, rack wide-angle
movement, reversing back, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost
£25 .
£8 8 0

FLEET

R.R.

6 slides, F.P.
£5 2 6

5X4 N. & G. Box-lorm Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, self-capping
shutter, speeded from l/8th to l/800th sec. and time, revolving back,
changing-box for 12 plates, leather case .
£9 17 6

|-pl. Emeoiann Collapsible Focal-plane, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,
focal-plane eliutter, speeds to IT, 000th sec., G D.D. slides, F.P.
adapter and leather case .
£14 17 6

90/94
LONDON,

lens, direct-vision
£12 17 6

shutter,

6itx3i Standard Size Stereo Hand and Stand,
blind shutter, 6 D.D. slides .

lens, latest
£25 0 0

driven, daylight
£8 17 6

3^x24 N. & G. Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Tessar, speeded
finder, 6 slide-s, F.P. adapter. Cost over £20 .

16-mm. Model A Kodascope Projector, 20U-watt lamp, motor drive,
resistance to 260 volts, complete in case .
£37 15 0
F.C. No. 3a Folding Pocket Kodak, Kodak f/7.7 amistigmat, speeded
shutter, autographic back .
17s. 9d.

E.C.2

“THE

shutter.

5x4 Adams* Minex Reflex. Zeiss double J’rotar f/6.3, swing front,
rising front, rack focussing, Adams* focal-plane shatter, speeds to
1/1, 000th sec., revolving back, 6 slides. F.P. adapter and leather case.
Cost £50 .
£19 10 0

BARGAIN

MENTION

Diamatic

3i X 2i Double Extension Ensign Speed Folding Pocket, f/4.5 anastfgmat lens, fully-speeded shutter, rising and cross front, 3 slides, F.P .
adapter and leather case. Cost £8 10s. Uusoiled .
£5 2 6

Nine equal monthly payments. First payment entitles you to full use
of your purchase. Only 5 % or 5/- if under £5 is added to cash fprice.
/D1
PLEASE

OFFERED-

i-pl. Welta Folding Pocket, Dialytar f,4.5. Compur D.A. shutter,
speeds to l/200th sec., double extension, U-form front, F.P. adapter
and leather case .
£5 17 6

CHEAPSIDE

YOUR

AT

V.P. Roll Film, f/3.5 anastigmat lens, latest pattern Compur shutter.
focussing to 3 ft., direct-vision finder. Cost £12 .
£6 10 6

.

SUNDRIES

CAMERAS

3|x24 T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke, 3 slides, F.P.
back. Cost £14 .

,

AND

VALUE

V.P. Special Kodak, f/4.5 Ross Xpres,
dition. Cost £8 78. 6d .

n

ACCESSORIES

STUDIO

VJP. Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, latest pattern Compur
shutter. New condition. Cost £12 128 .
£8 15 0

1-pl. T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, T.-P. Cooke f/4.5, self-capping focalplane shutter, speeds to 1/l.OOOth sec., revolving back, 6 slides

n

LONDON,

AND

IDEA OF THE BIG SALE OFFERS

enlarging board. Cost £10 173. 6d .
£6 ^6 0
6 X 13 cm. Terascope, Krauss Zeiss Tessar f/6.3 anastigmats, speei’ed
35 <24 Zeiss Miraphot Enlarger, f/6. 8 Novar anastigmat, auto¬
shutter, rising front, clianging-box and leather case. Cost £30
matic focussing,
with electric fittings. Cost £7 129. 6d.. .£576
n
£11 17 6
D
P.C. No. 3a Graflex Roll Film Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5, Graflex focal4 -pi. Zeiss n
Miraphot Enlarger, f'4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
automatic
focus¬
.
sing, with electric fittings. Cost £13 17s. 6d .
£7 17 6
plane shutter, speeds to l/l,00Uth sec., and leather case. Cost £30
£7 17 6
31x21 Zeiss Cocarette, f/4.5 Zeis.-* Tessar, Compur shutter, 1 to
1-pl. Ernemann Folding Focal-plane, (/5.4 Meyer anastigmat,
1 2.'»uth sec., radial focussing. New. Cost £11 5s .
£7 17 6
Compur shutter, U-ff)rm front, double extension, rocaJ-phine shutter,
9 '.-mm. Pathe Cine Camera, f '3.."> anastigmat and Camo motor drive.
3 sUdes. As new .
' .
£5 17 6
Cost £7 108 .
£2 3 9
3 2 No. 2 Ensignette, Cooke f/6 8 anastigmat, speeded shutter to
l/looth sec., focussing, and purse .
£2 5 0
91-mm. Pathe Motocamera, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar. Brand-new c-ondition. Cost £21 lUs .
£13 17 6
3i 24 Salex Focal-plane, Salex f,4.5 anastigmat, focal-plane
shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., 6 slides, F.P. adapter. ... £4 15 0
31x21 Salex de Luxe Double Extension, f/3.8 S-dex anastigmat,
P.C. Goerz Anschutz Collapsible Focal-plane, Celor f/4.H, seif-capping
delayed-action Compur shutter, 3 slides,.
F.P. adapter and case. Cost
.
.
focal-plane shutter, speeds to l/l.OOOlh sec., 3 D.D. slides £7 10 0
£M 178. 6d .
£4 17 6
i-pl. 'T.-P. Royal Ruby, Aldis f/7.7 anastigmat. triple extension,
I-pl. Zodel de Luxe Doable Extension, t'4.5 Zeiss Tessar, delayedrising and swing front, swing and reversing back, 3 D.D. slides and
action Compur shutter, 3 slides. Unsoiled. Co.st £14. ... £8 17 6
tripod. Br.and-new condition. Cost £37 lOs .
£13 15 0
31 2| Ensign Auto. Speed, Aldis Uno fM.5, rising front, focal-plane
31x21 N. & G. Folding Reflex, f/3.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat, self¬
shutter, speeds to l/50Uth sec. New condition. Cost £14 10s.
capping shutter I'lSth to l/800th sec., revolving back. 3 D.D. slides.
F.P. adapter, case. Cost £70 .
£22 10 0
£9 17 6
Leitz Leica Camera, Elmar f/3.5, focal-plane shutter, 2 chargers.
range-finder, and leather case .
£9 17 6
31x21 T.-P. Reflex, f/3 Aldis anasti^iat, self-capping shutter,
1/lOth to l/l,000th sec., reversing back. 6 slides, F.P. adapter. Cost
2i-in. square Rolleiflex Roll Film Reflex, f/3.8 Tessar, Compur
£14 .
£6 17 6
shutter and leather case. Cost £23 10s .
£14 17 6
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TREMENDOUS
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REDUCTIONS

!

of our BRANCHES!

there are HUNDREDS

MORE

Uodel BB Cioe-Eodak* 2 speeds, f/3.5 anastlgmat.
new. Cost £15 ISs .

Frantically
£8 2

9.5-mm. Baby Patbe Cine Camera, f/3.5 anasti^at, Carno motor
Cost £9 168. Fostai^e Is .
£2 18 q
3}x2i Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/6.3 anastigmat, leatlier case.
Postage la .
£2 4
16*mm. Ensign Silent Sixteen Cine Projector, 100-watt lamp,
resistance, travelling case. As new. Cost £26 6s. Carriage forw ard
£12 18
31 X 21 N. & G. Roll Film Sibyl, f M.S Cooke Aviar lens, high precisii.;
shutter, N. & G. reflex finder, leather case. Cost £26.... £12
31x21 Zeiss Ikon Roll Film, f/4.6 Carl Zeiss Tessar lene. Compur
shottor, framed direct finder .
£5 18
31 X 21 All-metal Goerz Tenax, double extension, f/G.3 Dogznar len:
Compur shutter, 3 slides. F.F. adapter .
£4 13
21 X 21 square Carbine Roll Film, f/7.7 Aldis anastigmat, Compound
shutter. Postage 6d .
£1 2
No. 1 Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 Kodak anastigmat, Kodak auto, shutter.
leather case. As new. Postage 6d .
£1 19
l-pl, N. & G. Imperial Sibyl, rising and cross front, reflex finder,
Zeiss patent Tessar lens f/6.3, high-precision shutter, G slides. Cost
£16 168 .
£3 18
31x21 Latest Ensign Tropical Reflex, revolving back, nelf-capp'ng
focal-plane shutter, f/4.6 Aldis anastigmat, 3 slides. Cost £16 lO;-Unsoiled .
£11 15 0
l-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat, reversing
back, 6 slides .
£6 3
5x4 N. & G. Special ‘*B” Magazine, f/4.6 Cooke anastigmat
high-precision shutter, changing-box. Cost £11 11a. Postage la.
£2 2
l-pl. No. 3 Series III Pocket Kodak, f/G.3 anastigmat, Dinmatic
slmtter .
£3 5 9
41 X 6 Blocknofe, Zeiss Tessar f/6.3, 3 slides .
£1 12
V.P. Kodak, f/6..3 Kodak anastigmat. purse. Postage 6(1. £14
9
21x21 Watch Pocket Carbine, f4.6 Aldis anastigmat, Compur
sliutter .
£2 8
9 X 12 or l-pI. Zodella Press Camera, double extension, Ihagee focalplane shutter, speeded to 1/1, 000th sec., f/3.5 Xenar anastigmat.
Compur shutter, 3 slides. Slightly stock-soiled. Cost £24 £10 17 (
31x21 Ensign Roll Film Speed, ofslf-capping slmtter, speeded t«
l/l,000th sec., f;4.5 Aldis anjistigmnt. Cost £14 148 .
£9 17
i-pl. Wunsebe Roll Film, double extension, f/6.3 Ross Homocentri
lens, convert-ible, sector slmtter, 1 to 1/lOOth sec. Co8t£38s. £1 8
9x12, i-pl. All-metal Tropex Folding, douide extension, Zeis
Tessar f/4.6 lens, Compur shunter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case
Cost £1G 16s .
£4 17 "
l-pl. No. 3 Special F.P. Kodak, f/6.3 Tessar, Optimo slmtter
£2 5
8a P.C. Roll Film Pocket Kodak, Goerz f/6.8 Dagor lens, auto
shutter, 1 to 1/lOUth sec., leather case. Perfect. Cost £12 12s.
31x21 Tropica! de Luxe Libretto Roll Film, nickel-edge finisiied.
Lauder anastigmat f/4.5, latest delayed-action Compur shutter
Cost £11 lls .
£5 17 fl
31x21 Carbine Roll Film, all metal, f/6.3 Lukos Express lens 7in ■
Betax shutter, plate attachment, 3 slides, focussing screen, £2
leather
case. Cost £6 6s .
£2 13
5x4 Tropical Sanderson, triple extension, wide-angle rack, Zeiss
Tessar f/6.3, Zeiss Magnar Tdephoto, 3 D.D. slides, leather case.
Cost £30 .
£9 9 0
5x4 Sanderson, wide-angle rack, etc,. Beck 3-fooi convertible
double Aplanat f/6.8, Compound shutter, Mackenzie slide, 12 enve¬
lopes, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost £20-. .
£6 12 6
l-pl. Recent Model Sanderson, wide-angle rack, triple, etc., f/4.5
Ross Xpres. Compur shutter, G D.D. slides, leather case. Beautiful
order. Cost £25 .
£12 17 6
45x107 Zeiss Ica Polyscope, pair Tessar lenses, stereo Compound
shutters, changing-box. Cost £25 .
. .
£10 17 6
6 X 13 Richard Ferascope, rising front, f/’6.3 Tessar lenses. Chronomos
shutter, changing-box, leather case. Cost £22 ICs. Practically new
£9 11 6
3i x2J Latest Miroflex Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Dallmeyer Dallon
Telephoto f/6.6, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost £59 Gs.
£33 10 0
31x21 Dallmeyer Roll Film, f/2.9 Pentac lens, Compur shutter,
Wratten K filter, leather case. Cost £20 .
£8 17 6
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^VERY need of the critical photographer
and exhibitor is catered for by Ilford
Limited. Outstanding among Ilford products
for the advanced worker are the following

ILFORD
AUTO- FILTER

PLATE

A splendid plate for all-round photography.
Exceptionally sensitive to yellows and greens,
The Ilford Auto -Filter Plate is pre-eminently
suitable for landscape studies.

ILFORD
PANCHROMATIC
SOFT

A perfect plate for
subjects demanding
colour values. This
ance under half-watt

PLATE

GRADATION

studio work, and for all
accurate rendering of
plate gives a fine perform¬
lighting.

ILFORD HYPERSENSITIVE
PANCHROMATIC PLATE
This plate, recently introduced, has opened
up a new field by making instantaneous photo¬
graphy by night simple and straightforward
practice. With the Ilford Hypersensitive Plate
ordinary outdoor illumination suffices to produce
a sharp, vigorous, and well graded negative. It is
invaluable for Theatre photography. Banquets,
etc.

ILFORD
PLATES

Made
RiciSTenco
TRADE .MARK
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The catalogue of tlie British

\'oL. LX.W.

A Portable Foreground.
We like the story which Ur. H. M.
Abel told to a gathering of colour
photographers the other evening at
Russell Square. Dr. Abel himself
was trying to secure on his colour
plate the autumn tints of Burnham
Beeches when he noticed, coming

apparatus required for photomicro¬
graphic work. There is also to be
a British cinematograph camera
marketed at 75s., as a direct chal¬
lenge to foreign competition.
Other

along the path, a very large camera
equipped with a very large lens, and
something else very rubicund and
jolly which even at a short distance
he could not quite make out. As
the owner of the contraption got
nearer, the object that had struck
his eye proved to be the biggest
scarlet toadstool he had ever seen.

Days.

The subjects treated in the photo¬
graphic Press of forty years ago are
closely similar to those of the present
day. In spite of the enormous
advances in the technique of photo¬
graphy, writers still follow the same
general lines. In an issue of an old
photographic periodical of 1894 that
lies before us we find articles on ste¬
reoscopic photography, retouching,
lighting in portraiture, with special
reference to the so-called Rembrandt
effect, the purchase of second-hand
lenses, etc. In spite of modern
developments much of the informa¬
tion given has practical value even
to-day. It is safe to say that the
photographer of those days read
with keen interest the articles re¬
lating to the technique of his craft
just as the enthusiast of to-day.

2307-

Formuke play a considerable part.
We find a note upon an intensifier,
and a formula for M.O. developer.
In addition there is a review of the
R.P.S. and Salon exhibitions. With
regard to these, platinum is referred
to as the most popular printing
process. Of the names of the leaders
of photography but one or two will
be known to present-day photo¬
graphers. In a personal paragraph
we read that Mr. Alexander Keighley
devoted one holiday every year to
photography.

Industries Fair at Olympia
and the White City indicates
that this year in the section of photo¬
graphic goods there will be some
enlargement, but the number of
firms exhibiting is not by any
means large enough to show the
dimensions of British industry in
this field. Thus only seven firms
are showing cameras, five are show¬
ing cinematograph projectors, four
have developing and printing ap¬
pliances, and five, enlarging appar¬
atus. Films, plates and papers are
shown by only three firms, albums
and mounts by ten, and optical
lanterns by five. The quality of
the apparatus shown bids fair to
be very good, particularly the
elaborate and ever more elaborate

From

Xo.

“ Are you a colour photographer ?
asked the new-comer. “ I am,” said
Dr. Abel. ‘‘ So am I,” said the
other, “ and here ’’—indicating the
toadstool — “ is my foreground.” Dr.
Abel gave the object the glad eye,
and sent this enthusiastic worker on
his way with the hope that no evil
sprites would sit upon that toadstool
when he made his picture.
Zoo

The

A

snapshot

Wolves

at

Home.

at Whipsnade
recent snowfall.

73

during

the

Parties.

Two well-known Zoo photo¬
graphers, Mr. R. W. A. Burgess
and Mr. J. E. Saunders, have both
recently expressed objections to tak¬
ing photographic societies around
5
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zoos. Mr. Burgess, who has done
SQme fine work at Belle Vue, Man¬
chester, even said that he would as
soon take Satan round the Zoo as

and highly magnified, it was interest¬
ing to be told of the early attempts
at photography at Rothamsted.
The records show that some way

take some people on a tour among
the animals, because they had the
faculty for upsetting them. He had,
he said, on various occasions piloted
photographic societies round the
lion-house and elsewhere, but always
without much success in the way of
eventual pictures, simply because
the animals talce some knowing,
and are not prepared to put on their
best bib and tucker for the first

back in the ’sixties, not many years
after the station was founded, it
was desired to take a photograph as
a record of some process, with the
workers themselves in position, and
a concertina was introduced to while

person who squints a lens at them.
And Mr. Saunders was also of
opinion that to take photographic
parties round the Zoo was a shocking
waste of time. The likelihood of a
good picture is diminished in pro¬
portion to the number of persons who
are trying to get it at the same time.
Then

and

Now.

After watching a first-rate cinema¬
tograph film produced at the
Rothamsted Agricultural Experi¬
mental Station, and showing the
cell growth of a plant, the action
having been speeded up on the film.

away the time during the long
exposure ! One of the early photo¬
graphs shows the repetition of a
ghostly figure ; it was that of an
employee who announced that he
was not going to stand still, because
he did not believe that anything
was happening. Nowadays the
aeroplane hovers above Rothamsted
and takes pictures of the plots,
from which many deductions are
made as to the results of manurial
and other experiments, and photo¬
graphy is used for innumerable
purposes in the laboratory and in
the field.
A

Dark-room

in Lilliput.

Among the thousands of interest¬
ing items in the miniature hospital
of

the

King

Edward’s

Hospital

^acts and /formulae :

Fund,

which

the Prince of Wales

opened the other day, is a dark-room,
complete in every respect, and fitted
up with real material, supplied by
Kodak, Ltd. It has taps and sinks
and everything, all beautiful ex¬
amples of workmanship, on a tiny
scale. When it is remembered that
the dimensions of this model are
three-quarters of an inch to a foot,
it win be appreciated what ingenu¬
ity has gone to its construction.
The dark-room leads off from the
X-ray chamber, where there is full
provision for making X-ray photo¬
graphs, again on the miniature scale.
Every window in this miniature
hospital is fitted with an independent
wooden frame ; every door has a
rebated lining fitted to the opening
to which it is hinged. AU the teak
floors are constructed with cavities
in which electric wire is run as in a
full-size building. There is a real
electric lift. The beds in the wards
have real mattresses, blankets and
bed-hnen. The operating theatre
is illuminated by shadowless light
from a lamp whose diameter is less
than one inch, and even the scullery
is fitted with glazed sinks.

NEW

SERIES

A selection of useful hints classified according
LANTERN-SLIDE
Commercial

masks

can

be

WORK.

obtained

III.

in various

shapes

and

sizes, but on the whole it is far better to use four strips of
black gummed paper cut to the required width. In this way
rectangular openings can be provided to suit the subject. If
the strip is cut a trifle narrower than required it may be stuck
down parallel to the edge *of the* slide,
* and almost touching it.

“ Spots ” for the guidance of the lanternist should be placed
in the two top corners when the slide is looked at so that the
subject is the right way up, and the right way round from right
to left.
^

*

can be prepared in two solutions
.

. .

..

..

20 grs.
60 grs.
350

20
20
350
I
I
10

tone

lantern

*

Pyro
..
..
Sodium sulphite
W’^ater to. .
..
B. Ammonium carbonate
Potassium hydrate
Ammonium bromide
Water to . .
. .

oz.

*

plates will give exceptionally

transparent tones if developed
stock solutions are ;

grs.

The hand colouring of slides was at one time almost uni¬
versally carried out with oil colours. Only certain transparent
pigments can be used for this method. Modern work is gener¬
ally done with dye colours, which have to be applied in a series
of light washes to get a good result. A good monochrome
slide is better than a crudely coloured one.
6

Black

grs.
oz.
grs.
oz.
oz.

For warmer tones
cold tones.
is added in quantities of i dr.

4:

The subject on the slide should have equal margins right
and
left,top.
but may have a little more margin at the bottom than
at the

A USEFUL all-round developer for a wide range of tones on
slow or gaslight lantern plates
(Wellington) ;
A. Metol . .
..
.
Hydroquinone . .
Sodium sulphite
Sodium carbonate
Potassium bromide
Water to . .
B. Ammonium carbonate
Ammonium bromide
Water to
If A is used alone it gives
exposure is increased, and B
per oz. to 5 drs. per oz.

to subject.

..
. .
. .
..
. .
..
..

with
..
. .
. .
. .
..
..
. .

pyro.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Two
. .
..
. .

good

and

suitable

I
4
20
480
. . 360
. . 240
. .
10

oz.
oz.
oz.
grs.
grs.
grs.
oz.

Exposure must be increased to four or five times normal.
A typical working solution is A, i part ; B, i part ; water,
*

*

*

6 parts.
It is a good plan to treat finished slides thus
tray or dish pour celluloid varnish to a depth
than the width of binding strip. Dip an edge
the varnish, drain, and stand on edge with the
free. Treat one edge of all the slides. Follow
side all round, and so on till finished.

74

: Into a small
a little greater
of a slide into
varnished side
with a second
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elling a “Used”
In the present

article the photographer

Camera
who

contemplates

the dis¬

posal of his “ used ” apparatus in favour of something better, is
given some useful hints as to the best means of proceeding.

WITH many photograpTiers in

of financial
stress the purchase of fresh
apparatus becomes dependent upon
the disposal of what they already
have. Fashions change in photo¬
graphic apparatus, and it is safe to
say that many photographers obtain
considerable pleasure from the use
of fresh apparatus, apart from the
final results obtained.
these

times

Although much of the apparatus
in use to-day may not be of the
latest type, it is still serviceable,
and not to be regarded as obsolete.
It is also certain on the other hand
that much good apparatus remains
unused, that other photographers
would be glad to buy, through lack
of attention to the points dealt with
in these notes.
The

Means.

There are two courses open to the
photographer who wishes to dispose
of a “ used ” camera or lens. An
exchange may be made in whole
or part payment for other goods,
either new or second-hand. This is a
service offered by several regular
advertisers specialising in such busi¬
ness, in the pages of “ The A.P.”
This is an obvious course, and.
let it be added, a perfectly safe one.
These firms are well established,
with reputations for fair dealing
that they are anxious to maintain.
Although the valuations for “ used ”
goods may be lower than the vendor
might secure through sale to a
private buyer, the valuation is
none the less fair.
It must be remembered that the
apparatus may remain on hand for
some time, especially if the goods are
not of the latest type, a reasonable
profit must be allowed for resale,
and establishment charges must be
considered. Although these facts
are obvious it is sometimes necessary
to point them out in the interest of
the trade.
Private

Sales,

The photographer may decide to
handle the transaction himself. ‘ ‘ The

Amateur’s Emporium,” in the ad¬
vertisement pages of “ The A.P.”
provides a necessary link between
the seller and prospective buyer.
We know that many workers make
a careful study of this section of the
paper each week, and many a sale
has resulted because some keen
photographer cannot resist an at¬
tractive offer. The Deposit System
offers complete protection for both
buyer and seller, so no fears need
be entertained when dealing with
strangers.
The

Advertisement,

The whole secret of the successful
disposal of ‘‘ used ” apparatus is
in the way in which the advertise¬
ment is drafted. Definiteness of
description is essential. The seller
should place himself in the position of
the prospective buyer, and see to it
that his advertisement gives the
information that he himself would
wish to have in similar circum¬
stances.
Many advertisements entirely fail
in their purpose, either because they
express the obvious or details given
overlap. We sometimes find a cam¬
era or lens advertised, omitting
such important details as the maker’s
name, the aperture or focal length
of the lens. There are even cases
in which there is no indication as to
the size of picture taken.
If a camera is being purchased the
buyer will want details of the lens
fitted, the aperture, type of shutter,
and if a plate camera how many slides
are included. In the case of a
modern camera the maker’s trade
name will indicate some details. AU
important facts should be stated,
the condition of the apparatus
accurately described, and exag¬
geration avoided.
In the case of lenses sold as
separate items information should
be given as to the maker, series,
aperture, focal length and mounting.
If a little attention is given to the
drafting of the advertisement, these
details can be given at no extra cost.
75

At the same time the effectiveness
of the advertisement should not be
lessened in the hope of saving a
few pence. It is a similar task to
that of writing a telegram.
It is sometimes assumed that a
prospective purchaser can write for
any further details, and while this
may be true, it is safe to say that
sale is far more likely to result when
full details are given in the first
instance.
Price.

The price of second-hand appara¬
tus should always be stated. It
is
a mistake
to ask
forhave
‘‘ offers,”
because
the seller
should
some
clear idea of the value. Also the
value of apparatus depends very
much upon the condition. The
invitation of ‘‘ offers ” sometimes
results in ridiculous offers being
made.
With regard to the price to be
asked the factors which should have
consideration are, whether the ap¬
paratus is modern, and of a type in
popular demand with regard to
size. In the case of a model which
conforms to the last-mentioned fac¬
tor by a good maker it is fair to
ask for two-thirds of the original
list price, if the apparatus is in good
condition.
Old

Apparatus.

If the apparatus is of an old
pattern, or has been subject to hard
wear and obvious iU-usage, the
value may be half, or even less, the
original cost. In the case of oldfashioned apparatus or that kind
no longer in favour the price asked
should be low.
Old-fashioned field cameras, those
of odd sizes, hand cameras taking
plates of larger size than J-plate,
realise very small sums, due to the
small demand, in spite of the fact
that the apparatus is still capable
of producing excellent work. If the
photographer has no use for such
apparatus it is better to regard it as
“ junk,” and to clear it out for a
small sum, if only to make room for
something better.
7
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article showing

that

a

heavy fall of snow does not
always give the best results
for picture -making.

By D. SWAINE.

1HAVE just been through a selection of back-

numbers of The Amateur Photographer for the
past three or four winters, and one thing drew
my attention in connection with articles on snow
photography. None commented upon the virtues
of the light fall — just a sprinkling — as a transformer of
the winter landscape and provider of picturesque
effects for the keen worker out of doors. But this
type of snowfall is quite distinct from the heavy
falls which completely cover the ground, and dis¬
tinctive in the results with which it can pleasantly
surprise those unaccustomed to consider its possi¬
bilities. '
A heavy fall of snow leaves the countryside with
a white sheet appearance which is very difficult fio
handle unless there is sunshine to give fine modelling
and good shadows. Sunshine and snow are a wonder¬
ful pictorial comhunation ; snow, under almost any
conditions — even those of a thaw — has its appeal,
but the complete covering, together with leaden skies,
is about the worst chance
for the photographer who
would capture the beauty
of this winter visitation.
On the other hand, a
light fall does not necessarily rec|uire sunshine in
order that the best may be
made of its photographic
(juahties. A good thick

tm-K

j ■

Reigate Heath.

;
»

blades and tufts of grass
instead of becoming flat,
white areas as under other
conditions.

f
;

The illustration “ Reigate Heath ” is a verygood example of the effect
produced by a light deposit
of snow. It will be noticed

layer of snow means com¬
posing various patches of
black and white, but w'hen
there is little snow, c,

how beautifully the fore¬
ground and middle dis¬
tance separate, also how
the bare pathway has
taken the snow and thus
become a leading line to

greater number of half¬
tones are available. Some
parts of the ground will be
almost white, others parti¬
ally covered, whitish grey,
and so on to the darks of
tree trunks. Foregrounds
are nicely broken up by

the mill. Such a compo¬
sition would be impossible
after a heavy fall, especi¬
ally on a dull day. A
A

Downland

Church.

feature I like about " A
Downland Church ” is the
delicate drawing of the

snow-tipped gorse bushes, which is utterly different
from their formation under a weight of snow.
“ The Frozen River ” varies in that sunshine
was present. The river was a sheet of ice, and
during the night a fall of snow came which was so
slight as to cover this and yet sink between the
blades of grass in the fields. The effect of the
long shadows on the shining white surface was
altogether lovely.

The Frozen

8

River.

Technically, exposures of this type are easily
handled owing to their tendency to less contrast
than the black and white of thick snow and dark
trees. There is a better range of tones, and these
will be retained if a full exposure is given, and
development then carried out with dilute solution
for about four-fifths normal time. In this con¬
nection it is well, when exposing, not to cut the
meter reading too much. I have found that the
meter reading, or a little less, is advisable.
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LEICA SPECIALISTS ?

thinnest

-

THE

LEICA, MODEL

¥

//

«

. . . selected

IN THE

by Mt Everest Expedition
On account of their extreme
lightness and
portability
Patent Etui cameras have
been selected by several
members
of the Mt. Everest
expedition for use on
attempt
to
ascend
highest
mountain
in
world.

ETUI

The Leica, without doubt, represents one of the highest
achievements in camera design and construction. All parts
are made of hard drawn material, the body covered in
vulcanized rubber, being affected neither by rain, sun, nor
cold. Double exposures are impossible since the film ad¬
vancing and shutter winding mechanisms are automatically
coupled.

The

II, with standard

LEICA MODEL
II, with Rapid
and one film chamber
Ever-ready

Case, lined velvet

lens,

.

lens,

”

. .

f/3.5, 3.5 cm.

V2X 5 cm..
£25 8 0
0
£14

“Elmar"

f/3.5, 5.0 cm.

•Hektor"
"Hektor"

f/2.5. 5.0 cm .
f/1.9, 7.3 cm.

Elmar "
"Elmar"

f/4, 9.0 cm.
f/6.3, 10.5 cm.

£8 3
£7 12
.. £11 0
. . £26 5

at the

Himalayas,

Mt.

Royal

Kamet,

Including

which

Photographic

were

Society,

in “ The Times ” and other illus¬
all taken with Patent Etui Cameras.

vast

experience

Patent

Etui

has

camera

now

made

fitted

it possible

with

a Carl

to produce

Zeiss

12-cm.

focus, f4.5 Tessar lens in Ibsor automatic self-setting
shutter, giving a range of speeds from 1 to l/125th of a
second,

and

a fixed

film-pack

holder

for 3Jx2iin.

day¬

light-loading film packs of any make. The whole camera
including lens and shutter weighs under 15 ounces.
The

The following lenses are interchangeable and will fit any Leica camera,
and are complete in focussing mount with automatic coupling for use
with Model 11 :—
“Elmar"

last year

of the

and

I Special “EVEREST ” Model
Our

a

£22 0 0

* Hektor

photographs

also those published
trated journals, were

Elmar ’’ f, 3.5, 5 cm., and one

standard

PATENT
CAMERA

of Kangchenjunga

exhibited

In the Model II, the range-finder is automatically coupled
with the lens focussing mount, measuring the distance and
focussing camera lens are therefore one procedure. The
focal-plane shutter has speeds I/20th to 1/500th sec., as well
as time exposures. 36 exposures in one loading, size of
picture 36x24 mm.
LEICA MODEL
film chamber

wonderful

those

the
the
the

thick

0
0
0
6

New

Etui

is 4J in. long,

3J in. wide

and

only

at the “ bulge.”
Orders for this remarkable

camera

supplied

for use

now

accepted

and

on

will

Mt.

Everest

be delivered

can
in six

be

to eight

If in.

weeks.

»

.. £10 12
£9 2 0
.. £13 4 0
8s. Od.

“Elmar" f/4.5, 13.5 cm.
Spare Film Chambers

New Universal View-finder, with adjustable square diaphragm for de¬
termining the boundary of the picture for all Leica lenses, fitted with a
device for rectifying the parallax . .
. .
. .
. .
£3 18 6
Lens Hood . .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
3s. Od.
Correx Developing Tank, complete
Thermometer
. .
. .
Variable Enlarging Apparatus,

. .
. .

. .
. ,

for use with own

. .
. .

. .
. .

£14
6
2s. 9d.

Leica lens

£7

5

0

Printing Board, with hinged glass plate, for sizes up to 10x8

£2

0

0

Printing Board, with adjustable

£2 18

0

mask..

..

..

..

Orders
will
be
as
executed
strictly in
rotation

Full particulars and illustrated booklet on the Leica Camera, post free
anywhere.

received.
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FILTERS

As the result of extensive study of sensitizing dyes carried out in the Kodak Research
Laboratories, both the speed and colour sensitivity of Eastman Panchromatic
Films have been greatly increased. The new standards attained necessitated revision
of the series of Wratten Orthochromatic Filters.
The two “K” filters are the same as those previously supplied under these names.
The K3 is now obsolete, the improvements in sensitizing having made it uimecessary.
The two new filters are :

Kl. A pale yellow filter which should be
used when only a slight colour correction is
needed, or when exposure must of necessity
be short. May be used with any of the
Eastman Panchromatic Films.
K2. A yellow
rection. For use
Panchromaiic
matic Process
Panchromatic

XI. A pale green filter for use with
Eastman Portrait Panchromatic Film by
lamp.
half-watt light or for Eastman Super-sensi¬
tive Panchromatic Film by daylight or arc

filter giving full colour cor¬
with Eastman Commercial
Film, Eastman Panchro¬
Film and Eastman Portrait
Film.

X2. A deeper green filter for use with
Eastman Super-sensitive Panchromatic
Film by half-watt light.

These filters are not intended for use with a 16 mm. cine-camera, for which special filters are supplied.
A leaflet “New Wratten Filters and their Uses” describes these
filters more fully. It may be had free on application to —
KODAK LIMITED (WRATTEN DIVISION)
KINGSWAY > LONDON W.C.2

SUBSCRIPTIONS:
The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer is published
by Ililie & Sons Ltd., of Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.C.4, every Wednesday morning in town and country, and may
be obtained of all newsagents and bookstalls, or delivered first
post on Wednesday, at the following rates :
British
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Canada.

and

Twelve Months
Si.x Months
Three Months . .
Single Copy
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THE CENTURY of PROGRESS
EXHIBITION, CHICAGO, 1933

Reference has already been made on previous occa.sions

in these pages to the great international exhibition of
photography which will be held in Chicago during the

ll\TCI(XATIO]\AL
OF

present year as a section of the Century of Progress Inter¬
national World’s Fair in that city.
Outstanding efforts are being made to ensure the success of
the photographic section and to make it a notable event
in the history of photography. We understand that camera
workers in twenty-four countries of the world and twenty-two
states of the Union have made personal applications for entry
forms, and it is expected that all countries of the world will
be represented by the best and latest camera work.
Every reader of The Amateur Photographer, and every photo¬
graphic exhibitor in this country, should endeavour to send to
the Chicago e.xhibition, as the Salon is to include outstanding
examples of pictorial, portrait, commercial, technical and
scientific photography, and these photographs will exemplify
the progress made during the past century in the various
branches of photographic art, and to be included in this e.xhibition would be aq honour in itself.
Diplomas printed in silver and black will be awarded for the
best examples selected by the jury.

SALOX

PIIOTOIrI(AI*II

Y

to be held in
THE GRAPHIC

ARTS

BUILDING

L € K I\T1J

KY
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•
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OCTOBER
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DAY
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PRINTS

FOREIGN,

MARCH

1, 199]

V-S.

Entry forms have been available for some time, and are
obtainable by application to the Secretary of the International
Salon Committee, Chicago Camera Club, 137, North Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, U.S.A. We have a small number available
at the offices of The Amateur Photographer, which will be sent
to intending exhibitors on application. Exhibitors should note
that mount sizes are restricted to 20x16 and 18x14. Contril)utors outside America may submit unmounted prints, not
to exceed these sizes. The last day for receiving prints from
countries outside America is March ist, 1933.
The Chairman of the Exhibition Committee is Mr. George

A.

to

31st

auspices
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CHICAGO

CAMERA

LAST

^ .

. UNITED

CLUB

STATES,
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Henry

I, 199]

already

“The

High,

of the

well-known

Chicago

Camera

Club,
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A.P. ’ Monthly Competitions

j4 PART
from the general
/A
three sections of the

high (quality of the entries in all
competitions for December, the

taking a considerable interest in " The A.P.” competitions
and criticisms. In all sections this is noticeable, and with

Second Prize. — " Bodiam,”
New Road, London, S.E.5.

Intermediate

Road,

by N. Crawshaw,

Mounting Prize. — " The Golfer,”
thum Road, Bangkok, Siam.

by

R.

D.

DECEMBER.

Section.

London, S.E. 7 ; " Cat Portrait,” by T. W. Fryer, 15, Victoria
Street, High Wycombe, Bucks ; ” Hovering Storm,” by A. C.
Roberts, Enfield, Honiton ; " Disuse,” by C. S. Webb, 21,
Delafield Road, Charlton, London, S.E. 7.

5, Beresford

Pestonji,

FOR

Certificates of Merit. — “ Grange-over-Sands,” by R. J.
Dobinson, c/o C. S. Webb, Esq., 21, Delafield Road, Charlton,

by J. H. Clark, 304, Camberwell

Third Prize. — " Heatherland,”
Avenue, Bebington, Ches.

AWARDS

First Prize. — “ The White Church,” by Stanley H. Clarke,
20, Glen Eldon Road, Lytham, St. Annes-on-Sea, Lancs.
Second Prize. — " Ave Atque Vale,” by W. Ecclestone, 92,
Underdale Road, Shrewsbury, Salop.

Section.

First Prize. — ” The Elf,” by A. C. Millest, 54, Cedars
Plampton Wick, Kingston-on-Thames.

is

HarL'ey-Jellie (Lewes) ; T. T. Hu (Shanghai) ; Wm. Jackson
(Hull) ; D. Leigh (Northampton) ; Ernest J. Long (Tunisia) ;
C. E. Rollinson (Newport, Mon.) ; J. H. Trace (Birkenhead).

the Beginners in particular great quantities of excellent-prints
from different parts of the world are now being entered. The
British workers will have to look to their laurels to keep level
with them. At the same time we congratulate the readers
who are regular competitors on the high standard that they
continue to achieve. The awards are as follows :— •
Workers’

work

(Woking) ; E. Bowden (London, N.W.) ; Miss Ida Brandon
(Bedford) ; F. Annis Burrows (Chalfont St. Peter) ; W. F. A.
Chambers (Geneva) ; J. H. Clark (Camberwell, S.E.) ; Ray¬
mond H. Dudley (Highgate, N.) ;
Graham Fletcher (Kirk
Ella, E. Yorks) ; A. Howard Garmston (Bristol) ; Henry G.
Goulden (London, N.) ; W. A. Halstead (Accrington) ; B.

^
outstanding feature was the large number of prints
from the Colonies and abroad. Readers of “ The A.P.” in all
parts of the world are steadily increasing in numbers and are

Advanced

whose

in this country.

SapaBeginners’

Certificates of Merit. — " Thunder over Tarli,” by Karl J.
Khandalavala, 20, Peddar Road, Bombay,
India ; ” Le
Savant,” by Sorab J. Kharegat, Zora Mansion, Wadia Street,
Tardeo, Bombay, India ; “ New Snow,” by John Muller, 1201,
Gilbert Place, Bronx, N.Y.C., N.Y.
The prints not receiving awards have been grouped, those in
the first group receiving honourable mention. The others
ha\’e been marked Class i. Class 2. and Class 3, respectively.
Those awarded honourable mention are as follows : J. Arnold
(South Africa) ; E. H. Austin (Liverpool) ; Hubert M. Bond

Section.

First Prize.^ — -“ Billie,” by W.
Aves, Hamilton, Ont., Canada.

Whitehead,

150,

London

Second Prize. — ‘‘ Rimy Night,” by F. A. Pall, 1784, Centre
Street, Quebec, Montreal.
Certificates of Merit. — " Sunshine,” by M. J. Haddad, P.O.
Box 112, Haifa, Palestine; "Fencing Shadows,” by Teo
Tian Keng, 21, South Canal Road, Singapore, S.S. ; " Setting
Sail,” by A. Lindsay Poole, Box 52, Rotorua, New Zealand ;
" Night-time,” by W. T. Swingler, 8, Grosvenor Street, Derby.
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poi^

Home
By HAROLD

by Arti

COLOMBATTI.

The arrival on the market

of the super-sensitive plates
and films is graduall}' in¬
creasing the number of those
who make photograi)hy an all-theyear-round hobby, and now with
the advent of the latest addition —
the Ilford hypersensitive panchro¬
matic jdate, there will be few who
will not be keen to explore the
alluring by-ways now opening up
before them.
These wonderful plates have the
amazing speed of 8,000 H. & D. to
half-watt light. This means that
home portraiture by ordinary electric
light becomes an easy task. No
longer is it necessary for the amateur
to invest in high-power lamps ; the
usual type of household lamp will
be all that he will retpiire to turn
out excellent work ; the home
photographer now has at his disposal
all the lighting resources of the
professional studio.
It is hardly necessary to point out

12

One

second

100-c.p. one
lamp.
at
60-c.p.

and

one

the advantages of artificial light over
daylight for any kind of portraiture ;
it gives us absolute control over the
source of light, and the question of
exposure is so much easier to decide,
and does not vary from minute to
minute as it would in the case of
daylight. Then again the fact that
the work can be done at night gives
us opportunities
otherwise miss.

Half

second

at f14.5, two 100-c.p. lamps.

that

we

should

For our first experiments it would
be best to have two lights, one of
100 c.p., and one of 60. Naturally,

January
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TRAITURE
ficial Light
as the lights will have to be moved
about, it will be necessary to have
a fairly long flex to each — three yards
will be ample.

Exposure,

3 seconds

by cunuleLignt

and

one 60-c.p. tamp, f 14.^.

of side-lighting and if properly screened (by means of a
door, or by placing a screen so as to prevent the light
being reflected into the lens of the camera) quite artistic
effects can be achieved.
The time of exposure naturally varies according to the
distance of the light from the sitter, but as a basis for
experiment an exposure of one second at f/-|.5 with the
above arrangements of lights, should prove about right.
Development must be carried out in complete darkness.
The time and temperature method must be used, but
whether the plates are developed in a tank or in a dish
is of little consequence. For my own part I use Azol,
one part of solution to 24 parts of water and develop for
io.\ minutes at a temperature of 72° Fahr. This gives a
negative on the thin side, but full of gradation.

One

second

exposure

atfj^.^, two lamps.

One of the lamps will be used as the main
source of lighting, and should be placed
in front and slightly to one side of the sitter ;
the actual height of the lamp can best be
determined by actual experiment.
By moving the lamp up or down quite
different effects can be produced at will.
Avoid having anything in the nature of a
hard shadow, but above all keep the lamp
at a fairly good distance from the sitter ;
this will avoid harsh lighting — one of the
worst faults of portraiture by artificial light.
The other lamp can be used as a form

Exposure

79

ijioth second

at 7/3.5, with two

loo-c.p. lamps.
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NOTES
Every

week

with

an article will appear

under

a topic of interest to the novice
PLOUGHING

this heading

dealing

in photography.

LESS

L NOTIONS
the

ADVANCED
WORKER

SUBJECTS

ON the gth of January I was informed by my morning

paper that it was Plough Monda^g and it happened
that the same evening when I was looking out

some negatives I came across a box inscribed " Ploughing.”
They were old negatives,
but I took out four of them
and made prints, as you see
here.
I had an idea that I would
find out something about
Plough Monday, and pad
out this article with the in¬
formation ; but all I could
find was that this particular
day is the first Monday after
Epiphany, which is January
6th. So I confess complete
ignorance oh the subject.
It may be the day on which
the ploughman puts in extra
time at the ” ITarley Mow ”
instead of homeward plod¬
ding his weary way ; but in that case there would be ever
so many Plough INIondays, and Tuesdays, and other days
right through the year.
Some people have an idea that ploughing is specially

an autumn occupation, but from what I have seen I should
say that ploughing goes on all the year round. After all,
it is only a form of digging, and a man with a garden breaks
forth into digging at any old time, regardless of the seasons.
The result is that we may
come across ploughing sub¬
jects at any time, and very
interesting they are. There
is variety in the teams and
their surroundings, as can be
seen even in the four subjects
I selected so casually.
The negatives, i found,
were more or less marked
with the silvery tarnish so
common in such cases. This
never troubles me. I have
always at hand a bottle of
Baskett’s reducer — Globe
polish, olive oil and terebene
— and a little of this on a
piece of soft rag wipes the
tarnish off at once. Methylated spirit will work, too,
and it is recommended also for removing the reducer ; but
I never use it. The commercial spirit is too dreadful a
concoction for applying to negatives. What little there is
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be one result from the head-on position at close quarters.
The heads of the horses are vast in size, while the man is
apparently a pigmy in the far distance.
Fig. 2 was taken with an ordinary medium-focus lens,
but the subject is nearly broadside on, so that my distance
from horses and from man was about the same. Fig. 3
was also taken with a normal lens, but in this case I caught
it when the plough was being turned, so that horses and
man make a more compact group.

Fig- 3-

of the reducer can be rubbed off with clean rag. leaving the
surface clean and shiny, instead of dirty and dull. I have
an idea that a negative once treated in this way is not
liable to tarnish again.
Often a plough team is merely incidental to the land¬
scape, and a very happy feature it may be. I am thankful
that the tractor plougli has not driven the horse off the
land, for to me there is something peaceful and altogether
delightful about a ploughman at his work. T have certainly
known him to wear a bowler hat, but in the vast majority
of cases he is a homely and attractive person.
But it is as the actual subject that the ploughman and
his team are at their best. Although the landscapes
in all my four examples are very different in character,
it is obvious that they were not the attraction ; they merely
serve as a setting for the plough team. In Fig. 4 the
morning haze has softened down the landscape so that the
man, his plough, his horses and dog, stand out in strong
relief.

Fig. 4.

Figs. I and 4 were taken with a long-focus lens, so that
no fault can be found with the relative proportions. I
do not mean that this is due to using a long-focus lens.
It results from my being able to keep well away from the

I have seen large numbers of ploughing subjects, many
of them much finer than anything I can show my.self ; but
beginners often spoil what might have been a good subject.
One of the commonest mistakes they make is to get the
ploughman to stop, and he stares stolidly at the camera
while the exposure is made. I have at any rate avoided
that blunder, as in none of the. four prints is there a sign
that the man was aware of my presence. He is ploughing,
not being photographed. Further, there is evidence of
action and movement, as there should be.
The second mistake is to stand nearly in front of the
horses, and wait till they have approached quite near
before firing the shutter. Fig. 2 gives an idea of the

The points for the beginner to watch are : not to " pose ”
the team ; to manoeuvre for as good a simple background
as may be available, not forgetting, at the same time, the

distance the ploughman may be from the horses’ heads.
I have one photograph in which there are four horses to
the plough, all in single file. Of course, there can only

lighting of the team ; to be wary of actual broadside-on
or head-on views : and, above all, to keep well away from
the subject.
W. L. F. W.

Das

Deutsche

Lichtbild,

1933. — The

latest edition

subject, and yet get it to fill the space. With a short-focus
lens I should have got just the same proportions provided
I had worked from the same distance, although the subject
would have been smaller. Although a long-focus lens is
an advantage, it is not a necessity, and such subjects can
be photographed with any camera. Even the common
shutter speed of about a twenty-fifth of a second is fast
enough provided the subject is not too close. There may
perhaps be evidence of movement in a foot, but nothing
serious.

Salon, and includes a variety of pictures from different countries.

of this

German Annual well sustains the high quality in production
that has been achieved in previous issues. The reproductions,
as in former years, are confined to the work of German
photographers, and give an admirable idea not only of the
progress of photography in Germany, but also the point of view
of the workers, which in many cases is of the ultra-modern
character. The range of subjects includes various phases of
pictorialism in portraiture, landscape and technical work, all
with a very individual outlook, the outstanding feature being
the excellent quality of the printing of the reproductions. A
number of articles in German are also included, and the book,
which is edited and published by Robert and Bruno Schultz,
of Berlin, is obtainable in this country, price £1, from Messrs.
Batford, of High Holborn, W.C.i.
*

The

Album

of the

XXVII

*

The reproductions are e.xcellent, and the book as a wh'ole is an
extremely attractive volume. Notes on the pictures by C. D.
Favernay are included. The Annual is produced under the
legis of the Societe Fran9aise de Photographie, 51, Rue de
Clichy, Paris, and is an excellent indication of the quality of
the French Salon. It is published in Paris by Messrs. Braun
et Cie.
*

The

Salon

Diary,

*

1933. — Messrs.

*

Ilford, Ltd.

have

again

published a very useful little pocket-book and diary for the
use of photographers, known as the Selo Diary, and it contains,
in addition to the usual space for diary purposes throughout
the year, references to outstanding events in the photographic
calendar, a section of extremely useful photographic formulae
for use with the Ilford products, and a reliable exposure
table for use with Selo roll films. The diary is obtainable on
15
application to Messrs. Ilford, Ltd., at Ilford, London, post
free, one shilling.

*

Photographic

Selo

of Paris,

1932. — This Annual contains some remarkably fine reproduc¬
tions in photogravure of pictures exhibited at the last Paris

81
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From information communicated

IT is rather a difficult task to write an article on the

to our Special Representative.

by all the charming

above subject, as it seems to me that, apart from
the mere mechanics of the art, the professional
photographer who is really keen on his work achieves
his best results by his own individual and personal

little ways of childhood, it has been

generally fairly easy for me to find the ‘ sunny ' side
of them and get good results. (Psj'chologists call this
being en rapport with the other party ; but what
condition is in many cases more elusive and indefinite,
even with more mature sitters ?)

‘ contact ’ with his subject.
“ I have always made a speciality of child studies,
and as 1 have always been much interested and intrigued

“ To my mind the great idea with children’s sittings is
to make a game with them, being careful, however, not
to overdo it and make a ‘ fine old game ’ for
oneself instead ! One little girl of three whom
I had taken was asked afterwards by her mother :
‘ Well, dear, have you been photographed ?
‘ No,’ she replied indignantly, ‘ game with
squirrel ’ — alluding to a toy animal we had both
been playing with all through the sitting.
“ The photographer, more especially the chil¬
dren’s photographer, must have the technique of
his lighting apparatus and camera completely
at his finger ends, so that he practically ceases
to think of them at all, and is left free to give his
entire attention to the subject of his picture.
“ As to the question of pose and treatment,
simplicity is, after all, the chief end and aim, and
is in my opinion the greatest achievement of all,
because the most difficult of attainment. My
child-picture ‘ Me and my Shadow ’ seems
have captured some of this elusive quality.

to

“ Then, again, as to the question of the subse¬
quent treatment, I am absolutely of opinion that
the ‘ uncontrolled ’ picture is the pinnacle of
photographic art, and I have at least aimed
thus high in ‘ A Daughter of the Steppes,’ which
is an example of straight, uncontrolled photo¬
graphy, neither negative nor print having been
worked up in any way whatever. The subject
was of course an unusually good one, and it will
be noticed that the black drapery helped greatly
towards the simplification of the eternal — I nearly
wrote infernal — dress problem. The black border
also contributes in no small measure to making of

82
Me

and

my

Shadow.
By

16

H.

Douglas.

the picture ‘ one harmonious whole. ’
“ If the young photographer makes his sitters
feel at ease, and utilises his own eyes, as well as
the lens of the camera, many subjects seemingly
difficult will become easy, and many pictures
will suggest themselves

to his discerning vision.”
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DAUGHTER

OF

THE

STEPPES.
By
[See article, “ How

I make

my

Exhibition

Pictures,’' on the opposite page.)

Douglas.
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By L.
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Glasersfeld.

{From

the London

Salon

of Photography.]
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BUTTRESSED

WALL.

By

{From

the Advanced

Workers*

Competition.)

Ralph

Rex.
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I. — "Eventide,

By Arthur

Airedale**

Baker.

5. — “ The

2. — “ Landscape.*

By
Stream."

By A, H. Hollister.

W.

D.

Varney.

3—“

6. — “ Reflections.”

By

L. U'. Gray.

So

Ends

the Strand.'

By J. Senior.

.j. — “■ Bridge

By
y. — “ The

Street.

A. M.

Shrewsbury.**

Maiden.

Old Oast Houses."

By C. Tucker.
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PICTURES oftke WEEK
on the Beginners’ prints reproduced on
• 7
C
C^ome
C ritica
l L omments
the opposite page.

WHEN prospecting around in

search of landscape — or, for
that matter, almost any sort
of outdoor subject — it is often difficult
to choose such a point of view as will
provide an acceptable composition.
For all practical purposes, that is
determined the moment the exposure
is made, and, short of extensive
retouching, which is seldom availing,
little can be done to correct any
deficiencies afterwards.
Arrangement

in Landscape.

Keeping this before us, it is really
surprising how satisfactory is the
arrangement of Nos. i and 2 of the
prints reproduced on the opposite page.
In No. I, “ Eventide, Airedale,” by
Arthur Baker, the group of trees on
the left forms the chief feature. It is
well placed in the picture space, and
has strength of position in conse¬
quence, and its weight of tone — the
greatest in the whole scheme — empha¬
sises its importance. The smaller
group to the right of the centre makes
a supporting and balancing accent,
while, to some extent, the pronounced
slope of the foreground from left down
towards the right is countered by the
line of the distant hill.
Strictly speaking, it would have
been better, perhaps, if the secondary
group of trees were much nearer the
right-hand edge, and a vista of moun¬
tain were shown between them and
the principal group. From the lie of
the land, however, it would scarcely
seem to be possible to obtain it,
however much the viewpoint were
altered, and there can be but little
doubt that nothing more satisfactory
from any standpoint was available
within reasonable distance.
A little more light in the sky near
the horizon and between the two
groups of trees would enhance the
feeling of luminosity ; but there is no
evidence that such existed, and to
attempt to introduce it by control
would be most unwise.
The

Use

of Control.

It might be done so as to avoid
detection by an experienced worker,
but it needs a knowledge of cloud
forms and how such light usually is
disposed, and, failing this, the print
had better be left as it is.

Any obvious retouching would defeat
its object, and the use of control is
only permissible when it is successful.
Something might be done by practising
on old negatives with one of the dyes
.sold for the purpose, and, when a
degree of proficiency has been attained,
a trial might be made on the negative
from which this print was made.
Most of these dyes can be washed out
if any mistake is made, but the
emulsion will not stand too much
working up, and the method of appli¬
cation should be familiar before any
work is done on a valued negative.
Something of the desired sense of
luminosity is shown in No. 2, ” Land¬
scape,” by W. D. Varney, which also
betrays an excellent form of arrange¬
ment. The sky is appreciably darker
at the top than at the horizon, and the
feeling of light so imparted is what is
needed in its predecessor. The effect
might be emphasised still further with
advantage in this latter case, never¬
theless, but, at all events, it does give
an idea of what is wanted.
Balance

and

Form.

The group of trees on the right serves
as the centre of interest, and, as in
the former case, they are well placed
on one of an imaginary division of
thirds, a position which makes for
strength.
They are set off, and the needful
balance supplied, by the small tree
on the left, a feature which is more
effective than the smaller group of
trees in No. i, because it avoids the
suggestion of two ways out. The
foreground lines are quite pleasing,
and the composition as a whole is
very good indeed.
In consequence, the impression is
conveyed that due attention was paid
to the arrangement before the ex¬
posure was made, and to this its success
87
may be attributed.
” The Stream ” (No. 5), by A. H.
Hollister, does show a degree of
similar care, for the dark and up¬
standing tree on the left is well chosen
as a strong principal item, and balance
is provided by the trees on the right.
Their main lines are good, but, from
so near a viewpoint, the prevalence
of so many branches and twigs
induces a feeling of confusion that

spoils the well-selected main lines.
In the summer, perhaps, the foliage
would cover up this suggestion of
bittiness, but, now, there is no practical
way

by which
A

it can be avoided.

Question

of Distance.

The defect did not make its appear¬
ance in either No. i or No. 2, but, in
those cases, the distance was sufficient
to allow the disturbing detail of twigs
and branches to become more massed.
A viewpoint, in this particular case,
that would be far enough away to
provide a like massing would have to
be so distant that the arrangement
would be entirely altered, and the
probability is that something or other
would intervene to make it impossible
of adoption. Contingencies of this
nature constantly arise in landscape
work, and constitute its main difficulty.
It may be fairly easy to find a subject
that is attractive, but, directly the
composition is studied, something
seems capable of improvement, and,
when
the viewpoint is altered,
either part of the attraction goes or
another defect requires correction.
To the keen worker, no doubt, these
difficulties add a zest that nothing else
would excite, but, to say the least, it
is not encouraging to find, after having
spent some time over a thing, that
on development there is some little
fault that might easily have been
corrected on the spot.
An

In

Element

street

scenes,

of Chance.

such

as

Nos.

3

and 4, ” So Ends the Strand,” by
J. Senior,
and “ there
Bridgeis Street,”
A.
M. Maiden,
always by
an
element of chance in that figures may
appear unexpectedly, or, in the hurry
of the moment, something may be
overlooked ; but, in pure landscape,
there is usually time for consideration,
and scarcely the same excuse.
Not that there is anything in these
two examples that specially calls for
criticism ; they are quite good in their
way, but there is not the same oppor¬
tunity for forethought in subjects of
their class as there is in landscape,
and more may be forgiven. On the
other hand, the difficulties of the
latter may be greater, but before
exposure,

and

overcome

them.

not after, there

is time

" Mentor.”
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Victorial Analysis

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

BUTTRESSED

POSSIBLY the greatest factor in
the

success

which

this

work

attains is the way the uppermost
figure has been caught and the manner
in which he is displayed against the
sky. With that figure, the picture
has point and attraction, and the
buttresses, from which the print
derives its title, lend, by force of
repetition, a suggestion of
design, whereas, in his ab¬
sence, the subject would be
meaningless and scarcely
worth a plate.
The

Vital

WALL,”

hy Ralph Rex.

happen to fall into a pyramidal
formation, each figure occupying one
of the corners.
Other things being equal, the apex
or topmost of the three corners is
the most important, and, as figure (i)
is so placed, he is the most significant.
As supporting items, the others serve
their purpose ; and, incidentally, the

means that the picture at¬
tains a unity of appeal that
is most convincing. Besides
this, there is an impression of
novelty
in the of
somewhat
un¬
usual nature
the subject
material,

The reason for this, apart from the
contrast of tone already mentioned,
is that the three extreme figures

indicates

a

A

Sense

of Scale.

Naturally, this impression
arises from the tremendous
size of the wall and

its sup¬

porting buttresses ; but here,
again, the feeling is one that
could not possibly be con¬
veyed without the presence
of the figures.
In their absence, it would
be impossible to judge
whether the wall were high

by divisions of thirds verti¬
cally and horizontally. Each
of these four points is a
strong position for the princi¬
pal object, assuming the
others to be unoccupied or
covered by items pf inferior
significance, and as, in this in¬
stance, there is no other accent
of anything like the same
importance, the attraction
exercised by the contrast of
tone is stressed and reiterated

Influence.

which

promising individuality of
outlook, and, pictorially, there
is
an excellent suggestion of
immensity.

afforded by the equally force¬
ful placing, the figure being
put upon one of the four
points of intersection formed

an

at¬

The combined effect is
extraordinarily strong, and

this, provides a powerful con¬
centration of interest, and
added to it is the emphasis

as

All these sloping lines of the but¬
tresses lead up to the lines a, b and
c, d, and enhance their value. The
two lines in question stress the group,

also convey
traction
upon anit. enhanced

The figure (i) is the making
of the picture. He forms
an incident that is vital to
the scheme, and, shown as a
strong dark against a light,
he attracts and holds the
attention as the chief item
and centre of interest.
Contrast of tone, such as

Form

lines of the picture,

and, to the importance derived from
contrast of tone, placing, posilion as an
item of the group, and the pull of human
interest, is added the indication of line.

and, through them, the re¬
petitive notes of the buttresses

Incident.

by the power of the placing.
In yet further emphasis, there is the
attraction of human interest, the
attention naturally being drawn to an
animate element where everything
else is inanimate. The attraction, of
course, is shared by the other three
figures (2, 3, and 4), but, of the group,
the first figure is predominant.

are the dominant

or low, but, with the sense of
scale imparted by comparison
with the known size of a
figure, its magnitude becomes
apparent and significant in
•its impressiveness. It is just
way

the

lot have

been

caught

and

portrayed without a trace of cameraconsciousness is a tribute to the
author’s capacity for choosing the
right moment for making the exposure.
It is wonderfully well done, and,
with the chief figure placed as it is,
the rest of the picture falls very
happily into place. The line a, b
seems to lead directly to him from the
left-hand margin, and the line c, d
leads down to the same point from
the top. These, with the buttresses.

conceivable that the impres¬
sion might have been heightened had
it been found possible to include the
base of the wall, and the feeling of
stability, too, would have been con¬
siderably strengthened ; but, in the
absence of definite knowledge of the
spot, it is, of course, impossible
say whether this is feasible or not.

to

The probability is that the view¬
point selected was the only one avail¬
able, and, if so, it would have been
impossible to have arranged for the
adjustment

to be made.

“ Mentor.”
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The
LANTERN-SLIDE

Editor is not responsible

SIZES.

Sir, — Intercommunication has developed a profound dislike
for many of the sizes of lantern slides, and it is time your
journal with world-wide circulation took a hand in an effort
to establish a standard.

It is forgotten that the lantern “ slide ” preceded photo¬
graphy ; from originally about 7 X 7 in the eighteenth century,
it has fallen to a size upon which an artist could paint a reason¬
able amount of detail by hand. Had photography been
discovered before the " magic lantern ” we should never have
had so large a size. The cinema has shown what amount of
detail can be carried upon a small surface, and with electric
current and batteries the smaller the size the simpler is the
optical problem and the more effective the result.
I know American and Continental lecturers who are very
dissatisfied with their large sizes, and an attempt has been
made in U.S.A. to establish a 2 X2 strip film slide.
The objectors to alterations are those dealers who have large
stocks of slides which they fear will lose in value ; this is a
mistaken view, as most lanterns have a long life, and it is
unlikely that the present standard will cease suddenly. On
the other hand a convenient size will develop a world-wide
market.
Will you, sir, take a hand in this very necessary international
matter, and ascertain foreign opinion ?
I believe Americans favour 2x2 in., the French and German
47 X47 mm., half small stereo, which has much to recommend
it.
As regards your correspondent’s American sizes, I have
handled many sets of American-made slides, and in no case
did the picture space exceed 3x3, the remainder was just glass
to carry about, as 1 have often discomfited American lecturers
by pointing out. That the non-square shape will prevent
slides being put in wrong is a very thin retort, as it cannot
prevent them being upside down, which is the usual mistake,
— Yours, etc.,
SYDNEY
PITCHER.
CONDENSERLESS
Sir, — May

I be allowed

ENLARGERS.

to join in the battle in favour

of the

condenserless enlarger ? My own, home-made, is of this type.
My camera, a Goerz, with an f/4.8 lens, is used as part of the
device.
In the course of its construction experiment showed that
uneven illumination could be caused by having the lamp bulb
too near the opal diffusing glass.
I was' using a loo-watt bulb, clear glass, which had the
usual name, wattage, etc., printed on the bottom.
This lettering had its shadow thrown on to the opal glass
when the bulb was lit, so I sandpapered
bottom of the bulb in doing so.

it off, “ frosting ” the

This partial " frost ” had the effect of diffusing the immediate
light source — the filament, with the result that even (and per¬
haps more intense) illumination was possible at a shorter
lamp-to- screen distance.
I imagine, not having had time to experiment, that in an
existing case of uneven illumination, a similar beneficial
result could be obtained by using the former idea, or by inter¬
posing between the bulb and the screen a sheet of plain glass,
frosted (no, I’m not Dutch) in the middle only. I hope to
have been of service. — -Yours, etc.,
WILLIAM
E. STUCKES.
THE
Sir, — In

connection

RISING
with

the

FRONT.
discussion

on

the

subject

" Roll-film cameras and the rising front,” perhaps my own
experience may be of interest.
More than thirty years ago, soon after leaving school, I
wished to possess a hand camera fitted with a good anastigmat lens, but the acquisition of such an instrument was
beyond my means. I decided to put all my money into the

for the opinions

lens and make the camera myself.
of the folding pocket camera.

of his correspondents.
This was before the days

Being an indifferent ” joiner ” the rising front difficulty was
overcome by adopting a square plate, 3^ X3T in. ; the lens (a
Cooke f/6 in focussing mount) being fixed about half an inch
above the centre of the plate.
The application of this method to the modern pocket camera
of, say, V.P. size, 4X6^^ cm., would entail a small sacrifice in
the dimensions by using a film of 6x6 cm., the lens being
mounted 2 cm. above the centre.
For falling front, the photograph would be taken with the
camera held upside down.
I am at present interested in 45X107 mm. stereo photo¬
graphy and am on the look-out for a camera on these lines to
take a plate or film pack 4JX2L The stereogram would, of
course, be printed on a transparency plate 4-^- X if in.
It should be borne in mind tha't the vest-pocket camera is
invariably carried in a side pocket, and the craze for miniature
*
W. M.
cameras may be carried to extremes. — Yours, etc.,LOVATT.
WHO

MADE

THE

FIRST

AMATEUR

TALKIE?

Sir, — My attention has been called to one or two inaccuracies
in Miss Lovell-Burgess’s letter regarding amateur talkies in
a recent issue.
'' Shadows of Limehouse ” was not first publicly exhibited
as a talkie at Tunbridge Wells last year, but at a cinema in
Charing Cross Road in January, 1930 — three years ago !
Shadows ” was shown on that occasion with synchronised
sound for two and a half reels, and with the last half reel
talking. The talking sequence was mechanically reproduced
by a system evolved by members of this unit. It was not,
however, our first talking film. We had, some considerable
time before, made a talking short called " The Opera Singer.”
Owing to the poor photographic quality this was never ex¬
hibited, but it was, without doubt, the first amateur talking
film ever made.
Regarding the Owlpen unit’s claim, the facts are these :
When we were working on ‘‘ The Opera Singer,” and for some
time after, we made no mention, publicly or privately, of our
film ; we were not satisfied with it, and we particularly wanted
to make a talkie which would be photographically perfect
(which ‘‘ The Opera Singer ” was not) before " letting the cat
out of the bag.” We were surprised, however, after several
months’ work, to find that a rival had entered the field —
Owlpen Productions. In order that we might take our rightful
place as originators of talkies we decided to acquaint the Press
of our work. Within twenty-four hours of Film Weekly
appealing with the Owlpen announcement, our " news ” was
in the hands of " Cinecamera,” of Film Weekly. So the fact of
the matter is that Owlpen were first in the Press, but we have
every justification for our slogan — " First with the Talkies.”
— Yours, etc., LESLIE WOOD, Apex Motion Pictures.
A
Sir, — Many

USEFUL

thanks

various correspondents
data.

ENLARGER.

for publishing

for supplying

my

me

letter, and

to

the

with such valuable

It pleases me to mention that Mr. A. G. Bates is the only
correspondent
who uses one of the four vertical enlargers
8
I did try,9 because I think it helps to strengthen the points in
my letter. But I am one who is not easily satisfied. At
present I am using a horizontal enlarger with an opal bulb and
a piece of ground glass, which certainly diffuses the light, yet
I am of opinion a condenserless type is by far the better in
that respect. Flowever, I feel confident now I shall soon be
the possessor of a vertical enlarger entirely to my satisfaction.
In conclusion, I will add, to cause discussion through the
pages of “ The A.P.” gives you " that little something extra ”
which otherwise you would never get, and all for 3d. a week. —
Yours, etc.,
HORACE
V. MASSIE.
1 9
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and
Competitions

Workers.

Competitions
Photographic Societies, Riegrovo
Czechoslovakia.

for Begin¬

Entries, January

Barry C.C. International Salon. — Entries, March ii ; open,
March 20-25. Particulars from J. H. White, Exhibition
Secretary, Barry Camera Club, Y.M.C.A., Barry, South Wales.
Bishop Auckland P.S. Annual Salon. — Entries, March 14 ;
open, March 22-25. Entry forms from T. Ambler, 18, Raby
Gardens, Cockton Hill, Bishop Auckland, Co. Durham.
Bridge of Allan and District Photographic Society Inter¬
national Salon. — Entries, March 28 ; open, April 15-29.
Particulars from Mrs. Brown, Jun., The Studio, Bridge of
Allan, Scotland.
Third International Salon, San Diego, Fine Arts Gallery
(under auspices of Camera Enthusiasts of San Diego). — Entries,
April I ; open, April 21-May 14. Particulars from Miss Ruth
Kilbourne, 4225, Arden Way, San Diego, California, U.S.A.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Annual Exhibition
(Open Classes). — Entries, April 6 ; open, April 28-May 7.
Particulars from J. Ainger Hall, Hon. Exhibition Secretary, 10,
Kitson Road, London, S.W.13.

— February 20-25. Secretary, Wm. E. Harpham, 28, Chaucer
Street, Leicester.
York and D.P.S. International Salon. — Entry forms due
February i ; exhibits, February 10 ; open, February 24-25.
Particulars from N. J. Rushton, Tall Timbers, Hull Rd., York.
Pittsburgh Salon. — Entries, February 4 ; open, March 17April 16. Secretary, B. H. Chatto, 1300, Milton Avenue,
Pittsburgh, 18, Pa., f'.S.A.
Birkenhead P.A. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms due,
February 8 ; prints, February 15 ; open, March 8-1 1. Secre¬
tary, F. W. C. Holiett, 8, Snowdon Road, Birkenhead.
City of London and Cripplegate P.S. Annual Exhibition. —
Entries, February 13 ; open, March 6-8. Hon. Exhibition
Secretaries, H. G. Reese Jones, 18, Wood Street, E.C.2 and
J. R. P. Hilliard, 86, Downton Avenue, Streatham Hill, S.W.2.
Birmingham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms due,
February 14 ; exhibits, February 18 ; open, March 4-18.
Particulars from G. G. Heathcock, Essex House, 27, Temple
Street, Birmingham.
Prague International Salon. — Entries, March i ; open, April
8-22. Entry forms from Association of Czechoslovak Amateur

Beckenham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, April 6-12.
Secretary, F. H. Elliott, 31a, Worbeck Road, Anerley, S.E.20.
Midland Salon, City Art Gallery, Leicester. — Entries, May
6 ; open. May 27-June 24. Particulars from Hon. Secretaries,
W. Bailey and A. E. Tracey, Cank Street, Leicester.
Northern Photographic Exhibition (Bradford). — Entries,
May 13 : open, June 17— August 20. Entry forms from A.
Greenwood, Myrtle Dene, Harrogate Road, Bradford.
Cardiff C.C. World’s Masters Salon. — Entries, May 14 ; open,
June 9-24. Entry forms and particulars from G. H. Palmer,
Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Y.M.C.A., Cardiff.
Chicago World’s Fair International Exhibition, 1933. —
Entries, March i ; open, June i-October 31. Enquiries to
“ 1933 Salon,” Chicago Camera Club, 137, North Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.

Monthly

Competitions

To encourage pictorial outlook and good technique in the
photographic work of our readers in all parts of the world.
This
First

plaque

class is open
Prize. — One

(optional).

Second

bronze

Third

to all amateur
guinea

Prize. — Half

plaque

(optional).

Prize. — Five

a

in cash

guinea

shillings

in

photographers.
or

“ A.P.*’

in cash

or

silver

" A.P.*’

cash.

A special prize of five shillings in cash for the best
mounted picture.
Certificates

of

Merit.

In addition to the general rules (see below), the
foUovvine conditions apply ;—
(1) All prints must be accompanied by a stamped
addressed envelope or wrapper if they are to be
returned. Prints receiving an award will be retained.
(2) Prints must be mounted, but not framed.
(3) Returnable prints in the Advanced Section will
be sent back with a typed criticism, and classified
according to merit.
(4) Prints may be of any size and by any process,
and must be the competitor’s own work throughout.
(5) The award of a prize or certificate in the Ad¬
vanced Workers’ Competition or any other competition
or exhibition will not debar the competitor from entering
again on future occasions and winning further prizes.
(II) For Intermediate Workers.
This class is to encourage those readers who

(1) No print must be larger than iox8 in., and
can be by contact or enlargement by any process, and
may be mounted.
(2) The whole of the work (exposure, development,
printing, etc.) must be carried out by the competitor.
(3) Prints entered in the Intermediate Section will
be criticised and returned if accompanied by stamped
addressed envelope or wrapper. Prints receiving
an award will be retained.
(4) The award of a prize or certificate in the Inter¬
mediate Competition debars, the competitor from
entering this competition again, but he is then eligible
for the Advanced

Workers’

Section.

(HI) For Beginners.
This class is open to those who have
award in any photographic competition
First

Prize. — Half

a

guinea

Second
Prize. — Five shillings
Certificates
of Merit.

never won an
or exhibition.

in cash.
in

cash.

In addition to the general rules (see below), the
following conditions apply :—
(1) No print must be larger than 6x4 in. Contact
prints or small enlargements up to this size are eligible,
but must be unmounted.

have

(2) The exposure must have been made by the
competitor, but developing and printing may be the
work of others.

passed the “beginner” stage and may have won an
award in the Beginners’ Competition, but have not
progressed sufficiently to enter in the Advanced
Competition.

(3) No prints can be criticised or returned.
(4) The award of a prize or certificate in the Begin¬
ners’ Competition debars the competitor from entering
this section again.

First

Prize. — Half

a guinea

20

PRIZES

AND

RULES.

(see advertisement pages) the date of which must be
within five weeks of the closing date of the competition.
hand.
Overseas readers may use the most recent coupons to
(2) Each print must have on the back the name
address of the competitor, and the title.

and

(3) All entries must be addressed to The Editor^
The Amateur Photographer , Dorset House, Tudor Street,
London, E.C.4, and the package must be marked on
the outside
“ Intermediate
vanced,”
as “theBeginners,”
case may be.
(4) No packages will be received
are postage charges to be paid.

on

” or “ Ad¬
which

there

(5) No communication on other matters should be
enclosed with competition prints. No correspondence
in connection with the competitions can be undertaken.
(6) that
The it
entry
of a print
will be
as a that
declara¬
tion
is eligible
under
theregarded
rules, and
the
competitor agrees thereto.
(7) No responsibility is taken for the safety of
prints, and the Editor’s decision on all points connected
with &e competitions is final.
(8) The publishers of The Amateur Photographer
shall have the right to reproduce without payment
any print entered, or to allow its reproduction in any
other paper quoting from The Amateur Photographer,
(9) The closing date of each competition is the last
weekday of the month. Prints arriving late will be
entered for the next month’s competition.
(10) The cash prizes awarded in these competitions
are dispatched on the fifteenth of the month following
the announcement of the awards.

in cash.

Second
Prize. — Five shillings
Certificates of Merit.

In addition to the general
following conditions apply :—

II,

Victorian (Australia) International Salon (Melbourne Athe¬
naeum Art Gallery). — Entries, March 10 ; open, April 24-May 6.
Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junction, Camberwell, E.6,
Melbourne, Australia.

" Nature in Winter ” Competition, The Amateur Photographer ,
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Eor further
particulars see issue dated January ii.
Camera Pictorialists of Los Angeles International Salon. — •
Open, January 1-3 1. Secretary, James N. Doolittle, 3440,
South Hope Street, Los Angeles, California.
Preston Scientific Society Annual Open Photographic
Exhibition. — February 6-18. Exhibition Secretary, F. Wells,
65, Powis Road, Ashton-on- Ribble, Preston, Lancs.
South London P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, February
18-20. Hon. Exhibition Secretary, B. C. Rayment, 44, Priory
Road, Kew, Surrey.
Scottish National Salon, Aberdeen. — February 18-March ii.
Secretary, Miss Hilda M. Bailey, 63, Watson Street, Aberdeen.
Leicester and Leicestershire P.S. International Exhibition.

A.P.’’

22, Prague

Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries, March 7 ;
open, March 2g-April i. Secretary, Walter Selfe, 24, Pembury
Road, Clapton, E.5.

‘‘ Nature in Winter ” Competition. ;^io in cash and books
by Beverley Nichols awarded as prizes, by Jonathan Cape,
Ltd. Closing date, March 31. Entries to be addressed to

‘^The

FUTURE.

Nabiezi,

in cash.

rules (see below),

Genera]
the

Rules.

(i) Any number of prints may be entered, but each
print must have on the back the appropriate coupon

The

closing date for the current Competitions
Is Tuesday^ January Slst.

th[ amateur photographer
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Films to make

in Winter-time

“ ACTINOGRAPHIST.’"

Since winter can no longer be regarded as a “ close ” season for the amateur cinematographer, the following
notes may be found of interest wherever it is desired to make the most of those conditions and events so truly
described as characteristic of the present period.

SUPER-SENSrn\'E panchromatic
and
with

Novopan
films — coupled
certain improvements in

our optical equipment — have made it
possible for every amateur to enjoy
his hobby without seasonal breaks
or interruptions. Skating, toboggan¬
ing, snowballing and other fast-action
subjects occur almost without end ;
and that is to say nothing of the many
casual or commonplace opportunities
that are to be encountered at every
turn.
So

far

as

technique

and

special

preparations are concerned, the ama¬
teur need not fear for harassing or
unusual burdens. It is true that he

till the same time next year. We
have only to rememlrer that the last
lengthy, stout-ice freezing of London’s
ponds and rivers occurred almost six
years ago. And the same is true in
many other cases.
Suggestions for

the

making

of

casual or " homely ” films should
perhaps come first, for manv workers
have unfortunately been compelled to
cut down their output till they have
no film to spare for any other kind
of shooting. This being so, we must
consider the various opportunities we
have available. Is there a tobogganing
run within easy reach of all the people

it is intended to photograph ? Can
way ?
permission be obtained to work over
certain private waters ; and has.
father forgotten how to skate, any¬
Cinematographic

You

will notice

that

Skill,

I have

made

use of the word photograph above.
But there are two kinds of serious
photography. There is photography
for “ still ” or pictorial purposes, and
there is photography for cinemato¬
graphic
effect.
It is the
latter that should be prac¬
tised at all times by every cinematorgrapher — and although the type of

must be prepared to meet certain
demands — such as opening the iris
diaphragm and occasionally inspecting
the lens for condensed moisture, but
they constitute the only price that
has to be paid for the privilege of
recording winter’s own characteristic
panorama on material that is at once
faithful and full of detail, even where
it has to deal with the admittedly
difficult shadow portions.
Subjects.

SiJbjects for filming are probably
more numerous now than at any other
time ; and, what is more, many of
these subjects are not available — in
this country, at least — at any time
< but the present.
The subjects include all the familiar
aspects of wintry nature, family
studies arranged in the midst of a
white or snowy setting, action sub¬
jects, and the casual records already
referred to.
One slight drawback associated with
each and all of these subjects is the
need for prompt and rapid action in
getting down to the practical work,
since none of them is so frequently
encountered that the filming can be
left till next week — or, for that matter.

The

recent fall of snow

in many

parts of the country

for making

will afford excellefit opportunities

novel cinS films.
21
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Always, too, be on the look-out for
a valid reason that will enable you to

often seem (from the viewpoint of one
compelled to watch them for the sake
of photography) to be pursuits for the
greater part tame, but enlivened here and
there by action of the most virile type.
It is this virile action which must

introduce duplicating shots — i.e., shots
of a common scene taken from different

perforce serve to supply the mid-shots
and semi-close-ups of the worker

viewpoints. Thus, if brother George
is shown pushing the children off on
their toboggan run, the first shot will
■embrace a rear view of the action.
Then George can be made to push off
another toboggan, and this slight
action will enable us subsequently to

interested in “ action ” subjects. But
it must not be inferred that he is to

film work now being dealt with is
probably the humblest in existence,
there are the strongest reasons for
operating on sound cinematic lines.

introduce a " moving-camera ” track¬
ing shot of the original run.
Similarly, a brief shot of father
waiting at the bottom of the hill will
enable us to shoot the same scene from
another

viewpoint — his viewpoint.
Close-ups,

Experienced cinematographers know
how difficult it is to produce a good
film without making liberal use of
close-up shots. Yet the close-up is
not remarkable for its surrounding
detail, and there is no doubt that the
too-frequent exploitation of this device
can rob a winter film of seasonal
atmosphere.
This — and,

indeed,

much

of

the

foregoing advice — is applicable with
equal force to the filming of more
ambitious subjects. Football, together
with stick and net-ball games, Rugby
football and cross-country running

neglect the close-up. The " rugger ”
scrum, or football throw-in from the
far-side, makes a fine substitute for
the genuine article when filmed through
one of the telephoto lenses, whilst
consent has seldom been refused to
allow the worker to make personal
close-ups of the players or celebrities.
With point-to-point and other forms
of horse-racing, it is sometimes diffi¬
cult to obtain close-ups that can be
used “ in continuity ” with the rest of
the film. Frequently, however, the
horses will jump an early fence in
filmable grouping ; and if one of the
contestants should happen to fall, the
opportunity to film both horse and
rider from closer quarters may present
itself without risk of being overrun by
a laggard. Laggards, by the way, are
nearly always encountered after the
first minute or two of a jumping-race,
and the cinematographer who has
taken up a viewpoint at one of the
midway “ jumps ” should be careful
not to run off an excessive footage of
film at any one shot. The first group
of horses over will be found to make

ACTION SUBJECTS
FORTHCOMING

Feb.

I.

.. 2-4,,

2.

M

2.

„

4-

4-5„

8.

„

8-9.
8.

Place.

Event.

Date.

Partridge arid Pheasant Shooting ends.
Cage-birds Exhibition . .
Purification of B.V.M. — Candlemas . .
Ancient Custom, Blessing the
Throats
Wales V. Scotland (Rugby)
European Championship in
Speed Skating
Police Boxing Championships
Cruft’s Dog Show
Mr.

,, 8-10.
M
,,

9-10.

9-25II.

,, 15-18.
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J. A. Mollison starts on
South Atlantic Flight
Waterloo Coursing Cup
Irish Badminton
" Brighter

Homes

EVENTS

Championships
”

Exhibition

England v. Ireland (Rugby)
Lent Races (Rowing) . .

Other

Hints.

Other winter games and pursuits are
equally characterised by their own
technical “ high spots,” and the cine¬
matographer will do well in all cases
of doubt to seek the co-operation of an
expert at the particular sport in
which he is for the time being interested.
And even then he should refrain from
shooting until he is satisfied that all
intended angles and viewpoints are
the most expressive possible.
With regard to exposure difficulties,
it is not by any means surprising to
find that the greatest sufferers are
those who rely upon guesswork or
obsolete appliances. Of late years, too,
severak much-vaunted “ meters ” — in¬
cluded amongst which were some
founded upon an unsound principle —
have appeared, and most of these
have invested their users with a mis¬
placed sense of absolute security.
With the introduction into this
country of the " Cinex ” posophotometer and, oflater,
of thename,
“ Filmo
instrument
the same
most”
difficulties of exposure-judging were
swept away. If you employ either of
these electrical meters, go right ahead
with your winter work and do not
hesitate to give the exposure indicated.

CINEMATOGRAPHER

The Airmltar Photographer and Cinematographer' t Diary 0/ Forthcoming Events

DURING

FEBRUARY,

1933.
Place.

Event.

Date.

Oxford

V. Cambridge

(Hockey)

Royal Navy v. Royal Air Force
(Rugby) .

Crystal Palace,
London.
„

General.

18.

Mar. 3.
„

18.

„

21-23.

25.

Albert Hall,
London.

»» 20-

Fifthtition.
Round

F.A. Cup

„

25.

South
Altcar, Coast.

„

25.

,, 27—28.
„

28.

Shire Horse Show

Mar. 2.

1/ 28-

London.

London
and
Birmingham.
tural Hall,
Royal AgriculLondon.

Ireland v. Scotland (Rugby)
Day,” Historical

Scotland
v. Wales (Hockey)
Pageant
Steeplechase Meeting. . .
Shrove Tuesday (" Pancake ”
Day). Tossing the Pancake
Hunters and
Show

Beckenham.
Twickenham,

Compe-

British Industries Fair

‘‘Kate Kennedy

Royal
Agricultural, London.

Nr. Liverpool.
Dublin.
Birmingham.
Twickenham.
Cambridge.

the most impressive shot, but the
value of that shot can be completely
lost if the stragglers or laggards begin
to come up at intervals of two or
three seconds.

for the AMATEUR

Feb. 18.

St.Etheldred’s,
London.
Swansea.
Viborg.

25th, 1933

Thoroughbreds

Dublin.
St. Andrews.
St. Andrews.
Birmingham.
Westminster
don.
School, Lontural Hall,
Royal AgriculLondon.
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Societies will have

their meetings

Wednesday,

The Week's Meetings

announced

January

here if the syllahus is sent to us at the beginning

25th.

AccrinG:ton C.C. “ A Night’s Entertainment.” Mr. Johnson.
Borough Poly. P.S. Lecturettes by Members of Bexley Heath

of the session

Monday,

January

or from

30th

Glasgow and W.S.A.P.A. “ Dark-room Do Iges.”
Gravesend and D.P.S. “ Elementary Photography.”
Hanley P.S. M.C.P.F. Portfolio and Slides.
Hucknail and D.P.S. Annual Meeting.

P.S.

Brighton and Hove C.C. “ Further Hints and Tips.” F. BurfieM Dyer.
Cheltenham A. P.S. “ India through the Eyes of a Brownie.” G. F. Harris.
Chorley P.S. " Holidays with a Camera in Holland.” Henry Riley.
Croydon C.C. Slide Competition.
Darwen P.A. Slide Making. T. B. Howell.
Dennistoun A. P.A. Cin^ Night.

time to time.

[contd.)*

H. S. Wheeler.

Kidderminster and D.P.S. “ A Glimpse of Sunny Lands.”
Leeds University P.S. “ Portraiture.” F. R. Armstrong,
Leek P.S. Lecture by Lever Bros. Ltd.

Miss D. Snoddy,

Ealing P.S. ” Richmond.” F. M. Chapman.
Ilford P.S. Copying. Dora Head.
L.M.S. (London) P.S. Print Making.
Leicester and L.P.S. Alliance Slides.

Lqjon and D.C.C. “ The New Photography.” J. Dudley Johnston. ^
Maidstone and D.P.S. “ Working up the Print.” Members* Discussion.
Newcastle (Staffs) and D.C.C. “ Some Sli'ies.” J. W. Harrison.
Oxford P.S. “ Tour in Italy.” Miss L. Chadwick.
Preston C.C. “ Around a Garden.” Mr. Shaw.

Smethwick and D.P.S. ‘‘ Seen through a View Finder.” J. O. Wilkes.
South Suburban and C.P.S. Members’ Evening.
Stockport P.S. ” Working up a Bromide Print.” W. G. Hill.
Worcestershire C.C. Slides by Lantern Slide Postal Club.
Birkenhead P.A. ” The Southern Downs.” Dr. C. T. Green.

St. George Co-op. C.C. “ The Amateur Photographer
Southampton C.C. Annual General Meeting.
South London P.S. Final Slide Competition.
Southport P.S. Lecturette Night.
Wallasey A. P.S. Affiliation Prints.

Thursday,

January

Walsall P.S.
Walthamstow

26th.

Wolverton

Armley and Wortley P.S. “ Five Days in the Isle of Wight.” F. Millard.
Ashton-under-Lvne P.S. “ Over the Pyrenees to Sunny Spain.” H. P. Mitchell.
Aston P.S. ” ’Mid Glacier and Geyser in New Zealand.” A. Hackett.
Bath and County C.C. Exhibition of Slules made by R. G. V. Dymock.

Colne C.C. Annual General Meeting.
Harrogate P.S. “ Colour and Sunshine.’'

Amateur

Cind Club.

Members’

Saturday,

Monday,

Whitehall

30th.

Ikon,

C.C.

“ This London

of Ours.”

Association.”

and Brittany.”

(Lecture

by

T.

Miss L. Wincote.

G. E. W. Herbert.

February

1st.

Bristol P.S. “ Still-Life Photography.”
Cheltenham A. P.S. “ Methods of Introducing Colour in Prints.” H. Walwin.
Chorley P.S. “ Scotland.” C. Gent.
Croydon C.C. “ Contrivances Used and Methods Employed in Engineering Photo¬
graphy.”
G. Marshall
Smith,
Darw'en
P..4. Postal
Club Slides.
Dennistoun A. P.A. “ Zoo Photographv.” J. G. W. Thomson.
Ealing P.S. Finishing the Print and Mounting. W. H. Ashbee.

W. Whitworth.

Edinburgh P.S. “ Paper Negatives.” J. Campbell Harper.
Ilford P.S. Chloro-Bromide Enlareing. Ilford, Ltd.
L.M.S. (London) P.S. " How to make an Enlargement.”
Leicester and L.P.S. “ Talk on Architecture.” W. H. Riley.
Partick C.C. “ Scotland, the Hiker’s Paradise.” W. S. Thomson.
Smethwick and D.P.S. “ Picture Composition.” A. H. Pennington.
South Suburban and C.P.S. “ Exhibition Afterthoughts.”
Stockport P.S. Enlarging. A. E. Tinker.

T. H. B.

Worcestershire

Ltd.,

C.C.

“ Hill Towns

and Villages of the Pyrenees.”

P. G. Hopcroft.

main body of the camera which is normally covered by the
ft * on the back cover plate. If these instruments are
locking keys
offered to any person or firm for sale will they please imme¬
diately communicate either with Messrs. Zeiss Ikon, Ltd., or
with the nearest police station.
*

9(1

Zeiss

Hostels

Borough Poly. P.S. “ Amateur Cinematogrpahy.” C. E. Davi«;.
Bradford P.S. “ Enlarging.” C. E. Lawson, A. Greenwood and D. W. Shaw.
Brighton and Hove C.C. .\ffiliation Slides.

28th.

The headquarters of the Canterbury Camera Club have been
changed, and the meeting-place is now the Sidney Cooper
School of Art, St. Peter’s Street, Canterbury. New members
are invited, and further particulars can be obtained from the
Hon. Secretary, H. W. Robinson, 35, Forty Acres Road,
Canterbury.
Apparatus. — Messrs.

Youths’

Accrington C.C. “ South Wales.” J. N. Willcock.
Armley aud Wortley P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Birkenhead P.A. “ Oil-Pigment Reinforcement.” H. Brown.

Chelsea P.S. “ Westminster Abbey.” A. E. Tyler.
City Scott.
of London and C.P.S. " Photography in Relation to Architecture.”
Cork C.C. Exhibition opens.
Derbv P.S. Path^scope Demonstration. Path^scope, Ltd.
Erdington and D.P.S. Bromoil. F. T. Woolley.

Stolen

“ Scottish

Wednesday,

in Lakeland.”

*

C.C.

South
Is P.S.
Glimpses of Normandy
StaffordShiel
P.S.
Print “Competition.
Warrington P.S. Lecturettes.

Hall, Deptford.

Blackburn and D.C.C. “ After-treatment of the Negative.”
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. Members’ Lecturettes.
Bournemouth C.C. Lecture by J. W. McClive.
Bradford P.S. Print Night.

*

P. F.

Portsmouth C.C. “ Scotland.” Mr. Ross.
Sheffield P.S. Y.P.U. Trophy Slides.
SouthLochhcad.)
Glasgow

Evening. .

January
Tour

E. A. Bierman.

H. F. Duerden.

Nelson C.C. “ The Lure of Lucerne and the Bernese Oberland.” W. Egerton.
Newcastle and
andD.P.S.
TynesideE.A.F.
P.S. Portfolio.
“ Combination Printing.” A. L. Hitchin.
Norwich
Poplar P.S. Enlarged Negatives.

S. J. Tayler.

Kidderminster and D.P.S. “ Whipsnade and Bristol Zoos.” J. E. Saunders.
South Suburban and C.P.S. Exhibition at Town Hall, Deptford.

Ashington Hirst P.C. “ A Knapsack
Bath P.S. Bromoil. G. Simmonds.

31st.

Leeds P.S. “ The Carbro Process.” G. Denham.
Lincoln C.C. Night Photography.
Manchester A. P.S. L. and C.P.U. Slides.

27th.

January

January

Forest Hill and D.P.S. “ Photomicrography.” A. E. Britton.
Hackney P.C. “ Art and the Camera.” W. L. Shand.
Halifax P.S. “ A Chat on Worth-while Photography.” H. G. Grainger.
Kilbum and Willesden P.S. “ Composition.” M. O. Dell.
Leamington
Biennan. and D.P.S. “ A Shropshire Outing by the Birmingham P.S.”

Ilkeston A.C. ^ “ Picturesque Landscape in Many Lands.”
Leigh Lit. Society P.S. “ Oil Pigment Reinforcement.” H. Brown.
Leytoastone and Wanstead C.C. “ In Search of Sunshine.” F. G. Newmairch.
Llanelly Y.M.C.A. P.S. Members’ Portfolio Night.
Morecambe,
Evenden. Heysham and D.P.S. “ Light and Lenses.” W. Brown and G. S.

Wimbledon

J. E. Hall.

A. King.

Doncaster C.C. President’s Evening.
Dunfermline P.A. “ Ceylon.” R. E. Forrester.
Exeter C.C. Portfolio by Charles Job.

C. F. Walker.

Poplar P.S. Members' Enlarging Evening.
South Suburban and C.P.S. Exhibition at Town

the Enlarger.”

Blackpool and Fylde P.S. “ Bits of Yorkshire.”
Cambridge P.C. Bromoil. VV. Bailey.

Letchworth C.C. “ The New Forest.” T. W. Latchmore.
Liverpool A. P.A. “ Pictorial Aids to Learning.” W. J. Tuckett.
N. Middlesex P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Rif'hmond C.C. “ The Dolomites.” W. Sanderson.
South Suburban and C.P.S. Exhibition at Town Hall, Deptford.

January

“ With

Tuesday,

Hammersmith H.H.P.S. “ R.R.R.” J. H. Hewitt.
Hull P.S. “ Wild Life in a Yorkshire WockI.” B. Hanley.
Keighley and D.P.A. Y.P.U. Shield Slides.

Friday,

“ The Land of Mist, Sunshine and Pardons.”
and D.P.S. Negative Criticism.

P.S.

Beckenham P.S. Lecture by Philip Brain.
Birmingham P.S. Gradation Control by Development.

Borough of Tynemouth P.S. “Adventures and Misadventures of 1932.” J. Oliver.
Brighouse P.S. “ With the Camera in the Field.” H. Bairstow.
Bury P.S. Members' Night.
Cardiff C.C. “ Through the Vale of Beauty with Gwyn Morgan.”
City of Bradford Co-op. C.C. Members’ Slide Night.
Coatbridge P.A. S.P.F. Monochrome Slides.
Gateshead and D.C.C. Gadgets Night. Club Members.
Greenock C.C. Preliminary Selections of Slides for Bryce Plaque Competition.

Watford C.C. " The Fallacy of Focal Lengths and Perspective.”
Wimbledon C.C. “ A Year in My Garden.” A. W. S. Wliite.
York and D.P.S. “ Picturesque Whitby.” J. W. Atkinson.

” Prize Slides.

*

♦

A photographic society has recently been formed at Rugby
and is known as the Rugby and District Photographic Society.
Meetings are held at 7.30 p.m. on alternate Mondays in the
Music School, of Rugby School, and an interesting syllabus is
being compiled. The annual subscription is 6s. 6d. for seniors,
and 5s. for juniors under eighteen. Further information is
23 of
obtainable from the Hon. Secretary, Harold F. Jefferson,
Hillside, Bilton Road, Rugby, Warwickshire.

of Mortimer

House, Mortimer Street, London, W.i, inform us that as a
result of a smash-and-grab raid on the night of the 17th January
the window of their premises in Mortimer Street was smashed,
and a Contax with Zeiss Triotar 3f-in. focus lens, and a Helinox
enlarger No. 1411/2 were stolen. The Contax is engraved
with the number V. 31629. This number will be found on the
93
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.should have been caused by light action.
The only thing you can do is to use a
very contrasty paper, which will give
you some slight indication of the faces.
It is quite impossible to say what
exposure you ought to have given, even
if this information would now be of use,
but you would certainly have done
better with one second exposure instead

General. — .•Ml communications for the Editor should be addressed : “ The Editor, The Amateur Photographer
and Cinematographer, Dorset House, Tudor titreet, London, E.C.4,” and in every case, without e.xception, must
give the name and address of the writer.
Contributions.— The Editor is plad to consider original, up-to-date manusr^pts on photographic subjects.
All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries and Criticism. — .Advice, Criticism and Information are freely given, but the following conditions
should be read carefully before applying, as any communication which does not comply with the rules must be
ignored.
(i) See “ General *’ above. {2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned, (t) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as " How can 1 take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) .All envelopes should be distinctly marked '' Query ” or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
.A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should he cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Dry

Mounting.

Drying

I manage very well in dry-mounting prints with a
flat iron, except that sometimes the paper 1 put
over the print sticks to it. What is the best
paper to use for the purpose ? H. B. (Bolton.)

In all cases it is necessary that both
print and the interposed paper shall be
perfectly dry. It is more usual to
interpose a piece of thin zinc, but what
is probably the best thing of all for the
purpose is a sheet of ferrotype plate
similar to that used for glazing prints.
Exhibition

Prints.

Is it allowable to submit to different exhibitions
number of copies of the same picture ?
E. S. S. (Skewen.)

a

There is no reason why you should not
send duplicate prints to different exhi¬
bitions at the same time, ^^'ith such
exhibitions, however, as those of the R.P.S.
and the London Salon it is not advisable
to submit prints which have already been
shown at other exhibitions.
North

London

Societies.

Can you furnish me with details of any photo¬
graphic clubs in my district ?
L. H. C. (Highbury Park.)

We think the nearest photographic
societies to your district in North London
are the North London Camera Club,
the Secretary- being L. G. Gregory, Esq.,
21, Dawlish .4 venue, Powys Lane, N.13 ;
Stoke Newington Camera Club, Secre¬
tary, A. Miles, 16, Chesholm Road, N.16.
Other societies are the Bowes Park and
District Photographic Society, Secretary,
J. H. Dundas, 83, Philip Lane, N.15 ;
Finchley and District Photographic
Society, Secretary, Harry Wheeler, Westholme, 18, Elmhurst Avenue, East
Finchley, N.z ; North Middlesex Photo¬
graphic Society, Secretary, Miss M. E.
Blake, 112, Crouch Hill, N.8. The
secretary of any of these societies will
be pleased to furnish you with full
particulars, and we trust that one of
these will prove suitable to you.
24

of I /25th, and probably two or three
seconds would have been better still.
Retouching

AA'ould you tell me

Plates.

R. J. B. (Cardiff.)

You should not leave plates to dry in
a rack. They should certainly dry
during the night, however, if you remove
the surface water from the film by
gently rubbing with a piece of damp
chamois leather, and also dry the glass
side with a duster. You should then
stand them on a shelf leaning against
the wall with the film downwards. In
any ordinary room, however, there is no
harm in placing them film upwards, as
there should certainly not be enough
dust in the air to do any harm whatever.
Handbook.

Circus

“ Photography .Made Easy ” is a book
which covers very thoroughly the more
elementary forms of photography, but it
does not deal specially with such sub¬
jects as Carbro and bromoil. We do
any

is wrong with it ?
C. S. G. (Thundersley.)

Snapshots.

The only method of taking such photo¬
graphs as those to which you refer with
anything like satisfactory results is to
use hyper-sensitive plates and a lens
working at a large aperture, such as f /1.9.
The size of the camera is immaterial,
but as a rule only small negatives are
made in such cases, first, because a shortfocus lens of such a large aperture costs
much less than a long-focus one, and,
secondly, because, with the short-focus
lens, there is better depth of definition
with the full aperture.
Shop
Fronts.
I have to take

books

on

these

subjects,

but you can obtain a textbook on
Carbro or carbon from the .4utotype Co.,
Ltd., of 59, New Oxford Street, London,
W.C.i, and one on bromoil Avork from
Messrs. J. .4. Sinclair & Co., Ltd., 3,
Whitehall, London, S.W.i.
Poor’ Negative.
I took the group (negative herewith) on a dull
morning in December, giving i/25th of a second at
f/8. WTiat exposure should I have given ? Can
anything be done to get a print from the negative ?
C. R. K. (Chiswick.)

Nothing whatever can be done to make
the negative you send satisfactory.
In parts where there should be detail
and gradation there is merely blank film,
and there is no possible way of introducing
the missing photographic image which
94

some

using a half-plate
Will the exposures
I find a suitable
of the road ? I
can you

Is " Photography Made Easy ” purely a beginners’
book ? Does it deal specially with Carbro,
bromoil, etc. ?
.A. S. T. (Catterick.)

publish

what

We cannot possibly tell what is wrong
with your medium by simply looking at
it, and we regret that we have no time
for testing such things, as this hardly
comes within the scope of answering
questions. A good retouching medium
dries within a minute dr two, and the
pencil work may be proceeded with at
once. We cannot imagine what you
expect to gain by preparing anything
of this kind when a good commercial
article is available at a very low price.
\Vhat size of camera, and what lens, are suitable
for taking photographs of circus subjects ?
C. Y. (Northampton.)

What is the best method of drying plates reason¬
ably quickly ? By leaving them in a rack they
take a considerable time to dry. If I stand them
in an ordinary room they collect dust.

not

Medium.

1 enclose a sample of retouching medium which I
have made myself. It keeps sticky for a con¬
siderable time and then will not take the pencil.

tell me

photographs

of shop fronts,

camera with R.R. lens at f/8.
be unduly lengthy ? How can
position other than the middle
shall use panchromatic plates ;
something

about

them

?

What

about
? How
canN. I
avoid re¬
flections passing
from thepeople
windows
? E. H.
(London.)

It would require quite an article to
give you all the necessary information
for which you ask. Although you do not
mention it we presume that you are
going to take the photographs by daylight,
and in that case it is practically impos¬
sible to avoid reflections from the glass.
As it is obviously impossible for you to
stand in the road the only alternative
would be to find the best position on the
pavement, and to use a short-focus lens
so as to include the whole of the subject.
There is no reason why the exposures
should be unduly long with f/8, or even
with a smaller aperture, as there is no
movement in the subject. You Avould,
of course, have to cover the lens while
people are within the field of view. You
also ask for advice about the use of
panchromatic plates, but this again is
a lengthy matter, and, if you are not
used to handling such plates, we should
advise you to use ordinary or orthochromatic, which would probably answer
quite well.

January
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PHOTOGRAPHIC

WORK

Cinematographer*’

The excellent reproductions of the year’s work of the leading camera artists in the new
volume of “Photograms of the Year 1932” typify the modern spirit of emancipation from
hidebound traditions.
The subjects range over a very extensive field. They are gathered together from world¬
wide sources. In manner and in purpose they are as diverse as the nationals who produced
them.
They include clear delineation in personal photography ; interesting aspects of landscape ;
artistic emphasis of detail ; and skilfully managed studies in light and shade with natural
subjects, posed figures, still life and geometric form.
The Literary matter includes an editorial on “The Year’s Work,” and contributions by
well-known writers in many foreign countries. Critical notes on the pictures reproduced,
and an up-to-date Directory of British Photographic Societies are included.

MAKE
SURE OF
YOUR COPY

Demy

4/0, 120 pp., containing 82 beautijul reproductions' on toned art paper

PRICES:
stiff Paper

EIGHTY-TWO
CHARMING
PICTURES

PLEASE

5/- net

Covers

By post

5 6

Cloth

7/6 net

Boards

By post 8/-

Half-bound

10/6 net

Leather

By post 11/-

Obtainable from all leading Booksellers, or direct by post from the Publishers
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Notes bein^ untraceable

OFFICES — Dorset House, Tudor Street. London, E.C.4. Telegrams ; *' Cyclist, Fleet,
London.” Telephone : City 2846 (17 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE.—" The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ” is on sale
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles, 17/4 per annum, Canada, 17/4, other countries
abroad, 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES. — Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to Ilille and Sons
Limited.

Displayed Advertisements

on Advertisement matters should be addressed : The Advertisement

Manager, “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4. Copy for displayed advertisements (or the issue of any
particular week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning In
the week previous. Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.

Prepaid Advertisements
SALE

AND

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
1/Id. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
12 words or less .
2/6
21 d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a eontract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
Instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
insertions, 5% ; 26 contecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Offlce, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, not later than first post
FRIDAY, for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street. Birmingham 2 ;
260. Deansgate, Manchester 3 ; 26r. Renfield Street. Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible. In the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in which there
Is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

1 CAMERAS

AND

LENSES

9x12 Press Camera, f/4.5 Cooke Aviar, Crescent,
6 [4541
D.D.

LEICA Outfit, new ; Enlarger, cost £10/2/6,

accept £6/12/6 ; Device for photographing
small objects, cost £2/1 '6, accept £1/10 : Universal
View-finder, cost .£3/18/6, accept £2/17/6 ; Hekonkup Lens f/1.9, 7.3-cm., co.st £26/5/6, accept
£17/10/6 ; whole outfit a bargain. — W. Pepper.
34, Richmond Hill, Richmond, Surrey.
[4564

y.P. Soho Reflex, Ross Xiires f,3.5, 41-in.

focus, revolving back, etc., latest model,
F.P.A., 3 D. slides, leather case ; as new ; cost
£34 ; bargain, £16/16.— Mumby, 33, Hainault Rd.,
Chad well Heath, Essex.
(4595

4

Ensign

if lost in transit should

plane, revolving back, adapter, slides, case,

Deposit System

Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons may deal in perfect safety by
availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with “ The
Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision Is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after which
period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If a sale is
effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller Instructs us to
return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no sale,
and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which
we take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75,
5/- : over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half
per cent. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be made payable to lliffe and Sons Limited.

CAMERAS

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

AND

LENSES

AND

LENSES

|

BARGAIN. — Roll Film Tcarette 2;x2.[, Zeiss

Tessar f/4.7, speeded shutter, focussing,
leather case ; new condition, 65/- ; exchanges.—
Sharpless, 212, Barnsley St,, Hull.
[4020

Kr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photogiaphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods In exchange for others or to purchase
for Cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
oOers from this quarter.

CAMERAS

not be sent as remittances.

Special
Note
Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive
no answer to their enquiries are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that It is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
(or return should also be included lor use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.

leather 51x31,
case ; as
new, f/4.5,
£12/123 ;D.D.
approvifl
;
SOHOsolidReflex,
Tessar
slides,
Scar-

exchange considered. — 28, Prospect Park,
tiorough.

[4631

O Q

BARGAIN. — Lenses alone worth tlie money ;
Watson Acme .i-pl. Outfit, 6 D.D. .slide,s,
bag, tripod absolutely perfect condition. —
Watson, 27, Merton Hall Rd., Wimbledon.
Phone, Liberty 4720.
[4633

Special Reflex, Aldis f/3.4, (ocal-

tank ; as new ; listed £18 ; sacrifice, £9. — Box
5854, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [4599

r"

The
Proprietors
are mistakes.
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although every care
is taken
to avoid
BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the offlce of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must include the words “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer ’.”
Replies should be addressed : “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4,” and these letters 'will be simply forwarded by us
to the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
In any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
" Deposit System ” is recommended.

WARNING

slides, £10. — Photos, 6, Queen’s
Exeter.

2-PLATE

I bTTR^

Postal Orders sent in payment for Advertisements should be
made payable to I LI FEE AND SONS LTD., and crossed

Publishing

Communications

25, 1933

|

1-PLA3’E Troiiical Sanderson Camera, 8i-in.
2 Zeiss Tessar f/6 lens, in Volute fully-speeded
shutter, bulb time release, 3 brass-bound double
book-form slides, leather case ; new condition, £7. —
J. Vernon, Elmhurst, Chinnor, O.xford.
[4635

Nagel Ranca, f'4.5, complete in leather case, ZEISS Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar, Derval shutter, Ensign RoII Film, 2ix3i, plate back, f/3.8,

automatic timer and 2 films ; new last April,
£3/10 ; cost £6. — W. Hoadley, Handcross, Sussex.

N.8.
Dickenson
— Ralston,
par¬
for SaleRd.,; [4603
Press 24,Cameras
First-class
TWO ticulars

FAGEE Latest Roll Film Camera, Schneider f/'3.5

[4606
lens, latest Compur to l/300th sec., portable as
Leitz but 2ixli pictures ; Magria prints, indis¬
tinguishable from contact, including soft leather
zip purse, £6. — B. H., 88, Levett Gardens, Ilford.

SIX-20 Kodak, f/6.3, brand new, complete with

[4611
leather case, £2/15. — Hobson, 49. Cotlands Rd.,
Bournemouth.
[4613
26

you

CAN

DEAL

Oomiiur, rising front, slides, £5/5 : perfect ;
case, perfect, approval willingly, £2/15 ; wanted — Rolleiflcx, cash adjustment. — Wallis, May
Swift Microscope, eyepiece, 2 objective.^, oak Avenue, Wollaton, Nottingham.
[4636
Case, slides, polished cabinet, complete slidemaking outfit, [lerfect condition, approval
;r x4 Soho Reflex, improved milled-head quick- wind
O
sliutter, 8-in. Pentac fi2.9, screw-in hood,
willingly, £4.— Legge. 19, Essex Rd., Basingstoke.
3 double slides. M.-W. slide and 12 envelopes,
F.P.A.,
leather case ; as new, .£25 ; cost £64. —
/■-(OER/t Tenax 1-pl., f/6.8, Ibsor. 6 slides, F.I’.A.,
.Jeffrey, 212, Gunnersbury Avenue, W.3.
[4637
vJT le.ither ease : new condition, £5/5 or offer. —
[4610
Wight, 2. Keyes Gardens, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 2.(4027
6 slides, F.P.A., Autochrorae slide, Proxar,
Distar, Ducar lenses, colour filter ; also Mirax
t'ompur, for roll films and plates, all move¬
ments, 3 slides ; tine condition ; cost £15 ; accept Enlarging attachment ; £11 the lot : excellent
£5/5.-129. Spring Grove Prescent, Lampton,
condition.—
Box 5910, c/o ” The Amateur Photo¬
Hounslow.
[4630 grapher.”
[4645

f/4.5, Compur, with
COUNTE.SS Nettel Postcard, Zeiss Tessar f/6.3, ZEISS Ideal 9X12 cm., Te.ssar
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

January
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Reflex,f/4.5with
4 changeable
and inter9-in.
Roll FilmSerrac
Ensiern Dallrtieyer
31x2V
Dallon f/6.5 Telephoto lenses, speeds l/25tli to
l/300th sec., leather case ; iust overhauled bymakers : bargain, £9/10 : without Telephoto Lens,
£4/10 ; approval, deposit .system. — Below.
IQQO
Baby Ikonta, sixteen exposures on V.P.,
f/4..5 Zeiss Novar lens, speeds l/25th to
1 /7.5th sec., direct finder, leather case ; as new.
— Mrs. Lane, Blackdowns, Moreton-in-Mar.sh, Glos.
Mackenzie
and 12 envelopes,
9x123 D.D.
Meyerslides,
Superspeed
Focal-plane,
f/3 [4640
lens,
leather case, £16. — Box 5906, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[4641
i-PLATE Zeiss Ideal, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur
4 shutter, F.P.A., rise and cross front, swing
back, 6 slides, leather case : perfect condition, £10.
— Box 5907, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

PHOTOGRAPHER

What An/
Idea •
HALF

LIST

f/4.5 Ensar anastigmat
lens, Compur
shutter,
speeds 1 to l/250th
sec.,
T. and B.
g
Crish .
Or 16/- deposit and 0
monthly pa3anents nf

[4634

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA,
Regent
St ,
specialists, 122,
offer the
following
and sent on 5
guaranteed
Apparatus
All days’
approval fully
against
full deposit. Saleable,

up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole pay¬
ment or purchased for cash. Our reputation is
your guarantee.

POSTCARD Ica Nixe Roll Film Camera, double

extension, high rack rising and cross front,
reversible finder, spirit level, wire-frame finder,
Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter, 1 to
l/200th and time, 6 slides, Distar lens, filter and
leather case ; as new, £12,

31X21
No. 6 rack-rising
Ensign Carbine
4 focussing,
front, (Tropical
reversible Model),
finder,

wire-frame finder, fitted Aldis-Butcher anastigmat
f./4.5, Compnr shutter, 1 to l/250th and time,
leather case, .£6/10.

n-IN. Ross Teleross Telephoto Lens f/5.5. iris
1 ^-MM.

Latest

with

Bolex

cap

Cine

and

flange ;

Automatic

as

Camera,

Model B, capacity 100 ft., f/3.5 Hermagis
anastigmat ; unsoiled, ,£10.
■j O-CM.
Carl mount,
Zeiss Tessar
Lens Lens
f/4.5,; optically
in suidc
focussing
also Proxar
perfect, £4/15.
Oix2i Ensign Focal-plane Reflex (for Roll Films),
O4
focu.ssing, sky-shade, deep focussing hood,
quick-wind focal-plane shutter, 1 /2.5th to 1 /500th
and time, fitted Aldis Tino anastigmat f/4.5, and
leather case ; as new, £5/17/6.
l-PLATE Goerz Anschutz Press Focal-plane, rising
4 and cross front, direct finder, also wire-frame
finder, quick-wind self-capping focal-plane shutter,
1/lOth to 1/1, 000th and time, bulb release to 5 sec.,
fitted 15-cm. Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, focussing
mount, 3 D.P. holders, F.P. adapter, leather case ;
as new, £20.

34x24 Dallmeyer Press Reflex, double extension,

2 rising front, sky-shade, deep triple focussing
hood (detachable), revolving back, quick-wind
focal-plane shutter, l/15th to 1/1, 000th and time,
fitted Carl Zeiss Tele Objective, 45-cm., f/10, iris
mount, 3 slides, F.P.A. ; fine order, £13/15.

Repairs to allworkmen
makes of; apparatus
executedbeforeby
estimate given
Apparatus
can be; purchased
deferred
payments system
please askonforourdetails.
possible results.
Quick and
service.
Developing,
Prlntin-g
Enlarging, best
NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent [0010
St.,
W.l.
experienced
proceeding.

Deposit

13/-,

jiayment*?

269.^273, Rye Lane, London,

S.E.15.

HIGH-CLASS

and case ; cost £16 ; cash £6/12/6.

satisfaction guaranteed.

London,GA8K
W.l. &Museum
Arthur
CO., 0537.
so, Mortimer [4648
St.,
gains,
85/each
;
1-pl.
Popular
Pressman
;
P.C.
Great Alteration Clearance ; More Cash Bar¬
Popular Pre.ssraan (horizontal), also i-pl. Ensign

Reflex (all Aldis f/4.5) ; 1-pl. Klito, Lnkos f/4.5,
Compur ; Agfa Standard Plate, 3}x2i, f/4.5 ; also
Agfa
3ix2i
Film ; Ensign No. 7, Aldis f/4.5,
Mulcliro.
— Below.

Each:

i-pl. Ruby

Reflex,

f/2.5 ;

Ernemann

9x12

V.P.,

lhagee, f/4.5, 59/6; Zodel 34x24. f/3.8, D.A.
Compur, 98/6 ; Zodel, f/4.5, 65/- : Justophot Meter,
l()/6 ; Twinlite, 39/6 (cost 95/-) ; Salex V.P., f/4.5,
45/; Carbine 2ix21, Aldis f/4.5. Compur, 39/6. —
Below.

Seven days* free approval
against cash to value.
31 X 2i Rubyde Luxe, swing front, revolving back, q.ilckwind focal-plane shatter, speeds 1/lOth to 1/l.OOOtb sec.
and time, Zeiss Tessar lens f/4.5, in sunk lens box, 3 D.D.
slides, back-hooded focussing screen. Equal to new
£15 17 6
3} x24 Soho Reflex, focal-plane shutter, Ross Xpres lens
f/4.5, in sunk mount, revolving back. 3 D.D. slides. Macken¬
zie adapter and envelopes, carr>iiig-case .
£14 10 0
Postcard Soho, horizontal model, with a Goerz f/4.8 Celor
anastigmat lens, 1 D.D. slide, back-hooded focussing screen

£6 10

0

21 Square Latest Automatic Rolleiflex, Zeiss Tessar lens
f/4.5, Compur shutter, fully-speeded. Excellent condition.
£13 17 6
1-pl. Britisher, self-capping focal-plane shutter, revolving
back, Cooke f/4.ti Aviar anastigmat, and six single metal
slides .
£5 15 0
i-pl. Ensign Reflex, reversing bac’k, quick-wind focal-plane
sliutter, speeds l/15th to l/l.OOOth sec., T. and B., Ross
Xpre.s f,’4.5. 3 D.D. slides. Nice order .
£8 0 0
i-pl. Ensign Model A Reflex, revolving back, focal-plane
slnitter, an Ensign f/5.8 anastigmat lens, 2 D.D. slides
and carrying-case .
£4 18 6
3i X 2i T.-P. Junior Special, revolving back, quick-wind
focal-plane shutter, speeds 1 to 1/1, 000th sec. and time,
Cooke f/4.5 anastigmat lens, 6 single slides, R.F.A. and
canvas case .
£8 17 6
31 X 21 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, with an Aldis f/3. 4 anaetlgmatlens .
£5 17 8
31 X 21 Tropical Ensign Roll Film Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.6
anastigmat lens, T. and I. shutter. As new. ... £4 7 6
31 X 21 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/7.7 Luxor anastigmat
lens, T. and I. shutter, and leather case .
£2 2 0
V.P. 4.6 X 6 cm. Zeiss Palmos, focal-plane shutter, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar, 3 sUdes, F.P. adapter and leather case. Like
new .
£8 10 0
10 - 15 cm. Panoram and Stereo Toigtlander, with triple
extension, actuated by rack and pinion focus.'^ing, rising
front, a pair of 10-cm. Colinear f/0.8 anastigmat lenses
and a 15-cm. Colinear f/8.8 anastigmat lens, in Compound
panoram shutter, speeds from 1 to l/loOth sec., T. and B.,
direct-vision and direct wire-frame finders, back-hooded
focussing screen, 6 single metal slides, F.P. adapter
£9 17 6
45 X 107 Polyscope, a pair of Novar f/6.8 anjistigmat lenses,
in Compoimd shatter, speeds 1 to l/250th sec., T. and B.,
brilliant reflex finder and direct-vision finder, changing-box,
12 plates .
£4 7 6

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines.)

O-tA

Palmos,
focal-plane,
f/1.8. — Zeiss
Below. f/4.5 :

MIRAPHOT
(cost £7/12/6)
; Artist ;
Enlarger Enlarger
(cost £17,/2/()),
both half-price
Salex 34x24 Horizontal Reflex, f/4.5, 63/- ; i-pL

APPARATUS — FIRSTCLASS BARGAINS

Established 1889

NO. 7 Ensign, Ensar f/4.5, Mulcbro shutter, 79/6 ;

Roll Film Reflex, f/7.7, 39/6 : Speed Film
Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, £5/19/6 (cost £9/15) ; No. 6
Carbine, Ensar f/4.5, Compur, 97/6. — Below.

Rolleiflex, Lelca and Contax Stockists ; two-

thirds allowed modern cameras, part payment,
subject ai)proval. — Allens, 168, Oldham Rd.,
Manchester 4.
[0087
Lamb’s Conduit
St., W.C.l. supplies,
Phone, Holborn
Lloyds
photographic
87,
6250 ; usual approval tenns.
LLOY’DS.
— F/2 &3-in.Lomb,
Anastigmat
Lensesbetween-lens
by Goerz
and Busch
fitted Hex
shutter, speeds l/5th, 1/lOth, l/25th, l/50th,
1/lOOth sec., bulb and time ; unused, £3/l2/fi.

Gammax
shutter,
speeds
1/lOth.
LLOY’DS.
— 3-in.between-lens
f/2. 9 Dallmeyer
Pentac
Lenses,
in
i;2,5tli, l/50th, I'lOOth sec., bulb and time, 52/6.

CINEMATOCRAPH APPARATUS

[4508

2 S. lamps, 32-mm.
and 40-mm.
excellent
PATHESCOPE
liUX Projector,
with lenses
case, ;resistance,
condition, £17, near oft'er ; Silver Screen, with
stretchers, 5x4 ft., £2. — Sawrey Cookson, High
Croft, Winchester.
[4600

CINE-KODAK 50-ft. Model BB, f/3.5 lens,

half-speed motor, together with real hide
carrier ; in excellent condition, £12 or nearest. —
Box 5895, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [4607
IQQQ
Lux Projector, £15; Kodatoy, with
At/OO
motor drive, .£3/15 ; both new. — P.,
333a, Icknield Port Rd., Birmingham.
[4615

PATHESCOPE Projector, double-claw, motor,

resistance, rewind, super attachment, special
lens, super condenser ; excellent condition, £6/15 ;
view London. — Owen, 10, Hungershall Park,
Tunbridge Wells.
[4618

PATHESCOPE Lux Projector, perfect condition,
£14. — 29, High

Northgate, Darlington.

[4621

For Sale. — Cine Nizo 9.5-mm. Camera, fitted with

289,

HIGH

WISE

IN

HOLBORN,

LONDON,

[2961
BE

F.P.A.

SIO cash
Zeiss bargain,
Kinamo, £11/17/6.
f ^2.7 Tessar, case : cost £25/10 ;
£7/15.
KOLIBRI, f/3.5 Tessar and case ; cost £14/10 ;
case ; cost £54Cine,
; cash
BELL-HOWELL
Cookebargain,
f/3.5, £14/17/6.
2 speeds and
slides,Apparatus
adapters, stereo
fittings,
lenses,
Above
as
new
;
cameras,
everyshutters
make ;r
bargain prices ; state requirements ; expert repairs ;

11

t>f 13/-.

OTOCKTAKING
Sale. — Send Stamp for Bargain
10 List. — Clay, Fowler St., South Shields. [4536

CAMERAS
Exchanged to; largest
stock — S.Humphrys,
London ;
special attention
Pathescopes.

4

Id
Bach : P.C. Deckrullo, Schneider
dw«J/il/0
f/4.5; Apem i-pl., focal-plane,
f/4.5 ; Cameo 31x24, double extension, Ross
f/4,5, Compur ; No. 14 Carbine, Tessar f/4.5, D.A.
Compur. — Below.

£7:7:0

W.l, the camera
bargaims.

Arthur GASK & CO.. so. Mortimer St., Regent
depo.sit : seeGuaranteed
below.
Exceptional
Bargains ; approval
case
: costZeiss
£26 Protar
; cash f/6.3,
£7/18/6.3 slides, F.P.A.’
P.C.
Idento,
1-PLATE Ensign Popular Reflex, Cooke f/4.5, slides,

No. 8, with Zeiss f/4.5
shutter
10/-.
Tessar,
new
Compur

Trade.

complete

Guarantee.

ItiKiiig front, brilliant
aii'l direct wire finder:?.

COOKE
f/3.5 Knockdolian,
Lens, in Compound
£4/15. —6-in.
Temple,
C'omrie. shutter,
Perth¬
shire.
[4612
Soho reflex. ,£5/5
; 5-in.
Ross pot
Goierzmount,
f/6.8,
ROSSsuit Comhinable
11.1-91,
special
£1/10 ; both new condition. — Roseworth Cottage,

mount,
new, £9/10.

DEPOSIT

Maker's

LENSES

^RTHUR GASK & CO.
St., London. W.l.

No. 6 31 X 2| W.P.
ENSIGNCARBINE
With

AND
Trade,

PRICE

IT’S A BARGAIN, and can be easily
secured on payment of a very SMALL

SOHO Reflex 3Jx21, 6-in. Dalmao f/3.5, with

Lane, Worthing.

CAMERAS

You can clear, part clear, or more than clear (according to the
weight of your own particular depression) THOSE TAXES
with the money you SAVE by buying this ALL-BRITISH
CAMERA which we are able to cheerfully offer at

[4642
F.P.A. and hide case ; modern instrument
in
flrst-class condition, also Dalian Developing Tank ;
new, £16 the lot. — Box 5911, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[4646

Half Moon

ADVERTISEMENTS

TIME — USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

W.C.1

Meyer Plasmat f/1.5 lens, in interchangeable
fociissing mount, 2 speeds and single picture
adjustment, complete with filter ; new last week ;
will sell for .£25. — Johnson, 28, Denmark Rd.,
Southport.
[4622

SYSTEM.

27

THE

AMATEUR

SALE

I

a small selection
and varied stock.

by' return.

i-pl. Kodak Series III, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, latest type
Compur shutter. Absolutely as new. Cost £12. £4 17 6
3i X 2i Ihagee Roll Film, f/4.5 convertible anastigmat,
Compur shutter, double extension, plate back. As new
£3 17 6
Pathescope Motocamera Luxe, f/3.5 anastigmat. Perfect
order and condition. Cost £10 lOs .
£6 12 6
Bolex Model D Cine Projector, for 9 and 16 mm., 25o*watt
lamp, special carrying-case, latest model. As new. Cost
£37 .
£26 15 0
Motocamera Luxe, f/2.5 anastigmat and Telephoto lens,
de luxe case. As new. Cost £19 158. 6d .
£14 17 6
2i Square Automatic Rolleiflex Reflex, f/3.8 Tessar.
leather case, latest model. List price £24 .
£15 19 6
3ix21 Agfa Standard, f/4.5 anastigmat. As new.
List price £7 15s .
£2 19 6
3i X 2i T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 Xpres, revolving back, 3 slides,
F.P. adapter. Perfect order .
£0 17 6
Zeiss Ikon Contax, f/3.5 Tessar, complete with all acces¬
sories. As new. Cost £24 lOs .
£17 17 6
Zeiss Ikon Kolibri, 3x4 cm., f/3.d Tessar, Compur
shutter, Proxar lens, yellow filter, leather case. As new.
Cost £14 13s .
£8 17 6
3x4 cm. Fotet, f/4.5 anastigmat.
19s .

Pathescope Home
mat, case and flex.

As new.

Box

5909, c/o “ The Amateur

1-pl. Cameo, f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher, double extension, Com¬
pur shutter, 3 slide.s, F.P. adapter and case .
£3 17 6
4ix2J Pocket Kodak, R.R. lens, self-erecting front.
Shop-soiled .
29s. 6d.
4.5 X 10.7 cm. Verascope, two R.R. lenses, changing-box,
brilliant, reflex and direct finders. As new. Cost
£8 158 .
27s. 6d.
3J x2i Westminster, f/6.3 anastigmat,
3 slides. As new .
Pathescope Kid Projector and
Cost 558 .

double

extension,
37s. 6d.

extra resistance.

Pathescope Home Movie Projector,
As new. Cost £6 15s .

As new.
39s. 6d.

double-claw model.
£4 5 0

Pathescope Cine Camera, hand drive, f/3.5 anastigmat.
As new. Cost £5 .
32s. 6d.
Pathescope Cine Camera, Camo spring drive, f, 3.5 ana¬
stigmat. New condition. Cost £9 5s .
49s. 6d.
Pathescope Motocamera Luxe, f/3.5 anastigmat. Brand
new but slightly soiled .
£7 17 6
Motocamera B, f/3.5 aiwustigmat. Absolutely as new
£4 12 6
3 X 4 cm. Fotet, f/3.5 Meyer Trioplan, Compur shutter.
Cost £8 153 .
£3 9 6
3ix2J Kodak Series II. f/7.7 anastigmat, self-erecting
front. As new. Cost £3 los .
27s. 6d.
3*x2i Uno Cameo, f/7.7 Aldis, Compound shutter
32s. 6d.
i-pl. Contessa, f/6.3 anastigmat, Ibso shutter, 1 to l/lOOth
sec., double extension, 6 slides .
35s. Od.
31 X 21 Zeiss Ikon, f '4.5 Litonar. Compur shutter, double
extension, plate back. As new .
£5 17 6
31x21 Certo, f/4,5 Meyer anastigmat, Compur shutter.
Perfect order .
£3 19 6

SUNDRIES
50 only. — Practos Exposure Meters, brand new. complete
with leather case and full instructions. List price2l8. To
clear .
9s. 6d. each.
18 only. — Pathescope Dynamos, for use with Home Movie
Projector. Brand new. Listed at £3 los .
22s. 6d.
2 only. — Self-Recta Silver Screens, 30 x 40 in., in wooden
box. List £4 .
55s. Od.
1,000 Pathescope 30-lt. Films. Brand new, seals un¬
broken. List prices 2s. 6d. and 3s. 6d. each. iSend for
List. Each .
Is. bo.
500 Pathescope Motocamera Chargers, latest type. As
new. List price Is. bd. each, lOd. each, post 2d., or 9s.
per dozen, post free.
Above Chargers loaded with fresh Pathescope film,
3s. 4d. each.

THE CAMERA & GRAMOPHONE CO.
320, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Victoria, S.W.1
{Opposite A’etc Victoria Cinema.) Telephone: Victoria 2977.
Hours of Business : 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. (Monday to Saturday.)

ILLUSTRASCREENS. — Highly Reflective Super

24X36 12/-, 36X48 21/-, 48x48 25/-, 48x60
30/-, 48 X 66 32/- ; all prices are carriage paid ;
any size made to order.

OTION
PICTURES

JXLUSTRA

with

ORDER an Illustrascreen to-day. — 20x30 10/-,
Bargains. —

USE

few more

examples.

5//'/ ■'splendid
The King,”
fllm, making
finish short
to any 16-mra.
show.
10
Super Reels in great variety ; big library
/

to clear ;

ip;/

Lfj!

~

16-mm.

20
25/
30 / "

Films, new

is advised.

400-ft.’s ;

voltages ; gives amazing brilliance.
Illustraphot, complete witli bulb and
reflector ; movies obtainable at f/3.5.
Standard Projector Meclianism, in running
order, fitted arms and f/3.5 lens.
Pathe
Motor,
complete
for home
movie.

with

dual

resistance

Illustralight Outfits for 9-mra. cines";
Ow/ - brighter pictures witliout damage to stills.
‘‘-A Tale of Twm Cities,” 3,000-tt. standard ;
OO/beautiful copy; perfect order.
typ|/ Pathescope with Super Attachment, Hermagis

lens and

travelling-case.

/_ Ernemann Educator (:l5-mm.), gives 8-ft.
1 fj! - picture from any A.C. supply.
GO/- Alotor Driven Projector, tor all voltage.s, with
Ow/Busch" lens and screen,
opr /_ Sub-standard Ifi-mm. Projector, with
OO/motor drive, one only at this price.
QO/
Home Movie with motor drive and screen ;
\j\jr

used

during

Xmas

week

only.

Qpr / Tripod, professional cine with pan movet/O/- ment and tilt ; originally cost £16.
QQ/
Camera,
Williamson. 200-tt.
fjVJl Cinematograph
model, with spare
magazines.
and Devry,
Pathe,
CAMERAS, including BellEnsign
& Howell,
Everything
Movies,stock
phone,of write,
or callin¬
and inspect for
immense
bargains,

Debrie, Williamson,
at amazing prices.

cluding

screens, unlimited,

from

5/-.

ILLUSTR.A enterprises, 159, Wardour St.,
London,

W.l.

Telephone, Gerrard

6889. [4647

• fj -MM.
seriesSpeciality
; reducedFilms
from; standard.
9pr
the first —ofBelow.
a new
“
EIDERS,” showing interesting shots of
VJf

many

Cine

HAROLD

B. ABBOTT

This handbook, specially written for
amateur cinematographers, includes
every aspect of the fascinating hobby
of making motion pictures.
In the preparation of this third edition
a thorough revision has been carried
out. Much additional information has

Pathe single-claw, in first-class
50 i//- Projector,
condition ; screen included.
/_
Kodak
Ifi-mm.,
for all voltages ; as new ;
55/40/-rock-steady projection,

i\jl~

Baby

early order

Chromium-plated Copper Reflector for
photograpliy ; others at various prices.
/ Motor, universal, l/8th h.p. ; others from
l/60th to 1 h.p.
./ Studio Twin Arc. with resistance, all

/i:\L

the

A Handbook on 9.5-mm.
Cinematography

excellent condition.

early types, 60 ft. ; price 5/-, post free.

ATWO-WHEELER novelty,” showing

test of a new car invention, 60 ft. ; price 5/-,
post free ; all films have running titles.

been included, and all important
apparatus
review.

has

been

brought

new

under

The following Table of Contents
indicates the wide range of the book
and the completeness with which the
subject is covered.
THE PRINCIPLES
GRAPHY

OF

CINEMATO¬

BABY CINE "TAKING" APPARATUS
BABY CINE PROJECTING APPARATUS
USING THE CAMERA
THE SUBJECT OF THE PICTURE
PROCESSING AND FINISHING BABY
CINE FILMS
NEGATIVE-POSITIVE
EDITING
MAKING TITLES
TRICKS AND EFFECTS
FAULTS IN "TAKING
"
PROJECTION—
THE SCREEN
PROJECTION— THE HOME CINEMA
FAULTS IN PROJECTING
LIBRARY FILMS AND FILM LIBRA¬
RIES
TAKING THE
ABROAD

B/iiBY CINE

CAMERA

144 pp., size 7i''X4i''. bound in stout
paper cover printed in colours

Price

2/6 net;

by post 2/8

“ rpHE KING,” Trailer for ending your proA gramme,
1/3 post
free.Rd.,
— Steelman’s
Cine¬
matograph
Laboratory,
Meadow
Leeds, H. [4575

SUPER Films (Pathescope) on Hire, 1/- each, from

the long-established library of Messrs. Camera
Craft, Ltd., Palmers Green, N.13. Send P.C. for
particulars.
[0086

Lloyds
offerusual
the following
new
goods,87,bankrupt
approval
terms ; 6250.
Lamb’s
Conduitstock
St.,; W.C.l.
Phone, Holbom
drive, — capacity
400 ft.,
with hand
lens,
Lloyds.
New German
Homecomplete
Projectors,
electric lamp, resistance for all voltages, flex and
plug, in case, 35-mm.,

28

By

[4644

Silver Projection Surfaces, with split rollers and
battens, framed sides, with ingenious stretching
device, assuring a flawless picture area and
maximum brilliance. Rigid but portable ; easily
rolled lor transport after the show.

Movie Projector, complete with rubber
New condition. Cost £6 ISe. £3 15 0

10x15 cm. Goerz Anscbntz, f/4.5 Dogmar. focal-plane
shutter, 3 double slides, F.P. adapter. Perfect £6 19 6
V.P.K. Series III, f/7.9 Kodak, latest model. As new.
List price £2 lOs .
29s. 6d.
41 X 2i la Pocket Kodak, single lens. As new. Cost
£2 78. 6d .
19s. 6d.
4i X 2* Zeiss Ikon Cocarette, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur shutter.
As new. Cost £12 .
£4 19 6

25, 1933

Trade.

List price
37s. 6d.

Pathescope Lux Projector, resi.‘’tance and case. etc.
Shop-soiled only List price £21 10s .
£15 17 6
3Ax2i Ensien Special Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat,
revolving back, 3 slides, F.P. adapter. Latest model. As
new. Cost £12 .
£7 17 6

Photographer.”

J anuary

THIRD
EDITION

Pathescope
I.atest super-attachment
Model Home Movie
Pro¬
jector, with motor,
and dual
resistance ; as new, cost £13/1 ; accept £8/10. —

i-pl. N. & G. Sibyl, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar. 6 slides, in ease.
Perfect order, new condition. Cost £23 os .
£3 19 6
Vest Pocket Kodak, fy4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter.
New condition. Cost £11 15s .
£3 19 6

£3

CINEMATOGRAPH APPARATUS

case ; excellent condition, £14 ; cost £21/10. —
Harry Dickson, Market Place, Cockermouth. [4624

If you don’t see what you want
here, let us know your exact re¬
quirements and we will quote you
specially

ADVERTISEMENTS

Pathescope
latesttravellingmodel,
complete with Lux
motor, Projector,
resistance and

GUARANTEED BARGAINS
AT KNOCK-OUT PRICES!
We offer below
from our large

PHOTOGRAPHER

OUR

DEPOSIT

£2/7/6.

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

[4509
ALL

RISK.

From

all booksellers, or direct from the Publishers :

ILIFFE
Tudor

&

SONS

Dorset

House,

Street,

London,

LTD.
E.C. 4

January

THE

25, 1933

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

CINEMATOGRAPH APPARATUS

LONDON’S
LEADING
DEALERS in
GOOD

Trade.

particulars ofOwners
attractive
service.s
operated
PATHESCOPE
should
obtain
detailedby
Southern Film Exchange, 52, Boundaries Rd.,

SeamcL-Hi

Balham,

London.

Telephone, Battersea 1145.

SUPER Reels, over 500 Pathescope Supers, in¬

cluding every catalogued number, available
for hire, 2/3 3 days, 3/G 7 days ; London’s
leading
Film Library. — Southern Film Exchange,
above.

^^-FT. Films, 8d., 30-ft. 4d. per 7 days ; no
deposit, no fass. — Southern, above.

Watch this column weekly
for London’s Biggest Bar¬
gains in Used Cameras !
^
X 2i Linhof, metal body,
k triple exteuBion, revolving
back, swing front, Carl Zeiss
f/4.5 Tessar lens, Compur
shutter, Distar and Proxar

,

l/l,000tli sec., 8i-in. Bausch
and Lomb f/4.5 Tessar lens,
F.P. holder, leather case.
List price £35. .. . £18 12 6

lenses, 6 plate-holders, filmpack holder, leather case. In
excellent condition £17 12 6

8 X 24

Postcard Sanderson, Beck '
^ f/6 Mutar anastigmat lens,
Automat shutter, speeds 1 to
1/lOOth sec., 3 double plateholders, film-pack holder,
leather case .
£8 17 6
^ Postcard Sanderson, Ensign
k f/6. 8 convertible anastigrrjat

Postcard Newman & Guardia
r Sibyl, Carl Zeiss f/4.6 Tessar
lens, N. & G. slmtter, speeds '
1 to l/lOOth sec., 6 plateholders, leather case £10 10 0
r 31x21
Special Kodak,
k Bausch & Lomb Kodak f/6. 3
anastigmat lens, Velosto shut- '
ter, speeds 1 to l/200th sec.,
brilliant reversible view-finder,
lever focussing adjustment
£4 12 6
r
10 X 16 cm. Ica Maximar,
k double extension, Carl Zeiss
f/4.6 Tessar lens, Compur
shutter, 6 plate-holders, filmpack holder, leather case. In
good condition. List price

.

Zeiss

Deltoris

strap. Maker’s list price
£12 128. New, unused
£9 15 0
mm.

Hensoldt

^ Model B Cine-Kodak, Ko. dak f/3.5 anastigmat lens,
leather case, takes 60 ft, or
100 ft. daylight-loading cin6
film .
£9 10 0
Ensign Super Kinecam, 1 -ink Cinar f/2.6 anastigmat Icnst
revolving turret front, leatlier
case. First-class condition.
List price £45, for £27 10 0
31x21

Ihagee

Auto

Ultrix,

l/250th sec.
dition .

daylight-loading film, spring
motor exposing 60 tt. of film
with one
winding. Good condition .
£24 0 0
^ 36-mm.
Bell &
Howell
I Eyemo, camera takes 100 ft.
of daylight - loading film,
spring motor running 100 ft,

In

lens,
1 to

new con¬
£7 12 6

6x4
A.P.M. Focal-plane>
' self-capping focal-plane shut’
ter, speeds l/lOth to 1/1, 000th
sec., Apem f/4.5 anastigmat
lens, G plate-holders, leather
case. In good condition

£10 12

6

41x31 back,
Adams’GA-in.
Videx,Rose
re,^ volving
Zeiss f/6. 3 convertible Protar
lens, single component llj-in.
focus, 3 double plate-lioldor.s,
leather case .
£9 10 0

in two windings, 2 speeds, 8 '
and 16 exposures per sec.,
47-mm. f/2.6 Cooke anastig¬
mat lens, leather case
£46 0 0

r
41 X 31 No. 3 Special Kodak,
' Kodak f/5.G anastigmat lens,
Kodamatic shutter, speeds
1 to l/250th sec. New condi¬
tion. List price £12 17s. 6d.,
for .
£7 17 6

Guardia

^ Sibyl Vitesse, Ross f/3.6 Xpres
lens, N. & O. shutter, speeds
2 to l/160th sec., 3 double

’

plate-holders, film-pack holder,
leather case. In excellent con¬
dition. List price £32, for
£17 12 6 .
^ 3}x2i Sands Hunter Unik versal, teak body, revolving
back, double extension, 4-in.
Ross f/6.6 combinable lens, '
single lenses 7-in. focus,
Lukos shutter, speeds I to
l/300th sec., 3 double plate- ,
holders, film-pack holder,
leather case. IJst price £25,
for .
£12 10 0

wr 41x31
Tbornton-Pickard
k Ruby Reflex, revolving back,
quick-wind self-capping focalplane shutter, Xenar f/4.5
anastigmat lens, 6 plateholders .
£5 12 6
p. 6 X 13 Heidoscope Changing
k Box, takes 12 plates. In new
condition. Cost £11 128. Cd.
£4 4 0
p. 45 X 107 Heidoscope Cbangk ing Box, for 12 plates. Cost
£10 .
£3 3 0
^
Mahogany Pedestal Stereok scope, takes 50 46x 107 mm,
transparencies. Cost £10 103.
£4 4 0

Any Camera sent on 7 days' approval against deposit to vaiue

“American

Annual

of Photography.”

1933

Profusely

illustrated,

edition.

SANDS

CAN

10-in. f/5.6 Dallon

and

Eschang©
to inspect

all genuine.”

Telephoto

Editor, "The
Anastigmat,
latestCamera.”
pattern,

iris
focussing
mount, Unsoiled.
with bayonet Recently
fitting to inten'hange
Folding
reflex.
cost £Q

on
• ]N.
*7 &• G.
0

costs £15 23. 6d .
*
Postcard Popular Pressman Reflex, Cooke Butcher f/4.5 anastigmat,
rising front, hood and sky shade, rack focus, focal-plane shutter, all
speeds to l/l,0O0th and time, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, CIO*
17 •

CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; stand¬
PATHESCOPE
Projector,
£13 ;
Home Movie Lux
Projector,
65/- complete,
; Hand-turned

ard only ; lists free ; sample 1/-. — Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytoastone, E.ll.
[3523

Baby Cine, 25/- ; Coronet, 30/- ; Supers, 14/6 ;
60-ft.’s, 3/- ; 30-ft. ’s, 1/3. — Amateur Cine Service,
50a, Widmore Rd., Bromley. Ravensbourne 1926.
[4638

I EXCHANGE

AND

WANTED

Y^^ANTBD.
— 5-pl. Horizontal
Electric Easel,
Enlarger,
TT
all movements;
15X12 Enlarging
all
movements. — Box 5840, e/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[4583
1\/ ANTED. — Bolex Model D, with resistance 230
TT

volts;

16-mm.

and

Pathe

S.B.

Films;

Kingston-Wearite Home Recorder, sell £2. — Hilson
29, Upper St. James’s St., Brighton.
[4596
“l/l/HITE
ELEPHANT”
wanted for cash!
TT
i-pl. Folding Autographic Kodak Special,
with f/4.5 lens, combination back and accessories
(range-finder optional) ; equivalent roll-film camera,
with plate back (or postcard size) considered ;
useless unless perfect condition ; full particulars
only ; London area. — Box 5852, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[4597
Vf/ANTED. — Leica, must be Model 2, state
TT aperture and accessories ; best cash offer
accepted. — Linder, St. Just, Buckhurst Hill, Essex.

Exchange. — I-pl. Pressman Reflex, f/4.5, for
also Telephoto
about3 to
14 4in.in.
; focus,
must
WANTED.
— Wide-anglelens,Lens,
be perfect condition ; full particulars. — Box 5897,

Postcard, Compur, plate, double extension. —
Streets, Broughton, Brigg.
[4616
[4608

c/o “ The Amateur

Photographer.”

[4617

W 'ANTED. — All or part set of supplementary

lenses for Rolleiflex 2Jx21. — Matheson, Up¬
land, Callington, Cornwall.
[4619

WANTED. — Model 5 Victor Cine Camera, with

i . ur
. 3i Tessar
* i f/6.
21x2icase.
Square
Watch
Pocket
Roll Film Icarette, Zeiss
.
new
tofinder,
Equal
leather
lens,
speeded shutter,
also wire-frame finder £3 • 1ft • 0
.
. o f/4.5
o Zeiss
.
as new
Good Roll
X 2J Zeiss Ikon
Film
Pocket Cocarette, Carl
and back-sight.
Tessar lens, latest Compur shutter, with delayed action, 1 to l/250th
sec., T. and B.. lever focus, U-stirrup front, brilliant £^ * 1R * 0
finder, also wire-frame finder, back-sight. Unsoiled
*
Ross 15-in. Teleros Telephoto Lens f/5.6, latest pattern, black
Magnaliuin special iris focussing mount. Unsoiled. CjO*
17' 0
Recently cost £18 los .
i-pl. Butcher Coronet Enlarger, best model, with chain and sprocket
rack gear focus, long extension front, Aldis f/7.7 anastigmat objective,
Si-in. condenser, mechanical rack rise and fall, negative carrier,
large rossian-iron light-chamber, adjustable, suit £g * 17 * 0
any4i illumlnant.
Equal
new Tenax,
.
*
X 6 Goerz Vest
Pocket
Goerz Series III f./6.8 Dagor
lens,
Compound 6 shutter,
1 to adapter
l/250tli and
sec.case.
and time,
finder, fine
focussing,
slides, F.P.
Equaldirect
£4:4:
0
new .
i-pl. T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex. T.-P. Cooke f/4.5 anastigmat, rising
front, hood and sky shade, revolving back, quick-wind self-capping
F.P.
adaptersliutter,
and leather
case. Nice
condition..
focal-plane
auto, stop-plate
1/lOth
to 1/1, 000th
6 slides,
£7 sec.,
: 18
: 6
Ansco Electric Printing-Box, sizes up to 7 x 5. spring pressure
automatic
exposure,
mahogany
finish, complete
lamp
red pilot lamp,
flex and
plug extensions.
New with
£1 :
10
condition

top,
and
:
0

.

Carl Zeiss 40-cm. 16-in. f '8.3 Tele Tessar Telephoto Lens, latest
pattern , fitted Compound
sector fully-speeded £ 1 Q ♦ 1 ft • 0
shutter. New condition .
16-mm. Kodascope Model A Cine Projector, improved model for
260-watt direct lighting, complete with 2-in. projection lens, motor
drive with speed regulation control, ammeter, still-picture device,
gear rewind — adaiitable for Kodacolor — including separate adjust¬
able resistance to 250 volts and strong travelling
*0*0
case. Practically unsoiled .
J-pl. Graflex Reflex, best revolving back model, fitted latest GJ-in.
Cooke
f/3.5 anastigmat,
and sky and
shade,
rack focus,
sion, double
slides, also hood
F.P. adapter
superior
£90 long
* 0exten¬
* 0
leather case. New condition. Cost £40 .
’
4i X 6 Vest Pocket Dallmeyer Speed, latest pattern, Dallmeyer f/2.9
Pentac lens, self-capping focal-plane shutter, l/8th to 1/l.OOUth sec,,
T. and B., antinous release, direct frame finder, 3 double book-form
slides, F.P. adapter, de luxe velvet-lined solid leather CIO*
17*0
case. New condition .
3i X 2i Reitzschel Folding Pocket, latest f/6.3 Reitzschel aiustigmat.
Compur shutter, radial focus, U-stiri^p front, fine adjustment rise,
finder and level, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather £0 *3*0
case. New condition .
Stereo Panoramic 10x15 cm. and Postcard
Anschutz, pair Series TIT f/6. 8 Goerz Dagora,

*
Tropical Model Goerz
coupled iris focussing

mounts, rising front, push-over panoram movement, quick-wind
Press model, focal-plane shutter and time valve, speeds 5 to 1/1, 000th
sec. and F.P.
time,adapter
direct-nsion
finder, magnifier
back-sight,
double
slides,
and leather
case. Equal
£|2* 3 17’
0
new

.

or without lens. — Johnson, 28, Denmark Rd.
Southport.
[4623

Ross 13-in. 1/6.8 Telecentric Telephoto Lens, specially fitted m
Compound shutter, with screw-in lens hood and £0 •17*0
leather case. Equal new .

1-PLATE T.-P. Duplex Reflex, must be recent
4 model, without lens, preferred. — Thorne, 4,
Ridley Place, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
[4625

i-pl, Adams’ de
Convertible Protar,
plates or cut films,
Identoscope finder,

WANTED. — Enlarger, electric, exchange Ecko

Luxe, triple ex. rack, Zeiss Patent Series Vila
6}-iu., 9-in. and ll^in. foci, ‘2-way rising fronts.
leather
. £7 ; 18for: 12
6
showingcase.
rise, Nice
back condition.
screen, changing-box

Eliminator and Supremus A.C. T. charger,
value £4. — -Nicholson, Armitage House, Burton Rd.,
Leeds H.
[4626

3i X 24 Goerz C.D.V. Pocket Tenax, Goerz f/6. 8 Dagor lens, Com¬
fine focussing,
direct case.
finder,Equal
magnifier
3pound
doubleshutter,
slides, F.P.
adapter, leather
£0 back-sights,
*13*0

Exchange.— 31 X 2i Roll Film carbine No. 6,

3i Xadjustable
21 No. 1 Autographic
Pocket
B.B.
shutter, focussing,

Aldis f/4.5 in Compur, for 31x21 Double
Extension Plate, with f/4.5 or larger ; cash
adjustment. — 44, Pym St., Nottingham.
[4629

LEICA or Contax wanted ; exchange latest new

Ikonta 520, 16 exposures on 31x21 film,
Tessar f/4.5, Compur, cash adjustment. — BM/BRCN,
London, W.C.l.
[4639

PATHESCOPE Projectors and Accessories pur¬

.

•
Kodak Junior,
4vith •R.R.
infinity
lock, £1
17 lens,
* 0

’ ”
* **
i-pl. Shew Alumininm Bound Folding Xit, Dallmeyer No.
2 Series
etc. Equal new .
II f/6 Stigmatic lens, Goerz sector shutter, i to l/160th sec., vertical
and horizontal
rising front's,
double extension,
back
and side swing,
3 aluminium-bound
Shew fine
Xitadjustment,
£0 * 1 ftswing
* 0
'^ *
*
new .
Equal improved
case.Reflex,
leatherSoho
slides,
double
Postcard
Marion
model, milled-head quickwind focal-plane shutter, all speeds to l/700th sec. and time, latest
Ross GJ-in. f/4.5 Xpres lens, 2-way rising front, rack long ex., 3 best
double book-form slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. £0(1 *0*0

Equal

chased ; best cash prices. — Southern Film Ex¬
change, 52. Boundaries Rd., Balham, London. [0078

&

new

new.

^

Cost £46 .

^

Any of the above may be had by arrangement on five days' approval. ^ If
no ledger ajc deposit to value is requested.
Latest lists free on application.
Virt
N.B. — High-class Apparatus Purchased for Cash, taken in Exchange
or Sold on Commission. Approx. Valuations free. Call or write.

iitniiion ©awfraCfxcljangt

ENLARGERsI

€o.. ITimittG.

NOTH

1-PLATE (with 3^x2^ adapter) Amplus Vertical
4 Enlarger, f/6. 3 lens, condenser, special masking
carrier, fitted gas complete, unscratched ; cost

37 BEDFORD ST STRAND
LONDON, WC 2.
you

Dallmeyer

are too numeroos,

country customers ; real service after purchase ;
illastrated catalogue free with pleasure. — Southern
FHm Exchange, above.
[0079

LANTERNS

HUNTER&eC^

They

9 ' 12*
i-pl. Voi^lander
Voigtlander f/4.5
Avus Skopar
Rack Double
Ex. Pocket,
model,
latest
anastigmat,
Compur improved
shutter,
U-stirrup front, fine adjustment rise and cross, finder and level, also
wire-frame finder and back-sight, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and leather
case. Outfit barely soiled. New
equivalent £Q • 1 7 • 0

Trade.

up-to-date

articles. The best of the annuals. Who’s Who
in Pictorial Photography.Cloth cover 15/-, paper cover 10/- ; postage in
U.K. 9d.

the lot.

Pathescope
Apparatus,
Accessories
and depart¬
Films
freshly stocked.
Special
post order
ment extends prompt interested attention to

Dialyt

' Prism Binocular, central screw
focussing. Interocular adjust¬
ment, weight 30 ox., leather
case with sling strap £6 12 6

^ Carl Zeiss f/4.6 Tessar
Compur shutter, speeds

over £‘20, for _
£11 16 O'
^ 35-mm.DeVry Cine Camera,
k 2-in. Dallraeyer f/3.5 Dalmac
lens, camera takes 100 ft. of

&

mm.

r Prism Binocular, eyecup focus¬
sing, interocular adjustment,
weight 20 o/,., brown leather
case with shoulder sling

6 -38

lens, Koilos shutter, speeds 1 "
to l/300th sec., 3 double plateholders, leather case £3 7 6

31 X 21 Newman

^
5x4 Kodak Telegraflex, re» volving back, focal-plane
shutter, speeds 1/lOth to

" We kept oar promise and visited the London Camera
to see the originals of the testimonials. We had not time

£7/5 ; accept £4 ; must sell. — Box 5853, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[4598

DEAL

IN PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

ADDRESS

:

No. 2, POULTRY,
Telegrams:

CHEAPSIDE,

*' Loncamerex,

Stock,

I-ondon."

LONDON,
Phone:

E.C.2

Central

8691

One minute from the Banket England and Stock Exchange*

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

29

THE

AMATEUR

LANTERNS

The^AKRISKOP’
Focussing

PHOTOGRAPHER

&

ADVERTISEMENTS

ENLARGERS

SOCIETIES’

f/8 lena : as new ; bargain, £3/18/6. —
Box .6908, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [4643

will enable you to obtain abso¬
lutely critically sharp enlarge¬
ments from your small negatives.
This ia accomplished by inter¬
cepting a beam of light passing
from the lens of the enlarger to
the baseboard or easel, and
adjusting the focus until the
actual silver grains of the

SANDS

HUNTER

37, BEDFORD

STREET,

&

STRAND,

CO.

Isf and 3rd Thursdwjs Annual Subscription 10/S.
Application for Membership to
Hon. Secretary: H. E. hard, Normanhurvt,
Holwood Read.

VERTICAL and Horizontal for every size

negative, from Leica to 12X10. Condensers,
diffused
or RS
mercury vapour illumination ; semi¬
J^NLARGE
automatic
or automatic focussing.

LTD.

LONDON,

W.C.2

At

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

J. Birmingham,
LANCASTER 1.& Telephone,
SON, LTD.,Central
87, 425.5.
Parade.
CTLEARANCE
List ofParade,
shop-soiled
Enlargers,
y post free. — Sale
Lancaster,
Birmingham,
ITINLARGERS. — List of parts for own [0082
conBirmingham.

‘DREM’

U

struction

;

postage

2d. — Lancaster,

Parade,

CLUB

“ NOW
Fellow. They

30/-

Architectural Photography. — There are one

In leather case.

or two vacancies in the Architectural
Postal Photographic Society for enthusiastic
photographers, interested in Architectural Work,
Pictorial, Record, Survey, 3 circulating portfolios ;
subscription 5/- per annum ; full particulars from —
Stanley Hall, 93, Hall Rd., Handsworth, Birmingham.

From all Photographic Dealers or
DREM PRODUCTS LIMITED
37, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.2

MISCELLANEOUS

3/-,

POST

HERMER,

— Shore View, Hythe, Hants.

A

weekly

that no breeder
without.

can

I I

[4604

[4632

Lot, “Amateur
Photographer,” complete
March 5, 1924-July 2nd, 1928, inclasive,

HOW to Frame Pictures, complete Guide and List ;

finest Range of Picture Mouldings in the
World ; post free, 3d. — Watkins Provider, Exchange
Works, Newport, Mon.
[3610

do

“ Cage

me

FREE

Birds ”

specimen

copy

- Full Particulars Free CITY SALE & EXCHANGE (1929)
LTD.
59, CHEAPSIDE, E.C.2

** The Amateur Photographer.”

”The

Amateur

Photographer.”

INTERMEDIATE

26A/33

COMPETITION

This Coupon to be affixed t-o back of print.
Available till Tuesday. January 3l5t.

26/1/38

COMPETl’TION

This Coupon to be afhxed to back of^rint.
Available till Tuesday, January 31et.

CtlTY PHOTO WORKS. — World-famous “ Blue
/

Label

”

series

of first quality

British

Papers,

Postcards, Chemicals, Mounts, Wallets, Folders,
also Plates, ortliochromatic, isochromatic ; uniform
quality ; absolutely dependable material.

'

*‘The Amateur

C'lITY PHOTO WORKS.— Tlie original 22 years'

largest selection in the trade ; write now, you
may learn something to your advantage. — City
Photo Works, 119, Eastbourne Rd., Southport. [0002

THE PUBLISHER. “ CAGE BIRDS.”
CARMELITE ST., LONDON, E.C.4

BE

WISE

IIN

Films excepted.

TIME—VSE

OUR

DEPOSIT

26/1/83

CRITICISM

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Wednesday following dateiOf issue.

” The Amateur Photographer.”

KAMY,
ltd.,best28, photographic
Bunhill Row.materials,
London, recom¬
E.C.l,
supplies
mends a good trial and allows 10 per cent reduction

on first sample order.

Photographer.”

PRINT

y established firm ; thousands of satisfied
customers ; 3J x 2* Gaslight Paper, 2/6 gross,
samples tree.

.

CITY PHOTO WORKS. — Big Catalogue Free ;

30

2S/1/38

ADVANCED
WORKERS’
COMPETITION
This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
A\ailable till Tuesday, January 31st.

BEGINNERS’

NAME
ADDRESS

N.8

THE CHEAPEST
BUT
MOST
EFFICIENT.

” The Amateur Photographer.”

of |

A.P.

at

Lane, London,

MATERIALS

below in unsealed envelope bearing .jd.
stamp.

send

OfiQces now

THE SALEX LIBRARY OF

ONLY
THE

Trade.

Please

Order

92, Tottenham

” FANSIS THAT
by “RATHE
FILMS
NUI
A ODCC n bUPLR

£1 weekly easily earned.
Riclifoitl,
9,;
A MONEY-MAKING
Agency— R.offered,
spareLtd.,
time
Snow Hill, London.
[4021

out this coupon and post to address

I

FREE.

Trade.

Published every Friday. Price 2d.
IJ

Where

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

indices ; “ Kodak Magazine,” complete, 1923-1926,
inclusive ; good condition. — Box 5912, e/o " The
Amateur Photographer.”
[4649

Useful articles for beginners and old
hands. Free advice and help by
experts, and the fullest, promptest
reporting of all shows are some of
the features of this popular journal.

”

Your Flira Developed, autJ i Velox glared priut ni»de from each
Detrative : V.P. nod x ?Jf, 8 expoeureB, 1/2. No. IIA (21 x 41)
1/6,
1/3,
1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- \ doxen, Superior
Postcard EnUrgemenU. 4'- dozen, 2/9 t dozen.
2/6
dozen, 1/6 t dozen, 61 x 4? enlar^'emeiitB. 2/- 20 x 16. 16 x 12 1/9,
12 y iu 1'3. 10x8 1'-. 84 * 61 9d.. 61 x 4J 6d.
PROMPT DISPATCB OF ALL ORDERS.
Sizes Dp to 12 X 10 glazed, uidess otherwiee orUervd. All above
post paid except class negatives, wlien 3d. extra must be added.
Kvery satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE & CAMPION. 122. East Park Road. LEICESTER.

26/6. — Baker, 46,
CONSTRUMENTS
" 100Islington
” Outfit,Rd.,
new Southville,
Christmas,
Bristol.
[4602
Quantity
Chemical
Apparatus,
£3,
or
in
lots
:
4-draw Tripod,
5/; number
of
Chemical
and Medical Books, cheap ; full details on request.
\i\'
X\fl

AT

really do agree.

ij 02. 1/6, make from now 480 prir.ts or negatives ;

4 02.

nUnCLU

IS THE LEADING JOURNAL
FOR BIRD LOVERS

Married!

ANNOUNCEMENTS

QOUTH
LONDON
PHOTOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY,
lO Headquarters
and Dark-room,
Central
Library, Peckham
Rd., S.E. Camberv’ell
Ordinary
meeting.s, Mondays, 8 p.m. ; Kine Group Meetings,
alternate Wednesdays, 8 p.m., commencing January
18th ; the Society’s club year has just commenced. —
Hon. Secretary. Mr. R. J. Smith, 29, Talfourd
Place, S.E.15.
[4498

One glance through the DREMOSCOP ’* suffices to see what
exposure to give at any lens
aperture when using films or
iilates of any speed in daylight
or artiheial light.

Successfully

Hypo goes ' Nowat ’ should follow. Proof given of the
after-effects of ‘ Nowat ’ 2 minutes hypo eliminator,

S.

This new “ Drem ” Exposure
Meter is smaller than previous
models, being only 3 in. long.
The metal parts are chrominm
plated. The scales are untamish'able.

last. Hypo

Is the Lucky

ExposureMeter

PRICE

and CLUBS’

BROMLEY (KENT) CAMERA CLUB,
Literary Institute, Widmore Road.

negative are seen in the “ Akriscop." Nothing can be more
critical than this.

Price £2:17:6

1933

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Trade.

ANCASTER

25,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Ensign J-pl. King Enlarger, 5I-in. condenser,
Boots
Enlarger,£3. fitted
Salex 4-pl.
easel ;Horizontal
good condition,
— 284, gas,
8t.
Vincent St., Ladywood, Birmingham.
[46^

Magnifier

January

[0044

SYSTEM.

ENQUIRY

COUPON

This Coupon to be forwarded with the question.
Available till W'ednesday following date of issue.

25/1/33

January

THE

25, 1933

AMATEUR

■I THERE'S NO
NEED TO MAKE
PHOTOGRAPHY
AN EXPENSIVE
HOBBY
Use-

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

and save
as you
spend...

-

Fvery Hem post paid.
C.O.D. fees extra.
Granville Products are
fully guaranteed.

Granville de Luxe Papers.

K
ALTON,
Bristol,
150, Victoria
St. ACallers
new
depot for
South-Western
England.
welcomed.
Prices less
postage to callers.
K ALTON,
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
121, Scotswood Rd.
9 to 7 Manchester,
; Wednesday,
; pleaseRd.
call. Hours,
K ALTON,
99, 1London,
K ALTON,
Send forLondon,
price list,61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harborne.
K ALTON,
7, Albany
9 to 7 ; Leeds,
Wednesday,
1 ; please
call. Hours,
K ALTON,
38, Bridge
End.
K ALTON,
Glasgow,
409
h
Argyle
St.
Prices less
postage to callers.
and cream,
velvet and Doublematt, weight,
i-pl. 3/6
Ksheets;
ALTON
Chloro-bromide
white72
1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-; 12x10

H.D.

100, 250, 350, 650, and Special Ortho
H.D. 425.
3ix2i 1 Doz. .. 1/3 6ix4J IDoz. .3/9
41x31 „
.. 1/10 81x6i i „ ..3/9
51x31 „
.. 2 10

Granville de Luxe Postcards.

m

m

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.
20 1/-, 50 1/9, 100 3/., 500 13/6,

Granville Semitone.
Glossy, Velvet, Matt m
; White and Cream ; ChloroBromide ; Double-weight tbiclcness.
Sheets.
Sheets.
m
41x31 144 .. 4/6
81x61 72 .. 8/6
51x31 144 .. 6/2
10 x 8 36 .. 6/6
6ix4j 72 .. 5/12x10 36 .. »/9

NEW

ELECTROPHOT
EXPOSURE
METER, photo-electric,
stillF or movies, dead accurate, self-generatine, no bat-

ENSIGN^NEW
fflNECAM moimt.
18-inm.' CAMEEA,'
si>4ed
anas*tigmat, focussing
new
normal,
half*speed,
slow-motion. title crank, SO-ft, or 100-ft. capacity, real
hide case. World's flne^. Only .
£18 18 0
NEW
RHAMSTINE
EDITOR
DE LUXE, professional pro¬
jection motion, distance prism viewer, rotary illuminated
shutter, mitre cutter, scraper, splicer, three-tone silver.
Very latest .
£18 18 0
ENSIGN NEW
AUTOMATIC
PROJECTOR,
SuperUte f/1.5,
KlO-watt. direct fine illumination, entirely automatic,
motor, resistance, case, complete (lens listed £5 .^s. alone),
finest obtainable. Film hire 1/3 40n ft. Onlv £17 10 0
NEW

VICTOR

VISUAL

matt, normal,
extra vigorous,
single¬
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Bromide,
glossy, velvet,
weight and double-weight ; 20 x 16 6/3 dozen ;
15X12 4/3; 12X10 7/3 36 sheets, 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/- 5/9 gross ;
J-pl. 3/6, 41x2i 3/6, 31x2} 2/6 gross, 12 gross
21/6.

K ALTON Gasliglit, single-weight and double¬

weight, normal, vigorous ; same prices as
Bromide advertisement above, except i-pL, 6/6 gross.
IZ ALTON “ Kaltona ” Cream Smooth and Rough,
iV double-weight vigorous, 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets ;
10x8 5/- ; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
2/- gro.S3,
12-gro3S
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots “ 20/-.
Xlnt ” 3}x2i glossy,
K ALTON
Paper,2/6 11x2},
3}X2} Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
gross; 1/6
4}x2|gross
and ;
}-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; }-pl. 2/- 36 sheds,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

CAMERA,

K ALTON Self-toning Postcards, glossy, matt and
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; i-pL,
5/-,
K
ALTON
}-pI., 9/9
4 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
backed 5/9 ; 3}x2}, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9 ;
Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

K
ALTON
Roll 9/-Films,
quality,8 exposures,
11x2}, 8
exposures,
dozen first
; 3}x2.},
9/- dozen, 6 exposures, 7/-; 2}x4i 11/6, 3}x4i
.

18/-.; 5}x3.1 21/-.

K ALTON
Film; }-pl.,
Packs, 3 H.packs& D.8/6. 350. 3}x2}, 3
packs 5/3
5/-,
16/6
gross
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;
K
ALTON Flat Films,; H.Postcard.
& D. 600,4 i-pl.,
}-pl. 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pL, 2 dozen 11/-.
|,^ALTON Chemicals, bottled : Amidol, 1/2 oz. ;
iV Metol, 1/4; Hydrokinone, lOd. ; Pyro, 1/-.

latest f/2.9. visual

years' guarantee.£60
World's
0 0

ZEISS IKON
NEW
IKONTA
ROLL
FILM, self-erecting,
compact, 16 on 3i 2i 1- spool, fits vest pocket easily,
f/6.3, 3-speed. £4 10 0. F/4.5, 3-speed. £6 0 0. F/4.5,
Compur. £8 2 6. Tessar f/3.5. Corapur, £12 5 0.
VICTOR HI-POWER
16-mm. PROJECTOR. Superlite f/1.5.
400-watt, new 2-in. diameter condensers (passing tremen¬
dous light), reflectors, direct drive motor, no belts, gears
or chains, super 8-teetb film contact, automatic film
trap (cuts off projection if iucorrectly running). 4-way
rewind — rewind by hand, rewind by motor, rewind one
film whilst projecting another, fan cooled, car gear clutch
starting,

giring

fonrard.

still, reverse,

all gold-flecked

bronze, chromium fittings, complete in " ready for action "
brown russet leather case. World's finest projector
£80 0 0
ENSIGN ROLL FILM PLATE CARBINE. 31 ' 2i, latest, new
f;4.5, 1 to 1/lUOth sec., T. and B., radial focussing, rising
and cross, brilliant wire-finder, slides. Verv latest.
Onlv .
£6 10 0
CINE TRIPOD. ENSIGN
LATEST, Thalhammer type, re¬
volving, panning, swing, tilting, rock-steady, locking
legs, rubber and point dual lege. Fine.st obtainable.
Only .
£7 10 0

K ALTON Postcards, bromide and gaslight, first

Lantern

16-mm.

focussing, turret head, m’uJti speeds, title crank, audible
footage, new Tele finder, visual footage, finder, level,
all
gold-flecked
bronze. Two
finest.
Only .

All Surfaces ; Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous and
quality, all surfaces ; vigorous, 3/- 100,
Normal.
1/9 50.
i Sheets.
ALTON Self-toning Collodion, 34x2} glossy,
3ix2i Gross .. 2/9
144 .. 7/9
IV 3/- gross ; }-pl. matt and cream, 4/-.
4|x2J ..
.. 3/7 8ix6i 72 .. 7/4
4ix3J
.. 4/- 10x8 36 .. 5/6
matt cream, 4/- 100, 32/0 1,000.
5ix3i
.. 5/4 12x10
36 .. 8/4
n

Granville Unsurpassed Plates.

BES
THE T WORLD’S
APPARATUS

Trade,

7/3, 3/- dozen.

fucts

!

MATERIALS

WANTED
Apparatus in Exchange for Latest New
AD makes supplied immediately.

Models.

i-pl. Gluntz Pocket, Xenar f/4.5, Compur, double ex. £3 17
i-pl. Zeiss Ernemann Tropical Press, f/4.5. As new £14 14

6
0

3i X 2i Tr
Ca
R.
Ald
f/4
3sp
..
is
.,
5
PatbescopeopicCamerarbinf/3.5. Fhand
crank
ee
e Ultra speed. As . new .
d.
Zeiss Bobette alR.F., f/2

6
8
6

. £2 17
£1 19
£6 17

i-pl. Ensign Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, self-capping £7
i-pl. Ensign R.F., Goerz f/6.8, Compur. Bargain £2
9-in. Dallmeyer Dallon f/5.6 Telephoto, suit reflex. £5
3i X 2i Bebe Pocket, Tessar f/4.5, Compur, slides £4
3i X 2A Certo Plate, f/6.8, 3-speed, double ex. As new £1
i-pl. Klimax, f/6.8, 1 to 1 '300th, double ex. Bargain £2
3i - 2i Zeiss Cocarette R.F., f, 6.3, 3-speed. As new £1
i-pl. Deckrullo Press, Tessar f/4.5, focal-plane.... £7
i-pL Sanderson, Gfierz f 0.8, 1 to l/150th .
£3
16-mm. Eodascope C Projector, motor resistance.. £7
P.C. KUto, Ross Homocentric f/6.3, 1 to l/300th. £3
3i X 2i Zeiss PalmOS Press, Tessar f/4..5. D. slides. . £7
i-pl. Ensign Folding Compact Reflex, Cooke f/4.5. . £8
3i X 2i T.-P. Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5. compact .
£5
45 X 107 Voigtlander, Heliars f/4.5, Compurs. As new £7
Patbescope Lux, motor, resistance, case. New.. £14

15
2
17
19
17
15
19
7
17
10
19
10
17
5
10
14

0
0
6
6
6
0
6
0
6
0
6
0
6
0
0
0

3ix2i Enolde Focussing R.F., f/4.5, 3-speed, case. £2 15 0
i-pl. Nagel Plate Pocket, Nagel f/4.5, Compur. . . £5 17 6
34x2* Zeiss Ideal, Tessar f/4.5, delayed Compur £9 17 6
Eiilleifiex, Tessar f/4.5, new Corapur, last one. As new £917 6
lo
n
f/5 34 X 2} Zeiss Ernemann Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.d £12 12 0
.6
laTeKodak Roll Film, f/6.3, 3-speed, autographic. As new £2 5 0
le
15 1/.. 50 2/.. 100 3/6, 500 16/-..
3ix2i
ph Carbine R.F. Plate, Aldis f/6.3, Compur. £4 17 6
ot
o.
6
£2 12
A. ca
F
£/
Ca
Sn
3i X 24 Da Cos
.
6, .r.
,
t
se
me
ap
l
£C2
6
. £1 19
ba
fr/a 9. Fi
Co lme
9
sh lat
a0m
Gaslight, Amidol, M.Q., Pyro, Gold Toning.
-m
3.,
ne
ro y
rg
ot es
e£r8
m.
ne er
ai
t
a
Acid Fixing, Semitone. Box of 6 packets, 1/3.
1
t
n.
, P7
6
£6 17
Co
f/
Ze
Co
Ze
ila 6
4
mp R
mp A
3 0
£3
ne
Co..5
f/iss
Alte
2i pl.X 2i iCsas
GRANVILLE Cut Films, Mounts, Chemicals,
ac.F.
ur s
4.
di,
rb
5 dozen 12/-.
w
mp,
..
3i • 2i Sohoine R.F.,t ,f/0.3, s1/lOth5, to 1/lOOth
.
£2 5 0
Tissue, Mountant. Sepia Toner, P.O.P., Glazing
ur
.
.
16-mm. Ensign Luxe Projector, 250-watt.
As new
£34 10 0
.
Solution, Self-toning, etc., etc.
normal and contrasty, 50 1/6, 100 2/9, 500 11/-,
3ix2i Roth R.F., f/4.5, delayed-action, 3-speed.. £2 9 6
i-pl. T.-P. de Luxe Reflex, Cooke f/3.5, revolving back £12 12 0
1,000 19/- ; Commercial Postcards, 1/9 100, 14/Fotet R.F., f/3.5 Speed, new Corapur, 16 on V.P. . . £4 17 6
per 1,000.
34 X 2i N. & G. Folding Reflex, f/4.5. Beauty. . . . £29 19 0
Kolibri Roll Film, Tessar f/3.5, new Compur, case. .. . £7 10 0
normal and vigorous, 6x4}, 3/6 per gross ;
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5, latest swing front, etc .
£8 17 6
V.P. Goerz R.F. , Dogrnar f/4.5, Compur. Fine outfit £4 17 6
Irpl., 4/- per gross ; whole-plate, 7/6 per gross. —
16-mm. Ensign Turret Camera, f/2.6, multi-speeds £29 10 0
Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
[0025
V.P. N. & G. Roll Film, Tessar f/4.5. silent shutter £6 17 6
i-pl. T.-P. Field, R.R., roller-blind, triple ex., slides £1 19 6
i-i-l. Mentor Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, D. slides .
£6 17 6
etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
P.C. Ensign R.F. Plate, f/6.3, 1 to 1/loOth. As new £2 5 0
UEArvilN GTON
SRA
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
16-mm. Kodak Camera, f/3.5, 50 or 100 ft .
£8 17 6
mingham.
5x4
Goerz
Folding
Anschutz
Reflex,
f/4.5.
D.
slides
£8
17 6
Telegrams : ** Granville, Leamington.*’
Phone 847.
Ko
Microscope, 3 eyepieces, all in case complete .
£2 17 6
da
k
Filters,
Slides,
F.P.A’.s,
Cases,
etc.
Large
purchase.
Write.
C
ous and normal ; all surfaces ; First
quality,
I
LONDON BRANCH :
BIRMINGHAM
BRANCH
:
am
5-in. Kodak RJF*. Tank, 14/6 : Pathe 9-mm. Tank. £2 5 0
er
a, 2/- 100.
Cine Projector Table Stands, instant tilt, swing. ... £1 17 6
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality,En 1/3 50,
174, Corporation Street.
f/
si
I 67 & 58, Chancery Lane, W.C.2.
9-mm. Alescope Projector, extra resistance, Patlie type £1 19 6
1.
gn
9S
Pr
pe
3ix2i Kodak, self-erecting, f/7.7, 3-speed. Perfect £15
0
normal, all surfaces, 3} x 2} 1 /3 oj 72 sheets,
ed
central 3482.
ec
.
Chancery 8637.
t
A
ilSsTs}
o
2/- gross ; 4}x2} and }-pl. 1/9, 3/- gross r, ; }-pl.s n
l
li [0026 ew
1/9 36, whole-plate 2/9 36.
.
o. ..
wa
tt
£1
,co
2 5 Days’ Approval. Fart Exchange. Film Libraries.
12
m
3/6 100. — Harrowven’s, 224, King St.. Norwich. pl
e
0
I
[0035 te
..
.£9
17
USE
OUR
DEPOSIT
SYSTEM
AND
AVOID
ALL
RISK. 6

Granville Semitone Postcards.
Granville Developers.

Da

post paid Hadleigh,
; satisfaction
catalogue
ATTWOOD,
Essex.guaranteed
— Reliable ; Materials,
[0009
free.
350 and 600
& D. ; Postcards,
2/- dozen,
ATTWOOD
FlatH. Films,
superfine quality.
—
6 dozen 10/- ; }-pl., 2/3 dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.
600 H. & Plates,
D. ; }-pl.,
1/9 dozen,
ATTWOOD
superfine
quality.6 —dozen
300 8/-and;
Postcard, 21- dozen, 6 dozen 11/- ; }-pl., 2/9 dozen,
ll

me

ye

rD
al

ATTWOOD Acme Postcards. Bromide and Gaslight,

SEND

FOR

FREE

LIST.

ATTWOOD Bromide Paper, glossy, satin, matt,

BURT’S for all Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,

BURT’S Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬
BURT’S Gaslight and Bromide Paper, vigorous and

FULL

STOCKS

AT

BRANCHES

ILLINGWORTH’S Gaslight or Bromide Postcards,

EDWIN

GORSE

blac'kburn.'^'*'
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ACCESSORIES

Trade.

Trade.

ENLARGEMENTS
Tra de.

Enlargements
Quality,
Postcard
Printing,
etc. ; price listof tree.
— Slater,
Sawtry,
Peter¬

borough.
[4423
1 /O DOZEN. lOd. 6. 6d. 3, 3d. 1.— Full-size

Postcards from small film or plate, re¬

25,

1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

MATERIALS

IQQQ- — Decide on Quality, but pay less;
Super Gaslight, 3ix2i, 1/8 gross;
4ix2i 2/6 gross (12 gross or above) ; .Sample
gross 2/- and 2/9, post paid ; D. & P. Order
Pads and Wallets (60/- orders post paid). —
Allens, 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0088

A/ O

January

PHOTOGRAPHER

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

[

Trade,

BELLOWS, — All sizes stocked ; lowest prices ; All RollDeveloping
Films andandonePrinting,
print each
to 34x24
same-day
service1/- ;;
4,}x3}- 1/3, 54x34 1/8 ; write for lists ; see also
“
Enlargements.”
—
The
Defoe
Photographic
Lloyds
the usual
following
goods, bankrupt
stock, offer
at half
pricesnew
; approval
terms ; 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. ClerkenwellService,.
1871.
camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

6250.
87, Lamb’s

Conduit

St., W.C.l.

Phone,

Hoi born

Lloyds.—
Plano; 4.i-in.,
Convex,
mounted, Condensers,
new, 4-in., 10/6
12/6. double
Lloyds.
Enamelled
superior
to any— New-stock
on the market,
3-in. Dishes,
deep, postcard
strip, 23x7 in., 7/6 ; 24x18 in., 12/6 ; 20x16 in ,
10/6: 15X12, 5/6; 12x10, 4/6; 10x8, 3/6;
24x16x4 or 5 in. deep, 15/-; 30x20x3 in.
deep, 15/-.

fy
PER
GROSS, 42/0 per 1,000, includingKodak
title,
I /
best Photographic Postcards on
Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative,
3&
[0057
for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Below.

Lantern slides l/O, dozen 12/6, from negatives ;

urgent reproductions from printed matter,
return of post, 2/9, or in reverse 2/3, post paid. —
Shawycr, Swindon.
[0064

slides,
1/3,— Tilbury,
from negatives,
post [4581
free;
Lloyds. — Porceloyd RoH Film Developing Tanks, Lantern
10/6 dozen
: list.
126, Ongar
Rd.,
Brentwood.
Lloyds
for D. &Backgrounds,
P. Trade, Walking
Snaps, Equipment
Studio Lighting,
Drying
assorted 2d.
each. — Below.
POSTt'.-\RD
Enlargements,
1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ; and
Mounting Machines.
I PHOTOGRAPHS
WANTE^
Freemounted
for every
7/6 spentfrom
with your
us, oneiregative,
8.1x6} Lloyds.
Enlargement
Battlefield
Series, Ghent,
— stereoscopic
Views, Bruge.s,
real photographs.
Chuignes,
no disappointments : same-dav service ; 81x61
Knoeke, Brussels, Leige,
touching and vignettes included ; postage extra. —
Atkinson Speight. 38, Gainsborough Avenue,
Oldham.
[0017

38x15x12, 20/- ; tap-hole and tap, 2/6 extra ;
all sizes ; stoneware tanks in stock.

lOd., 10x8 1/1, 12X10 1/4, 15X12 2/1 ; mounted.
Louvaine,
A.B. or P.S.. 8.1x61 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
e.xcellent results certain : write tor free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Idiotographic Service. 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

LEICA
and 2d.3x4— George
cm. Specialist.
}-pL Enlarged
Prints.
Childe,— Photo-Chemist,

228, Roundhay

I

Rd., Leeds.

shutters, etc., by skilful workmen. — W
4
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006

Retouching.
— Best work
; charges
according
to work required
from :
l-pl. bust,
8d. ;
half-length. 4d. ; three-quarter length, 3d. ; fuillength, 2d. : l-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and po.stage
with order. — Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St., Canterbury
[9144

4.5x6

cm. Zeiss Ikon Palmes Focal-plane,

9x12

cm.

Goerz Tenax

f/4.5, Compiir, 3 slides.
condition .

Hand,

Fair

Dogmar

CC.C.n
*D,D,U

i-pl. T.-P. Imperial Enlarger, mahogany,

micrometer

Good

focussing,

condition.

for gas, without

Enlarger,

f;C- lens, 7-in. condenser.

cellent condition.

Ex¬

Good

con-

£1 .1 C A
XlllOlU

16-mm. Ensign Silent Sixteen Projector,
Model 50, resistance to 250 ^•oIts, wooden
carrying -case. Vt’ry good conditio7i. List ,t'6 15s .

£ A

fk^fk

9.5-mm.
Pathe
Motrix Motor, X1«XU*U
o-l ,1 A, A
Good
condition
.
41x3} Series B Revolving-back Graftex
Reflex, 6^*in. Korlak
F.P. adapter,

leather case. List £28 12s.
Very good condition .

4}x3}

Ross

Panros

.C'|0#10*A

Focal-plane, f/6.3

Homocentric, changing-box,
leathercasc. Good condition . .
Bargains

at

73

XO«0«ll

LORD

ST.

LIVERPOOL
32

PLEASE

MENTION

London,

requirements.

16-mm.

W.l

Fourteen doors west of Circus. WEST

3}x2i

WANTED

2\ Dollond Owl Koll
Film Camera,
anastigmat,
wire
finder.
New. 59^/^

Fair

As

condition.

2}x1|

new.

List £13

los .

Korelle Roll Film, delayed Compur, Xenar f/2. 9, plate

Electric Enlargers.
Zeiss Binoculars.

f,^5.5, Sinclair lens hood, filter, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, case.
Good condition. Cost over £57 .

case.

As nen'.

IC-mm.

Ensign Auto. Kinecam

XO*0«U
£10:10:0

Cost £16 .

Camera, i-iii. Cinar f/2. 6, interchangeable with

78-mm. Kodak Telephoto f/4.5. matched
dition. List £31 los .

finders, case.

Fair confi.l 7*C
XXO»lt*D

5V X 3} Sinclair Una Triple Extension Hand, revolving back, 6}-in. Ross combinable

f/5.5, Compur,

3 D.D.

slides, case.

Splendid

condition.

List £18:18:0

4} X 3} T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, revolving back, 6^-in. Cooke

for cash.

£19:15:0

f/2. 9, 3 book -form D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, case. Good condition.

HILL

London,
E.C.4

case.

3} X 2} Goerz Tenax Roll Film, micrometer focussing, f/4.5 Dogmar,
condition .

Auto-Focus Vertical Enlarger, Kodak

anastigmat, set of metal masks,

List £10 17s. 6d. . . .

£6:17:6

£10:17:6
9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera, f/2. 7 Zeiss Tessar, leather case. As
£15:15:0
new. List £21 17s. fid .
9.5-mm. Motocamera, f/3.5 lens, case. Splendid condition. List
£7:10:0
£i I 7s. fid .
4}x3} Pressman Reflex, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, 6 slides, leather
£8:8:0
case. Good condition .
4}x3} T.-P. Special Reflex, revolving back, Cooke f/4.5, 9 slides.
£5:10:0
Fair condition .
3}x2} No. 1 Kodak, screw focussing, Kodex shutter. As new.
List £2 .
£1:2:6
Leica Camera, f/3.5 Elmar, range-finder. Good conditioti . . . .

PHOTOGRAPHER

C«A

CQ.»Qm(\

4} X 3} Soho Reflex, revolving back, 6-in. Pentac ijz.g, also ii-in. Ross Teleros

Astronomical
Telescopes.
Modern
Microscopes.

Good

A

List £ii 7s. 6d .

de\ice, 3 slides, ever-ready

diffusion disc, flex. Good condition.

HERE.

1A

i* 1 i 1 'T
xii:i /:d

3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Kolibri, 16-exposure, Tessar f/3.5, Compur.

direct finder, plate back, focussing screen, 6 slides, leather
Splendid condition .
leather case.

Splendid condition,

Zeiss Ikon Ikonta 520/2U, f/4.5 Tessar, delayed Compur,

leather case.

35 LUDGATE

AMATEUR

en

XyilUlV

3}x2} Zodel Roll Film, double extension, rise and cross, f/4.5 Zodellar, Compur,

“THE

ST.
STOP

Zeiss Ikon Icarette 551 /2U, delayed Compur, Tessar f/4.5, double exten¬

Rolleidoscope.

Bought

Kodak

BUSES

Zeiss Ikon Kinamo Camera S10, Tessar f/2. 7. As new.

sion, 3 slides, focussing screen, leather case.
List£i7 5s .

3}x2}

Heidoscope,

Compur,

BOUND

List £24 .

may be seen by ap¬
pointment at any of
these addresses.
Deferred terms on
application. Generous
e.Kchange allowance.
British made, 3}x

9.5-mm. Pathe Cine Camera, hand turned,
f/3.5 anastigmat.
dition .

postfreeanywhere.
Please
state

Pathe d oubleclaw Projectors.
Rolleifiex.

at
Bargains

281 OXFORD

Bargain

List and wide
rangeof catalogues

A ny item sent on five
days'
against
cash approval
or C.O.D.y
or

Cost £’7. £10*10*0

HARRODS ltd., require a .lunior Salasman for

their Photographic Department ; men between
the ages of 19 and 25, and with a good all-round
knowledge of the trade should write or apply
personally to Assistant Staff Manager, 44,
Hans Crescent, S.W.l.
[4601

Museum Repairer
St., W.C.l.
3292. [0066
CAMERA
to Temple
Trade.— Bar
Fairbrother
7

6^-page

VACANT

Trade.

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD

I.ist £5 5s. £3*10*
0

Postcard T.-P. Special Ruby
mahogany,

lens.

SITUATIONS

undertake
all makes
cameras’
shutters,
etc., repairs
estimatetosubmitted
; of
instruments
insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

DQLLGND
^ITCHISQN
f/4.5 Tessar, 2 slides, F.P. adapter, K 2
filter. Good condition. Well £7,7,0
under half-price .
XfJ# III

send
contact
prints Children
first. —
GiOOD Prices given St.,
for Glasgow.
Good
Negatives,
[4614

T or animals ;
Elsinore, 14, Renfrew

Repairs to cameras, focal-plane and other

[4609

Trade.

9.5-mm. Pathe Cine Camera, f/3.5 Kraiiss,
Motrix motor. Habygraph,
H
case. Good comlUion .

Y\'-4NTED.
— Firelight
Studies
and Novel
NegaTT tives for
publication.
— Lilywhite
Ltd., MearClough, Sowerby Bridge.
[4605

REPAIRERS
Trade.

RETOUCHING

LTD.

Trade.

Namur, Malines, Antwerp
etc., packet of 50 different, 2/-. [4507

”

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

28, OLD BOND ST., W.i.
2, NORTHUMBERLAND
AVE.,
35, BROMPTON
RD., S.W.3. [W.C.2.
2, ANGEL COURT, E.C.2.
140, FENCHURCH
ST., E.C.3.
121, CHEAPSIDE, E.C.2.
191-2, TOTTENHAM
COURT RD.,
285, FINCHLEY RD., N.W.3. [W.i.
TOOTING. — 216, Upper Tooting Rd.
CATFORD. — 62a, Rushey Green.
KINGSTON.— 30, Thames St.
CROYDON.— 12. George St.
BECKENHAM.— 4, The Broadway,
Croydon Rd.
SALISBURY.— 17-19, Catherine St.
CHELTENHAM. — 114, Promenade.
CANTERBURY.— 38, High St.
BRISTOL. — 151, Gloucester Rd.,
Bishopston.
LIVERPOOL.— T74, Walton
LEEDS. — 37, Bond St.

ESTD.
WITH

1750

ADVERTISERS.

Rd.

January

25, i033
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fortij-oiie
BARGAINS ^iP
ANOTHER BIG WALLACE HEATON OFFER OF GUARANTEED
INSTRUMENTS FROM OUR USUAL BARGAIN
STOCK

THE/E ORIGIMALLV
Hektor

f 2.5 5-cm.

Focus

Lens,

CO/T FROM
14

for Modf^l Leicn.
OriKinal cost 68

Lonii-focus

Lens for MruJfl l la'ica. 1/4.5, T)! -in. fo(“us
f)ri«in.'il cost ti4,
l-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand Model, all niovenjents, triple
exteiiHion, rising and swing front, reversing, f/4.r) Halexon

anastiginat. lens, ('ompnr
doni'le .slides, Marken/ie

15
16
17

I). A. sliutter, 1 to l/2()(»th sec.. 3
adaiiter, <5 envelopes, Mack ca.se.
Original cost VIU.

Postcard Kodak Special, range-finder modcd, f/n.3 Homocentric
lens, rising front, Conijiur shntfer. 1 to l/*2(IOth see., brilliant
Under .
Original cost £‘.'(1.

18

l-pl. Soho Reflex, rising front, revolving back. Ooer/ f’clor
f -l.H anasl.igtnat lens. focal i)lane shutter, l/ldth to l'«()(lth
sec., black case, Houghton envelope adapder and 12 pn\ elopes,
3 double slides .
Original cost- £3(1.

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

5x4 Goerz Anschutz Pre.'^s Camera, rising and cross front,
string-blind focal-plane sliutter, .speeds l/8th to J/l,()0(lfh
se(^. HAJ) Cnoke Aviar lens in focussing mount, bla«-k case.
3 D. slides. F.P. a<lapter .
Original cost £30.
No. 1 Kodak
tens, Coinjmr

Ensign Focal-plane Roll Film Reflex, Aldis T^no f/4.5 anastlgmat.
lens, shut ter speeded J.'*2rd h to I aDlith sec. (Original cost £7 lO.s.
10 15 cm. Adoro Folding Plate Camera, double extension,

Original cost £30.
3i • 2i Curt Bentzin Folding Plate Camera, double extension,
rising and cress front. Zei.ss Tessar f'4.5 anastigmat lens, new
type I).A. shutter. 1 to 1 /250th sec., wire-frame and brilliant
finders and level. F.P. adapter. 3 slides. .Original cost £13 lO.s.

32

24
25
26

Cine-Kodak 16-mm. Camera, f 3.5 letis. model li. for loo-fi.
Him. bla.ck case .
Original cost £20.
31 2i Planex Reflex, rising front, rev’olving hack, f 0.3 Homocenfrii’ anastigniat lens, focal-jilanc shullcr.O D. slides, changini^-bo\ .
Original cwf £13 Kb.

EASY
ZOOEL

TERMS

USER

WRITES

£4

29
30
31

23

3^ 2.1 Ica Folding Reflex. Zeiss 'I’riotar f 3.5 lens, focal-jilam*
Shull. 'i. 1 25th to 1 l.iionlh sec.. F.P. adapter. 3 D. .slices
Original cost £32,

27

1 Leica, 3. 5-cm. focis.
Original cost £7 lOs.
j-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand Camera, triple extension,
rising and ewing front, reversing tiack, Aldis ana>tigmat lens
f'l).3. 7-l-in. focus, rf.ller-hlind sluilter, black case. D. slide

22

rising and crfiss front, Zeiss f/4..') anastigniat lens. (Vimpouml
.slnittcr. I III 1 I.'idtli sec,, tan case. (> .'^lides. J''.P. adapter.
Original i-ost £20.
3a Special Kodak, range-finder niodel, rising ftont. Zi-is.s
Tessar f h.d anastigniat lens, ('onipiir sluil ter, 1 to i;200th
sec., hriiliant finder .
Original cost £18 lOs.

NO
A

Elmar

19
20
21

Series II, self-erecting model, Zeiss Tessai- f,'(>.3
shutter, I to l/3(ldth sec .
Original cost ,£23.

£7 lOs. to C40-N0W
28

l-pl. Graflex Reflex, horizontal model. Taylor-Hobson Cooke
f 4.5 anastigmat lens, focal-iilane shutter. 1 Idth to 1 l.dOhth
.sec., tan case, roll-holder .
Origina 1 cc.«t £32,
Postcard Abbeydale Enlarger, chain and sprocket focussing
to lens front and lamphonse, carrier with rev(>lviiig movement,
also masking and tilting movements .
Original cost £2(i.
f 3.5 Lens, for Model

33

Monobloc Stereo Camera 6 13 cm., K^au^s Te.''sar f 4.5 anas¬
tigmat lens, ri>ing front, speede<i slnitter, tan case, (•hangingbox. (! jdates .
Oliginal .’ost £20.
Pathe Projector, sinule-claw model, hand-turn resistance
Original co.st £7 lO.s.
Hand and Stand Sanderson Camera, triple extension,
rising and erns.s front, reversing l»ack. Staley Planastigmat

£4 lOs. Each !

Ross Xpres f 4.5 Anastigmat Lens, 41.-in. focus, in f'ompnr
shutter, 1 ti- 1 ‘JaCthsec .
( Irigina) cost £7 Ids.
.{-pi. Salex Focal-plane Camera. Salex f 4.5 anastigmat lens,
I).\ . tinder. 0 slide.s and Mack case .
Original co.st £Ki.
J-pl. Triple Extension Field Camera, reversing tiack. ri.sing and
.swing front, f '8 K.H. lens, roller-blind shutter, canvas case, tri¬
pod. 3 D. slides.. M.-W. adapter. 0 envelopes. Original cost £10 It s .
Ensign Focal-plane Roll Film Reflex, 31 21, Aldis-Butcher f 3.4
lens. F.P. shutter. J 25thto 1 5(i()th sec. Original cost £11 13.s.fiil.
9 12 cm. and i-pl. Folding Camera, double extension, rising
and cross front. f»oerz Dogmar f 4.5 anastigmat lens, C’omiJiir
shutter. 1 to l,20()th .sec .
(Original co.st £!♦ 17s. Od.
3 2 RoHette Roll Film Camera, f 4.5 liollar anastigmat lens,
new type Compur shutter. 1 to 1 30( th see., frame and brilliant
tinder .
Original cost £12.

34

i-pl. Folding Mentor Reflex, Zei.«s Tessar f 4.5 anastigmat lens,
in focussing mount, focal-jilane shutter. 1 8th to 1 lOOtli
sec.. F.P. adapter .
Original cost £4(:.
3 1 21 No. 6 Ensign Carbine Roll Film Camera, tropical model,

35

rising front. K<.ss f 4.5 anastigmat lens, (.’ompur shutter. 1
to 1 Ifioth sec., brilliant finder .
Original cost £13 in«.
3A 21 Tropical Sonnet Camera. Zeiss Tessar f 4.5 anastigmat
lens, (’ompur

f li.H lens, in < ‘umponnd s butter. 1 to 1 30bth sec.. B. and T.,
2 dtiuMe hook-fitrm vlides. F.l’.A.. black case Original cost £20.
,{-pl. Ensign Cameo Folding Plate, double extension, rising an<i
cross front. Cooke Aviar f 4 5 anastigmat lens. 1 to 1 2()0th
sec., brilliant finder, (i slides. F.P. adapter. .Original cost £15.
9 12 cm. Ica Nelson Folding Plate Camera. douMc extcn.si.ui.
rising ami cro,«s fr(»iil. Zeis- Tessar f 4.5 anastigmat lens.
Comjiourid shutter. 1 to i 5( (ifh sec., wire-frame and brilliant
tinders, lilack case, 3 slides. F.P. adapter. .Original cost £15 Ids.
1-pI. Newman & Guarrtia Boxform Reflex, double extension,
rising front. Zeiss Protar 5.?-in. f (1.3 anastigmat lens. !*i-iti.
focus, sintrle component . focal-plane shnl ter. 1 loth to 1 800l h
sec., til.-ick <-ase. magazine for 12 plates. .. .Original I'ost £;5o.
Rodenstock 3
Gilt Prism Opera Glass, central focussing, red
case .
Original cost. £8 Ids.

36
37
38
39
40
41

4.5 10.7 cm. Detective Stereo Binocular Camera, changinghox for 12 jilates. Tessar f 4.5 lenses. T. ;ind I. shxitter. bl;ick
c.-ise .
Original cost £13.

shutter. 1 to 1 250t]i .'^ec.. 0 slides and case.
Original cost £13.
3i
21 Minimum
Palmosspeeds
Focal-plane
f 4.5
ana.^tigmat
letis, shutter
1 15tli toCamera.
1 150tli T’e.esar
sec., jiigskin
case, F.l\ adapter. 3 P. slides .
Original cost £25.
Model B Cine-Kodak, for lii(i-ft. Ifi-mni. film, f n.o lens,
lertccting and direct finders. Mack case. (Original cost £18 18s.
3a Graflex Reflex for Roll Film, Buscli Lomh Tessar f 4.5
.iiia.sfigmat lens, focal-jilatie shutter. iStli to 1 l.tUKtlh
sec.. M.-n k case .
Original cost £45.
l-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand Model, all usual movements,
(ioer/ Oagor f (1.8 anastigmat lens, in .sector shutter. 2 1».
slide.s .
Original cost £I8.
A-pl. Triple Extension Field Camera, rising front, swing front,
reversing

hai-k. f '8 ll.B. lens. 11. B. shutter, tripod. 3 I), slides
Original cost £lu Ills.
Pathe 91-mm. Cine Camera, f 3.5 Berthiot anastigmat lens,
Motrix niotnr :itta<'!inieii( , Jong ca.se for camera and tripml
Original

NO

10s,

CASH

DOWN

EXCHANGES

OFFERS

;

READ
J am

/ejuitation

been

it.”

Odd
TO

YOUR

days.

WINTER

OUTFIT

THE FAMOUS
ZODEL SPEED

AND

ENSURE

The

An ideal
amateur.

£6 : 17 : 6

5

monthly

payments

of, .

16

HEATON

119,

STREET,

As advertisements

PLEASE

NEW

on

these covers

MENTION

BOND

** THE

AMATEUR

in advance,

some

of these second-hand

PHOTOGRAPHERS*

WHEN

items

SEND FOR OUR
LISTS— FREE !

LTD

LONDON,

And

0924-5-6.
go to press a fortnight

RESULTS

1

WALLACE
: MAYFAIR

1 have
last feu-

lens in latest delayed-action ('ompur
shutter, 1 to 1 25uth see.. B. and T.

9

29

it.

It is a gem."

instninient for the keen
F'3.8 Zodellar anastigmat

£17 : II : O
of-.

arrived safely.

with

it out. these

Roll-film, Plate and
Film-pack Camera.

9 moathlv

payments

IDEAL

delighted
trying

THE ZODEL
SPECIAL DE LUXE

3A '•21. A new model appealing to t he
advanced worker. Offers tlie fastest
opl.icaleduipiiient oM ainahle in a folding
pocket camera. For plates and tilin
packs. Latest pattern D.A. Compur,
1 to 1 /2U(ith sec. and B. and T. Tlie
f/2.5l Zodellar lens, in spite of its enor¬
mous aperture, give.s splendid definition.
Including 3 siiuile slides.

Phones

THIS!

The Zodel de Luxe

*' Tlie Zodel Camera whicli J houglit from
you twelve mouths .ago is a wonderful
instrun e.nt. It has fully lived up to ttie
given

cost £8 I5s.

may

at 47, BERKELEY
be sold already,

but similar
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six— fed

See and enjoy the best that is in

The

vour

simple— and

negatives —

the wealth

of

detail that can only be revealed
when enlarged
on to the
screen.

screen/

procedure

is

is fuUy

wonderfully
outlined
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NOW
200 'watt PATHESCOPE
FOR

9.5'mm.

only £15

PROJECTOR

USERS

:O :O

CAN BE SEEN AT ALL BRANCHES

OF THE WESTMINSTER
THE

'ifel

KID

fitted with
Super
Attachment

THE

DE

LUXE

MOTOCAMERA

for 9.5-mm.

Films.

Fitted with f/2.6 Herma^is Anastigmat and Tele-Attachment.
A de luxe instrument fitted with high-class Anastigmat
twice as rapid as the standard f/3.5 lens : just the thing for
dull days. Leather-covered metal body, enclosed clock¬
work motor, telescopic type finder witli mask to give
correct field of view when using the tele-attacliment. The
tele-attachment screws into the front of the f/2.6 lens, and
the image on the film is enlarged to four times the usual size.
An Ideal outfit for filming wild auimals and for use at sports
meetings, etc., and upon all occasions when a fairly distant
subject is filmed.
De

Luxe

Motocamera,

with

f/2.5 Hermagis

IDEAL

Pathescope Projector, double-claw, hand
on llU-volt circuit, complete with flex.

drive, for use
List £6 16s.
£4 17 8

Apparatus

sent

on

FOR

MOVIES

OUTSTANDING

:

The Pathescope “ 200-B ” Projector for 100-volt D.C.
or A.C. supply, complete with 200-watt lamp, plug and
flex with special switch, and two-way adapter, one empty
300-ft. super reel, cleaning brush and book of instructions
£15 0 0
Resistance for voltages from 200 to 250, either alternating
or direct current. Type B, with ammeter .
£2 0 0
Spare ‘200-watt Lamp .
NOTE. — The Pathescope " 200-B " Projector
with either of two motors :—
A. Motor for voltages between 100 and 130.
B. Motor

7 days’

EXCHANGE

£110
is supplied

for voltages between 200 and *250.
(Please state voltage when ordering.)

approval

to post

customers

ALLOWANCES.

STREET,

VICTORIA

PLEASE

MENTION

S.W.1

0669.

“THE

62, PICCADILLY,
RECent

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER”

SUPER

W.1

The Eid Super Attachment, consists of upper and lower
extension arms, necessary clamps and screws, driving belt
and one empty 300-ft. reel. This attachment gives greater
scope to the Kid Projector, permitting uninterrupted
shows lasting from 20 to 30 minutes.
Price, complete in cardboard box. with
Super Reels, numerous subjects .

instructions, 17/6
£1 7 6

ACCESSORIES.

Super Reel Attachment, complete with one 300-ft. reel.
List £2 2s. Slightly soiled only .
£1 17 6
Type S Motor, complete with driving bands for use on
110-volt circuit. List £2 15s .
£1 17 6
Group Resistance for use on 200 to 260 volt circuit
List £1 4s. .
iQg
Automatic Super Reel, rewind arms for standard pro¬
jectors. List 15s .
7s^
List 3s.
6s!
4g.
! .3s!
9g.

Tilting Attachment for standard projector.
Iris Vignette. List 78 .
Waist-level View-finder. List .is .
Hermagis Lens. List 178. 6d .
Pathexgraph
Titling
for de Luxe
Colour Filters.
List Accessory,
7s .
only. List £1 Is .

Pathiscope

8d.
6d'
gd
3d!
0d!

Motocamera
,’43.* 34!
.
fid.

Super-speed Panchromatic

Film—

ten times faster than ordinary film to artificial light ;
four times faster in daylight. Leaflet giving detail In¬
structions and particulars of correct stops for indoor cin4
shots included in each film carton.
Price per 30 ft., including processing .
fis. Od,

against

full

deposit

to

value.

TERMS.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
EXCHANGE, LTD.
Ill, OXFORD

1360.

WHEN

ATTACHMENT

(British Made).

HIRE-PURCHASE

The WESTMINSTER
119, VICTORIA

KID

SECOND-HAND

FEATURES.

Fitted with scientifically designed and highly efficient
200-watt direct lighting system, of improved optical design,
giving a brilliant screen picture 10 ft. wide. Plickerless
projection, sprocket feed, accessible gate. Very compact.
Fan-cooled and asbestos-lined lamp-house. Very simple
threading. Pivoted universal tilting movement
with
simple clamp adjustment. Motor rewind.

PRICES

Pathescope Projector, single-claw, hand-drive, for use on
110-volt circuit, complete with flex. Cost £G. . £2 19 6

LIBERAL

PROJECTOR

AT HOME,
FOR PUBLIC
ENTERTAIN¬
MENTS,
FOR
CINE
CLUBS,
INSTI¬
TUTES
AND
IN THE
CLASSROOM.

OUTFITS.

Pathescope de Luxe Motocamera, fitted f'3.5 anastigmat,
complete In leather carrying-case. List £11 5s. £7 2 8
Pathescope de Luxe Motocamera, fitted f/2.9 Zeiss Triotar
anastigmat, complete in leather carrying-oase. List
£17 lls .
£10 15 0
Pathescope de Luxe Motocamera, fitted f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, complete in leather carrying-case. List
£21 168 .
£12 10 0

Second-hand

AN

anastigmat
£18 16 0

Ditto, complete with tele-attachment .
£18 18 0
Tele-Attachment only .
£3 3 0
Fitting de Luxe Motocamera, f/3.5 model, with f/2.5
Hermagis anastigmat and tele-attachment .... £9 9 0
(An allowance of £1 Is, is made for f/3.5 lens.)
Leather Carrying case fop de Luxe Motocamera, fitted
with pocket for tele-attacliment .
£1 1 0

SECOND-HAND

THE
The PATH^SCOPE ‘200-B ’ PROJECTOR
(British Made).

CORRESPONDING

STREET,

GERRARD

WITH

1432.
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Avoid DISAPPOINTMENT-buyat

Our stock is so comprehensive — you are almost SURE of getting the bargain you choose or an
Every kind of instrument is being cleared to make room for fresh stocks. There’s Cin§ Apparatus, Roll-film, Folding Pocket,
BELOW IS A SELECTION FROM OUR SALE LIST FROM EACH CITY SALE BRANCH

90/94 FLEET ST

84

Alder/gate

54 LIME

LONDON,

LONDON,

E.C.1

LONDON,

E.C.4

9i-mm. Coronet Cine Camera, f/3.9 anastigmat .
10 X 15 cm. P.C. Voigtlander Folding, doable extension,
Compound shutter, 6 slides .

£1 19 6
f/4.5 Heliar,
£8 7 6

4x3

£12

1-pl. Early Pattern Deckrullo, Carl Zeiss
shutter. 6 slides, leather case .
10-cm. Goerz Dogmar f/4.5 Anastigmat,
for 3* X 2J camera .

Unar

Compur

6

f/4.5, focal-plane
£5 17 6
shutter,

suitable
£3 3 0

l-pl. No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak, R.R. lens, speeded shatter,
autographic back .
. .
11s. 9d.
i-pl. Ensign Roll Film, Ensign f/7.7 anastigmat, sector shutter,
speeds to l/lOOth sec., focussing .
19s. 9d.
9l-mm. Pathe Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor drive. Cost
£10 lOs .
£6 19 6
No. 0 Panoram Kodak. New condition .
143. 9d.
5x4
Goeiz Anschutz Collapsible Focal-plane,
capping focal-plane shutter, 3 I). D. slides .
31x21 Junior Kodak, landscape lens, speeded

Celor

f/4.8. self¬
£5 17 6
shutter. .17s. 9d.

£3 17

6

V.P. Series III Kodak, f/3.6 anastigmat. Cost £4
£2 los.
5 0
V.P. Roll Film, f/4.5 Corygon in Vario speeded. Cost

£6 6s .

£3 12

6

3i X 2i Coronet Roll Film, rapid landscape lens. Cost
15s. 6d .

3ix2^

8s. 3d.

Double Extension Zodel Roll Film and Plate,

f/4.5 convertible lens,
Cost £10 los .

Compur,

3

slides

and case.
£5 17 6

3i X 2J Latest Pattern Ikonta, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur,
leather case.

Cost £ii 12s. 6d .

£8

2

6

3i X 2i Ensign Carbine, f/4.5 anastigmat, Compur, plate
back, 3 slides and case.

Cost £7 12s. 6d .

£4

2

6

la Coronet Roll Film, f/6.3 anastigmat. Cost £4 7s. 6d.
£1 15 0

J-pl. T.-P. Special Rnby, T.-P. Cooke f/4.5, rack fociTssing, deep
hood, self-capping focal-plane shutter, speeds to l/l, 000th see.,
revolving back, G slides .
£5 18 9
5x4 Speed Graphic, f/4. 5 81-in. Cooke Aviar. focal-plane shutter.
chaQging'box. i-pl. changing -box, 1-pI. F.P. adapter, 1-pl. ilarkenzie
slide, 12 envelopes. Nice condition .
£9 9 0

cm. Fotet Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat, Compur.

Cost £9 15s .

9x12 cm. 1-pl. Agfa Standard, f/4.d anastigmat, speeded shutter,
6 elides. F.P. adapter, leather case. New condition. Cost £10 10s.
£4 15 0
i-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, focal-plane
shutter, reversing back, (J slides. F.P. adapter, leather case £6 6 0
3tx2i Zodel Folding Pocket, f/6.6 Zodellar, Compur shutter,
double extension. 3 slides .
£4 15 0
Casket Set of Hennagis Lenses, complete in case, with stops.
Originally cost £5 .
15s. 9d.
la Kodak Junior, R.R. lens, Kodak shutter, speeds to 1/lOOth sec.

ST.

1-pl. Ensign Roll Film, R.R., speeded shutter. Cost
£2

I2S. 6d .

13s.

9d.

i-pl. T-P. Press Focal-plane, f/4.5 Cooke Aviar, 3 slides.

Cost £19 los .

£11

5

0

9x12 cm. Roth Speed Focal-plane, f/3 Meyer anastigmat,
Mackenzie

slide, 6 envelopes.

Cost

£51....

£22 10

0

3i X 2!t lea Reflex, f/4.5 Dominar, revolving back, 6
slides, F.P. adapter, leather case.

Cost £14 14s. £6 19

6

i-pl. Duplex Ruby Reflex, 6-in. Cooke Aviar, triple ex¬

tension, 3 double

shdes

and

case.

Cost £30..

£8 10

0

1-pl. Popular Pressman
case .

Reflex, reversing

ST
E.C.3

back, f/4.5 Aldis, 6 slides.
£4 18 6

9 X 12 and 1-pl. Toigtiander All-metal Reflex, revolving back,
focal-piane abutter, f/3.5 Heliar lens, 6 double slides. F.P. adapter,
case. Cost £36 .
£9 19 6
1-pl. Soho Reflex, revolving back, Kershaw
f/4.8 Celor lens, 4 double slides .

focal-plane

shutter,
£7 16 9

1-pl. All-metal Tropex, double extension, f/4.5 Zeiss Patent Tessar,
£4 13
Compur shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost
£21 9
1-pl. N. & G. Imperial Sibyl, rising and cross front, f/6.3 Carl Zeiss
Tessar lens, 3 slides. Cost £18 .
£3 18 9
31x21 Westminster Folding Reflex, revolving
anastigmat. 9 slides. Cost £15 los .
1-pl. N. & G. New Ideal Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross
leather case. Cost £28 .

Xpres,

back,

f/6.8 Emon
£4 15 9

6 slides, F.P. adapter,
£11 18 9

1-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, recent model, f/6.1 three-focl
Watson Holostigmat, Compur shutter, 3 double slides .... £5 18 9
31 X 21 Ernemann Folding
anastigmat. 2 double slides.

Reflex, revolving back, f/3.6 Ememana
Cost £38 .
£16 10 0

31x21 Mentor Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
leather case .

.3 double slides,
£7 7 9

31 X 21 Dallmeyer Pentac Roll Film, f/2.9 Pentac, Compur shutter,
£14 £30
7 6
f /6.6 Dallon Telephoto, light Alter, leather case. Cost over
31 X 21 N. & 0. New Special Sibyl, f/4.5 Cooke
bookform slides, F.P. adapter .

anastigmat.

45 X 107 Zeiss Stereo Polyscope, pair f/4.6 Zeiss Tessar
I. shutter, focussing, 6 slides and case .

3 double
£H 18 9

lenses, T. and
£2 17 9

CET THIS HUGE FREE SALE CATALOGUE
AND GET A HIGH-CLASS

CAMERA

AT A FRACTION

OF ITS ORIGINAL

COST PRICE— SENO|

Every bargain is here — new, shop-soiled and slightly used apparatus and hundreds of sundries and accessories at crazy low-level prices. There's
WRITE AND TELL US YOUR REQUIREMENTS— EVERY OFFER IS FULLY GUARANTEED!
35-mm. Standard Maltese Cross Projector, double sprocket, oil
bath, KodetiStock projection lens, motor for 110 volts. Cost £20
£4 17 6
P.C. No. 3a Grafiex Roll Film Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5. foral-plane
shutter, speeds to 1/l.OUOth sec., leather case .
£7 17 6
6x41
shutter,

cm. T.-P. Bijou Reflex, f/2.5 Cooke, self-capping
revolving back, 3 slides. F.P. adapter .

focal-plane
£11 17 6

4-pl. Ernemann Donble-Shutter Hand and Stand, f/4.5 Meyer anastigniat, Compur shutter, focal-plaue shutter, speeds to l/l,U0Uth
sec., 3 slides. As new .
£5 17 6
1-pI. T.-P. Press Collapsible Focal-plane,
self-iiSippiug (ocal-plane .slmtter, speeds
slides. As new .

f/3.5 F.moplast anastigmat.
to 1/1, 000th sec.. 3 D.D.
£13 17 6

P.C. No. 3a Roll Film Kodak, K.R. lens, speeded shutter. . 11s. 9d.
31 X 21 C.D.V. Goerz Tenax, Dogmar f/4. .5, Compound shutter.
3 D.D. slides .
£5 15 0
81x21
shutter.

Cocarette Roll Film, Carl Zeiss Tessar
New condition .

31 x21 Duoflex RoU Film Reflex, Dallmeyer
New condition .

f'4.5, D.A.

Compur
£7 17 6

f/4.5, speeded

shutter.
£9 17 6

1-pl. Graflex Reflex, B. & L. Tessar f/4.5, focal-plane shutter.
speeds to I'l.OOOth sec.. F.P. adapter .
£8 17 6
31x21 Nagel Roll Film, Dallmeyer f/4.5, Ibsor shutter. New
condition .
£4 19 6
1-pl. T.-P. Royal Roby, Aldis f/7.7 anastigmat, T.-P. shutter,
triple extension, every movement, 3 slides and tripod. As new
£13 15 0
1-pI. Roll Film, Krauss Zeiss Tessar
front. As new .
9j-mm. Pathe Luxe Motocamera,
drive. As new .

f/4.5, Compur
f/2.7 Carl

shutter. U-form
£5 5 0

Zeiss
. .

Tessar, motor
£13 17 6

P.C. Nixe, Carl Zeiss Tessar f '4.5, Compur shutter. U-form front,
plate back. Distar and Proxar lenses, Iso screen, 6 slides and leather
case .
£10 7 6
1-pl. Shew Eclipse, Ross Goerz
slides, leather case .

anastigmat,

T. and

I. shutter,
£15

3
0

31x21 Dallmeyer Speed Pentac, f/2.9 Dallmeyer Telephoto, inter¬
changeable with Pentac, .3 D.D. slides, leather case. As new
£19 10 0
Pathe Motocamera,
soiled only .

Carl Zeiss Tessar

f/2.7, iris, motor

drive. Slightly
£13 17 6

90/94 FLEET ST., E.C.4. Phone : CITY 6981

J-pI. Ensign Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke, 6 double slides,

45x107 Jales Richard Verascope, pair Zeiss f/6.3 anastigmats,
speeded shutter, automatic changiug-box, leather case £3 13 9

3} X 21 Sibyl, f/4.5 Tessar, reflex finder, 6 slides, F.P.

P.C. 3a F.P. Kodak, Goerz Series III f/6.8 Dagor,
leather case. Cost £15 ISs .

3i X 2i Zodel, f/6.8, Vario, 3 slides. Cost £3 3s.
£1 13 9
3.^ X 2P Apem Folding, rapid lens, speeded shutter, 6

4j X 6 Ernemaan Folding Focal-plane, shutter speeded
sec., f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar iens. 6 slides, F.F. adapter .

to I/l, 000th
£4 13 9

16-mm. Bolex Cine Camera,
£15 15s .

50 ft. Cost
£4 18 9

leather

PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

Cost £24 .

£7 17

adapter .

slides, leather case.

£7 17

Cost £3 .

6

6

17s. 6d.

9x12 Voigtlander Folding Plate, f/6.8 double anastigmat,
Compur,

6 slides anti case.

Cost £8 los .

£2 17

6s. 6d.

2\ square Rolleiflex, f/3.8 Tessar, Compur,
Cost £23 15s .

leather case.
£15 2 6

5 X 4 Anschutz f/6.8 Goerz, 3 slides .
£3 5 0
.'.-pi. Anschutz, tropical model, f/6.8 Dagor, 3 slides
£5 19 6
i-pl. Watson’s Focal-plane, f/6.3 Homocentric, 3 slides,

leather case .

£3

3

0

j-pl. Sanderson Model A Field, 8yin. f/5.6 Homocentric,
Mackenzie slide, leather case and
£25 .

stand.

As new. Cost
£7 17 6

j-pl. Brass Bound Square Bellows, rise and cross, lo-in.
f,'4.5 Ross Xpres lens, 3 book-form
and stand. Cost over £30 .

sUdes, leather case
£12 12 0

1-pl. Planex Reflex, loHf-. f/4.5 Cooke
20-in. Cooke f/5.6 Telephoto, revolving
slides. Cost over £80 .

anastigmat,

back,

2 double
£32 10 0

LENSES
Cost £40
£22 10 0
10-in. f/4.5 Ross Xpres, iris. Cost £20 .
£8 17 6
81-in. f/5.6 Rcss Homocentric, iris. Cost £9 5s. £3 1 7 6
Portrait

Lens,

iris mount.

.£150

84 ALDERSGATE ST., E.C.1. Phone: NAT. 0591

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

f/3.5 Hermagis

f/2.5 anastigmat,

WHEN

leas, takes

Camo

shutter.
£1 18 9

£2 case
18 9
leather

motor,

45x107 Goerz Stereo Tenax, pair f/4.5 Dogmar
shutter, 3 double slides and purse .

lenses, Compound
£5 18 9

Whole-plate Triple Ticto, all movements, f/d.8 Beck Biplanat lens,
T.-P. T. and I. slmtter, 3 double book-form slides, .3-fold tripod and
canvas case. Cost £20 .
£8 17 6
6x6

Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Zeiss

Tessar,

Proxar

£13 18
lens, leat'her case

6

P.C. Tropical Ernemann Collapsible Focal-plane, teak and brass
bound, f/4. 5 Carl Zeiss Tessar lens. 5 double slides, F.P. addpter,
Mackenzie slide, 12 envelopes. Cost £37 .
£5 19 6
31x21 Ensign RoU Film, f/4.5 Lukos
to 1 /100th sec. Cost £6 6s .

lens, Mulchro

Six V.P. Kodaks, Achro. lens, lazy-tong
6d.
Each .
Five V.P. Kodaks,

f/7.7 anastigmat.

models.

Postage

P.C. Goerz Roll Film Tenax,
Cost £18 18b .

f/4.5 Dogmar

■

shutter, 1 to
£2 9 9

CostSOs.

Cd.

i-pl. N. & G. Nydia Compact Folding Pocket,
anastigmat, changing-box, leather case .

Each

Ross

Postage
9s. 9d.
14s. 9d.

Symmetrical
£1 18 9

lens, Compur

shutter.
£6 18 9

i

i

Compur shutter, leatiier
^ .
£4 18 9

3i x21 Ihagee RoU Film and Plate, double extension, f/4.5 Ibagee i
anastigmat, Compur shutter, focussing screen, 3 slides, leather case
; \
£6 13 6
31 X 21 Cameo, double extension, f/4.5 Aldis
shutter, 4 slides, F.P. adapter .

54 LIME ST., ^.C.3.

SALE
AMATEUR

Cine Camera,

la Zeiss Roll Film, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar,
case. Cost £12 126 .

20-in. f/5.6 Cooke Telephoto. As new.

6-in. 1/5 Dallmeyer

Pathe

auto,

6

9x12 cm. lea Folding, f/8 lens, speeded shutter, 2 slides

CITY
2

case.

CORRESPONDING

anastigmat,

' Phone: MON. 0180

AND
WITH

Compur
£3 5 9
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CITY SALE

IF ITS NEW — WE

HAVE

instrument practically identical

ON

SALE

VIEW

AT

ALL

CITY

IT!
SHOPS

Reflex, Focal-plane, V.P. Cameras, etc.

—ALL

ON

EASY

TERMS

PATHESCOPE

59 CHEAP$IDE
LONDON,

sprocket fed, accessible “ gate.”
Single nut tilting device. Works

E.C.2

9-5>mm. Patbe Hand Torn Camera, f/3.5 anastigmftt lens £1 14

9 MONTHLY
A

B, f/3.5 anastigmat lens and-caKe, motor
£4 17 6

Because

:

MOST
of us having

PAYMENTS

GENEROUS
a quick demand

The BEST EXCHANGE

£8 17 6
9.5-mm. Patbe Motocamera Lnze, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar lens. New con¬
dition. Cost £21 .
£13 17 6
case .

£15

Threading on one side only.
off 110 volts electric supply.

Complete with lamp, plug, flex, two-way adapter and one
empty
300-ft. super reel. DIRECT
DELIVERY
FROM
“ CITY SALE ** STOCK
.

9

stliymat. Cost £9 58 .
£2 6 9
9.5>mm. Patbe Camera, with f/3.5 auaHtipniat and Motrix attach¬
ment. Cost £7 78 .
£2 9 6
9.5>mm. Patbe Uotoca
drive .mera

“200-B”

With scientifically placed 200-watt lighting system. Brilliant
picture 10 ft. wide easily obtainable. Flickerless projection,

EASY

OF 35/-

PAYMENT

for used cia6 apparatus

ALLOWANCES

PLAN!

we are able

£11 17 6

9.6-mm. Patbe Projector, complete with adjustable resistance
£3 12 6
resistance .

£4 12

6

resistance. In excellent condition .
£8 5 0
16-mm. Agfa Projector, 100-watt lamp, motor drive, reverse,
rewind and stiU-picture movements, complete with adjustable
resistance and case. Cost £G3 .
'.
£29 10 0
16-mm. Bell-Howell 67 Projector, 200-watt lamp, reverse, rewind
and stlll-plctore movements, adjustable resistance and carrying case.
In excellent condition .
£37 10 0
16-mm. Kodatoy Projector,motor driven. New condition £4 4 0
35-mm. Williamson Cine Camera, 1- and b-picture movements,
.5
D.V. finder,
two 100-ft. spool boxes, f/3.1 Aldislonsinfocuaslngmount.
Pat
be condition
Camera,m
Brand-new
.
fill 17
wit
hm
Ca .
motor drive,
35-mm. DeVry Cine Camera,mo motor
f/3.6
att. chn
ient, f/.'h5
Dalmac Ions. New condition. Cost £60
ana£32 10 0

5Coronet Ca
mera
m
, moto
r
r dria
ve, f/3..
9 anas. le
ns.. £2

TO-DAY

2

0

5
Patbe Moto
cameram
Loxe, m
f/3.5 an.
astigmat
lens
no post to pay for this list!and case

MOW— IT’S POST FREE

5
Patb
e Motoca
mera m
ueClno
, f/2.m
85-mm. SnperbeLi
Camera,
7 Krause with «/».#
.
anastigmat]eafi,D.V.
buuer, footage
indicator,
two
Cellix, co
rone
t Proj spool boxe^, 1- and 8-picture movemplete in
200-ft.
ec
to
r,m
raents .
£9 17
with 3
fi
m
lms .
.
hand turn, dome cover .
. .
£3 7 6
£
1
7 Cost
Patbe Double-claw Projector, with resistance.
6 £7 Os. £4 17 6
Patbe Motor. Cost £3 .
£1 12 6
5
PatbeEnsign
Projector, in case. Cost £26 5s .
£10 2
Doublo100-watt
-claw
Prm
ojector,
£3 3 0
m
complete
wi
5
16-mm. Hand-turn Ica, rewiiider. .
Asthnew
.
12s.
adju
stable
tb
e Do
16-mm.
Ica Einamo, f/2.7 Tessar. Cost £24 .
£8 2
oble-cla
w Proj
16-mm. Model
Bm
Junior,
ec
tor, cof/3.5 and part lens. Cost £13 138. £9 17
mpm
lete wi Cost £31 .
16-mm. Model K Kodak, f/3.5'leQS.
£22 10
.
motor, .
16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/6, 5 th
anostigmat
£4 17
gr p
16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.6 anastigmatou.
£8 17
16-mm. Model BB Cine-Kodak Junior, f/3.5 anastigmat. . £9 12 .
16-mm. Bolex, 3 speedH, hand crank, f/3.6 anastigmat lens, footage
indicator, D.V. finder. New condition .
£9 12 6
16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo 70, 2 speeds, f/3.5 Cooke lens, complete
in case. Cost £70 .
£23 10 0
16-mm. Bell-Howell Model 70 DA Filmo, turret front, l-ln. f/3.5.
1-in. f/1.6 and 2-in. f/3.5 Dallmej’er lenses, visual focussing, complete
in case. New condition. Cost £116 .
£77 10 0
16-mm. Ensign Super Kiuecam, turret front, 5 speeds, D.V. finder,
l-ln. f/6 Cinar, 2-in. f/3.6 Dallmeyer and 4-in. f/4 Dallmeyer Telephoto
lenses, complete in case. New condition .
£39 17
le-mm. Kodatoy Hand-driven Projector .
£2 2 0
16-mm. Ensign 50 Projector, hand turn, complete Mith adjxi.stable
resistance .
£3 12 6
16-mm. Model C Kodascope, complete with Clarostat and variable
resistance .
£8 12 6
16-mm. Model A Kodascope, 200-watt lamp, motor drive, reverse,
rewind and still-picture movements, complete with variable resistance,
in travelling case. Cost £75 .
£37 10 0
16-mm. Model B Bronze Kodascope, in brand-new condition, iin*
soiled, 200-watt lamp, reverse, rewind and still-picture movement.^,
variable resistance and carrying case. Cost £100 .
£55 12 6
16-mm. Ensign Silent Sixteen Projector, lOO-watt lamp, motor
drive, adjustable resistance and carrying case .
£13 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Super Sixteen Projector, reverse, rewind and stillpicturo movements, tilting device, 2U0-watt lamp, adjustable re, sistance, complete in case .
£28 10 0
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SELOCHROME
for Winter

Snaps

Winter offers ample opportunities for snapshotting
and Selochrome enables you to take full advantage
of them. Because of its super speed, ample latitude
and anti'halo backing, Selochrome is ideal for
snow scenes and dull-weather subjects. In fact,
with Selochrome in your camera, perfect results
are certain all the year round.

ROLL

FILM

Anti-Halo . Extra- Fast . Highly Orthochromatic
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opics

opens this week at the Royal Photo¬
graphic Society, 35, Russell Square,
London, W.C.i, and remains open

of irfe

diTring the month of h'ebruary. This
One-man Show is by F.' J. Mortimer,
Editor of T]ie Amaieur PliotogyapJier.
Admission is free on signing the

eeR

visitors’ book.

Chicago

PHOTOGRAPHER"

NEWS"

Subscription l^fes:Unibd kingdom Canojd^^ Ol^r{oun//-(fs/9/Spprajin.posifiwfivm(bepuUs^m ^ctMn/se

ist, 1933.

exhibitioii'of
pictorial
work
devoted entirely
to marine
and seascape photography

The

new

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Exhibition.

\OL.

No.

=3oS.

and Bulletin of Photography',
John MacS5nnon, Editor The Camera
(Dublin) ; James N. Doolittle ; The
Camera Pictorialists of Los Angeles ;
Charles K. Archer, President Pitts¬
burgh Salon ; Ira C. Martin, Presi¬
dent Pictorial Photographers of
America,
Company. and the Eastman Kodak

A “ Photograms

” Evening.

One idea which may be com¬
mended to any photographic society
which

The organisers of the photogra])hic
section of the Century of Progress

LXXV.

possesses

or

can

hire an

epidiascope is the programme fol¬
lowed at the last meeting of the

World’s Fair at Chicago, now an¬
nounce that the committee in charge
of the Salon has selected the jurv who
will judge the photographic entries
for this international exhibition.
It will consist of Charles Avlett
(Toronto, Canada), Pirie Macdonald
(New York), James M. Canfield
(Louisville) , E. P. W i g h t m a n
(Rochester, N.Y.), Frank R. Fraprie
(Boston, Mass) and F. J. Mortimer
(London). Co-operating with the
committee in promoting the success
of the Salon are the following
organisations and individuals : the

Pictorial Section of the Royal Photo¬
graphic Society. The evening was
devoted to Photograms of the

Photographers’ International A.ssociation of America ; Camera Club of
New York ; the Royal Photographic
Society of Great Britain ; the Chiciifo
Tribune] the Chicago Daily Ncios]
Vicomte C. de Santeul, President

though some of them, to be ac¬
commodated to the size of the, pro¬
jecting apparatus, had to be cut
down. The comment of some among
the audience was that they gained

Year, the pages of which were
successi\’ely projected on to the
screen, while informal comments
and criticism were made regarding
each picture. Mr. Dudley Johnston
both manipulated the table epidia¬
scope and introduced the works.
It was interesting to see pictures
which are familiar only as exhibition
prints or half-tone reproductions
submitted to the test of the lantern.
They

the

test

excellently,

by such cutting — for example, the
figure of a charming little girl was
improved by the cutting out of a
rather awkward knee. The method

de L’Union National des Societes
Photographique de Frangaise ; Societe Frangaise de Picardy ; Frank
R. Fraprie, Editor American Phoiography ; F. J. Mortimer, Editor
The Amateur Photographer and
Photograms of the Year (London) :
Sigismund Blumahn, Editor
Camera Craft] Charles Abel, Editor
Abel’s Photographic Weekly and The
Commercial Photographer ; Frank
V. Chambers, Publi.sher The Camera

bore

suggests itself as one which might
be applied experimentally to prints
with a view to improving
judicious excision.

Showmen
Showmen
London

A

Landsc.^pes

iv'inier snapshot

on

95

(No.

Wimbledon

ii).

Common.

them

b}-

on the Film.

and circus people from

all parts of Great Britain descended
on the Olympia the other night for

ih( amateur photographer
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men do not love the cinema, which
is an upstart competitor of their
booth, but it was very amusing to
notice how all the arts of showman¬
ship came out as they marched in
front of that camera, to see the
dignity of the fat lady and the
hving skeleton when the opportunity
came to them to be film stars pro

their annual supper and entertain¬
ment, which began at midnight,
and carried on until the witching
hour of five. It was interesting
to watch the reaction of these people
to the camera, for the camera was
very much in evidence. The festi¬
vities were interrupted in order that
three separate photographs, without
flashlight, might be taken of the
company, and at the close of the
supper a thrill of delight was mani¬
fest when it was announced that

The Red Light for Spirits.
A correspondent who attended a
spiritualistic seance in London the
other evening teUs us that one
unusual feature was forthcoming,
namely: that the seance room was
illuminated by dark-room lamps.

tern. The Customs.
A well-known alpinist who had
sent for a few lantern slides from a

the company were to proceed to the
ballroom, and that just inside the
ballroom door there would be a

photographer in Italy, in order that
he might include them with others
in a lecture he was giving, received
an intimation from the Customs
authorities that they were awaiting
him. On going to the Customs
office, instead of having to pay

cinematograph with sound attach¬
ment to take a talkie film which
would be exhibited at hundreds of
cinemas on the morrow. The show¬

The

about sixpence, as he expected, he
was called upon to disburse eleven
shillings and sixpence for the privilege
of bringing into this country a few
lantern sUdes of Alpine scenery.

A mateur Photographer”

The spirit, who had “ passed over ”
some ten years ago, and came back
and gave an address through a trance
medium, had no objection to red
light, but objected strongly to white.
Possibly he had been a dark-room
devotee during his life on earth.

EXPOSURE

T ABLE — February

EVERY
MONTH
a brief exposure table will be provided for the assistance of our readers in their practical work. A glance at
the current approximate exposures as here given will serve as a reliable guide for most purposes. The subjects will be varied
to suit the time of year. The following exposures will serve as a working guide for any fine day during the month, between the
hours of II in the morning and i in the afternoon, with the sun shining, but not necessarily on the subject. Stop used, f/8. The
exposure should be doubled if the sun is obscured or if stop f/ii is used. For f/i6 give four times the exposure. For f/5.6
give half. From 9 to ii a.m. or from i to 3 p.m., double these exposures. From 8 to 9 a.m. or from 3 to 4 p.m., treble them.
Ordinary.

Medium.

Subject.

Open

seascapes

and

cloud

studies

Ordinary landscapes and landscapes with
snow, open river scenery, figure studies in
the open, light buildings, wet street scenes
Landscapes

in fog or mist,

or with

strong

foreground, well-lighted street scenes . .
Buildings or trees occupying greater portion
of picture
Portraits or groups taken out of doors,
too much shut in by buildings . .

not

Portraits in well-lighted room, light surroundings, big window, white reflector . .
As

1/20

sec.

1/30

sec.

sec.

1/60
1/15

1/4

1/6

1/3

1/4

3/4

1/2

2

1/30

1/10
1/4

11

3/4

1 1

secs.

4

1/50
1
111

1 1

1 1

1/12

secs.

6

1/40

1 ?

1 1

1/15

1 1

1/12

1 1

1/20

1/5
1/2

11
11

„
„

Special

Portrait.

„

Super-speed Film.
Ultra Special.

Barnet,

Press

„
„
„
„
Eastman,

„
„

„
„
Herzog,

„
Ilford,

Press.

Enelite.
Par

Speed

Cut

Film.

S.S. Cut Film.
S.S. Pan. Film.

Gevaert,

Haufp,

„

Super

XL Super-speed Ortho.
Soft Panchromatic.
Studio Fast.
Ultra Rapid.

Criterion,

„
„
,,
,,

and

Super

Sensima.

Sensima Fast.
Sensima Ortho.
Super Chromosa.
Roll Films and Packs.
Ultra

Hypersensitive
Plates and Films. Pan.
fast).
Portrait
Film (Ortho

„
„
„
„

Monarch.
Press.
S.S. Ex. Sens.
Zenith Ex. Sens.

„
S.S.
Illingworth,
„
„
„
Imperial,

Rapid.

Ulcroma.
Ultra Roll Film and Pack.
Ortho-Isodux

„
Golden

„

Roll

Film.

Film Pack.

Iso.Zenith.

Kodak,
Marion,
„

Rajar, Super Speed.
Selo, Selochrome Roll Film

Film Pack.
„ Selo Pan. Roll Film.

Wellington,

Agfa,
Fleet.

Super Fleet.
Super Fleet Ortho.
Pan. Fleet.
S.S.S. Press Ortho.
Eclipse.
Eclipse Ortho Soft.
Eclipse Soft.
Eclipse Ortho.
Eclipse Pan. Soft.

Verichrome

Film.

Anti-Screen.

„ExtraX Press.
Rapid.
Chromo.

Extra Rapid.
Isolar.
„
Isolar.
Iso Rapid.
Roll Film.
„ „ Chromo.
Barnet,

S.R.

Pan.

„
Studio
Ortho.
Criterion,
Iso E.R.

1 1

Record.

Ensign,

Iso Record.

Gevaert,

Portrait.
Roll Film.
RollSpecial
Film. E.R.
Filtered

Ortho.

11
11
11

1
approximately

Hauff, Ortho Anti-Halo.
Ilford, Screened Chromatic.

,,

Regular Cut Film.
AnaloS.R. Flavin.
„ Extra Rapid.
„ E.R.
Ortho.and P.ack.
,,
Roll Film
Ilford, Auto Filter.

„

Hauff,
„

„ S.R. Pan.
„ Rapid
Pan. Film.
,,
Chromatic.
Imperial,
Non-Filter
„ Film
P.ack. (new
„
Pathe,

Roll

„

„ CutS.R.
Ortho.
Kodak,
Film.
Lumiere, Extra Rapide.

series).

Film

,,
,,
Ilford,

Instantan^e.
Medium.
Pelliculaire.
Empress.

Ordinary.
Pack.

Film

„

Barnet,

Film.

Selo, Roll Film.
Zeiss
Pack.Ikon, Roll

Barnet,

Commercial Ortho Film.
Non-Filter.
S R
S.R.

Imperial,

Eclipse Pan. B.

Kodak,
and
,, Roll
S.S.Film
Ortho.

an<l

Rapid.

„
„
„

1 1

1/6
1/15
1/3

secs.

2

sec.

1 1

1 1

1 »

1/10

1/100

1/80

a further guide we append a list of some of the best known makes of plates and films on the market. They have been divided into groups, which
1 1
indicate the speeds referred to above. The hypersensitive panchromatic plates and films require less exposure than the uUra^apid.
Ultra Rapid.
and Gevaert, Chromosa.
Ilford, Iso-Zenlth.
Paget, Ex. S.R.

Agfa,

6

sec.

. .

Open landscapes with no very heavy
shadows in foreground, shipping studies
or seascapes with rocks, beach scenes, snow
scenes with no heavy foreground . .

Ultra Rapid.

Extra Rapid.

Rapid.

Film

Chromatic.
Ordinary.

Criterion,
Gevaert,
„
Ilford,

Or’Hnary.
Ordinary.
Ordinary

Iso.

Ordinary.

S.R.

„
Self-screen
Ortho.
Criterion,
Extra Rapid.

Imperial,
Ordinary.
,, Rapid
Process

„

Pan. Process.

Pan.
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uying a “Used’’ Camera

In last week’s “ Amateur Photographer ” an article on selling a used camera
appeared. The following note will be found useful to those who are thinking
of obtaining fresh equipment. Some practical hints are given upon the
examination of second-hand apparatus with a view to finding possible defects.

Most photographers in these

days have overcome any
prejudice against second¬
hand photographic apparatus. Every
year a vast amount changes hands,
to the mutual satisfaction of buyers
as well as sellers. A good camera
or lens suffers little from careful use,
and after several years should still
produce results as excellent as when

fresh from the maker’s hands.
At the same time, fashions change,
and improvements effected in

modern apparatus cause photogra¬
phers to purchase outfits which will
keep them abreast of the times,
with the result that their “ used ”
apparatus is passed on to others.
We know of many photographers
who, whenever they desire to add
to their equipment, turn their atten¬
tion to the second-hand market.
The term does not mean lessened
efficiency, nor does it necessarily
mean that the apparatus is oldfashioned. Within a few months of
introduction many modern cameras
can be bought second-hand.
The

Market.

The photographer who decides to
purchase such equipment has two
sources of supply. The “ Amateur’s
Emporium ” advertisements provide
week by week a selection of appara¬
tus of every type. The reasons for
disposal, if they could be arrived
at, would in most cases be that the
seller has secured something better,
or of a different type, or even that
a change is decided upon. Protec¬
tion is assured to both parties to
the transaction by the publishers
in the shape of the “ deposit system,”
of which details are given upon the
advertisement pages.
In addition to the “ private ”
sale offers there are the large firms
specialising in the sale and exchange
of ” used ” apparatus. Every item
is guaranteed to be as described, and
in good order. In addition all
apparatus is available upon approval,
so that it may be tested before
purchase.

Either method has advantages to
offer. It will occasionally be found
that the private vendor is willing
to dispose of his goods at a lower
price, but it might happen that the
particular instrument wanted may
not at once be available. The
dealer in
generally
particular
It is also

second-hand goods can
supply from stock any
camera or lens desired.
possible for the photo¬

grapher’s own apparatus to be talcen
in part payment.
Before arrangements are made
as to purchase the apparatus should
be submitted upon approval. Any
of the large dealers in such goods
will be prepared to do this, against
a deposit of the cash value.
Testing

the

Apparatus.

The photographer of some ex¬
perience is soon able to tell if a
camera or lens is in good condition.
The appearance of the instrument is
not entirely a safe guide, because
misuse may have produced defects
that are not at first evident.
For example, in the case of a
folding pocket camera, it often
happens that the front is subjected
to strain through careless handling,
either in extending or closing the
camera. This may mean that the
lens is no longer parallel with the
focal plane. This is a serious defect,
especially in the case of cameras
fitted with lenses of large aperture.
All working parts should work
smoothly, and the smaller or more
delicate the camera the more care¬
ful the examination in this respect
should be.
The bellows should have very
careful examination. It is a good
plan to take the camera into a dark¬
room and to place in the bellows a
small pocket flashlamp. This will
show if any “ pinholes ” are present.
At the same time it is also a good
plan to insert a plate-holder, and
careful watch made to see if there
is any trace of light at the junction
of the back frame and plate-holder.
In the case of a roll-film camera a

97

similar test will show if the camera
back is well fitting. Such a series
of simple tests will do much to
indicate if the camera is in good
working

condition.

The

Lens

and

Shutter.

These very important parts of
the camera should be examined
with some care. The shutter should
work smoothly, and in the case of
a diaphragm shutter the blades
should close instantly. A focalplane shutter should operate without
jar. It is not so easy to find if a
lens is in good order, but the photo¬
grapher should look at the compo¬
nents very carefully. If the glasses
are dull the instrument has probably
lost something of its powers of fine
definition. The glasses should be
clear, and free from any coloration.
Lens “ forgeries ” as they used to
be termed, by which we mean that
the mount of a standard maker is
used to hold lenses of indifferent
quality, the original cells being
removed, are less common in these
days, but such should
for.
In

be watched

General.

As a final test some exposures
should be made upon subjects as
varied as possible. It is sometimes
the practice of advertisers to show
a photograph taken with the appara¬
tus. This is not a true test. The
picture may have
such apparatus
fective, or by an
avoid the defect

been taken before
has become de¬
expert who can
being shown. It

is a good plan to get some photo¬
grapher of experience to give an
examination and opinion before con¬
cluding the deal.
We have said nothing about
price. Such can only be discussed
in general terms. In this respect
one hint may be given. It is not
always wise to buy the cheaper of
two cameras of what appear identical
make. The one by its better con¬
dition may be worth as much as
twenty-five per cent more.
7
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HANDS
in Still-Life
Photography
By

VICTOR

BANCROFT.

An old photographer told me years
ago that “ there is more charac¬
ter shown in some hands than

in many faces,” and the more photo¬
graphy 1 do the more I realise the
truth of the old man’s saying. Hands
are so expressive ; so living ; their story
so human.
The

introduction

of

hands

into

still-life studies requires thought and
careful choice of subject, but an
unusual twist to an otherwise common¬
place

arrangement

can

sometimes

be

Good Night.
terest,

were

it not

for the

compen-

ding " life” given by the hands shown
the photographs. Remembering the
d photographer’s
regarding that
the
laracter
of hands words
it is essential
inds

shall be selected

leir attitude

to fit the subject,

arranged

so

as

not

to

; distorted by the camera, and their
laracter displayed to the advantage
: the photograph.
Finally, let the
ands be doing something naturally,
acause hands, like faces, can be
;ry camera-conscious.

Loving Hands.
made

by their

interest
which

being

may

inclusi(;n.
shown

prompt

There

in most

some

is the

Press

necessity

photographs

photographers

to enliven

for human
nowadays
even

their

still-life work in some manner. There must be ” somebody ”
in a Press photograph, otherwise its chances of reproduction
are

slim

indeed.

In tlTis respect

the two

” still-life ” photo¬

graphs illustrated — "Loving Hands” and the flashlight study
" Good Night,” would fall absolutely short of human interest
were it not for the inclusion of hands which suggest life. As
it is, both photographs have been reproduced in a leading
national daily newspaper. This would certainly have been
very

8

unusual

for such

subjects,

having

no particular

news

Daily Bread.

I'cbruary
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ENCLOSED”

“ALL

NEW

PHOTOGRAPHER

SILENT

SIXTEEN

PROJECTOR

100 B
ALL-ENCLOSED
PRECISION MECHANISM
AIR-COOLED
QUICK-SET SPOOL ARMS
OPTICAL CENTRING
ALL VOLTAGES
MOTOR DRIVE
AND
DALLMEYER F/1.8
SUPERLITE LENS
BRITISH THROUGHOUT

Complete with all
accessories and resistance
The

introduction

of the Silent Sixteen

100 B projector

marks

a definite step

for all voltages 100-250.

in the evolution of really “easy to work” apparatus. There is no fitting up
or putting away. The spool arms come up into position in one movement,
and the whole machine is ready in an instant for showing. The home cine
projector is therefore now no more trouble to use than a portable gramophone
or radio set.
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TWO Projectors for the price of ONE

ALOIS
LENSES

The PAILLARD - Bolex model
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REVERSE
Complete weight :
15 lbs., yet very
strongly made.
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The excellent reproductions of the year’s work of the leading camera artists in the new
volume
of "traditions.
Photograms of the Year 1932” typify the modern spirit of emancipation from
hidebound
The subjects range over a very extensive field. They are gathered together from world¬
wide sources. In manner and in purpose they are as diverse as the nationals who produced
them.
They include clear delineation in personal photography; interesting aspects of landscape ;
artistic emphasis of detail ; and skilfully managed studies in light and shade with natural
subjects, posed figures, still life and geometric form.

MAKE
SURE OF
YOUR COPY

The Literary matter includes an editorial on “The Year’s Work,” and contributions by
well-known writers in many foreign countries. Critical notes on the pictures reproduced,
and an up-to-date Directory of British Photographic Societies are included.
Demy

4(0, 120 pp., containing 82 beautiful reproductions on toned art paper
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LETTERS
APPARATUS

TO

THE

EDITOR

LARGE-SCALE

AND EXHIBITIONS,
OR
BEHIND
THE GUN.”

“ THE

o

PHOTOGRAPHY.

Sir, — -Your correspondent Oliphant Chuckerbity raises some
interesting points in The Amateur Photographer of the iith uJt.
With regard to photographing objects to various scales, I have

MAN

Sir, — Your very regular correspondent, Mr. R. BassettBullock, in the course of his photographic career seems to

habitually used a 5-in. ^-pl. lens in my single extension |^-plate
camera for work of the actual size or a little larger. I also use

have “ found out ” all the faults and snags of which the
enlarger and lens maker has been guilty. He has also risen
to the occasion and applied sundry remedies which have

a J-in. lens for such things as dewdrops on the grass-blades of
the lawn. I have actually photographed these as large as a
penny. One difficulty is that one must use so small a stop

turned his apparatus from standard to ” super,” thereby
enabling him to win very valued prizes in international
competitions.
Now to the very amateur photographer, the inference is that
when he has scrapped his modest but standard apparatus

to get the edge of the drop and the upside-down image in
focus together, that diSraction gets rather pronounced and
spoils the sharpness of definition.
The second point set me thinking as to what, the effect would
be of using a telephoto lens hind side before. I do not know
enough of optics to predict the consequence, nor have I a
telephoto lens at present to try the experiment.

and installed the very latest and most expensive “ gadgets ”
he will be able to produce " pictures ” better than, or at least
equal to, the very best in the world.
To my mind these ideas have a tendency to unsettle and
make dissatisfied the young photographer whose apparatus
is only moderate ; but at any rate, your long sequence of

Ever since I took up photography, some twenty-five years
ago, I have understood that sulphide-toned bromide prints
are very permanent, because the photographer does to them
deliberately what the sulphurous atmosphere of a town does
in probably a patchy manner.
I should like to add that though a regular reader of Photo¬
graphy up to 1916, I have not regularly read a photographic
journal since then. I have now placed a regular order for The
Amateur Photographer, and am delighted to note that my old

“ Interviewed,” including Mr. Shillabeer, in last week’s issue,
should reassure him, and prove that the most modest outfit
can produce exhibition work if the right man is using it.
In conclusion, I would commend to all your readers the last
paragraph of Mr. Grant’s letter in last week’s issue. Wishing
" The A.P.” every success. — Yours,
etc.,
EDWARD
H. AUSTEN.

Exhibitions

and

CURRENT
Notices of forthcoming

exhibitions

and competitions

friend (at a distance) the"
Yours, etc.,

Photographic Societies,
Czechoslovakia.

22,

II,

International Exhibition, 1933. —
June i-October 31. Enquiries to
Club,

137,

North

Wabash

Victorian (Australia) International Salon (Melbourne Athenseum Art Gallery).— Open, April 24-May 6. Secretary,
C. Stuart Tompkins, Junction, Camberwell, E.6, Melbourne,
Australia.
Barry C.C. International Salon. — Entries, March ii ; open,
March 20—25. Particulars from J. H. White, Exhibition
Secretary, Barry Camera Club, Y.M.C.A., Barry, South Wales.
Bishop Auckland P.S. Annual Salon. — ^Entries, March 14 ;
open, March 22-25. Entry forms from T. Ambler, 18, Ray
Gardens, Cockton Hill, Bishop Auckland, Co. Durham.
Bridge of Allan and District Photographic Society Inter¬
national Salon. — -Entries, March 28 ; open, April 15-29.
Particulars from Mrs. Brown, Jun., The Studio, Bridge of
Allan, Scotland.
Third International Salon, San Diego, Fine Arts Gallery

Scottish National Salon, Aberdeen. — February 18-March ii.
Secretary, Miss Hilda M. Bailey, 63, Watson Street, Aberdeen.
Leicester and Leicestershire P.S. International Exhibition.
28, Chaucer

York and D.P.S. International Salon. — Open, February
24-25. Particulars from N. J. Rushton, Tall Timbers, Hull
Road, York.
Pittsburgh
B. H. Chatto,

Prague

Nabiezi,

Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries, March 7 ;
open, March 29- April i. Secretary, Walter Selfe, 24, Pembury
Road, Clapton, E.5.

Exhibition. — February byiS. Exhibition Secretary, F. Wells,
65, Powis Road, Ashton-on-Ribble, Preston, Lancs.
South London P..S. Annual Exhibition. — ^Open, February
18-20. Hon. Exhibition Secretary, B. C. Payment, 44, Priory ■
Road, Kew, Surrey.

E. Harpham,

organisers.

“ 1933 Salon,” Chicago Camera
Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.

"(Nature in Winter ” Competition, The .dmateur Photographer,
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. For further
particulars see issue dated January ii.
Preston Scientific Society Annual Open
Photographic

Wm.

are sent by the responsible
Riegrovo

Chicago World’s Fair
Entries, March i ; open,

" Nature in Winter ” Competition. £10 in cash and books
by Beverley Nichols awarded as prizes by Jonathan Cape,
Ltd. Closing date, March 31. Entries to be addressed to

Secretary,

FUTURE.

here every week if particulars

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions for Begin¬
ners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers. Entries, February
28. Rules in the issue of January 25.

— February 20-25.
Street, Leicester.

Competitions

AND

will be included

Walrus” is still doing his bit. —
PERCY
B. ASHWORTH.

Salon. — ^Open, March 17-April 16. Secretary,
1300, Milton Avenue, Pittsburgh, 18, Pa., U.S.A.

(under auspices of Camera Enthusiasts of San Diego). — Entries,
April i ; open, April 21— May 14. Particulars from Miss Ruth
Kilbourne, 4225, Arden Way, San Diego, California, U.S.A.
Hammersmith
Hampshire House P.S. Annual Exhibition
(Open- Classes). — Entries, April 6 ; open, April 28-May 7 ;
Particulars from J. Ainger Hall, Hon. Exhibition Secretary, 10,
Kitson Road, London, S.W.13.

Birkenhead P.A. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms due,
February 8 ; prints, February 15 ; open, March 8-1 1. Secre¬
tary, F. W. C. Hollett, 8, Snowdon Road, Birkenhead.
City of London and Cripplegate P.S. Annual Exhibition. —
Entries, February 13 ; open, March 6-8. Hon. Exhibition
Secretaries, H. G. Reese Jones, 18, Wood Street, E.C.2, and
J. R. P. Hilliard, 86, Downton Avenue, Streatham Hill,
S.W.2.

Beckenham
P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, April 6-12.
Secretary, F. H. Elliott, 31a, Worbeck Road, Anerley, S.E.20.

Birmingham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms due,
February 14 ; exhibits, February 18 ; open, March 4-18.
Particulars from G. G. Heathcock, Essex House, 27, Temple
Street, Birmingham.

Midland Salon, City Art Gallery, Leicester. — ^Entries, May
6 ; open. May 27— June 24. Particulars from Hon. Secretaries,
W. Bailey and A. E. Tracey, Cank Street, Leicester.

G.E.R. Mechanics Institute P.S. Exhibition. — Open
Entries due, February 22 ; open, March 7 and 8. Entry
from A. G. Barker, 24, Willow Street, Romford, Essex.

May 13 ; open, June 17- August 20. Entry forms from
Greenwood, Myrtle Dene, Harrogate Road, Bradford.

Northern

class.
forms

Photographic

Exhibition

(Bradford). — Entries,
A.

Cardiff C.C. World’s Masters Salon. — Entries, May 14; open,
June 9—24. Entry forms and particulars from G. H. Palmer,
Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Y.M.C.A., Cardiff.

Prague International Salon. — Entries, March i ; open, April
8-22. Entry forms from Association of Czechoslovak Amateur
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Jfunjing
ERNEST

OAKLEY.

Getting to a meet is usually quite

-simple, as motor omnibuses cover
most of the county areas nowadays.
The meetings may be ascertained
by looking in the local paper, where
they are notihed often a week before
the event is due to take place. If
one has a car or a motor cycle
transportation is a simple matter.
It is usually advisable to get to the
appointed place half an hour or
more before the hunt is due to meet,
as often from enquiry from the local
residents it is possible to snap the
hunt as it comes up some pretty lane

Crossing

the Ford.

NOW that the hunting season is in ful swing,

doubtless many amateur photographers v\ill
try to obtain records of this English sport.
Many will go armed with hlters, panchromatic
material and a marvellous camera to secure pictorial
photographs. Others, not so ambitious, will enter the
fray with perhaps a focal-plane camera or a reflex,
taking pictures with a view of selling them to the local
Press, whilst the less ambitious amateurs will go armed
for a day’s sport with a packet of sandwiches
or folding camera. They will all
hope for good pictures, but who
can tell at a hunt ? Everything
may be a matter of luck.
It is, of course, unnecessary to
state that almost any camera may
be used for this work. An ordinary
him camera will produce excellent
hunting pictures on a hne sunny

and a box
The Meet.

or passes over a picturesque bridge ;
only securable by being informed
beforehand as to which way the
hunt will come.
If you have never been to a hunt
before, and the one you attend is
also patronised by a local pressman,
make friends with him. You will
hnd him a source of information on

winter’s day. But photographers
who are able should make a point of
using the modern rapid panchromatic
material. The amateur pressman
will in all probability use some of the
super-speed type of plates ; he is
not out so much for pictorialism as
news. But a word of advic^ may be
given to him — always use a lens
hood and backed plates ; they will
often help to turn a would-be bad
negative into a good one, especially
when one is snapping in shaded
woodland where halation is present.
12

the whys and wherefores of hunting
and of photography, and he will
often drop a hint which will prove
very useful. In fact, if you treat
him right you will find him a walking
encyclopaedia.
Once the hounds have arrived, and

The Stirrup Cup.
100

all the followers are getting to¬
gether, one must act quickly if
hoping to secure any good pictures,
for once a hunt gets going there is

I

I
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with a

CAMERA
Some

useful

grapher

tips for the

on a topical

amateur

out-of-door

photo¬
subject.

little possibility of photography.
Therefore all the pictures, or nearly
all the pictures, must be secured
before and while the hunt moves
off and becomes scattered.

The Start oj the Hunt.

The amateur pressman will find a good market for his
jjrints in the local Press, especially if he pictures im¬
portant meets of the season. Also the leading London
illustrated papers often accept really good and out-ofthe-ordinary hunt photographs.
It is unnecessary to state that if you wish to get good
hunt pictures it is necessary to attend more than one
meet. If you do get good snaps it will often help to hand
a few round to the huntsmen, who will then be only too
willing to do what they can for you.
As in all specialised forms of photography actual
experience is of the greatest value. The earlier results
should be studied carefully, and criticised rigorously.
It will soon be discovered that certain shots are unsatis¬
factory for obvious reasons, and the procedure that has
resulted in failure must be avoided in future. On the
other hand, some of the results will be found realistic and
effective, and a little study will show why they are so.
The slogan “ safety first ” should be borne in mind.
The photographer must avoid, in his eagerness, becoming
a nuisance to the hunters, and at the same time must pa}'
due regard to his owm safety when the hunt is in full cry.

Naturally, careful posing is out
of the question ; but if you happen
to catch the master’s or chief whip’s
eye he will often consent to pose
for you, providing you are quick in
taking your pictures. But otherwise
patience and watchfulness are the
passwords to success.
The attempt to snap the hunt in
full cry may produce interesting
results and pleasant records, but the
chances of pictorial success are not
very great.

The Pack and Field moving off.
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NOTES
Every

week

with

an article will appear

under

a topic of interest to the novice

INTERIOR

this heading

taken

when

I spent

a

camera day with two expert architectural friends — H. W.
Bennett and Ernest Marriage.
Such interior work as this can be done all the year
round. Very often the difficulty of getting a satisfactory
result is reduced in the winter, when diffused light is more
often available, and even if the sun is shining in, its light
is softer and more harmonious than in the summer. One

West Porch
14

the

SUBJECTS.

OUITE a number of times 1 have begun one of these
were

t NOTIONS

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

in photography.

articles by stating that in a box of negatives I found
so-and-so, and have continued by talking about
so-and-so to the end of the chapter. This is rather ominous
for readers, because 1 have so many boxes of negatives
liable to be opened, and it does not take much to start me
talking.
The two illustrations below came from a rather mixed
lot of interior subjects, and

dealing

ist, 1933

of the troubles with interiors like these is the wide contrasts
of light and
sunlight.

shade,

and

the range is increased

by strong

Although these subjects can be taken at any time I
cannot say that they can be taken with any camera. It is
surprising what can be done at times by standing a tiny
camera on a convenient support, and letting it take more or
less what it likes. But to work with anything like certainty
I should say that the minimum requirements would be
a rectilinear lens, a focussing screen, a rising front, and a
tripod.
In Fig. 2 the side of a Norman column is close to and
parallel with the edge of the print; with a single lens such a
line would be more or less curved. A focussing screen is the
only means of making sure that the subject is properly
included, and that the focussing is satisfactory. A rising

and South 102
Aisle, Dunstable

Priory,
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front is in constant demand for such work, and was used to
a considerable extent on both the examples shown. As
exposures are always much longer than any that could be
given in the hand, a tripod is a necessity ; it is absurd to
rely on such casual supports as may be available.
It is a curious thing that although these two Dunstable
subjects are so very different in character the tripod had to
be moved only a yard or so. One of the chief charms of
interior work is that of ringing the changes by experi¬
menting with points of view. And another of the many
difficulties is settling a safe exposure.
My friend H. W. Bennett made a sort of table of sugges¬
tions for various types of subject, with good midday
summer light, a stop of f/i6, and what was then called an
" extra
Nave rapid ” plate, with a speed of about

200 H. and D.
45
sec. to
1 min.
to 1 32* min.
2 min. to 7 min.

Aisle, white glass . .
Aisle, coloured glass
Choir
Crypt
Cloisters

4 min. to 15 min.
10 min. to 60 min.
20 sec. to I min.

A plan adopted by some photographers was really based
on the principle of the extinction meter. The head was well
covered with the focussing cloth while the image on the
screen was examined, the lens being at full aperture. The
iris was then slowly closed until the details required in the
shadows were only just visible. Then, with that stop, an
exposure of ten minutes was given, on a 200 H. and D. plate.
There were several versions of this plan, but the fundamental
prjnciple was the same. Naturally allowances can be made
in all cases for different stops and plate speeds.
There is nothing like a little experience, though. This,
with some sort of table or calculator, and a generous
allowance in exposure, will pull us through safely more
often than not. I repeat oft-tendered advice. Find, by
some means, the calculated exposure, and give at least
double. Do not carry development too far.
In the original of the South Aisle it is easy, with a glass,
to see the detail of the painting over the altar, which was
none too well lighted. All the detail in the window above is
also clear. With under-exposure the picture would have
been lost ; with over-development the windo\v would
have shown halation.
Just a word about the third illustration. I took this
when I had no tripod, and only a box-form camera. The
roof is over a passage-way in Dedham church. I judged

Making

the

Best

WE all know the oft-repeated maxim, " Over-expose

If an under-exposed plate is developed in a strong de¬
veloper, or if the time of development is prolonged in the
hope of forcing out the last bit of image, by the time the
shadow detail has been developed out as much as it can be,
the high-lights will have been over-developed.
A valuable method of treatment consists of alternate
of the plate in developer and plain water. The
put into the developer for about thirty seconds,
dish gently rocked ; then it is transferred to a dish
water, and left for two minutes without rocking.
is put back into the developer for forty seconds,
water for another two minutes, and so on.

The following amidol formula
Sulphite of soda
. .
.
Amidol . .
....
.
Water to
....
.

the distance from floor to ceiling, set the scale, and stood
the camera on end on the floor. The Tudor rose and
portcullis are repeated

can be recommended':
.
. .
. . 280 grs.
.
. .
. .
50 grs.
.
. .
. .
20 oz.

with fine effect.

Using a glass it is

possible to discern on sorne of the small shields the mer¬
chants’
church. mark of the family of weavers who rebuilt the
I found something else in that box of negatives to which
I hope to refer next week.
\V. L. F. W.

of Known

rather than under-expose,” which advice is good
when it can be carried out ; but some photo¬
graphs have to be taken under the most difficult conditions.

soaking
plate is
and the
of clean
Then it
into the

jRoof Detail, Dedham

Under-exposure

The development times given above have been worked
out for this amidol formula used in conjunction with
super-speed ortho plates ; but they can be modified for use
with other developers or sensitive material.
It should be noted that the plate should not be left in
the developer longer than thirty or forty seconds for the
first immersion, or the high-lights will have gone too far
at the start. Also it should be left at least two minutes
each time in water

to give the shadow

detail time to soak

out, while the high-lights are held back. The developer
in them is quickly exhausted when the plate is in water,
but sufficient is left in the shadows to continue working.
Although this method may seem a little involved in
describing it is quite simple in practice, and is well worth
1using,
03

not only for known under-exposure, but for an}'^
subject with great contrasts of light and shade, such as
interiors, against - the - light subjects, and especially
outdoor night pictures, the greatly-improved results
obtainable putting a new power into the hands of anyone
who use? it.
E. Ronald Sleep.
15
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.

Mr. E.
HEIMANN

From

information communicated

As regards the technical procedure in the making of my
exhibition

pictures

I can

lay no

claim

not shown me leaflets containing superb photographs advertis¬
ing his system, I would there and then have abandoned the

to originality.

Idke many another, I aim at a fully-exposed negative
whenever possible, and develop by the time and temperature
method. 1 invariably suit my paper to my negative, using
bromide paper almost exclusively. Naturally, it follows that
1 do not hesitate to employ pencils, paints and penknives on a
print if necessary, and 1 am a strong advocate of the use of
nice hot steam to fix (and possibly hide) the dirty work !

idea of recording Dusseldorf’s modern architecture and been
content to make masterpieces from the infinite variety of his
filing cards and accessories.
“ Anyhow
town which

“ I was on holiday in Cologne, and the day before my
departure suddenly decided to visit Diisseldorf, where 1 vaguely
imagined f would find some interesting modern buildings. 1
had a letter of introduction to a gentleman there, who would
direct me, and on my arrival 1 at once went to his office. He
whose life’s passion
indexing systems.

he evolved
he thought

an itinerary of those parts of the
would interest me, and presently,

having found the main thoroughfare, I picked out the kindestlooking policeman, and in my best German asked him for the
first street on my list. He was so agreeable and helpful that
1 forthwith made him my base of operations, for having myself
an appalling sense of direction, I would inevitably return to
him for fresh fields to conquer. We soon got to know one
another, and my gift of a few English cigarettes made him my
faithful slave for the rest of the day.

“ Having settled the technicalities, 1 feel I cannot do better
than describe how the picture reproduced on the opposite page
saw the light of day, as its history appears to me typical of
how a great many exhibition pictures are produced.

turned out to be a very busy man
planning and selling of elaborate

to our Special Representative.

" So far I had struck unlucky ; modern buildings there were
in plenty, but not one I saw sent that little thrill down my
spine, which I invariably experience when 1 am on to some¬
thing good. Finally I decided to try the planetarium mentioned
on my list, but found that it was entirely carried out in red

was the
Had he

brick, and I do like my modern buildings in brilliant white, preferably against a dark blue sky.

;

“As 1 retraced my steps rather crestfallen and
disappointed, I saw and entered a park, where on
bright green benches

several

middle-aged

men

were

drowsing after their ‘ Mittagessen.’ Then I sud¬
denly spotted a sunk courtyard from whose farther
end a gigantic shape loomed up.
“ With a few agile spurts I found myself in
front of what appeared to be a war memorial,
ft showed two soldiers, sphinx-like, with arms

'yW
!V

-I

hands

extended,

and the rough granite, from

which they had been hewn, gave an effect of
overwhelming and inseparable force. Out came
the camera, and at that particular moment several
slumbering Teutons awoke to find me photo¬
graphing a monument, which, as you will notice by
the chin of the lower figure, had been roughly
treated by some patriots as a protest against
its somewhat Eastern appearance. The title had
suggested itself simultaneously with viewing the
statues in the finder.
“ The picture entitled ‘ This F'reedom ’ was of
course more deliberately planned. Its real origin
was the cage, which attracted me by its uncommon
design. After visiting most of the toyshops in my
neighbourhood, it was quite by chance that I
found the ridiculous china bird at home. For
convenience
of business,

104

This

of a desk-lamp, which
shade and easy method
table-top light.

with its green
of tilting made

“ I can also recommend
paper, innumerable sheets

Freedom.

By E. Heimann.
16

the picture was taken at my place
where I discovered the real purpose

reflectors and

completed

movable
an ideal

the office blottingof which acted as

my

equipment.”

I'ebrnary
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KAMERADSCHAFT.
{From

the “ Photograms

of the Year ’’ Exhibition.)

{Se

article, " How

/ make

my

Exhibition

Pictures,”

on

ByIE. Heimann.
the opposite page.)
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LIGHT.

By

(From

the Advanced

Workers’

Competition.)
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ADELPHI.

By
Miss

{From

A.

Croslegh.

the Advanced

Workers'

Competition.)
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— “ Winter."

By Thomas

2. —

Mason.

"A

Winter's

Day."

By H. E. Txippen.

— “ Where

the Sandhills

By H. S. Walker.

End.'*

3. — “ The

Passing

of the Storm."

4. — “ Evening

Quiet."

By E. B. Honnor.
6. — “ Winter's

Fairyland."

By Alec S. Harding.

i, 1933

By P. H. Rare.
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WINTER,” by Thomas Mason

subject material that is more calcu¬
lated to reveal its beauties than that
which is usually adopted, and, having
the advantage of the presence of sun¬
shine, the texture and modulation of
the snow are very nicely rendered.
in the Foreground.

It is interesting to see such a result
following upon the suggestions put
forward in these' columns on many
previous occasions. The contentions
then advanced are well demonstrated,
particularly with regard to the de¬
sirability of treating snow pictures as
foreground studies ; and, it will be
seen, such an arrangement of the
composition enables the qualities of
the snow to be better conveyed than
almost any other.
Its subtlety of modulation under
sunshine, and its light and shade,
especially where the surface is slightly
broken, give the picture its main
attraction ; and, if these are to be
properly rendered, it is obviously
necessary that a greater amount of
foreground than is customary in
ordinary compositions must be em¬
ployed.
Some of the more .delicate grada¬
tions of the original are invisible in
the reproduction — the half-tone screen
rendering this inevitable — but it does
show an indication of the sort of thing
to aim for. The shadows are vital.
Without them the lights do not attain
their true value, and though, with the
sunlight almost directly ahead, such
shadows as there are do not amount
to as much as under a cross or sideto-side lighting, they are just about
enough to convey the right idea.
Direction

^

on

■

of Lighting.

Perhaps the hedge and gate, too,
are unduly obtrusive, and if they
could be reduced in scale — as they
might be by the adoption of a more
distant viewpoint — the effect of the
foreground shadows would be con¬
siderably increased.
As the thing stands, they might be

«

.

^

- .

the Beginners’ prints reproduced

oyyifyiCTltS

— No. 1 of the prints repro¬
duced on the opposite page —
does convey something of the sort of
thing that lends itself to the display
of the characteristics of snow. It also
indicates such a disposition of the

Snow

' ■

'

.

>

on

the opposite p^ge.

slightly intensified by carrying print¬
ing a shade or so farther, but the result
would not be the same as if the
direction in which the sunlight is
falling were at right angles to the
line of sight.
This — the true cross lighting — is
much to be preferred. Its effect may
be gauged from the disposition of the
shadows in No. 6, " Winter’s Fairy¬
land,” by Alec S. Harding, and, if
the sun is somewhat low in the heavens,
the length of the shadows is increased
and their value intensified. The ren¬
dering of the snow itself is better in
this instance than in the foregoing,
but it does not really get a chance of
telling as it should, partly on account
of the presence of the blobs of intense
black which represent — or misrepre¬
sent — the tree shadows, and partly
because there is not enough of it in the
picture.
If No. I shows how a snow subject
should be arranged. No. 6 shows
ecpially well how the lighting should
be disposed.
Cast Shadows and Sunlight.
The shadow cast by the sunshine

in

No. 5, “ Where the Sandhills End,” by
H. S. Walker, is useful, but too un¬
broken to suggest the same effect as
No. 6.
There is too much of it in one un¬
relieved mass, and the inclusion of the
tree on the left is inclined to throw
the whole thing out of key. It gives the
same impression as the darks under
the
” Winter’s
Fairyland,”
and foliage
should in
have
been omitted.
The
thing is, in a case like this, to get the
shadows without the object that causes
them, for not only are such objects,
as a rule, very dark in tone, but their
inclusion in any appreciable amount
introduces such an element of contrast
that it is artistically intolerable.
Naturally, it is not qasy to do this,
but it can be done, and the fact is
demonstrated, year after year, by
pictures at our chief exhibitions,
besides which, the possibility is more
or less indicated by Nos. i and 6.
From the point of view we have in
mind. No. 2, ” A Winter’s Day,” by
H. E. Tuppen, does not show up
favourably, for there is, unfortunately,
no sunshine, and consequently no
cast shadows.

It is but rarely that anything can
be done, where snow pictures are
concerned, when sunshine does not
exist, but, here, there is so little snow
and so great a prepoirderance of trees
that it is doubtful, even if sunshine
were present, if a really satisfactorj’
thing could be made of the subject.
Impressions

of Winter.

It might be said to convey an im¬
pression of winter, and in a way it
does ; but it is more inclined to melan¬
choly than brightness, and such a
suggestionappeal.
is scarcely of any con¬
siderable
Nos. 3 and 4, " The Passing
Storm,” by E. B. Honnor, and

of the
Even¬

ing Quiet,” by P. H. Race, have some¬
thing of the same sort of feeling about
them, although, perhaps, it is not so
pronounced. In both cases, the
attraction is evidently intended to
rest with the sky, and, were that the
predominant feature, the suggestion
of melancholy might be superseded
by one of peace and quietude.
But, with so much prominence
being given to the landscape, from
which, in its bareness, the suggestion
arises, the more pleasing impression
is stifled and does not get a proper
chance

of expression.

In the case of

No. 3, a trim of one inch
base improves matters to
appreciable extent, and,
the negative is made, is

from the
a not in¬
now that
the only

possible treatment. It is impractic¬
able for the same expedient to be
adopted for No. 4, for the line of the
shore in the foreground is useful and
can scarcely be dispensed with.
A Question of Viewpoint.
To do so, it is necessary for the
viewpoint to be lowered, and for the
camera either to be tilted or the rising
front brought into operation.
The combined effect of these two
alterations is to compress the land¬
scape portion and increase the area
allotted to the sky. In No. 4, it
would result in bringing the line of
trees nearer the line of the shore ;
would reduce the width of the stretch
of water, and add to the proportion
of the sky. It would work out in
much the same way in ■'No.
3.
Mentor.”
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Victorial Analysis
Every

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.
cc

MORNING

Sunshine and whitewashed walls

can, and do, offer many oppor¬
tunities for pictorial work. There
is always a charm and appeal about
them that is specially intriguing, and,
in certain circumstances, very dramatic
and extraordinary effects can be
secured, notably where, instead of the
usual cross lighting, it falls from
behind, or directly or almost directly
ahead.
Unusual
With
behind,
striking
the sky
uniform
washed

SO

LIGHT,”

curious

and

hy S. E. Briggs.

inexplicable

at

times

that it would be unwise to say, dog¬
matically, that it is false. Nor could
the fact be definitely ascertained
without an inspection of the negative.
It is not available, and, in the circum¬
stances, the difference of tone — be the
cause what it may — can only be
regarded as conveying an impression
of untruthfulness.

method of hooding adopted has caused
the subject to be partially over¬
shaded, and the image of the hood,
much out of focus, has encroached
upon the picture space. It seems to
be more likely, however, that, during
the process of printing, the upper
portion of the print was given an in¬
creased exposure ; or, alternatively, if
control were achieved by the applica¬
tion of pigment, an excess
has found its way to the top

Lightings.

part of the wall.
However it arises, and
whether it be caused by
control or inadvertence, or

the light falling from
for instance, a most
effect is produced if
happens to be of a
grey tone. The white¬
walls in sunshine are

is actually a true transcript
of the tones as they existed,
is, for all practical purposes,
immaterial. What does mat¬
ter is that the impression
conveyed is one of falsity, and,
in consequence, it makes it
difficult for the picture to be
accepted, however good it

extraordinarily bright in com¬
parison with the sky, and,
unless the actual effect has
been observed, a rendering of
such a scene is inclined to in¬
vite a suspicion of unveracity.
It can scarcely be believed
that such a difference of tone
can exist.

may

The fact of the
that, if a section of
seems to be wrong,
the whole thing

Similarly with a contra
jour lighting, or when the
light is coming in the oppo¬
site direction, the most curi¬
ous results are seen, particu¬
larly when, as in this instance,
the sunlight just glances along
the varied and uneven white¬
washed surface.
A very slight difference in
the angle presented to the
light may involve quite an
appreciable difference of tone,
as may be seen if reference
be made to the light (i) in
the centre of the picture, and
that towards the left-hand
edge (2). The first is much
brighter than the second and
is attributable to the- fact that its face
is turned more to the sunlight than
No. 2, against w'hich it glances at a
more acute angle.
The reason for the distinction is
readily understandable, but it is not
so easy to see how any such explana¬
tion can be applied to the marked
difference in tone exhibited by the
upper and lower portions of the wall (i ).
Curious
The
18

vagaries

Distinctions.
of effects of light are

otherwise be.
Truth of Rendering.
matter is
a picture
it throws
out, and

though it may be possible to
localise or identify the ap¬
parent defect, its influence
extends much farther.
Here, the tone of the wall
does not seem right, and,
while the sky may, or may
not, have been lowered in
tone at the same time, the
fact that the wall seems wrong
makes the sky appear to be
too low in tone also. The
same effect also extends to

There is just the bare possibility
that there is something of a twist in
the surface, of which there is no in¬
dication in the print, that makes the
light fall on it at a more acute angle
at the top than at the base ; but the
feeling suggested to the experienced
photographer is that either a measure
of control has been somewhat unwisely
exercised, or a graduated sky filter
employed. There is, too, the further
possibility that, with a view to shading
the lens from direct sunlight, the
no

the distant foliage and the
roof in the middle distance.
Neither seems in tone with the rest,
and the rendering naturally suffers by
these dubious points.
If, on the other hand, there were
no noticeable distinction between the
upper and lower portions of the waU
in question, the picture would at
least have a semblance of truth,
and the beauty of the effect — as it
would then appear, and which is
undeniable — would be shown unim¬
paired

and

to full advantage.
“ Mentor.”
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Cleaning the Cine Camera

“ ACTINOGRAPHIST.”

The painstaking cinematographer is careful to clean his lens, view-finders and the gate aperture immediately
before loading a fresh reel of stock into the camera. Faultless performances, however, demand a more
thorough cleaning or overhaul at least once a year— and there is no time like the present for tackling it.

/A
been bestowed upon " still ”
cameras, though many zealous
workers refuse to let the dust on their
instruments remain undisturbed for
more than a week or so.

accessible for cleaning and for any
necessary reburnishing. On no account,
however, should these parts be polished
unless irregularly worn or damaged.
Metal polish, recommended for this
use in certain textbooks, may cause

Cinematograph cameras, however,
fall into a different category. Owing
to the present high cost of film stock,
they are not so frequently used, as the

detrimental scratches ; but jeweller’s
finest rouge may be used to impart a
fine polish to both the pad and the
fixed guide.

comparatively inexpensive " still ” in¬
struments, and — quite apart from the
protective influence of the camera
case — they are almost completely
dustproof. Moreover, the cin6-worker
habitually cleans the more vital parts
of his instrument (lest poor definition
or an accumulation of film “ wool ”
around the frame of, the gate impairs
the technical execution of his work).

With the gate out of the way, the
lens may be unscrewed from the front
and any free dust removed from the
shutter cavity with the aid of a bicycle
pump. Any internal lubricating pads
may be given just a drop or two of oil,
though not all cameras have these
pads — one amateur machine having

y^NNUAL

overhauls

Dust

and

have

always

Lubrication.

none

of

the

familiar

intermittent

actions, whilst a newly-invented pro¬
fessional camera has neither shutter nor
intermittent.
The plate concealing the driving¬
spring and control mechanism should
not be tampered with. Admittedly,
there is dust enough on the other side ;
but the plate is quite effective in
keeping it there. It is hardly ever
necessary to relubricate the internal
spring, but where the camera is an
old one it may be sent off for the
job to be done by the manufacturers.
One young man — a progressive mem¬
ber of a cine society — once sent a
battered camera off to America for
this treatment, speaking so highly of
its achievements that the makers
sent him a new model in exchange.

Grit.

For these reasons, it might be
thought that the necessity for a
thorough overhaul is less urgent ; but,
on the other hand, it. must not be
forgotten that the cine camera can
create its own internal dust by reason
of the highly-involved mechanical
action. As a survival of the holidays
this is likely to have been augmented
by dust and grit accumulated whilst
loading and unloading on the sea¬
shore — a strong reason for getting on
with the cleaning at once, and not
waiting until two or three winter
pictures have been spoilt.
Internal

Cleaning.

For obvious reasons, a commence¬
ment should be made with the internal
parts of the camera. After opening
the cover, it should be ascertained that
the locking mechanism is in thorough
•order and doqs not move too freely.
Then the empty take-up spool should
be removed and the gate mechanism
unscrewed. This will leave the film
channel

and

pressure

- pad

easily

Skating scenes in all parts of the '^British Isles have afforded excellent material for cini
action pictures during the past week. To make the most of this type of subject the
inclusion of a strong foreground is desirable to assist the stereoscopic effect.

III

V
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But

this

may

not

happen

February

again.

Finall}', the interior walls of the
camera should be cleaned with a
duster moistened in kerosene. Any
parts of the interior that have rubbed
bare should be dabbed with a little
matt-black varnish and allowed to
dry.
Exterior Work.
After replacing the internal parts
and seeing that everything is moving
freely and without hitch, the cover
may be replaced and locked.
Then, before screwing the lens into
its flange, attention should be directed
to the view-finder. If this be of the
tubular type, both the eyepiece and
the remote attachment should be

long spell of efficient service, but steps
must be taken to avoid any further
immediate contamination. Ordinarily,
there is no better way of ensuring
protection than to put the instrument
back into its case. But now the case
is in all probability very much dirtier
than the camera, and may itself prove
an

annoying

general exterior of the camera

removed and the tube carefully dusted
out with a fine piece of silk used as a
“ pull-through.” The lenses may then
be more carefully cleaned than is
customary during filming operations.
Dust may have accumulated at the
edges near the mounts, and this also
may be removed with silk.
The fixed winding-key and the
keyholes (there are two in the case of

with quick-drying matt black, applied
on the point of a fine brush.
After this, the outer surfaces of
the lens may be polished with the
usual well-worn piece of fine silk.
Sub-standard cine lenses are things
even more delicate than ordinary
photographic lenses, and it is only

cause

The

may be cleaned with the kerosenedampened cloth, after which any
scratches or chips on the enamel may
receive attention. Owing to the sur¬
face irregularity in the popular crystal¬
line finishes, it is comparatively easy
to remedy chips and scratches by the
mere expedient of filling up the defects

A New

meet that they be treated accordingly.
The camera is now ready for another

certain instruments like the ‘‘ Vic¬
tor ” and others) may possibly be
harbouring dust and pieces of fluff.
These may be removed with a small
hair brush. No attempt should here
be made to polish any of the bright
metal parts on the outside of the
camera ; they will tarnish again even
more quickly, and it is difficult, besides,
to avoid smearing the blackened body
of the instrument with the polish.
The

ist, 1933

Seaside

of contamination.

Camera

sand

and

Case.

a fair amount

of

dust are sure to be present on the
velvet-lined interior, and the best
thing to do is to remove these without
further delay. The case should be
taken into the open air, inverted, and
the velvet lining well brushed with
stiff bristles. Particular attention
should

be paid to the corners

and

to

the interior of the " lid ” or cover.
Finally, a rub or two on the outside
with leather polish or reviver will add
to its appearance, and the camera
itself may be returned with every
feeling of confidence.

Pathescope Projector j.eN.

Anew standard in y|-mm. projection is set by the new

British-made Pathescope projector, with its 200-watt
lamp, which will soon be seen in the shop window of

eveiy’ wide-awake dealer who feels that he has a chance to
sell any cine apparatus. 1 can foresee that all 9|-mm.
workers will be keen to appreciate its powers, and as
the price has been kept down to £15 there is a welcome
awaiting it.
At the Showrooms of Pathescope Ltd. (Lisle Street,
VV.C.2), I saw reels
of film projected
by
it on screen,
to an eightfoot
on
which it gave a
picture of surpris¬
ing brightness.
Quite clearly any
cine worker who
thinks that the
9|-mm. picture
has to be kept to a
smaller screen-size
than its i6-mm.
rival will now have
to revise his ideas.

an advance

on other

Pathescope

models,

where

the limit

is the 300-ft. reel.
The new projector is not bulky, and when the arms are
folded up it is quite compact for carrying.
The fan-cooled lamp-house is lined with asbestos. The
light, of course, is direct light — not reflected. It has a
good little motor which does its job without making a
noisy song in any of the moving parts. Its gate is simple
when you come to thread the film, and highly accessible
when you need to clean the parts.
There are three belts on the projector and these have
been made sturdy enough to satisfy anyone. Rewinding is
by motor — you just slide the belt on to two pulley wheels
lying alongside the wheels which you use for projection —
and there you are !
The sprocket-guards do not get in your way when thread¬
ing — in fact, you ought to be able to thread the film with
gloves on.
The projector stands on a firm base, made of bakelite,
and the pedestal is hinged for tilting so that in a second
you can alter the tilt and lock it firm (at any reasonable

angle you want) by one turn of a stout wing-nut.
This projector is made to run off a voltage of no with¬
out employing any resistance ; but for other current it
obviously requires a resistance. Two are offered : one,
with an ammeter, which costs iyz (and a nice little appliance
Here, then, isaprothis is) ; and a cheaper model, costing 30s. If the user
jector for the
prefers it, a transformer can be obtained for about 45s., but
school, the clubthese are not ready at the moment, I gather, though they
room, the com¬
mercial showroom,
soon will be. New lamps cost £1 is. each, but they are
as well as for the
built to last a good time with reasonable use.
home.
Neatly finished in black, the appearance of the projector
suggests that it is a serious little instrument, as indeed it
The Pathescope ” 200-B ” Projector — for that is its
name — was pleasingly free from noise during projection, and
is. Something like this, with a 200-watt lamp, was really
it gave a non-flicker picture.
needed by the 9^-mm. enthusiast, and I think he (and she)
It takes reels up to the 400-ft. Pathescope super-reel — II3 will like it. At any rate, I do.
20
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THE PATHESCOPE
“200-B” PROJECTOR

4

3

2
1

9
5
6
8

9.5-mm.

.
.

.

.
The .
NEW
9.5-mm. Projector for “ movies ” in
the home, public performances, for use by clubs,
institutes and instructional purposes in the
classroom. The best of all projectors for every
0
.
occasion when an exceptionally large and brilliant
.
screen is required.
.
.

The

Pathescope

“ 200-B

” Projector,

to work

off

110-volts electricity supply, complete with 200-

watts lamp, plug and flex with special switch,
universal adaptor, one empty 300 -ft. super reel,
cleaning brush and book of instructions, is
priced at £15.
Here are some of the outstanding

WITH 200-WATTS
LAMP FOR DIRECT
.
ILLUMINATION

points of the machine :
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For voltages
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250 a resistance must be in circuit.

Type B resistance, with ammeter
Spare
Ask

FOR

your

Dealer

for a Demonstration.

FIFTEEN
(Resistance
PATHfiSCOPE,

PLEASE
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£2
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GET THE NEW ‘200-B’ PROJECTOR
FROM THE LEADING PATHESCOPE SPECIALISTS !
IMMEDIATE
FROM

SPECIAL

DELIVERY
STOCK,

300-WATT

Lamp. — Wonderful

FEATURES:

new

optical

system

which,

combined

with

direct illumination, enables a brilliant 10-13 ft. picture to be shown with
perfect satisfaction.
Sprocket

Feed,

larger machines.
Accessible

which

Gate,

previously

ensuring

has

only been

easy loading

and

obtainable

cleaning.

on

This

i6-mm.

new

and

type

gate

cannot possibly scratch or damage films.
Universal

Electric

Motor

for A.C.

or D.C.

Powerful Fan, cooling lamp-house and entire mechanism.
Motor Rewind. — An ingenious new mechanism is fitted, enabling

be rapidly rewound without removing driving belt.
Tilting
Film

Device

Projection

incorporated

in body,

operated

films to

by single nut.

Capacity. — Either 300 or 400 ft. strip title films.
PRICES

:

PATHESCOPE “300-B” PROJECTOR, complete with jC 1 C
one 300-ft. reel, cleaning brush and book of instructions oL X O
Additional Resistance with ammeter, for voltages from 300 to 350

/%-ril
Ollly
. .
£2

Easiest Possible Hire-Purchase Terms. Let us take your old machine
as first payment and spread the balance over 13 equal monthly payments.
DURING
OUR
SALE — which is now proceeding — we are offering very
special part exchange allowances for unwanted apparatus against the
new “ 200-B ’» Projector. IT WILL PAY YOU TO LET US QUOTE
YOU!

& GRAMOPHONE

THE CAMERA

(Opposite

New

Victoria

CO. 320, Vauxhall Bridge Rd , Victoria, S.W.1

Cinema.)

Telephone:

VICTORIA

2977.

SUBSCRIPTIONS

Harrisons
HAVE

Opticians
YOUR

PATHESCOPE
With 200watts lamp

NEW

200-B
PROJECTOR
Send your order to us for
the new 9.5-mm. projector
and secure immediate de¬
livery.

British

Isles

aitd Canada.

Colonial

Belgium:

Birmingham
at

3, High St., Coventry and 16, Darlington St., Wolverhampton
MENTION

‘‘THE

AMATEUR

CorNTR'Es

Abroad.

d.

and

Forbion

W. H. Smith

Agents.-*

United

Statrs

: The

and Son, 73. Ik^rch4 aux Herbes.

International

Brussels,

News

Austraija

Co., New

: Gordon

York.

Paris.

and Gotch,

Ltd., Melbourne (Victoria), Sydney (N.S.W.), Brisbane (Queensland), Adelaide (3.A.). Perth,
(W.A.) and Launceston (Tasmania). Nb%\ Zealand : Gordon and Ootch, Ltd., Wellington,
Auckland, Christchurch and Dunedin. India : A. H. Wheeler and Oo.. Bombay. Allahai>a<i and
Calcutta. Canada : Gordon and Ootch, LLI.. Toronto ; Imperial News Co., Toronto. Montreal,
Winnipeg, Vancouver, Victoria. South Africa : Central News Agency, Ltd.

Call or write to any of our
branches.

PLEASE

Otobr

Pbancb : W. H. Smith and Son, 284, Rue Rivoli, Paris ; Hachette et Cle, Rue Reaumur,

Demonstrations of this
new outfit priced at £15
are gladly and freely given,
as with all other amateur
cine apparatus.
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The Week s Meetings
Wednesday,

February

Monday,

1st.
Ashington and Hirst
Blackpool and Fylde
Bournemouth C.C.
Bradford P.S. Slide

Accrington C.C. “ South Wales.’* J. N. Willcock.
Amile> and Wortley P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Birkenhea'l P.A. “ Oil-Pigment Reinforrement.** H. Brown.
Borough Poly. P.S. " Amateur Cinematography.” C. E. Davis.
Bradford P.S. ” Enlarging.” C. E. Lawson, A. Greenwood and D. W. Shaw.
Brighton and Hove C.C. Affiliation Slides.
Bristol P.S. “ Still-Life Photography.”
Cheltenham A. P.S. ” Methods of Introducing Colour in Prints.’^ H. Walwin.
Chorley P.S. ” Scotland.” C. Gent.
Croydon C.C. *' Contrivances Used and Methods Employed in Engineering Photo¬
graphy.” G. Marshall Smith.
Darwen P.A. Postal Club Slides.
Dermistoiin A. P.A. " Zoo Photography.” J. G. W. Thomson.
Ealing P.S. Finishing the Print and Mounting. W. H. Ashbee.
Edinburgh P.S. ” Paper Negatives.” J. Campbell Harper.
G.E.R. Mechanics Inst. P.S. ” Modern Apparatus.” H. W. Bennett.
Ilford P.S. Chloro-JBromide Enlarging. Ilford, Ltd.

C.C.

” Hill Towns

and Villages of the Pyrenees.”

Thursday,
Armley and Wortley P.S. Annual
Aston P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Borough

of Tynemouth

BriL’house

Bromley

P.S.

C.C.

Slides

P.S.
by

and

P. G. Hopcroft.

Stanley A. Smith.

Coatbridge P.A. ” The Amateur Photographer ’* Prize Slides.
Greenock C.C. Development of Roll Films. J. Swan.
Harnmersmith H.H.P.S. Criticism of Slide Competition. G. H. Willett.
Hull P.S. A “'Conventional ” Talk. F. A. Jordan.
Keighley and D.P.A, “ Pictures in North Wales.” J. Hadfield.
Kingston-on-1 hames and D.P.S. “ Tomb of Tut-ankh-amen.” A. P. Tuckey.
Letchworth C.C. “ How to make Enlan'emcnts.” D. W. Brunt.
Liverpool A.P.A. “ A Trip down the West Coast of Africa.” R. B. Paul.
Loughborough P.S. Members’ Evening.
Medway A.P.A. “ Home Portraiture.” J. H. Baker.
Newcastle Amateur Cine Association. Films by V. E. A. Magnus and the Manchester
Film Society.
N. Middlesex P.S. Competitions. Members’ Queries.
Oldham P.J^. Portfolio of Prints by Herbert Bairstow.
Singer C.C. LecHirettes.

P.S.

Annual

3rd.
R. Woods.

Hammersmith H.H.P.S. (Cine Group). “Titles.” J. Radford.
Harrogate P.S. Slide Making for Be‘dnners. G. A. Barton.
Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. “ Five Weeks in Austria.” A. C. Wire.
Llanelly Y.M.C.A. P.S. *' Two Nights on Wonn’s Head.” G. S. C. Little.
Morecambe, Heysham and D.P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Photographic Society of Ireland. “ Composition in Pictures.” George Atkinson.
PhotomiiTographir Society. “ Some Methotls used in Handwriting Examination,
etc.” 'T. J. Ward.
Poplar P.S. “ Exposure Meters.”
Royal P.S. “ Hands.” Marcus Adams,

February

Ashton-iinr|pr-Lyne P.S. ‘ Venice, the Queen
Annual Exhibition Opens.
Dewsbury P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Edinburgh P.S. Annual Exhibition Opens.

4th.

of the Adriatic.”

James

Shaw.

Hammersmith H.H.P.S. “ The Uses ol Photographic Copying.” Col. G. B. Barton.
Hebden Bridge P.S. “ Picture Gleanings from Many Lands.” Alex. Keighley.
Leeds C.'C. Members* Exhibition.
Morley College P.S. Slule Competition.
Todmorden

P.S.

Members’

Trophy

Competition.

Sunday,
United

Stereoscopic

Society.

“ Dowm

Monday,
Accrington

C.C.

Beginners’

Night.

February
River.”

February
Copying.

5th.

Arthur

Y.P.U.

Slides and Natural

G. Bird.

H. W. Gardner.

C. Chandless.

F. P. Bayne.

7th.

History Prints.

Sinkinson.

Blackpool and Fylde P.S. “ The Emerald Coa^^t of France.” G, E. W. Herbert.
Cambridge P.C. “ Some Problems of the Printing Process.” J. Ainger Hall.
Doncaster C.C. “ East Africa.” W. M. Raner.
Dunfermline P.A. “ Warm Tones on Clorona.” Ilford, Ltd.
Erdington and D.P.S. “ Some Prints and How they were Made.” S. Bridgen.
Exeter C.C. Members* Evening.
Forest Hill and D.P.S. “ Ramblings in France.** G. H. Robinson.
Hackney P.S. Print Competition,
Halifax P.S. Members’ Slide Night.
Hebden Bridge P.S. “ The Heart of the Highlands.”
Hull P.S. Annual Exhibition Opens.
Kilbum and Willesden
Leeds C.C. Members’
Monklands P.S. “ The
Nelson C.C. Still-Life

P.S. “ This London of Ours.” G. E. W. Herbert.
Exhibition.
Camera *’ Portfolio of Championship Prints.
Competition.
Monthly

Print Competition

Criticism.

Lt.-Gen.

Sheffield P.S. Members* Exhibition Opens.
South Glasgow C.C. Lantern Slide Competition.
South Shields P.S. After-work on the Print.

Exhibition,

Saturday,

P.S.

February

Making,**

Nottingham and Notts P.S. Members’ Night.
Poplar P.S. Members* Slides.
Portsmouth C.C. “ N^ht Photography.” Ilford, Ltd.
Rotherham P.S. “ A Chat on Picture Making.” H. G. Grainger.
Royal
“ Some
Sir P.S.
William
Furse.Aspects of the Work of the Imperial Institute.**

Wimbledon C.C. “ Table-top Photography.” C. Howard.
Woolwich P.S. “ Winchester and St. Cross.” E. R. Bull.
Yotk D.P.S. “ London — Old and New.” Wm. Jenkinson.

and Wortley

and Paper Negative

Season’s Collection of Colour Slides.”

Newcastle and
andD.P.S.
Tyneside
P.S. Prints.
Members*
Norwich
Alliance

Sunderland P.A. Chloro-Bromide Printing. S. Bridgen.
Watford C.C. Monthly Competition and Discussion.

Armley

on Clorona

Basingstoke C.C. " An Evening Enlarging.”
Beckenham P.S. “ London Calling.” G. H. Daunatt.
Bedford C.C. “ Meanderings and Browsings.” P. S. Hudswell.
Birmingham P.S. “ The Possibilities of Home Portraiture.** Bertram
Blackburn and D.C.C. “ Afield with a Reflex ” R. Watson.

Members.

Colne C.C. “ la Search of the Sparrow-Hawk.”
Dewsbury P.S. Animal Exhibition.

Tones

Southport P.S. “ Colour Photography.” Dr. E. Cronin Low’e.
Wallasey A. P.S. “ Manxland.” G. M. Williams.
Walthamstow and D.P.S. “ The Charm of Colour. Photography.”

Barnsley

February

“ Warm

Hanley P.S. “ The Way of the Lovely Sky.” Capt. A. G. Buckham.
Ipswich and D.P.S. “ With Nature and the Camera in North Wales.”
Kiddenninstei and D.P.S. “ Story of Aston Hall.” F. W. Pilditch.
L.C.C. Staff C.C. ‘ Composition.” S. J. GoUop.
Leeds C.C. Members’ Exhibition.
Leek P.S. M.C.P.F. Prints and Slides.
Maidstone and D.P.S. Broraoil. J. E. Austin.

Tuesday,

W. Maitland.

Bury P.S. ” Night Photography.” A. H. Blake.
Cariliff C.C. Slide Making. C. W. Axon.
City of Bradford Co-op. C.C. Making C(;py Negatives.

Friday,

Ilford,
Glasgow
andLtd.
W.S. A.P.A.

2nd.

Builders.”

Present

Bridge of Allan and D.P.S. Competition Slides.
City of London and C.P.S. Informal Evening.
Dewsbury P.S. Annual Exhibition.

Southampton
C.C. Enlarging.
“ Another
South
Essex C.C.

Exhibition.

” Cathedral

Past

Competition.

February

6th {contd.).

Newcastle (Staffs) and D.C.C. “ k Tour in U.S.S.R. in 1931.’*
Preston C.C. “ Shrines, Minarets and Palms.” J. Shaw.
St. George Co-op. C.C. Annual Exhibition Opens.

L.M.S. (London) P.S. ” How ’to make an Enlargement.”
Leicester and L.P.S. ** Talk on Architecture.” W. H. Riley.
Partick C.C. ” Scotland, the Hiker’s Paradise.” W. S. Thomson.
Smethwick and D.P.S. ” Picture Composition.” A. H. Pennington.
South Suburban and C.P.S, ‘‘ Exhibition Afterthoughts.”
Stockport P.S. Enlarging. A. E. Tinker.
Worcestershire

February

P.C. Discussion. Affiliation Slides.
P.S. The Agfa Colour Process. Agfa, Ltd.
Print Competition.
Night.

Hill.

6th.

T. Hadfield.

The South London Photographic Society’s 37th Annual
Exhibition will be formally opened at 7.30 p.m. on February
i8th at the South London Art Gallery, Peckham Road, by
Cyril H. M. Jacobs, J.P., L.G.C., supported by W. J. Morton,
J.P., I.. C.C, After the opening the President will deliver the
Overseas lantern lecture, “ Here and There in England;'*
comi^iled from the competition slides. Lantern lectures will
be given on Tuesdays, at 7.45 p.m., during the exhibition. The

Stafl^ord P.S. “ The Romantic in Landscape.** F. C. Tilney.
Swindon and N. Wilts C.C. “ After-treatment of Negatives.” Johnson & Sons, Ltd.
Warrington
Mitchell. P.S. “ From the Riviera to the Isle of Beauty, Corsica.** H. P.
Whitehall Photo-Cin^ Group. Members*
Winchester P.S. Beginners* Evening.

Wednesday,
Accrington

C.C.

Lantern

Evening.

February

8th.

Slides from Postal Club.

Birkenhead P.A. “ Press Photography.” F. A. Fyffe.
Borough Poly. P.S. “ Lakes of Lombardy.” Kenneth Baker.
Brighton and Hove C.C. “ London — New and Old.” A. E. Tyler.
Chorley P.S. “ Warm Tones on Bromide and Gaslight Papers.” George Lee.
Croydon C.C. “ ShoiTld Portrait Photographers be Pitied ? ” John Erith.
Darwen P.A. Discussion between J. H. Woods and J. B. Western.
Dennistoun A.P.A. “ Warm Tones on Clorona and a Talk on Oleobxom.**
Ealing P.S. Print Competition — Horne Portraiture.
G.E.R. Mechanics Inst. P.S. “ In Tell’s Country.” R. H. Lawton.
Ilford P.S. Print Criticism. F. Naylor.

Ilford, Ltd.

L.M.S. (London) P.S. Slide Making.
Leicester and L.P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Leigh Lit. So( iety P.S. Visit to Bolton Camera Club.
N. London C.C. “ The Compleat Slide Maker.” Rev. H. O. Fenton.
Partick C.C. “ A Holiday in Northern France.” James M’Farland.
Smethwick and D.P.S. “ A Chat on Plates and Films.** S. Bridgen.
South Suburban and C.P.S. “ Holidays in Germany and Austria.” P. B. Dannatt.
Stockport P.S. “ Photography by X-Ray.”
Worcestershire C.C. “ A Glimpse of Sunny Lands.** Miss D. Snoddy.

Gallery is open weekdays, except Fridays, from 2 p.m, till
9 p.m., and on Sundays from 3 p.m. till 9 p.m. Sunday,
I9t}i, is the last day of the Exhibition.
IMarch
I3
*

*

*

Mr. A. Brooker, the well-known photographic expert, has
a few vacant dates for lectures and dernonstrations which he
can fill at short notice. Particulars on application to him at
47, St. Margaret’s

Road, South

Wanstead,

E.12.
23
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printed by artificial light, developed and
fixed, and the whole process is one that
cannot be described in the form of a
reply. We should advise yoif to consult
some simple photographic textbook which
describes such matters.
Stained
General. — All communications

for the

and Cinematographer, Dorset House, Tudor
give the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The

Editor

is elad

Editor

should

be addressed

Street, London,

to consider

original,

: *' The

Editor,

The

Amateur

E.C.4,” and in every case, without
up-to-date

manuscripts

on

Photographer

exception,

photographic

must

subjects.

All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

should be read carefully before applying,
i^^iiored.

and

TnfornT'tion

as any communication

are

which

freely

given,

but

does not comply

the

following

conditions

with the rules must

be

(i) See “ General ** above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (:^) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly w’ritten, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? " or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query *\or “ Criticism,**
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answ'ered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from toe current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Swing

Front.

Positive

If the swini' front is used in conjunction with the
rising front is it to gain additional height ?
G. F. R. (Wallasey.)

When using the rising front to a
considerable extent it often happens that
the plate is no longer fully covered.
In that case the front can be swung so
as to bring the axis of the lens nearer
to the middle of the plate. When this
has to be done it is, of course, necessary
to stop down to get even definition.
Platinotype.
Could you give me particulars regarding platinum
printing ? Where can I obtain materials ? Is the
method more expensive than bromide printing ?
C. S. G. (Thundersley.)

We cannot, of course, give
working details of the platinum
You can obtain materials and
tions from the Platinotype Co.,
66,

High

St.,

Penge,

London,

you full
process.
instruc¬
Ltd., of
S.E.20.

The process is about the most expensive
there is.
Flashlight

Portraits.

Can I take portraits with magnesium ribbon or
flashlight with my camera ? How long an
exposure should I give ? Would it improve
matters if I extinguish the gaslight ?
J. W. O. (London.)

It is not exactly impossible to take
portraits with the camera you have with
either magnesium ribbon or flashlight.
The trouble is that as the largest stop is
comparatively a small one you would
have to use a great deal of ribbon or
powder to get a proper exposure. It
is quite impossible even to suggest what
exposure would be required, as there
are so many factors that have to be
considered, and as to which we have no
information. With either means of
illumination it is quite unnecessary to
extinguish the ordinary lighting in the
room, which is an advantage rather than
otherwise.
24

“ Negatives.”

I had some panchromatic plates developed by a
reliable man, but the first dozen came out as
positives. He then made up fresh developer, but
the second dozen came out the same. I have tried
to make negatives from the positives, but the
quality is not good. Can you suggest any reason
for the occurrence ?
J. J. (Burma.)

You say that your plates were de¬
veloped by a reliable man ; but this
description is hardly borne out by your
statement that when he obtained posi¬
tives instead of negatives he merely
made up a fresh developer. It is
practically certain that what he did was
to carry on the development in a light
that was probably safe for ordinary
plates, but fatal for panchromatic
emulsion. This would account at once
for the positive images, but they would
be of such a nature as to make it im¬
possible to produce good negatives
from them, and, naturally, prints would
be out of the question altogether.
Extreme

Contrasts.

I enclose negative, and an enlargement which is far
from satisfactory. Is there anvthing I can do to
improve it ?
L. C. D. (Kingston.)

Your negative has been over-developed
and is decidedly on the contrasty side.
This extreme contrast shows in the print,
as the shadows are heavy and lacking in
transparency. The negative, however,
is quite capable of producing a good
enlargement on a suitable paper, and we
should advise you to try a softer grade
than the one you have used.
Cheap

Prints.

I want to make prints from some hundreds of
negatives ; what is the cheapest printing paper
and the easiest to tone ?
S. S. (Liverpool.)

The easiest paper to tone is what is
1 14
known as self-toning paper,
but this has
to be printed by daylight, and then only
requires a hypo solution and washing to
finish the prints. There are cheaper
papers than this, but they have to be

Negative.

Can you tell me why the enclosed negative is so
badly stained ? The stains did not appear for
some weeks attgr the negative was made. Can I
improve the negative ?
J. K. M. (Pitsea.)

It is evident from the condition of
your film that you are quite unfamiliar
with the proper procedure in making
negatives ; developing, fixing, and wash¬
ing are all wrong. Nothing can be done
with such a negative, and we should
stremgly advise you to get a good
elementary textbook, such as " Photo¬
graphy Made Easy,” by R. Child
Bayley, obtainable post free from our
publishers, price 2S. gd., and master the
correct procedure of negative making.
Streaks

on Negative.

Could you tell me the cause of the streaks on the
enclosed negative and print ? H. S. C. (Belfast.)

We cannot account with anything like
certainty for the streaky appearance of
your negative, but it looks as though
the surface of the film has been drawn
over something which has slightly rubbed
it. The negative itself is under-developed,
and the print is very much worse than
the negative would give, being much more
uneven in tone, and apparently having
received more exposure at one end than
the other.
Stops.
I have a camera with no marks to the stops. How
can I tell what stops the camera will come under ?
A. D. (Stockport.)

You

should

write to the makers

of

your camera and ask them what are tfie
stops fitted to it, or perhaps one of your
local dealers could give you the in¬
formation. It is, of course, necessary to
know the values of the stops before you
can calculate exposures with a meter or
an exposure table.
Acid Hypo.
1 have a measure showing the space occupied by
2 oz. of potassium metabisulphite. If I judge
I

oz.

from

making

this

acid

will

it be

hypo ?

accurate

enough

for

W’ill G.theA. solution
keep ?
H. (Bristol.)

The exact amount of metabisulphite
is not important, and so if you measure
out two ounces and halve the quantity
as nearly as you carl you will be quite
safe. The acid fixing solution, before
use,
and kept in a bottle, will keep almost
indefinitely.
Enlarger

Image.

Is there any

difference

image in a condenser
less one ?

in the sharpness

of the

enlarger and a condenser¬
F. P. M. (Dorchester.)

It is generally the case that a con¬
denser enlarger will give a brighter, more
contrasty and sharper image than will
an enlarger using diffused light only. At
the same time, direct light through a
condenser exaggerates retouching, and
so on. On the whole the best method is
to use a condenser either with a frosted
lamp, or with a sheet of ground glass
between the light and the condenser.
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Here is the

Get It From Us /

Spot — (

THE ONLY FIRM
THAT HAS BEEN
CRADLED
IN THE
CINE
BUSINESS
RIGHT FROM ITS
INFANCY.

As leading Pathfescope stockists in
the North, we are able to meet all
orders for the new projection outfit
priced at £15. Immediate attention
is given to the requirements of
amateur photographers and cine¬
matographers.

WHAT
WANT

The
Pathescope

200-B
PROJECTOR

A

BRADY&MARTINLtd.

“200-B”

Newcastle's Leading Cine
and Photographic House

OF

COURSE

HAVE

IT

S ALAN
IN

SANDS

SONS

The new Pathescope

High

Premier

Street,

LTD.
Pathd-

ROAD,

PATHfiSCOPE

APDCCn
nUnLLU

‘‘200-8”

AT

JLi/zoAH
101, Buchanan St.
GLASGOW

VICTORIA

Paisley, Greenock,

ALLOWANCE

SQUARE

(0pp. G.P.O.). BIRMINGHAM

fans that
by “pathe”
THE
SALEX LIBRARY
OF

LET US DEMONSTRATE

SUPER FILMS IS NOT
ON LY THE CHEAPEST BUT
THE MOST EFFICIENT.

PATHESCOPE

-

Full Particulars Free -

CITY SALE & EXCHANGE (1929)
LTD. 69, CHEAPSIDE, E.C.2

PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

THE NEW

We
ready

AMATEUR

TORQUAY.

PHOTOGRAPHER”

Belfast & Liverpool

for the

WHEN

for your

6. BOND

SEE

order

or

Projector

demonstration.

STREET,

LEEDS.

PATHE
PROJECTOR
CINE PARLOUR
AT

IN

PHOTOGRAPHIA
Britain’s Premier

Phone: 2934.

South-West.

have the new

PEARSON & DENHAM (PHOTO) LTD.

24, Fleet Street & Branches,
stockists

Aberdeen,

Pathescope “ 200-B”

‘200-B’ PROJECTOR

Also at Paignton, Teignmouth and Newquay.
Pathiscope

Motherwell,

on EXCHANGES

PROJECTOR.

^

6, Shandwick Place
EDINBURGH

Branches at :

GALLOWAYS

BROMLEY,

ADDRESS

See the new Pathescope
“200-B” PROJECTOR

A LARGE SELECTION of SCREENS
KEPT in STOCK ranging from 7/6 to £20.

offers you foil facilities of a 9.5-mm. library, including ail the
latest films, and demonstrations of stock models of the new

ONLY

SCOTLAND

FILM HIRE SERVICE, An up-to-date library of
Super Reels always available at 3/- per reel per
week. (1/6 for two days.)

THE AMATEUR
CINE SERVICE

THE

ISHfmnBPHWflfQHDI

CINE

models will be on
CONTINUOUS
DEMONSTRATION
LIBERAL

50, WIDMORE

W.C.2

GALLOWAYS
where oneat of these

BRISTOL

stockists of 9.5-mm.
scope apparatus.

LONDON,

NOTE

Pathescope
New‘200B’
Projector

Ready for your order or a
full and free demonstration.
20,

AND

& CO., Ltd.

STRAND,

Phone
23891

can see the

‘200-B’ PROJECTOR
SALANSON,

STREET,

BIRMINGHAM
ENTHUSIASTS

STOCK

/

for use

nn tuery occasion.

£15

HUNTER

37, BEDFORD

it to you — FREE

Projector
T/ie machine

PROJECTOR

PRICE

SERVICE—
Let us give

Call and see, or send
for details of the new

Pathescope

For showing 9 5-mm. films at home or
at public entertainments. The Path^scope “ 20t)-B ” throws a flickerless
10 ft. picture and is fitted with a highlyefflcient ligliting system of 200 watts
for direct illumination. Unu.sually
accessiide gate. Films rewound by
motor, takes 300-ft. super reels. Fan
cooling system.

is yours for the asking,
now for prompt delicery

29, MOSLEY STREET
NEWCASTLE - UPON - TYNE

new

PATHESCOPE
PROJECTOR

for 9.5-mm.
Films.
A full demonstration
or send us your order

wonderful

YOU
IS

873, FINCHLEY
Speedwell

CORRESPONDING

2200.

WITH

ROAD,
Open

Film

GOLDERS
till 8 p.m.

ADVERTISERS.

Library
GREEN,
Opposite

N.W.
Station.
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Business Notices

Postal Orders sent in payment for Advertisements should be
made payable to lUFFE AND SONS LTD., and crossed

Publishing

P^Us^^ein^^^unlraceabl^^^Jos^i^ransiishoiil^notbesentasremittance^

The
Proprietors
are mistakes.
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although every care
is taken
to avoid

OFFICES — Dorset Hoase, Tudor Street, London, E.G.4. Telegrams : " Cjellst, Fleet,
London.” Telephone : City 2S46 (17 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ” Is on sale
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles, 17/4 per annum, Canada, 17/4, other countries
abroad, 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES.
— Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to lUlIe and Sons
Limited.
Communications

BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the ofBce of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must include the words “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer
Replies should be addressed : “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, EX.4,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us
to the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending re.mittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
“Deposit System” Is recommended.

Displayed Advertisements

on Advertisement matters should be addressed : The Advertisement

Manager, " The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4. Copy for displayed advertisements for the Issue of any
particular week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in
the week previous. Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.

Special
Note
Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive
no answer to their enquiries are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.

Prepaid Advertisements
SALE

AND

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY-13 words or less .
!/•
Id. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
12 words or less .
2/6
2id. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for consecut.vc insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire “copy” is repeated from the previous issue ; 13 consecutive
insertions, 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Ofice, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, not later than first post
FRIDAY, for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch OfDces, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham 2 ;
260. Deansgate, Manchester 3 ; 26k. Renfield Street. Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible. In the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

I CAMERAS AND LENSES
LEICA Outfit, new ; Enlarger, cost £10/2/6,

WARNING

\ CAMERAS

41x6 cm. Dalimeyer Speed, f/2.9 Pentac, 6

I CAMERAS

AND

LENSES

Lane,
[4660

slides, F.P.A., leather case, practically unused,
£45 (cost £70) ; also interchangeable with above,
14-in. Dalimeyer t/5.6 Telephoto Lens, £12 ; if sold
together, £55. — Box 5953, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[4666

CONTESSA
Nettel
Postcard,rollZeiss
f/6.3,3
Combur, all
movements,
film Tessar
or plates,

slides ; cost £15 ; fine, perfect condition, £4/15. —
129, Spring Grove Crescent, Lampton, Hounslow.

V.P. Ihagee, f/6.8 Meyer, Pronto, 3 S.M., F.P.A.,

[4671
leather case, Dalian tank ; perfect, £2/10.—
Edmondson. 21, Limes Rd., Folkestone.
[4673

31x2i Ica Reflex (Pressman type), 6-in. loa

2 Dominar lens f/4.5, revolving back, focalplane shutter, 1/llth to 1/1, 000th sec., 9 slides,
condition as new ; genuine bargain, £9 ; complete
with leather case. — .Jenkins, Bamfield, Wilton Cres¬
cent, Southampton.
[4690

{
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YOU

CAN

DEAL

rising
Cooke-Butcher
anastigmat
For
Sale. front,
— Butcher’s
Popular f/4.5
Pressman
P.C.,
lens, shutter speeded to 1 /1,000th sec., 6 metal

slides, £6 ; also Salex P.C. Focal-plane, Salex
f/4,5 anastigmat, shutter to 1/1, 000th sec., 9
metal slides. F.P.A., £6 ; both good condition.Games, 109, Stockhill Lane, Nottingham.
[4676
1 A -IN. Dalimeyer Dallon Telephoto Lens f/5.6
aperture, £9. — -Below.
|ZAxl5 cm. T.-P. Reflex, tropical, f/3.5 Cooke,

lU

3 D. slides, F.P.A., £15.— J. H. B., 192,

IN

Rd., London,

PERFECT

S.W.9.

SAFETY

THROUGH

[4681

OUR

|

31x2i Etui, double extension, f/3.9 Plaubel

rise and cros.s ; perfect condition, leather
case, £3. — Norgate, 25, Flamsteed Rd., Charlton,
S.E.7.
[4672

Femdale

LENSES

2 anastigmat, 3 plate-holders and F.P.A. ;
new condition, £8 ; list price double ; inspection,
deposit. — Cox, 3, Westbourne Grove, Withington,
Manchester.
[4685

Kodak Folding 4ix2h 1/7.9 lens, new condition, Kodak Auto. 4ix3i Roll Film, f/7.7 anastigmat,
ZEISS Mirofiex 9x12,' Zeiss Tessar 1/2.7, 12
Horn

AND

LEICA
absolutely
as new, Cambridge
complete
with Camera,
developing
tank, £7.-5,
Gardens, Winchmore Hill, N.21.
[4683

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements In “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having' goods for sale, oBering to take
such goods in exchange for others or to purchase
for Cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
oilers from this quarter.

2 double book-form slides, F.P.A., solid
leather case ; perfect condition, £7. — Wood, 9,
Ash Grove, West Wickham.
[4650

1-PLATE T.-P. Ruby Reflex, 7-1/lOth f/4.5 Ross
4 Zeiss Tessar lens, double slide, F.P.A., revolving
back, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th sec. ; i-pl. T.-P.
Horizontal Enlarger ; Dalian daylight Developing
Tank ; also V.P.K., Ross Homocentric f/6.3 lens :
giving up ; offers wanted.— Apply, 11, The
Crescent, Manchester, 13.
[4657

Deposit System

Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons may deal in perfect safety by
availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with “ The
Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed tor decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after which
period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If a sale is
effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to
return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no sale,
and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which
we take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- Is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75,
5/- ; over £75 and under £100, 7,'6 ; and on ail transactions over £100, one-half
per cent. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be made payable to liiUe and Sons Limited.

We have received many complaints from our
readers In regard to the business methods of

accept £6/12/6 ; Device for photographing
small objects, cost £2/1/6, accept £1/10 ; Universal
View-finder, cost £3/18/6, accept £2/17/6 ; Hekonkup Lens f/1.9, 7.3-cin., cost £26/5/6, accept
£17/10/6 ; whole outfit a bargain. — W. Pepper.
34, Richmond Hiii, Richmond, Surrey.
[4564

30/-. — Bandy, 32, Julian Avenue,
W.3.

ji r> '
^

31x2J Salex Pocket Camera, f/4.5, F.P. shutter,

2 12 single slides in 2 cases, tripod, distance
finder, time temperature tank, £5 : deposit system.

—
Carpenter, Berks.
7, Kiln Cottages, Pinkney’s Green,
Maidenhead,
[4691
1-PLATE T.-P. Reflex de Luxe (1930), double swing
4

front,

7i-in. Dalmac

f/3.5, 5 D.D.

slides,

roll-

film adapter (3}x2i), large leather case; little
used, £18 ; cost SZT. — 22, Queensthorpe Rd.,
Sydenham, S.E.26.
[4692

TWO Camera Bargains. — i-pl. Popular Pressman

Reflex, Aldis f/4,5, 12 slides, F.P.A., tripod
and case, £4/17/6 ; Six-20 Kodak, (/6.3, with
case, new, 50/-. — Ager, 21, Hailwood Rd., Kettering.
[4693
new Goerz,
9 X 12 cm. nearly
£20. — Convertible
Cost 1/4.5
A 6-in.
i? /IAvJ
^O/
Dogmar, Compur, double extension, F.P.A., leather case ;
exchange 3ix2i outfit. Press preferred. — 34,
Cromwell Rd., Kingston, Surrey. No callers. [46%

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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AGENTS

SPECIAL!

c

Ensign
RoIIrising
FUm front,
21x3},slides,
plate£5 back,
f/3.8,— ENTIRE STOCK BOUGHT
Compur,
; perfect.
Below.
VSTANTED. — Rolleiflex, also Folding Reflex. —
T T Wallis, May Avenue, Wollaton, Nottingham.
1-PLATE

Zodel, f/4.5 anastigmat,

Compur

[4698
shutter,

4 1 to l/200th, double extension, rising cross

front, direct and brilliant finders, new May, 1932,
£5 or nearest. — Jack, 77, Manse Rd., Motherwell.

[4700
2 extension,
slides,
3lx2i^
Cameo,brilliant
Xpres and
f/4.5wirein finders,
Compur, 6 double
F.P.A., in leather ease; 3ix2i Dalian Tank;
all in splendid condition ; rarely used,
Box 5967, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

£6. —
[4703

yOIGTLANDER
Inos,Compur
16 or shutter,
8 on
2Ix3i, f/4.5 Two-size
Skopar, D.A.
cost £10, unsoiled, £6 ; reason selling, bought
Speed camera ; Banfield F.P. Tank, V.P., with
rack for plates ; cost 27/6 ; good condition, 10/6. —
Box 5969, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [4705

N. & G. Folding Reflex, Ross Xpres t/4.5, self¬

capping shutter, 1/lOth to l/800th sec.,
3 D.D. slides, F.P. A., roll-holder, filters, also
Lancaster’s Semi-automatic Enlarger, scaled for
lens, £22. — Box 5971, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[4707

ROSS Telecentric 13-in. f/6.8, iris mount, £3/10

YOU SAVE 50% ! !
GREAT
OPPORTUNITY

NOT
and

Shop-soiled, NOT Second-hand ; every ontdt is absolntely NEW
offered at half prev tiling prices. EXTENDED
PATUENTS.
FREE APPROVAL.

MAKINA
lens, delayed -action
Compur shutter, speeds
1 to i/*2«H)tb8ec., T. and
B., focussing back-hood¬
ed screen, 3 metal slides,
F.r. adapter and leather
case. The Makina is
the most compact high¬
speed cameraavailable.
It slips easily into tho
pocket, measuring (when
closed) 4 * 6 X If in.

Special £16:10:0

CAMERAS,
LENSES.
ACCESSORIES.
Items at 2/6,
6.'-, 10/-, 20/-. No lists issoed. A visit will pay you well.

Length

Beck

Steinheil Lens

f/4.5,

N.7.

[4686

Trade.

NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA,
Regent
St.,
W.l, the camera
speciaUsts, 122,
oiler the
following
bargains.
All days’
Apparatus
fully guaranteed and sent on 5
approval against lull deposit. Saleable,

up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole pay¬
ment or purchased for cash. Our reputation is
your guarantee.

9x12 Etui Folding Pocket Camera, rack focussing,

high rising front, reversible finder, fitted
Xenar anastigmat f/4.5, Compur shutter, 1 to
l/200th and time, cable release, F.P.A. ; fine
order, £5/15.

312 X 2i
doubledeep
extension,
rackMarion
rising Soho
front,Reflex,
sky-shade,
triple

detachable focussing hood, revolving back, quickwind local-plane shutter to l/800th and time,
fitted Dallmeyer Serrac f/4.5, 3 D.P. holders and
leather case, £15.
1,-PLATE
4

rack

Thornton-Pickard
focussing,

rising

Junior
front,

FOLDING

shutter, 12/6.

31x2|
Guardia
2 lens,Newman
6 single «te
slides,
50/-. Sibyl, f/6.3 Tessar
31x2J
Adams’60/-. Vesta, f/6.3 Tessar lens, 6 single
2 slides,
31x2i
Bebe,case,f/8 50/-.
lens, 6 single slides, F.P.A.,
2 leather
2 3 D.D. slides, Mackenzie adapter, 12
31 x2J Adams’
Verto, case,
f/5.5 £25.Ross Combinable lens,
envelopes
and morocco

quality f/4.6 Prirnar anastigmat lens, in dclnyedaction C^oinpur shutter,
speeds from one second
to l/‘260th sec., T. and B.,
back
hooded
focussing
screen and 3 single metal
slides, wire release.

1-PLATE Linhoff Universal, Carl Zeiss Protar f/6.3,
4 Compur shutter, 3 single slides, F.P.A., and
hide case, £15.

price

£4:18:6
or 11/- deposit and
0
monthly
pay¬
ments of 11/-.

Roll-film adapter 15/- extra.
Leather case 12/6,

F.P. adapter 6/8 extra.
Extra slides 1/0 each.

SUPPLIED

deep

triple detachable focussing hood, reversing back,
quick-wind focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th
and time, Carl Zeiss Triotar f/4.5, 10 slides,
F.P.A., canvas case, £6/17/6.
01x2i Zeiss Ikon Cocarette Roll Film Camera,
04
focussing, reversible finder, wire-frame finder,
fitted Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.6, delayed-action
Compur shutter, 1 to 1 /250th and time, cable
release ; brand new, £7/17/6.

from Stock
Latest

Pathescope

Pro-

at the Service Company^
lector,
Model "200-B,**
Shovrrooms.
200-watt

lamp,

direct

lighting (projects an 8-ft.
picture), silent
air-cooledrunning.
motor
drive,
Simple and quick-load¬
ing methoa.
NewLarge
re¬
wind
device.
aperture. Best quality

THORNTON-PICKARD Ruby Cine Camera for

projection lens.
Im¬
proved condenser and
mirror. Instant tilting

16-mm. Films, footage indicator, fitted f/1.9
Dallmeyer lens and leather case ; cost £37/17/6 ;
our price, £5/10.

control. Variable resis¬
tance — 100 to 250 volts.

31x2i
Newman
2 rising
front, &
deepGuardia
triple Folding
focussing Reflex,
hood,

Enclosed
in well-pro¬
tected
ca.se.
•# ^

with magnifier, revolving backr quick-wind focalplane shutter, 1/lOth to l/800th and time,
fitted Dallmeyer Serrac f/4.5, cable release, 3
D.D. slides, F.P.A. , changing-box and leather
case, price £24/7/6.

equal payments

BELL-HOWELL
Projector,
2-in. case
Graf;
lens, complete 16-mm.
with reels
and leather
list price £61/10 ; our price, £35.
NO. box1 Kodascope
40x30
in wooden
; list priceScreen,
£5 ; our
price,in.,
£2/10.

Black wood Tripod, for 16-mm. Projector ;
list price £1/10 ; our price, 15/-, plus postage.

Or a deposit of £1:1:9
secures.Price
Balance
« by■ 11
■

Exchange

Prices allowed

per month.
for yonr
present

CLCARANCE
CINE

TRIPODS

46

of £1 :9 :9

ontflt.

!!!
in.

Solid triangle top, Z-foId adjustable ash legs with stout
thumb-screws, A rigid stand for 12/6 each, post 1/3,
Panoram and Tilting Head for same. All metal, 15/-eztra,

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines.)

1-PLATE Sinclair Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens4
in Newman & Sinclair shutter, 11-in. f/6.8
Ross Telecentric, 4 filters, 6 double dark slides,
Graflex roll-holder, brown hide case, £22.
3 D.D.
leatherf/6.3
case,Ross
£20. Zeiss
5x4xl2Protar,
Adams’
Minexslides,
de Luxe,
cm. Zeiss Ikon Miroflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
9 4 single slides, F.P.A. and leather case, £18.
Ross Teleros f/5.5, £10.
13 IN.
IN. Dallon Telephoto f/5.6, £8.
12 -IN. Ross Teleros f/5.5, £18.

IT

4)Q»)-MM.
Ross & Teleros
f/5.5, Reflex,
in focussing
mount
for N.
G. Folding
complete
in
leather case, £12.
Portman
24, Wigmore
Charing Cross
A.
ADAMS Square,
& CO., W.l,
LTD.,late122,
St.,
Rd., W.C.2 ; catalogues on application ; Telephone,
Welbeck

3215.

WISE

&

CO.

St., London, W.l.
Arthur
GASK & CO.', 50, Mortimer St.. Regent
Exceptional
Bargains ; approval
deposit ; see Guaranteed
below.

^RTHUR

Established 1889

£22 ; cash3
61x41 Dallmeyer Field Set, f/6 Stigmatic,

2 slides and case ; cost as new,
£6/15. — See above.

FOTET, 16 pictures V.P. spool, Meyer f/3.5, latest
Compur,

hood with magnifiers, revolving back, quickwind focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to l/800th and
time, fitted Dallmeyer Serrac f/4.5, focussing
mount, also 10-in. Dallon Telephoto lens f/5.6,
focussing, Wratten xl filter, Ilford Beta filter.
3 D.D. slides, F.P.A. and solid leather case ;
perfect condition, £30.
289,
ThU advertisement continued in third column.

GASK

[4669

1-PLATE Graflex Reflex, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, F.P.A.,
4 slide and case ; absolutely as new ; cost
£28/17/6 ; exceptional bargain, ri6/17/6.

HIGH

31x2i
Newmanrising& front,
Guardia
Reflex,
2 focussing,
deep Folding
triple focussing

BE

4 Kodar lens, Kodex shutter and leather case, 57/6.
1-PLATE Newman & Guardia Roll Film Sibyl,
4 Carl Zeiss Double Protar f/6.8 lens, brown
leather case, £12.

NO. 3a Folding Brownie, Achromatic lens and

bv rack and pinhm focus¬
sing, rising and cross front
by screw lutjustment, bril¬
liant reversible and direct
wire-frame finder, superior

Hiehest

This advertisement continued from first column.
1-PLATE Tropical Model Soho Reflex, double
4 extension, high rack rising front, swing front,
sky-shade, deep triple detachable focussing hood,
revolving back, quick-wind focal-plane shutter,
speeded l/18th to l/800th and time, Carl Zeiss
Tessar f/4,5, 3 book-form tropical dark slides,
F,P,A., and leather case ; all as new, £30/15.

POSTCARD
No. 3a Kodak, R.R. lens and
case, 50/-.

Specification. — All-metal
body, covered in flne-orain
leather, «iouble extension

Special Reflex,
sky-shade,

BARGAINS

“SERVICE”
SPECIAL
PLATE CAMERA.

Cash

Trade.

Portman
2i, Charing
A.
ADAMS Square,
& CO., W.l.
LTD., Late
122, ofWigmore
St.,
Cross Rd., W.C.2.
teed following
in good order
and condition.
OFFER
second-hand
bargains, all guaran¬
1-PLATE No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak, Kodak

Price
Or £1 8 6 secures and
H monthly pa3Tneuta
of £1 8 6.

SHOP-WINDOW

Focal

LENSES

experienced
proceeding.

optical view - finders,
f /2.9 Pianbel anastigmat

Ql-IN.

perfect, 55/-. — Forster, 56, Bidde.stone Rd.,

AND

estimate given
Repairs to allworkmen
makes of; apparatus
executedbeforeby
payments system
ask for
Apparatus
can be; please
purchased
on details.
our deferred
possible results.
Quick
Developing,
Printing
andservice.
Enlarging, best
W.l.
NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent [0010
St.,
special attention
Pathescopes.
CAMERAS
Exchanged to; largest
stock — S.Humphrys,
London
;
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[2961

High-speed and Press
Camera. Direct wire and

or nearest ; deposit system. — Rowe, 326,
Hainton Avenue, Grimsby.
[4662

04

CAMERAS

unsoiled ; cost £7/15 ; cash £4/15.

31 X 2i Tropical Carbine,costRoss£12/18/6
Xpres f/4.5,
Compur,
; remarkable
Lenses, GASK
Slides, & Adapters,
etc. ;
Arthur
CO. for Stereoscopes,
Genuine
Bargains,
-write, stating requirements ;
camera repair
4 case, unsoiled ;
bargain, £5/15.

HIGH

IN

holborn,

TIME— USE

OUR

LONDON,

DEPOSIT

W.C.1

specialists.

St., London,
Museum St.,
0537.Regent
[4709
Arthur
GASK W.l.
&t CO., Phone,
50, Mortimer

SYSTEM.
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• PATHESCOPE

J• POWER
PROJECTOR

AMATEUR

B

f
.

9-mm. PATHESCOPE
POWER
SUPER PROJECTOR.
200watt illumination, super optical system, new flickerlesa
device, double sprocket fed, fan cooled throu^chout,
motor rewind, hand rewind, tiltin:^ device, great crystalbrilliant and large pictures for home, clubs or schools.
Made in England.

ONLY
APPROVAL.

£15

IMMEDIATE

ONLY

DELIVERIES.

EXCHANGES.

NEW

ELECTROPHOT
EXPOSURE
METER, photo-electric,
stills or movies, dead accurate, self-generating, no bat¬
teries. V’erv latest .
£15 15 0
ENSIGN NEW
EINEC.4M 16>mm. CAMERA.
Speed f.2.8.
focxissing mount, new normal, half-speed, slow motion,
title crank. 50-ft. or lUO-ft. capacity, real hide case.
World's finest .
£18 18 0
NEW RHAMSTINE
EDITOR DE LUXE, professional projec¬
tion motion, distance prism viewer, illuminated shutter,
mitre cutter, scraper, splicer, three-tone silver. Verv
latest .
£18 18 0
ENSIGN NEW
AUTOMATIC
PROJECTOR,
Superlite f/1.5.
100-watt, direct fine illumination, entirely automatic,
motor resistance, case, complete (lens list £5 6.s. alone),
finest obtainable. Film hire 1/3 400 ft .
£17 10 0
NEW VICTOR VISUAL 16-mm. CAMERA, latest f/2.9. visual
focussing, turret-head, multi-speeds, title crank, audible
footage, new Tele finder, visual footage, finder, level, all
gold-flecked bronze. Two years’ guarantee. World’s
finest. Only .
£60 0 0
ZEISS IKON NEW
lEONTA ROLL FILM, self-erecting, 16
on
1/- spool, compact — fits vest pocket easily —
f/6.3, 3-epeed, £4 10 0 ; f/4.5, 3-speed. £6 ; f/4.5, Compur. £8 2 6 : Tessar f/3,5, Compur, £12 5 0.
VICTOR HI-POWER
16-mm. PROJECTOR, Superlite f/1.5,
40O-watt. new ‘2-in. diameter condensers (passing tremen¬
dous light), reflectors, direct drive, motor, no belt, chains
or gears, super 8-teeth film contact, automatic film
trap (cuts off projection if lncorre(rtly runrdng), 4-way
rewind — rewind by hand, rewind by motor, rewind one
film w’hilst projecting another, fan cooled, car gear clutch
start . giving forward, stills, reverse, all gold-flecked bronze,
chromium fittings, complete in " ready-for-actiou ”
brown russet leather case. World’s finest £80
projector
0 0
3Jx2i NEW
T.-P. COMPACT
REFLEX. Dallmeyer f’4.5,
high-speed 1/lOtb to l/l,000tb, long extension (for por¬
traits. close-ups. etc.), deep hood, fixed mirror, 5x4x4
in. only. Very compact. Takes plates, cut films, roll
films, film packs, everything. Comil?te. Only £8 15 0
CTNE TRIPOD. ENSIGN LATEST, Tbalhammer type, revolv¬
ing, panning, swing, tilting, rock-steady, locking legs,
rubber and point fitting. Finest obtainable. Only
£7 10 0

WANTED—

APPARATUS
FOR LATEST

IN EXCHANGE
NEW
MODELS.

P.C. Elite, f/4.5, Compur, double ex., R., C.. slides £3 19
i-pl. Ensign Reflex. Dallmeyer f/3.5, self-capping. . £7 15
O-in. Dallmeyer Dallon f '5.6 Telephoto. Cost £8 As new £4 17
3^x2} Nagel Plate, f;6.8, 3-epeed, radial focus... £1 17
i-»pl. ^lex Press Pocket, f,'4.5. 1/loth to 1 l.OUOth.. £2 17
3i X 21 Eodak R.F., f, 6.3. 3-8peed. auto. As new.. £1 10
Leica Camera, f 3.5, interchanging, chargers, case £8 17

6
0
6
6
6
0
6

14-iD. Dallmeyer Dallon f 5.6 Telephoto. Cost £‘20.. . £8 17
16-mm. Ensign Bronze Projector, loo-watt, in case £8 17

6
6

31 X 21 Ensign R.F.. f '4.5, latest 1 to 1/lOOth .
£3
AdOQ Telephoto, tit any shutter camera. Bargain.. £2
31 > 2i Plaubel Press Pekt., f/2.9. Compur, nickel slides £9
l-pl.T.-P. de Luxe Reflex, f 3.5. 1 loth to 1 '1.000th £12
31 X 21 Tropical Ensign R.F. Reflex. l/'25th to 1 '500th £6
1-pl. Zeiss Folding Reflex, f/4.5. Co.ot£80. Like new £25
31x21 Zeiss Ideal, Tes.sar, D.A., double ex. Snip £9
^mm. Pathe Eid Projector and resistance. As new £1
31 X 21 Ensign Reflex, I>allmeyerf/4. 6. D. slides, case £6
Eolibri f/2 Speed, new Compur. 16 pictures V.P. £14
i-pl. T.-P, Reflex, Cooke f, 4.5, revolve back. D. slides £8
31 X 21 Carbine R.F. Plate, Aldis f/6.3. Compur _
£4
16-mm. Ensign Projector, 50-watt, extra resistance £3
10-io. Dallmeyer Dallon f 5.6 Telephoto, reflex type £5
1-pl. Zeiss Mirapbot Vertical Enlarger, f/6.3. As new £5
31 X 21 Trop. Carbine R.F. Plate, Tessar f/4.5, Comp. £6
16-mm. Ensign Super Projector, 25U-watt, in case £29
1-pL Zeiss Pekt., f/4.5, Compur, double ex. Like new £6
i2-in. Cooke Telephoto f/5.6, suit f-pl. reflex .
£5
31x21 Salex Press Pckt..f 4.5. l/l«th to l/l.(H)0th £3
31x31 Eodak Roll Film, f/6.3, noth to 1/lOOtb £2
Eolibri R.F.. Tessar f/3.5. new Compur. A.s new. £7
16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo Camera, f/3.5, ca.se _
£15

19
2
17
12
17
0
17
17
17
14
8
17
19
17
17
17
10
17
17
7
9
10
15

6
0
6
0
6
0
6
6
6
0
0
6
6
6
6
6
0
6
6
6
6
0
0

6 X 13 Mentor Reflex, f/3*s, 1/loth to l/l,UU0th.. . £12
31 X 21 Cameo, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, D.A. As new £6
16-mm. Eodak f/1.9 Speed Camera. Fine outfit.. £12
Rolleiflex Reflex. Tessar f/3.M. new Compur. As new £10
1-pl. Anschutz Press, f/4.5. latest self-capping, case. £12
1-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4..5. D. slides £6
V.P. Goerz Wafer Plate, f/4.5, Compur. Fine outfit £4
1-in. Dallmeyer f/1.5 Cine, suit Ensign, B.-H., Victor £4
31 X 21 Tropical Carbine R.F., Aldis f/4.5. 3-speed. . £2
31 X 21 Zeiss Miroflex, Tessar f/4.5. Hardly used.. £27
1-pl. Ensign R.F. Plate, f/6.8, Compur, rise, cross £2
7i-in. Ross Xpres f/4.5 .
£4
6-in. Cooke f;3.5. Comp .
£4
4j-in. Tessar f'4.5, D.A .
£4
51-in. Meyer f 4.5, Comp .
£2
61-in. Tessar f;0.3, Comp .
£2
8i-in. Dagor 1/4.8 .
£2
31 X 21 Contessa Plate Pekt., f/4.5. Comp., double ex. £3
31x21 Zeiss Palmos Press, Tessar f/4.5, D. slides £7
1-pl. Elimaz, Cooke f/6.8. 1 to 1 300tb. double ex. £2
31 x21 Zeiss Donata, Tessar f/4.5, D.A., double ex. £7
P.C. Ensign Roll Film, Ensign f/6, 1 to 1/lOOtb _
£2

12
6
12
10
12
17
4
17
17
10
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
3
10
9
10
5

0
0
0
0
0
6
0
6
6
0
6
6
6
6
6
0
6
0
0
6
0
0
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ADVERTISEMENTS

Great Alteration Clearance ; Exceptional Reflex
Another,
fitted Zeiss
Cookef/2.7
f/2.9,
Ensign
special,
(£32£15/10
outfit),; Another,
£16/10 ;

WILL

Offers for Cash.

NOTE

one ; satisfactory
CINE Cameras andfor Projectors
supplied ;allowances.
exchange

IPA

— Below.
your camera

Ensign
Carbine,
97/6 ;
Baby
Ikonta,
Novar Ensar
f/4.5, f/4.5,
55/-; Compur,
No. 6 3Jx21
Plate Back Model, £5/2/6. — Below.
thirds allowedLeica
modern
part payment,
Rolleiflex,
and cameras,
Contax Stockists,
twosubject approval. — Allens, 168, Oldliam Rd.,
Manchester,

4.

THESE

US

PRICES!

Best Quality Plates.

(All Speeds.)

..1/2

5 x4

4ix3i
5ix3i

.. 2/3
1/8
..

6ix41
8ix6i ., .. '3/3
6/-

„
,.

Bromide

and

Doz.

Gaslight

..

2/3

Papers.

(All Surfaces.)
British and Best.

|

3ix2i Gross..
4ix2| .,
4ix3i
5ix3i ., ..

2/6
3'3/6
4/3

IPA

and

6ix4J 1 Gross .. 6/8ix6i i
.. .. 6/10x8 i
5/12x10 i
.. .. I-

Other sizes pro rata.

PATHE
attach¬—
ment, Projector,
motor and complete
resistance with
; as super
new, £9/10.
Oak Cottage, Crofton Rd., Orpington, Kent. [4652
Latest
Movie, outfit
bought unused,
new year,3 1933,
used Kodatoy
once, splicing
films
(brand-new),
48, Carnaby

LESS
FROM

3ix2i Doz.

IPA

[0087

CINEMATOGRAPH APPARATUS

HOBBY
COST

IF YOU PURCHASE

fitted Ross f/4.5, £8/15 ; Ensign J-pi., Ross f/4.5, £8 ;
Graflex 3ix2i, Zeiss f/4.5 (£25 outfit), £12. — Below.

i, 1933

Bromide

Gaslight

Postcards.

(All Surfaces.)
1/9 50. 31- 100, 11/6 500, 21,'- 1,000.

ALSO ;

Chemicals.
Mounts.
Mountant.
Sepia Toner.
Glazing Solution. Self-Toninc Paper.
Developers (Liquid and Packet).
All Orders over 5/- Post Paid (except Bulky
Chemicals).

going at 67/6 or near offer. — Eugene,
St., W.l.
[4656

4UTOKINECAM, Cinar lens, 16-mm., Dallmeyer

Telephoto lens. Alpha Sixteen Projector ;
as new j only used very few times ; cost £45 :
sell £35 ; deposit system. — Col. King, Merton
Hall, Watton, Norfolk.
[4670

Send now for FREE LIST and particulars of
OILETTES AND CAMERAS.

PATHE
Luxe Motocamera,
f/3.5 lens,
inter¬
changeable,
focussing mount,
cost in£16/10,
sell fur £10/5 ; Pathe Luxe Motocamera, t/2.7

====IPA^=

Zeiss Tessar lens, .screen, supplementary lenses,
neutral Alter, £15/10 ; as new.— Box 5954, c/o
“ Tlie Amateur Photographer.”
[4667

PHOTOGRAPHICS

For9i-mm.
Sale. —; Standard
also Hop
a few2627.Pathe
evenings.Film,
Phone,
— 4,
Newington Causeway, S.E.l.
[4682
PATHESCOPE
9.5 rewind,
Projector,motor,nearlydualnew.
Super
reel, automatic
resistance,
Krauss lens, 5x4 Pathe silver screen on metal

10/12, LAMBETH

PALACE

Phone : HOP.

RD.,

S.E.1

5312.

stand and six 00-ff. films; bargain, £9/10.— Preston,
319, High St. North, Manor Park, London. [4684

PATHE Motocamera B, special reverse for

mixes, special tripod bush, de luxe hide
case, 3 close-up lenses, filter in case ; as new, £5/5. —
Hart, 44, Oakley St., Chelsea.
[4689

CORONET 9.5 Cine Camera, t/3.9 anastigmat,

neatly fitted with trigger lock, tripod bush and
12-ft. cable release, leather case, 40/-. •— Worley,
9, Arundel St., Portsmouth.
[4694

PATHESCOPE Projector, double claw, latest
BOLEX
1933case,
model,extramonth
old, com¬
plete Model
with deD, luxe
resistance,
2b0-

model, condition as new, 90/-. — Worley, 9,
Arundel St., Portsmouth.
[4695

IS THE LEADING JOURNAL
FOR BIRD LOVERS

watt lamp, 11 -in. lens, all accessories for showing
both sizes of film, book of instructions and short
selection of 16-mm. films ; splendid condition ;
cost £39 ; accept £30. — Sawrey Cook.son, High
Croft, Winchester.
[4697

Useful articles for beginners and old
hands. Free advice and help by
experts, and the fullest, promptest
reporting of all shows are some of
the features of this popular journal.

Mickey
Cartoon,
16-mm..
225-ft.,
65/- ; Mouse
F’elix Silent
Broadcast,
100-ft.,
10/6 ;
Dist
Meter, 15/6 ; all as new. — Leslie Groom, Wisbech.

A weekly

Siemens 16-mm. cine camera, never used, 3

speeds, complete with case ; cost over [4699
£30 ;
sacrifice, £20. — Westlands, Crofton Rd.. Orpington.
Trade.

(4711

PATHESCOPE
Motocameras
luxe fitted
model, Meyer
fitted
f/3.5 lens, £6/10
; Ditto : de
model,
f/1.5 lens, £15 ; Ditto model, fitted Zeiss f/2.7 lens,

that no breeder
without.

can do

Published every Friday. Price 2d.

CUT

out this coupon and post to address
stamp.
below in unsealed envelope bearing jd.

£11 ; several £6/6 models at £3/10, £4, £4/10 ;
guaranteed genuine bargains. — Southern Film Ex¬
change, 52, Boundaries Rd., Balham, London.

Please send me

PATHESCOPE Projector, motor, super attacli-

NAME

ment, automatic rewind, resistance, complete
super set equal new, £18/10 ; Lux Projector,
recently cost £21/10, bargain, £15/15 ; Kid
Projector, complete, splendid condition, 35/-. —
Southern, above,

FREE

specimen

” Cage Birds.”

copy

of

A.P.

.

ADDRESS .

3/6 week,
2/3 Super
three Film
days available
; finest for
selection
Every
Pathescope
Hire,
guaranteed

films. — Southern,

above.

week ; no deposit.
— Southern,
above.60-ft. 8d.
PATHESCOPE
Film Hire,
30-ft. 4d.,
9d., Supers Films
4/6. — Exchanged,
Southern Film
Exchange,
PATHESCOPE
30-ft.
5d.. 60-ft.
above.
[0079
OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

RISK,

THE PUBLISHER. “ CAGE BIRDS.”
CARMELITE ST., LONDON. E.C.4

February

i, 1933

I
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APPARATUS

Trade,

JLLUSTRA

Bargains. — A few more

at this price.

PATHE
Projector,
motor drive,
super
attachment,
screen,fitted
Illustralight,
colour wheel,
programme of films, £8.

Ensign 16-mm. Projector, fitted motor drive,
ERNEMANN
Standard
Projector, colour
fitted wheel,
motor
drive, screen,
Illustralight,
programme of films. £10.
STANDARD
fittedat with
Dallmeyer f/1.9
lens, £7/10 Camera,
; one only
this price.
CAMERAS,
including Bell
& Howell,
DeVry,at
Debrie, Williamson,
Ensign
and Pathe,
amazing prices.
Everything
Movies,stock
phone,of write,
or callin¬
and inspect for
immense
bargains,
screen, Illustralight, colour wheel, programme
of films, £9.

AMATEUR
OR
PROFESSIONAL
S
Send for particulars of the “ Grlp-flx ”
w
method of Dry Mounting.
Hot or cold
S
process,
ic

SUCCESSFUL

S
£

—

SAFE

— ECONOMICAL.

Your outfit is not complete without a pot of

cluding screens, unlimited, from 5/-.

I Grip-fix
Mountant
The convenient Photo
sire for your
outfit is the

Iw

London, W.l.
Telephone, Gerrard
6889. [4712
F LUSTRA
ENTERPRISES,
159, Wardour
St.,
SUPER
Films (Pathescope)library
on Hire,
1/- each,Camera
from
the long-established
of Messrs.
Craft, Ltd., Palmers Green, N.13. Send P.C. for

S

Photo Mountant

particulars.

[0086

CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; stand¬
Interests and Features,
Travels ; Comedies,
good condition
STANDARD-SIZE
splendid ;
exceptional value. — Associated, 34, Beaufoy Rd.,

ard only : lists free ; sample 1/-. — Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leyton-stone, E.ll.
[3523

Manufactured by:

HENRY C. STEPHENS
LTD.
57, ALDERSGATE STREET,
LONDON, E.C.1

Tottenham.

[4661

“1

100-watt
; all necessary
flex, with
plugs,60-volt
etc. ;
Ensign
Alphalampsixteen
for disposal,
complete in case ; also Folding Screen for pro¬

jection, cost £15/15, had little use, £11. — Apply,
Jones Bros. (Holloway) Ltd., Holloway Rd., N.7.

EXCHANGE

AND

WANTED

[4702

WANTED. — 1-pl. Camera, double extension, f/4.5

LOOK

HERE!

Ross, Zeiss or Cooke, Compur or similar,
offered part exchange 3ix2i Roll Film, f/4.5
Steinheil, shutter 1 to 1 /300th, radial focussing
to 3 ft., direct-vision finder. — Leader, 95, Rltherdon
Rd., Upper Tooting, S.W.17.
[4677

\PS
OSE

I
I

SNAPS

form. — —Luty,
[4653
WANTED.
i-pl. Bower
Enlarger,Rd.,goodHarrogate.
condition, either
trays, take
300 views,
or sell,Taxiphote
£10 ; Marconi
Exchange.
— 45x107
Richard
and
5-valve Portable,'£7 ; wanted 9.5 Pathe Cine Ap¬

** EUTOGRAPH
is a Ck>loured Eoiargement mounted on
and carved out In wood, producing a 6*in. statue. In*
eludes polished stand. Very realistic. 2/6 each.

paratus. — 9, Upper

STUDIO PORTRAITS.
Head and shoulders only, back*
ground removed, enlarged and mounted In 8x0 Id. giltedged folders. West End results. 1/6 each. 3 for 4/-*
6 for 7/6.

[4654
focus lens,
mount f/3.5,
; must
be
WANTED.
— Modelinterchangeable
K Cine Kodak,
fixedin first-class condition and cheap ; deposit system.

A FRAMED
ENLARGEMENT.
11x9 in., neat ebonised
wood, with glass and strut, 2/9 ; Coloured, 6/-. Good value.
BLUE-TONED
KODAK
POSTCARDS.
On special 6 x 8 in.
embossed mounts. Wonderful and unique effects, lid. each.
FOTOZO
prints never

Begd. Glazing and Stripping Solotlon. Glossy
stick. Easy to use, 1/- and 1/9 per bottle.

Cash with orders. Write for List. Expenses

refunded.

SPEEDY D.&P. Ltd., Shelford Place, N.16

Several Standard Size BUSCH
Anastigmat

“Glaukar”

CINE

LENSES

Focus : 2t6.

3i,

and 4^ in_

17/6 each.
Others

by

Gaumont,

CLARKSON

Pathe,

& CO.

Telescope House, 63, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.l
WANTED

FOR

CASH — Microscopes and Binoculars.

YOU

CAN

St., West

Ringinglow

Hartlepool.

Rd., Sheffield 11.

for Ica
Bebe. —
Carver, Merthyr
WANTED.
— Leitz
Range-finder,
also single slides,
Bridgend, Glam.
WANTED.
— J-pl.
PressF.P.A.,
Camera,tripod
sound ; andwrite.perfect,
fast lens,
slides,
— 50,
Somersby Gardena, Ilford, Essex.
[4663
WANTED.—
T.-P. Reflex and Telephoto
lens for Horizontal
same. — -Below.
WANTED.—
V.P. —SizeTurpin,
Camera,51,withColindeep
f/4.5 lensLane,
or
larger, cheap.
N.W.9.
[4664
good —condition.
— A. Leica
E., II24,
Wentworthin
WANTED.
Second-hand
or Contax,
Park, Finchley, London, N,3.
[4665
Holmhirst
ltd.,
Woodseats,
Sheffield
8.
WANTED.— N.S. Unipod.— W. Gardner, [4668
44,
ticulars
— Elder, 20,
Ryecroft
St.,
Fulham,
WANTED.
—
Rolloroy
Camera
for
cash
;
par¬
S.W.6.
[4675
WANTED.
— Box
Twin-lens
Reflex“ TheCamera,
J-pl.Photo¬
pre¬
ferred. —
5956, c/o
Amateur
[4655
Mawr Rd.,
[4659

grapher.”

[4679

WOULD Exchange N. & G. Folding Reflex for

Darlot. 3i~in- focus, 10/- each.
Longer focus, 5/- each-

BROADHURST,

— Crawford, Langbar,

Church

DEAL

Leica Model ll, cash adjustment according
to value. — Box 5972, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[4708

WANTED. — Good Quality Rigid Shop-soiled

i-pl. Field Camera, universal movements,
3 or 4 double slides, turntable, good shutter,
with or without tripod, cheap, no lens. — Box 5960,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[4680

Teleros— Telephoto
preferred, Lens,
for j-pL
Willmere
WANTED.
12— toPlatt,
17 in.,
Ross
House, Bold, Widnes.
[4687
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

" The camera you sent out to me fiUly justified your advertisemeuts.
The camera and lens is as good as new ; in fact, far better ttian your
advertisement. It was received well packed, etc., and well worth
the money paid, and if you Iiave any prospective customers in this
part of the world you can refer them to me if they have any doubt
about

receiving a square deal from you.”

W,

W -

, Natal, ,S.A.

Dallmeyer
12-in. Series
XVI f/7.7
Dallon
Telephoto
latest,
black
magnaJiiun
iris mount,
with
sliding
hood. Anastigmat,
£6:6:0
New condition .
9 ■ 12 1-pl. Voigtiander Tourist Double Ex. Pocket, latest pattern.
Voigtlander 0-in. f/4.5 Heliar anastigmat, improved Compur shutter
with delayed action, U-stimip front, fine-adjustment rise and cross,
finder, also
direct
frame
finder, Recently
G slides, F.P.
leather
case.
Set eye-level
practically
unsoiled.
C\Aadapter
• 1 4- and
*0
cost £24

6s. 6d .

1-pl. Sanderson Regular, triple ex.. 180-ram. Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar
lens, xmiversal rising and swine front and independent rise, reversing
back, detachable Goerz Anschutz quick-wind, focal-plane shutter
best time
model valve.
A slide
12 platesec.
envelopes,
andMackenzie-Wishart
£15:15:
0
and
5 toanc^
1/l.OOOth
and time,
leather

case.

Equal

new .

. .

i-pl. Superior German Triple Ex. Universal, Kengott-Grifrin f/j-'
Medio anastigmat. Koilos .shutter, 1 to l/300th sec., rack focus, risjng
finder
andfront,
level,
3 double
slides. back,
Goodandas side
new
£5 direct-vision
: 18 : 6
and
cross
swingand
reversing
swing,

Postcard T.-P. Triple Ex. Imperial Field, latest pattern 3-ba.r front,
Watson best Series 1 f/G.l Convertible Holostigmat, 6 and lOi in.
foci. T.-P. speeded shutter, front and back rack, rising and swing
front, swing and reversing back, wide-angle, 3 double book-form
slides, turntable, 3-fold tripod and case. Set ro • 1 7 •
new condition Cost £21 .
Boss 13-in. f '5.4 Telecentric Telephoto, standard £0 j ] 8 :
6
iris mount. Equal new .
i-pl. Sanderson Regular H. & S., improved model, with wide-angle
rack and rack rising and swing front, etc., triple ex., reversing back,
5J-in.
Cooke
Series
f/4.5 anastigmat,
sector shutter,
3 double
.slides,
F.P. IIadapter
and de luxe Compound
velvet- £12:
17: 6
lined leather

case.

Set new

condition .

5x4 Aluminium Bound Shew Pocket Xit, Beck f/7.7 Neostigmar
lens, Unicum
shutter, case.
1 to 1/lOOth
focussing, rising
front,
3 double
slides
and leather
Nice sec.,
condition..
• £3
: 18
: 6

I-pl. Brass-bound Ross Century Double Ex, Field, Boss 9-m. f/8
angle
double
book-form
slides
£5 back,
: 18 wide: 6
Rapid movement,
Symmetrical etc.,
Jens, 2 rising
front,
swing and
reversing
and case. Nice condition .
i-pl. Goerz Anschutz, latest pattern Ango model, leather covered
front, etc., fitted 145-mm. (5i-iD.) K. Zeiss f/4.5 anastigmat. focusemg
mount, 2-way rising front, quick-wind self-capping focal-plane with
double
slides,
case.
£14:
14:0
time
vahe,
speedsF.P.
5 to adapter
l/l,0UOth and
sec., leather
T. and B..
direct-vision
finder,3
Equal new .
.
^-pl. Watson Brass-bound Double Ex. Acme Field, finest Spanis’i,
Ross f/6.3 Homocentric anastigmat, Compound shutter, rising and
swing front, swing and reversing back, wide angle. 3 brMS-bound
double
book-form
turntable,
3-foId
rigid tripod
and slides,
W’ataon
leather SpraH
case. patent
Equal self-locking
£15:
15:0
new .
i-pl. Voigtlander Roll Film Pocket, with plate back. Beck f/5.8
Convertible Isostigmar lens, latest Acme sector shutter, 1 to l/300th
sec., double ex., rack, U-stirrup front, rise and cross, £K . |Q . 0
screen. 6 slides and leather case. Nice condition. .
Postcard 10 ■ 15 Tropical de Luxe Model Deckrullo, polished teak.
180-mm. Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar len.s, improved quick-wind self-cappmg focal-plane shutter, i to 1/2, 500th sec., fine adjustment focus,
directframe finder, 2-way risingfront, 3 double slides,
*0*0

*
*
adapter and leather case Hardlv soiled....
F.P.
5x4 T.-P. Ruby Double Ex. Field, best model, Ro.ss 6-in. f/8 Sym¬
metrical anastigmat. T.-P. speeded shutter, rising and swing front
slides,
turntable,
3-fold
andback,
case.
New
£6 :book-form
18 : 6
and back
rack, swing
and tripod
reversing
etc..
3 double
condition .
magnaUuin iris mount. Equal new....
0
Dallmeyer 12-in. f/6 Popular Telephoto Lens, latest £5:5:
standard black

6x4 Ross Panros Folding Pres.s, 6-in. Rose f/4.5 Xpres lens, quickwind self-capping
focal-plane
shutter, and
speeded
to l/l,000th,
direct
finder,
3 double slides,
F.P. adapter
leather
£14:
14:0
case, Nice condition .
Voigtlander 85-mm. (31-in.) f/4.5 Heliar Anastigmat Telephoto, to
interchange on standard 16-nim. size cin6 cameras, rc
•
• Q
with hood. Unsoiled....- .
Model C 16-mm. Kodascope Cine Projector, improved model with
motor
and rheostat
control,
attachments,
with adjustable
resistance
250 lamp
volts,and
and usual
travelling
J •complete
1Y t 0
case. Practicallv unsoiled .
Carl Zeiss 21-cm. (8i-in.) f 4.5 Tessar, in iris £12:17:
6
focussing

moimt.

Unsoiled .

5x4 Tropical Marion Soho Reflex, polished teak, improved model,
rack-rising front, hood and sky shade, latest Boss 6|-iii. f/4.5 Xpres
lens, also Ross 13-in. f/6. 8 Telephoto lens, interchangeable, mUIedliead wind focal-plane shutter, all speeds, revolving back, 4-way
F.P. adapter
de 3luxe
solid polished
leather case.
£45 : 0slides,
: 0
patent
8^v^ng and
front,
tropical
teak Whole
double book-form
set new

condition.

Cost

£90 .

45x107 Goerz Stereo Pocket Tenax, pair Goerz Series III f/6. 8
ment
D.D. slides,
F.P.shutter,
adapter,1 tolASOthsec.,
2 purse £7 fine
: 18adjust¬
: 6
Dagor focus,
lenses, 3 Compound
stereo
cases. Equal new .

Any of the above may be had by arrangement on five days’ approval.^ If
no ledger ale deposit to value is requested. Latest lists free on application.

N.B. — High-cla.ss Apparatus Purchased for Ca-sh, taken in Exchange
Vhe Valuations free. Call or write.
or Sold on Commission. Approx.

f oiUion ®anttra(frcl)augf
Co.. ITimttctl.
IfOTE

ADDItJSSS

:

No. 2, POULTRY, CHEAPSIDE,
Telegrams

: “ Loncamerex,

Stock, London.”

LONDON,
Phone

E.C.2

: Central

8691*

One minute from the Bank of England and Stock Exchange.

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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WANTBp")

THIRD
EDITION

I EXCHANGE AND
Giving
Up Photography. — V.P. Tenax, Goerz

Dogmar f/4.5, Compur, 1 to l/250th, 12 slides,
3 supplementary lenses, Watkins tank, 12 sheaths,
Pathe 3-in. condenser, developing, printing acces¬
sories, £6 lot ; snip ; stamp for list ; or exchange
Wireless and cash. — ^W. Deary, 2, Ferry St,,
Miliwall.
[4651

Exchange.—
MotorforCycle,
h.p.,
2-stroke, in Triumph
' good order,
reflex 1.74
or other
good camera ; approval. — Caw, 45, Laureate Terrace,
Newmarket.

WANTED.
— Automatic
Rolleiflex,
lowest,
cash waiting.
— Box 5968,
c/o “ state
The Amateur
Photographer.”
[4704
WANTED.
modern,
in
shutter,— Convertible
about 5i in. —Anastigmat,
Fayle, Merlin,
Leicester
Rd., Bournemouth.
[4710

ALL-BRITISH
PHOTO PLATES & PAPER
GASLIGHT

PAPERS

BROMIDE

V.P .
. . 1/6 per gross
3Jx2i.... ..2/6 ., „
2ix4|.... . 3/3 ,. ..
„
3- plate ... ..3,6 „
..4/3 ., ,.
5x 4 .
Poetcarff . . .4/3 ,. ,.

8^-plate
x6.....
8ix6i...
10x8....
I2x 10...
15x 12..

GLOSSY, SILKY

OR

PAPERS

..10/..11'6
..16/6
..24/6
..37/.

Trade.

.. ..
,. ,.
„ ,.
,. .,
., ..

PATHESCOPE
Accessories
chased ; best Projectors
cash prices.and
— Southern
Film pur¬
Ex¬
change, 52 Boundaries Rd., Balham, London. [0078

MATTE

LANTERNS

3 Grades

VIGOROUS,
POSTCARDS,
£1 per 1,000.

ORDINARY

OR

SOFT

&

RNLARGRRS

VERTICAL and Horizontal for every size

SOUTHAMPTON

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

CASTESR from Leica to 12x10, Condensers,
J^ANnegative,
ER
gNLARGor
diffused
mercury vapour illrunination ; semi¬
automatic or automatic focussing.

, Photographic Chemist,
FOR

J. Birmingham,
LANCASTER 1.& Telephone,
SON, LTD.,Central
87, 4255.
Parade,
post free. — Lanctister,
Birmingham.
CLEARANCE
Sale List ofParade,
shop-soiled
Enlargers
Ij^NLARGERS.
—
List
of
parts
for
own
con
'j struction ; postage 2d. — Lancaster, Parade,
Birmingham.
[0082

QUANTITIES.

STUDIO

CLUB

All makes of Projectors supplied and
demonstrations given at any time.
No

second-hand

goods

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC SOa-

SOUTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY,

61-62,

NEWMAN

£«f. 1856.

[3431
headquarters and dark-room, Camberwell Central
Library, Peckham Rd., S.E. Ordinary meetings
Mondays, 8 p.m.. Kine-group, alternate Wednes
days, 8 p.m. ; next meeting Feb. 1 ; inclusive
annual subscription 7/6, no entrance fee ; club
year just commenced. — Hon. Secretary, R. J. Smith,
29, Talfourd Place, S.E.15.
[4674

STREET,

LONDON,

W.l

ACCESSORIES

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

Tou'* Film Developed, and 1 Veioz glazed print made from each
negative : V.P. and
x
8 e.zposures, 1/2. No. 116 (21 x 41)
1/6, 41x31 1/3, 61x31 1/8. 1/6 dozen, !/• 1 dozen, Snperior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen. 2/9 1 dozen, 81 x61 ; 2/6
dozen, 1/6 1 dozen, 61 x 4} enlargemeote, 2/* 20 x 16, 16 x 12 1/9,
12x10 1/8, lux 8 1/.. 81x61 9d., 61x4} 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH
OF ALL ORDERS.
Sizes np to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every eatisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest bids.
OSBORNE

&

CAMPION.

122,

East

Park

Road.

Baby

Cine

HAROLD

B. ABBOTT

This handbook, specially written for
amateur cinematographers, includes
every aspect of the fascinating hobby
of making motion pictures.
In the preparation of this third edition
a thorough revision has been carried
out. Much additional information has
been included, and all important new
apparatus
review.

has

been

brought

under

The following Table of Contents
indicates the wide range of the hook
and the completeness with which the
subject is covered.

ETY, open to gentlemen only, have vacancies
for young and keen workers ; subs, only 7/6 per
annum ; fortnightly meetings ; please apply — Sec
retary, H. Milligan. Scarsdale, Barkers Lane, Sale.

stocked.

the

A Handbook
on 9.5-mm.
Cinematography

Trade.

MARTIN

CIXE

with

4-in. condenser, 100-watt projection lamp, 30/- ;
approval. — Box 5970, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.” _
[4706

PLATES

QUOTATIONS

OTION
PICTURES

Electric Projection Lantern, 6-in. Petzval lens,

GASLIGHT OR BROMIDE
11/- per 500.
2/6 per 100.
Singles or strips.

Special Rapid 300 H.D, Iso Press 600 H.D.
3ix2i .
1/3 per pkt. 1 Postcard.... 2'6 per pUt.
^-plate . 1/9 „ „ I jf-plate . 3/6 „ „

SPECIAL

By

[4701

STUDIO Camera Stand, rack-work adjustments,

as new, 7/6 ; three Finely-tooled Morocco
Photograph Albums, 2/- each, 5/- lot. — 14, St.
Andrews Place, Bradford, Yorkshire.
[4688

THE PRINCIPLES OF CINEMATO¬
GRAPHY
BABY CINE •• TAKING " APPARATUS
BABY CINE PROJECTING APPARATUS
USING THE CAMERA
THE SUBJECT OF THE PICTURE
PROCESSING AND FINISHING_BABY
CINE FILMS
, NEGATIVE-POSITIVE
EDITING
MAKING TITLES
TRICKS AND EFFECTS
FAULTS IN "TAKINGSCREEN
"
PROJECTION-THE
PROJECTION— THE HOME CINEMA
FAULTS IN PROJECTING
LIBRARY FILMS AND FILM LIBRARIES
TAKING

THE

BABY

CINE

CAMERA

ABROAD

Trade.

Bellows. — A11 sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;

camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

144 PP->
7j'’X4i',
in stout
papersize
cover
printed bound
in colours

Price

2/6 net;

by post 2/8

LEICESTER.

PATENTS
At last. Hypo

Successfully

“NOW

Trade.

Married!

PATENT No. 321700, Improvements Relating to

AT”

Photography.

la the Lucky Fellow I Where Hypo goes *Nowat* should
follow. Proof given of the after-effects of * Nowat ’ 2
minutes Hypo eliminator 1/6 from now for 480 prints
or negatives; 3/» for 1,280. Beware of imitations.
S.
30

If your

HERMER,

doe* not ttoch

* Nowat,'

92, Tottenham

apply

to:

Lane, London, N.8

BE

desirous
of arranging
by way
The
Proprietor
of the above
Britishof licence
Patent orla
otherwise on favourable terms, for the working

of this invention on a commercial scale
country ;
for particulars write to —
Popplewell & Francis, Chartered Patent
Jcssel Chambers, 88-90, Chancery Lane,
W.C.2.
WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

in this
Stanley,
Agents,
London,
[4678

SYSTEM.

From

all looksdieri, or direct jrom the Puhliehers !

ILIFFE
Tudor

&

SONS

Dorset

House,

Street,

London,

LTD.
E.C. 4

February
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MISCELLANEOUS

j

NO
RE’SMAKE
THETO
A P.’s,” 1928 to 1932, perfect condition, 4/4 yearly- II
NEED

LONDON’S
LEADING
DEALERS in
GOOD

carriage
Sussex.

Seamc[-H(

forward. — Broomham,
Trade,

Heathfield,
[4658

HOW to Frame Pictures, complete Guide and List ; PHOTOGRAPHY

finest Range of Picture Mouldings in the
World ; post free, 3d. — Watkins Provider, Exchange
Works, Newport, Mon.
[3610

AN

£1 weekly KING
easily earned.
Richford,
9,;
time
spareLtd.,
Agency— R.offered,
A MONEY-MA
Hill, London.
[4505
IDEAL
Negative
Storage
Envelopes,
absolutely
transparent
; samples
and Crescent,
prices. — Mallinson’s
Free-lancing
Services,
7, Rose
Cambridge.

EXPENSIVE
HOBBY

Snow

Watch this column weekly
for London’s Biggest Bar¬
gains in Used Cameras !
Newman & Goardia
★

MATERIALS

_
Postcard 3a Special Kodak,
Folding
Folding Bedex.
Bedex. E(*88
E(*88 f/4.6
f/4.6 ^ range-^nder model, Carl Zeiss
f/4.5 Tessar leoa, Compur
Xpres lens, 3 double plftteholdera, F.P. holder, leather
ehutter. In good condition
case, in excellent condition.
£9 10 0
List price about

£60, for
i
£29 10 0
9x12 cm, Ihagee Folding
Bedex, Ueyer f/4.6 aoaHtisrmat
lens, 12 piate-holders. leather

41x31 Newman & Guardia
Special Sibyl. Carl Zeiss f '4.5
Tesear lens, 6 plate^holders.
leather case. In good conditlon .
£9 10 0

3ix2Hhai!ee Folding Reflex, Carl Zelsa f/4.6 Tesflar
£X9
Q plate-holders.- F.P.
16-mm. Ensign Auto-Eineholder. leather case. List
cam, Cinar f/2.6 anastigmat
price £40, for.... £18 12 6
lens, camera takes 60 or 100 ft.
, „ „
„
«
j
4.5 x 6 (ra.Dallmeyer Speed,
of daylight-loading cin6 film,
Pentac 1/2.9 lens. 3 double
*11 17 6 ^
leather case .
plate-holders, F.P. holder.
16-mm. Bell &
Howell
leather case. Original price
Filmo 70, Cooke f/3.6 ana£27, for .
£10 10 0
stigmat lens, leather cafle
,
^ ^
„ ,,1
r. ..
£27 10 0
4x4
cm. BoUelflex, BoU
j- T> .1 ^ Film Beflex, Carl Zeiss f/3.6
ou «
„
Newman
& Guardia Boll
Tossar lens, Compur shutter.
Film Baby Sibyl, Carl Zeiss
speeds 1 to l/300tb sw:.,
f/4.6 Tessar lens, N. it Q.
leather case.
List price
shutter, speeds ( to l/200th
£21 68., for .
£14 17 6
sec. In good condition
£10 10 0
5x4 Kodak Graflez, 7-In.
^
Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens.

List price £39

lo
13

a
o

★ 3ix2i Ica Ideal, double
extension.

Carl

Zeiss

3 double

f/6.8

plate-holders,

leather

Li»t price *30 for
lens.
eonvertiblo Amatar
Compur shutter, 6 plateholders. F.P. holder, leather
Enlarging and Projection
case. In good condition
^ Lantern,
Lantern, with
with accessories
accessories for
for
£6 12 0
micro, projection, consisting
of mahogany-body enlarger
3ix2i Xca Ideal, double
for 4i X si-in. negatives, 6i-ln.
' extension, Carl Zeiss f/0.3
condenser, micro, attachment
Tessar lens, Compur shutter,
F.P.

holder, leather

case
£4 17

and condenser, 8i-ln. Dallraeyer Projection lens, polar¬
ising lens and prism, auto¬
matic self-adjusting arc lamp,

9

★ 3Vx2ij Ensign Cameo,

double
extenHion, AldlsButcher f/4.5 anastigmat lens,

5 amps, lantern-slide carriers
and lantern stand £17 15 0

Compur shutter, 6 plate- .
«
«* „
Optochrome YeUow Filters,
holders, F.P. holder, leather
and 4x, to at on lens
case. In good condition. List
(l-13/18thB In.)
30-mm. in
price £12 lOs., for *6 12 6
diameter,
leather case

★ 5x4 Goerz Anschutz, selfsto
. Qoerz
“6.a “DlgoMe"nl
3 double
plate-holders,
leather ^
case. List price £27, for
£9 17 6

8s. 6d

4tx81- Bolex Roll Film
Holder, for 21 x 31 roll film, to

““ora- • • • 7s. 9d.

★ 4i X 8i loa Lloyd EoU #ilm>

rack focussing, Carl Zeiss A, Changing Box, for6 x 13 cm.
f/4.6 Tessar lens. Compur
Ica Polyscope. New
conshutter, full-size direct-vision dition.... .
£4
view-finder. In good con- .
® Cme-Kodak, f/3.5
dition. List price £15, for
£8 12 fi ^ era
Kodak
anastigmat
camtakes
60 ft. or lens,
100 ft.
of

★ «a .

®^

fll™- good condition.

Patent Etui, Carl Zeiss f/6.3
Triotar lenn, Compur shutter,

Cost

speeds 1 to l/260th sec., F.P. ^
holder. In good condition ^
£6 12 6

9 x 12 cm. Zeiss Ikon Miroflex, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar
lens, F.P. bolder, leather case.

£26

.

£12

10

List price £49. for £21 0
Soho Reflex, re6x4
A volving
back, 7t-in. Cooke A
6x6
cm. Rolleiflex Roll
f/3.6 'ens, also 6-in. Carl Zeiss ^ Film Reflex, Carl Zeiss f/4.6
£/6.3 Tessar lens, 6 double
Tessar lens, Compur shutter,
plate-holders, leather
List price £60, for £30

case.
0 0

speeds 1 to i/260th sec. Firstclass condition. .. . £14 17 6

Any Camera sent on 7 days’ approval against deposit to value

“American

Annual of Photography.”

1933 edition. Profusely illustrated, up-to-date articles,
The best of the annuals. Who’s Who in Pictorial Photo¬
graphy. Complete list of exhibitors.
Cloth cover

15/-, paper cover

10/- ; postage

in U.K.

gd

[4590

Trade.

Kwelcomed.
ALTON,
Bristol,
150, Victoria
St. ACallers
new
depot for
South-Western
England.
Prices less
postage to callers.
K ALTON,
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
121, Scotswood Rd.
9 to 7 Manche.ster,
; Wednesday,
; pleaseRd.
call. Hours,
K ALTON,
99, 1London.
Send forLondon,
price list.
K ALTON,
61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harborne.
K ALTON,
7, Albany

Jucts

Use-

9 to 7 ; Wednesday,

1 ; please call.

K ALTON,
409i, Argyle St. Prices less
postage Glasgow.
to callers.
and
cream,
velvet
matt, i-pl. 3/6
K ALTON Chloro-bromideand Double-weight,
white72
sheets: 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-; 12x10

Every Hem post paid.
C.O.D. Products
fees extra.
Granville
are

7/3. 3/- dozen.

K ALTON ” Kaltona ” Bromide, glossy, velvet,

fully guaranleed.

matt, normal, vigorous, extra vigorous, single¬
weight and double-weight : 20 x 16 6/3 dozen ;
15X12 4/3; 12x10 7/3 36 sheets, 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
t-pl. 3/6, 4ix2i 3/6, 3ix2i 2/6 gross, 12 gross
21/6.

Granville de Luxe Papers.
All Surtees: Bromide, Gaslight; Vigorous and
Normal.
Sheets.
Gross
2/9
144 .. 7/9
44x21 „
.. 3/7 8ix6i 72 .. 7/4

weight, Gaslight,
normal, vigorous
; same
KBromide
ALTON
single-weight
andprices
double¬as
advertisement above, except i-pl., 6/6 gross.
double-weight
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/^36
and sheets
Rough, ;
10x8 5/-: 12x10 7/3. 3/- .dozen.
2/- gross,
12-gro3s
K ALTON
uaslight
Paper,lots “ 20/-.
Xlnt ” 8ix2i glossy,
3ix2i Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
2/6 lix2i,
gross; 1/6
4ix2igross;
and
Ki-pl.,ALTON
Paper,
2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/- 36 sheits,

4|x3i
5ix3i

36 .. 5 '6
36 .. 8/4

Granville de Luxe Postcards.

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigofoue
and Normal.
20 1/-. 50 1/9. 100 3/-, 500 13/6.

K ALTON Postcards, bromide and gaslight, first

quality, all surfaces ; vigorous, 3/- 100,
1/9 50.
1^ ALTON Self-toning Collodion, 3ix2i glossy,
IV 3/- gross : i-pl. matt and cream, 4/-.
r ALTON , Self-toning Postcards, glossy, matt and
matt cream, 4/- 100, 32/6 1,000.

Granville Semitone.
Gloasy, Velvet, Matt ; White and Creair. : ChloroBromide ; Double-weight thicknese.
Sheets.
Sheet*.
4ix31 144 .. 4/6
8Jx6i 72 .. 8/6
5ix3i 144
6/2
10x8 36 .. 6/6
6ix4i 72 .. S/.
12x10 36 .. 9/9

K

4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; i-pl.,
5/-,
K
ALTON
i-pI., 9/9
4 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
backed 5/9; 3ix2i, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;

Granville Semitone Postcards.

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

K ALTON
Roll 9/-Films,
lfx2i, 8
exposures.
dozen first
; 3i quality,
x 2i, 8 exposures,

15 1/.. 50 2/., 100 3/6. 500 16/-.

Granville Developers.

9/- dozen, 6 exposures, 7/-; 2ix4i 11/6, 3ix4i
18/-: 5ix3i 21/-.
IZ ALTON Film Packs, H. & D. 350, 3ix2i, 3
packs 5/3 : i-pl., 3 packs 8/6.

Gaslight, Amidol, M.Q., Pyro, Gold Toning.
Acid Fixing, Semitone. Box of 6 packets, 1/3.

K
ALTON
Flat gross
Films,; H.Postcard,
& D. 600,4 i-pL,
3 dozen
5/-, 16/6
dozen
8/9 ;
i-pl. 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
K ALTON
bottled : lOd.
Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
; Pyro,
post paid Hadleigh,
; satisfaction
catalogue
[0009
ATTWOOD,
Essex.guaranteed
— Reliable ; Materials,
free.
350 and 600
& D. ; superfine
Postcards, quality.
2/- dozen.
ATTWOOD
FlatH. Films,
—
6 dozen 10/- ; i-pl., 2/3 dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.
600 H. & Plates,
D. ; i-pl.,
1/9 dozen,
6 dozen
ATTWOOD
superfine
quality.—
300 8/-and;
Postcard, 2/- dozen, 6 dozen 11/- ; i-pl., 2/9 dozen,

GRANVILLE Cut Films, Mounts, Chemicals,
Tissue, Mountant, Sepia Toner, P.O.P., Glazing
Solution, Self-toning, etc., etc.

SEND

FOR

CeACVlIN
Telegrams;

“ Granville,

FREE

GTON

LONDON

BRANCH

LIST.

SPA

Leamington.”

BIRMINGHAU

Phone

84T.

BRANCH I j

:
174.

57 & 58, Chancery

1,000 19/- ; Commercial Postcards, 1/9 100, 14/per 1.000.
normal and vigorous, 6x4i, 3/6 per gross ;
i-pl., 4/- per gross • whole-plate, 7/6 per gross. —
Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
[0025

37 BEDFORD ST STRAND
LONDON, WC 2.

.. 4/. 10x8
.. 5/4 12x10

H.D. 100, 250, 350, 650, and Special Ortho
H.D. 425.
3ix2i I Doz. .. 1/3 6ix4i ID0Z. ..3/9
4ix3i .,
.. 1/10 8ix6i i „ ..3/9
5ix3i .. .. 2/10

3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen. 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

Lantern

„
„

Granville Unsurpassed Plates.

ATTWOOD
Acmecontrasty,
Postcards,50 Bromide
normal and
1/6, 100 and
2/9, Gaslight,
500 11/-,

HUNTERaCP

and save
as you
spend...

K ALTON, Leeds, 38, Bridge End. Hours,

5 dozen 12/-.

SANDS

3

Corporation

Street.

Lane, W.C.2.

ATTWOOD Bromide Paper, glossy, satin, matt,

VSE

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

FULL

i ^ephonel
iAT
STOCKS
BRANCHES
ams} 0“'™'
i Teleir
Chancery 8637.
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^

REPAIRERS
Trade.

Trade,
Trade.

shutters, toetc.,
by skilful
workmen.and
— W.other
A.
Repairs
Cameras,
focal-plane
Quality,
Postcard
Printing,
etc. ; price listof free.
— Slater,
Sawtry,
Peter¬ Furse
(many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
CITY PHOTO WORKS.— World-famous “ Blue Enlargements
borough.
[4423 Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006
/ O DOZEN,
Postcards lOd.
from 6,small
1/Q
6d. 3,film3d.or1.—plate,
Full-sizere¬ BOWEN’S
undertake
repairs REPAIR
to all makes
of cameras,
CAMERA
SERVICE,
LTD.,
touching and vignettes included ; postage extra.— shutters,
etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
Atkinson Speight, 38, Gainsborough Avenue,
established
firm
;
thousands
of
satisfied
CITY
PHOTO
WORKS.
—
The
original
22
years’
whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
Oldham.
[0017 insured
inquiries Invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
customers ; 3ix2i Gaslight Paper, 2/6 gross,

Label ” series of first quality British Papers,
Postcards, Chemicals, Mounts, Wallets, Folders,
also Plates, orthochromatic, isochromatic : uniform
quality ; absolutely dependable material.

samples

OSTCARD Enlargements, 1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;
assorted 2d. each. — Below.

free.

Carnages).

Holborn

3126.

[0062

Museum Repairer
St., W.C.l.
Temple— Bar
3292. [0066
to Trade.
Fairbrother,
7,
CITY PHOTO WORKS.— Big Catalogue Free ; Free for every 7/6 spent with us, one8Ix6i CAMERA
mounted Enlargement from your negative,”

largest selection in the trade ; write now, you
may learn something to your advantage. — City
Photo Works, 119, Eastbourne Rd., Southport. [0002
t^AMY, LTD., 28, Bunhill Row, London, E.C.l,
IV supplies best photographic materials, recom¬
mends a good trial and allows 10 per cent reduction
on first sample order. Films excepted.
[0044

etc. : for
all all
goods
guaranteed
we pay postage
BURT’S
Reliable
Plates, ; Postcards,
Papers, ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬

no disappointments; same-day service; 84x61
lOd., 10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15x12 2/1 ; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8Jx6J 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/- ;
excellent results certain ; write for fret lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

mingham.

Retouching. — Best work ; charges according

to work required from : i-pl. bust, 8d. ;
half-length, 4d. ; three-quarter length, 3d. ; fulllength, 2d. ; i-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and postage
with order. — Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

[9144

Trade.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

All RollDeveloping
same-day
service1/- ;;
Films andandonePrinting,
print each
to 3ix24
4Ix3i 1/3, 5ix3i 1/8 ; write for lists ; see also

[0026

ILLINGWORTH’S
Gaslight 224,or King
BromideSt., Postcards,
3/6 100. — Harrowven’s,
Norwich.

SOCIETIES’

fy/.
42/6 perPostcards
1,000, including
title,
I / PER
best GROSS,
Photographic
on Kodak
[0057
Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative,
36
for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Below.

Really
Materials.
SendSouthstamp
for
bargain cheap
list. — Clay,
Fowler— St.,
Shields.

urgent reproductions from printed matter,
return of post, 2/9, or in reverse 2/3, post paid. —
Shawyer, Swindon.
[0064

and

CLUBS’

ANNOUNCEMENTS

“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

[0035
— Decide on Quality, but pay less;
Xt/rOO
Super Gaslight, 3ix24, 1/8 gross;
4§x2i 2/6 gross (12 gross or above) ; Sample
gross 2/- and 2/9, post paid ; D. & P. Order
Pads and Wallets (60/- orders post paid). —
Allens, 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0088

[4537

Trade,

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

ous and
normal ;Gaslight
all surfaces
First quality,
BURT’S
Postcards,
and ;Bromide,
vigor¬
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.
normal,
all surfaces,
72 sheets,
BURT’S
Gaslight
and Bromide3Jx2}Paper,1/3vigorous
and
2/- gross ; 4ix2f and J-pl. 1/9, 3/- gross ; 4-pl.
1/9 36, whole-plate 2/9 36.

RETOUCHING

BROMLEY (KENT) CAMERA CLUB,
Literary Institute, Widmore Road.
bt and 3rd Thursdajs

LANTERN Slides 1/6, dozen 12/6, from negatives ;

Annual Subscription 11/6.

Application for Membership

to

Hm). Secretary : H. E. Isard, Nermanhurst,
Holwood Read.

DIFFERENT Bargains EVERY WEEK
Any item sent on five days' approval

against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appointment at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application.
6S-page Bargain List and wide range of catalogues post free anywhere. Please state requirements.

..... DOLL45ND

Pathe double-claw

3ix2J

Projectors.

Rolleiflex.

Heidoscope.

T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, reversing

back, Anticomar f/+.2, also Keitzschel Telmear in
focussing mount, 3 slides, F.P. C7.17.fi
adapter and case. Good condition
34x2.4 Aristex Reflex, revolving back, 5.V-in.
Cooite f/4.5 in focussing

mount, ^self-capping, 6

slides in compartment in camera* £0.1
fi
a .U
*,O.X 7.
body. Good condition .
41x31 Double Extension Hand, Xenar f/4.5,
Compur, 3 slides, F.P. adapter.
As £3:18:6

3ix2i

icarette, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur,

rising front, leather case.
condition .

Fair

£C.

cm. Zeiss Ikon Miroflex,

15-cm. Tessar f/4.5, also 12-in. Dallon Telephoto
f/5.6 in focussing mount, K i and 2 filters in screwin cells, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, £‘|7-lfi*n
case. As new. List over £70. ^0 9 .xx/.U
3.Jx2i Ermanox Focal-plane, f/i.8 Emostar,
3 D/D. slides. F.P. adapter, ease. C AO .1 A.fl
Good condition. Cost over £80. XiwXi.Xll.U
5jx3.V Compact Graflex Reflex, i8-cm. Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5, F.P. adapter. Good £10,1Q.A
condition .
XIO.IO.U

281 OXFORD
WEST
32

W.1

BOUND

STOP

PLEASE

HERE.

MENTION

Good

condition .

3t X 2J Agfa Speedex, self-erecting, f/8.8
anastigmat. Shop-soiled .
44x21 No- fa Kodak Junior, Meniscus
lens. As brand new .

Ditto, f/6.3 anastigmat .
Exceptional Bargains. A
[)ran<i new

4.5x6

3}x2^
and

:—

cm. Ernemann
Postage

few

"THE

Ernemann

2 siides. Postage

6d . extra .

Box Plate Camera,
6d. extra .

extra .

£1:12:6
£1:10:0
£1:12:6
£2:7:6.

only. Unused,

Box Plate Camera,

Ditto, with F.P. adapter.

Postage 6d.

4s.
6s.
5s.
7s.

Leica Camera, f/3.5 Elmar, range-finder,

almost

6d.
6d.
Od.
6d.

0*0*0

3 spool-holders, case. Good condition. . . .
4.5x6 cm. Dallmeyer Baby Speed Reflex, f/2.0 Pentac,
3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. -C i
0*0
Excellent condition. List £35 t6s .

Astronomical

Telescopes.

Modem

exchange

Microscopes.

allowance.

“S

Bought

for cash .

25016-mm.
volts. Kodascope
Good conditi
Cost £15
C on.
Projector,
2-in.15s..
lens, £8:17
resistance
:6to

4}x3| Sanderson Hand, sj-in. Aldis f/6, focal-plane
Mackenzie- Wishart and 12 envelopes. Good CA.I
condition .
3^x2^

Dallmeyer

anastigmat.

Roll

As new.

Film

Snapshot,

f/6

List £5 5s .

Leica Universal Tele View-Finder, for 13. 5-cm.

As Model
new.
brand

£2 Camera,
13s .
IICost
Leica
f/3.3

new.

Elmar.

As

List £22 .

back,
C.A

£Q. I7.fi
U.Af.U

PI .1 A.A

IX.XU.U
£10.1
A.A
IX^F.XU.W

J-pL Abbeydale Enlarger, electric, oak, chain and sprocket
focussing, rotating, rising and tilting negative carrier,
tilting easel to 18 X 12 in. Very good condition. £fi,1 C.A
Cost £12 .

lO.XiJ.U

6F>n. Cooke Focussing Series III Anastigmat t/6.5, in Goerz

shutter, J to i/i5oth

sec., T. and

B.

Good

PI

,C.A

condition .
IX.w.U
Trioplan
24 X 1 1f/3.5,
Primarette
Roll
Film £18:10:0
Reflex, Meyer
Compur,Wafer
case. Pocket
As new.
List
As new.

16-mm.

List £6 15s .

17:
Ensign Projector Model 50, resistance £4:
to 250
volts.
6

13 X 18 cm. Mahogany Square Bellows Field, double exten¬

sion, rise and cross panels, very rigid, R.R.lens,3 £0*10*0
D.D. slides, stiff canvascase. V ery goodcondiiion. X«»XU*ll

191-2 TOTTENHAM
COURT RD.

ST.

Fourteen doors west of Circus.
BUSES

leather case.

Ditto, with F.P. adapter. Postage 6d.

4.5x6 cm. Meyer Reflex, revolving back, 4-in.

Loncton,

Zeiss Binoculars.

extra .

Plasmat f/2, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, lens hood. As
brand new. List over
£72 . . £39:10:0

and 9x12

Electric Enlargers.

3[ X 21 No. 1 Pocket Kodak, f/7.9 Kodar,

and 3 slides.

17.fi

31x21 Kodak Auto. Graflex Junior Reflex, f/4.5
Cooke, 7 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, £7. 7. A
i I . f .if
leather case. Good condition .

41x31

RoUeidoscope.

Generous

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.
121, Cheapside. E.C.2.
35, Brompton Rd., S.W.3.
13, High St., Kensington,

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

28 OLD BOND $T.
London,

65, High St., Notting Hill Gate, W.ii.
2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.
Crouch End. — 17, Topsfield Parade.
Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Catford.— 62a, Rushey Green.
W.8.

Croydon. — 12, George

•’ WHEN

St.

CORRESPONDING

WITH

W.1

Kingston. — 30, Thames St.
Liverpool. — 73, Lord St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
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BARGAINS YOU MAY
CHOOSE with CONFIDENCE

—

—

—
—
—
—
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—
—
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—

—
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—
—
—
—
—
2
2
—
—
2
—
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FOR THE TOTAL

and cross front. Aldis Uno f/7.7 anastiginat lens,
speeded shutter. 1 to l/looth sec., brilliant finder,
tan rase, 5 slides. F.P. adapter .
Cost

CASH

PRICE OF ONLY-

sion, rising and cross front, Dalinieyer Carfac
f/6.3 lens. Ib.so shutter. 1 to l/lPOth sec.. 7
slides .
Cost £8 lbs.

35/-

extens
ri-sin and cross front. Aldisg
Hutcli
ion,
f/<*.3 anasti
Je , Betax (l-sji
slmt iT
gimit tiin ns
d adapter.
40illw
br
find
case. 1 .slide. F.ee
P.
er,
ter
1ntpL Ca
meo
Cost £(> lu.s.
Foldin
g Plat
e Came
ra,
f/U5 anastigmat lens, 3-.speed shutter,
with
D.
doub
action, brilliant finder .
Cost £4k- ids.

extension, rising front, reversing back, canvas
22
case, 2 D. slides .
Cost £l(* 10s.
J-pl.
Klito
Fold
g
f/0.8 anastigmat in
lens,
3'speed .shutter, brilJgint
41
finder . Camera,
Cost £4 15s.
Foth
double
tension.
Zeiss
31 Tessar f'().3 anastiginat iens.C<unexten¬
4 Taylor-Hobson Cooke f 3.5 Cine Lens, 1-in.
pound shutter 2, 1] to
1.3(i(ith. brilliant finder and
Rol1,
23 double extension, rising and cross front,
focus, for 7(*I). uiiiversal focus. .. .Cost £.5 as.
Zeis.s
1
l Fi
A-pl
{-pl.
leiel,
3 elide.s. tdack case
Cost £8 In';.
lm.
Tessar . f/(j..3.
Ib.so slmtter, 1 to 1/lOOth sec., -0
Foldin
F d
T
.
4
—
P.
2 43~3i • 21 Butcher’s Reflex ol
ing
Carbine
Roll Film
K Cl
R
V
C e
im
u
slides,
F.P.
adapter
.
Cost
£8
lO-s.
P
by
in met
car ax, do
wit
sta
carr
raand
Camera.. IAldis
anastigmat f/(5.3 lens. amT.
J.
,
c
F
2
a
r
h
i
a
n
i
ub
4
e
e
y
l
dar
le ex
A7to
ld
r.
ing
—
31
sliutter .
.
Cost £4 l(i>.
m P
Cam
d
—
tensio
Cost
t‘t> 10s.
-bo
era
late
x
f/(J.3. 2ifocal-plane
shutter, Uikes
No. 120 roll
n, ri
,
G
C
oer
doul £lo lO.s.
amer
sing
tilrn .
Cost
8
z T
»le
a
4-i
f;4
ana
Jen
T. and I. shu
,
to
25-in.
focus
0.5
to
f
14)
.
Cost
flo.
eng
sing
n.
.5
tte 5k.
s,
2
sti
Co.vt £.0
or
le
i-pl
r.
grn
25
Roll
ex¬
. Tr
Camera.
Corona f/4.5 anastigmat
lens, Comimr
al
9
iple
Fil
12
m
E
shutter.
cm.1 to l/2o0th sec . Came Cost £7 lOsals Duo ami Tri len
ill sxutnensi
f(>
a
l
2
s
..
.
£.') .'>s,
e
h
Cos
i
n
u
s
u
r
s.
cUK
tte
o
pee
ist
kir on F
a,
Con
t
Costo £S.se8s.
s.
,
r
d
i
tes
.
ield
isi
g
m.asut
cIik
for V. P. .size or sta
sa
iio
44 mount
Came
itab
mla
U
Fol bri
2-s
Kod
fin
Cos
£3 lOs
unt
le
ra,
nlCost £8.
Dal,
din lli
.
der
i>e
t
e
s
l
.
i
x
r
g
r
efvrer
.
ze
ed
ney
shu
sio
ris
fal
am
sw
Ald
f/0 26
Palnatt
er
47 -Agfa
Speedex Roll Film Camera,
selfos¬
in
i
tte
i
lin
n
i
e C Ueneral shvitter,
No
45
No.
f'7.7
Kershaw anastigmat
lens.
g 3 I) nslt.
.
ana . igm ng, Jen
H.gl
shu
trsi
r
a
m
.
.
i
D
erecting
model, 1 f/8. 8 anastiginat tens, 3-si)ecd
eraCo.st £4 JOs.
0
de
all
poi
i.
s,
st
at.
tte
1 loth
Grato ];100th sec .
,
oft- .
me. brilliant Sfinder
l.
r.
Cost.s. £]*< l(ts.
shutter,
Cost £2 Jd.s.
ver
phi
focu
3
c,
Sna
s L
9 No. 3 Kodak, rising and cross frorjt. f 8
46
psh
ens
Ko
ot
, 12
da
3-i
R.K. Jens. 3-speed shutter, brilliant finder.
k
Cam
A
). -i
n
.
ana
erJab fr
Cost £5 Ids.
D
Her
5
3{
1
, f/ame fimle n. Cosl f.").
—
sti
mag allme b5cin<
x21
r.
<5 D
j^r ^l
gma
i.
10- 2c Kodak Special, range-finder, rising front,
a
]
€
Pop
t
Folding sfCamera. PNovar
sliutter.
nie
entns, f, 0.8 lens. tl2-.si»ee(J
ula
len
Ele
f
t).
3
anastigmat.
lens,
Kodamatjc
shutter,
.1
yer
ac
wire and liritliant finders
.
Cost
£5 15s.
ctr
s
r E
f 2.
ic
nsi
d
Lto
9 L
la
ant I 'l'xith sec .
g
Cost
£13
13.<='.
ens
n
ern 9 X 12 cm. Wafer Camera. <louble extension,
Poc
11
Rol
, ib
48 s
, o
l
3
s
fin
k
ens
-si
lmt
.na
l F
n riil
et
i'i
ile
la
P
r
l
.
>
t
i
s
a
rising front.
n. Dallrneyer Perfac f/f>.3 anastigmat
i
i
i
o
e
s
Cost
r
tbetig
Ko
lm
ant £(5 Ids.
ed
r,
c n
Ro
da
• 2{
Fol
mit
den
9r>
lens, Conipur oshutter,
1 to l/250th nev.. l>rilliant
ll
k,
49
din
ser
m
R
m
o
f
F
51
la
Pocket
Kodak
Junior,
f
'(5.3
ana.s.
lens.
'()
ll fimler, canvas ea.se.. I0 slirlc, F.P. aclajiter.
g
.
s
il
22-s|-eed
Kodex
.shutter, brilliant firnkT. Cost £3.
J
.3
-in.
m
Fil
C
i
Squ
an
ne
A.
Cost tlo Ills
m
lens
52—44-in.
Focus
as
are
Ens
Cam Steinheil Anastigmat f 6.8
P.
,
ti
M.
era
gm
Ro
12— 31igXn 2A Zodel Junior Folding Plate, <Jout»le
at
,
Fo
Ref
Lens, D'ko ll.sjxMJded
slmlter,
1 to 1 ludth sei-.
lia
len
ld
extension, rising
Fil
lex and cross front, f ti.8 anastigmat
An
nds.
in
Cost £4 I IK
50
. D
m
as
g
tur
30- 8 12 cm. Contessa
Ica
ti lens, \’ario 3-speed alshutter,
Ca Folding Plate. <louble
I
frame ami brilliant
ned f'7..0 .amistiglrn
53
No.
1
Pocket
Kodak.
Kodar
p
gm
ret
extension. rising ami cross mfront.
Zeiss Tessar f/l).3
l.
er
.
eye
tinders,
f> slides, F.P. adafiter
.
Cost, £3 3s.
at
t
K
a
n.at
lens.
Kodex
2-six*ed
shutter,
brKlumt fimkr.
e
8
od
,
r
Rol
Cost £2 2s.
ak
lens.
Ibstj
shutter.
1
tf)
1
lOOtli,
5
slides,
F.l*.
13 L—enWhole-plate
Conical
Bellows
Studio
Camera
J"p
,
s
l
l.
ris
Fil
f 6 thmblc extensiuti, rising ami cros.s
adapter .
-Cost £8 lOs.
(Imperial),
Sa
ing
m
nd
No
and
31- No. 1 Pocket Kodak, f/t).3 anastigmat lens.
er
frord, reversing. and
swirig bac’k, f 11 It. It. lens
Cost
so
3
,
sh£7 Ids.
g
'
am
f/
fr
n F ]()-in. focus. 1 dout)lo
len
-s
2-si>e<'d Kodex sliutter .
Cost £3 3s.
Cost £18.
OA- slide .
ut
7.
on
us cro.s
je
iel
s.
te
in.
7
t,
s f
ti
ed
r.
d14
32- Butcher 3] 21 Roll Film Reflex, Aldis
ron
gm
Ca 8 24 French Prism Binoculars, central
t,
at
me
Uno f 7.7 anastigimit lens. T. and J. shutter
ra taji case .
f 11 Ac
len
3sh f/7.7 .. .Co
£3 3s.
focussing,
Cost £.") IPs.
Cost £4 15.S,
,
u
h
s
.st
s.
tt
i'
15 ZeisstrGalan
Opera Glasses, central focussing,
pe
ipl
e
O
e
r
33 No. 1 Auto. Kodak Junior, f/7.7 anastigmat
d
e e
.
black case .
Cost £4 4.k.
3-s
len
f'(
Zo
f
cro
an
xte
d
d
.s- c ront
i
leiiH, 3-.speed slmtter .
Cost £3 lOs.
£s4. 17. i>oe(i5d
sli
16 1-pi. Klimax n¬Folding Plate, dmil-lc extens an . cas ella 5 sli .8an .Co
54
<.
de.
i.
utt
e. r
va
34 -31 • 21 Voigtlander Roll Film, Bessa f (5.3
s. ;is. st
•sion. rising and cross front. .Aldis Uno f'7.7 anass
er,
P
o
anastigmat lens. 3-siced shutter. . . .Cost £4 Ids.
st f
tigmut lens, speeded shutter. 1 to 1 luPtli see.,
£2 lOs
.. .C
sl
3
in \ :ir
caoc
mt
os
35 31 2h Cameo Folding Plate Camera,
u» -.«|)
.
rdus
brilliant fimler. 8 slides .
Cost £(5 Ids.
t
t
e
e
,
Fo
etl
r.
double extension, rising ami cross front, f 7.7
55
ldi
17 A-pl. Triple Extension Imperial Field
fo
su
fu I-p
..
£
Js
irni mo
cu59 -DarJoh
r
anastigmat lon.s, Compur shutter. 1 to J,25()lli 3}
Co f 4, 5in uiiia
it Portrait
sg K un Cabinet
lLens
.
.
s,
Camera, rising and swing front, reversing
st
aU
•2
od t.
sec., 3 .slides .
Cost £4 ir>se
ak
1
Cuvt td Ju<.
f'8 lt.lt. lens, roller-lilimi shutter, stitf c}in\'as
" ir iny li.'iriiain can be
as
,
Co
Iiiuntit.
2 NUp{>leliu-‘n(ar\len.ses. in ea.se.
56
ris
nt
one t»f your stantiarti deaiiims, I
<'ase. cloubie slides .
Crnt £lii.
es
36- 3J 21 Roll Film Folding Camera, f 4.'>
ing
sa
feel it tny duty to inforni anyone
aua.'itigmiit lens, \ario 3-.'-i«’d .«huttei-. brilliant j-pl
18 Whole-plate Conical Bellows Studio
an
Ne
.Z
d
l
anti
frame
finder
.
Cost
£(>
(is.
t
/lesirintr a eaiueia tliat the linn
o
57
Camera, double extensiuti, rising and cross froni .
el
<to
dereversing back,
rising front.
f/S IMU Icn.-'. m
l
ol
Zo
Ju muiiiit, RInatlier
iris
case. ss3 doubk* sliites and
reversing and swing hjick. f (1 lt.lt. lens. KJ-in.
l
ol' W'iillace Heaton is wuHliy of
ni
Jiutclier f (5.3 anastigmat lens, si^eeded sliutter. del trijxtd
Fi
or .
. .Cost £H.
focus. I D. slide .
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lm
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( lieir pat MUiatie."
J to 1 lOoth sec., rising front, brilliant iinder
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Ca
( Mih' test imonial.)
lxi
me
19 I-pl. Folding Plate, double extension,
8.
and level .
Cost £ii ITs. (5,1.
ra
ee
8
Vo
xt
,
A
38 2! Square Icarette Roll Film Folding.
rising ami cr< ss front. l);igor f (5.8 lens. ( 'orii pound
ig
en iris mount .
Hi /-in.nafoi'us.
in
Co.st
si
tl
st
shutl4*r, 1 to I ‘iriPthsec.. F.P. adapter. Cost £8 Jps.
on
an
Novar f ii.8 leiis. 3-s| et'd .sliutter, wire .iml
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de 63 70-mm20 Dallrneyer Dalmac f 3.5 Anastigmat Lens,
ma
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6
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Lens,
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in focussing moiinl.
ng
brilliant finder .
Cost £.'» 0I.'x.
6.
e
4’Din. focus, in simk iris mount .
Cost £(i.
3
!
n
39 Velos Anastigmat Lens f 4.5. 5A-iti. focus, s,
An
Cost
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pl
Costsfojjs
tu
21 -A-pl, Cooke f 6.5 Anastigmat Lens. Series
as
64 -9-in.
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ill sunk mount, snifat le for 1-pb n-flcx .
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.
ti
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Do
III. 7i-in. focus, iris mount .
Cost £8.
n.
gm
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le
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i.
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le .5
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2 I). slitle
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shut
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ter,
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3 Cooke 20-mm. f,3.6 Cine Lens, for
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ALL

FROM

OUR

GENUINE

SECOND-HAND STOCK AND
ORIGINALLY COST FROM
£2:10:0 TO £18:10:0

Proof of
our value

in “Second-hands”

EVERY

ITEM

GUARANTEED.

CASH

DOWN

SECURES.

NO EASY

PAYMENTS.

16Jl DOWN ZODEL SPECIAL DE LUXE

PAY

THE

REMAINDER

OVER

A FURTHER

The

The “Zodel Special ” is the
Camera for splendid snaps
in all weathers, and is the
I
most
marvellous instrument
I
I ever made at such a price I
I
I
I

SEND

2d. STAMP

I
8
«
I
I

R.

FOR

LIST

MORE

OF

WHILE

YOU

USE

THE

Roll-film, Plate and

An ideal instrument fur tlie keen
aimdeur. F/:i.8 Zt)dellar anastigmat
lens in latest delayed-action Comtinr
shutter, 1 to 1 250tli sec.. H. aud

£6 : 17
9

monthly

THESE

payments

FINE

of.

16 1
GENEROUS ALLOWANCE
on YOUR PRESENT CAMERA
IN PART EXCHANGE

CAMERAS

HEATON

119,

STREET,

NEW

advertisements

PLEASE

on

these covers

MENTION

BOND

0924-5-6.
go to press a fortnight
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AMATEVR

CAMERA

Film-pack Camera.

WALLACE
Phones : MAYFAIR
As

OF

8 MONTHS

in advance

some

of these

LONDON,

And at 47. BERKELEY

second-hand

PHOTOGRAPHER”

LTD

items

WHEN

may

be

sold

already,

but

CORRESPONDING

W.l

STREET,

W.i

si.-nilar outfits are usually

WITH

available.

ADVERTISERS.

February

THE

4

AMATEVll

EVEN THE
. . . may

PHOTOGRAPHER

A OV ERT I SEM

SMALLEST

EXTS

NEGATIVE

be hiding a perfect picture/.

Enlarge it on Ilford Bromide
and reveal its true beauty.
Made in contrasts to suit
every kind of negative —
with an exceptional

scale of gradation and ample
latitude, Ilford Bromide is
ideally suited to enlarging.
Try
some
of your
favourite negatives on

ILFORD
BROMIDE

Made

m

England by
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THE

T.-P.

ALL - WEATHER
PRESS
CAMERA
in J-plate, 9X12

and 5X4

sizes.

The Ideal Camera for the
Pressman or the Amateur
Compact
body,
falling

and

black

portable,
polished

movement

strongly

front,

built

solid

for horizontal

of finest

metal

and

materials

machined

vertical

lens

pictures

;

;

SPEEDY
COMPACT
RELIABLE
BUILT for
HARD
WORK

leather-covered

panel ;
Ruby

rising ]a.*^d

Self-Capping

Time and Instantaneous Focal-plane Shutter, giving a range of instan¬
taneous

exposures

pneumatic
exposures

of from

1/1 5th to l/l,000fh

release with patent
of I/IOth to 3 sec.

time

with F/4.5
DALLMEYER
In

Prices

sec.

giving

and

Time

a further

of any

range

duration

:

of automatic

AUTOMATIC

ANASTIGMAT

Micrometer

|-plate 9 xl2 cm.
5x4
-

valve

Focussing

- £18
- £22
- £23

with other

Lenses

3 seconds

SPEEDS

to i/i, 000th second.

3 Double Plate-holders with each outfit

Mount

Send for Reflex and Press Camera

: lO : O
: O :O
: lO :0

Book.

ALTRINCHAM

on Application.

WITH

Post Free ANYWHERE.

ENGLAND

A

ROLLEIFLEX
is infinitely easier than hunting pic¬
tures with any other camera.
In fact,
with “ Rolleiflex ” there is no hunting.
At a touch the hood springs into posi¬
tion, and there is your picture on the
ground-glass
screen, crystal clear,
actual size, right way
up.
Instant
critical focussing made possible with
focussing magnifier, and the special
finder lens enables you to see your
picture

for 32-page de luxe Brochure,
and Winter Prospectus and
name
of nearest dealer to :

HUNTER

even

during

exposure.

Then

again “ Rolleiflex ” is indifferent to
indifferent light, and the automatically
controlled lens stop and shutter speed
make it ideal for getting quick pictures
of speed or other subjects, no matter
what the light. “Rolleiflex” gives 12
pictures on 3|-x2;^ 1/- roll film at a cost
of Id. each, or can be used for plates.

Ltd.

Celfix House,.
iNN RD., LONDON,

With f/4.S Zeiss Tessar, £20:0:0

W.C.I.

With f/3.8 Zeiss Tessar, £22:10:0
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OUR CREAT SALE GOES AHEAD
SHOP-SOILED

3-pl. Ensign
Folding Reflex Cameras

2^x33Reflex
Ensign
Roll Film
Cameras

Self-capping blind focal-plane
shutter. l/15th to 1/1, 000th
sec. and time, deep focussing
hood, back focussing screen,
3 double plate-holders.
Fitted f/5.5 Ensign anastigmat. List price £28 £3 19 6
Fitted f/4.5 Ross Homocentric.
List price £34 IOh.. £6 7 6
Fitted f/4.5 Ross Xpres. List
price £38 lOs .
£7 17 6

Taking daylight-loading No.
120 Kodak or any other make
roll film, T. and I. shutter,
deep focussing hood, Aldis or
Cooke f/7.7 anastigmat. List
price £2 15s.. ..... £1 13 9
Fitted with f/6.3 Aldis or Ross
anas. List £3 158. £2 2 0
Speed Model, with focal-plane
shutter, exposures l/15th to
l/500th sec. and time, and
f/4.5 Aldis anas, lens £6 18 9

A SELECTION

84

THE FREE BUMPER
BARGAIN CATALOGUE

LONDON,

Yoar guide to this great annual clearance of accumulated stocks
of fully guaranteed apparatus, accessories and sundries for every
possible need. Do you realise what an opporti^ty this Is ^
If^not, this money-saving book will convince you I

SEND

NOW-

POST

FREE!

l-pl. ERNEMANN DOUBLE SHUTTER
HAND

AND

STAND

CAMERAS

Double extension, rising and cross front, focal-plane shutter, l/l.OOCth
■ec, and time, f/r).4 Meyer anastigmat in Compur sector shutter,
1 to l/250th sec.. T. and B.. brilliant reversible finder, hooded focus¬
sing screen, 3 single metal slides. Brandnew. Original price £18 lOs.

£5:17:6

SAVE

33

ON THIS

BRAND

NEW

ZEISS IKON
BARGAIN
Vest Pocket Roll Film
Icoaette, taking standar l-size daylight load¬
ing roll films, all metal
body, extremely light
and compact, Zeiss
Ikon Prontar lens f/9,
T. and I. shutter,
brilliant reversible
finder. Complete with
book of instructions, in
bo.x. List price 458.

2

PLEASE

MENTION

THE

OF

SLIGHTLY-USED

‘STILL’ &

CIN£

i-pl. Popular PRESSMAN
REFLEX CAMERAS
Long e-xtension, rising front,
reversing back, hooded back
focussing screen, focal-plane
shutter, l/loth to 1/1, 000th
sec. and time, deep focussing
liood, Aldis,
Cooke complete
or Dallmeyer
f/4.5 lenses,
with 6 single metal £5slides.
18 9
With Cooke Aviar, Ross Xpres
or Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5 £8
anastigmats
.
5 9

BARGAINS

FROM

i-pl. BENTZINTOLDING
REFLEX CAMERAS
Spring-raised
ving back, rackmirror,
rising revol¬
front,
self-capping blind focal-plane
shutter, 1/lOth to 1 /1.000th
sec. and time, Carl Zeiss f/4.5
Tes sar anastigmat, back focus¬
sing screen, 3 double slides,
F.P. adapter and case. Cost
over £30 .
£7 17 6

OUR

54 LIME

Alder/gate
E.C.1
ST.

TH

SALE

ST

LONDON,

E.C.3

i-pl. Telephoto Reflex Outfit : T.-P. Duplex Ruby Reflex, triple
extension, 20-in. f/5.6 Cooke Telephoto lens, self-capping shutter,
speeded to 1/l.OOOtli sec., revolving back, 3 double plate-holders,
leather case. Cost over £G5 .
£25 0 0
3i ■ 24 Duplex Ruby Reflex, recent model, f/4.5 Cooke anastig¬
mat lens, ll-in. Ross Telephoto, revolving back, 6 double plateholders, F.P. adapter, leather case. As new .
£24 0 0
31 21 Zeiss Ikon Latest Pattern Icarette Roll Film, double
extension, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar. D.A. Compur shutter, plate back, with
3 slides, leather case and focussing screen. Unsoiled. Cost £17
£12 2 6
6x4 Planex Reflex, revolving back, 10-in. f/5.6 Ross anastigmat
lens, Mackenzie-Wishart slide, 6 envelopes .
£7 17 6
l-pl. Ensign. Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres anastigmat lens,
self-capping focal-plane shuttCT, 6 double book-form dark slides.
leather case .
£7 17 6
31 X 21 Agfa Standard Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, speeded
shutter, focussing adjustment, leather case .
£7 19 8
V.P. Roll Film, f/3.6 anastigmat lens, latest pattern Compur
shutter, direct-vision finder, focussing adjustment, complete in
box. Cost £12. As new .
£6 10 0
V.P. Apem Roll Film, f/6.8 Kershaw anastigmat lerts, sjieeded
shutter, l/5th to 1/lOOth sec. New condition .
£1 2 6
V.P. Ica Bebe, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compound shutter, directvision finder, 6 slides, F.P, adapter. Perfect condition ^50
31 ' 21 Ica Ideal, f/4.6 Zeiss Tessar, S.C. shutter, speeded to
l/l.DOOth sec., direct-vision finder, 3 double plate-holders, F.P.
adapter, leatiier case. Perfect condition .
£9 9 0
31 X 21 Ica Reflex, 6-in. f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar lens, shutter
speeded to l/l,U0Oth sec., revolving back. 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case. Perfect condition .
£9 17 6
Baby Patbe Motocamera de Luxe, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar. leather
case. Cost £21 16s .
£12 17 6
Double-claw Patbe Projector, complete with added resistance
£4 17 6
45x107 Stereo Camera, f/4.5 Saphir lenses, speeded shutter.
ohanging-box for 12 plates, leather case .
£5 6 0
Box-form Viewer, with interocular adjustment and reflector
for paper prints. Unsoiled .
£3 2 6
l-pl. Triple Extension Royal Ruby Field Camera, rising, cross and
swing front, suing and reversing back, f/6.3 Zeiss double I’rotar
anastigmat lens, roller-blind shutter, 3 double book-form dark
slides, leath.er carrying case, tripod. Unsoiled .
£15 17 6
1-pt. Triple Extension Conical Bellows Field, f/8 Beck Symmetrical
lens, roller-blind shutter, wide-ajigle rack, f/6.6 Cooke wide-angle
anastigmat lens, 3 double book-form dark slides, carrying case end
tripod. First-rate condition .
£8 5 0
l-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, £/6.8 Goerz Dagor double
anast'gmat lens, Compur shutter, speeded 1 to l/250th sec., triple
extension, 3 double plate-holders, leather case .
£5 5 0
31 ^ 21 Double Extension Folding Pocket Plate, f/4.5 lea Dominar
anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, focussing screen, 3 slides. New
condition .
£5 5 0
3a Special Kodak, f/4.5 Goerz Dogmar anastigmat lens, speeded
shutter, complete in leather case. Cost £17 103 .
£5 6 0
l-pl. No. 3 Special Kodak, f/6.3 Kodak ana.stigmat lens, Compur
shutter. Complete in leather case. As new .
£3 12 6

l-pl. Mirapbot Vertical Enlarger, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, base
easel, set of electric fittings. Cost £13 lOs .
£7 15 0
l-pl. Miraphot Vertical Enlarger, f/6.8 anastigmat, electric
fittings, and base easel .
£5 5 0
3i X 21 Roll Film Icarette, double extension, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
lens, Comiiur shutter .
£11 17 6
31 X 21 Tropical Roll Film Carbine, f/4.5 Aidis, Compur shutter,
leather f:ase .
£3 18 9
l-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, triple extension, f/6 Aldis ana¬
stigmat, sliutter speeded 1 to 1/lUUth sec., 3 D.D. slides, leather
case .
£3 12 9
l-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, f/6.8 Goerz Dagor lens, shutter
speeded 1 to l/lOOth sec.. 3 double book-form slides. ... £5 18 9
9 • 12, l-pl. T.-P. Reflex, revolving back, Cooke f/4.5 anastigmat,
6 slides. F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost £20 .
£6 18 9
41 • 8 Ernemann Focal-plane, shutter speeded to 1/1, 000th sec.,
f/4.0 Carl Zeiss Tessar, 6 slides, F.P. adapter .
£4 17 6
£1 18 9
31 > 21 Roll Film Cocarette, f/6.8 anastigmat, Derval shutter

84 Aldersgate

54 LIME

St., E.C.1. Phone: NAT. 0591

9x12 T.-P. Reflex, rack focus, f/2.9 8-m. Dallmeyer Pentac,
self-capping foraJ-plane shutter. 3 douide slides .
£15
15 60
£8 17
Latest Underwood Portable Typewriter, in case. Uusoiled
16-mra. Agfa Movector Projector, direct lighting, ll-in. lens,
loo-watt lamp, carrying case, adjustable resistance. Cost £46.
As new .
£24 10 0
l-pl. A.P.M. Reflex, reversing back, fucal-plane shutter, f/5.9
Lustrar lens, 6 slides. . . .
£4 3 9
'5x4 Tropical Sanderson, teak, wide-angle rack, Zeiss Tessar
Jens £/6.3, Zei.sB Magnar Telephoto, 45 mm., 3 D.D. slides, leather
case. Cost £30 .
. .
i.
£9 9 0
l-pl. Goerz Anschutz Collapsible Focal-plane, self -capping shutter,
Goerz Series III f/6.» Dagor lens, 6 single slides. Perfect con¬
dition .
£3 18 6
9 12 and t-pl. Voigtlander AU-Uetal Folding, double extension,
f/4.6 Skopar lens, Compur shutter, 3 slides, F.P, adapter £4 18 9
31x21 Ica Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, Compur shutter,
framed direct finder .
£4 18 9
31 X 21 N. & G. Roll Film Sibyl, f/4.6 Ross Xpres, high precision
shutter, reflex finder, case. Cost £26 .
£11 18 9
9.5-mm. Pathe Cine Outfit, up-to-date : Projector, double claw,
automatic
type “ C ” motor, group resistance, £10
super-reel
attachment rewind,
.
0 0
Latest Pathe Lux Cine, complete with case, 2 super reels. Cost
£24 158. As new .
£16 16 0
81x24 T.-P. Reflex, revolving back, self-capping shutter, f/4.6
Zeiss Tessar len.s, f^5.7 Dallon Telephoto, 6 slides, F.P. £17
adapter,^
leather case .
£12 17 9.
6
31 ^ 21 Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat, speeded shutter
Carl Zeiss Microscope, heavy brass stand, 1 eyepiece. 2/3rd8
object-glass, in cabinet .
£2 2 9
3J X 24 All-Metal Zeiss Ikon, double extension, f/6.8 anastigmat,
auto, shutter, 1 to l/lOOth sec., 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case I
Bolex Cine
for IG-mm.
Beautiful
orderProjector,
.

ST., E.C.3.

and 9.5-mm., 260-watt
£26 tamp.
0 0

Phone:

MON.

0180

CITU SA LEa
£1 12

Sale price

30/-

&
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T.-P. PRESS

AT

CRAZY

OUTFITS

ZEISS ICA BEBE

In new condition. Latest model allweather Press Focal-plane Ciimera,
eell-capplng blind focal-plane shutter,

1/lOth to l/l,00Uth sec. and tinje, also

pneumatic release, L.V. tinder, Zeiss
Ikon
Emoii anastigmat in focus¬
sing mount, hooded focussing screen,

a double plate-holders.
i-pl.
9X12

List £22 lOfl .
cm. List £27 lOs...

£13
£15

LOW-LEVEL

17
17

6
6

LIST— COLOSSAL

All-metal

body,

adjustment,

PRICES

CAMERAS

lever

D.V.

fitted

anaatigmat

lenses, 6 single metal

slides, and

V.r.,

Automatically

£0
£3 17
18

3* ' 2J .

VALUES

AT

to Infinity,

EVERY

E.C.2

3i > 2J Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, long extension, focal*
plane shutter, l/tith to l/8(K)th sec., 3 slides, case .
£6 19 6
3i X 2i Salex Reflex* f/4.0 anastigmat, focal-plaiie shutter, 1/lOtli
to l/l,000tli sec., revolving back, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, case
£4 13 6

IN

ABSOLUTELY

^

la Oiaflex Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, focal-i>]ane abutter,
l/l()thtol/l,()0()th8ec .
£5 3 6
3ix2i Ensign Tropical Roll Film Reflex, f/6.3 Rosa lens. T. and I.
shutter .
£3 3 0

LONDON.

shutter.
£6 17 6

2a Folding Autographic Brownie, rapid landscape lens, ball¬
bearing shutter, autographic back .
14s. 6d.
12^10 Viefor Triple Extension Field. Busch Rapiil Aplanat.
roller-blind shutter, swing and reversing back, 1 slide and tripod

41 X 6 cm. T.-P. Bijou Reflex, f/2.6 Cooke anastigmat lens, rack
focus, self-capping shutter speeds from 1/lOth to l/l, booth sec,, re¬
volving back, 3 slides, F.P. adapter .
£1016
3

34 24 Dallmeyer Speed, f/2.0 Pentac, Dallmeyer Telephoto,
interchangeable, focal-plane shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and
leather case .
£18 18 0

31 X 21 Ensign
capping shutter,

6x4 Kodak Company’s Speed Graphic, Cooke f/4.5. rack focus¬
sing, (Jraflex focal-plane sluitter, speeds to l/l,000th sec., changingbox, 1-pl. changing-box, l-pl. F.P. adapter, 1-pl. Mackenzie
slide and envelopes. Cost £40 .
£9 9 0.

lens, self¬
As new
£4
18 9

31x24 Zodel Reflex, f/3.5 Cassar lens, rack foc:us, self-capping
shutter, l/lOtli to l/l,000th sec., revolving back. 0 slides
£6 8 9
34 >■ 2A T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 T.-F. Cooke anastigmat, rack focussing,
self-capping shutter, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th sec., revolving back
£6 18 9
34 x 24 T.-P. Junior Reflex, f/3 Aldis amustigmat. rack focus,
self-capping shutter, 1/lOtli to 1/lOOth sec., reversing back. <5 slides,
F.P. adapter .
£5 19 6
34 x24 Mentor Folding Reflex, f/4. 6 Zeiss Tessar, self-capping
shutter, 4 to l/1.30Uth sec., 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter and case
£8 6 9
1-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, f/4. 5 Ross \pres anastigmat, rack
focussing, focal-plane .shutter, l/15th to l/l,000th sec., reversing
back. 6 slides, F.P. adapter, carrying case .
£7 19 6
i-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat
rack focussing, focal-plane shutter, l/15th to 1/l.OOOth sec., re
versing back, 6 slides. F.P. adapter, leather cjtse .
£8 3 I
9x12 and i-pl. Ememann Folding Reflex, f/3.5 Ernon anastig
mat, triple extension, self-capping shutter, i/lOth to l/l,000tli
revolving
back’,
3 slides,
adapter
case .anastigmat,
£19 19
9x12 and
I pi.
BentzinF.P.
Reflex,
f/5.5and
Euryplan
self <
capping shutter, 1/lOth to l/l,00flth sec., revolving back, 3 D.D
elides, F.P. adapter .
£4 15 i
i-pl. T.-P. Junior Reflex, f/4. 6 Toxor anastigmat, rack focussing
self-capping shutter. 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th sec., reversing back
6 slides, F.P. adapter .
£4 17 6
i-pl. T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke anastigmat lens, rack
focus, self-capping shutter, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th see., revolving
back, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£4 16 6
i-pl. Ensign Tropical Reflex, f/4.5 T.-P. Cooke anastigmat lens,
rack focus, self-capping shutter, 1/lOth to ]/l,()00th sec., revolving
back screen. 3 slides, F.P. fuJapter .
£8 12 6
4-pl. Ensign Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Homocentric, self-capping
shutter.l/lOtlito l/l,CO0tli sec., 3slides, F.P.A. and case £7 13 6

P.C and Stereo Anschutz, pair of Goerz Dagor Series III f/6.8 anastigmats, focussing setting, focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1 '1.000th
sec., 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. Cost £25
£7 17 6
Stereo Weono Roll Film. R.R. lenses, T. B. and I. shutter, and
leather case .
£1 11 6
1-pl. Regular Sanderson, Goerz Dagor Series III f/fi.8. Ensiim
sector .'ihuttcr, U-front. focussing, and leather case. ... £2 19 6
la Junior Kodak, R.R. lens, ball-bearing shutter, speeds to
l/lOOth see., autographic back .
19s. 6d.
P.C. Ensign Roll Film, Aldis Uno f/7.7. Acme shutter, speeds
from 1 to l/300th sec., U-form front and leather case. .£196
46x107 Stereo Heidoscope, Carl Zeiss Tessars f/4.5. Compound
shutter, reflex finder. 2 changing-boxes for 12 plates, single metal,
slide adapter, G single metal slides, Iso screens and leather case.
Excellent condition .
£36 10 0
3i ^ 21 No. 3 Ensign
new .

Carbine,

Ensar

E.C.2.

Phone : CITY

1124
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materials.

a well-made

Thoroughly

portable

recommended

screen.

for

Built in a wooden

£4

0

0

£5

2

6

£9 10

0

No. 1.
40

30 in.

52

40 in.
in .

No. 3.

OBTAINABLE

ONLY

— WE
F ITS
HAVE

: 12 : 6
: 10 : 0

£1
£3
7 : 6
£2 :: 17
:6

£5 SALE
AT CITY

NEW

IT!

shutter. As
£2 7 6

P.C. Tudor, Unofocal f/6, Compound sliutter, rising and swing
front, 3 slides. F.P. adapter and case .
• £1 12 6
9.6-mm. Patbe Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor drive
£8 19 6
35-mm.

No.

1 Kinex

Projector,

complete

with

transformer

£2 5 0
1-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Ross f/4.5 anastigmat. self -capping focal-plane
shutter, reversing back. F.P. adapter and case .
£7 10 0
P.C Tropical Ememann
Focal-plane, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,
focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., 2 slides, F.P. adapter
and leatlier case .
£7 17 8
1-pl. Victo Conical Field, triple extension, Berthiot anastigmat,
T.-P. shutter, 3 slides, tripod and ease .
£3 19 6
i-pl. Agfa Folding Pocket, f/4.5 Agfa anastigmat, fully-speeded
shutter, focussing. 3 slides. New condition .
£3 3 0
4-pl. Tropical

Model

Goerz

Anschutz

90/94 FLEET

Focal-plane,

Celor

slide, 12 envelopes

f'4.8.

£7 17

6

ST., E.C.4. Phone ; CITY 6981

PATHESCOPE

EASY

TERMS

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

monthly
bargain.

WHEN

payments,

CORRESPONDING

“200

With scientifically placed 200-watt lighting system. Bril¬
liant picture 10 ft. wide easily obtainable. Flickerless
projection,
fed, accessible
gate.*’ Works
Threading
on
one side sprocket
only. Single
nut tilting “ device*
oS
110 volts electric supply. Complete with lamp. plug, flex,
two-v av adapter and one empty 300-ft. super reel. DIRECT
DELIVERY

Anything ou 9 equal
instalment secures your

MENTION

require

CONDITION

34 x2J T.-P. Junior Ruby Reflex, T.-P. Cooke £ 4.5, focal-plane
shutter, speeds to l/l,00Uth sec., G slides, F.P. adapter, roll-liolder
and leather case .
£7 10 0

^ocal-plane shutter, 3 slides, Mackenzie

59 CHEAPSIDE,

f/6.3, Triebro

of best quality

63x47

3^x2i N. & G. Folding Reflex, f/3.5 Dallmeyer anasliginat, selfcapping shutter, revolving back, 3 D.D. slides, F.J*. adapter and
case .
£18 18 0

Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat
1/lOth to l/50()tli sec., rack focussing.

who

NEW

No. 2.

£8 17 6
Patbe Hand-turn Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat.... £19
6
4-pl. Optimns Enlarger, Optlmus objective, iris, 84-iu. condenser.
reversible negative carrier, electric fittings .
£5 5 0
9.Umm, Patbe Motocamera, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/2.7, motor drive,
brilliant finder .
£13 17 6

31 X 21 Ensign Tropical Roll Film Speed Reflex, f,- 4.5 Aldls-Bntcher
anastigmat. rack focnis, complete witli case .
£6 13 6
31 X 21 Ensign Tropical Roll Film Reflex, f 0.3 Ros.s lens, T. and I.
sluitter, rack focus .
£3 3 0

out

those

CINE SCREENS

BRAND

carrying-case, taking up the minimum of spaee.usual
Supplied with the
well-known SILVER SURFACE.
Compare the
price with our
offer price.
New Price.
OUR PRICE.
No. 0.
special
£3 0 0
27 20 in .

E.C.4

f/4. 6, focal-plane

Made

OFFER

Famous

* SELF-RECTA’

BRANCH

i-pl. Deckrullo Focal-plane, Zeiss Unar
0 slide.'!, .and case .

SPECIAL
of the

90/94 FLEET ST

59 CHEAPSIDE
LONDON,

opening

in brand-new condition, fitted f/4..'}
fully corrected anastigmat in
variable speeded shutter with
D.A, device, brilliant reversible
and D.V. frame finders, hinged
back, focussing to C ft. Original
price £3 12e. 6d .
£2 11 9

screen.

4J X G cm.,

GREAT

2ix2i HALOR
ROLL FILM CAMERAS

focussing

tinder,

Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar

focussing

!

FROM

£15
GENEROUS
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Many of the greatest ex'
ponents of photographic art
use Ilford Bromide. They
find in it a medium as sym¬
pathetic as it is responsive ;
one that is easily controlled,
one that answers readily to
their skill. From dense black

J

PAPER
Made in England

ILFORD
4
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to pearly highlight, Ilford
Bromide yields every shade
and grade of tone. In hypo^
alum and sulphide it tones to
a rich sepia.
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That photographers are gre¬

and societies, and yet photo¬
graphy remains a detached and
individualistic pursuit, and no man
perhaps does his best work except
in solitude. Jolly as photographic
excursions may be, and full of
instruction for the beginner, the
seasoned photographer will, ten
chances to one, be found to have

to ignore shadows

Amateur

habit,

Cinematography.

The high level which amateur
cinematography has reached must
have been a surprise to any visitor
who looked in on a recent Saturday
at the Institute of Amateur Cine¬
matographers. Films by eight
members of that skilful and pro¬
gressive body were shown, and all
of them were of great interest, and
of the highest standard of technique.
The naturalist work of Lord Combermere, and the travel films of
Miss Rodgers and of Mr. Hiscox
were all quite wonderful in their
way. It has now happened in
cinematography, as happened long

Abroad.

cruise

they existed

deceiving to the eye, and disappoint¬
ing in a snapshot.

ago in photography, and in other
arts, that the amateur is no longer
a poor edition of the professional, or
one whose work may be looked down
upon as something that is the best
that he could do, poor fellow, but

by the great success of

last summer’s

when

and to under-expose very consider¬
ably. Cast shadows in Eastern
street scenes are quite as important
as sunlight, and to render such
shadows effectively the required
exposures are often as long as would
he required for a summer scene in
England. The light and shade seen
in Eastern subjects is often very

half-hour before the lighting condi¬
tions become what you want. And
so the picture of a lifetime is passed
by and lost.

the

shipping companies have made their*
holiday-afloat plans up to next
autumn. It is estimated that over
one hundred thousand people
changed their holiday habits last
year by going to sea, and even a
greater army of holiday-makers is
to be expected this coming summer,

Xo. 2309.

P. workers that many of last year’s
cruising photographers were very
disappointed with their snapshots
of sunny lands. The brilliancy of
some of the street scenes led many

gone off “ on his own.” That,
indeed, was the advice given by a
well-known alpinist photographer
the other evening. ‘‘ As far as you
can,” he said, ‘‘ do your photo¬
graphy in the mountains alone.”
This was not because solitude might
inspire composition, but merely be¬
cause the presence of a companion,
especially in such an exciting event
as a mountain climb, may be an
embarrassment, leading one to forego
opportunities which otherwise one
would embrace with both hands —
supposing one had both hands to
spare. When you are joined up
with someone who is hasty and
impatient— or who you imagine
might become hasty and impatient,
which amounts to the same thing —
it is hardly possible to wait another

Astonished

VoL. LXXV.

when it is anticipated that the major¬
ity of them will carry cameras. It
is stated by some experienced D. and

garious folk is proved by
the multitude of clubs

Snapshots

Donet/iovse

115

FeBRU.'VRY.

A

topical snapshot

of a country

road.

An article on “ February Fill-Dyke ”
appears on another page in this issue.

that is
Amateur
hasnotitsquite
own “it.”
high
something work
values, traditions and ideals, and
those who see it have come naturally
to expect from it a certain standard.
5
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made to indicate suitable materials
for the dark slide. It shows that

not necessarily below or above
professional work, but belonging to a
different province in conception and
execution. That is true now of

ebonite is unsafe up to i-mm.
thick ; bakelite, unless loaded, and
celluloid are very transparent to
infra-red radiation, and even leather
is suspect unless the dressing in it
or the backing to it renders it

cinematography, and it has become
true of it in an amazingly short time.
Infra-red Photography.
Some of the latest infra-red photo¬
graphs, shown by Mr. Olaf Bloch in
his Society of Arts lecture the other
evening, included a picture bringing
in both the Wye and the Severn,
a distance altogether of eighteen
miles ; also the cliffs of Dover, taken
from France, looking across the
Channel ; a view of the crowd around
the Cenotaph on Armistice Day, and
an aerial photograph of South
London, taken at seven or eight
thousand feet at one-fortieth of a
second, and revealing a large number
of identifiable buildings, whereas
another view taken with pan¬
chromatic plate and filter on the
same occasion resulted in little more
than cloud and mist. The process
is being applied to ascertaining the
reflecting and transmitting value of
different fabrics, woods and other
materials. Incidentally, it can be

opaque. The infra-red can pene¬
trate lipstick, face powder, and
eye-black, and reveal the true face
of the wearer underneath ; and, to
pass from the ridiculous to the
sublime, it can cut out the greenishyeUow haze in the nebula of Orion
and show the stars in the very centre
of the nebula itself.
“ Good-bye ” Lantern Slide.
At one time “ Welcome ” and
“ Good night ” slides were common
enough, but they are rarely seen

correspondent, who in the past has
lost several concluding slides, teUs
us that he now uses as a final slide
one he cares little about and can
easily
replace,
sort of —“ when
dud ” he
in
fact, one
the alantemist
discovers it perhaps some weeks
later — need not trouble to return.
Our
it a be
“Good-bye.”
slide,friend
and, calls
as might
expected,
since using it never has it been left
in a lantern, as better and more
valuable slides have been. However
careful lanternists are, he says, it is
surprising how many of them for¬
get to extract the concluding picture.
Portable Foregrounds.
The recent note (page 73) de¬

A

to-day, except perhaps at shows
given to children ; they find no
place in modern photographic sets
of slides. Some time ago there
appeared in these columns a hint
to lanternists to see that the last
slide used for a lecture was taken
out of the carrier, as very often a
concluding slide went astray. A

scribing a portable foreground used
by a colour photographer led an
old reader to write and inform us
that portable foregrounds are not
new. In the ’sixties and ’seventies
of last century, when stereoscopic
photography was a real craze, it
was the custom of stereoscopic
workers to take branches and twigs
and to “ plant ” them in foregrounds
in order to give the necessary rehef
when no effective foreground existed.

NEW
SERIES
Fdicis andA selection
/formulae
:
of useful hints classified according to subject
LANTERN-SLIDE
When

developing

for

warm

tones

WORK.

IV.

it is difficult

to be

the second is that some of the delicate
will disappear with the fog.

*

«

*

guided

by the appearance of the slide. It is a good plan to fix on a
definite composition of the developer, to expose accordingly,
and to develop by time ar;d temperature. Some workers
prefer the factorial method.
*

As fineness of image is a desideratum in lantern slides, it is
natural that a borax developer is often favoured, as it has the
reputation of minimising grain. A suitable formula is :
Metol
20 grs.
Hydroquinone
20 grs.
Sodium sulphite
200 grs.
Borax
200 grs.
20 02.
Hot water
This should not be used at a lower temperature than 60
degrees Fahr. For ‘ gaslight ” plates a drop or two of a 10
per cent solution of potassium bromide should be added to
each ounce of developer, and up to ten drops per ounce when
working for warmer tones and therefore increasing exposure
time.

*

6

*

A BLACK tone slide can be toned with gold in the same way
as P.O.P. prints. Make a stock solution by dissolving 15 grs.
gold chloride in 3 oz. distilled water. ( Keep this in the dark.)
The working solution is :
Stock gold solution
. .
. .
. .
. .
^ oz.
Ammonium
sulphocyanide . .
..
..
..30
grs.
Water
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. . 20 oz.
The sulphocyanide is dissolved first, and the gold added very
slowly, with stirring. This solution should be prepared the
day before use. The fixed and washed slide is treated till
the required bluish colour is obtained, and is then again washed
and dried.
Diagrams,

graphed

line

direct

on

drawings,
4:

lettering,
:t:
'

to a lantern

etc.,

plate, which

may

be

photo¬

is developed

for

contrast, and if necessary cleared with Howard Farmer re¬
ducer. This plate may be used in the lantern, giving white on
black (as in chalk word on a blackboard) ; or it may be used
as a negative to produce on another plate a positive showing
black on white as in the original.
*

T o get exceptionally strong masses of shadow some slidemakers continue development until the high-lights are markedly
veiled over. They then clear and brighten the slide with
Howard Farmer (ferricyanide-hypo) reducer. Two risks are
incurred. The first is that the shadows will lose transparency ;

detail in the light parts

Slides

made

by

any

*

natural

aged by heat, and therefore
in the lantern for more than

*

colour

process

are

easily

dam¬

should never be allowed to remain
twenty to thirty seconds. Except

in specially favourable circumstances such slides must
projected on a much smaller scale than ordinary slides.
I16

be
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Weather

Troubles

The spells of cold weather that occur at this time of year seldom fail to
interfere with the smooth harmony of operations in the dark-room. To

PERSONAL discomfort is not

the only detrimental effect
of cold weather. There are
others that affect the photographer,
and most of them are due to the
failure of familiar solutions to act
with accustomed rapidity.
This connection between tempera¬
ture and the rapidity of working has
led to the widespread adoption of
“ time and temperature ” methods
— and that would be a satisfactory
end of the matter, but for the fact
that some solutions are not only
slowed down but are rendered almost
completely inactive before our coldest
conditions are experienced.
It is known, too, that low tem¬
peratures cause further trouble by
affecting certain constituents of a
fluid mixture more easily than they
affect other constituents, with the
result that a carefully-compounded
mixture may be deprived of its
essential “ balance ” and rendered
no longer suitable for particular use.
The ultimate result of all these
troubles is a glut of wasted materials
— materials marred by veiling and
irremediable flatness in the case
of negatives, and lack of suitable
contrasts, poor colour and falsity of
tone values in positive materials.
And, in addition to this, all work .
— especially that on paper or cards —
is liable to suffer from frilling and
blistering.
The

Developer.

Since most of the troubles referred
to arise in connection with the
developer, it is necessary in all
cases to pay special attention to this
most important of all solutions.
Unfortunately — for it is easily the
most popular of all general devel¬
opers, metol-hydroquinone behaves
very badly under the influence of
cold. Amidol is still rather widely
used in print-making, and this beau¬
tiful developer suffers appreciably
less than its more popular rival.
Pyro, probably the finest of all
stock developers for plate treatment,
is affected least of all ; indeed, so
slight is its susceptibility that users

attempt any remedy at a moment’s notice is not often satisfactory,
the photographer will be better advised to prepare in advance.

of this developer can obtain results
indistinguishable from those nor¬
mally secured merely by prolonging
the period of immersion.
The greatest difficulty with metolhydroquinone is that the hydroquinone constituent becomes prac¬
tically inactive long before the
thermometer has fallen ten degrees
below normal. It might be sug¬
gested that development can be
carried out with the remaining metol
constituent — which remains still
workable at much lower tempera¬
tures ; but here the difficulty is
that the two substances fulfil differ¬
ent functions, the metol making for
softness in gradation and the hydroquinone for bold, clear contrasts.
Remedies.

All the remedies lie in the careful
application of heat, though it is
not wise to attempt heating the
solutions to a higher temperature
than is safe for the emulsion. Some
of the safest and most reliable
heating measures are indicated be¬
low, although in aU cases it is
permissible to work at a temperature
slightly lower than that normally
indicated — provided only that a
compensating adjustment is made
in the time of immersion.
Hydroquinone — and not a few
“ still ” and cine workers use simple
hydroquinone developers — cannot, of
course, be made active in cold
weather merely by prolonging this
time of immersion. It is never
safe with such developers to work
at a temperature lower than 60-65
degrees Fahr., when the operation
can be conducted by time or visual
inspection methods to secure a
perfect image.
Heating

Devices.

Obviously, to heat the developer
to the normal working temperature
would ensure perfect action in the
early stages of development ; but
so rapidly would the1 17heat pass away
that this treatment alone cannot be
regarded as a permanent or satis¬
factory remedy. We must, of course,
commence with the heated solution,

and

and for thorough development it is
necessary only to maintain this
initial temperature.
This may conveniently be done
by placing the dish containing the
developer upon a large flat stone
heated to a higher temperature. A
piece of flagstone will serve admir¬
ably and is easy to obtain from any
builder. If this be stood in front of
the fire an hour or so before it is
required no other preparations
be necessary.
Other

will

devices for preserving the

solutions used at constant tempera¬
ture have been suggested, but no
other is so convenient to prepare or so
efficient in practical use.
Other

Solutions.

The chief effect of the cold on all
other solutions is that of retarding
their speed of action. This is par¬
ticularly marked in the case of hypo,
which — especially if the solution be
partly exhausted — can be rendered
almost inactive.
The danger here is that developed
materials placed into the hypo bath
without previous washing or acidi¬
fication may be taken into the light
before fixing is complete, with the
result that fogging will intervene.
Again, it becomes necessary to raise
the temperature of the solution
immediately before use.
Frilling and bHstering of negative
materials are sometimes said to
result from the use of a warm hypo
bath, but in actual practice they
have been observed to follow the
employment of different baths at
rather varying temperatures. Thus,
the use of a warm hypo solution
immediately followed by washing
or even rinsing in ice-cold water
may be regarded as the principal
cause of the troubles referred to.
The best treatment, in the cir¬
cumstances, is to rinse the newlyfixed materials in a shallow trough
of warm water and, as the tempera¬
ture of this falls, to introduce the
colder water — which, in the majority
of cases, must perforce serve for
any prolonged or thorough washing.
7
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interiors
By

HERBERT

zvith Lamps

ARTHUR.

The problem in photographing

a room lit by artificial light
is to reproduce the sense of
liglit and shade that gives the scene
its character. Where there is a
standard or table lamp, this will
naturally be the brightest point of
picture, and parts of they I'oom
the te
remo
from it will be in fairl deep
shadow.

If an exposure is made with the
lamp as the sole source of light, the
contrasts will be so extreme that
difficulty will be found in preserving
detail in both the high-lights and
shadows, and the result, as a picture
of a room interior, will not be
satisfactory. If, on the other hand,
the exposure is made by means of a
strong secondary light, such as a

A

Cosy

Corner.

standard and table lamps were
“ flame ” tinted, and the shades
yellowish. The exposure was two
minutes at about f/i6. The table
lamp was switched off for threequarters of the exposure, but the
standard lamp was burning through¬
out. The plates were Ilford Hyper¬
sensitive, unbacked.
Pictures such as this are, of course,
mainly of domestic interest, but
that interest may be considerable
to a housewife who has taken pride
in the arrangement of her rooms.
From the above data it will be
realised that it is quite possible

Exposure,

2 mimites

to deal with subjects of this charac¬
ter very easily in which figures are
included. Even with the exposures
indicated, it would not be too much
for a person seated in a comfortable
chair to remain quite still for two
minutes ; but it is obvious that if
stop f/8 is used the exposure is cut
down to half a minute, and a larger aperture would
further reduce the exposure. Furthermore, by employing
stronger lights a still greater reduction of exposure
could be effected ; while by using a small camera with
a lens of short focal length, apertures up to f/4.5 would
secure an equal depth of focus and sharpness, and at the
same time reduce the exposures to a matter of seconds.

at //16.

flash of ordinary intensity, the illusion of lamp-light
will be destroyed.
The secondary illuminant should therefore be suffi¬
ciently bright to record an image of the whole scene,
but not bright enough to overpower the local lighting.
For the accompanying illustrations the general illumi¬
nant was a one-hundred watt “ pearl ” lamp ; the
8
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CONTAX
kThe

latest

ItO'day,

Zeiss

Ikon

to-morrow

product.

and

the

The

day

Contax

after.

is the

Precision

camera

of

construction

"of the highest possible order, the Contax contains so many remark¬
able features that it is in a class by itself. All-metal focal-pl^e shutter,
range-finder with 4-in. base, the latter coupled for automatic focussing
with the lens mount.
Duplicate exposures impossible because the setting
of shutter winds film. Interchangeable Zeiss lenses from 2-in. to 5i-in.
focus ; apertures f/3.5 to f 2. Further foci and working apertures up to
f- 1.5 ready shortly. Takes
Contax film, each picture
extremely
to any

simple,

practicable
W

Contax

kFor

those

who

see

more

in photography

either our special daylight-loading 36-exposure
36x 24 mm., or perforated cine film. Loading

just like an

ordinary

roll-film

camera.

Enlargements

size.

ith Zeiss

Tessar

f/3.5

£24

Zeiss

Tessar

f/2.8

£27

prospectus,

giving

full particulars,

free on

10

0

0

0

application.

than

I summer button-pushing the Ikontas will

^ make an especial appeal. The rapid lenses
with which these cameras are fitted will take photo¬
graphs at any time during the year. The Baby
Ikonta lakes 16 exposures on the usual vest-pocket
film, and the negatives are so clear that enlarge¬
ments up to I2x 10 in. can be made.
With

f/6. 3 Novar

and

Derval

shutter

,, f/4.5 Novar

and

Derval

shutter

,, f/4.5 Tessar
., f/3.5 Tessar
The

Ikonta

and
and

is also

Compur
Compur
available

1-11/ I6ths in., 16 exposures

£3

7

6

£4

0

0

shutter
£8
shutter
£10

17
17

6
6

in a

on 3iX

..

new

size, 2iX

2i in. spool.

This

model is in all respects similar, except that the dimen¬
sions are larger to accommodate
the larger picture.
With

f/6.3 Novar

and

Derval

shutter

. . £4

,, f/4.5 Novar

and

Telma

shutter

. . £6

0

0

..£10
..£12

5
5

0
0

,, f/4.5 Tessar
,, f/3.5 Tessar

and
and

Compur
Compur

For particulars of 3ix2i
special Ikonta pamphlet.

shutter
shutter

and

other

sizes

10

ask

0

for

MIRAPHOT
jfl^kThe long evenings are especially
■Hit suitable for enlarging.
The
^1^
Miraphot enlargers have long
been recognised as the best of their
class. The focussing is automatic, and
a simple pull on the grip is sufficient
to obtain the size of image required,
and the proper focus. The Para re¬
flector renders retouching unnecessary,
and

the instrument

can

be attached

to

the ordinary house-lighting circuit.
The lenses, being Zeiss Ikon or Zeiss
Tessars, give perfect definition.

MIRAX

ENLARGER

kThis is an all-metal attachment
■ powerful and even illumination,

No. cm.
1444/17,
for negatives
or 4^X3^,
with

£10 10
No. Tessar
1445/19,f/4.5
as above,
..

’you can use either in conjunction with
your roll-film camera, provided it has a de¬
tachable or hinged back, or a plate camera.

No.

Size of camera can be 3iX 2i, 3iX 2i, 4ix 3i, or
9x 12 cm.
It is beautifully made, and is not

No.

approached in perfection of design by
larging attachment selling at similar

No.

No.
Price

1459/1,

for cameras

includes

4^X3^

or

any en¬
price.

9x12

1444/12,

with

focussing

6

2^X11,

special

MENTION

leaflet

on

Zeiss

. .

catalogue

Tessar

and

on

£7

12

but with
. . £10

mount,

IffXl^

to 3^X2^,

for

6

Zeiss
2
6

f/3.5 in

negatives

smaller

£10

5

0

application.

application.

IKOX
"THE

Miraphot

up

f/6.3

1445/12, as above,
Tessar f/4.5 ..

0

but
with'Zeiss
.. £13
17
6

for negatives

Novar

lamp.

ZEISS
PLEASE

1445/2,
with

cm.

£2 12

For 3iX2i or 3^X2^ cameras an additional
adapter is required, extra charge 1/6.
Mirax

up^to 9x
Novar
f/6.12
8

giving
which
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TELEPHOTO
Leica

Camera

fitted with

\2An.

SPECIALISTS

f/4.5

Dallmeyer New Large Aden Telephoto
Lens. 16 linear magnifications, 36 times
increase in area. Price
Lens fitted .

of Telephoto
£19
0 0

If

J. H. DALLMEYER
Ltd. can rightfully
claim to come within

optical

It’s

write

this category due to
their many ramifica¬
tions, manufacturing
Dallmeyer T.-P. Sports Camera fitted with
40-in. f/8 Dallon Tele-Anastigmat Lens. 5
and listing in their
linear magnifications, 25 times increase in
area. The ^-plate Reflex can be used
catalogue lenses from
alone with any standard Dallmeyer Lens.
15 mm. to 40 inches,
Price complete .
£125
0 0
having apertures from
f/1.5. They are further prepared to place their
research department at the disposal of clients for
the production of special equipment.

J. H. DALLMEYER
31, MORTIMER
Works

: DALLMEYER

STREET,
RD., N.W.10.

or call on us.

LTD.

LONDON,
Phones : Museum

W.1
6022-3.

Agfa 16-mm. Movex Camera fitted with 1 2-in. f/5.6 Dallon TeleAnastigmat Lens.
15^ linear magnifications, 130 times increase

I

in area.
and

WRATTEN

equipment for use
in connection with
Photography
or
Cinematography,

LIGHT

Price,

Monocular

telephoto
Finder

lens

with

complete

decentralizing

with

supporting

eyepiece.

FILTERS

As the result of extensive study of sensitizing dyes carried out in the Kodak Research
Laboratories, both the speed and colour sensitivity of Eastman Panchromatic
Films have been greatly increased. The new standards attained necessitated revision
of the series of Wratten Orthochromatic Filters.
The two “K” filters are the same as those previously supplied xmder these names.
The K3 is now obsolete, the improvements in sensitizing having made it unnecessary.
The two new filters are :

Kl. A pale yellow filter which should be
used when only a slight colour correction is
needed, or when exposure must of necessity
be short. May be used with any of the
Eastman Panchromatic Films.
K2. A yellow
rection. For use
Panchromatic
matic Process
Panchromatic

XI. A pale green filter for use with
Eastman Portrait Panchromatic Film by
half-watt light or for Eastman Super-sensi¬
lamp.
tive Panchromatic Film by daylight or arc

filter giving full colour cor¬
with Eastman Commercial
Film, Eastman Panchro¬
Film and Eastman Portrait
Film.

These filters are not intended for use with a i6 mm.

X2. A deeper green filter for use with
Eastman Super-sensitive Panchromatic
Film by half-watt light.
cine-camera, for which special filters are supplied.

A leaflet “New Wratten Filters and their Uses” describes these
filters more fully. It may be had free on application to —

KODAK LIMITED (WRATTEN DIVISION)
KINCSWAY LONDON W.C.2
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Negative Washing
WHERE it is desired to give nega¬

tives a thorough washing in
the shortest space of time,
there are certain minor difficulties
to be surmounted. It is true that
chemical methods may be employed
for the elimination of hypo, but the
products of such “ elimination ” have
themselves to be disposed of.
There is little doubt that it is more

satisfactory to remove the unwanted
hypo with plain water, and since
most photographers have access to
this in fair quantities the task is not a
hard one, provided only that efficient
methods are employed.
A Principle.
Probably the most effective method
relies upon the fact that the hypo
contamination, being heavier than
plain water, is prone to fall to the
bottom of the washing-tank.
For this reason, it is useless to
allow the upper levels of water ,to

Simplified

run down the waste pipe whilst the
lower levels in contact with the nega¬
tives are not removed.
The practical adaptation of this
principle is not difficult, and may be
carried out by suspending the ordinary
rack high in a tank or bath of water —
which, of course, is under suitable
control.
Further Efficiency.
This method of washing is quite
simple, and is in part dependent upon
the manner of use. The facility of
working is much influenced by this,
and further efficiency may be intro¬
duced by careful attention to the
details.
It is desirable first of all to have the
bath
plug
fixed
made

or tank provided with a waste
at the bottom. This should be
partially open, a rubber band
to cover both the top and bottom

of the plug being very useful in this
connection. Then, assuming the ves¬

S. E. L. MOIR.

sel to have

been

almost

filled at the

start, a constant height of water may
be maintained merely by adjusting the
inflow from the tap to correspond with
the effluence through the waste pipe.
Finishing.
Certain

impurities in the water

may

leave
thin deposit
of “ scum
” in
contacta with
the negative
emulsion.
This, of course, must be removed
before the negati\'es are put by for
drying. My own plan is to hold
the affected negatives beneath fresh
water running from the tap and to
remove the scum by wiping with a
soft sponge. I then briefly rinse, and
absorb the sui'plus water with a
dampened chamois.
At this stage, the operation is
finished and the negatives ready for
drying. Efficiency has not
sacrificed, and washing has
accomplished in minimum time.

been
been

Exhibitions and Competitions AND ^TmiE.
The

Amateur

Photographer

Monthly

Competitions

ners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
28. Rules in the issue of January 25.

for Begin¬

Entries, February

" Nature in Winter ” Competition. £10 in cash and books
by Beverley Nichols awarded as prizes by Jonathan Cape,
Ltd. Closing date, March 31. Entries to be addressed to
“ Nature in Winter” Competition, The Amateur Photographer,
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. For further
particulars see issue dated January ii.
Preston Scientific Society Annual Open Photographic
Exhibition. — February 6-18. Exhibition Secretary, F. Wells,
65, Powis Road, Ashton-on- Ribble, Preston, Lancs.
South London P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, February
18-March 19. Hon. Exhibition Secretary, B. C. Rayment,
44, Priory Road, Kew, Surrey.
Scottish National Salon, Aberdeen. — February 18-March ii.
Secretary, Miss Hilda M. Bailey, 63, Watson Street, Aberdeen.
Leicester and Leicestershire P.S. International E.xhibition.
— February 20-25. Secretary, Wm. E. Harpham, 28, Chaucer
Street, Leicester.
York and D.P.S. International Salon. — Open, February
24-25. Particulars from N. J. Rushton, Tall Timbers, Hull
Road, York.
Pittsburgh Salon. — -Open, March 17-April 16. Secretary,
B. H. Chatto, 1300, Milton Avenue, Pittsburgh, 18, Pa., U.S.A.
Birkenhead P.A. Annual Exhibition. — -Entry forms due,
February 8 ; prints, February 15 ; open, March 8-1 1. Secre¬
tary, F. W. C. Hollett, 8, Snowdon Road, Birkenhead.
City of London and Cripplegate P.S. Annual Exhibition. —
Entries, February 13 ; open, March 6-8. Hon. Exhibition
Secretaries, H. G. Reese Jones, 18, Wood Street, E.C.2, and
J. R. P. Hilliard, 86, Downton Avenue, Streatham Hill, S.W.2.
Birmingham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms due,
February 14; exhibits, February 18,; open, March 4-18.
Particulars from G. G. Heathcock, Essex House, 27, Temple
Street, Birmingham.
G.E.R. Mechanics Institute P.S. Exhibition. — -Open class.
Entries due, February 22 ; open, March 7 and 8. Entry forms
from A. G. Barker, 24, Willow Street, Romford, Essex.
Prague International Salon. — Entries, March i ; open, April
8-22. Entry forms from Association of Czechoslovak Amateur
Photographic Societies, Riegrovo Nabiezi, 22, Prague II,
Czechoslovakia.

Chicago World’s Fair International E.xhibition, 1933. —
Entries, March i ; open, June i-October 31. Enquiries to
“ 1933 Salon,” Chicago Camera Club, 137, North Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
Hackney P.S. Annual E.xhibition. — Entries, March 7 ;
open, March 29-April i. Secretary, Walter Selfe, 24, Pembury
Road, Clapton, E.5.
Bolton Camera Club International Exhibition. — Entries,
March 8 ; open, April 1-8. Further particulars and entry
forms from John B. .4dshead, 69, Hastings Road, Bolton, Lancs.
Victorian (Australia) International Salon (Melbourne Athe¬
naeum Art Gallery). — Open, April 24-May 6. Secretary,
C. Stuart Tompkins, Junction, Camberwell, E.6, Melbourne,
Australia.
Barry C.C. International Salon. — Entries, March ii ; open,
March 20-25. Particulars from J. ^H. White, Exhibition
Secretary, Barry Camera Club, Y.M.C.A., Barry, South Wales.
Bishop Auckland P.S. Annual Salon. — ^Entries, March 14 ;
open, March 22-25. Entry forms from T. Ambler, 18, Ray
Gardens, Cockton Hill, Bishop Auckland, Co. Durham.
Bridge of Allan and District Photographic Society Inter¬
national Salon. — Entries, March 28 ; open, April 15—29.
Particulars from Mrs. Brown, Jun., The Studio, Bridge of
Allan, Scotland.
Third International Salon, San Diego, Fine Arts Gallery
(under auspices of Camera Enthusiasts of San Diego). — Entries,
April I ; open, April 21-May 14. Particulars from Miss Ruth
Kilbourne, 4225, Arden Way, San Diego, CaUfornia, U.S.A.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Annual Exhibition
(Open Classes). — Entries, April 6 ; open, April 28-May 7.
Particulars from J. Ainger Hall, Hon. Exhibition Secretary, 10,
Kitson Road, London, S.W.13.
Beckenham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, April 6-12.
Secretary, F. H. Elliott, 31a, Worbeck Road, Anerley, S.E.20.
Midland Salon, City Art Gallery, Leicester. — Entries, May
6 ;

open.

May

27-June

24.

Particulars

from

Hon.

Secretaries,

W. Bailey and A. E. Tracey, Cank Street, Leicester.
Northern Photographic Exhibition (Bradford). — Entries,
May 13 ; open, June 17- August 20. Entry forms from A.
Greenwood, Myrtle Dene, Harrogate Road, Bradford.
Cardiff C.C. World’s Masters Salon. — -Entries, May 14 ; open,
June 9-24. Entry forms and particulars from G. H. Palmer,
Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Y.M.C.A., Cardiff.
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By W.
Physical

PYE.

inconvenience

may

be

experienced when seeking these sub¬
jects. Sound footwear or waders
and warm clothing are' necessary.
These technical requirements
should be noted. Lenses with a

February

Fill-Dyke.

WHATEVER changes of weather the photo¬

grapher can expect during any month of
the year, he can be certain of only two
kinds in February — rainy or severely wintry.
Wintry weather is not at all certain, but rain can
certainly be counted upon.
When this subject is followed for pictorial effect, the
main idea will be to enhance the beauty of the scene
portrayed by a careful choice of composition. I.ittle
bits with strong accents will serve better than wide,
general views. These can be found in the pools and
puddles of a country road, or in the meadow that has
escaped the general inundation.
There are also reflections of wooded hillocks surrounded
by water, patches of protruding reeds and rushes, farmbuildings or shacks, all of which arc simple subjects
making delightful pic¬
tures when carefully
composed. The path of
the setting sun in the
water is also worth con¬
sideration. This should
not be taken in the

Wintry Reflections.

front combination require to
be well hooded all round.

full glare, but just as
the sun is entering be¬
hind, or emerging Irom,
a cloud. If there is a

Reflected light from the water
will cause flare, as also will

thin coating of ice, this
high-light will be re¬
strained somewhat.
On rare occasions
the flooded fields become
skating rinks, when the
alert amateur will be
all out to get the varied
incidents associated
with this elusive sport.
12

bright light' from the sky.
A tripod will be essential,
for where heavy shadows and
reflections are concerned more

The Swans at Home.
120

than a snapshot exposure will
be required even at midday.
One cannot presume too much
upon the amount of light from
sky and water, unless the _
subject is very open.

X,
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Fill-Dyke
and the Pictures it Provides.

Panchromatic plates or films will
give the best rendering of the subtle
tones of these subjects. Backed
plates are essential, of course.
Beware of over-development, for

The Road

to the Farm.

indeed also the case with many other branches of photography : the prints produced may be records or pictures.
There is no definite line of demarcation between the
two, and what is intended mainly as a record may well
have distinct pictorial quality. Such a subject as
a flooded street with boats taking provisions to the
marooned residents would be a record, and is the sort of
thing that is likely to get into the papers. A tine sky
reflected in winter floods would be taken for the pictorial
effect, and most “ art editors " would reject it as having
no “ news value.” Both classes of prints, however,
have their value and interest.

A

Coti)it)'y Road

in February.

this destroys the Ikjuid appearance
of the water, and tends to chalky
whiteness on the prints.
An ample supply of material
should always be to hand on these
excursions. One spot may provide
many pictures from different aspects,
and an exposure in hand is worth
two in the shop.
The classes of subjects under
consideration may
be roughly
divided into two categories, as is
I2I

13
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Every week an article will appear under this heading dealing
with a topic of interest to the novice in photography.
INTERIOR

SUBJECTS.— II.

y%S I foretold last week 1 am dealing with some more
interior subjects, and it is quite possible that I may
discover one or two others for next week. There
is no stopping

me

once I get going.

It is generally a good sign when

we

can show

a photo¬

graph, and add " and thereby hangs a tale ” ; and I think
I can spin a short yarn about each of the four illustrations.
Years ago I took a series of photographs of Cobham
Hall, the home of the Uarnleys. My half-plate camera had
only three double slides, and I used to take an extra halfdozen plates in a plate-box, and reload on the premises.
To many of the rooms there were double doors, and I used
to shut myself in the space between them, put a rug along
the bottom crack of each door, and then sit on the floor
and change my plates in peace and darkness.
used some strange dark-rooms in my time.
The imposing music room, with its elaborate

I have
French

{■ iNUlIIWINj
IVimTiOKJQ
L

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

Jor the
decorations in white and gold, gave me trouble. The
lighting was from windows reaching nearly from floor to
ceiling, all on one side. There were red blinds, and they
were only partly drawn up, so that the upper part of the
room was in a sort of red shadow. I was using ordinaryplates, and naturally the top part of the negative was
thinner than the lower part. I could only make a decent
print by shading during part of the exposure.
This would not have mattered except that I wanted
a considerable number of prints. So I made a positive
on a plate, giving the necessary shading as in making a
print, and from the positive I produced a new negative.
As the illustration shows, the trouble has been remedied.
The altar tomb is in the near-by Church of St. Mary
IMagdalene, in the village of Cobham. It is a fine example
of its kind, in black marble and alabaster, painted and
gilded. The date is 1588 — Armada year. Round the
tomb are kneeling figures of the knight and his lady,
recumbent above ; the knight being one of the Lords of
Cobham, Sir George Broke, who was the last English
Governor of Calais. His helmet has for its crest the head
of a Saracen.
In the deep shadows near the roof of the chancel were
several helmets, and amongst them was the original of
the one carved on the tomb. With a field glass I could
examine it in detail, and the deathly realism of the Saracen’s
face was somewhat disconcerting in a dim and silent
church. In those days I had no telephoto lens, or I would
certainly have tried to add another to my indoor records of

Music
14

Room,

Cobham

Hall.

122

Altar Tomb, Cobham,

Kent.
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objects with a story.
The two illustra¬
tions to which I have
so far referred may

object. This particular chest is at the Priory at Dun¬
stable, to which I referred last week. Such old strong¬
boxes are preserved in considerable numbers not only in
ecclesiastical buildings, but in domestic dwellings as well.

be regarded as typi¬
cal examples of light
and dark interiors
respectively.

They are popularly regarded as having once been more or
less filled with coin — generally gold. They were certainly
often used as “ treasure ” chests, and they served as places
of comparative safety for plate, jewellery, clothing, docu¬
ments and so on.

The gibbet shown
in the next illustra¬
tion is by no means
a common object, as
most of those in ex¬
istence when this sort
of iron overcoat was
in frequentwear

As in the example shown the locks are often amusingly
complicated and massive, especially when there are two

have

long since been de¬
stroyed. I found this
one at the top of a
dark and narrow
staircase in the old
Town Hall at Rye.
After taking the pre¬
caution to remove
what is left of the
skull, my companion
and I brought the
gibbet downstairs,
and hung it up in a
better light. For the
benefit of those who
have not shifted a
gibbet I may say that it is terns heavier than it looks. And
I may add that it was my pleasant duty to go back alone
to fetch the skull.
Whose skull ? .^ml then comes the little story.
In the chancel of the old cluirch is an inscribed tablet
of stone let into the floor, setting forth that beneath it
lies the body of Allen Grebell, Esq., who served as Mayor
of Rye for ten years, and then was stabbed to death by a
sanguinary butcher on March 17th, 1742.
The name of the murderous butcher was John Breeds.
He was hanged in chains for the crime, and although his
gibbet is intact 'and complete, nothing visibly remains of
John himself but the upper part of his skull.
In the fourth illustration is seen a much more familiar

A SAFE

The beginner is often inclined to

look upon inteirsifiers as a
means of overcoming careless
exposure, or wrong development. The
experienced photographer needs to
resort to the process but seldom. At
the same time there are occasions when
it is desired to add to the density of
the negative, and when such is the case
the best method is that dealt with in
this article.
It is safe to say that in many cases
the result of intensification is worse
than the defect it is supposed to
remedy. There is always some risk
in re-wetting a negative after once it
has been dried. The first essential
in negatives that are to be submitted
to such after-treatment is thorough
fixation and proper washing. If the

Lock

Old Chest.

or more separate locks and keys, so that no one alone could
open the chest.
Many of these old chests have had their histories, and
could tell a tale or two ; but we seldom hear them except
in pbate stories.
This particular
one side in deep
would notice that
shadow. I don’t
considered

the

example had to be photographed
shadow. If you saw the negative
on the glass side is matt varnish over
think it does much good, but this

riaht

INTENSIFIER
latter operations are not properly
carried out, stains, which are not easy
to remove, will be caused.
Two solutions are required. They
are made up as follows :
A. Potassium bichromate
i oz.
Water . .
. .
. . 20 oz.
B. Hydrochloric
Water . .

Mechanism,

acid
. .

. .
. .

i oz.
10 oz.

A useful working solution is made
by taking 4 oz. of No. i and i oz. of
No. 2, diluted with 5 oz. of water.
The negative should be soaked in
water for about five minutes, and then
placed in the bleacher. This opera¬
tion will be rapid, and
123 the film will be
of a yellow colour. Washing will re¬
move this, after which the image must
be redeveloped in a non-staining
developer such as Azol or Rytol.

to do.

thina

W.

with
you
this
was

L. F. W.

R. M. fSsTONE
This

method

of intensification

is

quite simple, but one or two conditions
need to be observed. Bleaching, and
the washing which follows, should be
carried out in weak light. The re¬
development in the strongest light
available.
Most failures are caused by too
short a washing between bleaching
and redevelopment. The yellow stain
must be washed out ; this will take
from ten to thirty minutes. If time
is a consideration the negative may
be placed in a solution of ten per cent
potassium metabisulphite ; this will
discharge the stain rapidly.
The negative should be left in the
developer for at least ten minutes
for the operation to be completed. No
fixing is necessary, only washing.
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.

COUSLAND

From

information communicated

IT was not so very many yesterdays when in boyhood

I was surrounded by several well-known and
esteemed photographers in the city of Edinburgh —
all keen exhibitors — the late William Crooke and his first
apprentice, the late Swan Watson ; and to this day ' Auld
Reekie ' can produce some outstanding artists and tech¬
nicians. Edward Drummond
Young, my severe and
respected teacher at the College of Art, Edinburgh ;
J. B. Johnstone of Moffat, W. B. Hislop and J. Campbell
Harper were among them.
“ Then, going farther back into the past, such names as
those of Clarke Maxwell and 1), O. Hill are names which
resound

throughout

the world.

youngster

possessing

to our Special Representative.

s. flair for photography could help being inspired by seeing,
from time to time, their works, for an Edinburgh laddie
could visit the Scottish art galleries and see a complete
collection of D. O. Hill’s delightful prints. What an
inspiration I He was a believer in straight photography,
thorough in wet plate technique, sound in placing his
subject on the plate, and he enjoyed making his compositions
as if on canvas. Many of his brother Scots have been
influenced by their master, David Octavius Hill.
" To this day, straight photography is the popular wayMuch can be said for and against such processes as bromoil,
bromoil transfer, etc., but we have wandered forward, out
of imitations, stunts and surprises to the straight, clean
bromide print, surely the ideal ex¬
hibition picture — no faking, no photo¬
montage, no superimpression, no
photogravure, no artificial clumsy
oiling of motley shadows.
■' All such stunts are unnatural ;
and I am convinced that in future
exhibitions the fashionable work will
be clean, straight photography. Many
say we are influenced by the cinema.
We certainly see straight photography
that is seen and conceived by producer,
director and camera with an alert eye,
portraying charm, beauty, truth and
actuality. My answer to the question
how I make an exhibition print is,
therefore, by the straightest possible
means ; a clean negative, correctly
illuminated, fully exposed, with detail
in the shadows, and a true rendering
from high-light to the deepest shadow,
using panchromatic stock.
“ The print, either by contact or
enlargement, should again be straight,
and on black - and - white bromide
paper. It is interesting to note that
many international exhibitors make
a point of visualising the finished
bromide print ■ before making the
exposure. While creating and con¬
ceiving the composition in taking the

124

picture I consider with
centration what I want

much con¬
exactly to

portray, and if a human being is
involved, as in the case of this Gold
Coast negative, it is essential to get an
intimate likeness, apart from projecting
The model for the picture opposite.
16

one’s own

personality.”
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BLACK

AND

WHITE,

By
{See arikle, “ How

1 make

my

Exhibition

Pictures*’

on the opposite page.)

G. CouslanD.
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GASOMETERS.
{From

the London

Salon

of Photography.)

I. Bertoglio.

8, 1933
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A

HEAD.

By
(From the Advanced

Workers*

Competition,)

a. C. Millest.
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I. — “ Columns'*
By Arthur

S. Paris.

6. — “ Pompeii."
By

0. X. Casdangli.

February

2. — “ The Cab Rank.'
By H.

V. Ross.

3. — “ Remembrance.'*
By Walter Skinner.

y. — '‘Old Age."
By L. W. Gray.

4. — “ Nieuport War Memorial."
By M. S. McCarthy.
8. — "Ruins, Whitby Abbey."
By H. Sherrington.

5. —

‘ Hadleigh

8, 1933

Castle.'

0- — " Pouey and Glory."
By J. Buss.
By H. H. Langmuir.
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PICTURES oftke WEEK
O Criti
^
on the Beginners’ prints reproduced on
oome
cal1
Comments
opposite page.

The pictorial idea, perhaps, is
expressed

in No. 7 of the prints

on the opposite page — “ Old
Age,” by L. W. Gray — to a greater
degree than in any of the others.
The effect of sunshine on the whitefronted cottage has been very well
seen, and its luminosity, compared
with the lower tone of the sky, is
excellently conveyed.
Evening

Sunshine.

Such effects of light are most
attractive. They only seem, to occur
when the sun is at a low altitude, as
at evening or early morning, and do
not last for very long.
Moreover, they are often jirevented
by the presence of mist or fog or
cloud, and, in consequence, their
appearance is infrequent. The beauty
of the effect is enhanced by its rarity.
But, though the idea is there, its
rendering, as far as this print is
concerned, suffers not a little from an
apparent exaggeration.
The sky is too dark and the front
of the house too bright to be artisti¬
cally satisfying. In actuality, it is
just possible that it may be a literal
transcript of the scene as it appeared,
but whether this be the case or not,
it is sufficiently far removed from the
impression that would usually be
suggested to create a sense of falsity.
It is, however, far more likely that the
excess of contrast arises, here, from a
measure of under-exposure accom¬
panied by an insufficient allowance in
development for the contrast of the
subj ect.
If the exposure were barely enough
the tendency would be for all the
tones, except the lights, to be rendered
a shade or so darker than if the ex¬
posure were adequate. Under-exposure
alone would increase the contrast
between the tones of the sunlit wall
and that of the sky.
Tonal

Exaggeration.

Moreover, the subject contrast, as
may easily be seen on reference to
the reproduction, is much greater
than normal, and, in order that this
may be counteracted, it is necessary
for the time of development of the
negative to be curtailed.
But, as no allowance appears to
have been made, the full contrast is
recorded in the print, i.e., as far as its

range permits. Some of the high¬
light detail, as the shadows are not
over-printed, are missing. This un¬
desirable state of affairs is inevitable

measurably greater, and they could
have been regarded as achieving the
idea which led to their production.

if a subject of high contrast is de¬
veloped for a normal time, but, while
it is not now possible, short of having
recourse to the risky expedient of
reduction, to alter the negative, an

Nos. 5 and 8, " Hadleigh Castle,”
by J. Buss, and ” Ruins, Whitby
Abbey,” by H. Sherrington, are no
less sound from the point of view of
craftsmanship ; but, in the absence of
any special effect of nature, they, with

improved rendering'can be obtained by
substituting a paper of softer charac¬
teristics for that employed.

No. 4, can only be regarded

The general tone of the print would
be more harmonious ; the tonal ex¬
aggeration would be largely removed,
and the rendering of the effect would
more nearly approach the visual
impression.
It would not be possible, however,
for the suggested substitution to
correct the result of under-exposure
as far as the absence of modulation

To make a representation of ruins
into a picture, or to incorporate an
artistic idea, it is almost always
necessary to arrange for the inclusion
either of an effect of sunlight or

in the darkest portions is concerned.
The shadows of the foliage of the
tree in the background would remain
blank and empty ; and though, in this
instance, their absence is not very
vital, it might easily have happened
that darks of equal depth might have
been present in an important part of
the picture, and, had that occurred,
it would have been utterly spoilt.
Excess of Contrast.
It has been seen how this excess of
contrast impairs the artistic appeal
of the i>icture. The same fault exists,
to a not inappreciable degree, in
No. I, ” Columns,” by Arthur S. Paris,
which, but for this, would exhibit
something of a similar pictorial attrac¬
tion to the former.
The composition is good ; there is a
suggestion of design, and the effect of
sunshine and mist is nicely trans¬
mitted. The too great contrast, how¬
ever, creates a feeling of harshness,
which would certainly not be present
in the subject itself, and, to remedy
matters, the only course is to adopt a
like substitution of printing paper as
recommended for No. 7.
Better tonal harmony is shown by
No. 4, " Nieuport War Memorial,” by
M. S. McCarthy, which is technically
13
excellent, and which 9points the way
to the authors of the two prints
previously discussed. Had they the
same degree of workmanship, their
artistic appeal

would

have

been

im¬

Pictures

as records.

or Records.

anotlier of nature’s many moods.
A dramatic sky, for example, may
turn the interest which lies in the place
and which impels its assessment as a
record into a picture in which the
attraction of tiie mood exceeds its
interest as a place. In this event,
the pictorial content exceeds the
topographical, and, instead of a record,
the effort may be regarded as a
picture. If the ruins in Nos. 5 and 8
were so treated, their artistic qualities
would be enhanced, and, in like man¬
ner, a powerful sky would be the
making of Nos. 3 and 6, ” Remem¬
brance,” by Walter Skinner, and
” Pompeii,” by O. X. Casdangli.
There is, however, no indication of
anything of the kind in the prints,
though they are not altogether without
tone ; but, in a case like any of these,
tone is insufficient, and a really forceful
sky is what is needed.
The clouds in No. 9, ” Power and
Glory,” by H. H. Langmuir, are well
marked, but, while they suit the
subject, they are not the type of
thing that the others want.
Storm is the impression that should
be conveyed, and nothing less will
meet these cases.
” Power and Glory ” suffers some¬
what from the viewpoint being too
near, and from the distortion resulting
from the camera being held with a
tilt. These defects should have been
noticed and corrected at the time of
exposure, and the only remedy now
available is by printing by projection,
either the negative- or paper-holder
being tilted till the verticals are
parallel with each other and the edges
of the paper.

" Mentor.”
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Vicforial Analysis

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

GASOMETERS,”
as they become more

Not everyone will find the subject
material

of this picture in
accordance with his precon<ceived notions of what a picture
should be. Most people think of a
picture as a representation of a land¬
scape or seascape ; ceVtain archi¬
tectural subjects or old-fashioned street
scenes may be considered as suitable
material ;
portraiture and figure
studies have a place ; but
that subjects of an industrial
character may be entitled
to rank with these on level
terms does not seem to be so
universally accepted.
Industrial

by L Bertoglio.
is not

distant, tend to
lose what contrast of tone they may
possess, to become lighter in their
general key, and gradually to lose
their sense of form. Put in a technical

way, the vertical planes diminish in
value as they recede ; their light and
shade or chiaroscuro is not so defined,
and, eventually, a flat tint is all that
is required for their representation.

To some extent or other, this
feature — which is what is meant by
aerial perspective — must be present
in every picture where there is any
distinction of planes, or if it contains
objects at different distances.

With¬

out it, it is impossible to con¬
vey any feeling of distance, and
the valuable qualities of air
and space naturally depend
upon it for their existence.
Atmospheric

Effect.

Subjects.
The greater the presence of
atmospheric mist, the greater
is the distinction between the

Yet, when they are shown
a picture of this type, they
are forced to admit that it
has, at least, an attraction

planes ; and, when accom¬
panied by a feeling of lumin¬
osity and light, mist lends an
enchantment to a scene that
ordinarily it would not possess.
It does this partly by the

that is equal to the more popu¬
lar types of subject, and, in
addition, it has a character
of its own.
It is possibly for these
reasons that the photographer,
as a rule, refrains from
attempting pictorial work
amidst industrial surround¬
ings ; but the success which
this example achieves, and
that attained by many in¬
stances at our foremost exhi¬
bitions, is sufficient to demon¬
strate the opportunities that
occur, and not only occur,
but offer themselves in the
most unpromising quarters.
Here, the subject is a
portion of a gasworks. There
is a tremendous impression
of size, the enormous pro¬
portions of the structure in
comparison with the tiny fig¬
ure being greatly in evidence ;
there is a suggestion of design in the
pattern formed by the shapes and per¬
spective lines of the various erections ;
and the whole is graced by the intro¬
duction of an effect of light and at¬
mospheric mist. The presence of the
latter, besides its value as an effect, is
also advantageously employed in the
suppression of detail and in the way it
stresses the aerial perspective.
Planes

only appreciably lighter, but
practically all sense of form is lost,
and it appears as a flat tint or even
mass of tone.

in Perspective.

It is a well-known

fact that objects,

unusual

aspect

it confers ;

partly by the simplification
effected by the suppression
of detail ; and partly by the
glamour of mystery which it
imparts. It hides or veils
things that would usually be
clearly seen, and, by force of
suggestion, appeals to the
imagination.
The impression of distance,
too, is enhanced,

and,

alto¬

gether, the presence of atmos¬
phere is a highly desirable
adjunct in pictorial work,
even when it is a subsidiary
rather than the main artistic
motive. Here, its importance
is unquestionable, and that
it is well conveyed is un¬
deniable. It is the main
It will be seen, in this instance,
that the verticals at the extreme right
and left (i and 2) are darker, with the
exception of the figure, than anything
else. The pylon in the centre (3) is
lighter, though, if it were as near, its
tone might be expected to be about
the same as i and 2, and the pylon
next to the first (4) is a shade lighter
than (3). The tvvo following are
lighter still, their lack of contrast
becoming noticeable, and, lastly, the
tone of the gasometer in the distance

theme, and, really, it is this that
makes the picture. With this in
mind, it will become apparent how
subservient the actual material is,
for, although it is an obvious ne¬
cessity, what it is composed of is
of less significance than the effect.
So that it appears that if the rnotive
can be exalted above the material,
and is clearly and well expressed, the
actual subject is immaterial, and can
be found in scenes of industry as well
as anywhere
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rrespondence
The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
CLEANING

FILMS.

Sir, — As a reader of your periodical of many years’ standing,
and as an analyst, I cannot allow a statement made by Peter
Collin, in an article entitled " Cleaning and Preparing Films
for Projection,” on page 70 of a recent issue, to pass without
comment.
I refer to paragraph 5, wherein he suggests that ether should
be used for cleaning purposes in preference to petrol, as the
latter is " extremely inflammable.” I would like to point out
to your correspondent that ether is considerably more inflam¬
mable and certainly more dangerous for the ordinary user.
I would suggest that suitable solvents for this purpose would
be either carbon tetrachloride or, should a lower boiling solvent
be required, the use of chloroform would be ideal. Both of
these have the definite advantage that they are non-inflam¬
mable.
Wishing

your paper

every success. — Yours, etc.,
A. J. THORNTON.

WIDE-ANGLE

LENSES

ON

REFLEX.

Sir, — Your correspondent, Mr. Nicholas M. Bray, enquires in
a recent “A.P.” whether it is practicable to fit and use a wideangle lens on a reflex camera.
I experienced the identical difficulty, such as he describes.
Recently I fitted an ii-cm. Protar on to my J-plate Soho with
exceptionally pleasing results. Theoretically, this lens gives
about 105 degrees, but despite the intricate fitting involved I
am securing approximately 95 degrees. Usually upon this
camera I employ an 8^-inch Tessar, which gives me barely
55 degrees.
If Mr. N. M. Bray will communicate with me at 3, Westfield
Avenue, Harpenden, Herts, I have no doubt that I shall be
able to render some assistance to him. — Yours, etc.,
STANLEY
M. BALLANCE.
THE

CAMERA

FOR

PICTORIAL

WORK.

Sir, — There will be many who disagree with Mr. Grant in
his dictum on the size of camera for pictorial work. One
willingly accepts his ruling that the real artist does his real
work in his head, but if that same artist carts about a half-plate
camera I think his feet come in for an undue share.
Such cameras as the Leica, the Rolleiflex, etc., effectively
dispose of his opinion as to size, for with their mechanical
certainty of a perfect negative (when used properly), a great
part of the “ pictorial work ” will be done in the enlarger.
I Has Mr. Grant ever considered the size of the negative when
he has seen a really pictorial section of film pass over the
screen at the “ flicks ” ?
That he can liken his early experience to that of an author
with a pen and nothing to write is no evidence against the
pocket camera, but rather of his own lack of understanding at
that time. A picture does not lie in a finder or a focussing
screen, but in the scene before him. He now recognises this
{vide his last paragraph), arid I venture to think that having
acquired experience (and 1 have seen his good work) he should
now do equally good work with both types.
But he must learn that first-class pictorial work can be done
with any camera of any size from the Brownie upwards. In
other words, it is the man behind the instrument, and the
latter is just the choice of tool that the former finds suits him,
and the type (not size) that is most suitable for the kind of
work he most desires to do.
What Mr. Grant really needs to consider is not size of
negative, but rather what is the focal length of lens relative
to size of negative, for then he will be going to the root of
things.— Yours, etc.,
C. RAE GRIFFIN.

to their queries and strictures in my feature article, “ Modern
Miniature
Cameras,” in the recently published B.J. Almanac,
1933Whilst I am on the job, however, perhaps a few further
remarks may be permis.sible here.
Since perfectly satisfactory big pictorial enlargements can
be and are being done from miniature camera negatives,
convincing specimens of which may be seen in the big photo¬
graphic stores and on exhibition walls ; and many fine reproduc¬
tions appear in the Studio annual, " Modern Photography,”
1932 — and I make some myself, it is manifest that those who
fail to do likewise must be wrong somewhere in their procedure.
Havingdifferent
spent some
year’s incameras
the intensive
and at
use the
of
several
miniature
I havestudy
arrived
conclusion that ninety per cent of unsatisfactory enlargements
are due to absolutely unsuspected movement of the camera
during exposure ; and most of the remainder through over¬
exposure.
As regards the grain of the film showing in a big enlargement
of 12x10 or more, the comfortable viewing distance renders
any slight graininess invisible ; but since such sizes gain
rather than lose by a slight diffusion during enlarging, the
graininess is easily avoided altogether.
I maintain that the miniature camera is perfectly suitable for
pictorial photography ; but
Yours, etc.,
UNEVEN

it has to be mastered first.- —
WILLIAM
ALEXANDER.

DEVELOPMENT.

Sir, — In your issue of December 21st, G. S. P. (Croydon)
asks the reason for the edges of gaslight prints developing up
before the centre. 'This trouble, which is quite real and fre¬
quently encountered, is not due so much to the thinness of
the negative, as to the extreme contrast in the paper usually
used with such a negative.
The circular beam of light which passes through the lens
to the centre of the plate or film is slightly contracted to an
oval as the edges are reached ; the edges are also slightly
farther from the lens than the centre, making the effective
aperture a fraction less. Thus it can be seen that these two
factors, not so minute as may at first be imagined, have a
tendency to under-expose the edges, even if the lens mount
does not cut off any light, which is another possibility. When
printing on a very contrasty paper, as our friend G. S. P. was
probably doing, there may be a noticeable darkening towards
the edges of the print, especially when just beginning to
develop out, although it evens up considerably upon full
development. To avoid it being too pronounced the developer
should be fresh, not too warm, and the paper must be correctly
exposed.
It need not, however, except in e.xtreme cases, be taken as
a serious fault, as a slight deepening of the tones towards the
edges throws a greater importance towards the principal object
of the picture, which is usually more in the centre.
I should be obliged if you would communicate this reply to
G. S. P. either through your pages or direct, and trust that by
the observance of those points regarding developer and ex¬
posure his trouble may be minimised. — Yours, etc.,
G. H. SMITH.
(Montreal, Canada.)
INDOOR

PORTRAITURE.

Sir, — I appreciate Mr. R. Bassett Bullock’s reply, *under
" Indoor Portraiture,” in your issue of January iith.
Mr. Bullock uses faster plates, a larger lens, and more light
than myself, yet, taking these differences into account, his
exposure as compared with mine shows a proportionate
decrease.
What I would still like to know, and perhaps either Mr.
Bullock or Mr. Fox can explain, is, why it is necessary for Mr.
Fox, who uses more light and a larger lens than myself, to
give 40 seconds exposure. — -Yours, etc., F. J. WHYMAN.

Sir, — I am sorry that this communication is so circumstanced
as to appear in the nature of a little self-advertisement, but I
am desirous merely of being helpful to fellow-readers.
I believe that Mr. C. S. Grant and others will find the answer
131
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Soho

“ Precision

A high-grade

” Camera.

folding camera,

in 3^X2!

size, which

has

been appropriately named the “ Precision ” camera,
has just been introduced by Soho, Ltd. (Soho Square, W.i).
It is a refreshing change at last from the long string of
short-extension cameras of the vest-pocket type, excellent
in their own sphere but without the universal utility that
a triple extension and a generous rise of front can give.
This instrument is as simple for the snapshotter as any
folding camera with
a big-aperture lens
and a Compur shut¬
ter can be ; but on
the other hand it
has a range of
facilities for more
serious work which
makfe it distinctive,
and it is a camera
which many a pic
torial worker

A film-pack adapter costs 35s., and it happens to be a
good one because it is the standard adapter fitted to the
Soho reflex, used on this camera without any modification
whatever.

12-inch Lens for a Leica Camera.
There seems to be no end to the adaptability of the
Leica camera. The latest instance of its versatility is its
employment for long-range natural history work
i2-in. Dallmeyer f/4.5 Telephoto lens.

with

a

This lens has just been fitted to a Leica by Messrs. J.'H.
Dallmeyer (31, Mortimer Street, W.i) at the request of a
customer, and the firm are prepared to equip other Leicas
with this addition to their resources.

and

photographer who
wishes to link up
his photography with some
scientilic hobby will like.

other

scientific or

semi-

With outside dimensions of 5 x 2J X 4I- in., it is not
bulky, and its weight, 2 lb. 2 oz., is not a severe burden.
The body is of hardened light metal, built to stand
equally well the Tropics, the I’olar regions or the rigours of
an English summer ! It is covered in best fine-grained
morocco with refined finish, both inside and outside.
The full extension is 11-^ in., and as some of the appro¬
priate lenses listed have a focal length of 4^ in., or go mm.,
this extension is as generous as we get on a field camera.
The racking-out is controlled by a sensibly large milled
knob, and the extension is clamped firm at any spot.
A rigid camera front with a rise of 2 in. is provided,
and there is a dropping baseboard. A swing front is also
at your service.
The neat revolving back supports the claim of the
camera to be a precision instrument — it is a nice piece of
work — and certainly makes for convenience in the use of
the instrument. There is a good wire-frame direct-vision
finder with back sights.
I was intrigued to find that the makers have added an
excellent two-way spirit level ! The optimists ! Let us
hope that this broad hint will not be overlooked.
With three double plate-holders, but no lens, the camera
costs £1^ los., and for a superior camera of this kind that
price is not dear. A good range of British-made lenses is
offered
to-date
for the
The

for the customer’s choice, each mounted in an upCompur shutter, at prices from about £-2^ upwards
whole outfit.
Ross Combinable seems to me to be a desirable

lens for such a camera, as the separate components
used with the long extension provided.
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First, the camera

needs

an

extension

tube

about

six

inches long to give the necessary back focus. Then the
1 2-in. Telephoto lens, in a focussing mount, is screwed into
one end of the tube and the dainty little Leica camera is
fixed on to the other end. The tube is made to fit the
Leica flange, interchangeably with the normal lens, and
so the use of a telephoto lens in no way alters the structure
of the camera itself, and you can return to your ordinary
Leica lens at any moment.
The Telephoto outfit is obviously meant to be used on
a tripod, and so the extension tube has a tripod-bush fitted
in the right spot, in order that the outfit shall balance well
on the tripod.
Photographers who have taken a camera to Whipsnade,
for instance, and have seen the size of the image which a
6-in. lens or 12-in. lens gives them of a lion 50 ft. away will
appreciate the reason why one Leica worker wants a 12-in.
lens for serious work on a serious little camera with which
he can fire off 36 pictures at one loading.
The f/4.5 Telephoto lens and lens hood, costing £ig, can

be fitted to any Leica with a focal-plane shutter. The
Leica with a diaphragm shutter (and there are still a few
of these to be seen in use) would obviously require a different
can be
outfit.
133
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Some Extra Uses for 16-mm. Positive Film
By J. M.

There are numerous different

ways in which i6-mm. positive
film can be used, and most of
them are well worth considering, as
the cost of this film is approximately
one-third of the price of reversal, or
negative-positive, film.
Undoubtedly the most useful way
in which this film can be utilised is
in the filming of titles, and this is a
practice which is becoming extremely
popular with many amateur cinema¬
tographers. Of course, the film is
slow in comparison with the regular
stock ; but this is compensated by
its extraordinary latitude, and its clean
working qualities during processing.
Then again, as the film is very con¬
trasty, the titles when projected
reveal that dense black and sparkling
white which is so desirable for titles.

DENTON.

The process outlined above has
great possibility ; for instance, if
some shots require lengthening, it
is only necessary to make a negative
and then print a positive ; then again,
titles with a moving background can
be made, using some shot which is
featured in the particular film. To
do this, a negative is first made from
the shot and then replaced in the
camera — the lens is also replaced.
The title to be used must be written in
white on a black background.
The title is then photographed on
the negative, the exposure being on the
full side. When the print is made,
the wonls will appear black on the
moving background, so the print

should be made on the thin side. If
this is done correctly the words are
not smothered with the background.
Positive film can be obtained in
several different tints, ranging from a
yellow to a deep blue, and titles printed
faint on this stock give to the picture
a dramatic effect ; for instance, bluecoloured titles would be suitable for
using in conjunction with night scenes
— in fact, some of the scenes themselves
might well be printed on film of this
shade, if not overdone.
Positive film can be developed by
the reversal method, or it can be
developed as a negative. The re¬
versal method is as follows : the film
is first developed

until the high-lights

The film is very useful, when gaugingshort distances or setting up a title
board, as a length of two feet or so can
easily be loaded in the dark-room, and
after being exposed it is only a matter
of a few minutes before the resultant
pictures can be examined, ft is not
necessary to use spools for lengths
under two feet.
When it happens that a small
quantity of film is required to complete
a reel, if lighting permits, positive film
can be used. The advantage of not
having to wait until fifty feet of film
is exposed amply repays the short time
taken during processing.
It is not generally known that prints
can be made with most i6-mm.
cametas, it being only necessary to
remove the lens. The method is as
follows : supposing a print is required
from some ten feet of negative film —
the negative is loaded, emulsion to
emulsion, and wound on to a 50-ft.
spool, and then run through the camera
negative towards lens mount, in front
of a 20-watt bulb. Naturally it is
necessary to make a trial to find the
exposure, but once this is found, all
future exposures can easily be made
without error.
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show strongly through the film, and
after making sure this is so, it is well
rinsed in water. The formula for

min. This is the reversing bath, and
in it the developed silver is dissolved
out of the emulsion. As a rule, this

the

operation takes only about three
minutes, and when the black image
is completely removed the film is
washed and bleached in ; water, 20 oz. ;
sodium sulphate, ^ oz. ; sulphuric
acid, 30 min. ; again washed, and

development

is found

in

each

carton of film, together with instruc¬
tions for toning the film.
Directly the film is rinsed it is
immersed in : water, 20 oz. ; bichromate
of potash, oz. ; sulphuric acid, 40

Toning

There are few film-makers who

of the staining is merely dependent on
the time for which the film is immersed
in the dye solution, it is just as easy
to get a light tint as a dark one.
Toning is a process that requires a
little more experience to obtain a
perfect result. In this case the final
colour depends upon the density of
the original film. As with a bromide
print, the best type of film for toning is
one that is bright and contrasty, with
clear high-lights. The sulphide pro¬
cess for sepia tones is probably the
best known, and is also the most useful
as it will give a good result with almost
all subjects. The more vivid type
of colour such as green or blue should
be used sparingly, and should be
confined to scenes of the moonlight
type, etc., as very often these colours
will offend rather than please the eye.
Useful effects can be made by the

Staining is the process most usually
employed, due to the greater ease of
manipulation in working. The most
common fault here is to stain the film
too darkly. The dye should be
palest tint, and should merely be
as to the presence of colour.
colour is too dark the whole tones

CASH

“ FREE-LANCE

Bv

commencing a new strip of film.
Should it be desired to develop the
film as a negative, the procedure is
the same as the above, but, instead of
reversing

the

film, it is fixed

hypo
andso. then- washed
hour or

with

for half an

and Staining Cine Film LESLIE SANSOM.

think of toning or staining
their cine shots, but it is an
undoubted fact that these processes
definitely improve certain scenes. It
can be overdone, however, and I
shudder to recall the days of the silent
cinema, when in the mystery serial
films almost all night scenes were
stained blue or green, while a house on
fire would be portrayed in a vivid red
for its entire length.
Things need not be carried this far,
and if the colour is applied with
discretion a noticeable improvement
will result.

picture will be altered.

redeveloped in the original developer.
It is not advisable to use this bath in

of the
a hint
If the
of the

combination of both toning and stain¬
ing. For example, we may have a
section in which a house catches fire.

As the depth

The scenes range from the start of
the fire, when only small flames are
visible, to the final scenes when the
whole place is a mass of flames. The
first scenes should be very lightly
tinted

with

Camera

users who

essay to make

money

that

both lightly stained and also toned.
As the effect of this double processing
is to render the film considerably more
opaque, the original positive should
be lightly printed.
This double process should not be
adopted very often, or for too great
a footage, otherwise the result will
begin to look very crude.
The chemical formulae for the various
processes can be found in any photo¬
graphic reference book. In all cases,
of course, the procedure is exactly
the same as that adopted for ordinary
photographic

and the CAMERA

” '

red dye, so diluted

it is almost pink. (" Eosine red ” is
useful here.) As the fire gets stronger
the staining is made deeper, until when
the final scenes are shown the film is

from

bromide

prints.

“5:*

their photography,

or at least to

will find in this monthly feature many helpful market tips.
can frequently be sold if the technique is good. The Bystander ,
346, Strand, London, W.C.2 ; The Taller, of the same address,
interest (that is, without a human figure fairly prominent
in the scene) cannot be sold, but human interest certainly
and The Sketch each publish a good number of hunt photo¬
adds very greatly to the chances of a sale. Some photographers,
graphs, as does the Sphere, and there is always a good oppor¬
tunity to place one or two prints with weekly newspapers.
however, particularly the shy amateur, find difficulty in
soliciting the aid of a helper and persuading him or her to
When the Press possibilities have been exhausted, really tip¬
take up the best position.
top hunting scenes may be placed before the calendar publishers.
Such camera folk, I find, frequently overlook a simple
Striking photographs with human interest (such as child
studies) are always worth submitting with a view to their use
solution of their difficulty — ^by using one or another of the
as cover pictures. One opening in this direction is offered by
self-timing shutter release gadgets, they themselves may form
the human interest for their photographs !
the Weekly Telegraph, High Street, Sheffield, and a glance at
any station bookstall will reveal how large is the number of
Cycling, The Temple Press, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.i,
though a good market for snapshots of cycling interest (such
periodicals now using photographs on the cover. It is im¬
portant to notice, however, that the subject should nicely fill
as touring pictures, interesting relics, and .so on), has definite
requirements that must be borne in mind. The inclusion of a
the available space ; a long, narrow print is useless to a maga¬
zine that uses only square pictures on its cover.
human figure is an asset here, as in other markets for photo¬
Modern Roy, , The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,
graphs, but it is important to see that the “ human interest ”
is suitably clad. Photographs in which the figures are obviously
London, E.C.4, considers photographs of boyish interest,
keen cyclists are the ones most likely to succeed. The paper
especially snapshots of the happy type. During the summer
caters very largely for club riders, and for this reason when
season, for example, photographs of happy boy hikers and
figures are included that do not “ look the part ” the prints 1 similar prints are used.
34 Attractive rural pictures, of what may be termed the
are unlikely to be accepted. The point may appear trivial,
but its observance is essential to success in selling photo¬
" placid ” type, are used by the Quiver, The Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4,
this is an alternative
graphs — not only to Cycling, but to many other papers and
magazines.
market
for
prints
which
are
returned
from the Woman'’s
Winter is the time to take hunting pictures, and these
Magazine, this latter paper using similar illustrations.
■

make

it self-supporting,

IT would be untrue to say that photographs devoid of human
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Societies will have

their meetings

Wednesday,
AccringtoQ

C.C.

Lantern

The Week^s Meetings

announced

February

Slides from

here if the syllabus is sent to us at the beginning

Monday,

8th.

Postal Club.

Birkenhead P.A. ‘‘ Press Photography.*’ F. A. Fyffe.
Borough Poly. P.S. “ Lakes of Lombardy.” Kenneth Baker.
Brighton and Hove C.C. “ London — New and Old.” A. E. Tyler.
Chorley P.S. ” Warm Tones on Bromide and Gaslight Papers.” George Lee.
Croydon C.C. “ Should Portrait Photographers be Pitied ? ” John Erith.
Darwen P.A. Discussion between J. H. Woods and J. B. Western.
Dennistoun A.P.A. Warm Tones on Clorona and a Talk on Oleobrom.”
Ealing P.S. Print Competition — Home Portraiture.
G.E.R. Mechanics Inst. P.S. “ In Tell’s Country.” R. H. Lawton.
Ilford P.S. Print Criticism. F. Naylor.
L.M.S. (London) P.S. Slide Making.
Leicester and L.P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Leigh Lit. Society P.S. Visit to Bolton Camera Club.

Ilford, Ltd.

Thursday,
and Wortley

P.S.

Exposure

February

9th.

and Development.

H. W. Brown.

Aston P.S. ” Mosques, Minarets, and Mosquitoes.” D. Gregory.
Borough of Tynemouth P.S. Still Life (Practical NightJ.
Brighouse P.S. ‘‘ With Cycle and Camera in the Yorksnire Dales.”
Bury P.S. ‘‘.The Lake District.” A. E. Benyon.
Cardiff C.C. Still-Life Competition Criticism.
City of Bradford Co-op. C.C. Oil Reinforcement. A. Walton.
Coatbridge P.A. Bromoil Circle Portfolio.
Gateshead and D.C.C. “ Portraiture.” R. Chalmers. ^
Greenock C.C, ‘‘ Athletes and Photography.” J. Millar.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. ‘‘ A Naturalist on the Amazon.”
Keighley and D.P.A. ‘‘ Lakeland.” E. Whitaker.
Letchworth C.C. Visit to the Studio, Station Road.

or from

13th

P.S. ” Alterations.” Albert Lyles.
and D.P.S. Reduction and Intensification.

time to time.

(contd.).

A. P. Campbell.

Glasgow and W.S.A.P.A. ‘‘ A Tramper Abroad.” J, B. Dykes.
Gravesend and D.P.S. ‘‘ Negative Making.” Gevaert, Ltd.
Hanley P.S. ” Wonders of the Microscope.” R. W. A. Burgess.
Kidderminster and D.P.S. Slides by the Lantern Slide Postal Club.
Leeds C.C. ” With Camera and Hide.” A. Gilpin.
LeedsForster.
University P.S. ” From Niagara to the Coastboard
Leek

N. London C.C. ” The Compleat Slide Maker.” Rev. H. O. Fenton.
Partick C.C. ” A Holiday in Northern France.” James McFarland.
Smethwick and D.P.S. “ A Chat on Plates and Films.” S. Bridgen.
South Suburban and C.P.S. ” Holidays in Gennany and Austria.” P. B. Dannatt,
Stockport P.S. ” Photography by X-Ray.”
Worcestershire C.C. ” A Glimpse of Sunny Lands.” Miss D. Snoddy.

Armlcy

Dewsbury
Erdington

of the session

February

P.S.

Baby

Cine

Demonstration.

by

Lincoln C.C. ” The Retouching of Prints.” R. M. Taylor.
Luton and D.C.C. ” A Naturalist on the Amazon.” E. A. Robins.
Maidstone and D.P.S. Developing : Members’ Discussion.
Manchester
P.S. ” Spectra Photography and Colour,” A. E. Smith
Carr.
Newcastle
(Staffs)
and Exhibition.
D.CX. ” The Amateur
Oxford P.S.
Annual
Partick C.C. Opening of Bromoil Exhibition.

Photographer

Tuesday,

February

E. A. Robins.

Monklands P.S. ” Lochs and Glens of Scotland.” G. Hamilton.
Nelson C.C. Print Evening.
Newcastle and Tyneside P.S. Retouching. Wm, Maitland.

Dodges.”

G. C. Weston.

February

10th.

Harrogate P.S. ” Alum Pot and its Caves.” H. W. Haywood.
Hinckley and D.P.S. ” Architecture.” E. R. Bull.
Ilkeston A.C. ‘‘ Some Things .Seen in Holland.”
^
I^ytonstone and Wanstead C.C. ‘‘ Exposure and Development
S. Bridgen.

of the Plate.**

Llanelly Y.M.C.A. P.S. “ Mounting with Grip-Fix.” G. J. Jones.
Morecambe, Heyshara and D.P.S. ” Three Yorkshire Gems.” J. B. Statters.
Partick C.C. Demonstration by F. T. Usher.
Poplar P.S.
Panchromatism.”
Southend-on-Sea and D.P.S. Thirtieth Birthday
Winibledon Amateur Cin(^ Club.
Obtaining
for Stills.” H. Yolland Moyse.

Saturday,

Social.
Black-and-'Wliite

February

Sheffield and Hallamshire

Exhibition.

Members’

Todmorden

P.S.

Amateur

February

Monday,

February

12th.
1 3th.
F. C. TUney.

Blackburn and D.C.C. “ The Evolution of a Photographic
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. Still Life. (Bring Cameras.)
Bournemouth C.C. “ Beauty
tion Opens.
Bradford P.S. Cind Evening.

of Bournemouth.”

Leamington and D.P.S. ” An Evening with a Cin6.”
Leeds P.S. ‘‘ A Holiday in Brittany.” J. Hadfield.
Manchester A.P.S. Annual General Meeting.

Lens.”

S. J. Beckett.

T. C. Egan.
Annual_Exhibi-

Bridge of Allan and D.P.S. " Warm Tones on Clorona,” Ilford, ’Ltd.
Chelsea P.S. “ Cambridge.” Mr. Buchanan.
City of London and C.P.S. ” This London of Ours.” G. E. W. Herbert.
Cork C.C. " The Arran Islands.” T. H. Mason.
Darwen P.A. “ Wonderlands of the Western World.” J. Dudley Johnston.

Messrs. Tliorsch & Co., Ltd., of 37, Bedford Street, Strand,
Loudon, W.C.2, inform, us that they have made arrangements
with Messrs. Garner & Jones, Ltd., of Polebrook House,
Golden Square, London, W.i, to act as wholesale distributors
for the “ Pilot” roll-film reflexes and ‘‘Patent Etui” cameras,
“ Praxidos ” enlargers, etc. This has been done in order to
afford alternative facilities for supplying this popular apparatus
to regular photographic dealers.

Messrs. J. and

Stafford P.S. ” The Amateur
Todmorden P.S. ‘‘ Afield with
Warrington P.S. ‘‘ A Glimpse
Whitehall C.C. ‘‘ At Sea with
A, E. Britton.
Wolverhampton P.S. M.C.P.F.

E. Burmaa.

D. Allen.

Poplar P.S. “ Pictorial Photography.”
Portsmouth C.C. ” Pictorial Composition.” W. R. Kay.
Royal P.S. ‘‘ Featherland.” Walter E. Higham.
Sheffield P.S. ” Alum Pot and its Caves.” H. W. Haywood.
S. Glasgow C.C. G.D.U. Joint Meeting, ‘‘ Control in Enlarging
the Negative.” J. Campbell Harper.
South Shields P.S./ Slide and Night Photography Competitions.

and2.Retouchihg

Photographer ” Prize Slides.
a Reflex.” R. Watson.
of Rural England.” O. Harris.
a Camera.” D. G. Davis. ‘‘ Monumental

Brasses,”

Portfolio and Slides.

February

15th.

Bath and County C.C. ” The Amateur Photographer
Birkenhead P.A. Studio Night.
Borough Poly. P.S. Slide Making. H. Pickwell.
Bradford P.S. Cine Section Evening.

CiniS Display by Members.

Bath P.S. “ Motive in Pictorial Photography.”
Bexley Heath P.S. Open Evening.

Hucknall and D.P.S. Members’ Exhibition.
Kilbuni and Willesden P.S. Mounting and Finishing.

Wednesday,

Miss R. M. Raeburn.

P.S.

suitable

Hackney P.S. ” Artists in the Making.” H. C. Quilter.
Halifax P.S. Y.P.U. Trophy Prints and Slides.

11th,

Edinburgh P.S. “ A Visit to Salzburg.”
HacJ<ney P.S. Kensington Gardens.
Hull P.S. Annual Exhibition Closes.

Sunday,

Pictures

J. Clegg.

14th.

York

Friday,

L. H. A.

Beckenham P.S.
A Continental Travelogue.” G. H. Robinson.
Birmingham P.S. ” Enlarged Paper Negatives.” W. Stuttard.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. ” Composition.” W. Jones.
Cambridge P.C. ” Portraiture.” R. Chalmers.
Derby Rly. Inst.
” The
South Cotswolds.” Annual General Meeting.
Dunfenulinc
P.A.p.S.
S.P.F.
Slides.
Exeter
C.C.and‘‘ Picturesque
Landscapes
in'Many
Lands.”Sale.
Forest Hill
D.P.S. Practical
Evening
and Jumble

‘‘ Dark-room

and

Preston C.C. ‘‘ Lundy Island and its Birds.” Mr. Ross.
St. George Co-op. C.C. British Championship Prize Prints.
Singer C.C. Annual Exhibition Opens.
Smethwick and D.P.S. Inter-Club Competition at Boumville.
Southampton C.C. Lecturettes by Members.
Southport P.S. ‘‘ Natural History with StanI and Cin^ Cameras.”
Wallasey A.P.S. ‘‘ A Glimpse of Sunny Lands.” Miss D. Snoddy.
Walsall P.S. M.C.P.F. Prints and Slides.
Wolverton P.S. L.M.S. Slides and Lantern Slide Testing.

S. Guy.

R. B.

” Prize Slides.

Liverpool A.P.A. ‘‘ Kirkcudbright.” T. B. Howell.
London Amateur Filin Club. ” Victoria Falls ” and other films by Cyril W. Hyde.
Oldham P.S. ‘‘ Round and about Manchester.” D. Woolhouse.
Richmond C.C. ‘‘ Collecting with the Camera.” P. A. Belcher.
Royal P.S. ‘‘ Colour Photography.”
Singer C.C. " The Photography of Moving Objects.” J. D. Robertson.
Todmorden P.S. ‘‘ Composition.” M. O. Dell.
Watford C.C. ‘‘ The 2 Tramps 2nd Tramp 2 Gethcr.” John St. Aubyn.
Wimbledon C.C. Print Evening.
and D.P.S.

Water.*’

P. Johnson.

” Prize Slides.

Bristol P.S. “ A Chat on Plates and Films.” S. Bridgen.
Cheltenham A.P.S. ‘‘ Norway and Sweden.” Dr, Eric F. Waddington.
Chorley P.S. ‘‘ Pictures, Painters and Photographers.” T. Lee Syms.
Croydon C.C. Annual General Meeting.
Dennistoun A.P.A. Retouching. W. Bell.
Ealing P.S. Slide Making. Miss H. Mackenzie.
Edinburgh P.S. ‘‘ The Epidiascope.” A. H. Baird.
G.E.R. Mechanics Inst. P.S. ‘‘ Remedying and Improving Defects.”
Bennett.

H.

W.

Hucknall and D.P.S. Members’ Exhibition.
L.M.S. (London)
P.S. Cin^
‘‘ Portraiture.”
F. J.
Whyman.
Leicester
and L.P.S.
Show. Newton
Smith.
Partick C.C. “ Still-Life Photography.” I. W. Lightbody.
Smethwick and D.P.S. Charles Kingsley’s Fund.” F. W.'Pilditch.
South Essex C.C. ” Portraiture.” Mr. Macintosh.
South Suburban and C.P.S. Rummage Sale.
Worcestershire C.C. Bromoil Print Making. Fred Green.

The
an

London

exhibition

Amateur

Film

of films of South

Club

wish

Africa

to draw

which

attention

to

will be given

by

W. Hyde on Thursday, February gth. A few vacancies
1Cyril
35
exist for new members, and the Hon. Secretary suggests that
interested readers may care to attend the above exhibition
and also meet the present members. Further particulars are
obtainable from Miss M. Jasper, the London Amateur Film
Club, 42, Fentiman Street, London, S.W.8.
23
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Negative

for Projection.

I want to make a lantern slide from a negatii'e.
How can I get the positive effect on the screen if
a negative is fixed between two glass plates to
form a slide ?
C. B. R. (Coulsdon.)

If you project a negative with an
optical lantern you will, of course, get
a negative image on the screen.
tives are not used for this purpose
General. — .All communications for the Editor should be addressed : " The Editor, The Amateur Photographer
and Cinematographer, Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4," and in every case, without exception, must
give the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The Editor is glad to consider original, up-to-date manuscripts on photographic subjects.
.■Ul contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
starnped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
.
.
Enquiries and Criticism. — Advice, Criticism and Information are freely given, but the following conditions
should be read carefully before applying, as any communication which does not comply with the rules must be
(i) See “ General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (4) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Fogged

Negatives.

W'ill you explain the fogging and lack of definition
in the comers of my negatives ? I send particulars
of films, dark-room light, etc.
G. R. VV'. (Dowlais.)

The trouble with your negatives is
nothing to do with the film or the dark¬
room light, and is not fogging at all.
It is evident that for some reason or
other some of the light which should
form the image is not reaching the filnr
at all, and it almost looks as though the
lens is not covering properly. We doubt
whether there is any possibility of
tracing the trouble without examination
of the camera you are using, and about
which you give no particulars whatever.

Intensified

Negative.

The accompanying negative is one of many made
about twenty years ago. They were probably
intensified vidth mercurv and ammonia, but have
all faded. Can anything be done with them ?
G. G. B. (Bury.)

The negatives have reverted to the
bleached condition. You might treat
one of them as follows : Soak well and
then treat with a 10 per cent solution of
sodium sulphite until the image is
blackened right to the back ; then re¬
wash and dry. If this treatment is
successful you may safely proceed with
the other negatives. You will find, if
the enclosed negative is a fair sample,

with the light reaching the plate. We
may point out that if you wish to send
a glass negative through the post it is
no protection whatever to wrap it in
cottonwool and to write " Fragile ” on
the envelope.
Stereoscopic

Work.

What advantage have staiiflard-size stereoscopic
pictures over smaller ones ? Can I make stereo¬
scopic. pictures of flowers by two consecutive
exposures ? Is there a book on the subject ?
C. W. W. (Beeston.)

Stereoscopic results do not depend to
any extent upon the size of the pictures,
and the smaller sizes look just as realistic
as the larger ones. There is no reason
why you should not take your flower
studies in the way you describe, provided
that the camera is moved for the correct
distance, and that there is no movement
in the flowers while the exposures are
being made. .\ standard book on the
subject is " Stereoscopic Photography,”
by A. W . Judge, price 15s. net.
Rapidity

of Lenses.

Is a short-focus lens faster than a long-focus lens ?
If so, why ?
H. B. (London.)

There are two main factors which
decide the rapidity of a lens. One is the
f/ number ; and the other is the con¬
struction of the lens itself. The more

Nega¬
at all,

but positive transparencies made on
lantern plates. As we pointed out in a
recent article, if you can make a gaslight
or bromide print you can soon learn
make a lantern slide. The method
doing

this, however,

by
studying
articles.

Blacks

can

the subject

on Bromide

only

to
of

be learned

in textbooks

or

Paper.

Can you tell me bow to get better blacks on bro¬
mide paper ? What causes a green tinge on
chloro-broniide paper ? W. F. H. R. (Walton.)

Your first question suggests that we
can send you some definite piece of
information which will enable you at
once to get good blacks on bromide
paper. This is, of course, impossible.
The quality of the blacks depends upon
the character of the negative, the kind
of paper used, the exposure
the development adopted.

given

and

In regard to your second question,
chloro-bromide paper, properly used,
does not give greenish tones, and if you
get such, you may take it that yoqr
procedure is wrong somewhere or other ;
but where, we cannot possibly guess.
You may be using an unsuitable de¬
veloper, or over-exposing the paper, but
we cannot say with certainty.

Competition

Rules.

.As I shall shortly become a professional photo¬
grapher will this debar me from entering your
monthly competitions ? J. A. (Cape Colony.)

If you refer to the rules of our com¬
petitions you will find, that the very
first line states that the advanced
workers’ section is open to amateur
photographers. This obviously excludes
professionals, and naturally professionals
would
enter the beginners'
mediatenotsections.

or inter¬

Selling Prints.
I send a number of my prints. Would you advise
me to send a number of glossy enlargements to
an agency for sale in England ?
•A. F. (Colesberg.)

We
and,

have

looked

although

through

they

are

your
very

prints,
good

that they will be very dense', and will
probably require a soft paper to get a
satisfactory print.

glass-air surfaces there are in the lens
the greater is the loss of light. The
focal length does not necessarily enter
into the question at all.

average photographs, there is nothing
amongst them which we think you would
hav^e the slightest chance of selling for
reproduction in this country. There is
scarcely any subject which an English
publisher wants which he cannot obtain
at once from the enormous stocks of

Faulty

Processing

English Press agencies. There is no
market in this country for ordinary,

Negative.

What is the cause of the clear margin at the ends
of the enclosed negative ? D. W. D. (Worthing.)

As might have been e.xpected, your
negative arrived smashed into such
small pieces that we could hardly find
one showing the clear edge to which you
refer. We cannot identify the cause of
the trouble, but if you are using a
camera with bellows^ it is quite possible
that the back of the bellows interferes
24

Films.

Will you let me know
9.5-min.. films ?

As we have
our pages you
than a mere
process cine

the formula for prdcessing
F. .A. M. (Yannouth.)

frequently pointed out in
require a great deal more
formula to enable you to
films. The whole matter

is fully described in " Motion Pictures
with the Baby Cine,” by Harold B.
Abbott (obtainable from our publishers,
price 2S. 8d., post free).
136

everyday

snapshots

taken

abroad.

Iris Leaf.
I enclose a leaf from an iris diaphragm. Will you
tell me the name and address of the makers, and
the price ?
C. G. B. (Cardiff.)

We do not know whether your question
is intended as a joke, but you might just
as well have sent us a horseshoe and
asked us to name the horse that wore it.

February
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T

S SPECIAL OFFER

SNAPS BY
Flashlight
You

can make

them

with

ADVERTISEMENTS

of NEW

CAMERAS

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
These

CAMERAS

are GUARANTEED

the same

ZEISS

for

NEW

&

IKON

X2^,

camera you had on your holidays,
and with JOHNSON’S
FLASHPOWDER.
Try some Home
Studies amongst your friends, or
in connection with your hobby.

Write

at

UN

SOILED

“IDEAL”

for Plates or Films.

Fitted

F,4.5

Zeiss

Dominar

anastigmat, delayed - action
Compur
shutter, speeded 1 to
1/250th sec., T. and B.. all
metal leather covered body,
leather

bellows,

double

rack

extension,'

focussing,
rising

and

cross front, brilliant reversible
and wire-frame finders, com¬
plete with three
metal slides.

single

clip-on

Cost

£14

13s. 6d.

price

£7:12:6

leaflet

Film-pack

giving information
on Home Flashlight
work, or send P.O.
1/- for Trial Box
complete with in¬
structions.

JOHNSON

& SONS

Manufacturing

HENDON

Leather

Chemists, LTD.,

adapter,

each

7/6

case

15/-

VOIGTLANDER

WAY, HENDON,
N.W.4

CAMERA
3}x2],

for Roll Films.

Fitted F/4.5 Skopar anastigmat, Compur
shutter with delayed action, speeded
I to I 250th sec., T. and B., metal
body, leather covered, lever focussing,
brilliant reversible and
wire-frame
finders,

NO

D I SAPPO

MORE

I NTI

leather
Cost

N G

£6

bellows.

price

£10

4s. 9d.

: 17 : 6

EXPOSURES

IKON

MAXIM

Successful and pleasing
results follow when you use
the Calculator, and adopt
the methods indicated, in

AR

4ix3i

for Plates or Films.
Fitted F 4.5 Zeiss

leather

the ‘ Wellcome ’ Exposure
Calculator and Handbook.

Present

£S

Leather

Seven

HIRE

‘WELLCOME’
CALCULATOR
Price 1/6

: 6

adapter,

ea. 9/6

case

15,'-

days’ approval to post customers
against full deposit to value.

PURCHASE.

LIBERAL

PHOTOGRAPHIC

EXCHANGES

EXCHANGE

62, PICCADILLY,
REGent

Pho. 1514

&

Co.

119, VICTORIA
Victoria

1360.

Ill, OXFORD

ST., S.W.1

Gerrard

0669.

LTD

W.1
ST., W.1

1432.
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COPYRIGHT

PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

AMATEUR

£12

WESTMINSTER

EDITION

Wellcome
LONDON

^

THE

DIARY

From all Chemists
and Photographic Dealers

Burroughs

value

: 12

Film-pack

Holder entitled to free expert
advice throughout the year

1933

rack

and
wire-frame finders,
complete with three single
metal slides.

explained.

AND

bellows,

focussing, double exten¬
sion, rising and
cross
front, brilliant reversible

Every essential process is
thoroughly, yet simply,

EXPOSURE
HANDBOOK

Dominar

anastigmat, Compur shut¬
ter, speeded 1 to 1 /200th
sec., T. and B., all metal
leather covered
body,

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

vill

The

Amateur

Photographer

The

and

Prepaid Advertisements
SALE

Amateur’s

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
1/Id. for ever; additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE—
12 words or less .
2/t
2^d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as
follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided
a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of
fresh instructions the entire “ copy ’* is repeated from
the previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions, 5% ;
26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be
strictly prepaid, and reach the offices, Dorset House,
Tudor Street, E.C.l', not later than iirst post Friday
for the following week’s issue. Advertisements are
inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and
those received too late for one issue, or crowded out,
are published in the first following in which there Is space.
The Proprietors retain the right to refuse *r withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.

P.K., f/6.8, £1 ; all in perfect condition ; no
offers. — Dunnett, Queen’s, Oxford.
[4780

I CAMERAS

AND

No. 3 F.P. Kodak

Ensign
RoII Film,
3^x21,front,
Aldisdirect-vision,
f/4.5, Compur£4
1 to l/250th
sec., rising
Kodak Tank for same, 10/- ; Ernemann i-pl., f/6.8

LENSEI^
Special, Cooke

Aviar

f/4.5, Compur, 1 to l/200th sec., special back

Ilex shutter
to 1/lOOth
sec.), rising
and
Kodak
Postcard(1 Roll
Film, Kodak
f/6.3 leas.
cross front, leather case ; new condition, £4 ;

I D.E., Dogmar f/4.5, Compur, F.P.A., 3 slides ;
as new ; one owner, £10, — Box 6010, c/o ” The
[4784
Amateur Photographer.”
[4786

LEICA Theatre Model for day and night work,

bought
perfect ; case,
for
LEICA
Modelnew,2, 1933
Elmar; condition
t/3.5, ev'er-ready
cash, £16/10. — Campkin, 67, Stag Lane, Edgware.

31x2i, f/4.5, Compur, slides, F.P.A., case,

[4747
2 Cinophot, £3 : 2ix3i, f '4.5, Compur, roll film,
£2/5 ; Enlarger, f/6, £1/10 ; Goerz Distance Gauge
and case, 17/6 ; sundrias cheap. — A. ./ones, 4,
Britannia Rd., Banbury, O.xon.
[4753

LENSES

31x24 Zeiss Ikon Trona, t/3.5 Tessar, D.A.

2 Compur, Distar lens, 3 Ilford filters and
mount, 9 slides, F.P.A., leather case; cost over
£22 ; as new ; rare bargain, £12 ; no offers. —
Jenkins, Barnfield, Wilton Crescent, Southampton.

f/1.5 Meyer Plasmat leas, as ased by the
leading talking picture makers, 2 spare spoolholders, solid leather carrying-case, and range¬
finder ; absolutely as new, £13 : cost over £35. —
W. Drake, Bermondsey Place, Regent Rd., Great
Yarmouth.
(4744

for

1 to l/300th, all movements, 6 slides, 25/Contessa Tripod, 1 to 4 ft., 5/- ; .Jaynay Quickset
Tripod, 2 to 5 ft., 4/- ; Aiplia Filter, IHn., 5/6
Bee Meter, 2/- ; Jaynay Print Trimmer, 9-in.
7/6 : all perfect working order. — Christopher, 57
Pepys Rd., S.E. 14.
[4782

31x2i
Platefocussing
Camera, screen,
double f/4.5
extension,
and
2 cross,
lens, rise
7-speed
Ibsor shutter, 3 D.D. plate-holders, F.P.A.,

approval deposit. — Simpson, Broomiebrae, Earlston,
Berwickshire.
[4739

GfQERZ Manufoc Tena.x, 3ix2i, all movements,

Absolutely New.— 34x2i n. & g. vitesse,

Ross Xpres f/3.5, 2 to l/150th sec., T. and B.,
3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., hooded focussing screen and
leather case ; price £20. — -Box 6012, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[4788

DALLMEYER Dual, taking 16 exposures on a

3ix2i roll film, Dallmeyer f/3.5 lens, in D.A.
Compur, in de luxe case, tirand new, only used few
times, £9/10 ; Zeiss x8 Delturis Prism Binoculars,
perfect condition, £5/15 ; Wanted 9-in. Dallon
f/6. 5 for Compur shutter,— Box 6013, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[4789
Q1 x24 T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, Boss Xpres f/4.5,
O2
latest 1933 model, in carton, with 3 D.D.
slides ; brand new and unased, £14 ; deposit
system. — .\dvertiser, 24, Tontine St., Folkestone.

two
10/6 each
Clear.No.— Two3 Box
No. Brownies,
2 Bo.x Brownies,
8/6 ;eachone1;
CAMEO 31x21 Folding Plate Camera, Lukos TO
I-pl. Lizars Challenge, T.T.H. lens f/7.7, shutter
[4792

Notes being untraceable if lost in transit should
not be sent as remittances.

AND

case,
31x24 Adams' Identoscope
Vesta, Ross finder,
Zeiss F.P.A.,
Tessar f/4.5,
2C Kodak
Special, range-finder model, Tessar f/4.9,
Compur, £4. — Below. '

£5. 2
— Below.
Compound.

canvas case, £3/10 ; .Justophot Exposure Meter
(absolutely new), 15/- ; approval deposit. — Garrow,
543, Dalmarnock Rd., Glasgow, S.E.
[4737

Deposit System

Readers may deal in safety through our Deposit System.
Purchase money should be deposited with “ The Amateur
Photographer and Cinematographer.” The time allowed
for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods,
after which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods,
they must be returned to sender. If a sale is effected,
buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if
not, seller Instructs us to return amount to depositor.
Carriage is paid by the buyer, but In event of no sale,
and subject to there being no different arrangement be¬
tween buyer and seller, each pays carriage one way. The
seller takes the risk of loss or damage In transit. For
transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of If- is charged ;
over £10 and under £50, 2/6 ; over £50 and under
£75, 6/- ; over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; over £100
one-half per cent. All 'correspondence must be sent to
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

LENSES

LINHOF Universal, 4ix3i, all-metal body, re-

for plates, screw-in portrait lens, 4 double
wooden slides, in fitted hide ease with ' loek ;
cost over £22 ; new condition throughout ; bargain,
£7/10 for quick sale ;
approval deposit. —
Brummitt, Banbury.
(4736

If a Box No. is required the words " Box 000, e/e ‘ The
Amateur Photographer ’ ” should be included in the
charge, and an additional 6d. sent tor registration and
cost of forwarding any replies.
Letters addressed to box numbers are simply forwarded
by us to the advertisers. We do not deal with the cor¬
respondence in any other way, nor accept any responsibility
in connection with the udvertisements.

AND

volving back, extra long extension, rising,
falling, cross and swing front, Carl Zeiss f/4 5
lessar, Compur shutter, Iconometer finder 12
plate-holders, F.P.A., Proxar and Distar lenses,
leather case ; all as new ; list about £36 ; accept
£17/10.— Vincent Watson, 664, Brookside, Chesterfield.
[4771

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements In “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods in exchange tor others or to purchase
for Cash, Readers ace advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

4

Cheques and Postal Orders sent in payment
deposits or advertisements should be
made payable to ILIFFE AND
SONS LTD., and crossed

P CAMERAS

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

1-PLATE

Box No. Advertisers

8, 1933
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Cinematographer

f/4.5 lens, Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th
sec., double extension, rack and pinion, 6 slides
and all accessories ; in first-class condition
throughout ;
cheap for immediate disposal ;
full particulars. — Percy Hart, Bradley, Wylam. [4754

|

Field, f/S Rectoplanat,
tilting
THORNTON-PICKARD
Collegetripod,
Doubleslide,Extension
table, Lancaster’s condenser enlarger, fitted for
same, glass-fronted easel, £5. — Carpenter, 7, Kiln
Cottages, Pinkney’s Green, Maidenhead, Berks. [4757

to 1/lOOth, 2 B.F. slides, 25/- ; wanted 31x24
Reflex. — Taylor, 178, Main St., Auchinleck. [4793

PRESS Camera, Minimum Palmos 9X12, f/4.5 Ross

Xpres lens, 3 D.P.H., F.P.A., focal-plane
shutter, speeds l/15th to l/750th ; in good con¬
dition ; must sell ; no reasonable offer refused. —
Shaw, 36, Glasshoase St., W.l.
[4799

magnification,Lens,
suit Dallmeyer
any size camera
booklet,
Sanderson 5x4 camera, £3; i-pl., with 31x2i
Telephoto
Adon ; Variable
Lane,
Goerz Manufoc
Tenax,
Dogmar,
2 in Compur,
6 slides,
pack f/3.5
and roll
film leather case, £2/10. — ^Wood, 78, Emm
Bradford.
[4742

Ross Zeuss f/G.3, £5 ; Old Pattern Enlarger
for gas, 8i-in. condenser, £2/10 and carriage ;
exchange lot for good Prismatic Binoculars or
3J^x2i Enlarger. — Box 5983, c/o “ The
Photographer.”

Amateur
[4720

ZEISS
Baby 16Ikonta,
f/6.3onanastigmat,
shutter,
exposures
V.P. film,Derval
with

light filter and cover ; as new, £2/2. — M. Beaumont,
Burgage, Southwell, Notts.
(4721
1-PLATE Victo Camera, 3 D.D. slide.s, tripod,
2 canvas case ; all good condition, no lens, 35/-.
— Walker, 36, Barbican Rd., York.
[4722
1-PLATE Popular Pressman, Ross Xpres 6-in.

4

lens, 12 single slides, leather case, F.P.A. ;

excellent condition and order ; deposit,
Postmaster, St. Athan, Cardiff.

£6. —
[4727

adapters, tripods,
timeover
tank£20and; sundry
accessories
; whole Watkins’
outfit cost
perfect
condition, £8. — Box 6009, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[4759

Reflex, Thomton-Pickard Bijou, 4Jx6 cm.,

Cooke f/2.5, revolving back, 3 double slides,
F.P.A., leather case; perfect condition, £12/12. —
Saunders, 177, Tottenham Court Rd,, London. [4761
1-PLATE Popular Pressman Reflex, Tessar f/4.5,

4

LEITZ f/2.5 5-cm. Hektor Ultra-rapid Lens for

Leica No. 1 ; this leas is in new condition
and is twice as fast as f/3.5 ; list price £11 ;
£7/5. — Evans, 19, King St., Wrexham.
[4758

6 -IN. f/4.5 Ross Xpres, sunk mount ;Knockdolian,
cost £8/10
;
[4779

practically new, £4. — Temple,
Comrie, Perthshire, ’

6-in. focas, 8 slides and leather case, £9. —

Syth, 224, Upper Chorlton Rd., Manchester.

[4762

31x2^ Ensign Camera, 1932 model, Aldis-Butcher

Trade.

2 f/4.5, Compur, double extension, rise and
fall, 4 slides, F.P.A., leather case ; cost £11/12/6 ;
hardly used, £5/15.-23, Norwood Rd., S.E. 24. [4765

;
special attention
London
largest stock — S.Humphrys,
Exchanged to; Pathescopes.
CAMERAS
9x12 Stegemann Folding Press, focal-plane, f/5.4, 5x4 lens,
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E. 15.
[2961
Folding
Premo,
4
D.S.,
film
carriers,
no
Jaynay
tripod,
Autoknips,
Daliancase,
tank,
postcard size films, plates, print frame ; good order ;
first postal 16/- secures : no callers. — P. S., 18, CONDENSE
pair, brass mounted,
13/6 ; 5l-in.
unmounted,
10/unmounted,
4I-in.
Lenses,
Silverdale Rd., West Bowling, Bradford.
[4774 15/- pair ; R54-in.
17/-, mounted 22/- ; 64-in.

3 D.D. slides, F.P.A. , 3 light filters, tripod
adapter, all in leather case, recently overhauled,
£8 ; 5i-in. Condenser, brass mount, 17/6 ; 3a
F.P.K., f/7.9, leather case, listed £5/1/6, accept
£2/10.-^ones, 8, Robartes Rd., Bodmin, Cornwall.
1-PLATE
4

6

T.-P. Iteflex, Cooke Aviar

slides,

perfect

condition,

taken

[4729
f/4.5, F.P.A.,
prize

pictures,

leather case, also cascade print washer, £6/10. —
Elliot, Nisbethill, Duns, Berwickshire.
[4740
26

you

CAN

DEAL

1-PLATE

4

Kern

Camera,

wide-angle

f/4.5, metal

body, double extension, revolving back, Compur

unmounted

24/-, mounted

30/-. — Below.

Hundreds cheap, slightly chipped. Enlarging

shutter, direct view-finders, 6 slides, leather case ;
Lenses, Portraits, etc. ; anastigmats re¬
splendid condition ;
bargain, £5 ;
approval
polished cheap ; enquiries invited. — Premier Optical
deposit. — ^Ashby, 4, Stanley St.. Southsca. [4776 Co., 63, Bolton Rd.. Stratford, London.
[4790
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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Trade.

NEGHETTI
and ZAMBRA,
Regent
St.,
W.l, the camera
specialists, 122,
offer the
following
bargains.
on 5
and sentSaleable,
guaranteed
Apparatus
All
full deposit.
against
approval fully
days’
up-to-date apparatas taken in part or whole

payment or purchased
is your guarantee.

for cash.

Our

reputation

5X4 Revolving Back Graflex Reflex, rack focussing,

sky-shade, deep triple focussing hood, quickwind focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th and
time, fitted Kodak anastigmat f/4.5, F.I’.A. ; perfect
order, £9.

Roll Film
4 reversible
finder, Carbine
wire-frame
finder,Camera^
fitted
No. 5 Emsign
31x2J
Aldis Uno anastigmat t/4.5, Mulchro shutter,

1 to 1/lOOth and time, cable release, leather case ;
as new, £0/10.

31x2i
Dallmeyer
Pentac
Film Camera,
4 focussing,
rising
front,Roll
wire-frame
finder,
fitted Dallmeyer Pentac t/2.9, Compur shutter,

1 to l/200th
case, £8.

and

time, cable release and

leather

31x2i Ernemann Press Focal-plane Camera,

2
rising and cross front, direct tinder, quickwind focal-plane shutter to 1/1. 000th and time,
fitted Ernemann Ernotar f/4.5, focu-ssing mount, 3
D.D. slides, F’.P.A. and leather case, £10/15.

31x2^ Goerz Tenax Folding, double extension,

2 high rack rising and cross front, reversible
finder, spirit level, fitted Goerz Dogmar f/4.8,
Compur shutter, 1 to 1 /250th and time, cable release,
F.P.A., and le;ither case, £6/10.

POSTCARD Popular Pressman Reflex, rack

focussing, rising front, deep triple focussing
hood, direct finder, focal-plane shutter, l/15th to
1/1, 000th and time, fitted Cooke-Butcher anas¬
tigmat f/4.5, 9 slides, F.P.A. ; a bargain, £7/10.
1-PLATE Goerz 'Tengor Roll Film, rack rising and

4

cross front, reversible finder, spirit level, fitted

Tenaxiar anastigmat 1/6.8, Goerz shutter, l/25th
to 1/lOOth and time, cable release, £3/5.

POSTCARD lea Nixe Roll Film Camera, double

extension, high rack rising and cross front,
reversible finder, spirit level, wire-frame finder,
Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter, 1 to
1 /200th and time, 6 slides. Distar lens, filter and
leather case ; as new, £12.

31x2J Dallmeyer Press Reflex, double extension,

2 rising front, sky-shade, deep triple focussing
hood (detachable), revolving back, quick- wind
focal-plane shutter, l/15th to 1/1, 000th and time,
fitted Carl Zeiss Tele Ob.iective, 45-em., f/10, iris
mount, 3 slides, F.P.A, : fine order, £13/15.
1-PLATE Goerz Anschutz Press Focal-plane, rising

4

and cross front, direct finder, also wire-frame

finder,
1/lOth
fitted
mount,
as new,

quick-wind self-capping focal-plane shutter,
to 1/1, 000th and time, bulb release to 5 sec.,
15-cm, Carl Zeiss Tessar 1/4.5, focussing
3 D.P. holders. F.P. adapter, leather case ;
£20.

Repairs
to allworkmen
makes of; apparatus
executedbeforeby
experienced
estimate given
proceeding.
Apparatus
can be; please
purchased
our deferred
payment system
ask forondetails.
Developing,
Printing
Enlarging, best
possible results.
Quick and
service.
NEGRETTI
and
ZAMBRA,
122,
Regent [0010
St.,
W.l.
RTHUR

CASK

RTHUR GASK
St., London,

&

CO.

& CO., 50, Mortimer
W.l,

4

Miraphot

Enlarger, Zeiss f/4.5, complete ;

cost £13/12/6 ; exceptional value, £6/15.

1
X 15 cm. and i-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex,
J-V/ Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar, 3 slides, F.P.A. and
case : cost £45 ; as new, £7/18/6.
cost Miraphot
£7/15 ; special
312 X 24.
Enlarger,value,
Zeiss£4/12/6.
f/6.3, as new ;
ZEISSand Ideal,
3Jx2i,
f/4.5
Tessar,
F.P.A.,£11/12/6.
slides
case; list £17/10 ; unsoiled,
£4 ; bargain
offer, £2/15,
SELFlist-RECTA
Cine Screen,
woodenunsoiled.
case, 40x30 ;
Exceptional
offers
in
every
type
of Stereo,
Cine or Still Camera, Stereoscopes,
Slides,
Accessories ;
specialists.

state requirements ;

RANGE OF
ATTRACTIVE
BARGAINS

I CAMERAS

• •

CORONET Cine and Projector, 42/- (both) ;

i-pl.,
focal-plane,
f/4.5, Mulcliro,
£6 ; 31x21
NO.
7 Ensign,
Aldis f/4.5,
85/- Miraphot
; Apem
Enlarger, 75/- ; T.-P. Artist, f/4, £8/8. — Below.
Rolleiflex,
Leica andallowed
Contaxmodem
Stockistscameras,
(Cine
supplies), two-thirds
part payment ; subject approval. — Allens, 168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester 4.
[0087
24, Charing
CrossLTD.,
Rd., 122,
W.C.2.
A. ADAMS
& CO.,
Wigmore St., late
all guaranteed.
SELECTED
Sets from our large second-hand stock ;
■y^’^RITE for list of further sets to select from.

9x12 cm. Zeiss Ikon Nettel Focal-plane Camera,

Zeiss Tessar f/3.5 lens, 15-cm., 3 double plateholders ; all as new, £26.
1-PLATE A Model Minex
4 Tessar f/4.5 lens, 3 D.D.

camera

2 f/4.5 lens, 3 D.D. slides, £30yi0.
31x24
Adams’ Radex Reflex Camera, 6-in. Serrac

1-PLATE Adams’ Tropical Folding Minex Reflex,
4 6-in. Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens, F.P.A., pigskin
case ; list price £98 ; £45.

New Model Kodatoy Projector, motor driven.
repaired bytaken
experienced
Apparatus
in part workmen.
exchange ; cameras
Welbeck 3215.
A. Portman
ADAMS Square,
& CO.,W.l.
LTD.,Phone,
122, Wigmore
St.,

extension
arms, 400-ft. reel ; for use on any
voltage,
£5.

NEW

STANDARD EMPIRE
PROJECTOR, Model 3

I CINEMATOGRAPH APPARATUS |
[4797

Adaptilblu for home, education
and commercial purposes, from
electric supply. 8-ft. picture at
20 ft. Mechanism. — Maltese
movement running in grease box.
Spools. — Two 12-in. dia. (holding
1,200 ft). CineLens. — Standard
size interchangeable tube In
focussing Jacket. Illuminant. —
12-volt half-watt lamp, lamphouse moves with the film gate
and lens for masking purposes.
Resistance. — For all voltages.

9.j-ram.
evenings.Film,
Phone,
— 4.
For
Sale, —; Standard
also Hop
a few2627.Pathe
Newington Causeway, S.E.l.
[4682
. rewind
and full
spares, Model,
extra lens
cost over
ZEISS
16-mm.
Intensity
case,; resistance.
£28 Xmas j verj- little used, £20. — Below.
Ensign
model,
in
perfect16-mm.,
order, 18-guinea
£7/10. — Box
5975,complete,
c/o “ The
Amateur Photogi’apher.”
[4714

or
dou
and 17/9
8 monthly
payments of 17/9-

UNIVERSAL

PROJECTOR

€75-

TYPE 9, for standard-size 35-mm. cine film, Q ■ iO
Offered at the
Or reduced
£2 down price
and of9 .
monthly payments*»IO
of £2,« lO

■ A
aw

HAVE

“ RITEWAY

IT—
” ROLL-HOLDER

For 8-exposure (No. 120) 31x2J Roll Films.
British manufactured throughout. Light, stout metal,
leather covered, new expanding pressure plate, ensuring
certain register, free passage when rolling film ; eliminates
scratches.
Single Metal Slide Fitting (all popular models) £1 15 0
Double Slide Fitting
,,
,,
,, £2 10 0
For i-pl. Cameras, single slide fitting, taking 3^x2^
film .
■.
£2 5 0

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines.)

Established 1889

[4795
BE

owner Kid,
; sacriflee,
37/6. —Xmas
Edwards,
Booth
PATHE
55/- ; new
gift, no1, use
to
St., Southport, Lancs.
[4717
PATHE
f/3.5, 9 chargers
(3
full), Motocamera
Posograph, Luxe,
3-ft. close-up
lens, light
filter ; cost £12 ; perfect condition ; bargain,
£7. — Below.
TZODASCOPE
C Projector, with additional
resistance ; recently cost £20 ; snip £12.- —
P. Cory, Downing College, Cambridge.
[4724

with
f/1.5 lens,
Inter¬
For
Sale. —Meyer-Plasmat
Brand-new Cine-Nizo
9.5-mm.inCamera,
changeable focussing mount, 2 speeds and still
picture adjustment

; what

offers ?— Below.

with Model
case resistance
220 volts
and all
BOLEX
D Projector,fornearly
new, complete
accessories, £26. — 28, Denmark Rd., Southport. [4750
resistance
with anuneter,
screen,
3 super double
films,
PATHE
Projector,
super, motor
rewinder,
£12 ; V.P.K., f/6 lens, 30/- ; V.P. Ensign, f/7.7
lens, 20/- ; exchanges ; reflex wanted. — Hackett,
37, Davenport Rd., Hazel Grove, Stockport. [4760

LUX Projector, absolutely complete with resistance

and condition
case, 3 bulbs
0 ” —; Apply,
one “ H.
S ”)D.;
excellent
; little(two
used,“ £11.
Read, Wakehurst, Englefield Green, Surrey. [4766

repair

Arthur GASK & CO., 50, Mortimer St.,Oxford
late

Conduit St., London, W.l. (2 minutes
Circus). Phone, Museum 0537.

de Luxe, 6-in. Zeiss
slides, £20.

1-PLATE Adams’ Double Extension Verto Folding
4
Camera,
leather
case,6-in.
£18.Cooke f/5.6 anastigmat lens, F.P.A.,

35-mni. PROJECTORS
AT REDUCED PRICES

NEW

SALEX 3i X 21 Horizontal Reflex, t/4.5, 65/- ;
ROLLOROY, Xenon f/2, £14 ; Rolleiflex, Tessar

Zodel 31x24, f/3.8, 98/6; Twinligbt, 37/6;
Salex V.P., f/4.5, 49/6.— Below.
— Below.
f/4.5, £12/10 ; Ernemann V.P. Reflex, Pentac
f/2.9, £8/19/6 ; 9 x 12 Palmos, Zeiss f/4.5. £12/17/6.

Pressman Reflex, f/4.5, 85/- ; 1-pl. Klito,
Lukos f/4.5, 85/- ; 31x21 Agfa Standard Plate,
f/4.5, 90/-. — Below.

Standard Size (OJ 3i) Folding Plate Stereo Camera, a
pair of Neostigmar lenses f/7.7, In T. B. and 1. shutter, 3
mahogany D.D. elides, leather carrying-case.. £2 7 0
A Pair o! 8 x 25-Dim. Toorox Binoculars by Uoeller,
bending bar, focussinc adjustment, leather purse £4 10 0
3i ' 2i Boll Film Carbine Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.d
£3 10 0
3 • 4 cm. Box Tencor, f/6.3 Novar and leather case. As
new .
£1 9 6
2i S.quare Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur shutter and
ciLNc .
£10 10 0
2i Square Rolleiflex, f,4.5 Tessar, Compur shatter, filter
and leps hood .
£10 12 6
2i Square W.P. Carbine, with Aldis f/4.5 anastigmat lens,
Compur shutter, sjieeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B., directvision finder .
£2 18 6
3-4 cm. Fotet, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Vario speeded
.shutter, D.V^. finder .
£2 7 6
3i ' 2} Reitzschel, f/4,.5 Trillnear anastigmat lens, Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th sec., direct-vision finder
£2 18 6
i-pl. Zeiss Miraphot Automatic Ei^arger, f/4..5 Zeiss Tessar
lens, baseboard, etc .
£8 10 0
3i ■ 2A Lancaster Vertical No. 6 Anto. Enlarger, condenser,
carrier, baseboard .
£3 10 0
3 ' 4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Eolibri, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, in
Compur shutter, and case .
£8 10 0
A Model 1 Leica, with focal-plane shutter, Elmar lens
f/3.5. spools and purse .
£9 0 0
V.P. No. 0 Speedex, f/3.5 Solinar anastigmat lens, new
Compur shutter .
£6 10 0
Leitz Leica Camera, interchangeable lens model, f/3.5
Iblmar lens, spools and case .
£12 0 0
3i ' 21 T.-P. Junior Special (1932) Reflex. Cooke f/4.5
lens, G slides, R.F. adapter and case .
£8 10 0

THE

|

ALTEKATTON Clearance Cash Bargains : No. 7

J-pI. FoIdiDg Roll Film Camera, with a Ross
Homo*
centric, speeded shutter, i to l/6ttli sec., T. and B. 15s. Od.
Postcard Size Victo Field Camera, triple extension.
Beck
■ £2 10
0
S^metrical Jens f/8, T.-P. shutter, 1 book-form slide.
tripod anti canvas anying-case .
£2 2 0
i-pl. Xit, aluminium bound, Goerz anastigmat lens f/6.8,
sector sliutter, fully speeded, 3 D.D. slides and leather case

WE

LENSES

Ensign, Ensar f/4.5, Mulcliro, 79/6 ; Film
Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, £5/19/6 (cost £9/15) ; No. 6
Carbine, Ensar f/4.5, Compur, 97/6. — Below.

One week’s FREE APPROVAL Terms against
deposit to value. EXCHANGES. Own controlled
extended payment facilities over 6, 9 or 12 months.

EMPIRE

AND
Trade.

RECENTLY INCLUDED IN THE SERVICE
CO.’S MAGNIFICENT SELECTION
*
*

rx

ADVERTISEMENTS

St., Regent

Exceptional
Bargains ; approval
deposit ; see Guaranteed
below.
1-PLATE

PHOTOGRAPHER

PATHE Projector, double claw, type C motor,

289,

HIGH

WISE

IN

HOLBORN,

TIME— USE

OUR

LONDON,

DEPOSIT

W.C.1

super attachment, super condenser, Krausa
lens, screen, £7. — la, Babington Rd., Streatham.
Phone, Streatham_6510.
[4^5

SYSTEM.
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9-mm. PATHESCOPE
POWER
SUPER PROJECTOR,
200u
watt illumination, super optical system, new non-filcker
P
^

W

device, double sprocket feed, fan-cooled, motor rewind.
tilting device, super great crystal, brilliant large pictures

for home, clubs or schools. Ma(ie in England.
ONLY

£15

: O

: O

only

16-mm. ENSIGN NEW AUTOMATIC
PROJECTOR. Superlite
u
f'1.5, lOU-watt direct illumination, new 2-in. diameter
P
condensers (passing tremendous light), entirely automatic,
E
motor, resist.ance, case complete (lens listed £5 os. alone).

W

Film lure 1/3 400 ft. only.
ONLY

£17

: lO

: O

only

16-mm. ENSIGN NEW-CINE
CAMERA,
Speed f/2.8, BellHowell type, speeds, slow motion, title crank, focussing
p
^

mount

to

1 ft., real

hide

flneat.
ONLY

£18:

velvet-lined

case.

18:0

World’s

only

3ix2i NEW
T.-P. COMPACT
REFLEX.
D.Ulmeyer f 4.3.
high speed, 1/lOth to l/l,0UUth. long extension (for
ly
2
E

W

NEW

portraits, close-ups, etc.), deep hood, latest mirror.
Very small, only 5x4x4
in. Smallest liigh-speed reflex
obtainable. Takes plates, cut film, roll fllm, film packs,

everything.
ONLY

£8

ELECTROPHOT

: 15
EXPOSURE

: O

only

METER,

photo-electric,

N

styis or movies, dead accurate, self-generating, no bat-

g

teries.

w

Very

ONLY

latest.

In

£15

case.

: 15:0

only

NEW-VICTOR
VISUAL
TURRET
CAMERA,
Speed 1/2.0,
visual focus, turret head, multi-speeds, title crank,
p
audible footage, new Tele finder, visual footage, finder^

level, all bronze,

ONLY

2 years’

£60

guarantee.

: O

World’s

: O

only

another film, fan-cooled throughout, car gear clutch

start — giving

forward,

stills, reverse

complete in “ Ready-for-action
case. World's finest.

ONLY

WANTED

£80

: O

”

; all gold-bronze,

browTi

: O

^russet

leather

IN EXCHANGE
MODELS.

3 1 X 2i Nagel R. Film, self-erect., f/4.5, new Compur £4
Zeiss Prism Binoculars, 6 X . Latest. As new. . . . £6
3j X 2J Zeiss Ideal, Tessar, f/4.5, delayed action _
£9
16-mm. Bell-Howell Editor, splicer. Cost £14 _
£7
Pathe Kid Projector, aiid resistance .
£1
Patbescope Lux Projector, resistance, case .
£11
V.P. Goerz Roll Film, Dogmar Famous f/4.5, Conjpur £4
Bell-Howell Electric Exposure Meter, case .
£2

17
17
17
10
17
n
4
15

6
6
6
0
6
0
0
0

1-pl. Ensign Pressman Reflex, Cooke i.’'4.5 .
£4 17' 6
1-in. Cine f l.5, suit Ensign. B.-H., Victor. Snip. . £4 17 6
1-pl. Ensign Reflex, Speed f 3.5. self-capping .
£7 15 0
3i • 2i T.-P. Reflex, Tessar f 4.5. .self-capping .
£9 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Super Projector. ’250- watt, case _
£27 10 0
i-pl. Zeiss Miraphot Vertical Enlarger. f,'6.3 .
£4 17 6
31 x21 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, .Aldis f;4. 5. As new £5 17 6
9-mm. Pathe Projector, double claw .
£3 15 0
3i X 2J Zeiss, Tessar f;4.5, delayed Compur, slide.s £7 15 0
16-mm. Kodak Projector, 100-watt, resistance _
£7 10 0
Bell-Howell Photometer Exposure Meter, stills _
£2 15 0
18-mm. Ensign Turret Camera, turret head, f/1.5. . £27 10 0
J-pl. Zeiss Plate, f/4.5. Compur. wire finder. New £6 17 6
16-mm. Filmo Camera, f/1.5. leather case .
£15 15 0
Projector Stands, revolve, tilting, quickly .
£1 17 6
3^x21 Zeiss Ernemann Folding Reflex, Tessar.. £12 12 0
Rnlleiflex Reflex, Tessar f;4.5. Compur. As new £9 1/ 6
3ix2i Certo Roll Film, f/3.9 Speed, 3 speeds _
£2 9 6
34 X 2* Zeiss Miroflex, f/4.5. latest fittings .
£27 10 0
16-mm. Ensign 180 Super Projector, case. As new £18 18 0
400-ft. Empty Reels, 10 mm.
Just as new. Each. . 2s. 6d.
16-mm Films, cartoons, comedy, etc., luO ft. New
17s. 6d.
31 X 21 Kodak Roll Film, f/6.3 Speed. As new _
£2 2 6
8x Binoculars, Prism, centre latest focus, case _
£3 5 0
9-mm. Coronet Motocameia, f,3.9. Fine outfit.. £2 2 0
35-mm. Sept Cine Camera, chargers, case .
£5 17 6
31x21 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, Aldis f/6.3 .
£2 15 0
Cine Cases, Mayfair type, velvet de luxe. New.... 17s. 6d.
1-pl. Nagel Plate, Convertible f/4.5, Compur .
£5 17 6
la Zeiss Icarette Roll Film, r/6..3, 3 speeds. Snip.. £2 5 0
F/2 Zeiss Kolibri Roll Film, new Compur. As new £14 14 0
34 X 24 Certo Plate, f/4.5. 3 speeds, double ex. Snip £2 15 0
16-mm. Ensign Bronze Projector, loo watt, ca.se.. £9 17 6
Porcelain Dishes, 34 - 24. List is. 3d. Snip. 1-doz. 2s. 6d.
5 X 4 Adams* Videx Reflex, no lens, D. slides .
£3 5 0
31x21 Agfa Roll Film, f/8 Speed, self-erecting _
£1 15 0
31 X 21 Carbine Roll Film, Tessar f/4.. 5, Compiu". .. . £6 17 6
81x21 Carbine, f/4.5. latest 1 to 1/looth. As new £3 17 6
Leica, f/3.5, interchange, chargers, case .
£8 17 6
V.P.K.. R.R., 14s. 6d. : V.P.K..f 11, 8s. lid.; V.P.,f '6.3. 37s. 6d.
3a Range Finder Kodak, f/6.3. Diomatic, 4 to 1/lOOth £4 17 6
Electric Dry Mounting Iron, hand, compact .
6s. 9d.
Dishes ; 1-pl.. 4 doz., 2s. 6d. ; Dishes 8 - 5. 1 doz., 2s. 6d.
31x21 Ensign Roll Film, f/4.5, Compur .
£2 17 6
31 X 21 Ensign Roll Film, f/4.5. latest focal-plane. . £8 17 6
31 X 21 Ernemann Roll Film, f/6.3. 4 to 1/looth. .. . £119
6
V.P. Goerz Wafer Plate, Doginar f;4. 5. Compur _
£4 4 0
1-pl. Zeiss Compact Plate Pocket, Zeiss f '4.5. Compur. double
ex., rise, cross, wire finder, slides. New .
£6 17 6
FILTERS,

CASES,

EDWIN
FIVE

28

DAYS’

PATHESCOPE
Lux cabinet,
Projector,
liandsome
portable projection
wiredinlights,
resis¬
tance, etc., complete ; excellent condition ; cost
over £25 ; accept £15 ; large screen and numerous
accessories, cheap ; Phone after 7 p.m. — Park 7070.

KODATOY,
and
spool for motor
showingdriven,
400-ft.extension
films, £4. arms
— Barnes,
[4772
18, Kimberley Rd., Cambridge.
[4773
PATHESCOPE
Lux Projector,
unused,
with spare lamp,
whole costpractically
£22, sell for
£12 ;
Super Folding Silver Screen, 36x27, cost 63/-,
for 35/- ; no approval, but guaranteed perfect ;
demonstration by appointment. — R. J. Tcllam,
Jones Bros., Holloway Rd., London, N.7. [4777

Latest Pathescope Home Projector, fitted type C

motor, dual resistance with ammeter, Krauss
lens, anti-thermal condenser, super attachment ;
condition as new ; owner purchasing Lux ; £9/t0
for quick sale. — R. Clark, 40, The Mint, Rye. [4778

VARIOUS Pathe Films, 30-ft. 2/3, 60-ft. 4/- each ;
250 volts,
spare lamp
; in resistance
perfect condition,
Ensign
Projector,
100-watt,
up to
£12. — Below.
PATHE
double; claw,
resistance,
motor, Projector,
super attachment
a bargain,
£8. — •
Shaw, 36, Glassihouse St., W.l.
[4798
write lor films you require ; no callers. —
Baker, Fanmore, Raleigh Close, Hendon.
[4785

Trade.

SLIDES,

F.P.A., special purchase.

Write.

GORSE
APPROVAL

(New

Just try it for yourself, trace or draw
outline and then put in the features.

There are hundreds of openings in connec¬
tion with Humorous
Papers, Advertisement
Drawing,
Posters, Calendars, Catalogues,
Textile Designs, Book
Illustrations, etc,

6o% of Commercial Art Work is done by “ Free Lance

Artists ” who

ALL

IN STOCK

USE

do their work

at home

and sell it to the

highest bidders. Many Commercial Artists draw " re¬
taining fees ” from various sources, others prefer to
work full-time employment or partnership arrange¬
ment. We teach you not only how to draw what is

1C /_ Illustrascreens, 24 x 36 in., super
silverreliable
with
surface,
Cine Camera,

Many of our students who originally took up Com¬
mercial Art as a hobby have since turned it into a
full-time paying profession with studio and staff of
assistant artists ; there is no limit to the possibilities.
Let us send full particulars for a FREE TRIAL
details of our course for your inspection. You
be under no obligation whatever.

Art.

in perfect order ;

Dept.

THE

O/Y/. 16-mm. Drama, 800-ft., 2 parts; perfect
OU/ " photography, new copy.
Illustrascreen, 48x60 in., easily rolled
for transport after the show.
Standard Projector Mechanism, in running
order, with arms and lens.
16-mm. Projector for all voltages, giving
perfect projection, with tree film.
Pathescope in perfect running order ; screen
and films included with this bargain.

and
will

214,

BENNETT

COLLEGE

LTD.

SHEFFIELD.

a personal caller’s big opportunity.
/ IlliLstrascreen for Lantern Shows, 48x48 in.,
rigid, portable; perfect projection bril¬
liantly defined.

20/-

—I could not have
carried on

-projection without
Outfits for 9-mm., brilliant
35Illustralight
damage to stills.
Battery
of
Studio
Illumination, complete
0
4
/
45 with super bulbs and chromium reflectors.

To

(An

MARSHALL

Camera and Projector for 9-mm. Coronet,
serviceable yet not expensive.
Ensign 16-mm. Projector, in new condition ;
others at moderate prices.
Pathe Projector with attachment for supers,
screen and films.
Standard Motor Drive Projector, in perfect
order, fitted with wide-aperture lens.
Standard Camera with tripod, lenses and
case ; excellent order.
Pathescope, fitted with motor drive and
Hermagis lens.

605/0-

5706/80/85/-

ILLUSTRA
Blue Prints enable you to build your
own projector,
0
/
9
5
combined
sprockets,
set ; with
HOW9 to Make with
a Projector
for 10/9-mm.,the 16-mm.,
or
this set we present a further set ; how to construct
super

illuminant.

unsolicited

&

letter from

one of our

Allow

clients.)

The Studio,

CO.,

Scalloway,

NOTTINGHAM.
Dear Sirs,
me, at the close of another

Shetland.
28/12/32.

year, to express

my

warmest
you has
for been
your firm's
execution faithfully,
of my photo
orders. thanks
Your to
work
excellently,
and promptly done, without which I could not have
carried on my business here. Yours is indeed a
SERVICE

THAT

SATISFIES."

Before coming to your firm I had tried several others,
but without the service you have given me ; their prices and
work were quite unsuitable.
You

have

no idea the endless bother I had

with other

firms, waiting for my orders, and xvriting, writing, writing,
every post to hurry them up. Now
I can^ tell my
customers exactly to the day when their photo •
graphs will be ready, all through the promptness
of your firm.
And now as we close another year, many thanks for your
service during the past years, and many best wishes for a
good year of business during Itheremain,
coming year.

16-ram.,
the set.
99- 10/PRINTING
Machine
Blue Print, for 9-mm. and
still, call for
andMovies
inspect
immense
Everything
; phone,
write, stock
or betterof
bargains, including screens from 5/-.
Howell, DeVry,
Brie, Williamson,
PROJECTORS
and DeCameras,
including BellPathe& MAY WE HELP YOU TO CARRY ON
and Ensign.
London. ENTERPRISES,
Telenhone. Gerrard
ILLUSTRA
159,6889.
Wardour [4796
St.. IN 1933? — GIVE US A TRIAL
the long-established
of Messrs.
SUPER
Films (Pathescope)library
on Hire
1/- each,Camera
from
& Co. trade enlargers
Craft, Ltd., Palmers Green, N.13. Send P.C. for MARSHALL
Yours

sincerely,

[Signed] C. J. WILLIAMSON.

Send

or Used).

the

wanted, but how to make buyers want what you draw.

JLLUSTRA Bargains. — Further examples.
[^/. Illustrachrome Colour WTieels, give movies a
e_)/ * professional touch and colour-blending effects.
1
/_ Pathescope Films, 30’s and 60’s assorted ;
' every subject issued, 300-ft. 10/-.

Standard
CAMERAS. PROJECTORS.
FOR LATEST NEW

APPARATUS

stretchers, flawless framed
for*J/~
transport.

ONLY

8, 1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

finest.

16-mm. NEW-VICTOR
SOD HI-POWER
SUPER PROJECTOR,
Superlite f/1.5, 40U-watt biplane, large 2-in. diameter
condensers (passing tremendous light), reflectors, directdrive motor — DO belts, chains or gears, super 8-teeth
■g fllm contact, automatic film trap (cuts off projection if
_
incorrectly running). 4-way rewind — rewind by hand,
E
rewind by motor, rewind one fllm whilst projecting

w

PHOTOGRAPHER

particulars.
OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

[0086
ALL

for our

Booklet

‘ The

NOTTINGHAM.
RISK.

Service

that

Satisfies.’

postcard

printers

r
February

THE

8, 1933

CINEMATOGRAPH

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

I EXCHANGE AND WANTED^

APPARATUS

WANTED.
— Roll
Film orGoods.Reflex
Camera,Wire¬
In
exchange
for Wireless
— Westgate
less Supplies, Burnley.
[4794

Trade.

PATHESCOPE
Motocameras
de luxe fitted
model, Meyer
fitted
f/3.5 lens, £ti/10
; Ditto: model,
f/1.5 len.s, £15 ; Ditto model, fitted Zeiss f/2.7 lens,
£11 ; several £()/(; models at £3/10, £4, £4/10 ;
guaranteed genuine bargains. — Southern Film Ex¬
change, 52, Boundaries Kd., Balham, London.
ment, automatic
rewind,motor,
resi.stance,
PATHESCOPE
Projector,
super complete
attach¬
super set equal new, £18/10 ; Lux Projector,
recently cost £21/10, bargain, £15/15 ; Kid
Projector, complete, splendid condition, 35/-. —
Southern, above.

Every Pathescope Super Eilm available for Hire,

3/6 week, 2/3 three days ; finest selection
guaranteed films. — Soutiiern, above.

Pathescope
piim Hire,
30-tt. 4d.,
week ; no depo.sit.
— Southern,
above.00-ft. 8d.
Pathescope
30-ft.
5d.,
00-ft»
9d., Supens Pilms
4/0. — Exchanged,
Southern Eilm
Excliange.
above.
[0079
CINEMATOGRAPH
EHuls,
Accessories
:
stand¬
ard only ; lists free ; sample 1^-. — Eilrnerie.s,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[3523
STANDARD-SIZE
splendid ;
Intere.sts and Eeatures,
Travels ; Comedies,
good condition
exceptional value. — Associated, 34, Beaufoy Rd.,
Tottenham.
[4661

CINEMA Eilms, standard -sine : Comedy, Interest,
Sheen
[4735

News ; li.sts free. — Donaldson, 172,
Lane, S.W.14. Pro.3pect 1429.

The KING,” 9-mm. Profe.ssional Ending, 1/3 ;

titles made from 4d. ; samples, stamp ;
Bolex Motor Rewind, 10/-. — Jackson, Walton Rd.,
Stocktonheath, Warrington.
[4741

TALKING
(standard),
S.O.E.,
all latest,
list l.jd. Pictures
— L. Munday,
Pinden,
Dartford.
14781
I EXCHANGE

AND

WANTED~|

WANTED.
Old lens,
Foldingalso3Jx24
with
••Zeiss —f/6.3
3ix2JCamera,
Roll Film
Icarette, or similar, with delayed-action shutter.
—Box

5976, e/o “ The Amateur

Photographer.”

[4713

WANTED. — ^Whole-plate Camera (square bellows

preferred). — 25, Grace St., South Shields. [4716

WANTED.
— 3ix2i
Cameratypewithin Telephoto
'Vlens only
; mustReflex
be recent
first-rate
condition.— Box 598?, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

Photo¬
[4719

WANTED. — Makina or lea Bebe 3ix2J^ Camera'

plate, latest model, t/4.5 or larger ; par'
ticulars. — Pryke, 63, Banstead St., S.E.15. [4725

WANTED.— Back Numbers “ Photograms of the
WANTED. — 2ix3i Folding Plate Camera ; par-

Year,” good condition essential.- Delves,
Lynton, Horeham Rd., Sussex.
[4726

-tticulars. — Bullough, 29, Canterbury St.,
South Shields.
[4738

WANTED.—
i-pl. orin 3ix2i
Double Extension
' Plate Camera,
good condition,
cheap. —
Pashley, 5, South Lane, Sheffield.
[4743
WANTED.
Sectionalsuit Hut; good
for amateur
&[4745P.,—
p garage— may
order, D.cheap.
161, Church Rd., Haydock, St. Helens.
WANTED
for Cash.
Second-hand
Leica[4749
II
or latest
type —Rolleiflex.
— 28,Contax,
Denmark
Rd.,
Southport.
WANTED.—
Vertical Enlarger,
J-pl. —Reflex
[J Zeiss Monocular
or Binoculars.
199, Camera,
Maldon
Rd., Colchester.
[4755

WANTED. — 10x15 cm. Nettel Press, no lens. —
» Photos, 6, Queen’s Crescent, Exeter.

[4756

Exchange.—
3ix2i
Folding,
f/4.5,— BM/BS8N,
new [4763
con¬
dition, for
Bobette
1 (box).
London.
Exchange.—
3} x2ishutter,
Folding
KIHo,leather
6 slides,
F.P.A., 6-speed
f/8 lens,
case ;
good condition, for pair Binoculars. — F. Putman,
Walton-on-Naze.

[4767

" I should like to express my satisfaction and appreciation of your
attitude over this transaction, and have received your letter enclosing
cheque for £H. . .
L. A. J - , B - .
Model C 16>mm. Kodascope Cine Projector, improved model, with
rheostatcontrol.completew'ithadjustableresistance C11 • 1 7 •
‘250 volts and travelling case. Unsoiled .
1 . 1 i . U
X 2^ N. & G. New Special Sibyl Pocket, Eoss Xpres f/4.5 lens,
N. & G. Precision shutter, i to 1/lOOth sec. and time, 2-way rising
front, folding reflex finder showing rise. 3 double CIA*
14* f)
elides, F.P. adapter and leather case. Equal new
• 1^* ^
9x12 Nettel Deckmllo Press, improved quick-wiud self-capping
focal-plane shutter, engraved speeds i to l/2,000th sec., 6-in. Carl
Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, lazy-tong focus, direct frame finder, 3 double
slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. Equal
£|5*
15*0
X 6 Vest Pocket

GaumontBlocknote.

l-PLATE

4

and case.
Kershaw

Equal new .
9i-in. f;4.5 Soft-Focus Lens, iris mount,

Palmos

WANTED.— 3ix2i lowest.
Reflex — Folding
or Boxform,
also Rolleiflex,
Wallis, May
Avenue,
Wollaton, Nottingham.
[4791
YOU

CAN

DEAL

• lO * vJ
• Q . f)

and leather case. New condition .
. lO • U
6x4 Sanderson Regular H. & S., 6-in. Goerz Series III f/6.8 Dagor
lens, B. and L. shutter, 1 to 1/lDOth sec., universal rising and swing
front, triple ex. rack, reversing back, 3 D.D. slides, rr? . 1 7 •
leather case. Good as new .
. i i . U
3ix2i Speed Cameo, double ex., rack focus, Zeiss Tessar f/4,5
lens, Compur shutter, rise and cro.s.s front, brilliant finder, also
direct-vision finder and back-sight, 3 slides, F.P.
• fi * 0
adapter and case. Nice condition .
. U .
i-pl. Sanderson de Luxe Triple Ex., improved wide-angle rack,
universal rack rising and swing front, independent rise, Carl Zeiss f/6,3
Series Vila Protar, 5 and 9 in. foci, Compound shutter, 3 double
book-form slides, superior leather case. New
con- £J5* 15* Q
J-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, latest pattern, 6-in. Carl Zeiss f/4.5
Tessar lens, rising front, revolving back, quick-wind milled-head
sell-capping focal-plane shutter, encraved speeds l/8th to l/1.300th
sec., band and antinous release, 3 double slides, F.P. adapter and
superior velvet-lined leather case. New condi- on A . in*n
tlon. Cost £47 .
.
. lU.U
Cine-Kodak Standard Model B. Kodak f/1.9 focussing anasti^at,
interchange lens mounting, filter assembly for Kodacolor, also spare
filters, takes 60 or 100 ft. 16-nim. films, complete in C01 * 10*0
combination case. Set urisolled .
. 1 U . U
3t • 2J Ensign Roll Film Speed Reflex, latest pattern, quick-wind
focal-plane shutter, l/25tb to l/600th sec. , Aldis Uno f/4.5 anastigrnat,
also Dallon 9-ln. f/6.6 Telephoto anastigrnat, interchangeable, com¬
plete with do luxe leather case. Unsoilcd....
£Q . |7 • 0
i-pl. Dallmeyer Press Reflex, latest pattern, 6-in. Dallmeyer f/3.6
Press anastigrnat, rising front, rack focus, hood and sky shade, revol¬
ving back, quick-wind self-capping focal-plane to l/l,U00th sec, and
time, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. New
CIO.
17* A
condition .
Leitz Leica

.
Pocket, improved

model,

with

*1^.
li.U
interchangeable lens

moimting, f/3.6 Elmar anastigrnat, focal-plane shutter, all speeds.
Leit^ Fodis distance gauge, 3 spool-chambers, oil , I7.A
leather case. Unsoiled .
XI 1 . 1 1 . U
3ix2i Nettel Fidnca Pocket, rack double ex., Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar.
Compur shutter U-stirrup front, fine adjustment rise and cross,
finder and level, also wire-frame finder and back-sight, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter and leather case. New condi* 18 * 6
i-pl. Adams' Model A Minex de Luxe Reflex, improved pattern,
fitted 8i-in. Carl Zeiss f/4.6 Tessar lens, hood and sky shade, rackrising front, double ex. rack, revolving back, masking device, quickwind self-capping focal-plane, time valve, 3 to l/l.OOOthsec., T. and B.,
spectacle magnifiers, fitted 3 double slides, F.P. adapter and de
luxe leather case. Equal new. Cost £110.. £40
‘0*0
3ix2i Ica Pocket Bebe, 12-cm. Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens. Com¬
pound shutter, 1 to l/200tli sec,, focussing, direct-vision finder with
back-sight, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. OQ • 1 Q • A
New condition .
Hermagis Best Series Tronsse Convertible
and
in. combined focus, single elements

^ O . U
Anastigmats, giving 8|
7} and 14^ in. foci, in

Compur

geared sector shutter, and separate stand- Cl Q . 17* 0
1 i . U
XIU.
ard iris mount. New condition .
1-pl. Goerz Pocket Tenax, Goerz f/6.8 Series III Dagor lens. Com¬
pound shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., rack double e.x., rise and cross

front, 8 slides, F.P. adapter

and leather case. Equal

£g

.

• 0

i-pj. T.-P. Jnniot Special Ruby Reflex, 6-in. Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Triotar
lens, hood and sky shade, rising front, reversing back, milled-head
quick-wind self-capping focal-plane shutter, auto, stop-plate, 1/lOth
to 1/1, 000th sec., hinge open top, etc., 6 slides, F.P. £7 • 1R * 0

Xf . 10 . U
and leather case. New condition .
adapter
41x6 Dallmeyer Speed Pocket, Pentac f/2.9 anastigrnat, directvision finder, self-capping focal-plane, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., T.
and B., 3 double book-form slides, F.P. adapter CIO*
17*0
if.u
XI^.
and leather case. New condition .
Any of the above may be had by arrangement on five days’ approval. If
no ledger ale deposit to value is requested. Latest lists free on application,

Pathescope Projectors and Accessories pur¬

chased : best cash prices. — Southern Film Ex¬
change, 52, iloundaries Rd., Balham, London. [0078

LANTERNS

HIGH-CLASS Solid Mahogany Enlarging and

without, £5. — Vicar, St. Luke’s, Formby.

[4730

I.eics.

[4769

4lx3i
Zeiss Miraphot
4 anastigrnat,
automatic Enlarger,
focussing f/6.8
; new Novar
con¬
dition, — Bryan, 14, Napier Avenue, S.W.6. [4748
2
Form
A, new,
25/- ;
tits Cameo
31x2J
Lancaster
Diffasa
Vertical
Enlarger,or
similar. — Moore, 60, Southfield Rd., Hinckley,
Trade.

ANCASTEll

E NLARGERS
negative, from
to 12X10,
Condensers,
VERTICAL
and Leica
Horizontal
for every
size
ditfused or mercury vapour illumination ; semi-

iiutomatic or automatic

ADDRESS

:

Telegrams

CHEAPSIDE,

: “ Loncaraerex,

Stock, London.”

LONDON,
Phone

E.C.2

: Central

8691.

One minute from the Bank of England and Stock Exchange.
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

focussing.

J^IST, fully illustrated, post tree on request.
Birmingham, 1. Telephone, Central 4255.

J. LANCASTER & SON, LTD., 87, Parade,
post free. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.
Clearance
sale List ofParade,
shop-solled
Enlargers,
Lancaster,
—
2d.
postage
struction ; List
con¬
for ownParade,
ot parts
—
am.
Enlargers.ingh
[0082
Birm
CLUB

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SOUTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY’,

headquarters and dark-room, Camberwell Central
Library, Peckham Rd., S.E. Ordinary meetings,
Mondays, 8 p.m. Kine-group, alternate Wednes¬
days, 8 p.m. : next meeting Feb. 15 ; inclusive
annual subscription 7/6, no entrance fee ; club
year just commenced. — Hon. Secretary, R. J. Smith,
29, TaRourd Place, S.E.15.
[4674

ACCESSORIES

CARBINE 'Tank, V.P.K., 10/6 : Specialist

Developing Tube, i-pl., 5/6 ; Oleobrom Set
No 2, whole-plate, 30/-. — Blake, 73, Queen’s Gate,
S.W.7.
[4723

31 X 21 Dalian de Luxe Plate and Film Pack Tank,

2 almost new, 11/- ; Diaphot Meter, unused,
2/6.— Jenkins, Barnfield, Wilton Crescent, Southamp¬
ton.

[4783
Trade,

Bellows.— All sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;

camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

I

MISCELLANEOUS

|

SEVERAL Volumes, some amateur bound, of

“ Photographv ” and of “ The Amateur
Address B
Photographer” : anv offer invited.—s.
[4751
23, Granville Rd., Barnet, Hert
Trade.

finest range of Picture Mouldings in the
W’orld ; post free, 3d.— Watkins Provider, Exchange
Works, Newport, Mon.
[3610

€0.. IpimUtfi.

No. 2, POULTRY,

ENLARGERsl

HOW to Frame Pictures, complete Guide and List ;

Camera (fxcljange
I^OTE

&

Reducing Lantern ; worth over £12 ; 5i-in.
condenser, leather bellows, with Aldis lens, £6 ;

N.B. — High-class Apparatus Purchased for Cash, taken in Exeba^e
Cbt Valuations free. Call or wTite.
or Sold on Commission. Approx.

Press, f/5.6 Cooke, 3 D.D., F.P.A.,

leather case ; excellent condition ; exchange for

oo

Standard Model B Cine-Kodak, with f/6.5 anastigrnat, motor spring
drive, capacity 50 or 100 ft. 16-mm. films, look-down brilliant finder,
alsodirecteye-levelfinderwithrnagnifler back-sight, rc
• 1Q •

[4768

i-pl. Telephoto, 12-17 in., suitable reflex. — Box 6011,
c/oJ“The Amateur Photographer.”
[4787

anastigrnat,

Nice condition .
. 1 0 • U
Postcard 10 x 15 cm. Nettel Contes.9a Pocket, f/4.5 Steinheil Teronar
anastigrnat, Compur shutter, 1 to l/200th sec., rack double ex,, Utimip front, rise and cross, 3 slides, F.P. adapter pk . 10*^

3 slides, —
F.P.A.,
for good
Film Compur,
Camera,
Exchange.
i-pl. Etui,
GoerzRoll f/6.8,
3Jx2i or 4ix2i. — Bowen, Oakdene, Builth Wells,
Breconshire.

Carl Zeiss Protar

fully-6peeded shutter, direct-vision finder and magnifier, back-sight
and reflex attachment, 12 slides and 2 wallet cases, oo • IQ • R

Trade.

YOU can use your spare time to start a mail

order business that quickly brings you a
full-time income ; lew pounds capital only needed ;
no samples or outfits to buy, no rent, rates or
canvassing ; new method makes success certain ;
send P.C. to-day for booklet. — Business Service
Institute, Dept. 74a, 6, Carmelite Street, E.C.4. [4733

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

2

February

THE

XU

AMATEUR

29>00<X

In almost every Dark¬
room can the Granville

FOR

FREE

LIST

3/7
5/4

6ix4J
8ix6i
10x8
I2x 10

72 ..
36 ..
36 ..

7/4
5/6

GRANVILLE
4/LUXE POSTCARDS

8’4

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vig3«rous
and Normal.
20 1/-, 50 1'9, 100 3/-, 500 13/6.

GRANVILLE
UNSURPASSED
PLATES
100, 250, 350, 650, and
H.D. 425.

Special

weight, Gaslight,
noiTnal, vigorous
: same
KBromide
ALTON
single- weight
andprices
double¬as
advertisement above, except i-pl. 6/6 gross.
double-weight
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
10x8 5/- ; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
IF ALTON Gaslight Paper, “ Xlnt ” 31x21
fV 2/- gross, 12-gross lots 20/-.

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.
Sheets.
7/9
2/9
144 ..

Ortho

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE
Glossy. Velvet, Matt ; White and Cream :
Chloro-Bromide ; Double-weight thickness.
Sheets.
Sheets.
, 4/6
8/6
41x3J
144
8ix6i 72 ..
36 ..
144
10x8
6/2
6/6
5ix3i
I2x 10 36 ..
72
9/9
6ix4I

K ALTON Gaslight Paper, lSx2i, 1/6 gross;

K
ALTON
Postcards,
bromide
and gaslight,
quality,
all surfaces
; vigorous,
3/- first
100,
1/9 50.
K ALTON
Collodion,
3ix214/-. glossy,
3/- grossSelf-toning
; 1-pl. matt
and cream,
K ALTON
Self-toning
Postcards,
glossy, matt and
matt creana,
4'- 100,
32/6 1,000.
K ALTON
i-pl., 9/9
4 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; i-pl.,
5/-,
backed 5/9; 3ix2i, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;
Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

K ALTON
Roll 9/-Films,
first3ix2],
quality,8 exposures,
lgx2i, 8
exposures,
dozen;
9/- dozen, 6 exposures, 7/-; 2ix4i 11/6, 3lx4i

18/-; 5ix3i 21/-.
ALTON Film Packs, H. & D. 350, 3i x 21, 3
IV packs 5/3 ; i-pl., 3 packs 8/6.

Ki-pl.ALTON
Flat Films,
& D. 600,4 i-pl.,
5/-, 16/6
gross ; H.Postcard,
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;
12'-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
KAI,T0N
bottled : Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
lOd. ; Pyro,
CITY PHOTO WORKS.— World-famous “ Blue

CITY PHOTO WORKS.— The original 22 years’

established firm ; thousands of satisfied
customers; 3ix2i Gaslight Paper, 2/6 gross,

KAMY, ltd., 28, Bunhill Row, London, E.C.l,

supplies best photographic materials, recom¬
mends a good trial and allows 10 per cent reduction
on first sample order. Films excepted. [0044

Gaslight, Amidol. M.Q.. Pyro, Gold Toning,
Acid Fixing, Semitone. Box of 6 packets 1/3.

etc. ; for
all all
goods
guaranteed
we pay postage
BURT’S
Reliable
Plates, ; Postcards,
Papers, ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬

GRANVILLE

mingham.

Cut Films, Mounts. Chemicals. Tissue. Mountant. Sepia Toner, P.O.P., Glazing Solution,
Self-toning, etc., etc.

ous and
normal ;Gaslight
all surfaces
First quality,
BURT’S
Postcards,
and ;Bromide,
vigor¬
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 21- 100.
BURT’S
Gaslight
and Bromide3Jx2iPaper,1/3vigorous
and
normal,
all surfaces,
72 ' sheets,
21- gross; 44x2f and i-pL 1/9, 3/- gross; i-pl.
1/9 36, whole-plate 2/9 36.

;

Phone 847.

BIBUIN6HAM
174,

BRANCH

CorporatiOD

;

Street.

Telephone 1
Telegrams J
Telem'Sl}

30

in. ; height 56 in.
when fully ex¬
tended.

PRICE
SANDS

HUNTER

37, BEDFORD

&

STREET,

CO.,

:

LTD.

STRAND,

W.C.2

30/-

NEW/
2,000
C.P.
LAMP
WITH

REFLECTOR
AND

21/complete
Postage 1/extra
(Please state voltage when ordering)
This new 200-watt Nitraphot Lamp is designed on the
same principles as the 500-watt type, but with a life of
8 to 10 hours. When using the specially made reflector
satisfactory can
results.
exposures
be from 1 to 2 seconds at f/4.5 with

Nitraphot Exposure Meter 1/6 extra

SANDS
37,

HUNTER

Bedford

Street,

&

CO.,

Strand,

LTD.

London.

1QQQ- — Super
Decide Gaslight,
on Quality,
but 1/8
pay gross
less;
[0035 ;
AJ/zOO
8ix2F
4ix2J 2/6 gross (12 gross or above) ; Sample
gross 2/- and 2/9. post paid ; D. & P. Order
Pads and Wallets (60/- orders post paid). —
Allens, 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0088
bargain cheap
list. — Clay,
Fowler— St.,
Shields.
Really
Materials.
SendSouthstamp
for

Chancery 8637.

[4537
BE

WISE

IN

TIME—

USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

At last. Hypo

Successfully

‘‘NOW

Married!

AT”

Is the Lucky Fellow 1 Where Hypo goes *Nowat* should
follow. Proof
of the 1/6
after-effects
Nowat
’ 2
minutes
Hypo given
eliminator,
from now offor* 480
prints
or negatives; 3/- for 1.280. Beware of imitations.

S.

If your

chemUt

HERMER,

doet not stock

*yowaf,'

92, Tottenham

apply

to:

Lane, London, N.8

[0026

3/6 100. — Harrowven’s,
King St., Postcards,
Norwich.
ILLINGWORTH’S
Gaslight224,or Bromide

S f=>A

Telegrams : “ GranviUe, Leamington.*'

BBANCH

finished.
The
new style guiding
runners ensure
perfect stability
in use. Length
when closed

largest selection in the trade ; write now, you
may learn something to your advantage. — City
Photo Works, 119, Eastbourne Rd., Southport. [0002

GRANVILLE
DEVELOPERS

LONDON

light
metalthroughout,
construc¬
tion
and is beautifully

CITY PHOTO WORKS.— Big Catalogue Free ;

All grades as above.
15 1/-. 50 2/.. 100 3/6. 500 16/-.

57 & 68, Chancery Lane, W.C.2,

com¬

pocket rolds
tri-

pact

Label ” series of first quality British Papers,
[0009
Postcards, Chemicals, Mounts, Wallets, Folders,
also Plates, orthochromatic, isochromatic ; uniform
quality ; absolutely dependable material.

5/GRANVILLE
SEMITONE
POSTCARDS

GTON

glossy,

3ix2i 1/6 72 sheets, 2/6 gross; 4ix2f and
i-pl., 21- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

Lantern

3ix2i I Doz. .. 1/3 6Jx4f I Doz... 3 9
4,lx3i ,. .. 1/10 8ix6i i ,. .. 3'9
5ix3i „ .. 2/10

UE-AtVlIN

light and

7/3, 3/- dozen.

GRANVILLE
DE LUXE PAPERS

H.D.

This is a new and
exceptionally
only

15x12 4/3 ; 12X10 7/3 36 sheets, 10x8 5/whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ,
i-pl.
21/6. 3/6, 4ix2J 3/6, 34x2i 2/6 gross, 12 gross

TO-DAY

DE

K ALTON, forBristol,
150, Victoria
St. ACallers
new
South-Western
England.
Prices less
postage to callers.121, Scotswood Rd.
K ALTON,
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
K ALTON,
9 to 7 Manchester,
; Wednesday,99, 1 London
; please Rd,
call. Hours,
Send forLondon,
price list.
K ALTON,
61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harbome.
K ALTON,
7, Albany
9 to 7 ; Leeds,
Wednesday,
1 ; please
call. Hours,
K ALTON,
38, Bridge
End.
K ALTON,
4091, Argyle St. Prices less
postage Glasgow,
to callers.
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt, i-pl. 3/6
K ALTON
Chloro-bromide
white72
sheets; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-; 12x10
matt, normal,
extra vigorous,
single
K ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Bromide,
glossy, velvet,
weight and double-weight : 20x16 6/3 dozen

label be found

3ix 2i Gross .
4ix2J .. .
4Jx3i ,. .
5ix3i „ .

“WALLET”
POCKET
TRIPOD

depot
welcomed.

GRANVILLE
PRODUCTS

WRITE

7HE

Trade.

REGULA RL Y use

8, 1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

mate:rial.s

PHOTOGRAPHERS
now

PHOTOGRAPHER

SYSTEM.

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

Your Film Developed, and 1 Velox jrlazed print made from each
neeative: V.P. Hnd
8 exposures, 1/2. No. 110 (2Jx4i)
1'6. 4Jx3i 1/3, r>J
1/8. 1/6 dozen. 1/- i dozen, Soperior
Postcard EnlargeoieDU.. 4'- dozen, 2/9 t dozen, 81x6^;
2/6
dozen. 1'6 i dozen. 0 J >-• 4f enlargements. 2/- 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/0,
12x10 1/3. 10/8 r-.
9d.. 6M4|
6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH
OF ALL ORDERS.
Sl/es np to 12 » li* glazed, unless olherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every aatisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE

&

CAMPION.

122, East

Park

Road.

LEICESTER.

February

THE

8, 1933

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

MATERIALS

LONDON'S
LEADING
DEALERS in
GOOD

A STAGGERING

Trade.

post paid Hadleigh,
; satisfaction
catalogue
ATTWOOD,
Essex.guaranteed
— ^Reliable; Materials,

SeamU-Hi

ATTWOOD Flat Films, superfine quality. —

BARGAIN

ATTWOOD Plates, superfine quality. — 300 and

(Unobtainable elsewhere).

free.

3.50 and 600 H. & D. ; Postcards, 21- dozen,
6 dozen 10/- ; i-pl-, 2/3 dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.
600 H. & D. ; i-pl.. 1/9 dozen, 6 dozen 8/- ;
Postcard, 2/- dozen, 6 dozen 11/- ; i-pl., 2/9 dozen,
5 dozen 12/-.

ATTWOOD Acme Postcards, Bromide and Gaslight,

normal and contrasty, 50 1/6, 100 2/9, 500 11/-,
1,000 19/- ; Commercial Po.stoard,s, 1/9 100, 14/per 1,000.
normal and vigorous, 6X4i, 3/6 per gross ;
i-pl., 4/- per gross : whole-plate, 7/6 per gross.—
Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
[0025

Watch this column weekly
for London’s Biggest Bar¬
gains in Used Cameras !
★ d-mm. Pathe Cine Camera,.^
Caino

motor

leather case.
dition .

attachment,

la

^

good con¬
£3 18 0

rising-front model, Carl Zeiss
f/8 Tessar lenses, changingbox for 12 plates, leather case
£6 9 3

double extension, Goerz f/O.b
Dagor lens. Compound shut¬
ter, P.P. holder. . . £4 12 0

★ 3x4 cm. Nagel BoUoroy,

Elmar f/3.6 anastlgmat lens,
Compur sliutter, 8i>eed8 1 to
l/300th sec. lu new con¬
dition. List price £15 ISs.,
for .
£10 12 0 ,

★ 4ix3i Kodak Graflex, re¬

volving back model, focalplane shutter, 8i)eeds 1/lOth
to l/l.OOOtb sec., Kodak f/4.6
anastlgmat lens, F.P. liolder,
leather case. List price ,
£83 15a., for .
£10 10 0

★ Postcard Kodak Boll Film

Graflex, focal-plane shutter,
speeds 1/lOth to l/l,00(»th
sec., Cooke f/4.5 Series II
leather
anastigmat lens,
case. List price £34. for
£12 15 0

★ 3i X Kodak Junior Gra¬

flex, Bausch & Lomb f/4.5
Tessar lens, changing-box for
£8 17 0 ^
12 plates .

★ 5x4 Goerz Folding Beflex,

reversing back, self-capping
focal-piane shutter, Goerz
Dagor f/6.8 lens, also Goerz
Teleuegative lens, 3 double
plate-holders, leather case
£7 17 6

★ 10 X 15 Ica Orix, double ex¬

Tropical

plate15

0

^ 9 X 1.2 cm. Mentor Folding
k Reflex, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar
lens, 3 double plate-holders,
P.P. holder, leather case. In
excellent condition. List
£40, for £16 15

0

r
41x31 Ica Roll Film, Carl
’ Zeiss f/6.3 Triotar lens, Com¬
pur shutter, speeds 1 to
i/260th sec., rising and cross
front, brilliant reversible
view-finder. Cost £11 lOs.
New condition.... £5 12 0

41x31

Newman

&

Guardia

r Sibyl de Luxe, double exten¬
sion, Carl Zeiss Series VII A
Convertible Protnr lens f/6.3.

Sanderson,

shutter, 6 book-form
holders, leatlier case
£15

r
41x31 Mentor Folding Be^ flex, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar
lens, 3 double plate-holders,
leather case. In good con¬
dition. List price £40, for
£15 12 0

double plate-holders, F.P.
holder, 2 K filters, leather
case. First-class condition.
List price £40, for £21 0 0

Film,

reversing back, long exten¬
sion, rising and swing front,
61-in. Ross Zeiss f/7.7 Convertible Protar lens, Unlcum

.
4.5x6 cm. Dallmeyer Speed,
y Pentac i/2.9 lene and a 6-in.
Dallon f/5.6 Telephoto lens,
3 double plate-holders, F.P.
holder, leather case. Original
price £32 lOe., for £16 15 0

anastigmat lens, also 11-ln.
Rosa f/o.5 Teleros lens, 3

f/6.8 Eraostar lens, 3-8peed
shutter, focvissing adjustment,
hinged back. In new con¬
dition .
£3 8 0
6^x4}

^

Boil

mahogany
double
plateholders, P.P. holder, leather
case. In new condition. List
price £21, for .
£12 12 0

price about

12 plate-holders,
case .
>.

F.P. holder,
£13 15 0

r
41x31
Soho Reflex, re‘ volvlng back, long extension,
Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 3

Atkinson Speight, 38, Gainsborough
Oldham,

POSTCARD
Enlargements,
1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;
assorted 2d.
each.— Below.
Enlargement
Freemounted
for every
7/6 spent from
with your
us, onenegative,
8ix6i
no disappointments; same-day service: 8ix6.i
lOd., 10X8 1/1, 12X10 1/4, 15X12 2/1 ; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8ix0i, 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service. 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clcrkenwell 1871.
[0056

Genuine brand new and unsoiled
1933 Model Fotet Cameras fitted

LEICA
and 2d.3x4— George
cm. Specialist.
}-pl. Enlarged
Prints,
Childe,— Photo-Chemist,
228, Roiindhay Rd., Leeds.
[4609
Skilful Enlargements
your best negatives
CONSIDEJt
the Press andfrom Advertising
Value of;

FULLY
OUR PRICE, 37lens.
List6
Price, £4.
/

f/4.5 anastigmat
GUARANTEED.

my experience is at your service. — Langford, Langholme, Uiilands Rd., Rumney Hill, Cardiff. [4770

ONLY

ENIjARGEMENTS
from lid.,
your 12x10
Negative:
' 5d., 8X6 8d., 10x8
1/2, 6x4
post
free ; mounting extra. — Illustrated
Water Lane, E.C.4.

Press, 29,
[4764

Leather

cameras*

price, 2S. 3d.

All Developing and Printing, same-day service ;

mount.

Roll Films and one print each to 31x21 1/- ;
4ix31 1/3, 51x31 1/8: write for lists: see also
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

sec., T.
porated
oneself

and B., also a novel device is incor¬
for use when it is desired to include
in the picture.

Instantaneous Opening by pressing small knob at
side, the

fy ! PER GROSS, 42/6 per 1,000, including title,
[0057
t !
t)est Pliotographic Postcards on Kodak
Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative, 36
for 3/- : titling Gd. extra. — Below.

camera

view-finder,

and

opens

automatically

is all ready

to take

with

the

pictures.

Simple Loading. — The hinged back opens easily

Lantern
l/6, dozenfrom
12/6, printed
from negatives
urgent SUdes
reproductions
matter, ;

Picture Size. — ^Takes the popular 3x 4 cm. pictures,

return of post, 2/9, or in reverse 2/3, post paid. —
Sliawyer, Swindon.
[0064

Finish. — Real leather bellows and covering, counter¬

by

sliding

16 on
sunk

W.C.2.

OUR

body.

with

Supplied

instructions

and

AVOID

ALL

cameras

with

PRICE,

42/-

disappointment.

Highest

possible prices
part exchange.

given

in

Five days’ approval against full deposit.

THE CAMERA & GRAMOPHONE GO.

WANTE^|

AND

film.

Stocks are limited, and orders will be accepted
in strict rotation, so order immediately and avoid

320, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Victoria, S.W.1
iOppogUe

SYSTEM

aluminium
together

also have a few of the above

[0006

Hours

T^’' ANTED. — Child Studies, natural, age up to 4,
tV snapshots or studio ; unsuitable returned. —
R. Lewis, 27, Mulberry Walk, Chelsea, S.W.3. [4715
DEPOSIT

the

in box

1/- vest-pocket

flA.S
lenses
in the new
Pronto**
shutter, anastigmat
with built-in
DELAYED
ACTION
(for
self-portraitur^. LIST PRICE, £4 12s. 6d.

Museum Repairer
St., W.C.l.
Temple— Fairbrother,
Bar 3292. [0066
CAMERA
to Trade.
7,
CAMERA
Repairs,
brasswork,
woodwork,
bellows
;
catalogue 2d. — Mason, 65, Shepherd’s Lane,
Leeds.
[4752

OUR

into

at top.

full guarantee.

We

Lane, London,

catch

a standard

complete

REPAIRERS

Trade.

USE

above
Our

Shutter. — ^Three speeds, l/23th, l/SOth, l/IOOth

I PHOTOGRAPHS

37 BEDFORD ST STRAND
LONDON, WC 2.

hold

Trade.

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,

HUNTERa(!1?5

to

Lens. — Highest grade f 4.5 anastigmat in focussing

undertake repairs to all makes ot cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted : instruments
insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Hojborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

3d. extra.

Cases

SPECIFICATION.

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

Works), 27, Chancery

The leading American Photographic Magazine. Profusely
illustrated articles on Pictorial Photocraphy, Photographic
Technique, Small Cameras, Cin6 Photography, etc.

Suede

List price, 4s. 6d .

Trade.

PHOTOGRAPHY.”

Postage

Avenue,
[0017

Repairs
cameras,
focal-plane
shutters,toetc.,
by skilful
workmen.and
— W.other
A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical

1/0 extra.

SANDS

Enlargements
Quality,
Postcard
Printing,
etc. ; price listot free.—
Slater,
Sawtry,
Peter¬
borough,
[4423
/ O DOZEN,
Postcartls lOd.
from 6,small
film
or1—plate,
re¬
I/O
6d.
3,
3d.
Full-size
touching and vignettes included ; postage extra. —

99

Direct-Vision VIEW-FINDER.
Can be clipped on to any folding
camera in a moment, instantly
removed. Model I, clear glass
lenses, 8/0.
Model II, with blue glass lens
for viewing the subject in
monochrome, 10/-.
Soft or Stiff Leather Case,

2/- Monthly.

Trade.

double plate-holders, leather
case
.
£12 15 0

“RHACO

“AMERICAN

ENLARGEMENTS

0

V.P. Kodak, special model,
r Kodak f/5.6 anastigmat lens,
automatic shutter. New con¬
dition .
£3 12 6

^ 3ix21
Thornton-Pickard
, Special Ruby
Reflex, re¬
volving back, Cooke f/3.5

tension, Carl Zeiss f/6.3 Icar
anastigmat lens, Compur
shutter, 3 plate-holders, P.P.
holder, leather case. In good
condition .
£4 11 9
Ernemknn

Motocamera,

41x31 Sands Hnnter Unlr versal, polished mahogany
body, revolving back, double
extension, rising and swing
front, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar
lens, Compur
shutter, 3

★ 9 X 12 cm. Goerz Tenax,

V.P.

Pathe

Zeiss f/‘2.7 Tessar lens.
In’ good condition. Cost £21

£12 10

★ 46 X 107 mm. Verascope, a

^

0-mm.

ATTWOOD Bromide Paper, glossy, satin, matt,

RISK.

New

Victoria Cinema.)

ol Bosiness

Telephone:

: 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.

(Monday

Victoria 2977,
to Saturday.)

3t

I
xiv

I

THE

SITUATIONS

AMATEUR

VACANT

|

Trade.

PHOTOGRAPHER

IJale

DRAUGHTSMAN-DESIGNER
Wantedlay-out
who andis
thoroughly used to the design,
construction of small Projectors and Cine Cameras

ADVERTISEMENTS_

February

8, 1933

RETOUCHING

BIRMINGHAM
OPPORTUNITY
to purchase first-class imaranteed
apITY
■

Trade,

Retouching. — Best work ; charges according

to work required from : i-pl. bust, 8d. ;
half-length, 4d. ; three-quarter length, 3d. ; fulllength, 2d. ; I-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and postage
with order. — Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

' paratos at exceptionally attractive prices
SHOP-SOILED
AND
SLIGHTLY-USED
CINE CAMERAS.
PROJECTORS
(9.6
and 16 mm.), SCREENS, REFLEX,
PLATE and ROLL-FILM
CAMERAS,
CASES and ACCESSORIES OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION
are offered at lowest

(16-mm. film), must be experienced on cine camera
work and have good experience on general lay¬
out of mechanisms and modern practice, and have
worked with good firm and able to produce firstclass references ; state fully details of experience
and age and salary required. — Box 6004, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[4728

possible prices in oar
ANNUAL
PHOTOGRAPHIC

EXCHANGES

Assistant Young Lady Retoucher-Finisher

required for Photographic Dept. Film Studio ;
write, giving age and particulars to — Fred Daniels,
British and Dominion Studios, Elstree. [4731

See

onr

Sale

A

[9144

SALE.

SPECIALITY^

Windows

and

Bargain

Refined Girl, leavlng-school age, required as

beginner in Photographic Dept. Film Studios.;
no premium. — Write, Fred Daniels, British and
Dominion Studios, Elstree.
[4732

WHITER CLEARANCE
Any

item sent on five days' approval

Plate

slides, F.P. adapter. PI •(^•0
Fair cmidition .
* *
5x4 Shew Xit, swing back,
rise and
cross, Dallmeyer
Stigmatic f/6, i to i/iooth sec.,
3 D.D. slides,
leather case .

Focal

.

4J’X3i

focus, rise and cross, f/4*8
Linear, Coinpur, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter, case. CO • \
^*0
Fair condition. X«*Xv*w

6Vx4f

leather case.

4.5x6

Tessar f/6.3, 6 slides, F.P. adap¬
ter, leather case. £C*i
Fair cofuiilion . . Xv • X tJ •U

f/2

Leica, interchangeable, 50-

convertible

Almost

new.

ClO.'IC.n

Cost £36 17s.

XXil.XO.U

4] X Zk

Nettel Deckrullo,

6-in. Dallmeyer Pentac f/2. 9,
Mackenzie-W’ishart slide A
and 12 envelopes, F.P. adapter,
leather case. Fair condition.

4ix3i Ensign Sanderson, re¬
volving back, 5i-in. RossXpres
f/4.5, Compur, 3 book-form D.D.
slides, F.P. A., leather case. Cost

cost£43 £10:17:6

As

..

Londron,

WEST

W.l

BOUND

....

Deferred

Westminster

BUSES

STOP

HERE

Folding, re¬

and

4} X 3J T.-P. Special Ruby, revol¬

F.P. adapter.
ving
back. 52-in. Fair
Aldis f/4.5,
C^*13 slides,
^*0
condition .

12 sheaths,

Fair condition .

.
Ensign

to i/25oth
Motri.x

4}x3i Popular Pressman, reversing
back, 52-in. Cooke-Butcher
3 slides, F.P. adapter. TC.I

f/4.5.
C.fl

£5:17:6

Tropical Ditto. As
Latest

Ensign

slides,

£2:15:

Fair

Pathe, f,^3.5 lens,

.

£2:17:
6
three

motor,

leather

case.

Fair

unused. Cost £9 ics. Xil«iX*U

2^x1|

mount,

£8:15:0
£9:10:0

Special,

^

f/4.5, in focussing

Compur.

New

ii’i.

16-mm. Zeiss Ikon Kinamo,
S10, f/2. 7 Tessar. As new.

cas51x3.1
e. Cost Tropical
over £45.
Soho,
6J-in. Ross
£14:
17
:6
Xpres 1/4.5, 6 D.D. slides,
leather

Zeiss Ikon Piccolette^

3-in. Tessar

16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak,

dition. Cost ^13 7s. 6d. X I • X # *0
F.P.
10 adapter,
X 15 cm.leather
Mentor Folding, 16.5cm. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5.£12:12:0
3 D.D. slides,

condition. ... X^#v*U

3^x2^ No. 6 Ensign Carbine,.

f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher, Compur,
frame finder, plate back and
slide. New and

nerv.

revolving back, 5-in. Aldis-Butcher
case.
f/4.5, 6 Splendid
slides, F’.P.
adapter,
conC7*1 canvas
7*^i

£1:18:6

3x2 Krauss Rollette, f/4.5,
finder, leather case. CO^ C *0
anastigmat, Compur, direct

Cameras0

Ditto, Camo

£6:17:6

Film

^

£6:19:6

motor

Cine

chargers,

3^ X 2V

sec., 3 D.D.

9.5-mm.

3|x21^
Focal-plane Roll
Film, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5. As new.

Roll

3i X 2i No. 2} B Ensign, f/6.3
Lukos anastigmat, 3-speeds

I .O
Stereo
Tenax, f/6. 8 Dagors, Compound

Xm*XU

3^x2^

Enolde, self-erecting:

front, Zeiss Tessar

Amateur

Photographer.”

WORKERS’

8/2/33

COMPETITION

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Tuesday, Febntary aStb.

•* The

Amateur

Photographer.**

INTERMEDIATE

>H
=;
<»
c
S
« 5^
n

Roll

Ensign
12 Floren¬
tine41x21
Carbine,
ZeissNo.Tessar
f/4.5,
delayed

Compur.

iVcw

Compur,
finder,
platerising"
back, front,
6 slides,direct
F.P.
adapter, screen.
Very good
condition.
Cost XJQ.lTf.C

and

£10:10:0

PRAXI

at
>
H
o

C. o ^ 9
'^5 2
^oO
So
o

xo.l

COMPETITION

Photographer.”

BEGINNERS’

8/2/33

COMPETITION

Photographer,**

PRINT

PLEASE

CRITICISM

MENTION

"THE

ENLARGER
of precision
no wires
to make,
the lens.
with or
designed

MODEL II gives 11 to 7 time.s enlargements
from any negative np to 6x6 cm., i.e.,
etc.
Rolleiflex, Ikonta, PRICES:
Autolette, Weeny-Ultrix,

O
S. O' is
8/2/33

ft 5

MODEL

AMATEUR

I.

with

f/3.5

anastigmat
.f/3.5
MODEL
11.lens
with

"

£12
: 10 •: e0
A.|n ,

anastigmat
.
X»1Z.W
*0
Write for lens
Illustrated
Prospectus
and Price
List to THORSCH
&
CO., LTD.

This Coupon to be afi&xed to back of print.
Available till Wednesday following date of issue.

32

is an iostrument

MODEL I gives 2 to 10 times enlargements from
Leica, Contax. Pilot, Eolibri, RoUoroy, RoUeiflex negatives, and all sizes op to 4x4 cm.

» o'
g X)
Ki O’
©,
i,
O o- Q »

I

Amateur

The PRAXIDOS

high-grade single or doable mounted con¬
densers are supplied according to the size of
the negative to be used.

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Tuesday, February 28th.

“ The

VERTICAL

8/2/33

Amateur

DOS

AUTOMATIC

— it is really automatic. There are
to break or stretch, no adjustments
no final focussing by means of
The PRAXIDOS
can be obtained
without a condenser. Specially

8/2/33

37, Bedford

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

finder^

Cost £10 10s... XO»XO*v
3}x21 Nettel
extension,
Zeiss Duroll,
Tessar double
f/4.5,.

Film

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Tuesday, February 28th.

“ The

f/4.5, Com¬

pur, patent telescope
New and unused.

Street, Strand.

London.

ADVERTISERS.
issuoe.f
:

“ The

and %in-

£5:17:6

£14 15s .

ADVANCED

ESTD.
1750

. . .
£1:7:6
condition .
lOS.
UCl.
2}x2i Icarette, Hekla f/6.8
anastigmat, 3-speed, frame
finder, radial focussing. Fair

4.5x10.7 cm. Jules Richard
leather case.
Verascope,
Krauss 4K.17.fi
Zeiss Tessars
f/4.5, magazine

on application.

LTD.

3;j^x2I Autographic Folding
Brownie.
ft J
condition Fair 1 C_

Fair
condition.
4.5x10.7
cm. XtJ.X
Goerz

31x21

terms

Fourteen doors west of Circas.

Stereoscopic

volving
back, si'in. Cooke f/4.5,
case. Fair
condition.. £5
:5
:0
3 D.D. slides, roll-film holder,
leather

XXO.U.U

mm. Elmar f/3.5, also 13.5-cni.
Elmar f/4.5, Fodis range-finder,
Universal view-finder, 3 rollfilm chambers, leather case.

Dallmeyer Stigmatic f/6, 3 D.D.
slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case. Very Clh.IC.A
good condition.

brand new

Ermanox,

F.P. adapter....

41^x3i Sinclair Una, revol¬

£26ios.

cm.

3^x2}

allowance

o fllTCHIS^M

XX^*Xv»U

Ernostar, 6 slides, ClCaH.rt

ving hack, double extension,
rise and swing front, Acme,
sec.,

Goerz Anschutz, 8-in.

Aldis
5 to i/i,2ooth sec.,
6 D.D, f/4.5,
slides. Cl 9*1 ^*0

4|^x3i N. & 6. Sibyl, Zeiss

i/30oth

f/4.5 Apem,

£8:17:6

3^x2^ Curt Bentzin, Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.
adapter, lea- XJIO.IC.fl
ther case. . . XlZ.XO:U

cm. Reitzschel, rack

exchange

Reflex

£3:15:0

Apem,

Generous

ST.

Plane

3ix2.V Salex, f/5.5 anastigmat, F.P. adapter. .CO*7,C
Fair condition. ... X^* # *0
2bx1| Kodak Graphic, f/6.3
anastigmat, for roll film. Fair

3^x2} Cameo, f/6.3 Ross
Homocentric, Lukos, i to
i/iooth sec., negative finder,
6 slides, F.P. atlapter, leather
case.
Almost

to

or C.O.D .

281 OXFORD

Aldis

Uno f/7.7, rise arid cross,
General, i/5th to i/iooth sec., 3

I

cash

DOLLQMD

4^ x3.i Cameo,

9x12

against

All in good condition unless otherwise stated.
There are hundreds of other Bargains.

W.C.2

/ .0

February

THE

8, 1933_
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PHOTOGRAPHER

AMATEUR

Here’S
Your Greatest Opportunity
A BRAND NEW GUARANTEED ZODEL
HALF-PRICE-AND

AT PRACTICALLY

A FREE GIFT OF TEN SHILLINGS
SEE

17

Cameras,
Junior extension,
Zodel
body,
double
O TV/ Vwooden I'Pl*
risiiif? and cross front. f/().8 anastigmat lens,
shutter speeded l/25th to l/lOdth, complete with
3 single slides.

£2:9:6

1932 cost £4:4:0

COUPON

BELOW

SPECIAL NOTE. — Only one coupon may be sent by any one reader
unless more than one camera is purchased, when one coupon per
camera may be submitted. Coupons also available for the following
second-hand outfits.

12

ATT

A Agfa Speedex Roll Film Camera, self-erecting model, f/8.8 anas* tigmat lens, 3-speed shutter, brilliant finder. Cost £2 15s.

£1 12

6

n l-pl. Folding Klimax, double extension, rising and cross front,
^ Aldis Uno f/7.7 anastigmat lens, Speedex shutter, 1 to 1/lOOth
sec., brilliant finder, tan case, 5 slides, F.P. adapter. Cost
£4 198. 6d .
£2 7 6
O

i-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand Model, all movements, triple
extension, rising and swing front, reversing, f/4.5 Salexon ana.S'
tigmat lens, Compur I). A. shutter, 1 to l/2both sec., 3 D. slides
Mackenzie adapter, 6 envelopes, black case. Cost £20
£8

8

0

10

(

V

anastigmat
rising and
3 slides.

Genuine Zodel de Luxe All-Metal
Cameras, 3* x 2^ f/4.5 Zodellar
lens, delayed-action Compur shutter,
cross front, wire-frame finder, etc.,

1932 cost £8:8:0

£5:5:0

434x2J
N. & G. Folding Reflex, rising front, Ross Xpres f/2.9
lens, focal-plane shutter, I'lOtb to l/80Uth sec., tan c;tse,
F.P.

adapter.

Cost

£62 .

£37

Butcher’s Reflex Carbine Roll Film Camera, Aldis anas
5 31x21
tigmat f/6.3 lens, T. and I. shutter. Cost £5 58 .
£2 9 t
Soho Reflex, horizontal model, rising and cross front,
6 Postcard
Dogniar f/4.5 anastigmat lens, focal-plane shutter. 1/lGth to

11 ^ TV/* Y Juniors, 3 i x 21, wooden body,
£2:9:6

double extension, rising and cross
front, f/G,8 anastigmat lens, shutter speeded l/25th to
l/lDOth sec., complete with 3 single slides.

7

lU

ONLY
Zodel

de

Luxe

Cameras, f/3.8 Zodellar
lens, Compur shutter,
speeded 1 to l/*200th sec.,
rising and cross front,
double
vision

extension, directview-tlnder. etc.,

3 single
adapter.

1932 cost £0:9:0

slides

or

F.P.

£5:9:6

book-form

and

Bell & Howell Filmo 70a Cine Camera, holds 100-ft. 16-miii
film. 8 and IG speeds, Cooke f/3.5 Universal focus cin6 lens
B. & H. case. Cost £70 .
£27 10 t

Kodascope C 18-mm.
100-watt lamp. Cost

Projector, regular
£18 l8s .

model

14

Zodel de Luxe All-Metal Cameras, with f 4.5 Zeiss Tes«ar
lens, delayed-action Compur shutter, rising and cross front,
double extension, direct view-finder, 3 slides.

1932 cost £15 : 15 : 0

£8:8:0

for 110 volts
£9 17 6

IF YOU CANNOT
USE THIS COUPON
YOURSELF, GIVE IT TO A FRIEND
IT’S WORTH
TEN SHILLINGS
•I »| 3a Special Kodak, range-finder model, rising front, Zeiss Tessar
* * f '5.3 anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, 1 to l7200th sec., brilliant
finder. Cost £20 .
£6 17 6
ft 31 X 2.1 Roll Film and Plate Icarette, double extension, rising
■ ^ front, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 anastigmat lens, new type Compur
shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., D.A.. frame and brilliant finders.
Cost £16 10s .
£8 8 0
H O Zeiss Galan Opera Glasses, central focussing, black case. Cost
■ O £4 1.5s .
£2 9 6
*1 A -”P*'
Extension Field Camera, rising front, reversing back.
^
Cooke f/G.5 anastigmat lens. 8*-in. focus, roller-blind shutter,
tripod, stilf canvas case, 2 D. slides, Mackenzie adapter. 8
envelopes. Cost £15 15s .
£4 19 6
■| C Vest Pocket T.-P. Ruby Focal-plane Camera, T.T.H. Cooke f/2.3
^'^lens, focal-planc shutter, speeded 1/lOth to l/l,00l»th sec., G
1). slides. F.P. adapter, tan case. Cost £22 .
£7 7 0
4 15 31x21 Graflex Revolving Back, Ross f'4.5 anastigmat lens,
* V focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to 1;T, 000th sec., black case. 3 P.
slides, F.P. adaj^ter. Cost £25 .
£11 17 6

11

Zodel

Regular

31 x 21

f/4.5 lens in delaj’ed
action Pronto shutter
doable
ing

extension,

and

each

cross

complete

ris

front,
with

CUT

ROUND

THIS

LINE

Date of issue. Feb. 8th. 1933, valid
of “ A.P.” of that date.

only

THIS

VALUE

COUPON

for Special

may be sent with a remittance of the balance
cameras (subject to their being unsold) within
above date.

due
one

Offer in issue

10 -

for any of these
month from the

3 single slides.

1932 cost £5:5:0

1-pI., f/4.8 Zodellar
anastigmat
Gammax
speededlens.
shutter,
rising
cross front,3
doubleandextension,
slides.

1932 cost

£3:17:6

£6:6:0

■in

EASY

TERMS

Please

first of
choose.

Cash

supply

Bargain

MAYFAIR

As advertisements

PLEASE

on

MENTION

go to press a fortnight

** THE

c o nijp act

and

very

finder, fitted
with f/3.8 Zo
dellar anastig
mat lens, de
layed-action
Compur shut
ter. 3 slides

AMATEUR

in advance,

some

And

EXCHANGES

119, NEW BOND ST., LONDON, W.1
at

of these second-hand

PHOTOGRAPHER

£5:9:6

The very best allowances are made on
your present apparatus in part exchange.

Total price, £.

0924-5-6.

these covers

3}x21, wooden body,

light, double
extension, ris¬
ing and cross
front, wire
frame
view

GENEROUS

No .

enclosed .

WALLACE HEATON LTD.
Phones:

I iH

ONLY

1932 cost £7
Original

£3:9:6

into 9 equal monthly payments,
which secures the camera you

ONLY
Cameras.

Zodel Regular

*1
Atom
Camera, shutter,
single extension.
Zeisssec.,
Tessar
f/G.3
*Y
• anastigmat
lens.Plate
Compound
1 to l/30i’th
brilliant
finder and level, 3 slides and black case. Cost £8 8s. £2 17 6

ONLY

ONLY

3 block-form
£16 16 0

10x15 cm. Silar Folding Camera, triple extension, rising, cross
8 and
swing front, revolving back. Plasmat f/4.5 lens, convertible
black case. F.l*. adapter. 9 slides. Cost £45 .
£17 17 0
109 Cine-Kodak
Model B, f/3.5 lens, D.V. tinder, clockwork drive
black case. Cost £2G 123. Gd .
£11 11 (

1932 cost £3 : 17 : 6

1-pl.

l/900th sec., black case, 3 double
slides. Cost £35 .

** WHEN

47,

items

may

BERKELEY
be sold already,

ST.,

bat similar

CORRESPONDING

LONDON,

outfits are usually

WITH

available.
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AMATEUR
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BEING PARTICULARLY

SENSITIVE

TO

YELLOWS AND GREENS, ILFORD AUTO^
EILTER PLATES ARE PRE-EMINENTLY
SUITABLE FOR LANDSCAPE WORK.

ILFORD
AUTO-FILTER
PLATES
H

MADE
TRADE

IN

ENGLAND

BY

ILFORD

8c D. 400
LONDON

LIMITED

MARK

Printed for the Publishers, Iliffe & Sons

Limited,

Dorset House,

Tudor

Street, London,

E.C.4, by Tme

Classic

Colour

Press,

Reading.

8, 1933

r—.iflMATEUR®
Photographer
^

&
The

CINE:>IATOGFtAPHE.R.

Journal

for Everybody

Vol. LXXV.

PAmCHROnt/fViTIC

*

a Camera
No. 2310.

Wednesday, February 15th, 1933.

ILFORD ^^
W27 H-WPERSEWSITIWE
W

with

IH-AYES

PLATES

^

•

-

— ^

Jy

ZEISS
LENSES-

BEST

for EVERY

TAYLOR

l■|TElEPHO'R}
V^^LENSESyy

Cop^Tight — Registered

^

1111TON E /'rt^ BUCK ft WHITE 11III^Q

as a Newspaper

for transmission

in tlie U.K.

KODAKFILM

£ SUPREME

/jfflT :OOK^\

1^^

THE ONE
UNIVERSAL

CAMEIRA

■

^

ILFORD
PANCHRO^MATlV

LEITZ^n

CLASS

III AVIAR
^WlENSEy/

COLOURED
A

of WORK

HOBSON

COOKm

Alwa^ys

Dependleible
ENLARGEMENTS
SPECiAUTY

6i' k 4^", 1/6; 85 ' X- Sf, 2^6 mounted
MARTIN
CHEMIST
SOUTHAMPTON

— v

lOOKEU

III WIDE
^kANCiy/
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For all your
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Winter

pictures use

-VERICHROME'
Get more pictures— get better pictures
this Winter
Film.

with

“Verichrome”

‘‘Verichrome^’ is exceptionally fast —
it’s quick to get the picture. It gets
pictures earlier and later in the day.
It is double-coated — doubles your
chance

of

getting the

difficult

snapshot.
“Verichrome”

secures more

detail

in the highlights and the shadows.
It records nature’s tones, shade by
shade. It gives you pictures that you
never could have taken before.

This Winfer
use "Verichrome"
The Faster Film - the Master Film - by Kodak
KODAK

PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

LIMITED, KINGSWAY,

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHERS’

LONDON,

WHEN

W.C.2.
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WITH
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AMATEUR
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NOW!

I The We^min^er Annual Sale
The Westminster Annual Sale is a genuine sale of apparatus and
accessories; surplus stock marked down to remarkably low prices.
You will find a visit to The Westminster both profitable and
pleasurable. The Westminster do not publish a list of bargains at
absurd prices^ this only leads to disappointment. A most important
point is that all second-hand apparatus sold by The Westminster is
overhauled and renovated by experts; satisfaction is thus guaranteed.

Photographic Exchange Ltd.

WESTMINSTER

^ THE

London’s

Mcst

119, VICTORIA

Popular

STREET,
(Victoria

LONDON,

R.

CHILD

BAYLEY

Stout paper

Price 2/- net

&

SONS

REVISED
BROUGHT

EASY

EDITION

THROUGHOUT
RIGHT

UP

- TO

AND
- DATE

B

A S

covers

"Photography Made Easy” should be read by everyone taking up
photography : it should form as much a part of the outfit as the
camera itself : it is an ideal present to give an amateur photographer.-■§2 3

By post 2/3

Obtainable from all leading bookseilersi
or direct by post from the Publishers

ILIFFE

THIRD

This is a book for photographic beginners, and, if carefully studied,
it will enable the novice with a camera to get a greater pro¬
portion of successful photographs than would usually be the case.

Author ol ** Th« Complete Photographer,**
'*Htnd Cameras,** *' Photographio Enlargiog **
Crcnvn 8vo, 250 pp.

S.W.1

0669)

PHOTOGRAPHY
MADE EASY
By

Dealers

< 5:

LTD.,

'DORSET

HOUSE,

TUDOR

STREET,

LONDON,

E.C.4
=0

SUBSCRIPTIONS

** The

:

The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer is publishetl by Ilitle & Sons Ltd., ol Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, every Wednesday morning in town and country, and may be
obtained of all newsagents and bookstalls, or delivered first post on Wednesday, at the following rates:
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IS ENDING SHORTLY-!
WHATEVER

“STILL”

OR

CIN^

APPARATUS

YOU

NEED

1-pl.
SALEX
Focal-Plane
CAMERAS
All-metal

-

-

-

body,

D.V.

finder, f/5.5 Salex ana¬
stigmat, focal -plane
shutter, l/16th to

Every ACCESSORY
AND SUNDRY YOU
NEED AT CRAZY
Low-Level PRICES!

5

1/1, 000th sec.,
hooded3
focussing
screen,
single

metal

slides.

£2 : 12 : 6

34x21
SALEX
DE CAMERAS.
LUXE
FOLDING POCKET
HAND
OR STAND

With
f/4.5 Salex
ana¬6
stigmat
£3 17

Slightly stock-soiled, full double extension, rack rising
and rack cross front, f/3.8 Salexon anastigmat, delayedaction Compur sector shutter, hooded focussing screen,
3 slides. The finest value for money it is
A

With f/4.6 Ross Xpre.s
anastigmat £6 12 6
i
i

-

possible

to buy .

■ O

■ U

D
n

i
i
t

i

i

DON’T

MISS

THESE LENSES
GENUINE
SALE
IN SUNK AND FOCUSSING
MOUNTS.

}-pl. Miraphot Vertical Enlarger, f/4.5 Zeiss Teasar,
.
electric tittinge. Cost £13 lOs .
£7 7 0
Model BB Junior Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat. Cost
.
£16 158 .
£7 19 6
Latest 41x6 Murer Focal-plane, f/4.6 anustigraat,
slides, F.P. adapter, purse. Unsoiled. Cost £9 Ds.
£3 13

n
n

la Goerz Roll Film Tenax, f/6.8 Kalostigmat
shutter and case .

n

sun
Ana
f/4
II Coo
Ser
.5
ies
in.
sti
k
ke
gma
t,
6i-in. f/4.5 T.-P. Cooke Anastigmat, sunk. ...
6-m. f/6 Dallmeyer Carfac, Hunk .
6-in. f/6 Steinheil Anastigmat, sunk .
6-iD. f/6 Europlan Anastigmat, sunk .
6-in. f'4.5 Ensign Anastigmat, sunk .
6-in. f/4.5 Dallmeyer Anastigmat, sunk .
6-in. f/3.5 Laack Anastigmat, sunk .
6-in. f/6 Giorno Anastigmat, simk .
6-in. f/4.6 Aldis Anastigmat, sunk .

54-

6
9

leu.s, auto.
£1 13 9

£2

19

6

£1 15 O'
£1 8 9
18s. 9d.
18s. 9d..
£2 2 0
£2 12 6
£2 15 0 ^
18s. 9d. '
£2 7 6

Pathe Doulle-claw Projector, resistance, super-reel
attachment. <iynamo .
£5 19 6
.
Pathe DoilLle-claw Projector, auper-reel attacliment,
resistance .
£5 7 6
D
.
V.P. Fotessa, f 4.5 N idu anastigmat, delayed-action f/4
£3 3 0 .
.5 84-in. f;4.5 Koristka Anastigmat, sunk .
Coiuiiur shutter, plate attacliment. focussing screen, 4
Ald
.
is
8t-ia.
f/4.5 Cooke Aviar Anastigmat, sunk ... . £2 7 6 elitles, F.l’. adapter, case. Unsoiled .
£5 15 0f
Ana
'5.
n
sti Series II Cooke Anastigmat, sunk. .£560
9 W 8-in. f;4..5
Pathe Double-claw Cine Projector, super-reel attachment,
g
r54-in.
at, Xpres Anastigmat, focussing. . £5 5 0'
ay
t/4. 5 mRoss
automatic rewind, group resistance, type C motor £10 0 0
sun
Lus
tra
k
Bell-Rowell Filmo Cine Camera, Model 70, f/3.6 Cooke
mou
r A
.
nt.
nas
lens, *2 speeds, Vitessa IG-mm. Cine Projector, f/2.8 Pro¬
i
tig
...
mat
jection lens, motor, resistance, travelling ca.se. All perfect.
£1
, s
6-in. f/5.8 Ensign Anastigmat,
focussing
.
18s. 9d. .
19
Cost £9.5 .
£26 5 0
unk
6
54-iD. Clement & Gilmer
Panorthostigmat
f/6.8, focus¬
.
Pair of 6 X Carl Zeiss Stereo Prismatic Binoculars, leather
.
sing
mount
.
13s. 6d.
case .
£3 8 9
19s
. 6
d.
LENSES IN SHUTTERS.
i-pl. T.-P. Ruby de Luxe Reflex, lazy-toncs model, selfcapping shutter. U)-in. f '2.9 Dallineyer Pentac, Luc silent
sliutter, home portraiture compact studio stand, stiff case.
l/25<>th sec .
£2 19 6
Cost £75 .
.
£31 10
f;4 0
8-in. f 2.2 Bausch & Lomb Anastigmat, General shutter,
.5
T.- l/5th to l/109th .
6 13 Gauiriont Stereo Spido, pair f/6.8 Goerz Series 111
£2 12 6 .
P.
n
lenses, focussing, speeded shutter, 6 single slides, F.P.
Coo
44-in.
I ’4.5 Meyer Anastigmat, Compur shutter, 1 to i
i
ke
adaiitcr. 1 double slide. Autochreane slide, leather case.
1 /250th
£2 2 0
Made out of best quality m-atcrialH. Thoroughly reronmiended for those wlio require
An eec .
as
Cost £36 .
£5 12 9
ti
3-in. f/4.5
.'I well-made portal le S‘Teetj. Bv.ilt iu a wooden carrying-ca<«e. taking up the minigm Reilzschet Anastigmat, Compur shutter, 1
f/6
i
at
f
.
/
,.
to l/*zOoUi sec
£1 9 6 •
mum of sita<'e. Sujiplie 1 with the well-kn<iwn SILVER SURFACE.
Compare the
6 3R
' 3i ' 21 T.-P. Horizontal Reflex, (/4.5 Dallmeyer anasUgsm
G
o
New
i
mat, 3 slides, roll-holder, leather case. Unsoiled £7 12 6io ss
usi.al pi'ii’e with our special ouer juice.
rn H 44-in. Correctar k f .
4.6 Anastigmat, Tbso shutter, 1 to'
OUR PRICE.
Price.
o l;lOUth
31 24 T.-P. Compact Reflex, reversing back, self-capping
.se«'., mount slightly damaged .
10s. 6d.
mo
Aon
ce
as
focal-plane
shutter,
f/4,6
Texor
lens,
3
slides,
F.P.
adapter.
£
n
t
2
0 0
£3
No. 0.
51-in.
Acme
shutter. 1 to 27 20 in .
it i f/6.8 Heckla Anastigmat,
roll-holder .
. .
£5f '617 0
7
masec
l/300thgr
£1 6 6
ct, .
.8
8
,
f
S
o
eri
'
focu
i-pl. A.P.M. Reflex, focal-plane shutter, reversing back,
£4
0 0
No. 1.
c ssZeiss Triotar Anastigmat, Compur shutter,
40 30 in .
51-in. f.'6.3
e
.
ssin .
,'5 9 Wrav Lustrar lens, 6 slides, F.P. adapter £4
and 2case9 s III 1 to 1 •250th usec
£1 10 6
ing
Go
g.
. Anastigmat, Compound shutter, 1
eSi-in.
Stemar f,6.8
rz
£5
2 6
No. 2.
52 X 40 in . n
£9
A
to
l/20Otli
sec
.
£1 8 6 ,
na
31-21 Icarette Roll Film, f/4.6 Zeiss Tesear, delayed£1
s
1
t
6
action (Vimpiir shutter, leather case. Unsoiled £8 17 6
10 0
ig
s3
.
4t-in. f/7.7
HI shutter, 1 to 1/lOOth "
No. 3.
ma Aldis Uno, Lukos
63 X 47 in.
6d9.
n
f/
t.
16-mm. Bolex Cine Projector, 45-mm. f/1.9 Hennagis
sec .
89. 9d. V
3.
fo
cu
leiiH, *2.5o-watl lamp an<l resistance. Unsoiled... £17 217
Pl 0
ss f/6 Dallmeyer Stigmatic, Acme sector
5.3-in. Series II
au
in
shutter .
£1 16 9 ;
be
g£
31 X 21 Tropical Roll Film Carbine, f/4.5 Aldis lens, Oom- l
1
A
18
pur shutter, leather ca.se .
£4 5 9
na
s
9
41 ■ 6 Goerz Tenax, f/6,8 Dagor, 6 slides, F.P. adapter ami
to til/3O0fh
sec .
19s. 6d.
gm
a
purse. Cost £1() lUs .
£2 2 0
4^-iD.t, Cf ‘6 Beck Steinheil Anastigmat, Uniciuu shutter, 1
om sec .
to 1 /100th
13s. 9d.
Ensign Silent 16-mm. Projector, adjustable resistance.
pu
KiO-watt lamp and travelling case .
£12 18 9
5-in. t.6.8 rAldis
Plano Anastigmat. General shutter,
s
.
1/oth to 1/lOothhutsec
18s. 9d. ,
Koristka Microscope, ^/.'irds objective, eyepiece, con¬
te .
denser, with iris and case...., .
£2 6 9
,i
Sl-in. f/4.5 Laack rAnastigmat,
Ibso shutter, 1 to l/150th i
41 X 6 Ica Bebe, f/5 Suter ana-stigmat, speeded shutter,
.
to
eec .
£1 16 6
6 slides, F.l*. adapter. C^ost £10 lOs .
£2 12 9
54-in. !'4.5 Ross Xpres Anastigmat, Compur shutter, 1
9x12 and i-pl. T.-P. Ruby Reflex, revolving hack, selfto l/150tli sec .
£4 19 0 '
capping focal-plane shutter, Cooke Series 11 f,'4.5 anastigsec .
13s. 9(1.
uiat. C slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost £‘2o
£6 18 9
31 • 21 Latest Ensign Tropical Reflex, waxeii teak and
eec .
19s. 6d.
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FAMOUS
AT

STILL TIME TO GET THE
“SELF-RECTA” SCREENS

POUNDS

BELOW

IN ABSOLUTELY

LIST

BRAND-NEW

PRICES

!

CONDITION

£1 : 12 : 6
£2:10:0
£3 : 7:6
£5 : 17 : 6

THIS GREAT SPECIAL OFFER IS
OBTAINABLE ONLY AT CITY SALE
CINE

ENTHUSIASTS

-JUMP

IF IT’S NEW-WE

TO

IT!

HAVE

IT !

PATH^SCOPE

^
c.ipper
fIttiuL's, 1,4..') Aldis aii;ustigmat, f/6.5 lol-in.
Dnll-0
£17 As17
iiieyer Dullnn Telephoto, 3 slides, leather case.
new

“ 200-B ”
With
scientiflrally placed
lioo-watt ligbtiuiT system.
BriIJiaut picture 10 ft. wide
ea.<?ily obtainable. Flickerless
projection, sprocket fed,
accessible " t'ate.” Threading
on one side only. Single nut
tilting ilevice. Works off
I lO'VoIts eiectric supply.
C’cimplete with lamp, plug,
two-way adapter and
one emptv
30U-ft. super
reel. DIRECT
DELIVERY
FROM
STOCK.

“CITY

LIME

54

LONDON.

at

,A
c

e
G
sh
l-pl. BENTZIN FOLDIN
REFLEX CAMERAS utter,
m

‘

EASY
FOR

1
Spring-raised mirror, revolving back, rack-rising
front, L self-capping blind focal-plane abutter,
l/luth 6to
.8 l/l,00Uth sec. and time, Carl Zeisa
S
f 4.5 Te.xsaralex
An
!/
as
7,
ti
7E
gm
ns
at
3D. D. slidesign
,Ge
F.P.A. and An
ne
as
ra
ti
ls
gm
hu
ak
tt
,Ko
er
il
.1
os
to
sh
1/
ut
lO
te
Ot
r,
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0t
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£7:17:6
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ke

shutter. l/26tli'
13s. 6d.
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6-in. f’7.7 Ensign Anastigmat, automatic
1/louUi sec .

as
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SNAP YOUR BAR6AIN NOW
GET

IT NOW,

YOU’LL

5 ONLY.

LEICA

SAVE

LEITZ

POUNDS.

16-mm.

CAMERAS

EVERYTHING’S

Model

OUR BIG
SALE LIST

B

CInE-KODAK

Fitted f/3.5 Elmar lens, foral-plane shutter,
l/20tb to 1 /600th sec. and time, range-finder,
2 spool-holders and case. List £21 128. Gd,

Motor drive, direct finder, footage
indicator, iris diapliragm with exposure
indicators,
complete in case, witli
f/C.5
anastigmat
lens. £4:17:6

SALE
PRICE

With

p-IQ
» ' ^

BARGAINS

AT EACH

f/3.5 anastigmat

lens..

£8 17

OF OUR

All the bargains are here — many illustrated.
Get this guide at once and have your choice
of
before
it*s istooever
late.
It*s until
hard
to bargains
believe such
value
offered
you
see for
yourself the stupendous
this book
contains.

6

3a Folding Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat
bearing sliutter, leather case .

Pathe Book-form Super-reel Containers, eet of four in
outer case. Cost 12b .
68. Od.
31 x21 Halor Roll Film, f/4.5, speeded shutter £2 12 6
Pair of 20 x Prism Binoculars, centre screw focussing,
fine eye adjustment, bending bar, double slings and leather
case .
£6 6 0

plate-holders. First-rate conditiou .
l/12th Beck Oil-Immersion Objective.
dition .

5 • 4 Goerz

Manufoc

Tenax,

Dagor

Series III f/G.8. Com-

Pathe Hand-turn Cine
eather case .

Camera,

31
31 No. 1 All-Distance Pooket
Cost 32s. Od .

f/3.5 anastigmat and
£1 12 6
Ensign, splendid order.
15s. 9d.

Cinephot Exposure Meter .
16.<i. 9d.
Postcard Folding Pocket, double extension. K.R.A.,
Ibso shutter, speeds from 1 to 1/lOOth sec., l)-form fmnt,
6 slides, F.l’. adapter .
£1 lo 0
i
V.P. Special Kodak, f/5.6 Kodak anastigmat, Diomatic
shutter, speeds from 1/lOth to 1/lOOth sec., complete in
purse .
£2 17 6
1-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, T.-P. Cooke f/4.5, with
.
iris diaphragm,
rising front, rack focussing, focal-plane
shutter, speeds to l/l,000th sec., reversing back, 3 slides
and P.P. adapter .
£5 18 6
lls. 6d.

n

Mahogany Body Lecture
objective .

Lantern,

4-in. condenser an<]
£1 5 0

FREE

BRANCHES

3i-ia. Kodak Developing Tank,
P.C .

for any

90/94 FLEET
HIGH

EXCHANGE

ALLOWANCES

ITE

ll-in. f '6.8 Ross Telephoto
As

size film up to
10s. 6d.

new

£2 19 6
Brand-new con¬
£2 5 0

Lens, iris diaphragm

£2 17

. .

6

19s. 6d.

5-in. f/6.5 Cooke Anastigmat Lens, iris diaphragm, suit¬
able for enlarger .
18s. 6d.
4^-in. f/6.8 Goerz Dagor Double Anastigmat Lens, Cumptir shutter. Unsoiled .
£3 10 0
4i-in. ! 6 Koristka Anastigmat Lens, with diaphragm,
stops .
7s. 6d.
3i X 21 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/7.7 anastigmat. Cost
£3 5s .
. .
£1 7 6
P.C. Popular Pressman Reflex, 7l-in. f/4.6 Aldis, 0 slides,
leather case. Cost £27 .
£6 17 6
34x24 Double Shutter Folding, f/4.5 Tessar, Conipur,
focal-plane, speeded to l/l,00bth sec., 0 slides. As new.
Cost £21 .
£11 17 6
44 - 6 Salex Focal-plane Vest Pocket, 1/4.5 Tessar lens,
0 slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £1(» 17h. <id .
£4 4 0
45x107 Verascope, R.K. lenses, rising front, changingbox, leather case. Cost £14 .
£3 2 6
Microscope, complete with triple
mirror and case. As new .
4 ■ 3 cm.
new. Cost

objective,

Baby Ikonta, f'0.3 amistigmat
£3 10s .

4x3 cm. Salex Roll Film, f'll
£1 173. Od .

and

reflecting
£17
8
case. As
£2 5 0

lens, speeded. Cost
16s. 9d.

84 ALDERSGATE
ST
LONDON, E.C.1
E.C.4

cm.
V.P.,

Fitted

with

or

Ross

ana-

£5: 18: 9

1-pl.
PopularCAMERAS
PRESSMAN
REFLEX
Long extension, rising front, reversing
back, hooded back focussing screen,
focal-plane shutter, ]/15th to l/l,000th
see. and time, deep focussing hood.
Aldis, Cooke or Dallmeyer f/4.5 lenses,
complete with 6 single metal slides.

£5 : 18 : 9
With Cooke Aviar, Ross Xpres or Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5 anastigmats. . . . £8 6 9

daylight -loading
Acliromaiic

Rectilinear

ROLL
R RAS
i HALO
21x3
CAME
FILM

roll films.

lens. .. .

lens..

8/9

Automatically opening to inflruty.
in brand-new condition, fitted f/4.5

12/9

fully-corrected anastigmat in variable
speeded shutter with D.A. device,
brilliant reversible and D.V. frame
0
ft. Original
*11*0to
finders,
hinged price
tack, focussing

F/7.7 anastigmat. , . .

17/9

F/6, 8 anastigmat. . . .

22/9

£3 12s. 6d .

“

.

I I . ^

BUY WHILE THE SALE’S ON!
IT ONLY HAPPENS ONCE A YEAR !

3.ix2i

PHOTOGRAPHER**

f/’0.3 Aldis

Speed Model, with focal-plane shutter
exposures l/15th to 1 '500th sec. and
time, and f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat lene.

Rapid

44 Xh

£3:18:9

AMATEUR

anastigmat.
price £2 15s.
stigmat. List List
price £3 153. £2:2:0

For

£6:17:6
THE

Taking daylight-lta-wling No. 120 Kodak
or any other make roll film, time and
instantaneous sh^itter, deep focussing
hood, Aldis or Cordie f/7.7 OQ/Q

Meniscus

All-metal body, lever focussing adjustment. D.V.
Under, fitted Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar anastigmat
lenses, 6 siugle metal slides and focussing screen.

MENTION

21x31 ENSIGN
ROLL
FILM REFLEX CAMERAS

VEST POCKET
KODAKS

ZEISS ICA BEBE
CAMERAS

D

PLEASE

!

35-mm. Cine Camera, lou-ft. boxes, f/3.1 Aldis-Butcher
anastigmat lens, suitable for walking-picture photography
£12 17 6

EXCHflnGE
m

NOW

lens, ball¬
£1 17 6

4
.
S.C
apron .
12s. 6d.
1-pl. Special Ruby Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke, revolving back,
. G
oeanastigmat,
31x21 No. 3 Ensign Carbine, Ensar f/6.3
6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. New condition
rz
£7 10 0
Trichro Everset shutter, speeds to 1/lOOth sec.. T.Anand
B..
s
focussing adjustment. Excellent condition .
£2 ch7
ut 6
44
6 cm. Soho Bijou Reflex, f/3.5 Ross anastigmat,
z
P.C. Tudor, Beck Steinheil Unofocal f/0, Compound Foca revolving back, F.P. adapter, 3 slides, leather case. As
l-new.
Cost £35 .
£18 18 0
pla
shutter, rising, falling and swing front, 3 double slides.
ne,
h\P. adapter and case .
£1 15 0
16-mm.
Ica Kinamo Cine Camera, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar
no
f;6
len £24 .
len.s. Cost
£8 17 6
35-mm. Kinex No. 1 Projector, complete
.5 with transformer
s,
Co
3
and rewind on top arm .
£1 18 6
ok
16-mm. Ensign
dou Projector, motor drive, complete with
e
ble Cost £26 5s .
resistance and case.
£14 14 0
An
i-pl. Salex Roll Film, Kraoss Zeiss Tessar f/4..5.
as Coinpur
ti 19 6
shutter, U-form front .
£4
9.5-mm. Pathe Outfit : Motocamera, f/3.5 lens; and Lux
gm
at
Projector, in travelling case. Cost £31 lOs .
£20 0 0
1-pl. No. 3 Folding Kodak, Goerz Series III f/0.8 Unicuin
Le
shutter, 1 to 1/lOOth sec .
£1 6 n9s,
foc 9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera, f/3.5 lens. Cost £10 lOs.
£6 17 6
uss
No. 2C Series III Kodak, Kodak f/7.7 anastigmat, Dioi
ng
f matic shutter, rising front, leather case .
£2 18 9
16-mm.
Model K Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 focussing lens, leather
a
ju
case. dCost
£33. Unsuiled .
£22 10 0
3i x21 T.-P. Junior Reflex, Cooke f/3.5 anastigmat, rack
st
me
35-mra. Ica
nt Cine Camera, band and motor drive, f/2.7
focussing, self-capping focal-plane shutter, speeds to
.
l/l,000tb sec., revolving back, 3 slides, F.P. arJapter.
Tessar, 5 daylight-loading film boxes, leather case. Cost
New condition .
£11 5 0
£45 .., .
£13 13 0
44 X 6 V.P. Sprite, f/8 lens, speeded shutter, F.P. adapter
3ix,21 New Special Sibyl, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, fullyspeeded shutter, double rising front, 3 D.D. slides and
12s. 6d.
V.P. Model B Kodak. Cost 25r .
10s. Cd.
leather case .
£11 11 0
V.P. Ensignette, double leus, speeded shutter. Cost
31 X 21 Cocarette Roll Film, Carl Zeiss Tessai- f/4.5. Coni37s. 6d .
12s. 6d.
pur shutter, focussing, leather bellows and covering
£6 19 6
2a Folding Brownie, Jl.K. lens .
12s. 9d.

LONDON,

bargains

IT’S POST

1-pl. Salex Focal-plane, Salex f/4.5, focal-plane shutter,
speeds to i/l,000th sec., 3 slides, P.P. adapter and leather
case .
£3 17 6
31x21 Ensign Speed Roll Film Reflex, Aldls Uno f/4.r>.
focal-plane shutter. New condition .
£4 19 8
Pathe Projector, complete with motor, super-reel attach¬
ment, twin resistance, and carrying-case. New condition
£9 17 6

poimd shutter, double extension, 2 slides, F.l*. adapter
and case. Nice condition .
£4 15 0
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ADVERTISEMENTS

“pyERY
need of the
critical for
photographer
and exhibitor
is catered
by Ilford
Limited. Outstanding among Ilford products
for the advanced worker are the following

ILFORD
AUTO- FILTER

PLATE

A splendid plate for all-round photography.
Exceptionally sensitive to yellows and greens,
The Ilford Auto - Filter Plate is pre-eminently
suitable for landscape studies.

ILFORD
PANCHROMATIC
SOFT

A perfect plate for
subjects demanding
colour values. This
ance under half-watt

PLATE

GRADATION

studio work, and for all
accurate rendering of
plate gives a fine perform¬
lighting.

ILFORD HYPERSENSITIVE
PANCHROMATIC PLATE

ILFORD

This plate, recently introduced, has opened
up a new field by making instantaneous photo¬
graphy by night simple and straightforward
practice. With the Ilford Hypersensitive Plate
ordinary outdoor illumination suffices to produce
a sharp, vigorous, and well graded negative. It is
invaluable
for Theatre photography. Banquets,
etc.

PLATES
Made

PLEASE
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Next week’s issue of The

. Amateur Photographer will,
in addition to a full budget
of topical articles and illustrations
and the usual regular features,
contain an extra number of full-page
pictures on art paper. These ad¬
ditional reproductions will be from
the exhibition of “ Pictures of the

opics
of me

Sea ” by the Editor, now open at
the house of the Royal Photographic
Society, 35, Russell Square, London,
W.C.i. It will be a specially at¬
tractive number with an “ all-over ”
cover in colour. Readers will be
well advised to secure their copies
early.

Landscapes

LXXV.

No.

3,^10.

fast disappearing. He made a re¬
turn to the spot within the last few
weeks, to find that a telephone pole
had been erected so that it formed
an undesirable principal object.
Whether we like it or not, the
English countryside is changing.
Petrol

Pumps.

i\Ir. Gu}' Dawber, A.R.A., the
chairman of the Council for the
Preservation of Rural England, has
been assailing the petrol pump,
which, ugly and obtrusive, he con¬
siders to be a blot on the landscape.
When he gave a lecture the other
evening he accompanied it by lantern
slides showing some perfect atroci¬
ties in various parts of the country.
But he also showed that the petrol

Changing.

England is slowly changing-. Wide
expanses of woodland are disappear¬

pump or filling station is not
necessarily an eyesore, and in a
few places in England very charming
erections have been put up. There
is no reason why such modern

ing under housing development •'
schemes. Telephone poles appear
along most country lanes ; petrol
pumps in most picturesque villages.
There is a talk of pylons across the
New Forest. It would seem that
the landscape photographer is going
to find his activities considerably
curtailed, as the years go on, by
these modern developments. The
use of electricity, and the extension
of the telephone service are doubt¬
less very desirable from the point
of view of the country dweller, but
the means whereby these are being
secured are not regarded as beautiful
features of the landscape, or capable
of being used as elements of pictorial
composition. Possibly for this rea¬
son landscape work seems less in
favour. The photographer who finds
attractive subjects should lose no
time in securing them. A corre¬
spondent teUs us that last spring he
had the good fortune to find in a
Hampshire village that seemed un¬
spoiled a row of picturesque tim¬
bered thatched cottages of a type

VoL.

things as petrol stations and teashops should not fit into the land¬
scape as well as the old-time smithy
and the village inn. But the most
delightful petrol filling station of
all, one that was charming to look
at, was not in this country, but far
away at Biskra, where the Shell
Company has shown that such an
erection can fit, without jarring any
susceptibility, into an Oriental en¬
vironment. There is no reason why
it should not equally well fit into an
English one.
The Chicago Exhibition.
From further information to hand,
we understand that the Chicago
137
Reflections

An

in

Tr.\falgar

Square.

nniisital London snapshot, taken
after a heavy February shower.

Salon, the photographic section of
the Century of Progress Exposition,
gives .evidence of being a great
success. Applications for entry forms
have been received from all parts
of the world, and most of the leading
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to the exporting firm, who sent
them on to the Imperial Institute
in South Kensington, with a request
for an opinion as to whether the
mud was put in the boxes in this
country or in Japan. Oriental and
occidental mud might be supposed
to be much the same, but it is not
so. The detectives got to work,
and one circumstance of suspicion
on which they immediately alighted
was the presence of some husks of
rice. That pointed rather to Japan,
but still, rice is a commodity used
in this country also. On going
farther, however, they found a
piece of rock which does not occur
in this country, and in it the fossil
of an organism only found in the
Pacific. Result : exoneration of the
English exporters, and implication
of some subtle and devious spirit of
the Far East.

workers will be exhibiting. Readers
of “ The A.P.” have already had
their attention drawn to this great
international show, and those who
are intending to send pictures are
reminded that March ist is the date
fixed for receiving foreign entries,
and April ist for others. Exhibits
should therefore be dispatched with¬
out delay, addressed to the Salon
Committee, Chicago Camera Club,
137, N, Wabash Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois, U.S.A., and marked “ Photo¬
graphs for Exhibition only. No
Commercial Value. To be returned
to sender.”
Stones instead of Plates.
A little while ago a photographic
firm in this country sent a batch of
plates to Japan. When the con¬
signment
Japan*
it was
found to reached
contain, not
plates,
but
stones and mud. Stones and mud
are quite admirable things in their
way, but somewhat insensitive and
unsuitable for photographic use.
The question was as to where this
metamorphosis had been made. The

Footpaths.
We like Sir Trustram Eve’s idea,
expounded at the Auctioneers’ and
Estate Agents’ Institute last week,
that the proper place for a footpath
is not by the side of the road at all.

supposed ” plates ” were sent back

That is what many motorists think.
The proper place for it — and where
it is found very often on the Conti¬
nent — is on the other side of the
existing hedge. Sir Trustram Eve
gave a broad hint to landowners when
he said that nothing could be more
delightful than for them to give a
strip, fifteen or twenty feet wide,
on the other side of the hedge,
handing it over to the local authority
on the understanding that the
authority would make it into a foot¬
path, and in due course plant trees.
This would mean that pedestrians
could walk both in safety and
pleasure. And if a further sugges¬
tion by Sir Trustram Eve was taken
up, that at every corner of a public
road where development had not
yet taken place the authorities
should plant trees and flowers,
taking a few poles or a quarter of an
acre for the purpose, we should be
on the way to a more beautiful
England. Sir Trustram added the
practical remark that on the follow¬
ing Saturday he was intending to
offer to a local authority five pieces
of amenity of this description.

jf^cts and /formulae : new series
A selection of useful hints classified according

LANTERN-SLIDE
Lantern

slides

can

be

WORK.

projected

V.

properly

only

on

to

(b) Given diameter of picture on screen, and focal length
a

perfectly flat smooth surface. A sheet hanging more or less
loosely can be regarded only as a makeshift. Rollable screens
generally crease and crack. The ideal surface is a part of a
plaster wall smoothly coloured.
i/i

Spoilt

slides

should

not

^

be

if

thrown

away,

as

when

the

emul¬

sion is removed they make ideal cover-glasses. If the wet
slides are laid in a dish and boiling water poured over them
the gelatine will melt at once. The last traces round the
edges

will yield to a few

rubs
*

with
:f:

a nail-brush.
*

. .
. .

. .
. .

*

'. .
. .

*

. .
. .

. . 250 grs.
. .
10 oz.

*

When slides are being projected it is an advantage to have
some device for darkening the screen between one slide and the
next. It is a serious drawback for the audience to .see one
slide mov'e
focus.

out, while

another
*

comes
*

in and

finally jerks into

*

The following calculations are useful for lanternists. It
is assumed that the image on the slide is contained in a circle
of 3 in. diameter.
(a) Given length of throw (lens to screen), and diameter of
picture required, to find focus of lens needed. Multiply throw
by 3, and divide by diameter of picture (all in inches).
6

©f lens, to find length of throw required. Multiply diameter
of picture by focus of lens, and divide by 3 (all in inches).
(c) Given focus of lens, and length of throw, to find diameter
of picture on screen. Multiply throw by 3, and divide by
focus of lens (all in inches).
*

A COMMON mistake with lanternists is to show pictures much
too large on the screen. This spoils the quality of the pro¬
jected image. An appropriate size must be a matter of con¬
sideration according to the number of the audience and the
distance from the screen of those farthest away.
*

There is some difference of opinion on the question of
varnishing slides. If such a course is adopted the best varnish
for the purpose is :
Gum dammar
Benzole
. .

to subject

^

*

When lantern lectures are arranged, the best means should
be adopted for changing the slides ; for unobtrusive means of
signalling from lecturer to lanternist
reliable reading-lamp ; and so on.
Only

properly

instructed

; for a well-shielded

operators

should

be

allowed

and

to

manipulate an optical lantern, especially when gas cylinders
are in use. A frequent mishap with novices is the cracking
of the condenser, by heating or cooling it too suddenly. In
any case, the lenses of a condenser should always be loose in
the cells to allow for inevitable expansion.
*

*

*

Binding strips can be obtained in a variety of colours,
and it is a help to use a distinctive colour for each lecture set
of slides.
:f: He
*
For all-round work with lantern plates the best type of
negative is of the kind that will give a good print on P.O.P.
or on medium-speed bromide paper.

,
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Notes

on HYPOALUM
TONING

The hypo-alum method of
toning bromide and gas¬
light prints is not so well
known to the new generation
of amateur photographers as it deserves. Very beautiful tones can be obtained by this
process and every worker should give it a trial, but for the best results to be obtained it
is necessary to observe the points dealt with in the following article.

The hypo-alum process of sepia

toning for bromide and gas¬
light prints is not used ex¬
tensively by amateurs. They usu¬
ally prefer the sulphide method, but
it is employed by many leading
professional photographers and trade
houses, and has certain definite
advantages to commend it. It pro¬
duces very beautiful sepia tones, the
degree of toning is entirely under the
photographer’s control, and the
chemicals used are cheap. The chief
disadvantage of the method is the
rather objectionable sulphurous
odour, but this is one of the evils
that those who desire .sepia-toned
prints must endure.
Essentials.

In order to produce the finest sepia
tones the first essential is a good
black-and-white print. This means
a good negative well adapted to the
needs of the paper employed. A
thin, weak negative, producing a,
poor print means a print of un¬
pleasing colour when toned, no
matter the method employed. It is
a fact that the shortcomings of a
poor print will be more in evidence
after toning, than when left in the
original black and white.
Papers.

Different papers produce slightly
varied colours by toning. Gaslight
papers are likely to give warmer
tones than are obtained upon bro¬
mides. Chloro-bromides also tone
well in the hypo-alum bath ; in fact,
some of the sepias obtainable on
these papers are superior to those
on ordinary bromide paper.
The colour of the black image to
some extent influences the colour

The

Toning

The toning bath
follows ;
Hypo
Alum
Water

..
. .
..

Bath.

is made
. .
. .
. .

up as

. . 2 oz.
. .
oz.
. . 20 oz.

It is a good plan to place a number
of waste prints in the solution before
using it to “ ripen ” it. This will
counteract the reducing action of a
new bath. If 20 grs of silver nitrate
are added to the bath, this will
further improve it. The solution
should be made up with hot water
and allowed to cool before using.
The bath may be used repeatedly ;
in fact, the older and more mature the
bath the better, since there will be
no reducing action. It is a good
plan to keep the solution in a large,
wide-mouthed bottle into which it
can be poured after use. As some
of the bath is lost in use it may be
brought up to full working quantity
again by the addition of fresh
solution from time to time.
Toning.

It is possible to tone prints in the
cold solution, but this takes many
hours. The usual and better plan
is to heat the solution up to a
temperature of about 120° Fahr.,
when the toning will be complete in
abdiTt twenty minutes.
A gas ring, paraffin stove or any
other heating arrangement can be
used. The prints must not be
allowed to come into contact with
the bottom of the vessel where it is
in contact with the heat, or the

image may be of various colours.
The best arrangement is to stand
the dish containing the prints in a
larger one of metal, such as a tin
baking tray, filled with water. The
corners of the inner dish may rest
obtained by toning. The colder
the black image the colder will be
upon small pieces of metal.
The prints should be placed in the
the resulting colour. The creamcold solution, after they come from
base papers are ideal for toning,
139
the fixing bath, or after
drying, this
especially when the subjects pre¬
sent strong contrasts such as sun- ■ being immaterial. Some workers
recommend a preliminary hardening
shine subjects and certain strong
bath of alum for five or ten minutes.
t3rpes of portrait.

but there is no need for this. The
solution should be brought very
gradually to the correct tempera¬
ture ; to attempt to hasten matters
is to risk “cooking” the emulsion,
which means purplish patches.
Only one or two prints should be
treated at a time or the action ma}'
be uneven. Plenty of solution should
be used, it is cheap enough to allow
of this without the cost being a con¬
sideration. The full tone is reached
in about twenty minutes. If desired
the operation may be stopped at any
desired stage.
For some subjects the effect of
partial toning is very useful, the
high-lights being of a cool brown and
the shadows a warm black. This
needs some judgment, and is not
suitable for all subjects. It is most
successful for subjects of strong
contrasts. Chloro-bromides respond
well to this treatment.
After toning, the print should be
placed upon some smooth surface
and the surface swabbed with a
tuft of cotton-wool in order to
remove any deposit left by the bath.
It should then be washed for an hour.
Causes

of Failure.

Hypo-alum toning of prints which
are of good quality, and made
according to the conditions noted in
this article, is a simple operation,
and failures need not occur. Bad
colours are generally caused by a
print which is unsuitable for the
process. Blisters are caused by a
solution that is too hot, or through
heating too rapidly.
Although this method is not often
advocated it can be successfully
used for lantern slides, and very
fine colours obtained. The film side
of slides so treated must
oughly cleared from
wards.

be thor¬

deposit after¬

The colour of the image is rather
colder when the print or slide is
dry. The image after toning may be
regarded as being quite permanent.
7
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Desensitising
DrkXTA¥r»

By E. RONALD

NOW that panchromatic emulsions have become

popular, it is surprising that desensitising is riot
used to the extent that one might expect, seeing

the great advantages it offers. The fact that he can de¬
velop a desensitised panchromatic plate in a degree of
dark-room illumination that enables him to see perfectly
just what he is doing, should alone be enough to encourage
the careful worker to adopt desensitising methods.
It should be remembered that an emulsion is most
sensitive when dry, and less so when wet. Therefore if
all preliminary operations, such as loading and unloading
slides, are carried out in complete darkness, before de¬
sensitising, there should be no trace whatever of fog,
ev-en with the fastest panchromatic emulsions.
Some workers have the idea that desensitising affects
somewhat adversely the sensitiveness of emulsions. This
is not .so. But a desensitised plate usually develops more
slowly at first, so that with short development an apparent
loss of speed occurs. There is no loss whatever if full
development is given.
The two desensitisers commonly used are Pheno-safranine
(marketed by Messrs. Ilford, Ltd. as “ Desensitol ”), and
pinacryptol green. “ Desensitol ’’ imparts a deep pink stain
to the film, which washes out with prolonged washing, but
has no effect on printing even if some stain is left. When
this desensitiser is used for panchromatic emulsions it
does not reduce the red .sensitiveness in proportion to the
general sensitiveness. Because of this, it is advisable to
use a feeble white light in preference to a bright red light,
ft is a curious fact that the latent image may be partly
or even completely destroyed if exposed to red light
between desensitising and development.
One of the best all-round desensitisers is pinacryptol
green. The most convenient way of buying this is to get
a carton of ‘‘ Tabloid ” desensitiser, made by Messrs.
Burroughs Wellcome & Co. The whole packet of twentyfive " Tabloids ” may be dissolved in twenty-five ounces
of water, as the solution keeps well if kept in the dark.
It is important that every particle of the tablets is
dissolved, or small clear spots may appear on the
negatives. If the solution is filtered before bottling, no
trouble will occur. After use the desensitiser may be
poured back into the bottle, as the solution may be used
repeatedly.
The method of working may be seen from the sketch.
A candle is the souree of illumination, and a wooden screen
prevents any direct light reaching the developing dish.

The

British

Journal

Almanac,

1933. — The

" B.J.”

-■Vlmanac has come to be accepted as the indispensable hand¬
book for every photographer, and the volume for the current
year keeps up the high standard that it has achieved under the
editorship of Mr. George E. Brown. The contents are as
varied as usual and include an informative editorial article
on " Infra-red Plates and Filters in Photography.” The
‘‘ Epitome of Progress,” which gives reference to important
articles that have appeared elsewhere during the past year, is
again a useful section, while the pages of formulae, tables,
miscellaneous information and the directory of photographic
societies are equally full of reliable matter for reference.
Sixty-four small reproductions of exhibition pictures in photo¬
gravure form an additional supplement, and, above all, the
advertisement pages, which occupy about half of the total
bulk of the book, are likely to prove as attractive as any part
of the volume.

The

“ B.J. ” Almanac

I5tli, 1933

is published

at 2S.

CT

TTITD

SLEEP.

The plate is slipped into the desensitiser in the dark and
left for at least one minute before transferring to the
developer. The candle may now be lit behind the screen,
and it will be found that there is sufficient reflected light
to work in comfort. Even new “ hypersensitive ” plates
may be developed by this screened light with perfect safety.
For slow panehromatics and ortho plates the screen may
be removed altogether after development commences, and
the plates developed in the direct candle-light.
It is best to judge the plate as one does a print, by
looking at the surface, instead of having to hold it close to
the light to look through it. When development is well
advanced the plate may be held momentarily in the direct
rays of the candle for inspection, without fear of fogging.
When development is complete, fixing and washing are, of
course, carried out as usual.

There are two or three peculiarities that should be noted
with desensitisers. When a developer containing hydroquinone is used after desensitising, the image appears
rapidly as if over-exposed, but full development
given to get sufficient density.

must

be

With “ Desensitol,” pyro-soda and amidol developers
are slightly restrained, and with pinacryptol green amidol is
greatly restrained, and should not be used with this
desensitiser.
Any worker who has been used to working in the feeble
safelight necessary for panchromatic emulsions, would be
well advised to give desensitising a trial. After a few
experiments he will be astonished how much reflected light,
even white light, can be used without fog occurring. He
will not again revert to the old and inefficient method of
fumbling around in a totally inadequately illuminated
dark-room.

paper covers, or 3s. cloth bound, and is obtainable from all
photographic dealers, book-sellers, etc., or direct from the
publishers, Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., Ltd., 24, Welling¬
ton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
*

The

American

Annual

*

*

of Photography,

1933. — The

new

volume of this important American annual contains a mass
of useful articles, tables, formulae and other reference informa¬
tion that is of value to photographers both in America and
in this country. The illustrations to the text are particularly
good, and the full-page reproductions of well-known pictures
are also extremely well done. It is edited by Frank R. Fraprie,
editor of " American Photography,” and the English agents are
Messrs. Sands Hunter & Co., Ltd., 37, Bedford Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2. The price is los. paper covers ; 15s. cloth
bound.
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Keep

Your

Lenses

All serious photographers are

of
was and
getting
a bit that
“ filmy
on my
the own
surface
decided
some”

aware of the necessity of keep¬
ing a lens really clean in order
that it shall retain its maximum
speed
and efficiency and produce perfect
negatives free from fog.

kind

Also 1 think most photographers
are well aware how very susceptible
to damage the highly polished surfaces
of all good lenses are, on account of

acquires

a

certain

amount

of

” film ” on its surface which does not
yield to that cautious wipe with a
piece of clean, old cambric, which is
the method
of cleaning generally
prescribed and adopted.
A short time ago I observed that a
cherished

and

much-used

The

of forthcoming

Amateur

anastigmat

exhibitions

Photographer

indicated.

Reflect¬

already

grasped

their

fountain

pens, I would point out that the fact
that this method might be elaborated
so as to serve

3^ears ago for restoring wireless cry¬
stals to that perfectly clean condition
so necessary in order that they should
function to the best of their ability.

has not escaped
I have no desire

a double

purpose,

b\- the

owner
first drinking
the on" soh'ent
and afterwards
breathing
the lens,”
my notice. But as
to receive a shoal of

these

reproachful letters from photographers’
wives, complaining of their husbands

"untouchable” crystals became beauti¬
fully clean and bright, but petrol and
similar spirits left a white deposit on

having suddenly acquired unprecedent¬
ed zeal for cleaning any and e\'erv
lens in their possession, I advocate the

drying.

application by means of a cloth.
In the interest of amateur photo¬

dipped

in whisky

1 decided

or brandy

to try the effect of a

" drop of Scotch.” on my faithful anas¬
tigmat. " The bottle” was accordingly
jiroduced and a few drops op a piece of

graphy and for the
who
would
have

soft cambric applied to the surface of
the lens. The resulting polish and

lenses realR^ clean, yet unscratched
from excessive dry-cleaning, I have

sparkle

great pleasure
of my simple

were

and

and competitions

Monthly

was

delightful

to behold,

myForlens
onceof more
the was
benefit
those

Exhibitions

Notices

of solvent

have

ing on the matter awhile, I suddenly
remembered a tip given to me some

When

the " softness ” of the glass from
which they are made.
However
careful one may
be, a
lens that is in use a great deal, in
time,

Really Clean

"
as new,”
readers
who

in passing on the result^
experiment.
Wilfred

Competitions

will be included

Competitions

and

here every week
Bolton

for Begin¬

if particulars

Camera

benefit of those
their cherished

Club

Turner.

AND^FOTUKE.

are sent by the responsible

International

organisers

h'ebruary

March 8 ; open, April 1-8. Further particulars and entry
forms from John B. Adshead, 69, Hastings Road, Bolton, I.ancs.

" Nature in Winter” Competition. £10 in cash and books
by Beverley Nichols awarded as prizes by Jonathan Cape,
Ltd. Closing date, March 31. Entries to be adilressed to

\hctorian (Australia) International Salon (Melbourne Athe¬
naeum Art Gallery). — Open, .\pril 24— May
6. Secretary,
C. Stuart Tompkins, Junction, Camberwell, E.6, Melbourne,
.\ustralia.

ners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
28. Rules in the issue of January 23.

Entries,

" Nature in Winter” Competition, The Amateur Photographer,
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. For further
particulars see issue dated January ii.

Barry C.C. International Salon. — Entries, March ii ; open,
March 20-25. Particulars from J. H. White, Exhibition
Secretary, Barry Camera Club, Y.M.C..\., Barry, South Wales.

South London P.S. Annual Exhibition.— Open, h'ebruary
18-March 19. Hon. Exhibition Secretary, B. C. Rayment,
44, Priory Road, Kew, Surrey.
Scottish National Salon, Aberdeen. — February 18-March 11.
Secretary, Miss Hilda M. Bailey, 63, Watson Street, Aberdeen.
Leicester and Leicestershire P.S. International Exhibition.
— February 20-23.
Street, Leicester.

Secretary,

Wm.

E. Harpham,

Bishop Auckland P.S. Annual Salon. — Entries, March 14 :
open, March 22-23. Entry forms from T. Ambler, 18, Ray
Gardens, Cockton Hill, Bishop .\uckland, Co. Durham.
Bridge of Allan and District Photographic Society^ Inter¬
national Salon. — Entries, March 28 : open, April 15-29.
Particulars from Mrs. Brown, Jun., The Studio, Bridge of
.\llan, Scotland.

28, Chaucer

Nottingham
Twenty awards

York and D.P.S. International Salon. — Open, February
24-23. Particulars from N. J. Rushton, Tall Timbers, Hull
Road, York.
Pittsburgh
B. H. Chatto,

.

Exhibition. — Entries,

and Notts P.S. International Exhibition.
for prints and slides. Special prize for best

Colonial print. — Entries, March 29 ; open, .April 6-8. Hon.
Secretary, T. Finch, Herbert Road, Nottingham. (Photo¬
graphic papers please copy.)
Brighton and Hove C.C. Annual Exhibition (one class open

Salon. — Open, March 17-A'pril 16. Secretary,
1300, Milton Avenue, Pittsburgh, 18, Pa., U.S.A.

Birkenhead P..\. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March 8-1 1.
Secretary, F. W. C. Hollett, 8, Snowdon Road, Birkenhead.

to members of clubs in Kent, Sussex and Hampshire). — Entries,
.April I ; open, April lo-May 6. Exhibition Secretary, R. J.
Botting, 71, East Street, Brighton.
Third International Salon, San Diego, Fine Arts Gallery

City' of London and Cripplegate P.S. Annual Exhibition. —
— Open, March 6-8. Hon. Exhibition Secretaries, H. G.
Reese Jones, 18, Wood Street, E.C.2, and J. R. P. Hilliard,
86, Downton Avenue, Streatham Hill, S.W.2.
Birmingham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March 4-18.
Particulars from G. G. Heathcock, Esse.x House, 27, Temple
Street, Birmingham.

(under auspices of Camera Enthusiasts of San Diego). — Entries,
.April I ; open, April 21-May 14. Particulars from Miss Ruth
Kilbourne, 4223, .Arden Way, San Diego, California, U.S..A,
Hammersmith
Hampshire House P.S. Annual Exhibition

G.E.R. Mechanics Institute P.S. Exhibition. — Open
Entries due, February 22 ; open, March 7-8. Entry
from A. G. Barker, 24, Willow Street, Romford, Essex.

(Open Classes). — Entries, April 6 ; open, April 28— May 7.
Particulars from J. Ainger Hall, Hon. Exhibition Secretary, 10,
Kitson Road, London, S.W.13.

class.
forms

Prague International Salon. — Entries, March i ; open, April
8-22. Entry forms from Association of Czechoslovak Amateur
Photographic Societies, Riegrovo Nabiezi, 22, Prague II,
Czechoslo vakia.

Beckenham
P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, .April 6-12.
Secretary, F. H. Elliott, 31a, Worbeck Road, Anerley, S.E.20.
Midland
W.

Chicago World’s Fair International Exhibition, 1933. —
Entries, March i ; open, June i-October 31. Emjuiries to
1933 Salon,” C-hicago Camera
Avenue, Chicago, 111., U.S.A.

Club,

137,

North

Salon,

6 ; open. May
Bailey

and

City

27-June

Art

Gallery,

24.

Particulars from Hon. Secretaries,

A. E. Tracey,

Cank

Leicester. — Entries,

May

Street, Leicester.

Northern Photographic Exhibition (Bradford). — Entries,
May 13 ; open, June 17-August 20. Entry forms from A.
Greenwood, Myrtle Dene, Harrogate Road, Bradford.

Wabash

Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries, March 7 ;
open, March zg-.'Vpril i. Secretary, Walter Selfe, 24, Pembury
Road, Clapton, E.3.

141

Cardiff C-C. World’s Masters Salon. — Entries, May 14 ; open,
June 9-24. Entry forms and particulars from G. H. Palmer,
Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Y.M.C..A., Cardiff.
9
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EASONABLE
‘By FREDERICK

G, BIRD.

subjects against the light. This often proves very
effective, especially when there is a trace of mist in the
atmosphere.
A lens hood

is a real necessity when

photographing

against-the-light effects in the winter-time, for the sun
is very low in the sky ; so low, in fact, that very often
it is necessary to get such an angle on the subject, that
although the scene photographed is flooded with sun¬
light. the camera itself is screened from the bright rays.
Hacked

A

Country

Road,

jilates are \-erv helpful in avoiding

halation.

1/40//; sec., //6,3.

A S the years go by, the number of amateur photo/ %
graphers who put their cameras by for the winter
/ %
months happily grows less. This can be attributed to the increased use of faster lenses and
rapid sensitive material by many jihotographers. This state
of affairs has been made possible by the manufacturers
realising that fast lenses and idtra-rapid plates and films
were needed, if the average amateur was to get good results
when the light was poor.
Some very eflective
winter snapshots can
be made in busy city
streets. Here the gleans
of the winter sunshine
is invaluable if it is
present, though sub¬
jects abound that do
not really need the
effect of sunlight. How¬
ever, sunlight livens up
some scenes in a most
wonderful manner.
Street

- vendors

Neither the slight extra expense
of backing, nor the small trouble
involved in washing it off the
plates in the dark-room, should
prevent the amateur photographer
from making use of this distinct
aid to against-the-light photo¬
graphy. Films are extremely good
for this kind of work, and are now
made very fast, which is a great

and

flower-sellers are gener¬
ally good subjects, and

help to successful
snapshotting.

they look much happier
when the welcome win¬

If we keep on the look-out,
many more photographic chances
will come our way. A point-duty
policeman often makes a very
good subject, though much depends
on the immediate surroundings.

ter

sunshine

is playing

on them.
When
pos¬
sible, experiments can
be'made
10

in taking

some

Road

Repairs,

ij^oth142
sec., 7/6.3.

\

winter-time

February
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PHOTOGRAPHY
in Town

and

Country

Naturally it is not exactly v/ise to venture out into the
roadway when the traffic is thick, in order to snapshot
a policeman. Ho,wever, in various cities many different
viewpoints can be secured in principal streets, though
I know of some towns in which the chances of obtaining
a successful photograph of this subject are small. Then
again, in some surroundings ordinary ])edestrians may
complete a picture. It all de])ends on the ability of the
camera user to spot these chances.
The scene of road repairs often provide good subjects.
Here we have a very miscellaneous collection of road
workers, i)iles of debris, coke fires, men with fearsome
masks engaged in brazing, and assorted road vehicles,
from “ baby ” rollers to their big brothers, which belch
forth useful clouds of photographic steam, and lumbering
lorries. This sounds a cjuecr collection of winter photo¬
graphic subjects, but if the amateur will walk round and
amongst some of the aforementioned items, it will be
extremely likely thaf he will find occasion to use his
camera.
I might mention that my illustrations were all taken
with a camera fitted with an f/6.3 lens, and fast plates.
This

is by no

means

an

ultra-fast outfit, and

similar

Sunshine

in a Side Street, ij^oth sec., fj6.^.

Any camera can be used cm a light tri])od. This is where
the cheapest cameras come into their own. Gone is that
fear of gross under-exposure, for a brief time-exposure will
enable the simple camera to produce results worthy of an
expensive model. An exposure meter will be found most
useful, a real necessity in fact, for it cuts out all worrying
guess-work. Panchromatic plates and films are also
advantageous for late afternoon winter work when the
light is getting yellow in character.

A

Winter

Ramble,

1/25//! sec., flQ-z-

outfits must .be possessed by a great many amateurs.
Speeds varied from i/3oth to i/i5oth of a second.
Having exhausted town subjects, though there must be
countless numbers that I have not mentioned, as different
subjects are found in different cities, we will turn to winter
landscape photography. We shall find many subjects,
though naturally not so . many as in the summer-time.
However, many scenes wearing that gaunt winter look
that is unmistakable are well worth rendering. There is
no need to run through a list of subjects. They are always
obvious to the discerning amateur. On a country ramble
one encounters many pretty peeps that were never noticed
when the trees were clothed with foliage, swollen streams
and possibly floods, and who can resist the lure of flood
pictures
? Certainly
Press
value.

they are pictorial, and

often' have

a

143

Point

Duty,

iji^oth

sec.,fj6.2.
1 1
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HIS JOB

GWYNETH

PENNETHORNE.

A GOOD portrait is one that

easy.

.
shows the sitter’s personalit}'
To obtain this is not always
The mere fact that he is

going to be “ taken ” will often
make a person uneas\' and, as we
say, “ not himself.” The riiost satis¬
factory method of getting a charac-

The

For
A

“ Fail' ” Child.

The photographer’s best plan is
usually to encourage the sitter to
go on with his work, while he him¬
self wanders round and finds the
best point of view for his picture.
While so doing he keeps a sharp
eye on his subject, and notes any
characteristic poses into which the
latter falls. One of these poses
can be selected when the camera is
The

Linesman.

teristic portrait is, I think, to take
one’s subject at his work. Amid
familiar surroimdings, doing his
customary work, he will be easy and
natural.

indoor

Carpenter .

subjects,

" The Carpenter ” and
a time e.xposure is of
sary, and the subject
posed. Here a stand
a focussing screen

although not imperative. With out¬
door subjects a reflex camera is a
great help, but almost any other
type of hand camera is effective,
care being given to judging distance
correctly for " close-ups.”

eye.

As to the" job,”
work,
or
it
may abehobby,
his life’s
merely the ordin¬
ary
action
of
reading
the paper
or lighting a pipe.
The point is
that he shall be
doing something
familiar.
It is not neces¬
sary to take a
front or even a
144
side
view; the
back
The
12

Artist.

is often en¬

tirely
characteris¬
tic
of the
model.

as

" The Artist,”
course neces¬
must remain
camera with
is desirable,

prepared, and the sitter asked to
maintain it while the exposure is
made. He will do this quite easi^q
as it is a familiar pose, and will look
perfectly natural. If the photograph
is taken out of doors it will prob¬
ably be possible to snap him when
unconscious of the
camera’s

such

The

Man

at the Wheel.
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ICTURES
By J. DUDLEY
Past-President,

Royal

of the SEA
Society.

Mr, F. j. MORTIMER’S pictures now on exhi¬
bition in the

main

at the J^.P.S.

JOHNSTON,
Photographic

gallery of the

Royal

Photographic Society’s House, 35, Russell
Square, can most appropriately be superscribed “ The
Spirit of the Sea,” for most penetratingly does he in¬
terpret that ever-changing element. It is a magnificent
collection of nearlj^ 100 pictures, and it may well be
doubted whether as a saga of the seas it has ever been
approached, and it certainly has never been surpassed.
I am not unmindful of the hne work done in the later
years of last century by Col. Stuart Wortley and
VVorsley Benison, but wonderful as it was for their day,
and the materials with which they had to work, it
did not approach this modern work of Mortimer’s.
It was, if I mistake not, some thirty years ago, when
he was Secretary of the old Southsea Photographic
Society, that he began that series of pictures of rough
seas with which his fame is associated, and he has been
faithful to this first love ever since. I seem to recollect
that about the time referred to he gave an account in
these pages of his methods, with illustrations of himself
clad in oilskins and attached to a life-line, standing on
perilous rocks in the very maw of terrific seas and snap¬
ping them with a waterproof camera strapped to his
body. The lens, I think, had some ingenious pro¬
tection synchronised with the shutter that enabled it
to function in spite of the flying spray. I know it
impressed my more youthful imagination profoundly,
and I have alwa\^s had a great respect for Mr. Mortimer’s
skill and daring ever since.
As far back as 1923, in tracing the development of
pictorial photography in Britain and America in my
Presidential Address to the Royal Photographic Society,
I referred to the fact that no one had expressed the
spirit of the sea so finely as Mortimer, and I think it
will be admitted b}" all who visit the present exhibition
that time has added to his laurels. Certainly the Royal
Photographic Society has endeavoured to do its share
by conferring upon him last year its Honorary Fellow¬
ship, which is the highest distinction it can award,
and by organising the present exhibition of his work.
. Mr. Mortimer’s art has a highly individual outlook,
as we should expect. His interpretation of the sea is
in a measure circumscribed by that individuality, and
certain aspects which appeal to many find no expres¬
sion in his work. He will have none of its gentler
aspect, of smooth, oily swells or mirror-like calm, or the
luminosity of shimmering horizons. It is the sea in
its sterner moods that appeals to him. Majesty, ruth¬
lessness, relentless force, the fury of wind-tossed waves,
are the motives that urge him to expression. A sinister
darkness pervades many of the scenes. When he
depicts yachting it is not the gossamer lightness of
white canvas in sunshine that he sees, but the strong
shadows of the bellying sail speaking of wind forces
urging the boat through foaming seas. -

Although there are a few old favourites the pictures
shown are mostly new, or at any rate unknown to me,
and I am therefore unable to place them in any chrono¬
logical order. Those which date apparently from the
war period, many of which have been seen at the London
Salon, will, I think, prove the most impressive, and
they are not only fine pictures but outstanding examples
of successful work achieved in the face of extraordinary
difficulties.
Pictures like ‘‘ The Vigil,” ” All’s Well,” “ Derelict,”
” On the Rocks ” and ” The Wreck ” touch a very high
plane imaginatively as well as photographically. The
effect is largely due to the ” hull down ” point of view
giving the impression of mountainous waves in midocean, and Mr. Mortimer exploits it with complete
success. Whether they are straightforward photo¬
graphs or combination prints does not matter. In
either case they represent extraordinarily skilful work,
and it is impossible to put a finger on any point that
violates naturalistic truth. This series of pictures
appeals more strongly perhaps because the human
element forms an important part of the content. It
pictures the struggle between man and the elements,
and the appeal is more direct and poignant.
The centre wall is occupied by a series of nine pictures
of moods of the sea designated by musical terms of
movement. Each of these is of striking quality, although
perhaps one may feel that there is hardly sufficient
difference between the “ Allegro ” and the ‘‘ Andante.”
The ‘‘ Adagio,” reflected sunlight on gently undulating
water, and “ Furioso,” a storm effect of almost terri¬
fying violence, are in my opinion the most successful.
There are, however, many other notable studies of
wave effects of diverse rnoods, in which the finest are
those dealing with scenes of elemental fury. ” Sea
Terror,” ” Spirit of the Storm,” and ‘‘ Wind,” may be
singled out for special notice.
At the other extreme we find ‘‘ Sea Horses,” depicting
a more gracious mood, and reminiscent of that early
success of years gone by, ‘‘The Majestic Main”; and
one welcomes the magnificent sweep of ‘‘At the Foot of
the Cliff,” a picture which was bought a few years ago
by the Trustees of the Tyng Foundation for the Per¬
manent Collection of the Royal Photographic Society,
and which still reihains one of the finest achievements
in this class of work.
Everyone interested in fine pictures should make a
point of visiting the exhibition, which will remain open
until the end of the month.
Admission is free on signing the visitors’ book, and
the hours are from 10 a.m. till 5 p.m.
145

Next week's issue of “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher" will contain extra art pages of
13
reproductions of pictures from this exhibition.
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an article will appear

under

this heading

a topic of interest to the novice

INTERIOR

SUBJECTS.

IN dealing briefly with interior work 1 have been wander¬

ing over a wide range of subjects,' more b\- suggestion
than by a large number of examples. This is because
the subject of interior work is itself a wide and varied one.
It includes

far more

than

the

Antwerp interior below.
This, bv the wav, was taken

type

of thing

shown

in the

1 usetl

the

rising

enough.

There

is too

much

a hand

camera,

propped

front

1 did

not

go

quite

far

foreground,

and

the pediment

of the altar could have done with more space above
The verticals are none too correct, either. The medley

it.
of

chairs is one of the
such subjects.

of

frecjuent

.\s I said earlier, it is almost
with

on the back of a chair, and I had to rely on the usual silly
little finder, and to do a certain amount
of guessing.
Although

dealing

in photography.

and

annoving

essential

drawbacks

to be able to arrange

and study- these interiors, whether ecclesiastical or secular,
on a focussing screen, and to seek carefully for effective
\-iewpoints. You may- be sure that the architect, if his
work is worth attention at all, has provided them in plenty.
The Rochester Castle record was taken with a half-plate
stand camera, but I have also photographed it just as
easily with a hand camera, as the keepds roofless, and
subject is similar to an exterior one. Scmre cloisters
sufficiently- well lighted for hand exposures. Theyon the borderland between e.xteriors and interiors.

High

Altar, Antwerp

Cathedral.

In the Keep,

1 4
146

Rochester

Castle.

the
are

come
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Some of the illustrations I have shown re¬
mind us of what may be called selected general
aspects of the interiors of buildings ; and
without going out of our own wonderful country
we can find an enormous number of interesting
subjects of the kind in cathedrals, churches,
abbeys, castles, manor-houses, and even in
modern buildings such as museums and offices.
But besides these more or less extensive
aspects we may turn our attention to smaller*
portions and details, and many photographers
specialise in one class of subject. Some of these
specialists, on entering a church, make straight
for the font, and probably set to work to add
another example to their collection of such
records. Others search for misereres, effigies,
capitals of columns, stained-glass windows,
piscinae, sedilia, and ,so on.
When it comes to secular buildings a different
series presents itself — ceilings, fireplaces, arm¬
our, obsolete domestic utensils, and so on.
Not far from this particular track are the
things suggested by the third illustration. This
is one of a series of photographs of tobacco
pipes of many nations, and was taken in a
museum. In most museums it is possible to obtain permis¬
sion to photograph provided it cam be shown tliat there is
some definite and serious intention. Personallv I have
always received, in such cases, the most
assistance.

ready advice

and

Nor, again, is it really going far off the track of interior
subjects, to remember the many things that can be photo¬
graphed at home, still-life subjects of all kinds.
But when I started this particular little talk it was to
remind the beginner that his work should not be confined
to what can be done out of doors on a sunny day. Even
with a simple hand camera he can do some things indoors,
at any rate, although he must add a tripod to his outfit, and
I do not think much of any outfit witlmut one. He must

Filament

North

American

Indian

slate pipe howls.

also learn to modify his ideas about exposures, and realise
that the usual outdoor twenty-fifth of a second is no use in
a dark crypt. He may surprise himself one day by securing
a fine negative as tlie result of an hour’s exposure.
It sliould not require even as much as 1 have said on
this subject to con\ ince any beginner that if he has never
started indoor jihotography^ he has been missing one of the
widest, most varied and interesting fields of work avail¬
able. If he has had the idea that such field is open only
to that CTirious phenomenon known as the serious worker ”
he may dismiss that idea as a mistaken one. Let him find
out wirat he can do with his modest camera indoors, and
set to work to do it forthwith. He cannot do ever^Thing,
but he can do something.
L. F. W.

Lainl?s for Projection

The use of electric filament lamps

for projection has several ad¬
vantages. The light is evenly
distributed over the screen, and the
projected picture has an agreeable
softness, harsh contrasts being mini¬
mised. In colour, the filament lamp
includes the entire range of the visible
spectrum, thereby being an advantage
in the projection of tinted and toned
films.
Being simple and economical in
operation, these lamps consume a
minimum amount of electrical energy,
with consequent reduction of heat and
fire hazard, besides producing neither
fumes nor gases. Further, since the
filament is inserted in a bulb, the light
source may be placed closer to the
condenser, which may thus be designed
for short focal length and high effi¬
ciency.
Slow vaporisation of the filament will,
in time, leave a dark deposit on the
inner surface of the glass, usually on
the upper portion if the lamp is being
burned in a vertical position, but the

surface between the filament
condenser will be little affected.

and

As regards voltage applied to the
lamps, a relatively small drop in their
correct voltage capacity' will cause a
much greater loss in candle-power.
On the other hand, a voltage applied
higher than that for which the lamps
are designed will greatly decrease
their life. Always operate the lamps
at their correct rated voltage, using
an ammeter in conjunction with the
transformer or resistance.
A mirrored glass spherical reflector
should be used with an electric lamp
to ensure greater illumination being
obtained. A good reflector throws
back approximately eighty per cent
of the light striking it. Correctly
adjusted, most of the reflected light
travels to the condenser in directions
which allow the condenser to refract it
1

with the actual lamp47 filament beam
itself.
The resulting advantages are that
screen illumination is increased from
sixty to seventy

per cent, and

again

BRAITHWAITE.

ev'enness of screen illumination is
obtained. Inaccurate reflector set¬
ting will materially reduce the amount
of light reaching the projector gate,
with consequent loss at the screen,
besides tending to give uneven results.
To secure the maximum
screen
illumination possible, the projecting
lens, aperture, condenser, lamp fila¬
ment and reflector must be exactly on
the optical axis of the projector. Any
one of these elements with its centre
not in correct alignment will greatlyreduce screen illumination ; in fact, so
sensitive is the projector optical
system to the position of the light
source that a small displacement
causes a marked loss in the light beam.
A light source displaced laterally
as little as one-eighth of an inch
from its correct position on its
optical axis reduces screen illumination
twenty-five per cent.
A variety of projector lamps are
available, having relatively short fila¬
ments, suitable for amateur use.
1 5
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From information communicated

Generally speaking, when

engaged in the absorbing task
of photographing a new sub¬
ject, whether a scene or a portrait, all
thoughts of an exhibition print are
absent from my mind. I find so
much interest in the work in hand that
not until I have removed the negative
from the hypo do I begin to consider
its possibilities for the production of
an exhibition print. Occasionally, how¬
ever, as in the case of ‘ Come on. Sis ! ’
I begin work straight away with the
idea that .something worth while
should result if only sufficient care is
taken with regard to composition and
lighting.
The figure of IMephistopheles

15th, 1933

stand¬

ing in the hall of a friend’s house
struck me as being an interesting
object round which to build the idea
of a picture. My friend was cpiite as

enthusiastic

about

it, and

to our Special Representative.

promptly

wrapped up the figure in the evening
paper for me to take home.
“ I chose the dolls as a foil for the
scarlet figure’s tall and sinister appear¬
ance, and then arranged the lighting
to emphasise the evil expression of
the face. This was accomplished by
placing a 500-watt gas-filled lamp
on the floor behind the small table on
which the figures were arranged. A
loo-watt lamp was then placed to
the right of the group, a little to¬
wards the front, and not too high.
This gave a good lighting effect to the
dolls, and produced the helpful high¬
lights on the dark portions of the tall
figure.
“ Rather weak daylight from a
window directly in front helped the
general lighting. Something was still
wanted to complete the unity of the

group, and this was provided by means
of a piece of orange-coloured material
stretched and pinned over a child’s
hoop, which was then raised from the
floor to a suitable height, and in¬
clined towards the background of dark
curtain material.
“ Another loo-watt lamp was then
brought into use behind the table,
and its rayS concentrated by means
of a thick paper tube to give the bright
accent behind the base of Mephistopheles. This, to my mind, suggested
the old gentleman standing outside
his front door, beyond which one
could imagine the home fires burning.
“ I used Ilford Soft Gradation Pan.
plates, backed ; made two varying
exposures, and used the better nega¬
tive for making the print. This was
eventually made on 12x10 Kodak
Etching Brown (rough cream).
“ Most of my work is done with a
quarter-plate Dallmeyer reflex, with
a 6-in. f/3.5 lens, the full aperture, as
a rule, being used only for child
portraiture. This is a subject which
specially appeals to me, and for this
work I find Eastman Super-Sensitive
T’an. cut film very useful for the fairly
rapid exposures necessary to catch the
fleeting expressions of childhood.
“ I usually develop with Azol after
desensitising in pinacryptol green,
as I still prefer the dish method of
development, two plates at a time
being treated in a half-plate dish.
This is kept covered as much as
j)ossible. I rarely use other than
panchromatic material, and my en¬
largements are invariably chlorObromide.
‘‘ A half-plate horizontal enlarger
is rather a large piece of apparatus,
but I am fortunate in having a fairly
spacious dark-room in which to house
it. More fortunate still, perhaps, is
the fact of finding so much more
interest and fun in life on account of
my

liking for photography.”
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COME

ON,

SIS!

By

{See article, “ How I make my Exhibition Pictures," on the opposite page.)

Walter

Roberts.
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SNOW.
IBv John Mollfr.
{From the Advanced Workers' Competition.)
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GOLFER.

PiV R. n. PrsTONji.
(From

the Advanced

tVnrkers' Compel ilinn.)

February

I. — “ In

the Forum,

2. — “ Mont Cervin, Switzerland."
By R. E. Williams.

Rome."

By M. Thynn.

5. — “ The

Road

to the Sea."

By W. Charles.

6. — " A

3. — “ The

Guildhall,

By D. A. Oury.

Corner

of Hawkstead."

By G. W. Payne.

Looe.”

4. — “ The

7. — “ The

Pavement

Chestnut

15, 1933

Man."

By H. V. Ross.

Artist."
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IN viewing a subject in the finder

it is highly desirable to see that
important features are not cut off
either at the top or bottom, and that,
in the action of releasing the shutter,
the camera is not depressed or raised.
The same applies if, instead of a finder,
the scene is viewed on the full-sized
focussing screen of either a reflex or
field camera.
Cameras

With
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the Beginners’ prints reproduced
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Finders.

l)rilliant finders

usually fitted to film and folding in¬
struments, it is, too, a necessity to
make sure that both finder and camera
include the same field of view, and that
the boundaries are the same.
A few simple experiments are suffi¬
cient to determine the latter, and,
when it is certain that the finder can
be relied upon, practice in releasing the
shutter will enable the subject seen
in the finder to be recorded on the
film or plate. It should, however, be
remembered that, when the rising
or falling front is brought into opera¬
tion, the finder will not show the
difference, and allowance should be
made according to the degree with
which the lens has been moved from
its customary central position.
Practice will enable the field to be
correctly estimated. Nevertheless it
is always wise to provide a margin
for error by the choice of a sufficiently
distant viewpoint, the unwanted por¬
tion of the resulting print being
removed by subsequent trimming ;
and, if the finder has been verified as
suggested, there will be little difficulty
in attaining confidence that just the
right amount of the subject matter
will be included.
Undesirable

Truncations.

Had that capacity been acquired,
there is little doubt but that the very
undesirable truncation of the moun¬
tain top in No. 2 of the prints on the

^

quite clear and

the present cutting-off effect be
countered.
Whether the fault be attributable to
an incorrectly adjusted finder or to
an involuntary depression of the
camera at the moment of exposure is
impossible to say ; but, if the finder
should be right, and there was no
alteration in the camera level, it is
difficult to gather why the fault was
not foreseen.
It is scarcely conceivable that anv
' one would wish to exclude that bit
of mountain top. In the absence of
verticals, there need be no (luestion
of using the rising front, for, the
camera being tilted instead, the neces¬
sity for estimating anv flifference
between what was shown by the finder
and what would appear on the plate
does not ari.se. If the finder be
correct, as it would be tilted with the
camera, the field of view would be
the same in both cases, so that one or
both of the two causes indicated must
be presumed.
Tilting

the

Camera.

The expedient — that of tilting the
camera — is useful in circumstances
sucE as these, and can be adopted with
impunity. With
there are many

a subject in which
lines that must be

vertical, as in the case of No. i, “In
the Forum,” by M. Thynn, it cannot
be employed, for it would cause the
vertical lines of the buildings to con¬
verge towards the top.
Thev are out of truth as it is, but,
for all practical purposes, parallel
with each other. This shows, not
that the camera was tilted upwards,
but that it was not held upright, or, in
other words, it was level in the direc¬
tion of the line of sight but twisted so
that its sides were not vertical.

opposite page — " Mont Cervin,” by
R. E. Williams — would have been
avoided.

Trimming the print so that the
verticals of the buildings are parallel
with the sides, the top and base being
squared to correspond, would effect
the necessary correction, and, really,
this should have been done before the

Whatever merit the print might
otherwise have possessed is brought
to naught by this unhappy feature.
It quite spoils the picture, and is all
the more unfortunate as quite threequarters of an inch of the foreground
is superfluous. If a like amount were
added to the sky, the peak of the

print was submitted. Here, again,
it will be seen that the building near
the centre is truncated, and, as the
53
carhera could not be 1tilted,
it is a case
where the rising front .should have
been brought into action.
If a finder were relied upon, there
would have to be some little degree

on

opposi
te page.
of estimation
of the

difference pre¬
viously referred to, and there is
perhaps more excuse for the fault
in this case than in the former.
The

Necessary

Margin.

Still, it is one that could have been
avoided, and, had a more distant
viewpoint been chosen, it is probable
that there would have been enough
of a margin to allow of correction by
trimming.
No 3, " The Guildhall,” by D. A.
Oury, provides an example. There is,
admittedly, too much foreground,
three-eighths of an inch of which
might be advantageously remo\ed,
but there is no point in adding more
skv, as the picture does not need it.
With the trim, its proportions are just
about right, and turning to Nos. 4
and 5, " The Chestnut Man,”
H. V. Ross, and " The Road to
Sea,” by W. Charles, there is
cutting off at all.
In the former, the verticals do
(|uire correction, but, in the latter,

by
the
no
reno

fault in this respect is ob\-ious. Nor
does it obtrude in No. 6, “A Corner
of Hawkstead,” by G. \\'. Payne, and,
in all these cases, the finder seems to
have been rightlv and intelligently
u.sed.
A

Springtime

Job.

There is no occasion for coTuplaint,
in the same connection, about No. 7,
“ The Pavement Artist,” by H. F.
Garrard, for the chief figures are well
placed and there is no cutting off of
anything that is vital.
Presumably the finder, here again,
is adjusted correctly. It is," however,
in the early spring — i.e., if the camera
is not in service all the vear — that
these little things, which mean so
much in practice, should be adjusted.
With a folding plate camera it is easy
to see if there is any fault in the finder
b}^ comparing its image with that
shown on the focussing screen ; and, in
the case of a film camera, a screen canbe improvised by removing the back
and temporarily fixing a piece of
ground glass in contact with the small
rollers over which the film passes.
Adjustment of the finder does not,
as a rule, present any difficulty to
anyone who is mechanically minded,
but, if it should, the alteration can be
done

by the dealer.

“ Mentpr.”
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Victorial Analysis
Every week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

“NEW

IN our discourse upon the work of
beginners

of a few weeks

back, the

opportunity was taken of empha¬
sising the need for the treatment of
snow pictures as foreground studies,
and in this picture, with its wholly
admirable expression of light and
shade, and its fine impression of
texture, the point is reiterated.
Foregrounds

It will be

seen

of Snow.

that

here there is

SNOW,”

hy John Muller.
wonderfully

naturally limits the field, but the
limitation causes such a concentration

of effect that it tells more efficiently
than would otherwise be possible.
Where the gradations are so subtle and
infinite, this is highly desirable, nor
would it be possible for them to be
fully expressed were the area of the
picture less confined.
It could be wished, of course, that
the fall were of an appreciably greater
depth, for then the fragments of

nothing in the picture that
could truthfully be described
as distance, and, in fact,

Lights

Yet it very obviously con¬
veys a better impression of
the beauty of snow than could
any subj ect of wider field ; and,
taking into consideration the
fact that foreground studies
are usually much easier to
arrange than those of an open
character, it is somewhat
surprising that so many of
the latter are attempted. It
is only on exceedingly rare
occasions that they are suc¬
cessful, whereas the fore¬
ground subject not only offers
more scope, but is both
easier to find and more gener¬
ally satisfactory.
It is probable that, in the
immediate vicinity of where
this picture was taken, there
were quite a number of
distinctively different possi¬
bilities, any of which might
prove equally attractive,
while, in the open, it usually
means travelling for some
distance before any consider¬
able change of scene arises.
Besides which, the foreground study
does seem to lend itself specially to
conveying an impression of the charac¬
teristics of snow in such a way as
cannot be done with landscapes of an
open nature. It is so in this instance.
The snow has texture, form, and shape,
and, in addition, shows an effect of sun¬
shine that could never be obtained in
of far-spreading

Concentration

The
1 8

choice

nature.

of Effect.

of a foreground

The presence of the shadows at the
corners tends to emphasise the pull
of the light they enclose. That light,
too, is strongly placed on one of the
intersections formed by a division
of imaginary thirds, laterally and
vertically, and its strength
is further stressed by the
proximity of the strong darks
of the tree trunks on its left.

everything in it is quite near
the camera. It is a true
foreground study.

arrangements

well depicted, and, with
the light at its brightest at (i), and the
four corners being in comparative
shadow, the arrangement of the com¬
position seems admirably managed
and complete.

subject

and

Darks.

It is quite true that, if the
darks in question were con¬
siderably reduced in size, they
would still be adequate for the
purpose they are intended to
serve ; but trees, as well as
snow, do not always happen
to fall as the photographer
woidd wish, though it is
probable that, with a greater
depth of snow, the portions
visible would not only be re¬
duced, but the bits of reeds
and earth already mentioned
would be avoided.
And, to get the best of sub¬
jects such as these, there is no
doubt but that an excess of
darks must be excluded. In
order that the delicate dis¬
tinctions between the snow
in sunlight and

earth and the bits of reeds projecting
through the surface would have been
covered and their somewhat disturbing
influence removed.
However, it is not always possible to
get things of this particular character
just what they should be. They have
to be taken as they are found, or, as a
rule, left altogether 15
; 4but, apart from
this slight defect, the print is a model
of what a snow picture should be.
The beauty of the play of sunlight and
shadow upon the irregular surface is

that in shade

may be properly recorded in
the print, as they are in this
case, it is essential that de¬
velopment of the negative
shall be extended beyond the
normal time. Its contrasts
are necessarily increased, so
much so that anything in the subject
at all approaching any depth of
tone will be rendered in the print as
the maximum black. A little of such
tone is tolerable, but an excess is not
only to be deprecated but totally
condemned. It utterly destroys the
tonal harmony of the whole by its
abrupt incursion into another key, and
must at all costs be avoided. This
suggests once more the necessity for
care in the selection of snow subjects.
“ Mentor.”
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INEXPENSIVE
Sir, — I have

read

with

PHOTOGRAPHY.

interest

the

letters

from

your

readers,

also the articles which appear each week in your paper.
I would like to comment on the position of the “ poor
photographers.” Someone has written that many a good tune
has been played upon an old fiddle, and the same might be
said with regard to old cameras and lenses. With these
it is possible to take good photographs.
A reader with the price of a 3|- X 2^ cheap box roll-film camera
to spare can fit him or herself out to take real photographs,
which, if properly taken, will compare favourably with those
taken with the most expensive apparatus.
My advice to them is to purchase a half-plate or quarterplate stand camera, complete with dark slides, lens and stand,
many of which can often be obtained for about £1 or £1 los.
If you wish to have a battery of lenses a serviceable single
lens, whole-plate size, might be added at the price of a few
shillings.
With this outfit an enthusiastic amateur can have just as
much fun as one who is able to indulge his fancies to the extent
of as many pounds as the suggested outfit will cost shillings.
As for exposing the plate, the most reliable method is to
use a cap. The best plate for use by those who are not greatly
proficient is one of the ordinary type (about 100 H. & D.).
It can still be had in the orthochromatic or panchromatic by
those who wish for them.
Landscape photography is an excellent subject for this
outfit, and architectural subjects can also be taken. Some of
your readers will remember that single lenses do not give
vertical lines free from distortion, but as this only happens to
any extent at the edge of the plate you can g^et over the diffi¬
culty and if possible use a whole-plate lens.
Portraiture can be done more satisfactorily with this outfit
than most cameras in the posession of amateurs to-day.
Don’t think that I wish to decry the de luxe outfits such as
the Leica, and those of Sinclair, Newman & Guardia, and
other renowned manufacturers ; but my plea is for those
thousands who in these days of depreciation in sterling and
wage cuts would still be able to find enjoyment without great
expense.
Trusting that I have not taken too much of your valuable
space. — Yours, etc.,
SMALL

CAMERAS

AND

EXHIBITION

” SMILES.”
PICTURES.

Sir, — I should like to say that I have read the letters ap¬
pearing recently on the above subject with the utmost interest,
and I cannot help thinking that by opening your columns to a
discussion on the pros and cons of these ultra-small cameras
you will be doing a very great service to photographers of all
sorts all the world over. For may not the claims of the
makers of the Leica that this is the “ photography of the
future ” have more grounds for justification than some of us
realise at the moment ? It is true that our forefathers thought
nothing of carrying whole-plate and 15 X 12 cameras about
with them, and it is not so very long ago that anything smaller
than a quarter-plate was looked upon as a toy ; so I suppose the
modern tiny cameras may be looked upon as the natural process
of evolution ; if this is so, the more information concerning
their possibilities and capabilities, in the hands of users whose
abilities must vary considerably, the greater the advantage to
potential purchasers, who can then enter the market with no
delusions as to what they may expect.
For instance, can any of your readers give me their experience
of telephoto work with the Leica or Contax ? Will a negative
taken with the 135-mm. lens stand sufficient magnification by
enlargement to enable it to compare favourably with a print from
a negative with an adjustable telephoto lens of the Adon type,
set to give, let us say, the very ordinary equivalent focus of
thirty inches ?
Or, again, would a negative, taken with one of these small
cameras, allow enlargement up to whole-plate of, let us say, a

fine piece of carving, such as can be found in many of our
churches ? I use this example intentionally, because any
decided “ break-up ” of the carving would at once spoil the
effect of the picture, which depends so much on exquisitely
critical definition.
These are two cases which the ultra-small camera might be
required to undertake if it is to deseive the title of universal,
and there will probably be numerous other instances which will
occur to your readers where the owners of these small cameras
can render most valuable information to those who, like
myself, are interested in this new development in photo
graphy. — Yours, etc.,
H. FORMBY.
Sir, — -I

can

endorse

M.

Wiedling’s

statements

re

small

negatives and e.xhibition prints. I am a Leica user and can
give this little camera credit for more than one exhibition
print. Apart from the exquisite quality of Leica negatives
it is sometimes useful to be able to work on the negative
before making the print. To this end it is a simple matter
to make an enlarged positive and a new negative of a size
suitable for handwork. Nothing is thereby lost.
But where no tonal alterations to the negatix'e are proposed,
the 3t)-mm. negative makes a fine quality 20 x 16 enlargement.
My print " The Top of the Cliff,” exhibited -at the Salon
last autumn (and reproduced in " Photograms ”), is, I think,
evidence of this. — Yours, etc.,
G. L. HAWKINS.
LECTURE
Sir, — In

your

"Topics

of

INCIDENTS.
the

Week”

you

mentioned

an

amusing accident which occurred during a lantern slide pro¬
jection. This reminded me of one incident which I think
is hard to beat.
The lecture was on a London hospital and the cases it
treated. One slide depicted an X-ray photograph of a piece
of metal in a foot. But next to the dark patch representing
the metal another one could be seen, the black figure of some
insect with innumerable legs, which started moving across the
slide — up the bone. Perhaps the roar of laughter it produced
frightened
it, for after a little time it fluttered its wings and
flew
off.
.4 little later we were being shown

the picture of an, operating

theatre. The lecturer was saying, "... of course, it is of the
utmost importance to keep everything scrupulously clean ;
all is done to avoid the presence of foreign matter or of germs.”
At that moment the sinister silhouette reappeared and pro¬
ceeded to climb slowly and deliberately up the leg of the
operating table. Then, quite satisfied with the effect it
created, it left us for ever. — Yours, etc.,
A. S. PLAYFAIR.
THE
Sir, — A

mentioned

2Jx2i

correspondent

on

CAMERA.
the

subject

the old type of watch-pocket

of

small

Carbine.

cameras

I bought

one a year ago from a firm advertising in " The A.P.,” and so
far I have seen nothing I like better.
It measures 5X2jxi|- in. and can be carried regularly in
the trousers pocket. The lens is a Beck Mutar f/4.9, in Com¬
pound shutter speeded i to i/300th sec. A plate back enables
me to take advantage of the new fast plates when I wish, and
a cross movement becomes a rising front when the instrument
is turned on its side.
The 2JX2J film costs lod. for six exposures, but the new
Kodak 620 film on a metal spool, for 8 exposures 3:TX2.j-, just
fits, giving 12 pictures for is. All the modification necessary to
use this film was a little filing of the winding key and enlarge¬
ment of the red window in the back to a rectangle the length
of a picture, so that, with a better view of the numbers and dots,
overlapping might be avoided.
It seems to me that this camera possesses most of the ad¬
vantages for which your correspondents are searching.— Yours,
etc.,
HAROLD
F. TAYLOR.
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A

Camera.

A Soho camera of the folding type which Press photo¬
graphers use, with a Kershaw focal-plane shutter, very
much like the shutter of the famous Soho Reflex, is bound
to be an attractive instrument to anyone who recognises
good workmanship and appreciates smooth working in a
camera. The shutter of this new camera, the “ Dualex ” —
whicli in a camera of this kind matters more than anything
else — has certain features new to Soho shutters. Its
marked
speeds
range
from
I /1, 000th sec. up
to i/ioth, and
between those
extremes are sixtfeen gradations of
speed. The shut¬
ter is not self¬
way.
capping,
by the
While the shut¬
ter of the Soho
Reflex , has one
tension onl3^ the
shutter of the
“ Dualex ” uses
three tensions to
enable

the gener¬

ous
speedtovariations
be
achieved.
I like the work¬
ing of this shutter. There is no noisy ” cr-r-rash ” when
the blind falls. It goes with a “ plop,” and the trigger
gives a quick response to a light touch. Two good points.
It is easy to adjust, as easy, in fact, as the Soho Reflex
shutter, and the speeds seemed to me to be nearer to the
marked fractions of a second than the speeds on most
focal-plane shutters.
The camera is made tcj take two sizes of plates — 5 X 4 in.
and 9x12 cm., hence the name “ Dualex.” The 5X4 size
is still a favourite with many Press workers, and with a
number of really keen amateur workers. But Press
workers, finding that fewer cameras are now made in 5 X 4
size, have been turning to the 9x12 cm. size. The new
Soho camera caters for both.

robust

camera,

with

strong

struts and

solid leather

bellows, it is an instrument which can be accepted as trust¬
worthy. Incidentally, it is not dedicated specially to the
Press photographer ; it is intended fully as much for the
keen amateur who likes a sound focal-plane hand camera
which will do good work in many fields, especially “ speed
work ” of all kinds, whether or not he ever wants to do a
bit of free-lance Press work.
Supplied either with three 5X4 double plate-holders or
with adapter and six metal plate-holders, the price of the
outfit, without lens, is ;^i8 los. Messrs. Soho (Soho Square,
W'.i) will fit to it any lens of appropriate focal length in a
focussing mount.
Fitted with a Soho anastigmat f/4.5 of 6 in. focal length,
the price of the outfit is ;^24 los. With Ross Xpres f/4.3
the price is £2g 5s., and with Dallmeyer Serrac f/4.5
5s. more.
Rhaco”

Finder

for

Little

Cameras.

The ” Rhaco ” direct-vision tubular view-finder has.
soon won its way to popularity among photographers,
especially two classes of them — those who find the tiny
‘‘ brilliant ” finder not accurate enough for their needs,
and those who dislike the waist-level point of view in their
pictures.
A junior " Rhaco ” Finder,
miniature pictures, such as

for use on

cameras

giving

sixteen negatives on a vestpocket film or sixteen on a
2^X3^ film, has just been
added to the range of goods
supplied by Messrs. Sands
Hunter & Co. (37, Bedford
Street, Strand, W.C.2), and
it will appeal to a great
many happy users of these
dainty cameras.
It is only i| in. long by
I in. high, and

so it is easily

stowed in the pocket till
needed. It clips on to the
camera frame, with a firm
securely.
spring clip which

holds

it

There is much to be said
for the tubular form of

You can have it with 5x4 double dark slides or, alter¬
natively, with an adapter which fits into the back and
converts it, permanently if you like, into a 9x12 cm.
instrument, taking single metal plate-holders. This is a
better method than using adapters inside the plate-holders,
I think.

view-finders, a pattern which is employed by the makers of
many of the highest grade of cine cameras, because it gives
the user little chance to go wrong directionallju The small,
flat glass-frame finder does allow him to go wrong. With
this finder its tubular form compels him to sight his object
true and squarely.

The wire-frame finder is also accommodating — it has a
double frame, the outer wire indicating the 5X4 view and
the inner one showing the 9X 12 cm. picture.

With clear glass lenses the price is 8s. 6d., while with blue
glass lenses it is los. A stiff or soft leather case costs

20

IS. 6d. extra.
156

A sensible

article.
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A Screen for Clear-cut Projection
A FEATURE that occasionally

tends to detract from the
excellence of amateur displays
is the irritating reflection of light from
the darkened marginal surround of the
screen itself. This marginal surround
— -even when blackened with every
care — cannot properly absorb all the
shades of light that fall upon it, with
the result that spectators accom¬
modated near the front of the seating
may be conscious of no little annoyance
arising from the reflections.
Apart from the clumsiness which
must be associated with the finisheil
device, an ideal solution would be to
build a marginless rigid screen to

being found that this material passes
or absorbs practically all the light
that falls upon it.

The flimsiest gauze obtainable natur¬
ally represents the maximum of effi¬

operating

simple ply-wood
usual dimensions

of

Notes

on

Using.

may
reflect the appreciable quan¬
tities of light that pass through the
gauze, but this trouble can be avoided

ciency, and this onR^ should be used.
Where, however, the suspended screen
is large or heavy, some additional
rigidity may be desirable ; this it is
possible to secure by fixing a couple

Animated
Even the most serious amateur

sometimes feels the urge to
mystify by judicious celluloid
manipulation. Of course, some cinema
fakes are elaborate and expensive,
but there is plenty of cheap film
foolery going a-begging.

limits

Maximum clear-cut efficiency will
result only when the screen is arranged
before a wall of dark panelling or
texture. Light or enamelled walls

board, cut to the
and rounded off at

Black gauze — tautly stretched across
the back of the framework — is used
to retain the screen in position, it

long, narrow

is glued to the gauze and back-stays,
especial care being taken that the
edges also of the cut screen receive
adequate surfacing treatment.

a

the corners. This must be centrally
affixed within a rectangular framework
as shown in the sketches.

within

may prefer a " silver ” screen, whilst
the enthusiast who gives his shows in
a drawing-room of more .even dimen¬
sions may prefer a screen surfaced in
either matt white or crystal.
In any case, surfacing should, of
course, be done before the screen

Simplicity.

itself consists

Surfacing.

operator has found to give everjsatisfaction in his own particular
circumstances. Thus, the worker

shilling or two.
screen

“ ACTINOGRAPHIST.”

of thin black stays diagonally across
the back of the screen assembly, this
arrangement being clearly shown in
the second sketch.

The actual projection surface of the
screen should be of a kind that the

be used before a deep box or “ cavern ”
background. This, provided that an
adequate dressing of matt black were
used upon the latter, would effectively
absorb practically all the unwanted
light and leave only a clear-cut image
remaining on the screen.
Fortunately, results of very similar
crispness can be obtained by using
the ‘‘ clear-cut ” screen illustrated
on this page. The screen can be made
at home by any amateur, nor should
the total cost involved exceed a

The

using

Foolery

Of course, the oldest trick of all is
that of distortion, whereby the fat
157
and thin kind can be
transposed. A
distorting lens will do all you require,
but it is not really necessary. Instead,
photograph through the bottom of a
plain glass tumbler, making sure, of

by suspending a dark rug or tablecover fromBythe picture-rail.
In addition to this, it is advisable
to arrange the screen itself as far
as possible away from the wall, for
this considerably reduces the intensity
of any light that may reach the
wall — and also lessens the chance of
extraneous flashes being observed by
the audience.

VINCENT.
course, that it is not too thick. Gentle
movement of the tumbler from side to
side, or rotationally, will increase the
effect.
Conjuring is perhaps becoming outof-date, but quite amusing results, can
be obtained on the screen, since there

iHf AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER
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are no storage limitations imposed.
The method is simple, but the camera
must be rigidly supported op a tripod.
The conjurer then goes through the

clothing rarely fails to bring laughter,
especially if the subject is known to
the audience. A person is walking
along the street when suddenly he

usual performance, “ freezing ” im¬
mediately his hand enters the stereo¬
typed tall hat. The camera is then
stopped and the duck or anything else
you fancy is inserted, when the camera
is again started and the trick is done.
One of the best tricks — really it is
a joke on your audience — is the old
one of the garden hose. All you
do is to film someone watering the
garden with a hose. You should be
fairly close up, say about ten feet.
The trick lies in the fact that the
camera is behind a window, and at a
given moment the person with the
hose turns it direct on the .camera.

changes from mufti to hiker’s kit.
The method is, of course, quite simple,
and consists merely in the subject
stopping in a conveniently reproduced
position. The position of his or her
feet are then marked on the ground
so that the same position can be taken
up after they have changed clothes.
On the screen, of course, the change
appears to take place during walking,
which is far more startling than the
usual method of transformation at rest.

When the picture is screened it is quite
interesting to watch the reaction of
the audience, for only the most stolid
can resist the impulse to duck.
The device of sudden change of

News

Rolling

ship effects are

produced

simply by tipping the camera slowly
backwards and forwards. Of course,
the background must be absolutely
plain, as otherwise the game is given
away. The results are improved some¬
what if the subjects roll slightly them¬
selves in accordance with the direction
of the movement of the camera.
The trick of climbing by virtue of
crawling and vertical photography is
the oldest of the lot. On a brick
pavement or back-yard the results are
quite realistic, though the audience is
aware of the method employed. Many
more tricks of this nature can be

Then, too, there is the trick — in¬
clined to be a little repulsive, I fear

devised

— of photographing someone’s face
just behind a glass window. Without
moving sideways they press their face
against the glass, flattening nose and
other protuberances. Some people
seem to find it f-unny — certainly it is

points :
1. The camera
clear glass.

grotesque.

betray movement.

2. A
tion.

if you remember

camera

3. Uniform

the following

does

not

operates

“ see ”

in any

background

will

posi¬
not

from the Clubs M. A. LOVELL-BURGESS.

IN connection with my recently-

, formed Religious Amateur Film
Guild, which now numbers many
members, the Bishop of London says
that he is greatly in favour of as many
good religious films being shown as
possible.
A new amateur society has been
formed recently in the Walthamstow
district. Full details can be obtained
from W. C. Reynolds, 12, Rensburg
Road, Walthamstow.
Edinburgh Film Guild is engaged on
a film of Edinburgh City with a spoken
commentary on historical points.
The Sub-standard Film Society
(London), which has already produced
" Brighton,” and ” Conway Falls,”
is engaged upon "The Pool,” by the
Society’s President, Sigurd Moir.

The

Seeall Film

Society hope

that

their latest film, "The Last Chance,”
will be ready for viewing by the end
of this month. This film is a drama,
on 9.5-mm. stock, Pathescope Super
Speed Panchromatic film being used
for interior shots lit by 2,600 candlepower.
The London and NorthEastern Railway gave permission for
their trains to be used for some of the
scenes in this film.
H.R.H. the Duke of Gloucester, who
is on a trip to the Sudan, insisted on a
cine camera being included in his
equipment.
The Curtain

Club

Film

Section,

founded in July last year, with head¬
quarters at no. Great Russell Street,
London, W.C.i, hope to start their
next production shortly at their

studios

in Piccadilly.

Last

summer

they
made twoof500-ft.
films. Wouldbe members
this section
should
communicate with Mr. A. C. Simpson
at their headquarters.
Efforts are being made to form
amateur cine clubs in Lincoln and
Norwich. Those interested are in¬
vited to communicate with Mr. A. K.
Harbottle, 160, West Parade, Lincoln,
and Mr. H. P. Dun, 291, Sprowston
Road, Norwich.
I shall be pleased to give advice in
connection with any amateur cine
society ; also to receive any brief
information regarding the amateur
cine movement, for publication on
this page. Letters shoi^ld be addressed
M. A. L. B., c/o " The Amateur
Photographer and Cinematographer.”

Cinecraft Title Maker

This is an ingenious and well-made

light may be employed if desired.
Reference to the illustration will make

outfit specially manufactured for
use with the Pathescope Motocameras. The titles are made by
tracing stock letters and designs upon
specially prepared sheets, which
render the work particularly easy,
especially as the task of centring is
almost automatic. The sheets when
traced are placed in a folder that
masks them and produces a result
that shows the title in an oval frame.
The folder is then inserted in a slotted
vertical desk. The camera is placed
in a well at the opposite end, thus
22

the whole apparatus clear. The outfit
includes design of types, frame, ink,
title sheets, easel and camera holder,

obviating all errors of focus. Illumina¬
tion is provided by two electric lights,
shielded

by reflectors, although
158

/

sun¬

reflectors, two electric lamp-holders
wired in parallel, and flexible wire
and plug — in fact, everything to
enable the purchaser at once to make
complete titles, and is sold complete at
the remarkably low price of is. Full
particulars will be sent to any reader
of The Amateur Photographer who
applies to Cinecraft
Comer,

Palmer’s

Supplies, Camera

Green,

N.13.

th[ amateur photographer
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Societies will have their meetings
Wednesday,

The Week's Meetings

announced

February

here if the syllabus is sent to us at the beginning

15th.

Bath and County C.C. “ The Amateur Photographer”
Birkenhead P.A. Studio Night.
Borough Poly. P.S. Slide Making. H. Pickwell.
Bradford P.S. Cln^ Seetion Evening.

Prize Slides.

Edinburgh P.S. “ The Epidiascope.” A. H. Baird.'
G.E.R.
Mechanics Inst. P.S. “ Remedying and Improving
Bennett.

Defects.”

H.

\V.

P.S.

“ Glances

16th.

at Normandy

and

Lands.”

Brittany.”

Miss

Paper Negatives.”

Friday,

February

and

Wanstead

C.C.

“ Problems

Ijford, Ltd.

17th.

and D.P.S.

Process."

J. .A.

” Java — its Peoples and Temples.”

Saturday,

February

Barnsley P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. Criticism of Monthly
Morley College P.S. “ A Londoner’s London.”
Singer C.C. Exhibition Closes.
South London P.S. Exhibition Opens.

Sunday,
Hammersmith

H.H.P.S.

Outing;

Monday,

18th,

Competition.
G. Herbert

February

F. B. Sutton.
Dannatt.

19th.

Ruislip.

February

Doncaster C.C. “ To the Land of Cream and Cider.” A. Dyer.
Dunfennlinc P.A. “ Combination Printing for Beginners.” R. Robb.
Exeter C.C. “ Flashlight Photography.” R. Sleep.
Hackney P.S. “ Table-top Methods.” C. Howard.
Halifax P.S. “ Architectural Photography.” J. H. Chambers.
Kilbum and Willesden P.S. Alliance Prints.

and

Johnston.

Reality.”

F. W.

Johnston.

South Shields P.S. " Action Photography.” Geo. MeVay.
Stafford P.S. “ A Ramble Round Old Stafford.” P. T. Dale.
Railw ay.
Swindon and N. Wilts C.C. “ i8th Century Landmarks in London.”

Llanelly Y.M.C.A. P.S. “ The Autot5rpe Carbro Process.” D. R. Jones.
Morecambe, Heysham and D.P.S, Beginners’ Night : Enlarging.
Photomicrogr.iphic Society- Members’ Evening.
Poplar P.S. Alliance Prints.
Royal P.S. Informal Meeting of Pictorial Group.
Southend-on-Sea

P. C.

B. Walker.

Royal P.S. “ The London Bus, Past and Present.” J. Dudley
St. Bride P.S. “ Photographic Pertinacities.” S. VV. Kenyon.
Shefheld P.S. “ Exeter and South Devon.” J. B. Statters.
South Glasgow C.C. British Empire Championship Prints.

Printing

Majew

Poplar P.S. Methods of Toning Bromide Prints.
Portsmouth C.C. Print and Slide Competition.
Rotherham P.S. Cind Show.

W. Morris.

of the

F. G.

Set.

Beckenham P.S. “ Lantern Slides.” F. Pryer.
Binningham P.S. “ Interesting Old Birmingham Houses.”
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. Alliance Slides.
Cambridge P.C. E.A.F. Slides and Travelling Exhibition.

Norwich and D.P.S. Members’ Slides.
Nottingham
Lawton. and Notts P.S. “ Materialism — Pictorial Aims

Barnsley P.S. Atmual Exhibition.
Colne C.C. Members’ View of Exhibition Entries.
Harrogate P.S. “ Yorkshire’s Ancient Monuments.” Riley Fortune.
Hartlepools A. P.S. “ Dark-room Dodges.” G. C. Weston.
Hinckley and D.P.S. ‘‘ Microscopic Botany.” T. S. Beardsmore.
Ilford P.S. Visit to Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C.
Leytonstone
Hall.

and ‘

21st.

Leeds P.S. “ The Gum- Bichromate Process.” David Holmes.
Manchester .A.. P.S. “ Masterpieces of Photography.” J. Dudley
Monklands P.S. “ Where to look for Pictures.” Wm. Blair.
Nelson C.C. Plate Development. J. Clegg.
Newcastle and Tyneside P.S. Oil Reinforcement. M. B. Crowe.

Sunderland P.A. " Colour Photography.” G. C. Heslop.
Watford C.C. “ The Land of the Sun.” R. O. Faulkner.

“ Direct Colour Photography.”

February

Barnsley P.S. Members’ Lecturettes.
Basingstoke C.C. Lantern Sli le Postal Club Exhibition

N. Middlesex P.S. " Mary at the Zoo.” E. J. Hosking.
Oldham P.S. “ Over the Pyrenees to Sunny Spain.” H. P. Mitchell.
Oxford P.S. Lecture by C. L. Clarke.
Royal P.S. Cinematography.

and D.P.S.

Tuesday,

L.

Alex. Keighley.

Keighley and D.P.A. ‘‘ More Tales of Old Inns.” A. W. Tack.
Kingston-on-Thames and, D.P.S. Record Section Work.
Letchworth C.C. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Liverpool A.P.A. “ The New Photography.” J. Dudley Johnston.
Loughborough P.S. “ Bruges, and Round About.” E. Marks.
Medway A.P.A. " Devon and Cornwall.” R. Goolsall.
Newcastle Amateur Cine Association. Projection of Three Films.

York

Kidderminster and D.P.S. Demonstration of Portraiture by R. E. Grove
J. T. Hibbert.
L.C.C, Staff C.C. “ The 2 Tramps 2nd Tramp 2 Gether.” John St. Aubyn.
Leeds C.C. Criticism of Members’ Slides. W. E. Tindall.
Leek P.S. Slide Night,
•

Southport P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Wallasey A. P.S. “ Tinting and Pastel Work.” Mrs. Madeley.
Walthamstow and D.P.S. “ Print Tinting.” Miss E. A. Crouch.
Wolverhampton P.S. “ Pictorial Work in Great Cities.” A. H. Blake.

Bury P.S. “ Architectural Photography.” H. W. Bennett.
Cardiff C.C. “ Plates and Films in relation to Pictorial Photography.” S. Bridgen.
Hackney P.S. Outing.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. Discussion on One-Man Show (H. D. Halkssvorth Wheeler)
opened by Miss Dora Head.
Hull P.S. Reduction. D. J. T. Bagnall.

Wimbledon C.C. “ The Making of Enlarged
Woolwich P.S. Lecturettes by Members.

Prints.

St. George Co-op. C.C. “ Venice to Vence.” H. G. Cooper.
SouthBull.
Essex C.C. (Brentwood Branch). “Home Cinematography.”

Armley and Wortley P.S. “ Wanderings in Wharfedale.” R. Crarapton.
Ashton-under-Lyne P.S. Criticism of Exhibition Prints. J. White.
Aston P.S. “ Nature’s Wonderland.” Herbert Thompson.
Barnsley P.S. Amiual Exhibition.
Birkenliead P.A. Visit to Liverpool A.P.A.

Brighouse P.S. “ Picture Gleanings from Many
Bromley C.C. Slide Competition. •

time to time.

[contd.].

Maidstone and D.P.S. “ Pictorial Impressions in Italy.” W. L. Shand.
Newcastle (Staffs) and D.C.C. " Oleobrom.” £. B. Marks.
Preston C.C. “ Historic and Picturesque Lancashire.” Travis Burton.
Tutton.
Rugby
and D.P.S. “ Principles and Practice of Colour Photography.”

Partick C.C. “ Still-Life Photography.” 1. W. Lightbody.
Smethwick and D.P.S. “ Charles Kingsley’s Fund.” F. W. Pilditch.
South Essex C.C. “ Portraiture.” Mr. Macintosh.
South Suburban and C.P.S. Rummage Sale.
Worcestershire C.C. Broraoil Print Making. Fred Green.

Borough
of Tynemouth
Wincote.

or from
20th

Derby P.S. “ Home Portraiture.” J. N. Cockin.
Dewsbury P.S. Members* Lantern Evening.
Erdington and D.P.S. Lecture by D. Mackenzie.
Glasgow and W.S.A.P.A. British Empire Championship
Hanley P.S. Enlarging for Beginners. G. T. Boulton.
Ipswich and D.P.S. Open Night.

Hucknall and D.P.S. Members’ Exhibition.
L.M.S. (London) P.S. “ PortraitureT” F. J. Whyman.
Leicester and L.P.S. Cine Show. Newton Smith.

February

February

Blackpool and Fylde P.S. “ Picture Making by Photography.” S. Bridgen.
Bournemouth C.C. Lecture by A. B. Snell.
Bradford P.S. Print Ni?ht.
City of London and C.P.S. Afterwork on Prints. J. C. Holloway.

Bristol P.S. “ A Chat on Plates and Films.” S. Bridgen.
Cheltenham A. P.S. " Norway and Sweden.” Dr. Eric F. Waddington.
Chorley P.S. “ Pictures, Painters and Photographers.” T. Lee Syms.
Croydon C.C. Annual General Meeting.
Dennistoun A.P.A. Retouching. W. Bell.
Eahng P.S. Slide Making. Miss H. Mackenzie.

Thursday,

of the session

Monday,

20th.

Ashington and Hirst P.C. “ Here and there in Northumberland.” B. Redford.
Blackburn and D.C.C. “ The Cumberland Lakes and Fells.” G. A. Forman.

We hear from the Secretary of the Belfast C.P.A. Camera
Club that two dark-rooms are now available for members.
These are fitted with enlarger and printing boxes. The head¬
quarters of this Club are at Assembly Building, Howard Street,
Belfast, where an exhibition of members’ prints will be held
on March loth. Particulars regarding membership can be
obtained from the Hon. Secretary, J. Carser, 92, Ravenhill
Avenue, Belfast, Ireland.

Underground

Warrington P.S. ” A Talk on Plates and Films.” S. Bridgen.
Whitehall Photo-Cin^ Group. The Courtauld Expedition Film.
Winchester P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.

Wednesday,
Accrington

C.C.

“ Use

of Mezzotone

February
for Small

22nd.

Prints

Digweed^
Birkenhead P.A. ” A Chat on Plates and Films.”
Borough Poly. P.S. Slide Competition.

and

Enlargements,”

Mr.

S. Bridgen.

Brighton and Hove C.C. “ Cinematography.” V. C. Cooter.
Chorley P.S. “ Blackpool to the Black Sea.” Miss R. Littlewood.
Croydon C.C. “ The Function of Control.” R. E. Tarrant.
Darwen P.A. ” The Flight of Beasts, Birds and Butterflies.” J. A. Speed.
Dennistoun A.P.A. British Empire Championship Prints.
G.E.R. Mechanics Inst. P.S. Portfolio Night.
Ilford P.S. “ The Romantic Landscapes of Alex. Keighley.” F. C. Tilney.
L.M.S. (London) P.S. “ Printing on Bromide Paper.” A. Rowley.
Leicester and L.P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Partick C.C. “ Portraiture.” John R. Brinkley.
Smethwick and D.P.S. “ Pictorial Work in Great Cities.”
South Essex C.C. Print and Slide Criticism.

A. H. Blake.

South Suburban and C.P.S. “ R.R.R.” H. J. Hewitt.
Stockport P.S. “ The Sins of a Bromoilist.” Murry Barford.
Worcestershire C.C. M.C.P.F. Prints and Slides.

Nagel

Cameras.— By

mutual

agreement,

Messrs.

have acquired the agency for “ Nagel ” cameras from
R. F. Hunter, Ltd., and all orders for these instruments
159
in future be addressed direct to Messrs. Kodak, I-td., at
way, London, W.C.2. Messrs. Hunter will in future

Kodak

Messrs.
should
Kingsdevote

their energies to marketing “ Rolleiflex ” cameras and their
patent “ Celfix ” cin6 screens. They will also continue to
wholesale photographic sundries.
23
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Tank

Developer.

Can you give me an M.Q. developer with pyro
that will also be suitable for tank development ?
A . F. (Binningham.)

It is not usual to use metol-hydroquinone
pyro in one developer, but
following and
:
a normal pyro-metol developer is the
A.
General. — All communications

for the

oud Cinematographer, Dorset House, Tudor
{Jive the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The

Editor

is glad

Editor

should

be addressed

i?trcet. London,

to consider

: “ The

EX. 4,” and

original,

up-to-date

Editor,

The

Antateur

in every case, without
manuscripts

on

Photographer

exception,

photographic

must

subjects.

All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
romnuinications arising out of matters already aprenring in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submit tc 1 to liim, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
‘tamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are onlv paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it w'ilhout fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

should be read carefully before applying,

and

Information

as any communication

are

which

freely

given,

but

does not comply

the

following

conditions

with the rules must

be

ignored .

(r) See “ General

above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the

post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any c.ise
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (^) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed wdth competition prints, (t) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
{5} Enquiries should be clearly w-ritten, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ’* are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should le distinctly marked “ Query *’ or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We en Jeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each w'eel<, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Fogged

Model

Negative.

Can you enlighten me as to the
strips of fog along the edges of
negative? I give particulars of
etc.
A. H. H.

cause of the
the enclosed
sliles, tank,
(Surbiton.)

Your negative was so badly smashed
that it was difficult to see the defect
you mention. As far as we could judge
from the fragments of the negative the
fogging is simply due to the plates having
been kept for some considerable time,
or having been stored in an unsuitable
place, ft is certainly nothing to do with
the dark slides or the developing tank.
In any case, there is no need to trouble
about the slight fogging, as it is merely on
the edges, and does not affect the picture.
Choice

of Camera.

Can you tell me of any finn other than who
make a 3}X2i roll-film folding camera, with
f/4.5 or f/6.3 lens, delayed -actipn shutter, and
direct finder ?
]5. L. (Budleigh .Salterton.)

Most of the up-to-date cameras are
advertised in our pages, and we think
that if ymu watch these advertisements
you will have no difficulty in finding
the sort of camera you specify by some
other makers than the one you name.
We do not care to recommend one firm
in preference to others selling very
similar apparatus, and there are many
models that meet your specification
exactly.
Infra-red

Photography.

.4s an ordinary lens is not corrected for infra-red
rays how can one focus ? Can the special plates
be desensitised before development ?
F. W. M. S. (Richmond.)

We should advise you to obtain from
Messrs. Ilford their leaflet on infra-red
ray work. As a rule it is near enough
to focus through a dark red screen,
and then substitute the infra-red filter,
which is quite opaque to visual rays.
The plates are usually developed in the
dark by time and temperature ; but
we think that they can be desensitised.
24

Ships.

I want to photograph some molel ships in a
museum ; what is the best backgroun'l, and what
exposure should I give ?
J. B. (Richmond.)

A plain background would be the best
for photographs of the model ships,
but we do not know what arrangement
you can make with the museum authori¬
ties. As to exposure, you will have to
find this by experiment, as it depends
not only upon the stop and the plate,
but upon the light available at the time.
You do not even say whether you will
have daylight or artificial light. If the
models are under glass this will increase
your difficulties.
Types

of Plates.

With all the claims made for orthochromatic and
panchromatic plates one would have thought that
the ordinary plate w'ould have been as dead as
the do lo. As such plates are still sold I should
like to know the reason. Is definition the

answer

?

R.

H.

G.

(King’s

Lynn.)

The reason why ordinary plates are
still sold is that for an immense number
of subjects they give perfectly adequate
and satisfactory results. In a general
way they keep better than bathed
plates. The question of definition does
not enter into the matter at all, although
there are some who claim to detect some
inferiority of definition in panchromatic
material. If such exists it is due to
other causes than the type of plate.
Starting

Pyro
. .
. .
. . 80 grs.
Metol
. .
. .
. . 70 grs.
Potassium metabisulphite 180 grs.
Potassium bromide
. . 30 grs.

W'ater to . .
. .
B. • Sodium carbonate
Water to . .
. .•

. .
. .
. .

20 oz.
3 oz.
20 oz.

For ordinary use equal parts of A and
B are taken. For tank development
yon must dilute this solution and find
out the time of development by experi¬
ment. The best way to do this is to
develop an exposed plate in a dish with
developer of the same strength as is to
be used in the tank.
Cleaning

Negatives.

I send some sample negatives made abroad, and
which are all affected by damp and careless
storage. Can anything be done to clean them up ?
H. A. C. (Bangor.)

Although you sent no stamped ad¬
dressed envelope we are returning the
negatives herewith. They do not seem
to have been very carefully handled.
You will notice that we have cleaned up
both sides of one negative, and this is
stained in a way that ipdicates insufficient
fixing and washing, and we fear that
with such negatives nothing satisfactory
can be done. In the case of another
negative we have cleaned up half of it
and left the other to show the difference
made by removing the surface dirt.
This will make a great difference in
the printing. If you wish to treat all
the negatives in this manner the pro¬
cedure is as follows : Get a small tin
of Globe polish and add 2 oz. of olive
oil and 2 oz, of terebene. Mix thorough¬
ly and strain through fine muslin.
Place the negatives on a sheet of glass,
and rub the surface with a piece of soft
rag and a trace of the mixture. Hold
the negative down by one end, and rub
from the middle towards the other end
in one direction ; then turn the negative
round and treat the other half. When
one side is finished turn the negative
over and treat the plain side. Do not
continue the treatment longer than is
necessary to remove the dirt. Remove
surplus mixture with a clean rag, which
will leave a clean, polished surface.
Removing

Varnish.

I wish to re.luce some

negatives,

but they have

been varnished with celluloid in amyl-acetate.
Is it possible to remove the varnish ?
C. C. G. (Eton.)

a Club.

We are trying to fonn a camera club here. Can
you send me a book of rules from some camera
club you know ?
J. P. (St. Ives.)

We are sending you herewith some
matter which we hope may assist you
in starting your camera club. At the
same time, it would be a good plan to
write to one or two photographic
society secretaries for a copy of their
rules and so on. You will find a list
of these societies in “ Photograms of the
Year,” " The British Journal Almanac,”
or the " Burroughs Wellcome Diary.”
160

ft will certainly be risky for you to
attempt any reducing process on nega¬
tives that have been varnished, and
we should think that you could avoid
this by using suitable printing papers.
The only way to remove the varnish
would be to put the negative, s in amylacetate until the varnish is softened :
rub as much as possible off with cotton¬
wool ; and then repeat the process in
fresh amyl-acetate. We are naturally
assuming that they arc glass negatives.
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The excellent reproductions of the year’s
work of the leading camera artists in the
new volume of “ Photograms of the Year ”
1932, typify the modern spirit of eman¬
cipation from hidebound traditions.
The subjects range over a very extensive
field. They are gathered together from
world-wide sources. In manner and in
purpose they are as diverse as the nationals
who produced them.
They include clear delineation in personal
photography ; interesting aspects of
Demy
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landscape; artistic emphasis of detail ; and
skilfully managed studies in light and shade
with natural subjects, posed figures, still
life and geometric form.
The Literary matter contains an editorial
on “The Year’s Work,” and contributions
by well-known writers in many foreign
countries. Critical notes on the pictures
reproduced, and an up-to-date Directory
of British Photographic Societies, are
included.

120 tip. containing 82 beautiful reproductions on toned art paper

Stiff Paper Covers 6/- net By post 5/6

Cloth Boards 7/6 net By post 8/-

Half Bound
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Business Notices

Postal Orders

OFFICES — ^Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Telegrams : “ Cyclist, Fleet,
London.” Telephone : City 2846 (17 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE.— “The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ” is on sale
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles, 17/4 per annum, Canada, 17/4, other countries
abroad, 19/6 per annum, post tree.
REMITTANCES. — Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to Ilille and Sons
Limited.

Displayed Advert iseiucnis

on Advertisement matters should be addressed : The Advertisement

Manager, “ The Amateur Photographer and Clnematagrapher,” Dorset House, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any
particular week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in
the week previous. Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.

Prepaid Advertisements
SALE

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
1/Id. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
12 words or less .
2/6
2?.d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separaiely.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
insertions, 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10°o : 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, not later than first post
FRIDAY, for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street. Birmingham 2 ;
260. Deansgate, Manchester 3 ; 26r. Renfield Street. Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
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sent in payment
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should be
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made payable to ILIFFE AND SONS LTD^ and crossed
™
Notes being untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as remittances.

Publishing
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LENSES

The
Proprietors
are mistakes.
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although every care
is taken
to avoid
BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed ti
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sura of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must include the words “ Box 000, c/o ^ The Amateur Photographer ’.”
Replies should be addressed: “Box 000, e/o ‘The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset
House, Tudir Street, London, E.CA” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us
to the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
“ Deposit System ” is recommended.

Special
Noteno answer to their enquiries are re¬
Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so miny enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included lor use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.
Deposit System

Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons may deal in perfect safety by
availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with “ The
Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of Hs receipt.
The time allowed lor decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after which
period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If a sale is
effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to
return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no sale,
and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which
we take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2^6 ; over £50 and under £75,
5/- ; over £75 and under £100, 7/8 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half
per cent. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be made payable to ililTe and Sons Limited.

WARNING

I CAMERAS

We have received many complaints from oar
readers in regard to the business methods of
Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods in exchange for others or to purchase
for Cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

1-PLATE Victo Triple Extension Field Camera,
2 all movements, Busch Rapid Symmetrical
lens t/8, T.-P. shutter, i D.D. slides, 4 P.C.
carriers, ash tripod ; verv little used ; price
50/-.— Brown, 475, Fulham Palace Rd., S.W.6. [4801

M-IN.aperture,
Dallmeyer
Dallon Telephoto Lens f/5.6
£9. — Below.

11^x15 cm. T.-P. Reflex, tropical, f 3.5 Cooke,
lU
3 D. slides, F.P.A., £15.— J. H. B., 192,
Femdale Rd., London, S.W.9.
[4800

9x12 cm. Zeiss Ikon Ernemann Folding Reflex,

triple extension (only model on tlie market),
Zeiss Tessar 7-in. f/4.5, 1/lOtli to l/l,00nth sec..
Distar lens, Portrait soft-focus lens, approx, f/7,
Reitzschel Telinear O Tele lens, variable focus
12 to 24 in., f/T to f. 15 re.spectively, 3 D.D.
slides, F.P.A., plate magazine, leather case ;
excellent order ; cost £75 ; accept £25. — Box 6025,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[4805

AND

LENSEI^

CAMERA. — i-pl. Thornton-Pickard Royal Ruby,

3 book-form slides, accessories, £2. — Walker,
238, Alum Rock Rd., Saltley.
[4823

\/'OIGTLANDER Avus i-pl., Skopar f/4.5, double

extension, Compur, direct and brilliant finders,
adapter, 6 slides, case, Dalian film-pack and
plate tank, perfect condition, £6. — Cpl. Gardner,
“ B ” Company, R.A.S.C., Ken-sington Barracks,
W.8.
[4824

VOIGTLANDER 1-pl. Tourist, f/4.5 Heliar, 6

slides, F.P.A., Focar, 3 filters, Diaphot,
Klimax tank ; Vertical Enlarger, Ihagee f/6.3 anas¬
tigmat, £15.— Woodview, Kiln Rd., Thundersley,
Essex.
[4825

SIBYL Vitesse Outfit, new and perfect, also

Roll Film Baby Sibyl ; stamped envelope ;
offers to — 66/68, John St., Luton.
[4826

lens, littlePressman
used, only
8 dozen
plates exposed
r f/4.5
Aldis-Butche
AS AND LENSES~| POSTCARD
Reflex,
I CAMER
Nagel 3ix2V, f/6.3 Nagel anastigmat, speeded 41-PLATE
Graflex, double extension, revolving since camera purchased ; complete with 12 slides,
back, 4 double slides, case ; cost £52 new ; F.P.A., x2 filter and tripod, £14. — Box 6060, c/o

shutter, distant release, new last autumn,
£2/12/6. — A. 8taple,s, Bertrand Avenue, Clay
Cross, Derbyshire.
[4807

reasonable offer secures. — Gilbert, Coneyhurst, Billingshurst, Sussex.
[4811

“ The Amateur

Photographer.”

[4830

excellent
condition,
Asfordby ;
condition i-pl.,
; co.st f'4.5
£33 : anastigmat
quick sale, lens,
£15/15,new
or
f/8.5 anastigmat
Ensar— Cotswold,
GRAFLEX
No. 3,£1/5.
Carbine
Ensign
Melton Mowbray.
[4832
slides,Miroflex,
F.P.A., 9x12,
leather case,
unused,
ZEISS
Zeiss practically
Tessar f/2.7,
12 Rd.,
nearest offer. — Day, 91, Cambridge Gardens, Ladbroke Grove, W.IO.
[4810 £45 (cost £70) ; also interchangeable with above,
14-in. Dallmeyer f/5.6 Telephoto Lens, £12 ; if
Heath
West
Rosemary,
Bumford,
—
£3.
new,
WEENY-XJLTRIX, Ibagee nastigmat f/4.5,[4835as
STEREO
f/6 plate-holders
Aldis lenses,; inBusch
Automat
Rd., N.W.3.
shutter,Camera,
3 double
Bis- sold together, £55. — Box 6052, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[4815
Telar Lens, 14-in. focus ; F.P., f/4.5 Cooke lens,
1-PLATE T.-P. Reflex, 6-in. Dallmeyer f/4.5.
5J-in. focus, roller-blind shutter ; 1-pl. Field and
4 reversing back, 12 slides, F.P.A., 2X filter,
Hand Camera, detachable focal-plane shutter, 4 31x2i
4 anastigmat,
T. and
I.Reflex,
shutterDallmeyer
; a splendid
Ensign
Roll
Film
f/4.5
magnifiers, stiff canvas case, perfect condition, £7 ;
double plate-holders ; what offers ? — Miss Warner,
outfit, 46/-, complete ; a real bargain. — Box 6063,
66, Belvidere
26

Rd., Liverpool, 8.
YOU

[4814

CAN

DEAL

c/o “ The Amateur
JN

PERFECT

Photographer.”
SAFETY

THROUGH

[4828

OUR

Adon Adjustable Telephoto, £2. — Sutcliffe, 13,
East Parade, Harrogate.
[4851

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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31x2} Ensign Carbine Roll Film, Ross Homo-

al,x2i Ensign Folding Roll Film, f/4.5 Aldis

ROLLEH’LEX, 21 X 21, f/4.5, case, perfect, £10/10 ;
TWO
Snips. — Ensignfocal-plane
Speed Rollshutter,
Film Reflex,
f/4.5
Aldis-Butcher,
hide ease,
new October, cost £10/13/6, price £5/10 ; Super-

BUT
NOT
and

reason, buying f/3.8 model.— Wallace, Baldwin
St., Nottingham.
[4850

Speed Cameo, f/3.5 Uallmeyer, Compur, clip-on
slides, cost £15/15, price £9/17/6 ; both as new ;
approval. — 32a, Somerley Rd., Bournemouth. [4854

Reflex, 31x21 T.-P. Junior Special, f/3.5 Cooke

lens, revolving back, F.P.A., canvas case ;
splendid condition, £9. — Hooper, 65a, Callcott Rd.,
Kilburn, N.W.6.
[4856
J-PLATE

4

Ensign

Sanderson,

morocco

leather

covered, nickel-plated fittings, drop baseboard,

triple extension, rising and cross front, swing
front, f/5.7 5J-in. focas Ross Combinable lens,
singles f/11, lOl-in., 91-in., in Compur shutter, 3
double plate-holders, F.P.A., best made leather
case : the wliole outfit in new condition ; cost
over £35 ; £17. — ^Bellavista, Ravenscroft Avenue,
Preston Rd., Wembley.
[4858

4 capping
shutter,
6 slides,
41x31
Dallmeyer
Speedreversing
Reflex, back,
f/3.5 lens,
selfF.P.A. , leather case and tripod, splendid con¬
dition, £6 ; Amato Developing Tank, l-pl., takes
12 plates or film packs, hardly used, cost 25/-, 15/- ;
Noxa Vertical Enlarger, 1/6.8 lens with iris, fine
focussing, 44-in. condenser, for l-pl. or films or
part of neg. up to P.C., splendid condition, £4 ;
call after 7.30, evenings only.— McLaren, 10,
Bessboro’ Mews, S.W.l.
[4862

WATCH Pocket Carbine, Aldis f/7. 7, speeded

shutter, perfect ; cheap, or with cash for
electric cleaner. — 22, llolmrook Rd., Preston, Lancs.
[4864
Newman
& GUARDIA£9. Baby
Sibyl,54,f/4.5 Winifred
Tessar
;
good condition,
— Perry,
Avenue, Coventry.
[4865
ZEISS
Tessar, case
Compur,
cross
and Nixe
rising,l-pl.,
doublef/4.5
extension,
and acces¬
sories, new condition, £10/10 or near ; or will
exchange tor Etui 31x24 Outfit, cash adjustment.
— Box 6068, c/o " The Amateur Photographer.” [4867

MIROFLEX
Reflex, 9x12, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,
'6 slides, F.P.A., leather case, latest model,
unsoiled ; cost £50 ; first £19 cash secures. — Below.
LEICA
ModelnewI,conditibn,
f/3.5 Elmar,
absolutely
£7/17/6. purse
— Box case
6069, ;
c/o " The Amateur Photographer.”
[4868
Giving
Up and
Photography
; liston ofappiication.—
bargains in
Cameras
Accessories
Box 6070, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [4869
GRAFLEX
l-pl.,sec.,f/4.5slides,Kodakadapter,
anastigmat,
1/lOth to Reflex
1/1, 000th
tripod,
tank, accessories, little used, £14, or nearest ;

payment or purchased
is your guarantee.

3|x2i

MAKINA

with roll-film or plate cameras,
34x24, complete as new, £1/17/6.

A C X107 Mahogany Taxlphot (Unis, France), focusTctl sing adjustment, also adjustment for eyes,
comijlete with 8 Ambroine boxes ; as new, £10.

£16:10:0

Or £1 8 6 secures and
11 monthly pajrraents
of £1 8 6.

2 double
anastigmat
speeded
41x6
Gaumont
Blocknote,f/6.8,direct
finder,shutter,
Goerz
11 slides and leatlier case ; a bargain, £1/10.

SPECIAL

CLEARANCE

1 4)-CM. Carl Zeiss Tessar Lens f/4.6, sunk focussing
mount, suitable lor 34x24 Miroflex Reflex,
also Proxar lens ; optically perfect, £4/15.

Bromide Postcards, vigorous glossy. 2/3 100, post free.
Postcard Negative Storage Boxes, grooved for 50, with
index, 2/3 each, post 9d ;
for 7/6, post r^^id.
Sl-in. Condenser Lenses, 10/6 each, post 1/3.
Inverted Incandescent Gas Outfit, suitable for enlarging,
etc.. 3/6 each, postaire 9d.
White Linen Cine Screens, SS-in. square, with table stand.
Price 3/9 each, postage 1/3.
12 X 10 Papier Macbe Dishes, new, 3/3 each, post 9d.

1-PLATE Thornton-Pickard Junior Special Reflex,
4 rack focussing, rising front, sky-shade, deep
triple detachable focussing hood, reversing back,
quick-wind focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th
and time, Carl Zeiss Triotar f/4.5, 10 slides,
F.P.A., canvas case, £6/17/6.

Daylight Developing Tanks, brand new, “ Amato,” postcard
size for 1*2 plates and flat films. List price 27/-. Reduced
pri<’e 7/8, po-ntage 1/*.
6 X 13 cm. Snmmum
6-pIate Daylight Tank, in nickel, 7/6
ea<'h, postage 1/-.
V.P. Size Tan Mail Canvas Case, with sling, new, 1/- each,
Criterion

Plates, 300

TT. &

D. : 3^x21,

31x24 Zeiss Ikon Cocarette Roll Film Camera.

4 focussing, reversible finder, wire-frame finder,
fitted Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, delayed-action
Compur shutter, 1 to 1 /250th and time, cable
release ; brand new, £7/17/6.

3

doz., 2/- ; l-pl., 3 doz., 3/9, post paid.
Meteor Double Carbon Reflector Arc Lamps, each complete
with resistance from 100 volts, metal tripod, 20/- each.
Sets of Weights : 1 to 200 grammes (10 weights), inset In
wood i>ase, 2/8 each, post 4d ; 1 to 100 grammes (9
weights), in^t in wood base, 2/- each, post 4d.
Snpplementary Lens Sets. — Wide-angle, Portrait, Telephoto
and (kipying lenses, all in case, for 3^x2} cameras, fit lens

i to 14 in. diameter, 12/6 each.

HALF

LIST

PRICES

!

No. 6 31 X 2| W.P.
ENSIGN CARBINE
With

Maker’s

Guarantee,

Rising front, brilliant
and direct wire finders,
f/4.5 Ensar anastigmat
leas, Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/25otb
sec., T. and

B.

o

rr

Cash .
it O
Or 15/- deposit and 9
monthly payments of
No.

10;-.

6

with

Tessar,
shutter

Zeiss

new

f/4.5

Deposit
payments

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines.)

13/-,
of

11

13/-.

Established 1889

shutter, speeds l/5th, 1/lOth, l/25th, l/50th,
1/lOOth sec., bulb and time ; imused, £3/12/6.

289,

HIGH

HOLBORN,

LONDON,

[4875
be

wise

in

time—

use

our

deposit

experienced
estimate given
Repairs
to allworkmen
makes of; apparatus
executedbeforeby
proceeding.
payment system
ask forondetails.
Apparatus
can ;beplease
purchased
our deferred
possible results.
Quickand
service.
Developing,
Printing
Enlarging, best
W.l.
NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent [0010
St.,
Portman Square, W.l.
A.,FFER
ADAMS
& CO., L'TD., 122, Wigmore St.,
the following guaranteed bargains.
2 f/4.5
Zeiss
14 singlePress,
slidesfitted
and
leather
case,
£14. Tessar
31x24
Contessa
Nettel lens,
Focal-plane
1-PLATE Goerz Anscliutz, f/4.8 Goerz Celor lens.
4 3 double dark slides and adapter and 1 single
slide, leather case, for £8.
2 shutter,
back, Ross
one Xpres
slide, lens,
leather
case,
31x24
TropicalplateCarbine,
Compur

£9.

NO. 2 Ensignette de Luxe, f/6.3 -Cooke anastigmat
lens, leather case, £4.

H\x8
Square Bellows, double
ill
bound,
Watson,
slides,
canvas by
cases,
£25. and 6

extension, brassdouble
book-form

^DAMS’

Meter, £1/10.

Compur

£7:7:0
A limited
number only

Lloyds.
— 3-in.between-lens
f/2.9 DaUmeyer
Pentac
Lenses,
Gammax
shutter,
speeds
1/lOthin
l/25th, l/50th, 1/lOOth sec., bulb and time, 52/6

Press Reflex, double extension,

reversing back, quick-wind focall/15th to 1/1, 000th and time,
Press lens f/3.5, 5 slides, F.P.A.,
£8/5.

ZEISS Ikon Mirax Enlarger Attachment,34x24
for trseor

slips easily into the
pocket, measuring
(when closed) 4 >c 5 x
If in. Our Special

Wratten Optical filters, K 1, K 14, K 3, G, also
K 2 for 15-ln. lens, 2 sky-shades, 6 double blockform slides and F.P.A., complete in leather case ;
inspect in London ; £35, or near offer. — Box 6075,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[4874

87,

Dallmeyer

sky-sbade, rising front, deep triple detachable

focussing hood,
plane shutter,
fitted Dallmeyer
and leather case,

NEWMAN-SINCLAIR
l-pl. Telecentrio
Reflex, 6-in.f/6.8,
Ross 15-in.
Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5, 11-in. Ross
Dallon f/6.8, all interchangeable in same flange,

SUPPLIES,

31x24 Zeiss Ikon Miroflex Folding Reflex, cross

4

compact
high-speed
camera available. It

NEW

reputation

2 front, deep focussing hood, wire-frame finder,
quick-wind focal-plane shutter, l/3rd to l/2,000th
and time, fitted Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, focussing
mount, 3 slides, F.P.A. and leather case, £45 ;
our price £22/10.

1-PLATE

hack-^

Line

Our

2 direct finder, quick-wind focal-plane shutter
to 1/1, 000th and time, fitted Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5.
focussing
mount,
7 slides, F.P. adapter and
leather case,
£8.

slides,
F.P. adapter,
hooded screen,
3 metal'
and leather case. The
Makina is the most

post
2d.
Clearance

for cash.

41x6 Ernemann Focal-plane Camera, cross front,

and
optical viewQnders, f/2.9 Plaubel
anastiymat Icoa, de*
layed-action Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to
l/‘200th see., T. and
focussing

specialists, offer the following

All
Apparatus
guaranteed
and sentSaleable,
on 5
days’
approval fully
against
full deposit.
up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole

ON THIS
OFFER

Shop-soiled, NOT Second-hand ; every outfit is absolutely NEW,
offered at half prevailing prices. EXTENDED
PAYMENTS .
FREE APPROVAL,
A limited number only.

Amateur
[4871

Lloyds
photographic
Phone, Holborn
Lamb’s Conduit
St., W.C.l
6250 ; usual approval terms.
Lloyds.
— P/2 &3-in.Lomb,
Anastigmat
Lensesbetween-lens
by Goerz
and Busch
fitted Ilex

LENSEI^

CASH -IN NOW
EXTRAORDINARY

W.l, tbe camera
bargains.

High-speed and Press
Camera. Direct ivire

B.,

AND
Trade.

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St.-

F/2.5
CookenewT.-P.condition,
Bijou Reflex,
cm., slides,
case,
£12/10 4x61
; 4-pl.
Lizars
Challenge Tropical, f/6.8 Dagor, £5 ; wanted

Trade.

I CAMERAS

YOU’LL TALK
ABOUT!

would exchange for Leica, Contax or Motor Cycle,
cash adjustment. — Box 6071, c/o ‘‘ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[4870

Rolloroy or Pilot. — Box 6072, c/o “ The
Photographer.”

ADVERTISEMENTS

SOMETHING

2 centric f/6.3, 4-in., 1 to 1/lOOth sec., rising
front, radial focussing, £4/10. — H. Vinall, 24,
Highbury Terrace, London, N.5.
[4836
4 lens, Mulchro shutter, speed 1 /100th ; perfect
condition ; cost £6/10 ; accept nearest £4 ; deposit.
— Box 6062, c/o ‘‘ The Amateur Photographer.” [4843
1-PLATE Plancx Reflex, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A.
4 fitted, 21|-in. Busch f/7 Telephoto lens, £7. — 29,
Dennis Park Crescent, Wimbledon.
[4846

PHOTOGRAPHER

W.C.l

Stop Watch

Exposure

works ; toestimates
Repairs
all makesfreeof before
apparatusproceeding.
at our own
late of 24,
Charing
Cross
Rd.,
W.C.2.St.,Phone,
A.
ADAMS
&
CO.,
LTD.,
122,
Wigmore
W.l,
Welbeck 3215.
[4827
Great
Exceptional
Oft'ersAlteration
for Cash.- Clearance
— Ensign ; Special,
Zeiss Reflex
f/2.7
(£32 outfit), £16/10.— Below.
Ensign
Cooke£8/15f/2.9,; Ensign
£15/10 :4-pL,
Another,
fitted special,
Ross f/4.5,
Ross
f/4.5,
£8; Graflex 34x24, Zeiss f/4.5 (£25 outfit),
£12.
— Below.
0^
Carbine,
97/6 ;
BabyEnsign
Ikonta,
NovarEnsar
f/4.5, f/4.5,
55/- ;Compur,
No. 6 34x24
Plate-back Model, £5/2/6. — Below.
ROLLEIFLEX,
Leica andallowed
Contaxmodem
Stockists
(Cine;
Supplies) ; two-thirds
cameras
part payment, subject approval. — Allens, 168.
Oldham Rd.„.Manchester, 4.
[0087

system.
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Trade,

^RTHUK

CASK

&

Arthur
cask W.l.
& CO., 50, Mortimer St., Regent
St., London,
Exceptional
Bargains ; approval
deposit i see Guaranteed
below.
|/Xxl5 cm. and i-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex,
IvJ Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar, 3 slides, F.P.A. and
case ; cost £45 ; as new, £7/18/6.

31x2i
Enlarger,value,
Zeiss£4/12/6.
f/6.3, as new
2 cost Miraphot
£7/15 ; special
ZEISSand Ideal,
3ix2i,
f/4.5
Tessar,
F.P.A.£11/12/6.
, slidr
case ; list £17/10 ; unsoiled,
list £4 ; bargain
offer, £2/15,
SELF-RECTA
Cine Screen,
woodenunsoiled.
case, 40x30 ;
Exceptional
offers
in
every
type
of Stereo,
Cine or Still Camera, Stereoscopes,
Slides,
state requirements ;

camera

Arthur cask & CO., 50, Mortimer St.,Oxford
late
[4795
CAMERAS
Exchanged to; largest
stock — S.-Humphrys,
London !
special attention
Pathescopes.

269/273, Rye Lane, London,

CINEMATOGRAPH

S.E.15.

ILLUSTRALIGHT. — The Super Illumifiant for.

complete sets for all mains voltages, 60,'-, post ■
paid : accumulator models, 40/- only.

Many thanks to satisfied users for kind
recommendations

THE

every subject Films,
issued, 30’s
300-lt.and
10/- eo’s
; sample
Pathescope
assortedand ;
list 1/-.
Silver Projection Surfaces, with split rollers
Iand
LLUSTRASCREENS.—
Super
battens, framedHighly
sides, Reflective
with ingenious

PATHESCOPE

stretching device, assuring a flawless picture area
and maximum brilliance. Rigid but portable ;
easily rolled for transport after the show.

ORDER an Illustrascreen to-day. — 20x30 10'-,

24x36 12/-, 36X48 21/-, 48x48 25/-, 48x60
30/-, made
48x66 to 32/; all prices are carriage paid ; any
size
order.

[2961

SPECIAL Screen Bargains. — Having acquired the

APPARATUS

Ensign Silent sixteen 180 Projector, used twice

only ; cost £28/10 ; accept £20 ; reason for
sale, death of owner.— Apply, Reynolds, 13, Park
Village West, N.W.l.
[4833

DE Luxe Pathe Motocamera, f/3.5 lens in

focussing, interchangeable mount, focus to 2 ft. ;
perfect order, £7/15.— Gardner, Coal Aston, Nr.
Sheffield.
[4838

PATHE Cine Camera, f/3.5, motor ; perfect con¬
PATHESCOPE
with motor
Projector,withsuperall
attachment, Motocamera
resistance and

watt lamp, all accessories for showing both
sizes of film and book of instructions ; £28, or
reasonable offer. — Sawrey-Cookson, High Croft,
Winchester.
[4841

PRINTING Machine Blue Print, for 9-mm. and
16-mm.,

London. ENTERPRISES,
Telephone, Gerrard159,
6889.
ILLUSTRA
Wardour [4878
St.,
Interests
and
Travels
;
good
condition
STANDARD-SIZE Features, Comedies, splendid ;
exceptional value. — Associated, 34, Beaufoy Rd.,
'Tottenham.

[4661

News ;Films,
listsstandard-size
free. — Donaldson,
Sheen
CINEMA
: Comedy,172,Interest,
Lane, S.W.14. Prospect 1429.
[4735
Q K-MM.
Panchromatic
Grey-backed
OeJ
tive,Kodak
9/6 per
100 ft. (minimum),
86/6Negaper
1,000 ft., carriage paid. — B. & S. Productions, 1,
Mitre Court, E.(1.4.
[4873

HOME MOVIE

SOUND-ON-FILM. — We design, make and fit

Photo-electric Reproducers (sound heads) to
any 35-mm. or 16-mm. film projector ; let us con¬
vert your silent projector into a talkie through any
wireless set or valve amplifier, and enjoy the
excellent sound films now available : estimate
of cost on receipt of particulars and make of
projector. — B. Harding, 28, Percy St., Tottenham
Court Rd., W.l.
[4863

VALUE

size), new.Pictures,
— L. Munday,
[4860
Talking
12/6 ;Pinden,
Silent,Dartford.
5/6 (standard
Cinemaat Projector
— MovieMovies
Home. — ;Howparticulars
to makefree.your
own
scope (A.), 114, Fernlea Rd., Balham.
[4848

ever offered.

Trade,

10/- the set.

still, call for
and
inspect
immense
Everything
Movies
: phone,
write, stock
or, betterof
bargains, including screens from 5/-.
Howell, DeVry,
Brie, Williamson,
and
Ensign.
PROJECTORS
and DeCameras,
including BellPathe&

all as new, £9/10. — Cara-Cars, Ilkley.

ELL & HOWELL
57GG Projector, 2 and 3 in.
Extralight lenses, motor drive, forward and
reverse, two 375-watt lamps, resistance for all
voltages, complete in case ; ' perfect ; list £108 ;
bargain, £54. — Apply, H. R. Hughes, c/o Wallace
Hughes, 464, Brixton Rd., S.W.9.
[4877

projector.

combined, with sprockets, 10/- the set : with
this set we present a further set ; how to con.struct
a super illuminant.

FINEST

BOLEX
Modelcase,D, 1933
model,to6 250
weeksvolts,
old, with
de luxe
resistance
250-

PATHE,
super rigid
attachment,
rewind,Double-claw,
super iens, motor,
condenser,
screen ;

own

is the

accessories ; recently cost £23 ; condition as new ;
will accept £10/10, or close offer. — De Vine, 31,
Bunbury Rd., Northfleld, Birmingham.
[4840

Phone,
[4852

ILLUSTRA Blue Prints enable you to build your
HOW to Make a Projector for 9-mm., 16-mm. or

PROJECTOR

dition, 35/- ; write for appointment. ^Uollins,
25, Eade Rd., Finsbury Park, N.4.
[4839

PATHE
double
type C £6/10.
motor,— ■
super Projector,
attachment,
screenclaw,
; perfect,

entire plant of a screen manufacturing
company, we have a number of various screens
only.
in perfect order from 5/- each ; personal callers
,

“ 200-B ”

BOLEX D, used once ; cost .£39 ; accept £30 ;

Sandaver, 20, Babington Rd., Streatham.
Streatham 6510.

to other friends.

somelySeats
upholstered
the Palace
TIP-UP
for yourmahogany,
private from
theatre,
hand¬
Theatre, London.

brand new ; bargain. — Box 6055, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[4818
1 ^-MM. Bell-Howell Filmo, f/1.5 lens, £5.—
Box 6054, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[4820

accessories ;

Trade,

repair

Conduit St., London, W.l (2 minutes
Circus). Phone, Museum 0537.

APPARATUS

Pathe Baby Projectors ; no heat problems, in
spite of the amazing brilliance secured ; yet a
6-ft. picture is shown with ease. The system
uses a highly efficient reflecting device, a new
type condenser, and the whole in a lantern of
the same diameter as the Pathe, but one inch
longer, fitted to any standard Pathe in a lew
seconds ; hundreds of satisfied customers ; your
early order solicited ; goods sent by return ;

£15

1-PLATE Miraphot Enlarger, Zeiss f/4.5, complete ;
4 cost £13/12/6 ; exceptional value, £6/15.

Accessories ;
specialists.

CINEMATOGRAPH

AT

CO.

15, 1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

Every Pathescope Super Film available for Hire,

3/6 week, 2/3 three days ; finest selection
guaranteed films. — Southern Film Exchange, 52,
Boundaries Rd., Balham, London.

[ EXCHANGE

AND

WANTEP"!

Photos,— 6,
Queen’s
WANTED.
10x15
cm.Crescent,
Nettel Exeter.
Press, no lens.[4756—
Pathescope
Film mre,
30-ft. 4d.,
week ; no deposit.
— Southern,
above.60-ft. 8d.
lAT'ANTED. — Roll Film or Reflex Camera, in
PATHESCOPE,
LTD.
Vt
exchange
for
Wireless
Goods.
—
Westgate Wire¬
Pathescope
30-ft. Exchange
5d., 60-ft
9d., Supers Films
4/6. — Exchanged,
Southern Film
less Supplies, Burnley.
[4794
above.
[0079
i;!! ANTED.— Lens off 15x12 or 12x10 camera,
Vt
also
graduated
filters
with
mounts
for
5,
Lisle
St.,
London,
W.C.2
CINEMATOGRAPH
Films,
Accessories
; stand¬
ard only ; lists free
; sample
1/-. — ^Filmeries,
2| in. and l.[ in. diameter lenses ; particulars
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonatone, E.ll.
[3523
to — Steel, 16, Clifton St., Carlisle.
[4803
SUPER
Films (Pathescope)library
on Hire
1/- each,Camera
from
Universal finder for Leica H, also Weston or
the long-established
of Messrs.
WANTED
for Cash.— F/1.9 Lens, and new
Craft, Ltd., Palmers Green, N.13. Send P.C. for
new Electrophot Exposure Meter. — Lownds, - The
Phone :

Genard

particulars.
28

6336

Grams

Pathescope.

(4 lines).

:

Lesquare.

London.

[0086

USE

Cottage, Old Lenton, Nottingham.

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

RISK,

[4849

February

THE

15, 1933

500

AMATEUR

WATT

I EXCHANGE

16-mm. NEW VICTOR SUPER lOFH PROJECTOR, Superllte
f/1.6, 600- watt tri plane, direct illumination, larpe 2-in. diameter
condensers (passing tremendous light), dual reflectors, directdrive motor — no belts, gears or chains ; super 8-f^eth film
contact, automatic flln» trap (cuts off projection if film running
Incorrectly), 4-way rewind — rewind by hand, rewind by motor,
rewind one film whilst projecting another film ; cargear clutch
start, giving forward, stills, reverse ; fan-cooled lamp and
motor all gold-flecked bronze, in brown russet leather " readyfor action " cose. Tremendous light ; wonderful projection.
Luxe Projector; Theatre Brilliancy. Write now. Exchanges.
World’s Finest ONLY

£80

COMPACT

ONLY

World’s Finest

REFLEX.

3ix2j NEW T.-P. 6 - 4 <4 in, REFLEX, Daltaieyer 1/4.6,
high speed, l/lfltli to l/l,()00th, long extension (for portraits,
close-ups, copying, etc.), deep hood, new mirror system. Very,
very small indeed ; smallest high-speed reflex obtainable.
Takes plates, roll film (yix2i), cut film, film packs.

ONLY £8 : 15 : 0 only
NEW

Ifl-mm. ENSIGN NEW AUTOMATIC PROJECTOR, Superlite
f/1.5, direct 100-watt illumination, new 2-in. diameter con¬
densers (passing tremendous light), entirely automatic, motor,
resistance, case, complete (lens listed 115 Ss. alone). Fihn hire
1/3 per 400 ft. only.

ONLY £17 : 10 : 0 only
ELECTROPHOT.

NEW ELECTROPHOT EXPOSURE METER, photo-electric,
stills or movies, dead accurate ; no failures; self-generating,
no batteries, very latest, in case.

ONLY £15 : 15 : 0 only
path£

power.

ONLY £15 : 0 : 0 only

ALL

CAMERAS. PROJECTORS,
EXCHANGE.

IN

IN

STOCK

1-pl. Salex Press Pocket, f/4.G, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th . £2 17 6
Si' X 2i Contessa Plate, f/4.d, Compur, double ex.. . £3 3 0
i-pl. Ensign Reflex, f/3.r), self-capping, elides.... £7 15 0
V.P. Goerz Wafer Plate, Dogmar fM-5. Compur. ... £4 4 0
1-pl. Kodak Autofocus Vertical Enlarger, f/6.3.... £4 19 6
Si X 2i Soho Roll Film, 1/6.3, latest l/5th to 1/lOOth £2 6 0
Pathe Kid Projector, Super attachment, resistance £2 9 6
P.C. Klito, Aldis f/4.6, Compur, double ex .
£3 17 6
Leica Camera, f/d.5, interchange, chargers, case.. £8 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Projector, f/1.8, 180-watt. As new £18 18 0
6 X 13 Mentor Reflex, Meyer f/3, speeds. Cost £40 £12 12 0
Rolleiflex Reflex, f/4.6. Compur, magnifier. Snip. . £9 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Turret Camera, f/1.6 speed. As new £29 10 0
i-pl. Zeiss Compact Pocket, Zeiss f/4.6, Compur, double ex.,
rise, cross, wire-finder, all inlaid leather. New £6 17 6
3ix21 Ensign Roll Film, Aldis f/4.6, new Compur £4 17 6
Pathescope Motooamera, f/3. 5, latest fittings .
£4 4 0
31 X 2J Cameo, Aldis f/4.6. latest, 1 to 1/lOOth ... £3 19 6
i-pl. Ensign Folding Reflex, Cooke f/4.6. As new.. £8 17 6
i-pl. Sinclair Una Hand, Ross Combinable f/5.6.. £11 11 0
3i X
Zeiss Miroflex, Tessar f/4.5, latest type. .. . £27 10 0
16-mm: Ensign Projector, 60-watt, resist. As new £4 4 0
3i X 21 Dnoflex Reflex, f/4.6, metal, new shutter. ... £9 17 6
3ix2i Zeiss Ikonta Self-erecting R.F., f/6.3.... £2 15 0
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, f/4.6, latest self-capping .
£8 17 6
16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo, £/3.6, leather cose. . . . £15 15 0
3ix2i Zeiss Ideal Plate, Tessar f/4.6, D.A .
£9 17 6
i-pI. Certo, Meyer f/4.6. 1 to 1/lOOth, double ex. . . £2 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Bronze Projector, 100-watt. Case £8 17 6
Pathescope Projector, double-claw. As new .
£3 15 0
P.C. Kodak, Voigtlander f/6.3, 1 to l/300th .
£2 16 0
i-pl. Pressman Reflex, Aldis f/4.6, revolve .
£5 17 6
V.P. Kodak Special, f/4.5, 1/loth to 1/lOOth. As new £3 5 0
1-pl. Ensign R.F. Plate, Aldis f/6,3. S-speed .
£1 15 6
8x Binoculars Prism., centre focus, case. New.. £3 5 0
1-pl. Tropical Adora Plate, no lens, double ex .
£2 17 6
31 X 21 Cameo, Aldis f/6.3. 1 to 1/lOOth. As new. . £1 15 0
P.C. KUto, Ross Homocentric f/6.3, double ex... £3 17 6
31 X 21 Zeiss Eroemann Folding Reflex, f/4.5 .
£14 14 0
3ix21 Ensign R.F. Reflex, f/4.6, new fittings _
£6 17 6
60x40 Silver Screen, self-erecting, in case .
£2 17 6
3x2 Voigtlander R.F., Skopar f/4.6, new Compur. . £4 17 6
Lux Pathe Super Projector, motor, resistance, case £11 11 0
3ix2i Cocarette R.F., f/6.3, S-speed. Bargain.. £117 6
Tanks.— 6-in. Kodak R.P., 15/-; V.P. Kodak, 8/6 ; 31. 16/-;
9 X 12 PI. Watkins, 13/6 ; i-pl. Dalian, 14/6 ; 45 x 107. 11/6
16-mm. Ensign Super Projector, f/1.8, 260-watt., £27 10 0
Filters, SUde.s, Cases, F.P.A.’s, Large Purchase. Write.
3i X 2i Carbine R.F. Plat^ f/4.5, D.A. , rise, cross. . £7 10 0
£3 5
16-mm. Ensign de Luxe Titler, letters. As new
£1 19
Pathe Camera, f/3. 5, Camo motor. Bargain....
£2 5
3ix2i Ensign Tropical R.F. Reflex, f/6.3 .
31x21 Zeiss Donata, Tessar f/4.6, D.A., double . £7 15

ngtonrd.
86,accriRN,
finPQPC BLACKBU
Fnwiiyi laUnO
LANCS

Cl/TTin

FIVE DAYS* APPROVAL

; EXCHANGES.

WANTEeT]

WANTED. — 3i x2J Plate Developing Tank ; 6026,
Lens
[4804
WANTED.—
6x6 llolleiflex,
with aqcessories.
— Box f/3.8,
6051, latest
c/o model
‘‘ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[4806
f/4.5,
double
e.xtension,
focussing
screen,
etc.,
Exchange.—
3.1
X
21Zelss
ikon
Film
pack,
in case ; wanted. — Kodascope Model C, in good
Hood for lens 11- in. diameter. — Box
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

condition. — Cameron,

31, Railway

St., Chatham.

[4808
also Zeiss
41x6.
Neale, Tenax
H., 34,
Cox
WANTED.
— PlateBebeSlides
for— Goerz
34x2i,
St., St. Paul’s, Birmingham.
[4812
Rolleiflex
and Accessories
Wanted,
or
exchange beautiful
champion-bred
Sealyham
bitch, 8 montlis, house-trained, over distemper,
value £10/10 ; cash adjustment. — Box 6053, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[4819

WANTED.
— 3ix21Electric Enlarger,
witliout
lens ; Horizontal
exchange Browning
spectro¬
scope, Kodak 3a Developing Outfit and portrait

ALL

YOU

IN STOCK.

CAN

DEAL

6061,
[4829

WANTED.
— Foth Drive,
Derby,Leigh-on-Sea.
also Rolleiflex. — George,
16, Torquay
[4842
etc. — Burnford,
Rosemary, West
Heath
Rd.,
WANTED.
—
Pathe
Motocamera,
case,
chargers,
N.W.3.
[4834
WANTED.
— 9-in.Meter.
Telephoto
Lens, and
Exposure
— Turpin,
51, Extinction
Colindeep
Lane, N.W.9.
'[4847
WANTED.
4 Focal-plane
slides
;
clieap, — no5 X olflection
slight Body,
repair. —with
Thompson,
13, Wenlock St., Luton, Beds.
[4857
2 preferred.
37, Old Hale
Way, Hitchin.
[4859
31x2J^
f/4,5— Reflex,
or .Snapshot,
Dallraeyer
Meter,
also
250volt,
double
range,
1,000
Exchange.
— B'erranti Triple-range Milliamp
ohms per volt. Voltmeter for Small Roll Film
Camera. — 91, Sanda

9-mm. PATHESCOPE POWER SUPER PROJECTOR, 200-watt
Illumination, super optic system, double sprocket feed, fan
cooled, motor rewind, tilting device, br^liant large pictures.

WANTED

AND

ADVERTISEMENTS

attachment, 6 various printing-frames. — Box
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

AUTOMATIC.

NEW

PHOTOGRAPHER

St., Glasgow, N.W.

[4861

WANTED. — Perfect condition Kodak BB Camera,

f/1.9, and Ensign 180 Projector, 250 volts,
also I’llm Splicer. — Box 0087, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[4866
l/llANTED. — !-pl. Reflex, large aperture for
tT instantaneous portraits in poor light, simple
operation, F.P.A., reversing back ; give des¬
cription, price and year. — Box 6073, c/o ” The
Amateur Photographer.”
[4872

LANTERNS

&

ENLARGERs]

ADAMS’ Horizontal Enlarger, mahogany, 5x4, with

i-pl.,-- 3i x2i carriera, 61-in. condenser, lens
witli focussing mount, fittings for gas and electric ;
splendid condition, 40/- ; Easel on stand, all
movements, 10/-. — Brown, 475, Fulham Palace Rd.,
S.W.O.
[4802

31x21- Butcher’s Record Enlarger, Aldis f/7.7,

2 carrier, reversible, etc. ; electric fittings ;
excellent condition, £5.-^Box 6056, . c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[4817

as new, £4/5.
— Walker,
238, Alum
Rd., ;
Enlarger,
l-pl.,
Lancaster,
£14/14Rockmodel
Saltley.
[4822
denser Enlarger, electric, to take own camera,
LANCASTER’S
No. 2 J-pl. Amplus Vertical Con¬
special masking carrier ; perfect condition ; cost
£4/7/6 : bargain, 45/-. — 248, Penns Lane, Erdington, Birmingham.
[4831

B PITCHER
Enlarger,
Aldis
f/6 lens,42, .[4837
com¬
plete and 4-pl.
in good
order, fi?.
— Phillips,
Nor¬
Rd., Northfleld, Birmingham.
Triple
bottom
unit jets
de¬
tachableLimelight
for single Lantern,
use. Beard’s
regulators,
and carriers, 4 foci objectives, £5. — Bryant, 2,

" The 17-in. Teleros lens has been received in excellent order. The
packine had been very carefully done. The alteration in fitting
which

you

did is excellent

and

the whole

forms a very fine outfit.”
K. MoN , NairobL

3J 2J Zeiss Ikon Roll Film Cocarette, improved model. Preminar
also
f/4.5 wire-frame
anastiffiuat, finder,
Compur etc.
shutter,
U-stirrup
Unsoiled
. front, lever
£2 focus,
* 12finder,
* 6

41/6 Ihagee Vest Pocket, f/6.8 Trioplan anastigmat. Pronto
speeded shutter, lever focus, direc't-vision finder, 3 £0 • 12 ’ 6
slides. F.P. adapter,

leather

case.

New

condition.

.

d-pl. T.-P. Imperial Perfecta Triple Ex. Field, Dallmeyer No. 4 Series
II f/6 convertible 3-foci Stif-Tnatic lens, T.-P. .-ipeeded shutter, rise
book-form
slides, swing
turntable,
3-fold tripod
case. £Q
. 17
: 6
and
swing front,
find reversing
back,and
wide-angle
rack.
3 double
Good as new .
Vest Pocket No. 1 Roll Film Ensignette, f'5.8 £1 ; iQ I 0
Ensign

anastiemat,

leather

case.

Equal

new.

...

i-pl. Ensign Popular Reflex, 6-in. f/4.5 Ross Honiocentric anastigtime, self-capping
reversing back,
3 slides,shutter.
F.P. adapter
£7 ; 12
6
raat,
focal-plane
l/15th and
to 1/lOOth
sec. ;and
leather case. Equal new .
i-pl. 9 -X 12 Zeiss Ikon Miraphot Vertical Enlarger, improved model.
75-watt lamp,
plug andautomatic
flex extension.^
2-way
switch,
anastigmat
objective,
focussing,
pillar
£’7 f/6.3
. 18Novar
; 6
support

and

baseboard

easel.

New

condition. . . .

Compur shutter, including newfonn model,
plate attach£lgTes.^ar
• 13 lens.
t 0
Zeis'4 f’4.5
6 6 Rolleiflex, latest automatic
ment, slide and leather case. Set unsoiled .
3J ^ 2A N. & G. RoU Film New Special Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens.
Precision
speeded
two-way etc.,
risingsuperior
front. N.£16;
& G. 16:
folding
reflex
finder,
depth shatter,
of focus indicator,
0
leather case. New condition .
^
31 ' 2k Zeiss Ikon Miroflex Reflex, latest pattern, fitted b-in. Dall¬
meyer f/2.9 Peiitac lens, focussing, improved milled-head quick-wind
self-capping focal-plane shutter, speeds l/3ni to l/2,000th sec., T.
fitted B.,
for hand
eye-level
6 slides.
F.P. frame
adapter finder
and with
£23 back-sight
t 10 ! 0
and
and use.
antinous
release,
leatheroase.

New

condition.

Recently

cost £56 15s.

: 6
£Q • 17 focalspool-ana.stigmat.
Fodis range-finder,
shutter. regular
plane
model, f/3. 5 2Elmar
Leica Pocket,
Leitzspeeded
chambers and leather case. Equsil new .
3i X 2k Linhof de Luxe Triple Ex. Folding. imi»roved model with
revolving back, latest Voigtlander 4i-in. f/4.5 Skopar anastigmat.
Compur shutter, rack focus. U-.stirnip front, extreme rack rise and
cross leather
front, direct
6 slides.
F.P. .adapter,
and
case. frame
Equal finder
new. with
List back-sight,
price £25 IHs.
£14:
14; 0

A-pl. Staley Britisher Professional Reflex, fitted 210-mm, (8i-in.)
Schneider Zodellar f/4.5 ano.'itigmat. hood and sky shade, rack-rising
frout, double ex., rack, quick-wind self-capping focal-plane shutter.
hood,
3 1double
£15; reversible
15:0
1/lOth to
/I .OOOthslides.
sec. andEqual
time, new....
revolving .
back, triple-fold

j-pl. Houghton-Butcher Popular Pressman Reflex, latest jiattem
with revolving back, 6-iii. f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher .anastigmat,
1/1, OOOth
time,
6 slides,
adapter and
£Y all* speeds
13 I to
6
hood
and sec.
sky and
sliade,
rising
front,F.P.
focal-plane
shutter,
superior case. New condition .
3* X 2k N. & G. Folding Reflex, very latest iiattem. fitted Ross f/3.5
Xpres lens, ri.sing front, revolving back, quick-wiud self-c.apping
focal-plane shutter, l/lOth to 1/1, 000th sec., T. and B., .spectacle
magnifiers
in hood.
3 double
F.P. £38
adapter
and de
luxe velvet-lined
leather
case. book-form
Practically slid&s,
unsoiled.
* 10:0
Recently cost £o/ los .
' Leitz Fodis Distance Gauge, engraved in feet. £1:1:0
in leather case. New condition .
i-pl. Skinner Salex Horizontal Enlarger, oak frame and base, long
extension front with rack, Cooke f.'4.5 Series H anastigmat, B.
suitable for any illumiuant. Equal new.. •
£4 ;
18 ; 6
objective, 5A-in. condeu.ser. light chamber with bellows
sep.aration,

5 •' 4 Auto. Graflex Reflex, fij-in. Cooke f,'4..") anastigmat lens, rack
focus, hood and sky shade, triple-fold deep fociuising hood. Oraflex
quick-wind focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to 1/l.OiiUth sec. and time,
3 double slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. CIO.
17* fi
Good

as new .

• y

i-pl. Sanderson Field, 8-in. K. Zeiss patent Series Ila anastigrnat,
T.-P. speeded shutter, rising and swing front, triple extension, wideturntable, 3-fold tripod and case. Good as new. . £9 : 17 :
6
angle rack, swing and reversing back, 3 double book-form slide.s,

1-pl. Adams* Pocket Idento, Ross f/C.3 Koraocentric, shutter speeded
i to 1 /100th sec. and time, vertical 2-way rising front, Identoscope
taking showing
8 plates, rise,
and leather
case. Adams’
Nice condition
* 17 t 6
finder
rack focus,
magazine£^ changing-box

man

South Ridgway

Place, Wimbledon.

^ [4844

5x4 Tropical Model Polished Teak Sanderson, triple ex., Goerz
6J-m. Series III f/6.8 Dagor len.s. Volute sector shutter, 3 to l/15iith
sec., T. and B., wide-angle rack, universal ri.'^iiig and .swing front,
slides and back,
leather
case.
Whole brass-bound
set effual new.
£12: book-form
17; 6
reversing
etc.,
3 tropical
te.ak . double

Kodak Auto-focus Enlarger, takes all sizes up

Postcard Double Ex. Premo Pocket, Zeiss Kodak f/6.3 anastigmat,
Compound shutter, 1 to iviooth sec. and time, rack focus, rise and
cross front, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter and leather FQ • 1 7 *

Trade.

case. ISqual new .
’
A-pl. Lancaster Brass-bound Square-form Special Instantograph
Field, double ex., rack, rising and cross front, swing and reversing
back,
etc.,
Lancaster
best
series
silver
ring
f/8
Rectograph
lens,
shutter, 3 double book-form slides and case. Good £Q * 1 3 * 6
as new .

to 6x4 in. : perfect condition, £7/7, complete.
— Warren, Strathmore Hotel, Torquay.
[4855
ANCASTER

negative, from
to 12x10,
Condensers,
VERTICAL
and Leica
Horizontal
for every
size
diffused or
mercury
vapour illumination ; semi¬
S
GER
automatic
jgNLAR or automatic focussing.
J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

Central
J. Birmingham,
LANCASTER 1.& Telephone,
SON, LTD.,
87,4255.
Parade,
post free. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.
CLEARANCE
Sale List ofParade,
shop-soiled
Enlargers,
struction ;— List
postage
— Lancaster,
Enlargers.
of 2d.parts
for ownParade,
con¬
Birmingham.
[0082
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

Any of the above may be had by arrangement on five days’ approval.^ If
no ledger ale deposit to value is requested. Latest lists free on application.
N.B. — High-class Apparatus Purchased
for Cash, taken in Excha^e
tpre
or Sold on Commission. A]jprox. Valuations free. Call or ivrite.

€0ni>on Camera (frdjauge
KOTE

ADDRESS

No. 2, POULTRY,
Telegrams;

do.. ITimiteO.

:

CHEAPSIDE,

*‘ Loncamerex,

Stock.

London,”

LONDON,
Phone:

E.C.2

Central

81)91.

One minute from the Bank of England and Stock Exchange.

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

29

February

THE

X

AMATEUR

Box

all new

87,
6250. Lamb’s

The PRAXIDOS
can be
obtained with or without
a condenser. Specially
designed high 'grade
mounted condensers are
supplied according to the
size of the negatives to be
used.

St., W.C.l.

LOOK HERE!

f

I
I
I

Phone, Holbom

I

** RUTOGRAPH
” Regd. Is a Coloured Eulargement mounted
on and carved out In wood, producing a 8>tD. statue.
Includes polished stand. Very realistic. 2/6 each.
STUDIO PORTRAITS.
Head and shoulders only, back*
fJ for 7/6.
ground
removed, enlarged and mounted In 8x6 In. gilt*
edged folders. West End results. 1/6 each, 3 for 4/-i
A FRAMED
ENLARGEMENT.
11x9 in., neat ebonised
lA'ood, with glass and strut, 2/9 ; Coloured, 5/-. Good value.
BLUE'TONED
embossed

KODAK

mounts.

POSTC

Wondeii'ui

ARDS.
and

On

unique

special 6 x 8 In.
effects, Ud.

each.

FOTOZO ** Regd. Glazing and Stripping Solntioa. Glossy
prints never stick. Easy to use, !/• and 1/9 per bottle.

Cash
Cash with
with orders.
orders. Write
Write for
for List.
List. Expenses
Expenses

refunded.
n

I SPEEDY D.&P.
D. & P. Ltd., Shelford Place,
Plac N.16

38x15x12,
20/- ; Roll
tap-hole
tap, 2/6 Tanks,
extra ;
LLOY’DS.
— Poroeloyd
Film andDeveloping
all sizes ; stoneware tanks in stock.
Snaps, Equipment
Studio Lighting,
Drying
Lloyds
for D. &Backgrounds,
P. Trade, Walking
and Mounting Machines.
[4876

:

The Wonderful New

MISCELLANEOUS

^

Triple
Echo acts
Cometas mute,
by Hawkes,
London,Sllver-plate
echo attachment
quickchange from B flat to A, black hide case, £16 ;

will soon be here I

SAL

cost £23 ; approval deposit system. — Fairbairn,
87, Weensland Rd., Hawick.
[4821

E — NOW PROCEEDING

IT

SANDS HUNTER
STREET,

& CO., Ltd.

STRAND,

LONDON,

HOW’ to Frame Pictures, complete Guide and List ;

finest range of Picture Mouldings in the
W’orld ; post free, 3d. — Watkins Provider, Exchange
Works, Newport, Mon.
[3610

W.C.2

WILL

PAY

YO

U—

to
call andatinspect
the numerous
we are
offering
ridiculously
LOW items
PRICES.

Trade.

37, BEDFORD

I
I

10/6; 15X12, 5/6; 12x10, 4/6; 10x8, 3/6;
24x16x4 or 5 in. deep, 15/-; 30x20x3 in.
deep, 15/- ; Cascade Washing Trays, set of three,
20x16, 47/6.

MODEL
11 gives It to
7 times enlargements
from 6x6 cm. or smaller
negatives.

II. £12:17:6

Conduit

Lloyds.
Enamelled
superior
to any— New-stock
on the market,
3-in. Dishes,
deep, postcard
strip, 23x7 in., 7/6; 24X18 in. 12/6; 20x16 in.,

MODEL
I gives 2 to 10
times enlargements from
4x4
cm. or smaller
negatives.

MODEL

[4816

camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

ENLARGER

I. £12:10:0

Photographer.”

Bellows. — A11 sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;
stock, offer
at half
pricesnew
; approval
terms ;
Lloyds
the usual
following
goods, bankrupt

“PRAXIDOS”

PRICES

6057, c/o “ The Amateur
Trade,

Automatic Focussing

MODEL

THOSE
SNAPS

pattern ; what
offers ?—Neon-lamp,
McLean, 4,Beehive
Major
Television,
converted
St., Glasgow, S.E.
[4813
Amateur
mustworthdispose
accessoriesGiving
; stampup forHobby,
list ; all
while.—of

Making Enlargements with a vertical enlarger is a delightful
winter evening occupation. You can see the enlarged
image on the table before you. If you use a Largodrem
e^eposure is as simple as gaslight printing.

15, 1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

ACCESSORIES

ENLARGERS
Buy your enlarger from enlarger experts ; we have
models in stock ; call and see them demonstrated.

PHOTOGRAPHER

THE

YOU can use your spare time to start a mail

OUR
issued.

Sale LiAs

WINDOWS.
Enquiries

Victoria,

Bridge

S.W.l. (Oppotite Hew Victoria ^nema.)
Telephone : Victoria 2977.

TAKE ADVANTAGE

of LAST WEEK’S OFFER

of 1/6 bottles 2-minute8 Hypo
negatives or prints. Thereafter

“ NOW

IDEAL Negative Storage Envelopes, absolutely

by post will

receive prompt and careful attention.
CAMERA
& GRAMOPHONE
CO.. 320, Vauxhall

Road,

order business that quickly brings you a
full-time income ; few pounds capital only needed ;
no samples or outfits to buy ; no rent, rates or
canva.ssing ; new method makes success certain ;
send P.C. to-day for booklet. — Business Service
Institute, Dept. 75a, 6, Carmelite St., E.C.4. [4734

WATCH
No

eliminator for 480
only 3/- bottles of

AT

ft

transparent
; samples
and Crescent,
prices. — Mallinson’s
Free-lancing
Services,
7, Rose
Cambridge.

vice®

for 1,280 will be sold. This STANDARD
will keep indefinitely.
Beware

[4590

MATERIALS

S. HERIVIER,

CITY PHOTO WORKS.— World-famous ” Blue

Label ” series of first quality British Papers,
Postcards, Chemicals, Moxmts, Wallets, Folders,
also Plates, orthochromatic, isochromatic ; uniform
quality ; absolutely dependable material.

GASLIGHT

established firm ; thousands of satisfied
customers ; 3^x24 Gaslight Paper, 2/6 gross,
samples free.

BROMIDE

V.P .

1/6 per gross

3ix2i .

2/6

8 X6 .

10 -

3/6

„

„

8ix6i .
10x810.
I2x
.

11,6
16-6
24,6

.4/3

„

.,

15x 12

37;.

2ix4J .

Fpiate .

5x4 .
Postcard.

3/3 „
4/3

J-plate .

GLOSSY, SILKY

OR

CITY PHOTO WORKS.— The original 22 years’

PAPERS
6/6 per gross

selection
in the trade
write now,Free
you ;
CITYlargestPHOTO
WORKS.—
Big ;Catalogue
may leam something to your advantage. — City
Photo Works,

VIGOROUS,
POSTCARDS,
£1 per 1,000.

ORDINARY
GASLIGHT

OR

free.

2/6 per 100.

PLATES

12/-.

per 1,000.
normal and vigorous, 6x4i, 3/6 per gross ;
i-pL, 4/- per gross ; whole-plate, 7/6 per gross. —
Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
[0025

A TTWOOD Bromide Paper, glossy, satin, matt,

PLINGWORTH’S Gaslight or Bromide Postcards,

Photographic Chemist,

3/6 100. — Harrowven’s,

SOUTHAMPTON
FOR

BE

Hypo cleaner
of Imitations.

is out of stock, apply

to

92, Tottenham Lane, LONDON,

N.8

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

Your Film Developed, and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative: V.P. and 3Jx24, 8 exposures, 1/2. No. 116 (2^x41)
1^6. 41x31 1/3. 64x3i 1/8. 1/6 dozen, Ih I dozen. Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/* dozen. 2/9 \ dozen, 8i x bj : 2/6

dozen, 1/6 i dozen, 6| x 4] enlargements, 2,'* 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12x10 1/3, 10x8 1/-. 84X6J 9d., 6*x4J 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH
OF ALL ORDERS.

lirE

Btzes up to 12 X 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered, AU above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfactioD guaranteed. Write for latest lists.

OSBORNE

WISE

IN

order.

I
I
I

224, King St., Norwich.

TIME-~USE

Films

OUR

excepted.
DEPOSIT

&

CAMPION.

122,

East

Park

Road,

LEICESTER.

BIRMINGHAM.Ti
OPPORTUNITY

[0035
supplies
KAMY,
L'TD.,best28, photographic
Bunhill Row,materials,
London, recom¬
E.C.l,
mends a good trial and allows 10 per cent reduction

QUANTITIES.

on first sample

30

Materials,

normal and
1/6, 100 and
2/9, Gaslight,
500 11/-,
A1,000TTWOOD
Acmecontrasty,
Postcards,50 Bromide
19/- ; Commercial Postcards, 1/9 100, 14/-

MARTIN
QUOTATIONS

Essex. — Reliable

[0002

post paid ; satisfaction guaranteed ; catalogue

5 dozen

Special Rapid 300 H.D.
Iso Press 600 H.D.
3ix2i .
1/3 per pUt. 1 Postcard. .. .2/6 per plot.
i-plate .
1/9 ,,
1 i-plate .
3/6

SPECIAL

Hadleigh,

Rd., Southport.

350 and 600
& D. ; superfine
Postcards, 2/dozen,
A6 dozen
TTWOOD
FlatH. Films,
quality.
—
10/-; i-pl., 2/3 dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.
600 H. & Plates,
D. ; J-pl.,
1/9 dozen,
6 dozen
APostcard,
TTWOOD
superfine
quality.—
300 8/-and ;
2/- dozen, 6 dozen 11/- ; i-pL, 2/9 dozen,

SOFT

OR BROMIDE

11/. per 500.
Singles or strips.

119, Eastbourne

i TTWOOD,

MATTE

3 Grades

cAcmist

Trade.

ALL-BRITISH
PHOTO PLATES & PAPER
PAPERS

// pour

[0044

SYSTEM.

ITY ■

to purchase first-class guaranteed ap' paratos at exceptionally attractive prices
SHOP-SOILED
AND
8LTOHTLY-USBD
CIHB GAHERAS,
PROJECTORS
(9.6
and 16 mm.). SCREENS. REFLEX.
PLATE and ROLL-FILM
CAMERAS.
CASES and ACCESSORIES OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION
are offered at lowest
prices in oar
ANNUALpossible
PHOTOGRAPHIC

EXCHANGES
See

oar

Sale

A

SALE.

SPECIALITY.

Windows

and

Bargain

February

THE

15, 1933

AMATEUR
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MATERIALS

REGULA

RL Y use

GRANVILLE
PRODUCTS
In almost every Dark¬
room can the Granville

K ALTON “ Kaltona ” Bromide, glossy, velvet,

matt, normal, vigorous, extra vigorous, single¬
weight and double-weight : 20 x 16 6/3 dozen ;
15x12 4/3; 12x10 7/3 36 sheets, 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl- 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
1-pl. 3/6, 41x2i 3/6, 3^x2^ 2/6 gross, 12 gross
21/6.

TO-DAY

DE

FOR

FREE

LIST

GRANVILLE
LUXE PAPERS

AH

Surfaces : BroTnide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.
Sheets.
7/9
6ix4J 144 ..
3Jx2J Gross .. 2/9
4}x2j
.. , 3/7
8ix6i 72 ..
10 x 8 36 ..
7/4
4Jx3i
..
12x10 36 ..
5/6
5ix3i .. .. . 5/4
8/4

. 4/.

GRANVILLE
LUXE POSTCARDS

DE
AH

Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.
20 1/-. 50 1/9, 100 3/-, 500 13^6.

GRANVILLE
UNSURPASSED
PLATES
H.D.

100, 250, 350, 650, and

Special

Ortho

H.D. 425.
3ix2ilDoz... 1/3 6ix4JlDoz... 3/9
4ix3i „ .. l/IO 8Jx6ii „ .. 3/8
5ix3i „ .. 2/10

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE
Glossy. Velvet, Matt ; White and Cream ;
Chloro-Bromide ; Double-weight thickness.
Sheets.
Sheets.
8ix6i 72 ..
144
8/6
4Jx3J
.. 4/6
36 ..
.. 6/2
10x8
6/6
5ix3i
144

6ix4|

72

.. 51-

12x 10

36

..

Ki^TON Postcards,
bromide
and gaslight,
all surfaces
; vigorous,
3/- first
100,
K ALTON
Collodion,
3ix2i4/-. glossy,
3/- grossSelf-toning
; J-.pl. matt
and cream,
matt cream,
4/- 100,
32/6 1,000.
K ALTON
Self-toning
Postcards,
glossy, matt and
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
9/9
; J-pI.,
5/-,
K
ALTON
i-pL,
4
dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
backed 5/9; 3JX2i, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;
quality,
1/9 50.

Lantern

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

K.^T0N
Roll 9/-Filins,
ttrst3ix2i,
quality,8 exposures,
l|x2i, 8
exposures,
dozen;

9/- dozen, 6 exposures, 7/-;
18/-; 5JIX3J 21/-.

2ix4i

11/6, 3,lx4i

K ALTON
Film; J-pl.,
Packs, 3 H.packs& D.8/6. 350, 3.1x21, 3
packs 5/3
5/-, 16/6
gross ; H.Postcard,
dozen
8/9 ;
K ALTON
Flat Films,
& D. 600,4 J-pl.,
3 dozen
J-pl. 12/-, 83/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
K ALTON
bottled : Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
lOd. ; Pj'ro,

BURT’S Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬
normal,
all surfaces,
72 sheets,
BURT’S
Gaslight
and Bromide3Jx2JPaper,1/3vigorous
and
2/- gross ; 4ix2| and J-pl. 1/9, 3/- gross ; J-pl.
ous and normal ; all surfaces ; First quality,
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.

All grades as above.

1/9 36, whole-plate 2/9 36.

GRANVILLE
DEVELOPERS

GRANVILLE

sample gross 21- and
price). — Below.

2/9 post

6ix4J- 2/6
(6 dozen
lots). —1/6,
Below.
ALLEN’S
SuperdozenPlates:
4Jx3.i
5JX3J 2/-,
Hydroquinone
J-lb. — Metol
Below. 3/6,
ALLEN’S
Chemicals.1/9,— Pyro
Amidol2/9 2/9,
D.
&
P.
Order
Pads,
7/6
dozen
;
Wallets,
1/6[0088
100
(60/- orders post paid). — Allens, 168, Oldham
Rd,, Manchester, 4.

Cut Films, Mounts. Chemicals. Tissue, Moun**
tant. Sepia Toner, P.O.P.. Glazing Solution.
Seif-toning, etc., etc.

SRA

LONDON

BRANCH

:

Telephone \
Telegrams )

BmUINGHAH
174,

Watch this column weekly
for London’s Biggest Bar¬
gains in Used Cameras !

BRANCH:

Corporation

Street.

3x2
X 2i Newman 8c Gnardia
r Folding Reflex, Ross f/4.6
Xpres lens, 3 double plateholders, F.P. holder, leather
case. In excellent condition.
9x12

£19
^
Newman
^ Film
Baby

use

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

12

sec. In good condition
£10 10 0
r
41x31 in. or 9x12 cm.
^ Patent Etui, Carl Zeiss f/6.3
Triotar lens, Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/250th sec., 3
plate-holders.
dition .

In

j

l/l,000th sec.. Carl Zeiss f/4.6
Tessar lens, Compur shutter,

0 ^

^
31x24
Folding
Re, flex,
Carl Ihagee
Zeiss f/4.5
Tessar
lens, 6 plate-holders, F.P. .
holder, leather case. List
price £40. for _
£18 12 6 ^
4.5 ■ 6 cm. Dallmeyer Speed,

,^ Carl
f/4.5 Graflex,
Tessar lens,
5x4Zeiss
Kodak
7-in.
3 double plate-holders, leather
case. List price £30, for
£13 17 6
^ Optochrome Yellow Filters,
, 2 X and 4 x , to fit on 10.5cm. Zeiss Tessar lens, in
leather case .
8s. 6d.
9 X 12 cm. Zeiss Ikon Miro^ flex, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar
lens, F.P. holder, leather case.
Li.st price £49. for £21 0 0
6x6
cm. RoUeiflex Roll
Film Reflex, Carl Zeiss f/3.8
' Tessar lens, Compur shutter,
speeds
1 to i/250th. sec.
class condition.
£14 First17 6
21x31 Dallmeyer Fentac
'Roll Film, Pentac f/2.9
ana.«>tigmat lens, Compur
shutter, rising and cross front.
In first-class condition. List
price £17 178., for £9 10 0
41^24 lA Kodak Graflex Roll
' Film Reflex, Bausch & Lomb
Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, Graflex
focal-plane shutter, speeds 1
to 1/1, 000th sec., camera takes
standard roll film of any
make .
£12 15 6

34 '24
Ihagee Duplex,
double extension, focal-plane
shutter, speeds l/15th to

3 plate-holders.
condition
.

Tessar lens. 6 double plateholders. leather case. List

, plate-holders,
Pentac f/2.9 lens,
double
F.P.3 holder,
leather case. Original price
£27. for .
£10 10 0

Film,

20 oz., in brown leather
carrying-case, shoulder
strap0
£4 15

new
con¬6
£6 12

0

RoU

,
Binocular, central screw focus"yr .sing, separate eye adjustment,
interocular adjustment, weight

5x4 74-in.
Soho Cooke
Reflex, f/3.5
revolving
k^ back,
lens,
also 6-in. Carl Zeiss f/G.3

price £60, for. . . . £30

Voigtlander

Skopar f/4.5 anastigmat lens,
Compur
shutter, brilliant
reversible view-^der and
full-size direct-vision finder.
In new condition. Unused.
List price £8 Ss., for £5 5 0
41x24 Zeiss Ikon Icarette,
Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens,
Compur shutter, direct-vision
view-finder, also brilliant
reversible view-finder. In
good condition. List price
£11 lOs., for _
_ £7 12 6
8 X 30 mm, Maxine Prism

6

& Guardia
Roll
Sibyl,
Carl Zeiss

f/4.5 Tessar
lens,
N. l/20Uth
& G.
shutter,
speeds
4 to

^

Brand-new
£15 15 0

35-mm. Ensign Cine Cam¬
era, 2-in. Carl Zeiss f/3.5
Tessar lens, camera takes
lOO-ft. daylight-loading film.
In good condition £9 12 6
5x4 Watkins Plate Tank.
List price 27s .
16s. 6d.
5 ' 4 Dalian Film Pack and
Plate

Tank.

9 X 12

cm.

List price 27a.
17s. 6d.
Goerz Folding

Reflex, reversing

back,

Goerz

f/6.8 Dagor lens, also 17-in.
Dallmeyer f '6 Adon Teleplioto
lens. 3 double plate-holders,
leather case .
£11 17 6
24x34

Voigtlander

Roll

Film, Skopar f/4.5 anastigmat
lens, Compur shutter, directvision view-finder. In new
condition. Unused.
List
price£10 43. 9d.,for £6 12 6
Postcard and Stereo Soho
Reflex, focal-plane shutter,
speeds l/16th to l/806th sec.,
Bausch f/6 Aplanat lenses,
F.P. holder .
£10 12 6
44x84 Soho Reflex, Ross
Zeiss f/6.3
Te.ssar
Mac¬
kenzie
adapter,
12 leus,
envelopes,
leather case.
dition .

In

good con¬
£9 12 6

44 X 34
Thornton-Pickard
Duplex Ruby Reflex, extra
long extension, 6-in. Plaubel
f/2.9 anastigmat lens, also
Dallmeyer Telenegative lens,
F.P. holder,
case .

roll-film holder.
£15 15 0

Leitz Postcard Enlarger for
Leica negatives. Cost £6 lOs.
£4 12

6

Any Camera sent on 7 days’ approval against deposit to value.

“ American Annual of Photography.”

Enlargements
Quality,
Postcard
Printing,
etc. ; price listof free.
— Slater.
Sawtry,
Peter¬
borough.

a

^ mat
Reflex,lens.
Meyer
anastig12 fM,5
plate-holders,
leather case. In good con¬
dition. List price £39 lOs.. for

[4423

I1/ /Q
6d. 3,
3d.or1.—
Full-size
O DOZEN,
Postcards lOd.
from 6,small
film
plate,
re¬
touching and vignettes included ; postage extra. —
Atkinson Speight, 38, Gainsborough Avenue,
Oldham.
[0017

Chancery 8637.

cm.

£o0. for
£39 10 0
Ihagee Folding

A

List price about

Cloth cover

Trade.

57 & 68, Chancery Lane, W.C.2.

SeconotRi

1933 edition. Profusely illustrated, up-to-date articles.
The best of the annuals. Who’s Who in Pictorial Photo¬
graphy. Complete list of world exhibitors.

ENLARGEMENTS

Phone 847.

GraaviUe, Leamington.*'

[0026

pay less.— Super
Gaslight
ALLEN’S Super Photographic
Products.
Decidefor
3Jx2J 1/8 gross, 4ix2i 2/6

on quality, but
D. & P. finishers,
gross (12-gross lots),
paid (bromide same

Gaslight. Amidol, M.Q., Pyro, Gold Toning.
Acid Fixing. Semitone. Box of 6 packets 1/3.

GTON

I-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

BURT'S for all Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,

9/9

15 1/-, 50 2/., 100 3/6, 500 16/-.

UEAMIN

K ALTON Gaslight, single-weight and double¬
double-weight
K ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
10x8 5/- ; 12x10 7/3, 3/-- dozen.
2/- gross.
12-gro3S
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots “20/-.
Xlnt ” 3ix2i glossy,
K ALTON
Paper,2/6 l|x2i,
1/6 grossand ;
3ix2| Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
gross; 4Jx2|
weight, normal, vigorous : same prices as
Bromide advertisement above, except J-pl. 6/6 gross.

[0009;
etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage
send for List A.— Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE
POSTCARDS

Telegrams:

K ALTON,
Bristol,
150, Victoria
St. ACallers
new
depot for
South-Western
England.
welcomed.
Prices less
postage to callers.
K ALTON,
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
121, Scotswood Ed.
K ALTON,
9 to 7 Manchester,
; Wednesday,99, 1 London
; please Rd.
call. Hours,
K ALTON,
61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
Send forLondon,
price list.
K ALTON,
7, Albany
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harhome.
9
to
7
:
Wednesday,
1
; please
call. Hours,
K ALTON, Leed-s, 38, Bridge
End.
K ALTON,
409h Argyle St. Prices less
postage Glasgow,
to callers.
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt, i-pl. 3/6
Ksheets;
ALTON
Chloro-bromide
white72
1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets ; 10x8 5/-; 12x10
7/3, 3/- dozen.

label he found
WRITE

LONDON’S
LEADING
DEALERS in
GOOD

Trade.

PHOTOGRAPHERS
now

ADVERTISEMENTS

ALL

15/-, paper cover

SANDS

10/- ; postage

in U.K.

HUNTER&eU^

37 BEDFORD ST STRAND
LONDON, WC 2.

RISK.

31

pd.

February

THE
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ENLARGEMENTS

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

Trade.

Trade.

HAND
CAMERAS

Films and
print each
to 3ix24
All RollDeveloping
andonePrinting,
same-day
service1/- ;;
POSTCARD
1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ; 4ix3i
assorted Enlargements,
2d. each. — Below.
1/3, 5^x34 1/8 ; write for lists ; see also
moimted
Enlargement
from
your
negative,
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
Free
for
every
7/6
spent
with
us,
one
8ix6J
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. (llerkenwell 1871.
no disappointments; same-day service; 81x61

lOd., 10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15X12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 81X61 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-; yy /_ PER GROSS, 42/6 per 1,000, including title,
[0057
t /
best Photographic Postcards on
Kodak
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative, 36
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — -Shawyer, Swindon.
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056
[0064
from printed matter, 1/9, post free. — Cawthra,
Prints. 2d. — George Childe, Photo-Chemist,
St. Margarets Terrace, Bradford.
[4809
228, Roundhay Rd., Leeds.
[4609

By R. Child Bayley

LEICA and 3x4 cm. Specialist. — i-pl. Enlarged Slides from Negatives 1/2 ; dozen 10/6 ;
CONSIDER
the Press andfrom Advertising
Value of;
Skilful Enlargements
your best negatives
RETOUCH I N G
my experience is at your service. — Langford, Langholme. Uplands Rd., Ruraney Hill, Cardiff. [4770

An outstanding feature of this
book, which

Lane. E.C.4.

Trade.

[4764

length, 2d. ; J-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and postage
with order. — Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

primarily written for the

Though
[9144

r,
beginne
Camera
” con¬
t tos the
tains much" Hand
of interes
ad¬
vanced worker, and should be in the
working library of all who would
attain to the highest degree of
artistic excellence in their work.

Trade,

Repairs to Cameras, focal-plane and other

PHOTOGRAPHIC

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,

ANNOUNCEMENTS

insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

JOHN

Museum Repairer
St., W.C.l.
Temple— Bar
3292. [006(5
CAMERA
to Trade.
Fairbrother,
7,
HA\T3now,yourwhilst
Camerareduced
Overhauled
winter and
rates Renovated
are still

Walworth Men’s Institute, Berestord Street, S.E.17
EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY
61- Per
DARK-ROOM AND APPARATUS
Annum.

available ; .skilful workmanship ; estimates sub¬
mitted. — P. Hill (late Repair Staff Ensign and
City Sale), Hayes Hill, Slinfold, Horsham. [4845

Hon. See. : G. Paul, 229, Brixton Hill, S.W.2

SOCIETIES’

and

RUSKIN

Beginners

CLUBS’

CAMERA

a special

of subjects accessible to the snapshotter, from pure landscape to
telephotographic portraiture.

REPAIRERS

shutters, etc., by skilful workmen. — W. A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works), 27, Chancery L.ane, London, W.C.2. [0006

makes

appeal to all amateur photo¬
graphers, is a number of separately
printed plates, all from hand camera
negatives by the author. These are
selected to show the v ery wide range

Enlargements
from lid.,
your 12x10
Negative1/2,: 6x4
5d., 8x6 8d., 10x8
post
to work required
from :
8d. ;
— -Best work
; i-pl.
chargesbust,
according
free ; mounting extra. — lilustrated Press, 29, Retouching.
half-length, 4d. ; three-quarter length, 3d. ; full-

Water

15. 1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

■

PRICE

31- net

CLUB
3/3 booksellers
By post
Obtainable
from
leading
J
or direct from the publishers :

Dorset

specially welcome.

ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED
House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4

DIFFERENT Bargains EVERY WEEK
Any

item sent on five days' approval

against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appointment at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application.
6S‘page Bargain List and wide range of catalogues post free anywhere. Please state requirements.

Dt7LLC»ND

Wanted ;
Path6 double-claw

Projectors.

Rolleiflex.

Heidoscope.

9x12 cm. and 1-pl. Zeiss Ikon Miraphot En¬
larger, f/6.8 Nov2ir. Good con- f C.'l C.ft

dition.

List £10 los .

I-pl- lhagee Luminex

U.lJ.vr

Enlarger, f/6.3 Ihagee,

without glass printing frame.
condition .

16-mm.

Good

5x4

Bronze Model Kodascope ” C," extra

Soho

£10,10,11
XX^,X«,vl

Reflex, revolving back, i6.8-cm.

f/6.8, also 26-cm.

Berthiot

f/5.7, 3 D.D.

slides, F.P. adapter, leather case,
hood magnifier. Good condition .

CQ.'J.fi
XO,d,U

9.5-mm. Pathe Lux Projector, with motor, group

resistances and case. List/21
Brand new condition .

41 x3i Ernemann

los. £1fl,in,n
XlD,iU,U

3|x2:t Ernemann

Bob

III Roll Film, f/4.5

Emoplast, Chronos B, i to i/iooth
sec. Good condition .

cm.

Tropical Goerz

Anschutz

Press,

2^x1| Vanity Kodak, f/6.3 anasShop-soiled.

List £4 los. XO*Xw#v

Zeiss Binoculars.

Serieslil V.P. Kodak, f/6.3 anastig- CO.C.ft

canvas

case.

Good

condition.

List £4.

.V

21 X 1 f Kodak Special, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Com- £ C ,C .rt
pur, calf wrist bag.

41x21

/Is new.

List £ii 9s. 6d. Ivl.U.U

No. la Auto. Kodak Junior, f/7.7 £1
Good condition .

.1 fl'fl

31x21 Ernemann

con-

£1 ,1 "T.fi
IX.X
I .O

Reflex, f/4.5 Emoplast, 6 £ A ,1 H

slides, F.P. adapter, case. Good condition.^'*. *■ *
34x21 lea Bebe Hand, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur, 6
slides, F.P. adapter, case. Very good CQ.Q.ft
condition .
lO.O.U

51x34

Soho Reflex, 7l in. Ross Xpres

slides, lens hood, pigskin case.

6.Vx3^ Popular Pressman

V4-5. F'P- adapter,

As new.

f/4.5, 7 D.D.

£19:10:0

Reflex, 7i-in. Aldis-Butcher

i slide, leather case.

Telescopes.

Modem

LTD.
Microscopes.

allowance.

ESTD.
1750
Bought

31x21Grafle.x
Revolving
Back Graflex
Series £1
B,
Aviar,
Roll Holder
for No. Reflex
120 film.

for cash.

5l-in.
fi.1 Cooke
0*0

As new. List £31 los .
XXU.IU.U
31x21
Roll List
Film Reflex, all metal, focal-plane
case.
Good Duoflex
condition.
£15 15s.
.. focussing,
£11:15:0
shutter, 4j-in. Dallmeyer
f/4.5,
eye-level
leather

Dallmeyer Aden
covers

4IX3I.

Telephoto Series X

Good

f/6, £0.1

condition .

4-in. ballon Telephoto f/5.6, for Leica, with

C.fl

Xfci.XiJ.V

£^.1

C.A

K Leica
I filterCamera,
and case.
As new. List
6s. . . .£ X'i.XiJ.lf
interchangeable,
f/2.5 £6Hektor,
1 0.1 A.A
range-finder.

Good condition. Cost £17 .
Dallmeyer Adon
Telephoto, multiple focussing,IrXeJ.XW.w
£1.1 C.A

for Compur.

£5 .
IX.XiJ.U
22-mm. ZeissFair
Ikon condition.
Bobette RollCost
Film,
6-speed, £0.1
O.C

Emon

f/3.5. Good condition.

Cost £10 los. .

XO.X

41 X 31 Adams’ Videx Reflex, revolving back, fO.I

# .O

f/4.5
Ross3.5-cm.
Xpres, Wide-Angle
3 D.D. slides.Elmar
Fair 1/3.5
condition.
• .XI .O
Leica
Lens. * ££.C.A

5ix3i Carbine Roll Film, f/6.3 Ross Homocentric , 6 in.,
rise and cross, leather case.

Astronomical

exchange

IrX.XU.vl

4 H. 7 in. X 3 ft. 3 in. Pathe Folding Cine Screen, with

metal stretchers and stand. Good
dition. List £2 17s. 6d .

Compur,

C

15-cm. Dogmar f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case. Splendid con- CIO.IO.A
dition .
Xl^.l^.U
tigmat.

* fllTCHISt7N

Electric Enlargers.

Double Extension Hand, f/6.8

double Aplanat, 8-speed Chronos C, i to i/25oth sec.,
rise and cross, 3 sides, leather case.
Good condition .

9x12

24x1S
mat,

anastigmat.

resistance. Good condition.
List £20 15s. 6<1 .
Dagor

fjQ.n.fl

RoUeidoscope.

Generous

Very

good condition .

ll Photomet
er. As new.
As Bell-Howe
new. List
£8 3s .

List £5 15s. XiU.O.V
£4:5:0

Xai^XOgV

30-32 THAMES ST.

3ix2i
stigmat.

Ansco Roll Film, 7-speed, f/6.3 ana-

0*1 ,1

Fair condition .

XX*Xf*V

28 OLD BOND

KINGSTON

London,

WJ

ST.

21x11 Kodak Special, f/5-6 anastig-

maf.

Good

condition.

List £4 los. XO*w*\/

12 CEORGE ST.

CROYDON
32
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The WESTON
PHOTRONIC

EXPOSURE

METER

will ensure that every picture you make is
perfectly exposed, with Still or Cine Camera

Study

1
2

these

points:

The
use. “ WESTON

” is simple to

The " WESTON ” is definite and
entirely proof against personal
error.

3

The " WESTON ” has no paper
to darken, or tint to match.

4
5

The “ WESTON
teries.
The “ WESTON
stantly.

6

” has no bat¬
”

works

in¬

The “ WESTON " is not affected
by exposure to bright light.

7

The “ WESTON '' requires no
spares or replacements.

8

The “ WESTON
any climate.

9

” is suitable for

The “ WESTON ” is usable by
day or artificial light.

PRICE:

INCLUDING
ING

CASE

LEATHER

CARRY¬

& SHOULDER

PLEASE

payments

MENTION

of 46/8

“THE

The electrical energy which works the meter is provided by the light
itself, which is transformed directly into electrical energy without the use of
batteries or other auxiliary apparatus. This means reliability and makes the
instrument proof against fluctuation.
The “ WESTON
” is simple ; pointing it at the object allows the meter
to show the amount of light reflected by the object, and the needle of the middle
dial at once swings over to a figure showing its value By turning one scale only
on the right-hand dial, the correct exposure is indicated for all lens apertures,
shutter speeds, etc., for either still or cine. For use in dull light, it is only
necessary to press a button, which multiplies the sensitivity of the instrument
by ten.
The above illustration shows the exact size of the “ WESTON,”
which is
only i] in. thick and can be easily carried in the pocket or handbag. It is
supplied

in leather carrying-case

with

shoulder

strap, and

weighs

only

14 oz.

The “ WESTON
” is reliable and eliminates the costly waste of wrong
exposures with the precision of the laboratory, in an instrument of pocket
portability.

YOU

CANNOT

AFFORD

TO BE WITHOUT

THE

“WESTON."

Specially generous exchange allowances will be made
any Still or Cine Apparatus in part exchange.

CALL

OR

WRITE

FOR

DETAILS

NOW

on

:

STRAP

£20:0:0
9 monthly

The “ WESTON
” meter may cost £20, but is estimated by its makers to
give over twenty years’ unfailing service without any adjustment or replace¬
ments. Remember the “ WESTON
” has no batteries and cannot fluctuate.
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t
SELOCHROME
for Winter

Snaps

Winter offers ample opportunities for snapshotting
and Selochrome enables you to take full advantage
of them. Because of its super speed, ample latitude
and anti-halo backing, Selochrome is ideal for
snow scenes and dull-weather subjects. In fact,
with Selochrome in your camera, perfect results
are certain all the year round.

FILM

ROLL
Anti-Halo
MADE

. Extra- Fast . Highly Orthochromatic

IN ENGLAND

BY ILFORD

Printed for the Publishers,

LIMITED

. ILFORD

Iliffe & Sons

Limited,

. LONDON

Dorset

House, Tudor

Street, London,

E.C.4, by The

Classic

Colour

Press, Reading.

15, 1933

rOG^PHER
C I N EM
Journal

AXO

G FL A PHE^FL

a Camera

for Every bo
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Vol.LXXV.

THE

ONE

UNIVERSAL
£ SUPREME
/"rom oH

Dealers

^ CAIViERA

^PANCHROMATIC
ILFORDPLATES

KODAK
Alwa^ys

COLOURED

sojt — g K c^cLo-t. Lo

''S*U:£ApAAt. "^Ylccbi/Jut^

aiOCH^M_E

FILM

Dependable

ENLARGEMENTS

A SPECIALITY
"

LENSES-

BEST for EVERY

COOKE
TELEPHOTO
LENSES

COOKE
AVIAR
LENSES

CLASS

of WORK.

6i'x44'',

l/6 ;

8^“ x 6i',

MARTIN— CHEMIST

2/6

mounted.

SOUTHAMPTON

se^
COOKE
WIDE
ANGLE

PHOTOCRAPHIC
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For Movie - Making Right Through the
Winter - Indoors or Outdoors

Cine -Kodak
Super - Sensitive
Panchromatic
for nae in the CIoe-Kodek
iMim 16 mm Kodak
Manufactured

Safety Film

KODAK

and other cameras
Safetr Film

in Great Britain by

LIMITED,

LONDON

es
Trade Marks protected in all Countri

The introduction of this amazingly fast film has opened up
entirely new possibilities in amateur cinematography. Dull
days or poor light are no longer a barrier. Night-time scenes
in city streets, and indoor cinematography become perfectly
practicable. The new Osram “Photoflood” Lamp makes indoor
movie-making possible to the Cine-“Kodak” owner no matter
what the lens equipment.

“Photoflood” Lamps

The new “Photoflood” Lamp fits into the ordinary household
electric light socket. “Photoflood” gives an intensely brilliant
and strongly actinic light 3| times the candle power of an
ordinary 150 watt lamp and lasts for approximately three hours
exposure time. It is fitted with an internal safety fuse that
safeguards the house fuses. Price 7; 6. When ordering state voltage.

KODAK

PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

LIMITED,

AMATEUR

KINGSWAY,

PHOTOGRAPHER”
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THE

‘WESTMINSTER’

COM Bl NATION
SHOOTING-STICK
SEAT AND TRIPOD
CoDsisting

of a 2-section

top. which

withdraws

very rigid aluminium

from

stick being constructed
strength.
forming

a firm seat, and

leather.

opens

The

out into two sections,
(attaches

to side of

fixes to ferrule and prevents

the stick

Both

Usual

with folding

required.

Steel is of exceptional

a flat disc is provided

not in use) which

into soft ground.

band-sewn

Tripod

stick when

Cycle Tube

For use as a seat the handle

stick when
sinking

the tubular

from

tube and

handle

covered

with

Price 50/-

Special Price 24/9

EXPRESS
ROLL FILM
1400

THE RITEWAY
ROLL-HOLDER
FOR

3Jx2^

PLATE

CAMERAS

This roll-holder is of an entirely new design .
and definitely surpasses all its predecessors |
It takes tbe standard 3i x21 spool of film of an;
make and gives eight full exposures. Tbe film,
as tbe name denotes, winds the right way, thus
obviating all strain, and is brought into correct
register by a small lever at the side.

H. & D.

THE FASTEST FILM
ON THE
MARKET

Tbe roll-holder is beautifully made and elegant
in appearance and can be supplied from stock to
fit tbe following cameras taking single metal
dark slides :
Elito, Cameo, Zeiss Ikon and
Thornton-Pickard, folding or reflex models.
Fitting for Soho or Thornton-Pickard reflex
cameras, etc., taking double slides, are in course
of construction and will be available shortly.

Use it for all subjects, everywhere— the remarkable
latitude allows for dull days
and Spring sunshine; and
the orthochromatic qualities
give you correct rendering
of colour values.

Illustrated

pamphlet

S Price

post

THE

free

on

application*

: 15 : O
NEW

prcMure plate r*i*e^

Type

NITRAPHOT

“K”

FOR HOME
PHOTOGRAPHY
AND CINE¬
MATOGRAPHY

The anti-halation backing
means negatives with cleancut outlines and fine detail.
THE NEW TYPE “ K ” LAMP — available in all voltages — has a total consumption
of 200 watts. Working in conjunction with the specially designed concentrating
reflector, it emits 4,000 candle-power, amply sufficient for home portraiture, exposures
varjing from 1 to 2 seconds at f/4.5, or with an f 1.9 lens and super-sensitive panchro¬
matic cine film very satisfactory results are obtainable with home-movie cameras.
Tbe life of this lamp is 10 to 16 hours, sufficient for hundreds of exposures. The
reflector, which incorporates a switch, can be used either in the hand as a pistol grip
or on the table-top base supplied,

TEST
FOR
YOURSELF
HOW
GOOD THIS FILM IS
Send your remittance for post free direct supply
if you cannot readily obtain.

"J

LTD., Walmer Rd., LONDON,
MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

01

/

plug,

•
i

ft /ft

Lamp

only, O/Q.

Please

state voltage

E

WESTHIHSTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC EXCHANGE LTD

GEVAERT
PLEASE

outfit : reflector,

TH

G 20, Is. 4d. ; G 16, Is. 8d.
Both 8 -exposures.

GEVAERT

Complete

base, 9 ft. flex and

111, OXFORD
Gerrard

119, VICTORIA

62, PICCADILLY,
W.1
REGent 1360.

ST., S.W.1

victoria 0669.

W.10

PHOTOGRAPHER"

ST., W.1

1432.
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LONDON,

EASY TERMS

1933

LONDON,

Phone:

B Vest Pocket

Kodak,

CITY 1124

Achromatic

lens, T. and

Phone:

CITY

E.C.4

6981

£4 10 ' 0 i

V.P. Model B Kodak, Meniscus lens. Cost 25s .
31 X 21 Ikonta Roll Film, f/4.5 Dominar, with A.D.
1-pl. Conical Bellows Field, R.R. lens, 3 slides .
3 X 2 No. 2 Ensignette, Cooke lens f/6.d and case .
1-pl. No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak, R.R. ieus, X. B. and

59 CHEAPSIDE
Model

22,

GRASP THIS LAST CHANCE
GRAPHIC APPARATUS ATi
90/94 FLEET STi
ANYTHING on

LAST
DAYS

SALE

February

ADVERTISEMENTS

E.C.2
I. shutter

„
10s. 6d.
9d.
Vest,
Pocket Kodak, R.R. lens, speeded shutter .
14s.
3x4 cm. Box Georz Tengor, f/6.3 anastigmat, speeded shutter

Ss. 9d.’
and case ;•
£1 8 611911
. 9d.6
£1
1. shutter

6x4 Ernemann Focal-plane, Ross Homo, f/6.3, focal-plane shut¬
ter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£3 8 0
6x4 Square BeUows Field and Studio, double extension, R.K..J
lens, reversing back, 3 D.D. slides .
£3 0 0
Justopbot Exposure Meter and case .
15i. 9d.}
12 X Monocular, eyecup focussing and leather case.. £1 12 6
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, T.-P. Cooke f/4,5, focal-plane shutter, speeds
to l/l,<)i)Uth sec., 3 slides and leather case .
£3 17 6
31 X 2f Icarette, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur, double extensionj
plate back, screen, G slides and leather case .
£9 17

« .
3x4
cm. Salex Roll Film (16 on V.P.), Aplanat lens, £196
speeded
shutter .
i7g. 9d.
3x2 No. 2 Ensignette Roll Film, Achromatic lens, T. .7s.
and ed.
I.
shutter.

31 X 21 Roll Film

Reflex, Aldis Uno f/7.7, T. and I. shutter
£18
6
i-pl. 7-in. Rex Luxia Anastigmat 1/6.3, iris .
£1 12 6
Patbe Lux Projector, complete with motor, resistance and case,
New condition. Cost fi21 lOs .
£14 17 (

41 X 6 Zeiss Bebe, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat.
shutter, 1 to l/300th sec., 6 slides .

31 X 21 Ensign Roll Film Speed Reflex, Aldis Uno
shutter. Spleudid order .

21-10. Sqnare Icarette, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar
shutter, 1 to l/300th sec .
V.P. Autographic Kodak, Achromatic

2ix3i Halor
ROLL FILM CAMERAS
Automatically opeaing to iaiiaity.
iu brand-new condition, fitted f/4.6
fi’lly corrected anastigmat in
variable speeded shutter with
D.A. device, brilliant reversible
andUD.V. frame finders, hinged
back, focussing to 6 ft. Original
price £3 128. 6d .
£2 11 9

1-pl. Bentzin FOLDING
REFLEX CAMERAS
Spring-raised mirror,
revol¬
ving back, rack rising front,
self-capping blind focal-plane
shutter, 1/lOtb to
l/l,000th
sec. and time. Carl Zeiss f/4.5
Tessar anastigmat. back focus¬
sing* screen, 3 double slides,
F.P. adapter and case. Cost
over £30 .
£7 17 6

SAVE 33

ON THIS

BRAND

NEW

ZEISS IKON
BARGAIN
Vest

Pocket

Roll

Film

Icooette, taking stand¬
ard-size daylight load¬
ing roll films, all metal
body, extremely light
and
compact, Zeiss
Ikon Frontar lens f/9,
T.
and
I. shutter,
brilliant reversible
finder. Complete with
book of instructions, in
box.
List price 458.

Compound
£6 13 6

anastigmat.

Compound
£2 3 9
lens, speeded shutter

„
6d.
V.P. Goerz Tenax, Goerz Frontar lens, speeded shutter,10s.
l/25th
to 1/lOOth sec .
18s. 6d.
41x0 V.P. Blocknote, f/6.3 Zeiss Triotar anastigmat, speeded
shutter, screen, 6 slides .
£1 13 9
V.P.
speeds
V.P.
l/25th
V.P.
l/25th

Salex Focal-plane, f/d.5 anastigmat, focal-plane shutter,
to 1/1, OOUth see., 6 slides and F.P. adapter .
£2 6 9
AU-metal Roll Film, f/6.3 anastigmat lens, speeded shutter,
to 1/lOOtli sec., frame finder. As new .
16s. 9d.
Aatographic Kodak, f/6.9 anastigmat lens, speeded shutter,
to lyiOOth sec .
£1 8 9
8s. 9d.
2i-iD. Square Carbine, Rectilinear lens, T. and I. shutter, focussing

V.P. Aatographic Kodak, f/7.7 anastigmat, speeded shutter,
l/25th to 1/lCOth sec .
£1 3 6
V.P. Series III Kodak, f/7.9 Kodar lens, speeded shutter, l/25th
to 1/looth sec., brilliant finder .
£1 3 6
V.P. Series III Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat lens, Diomatic shutter,
1/lOth to i/IOOtb sec., brilliant finder .
£2 8 9
V.P. Vanity Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat, Diomatlc shutter, 1/lOth to
1/lUOth sec., briiliaut finder and vanity case .
£2 18 9
V.P. Goerz Tenax, f/6.8 Goerz Dagor anastigmat, fully-speeded
shutter, 1 to 1/lOUth sec., focussing screen and 6 slides. . £2 16 6
, V.P, Folding Plate, f/6.3 anastigmat, Vario shutter, l/25th to
1/lOOth sec., radial focussing, screen, 6 sUdes .
£1 18 6
V.P.vIca Bebe, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat lens, fully-speeded
ahutter, 1 to 1/IOOtb sec., radial focussing, screen and £3
6 slides
8 9
3x4 cm. (16 3n V.P.) Foth Derby Focal-plane, f/3.6 anastigmat,
D.V. finder, self-capping shutter, 1/lOth to l/500th sec, £4 16 3
3^x21 Kodak Premoette, f/7.7 anastigmat, speeded shutter,
l/25th to 1/lOOth sec., brilliant finder, for film packs .
139. 6d.
V.P. Ernemaon Folding Plate, f/6.8 Goerz Dagor anastigmat,
speeded shutter, 1 to 1/lOUth sec., 3 slides .
£1 11 3
9d.
No. 1 Ensignette, R.R. lens, speeded shutter, l/26th to .7s.
l^lOOth
sec.
31 X 21 Goerz Roll Film Tenax, f/6.8 Goerz Tenastigmat, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/25Uth sec., micrometer focussing, brilliant finder
£3 11 9
31 X 21 No. 1 Series III Kodak, f/6.3 Kodak anastigmat, Diomatlc
shutter. 1/lOth to 1/lOOth sec., micrometer focussing, brilliant
finder .
£2 13 9

Sale Price

31 X 21 Ensign Carbine, f/4.5 Zodellar
ter. 1 to 1/lOOth eec .

anastigmat

lens, Ibso shut¬
£2 18 9

k 31x21 Hale AU-metal Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, selferecting front. As new .
£3 11 0
31x21 No. 1 Series III Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 Kodak anastigmat,
Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., micrometer focussing, brilliant
finder .
£3 18 9

30/-

f/4.5, focaI-pIait>
£4 17 (

Paths Hand-tnm Cine Camera, f/3.S and case .
6x4 Tenax Folding, f/6.8 Dagor. double extension.
D.D. slides, F.P. adapter and case .
Pathe Projector, complete with super-reel
twin resistance .

£1 12
U-front,
£4 16

6

attachment, motor.
£9

Cioephot Exposure Meter and case .
159. 6d.'
11-in. Ross Telecentric t/6.4 Telephoto, iris .
£6 17 6
i-pl. Graphic Focal-plane, Cooke Aviar f/4.6, focal-plane shutter.
6 elides, F.P. adapter and leather case .
£5 17 6
31 X 21 T.-P.
Victory
Reflex, back,
Carl Zeiss
Tessar
f/4.5,
self-capping'
focal-plane
shutter,
revolving
3 elides,
leather
case
£7 17 6
31 X 21 Cocarette Roll Film, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur
shutter .
£7 17 6
35-mm. Standard Projector, Hugo-Meyer Projection lens, com
plete with spools, maltese cross movement, suitable for use on
llO-volt circuit .
£4 17
Pathe Motocamera, f/2.9 Carl Zeiss Triotar, motor drive. Ex-i
celleut condition .
£9 17
P.C. Ica Nixe, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur. shutter, double
£10 12case6
extension, U-front, Dl8t.ar and Froxar leases, 6 slides, leather
16-mm. Model C Bolex Projector, motor drive, 250-watt lamp
and resistance. Excellent condition .
£14 17 f
i-pl. Tropical Ruby, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, self-capping focal,
10 0
plane shutter, 3 book-form elides and leather case. New £27
condition
Whole-plate Square Bellows Field aud
metrical, double extension, swing and
tripucl and caee .

Studio, Ross Rapid Sym-;
reversing back, 2 slides,
£7 17

i-pi. Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane, Oelor f'4.8, focal-plane shutter.
3 D. slides, Mackenzie slide and 12 envelopes .
£7 17
5x4 Adams’ Minex de Luxe Reflex. Zeiss double Protar f/G.3,;.
AQams' swing front, rack fucusslng, rack rising front, self-capping
focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., revolving back,
D.D. slides. F.P. adapter and case. New condition. .. . £19 10 0
No. 0 Graphic RoU Film, f/5.8 Cooke anastigmat, focal-plane
shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., complete in case .
£2 16 0
1-pl. Ansco RoU film, Modico f/7.5, Capax Bverset shutter^
speeds from 1 to 1/lOOth sec., plate back, screen, 1 slide, F.P/!
adapter and case. As new .
£1 10 0
16-mm. FUmo Cine Camera, f/3.5 Cooke, 3 speeds and leather
case. Cost £50 .
£16 17 6
31 x2l Murer Bijon Reflex, Murer f/3.9 anastigmat, focal-plane
shutter, speeds to l/l,000tb sec., 12 slides. F.P. adapter, roU-j
holder and leather case .
£6 17 6
8 X 24 Zeiss Prism Binocular, fine eye adjustment, double slings
and leather case. New condition .
£7 17
No. 2a Folding
case

Brownie,

R.R.

lens, speeded

.

shutter
. .

and

canvas
188. 9d.'

^ .31 X 21 Ensign Carbine, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/250tb sec., radial focussing, brilliant finder, plate
back and 3 slides .
£5 19 6
31 X 21 No. 3 Ensign Carbine, f/6.3 Aldis anastigmat, speeded
shutter, l/25th to 1/lOOth sec., brilliant finder .
£1 16 3
31x21 Zeiss Ikonta, f/6.8 Novar anastigmat lens, speeded
shutter, l/25th to l/lOOth sec., D.V. finder .
£2 18 9
31 x 21 No. 6 Ensign Carbine, f/4.6 Aldis anastigmat lens. Compur
shutter. 1 to l/250tb sec., radial focussing, briiliaut finder £3 18 9
31x21 No. 2 Folding Brownie, R.R. lens, speeded shutter,
l/26th to 1/lOOth sec .
18s. 9d.

LET us KNOW YOUR
REQUIREMENTS NOW
21x3} Ensigi Roll Film
ReSex Cameras

i-pl. Popular Pressman
ReSex Cameras

Taking dayiigbt-Ioading No. 120
Kodak or any other make roli
film. T. and I. shutter, deep focus¬
sing hood. Aldis or Cooke f/7.7
anastigmat. List price £2 15s.

Lcn;
extension, rising front,
reversing back, hooded
back

Fitted
anas.

with f/6.3 Aldis or
List £3 15s .
£2

Ross
2 0

Speed Model, with focal-plane
shutter, exposures l/15tb to
l/500th Bee. and time, and f/4.S
Aldis anastigmat lens.. £5 18 9

focussing screen, focal-piane shut¬
ter, l/15th to l/l.OOdth sec. and
time, deep focussing hood, Aldis,
Cooke or Oalltnever f/4.5 lenses,
complete with 6 single metai slides.

£5
With C«oke
Zeiss Tessar

: 18 : 9
Aviar, Ross Xpres
f/4.5 anastigmats

£8

6

or

We will quote you a rockbottom price by return

DOiVT

DELAY -ITS

YOUR LAST CHANCE
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TO BUY YOUR PHOTOLOWEST SALE PRICES!
84 Alder/gate
LONDON,

E.C.1 Phone : NAT. 0591

ST.

V.P. Kodak Special, f/4.5 Carl Zeias Tessar, Corapur shutter.
New condition .
£8 19 0
4 X 3 cm. Baby Box Tengor, f/6.3 anaatigmat lena. As new.
Coat £3 78. 6d .
£1 5 0
31 X 21 Ensign Auto
Alai8*Butcher, focuabing

Speed Focal-plane Roll Film, f/4.5
adjustment. Unsoiled. Cost £14 los.
£10 7 8

81x21 Nagel Triumph Self-erecting Boll Film, f/G.3 anas*
fclgmat lena. Cost £3 l^s. 6d. Unsoiled .
£2 12 6
No. 2 Folding Autographic Brownie, Acbro lens. . . .17s. 6d.
2a Folding Brownie, H.U. lens .
16s. 3d.
81x21 Agfa Standard Boll Film, f/6.3 anaatigmat lens,
complete In leather case. Unaoiled. Coat over £7.
£2 7 6
la Folding Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 Kodak anaatigmat lena,
Compur shutter .
£3 2 6
i*pl. No. 3 Special Kodak, f/6.3 auastigmat lena, speeded
ishutter .
£1 19 8
31x21 Ensign Speed Roll Film Reflex, f/4.6 Aldis- Butcher.
Coat £9 168 .
£6 6 0
la Graflex Roll Film Reflex, taking film 41x2i,
tigmat lena. Perfect condition .

f/4.5 anas£6 2 8

1-pl. T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, f/4.5 anaatigmat lens, re¬
volving back, 3 slides. F.P. adapter, leather case £6 12 6
31x21 Bentzin Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens,
revolving back, 6 double plate-holders, F.P. adapter and
leather case. New condition. Cost over £40 .
£17 17 0
i*pl. Self-oapping Qoerz Anschutz Focal-plane, 81-ln. f/4.6
Cooke Avlar anastlgmat lens, 2 double plato-holders and
ease. New condition .
£11 11 0
P.C. T.-P. Refley, f/3.0 Cooke anastlgmat lens, reversing
back, 6 slides. New condition .
£16 16 0
8ix2i Salex Speed, f/3.8 anaatigmat lens, Compur shutter,
delayed action, rising and cross front, 3 slides, leather case.
As new .
£5 5 0

OUR FINAL
CLEARANCE

APPROVAL TO
POST - BUYERS

OF SALE

54 LIME
LONDON,

Phone : MON.

N. & G. Baby Sibyl, f/4.5 Cooke
F.P. adapter .

Double-claw

Projector,

E.C.3

lens, 3 D.D. slides,
£8 8 0

Tessar,

P.C. 3a F.P. Kodak, Carl Zeiss Tessar
shutter, leather case. Cost £12 128 .
Pathescope

8 slides. F.P.
£6 17 9

lens, Compound
£2 11 9

super-reel

attachment
£5 17 6

i-pl. Adams’ Videx Reflex, rack focus, revolving back, focalplane shutter, 3 D.D. 8Ude.s, f/5.6 Ross Homocentric lens
£5 15 0
3^x21 Zeiss Donata Compact Folding, f/4.5 Tessar lens,
D.A. Compur shutter, 6 slides, leather case. As new £7 15 0
3^x21 Latest T.-P, Reflex, revolving back, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar, Dollmeyer f/6. 5 Telephoto, 3 slides .
£13 17 6
Pathescope Cine Camera,
leather case .
Latest RoUoroy
shutter,

f/3.5 anastlgmat,

Roll Film, f/3.5 Elmar

range-finder,

sky

filter, hood,

anastlgmat,

leather

Compur

case. As new
£12 18 9

Several Fine Second-hand Microscopes at rcm.arkably low
prices. Details on application.
i-pl. Ensign Vertical Enlarger, f/7.7 Aldis ana.stigmat,
electric fittings .
£3 18 9

6x4 Sanderson Hand and Stand, f/G.3 Ooerz Dagor anastlg¬
mat lens, fully-speeded shutter, 3 double slides and case
£4 2 6

3ix2i Goerz All-metal Tenax, double extension, f/G.3
Dogmar lens, Compur shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter. As
new .
£4 4 9

1-pl. T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, f/3. 4 Aldis anastlgmat lena,
reversing back, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, canvas case
£10 17 6
1-pl. B.B. Field and Portrait Studio Camera, f/4.6 Softfocus Portrait lens, f/6 Buryscope view lens, double awing
back, double extension, 3 double book-form dark slides,
tripod and leather case .
£5 5 0
i-pl. Triple Extension Victo C.B. Field, f/6 Beck anastlgmat
lens, roller blind shutter, 1 double book-form dark slide and
tripod .
. . . . £3 17 6
1-pl. T.-P, Telephoto Reflex, 20-ln. f/5.6 Cooke Telephoto lens,
self-capping shutter, speeded to l/l,000th sec., revolving back,
6 double book-form dark slides, leather case. Cost £70
£28 10 0
Whole-plate Studio Outfit, f/3 Dallmoyer Portrait lens, 1
repeating dark slide, taking two 1-platA side by side, studio
stand, the whole outfit guaranteed in perfect condition
£7 17 8
20-in. f/6.3 Kranss Tessar Anastlgmat Lens, in iris mount.
Brand-new condition .
£7 10 0

IF IT’S NEW—
WE HAVE IT!
PATHfSCOPE
With

acientiflcally

ystem.

Brilliant

obtainable.

“ 200-B ”

placed
picture

Flickerless

200-watt
10

lighting

ft. wide

projection,

two-way
reel.

SALE

Complete

adapter
DIRECT

and

with

one

sprocket

lamp,

empty

DELIVERY

super

“ CITY

** STOCK.

£15
GENEROUS

9 MONTHLY PAY¬
MENTS OF 35/EXCHANGE

6 X 13 Mentor Stereo Reflex, pair f/4.5 Carl
lenses, 4 double slides. Cost £36 .
Cine

ALLOWANCES

cm .

daylight-loading
Achromatic

Pi.apid Rectilinear

17/9
22/9

roil fllros.

lens. . .

lens .

*3 18
F/7.7 anastigmat .

3J x2! .

£6 17
F/6.8 anastigmat .

f/1.9 Dali£3 8 9
Avlar lens,
£11 18 9

31x21- Latest Watch Pocket Carbine, florentine bronze,
f/4.5 Aldis aua.stigmat, delayed-action Compur shutter,
framed direct flnder, leather case. Scarcely soiled £7 8 9
i-pl. Latest Sanderson, ebonised and4iickel finish, revolving
back, f/6, 3 Ross Humocenbric lens, Compur shutter. 3 D.D.
slides .
£12 17 6
i-pl. N. & G. New Ideal Sibyl, reflex finder, f/4.5 Ross Xpres
lens, 6 slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £25 .
£10 12 9
• £1 18 9
i-pl. Adams’ Vesta Compact Pocket, f/6.3 Ross Homocentric,
Compound shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £12 12s.
i-pl. N. & G. Nydia Compact Pocket, Ross Symmetrical
lena, changing-box, leather ca.se. Cost £10 lOa .
£18
9
9x12 and!^ i-pl. All-metal Tropex Compact Pocket, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar lens, Compur shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case. Cost £16 I6s .
£4 13 9
4i X 6 Nettel DeekruUo, f/2,7 Tessar lens, focal-plane shut¬
ter, 6 slides. F.P. adapter, leather case .
£16 13 6
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, rack focus, revolving back, f/4.5 Ross
Xpres lens, 6 slides, F.P. adapter .
£8 7 6
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, revolving back, f/2.9 Dallmeyer Pentac
lens, 6 slides, F.P. adapter .
£14 7 6
4ix6 Zeiss Ica Bebe, f/4.6 Zeiss Tessar lens. Compur
shutter, 6 slides .
£4 18 9
3i X 2i Zeiss Ikon Roll Film, f/4.6 Carl Zeiss Tessar lens,
latest Compur shutter, leather case. Co.st £12. ... £6 14 9
S. 10 Ica Kinamo, f/2.7 Carl Zeiss Tessar .
£8 15 9
Single-claw Pathescope Projector, adjustable resistance,
ready for use .
£3 2 6
16-mm. Type 0 Kodascope Projector, with adjustable
resistance .
£8 7 6
Pathescope Projector, double claw, super-reel
type C motor, group resistance.. .

attachment,
. £9 17 6

-pl. Ensign
Folding Reflex Cameras
Self-capping blind focal-plane
shutter. l/15th to
l/l,000th
sec. and time, deep focussing
hood, back focussing screen, 3
double plate-holders.
Fitted f/5,5 Ensign anastigmat.
List price £28 ........ £3 19 6
Fitted f/4.5 Ross Homocentric.
List price £34 10s .
£6 7 6
Fitted f/4.5 Ross Xpres. List
price i£38 10s .
£7 17 6

T.-P. PRESS

OUTFITS

In new
condition. Latest model
allweather Press Focal-plane Camera, self¬
capping blind focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to
l/l,00Uth sec. and time, also pueumatio
release, D.V. finder, Zeiss Ikon f/3.6 Emon
anastigmat in focussing mount, hooded
focussing

screen,

3 doable

plate-holders.

i-pl. List £22 lOs .
9X12 cm. List £27 108 .

£13 17
£16 17

6
6

EVERY BARGAIN IS
FULLY GUARANTEED
Whatever you buy, you may buy with confidence.
In spite of the low price, the first monthly
payment secures any article.

16-mm. Model B
CIN^-KODAK

CHOOSE NOW and
SAVE POUNDS!
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WHEN

LEITZ

drive, direct flnder, footage

indicator, iris diaphragm witli ex¬
posure indicators, complete in
case, with f/6. 5 anastigmat lens.

£4

With

IT ED

PLEASE

4ix0

Zeiss Tessar
£12 18 9

Camera,

3ix2i N. & G. Roll Film Sibyl, f/4.6 Cooke
reflex flnder, leatlior case. Cost £26 .

EXCHflnGf
m

100-ft.

V.P.,

Meniscus

fed,

plug, fiex,

3G0-ft.

FROM

f/3. 4 Aldis lens,
£7 15 0

For

All-metal body, lever focussing adjust¬
ment. D.V. flnder, fitted Carl Zeiss
f/4.5 Tessar anastlgmat lenses, 6 single
metal slides and focussing screen.

easily

accessible gate.” Threading on one side only.
Slagle unt tilting device. Works oil 110 volts
electric supply.

3ix2i Latest Ensign Roll Film Reflex,
focal-plaue shutter. As new .

VEST POCKET
KODAKS 12/9
8/9

ZEISS ICA BEBE
CAMERAS

Camo motor >
£2 13 9

4i X 6 Voigtlander D.E. Folding Pocket, f/4.6 Heliar anastigraat lens, Compound shutter, rising and cross front, 2
lelides, F.P. adapter .
. .
£5 17 0
X 8 Uakina Folding Pocket, f/3 Auticomar anastlgmat
lens, Compur shutter, direct-vision finder, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter .
£5 17 6
Pair of Leather-covered 12-4eDS Field Glasses, rack focussing,
oomplete In case .
16s. Od.
6x4 Focal-plane Camera, f/6.3 Ross Homocentric lens,
speeded shutter, 6 double slides. Perfect condition £4 12 6
Whole-plate Triple-extension Ensign Victor C.B. Field,
f/8 Cooke anastlgmat lens, roller-blind slmtter, 1 double
book-form dark slide, turntable, tripod and case. Firstrate condition .
£10 17 6

10-mm. Vitesse 50-ft. or
meyer leas .

BARGAINS!

ST
0180

Avlar

1-pl. Pressman Reflex, f/4,5 Zeiss
adapter, leather case .

ni

: 17 : 6

f/.3.5 anastlgmat

lens
£8 17

CORRESPONDING

6

LEICA

CAMERAS

Fitted f,'3.5 Elmar lens, fncal-plaae shutter^
l/2nth to l/50nth sec. and time, range-flnder^
2 spool-holders and case. List £21 128. 6d.
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To meet a persistent demand for a Gaslight
Printing Paper to go with Selo and Selochrome
Films, Ilford Limited now supply a Selo
Gaslight Paper which will give you sparkling
prints from your negatives.
Selo Gaslight Paper has the maximum degree
of latitude and freedom from fog, and gives
consistent brilliant results of the very highest
quality.

And

get

the

Made

ILFORD

best

money

can

buy !

in England by

LIMITED,

Ilford, LONDON

r
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The near approach of spring

VoL.

LXXV.

No.

2311.

of Scottish photographers, another
to workers of all nationalities, and
a third, which is also an open class,
is for record, survey and technical

is evidenced by increasing
activities among amateur
photographers in all parts of the
country. We are made aware of
this by the great influx of corres¬
pondence and queries, and the
steadily growing stream of prints
that reach this office every day.
The bright weather during February
has had something to do with the
renewed interest in amateur camera

The lantern-slide
photograph^^
class
is also well supported. The
Salon remains open until March nth.
Pocket Camera Accessories.
In order to increase the efficiency
of the modern pocket camera it is
the custom of most photographers

work, but we can detect a deeper
significance in this liveliness. The
period of stagnation and depression
is passing and amateur photography
— the king of hobbies — is again
claiming its rightful share of atten¬
tion. The Amateur Photograptier
and Cinematographer welcomes the
movement and next week will again
provide a full budget of useful
matter for its readers. The paper
will also contain an additional
attraction in the form of extra
pages of articles and illustrations in
colour on topical subjects. Old
readers will be doing both them¬
selves and us a service by intro¬
ducing the paper to as many new
photographers of their acquaintance

who make these instruments con¬
stant companions to carry a few
accessories. Colour filters, supple¬
mentary^ lenses, a cable release, all
help to secure a better result, or
assist in overcoming the limitations
of the pocket camera. If these
accessories are carried loose in the
pocket, as they so often are, they
soon become worse for wear and their
^'alue is impaired. Generally the box
or case in which such accessories are
supplied soon wears out, and some
other means of transit should be
found. One of the best means of
carrying these supplementary small
items of equipment, is one of the flat
metal cigarette cases obtainable at

as possible. The greater the num¬
ber of readers the more we can

any of the “sixpenny” stores. This
takes up very little room and will
hold the accessories mentioned, and

provide for them.

preserve the utility of the various
items most effectwely.

The

Scottish

Salon.

The twenty-fifth Annual Salou
of the Scottish Photographic Federa¬
tion was opened on Saturday,
February i8th, by Lord Glentanar,
at the Art Gallery, Aberdeen. The
awards for the various competitions
organised by the Federation were
presented by Lady Glentanar. The
standard of the Salon this year
is exceptionally high, and entries
have come from all parts of the
world. Over 50.0 prints are on view.
One section is devoted to the work

A Landscapist

and

the Nude.

Mr. Dudley
Johnston’s
excellent
lecture
on the nude
in photography
at the Pictorial Section of the Royal
Photographic Society the other even¬
ing provoked an interesting little
discussion in which it was refresh¬

“ The

Bishop.”

From the exhibition of “ Pictures of the
Sea,” now open at the Royal Photo¬
graphic Society, 35, Russell Square.

161

ing to hear the views of a land¬
scapist upon such a special branch
of figure work as the nude. Mr.
Bertram Cox expressed the view
that photographers in this field
appeared to have fallen between
5

th! amateur photographer
6 CINEMATOGRAPHER
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two stools. The graphic artist was
mainly concerned with the flow of
line in his methods of dealing with
the subject, while with the sculptor
the modelling was the principal
feature. Between these two, some¬
times inclining to the one and
sometimes to the other, came the
photographer. Sometimes there was
evident in examples of the nude in
photography a feeling for line, and
sometimes a feeling for modelling.
Mr. Cox found also curious examples
of what he could only call the china
effect, or the effect which might be
produced if the subject had been
oiled. But as a landscapist the only
e.xamples of the nude which called
for his decided objection were those
which were nebulous, without line
or modelling. These he could not
abide. The fatal error, here as in
much other work, as well as in the
general conduct of life, is to be
neither one thing nor the other.
A Slight Misapprehension,
By the way, one speaker at the
recent discussion on photography
in the nude came primed with his
own experience, and described it

before he realised that it was a little

else that came into his mind. More¬
over, when it came actually to
making the record, he had an
unpleasant awareness of what his
wife had often told him, that his
accent was Lancashire. Desiring
for such a purpose to dismiss from
his voice any Lancashire accent, he
deprived it as far as possible of aU
colourful quality, and made it as
even and monotonic and as prim

away from the subject. He spoke
eloquently and in detail of certain
photography in the nude which he
himself had done — working entirely
without pyjamas in dark-rooms
semi-tropical climates !
Your

Voice

Comes

Back

in

to You.

Not many people as yet have had
their voices recorded on the film —
that is to say, outside the charmed
circle of cinema stars. But one

and proper as he could. When in
due course he heard the sound
from the projected film he was
horrified to find that he had spoken
not Lancashire — that would have

amateur photographer, of whom it
was desired that he should make a
talking accompaniment of his film,
told us of his very suggestive ex¬
perience. In due course he went
to the studio at Cricklewood for a
voice test. Here he was introduced to

been bearable — but the purest Cock¬
ney ! He collapsed, and the record
was completed with another voice.
The Sixth Plate.
One of the weirdest stories in a
new collection by Mr. John C.

the microphone and asked to read
from a book. Conscious of the fact
that he had lectured to societies,
he declined any such aid and began
an impromptu address to the object
in front of him. But the absence

Moore just published, entitled “ King
Carnival,” concerns a photographer
whose sixth plate always uncannily
differed from the others. The photo¬
grapher was fortunate that it was
only the sixth. Some workers can
tell creepy tales of unseen hands
affecting every plate in the batch.

of any human auditor, and the
presence of that unresponsive
mechanism, soon deprived him of
ideas, and he found himself repeat¬
ing the Lord’s Prayer and anything

Fdicis, and /formulae :

NEW

SERIES

A selection of useful hints classified according

BROMIDE

PAPER.

I.

To-dav bromide paper provides the most varied and widelyused photographic printing process available, both for contact
and

enlarging

a suitable
No

work.

yellow

other

It involves

the use of a dark-room,

and

printing

process

offers anything

*

to subject
used,

*.

With bromide paper exposure is practically always made to
artificial light. The distance from light to paper is important,
as the power of the light varies according to the square of the
distance. Thus, if the distance is doubled the exposure must
be four times as long ; three times the distance means nine
times the e.xposure ; and so on. It is well to keep to three
printing distances at most ; one for normal negatives, a less
distance for strong negatives, and a greater distance for weak
negatives.
*
*
*
Metol-hydroquinone
is a popular developer for all bromide
papers. As a rule it is advisable to adopt the formula recom¬

10 per

For

cent

use, add

potassium

an

equal

I dr.
ij oz.

bromide

quantity
*

A typical

oz.
60 grs.
15 grs.

like the variety

surface may be glossy, semi-glossy, matt, rough, linen-grained
and so on ; while the base may be white, ivory, cream, etc.
Substance varies from thin paper to stout card. It is even
possible to obtain a bromide paper from which the emulsion
carrying the image may be transferred to another paper, to
glass, wood and other surfaces.
*

paper

Hydroquinone
Sodium
sulphite (crys.)
Sodium carbonate (crys.)

♦ light
* is “
* safe.”
or orange

that bromide papers giv’e. There are soft, normal, contrasty
and extra-contrasty grades to modify tone values. The
developed image may be blue-black, black, warm black, cold
sepia, warm brown, and so on to shades of red ; brown, blue,
green and other cok)urs may be obtained by toning. The

6

mended by the makers of the particular
single-solution formula is :
Hot water
Metol

of water.
*

*

It is an advantage to use the anhydrous (dry) form of both
sulphite and carbonate. It keeps better, dissolves at once,
and does not cause a drop in temperature on solution. When
the anhydrous form is used, for t oz. sodium sulphite crystals
substitute ^ oz. anhydrous ; for i oz. sodium carbonate crystals
take 160 grs. anhydrous ; and so in proportion.
*

*

*

Perhaps even more popular than M.Q. for bromide papers
is an amidol solution, which should be prepared immediately
before use. The simplest formula is ;
Water
.
20 oz.
Sodium
10 per

sulphite
cent

(anhydrous)

. .

. .

. .

bromide

. .

. .

. .

potassium

Dry amidol . .
. .
. .
Use at full strength. This amount
prints or their equivalent.
*

♦

• •
• •
will develop

i oz.
20

min.

4.5~55 grs.
a dozen 12 X 10

*

Never
weigh out amidol where there is any chance of
minute particles floating in the air settling on wet bromide
prints. Each such particle will cause an ineradicable spot
right through the paper.
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he Serious

o

Photographer

and his EQUIPMENT
The photographer who gains most from his hobby is the one who takes
it seriously. In this article the claims of the serious worker and his
outfit are considered,

IN spite of the fact that the vast

majority of camera users look
upon photography as a means
of recording in picture form places,
persons and incidents which interest
them, there is a large number of
photographers who take their hobby
more seriously. They find pleasure
in producing good photographs,
either with pictorial merit or applied
to some purpose.
It is also a fact that many photo¬
graphers who now regard their
hobby as one of absorbing interest,
began as “ snapshotters.” They
have become intrigued by the serious
side of photography, and have
derived more interest and profit
than they might otherwise have
done. They have progressed, and
their pictures are accepted at the
important exhibitions.
What

the Camera

Clubs

are Doing.

At the present time of the year,
the lecture season is in full swing.
Many camera clubs admit members
of the outside public by ticket, or
for the winter season as “ Associate
Members.” It is here that the
opportunity comes to make serious
photographers. Most of these people
have already a nodding acquaintance
with photography, and a little per¬
suasion and help will result in their
becoming members, and in their
taking a keener interest in the real
work of the camera.
Photographic exhibitions also have
good results with these workers.
There are many people who feel the
pictorial creative impulse, yet have
never had training, or the skill for
drawing or painting. A visit to a
photographic exhibition may inspire
them to produce works of art in the
photographic medium.
The

Serious

Photographer’s

Outfit.

We are often told that any camera
will produce good photographs,
which is true up to a point. In
these days there is a tendency to

use small, and still smaller cameras,
with excellent results ; but a camera
designed for snapshot work may not
be the best for beginning serious
work, especially if the photographer’s
interest is landscape or archi¬
tecture.
Most of the work of the serious
photographer is deliberate, that is
to say, that an exposure is only
made after careful consideration of
the subject. In most cases the
latter is such that some arrange¬
ment within the picture space is
called for, and some means of con¬
trolling the definition over the
picture area desirable. This means
a stand camera, or at least one that
can be used upon a tripod in con¬
junction with a focussing screen.
A lens of longer focal length than
is generally found fitted to the small
pocket camera may be necessary in
order to allow of ra subject being
rendered upon a larger scale, or to
allow of more control over the
definition.
In the case of an interior a lens
of wider angle will be necessary in
cases where the lens of normal focus
will not include all that the photo¬
grapher requires.
These requirements point to a

much

to be said in , favour

of a

half-plate field camera. The ad¬
vantages of this type and size are ;
small depth of focus, giving the
photographer powers of emphasis
over the subject ; the plate size
is large enough for the photographer
to see what he is doing while the
picture is being composed ; it is also
large enough for contact prints to
serve many practical purposes.
It may be that this size may be
objected to on account of cost.
Plates or films of this size are
expensive, but this is an inducement
towards careful working. We were
recently talking to a photographer
who used a camera of the kind
mentioned for a very large pro¬
portion of his work last season. He
confessed that his failures were
practically nil, and his plate bill
lower than when he used a smaller
and more popular size.
If the photographer objects to
half-plate, quarter-plate or 2>l X ^2
will serve. The question of size is
very largely a matter of preference,
while if the photographer works
away from home transport has also
to be considered.
Accessories.

camera of the ‘‘ field ” type, fitted
with a full range of movements,
and a double extension, as well as a
lens which will allow of the use of
one or other of its components as
long-focus singles.
If a field camera is objected to
on account of its greater weight and

The serious photographer wiU
want other things beside the camera.
A telephoto lens will increase his
scope. He will also need a rigid
tripod of greater height than many
now upon the market. Several
light-filters which may be in the form
of film cut to fit into the lens, for

bulk, the next best is a foldingcamera of the ” hand-stand ” type,
or again, failing this, a double
extension folding pocket camera
can be used.

orthochromatic or panchromatic ma¬
terial, will also form part of the
outfit. An exposure meter is an
essential item, and if the photo¬
grapher decides to use a small size,
an enlarger will also be necessary.

Size.
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This is a very important con¬
sideration. For the serious photo¬
grapher the production of first-class
results is the primary consideration,
and for much of his work there is

These accessories may be added -to
as the photographer decides to take
up other branches of work, or feels
the need of something else to give
him greater scope.
7
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SEASONS

in a London
By ELLEN

Garden

B. MUMFORD.

There is much interest in photographing the same

subject at different ^seasons, or from different view¬
points. One picture of a certain subject may be
interesting ; two may be more so ; while a series — and
here one becomes superlative. But doubtless readers of
“ The A.P.” have realised this.
It is important when taking such pictures to choose a
subject where seasonal changes have a marked effect, or
one which is easily accessible from very different view¬
points. I wanted to take some seasonal pictures lately,
and, looking round for subject matter, thought : “ Why
not the garden ? It is quite small, surely, but a happy
hunting-ground.
This is what the garden is like. It has a lawn, cut by a
crazy path, which is bordered by narrow beds. There are
flower borders on either side of the lawn, and a bed at the
end. And there are six fruit trees, growing in small
beds in the grass — three onj each
A good subject is
well worth consider¬
ing, unless you have no
time at all. Should 1

side.

take a “ bit ” of the
garden, or the whole
of it, more or less ?
I decided on the whole

U'i/i/er.

this time, for, although
“ bits ” are extremely
interesting, they may
not show such marked
changes, or, on the
other hand, may be
changed out of recog¬
nition. And 1 would

What a prcjfusion of flowers — if
only you could see the riot
of colour ! There were stocks,
larkspur, ilax and nasturtiums,
roses, phlox, catmint, carnations,
and — but I don’t like to mention

take the garden look¬
ing from one corner to
another, and include
an apple tree in the
near right foreground.
1 first thought of
photographing the
seasons in the garden
when the snow lay on
the ground. What a
contrast the wintry
garden made with the
remembered summer

anymore
case the
they photograph
weren’t all
out at thein time
was taken. And then that bare
winter one. Do you see the
frame at the end of the garden ?
It is only there for part of the
year, and shelters the seedlings.
What a wealth of subjects
there are, even in a small
garden ! Happy tea-table
groups, the kiddies playing,

one ! Let us glance
at the pictures ; and
please don’t think I
made it up about the
crazy path, because the
flowers hide it in one

164

photograph, and the
snow in the other. Look
at that summer

8

picture.

Summer.

people gardening. Views of the
garden itself ; and why not take
some of these from an upstairs
window ?
Close-ups of the
flowers — lovely little portraits
as it were. Yes, the photo¬
grapher can find heaps of
“ country ” pictures even in a
London garden !
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by F. J. MORTIMER,
The

SEA
Hon.F.R.p.s.

Editor of the Amateur

PhotO'

grapher, Mr. F. J. Mortimer, Hon. F.R.P.S.,
is famed far and near for his wonderful
pictures of the sea and ships and all who
have the opportunity should visit the
Exhibition of his pictures now being
held at the Headquarters of The Royal
Photographic
London.

Society — Russell Square,

Practically all the pictures are made
on Ilford Clorona and the results
demonstrate that this paper is unsurpassed
for beauty of tone and unique effects.

Clorona, the Ilford warm

tone developing paper, gives

by normal treatment prints closely resembling old mezz,0'
tints. By modification of exposure and development
tones from sepia to bright red are obtained. Clorona is
equally suitable for contact printing and enlarging. It
is supplied in a range of twelve
cream base and five on white.

surfaces — seven on

Made
in England
by
ILFORD LTD., ILFORD, LONDON
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ADVERTISEMENTS

J. H. DALLMEYER,
PIONEERS

TELEPHOTO

LTD

OF

LENSES

and still the largest Manufacturers. Follow the example of the Editor,
whose wonderful pictures are reproduced in this issue, an4 have
your camera fitted with a DALLMEYER
TELEPHOTO
LENS.
“ POPULAR

”

Tele¬

photo Lens F/6. Made
in 3 focal lengths.

“ Leica ” Camera fitted with 12-in.
F/4.5 New Largf Adon Telephoto
Lens. Lenses ranging in focal
length from 2-in. F/1.9 stocked.

lex Cameras.

“NEW LARGE ADON”
Telephoto Lens F/4.5.
Made in focal lengths

Prices

used by the Press

T.-P. Sports Camera

with 40-in. F/8 “ Dallon”

Tele-Anastigmat

from

For Reflex and Focal-plane
Cameras.

Lens.

“ADON”
Adjustable
Telephoto
Lens.

“ Naturalist’s’ Reflex
Outfit, comprising
J-plate Soho

£9:0:0

Reflex
Price in Mount,
Micro¬
meter

and “Grandac” F/10
Rapid Telephoto

£7:0:0

Lens, 5-8 mags.

WRITE
“WHY

FOR
A

BOOKLET-

TELEPHOTO

LENS?

l^-plate T.-P. Reflex fitted with
“ Popular ’’ Telephoto Lens.

J. H. DALLMEYER
LTD.

31, Mortimer Street
Oxford Street, W.l
'

Museum

Dallmeyer,

“Etui” Camera fitted with F/6.5
“ Dallon ’ Tele-Anastigmat.

10

PLEASE

MENTION

"THE

N. & G. “ Sibyl ” fitted with 9-in.
F/6.5 “ Dallon ” Tele-Anastigmat.
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6022/3
London

Works : Dallmeyer Road, Willesden, M
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COLOUR is a regu¬

Hozu

lar will-o’-the-wisp
in photography. It
leads us on, bewitches
us, and entices us to
snap wherever colour
harmony catches the
eye. Then, when we
come to make the print,
it has mischievously disappeared, leav¬
ing us with just a dull, lifeless image
which maybe has no attraction at all.
No doubt most of us can produce
a number of such prints, especially
from amongst our early efforts. They
are attempts which may only just
miss real effectiveness. But they
do miss it. They lack the colours
which made the subject succeed as
a picture before the naked eye.
Why not then, during these longer
evenings, endeavour to replace this
element, and infuse the pictures once
again with their lost charm. It is not
a difficult matter to colour prints,
providing a few elementary rules are
kept in mind.
The first thing to decide is the
colouring medium to use. Here is to
be found a good selection : oil paint,
pastels, photographic tints, coloured
pencils, or ordinary water - colour
paint. The last-named is very satis¬
factory, for it has a transparent
quality that oils and pastels do not
possess. Water colour does not obscure
the modulations of the underlying print.
In using water colour, the selection
of the paper surface is an important
factor. A good matt — white matt
for preference — is the most suitable.
It offers least resistance to the colour¬

to Colour

Ph o tograjDh ic
PRINTS

ing medium. A semi-matt paper can
usually be rendered suitable by a
wash of ox-gall. Messrs. Rowney
sell a preparation of this in liquid
form, and it is clear and colourless.
The solid form is brown and tints the

DO

YOU

KNOW

?

the

sky, whilst for th

typical north the
- country
atmosphere,
grey
mixings which will con¬
vey hazy and overcast
skies might be in greater
demand. Cobalt, crim¬
son lake and gamboge,
with

varying

tions of water, will produce

By

M.

any required tone. Oncoming night,
with its blue or purple hues, would re¬
quire a grey in which the red and blue
predominate. For this, add greater

G. PARKER.

surface a little, and thus may slightly
alter the applied colours.
Having moistened the colours, first
treat the lightest, the most luminous,
parts of the photograph. Take the
sky first if it is a landscape, or the
palest petals if it happens to be a floral
study. This is necessary so that all
the tones can be comparatively correct.
It is an easy matter to darken a patch,
whereas it is not so easy, and in some
cases it is an impossibility, to lighten
the tone sufficiently. Besides, a sky
cannot be painted with the same
brightness that a natural one possesses.
Even if the paper is left pure white,
it possesses no luminosity. It is the
surrounding tints and tones which must
be so manipulated that they create
that illusion. Therefore get those light
parts in first. Then continue with the
next lightest, and so on until the final
dark tones are reached.
Let us suppose it is a landscape we
have in hand. It is well to consider
the type of day or the season

which

is

to be depicted ; for the mixing of one’s
colours must vary accordingly, just
as much as Nature’s colours alter
with her changing seasons and moods.
A brilliantly sunshiny day in, say,
Cornwall, would require cobalt blue
with perhaps a touch of prussian for

A new

propor¬
a grey of

proportions of
when mixing.

crimson

and

cobalt

If there is an evening glow of sunset
in the sky, a little orange (composed
of vermilion and gamboge) will give
just that

touch

of reality which

is

convincing. But where skies are con¬
cerned, be sure to use orange and
yellows of all kinds with reserve.
The green for the meadows, foliage,
etc., will require a different mixing for
individual expanses. For the sunlit
meadows, gamboge with a tip of
Prussian blue will be realistic. This
mingling is particularly suitable for
the. fresh green of spring. For a
slightly duller green, cobalt may re¬
place the Prussian. As the proportion
of cobalt is increased, deeper and
deeper greens will result.
For a heavier green, suitable for a
foreground in shadow or for heavy
reflections of foliage, I should substi¬
tute for the more delicate gamboge a
portion of yellow ochre. A brush
tipped with crimson lake will convert
the green into a brown eminently
suitable for twigs, etc.
Personally, I like to mix my colours
in this manner. I have a particular
aversion to ready-mixed greens. In
any case, they require additions to
produce variation, and some of them
stain very badly.

series of Picture

Pars

for the Amateur.
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BERNARD

ALFIERI

in daylight with both electric bulbs
on one side, that is, using daylight
for the general lighting and em¬
ploying the lamps for modelling
only, it will be found that exposures

Xice

doggy.

IN portraiture there are two poi
sitter’s and the photographer’s
are photographing babies there

viously the bal:)y’s !
I'or any type of successful por¬
traiture tlrere must be a s\'mpathetic
understanding, often achieved by

novelty on the one side, and pro¬
fessional affability on the other.
A baby fails to respond to the
latter, or — w'ho knows ?— takes it at
its correct value.

Not

of i/25th or even i/5oth of a second
will prove sufficient providing there
is a bright north light.
I have also obtained excellent
results by arranging the photograph
in direct sunlight near a window,
and interposing a large screen of
muslin and tracing-paper. Once
these matters have been arranged,
and the lamps have been placed
with the knowledge that the sitter
will probably exhibit a strong desire
to swing from the lamp stand, or
use it as a dumb-bell — in other words,
precautions have been taken to place
them out of reach — and the camera

W'e have to start from the begin¬
ning, adjusting our outlook to that
of our sitter, and it is no good for
the fond mother to protest that she
does not agree when the centre of
attraction prefers to pose with one
sock off, and a foot pointing at the
camera ; or for the photographer
to be pressed for time.
After a few attempts we learn to
follow what appears to be a long
procedure, but in the end we save a
lot of time.
It is essential to give instantaneous
exposures, but with the rapid plates
and films now on the market, this
should not present any difficulty,
providing a large-aperture lens is
available and two small floodlights.
The accompanying photographs
were taken with a stop of f/3.5 at
i/ioth of a second exposure by the
light of two loo-c.p. bulbs. If the
exposures are made near a window

I2

really '

has been focussed on a predeter¬
mined spot, and the lights switched
on, the model may be introduced.

Ride

a cock-horse.
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Lights will always form an at¬
traction, and time must be allowed
for the first novelty to wear off,
after which we can encourage a little
exercise in the form of crawling
backwards, and receive free gifts

UN.
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Photography
AT

HOME

in the form of sundry pieces of
clothing, which generous behaviour
will lose its fun providing no one
objects, after which a few overtures
on the part of the photographer
may be noticed ; if they are not —
well, you are in too much of a
hurry, and a little more time will
be required ; but it will happen
sooner or later, and the time has
come for the first “ shot.” I have
learnt that at the correct moment
an unexpected movement, if it is not
made too rapidly, will usually hold
the pose enough to make the
exposure.
Perhaps one of the most hack¬
neyed expressions that photogra¬
phers have been called upon to
suffer since the invention of the camera is ” look at
the dicky bird.” Yet there are few evils that cannot
be turned to advantage, and wonders can be done with

T ea-time.

a cardboard figure that pops up behind the camera with
the aid of a piece of cotton, and untiring enthusiasm will
herald the arrival of dicky birds, cockatoos, bog3--men,
and other characters.
Probably no one actor achieves greater success than
another, and it may be that all the efforts remain un¬
identified, particularly if the}' are home-made ; but
whether it is simply the movement, or the sudden appear¬
ance of a patch of bright colour, the device is well worth
any trouble that it may take to perfect.
One more word of warning : a child’s mind changes
quickly, and it takes a remarkably short space of time
to alter the happy face into a concentration of wrinkles,
and boredom into tears ; but this is where mother is
inx’aluable, a little walk round if
well the photographer need not
And then a little innovation in the
off the lights, and we shall all be

we are old enough, or —
worry. Mother knows.
form of switching on and
happy again.
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t3
A

" little something

” to go on with.

All over bar the shouting.
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Right Time of
Y ear for Seascapes
Three

illustrations

appear

a good rendering
of the foreground ;
a telephoto lens is
better for more
distant effects.
The best equip¬
ment for the work
is oilskins over light
clothing, sea-boots,
and a complete

For the worker to whom the sea in
its more

boisterous

moods

makes

an appeal, early spring is the ideal
season. The aftermath of winter is
evidenced in the storms that sweep
the coast. The deiys are lengthening,
and occasional gleams of sunshine
give flashes of beauty to the troubled
waters that are fa.scinating in their
variety.
The sea in this mood not only
provides unending material for the
enthusiast, but presents a subject that
is ever-changing in its contours. The
amazing variations of a familiar theme
that can occur with giant waves break¬
ing on a rocky shore can only be
realised after continued observation.

disregard for an
occasional soaking. It is comforting to
remember that one seldom catches
cold from sea water.
Deep

Sea

h'or deep .sea work

Work,
the best pictures

on

the art pages

in the centre

of this issue.

in the matter of plate or film speeds
and shutter exposures ; but for even
the most aggressive wave no speed
higher than about i/i5oth of a second
is
or action
the water
and desirable,
the idea of
is lost" freezes
for most”
wave studies, i/iooth of a second, or
even i /50th, will serve if the right
moment of exposiure is chosen. Stops
can be ad j usted accordingly. With the
modern
high-speed panchromatic
plates and films, a light-filter can be
used with advantage under these con¬
ditions.
It is possible in certain advantage¬
ous circumstances to use any type of
ordinary hand camera (either for
films or plates) and chance a shot here
and there without the camera or lens
coming to grief from flying spray or
unexpected splashes of sea water. If,
however, the job is to be tackled
properly and in a serious spirit, camera
worries must not obtrude, and an
instrument adequately protected
against
necessity.all storm

conditions

becomes

a

The camera illustrated is one that
has done much service in the face of

The conflicting effects of wind and
tide unceasingly produce differences of
approach that may be anticipated but
are always suq)rising when they occur.

stormy weather, and something similar
is advocated if it is to be used fre¬
quently for rough sea work. This
generally means keeping it directed at

Essentials.
While this is a subject that calls for
concentration (coupled with a certain
liveliness of personal action) it is one
in which the elements of a compo¬
sition must be visualised swiftly and
dealt with promptly, or the chance of
a picture is gone for ever.
The best pictures of breaking waves
occur in the neighbourhood of rocks
in stormy weather or immediately
following a storm at sea ; but not
necessarily on dull days with leaden
skies. Bright sunny days and big
seas frequently come together.
The best conditions are when the
wind is off shore and the tide rising,
but a safe line of retreat should always
be provided for. The reason for this
advice is obvious.
The best viewpoint is one chosen as
low as possible to avoid a straight
skyline. This should be broken by
the foreground waves. The normal
focal length of lens gives in most cases
14

TKe

Camera

when

new.

are to be made from vessels fairly low
in the water. When
very rough,
e.Kpose with the dip of the boat in
the trough of the sea. This produces
a more imposing effect looking up at
the high skyline formed by a following
wave, than when on top of a roller
looking down on what may appear a
comparatively flat expanse of ocean
with level skyline. This choice of view¬
point and moment of exposure makes
all the difference with practically the
same material.
The actinic quality of the light at
sea or on the coast is about fifty per
cent better than inland at the same
time of day under similar sky con¬
ditions. This can be turned to account
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to-day, after many

storms.

the object for perhaps half an hour at
a time, in the midst of drenching spray,
waiting the right instant to expose.
It is, in effect, a water-tight box
enclosing the camera, in this case a
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Eliminate
Camera troubles

i

by using the CONTAX.
It contains so many new
features that it is in a class by itself ; one of the many
advantages is the metal FOCAL-PLANE
SHUTTER,
the curtains being made entirely of metal, pliable
as rubber-coated cloth and absolutely light-tight
and permanent.
Exposures, really accurate, up to

1/1, 000th sec. controlled by one knob in front of the

camera, and speeds
and AFTER
setting.

can

be

altered

both

BEFORE

The
LONG
BASE,
COUPLED
RANGE-FINDER
makes focussing an easy matter, and near distances
are indicated even to an inch — a hig point when using
ultra-rapid lenses.

CONTAX
CAMERAS

PRECISION

The CONTAX
takes 36 exposures, each 36 x24 mm.
Any perforated cing film can be used, but daylight
Contax spools, Zeiss Ikon ortho ultra-rapid film are
specially recommended.
Enlargements up to three
feet can be made from Contax negatives.

ZEISS IKON LTD.
11, MORTIMER HOUSE, MORTIMER
LONDON, W.1

Be

ST.,

Positive
That

Your

is developed to the best possible

Negative
advantage. The BEST

developer

RODINAL
Equally suitable for
Plates, Films or Papers.
shown

Many of the negatives of the pictures
Photography were developed with RodinaL
Write

PLEASE

MENTION

"THE

AMATEUR

That speaks for itself.

for free Booklet
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in Existence
SIBYL

”

Used by Mr. F. J. Mortimer in the
production of his famous seascapes.

“Sibyl Vitesse”

This is a plate and film-pack
model of the renowned 3^X2^
New Special Sibyl. It has f/3.5
lens and embraces all the
“

Sibyl

camera

”

features.

A

insiantiy ready fbrusL
on pressure of a button.

wonderful

With
With

that is a pleasure to use,

Complete

it has gained a place in
the affections of all who
have used it.
Shutter

of New

Design. — This is the outstanding

F/3.5 Zeiss
F/2. 8 Zeiss

THORSCH

Tessar
Tessar

IllDstrated

&

Lens
Lens

Speciflcation

CO., LTD.,

at yoor

£18:15:0
£21: O :0

Dealer’s,

or from

feature of both

cameras. Specially designed by skilled craftsmen, it embodies
number of new principles. It provides a unique range

a

I /i 50th to two secs.) that are accurate,

and ball and time movements when
the shutter is set at any speed.

“Sibyl Excelsior”

A roll-film camera taking
4i X2i pictures, and pos¬
sessing several unique
features. Spool chambers
automatically lift clear of
camera when back is opened.
Spools are dropped in
position — No Spool Pins —
and return to position for use
by merely closing camera
back. Special device keeps
the film perfectly flat during
exposure. Fitted with a f/4.5
lens, it is an all-round camera
for the discriminating worker.

New

The Correct
Developer

AZOL
The AZOL method is not only simple,
it is sure. The AZOL Time and
Temperature Tables show at a
glance just how long to leave
the film or plate in the solution
to be correctly developed. The
AZOL way saves time and money
and is most fascinating. A 3-oz.
bottle makes 75 to 300 oz. Price 2/

REDUCED PRICES for all ROLL-FILM Models.
Send for oar new Illustrated Art Catalogue.

Newman & Guardia

LTD.

63, Newman
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Sibyl. It was built by the
of that camera and has had

many rough passages over the rocks
without being much the worse. It is
made with strong brass binding and
doors to open at convenient places to
get at lens, shutter, dark slides or

Exhibitions
Xotices of forthcoming

changing-box. A spring flap at the
front with a simple string pull to open
uncovers the lens for a moment while
the actual shutter exposure is effected
by a release at the side followed
immediately by the closing of the
front flap. Unless very unlucky no

and

The Amaieii Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
Entries, February 28. Rules in this issue.
“ Nature in Winter ” Competition. £10 in cash and
books by Beverley Nichols awarded as prizes by Jona¬
than Cape, Ltd. Closing date, March 31. Entries
to be addressed to “ Nature in Winter ” Competition,
The A mateur I^notographer, Dorset House, Tudor Street,
London, E.C.4. For further particulars see issue
dated January ir.
South London P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open,
Febniary 18-March 19. Hon. Exhibition Secretary,
B. C. Rayment, 44, Priory Road, Kew, Surrey.
Scottish National Salon, Aberdeen.— February 18March n. Secretary, Miss Hilda M. Bailey, 63, Watson
Street, Aberdeen.
Leicester and Leicestershire P.S. International
Exhibition. — February 20-25. Secretary, Wm.
E.
Harphani, 28, Chaucer Street, Leicester.
York and D.P.S. International Salon. — Open,
February 24-25. Particulars from N. J. Rushton,
Tall Timbers, Hull Road, York.
Pittsburgh .Salon. —Open, March ly-.Vpril 16.
Secretary, 13. H. Chatto, 1300, Milton Avenue, Pitts¬
burgh, 18, Pa., U.S.A.
Birkenhead P..A. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March
8-11. Secretary, F. W. C. Hollett, 8, Snowdon Road,
Birkenhead.
City of London an I Cripplegate P.S. Annual Ex¬
hibition. — Open, March 6-8. Hon. Exhibition Secre¬
taries, H. G. Reese Jones, 18, WooJ Street, E.C.2,
and J. R. P. Hilliani, 86, Dovvnton .Avenue, Streathaiu
Mill, S.W.2.
Birmingham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open,
March 4-18. Particulars from G. G. Hcathcock,
Essex House, 27, Temple Street, Birmingham.
G.E.R. Mechanics Institute P.S. Exhibition. — Open
class. Entries due, February 22 ; open, March 7-8.
Entry forms from A. G. Barker, 24, Willow Street,
Romford, Essex.

spray ever finds its way on to the lens.
A large wire direct-vision finder and
sighting pin and suitable carrying
strap are all the external projections.
It has been a trusty companion and
may yet make a few more
opportunity occurs.

Competitions

exhibitions and competitions will be indiule.l here every week

shots if the
F. J. M.

FUTURE.

if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.

San Diego). — Entries, .April i ; open, April 21-May
14. Particulars from Miss Ruth Kilbounie, 4225,
Arden Way, San Diego, California, U.S.A.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Annual
Exhibition (Open Classes). — Entries, April 6 ; open,
April 28-May 7. Particulars from J. Ain ger Hall, Hon.
Exhibition Secretary, 10, Kitsoii Roa J, Lon Ion, S.W.13.
Beckenham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, April
6-12. Secretary, F. H. Elliott, 31a, Worbeck Road,
Anerley, S.E.20.
Midland Salon, City Art Gallery, Leicester. — En¬

WORLDS

JURY

o

tries, I^Iay 6 ; open, May 27-June 24. Particular,
fro.n Hon. Secretaries, W. Bailey and A. E. Tracey
Cank Street, Leicester.
Northern Photographic Exhibition (Bradford). —
Entries, May 13 ; open, June 17- August 20. Entry
forms from A. Greenwoo-l, Myrtle Dene, Harrogate
Road, Bradford.
Cardiff C.C. World’s Masters Salon. — Entries, May
14; open, June 9-24. Entry forms and particulars
from G. H. Palmer, Hon. Exhibition Secretary,
Y.M.C.A., Cardiff.

FAlk

CU/CAGO

International Photographic Salon
A Century of Progress Exposition

Prague International .Salon.— Entries, March i ;
open, April 8-22. Entry forms from Association of
Czechoslovak Amateur Photographic Societies, Riegrovo Nabiezi, 22, Prague II, Czechoslovakia.
Chicago World’s Fair International Exhibition, 1933.
— Entries, April i ;
open, June- i-October 31.
Enquiries to “ 1933 Salon,” Chicago Camera Club,
137, North Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S..A.
Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries, March
7; open, March 29-April i. Secretary, Walter Selfe,
24, Pembury Road, Clapton, E.5.
]3oltoii Camera Club International Exhibition. —
Entries, March 8 ; open, April 1-8. Further particulars
and entry forms from John B. Adshead, 69, Hastings
Road, Bolton, Lancs.
Victorian (Australia) International Salon (Melbourne
.Athena?uni Art Gallery). — Open, April 24-May 6.
Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junction, Camberwell,
E.6, Melbourne, Australia.
Barry C.C. International Salon. — Entries, March ii ;
open, March 20-25. Particulars from J. H. White,
Exhibition Secretary, Barry Camera Club, Y.M.C.A.,
Barry, South Wales.
Bishop Auckland P.S. Annual .Salon. — Entries,
March 14 ; open, March 22-25. Entry fonns from
T. Ambler, 18, Ray Gardens, Cockton Hill, Bishop
.Auckland, Co. Durham.
Derby Rly. Inst. P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries,
March 20 ; open, April 6-8. Exhibition Secretary,
J. Condie, Railway Institute, L.M.S. Rly., Derby.
Bridge of Allan and District Photographic Society
International Salon. — Entries, March 28 ; open,
.April 15-29. Particulars from Mrs. Brown, Jun., The
Studio, Bridge of Allan, Scotland.
Nottingham and Notts P.S. International Exhibition.
Twenty awards for prints and slides. Special prize
for best Colonial print.— Entries, March 29 ; open,
.April 6-8. Hon. Secretary, T. Finch, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Photographic papers please copy.)
Brighton and Hove C.C. Annual Exhibition (one
class open to members of clubs in Kent, Sussex and
Hampshire). — Entries, April i ; open, April 10May 6. Exhibition Secretary, R. J. Betting, 71,
East Street, Brighton.
Third International Salon, San Diego, Fine Arts
Gallery (under auspices of Camera Enthusiasts of

TJ. MORTIMER, H0N.ER.HS.
ENGLAND. PICTORIAL PHOT.

FRANK R.TRAPRl.-, ER.Pfi
U, S. A I3CT0RIAL PHOT.

.ciRiE MACOONAiO, lOfiER.PS.
U, S. A PRGFESS'ONAl PHOT,

1

69
CHARLES AYLETT, F.R.RS,
CANADA. PR0f£5510f<AL PHOT.

JAMES
M. CAU.-IELD
U, S. A. COMMERCIAL
PHOT

DR. E, P WIC'HTMAN, F. R.RS.
U, S. A. SCIENTIFIC PHOT.

The above portraits have been published by The Chicago Camera Club, in connection with the Chicago World’s
Taif International Salon. Readers shotild note that the sending-in date has been extended to April i.
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NOTES
Every week an article will appear under this heading dealing
with a topic of interest to the novice in photography.

UNSUITABLE

I HAVE before me a letter which
was sent to the queries department

of " The A.P.,” and as it raises
points of general interest I will quote
it, and then comment on these points.
“ f want to copy some glazed post¬
cards. I found that a Process plate
fully exposed and correctly developed
(time and temperature) brings out a
too contrasty negative for lantern and
gaslight printing. I read somewhere
that a Process plate is suitable for
this if thoroughly exposed and un¬
developed (? under-developed) in a
weak developer. I haven’t tried this.
But would this be successful ? f have
tried copying these prints with Anti¬
screen plates and Super-sensitive pan.

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER
e
Jot' th

MATERIALS.
show that the correspondent quoted
above was offered all the guidance
necessary to meet his difficulties.
In the first article f showed how f
had photographed a wood carving
with all its lights and shades, and
then had put a postcard print on the
same spot and secured all the tones in
that. I added, “ Both the negatives
were made on Wellington .\nti-screen
plates. These, and similar plates, are
capable of giving the full range of
tones required.” A Process plate is
not of a similar kind to those recom¬
mended.
In the

second

L NOTIONS

article 1 showed

a

copy of an old pen drawing. I
pointed out that though this could

reproduced every gradation of tone in
the original ; and no negative can do
more
that.”
Nowthan
I contend
that all this quite
clearly showed that for copying his
photographs

the reader should not use

a Process plate, either “ correctly ”
exposed and developed, or over¬
exposed and under-developed. The
plate is unsuitable for the purpose.
The fact that he got “ flat and un¬
interesting negatives ’ ’ on more suitable
plates only shows that what he calls
" correct exposure and development ”
was nothing of the kind. Correct
e.xposure and development would have
given him, as they gave me, a nega¬
tive ” which has faithfully reproduced
every gradation of tone in the
There is no reason why we should
handicap ourselves by using unsuitable
original.” when something more appro¬
material
priate is just as readily obtainable.
1 know of another recent case of a
beginner who was attempting portraits
by artificial light, and he was using
hypersensitive plates, and a lens at
f/2.9. There was no question of
unsuitable materieds here, but only a
photographer with some experience
and technical skill could use them to
advantage. The beginner could not
focus accurately with a lens of so
little depth, and he was over-exposing
and under-developing his plates be¬
cause he did not understand them.
He would have done better to feel

plates, but I obtained a very flat,
uninteresting negative although I gave
correct exposure and development.
I have read W. L. F. W.’s articles on
copying, and there was no particular
help there in this direction.”
That is the letter, and, as I said,
it raises several interesting points.
It will be understood that when I
deal with any particular photographic
operation on this page I do not profess
to write an exhaustive scientific treatise
on the subject. What I try to do is to
put beginners on the right path ; and
by referring to the three articles I
wrote about copying I think I can
18

have been copied with such a plate as
the Anti-screen I did not use such. I
said, " In a case like this there are only
two things to obtain in the copy —
black and white ; and the best way
to obtain them is to use a Process
plate.

This

is the type

of plate to

use for all such subjects.” But the
correspondent’s postcards were not
such subjects.
In the third article I showed a wood
engraving which I copied on a Process
plate. I also showed a copy of a
sepia drawing, and said, ” For this I
used an orthochromatic plate which,
as far as I can judge, has faithfully

170

his way by using, say, an aperture of
f /4 .5 , and fast, but not super-fast, plates .
The illustration herewith is from a
very old negativ’e of mine, one of
many I took when I was frequently
making ” sports ” pictures. I think
I may safely say that this particular
one must have been taken with a
lens working at f/6, and on an ordinary'
plate with a speed of 350 H. and D.
It was developed with pyro-soda with
little or no sulphite, so that the image
is of a colour that would give most
modern photographers fits. At any
rate, in the print the players are all
recognisable, and the flying ball is
perfectly sharp.

th[ amateur photographer
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The fact is that years ago we all of
us did high-speed work with plates
and lenses so slow that they would be
sneered at by the high-speed workers
of to-day. Of course, we now take
advantage of modern improvements
— -the wonderfully fast and excellent
sensitive material, and the superb
optical instruments at our disposal.
But the beginner may be misled into
supposing that such things will remove

The troul)le of washing

enlargements can be
solved by the simple
arrangement shown in Fig. i.
It consists of a 9 X f in. board
about 4 ft. long. Along the
edge is screwed with brass
screws some i|:-in. strips, and
across it, at convenient dis¬
tances, more strips | X J in.,
with a line of small holes
drilled near the bottom. A
trough at the top allows it to
be placed under the bath tap
and some hinged legs keep it
at an angle. When not re¬
quired, the legs may be folded
and the whole kept in a
convenient corner.
A second type of washer as
shown in Fig. 2 is recommended
for larger prints. This con¬
sists of a framework of i X | in.
so arranged that a convenient
number of loose trays may be
supported by it at an angle.

w

all his difficulties, whereas their use
demands knowledge and skill which
he does not yet command. He should
make haste slowly. For example,
many a beginner has considered him¬
self more thoroughly equipped by
getting

a

shutter

which

will give

exposures of one-thousandth of a
second. The chances are that he
never takes a subject that demands
anything like so rapid an exposure.

He

would

do better to learn when

to

give longer exposures.
It is really the same sort of thing
as a novice trying to copy an ordinary
photograph on a Process plate. He
may possibly succeed, but he is far
more likely to succeed with a more
suitable plate. In considering materi¬
als and apparatus the beginner should
also consider his own ability and
knowledge.

ASHERS for
ENLARGEMENTS

W. L. F. W.

The trays can be easily
constructed of T-in. plywood
with -T X f in. sides. There is
no need for the trays to be
water-tight as the}'' are only
needed to guide the water over
the
prints.
But whole
it is isrecom¬
mended
that the
given
at least a couple of coats of
good acid-proof cellulose paint,
and that brass screws are used.
No

definite dimensions

are

given, as the sizes will depend on
the wash.
largest print it is required
to
These washers cost little to
make, and either type can be
constructed in a few hours.
In the case of the second type
of washer (Fig. 2) the trays are,
of course, remo\ able, and it is
the prints
turn during
planor totwice
a goodonce
over
the
washing and also to reverse
the order of the trays from
bottom t® top at least once.
Tests have shown that five
prints can be washed
10X8
free from hypo in twenty
minutes with either type.

Every other tray is " stag¬
gered”
andthea end
row of
of each
holes so
is
drilled in
that the water from the one
above flows into the one below.

^‘The
A.P.’’ Monthly Competitions. PRIZES AND RULES.
To encourage pictorial outlook and good technique in the photographic ■work of our readers in all parts of the world.
This

class is open

to all amateur

photographers.

First Prize. — One guinea in cash or “ A.P.’* silver
plaque (optional).
Second Prize. — Half a guinea in cash or “ A.P.”
bronze plaque (optional).
Third Prize. — Five shillings in cash.
A special prize of five shillings in cash for the best
mounted picture.
Certificates of Merit.
In addition to the general rules (see below), the
following conditions apply :—
(1) All prints must be accompanied by a stamped
addressed envelope or wrapper if they are to be
returned. Prints receiving an award will be retained.
(2) Prints must be mounted, but not framed.
(3) Returnable prints in the Advanced Section will
be sent back with a typed criticism, and classified
according to merit.
(4) Fhints may be of any size and by any process,
and must be the competitor’s own work throughout.
(5) The award of a prize or certificate in the Ad¬
vanced Workers* Competition or any other competition
orexhibition will not debarthe competitor from entering
again on future occasions and winning further prizeSi
(ir) For Intermediate Workers.
This class is to encourage those readers who

have

passed the “ beginner ’* stage and may have won an
award in the Beginners* Competition, but have not
progressed sufficiently to enter in the Advanced
Competition,
First Prize. — Half a guinea in cash.
Second Prize.— Five shillings in cash.
Certificates of Merit.
In addition to the general rules (see below), the
following conditions apply :—

(1) No print must be larger than 10x8 in., and
can be by contact or enlargement by any process, and
may be mounted.
(2) The whole of the work (exposure, development,
printing, etc.) must be carried out by the competitor.
(3) Prints entered in the Intermediate Section will
be criticised and returned if accompanied by stamped
addressed envelope or wrapper. Prints receiving
an award will be retained.
(4) The award of a prize or certificate in the Inter¬
mediate Competition debars the competitor from
entering this competition again, but he is then eligible
for the Advanced Workers’ Section.
(Ill) For Beginners.
This class is open to those who have
award in any photographic competition

never won an
or exhibition.

First Prize. — Half a guinea in cash.
Second Prize. — Five shillings in cash.
Certificates of Merit.
In addition to the general rules (see below), the
following conditions apply :—
(1) No print must be larger than 6x4 in. Contact
prints or small enlargements up to this size are eligible,
but must be unmounted.
(2) The exposure -must have been made by the
competitor, but developing and printing may be the
work of others.
(3) No prints can be criticised or returned.
(4) The award of a prize or certificate in the Begin¬
ners* Competition debars the competitor from entering
this section again.
General

Rules.

(i) Any number of prints may be entered, but each
print must have on the back the appropriate coupon
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(see advertisement pages) the date of which must be
hand.
within
five weeks of the closing date of the competition.
Overseas readers may use the most recent coupons to

print must have on the back the name
(2) Each
address
of the competitor, and the title,

and

(3) All entries must be addressed to The Editor,
The Amateur Photographer, Dorset House, Tudor Street,
London, E.C.4, and the package must be marked on
case may be.
“ Intermediate ” or “ Ad¬
as “theBeginners,”
vanced,”
the outside

No packages
charges
postage
are(4)

received
willbe bepaid.
to

on

which

there

be
communication on other matters shouldnce
(5) No with
enclosed
competition prints. No corresponde
in connection with the competitions can be undertaken.

as a declara¬
will be
of a print
entry
The it
(6) that
tion
is eligible
under
theregarded
rules, and that the
competitor agrees thereto.
(7) No responsibility is taken for the safety of
on all points connected
the Editor’s
prints,theandcompetition
s isdecision
final.
with
of The Amateur Photographer
The publishers
(8) have
shall
the right to reproduce without^ payment
any print entered, or to allow its reproduction in any
other paper quoting from The Amateur Photographer.
last
(g) The closing date of each competition is the
weekday of the month. Prints arrivine late will be
entered for the next month’s competition.
competitions
(10) The cash prizes awarded in these
nf the month following
fifteenth
on the
are
awards.
of the
announcement
the dispatched

The closing date for the current Competitions
is Tuesday, February 28th, and for March
Competitions, Friday, March 31st.
1 9
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From information communicated

ALTHOUC.H I use a S-i Xi] T.-P. reHex fitted with an
^
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i:2.g lens, I do not consider that the acquisition of
an expensive camera is a necessity for the production

to our Special Representative.

of exhibition pictures. All of us are endowed with sufficient
artistic instinct, when it is brought to the surface, to decide
what would make good pictures, and even a five-shilling
camera will suffice for most of them. The important point is
to discover one’s abilities, and this can be done only by re¬
peated practice and observation.
"In my own case, it was not until I asked ‘ The A.P.’ for
the address of my nearest club, and was put in touch with the
one round the corner which I never knew existed, that I found
I had a bent for night photography. And now when the sun
ceases to shine, especially when it rains, snows, or is foggy,
I thoroughly enjoy myself. Nothing gives me more pleasure
than to go out on a ‘ dirty ’ night, armed with my camera and
a mackintosh, for I find that the night is filled with romance
for those who will seek it.
" When necessary, my camera is well shielded from the
weather by a piece of rubber sheeting — a sort of inverted
bag affair with a hole for the lens. The lens has a tubular sun
shield, which on my camera is a rai)i shield.
" What do I look for ? I must confess that the hunt is
chiefly for a good foreground. A striking display of lighting
can occupy two-thirds or more of the picture space if desired,
and leaves only one-third more to think about ! I am often
asked if I prefer to avoid lights. T do not. T love to include
lights, and very prominently sometimes, for they give sparkle
and reality to a night picture, which, when the actual lights are
avoided, sometimes appear as though they were taken in strong
sunlight.
" Halation in the negative is easily avoided by under¬
development. But if by any chance I do find that one of the
lights has spread a little, I resort to Baskett’s local reducer
(small tin Globe metal polish ; 2 oz. each of terebene and
salad
oil). This with a rag over a finger or match-stick works
wonders.
" The production of the print or lantern slide is for me a
fairly easy matter. I rely mostly on makers’ instructions.
And although I love to experiment with wonderful developer
concoctions, I give the makers credit for knowing what is best — •
sometimes.

Tranquillity.

20

“ Like most other exhibitors, I often shade or overprint parts
of the picture during enlargement. This in my case is done
by the manipulation of the hands, as for the bunny-rabbit
silhouettes of our childhood days. In finishing a print, I
do not now use the oil-reinforcement process, for I much prefer
the natural surface of the paper. With stumps, crayon, pumice
powder, and a piece of rag, I find that all the retouching that
may be needed can be carried out. Steaming the print then
follows ; this fixes the retouching, and revives the surface, so
approaching the beauty of its wet state.
" Last, but by no means least, comes simple mounting.
Sometimes I use a thin black margin ; sometimes a line is ruled
round the print with the aid of a knitting needle and ruler.
But at most times nothing is added at all — not even a title
below the picture — for it is my contention that a picture should
stand alone. If it will not do so, then it is not a picture suit¬
By Geo. A. Slight. 173
able for exhibition purposes.”
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Daily

By H. I

Round."
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Feliruary

2. — “ The Fence."
3. — “ Canterbury Cathedral Crypt."
By ir. G. Flores.
By G. J. Collins.

5. — “ Echo of Feudal Times."
By L. Strong.

6. — “ Sunshine

Alley."

By II'. D. I'arney.

22,

4, — “ The Cobbled Street'*
By F. Hitchen.
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There is always something par¬

ticularly intriguing
sentations of effects
sunlight, particularly where
lends a new aspect to the
which its influence falls.

in repre¬
of glancing
that effect
surface on
A case in

point is “ Sunshine Alley,” by W. D.
Varney — No. 6 of the prints repro¬
duced on the opposite page — and the
artistic appeal so incorporated is
manifest and readily seen.
Glancing

Sunlight,

In its class it is very good work
indeed. Not only has it a pictorial
attraction of no little merit, but its
craftsmanship and technique are of a
wonderfully high standard.
In arrangement, too, it does not
offer any ground for serious complaint,
though a little more space on the left
and at the base would be advisable,
first to allow a bit more room for the
splash of sunshine, and the latter to
permit of a greater degree of stability.
With the heavy top portion, a sub¬
stantial foundation is recjuired, and,
even if it meant the sacrifice of an
equal amount at the top, another
quarter of an inch would be an
advantage at the bottom.
But, despite its artistic success, its
appeal is a little impersonal, and, if a
really suitable figure could have been
included, the attraction would be
immeasurably appreciated. It would,
however, have to be appropriate to
the scene, or the picture would be
better as it is ; but, with a little luck
and a bit of waiting, the chances are
that, sooner or later, something would
turn up that would make the waiting
worth while.
The place for such a figure is just
on a level with the two plants in tubs
at the doorway on the left, but to
their right. It should be approaching,
rather than going away, and, if it
happened to be a girl or woman with
the sunlight glinting in her hair, the
gain in appeal can be readily imagined.
Street

Scenes

and

Figures.

Street scenes, however pleasing in
themselves, do not seem to reach
their maximum attraction unless they
are inhabited, and though the merit
of the picture as it stands is in no way
deprecated, there is no doubt that it

would be considerably improved by
the suggested inclusion.
It would add a touch of human
interest, and how this enhances a
picture is to be seen in No. i, ” The
Daily Round,” by H. V. Ross. It is
true that the figure is scarcely shown
to full advantage, the back view
being less attractive than the front or
side, but it does, even as it is, confer
an interest that does not exist in the
other. The effect of sunshine, though
it livens up the scene, has not the
same appeal, and suffers, too, from
the fact that there is no connection
between it and the figure.
In consequence, there is a feeling of
a division of interest, the attention
being first held by the sunlight and
then liy the figure, whereas, if the
figure were jjlaced in the sunshine,
the pull of the two would coincide and
the attraction of each unite.
Such an arrangement would be in¬
finitely preferable to that of the present
rendering ; but, if the subject is
repeated, there is another point that
needs attention, and that is exposure.
Interiors

and

Exposure.

With all interiors the exposure has
to be very greatly increased to enable
the sensitive emulsion to record ■ the
modulations present in even the
deepest shadows.
The utter blackness of the upper
portion of the wall on the left is only
to be expected if . the exposure is
inadequate. Experience is the only
reliable guide, but some sort of in¬
dication may be obtained from our
exposure tables — published each month
— or from the use of an exposure meter.
Another point to consider is the
contrast range of the subject. Sub¬
jects of this type present a more
extensive range of tone than subjects
out of doors, and the excess of con¬
trast must be counteracted by re¬
ducing the time of development of
the negative. In a case like this, and
assuming the negative is to be printed
on the same grade of paper as that
ordinarily employed, the required
reduction may be as much as . fifty
per cent. If, by any chance, develop¬
ment is allowed to proceed for the
normal time, some improvement may
be obtained by printing upon a paper of
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much softer characteristics ; but, neces¬
sarily, there are limitations to the extent
to which this remedy is available.
It is far better to make some adjust¬
ment in development, for the proba¬
bility is that it will either be too much
or too little, and it is as well to have
the latitude afforded by different
grades of paper in reserve.
A Question of Range.
It is primarily a question of range
of tone. If the range of the subject
is great, it can be brought within
reasonable limits either by reducing
the contrasts of the negative by
restricting development, or by the
use of a paper of long range — other¬
wise known as ” soft ” — or by a
combination of both.
No. 3, “Canterbury Cathedral
Crypt,” by G. J. Collins, is another
interior, and, while there is nothing
in it from which under-exposure could
be inferred, it exhibits a degree of
contrast that is almost as great as
that of the print previously discussed.
Now that the negative is made
there is no alternative but to try and
get a more harmonious

print on a softer

type of paper, but, had the negative
only been developed for two-thirds or
half the time that would normally be
given, a print on the same paper would
have been perfectly satisfactory.
Compared with either No. 6 or its
neighbour. No. 4, its tones appear
hard and too much inclined to “ soot
and whitewash.” The latter — “ The
Cobbled Street,” by F. Kitchen— is
good from the point of view of work¬
manship, but, in the absence of any
marked effect of sunshine, scarcely
attains the pictorial level of either
No. 6 or No. i.
Good
The same

Workmanship.

might

well be said of No.

5, " Echo of Feudal Times,” by L.
Strong, which, however, makes an
excellent record of the place, as well
as of No. 2, “ The Fence,” by W. G.
Flores, though the clouds, and not the
fence, constitute its real attraction.
As a matter of fact, the fence is in¬
clined to be a drawback, for it is an
ugly thing, and the sky, if accompanied
a quiet foreground, would
only abymuch
have
better chance of making
itself properly

felt.

“ Mentor.”
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Victorial Knalysis
Every

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

■ “BACK

WAY

page (No. 6, " Sunshine Alle}' ”)
there is something of a similarity, in
that the motive of each is an expres¬
sion of sunlight, and that in both
cases its influence takes effect on
buildings of an ancient character.
In the former, the subject was seen
against the light, anil, in this
instance, it is coming from
almost directly behind the
viewer.
Distinctive

INN,”

bestow the additional
human interest.

B’

I ETWEEN
this picture and one of
those discussed on the preceding

Human

by J. H.of Clark
.
gruity, but

advantage

Interest.

This is the sort of thing that almost
demands a figure to make it complete.
The sunlight is well rendered ; it is
an excellent motive ; and, as a setting
the whole thing is well conceived.

the equally brightly illumined
series of steps on the left (2)
— attains principality.
The pot and bench have
stronger position, but
steps are more important
size. The placing of
latter is, to some extent,

Differences.

Naturally enough, the dif¬
ference is distinctive, and the
impression of glinting light,
which was so well expressed
in the first, is here replaced
by a flat illumination. This
is inclined to stress those
planes on which it falls at
right angles or thereabouts,
and the shadows, apart from
differences arising from local
colour, tend to be more
distinctively defined.
The advantage conferred
by a strong dark at the base
is shown by the feeling of
stability that this example
possesses. It is, perhaps, not
so heavy at the top, though
it has a certain amount of
weight, but the shadow in
question does give this picture
a better balance. It seems to

the steps approaching the one
at top left, and the pot and
bench being practically on
that at bottom right.
Equivalent

is
very
slight,item
and is the
tion
of each
too attrac¬
nearly
equivalent. The addition,
previously suggested, to the
top might improve matters a
little, for it would cause the
top of the steps to drop below
the point of intersection, or,
if the patch of light on the pot
and bench could be extended,
it would

way to be avoided, and the slight
“ running out ” effect would be coun¬
teracted.

But, in the absence of a figure, the
attraction is rather thin. If the
work can be visualised as it would be

Incidentally; there does happen to
be a small patch of glancing light in
the bottom -right portion, and it is
interesting to note the variations
that arise on account of the different

with, for example, the figure of a
dairymaid carrying her milk pails and
stepping out of the doorway into the
sunlight, or standing in its light and
about to enter the door, it will be
appreciated how much fuller the
interest would be and how much the
value of the effect would be enhanced.

22

Attraction.

Possibly the pot has a
shade the greater pull, but it

hand, a little more space at
the top, here, would enable
the cutting off of the point
of the roof above the door¬

nection with “ Sunshine Alley,” that a
figure would enhance the picture, its
presence in this instance would

the
the
in
the
the

weaker, but each approxi¬
mates closely to one of the
four points formed by an
intersection of dividing thirds,

sit more comfortably within
its boundaries. On the other

way in which the light is falling.
Both prints are alike, however, in
the fact that their attraction is im¬
personal. No figures are included in
either, and, just as we saw, in con¬

something of the sort is
needful, and the point is one that
should be kept in mind when similar
subjects are e.ssayed in future.
Had a figure been present, it would
naturally assume the function of chief
item. In its absence, however, there
is some little doubt concerning which
of the two objects^the sunlit pot on
the bench at the right (i) or

A

dairymaid is mentioned simply
as an instance of what might be
suitable. Any other figure, even a
male, would serve the purpose as long
as it did not strike
a note of incon¬
182

give it the required

predominance ; but, at pres¬
ent. there is a suggestion of
division of interest, and noth¬
ing would be so effective as a figure.
That it did not happen to present
itself is unfortunate, b’ut on another
occasion it may be found possible,
either with the connivance of a model
appropriately dressed or by waiting
about till someone turned up, to make
the adjustment recommended. A con¬
siderable experience of this kind of
work leads to the conclusion that if the
requisite amount of trouble be taken
to obtain the result as it should be,
fortune very often bestows her favours,
and patience is frequently rewarded
by the appearance

of a figure.

" Mentor.”
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to the Editor

[etters
INDOOR

PORTRAITURE.

Sir, — Could 1 use a little of your valuable space to answer
F. J. Whyman, also in defence of myself.
I still maintain that I get my sitters to keep perfectly still for
40 seconds.
I notice that F. J. Whyman uses a plate that is 100 H.D.
faster than the standard Kodak that I use ; undoubtedly, if I
used a Verichrome I could cut my exposure by half.
If it is possible for F. J. Whyman to communicate with me
I would be only too pleased to send him (or her) a few copies
of my work. — Vours, etc.,
H. F. FOX.
SMALL

NEGATIVES.

Sir, — May I be permitted to differ most emphatically from
Mr. Parsons on the subject of small negatives.
Having used a Model i f/3.5 Elmar Leica throughout last
winter, with the enthusiasm resultant from such excellent
apparatus I was tempted to invest in an f/2.5 Hektor Inter¬
changeable Model, and e\entually added a 13.5 Hektor
Telephoto lens. I am more than pleased with my results, for
the small negatives are all that is to be desired for enlarge¬
ment purposes.
The enlarger is, I believe, a “ Boardman Soho,” being suitable
for either horizontal or vertical use, with a well-ventilated
lamp-house; of tubular construction ; working on runners with
thumbscrew adjustment. The lens is a Cooke f/3.1.
With this enlarger I can obtain enlargements up to 12 X 10
without breakdown of grain, and am certain that under similar
conditions I could produce from the same standpoint results
equivalent to or even better than Mr. Parsons with any Fplate
camera on the market.
The advantages of the Leica have so often been pointed out
in these columns that it is unnecessary to reiterate them.
A disadvantage often aired, " that the exposing of 36 pictures
is necessary before development,” is now ruled out, as 12-exposure films can be purchased. — Yours, etc., H. S. ELWOOD.
CLEANING

FILMS.

Sir, — With reference to the article by Mr. Peter Collin in
the issue for January i8th, 1933, I should like to make a
criticism regarding the suggested use of ether for cleaning
films. Mr. Collin does not say which variety of ether he sug¬
gests using, but both ethyl and petroleum ether are very
dangerously inflammable, and far more so than petrol.
My recommendation for cleaning film would be to use one
of the chlorine solvents now on the market, such as methylene
chloride. These solvents are excellent grease-removers, and
absolutely non-inflammable ; in fact, they are the basis of
the liquids used for fire extinguishers. — Yours, etc.,
LAURENCE
E. COOK.
THE

CAMERA

FOR

PICTORIAL

WORK.

Sir, — I would reply to, and thank, Mr. C. Rae
Mr. William Alexander.

Griffin and

My — shall we say ? — reverence for the masters, and my
letters, I think, indicate some of my respect for them and why,
convinces me that except when necessity dictates otherwise,
trimming in " any shape or form ” would be regarded by them
as the result of unmasterly work, or, excusable inexperience.
If with the camera at a chosen viewing-point, the focal length
of the only available lens was too short to avoid the inclusion
of unnecessary subject matter, the artist and teacher would
carefully point out the fact. Also, he would hold that the
greater the master the less trimming, and he would advise
that in the end, good composition comes not of rules but
of a feeling for a picture which looks right, and that to this
end a pictorialist should therefore " specialise ” upon work
which most appeals to him.
Of a number of cameras, all quite suitable for a certain subject.

The 'Editor

is not

the opinions

responsible

for

of his correspondents .

but all differing in shape, weight and size, my belief is that the
master pictorialist would choose that one giving the largest
and clearest viewing image. I need not enlarge upon my
statement, namely: "that the really small camera is not the
camera for pictorial photography.”
There is the reflex of the Rolieiflex, the Pilot, the reflex
attachment for the famous Leica, for the Contax, the Rolloroy,
and " Peggy.” The value of the brilliant view-finder as a reflex
is more generally appreciated by makers of the more inexpen¬
sive cameras, but not sufficiently so. Zeiss Ikon market
" telescopic finder magnifiers ” for their brilliant finders. We
can buy reflex magnifiers. There are collapsible hoods fitted
on cameras with small focussing screens.
What is the significance of all this ?
I have never doubted, to mention three cameras at random,
that the Leica, the Conta.x or the Rolieiflex can make “ per¬
fect ” negatives. Why shouldn't they ? Neither do I doubt
that they can do pictorial work. How can I ? The pictorialist
has nothing to worry about — except himself. For those who
are interested in this point, for those who may think attention
to it is not for the " practical ” pictorialist, there is an article
in The Quarterly Review for January, " Modern Sculpture and
the Greeks,” by Reginald Blomfield. This article may well
in " modern ”
at all interested
anyone etc.,
interest andin inform
tendencies
art. — Yours,
C. S. GRANT.
METRIC
Sir, — It would
own developers if
ments as well as
set out, with the

MEASURES.

be a great help to those who make up their
all formulie were given in the metric measure¬
in the English system. Once upon a time I
aid of several reference books, to master the

relationship of grains, drachms, fluid ounces and such-like
terms, but I gave it up in despair after a couple of months —
my brain was not equal to the strain. The best change would
be to forget about the archaic English system altogether, but
*I suppose there is still a sentimental attraction for it among
some of the more ancient photographers, and their feelings
should be respected.
Does any other reader favour mv

suggestion ?— Yours, etc.,
"

WIDE-ANGLE

LENS

FOR

457^”

REFLEX.

Sir, — I have been interested by the letters of Mr. Bray and
Mr. Ballance on this subject. The remedy suggested by Mr.
Ballance, that of fitting a wide-angle lens on a recessed fitting
inside the camera, is apparently only possible when the mirror
can be thrown out of action, and the angle thus obtained will
be restricted by the relative diameter of the lens mounting
on the panel, to the minimum possible extension, and will not,
I think, reach the angle of 95 degrees mentioned on many
cameras.
I should be interested to learn whether it is optically possible
to produce a lens with a reversal of the telephoto principle, i.e.,
a wide-angle lens with a converging lens behind, to enable it
to work at a greater distance from the plate than would other¬
wise be possible.
If, for example, a 3-in. wide-angle lens could be adapted for
use at 6 to 7 inches from a quarter-plate negative, keeping
approximately the original wide collecting angle of the lens,
I venture to suggest that such a lens would be most useful and
undoubtedly popular with reflex users, who are not infrequently
handicapped by the comparatively long focus lenses that they
are compelled to use, especially when working in confined
spaces.
18
3 The general

use of telephoto lenses has fully justified' the
enterprise displayed in their production, and it would be
gratifying to find our lens makers displaying similar enterprise,
in catering for what is probably a greater need, in the produc¬
tion of a lens of reversed characteristics. — Yours, etc.,
S. A. GANDY.
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“

Siemens

”

Projector.

The “ Siemens ” Projector for i6-mm. films, made by
Siemens & Halske, and distributed in Britain by Cinepro,
Ltd. (Sentinel House, Southampton Row, W.C.i),is a home
projector which stamls in a class by itself, becau.se of certain
novel features. It is probably the most talked-of projector
for home use which has been put on the market for some
time.
It is an “ engineer’s job,” as one would expect from its
association with the name of Siemens, and it does its work
well. I have seen
my own films pro¬
jected by it — Kodak
S.S. P an, Agfa
Xovopan, Selo and
(levaert films, with
pictures of varying
(jualities — and I am
more than content
with the screen
picture
them.

it gives

of

It has a 200-watt
lamp, giving a lightpower of about 130
lumens. (For the
benefit of those who
are not familiar with
lumens, let me say
that I have never
yet seen a brighter
image from a pro¬
jector
with
watt lamp.)

a

200-

There is a self-contained resistance inside the projector,
and you therefore do not need to lug around a resistance
nearly as big as the machine itself. This interior resistance
has to be selected to suit the voltage of the electric supply
which you use.
Another feature is the new style of take-up, which does its
work by means of a special ” dog ” device, which advances
the film by striking gently against the film without engaging
the perforations. This should make for long life in the
film — and certainly it removes the “ Siemens ” projector
from the controversy between the rival merits of one-claw
and two-claw types.
Speeds of 1 2 to 28 pictures per second at will are provided
for, and ” stills ” are instantly available when needed in the
course of projection. The rewind is by motor, and it has
a quick-acting reverse.
Threading is simple — all the more simple because the
take-up does not engage the perforations. Alternative
two-blade and three-blade shutters are provided for use
as required. The two-bladed one is recommended for
pictures more than 5 ft. wide, leaving the other for smaller
pictures.
24
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'Viewed

Reviewed bg J.E.$.

The whole thing is unusually compact. One of the reelarms folds back and becomes the carrying-handle. The
standard projection lens is of 5 cm., but other lenses
of ij or 2iJ inches are available. The one fitted is the
Hugo Meyer Kinon HI. There is an illuminated ammeter,
and a safety switch to protect your lamp in case of a
faulty connection or other trouble.
Altogether this is an ingenious machine, simple to work
and reliable, with a brilliant screen picture. None of its
special features seems to be mere gadgets, and, what is more,
they all seemed to work well. A good projector for the
clubroom as well as the drawing-room.
One accessory I like is the Siemens-Halske 400-ft. reel.
This reel has a small arm in which the film' is slipped into
a spring clip. The arm then swings back to the axle of the
reel and goes right out of the way. It is the easiest reel
to load I have met, and there never need be a single cussword used in the loading of the take-up spool.
The cost of this very much up-to-date projector, with
metal carrying-case which slips over it and holds a couple
of 400-ft. reels, is £6^, at which price it is ready for pro¬
jection without further accessories.
When
occupies
“

loaded into the carrying-case
a space of 14IX7IX9 inches.

Photoflood”

Kodak

and

Lamps

G.E.C.,

for

Indoor

working

the

whole

outfit

Shots.

in co-operation,

have

pro¬

duced for us photographers the ” Phototlood ” lamp which
is going to help cine amateurs and amateur portrait workers
to get indoor exposures in these dull winter days and at
night.
The “ Photoflood ” is described to me as a 150-watt lamp
of low voltage, overrun by about 60 per cent. When used
on a normal voltage — like my home supply, which is 220
— the filament is heavily overloaded and gives an intensely
brilliant light, a highly actinic light.
There is, by the way, a safety fuse inside the cap as a
safeguard against anything untoward occurring in your
household supply while using this lamp.
Of course, this overrun lamp burns out more quickly
than a lamp used under normal conditions ; but as its
normal working life — two hours or so — is more than
sufficient for exposing 2,000 ft. of i6-mm. pan. film, it will
do a good deal of work in its bright young life.
The “ Photoflood ” is supplied only with a bayonetcatch
cap, which
household
fittings.means that it can 'be used in the ordinary
It enables portraits or close-ups to be taken with con¬
fidence on Kodak Supersensitive pan. film if the lens is open
at f/1.9. With two " Photofloods ” properly placed, cine
shots at f/3.5 become within the range of possibility,
provided that the subjects are not too dark toned.
The “ Photoflood ” is being made in all voltages from
100 to 250. As the lamp costs only 7s. 6d., it ought to
encourage many photographers to try their luck at indoor
work.
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ROLLEIFLEX
The

combination

camera

of modern

overcomes

features

all obstacles

in every

in

the

Rolleiflex

production

first-rate photographs, under all conditions.
no fiddling with inconvenient shutter and lens
A twist
tion,

of a knob,

sets

the

while

shutter

the camera
speed,

correct diaphragm stop.
into position at a touch.

is in the ready

while

another

finder

lens

enables

with

WWIml

p

for 32-page

1 b

and

Winter

name

of

de luxe

Brochure

Prospectus,

nearest

dealer

R. F. HUNTER

and
to :

its new

:

to see

the

picture

critical
Special

even

during

Rolleiflex gives 12 pictures on 31^x2^
Rolleiflex becomes still more versatile

plate adapter,

individual

negatives

producing

better

for

which
special

pictures — get

enables

you

to develop

requirements.
a Rolleiflex

now

With

f/4.5 Zeiss

With

f/3.8 Zeiss Tessar, £22:10:0

INN RD., LONDON,
w.c.i.

PHONE

you

the

All automatic — the hood springs
Your picture is reflected, right

Start
I

Ltd.

CelRx House,
51, GRAY’S

The
The

posi¬

gives

way up, on the ground-glass screen, while
focussing is obtained with a focussing magnifier.
exposure.
roll film.

of

There’s
setting.

HOLBORN

Tessar, £20:0:0
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WRATTEN

LIGHT

FILTERS

As the result of extensive study of sensitizing dyes carried out in the Kodak Research
Laboratories, both the speed and colour sensitivity of Eastman Panchromatic
Films have been greatly increased. The new standards attained necessitated revision
of the series of Wratten Orthochromatic Filters.
The two “K” filters are the same as those previously supplied under these names.
The K3 is now obsolete, the improvements in sensitizing having made it unnecessary.
The two new filters are :

Kl. A pale yellow filter which should be
used when only a slight colour correction is
needed, or when exposure must of necessity
be short. May be used with any of the
Eastman Panchromatic Films.
K2. A yellow
rection. For use
Panchromatic
matic Process
Panchromatic

XI. A pale green filter for use with
Eastman Portrait Panchromatic Film by
lamp.
half- watt light or for Eastman Super-sensi¬
tive Panchromatic Film by daylight or arc

filter giving full colour cor¬
with Eastman Commercial
Film, Eastman Panchro¬
Film and Eastman Portrait
Film.

These filters are not intended for use with a i6 mm.

X2. A deeper green filter for use with
Eastman Super-st nsitive Panchromatic
Film by half-watt light.
cine-camera, for which special filters are supplied.

A leaflet “New Wratten Filters and their Uses” describes these
filters more fully. It may be had free on application to —

KODAK LIMITED (WRATTEN DIVISION)
KINGSWAY == LONDON W.C.2
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By
NEWS,
NOTES
AND
MATTERS
OF
IN¬
TEREST
FOR
ALL CINEMATOGRAPHERS
USING AMATEUR
CINfi APPARATUS.

Cinematography
Putting

Much has been said recently on

the hiring of library films, the
pages of more than one amateur
film paper have, so to speak, rung
with the clarion call of “Use the
Libraries,” " Study the technique of
the professional library releases in
order
improve
and sotoforth.
doubt own
No your
this films,”
is all
very true, but much of the possible
benefit to be derived from viewing
professional films at home will be
nullified if they are ineffectively
presented.
For multi-reel features two pro¬
jectors are desirable so that breaks
between reels can be avoided, but as
they will seldom be available, and cry¬
ing for the moon will get us nowhere,
let it suffice for me to say that when¬
ever you can manage to go halves
on a programme with a friend who
has a projector, jump at the chance.
There are, however, many other
points which go to make up a good
show — I assume that you have hired
good films — besides merely covering
the breaks between reels.
The first essentials are attention to

it Over

PETER

A. LE

border and this increases the apparent,
but not the actual, brightness of the
projected image.
The cure is very simple. Cut a
mask out of plywood with an opening
equal to the size of the projected
picture, paint it dull black and fix it
in front of the screen. It is a very
simple job and produces results out
of all proportion to the small amount
of work involved.
Assuming that our screen and pro¬
jecting outfit is in as near perfect con¬
dition as we can make it, our next
considerations are the order in which
the films shall be shown and the
arrangement of the musical setting.
In arranging the order in which
films shall be shown you cannot do
better than take a leaf out of the local
cinema manager’s book and follow
professional practice in this matter to
the very best of your ability.
Start with a short film, so that your
audience have time to get settled down
before the feature picture comes on.
If you are showing any of your own

NEVE

FOSTER.

films, put these over early in the
programme, or they may suffer by
comparison with the professional pro¬
duct. I do not, I hasten to add, say
this with any attempt
castic wit, but because

at cheap sar¬
there are few

amateur films which compare favour¬
ably with the best library offerings.
This is, perhaps, due not so much to
the fact that they are taken by ama¬
teurs, as to the fact that the said
amateurs are working under very
much more difficult conditions than
a professional in a Hollywood
and the technical standard

studio,
of the

result is proportionately lower.
The best film of the evening should
always be shown last. This is an
axiom of all good showmanship and
applies to besides
many other
forms of enter¬
tainment
the cinemai
Musical accompaniment is im¬
portant, in my view almost as im¬
portant as the films. I know of
nothing more depressing than having
to sit through five or six reels of
" cold ” (i.e., silent) film, and any sort

several small points such as seeing
that the films are wound right way
on the reels, that the projector is
wired up, oiled, focussed, and fitted
with a lamp which is not burnt out.
Oh, yes, I know this sounds terribly,
terribly silly and elementary, but I
have been to many amateur film shows
recently, some of them run by people
with enough experience to know better,
where one or several of these points had
to be attended to before we got going.
The screen is another part of the
show which merits more attention
than it usually gets. Many workers,
knowing that they often have to give
a show away, perhaps in a room larger
than their cine room at home, very
wisely purchase the . largest screen
they can get. Away, in a large room,
they fill it to the edges and all is well.
At home, with perhaps only half the
throw, they do not fill it and wonder
why the picture always looks so much
brighter in other people's houses. The
truth is that away from home they
fill the screen right up to the black

Certain phases of seascape work make ideal action subjects for amateur
The lens must be protected with a very long hood to avoid spray. A
the cine camera, can be used with advantage for subjects similar

cinematography.
telephoto lens on
to the above.
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of music

is better than no music

at all.

the feature, together with a selection
of the less noisy and more tuneful
dance numbers for comedies and news

Generally speaking, unless you are
fortunate enough to be able to run

reels, will be found quite adequate.
Twelve-inch records are better than

talkies, don’t try any accurate “ fit¬
ting.” It will only turn your hair a
shade greyer, and nine times out of
ten you will miss the cue, even if you
are using two turntables.
For the vast majority of home shows,
where you and you alone will have to
work both projector and gramophone,
a few quiet waltzes and marches for

ten-inch in so far as they mean less
record changing for a show of given
length.
An
near

electric pick-up and a speaker
the screen are more or less

essential, if you yourself are to see
anything of the pictures. An ordinary

gramophone placed near the projector
for your convenience, so that the
noise comes from the wrong end of the
room, is almost worse than no music
at all.
Lastly, if anything goes wrong, don’t
lose your head. Just switch on the
house lights, put matters right and go
on with the show. Unless it is some¬
thing very serious most of your
audience will only think that you are
changing reels !

A Note on Editing and Titling Amateur
By

ARTHUR

A.

TAYLOR.

ALTHOUGH
many articles have
appeared on the subject of
editing and titling films tbe
actual method of setting about the

places. After a rough idea of the con¬
tinuity is made, all the lengths should
be joined up on the splicer and the full
film now reshown.

job has generally received scant atten¬
tion. For the amateur who is attempt¬
ing it for the first time the following
note may prove useful.
Finst of all, let us view the editing
side of the films. For this it is a very
good plan to have the projector set
up on a small table beside you and
to throw the pictures on to a small
screen only a few feet away. By this
means it can easily be determined in
what sequence the odd lengths of film

During this second projection should
be determined what is to be again cut
out, so that the actions are not dragged
on too long and made monotonous.
Also during this show you can think it
over whether to tint any part of the
film to help to enhance its appearance.
This cutting and gejoining may be

should
should

in

stantly be asking yourself, ‘‘ Does this
part require a title ? ” By this I mean
is the picture incomplete without a few
words on the subject, or should the

the hand and slowly wound from one
spool to another and cut at the decided

audience be given some more inform¬
ation than that included in the scene.

repeated several times until the con¬
tinuity is perfect.
The next step is the titling, and
during

come and also what ‘‘ shots ”
be left out, due to either bad

photography or lack of interest.
The film can then be examined

Exhibiiion

.\ctivities

in

London. — -In

this process

addition

to

the

.A.delphi, to which admission is free on signing the visitors'
book, other photographic exhibitions in London at the
present time include that at the Guildhall Art Gallery, consist¬
ing of pictures from The 1 imes (Photographs of Beautiful
Britain) ; at the Halcyon Club Gallery, 13, Cork Street, VV.i
(Photographs by Helen Murdoch, E. L. Turner, Lilian J.
Veley, and Colour Photographs by Agnes B. Warburg) ; at
the Brook Street .\rt Gallery, 14, Brook Street, W.i (Photo¬
graphs by Kali Jacobs, Gaskell, H. Stevens and Ian
Stega) ;

W.

and at .Selfridges’ E.xhibition Gallery, Oxford

(Photographs

by

Messrs.

Elliott

&

Fry

and

&

Sons, of eminent people of the Victorian age and the Georgian
age).
*

*

should

con¬

Having decided to provide titles
for a given reel (many methods of
title making have already appeared
in these pages), first of all make quite
sure where they are intended to be
placed, such as before new sequences
and where they will increase the
dramatic value of a scene. This will
necessitate further cutting and splicing
after the title films have been made.
Humour should be brought to play
only when it
ject to which
it should be
And now

*

Messrs. J. H. Dallmeyer, Ltd., inform us that during their
financial year ended on the 31st January, 1933, they have
manufactured and sold over a third more lenses than during
the year 1931 32, thus constituting a record in production.
This increase covers lenses consisting of three, four and more
glasses that were actually sold and fitted to cameras. The
increase in demand for Dallmeyer lenses is attributed by
Messrs. Dallmeyer to the introduction of tariffs whereby they
have been enabled to increase their output and thus reduce
their prices to meet competition, coupled, of course, with the
well-known high quality of their products and keenness of
their service.
28
186

will blend with the sub¬
it applies, and even then
used discriminately.
one last word on the

making of the titles. Trick titles — by
this I mean double exposure and
reverse action — should be used only
in family films or cine magazines, and
never during travel or scenic pictures
where the audience’s attention is con¬
stantly arrested by the subject itself.

C.ameras. — In

reference

to

the

notice

in our

issue

of

February 15th, we are asked by Messrs. Kodak Ltd. to make
it clear that they have not only taken over the United King¬
dom agency for Nagel cameras, but that they have also acquired
absolutely the Nagel factory in Stuttgart and are actually
making the cameras themselves.
*
:(c
%
We are asked to announce that a change of secretaryship
has taken place at the Hucknall and District Photographic
Society, Mr. J. T. Davenport now occupying this position.
Enquiries re membership, etc., should be addressed to him at
Lamcote, Wood Lane, Hucknall, Notts.
*

Street,

T. Russell

you

Nagel

house exhibitions at The Royal Photographic Society, at
35, Russell Square, and at the Camera Club, 17, John Street,

Films

*

*

The Leytonstone and Wanstead Camera Club announce two
changes in their list of officers. Thes^are as follows : General
Secretary, Mr. Gant, 53, Scotts Road, Leyton, E.io, and
.Assistant Secretary, Miss D. Gillings, 4, Wilson Street,
Walthamstow, E.17. An interesting syllabus of lectures and
demonstrations has been compiled, and outings to places of
photographic interest are being arranged. The Secretary will
be glad to send particulars of the club to readers who wish to
avail themselves of the benefits of membership, and cine
workers will be particularly welcomed. The annual exhibition
will be held from March gth to nth.
*

*

The City of London and Cripplegate Photographic Society’s
Annual Exhibition, which opens on March 6th at the Cripplegate Institute, Golden Lane, E.C., attracted a very large entry
of prints this year. Pictures.by leading exhibitors in all parts of
the world were submitted. Mr. F. J. Mortimer was the judge.
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DURING

CINEMATOGRAPHER

Photographer and Cinematographer's Diary of Forthcoming

MARCH,

Events

1933.
Place.

Event.

Date.

Mar.

2-.3-

.Scottish Horse Show
National Pony Show

3-4-

6~i

3444.
4I.-

6.

4-

National .Hunt
Meeting

tural
Hall,
Royal
AgriculLondon.
London.
Twickenham.

..

Northern
Show Society’s Agricultural
.^rmv Boxing Championships

13-18.

Ireland v. Wales (Rugby)
National Cross Country Championships
Amateur
ships Rackets Champion-

14- LY

Flower

14-18.

Royalnational
Automobile
Rally Club’s InterNorth Northumberland Pointto-point Race Meeting

II.
I T .

16.

“The

18.

Southend.
Abergavenny.

,,
,,

Hastings.
Bournemouth.

.Show

Hastings.
East
Learmouth.

A.P.” Monthly

(.\thletics)
(Rugby)

. .

F.A. Meeting
Cup Semi-Final.
Hockey — England v. Wales
Llangibbv Point-to-point Race

18.

18.

V. Cambridge

Scotland v. England

18.
18.

24.

Cleveland Point-to-point
WPoint-to-point . .
Meeting
Opening
Flat Racing Season.
2.Y Lincolnshire
Handicap Race
Meeting
Grand National .Steeplechase

,, 24,,

Oxford V. Cambridge (Golf)
International
Cross Country
Race

,,

Tichborne Dole ” Distribution
Scotland v. England fHockey)
Army v. R.A.F.
England Scotland, Amateurs,
Soccer
Harkway Club Point-to-point. .
Point-to-point . .
Garth Races
Point-to-point Meetings

22.
21.

Aberdeen.
Horticultural
Hall, London.
Belfast.
Alderley Park,
Cheshire.

Meeting
St. Patrick’s Day, Irish Festival
Grand ^Military Steeplechase

17-

Oxford

London.

Cheltenham.
.Stevenstone,
Nr. Torrington.

Event.

18.

,,
,,
,,

Queen’s
London. Club,

Steeplechase

Point-to-point Race Meeting

,,

London.

8.
8-10.

Mar.

Glasgow.

Ladies’ Foil Championships end
Royal Navy v. Army fRugby)
6th Round F.A. Competition.
British Industries Fair, last day
International Hockey Trial
Match
Wales V. Ireland (Hockey)
All-England Championships,
Badminton
Amateur Rackets Championship

7-y8.

Date.

Place.

,,
,,

22.

2.525-

,,
,,

,,

2,5.

25-

272.3.
001

0

,,

Sandown
Park.
White City,
London.
Edinburgh.
Birmingham.
I-Ianbadore.
Flasby, Nr.
Great Ayton.
Grafton.
I.incoln.
Aintree, Nr.
Liverpool.
Sandwich.
Newport. Mon.
Tichborne.
Peebles.
Twickenham.
Dulwich.
Corbeth.
Catterick.
Garth.
Raglan, Fardon Chase and
ingdon, WhadMiddleton.

The international character of The Amateur Photographer Competitions
and

Cinematographer

competitions

is becoming

more

marked every month. The entries for January again
included some first-class work from readers in all parts of the
world, and all three sections were extremely well supported.
It is pleasing to find so many beginners whose work is steadilj'
improving as a result of these competitions, and to note after
they have received awards how speedily they pass the inter¬
mediate class into the section devoted to advanced workers.
The awards are as follows :—
Advanced

Workers’

Section.

30.

N.) ; Wm.

Jackson

(Hull) ; Sorab

J. Kharegat

(Bombay)

;

Mrs. M. M. Killby (London,' W.) ; (2) Ernest J. Long (Tunisia)
H. A. Murch (Selsdon, Surrey) ; Admiral Stuart Nicholson
(Bude) ; Harry Parkin (Staines) ; W. Philippo (Amsterdam) ;
E. O. Pritchard (Liverpool) ; Major H. J. Rice (Poona) ;
Duncan Shaw (Gloucester) ; Akhtar K. Syed (Palanpur,
India) ; Mrs. J. Taylor (Scarborough).
Intermediate

Section.

First Prize. — “Contemplation,”
Allesley Old Road, Coventry.

by

G.

Harrison,

First Prize. — " On the .South Coast,” by J. H. Clark, 304,
Camberwell New Road, London, S.E.5.

Second. Prize. — " John,”
Road, Leeds.

Second Prize. — " Helsby Crag,” by N. Crawshaw,
ford Avenue, Bebington, Cheshire.

Certificates of Merit. — “ The Shadow,” by Arthur H. Godfrey,
8, Culverden Street, Tunbridge Wells, Kent ; “ Past Grandeur,”
by J. J. Rutgers, 132, Bd. du Montparnasse, Paris XIV,
France ; “ Pitchers,” by W. J. Smale, Horwood House,
Lynton, N. Devon ; “ Sentinel,” by L. .Strong, 59, Marine
Avenue, Monkseaton, Northumberland.

Third Prize. — ” Smokers’ Accessories,” by E. W.
129, De Beauvoir Road, Kingsland, I.ondon, N.i.
Mounting Prize. — ” Sighting,” by Ralph
mento Avenue, St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.

5, BeresDeane,

Rex, 4133, Sacra¬

Certificates of Merit. — ” Pause for Refreshments,” by John
Muller, 1201, Gilbert Place, Bronx, N.Y.C., N.Y. ; '' Medita¬
tion,” by Henry Tolcher, 212, Hanley Road, Hanley, Staffs ;
“ The Moonlit Gable,” by A. R. Turpin, 51, Colindeep Lane,
London, N.W.g.
The prints not receiving awards have been grouped, those
in the first group receiving honourable mention. The others
have been marked Class i. Class 2 and Class 3 respectively.
Those awarded honourable mention are as follows : F. R. k.
Armstrong (Chapel Allerton, Leeds) ; E. FI. Austin (Liverpool) ;
Richard E. Booth (Kirk Ella, E. Yorks) ; F. Annis Burrows
(Chalfont St. Peter) ; J. H. Clark (London, S.E.) ; F. C.
Diemer (Blackball, Edinburgh) ; Henry G. Goulden (London,

by Miss Verity, W}^kebeck,

170,

Beginners’

Selby

Section.

First Prize. — “ Les Chinferes de Notre Dame de Paris,” by
Miss E. M. Scott, Jura, Harberton Park, Balmoral, Belfast,
N. Ireland.
Second Prize. — " Evening Descends on Loch
Thos. T. Kerr, 37, Westwood Road, Glasgow, S.3.

Long,”

by

187

Certificates of Merit.—" Pat,” by Capt. A. G. Corah, Durfold, Wainham, Sussex ; “ Ladies and Gentlemen,” by James
R. Dilworth, 23, Carrington Street, Princes Road, Liverpool ;

“ Facing the Wind,” by J. Caches, 166, Akerman Road,
Brixton, S.W.g ; ‘ Eventide,” by C. Stephenson, East School,
Ashington.
29
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(Gadgets
A

USEFUL

GADGET
ENLARGER.

FOR

THE

Difficulty is sometimes ex-

■perienced in supporting chiffon
in front of the enlarging lens,
especially when the exposure is made
by means of a yellow cap.
To overcome this, a piece of stift
wire is palssed through the coil spring
in an ordinary spring clothes-peg, and
the two ends bent as shown in the

Every amateur photographer from time to time makes
or hears of a useful accessory to assist him in his work.
A short illustrated note describing it is always welcomed
in these pages. The following have been contributed by
readers from their practical experience.

FACTS

AND

FORMULA.

A simple and effective method of
storing notes on t.he loose-leaf principle
can be made with the aid of a packet
of plain postcards, with stiff cards
back and front for covers. The whole

slightly burring the spindle. The
brackets are " angle irons ” (id. each
at Woolworth’s), shortened at one end
and drilled to take the spindle. They
are screwed to a connecting strip of
deal, to which the handle is attached
by means of one long screw
and two fine nails. The
handle may be made out
of the end of an old mop

sketch, so that they grip the top part
of .the lens board.

or broomstick. As I hap¬
pened to have an old platen
the actual cost of making

Two pieces of stilt card are obtained,
and an opening about 3X3 in. cut in

the strong and most effi¬
cient squeegee shown in
the illustration was yd. !

each.

A -single thickness

of chiffon

is
one of these
frames,”
andglued
two over
thicknesses
over “the
other
one.

By clean
the way,
don’t forget
to
the platen
with
methylated spirit, and put

The frame is held by the spring peg
when required, and allows space for

ings.
a drop of oil on
Norm.\n

pack is perforated with two holes
near the top, through which a jiiece of
string is looped for hanging if desired.
The formulae can be written our or
cut out from ” The A P. & C ” and
pasted in. An advantage of this
method is that when open il will
remain

quite flat as illustrated.
E. W.

MAKING

A

LARGE

the bear¬

Whitley.

MEASURING
OUT DROPS FROM
BOTTLED
SOLUTIONS,
A method of extracting from a bottle
of solution drops of uniform size and
regularity, is obtained by cutting two

P.

SQUEEGEE.

Large roller squeegees are \ery
e.xpensive. 1 have made one of these
most useful articles, qi in. long, and
pass the information on to other

the cap to be removed and replaced
■easily.
It is not necessary to remove the
frame when focussing, as it can be
swung up until it rests on the hori¬
zontal part of the wire.
The single thickness of chiffon is
usually sufficient to lireak up the

readers of ” The A.P.”
The roller itself is a disused type¬
writer platen. .•\ny typewriter repairer
V’-shaped grooves along opposite sides
of the cork stopper, as shown by the
illustration. A used safety-razor blade
is ideal for the operation. These
grooves extend about half-way along
that part of the stopper which enters the
bottle neck, so that no leakage occurs
when the stopper is pushed right in to
its usual position. But when it is
pulled out a little to expose the ends of
the grooves, and the bottle tilted as in
the illustration, the solution drips from
the lower groove, and is replaced by
air which enters the upper groove.

“ biting ” sharpness without causing
fuzziness, while the double layer
produces definite diffusion.
If extremes are required, both frames
can be held in the peg simultaneously ;
this is quite useful for ” broad effects,”
but causes such a reduction in contrast
that it is often necessary to select a
more vigorous grade of ])aper than
would be required for a ” straight ”
enlargement.
G. Clifford Humphries.
30

would supply one, probably free, or at
any rate for a very small sum. The
spindle is of soft steel with close-fitting
washers at the ends, held in place by
188

The bottle must not be over-tilted, or
the liquid will co\er the top groove
and thus prevent the entrance of
air, without which the liquid cannot
leave the bottle. A. S. Willis.
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Societies

will have

Accrington C.C,
Dig weed.

their meetings

The Week's Meetings

announced

Wednesday,

February

Use

for Small

of Mezzotone

here if the syllabus is sent to us at the beginning

Prints and

BirkenaeaJ P.A. “ A Chat on Plates and Films.”
Boroa^n Poly. P.S. Slide Competition.

Monday,

22nd.
Enlargements.**

Mr,

S, Bridgen.

HtiiQton anJ Hove C.C. “ Cinematography.” V. C. Cooter.
Chofley P.S. “ Blackpool to tne Biac<< Sea.’* Miss R. Littlewoo'l,
Croy Ion C.C. ” Fne Function of Control.” R. E. Tarrant.
Darwen P.A. ” The Fli^nt of Beasts, Birls and Butterflies.’* J. A. Speed.
Dennistoun A. P.A. British Empire Cha npionship Prints.
G.E.R. Mecnanics Inst. P.S. Portfolio Ni^it.

February

A. H. Blake.

nersinith H.H.P.S.
F. vV. Gates.

‘‘.-Vims ani

23rd.

Wolverton

Bath

and

Hull P.S. “ Au Intro luction to Natural History Photography.”
Keighley ani D.P.A. “Wanierings around Territet, Venice
C. J. Chislett.

Figure

Studies.”

Friday,
Brighouse P.S. Keighley Trophy
Colne C.C. Annual Exhibition.

February

P. C. Bull.

C. S. Coombes.

Ilkeston A.C. ‘‘ The Romantic in Lanlscape.”
Leigh Lit. Society P.S. Lecture by Mr. Forman.
Leytonstone ani Wansteal C.C. Transferotype.

W. Wilson.

Saturday,

February

Monday,
Ashington

and Hirst P.C.

Debate

27th.
Art ?

Bath P.S. Members’ Slide Night.
Bexley Heath P.S. “ Amberley and Arundel.” Miss M. Oliver.
Blackburn ani D.C.C. Exhibition Opens.
Blackpool and Fylie P.S. An Evening with the Monthly Competition
Bournemouth C.C. Affiliation Prints.

Meeting

and Judging

of Excursion

Dunfermline P.A. ” Baby Cine ” Exhibition.
Exeter C.C. Lantern Sliie Postal Club Slides.
Forest Hill ani D.P.S. Sliie Competition.
Glasgo.vanl W.S.A.P.A. Exhibition Sli les.

Prints.

J. Whitehead.

Kilburn ’anI Willeslen P.S.
Architecture.” H. W. Bennett.
Leaminttoa an I D.P.S. ” Night Pnotography.” Ilford, Ltd.
Leeds P.S. “ .Mountain Tramps in North Wales.” R. Beaumont.
Lincoln C.C. Cine Demonstration. C. W. l!)ixon.
Manchester A. P.S. Alliance Slides.
Manchester P.S. Members* Print and Slide Evening.
Monklan Is P.S. Bromoil. R. H. Hobbs.
Nelson C.C. Competition Evening.

Poplar P.S. (a) ” Architecture,” (b) “ Halation.**
Portsmouth C.C. ” East Coast Rambles.” J. C. Thompson.
Royal P.S. ” Diazo Compounds in Pnotography.” N. D. Murray.
Sheffield P.S. Demonstration by the Portrait Group.
Archibald

Kay.

Wednesday,

March

1st.

Bristol P.S. ” Holiday Experiences.”
Cheltenham A. P.S. M.C.P.F. Portfolio and Slides.
Croydon C.C. Demonstration by D. C. Rowlett.
Darwen P.A. Development of the Negative. J. H. Woods
Ealing P.S. Slide Making. A. S. Kirbyshire.

and J. B. Western.

Edinburgh P.S. “ Comoosition.** Capt. A. E. Borthwick.
G.E.R. Mechanics Inst. P.S. “ Technical Photography.” H. W. Bennett.
Glasgo.v and W.S.A.P.A. ” Historic Stirling.”
Ilford P.S. Mounts and Mounting. A. H. Vernon.

Prints.

Braifori P.S. “ Round About a Waarfedale Village.” T. G. Askew.
Brilge of Allan and D.P.S. ” A Chat on Plates and Films.” S. Bridgen.
Chelsea P.S. ” Eighteenth-century Landmarks in Lon Ion.” Underground
Cork C.C. ” The Armchair Photographer.” D. J. Ryan.

Rly.

Sibyl Prices Reduced. — The prices of the roll-film models
of the famous " Sibyl ” cameras have been reduced. The new
rates are; "Baby” (4.5X6 cm.l, £18; “New Special”
{3iX2|), l2T 5S. ; "New Ideal” (4i-X3j), £2^ 5s.. and
"Sibyl Excelsior” (4:jrX2|), £28 15s. The prices quoted in
each case are for the lowest-priced lens fitted to the respective
models. Full particulars of these and all other models of the
" Sibyl ” cameras

Annual

Accrington C.C. “ Searching for the Sun.” C. P. Brotherton.
Birkenheal P..A. ” Through Eight Continental Countries.” F. A. P. Zacharias.
Borough Poly. P.S. ” Architectural Photography.” H. Bedford Lemere.
Bradford P.S. Pictorial Group Evening.
Brighton and Hove C.C. Lecture.

Exhibition.

February

C.C.

” Prize Slides.

28th,

Warrington P.S. ” The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Whitehall C.C. ” Hadrian’s Wall — a Romance in Stone.” Geoffrey E. Peachey.

25th.

: Is Photography

anJ County

Photographer

February

South Glasgow C.C. ” Art Appreciation.*’
South Shields P.S. “ Gadget ” Night.
Stafford P.S. Print Competition.

F. A. Gant.

Llanelly Y.M.C.A. P.S. Members’ Portfolio Night.
Morecambe, Heysham and D.t^.S. ” Riineland Memories.” H. B. Midgley.
Poplar P.S. Members’ Enlarging Evening.
Singer C.C. ‘‘ Simple Portraiture by Artificial Light.” W. W. Weir.
Southenl-on-Sea ani D.P.S. ” Morocco.” Miss M. G. Oliver.
Wimbledon Amateur Cin^ Club. Films from Newcastle A.C. A.
York and D.P.S. Opening of First Annual Salon.

Colne C.C. Annual Exhibition.
Glasgow and W.S.A.P.A. Exhibition Opens.
Hackney P.S. Outing : Kew.
Rugby and D.P.S. Visit to Leicester Annual

and “ The Amateur

Newcastle ani Tyneside P.S. ” Pictorial Composition.” Prof. A. D. Mainds.
Nottingham and Notts P.S. ” The Making of Enlarged Paper Negatives.” Ilford,
Lti.

24th.

Prints and Slides.

Derby Rly. Inst. P.S. ” Railway Engineering among Mountains.”
Harrogate P.S. “ The Lens ani its Use.” Re?inald Nicnolls.
Hinckley ani D.P.S. Visit to Leicester Annual Exhibition.

Exhibition

Hacxney P.S. ” A Diversion in Picture Making.’* Col. G. B. Barton.
Halifax P.S. Contact Printing and Enlarging. C. Howarth.

Rich mil C.C. ” Hogarth ani his Times.” A. H. Blake.
Singer C.C. British Empire Cnampions tip Prints.
Sunlerlanl P.A. Enlarging Night for Beginners.
Watford C.C. ” Arch.eology of tne Watford District.” N. Davey.
Wimbledon C.C. “ Wan lerings in Buckinghamshire with a Camera.”

J. Eymer.

Beckenham P.S. ‘‘ The VVonlerlanJ of Pnotography.” C. L. Clarke.
Belfast C.P.A.C.C. “ Flashlight Pnotography.” Capt. Crawford.
Birmingham P.S. ” The Royal Forest of Dean.” P. F. Bierman.
Blackpool ani FylJe P.S. ” Ilfracombe anJ Minehead.” Travis Burton.
Cambriige P.C. “ What is a Photographic Image ? ” 'F. B. Phillips.
Dennistoun A. P.A. Visit to South Glasgow C.C.

R. Chislett.
and Interlaken.”

Letchworth C.C. ” Enlarging from O.vn Negatives.”
Liverpool A. P. A. “ Here an 1 there witn a Ca nera.” R. Kermole.
N. Mi 1 llesex P.S. ” A Ciat o.i \ nite.tr Cine.nitograpny.” Major
Oldnam P.S. Monthly Meeting.

P.S.

Tuesday,

Mr. Patterson.

Ideals in Portraiture

Dewsbury P.S. ” A Scamper round Loudon.” Edgar Rawnsley.
ErJington anJ D.P.S. Members’ Enlarging Evening.
Glasgow and W.S.A.P.A. “ Tne Clyde-built Clippers.” Dan McDonald.
Gravesend and D.P.S. “ Chemistry of Pnotography.” A. R. Taylor.
Greenock C.C. Annual Exhioition Opens..

Preston C.C. “ Tne Life History of a Rioble Salmon.” A. Wade.
Sheffield and Hallamsnire P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Southampton C.C. “ Take your Camera witn You.” Bertram Hutchings.
Southport P.S. “ The Thames.” H. Felton.
Wallasey A. P.S. Carbro. F. H. Lancaster.
Walsall P.S. ” Colour and the Camera.” H. Wakeman.
Walthamstow and D.P.S. Paths Cine.
Wolverhampton P.S. Lecture by Dr. S. T. Steward.

Bury P.S. Members’ Night.
Cardiff C.C. Members’ Slide Night.
City of Bradford Co-op. C.C. Annual Exhibition.
Coatbridge P.A. “ Zoo Puotography.” J. G. W. Thompson.
Colne C.C. Annual Exhibition.

Ham

time to time.

Luton and D.C.C. “ London Calling.” G. H. Dannatt.
Maidstone and D.P.S. “ Composition.” M. O. Dell.
Newcastle
(Staffs)
D.C.C.
“ Tne
Rhine from the Sea to Switzerland.”
Oxford P.S.
Cine and
Sho.v.
G. L.
Hawkins.

Armley aad Wortley P.S. Slide Making. Geo. Denham.
Ashton-unJer-Lyne P.S. Criticism of Exhibition Slides by F. G. Curson.
Aston P.S. The Finlay Process. H. Austin.
Borough of Tynemouth P.S. Print Trimming, Mounting, etc.
Brighouse P.S. Lecture by S. Bridgen.

Gateshead ani D.C.C. “ Birl Nesting with the Camera.”
Greenock C.C. S.P.F. Portfolio.

or from

27th — (contd.).

Kidderminster and D.P.S. “ Tne City of Worcester.” A. J. Woodley.
Leeds C.C. “ Round about Home — Airedale and Wharfedale.” Alex. Keighley.
Leek P.S. Photographic Experiments. E. Mee.

South Suburban and C.P.S. ‘‘ R.R.R.” H. J. Hewitt.
Stockport P.S. ” The Sins of a Bro.noilist.” Murry Barford.
Worcestershire C.C. M.C.P.F, Prints and Slides.

Thursday,

February

Hanley P.S. “ Bro.noil.” E. Marks.
Hucknall and D.P.S. Lecture by W. North.
Ipsvvicn ani D.P.S. Annual Exhibition Opens.

Ilford P.S. ” Tne Romantic Lan lscapes of Alex. Keighley.” F. C. Tilney.
L.M.S. (London) P.S. “ Printing on Bromide Paper.” A/ Rowley.
Leicester and L.P.S. Annual Exnioition.
Partick C.C. ” Portraiture.” John R. Brinkley.
Smethwick ani D.P.S. ” Pictorial Work in Great Cities.”
South Essex C.C. Print and Slide Criticism.

of the session

will be sent post free, if The Amateur

Photo¬

L.M.S. (London) P.S. "
Leicester and L.P.S. ”
Partick C.C. ‘‘ Picture
Smethwick and D.P.S.
South Essex C.C. Slide

A Fe v Thoughts on Pictorial Photography.” S. G. GoUop.
A Chat oh the Exhibition Pictures.” W. Bailey.
Making by Photography.” S. Bridgen.
” Pictorial Aims and Reality.” F. W. Lawton.
Making.

South Suburban and C.P.S. ‘‘ My Three Best Prints.” By Members.
Stockport P.S. ” Picture Finishing.” S. Hall.
Worcestershire C.C. “ The .Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.

grapher

is mentioned,

and Guardia,

189

upon

application

Ltd., 63, Newman
♦

*

to

Messrs.

Street, London,

Newman

W.i.

*

The Amateur Postal Camera Club (Lantern Slide Section). —
There are vacancies for two or three good pictorial lantern-slide
workers in this club. Readers who may be interested should
apply for further particulars to the Hon. Secretary, W. L. G.
Bennett, Kemerton, Lustleigh, Devon.
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this side of the negative by holding it a
foot or so from a fire, until the vaseline
becomes slightly frothy in appearance.
This is due to air being expelled from
the pores of the paper, into which the
vaseline sinks as it cools. Finally wipe off
any surplus vaseline on the surface with
cotton-wool or a soft rag.

^T^eaders' Questions
^
ANSWERED
General. — All communications

for the Editor

and Cinematographer, Dorset House, Tudor
give the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The

Editor

is glad

should

be addressed

Street, London,

to consider

original,

:

“The

Editor,

E.C.4,” and in every
up-to-date

The

Amateur

case, without

manuscripts

on

Photogr.ipher

exception,

photographic

must

subjects.

All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disci liras
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
‘tamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

should be read carefully before applying,
ignored.

and

Information

as any communication

are

freely

which

given,

but

the

does not comply

following

conditions

with the rules must

be

(i) See “ General “ above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (■?) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title {if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as '* How can I take interiors ? “ or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) .All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should he cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Becoming

Artificial

Professional.

Light

Portrait.

I am shortly hoping to start as a professional
instead of an amateur photographer. Do yon
l;now of a book that will help me as to the methods
of professionals and the ins and outs of the trade ?
M. M. (Ghent.)

Where do I fail with the enclosed negative and
print ? I used hypersensitive plates at f/2.9, and
gave a short cap exposure. The figure was lighted
with three lamps, two of 100 watts and one of
500 watts.
C. B. S. (Harrow.)

There is no book at present in print
that deals e.xclusively with profes¬
sional photography. We should ad¬
vise you to write to Messrs. Henry
Greenwood & Co., Ltd., of 24, Wellington
Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and ask
for a list of their books suitable for
professionals, and you can then select
those which you think will be most
useful to you as a beginning.

You are really asking for trouble. In
the first place the figure is not sharp
owing to incorrect focussing wdth such a
very large aperture. In the next place,
owing to tlie great rapidity of the plates
you are using, and to the bright lighting,
you have over-exposed the subject.
Lastly,
the negative is seriously under¬
developed.

Increasing
Prints.

Contrast

in

Bromide

Is there any method by which I can obtain con¬
trasty prints and enlargements on bromide paper
from flat negatives ? Even with most careful
exposure all my prints are heavy and lacking in
contrast.
R. F. (Clapham.)

You do not say whether you have tried
tlie " contrasty ” grades of bromide
paper which are supplied by most makers.
This in itself would probably give you
greater contrast when making prints and
enlargements from flat negatives. An
alternative is to use vigorous gaslight
paper ; but should these still fail to
give yon the contrast you require, your
best plan will be to make slightly over¬
developed bromide prints from the
correct exposure, and then treat the
prints, after fixing, with a dilute solu¬
tion of hypo-ferricyanide reducer. This
will reduce and brighten the high¬
lights of the picture without materially
affecting the shadows, thereby greatly
increasing the brilliance and contrast
of the image.
Sizes

of Plates.

What are the exact'sizes of whole-plate, half-plate
and quarter-plate ?
’
R. T. (Ontario.)

The sizes are as follows ; Whole-plate,
8Jx6|- in.; half-plate, 6|X4f in.;
quarter-plate, 4j^X3idn.
32

Prints

In a general way for such competitions
as you mention it will probably be
safest to send a bright, strong, glossy
print suitable for reproduction. The
character of the print, however, is much
less important than that of the subject.
Development.

I am told that Messrs. Kodak sell a tank which
enables one to develop and fix roll films without a
regular dark-room. Is it really possible to get
the film into the tank in daylight ?
J. S. S. {Ayr.)

It is not only possible, but perfectly
easy and safe. The instruction book
given with the tank will tell you all
about it. The transfer of the film is
partly accomplished
box.
Paper

Formalin.
I want to try formalin for hardening prints. What
is it and where can I obtain it ?
C. R. B. (Aberdeen.)

Any photographic dealer can supply
yon with formalin. As sold it is simply
water containing 40 per cent of formalde¬
hyde gas. It should not be used at a
greater strength than 10 per cent, say
I oz. formalin solution and 9 oz. water.
This will harden the gelatine of glossy
prints in two to three minutes. Care
should be taken to avoid as much as
possible inhaling the pungent fumes.
Blue

Spots

on Prints.

When toning bromide prints with
sometimes get small blue spots, as on
ing enlargement. Can you suggest a
remedy ?
F. F.

sulphide I
accompany¬
cause and a
(Eltham.)

Such spots are almost certainly due
to tiny particles of iron rust in the tap
water. They are difficult to remove
from the print, but can be prevented by
tying a piece of doubled flannel over
the mouth of the tap to act as a filter.
Diagram

Slides.

I have to make lantern slides of graphs and
diagrams of various kinds, but cannot get good
black-and-white results. Can you help me ?
F. L. L. (Lincoln.)

It will be worth your while to get
some Process lantern plates. With a
clean-working developer such as M.Q.
you will have no difficulty in getting
brilliant contrasty results.

for Competitions.

In sending prints to competitions in the daily
papers would you advise glossy contrasty prints
suitable for reproduction, or prints of a better
quality ?
R. P. .(Newcastle.)

Tank

22nd, 1933

inside a light-tight

Negatives.

What do you consider the best method of treating
negatives on bromide paper to make them as
transparent as possible ?
W. A. (Gateshead.)

We will not commit ourselves to saying
which is the best of the many methods
used, but the following is simple and
effective. Lay the dry paper face down¬
wards, and smear vaseline all over the
back till every part is covered. Warm
190

Telephoto

Exposures.

I am going to experiment with a rather old tele¬
photo lens, giving different magnifications. The
positive lens has the stops marked. How do I
allow for alterations in focal length in calculating
exposures ?
F. E. R. (Luton.)

You would do well to look out for a
handbook on telephotography, as there
is much more to learn than how to ascer¬
tain exposures. For the point you raise,
you should calculate the exposure as if
you were using the positive lens alone,
paying due regard to the stop, and the
character and distance of the subject.
Then multiply this exposure by the
square of the magnification. For ex¬
ample, if you are enlarging the image to
three diameters, multiply by 9.
Sulphide

Toning.

Can you tell me the simplest
mide prints with sulphide ?

wayTof toning bro¬
T. L. (London.)

The thoroughly washed print is
bleached in ;
Potassium bromide . .
. . 150 grs.
Potassium ferricyanide . . 150 grs.
Water . .
..
..
. . 10 oz.
When the whole of the black silver
image has been changed to a yellowish
colour, rinse the print, and redevelop in
a solution containing about 50 grs. of
sodium
in 10 oz. water. Wash
well and sulphide
dry.
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THE

SOHO

XI

PRECISION

Triple Extension
THE

CAMERA

WITH

EVERY

Camera

ESSENTIAL

MOVEMENT

This Camera is well named, for it is indeed an instrument of Precision,
and marks the introduction of a really high-class piece of photographic
apparatus (manufactured by the HOUSE OF KERSHAW OF SOHO
REFLEX fame) at a most reasonable price.
Every care that human ingenuity could devise has been taken to ensure
Precision in manufacture, and the purchaser will be amply repaid by the
possibilities which a camera of this description opens up to him in the
pursuit of his hobby, pastime, or profession.
Every essential movement is incorporated, and the standard fitments
include : Focussing Milled Wheel, Spring for releasing front for Double
and Triple Extension, Lower Extension Slide, Upper Extension Slide,
Winding Pinion for Rising Front, Clamping Spring for Extensions, Side
Spring Clips for Drop Front for Wide-angle Work, Eye-level View-finder,
Back-sight for both Upright and Horizontal Pictures, Spirit Levels and
Revolving Back.
The photographer who is looking for a camera easily carried, and yet
with practically every adjustment he may need, will discover in the
SOHO PRECISION, what is to all intents and purposes, a field camera,
but one that is almost as mobile as a pocket camera.
PRICE.— The price of the camera for 3^x2^ size picture, including 3
first-quality double plate-holders, but without lens, is £13 10 0.

SOHO

For ex(^uisite shading
effects in delicate re¬
touching andcolouring,
the Aerograph
is
indispensable.

LIMITED,

SOHO

SQUARE,

LONDON,

W.1

COOKE LENSES

Write {or a free booklet
which explains the
mechanism and scope
of the Aerograph — its
initial cost will be more
than repaid by the
speed and efficiency of
its working.

With

their large apertures

anastigmats
on

ITS BETTE

reflex

are unrivalled

cameras,

exceptionally
countered

&QUIGKE

and

and

these
for use

for those

trying conditions

by advanced

Press

en¬

amateurs

photographers.

BY

TAYLOR, TAYLOR & HOBSON, LTD
Leicester and London

BRITISH MADE
AEROGRAPH
CO., LTD.
43, Holborit Viaduct, E.C.I
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The

Amateur^s

Prepaid Advertisements
SALE

February

and Cinematographer

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
1Id. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE—
12 words or less .
2/6
2jd. for every additional word.
Each paragraph Is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as
follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided
a contract Is placed in advance, and in the absence of
fresh instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from
the previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions, 5% ;
26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be
strictly prepaid, and reach the offlces, Dorset House,
Tudor Street, E.C.4, not later than lirst post Friday
lor the foliowing week’s issue. Advertisements are
inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and
those received too late for one issue, or crowded out,
are pubiished in the lirst following in which there is space.
The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.

WARNING

AND

Emporium
I CAMERAS

Deposit System

Readers may deal in safety through our Deposit System.
Purchase money should be deposited with “ The Amateur
Photographer and Cinematographer.” The time allowed
for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods,
after which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods,
they must be returned to sender. It a sale is effected,
buyer Instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if
not, seller instructs us to return amount to depositor.
Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in event of no sale,
and subject to there being no different arrangement be¬
tween buyer and seller, each pays carriage one way. The
seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit. For
transactions up to £10 a deposit lee of 1/- is charged ;
over £10 and under £50, 2/6 ; over £50 and under
£75, 51- ; over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; over £100
one-half per cent. All correspondence must be sent to
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

Cheques and Postal Orders sent in payment
deposits or advertisements should be
made payable to ILIFFE AND
SONS LTD., and crossed

for

31X25 Zeiss Ikon Trona, f/3.5 Tessar, D.A.

2 Compur, Distar lens, 3 Ilford filters, lens
hood, 9 slides, F.P. 4., leather case ; new condition ;
TOst
[4929
—
Below.over £22 ; real bargain, £12 ; no offers.

LENSRS

31x2i Roll Film Pocket Errsign, 3-speed
ROLLEIFLEX
lens, leather
case, little 6x6
used,cm.,
£10 f/3.8
cash. Zeiss
— Vowles,
Sadler
St., Wells, Soin.
[4902
4 shutter, £I or offers. — Gilchrist, 151, George
St., Paisley, Scotland.
[4900

1-PLATE Folding Pocket Kodak, f/8, 1/lOOth sec.,
4 T. and B., extra back for plates, 2 focussing
scales, 2 D.D. slides, focussing screen, leather
case, 25/-, or separate ; No. 2 Folding Pocket
Autographic Brownie, f/8, 12/6 ; Kodak 2i
Film Tank, 11/- ; V.P. Ditto, 10/- ; Klimax i-pl.
Plate Tank, 11/- ; or exchange ; see “ Wanted.”
— Capt. Hatfield, Bottisham, Cambs.
[4903

1-PLATE Ruby de Luxe Reflex, 63-in. Taylor4 Hobson Cooke f/2.9, 3 D.D. slides, leather
case (new) ; excellent condition and order, £12. —
J. D. Bettenco' rt, Meadway, Brooklands Rd.,
Brooklaniis, Cheshire.
[4907
4 absolutely
perfectf/6.3
condition,
31x2i
Six-20 new
Roll and
Film inKodak,
lens;

52/6. — Box 6123, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[4909
OIBYL New Special, 21x31, f/4.5 Dallmeyer lens,
kJ 3 double metal slides, 6 single slides, F.P.A.,
graduated filter, tank lor plates and films, all
perfect, £14 ; Also 1-pl. N. & G. Special B, Zeiss
Tessar f/0.3, changing-box, 12 plates, K 1 filter,
£3/10 ; Want J-pl. Minex, D.D. slides, Bewi
meter, 6-in. lens f/2.5, part exchange. — W.,
22, Charlotte Place, Margate.
[491()

I CAMERAS

shutter, speed range 1/lOth to l/l,500th sec.
and time, fitted 10-in. Ross Xpres lens, F.P.A.
for pictures 7x5, 6 double plate-holders, also
cut-film holders for same, 6i x 4| ; all in perfect
condition and absolutely reliable ; cost £86 ; sell
£40 or nearest offer cash. — James Vernon, Elm¬
hurst, Chinnor, Oxford.
[4913

PRESS Graflex, nou-reversible type, focal-plane

|

ZEISS Miroflex, 9x12, Zeiss Tessar f/2.7, 12

slides, F.P.A., leather ease, practically unused,
£45 (cost £70) ; also interchangeable with above,
14-in. Dallmeyer f/5.6 Telephoto Lens, £12 ; if
sold together, £55. — Box 6052, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[4815

SIBYL Vitesse Outfit, new and perfect, also

Roll Film Baby Sibyl ; stamped envelope ;
offers to — 66/68, John St., Luton.
[482(1

NO. 1 Leica, good condition, £9 (London). — Box
6086, c/o “ The Amateur

Photographer.”

[4879

9x12B., Ernemann,
1 to leather
1/lOOth case,
sec., T.30/-.and—
4 slides, f/6.8,
F.P.A.,

Holt, 16, Rosslyn Rd., Firswood,

Manchester.

[4881

NO. 3 Kodak, plate back, ’ focussing screen, 6

D.D. slides, 20/-. — Baldwin, Highfield Rd.,
Bourne End, Bucks.
[4882
1-PLATE Double Extension Camera, all move2 ments, 8-in. f/8 Beck lens, T.-P. R.B. shutter,
2 D.D. slides, four postcard, two I-pl. adapters,
tripod, brand-new T.-P. R.B. shutter, 24 postcard
backed pan. plates, 6 Imperial i-plates, special
back to take i-pl. single slides, £2/2 the lot. —
Rollinson, 20, Argyle St., Allerton, Bradford. [4887

31x25 lea Reflex, 6-in. f/4.5 Dominar lens,
2

focal-plane

.shutter,

1/llth

to

1/1, 000th

sec.,

lens hood, 9 slides, F.P.A., leather case ; good as
new ; genuine snip, £9.— Jenkins, Bamfield,
Wilton Crescent, Southampton.
[4932

Reflex, i-pl., T.-P., Zelss Tessar f/4.5, sunk

mount, revolving back, 11 D. slides, F.P.A.,
canvas case, £6/10.-^l, Lancaster Rd., N. Harrow.

IATEST Ikonta, 16 exposures on 35x2J, f/6.3

J Novar, used for 3 spools, £3/15. -Turpin,
51, Colindeep Lane, N.W.9.
[4939

ROLLEIFLEX
2}x21,
case,Baldwin
£10/10[4937
or
near; buying
f/3.8. f/4.5,
—Wallis,
St.
Works, Nottingham.
[4941
Etui
31x21,£5/5,
f/4.5,or7-speed
,and Ensign
F.P.A.,
offers. shutter,
— Young,6 slides
14, West
No. 6 2ix3iCooke
Roll f/6.8
Film, anas¬
with
plate carbine
back combination,
Campbell St., Paisley, Scotland.
[4906 tigmat, shutter 5 to 1/lOOth sec., rising front,

V.P.
Ernemann,
1/6.8,andl/25th
1/lOOth25/-.sec.,[4911
T.
and
B., rise
crossto front,
— 12,
Bcaconsfield Rd., Aylesbury.

LENSES

case,
lens,
new,
[4924

ZODEL 8Ix2i Camera, double extension, rising,

Notes being untraceable if lost in transit shoa’d
not be sent as remittances.

AND

j

cross front, f/4.5 lens. Pronto delayed-action
shutter, 3 metal slides, new, £3 ; Roll Film
Holder for same, new, 7/6; Leitz Range-finder,
perfect condition, £1 ; B.K.D. Tilt and Panoram
Tripod Head, new, 10/- ; Single-claw Pathescope
Projector, with hand-turn dynamo, £2/10 ; Pathe^ope Resistance, witli ammeter, new, 10/- ;
Posograph, 5/-. — B. H., 88, Levett Gardens, Ilford.

Box No. Advertisers
If a Box No. is required the words “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The
Amateur Photographer ’ ” should be included in the
charge, and an additional 6d. sent for registration and
cost of forwarding any replies.
Letters addressed to box numbers are simply forwarded
by us to the advertisers. We do not deal with the cor¬
respondence in any other way, nor accept any responsibility
in connection with the advertisements.

LENSES

lens, first cash £7/10 ; Goerz Tenax 3*
Dagor leM, 3 slides, F.P.A., brown leather
as new, £4/10 ; Dr. Aug Nagel Camera, t/4.5
16 exposures on a 1/- film, used once, as
/O/-.— Urmston 49, Union St., Plymouth.

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods in exchange for others or to purchase
lor Cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

AND

AND

Leica camera, as new, focal-plane shutter, Xf/3.5
24,

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

CAMERAS

22, 1933

NETTEL i-pl. Folding Reflex, f/4.8, 1 /2,500th £4.[4914
sec.,—
ZEISS
Icarette
Roll f/4.5
Film, Tessar,
plate back,
screen,
double31x2i
extension,
D.A.
Compur, 3 slides and Distar lens, and leather

revolving ; exchange Box Reflex and
3, Harvard Rd., Chiswick.

case ; hardly used ; cost £19 ; accept £10. —
R. T. B., 70, Woodside Park Rd., North Finchley,
N.12.
[4915
l-PLATE Ensign Klito, f/6.8 Cooke Luxor anas4 tigmat, double extension, rising front, auto¬
matic hooded focussing screen, D.V. finder, F.P.A. ,
12 slides ; good condition, for £3 ; cost over
£7. — Ian Gilchrist, Gleninver, Dunblane, Scotland.

focussing screen, 6 metal slides ; perfect condition ;
deposit system, £3. — Baker, Cottage Hospital,
Barnet.
[4947

THORNTON-PICK.ARD Ruby Reflex, }-pl., Cooke

f/4.5, 12 dark slides and case; as new;
sacrifice, £5. — Rose, 28, P’irhill Rd., Bellingham,
S.fl.e.
[4949
Reflex, high-grade, hand-made, revolving
»_>2 back, patent vibrationless shutter, T. B. and
1. (speeds 1/lOth to 1 /1,000th), Ross Xpres lens
1/4.5, 55 in., interchangeable Dallmeyer Stigmatic
f/6, 7.6 in., magnifiers, 6 single slides, F.P.A.,
velvet-lined case, also screw-in filter, £13/10. —
Box 6131, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [4953

Leica Model ll (built-in range-finder, automatic

focussing), interchangeable lens, Elmar t/3.5
5-cm., complete with ever-ready case, 2 spoolholders. Practoscop extinction exposure meter
(cost 21/-), lens hood, and 2 super-pan. films
(36 exposures, cost 8/-) ; first-class condition ;
recently cost £25 ; first £18 secures. — Box 6132,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[4954
■^.P.
Dallmeyer
Camera,
Pentac,
T double
slides,Speed
F.P.A.,
wire f/2.9
release,
leather3
case, in excellent condition, £11/11 ; or would
exchange for I-pl., Hand or Stand of the Una
or Sanderson type ; write or call after 5 p.m. or
week-end. — 263a, Station Rd., Harrow.
[4961
1-PLATE Dallmeyer Press Reflex, 6-in. Dallmeyer
4 f/3.5 Press ana.stigmat, rising front, rack
focus, hood and sky shade, revolving back, quickwind self-capping focal-plane, 1/1, 000th sec. and
time, slides, F.P.A., case, also Ross 12-in. Telecentric lens f 6.8 ; first-class condition ; bargain,
£12 ; would separate. — Box 6143, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[4963

Rare Bargain. — Ross Telecentric 1/5.4, 13-in.,

off 1-pl. Soho, £5 ; deposit system. — Griffiths,
51, Romilly Rd., Cardiff.
[4934
Trade.

[4917
Ross f/4.5
anastigmat,
double
Amateur
Giving
Up. — SohoF.P.A.,
Postcard3 Butcher
Reflex,
another Rolloroy,
Xenon final
f/2, Cash
£10/10 Bargains
; No. 12:
slides, case, new condition, £12/10 ;
Alteration
Clearance,
Carbine, Zei.ss f/4.5, £5/17/6 ; Miraphot 35x25
Pressman Postcard Reflex, (iooke f/4.5 anastig¬
mat, 18 slides, £7 ; Dallmeyer f/2.9 Pentac, 8-in.
focus, anastigmat lens, £8/10 ; Kodascope Model
C Projector, new condition, £8 ; Coronet Cine
Camera and Projector, complete, £3/3 ; 3ix2.i
Folding Goerz Tenax, complete outfit, £4. — Greville,
High St., Slough.
[4919

Enlarger,
£8.
— Below. f/6.3, 75/- ;

Raw'tenstall.

Oldham

T.-P.

Artist

i-pl., f/4,

li 35x255-pl.
Horizontal
Reflex,
IBNSIGN
Reflex. Aldis
f/4.5,65/-;
95/- ;No.Salex6
3ix2.1 Ensign Carbine. Ensar f/4.5, Compur,

97/6. — Below.
AMATEUR’S Outfit, Goerz Tenax, V.P. size, Ensign
3ix2i, Ensign
f/7.7, listed
£3/5, RoU
new, Film
£2 ; Reflex
All-distance
Box, ROLLEIFLEX,
Leica andallowed
Contax modern
Stockistscameras,
(Cine
Supplies), two-thirds
13/6, clear 8/6. — Blackburn, Barnes Avenue,
part payment ; subject approval. — Allens, 168,

Dagor f/6.8, F.P.A., 6 slides, portrait lens,
filter, bush ; all as new in 2 purses, £4/5. —
H. H. S. Harris, 80, Wardour St., London, W.l.
Gerrard 2504.
[4893
34
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[4920

OUR

DEPOSIT

Rd., Manchester

SYSTEM.

4.

[0087
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ADVERTISEMENTS

WHAT A RANGE
CAMERAS Exchanged ; largest stock S. London >
OF
REALLY
All Apparatas fully guaranteed and sent on 5
Lloyds photographic supplies, 87,
f Lloyds. — 172 S-ln. Anastigmat Lenses by Goerz
41x0 Erneniann (Vest Pocket) Focal-plane GREAT VALUES j
I CAMERAS

AND

LENSES

I CAMERAS

|

Trade.

Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l.
6250 ; usual approval terms.

complete, as new, £4.

31x2^
NagelfittedFolding
Camera,
2 finder,
Nagel Pocket
anastigmat
t/6.8,reversible
speeded

41x6 Ernemann Focal-plane Camera, direct

2 finder, focussing adjustment, quick-wind
focal-plane shutter, fitted Ernemann Ernostar
anastigmat f/1.8, 4 slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case, £10/17/6.
1-PLATE Tropical Model Sanderson Hand or

18-mm. Agfa Movector A Projector. Cost £45 £22 10 0
180-watt Silent Sixteen Projector, resistance and case
£16 17 6
3i ' 21 Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat, Vario shutter
£2 0 0
31x2i^ Film Pack Premo .
6$. Bd.
9 12 Folding Camera, f/6.3 Novar, Compur shutter, 3
slides .
£2 2 0
Bell & Howell 16-mm.

3x2 Rollette, f/5.5 anastigmat .
3i 21 Sibyl, Tessar f/n.3. 6 slides .
31x21 Ikonta, f/G.3 Novar .
No. 1 F.P. Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat lens, 3 slides
V.P. Kodak Special, f/4.5, Diomatic shutter..

POSTCARD Regular Sanderson Hand or Stand,

31x21 Mentor Reflex, double extension, rising
tension, rising front, sky-shade, deep triple

detachable focussing hood, revolving back, quickwind focai-plane shutter, 1/lOth to l/l,000th
and time, fitted Dallmever Serrac f/4.5, 1 D P.
holder, F.P. adapter, £12/10.

Repairs
to allworkmen
makes of; apparatus
executedbeforeby
experienced
estimate given
proceeding.

Apparatus can be purchased on our deferred
payment

system ; please ask for details.

Developing,
Printing
Enlarging, best
possible results.
Quick and
service.
■VTEGRET
TI and ZAMBRA, 122,
lx W.
l.

Regent [0010
St.,

8 21-IN.ditto,Condenser
mounted,48/- 52/; 9-in.
slightly Lenses,
soiled, perfect,
; hundreds

ch^Th slightly chipped ; all sizes ; also Enlarging
and Portrait Lenses, good and cheap : Anastigmats
repolished ; enquiries invited. — Premier Optical
Co., 63, Bolton Rd., Stratford, London.
[4935
i RTHUR GASK & CO.
St., London,
ARI'blUR
GASK W.l.
(S: CO., 50, Mortimer St., Regent
tnSRE are Bargains, real value and guaranteed ;
5 days’ approval deposit.
1-PLATE Coronet Enlarger :

4

cost £7/15 ;

£3/5 : perfect condition, gas or electric.

cash

FILMO,
Cooke,.Arthur
2 speeds,
; cost .£54 •
cash, f/3.5
£12/17/6.—
Cask case
& Co.
1-PLATE Black Band Enlarger ; cost £15/15 ;
cash £3/18/6 ; extremely portable, gas or
4
electric.
^Pfxl07
Stereoflectoscop, f/4.5 Heliars, best
TiU
leather case ; cost £36 ; cash, £12/15.
1,-PLATE Zeiss Trona, latest, f/4.5 Tessar, slides,
£23/10 ; cash
£13/12/'6^'’
QiS-MM. Ross Zeiss Double Protar in Volute;
OU
list £55 : cash, £12/10.— Below.
1-PLATE Ensign Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke, F.P.A. and

4

slides : cost £13/10 ; cash, £6/15.

T
AU

Film Editor, complete £3in15case0

1-pI. Elito, f/6.8 Cooke, Sector, 3 slides .
£1 5 0
9 X 12 Tenax, double extension, f/G.8 lens. Ibsor, 3 slides

wide-angle movement, reversing
finder, fitted Ensign anastigmat
shutter, 1 to 1 /200th and time,
D.P. holders, leather case, £5/17/6.

2 front, deep tripie detachable focussing hood,
revolving back, quick-wind focai-plane shutter,
l/15th to 1/1, 300th and time, fitted Cooke Aviar
f/4.5,- 6 D.P. holders and leather case, £13/10.
1-PLATE Dallmeyer de Luxe Reflex, double ex-

[4875

CINEMATOGRAPH

Stand, triple extension, high rack rising and

triple extension, high rack rising and swing
front, wide-angle movement, reversing back,
finder, fitted f/4.5 anastigmat, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/150tli and time, cable release,
5 D.D. slides and leather case, .£5/17/6.

£1
£5
£3
£1
£3

15
17
2
12
12

0
6
6
6
6

PATHE Motocamera, Zeiss f/2.7, perfect con¬

dition, as new, £12 ; Pathe Developing
'Tanks, frame, etc., complete, £2. — Sherrard,
London Rd., Beccles, Suffolk.
[4894

PATHE Super Reels ; S/651, new 13/6 ; S/541,

S/562, S/600, S/681, 10/- each ; S/574,
2 reels, 16/6 ; 6-v. 60-a. Accumulator, 12/6. —
Davies, 1, Clovelly Avenue, Colindeep Lane,
Hendon, N.W.9.
[4897
disc, Projector,
bought Xmas,
£8 ; Motocamera
PATHE
motor, accept
dual resistance,
colour
B, iLsed twice, £4/10. — H. Beamish, Weymouth
College, Dorset.

double-claw movement, 2.10-v. 100-watt lamp,
switch, flex and plug, 4 spools ; perfect condition,
£5 : seen by appointment. — 12, Frobisher Rd.,
Horn.sey, N.8.
[4936
T^OR Sale, Bargain. — Newman Sinclair Standard
17 Auto. Kine Can'cra, reflex focussing device, 2
film boxes. — Head, Waltord, Ross-on-Wye. [4940

la F.P. Kodak, self-erecting, single lens .
9s. 6d.
V.P. Piccolette, Tessar f/4.5, Compur and case £3 18 6
31 '
21
Pair
41 X

21 Ensign Folding, f/4.5 Gnsar lens .
£3 0 0
21 Pafi Reflex .
7s 6d.
8 24 Soho Binoculars, and leather case. £4 7 6
6 Blocknote, Zeiss Tessar f/G.3. 6 slides, purses
£2 5 0
31 ' 21 No. 6 Carbine, f/4.5 Cooke Aviar .
£3 18 6
31 x21 Folding, f/6.3 lens, G slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case .
£1 7 6
9 12 cm. Ideal, Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter, 3 slides,
F.P. adapter .
£3 17 6
Standard Stereo Cameo, Beck lens. 4 slides. ... £1 5 0
1-pl. Folding, double extension, f/6.3 anastigmat, 3
slides . .
£1 10 0
21 X 31 Roil Film Reflex, f/7.7 lens, leather case
Postcard Carbine, f/’< lens .
1-pl. Ansco Roll Film, f/7.7 anastigmat .
3} 21 Cameo, double extension, Korlstka f/4.5,
6 slide.s, F.P. adapter .

£1 12 0
14s. 6d
£1 8 0
Compur.
£4 0 0

31 X 2J Makina, f/2.9 lens, Compur, G slides, F.P. adapter
£9 17 6
31x21 Ihagee, double extension, f/4.5 Meyer, Compur,
3 slides .
£4 17 0
31 X 21 Cocarette, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur .
£6 17 6
31 21 No. 6 Carbine, f/4.5 Ensar, Compur. . £4 17 6
Justophot Meter, and case .
17s. 6d.
Correctoscope View-finder, for Fibno .
S3 0 0
4-in. f/4 Dallmeyer Cine Telephoto .
£4 0 0
1-in. f/1.8 Cooke Filmo Lens .
£5 0 0
Patlie Camera, and Camo motor .
£3 0 0
Pathe Motor, and dual resistance .
£1 17 6
Pathe Rewind .
10s. Od.
Baby Projector, single claw .
£1 12 6
1-pi. Sanderson, f/6.8 lens, 3 D.D. slides and c.ase
£4 4 0
Pathe Projector, Motor C, resistance, super attachment,
all in cose .
£8 10 0
31x21 N. & G. Reflex, Ross combinable, 3 D.D. slides.
F.P. adapter. Grafiex holder in leather case. . . . £17 17 0
Aden Telephoto Lens and case .
£2 7 6
i-pl. Britisher Reflex, f/G.8 Dagor, 2 D.D. slides £4
and12case6
i-pl. Cameo, Ross Homo f/G.3, 3 slides .
£1 12 0
No. 2 Folding Brownie, R.R .
£1 1 0

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines.)

Established 1889

[4964

CINE.MATOGRAPH I’rojector for standard film,

(^UPER
666, or
brand-new
kJ shownReels,
once 549.
only, 638,
£1 each
£2/15 thecondition.
three. —
Alax Stanley, 59, Market St., Hoylake.
[4944
IPAI-KIB Films 16-mm., sound-on-disc, over

J. 20 subjects imported from U.S.A., for sale

or exchange ; also number of exclusive American
Silent Filins. — Bo.x 6129, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[4951

OFFERS ?— 1932 Model Lu.x Pathescope Pro¬

jector, com.plete in ca.se, condition as new,
witli extra O. and S. bulbs ; apply — 1. Lloyd
Parry, Bettws-y-Coed, North Wales.
[1960

DOUBLE-CLAW Projector, Pathescope, motor,

super attacJiment, £6. — Sadler, 9, Great New¬
port St., W.C.
[4943

Trade.

ILLUSTRASCREENS. — Highly Reflective Super

Silver Projection Surfaces, with split rollers
and battens, framed sides, with ingenious
stretching device, assuring a flawless picture
area and inaxiimim brilliance. Rigid but portable ;
easily rolled for transport after the show.

ORDER an lllnstrascreen to-day. — 20x30 10/-,

24X36 12/., 36X48 21/-, 48x48 25/-, 48x60
30/-, 48X66 32/- ; all prices are carriage paid ;
any size made to order up to 12 ft.

PATHESCOPE Films, 30’s and 60’s assorted ;
every subject issued, 300-ft. 10/- ; sample and

OTANDARD
Films in great variety ; complete
list
1/-.
O
sample film and list, 5/-.
-MM. Films, complete, sample and list, 5/-.

16

own projector,
1LLUSTRA
Blue Prints enable you to build your

HOW to Make a Projector for 9-inm., 16-mm. or

combined, with sprockets, 10/- the set ; with
this set we present a further set ; how to construct
a super illuininant.
16-mm., 10/- the set.
PRINTING
Machine Blue Print, for 9-mm. and

Howell, DeVry,
Brie, Williamson,
PRO.IECTORS
and DeCameras,
including BellPathe<%
and Ensign.
789,

HIGH

HOLBORN,

LONDON,

W.C.l

ILLUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, Wardour St.,

I.ondon. Telephone, Gerrard 6889.
Organ House.

[4922
BE

[4918

rpiP-UP
for your
private from
theatre,
handJL somelySeats
upholstered
mahogany,
the Palace
Theatre, London, from 10/- per seat.
IpVERYTfUNG for Movies : phone, write, or,
Hj better still, call ana inspect immense stock of
bargains ; if you forget our number look for
the big organ.

Agfa, 3ix2i, f/4.5, compur, automatic focus-

ser (£15/15), £10 ; Ensign Focal-plane, 31x24,
Ross f/4.5 (£19/10), £14 ; Kodak Special, i-pL,
f/6.3, Diomatic (£7/7), £5 ; all as new, with leather
cases : approval.— Thompson & Capper, Southport.

KODASCOPE C Latest Bronze Model, 1-in. lens,

with resistance for 250 volts, used only 3 hours ;
as brand new, £14 ; genuine bargain ; Glasgow
district. — Box 6084, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[4885

Pair 0 " Goerz Marine Fernglas Binoculars, and leather
case .
£4 10 0
No. 3 F.P. Kodak, R.R. lens .
18s. 6d.

Approval
— Arthur
& Co.,Phone,50,
Mortimer Deposit.
St., Regent
St., Gask
London.
0537.

APPARATUS

4jx6 cm. Salex Focal-plane, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, 6
slides, case .
£2 5 0

Swer Ensign Projector, complete in
case, with resistance ; list £50 ; cash, £30.

Museum

Holbom

Gainmax
shutter,
speeds
1/1 0th,
LLOA'ES.
— 3-in.between-lens
f/2.9 Dallmeyer
Pentac
Lerrses,
in
l/25th, l/50th. 1/lOCth sec., bulb and time, 52/6.

YES, and you have choice of
buying for cash, in exchange,
or by 6, 9 or 12 monthly pay¬
ments. 7 days’ free approval.

PATHE Motocamera Model B, f/3.5 anastigmat,

fitter, cable release, 2 slides ; brand new, £3/5.
rPWO Only. — 3tx21' Zeiss Ikon Cocarettc Roll Film
J. Camera, focussing, reversible finder, ■ wire¬
frame finder, fitted Carl Zeiss Ttssar f/4.5, delavedaction Compur shutter, 1 to 1 /250th and time,
cable release ; brand new, £7/17/6.

Phone,

and Busch As Lomb, fitted Ilex between-lens
shutter, speeds l/5th, l/l(Hb, l/25th, l/50th,
1/lOOth sec., bulb and time ; unused, £3/12/6.

2 Camera, direct finder, quick-wind focalp^lanc shutter to 1/1, 000th and time, fitted
Tessar f/4.5, focussing mount, 7 slides, F.P.A.,
and leather case, £8.

4

j

special attention to Pathescopes. — Humphrys’
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[2961

days’ approval against full deposit. Saleable,
up-to-date - apparatus taken in part or whole
payment or purchased for cash. Our reputation
18 your guarantee.

4

LENSES

Trade.

lyrEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St.,
il W.l, the camera specialists, offer the following
bargains.

swing front,
back, brilliant
f/5.5, Compur
cable release, 3

AND

WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

35
Christie
[4878

THE

XIV

AMATEUR

29,OOOH

PHOTOGRAPHER

CINEMATOGRAPH

PHOTOGRAPHERS

Every
Pathescope
Hire,
3/6 week,
2/3 Super
three Film
days available
; finest for
selection

now

guaranteed films. — Southern Film
Boundaries Rd., Balham, London.

use

particulars.

TO-DAY

FOR

FREE

GRANVILLE
4/LUXE POSTCARDS

VirANTED. — Roll
TT

exchange

AND

Onr

Film

or

for Wireless

Reflex

Camera,

Goods. — Westgate

VT’ ANTED. — j-pl.
TT

instantaneous

Reflex,

large

you
have
find
less

portraits

in poor

in

Wire¬

T T

tor

to 2 dozen

Heidoscope

light, simple

Single Dark

45 X 107. — Gibson,

be

in

good

condition. — Williamson,

ness House, Scalloway.

Blacks-

[4888

fullest particulars. — Edward,

drindod

IVILL
TT

Cotswold,

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE
POSTCARDS
All grades as above.
15 1/-. 50 2/-, 100 3/6, 500 16/-.

Wells.
Exchange

J-pl. Dalian

to whole-plate

TV ANTED. — Dark

Daylight

Tank

Enlarger

[4892

and

TT

also

V.P.

Slides for C.D.V.

Tenax

Camera

and

.[-pi.

(f/16), both

TT

GRANVILLE

large-aperture

lens

to

T T

Bell

&

Howell

J

light-weight

preferred

;

BRANCH

58, Chancery

Telephone \
Telegrams /

:

Lane, W.C.2.

Chancery

BraUINeHAIU
174,

:

Street.

8537.
TcieSams}

36

BRANCH

Corporation

Central

2482.

TT

Camera,

J-pl. Adon,

combinable

233, tVoodboro

also

Chemicals.
Mountant.
Glazing Solution.
Developers (Liquid

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

6ix4i I Gross .. 6/8ix6i i
6110x8 i
,. .. 5112x10 1
,. .. 7/pro rata.

Mounts.
Sepia Toner.
Self-Toning Paper.
and Packet).

^=IPA^^

PHOTOGRAPHICS
10/12, LAMBETH

or telephoto

ALL

2/3
3/3
6/-

Send now for FREE LIST and particulars o/
OILETTES AND CAMERAS.

Rd., Nottingham.

AVOID

..
..
..

All Orders over 5/Post Paid (except Bulky
Chemicals).

PALACE

Phone : HOP.

[4930
USE

5 x4 Doz.
6ix4| ..
8ix6i ..

1/9 50, 31- 100, 11/6 500, 21/- 1,000.

c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[4927
TT, '-ANTED. — Whole or Part Volumes and Indices
TT “ Photography,” 1908 to 1913 ; “ The
Camera,” 1921 to 1928 ; “ .A.P.” Indice.s 1909 to
1924 : also ” A.P.” 30/4/19. — St. Moritz, Cliftonville, Dorking.
[4928
VVANTED. — Double Extension Folding Plate
lens. — Wagstaff,

US

ALSO:

aperture
lens preferable.
Box 6125,
c/o
WANTED.
— Contax
or Leica — Model
II, large“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[4926
Minimum
Palmosor orwithout
similarlens.Press
wanted, with
— Box Camera
6126,

847.

FROM

PRICES!

IPA De Luxe Bromide and Gaslight
Postcards. (/Ml Surfaces.)

Filmo Accessories, Leases, etc. ; state price.Bo.x 6127, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [4925

Phone

..1/2
.. t/8
.. 2/3

3ix2i Gross .. 2/6
4ix2i ,.
314ix3i .. .. 3/6
5ix3i .. .. 4/3
Other sizes

fit Leica. — Gilhespy,

Model

THESE

British and Best.

Goerz Tenax,

13, St. Mary’s Place, Newcastle-on-Tyne. [4921
TVANTED. — Projector, 16-mm., at least 250 watts,

Cut Films, Mounts, Chemicals, Tissue, Mountant. Sepia Toner, P.O.P., Glazing Solution.
Self-toning, etc., etc.

LONDON

IF YOU PURCHASE

LESS

IPA De Luxe Bromide and Gaslight
Papers. (All Surfaces.)

TV ANTED. — 3ix21 Camera, metal body, double
TT extension, without lens and shutter. — Price,
South View, Chester-le-Street.
[4912
VV-ANTED. — Model H Leica or Contax, also a

Gaslight, Amidol, M.Q., Pyro, Gold Toning,
Acid Fixing, Semitone. Box of 6 packets 1/3.

HOBBY
COST

IPA Best Quality Plates. (All Speeds.)

Walking-stick Tripod. — Capt. Hatfield, Bottisham,
Cambs.
[4904

GRANVILLE
DEVELOPERS

57&

WILL

3ix2i Doz.
4ix3| ..
5ix3i „

Llan¬

perfect, for a 3ix21 Tank and Roll Film Tank,
or Justophot, or Baby Tengor. — 19, Hampton
Rd., Bolton.
[4895

Leamington.”

YOUR
NOTE

[4891
AYFANTED. — Small Rolleiflex, f/3.5, good condition;
TT

(Dept. 8)

Slides
[4880
[4883

also supplementary front lenses Nos. 2 and 3
for Leica Camera. — 160, High St., Putney, S.W.15.

Glossy, Velvet, Matt ; White and Cream ;
Chioro-Bromide ; Double-weight thickness.
Sheets.
Sheets.
8ix6i 72 ..
144
8/6
, . 4/6
4ix3J
6/6
144
36 ..
10x8
5ix3i
,. 6/2
9/9
12x 10 36 ..
72
6ix4|
, . 5/-

Matlock.

37a, Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.

LEICA Enlarger wanted, without lens iireferred ;

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE

of letting

investment I
training, as I
through it no
I think quite

THE PRACTICAL
CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE

TT^ANTED. — Set of Kodacolor Filters suitable
TT for Cooke f/1.8 lens on B. & H. Model 70DA
Filmo Camera, and G.G. 375-watt Filmo Projector ;
state condition and lowest for cash. — Box 6083,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[4884
YV -ANTED. — One Pathe Super Attachment ; must
T T

London.

Bracken-

rigg, Deganwy.

H.D. 100. 250, 350, 650, and Special Ortho
H.D. 425.
3ix2ilDoz. .. 1/3 6ix4|lDoz... 3 9
4ix3i ., .. 1/10 8ix6i i
3/9
5ix3i .. .. 2/10

;

It will pay you to eet in touch with the
P.C.C. Send six prints and we will criticise
them free.

for

operation, F.P.A., reversing back ; give des¬
cription, price and year. — Box 6073, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[4872

TV ANTED. — Up

says

this opportunity

know how good an
found your photo
that I have made
than £io8. This

good, don’t you ? ”

[4794

aperture

testimonial

George Alexander,
Another
says ;
particulars.”

y.P.Cooke
Focussing
Bebe,— Coon,
f/4.5, Moira,
wanted Down.
; also
5i-in. Tenax
1/2.5 or
Lens.

GRANVILLE
UNSURPASSED
PLATES

: “ Granville,

latest

” Owing to the enthusiasm created
by your first three sections, I have
made approximately £io. I enclose

WANTED

less Supplies, Burnley.

depression,

photographs.
large
percent¬
age of these canA be
supplied
by
Amateurs and the P.C.C. Course
cessfully.how this is done suc¬
teaches

[0086

“ I take

EXCHANGE

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.
20 1/-. 50 1/9, 100 3/-, 500 13/6.

Telegrams

the trade

newspapers and magazines still
continue, and new illustrated
publications constantly appear.
All need an unceasing supply of

OTAND.\Rl)-SIZE Empire Cine Projector, 35-mm.,
kJ 8-in. spool-boxes, lamphouse, stand ; good
order, £4/4.— Sheffield Photo Co., Ltd., 6, Norfolk
Row (Fargate), Sheffield.
[4959

LIST

All Surfaces ; Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.
Sheets.
7/9
6ix4| 144 ..
2i Gross . . 2/9
72 ..
8ix6i
7/4
^x2i
.. 3'7
36 ..
10x8
5/6
4ix3i
..
8 4
12x 10 36 ..
5ix3i .. .. 5/4

DE

Whatever

CINEMA Films, standard-size ; Comedy, Interest,
Sheen
[4735
HAND-LETTERED
Titles
for and
Filming,
3 for 1/3 ; send
wording
size, — 6d,,
20,
Poplar Rd., S.W.19.
[4896

GRANVILLE
LUXE PAPERS

DE

Much has been written recently
about
economy.
For all
Amateur
Photographers
the
wisest economy is to turn their
hobby which costs money into
earns
money.
a spare-time
business which

News ; lists free. — Donaldson, 172,
Lane, S.W.14. Prospect 1429.

label be found

1933

ECONOMY!

52,

CINEMATOGRAPH
Films,
Accessories
; stand¬
ard only ;Rd.,
listsLeytonstone,
free
; sample
1/-. — F’ilmeries,
57, Lancaster
E.ll.
[352.3
the long-established
library
of Messrs.
Camera
SUPER
Films
(Pathescope)
on
Hire,
1/each,
from
Craft, Ltd., Palmers Green, N.13. Send P.C. for

In almost every Dark¬
room can the Granville

WRITE

Exchange,

P.ATHESCOPE
Film Hire,
30-ft. 4d.,
week ; no deposit.
— Southern,
above.60-ft. 8d.
Pathescope
30-ft. 5d.,
60-ft.
9d., Supers Films
4/6. —Exchanged,
Southern* Film
Exchange,
above.
[0079

GRANVrLLE
PRODUCTS

22,

APPARATUS

Trade.

REGULARLY

February

ADVERTISEMENTS

RISK.

5312.

RD., S.E.1

February

22,

THE

1933

AMATEUR

ENLARCERS

[ EXCHANGE

with

lamp-boose

and

For
With

£6

"ll’ANTED. — Lux Pathe Projector, no dealers. —
T T 4. Hertford Avenue, East Sheen.
[4942
ANTED. — Mount Reveller, preferably Merrett
type. — 41, Lancaster Rd., N. Harrow. [4933
VVANTED. — 9x12 Press and 31x21 or }-pl. Reflex,
IT condition immaterial. — Davies, 11, Wilton
t're.scent, Wimbledon, S.W.19.
[4940

v\

‘

ADVEirnSER would exchange Brand-new Me-

Mieliael Colonial Supersonic Short-wave Wireless,
complete, less batteries and speaker, 15-550 metres,
for latest model Eocal-plane Press Camera, size
5x4, f 4.5 or larger, self-capping; must be
late model and in perfect order ; wireless just cost
over £15 ; approval willingly. — Cecil B. Lyne,
Garefield, Bodmin, Cornwall.
[4950

i-plate negatives.

f/6.8

5

WANTED.
— Sanderson
l-pl., Wellingboro.
exchange J-pl.[4933
Re¬
flex. — Ireson,
Park Rd.,

bellows

body on sliding rails, with rack
and pinion for hne focussing.
May be used horizontally or hung
on the dark-room wall for use
vertically.

lens.

0. Reduced

List

to

price

£5:0:0
With f/4.5
£7 10 0.

lens. List
Reduced to

£5
THE
,,

'VVIANTED. — Zeiss Bab.v Ikonta, with f/3.5 or
IT f/4,5 lens, in Compur shutter ; good con¬
dition, rea.sonable price. — Box 6130, c/o “ The
Am.ateur Photographer.”
[4952

: 12 : 6

4Jx3}
9x12

ROLLEIELEX
Wanted,; latest
model,
also
Prismatic Binoculars
good make
; cash.

in. or

cm.

MIRAPHOT

,,

— Box 6133, c/o “ The Amateur

The

£7

:17

35 X

W
'ANTED.
— Automatic
Rolleiflex,
lowest,
cash waiting.
— Box 6136,
c/o “ state
The Amateur
Photographer.”
[4958
SMAIjI^
Iris
I.,cns
Moiint,
preferred,
small
Compound
shutter.
— 30,Zeiss
Okehampton
Rd.,
J^ondon, N.W.IO.
[4962

,,

MIRAPHOT

01-IN. Square Roll Film Icarettc, f/4.5 Te.ssar,
/=w4 Compur, 1 to l/300th .sec., radial focussing,
D.V. finder ; must be first-class condition. — Box
6144, c/o ” The Amateur Photographer.” [4965

The 3Jx2i in. “Miraphot” is
similar in design and construction
to the larger size. 32x8 in. or
smaller enlargements can be made
from 31 - 21 in. negatives.
Price, with Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens
£10 2 6
Reduced to £7
: 12 : 6
With

Novar

Reduced to

£5
THE
BRITISH
MADE

Trade.

T\"-4NTED Immediately for Prompt Cash or
TT Exchange. — Baby Cine Cameras, Projectors,
Films and Acce.ssories ; Microscopes, Telescopes,
Binoculars, Mathematical Instruments and Modern
Cameras. — Frank, 67, Saltinarket, Glasgow. [4967

f/6.3 lens
£7 12 6

; 15 : o

VN.

this

new

CARBINE Developing Tank, V.P.K.,
new,
Head,brand
Birming¬
[4899

ROLLEX 3ix2J Holder, i-pl. Cameo fitting, new,
IMPERIAL Graduated Sky Filter, f/2.9, in leather

Enlarger every improve¬
ment and refinement are
included. Thus, if you
prefer to focus by hand
you can do so, or if yon
don’t want to be both¬
ered, it’s also automatic.
The lamp-house is large
enough to prevent over¬
heating, and the stability
is an important feature.

10/-. — Streets, Broughton,

camera cases.
A. Maskens
Cross ;
Bellows.
— A11— sizes
stocked &; Sons,
lowest12a,prices
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083
Lloyds
tl]0 usual
following
goods, bankrupt
stoclt, offer
at halt
pricesnew
; approval
terms ;

£8 15 0

to

87, Lamb’s
6250.

: 15 : 6

SECOND-HAND

[4901

Slater,
[4905

Trade.

8A X 2\ in. to 12 x 10 in.

£6

Brigg, Lines.

case, price £1/5, or nearest offer. — E.
48, Wood St., Wednesbury.

Fitted with Dallmeyer
F '4.S Anas. Lens.
Reduced

Zeiss Ikon Mirax, for use with 3ix2i folding camera, com¬
plete with electric flex and switch .
£2 2 6
Ihagee Lumimax, for use with Weeny-Ultrix camera, complete
with flex and switch .
•.
£2 2 6
Second-hand Leitz Filix Enlarger, fixed focus, for Lcica films.
postcard size .
..
£3 19 6
Second-hand 3^x2^ Ensign Autoprint, semi-automatic, f/6.8
anastiormat lens. 4i-in. conHeoaer .
£4 16 6

SANDS HUNTER&eK

you

Conduit

St., W.C.l.

Plione, Holboru

Lloyds.
Enamelled
superior
to any— New-stock
on tlie market,
3-iu. Dishes,
deep, postcard
strip, 23x7 in., 7/6 ; 24x18 in., 12/6 ; 20x16 in.,

ENLARGERS

^-pl. Ross Enlarger, 8-In. plano-convex condenser, reversible
negative carrier, long extension, de luxe quality instrument.
In first-class condition .
£8 8 0
i-pl. Sanderson Enlarger, for using with i-pl., reversible back
type of camera, 6J-in. plano-conve.x condenser, lamp-house
suitable for any llluminant .
£3 12 9

37, BEDFORD ST STRAND
LONDON, WC2.

ZNV

u

CAN DEAL

10/6; 15X12 in., 5/6; 12x10, 4/6; 10x8, 3/6;
24x16x4 or 5 in. deep, 15/-; 30x20x3 in.
deep, 15/- ; Cascade Washing 'Trays, set of three,
20x16, 47/6.

38 X 15 —X Porceloyd
12, 20/- ; Roll
tap-hole
tap, 2/6 Tanks,
extra ;
Lloyds.
Film andDeveloping
all sizes ; stoneware tanks in stock.
Lloyds
for D. &Backgrounds,
P. Trade, Walking
Snaps, Equipment
Studio Lighting,
Drying
and Mounting Machines.
[4876
PRINTING
Framas,
500
to
clear
cheap,
all
sizes up to 20x16. — Frank, 67, Saltmarket,
Glasgow.
[4968
— Frank,3-speed
67, Saltmarket,
Glasgov/.
Marvel
shutters, 15/-,
clearing at [4970
7/6.
Bellows,
i-pl.,
or
odd,
6/6,
7/6
;
whole-plate,
10/6 ; worth
double.
— Frank,
67,
Saltmarket,
Glasgow.
[4971

IN PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

" I am keeping the Oraflex Reflex at £20, and have received your
receipt for niy cheque £15, and will you please now let me Lave a
receipt for the other £5. . . . Thanking you once more for the very
nice wav

that you have

handled

this business.

I will recommend

...”

W. S - , \V/H .
31 X 21 Marion Dainty Soho Reflex, improved model, milled-head
quick-wind focal-plane shutter, all speeds and time, revolving back,
latest Carl Zeiss f/4,5 Tessar lens, K.M. Model C folding lens hood,
detachable Ilford .\lpha filter, rising front, rack double ex., 3 double
able imm
Recently
costleathercase.
£36 10s .
slides,
F.P.new.
adapter,
superior
^Vhole outfit
indistinguish¬
£25
* 0 * 0

4-in, Cooke f,'4.5 Telephoto, latest focussing iris mount, adapted
to fit Bell & Howell 16-mm. Filmo camera. Un- rf? • R • H

. \J . \J
9s .
£9 Ikon
soiled.
3i X 2}Cost
Zeiss
Roll Film Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, Com¬
pur shutter, U-stirrup front, fine adjustment rise, lever focus, finder,
also wire-frame finder and back-sight. New con- Pf; • 1 Q • ^
* lO . U
dition .
Carl Zeiss Student's Microscope, on brass vertical stand, coarse and
fine adjustment, lever stage, revolving diaphragms, plain and concave
mirror, 2 objectives,

Nos. 3 and l/6th, No. ‘2 X 6 eye-

£A

*4*0

Ica Cine Taking Camera, latest
pattern, f/4.5 Dominar iinastigmat.
. ‘r . u
mahogany case. Nice condition .
piece, in
takes
standard-size 35-mm. films, direct finder with back-sight,
complete with 2 spare film-holders. New’ condi- £0 * 1 7
* 0
3^ ■ 2i T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, latest pattern, Dallmeyer f/4.5
anastigrnat, hood and sky shade, rising front, revolving hack, quickwind self-capping focal-plane shutter and auto, stop-plate, 1/lOth
to 1/1, OOOth sec.. 3 slide.<. F.P. adapter and superior OQ , 1 7 •

. 1/ . U
.
unsoiled
Practically
case.
Pathescope
9i-mm,
Home
Movie Projector, latest 2-claw' model,
specially fitted Krauss objective, super-reel attachment, type C
motor and drive, adjustable group resistance to 250 volts. light and
motor control witli ammeter, super-reel rewind, tilting attachment,
complete in superior traveUing-case. New con- PQ • \'l • f\
. U
Bausch fk Lomb cost
6 x £16
30 Military
Stereo Prism Binoculars,
. i / with
9s .
dition. Recently
interocvilar
eyecup focus and case. Good as £0
*5*0
Postcard

Zeiss Ikon Nixe Roll Film

Pocket,

with plate back,

double

ex. rack, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, Compur shutter, f’-stirnip front,
fine adjustment rise and cross, finder and level, also wire-frame
finder and back-sight, plate attachment, including hooded focussing
screen, 3 8lide.‘«. Practically imsoiled. New
CIO.
17 •

. i i . \J
.
31 21 Ensign
Carbine
Roll
Film Pocket, Lukos f/4.5 ^anastigmat,
18s. 6d
co.st £22
equivalent
Vario .speeded shutter, focussing, infinity lock. U-stirrup front, finder,
also wire-frame finder, etc. New
condition. £2 •
• 0
Cooke 2-in. f/3.5 Anastigmat, latest, iris focussing mount, adapted
for 16-mm. Bell A- Howell Filino camera. New
oc . 1 Q .
condition. Cost £9 9s .
. U
i-pl. T.-P. Duplex Model Reflex, improved milled-head quick-wind
self-capping focal-plane shutter and auto, stop-plate, 1/lOth to
1 T.ODOtii sec. and time, fi-in. Cooke f/4.5 anastigmat. sunk lens box,
hood and sky shade, rack-rising front, re voicing back, double extension
rack, 3 double slide.s, PM’, adapter and superior CIA
• 1A. fl
case.
new .
. lu.
ModelKqual
B Cine-Kodak,
standard pattern. 16-mm. 50-ft. or
100-ft.
capacity, f/3.5 anastigmat. motor drive, brilliant look-down finder
and direct-vision finder and leather case. New
C11 . 17* A

:■ 24 Goerz C.D.V. Pocket Teuax. Goerz f'6.8 anastigmat, Compoiujd.shutter, 1 to l/290th8ec.,flnefocussing. direct CA • 19 • A

10/6. — Maurice, 46, Holloway
ham.

Vertical

XV

Xll . if . U
6d .
£26 128.
Cost Roll
condition.
2] 2iauto-speeded
Square
Film Watch
Icarette,
tigmat.
shutter,
lever Pocket
focussing,
v ire-f/6.8
£9 Novar
• 1 ftana.8‘ 0
frame finder and back-sight. Nice condition .

ACCESSORIES

Semi - Automatic
Vertical Enlarger
In

[4955

— Box 6134, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [4956
Qlx2j N. & G. or other first-class Reflex.
02
— Bo.x 6135, c/o “ The Amateur Photogr.npher.”
[4957

:6

in.

Photographer.”

WANTED.
Telephoto
and lowest
Magnifier
34x2J — T.-P.
.Junior Lens
Reflex;
price for
to

The “ Miraphot ” Vertical Enlarger
is always in focus. 12 ■ 10 in. or
smaller enlargements can be made
from 9x12 cm. or 4fx3i in.
negatives. Price, including Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5 lens .
£13 17 6
Reduced to £11 : 12 : 6
With Novar f/6.8 lens, £10 10 0
Reduced to

WANTEd|

IriXCHANGF, 1932 Baby Ikonta, f/4.5, Derval

’ft?

LUMIMAX
ENLARGERS

AND

ADVERTISEMEHTS

li sliutter, only used tbrice, for good conditioned
{-pi., f/tt.3 Sanderson Hand or Stand. — 11, Colwick
Rd., Sneinton, Nottingham.
[4931

CLEARANCE
OFFER
OF
SHOP -SOILED
MODELS
ONE ONLY OF EACH SIZE.

PHOTOGRAPHER

OUR

finder,
F.P. Bell
adapter
and case.
condition
. v
16-ram.
& Howell
Model Nice
70C Filmo
Cine .
Camera, with revolving
turret front for 3 lenses including standard U.F. 1-in. Cooke f/3.5 anastig¬
mat, B.
H. irisvignetter for same, also latest Meyer 1-in. f/1.5 Kyno
Plasmat in focussing mount, Voigtlander 4-in. f/4.5 anastigntat
Telephoto in iris mount with extension tube and hood, all inter¬
changeable. motor spring drive, adjustable speeds 8 and 16 frames
per sec., capacity 50 or l()i> ft., spy-glass finder, showing field area
embraced, superior leather case to take outfit. CAO • 1 H • H
Catalogue
price12£99.
AllinCarbine
first-class
.. .f/6.8 Brilliantar
• IvJ* W
44 X 2i No.
Ensign
Rollcondition.
Film Pocket,
finder
and back-siglit.
anastigmat,
Vario auto, Equal
speeded
new shutter,
. U-front, focussing,
£2 * |2 frame
* 0
l-pl. Planex Reflex, Beck 6-in. f/5.8 Isostigmar lens, rising front,
F.P. focus,
adapterfocal-plane
and case.
Perfectall condition.
rack
shutter,
speeds and. •
time, £4
3 double
; 12 slides.
: 6
45 X 107 Richards Stereo Verascope Model 6, improved pattern
with Chronomos fully-speeded shutter, pair Zeiss f/4.5 Tessars,
brilliant look-down finder, also direct-vision finder, spirit levels,
magazine ebanging-box for 12 plates, leather case. jC1 9 . 1 7 • A
ii.U
*>1^.
3x2 asVoigtlander
Roll Film Pocket, fitted Skopar f/4.5
anastigmat,
new .
Good
Compur shutter, brilliant and frame finders, etc, re . 17 • A

XU . 1 / . U
.
Unsoiled
5 ■ 4 Mentor
Folding Reflex, Carl Zeiss 6J-in. f/6.3 Tessar lens, focus¬
sing, rising front, qnick-wiud focal-plane shutter, engraved speeds, l/3rd
to 1/1 .300th sec. and time, 3 double slides. Nice CQ • 17 • A
. J i . U
.
condition
9 X 12 J-pl.
Voigtlander Alpine Triple Ex. Pocket, Voigtlander
Series III f/6.3 Collincar anastigmat, ('ompound shutter. 1 to l/250th
sec., rack focus, rising front, direct-vision finder, 6 rc * 1 ft * A
slides, F.P. adapter

and leather case. Nice condition

• lO

. u

Anyledger
of theajeabove
mayto bevalue
had isbyrequested.
arrangement
on five
If
no
deposit
Latest
lists days’
free onapproval.
applicatioii.
N.B. — Fligh-class Apparatus Purchased for Cash, taken in Exchange
or Sold on Commission. Approx. Valuations free. Call or write.

Camera (ifxcl)ange
Ore

(So.. ITimiteii.

NOTE

ADDRESS

:

No. 2, POULTRY,
Telegrams

CHEAPSIDE,

: ” Loncamerex,

Stock,

J,ondon.'’

LONDON,
Phone

E.C.2

: Central

8691

One minute from the Bank of England and Stock Exchange.

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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LANTERNS
& ENLARGERS
4,000 C.P.
NEW
FLOODLIGHT (BRITISH MADE) Heavy
condensers,
new double Lantern,
carrier, without
Brass-Mahogany
excellent lamp,
lens,

The

light

given

by a 500-watt
Nitrapbot lamp
is amazingly bril¬
liant if a “ Flood¬
light " Redactor
is used.
This
reflector is fitted

35/-. — Marsh,

19, St. James’s

CONDENSER ; 5i-in. Mounted, twin lenses, per¬
Trade.

Price 30/-

ANCASTER

with

8 ft. flex with

lamp-holder and
wall plug fitting.
Diffuser 2 6 extra.

VERTICAL and Horizontal for every size

Telescopic Tripod,
70 in. high. 12/6.

negative, from Leica to 12 x 10, Condensers,
vapour llluminatiou ; semi¬
diffusedARor
S
ERmercury
Gor
automatic focussing.
automatic
JgNL

500-watt Nitraphot lamp, any
voltage, 23/6.

1ST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

Nitrapbot Expo¬
sure Ueter, 1/6.

Central
J. Birmingham,
'LANCASTER 1.& Telephone,
SON, LTD.,
87,4255.
Parade,
post free. — ^Lancaster,
Birmingham.
Enlargers,
of shop-soiled
Sale List Parade,
CLEARANCE
con¬
Lancaster,
—
2d.
postage
;
struction
List of parts for ownParade,
Enlargers.—
ingham.
[0082
Birm

!

Please state volt¬
age for lamp.

SANDS

HUNTER

Bedford

&

Street,

CO.,

Strand,

LTD.
London

MIRAPHOTS, i-pl., Tessar f/4.5 (£13/17/6), £8 ;
3ix24,

I
■

BIRMINGHAM’S
OPPORTUNITY

I
I
I

to pnrchase first-class guaranteed ap¬
paratus at exceptionally attractive prices
SHOP-SOILED
AND

8LIOHTLY-U8

ED

CINB CAHEBAS.
PROJECTORS
(0.6
and 10 mm.), SCREENS, REFLEX,
PLATE and ROLL-FILM
CAMERAS,
CASES and ACCESSORIES OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION
are offered at lowest
possible prices in our
ANNUAL
PHOTOGRAPHIC

EXCH ANGES
See

oar

Sale

A

SALE.

SPECIALITY.

Windows

and

f/3.5 (£10/5), £7;

Baby

Ikonta

and

Leica
(£10/5'),
£7 ; Southport.
all as new ; approval.—
Thompson
& Capper,
[4923

I
— Advertiser giving
I AU N I Q U E Opportunity.
I PRISM Binoculars, Kratos, 8x32, with case, £5/10,
MISCELLANEOUS

up Stereoscopic Photography wishes dispose
limited number Lumiere Autochrome 6 x 13 plates,
new from makers ; bargain, 3/9 per box, C.O.D. —
Box 6085, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [4886

near offer. — G. Cattermole, 90; Ravensbourne
Avenue, Shortlands, Kent.
[4889
NEGATIVES, Horology, Ancient Clocks,
Watches, Sundials, Astronomical, etc. ;
100 Lantern Slides, Miscellaneous ;
cheap. —
Stewart, 33, Hilltowu, Dimdee.
[4960

Bargain

Trade.

HOW to Frame Pictures, complete Guide and List ;

WANTED

finest range of Picture Mouldings in the
World ; post free, 3d. — Watkins Provider, Exchange
Works, Newport, Mon.
[3610

for CASH

Saleable Photographic Apparatus. Exceptionally
good allowances made in exchange.
Accredited Dealers for all the leading makes of
Cameras and Gramophone^, etc.

THE
320,

CAMERA

Vauxhall

{Oppotits

^ew

& GRAMOPHONE

Bridge

Rd.,

Victoria Cinema.)

VICTORIA,
Phone:

MATERIALS
Trade.

CO.

CITY PHOTO WORKS. — World-famous “ Blue

S.W.I

Label ” series of first quality British Papers,
Postcards. Chemicals, Mounts, Wallets, Folders*
also Plates, orthochromatic, isochromatic ; uniforitf
quality ; absolutely dependable material.

Victoria 2977.

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

Your Film Developed and 1 Velox gla/e^t print made from each
negative: V.P. and 3^x2^, 8 exposures, 1/2, No. 116 (2^x41)
1/6, 41x31 1/3, 51x31 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- 1 dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9 1 dozen, 81x6| ; 2/6
dozen, 1/6 1 dozen, 61 x 4} enlargemeiits, 2/- 20 x 16. 15 x 12 1/9,
12x10 1'8. Ifx8 1'-. 8i*6* 9d.. 6i x 4J 8d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH
OF ALL ORDERS.

CITY PHOTO WORKS. — Big Catalogue Free ;

post paid Hadleigh,
; satisfaction
catalogue
ATTWOOD,
Essex.guaranteed
— Reliable; Materials,
350 and 600
& D. ; superfine
Postcards, 2/dozen,
ATTWOOD
FlatH. Films,
quality.—
6 dozen 10/- ; 4-pl-, 2/3 dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.
600 H. & Plates,
D. ; i-pl.,
1/9 dozen.
ATTWOOD
superfine
quality.6 —dozen
300 8/-and ;
Postcard 2/- dozen, 6 dozen 11/- ; i-pl., 2/9 dozen,
free.

Watch & wait for
the

38

CITY PHOTO WORKS. — The original 22 years

established firm ; thousands of satisfied
customers; 3ix2J Gaslight Paper, 2/6 gross,
samples free.
largest selection in the trade ; write now, you
may learn something to your advantage. — City
Photo Works, 119, Eastbourne Rd., Southport. [0002

Sizes ap Ui 12 » lo glazed, unless otherwise unlered. All above
poHt paid ex>‘ept ela«H neiratives, when Hd. extra must tie added.
Kvcry eatlsfaction vnaranteed. Write for latest 'ihU.
OSBORNE
& CAMPION, 122, East Park Road. LEICESTER.

6

WATT!

[4890

fect condition, 13/-, deposit. — Goodchild, Gras¬
mere, Beccles Rd., Oulton Broad, Lowestoft. [4916

the “ life ** of the
lamp.

37,

500
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Zeiss P.C. mask ; cost £6/10 ; brand new and
perfect, 75/-. — Maurice, 46, Holloway Head, Bir¬
mingham. Midland 4835.
[4898

FLOODLIGHT
REFLECTOR

IMPORTANT

St., Derby.

22,

Lancaster
2 Ampins
verticalWrayEnlarger,
34x2i to No.
12X10,
fitted f/6.3
anastigmatic in iris mount, extra V.P.K. carrier and

with a 5-amp.
switch, making
it absolutely safe
and
preserving

Complete

February

ADVERTISEMENTS

5 dozen

12/-.

ATTWOOD
Acmecontrasty,
Postcards,50 Bromide
normal and
1/6, 100 and
2/9, Gaslight,
500 11/-,
1,000 19/- ; Commercial Postcards, 1/9 100, 14/-

16-mm.’NEW VICTOR MIQHTY-POWEBXUXE'PROJECTOR,
super f/1.5 large aperture, 56U-watt triplane coiled-coil tre¬
mendous direct illumination, large 2-in, diameter dual con¬
densers (passing enormous light), dual boosting reflectors
(giving theatre brilliancy), latest 24-teeth sprocket fed (takes
dry, 'tom, or shrunken film without trouble), automatic film
trap — cuts off projection if film running Incorrectly, dual fancooled lamp and motor, car-gear clutch start — giving for¬
ward, stills, reverse, direct-drive motor — no gears, belts or
chains, automatic-erecting self-replacing spool arras, 4-way
rewind — rewind by hand, rewind by motor, reivind one ftlra
whilst projecting another film, rewind 4 films at once, lightning
latest threading device. Dreadnought gear tilting bead, micro,
focussing. AU gold-bronze throughout, chromium fittings de
luxe. Complete in latest brown russet leather ready-foraction *' carrying case. Tremendous light. Theatre brilli¬
ancy.

Wonderful
ONLY

■v^l"
■
%A/ANTF

projection. World’s finest.
£80
; O
: O
only

Cameras,

for Latest Apparatus,
New Models.
Projectors,
in exchange

3J X 2J Salex Press Pocket, f/4,5, 1/lOth to l/l,000th
Pathe Kid Projector, extra resistance. As hew..
1-pl. Miraphot Vertical Auto-Focus Enlarger, 1/6,3
1-pl. Dallmeyer Reflex, f/3.5, self-capping .
34x2) Cameo, f/4.5, new Cornpur. double ex .
V.P. Salex Press Pocket, f/4.5, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th

£3
£1
£4
£8
£4
£3

17
19
19
17
17
6

6
6
6
6
6
0

34 X 24 Certo Roll Film, Xenar f/4.6, S-speed .
£2 7 6
BoUeiflex 24 Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, new Cornpur _
£9 17 6
4-pl. Ensign Roll Film Plate, Goerz f'6.8, Cornpur. . £2 19 6
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Goerz f/4.5, self-capping, D. si. £6 17 6
4-pl. Nagel Plate Pocket, convertible f/4.5, Cornpur £5 5 0
34 X 2i IMakina Press, f/2.9, Cornpur. (Jost £22.. £9 17 6
34 X 24 Ensign Roll Film, f/4.5, latest 1 to l/lOOth. . £3 19 6
4-pl. T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5, latest, at-eel shutter .
£8 17 6
Leica, f/3.5, interchange, case. As new .
£8 17 6
V.P. Potet R.F., Speeti f/3.5, new Cornpur, 16 V.P. £4 17 6
34 X 24 Cameo, AJdis f/4.5, latest 1 to 1/lOOth .
£4 4 0
9-mm. Coronet Motocaraera, f/3.9. As new .
£2 6 0
34 X 24 Cocarette Roll Film, f/6.3. Cost £4. As new £2 5 0
34x21 Voigtlander Plate, f/4.5, new Cornpur .
£6 17 6
6 X 4 (ioerz Folding Reflex, Cooke Avlar f/4, 6 .
£9 17 6
la Kodak Autographic, f/6.3, micro, focus .
£2 6 0
3a Range-finder Kodak, f/G.8, 4 to 1/lOOtb. As new £4 17 6
34 ><24 Carbine R.F. Plate, Tessar f/4.5, Cornpur.. £5 17 6
4-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.6, D. si. ... £6 17 6
34x24 Ensign R.F. Reflex, f/4.5, ]/25th to l/600th £6 17 6
4-pl. Zeiss Pocket, Zeiss f/4.6, Cornpur. Unused.. £6 17 6
9-mm., 16-mm. Bolex Projector, latest D, resistance £29 10 0
34x24 Carbine, Aldis f/4.6, new Cornpur. As new £5 6 0
34x24 Certo Plate, Xenar f/4.6, 3 sp,, double ex. £2 17 6
6x4. 4-pl. Sanderson, Goerz f/6.8, 1 to l/160th... £3 17 6
34x24 Zeiss Miroflex, f/4.5. latest. As new.... £29 10 0
34 x24 Elrnemann Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.6.. £14 14 0
5x4 Adams' Reflex, Protar f/6.3, D. sUdes .
£6 17 0
84 X 24 Nagel Self-Erect. R.F., f/4.5, new Cornpur. .£560
16-mm. Ensign Projector, 180-watt. case. As new £18 18 0
V.P. Goerz Tenax Wafer Plate, f/4.5, Cornpur .
£4 17 6
36-mm. Sept Cine, f/.‘i.6, motor, single picture .
£4
16-mm. Kodak BB Camera, f/3. 6. As new. Bargain £8
9-mm. Pathe Motocamera, f/3. 6. double claw .
£4
Ifl-mm. Ensign Projector, 50-watt, motor, resist... £6
34 X 24 Sinclair Una Hand-Stand, Ross f/6.3. As new £11
4-pl. Ensign Reflex, Ross f/4.5, new steel type .
£8
16-mm. Kodascope, lOO-watt, motor, resistance.. £7
Pathe Projector, double claw. As new .
£3
16-mm. Bell-Howell FUmo, f/3.5, case. Bargain.. £15
V.P. Certo Plate, Xenar f/4.6, Cornpur, slides .
£3
16-mm, Ensign Projector, lOO-wstt, motor, resist. £9
Binoculars, 8
Prismatic, centre focus. Siiii* .
£3
16-mm. Eosism Turret Camera, fn. 5. case. As new £29
9-mm. Pathe Camera, f/3.5. Camo mutur .
£2
16-mm. Zeiss Projector, lou-watt. motor case. .. . £11
34 24 Zeiss Ideal Plate. Tessar, D.A.. clip slides £9
Pathe Lux Projector, motor, resist., case. As new £11
3) 24 Hagnaprint Vertical Autofocus Enlarger _
£5
Pathe Projector, motor, super attachment, resist. £6
34 21 Ensign Tropical R.F. Reflex, Aldis f/4.5 _
£6

17
8
4
17
11
17
10
15
IS
6
17
5
10
6
11
17
11
17
17
17

6
0
0
6
0
6
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
6
0
6
6
6

16-mm. Ensign Luxe Projector, 2.‘>o-watt. C-ost e5(> £29 10
84 '' 2j T.-P. Reflex, Ross f/4.5, latent self-capping £8 17
^libri, Zeiss Tensar f/3.5, new Cornpur. case .
£8 8

0
6
0

per 1.0()0.

— ifs worth it!
BE

normal and
vigorous,
per gross;
ATTWOOD
Bromide
Paper,6x4i,
glossy,3/6satin,
matt,
i-pl.. 4/- per gross ; whole-plate, 7/6 per gro.s.s. —
Attwood, Hadleigh Essex.
[0025
WISE
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MATERIALS
Trade.

KAMY, ltd., 28, BunLill Row, London, E.C.l,

Free-Lancing
Services
Join UalUnson’s famooa
get 1933 and 1934 into
about your work. It is
work they did preyions

AT

supplies best photographic materials, recom¬
mends a good trial and allows 10 per cent reduction
on first sample order. Films excepted. [0044

K ALTON, forBristol,
150, Victoria
St. ACallers
new
South-Western
England.

£15

depot
welcomed.

Courses in Photography to-day, and
your Conrse. Do not be too modest
a common thing for beginners to seil
to beginning the Coarse.

Rd. Prices less postage
to callers.
121, Scotswood
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
K ALTON,
9 to 7 ;Manchester,
Wednesday,99,1 ;London
please Rd.
call. Hours,
K ALTON,
Send forLondon,
price list.61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
K ALTON,
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harborne.
K ALTON,
7, Albany
9 to 7 ; Leeds,
Wednesday,
; please call.
K ALTON,
38, 1 Bridge
End. Hours,
K ALTON,
postage Glasgow,
to callers.409i, Argyle St. Prices less
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt, i-pl. 3/6
Ksheets:
ALTON
Chloro-bromide
white72
1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-; 12x10

Ur. UalUnson is often asked, Can I use the pictores taken in
the ordinary wayp’* That is one of the most important
things in free-lancing. Certainly 1 There is no need to
rush about to photograph topical events. Pupils are encouraged
and even instructed to follow their own lines of interest, for
it is there that success lies in the first place. Here is a picture
taken by one of Uailinsoa*s pupils :

THE

PATHESCOPE

7/3, 3/- dozen.

matt, normal,
e.xtra vigorous,
single¬
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Bromide,
glossy, velvet,
weight and double-weight: 20x16 6/3 dozen;
15x12 4/3; 12x10 7/3 36 sheets, 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 4ix2,i 3/6, 3ix2i 2/6 gross, 12 gross
21/6.

K ALTON Gaslight, single-weight and double¬
double- weight
K
ALTON
Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
10x8 5/- ; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
2/- gross,
12-gro3s
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots “ 20/-.
Xlnt ” 3ix2i glossy,
3ix2i 1/6
72 sheets,
gross ; 4ix2i
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,2/6 lix2i,
1/6 grossand ;
weight, normal, vigorous ; same prices as
Bromide advertisement above, except i-pl., 6/6 gross.

200-B ”
“
PROJECTOR

i-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gro.ss.

With

kind permU8l(m

of the" Daily

K ALTON
Postcards,
bromide
and gaslight,
first
quality,
all surfaces
; vigorous,
3/- 100,
1/9 50.
K ALTON
Collodion, 3ix2i, 3/- gross ;
4ix2i Self-toning
and i-pl., 4/-.
matt cream,
4A 100,
32/6 1,000.
K ALTON
Self-toning
Postcards,
glossy, matt and
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; i-pl.,
5/-,
K
ALTON
i-pl., 9/94 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
backed 5/9 ; 3ix2i, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9 ;

Il&rald**

Such pictures are taken in thousands by unwitting amateurs,
every day in summer. This was sent in to the photographic
competition in the “Daily Herald, “ and it woo Us surprised
entrant £100. On the same day this entrant won £10 in the
Daily Mail “ competition. He has sold plenty of other work,
and is now very well into pocket on the small fee he paid Mr.
Uallinson last May. And his Coarse runs until January, 1934.
Not every pupil succeeds so well as this, of coarse. But com¬
paratively unsuccessful pupils are given tuition until they at
last succeed, and gain the coveted connections virith one or two
periodicals. The practical nature of the tuition is something
new in teaching by correspondence, and the large number of
enthusiastic letters received every day from pupils is indicative
of the genuine success being achieved. Call at the Cambridge
Offices, and see the recent unsolicited letters from which these
extracts are made :
\
1/1/33. “The prize was £5. I had another nice success
to-day, value £3, making £99 since December 1st.”
19/1/33. “ In spite of my difficulties I have scored a few
successes over a varied field, thanks to your Course. These
total £41 14s. for the year. Not much, perhaps, but a begin¬
ning in very troublous times, thanks to you.”
30/13'39. “A few more prints are enclosed for criticism. I
quite enjoyed your remarks on the batch 1 sent before — an
education in itself.”
10/12/32. Many thanks tor your interesting letter, and your
splendid criticism of my photographs, with possible markets
lor three of them.”
12/1/38. “ Ton will be Interested to know that the article
for the “ . . . ” which you vetted for me, has been accepted,
with two photographs, and the Editor wants me to send him
some more work.”
25'11;32. “1 have bad 103 photographs . published this
year so for, besides 29 articles.”
2511 32. I hope you donH think I am sending to you too
frequently now. but your comments are always useful, and
make me see my own pictures in their correct perspective.”

MALLINSON'S COURSES ABE VALUE FOB MONEY. They
show PRACTICAL RESULTS in the form of PUBLISHED
WORK. Hallinson can point to thousands of photographs
and hundreds of articles sold through his tuition, and frequently
sells illustrated articles in his pupils* nanras, written by himself.
Send for Prospectus and full particulars without obligation, to

7, ROSE CRESCENT,

Lantern

is the

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

FINEST

K ALTON
Films, 3ix2i,
first quality,
8 exposures
19x2i, Roll
9/- dozen;
10-; 2.Vx4i,
12/-;:
6 exposures: 3ix2i, 7/6; 3[x4t, 18/- ; 5ix3i21/-.
K ALTON
Film; Packs,
& D.8/6.350, 3ix2i, 3
packs 5/3
i-pl., 3H. packs
K
ALTON
5/-. 16/6
Flat Films,
gross ; H.Postcard,
& D. 600,4 i-pl.,
dozen
3 dozen
8/9 ;
i-pl. 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
K ALTON
bottled : lOd.
Amidol,
1/2 oz1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
; Pyro,
[0009 ;
etc. ; for
all all
goods
guaranteed
we pay postage
BURT’S
Reliable
Plates, ; Postcards,
Papers,
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬

HOME MOVIE

mingham.

VALUE

BURT’S Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬
BURT’S Gaslight and Bromide Paper, vigorous and

ous and normal ; all surfaces ; First quality,
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.
normal, all surfaces, 3ix2i 1/3 72 sheets,
2/- gross; 4ix2i and i-pl. 1/9, 3/- gross; i-pl.
1/9 36, whole-plate 2/9 36.
[0026

ever offered.

3/6 100. — Harrowven’s,
King St., Postcards,
Norwich.
ILLINGWORTH’S
Gaslight 224,or Bromide

ALLEN’S Super Photographic Products ; decide

on
D. V P.
(12-gross
Ilromide

quality but pay less. — Super Gaslight[0055
for
Finishers, 3ix2i 1/8 gross, 44x21 2/6 gross
lots) ; sample gross 2/- and 2/9 post paid ;
same price. — Below.

PATHESCOPE, LTD.
6ix4i Super
2/6 dozen;
dozen 1/6
lots.—
Below. 2/- ;
ALLEN’S
Plates :C 4ix3i
; .5ix3i
Hydrokinone,
Pyro, 2/9
— Below.
ALLEN’S
Chemicals1/9: ; Amidol,
2'9 ;i-ib.
^1etol,
3/6 ; 5, Lisle St., London, W.C.2
D.
&
P.
7/6
dozen
;
Wallets,
1/6
100
(60/-Order
orders Pads,
post paid).
— Allens,
168, Oldham
,Rd., Manchester 4.
[0088
Orame t

Phone :

Oeirard

CAMBRIDGE

MOUNTS,

various sizes, to clear

25,000 ask particulars. —Frank, 67, Salt-

market, Glasgow.
VSE

OUR

DEPOSIT

6330

i4 Uxitt)«

PatbAseope.

Lesqoare,

London.

O • • •

[4969
SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

RISK.
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PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

Trade.

Trade,

22,

Trade,

Enlargements
Qualify.
Postcard
Printing,
etc. ; price listof free.
— Slater,
Sawtry,
Peter¬
Roll Films and one print each to 3^x2^ 1/- ;
CAMERA
Repairs,
bellows
catalogue
2d. — brasswork,
Mason, 65,woodwork,
Shepherd’s
Lane, ; All Developing and Printing, same-day service ;
borough.
[4423 Leeds.
[4752 4JX3.1 1/3, 54x31 1/8; write for lists; see also
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
Full-sizere¬ Havenow,yourwhilstcamera
/ O DOZEN,
Postcards lOd.
from 6,small
6d. 3,film3d.or1.—plate,
1/Q
reduced
winter and
rate.s Renovated
are still 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.
Overhauled
touching and vignettes included ; postage extra. —
available ; skilful workmanship ; estimates sub¬

Atkinson Speight, 38, Gaiasborough
Oldham.

Avenue,
[0017

POSTCARD
1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;
assorted Enlargements,
2d. each. — Below.
Freemounted
for every
7/6 spent from
with your
us onenegative,
8ix6i
Enlargement

no disappointments ; same-day service ; 8i x 61
lOd., 10x8 1/1, 12X10 1/4, 15X12 2/1 ; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8Jx6i 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — -The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

LEICA
and 2d.3x4— George
cm. Specialist.
.l-pL Enlarged
Prints,
Childe,— Photo-Chemist,
228, Roundhay Rd., Leeds.
[4609
Enlargements
from
your
negative
;
5d., 8x6 8d., 10X8 lid., 12x10 1/2, 6x4
post
free ; mounting extra. — Illustrated
Water Lane, E.C.4.

Press,

mitted. — P. Hill (late Repair Staff Ensign and
City Sale), Hayes Hill, Slinfold, Horsham. [4945

RETOUCHING

SLIDES from Negatives, 1/2 ; dozen 10/6 ;

from printed matter, 1/9 post free. — Cawthra,
St. Margarets Terrace, Bradford.
[4809
[0064

Trade,

Retouching.
— Best Work
; i-pl.
chargesbust,
according
to work required
from :
8d. ;
half-length, 4d. ; three-quarter length, 3d. ; full-

SOCIETIES’
PHOTOGRAPHS

29,
[4764

WANTED

[9144

_

j

27, Chancery

Lane, London,

W.C.2.

Beginners

YOU

CAN

WASH

YOUR

“NOW

[0006

FACE

CAMERA
to Trade.
Fairbrother,
7,
Museum Repairer
St., W.C.l.
Temple— Bar
3292. [0066

CAMERA

CLUB

spedally

mlcome.

WITH

AT”

^OBLD
THE

The STANDARD
2 minutes Hypo eliminator. It’s safe
for th» skin, so it’s safe for films, plates and prints. 3/for 1.280 negatives or prints. NOW AT keeps indefinitely.

insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Damages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

RUSKIN

Hon. Sec. : G. Paul, 229, Brixton Hill, S.W.2

Repairs
cameras,
focal-plane
shutters,toetc.,
by skilful
workmen.and
— W.other
A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
undertake
repairs REPAIR
to all makes
of cameras,
BOWEN’S
CAMERA
SERVICE,
LTD.,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments

CLUBS*

Walworth Men’s Institute, Beresford Street, S.E.17
EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY
61- Per
DARK-ROOM AND APPARATUS
Annum.

Trade.

Works),

and

ANNOUNCEMENTS

JOHN

Trade,

G< OOD Amateur Films wanted ; Modern Bathing

REPAIRERS

PHOTOGRAPHIC

length, 2d. : I-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and postage
with order. — Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

T Girls. — Lilywhite (1932), Ltd., Mearclough,
Sowerby Bridge.
[4908

I
_

ty
/ PER
42/6 per Postcards
1,000, including
title,
I /
best GROSS,
Photographic
on Kodak
Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative,[0057
36
lor 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon.

PREMIRU

POULTRY
POULTRY

JOURNAL

EVERY
FRIDAY

Poultry keepers everywhere •will find this Joomal
uncommonly mterestiug and helpful.

NOW AT LOOSENS hypo, and one minute’s washing
removes both Hypo and NOWAT.
After-effects proved.
No samples per post.

2d.

Specimen

S.

the

HERMER,

92, Tottenham

Lane, London, N.8

Publisher

(A.P.),

copy

of

4. Carmelite

Street,

London,

E.G.4

DIFFERENT Bargains EVERY WEEK
Any item sent on five days' approval

against cask or C.O.D., or may he seen by appointment at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application.
h^-page Bargain List and wide range of catalogues post free anyivhere. Please state requirements.

... DCLLCND
Path6 double-claw Projectors. Kolleiliex. Heidoscope.
T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, 1932 model,
5-in. Dallmeyer Dalmac f/3.5, 3 slides, F.P. adapter,
roU-ftlm holiJer, case. As new.
A IH A
List £20 5s .
X i ft t lU :U
31x2^ Voigtiander Avus Hand, latest Compur,
Skopar f/4.5, 6 slides. Good f 7*1 7. ft
condition. Cost £ii .
dCif«Xf*0

16-mm.

Zeiss Ikon Projector, motor

drive,

resistance, 200/240 volts, id-in. lens if2, two
400-ft. spools, rewinder, case.
Good condition. Cost £23 7s. 6d. XXU*lO*U

16<mm.
Tessar.

Zeiss Ikon
Fair

Kinamo

condition.

Camera,

f/2.7

List £8:8:0

9.5-mm. Motocamera Model B, f/3.5 lens, leather
case.
twice.

As brand new; only ustd
List £6 1 8s. 6d .

tC*C»n
XO«0#U

3^x2d Zeiss Ikon Miraphot En- £7*1 11*0
larger, Tessar f/4.5. As new....
41x3i Ensign Klito de Luxe No. 9, delayed
Compur, 5^-in. Ross Xpres f/4.5, 2 slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case. List £10*10*ft
£16 i6s. New and unused. .. . XX^*X«*U
5o X3^ Sinclair Una Hand, triple extension,
revolving back, rise and swing front, 6J-in. Ross
Combinable f/5.5, Compur, 3 D.D. slides, case.

RoUeidoscope.

4ix2i

Nettel Fiduca Hand, double extension, Zeiss

.
n

condition. £5:19:
6

281 OXFORD

Splendid condition .
4ix3i^ T.-P. Special Ruby
back, Cooke f/4.5, 9 slides.

16-mm.

Model

B

XXU*X#*0
Reflex, revolving
Fair condition.. XU#Xv*U

Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 lens. £Q«1

Unused.
£25 .
9.5-mm. List
Motocamera

XJ/#XtJ*ll
de Luxe, f/3.5 lens. £7«in*n

£0*1

16-mm.
Model “ B ” Cine-Kodak, f/6.5 anastigmat,
takes
100 ft. Very good condition.
Cost £4:15:0

motor,
Good condition .
3i^x2icase.
Voigtiander Roll Film, f/4.5 Skopar,

XO#X
I
£C*17*fi

3x4

cm.

Korette

Roll

Compur, f/4.5 Vidar.
dition .

9x12

Film,
Very

i6

exposures,

good

delayed

List £10 los .
Pathe Camera,
f/3.5 Hermagis, Camo

est

Pa

th

eD

ou

PaPLEASE
th
eP
roj
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or
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MENTION

,su

pe

r

“ THE

X***^*!/

cm. and f-pl. lhagee Duplex Hand, focal-plane,

i/ioth to i/i, 000th sec., also Compur, 13.5-cm. Zeiss
Tessar
f/4.5, double extension, F.P.
£17:5:0
adapter, 3 slides. As new. List £21 5s. . . .

37 BOND ST.

LEEDS
PHOTOGRAPHER

7*R

Compur, leather case. New condition .
Xv*X
f *0
adapter,
case. Junior
Good condition...
3^x2^ leather
Auto. Graflex
Reflex, 4i‘in. Cooke £8:8:0
f/4.5, F.P.
41 x31 Popular Pressman Reflex, revolving back, 7-m. AldisButcher f/3.+, 6 slides. Good condition. fO.IO.C
List £18 3S .
Xa.l^.O
54x34 Graphic Focal Plane, f/4.5 Hermagis, 2 D.D. slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case. .Good condition. 4C.I7.C

35 LUDGATE
London,

28, Old Bond St., W.i.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.
121, Cheapside, E.C.2.
35, Brorapton Rd., S.W.3.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.

AMATEUR

X#*XU*U

con-

191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., W. i.
65, High St., Notting Hill Gate, W.ir.
2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.
Crouch End. — 17, Topsfield Parade.
Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Catford. — 62a, Rushey Green.

E.C.4

”

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

HILL

Croydon.— 12, George

St.

Kingston. — 30, Thames St.
Liverpool. — 73, Lord St.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.

Lat

40

0*0

Good
condition.
9.5-mm.

ST.

London, W.l Fourteen doors west of Circus.
WEST BOUND
BUSES STOP HERE.
.

1-in, Projection Lens, for Kodascope C, projects PI

40x30 in. at 9 ft. As new. List £3 5s .
XX*XU«U
3ix2l lhagee Hand, focal-plane, i/i5th to i/i, 000th sec.,
T. and B., also delayed Compur, double extension, rise and
cross, f/4.5 Tessar, 3 slides, F.P. adapter. ■Clfl*17*R

Tessar f/.t.5, also Zeiss Distar, Compur, F.P. adapter, 12
slides, colour-filter, case for outfit. Good Cg.C.ft
tondition .
XO.D.vF

List £41103. £18:18:0
Rodenstock Roll Film, latest Compur,
Splendid

allowance.

» flITCHISON

“ C ” motor and group resistance. Very CO.fi.A
good condition. List £13 is .
lO.O.U
volts. Good condition. List
£6 15s..
£4:10:0

Splendid condition.

f/4.5 Trinar.

exchange

Electric Enlargers. Zeiss Binoculars. Astronomical Telescopes. Modern Microscopes. Bought for cash

9.5*mm. Pathe Camera, f/3.5 Kynor, light-filter, leather
case.
Very good condition. Cost £6 los.
£1:5:0

3^x24

Generous
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PICTORIALISTS
WORKERS
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— DON’T

OTHER

MISS

SERIOUS
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^ CL SpecvcdL (V&L^
The

following

outfits are specially

selected from

our

stock, to meet

your

own

'^Specialist’s'’ requirements. Now is your great opportunity to secure
GUARANTEED
Bargain — at a lower price than ever before.
CLUB

BARGAIN

No. 1.

3Ax2A

Voigtlander

Avus

Double

Extension

SEND FOR OUR
LISTS !

Folding Plate Camera. 105-innj. f/4.5 Bkopar anastigmat lens, also
8*in. f/6.3 Tele-Dynar components to fit same, Compur slnitter,
speeds 1 to l/250th sec., rise and cross front by screw, 1>.V. and
brilliant finders, screen, 7 slides, F.P. adapter, tan case. Cost £25.
Sale price .
£8 8 0
CLUB BARGAIN
No. 2. 3Vx2* Thornton-Pickard Junior Special
Reflex, T.-P. Cooke f/4.5 lens, revttlving back, focal-plane shutter,
speeds l/15th to l/l.P(M)th sec., 5 elides, F.P. adapter. Cost £13 5e.
Sale price .
56 17 6
CLUB BARGAIN No. 3. 10 x 15 cm. Silar Folding Hand and Stand
Universal Plate Camera (Linhof pattern), triple extension, rise, cross

FREE

and SM'ing front, revolving back. Meyer J'lasmat f/4.5 3-foci lens
<9 and 14 in. singles), Compur shutter, 9 slides. F.P. adapter, black

CLUB BARGAIN No. 21. Postcard Size Zeiss Nixe Roll Film Camera,
double extension, rising and cross front, Zeis.s Tessar f/4.5 anastigmat
lens, Compur shutter, speeded 1 to l/15Uth sec. Beautiful condition.
Cost £22. Sale price .
£11 11 0
CLUB BARGAIN
No. 22. 34x24 Newman & Guardia New Vitesse

leather case. (’o8t£45. Bale price .
£19 19 0
CLUB BARGAIN
No. 4. 7x5 Stereo Graflex Reflex Camera, pair
Goer/ Dagor lenses, O-in. focus, focal-plane slnitter, I /10th to l/l,00()th
sec., 2 double slides, 12-plate magazine, roll-holder and case. Cost
£55. Sale price .
£7 7 0
CLUB BARGAIN No. 5. Ross Teleros 13-in. f/5.5, in iris moiitd, with
sliding liood. Cost £10 10s. S!i.le price .
£7 17 0
CLUB BARGAIN No. 8. 3^x2} Roll Film and Plate Zeiss Icarette.
double exten.sion, rising front, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 105-mn>. lens, in
■Compur shutter, 1 to l/25oth sec., D.V. and reflecting view-finders.
Perfect. Cost £lfi Ifis. Sale price .
£7 19 6
CLUB BARGAIN
No. 7. 1-pl. to Whole-plate Daylight Enlarger
(variable), with Achromatic lens and 1 dark slide. Cost £2 lOs
Sale i)rice .
19s. 6d
CLUB BARGAIN No. 8. 7x5 Goerz Folding Tenax Hand and Stam
Camera, double extension, rise and cross, 81-in. Dagor f/fi.8 lens

Sibyl Plate Camera,
shutter, 2 to l/15hth

rise and cross, Goer/ Dagor f/fi.H, .5-in. foci, in ('onipound shutter
1 to 1 /300th sec., F.T*. adapter. Cost £11 lOs. Sale price £4 12 6
CLUB BARGAIN
No. 10. j-pl. Regular Hand and Stand Sanderson
Body, wide-angle rack, falling Ija.sc, rise and swing front, reversing
back, 3 double book-form slides, black case. Cost £17 10s. Sale T)rice
£3 15 0

There are separate free li.sts for new cameras,
used bargaitj. latest cin6 apparatus, film library,
and sun(lries. Please send 2d. postage and say
which you are requiring. TJiese guides will save
you time and money 1

CLUB BARGAIN No. 11. 3^x2i Ica Ideal Folding Double Exten¬
sion Plate Camera, rising and cross front by screw, Zeiss Pominar
f/4.6 anastigniat lens, P.A. Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., D.V.
and brilliant finders. F.P. adapter and case. Cost £13. Sale price
£7 12 6
CLUB BARGAIN
No. 12. 3^ x 2k Zeiss Miraphot Enlarger, electric
vertical model, automatic focussing, enlarges 3A diameters, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar lens. Fine condition. Cost £10 17s. fid. Rale price

£6

6

Our

CLUB BARGAIN No. 35. Model 1 Leica Camera, focal-plane shutter,
l/20th to l/500th sec,, f/2.5 50-ram. Hektor lens, in focussing mount,
D.V. finder, and spool-box, complete. Cost £24 10s. Sale prico

showing rise
£22 10 0

APPOINTED

The

Institute

OF

AN
THE

play

New

(used for dis-

purposes)

in

Roll-film

WALLACE
119,

of Amateur

Cinematographers.
_

Brand

and

guaranteed .
9 monthly
on any still or cin6 apparatus
part exchange. Bring yours 1

Ltd. Phoncs
advertisements

NEW

w jt a Tri-* a tt-i

CLUB BARGAIN
No. 32. i-pl. Tropical Ernemann Focal-plane^
Camera, self-capping shutter, speeds l/15th to l,T,i)00th sec., rising
front. Zeiss Tessar lens f/-i.5, 3 double dark slides. Cost £40.
Sale price .
£13 13 O

Light weight, 23 oz. Compact, only 51x4x IJ.
Fitted with f;3.8 Zodellar anastigmat lens . 1 1 o-mrn.
locus, in delayed-action Compur Shutter, speeds
1 to l/250th sec., B. and T. Rising and cross
front, full double extension, direct-vision eye-level
view-finder, reflecting finder and level, hooded
focussing screen. Supplied complete with 3
single metal slides, well light-trapped, with patent
spring plate-holding device, or (as .alternative)
film-pack adapter.

No. 20. Test Pocket Baby Roll Film N. & G. Sibyl,

GENEROUS
EXCHANGES

ZODEL

£3 3 0
CLUB BARGAIN No. 29. 64-in. f/6 No. 3 Aldis Anastigmat Lens, in
sunk iris mount, complete with Aldis Duo and Trio attachments.
Cost £8 I7s. fid .
£4 4 0
CLUB BARGAIN No. 30. 15-in. f 5.6 Ross Homocentric Anastigmat
Lens, in iwass iris mount. Cost £30. Sale firicc .
£8 17 6
CLUB BARGAIN
No. 31. 7x5 Speed Graphic Focal-plane Folding
Hand and Stand Camera, double extension, rising and cross front,
speeds 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th sec., fitted B. & L. Kodak anastigmat
f/fi.3, 6 double slides, black case. Cost £25. Sale price. . £5 19 6

CLUB BARGAIN
No. 34. 3Jx2J Graflex Reflex, revolving back
model, Kodak anastigmat f/4.5 lens, focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to
1 1. 000th sec,, spring-raised mirror, 3 double slides, 12-plate magazine.
F.P. adapter and case. Cost £30. Sale price .
£11 17 ft

T.T.H. Series II lens, speeded shutter, i to l/200th sec,, rising and
cross front, view-finder, showing effect of same. Cost £23. Sale
price .
£9 17 6

.ASSOCIATE

BARGAIN!

reversing back, rising front, f/4.5 Veraplan anastigmat lens, in focus¬
sing mount, self-capping shutter, speeded l/15th to l/l,(i00th sec., 6
slides. F.P. adapter and tan case. Very light and compact. Cost
£32 10s. Rale price .
£14 19 6
CLUB BARGAIN No. 24. i-pl. Folding N. & G. Plate Sibyl, rise .and
cross front, lever focussing, fitted Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens in silent
sliutter. i to 1 /100th sec., F.P. .adapter only. Cost £2fi ... £7 19 6
CLUB bArGAIN No. 25. 4i-in. focus ! 4.5 Ross Xpres Anastigmat
Lens, in Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec. Cost £7 lOs. Rale price
£3 19 6
CLUB BARGAIN
No. 26. 5ij-in. f/4.5 Schneider Xenar Anastigmat
Lens, in normal iris mount. Cost £4 15s. Rale price, ... £2 9 6
CLUB BARGAIN
No. 27. 8-in. f/3.5 Cooke Anastigmat Series Ila,
in brass iri.s mount (for J-pl.). Cost £19. Sale price .
£3 12 6
CLUB BARGAIN
No. 28. 6-in. f/4.5 Zodellar Anastigmat Lens,
sunk focussing mount (for 9 x 12 cm.). Cost £0 17s. fid. Sale price

CLUB BARGAIN No. 33. J-pl. Ensign Reflex Camera, popular model,
reversing back, focal-plane shutter, l/15th to l/l,000th sec., Cookeanastigmat lens f/4.5, rising front, 3 slides. F.P. adapter and black
case. Cost £16 16s. Sale price .
£6 6 O

CLUB BARGAIN
No. 16. j-pl. Tropical Model Hand and Stand
;Sanderson Camera, triple extension, reversing back, extra higli rise
.and swing front, drop baseboard, wide-angle back rack, fitted Ensign
f/7.7 anastigmat lens. Sector shutter. 1 to l/lOPth sec., fi double
block-form slides and case. Unsoiled. Cost £25. Sale price £10 10 0
•CLUB BARGAIN
No. 17. Busch Bis-Telar Series III f;9 Telephoto
Lens, 14-in. focus, iris mount. Cost £5 5s. Sale price. .. . £2 5 0
•CLUB BARGAIN No. 18. 3i x 2i Newman & Guardia Folding Reflex,
revolving back, rising front, self-capping focal-plane shutter, speeded
1/lOth to l/800th sec., B. and T.. Dallmeyer Pentac f/2.9 lens in
j/ocussing moiint, 3 double book-form slides and tan leather case.
Fine condition. Cost £fi0. Sale price .
£32 10 0
•CLUB BARGAIN No. 19. 4^ x 2} Newman & Guardia Excelsior Roll
Film Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens, in new pattern N. & G. shutter,

BARGAIN

New

The3Vx2|SPECIAL
DE LUXE

magnifying finder, film pressure-plate, etc. Perfect condition. Co.st
£22 lOs. Sale price .
£14 14 0
■CLUB BARGAIN No. 14. 31 x 21 No. 6 Ensign Carbine, bronze model,
with plate back, Ross Xpres f^4.5 anastigmat lens, Compur shutter,
1 to l/260th sec., rising front by screw, brilliant and D.V. view-finders.
•Co.st £13. Rale price .
£8 17 6
CLUB BARGAIN
No. 15. Goerz Dogmar 12-cm. f/4.5 Anastigmat
Lens, in Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec. Cost £8. Sale price
£3 12 6

CLUB

Brand

SUPER

0

21 x 21 Rolleiflex Roll Film Reflex, regular
lens, Compur shutter, 1 to l/300th sec.,

•2 to l/150th sec., high rising and cross front, view-finder
of front. Cost £32. Sale price .

f/3.5 Ross Xpre.s anastigmat lens, in Vitessesec., full rising .and cross front, reflecting finder,

showing rise, levels, etc., and hooded screen, 3 double book-form
slide.s. Perfect. Cost £30. Sale price .
£19 19 0
CLUB BARGAIN
No. 23. 34x24 Ihagee Folding Reflex Camera,

Compur shutter, 1 to l/150th sec.. 3 double slides. Cost £12 l‘2s
Sale price .
£4 19 i
CLUB BARGAIN No, 9. i-pl. Folding Plate Camera, tiouble exten.sion

CLUB BARGAIN No. 13.
gnoilel, f/3.8 Zeiss Tessar

a

BOND
BOND

adapter

fully

v

v
"

1%

wrW
■
payments of 12/6.
for

3^x2^

^
"

II

■

W

pictures,

£11 11

CLUB BARGAIN
No. 37. 3ix2J Agfa Reflex Camera, revolving
back, focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to l/l,000th sec., fitted Reitzschel
Prolinear lens £/l. 9, 3 double slides. Co.st £58. Sale price £21 10 0
CLUB BARGAIN No. 38. 5x4 Sinclair Tropical Una Hand and
Camera, brass-bound, revolving back, extra high rising front,
front, diagonal rack focussing, tilting finder, etc., fitted 7-in.
Cost £35. Sale price .
£7

VERY

15/"

HEATON
STREET,

EASY

P^YMENXS

LTD

LONDON,

W.l

i MAYFAIR
0924-5-6.
And
at 47, BERKELEY
STREET,
W.l
on these coders go to press a fortnight in advance, some oi there second-hand items may
be sold already, but similar outats are usually
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CLUB BARGAIN
No. 36. J-pl. Adams' Folding Aidex Reflex, long
extension, revolving back, rising front, focal-plane shutter, speeded
l/8th to l/400th sec., f/4.5 Cooke Aviar anastigmat lens, 3 double
slides, F.P. adapter and black case. Cost £55. Sale price £19 19 ft
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For Movie 'Making Right Through the
Winter - Indoors or Outdoors
BROKCN,

Cine -Kodak
Super - Sensitive
Panchromatic

k and odier camerat
for use in tbe16 Cin^Kodo
mm Kodak Safety Film

Safety Film

Manufactured

KODAK

in Great Britain by

LIMITED,

LONDON

Trade Marks protected in all Countries
wiOwat
film in thi* packaee will be prised
It wiU be repleeed if fotutd defectiv^m ^uor that any
iTcimaaed or loM while in our pojsej^
Except as above
01
warranty, guamtee or other liabilitr
processed without
or that of «.y assocutte comptuty.
IS:
Horiee -The

The introduction of this amazingly fast film has opened up
entirely new possibilities in amateur cinematography. Dull
days or poor light are no longer a barrier. Night-time scenes
in city streets, and indoor cinematography become perfectly
practicable. The new Osram “Photoflood” Lamp makes indoor
movie-making possible to the Cine-“Kodak” owner no matter
zvhat the lens equipment.

“Photoflood

” Lamps

The new “Photcflood” Lamp fits into the ordinary household
electric light socket. “Photoflood” gives an intensely brilliant
and strongly actinic light 3o times the candle power of an
ordinary 150 watt lamp and lasts for approximately three hours
exposure time. It is fitted with an internal safety fuse that
safeguards the house fuses. Price 7 6. When ordering state voltage.

KODAK
PLEASE
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SWING

FRONT

Makes all the difference
to a REFLEX

PRACTICAL.

ORDER
YOUR
SPECIAL RUBY
from 15/- extra.

The SWING
FRONT
may be
fitted to most of the above two
models previously supplied.
Price from 25/-.

T.-P. REFLEX
CAMERAS

The Design of the T.-P. REFLEX
The Selection of its Component Materials
The care and skill in its Assembly
Manufacture

complete from

£8:15:0

What

is a Good

The

where

and
criti¬

ENGLAND

ALTRINCHAM

Film?

Answer
and

Make it the Instrument Supreme
cal adjustments are essential.

Send for
REFLEX BOOK
Post Free
ANYWHERE.

Ask your Dealer
for Demonstration

1933 JUNIOR or
with this addition,

it is

is in the

Negative

POSITIVE

that

Film Packs
are excellent
for photography in all weathers and under all conditions.
For the best results develop

'

AGFA
PLEASE

MENTION

LTD., 1-4, Lawrence
"THE
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AGFA
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Street, High Street, W.C.2
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BIG SPECIAL OFFERS
Both Br;

THE FINEST OFFER EVER SEEN
IN THE AMATEUR CINE WORLD—

PATHESCOPE
PROJECTORS

DOUBLE
CLAW

ONLY A
LIMITED
NUMBER,
SO ORDER

LATEST

A FINE
This

MODELS
Think of the hoars of splendid homo
entertainment yon could have by

%
0
4
84 Aloer/gate
taking

Taking 30-ft. to 300-ft. films. With resistance up
to no volts, lamp connections and spare reel. These
fine instruments are manufactured with the accuracy
and precision which has made Pathe farrious. Supplied
direct from
illustrated.

any

“ City Sale ”

branch.

PRESENT

Exactly as

LIST PRICE

£8:17:0
OUR PRICE

LONDON,

E.C.1

HALFil

advantage

of these wonder-

Phone: NAT. 0591

ST.

3^x2i Salex Speed Ontflt, f/3.8 anastigmat lens, Compur
shutter. 3 slides, roll-fllm holder, F.P. adapter, leather case.
New condition .
. .
£5 7 6
V.P. Doable Extension Voigtlander Folding Pocket, f/6.8 anastigmat lens. Compound shutter, focus.sing screen, F.P. adapter
£2 12 6
P.C. Ensign Roll Film, f/8 Ross anastigmat lens. Compound
shutter, combination plate back, 3 single slides. First-rate
condition .
£1 16 6
P.C; Double Extension Folding Pocket Camera, f/6. 3 anastigmat
lens, shutter speeded from 1 to l/300th sec. and time, focussing
screen, 3 slides .
£2 5 0
i-pl. Goerz Tenax Folding Plate Camera, f/4.5 Dogmar, Com¬
pur shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£6 17 6

£5:7:0

3ix2i Ensign Roll Film Speed Reflex, f'4.5 Aldis Uno anastigmat lens, fully-speeded shutter. Cost £7 17s. 6d.. . £4 10 0

Kxtra

5 4 Sanderson Hand and Stand, f/6.8 Ooerz Dagor double
anastigmat lens. Ilex Acme speeded shutter, 4 slides. . £4 17 6

4x3 cm. Baby Ikonta, f/6. 3 anastigmat lens, speeded shutter.
Brand-new condition. Cost £3 7s. 6d .
£2 12 6

3i X 2i Revolving Back Reflex, G-in. f/4.5 Dominar anastigmat
lens, focal-plane shutter, speeded from 1/lOth to l/l,0U()th sec.,
3 slides. F.P. adapter .
£6 17 6

9 monthly payments of 12/6

SAVE

TO START \
HOME
CINEj

Offer

SAVES YOU

Complete with Super Attachment

NOW!

YOU

i, 1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

resistance

up to 250

volts 10/* extra.

£3:10:0

31x21 Makina Folding Plate, f/3.2 Anticomar lens, Compur
shutter, direct-vision finder, 12 single metal dark slides. Perfect
condition .
£8 15 0
i-pl. Triple Extension C.B. Field, f/7.7 Aldis anastigmat lens,
roller-blind shutter, tripod, 3 book-form elides .
£3 12 6
i-pl. Portrait Reflex, rack and pinion focussing, f/3.5 Roks
Portrait lens, reversing back, self-capping shutter, speeded
from 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th sec. and time, 6 single metal dark

»>/»4 FLEET
16*mm. Model C Bolex Projector, complete with re.oistance
adjustable to 250 volts .
£12 17 6
6x12 cm. Zeiss Ikon Tronar, Carl Zeisa Teaaar f/4.5, Compur
abutter. P’.P.A. and leather case.
31 X 21 No. 1 Series II Kodak, f/7.9
1-pl. ll«in. Ross Telecentric f,5.4
Lizars Microscope, 5 objectives,
adjustment, Zeiss Polariser and

Kxcellent order. . £7 10 0
Kodaranastiinnat £17
6
Telephoto, iris. ... £4 19 6
2 eyepieces, coarse and One
Analyser, complete in case
£7 17 6
Leitz RanKe-flnder. Cost 23.*?. OJ .
£119
3i 2i T.-P. Victory Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f, 4.5, .self-capping
focal-plane sliutter, speeds to l/l.OOUth sec., revolving back,
2 elides, leather case .
£6 17 6

Whole-plate Double Extension Square Bellows Field and
Studio, Ross Rapid SjTnmetrical, double extension, suing and
reversing back, 2 slides, tripod and case .
£4 19 6
1-pl. Mahogany Enlarger, f/6.8 anastigmat, Sl-in. condenser,
reversible carrier, roomy light-chamber. Excellent condition
£7 7 0
Baby Pathe Cine Projector, complete with super attacliment.
New condition. Cost £6 ITs .
£5 7 0
Pathe Hand-turn Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat and leather
case .
£1 8 6
16-mm. Ensign Anto Einecam, 1/2.6 Cinar anastigmat, 3
speeds, motor drive and leather owe .
£12 17 6
6x41 cm. and V.P. Ica Atom, f/6.8 Novar anastigmat. speeded
shutter. 3 slides and cjLse .
£1 17 6
V.P. T.-P. Linnet Focal-plane, R.R. lens, 6 slides. . . .17s. 6d.
9 X 12 cm. and t-pl. Voigtlander Tourist Folding Pocket, double
extension, f/6,8 ana.stigmat, 6 slides, E.P. adapter. Nice order
£3 18 6
12 X Goerz Tridar Monocular, and leather case. ... £1 13 6

VERY
EASY
PAYMENTS,
GENEROUS
EXCHANGES
AND
FREE
APPROVAL—
2
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Triple

Extension

f/6. L’nicum shutter, swing
tripoil .

and

Field,

Dallmeyer

reversing

back,

Stigmatic

2 slides and
£6 10 0

i-pl. Ensign Reflex, £/4.5 Aldis anastigmat, self-capping focalplane shutter, revolving back, 12 8llde.s and case .
£6 18 9
i-pl. Cameo Folding Pocket, double e.Yteri.Hion, Lumiar f/4.5,
Compor shutter. 6 3lide.s. F.P. adapter and case .
£3 17 6
i-pl. Miraphot Enlarger, Novar 1/6.3, electric flttings £6 0 0
31x21 Ensign Roll ^Im, f/4.5 anastigmat, Lukos speeded
shatter, from 1 to 1/lOOtb sec .
£2 12 6
6 X 4j cm. T.-P. Bijou Reflex, f/2.5 Cooke, self-capping focalplane shutter, revolving back, 3 8lide.s, F.P. adapter and leather
case .
£12 17 6
i-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, Ensign f/7.7 anastigmat,
all movements, reversing back, F.P. adapter .
£3 3 0
Leitz Leica Camera, f/3.5 Rlmar, focal-plane shutter, 2 chargers,
Fodis range-flnder. and leather case .
£10 17 6
2i-in. Square Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur shutter and
leather case .
£13 13 0
45 X 107 Heidoscope, pair of Carl Zeiss Tessar
ruck focussing, reflex finder, 2 changing-boxes
screens, leather case .

1/4.6 anastigmats,
and Isochromatlc
£28 17 6

9 X 12 cm. Tropical Ememann
Focal-plane, Goerz Dogmar
f'4.5, focussing, focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec.,
4 slides and case .
£11 17 6
V.P. Kodak, R.R. lens, B.B. shatter and purse .
129. 9d.
Patbescope Projector, complete with motor, super-reel attach¬
ment, and resistance. Excellent condition .
£8 17 ('

Nine monthly payments for any¬
thing. High allowances on your
present apparatus. Approval to
post- buyers of used goods only.
PHOTOGRAPHER

WHEN

^.

£6 17

6

3i X 2i Double Extension Zodel Folding Pocket, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, 6 slides, roll-film holder, leather
£4 17case6

5x4 Tropical Model Goerz Anschutz Collapsible Focal-plane,
Goerz Cetor f/4.8 ana-stigmat, focal-plane shutter, G slides,
Mackenzie- Wishart slide, 12 envelopes and leather case. Ex¬
cellent condition .
£11 17 6
1-pl. National

.

i-pl. Focal-plane Speed Graphic Roll Film, f/5.8 Ensign anas¬
tigmat lens, shutter speeded from 1/lUth to 1/1, 000th sec. and
time. Guaranteed in perfect condition .
£3 17 6

la Pocket

Kodak,

R.R.

lens, speeded

shutter .

V.P. Kodak, f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens, Diomatic
shutter. Brand-new condition .
No.

3 Folding

Pocket

Kodak,

Compur shutter, speeded from
conditioD .

f/6.8 Novar
1 to

19s. 6d.

fully-speeded
£6 17 6

anastigmat

l/250th

sec.

lens,

First-rate
£2 12 6

Pathe Motocamera, f/2.7 Carl Zeiss Tessar lens, direct-vision
finder, supplementary lenses, leather case. Cost £22 Ids.
Guaranteed in new condition .
£13 17 6
Pathe Double-claw Projector, Krauss lens, super
and added resistance. Cost £10 8s .
Patbescope Kid Projector,
condition .

complete

with

16-mm. Kodak Cine Projector, complete
New condition .

attachment
£5 19 6

resistance. New
£1 17 6
with

motor drive.
£4 17 6

Model C Kodascope, complete with added resistance,
be used ofi any voltage. Last listed at £18 183 .
Patbescope

Ikonta

Roll

Cine

Screen,

Film,

f/4.5 Zeiss

D.A. Compur shutter, complete
condition .

complete

same can
£9 2 6

stretchers
78. 6d.
i-pl. Sanderson Roll Film and Plate Camera, Busch Rapid
Aplanat lens, fully-speeded shutter, combination plate back.
3 double plate-holders, leather case .
£2 15 0
3ix2i

Silvered

with

Tessar,

in leather

Latest pattern

case.

Brand-new
£7 17 6
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SELF'RECTA
O,

YOUR OWN
AT ABOUT

This Offer
SAVES YOU

PRICE

50

SURFACE

SCREENS

'o

CHANCE

The cine screens for miles better movies. Made out of best quality materials. Thoroughly
recommended for those who require a well'inade portable screen. Built in a wooden
carrying-case, taking up the minimum of space. Supplied with the well-known SILVER

SURFACE.

Compare the usual price with our special offer price and see what you save.

nearly

fnl offers. You can hire all the
latest films at very low rates from
our library of Pathe super films.

LONDON,

PHOTOGRAPHER

AT "CITY

ONLY

AVAILABLE
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35-mm. Standard Ensign Topical Cine Camera, polished
mahoRan.v and brass bound, f/3.6 C'arl Zeiss Tessar, takes l()0*ft.
daylight-loading roll* films. Cost £‘20 .
£5 15 0
j-pl. Salex de Luxe Enlarger, all-way carrier, masking device,
81-in. condenser, f/tt C. & G. Kuryscope anastiginat lens, mercury
vapour fittings. As new. Cost £35 .
£14 17 6
Pathescope Lux Projector^ type " 0 " and “ 9
lamp, adjust¬
able resistance, complete in case. As new .
£16 16 0
i-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar lens, 3
D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost £35.... £7 7 0
6x4 Tropical Sanderson Hand and Stand, f/6.8 Ooerz Dagor
lens. In Optimo shutter, I to 1 /300th sec., 3 D.D. slides, r.P.
adapter,

Mackenzie

slide, 12 envelopes,

leather

i-pl. Series III Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 Ross
Diomatic shutter. Cost £10 .

case.

Cost £3.'>
£8 17 6

Hnroocentric lens.
£3 18 6

1-pl, Marion Soho Reflex, revolving book, f/2.6 Cooke anastigmat, 3 book-form slides, l<M*. adapter, leather case. Cost
£60 18s .
£23 17 8
i>pl. Latest Sanderson, ebonised and nickel finish, revolving
back, f/6.3 Aldis anastldnit, in latest delayed-action Compur
shutter, 3 D.D. slides, also 3-in. Ross wide-angle and leather
case. Unsoiled .
•.
£14 10 0
I'Pl. Recent Sanderson Hand and Stand, triple extension,
wide-angle rack, etc., Watson 6-in. (two loi-in.) convertible
Holostigmat lens, 3 book-form slides, leather case, F.P. adapter.
Beautiful order. Cost £17 17h .
£5 18 9
3J x2i 1933 T.-P. Reflex, revolving back, self-capping shutter,
f/4.6 Carl Zeiss Tessar, also 9-ln. f/6,5 Dallmeyer Telephoto, 3
slides. As new .
£16 12 6
6 X 13 Gaumont Stereo Spido, pair of f/G.8 Bertbiot anastigmat
lenses, Lecau shutter, focussing adjustment, changing-bo.x, 6
Autochrome colour slides, leather case. Cost £36.... £6 17 6
Latest 31x21 Ikonta Roll Film, 16 exposures, f/6.3 Novar
anastigmat, In Derval shutter. Vnsoiled .
£4 4 0
31 X 21 Latest A.P.M. Press Collapsible Focal-plane, Kershaw
self-capping shutter, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat, 3 D.D. slides.
As new. Cost £24 .
£8 17 6
1-pl. Videx Reflex, long extension, revolving back, f/6.8 Ross
Compound Homocentric lens, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A. £6 2 6
Six-20 Kodak, in leather case .
£1 15 0
Several High-class Microscopes, by various makers, at bargain
prices. Details on application.
31 X 21 Ibagee Latest Pattern Roll Film, f/4.6 Carl Zeiss Tessar
lens, delayed-action Compur shutter, leather case. ... £5 18 6
1-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, usual movements, focal-plane
shutter, reversing back, f/4.6 Carl Zeiss Tessar lens, 8 slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case .
£6 16 6
Pathescope Projector, double-claw, type C motor, super-reel
attacbment, group resistance .
£9 17 6
V.P Fotessa, f/4.5 Vidar anastiginat, D.A. Compur shutter,
plate attachment, focussing screen, 4 slides, F.P. adapter.
leather rase. As new .
£5 12 6
P.C. 10 X 16 Adams’ Folding Minex, revolving bark, f/4.5 Carl
Zeiss Tessar lens, 6 D.D. slides, Mackenzie slide, 12 envelopes,
leather case. Cost £75 .
£22 17 6
3ix2i N. & G. Folding Reflex, f/2.9 Dallmeyer Pentac lens,
3 metal book-form slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost £62
£24 10 0

.

Bolex Combined 16-mm. and 9.5-mm. Projector, 250-watt
lamp, adjustable resistance .
£24 10 0
4^ X 6 Nettel Deckrollo Collapsible 'Focal-plane, f/2.7 Carl
Zeiss Tessar lens, focal-plane shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
leather ease. Cost £37 10s .
£16 16 0
6x6 Rolleiflex, f/3.8 Tessar, pair of Prbxar
leather case .

lenses, colour filter,
£14 7 6

Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat lens, leather case.
Nice order. Cost £26 lOs .
£9 17 6
Model BB Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat. Cost £15 15s."t
.
£7 7 0

PRICE
0 0
0 0
£4
£5 2 6
£9
0
10

Inches.
27x20
40x30
52x40
63x47

No.

Phone :
CITY 1124

0.6-mm. Pathe Hand-turn Camera, f/3.5 anas. lens £1 14 9
9.6-mm. Pathe Camera, with Camo motor attachment, f/3.5
anastigmat. Cost £9 5s .
£2 6 9
attachment.

Cost

£7

73 .

9.6-mm. Pathe Motocamera
motor drive .

B, f/3.5 anastigmat

9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera
case .
condition.
in case

£21 .

In excellent

9

6

2

0

lens and
£6 17 6

£13

17

6

£11

17

6

£3 12

6

£4 12

6

.

resistance.

£2

£2

lens and case,
£4 17 6

f/3.5 anastigmat

.

resistance
group

Cost

Luxe,

PRICE

£1 12 6
£2 10 0
£3 7 6
£5 17 6

59 CHEAPSIDE

condition .

£8

5

0

16-mm. Agfa Projector, lOO-watt lamp, motor drive, reverse,
rewind, and still picture movements, complete with adjustable
resistance and case. Cost £63 .
£29 10 0
16-mm. Bell-Howell 57 Projector, 200-watt lamp, reverse,
rewind, and still picture movements, adjustable resistance and
carrying-case. In excellent condition .
£37 10 0
16-mm. Kodatoy Projector, motor driven. New condition
£4 4 0
35-mm. DeVry Cine Camera, motor
• New condition. Cost £60 .

EXCHAIIGE

OUR

NEW
£3

drive, f/3.5 Dalinac lens.
£32 10 0

YOU
YOU
YOU
YOU

SAVE
SAVE
SAVE
SAVE

Lohdoh,

£1
£1
£1
£3

6
0
0
6

EX.2

35-mm. Williamson Cine Camera, one and eight picture move¬
ments., D.V. finder, two lOO-ft. spool-boxes, f/3.1 Aldis lens in
focussing mount. Brand-new condition .
£11 17 6
35-mm. Ertel Cine Camera, for walking pictures, f/3.5 Ertel
anastigmat, one and eight picture movements, direct focussing
on film, fihu punch, masking finder for variable distances with
adjustable back-sight, focussing and iris scales visible from back
of camera, rigid tripod with pan. and tilting top. Cost £96
£32 10 0
35-mm. Superbe Cine Camera, with f/3.5 anastigmat lens, D.^^
finder, footage indicator, two 200-ft. spool-boxes, one and eight
picture movement-s .
£9 17 6
35-mm. Home Projector, complete with lOO-watt lamp, 2
spools, hand turn, dome cover .
£3 7 6
35-mm. Ica Kinamo Camera, f/2.7 Tessar, motor and hand
drive, takes 80 ft. film, daylight loading, complete with 5 boxe.s
and leather case. Cost over £50 .
£13 13 0
Pathe

Double-claw

Pathe

Motor.

Projector,

Mith

Cost £3 .

resistance.

Cost £7 5s.
£4 17 6
£1 12 6

Ensign 100-watt Projector, in case. Cost £26 5s... £10 2 6
35-mm. Projector, haud-tuni, with resistance . for
. . . 250
£3 volts.
3 0
New .
.
12s. 6d.
16-mm. Hand Turn Ica, rewinder. As new , . .
. . . . £8 2 6
16-mm. Ica Kinamo, f/2.7 Tessar. Cost £24.
16-mm. Model B Junior, f/3.5 and part lens.
Cost £13 13s.
16-mm. Model K Kodak, f/3.5 lens. Cost £.31 . . . .
16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/6.5 ana.'«tigmat
16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat....
16-mm. Model BB Cine-Kodak Junior, f/3.5 anast.
16-mm. Kodatoy Hand-driven Projector .

£22
£9 10
17

60

£8 17
£4 12
17
£9
£2 2

6
6
0
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'"T^HE first of the Selo films made its

An extra fast highly orthochromatic film, multi-coated, and
having an anti-halation backing.
The highly orthochromatic

appearance in 1930. It met with
phenomenal success, well merited by
reason of its superior speed, latitude
and colour-sensitiveness.

properties of Selochrome make
brilliant snapshots possible under
lighting conditions which would
be disastrous with an ordinary
film. For difficult subjects use
Selochrome for safety.

SELO
PANCHROMATIC
This film, particularly with a
pale yellow filter, gives a true
rendering in monochrome of all
coloured subjects. It is clean
working, of high speed, and
consistent in quality. It will be
welcomed by all photographers
who

appreciate

conferred
chromatic

the

A splendid roll film for all-round every¬
day snapshotting. It will allow for a wide
margin of error in exposure and yet yield
sharp and vigorous negatives.

benefits

by the use of pan¬
emulsions.

Made

ILFORD

in England by

LIMITED,

LONDON

ILFORD,

-TBADK.
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WEjheard one representative

Around

No.

2312.

volcanoes of Japan. She was driven
to the crater of one volcano known
as “ The home of the eternal fires,”
and her native driver told her to
lie down on the rim and look over,
and she would see the fires below the
smoke. She did so, and the picture
she showed had been obtained by
holding the camera down in that
position for five minutes. There
was an immense quantity of sulphur
smoke, and she could hear the lava
boiling up and falling back. In
India, by the way, she had a native
servant who made it possible for
her to take colour plates in that
hot climate by inventing a tin box,
like a tin suitcase, which he filled
with ice during the day, so ihat
no matter how hot it was, she
could develop
room
tent. the
_ plates in her dark¬

The

Photography

of Growth.

We have seen on two or three
occasions the film recording the
slow growth of tissues which Dr.
R. G. Canti showed to the Duke of
York and a distinguished audience

the World .

at the Prime Minister’s house last
week. The film compresses into
a few minutes what Nature occupied

Mrs. Helen Murdoch, who ad¬
dressed her fellow colour-workers
the other evening on “ The Fun of
Making Autochromes,” has carried
the screen plate literally all round
the world. She has exposed Auto¬
chromes on the Sphinx at sunset ;
has used her colour camera at a
garden party in Bombay ; has
taken a mosque at Agra, which she
could only take by being hoisted up
on the wall of the adjacent fort
and pointing the camera downwards ;
has got up early and waited long

LXXV.

for Mount Everest to appear through
his screen of cloud, and has taken
as her subjects such things as the
Pagoda at Rangoon and the Ming
Tombs at Peking. Perhaps her most
lurid adventure was among the

of a great photographic
manufacturing house the
other day saying that his firm had
1,500 different sizes of paper for
photographic use. In some cases
the variation is only of the order
of i/i6th or i/32nd of an inch.
Other material used by photo¬
graphers is also extraordinarily
various. There are said to be, for
example, about two dozen different
sizes of postcard printers. Cer¬
tainly there is an abundance to
choose from, but we are not sure
that this overwhelming plenty does
not mean waste effort for the
manufacturer, and consequently
higher prices for the user. Standard¬
isation, towards which some efforts
are now being made, would have to
be an international affair, however,
to be effective. We wish it could
be imposed for such a relatively
simple thing as lantern slide sizes,
or, put more directly, that other
countries would adopt our own very
convenient standard size of 34-in.
square, for it is very irritating in the
middle of a lecture, when a slide
from abroad has to be interposed,
to lay the necessity upon the
lanternist of changing the carrier.

Autochroming

VoL.

days in
theatre
rather
with a

doing. To the blase picturegoer, the film would appear
monotonous. One watches
certain fascination the cells

multiplying by division, and adding
by subtraction, and defying the
laws of arithmetic ; and sometimes,
if one allows the imagination to play
A

An

Street

article on
graphy

Snapshot

at

“ Modern

Night

” appears
191

Night.

Photo¬

in this issue.

a little, one can almost read human
motive and movement in this strange
” ballroom ” of the germ plasm.
But there is a certain sameness about
5
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it all, and a lack of climax which
would make the picture producer
turn it down forthwith. It is only
when one realises the patient work
which the film entailed that one
becomes enthusiastic. To get the
necessary sequence it meant making
one exposure on the film every sixty
seconds or so, and Dr. Canti de¬
vised an apparatus whereby, this
exposure was made and the film
automatically wound on for the
next exposure one minute ahead.
But sometimes the mechanism failed,
and when it did fail an alarm bell
was rung. It goes without saying,
to those who know anything of these
matters, that the majority of the
alarms took place in the small
hours of the morning — for the work

The

The films are sent out as far as
possible to schools, though also to
societies which request them, and
Sir William Furse stated that be¬
tween four hundred and five hundred
schools are at the moment hungrily
asking for these films week after
week. Up to now they have only
got about six hundred film subjects,
so that it is not easy to satisfy those
who clamour for them. But he

had to be continuous day and night
— and Mrs. Canti took turns with
her husband in getting out of bed
to adjust the apparatus when these
alarms were heard. Things less
heroic than that have received
greater acclaim.
The

Film

and

the Empire.

Sir William Furse, the director of
the Imperial Institute, told the Royal
Photographic Society that a film
library had been formed at the Im¬
perial Institute, and under the special
auspices of the Empire Marketing
Board. The services of a talented
young producer have been secured,
and some very fine work illustrating
the scenery and resources of the
Empire has already been done.

A mateur Photographer”

ist, 1933

remarked how wonderfully the cine¬
matograph is coming into the schools
as a method of teaching and as a
supplement to other teaching. The
Imperial Institute also possesses
in its galleries a very large number
of photographs of great interest,
also dioramas, some of them reaUy
works of art.

TABLE— March

EXPOSURE

EVERY MONTH
a brief exposure table will be provided for the assistance of our readers in their practical work. A glance at
the current approximate exposures as here given will serve as a reliable guide for most purposes. The subjects will be varied
to suit the time of year. The following exposures will serve as a working guide for any fine day during the month, between the
hours of 10 in the morning and 2 in the afternoon, with the sun shining, but not necessarily on the subject. Stop used, f/8. The
exposure should be doubled if the sun is obscured or if stop f/ii is used. For f/i6 give four times the exposure. For f/5.6
give half. From 9 to 10 a.m. or from 2 to 3 p.m., double these exposures. From 7 to 9 a.m. or from 3 to 5 p.m., treble them.
Ordinary.

Subject.

Extra Rapid.

Medium.

1|

Ultra Rapid.

Rapid.

Open

seascapes and cloud studies . .

Open landscapes with no very heavy
shadows in foreground, shipping studies
or seascapes with rocks, beach scenes, snow
scenes with no heavy foreground . .
Ordinary landscapes and landscapes with
snow, open river scenery, figure studies in
the open, light buildings, wet street scenes
Landscapes in fog or mist, or with strong
foreground, well-lighted street scenes . .
Buildings or trees occupying greater portion
of picture
Portraits or groups taken out of doors, not
too much shut in by buildings . .
Portraits in well-lighted room, light sur¬
roundings, big window, white reflector . .

1/20

sec.

sec.
1/30

1/60

sec.

sec.
1/80

\l

iM

> »

1/12
1/5

1/18
1/8
1/6
1/4

1/2

1/35

secs.

4

1/50

1/60
yy

» »

1

5

1/100 sec.

secs.

1/15

1/20

1/12
1/5
1/2

1/15
1/6

2

secs.

1/25
yy
1 y

1/3
y y

1/20
1/8
1/4
1

yy
yy

yy

y y

As a further guide we append a list of some of the best known makes of plates and films on the market. Tdby have been divided into groups, which approximately
indicate the speeds referred to above. The hypersensitive panchromatic plates and films require less exposure than the ultra^rapid.
and Gevaert, Chromosa.
Ultra_ Rapid.
Ilford, Iso-Zenith.
Paget, Ex. S.R.
Agfa, Special Portrait.
Hauff, Ortho Anti-Halo.
Hypersensitive Pan. Rajar, Super Speed.
Ilford, Screened Chromatic.
Plates and Films.
„ Super-speed Film.
"
sIr! Ortho.
Selo, Selochrome Roll Film
„
Regular
Cut
Film.
fast).
„ Ulira Special.
„
Portrait
Film (Ortho
Film Pack.
„ Analo-Flavin.
S R.
„ Commercial Ortho Film.
Hauff,
Barnet, Press and Super Press.
R
,, Selo Pan. Roll Film.
Imperial, S
Non-Filter.
„ Extra Rapid.
„
XL Super-speed Ortho.
Wellington,
Anti-Screen.
„
Monarch.
„
Soft Panchromatic.
,,
Ortho.and Pack.
„ E.R.
Roll Film
„
S.R.
„
Press.
„
Studio Fast.
Ilford, Auto Filter.
„
S.S. Ex. Sens.
Kodak, Cut Film.
„ExtraX Press.
„
Ultra Rapid.
Rapid.
„
Zenith Ex. Sens.
Lumiere, Extra Rapide.
Criterion, Enelite.
Agfa, Chromo.
„
S.G.
Pan.
„
S.R.
Pan.
Eastman, Par Speed Cut Film.
Illingworth, Fleet.
„
,, Instantan^e.
Medium.
„ Pan.
Rapid Film.
Chromatic.
„
S.S. Cut Film.
Extra Rapid.
„
Super Fleet.
„
Pelliculaire.
,, S.S. Pan. Film.
Imperial, Non- Filter (new series).
Isolar.
„
Isolar.
„
Super Fleet Ortho.
„ Film Pack.
Ilford, Empress.
Gevaert, Super Sensima.
Iso Rapid.
„
Pan. Fleet.
„
Sensima Fast.
„
Eclipse Pan. B.
Ordinary.
Imperial, S.S.S. Press Ortho.
„
Sensima Ortho.
Kodak,
and Film Pack.
„ Roll
S.S.Film
Ortho.
Eclipse.
Roll
„ Film.
„ Chromo.
„
Chromatic.
„
Super Chromosa.
Barnet, Ordinary.
Pathe,
Roll
Film.
Barnet, S.R. Pan.
Eclipse Ortho Soft.
„
Roll Films and Packs.
Criterion, Orlinary.
Selo, Roll Film.
Eclipse Soft.
Hauff, Ultra Rapid.
„
Studio
Ortho.
Pack.Ikon, Roll Film and Film
Zeiss
Criterion,
Iso E.R.
Eclipse Ortho.
Gevaert,
„ Ulcroma.
„ Ordinary.
Ordinary Iso.
Rapid.
Eclipse Pan. Soft.
„ Ultra Roll Film and Pack.
Ilford, Ordinary.
,,
Portrait.
Kodak, Verichrome Film.
Barnet, S.R.
Herzog, Ortho-Isodux Roll Film.
„
Roll Film.
»
„
„
Film Pack. Marion, Record.
Imperial,
Ordinary.
„ RollSpecial
Ensign,
Film. E.R.
\ „ Rapid
Access Pan.
„
Self-screen
Ortho.
Ilford, Golden Iso-Zenith.
192
Criterion,
Extra Rapid.
Gevaert, Filtered Ortho.
„
Iso Record.
6
„
Pan. Process.
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READY

for the
SPRING

At the present time of the year it is a good plan for the photographer to
overhaul his outfit in readiness for the coming season. In the following
article some simple overhauls and renovations are suggested.

IN spite of the fact that the keen

photographer engages in his
hobby all through the year, the
present marks a time when a fresh
start is usually made. It may be
that the photographer decides to
work with a “ better ” camera,
because a realisation of the limita¬
tions of existing apparatus and the
desire for that of wider scope are
unmistakable signs of another be¬
ginning.
If it is decided to purchase some¬
thing different, either new or second¬
hand, the present is an ideal time.
Never within recent years has such
a variety of apparatus been offered
at such tempting prices, as a study
of the advertisement
A.P.” will testify.
Spring

pages of ‘‘ The

Cleaning.

It may be that another camera is
not required. As a preliminary the
photographer may do weU to devote
a little attention to the outfit with a
view to ensuring that it is in perfect
order. This is especially important
if the instrument has not been used
for some time.
The first step is that of removing
all dust from the interior of the
camera. It may be pointed out
that the quantity- of dust that can
accumulate in the bellows of a
camera is surprising. The back of
the camera should be removed, and
the instrument held with the open
end downwards, and the folds of
the bellows brushed out with a
small stiff brush so that any dust will
fall out and away from the camera.
If the lens and shutter can be
removed also this should be done
and a pair of bellows applied vigor¬
ously to the interior to blow out all
dust.
The plate-holders should next
have attention. A small water¬
colour brush will remove any dust
that may have collected under the
rebates of the slides. The lighttraps should also be carefully

brushed ; this will remove dust
particles, or small pieces of plush
or velvet that may have become
dislodged.
The

Lens.

This should be examined care¬
fully and any cleaning carried out
with care to avoid risk of scratching
the glass. The surface should be
very carefully wiped with an old
soft cambric handkerchief. The glass
of which many of the modern lenses
are composed is comparatively soft,
and the surface polish easily de¬
stroyed. In the case of a lens made
up of several combinations it should
be rarely necessary to clean the
inner glasses. If this is done, how¬
ever, the elements should be sepa¬
rated very carefully. Care should
be taken when reassembling to avoid
the risk of crackipg the glass. The
thread should be screwed in very
carefully and slowly, especially when
of aluminium.
Shutters.

Careful

examination

should

be

given to the shutter with a view to
seeing that its action is smooth,
and that the blades close properly.
The shutter should be operated at
each setting of the index. It wiU
sometimes be found that after a
period of rest the action of a shutter
becomes sluggish. It is a good plan
in this case to try the effect of
leaving the shutter in a warm room
for a day or two, after which it may
be found that the defect has been
cured. If this is not the case the
instrument should be handed over
to a competent repairer.
In this connection two hints must
be given. On no account must oil
be applied, and no attempt ought
to be made at home repair. Many
a first-class shutter has been ruined
193
through oiling or unskilled
treatrtient.
Renovations.

There are some simple renovations
that any photographer can carry

out for himself. Loose-fitting screws
may be tightened. In the case of
wood screws the hole may be plugged
by driving in a small piece of pointed
wood coated with liquid glue. After
the glue is dry the surplus may be
cut off flush with the surface, and
the screw reinserted. Loose-fitting
metal screws are better replaced,
but if there is a difficulty in securing
a suitable screw, a fit may be en¬
sured by coating the thread with
Rawlplug cement before reinserting.
Racks and pinions may be made
to work better by a trace of oil. The
draw-out shutters of plate-holders
which work too stiffly through rust
may be cleaned with fine sandpaper
at the edges, followed by a trace of oil,
the latter being immediately wiped off.
If the leather bellows are stiff
they may be given a dressing of
brown shoe cream, followed by a
polishing with a dry, soft cloth.
The same treatment may be applied
to the leather covering if it has
become dull or worn. It is an
excellent plan to give such treatment
regularly.
The

Dark-room.

Most by
photographers’
dark-rooms
benefit
spring cleaning,
whether
in constant use or not. The floor
should be scrubbed and also shelves
and benches. AH dishes and uten¬
sils should be scoured. It is wise
economy to throw away aU doubtful
solutions, such as developers and
liquids in unlabelled bottles. Plates
and papers, if stored under dry con¬
ditions, will probably be quite
usable, provided that they have
not been exposed to gas or chemical
fumes. It is better to keep any
such material for less important
work, supply.
and to start the season with a
fresh
Attention to the details indicated
above will ensure that the photo¬
grapher has his equipment ready in
good time for action when the spring
arrives.
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/ make
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SLIDES

LANTERN
I HAVE often been asked what method I adopt for
JOHN

J. HARTLEY.

making the blue-black lantern slides by which I
generally interpret my impressions of snow and
other winter effects, and this method I will now describe.

strips. We may give 5, 8, 10 and 15 seconds to four
strips respectively, develop and fix the plate, and
examine it in a good light so as to decide what is the
best exposure to give.

I have adopted it bepause 1 so often found the “ blacks ”
unsatisfactory, whether on black tone or warm tone

The Imperial single-solution developer works quicker
than the standard Mezzotone developer, and the results

plates.
To begin with it must be understood that good techni¬
cal negatives are absolutely essential for making slides
of snow, frost and mist subjects. They must be neither
too hard nor too flat, and any spots must be remedied
with pencil or fine brush.
I use the Criterion “ Mezzotone ” plates, which give
nice warm tones with the developer recommended,
but as I want colder tones 1 resort to an Imperial single¬
solution developer, the formula for which is :
Metol
. .
. .
. .
. .
. . 50 grs
Sodium sulphite . .
. .
. .
. . 500 grs
Sodium carbonate . .
. .
. .
. . 500 grs
Hydroquinone
. .
. .
. .
. . 40 grs
Potassium bromide . .
. .
. .
. . 25 grs
Water to
. .
. .
. .
. .
. . 20 oz.
The water should be well boiled and allowed to stand
till cool. This developer is also suitable for negatives
and bromide paper.
The slides may be made by contact or by reduction.
I generally use the former method, and by it no one who
can make a bromide or gaslight print should have any
difficulty in making a slide. Although makers generally
suggest the exposures at a certain distance from the
light, we are using a different developer, and the best
plan is to arrive at the exposure by exposing a plate in

Winter

Sunshine.

will be a trifle softer. This is as it should be, because
the next process slightly intensifies the image. The
plates must be very thoroughly washed, or stains will
result.
I next bleach and redevelop the slides. I dissolve

^ oz. of mercury bichloride in 10 oz. of hot water, and
when this is cool I carefully decant the clear
liquid, leaving the sediment behind. I then
add 30 minims of hydrochloric acid. This
solution is very poisonous, and should be
labelled accordingly.
In this solution, completely covering the
slide, and kept moving at intervals, the slide
will bleach right through in four or five min¬
utes. It is then rinsed for a few minutes,
and redeveloped with the Imperial solution.
The colour should now be decidedly blueblack, and the image a little on the heavy side
with some lack of brilliance and transparency.
My next step is to restore the necessary
brilliance without affecting the strong rich
tones of the image. This I accomplish by

194

A

8

Winter

Landscape.

the cautious use of Farmer’s reducer. I
keep at hand a ten per cent solution of
potassium ferricyanide, and add enough of
this to a plain (not acid) hypo solution
to give it a pale yellow colour.
As the action is rather rapid with slides it
must be watched carefully, and not allowed
to go far enough to attack the delicate tones.
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T has always been one of my
strongest photographic prin¬
ciples that if a print can be
saved, even at the expenditure of
considerable labour, that print
should be saved.

My Print
Savers

The morale engendered by con¬
sistently turning out the finished
article is decidedly good, and in any
case the after-treatment by which a
mediocre print can be turned into
something presentable is generally so
simple that it is undoubtedly worth
trying. This, of course, does not
mean that one can work miracles with
the absolute “ dud,” but it is amazing
how very few prints really fall into
this category.
My " print-saving department ” at
present contains three bottles and
some water-colours, a de.scription of
the uses of which might be of general
interest.
First, with regard to bottle No. i.
This contains alum i oz., hydrochloric
acid 3 drs., and water to about 12 oz.
Originally this was obtained to
remove some yellow stains which were
bothering me at that period, but
experiment showed that this solution
with most papers was par excellence
for clearing purposes. Not only did
it remove stains, but an already clean
print given
a few
immersion
came
out with
an moments’
added brilliance
and
purity about the “ whites.”
Further experiment demonstrated

that many a print, ” muddy ” through
one cause or another, that normally
would have found a resting-place in
the waste-paper basket, could now be
saved. Hence bottle No. i has be¬
come a permanent resident in the
department. Cost, by the way, is
trivial, 12 oz. of the solution valued
at about threepence, and it can be
used repeatedly.

DO

YOU

KNOW

/q GOOD

TO

By
Bottle

THCM

TO

MU3L.tN

a

2 is not

so

much

in

iodine 3 grs., and water to 10 oz.
This solution is very useful for
bringing over-developed prints back
to a state of brilliancy. A few mo¬
ments’ immersion is all that is needed
in most cases, then a plunge into clean
hypo, after which the usual wash.
Care must be taken not to overdo
the action of this bath, as once started
it is very rapid, and eats away detail
in the high-lights at a fast rate. It is,
however, a great thing for brightening
up a heavy print, and so I always
keep some in readiness.
Now we come to bottle No. 3. This
contains nothing less than a hypoalum toning mixture. I have always
regarded hypo-alum toning as a printsaver, as many a poor-toned blackand-white print, and as such a failure,
will tone to quite a passable sepia. This
process will also dover many stains,
and while immersed some papers tend
to clear.
The following experience with some
gaslight prints proves the case re
stains. The prints in question were a
number of " Velox ” camp prints
presented to me some years ago.
Through faulty washing all had de¬
veloped heavy brown stains, and
appeared hopelessly ruined. I then

?

A

To TE^T

\AfFiy

//V

disappeared.
I make my

evidence, as it contains a definite re¬
ducing solution which is made up as
follows ; Potassium iodide 30 grs.,

0/.5S ot.Vf

JCfH-S

remarkably nice sepia, and in the
new livery the brown stains quite

H. A. ROBINSON.
No.

/N~S£ZRT

PLRGC

Muffle

SmfhLL

A

new

thought of the hypo-alum treat¬
ment, and " boiled ” them all, with
the result that each toned to a

"

solution

of equal parts

of hypo and alum, and find it works
well, although this does not appear
to be the standard solution.
The colour box is included in my
print-savers as it is little short of
miraculous what can be done to a
spotty print with a little suitable
colour. Many quite good amateurs
would seem to miss this aspect of
print finishing, considering that
blemishes must remain
opinion I held myself for
till an experiment with a
dot on a portrait opened

“ put ” — an
many years
small white
my eyes to

theNow
possibilities
of the
“ spotting.”
I say, for
benefit of any
who have not tried it, that without
exaggeration white spots can with
care be so touched out with a little
colour on the end of a brush that it is
quite impossible after looking away to
detect their position.
Further experiment and practice
with the application of colour shows
that its utility can be greatly ex¬
tended. Quite large blemishes can
be made inconspicuous with a little
care, and often unwanted high-lights
can be toned down for the purpose of
concentrating interest.
Simple “ spotting,” however, comes
within the realm, and so is worthy of
consideration.
This completes my rescue depart¬
ment, and with the solutions and
materials outlined above I find myself
in a position to at least tackle most
apparently dud prints, and, in nine
cases out of ten, with the most happy
results.
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ISAACS.

under-exposure
curve owing to
necessary to stop
veloping.
should be kept

part of the plate
the short exposure
movement, and this
in mind when de¬

My method
follows :

of working

is as

I use a J-plate Sanderson on a
tripod. The lens is a 5-in. f/3.5
anastigmat in Compur shutter.
WTen a suitable scene is selected

The advent of the new Ilford Hypersensitive
Outside

the " Pavilion

panchromatic plate has made snapshot work
at night possible for the amateur.
No special apparatus is necessary beyond a
lens of an aperture not smaller than f/3.5. All my work
has been done at this aperture, so that workers who
possess lenses working at f/2 or f/2.g can obtain results
with greater ease.
I have been taking night photographs for many years;
but have never yet been able to give a quick enough
exposure to show moving traffic and people without
getting hopeless under-exposure.
These new plates, used under suitable conditions,
with the increased modern lighting of theatres and
streets, are a revelation to the night photographer used to
thinking in exposure times of seconds and minutes.

the camera is erected in as in¬
conspicuous a place as possible, as
people at night apparently are so
carried away by the glamour of the
lights that they cannot see a
photographer, and walk right into
the camera or trip up over the
tripod legs. For this reason the
help of a friend to act as tripod guard is advisable.
I usually focus on about 30 ft., and after setting
the shutter as near i/25th second as light conditions

Now I find I get over-exposure if a longer exposure
than I second is given on a theatre front.
The double coating of the plate is very effective in
combating the bugbear of halation. The plates should
be backed as an extra precaution, but for normal scenes
without very strong lights in the field of view it is not
necessary to use backing.
Development is quite easy, as I always desensitise with
pinacryptol green, and use a strong yeUow safelight to
view the plate comfortably.
The plate gains density rather slowly, but does not
fog with prolonged development. This is a helpful
factor for night work, as the contrasts of light in the
average view are very great, and the softness of the
emulsion helps to even them out.
I have always used a soft-working metol developer in
the past with the old type of pan. plate, but have changed
over to a more contrasty M.Q. formula for this new
emulsion.
This snapshot work

at night means

working

on the

A

Wet

Night.

!
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Night
Photography
permit, I wait patiently with the
antinous shutter release in my hand.
If there are people movmg quickly
nearer than 20 ft. the image on the
plate will show too much blur.
I have often waited twenty minutes
to get the effect wanted, as people
apparently spring up from the pave¬
ment in what was previously a
quiet .street.
Always look behind you just
before you expose, as this is usually

Point

Duty.

longer exposure, taking great care to wait until the
movement of people in the scene is at its slowest
consistent with getting a natural effect.
Remember that although these plates are wonderful,
the age of miracles has not yet arrived.
It must not be supposed that night photography,
even with modern aids and facilities, is as simple and
straightforward as taking snapshots at the seaside on a
summer day. The begimrer at night work must be
prepared for partial and complete failures, as well as
successes. But when successful results are obtained
they are well worth having.
Perhaps the most effective printing method
Piccadilly

the signal for a crowd

Circus.

for these

night subjects is an enlargement of blue-black or warmblack colour on a cream base. It may be added that
nothing is so effective as a good lantern slide.

to charge right in front of the

lens and so block out the view. ■ The need for patience
and watchfulness must be stressed if you want to ob¬
tain successful results.
Keep an eye on people moving across the field of view,
as they usually move too fast for an exposure of i/25th
second to portray them sharply.
An efficient lens hood helps to retain sparkle in the
negative, and obviates any chance of light scatter
caused by bright lights outside the field of view shining
on the lens..
Keep your lens free from dust and finger-marks which
aU help to scatter light into the shadows and degrade
the contrasts.
Exposures are very difficult to judge, especially with
the new Neon signs.
I suggest giving an exposure of i/25th second to stop
movement, and if this is found to be too fast to get
sufficient exposure, to come back again and give a
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NOTES
Every

week

with

an article will appear

a topic of interest to the novice

MODIFYING

AN

IN telling the story of how I hav’e

adopted and adapted another
enlarger, I am not supposing that
crowds of readers will follow my
example exactly, even if they follow
it at all. But I know how many are
interested in enlarging, and in large
numbers of cases have ideas of im¬
provising an enlarger, possibly with
their own camera as an integral part
of it.
Many readers ask in quite a casual
way how to make an enlarger, as
though there is only one kind of
enlarger, and that one of the simplest
construction, so that a few sentences
will fully explain its manufacture and
use. I have repeatedly pointed out
to such

under

enquirers

that

the only sen¬

this heading

dealing

in photography.

£. NOTIONS
the

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

ENLARGER.
sible plan is to grasp the general
principles involved in such apparatus,
and then to decide on a suitable
combination of parts according to their
individual needs and resources.
Some of the general principles will
be touched upon here and now, and
the knowledge so gained may come
in useful for cases quite different from
the one under consideration.
purpose was
have' available,
as My
an alternative
to atovertical
enlarger,
an apparatus for making prints not
as a rule larger than whole-plate, but
on chloro-bromide as well as on ordi¬
nary bromide paper. As my vertical
enlarger had no condenser, but only
diffused light, the exposures were
often unpleasantly long even when

enlarging from small negatives only
to whole-plate, and on fairly rapid
bromide paper. For slow chlorobromide papers the necessary ex¬
posures were out of the question.
So I bought from a friend who had
given up his photography an old
quarter-plate enlarger, which had
probably come of age years ago. It
was sturdily and honestly constructed
of solid mahogany, and had not
seriously suffered from years of disuse.
In its modified form it is seen in
Fig.
TheI. illuminant

was a duplex paraffin

lamp, and there was the usual funnel
iron chimney with a bend at the top.
Such a light was naturally useless for
my purpose. The lens was an f/6
Aldis anastigmat, a capital instrument,
which I replaced only for reasons
which I will state presently. The

61 -in. condenser

was

a good

one,

and in perfect order. Lamphouse
and connecting cylinders were of
Russian iron, which I take to be a
corruption of rust-on-iron.
condition was dreadful.

Their

My first step was to take out the
lamp and its rusty chimney and throw
them away ; after which 1 felt much
better. I then had made and fitted
the rectangular top seen in the
tion. Through the centre of
plate runs a brass tube with
at the end for an electric

illustra¬
the top
a fitting
filament

lamp. The flex passes down the
tube. This tube is movable up and
down, with a clamping screw to hold
it in any position. By this means a
lamp of any size can be centred op¬
posite the condenser.
I removed all the metal parts, and
cleaned off the rust with emery
paper and patience. By
paper and a brush I got
rust at last, and then
treat the surface exactly
a boot ; that is, I gave
complete coat of Nugget,

means of the
rid of all the
proceeded to
as if it were
it a thin but
and polished

it up with a boot-brush. The result
was even more splendacious than it
looks in the photograph, and an
occasional repetition of the treatment
will keep the surface bright and clean
for ever.
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f/4.8 instead of f/6, and I was aiming at getting as much
light as possible. Further, at close quarters the focussing
jacket provides an excellent means of critical focussing.
You must notice the unusual, but excellent carrier, shown
in diagram form in Fig. 2. It can be pushed in or out, and
“ rocked ” as it were on its curved base. With remarkable
ease and speed the image can be adjusted to fill the allotted
space correctly, including correction if the lines on the
negative are askew. The carrier is held in any position by
a mild spring against which it abuts in the slot.
The negative carrier in the middle is square, and there¬
fore reversible. On two sides of the rebate are mild springs
which keep the negative in register when the brass toggle
is turned. One edge of the negative goes into a groove.
The whole thing is so simple and ingenious that it might
well be adopted by anyone making his own enlarger. The

The rack and pinion of the extension can be put out of
gear, and the front moved backwards and forwards by
hand, an opening in the front providing a grip. The
pinion can then be thrown into gear again for finer adjust¬
ment. In all cases where wood was moving on wood I
black-leaded the parts taking the friction.
I changed the Aldis lens for a Goerz anastigmat in a
focussing jacket. This gave me a working anerture of

largest opening is for cjuarter-plate, but a duplicate carrier
takes a postcard negative, although of course the whole of
this cannot be enlarged.
There is sufficient extension to reduce slightly as well
as to enlarge, and the leather bellows are none the worse
for their age. The lamphouse moves to and fro on the
baseboard for the adjustment of the light in this direction,
one metal cylinder sliding inside the other. There is also
a rising and falling front — generally a useless movement
with a condenser enlarger, although I shall show that in
this and similar cases it is very useful.
L. F. W.

'^hethan
PARTthe isWHOLE
Greater

The title of this article states a paradox which should

be borne in mind by every worker who rejoices in
the possession of an enlarger.
It is worth while when the opportunity offers to make a
series of prints from doubtful negatives with a view to
making the most of what they have to provide — half¬
plate is a good size — ^and then spend a little time weighing
up the possibilities of each. For this purpose a number of
masks with rectangular openings of various sizes and
shapes can be cut out and tried on the prints. Simpler,
perhaps, is the use of two " L” shaped pieces of cardboard,
as has been suggested in these pages.
In this work even the most unpromising negatives should
1 he Fart.

receive attention, for it may well be that wise selection of
the part to be enlarged will produce a picture from an
apparent
The two failure.
illustrations which accompany this article are a
case in point. One is an enlargement from practically the
whole of the negative, from which it will be seen that it is
distinctly
in the
“ indifferent
” class.
The other
print
is an enlargement,
by approximately
a further four diameters, of a very small portion of the
first, the paper being placed slightly askew in order to tilt
the head somewhat. By a happy accident the upper line
of the dog’s head stands out clearly against the narrow strip
of dark background, and enlarging further diffuses the ugly
corrugated iron fencing so that it is unrecognisable as such.
199

The

Whole.

Some readers may object to my use
here, but I have lived with a 10 x 8
head for several weeks, and still like
be because the animal happens to
but, be that as it may, it is hoped
justified by the prints.

of the word “ picture ”
in. enlargement of this
it. Possibly this may
be a friend of mine ;
that the paradox is
R. T. Alston.
13
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[etters to the Editor
CLUB
Sir, — Would

we

be

SYLLABUSES.

trespassing

upon

your

good

nature

you

(Hon.

Sec., Toronto

SiR,^ — Referring

Camera

Club.)

METERS.

to the letter from

A. R. Turpin

in a recent

question raised.
"Another unfounded objection to the use of an actinometer
is that to be perfect it ought to test the light reflected from the
subject and not that falling upon it. This theory is quite a
false one. I have tested it in this way : Two plaster casts
were taken, one white, the other a dark brown. The light
reflected from each was carefully tested by an actinometer
under equal circumstances, all e.xtraneous light being carefully
screened off. Plates were then e.xposed for times proportionate
to the actinometer times. As 1 e.xpected, the two negatives
were identical in density, and would, if printed, give false

METERS

verticals
success

?

with

I fear

to

Mr.

correction

OF

revert

F.

E.

in the

subject

Henderson
enlarger

has

of correction

not

because

he

had

spealcs

of

the “ very small stop ” necessary when using this method
(“A.P.” of January 4th), and as, elsewhere, he treats of the class
of small non-ad justable enlarger made for miniature negatives.

Exhibitions

Notices of forthcoming

and

CAMERAS.

even when fitted with f/4.5 lenses. 1 have been using a “ Cocarette ” of this pattern for some time and have found no
reason to modify the opinion which I expressed in these
columns
cameras

of

much

AND

actinic paper ! Both Mr. Watkins and Mr. " Drem ” would,
I fancy, have been laid low by this.
Mr. Maurice and Miss Bickford should inspect the 3X2
cameras made by Zeiss Ikon, Krauss, Nagel and Voigtlander.
These are all of about the same dimensions, 5X3X1J
in.,

VERTICALS.

to the

of his correspondents.

Mr. Turpin’s experiment is interesting, but he might have
carried it a step farther and used a sheet of bright red non-

to convince others that his opinions should carry weight. —
Yours, etc.,
W. H. McKAlG.
(Sole Maker of Watkins Meters.)

late

for

Sir, — I am greatly obliged to Mr. O. E. Smith for giving us
particulars of the human
iris. The reason for the weird
readings occasionally given by the optical exposure meter is
now clear enough.

ideas of the difference between the white and brown casts.”
It is quite unnecessary to remind you, sir, that the Progress
Medal of the R.P.S. was awarded to Mr. Watkins id 1910 for
his researches in exposure and development. I mention it

CORRECTION

opinions

responsible

Still, that is not e.xactly the point. My main contention is
that, even if it entailed an exposure increased ten times (which
it certainly does not) it would be preferable to correct in the
enlarger, where the opportunity is ample, rather than in the
camera where special provision for it means the sacrifice of
so much else. — Yours, etc.,
P. MIDDLETON.

issue, the following cutting from the " Watkins Manual of
Photography,” the author of which is, as of course you know,
the same Alfred Watkins of meter fame, fully answers the

Sir, — Is it too

is not

say " approximate ” because it becomes really slightly curved.
However, this curvature is very small and is the only reason
for any stopping down at all ; if the tilt is not great it may not
be noticeable. In my own experience, enlarging from 3 X 2 in.
to 15 X 12 in., stopping down to f/ii is sufficient, and in severe
cases to f/i6.

for this kindness. — Yours, etc.,
W. H. HAMMOND.

EXPOSURE

the

Editor

I imagine (perhaps wrongly) that he has been attempting the
correction without tilting his negative. Using this method, of
course, the image plane remains parallel to the negative
wherever formed, and to get it sharp on a tilted easel does
require a very small stop. But if the negative be tilted the
conjugate focal plane will be tilted also, in the opposite direc¬
tion, and will approximate to the sloping easel surface. I

too

much to ask you to mention in your most excellent publication
that this club would like to receive the club syllabus from as
many secretaries as would care to send them to us ? If these
are addressed to me, c/o The Toronto Camera Club, 2, Gould
Street, Toronto, Canada, it will be all the more appreciated.
Thanking

The

ist, 1933

some
when

fifteen months ago. The “ sleekness ” of these
closed makes them perfect for pocket use. and

of course the lens, shutter and other " doings ” are fully
protected. Also, radial focus may be (and is) fitted, while the
full-size finder tucks neatly inside the instrument. In my
“ Cocarette ” even the sighter
etc.,

Competitions

for finder disappears. — Yours,
H. BRAITHWAITE.

^^FUTURE.

exhibitions and competitions will be included here every week if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.
Organised by Association of Czechoslovak Amateur
Twenty awards for prints and slides. Special prize
Photographic Societies, Riegrovo Nabiezi, 22, Prague
for best Colonial print. — Entries, March 29 ; open,
April 6-8. Hon. Secretary, T. Finch, Herbert Road,
II, Czechoslovakia.
Nottingham. (Photographic papers please copy.)
Chicago World’s Fair International Exhibition, 1933,
Brighton and Hove C.C. Annual Exhibition (one
— Entries, .April i ; open, June i-October 31.
class open to members of clubs in Kent, Sussex and
Enquiries to “ 1933 Salon,” Chicago Camera Club,
137, North Wabash Avenue, Chicago, III., U.S..A.
Hampshire). — Entries, April i; open, April 10May 6. Exhibition Secretary,, R. J. Botting, 71,
Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries, March
East Street, Brighton.
7; open, March 29-April i. Secretary, Walter Selfe,
Third International Salon, San Diego, Fine Arts
24, Pembury Road, Clapton, E.5.
Bolton Camera Club International Exhibition. —
Gallery (under auspices of Camera Enthusiasts of
Entries, March 8 ; open, April r-8. Further particulars
San Diego). — Entries, April i ; open, April 21-May
14. Particulars from Miss Ruth Kilboume, 4225,
and entry forms from John B. Adshead, 69, Hastings
Arden Way, San Diego, California, U.S.A.
Road, Bolton, Lancs.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Annual
Victorian (Australia) International Salon {Melbourne
Exhibition (Open Classes). — Entries, April 6 ; open,
Atherueum Art Gallery). — Open, April 24-May 6.
Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junction, Camberwell,
April 28-May 7. Particulars from J. Ainger Hall, Hon.
Exhibition
Secretary, 10, Kitson Road, London,
E.6, Melbourne, Australia.
S.W.13.
Barry C.C. International Salon — Entries, March ii ;
Beckenham
P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, April
open, March 20-25. Particulars from J. H. White,
Exhibition Secretary, Barry Camera Club, Y.M.C.A.,
6-12. Secretary, F. H. Elliott, 31a, Worbeck Road,
Barry, South Wales.
Anerlev, S.E.20.
Bishop Auckland P.S. Annual Salon. — Entries,
City of London and Cripplegate P.S. Annual Ex¬
Midland Salon, City Art Gallery, Leicester — En¬
March 14 ; open, March 22-25. Entry forms from
hibition. — Open, March 6-8, Hon. Exhibition Secre¬
tries, May 6 ; open. May 27-June 24. Particulars
from Hon. Secretaries, W. Bailey and A. E. Tracey,
T. Ambler, 18, Ray Gardens, Cock ton Hill, Bishop
taries, H. G. Reese Jones, 18, Wood Street, E.C.2,
Auckland, Co. Durham.
and J. R. P. Hilliard, 86, Downton Avenue, Streatham
Cank Street, Leicester.
Hill, S.W.2.
Derby Rly. Inst. P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries,
Northern Photographic Exhibition (Bradford). —
March 20 ; open, April 6-8. Exhibition Secretary,
Birmingham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open,
Entries, May 13 ; open, June 17-August 20. Entry
forms from A. Greenwood, Myrtle Dene, Harrogate
J. Condie, Railway Institute, L.M.S. Rly., Derby,
March 4-18. Particulars from G. G. Heathcock,
Bridge of Allan and District Photographic Society
Essex House, 27, Temple Street, Birmingham,
Road. Bradford.
International Salon. — Entries, March 28 ; open,
GJE.R. Mechanics Institute P.S. Exhibition. — Open,
Cardiff C.C. World’s Masters Salon. — Entries, May
April 15-29. Particulars from Mrs. Brown, Jun., The
March 7-8. Hon. Sec., A. G. Barker, 24, Willow
14 ; open, June 9-24. Entry forms and particulars
Street, Romford, Essex.
Studio, Bridge of Allan, Scotland.
from G. H. Palmer, Hon. Exhibition Secretary,
Nottingham and Notts P.S. International Exhibition,
Prague International Salon. — Open, April 8-22.
Y.M.C.A., Cardiff.

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
Entries. March 31. Rules in issue of Feb. 22.
“ Nature in Winter “ Competition. £to in cash and
books by Beverley Nichols awarded as prizes by Jona¬
than Cape, Ltd. Closing date, March 31. Entries
to be addressed to “Nature in Winter” Competition,
The Amateur Photographer, Dorset House, Tudor Street,
London, E.C.4. For further particulars see issue
dated January 1 1.
South London P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open,
February 18-March 19. Hon. Exhibition Secretary,
B. C. Rayment, 44, Priory Road, Kew, Surrey.
Scottish National Salon, Aberdeen. — February 18March II. Secretary, Miss Hilda-M, Bailey, 63, Watson
Street, Aberdeen.
Pittsburgh Salon. — Open, March 17-April 16.
Secretary, B. H. Chatto, 1300, Milton Avenue, Pitts¬
burgh, 18, Pa., U.S.A.
Birkenhead P.A. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March
8-11. Secretary, F. W. C. HoUett, 8, Snowdon Road,
Birkenhead.
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Press

Photographer’s

flashlight exposures, though if you do not want to do this
sort of work the two terminals which are visible are never

Camera.

Developments in the photographic world in recent years
have taken off the market certain types of cameras which
the British Press photographer liked, and our British makers,

in your way.
The gear wheels of the shutter are cut with precision, and
are far removed from mere “ clockwork.”
The camera body is of mahogany, reinforced with metal
plates to give fullest strength, and the lens-panel is held by
four knife-pattern struts which also are amply strong and
non-wobbling.

seeing that the Pressman’s choice has become restricted,
have stepped into the breach with some new models which
incorporate some of the best features of the old types and
some sound new points of their own.
This endeavour to give the Press worker just what he
needs

seems

to me

to be fulfilled by the “ V.N. ” Focalplane camera,
made
only in

A novel slide-holder is provided for the single metal
slides. It opens like a book, the slide is dropped into place,
and in a second the plate is ready for the exposure. A
very neat, quick-acting system
which Pressmen should like.

OX
12 cm.
size, which

of loading

and

unloading

primarily de¬
signed for the

To take advantage of the special visible focussing device
it is necessary for the lens to be mounted in the camera by
Messrs. Peeling & Van Neck, who then take care that the
intermediate focussing distances on the scale agree with
the distances marked on the lens-collar.
With six single metal slides and cable release this camera,
without lens, costs £20. It can be supplied with almost
any lens of about six inches focal length (even the Dallmeyer f/1.9 Super Six or the f/2.8 Bio Tessar) which is
supplied in sunk focussing mount.
Altogether a sound, trustworthy instrument, which will
do good work in difficult conditions and withstand the bang¬
ing about which a real Press camera gets in its exciting fife.

Press

F/3.5 Tessar

Messrs.

Peel¬

ing and
Neck
(4 Van
and
6, Hoi born
Circus, E.C.i)
have
just
brought out.
Amateurs,
please note
that
this
camera
is

photo-

g r a p hthan
e r
rather

on Small

Cameras.

for the ama¬
teur, and that, for the ptesent, at least, you will not
get it for use with film packs or roll-film holders, or any
other amateur accessories. In the future, perhaps ; but
not yet.
It is strong ; it is well made and finished ; it is a practical

A new de luxe model of the Zeiss Ikon " Ikonta 520,”
the neat little self-opening and self-erecting camera which
gives 16 vest-pocket negatives on a standard 2JX3J spool,
has arrived, with an f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar and Compur shutter.
The f/3.5 lens has a focal length of 7 cm. ; and this focal
length gives such generous depth of field that surely no
one who can appreciate an anastigmat will be afraid of

man’s camera, designed not to let him down when his
picture appears in view. Its shutter is as nearly silent as
a good focal-plane shutter should be ; it is well balanced ;
and the distance for which the lens is focussed is in view
on a scale well above the lens all the time the camera is

using f/3.5 — an aperture which I regard as the ideal for
the small camera.
This camera opens out to the infinity point always, and
the lens is then focussed by a rotating collar on the front
of the mount.

at your eye-level. The bdck-sight of the frame-finder is
adjustable for different distances so that the close-up picture
can be centred on the plate as accurately as an infinity shot.

This model has a new device for keeping the film reason¬
ably taut during exposure. This is a brake, in the form
of a spring, acting on the feed-spool so that the film does
not ‘‘ creep ” and sag. It is no additional complication,
however, and many users would not detect the spring
unless it were pointed out to them.
This Ikonta is a well-designed instrument 4^ X 3 in. in
dimensions, which is ready for the exposure more quickly

This is a real good shutter, though it is not self-capping —
a choice which is deliberate, and coincides with the views
of many experienced Fleet Street men. Speeds are marked
i/ioth to i/i,oooth second, and as the blind has nine
tensions and eight widths of slit (a slit which locks firm
and true for the exposure) the Press photographer ha?
plenty of choice for his exposures. Alterations of slit are
made in a jiffy, and the shutter acts beautifully. A hair
trigger is provided, but it has finger-guards to prevent
accidental release.
Every

camera

is supplied

ready wired

than any other type of camera, save only the simple boxform film camera. Even then it takes only one second
longer to prepare for the “ shot,” and that is because you
have a focussing anastigmat of large aperture. With the
15
f/3.5 Tessar it costs £12 5s. — and well worth it, as prices
go nowadays.

for synchronised
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From
“

making

of

exhibition

pictures

I

is a matter of individuality.
Methods of procedure are so
elastic that each makes his own varia¬
tions, and all reach the same goal.
“ Amongst my South Suburban friends
I seem to be looked upon as an archi¬
tectural worker. Although not exactly
specialising in this direction, yet I cer¬
tainly do enjoy a good day in one of
our cathedrals, where the lighting so
constantly changes as the sun passes
from one window
to another. The
picture on the opposite page, taken in
Christchurch Priory, is the type I aim
at. I had watched this particular spot
all the morning from
other exposures were
the lighting did not

10 o'clock, while
being made, but
satisfy me until

about one o’clock. Then the light
came across the screen, softening the

information communicated

to our Special Representative.

detail, and I secured my picture. Ten
minutes afterwards the effect had com¬
pletely gone. I exposed this for two
minutes at f/i6, with a 3J-in. lens on a
-|-plate. Out of a day's negatives in
interior work if a
good exhibition
picture be not obtained yet there are
sure to be several that will make good
lantern slides.
For this class of work I use a |-plate
field camera with 3|-in. and 4i-in.
wide-angle lenses, and a S^-in. normalangle lens. The first is rarely used, the
second most
form slides

frequently. With si.x bookloaded with Eclipse Ortho

(630) backed plates, and a film-pack
adapter loaded, 1 have a good supply of
ammunition. For general outdoor work
I use a |-plate ‘ Klito,’ with a ' Rollex ’
holder for the popular 3^X2;^: film, so
that

with

^-plates in their slides, and

the

of normal

and

slightly wider angles of view, the
fitted being a qj-in. Goerz Dagor.

roll film, I have

a choice

lens

" In all my work I aim at a wellexposed (using a Justophot meter) clean
negative of medium density, correctly
developed by time and temperature,
with M.O. (one-solution formula) one
part, and water two parts. Such a
negative is a delight to look at.
“ I rarely make contact prints, but,
from the season’s bag, make .J-plate
enlargements of the whole or part of the
negative, and thus I am able to see their
possibilities, and to select about a dozen
for special consideration. With
soft
and medium-grade bromide. Royal or
Rough Satin, cream or white to suit the
subject) I can then get along with the
enlargements, 12x10 or 15X12.
“ Although

not

prejudiced

against

after-work or ‘ messing about ’ with
the prints, provided it is done without
showing, 1 depend entirely upon a good
negative, a
well-developed bromide
print, and very careful spotting to
achieve the necessary quality. Accentua¬
tion of parts I accomplish by local
shading while exposing, which I find
quicker and more sure than the aforesaid
‘ dirty work.’ I go over the print very
carefully, taking out the numerous white
spots that will appear in the best of
work, using a fine sable brush and a
mixture of IMyne’s grey and lamp-black
water-colours. Finally I give life to the
whole by rubbing over with megilp, and
rubbing off as much as possible so thati
viewed at an angle, the surface is quite
even

and

not

too glossy.

I favour

dry-

mounting,
usingas my
until such time
I canwife’s
affordelectric
to buy iron
the
proper

article, or have

a lucky

birthday.

” To secure the picture of the ‘ Wharf,’
I visited the spot — a short tram-ride
from home — several times until I struck
the hour when the sun shone along the
wall, throwing the pattern shadows
which so appealed to me, and a suitable
figure eritered the scene.
" As we are not the best judges of our
own work, I have for years past entered
prints in ' The A.P.’ monthly
tion, and so secured an
opinion as to the comparative
Rollick’s

Wharf,

Greenwich.

By F. J. Jones.
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STEPS

TO

THE

CHOIR,

CHRISTCHURCH.
[See article, “ How

By
I make

my Exhibition

Pictures," on the opposite page.)

F. J. Jones.
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RAIL,
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{From

the Exhibiiioyi of “ Pictures of the Sea ” at the Royal Photographic

Society.)
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SUNSHINE
EP'FECTS of sunshine are among the most pleasing of
camera

subjects.

Scenes

and

objects

which

would

normally be hardly worth an exposure become trans¬
figured under the magic influence of beams of sunlight.
There are several points to observe if we would make
our sunshine pictures successful. One is that a sunny effect
is much more easily obtained if ” bits ” rather than open
panoramic views are attempted. We require good shadows
as well as bright portions, and these good shadows are more
often present in scenes with plenty of foreground material.
This is why a street or farmyard scene, with people or things
fairly irear the camera, may appear more sunny than an open
country view taken under an equally brilliant sun.
The value of shadows for suggesting sunshine is well seen

in the street scene " A Spring Morning.” Here we have a
commonplace street such as exists in any large town, and
one which has no great beauty in itself. Thanks to the
sunshine, it makes a picture. And the sunny effect owes
much to the presence of a cyclist and a walking girl and their
shadows, as we shall see if we cover up the left half of the
picture.
We may note, in passing, that to obtain good shadows
the sunshine should come from a point either to one side of
the camera or more or less in front of it. If we have the
sun directly behind us there is
a lot of glow but little shadow,
and we may lose the effect we
are seeking.
Almost as valuable as cast

Stonegate, York.

shadows, though less frequently
noticed, are patches of sunlight
reflected from windows into a

shine

streaming

down

and picking out the up¬
rights of doorposts and
window frames, and

roadway.
In ” Stonegate,
York,” we have beams of sun-

patches of brightness re¬
flected on to the pave¬
ment counter these with
charming effect.
It is not only outdoors
that sunshine pictures
can be made. When sun¬
light streams through our
windows we may often
find some suitable sub¬
ject. Wall objects and
their shadows lend them¬
selves to photographic treatment. Since the same effect may occur on
several consecutive days, we can repeat our attempt should the result of
our first exposure be imperfect.
Sometimes the shadows will make a picture without including the
objects which cast them. In such a case we must give prominence to the
shadows only, and endeavour to make them tell their own story. The
A Spring Morning.

semi-humorous
of the type.

picture, ” Springtime

Shadows

” will serve as an example

The technical side of the production of sunshine pictures is not difficult,
but requires care. In the first place, the exposure must be full enough to
record detail in the shadows. In brilliant sunshine these may be deeper
than they appear to the eye, and it is well to err on the generous side.
Development should not be prolonged, as we are dealing with contrasty
material, and full development would make the brighter portions difficult
205 making the print, the use of paper with a cream base will
to print. When
enhance the feeling of sunshine considerably, especially if the finished
picture is warm black or brown black in tone.
Springtime Shadows.

Donald

G.

Sheldon.
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By Dr. A. WOOD

There are few who are not moved by the hope¬

fulness of spring as seen in the beauty of spring
flowers, in the lambs dotted over the sunflecked
fields, in the delicate and sublimely impressive
sky scenery, as the clouds lie banked in snowy glory,
and in the poetic appeal of light and shadow as it

their passing, and saved and held for ever afterwards.
Spring is a season of wonderful skies, and there are
few quite as beautiful as those to be seen in March and
April. To learn to know the skies as intimately as the
land is to avail oneself of the greatest aid in glorifying
any landscape scene. Yet how many snaps we see
without any sky at all, or, if present,
how poor and faint and unconvincing.
Our very first aim must be to get
the sky and any clouds there may
be of a printable quality on our
ordinary plate
negatives. The
alone for
is quite
use¬
less
this work
when an attempt
is made to get a
perfect rendering
of both sky and
foreground at the
same time. But
if
a panchromatic
emulsion
is used,
the full beauty of
the sky will be
there every time,

m

unless under¬
exposed.
To those who

Firstlings

of the Flock.

plays rhythmically over wild hills, bare
moors, and lonely waters.
To the photographer it is perhaps the
best time of the year for many subjects,
which if not taken now, will have to wait
another twelvemonth.
Few are aware what delightful subjects
little lambs make as photographic studies.
They are objects that are familiar to every¬
one, yet they afford great human interest
when properly treated. There is no animal
that lends itself so successfully to English
landscape photography. They obviate the
difficulty of dealing with barren scenes, and
when judiciously introduced they neither
attract too much attention nor remain
insignificant.
Many engrossing studies may be made of
groups of them in action, running races over
the grass and gambolling round tree roots.
Their most humorous and fleeting move¬
ments can' ibe snapped in the moment of

The
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love birds there is a fresh
field of interest thrown

spring
' is near, and the
raphic season for
nds of amateurs
cbes. It is a great
lit in our lives when
tken to the beauty
' world around us
^In to feel afresh its
:reating charm.

open during the nesting
season. In spring every
river bank and hedgerow
presents numerous possibili¬
ties for photographing birds
and their nests. No manner

of subject is more attractive, none gives
deeper pleasure than this observation of
wild outdoor life.
So far as the photographic part of the
work is concerned it does not differ from
other subjects. But there is one point of
paramount importance, which if not
observed leads to utter failure. That
is, all exposures must be as generous as
possible, so as to gain that full rich
quality of which photography is capable.
In photographing

nests, it is often neces-

Primroses

The poets, often twitted with a
tendency to break into extra-vigor¬
ous song in the spring, will often
help the photographer, A quotation
from their lines may make an
effective title ; but, better stUl,
they often suggest new ideas and
ways of looking at things that may
open the photographer's
give him fresh vision.

eyes and

Springtime.

ary to use a comparatively small lens
iperture, so as to secure a desirable depth of
qcus, and it is only by waiting patiently for
. lull when the herbage is still that a suffiiiently long exposure can be given.
The shutter speeds for moving birds are
ikely to cause some difficulty at first. For
)irds feeding their young or quietly moving
i.mong branches a shutter speed of i/25th
o i/5oth second will suffice. For birds
lighting with wings outspread on nest a
peed varying from i/5oth to i/25oth of a
econd is required.
There are many other subjects beloved of
jpringtide. Every photographer has his own
lUtlook and feelings, and will be guided
ireatly by them in his choice, but whichever
jiath he chooses to take he will find beauty
t the end.
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The

Turn

of the

Year.
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ILHOUETTES
withaj^<7;r Camera
By

IRIS

A FASCINATING pastime for

the amateur photographer
who wishes to follow his
hobby during the evenings is the
making of silhouettes. This is a
simple process, and no special ap¬
paratus is necessary.
The photographs given on this
page were taken with a No. 2 Brownie
box camera ; a tripod, a few inches

MARSH.

between two pennies, or a bad
burn may result. Hold it about a
foot away from the sheet, and take
care that it is immediately behind
the subject, and not too much to
one side or too high, or the sheet will
be unevenly illuminated.
The camera should be set up on a
tripod about four feet away from
the sitter, and on the same side of
the sheet. All other lights in the
room must be extinguished. The
sitter and camera should be in com¬
plete darkness. When aU is in
readiness open the shutter of the
camera, light the magnesium ribbon,
and when it has burnt down close
the shutter.
Besides silhouette portraits, very
amusing groups can be made by
this method. Take care, however,
that the profile of the model is
always clearly presented to the
camera and outlines are kept as
distinct as possible. In case of doubt
the pose of the figure or figures can
be viewed before the exposure is

The

Smoker.

made by holding an ordinary lamp
or candle behind the sheet. Focus¬
sing should be done carefully to
ensure a sharp outline. The lens
can be stopped down to f/ii if any
other camera is used. If a plate
camera is used ordinary plates,
backed, wiU be suitable for this work.
The outdoor silhouette was taken
on a dull day when
shots were out
with a box
figures were

ordinary snap¬
of the question
camera. The
standing on a

high bank with the light be¬
hind them, and a snapshot
with the camera held ih the
hand was taken. With a little
A

Silhouette

ingenuity very amusing scenes
could be staged in this way,

Portrait.

and the scope is unlimited.
The best printing paper to
use for silhouettes is gaslight
with a matt surface, such as
art or carbon, which are ideal.
This allows of retouching, and
all manner of accessories can

of magnesium ribbon, a white sheet
and some drawing-pins were the
only other necessities. Any other
camera will, of course, serve the
purpose.
First of all, fasten the top corners
of the sheet in an open doorway,
keeping it as free from folds and
creases as possible. Place the sitter
on one side of the sheet, as close to
it as you can, and get someone to
hold the ribbon on the other side.
The length of ribbon necessary
when using a Brownie camera is
about six inches. It should be
placed in the holder which is sold
for the purpose, or held clipped

be added to improve the
effect, such as smoke to a
Contrary to usual practice,
pipe,
etc. in silhouette photo¬
the object
graphy is to avoid detail in the
figures instead of securing it.
Strictly there should be no
noticeable detail, but a solid
An

Outdoor

20
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Silhouette.

mass depending on its form and
outline for its effect.
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By
{From the Advanced

Workers'

Competition.)

W.

Crawsh.wv.
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I. — “Spring."

liv J. B. Evans.
5. —

“ The

Path

2. — “Cannock

Chase."

By Walter E. Grcathead.
in the Wood.'

By Arthur J. Leu'inpon.

3. — '* Welcome

Bv William

Arrivals."

H. .Appleton.
(i. — “ In

Early

Spring.'

By M. O. Shejpehl.

4- — " The

Hillside

i, 1933

Farm."

By A. M. Maiden,
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PICTURES oftKeWEER
I

C

oome

1

SPRING,” by J. B. Evans — No. i
of the prints reproduced

on the

opposite page — is a very nice
little thing when you come to look
into it ; but, at first sight, or from a
distance, it seems rather featureless.
The figure is so much of the same tone
as the setting that it is not very
distinguishable, and the only thing
that could make it so is a rather
drastic re-arrangement of the light and
shade.
Figure and Setting.

The figure is good. Its scale is
well adjusted to the picture space ;
it is neither too large nor too snaall ;
it is very well caught in a natural pose,
and there is not the slightest trace of
camera-consciousness.
Considering the setting as a separate
item and apart from the figure, it also
is well conceived. It is not unduly
detailed ; it does not force itself upon
the attention ; there are no violent
contrasts to create a sense of dis¬
traction ; the general tone is fairly
even ; and, as it stands, it makes a
perfectly suitable setting.
But it is not really suitable for this
particular figure. Either the figure
should be shown as a light against the
darker setting, or as a dark against a
light ; and, to make the best thing
possible, there should be some evidence
of an effect of sunshine. It is quite
likely that, with sunlight, one or other
of the suggested arrangements might
be provided. If it took effect in
full strength upon the figure, the
background remaining in shade; the
child would be rendered in a con¬
siderably lighter tone than now, and
would show up distinctively against
the darker setting.
For

^ on

and

Against.

On the other hand, if the figure
remained in shadow and the setting
were illumined, the converse would
apply, but the figure would be equally
well displayed.
Much could be said both for and
against either of the two revisions.
If the first obtained, the figure being
in light and the background in shade,
it would be somewhat difficult to
keep the contrasts under control, for
the tendency would be for the lights
and shadows of the figure itself to

^

be over-stressed, as well as an in¬
clination towards an exaggerated dis¬
tinction of tone between figure and
setting.
In the second case, there would still
be the same tendency as far as the
relationship between figure and setting
were concerned, but the background
would be inclined to be too light in
comparison with the tone of the child.
It would be probable, too, that the
setting, under the infiuence of sun¬
shine, would become needlessly as¬
sertive, and special steps would have
to be taken to reduce the contrasts
by reducing the time
of the negative.

of development

Nevertheless, if tlie necessary adjust¬
ments were made, either (ff the sug¬
gested alternatives would have the
effect of displaving the figure to better
advantage, and, naturally, it would
follow that the pictorial appeal would
be greater than under the existing
state of affairs.
Woodlands and Sunlight.
The lesson to be drawn is that
woodland
tackling
and that,
contrast
necessary

on

the Beginners’ prints reproduced

K^nucal Comments

subjects are seldom worth
unless sunlight be present,
owing to the high degree of
which they present, it is
to restrict the development

time of the negative so that its con¬
trasts will be confined within a
printable limit.
Sunshine, however,

is not visible in

No. 3, ” Welcome Arrivals,” by W. H.
Appleton, and its contrasts are by
no means other than what they should
be. The centre of interest, here, is
assumed by the group of blossoms
which serves the same function as the
figure in the former case. Their
brightness of tone does give them an
advantage, for it enables them to be
readily distinguished from their sur¬
roundings, and the subject does not
suffer in quite the same way.
It will be observed, however, that
all the blooms are of much the same
value, there being no great difference
in tone between the lightest and
darkest. Nor is there much in the
way of modulation. In sunlight, there
would be a much greater difference, not
only in the relative values of the
flowers, but also in the tones of which
each individual one is composed.

oppositeTonalpage.
Distinctions.
“

The

Path

in

the

Wood

”

(5),

by

A. J. Lewington, likewise discloses an
absence of marked sunshine, and there
is a similar lack of full gradation.
The infinite \-ariety of tonal dis¬
tinctions that would be visible in
sunlight in the tree boles is by no
means apparent. Sunshine would con¬
fer that touch of vitality and life that
makes all the difference, and, by the
example of opposites,
need for its presence.
With

adequate

enforces

technical

the

treatment,

it is the making of all woodland sub¬
jects, and, speaking generally, mo.st
classes of landscape. It is evident
to some extent in the light on the
wall in No. 4, ” The Hillside Earm,”
by A. M. Maiden, and, had there been
just a shade more tone in the sky, it
would ■ have told quite effectively.
The bright light of the sky, however,
does diminish the attraction of the
wall, and a better disposition of the
tone values might be obtained by the
use of panchromatic material in con¬
junction with a light-filter of suitable
depth.
The sky in No. 6, '' In Early Spring,”
by M. O. Sheffield, has values much
more nearly approaching those of
ordinarjr

vision,

and

had

the

sky

The

Centre

of Interest.

In the latter, though the tree is
the predominant feature, it does not
achieve the same measure of attraction
as the wall in the former, as, while
sunshine

is present,

its effect is too

widespread and not sufficiently local¬
ised in the tree to enable it to
do so.
More shadow and more concentra¬
tion of effect are needed, and, if pro¬
vided, would result in the tree serving
its function of chief item and as the
centre of interest much more efficiently.
Technically, too, this print is good,
and compares very favourably with
No. 2, ” Cannock Chase,” by W. E.
Greathead, the tones of which betray
that wishy-washy appearance
teristic of under-exposure.

charac¬

“ Mentor.”

2 1

an

in

the former possessed an equal depth
of tone, the sunlit wall wmdd have
been able to claim its due share of
attention.

ihi amateur photographer
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Victorial Analysis
Every benefit
week one
of the pictures
reproduced'’on'"an
art page
will be their
analysed
in detail
of readers
of the paper
who are seeking
to improve
pictorial
work. for the

‘^HELSBY

WITH the coming of spring there
are many
modicum

who will enjoy a
of photography

combined with their pursuit of climb¬
ing, and there will be others who
prefer a bit of mountaineering with
photography as the end-in-chief. Both,
however, will find something of interest
in a subject such
“ Helsby Crag.”

as Mr.

Crawshaw’s

CRAG,”

hy W. Cmwshaw.

Points in Equipment.
Most cameras of this type are fitted
with lenses of short focus. These are
well adapted for dealing with subjects
at short range, such as are often met
with and of which this picture provides
an example ; but, if distant views are
essayed, it is just as well to realise
that the scale will inevitably be
inclined to insignificance.

Photography and
Mountaineering.
Those whose main hobby is
climbing will not need to be
told how needful it is for

other hand, there is so little possi¬
bility of change of viewpoint that the
arrangement of the compo¬
sition is largely a matter of
chance, but, whenever possible,
a sufficient margin over and
above what is actually needed

Placing and Position.
If this be done, there is a
chance that the position of the
chief item can be strongly

The photographer who may
be misled into taking, say,
his favourite reflex with him

placed ; but, if not, it usually
happens to fall too near the
centre — a natural consequence
of work under strained con¬
ditions.

on an expedition of this na¬
ture, will, if he or it survives
the day, either not repeat his
experiment or will give up
climbing altogether, for neither
pastime can be successfully
pursued in such circumstance.
Po.ssibly the most suitable
instrument is the small folding

In this instance

the

figure

(i) assumes this function, and
is quite well placed on one of
the intersections formed by
divisions of imaginary thirds.
Such a position is amply
sufficient to endow him with

film camera, opening at in¬
finity automatically, which can
be carried, buttoned up, in
the breast pocket of jacket or
shirt. It can be brought into
action very quickly ; can be
used in very confined situa¬
tions ; can be rapidly focussed ;
and, what is very important,
can be exposed almost in¬
stantaneously and be ready
for a repetition within a second
or so.

principality, and, in other repects, the lines, which could
scarcely be expected to be
under any sort of control, do
factorily.
happen to fall quite satis¬
The long lines of the wall
of rock lead up to him with

Moreover, it does not im¬
pede free movement, and its
weight is inconsiderable ; nor, carried
as described, is it likely to suffer
serious damage. There is one point,
however, that is essential, and that is
that its method of operation should be
so familiar as to be automatic. It is
advisable, too, that it should be
provided with a direct-vision finder,
for, while it is generally possible to
make use of this device when the
subject can be seen, it is not always
feasible to hold the camera in such a

22

be guarded against, and it is generally
possible- to get a firm stance or wedge
the body against rock, factors which
are of no little assistance. On the

should be provided to allow for
some adjustment by subse¬
quent trimming.

photographic apparatus to be
small and compact, easily port¬
able, and almost automatic in
use.

position that the ordinary
finder can be employed.

be given, assuming the film to be the
ordinary grade and having a speed of
about 300 H. & D.
Movement of the camera must also

small

good effect, and the same ten¬
dency is displayed by the hori¬
zontal lines of the distance.
This is lucky, and
Recourse to subsequent enlargement
will improve matters to a considerable
extent, but, in order that it may be
successfully accomphshed, it will be
as well if the lens is stopped down to
ensure sufficiently keen definition.
The question of exposure in con¬
nection with distant scenes is seldom
a drawback,

for short exposures

only

are needed,

particularly

alti¬

at any

tude. With a " close-up ” such as the
example under discussion, the case is
different, and in a good Light something
like i/ioth of a second at f/8 should
212

enables

the

composition to be regarded as ac¬
ceptable. It is probable that a
little more depth of tone at the base
would confer a greater feeling of
stability, but this, again, is a matter
that depends entirely on the terrain
and whatever viewpoint is possible.
Taking all factors into, cpnsideration,
the work is undeniably successful,
both from the pictorial point of view
and as a representation of an incident
in climbing. It is, in fact, well above
the average of such subjects.
" Mentor.”
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Societies

will have

their meetings

Wednesday,

The Week^s Meetings

announced

March

here if the syllabus ts sent to ns at the beginning

of the session or from time to time.

Monday,

1st,

Accrington C.C. “ Searching for the Sun.” W. P. Brotherton,
Birkenhead P.A. “ Through Eight Continental Countries.” F. A. P. Zacharias.
Borough Poly. P.S. " Architectural Photography.” H. Bedford Lemere.
Bradford P.S. Pictorial Group Evening.
Brighton and Hove C.C. Lecture.

L.C.C. Staff C.C. Criticism Evenias;.
Leek P.S. Baby Cine Demonstration.
Maidstone and D.P.S. Slide Making.

Bristol P.S. ” Holiday Experiences.”
Cheltenham A. P.S. M.C.P.F. Portfolio and Slides.
Croydon C.C. Demonstration by D. C. Rowlett.
Darwen P.A. Development of the Negative. J. H. Woods and J. B. Western.
Ealing P.S. Slide Making. A. S. Kirbyshire.
Edinburgh P.S. ” Composition.” Capt. A. E. Borthwick.
G.E.R. Mechanics Inst. P.S. ” Technical Photography,” H. W, Bennett.
Glasgow and W.S.A.P.A. ” Historic Stirling.”
Ilford P.S. Mounts and Mounting. A. H. Vernon.

Preston C.C. “ With Car and Camera
Rugby and D.P.S. Enlarging.

L.M.S. (London) P.S.
Leicester and L.P.S. ”
Partick C.C. ” Picture
Smethwick and D.P.S.
South Essex C.C. Slide

Buckham.
Newcastle
(Staffs) and

D.C.C.

March

6th {contd.).

J. E. Austin.

“The

Way

of the Lovely

to Devon.**

Sky.”

Capt. A. G.

T. Pearson.

St. George Co-op. C.C. “ Art Appreciation.’’ A. Kay.
Southatnpton C.C. Exhibition Opens. Talk on Pictorial Photography
Clark.
South

Essex C.C. (Brentwood

Branch).

by VV. A.

Slide Making.

South Glasgow C.C. G.D.U. Joint Meeting : “ Art Appreciation.’* A. Kay.
Southport P.S. “ Hints on Commercial and Press Photography.’’ F. G. Curson.
Staines P.S. “ X-Ray Photography.*’ J. M. B. King.
Wallasey A.P.S. The Upper Engadine.*' W. H. Coliis.
Walthamstow and D.P.S. “ The Problem of the Print.” R. S. Beck.
Wolverhampton
S. Bridgen. P.S. “ Plates and Films in Relation to Pictorial Photography.”

A Few Thoughts on Pictorial Photography.” S. G. GoUop
A Chat on the Exhibition Pictures.” W. Bailey.
Making by Photography.” S. Bridgen.
” Pictorial Aims and Reality.” F. W. Lawton.
Making.

Tuesday,

South Suburban and C.P.S. ‘‘ My Three Best Prints.” By Members.
Stockport P.S. ” Picture Finishing.” S. Hall.
Worcestershire C.C. ” The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.

March

7th,

Armley afld Wortley P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Ashton-under-Lyne P.S. “ Round and about Manchester." D. Woolhouse.
Aston P.S. Nomination Night.

Barnsley P.S. “ The Romantic Landscapes of Alex, Keighley.” F. C. Tilney.
Basingstoke C.C. “ Nature and the Camera.” E. J. Larbey.
Beckenham P.S. “ Finishing the Print.” F. H. Elliott.
Binningham P.S. “ The South Downs.” Col. C. Theodore Green.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. “ Choice of Subject.” J. White.
Cambridge P.C. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
City of London and C.P.S. Annual Exhibition.

Borough of Tynemouth P.S. “ Experiments in Oleobrom.” S. G. Hilton.
Brighouse P.S. “ Pictorial Photography in the Tyrol." Ilford, Ltd.
Bury P.S. Combination Enlarging. H. Mills.
Cardiff C.C. Annual Exhibition.

Doncaster C.C. “ Wanderings round Territet, Venice and Interlaken.”
Exeter C.C. Thiocarbamide Slides. Dr. C. Beaucharap-Hall.
Forest Hill and D.P.S. “ In Kent with a Camera.” A. E. Marden.
G.E.R. Mechanics Inst. P.S. Annual Exhibition.

City of Bradford Co-op. C.C. Cin^ Demonstration.
Glasgow and W.S.A.P.A. Exhibition Slides.
Hackney P.S. Outing.

Hackney P.S. Members’ Slides.
Hanley P.S. “ A Chat on Plates and Films from the Pictorial Side.”
Hebfien Bridge P.S. Y.P.U. Slides.
KiJbura and WUlesden P.S. Gaslight Printing. H. W. Lack.
Leeds P.S. The Broinoil Process. J. Carr.

Thursday,

March

2nd.

Hammersmith H.H.P.S. “ The 2 Tramps 2nd Tramp 2 Gether.” J. St. Aubyn.
Hull P.S. " The Applications of Photography to Commerce.” S. Pollard.
Keighley and D.P.A. “ The Lens and its Use.” R. Nichols.
Kingston-on-Thames and D.P.S. Members’ Evening.
Letchworth C.C. “ Nature Photography.” D. W. Brunt.
Liverpool A. P.A. “ The Insects of a Country Walk.” Dr. C. Hay Murray.
Loughborough P.S. “ Dublin, Wicklow and Killamey.” E. A. Pollard.
Medway A. P.A. “ Stereoscopic Photography.” W. H. Banyard.
Newcastle Amateur Cin^ Assoc. Films by A. G. Greaves.
N. Middlesex P.S. Competitions. Members’
Oldham P.S. Lecturettes and Pathd Films.

Monklands P.S. “ South Wales.”
Nelson C.C. Slide Evening.
Newcastle and Tyneside P.S.
Norwich and D.P.S. Lantern

Wimbledon C.C. “ A Talk about Lenses.” P. H. Revell.
Woolwich P.S. “ Fann Life.” Miss M. Oliver.
York and D.P.S. “ A Tale of Common Things.” A. Farnsworth.

Cardiff C.C.

Annual

March

Wednesday,

Exhibition.

” Odds

and

Ends

in Stereoscopic

Southend-on-Sea

and D.P.S.

” Panchromatic

Saturday,

Photography.”

Wild Birds.”

Plates and Films.”

March

F.

A. H. Willford.

J. F. Cole .

Bernard

Moore.

Glasgow and W.S.A.P.A. “ Egypt.” Andrew Bell.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. (Cind Group). ” Light Filters and their Uses.” J. A. Hall.
Morley College P.S. “ An Hour with a Field Naturalist.” E.J. Bedford.

Sunday,
United

Stereoscopic

Society.

and Hirst P.S.

March

W. R. Biss.

6th.

Print Criticism.

Bath P.S. ” Pictures of Sicily.” Alex. Keighley.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. ” England’s Holiday Islands.” E. S. Maynard.
Bournemouth C.C. Sepia and Colour Toning. H. Comthwaite.
Bradford P.S.
City of London

Birmingham P.S. ” Hairdressing through the Ages.” Harold Baker.
Borough Poly. P.S. “ How Horatius kept the Bridge.” M. G. Oliver.
Brighton and Hove C.C. ” Motoring among the Alps.” E. Miskin.
Cheltenham A.P.S. “ Autochromes of France, Germany, Italy, Switzerland,
Louis Barrow.
Chorley P.S. ” Beauty Spots around Chorley.”
City of London and C.P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Croydon C.C. Annual Rummage Sale.

etc.”

W. Swarbrick.

Darwen P.A. ” Searching for the Sun.” W. P. Brotherton.
Dennistoun A.P.A. Annual General Meeting.
Ealing P.S. Print Competition.
G.E.R. Mechanics Inst. P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Ilford P.S. Visit to South Essex C.C.

N. London C.C. ” The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Smethwick and D.P.S. “ Off the Beaten Track.” H. Lloyd.
South Essex C.C. Exposure and Development.
South Suburban and C.P.S. “ Calvados.” Geo. H. Willett.
Stockport P.S. “ Some Medieval Treasures in England. ” J. E. Balshaw.
Worcestershire C.C. “ Picture Making by Photography.” S. Bridgen.

5th.

“ Ecclesiastical Architecture.”

Monday,
Ashington

March

8th.

L.M.S. (London) P.S. ” Table-Top Photography.” C. Howard.
Leicester and L.P.S. Record and Survey Section (Pictures and Lecturettes).

4th.

Birmingham P.S. Annual Exhibition Opens. “ Concameau.”
Bury P.S. “ A Holiday in Belgium.” R. Watson.
Cardiff C.C. Aimual Exhibition.

March

Accringtou C.C. ” Colour Photography.” T. C. Egan.
Birkenhead P.A. Annual Exhibition Opens.

Harrogate P.S. ” The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Hinckley and D.P.S. ” Home Portrmture.” Miss F. Flemming.
Ilkeston A.C. ” The Thames.”
Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. ” Handling and Development of the Photographic
Plate.” R. H. Bullen.
Llanelly Y.M.C.A. P.S. Discussion.
Morecambe, Heysham and D.P.S. ” Some Familiar
Poplar P.S. ” Composing the Picture.”
Royal P.S. Infonnal Meeting of Pictorial Group.

Ilford, Ltd.

Whitehall Photo-Cine Group. Members’ Evening.
Winchester P.S. “ Picture Making.” W. R. Kay,

3rd.

Colne C.C. “ Searching for the Sun.” W. P. Brotherton.
Dennistoun A.P.A. ” Portrait and Figure Work.” S. Bridgen.
Glasgow and W.S.A.P.A. Exhibition Slides.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S.
Aitkenhead.

Criticism.

Royal P.S. “ Some English Gardens.” E. Taylor.
Sheffield P.S. “ Pictorial Work in Great Cities.” A. H. Blake.
South Glasgow C.C. G.D.U. Portfolio and Slide Competition.
South Shields P.S. Photographic Jumble Sale.
Stafford P.S. Paper Negatives W. Stuttard.
Swindon and N. Wilts C.C. Slide Making. Miss Slade.
Warrington P.S. Annual Exhibition.

Singer C.C. “ Some Prints and How they were Made.” S. Bridgen.
Sunderland P.A. “ Talk on Composition.” W. Richardson.
Watford C.C. Monthly Competition and Discussion.

Friday,

S. Bridgen.

J. A. Pollock.

Members’ Monthly Competition
Slide Postal Club Slides.

Poplar P.S. Members’ Slides.
Portsmouth C.C. “ Panchromatism.”
Rotherham P.S. Y.P.U. Prints.

Queries.

C. J. Chislett.

“ Portraiture by Means of the Flashlight Bulb.”
and C.P.S. Annual Exhibition.

Derby P.S. ” Photography and the Arts.” Frank Woore.
Dewsbury P.S. ” The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Erdington and D.P.S. ” Colour Photography— Findlay Process.” H. Austin.
Glasgow and W.S.A.P.A. Criticism of Exhibition Prints. Dan Dunlop.
Kidderminster and D.P.S. Annual Competition.

In our issue of February 15th, under the heading of “ The
Week’s Meetings,” a lecture at the R.P.S. on the subject of
” The London Bus, Past and Present,” was attributed to Mr.
J. Dudley Johnston. This was an error, the lecturer being Mr.
Dudley E. Batty, to whom we tender our apologies for the slip.
*
*
*
At the annual meeting of the East Anglian Federation Mr.
was re-elected as President, and Messrs. Murry
Barford and P. G. Field as members of the Executive Com¬
mittee of the Photographic Alliance. The East Anglian
Salon is to be held at Lincoln during April.

313T. Mathison
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AND
MATTERS
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IN¬
TEREST
FOR
ALL CINEMATOGRAPHERS
USING AMATEUR
CINfi APPARATUS.

Cinematography
Cine Clubs Report Progress LOVELL-BURGESS.
There is scarcely a week when 1
do not hear of the formation of
some new amateur cine club.

What happens to these new clubs ?
Do they run enthusiastically for a
few weeks and then flicker out ? Or
do they become a permanent
valuable part of the amateur
movement ?
Mr. H. C. Bealby, Hon.
Secretary of the Wimbledon

and
cine

Publicity
Amateur

Cine Club, writes to tell " A.P.”
readers of the progress this new club
has made.
The club was started by Mr. Bealby
in October, 1931, with a membership
of four. To-day the club numbers
nearly forty keen members.
After a successful dance in the
Wimbledon Town Hall last November,
which was attended by five hundred
people, the club was able to secure
its present studio, at 79, Worple
Road, W'imbledon, where filming now
takes place twice a week. A special
main has been put in, and all types of
lamps are available to a total of
nearly 10,000 watts. For this luxury
there is no increase in the subscription,
which other clubs will be interested to

connection with a new production.
This is taken from an authentic story

Hon. Treasurer, H. Gerald Toothill ;
Librarian and Musical Director, J. W.

of the Derbyshire Moors, ‘‘ though
whether anyone will recognise it
after I’ve finishel with it remains to
be seen,” writes Mr. Parramore. It
will be taken on i6-mm. stock. The

Gillott ; Publicity Manager and Sound
Engineer, P. Parramore ; Electrician,
Arthur Mottershaw ; Dramatic Sec¬
tion, R. E. Marshall ; Entertainment
and Public Presentations, W. Crookes.

club’s big difficulty at the moment is
the manufacture of a public-house.
When this is completed shooting will
begin. Which rather suggests the
saloon, cowboy, wild-west films of
our youth.
Mr. Hobson is to be behind the
camera, and Mr. Gillott will direct.
The title is to be decided upon later.
Sheffield Club’s Annual Meeting.
The annual general meeting of the,
Sheffield Club took place recently, when
the following officers were elected :
President, Dr. J. Pringle ; Chairman,
Alan G. Steward ; Hon. Secretary,
Arthur D. Hobson ; Assistant Secre¬
tary and Property Master, N. Ellis ;

The presentation of the Steward
Cup took place on February ist. This
Cup, which was given to the club last
year by the Chairman, is awarded
annually to the member producing the
best film shown during the club’s
winter meetings. The winner this
year is Mr. R. F. Unwin, with his
film of a holiday tour in Holland and
Belgium. Mr. Unwin will retain the
cup until next winter, when it again
becomes available for competition.
Mr. Gillott, the runner-up, was
awarded a gold medal for his film
“ Finding England ” — two reels of
travel in Devon and Cornwall and the
Isle of Wight.
The third prize, a silver medal, was

know is a matter of 12s. 6d. per
annum. Meetings during the winter
months are held on the second and
fourth Fridays in each month
The club has produced many films
on 9.5-mm. and i6-mm. stock, the
most successful being “ Stiff ey’s
Sweepstakes ” and “ The Sentimental
Tragedy.” Two all-interior productions
are now in hand, Mr. R. HarringtonMoore directing ‘ ‘ Venomous Tongues ”
on 9.5-mm. stock, and Mr. J. Nunn
directing ‘‘ When the Cat’s Away ” on
i6-mm. stock.
It is hoped to have two films in
production throughout the year, thus
giving a chance to all members of the
club for
to a show
their
that
new club
? ability. How’s
And now for an older club that has
decided to restrict membership, and
actually has a waiting list. This is
the Sheffield Amateur Film Club.
Mr. Percy Parramore is the club’s
publicity manager and sound engineer,
and, in addition, is finding time — or
making it — to write the script in
24
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awarded

to

Mr.

W.

Crookes

for a

9.5-inm. film called “ Happy Days ” ;
also a travel film, recording a 1,500mile tour round England. This film
is made particularly effective by
trick titles and double and triple
exposures.
At this same meeting was projected

cussions to help less • technicallyminded members and, in addition to
the projection

programme,

there was

a display of gadgets. Future
cussions will include “ Titling
Development
Films

dis¬
and

of 9.5-mm. film.”
Wanted to Hire.

in
recent
" Fra
Boththethese
films
were”

Since January ist, in connection with
my Religious Amateur Film Guild, I
have received over sixty letters from
people who possess projectors and
who are anxious to hire films at a

synchronised with music by the stro¬
boscopic method, following the in¬
structions of Dr. Reece, of Riverside
Film Fans, who sent the necessary
records with full details. Sheffield

nominal charge. These people are
not members of amateur cine clubs,
but it has occurred to me that amateur
cine clubs would be willing to lend
films at a small charge, the hirer, of

recently

course, paying postage. I find there
is a very special demand for scenic
and interest films.
Would secretaries of cine clubs,
and individual workers who possess
films which they would be willing to

“ Archie’s Innings ” and " Breath
of Death,” both from the Riverside
Film Fans. The former was the
runner-up
contest.

sent over

to Riverside

Film

Fans their comedy " City Slights,”
also with the necessary records for
musical accompaniment.
On February 15th, Sheffield held
the first of a series of technical dis¬

lend on these terms,
touch with me ?

A GREAT fault which amateu r

film makers often fall into is
the fault of bad continuity.

Continuity is the flowing of one "shot”
into another, or in other words the
making of each scene cut correctly
into the next without a jerk.
To take a simple example, let us
suppose we have a sequence which in
the scenario runs thus :
I. — Medium

ting at desk.
Cut

She

Shot.

Lady

sit¬

starts to get up ;

to

2. — Medium
ishes rising ;
Cut

Long

Close

back

Shot.

She

fin¬

to

3. — Medium Long
across to the door.

Shot.

She moves

In order really to make certain of
procuring the best result, shot No. 2
must be overlapped to a good .extent.

above example, the director would
film shots Nos. i and 2 together as
they are both taken from exactly the
same angle. In fact, the two are
really one shot. No. 2 shot, however,
is from a nearer viewpoint — a medium
close shot in comparison with a
medium long shot — and must
taken separately with a new camera
set-up. Now, in order that, when the
film reaches the cutting and editing
stage, the setpience can be pieced
together correctly, with the action
’ flowing perfectly without any sus¬
picion of a jerk, the director must make
certain that he allows sufficient over¬
lap. He must, in this particular case.

The Camera

The camera trolley is almost the

rule, rather than the exception,
in most professional film studios,
and if this is so it must be a very
helpful or even indispensable arrange¬
ment. On investigation, the reasons
are soon found, for without the aid
of the trolley the professional camera
would be quite a cumbersome con¬
traption, and, moreover, it would
be difficult to shift from place to
place.
However, it is not the professional,
but the amateur sub-standard camera
in which we are interested, therefore

possessing projectors but no films.
He writes, ‘‘ Silent films are the best
teaching media for the deaf and dumb,
who really are anxious to increase
their knowledge, and who love to
learn by films. Travel and interest
films are appreciated by them far
more than the usual ‘ love story
Surely
cine direction
amateurs! have a mis¬
sion
in this
I

A camera trolley can only be used
on fiat surfaces, such as an ordinary
wooden floor, and this confines its
use to interiors, or perhaps a wellmade path or concrete surface. The
shots we see, in a professional film,
from which we deduce that the
15
been 3slowly

camera has
moved to¬
wards the subject, are certain to have
been taken from a trolley, and this
of ^shot adds

shall

be

glad

to

answer

any

questions in connection with the
amateur cine movement, and to re¬
ceive information concerning clubs
and individual workers for publication
on this page. Letters should be ad¬
dressed ; M. A. L. B., c/o The Amateur
Photographer and Cinematographer.

Continuity

start filming the shot with the lady
sitting at the desk. Then, have her
rising from the chair, and cut when
and not until she has made a few
steps towards the door. When the
film is edited it will be easy, if this has
been done, to cut No. i shot (where
the lady is halfway in the action of
getting up) into No. 2 shot (where she
finishes rising) and finally into No. 3
(where she moves to the door).
As can be readily gathered it is not
at all difficult to overlap shots, and
if it is done always and with care and
vigilance it will greatly improve any
film, no matter whether it be the
production of a cine society (where, of
course, the director will find matters
considerably easier as he generally
has a script to work to), or the work
of the ordinary enthusiast.
Peter

Collin.

Trolley

we should carefully consider the
matter, and find out if it would
be worth our while to construct a
trolley.

variety

get in

Only this week I received a letter
from the Rev. S. T. Blakeman, telling
me that there are some forty missions
to the deaf and dumb in England

The Secret of Obtaining Good
Overlapping means simply filming a
scene so that there will be enough
length at the beginning and end of
the shot to enable it to be cut correctly
into its relative shots. Thus in the

kindly

greatly to the

dramatic

effect of the film ; that is

to say, it helps to impress -on the
minds of the spectators any point
which needs to be emphasised.
Doubtless each individual will think
out for himself whether he requires
the services of a trolley, but should
this be so it is quite easily constructed
from an old pair of steps, it being only
necessary to fit the following — four
rubber wheels, similar to those used
on tea servers, two iron stays to keep
the steps from closing, and a tilting
and revolving head, upon which to
fix the camera.
J. M. Denton.
25
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H. & D.

Can you give me any information concerning the
H. and D. system of estimating plate speeds ?
P. C. F. W. (London.

^Deaders' Questions
^
ANSWERED
General. — All communications

for the

and Cinematographer, Dorset House, iTudor
give the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The

Editor

is glad

Editor

should

be addressed

Street, London,

to consider

: “ The

E.C.4,” and

original,

Editor,

in everv

up-to-date

The

Amateur

case, without

manuscripts

on

Photographer

exception,

photographic

must

subjects.

.All contributions must be typeviTitten, or in very legible handwriting on one sidfe of the paper only. Letters or
roinmunications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibib'ty for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproi\ice
it without fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism.-— Advice,

Criticism

and

Information

are

freely

given,

but

should be read carefully before applying, as any communication which does not comply
ignored.

the

following

conditions

w'fth the rules must
^

be

(i) See ** General ** above.^ (2,) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (•^) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly writte^ on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answ'er by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Modifying

Mounted

Negatives.

I am told that rather flat, weak negatives can be
duplicated in a stronger form by means of a
transparency and a new negative. If this is so,
how is it done ?
M. L. (Exeter.)

We can give you only a brief outline
of the procedure. You first make, by
contact printing, a transparency on a
slow ordinary plate. You can so ad¬
just exposure and development as to
get all the necessary “ pluck ” into the
result. You then repeat the procedure,
using the positive to print from, and
at this stage you can also increase
contrast if necessary. Full exposure
and shortened development tend to
softness ; minimum
exposure and full
development to contrast.

Transparency.

I am sending a passe-partout print which puzzles
me, as I have never seen a paper of the kind.
Can you tell me what make it is ?
A. M. M. (Oxford.)

We feel pretty certain that this is
not a print at all. It is almost certainly
a transparency on a photographic plate.
The paper behind it would be ordinary
(not sensitised) paper, probably got into
optical contact with the plate by means
of a solution of gelatine. The method
is a fairly familiar one, and, given the
correct quality in the transparency,
very effective. The image is brilliant,
and any sort of paper can be used for
backing it.
Developing

Local

Toning.

I have seen a print on self-toning paper in which
part of the subject was of a browner colour than
the rest. What is the method of doing this ?
G. M. W. (Norbury.)

If self-toning paper, after the pre¬
liminary washing, is placed for some
time in a strong solution of common
salt, this gives a colder tone than if the
print is put straight into the hypo.
Instead of putting the print bodily
into the salt solution you can use a
brush and paint the solution over those
parts of the subject that are required to
be colder in tone. The method is of
very

limited

Copper

utility.

Some years ago I used a two-solution copper
toning bath with pleasing results, but cannot now
find the formula. Can you supply me with one ?
J. S. (Harrow.)

A well-known form of this bath is :
A. Copper sulphate . .
. . 6o grs.

B.

Potassium citrate
Water
. .
. .

. . 240 grs.
. . 20 oz.

Potassium ferricyanide
Potassium citrate
Water
. .
. .

. . 50 grs.
. . 240 grs.
. . 20 oz.

The working
A and B.

solution

It is always better to use for any given
sensitive material the formula recom¬
mended by the makers. At the same
time, there is no reason why M.Q. should
not give you e.xcellent negatives on the
films you name. We cannot think of
any hints to give you on the subject.
If you meet with any special difficulty we
shall be pleased to help you to solve it,
but we cannot offer hints at random
without knowing exactly what it is you
wish to know.
Book

Toning.

is equal volumes

of

Films.

Can I develop an film pack with an ordinary
M.Q. developer ? Will you please give me some
hints on developing ultra-rapid films ?
S. R. (Weymouth.)

on

Press

Work.

Is there a reference book giving addresses of
papers and magazines likely to accept photographs
for reproduction ?
A. B. B. (Exraouth.)

There are several books of the kind you
mention, one being “ The Writers’ and
Artists’ Year-Book,” published by Black.
Another book is " Photographs for the
Papers,” by John Everard. We think
you could obtain these and other books
on the subject upon application to the
Westminster Photographic Exchange,
W.i.
Ltd., of III, Oxford Street, London,

I

26
216

A complete account of the methods of
Messrs. Hurter & Driffield is printed
in a book published by the Royal
Photographic Society at 25s., so that
you may guess it is not a subject that
can be .dealt with in the form of a reply
to a question.
Camera for Copying.
What make of camera is suitable for the varied
requirements of copying ? J. R. D. (London.)

The essentials of a camera to make it
suitable for copying are that it shall have
a focussing screen, and a sufficiently long
extension to carry the lens twice its
focal length from the plate in order to
be able to copy same size. It is also an
advantage that the camera shall have
back focussing as well as front focussing.
If the camera can be arranged to move
backwards and forwards on a baseboard,
at one end of which the easel is attached,
this is all to the good. An anastigmat
is the best type of lens for the purpose.
Contributions .
I intend to submit an article to you for publica¬
tion. Must it be typed ? What size prints do
you require ? Must they be on glossy paper ?
Can you give me an idea as to payment ? Do you
R. T. (Rhyl.)
pay for cover subjects ? Must these be in colour ?

Articles submitted to this paper may
be in manuscript provided the writing is
easily legible. There is no regulation as
to the size of the prints, as if they are
too small we can borrow the negatives
if we require them. Strong prints on
glossy paper are generally advisable.
Our ordinary rates for contributed
articles that are not specially commis¬
sioned are £i is. per page, irrespective of
whether the space is filled with letterpress
or illustrations. For photographs used
for the front cover a fee of £i is. is
paid
: they should, of course, be in
monochromp.
Exhibition

Awards.

What is the advantage of having prints exhibited
at the Salon, the R.P.S., etc ? Are prizes given
to the winning prints, or what ? J. M. (Glasgow.)

The exhibitors at the London Salon
and the R.P.S. do not compete for
prizes,' but show their work as a matter
of general interest to advanced photo¬
graphers and picture lovers generally.
At some other exhibitions which have
open classes awards are offered, but
these can, of course, be secured only by
very capable workers, as the competitior^
is always keen.
Bromide

Printing.

Could you tell me the procedure to be adopted
when making contact prints on bromide paper ?
Can you suggest a book of instructions for the
novice on such matters as developing an<l print¬
ing ?
D. J.C. (HuU.)

It
with
as a
will
both

is clearly impossible to deal fully
the question of bromide printing
reply to a question. A book which
give you sufficient information
on this subject and on developing

and other forms of printing, is “ Photo¬
graphy Made Easy,” by R. Child Bayley,
obtainable post free from our publishers,
price 2s. gd.
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What is the
“AUTOSPEED”?
It is a Camera which enables you to take suc¬
cessive pictures very rapidly. With it three,
four, or more exposures might easily be made
in the few seconds available to a photographer
during the passing of a celebrity. A rapid
movement in football can be “ shot ”
probably several times before it passes
out of the photographer’s

reach.

That is because the setting of the focalplane shutter automatically changes
the film, and takes but a second to
accomplish.
It’s of
a really
ful Camera, and,
course, wonder¬
equally
suitable for every class of photo¬
graphy.
Remember

to inspect one

at

your Dealer’s next time.

Complete with velvet-lined
leather case and Aldis Uno
f/4.5 Anastigmat.

£14 ’^10 " 0
Write for leaflet 962 AP
Ensign, Limited, High Holbom,

to

London,

W.O.l

CAN ERAS
PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN
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WITH

ADVERTISERS.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

ANDACHT
O. K. Vogelsang
Berlin

One of the
Charming
Eighty-tvyo
Pictures

The ANNUAL

REVIEW

for 1933 of the WORLD’S

Edited by F. J. MORTIMER,

new volume of “ Photograms of the Year ”
1932, typify the modern spirit of eman¬
cipation from hidebound traditions.

5/- net
By

post

Literary matter

reproduced, and an up-to-date Directory
of British Photographic Societies, are
included.

:

Boards

Half

Bound

7/6 net

5/6

contains an editorial

on “The Year’s Work,’’ and contributions
by weli-known writers in many foreign
countries. Critical notes on the pictures

PRICES
Cloth

WORK

and Cinematographer”

life and geometric form.
The

The subjects range over a very extensive
field. They are gathered together from
world-wide sources. In manner and in
purpose they are as diverse as the nationals
who produced them.
They include clear delineation in personal
photography ; interesting aspects of

Covers

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Photographer

landscape: artistic emphasis of detail ; and
skilfully managed studies in light and shade
with natural subjects, posed figures, still

The excellent reproductions of the year’s
work of the leading camera artists in the

Stiff Paper

PICTORIAL

Hon. F.R.P.S., Editor of ‘‘The Amateur

By post

8/-

Leather

iO/6 net
By

post

1 1/-

Obtainable from all leading Booksellers, or direct by post from the Publishers

ILIFFE &

MAKE
28
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OF

MENTION

“THE

LTD.,

DORSET

YOUR
AMATEUR

HOUSE,

COPY

TUDOR

OF

PHOTOGRAPHER

“

THIS
WHEN

STREET.

LONDON,

E.C.4
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DALLMEYER MAGNIFIERS
FOR

ALL

HIGH-POWER

EYE-PIECE

The Dallmeyer Focusing Eyepiece is a 4-gJas8

perfectly achromatic high-power focusing glass
possessing a large field of good definition. It is
mounted with an adjustable ring, enabling it to
be accurately set for each observer. This glass is
usefhl for examining negatives, and focusing
accurately the image given by high-power tele¬
photo, process and cinematograph lenses, etc.
The linear magnifying power is eight times,
the depth field being reduced to the minimum
allowing great accuracy in use.

Price
FOCUSING

Yet another
Startling Offer

PURPOSES

FOCUSING

Photographic

MAGNIFIERS

£2

ADVERTISEMENTS

from

practically

Complete
/- in
15
Case.

any

distance

from

SIXTEEN

ONLY

the

top ground-glass screen, thus allow¬
ing for variations in the sight of
different observers.
Magnifying
4 times.

power,

approximately

INOS

TRIPLE ACHROMATIC
MAGNIFIERS
for General

ROLL-FILM

Use*

CAMERAS

£6:6:0;

These Magnifiers are made of white crystal-clear glass and possess the highest corrections
— i.e.. large flat field, freedom from spherical aberration ensuring great contrast, critical
definition over entire Held, and freedom from colour.
J'rice.
FioU.«»uitahle for the pocket.
Neatly mounted in chromium-plated • cases
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The Dallmeyer Focusing Mag¬
nifiers, being adjustable, can be used
with most makes of Reflex Cameras,
and permit of the finest focusing.
Due to their construction, it is possi¬
ble to fit them inside the hood at

Reflex

the

ins.
1.4
1.2

mm.
35
30

1.0

25

LTD.,

Works ; Dallmeyer Road. N.W. 10.

£10:11:9 ;

£ 3. d.
1
1
1

1
1
1

List

0
0
0

31, MORTIMER
STREET,
W.1
Phones : MUSEUM

8022—3
Guaranteed
New and
Unsoiled.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS :

The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer is published ))y lliffe & Sons Ltd., of Dorset
'Hodse, Tudor Street, Loudon, K.C.4, every Wednesday morning Iti town and country, and may be
obtained of all newsagents and bookstalls, or delivered first post on Wednesday, at the following rates :
British Isles and
Twelve Months
Six Months . .
Three Months
Single Copy . .

Canada.

4

4

Other Countries Abroad.
Tw’elve Months
Six Months
.
Three
. .
. .
Single Months
Copy

For Eight or
Sixteen

s. d.

. .

.. 19 0
..9
9
. . 4 11

Exposures^

The Editorial, Advertising and Publishing Olfices are at Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.C.4, England. Telegrams : Cyclist, Fleet, London. Telephone : City 2846 (17 lines). Northern
Offices — 260, Deansgate, Manchester 9. Telegrams: JlifTe, Muiiehester. Telephone: Blackfriars 4412
(4 lines). Midland OlUces — Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street. Birmingham 2. Telegrams:
Aiitopress, Birmingham. Telephone : Midland 2970 (3 lines). 19, Hertford Street, Coventry.
Telegrams : Cyclist, Coventry. Telephone : 5210. Scottish Offices : 26b, Kenfield Street,
Glasgow, C.2. Telegrams ; Uiffe, Glasgow. Telephone : Central 4867.
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The
Voigtlander “ Inos ” is a
eight pictures on the standard
removable mask which fits into
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EXCHANGES.

WESTMINSTER

1/3/33

PHOTOGRAPHIC

EXCHANGE

LTD

62, PICCADILLY,
REGent 1360. W.1
1/3/33

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Wednesday following date of issue.

PLEASE

CATALOGUES.

Free and Post Free on request.

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Friday, March 31st.

‘The

NEW

Roll-film Cameras.
Folding Plate and Film-pack

These lists contain a large selection of stock-soiled
hand cameras at greatly reduced prices.

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Friday, March 31st.

‘ The

TWO
Section A.
Section B.

1/3/33

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Friday, March 31st.

‘The

1 1".

Opening Shortly— New Branch at 24, Charing Cross Road.

>== z I
Amateur

2i"x

Fitted f/4.5 Skopar
Anastigmat, delayed-action ^Compur
shutter,
speeded 1 to l/250th second, T. and B., special Voigtlander U-shaped
front, all-metal body, hinged back, leather covered, leather bellows,
nickel-plated fittings, single extension, radial focussing, 3Y to infinity,
brilliant reversible and wire-frame finders. Complete in box with cable
release and book of instructions.
Leather Carrying Case, 7/6.

CoLONUL AND FOREIGN AoBNTS. — UNITED STATES: The International News Co., New York.
France : W. H. Smith and Son, 284, Ruo Kivoli, Paris ; Hachette et Cie. Rue Rtoumur, Paris.
Belgium: W. H. Smith and Son, 78, March6aux Herfies, Brussels. Australia: Gordon and Gotch,
Ltd., Melbourne (Victoria), Sydney (N.S.W.), Brisbane (Queensland), Adelaide (S.A.). Perth
(W.A.) and Launceston (Tasmania). New Zealand : Gordon and Gotoh, Ltd., Wellington,
Auckland, Christchurch and Dunedin. India : A. H. Wheeler and Co., Bombay, ^lahabad and
Calcutta. Canada : Gordon and Gotch, Ltd., Toronto ; Imperial News Co., Toronto, Montreal,
Winnipeg, Vancouver, Victoria. Sootu Africa : Central News Agency, Ltd.

“The

special model roll-film camera taicinij
3i"x2F
roll film, or, by the use of a
the back of the camera, sixteen pic¬
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Business Notices

Postal Orders sent in payment

Publishing

Displayed Advertisements

on Advertisement matters should be addressed : The Advertisement

AND

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
1/Id. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
12 words or less .
.
2/6
2id. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract Is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
Instructions the entire “ copy ” Is repeated from the previous Issue ; 13 consecutive
Insertions, 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, not later than first post
FRIDAY, for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street. Birmingham 2 ;
260, Deansgate, Manchester 3 ; 26n. Renfleld Street. Glasgow. C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one Issue, or crowded ont, are published in the first fallowing in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

AND

LENSEI^

SALE. — Baby Sibyl, with slides, tanks, etc.,
ZEISS-IKON
Miroflex
Folding
Press
Camera. 9x12
or i-pl.,
6i-in.Reflex
f/2.9 and
Dallmeyer
Pentac lens, latest shutter, leather case, 4 slides,

£7 ; T.-P. Press i-pl., Dallmeyer f/2.9, £14. —
Bainbridge, Knock, Belfast.
[4991

F.P.A. ; good condition, £27/10. — Mount Crozier,
Compton Park 'Villas Rd., Plymouth.
[4992

ICARETTE 3ix2i Roll Film, 6 slides, case,

Tessar, delayed Compur, list £19, sell £12
or equivalent exchange : T.-P. Horizontal Reflex,
with Telephoto, Etui 34 x 2i, Press, Miniature, etc.
— Rutland, Denstone Rd., Davyhulme.
[4993

ROLLOROY,
lens, inCompur,
16
exposures. Schneider
Precision f/2.9
focussing
ft. and

Deposit System

Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons may deal in perfect safety by
availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with “ The
Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision Is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after which
period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If a sale is
effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but it not, seller instructs us to
return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no sale,
and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage In transit, for which
we take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/8 ; over £50 and under £75,
5/- ; over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half
per cent. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be made payable to IliCIe and Sons Limited.

i CAMERAS

WARNING
We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

centric f/6.8, shutter to l/300th sec., slides, leather
case, wood tripod, £9 or near. — 25, Lower Oxford
Rd., Basford, Stoke-on-Trent.
[4997

30

you

CAN

DEAL

LENSES

|

BUTCHER’S Kliraax i-pl., f/4.5 Aldis anas-

ROLLEIFLEX 2ix2i (non-automatic), Zeiss
f/4.5, hide case, new condition, £9/17/6. —
Wallis, Baldwin St., Nottingham.
[5004

ZEISS Ikonta, 16 on 3Jx21, f/4.5 Novar in

Telma shutter ; as new, in case, £4/15. —
Barnie, Thurso, Caithness.
[5005

"VIETTEL Dcckrullo [-pi. Folding Reflex, time,
lx i to 1 /2,800th sec., Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, lever
focussing, focal-plane shutter, revolving back. 3
D.D. slides, solid hide case, £11 or offer. — Marie,
Cross Stone, Todmorden.
[5006
sliutter,
6 slides,
312 X Corona,
2i DoubleCompur
Extension
Folding
Plate,F.P.A.f/4.5;

I CAMERAS

AND

L.ENSES~|

cost
; bargain, 55/-. — "Wagstaff, 233, Woodboro £7/10
Rd., Nottingham.
[5007

ADAMS’ i-pl. Minex de Lu.xe Reflex Camera, Ross Absolutely New.— 3.1x21 Voigtlander Roll

combinable lens, 6 double slides ;
class condition, price £30. — Apply, Box
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

first6192,
[5001

POSTCARD Carbine Roll Film, new condition, For Sale. — Heidoscope 45 x 107, perfect ; wanted

Ross Xpres lens, Compur shutter, double
extension, 4 single plate-holders, ground-glase
focussing screen, £10 ; approval deposit. — Gal
loway, 2, Harborough Rd., Northampton. [499£
01x2i
Latest Ideal, Tessar f/4.5, delayeei
02
Compur, clip slides, unsoiled, £9/17/6 ; alsc
V.P. Minimum Palmos Focal-plane, Tessar f/4.5,
F.P.A., 6 clip slides, filter, release, case, perfect
£8/p : app.oval.— R. M’lntyre, 64, North Rd.,
Beli&st.
[497J

AND

tigmat, Compur shutter, double extension,
F.P.A. , slides, leather case and accessories ; all
good condition, £4/17/6. — Marsh, 2, Green Lane,
New Eltham, S.E.9.
[4979

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements In “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for saie, offering to take
such goods in exchange for others or to purchase
for Cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
o&ers from this quarter.

metres, adapter for Leitz range-finder, filters,
leather case, £13 ; cost £19/15.-56, Keswick Rd.,
S.W.15.
[4996

Sanderson
Regular,condition
Hand-stand,
5ix3i,Homo¬all
latest movements,
new, Ross

Z
^o, _

Special
Noteno answer to their enquiries are re¬
Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.

Prepaid Advertisements

I CAMERAS

-

BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 8d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must include the words “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer
Replies should be addressed : “ Box 000, o/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us
to the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
“ Deposit System ” is recommended.

Manager, “The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any
particular week must reach Dorset House by the flrst post on Tuesday morning in
the week previous. Rates and conditions will be sent upon appUcation.
SALE

should be

The
Proprietors
are mistakes.
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although every care'
is taken
to avoid

OFFICES — Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Telegrams : “ Cyclist, Fleet,
London.” Telephone : City 2848 (17 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ” is on sale
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles, 17/4 per annum, Canada, 17/4, other countries
abroad, 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES.— Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to Rifle and Sons
Limited.
Communications

Jor Advertisements

made payable to ILIFFE AND SONS LTD., and crossed
™
Notesjbein^^mtraceabl^^ostintrcvisitslwul^no^i^en^a^^emittance^

Homeos Stereoscope. — Clark, 21, Novar Dr.,
Glasgow, W.2.
[4978

Ensign
speedfocal-plane
RoU Filmshutter,
Refle.x, leather
f/4.5, AldisButcher,
case ;
price £5 ; perfect condition. — 132, College Rd.,
Moseley, Birmingham.
[4983
developing
as new,
£16/10.—
Model
II tank
Leica,; ab.solutely
Elmar f/3.5
' lens,
also
Moore, 25, Pennard Rd., Shepherds Bush.
[4988

IN PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

Film, D.A. Compur, Heliar f/4.5, in original
carton ; finest of its class, de luxe leather case,
£7/15. — 56, Downton Avenue, Streatham Hill,
London.
[5008
Qlx21
Ensign
Speedto Film
focal-plane
O2
shutter,
speeded
1/ 300thReflex,
see., Aldis
Uno
anastigmat f/4.5 ; as new, £5. — Shaw, 274, Station
Rd., Westcliff.
[5009

GiOERZ Anschutz 5x4, latest model, Icather-

t covered front, f/6.8 Dagor, seif-capping
shutter, 2 D.D. slides, roll-film holder ; excellent
condition, £7. — R. H. C., 70, Shirley Park Rd.,
Addiscombe, Croydon.
[5023

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

March

THE

i, 1933

CAMERAS

AND

AMATEUR
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ADVERTISEMENTS

The SERVICE

LENSES

Regular,
Cookecase,
f/4.5,£5/15/6.
Compur—
shutter, Sanderson
4 slides, i-pl.,
cowhide
227, Chatham Avenue, Shoreditch, London. [5010
SALEX
Reflex, mirror,
3ix2J, 3f/4.5,
spring-raised
slides,revolving
F.P.A., back,
85/-;

I CAMERAS AND LENSES j

SUPERB^

Trade,

TRIOPLAN
ANASTIGMAT LENS

6-in. Blitz Double Anastigmat f/4.8, sunk mount,
17/G ; 5J-in. Ernemann Aplanat f/6.8, iris mount,
suit enlarger, 2/6 ; 5i-in. Condenser, small chip,
6/6 ; Houghton Flat-film Adapter, i-pl. Sanderson
fitting, 24 envelopes, 3/6 ; Fortex Time- valve, 1/3 ;
Heydes’ Actino Meter, 2/6 ; Busch Bis-Telar lOJ-in.
f/7, cells only, 6/6 ; Voigtlandcr Telenegative, 5/- ;
Wratten K 3 filter, l-7/16th8, 3/6 ; Ditto, K 2,
15/16ths, 1/6 ; Zeiss Ducar III, li-in., 3/6. —
Murdock, 36, Bidwell Gardeas, New Southgate, N.ll.

3ix2^in.
a c t i o D
DelayedCompur
shutter,
speeds 1 to
l/25Uth
T.
and sec.
B.,

[.5012
LEICA Camera, Compur shutter, chargers,43,filter
Hill ;
[5013

perfect condition, £7/10. — Cippico,
St., W.l.

1-BLATE Cameo, f/6.3 Aldis-Butcher anastigmat,
4 6-speeded shutter, screen, 3 slides ; good
condition, 30/-. — Maclean, Merton, Oxford, [5014

Surrey.

1-PLATE Klimax Folding Pocket Camera, double
4 extension, rack and pinion, high rising and ,

[5015

Newman & GUARDIA standard Folding Reflex,

with Ros.s f/4.5 Xpres lens, leather case, F.P.A. ;
cost over £53 ; only used twice ; what offers ? —
R. Taylor, 39, Victoria St., S.W.l.
[5016
l-PLATE Pressman Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, revolving
4 back, 5 slides ; 12 months old ; bargain, £6. — •
Davis, 4, Gladstone Terrace, Grangetown, York¬
shire.
[5018
1-PLATE Ensign Triple Victo, Busch Symmetrical
2 lens f/8, in B. <St L. Automat shutter, 1 to
1/lOOth sec., case and tripod ; ijerfect, £3. — 568,
Hessle Rd., Hull,
[5019

cross
view-finder,
fitted '
Lukos front,
Xpres reversible
f/4.5 lensbrilliant
in Lukos
Xi)res shutter,
1 to 1 /300th sec. and time, cable release, 6 slides,
F.P.A., and leather case, £3/15.
finely leather covered, back-hooileu t'uousciiug screen.
wire release, 3 metal slides. Cash price .
Sri I •! f aO
Or 12 monthly pasments of £1 1 0.
First payment as deposit.
F.P. Adapter. 8 6. Extra Slides. 2 9. Roll Film Adapter, 15'-.
Riteway Roll Film Adapter. 35.-. Best Quality Leather Ca«»e for
camera

and

(i slides. 15'-.

NEW -

AT

HALF

LIST

WHAT Oilers ?— Kodak 3a Special, t/6.3 anastig¬

RisioK front, brilliant
and direct wire finders,
f/4.5 Ftisar anastigmat

time, cable relea.se and case ; as new, £6/5. —
R. Townsend, 2, Bathwell Rd., Knowle, Bristol.

lens, Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/250th
sec.. T. and B.
g
Cash .

[50253
1-PLATE T.-P. Duplex Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke,
4 double slides, F.P.A.,. £5/5 ; 6-in. f/4.5 Dallmcyer Soft-focus Lens, £1/1.— Wright, Bay Hotel,
Newquay.
[5031

Or 15/- deposit and 9
monthly payments of

10/-. 6, with Zeiss t/4,5
No.
Tessar, new
Compur
shutter

■VTATURALIST
Telephoto
Outfit,
double
ix
extension. Mentor
Reflex,
silentJ-pl.,
non-capping
focal-plane, i to 1/1, 200th sec., revolving back, 3
D.D. .slides, F.P.A., spare panel, extension box,
21|-in. Busch Bistelar 1/7.7, £8/10 ; no offers. —
Davies, 11, Wilton Crescent, Wimbledon, S.W.19.

£7:7:0
Deposit

[5032
y-P.daylight
Kodak, tank,
f/7. 7 many
anastigmat,
case
;
sundriesperfect,
; approval,
20/-. — 66, Algernon Rd., Lewisham, S.E.13. [5033
ROLLEIFLEX,
f/4.5Below.
Tessar, colour filter and
Diaphot, £9/5.—
y.P.K.
Special,
1/4.5
Kodak
anastigmat,
directvision finder, case, Kodak tank,
£4 ; unused.
—
1, Acacia Avenue, Hale, Cheshire.
[5034
BabymetalSlbyl,
Ross leather
Xpres case
lens,; 6excellent
double
slides,f/4.5
F.P.A.,

ONLY A FEW
AT THIS

condition, £8. — ^Box 6196, c/o “ The
Photographer.”

and
optical view¬
finders, f/2.9 Plaubel

revolving back, . focal-plane shutter, 3 D.D.
Mides, F.P.A., leather case ; new condition, £12. — ■
Box 6197, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [5037

Absolutely
New.—2 31x2i,
N. sec.,
& G.T. and
Vitesse,B.,
Ross Xpres f/3.5,
to l/150th

3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., hooded focussing screen and
leather case ; price £20.— Box 6200, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[5040
Film Baby Sibyl, Tessar f/4.5;
• / i-w perfect condition, with case. — Box
6201, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [5041

PRESS
— Goerz Anschutz
cm., Dagorfor
f/6.8 Outfit.
;
excellent
condition 9x12
;
stamp
descriptive photo ; £5, or offer.— Reed, 78, Peabody
Rd., Farnborough, Hampshire.
[5042

A limited
number only

payments

13/-, 11
of 13/-.

3hx2l

MAKINA

[5002
BE

release, leather

Thowe Roll Film Camera, rack focussing,
4 double extension, high rack rising and cross
front, reversible brilliant view-finder, fitted
Goerz Dogmar f/4.5 in Compur shutter, speeded
from
to 1£4/5.
/250th sec. and time, cable release,
leather1 case,

tension, rack
rising Roll
and Film,
cross double
front, ex¬
re¬
POSTCARD
Ica Lloyd
versible brilliant view-finder, spirit-level, fitted
double anastigmat lens 1/5.5 in Compound
leather
case, £3/5.
fully-speeded
shutter, 1 to 1 /200th sec. and time,

41x6 Ernemann Folding Reflex, deep focussing

2 hood, foeal-plane shutter, fully-speeded to
1/1, 000th sec. and time, fitted Ernemann Emon
f/3.5 lens, 12 slides, F.P.A., and leather case,
£12/15.
1-PLATE Cameo Folding Pocket, double extension,
4 rack-rising and cross front, reversible finder,
fitted with Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 in Compur
shutter, 12 slides, F’.P.A., leather case, £5.
16-mm.
film,
direct taking
finder,100fitted
Model
B. £5/15.
Clne-Kodak,
or 501/6.5ft.
lens ; as new,

4

Beaufort

Reflex, double

extension, rack

rising front, sky shade, deep triple detachable

focussing hood, revolving back, fitted Ross Homo¬
case,
centric£5. lens f/6.3, 6 book-form D.D. slides and

estimate given
Repairs to allworkmen
makes of; apparatus
executedbeforeby

anastigmat lens, de¬
layed-action Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to
l/200th sec., T. and

experienced
proceeding.

payment system
ask torondetails.
Apparatus
can be; please
purchased
our deferred
possible
results.
Quick
service.
Developing, Printing, and Enlarging, best

B., focussing backhooded screen, 3 metali
slides, F.P. adaptei;
and leather case. The
Makina is the most
compact
high-speeu
camera available. It

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St.,
W.l.

slips easily into the
pocket, measuring
(when closed) 4 x 0 x
1 1 in. Our Special

Price £16:10:0

[0010

Ihagee 3ix2iClearance
Roll Film,
f/4.5, 3-speed,
70/- ;
Alteration
; more
Ensign Reflex 3ix2i,
Zeiss
1/2.7, Cash
£16 Bargains.
(cost £30)— ;•
Cameo D.E., i-pl., Aldis
(list £11). — Below.

Or £1 8 6 secure.^ and
11 monthly payments of £1 8 6.

Holborn 0S64 3 (lines.')

Established 1889

f/4.5, Compur,

£6/15

Ensign carbine
7, Reflex,
Ensar f/4.5,
79/6 ;No.
Film
f/7.7, Mulchro
35/-.—
BIJOU
f/2.5, slides,
case, £10/1075/-;
ApemReflex,
V.P. Cooke
Roll Film,
f/4.5, Compur,

Below.shutter,

(list £9/9).— Below.
Supplies), two-thirds
ROLLEIFLEX,
Leiea- andallowed
Contax modern
Stockistscameras,
(Cine
part payment, subject approval. — Allens, 168,

Trade,

S.E.15.

cable

31x2i Revolving Back Graflex Junior, focussing

strictly perfect and like new ; bargain, £1/15.—
Redfearn, 103, Oak Lane, Bradford.
[4974

269/273, Rye Lane, London,

speeded,

4 by rack, deep triple focussing hood, revolving
back, quick-wind local-plane shutter, fully-speeded
to l/l,()00th sec. and time, fitted Cooke Aviar 1/4.5
lens, 3 D.D. slides, 2 F.P.A.’s, leather case, £10/15.

A DONrack Telephoto
Lens,; variable
focus, aluminium
mount, case
pre-war model,
condition

CAMER,AS
Exchanged to; largest
stock — S.Humphrys,
London ;
special attention
Pathescopes.

bearing
shutter,
ca.se,
£2/15.

1-PLATE

NEW
MODELS
LEFT
SPECIAL
PRICE !

High-speed and Press
Camera. Direct wire

Phone;

rising andAutographic
cross front,Roll
reversible
POSTCARD
Film brilliant
Kodak,
view-finder, fitted Kodak anastigmat f/7. 7, ball¬

! 1-PLATE

With makers* Gnarantee

VEST1/4.5,Pocket
Ihagee
Weeny1 toRolll/300th
Film,sec.Ihagee
Compur
sliutter,
and

41X6
cm. lens,
Thomton-Pickard
Bijou rising
Reflex, front,
Cooke
2 f/2.5
rack focussing,

PRICES

No. 6 3|x2| W.P.
ENSIGN CARBINE

mat, Compur shutter, distance finder and
case : or exchange good 3ix21, t/4.5. — -Edwards,
25, Warrington Rd., Prescot, Lancs.
[5020

Amateur
[5036

All Apparatus fully guaranteed and sent on 5

days’ approval against lull deposit. Saleable,
up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole
payment or purchased for cash. Our reputation
is your guarantee.
1-PLATE Autographic Back Roll Film Kodak,
4 focussing adjustment, hooded reversible brilliant
view-finder, rack rising and cross front, fitted
R.R. lens in Kodak ball-bearing shutter, cable
release and leather case, 35/-.
1-PLATE Dallmeyer Folding Pocket Camera, double
4 extension, rising and • cross front, reversible
brilliant view-finder, fitted Hermagis anastigmat
lens f/6.8 in General speeded shutter, l/5th to
1/lOOth sec. and time, complete with 3 slides, £2/5.
1-PLATE Goerz Tengor Folding Pocket, rack rising
4 and cros^ front, reversible brilliant view-finder,
spirit level, fitted f/6.8 Tenaxiar lens in Sector
shutter, 3 slides, F.P.A., £2/15.

2 Butcher
31x2i
Ensign f/4.5,
Specialmasked
Reflex, top
latestwith
model,reversing
Aldishood, 6 slides and R.F.A., £6/10. — 50, Church

Rd., Richmond,

■VTEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St.,
lx
W.l, the camera specialists, offer the following
bargains.

Oldham

289,

WISE

HIGH

IN

HOLBORN,

TIME— USE

OUR

LONDON,

DEPOSIT

W.C.1

Rd., Manchester

4.

[0087

Cameras. — Stamp for particulars. — Clay,
F IREE
Fowler St., South Shields.
[5046

SYSTEM,

31

March

THE

X

AMATEUR

wdi'lh oF
£2
SECOND-HAND

PHOTOGRAPHER

I CAMERAS

AND

CASK

&

CO.

1 4^ X double
10 Squareextension,
Bellows Field
Camera,
brass-bounds
3 double
slides,
2 cases,
tripod : as new ; cost £36 ; cash bargain, £9/18/6.

16-mm. New Victor Mighty Power Luxe Projector, super f/1.5
large aperture, 5U0-watt triplane coiled-coil tremendous direct
illumination, large 2-in. diameter condensers (passing enor¬
mous light), dual boosting reflectors (giving theatre brilliancy) ;
latest 24-teeth sprocket fed (takes dry, tom or shrunken film,
all perfectly), automatic film trap, shuts off projection if
incorrectly running, dual fan cooled throughout, car-gear
clutch start, giving forward, stills, reverse, direct-drive motor —
no belts, gears or chains, automatic self-replacing spool arms.
4-way rewind — rewind by hand, rewind by motor, rewind
one film whilst projecting another, latest quick-threading
device. Dreadnought gear tilting head, micro, adjustment, all
gold-flecked bronze throughout, chromixim fittinea, in latest

OTEREO
P.C. Idento, Zeiss f/6.3 Tessars,
O
slides, F.P.A. and case ; cost £30 ; cash
bargain, £8/17/6.

WORLD’S

Arthur
caskLondon,
& CO.,
Regent St.,
W.l. 50, Mortimer St.,
value,
£8/7/6.Lens ; as new ; cost £27 ;
ROSScashJ-pl.
Portrait
P.C.
Idento,
Zeiss
extension
back, 3
double slides, f/6.3
case ;Protar,
cost £28
; exceptional
offer, £7/12/6.

Amazing

bargains

can

always

be had

from

SANDS
HUNTER’S,
London’s oldest estab¬
lished dealers in Second-hand Photographic
Apparatus. Cameras and lenses of ail types
are available in perfect condition at really
economic prices.

brown russet leather " ready-for-actiori ”
carrying-case.
Tremendous Light. Theatre Brilliancy. Wonderful Machine.

31 ■ 21 in. Ensign Cameo,
double extension. Aldis-Butcher
f 4.5 anastigmat lens and

back, long extension, l.'l-om.
Carl Zeiss
Triotar lens.
Compur shutter, 3 double plateholders, P.P. holder, leather
ca^e. In good condition
£6 17 6

y-in. Dallon f 6.5 Telephoto len.s,
Compur shutter, roll-film holder,
leather case. In good condition.
List price £IH. For £9 17 6
31x21 in. Sinclair Una, 4}-in.
Ross f,'5.5 Combinable lens,
N.S. shutter. 6 double plateholders , F. P. holder, set of coloi'r
filters, leather case. In excellent
condition. List price £36. For
£17 17 6

Leitz Leica, including 50-mm.
f/2.5 Hektor. 35-mm.
f 3.5
Elmar and 135-mm. f/4.5 Elmar
lenses, range-finder, colour filter,
leather case to take the complete
outfit. List price £45. For

£22 10

0

31x21 in. Linhof Universal,
revolving back, triple extension,
all-metal body, 12-cm. Carl
Zeiss f 4.5 Tessar, Compur
shutter. Zeiss Distar and Proxar

31x21
in. Voigtlander RoU
Film, Voigtlander f/4.5 Heliar
lens, Compxir shutter. New
condition. List price £12 Ifis. 9d.
New and unused. For £8 19 6
3x2 in. Voigtlander Roll Film,
Voigtlander f/4.5 Heliar lens,
Compur shutter, in brand-new
condition. New and unused.
List price £12 ISs. 6d. For

£8

8

cost £20 ; perfect ;
camera only £9/7/6.

31 X 21 in. Zeiss Minimum
Palmos, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar
lens and a 7-ia. Tele -Tessar
f/6.3, .3 double plate-holders,
F.P. holder, leather case. List
price abont £35. For £15 15 0

supplementary lemses, 6 plateholders. F.P. holder, leather
case. In excellent condition.
List price £35. For £17 12 6
31 X 21 in. N. & G. Sibyl Vitesse,
Ross f,'3.6 Xpres lens, shutter
speeds 2 to 1 15oth sec.. 3
double
plate-holders, F.P.
holder, leather case. In good
condition. List price £32.
For .
£17 12 6

0

31x21 in. N. & 6. Roll Film
Sibyl, Rose f/4.5 Xpres lens,
shutter speeds \ to l/loOth sec.
In first-class condition. List
price £28
For _
£18 18 0
9x12 cm. or 41x31 in. Zeiss
Ikon Uiroflez, combined reflex
and focal-plane. 165-mm. Carl
Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, shutter
speeds. l/3rd sec. to l/2,0(i()th,

41x31 in. Voigtlander Tourist,
double extension, rising and
cross front, Voigtlander f/4.5
Heliar ler>s, Compur shutter, 3
plate-holders. In brand-new
condition. List price £19 lOs.
For .
£12 15 8

12 plate-holders, f’.P. hf)lder,
p
leathercase. In first-class order.
List price about £45. For
£27 10 0

4.5x6 cm. Dallmeyer Sneed,
Pentac f/2.9 lens, 3 double
plate-holders, F.P.
holder’
leather case. Original
€’>7 ’
For .
£9 15 ®
12-in. Dallon f 3.5 leiepu tO*
leather case, suitalde for 1-pi.
reflex camera. In new con¬
dition. List price £38. For

41 X 31 in. Soho Reflex. Ross
Zei8sf/6.3 Tessarlens, Mackenzie
adapter, 12 envelopes, leather
l
case. In good condition
£9 12 6

14-in. Dallon f 5.6
suitable for 1-pl. or 5
Excellent condition.
£17. For .

i

31x21 in. N. & 0. Folding
Reflex, Ro.s8 f/4.6 Xpres lens,
3 double plate-holders, F.P.
holder, set of colour filters,
leather case. In good condition.
List price £55 los.
For
£31 17 6

£22 10

9-in. Ross f '5.5 Teleros, hood
and case, suitable for 31 - 2\ in.
reflex. List price £12. For
£7 15 0

Camera

sent

on

7

days’

Changing
mm.

\'era.scope

for
camera.

ST., STRAND,

W.C.2

To

SANDS
37, BEDFORD

HUNTER

&

STREET.

STRAND,

Please send me your Catalogue
of Bargains in Cameras, etc.

Co.

Ltd.,

W.C.2.

of £20,000

worth

Address .

Lloyds photographic supplies,
87
Plione, Holbom
[5045
and Busch
fitted Ilex
Lloyds.
— F/2 ■»3-in.Lomb,
Anastigmat
Lensesbetween-lens
by Goerz
shutter, speeds l/5th, 1/lOth, l/25th, l/50th,

WORLD’S

1/lOOth sec., bulb and time ; unused, £3/12/6.

ONLY

A. ADAMS
CO., W.l,
LTD.,late122,of Wigmore
St.,
Portman &Square,
Charing Cross
[4875
teed. the following bargains, all fully guaran
OFFER
2 Tessar
lens, Roll
leather
31x2i
Adams’
Filmcase,Vesta,£10. Carl Zeiss f/6.3
1-PLATE Newman & Guardia Roll Film Sibyl,

£18

EDWIN

Rd.

86, ACCRINGTON
FIVE

FINEST

DAYS’

APPROVAL.

: 18

carrying-case.

: 0

Won¬

only

CORSE
RD., BLACKBURN.
EXCHANGES.

WRITE

NOW.

f/6.3 Zeiss Protar lens, leather case, £10.

Newman
guardia
Baby Slbyl,
lens, 3 &
D.D.
slides, F.P.A.,
leather f/4.5
case,Cooke
£10.
2
tropical
bellows,
F.P.A.,
morocco
case,
£22.
34x21 Adams’ Verto, Ross Combinable lens,
31x2J
& Guardia
Folding
Reflex,
2 f/4.5Newman
Ross Xpres
lens, 3 D.D.
slides,
lens
hood, filter and leather case, £35.
speeds
to focal-plane
1/1, 000th,
9x
12shutter,
cm. Ihagee
Press1/lOth
Camera,
Hugo Meyer anastigmat f/4.5 lens, 3 single metal

s days’ approval
3t X 2i Carbine
Roll Film,
Aldis f/4.. 5, allin
Compur, rise.STOCK
. £4 10 0
INS
RARriA
V.P. Salex Press Pocket, f/4..5, 1/lOth to 1/l.OOOth. . £2 19 6
P.C. Tropical Sanderson, f/6..‘l. all movements .
£6 6 0
31x2i Kodak Self-erecting R.F., f/7.7, 3-speed _
£1 17 6
i-pl. T.-P. de Luxe Reflex, Cooke f/3.5, J). slides. . £12 12 0
Id-mm. Ensign Bronze Projector, lOO-watt, case. . . £9 17 6
3J X 2j Contessa Plate, f/4.5, Compur, double ex.. . £3 3 0
6 X 13 Mentor Reflex, Speed f/Ss, 1/lOth to 1/I,u00th £12 12 0
i-pl. Zeiss Compact Pocket, Zeiss f/4.r>, coinpur, double
£6 17 6
cx., rise, cross, wire-flnder. All inlaid leather. As new

slides, £18.

4 D.D. Goerz
slides, Anschutz,
leather case,Goerz
£7.
44x3i
f/6.8 lens, 3
2 anastigmat
lens, 12 Focal-plane,
single slides, Ernostar
leather case,
41x6
cm. Ernemann
f/2
£16.
Cameras,
Doublet
and
Ten
Only : Rodenstock
Ruberg Futura
Pocketlens,RollT. Film
I. shutter, for 8 or 16 exposures, on vest pocket

3i X 2} Zeiss Ernemann Folding Reflex, Tessar _
£14 14 0
3t X 2i Certo R.F., ft. K., 3-speed. Fine condition. .. .17s. 6d.
16-mm. Ensign Projector, 180-watt, resistance, case £18 18 0
31 X 21 Ensign R.F. Reflex, f/3.5, l/25th to l/l,U00th £7 16 0
8x Prism Binoculars, centre focus, case. As new.. £3 5 0
V.P. Goerz Wafer Plate, Dogmar f/4.5, Compur _
£4 4 0
16-mm. Ensign Turret Camera, f/1.5 :;>peed. As new £29 10 0
3) X 21 Zeiss Miroflex Folding Reflex, latest .
£27 10 0
16-mm. Ensign Projector, 50-watt, super, resist,. . £4 4 0
31 21 Zeiss Ikonta Self-erecting R.F., f/6.3 .
£2 16 0
Pathescope Projector 9-mm.
Fine bargain .
£3 15 0
i-pl. Pressman Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, revolve back. ... £6 17 6
31 ■ 21 Zeiss Cocarette R.F., f!6.3, 3-speed .
£1 19 6
3a Kodak, range-finder, f/6.3, latest 1 to 1/lOOth. . £4 17 0
Kolibri, Tessar f/3.5, latest Compur, case .
£7 15 0
9 and 16 mm. Bolex Projector, latest D. resist .
£29 10 0
i-pl. Deckrullo Press, Tessar f/1.5, D. slides .
£8 8 0
i-pi. Klimax, Aldis f/6.3, 1 to l/30Uth, double ex.. . £2 12 6

film, post free, each 17/9.

A. Portman
ADAMS Square,
& CO.,W.l.
LTD.,Phone,
122, Welbeck
Wigmore 3215.
St.,
CINEMATOGRAPH APPARATUS

[5003

fpaIjKIE Films 16-mm., sound-on-disc, over
1 20 subjects imported from (J.S.A., for sale
or exchange ; also number of exclusive American
Silent Films. — Box 6129, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[4931

31 X 21 Kodak, f/6.3. latest I 'lOth to 1/lOOth .
£2
i-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, D. slides £6
Kolibri, l^essar f/2 Speed, new Compur. As new.. £14
31 X 21 Etui Pocket, f/4.5, latest Compur. As new £7
P.C. Klimax, Meyer f/4.5, Compur, double ex .
£3
i-pl. Sanderson Hand Stand, ft.it., book slides. ... £2
9 X 12 Mentor Luxe Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, D. slides. . £8

12
17
14
7
17
15
17

6
6
0
0
6
0
6

filter, case ; Model C Kodascope, Rheostat
on motor, resistance, case ; perfect condition, £20
complete ; deposit. — Box 6187, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[4985

i-pl. Dallmeyer Reflex, f/3.5 Speed, case. . . .^ .
£9
.31x21 Certo R.F., Meyer f/4.5, 3-speed .
£2
16-mm. Ensign Super Projector, 250-watt, case £29
3i X 2i Lancaster Vertical Enlarger, t.ux, f/6.3. ... £4
31x21 Tropical Ensign R.F. Reflex, f/4.5, 1/I.OOOth £6
5x4 Adams’ Reflex, Zeiss I’rotar f/6.3, 1). slides. . £5
1-pl. Zeiss Folding Reflex, f/4.5. triple ex .
£24
16-mm. Kodak, f/1. 9, B II model, speed model .
£12

17
7
10
17
17
17
10
12

6
6
0
6
8
6
0
0

14
15
11
17
5

0
0
0
6
0

1-pl. Ensign R.F. Plate, Aldis f/G.3, 3-speed .
£1 17
1-pi. Meyer Pocket, f/4, 5, 1 to l/150th, double ex. £2 19
16-mm. Victor Turret, visual focus, multi-speeds. . £45 0

6
6
0

CINE-KODAK Model B, 100-ft., f/3.5 lens, light

BOLEX
for SaleLondon.
; Filmo JL Projector
wanted.Talkie
— BM/ZPOC,
[4987
resistances
250 volts,
universal
£9 ;
Ensign
Alphato sixteen
Projector,
new motor,
condition,
resistance ; recently cost £20 ; snip, £12. — •
P. Cory, Downing College, Cambridge.
[5024

1-pl. Zeiss Tropical Press, f/4. 5, D. slides .
Six 21 Dallmeyer Snapshot, f/6, F.P. adapter, case
16-mm. Zeiss Compact Camera, Tessar f/2. 7 .
6-in. Dallmeyer Dallon, f/5.6, case. As new .
V.P. Kodak R.F., f/4.5, 1/lOtb to 1/lOOth. As new

PATHE Motocamera B, good condition,Harehills,
£4/4.[5026—
E DW I N

USE

WORLD’S

CINE CAMERA

chromium finish, real hide velvet-lined
derful camera. Film 6,6 50 ft.

Ldetcher, 21, Avenue Crescent,
Leeds.
32

only

16-mm. Ensign New Cine Camera, Speed f/2.8. half-speed .
normal, slow motion, graphite packed silent motor, title crank,
focussing mount down to 1 ft., 50 ft. or 100 ft., black ripple

Lloyds.
— 3-in.between-lens
f/2.9 Dallmeyer
Pentac
Lenses,
in
Gammax
shutter,
speeds
1/lOth,
l/25th, l/50th, 1/lOOth sec., bulb and time, 62/6.

KODASCOPE C Projector, with additional

. .

FINEST

EDITOR

FINEST £18:18:0
NEW

approval deposit. — Galloway, 2, Harborough Rd.,
Northampton.
[5000

Name .

£8:15:0

RHAMSTINE

...30/-

POST THIS COUPON IN id. ENVELOPE AND
OBTAIN SANDS HUNTERS 1933 CATALOGUE

WORLD’S

in. REFLEX

16-mm. Very Latest, projector motion, direct drive, rotating
shutter, illuminated full magnified viewing, no peeping down
small tubes, mitre cutter, scraper, splicer, forward or reverse,
prism lens viewer.

45 • 107

approval
against deposit of value
.

HUNTER

37, BEDFORD

Box

ONLY

Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l.
6250 ; usual approval terms.

4

£80

5x4x4

3Jx2i New T.-P. Ultra Compact Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5,
high speed, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th sec., long extension (for por¬
traits, close-ups, copying, etc.), deep hood, latest mirror,
very, very small, smallest high-speed refle.x obtainable. Takes
plates, cut film, roll film, film packs.

requirements. — Arthur Gask & Co., 50, Mortimer
St., Regent St., London, W.l. Phone, Museum 0537.

4-in. Ross f 5.5 Teleros, for
Leitz Leica camera. List price
£8 los. For .
£5 12 6

.

SANDS

n

41x31
in. Ensign Popular
Reflex, reversing back, quickwind self-capping foc.al-plane
shutter, 6-in. Carl Zeiss f;4.5
Triotar lens, F.P. holder. In
good condition .
£5 17 9
12>in. Ross f 5.5 Teleros, suit¬
able for i-pl. reflex. List price
^15. For .
£8 12 6

Any

0

Telephoto,
x 4 reflex.
List price
£9 12 6

FINEST
NEW

Leica, f/3.5 Elmar, best
range-finder
cash case,
bargain,
£12/7/6 ;;
and resistance
55/- ; Kid
cash, Projector
£1/12/6. — Arthur
Cask & ;Co. cost
SOME SPECIAL BARGAINS PATHE
STEREO
and Accessories,
Lenses, Cameras
Stereoscopes
; bargain Tanks,
prices ; Slides,
state
4^x3} in. Sinclair Una, re*
volving back, double exten¬
sion, 5-in. Ross Zeiss £/6.3
Convertible Frotar lens. Com¬
pound shutter, 4 double plateholders, leather case. In pood
condition .
£12 jlO 0
4|x3i in. Sanderson, reversing

1933

500 WATT/

LENSES

Trade.
RTHTIR

i,

ADVERTISEMENTS

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

Da
6.

g

f/
on

si

ll

En

ALL

RISK.

G 0 R SE, »<’•

£14
£2
£11
£4
£3

“

March

I.

1933

THE

CINEMATOGRAPH

AMATEUR

1 and

2 in. lenses, £26. — Below.

IjATHE

.
Projector, motor,

double

super

resistance with

[5029
fittings, rewinder,

ammeter,

screen

and

3 super films, £10 cash, or exchange Reflex. —
Hackett, 37, Davenport ltd., Hazel Grove, StockPort.
[5043

3i '
N. & G. Sibyl Vitesse, late.'jt pattern. Ross f'.'l.S Xpre.s lens,
Wratten K filter, PreciHion shutter. *2 to 1 '150th sec., T. and B..
vertical and horizontal rising front. N. & G. folding reflex finder,
showing rise, depth of focuN indicator. 3 double book-form slides,
also N. & G. fitted Graflex daylight-loading roll-film holder. N. k G.
tripod board. Bet pra«’tica!ly unsoiled. Recently £*0O • IH • A

Ensign super Kinecamera, with f/1..5, f/1.9

and f/4.5, and Super Sixteen Projector, 16-mm.,
whole outfit cost over £110 ; little used ; what
offers.?— R. Taylor, 39, Victoria St., S.W.l. [.5017

cost
.
‘ f'd.5 .Schneider
lU . U
Roll Film
Pocket Fotette, 16 jiicture.s on V.T'.K..
anastigmat, latest Curnpur shutter, 1 to 1 'SOOth sec.. T. and B.,
focuflsing, direct frame finder, back-sight and wallet Ca • IQ • A

Trade.

case. New condition Cost £7 l.'is .
. lO . U
5 • 4 and Postcard T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex. 7i-in. Ross f,4.5
Xpres lens. qui« k-wind self-capping focal-plane shutter, auto, stop
plate, speeds to 1 l.Obiith sec. and time, sunk lens box. hood and sky
shade, rising front, long extension, revolving back, Mackenzie-Wishart
best Model A slide. 12 plate envelopes, 3 double sllde.s and solid
leather case. Equal new .
£18*
18*0

ILLUSTRA ENTERPRISES.— Enlargement of pre¬
mises
from 40/-.

Sale. — Projectors

of

every

description

ILLUSTRASCREENS. — Highly Reflective Super

31

Silver Projection Surfaces, with' split rollers
and
battens, framed
sides, with
ingenious
stretching device, assuring a
flawless iiicture
area and maximum brilliance. Rigid but portable ;
easily rolled for transport after the show.

ORDER an Illustrascreen to-day. — 20x30 10/-,

and

OOO

16

MM.

300-ft.

10/- ;

Pathe Films to select
inspection invited.
Films,

complete,

sample

sample

from

and

;

your

list, 5/-.

How to Make a Projector tor 9-ram., 16-mm. or

•

•

A

F.P. adapter and wallet case. Good as new .
* lO . U
Superi'»r French Figured Alum, Opera Glass, central ro . O • A
screw focus, with case. New condition .
^ . U
3|x2d Voigtlander Roll Film Pocket Bessa, latest pattern, f/G.3
Voirtar anastigmat. Ibsor sector shutter, 1 to l/125th sec. T. and B.,

159, Wardour St., London. Telephone, Gerrard 6889.
[5048

lever focus, finder, also wire-frame

finest selection
Exchange, 52,

finder and

back-

Q A

» A

i-pl. Goerz Anschutz, latest Ango model, leather covered front,
etc., Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 2-way rise, quick-wind self-capping
focal-plane shutter and valve, speeds 3 to 1/1, 000th sec., T. and B.,
direct finder, magnifier back-sight, 3 double slides. F.P. adapter
and de luxe leather case. New condition .
£20 *0*0

above.
[0079
/CINEMATOGRAPH
Films, Accessories ; standard only ; lists free ; sample 1/-. — Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[3523

9 X 12 and i-pl. Voigtlander Double Ex. Tourist Pocket, latest
pattern, Voigtlander 6-in. f/4.5 Heliar anastigmat. latest Corapur
sector shutter, with delayed action. U-stirrup front, fine adjustment
rise and cross, finder and level, also wire-frame finder and back-sight,
3 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. Recently Cl
♦ 1 7 • R

SUPER
Films (Pathescope)library
on Hire,
1/- each,Camera
from
the long-established
of Messrs.

cost £23 14s. 6d .
3J X 2J Ica Folding Pocket,

P.C. for
[0086

f/6.3 Novar

X IO . 1 / . U
anastigmat, Ica auto,

speeded shutter, focussing, U-stirrup front with CO •
• 0
rise, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. Equal new
. U . U
3} X 21 N. & G. Special Folding Reflex, latest pattern, fitted Dallmeyer f/2,9 Pentac anastigmat, Wratten K ij filter in threaded
screw cell, rising front, revolving back, quick-wind self-capping
focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to l/800th sec., T. and B., spectacle mag¬
nifiers in hood, 3 double book-form slides, N. & G. magazine ebangingbox for 24 flat cut films, de luxe leather case. New
C*^f\ ♦ A ♦ A

CINEMA
; Comedy,172,Interest,
News ;Films,
listsstandard-size
free. — Donaldson,
Sheen

Lane, S.W.14. Prospect 1429.
[4735
Pathe 200B, resistance, £15 ; £23 Lux, super
I lamp, super lens, £14 ; £7i Pathe
Projector, resistance, £4/10 ; all latest, brand-new
condition ; approval. — 72, Holmewood Gardens,
S.W.2.
[4989

condition. Cost £65 .
*-0^1 . v . U
Postcard Ensign Folding Pocket Klito, latest Cooke f/6.8 Luxor
anastigmat, Ilex Universal sector shutter, 4 to l/150th sec., T. and B.,
U-stirrup

TALKING
; Features,
Comedies Pictures
; stamp(standard),
reply. — L. S.O.F.
Munday,
Pinden,
Dartford.
[4994

front, rise and

cross, focussing,

infinity

CQ

•

•

0

lock, etc.. 2 slides, F.P. adapter and case. Unsoiled
. O . U
3Jx2J Gaumont Pocket Blocknote, Zeiss f/6.3 Tessar lens, fullyspeeded shutter, focussing, direct finder, screen, 6
• A
slides and

leather case.

Nice condition .

• u

•

\J

Any of the above may be had by arrangement on jive days’ approval. If
no ledger ate deposit to valve is requested.
Latest lists free on application.
•In

I EXCHANGE

AND

WANTED

|

N.B. — High-class Apparatus Purchased for Cash, taken in Exchange
or Sold on Commission. Approx. Valuations free. Call or write.

WANTED. — Roll Film or Reflex Camera, in

exchange for Wireless Goods. — Westgate
less Supplies, Burnley.

WANTED.
— Up to 245x107.
dozen —Single
DarkBrackenSlides
for Heidoscope
Gibson,
rigg, Deganwy.
[4883
WANTED.—
4x4
Rolleiflex,
f/3.5,
good
condition;
fullest particulars. — Edward, Cotswold, Llan¬
drindod Wells.
[4892
YOU

CAN

Condon ffiameraCfxrljange

Wire¬
[4794

Co.. 7>nttttb.

jfOTi: ai}DJil:ss :

No. 2, POULTRY, CHEAPSIDE,
Telegrams

: “ Loncamerex.

Stock, London.”

LONDON,
Phone

E.C.2

: Central

8691.

i One minute from the Bank of England and Stock Exchange.

DEAL

Hants.

[4972

preferred
; must
be inReflex
new condition
and
WANTED.
— i-pl.
or 6x4
Camera, Soho
cheap. — Wilkinson, Lochinvar, Moss Lane, Ormskirk.

1 f*-MM.
Wanted lenses,
for Cash,
any developers,
type of 16-mm.
AO
apparatus,
films,
etc. ;
[4975
nothing
too Park,
small. N.22.
— R. Rogers, 19, St. Michael’s
Rd.,
Bowes
[4977

WANTED. — Compact 4.’(X22 Folding Roll Film

Camera, anastigmat lens, delayed-action
shutter ; recent model ; good condition. — Box
6167, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [4980

WANTED.
Horizontalpreferred
Enlarger,
with 3ix2i.
lens [4981
and—
easel, — electric
; take
Case, 571, Gloucester Rd., Bristol.

WANTED.— V.P. Plate Camera, cheap.— Box 6188,
WANTED. — Small Camera, Leica or Folding Type,
c/o “ The Amateur

Photographer.”

[4984

lens at least f/4.5. — 7, Edge Lane, Chorltoncum-Hardy, Manchester.
[4986
Allbutt,
13, Grange
WANTED.
— Reflex
31x21,Rd.,withEastbourne.
or without lens.[5011—

WANTED. — 1-pl. Pressman Reflex, Ross Xpres

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

Lane,
WANTED. — Lens, about 14-in., f/6 or larger,
[5022
[5021
WANTED.
—
Leica
Camera.—
George,
16,
Torquay
Drive, Leigh-on-Sea.
[5028
Horizontal
Enlarger,
or
i-pl.
preferred,
with or without
lens 31x21
; fullest
particulars.
—
23, Wallington Rd., Seven Kings, Essex.
[5030
WANTED.
— Cine-Kodak
Titler,
and
filter for
f/1.9 BB Model
; alsoTelephoto
short 16-mm.
films. — Box 6195, c/o “ The Amateur

Photographer.”

WANTED.— Miroflex or N. & G. Folding Reflex,

cash, or exchange 16 h.p. Rover Saloon,
value £35. — Hackett, 37, Davenport Rd., Hazel
Grove, Stockport.
[5044
[5035
H. Bradley, 102, Moss Grove, Sefton Park,
Liverpool.
[5047

WANTED.— Magnifiers tor T.-P. i-pl. Reflex.Trade.

• (\

sight. Unsoiled. Listed £7 .
, \J
3}x2d Ernemann Heag Folding Pocket, f/6.8 Detective Aplanat
lens. Sector G-speed shutter. U-stirrup front with rise and cross,
focussing, etc., 3 slides, F.P. adapter. Good as new £2 *2*0

Pathescope
Film Hire,
30-ft. 4d.,
week ; no deposit.
— Southern,
above.60-ft. 8d.
Pathescope
30-ft. Exchange,
5d., 60-ft.
9d., Supers Films
4/6. —Exchanged,
Southern Film

Whitchurch,

lowest price. — Carpenter, 228, Penns
Walmley, Birmingham.

case. New condition .
^ . U
4j v6 Goerz Vest Pocket Tenax, Goerz f/6.8 Dagor lens, speeded
shutter, fine adjustment focus, direct finder, 6 elides, ro • IQ • A

ILLUSTRA ENTERPRISES, Christie Organ House,
Every Pathescope Super Film available for Hire,

Exchange.—
t.-p.or V.P.
Reflex,plate.—
f/4.5C. Aidis,
8 slides, fori-pK
3^x21
Kirk,
21, University Square, Belfast.
[4990
photo,
to, fit or
Compur.
South View
WANTED.
— Adon
Similar— Price,
Adjustable
Tele¬
Chester-le-Street.
[4998
VESTf/4.5 Pocket
Platebe nice
Modelcondition
Sibyl, Ross
Xpres N.
lens & ; G.
must
and
moderate price. — Cox, Test View, London St.,

and velvet-lined solid leather case. New condition. .
• I v • v
12 X Stereo Krauss Prismatic Binoculars, separate eyecup focus,
interocular adjustment, and leather case. Nice CA • ^ • A

ammeter up to 250 volts. New condition .
. O . U
45 • 107 Stereo Richard's Olyphoscope, pair rapid Achro lenses.
T. and I. shutter, direct finder. G sHdea, leather PO
• O • A

PROJECTORS
and DeCameras,
including BellPathe&
Howell, DeVry,
Brie, Williamson,
and Ensign.

WANTBiTI

f/4.5 lens (preferred), give full particulars. —
Write, Frank Rhodes, 59, Pontefract Rd., Castleford.

Pathe Baby Cine Projector, improved model with double-claw
mechanism, objective, extra resistance, embodying CK
• ^ • 0

call and inspect immense stock of bargains ;
if you forget our number look for the big organ.

AND

1-pl. Marion Soho Reflex, improved model, milled-head quick-wind
focal-plane shutter, speeds to l/800th sec. and time, Ross 6-In. f/4.5
Xpres lens, rack-rising front, hood and sky shade, revolving back,
hinge-open top, etc., 3 double slides. F.P. adapter COO • 1 A • A

leather case. New condition .
. *J . U
i-pl. Ensign Folding Reflex, improved model, latest Ross f '4.5 Xpres
lens, rising front, quick-wind self-capping focal-plane shutter. 1 10th
to 1/1, 000th sec.. T. and B.. triple-fold deep focussing hood, 3 double
slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. New con15* 0

TIP-UP
Seatsupholstered
for your mahogany,
private theatre,
somely
fromhand¬
the
Palace Theatre, London, from 10/- per seat.
Everything
for Movies, 9-mm., 16-mra. and
35-mm. ; phone, write, or, better still,

Craft, Ltd., Palmers Green, N.13. Send
particulars.

ri

condition .
.
. O . U
Vest Pocket Autographic Kodak Special, Kodak f.'6.9 anastigmat.
focussing, T. and I. adjustable shutter, wallet FO
• R • A

combined, with sprockets, 10/- the set ; with
this set we present a further set : how to construct
a super illuminant.

3/6 week, 2/3 three days ;
guaranteed films. — Southern Film
Boundaries Rd., Balham, London.

A.D.

condition. Cost £3.5 .
^*0
• * O • vJ
i-pl. T.-P. College Double Ex. Field, Beck f/8 Rapid Symmetrical
lens. T.-P. speeded shutter, front and back rack focus, rising and swing
front, swing and reversing back, 2 double book-form slides, turn¬
table, tripod and case. Equal new .
£2 .
* 0

PATHESCOPE Films, 30’s and 60’s assorted ;
issued,

Ensign AlI-DistanceRoUFilmPocket,

lena. Synchro shutter, focus.sing, etc. Unsoiled .... * * * ^
i-pl. Ensign de Luxe Reflex, beat Model B. latest 6-in. Busch f/3.1
Glaukar anastigmat, rack focu.s, R.M, folding lens hood on front of
lens, double extension, rack-riNing front, hood and sky shade, re¬
volving back, reversible hood, improved quick-wind self-capping
focal-plane shutter, all speeds to 1/1, 000th sec.. T. and B., 3 double
slides, F.P. adapter and superior leather case. New
£* 1 Q • IQ* A

24x36 12/-, 36X48 21/-, 48x48 25/-, 48x60
30/-, 48x66 32/- ; all prices are carriage paid ;
any size made to order up to 12 ft.
every subject
list, 1/-.

[ EXCHANGE

" T waB surprised to receive the Teleros lens on Saturday morning.
It was very good and quick of you to adjust the camera front and
to despatch it with tiie lens on the Maine day aw the order. You have
made a lovely job of the Hpecial fitting and I am delighted with it,
and also with the lens which, as you said, was practically new. Please
accept my thanks for vour help and advice, and the whole transaction
has been very satisfactory to me. . .
0. O - , B —
.

£3/10 ; Pathe Lux Projector, case, resistance,
special 100-watt lamp, cost £21, £9.-4, Newing¬
ton Causeway, S.E.l, or phone, evenings. Hop 2627.

1

ADVERTISEMENTS

ISA

APPARATUS

BELL-HOWELL Projector, in case, 57B, 200-watt,
BELL-HOWELL Large £10 Beaded Screen, in case,
little used,

PHOTOGRAPHER

W 'ANTED Immediately for Prompt Cash or

Excliange. — Baby Cine Cameras, Projectors,
Films and Accessories ; Microscopes, Telescopes,
Binoculars, Mathematical Instruments and Modem
Cameras. — FranI?, 07, Saltmarket, Glasgow. [4967

ACCESSORIES

GiRAFLEX 1-pl. Roll Film Holder, £2/10 ;

I 1-pl. Dalian Film and Plate Tank, 12/6 ;
Kodak Transparent Oil Colours, set, 10/6 ; all
as new. — Norman, 18, Haslemere Avenue, Hendon,
N.W.4.
[5027
Trade.

Holborn 6250.
Lloyds,
87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l. Phone,
to any— New-stock
on the market,
3-in. Dishes,
deep, postcard
Lloyds.
Enamelled
superior
strip, 23x7 in., 7/6 ; 24x18 in., 12/6 ; 20x16 in.,
10/6; 15X12 in., 5/6 ; 12x10,4/6; 10x8,3/6;
24x16x4 or 5 in. deep, 15/-; 30x20x3 in.
deep,
; Cascade Washing Trays, set of three,
20X16,15/47/6.

38x15x12,
20/- ; Roll
tap-hole
tap, 2/6 Tanks,
extra ;
Lloyds.
— Porceloyd
Film andDeveloping
all sizes ; stoneware tanks in stock.
Snaps, Equipment
Studio Lighting,
Drying
Lloyds
for D. &Backgrounds,
P. Trade, Walking
and Mounting Machines.
[4876
sizes up Frames,
to 20 x 16.500
— Frank,
67, Saltmarket,
PRINTING
to clear
cheap,[4968all
Glasgow.
—Frank,3-speed
67, Saltmarket,
Glasgow.
Marvel
shutters, 15/-,
clearing at [4970
7/6.
10/6 ; worth
double.
— Frank,
67,
Saltmarket,
Bellows,
l-pl.,
or
odd,
6/6,
7/6
;
whole-plate,
Glasgow.
»
[4971
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ACCESSORIES

BOOK/BOOKi'BOOKi'

PERFECT
NEGATIVES.
How
to make them. By Dr. Glover.

PRINT PERFECTION.
How to
otUin it.
By Dr. Glover.
ENLARGING

FOR
By

LANTERN

ALL.

PERFECTION
IN THE
MENT
PROCESSES.
By

PIG¬

LANTERNS

Or the seven handbooks, com¬
plete in one volume, cloth bound,
8/6. fBy post 9/-.)

FREE-LANCE
JOURNALISM
WITH
A
CAMERA.
By R. H. Mallinson. F.E.S. A beaiitifuily illnstrated
and most helpful tniide to the art of selling photographs.

3/6
(Post 3/10)

GUIDE
TO THE
MARKETS
FOR PHOTOGRAPHS.
By A. W. Board. Indispensable to those who have
photographs for sale. Gives markets and addresses.

(Port 6/8)

AMATEUR
CINEMATOGRAPHER’S
HANDBOOK.
By Robt. Dykes, F.R.P.S. Full of information and
advice on the best methods of making good cind pictures,
written by an ex-professional.
PICTORIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
FOR
AMATEURS.
By R. H. Goodsail, A.R.P.S. The amateur who wishes
to make t>eautiful pictures will find this book of great
inspiration and help.
PHOTOGRAPHY
IN WINTER.
By R. H. Goodsail, A.R.P.S. Winter
of possilulities — after you’ve

photography

is full

read this interesting

work.

BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO PHOTOGRAPHY.
By R. H. Goodsail, A.R.P.S. The most popular general
photographic book yet published. Profusely illustrated
In black and colour. Every beginner should have a copy.

SHOP-SOILED

ENLARGER^

(Port

7/6

5/8'-)

PRESS J^^roaE.C.4

w
ft

— in **The A.P,

Every

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

J. 'Birmingham,
LANCASTER 1.& Telephone,
SON, LTD.,
87.4255.
Parade,
Central
post free. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.
CLEARANCE
Sale List Parade,
of shop-soiled
Enlargers,
struction ; — List
postageof 2d.parts
— Lancaster,
Parade,
Enlargers.
for
own
con¬
Birmingham.
[0082
CLUB

JOHN

CLUB

specially welcome.

The“DREM”

^

Leicascop

~] *7^ For the Leica Camera.
This new “ Drem ” Exposure Meter
is designed for nse with the Leica
Camera. The exposure scale on
the Leicascop corresponds exactly
to the shutter speeds of the Leica,
it also has a scale showing the ex¬
posures when using filters and films
of any speed ; in fact, everything
the user of a Leica wants to know
abont exposure is made plain with
the Leicascop.

7VOLS. “ A.P. & P.,” Nos. 46-52, June 1918-

December 1921, publisher’s binding ; as new ;
what offers ’—Box 6198, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[5038

PRICE
30/from all Leica dealers,

Obtainable

DREM

HOW to Frame Pictures, complete Guide and List :

Useful articles for beginners ancJ ol<d
hands. Free advice and help by
experts, and the fullest, promptest
reporting of all shows are some of
the features of this popular journal.

finest range of Picture Mouldings in the
World ; post free, 3d. — Watkins Provider, Exchange
Works, Newport, Mon.
[3610

A

Free-lancing Services, 7, Rose Crescent, Cambridge.

or

PRODUCTS

Ltd.

37, Bedlord St, Strand, W.C.2

IDEAL
Negative Storage Envelopes, absolutely
transparent ; samples and prices. — Mallinson’s

do

MATERIALS

Published every Friday. Price 2d.

[4590

WANTED

ATTWOOD, Hadleigh, Essex. — Reliable Materials,

ATTWOOD Flat Films, superfine quality. —
600 H. & Plates,
D. ; 1-pl.,
1/9 dozen.
ATTWOOD
superfine
quality.6 —dozen
300 8/-and ;
Postcard 2/- dozen, 6 dozen 11/- ; i-pl., 2/9 dozen,

copy of
A P.

.

(Opposih

5 dozen

YOU

12/-.

per 1.000.
normal and vigorous, 6x41. 3/6 per gross;
i-pl., 4/- per gross ; whole-plate, 7/6 per gross. —
Attwood, Hadleigh Essex.
[0026

ATTWOOD Bromide Paper, glossy, satin, matt.

THE PUBLISHER, “ CAGE BIRDS,”
CARMELITE ST., LONDON, E.C.4

TLLINGWORTH’S Gaslight or Bromide Postcards,
i 3/6 100. — Harrowven’s, 224, King St., Norwich.

BE

THE CAMERA
&
320, Vauxhall Bridge

350 and 600 H. & D. ; Postcards, 2/- dozen,
6 dozen 10/- ; }-pl., 2/3 dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.

ATTWOOD
Acmecontrasty,
Postcards,50 Bromide
normal and
1/6, 100 and
2/9, Gaslight,
500 11/-,
1,000 19/- ; Commercial Postcards, 1/9 100, 14/-

)

WISE

IS

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

[0035
SYSTEM.

for CASH

Saleable Photographic Apparatus. Exceptionally
good allowances made in exchange.
Accredited Dealers for all the leading makes of
Cameras and Gramophones, etc.

Trade.

free. _
post paid ; satisfaction guaranteed ; catalogue

out this cou|ion and post to address
below in unsealed envelope bearine Id.
stamp.

I ADDRESS

34

CAMERA

The m.\nchester photographic soci¬

ety, open to gentlenjen only, have vacancies
for young and keen workers ; subs, only 7/6 per
annum ; fortnightly meetings ; please apply — Secre¬
tary, H. Milligan, Scarsdale, Barkers Lane, Sale.

Trade.

NAME

RUSKIN

Beginners

PRINTING Press, with type, etc., 22/6 Normanton
; bargain.
[4976

Please send me FREE specimen
“ Cage Birds."

CLUBS’

Hon. See. : G. Paul, 229, Brixton Hill, S.W. 2

Particulars. — W. Webster, 291a,
Rd., Derby.

CUT

and

Walworth Men's Institute, Beresford Street, S.E.17
EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY
61- Per
DARK-ROOM AND APPAR.ATUS Annum.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CELLANEOUS

can

(0pp. G.P.O.), BIRMINGHAIVI

SOCIETIES’

near offer. — G. Cattermole, 90, Ravensboume
Avenue, Shortlands, Kent.
(4889

that no breeder
without.

.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

MIS
I
PRISM
Binoculars, Kratos, 8x32, with case, £5/10,

weekly

_ _

PHOTOGRAPHIC
CHEMISTS

PHOTOGRAPHIC

focussing.

[3431

IS THE LEADING JOURNAL
FOR BIRD LOVERS

outfit is indistinguishable from new. and is fully
guaranteed. EXCHANGES
A SPECIALITY.
See oar Sale Windows and Bargain Basement.

^ GALLOWAYS

R
NCASTE from
to 12x10,
Condensers,
VERTICAL
and Leica
Horizontal
for every
size
J^Anegative,
diffused or mercury vapour illumination ; semi¬

I

case. Cost
£6 12 6

Compur. Cost
£11 10 0

Leitz Leica Mode! 1, f/3. 5 Elmar. Cost £18 IBs. £9 17 6
3x2 Zeiss Ikonta, f/6.3 Novar. Cost £4 48... £2 19 6
i-pl. T.-P. Duplex Reflex, f/4.5 Tessar. Cost £33 lOs.
£17 10 0
Half V.P. Zeiss Kolibri, f/3. 5 Tessar, Compur.
Cost
£13 108 .
£10 17 6

^^VICTORIA SQUARE

RS
jgNLARGE
automatic
or automatic

Corapur. Cost
£10 17 6

Telma,

D.A.

Trade.

6/8)

S/-

f/3.6 Eiinar,

3ix2i Zeiss Ideal, f/4.5 Teasar,
£15 153 .

For Sale. — Gas or Electric Vertical Enlarger,

2/-

(Post 6/8)

paratus at exceptionally attractive price!
VERY SLIGHTLY USED CAMERAS.

Half V.P. Zeiss Kolibri, f/4.6 Novar,
£8 128. 6d .

SALE. — Lancaster i-pl. Vertical Diffusa Enlarger,

3ix2i to 15x12, Aldis f/7.7 anastigmat,
adjustable masking slide ; cost £7/10, 1931 ; sell,
£2/15. — 38, Combe St., (lleethorpes.
[4982

AND

Half V.P. Nagel Roiloroy,
£18 128. 6d .

Form C, complete with Achromatic lens,
only used few times, 25/-.— 59, Sydney Rd., West
Ealing.
[4995

5/-

Next week—

""

&

(Fost 2/3)

(Post

FOUNTAIN

OPPORTUNITY
. . » toBIRMINGHAM’S*^
porcbase flrst-class ^aranteed ap-

camera cases.
A. Maskens
Cross;
Bellows.
— A11— sizes
stocked &; Sons,
lowest12a.prices
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

C. J. Symes.

All 1 /Teach

By Dr. Glover.
FOR THE AUA<
By J. J. Curtis.

SALE

Trade,

RENDERING

OF
COLOUR
IN
MONOCHftOlOE.
By Dr. Glover.

Dr. Glover.

SLIDES.

_
FLASHLIGHT
TEtJR.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

i, 1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

I^ew

CAN

GRAMOPHONE
Rd.. VICTORIA.

Victoria Cinema.)

WASH

“ NOW

Phone

YOUR

CO.
S.W.l

: Victoria 2977.

FACE

WITH

AT ”

Therefore it’s safe for films, plates and prints. NOW AT
LOOSENS
HYPO
in TWO
MINUTES,
and ONE
MINUTE'S
Nowat.
3/9

S.

prints

WASHING
Post Free.

removes BOTH,
Cost equals one

Hypo
and
farthing for

or negatives. NOWAT
keeps indefinitely.
AFTER-EFFECTS
GUARANTEED.

HE RIMER,

92, Tottenham

Lane, London, N.8

^

March

THE

i, 1933

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

29.000i

MATERIALS
Trade.

K ALTON, forBristol,
150, Victoria
St. ACallers
new
South-Western
EnglandPHOTOGRAPHERS
now
REGULARLY use
Rd. Prices
less postage
to callersK ALTON,
Newcastle-onTyne,
121, Scotswood
K ALTON,
9 to 7 ;Manchester,
Wednesday,99,1 ;London
please Edcall. Hours,
Send forLondon,
price list.61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
K ALTON,
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harborne.
K ALTON,
7, Albany
9
to
7
;
Wednesday,
1
;
please call.
K ALTON, Leeds, 38, Bridge
End. Hours,
K ALTON,
postage Glasgow,
to callers.409h Argyle St. Prices less
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt, i-pl. 3/6
K ALTON
Chloro-bromide
white72 In almost every Dark¬
sheets: 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 51- ; 12x10
depot
welcomed.

PHOTO

GRANVILLE
PRODUCTS

ALL-BRITISH
PLATES & PAPER
BROMIDE

GASLIGHT PAPERS
V.P .
. .1/6 per
3ix2K.. ..2/6 „ gross
2JX4L.. ..3/3 „
i-plate . . ..3/6
..4/3 „
5x4 .
Postcard . ..4/3 ,.

i-plate .
8 x6....
8fx6i...
10x8....
I2x 10...
15x12...

GLOSSY, SILKY

OR

ORDINARY

POSTCARDS,
£1 per 1.000.

GASLIGHT

..10/..11/6
..16/6
..24/6
..37/-

.. ..
„ ,.
.. ,.
„
.. „

OR

matt, normal,
extra vigorous,
single¬
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Bromide,
glossy, velvet,
weight and double-weight : 20 x 16 6/3 dozen ; label he found
15x12 4/3; 12x10 7/3 36 sheets, 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; J-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 4ix2J 3/6, 3ix2i 2/6 gross, 12 gross
21/6.

SOFT

2/6 per 100.

PLATES
Special'Rapid 300 H.D.
Iso Press 600 H.D.
3ix2i .
1/3 per pkt I Postcard.,.. 2/6 per pkt.
I'plate .
1/9 M
1 ^'plate .
3/6 „

MARTIN

K
ALTON
Postcards,
bromide
and gaslight,
first
quality,
all surfaces
; vigorous,
3/- 100,
1/9 50.
K ALTON
CoUodion, 3ix2i, 3/- gross ;
4i x2} Self-toning
and i-pl., 4/-.
matt cream,
4/- 100,
32/6 1,000.
K ALTON
Self-toning
Postcards,
glossy, matt and
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; i-pl.,
5/-,
K ALTON
i-pl., 9/94 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
backed 5/9; 3ix2i. 4 dozen 5/-, backed 6/9;

Photographic Chemist,

QUOTATIONS

FOR QUANTITIES.

Several Standard Size BUSCH
Anastigmat

“Glaukar”

CINE

Focus:

Lantern

LENSES

2tV. 3i, 4i and

4i in-

17/6 each.
Others

by

Gaumont,

Pathe,

Darlot. 3i-in. focus, 10/- each.
Longer focus, 5/- each-

BROADHURST,

CLARKSON

& CO.

Telescope House, 63, Farringdoo Road, London, E C.l
WANTED

FOR

CASH — Microscopes and Binoculars.

CITY PHOTO WORKS.— World-famous “ Blue

Label ” series of first quality British Papers,
Postcards, Chemicals. Mounts, Wallets, Folders,
[0009
also PlatM, orthochromatic, isochromatic ; uniform
quality : absolutely dependable material.
firm ; thousands of satisfied
CITYestablished
PHOTO
The Paper,
original2/622 years’
customers
; 3i x WORKS.—
2i Gaslight
gross.

EVERY

PREMIER

TOURNAL

POULTRY

FRIDAY

Poultry keepers everywhere will find this Journal
uncommonly interesting and helpful.

2d.

Specimen

The

Publisher

<A.P.),

copy

free on

of from
recent

4. Carmelite

Street,

London,

request
E.C.4

Rd., Southport.

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

Your Film Developed, and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative; V.P. and 3*x2i. 8 exposures. 1/8, No. 116 (2i x 4i)
1/6, 4|x3i 1/3, 5ix.3J 1/8. 1/0 dozen, 1/- i dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9 i dozen. Six 6*; 2/6
dozen, 1/6 J dozen, 61 x 4J enlargeraents, 2/- 20 x 16, 15 X 12 1/9,
12x10 1/3, 10x8 1/-. 8Jx6i 9d.. 0ix43 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH
OP ALL ORDERS.
Sizes up to 12 X 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
&

CAMPION.

122,

East

Park

Road,

LEICESTER.

USE

FOR

FREE

„
.,
„

..
.,
.. , 5/4

10x810
I2x

36 ..
36 ..

All Surfaces : Bromide.

GRANVILLE
UNSURPASSED
PLATES
H.D.
3ix2i

100, 250, 350, 650, and Special Ortho
H.D. 425.
I Doz. .. 1/3 6ix41 I Doz... 3/9

4ix3i
5ix3i

,.
„

.. 1/10 8ix6i i „
.. 2/10

Chloro-Bromide

; Double-weight

and Cream ;
thickness.

41x31 Sheets.8ix6i Sheets.
72 ..
.. 4/6
10x8
36 ..
144
, . 6/2
12x10
72
144
36 ..

6/6
9/9
8/6

.. 5/.
GRANVILLE
SEMITONE
POSTCARDS
All grades as above.
13 1/-, 50 2/-, 100 3/6, 500 16/-.

GRANVILLE
DEVELOPERS

[0002

ous and
normal ;Gaslight
all surfaces
First quafity.
BURT’S
Postcards,
and ;Bromide,
vigor¬
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.
normal,
all surfaces,
72 sheets,
BURT’S
Gaslight
and Bromide3Jx2}
Paper,1/3vigorous
and
21- gross; 4ix2i and i-pl. 1/9, 3/- gross ; i-pl.

GRANVILLE

[0026

on quality
pay less. — Super
ALLEN’S
SuperbutPhotographic
ProductsGaslight
; decidefor
D. & P. Finishers, 3ix2J 1/8 gross, 4ix2i 2/6 gross
(t2-gros3 lots) : sample gross 2/- and 2/9 post paid
Bromide same price. — Below.

ALLEN’S Super Plates : 4ix3i 1/6 ; 51x34 2/2/6 dozen ; 6 dozen lots. — Below.

Hydrokinone.
Pyro, 2/9
— Below!
ALLEN'S
Chemicals1/9: ; Amidol,
2'9 ;i-lb.
Metol.
3/6 ,
D.
&
P.
Order
Pads,
7/6
dozen;
Wallets,
1/6
100 (60/- orders post paid). -Allens, 168, Oldham
Rd., Manchester 4.
[0088
SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

.. 3/9

GRANVILLE

SEMITONE
rX 3i
.x4l Velvet, Matt ; White
Glossy,

Cut Films, Mounts, Chemicals, Tissue, Mountant, Sepia Toner, P.O.P., Glazing Solution,
Self-toning, etc., etc.

DEPOSIT

8/4

Gaslight ; Vigorous

and Normal.
20 1/-. 50 1/9, 100 3/-. 500 13/6.

6i

mingham.

OUR

5/6

GRANVILLE
, 4/.
LUXE POSTCARDS

Gaslight, Amidol, M.Q., Pyro, Gold Toning,
Acid Fixing, Semitone. Box of 6 packets 1/3.

64x41

LIST

GRANVILLE
LUXE PAPERS

etc. ; for
all all
goods
guaranteed
we pay postage
BURT’S
Reliable
Plates, ; Postcards,
Papers, ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬

1/9 36, whole-plate 2/9 36.

OSBORNE

DE

fl*06

Photo Works, 119, Eastbourne

POULTRY
^ORLD
THB

4ix2l
41x31
5ix3i

largest
selection
in the trade
write now,Free
you ;
CITY
PHOTO
WORKS.—
Big ;Catalogue
may learn something to your advantage.-^ity

SRITIDIcS

♦

DE

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

K ALTON
Films,; 3ix2i,
first quality,
8 exposures
18 x2i, Roll
9/- dozen
l0-;2ix4i,
12/-;;
6 exposures ; 3ix2i, 7/6 ; 31x41, 18/- ; 5i x3 1 21/-.
K ALTON
Film; Packs.
& D.8/6.350, 3ix2i, 3
packs 5/3
i-pl., 3H. packs
K
ALTON
Flat Films,
& D. 600,4 i-pl.,
3 dozen
6/-, 16/6
gross ; H.Postcard,
dozen
8/9 ;
i-pl. 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
K ALTON
bottled : lOd.
Amidol,
1/2 oz1/-.;
Metol, Chetaicals,
1/4 : Hydrokinone,
; Pyro,

TO-DAY

7/9
All Surfaces : Bromide. Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.
Sheets.
72 .. . 7/4
8ix6i
64x415 144 ..
34 X 24 Gross . ., 3/7
2/9
j

i-pl., 21- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl. 21- 36 sheets.
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

SOUTHAMPTON
SPECIAL

WRITE

weight, Gaslight,
normal, vigorous
; same
KBromide
ALTON
single- weight
andprices
double¬as
advertisement above, except i-pl., 6/6 gross.
double-weight
K
ALTON
*■ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
10x8 51- : 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
21- gross,
12-gross
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots “ 20/-.
Xlnt ” 3ix2i glossy,
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,2/6 lix2i,
1/6 grossand ;
3ix2i 1/6
72 sheets,
gross; 4ix2i

OR BROMIDE

11/- per 500.
Singles or strips.

room can the Granville

7/3, 3/- dozen.

MATTE

3 Grades

VIGOROUS,

PAPERS

ALL

UEAMINGTON
Telegrams

:

LONDON
BRANCH
:
Telephone \
67 ft 58, Chancery Lane, W.C.2.
Telegrams /
Chancery 8637.

RISK.

SI=>A

Granville, Leamington.**

Phone

BIRMINGHAM
174,

847.

BRANCH

Corporation

Street.

Cenlral

248S.

35
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MATERIALS

VI

KAMY, ltd., 28, Bunhill Row, London, E.C.l,

supplies best photographic materials, recom¬
mends a good trial and allows 10 per cent reduction
on first sample order. Films excepted. [0044

I

ENLARGEMENTS

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

«RHACO*

Trade.

Trade.

Enlargements
Quality,
Postcard
Printing,
etc. ; price listof free.
— Slater,
Sawtry,
Peter¬
borough.
[4423
1 /Q
O

the subject in monochrome,

I

Soft or stiff leather

touching and vignettes included ; postage extra.—
Atkinson Speight, 38, Gainsborough Avenue,
Oldham.
[0017

pocket

case .

►y/.
42/6 perPostcards
1,000, including
title,
I / PER
best GROSS,
Photographic
on Kodak
[005T
Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative, 36
for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon.

21-

Slides from Negatives, 1/2 ; dozen 10/6 ;

from printed matter, 1/9 post free. — Cawthra,
St. Margarets Terrace, Bradford.
[4809
[0064

SANOS HUNTER & Co. lO/Ltd.
37, Bedford Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2

POSTCARD
1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;
assorted Enlargements,
2d. each. — Below.
Enlargement
Freemounted
for every
7/6 spent from
with your
us onenegative,
84x6i

REPAIRERS
Trade.

no disappointments; same-day service; 8}x61
lOd., 10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15x12 2/1 ; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8Jx6i 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

shutters,toetc.,
by skilful
workmen.and
— W.other
A.
Repairs
Cameras,
focal-plane
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical

LO
LOOK

Works),

HERE!

PARTNERSHIPS

|

<« fOTOZO
prints never

Trade.

I

requires partner capital. — Box 6199, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”

[0006

RETOUCHING

|

Trade.

Regd. Glazing and Stripping Solation. Glossy
stick. Easy to use, 1/- and 1/9 per bottle.

Cash with orders. W rite for List. Expenses

Cinematograph
walking seaside
Film.s, advertiser
having plant, cameras,
openings,

W.C.2.

Museum Repairer
St., W.C.l.
Temple— Bar
3292. [0065
CAMERA
to Trade.
Fairbrother,
7,

A FRAMED
ENLARGEMENT.
11x9 in., neat cbonised
wood, with glass and strut, 2'9 ; Coloured, 6/-. Good value.
BLUE-TONED
KODAK
POSTC ARDS. On special 6 x 8 In.
embossed mounts. Wonderfuland unique effects, lid. each.

FINANCIAL

Lane, London,

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Carnages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

STUDIO PORTRAITS.
Bead and shoulders only, back*
ground removed, enlarged and mounted In 8 x 5 in. gilt*
edged
West End results. 1/6 each, 3 for 4/-,
6 for 7 folders.
6.

Press, 29,
[4764

27, Chancery

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,

OSE
\PS
SNAPS

“KUTOGRAPH
**Regd. Is a Coloured Enlargement mounted
on and canned out in wood, producing a 6-iD. statue.
Includes polished stand. Very realistic, 2/6 each.

LEICA
and 2d.3x4— George
cm. Specialist.
i-Pl- Enlarged
Prints,
Childe,— Photo-Chemist,
228, Roundhay Rd., Leeds.
' [4609
Enlargements
from lid.,
your 12x10
negative1/2,; 6x4
5d., 8x6 8d., 10x8
post
free ; mounting extra. — Illustrated
Water Lane, E.C.4.

All Developing and Printing, same-day service ;

Roll Films and one print each to 3ix2i 1/- ;
4}x3i 1/3, 5ix3i 1/8; write for lists; see alsO’
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

With blue glass
lens for viewing

lOd. 6. 6d. 3, 3d. 1.— Full-size
DOZEN,
Postcards from small film or plate, re-

[

Trade.

EW-FINDER

This
finder new
is formodel
nse'on*‘Bhaco’*
cameras
eiving 16 exp. on V.P. or
larger size films.
It enables the
camera to be used
at
PReye
ICElevel. 6
MODEL 8/
11
Rbaco Finder,

|

i, 1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

to work required
from :
8d. ;
Retouching.
— Best work
; i-pl.
chargesbust,
according
half-length, 4d. ; three-quarter length, 3d. ; full-

refunded.

SPEEDY D.&P. Ltd., Shelford Place, N.16

length, 2d. ; 1-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and postage
with order.- — Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

“ The
[5039

[9144

DIFFERENT Bargains EVERY WEEK
Any item sent on five days* approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appointment
at any of tke^e ^dresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange allowance.

DOLLQND
Wanted

41x3^

Zeiss Ikon Halloh Roll Film, f/4.5

Tessar, Compur, rise and
New and unused .

4ix2i

: Electric Enlargers.

cross.

3ix2f
34x21

CC.C.A
*iU«U»v»

Good con-

2 book-form D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, Houghton Envelope
adapter and 12 envelopes, ash tripo.l, good CO.I A. A

f/2.'), 6 slides,

4ix3J

T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, 53-in. Cooke

41x31

Auto. Graflex Reflex, 54-in. Cooke f/4.5,

C.D

outfit.

1-pl. and 9x12

CQ.'I C.ft
XO.IU.U

Clfi.in.n
SlU.Avf.U

34 X 24 Zeiss Ikon Miroflex, Tessar f/4.5, 3 sUdes,
F.Pl adapter, leather case. Good
condition. List £43 7s. 6d .

COQ.IA^n

Compound

London,

W.l

BOUND

Fourteen

BUSES

doors

west

STOP

i-pl. and 9x12

Compur,

double

adapter,

canvas

PLEASE

MENTION

"

for cash.

33x23

Newman

i2-cin. Ross

&

Guardia

New

Special

.Xpres f/4.5, hlter, case.

As

Sibyl

Roll

Film.

CI^.IA.A

new.
List £26 .
X14.1U.U
slides,
r. Good
4.5x6F.P.
cm.adapte
Dallmeyer
Reflex,
34-in.
f/3.5,15:0
3 D.D.
conditi
on. Dallmeyer
Cost £15:

THE

Good condition.

HJ.VJ

.1/

cm. Etui Hand, f/4.5 Trioplan, 13.5-cm.

extension,
case.

Good

3

sUdes,

F.P.

condition .

CQ.ft.A

double extension, 2 sUdes, F.P. adapter, leather

C C .C . A
SiU.U.U

Very good condition.

73 LORO ST.

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.
121, Cheapside, E.C.2.
35, Brorapton Rd., S.W.3.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.

PHOTOGRAPHER**

covers
£5:12:6

F.P.

adapter
, case.
GoodReflex,
conditi
on. List
3ix2}
lhagee
Folding
12-cm.
Meyer £18:
f/4.5, 10:0
3 slides,

4ix3i Adams’ Minex Folding Reflex, triple extension, re¬
adapter,
case. 6J-in.
As new.
volving
back,
Ross List
aXpres
3 .
D.D. £46:0
slides, :0
F.P.
£82 f/4.5,
los..
Trioplan
21x11

f/3.5,
Compur,
Primarette
Wafer case.
Roll

Film
Reflex, £18:10:0
7-5-cm. Meyer
As new.

3ix2i^ Dallmeyer Roll Film Snapshot, f/6
anastiginat.

Asnew.

List £5 5s .

XO#l

28 OLD BOND

LIVERPOOL

AMATEUR

in Compur,

SO.O.U

case.

List £ii 7s. 6d.

up 4.3-in.
to 3-pl.
new. List Anastigmai
MeyerAs Wide-angle
f/9,
£10 5s. . . .

I .U

Cfi.fi.A

34x 24 Ensign Cameo Hand, .Aldis-Butcher f/4.5. Compur,

ST.

of Circus.

HERE.

IitJ.X

condition .

cm. Goerz Tenax Hand, f/4.5 Dogmar.

Bis-Telar lens, leatlier case.

extension, revolving back, i8-cm. Zeiss Protar
f/6.3, Compur, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case. As brand new.
List £19:15:0

WEST

Good

lens, 3 shies,
C C .1 7 .fi

shutter, 6 slides, F.P. .A., Busch

3.1x24 Linhof Universal Hand, all metal, triple

281 OXFORD

Bougnt

5.5-crn.
3x4 cm.
Baby
Fotet
Roll Film,
Compur^
Meyer
f/3.5
focussing.
As i6-exposure,
new. List latest
£6:10:9

lO.XvI.U

leatlier case .

Zeiss lea Hand, double extension, Zeiss Icar

f/6.3, Compur, rise and 4;ross, Zeiss Distar
F.P. adapter, and leather case for this very

compact

4.5x6 cm. Ernoflex Folding Reflex, f/3.5 Emon,
3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case. Good condition .

condition-, also worn

34x21

3 D.D. slides, leather case. Splendid condition .

6-speel,

Microscopes.

4f x31 Sanderson Junior Hand,f/8 lens, .Automat 6-speed,

CV.17.C
Sl.ll.U

f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, case. £0,1
Good condition. List £20 15s .

focus*
£3:3:0

double extension, rise, cross, and swing front, reversing
back, 3 D.D. slides, without focussing screen. CO. 7. A
JpAi.Aj.U
Good condition .

T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, revolving

back, 5-in. T.-H. Cooke Series XIII
F.P. adapter. Good condition.
Cost £21 19s .

Modern

rack

List

5x4 Sanderson Junior Hand, Aldis f/6, Unicum

Goerz Tenax Roll Film, f/4.5 Dogmar.

Compur, frame finder.
dition .

Telescopes.

sing', [•'.P. adapter. G<x)d condition.
£6 I2S. 6d .

I •U
Fair

Astronomical

3.}x2} Etui Hand, f/4.5 Trioplan, '3-spee'l

CQ.I

Nettel Cocarette Roll Film, rising front,

f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur.
condition .

. fllTCHISC7N ™

Zeiss Binoculars.

London,

191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., W.i.
65, High St., Netting Hill Gate, W.ii.
2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.
Crouch End. — 17, Topstield Parade.
Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Catford. — 62a, Rushey Green.

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

W.l

Croydon. — 12, George

I •v

ST.
St.

Kingston. — 30, Thames St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

Absolutely

purchase!

new

! !

with

F/4.5 ZEISS TESSAR
LENS, 105-min. FOCUS

GENUINE ZEISS 3^x21
ROLL - FILM COCARETTES

in Latest Delayed-action
Compur
SPEEDS :

Direct-vision and reflecting view-finders.
Radial lever focussing from infinity to 5 ft.
Patent device ensuring accurate film

I, 1/2,

■register, and the usual Zeiss superfine
quality construction. Takes all ordinary
six 2} films.

£7:17:6

OUR CASH
PRICE

i-pl.

Zodel

Cameras,
lens,

Compur

speeded

extensitni,

vision

view-finder,
elides

s«c.,
front,

doulle

II simrlc
adapter.

£9:9:0

Hliutter,

cross

directetc.,

or

£11:6:0)

WESTON

METER

AT A NEW
REDUCED PRICE

31 x 21,

ing
each

and

cross

complete

posed.

front,

£5:5:0

No

en.sures

tliat e^ery

still or cin<^ camera
hatlcries

to nm

error.

NOW

.S

single slides.

LISTED

with

against personal
without it.

ris¬

with

Weston

make

f/4.5 lens in delayedaction I’ronto shutter,
extension,

down.

Vou

pictuie

you

is perfectly

ex¬

Entirely

proof

afford

to he

can't

First of 9 equal montldy
any
on

Or cin£ apparatus

Highest

present

still

in jiart exchange.

PLEASE

£3:9:6

119, NEW

BOND

Also at 47, BERKELEY
MENTION

"THE

T.

-f O / C
lo/O

Listed £6:6:0

BRAND

Zodel

Special,

hody.

compact

NEW.

Payments

w
re -- fi
f rnder.
si m e
vi iCM'
fitted
witli
f'3.8 Zndcllar
a n a st i gm

a t

aotitm
Compur
len.s, delayedfliree

slides.

Original
1932 cost £7:17:6

£5:9:6

of 36/2
WRITE
FREE

payments

articles.
your

&

Cameras

EASY
TERMS
& EXCHANGES

allowance

B,

slides.

sliutter.

ONLY

£15:10:0
9 Monthly

secures

1/250,

leather covered,
wear.
of these Super
Only a limited

double exten¬
sion.
risingfront,
and
cross
The

dotible

I,Toe,

]-pl., f'4.8 Zodellar
anastigmat lens. Gammax six'eded shutter,
rising and cross front,
double exten.sion, :<

ALL

ALL FULLY
GUARANTEED.
Regular

1/50,

£3:17:6

F.l'.

£5:9:6

Zodel

1/25,

MORE
ZODELS
AT TERRIFIC RE¬
DUCTIONS!
Zodel Regular

The best in the world

Luxe

1 to l/20nth

PRICE

The

f/3.8 Zodellar

risinix and

LISTED

do

1/4,

9 EQUAL
MONTHLY
INSTALMENTS
OF
{USUAL

ZODEL CAMERAS
AT ALMOST HALF
PRICE !

1/5,

Compact, all-metal body,
polished edges to obviate
Write at once for one
Bargain new models.
number available.

Shutter

AMATEUR

STREET,

STREET,
W.1

PHOTOGRAPHER”

LONDON,

W.1

Phones : Mayfair C924-5-6.
WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

We hax'e
cameras,

for OUR
LISTS!

sepnnite lists for
ciirf apparatus,

now
film

library, and foi' used bargains.
Send 2d. stamp to cover pnst.igc
ii>r any whicb you are requirinix.
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S

Photograph
C. Arthur

by
Peach, Exeter

Exposure 5 secoyids. Stop
Lighting.Ordinarv Room
f!6.

Printed

for the Publishers,

Iliffe & Sons

Limited,

Dorset

House, Tudor

Street, London,

E.C.4, by The

Classic

Colour

Press, Reading.

/IMATEUR®

OTOGRAPHER
&.

CIlVE,MA.TOGPLAI>I-IE,R,

for Everybody

Journal

The
Vol. LXXV.

Wednesday, March

JJ HYPERSEMSITIWE
ILFORD
^^
W
r P/«MCHI1.0M;«TIC PLATES ^

II

*

NAPS

HOTS

BY

NIGHT

ILFORD
PANCHROMATrc

PLATES

^

LEITZ^J

•

|

*>willi a Gamera—
No. 2313.

8th, 1933.

THE ONE
UNIVERSAL

^ SUPREME
CAMERA

-From all Dealers

ZEISS
LENSES

- BEST for EVERY

CLASS

or WORK

KODAKFILM
Alwe^ys
COLOURED
A

6V’ y

-MARTIN

Dependable
ENLARGEMENTS
SPECIALITY

1/6
; 8i ' X. 6i‘.
2/6 mounted
CHEMIST
SOUTHAMPTON

(Sm :ooKm £m cook^ ^^ooke\\
IBItELEPHOTO III AVIAR

li WIDE
^ANGi^

Copyright — Registered

as a Newspaper

for transmission

in the U.K.

^ \.--''^*^nPHMOCRAPHIC

PRODUCTS^
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ADVERTISEMENTS

Catch the
Flash of
Expression

that shows

clearly, on the ground glass

screen, every flash of expression right up
to the instant of taking the picture.

GRAFLEX
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The Brilliant is here !

EXPRESS
ROLL FILM
1400

H. & D.

If you are one of the hundreds of amateur photographers who
have been patiently waiting for the Brilliant Camera, your patience
is now rewarded.

THE FASTEST FILM
ON THE
MARKET

The Brilliant is on sale

Use it for all subjects, everywhere— the remarkable
latitude allows for dull days
and Spring sunshine; and
the orthochromatic qualities
give you correct rendering
of colour values.

Everyone who has seen this remarkable new camera is talking
about it— marvelling at the brilliant image you see in its deep hood,
wondering how such a splendid camera can be sold at such a low
price. Beginners and advanced workers alike will realise its vast
possibilities ; the simplicity of operation, the economy of producing
12 2\-in. square pictures on the usual Bex. 3^x1^ in. film.

The Brilliant costs only 55^-

The anti-halation backing
means negatives with cleancut outlines and fine detail.

Remarkable though the Brilliant may be in design, even more
wonderful is the fact that it costs less than a “ fiver ” — yet it has a
Voigtiander Voigtar Anastigmat f/7.7 lens, a speeded shutter,
shoulder lanyard, and resembles an expensive model in every way.

TEST FOR YOURSELF
HOW GOOD THIS FILM IS

Ash your dealer io shoiu one to you. If you
hauethe slightest difficulty, send thecoupon below
MADE
Post

VOIGTLANDER-THE

CAMERA

CRAFTSMEN
Send your remittance for post free direct supply
if you cannot readily obtain.

Brilliant

Now

(id. stamp
unsealed
envelope.)

Gao,

2iX3a,

Name ...

GEVAERT

Address

MENTION

“ THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

Is. 8d.

GEVAERT

To PEELING & VAN NECK LTD. (Dept. AA.),
4-6, Holborn Circus, London, E.C.i.
Please send full details of the new Brilliant Camera.

PLEASE

Is. 4d. ; G 16, 3^X4!,
Both 8 -exposures.

”

WHEN

LTD., Walmer Rd., LONDON,
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For REAL PATHESCOPE
yOU’LL NEVER

GET ANOTHER

BARGAINS
IN
GUARANTEED
^ •
-KM • a
^
^ _ __ _ _
rr -inA
^ 1 AA

USED

CHANCE

r

No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak, f/6.« anastigniat lens, Coiopur shutter, rising front.
New condition .
£2 17 6
la Special Kodak, f/4.5 Kodak anas, lens,
Kodamalic fully-speeded shutter, complete
in leather case. Cost £13 128. £7 17 6
31x21 Double Extension Icarette Roll
Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, delayed-action
Conipur shutter, reflex and direct-vision
finder, focussing screen, 3 slides, leather
case. New
condition. List pri<‘e £17
£11 17 6
31 X 21 Double Shutter Ibagee Folding
Pocket, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, delayedaction Compur, rack and pinion focussing,
focal-plane shutter, speeded to l/l,(J00th
sec., 3 slides. F.P.A.. leather case. Brandnew condition. Cost over £20 £11 17 6
10 X 15 Mentor Folding Reflex, suitalde
for6i-in. lens, focal-plane shutter, speeded
to l/l,000th sec., no lens, 3 double plateholders, F.P. adapter, leather case.
Guaranteed in perfect condition £4 2 6
3ix2i Triple Extension Llnhofi Tropex,
high rising front, reversing back, f,5.6
Euryplan anastigmat lens, Coinpoxmd
shutter, 12 single metal slides. F.P.
adapter, leather case. The whole outfit
in perfect condition. Cost £20 £8 17 6
3ix2( Dainty Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar lens, O-in. Ross Telecentric lens,
interchangeable, 6 double book-form
dark slides, F.P. adapter and leather
case. The wh«>le guaranteed in perfect
condition .
£10 17 6
P.C. Donble Extension Folding Pocket,
f/6.8 Goerz Dagor double anastigmat lens,
(impound shutter, 12 single elides, F.P.
adapter and leather case .
£2 17 6
9 X 12 Super Speed Press Focal-plane.
f/3 Meyer Trioplan anastigmat lens,
direct-vision finder, Muckenzie-Wishart
slide and 12 envelopes, ca.se. Perfect
condition. Cost over £51.... £22 10 0
31 X 2i Zodel Double Extension Folding
Pocket, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Compur
shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and leather
case .
£3 19 6
31x21 Ikonta Roll Film, f 4.5 Zeiss
Tessar. D.A. Compur shutter, coniplete
in leather case. New’ condition. Cost
£12 lOs .
£7 2 6
la Cocarette Roll Film, f 4.5 Zeiss
Tessar, D.A. Compur. complete in leather
case. Unsoiled. Coat £12... £8 7 6
31x2* T.-P. Reflex, f'3.5 anastigmat
lens, self-capping shutter, speeded to
1/1, 000th sec., revolving back. 3 slides,
canvas case. Cost £15 10s.... £9 17 6
1-pl. Artificial Light Enlarger, 8*-in.
condenser, revolving negative carrier,
f/4 enlarging ot>Jective, complete with

BRAND

N. & G. Baby Sibyl, f/4.5 Dallmeyer Serrac lens, 3 book-form slides, F.P.
£23 .
la Roll Film Carbine, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, leather case .

FREE

a limited

LATEST

ONLY

from

COMPLETE

number.

any

WITH

MODEL

180-watt Ensign Silent 16-mm. Cine *
Projector, adjustable resistance, travelling {
case. Cost £27 10s. As new.. £17 10 Ot
Whole-plate Sguare-form Shew de Luxe, j
extra long extension, double swing and ^
reversing

SUPER

back,

T.

and

I.

roUer-bUnd

vertible Protar,
bestlOibook-form
shutter,
19, 16 3and
in. Zeiss slides,
Con-

‘

3-fold
ash tripod,
waterproof £19
carryingcase. Cost
£43 lOs .
10 0 ^■
i-pl. Ensign Enlarger, f/4 objective, set .
of gas fittings, 6i-in. condenser, reversing *
carrier and easel
3ix2j Marion

ATTACHMENT

.
Soho Reflex,

back, f/4. 5 Zeiss Tessar

£4 4 0 ’
revolving

lens, 6 D.D.

elide8,~'

F.P.A.,
12-in. Dallmeyer
f/6 18
Tele-0 *>
photo, leather
case . Dallon £18
i-pl. N. & G. Square Reflex, long triple i

Sale ” branch.

Taking 30-ft. to 300-ft. films. With
resistance up to 110 volts, lamp con¬
nections and spare reel. These fine
instruments are manufactured with

ACT
QUICKLY

e.xtension, revolving back, Zeiss con¬
vertible Protar f/6.3, 3 double slides,
F.P. adapter, changing-box for 24 flat
Aims, also changing-box for 12 plates,
leather case .
£11 17 6
Good Whole-plate Mahogany
Field,
double extension. Swift R.R. lens, 3
book-form slides .
£2 5 Of
3ix2i Latest Toigtlapder Roll Film, ^

the accuracy and precision which has
made Pathe famous. Supplied direct
from any “City
Sale” branch.
as illustrated.

f/4.5 Heliar lens, D.A. Compur shutter. .
As new. Cost £11 143. 9d. ... £6 17 6 .
31 X 21 Roll Film Salex, f/6.3 anastigmat,
auto, shutter, speeded to 1/lOOtb sec.,
leather case .
£1 11 9

Exactly

1-pl. Sanderson Hand & Stand, wide-angle '
rack, etc., Goerz f/6.8 Dagor lens, Ibso shut- ,
ter, 5 D.D. slides, leather case. . £6 17 6 j
16-mm. Cine Nizo, f/1.4 ^Zeiss Biotar, l
£14 17 6 I
case.
As takes
new.
5
speeds,

Cost £25....
£26attach^
10 Oi‘
50-ft.
or 100-ft.,

i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, usual movements^
self-capping shutter, f/3. 9 Laack anastigS
mat lens, f/6 Dallmeyer large Adon Tele- 1,
photo, 12 slides, F.P. adapter, leather ^*
ot.
P.C. Goerz Anschutz, self-capping
focal-6|J
1
£2 17
plane shutter, no lens, 8 single slidea t
Model B 16-mm. Kodak Cine Projector,!
200-watt lamp, self -threading, with 5
travelling-case and adjustable resistjince. |
Cost £100 .
£47 10 Of?
16-exposures on a Test Pocket Fotet, V
f/4.5
anastigmat,
Compur £4shutter^'
Zeiss Vidar
daylight
enlarger .
12 ^
5x4 N. & G. Square Reflex, triple

OUR
Nine monthly

YOU

PRICE
payments

of 12/6.

ST.

"THE

O

£5

SAVE

3^ x 21 De Luxe Roll Film Pocket, quickset f/4. 6
anastigmat, delayed-action
shutter. As new .
£2 11 6
P.C. N. & G. Sibyl, lever focussing, f/6.8
Carl Zeiss Tessar, high precision shutte^

£3:10:0

FROM

Unobtainable Elsewhere

PHOTOGRAPHER”

6 slides,
leather case.
£5 17
i-pl. Sanderson
HandCost
and£36
Stand,
f/C.8~ ,
Convertible Ross Homocentric, Compur %

54 LIME
LONDON,

Phone : MON.

ST
0180

E.C.3

CITy SALE

(1929)

WHEN

)i
f
it
^
j

shutter, 3-in. Ross Wide-angle, 3 D.D^
slides, F.P. adapter, leather case £5 15 Os
31 X 21 Zodel de Luxe Reflex, revolving i
back, focal-plane shutter, speeded to <
1/1, 000th sec., f/3.5 Cassar anas., sunk?
lens box, revolving back, 6 slides £7 7 01^

ANY

CITY SALE ” BRANCH

CATALOGUE

AMATEUR

extension, revolving back, f/6.3 Zeiss ,
Convertible Protar, changing-box, leather.^
case. Cost £50 .
£8 8 0 ^

Extra resistance up 250 volts, 10/- extra.

GET IT NOW

- PAGE

MENTION

250 volts, 260-watt lamp, in case. Un- .
soiled .
£31 10 0
Model D Bolex Cioe Projector, for
9.6-mm. and 16-mm. films, 250-watt lamp,
adjustable resistance .
£25 0 0,

** City

Here’s the book which contains everything you need from the
latest “still’’ or cine apparatus to the finest second-hanri bargain
ever offered. Send now — it’s free and post free.
PLEASE

case. Cost .
£7 13 6
£5 19 6 j

baseboard.
N. & G.case
reflex
finder, £12
lens 17
hood,-,'
brown cowhide
.
6 '

DON'T MISS
THESE!
Only

leather

£50 Model Ensign Super Silent 16-mm. '/
Projector, adjustable resistance 100 to

PATHESCOPE
PR03ECT0RS

Phone : NAT. 0591

100

NEW

adapter,

4^x6
Baby Sibyl, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss
Tessar lens, i/6.5 Dallmeyer Dallon Tele¬
photo, 6 book-form slides, F.P. adapter,

DOUBLE
CLAW

84 Alder/gate
E.C.1

CINEMATOGRAPHS

The finest cine bargain for years!

electric fittings .
•. ... £8 17 6
1-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, f/4.5
anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, rising
and swing front, reversing back. 3 double
plate-holders .
£4 17 6

LONDON,

TO /TART

^
SPECIAL BARGAIN. — Latest Model D Bolez Projector, 16-mm. and 9.5-mm., 250-watt lamp, adjustable
resistance and case, also Model BB Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat, 2 speeds. Scarcely soiled. Cost \
£54 12s. 6d .
£38 15 0 i
4i X 6 T.-P. Bijou Reflex, revolving back, sell-capping focal-plane shutter, f/2.6 Cooke anastigmat lens. I3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Nice order .
£12 17 6

colour
10 0
6 0
10 0
2 6

Baby Pathe Cine Camera, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar lens, doable-claw Projector, with super attaclunent, motor
drive Krauss Projection len-s and added resistance. The whole outfit in brand-new condition. List
price £37 . .
^21 0 0
Leitz Leica Focal-plane Model, f/3.5
Elmar anastigmat lens, range-finder,
film chargers, leather case. New con¬
dition." Cost £22 .
£10 17 6
4x3 cm. Zeiss Ikon Vertical Enlarger,

speeded shutter, direct-vision fihder.
Unsoiled. Cost £1 178. 6d .
18s. 3d.
3ix2i Boxform Roll Film, double lens,
portrait attachment, T. and I. shutter,
direct-vision finder. New
condition.
Cost 218 .
Os. Od.
1-pl. No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak,
R.R. lens, focussing adjustment. .9s. 6d.

BARGAINS come

APPARATUS
SECOND-HAND
INSTRUMENTS—
GREATLY REDUCED
Aa1a««A
C
A T ^2 A
A TUT X A S AM^ AA A #1 a1
A I Aw ^)«Aa A aA AW TO aw aw A aa J t\ K wa wa Cl a /V a_aa XX I a aaa —a a J 1 _ X a La 1 a

l-lAia-A rfS AA
A « A»a A A ^ A A
A^IaI^
16-inm. Model B Cine Camera,
anaatigmat lens, motor drive, direct-vision finder, Kodak
filter. Brand-new condition .
^19
Thalbammer Tripod, panoramic and tilting movement. List price £10 10s .
£6
Kodalite Projection Lamp and Stand. List price £4. As new .
£2
Model C Kodascope, complete with resistance for use off any voltage .
£9

to 1-pl. In brand-new condition. Cost
£3 88. 6d .
£2 5 0
4x3 cm. Roll Film, taking 16 on V.P.,
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AT /UCH
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LOW

PRICE I

-

OFFERS
YOU DON'T SEE EVERY DAY-CHOOSE YOURS
4i X 2§ No. 12 Ensign Eoll Film, Aldls f/4. 6 anastifrmat, Compur shutter, leather case .
£4 15 0

-

Sj X 2J Agfa Eoll Film, 1/6.3 anastigmat, speeded shutter, and leather case .
Goerz Telenegative Attachment, suitable for use in conjunction with an Anschutz Camera .
1-pl. No. 3 Series III Kodak, f/4.5 Kodak anastigmat, Compur sector shutter andJeather case.
order .
8x Zeiss Termon Prismatic Monocular and leather case. New condition .
.
9 X 12 om. Agfa Isolar Folding Pocket, f/4.6 anastigmat,
leather case. As new .
81x21 Ensign
Luxor .

Roll

Flm

Compur

shutter. Distar

£2 7 6
6s. 9d.
Splendid
£5 17 6
£2 17 6

lens, F.I*. adapter and
£7 10 0

YOU
SAVE POUNDS on any “CITY SALE”
9.5-mm. Pathe Single-claw Projector, complete with resistance .
Pathe

Projector,

complete

with motor

and super

attachment

utid group

of

i-pl. Field Camera,
lens, shutter, double

f/4
foc
shu
spe
to
a
tte b
e
l/l.5,
selc-p rev
r,ack, 3 dsslides
.,lan er
,00
,
sin
e
th
g
F.I*. 0adapter
.
£7 7 0

with Iris diaphragm,
reflex .

suitable

for 1-pl.
£4 19 6

1-pI. Kodak Company's Graphic Folding
Focal-plane, Cooke Avlar f/4.G focalplane shutter, speeds to l/l,000th sec.,
4 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case
£5 17 6
Leltz Fodis Range-flnder .
17s. 6d.
Whole-plate Square Bellows Field and
Studio, Ross Symmetrical f/8, double
extension, swing and reversing hack, 2
slides, tripod and case .
£4 19 6
Pathe Hand-turn Cine Camera, f/3.5
anastigmat .
£1 19 6

First-class results from your films!

i
i

OH

THESE

\\

BRAND

35-mm.

NEW

$ELF-RECTA
SCREENS
AT PRACTICALLY
HALF COST!
n

OFFERED

Zeiss

Ikon

See onr Special Offer of Brand-new
Pathe Projectors and Self-Recta Screens
on this Page. Deliveries from Stock.

The cine screens for miles better movies. Made out of best-quality materials.
Thoroughly recommended for those who require a well-made portable
screen. Built in a wooden carrying-case taking up the minimum of space.
Supplied with the well-known SILVER
SURFACE.
Compare the usual
.
price with our special
offer price and see what you save.

9 12 cm. Nettel Deckmllo, latest
model in new condition, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat. 3 double slides. F.P. adapter,
leather case. Practically unsoiled
£30 0 0
V.P. 4A 6 cm. Zeiss Ikon Atom, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar lens, Compur sector shutter,
6 elides and F.P. adapter .
£4 17 6

.

3 4 cm. Fotet, f/4.6 Vidar, Vario
shutter .
£2 17 8
3J x21 C.D.V. Goerz Tenax, f/4.5 Goerz
Dogroar lens, 3 double slides and
case6
£4 12
31

21

Salex

Reflex,

f/4.5 Salex anastigmat,
slides .

revolving
6

back,

single metal
^4 5 0

6x6 cm. Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, Compur shutter, leather case.
New condition .
17 ®
V.P. Series III Kodak, f/5.6 Kodak
anastigmat. in Diomatic shutter £2 17 8
13-in. f;5.5 Ross Teleros Telephoto
Anastigmat .
£9 17 6
0-in. f,6.6 Dallmeyer Dallon, to screw
into Compur shutter .
£4 17 6

f/

3

f4

.5

Inches.

No.O

27x20
No. 1 40x30
No. 2 52x40
No. 3 63x47

CITY 6981

E.C.4

NEW

PRICE

£3
£4
£5

0

MENTION

" THE

0

0 0
2 6

£9 10 0

OUR

£1
£2
£3
£5

12 6
lO
O
7 6
17 6

YOU
YOU
YOU
YOU

“CITY SALE” BRANCHES!

SAVE
SAVE
SAVE
SAVE

£1
£1
£1
£3

2-in. f '4.5 Cooke, in iris mount £1 9 6
i-pl. Zeiss Ikon Miraphot Enlarger,
f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, complete
with electric fittings and bromide
board8
£7 17

Al
di
s,
V.P.
Piccolette. f 4.5 Zeiss Tessar anasin
Co tigmat,
Compur sector shutter, purse
ok
ir
is
e, .
case
£4 17 6
mo
in
iri> 21tm Dallmeyer Speed Focal-plane,
3i
sm
t condition, f/2.9 Dallmeyer
brand-new
£3
ou
nt
Pentac lens,
33 double slides. Practically
unsoiled . £1 .
1® 9
0
14
Leitz Leica, 6f/2.5 Elmar lens, range¬
finder and cJise. Excellent condition
£13 7 6

PRICE

THIS WONDERFUL BARGAIN
IS OBTAINABLE ONLY
AT THE FOUR

31 X 21 Dallmeyer Press Reflex, f/3.6
anastigmat lens, revolving back, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter and case .
£9 17 8
3J X 21 N. & G. Folding Reflex, f/3.6

10
7 6
15 0
12 0

Dallmeyer Daltnac lens, 3 double slides.
F.P. adapter and case .
£23 17 6
1-pl. T.-P. Artist Enlarger, in brandnew condition, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat,
all movements, complete with electric
fittings .
£16 17 6

6

i-pl. Adams’
Videx
Reflex,
ail move¬3
ments,
8-in. f/4.5
Cooke
anastigmat,
double slides. F.P. adapter —
£12 17 6
2c Folding Brownie Camera, autographic
back .
7s. 9d.
3a Kodak, R.R. lens, speeded
rising and cross front .

59 CHEAP$IDE
LONDON,

Phone : CITY 1124

shutter,
11s. 9d.

E.C.2

Easy Terms— Exchanges— Approval

EXCHAnCE
m ITS o
PLEASE

S

n

90/94 FLEET ST
Phone;

Type

Ensign Model B Projector, latest pattern,
loo-watt lamp, adjustable resistance in
enclosed carrjiiig-case. As new £12 12 0
16-mm. Ensign Autokinecam, 3 speeds,
liand crank, f/2.6 Cinar lens, leather
case. New condition .
£14 17 6

//

i-pl. T.-P. Royal Ruby, every move¬
ment, triple extension, Aldis f/7.7 atiastlgmat, T.-P. shutter, swing and reversing
back, 3 slides and tripod. New condition
£13 15 0

LONDON,

Standard

Kinamo, with i,2.7 Zeiss Tessar anastig¬
mat. mot(tr drive and case. . . . £12 17 6

P.O. T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, T.-I*.
Cooke f/4.0, rack focussing, self-capping
focal-plane shutter, revolving hack, 3
slides, F.P. adapter and case. . £12 17 6
3i X 2i Makina, Plaubel Anticomar
f/2.9, Compur shutter, focussing, F.P.
adaptor .
£10 17 6
3i X 2i lhagee Duplex Folding Focalplane, Triplex f/4.6 anastigmat, D.A.
Compur shutter, double extension, U-form
front, with rack to rise and cross, focalplane shutter, speeds to l/l,000th sec.,
12 slides .
£11 17 6
.
Zei i-pl. T.-P. Junior Special Ruby Reflex,
ss
Ross
Xpres f/4.6, rack focussing, self¬
Trl
cappingotarfocal-plane shutter, speeds to
1/1, 000th sec., revolving back, 3 slides
and roll-holder .
£9 9 0
3ix2I
Ensign Speed Reflex, Aldis
Uno f/4.6, focussing, focal-plane shutter.
.
New condition .
£4 19 6
lep
Collapsible Focal-plane, Ross
hoi-pl.
to,
Homocentric
f/6.3, focal-plane shutter,
speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., and 1 slide
£2 10 0

Oi-mm. Pathe Motocamera, f/2.9 Zeiss
Trlotar, brilliant finder, motor drive.
New condition .
£9 17 6
i-pl. No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak, R.R.
lens, speeded shutter, rising front. Ex-.
cellent condition. Cost £6 .
11s. 9d.
3ix2i No. 1 Folding Pocket Kodak,
rapid Landscape lens .
9s. 9d.

16-mm.. Latest Victor Outfit, consisting
Bronze Model Victor Camera, very

lenses, complete in leather case, 400-watt
latest type Victor Projector, with auto¬
matic rewind and adjustable resistance
for any voltage. The whole outfit in
practicallv new condition. £125
Cost 0
£1700

9i-mm. Pathe Kid Projector, complete
with resistance and super attachment.
New condition .
£2 15 0

i-pl. Cameo Folding Pocket, Koristka
Salex f/4,6. Compur
shutter, double
extension, U-form front, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter and case .
£4 17 6

6

latest pattern, with critical focusser, 1-in.
f/3.5, 2-in. f/3.5 and 4-in. f/3.5 Dallmeyer

16-mm. Bell & Howell Filmo, f/3.5 Cnoko
anastigmat, 3 speeds, motor drive, leather
case .
£17 10 0

Leitz Leica, f/3.6 Elmar, focal-plane
shutter, 2 chaj^ers, range-finder and
leather case .
£10 17 6
6 X 13 Stereo Makiua, pair of f/2.9
Plaubel Anticomar
lenses, Compur
shutter, focussing, 3 slides and F.P.
adapter. New condition .... £21 17 6

£5 17

Pathe Camera and Camo Motor, with f '3. .6 anastigmat lens .
£2 6 9
Patbe Hand-torn Camera, f, 3.6 anastigmat lens .
£16
9
Complete 16-mm. Outfit, in t>rand-new condition, comprising Model BB Cine-Kodak, f/3.6 anastigmat
lens and leather case, and Model (’ Kodascope, with resistance. The whole outfit unsoiled .
£20 0 0
200-watt 16-mm. Model A Kodascope Projector, complete with variable resistance. Cost £76
£35 10 9

Reflex, til. 7
£1 17 6

Beck Hymmetrical
extension, 1 slide
£12
6
Jnstopbot Exposure Meter .
15s. 6d.
31 X 21 Ikonta Roll Film, f/6.3 anastig*
mat, speeded shutter and leather case
£3 0 0

BARGAINS
£117
6

re.slstance .

Nine monthly
present
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caslIoht/
To meet a persistent demand for a Gaslight
Printing Paper to go with Selo and Selochrome
Films, Ilford Limited now supply a Selo
Gaslight Paper which will give you sparkling
prints from your negatives.
Selo Gaslight Paper has the maximum degree
of latitude and freedom from fog, and gives
consistent brilliant results of the very highest
quality.

Made

ILFORD

in England by

LIMITED,

Ilford, LONDON

r
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ylT the last meeting of the Pictorial Section of the Royal
Photographic Society, a long
discussion took place on a very
able and clever letter which was

The

provides for an attractive w'eek of
excursions and lectures, including
visits to Wells, Glastonbury, Ched¬
dar, Lacock, Castle Combe, Devizes
and Avebury, and of course the
attractions of Bath itself will not
be overlooked. The Convention
Handbook, giving full particulars,
will be available in April. The
membership fee is 5s., and further
information will be supplied by the
Hon. Secretaries, F. C. T. Hadley
and M. E. B. Hadley, of “ Houndsfield,” Hollywood, Birmingham.

the

modern miniature precision camera,
with large-aperture lens and high¬
speed film, used in conjunction with
vacuum bulb flashlamps is becoming
the correct equipment for’ the indoor
Press photographer. It certainly

of
of

the United Kingdom ” will be held
at Bath this year from June 12th
to 17th. The preliminary programme

Way.
that

“ P.C.U.K.”

The 45th Annual Meeting
‘‘ The Photographic Convention

that ‘‘ The Year’s Photography,”
in which some of the pictures are
reproduced, included only thirty of
them for the benefit of provincial
members who cannot get to London.
If the pictures are of so poor a class
as she makes out, the obvious thing
to do would be to protest against
thC’ reproduction of any of them.

are indications

2313.

the light w'as good we observed that
the flash was dispensed with, and
exposures were made with every
confidence on subjects that would
have been regarded as impossible
a short time ago. The way of the
jrhotographer is indeed being made
smooth to-day.

Just as “ the wife you never had
was always true and leal,” so the
work never sent in is always the
perfect production, but neither the
R.P.S. nor the Salon can hang works
which they do not receive. With the
touch of inconsistency which is an
embellishment of the feminine
character, this correspondent at
one and the same time complained
that none of the pictures — or almost
none — at the recent Annual Ex¬
hibition were worth looking at, and

The Modern

No.

appears to be the case in German}^.
During a recent visit to the delight¬
ful city of Munich, at practically
every indoor function, receptions,
dinners, carnivals, and at a great
mass meeting to hear Hitler, the
proceedings were punctuated by
series of flashes on every side.
In each instance it meant a tiny
I.eica or similar camera, and a
‘‘ vacu ” bulb in collapsible reflector,
fitted to a small dry battery, and
an assistant to carry a supply of
bulbs. In some situations where

read from a lady who is well
known as an exhibitor at the prin¬
cipal exhibitions, in which she
characterised in uncomplimentary
terms some of the current tendencies
in exhibition work. Her letter, for
all its charm and cleverness, re¬
vealed some misapprehensions, one
being that the Royal Photographic
Society can have a policy w'ith
regard to pictorialism, or that it can
really influence the work which is
hung in its Annual Exhibition.

There
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School Memories.
Gulls

An

in

article

217
Kensington
on

Gulls ” appears

" The

on
another
issue.

We

Gardens.

Photography

of

page in this

were

a't a dinner the other

evening of an old boys’ association
(the school itself was down in
Cornwall, but the old boys met in
5
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London), when the head master,
who was in the chair, in lieu of a
speech, produced from his pocket a
packet of tliirty or forty small
prints which he handed round
amongst those present, with strict
instructions that the same number

wich in those days. But to-day it
is fun for the photographer, shooting
at other targets, what with the
priceless old Guildhall, and the livestoclc market, and the many things
that take you back for centuries.

must be returned to him. The prints
were views of the old school, of new
constructions and renovations, of
the boys at their games and their
work, and so on, and we have
rarely seen a bundle of photographs
give such obvious pleasure. Would

“ Nature in Winter ”
Competition.
We would remind those of our
readers who are preparing entries for
this competition that the closing
date is March 31st. For the benefit
of others a reference to the condi¬
tions may be a useful incentive to
enter suitable prints. Prizes of £5,

that many after-dinner “ speakers ”
might take the hint.
A Town

£3 and £2 in cash, and six copies
each of “ Down the Garden Path ”
and “ Evensong,’’ by Mr. Beverley
Nichols are offered by Messrs. Jona¬
than Cape for the best photographs

of Corners.

What a little paradise for the
photographer is Sandwich, one of the
old Cinque Ports in Kent, with more
pictures to the furlong than most
towns. When we spent a day there
last week one of the inhabitants
informed us that the streets were
laid out for the bow and arrow

of “ Nature in Winter.” Any
subject or angle of the subject may
be chosen : flowers, trees, general
views, snow or frost scenes. Any
number of prints of any size may
be entered and should be titled

days, so that by turning one of the
innumerable corners the pursued
could evade the pointed missile.
Equally, of course, it assisted the
man with the bow, for it afforded
him endless vantage points. It
must have been great fun in Sand¬

Fdicis

and

by an appropriate

quotation

from

any of Mr. Beverley Nichols’ books.
All entries must be addressed,
“ Nature in Winter ” Competition,
The Amateur Photographer, Dorset
House, Tudor Street, E.C.q.

./^rmulae :

Photographic Cartoons.
Looking over the pages of a
photographic periodical of Soviet
Russia, we found, as might be
expected, no gentle landscape or
poetic figure among the reproduc¬
tions, but lan insistence ever5Avhere
on strident, urban, mechanical
things. But one page specially in¬
terested us. It was given up to
photographic cartoons. The three
people so derided were Hitler,
Mussolini, and Winston Churchill,
and a very deft use of the effects of
photographic distortion was made
to introduce the spirit of over¬
emphasis and caricature. Double
printing also was employed. For
instance, out of the massive forehead
of Winston came marching a phan¬
tom. army.
_
On the Track of the Bandit.
The Berlin police have been pro¬
vided with cinematograph cameras
to snap escaping criminals. Ap¬
parently the click of the handcuffs
being impossible, another kind of
click, more comfortable for the
criminal, and affording some solace
for the police, is to be substituted.
The criminals will not be caught, and
yet they will be taken. We doubt
whether Scotland Y ard will follow suit .

NEW

SERIES

A selection of useful hints classified according
BROMIDE
Although

paper

by

various

direct

warm

PAPER.
tones

development,

can

be

they

II. .
obtained

can

be

on

bromide

secured

more

B.

satisfactorily on papers of the chloro-bromide type. By
after-toning, however, not only a long range of browns, but
red, blue, green and other colours are possible.
*

When

enlarging

on

*

bromide

*

paper

The

most

common

The prints must
in ;

method

be completely

Potassium ferricyanide
Ammonium
bromide
Water to
. .
. .
A stock solution of sulphide
Sodium sulphide . .

*

a full-size

piece

” toning

freed of hypo,

is the

and

following.

then bleached

. .
. .
. .

. .
. .
. .

. . 300
. . 100
. . 20

. .

. .

. .

Water (boiling) to . .
'. .
. .
. .
. . 10 oz.
A suitable working bath is 3 oz. of stock solution and 17 oz.
of water. In this the bleached and washed prints are re¬
developed, the image being brown, as it is composed of silver
sulphide. In this form it is considered to be permanent.

working

bath

acid
. .

. . '
. .

. .
. .

. .
. .

. .
. .

3 oz.
20 oz.

is i part A, i part B, 6 parts water.

^

The fresher
a considerable
no risk of its
chemicals. It

With

4

bromide paper is the better. It keeps well for
time, however, if stored in a place where there is
being affected by fumes from gas or certain
must also be kept cool and dry.
*

grs.
grs.
oz.

2 oz.

Hydrochloric
Water to

this bath traces of hypo in the print are unimportant. Per¬
manganate stains usually disappear in the sulphide solution.
If not, the following will remove them :
Water
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. . 25 oz.
Oxabc acid . .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
\ oz.
Sodium sulphite . .
. .
. .
. .
. .
J oz.

of paper

*

of “ sepia

. .
. .
. .
is :
. .

The

*

should not be exposed at random. Small test pieces of paper
are included in packets of any considerable size, and one of these
should be exposed in strips. It should either be developed
right out, or to a predetermined factor number.
The test
piece should be fixed, and then examined in a good light to
decide what e.xposure is appropriate.

to subject

An alternative bleaching bath to that given above is :
A. Potassium permanganate
. .
. .
. . 40 grs.
Water
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. . 20 oz.

*

*

An accurate and simple method of making a pen-and-ink
drawing of an object is to photograph it, and make a fiat print,
by

over-exposure

and

under-development,

on

matt

bromide

paper. The salient lines are drawn with " fixed ” Indian
ink. The best way of removing the photographic image
completely is to use a solution of £ oz. potassium iodide in 10
oz. of water, and dissolving in* this enough metallic iodine
to give it a deep port-wine colour. When the image is com¬
pletely transformed the print is rinsed and fixed in hypo.
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NLARGEMENTS
Without

Loss

Everything possible is being
now so generally favoured.
enlarging stage ; yet this is
a thorough consideration of

There is a strong tendency in

present-day photography to
rely more and more upon
small-sized cameras, enlarging the
ultimate results to more familiar and
respectable dimensions. It was never
to be expected that workers would be
satisfied with the small sizes of the
direct prints, nor are they ; the
only appreciable result of the change
is that the enlarged prints referred

besides which

done to preserve good printing quality in the tiny negatives
Not so much attention is, however, being paid to the actual
quite as important as the negative making, and only by
the matter can the utmost satisfaction be achieved.

it makes

for more

contrasty pictures with abundant
detail and definition. Too much
detail is, however, not always an
advantage when working from tiny
negatives, for it must of necessity
embrace small blemishes which may
be barely appreciable in the nega¬
tives themselves.
For this reason, most workers will
find it good policy to make their
moderate-sized
enlargements
through a condenserless enlarger
and their prints of greater magnitude
through an instrument simply fitted

to are now being made from nega¬
tives which in many cases are only
one-tenth the size of those in popular
use just a few years ago.
Obviously, if the enlargements are
to be entirely successful, greater
care and certain modifications in the

with a double plano-convex con¬
denser and a fine diffusion plate — a
combination which does not deal

necessary

harshly with possible blemishes.

processes

have

to

be

employed. Many of these modifica¬
tions are embodied in the camera and
its raw materials. The lens, for
example, is possessed of a great
depth of focus, which ensures better
definition even when focussing is
not accurately carried out ; the
films, too, are coated with suitable
■emulsions especially prepared to
yield fine grain and an image capable
of tremendous enlargement.
Further attention is, however,
necessary if the finished prints are
to show no, appreciable lack of
quality, and this is all proper to
the enlarging stage.
The

Apparatus,

There are, in most cases, several
types of the enlarger to choose from.
Most of these are, moreover, confined
to the two principles, simple con¬
denser and condenserless. A con¬
denser is used primarily in order to
■obtain even and brilliant illumina¬
tion over the whole of the negative
area, but nowadays condenserless
apparatus is able to effect this
also, without loss of efficiency.
Notwithstanding this, the con■denser-fitted apparatus is still
■“ faster ” than the condenserless,

of Quality

Materials.

Graininess and similar defects
will show up on any kind of paper,
but they are naturally less appre¬
ciable where the surface of the
paper is itself broken up into a
roughish kind of texture. Such
surfaces, however, do not frequently
lend themselves to close inspection,
and are thus seldom suitable for
small or moderate-sized enlarge¬
ments.
Prints of considerable size can,
of course, be viewed from greater
distances — in which case there is
no objection to (and frequent ad¬
vantage to be gained from) using a
paper of the roughest texture.
Smaller pictures are often seen
at their best on velvet, smooth and
satin surfaced papers — although
several semi-rough papers are
extremely popular with those who
turn out such pictures.
Treatment.

Amidol is frequently recommended
as a print developer, and it must be
219 no other agent
said in its favour that
is able to yield better blacks and
clearer whites. It is imperative.

however, to use this developer
fresh, for amidol solutions made up
five or six days before use may
spoil the finest exposures.
Metol-hydroquinone is almost as
good as amidol in the respect that
its blacks and whites are of a high
standard, and it has the additional
advantage that long periods may
elapse between the time of making
up and ultimate use. However,
the hydroquinone constituent is
prone to become inert in the cold
weather, and this disadvantage may
render a solution absolutely unsuit¬
able for contrast-building.
Other

Where

Points.

the enlargements

are to

be subjected to sepia-toning or to
any chemical method of after-treat¬
ment it is best to use only plain
hypo for the fixing-bath. In all
other cases, there is no doubt that
the acid fixing possesses undeniable
advantages both in the checking of
continued development and in the
prevention of stains.
Washing should be thorough, but
neither this nor drying differs in any
way from familiar procedure.
Prints that have been made by
enlargement to the high degree of
ten or twelve diameters frequently
show exaggerated blemishes not
appreciable in the original negatives.
These, of course, require eradication,
which can be simply effected by
spotting.
An unusual amount of such hand¬
work on a finished enlargement may
attract attention unless carefully
concealed. Fortunately, a few rubs
with a wax paste and final polishing
are ordinarily sufficient to blend all
hand-work with the photographic
base, and the resultant print should
compare very favourably with others
made in the days when quarterplate itself was only a small size
from which to make enlargements.
7
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ED CHALK

TONES

By

N. A. SQUIRE.

on Bromide

IT is surprising to most photographers who consider

produced by the soda-sulphide method will not as a
rule give a good red chalk tone, but a salmon-red or
pink
that is generally unsatisfactory for the majority
of subjects.)
The chemicals required for the process are few, though
a trifle expensive in these days of “ gold rushes.” A
hypo-alum bath and an ordinary sulphocyanide gold
toning bath, a few drops of hydrochloric acid and
some soda chloride (common salt) , are all that is
required.
First the print must be toned to a good sepia in an
ordinary hypo-alum bath. The sepia print is then
thoroughly washed for one hour and transferred to the
following gold-toning bath :
Gold chloride
. .
. .
. .
. .
i gr.
Ammonium sulphocyanide . .
. .
. . 10 grs.
Water
. .
. .
..
. .
. .
2 oz.
Hydrochloric acid . .
• Sodium chloride (common
Mix in the order given.

scenes, white-washed cottages bathed in sunlight, certain
beach studies (not the much overdone beach group),
and heavy woodland scenes where sunlight plays an
important part in the composition of the picture.
Above all, portraits are particularly suitable for this
treatment. In fact, practically any subject suggesting

glossy or semi-glossy nature. The print should be
normal quality, not too hard nor too soft, but just
ordinary bright bromide print just a trifle darker than
required when finished, as there is a slight loss in
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A gold-toned print properly prepared by the above
method is absolutely permanent.

COVER

THE

. .
. .
salt) . .

In from five to ten minutes the print will be seen to
be changing to a very fine warm brown, gradually
becoming redder until a true red chalk tone is reached,
this taking from fifteen to thirty minutes. When the
process is complete the surplus solution on the print
should be carefull}^ drained back into the toning bath
(so as not to waste any of the valuable fluid) and the
print then washed for thirty minutes and hung up to dry.
It should be noted that the process can be stopped
when the warm brown tone is reached, or at any other

“ warmth ” may be used with success.
Having decided on the subject to be used, a good
black-and-white bromide print or enlargement should
be made. It will be found that a matt or semi-matt
surface is more suitable and pleasing than anything of

DO

Papers

depth in the two toning baths to be used. Briefly, any
print that will tone a good sepia will give a good red
chalk tone. (It should be noted that a sepia print

any print other than the usual black, brown-black,
or sepia bizarre to find how really pleasing a rich
red chalk print can be. It is even more surprising when
one discovers the number of subjects that have a very
definite appeal when toned to this colour, so many
photographers being of the opinion that red, or any
other colour, is sheer bad taste. For many subjects
it has an appeal that no other colour seems to possess,
and for other subjects it is a very refreshing change
from the customary range of from black to sepia.
My first red chalk tones were made more or less for
experiment, but the results were so attractive that
several subjects that at first seemed most unsuitable
were also toned red and the original sepia prints scrapped.
After all, we live in an age of colour — coloured cameras,
typewriters, fountain pens, and even furniture — why
not coloured prints ?
Many subjects will suggest themselves to the reader,
but for a start one cannot go far wrong if his choice is
made from one of the following subjects : Fireside

a
of
an
is
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SIMPLICITY ITSELF
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of the ENTIRE ?

STOCK of FAMOUS 3Jx2l NAGEL («
“TRIUMPH” ROLL-FILM CAMERAS

!

The IKONTA is a real ever-ready camera
for roll-film pictures. A press on the
button and the camera opens and erects
itself automatically for taking the picture.
A second press on the shutter release
completes the operation. Nothing can be
more simple.

VERY
LATEST
MODEL

A focussing adjustment is provided. It is on the lens
mount itself for close-ups, when needed.
The Zeiss Ikon “ red point ” feature — set the focus¬
sing and diaphragm scale to respective red points
and everything is sharp for snapshots at any time
outdoors in a bright light. Examine
an Ikonta
carefully
Ikonta.

and

your

decision

will

be — It must

be

an

The Ikonta possesses the high-class design and
finish always associated with Zeiss Ikon products.

ZEISS IKON

IKONTA
The

Ikonta

is made

for the following

Baby
(16 . pictures
l§"xlj")
Novar
.

NOTHING
HAS

FEATURES

:

48/9

Automatic opening by simply pressing a button at side of cp.mera. Focussing
,
by revolving movement on lens mount. Direct and brilliant view-Hnders. Patent ■
back opening like a book, simple-st possible method of loading ever devised. Covered
art leather, with real leather bellows, RADIONAR
ANASTIGMAT
LENS f/6.3,
S-speed shutter, l/26th, l/60th and 1,/100th sec., T. and B., with special self-portrait
device, new and complete in box, as supplied by makers, with
full instructions. List price £3 128. 6d.
OUR
PRICE
Best

Ij

quality

London-made

Leather

Sling

Case .

^

3J"x2J" with F/4.8 Zeiss Tessar
Compur
shutter

and

4i"x2i" with F/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
f. Ccmpur shutter

and

^M

ZEISS

6s. Od.

TM

OPPORTUNITY

EXCHANGE

Victoria

62, PICCADILLY,
RECent

NEW

24,

W.1

BRANCH

PLEASE

£10

10

0

£12

10

0

IKON

LTD
by all

Our general catalogue will be published on
March 25tb. Registerycur name for a copy.

LTO

0669.

Ill, OXFORD
Gerrard

OPENS

CROSS

MENTION

10 0
4 0

ST., S.W.1

1360.

CHARING

0 0

Ask for our booklet “ A Zeiss Ikon Chat
on Miniature Picture Photography," free
on request.

WESTMINSTER
119, VICTORIA

£4
£4

Zeiss Ikon products are stocked
bigh'class photographic dealers.

E

PHOTOGRAPHIC

£4

11, Mortimer House, Mortimer St., London, W.1

Seven days’ approval against deposit to value
MISS THIS WONDERFUL

F/4.5

Other optical and shutter equipments arc supplied
at prices from £3 : 2:6 upwards.
For particulars
see our catalogue.

OBTAINABLE
ONLY at THE “WESTMINSTER,”
LONDON’S MOST POPULAR DEALERS

DO NOT

sires of pictures

2j" X 1 -1 1 /16ths'' (16 pictures on usual
3J" X 2j" spool) with F/6.3 Novar
3J"x2J" with F/6.3 Novar
..

TO COMPARE WITH THIS IN VALUE
EVER BEEN OFFERED BEFORE.
SPECIAL
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ROLLEIFLEX

A

There’s no need to worry about the quality of your pictures
when you go out with the New Automatic Rolleiflex slung across
your shoulder. You simply choose the subject and the “ Rolleiflex”
does the rest. It thinks for you — has everything that goes for
foolproof working— focussing magnifier,
automatic film-wind, screen showing
picture the right way up, all-automatic
controls. Gives 12 perfect pictures on
3^x2J roll film, or can be adapted
for plates.
With F/4.5
Zeiss Tessar

£10

With F/3.8
Zeiss Tessar

£11:10

Write for 32-page de luxe Brochure and Plateback Prospectus, also name
of nearest dealer,
to R. F. Hunter, Ltd., Sole Importers.

ABOVE. — The groimd-glass screen
shows your picture actual ske
— right way up. The focussing
magnifier enables you to focus
as fine as a hair in a second.

RIGHT.— A twist of the knob on the left
side of the camera sets the diaphragm at
the correct stop ; a knob on the right
sets the shutter speed — while the cam¬
era is in position for immediate action.

R."F. HUNTER
CELFIX

HOUSE, 51, GRAY’S
Phone

LTD.

INN ROAD, LONDON,

: HOLBORN

W.C.1

7311-2.

WRATTEN

LIGHT

FILTERS

As the result of extensive study of sensitizing dyes carried out in the Kodak Research
Laboratories, both the speed and colour sensitivity of Eastman Panchromatic
Films have been greatly increased. The new standards attained necessitated revision
of the series of Wratten Orthochromatic Filters.
The two “K” filters are the same as those previously supplied under these names.
The K3 is now obsolete, the improvements in sensitizing having made it uimecessary.
The two new filters are ;

Kl. A pale yellow filter which should be
used when only a slight colour correction is
needed, or when exposure must of necessity
be short. May be used with any of the
Eastman Panchromatic Films.
K2. A yellow
rection. For use
Panchromaiic
matic Process
Panchromatic

XI. A pale green filter for use with
Eastman Portrait Panchromatic Film by
half-watt
light or for Eastman Super-sensi¬
lamp.
tive Panchromatic Film by daylight or arc

filter giving full colour cor¬
with Eastman Commercial
Film, Eastman Panchro¬
Film and Eastman Portrait
Film.

These filters are not intended for use with a 16 mm.

X2. A deeper green filter for use with
Eastman Super-Si nsitive Panchromatic
Film by half- watt light.
cine-camera, for which special filters are supplied.

A leaflet “New Wratten Filters and their Uses” describes these
filters more fully. It may be had free on application to —

KODAK LIMITED (WRATTEN DIVISION)
KINCSWAY » LONDON W.C.2
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n Easy Way

of REGISTERING

H G col^^ LANTERN-SLIDE
A SIMPLE method of keeping a

lecture set of lantern slides in
correct order, without the la¬
borious operation of looking at each slide
and checking it off with a written list
each time a show is given, is a distinct
advantage to those many photographers
who take up this branch of the hobby.
By using the method described here

Method

of registering an unbroken
slides in box.

set of

not only can slides be put in order
quickly after having been mixed, but it
can be seen at a glance at any time if
any are out of place. The usual practice
of numbering the slides leaves something
to be desired in this respect. The system
also allows for extra slides to be inserted
or withdrawn at any time after the
original set is prepared.

Enlarging

The slides are first of all put together
in the order desired, spots uppermost,
the first slide facing to the front. They
are then packed in a solid block with
the edges in line. A shallow wooden box
of suitable length is useful for this
purpose, with packing to keep the slides
temporarily in place.
Two straight pencil lines in the form
of a pinnacle are now drawn from top
to bottom of the pack as shown in
Fig. I. The base of the pinnacle should
be at the beginning of the set, as it will be
easier to " read ” its splay from top to
bottom than vice versa. Any mixing
of the slides or the removal of any of
them after this will be obvious, as the
continuity of the lines will be broken.
It is an easy matter to adjust the order so
that each slide falls into its proper place.
Now suppose that later on it is de¬
sired to insert additional slides and to
extract others that are no longer required.
If the alterations are considerable it will
be best to erase the original pencil lines
and draw fresh ones. When only one
or two alterations are made, however,
this can be done in the following way :
A new slide is put in its place in the
block and vertical lines drawn on it
connecting those on the two neighbouring
slides. When a slide is withdrawn, the
lines on the two adjacent slides are
erased and the ends of the broken lines
connected by drawing a straight line
across the two slides, as shown in Fig. 2
at the arrow.
If desired, the lines may be painted on
or drawn in white ink. This will make
them easier to see, but it will not be so
simple to erase them afterwards.
When more than one set is used the
second set may be marked with double
lines or painted a different colour, so
that even if the whole of the slides are
mixed together, each individual set can
be extracted without trouble by picking
out the slides with the appropriate
number of lines or colouring.

Dishes

without

I RECENTLY had occasion to make a few 20x16

enlargements, and my largest dishes will admit
nothing bigger than 15x12.
I happen to possess some large pieces of glass used for
glazing prints, so one of them was used for developing and
fixing the enlargements in the following manner.
Having exposed a sheet of bromide paper, I laid it upon
the glass and well wetted both sides under the tap, using
a sponge to ensure a thorough soaking.
Some developer having been poured into a small dish, it
was then applied with the sponge, and it is surprising how
little is required for the job. The sponge was gently moved
about over the surface of the paper, and the image developed
to finality. Test pieces were used to simplify matters and
to avoid possible waste of the large sheets.
The preliminary soaking of the bromide paper and quick

SETS

Should the lines drawn be of a per¬
manent character and it is desired to
insert more than one slide between
any two others, vertical lines can be
drawn across them as indicated, and a
secondary pinnacle line drawn across
the newcomers so that the order among
themselves
can be determined (sec
Fig.
2).

One

or more

slides have

been removed

at

point indicated by arrow. The, four
slides shown in the bracket are additions
to the set ; any

number

can be added.

Adaptations of this method can be
made by each photographer to suit his
particular purpose. ^ The advantages of
the system will be especially obvious
to those who have occasion to show
selections from various sets, as, for
example, at a members’ slide evening or
competition at their camera club.

P. FREDERICK VISIGK.

though gentle application of the developer ensures even
action over the whole area of the paper. Development
being completed, the enlargements were sponged with water
for a moment, and acid hypo applied with another sponge
for a period of ten minutes.
The enlargements having been dealt with individually,
were washed in the bath, though they could have been
washed upon the glass under the tap by constantly turning
them over and using the sponge.
Some smooth wooden boards fixed together could be
used instead of glass, but a few large pieces are always
useful, and now that large pictures have gone out of fashion,
one may often for a nimble shilling (sometimes as little
as sixpence) procure one from the second-hand shop. They
will be found cheaper than the glass alone, and some use
can be found for the frame if not the picture.
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By G. SOUTH.

i\ecora

R^ecently, whilst going through

my

register, picking out here and there
those negatives from which series of
prints could be built up, and placing
them under appropriate headings, I was
more than surprised to note how many
A negative of

The

old Stocks

at Poidton-le-Fylde.

Building up series of pictures is a particularly interesting

branch of photography, and much pleasure can be deri\ ed
from it altogether apart from its being remunerative.
Occasionally, one comes across an object which scarcely
justifies an exposure, but eventually it becomes valuable when
coupled with others of its kind. For example, the photograph of
Ashton Gardens, St. Anne s-on-the-Sea, was nothing more than a
passing snap — an interesting souvenir, taken with a cheap vestpocket camera. Now it is one of several photographs obtained
under similar conditions to be used for illustrating an article on
" Fountains.”
As I write there is before me
a page from an old magazine of
seventeen years ago. Seven
pictures of ‘‘ Sundials Old and
Curious ” fill the page, and all
the sundials differ in construc¬
tion and surroundings. Beyond
the title to each picture no
letterpress appears, but little
imagination is needed to read
the story that is told without
words.

The

Ouaintly Named Inns ” set.
time an ‘‘ Open-Air Stone
into the ” Architectural ”
there is one of an old inn

up one by one, and at different
times. Weeks, months, or even
years may pass in collecting
them.

Flower

Studies,”

and

so

Another — this
Pulpit ” — goes
section. Then
at Ribchester.

This inn has four Doric pillars at the en¬
trance, three of which came from the bed
of the river Ribble, and are said to be of
Roman date. The negative for this is

Since negatives increase so
quickly it is really essential
to keep a register, but he who
embarks on making a series of
pictures will find that even with
such a register a supplementary

“

at Ribchester.

a country inn called ” The House without
a Name,” forms one of the ” Illustrated

Series of photographs sug¬
gested by the reference to
fountains and sundials are built

one is required — one giving a
page to a subject, say one for
Architectural, another for

Inn

recorded under the heading of “ Old Inns,”
but as it also suggests a " Roman Archi¬
tecture ” series it is recorded on that page.
An equally interesting negative is one
of an old livery cupboard. Once used for

Fountain

forth.

at Ashton

Gardens, St. Anne' s-

holding ‘‘ dole ” bread for distribution to
the poor, the cupboard is now an object of
interest in a rnuseum.

on-the-Sea.

12
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SERIES of
Photograjyhs
is the name
belongs.

of the series to which

this

Another set I name is " Old Methods
of Punishments,” and includes " Village
Cross and Stocks,” “ Whipping Post.”

Breaking

Stone

in Lime

Quarry.

Being fortunate to visit a limestone quarry I was enabled
through the good offices of a friend to take a dozen pictures.
I began with the limestone being
taken from its natural surroundings,
and my last exposure showed the
stone being loaded into a railway
wagon ready for despatch. Sets of
prints got together at one time and
at one place are the most profitable,
whether they be of the ” Limestone
Quarry ” kind or a ” How to do
it ” series, or anj^ other.
There is an attraction in making
series of prints just as much

as in

getting single pictures of discon¬
nected subjects. A lively interest
is instilled into these accumulating
boxes of negatives, many of which
may be thought to have served
their purpose, and incidentally an
added zest is given to the photo¬
graphic hobby.

Stone

Pulpit

at Tockholes.

a “ Ducking Stool,” and such like.
Other series could be mentioned, but
those cited give an idea of the lines
along which my series register is compiled.
These one-by-one pictures occasional^
become suddenly topical. Something

Ducking

Stool,

Hall-i'th' -Wood.

happens and they are specially interesting^' and saleable. If the
series-of-pictures collector is not journalistically inclined a magazine
editor will supply any necessary copy on receiving the photographs,
or they may be used as a " spread ” — a set so arranged as to form
a group all over a page. In practice it will be found that during
the time a series is in process of building, ideas continually present
themselves for compiling others.
Whilst some sets are of necessity only built up over a considerable
223
period of time, others can be completed quickly ; as, for example,
my
” Limestone
an hour.

Quarry

” series, which

I collected in a little over
Stocks

and

Cross, Bolton-hy-Bowland.
13
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NOTES
Every week an article will appear under this heading dealing
with a topic of interest to the novice in photography.
MODIFYING

AN

You have probably heard of the

great philosopher, scientist and
mathematician who had two
holes cut in the bottom of a door,
one hole large and the other small,
to permit of the passage of a cat and
a kitten. You may also have noticed
that when I said that the enlarger I
modified had two carriers, one for
^-plate and the other for postcard
size, there was no need for both. It
is a good idea to have a carrier large
enough for the largest negatives to be
used, and then fit it with adapters for
smaller glass negatives. Film nega¬
tives can be sandwiched between two
pieces of clean glass, so that in my
larger carrier I can use film negatives
of all the sizes I have — postcard,
^-plate, 3^X2^ vest-pocket, and so
on, with or without a mask.
Fig. I is a print from the whole of
an old postcard negative. It has
abundance of sea and sky, but the
only feature in the latter to attract
attention is a defect which causes a

ENLARGER.— II.

8th, 1933

L NOTIONS

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER
Jot the

smudge. Fig 2 is from an enlargement
of the essential part of the negative,
and suggests in a' simple way the
possibilities of dealing with part of
a negative which the condenser will
not cover in its entirety.
As I said, my principal use for this
particular enlarger was to make prints
up to whole-plate size, although
there is nothing about the enlarger
to impose any restrictions whatever as
far as size is concerned. Fig. 3 shows
the arrangement I am using for holding
the paper.
The stand has a narrow shelf with
a strip along the front to prevent the
printing frame from slipping forward.
At the top is a wooden turn-button to
.secure the frame here. This is not
really necessary, as the frame just
fits when it is pushed back. I have
a 10x8 frame which also fits when
laid horizontal way. The other side
of the stand is plain, and will take
15x12 paper.
For the printing frame I have a

Fig. I.
set of pieces of glass, 8|x6^ — cleaned
negative glasses in fact. To each one
is stuck a cardboard mask, dark grey
in colour. The largest mask is cut
so that it only just shows round the
opening of the frame ; other, masks
have various openings of different
proportions, and graded down to
about J-plate size. The mask is
dotted in the diagram.
When I have decided which mask is
appropriate I put it in the frame, lay
on the mask an 82 x 6^ piece of white
card, close the back and put the frame
on the easel. It is always put the

234

Fig. 2.
14

same way up, and a stop on the shelf
ensures its being always exactly in
the same position. Then I arrange
my picture on the white card, so that
it fits the mask just as I wish. I can
make the image larger or smaller, raise
or lower it, move it from side to side,
or tilt it either way.
When all this is done, I replaceAhe
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white card with a sheet of paper, and make the exposure.
As the paper is in contact with the cardboard mask, I
get a perfectly sharp edge all round, and can trim the print
with a clear margin if f wish.
In arranging the light I am afraid I cast textbook
theories to the wind ; and to illustrate what happens in
my enlarger I could not truthfully repeat the usual pretty
diagram of the point-of-light source, the cone of rays to the
condenser, and the other cone of rays with its conveniently
sharp point passing through the centre of the lens
diaphragm.
I put in a 150-watt Siemens lamp, which completely fills
the opening from lamphouse to condenser, and also the
red- circular window at the back. It has a sort of opal
globe so that the light is diffused, and does not need fine
adjustments. The light is unnecessarily powerful, but, as
I showed last week, I can easily use and adjust a smaller
lamp if I wish.
In the circumstances it is possible to use the rising front,
because the illumination is not dependent on a cone of rays
passing through the lens. It is also possible to bring the
stops into use with the usual effect, whereas with direct
undiffused condenser light the use of a smaller stop may or
may not demand an increase of exposure. In the ordinary
way, however, I use the lens at its full aperture, especially
as the definition is perfect.
It is a good thing that I can make the stops take effect.

A

FREE-LANCE
NOTE

By L. HUTCHINGS.

The presence of professional pressmen at a local event

generally means that the amateur photographer
has small chance of his photographs being accepted
by the Press. It is not always realised, however, that the
very fact that the pressmen are covering an event may be
the means of his getting at least one acceptance of his
own

photographs.
General

or Local.

Very often the editors of local papers, knowing a function
will be attended by agency men, rely upon them for their
illustrations, and send their own photographer (assuming
they have one) to some other event which has not been

In my early tests with the reformed enlarger I tried a'
J-plate negative with only very slight enlargement — 1|:
diameters to be exact. The lens was at f/4.8, and with

Hip

! Hip

! Hooray

I

otherwise “ covered.” Now the pressmen are probably
there to photograph some person of note who is attending,
and they will endeavour to get that person as prominent
as possible, very often to the complete exclusion of all
locality.
local " bigwigs,”

who

are of no interest outside

their own

The wise amateur accordingly sees that his photographs
give prominence to the local representatives, but include
also the important visitors. If he can get, say, the local
Labour leader chatting with a visiting Tory mayor, so
much the better. The local paper will probably have room
for at least two pictures of an important function, and the
editor will welcome one which he knows his readers did not
see in their daily papers.
A
The

the bromide paper , I was using I found that the proper
exposure was rather less than a second. So I stopped down
the lens to lengthen it to three seconds. ' Even this gives
no time for fancy shading and other tripks.
I have gained my principal object, however. I can
enlarge on a slow chloro-bromide paper in much less time
than was necessary with ordinary bromide paper with a
condenserless enlarger.
W. L. F. W.

accompanying

Typical

Example.

illustration was

taken

at the opening

ceremony of a “ Shopping Week,” not ten miles from Fleet
Street, and a professional pressman (agency man, I think)
was present. He duly recorded the wife of the Lord
Lieutenant cutting the barrier of ribbon. My picture was
obtained with a pocket camera at the moment when the
pressman had packed his camera and was departing. It
shows the populaf Chairman of the Council leading the
cheers for the visitors, and was reproduced in the local paper
225

same size as the pressman’s illustration. Of course it was of
local interest only, whereas the other appeared in several
London daily papers ; but the fee I received paid for my
Amateur Photographer for several months.
15
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Mr. I.
BEYNON

Methods

and Ideals of well-known

Pictorial Workers.

DAVIES.

From information communicated

I MAKE a confession, the con¬

fession of a composite worker,
yet I am not ashamed. For
my aim is ultimately a picture, and,
after all, to produce this with
success the result must possess
aesthetic qualities and individuality,
not always obtainable by a straight
print. Of course, I do not resort

to our Special Representative.

sky on the negative, and orthochromatic plates used in conjunction
with a No. i filter give the ideal
combination for photographing the
necessary evening sk}'.
‘‘ When enlarging I print in the
landscape first, increasing the ex¬
posure in the foreground to darken,
when necessary, and decrease by

The

development

is in amidol

to

increase gradation in the high-lights.
If necessary I apply with an ordinary
camel-hair brush a solution of potas¬
sium ferricyanide mixed with plain
hypo. This bleaching solution I
use very weak, and spend a con¬
siderable time applying and washing
off until the desired result is ob¬
tained.
" After a thirty-minute wash, and
when the print is dry, I sprinkle and
rub lightly over it the finest pumice
powder obtainable, to act as a base
on which to work up the print.
This I do with conte crayon and
pumice powder mixed, so as to
produce a range of gradation, white
to black. I work this into the print
with a
pletion
surface
and fro

stump,
of this
of the
an inch

and upon the com¬
stage I steam the
print, moving it to
from the spout of a

kettle of boiling water. The appli¬
cation of steam softens the gelatine
'of the bromide, and the mixture of
conte crayon and pumice sinks in,
leaving a surface similar to that of
an oiled print.

Outdoor

Reflections.

to the above methods of ‘ jiggerypokery,’ as I have heard it called,
if I can with success obtain a picture
from a single negative.

“A landscape photographed
against the light in the brilliancy of
a summer sun can easily be created
into an alluring picture of eventide
by the addition of a suitable sky.
I use an ordinary plate for the
landscape. This produces a blank

isy 1. Beynon

Davies.

shading with my hand to add dis¬
tance at the horizon. The sky
negative I put a little out of focus
when superimposing on the bromide ;
this modifies the harshness of a
perfectly sharp negative. I find
it useful to make a collection of
sky negatives.
“ I use Artesque bromide paper,
usually the smooth surfaces, finding
this ideal for working up the print.

16
226

" After mounting, my next pro¬
cess is removing any black spots due
to pinholes in the negative ; a
vaccination nib is an ideal instru¬
ment for this work, and when one
becomes adept the largest spots
disappear as if by magic. For white
spots I use lamp-black mixed with
water to the correct tone.
“ My favourite camera is a quarterplate de luxe T.-P. reflex, fitted
with a 6-in. Ross Xpres f/4.5, but
occasionally I use a Cameo 3|X2|
fitted with a Cooke f/4.5 and direct
view-finder — an excellent camera
when

on a walking expedition.”
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NEAR

CHAMPEX.

ByM.
{See article, “ How

I make

my Exhibition Pictures," on the opposite page.)

Beynon

Davies.
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{From

the Advanced

Workers'

Competition.)
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A. C. Millest.
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Interest
et the
rg
Fo
t
y^on’
Human
An

Article for the Out-of -Doors
By

G.

Worker.

S. GRIFFITHS.

Sometimes you must ask the people to pose. Then the
whole object is to get them to look natural and unposed ;
so never spare any trouble to get them just right. Back or
side views are generally most successful.
In any case, the fact remains that many landscapes or
street scenes, while possessing all the components of a good
composition, are not entirely satisfying by themselves. The
addition of a figure adds a definite point of emphasis.
The examples reproduced on this page, for instance, are all
of subjects that in themselves
Sunlit

present possibilities for picture¬
making. The sunlit archway,
the comer shop and the mill ;
all of these minus the figure
would be much less interesting
and complete than they are with
the figures that are included.
So this summer, when you

Arches.

ORDINARY views or
landscapes

can

be

very " Hat ” when
being looked at by a per¬
son for whom they have
no sentimental attraction.

are

Generally these photo¬
graphs are without any
definite fault, except that
they lack a little some¬
thing that would pull
them up above the ordin¬
ary and make them pic¬
tures to be really admired.
This little something that
is lacking is very often
“ human interest ” of the
right sort in the right
place.

on

your

holiday

or have

the camera
don’t inforget
the
human out,
interest
the
landscapes and village scenes.
You will be surprised how much
more intimate it makes them.

The

Corner

Sweet-Shop.

The
photo¬
graphs where this
little touch is
most needed are
generally country
or village scenes ;
but

these

photo¬

graphs,
the per¬
son is tooif near
the
camera, form a
puzzle
as to
whether it is a
portrait of the
person or human
interest. In a
landscape care
should be taken
not to overdo it.
If you
are tak¬
ing
a country
scene, whenever
possible use the
country people,
as they blend in
better with 2the
29
surroundings than
Rainy

Day.

a “ gent in smart
London

clothes.”

17
The

Mill

and

the Miller.
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Photography

By MARION

d

BEST

Now is the time for the enthusiastic camera-user to

attempt the photography of flying gulls. This is
always a fascinating subject for the snapshotter,
but it is one that presents certain difficulties unless
the limitations of the camera are observed. When successful,
however, pictures of flying gulls are always extremely pictorial.
Soon these winter visitors will depart from their favourite
haunts inland, and as the warmer springtime weather approaches
the photographer will have to go to the coast if he wants
pictures of this subject.
At the present time, however, these beautiful birds stiU

Exposure

iji^oth

sec.

easily distributed food will bring a c: v..:
from every part of the neighbourhoo 0
to that spot, and the difflculty at ffi' ':
avoid the mass of fluttering wings u a good composition difficult. b
After the first rush, the birds v 1:
and only a few of the more persist U:
remain. These are the fellows that \ 1:
make the best pictures.
It is necessary for the photograp ;!,
the birds very

closely for some, ii ■

attempting a shot,
general trend of the
choose the right
attempt snapping at

High-Speed

so that he c^'nj
movement of tl ’ i
moment of ex.j:
a mass of birdtiv

Work.

frequent rivers and open spaces in or near towns, and are
also to be seen in country districts following the plough.
The great advantage that offers itself at this time of year is
that a steady increase in the light value enables high-speed
work to be attempted that would not have been possible two
months or even one month ago.
In London, in particular, the common guU is a very familiar
sight during the winter months, particularly in the neighbour¬
hood of the river, along the embankments and in the parks
on the lakes and ponds. They do not need much to attract
them to the place that the photographer may choose for
dealing with the subject. A few pieces of biscuit or other
On
18

230

the Embankment

Wall',-'; E

I" ,
'i
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/

food would need a high-speed
focal-plane shutter to record
them without blur ; but after
a little while it will be realised
that there are moments when
the birds, although still on
the wing, are hovering slowly.
This happens particularly when
they are about to alight either
on the water or on the coping
of the embankment.
Good

pictures are also pos-

Alighting.

11 of <1gulls
laVerging
(ill te to
I renders

Exposure

i/i^oth

sec.

sible with comparatively long exposures while the birds
are in groups on the edge of a wall and not in flight at
all. In most instances it will be found that the ordinary
camera, with a reliable shutter giving i/iooth sec.
exposure, will enable many good flying gull pictures to
be obtained without showing movement.
It is a good plan also to avoid getting the birds too
large on the plate or film space. By photographing them
with the highest speed of the shutter so that they are
small but sharp in the negative, better results are ob¬
tained by enlarging portions of the negative afterwards

rhin out
torte^ will
Idrobably
iq'Vatch
lei .Before
ifise the
jiftis and
Ilf9.
To
Ihing for

Exposure

ijiooth sec.

than would be possible by snapping them “close-up.”
Moreover, by including a considerable number in each
shot of this character, little groups can be taken
out that
make much
better

pictorial
compositions than would
be pos¬
sible if the eye endeavoured to
follow the flying birds and to
snap groups as they appear in
the air. The rapidity with which
these groups change renders this
almost impossible.
If the worker is equipped with
a focal-plane camera and directvision finder he will be able to

Exposure

deal with this subject with less
chance of failure than when using an ordinary camera

ijiaoth

sec.

with a slower speed

shutter, but it is merely by realising the limitations of the shutter and avoid¬
ing shooting at too-rapidly moving birds that the most successful results
are obtained.

ure

1/ 100th

sec.

The high-speed panchromatic films or plates that are now available should
be used, as this enables a slightly smaller stop to be employed with greater
depth of focus. It is best to set the focussing scale for a definite distance
and then watch for the birds and expose at the instant they are approximately
at that distance.
19
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napshot
By F.

The portraiture of children as

done in the studio is not for
the amateur. At one time
amateur portraiture was a very
ng ” was
wearisome task. “ Snappi
anathema, with the result that all
posed subjects appeared
wooden and had a
strained expression.
Children are very
prone to stare at the
camera, especially when

or Portrait ?
A. SHUTT.

lens hood should be used in order
to avoid fog or halation.
For this kind of work the reflex
camera is ideal, but excellent re¬
sults can be obtained with any of the
folding hand cameras if a reliable

strong
fightingareis avail¬
able. There
many
excellent high - power
lamps now to be had
that can be used in
the ordinary lamp¬
holders, and render
snapshot portraiture at
home both simple and
certain.
At the same time,
the amateur is far more

posed, and one’s pa¬
tience soon becomes ex¬
hausted, as does that of
the child. It is unreason¬
able to expect Mary or
Jack to keep still? for
ever. For the amateur

likely to prefer to work
out of doors in the
brighter weather, and
if he keeps his eyes open
he wifi find no lack of

the portraiture of chil¬
dren is really the
“ snapping ” of them
when they are engaged
in some occupation,
something in which they
are genuinely interested.
In outdoor work,
where there is little or
no control of the light¬
ing, and not much
control of background,
careful consideration of
these factors will both
help to contribute to a
better result.
Generally speaking,
strong sunlight is taboo,
and a time should be
chosen when the lighting
is soft, and does not give
harsh contrasts. A back¬
ground should be chosen
which does not clash
with the subject, and is
made to recede into the distance by
the simple expedient of putting it
out of focus. The photograph shown
here illustrates the effect of evening
light and an unobtrusive back¬
ground.
In some cases a more effective
result can be obtained by taking
the photograph contre jour, in which
case the sun wiU be shining almost
directly into the lens. An efficient
20

small cameras with lens of extremely
large aperture (f/3.5 or f/2.9), and
uses this in conjunction with the
high-speed films or plates now avail¬
able, the same procedure can be
followed indoors at night, provided

subjects. When he has
learnt by experience how
to
get good
results
single
figures
he with
may
well experiment with
two or more. Each ad¬
dition to the number
increases the difficulty,
as it is only at somewhat
rare intervals that every
figure is just right as
regards pose and expres¬
sion, and it is none too
easy moment
to “ spot
the
right
and” take
instant advantage of it.

focussing scale is fitted, and the
background is kept as far away as
possible. Exposure should be as
fuU as circumstances permit, the
lens Ishould have a fairly large
aperture (not smaller than f/8), but
a knowledge of the capabilities or
limitations of one’s camera con¬
tributes much to successful results.
If the photographer is fortunate
enough to possess one of the modern
233

An important
sideration,
too,con¬is
whether the result is
intended to be of per¬
sonal or of general
interest. Is it to be a portrait or
a picture ? It may present a very
good likeness of one particular
child, in which case it will mainly
interest those who know the subject ;
or it may be a suggestion of child¬
hood in general, in which case it
will have a much wider appeal. In
the latter case the snapshot wifi be
still more easy, as a realistic likeness
is not essential.
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I. — ‘‘ Two Trees'*
By H. Dearinger.

3. — “ Fxeier Cathedral.'

2. — “ Beach Scene.’*
By G. R. A rmsirong.
4* — “ ^Vhat the Seagulls Satv.‘'
By A. C. Mathieson.

S, 1933

By P. F. Aburn.
5. — “ Doctor’s Gate, Kinder, Derbyshire.”
By F. R&nshaw.
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the opposite page.

IT is a moot point whether the best
, of the subject has been made or
not in No. i of the prints on the

opposite page — ■“ Two Trees,” by H.
Dearinger. There is a well-designed
form of composition ; the proportions
of landscape to sky are just about
right ; and there is an excellent sug¬
gestion of luminosity which confers an
element of artistic attraction.
Scale and
It is true that
ground would not
but the additional

Proportion.
a little more fore¬
be a disadvantage,
amount required is

only slight — one-eighth of an inch
would make all the difference — andthe sky would benefit if the cloud
forms were more marked or better
differentiated.
The chief drawback, however, is the
scale in which the two trees are
rendered. The slight inadequacy of
the foreground combined with the
truncation of the tops of the trees
invites a suggestion of crampedness
and restriction that appreciably im¬
pairs the pictorial appeal. The form
of the trees, as far as they are shown,
is graceful, and, unless there is some¬
thing unexpected about their growth,
it need not be anticipated that if the
whole were included their shapes would
be any less attractive.
It is far more likely that the reverse
would be the case, and the form of the
whole be more pleasing than the part.
In dealing with trees in this way it
usually happens so, and had the tops
been included, together with a suffi¬
cient margin above, the feeling of
restriction would have been avoided.
In effect, the scale of the trees is
too great for the proportions of the
picture, and, pretty obviously, the
required adjustment could only have
been obtained by the adoption of
another and more distant viewpoint.
Choice

of Stance.

That expedient — choice of stance — is
the only practical way in which the
arrangement could be corrected. The
composition would not be likely to
bfe affected to any extent, assuming
that no intruding branches made their
appearance on either side, nor would
the distance or the sky be appreciably
altered. In these circumstances, and
considering the good points of the

print in other respects, it is somewhat
surprising that the advantages of a
more distant viewpoint have been
overlooked.
However, it is impossible, in the
absence of definite knowledge of the
locality, to dogmatise upon the point,
as it may well be that something or
other, of which there is no indication,
prevented the application of the
suggestion.
Still, the picture has been useful in
illustrating an ideal way of treating
trees in landscapes of similar type, and
no doubt the points advanced will
be useful when like subjects are
tackled in the future. In No. 2,
” Beach Scene,” by G. R. Armstrong,
the proportions of landscape to sky
are reversed, and, there being little to
attract in the latter as opposed to the
interest of the former, there is justifica¬
tion for such an arrangement.
Relative

Attraction.

If the sky has the greater attraction
it should be allowed the greater space,
and if the landscape Is more interesting
it may be entitled to a greater propor¬
tion than the sky.
Here, while the sky has a hint of
cloud, the shore, graced by the
diminutive figure, claims the greater
share of the attention, and its relative
size is justified. Were the figure
nearer, and shown on a larger scale,
the justification would be more em¬
phatic, but the arrangement does
suffice to illustrate the contention.
What should be avoided is an equal
division, both sky and landscape
occupying equal proportions. One or
other must attain a preponderance
of interest, and whichever it is should
be allowed the greater space, for
anything approaching actual equality
is essentially intolerable in a work of
art. In certain circumstances, of
which there is an example in No. 4,
” What the Seagulls Saw,” by A. C.
Mathieson, it may be possible to
dispense with the sky altogether.
The line of sight may be somewhat
extreme, the foreshortening of the
figures being rather too pronounced ;
235and the resulting
but, apart from this
impression of eccentricity, there is no
reason why such a scheme of arrange¬
ment should not be adopted. It has

at least an element of originality, and
the appeal this quality confers, and,
had the figures been more recognisable
and free from distortion, the picture
might have been very pleasing indeed.
The

Normal

Viewpoint.

“Doctor’s Gate ” (5), by F. Renshaw,
reverts to a more normal viewpoint,
and while there is, quite rightly, more
of the landscape than the less attractive
sky, the shape of the print is long
in proportion to its width, and at
least three-eighths of an inch could be
advantageously removed from the top.
As a matter of fact, the subject is
one that would be better treated as
a horizontal instead of a vertical, for,
of its nature, it seems to want width
rather than height. Most landscapes,
unless they contain pronounced ver¬
ticals, appear more suitably dealt with
as horizontals, though, incidentally.
No. I, with its trees, might be equally
well shown either way.
With No. 5, the long lines of the
hills demand a greater width for their
expression, and the vertical shape
seems to cut them off prematurely.
Taken the long way of the plate, this
objection would not arise, nor is there
anything in the picture, as it now
excluded.
appears, that would be undesirably
The

Way

of the Plate.

A subject like “ Exeter Cathedral ”
(3), by P. F. Aburn, with its great pre¬
ponderance of vertical lines, will
naturally require to be treated as a
vertical picture.
Taken the horizontal way of the
plate, the scene would appear most
inappropriate, and all the sense of
4ignity and height, now so well
expressed, would be entirely missing.
The effect of light, too, is an appealing
embellishment ; but it could be wished
that the convergence of the lines
towards the top — caused by the
camera being tilted — had been avoided.
It might have been if the camera had
been kept perfectly level, but, now
that the negative is made, the only
way in which the defect can be cor¬
rected is by printing by projection or
through an enlarging lantern, either
negative or easel being tilted till the
vertical lines are parallel with the
edges

of the paper.

“ Mentor.”
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Victorial Analysis

Every week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

ON

THE

For all practical purposes, the

subject material of this picture
may be regarded as composed
of one part landscape to two parts
sky, the projection of the upstanding
cliff on the right being disregarded.
In this respect, it sustain^ the con¬
tentions advanced on the preceding

page and exemplifies that the pro¬
portion in question is most appropriate
where the sky has an appreciable
measure of attrac¬
tion.
The

Horizon

SOUTH

COAST,”

hy /. H. Clark,

In the example under discussion,
however, the conventional proportions
have been wisely chosen, for there is
nothing in the subject necessitating
such special treatment.
It is a straightforward and attractive
subject dealt with on sound and
traditional lines. Its main appeal lies
in the effect of sunshine on the white
cliff (i) on the right, while the feelings
of air and space, of luminosity and

place scene. Its ordinary appearance
is transformed in such a way that the
sunlight, and not the subject material
itself, becomes the attraction and the
motive of the picture.
In this rests its pictorial appeal.
The other attributes — space and lumi¬
nosity^ — add not only to the artistic
content but enhance the effect, and,
combined, make a very pleasing work.
It might,

Level.

perhaps, have been im¬
proved by a very
slight shading off
towards the upper

The projection of
the chff does not

right-hand corner,
and it would have

really count, because
it is the level of the
horizon that is the

proved
no disadvan¬
tage had
it been
found the
possible
in¬
clude
whole to
of the

governing factor,
and, whether visible
or not, it is that
that determines the

upper
edge the
of the
allowing
skycliff,
to
run right along the

proportion from the,
artistic standpoint.
It would not do,
of course, for the
line of demarcation
between land and

top from side to side.
Distance

There would be no
loss of dignity,
neither

sky to be placed in
the middle of the
print, even if,
possible, but not
probable, the
of the horizon

the

Rather
reverse,
any
way the
diminished.
and, besides, such an
arrangement
would
avoid
something
of

one-third up from
the base. Otherwise,
it is the horizon that

the sky, or, inevitably, it would
detract from the pull which should be
exerted by the lower portion.

would

feeling of height nor
impressiveness be in

as is
very
level
were

is responsible for the
relative proportions,
whatever the projections that occur
above it. It may be also advisable
to mention that, in landscape gen¬
erally, it is preferable that the sky,
notwithstanding the fact that it may
not possess the chief interest, should
be allotted somewhere about twothirds of the picture space. It should
exhibit some attraction, for most
landscapes seem incomplete without
it. but it is only in those cases where
there is special interest in the fore¬
ground, or the nature of the viewpoint
demands it, that the landscape portion
should be allotted the major space.
Naturally, in cases such as these,
there should be but little interest in

in

Perspective.

light, and the beauty of the nicelyclouded sky also contribute in no small
measure towards the success it attains.
The cliff in question, in view of its
brightness of tone, its position in the
picture space, and its commanding
size, assumes the function of principal
item. It dominates the whole picture.
Its brightness is emphasised both by
the strong dark of the foreshore and
the slighter difference in tone between
it and the sky behind.
Under an ordinary lighting it is
doubtful if such an effect would obtain,
but, with the sun at a low level, the
white face of the cliff glows with the
radiance of the full force of the sun¬
light. The fact is one that lends an
aspect of unusual beauty to what
would otherwise be but a common¬

section

devoted

the sense of trunca¬
tion also shown in
No. I of the prints
reviewed in the
to beginners.

It may be that there is more in the
negative than is shown in the print,
and, in this event, no doubt advantage
will be taken of the suggestion.
In other respects, the
delightful and wonderfully

particularly in its impression of dis¬
tance and space. This impression
owes its existence to the well-marked
recession of planes in aerial perspective,
the contrasts being merged and the
general tones lightening as the dis¬
tance increases. The effect is con¬
tinued up to, and is repeated in, the
sky. The distinction between near and
far clouds is readily perceptible, and,
though it is not easy to reproduce this
effect, it is most attractive, when, as
here, it is done.

22
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work is
pleasing,
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Editor
[etters to the
RETOUCHING
Sir, — Will some

advocate

SMALL

NEGATIVES.

of the ultra-small

negative

kindly

tell us what is his procedure when he has taken a half-length
portrait on a 36x24 mm. film and wants to retouch the, face
preparatory to enlarging to 12 X 10 in. ?
It is no answer to say that he never takes portraits, or that
negatives on panchromatic stock do not need any retouching,
and it is assumed that he has to produce 100 prints of the size
mentioned, so that it is manifestly impossible to do all the work
on the prints.
Thanking you for. the space for this letter, and hoping for an
answer to the above comparatively mild problem. — Yours,
etc.,
D. AUSTIN.
WIDE-ANGLE

LENS

FOR

REFLEX,

Sir, — I have watched the correspondence on the above
subject with interest, for, like your correspondents, I have felt
the need for a shorter focus lens than that usually fitted to these
instruments. I have had much correspondence with the
manufacturers of my instrument, who say that it is not pos¬
sible to fit anything shorter on the ^ -plate pattern than a
6-in. lens.
These long-focus lenses are extremely useful for certain
subjects — such as portraits — when used at full aperture,
where it is an advantage to have the background softened.
But when all-over detail is required, stopping down becomes
essential, and the usefulness of a high-priced lens is lost.
The swing front is an advantage in this respect, but does not
entirely take the place of a shorter focus lens. The main
source of trouble seems to be in the construction of the lens
itself, which, in order that it may be neatly covered with a
hinged sky-shade, must not project too far. To make this
possible, the lens barrel is sunk into the interior of the instru¬
ment, which has to be cleared by the mirror. This portion of
the lens measures some li in., and were it outside the camera
body, would enable a lens of 4i-in. focus to be fitted. The old
fashioned field camera, with its enormous rising front, had the
lens so fitted that the back combination was flush with the
lens panel. Certainly it projected some distance beyond the
panel, but what of that !

Exhibitions
Notices of forthcoming

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
Entries, March 31. Rules in issue of February 22.
“ Nature in Winter ” Competition. £10 in cash and
books by Beverley Nichols awarded as prizes by Jona¬
than Cape, Ltd. Closing date, March 31. Entries
to be addressed to “ Nature in Winter ** Competition,
The Amateur Photographer, Dorset House, Tudor Street,
London, E.C.4. For further particulars see issue
dated January 11.
South London P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open,
February 18-March 19. Hon. Exhibition Secretary,
B. C. Rayment, 44, Priory Road, Kew, Surrey.
Scottish

National

Salon, Aberdeen. — February

March II. Secretary, Miss
Watson Street, Aberdeen.

Hilda

and

exhibitions and competitions

M.

18-

Bailey, ' 63,

Pittsburgh Salon. — Open, March 17-April 16.
Secretary, B. H. Chatto, 1300, Milton Avenue, Pitts¬
burgh, 18, Pa., U.S.A.
Birkenhead P.A. Annual Exhibition. — Open,
8-1 1. Secretary, F. W, C. HoUett, 8, Snowdon
Birkenhead.

March
Road,

Birmingham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open,
March 4-18. Particulars from G. G. Heathcock,
Essex House, 27, Temple Street, Birmingham.
G.E.R. Mechanics Institute P.S. Exhibition. — Open,
March 7-8. Hon. Sec., A. G. Barker, 24, Willow
Street, Romford, Essex.
Prague International Salon. — Open, April 8-22.
Organised by Association of Czechoslovak Amateur
Photographic Societies, Riegrovo Nabiezi, 22, Prague
II, Czechoslovakia.

The
the

Editor

is not

opinions

responsible

for

of his correspondents.

Now, a 4^-in. lens will give quite a wide angle picture on a
J-plate, and considerable depth at large apertures, and I
would sacrifice the flush mounting of the sunk lens for these two
advantages. If a 4|-in. lens was mounted so that its back
combination was flush with the back of the lens panel, the
camera body could be shortened to the minimum required to
permit the swing of the mirror. This would reduce both size
and weight, and enable more rising front to be used than with
the sunk lens.
I do not know whether this could be accomplished by the
makers. Perhaps a sunk lens-box would overcome the difficulty,
and make it possible to use both long- and short-focus lenses.
But the makers say “ No.” I expect the modern amateur
would rather have his lens sunk, at the expense of depth of
focus, in order to obtain a neat instrument. Well, well. —
Yours, etc.,
CLARENCE
PONTING.
A CHROMIUM
Sir, — Yesterday,

having

INTENSIFIER
reason

to intensify

TIP.
an Agfa

" Super¬

pan ” roll film in chromium intensifier, I was surprised to see
the film turn the colour of a tri-colour blue filter. To your
readers who may have experienced similar results I would
point out that the film may be brought back to its original
state by placing it in a metabisulphite bath. — Yours, etc.,
A. R. TURPIN.
A
Sir, — I have

PERSONAL

made

so many

good

NOTE.
friends

during

my

36 years’

association with the photographic industry that I hope you
will allow me to use your columns to announce that, consequent
on my recent serious illness (from which, I am thankful to say,
I have made' a wonderful recovery), and the advice of my
doctors to pursue a business of a less strenuous nature, I have
resigned my directorship in Ensign Limited, Fordham and
Co., Ltd., and The Houghton-Butcher Manufacturing Co.,
etc., retaining my position as a Director of The British Photo¬
graphic Industries, Ltd., which controls the group.
May I at the same time thank you for the many courtesies
you have extended to me, and say that I am still an ardent
” amateur

photographer.” — Yours, etc., ISIDOR

JOSEPH.

Competitions

will be included

here every week

if particulars

Chicago World’s Fair International Exhibition, 1933.
— Entries, April i ; open, June i-October 31. En¬
quiries to “ 1933 Salon,” Chicago Camera Club, 137,
North Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March 29April I. Secretary, Walter Selfe, 24, Pembury Road,
Clapton, E.5.
Bolton Camera Club International Exhibition. —
Entries, March 8 ; open, April 1-8. Further particulars
and entry forms from John B. Adshead, 69, Hastings
Road, Bolton, Lancs.
Victorian (Australia) International Salon (Melbourne
Athenaeum Art Gallery). — Open, April 24-May 6.
Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junction, Camberwell,
E.6, Melbourne, Australia.
Barry C.C. International Salon. — Entries, March ii ;
open, March 20-25. Particulars from J. H. Wnite,
ExMbition Secretary, Barry Camera Club, Y.M.C.A.,
Barry, South Wales.
Bishop Auckland P.S. Annual Salon. — Entries,
March 14 ; open, March 22-25. Entry forms from
T. Ambler, 18, Ray Gardens, Cockton Hill, Bishop
Auckland, Co. Durham.
Derby Rly. Inst. P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entries,
March 20 ; open, April 6-8. Exhibition Secretary,
J. Condie, Railway Institute, L.M.S. Rly., Derby.
Bridge of Allan and District Pnotographic Society
237
International Salon. — Entries,
March 28 ; open,
April 15-29. Particulars from Mrs. Brown, Jun., The
Studio, Bridge of Allan, Scotland.
Nottingham and Notts P.S. International Exhibition.
Twenty awards for prints and slides. Special prize

are sent by the responsible organisers.
for best Colonial print. — Entries, March 29 ; open
April 6-3. Hon. Secretary, T. Finch, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Puotographic papers please copy.)
Brighton and Hove C.C. Annual Exhibition (one
class open to members of clubs in Kent, Sussex and
Hampshire). — Entries, April i ; open, April 10May 6. Exhibition Secretary, R. J. Dotting, 71,
East Street, Brignton.
Third International Salon, San Diego, Fine Arts
Gallery (under auspices of Camera Enthusiasts of
San Diego). — Entries, April i ; open, April 21-May
14. Particulars from Miss Ruth Kilboume, 4225,
Arden Way, San Diego, California, U.S.A.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Annual
Exhibition (Open Classes). — Entries, April 6 ; open,
April
2S-May 7. Particulars from J. Ainger Hall, Hon.
S.W.rg.
Exhibition Secretary, 10, Kitson Road, London,
Beckenham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, April
6-12. Secretary, F. H. Elliott, 3ra, Worbeck Road,
Anerley, S.E.zo.
Midland Salon, City Art Gallery, Leicester. — En¬
tries, May 6; open. May 27-June 24. Particulars
from Hon. Secretaries, W. Bailey and A. E. Tracey,
Cank' Street, Leicester.
Northern Puotographic Exhibition (Bradford). —
Entries, May 13 ; open, June 17-August 20. Entry
forms from A. Greenwood, Myrtle Dene, Harrogate
Roal, Bradford.
Cardiff^C.C. World’s Masters Salon. — Entries, May
14; open, June 9-24. Entry forms and particulars
23
from G. H. Palmer, Hon. Exhibition Secretary,
Y.M.C.A., Cardiff.
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For

Home

Viewed
^

Portraiture.

A new popular-priced lamp for home portraiture, sold
complete and ready for use at a guinea, is the tempting
offer which Sands Hunter & Co. (37, Bedford Street,
Strand, W.C.2) are making. It is the “ Neron-Nitraphot ”
Model K Lamp and Reflector, and it is a new type designed
for the benefit of the amateur worker who does not wish
to spend the larger sums which a professional or semiprofessional outfit requires.
This lamp stands on a short pedestal, with the globe
mounted in a bowl-shaped aluminium reflector, with a
diameter of nine inches.
This throws
on

the light well

the object — or should

I not rather say “ per¬
son ” ?— which is to be
photographed.
Its 200-watt Nitraphot
lamp gives a good flood of
light, so much, in fact, that
an exposure of one second
to two seconds is adequate
in many instances at f/4.5,
provided that plates of a
reasonable degree of colour
sensitivity, such as the
leading brands of ortho
plates of high speed, are
used.
The lamp has a total life of eight to ten hours, and
allowing for focussing, as well as for the actual length of
the exposure, a reflex worker using an f/4.5 lens (or as
some of us prefer, an f/3.5) can get quite a large number of
indoor portraits from its use before the lamp shows signs
of exhaustion.
The nine feet of flex allow plenty of freedom in move¬
ment. The lamp has a thumb switch, well placed at the
back for easy manipulation, and though the lamp is made
to stand on a table or shelf, it will no doubt be used primarily
as a hand-lamp, held in the hand for one second or two
seconds — a use for which it is well designed.
When the lamp needs renewal, a new globe costs no
more than 8s. 6d., a point which will not escape the notice
of those i6-mm. enthusiasts whose projector lamps cost
four or five times that price.
In writing for an outfit it is necessary to state the voltage
of the circuit on which it is to be employed.

Reviewed

by J.E^.

and the Model II being that the second has a focussing
distance-meter incorporated in the camera body, and
linked up with the focussing mount.
Press a button and the “ Peggy ” flies open to the in¬
finity point. The lens panel is held by two strong double
cross-struts which give it no chance to wobble. To operate
it you first wind the film onward ; press the front inward
to set the shutter, and press the release on the top. It is
quick in operation, and the shutter release is a gem among
its kind.
On the Model I, which I handled, there is a good tubular
view-finder for eye-level use. The focussing scale is on a
dial on top of the camera, and there is a depth-of-field
scale for those who need it. The knob of the film-winder
is hollow, and stores a yellow filter.
A novel device which will appeal to many photographers
is the little knife which can be brought into play when the
photographer "wants to develop a film without waiting till
the rest of the 36 exposures have been made. You wind
the film forward one frame after the “ urgent ” exposure
has been made, and then pull a little knob which draws a
tiny knife across the film. The " urgent ” negative is,
of course, wound into the spool chamber before the cut
is made, and the film chamber can then be removed for
immediate development. You thread up the remainder
of the severed film and go ahead again.
A beautiful piece of precision work, as these small
cameras must be, the “ Peggy ” costs from £22 upwards,
according to its optical equipment. At £22 it has an f/3.5
Tessar, but it can be supplied with a number of lenses,
including the Hugo Meyer f/2.9, and the Meyer Makro
Plasmat f/2.7, or with the f/2.8 Tessar. It takes daylight¬
loading spools.
Fast

Gevaert

Film.

The Gevaert firm (Gevaert, Ltd., Walmer Road, North
Kensington, W.io), who have always provided good material
with high speed, have given film-pack users the advantage
of their Express Super Ortho emulsion, which is really
high-speed material. The Express film packs, which I have
just tried, are labelled 1400 H. & D. and 23 Scheiner.
As H. & D. values mean one thing to one person and another
thing to another — and cannot always take account of the
differing sensitivity of 'fast materials in a yellow afternoon
lighting — I am not prepared to say Yes or No on the
question of 1400 H. & D. ; but I will say that the trials
1 gave revealed these film packs to be of real high speed

Another of those jolly little hand cameras, which take
36 pictures on a 50-in. strip of standard cinematograph
film, has come into the British market from Germany — the

and with a good range of tone-rendering.
As they are backed in the modern way, I found (as
foretold in certain German textbooks) that this backing
dissolved out of the film much more satisfactorily when

‘‘ Peggy ” Camera, from the well-known house of Krauss,
of Stuttgart (distributor in Britain, Mr. A. O. Roth, 85,
Ringstead Rd., Catford, S.E.6).
There are two models, the difference between the Model I

metol-hydroquinone was used for development than when
pyro-soda was used. So I pass the hint along.
Gevaert now provide also a good fast film for the Leica
camera with an easy method of loading it into the Leica.

The

Peggy”

Camera,

for 36

Exposures.
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mateur
Cinematography

NEWS,
NOTES
AND
MATTERS
OF
IN¬
TEREST
FOR
ALL CINEMATOGRAPHERS
USING AMATEUR
CINfi APPARATUS.

Juvenile Projectors “ ACTINOGRAPHIST.”
“ Toy ” projectors occupy a peculiar position at the moment. They are not at all representative of cinematography
as practised by a vast body of serious amateurs ; yet their sales indicate a certain popularity, and it cannot be said
that the more efficient machines are beneath the notice of those who are only mildly interested in home projection.

JUVENILE projectors are seldom
numbered amongst the primary
interests of serious amateurs.

They have too many limitations, for
one reason ; and for another — well, the
real enthusiast always buys the best
he can afford.
But not always are the amateur’s
interests entirely his own. He may,
for example, be anxious to gratify the
desire of his favourite nephew to own
a workable cinematograph. Or it may
be that the “ still ” photographer — not
wishing to withdraw too much from
his own endeared hobby — may still
wish to project home pictures in an
inexpensive way.
Particularly amongst the instru¬
ments referred to I would include the
Path6scope “ Kid ” and the Kodak
“ Kodatoy,” with the “ Ensign 50 ”
as an instrument for the worker just
advancing from the juvenile class.
Limitations.

Possibly, owners

of apparatus

of the

(“ Kodaplays,” etc.) are usually suffi¬
cient for the needs of the youthful

to hand cranking, but its use is hardlyjustified unless the projector is adapted

projectionist.
Neither is it necessary to suffer
particular difficulties from the poorer
lighting. It is true that a picture of
orthodo.x dimensions will be very
difficult to obtain, but the juvenile
owner of a toy machine will in most
cases be satisfied with a smaller

to accommodate

longer films.

How¬

ever, only the “ Kodatoy ” and the
“ Ensign 50 ” are at present catered
for with this improvement.
With the aid of the motor drive,
full-length library films can, of course,
be shown without incurring the slight¬
est wrist fatigue ; but it will be neces¬

picture. Nor must it be forgotten
that screens sold particularly for use
with the machines in question are
just large enough to show a viewable
picture of a brilliancy which closely
compares with that often seen in

sary in the case of the “ Kodatoy ”
to purchase a pair of extension arras
• — with geared rewind — to accom¬
modate the larger spools upon which
these films are wound. Neither these

" grown-up ’’ projection.
With a view to eliminating,

in connection with
the original arms

or, at

least, to reducing, some of the short¬
comings referred to, the manufacturers
have placed on the market some
very valuable accessories. Foremost
amongst these from the viewpoint of
utility, is an electric driving-motor.
This automatically removes any objec¬
tion the youthful possessor may have

nor similar accessories will be required
the " Ensign 50,“
of which are of

sufficient length comfortablythe full 400-ft. spools.

to take

The Pathescope “ Kid ” projector
— for g-mm. films only — is not supplied
with the firm’s super-attachment arms,
for these, like the motor, cannot easilv
be attached in usable positions.
And now, with regard to the

type now under discussion may imag¬
ine themselves slighted by my earlier
remarks on the limitations of juvenile
projectors. Do they not do all that
their owners ask of them ? And was
not a ‘‘ Kodatoy ” (possibly with
slight modifications) used by the
Kodak representatives during their
colour show at the Royal Photographic
Society’s recent exhibition ? And have
not toy projectors been used to give
shop-window displays ? They have ;
but it nevertheless remains that they
have their limitations, and no sensible
owner would prefer to
livious of their existence.

remain

ob¬

Amongst these limitations, all of
which exist in the case of the two
cheapest instruments, are the follow¬
ing : (i) An inability to accommodate
lengthy reels and subjects ; (2) poorer
lighting than that which goes with
more serious instruments, and (3)
a necessity for hand cranking.
It might with justice be held that
the first of these disadvantages is
of comparatively little significance,
since the happy, shorter subjects
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limitations of light, it must be re¬
marked that larger lamphouses and
more powerful lamps can be fitted on
almost any projector ; but this is not
always safe, and is certainly not
economical. A far better plan is to
use only a beaded or other efficient
screen of reasonably small dimensions
and to rely upon films of extreme tonal
contrasts for the rest.

Each maker of the projectors under
discussion has his own stock of suitable
films, nor can any complain that he
is slow in bringing this fact to the
notice of his customers. Two of them
issue without charge their monthly
magazines — which contain details of
printed films both for sale and for
hire, whilst most of the dealers have
a fair stock of relevant booklets

9.5-mm.
Some

observations

upon

recent

By D. CHARLES

experiments

OTTLEY

There is much to be said in

favour of 9.5-mm. stock. Among
the reasons are : Economy of up¬
keep, perfection of performance, beauty
of workmanship and moderation of
expenditure. Erom a strictly technical
viewpoint, also, there are reasons
for favouring the efficient non-flam
base with the neat central perforations
and the amazing overall strength.
One of them directly affects projection
and accounts for the practically
flickerless picture obtained. Eor these
(and other) reasons, a small body of
professional workers (fully conversant
with standard sound-recording and
sound reproduction) set out to in¬
vestigate the possibility of producing
a 9.5-mm. sound band — and success¬
fully produced one.
It is not yet a commercial propo¬
sition, the reason being not so much
one of cost, as one of foolproofness.
For a commercial product to be
successful it must be easy to handle,
cheap to produce, and capable of giving
satisfactory results. The 9.5-mm.
sound track is capable of giving superb
results — ^but no liberties must be taken
in manipulating it.
A suitably designed sound head,
complete with the necessary optical
equipment and supplementary take-up,
should retail at about the same price as
the standard Path6 mechanism, namely:
£6 15s. This would include the neces¬
sary first-stage amplifier which would
be housed on the sound head base.
The recording camera could probably
be produced at the same price as the
standard Motocamera (and here again
the small amplifying unit would be
included in the one price).
When compared with existing prices
of talking equipment available (on
i6-mm. stock) the cost is very
moderate, and results obtained with
experimental equipment are extremely
encouraging. Using the type of track
known technically as the " variable
area,” the frequency response is up to
professional standards.

Sound

of a sound

Gaumont-British

At the outset of experiments we
were called upon to decide whether
the notched title (exclusive to all
Path^scope equipment) was to be
allowed for or not. Amateurs will
know that by its means
film are saved where

many feet of
titles, stills,

etc.', are concerned. Bearing in mind
the fact that some films now produced
by Path6 are notched and some are
not (in view of the greatly increased
wattage consumption of new-type
illuminants) we decided to use the de¬
clutching mechanism on the projector
only when a musical accompaniment
was being given to the screen image.
In speech sequences the film-run
must be continuous.
The fact that the driving motor
does not stop during the projection of
a title, enables a musical accompani¬
ment from the sound film to be main¬
tained even though the mute film
(picture film) is stationary.
Other decisions of fundamental im¬
portance had to be made, many of
them directly depending upon the
result of experiments made in the
laboratory. The first of these had to
do with speed. Let it be stated here
that the existing driving motor is not
suitable for sound reproduction when
a notched film is used. When the
claw is in the de-clutch position there
is an appreciable increase in speed,
and for sound reproduction of any
kind speed must be constant.
Furthermore, the sound film must
travel at exactly twice the speed of
the mute film. This could be ob¬
tained by suitable gearing (using the
one motor) but the extra load imposed
is not advisable, and the easiest
solution is a slightly larger motor of
different design, equipped with two
pulleys, one to carry the driving belt
to mechanism and the other the
driving belt to sound head.
Primary considerations in the design
of the sound head constituted : (a)
location of optical system, comprising
exciter lamp, guide gate, smoothing
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other

literature from

all makers.

Short subjects in both i6-mm. and
g-mm. can be bought outright for a
shilling or two, and the 400-ft. reels
in i6-mm. can be hired at rates as
low as one shilling per reel. The
latter, by the way, include reduction
prints of professional dramas, com¬
edies
kind. and cartoons of almost every

on Film

in the production

{Sound Manager,

and
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track

on Pathe

stock.

Picture Corporation).

roller, track mask, objective lens and
vacuum type selenium cell, and (b)
provision for taking up the film on a
separate spool synchronised with the
standard take-up equipment on the
Objections, in more ways than one,
projector.
are by no means absent in the idea
of a 9.5-mm. sound track. The more
obvious are : (i) 600 ft. of sound film
will be required to provide continuous
speech for 300 ft. of (continuous) mute
film. When a notched film is used
there will be a considerable difference
in the respective lengths of the sound
and mute films ; (2) it is not mechani¬
cally sound to have a spool of greater
capacity than 600 ft. (maximum),
which leads to the conclusion that a
single reel (notched) musical film will
have to be less than 300 ft. when
purchased for presentation.
There are also advantages over any
other system, the chief of which is that
although it will require a 6oo-ft. reel
to provide sound to a standard
300-ft. film, the actual cost (in footage)
will not be one penny more than the
cost per foot of the mute film, since
the 6oo-ft. sound film carries a double
track.
In our laboratory tests we produced
a doubje track, situated one on either
side of the central perforations. For
convenience in handling it could be
arranged that when one track had
been run through the sound head the
spool could merely be replaced on the
top spool-holder and the other track
run through (thus dispensing with
rewinding). Thus, in a four-part pic¬
ture (assuming that dual equipment
was being used and a continuous
performance aimed at) two spools
of sound film only would be required,
spool No. I carrying the speech for
reels Nos. i and 3, and spool No. 2
carrying speech for reels 2 and 4.
In the meantime, however, it is
interesting to know that not very
far ahead is the possibility of sound
'on 9.5-mm. film.
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Societies

will have their meetings

Wednesday,
Accrington
Birkenhead

C.C.
P.A.

The Week^s Meetings

announced

March

here if the syllabus is sent to us at the beginning

8th.

Birmingham P.S. ” Hairdressing through the Ages.” Harold Baker.
Borough Poly, P.S. “ How Horatius kept the Bridge.” M. G. Oliver.
Brighton and Hove C.C. “ Motoring among the Alps.” E. Miskin. ^
Cheltenham A. P.S. “ Autochromes of France, Germany, Italy, Switzerland,
Louis Barrow.

Bromley
C.C.
Exhibition

W. Swarbrick.

Leek

Birkenhead

P.A.

Annual

Exhibition

Sunday,
‘‘Awheel

March

Monday,

Wednesday,

in

India.”

11th.

and Fylde P.S.

” The

15th.
W. A. Clark,

L. W.

Edinburgh P.S. “ The Beginner and his Troubles.’* Win. Geddes.
G.E.R. Mechanics Inst. P.S. Criticism of Exhibition.
Ilford P.S. ” The Doone Country.” R. H. Lawton.
Leicester and L.P.S. “ Composition.” T. H. Houghton.
Partick C.C. ” Outings, 1932.” ' W. G. Waterfield,
Rochdale P.S. ” Mood in a Picture.” J. White.
Smethwick and D.P.S. Members’ Competition.
South Essex C.C. Four Lecturettes.

12th.
Demonstrations of the new Marshall i6-mm. sound-on-film
equipment will be given at 193, Wardour Street. London,
W.,, between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. until the nth March, inclusive.
Admission will be free upon production of this copy of The

13th.

Bath P.S. ” A Chat on Plates and Films.” S. Bridgen.
Bexlev Heath P.S. Lantern Lecturettes.
Blackburn and D.C.C. Presentation of Prizes.
Blackpool

March

P. G. Hopcroft.

F. R. Williams.

Brighton and Hove C.C, “ Rural England.” Rev. B. Harvey-Jellie.
Bristol P.S. " A Chat on Zoo Photography.” W. J. Foster.
Cheltenham A. P.S. ‘‘ A Cruise in the Mediterranean.” J. Krier.
Chorley P.S. ” Three Days with the Old Vulcan.” F. Sellers.
Croydon
C.C. “ The Production and Use of Colour Photographs on Paper.**
Oliver.
Darwen P.A. Carbro. G. Lee.
Dennistoun A. P.A. Jumble Sale.
Ealing P.S. Queries.

H. Worsley.

March

” Churches of the Ouse Valley.**
P.S. Members’ Exhibition.

Birmingham P.S. ” The Abbey Church of St. Peter at Westminster.”
Borough Poly. P.S. Print Competition.
Bradford P.S. Cine Section Evening.

Closes.

and Away.”

’* Prize Slides.

Glasgow C.C. ” Portraiture.” j. R. Brinkley.
Shields P.S. Annual Exhibition.

Whitehall C.C.
Wolverhampton

Hebden Bridge P.S. ‘‘ Holiday in Brittany.” J. Hadfield.
Levtonstone and Wanstead C.C. Annual Exhibition.
Portsmouth C.C. Visit to Southampton Exhibition.
Rugby and D.P.S. Visit to Birmingham Exhibition.

P.S.

Baker.

Stafford P.S. “ Hill Towns and Villages of the Oriental Pyrenees.”
Warrington P.S. L. and C.P.U. Prints.

Birmingham P.S. ‘‘ Round about Rouen.” Robert Chalmers.
Bromley C.C. ‘‘ Some Tramps on Exmoor.” B. C. Wickison.
Hackney P.S. Outing : Strawberry Hill.

Todmorden

14th.

Royal P.S. Annual General Meeting. '
St. Bride P.S. ‘‘ Great Cities.” A. H. Blake.
Sheffield P.S, Demonstration by the Lantern Slide Group.

Morecambe, Heysham and D.P.S. ‘‘ Chloro-Bromide Paper.” (Beginners* Night).
Poplar P.S. “ Clouds.”
Royal P.S. ‘‘ Northern Lights.” Augustine Courtauld and H. J. Cozens.
Southend-on-Sea and D.P.S, Indoor Portraiture.

March

March

Nottingham and Notts P.S. ” The Amateur Photographer
Poplar P.S. ‘‘ Lens Aberrations, etc.”
Portsmouth C.C. Print and Slide Competition.

South
South

Movie-Making

F. Parkin.

Leamington and D.P.S. “ Modem Sculpture.” D. E. Macintyre.
Leeds P.S. ” A Cinematographic Evening.” G. Denham.
A^nchester A. P.S. ” Photogravure.” C. W. Hill.
Monklands P.S. Jumble Sale.
Nelson C.C. Pictorial Slides. J. J. Hartley.
Newcastle and Tyneside P.S. N.C.P.F. Prints and Slides.

10th.

of

H. G.

By Members.

Hackney
P.S. Slides
” Some
Folk and Fjords
of Norway.”
Kenneth
Halifax P.S«
of Successful
Exhibition
Prints.
Kilburn and Willesden P.S. Sulphide Toning. E. Telfer.

Ilkeston A.C. ‘‘ Epitaphs.” T. W. Snow.
Leigh Lit. Society P.S. Open Evening.
Levtonstone and Wanstead C.C. Annual Exhibition.
Llanelly Y.M.C.A. P.S. Enlarging. W. S. G. Evans.

Saturday,

Print Night.

Exeter C.C. ‘‘ The Charm of the Village Church.”
Forest Hill and D.P.S. Annual Exhibition.

E. A. Fordham.

‘‘ Reminiscences

Annual

Belfast C. P.A. C.C. ” The Misty Isles.” D. Gilchrist.
Birmingham P.S. ” Picture Gleanings from Many Lands.” Alex. Keighley.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. ” Flight in Natural History.” J. A. Speed.
Cambridge P.C. ” The Excavations at Ur of the Chaldees.” C. P. T. Winckworth.
Derby Rly. Inst. P.S. ” Home Cinemas.” Pathescope, Ltd.
Dunfermline P.A. S.P.F. Slides.

J. B. Thornton.

Bedford C.C. Members’ Exhibition.
Bromley C.C. ‘‘ A Naturalist on the Amazon.” A. E. Robin.
Colne C.C. ‘‘ Dark-room Dodges.” G. C. Weston.
Harrogate P.S. ‘‘ Y.P.U. Slides.”
HincUlev and D.P.S. M.C.P.F. Portfolio and Slides.

Club.

P.S.

Tuesday,

Roval P.S. ‘‘ Making Three-colour Separation Negatives.” F. W. Coppin.
\Vatford C.C. ‘‘ Composition.” A. Scott.
Wimbledon C.C. ” The Potterings of a Press Photographer.” E. S. Dobson.
York and D.P.S. ‘‘ The Charm of Nature Photography.” B. Hanley.

Cine

J. St. Aubyn.

Beckeaham P.S. ” Mexico and its Charms.” H. Rose.
Bedford C.C. Gadgets and Dodges. By Members.

Hammersmith H.H.P.S. “ Glimpses of Australia and its Wild Life.” W. D. Walker.
Hull P.S. ” A Glimpse of Sunny Lands.” Miss Daisy Snoddy.
Keighley and D.P.A. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Letchworth C.C. Making Bromoil Prints from Own Negatives. By Members.
Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. Annual Exhibition.

Wimbledon Amateur
B. B. Hill.

2 Gether.”

Walsall P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Walthamstow and D.P.S. “ The Island of Walcheren.” G. H. Dannatt.
Wolverton P.S. “ Colouring Photographs.” G. Forster and A. Hedge.

Bury P.S. “ Colour Printing.” G. Gilbert.
Cardiff C.C. ‘‘ Colour Photography.”
City of Bradford Co-op. C.C. Tips and Dodges by Members.
Coatbridge P.A. ‘‘ Enlarging and Touching-up.” G. Dickson.
Gateshead and D.C.C. Bromoil. G. Tement.
Greenock C.C. Lecture by J. G. Tannoch.

March

Tramp

Southport P.S. Members’ Exhibition Night.
Staines P.S. Gaslight and Bromide Printing.
Wallasey A. P.S. Print and Slide Competition.

9th.

Bedford C.C. Members’ Exhibition.
.
« j . *»
Birmingham P.S. ” Autochromes of France, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, etc.
L. Barrow.
.
• „ tt /-\
Borough of Tynemouth P.S. ‘‘ A Photographer on Active Service. H. O.
Thompson.

Friday,

2nd

Preston C.C. “ Flight in Natural History.” J. A. Speed.
Royal P.S. Demonstration of Television. Baird Television, Ltd.
Sheffield and Hallamshire P.S. Annual General Meeting.

Armley and Wortley P.S. Members’ Competition Night.
Ashton-under-Lyne P.S. Reminiscences of ” The Big Four.”
Aston P.S. ” Portraiture in the Home.” J. N. Cockin.
Bath and County C.C. Exhibition, with Criticisms and Discussions.

Liverpool A. P.A. ‘‘ Egypt.” T. E. Ecrles.
N. Middlesex P.S. ‘‘ Three-colour Carbro.”
Oldham P.S. Open Night.
Richmond C.C. Annual Competitions.

“ The 2 Tramps
Closes.

Luton and D.C.C. Members’ Lecturettes.
Maidstone and D.P.S. “ Hadrian’s Wall.” Geoffrey E. Peachey.
Manchester P.S. “ Nature Photography.” G. B. Kearey.
Newcastle (Staffs) and D.C.C. Bromoil. E. Marks.
Oxford P.S. Slide Making. L. Lighten.

Smethwick and D.P.S. “ Ofl the Beaten Track.” H. Lloyd.
South Essex C.C. Exposure and Development.
South Suburban and C.P.S. ‘‘ Calvados.” Geo. H, Willett.
.Stockport P.S. ” Some Mediajval Treasures in England.” J. E. Balshaw.
Worcestershire C.C. “ Picture Making by Photography.” S. Bridgen.

Brighouse P.S. ” Cathedrals, Abbeys and Historic Places.”
Bromley C.C. Annual Exhibition Opens.

time to time.

Glasgow and W.S.A.P.A. “ The Coasts of France and Italy.”
Hanley P.S. “ Tank Development.” R. E. Diggles.
Kidderminster and D.P.S. Ladies’ Night.
LeedsGrainger.
C.C. ” A Chat on Picture Making and Worth-while Photography.”

L.M.S. (London) P.S. ‘‘Table-Top Photography.” C. Howard.
Leicester and L.P.S. Record and Survey Section (Pictures and Lecturettes),
N. London C.C. ” The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Rochdale P.S. Suggestions for Summer Syllabus.

March

or from

13th {contd.).

Chelsea P.S. “ When the Camera uses its Imagination.” S. W. Kenyon.
Cork C.C. “ Holiday Views and Scenes.” W. Bindley.
Dewsbury P.S. “ Picture Gleanings from Many Lands.” Alex. Keighley.
Edinburgh P.S. “ The Latent Image in Photography.” Professor T. Slater Price.
Erdington P.S. Return Visit of Aston P.S. Print and Slide Competition.

etc.

Darwen A. P.A. ” Searching for the Sun.” W. P. Brotherton.
Dennistoun A. P.A. Annual Genera! Meeting.
Ealing P.S. Print Competition.
G.E.R. Mechanics Inst. P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Ilford P.S. Visit to South Essex C.C.

Thursday,

March

Bournemouth C.C. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Bradford P.S. “ The Gum Process.” J. H. Leighton.
Bridge of Aiian and D.P.S. Print Criticism.

“ Colour Photography,” T. C. Egan.
Annual Exhibition Opens.

Chorley P.S. “ Beauty Spots around Chorley.”
City of London and C.P.S. Annua) Exhibition.
Croydon C.C. Annual Rummage Sale.

of the session

Monday,

Amateur

Best out of a Negative.”

Photographer.
27
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High-key

‘Deaders'

^

General. — All communications

for the

Contributions. — The

Editor

is glad

Editor

Questions

should

be addressed

Street, London,

to consider

: “ The

Editor,

The

Amaieitr

E.C.4,” and in every case, without

original,

up-to-date

manuscripts

on

J. A. E. (Jamestown.)

The negative you send is a good and
clean specimen, and indicates careful
technical work. It is, however, on the

Photographer

exception,

photographic

must

subjects.

All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible hand%vTiting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, wnthout any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Fncuiries

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

should be read carefully before applying,
ignored.

and

Information

as any communication

are

freely

which

given,

but

the

does not comply

following

conditions

with the rules must

be

(1) and
See **
General
** above, jg)
question
and every
print envelope.
for criticismNomust
be sentcan
separately
the
rost,
must
be accompanied
byEvery
a separate
stamped
addressed
exception
be made through
in any case
to this rule, except so far a* enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (^) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ** or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query *’ or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly w'ith enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
toreac^ the enquirer.

Removing

Backing.

How and when should
plates ?

backing

be removed from
M. S. (Swansea.)

There is no definite rule about the
removal of backing from plates. It
depends upon the kind of backing,
and sometimes on whether the plates
are to be developed in a tank or in a
dish. In the latter case the backing
often comes off entirely in the developer.
This is the case, for example, with the
new Ilford backing for their panchromatic
plates. In other cases the backing
remains through both developing and
fixing, in which case it can be sponged
off before the final washing, or even
afterwards. If backing is to be removed
before development, the plate should be
held horizontally, back downwards, over
a bowl of water, and the backing sponged
off. The plate can then be rinsed in clean
water before placing in the developer.
Damaging

Enlarger

Lens.'

I have been informed that in using a camera as
part of an enlarger the heat is detrimental to the
lens. Is this so ? E. R. E. W. (Crouch End.)

You are not likely to have any such
trouble as you anticipate. The only
ordinary cause of trouble is when the
heat is so great that it affects an iris
diaphragm, the leaves of which are of
thin vulcanite. Even with a condenser,
however, this is not likely to occur with
a properly constructed and ventilated
enlarger.
Testing

Shutter.

Can you describe a method of calculating the
speeds of a T.-P. roller-blind shutter ?
\V. C. G. (Bath.)

We have from time to time published
articles on methods of testing shutter
speeds, but the full details cannot be
compressed within the limits of a reply.
A familiar method is to set up a gramo¬
phone with the turntable parallel with
the plate, and with a small bright ball
or circle attached to the rim. When the
28

turntable is revolving once per second
an exposure is made, the plate developed,
and the arc traversed by the moving
spot measured, making allowance for
the diameter of the spot. You will
notice that this is not an accurate
method, as the spot will be moving
against the shutter direction in one
position, and with the shutter move¬
ment in another position.
If you wind the spring of your shutter
so that the blind just completes its
journey, and then set the poin-ter on the
dial to I /15th of a second, you will find
the marked exposures sufficiently ac¬
curate for all practical purposes.
Luminous

Watch.

I have a wrist-watch with luminous figures ;
wilt these have any effect on plates during develop¬
ment ?
G. E. N. (Beaconsfield.)

Unless you go out of
bring the plates very close
on the watch you are not
any such trouble as you
Infra-red

your way to
to the figures
likely to have
suggest.

Photography.

Where can I get particulars about plates, etc., for
infra-red photograrhy ?
L. S. (Wallasey.)

You can get all the information you
require on infra-red photography upon
application to Messrs. Ilford, Ltd., of
Ilford, London, E.
Portable

Dark-room.

Do you know of a firm making a portable dark¬
room ? I mean one that I could set up on a table
and develop plates in daylight.
H. B. (Spalding.)

The sort of article to which you refer
is almost completely out of date, and,
in any case, could only be regarded as
more or less of a makeshift. The
nearest thing of the kind we have been
able to trace is the Simplex Changing
Tent, and we should advise you to get
particulars of this from Messrs. Jona¬
than Fallowfield, Ltd., of 61—62, Newman
Street, Oxford Street, London, W.i.
242

Prints.

I send a negative and a print from it, showing the
subdued tone I prefer. Do you think this style
too flat, or would a more contrasty paper give a
better rendering ? I develop the negatives for a
little more than half the standard time.

ANSWERED

and Cinetnatographer, Dorset House, Tudor
give the name and address of the writer.

8th, 1933

thin side, owing to the shortened develop¬
ment time. This means that you can
easily get from it the soft grey print that
you send, and if you wanted a stronger
and brighter print you could get it
from the negative by using a more
vigorous grade of paper. This high-key
style does not suh all subjects, and we
think that the particular subject you
send would have been much more
effective in stronger tones. If you
develop your negatives farther it will be
easier to get more contrast and vigour
into the print, and, at the same time, if
you should want extra delicacy you can
obtain it by using a softer grade of paper.
Choice

of Lens.

Before starting on pictorial work I want advice
about a lens. I thought of 13! in., and I intend
to enlarge from halt-plate. Do you advise a
soft-focus lens to get the diffused effect of the
present school ? Or should I get an anastigmat
and diffuse with bolting-silk, etc. ?
S. C. L. (Birmingham.)

You are making the fundamental
mistake of supposing that so-called
pictorial photography is dependent upon
some particular lens, or on 'the method of
securing diffusion ; and this, of course,
is not the case. You speak of the
diffused effect of the present school, but
we cannot imagine what you mean by
it. In some of the most modern photo¬
graphy the chief characteristic is the
sharpest definition that can be obtained.
You do not say whether you want your
lens for enlarging or for making the
negatives, and 13 J in. is very long for
all-round work on half-plates. Although
even a longer focus may be used at
times, on other occasions it would be
very awkward not to have a lens of, say,
8 or 9 in. If you intend buying only one
lens we should definitely advise you not
to make it one of the soft-focus type.
You can easily diffuse the image of a
sharp negative, but you cannot possibly
sharpen up the image of a diffused
negative.
Choice of Camera.
As an artist I want

a small camera

to take street

scenes, crowds, and action pictures such as run¬
ning figures. Would it be possible to get one
for 30s. ?
J. L. (S. Wales.)

To deal with what are known as high¬
speed subjects such as people running,
you require a shutter capable of giving
higher speeds than you can get with the
shutter of any camera at a price like 30s.
As regards the other subjects, we should
advise you to look out for a 3-J X2|- fold¬
ing roll-film camera. If you have had
any experience in photography you
should be able to secure what you want
with such an instrurnent, especially as
you say that the results can be enlarged.
You must remember that such a camera
will give good results only under bright
lighting conditions, as the lens will be
" slow.”
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LIGHTEST CAMERA
IN THE WORLD
For

PLATES,

FILM

PACKS

or ROLL

ADVERTISEMENTS

A First Class Filmand the first of its class

FILMS

On account of their extreme
lightness and portability Patent
Etui cameras have been supplied
to the Mt. Everest Expedition.
The Patent Etui fits the pocket
like a tobacco pouch and weighs,
including film-pack holder, only
16 oz.

is the ^all-weather ’

PATENT

ETU

Zk X 2^ Patent Etui Camera
with RADIONAR F/4.6 lens in
focussing mount, VARIO 3speed shutter, focussing screen

£6:6:0

ISOCHROM

Ditto, ditto, with Ibsor shutter*
speeds 1 sec. i>7 • 7 ■ A
to l/126th sec.
^
Ditto, ditto, with Compur shut¬
ter. speeds 1 sec. f Q > Q • A
to l/250th sec.
■ O . W
Limp Morocco Leather case, for
camera and film-pack i A /_
holder.with shoulder sling ■V/"

Having a remarkable degree of latitude, it is
equally suitable for photography in dull and
rainy or bright weather. Non-halation

THORSCH
AND

CO.,

Roll Film
backing.

LTD.

37,BedfordSt.,Strand,W.C.2

A

Write for Illustrated Prospectus
of Patent Etiu Cameras.

AGFA

LTD.,

product

1-4, Lawrence

of

Street, High Street, W.C.2

Make hi'ighter and ?nore
mterestmg prmts
Many

of

your

most

cherished prints can be
improved
To

by

toning.

obtain

effects

in

simple

the

manner

most

also

GREEN

BROWN

OR

The AZOL method is not only simple,
it is sure. The AZOL Time and

SEPIA

(for sepia-toned

prints

only)

2/- per carton
AU Photographic Dealers
Send us a postcard for inter¬
esting literature, post free

Burroughs
4,
Pho.

Wellcome

Snow
Hill
LONDON,

&

Co.

Buildings
E.C.l

1518

MENTION

"THE

AMATEUR

Temperature Tables show at a
glance just how long to leave
the film or plate in the solution
to be correctly developed. The
AZOL way saves time and money
and is most fascinating. A 3-oz.
bottle makes 75 to 300 oz. Price 2/-

JOHNSON
Manufacturing

COPYRIGHT

PLEASE

AZOL

use

abloid’
tTONERS
BLUE.

Correct
Developer

pleasing

PHOTOGRAPHER"

HENDON,
WHEN

&
Chemists,

LONDON,

CORRESPONDING

WITH

SONS
Ltd.

N.W.4
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Business Notices

Postal Orders sent in payment for Advertisements should be
made payable to ILIFFE AND SONS LTD., and crossed

Publishing

Notes being untraceable

Displayed Advertisements

on Advertisement matters should be addressed : The Advertisement

Prepaid Advertisements
AND

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
1/Id. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
12 words or less .
2/6
2.\d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue t 13 consecutive
■nsertions, b% ; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Olllce, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, not later than first post
FRIDAY, for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Olllces, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street. Birmingham 2 ;
LbO. Deansgate, Manchester 3 ; 28h. Rcnileld Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the oraer received, and those received
too late ior one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in which there
is spare. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion

I CAMERAS

AND

Special
Noteno answer to their enquiries are re¬
Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.
Deposit System

Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons may deal in perfect safety by
availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with “ The
Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after which
period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If a sale is
effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to
return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no sale,
and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which
we take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of ft- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2'6 ; over £50. and under £75,
5,'- ; over £75 and under £100, 7,'6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half
per cent. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be made payable to iliffe and Sons Limited.

WARNING

LENSES

Newman & GUARDIA standard Folding Reflex,

with Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, leather case, F.P.A.;
cost over £53 ; only used twice ; what offers ?—
R. Taylor, 39, Victoria St., S.W.l.
[5010

31x2i Pocket Camera. Dallmeyer Stigmatic

2 lens, 12 plate-holders, 42/- ; Zei-ss Ikon
Roll Film 3x2, and 10 rolls Selochrome film, new,
47/6, both perfect condition ; Largodrem, new,
20/- : Several 4-pl. Wood 'Tripods, be.st quality ;
i-pl. Miraphot Automatic Enlarger, Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5 lens ; i-pl. Old Model Horizontal Enlarger,
30/- ; Exposure Meters, Tanks and other acces¬
sories ; wanted — Modern i-pl. Enlarger. — ^Fortune,
8, West Clifle Terrace, Harrogate.
[5049

CAMERAS

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

31x24 Double Extension All-metal, D.A. Compur,

2 f/3.8, 6 slides, F.P.A., leather case, just
cost over £11 ; perfect, £8 ; 3ix2i Cocarette, f/6.3,
Compur, leather case, £3/3. — Below.

I CAMERAS

AND

LENSES

slides
condition, anastigmat,
£6 ; Bewi
SOHO3 double
Reflex,
5x4,; perfect
f/4.5 Steinheil
61x41 Double Extension Field, all movements, Exposure
Meter, £1. — 59, Furness St., West
Hartlepool.
[5058
—
Below.
slides,
back screen,
P.C.
Ica Reflex,
Zeiss F.P.A.,
Tessar hide
lens case,
f/4.5,£12.14

2 roller-blind shutter, 8i-in. Ross f/6.8, f/6 8
in., 2 D.D. slides, case, £4 ; also tripods, easel,
trimmers, etc. — Box 6227, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[5055

LATES'T T.-P. All-Weather Press Camera, i-pl., V.P. Ica, 4ix6 cm., Zeiss Tessar lens f/4.5,

Zeiss f/3.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., leather case ;
new condition ; approval, £13. — ^Allen, 2, WestCompur shutter, 9 slides, F.P.A., case, £5. —
bourne Grove, Sale, dies.
[5057 Stannard, Rowans, Oaklands, Welwyn.
[5060
1- PLATE
Dallmeyer Press Reflex, just over4 hauled, Dallmeyer f/3.5, reversing back, F.P..A.,
2 Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, in focussing mount, 5
3ix2i roll-film ditto, 6 single .slides, leather case, clip-on slides and F.P.A., in leather case ; all
£8/8. — Kent, 104, Walton Rd., E. Molesey.
Phone, Molesey 168.
[5063 as new, £10. — Box 6263, c/o “ The .Amateur
Photographer.”
[5073

41x6 cm. Ica Minimum Palmos, focal-plane shutter,

30

YOU

CAN

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

AND

LENSES

ALTER E. HIGHAM, F.R.P.S., having decided
TT to limit his photographic activities, offers
the following : Whole-plate Studio Camera, 6
slides ; Dallmeyer 3A Patent Portrait lens, for
same ;
Boardman Northlight, unused ; Dry
Mounter by the Adhesive Co., 24-in. between arms,
for voltage 220/230, only used few hours ;
Aerograph Outfit, new model spray, pump, foot
operated ; Pathe 35-nim. Outside Box Cine
Camera, complete with f/2.5 'Taylor-Hobson lens.
6 bo.xes, etc., all-metal tripod, by Cinechrome,
many of my successful pictures made with this
equipment ; 24-in. f/6. 5 Dallon 'Tele Anastigmat,
No. 118602, brand new ; offers for the lot or
separate articles considered ; a quantity of
bromide papers, 4-plates and Panchro. 35-mm. Cine
Film for sale, cheap ; enquiries. — 'The Oaks,
Clayton-le-Dale, Blackburn.
[5061

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
Insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods in exchange lor others or to purchase
lor Cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

31 X 2i Newman-Guardia Folding Reflex Camera,

2 Ross Xpres lens f/4.5, focus 5i in., Dallmeyer
Dallon f/5.G, focus 11 in,, dark slides, F.P.A., £25.
— Wigram, Mount Sandford, Barnstaple. [5054

not be sent as remittances.

BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the olllce of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must include the words “Box 000, c/o ‘The Amateur Photographer ’.”
Replies should be addressed : “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us
to the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
■■ Deposit System ” is recommended.

Manager, “The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any
particular week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in
the week previous. Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.
SALE

if lost in transit should

The
Proprietors
are mistakes.
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although every care
is taken
to avoid

OFFICES — Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C,4. Telegrams • “Cyclist, Fleet,
London.” Telephone : City 2848 (17 lines).
PDBLISHING DATE. — “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ” is on sale
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles, 17/4 per annum, Canada, 17/4, other countries
abroad, 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES. — Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to Ilille and Sons
Limited
Communications

8, 1933

3ix2i Salex Focal-plane, f/4.5, speeded 1/1, 000th,

2 time device, 6 single slides, F.P.A., case, metal
tripod, dishes, frame, first £4 ; Mackenzie-Wishart
Slide, 5x4, and 6 envelopes, £1 ; Ross x8 Prism
Binoculars and case, £3/10. — Coke, 34, Grimsdyke
Rd., Hatch End.
[5062
1-PLATE Field Camera, f/6. 5, double extension, 2
2
D.D. slides, case, tripod, excellent condition,
35/- : Kodak Developing Tank, 5-in., never used,
10/-. — Shepherd, Dell Rd., Campbeltown.
[5066
1-PLATE Ensign Reflex, tropical model, Ross
4 Xpres f/4.5 and Dallmeyer 1/5.6 Teleanastigmat lenses, focal-plane shutter, speeds up
to 1/1, 000th sec., 2 F.P.A.’s, 6 plate-holders,
spare hooded focussing .screen, sun-shade, in
leather case ; excellent condition, £19/10. — Lemon,
109, Lan^on Way, Blackheath, S.E.3.
[5071

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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I CAMERAS

accept £8. — Curwell, 9, Welheck Avenue,
ton.

AND

LENSEs"]

N. & G. Folding Reflex, Xpres f/4.5, slides, F.P.A.,

3a toGraflex,
5tx3J,
anastigraat,withi
1/1, 000th
sec.,f/4.5
roll Kodak
film, complete
strong leather case ; perfect conditioh ; cost £30 ;

leather case ; absolutely new ; cost £53 ;
sacriflee, £25.-10, Wentworth Rd., N.W.U. [5121
1 i^-IN. Series XXIV f/3.5 Dallmeyer Dallon

Southamp¬
[5076

J./W

Telephoto Lens,

flange infra-red filter,

31x21 T.-P. Reflex, Plaubel f/2.9 anastigmat,

hood, leather case ; nearly new ; cost over £40 ;
£15 cash. — Vowles, Sadler St., Wells, Somerset. [5051

31x2i
Zodel1 Special
(July,
D.A.
2 Compur,
to l/250th
sec., 1932),
double f/3.8,
extension,
rise and cross front, 6 slides, Rollex R.F.A., and

Trade.

2 and Ross 11-in. f/6.8 Telecentric, with
adapter, F.P.A., 3 slides, case ; as new, £14. —
Brauer, Middlewich.
[5081

Justophot, £5. — Irving, Gardenia

specialists, 122,
offer the
following
N'EGRETTI and ZAMBRA,
Regent
St.,
All
Apparatus
guaranteed
and sentSaleable,
on 5
days’
approval fully
against
full deposit.
up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole
W.l, the camera
bargains.

St., Carlisle. [5082

31x2i
Six- 20 new,
Roll Film
f/6.3 c/o
lens “; The
ab4 solutely
45/-. — Kodak,
Box 6274,
Photographer.”
[5087
Nagel
VollendaProjector,
3ix2i, f/4.5,
case, £5 ;
Pathescope
double Compur,
claw, resistance,

Amateur

case, Heydes’ Actinometer, titling outfit, £4/5 ;
consider exchange Leica. — 1, Norbury Hill, S.W.16.
[5088
i-PLATE Ensign Special Reflex, Aldis-Butcher
4 f/4.5, 12 slides, leather case, £7/10. — Middleton,
22, Esplanade, Scarborough.
[5093
IT'TUI 9x12, Plaubel 1/4, Compur, F.P.A,, slide.
Hi £5/10 : No. 1 Pocket Kodak. 12/6. — 3, Toston
Drive, Wollaton Park, Nottingham.
[5095

31x2i Regular Ensign Roll Film and I’late,

2 Ross f/4.5, Compui’, rise and cross, leather
case, £5/10. — Below.
1-PLATE Flnsign, double extension, rise, cross,
4 Plutar f/8, l/5th to 1 /100th sec., 6 slides,
F.P.A. , tripod, 45/-. — Below.

9X12supplementary
cm. and i-pl.
Ernemann,
6 Below.
slides,
copying
lens, case,f/6.8,
30/-. —
31x2i
Zodel rise,
dc Luxe,
doubleDistar
extension,
f/4.5,
2 Compur,
cross, Zeiss
lens, filters,

F.P.A., roll-holder, 18 slides, leather case ; com¬
plete outfit, £6. — Shaw, St. Jean, Elmbrldge
Rd., Gloucester.
,
[5097

NEW MODEL
ZEISS IKON
“KOLIBRI”

Or

31x2.j Apem Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke lens, reversing

2 back, focal-plane, l/15th to l/l,000th, 10
slides, leather case ; good order. — Davies, 11,
Wilton Crftscent, Wimbledon, S.W,19.
[5100

yOIGTLANDBR
/,-pl.lensor f/4.5,
9X12 speeds
cm., plates
or film-pack, Avus
Skopar
1 to
l/200th sec., Compur shutter ; absolutely new

condition in solid leather case, £5. — H.
High St., Ramsgate.

A., 98,
[5104

ROLLEIFLEX
(non-automatic),
Zeiss— Below.
f/3.8,
leather case 2ix2.t
; perfect
condition, £10.
Etui■ 12 9x12,
extension,
Zeiss order,
Tessar f/4.5,
slides, double
F.P.A.,
case ; good
£8. —

Mrs. Neville Kingston, A.R.P.S., Windrush,
Park, Northwood, Middlesex.

Moor
[5106

yOIGTLANDER
Two-size
Roll Film,
Skopar f/4.5,
Compur, D.A.,
2 filters,
velvet-lined
case,
tripod, Agfa flaslilamp ; as new, £7/10. — Below.
Nagel
Triumph
31 X 2i,radial
f/6.3focussing,
Nagel, speeded
shutter,
self-erecting,
velvet-

£15

f/2, 8

with

4

Tessar,

: 12 : 6

12 monthly

Price,
Or

witli

payments
£17

; 5 : O

THESE

frame finder, fitted Aldis-Butcher anastigmat
f/4.5, Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th and time,
cable release ; as new, £5/17/6.

31x2i Zeiss Ikon Mirofiex Folding Reflex and

3x4 cm. Eolibri, f/4.5 Novar anastigmat, Telma shutter
•As new .
£5 ^3 3
3x4 cm. Foth Derby, focal-plane shutter, f/3.6 anastigmat
lens, and purse .
£5 5 q

2 Press Camera, deep focussing hood, wire¬
frame finder, quick-wind focal-plane shutter,
l/3rd to 1 /2.000th and time, fitted Carl Zeiss
Tessar £25.
f/3.5, focussing mount, F.P.A., and leather
case,

1-pl. and 13 x 18 cm. Nettel Deckrullo Focal-piane Press,
f/4.6 Goerz Dogmar lens, 3 double plate-holders. F.P. adapter,
postcard packs, back hooded focussing screen, all complete in
leather carrying-case, price .
£12 10 0
A Science Projection Lantern, all mahogany body,
large
russlan-lron lamphouse. with 5-in. condenser, 2|-m. diameter
projection lens, in rack and pinion focussing moimt, 2 object
tables for opaque projection, surface silvered mirror. The
whole outfit as new, at a special reduced price. . £10 10
0
12-iD. f/7.7 Dallon Telephoto Lens, price .
£4 5 0
10 0
5-in. f/5.6 Ross Homocentric, in sunk Iris mount,£1 price

4 frame
fitted reversible
Steinheil finder,
anastigmat
31x2i
Roll finder,
Film Camera,
wire-

f/4.5, Vario shutter, l/25th to 1/lOOth and
time, cable release, £2/5.
1-PLATE Kershaw Reflex, rack focussing, sky-

4

finder,
fitted Kodak Kodak
anastigmat
f/7.7,reversible
speeded
NO.
2C Autographic
Junior,
shutter, l/25th to 1 /100th and time, cable

No. 6 3|x2| W.P.
ENSIGN CARBINE
With

Maker’s

Guarantee.

Rising front, brilliant
and direct wire finders,
f/4.5 Ensar anastigmat
lens, Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/250th
sec., T. and B.
g
Cash .
S&O
Or 15'- deposit and 9
monthly payments of
No. 6, with Zeiss f/4.5
10/-.
Tessar,
new
Compur

£7:7:0

shutter

Deposit

cost over £40 : £i8.— Box 6282, 0/0 “ The Am.ateur
Photographer.”
[5113

ROLLEIFLEX 2ix2K fitted with Zeiss Tessar

payments

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines.)

13/-,
of

11

13.'-.

Established 1889

estimate given
Repairs to allworkmen
makes of; apparatus
executedbeforeby
payment system
ask for
Apparatus
can be; please
purchased
on details.
our deferred
possible results.
Quick and
service.
Developing,
Printing
Enlarging, best
experienced
proceeding.

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St.,
W.l.

[0010

Alteration
; more
Bargains
Ihagee 3ix2JClearance
Roll Film,
f/4.5,Cash
3-speed,
70/- ;:
Mirax Flnlarger, 30/- ; Bijou Reflex, Cooke f/2.5,

slide.s, case, £10/10. — Below.

Ensign carbine No. 7, Ensar f/4.5,
f/7.7,Mulchro
35/- ;
ROLLEIFLEX,
Leica andallowed
Contax modem
StockistsCameras,
(Cine
Supplies), two-thirds
part payment, subject approval. — Allens, 168, Oldham
Rd., Manchester

4.

[0087

Lamb’s Conduit
St., W.C.l. SUPPLIES,
Phone, Holborn
LLOYDS’
PHOTOGRAPHIC
87,
6250 ; usual approval terms.

LLQYDS. — F/2 3-in. Anastigmat Lenses by Goerz

and Busch & Lomb, fitted Ilex between-lens
shutter, speeds l/5th, 1/lOtb, l/25th, l/50th,
1/lOOth sec., bulb and time ; unused, £3/12/6.

Gammax
shutter,
speeds
1/lOth,
Lloyds.
— S-ln.between-lens
f/2.9 Dallmeyer
Pentac
Lenses,
in
l/25th, l/50th, 1/lOOth sec., bulb and time, 52/6.

31x2i Roll Film Soho, f/6.3, l/5th to 1/lOOth

BE

release ; a bargain, £1/10.
1-PLATE Ensign Folding Pocket Camera, double
4 extension, rising and cross front, brilliant
finder, wire-frame finder, fitted Salexon anastig¬
mat f/4.5, D.A. Compur shutter, 1 to l/200th and
time,
cable release, 6 slides, canvas case ; as
new, £4/15.

shutter, 79/6 ; Film Reflex,
plenty more bargains. — Below.

Bank of England. 18, Finsbury Circus, E.C.
Deposit.
[5119
4 sec. ; excellent condition, leather case, 50/- ;
wanted— similar V.P.. f/4.5.— Cornish. 201, Gloucester
Terrace, W.2.
[5120

shade, rack-rising front, swing front, deep

triple detachable focussing hood, revolving back,
quick-wind focal-plane shutter, l/16th to l/800th
and time, fitted Ross Homo f/4.5, 7 book-form D.D.
slides, F.P.A., and leather case, £12.

5x4 Soho Reflex, revolving Back, Dallmeyer Serrac f/4.5
lens, 4 D.D. slides, i-pl. changing-box, adapter and leather
carrying-case, price .
£21 10 0
3ix2i Adora Tropical, double extension, Tessar f/4.5,
Compur shutter, C elides, F.P. adapter. As new. . £9 10 0
4ix6 Zeiss Bebe, Tessar f/4.5, Compound shutter, fully
speeded, D.V. finder, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and leather
£5 case
5 0

“O^TH
Century
Business
Book,”
^\J
volumes,
unsoiled
; cost
£4 ; complete,
£2. — Below.4

Bargains.
— 3^x25-Tessar
Minimum
2 double—
slides, F.P.A..
f/4.5 Palmos,
; new, £12/10.
Below.
6X13newStereo
Palmos,£12.—
TessarsE. f/4.5,
3 slides,
case;
condition.
A. Wood
(Consols),

31x2}
No. 6 Ensign
Carbine
Roll Film,
focussing,
4 rack-rising
front,
brilliant
finder,
wire¬

Xpres, 3 D.D.
£16 0 0
31 X 21 Graflex Roll-Holder, for N. & O. reflex!. £1 5 0
31x21 Agfa Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat, speeded shutter

VALUABLE
Stamp— Below.
Collections, 1,600 stamps in
album, £1/10.
COMPLETE
25 parts,
Modern unsoiled,
Masterpieces£1. —of
British Art,”
200 ”pictures,
Box 6276, c/o “ The Amateur Fhotographer.” [5108
CONTAX,
f/2.8tank,
Tessar,unused,
as new,£22Ever-Ready
case,—
developing
; cost £29.
Box 6277, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [5109
ROLLEIFLEX
Dallmeyer
V.P. Reflex,2.tx2i,
f/2.9, f/4.5,
cost case,
£34, £9/9
£11. —; Box
6279,
c/o ” The Amateur Photographer.”
[5110
41x6
Bijou Reflex,
f/2.5— Box
Cooke,6280,slides,c/o
2 casecm.; T.-P.
new condition,
£10/10.
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[5111
9x12top Mentor
Press,leather
Tessarcasef/4.5,
6 D.D.
slides,•
focussing,
; new
condition
f/4.5, Compur shutter, sky filter, complete
in leather case ; fine condition, ,£8/10. — 5, Cam¬
bridge Gardens, Winclunore Hill, N.21.
[5115

VALUES!

31 X 2j N. & G. New Special Sibyl, 1/4.5 Ross
slides and 2 cases. New condition .

lined case, new, £3. — Below.

plane, rising and cross front, direct finder, quick-

l-PLATE Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane, rising and
4 cross front, direct finder, quick-wind focalplane shutter, speeded from I/lOth to l/l,200th sec.
and time, bulb release to 5 seconds, fitted Goerz
Series HI Dagor f/6.8, F.P.A., leather case, £4/5.

payments
£1 15 of
6

MARK

reputation

wind focal-piane shutter, fully-speeded from
1/lOth to 1 /1,200th sec. and time, bulb release
to 5 seconds, fitted Goerz Dagor f/6.8, focussing
mount,leather
1 double
plate-holder, F.P.A., extension
back,
case, £6/5.

of
4

f/2 Biotar,

£20

12 montlilv

Our

STANDARD Stereo Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane,

3x4 cm. picture, ]6 exp<-sures on V.P. film. Directvision finder, Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/300th sec.. T. and
B. Complete with leather case.
Price,

for cash.

rising and cross front, direct-vision view¬
finder, spirit level, quick-wind focal-plane shutter,
speeded from l/15th to 1/1, 200th sec. and time,
bulb release to 5 seconds, fitted with a pair of
Series III Dagors f/6.8, adjustable lens panel, 1
double plate-holder, F.P.A., leather case, £7/5.
1-PLATE Tropical Model Goerz Anschutz Focal-

With f/2.8 Zeiss Tessar
or f/2 Zeiss Biotar.

Kodak special, postcard, Goerz Dagor f/6,8,

automat shutter, speeded to- 1/lOOth, all
movements, fine, perfect condition, cowhide case,
£4/4 ; cost £12/12.-129, Spring Grove Crescent,
Lampton, Hounslow.
[5099

payment or purchased
is your guarantee.

289,

WISE

HIGH

IN
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TIME—

USE
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DEPOSIT
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CAMERAS Exchanged ; largest stock S. London :

special attention to Pathescopes. — Humphrys,
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[5002
[4875

SYSTEM.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

AND LENSES

|

Trade.

Arthur
cask W.l.
& OO., 50, Mortimer St., Regent
St., London,
unobtainable.
Compare
prices ; write,
SPECIAL
Bargains,
see below,
better stating
value
requirements.

SECOND-HAND

■|/Ax15
cm. and
and slides
P.C.,; Zeiss
Orix
f/4.5 £6/18/6.
Tessar,
AvJ
F.P.A.
cost £22
; cash,
1-PLATE and 3^x24 Ensign Reflex, Cooke f/4.5,
4 F.P. A., slides and case ; cost £16/10 ; cash,
£6/18/6.
1-PLATE Roylex, special model de luxe N. & G.
4
Sibyl, f/6.3 Tessar, F.P.A. ; cost £23 ; cash,
£6/12/6.

★ 4.5x6 cm. VoigtlaDder

9x12 cm. or i-pl. Zeiss
r Ikon
Miroflex, combined
focal-plane and reflex, Carl
Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 12

Toarist, double extension.
Radionar f/6.8, Compxir shut¬
ter. F.P, holder, purse case
£4 18 6

plate-holders, F.P. holder,
leather case.
List price
£45. For .
£27 10 0

★ 4.5 X 6 cm. Zeiss Bebe, Carl

Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar. Compound
shutter. F.P. holder £5 12 6

9

★ 34 X 24 Newman & Guardia

New Special Sibyl, Ross f/4.5
Xpres, also U-in. Ballon
f/6.5, 3 double plate-holders,
F.P. holder, leather case. .
List price £35. For £19 10 0

★ 3Jx24 Patent Etui, Ra¬

dionar f/6.3, Pronto shutter,
focussing screen, F.P. holder
£4 17 6

★ 9x12 cm. or 1-pl. Countess

Tesco, double
exten.sion.
Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar, Compur shutter. 3 plate-holders.
F.P. holder, leather case

£8 12

>

6

★ 4ix3F Tropical Sanderson,

12

cm.

Mentor

Folding

^ Reflex, Carl Zeiss f/4.6
Tessar lens, 3 double plateholders, leather case. List
price £35. For. . . £10 12 6
34 24 Newman & Guardia
r Folding Reflex, Ross f/4.5
Xpres lens, 3 double plateholders, F.P. holder, leather
case. In excellent condition.
List price about £50. For
£29 10 0
9 X 12 cm. Goerz Folding
r Reflex, reversing back, Goerz
f 6.8 Bagor lens, also 17-in.
Ballmeyer f/6 Adon Telephoto
lens, 3 double plate-holders.
le.ather case .
£11 17 6

Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, ,
Compur shutter. 3 double
book-form plate-holders, F.P.
holder, leather case

4ix3i Soho Reflex, Ross
^ Zeiss f/6.3 Tessar lens,
Mackenzie adapter, 12 en¬
velopes, leather case
£9 12 6

★ 3i x2i Sinclair Una, re* -

3} 24 Sinclair Una, 4}-m.
^ Ross f'5.5 Combinable lens,
N.S. shutter, 6 plate-holders,
F.P. holder, leather case.
List price £36. For £17 17 6

£10 12

6

volving back, double exten¬
sion, 4J-in. Ross f/5.5 Combinable, N.S. shutter, 6
double plate-holders, F.P.
holder, colour filters, leather ,
case. List price £36. For
£17 17 6

★ 3j x2j Newman & Guardia

Sibyl Vitesse. Ross f/3.5
Xpres lens, 3 double plateholders, F.P. holder, leatter
case. List price £32. For
£17 12 6

^
34 x24 Sands Banter Unik versal, brass-bound teak body,
revolving back, double ex¬
tension. 4-in, Ross f 5.5
Combinable lens, Lukos shut¬
ter, speeds 1 to l/300thsec..

Ii^NSIGN
Roll; cash,
Film £2/17/6.
Reflex,— Arthur
Ross anastigmat,
J cost £8/10
Gask & Co.
cost £20
N. Protar
& G. ;Special
B ;J-pl.cash,and£4/15.
case, Zeiss double
and Still Cameras
; state
STEREOSCOPIC
Cameras
andrequirements.
Accessories, Cine
Arthur
CO., 50, 0537.
Mortimer St., London,
W.l. gask
Phone, & Museum
[5125

★ 41 3J Newman & Guardia ^
Special Sibyl, Carl Zeiss
f/4.5 Tessar lens, 6 plateholders. case. In good con¬
dition .
£9 10 0

★ 41 X 3i Newman & Guardia

Ideal Sibyl, Carl Zeiss ,
f/b.3 Tessar lens. 6 pl.ateholders. F.P. holder, leather
.
£9 17 3

★ Bell-Howell Filmo 70, l-in.

f-'S.S Cooke auastigmat
lens
leather case. In good con.
£27 10 0

★ Model B Cine-Kodak, Kodak
★ Ensign Auto. Kinecam, f/3.5 anastiffniat. leather
case. Cost £25 _ £9 10 0

l-in. Ballmeyer f/3..5. 20-mm.
Dallmeyer f/1.5 and a 4-in.
Ballmeyer Telephoto f/3.5
lenses in micro, focussing
.mount.s. with matched finders.

case .

£12

10

There are hundreds of openings in connec¬
tion with Humorous
Papers, Advertisement
Drawing, Posters, Calendars, Catalogues,
Textile Designs, Book
Illustrations, etc.

1-PLATE Adams’ Minex de Luxe Reflex, f/6.3
4 Ross Zeiss double Protar lens, 3 D.D. slides,
F.P.A., hide case, €20.
1-PLATE Ensign Popular, t/4.5 Aldis anastigmat
4 lens, 6 single slides, F.P.A., £8.
1-PLATE Dallmeyer Pre.ss Reflex, f/4.5 Heliar
4 lens, 12 single slides, leather case, €10.
l-PLATE Tropical Thornton-Piekard, 3 D.D. slides,
4 no lens, €5.
1-PLATE Adams’ Tropical Minex de Luxe, 7i-in.
4 f'4.5 Ross Xpres, 3 double book-form slides,
F.P.A., hide case ; all in new condition, £70.

6o% of Commercial Art Work is done by “ Free Lance

31 x24 Thornton-Piekard Junior Special, T.T.canvas
& H.
4 and Graflex,
leather case,
31x21
f/4.5 £9.Ross Xpres lens, F.P.A.

2 f/4.5 lens, 8 single slides, F.P.A.,
case, £8/10.

x4 Adams’ Minex de Luxe, 64-in. Zeiss Protar
O
f,'6.3 lens, 3 double dark slides, leather case,
£12.

34 24 Voigtiander Roll
, Film, ^ oigtlaiider f 4.5 9kopar
auastigmat, Compur shutter,
direct-vision finder. In brandnew condition. List price
£10 48. 9d. For. .£760
^ V.P. Kodak. Autographic
, niodel, Carl Zeiss f/4.9 Tassar,
('ompound shutter, speeds
1 to l/30Uth sec,, purse case
£4 12 6
44 x 34
Sanderson, Carl
, Zeiss f/6.3 Triotar lens,
Compur shutter. 3 double
plate-holders, F.P. holder.
leather case .
£6 17 6

^ 34 x24
Zeiss Minimnm
PalmOS, Carl Zeiss f/4.5
In new For
condition.
List 10
price0 'I
Tessar lens, also 9-in. Carl
iJ45.
.
£32
Zeiss f/6.3 Tele-Tessar, 3
•iouble plate-holders, F.P.
Folding Reflex, 54-in. Ballholder, leather case. List
meyer f/2.9 Pentac lens, also
price £35. For _
£15 15 0
10-in. Ballon Telephoto f'5.6.
44 34 Ica Lloyd Roll Film,
6 plate-holders. Graflex roll- ,
holder, lens hoods, colour - , Carl Zeiss f'4.3 Te.ssar lens.
filters, etc. First-class con¬
Compur shatter, direct-vision
view-finder. In pood con¬
dition. List price £82 128. 6d.
dition. List price £15, For
Por .
£47 10 0

Silent Films. — Box 6129, c/o “ The
Photographer.”

^

9 12 cm. Ica Reflex, re¬
volving back, 7-ia. Voigt¬
iander f/4.5 Heliar lens, 3
double plate-holders, leather
case .
£9 12 6

NOW READY, 1033 Edition, 32-page Catalogue of Secondliand Cameras. Lenses, Enlargers, Cin6 Cameras and
Projectors, Accessories. £20,000 Stock of High-grade
Apparatus offered at keenly competitive prices. Write
for a copy

SANDS

to-day.

HUNTER&ei^

37 BEDFORD ST STRAND
LONDON. WC 2
32

wanted, but how to make buyers want what you draw.

full-time paying profession with studio and staff of
assistant artists ; there is no limit to the possibilities.
Let us send full particulars for a FREE TRIAL
details of our course for your inspection. You
be under no obligation whatever.
Art.

and
will

214-,

BENNETT

COLLEGE

LTD.

SHEFFIELD.

CINE-KODAK Model B, 100-ft., f/3.5 lens, light

THOUSANDS
OF
PHOTOGRAPHERS
are

ton Cau-seway, S.E.l, or phone, evenings. Hop

SERVICE
at the same

ECONOMISING

WHY

[5017

PATHE Projector, motor, super attachment,

PATHE Model B Motocamera, complete with 3

NOTE

6i X 3i

IPA

AVOID

ALL

RISK.

Gross

. . 2/3

8X4
Cix4J

(All Speeds.)
Doz .
.

8J X 64

Lots at Special

„

Rates.

..

2/3
3/3

. . 6/-

.. 6.. 6/.. 5/.. 7;.

De Luxe Bromide and Gaslight Postcards.
(.^11 Surfaces.)
1/9 50, 3/- too, 11/6 500, 21/- 1.000.

PH

AND

PRICES!

(.‘Ml Surfaces.)
British and Best.
3ix2i Gross..
.. 2/6
Of x 4J 1 Gross
4fx2f
„
..
.. 3/8ix6ff
4tx3I
.
3/6
10x8
f „
6iV3f
.
4'3
12X10*
Other sizes pro rata.

[5089
new condition,
lot 17/6.
— T., 1 11,
Mayford
Rd., ;
PATHESCOPE
Films,
1 super,
60-ft.,
5 30-ft.
London, S.W.12.
[5090

SYSTEM

„

12
1;8

time.

YOU?

IPA De Luxe Bromide and Gaslight Papers.

ALSO

DEPOSIT

THESE

Six 2! Doz .
4tx3t
.

chargers, close-up attachment and solid
leather case : all brand-new and unused ; cost
£7/16 ; accept £4/10. — 29, Craven Rd., Woodhouse,
Leeds.
[5067
lO-MM. Bargains. — Kodak Rewind, Agfa Splicer,
.LO £1/1 ; Projector Table, 15/- ; 3,340 ft. Film,
Travel, Comedy, Educational, cheap. — Charles Hig¬
gins, 4, Whittlesey Square, Cornwall Rd., London,
S E 1
Vt/AisiTED. — Sound-on-Disc 9-mm. and 16-ram.,
TT travel, etc. ; also silent ; send details above.

OUR

NOT

IPA Best Quality Plates.

2627.

Ensign
superand Klnecamera,
f/1.5,16-mm.,
f/19.
and f/4.5,
Super Sixteen with
Projector,
[5029
whole outfit cost over £110 ; little used ; what

our

ONE-DAY

complete ; deposit. — Box 6187, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[4985

BELL-HOWELL
in case, £26.57B,— Below.
200-watt,
little used, 1 Projector,
and 2 in. lenses,
£3/10 ; Pathe Large
Lux £10
Projector,
case,
resistance,
BELL-HOWELL
Beaded
Screen,
in case,
special 100-watt lamir, cost £21 ; £9. — 4, Newing¬

enjoying;

and

filter, case ; Model C Kodascope, Rheostat
on motor, resistance, case ; perfect condition. £20

I
Pathescope 9.5 Super Reels, excellent condition, good titles ; prices from 10/- :
list free. — Cross, Mickleover, Nr. Derby.
[5114
USE

Dept.

THE

Amateur
[4951

★ 4t - 3i Newman & Guardia

<

and sell it to the

Many of our students who originally took up Com¬
mercial Art as a hobby have since turned it into a

20 subjects
U.S.A., for over
sale
Talkie
Films,imported
16-mm.,fromsound-on-disc,
or exchange ; also number of exclusive American

dual resistance, ammeter, screen, and 1,000-ft.
9-mm. film ; owner buying 200B, £8. — Below.
IZLIMAX Parallel Arc Lamp, universal resistance,
Iv a dozen pairs of carbons ; new, January, 1933 ;
cost £4/4/6, for £3 ; near offers considered. Box 6260, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [5064

Roll Film Sibyl, Roes f/4.5
Xpres lens, best quality
leather case. In good con¬
dition. List price £37. For
£17 10 0

at home

[5077

offers?— R. Taylor. 39. Victoria St., S.W.l.

6

do their work

highest bidders. Many Commercial Artists draw ” re¬
taining fees ” from various sources, others prefer to
work full-time employment or partnership arrange¬
ment. We teach you not only how to draw what is

CINEMATOGRAPH APPARATUS

★ 3i X 24 Newman & Guardia

£8 12

Artists ” who

Welbcck 3215.
A. Portinan
.4DAMS Square,
& CO.,W.l.
LTD., Phone,
122, Wigmore
St.,

0

34 24 Voigtiander Roll
Film, Voigtiander f, 4.5 Heliar.
Compur shutter, speeds 1
to l/250th sec., direct-vision
view-finder, in brand-new
condition.
List price
£12 16s. 9d. For. . £8 17 6

the

A. ADAMS
CO., LTD.,
late 24, & Charing
Cross 122,
Rd.,Wigraore
W.C.2. St., W.l.
outfits.the following special bargains in reflex
OFFER

3 D.B. slides, F.P. holder.

leather

Just try it for yourself, trace or draw
outline and then put in the features.

UREE
Cameras. — Stamp for particulars. — Clay,
P
Fowler St., South Shields.
(5046

:

Cameras.
Tripods.
Chemicals.
Mounts.
Monntant.
Sepia Toner.
Glazing Solntion.
Self-toning Paper.
Developers (Liquid and Packet).
All Orders

over

5/- Post
Send

now

OTOG

(except

for FREE

Bulky

CJhemicals).

LIST.

R APH I CS

10/12, LAMBETH

-

Paid

' S,E.l ■
r RD.,

PALACE

IPA

Phone ; HOP.

5312.

March

I

8,

THE

1933

CINEMATOGRAPH

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

A D VERTISEMENTS

APPARATUS

O I /~k.^Nearly-new
Pathescope
Outfit, Portrait
de Luxe
dDlvy
Motocamera,£25f/3.5,
4 chargers.
lens, double-claw Projector, super attachments,
resistance, 3 spare lamps, 3 super films, notcher.
splicer. — 131, Spon St., Coventry.
[5094

Pathescope Oouble-claw projector, C motor,

rewind, super attachment, dual resistaiice,
oak case ;
perfect, £8. — Lctford, 41, King
Charles’ Crescent, Surbiton, S.W.
[5103

PATHE 9.5 Projector, motor drive, single claw>

dual resistance with ammeter, Krauss lens>
case, £3/15 ; deposit system. — Box 6281, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[5112
Ensign Kinecam, f/1.5 Taylor-Hobson
iO
lens, 3 speeds, leather case ; as new, £18
or ofifer. — 273, Milton Rd., Weston-super-Mare. [5124
Trade.

ILLUSTRALIGHT. — The Super Illiiminant for

Pathe Baby Projectors ; no lieat problems,
amazing brilliance, a 6-ft. picture is shown with
ease. The system uses a liighly efficient reflecting
device, a new type condenser, and tjie whole in a
lantern of the same diameter as the Pathe, but
one inch longer, fitted to any standard Pathe in a
few seconds ; complete sets for all voltages, GO/-.
Silver Projection —Surfaces,
split rollers
FLUSTRASCREENS.
Highly with
Reflective
Super
and battens, framed sides, with ingenious stretching
device, assuring a flawless picture area and
mum
brilliance. Rigid but portalile ;
rolled for transport after the show.

maxi¬
easily

ORDER
lllustrascreen
20x3048x60
10/-,
24x36 an12/-,
36x48 21/-, to-day.
48x48 — 25/-,
30/-, 48x66 32/- ; all prices arc carriage paid ;
any size made to order up to 12 ft.

Pathescope Films, 30’s and go’s assorted ;

every subject issued, 300-ft. 10/- ; sample
and list, 1/-.
Ft
Pathe Films to select from ; your
inspection invited.

Everything tor Movies, 9-mm., 16-nim. and

35-mra. ; phone, write, or, better still,
call and inspect immense stock of bargains.

F
LUSTRA
ENTERPRISES,
ChristieTelephone,
Organ House,
159, Wardour
St., London.
Gcrrard 6889.
[5116

Every Pathescope Super Film available for Hire-

3/6 week, 2/3 three days ; finest selection
guaranteed films. — Southern Film Exchange, 52,
Boundaries Rd., Baiham, London.

Pathescope
Film Hire,
30-ft. 4d.,
eo-ft. 8d.
week ; no deposit.
— Southern,
aI)ove.
Pathescope
Films
Exchanged,
30-tt.
5d.,
60-ft.
9d., Supers 4/6. — Southern Film Exchange,
above.
[0079
SUPER
Films (Pathescope)library
on Hire,
1/- each,Camera
from
the long-established
of Messrs.
Craft, Ltd., Palmers Green, N.13. Send P.C. for
particulars.

[0086

CINEMATOGRAPH
Films,
Accessories
; stand¬
ard only : lists free
; sample
1/-. — Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[3523

Pathescope 200B requires continuous titles :

send your “ notched ” supers and we will
re-make continuous titles and insert them, inclusive
charge 10/- to 12/6 per super reel. — Below.

PARACHUTE JUMPING,” 9.5-mm. thriller,

30-ft., 2/6 post free ; Animated Trailer,
‘‘ The King,” 1/3 post free ; send l.jd. for list of
other filnw and length of sample titles. — Below.
#ithe Processing
and Title Experts,
Meadow Rd.,
STEDMAN’S
CINEMATOGRAPH
LABORATORY,
Leeds, 11.
[5008

“ I am pleased to say that the enlarger arrived safely yesterday,
and after careful examination you will be pleased to hear that I am
quite satisfied with the instrument and have decided to retain same.
In conclusion. I should like to express my appreciation of the very
careful and efficient manner in which the instrument was packed,
and should also like to thank you for the prompt and straightforward

I EXCHANGE

AND

WANTED~|

Camera Body, lens immaterial. — Photos, 6,
Queen’s Crescent, Exeter.
[5050

1/1.9 Elmar
Speed t/3.5
lens, wide-angle
also Elmar
LBICAHectorWanted,
lens f/4.5
and
Telephoto lens for Leica Model 11 ; prompt cash if
cheap. — Box 6206, c/o “ The Amateur

Photographer.”
[5052
motor, resistance, accessories ; rock-bottom
figure. — Kitching, 12, Dixon Avenue, Grimsby. [5053

WANTED. — 9-mm. Pathe Camera, Projector, both

WANTED. — High-class Reflex Camera Body,

3i^x2i to 9x12 cm., good condition. —
Tassell, 2, Dukes Terrace, Stanhope Lines, Aldershot.

[5059
YOU

CAN

DEAL

WANTED~|

manner

in which

you

have

dealt with

this matter.”

E. N - , R - .
Vest Pocket Contessa Nettel Piccolette de Luxe, latest pattern,
Carl Zeiss f/4.u Tessar lens, Compur shutter, focussing, brilliant
finder, also wire-frame tinder and back-sight, in CA • 1 ft •

. lO . u
leather wallet case. New condition .
Pathe Baby Cine Projector, latest pattern with improved 2-claw
mechanism, complete with lens, usual attachments, superior adjust¬
able resistance to 200 volts, with ammeter. New
rp; •
• 0
. \j • \J
condition .
j-pl. Ross Century Double Ex. Field, best Spani.sli mahogany.
Goerz Dagor Series III f/G.b lens, T.-P. speeded shutter, rising and
swing front, independent rise, wide-angle rack, swing and reversing
back, 3 double book-form slides and superior leather ClA
• 17* fi

X-IU . 1 / . U
new .
Equal
case.
No. 2c
Autographic
Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 Kodak anastigmat. Dex
Universal shutter, 1 to 1/lOOth sec., T. and B., reversible brilliant
tinder, tine adjustment focus, etc. Equal new £4:4:0
Marconi

Baby

Crystal

Set, complete,

wave-leugth

i

300 to 500 metres. Unsoiled .
IkJo. v/U.
3i X 2i N. & G. New Special Sibyl, Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, Precision
shutter, i to l/150th sec., T. and B., 2-way rising front, folding
reflex finder, showing rise, deptli-of-focus indicator, 3 double bookform slides, F.P. adapter and velvet-lined leather Cl fi • 1 fi • 0

lU. U
XIU.
case. Nice condition .
5x4 Anderson Light Model Box-form Hand, G-in. Goerz Series
III f/6.8 Dagor lens, focussing, T.-P. behind-lens T. and I. speeded
shutter, direct tinder, complete with 3 double slides, ca , 1 Q •
F.P. adapter. New condition .
* lO . U
3$ x2j No. 1 Series II Autographic Pocket Kodak, latest pattern,
focussing f/7. 7 anasti^at, Diomatic sector speeded Co • 7 •
Watson Edinburgh Microscope (Stand H), fully inclinable graduated
draw-tube, coarse, micometer tine adjustment, triple nosepiece,
mechanical stage with vertical and horizontal rack. Compound sub¬
stage with rack, Holos. universal swing-out condenser with iri.s, 3
objectives, 1-in. Holos, I'Oth para., l/12th oil-immersion, 3 Holoscopic eyepieces, Holos. immersion parabaloid condenser fitments,
etc., complete

in mahogany

case.

Wholeset

innew

C'i'J • 10*

0

I-O i . 1 U . C/
.Is .
price £63 Easel,
ListEnlarging
condition.
Westminster
up to 15 • 12. .swing-over movement,
vertical to horizontal, rise and rever.se and tilting, UO • Q • A
hinge back with plate glass on stand. New comlition
. O . U
41 X 21 No. la Size Goerz Roll Film Pocket Tengor, f/G.8 Kalostigmat lens. Pronto auto, speeded shutter, focussing, infinity lock,
brilliant tinder and level, etc. New condition
.
£0 . |Q • Q
1-pl. Sanderson Regular Hand and Stand, improved model, wideangle rack adjustment, rack rising and swing front, etc., triple exten¬
sion, reversing back, 51-in. Cooke Series II f/4.5 anastigmat. Compur
fully-speeded sector shutter, 3 doulile slides and jfQ • 1 7 •
F.P. adapter, leather case. Nice condition .
. i / . U
Ica Kinamo S 10, improved model, Carl Zeis.s f,'2.7 Tessar lens,
“close-up” supplementary lens attachment, motor drive, takes
33-ft. daylight-loading IG-mm. safety film, complete C\A*
1 A • 0
with be.st leather case. New conditioB .
1^. \J
Adhesive Co. Type M Dry-Mounter, for gas, plates 12x8 in., width
arms 131 in., including thermometer. Equal
• 4 • Q
31 X 2A Pocket Speed Makina, f/2.U Plaubel Anticomar anastigmat,
Compur shutter, also Plaubel Makina Telephoto lens, interchangeable,
fine adjustment focus, brilliant direct-vision tinder, magnifier back¬
sight, also wire-frame tinder, 6 slides. F.P. adapter Cl ft • 1 ft • O
and leather case. Cost £32 15s. New condition. . .
1 O . Cf
41 X 6 Vest Pocket Ica Bebe, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tes.sar lens. Compound
shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., T. and B., focussing, direct-vision tinder
with back-sight, G slides, also Bebe magazine changing-box for
12 plates, velvet-lined leather case. Equal new'.. £g •17*0
1-pl. Abbeydale Enlarger, improved model, chain and sprocket
gear, rack long ex., front with rise, mechanical carrier, rack rise and
fall, revolving and tilt, 5J-in. condenser, best Series I Clement & Gil¬
mer f/G.8 Panorthostigmnt objective, russian-iroii light-chamber,
curtain back and cowl top, suit any illuminant. Co • 1 7 •
Bell &

Howell

Standard

100 ft. sub-standard

Model

16-mm.

70 Filmo

Cine Camera,

takes

Irvine, Ayrshire.

Tt/'ANTED.— Cine-Nizo 94 or Bimilar ; lowest
T T price. — Davies, 1, Clovelly Avenue, Colindeep

[-5070 ’
[5069
Lane, Hendon, N.W.9.
cheap ; Mentor or Makinette preferred, but
other make not objected to. — Brewer, 54, London
[5072
Rd., Portsmouth.
TAT'ANTED.— Leltz Enlarger, with lens, Filoy or
VV Filyt, also Supplementary Lenses and
Accessories for Model I ; state lowest, cash.— 27,
Wrottesley Rd., Plumstead, S.E.18.
[5079

3X4 cm. Camera wanted, Compur, good condition,

WANTED.— Pathe Motocamera, adapted lor slow-

before purchase essential.—
trial
motion,
Granger,
7, Church
St., Leatherhead, Surrey. [5083
f/3.5,
f/1.5,
1-in.
T,\7ANTED.—
TT suitable Lenses,
D.A. Filmo.
— Box
6271,2-in.
c/o
Amateur

Photographer.”

new. Co8t£G4 .
. \J . KJ
31x21 Voigtlander Roll Film Pocket, latest pattern. Voigt, f/4.5
Skopar anastigmat, improved Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec.,
T. and B., lever focus, tinder, also wire-frame finder ca .
• A
and back-sight. Unsoiled. As listed £9 Ss. 6d...
. U .
i-pl. Revolving Back Graflex Reflex, improved model. Cooke f/4.5
anastigmat, hood and sky shade, rack focus, Graflex focal-plane
shutter, all speeds 1/lOth to l.'l, 000th sec. and time, Graflex daylight
loading roU-fllm holder and superior leather case. CIA*
1 A • A

*1

new' .

Equal

. U

.

Any of the above may be had by arrangement on jive days' approval. If
no ledger aje deposit to value is requested. Latest lists free on application.
N.B. — High-class Apparatus Purchased for Cash, taken in Exchange
or Sold on Commission. Approx. Valuations free. Call or write.

Obt

WANTED.— 3i X 21 Roll Film, plate back;

Rolleiflex f/3.8 preferred ; full particulars,
lowest price. — Box 6272, c/o ” The Amateur
Photographer.”
[5085
\A/'ANTED.— Good 16-mm. Films, state lengths,
I V titles, make and prices. — Simpson, Willowbank
Hotel, Willowbank Rd., Aberdeen.
[5091

Ensign l-pl. Reflex, Aldls f/4.5, 10 plate-holders,

F.P.A., and case ; will exchange foregoing
for suitable 9X12 cm. Reflex. — Barker. 19, Underclifle Lane, Bradford, Yorks.
[5092
lA/'ANTED. — Horizontal
TT

particulars

ADDRESS

Telegrams:

GHEAPSIDE,

“ Loncamerex,

Stock, London.”

LONDON,
Phone;

E.C.2

Central

8691.

One minute from the Bank of England and Stock Exchange.
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

i

or

4

Booksellers,

pi.,
Kirk¬

[5098

for Exchange
Brownie Kodak
Daylight
Enlarger,
complete,to
Tank, 31x21
3ix2i
WILL
7x5, or Lancaster No. 5. — 70, Hainault Rd.,
Leytonstone, E.ll.
[5101
AA/ANTED.- Double Slides and F.P. A. for 6x13
TT

Gaumont

Stereo

Spido

(Myrioscope),

also

changing-box for 6x13 Voigtlander Stereoflectoscope. — 7, Blenheim Crescent, South Croydon. [5102

1A Pocket Kodak Junior, f/6.3, Kodex shutter,
” The
[5107
WANTED.—
—Write, 1-pl.
Box Horizontal
6283, c/o Electric
" The Enlarger.
Amateur
Photographer.”
[5123
must
f/4.5, [5122
Xpres
3.4x24,
be newSibyl
condition.
— 10,
W’entworth
Rd.,
WANTED.—
.
.ll
N.W

good condition, £2. — Box 6275, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”

Trade.

WANTED Immediately for Prompt Cash or

Exchange. — Baby Cine Cameras, Projectors,
Films and Accessories ; Microscopes, Telescopes,
Binoculai-s, Mathematical Instruments and Modern
Cameras. — Frank, 67, Saltmarket, Glasgow. [4967

LANTERNS

OUR

&

ENLARGER^

ZEISS Ikon Mirax Enlarger, cost £2/14, as new,

36/- ; Pathe 9.5, hand-turn, f/3.5, 30/-. —
Acraman, 722, Chester Rd., Stretford, Manchester.

ANCASTER

[5078

Trade.

E NLARGERS
negative, and
from Leica
to 12x10,
Condensers,
V'ERTICAL
Horizontal
tor every
size
diffused or mercury vapour illumination ; semi¬
or automatic

focussing.

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

:

No. 2, POULTRY,

Enlarger,

to — Leonards.

wall, Orkney.

automatic

fi0ii0on Camera (fxcl)auge
NOTE

[5084

50 or

films, motor drive, 8 and 36 speeds,

Cooke f/3.6 U.F. lens, also Cooke f/1.5 focussing anastigmat, inter¬
changeable, complete w’ith leather case. Equal COA
• A • A

infinity lock, etc.

[5063

lA'ANTED.— 3i X 24 Sibyl Outflt, as new, for cashVV—Box 6262, c/o ” The Amateur Photographer.”

lU. \J
XIU.
£39 odd .
New
41 Xcondition.
21 No. la Cost
Autographic
Folding Junior Kodak, rapid Achro.
lens, B.B. adjustable speeded shutter, focussing, ri . 1 Pn • A

WANTED.^ — 10x15 Goerz Anschutz Self-capping

AND

EXCHANGE

Leather Case
for T.-P.
i-pl. Junior
Exchange.
— 5i-in.
condenser,
mounted,Reflex,for
84 X Six 74 in., or sell, 12/6.— Tanner, Haysholm,

J. Birmingham,
LANCASTER 1.& Telephone,
SON, LTD.,
87,4255.Parade,
(.'entral
post free. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.
Enlargers,
of shop-soiled
Sale List Parade,
CLEARANCE
struction/; List
postage
— Lancaster,
con¬
tor ownParade,
of 2d.parts
m.
Enlarge
mingha
Birrs.—
[0082

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

ACCESSORIES

PHOTOGRAPHIC

PATHESCOPE
7/6 ;Gricourt,
Jaynay
Tilting Stand, Super-reel
with tray, Rewind,
10/-. — Lester,
Emsworth, Hants.
[5056
D ALLAN Developing Tank, takes i-pl. and

film-pack, excellent condition, 10/- ; Heyde
Exposure Meter, leather case, instruction book, price
new, 15/-, for 5/-. — Box 6273, e/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[5086
OO^-VOLT,
250-watt Silver-backed Projection
Lamp, in holder, 15/-, and Meyer-Roth
Triple Condenser, diameter 2 in. ; cost 26/- ;
10/-, near offers considered. — Box 6261, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[5065

SOCIETIES’

and

CLUBS’

ANNOUNCEMENTS
JOHN

RUSKIN

CAMERA

CLUB

Walworth Men's Institute, Bereslord Street, S.E.17
EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY
6/- Per
DARK-ROOM AND APPARATUS
Annum.
Beginners

specially welcome.

Hon. Sec. : G. Paul, 229, Brixton Hill, S.W.2

Trade.

Bellows. — A11 sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;

camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

Holborn 6250.
Lloyds,
87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l. Phone,
Lloyds.
Enamelled
Superior
to any— New-stock
on the market,
3-in. Dishes,
deep, postcard
strip, 23x7 in., 7/6 ; 24x18 in., 12/6; 20x16 in.,

We

10/6; 15X12 in., 5/6 ; 12x10,4/6; 10x8,3/6;
24x16x4 or 5 in. deep, 15/-; 30x20x3 in.
deep, 15/- : Cascade Washing Trays, set of three,
20x16, 47/6.

have no old stocks of
BROMIDE

for D. & P. work:

CRAFTSMAN

AND

3^X2^

GASLIGHT

2/6, 4^x21

Guaranteed ENLARGING

PAPER
3/7 gross.

BROMIDE,

Glossy, Velvet, Cream. Normal and Vigorous,
i-plate 6/- gross; 8^x6^ 10/- gross; 12x10 6 6
36 sheets.

CRAFTSMAN

BROMIDE

POSTCARDS,

PLATES.

5-pl. 1/9 dozen.

Postcard

with 9 tt. flex.

{Please
when

state
voUa{/e
ordering).

Postage 1/- extra.

SANDS HUNTER & Co., Ltd.,

600 and 300 H. & D.,

Strand. London.

MATERIALS

2/10, i-pl. 3/6 dozen.

Send for List of Craftsman

10 hours. Exposures from 1 to 2

Bellows, }-pl. or odd, 6/6, 7/6 ; whole-plate,

faces, 100 2, 10, 500 13/6, 1,000 21/-, singles or strips.

CRAFTSMAN

Lamp is made on
the same princi¬
watt type, but
comple
plete
as the 500with a life off/48 5to

10/6 ; worth double. — Frank, 67, Saltmarket,
Glasgow.
[4971

all sur¬

Reflector

designed
for
‘Home
NeronPortraiture.
* Type K
The new 200-watt

Lloyds.
— Porceloyd
Film andDeveloping
38x15x12,
20/- ; RoU
tap-hole
tap, 2/6 Tanks,
extra ;
all sizes ; stoneware tanks in stock.
Snaps. Equipment
Studio Lighting,
Drying
Lloyds
for D. &Backgrounds,
P. Trade, Walking
and Mounting Machines.
[4876

Craftsman Photographic Material. All our material
19 perfectly fresh, with a money-baclc guarantee.

CRAFTSMAN

‘NERON’
Reflector
A new

Trade.

Products.

PHOTO WOl
FORD ST.. NOTTINGHAM.

CITY PHOTO WORKS.— World-famous “ Blue WANTED

Label ” series of first-quality British Papers,
Postcards, Chemicals, Mounts, Wallets, Folders,
also Plates, orthoohromatic, isochromatic ; uniform
quality ; absolutely dependable material.

CITY PHOTO WORKS.— The original 22 years’

established firm ; thousands of satisfied
customers; 3ix2J Gaslight Paper, 5;/6 gross,
samples free.

CITY PHOTO WORKS.— Big Catalogue Free ;

for CASH

Saleable Photographic Apparatus. Exceptionally
good allowances made in exchange.
Accredited Dealers for all the leading makes of
Cameras and Gramophones, etc.

THE
320,

CAMERA
Vauxhall

{Opposite

New

& GRAMOPHONE

Bridge

Rd.,

Victoria Oinema,)

VICTORIA,
Phone:

Victoria

CO.
S.W.I
2V71,

largest selection in the trade ; write now, you
may learn something to your advantage. — City
Photo W’orks, 119, Eastbourne Rd., Southport. [0002

post paid Hadleigh,
; satisfaction
guaranteed
catalogue
AT'TWOOD,
Essex.—
Reliable; Materials,
350 and 600
& D. ; superfine
Postcards, 21dozen,
A'rTWOOD
P’latH. P’ilms,
quality.
—
6 dozen 10/- ; i-pl., 2/3 dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.
600 H. & Plates,
D. ; i-pl.,
1/9 dozen,
6 dozen
ATTW'OOD
superfine
quality.—
300 8/-and;
Postcard, 2/- dozen, 6 dozen 11/- ; i-pl., 2/9 dozen,
free.

IS THE LEADING JOURNAL
FOR BIRD LOVERS
Useful articles for beginners and old
hands. Free advice and help by
experts, and the fullest, promptest
reporting of all shows are some of
the features of this popular journal.
A

weekly

that no breeder
without.

5 dozen

per 1,000.

ATIWOOD Bromide Paper, glossy, satin, matt,

normal and vigorous, 6x4i, 3/6 per gross:
i-pl., 4/- per ^oss ; whole-plate, 7/6 per gross. —
Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
[0025

Published every Friday. Price 2d.
I I

BURT’S for all Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,

out this coupon and post to address
below in unsealed envelope bearing '.d.
stamp.

i, 1 I I

etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.

BURT’S Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬
normal,
all surfaces,
72 sheets,
BURT’S
Gaslight
and Bromide3ix2iPaper,1/3vigorous
and
2/- gross; 4ix2i and i-pI. 1/9, 3/- gross; i-pl.
ous and normal ; all surfaces ; First quality,
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.

Please
Cage

send

me

FREE

specimen

Birds.”

copy

of

A.P.

1/9 36, whole-plate 2/9 36.

NAME
ADDRESS

ALLEN’S Super Photographic Products ; decide

ALLEN’S
Plates ; 641x2il/6;
6ix4f Super
2/6 dozen;
dozen lots. —5ix3i2/-;
Below.
Hydrokinone,
Pyro, 2/9
2/9 ; i-lb.
— Below.
ALLEN’S
Chemicals1/9: ;Amidol,
Metol,
3/6';
D.
&
P.
Order
Pads,
7/6
dozen
Wallets,
1/6
100
(60/orders
post
paid). ;— Allens,
168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester 4.
[0088

THE PUBLISHER, “ CAGE BIRDS,”
CARMELITE ST., LONDON, E.C.4
34

[0026

on quality but pay less. — Super Gaslight for
D. & P. Finishers, 3ix2i 1/8 gross, 4ix2f 2/6 gross
(12-gross lots) ; sample gross 2/- and 2/9 post paid ;
Bromide same price. — Below.

.

BE

WISE

Amatenr

Pbotograpber.*’

ADVANCED

WORKERS'

8/3/33

COMPETITION

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Friday. March Slst.

12/-.

ATTWOOD
Acmecontrasty,
Postcards,50 Bromide
normal and
1/6, 100 and
2/9, Gaslight,
500 11/-,
1,000 19/- ; Commercial Postcards, 1/9 100, 14/-

can do

* The

IN

TIME—

USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

‘ The Amateur

8/3/33

Photographer.*’

INTERMEDIATE

COMPETITION

This Coupon to he affixed to back of print.
Available till Friday, March Slat.

*Tbe Amatenr

Photographer.’*

BEGINNERS’

8/3/33

COMPETITION

Thia Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Friday, March 31at.

*Tbe Amatenr

Photographer.**
PRINT
CRITICISM

Thla Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till TVednesday following date of issue.

^/3/33
The Amatenr Photographer.**
ENQUIRY

COUPON

This Coupon to be forwarded with the queatioo.
Available till Wednesday following date of issue.

p
March

8,

THE

1933

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

29.000i

MATERIALS

REGULARLY

K
ALTON,
Bristol,
150, Victoria
St. ACallers
new
depot for
South-Western
England.
welcomed.

use

In almost every Dark¬
room can the Granville

TO-DAY

DE

Tremendous

FOR

FREE

LIST

NEW

Lantern

Plate.s, 3 dozen

All grades as above.
15 1/-, 50 2/., 100 3/6, 500 16/-.

GRANVILLE
DEVELOPERS

satin,Tonelle
strips Bromide
of 3, packet
of 500 glossy
cards, 5/9,
Rajah
Postcards,
and

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE
Glossy, Velvet, Matt ; Whitem
and Cream ;
Chloro-Bromide ; Double-weight thickness.
Sheets.
Sheets.
4ix3i 144 .. 4/6 81x61 72 .. 8/6
5ik3i 144 .. 6/2 10x8 36 .. 6/6
61x4} 72 .. 5/. 12x10 36 .. 9/9

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE
POSTCARDS

latest compact

on first sample

Gaslight, Amidol, M.Q., Pyro, Gold Toning,
n
Acid Fixing, Semitone.
Box of 6 packets 1/3.

order.

Films

post free. — Lloyds, 87, Lamb’s

excepted. .

Conduit

Write Now.

I

POSTCARD
Enlargements,
assorted 2d.
each. — -Below.1/3 dozen, 6 lor 9d. ;
Enlargement
Freemounted
for every
7/6 spent from
with your
us onenegative,
84x64
Pa

th

e

.

Ca

Point

at the subject, that’s

only 70/- only.

In Stock.

Just Perfection.

Before the Rush.

ETUI.

£8:8:0

Write Now.

all.”
3ix2i Carbine R.F., f/4.5, Compur. rising front..
i-pl. Dallmeyer Reflex, f/3.5. latest self-capping _
Pathe Projector, motor, super attachment, resistance
V.P. Salex Press Pocket, f/4.5, 1/loth to 1/l.OOOth. .
i-pl. Ensign Reflex, Ross f/4.5, self-capping .
3i X
Cameo, f/3.9. latest Compur, double ex...
la Kodak Autographic, f/7. 9, 3*speed. As new....
i-pl. Contessa Plate, f/6.3, 3-speed, slides .
V.P. Tenax R.F., Dogmar f/4.5, Compur. Cost £12
Baby Box Zeiss Tengor, f/G. 3, case. As new .
Zeiss Prism Biuocalars 6 x , case. As new .
Pathescope Lux Projector, motor, resistance, case.

|

Trade.

In case.

£15 : 15 : 0

3i x2i New Etui Wafer Pocket, f/4.5, delayed-action Compur,
elides, screen, even thinner still ; fits the vest pocket.

St., W.C.l.

ENLARGEMENTS

ELECTROPHOT.

LATEST

[5117

Cut Films, Mounts, Chemicals, Tissue, Mountant. Sepia Toner, P.O.P., Glazing Solution
Self-toning, etc,, etc.

in. REFLEX.

9-mm. Telephoto Lens, fltted interchangeable with Pathe Motocamera f/3.5, both leases being quickly interchanged.

[0044

GRANVILLE

Machine.

World’s Finest

S-mrn. TELEPHOTO.

.

i

model.

No Waste.

5/-.

K
ALTON
Filins,; 34x24,10/-;
flrst< quality, 824X44,12/-;
exposures :
lgx24, Roll
9/- dozen
6 exposures : 34x24 7/6; 34x44,18/-; 54x34 21/-.
K ALTON
Film; 4-pL,
Packs, 3H.packs
& D.8/6.350, 34x24, 3
packs 5/3
5/-, 16/6
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;
K
ALTON
Flat gross
Filins,; H.Postcard,
& D. 600,4 1-pl.,
4-pl. 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
K ALTON
bottled ; Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
lOd. ; Pyro,
[0009
3/6 100. — Harrowven’s,
Norwich.
ILLINGWORTH’S
Gaslight224,or King
BromideSt., Postcards,
1
[0035
KAMY,
ltd.,best28, photographic
Bunhill Row!materials,
London, recom¬
E.C.l,
supplies
mends a good trial and allows 10 per cent reduction

Wonderful

£80

New Rbamstine Exposure Meter, photo-electric, stills, or
movies, self-generating. No batteries, last a lifetime and give
perfect dead accurately e-xposed pictures of quality. Very

K
ALTON
Postcards,
bromide
and gaslight,
quality,
ail surfaces
; vigorous,
3/- first
100,
1/9 50.
K ALTON
34x24, 3/- gross ;
44X2| Seif-toning
and 4-pl-, Collodion,
4/-.
matt cream,
4/- 100,
32/6 1,000.
K ALTON
Self-toning
Postcards,
glossy, matt and
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; 4-Pl-,
5/-,
K
ALTON
4-pl., 9/94 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
backed 5/9; 34x24, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;

H.D. 100. 250, 350, 650, and Special Ortho
H.D. 425.
3ix2ilDoz. .. 1/3 6ix43 1Doi... 3/9
4Jx3i ., .. 1/10 8ix6ii „ .. 3/9
51x31 „ .. 2/10
i

" ready-for-actioa

£8 : 15 : 0 Fine Workmanship.

NEW

1-pl., 21- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; 4-pl. 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

GRANVILLE
UNSURPASSED
PLATES

russet

Brilliaucy.

5x4x4

Precision Made.

K ALTON Gaslight, single-weight and doubledouble-weight
K
ALTON
“ Kaitonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
10x8 5/-; 12X10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
2/- gross,
12-gros3
20/-. ” 34x24 glossy,
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots“ Xlnt
K ALTON
Paper,2/6 l§gro.ss
x24,; 44x23
1/6 grossand ;
34x24 Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,

GRANVILLE
LUXE POSTCARDS

brown

Theatre

3Jx2I New T.-P. Ultra-Compact Reflex, Dallmeyer 1/4.5,
high-speed. 1/lOth to l/l,000tb sec., long extension (for
portraits, close-ups, copying, etc.), deep self-erecting hood,
latest mirror, smallest high-speed reflex obtainable, nearly
film.
ftt the coat pocket. Takes plates, film packs, cut Aims, roll

weiglit, normal, vigorous ; same prices as
Bromide advertisement above, except 4-pl., 6/6 gross,

GRANVILLE
LUXE PAPERS

latest

Light.

World’s Finest.

15X12 4/3; 12x10 7/3 36 sheets, 10x8 5/whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; 4-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross
i-pl. 3/6, 44x23 3/6, 34x24 2/6 gross, 12 gross
21/6.

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.
20 1/-, 50 1/9, 100 3/., 500 13/6.

n

throughout, in
carryiog-casei

matt, normal,
e.xtra vigorous,
single
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Bromide,
glossy, velvet
weight and doubie-weight : 20x16 6/3 dozen

Vigorous
All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight
and Normal.
Sheets.
34x21 Gross .. , 2/9
64x4J 144 ..
7,9
84x64 72 ..
7/4
44x21 ., .. . 3/7
36 ..
10x8
4jx3j ' ..
. 4/12x10 36 ..
5/6
8/4
54x34 .. .. , 5/4

DE

(no belts, gears or chains), automatic self-replacing spool
arms. 4-way rewind— rewind by hand, rewind by motor, re¬
wind one film whilst projecting another Qlm, latest quickthreading device. Dreadnought gear tilting head, micro,
adjustment, all gold-flecked bronze chromium-plated flttings

7/3, 3/- dozen.

label he found

WATT!

16-aim. New Victor Mighty-Power Luxe Projector, super f/1.5
large aperture, 600-watt triplane coiled-coil trecneudous direct
Uluminatiou, large 2-in. diameter condensera (passing enor¬
mous light), dual boosting reflectors (giving theatre brilliancy),
latest 24-teeth Qlm sprocket fed — takes dry, worn or shrunken
film all perfectly, automatic film trap (shuts off projection if
incorrectly running), dual fan-cooled throughout, car-gear
clutch start (giving forward, stills, reverse), direct drive motor

Rd. Prices
less postage to callers.
K ALTON,
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
121, Scotswood
9 to 7 ;Manchester,
Wednesday, 99,
1 ; London
please call.
R ALTON,
Rd. Hours,
Send
for
price
list.
K ALTON, London, 61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.lOrders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harborne.
K ALTON,
7, Albany
9 to 7 : Leeds,
Wednesday,
1 ; please
call. Hours,
K ALTON,
38, Bridge
End.
K ALTON,
postage Glasgow,
to callers.409L Argyle St. Prices less
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt, l-pl. 3/6
KsheetsALTON
Chloro-bromide
white72
; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets ; 10x8 5/-, 12x10

GRANVILLE
PRODUCTS

WRITE

500

Trade.

PHOTOGRAPHERS
now

ADVERTISEMENTS

£4 17
£8 17
£6 17
£3 5

6
6
6
0

£6 17 6
£4 4 0
£15
0
17s. 0d.
£4 17 6
£17
6
£8 17 6
£11 11 0

3ix2i Ensign R.F.. t'4.5, Compur .
£2
16-mm. Ensign Bronze Projector, motor, case .
£9
Bell-Howell 18-mm. Editor, complete. List £14.... £7
3i < 2i Eusign R.F. Reflex, Aldis f/6.3. Perfect _
£2
KoUbri, Tessar f/3.5 Speed, new (Compur. As new. . £8
Bell-Howell Photometer Electric Exposure Meter.. £2
lO-i^m. Ensign Luxe Projector, 250-watt, f/1. 8, case £29
3ix2i Tropical Ensign R.F. Reflex, f/4.5. Snip.. £6
3ix2i Zeiss Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.5 .
£14
2ix2i Carbine R.F., Aldis f/4.5, Compur .
£3
3ix2A N. & G. Fold. Reflex, swing. Unmarked.. £29
Pathe Projector, standard model. Cost £6 15s .
£3
31 x2i Lancaster Vertical Enlarger, auto-focus _
£4
Ifl-mm. Kodascope C Projector, 100-watt, motor re. £7

17
17
10
15
8
15
10
17
14
6
10
15
17
10

8
6
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
6
0

16
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. £2
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me f
Bi -mm
Pr per
As nee.
£93
et en
gnx
ra oc
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n .
w
tfr
, C us
V. ocuGo
Wa
Tesma
Pl
As n.e.
£4
/
e
o
.
4
a
P. l er
n t
fe
w
m
.
t
r Re ax ic,f/ e, la 5. me pu s. -c
3i x2 arszDu
£
9
4.
t
f
ta mr.
apc
i
5f,/ 8, e1st8
16
Enofl
Pr lex
£1
l ot
pais
1.
0oj ,
siex
8
neg
or
gn
si mxm2. Si
Un ectHa
Ro w.,
£1
, As
orndf
sts
a
ne
3+ X i2i Zencl
M
la
As
£2 1
y
, -/S4.
f
t
is air iro
7
p/eG
w
ne
es
t5a, , f/6.3.
s
fl
.S
t
3i X 21 Zeiss
Cocarette
R.F.
3-speed
.
£2
w
ex
n
,
3ix2i Cameo, Aldis
f/4.5, d,latest 1 to .1/lOOth.._
£3
1-pl. Ensign R.F. Plate. Aldis f/6.3, 1 to l/lOOth.. £2
31 X 21 Etui Wafer Pocket, f/4.5, latest type .
£7
9 and 16 mm. Bolex Projector, latest D. Unmarked £29
1-pl. Zeiss Pocket, Zeiss f/4.5, Compur, double ex. £6
18-mm. Ensign Projector, 50-watt, super att., resist. £4
V.P. Goerz Wafer R.F., Dogmar f/4.5, Compur _
£4
1-pl. Ensign Folding Reflex, Cooke f/4.5. Cost £33 £8
1-pl. Klito, Aldis f/6.3. 1 to l/150th. double ex .
£2
31 x21 Zeiss Ikonta R.F., f/6.3. S-speed, self-erect. £2
1-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/4.5, double slides, case. . £6
Cine Table Stands, quick-tilt swing centre .
£1
V.P. Zeiss Ikonta, f/6.3. 3-speed, 16 on V.P .
£2
31 X 2* Apem Reflex, Cooke f/4.6. 1/lOth to 1/l.OOOth £2
P.C. Klito, Ross Homo, f/6.3, double ex. Asnew.. £3

10
0
5 0
17
6
17
6
18
0
11
0
10
0
5 0
17 6
5 0
7 0
10 0
17 6
4 0
17 8
17 6
5 0
9 6
17 6
7 8
6 6
17 8
7 6

me

Mackenzie Envelopes, 1-pl., latest metal backed _ 2p. 9d.
Slides, Roll-film Adapters, F.P. Adapters, Filters, each 7s. 8d.
1-pl. Zeiss Ernemann Folding Reflex, f/4.5, latest 1/lOth to
,h
1/1, 000th, triple ex., masking screen. Cost £80 £25 0 0
no disappointments; same-day service; 84x64
an
d12|-in. Cooke Telephoto f/5. 8, reflex mount. Bargain £6 17 6
lOd., 10X8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15X12 2/1 ; mounted
tu
Kodak Camera, f/3.5, 50 or 100 ft. Bargain £9 17 6
A.B. or P.S., 84x64 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-; rn.A 16-mm.
excellent results certain ; write tor tree lists ; s n i-pl. Ensign Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, revolving back _ £6 17 6
ew
. . X 107 Ica SUdes, Is. 6d. F.P. Adapters .
45
8s. 6d.
trade specially catered for. — The Detoe Photo¬
£1
graphic Service, 11, Roseoe St., London, E.C.l.
Changing-box
.
£3 17 6
15
Cierkenweil 1871.
.
[0056
9-in. Dallmeyer
f/6.5 Telephoto, suit Compur.... £4 4 0
0
ra

,f

/3

CEAMINGTON
Telegrams

LONDON

SPA

: “ Granville, Leamington.”

BRANCH

B7 & 68, Chancery

:

Lane, W.C.2.

Chancery

8637.

Phone

BIRMINGHAM
174,

847.

BRANCH

Corporation
Central

Street.
2482.

USE

:

.5

SMALL Films Specially Developed for Fine Grain :

Leicas 8d., 3x4 cm. 4d. ; Enlargements to
34x24, 44x34 or P.C., price 1/3, 1/9, 2/- per
dozen, assorted. — Smith, 16, Nutgrove Avenue,
Bristol.
[5096
OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

EDWIN
FIVE

RISK.

DAIS’

GORSE
APPROVAL

; EXCHANGES.

ALL

IN

STOCK.

35

March

THE

XIV

AMATEUR

SALE

ENLARGEMENTS
Trade.

Enlargements of Quality, Postcard Printing,
Peter¬
[4423

etc. ; price list free. — Slater, Sawtry,
borough.

Cine-Kodak

to purchase flrst-class guaranteed apparatus at exceptionally attractive pri ces

B, f/6.5, 100-£t. spools.

of cameras,
BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE,
LTD.,
instruments

Cost £18 18.s.
£4 19 6

undertake repairs to all makes
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ;

insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

1-V.P. Zeiss Eolibri, i/3.5 Tessar, Compur.

Cost £13 10s.
£9 17 6
1-V.P. Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar. Cost £4. ... £3 10 0
Leitz Leica Model I, t73.5 Elmar. Cost £18 18s. £9 9 0
Every Outfit is indistinguishable from new.
First cheque
secures. EXCHANGES
A SPECIALITY.

|

See our Sale Windows

and Bargain

All RollDeveloping
andonePrinting,
same-day
service1/- ;;
Films and
print each
to 31x2i
4ix3i 1/3, 5ix3J 1/8; write for lists; see also

■

▼▼

I^I^RIA

“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

SQUARE

Museum Repairer
St., W.C.l.
3292. [0066
CAMERA
to Temple
Trade. — Bar
Fairbrother,
7,

Basement.

GALLOWAYS

Trade.

.£-m. m.

CHEMISTS

■

(Opp G.P.O.). BIRMINGHAM

I

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

71 PER GROSS, 42/6 per 1,000, including title,
[0057

Your Film Developed, and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative: V.P and 3Jx2L 8 exposures. 1/2, No. 116 (2Jx4i>

/ " best
on Kodak
Bromide
; if Photographic
enlarged from Postcards
snapshot negative,
36
for 3/- ; titling 6d. e.xtra. — Shawyer, Swindon. [0064

1/6. 4^x31 1/3. 5tx.3J 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1'- * dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2.'9 i dozen. 8^x6^; 2/6
dozen, 1/8 J dozen, 6^ x 4J enlargemeuts, 2/- 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12x10 1/3. 10x8 1/-. 8tx6J 9d.. 6^x4J 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH
OP ALL ORDERS.

from printed matter, 1/9 post free. — Cawthra,
St. Margarets Terrace, Bradford.
[4809

Sizes up to 12 X 10 glazed, imless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.

Slides from Negatives, 1/2 ; dozen 10/6 ;

OSBORNE

&

CAMPION.

122.

East

Park

Road.

YOU

velopingNo.
Apparatus.
PATENT
287717, Photographing and De¬
The
Proprietor
of the above
Britishof licence
Patent oris
desirous
of arranging
by way
otherwise on favourable terms, for the working

of this invention on a commercial scale
country ;
for particulars write to —
Popplewell & Francis, Chartered Patent
Jessel Chambers, 88-90, Chancery Lane,
\V.C.2.

CAN

WASH

YOUR

LEICESTER.

“NOW

FACE

HERMER,

Good Amateur Films wanted of Seaside Bathing.

Pictures and Children. — Manley & Co., RowsonSt., New Brighton, Cheshire.
[5074

A SELECTION of Photos of Flowers, Shrubs
Cata¬
6264,

and Vegetables, suitable for seedsman’s
logue required by London printers. — Box
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

RETOUCH

AT”

<2, ToHenham

[5075

I N G

Trade.

MINUTE*S
WASHING
removes BOTH, Hypo and
Nowat. 3/- Post Free. Cost equals one farthing for
9 prints or negatives. NOWAT
keeps indefinitely.
AFTER-EFFECTS
GUARANTEED.

S.

WANTED|

Trade.

WITH

Therefore it*s safe for films, plates and prints. NOWAT
LOOSENS
HYPO
in TWO
MINUTES, and ONE

in this
Stanley,
Agents,
London,
[5105

I PHOTOGRAPHS

T^’^ANTED.
— Good
and
T T Country
VillagesPhotographs
; excellent London
prices given
call or write. — William Beecroft, 9, Romilly
Rd., Loudon, N.4.
[5118

PATENTS
Trade.

Trade.

I Repairs
shutters,toetc.,
by skilful
workmen.—
cameras,
focal-plane
and W.otherA.
Furse {many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works),
27,
Chancery
Lane,
London,
W.C.2.
[0006
I

Pathescope Home Movie Projector, latest model. Cost
£6 Jos .
£4 19 6
Ensign Silent Sixteen 250, complete in case. Cost
£50 .
£37 10 0

LEICA
and 2d.3X4— George
cm. Specialist.
1-pl. Enlarged
Prints,
Childe,— Photo-Chemist,
228, Roundhay Rd., Leeds.
[4609

1933

REPAIRERS

OPPORTUNITY
BTRMIt^HAI^’ sHI

Model

8,

ADVERTISEMENTS

TTimSED SHOWROOM
MODELS— ALL GUARANTEED.
X 21 Dallmeyer Roll Film, f/2.9 Pentac. Cost £17 17tf.
£11 17 6
31x31 Agfa Standard Plate, f/6.3, 5 speeds. Cost £6
£4 7 6

-| /Q
6d. 3,
3d.or1.—
Full-size
jy
O DOZEN,
Postcards lOd.
from 6,small
film
plate,
re¬
touching and vignettes included ; postage extra. —
Atkinson Speight, 38, Gainsborough Avenue,
Oldham.
[0017

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

PHOTOGRAPHER

Lant, London, N.8

to work required
from ;
^-pl. bust,
8d. ;
Retouching.
— Best work
; charges
according
half-length, 4d. ; three-quarter length, 3d. ; fulllengtli, 2d. ; i-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and postage
with order. — Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

DIFFERENT Bargains EVERY WEEK

[9144

Any item sent on Jive days* approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appointment
at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange allowance.

DOLLOMD
Wanted

Leica Camera,

: Electric Enlargers.

interchangeable model, f/2.5

Hektor, range-finder, leather case. Good con¬
dition. Cost £25 8s. 6d...
£14:15:0

21x21
case.

Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, leather

Good

condition.

Cost

Cl I .1 C. ft
ill.lJ.U

£17 I2S. 6d .

2ix2i

Rolleiflex, f/3.8 Zeiss Tessar, Compur,

Ever-ready case. Good condition.
Cost £20 5S .

9.5-mm.

C1I\»7«K
SliJ.f.O

Pathe Projector, double-claw, resis¬

Zeiss Binoculars.

fllTCHISC7N

Astronomical

Telescopes.

and orange filter. As new.

List £15 15s.

13.5-cm. Leitz Elmar f/4.5, for Leica C7»17*fi

Camera.

31x21

Very good condition.

Newman

31x21

Mentor

Zeiss Tessar,

31x21

slides.

Ernemann

As

new.

£16:15:0

Focal-plane, f/4.5 C6*1

Emotar,

2 D.D. slides, case. Fair condition,

tigmat.

Good

C A.\

attachment, automatic rewind and group resis¬
tance for lamp and motor. Good CR»1 ^ *0
condition. List £13 i6s .
X0.1«J»U

Leica Camera, Model I, f/3.3 Elmar, range¬
finder, 2 roll - film chambers,
leather case. Good condition....

3lx2t

C^»1
XO#XO»D

focussing.

As

4.5x6

10x15

PLEASE

MENTION

Cd*1

Ex-

^*0

Cl

Stock

1-pl. Double Extension Rodenstock,

Exchange

2 AKGEL
Throgmorton

CQ»7«fi

41x3^

for cash.

T.'P. Special Ruby Reflex, 6|'in. Cooke Series X

f/2.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case.
Good condition. Cost £35 .
If*0#XU*w
Cine Camera
. As new. List £ii 15s...
5:0
3£'in. Cooke Telephoto
Lens f/3.3, focussing, for£6:1
Bell-Howel

3}x2i
3-speed.

Folding Roll Film, f/3.9 anastigmat,
Good

3ix2^

condition .

Series III Kodak, f/5.6 anastigmat,

Compur.

As brand new.

List £8 .

8}-in. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, in

mount.
shutter.

3ix2i

sunk

COURT

St., London,

PHOTOGRAPHER

Uno,£3:5:
Mulchro
0

3.Vx2i^ case.
MakinaGood
Hand,
f/3.2 anastigmat,
Compur, F.P.
adapter,
condition.
Cost £18...
£6:5:0
12-jn. Gundlach Convertible Anastigmat 1/6,8 (i8-in. f/i6),
in 6-speed shutter, i to i/iooth sec., T. and B., C7.ti.ft
and flange. Good condition .

61x4|

Convertible

Sanderson Hand, wide-angle rack, lo-in. Dallmeyer
anastigmat

f/6, Compound

shutter

CQ.'|7.fi

28 OLD BOND $T.
London,

E.C.2

65, High St., Notting Hill Gate, W.ii.
2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.

35, Broinpton Rd., S.W.3.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.
191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., W.i.

*»v*XU*V

iris $Q*1A*A

Asnew. Cost £15 10s .
Good condition. List £5 5s. . . ,
No. 5 Ensign Carbine, f/4.5 Aldis

3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, case. Used condition.

Branch.

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
T40, Fehchurch St., E.C.3.
121, Cheapside, E.C.2.

AMATEUR

ft<ft«ft

AXVI.VF.W

Cost £32 .

cm. and

CQ»1 ^*0
*^*Xv*w

Focal-plane, 8-cm.

16.5-cm. Rodenstock f/4.5, Compur, wire-finder,
rise and cross, 6 slides, case. As new .

ST.
"THE

Palmos

f/2.7, 6 slides, F.P. adapter.

Good condition.

£6:6:0

281 OXFORD

cm. lea Minimum

Zeiss Tessar

Bought

Cost £18 i8s...

6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case.
cellent condition .

CQ»1
XO.AO.U

London, W.l Fourteen doors west ol Circus.
WEST BOUND
BUSES STOP HERE.

condition.

^*0

i W » 1 1# •U

3.1x21 N. & G. Special Sibyl Hand, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,

Goerz Roll Film Tenax, f/5 Dogmar

Compur, micrometer
new .

36

16-mm. Cine-Kodak Model B, f/6.5 anas-

Double Extension Hand, rise and cross.

f/4.5 Xenar, Compur, 3 slides,
F.P. adapter. As ncio .

41x21

>0

Zodel Hand, double extension, rise and

cross, f/4.5 Zodellar, Compur, 6
slides, F.P. adapter. Good condition.

41x31

C Q •1

I •U

Folding Reflex, revolving back, f/4.5

3 D.D.

C.ft

con-

.X

List £13 12s.

Microscopes.

ESTD.
1750

& Guardia Folding Reflex, 5l-in. Ross

Xpres f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, roll- C^fl*n*n
film holder, leather case. Asnew. List£58. SxJU.vf.U

Ditto, with Hemiagis lens, type B motor, super

tance to 250 volts. Good
dition. List £7 5S .

Modern

Leitz Leica Enlarger Filoy, iris, plates Cl 0*1 0*0

LTD.

Crouch End. — 17, Topsfield Parade.
Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Catford. — 62a, Rushey Green.
Croydon. — 12. George St.

’’ WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

W.1

Kingston. — 30, Thames St.
Liverpool. — 73, Lord St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
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A BETTER CAMERA

AND

3

A CHEAPER

CAMERA

IT 1$ A FASTER CAMERA!
THE

SPECIAL

SOX FASTER

ZODEL

IS FITTED WITH AN F/3.8
GENUINE
ZODELLAR
ANASTIGMAT,

READ

WHICH

IS

THAN
THE USLTAL F 4.5
ANASTIGMAT,
AND THE
COMPUR
SHUTTER
IS
SPEEDED TO 1 300th SEC.

THIS SPECIFICATION

SIZE.

X 2.i picture. Caiiieni
Gl ‘ 4 X I J in. closeti.

SHUTTER.

niejiaiires only

Latest

BODY.

IRIS.

liesl HeH.soneil wtjod, well covered in
yood lejitljer, BpeciiiJly treated to leHint

EXTENSION.

Doiiltle— by rack and jtinion, witli
intlnily catch Mini lock - iisatile at any
disfaiice.

MOVEMENTS.

Ilisinir and

VIEW-FINDERS.

Direct-vision fnll-ni/e wire frame,
reflect ill); tinder with spirit-level.

LENS.

Tlie famous
Zodellar' anastinmat
lin-mm. focus f, d.H. nivinu .splendid
rietail and freedom from llaith

cross

front.

Aitualcd

delayed-action

Compur,

SlojjH from

f,';L8 to f,';(2.

BELLOWS.

Real leatherevlensioii.

FINISH.

All-blai-k metal parts .siiocially enam¬
elled 1.0 uiN-e an almo.st indevtniitlble

by

line rpialil.y, full double

tlid.‘'h. I^iial parts lieavily jtlalcd to
pitnenl ra^t, or tarnishinir.

and

Hooded focussing scieen .ami 3 sintrle
metaJ <lark slides tribbed. for rigidity)

EQUIPMENT.

Or Film-pai’k adapter, taking
l{oll-f1Im adapter for normal

THir /UPER

pattern

sjjeeds 1. i, l/.'itii. 1 lllth, ] 2.otli,
J
1 inOtli. l/25(lth sec., B. ami T.

WEIGHT.

with extra long tight traps — .speci.-il
spring plate-holding device — eidirely
\ ibralioii proof.
alt usual .3.1 21 rtim pai
.31x21 roll films. 15s. i

CAMERA

easilv.
extra.

CO/T/

ONLV
LOOK

^

OR

4 I # 4
★

WHY
THE
THE

with

THE

9 MONTHLY

|

PAYMENTS OF

SPECIAL

ZODEL

IS THE

PICTORIALIST needs its range oi movements and slow shutter speeds.
TRAVELLER
appreciates its light weight and small bulk coupled

real

IM

THE
THE

reliability.

THE

BEST
SPORTSMAN
AVERAGE

compact,

versatile,

CHOICE
inexpensive,

and

always

for our FREE

LISTS of BARGAINS,

Whatever

wish

photographic

to

rcler

to in

the

or

EVERYONE

★

finds its f''3.8 lens aperture indispensable for speed subjects.
PHOTOGRAPHER
is best suited with the Zodel^*which is

WRITE
you

FOR

AT

QUALITY!

home

cine

a list printed for you - hilm Library, Sundries, New
Cameras,
guaranteed Bargains.
Send 2d. postage fer any you need.

spheres,

Cine

dependable.

EASY

etc.
we

Apparatus

TERMS

<) nuintlilv payments
for any yi lire base.

l.ave
or

EXCHANGES

119, NEW

BOND

Also at 47, BERKELEY

PLEASE

MENTION

'‘THE

AMATEUR

STREET,

STREET,
W 1

PHOTOGRAPHER"

LONDON,

W.1

Phones : Mayfair 0924-5-6.

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

I liglie^t allowances on
am' of your present
ayiparatiis

exchange.

ADVERTISERS.
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part
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Marcli

THE

TO OVERCOME

VARIED

AMATEVR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

THE

WEATHER

CONDITIONS

OF

USE

Made

in England

ILFORD
ILFORD

by

LIMITED
LONDON

9 When ordering prints, specify Selo Gaslight
Paper and ensure clean, sparkling results.

Printed for the Publishers, Iliffe & Sons Limited, Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, by The Classic Colour Press, Reading.

8, khs

6/lMATEUR®

OTOGRAPHER
6l ei

The

Journal

Vol. LXXV.

for Everybody
Wednesday, March

witb

a CameraNo.

15th, 1933.

THE ONE
UNIVERSAL
£ SUPREME

PLATES
rrom

all Dealers

^ CAMERA

KODAK
COLOURED
A

LENSES-

PHOTOCRAQVy

SELO

FOR

SUNLIGHT

Copyright — Registered
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Cafch the
Flash of
Expression
Catch it with a "Graflex" —
the camera that takes the
guesswork out of focussing;
that shows

clearly, on the ground glass

screen, every flash of expression right up
to the instant of taking the picture.

GRAFLEX
KODAK
PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

LIMITED,
"

WHEN
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ADVERTISEMENTS

New Model 1933
T-P All-Weather
Press Camera
with F/4.5 DALLMEYER
PRESS
ANASTIGMAT

SPEEDY
COMPACT
RELIABLE

DOUBLE -BEARING
METAL-BOUND
AUTOMATIC

in Micrometer
i-plate 9 X 12 cm.
5x4
-

WINDER
BODY

Focussing

- £18: 10:0
- £22 : O : O
- £23 : lO :0

Send for Reflex and Press Camera

SPEEDS

Mount

Book.

Post Free ANYWHERE.

3 seconds to i/i,oooth second.

3 Double Plate'*holders with each outfit
ADJUSTABLE

TENSION

EXTRA

WHEN

ENGLAND

ALTRINCHAM

REQUIRED

12 ADVANTAGES
J

AU-metal

O
“ •

Metal focal-plane shutter, from l/25th up to 1/1, 000th sec.
and time. Copy of N.P L. certificate, proving accuracy of
speeds, on application.

construction.

2

Minutely

accurate

range-finder,

^

Automatic

C
^ •

Convenient location of release
ready for action at all times.

^

Automatic film transport
exposure avoided.

•

focussing

; lens

with

coupled

4-in.

with

and

focussing

when

setting

optical

y

Film

O

All kinds of films on the market for pictures
(1| X 15/16ths in.) can be used ; but the

•
Q
^ •

basis.

range-finder.
control — camera
shutter

;

insertion

as easy

as

with

ordinary

roll-film

cameras.

24x36

Contax spools which do not necessitate rewinding back film
into magazine are specially recommended,
because scratch¬
ing of film is avoided.
Wide range of Zeiss 2-in. focus, apertures f/3.5 to f/1.5, and
Zeiss long-focus lenses up to 5J in. now available.
Attractive rectangular form ; camera conveniently
hand, ensuring vlbratloniess release of shutter.
No rotating parts outside camera casing
be spoiled ov contact with such parts.

double

mm.

; pictures

held

in

cannot

CONTAX
THE

NO

TROUBLE

DE

LUXE

PRECISION

Write for fully Illustrated
and Descriptive Lists Free.
The Contax is stocked
throughout

CAMERA

Great

by all high-class

ZEMSS
PLEASE

MBkOIV
MENTION

“ THE

liTD
AMATEUR

mortimer

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

i^use,^

CORRESPONDING

jv^rtimer
WITH

Britain
dealers.

street.

ADVERTISERS.

THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

THREE SPECIAL “CITY SAI^”
ROLL-FILM OFFERS
OFFER
of BRAND NEW

NAGEL3l>2i
TRIUMPH

SEE OUR

MODELS.

GUARANTEED

F/6.3 aaastigmat lenses,
speeded shutter, bril¬
liant and direct-vision
finders. List price.
£3 128. 6d. Our price

LONDON,

3 ix2i Roll-Film Cameras
SPECIAL

OFFER

!

USED

Cameras
with
sixspeeded shutter, brilli¬
ant and direct-vision
finders, genuine leather
covering, beautifully
finished throughout,
off

list

price.

GREAT
END OF SEASON
SURPLUS
CLEARANCE
of
Good Serviceable Roll Film Cameras, with first-grade
lenses. 3i x 21, la, 2c, 1-pl. and P.C. sizes, at 6/0 to 12/6.

IKON

ZEISS

genuine

l«pl. Series III Kodak, f/6.3 Ross Homocentric, Diomatic
shutter, leather case. As new .
£2 -4 9
31 ■< 21 Roll Film Voigtlander, f/4.5 Scopar, delayed-action
Compur .
25 19 6
31 ' 24 Soho Reflex, revolving back, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, f/6
Large Adon Telephoto, Distar lens, 6 D.D. slides, filter, changingbox, leather case .
£17 10 0
Whole-plate Shew Square-form, double extension, revolving
back. Ross Symmetrical, 3 D.D. slides. Fine outfit. Cost £20
£5 2 6

!

OFFER

“COCARETTE”
3ix2i

ONLY

Roll-Film Cameras

A LIMITED
With Genuine

NUMBER
F/4.5

1-pl. Soho Reflex, Carl Zeiss Teaear f/4.5, 3 book-form slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost £38 8s .
£12 17 6

I

34 24 Voigtlander Tourist, f/3.6 Heliar, delayed-action Com¬
pur, f/C.5 Biuar Telephoto, 6 slides; F.P. adapter, leather case.
As new .
£17 17 0

Carl Zeiss Tessar anastigmat
lenses in latest delayed-action
Compur sector shutters, com¬
plete in original box. with book
of instructions and exposure
chart.
Our

9

Maker's

price .

monthly

price

£11

1-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, wide-angle rack, f/6.8 Goerz
Dagor, Ibso sector shutter, 5 slides, case .
£6 17 6
N. & G. Baby Sibyl, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar f/6. 6, Dallmeyer
Dallon Telephoto, 6 book-form slides, F.P. adapter, baseboard.
lens hood, reflex finder, cowhide case. Perfect £12 17 6
l-ol Pressman Reflex, f/4.5 Tessar, 6 slides, F.P. adapter.
case .
26 16 0
Six 45 X 107 Glyphoscope Combined Stereo Cameras and
Stereoscopes, each with 6 slides, per set .
17s. 6d.
1-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, 3 D.D.
slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£7 7 0

63.

'.£7.1T-6

payments

of

18'5

£3:10:0

On a LATEST

3* > 24 A.P.M. Reflex, rev. back, f/4.5
shutter, 5 slides, F.P. adapter .

Cooke,

focal-plane
£4 13 6

34 • 24 Murer de Luxe Two-shutter Reflex, revolving back,
self-capping shutter, f/0.8 Goerz double anastigmat, Pronto
between-lens shutter, l/25th to 1/lOOth sec., 3 slides. F.P. adapter.
Cost £15
.
24 12 9

MODEL

PATHESCOPE
Double^Claw
PROJECTOR

34x24 Icarette Roll Film,
shutter .

f/4.5 Carl

Zeiss

Tessar,

Compur
£5 19 6

34 / 24 Librette de Luxe Roll Film, morocco finish, f/4.5 Nagel,
delayed-action Compur shutter. Cost £12 128 .
£4 18 9

ABSOLUTELY
BRAND
NEW

Taking

30-ft.

to

300-£t.

films.

With

resistance

up

ON 5 DAYS’

LONDON,

E.C.3

i-pl. N. & G. Snuare Reflex, rev. back, Zeiss wide-angle Protar,
8 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, changing-box, leather case. Cost
£50 .
. .
11 0

With f/4.5 anastigmat.
Our price
. . £4:4:0
List
price
£7 15 0

AND

LIST

PRICE

Phone:

CITY 6981

i-pl. Mentor Focal-plane, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.6, focal-plane
shutter, changing-box, P.P. adapter, and case .
£9 17 0 '
16-mm. Zeiss Projector, motor drive, resistance adjustable
to 250 volts .
£12 17 8
i-pl. Ensign

Roll

Film,

f/6.3 anastigmat,

31^x2^ Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat, Roulex
from 1 to l/300th sec., and leather case .
3^ X 2i Ensign Roll Film Reflex, Ross
leather case. Splendid order .

Extra

resistance

to 250
extra.

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER"

WHEN

volts,

^

shutter, speeds
£2 17 6

f/6.3 anastigmat, and
£2 9 6

6x4* cm. Dallmeyer Speed, Pentac i/2.9, self-capping
plane shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case £10

No. 2c Jnnior Kodak,
shutter .

focal17 6

f/7.7 Kodak

anastigmat,

ball-bearing
£1 1 9

3^x2^ DeckruUo Focal-plane, Carl Zeiss Triotar f/3.d, self¬
capping focal-plane shutter, 2 slides, F.P. adapter and leather
case .
£10 10 0
3ix2i Agfa Standard Roll Film, f/6.3 anastigmat, speeded,
and leather case .
£2 9 6
41 X 2* No. 12 Ensign Roll Film Carbine, Aldis f/4.5, Compur,
complete with leather case .
£4 17 6
P.C. No. 3a Kodak, R.R. lens, speeded shutter .
11s. 9d.
Goerz Telenegative Attachment .
6s. 3d.
T.P. Series III Kodak, i/6.3 anastigmat, Diomatic shutter and
leather case .
£2 7 6
£16
9.
i-pl. Double Extension Field, Beck Symmetrical, shutter,
1 slide .
16s. 6d,
1-pl. No.

2 Series III Kodak,

f/7,9 Kodar,

Kodex

shutter

3^x21 Icarette Roll Film, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur
shutter, double extension, plate back, 3 slides and leather case
£10 7 6
6x4i cm. V.P. Linhoff, Plasmat f/4 anastigmat, Compur,
long extension, rising front, revolving back, 2 slides, F.P. adapter
£7 17 6
Leitz Leica, f/3.5 Elmar, 2 chargers, range-finder and leather
case .
£10 17 6 '
P.C. Tropical Ernemann, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5. focal-plane
shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., 1 slide, F.P. adapter and case i
£9 9 0
31 21 Ensign Speed
shutter .
Standard

Stereo Goerz

anastigmats,

focal-plane

Reflex,
Anschutz,
shutter,

1/4.5 Aldis

Uno,

pair of Ooerz
changing-box

focal-plane
£4 19 6

Series III f/6.8 I
and

leather
£6 17case
6

;

}-pl. Ensign Reflex, Aldis f/3.4 anastigmat, focal-plane shutter,
speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., reversing back, 6 slides, F.P. adapter
£9 17 6

to

MOTOCAMERA
Pathe “Lux”

- £8:17:0

of 12/8.
9 monthly
paym

SALE.”

shutter
£13
6

Aplanat, Uni£2 15 0

35-mm. Type M Educational Projector, Maltese-cross move¬
ment mechanism, superior quality projection lens, motor drive,
spool boxes, resistance adjustable to 250 volts, complete with
stand. Cost £35 .
£12 17 6

A
grand instrument, with
telephoto lens giving im^e
times

WITH
F/6.2

the

P/2.5

normal

size?

LENS

TELEPHOTO

AND
LENS-^

£18 :18 :0
9 monthly

£5:7:0

“CITY

speeded

i-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, Beck double
cum, 2 slides and leather case .

OUR
PRICE

ONLY

E.C.4

5i-in. Cooke Aviar f/4.5 Anastigmat, iris .
£2 12 0 :
16-mm. Kodatoy Projector, extension arms, 400-ft. spools, «
complete with one spool .
£1 19 6
6i-in. Plano Convex Condenser .
17s. 6d.

four

Obtainable

PLEASE

APPROVAL*

16-mm. Model C Boles Proiector» motor drive, 250-watt
lamp, resistance adjustable to 260 volts. Excellent condition
£14 17 6

110 volts, lamp connections and spare reel. These fine instniments are manufactured with the accuracy and precision
w bicb has made Pathe famous.

AND COMPLETE
WITH
SUPER
ATTACHMENT
!

GET IN)

ST 90/94 FLEETST

0180

4i X 6 Dallmeyer Speed, f/2.9 Pentac, 6 bookform slides, 6-in.
f/5.6 Dallon Telephoto. F.P. adapter, leather case.. £13 17 6
3i X 2i Murer Collapsible Focal-plane, f/5.6 anastigmat,
6 slides. F.P. adapter, case .
£1 18 9
6x4 Tropical Sanderson, teak, f/6.8 Dagor, Optimo, 1 to
l/300th sec., 3 D.D. slides, Mackenzie slide, 12 envelopes, case.
Cost £20 .
1B4 18 9

With f/6.3 anastigmat.
our price
List
price £3:10:0
£7 0 0

SPECIAL

Phone : MON.

OFFERS

BARGAINS

i-pl. T.-P. Ruby Field, double extension, Ruby R.R. and wideangle lenses, 3 D.D. slides, tripod, case. Cost £16 16s. £1 19 6
Pathe Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat, Motrix motor £2 3 9
Pathe Lux Projector, for 30, 60, 300 and 400 ft. reels, motor,
resistance, travelling case. Unsoiled .
£12 18 9

Genuine Agfa Stan¬
dard 34x24 Roll Film

50%

15, 1933

First of 9 equal instalments secures your purchase.
Only 5% added (or 5/- if under £5).

Four Single-claw Pathescope Cine Projectors, resistance, ready
for use, each with 3 films. Perfect working order, each £2 2 0
9.5-mm. Pathescope Projector, double-claw, super-reel attach¬
ment, motor, adjustable resistance, complete .
£4 18 9
Good Single-draw Calf-covered Naval Telescope, by £13
Cooke 9

Genuine AGFA Standard

2

SPECIAL

54 LIME

Only 48/9

SAVE

GREAT

EASY
PAYMENTS
FOR ANYTHING
I

ROLL-FILM
CAMERAS
LATEST

March

STILL^^ OR CINE-NEW

SPECIAL

VERY

A D VERTISEMENTS

ents

up
10/-

pasmieots
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ADVERTISEMENTS

The NEW

HAVE IT !

YOUR

SPRING

VOIGTLANDER

BRILLIANT
An inexpensive camera in a
modem design. Takes the
standard 34 24 S-exposure
roll film at 1/2, but gives 12
24-in. square pictures by
means of a special numbering

CAMERA!

Bring your used apparatus tvhen buying something
better. You will save money on our high allowances.

AGAINST

FULL

59 CHEAPSIDE

84

LONDON,

LONDON,

Phone:

PHOTOGRAPHER

CITY 1124

E.C.2

9.5-mnL. Hand-turn

Patbe Camera, f/3.5 acastigmat lens
£13
9
Patbe Home Movie Projector, single-claw model. ... £1 17 6
Patbe Luxe Motocamera, f/3.6 anastlgmat, complete in
case .
..
. .
. .
£7 10 0
PatheLuxeMotocam6ra,f/ii.9 ZelssTrlotarandcase £10 17 6
Patbe Model B Camera, with (/3.6 anastigmat, complete in
case. New condition .
£4 17 6
18-mm. Latest Ensign Model B Portable Projector, 100-watt
lamp, adjustable resistance, complete In carrying case £12 12 0
16>mm. Model A Eodascope, 200-watt lamp, adjustable
resistance, complete In case. Cost £75 .
' £29 17 0
200-watt Bell-Howell Projector, reverse, rewind and etlUplcture movements, adjustable resistance, carrying case
£32 10 0
35-mm. Standard Superbe Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat, 1
and 8 picture movements, footage indicator, 200-ft. spool
boxes0
£12 17

CASH

DEPOSIT

device operated by the move¬
ment of the film. The bril¬
liant image emphasised by
the deep hood is almost full
lens.
size. Two-speed shutter.
High-grade f/7,7 anastigmat

!

£2

Alder/gate
E.C.1

Phone: NAT. 0591

ST.

1-pl. Butcher’s Popular Pressman Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£7 17 0
21x31 Ensign Roll Film Speed Refiex, f/4.5 Aldls anastigmat.
New condition .
..
£5 6 0
No. 0 Butcher’s Walcb P'cket Carbine, plate back, f/4.5 Aldis
Uno, Compur sector shutter, focu^elng screen, 3 slides £6 12 0
1-pl. Ihagee Folding Kedex, Meyer f/4.5 anastigmat, self¬
capping focal-plane shutter, 0 slides, F.P. adapter, and case
£10 17 8
V.P. Makina, f/3 Plaubel anastigmat, Compur shutter, 6
slides, F.P. adaptor .
£6 17 0
V.P. Vanity Kodak, f/6.3 Kodak anastigmat, complete In
case. Brand-new condition .
£2 17 8
Leitz Leica, f/2.5 Hektor anastigmat, interchangeable model,
Fodis range-finder and .
.
£12 17 0
9x12 cm. Nettel Deckrallo, brand-new condition, f/2,7 Zeiss
Tessar, self-capping focal-plane shutter, 3 double slides, F.P.
adapter and case. Praoiically unsoilcd .
£30 0 0
3jx2i Goerz C.D.V. Tenax, f/4.5 Goerz Dogmar, Compur
sector shutter, 3 double plate-holders .
£4 17 0
3ix2i Volgtlander Refiex, spring-raised mirror, revolving
back, local-plane shutter, f/4.5 Busch Omnar, 3 double slides,
F.P. adapter and case .
£4 17 8
21x31 Ensign Carbine, 1/4.5 Aldis Uno anastigmat, Mulchro
shutter, reflecting and direct-vision finders, complete in case
£3 7 8
34x21 N. & G. Reflex, f/3.5 Dallmeyer Dalmac, 3 double
slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£21 10 0
1-pi. Adams* Vesta Focal-plane, self-capping shutter. Zeiss
Patent f/4.6 anastigmat, 6 slides, F.P., leather case £6 17 0
12-in. Dallmeyer Popular Telephoto f/8 Lens, for 1-pl. reflex
£4 17 0
10-in.
Zeiss Tele-Tessar f/8.3 Telephoto*Anastigmat,for34x24
reflex
.
£0 17 0
1-pl. T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, f/4.6 Ross Xpres anastigmat
with filter, 3 double slides, F.P. adapter and case. .. . £10 17 0

X 4 plates
N. & .
G. Box-form Magazine, 'Wray lens, changing-box
for5 12
178. 6d.
Pair of 8 X Stereo Prism Binocnlars, complete in leather case,
central screw focussing .
£2 16 0

85-mm. Standard Ertels Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat, footage
Indicator, masking finder, film pumb, tripod with pan. and
tilting top .
£32 10 0
4-in. Dallmeyer Telephoto t/3.6 .
£5 5 0
1-in. Dallmeyer f/3.6 Anastigmat .
£1 5 0

NEW KODAK ‘SIX-20’
TheJUNIOR

4x3 cm. Potet Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Ibsor fullyspeeded shutter, 1 to l/150th sec. and time, direct-vision finder.
complete in purse .
£2 12 8
4x3 .
Daylight Vertical Enlarger,' to^S.
4 x 21. Brand-new9s. con¬
dition
0d.
la Special Kodak, range-finder model, f/6.3 ^dak anastig¬
mat lens, fully-speeded shutter. First-rate condition £3 19 8
i-pl. Contessa Roll Film, rack and pinion focussing, f/6.8
Zodellar anastigmat lens, speeded shutter, combination plate
back, 3 slides .
£1 17 8
34 X 21 Tropical Model Ihagee Folding Pocket, constructed of
teak, double extension, rising and cross front, f/6.8 Goerz anas.
lens, Kollos fuJly-speeded shutter, 3 slides, F.P.A .
£7 6 0
P.C. Self-capping Ross Panros. 64'ia. f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens,
direct-vision finder, shutter speeded to l/800th sec. and time.
3 double plate-holders, F.P. adapter and leather case. Perfect
condition .
£8 5 0
P.O. Artificial Light Enlarger, f/6 anastigmat lens, 7-in. con¬
denser, complete with Inverted gas fittings .
£5 6 0
1-pl. Self-capping Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane, f/6.8 Goerz
double anastigmat lens, direct-vision finder, 3 double plateholders and case .
£7 17 6
31 X 21 Ikonta Roll Film, self-erecting, f/6.3 Novar anastigmat
lens, speeded shutter, direct- vision finder. Brand new con¬
dition. Ck)8t £4 lOs .
£3 7 6
4-pl. Shew Reflex, 22-in. extension, Goerz focal-plane shutter,
speeded to 1/1, 000th sec. and time, 6 doable plate-holders, no
lens .
£4 4 0
1-pl. T.-P. Press Focal-plane, f/3.5 Emon anastigmat lens,
3 double plate-holders. Unsoiled . .
£13 17 0
Pathe Double-claw Cine Projector, complete with super attach¬
ment and Krauss lens .
£5 12 0
Pathe Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat lens, Motrlx motor.
Guaranteed In perfect condition .
£2 12 0
Coronet Cine Camera, f/4 anastigmat lens. Projector complete
with lamp and resistance for use olf 200 volts, and above. Whole
In new condition .
£4 4 0
1-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, f/3. 9 anastigmat lens, focalplane shutter speeded from 1/lOth to l/lr;D00th sec.. 3 D.D.
slides, F.P. adapter. Perfect condition .
£7 17 0
0 X 13 Stereoscopic Nettel Focal Plane, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar
lenses, shutter speeded to 1/1, 000th sec. and time, 6 single
slides, leather case. Perfect condition .
£7 17 6
45 X 107 Voigtlander Stereo Camera, f/4. 5 Heliar anastigmat
lenses, changing-box, F.P. adai>ter, leather case. First-rate
condition .
£6 17 6
No. 1 Ensignette, Achro. lens, T. and I. shutter .
lOs. 9d.
No. 2 Ensignette, Achro. lens. T. and 1. shutter .
11s. 3d.
2a Folding Autographic Brownie, rapid landscape lens 98. 6d.
P.C. Popular Pressman Reflex, f/4. 5 Aldis anastigmat lens,
shutter speeded to 1/1, 000th sec., 6 slides and leather case
£6 6 0
34x24 Ensign Speed Roll Film Reflex, f/3. 4 Aldis anastigmat
ens. Brand-new condition. List price £10 158... £7 5 0
34 x24 T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 T.-P. Cooke anastigmat lens, self¬
capping shutter, speeded to 1/1, 000th sec., revolving back,
6 slides. Perfect condition .
£6 17 6

Just what you are wanting— even
One-motion
snap-out
better
than last
year’s " opening.
Six-20."
Closed by pressure of button.
Finger-tip focussing. Rigid
double-locked front. Easy loading.
Speeded shutter, T. B. I,,
l/25th. l/50th,
. A 55fine
1/lOOth.
/British instrument.

.

37/6

Doublet fixed-focus

F/6.3 anastigmat

lOO-PAGE

FAMOUS

The
popular-priced cin6
Daylight-loa!dlng,
with camera.
strong
motor drive. Strongly con¬
structed, attractively finished,
fitted with high-grade Path6
f/3.5 anastigmat lens.

£6:6:0
9 monthly

Brand

£95
payments

of £11:1:8

Exposure Meter

The “ Weston" ensures that every picture you
make with still or cinf camera is perfectly ex¬
posed. No batteries, to run down. Entirely
proof
against it.
personal error. You can’t afford
to be without

REDUCED

EXC H

IN PRICE !

Now only £15 : 10 : 0
9 monthly payments of 36/2.

The

miTED
PLEASE

ABOUT

payments

of 14/9

50%

MENTION

" THE

New — Silver Surface

“SELF-RECTA” SCREENS
“WESTON”

AMATEUR

BEST

EVER

PHOTOGRAPHER

MADE

”

WHEN

of

FREE

MOTOCAMERA
PATHE MODEL ‘B’

70 DA
The master of all per¬
sonal 16-mm. movie
cameras. With every
latest modem improve¬
ment, including critical
focussing device, 7 film
speeds, button control.
With
lens. 1-in. f/3.6 Cooke

n
t . .
£1
5 09 monthly
.
£1 1
7 0

—

BELL-HOWELL

‘FILMO’

n
.

BOOK

CAMERAS

SAVE
THE

:15:0

Made out of best-quality materials. Thoroughly recom¬
mended for those who require a well-made portable
screen. Built in a wooden carrying case, taking up the
minimum of space. Compare the usual price with our
special offer price and see what you save.
Inches,

New Price. Our Price.

No. 0
No. 1

27x20
4qx30

£3

No. 2
No. 3

52 X 40
63x47

0

0

£1 12

6

YOU

SAVE

27/6

£4 0
£5 2
£9 10

0
6
0

£2 10
£3 7
£5 17

0
6
6

YOU
YOU
YOU

SAVE
SAVE
SAVE

30/35/72/6

OBTAINABLE ONLY AT
CITY SALE & EXCHANGE
CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

March

THE

IV

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

15,

A D VERTISEMENTS

BEING PARTICULARLY

SENSITIVE

TO

YELLOWS AND GREENS, ILFORD AUTO^
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The enormous number of entries

VoL. LXXV.

removed and Selborne walks again on
its ancient cobbles. The famous old
path is one to be photographed.

that have reached us this
year for the Overseas and
Colonial Competition exceeds any¬
thing we have experienced in the
past in connection with this annual
event. It is not only a further
proof of the extent to which pictorial
photography is practised every¬
where, but is also indicative of the
popularity of The Amateur Photo¬
grapher in every part of the Empire.
The competition is now closed, and
the list of awards will be given in our
forthcoming Spring and Empire
Number, which will be published
on March 29th.
Cobbled

England

in Germany.

Germany appears to be delighted
just now with a film called “ Eng¬
land.” It is the first time that
Germany has seen England through
the eyes of a moving-picture camera,
and the papers are full of surprised
comment on the wonders of Eng¬
land’s mediaeval remains and the
sub-tropical flora to be found on the
south-west coast. Says “ Der Tag,”
of Berlin, the Englishman “ has
turned his little sea-girt island into

Foregrounds.

a sunlit blooming garden,” and
another resorts
says poetically,
seaside
stretch like“ aThe
row hne
of

The cobbled roads and paths of
old Continental towns have long
been favourite subjects among photo¬
graphers, and many an exhibition
picture has been made of them.
An old master of landscape photo¬
graphy is reported to have said ;

pearls
the wave-swept
beach.”
The filmonbegins
at Eastbourne,
goes
on ■ to Brighton, the harbours of
Portsmouth and Southampton, then
to Yarmouth, to Bath, to Stonehenge,
to the famous cathedrals of the
east, to Norwich, to O.xford and
Cambridge, to Plymouth and the
English Riviera, to Chester, Grimsby,
the Lake District, and then to the
industrial towns of Birmingham,
Manchester, and Liverpool, ending
with a lively representation of
London.

“In a large majority of pictures
held in memory the foreground is
the part best remembered and the
part which first attracted attention,
a foreground being the doorstep to a
picture.” Cobbles certainly attract
attention, and when artistically
rendered make an effective picture.
The people of Selborne, Hants,
Gilbert White’s village, have just
emerged victorious from a battle
with progress, and lovers of the
beauties of rural England will rejoice
with them. There is a fine old
cobbled path in the village, and the
County Council recently decided to
cover it with gravel. No sooner
did the cobbles disappear under the
gravel than the villagers were up
in arms declaring that the new path
spoiled the scene. There were meet¬
ings of protest and at last the Council
capitulated. The gravel has been

No. 2314.

Defects

243

Spring
An

article .on “ Cut
appears

Flowers.
Flower

Photography

on another page in^this issue.

”

in Negatives.

At frequent intervals we hear of
defects in negatives that at first
sight seem inexplicable ; but gener¬
ally on investigation the trouble can
be traced to a very simple cause.
An example has just been brought
to our notice by a reader. A spool
of film which had been left in the
camera for some time and then
exposed showed curious markings
when developed. At first it was
thought the camera was no longer
5
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Seaside Waves.
Whenever stormy weather comes
along photographs of wild waves
breaking upon the foreshore usually
appear in the newspapers, and
camera users who are interested in

light-tight, but trial with an electric
lamp in the dark-room proved it
was doing its job satisfactorily.
Developing was done in a perfectly
clean manner and the film untouched
by hand throughout. 'Finally, sus¬
picion rested on the rollers which
ease the film on its journey from
spool to spool. Close examination
with a lens revealed tiny particles of
rust which, although almost invisible
to the naked eye, protruded and
abraded the sensitive emulsion. A
leather coated

such pictures may have noticed that
the majority of such exposures are
made on waves breaking at or near
Hastings, and the mayor of the
town has been asked why Hastings
is chosen by photographers of rough
seas and breaking waves. According
to the mayor (Mr. Henry Burden)

with fine plate-powder made into a
paste with methylated spirit soon
removed the offenders. A fresh film

the reason is simple enough. Hast¬
ings and St. Leonards along the
whole of its three-mile front has a

was then exposed, and as results
showed no signs of the mysterious
markings it was obvious that those
rust spots were the cause of the
trouble. Incidentally, if it is desired
to get perfect results with a camera
which is not used for months it is

gently shelving foreshore, with the re¬
sult that there is a considerable tidal
ebb and flow. At low tide there is

piece of soft chamois

wiser to keep it in
in a soft leather
fastener in addition
It is thus almost

an average along the whole front
of weU over 200 yards of fore¬
shore, half sand and half shingle.
At high tide the sea comes right
up to the promenade in many
places, and the waves dashing against
the sea - wall provide a stirring

a dry place and
bag with a zip
to its sling case.
airtight.

spectacle.

Fdicts and /formulae :

Niepce Celebrations.
It is stated in the French news¬
papers that elaborate fStes are being
organised at Chalons-sur-Saone to
honour Joseph Nicephore Niepce,
who was born there in 1765, and
who died in 1833. Niepce, a chemist,
began experimenting with the action
of light and chemicals about the
year 1814, and about 1824 was
successful in obtaining light im¬
pressions on bitumen spread on
metal sheets after an exposure of
six or eight hours to sunlight. The
parts acted upon became hardened
and insoluble, 'while the rest could
be dissolved away. The exposed
portions of the metal were then
etched and used as printing plates
on which ink was spread. In 1826
he etched and proofed a plate (a
portrait
of Cardinal
d’Amboise),
which
is mentioned
in most
histories
of photography. Niepce entered
into partnership with Daguerre on
December 14th, 1829, but died six
years before the daguerreotype pro¬
cess was an accomplished fact.

NEW

SERIES

A selection of useful hints classified according

BROMIDE
An

effective

is hypo-alum.
Hot water
Hypo
Alum
The mixture
to cool.

and

economical

PAPER.
toning

III.

bath

for bromide

Suitable proportions for the bath are :
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. . 20
. .
. .
should

Then

. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
be boiled for a few

10 grs. of potassium

prints

*

iodide

dissolved

in a little

water may be added. It is advisable to " mature ” the bath
before use by putting in a few sheets of old bromide paper.
The prints are put into the bath when cold, and the temperature
slowly raised to about 130° Fahr. Prints should not be washed
till they are cold, and during the cooling the surface of the
prints should be swabbed with cotton-wool and tepid water.
This method of toning causes slight reduction, for which
allowance must be made.
*

Old

bromide

paper

*

*

that has become

unsuitable

9):

It is often

an

advantage

*

*

to treat

bromide

prints

with

a

“ dope ” or “ dressing ” to increase the richness of the deeper
tones. There are many forms of such a rai.xture. A typical
example is ;
Mastic varnish
. .
. .
. .
. .
. . i
Linseed or poppy oil
. .
. .
. .
. . i
Turpentine . .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. . 2
This is shaken up, and rubbed well into the print with
wool, cleaning off as much as possible from the surface.
6

part
part
parts
cotton¬

*

*

B ROMIDE prints which in course of time have developed
silvery-looking stains, provided the image has not changed or
faded, can generally be renovated. This is accomplished by
rubbing with cotton-wool moistened with Baskett’s
(Globe polish, olive oil and terebene.)
*

*

reducer.

*

Fixing time for ordinary bromide papers is 10 to 15 minutes.
This assumes a bath of normal strength which has not been
overworked, and which is kept at a temperature of not less
than 60° Fahr. “ Double-weight ” papers should be given
about 25 per cent longer both in fixing and washing. The
prints must be kept moving at intervals in the hypo bath.
*

for ordinary

use may be converted into printing-out paper which is useful
for proofs, etc. The paper is soaked for a few minutes in water
containing one-half of one per cent of silver nitrate. The
paper is drained, and, without washing, dried in the dark.
Subsequent operations are the same as in the case of gelatine
P.O.P.

to subject

The above treatment brings a bromide print into suitable
condition for modifying with oil pigment, or for painting upon
with oil colours.

oz.

. .
. .
4 oz.
. .
. . 400 grs.
minutes and allowed

15th, 1933

*

*

A be
BROMIDE
which
requires
a slight
" clearing
may
treated print
in the
following
bath,
care being
taken up
first’’
to ensure complete removal of hypo.
Water
..
. .
. .
..
..
. . 10 oz.
Potassium iodide . .
. .
. .
. .
. . 30 grs.
Iodine
..
. .
. .
..
. .
. .
3 grs.
The whites turn blue, but clear at once on immersion in a plain
hypo bath. If further reduction is required the print must be
well washed and the process repeated.
*

244

*

*

When a bromide print is to be worked up with stumping
chalk the surface should be gone over with finest sifted pumice
powder, which can be rubbed in with the ball of the thumb.
More or less of the pumice powder mixed with the chalk will
give different strengths of tone.
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EXHIBITIONS

ON looking at the lists of weekly

proportion devoted to members’
•evenings. By members’ evenings is
meant open nights when work of
any kind may be brought along to
criticised by one’s
be viewed and
fellow-members. The reason for
ver,
be obvious to
this will, howe
anyone with experience in serving
on the committee of a society.
In most cases it is possible to fill
up the programme without having
to
many members’
A resort
certainto number
of the evenings.
members
can be depended on to give whole
evening entertainments of lantern
slides or demonstrations, and in
ad4ition there are circulating sets of
slides and pictures which can be
borrowed for the asking.
Much

of a Good

Thing.

It is impossible to exaggerate the
value to members of societies of the
lectures, demonstrations, and ex¬
hibitions- of slides and pictures with
which they are favoured at the
meetings. This is so obvious that
it is not necessary to enlarge on it
here. The point, however, which
it is desired to bring forward for
consideration is ; Do we not have
too much

of this sort of thing ?

Does not this plethora of oppor¬
tunities of seeing the work of other
people, without being called upon to
any extent to produce something
ourselves, have the effect of actually
reducing the output of the members
themselves ? And if this is the
case, what is the remedy'?
Generally speaking, the serious
photographer is born, not made.
Some are very keen ; for example,
those heroic souls who cheerfully
shoulder the burden of providing
whole evening entertainments for
their feUow-members, often involv¬
ing making from fifty to a hundred
lantern slides.
One
many
left to
of our

B. T. PRIDEAUX.

In the following article a plea is entered in favour of holding
more frequently, to assist both the societies and photography

meetings of photographic
societies appearing in The
Amateur Photographer one cannot
fail to be struck with the small

Too

PHOTOGRAPHER
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cannot but be grateful that
of these enthusiasts are stiU
us, as they are the mainstays
societies. But the average

member is contented with a lesser
expenditure of energy. He duly
attends the meetings, produces a
few prints or slides on the occasional
members’ evenings, and feels that
he is keeping abreast of all that is
going on in the photographic world.
Keenness

or Dilettantism.

So much agreeable fare is provided
for the societies nowadays, and so
little claim is made on the services of
the average member, that it may be
said that the programmes are more
calculated to induce dilettantism
than keenness.
Progress cannot be said to come
from dilettantism, especially among
the younger members with whom the
future of the art lies to a great
extent. For this reason the ordi¬
nary member must be stimulated
to produce more in the branch of
photography which interests him,
for it is only from constant practice
that he will derive a full measure
of benefit from the knowledge he
obtains from th^ various lectures,
demonstrations and exhibitions.
Monthly

Club

Exhibitions.

It is suggested to substitute club
exhibitions for the present members’
evenings, and to hold these exhibi¬
tions at least once a month. Properly
organised, they should impart the
required stimulus to increased and
sustained effort on the part of the
society as a whole. Wlien a mem¬
ber gets one or two good negatives,
instead of putting them by to be
used at some distant date, or per¬
haps never, he will feel the desire
to show the resultant pictures or
slides at the next monthly exhibition,
for there is a certain amount of
glamour attached to the mere word
“ exhibition.” Moreover, unless he
is less than human, he likes to
think that some meed of praise
will be forthcoming from his col¬
leagues.
The society, therefore, should offer
as many opportunities as possible
of seeing — in the first instance — aU
of the best work345of its members.
Here it may be objected that the
experience of some societies is that

club exhibitions
generally.

they cannot be sure of enough
support to hold an exhibition once a
year, or once in several years, and
it hardly seems feasible that monthly
exhibitions would be a successful
innovation in the circumstances.
One can only say in reply that the
lack of monthly exhibitions may be
responsible for the failure to hold
annual exhibitions, for the former
should prepare the way for the
latter. Many a member considers
that his work is not of a standard
sufficiently high to send it to a big
exhibition, but would have no hesi¬
tation in sending it to a monthly
club exhibition. And that is all
that is required to begin with, for
let the member once get the exhibi¬
tion habit and he wiU insensibly
improve in his work, and in time
will not be afraid of trying his luck
at the larger exhibitions.
Organisation.

First of all a circular should be
sent to all the members setting
forth what it is proposed to do, and
asking for their support in the way
of one or two prints or slides for
each exhibition. A definite reply
should be invited as to the measure
of support to be expected, so that
the committee can judge of the
prospects of success. Should the
portents be favourable, the exhibi¬
tions should be organised in such a
way as to throw as little work as
possible on the committee.
On the other hand, there must be
a real exhibition atmosphere — that
is absolutely essential. It is of no
use to hand around prints and other
exhibits for inspection ; they must
be properly displayed on the walls or
by means of suitable stands. In
clubs which are large and rich enough
to have their own permanent quar¬
ters this wiU be a matter of no
difficulty, but in the case of a small
society which only hires a room for
its meetings, it may be a bit of a
problem. But there is more than
the average amount of ingenuity
among members of photographic
societies, and some solution will
probably be found in most cases.
7
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There is a great

deal of inter¬
est and enjoy¬
ment to be found in
looking for subjects
to be photographed

ARCHITECTURAL
PHOTOGRAPHY

amongst our beautif 111 abbeys
and
castles, and the amateur
who is not an architectural

expert and dislikes bother¬
ing with a tripod and lengthy
time exposures can still share
that enjoyment.

with a

Hand
By

There are many subjects
within the scope of a hand
camera. Eor dark interiors,

M.

give
any quality
idea of the
mellow
of
sunlight on old stone¬
work .
The best types of
subject to choose for
hand - camera work
are beautiful effects
of sunlight in a small

Camera
W.

15th, 1933

BRAMPTON.

area,

or single architectural fea¬
tures such as windows, doors,
stairways and so forth. A
knowledge of architecture
makes the work much more
interesting, and is a help to
selecting the most distinc¬
tive features.
Even if the chief object
is to record the beauty of

of course, a tripod is essen¬
tial, but in ruined buildings
which have no roof it is

sunlight on stone it adds to
one’s appreciation of the
subject to know to what
longs.
period
the stonework be¬

possible to get good results
with a snapshot exposure if
the light is good and the
viewpoints carefully chosen.
To be successful it is
essential to confine oneself

There

is no need

for any

profound architectural
knowledge, nor for any other

to ‘‘ little bits.” To attempt
to photograph a long line
of pillars or a vista through
a series of arches, without

special qualifications, to en¬
able one to get a great deal
of pleasure from wandering
round old ruins with a
hand camera.
Apart from the type of

a tripod or some support for
the camera, is to waste
films, as a small stop must
be used for such subjects to
subject that has been indi¬
cated, exteriors of more
obtain sufficient depth of
perfect buildings, cathedrals,
focus, and this means a
etc., are within the range
time exposure.
of the hand-camera worker,
Even on a very bright day
and afford wonderful ma¬
the shadows from high walls
terial for picture-making.
are fairly heavy, but with
Sunlight — Fountains Abbey. Exposure ijz^th sec.,
the speed of modern films
Practically all our beauti¬
ful English cathedrals have aspects that, when suitably
an exposure of i/25th sec. with a stop of f/6.3 will give
satisfactory results of many subjects.
lighted, can be successfully ” snapped ” with a hand camera.
It is well to stand as far off from the subject as possible
Here, again, “ bits ” and “ details ” are more likely to
when exposing, as
provide pictures
than the entire
the farther the
shadows are from
building
unlessa
it is seen— from
the camera the less
chance there will
distance merely
and be¬a
comes
be of under-ex¬
feature in the
posure, also the
landscape. Much
depth of focus will
of the success of
be increased. If
too much is in¬
cluded in the re¬
sulting negative,
part of it can be
trimmed away in
making an en¬
largement.
On bright days
contrasts are very
strong in such
subjects, so the
negative to aim
for is a moder¬
ately soft one.
Prints of the sootand - whitewash
variety will not

this work, how¬
ever,
from
correctapart
exposure,
depends

upon

a

reliable view¬
finder, to include
the right amount
of subject.
Bright days in
early spring and
autumn are the
best for this type
of photography.
The sun is then
lower in the sky
and the lighting
Arcading — Bolton

Abbey.

Exposure

ij^oth sec.,

fast pan. .film.

is more

effective.
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EverybodReflex
Thfe Ensign Speed Film Reflex is the ideal
“ full-view " roll-film camera. With it you
can see and focus your subject up to the
moment

of pressing the shutter release.

You can use it for “ speedy ” subjects and
ordinary snapshots.
Constructional

Details.

Mahogany body covered with finest quality fine grain
morocco leather. Metal reinforced and incorporating
the Ensign

film-registering device.

Large pliable

top leather hood for focussing. Leather-covered
spring handle. Reflecting mirror optically worked
and surface silvered. Tripod bushes. Sling strap,
The body is hinged for opening and loading is
simple. The shutter has a range of speeds of
I /25th, I '40th, I /50th, I /75th, 1/ 125th, i/25oth and
i/5ooth of a second, also Time. As simple to operate
as any ordinary shutter. The Ensar f/4.5 lens, made
at the Ensign Works, a lens giving wonderful de¬
finition and covering power. Size of camera.
6fX6J^X4:l

with

in. For 2iX3f

Ensar

roll films.

Anastigmat

f/4.5

£6 17 6
Wn'fe for Leaflet to Ensign, Limited,
High Holborn, London, W.C.i.
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NOME

SAFETY

AND

CLEANLIN^S

. . .
Sold by all leading
Photographic Dealers.

By the use of

PHOTO

FLASH

BULBS

Sashalite bulbs are clear glass bulbs^ the
shape of an ordinary electric lamp and
containing fine aluminium foil in lowpressure oxygen.
They have a screw cap which fits into
an electric torch in place of the usual
small bulb. By operating the switch of
the torch, sufficient current passes to heat
the filament, which causes the foil to
burn instantaneously with an intense
brilliance.
There is no smoke or dust, as the residue
remains inside the bulb.
There is no risk of fire, no noise, and
no odour.
_
Ask your Photographic Dealer for full particulars.
Made by THE GENERAL ELECTRIC
ENGLAND for SASHALITE LTD.

SAFE

•

CO. LTD. in

DUSTLESS

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet
10

PLEASE
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This photograph shows how happy snaps of children can be taken
with Sashalite Bulbs with perfect safety.
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Usually the only difficulty en¬

countered in the Carbro process
is in getting the bromide print
carbon tissue into firm contact

and

without slip. The weak point in the
usual method lies in the fact that the
print and tissue are in light contact
for a few seconds before they are
actually squeegeed together, so that
a certain amount of chemical action
may have taken place before the
bromide print takes up its final
position on the tissue. In the method
I am about to describe the print
cannot touch the tissue until actu¬
ally pressed into contact by a rubber
roller.

.s

CARBRO

NON-SLIP
A practical article describing

a new method of overcoming a difficulty that frequently
this popular printing process.

gives better contact with the tissue.
While the tissue is soaking for three
minutes in bath No. i the bromide

is important if the following method is
adopted, as the bromide print is
not placed in contact with the tissue
immediately the latter is removed
from the bath.

print is removed from the water and
placed face downwards on the thin
glass, on the opposite side to that on
which the pieces of wood are glued.
The glass should previously be wetted
so that the print will slip easily. The
print should have a white margin
about I in. wide at one end, and this

The solutions are as follows :
Stock

Solution

A.

Potass, bromide . . 100 gms. i oz.
Potass, ferricyanide 100 gms. i oz.
Water to
. . 1000 c.c. 10 oz.

end should
the edge of
has the two
sides. The

Stock Solution B.
Potass, bichromate 41 gms. 180 grs.
Chromic acid . .
10 gms. 45 grs.
Chrome alum . .
50 gms. 220 grs.
Water to
. . 1000 c.c. 10 oz.

Necessary

Materials .

The materials required are : (i) a
sheet of plate glass about four inches
wider and six inches longer than the
largest piece of tissue to be used ;
(2) a piece of thin glass about two
inches larger each way than the largest
.tissue used. On one face of this

No. I Working Bath.
Stock solution A
200 c.c.
2 oz.
Water to
. . 1000 c.c. 10 oz.
No. 2 Working Bath.
Stock solution B
200 c.c.
Water to
. . 1000 c.c.

n

glass are glued three pieces of wood.
On each of the longer sides at the
corners is glued a piece
in.
with the ^-in. face in contact with the
glass. In the centre of the opposite
shorter side a piece ix^X-J- in. is
fastened ; (3) A roller squeegee. I
myself use one of the rollers sold for
the Oleobrom process, as they have
a smooth, accurately-ground surface,
but an ordinary roller squeegee will
serve the purpose.
The bleaching solutions used are
the later formulae of the Autotype
Co. The second bath has a less drastic
action than the original formula, which

DO

YOU

KNOW

By

PEVOEV/NC

ORomoEHONE:

2 oz.
10 oz.

more

?

than ' cold

A new

glass,

glass is kept about one inch ahead of
the roller. By this method only the
white margin of the print comes into
contact with the tissue before it is
pressed down

water

and

USEFUE

OAJ o

THPT

SEOWEV
OUPt/NC. EXPOSOPfE-THE UCHT
coring
RP0P\

by the roller, and shpping

is impossible with reasonable care.
The subsequent operations are as
usual for Carbro.

I PtT SOMETIME

~ru/RN trgce

from

Side of

series of Picture

BE

tissue

with firm pressure and the glass sup¬
porting the print withdrawn before it
at the same rate. The edge of the

feet glued
on under

If the bromide print has a hard
emulsion I find it advantageous to
soak it in hot water, which swells the
gelatine

the

print is pressed into contact with the
tissue and the roller placed upon it.
The roller is moved slowly forward

Jy

Fi(ZRRCKE:0 N£:C/=)T/W£ cfiN
be: .success F-uu-y

-CO

:

removing

of Using.

No. I bath it is immersed for 10-15
seconds in No. 2 bath, then placed
face upwards near one end of the plate
glass. The glass with the bromide print
upon it is placed over the tissue and
adjusted so that there is a margin of
tissue all round the print. The wooden
feet on the underside of the glass keep
it from contact with the tissue. Half
an inch of the projecting edge of the

Wooden,

Bromide Print"

project about i|- in. beyond
the glass, at that end which
pieces of wood on opposite
sketch will make this clear.

Method
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The trend among many ultra-modern photographers is
to exploit photography, not only as a means of personal
expression, but to demonstrate some of its characteristics
in the production of results that are not to be duplicated
by any other graphic art. On the Continent, in particular,
the picturing of abstract ideas by the camera and the
portraying of familiar things from new
angles has
become
almost an obsession in some
quarters. In
presenting this article and illustrations we are following
our policy of letting our readers see what is being ac¬
complished elsewhere in new phases of camera work.
Mr. Oswell Blakeston, who is a strong advocate and
admirer of the ultra-modern school, gives his views on
the subject. Our readers will either definitely like or
dislike the prints reproduced. We publish them without
further comment. — Ed.

new and geometric shapes are formed where the
images overlap ; what is more, empty space between
overlaid exposures takes on a constructional signifi¬
cance of its own.
Surely superimposition is a very strong answer
to those who disparage photo-creation. Could any
other artist, working in any other medium, have

Moods

and

Expression .

By

Kurt

Hubschmann.

The somewhat startling photo-experiments

which are presented to us by brilliantly
unconventional young photographers in
this and other countries, are executed
not as flashy attempts to gain notoriety, but as
sincere efforts (frequently over-enthu¬
siastic) to uphold the claim of photography as a distinct and separate art
medium. For have not a number of
severe art critics of the old school de¬
clared that photography is only a quick
and mechanical method of recording
soulless representations of people or
ready-made objects ?
Possibly the most convincing of
all these modern productions are those
thrilling visual patterns achieved by
superimposition ; indeed, the nuances
of multiple exposure quite definitely
cannot be duplicated in any of the

Ancient

12

are blended

on the same

plate.

Modern.

By Berenice

Abbott.

intensified the mystic imagination which
Kurt Hubschmann has built up in his
dexterous superimposition of portraits
as shown in the reproduction ?
Tricks of technique that any normal
photographer might use quite simply
are often, in these photographs, ex¬
aggerated to demonstrate dramatically
what hidden means of individual in¬
terpretation the meritorious print can

long-established graphic arts. Upto-the-minute painters have endeavoured to steal the magic illusion
of photographic superimposition by
employing the air - brush, but they
have failed except with the simplest
manifestations. When two or more
images

and

suggest.
A number of modernistic painters,
of enviable reputation, have been
attracted to one form of ultra-modern
photographic print-making on account
of its poetic possibilities — this branch
Boy’s Head.

By Barbara
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of optical jugglery is known

as “ photo-
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hotography
By O SWELL

BLAKESTON.

montage.” In photo-montage parts
of different photographs are welded
together into one unity of form by the
simple legerdemain of scissors and
paste ; sections of prints are cut out
and pasted on to other prints so that
the most grotesque and unlikely
scenes can be represented. The
“ montaged ” photograph conquers
space, as subjects collected from the
four corners of the earth can be com¬
bined with one background ; the
“ montaged ” photograph defies the
accepted laws of time, as con¬
temporary subjects can be blended

Photo-montage.

By Albert

Valentin.

The American photographer, Francis Bruevicre, was the
first to control unusual groups in this fashion. His picture
of the clay mask, bottles and various writing impedimenta
is a study of a friendly treatment of space which does not
offend the eye with a too stern abstraction, but allows it to
wander pleasantly from object to object.
The emphasis of any particular feature in portrait or
l^ure work and the presentation of less than the whole por¬
trait may not appeal to the conventional worker, but the
portraitist of the new school carries conviction with the
definiteness and directness of his photography.
New angles in architectural work compel attention by
this treatment, and demonstrate the truthfulness of photo¬
graphy in impressing what is presented to the eye, but
not seen by the unthinking. It may be argued that be¬
cause the conven¬
tional standards
are not observed
the results are
bad ; that they
are absurd or
far-fetched.

It re¬

mains, neverthe¬
less, to note the
impression that
this phase in its

Skyscrapers.

By

Dolan.

with those of yesterday or photo-visions of to-morrow.
Albert Valentin has selected a simple but telling subject
for his photo-moiitage study ; the circled legs of girls,
haloing the montage-distorted head of the man, contrive
a picture which quaintly suggests the idea of the modern
revue frequenter.
Photo-montage has recently been brought completely
into line with pure photography by the realisation that the
images can be blended inside the camera with the help
of mobile masks adjusted outside the lens of the camera.

progress and will
de¬
velopment
leave on all other
work with the
camera. It may
not be obvious at
once, but like most
other progressive
movements ,decried
at first, its influence
will inevitably be
249

felt in every quar¬
ter where pictorial
photography is
practised.

I3

The Workroom.

By F. Bruevicre.
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NOTES
Every

week

with

an article will appear

MODIFYING

AN

There are stil one or two points

I should like to refer in
with enlargers, as I
know that many beginners take con¬
siderable interest in the subject. I
to which

connection

am glad of this, because the photo¬
grapher who does not do anything in
the way of enlarging is missing some
of the best of the fun.
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time and trouble, though, to rely on
anything of too makeshift a character,
and large sheets of bromide paper are
too expensive to waste. It is not an
easy matter, for example, to use a
small cheap camera as the essential
part of the enlarger, and attempt to
illuminate the negative properly by
some rough-and-ready arrangement.
Proper fittings for such a purpose are
available, and at low prices.
The question of illuminating the
negative brightly and evenly is not
too easy, and it is no use just putting
a light behind it. What was supposed
to be a bromide enlargement was sent
to me recently, and the sender asked
me to explain what was wrong with
it. He had put a small electric lamp
in a box just behind the negative,
and used his camera for projecting
the image. The result was a sort of
vignetted nightmare.
I was looking the other day at a

this heading

dealing

the

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

in photography.

ENLARGER.— Ill,
As

I understand

iinnrTniiTrfTfnTniui;ui»iniUiUiuiiu

the

matter

the

reason is a simple one, and I think my
own simple drawing explains it. In
Fig. I the little circle represents a light,
some rays from which are falling on
the negative below. The ray falling
on the middle of the negative is the
shortest, and is at right angles to the
surface. The other rays, in all direc¬
tions, get progressively longer, and
fall more and more obliquely. As the
power of the light varies according to
the square of the distance, and as
oblique rays are less effective than
direct ones, it is evident that the outer
parts of the negative receive less
light than the middle.
If the rays came from the sun, or
some other very distant source, they
would be, for all practical purposes,
parallel, and would all reach the
negative at right angles.
But with our lamp the natural
tendency is to bring it nearer to the
negative to increase the light, as in
Fig. 2. This increases the discrep¬
ancy between the central and the
marginal rays. In fact we can imagine
the lamp so close to the negative that
the marginal rays hardly count at all.
And that was the reason for our friend’s
vignetted enlargement.
If we interpose ground glass, or
opal, between the light and the
negative, this really becomes the
source of illumination. The scatter
of light evens things up considerably,
but the original trouble has not been
completely removed. A properly con¬
structed reflector will also help. But
the fact remains that except for
small negatives it is almost impossible
to get uniform lighting with a single
lamp at a reasonable working distance.

diagram which was intended to demon¬
strate why, in such circumstances, the
negative was not evenly illuminated.
I made the same remark as the ^little
girl who saw a giraffe for the first
time — “ I don’t believe it ! ”
14
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L NOTIONS

Fig. 3 is a version of the diagram
which shows what happens when a
condenser is brought into action. The
circle again represents the light. Some
of its rays enter the condenser and are
projected on the other side in the form
of a cone. The lens is carefully placed
so that the point of the cone of rays
comes between the front and back
elements. And very nice, too.

^''y/

/

/

»

I

.

' '

'v V

N

Fig. 2.
If things

were

as perfect

as the

diagram makes them, we can under¬
stand how the point of the cone could
enter a small stop in the lens just as
easily as a large stop, and that is why
altering the stop may have no effect
on the amount of light passing.
Also, if condensers were more opti¬
cally perfect, we should get, at the
point of the cone, a sharp image of
flame, mantle or filament. We often
do get such an image, of a sort, and it is
duly projected on to the bromide paper.
When we alter the position of the
lens, as we certainly must, we have to
lengthen or shorten the cone by
moving the light nearer to, or farther
from, the condenser. Otherwise we
"shall get uneven lighting, and reduce
its strength.
For these reasons, and also for
others, I think it better, in all cases
where a condenser is used, to diffuse
the

light. The

condenser

still picks

March
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up the light and passes it evenly
through the negative. At the same
time the exact adjustment of the light
in relation to the condenser and the
lens becomes less urgent, and no
image of the light source itself can be
formed. Nor is the approximate co¬
incidence of the focal lengths of lens
and condenser of any importance.
Opal is better than ground glass,
and probably the best position for it
is between the light and the condenser.
As I said before, I have found it equally
satisfactory to have a translucent in¬
stead of a clear bulb to the electric
light. My

illumination

An

is powerful

and even. From a thin, clean nega¬
tive I can enlarge from quarter-plate
to whole-plate (two diameters) on to
normal bromide paper, with an expo¬
sure of two seconds.
This is sometimes inconveniently
short, but by stopping down I can
easily make the exposure run to 4. 8,
16, or 32 seconds.
After a good deal of experiment and
experience with enlargers of different
kinds I would advise settling down to
the use of a condenser with good
diffused, not direct, light.
I explained on a previous occasion
how exposures for different degrees

Efficient Cojyying

WHEN it is desired to make a copy, a considerable

amount of energy is wasted in' setting up the
camera and arranging the lighting, etc., all of
which is exceedingly irritating. To ensure good results,
it is necessary to have some simple apparatus ready to use
at a moment’s notice, and even if it takes a few evenings
to make the time will be well spent.
The chief advantages of the apparatus to be described
are, that no bench of any sort is required, and the operator
has not to stoop down to focus the image. Also, the electric
light being constant, the difficulty of estimating exposures
is reduced to a minimum.
It consists mainly of a stout plank, about 4 ft. in length,
6 or 8 in. broad, and f in. thick, on which the camera is
made to slide up and down on a movable platform, as seen

of enlargement

could

be

calculated.

By experiment the exposure is found
for one case. The distance from lens
panel to easel is measured. Then for
By the
another degree of enlargement
same distance is measured. The
squares of these distances give the
relative exposures.
Thus, if when the lens panel is rain,
from the easel the exposure is 10
seconds for a given type of negative,
and a certain speed of paper, when the
distance is 12 in. the exposure will
be in the proportion of io2 (100) to
122 (144). That is, in the second case
it would be 15 seconds. W. L. F. W.

Gadget

F. O. STEAD.

fixed that the lens points at the middle of the easel, other¬
wise the full size of the latter cannot be used to advantage.
An imaginary line joining the centres of the two lamps
should intersect a line joining the lens to the centre of the
easel. This ensures even illumination.
The design of the
sliding platform
will -vary according
to the
type itofhas
cam¬
era
which
to
hold . If the camera
is not needed for

KOk'pmOk

cr»new\

anything but copy¬
ing, then it can be
screwed on perman¬
ently. The thing
to watch is that the
easel is accurately

MSTOL

tmiT*

parallel to it, or
else it will be im¬
possible to square
up the image on the
ground -glassscreen .
The lamps
are
wired in parallel,
and controlled, if
desired, by a switch
underneath.
The following
measurements may
be of use in the
construction :

A353)lTlOMOt

STOHS

[brass curtain noj>sJ
Put in ■Pence after

Distance
be¬
tween lamps, 2 ft. ;
; perpendicular distance of lamps from
easel, r ft. ; easel, 20x18 in. ; total length, 4 ft.
The method of assembly is easily gathered from the
accompanying diagrams.
Some guide as to the necessary exposure can be taken
from those which I have found to be sufficient, using
Criterion Process plates, with the lens stopped down to
f/ii, for black-and-white letterpress copied slightly less
than actual size. Three minutes is enough to produce a
negative in which the letters are clear glass, and the back¬
ground nearly black. After intensifying with mercuric
chloride and ammonia, this is capable of giving a print, on
gaslight paper, as brilliant as the original.
It is not necessary to use Process plates always. I have
had equally good results using orthochromatic backed
plates of 550 H. & D., exposure for similar subject 15and
stop being in the neighbourhood of 10 sec.

in the diagram, it being clamped in thq required position
by means of the wing-nut. The slope is adjusted to suit
the height of the operator, by moving the metal rod (R)
which supports it.
The illumination is effected by means of two 60-watt
lamps (opal type are the best), fixed at either side, with
cardboard reflectors behind them to prevent any glare from
entering the lens of the camera. The camera must be so
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.

GRATTAN.

From information communicated
OOKIXG

through

my collection of exhibition pictures

^

I find that landscapes predominate, and that I
generally aim at portraying some mood of nature.
most successful efforts have all resulted from early

My

morning trips when — hours before breakfast — f have
wandered alone in the growing light, meeting scarcely a
soul and feeling that the whole countryside was mine.

to our Special Representative.

trast suitable for enlargement with a condenserless enlarger.
By this technique I am able to retain the beautifully soft
and subtle ton? values which are so much a part of the
early morning, and the wide open spaces.
“ The first print from the enlarger is always regarded as
an experiment, and if the subject is one I particularly
fancy, I make two identical first prints. I then enlarge
again, using a different paper ; for instance, assuming
bromide paper were first employed, my second pull might
be on a chloro-bromide, or another bromide of different
contrast ; or a white paper might be tried against a cream,
as may be indicated by the first prints. In this way
I get several versions of my subject, but seldom is
the effect just right in any of them ; and the best is

" I invariably use fast panchromatic plates (unfiltered,
so early in the day), but I always have a tripod with me, as
exposures of a tjuarter to half a second are generally
necessary. 1 develop wdth Borax M.O. to a degree of con-

‘ worked up ’ as may appear necessary. Frequently
very little hand-work is required, but there have
been times when I have had to work up a print
considerably, copy it, and again work up the print
from the copy negative. It is the final result that
matters to me, and if I can regard it as a ‘ picture, ’
I consider any means may be employed to that end.
“ Turning now to indoor subjects, still-life and
' table toppery ’ offers an unlimited field, and many a
happy hour may be spent in manufacturing pictures
such as ' The King’s Horses,’ which is here repro¬
duced. In this type of work there must be some
idea, and I find it a good plan to get started and
let an idea build up. Perhaps if I describe briefly
how' ‘ The King’s Horses ’ was evolved my meaning
w'ill be plain.
I stood a sheet of opal glass on a piece of white
card and placed my projection lantern behind it.
The filament of a lamp (very much out of focus)
projected on to the opal produced the whorl of
light. Looking round for something to arrange
before this background, my eyes fell on my chessmen.

1 selected a king, and then the thought that some¬
thing must support him suggested the popular
title, and the two knights entered the subject.
Just enough light was required in front to give
drawing to the pieces, and this had to be obtained
from a low-power lamp placed in a cardboard tube,
as any sort of general front lighting spoiled the
backgrouijd effect.
“ The chief requirements for such pictures are
lights — several of them — and pieces of paper and
card to control them. It is a fascinating exercise
and good training, because the picture can be made
on the focussing screen, it can be altered and
experimented with, and not until one is entirely
Mellow

Sunshine.

By F. E. Grattan.
16
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satisfied need

the exposure

be made.”
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KING’S

HORSES.

By

{See article, “ Hoio I make my Exhibition Pictures," on the opposite page.)

F. E. Grattan.
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BETTY.
By

{From the London Salon of Phoiof^raphy.)

\V. Mortensen.
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IN our early photographic

harsh and the mist effect lost.
Mist effects occur more

days we are apt to judge
the success of a picture

frequently in the late and
early months than in summer,
and particularly in the early
morning. It is possible, there¬
fore, to secure in the socalled ‘‘ dark months ” many
lovely pictures which do not
exist in summer. New and

by what we call its “ clear¬
ness.” We like to see every
leaf, every brick, every blade
of grass. We are fascinated
by the wealth of detail our
camera records, and we are
disappointed if we do not
get it.
As we progress, we begin
to realise that sharpness of
detail is not the only test of
worth. We awaken to the

more pleasing renderings of
hackneyed views may be
secured by waiting for a
misty morning.
The best effects are ob¬
tained when sunshine is pre¬
sent also, especially when it
is coming towards the camera.
It is necessary, however, to

beauty of an “ effect ” —
light and shade, correct tones,
a shadow pattern or a sil¬
houette. And the effects
produced by a touch of mist
are among the most beautiful
that photography can record.
When a light mist per¬
vades a scene, the nearer
objects stand out boldly,
while the more distant ones

stress three essentials to suc¬
cess — full exposure, short
development, and a printing
paper soft enough to render
properly the full delicacy of
the lighter tones.
Amongst the many dodges

become grey shapes, paler
in tone as the distance in¬
creases. Each successive
” plane ” is distinct from the
one in front and behind, and
the most distant is a delicate,
pearly grey. Details are
obliterated, so that many
scenes which would be ugly
in the glare of a mistless day
are transformed into pleasing
pictures. The colour of all
but the nearest objects is
lost also, so that the eye
beholds the view
more or less as the
film will render it.

Soaring

Towers.

The Beauty

rays of sunlight, and we have
all seen fine examples
of woodland scenes
particularly, in which
the beams of light

To photograph a
scene of this kind is

are clearly marked on
account of the mist
through which they
are passing.
There is another

easy, if we observe
one or two precau¬
tions. It is well to
have some object
fairly near, which will
act as a foil to the
more delicate dis¬
tance. E.xposure will
have to be a little
longer than in clear
weather. No colour
filter should be used.
And when the film
is developed, it
should be for about
two-thirds the nor¬
mal time, or the
contrasts will be

of

of the architectural photo¬
grapher, when dealing with
interiors, was one for em¬
phasising the shafts of
sunlight so often found strik¬
ing effectively across the
subject. He shook a dusty
mat at the spot where the
rays were entering, and made
the exposure before the dust
had settled.
Now mist has just the same
effect as dust in emphasising

good feature that
should be watched
for when mist is pre¬
sent, and that is
attractive silhouette
outlines such as
those in the upper
illustration. In the
second 1 illustration
the landscape
out¬
lines
are exceedingly

255

The

Distant

Hill.

simple, but here the
figures
play the chief
role.
17
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aylight
Portraiture
BERNARD
ALFIERI,

for the Amateur
With

Particular Reference to Portraits
Out of Doors in Sunlight.

The making of portraits is usually the first thing the
amateur photographer attempts, and probably the last
thing JU
with
N. which he is entirely successful. Several articles
on artificial -light portraiture have been given in these pages
recently, but with the coming of longer days and greater
possibilities of sunlight, the amateur has now a better
chance of obtaining satisfactory and pleasing results out of
doors. The article on this page offers many suggestions for
attractive portraiture of this sort with an ordinary camera.

photographer wish the sun was always shining.
For daylight portraiture, it is advisable
to use the fastest panchromatic plates or
films, as they will be found to require the
minimum amount of retouching, and at
the same time offer the softest result-i p
combined with full gradation that would no
befilm.
obtainable on a colour-blind plate 0
(no reflector). Exposure

ijioth sec.,Jfl.^

Apart from the more elaborate form
of lighting for daylight portraiture, ex
cellent results may be obtained in direc
sunlight shortly before sunset, when th

Most of us at some

time or another
ed
have photograph
a friend in direct
sunlight without realising that
the shadow from the nose
trails round the chin and half¬
way down the neck, or dark
shadows from the eyebrows give
the appearance of black and
deep-set eyes ; yet with the aid of
a good-sized white reflector and a
s,
excellent results may
looking-glas
be obtained.
One method is to place the sitter in
deep shadow, preferably in front of a dark
background, and the general illumination
is obtained by reflecting bright light from
the front with a white sheet or other large
reflecting surface.
A small looking-glass placed several yards

diffused rays from the sun are used t'
light the sitter from a low angle ; thi
weak sunlight is still of good actinic valul
to panchromatic material, and while th
golden tints are not strong enough t'

Direct sunlight at
sunset, ijiothsec.
exposure,

away can be used to direct a beam of sunlight for “ spot ”
effects ; but this should be softened with a muslin screen,
and may be restricted with a paper mask.
Almost any type of studio lighting can be achieved in this
way, and a number of mirrors may be utilised to throw high¬
lights on the sitter and lighten local shadows.
With practice and the good fortune to be favoured with a
continued period of sunshine, it is soon possible to get the
knack, and the general softness of reflected daylight, to¬
gether with the brilliance of diffused sunlight, will make the
l 8
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strain the eyes of
the sitter, they offer
wonderful colour
correction without
the necessity for a
filter.
If a long lenshood is used the
sitter may be placed
in such a position
that the light strik¬
ing the face partly
from behind offers
striking effects for
a profile or threequarter view; whilst,
due to the general

white reflector on
iliooth sec., fli-S-

)y the

high-light caused

by

softness of the light¬
ing conditions on a
favourable evening,
the results will show
the fullest detail
and a complete lack
of hard shadow on
the front of the
face, whicli will be
thrown into relief
the back

lighting.

■'Fifty per cent extra exposure may be added to the
jolden rule that advises us to expose for the shadows,
ind leave the high-lights to take care of themselves.
The illustrations indicate
he type of portraiture that
;an be successfully tackled
ry any amateur and with
Dractically
a n'y beform’
of
:amera.
It should
observed
hat while the most effective
aortraits are those which are
on, a large scale in relation to
the picture space, it
is not necessary to
secure this scale or

ig
obtained
from
white
. being
Exposure
ijioth
sec.,a 7/4.
5.

The natural tendency to get too
close to the subject when using a small
camera is the cause of the bad ‘ ‘ draw¬
ing ” so often seen in amateur por¬
traiture. That is why it is advised that
a more distant viewpoint be adopted.
Out of doors there is plenty of room

proportion on the
original negative.
In fact, in most
cameras with normalangle lenses, to

for this, and there is neither the restrict¬
ed space nor the intruding objects so
often encountered indoors. Of course,

attempt
close-ups
will be “ to
secure”
distortion, and with
certain planes out of
focus. The best plan
is to take the portrait
on a smaller scale on
the plate or film and
perfectly sharp with
a larger aperture. An
enlargement to the re¬
quired size can then
be easily made with
better effect in regard
to correct penspective.

if a long-focus lens can be used, all the
better, but it is not essential. It is the
viewpoint
decidesof the
“ drawing,”
and
not the that
focal length
lens.
It will be seen that the amateur out
of doors has almost as many facilities
for varying his lighting as has the pro¬
fessional in his studio. In this work,
257

Exposure

ijiath sec.,

however, the beginner must hasten
slowly. He should begin with fairly
simple and straightforward lightings,
and attempt something more ambitious
when he has gained experience.
19
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t Flower
^uPh

o tography

By W.

C. ROWSELL.

The natural beauty of all kinds of flowers presents an

excellent subject for the camera. While many beautiful
pictures can be taken of flowers in rural surroundings or
in gardens, this type of subject often proves difficult from the
point of view of composition, lighting, background, etc.
Cut flowers, however, can be arranged in comfort indoors ;
backgrounds suited to the particular subject, and the photo¬
graphs taken at any time by daylight, artificial light or flashlight.
In addition, as there is no movement present, a long exposure
can be given if necessary.
The arrangement of the flowers calls for particular care, for
upon this depends the success or otherwise of the results. Sim¬
plicity should be aimed at, for elaborate and too ob\ iouslv
prepared studies are most unattractive. It will be found that
a few flowers give the finest results, but in any case several
arrangements should be tried in order to obtain the best with
each group.
As a general rule in flower photography of this kind, decorated
vases or containers for the blooms should be avoided. Use
a support of some sort to hold the stalks firmly and
ensure the necessary arrangement, but do not in¬
clude it in the photograph — make a picture of
the flowers only.
In some cases, however, a
simple jar or pot may be included and assist
the composition, but it should not be too
obtrusive.
Sometimes
ated to make

other objects can be incorpor¬
a picturesque combined flower

The

and still-life picture, but here again elab¬
oration must be avoided and a plain \ ase
or container is best. In any case this
can always be cut out
ment if necessary.

in the final enlarge¬

I

is

If

the

photograph

being

taken

White

Rose.

however, it is better
to use a sheet of
brown
or white
paper. The tone
of the paper de¬
pends upon the
colour of the sub¬

in¬

doors the wall of the room will generalh
be found suitable as a background for the
studv. If it has a pronounced pattern.

ject, should
and in
most
cases
present
a contrast. It will
be found

preferable

to

place the
of
flowers
uponcontainer
the paper,
which

is then

curved

up

behind, giving a continuous
foreground and background.
If daylight is used, the flowers
can be placed near a window, but
not directly beside it or the lighting will
be too one-sided and harsh. A reflector of white
paper should be arranged to lighten the shadow
side. ,4ny type of focussing camera can be used,
and a tripod or other support is necessary. The
lens can be stopped down to f,'i6 to get perfect
sharpness, and an exposure of one or even two
minutes may be necessary, according to the light.
Panchromatic plates or films are definitely the
best for this type of work ; but unless the subject
contains red they are not essential. The modern
fast films give very fine results and their orthochromatic quality is really remarkable. To obtain
a perfect colour rendering, however, a light colour
filter combined with Ilford Soft Gradation pan¬
chromatic plates cannot be beaten. A
full
e.xposure must always be given to secure the true
benefits of a panchromatic plate.
Development should be carefully carried out
A

cottage bii:;ch of Spring

Flotters.

to give a negative

20
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that has a full range

of contrast.
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By

F. J. Mortimer.
[Fyorn the Exhibition of “ Pictures of the Seaf* at the
Royal Photographic Society.)
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on the Hill."

By G. Burden.
5. — “ At
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By J. K. Lightfoot.

3. — “ At
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Chiddings^one."
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6. — “ South

Cattle."

By G. C. N. Grundy.
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T

Kjnticai Comm
ents
do occur ; but, it is as

That something of the spirit of a
rough

sea has been

caught

in

“ Turmoil ” — No. i of the prints
on the opposite page — is undeniable,
but that there is a difference between
it, good as it is, and the work of a
specialist in this type of thing is
equally clear.
Specialisation .

The fact is shown by comparison
with the illustrations on our art pages
for the 22nd of February ; and, in this
issue, there is another example which
is more fully discussed overleaf, but,
at all events, the maker of this print
— Mr. A. S. Paris — has made an
excellent start.
He has managed to attain one of the
desirabilities specified in the article on
the subject, also contained in the
previous issue in question, inasmuch
as the upper portion of the wave
breaks the skyline ; but, on the other
hand, it is doubtful if it has been
shown with its maximum effect. From
the point of view of arrangement,
too, the wave is scarcely as strongly
placed as it should be — its position
being too near the edge — and, could
it have been shown more “ in ” the
picture, it would have told with
infinitely greater force.
Still, considered for what it is, and
as an intelligent attempt to portray
an extraordinarily difficult subject,
it can be regarded as a good effort ;
but, nevertheless, it indicates most
decisively that the way to complete
success is only to be assured by
specialisation. It is only after a
number of trials, and after the acquire¬
ment of a certain amount of experience,
that some idea of the possibilities of
such subjects becomes apparent, and,
until the possibilities are appreciated,
it is practically hopeless to expect to
do anything beyond the ordinary.
Chance

and

Perception.

It is true that there is always an
element of chance about such things,
and that, by a fluke, something really
good might be achieved ; but, apart
from this, the only certain way of
making a pictorial success in any
class of work is by devoting the
attention exclusively to it.
In this way the perception is
developed, and it becomes possible to
take advantage of such opportunities as

^

well to note,
it may be that if by chance an
early effort should be successful, the
ability to recognise its excellence may
not be forthcoming, and it may be
passed over entirely.
With experience and the power of
perception more fully developed, such
a contingency is not likely to arise.
The thing is to find out what we like
and wish to express, and to set our¬
selves to do it. There is one thing
certain about it, and that is that we
shall never, or only momentarily,
attain the standard we set for ourselves,
but, in endeavouring to do so, we
shall become able to express ourselvns
and our subjects in such a way as
no one else can.

And, when that level is reached, we
shall be capable of expressing our
artistic individuality, and be well on
the way towards pictorial success.
Peace

on

the Beginners’ prints reproduced

in Landscape.

“ Beeches on the Hill ” (2), by G.
Burden, is another print that has
points that are worthy of commenda¬
tion. It has a good 'sky, in which
lies the main attraction ; it is nicely
composed, except that it lacks a
sufficiency of foreground ; and it
betrays an appreciation of the beauty
that lies in landscapes of the quiet
and peaceful type.
If its author has a genuine liking
for this kind of work he would be well

oppos
ite it page.
alteration,
would

have been neces¬
sary to have chosen a more distant
viewpoint, and to have seen that less
of the foreground — by a quarter of an
inch — was included. The viewpoint
being farther off would reduce the scale
of the cattle without appreciably affect¬

ing that of the mountains, while the cur¬
tailment of the foreground would enable
a greater area to be given to the sky.
Picture

Proportions.

The present sense of restriction
would be avoided and a feeling of
spaciousness would, very advantage¬
ously, take its place. The same sug¬
gestion of restriction arises from the
large scale in which the portals of
the castle are rendered in No. 6,
" South

Gate,

Bamborough

by The
L. Strong.
structure

seems

Castle,”

too big, not

only for the size of the print but also
for its setting. There is too much
castle and not enough of the surround¬
ings. A more distant viewpoint is
indicated in this case also, but
whether it is possible or not could
only be determined on the spot. A
reduction in the scale of the gateway
would,

however,

lose nothing

of the

present good impression of its signi¬
ficance, while the proportions of the
picture would be improved.
“ At Anchor ” (5), by J. E. Lightfoot, is just about right as far as
scale is concerned, the relationship of
the size of the vessel to the size of the

advised to stick to it exclusively. It
shows considerable promise, and, with
experience and continual practice, it is
conceivable that he may yet become
one of the foremost exponents of the
pastoral in landscape. Of somewhat,

print being very well judged. The
boat itself is somewhat too near the

similar style is No. 4, "Swiss Cattle,” by
G. C. N. Grundy, which, if it has not
the same beauty of effect, exhibits
a feeling for the dignity and impres¬
siveness of the mountains instead.
In this instance, however, there is a

position.
Moreover, it improves the pro¬
portions of sea to sky, and allows the
fine modulations of the latter to tell

superfluity of foreground, the in¬
clusion of which tends to diminish the
importance which ought to be allotted
to the mountains. The large scale on
which the cattle are shown also
betrays the same tendency, and,
though they serve as the centre of
interest, they could do so equally
well were they rendered in smaller
proportions.
Naturally,

centre, and a 'trim of a quarter inch
from the left and a shade more from
the base

makes

Trimming

suggested

an

better

com¬

Aid.

with far greater effect. Much of the
disturbing influence conveyed by the
wake of the boat from which the
subject was taken is also removed, and,
altogether, the trimming provides an
aid to the making of a picture with
this print as a basis that could not
otherwise be achieved.
A subject like “ At Chiddingstone ”
(3), by P.
excellent
as a
record
andBrown,
as anwhile
example
of good
technique,

to effect the

a much

needs

sunshine

to

make

it artistically effective. " Mentor.”
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Victorial Analysis
Every

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

CRESCENDO,”

Studies of the sea, or those

embracing a part of it in their
content, are not infrequent, but
subjects restricted entirely to the sea
and its infinite moods, unembellished
by artificial or natural additions, are
exceedingly rare. This is particularly
the case where representations of its
more violent effects are concerned,
and, in this class of work, no one seems
to have approached the standard set
by Mr. F. J. Mortimer.

are concerned,
unduly.

hy F. J. Mortimer.

does not obtrude

Instinctive

itself

Arrangement.

Its employment is limited to a
subordinate item in the composition,
which, considering the conditions under
which the exposure was made, falls
into exceedingly pleasant lines.
It is pretty obvious that great
rapidity of action is required in
subjects of this character. A breaking

proper proportions, and is not suffi¬
ciently extended to invite any un¬
pleasing impression. It serves its
purpose in indicating its position, and
in showing the space allotted to the
sky. It also introduces a suitable
sense of perspective, but, beyond
doing its duty as far as these functions
22

an

im¬

brightest note of the whole picture.
Its importance is emphasised by the
leading lines suggested by the crest of
the nearer line of surf (2) and the line
formed by the division between the
water in the foreground and the foam
on the right (3), while the horizon
lends a slight indication of similar
nature.
Influence.

All these
factors tend

several
towards

the incorporation of a
feeling of unity and
enable the effect of
storm, which is the
pictorial motive, to be
clearly and unmistak¬
ably
It expressed.
is, undoubtedly,
very powerfully con¬
veyed,
incident¬
ally, it and,
is interesting
to note how much of
the success with which
the effect is transmit¬
ted is attributable to
the influence of line.
Horizontals, provided

for February 22nd —
Mr. Mortimer ex¬
plains his method of
working. It is there¬
fore unnecessary to
speculate in this di¬
rection, though it may
be mentioned that the

“ Turmoil,” to which reference was
made on the preceding page.
Here, the horizon line is reduced to

by

Directional

sphere, “ Crescendo "
is a fine example. It
depicts the sea, and
the sea only, in one of
its roughest of moods.
The rush and flurry of
the waters are fully in
evidence ; their power
and force are well ex¬
pressed ; and, as a
pictorial rendering of
sea and storm, the
effort is unique.
In his article —
which appeared in the
issue of this journal

very insistent horizon line, an unfortu¬
nate feature that was illustrated, to
some extent, in the print entitled

formed

aginary division of thirds both verti¬
cally and horizontally — and partly
because it contains within its area the

Sea and Storm.
Of his work in this

importance of a low
viewpoint is specially stressed. It is
on this account, primarily, that the
crest and body of the breaking wave
(i) occurs in such a position that it
breaks what would otherwise be a

four intersections

they are

of sufficient

length, suggest

stabil¬

partures
it convey
ity
and from
peace.
De¬

wave must be taken j ust at that instant
when it attains its maximum in size
and

impressiveness,

and

there

is no

time to spare for any other considera¬
tion. Anything in the way of arrange¬
ment of the composition can, at most,
be only instinctive, and the question
simply resolves itself into the prior
adoption of such a viewpoint, from
which, if the wave breaks where it is
anticipated, the other lines may be
expected to harmonise with it.
In circumstances such as these, it is
surprising that the arrangement is
satisfactory. Naturally, the wave
becomes the centre of interest.
attains its principality partly

so
(i)
It
on

account of its strength of position — it
happens to fall athwart one of the
262

an impression of un¬
rest, and, the more
marked the difference is, the greater
the sense of disturbance or storm —
i.e., the opposite to peace.
In this instance, the general direc¬
tion of the most forceful lines — those
indicating the falling of the wave
throughout its length — is downwards.
The suggestion of power, force . and
movement is imparted by the oppo¬
sition of the leading lines (i and 2) of
horizontal tendency referred to above,
and by the same suggestion arising
from the repetition of innumerable
short lines in the foreground. The
tremendous backward sweep of the
line formed by the summit of the
mass of foam is vital and an integral
element of the fine impression of storm
and power.

“ Mentor.”
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h

etters to the Editor
THE

Sir, — When

SHAPE
writing

OF

LANTERN

ray letter

which

SLIDES.

appeared

Replying to W. L. F. W.’s article I would first like to thank
him for drawing my attention to the Rolleiflex camera. We
at least agree upon the point that a camera that could not take
vertical pictures would be of little use to us.
W. L. F. W. asks how I would explain the fact that in 331
photographs there were 203 vertical and only 128 horizontal,
after I had stated that the majority of photographs are hori¬
zontal. Upon reading this challenge I turned to a collection
of several hundred copies of the " National Geographic Maga¬
zine ” (yes ; it is one of those terrible American publications)
and took the nearest one. It contained loi reproductions of
photographs taken in Ucudor, Bogota, Argentine and other
South American locations. Of these, 70 were horizontal, 30
vertical and i square. Thinking this was probably not a fair
sample I took the next in the pile, a more recent issue, and
found in it 109 photographs taken in Greenland, Abyssinia
and London. Of this number, 86 were horizontal and 23
vertical That is, in the two books there were nearly three
times as many horizontal as vertical. So I think W. L. F. W.
should be a good enough sport to acknowledge that my statistics
are at least as good as his.
contains chiefly reproductions
at leading photographic exhi¬
that the majority are vertical.
of these pictures are used for

In portrait photographer^’ studios nearly all
are vertical, but very few of these would ever

be used for slide making. On the other hand, the “ travel ”
pictures I have drawn attention to constitute a class much
more likely to be used for lantern lecture purposes, and the
majority of these are horizontal. So, I repeat, the horizontal
slide more fully meets the requirements of the majority of
photographs used in slide making.
Both W. L. F. W. and I could probably take other publica¬
tions and from their contents apparently prove that the ma¬
jority of photographs are square ; but when I state that the
greater nuniber are horizontal I refer to the thousands of
pictures taken by photographers at large, both professional
and amateur, and not those taken by specialists in certain
lines. The former are represented in travel magazines, and
the latter in “ Photograms,”
Thanking you, Mr. Editor,

and similar publications.
for your courtesy. — Yours,
HY. SAVILLE.
(Saskatchewan,

WIDE-ANGLE
Sir, — The

replies

of

LENSES
Mr.

Ballance

FOR
and

etc.,

Canada.)

Gandy

the opinions

responsible

for

of his correspondents.

under certain defined conditions. Whether Mr. Gandy’s own
suggestion, namely: adapting a 3-in. wide-angle lens for use at
from 6 to 7 in. from a quarter-plate negative, in the manner
he describes, is a practicable one is also open to speculation.
His idea, however, certainly seems a feasible one, and his
remarks
should merit the attention of all discerning lens
makers.
What is desired is a lens of really wide-angle characteristics
which can be successfully adapted for use on a reflex camera.
Are there yet any other readers of The Amateur Photographer
who have successfully used wide-angle lenses on refle.x cameras ?
If so, perhaps they may be prevailed upon to communicate
their methods and observations by contributing to the present
discussion. — Yours, etc.,
NICHOLAS
M. BRAY.

Sir, — If Mr. S. A. Gandy is asking for a lens to act as a
wide-angle lens outside the camera and as a normal-angle
lens inside the camera, he is asking for an optical impossibility.
If he puts a 6 or 7 in. wide-angle lens on his caVnera it will
only act as a normal-angle lens, as the rest of the field will be
thrown on the inside of the bellows, which is bad. If he takes
a 12 Xio field camera and puts a 6-in. wide-angle lens on it,
he will cover the whole of the plate (12x10) easily with a
105° lens and get all he wants.
Another thing to be remembered is that it is not possible
to make a wide-angle lens with a stop much larger than, f/6 if
any, and the view he is taking must be fairly flat, as a slight
depth will give distortion.— Yours, etc.,
H. GRAFTON.

Sir, — In reference

enquiry

of Mr. S. A. Gandy

supply a short-focus lens of this construction, made by us for
projecting a large picture with their i6-mm. cinematograph
projectors at a. short tlyrow. We also have supplied such
lenses for other special purposes.
I.enses of this construction have also been made by other
manufacturers for photographing, the sky, covering a field up
there is the demand for lenses covering 95° for use
to Whether
180°.
on the refle.x camera, that your correspondent suggests, is more
than doubtful, and if it exists it could probably be more
cheaply supplied by a re-design of the reflex camera
the lens system. — Yours, etc.,
TAYLOR,
TAYLOR
& HOBSON,

A

NEW

SOCIETY

Sir, — It is proposed to
Harrow, and arrangements
end.

IN

than

of

LTD.

HARROW.

form a photographic society in
are already being made to this

We should be glad if you would give this publicity, so that
others living in the district may get in touch with us, and we
have noticed
Harrow
addresses
results
at various
times.

4, Sheepcote
to

to the repeated

as to " whether it is optically possible to ;firoduce a lens with
a reversal of the Telephoto prihciple,” we should like to reply
that it is quite possible (" optically ”) and that we have made
hundreds of such lenses. For example, Messrs. Bell & Howell

in “ The

A.P.”

competition

Our numbers require to be considerably increased before
we can get fully under way, and a good response is hoped for.
Full particulars can be obtained from the undersigned at

REFLEX.
Mr.

is not

issue

of the Spencer Delineascope type as " a hefty piece of goods.”
This takes a 4T-in. condenser, so Mr. Moss is mistaken in saying
that 5^ in. would be necessary.

lantern slides ?
the photographs

Editor

Protar to an existing lens panel, and according to Mr. Gandy’s
statement such a method would apparently only be possible

in your

of December 21st it was not my intention to start a controversy,
but merely to state a few facts and make a suggestion. Now I
find myself held up as a horrible example and warning to
beginners not to believe all they read in letters to the editor.
It would take too much space to reply to all the points raised
by Mr. E. Moss and W. L. F. W., but with your permission I
would like to show that my statements were not entirely wrong.
Even though few honzontal slides are exported from England
I cannot see that this is necessarily any indication of the number
in general use. With reference to lanterns, the ones we use
here are adapted to take both horizontal and square slides, and
I do not think that even Mr. Moss would speak of a projector

I understand “ Photograms ”
of the best pictures appearing
bitions and I am not surprised
But, W. L. F. W., how many

The

Rd.,

Harrow. — Yours, etc.,
CHARLES

W.

JOHNSON.

my

previous letter concerning the use of wide-angle lenses on
reflex cameras have proved both interesting and informative.
The Exhibition of “ Pictures of the Sea,” by F. J. Mortimer,
bas been transferred from tbe Royal Photographic Society to
I desire to express my thanks to these correspondents.
26the
3
Ilford Galleries, 101, High Holborn, London, W.C. The
The method suggested by Mr. Ballance, however, namely:
pictures will remain on view at that address until March i8th.
the incorporation of a Protar lens, would seem to possess the
The entire collection is then being sent to the Chicago
decided drawback of being very expensive to carry into effect, if
Exhibition.
a truly satisfactory job is to be made of accurately fitting the
23
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The “ Ensign Selfix” Camera.
A very attractive little camera, which is claimed to be
smaller than any other camera of its type taking the
standard size 2 J x 3^ roll film (a claim that I can believe)
is the new " Ensign Selfix 20,” which is to be one
the leading lines of the Ensign firm this season.

of

15th, 1933

The two higher-priced
models both have the useful
^evie'^ed
Ensign “ film flattener ” to keep the film in its true plane
during the exposure, and these two models are also given a
direct-vision finder in addition to the brilliant finder.
Leaving nothing to chance, Messrs. Ensign have given the
bellows an air-vent so that the self-opening device does
not suck the walls of the bellows inwards when the camera
is opened.

The name “ Selfix ” carries one’s memory back to pre¬
war days when the Butcher firm, now merged into the
Ensign undertaking, had a jolly little plate camera called
the Selfix in 4J X 6 cm. size ; but the present model is a
revival of an old name, and not an old camera, as the new

One other point — it is a good-looking instrument, with
its diced leather-cloth covering. The dimensions are
5f X 3 X if in. Altogether an excellent little instrument.

“ Ensign

The

Selfix ” is a very different instrument.
Made entirely of
metal,

it is self-

opening and selferecting. When
the camera is open
for use the base¬
board and the
lens-panel are
held firm by tri¬
angular struts
which give no
room
for “ play
or wobble.
They”
keep

the camera

as rigid as a boxform instrument.
Each of the
three models has
an Ensign Trichro
shutter and an
anastigmat lens.
The
Trichro
shutter gives
speeds of T., B.,
i/25th, i/50th
and i/iooth of a
second, and has
cable release as well as trigger release. The prices of the
three models are : Model Si (Ensar anastigmat f/7.7), £2 ;
Model S2 (Ensar anastigmat f/6.3), £2 12s. 6d. ; Model S3
(Ensar anastigmat f/4.5), £3 los.
These are days for value when you can get a jolly little
camera like this, with an f/4.5 anastigmat, made from A to

Z at Walthamstow in the firm’s great factory, for £3 los.
One feature I like is the fact that the non-detachable
back, which has a really positive fastening, opens in a book
fashion. Another good point for rapid snapshotting is the
fact that the diaphragm opening is shown on top of the
shutter as well as below the front of it.

Sturdy

A sturdy

Stand.
tripod of the pedestal

type, which

American

firms would call a “ camera stand ” to distinguish it from
the light metal tripod, has just been produced by Sands
Hunter & Co. (Bedford Streefi Strand, W.C.2) for the home
portrait worker, the man who uses a large heavy reflex
(yes, they still exist!), and others who require strength
and steadiness before compactness,
for use indoors or out of doors.
As it weighs about 7 lb. it is not
intended for the hiker with his
Etui camera ; but it can be in¬
valuable for the architectural
worker,

the

naturalist

and

the

commercial photographer, especi¬
ally the man who photographs
furniture or interiors of buildings,
or machinery.
It stands

on

three

strong

legs

linked together by three metal
braces so that it cannot spreadeagle. These legs have short ex¬
tension pieces so that it can have
steel-pointed feet for use out of doors,
or blunt wooden feet for use indoors on a polished floor.
The minimum height is about 2 ft. 6 in. (a very useful
height for a reflex user on occasion) and its maximum is
over the 5-ft. mark. The pillar is held firm at any part
of this range by thumb- screws, and the solid triangularform pedestal is metal- edged to give the screw something
firm to fasten on.
The

little platform

at the top, to which

the camera

is

fixed, is 8 in. X 5| in., which is large enough to accommo¬
date any reasonable-sized camera — and in fact, if needed,
a i6-mm. camera or even a cine projector.
This top has a good tilt — 90 degrees up and 90 degrees
down — so that you can photograph the ceiling or the carpet,
and the lock-nuts hold it firm at any angle. The head
also revolves to make adjustment easy.
Its woodwork is first class, and the whole thing bears

Focussing is carried out by a revolving lens-collar, and
the lens can be focussed down to objects 3^ ft. distant. 2
64
evidence of good finish and an eye to efficiency. It won’t
You can close the camera with one hand, and it does not
let you down — and it'won’t let your camera down.
matter whether the view-finder is set for upright pictures
The price is £3 15s., and this is certainly not dear.
It is British made, to the design of Sands Hunter & Co.
or horizontal pictures when you close it.
24
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NEWS,
NOTES
AND
MATTERS
OF
IN¬
TEREST
FOR
ALL CINEMATOGRAPHERS
USING AMATEUR
CINfi APPARATUS.
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(ty
Filming Steeplechases
With a special note on
the Grand National.

By S. E. L. M.
Amongst the most vivid of all “ action ” subjects are horse steeplechases, many of which are arranged .to take
place during the present month. It is remarked that no amateur should consider his library of interest films
complete without at least one good record of this vigorous action subject, and this view will be fully endorsed
by all who are fortunate enough already to possess such a film.
For this reason, some shots should
order to distinguish themselves from
other shots of inferior worth. Such
be made before leaving home (in
chasing offers some wonderful
emphasis cannot be imparted by
preference to commencing the story
opportunities for spectacular
shooting those scenes at prodigious
cine shooting, and every amateur
on the course), and the worker should
should endeavour to secure at least one
length. Rather will monotony and a
always be ready to use impression¬
loss of dramatic balance be introduced ;
good record of this striking subject.
istic photography rather than rely
Nor is there, in the vast majority
though this is not to imply that another
upon the clumsy method of direct
shot of the same action taken from a
of cases, any need to go to Liverpool
portrayal. Impressionistic photo¬
for the Grand National, and other
graphy is, indeed, the foundation
totally different viewpoint cannot be
introduced to avoid the monotony of a
stone of pure cinematography ; and
places far remote from the home town,
even apart from this consideration it
lengthier single shot.
for jumping races are now in full
Once the racing has started, it is
swing at the various courses scattered
can almost invariably convey par¬
not wise to take all the shots from the
ticular meaning far better than any
about the country. Some of the
neighbourhood of the stands ; indeed,
better-known meetings of the month
shot
resembling
playgoer's
the front
row of athe
orchestraview
stallsfrom
.
the most spectacular action and easily
are referred to below, and the enthu¬
siast will be able to derive additional
the most thrills are encountered in
Viewpoints.
information — including dates and
what is termed “ the open country.”
In film planning, especially when it
time-tables — from his local or county
Fortunately, at all but the most im¬
concerns such a subject as that being
directory or newspapers.
portant meetings it will be found
dealt with, it may be felt that scenes
possible to take up a position on the
Planning the Film.
stand rails without being jostled by
of spectacular lovelines.s, or of exciting
No creditable film can be secured
crowds, although it is always possible
action call for particular emphasis in
by rushing off to the scene of action
without a predetermined notion of the
continuity and other qualities that
the finished work is to assume. It is

NO one can deny that steeple¬

necessary for a beginning to scheme the
story of the film, for no production can
succeed unless disinterested spectators
are able to follow the assembled shots
without having to look for a narrative.
My advice to all novices is never to
let their films descend to the level of
unconnected snapshots, and in the
making of such a film as that under
discussion it is impossible to take too
much trouble over the planning.
Rather should they regard their film
in the same way as the " still ”
photographer regards his intended
masterpiece. He does not erect his
camera and haphazardly snap without
further thought. Viewpoints, angles,
and the most effective way of empha¬
sising what he wants to emphasise are
only a few of the things that concern
him ; . all, and especially the last,
should equally concern the cinemato¬
grapher. Let there be a beginning
and an end to his film — and let there
be a definite transition, no matter how
light and airy, from one to the other
in between.
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steeplechase affords an excellent action subject for the amateur cinS worker. 25The
best methods of work and points of view are described in the article on this page.
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to work with a telephoto lens from
the higher tier age.
If possible, at least one shot of a
good finish should be secured. The
best position to occupy for this is
just past the winning-post, with the
very minimum of the post itself
visible for identification purposes.
As the horses often finish tired and
not nearly so fast as the contestants
in a short - distance race, it will be
found best to hold the camera very
low — so that the final frames may
show only the legs of the leaders as
they pass the post.
Filming should not upon any account
be allowed to continue after the
leaders and the nearest other horse
(unless more than two or three lengths
behind) have gone by. And even
then both the beginning and end of the
shot should be carefully cut to preserve
its highly important dramatic tempo.
At most centres, the horses have
often to complete the course twice
or thereabouts in order to cover the
distance of the race. This gives the
enthusiast an opportunity of filming
race and spectator sequences from
the stands and then of doubling off
to one of the more impressive “ jumps ”
to film the horses as they come
“ second

time round.”
Obstacles.

At this newer position, viewpoints
will be found somewhat easier to
secure. In fact, the farther he gets
into the open country the fewer
spectators will the cinematographer
encounter. Nor is it necessary here
to keep to any one viewpoint, for the
horses are nearly always separated
into groups

at this stage of the race —

TI'

t

which makes it possible to film each
group from a different position and as
a separate effective shot.
Thus, as the leaders come into view,
they can be filmed approaching and,
finally, jumping the obstacle — which
must be allowed to remain in the fore¬
ground of the shot. The viewpoint
here is naturally rather high, and as a
consequence the shot will be a pretty
one without emphasising the height of
the jump or the ability of the horses.
Meanwhile, the second batch of
competitors will be approaching, and
these should be filmed from a different
viewpoint — rather low down, so that
it shifts the position of the obstacle
to the middle distance. In order to
prevent ridiculous exaggerations, it is
important that the heads of both
horses and riders be shown before the
actual “ take-off ” is made.
Falls at this stage look extremely
spectacular, but it is not always
possible to tell whether these will
occur with the first or with a follow¬
ing batch of competitors. Very often
the best jumpers and the ultimate
winner are reluctant at this stage to
join the leading group ; though, on
the whole, more falls appear to occur
with the tardy batches, and for this
reason I have selected for each the
viewpoints given.
The water jump is usually the most
severe in any steeplechasing course,
and good splashes often occur when
the horses leap short. At Liverpool,
both Becher’s and Valentine’s obsta¬
cles are magnetic influences, though
they are difficult to bring into the
film. It is not a bad plan, where the
water jump is some distance from the
stands, to take up a position near the

J
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water just before a single-circuit race
is timed to commence ; it being
impossible in any case
phases of such a race.
Other

Hurdle

to film two

Notes.

races, which

nearly

always

occur in conjunction with steeple¬
chases, are not very exciting — -though
they can provide a great deal of pretty
material. Few of the competitors in
such races come down at the obsta¬
cles, hence it is not wise to pick upon
these in expectation of spills. Courses,
too, vary greatly in the severity and
height of their obstacles, those at
Gatwick and Aintree (the course for
the Liverpool Grand National) being
the worst — and most

spectacular.

Some courses (like that at Chelms¬
ford) embrace certain peculiarities —
such as obstacles set up round the
parish church, and barriers that
to be erected across the main
road during the progress of a
Other courses are in sight of
meters and, in one case, of a
reservoir. The inclusion of shots

have
high¬
race !
gaso¬
water
show¬

ing such peculiarities will' help to
identify the place of the meeting ;
and the device, obviating as it does
the necessity for titling, is good and
sound.
A list, including many point-topoint meetings was included in the
last published table of “ Action
Subjects for the Amateur Cinema¬
tographer, ” whilst other important
steeplechases will take place during
the present month at Cheltenham,
Hurst,
Chelmsford, Catterick, Wolver¬
ing).
hampton, Sandown, Plumpton and
Liverpool

(competitions

(the Grand

CURRENT

National

meet¬

AND

future.

NoHcts of forthcoming exhibitions and competitions will be included here every 'week if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.
The Amateur Photographer Moathly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
Entries, March 31. Rules in issue of February 22.
“ Nature in Winter ” Competition. £10 in cash and
books by Beverley Nichols awarded as prizes by Jona¬
than Cape, Ltd. Closing date, March 31. Entries
to be addressed to “ Nature in Winter ” Competition,
The A mateur Photographer, Dorset House, T udor Street,
London, E.C.4. For further particulars see issue
dated March 8.
South London P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open,
February 18-March 19. Hon. ExhibiUon Secretary,
B. C. Rayment, 44, Priory Road, Kew, Surrey.
Pittsburgh Salon.— Open, March 17-April ■ 16.
Secretary, B. H. Chatto, 1300, Milton .Avenue, Pitts¬
burgh, 18, Pa.. U.S.A.
Birmingham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open,
March 4-18. Particulars from G. G. Heathcock,
Essex House, 27, Temple Street, Birmingham.
Prague International Salon. — Open, April 8-22.
Organised by Association of Czechoslovak Amateur
Photographic Societies, Riegrovo Nabiezi, 22, Prague
II, Czechoslovakia.
Chicago World’s Fair International Exhibition, 1933.
— ^Entries, April i ; open, June i-October 31. En¬
quiries to “ 1933 Salon,” Chicago Camera Club, 137,
North Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March 29April I. Secretary, Walter Selfe, 24, Pembury Road,
Clapton, E.5.
Bolton Camera Club International Exhibition. —

Open, April 1-8. Secretary, John B. Adshead, 69,
Hastings Road, Bolton, Lancs.
Victorian (Australia) International Salon (Melbourne
Athenreum Art Gallery). — Open, April 24-May 6.
Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junction, Camberwell,
E.6, Melbourne, Australia.
Barry C.C. International Salon. — Open, March 2025. J. H. White, Exhibition Secretary, Barry Camera
Club, Y.M.C.A., Barry, South Wales.
Bishop Auckland P.S. .Annual Salon. — Open, March
22-25. Secretary, T. Ambler, 18, Ray Gardens,
Cockton Hill, Bishop Auckland, Co, Durham.
Derby Rly. Inst. P.S. .Annual Exhibition. — Entries,
March 20 ; open, April 6-8. Exhibition Secretary,
J. Condie, Railway Institute, L.M.S. Rly., Derby.
Bridge of Allan and District Photographic Society
International Salon. — Entries, March 18 ; open,
April 15-29. Particulars from Mrs. Brown, Jun., The
Studio, Bridge of AUan, Scotland.
Nottingham and Notts P.S. International Exhibition.
Twenty awards for prints and slides. Special prize
for best Colonial print. — ^Entries, March 29 ; open,
April 6-8. Hon. Secretary, T. Finch, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Photographic papers please copy.)
Brighton and Hove C.C. Annual Exhibition (one
class open to members of clubs in Kent, Sussex and
Hampshire). — Entries, April i ; open, April 10May 6. E.xhibition Secretary, R. J. Botting, 71,
East Street, Brighton.
Third International Salon, San Diego, Fine Arts
cjjallery (under auspices of Camera Enthusiasts of
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San Diego. — ^Entries, April i ; open, April 21-May
14. Particulars from Miss Ruth Kilbourue, 4225,
Arden Way, San Diego, California, U.S.A.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Annual
Exhibition (Open Classes). — Entries, April 6; open,
April 28-May 7. Particulars from J. Ainger Hall, Hon.
Exhibition
Secretary, 10, Kitson Road, London,
S.W.13.
Beckenham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, April
6-12. Secretary, F. H. Elliott, 31a, Worbeck Road,
Anerley, S.E.20.
Turin International Salon. — Entries, April 20 ;
open. May 20-June ii. Further particulars from
Secretary, Fourth International Salon, Via Stampatori,
N.6, Turin (108), Italy.
Midland Salon, City Art Gallery, Leicester.— En¬
tries, Hon.
May Secretaries,
6; open. May
27-Juneand24.
from
W. Bailey
A. Particulars
E. Tracey,
Cank Street, Leicester.
Northern Photographic Exhibition (Bradford). —
Entries, May 13 ; open, June ly-.August 20. Entry
forms from A. Greenwood, Myrtle Dene, Harrogate
Road,
Bradford.
Cardiff
C.C. World’s Masters Salon. — Entries, May
14 ; open, June 9-24. Entry forms and particulars
from G. H. Palmer, Hon. Exhibition Secretary,
Y.M.C.A., Cardiff.
Troyes International Salon. — Entries, May 23 ;
open, June 15-25. Secretary, Maurice Michel,
President de I’Union Photographique Champenoise, 23,
Rue de la Mission, Troyes (Aub6), France.
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The Week's Meetings

Societies will have their meetings

Wednesday,

announced

March

here if the syllabus is sent to us at the beginning

15th.

Monday,

Birmingham P.S. “ The Abbey Church of St. Peter at Westminster.”
Borough Poly. P.S. Print Competition.
Bradford P.S. Cin^ Section Evening.

W. A. Clark.

Brighton and Hove C.C. “ Rural England.” Rev. B. Harvey-Jellie.
Bristol P.S. “ A Chat on Zoo Photography.” W. J. Foster.
Cheltenham A. P.S. “ A Cruise in the Mediterranean.” J. Krier.
Chorley P.S. “ Three Days with the Old Vulcan.” F. Sellers.
Croydon C.C. “ The Production and Use of Colour Photographs on Paper.”
Oliver.
Darvi’en P.A. Carbro. G. Lee.
Dennistoun A. P.A. Jumble Sale.
Ealing P.S. Queries.
Edinburgh P.S. “ The Beginner and his Troubles.” Wm.
G.E.R. Mechanics Inst. P.S. Criticism of Exhibition.

of the session

L. W.

Geddes.

March

Armley and Wortley P.S. “ Through Microscope
Ashton-under-Lyne P.S.
Question Night.

Kidderminster and D.P.S. “ Photograms of the Year 1932.*’
L.C.C. Staff C.C. “ Photographic Lenses.’* F. Naylor.
Leeds C.C. “ Whitby.** H. Wright.
Maidstone and D.P.S. “ Sunshine from Northern Italy.” Murry
Newcastle (Staffs) and D.C.C. Annual Exhibition.
Preston C.C. Lecture by Mr. Chawner.
Rugby and D.P.S. Bromoil. W. Bailey.
St. George Co-op. Nomination of Office Bearers.
Southampton C.C. Lecturette Competition.
South Essex C.C. Lantern Evening.

Walthamstow

16th.

Barnsley

and Camera.”

R. Nickols.

Keighley and D.P.A. “ Bolton Priory and Barden.” H. Moore.
Kingston-on-Thames
and D.P.S. “ The Work of the late Edward
H. Cross.
C.C.

“ Indoor

Photography.”

Harry

Muybridge.”

Meyer.

and D.P.S.

Lectiire by H. R. Martyn.

Friday,

Chemistry.”

March

“ Lenses.”

Saturday,

Kodak,

T. P. Parker.

J. Wilson.

March

Ltd.

18th.

Birmiagham P.S. Exhibitioa Slides and Autochromes.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. Criticism of Outing Print Competition.
Morley

College P.S.

“ This London

of Ours.”

Sunday,
Hammersmith

H.H.P.S.

Chingford

and Waltham

Monday,

March

19th.
Abbey.

20th.

Ashington and Hirst P.C. “ Java, its People and Temples.”
Blackburn and D.C.C. “ Glimpses of Nature.” J. W. Nixon.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. Questions and Answers.
Bournemouth C.C. ” Geneva and Elsewhere.” G. W. Bater.
Bradford P.S. Members’ Lecturette Evening.
City of London and C.P.S. “ Sulphide Toning.” R. H. BuUen.
Derby P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Dewsbury P.S. Lecture by S. Bridgen.
Erdington and D.P.S. Jumble Sale.

Mr. W. Burrough Hill, who presided at the opening ceremony
of the recent annual exhibition of the Southampton Camera
Club, is one of the oldest photographers in the, country and
has been president of the club for thirty-two years. Is this
a record ?
9{c

We

4:

learn from Messrs. J. H. Dallmeyer,

21st.

Basingstoke C.C. Hampshire Clubs’ Slides.
Bath and County C.C. Lecturettes with Slides by Members.

Leeds P.S. ” Still Life.” David Holmes.
Manchester A. P.S. “ A Caravan Tour in Unknown France.”
Monklands P.S. Intensification and Reduction. E. C. Shaw.

Rev. H. P. V. Nunn.

Chalmers.

Rotherham P.S. " The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Royal P.S. “ Yachting Photography.” G. L. A. Blair.
St. Bride P.S. “ Doctoring Failures.” G. M. Maynard.
Sheffield P.S. “ Mountain Tramps in North Wales.” R. Beaumont.
South Glasgow C.C. Cin4 Display. J. Reid.
South Shields P.S. Exhibition Criticism Night.
Stafford P.S. Circulating Portfolio Criticisms.
Swindon and N. Wilts C.C.
Venn and Smith.
Walsall P.S. Exhibition.

“ A Camp

Ltd., of 31, Mortimer

and Holiday

with a Cin4 Camera.”

Warrington P.S. " Bird Photography.” W. H. Hadley.
Whitehall Photo-Cin4 Group. “ Evolution of Sub-standard
J. Radford.
Winchester P.S.

” Term

Time

and Holidays.”

Wednesday,

Film

Messrs.

Apparatus.’'

S. R. Stawell Brown.

March

22nd.

Accrington C,C. ” The Charms of the Countryside.” J. W. NLxon.
Borough Poly. P.S. ” London Calling.” G. H. Dannatt.
Brighton and Hove C.C. Colour Plates. Agfa, Ltd.
Bury
P.S. ”A.Masters
and Masterpieces
Cheltenham
P.S. Lecturettes.

A. K. Rittener.

G. E. W. Herbert.

March

March
Apparatus.

Peterborough P.S. “ A Glimpse of Sunny Lands.” Miss D. Snoddy.
Poplar P.S. The Bromoil Process.
Portsmouth C.C. Visit of the Southampton Quartet.

Llanelly Y.M.C.A. P.S. “ After-treatment of Negatives.” D. J. Jones.
Morecambe, Heysham and D.P.S. “ Genre and Figure Studies.” T. Lee Syms.
Photomicrographic Society. Members’ Evening.
Poplar P.S. “ Landscape Photography.”
Royal P.S. Informal Meeting of Pictorial Group.
and D.P.S.

Talk ou Photographic

Nonvich and D.P.S. " Ramblings of a Naturalist in Norfolk.” Reginald Gaze.
Nottingham
Notts P.S.
” Some Cotswold Homes and Villages.” W. Partridge.
Oldham P.S.andExhibition
Opens.

17th,

Colne C.C. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Greenock C.C. “ An Saorstat Eireann : Through the Eyes of a Scot.”
Harrogate P.S. Members’ Camera Evening.
Hinckley and D.P.S. Alliance Prints.
Levtonstone and Wanstead C.C. Exhibition Print Review.

Southend-on-Sea

P.S.

Nelson C.C. Annual General Meeting.Newcastle and Tyneside P.S. Lecture by Robert

Liverpool A. P.A. “ Spring Holidays with'’a Camera.” W. H. Gleave.
Loughborough P.S. Members’ Exhibition.
Medway A. P.A. ” PhotomicrograiAy.” E. Moffat.
Newcastle Amateur Cin<^ Association. Film by Sheffield A.F.C.
N. Middlesex P.S. “ Sark.” A. W. S. White.
Royal P.S. Informal Meeting of Cinematograph Group.
South Shields P.S. Inter-Club Slide Competition.
Sunderland P.A. Demonstration by Bertram Jackson.
Watford C.C. Chloro-Bromide Papers. S. Bridgen.
Wimbledon C.C. Slide Competition and Discussion.
Woolwich P.S. Members’ Evening.
York and D.P.S. “ Elements of Photographic

Barford.

Beckenham P.S. “ Holiday Reminiscences.” F. H. Cozens.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. “ A Glimpse of Sunny Lands.” Miss D. Snoddy.
Cambridge P.C. “ The River Ouse mth a Camera.” B. G. A. Snelson.
Doncaster C.C. “ Elementary Chemistry of Photography.” R. C. Williamson.
Dunfermline P.A. " Impromptu.” D. L. Home.
Exeter C.C. Lecture by W. T. Aviolet.
Forest Hill and D.P.S. Preparation of Summer Outings Programme.
Hackney P.S. Time Development. H. W. Pendrill.
Halifax P.S. Ramble Print Competition.
Kilbum and Willesden P.S. Lecturettes.

Aston P.S. Annual General’ Meeting.
Birmingham P.S. “ An Hour with a Naturalist.” Herbert Thompson.
Borough of Tynemouth P.S. Inter-Club Slide Competition.
Brighouse P.S. “ Colour Rendering in Landscape.” Ilford, Ltd.
Bury P.S. Members’ Night.
Caniiff C.C. ” Composition.” T. J. Lewis.
City of Bradford Co-op. C.C. Lantern Lecture.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. " The Southampton Quartet.”
Hull P.S. Lecturette Evening.

Letchworth

{contd.).

Glasgow and W.S.A.P.A. Members* Symposium on Photographic Matters.
Hanley P.S. “ Many Things.** J. Templeman.
Hucknall and D.P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Ipswich and D.P.S. E.A.F. Slides.

Tuesday,
March

20th

time to time.

Southport P.S, One-Man Show. H. G. Allen.
Staines P»S. “ Photographic Enlarging.” E. V. Beddoe.
Wallasey P.S.
A. P.S.
“ Pictorial Work in Great Cities.” A. H. Blake.
Walsall
Exhibition.

Ilford P.S. “ The Doone Country.” R. H. Lawton.
Leicester and L.P.S. “ Composition.” T. H. Houghton.
Partick C.C. ” Outings, 1932.” W. G. Waterfield.
Rochdale P.S. “ Mood in a Picture.” J. ViTiite.
Smethwick and D.P.S. Members’ Competition.
South Essex C.C. Four Lecturettes.

Thursday,

or from

of Mezzotint

Engraving.”

R.

)

Bateman.

Chorley P.S. ” Colour Rendering in Landscape.” Ilford, Ltd.
Croydon C.C. House Exhibition.
Darwen P.A. Printing from Negatives developed on March ist.
Ealing P.S. Lecturettes by Members.
Erdington and D.P.S. Annual Exhibition.
G.E.R. Mechanics Inst. P.S, “ A Peep into Northern Africa.” P. B. Dannatt.
Greenock C.C. Visit to “ Glasgow Herald ” Office.
Ilford P.S. “ Real Control in Development.” Miss E. F. Gadd.
L.M.S. (London) P.S. Night Ramble.
Leicester and L.P.S. ” Small Negative Photography,** O. W. Seville.
Partick C.C. Photo, graphic Jumble Sale.
Rochdale P.S. “ Bird Photography.” W. Humphreys.
Smethwick and D.P.S, ” In and Out of Bruges.” G. E. W. Herbert.
South Essex C.C. “ My Aim in Pictoriahsm.** Messrs. Lewin and Morris.
South Suburban and C.P.S. ” A Chat on Pictorial Photography.” S. Bridgen.
Stockport P.S. “ After-treatment of the Negative,” W. Whitworth.
Walsall P.S. Exhibition.
Worcestershire C.C. Annual General Meeting,

Street, W.i, whose works are situated at Dallmeyer Road,
Willesden, N.W.io, that they are prepared to loan their
“ The Evolution and Manufacture of a Photographic
26lecture,
7
Lens,” which is illustrated by thirty-seven lantern slides,
and further a film showing the manufacture of a lens in their
works at Willesden, on i6-mm. stock and 35-mm. stock, to
any photographic society.
27
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Telephoto

^Deaders'

^

Questions

ANSWERED

General. — All communications

for the

and
Dorset ofHouse,
Tudor
cive Ciuematnpapher,
the name and address
the uTiter.
CovTRiBUTioNS. — The

Editor

is ?lad

Editor

should

be addressed

Street, London,

to consider

:

“ The

Editor,

E.C.4,” and in every

orieinal,

np-to-date

The

Amateur

case, without

manuscripts

on

photographic

must

subiects.

All contributions must be typev\Titten, or in very legible hand^^Titing on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibly ty for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc,, when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproiuce
it without fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

and

Information

are

freely

given,

but

the

following

enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ** or ** Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? *' are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or “ Criticism,*'
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by 30 doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all qtiestioos are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Silverware.

Soot

and

Whitewash.

Can you send me a copy of the issue containing
an article on photographing silverware ? What
sort of a background should I use ? Should the
shots be done indoors or out ? F. M. (Wexford.)

The photographer who developed the negative
and made the enclosed print says that I over¬
exposed the film. Is this the cause of the sootand-whitewash effect ? S. J. W. (Bournemouth.)

We cannot trace any recent article on
photographing silverware, although there
have been references to the matter in the

We cannot judge a negative by a print
from it. There is very little wrong with
the print itself, and the slight harshness
of contrast could be quite easily rectified
by the choice of a suitable printing paper.
The tendency of many
professional
D. and P. firms is to use a paper giving
contrasts that are often much too strong.
Their excuse is that this is what their

" In Reply ” page and in the “ Corre¬
spondence ” columns.
In order to minimise excessive re¬
flections you should fit up a simple
arrangement of sheets of tissue paper
so as to enclose the object at the sides
and the top. For the background a sheet
of dark cardboard or material is advisable

customers prefer, and
cases they are right.

and the same
for the ground

Dressing

sort of thing can be used
work. You should do the

work indoors and fairly near to a win¬
dow, so that a good strong light falls
through one side of the screen. You
should use your focussing screen and a
medium speed ordinary plate, backed.

Pen

Drawings.

Can I take a positive print from a negative, ink
in lines that are required, and bleach out the
print, leaving the ink lines ? A. J. T. (Balham.)

We
have frequently described the
method of doing exactly what you
require, but the information necessary
is rather too long to be embodied in the
form of a reply. We may say briefly,
however, that you should make a light
print on a matt-surface paper, drawing
what you require with flxed Indian ink,
and when it is dry place the print in a
solution made
by dissolving enough
copper sulphate to make it sky-blue, and
then adding some ordinary table salt.
After this the print must be fixed in hypo.
This method does not always remove the
whole of the image, and, as we say, it
is not possible to describe what is really
a more effective method. If you keep
your eye on the “ Facts and Formulae ”
section you will find a better bleaching
solution mentioned, but it is rather
expensive.

no doubt

in many

mount

the

flange

of the

ordinary

lens

on one panel and the flange of the tele¬
photo lens on another.

Tones

of Prints.

Can you tell me the differences between the sepia
colour of printing-out paper and the sepia colour
obtained l>y toning gaslight and bromide papers ?
W'hat are the advantages of the latter ?
B. T. C. P. (Truro.)

to

We do not see how you can expect us
describe the differences between

colours. Further, you can get several
different colours on printing-out papers,
and still more colours by toning gaslight
and
the

bromide paper. You ask what are
advantages of the latter. If you

mean by this what advantage has a
bromide paper over a printing-out
paper, the outstanding one is that the
whole of the work on bromide paper
can be carried on independently of
daylight.

Untrue

Verticals.

I cannot understand why I get inclined verticals
as in the enclosed print, as I endeavour to keep
the camera level. Is it because I use an lens
at full aperture ?
J. P. D. (Putney.)

Your trouble is nothing whatever to do
either with the lens or the aperture you
use. It is simply the result of the
camera not being perfectly level. In
this case it is not so much because the
camera was pointed upwards as that
was not level from side to side.

it

for Prints.

I have seen a description of a preparation for
improving the appearance of the shadows in
bromide prints without affecting the whites. Can
you give me the fonnuia ?
V. F. O. C. (Leicester.)

Apparently you are referring to one of
the dressings so often applied to bromide
prints. These dressings take many
forms, but the following is as good as
any : Mastic varnish one part, linseed
oil one part, turpentine two parts. The
materials used should be of good artists’
quality, and the mixture must be well
shaken up before use. It is rubbed into
the surface with cotton- wool, and then all
possible surplus removed with a clean
pad of the wool.

Window

quires only about the same extension as
a 6-in. ordinary lens. We presume that
you will use an ordinary lens as well,
and in this case the usual method is to

conditions

should be read carefully before applying, as any communication which does not comply with the rules must be
ignored.
(i) See '* General ** above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (^) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such

Photographing

S. S. (Stretford.)

The lenses to which you refer are what
are known as fixed-focus telephoto type,
and a lens of 12-in. nominal focus re¬

Photographer

exception,

Lens.

I am considering buying a reflex camera and
adapting a 12-in. telephoto lens. How can I
ensure that any particular lens will fit the camera ?
What about the extra extension necessary ?

Reflections.

In photographing a shop window I get reliections
of trees and sky as on enciosed print. How can
I avoid this sort of thing ? E. F. (Birmingham.)

If when you look at a shop window
from the position of the lens you see
reflections in it there is no possible means
by which you can avoid their coming
out in the photograph. A plate-glass
window with a more or less dark interior
behind it, naturally acts as a mirror.
The only chance of avoiding this sort
of thing is to take the photograph at
night by artificial lighting.

28
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Press

Camera.

I do not want to buy a proper Press camera, but
want something smaller. WTiat is the most
suitable camera to take photographs that could
be enlarged for Press work, to illustrate topical
articles?
M. C. (Reading.)

There
it would

is no one definite camera that
be necessary for you to buy for

the purpose

you

name.

Any

reasonably

good 3^X2^ folding film camera should
answer your purpose, as, if you know
how to make good negatives, there is
no difficulty regarding enlargement up
to any

reasonable

Reducing

size.

Print.

I tried to reduce a bromide print with hypoferricyanide. The solution was green when I
made it up, but in twenty minutes was v/hite, and
the reducing action was practically nil. Should
I have done the operation in the dark-room ?
.4. R. D. (Nottingham.)

You must use a plain hypo solution,
and add to it enough of a solution of
ferricyanide to make the colour a pale
yellow. The mixture must be used at
once, and it is sometimes necessary to
apply a second dose to complete the
work. As a rule, however, the change
required in the print is a very small one,
and should be obtained easily and
quickly.

It is not a dark-room

operation.
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DALLMEYER MAGNIFIERS
FOR

HIGH-POWER

ALL

PURPOSES

FOCUSING

PhotogTCiphic

EYE-PIECE

CINE-KODAK ‘8

The Dallmeyer Focusing Eyepiece is a 4-gja88
perfectly achromatic high-power focusing glass
possessing a large held of good definition. It is
mounted with an adjustable ring, enabling it to
be accurately set for each observer. This glass is
useful for examining negatives, and focusing
accurately the image given by high-power tele¬
photo, process and cinematograph lenses, etc.
The linear magnifying power is eight times,
the depth field being reduced to the minimum
allowing great accuracy in use.

1 Working pn an entirely new principle, with running costs
lower than those of any other cine system in the world.

MAKES 1 ft. OF FILM
DO THE WORK OF 4

Price £2 : 0 : 0

FOCUSING

MAGNIFIERS

Small enough

The Dallmeyer Focusing Mag¬
nifiers, being adjustable, can be used
with mostmakes of Reflex Cameras,
and permit of the finest focusing.
Due to their construction, it is possi¬
ble to fit them inside the hood at

Reflex

15/-

practically

Complete in
Case.

any

distance

from

lady's hand-bag !
for a

the

top ground-glass screen, thus allow¬
ing for variations in the sight of
different observers.
Magnifying
4 times.

power,

£9/17/6

approximately

TRIPLE ACHROMATIC
MAGNIFIERS
for General

The Cine-Kodak ‘8’ is the lightest, smallest movie camera
using a film that provides 4 minutes projection in one reel.

Use*

Fitted F/3.5 Kodak Anastigmat Lens, strong clockwork
motor, simple daylight loading, complete with exposure
guide, eye-level view-finder and footage indicator.

These Magnifiers are made of white crystal-clear glass and possess the highest corrections
— i.e., large fiat field, freedom from spherical aberration ensuring great contrast, critical
definition over entire field, and freedom from colour.
Neatly

moimted

Magnificatioo.

in chromium-plated

ins.
6
108

cases suitable
Field.

Equivalent
Focal Leugth.
2
1.5
1.2

mm.
50
38
30

for the pocket.
Working

mm.
38
25

ins.
1.4
1.2

mm.
35
30

0.8

20

1.0

25

J. H. DALLMEYER

Works : Dallmeyer Road, N.W. 10.

25 ft. CINE - KODAK ‘ 8 ’ SUPER FINE
PANCHROMATIC FILM, (equal to 400

Price.

Distance.

apprux.
ins.
1.5
1.0

£

9.

1

1
1

d.
0
0
0

LTD.,Phones^VreW.
w"
: MDSEDM 6022—3

16-mm.

film).

Including

GRAIN

processing

10/-

iKODASCOPES
A

universal

high-grade

projector requiring no resistance,
suitable lor all voltages,
A.C. or D.C.

Of All Films-

Capacity 200 ft. 8-mm. film,
equal in running time to
1,000 ft. standard 35-mm.
film — over 20 minutes.

The high-efficiency 100-watt
illuminant projects with ex¬
treme brilliance a picture up
to 3 ft. 6 in. X 2 ft. 6 in. at
19 feet from screen. Still
pictures with absolute safety.

£9/9/0
OUR

ISOCHROM
The

Film For All

AGFA

LTD.,

PLEASE

1-4, Lawrence

Street, High

MENTION

“ THE

ROOMS,

ALL

ARE

EQUIPPED

AT YOUR

WITH

DISPOSAL

westhYnster

ISOCHROM Roll Films and Film Packs, manufactured
and Chemists.

BRANCHES.

Phone, Write or call for full particulars.

under the supervision of photographic experts, are
eminently suitable for photography in all weathers. They
possess a remarkable degree of latitude and have a special
non-halation backing.
Of all Dealers

FOUR

PROJECTION

PHOTOGRAPHIC
111,
24,
119,
62,

EXCHANGE

OXFORD STREET, W.1
CHARING CROSS RD., W.C.2
VICTORIA STREET, S.W.1
PICCADILLY, W.1

LTD

Gerrard Temple Bar
Victoria REGent -

1432
7165
0669
1360

Street, W.C.2
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Prepaid Advertisements
SALE

WARNING

AND

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
1/Id. tor every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE—
12 words or less .
2/6
2^d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as
follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided
a contract is placed in advance, and In the absence of
fresh instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from
the previous issue : 13 consecutive Insertions, 5% ;
26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be
strictly prepaid, and reach the offices, Dorset House,
Tudor Street, E.C.d, not later than first post Friday
for the following week’s issue. Advertisements are
inserted, as far as possible, in the order reouived, and
those received too late for one issue, or crowded out,
are published in the first following in which there is space.
The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.

Box No. Advertisers
If a Box No. is required the words “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The
Amateur Photographer’” should be Included in the
charge, and an additional 6d. sent for registration and
cost of forwarding any replies.
Letters addressed to box numbers are simply forwarded
by us to the advertisers. We do not deal with the cor¬
respondence in any other way, nor accept any responsibility
in connection with the advertisements.

Deposit System
Readers may deal in safety through our Deposit System.
Purchase money should be deposited with “ The Amateur
Photographer and Cinematographer.” The time allowed
for decision is three days, counting from receipt of good;,
after which period. If buyer decides not to retain goods,
they must be returned to sender. If a sale is ellected,
buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if
not, seller instructs us to return amount to depositor.
Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in event of no sale,
and subject to there being no diOerent arrangement be¬
tween buyer and seller, each pays carriage one way. The
seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit. For
transactions up to £10 a deposit lee of 1'- is charged ;
over £10 and under £50, 2/6 ; over £50 and under
£75, 5/- ; over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; over £100
rne-h.'tif per cent. All correspondence must be sent to
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

Cheques and Postal Orders sent in payment
deposits or advertisements should be
made payable to ILIFFE AND
SONS LTD., and crossed

for

Notes being untraceable if lost in transit should
not be sent as remittances.

CAMBRAS

AND

Emporium
I CAMERAS

LENSES

j

perfect, only used 6 film.s, £3/5 ; also book
” Photography—
Theory
andClayPractice,” 25/- —
J.
Staples, Bertrand
Avenue,
Cross, Derbyshire.

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods in exchange for others or to purchase
for Cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

AND

AND

ZEISS Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 lens, Derval shutter •

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

CAMERAS

16, 1933

SINCLAIR Una i-pl., latest model, Xpres f/4.5.

Perfect shutter, 3 D.D. slides, Worsching
[5157
lens hood, N. & G. focussing hood with magnifier •
guaranteed perfect, £18/18. — Below.

PHOTOMICROGRAPHIC
i-pl., vertical
Watson, new, unused, Camera,
£8. — Below.
Reducing
camera
(daylight),
mahogany,
wholeplate and under to lantern slide, 25/-. — Garvie
29. Newcombe Park, Mill Hill, London.
[5i6i
IHAGEE,
2ix3i,
double
extension,
latest
type
Compur, 10.5-cm., f/4.5 Tessar, 6 single

slides ; cost £10/10 year ago ; accept £6/10.-19,
Reginald Rd., Bearwood, Smethwick.
[5163

Ensign carbine No. 7, Ross Xpres f/4.5. D.A.

LENSES

1-PLATE Cameo, f/4.5 lens, shutter 1 to l/300th,
4 excellent condition, carrying-case, 8 double
slides, developing tank for plates and films,
Bewi exposure meter and tripod, £4/10. — 74,
Silvester Rd., East Dulwich, S.E.22.
[5132

Compur, rise and cross front, de luxe case *
beautiful outfit ; perfect condition, £8/8 ; cost
£13/2/6.— Anderson, 21, Brooklands Rd., Burnley.

Kodak Autographic i-pl., Kodak anast/gmat

f/7.7, speeded to 1/lOOth sec., all movements ;
perfect condition, 55/- ; bargain.— 129, Spring
Grove Crescent, Lampton, Hounslow.
[5170

31x21 Sands Hunter Gandolfi Hand or Stand, T.-P.LuxeTropical
brass-bound
Duplexf/4.5Ruby3-focide
i-pl. Reflex,
triple Teak
extension,
Ross anastigmat, 1 D.D., F.P.A., leather case ;

2 double extension, swing and double rising
front, revolving back, detachable focussing hood,
6 book-form slides, F.P. A., 13.5-cm. f/4.5 Te-ssar
in Compur, Distar, Proxar and adjustable Adon
Telephoto lenses, Sinclair adjustable lens hood,
7 filters in “ B ” glass to fit liood, Zeiss micrometer
adjustable tripod head, focussing magnifier, fitted
case to take all above, tall wood stand ; all in
first-class condition, £25 ; seen by appointment. —
Bussey, Lincoln Hall, Upper Bedford Place, W.C.l.
[5133
31x25^ Soho Reflex,slides,
latest Alpha
pattern
with 5-in.
revolving
perfect
condition,
f/2.9
filter, lens hood,

2 top mask, in
Pentac lens, 3 D.D.
case, £20 ; seen by
Hall, Upper Bedford

appointment. — Bussey, Lincoln
Place, W.C.l.
[5134

30/- ; V.P.
Kodak, 10/f/6.3
Bargains.
— Aerograph
Pump; 2Aand Kodak,
Hand-piece,
anastigraat, case, £2 ; Lecture Lantern, complete
with fittings and sheet, 55/- ; i-pl. Square
Bellows P’ield, 4 D.D. slides, 35/-; 12x10 Field,
1 D.D. slide, 30/-. — Pickles, Kirkgate, Otley, Yorks.
■J 1% X 15
cm. 3 Ernemann
Tropical
xxj
Camera
double slides,
F.P. A.,Focal-plane
focussing
[5135
screen, 2 leather sling cases ; all in lovely con¬
dition, £22. — W’illson, 38, Silver St., Bradford-onAvon, Wilts.
[5137
4)1 x2i Tcarette, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5. Compound

cost £45 ; bargain, £12/10.-117,
London, S.E.l.

Sayer

St.,
[5171

GOERZ Tenax, Convertible Dogmar f/4.5, Compur

shutter, double extension, 2 finders, 6 slides.
F.P. A.. £5 ; V.P. Goerz R.F., f/6.8, Compur, hide
case, 40/- ; both cameras perfect ; Justophot, 15/- •
Largodrem Enlarging Meter, never used, 20/- •
deposit.— Whyte, Bollindene. Tennis Ed., Douglas,
I.O.M.
[6172
1Q04)
Agfa Standard Roll Film Camera, 3ix2i,
jLCrO/w f/4.5 lens, little used, superb new
condition, £7/15 last summer ; bargain, £4/15. —
N. Wells, 160, Waverley Terrace, Gateshead. [5175
X? K T.-P. Reflex, 3ix2i, reversing back, focalplane, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th, slides, F.P. A.,
case ; new condition.— Davies, 11, Wilton Crescent,
Wimbledon, S.W.19.
[5176
1-PLATE Field, f/8 R.R. lens, 5 D.D. slides, tripod,
4 canvas case, camera has usual movements, £1.
— W. Callan, 64, Commerce Rd., Wood Green, London,
N.22.
[5177
A C x6 cm. Dallmeyer Speed, f/2.9 lens, 3 double
plate-holders, F.P. holder, leather case,
£8/15. — Tanchan, 122, Great Portland St., W.l. [5179

N. & G. Folding Reflex, Ross f/4.^ Xpres, rising

and swing front, 3 book-form slides, F.P.A.,
antinous release, leather case, also Sinclair lens
hood
with Alpha filter, Dalian 3i^x2i plate and
£3 : also Pathescope Projector, £3/10 ; both
film tank ; all good condition, £25 the lot ;
good condition ; offers. — Box 6323, c/o “ 'rfie approval deposit system, or seen in Birmingham. —
Amateur Photographer.”
[5139
Box 6336, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [5181
and 6i-in. Zeiss Double Protar lenses, double
D.D. slides, F.P. A., strong leather case ;
extension, sky-shade, Ilford filters. Alpha and new condition, £10 or nearest. — Page, Camera
Beta, 1 D.D. slide, F.P. A., cut-film magazine,
[5184
mirror and shutter just overhauled by makers ; Club, 17, John St., W.C.2.
1-PLATE Triple Victo, f/5.8 Beck Isostigmar, 2
also 5x4 Vertical or Horizontal Condenserless
2 D.D., R.B. shutter ; excellent condition, £2/15. —
Enlarger, f/6.8 Novar, £9 or would separate. — Baker,
[5188
H.M.S. Challenger, Portsmouth.
[5146 59, Utting Avenue East, Liverpool, 11.
/W4

shutter,

1 to

1 /300th

sec., radial

focussing,

5X4 N. & G. Reflex, 7.t-in. f/4.5 Ross Homocentric British Anschutz 34x21, Dogmar f/4.5, 3

LENSES

1A Pocket Kodak Junior, f/6.3, Kodex shutter,

good condition, £2. — Box 6275, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[5107
1-PLATE Watson Acme, turntable in base, 6 bookin Derval shutter, leather case ; cost £4/12/6 ;
2 form slides, leather carrying-case and stand ;
excellent condition, £3. — Lennox, 9, Marchmont
perfect condition ; offers, sell or exchange. — 21, St.,
Edinburgli.
[5149
St. Leonards Ed., Exeter.
[5127

Compound— V.P.
shutter,
slides,
Goerz6 book
Tenax,
f/6.8F.P.A.,
Dagor,3
ZEISS Ikonta 3ix2i, self-erecting, Novar f/6.3 Bargains.
purse cases, 45/- ; N. & G. Universal B 1-pl.,
Cooke f/6. 5, leather case, beautiful condition,

and swing back,
f/4.5, —also
Telephoto,
Bargain.
Reflexf/4.5
outfit,Large
i-pl., Adon
Thomton-Pickard,
ZEISStripleIkonextension,
Universal revolving
Jewel, i-pl.
or '9x12 cm.,
interchangeable panel, 7 slides, E.P.A., leather case, rising and cross front, brilliant and direct view¬
3 filters, Jaynay tripod, Watkins tank ; all
excellent condition, £10/10 or nearest ; sell separately,
seen evenings after 6.30. — 47, Badminton Rd.,
Balham, S.W.12.
[5128
1-PLATE Focal-plane, f/6, slides, £4. — 14, Poplar
4 Rd., Gt. Horton, Bradford.
[5130

GOERZ
Manufoc
Tenax, Outfit,
34x2J, excellent
Tenastigmatcondition,
f/6.3, convertible,

double extension, all refinements, F.P.A., 3
single holders, Compur shutter, 8 speeds to
l/250th, lined leather case, cost £10/17/6,
bargain, £5 ; F.P. Tank, Telescopic Tripod,
universal head. Sling Case, 4 Porcelain Dishes,
2 Frames, Dark Lamp, Measure, Thermometer,
bargain, 25/-. — Edwards, 3, Fairfax Mansions,
N.W.3.
[5131

finders, focussing screen, Compur shutter. Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5. Distar and Proxar lenses, 6 clipin slides, black leather velvet-lined case ; ex¬
posed only 6 plates with this camera ; first cheque
for £35 : cost nearly £60. — Sweeting, 8, Belfoy
Avenue, St. George, Bristol, 5.
[5152
1-PLATE Cameo, f/4.5, 12 slides and focussing
4

screen,

leather

case,

£3/17/6. — Shepherd,

.Jamaica Rd., S.E.16.

113,

[5154

31x24 Universal, teak, tropical model, 3 D.D.

cost £25, sell £2/10 ; P.C. Adams’ Idento, Ross
Homocentric, 6 double slides, F.P.A., leather case,
cost £18, sell £3. — Thompson, Craigielynn, (loulsdon
Rise, Coulsdon. Phone, Downland 411. ■ [5189

2 F.P.cm.
A., Salex
leatherFocal-plane,
case, £2/10,
— 7,
41x6
f/4.5,or 6offer.slides,
Grove Rd., Bridgend, Glam.
[5190
3 D.D.
leather f/5.8,
case ;
5x4Celverex
Regularshutter,
Sanderson,
Beckslides,
Isostigmar

excellent condition, £3.— Below.
prx4 Goerz Anschutz, Celor f/4.8, string-blind
shutter, 3 D.D. slides ; condition as new, £4/15 ;
wanted, J-pl. Press with f/4.5. — Grindley, Lingen
Avenue, Hereford.
[5191

2 slides, F.P. A., Tessar f/4.5, Compur, Distar,
Ducar, etc., £10/10 ; Aldis 20-in. f/5.6, no iris, £5 ;
solid hide case ; excellent condition, £9 ;
Adjustable Adon, £1/10 ; 2.i-in. f/3.1 Cooke Cine,
15/- : i-pl. R- & R- Uniemn Casket Set, 15/- ; Jastophot, 14/-. — Below.
Metal Iris Mount for 12-cm. f/4.5 Tessar, 5/-. —
3 nickel shutter slides, roll-holder. Alpha
Lowry, School House, Mow Cop (Cheshire), Stokeon-Trent.
[5156 filter : as new, £9. — Parke, 6, South Avenue,
Fartown, Huddersfield.
[5192
slides, F.P. A., magnifiers, leather case, latest
£9/15 ; wanted. Si x 2i Reflex.— Wallis, Bald¬
model ; as new ; cost £36 ; accept £21/10. —
win St., Nottingham.
5195
Box 6335, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [5158

ROLLEIFLEX 2ix2i, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur,
JUNIOR Special T.-P. Reflex, 3lx2i, f/3.5 Cooke,

ICARETTE 3ix2i Roll Film, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, SOHO Reflex, 3ix2% f/4.5 Ross Xpres, 3 double ROLLEIFLEX 2ix2i, f/4.5 case; new condition,
Compur (not delayed action), leather case,
filter ; as new, £6.— Box 6324, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[5143
30
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I CAMERAS

LENSES~1

Kodak No. 1 Series m, Kodak f/4.5 lens,

AND

LENSES

GRAFLEX Reflex, i-pl., f/4.5, new ; many
extinction
type Motocamera,
meter, Pathescope
PATHE
de Luxe
in case,Home
and
Movie Projector, super attachment, resistance and

accessories ; wonderful bargain, £10. — Box
6349, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [5225

Compur {improved model without D.A.),
leather case ; new condition, £3/5. — Robert Cameron,
Prospecthill, Skelmorlie.
[5194

TWO First-class Camera Outfits for sale, viz :—

i-pl. New Ideal Sibyl, Aviar f/4.5, also Ross
Toleeentric f/G.8, folding reflector finder, showing
rise, also direct-finder, F.P.A., 12 slides, various
hoods and screens, extension back, folding loaseboard, hide case ; all good condition, £18. — Below.

screen, £12/12 lot. — Below.
1 Kxl2 Conical Field, .3 slides, hide case, T.-P.
LiJ shutter, 70/-. — Below.
1 -PLATE Victo, 3 slides, T.-P. shutter, Busch

31x24 New Special Sibyl, Tessar f/4.5, also

2 Ross Telecentric f/6.8, reflector finder and
direct finder, F.P.A., 12 slides, antinous release,
various screens and hoods, hide case ; good
condition, £12. — Kirkby, 67a, Cromwell St.,
Nottingham.
[5196
1-PLATE Ross Double Extension Field, Busch
2 Lonib R.R, lens, speeded shutter, 2 double
slides, tripod ; good condition, 35/-.— 45, Horsford
Rd., Brixton Hill.
[5197

lens, 37/6. — Below.
|fy-IN. R.R. Lens, 20/-; J-pl. Dallmeyer WideJ- I angle, 107- ; Odd lot, single and R.R.
Lenses, 15/-. — Below.

excellent condition, £7, or offers, — T, Cippico,
43, Hill St.. W.l.
[5198

Corabinable, 3 slides, F.P. A. and plate changingbox ; perfect ; bargain at £17. — Stephens, Corona¬
tion Rd., Rodborough, Stroud, Glos.
[5230

2 leas, 50/-. — Below.
/|r^xl07 Stereo Reflex, focal-plane, pair f/4.5
Heliar lenses, leather case, F.P.A., £5.—
Below.
P7x4 Sanderson Hand or Stand, 3 slides, Aldis

LEICA Camera, Compur shutter, chargers, filter ;
BRAND-NEW 34 X 2i Certo Express, fitted with

1/2.9 Xen.ar anastigmat, latest pattern D.A.
Compur, 6 clip-on slides, F.P.A., roll-holder, cost
£17/4, also 9-in. Dallmeyer Tele-anastigmat f/5.0,
in focussing mount, to fit .same, cost £l5 ; accept
first £20 for complete outM. — BM/B07F, London,
W.C.l.
[5200

Rollf/0.3Film
Contessa3-speed
Nettel shutter,
Cocarette,case,4Jx2J,
anastigmat,
35/-.

— Barnes, 30, Inglefleld Rd., Ilkeston.

[5203

PRESS Outfit, all 5x4, Goerz Anschutz f/4.8,

G D.D. slides, case, new condition, £7/7 ;
Reflex, f/4.8, 0 D.D. slides, 2 cases, £8/8 ; S.B.
Camera, 4 D.D. slides, £1/1 ; No. 3 N. & S. Sunhood and filters, £2/2 ; Tripod, with Zeiss Tilt, 30/-.
--.Jensen, 35, Queens Walk, Kingsbury, N.W.9. [5205
I-PJjATK T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke anastigraatic,
4 focal-plane, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th sec., rising
front, deep hood, rack focussing, 3 slides ; perfect
order; bargain, £4. — Thin, 24, Pont St., S.W.l.
[5200
revolving back, 3 slides ; new condition.
.£5/10.— Below.

REFJ.,EX /(-pi. Ensign Special, f/4.5 Aldis,
Lancaster
as brand
new, cost Enlarger,
£5 ; no .l-pl.
lens Horizontal,
45/-.— Radion,
237,
Old Cheater Rd., Birkenhead.
[5208
KLIMAX
i-pl. Double
Extension,
front,10
t/6 Berthiot
Eurygraphe,
Ibso rising
shutter,

slides, F.P.A., case, 30/- ; i-pl. Beck Hand and
Stand, Achro lens, Kodex shutter, 3 D.D. slides,
C/- ; i-pl. Houghton Plate Envelope Adapter, 8
envelopes, 3/- ; 3 Kodak i-pl. D.D. slides, new,
6/- ; Beck Isostigmar 7-l/5th in. f/5.8, aluminium
iris mount, 18/6 ; Beck Isostigmar 42-in. 1/3.5,
black iris mount, 27/6 ; Krauss-Zeiss anastigmat
136 mm., f/8, Optimo shutter, 5/- ; Salex anas¬
tigmat 110 mm.. Acme, 16/- ; Laack Pololyt
anastigmat 135 mm., f/6.3 Universal, 10/- ; R.R.
4i-in., T.B.T., 1/3 ; Zeiss Tessar 75 mm., f/6.3,
cells only, 5/-.— Murdock, 36, Bidwcll Gardens,
New Southgate, N.ll.
[5209

Kodak special Postcard, Goerz Dagor f/6.8.

Automat shutter, 8 speeds, all movements ;
perfect condition, cowhide case, £4/4.-129, Spring
Grove Crescent, Lampton, Hounslow.
[5211

Ensign
7, with
3iX2.4, unused
Compur, ;
delayedcarbine
action,No.f/4.5
lens ;case,
practically

costs £10 new ; genuine sacrifice for cash, £5/10. —
Evans, 11, Boxworth Grove, Barnsbury. Or
Phone Mayfair 2216.
[5212

LEICAlittleModel
f/3.5,perfect,
focal-plane
shutter,
used I; Camera,
guaranteed
in case
with

range-finder and 2 chambers, £10, or nearest offer.
— Malinverno, 37, Walbrook, E.C.4.
[5213

312 X f/4.5
2i Double
Extension,
all-metal, screen,
Compur,6
Schneider,
x2 Dallmeyer

slides, F.P.A., leather case ; nearly new ; cost
over £11 ; perfect £8.— Morgan, 42, The Avenue,
Ealing, W.13.
[5214
1-PLATE T.-P, Reflex, latest swing-front model,
4 revolving back, focal-plane shutter, self-capping,
Taylor, Hobson, Cooke 6|-in, f/2.9 anastigmat
lens and hood, 12 slides, F,P,A., roll-holder, solid
leather case, only 3 montlis old ; unsoiled, in
brand-new condition ; cost over £32 ; bargain at
£20. — Below.
1-PLATE Ensign Magnaprint Vertical Electric En4 larger, semi-automatic focussing, complete with
lamps, etc. ; as listed by makers at £15/15 ;
condition as new, £9. — Below.

ADAMS’ Minex de Luxe i-pl. Reflex, Ross

6x13 cm. Changing-box, for Heidoscope .
6i-in. f/6.6 Ross Homocentric, iris mount .

£5
£2

i-pl. Ensign Anastigmat f/7.7. Sector shutter .
8-in. Busch Bistelar £/7 .

17s. 6d.
£17
6

3ix2i Ihagee Vertical
carrier .

Enlarger,

f/6.8 lens,

£1 12
£8 17

F.P.

9 X 12

Folding

Camera,

f/G.3 Novar,

Compur

shutter,

3 slides

£2 2
i-pl. Klito, £/G. 8 Cooke, Sector, 3 slides .
£15
9 X 12 Tenax, double extension, f/G.b lens, Ibsor, 3 slides £2 2

0
0
0

3x2

£1 16

0

£3 2
£3 12
leather case
£4 10

6
8

Rollette,

f/5.5 .anastigmat.... .

3ix2i Ikonta, f/G.3, Novar .
V.P. Kodak Special, f/4.5, Dlomatic shutter .
Pair 6 X Goerz Marine Feroglas Binocnlars, and
No.

3 F.P.

Kodak,

R.R.

lens .

la F.P. Kodak, self*erectiDg, single lens .
Os. 6d.
V.P. Piccolette, Tessar f/4.6, Compur and case .
£3 18 6
3ix2i Ensign Folding, f/4.6 Ensar lens .
£3 0 0
3ix2| Ihagee Roll Film, double extension, f/4.5, Compur, plate
back, 3 elides, screen .
^7 12 6
Pair 8 X 24 Soho

7

6

31x21 No. 6 Carbine, f/4.6 Cooke Aviar .
Standard Stereo Camera, Beck lens, 4 slides .

Binoculars,

and

£3 18
£1 6

6
0

21- 31 Roll Film ReBex, f/7.7 lens, leather case .
Postcard Carbine, f/8 lens .
. .

£1 12 6
14a. 6d.

3i X 21 Cameo, double extension,
F.P. adapter .

leather case .

Korist^a

f/4.6, Compur,

£4

6 slides.
£4 0 0

3i X 2i Makina, f/2.9 lens, Compur,
31x21 Ihagee, double extension,

6 slides, F.P. adapter £9 17 6
f/4.5 Meyer, Compur, 3 slides
£4 17 6
31x21 Cocarette, f/4.6 Tessar, Compur .
£6 17 6
81x21 No, 6 Carbine, f/4.5 Ensar, Compur .
£4 17 6
31x21 Tropical Adoro, double extension, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur, 6
slides, F.P. adapter .
£9 17 6
16-mm. Cine-Kodak (100-ft.), f/3.5 lens and case .
£9 10
31 X 21 Regular Ensign, f/4.5 Aldis, Compur, plate back. . £4 4

0
0

31 x2i T.-P. Junior Reflex, f/3.4 Aldis, G slides .
£7 0 0
Standard Stereo Card Viewers, new. Post Gd. Each.... 4s. 9d.
9.6 Pathe Super Attachment, for Rid Projector, post free. .12s. 9d.
Bromide Postcards, vigorous glossy, 2/3 100, post free.
Postcard Negative Storage Boxes, grooved for 50, with Index, 2/3
each, post 9d. ; 8 for 7/6, post paid.
6-in. Condenser Lenses, 10/6 each, post 1/3.
Inverted Incandescent Gas Outfit, suitable for enlarging, etc.,
3/6 each, postage 9d.
White Linen Cine Screens, 83 in. square, with table stand.
3/9 each, postage 1/3.
12 X 10 Papier Mache Dishes, new, 3/3 each, post 9d.
Langley

Negative

Album,

100 V.P., 31x21

.

Price

Is. 9d.

Ditto, 100 l*plate .
. .
2s. Od.
V.P. Size Tan Mail Canvas Cases, with sling, new, 1/- each, post 2d.
Clearance Line Criterion Plates, 300 H. & D. ; 31 x 21, 3 doz., 2/- ;
3 do2., 3/9, poet paid.
Supplementary Lens Sets. — Wide-angle, Portrait, Telephoto and
Copying lenses, all in case, for 3i x 21 cameras, fit lens £ to 11 in.
diameter, 12/6 each.
Rigid Cine Screens, silver and
12/6 each. Carriage 1/6.

bronze

surfaces, 30 x 20 in.

As new.

Cine Tripods, 46 in. High, solid triangle top, 2-foId adjustable ash
legs with stout thumbscrews. A rigid stand for 12/6 each, post 1/3.
Panoram

and

Tilting Head

for same.

All-metal,

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines.)

15/- extra.

Established 1889

289,

HIGH

HOLBORN,

LONDON,

[5224
BE

0

18s. 6d.

j developing tank, £22 ; cost £29. — Box
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
Photographer,”

GR.4FLEX Reflex, 3ix2i, revolving back, Cooke

f/4.5, slides, F.P. A., leather case, also
Dallmeyer 11-in. Telephoto f/6.5 ; perfect, £12/10. —
How, 89, Gipsy Hill, S.E.19.
[5233

COOKE Primoplane Wide-angle Anastigmat, 4-in.

focus, f/6.5, £2/15 ; 3 D.D. Slides for P.C.
Sanderson, metal adapters, 9x12 cm. to i-pl.;
C.D.V. Cut Film Holders. — Goffey, Lyncraig,
London Rd., Tonbridge.
[5165

16-mm. Agfa Movector A Projector. Cost £45 .
£22 10 0
£2 12 6
180-watt Silent Sixteen Projector, resistance and case. . £16 17 6
3i X 2i Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat, Vario shutter .
£2 0 0
3ix2i Film Pack Premo .
6s. 6d.

LARGODREM. co.st 30/-, accept £1 ; Justophot,

” The Amateur

6
6

£4 5 0
adapter, case

in case, cost 25/-, accept 17/6 ; all deposit
system.— Box 6342, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[5220

C40NTAX, f/2.8 Tessar, as new, Ever-Eeady 6347,
case,
[5223
ZEISScase Kolibri,
3x4condition,
cm., f/3,5 £5.Tessar
leatherc/o
; perfect
— Boxlens,
6348,

0
0

electric, negative
£3 10 0

V.P. Kodak, f/6.9 Neostigmar lens .
3 X 4 cm. Kolibri, Tessar £/3. 6, Compur and case .
12-in. f/7.7 DaUon Telephoto .
4.6x6 cm. Ica Bebe, f/5.6 Omnar, Compound,

6
2

WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

W.G.1

Trade.
specialists, 122,
offer the
following
NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA,
Regent
St.,
All days’
Apparatus
guaranteed
and sentSaleable,
on 5
approvalfully
against
full deposit.
up-to-date apparatas taken in part or whole
W.l, the camera
bargains.

payment or purchased for casli. Our reputation
is
your guarantee.
1PL.4TE
Dallmeyer Press Reflex double extension,
4 sky-sbade, rising front, deep triple detachable
focussing hood, revolving back, quick-wind focalplane shutter, l/15th to 1/1, 000th and time,
fitted Dallmeyer Press anastigmat f/3.5, 3 slides ;
as new, £9/15.

31x2i Newman & Guardia Folding Reflex, rising

2 front, deep triple focussing hood, with
magnifiers, revolving back, quick-wind focal-plane
shutter, 1/lOth to l/800th and time, fitted
Ross Xpres f/4.5, also Ross Teleross Telephoto f/5.5,
F.P. A., and leather case, .£27.
4aix2i Rolleiflex Reflex (non-automatic), focussing, reflex finder with magnifiers, fitted Tessar
lens 1/4.5, filter, Justophot expo.sure ,meter and
leather case ; as new, £9/10.

New Cameras, 2 Only. — la Nagel Vollanda 80/1

Roll Film Cameras, self-erecting front, focus¬
sing adjustment, reversible finder, direct finder,
fitted Nagel anastigmat f/4.5, D.A. Compur
shutter, 1 to l/250th and time, cable release ; new
price £10/15 ; our price, £8/2/6.

TWO Only — 3^x24 Nagel No. 10 Folding Pocket

Cameras, reversible finder, fitted Nagel anas¬
tigmat f/6.8, Nagel speeded shutter, l/25th to
1/lOOth and time, cable release, 2 slides ; new
price £4/5 ; our price, .£3/3/9.

TWO Only. — 3ix2i Nagel 70/1 Vollanda Roll Film

Cameras, self-erecting front, focussing adjust¬
ment, reversible finder, direct finder, fitted
Nagel anastigmat f/4.5, D.A. Compur shutter, 1
to 1 /250th and time, cable release ; new price
£10/10 ; our price, £7/17/6.

31x2i Dallmeyer Pentac Roll Film Camera, focus-

4 sing, rising and cross front, wire-frame finder,
fitted Dallmeyer Pentac f/2.9, Compur shutter, 1
to l/200th and time, cable release ; as new, £9.
Ql-IN. Dallmeyer Soft-focus Lens, f/4.5, suitable
02
for X 6 cm. camera ; list price £4 ; our
price, £2.
fitted Voigtlander Voigtar anastigmat lens
f/7.7, speeded shutter, reflex finder, shoulder
lanyard ; price £2/15 ; please ask for details.

New Camera. — Voigtlander Brilliant Camera,

experienced
estimate given
REP.AIRS
to allworkmen
makes of; apparatirs
executedbeforeby
proceeding.
payments system
ask for
Apparatus
can be; please
purchased
on details.
our deferred
possible results.
Quick
Developing,
Printing
andservice.
Enlarging, best
W.l.
NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent [0010
St.,
special attention
Pathescopes.—
CAMERAS
Exchanged to; largest
stock S.Humphrys,
London
:
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[5002
’ Fowler
St., South
Shields.
[5046
IjIREE
Cameras.
— Stamp
for particulars. — Clay,

SYSTEM.

March

THE

I CAMERAS

AND

AMATEUR

LENSES

|

Trade.
ARTHUR
CASK
& CO.,
AX
St., London, W.i.

50, Mortimer

St., Regent

PHOTOGRAPHER

15,

1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

I

£ 2D,ODO warfhoF

CINEMATOGRAPH APPARATUS

|

A MM. Connoisseur’s Cine-Nizo Motorcamera, nor

Case

mal and slow-niotion, one turn one crank,
Dallmeyer f/1.5 l-iii. and f/3.3 Telephoto in inter¬
changeable micrometer focussing mounts, special de
luxe case, as
brand
new,
listed over £50,
bargain, £28 ; also Bathe 200-B Projector, resistance
220 volt, £14 ; deposit approval. — 20, Camberweil
Rd., London, S.E.5.
[5183

unsoiled ; list £7/15 ; cash bargain, £4/12/0.
i'PEATE
Zeiss Trona, Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar, delayed
4 action, unsoiled. F.P.iV., slides and ■ease;
cost £20 ; cash bargain, £10/18/6.

•tJ complete, resistance, lamps, 2-wa.y switcli,
etc. ; beautiful condition ; little used, £12 or
nearest.— Box
6343, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[5221

SPECIAL Hargain.s ; see below ; better value
IEICA, f,':L5 Elmar lens, perfect condition, comti'OTET 3X4 cm., f/3.5 Meyer lens and Compur,
unobtainable
requirements.
J plete
10/- extra.

1-PLATE
4 ca.se ;

;

with

compare

prices ;

spool-holder,

write

£0/18/6

;

SECOND-HAND

stating

best

Graflex, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, F.P. 4.
cost £35 ; unsoiled, £14/17/6.

9P7-MM. Pathescope Projector, Lux model,

an 1

4CCESSORIES at Bargain Prices ; Stereoscope i
Arthur GASK a CO., 50, Mortimer St.,
and

Camera

Fittings,

etc. ; state

require/nen^

.

London, W.I.
Phone, Museum 0537. [5215
lA/TANCHESTER
CAMERA
BARGAINS.
SEE
itl
ALLENS.
NOW
SHOWING
:
SPECIAL
EASTER
BARGAINS. — Tropical 3ix2i
Carbine,
f/7.7, 35/-. — Below.

Etui Skx2i, like new, Zeiss f/4.5, D.A. Compur,

R.F.A., F.P.A., £9/17/6; cost £15.-Below.
I EICA No. 1, Elmar f/3.5 (affixed range-finder),
XJ
£9/17/6 ; Film Reflex, Dallmever f/4.5, 70/-.
— Below.

ZEISS Ikon Lloyd, brand new, Zeiss f/4 5

Compur, not D.A., £9/15 ; list £16/15.— Below.
I-PLATE Ensign Reflex (reversing back). Ro.ss f/4.5,
4, .£8/17/6 ; Afga Standard 3}x2} Plate, f/4.5,
slides, case, F.P.A,, 97/6 ; many more bargains —
Below.

ROLLEIFLEX, Leica and Contax stockists (Cine

Supplies), two-thirds allowed modern cameras ;
part payment, subject approval. — Allens, 168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester 4. Central 9480.
[0087

A. ADAMS & CO., LTD., 122, Wigmore St.,
Portman
Square, London,
Charing Cross Rd., W.C.

24,

^EISS

Ikon

Mirax

Enlarger,

W.I.

with

Late

of

flex, £1/15.

31x2i Sinclair All-metal Una, Ross Combinable
2 lens, N. &
hide case, £28,

S. shutter,

3 D.D.

slides, F P A

OTEREO
Minex, pair 5-in. f/4.5 Ross Xpres
O
lenses, 6 D.D. slides, pigskin case, £50.
Ii^x8 Square Bellows Watson Double Extension
XV/
Camera, and 6 D.D. slides, £25.
1^X15
cm. Conte.ssa Nettel, f'4.5
iv/
lens, F.P.A. , leather case, £14.

Zeiss

Tessar

31x2i Contessa Nettel, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens,
2

14 single slides, leather case, £12.
Zeiss Ikon Double Extension Trona, f/4.5
4 Zeiss Tessar lens, Compur shutter, 6 slides,
t.P.A., leather case, £14.

NO. 2 Ensignette de Luxe, T.T.H. Cooke
anastigmat
^

45x107
mm.
Verascope,
rising front model, Stellor f/4.5
anastigmat lenses, changing-box
for 12 plates, leather case.
In excellent condition £10 10 0
45x107

mm.

Polyscope,

Compur shutter, changing-box
for 12 plates, 6 plate-holders,
leather case .
£15 10 0
Graflex

Roll

3^ X 24 N. & G. New Special
Sibyl, Ross f 4.5 Xpres lens,
F.P. holder, focussing screen,
leather case .
£13 10 0

5x4 Ensign Model A Reflex,
revolving back. 7-in. Goerz
f/4. 8 Celor lens, Mackenzie
adapter, 6 envelopes, leather
case .
£9 17 6

4ix3i Goerz Tenax, double
extension. Goerz f 4.5 Dogmar
lens, Compur
shutter, F.P.
holder, leather case. In good
condition .
£8 12 6

4i''3i Pressman Reflex, re¬
versing back, Aldis-Butcher
f,4.5 lens, F.P. holder £6 17 6

3ix2I Zeiss Ikou Icarette,
Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens.

4.5 6 cm. Ernemann
Ermanox,
focal-plane shutter,
speeds l;20th to IT, 000th sec.,
f 1.8 Kmo.star anastigmat lens,

Compur shutter, direct-vision
view-finder. Good condition
£7 12 6

6 plate-holders. F.P. holder,
leather case. List price £40
For .
£17 12 6

6x6

cm.

Rolleiflex,

latest

model. Carl Zeiss f,'3.8 Tessar
lens, leather case. New con¬
dition. Cost £24.. £18 10 0

10 X 15 cm. Zeiss Ikou Maximar, double extension, 7-in.
Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 6

8

24

Prism
sing.

plate-holders, F.P.
holder,
leather case. In good condition.
List price £20. For £11 15 0

screen,

NOW

mm.

Zeiss

Delturis

Binocular, eyecup focus¬
interocular adjustment,

leather case. Maker’s li.st price,
£12 12s. New, unused £9 15 0

Lenses,

Enlargers,

jectors,

Accessories.

Square,

W.I.

CINEMATOGRAPH

Phone,

Welbeck

Amateur

;

denosit.— Box

Photographer.”

6352

[5228

two-reel Western Dramas, Comedies, Historic.al,
etc., in excellent condition, cheap ; stamp for
list.- C. Turner, 82, Dorothy Rd., Leicester. [5140
^AUMONT
Professional Maltese Cross Projector,
VX
fully complete, spool-boxes, lamphouse, adjust¬
able stand, cine lens and condenser, in excellent
condition, lamphouse and
spool boxes, black
crystalline (as brand new) ; bargain ; send for
I^oto.— C. Turner, 82, Dorothy Rd., Leicester. [5141
DATHESCOPE
Projector, Type C motor, super
X
attachment and lamp, etc.— Hunter, Whiteleys,
.Stranraer, Wigtownshire, Scotland.
[5142

PATHESCOPE Type S Motor, requires overhaul¬
For Sale. — Pathescope Double-claw Projector

ing, 12/6.— Box 6325, c'o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

Cin4

Photo¬
[5144

super attachment, Krauss lens, £4/10 ; Cinophot Exposure Meter, 15/- ; good condition.—
T. Barton, Wayside, Seaford, Sussex.
[5155

4.5 X 6 cm. Voigtlander Tour¬
ist, double extension. Kadiar
f/6.8 lens. Compur
shutter,
F.P. holder, purse case. New
condition .
£4 18 6
16-mm. Model A Cine-Kodak,
f''3.5 Kodak anastigmat leas,

Cameras

£20,000

Cameras,
and

tripod and carrying-case. In
good condition .
£12 10 0
16-mm. Model C Kodascope,
complete with resistance. In
good condition. List price
£20 15s. For .
£12 12 0
9 12 cm. Ica Ideal, double
extension, 135-mm. Curl Zeiss
f/4.5 Tessar lens, Compur
shutter. 6 plate-holders, leather
case. In good condition £9 15 6
9.5-mm. Patbe Motocamera,
Carl Zeiss f/2.7 Tessar lens.
In good condition.. £12 10 0

Trade.
[5234
TLLUSTRASCREENS. — Highly
Reflective Super
J. Silver Projection Surfaces, with split rollers
and battens, framed sides, with ingenious stretching
device, assuring a flawless picture area and maxi¬
mum
brilliance. Rigid but portable ;
easily
roiled for transport after the show.

ORDER an Illustrascreen to-day. — 20x30 10/-

24X36 12/-, 36X48 21/-, 48x48 25/-, 48x6()
30/-, 48 X 66 32/- ; all prices are carriage paid ■
any size made to order up to 12 ft.

PATHE Films in great variety. Super, 60’s and
Everything for Movies, 9-mm.. 16-mni. and
CAMERAS and Projectors, including Bell &
30’s, your

inspection

invited.

35-mm. ;
phone, write, or, better
call and inspect immense stock of bargains.

SANDS

PATHE Lux Projector, takes all films from

still,

Howell, DeVry, De Brie, Williamson, Pathe,
Ensign, and Coronet.
rLLUSTRA
ENTERPRISES,
Christie Organ House,
±
159, Wardour St., London.
Telephone, Gerrard 6889.
[5225

Every Pathescope Super Film available for Hire,
3/6 week, 2/3 three days ;
guaranteed films. — Southern Film
Boundaries Rd., Balham, London.

finest selection
Exchange, 52,

Pathescope Film Hire, 30-ft. 4d., eo-ft. 8d.
PATHESCOPE Films Exchanged, 30-ft. 5d., 60-ft.
SUPER Films (Pathescope) on Hire, 1/- each, from
week

;

no

deposit. — Southern,

above.

9d., Supers 4/6. — Southern Film
above.

Exchange,
[0079

the long-established library of Messrs. Camera
Craft, Ltd., Palmers Green, N.13.
Send P.C. for
particulars.
[0086

the

£17

17s. £9For
10

Processing

Leeds,

and

Title

Experts,

our speciality ; Pathe Supers Re-titled for
200-B at special rates ; send IJd. .stamp for length
of samples you can project. — Above.

PARACHUTE JUMPING,” line 9.5-mm. thriller
reduced

6x6 cm. Rolleiflex, Carl Zeiss
f/3.8 Tessar lens, Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to 1 3()hth sec.,
leather case.
In first-class
condition. List price £21 5s.
For .
£14 0 0
6 X 38 mm. Henxoldt Dialyt
Prism Binocular, central screw
focussing, interocular adjust¬
ment, leather case.. £5 12 6

from

standard

;

continuous

30-ft. 2/6 post free ; “ King,” animated
1/3 post free. — Above.

0

41 X 31 Adams’ Videx Reflex*
revolving back, GJ-in. Ross Zeiss
f/6.3 Convertible Protar lens,
single components 114-in. focus,
3 doable plate-holders, leather
case .
£12 10 0

HUNTER&Cl?

37 BEDFORD ST. STRAND
LONDON. WC 2.

Meadow

11.

EXCHANGE

AND

titles,

trailer,
[M68

WANTED

VT/ANTED. — Lenses, 1-in. f/1.5, 2-in.
T T
suitable D.A. Filmo. — Box 6271, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”

f/3.5,
“ The
[5084

WILL Exchange Kodak 3ix2i Tank, complete,
for

Brownie

Daylight

Enlarger,

31x2i

to

7x5, or Lancaster No. 5. — 70, Hainault
Leytonstone, E.ll.

Rd.,
[5101

Norwich and
Border Canaries. — 51,
Avenue, Cleadon, South Shields.

Park
[5126

WANTED. — A Folding Plate Cajnera, exchange

'l^''^ANTED. — Lens f/3.5 or f/4.5, focal length
TT
about 4J in. ; offers to — Hutchings, Elm Rd.,
WinDVipcsl'Pr

30 to 400 ft., with notched or plain titles
complete with resistance for all voltages and hand¬
some case, 3 lamps and 300-ft. corned v film
inHuded ; demonstration by appointment, £12/10
— -G. Ford, 15, Thurlow Rd., Hampstead.
[5162
IQQO
Lux
Projector, new, £16;
or used
apparatus in part payment.- 23, High
St., Sutton Coldfield.
[5186

USE

meyer
lens, in
interchangeable focussing
mount, 2 speeds and still picture adjustment,
carrying-case and 4 chargers ; all as new ; wliat
offers. — Johnson, 116, Cambridge Rd., Southport.

Rd.,

of

lens, full-size direct-vision view¬
finder. Excellent condition.
price

case, £8 ; deposit. — Box
Photographer.”
[5229

STEDMAN’S CINEMATOGRAPH LABORATORY.
C()NTINUOUS Titles with professional effects ,ire

Pro¬

Stock

31 X 21 Dallmeyer Pentac Roll
Film, Pentac f/2.9 anastigmat

List

wind, spare lamp,
c/o “ The Amateur

ard only ; lists free ; sample 1/-. — Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[3523

of Second>hand

High-grade Apparatus offered at keenly
competitive prices. Write for a copy to-day.

APPARATUS

CINE-KODAK, Model B, 100-ft., f/3.5 lens
FILMS, Standard Size 35-mm., silent, one and
filter, case, £7/10

Catalogue

Kodascope Model C, Rheostat, automatic re¬
CINE-NIZO 9.5-mm. Cine Camera, f/1.5 Dall¬

6353,

CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; stand¬

READY

[5180

32

F.P. holder, 3 double plateholders, leather case. List
price £40. For .
£17 10 0

Film

32-page

“ The

Roll Film,

3Jx2i Adams* Verto, 4-in.
Ross f/5.5 Combinable lens,
shutter speeds 1 to l/250th sec.,

Reflex, focal-plane shutter,
1/lOth to l/l,()i)0th sec., 6-in.
Cooke f/4.5 Aviar lens, takes
postcard size roll films £11 17 6

3215

c/o

X 2i Voigtlander

Voi^lander f,'4.5 Heliar lens,
Compur shutter. New condi¬
tion, List price £12 16s. 9d.
For .
£8 17 6

6 X 13 cm. Ica Stereo Ideal,
Carl Zeiss f/6.3 Tessar lenses,

Postcard

Etui, double

extension, Carl Zeiss f '4.5 Tessar
lens, also 12-in, Dallon Tele¬
photo f/6.5, Compur shutter,
3 plate-holders, F.P. holder,
leather case.
In first-class
condition. List price over £30.
For .
£18 18 0

9x18 cm. Stereo Minimum
PalmOS, Carl Zeiss f/0.3 Tessar
lenses, 4 double plate-holders,
leather case. List price £40.
For .
£15 15 0

A. ADAMS & Co., I,TD., 122, Wigmore St.,

light

9 X 12 cm. Patent

Carl

Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lenses. Com¬
pound shutter, changing-box
for 12 plates, case. List price
£25. For .
£12 10 0

f/6.3 lens, leather case, £3.
®’*3yl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens, 3

Xj'2 p.D. slides, F.P.A., hooded focussing
filter, leather case ; new condition, £12.
Portman

4.5 X 6 cm. Goerz Tenax, Goerz
Dagor f/6.8 lens, Compound
shutter, 6 plate-holders, F.P.
holder .
£4 7 6

f^lOQ

VV/.ANTED.— t-pl. and Whole-plate Field; 5x4
T T
or i-pl. Press Camera, leather cases ; Wholeplate Field Outfit with 6 or more D.D. slides. —
Pickles, Kirkgate, Otley, Yorks.
[5136
ANTED. — Extreme
Wide-angle Lens, must
TT
cover 12X10, at decent aperture, reasonable
price. — Way, .58, New Bridge St., Leicester. [5138

Exchange. — Adon Adjustable Telephoto, leather

case, for anastigmat lens, about 5-in. focus,
or for 1-pl. Focussing Magazine Camera. — Box 6326,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[5145

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

RISK.

March

15,

THE

1933

I EXCHANGE

AND

AMATEUR

WANTED

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

|

LANTERNS

WANTED. — Whole-pl. or i-pl. Field Camera, in

good condition, wide-angle lens and double
extension preferred, good tripod, book-form slides,
plate carriers, printing frames, developing dishes,
etc. : deposit. — Emery, Hawarden, Hurlford, Ayr¬
shire.
[.5147

WANTED. — Rolleiflex 6x6 and accessories, dealers
WANTED. — 2X3 Ensignette or Similar Com¬
only. — Hill, 47, Beaks Hill, King’s
Birmingham.

Norton,
[5150

pact Waistcoat Pocket Camera, anastigmat
lens, cheap ; approval. — Advertiser, 52, Hatfield
Rd,, London, W.4.
[5151
ANTED. — Compur shutter for ^-pl. ; Enlarger
TT
for Zeiss Bobette Negatives, 22x33 mm. ;
fullest particulars. — Cooke, 277, Harrison Rd.,
Leicester.
[5153

WANTED. — 6-in. or 7-in. Soft Focus Lens,
Portland

or

Dallmeyer

f/4,5

preferred

particulars. — Box 6332, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

;

Photo¬
[5159

1^’'
— For i-pl. ; Enlarger,
7 toand
8 in.
t/4.5
TT ANTED.
Lens, anastigmat
state make
price.
— •
Haines, I8, Richmond Rd., Chorlton-cum-Hardy,
Manchester.
[5164

Trade.

" The Sanderson outfit as specified on enclosed approval note seems
to be in every way satisfactory, and I am pleased to keep same. I
enclose

cheque

-

, thanking

you for the trouble

you have

taken.”

W. B - , C. B .
Standard Model A Eodascope Cine Projector, for IG-mm. fihns,
complete with 2-in. lens, all mechanism, 2 spools, motor with rheostat
adjustment, necessary plugs, flex extension, switch, etc., .‘50-volt
200-watt lamp, separate resistance adjustable up to roH
• A • 0
250 volts, in strong travelling-case. New .
XO'-r , \J , \J
Adams' Pocket Vesta de Luxe, Zeiss patent f/4.5 Tessar
lens, Compound shutter, 1 to l/200th sec., fine adjustment focus,
vertical and horizontal rising fronts, Identoscope finder showing rise,
also direct-vision finder, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and CIO*
1 7 • A
de luxe leather case. New condition .
li.U
5x4 Eastman's No. 4 Roll Film Cartridge Kodak, double extension,
rack focus, B, & L. Kodak f/8 Rapid .Symmetrical lens. Automat
speeded shutter, 1 to 1/lOOth sec., rise and cross ri . 1 O . A
front, 2 finders, etc. Equal new .
^ • v
3i X 2} N. & G. Folding Reflex, latest Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, rising
and patent swing front, focussing, quick-wind self-capping focal-plane
shutter, 1,'lOth to l/800th sec., T. and B., revolving back, spectacle
magnifiers in hood, 3 double book-form slides, F.P, adapter and de
luxe velvet-lined leather case. Equal new, roA
. A . A

single slide adapter, or double slides. —
Goffey, Lyncraig, London Rd., Tonbridge. [5166

suitable for reproduction, required ; speci¬
men print and fee to— M., 38, Roxburgh Terrace,
Whitley Bay, Northumberland.
[5169

3J X 2i Ernemann Ernoflex Folding Reflex, late.st pattern, 135-mm.
Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, rising front, quick-wind self-capping focaljilane shutter, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th sec. and time, revolving back, 3
double slides, F.P. adapter and de luxe leather COO.
10*0

Photographs of Lighthouses (not Eddystone),

1-PLATE
'Tropical Sanderson, with slides, but
4 without lens or shutter ; also Size 0 Compur
shutter without lens. — Temple, Knockdolian, Comrie.

case. Ret new condition .
. lU . U
4? x2j No. la Autographic Pocket Kodak, improved model, f/6.3
Kodak anastigmat, Kodex speeded shutter, fine OO • 1 O • A

Exchange. — 3Jx2} Ememann Plate, f/4.5,

ailiustmeiit screw focus, etc. Unsoiled .
• lO . U
4*xfl Dallmeyer Speed Pocket, latest. Pentac f/2.0 len.s. direct
frame finder, self-capping focal-plane shutter, l/8th to 1/1, 000th sec.,
T. and B., 3 double book-form slides, F.P. adapter C 1 1 • 1 7 • A

offers. — Box

Photographer.”

and leather caae. Equal new .
Srll . li .U
31 > 21 N. & G. New Special Sibyl Pocket, improved model, latest
Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, Precision shutter, i to ]/150th sec., T. and B,,

WANTED. — Rolleiflex, latest automatic model,

2-way rising front, N. & O. folding refle.x finder showing rise, depthof-focus indicator, etc., 3 double book-form slides, also N. & G.
fitted Graflex roll-film holder, case. New con- CIO.
1 Q . A

[5174
double extension, and pair Prismatic Binoculars,
new, for 31x24 Reflex, f/4.5, or will consider other
6337, c/o “The

Amateur

[5182
also Krauss-Peggy Camera ; must be new
condition. — Tudor Cottage, Wentworth Rd., Golders
Green.
[5231
ANTED. — T.-P. 3ix2i^ Reflex, particulars. —
TT

10,

Barnsley,

Beaumonts

Buildings,

Darton,

York.shire.

'1^’'ANTED. — Pathe
Model Rd.,
B
11, Somerset
Johns,
TT

Nr.

[5185

Motocamera.
— W.
Bristol.
Knowle,

WANTED. — 5-pl. f/4.5 Zeiss Lens, in first-class
[5187

shutter ; also i-pl. Soho Reflex. — Ree.s, Book¬
seller, Lampeter.
[5193
"l^^ANTED.
12-in. f/5.6
f/6.5condition.
Dallmeyer
TT
Dallon — Telephoto
Lens ;orperfect
—
Baker, 73, Salisbury Rd., Maidstone.
[5199

Kodak 3J Film Tank wanted, also Carbine
LEICA Model II or Contax wanted for cash ;
(F) 21 Tank. — Hassall, 5(5, tlhristchurch Rd.,
Bournemouth.
[5202

must be in good order and condition, and
reasonably priced.— Cooper, 17, Kells Lane North,
Low Fell, Co. Durham.
[5201
ANTED. — Leica Camera. — George, 16, Torquay

ENLARGERS

ANCASTER

Cost £.52 lOs .
. U . U
9x12 cm., i-pl. T.-P. All-Weather Press, latest pattern, 6-in. Carl
Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 2-way rising front, direct frame finder, improved
quick-wind self-capping focal-plane and time valve, 5 to l/l,000tli sec.
and time, 3 double slides. New condition
.
£10*
10* 0

WANTED. — Range-finder, also 10x15 Deckrullo,

&

dition. Cost £20 ISs .
S-IO - iO.U
1-pl. T.-P. Imperial Latest Horizontal Enlarger, polished mahogany
frame and base, 51 -in. condenser, Aldis Uno f/7.7 anastigmat objective,
long extension focus, reversible carrier, light chamber, diffusion screen
and bellows separation, curtain back, snit anv CA . 1 7 . C
illuniinant. Unsolled .
.
. 1 / . O
41 X 6 Goerz Vest Pocket Tenax, latest Goerz f/4.5 Dogmar anastig¬
mat, Compound shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., T. and B., fine adjustment

'IT'ERTICAL
and
Horizontal for every size
V
negative, from Leica to 12 x 10, Condensers,
diffused or mercury vapour illumination ; semi¬
automatic or automatic focussing.

RGERS
request.
J^IST,
JgNLAfully illustrated, post free on
Birmingham, 1.
Telephone, Central 4255.

J. LANCASTER & SON, LTD., 87, Parade.
Clearance sale List of shop-soiled Enlargers,
post free. — Lancaster,

New condition .
6x4 Marion Soho Reflex, Improved

Artist

model,

with

Parade,
[0082

ACCESSORIES
■VneSBIT Elashlamp lor Flashlight Photography of
It
Animals, £4/10. — Temple, Knockdolian, Comrie.

Trade.

Bellows. — A11 sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;

camera cases. — A.
St., Islington, London,

Maskens & Sons.
N.l.

12a, [5174
Cross
[0083

"j

EOUS

MISCELLAN
I
Photographic
Handbooks, etc., for sale;

stamp list. — Box 6341, c/o “ The
Photographer.”

Amateur
[5219

Trade.

IDEAL Negative Storage Envelopes, absolutely

transparentServices,
; samples
and Crescent,
prices. — Mallinson’s
Free-lancing
7, Rose
Cambridge.

MATERIALS

[4590

Trade.

^ • L)
milled-

31x21 Graflex Reflex, improved model with revolving back, 6-in.
Zeiss patent f/4.5 Tessar lens, hood and sky shade, rack focus, quickwind focal-plane shutter. 1/lOth to 1/1, 060th sec. and time, 3 double
slides, Graflex cut-film magazine changing-box, and CIA.
1 A • A
superior case. New condition .
1^. U
31 X 2i No. 1 Folding Pocket Kodak, Cooke Series III f/6.6 anastig¬
mat, focussing, Compound shutter. 1 to l/260th sec., c A *4*0

Birmingham.

Enlargers.— List of parts tor own con¬

focus, direct-vision finder, magnifier back-sight, 6 cn • IQ . A
slides, F.P. adapter and case. Equal new .
. U
41 X 21 No. la Roll Film Agfa Standard Pocket, f/6.3 Agfa anastig¬
mat, sector shutter, J to 1/lOOth sec., T. and B., radial focu.ssing,
finder, also wire-frame finder and back-sight, etc. CO . 1 O • A

liead quick-wind focal-plane shutter, ay speeds and time. Cooke
7-in. Scries II f/4.6 anastigmat. Mackehzie-Wishart best Model A
slide, 6 plate envelopes, rising front, rack focus, revolving back,
complete with F.P. adapter. Nice condition
.
£19*
IQ' 0

Parade,

struction ; postage 2d. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.

CITY PHOTO WORKS.— World-famous “ Blue

Label ” series of first-quality British Papers,
Postcards, Chemicals, Mounts, Wallets, Folders,
also Plates, orthochromatic, Isochromatic ; uniform
quality ; absolutely dependable material.

CITY PHOTO WORKS.— The original 22 years’

established firm ; thousands of satisfied
customers ; 3ix2i Gaslight Paper, 2/6 gross,
SRIRplBS fr06

CITY PHOTO WORKS. — Big Catalogue Free ;

WANTED. — Good Full-size Stereoscopic Camera,

T. and B., direct- vision finder, etc. Equal new.
. ^ . U
Pathe Baby Cine Projector, latest pattern, 2-claw mechanism, etc.,
fitted special Krauss objective, anti-thermal condenser, type C
motor with speed regulator and group resistance with ammeter,
super-reel att.aclinient, automatic super-reel motor rewind, complete
in carrjing - case. Outfit practically unsoiled. CO • 1 7 •

largest selection in the trade ; write now, you
may learn something to your advantage. — City
Photo Works, 119, Eastbourne Rd., Southport. [0002

l^ANTED. — I-ml.

Recently cost £17 la .
. 1 | . U
1-pl. T.-P. Special Rnby Reflex, T.-P. Cooke f/4.5 anastigmat, sunk
lens box, hood and sky shade, rising front, revolving back, quickM'ind self-capping focal-plane, auto, stop plate, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th
sec., hinge-open top, etc.. 3 slides, F.P. adapter CO
• 17 • A

free.

[5204

'

Essex.

Leigh-on-Sea,

Drive,

TT

anastigmat lenses, preferably a film
Kodak. — E. Warrillow, Gas House, Etruria,
on-Trent.
G.

Reflex,

Reflex, fitted large-aperture long-focus
BM/SN3K, London, W.(l.].

lens. —
[5210

TT

double

Protar

Adams’
or

or

N.

similar

&

Stereo
Stoke[5207

lens,

also

}-pl.

ZEISS Kolibri, 3x4 cm., Tessar f/3.5 or f/2.8. —
WANTED. — Good Negatives or Prints of Bathing,
M.

good

Sheffield,

Woodside

Rd.,

Sevenoaks.

[5217

Diving, etc., seaside, river or baths ;
prices given for good photographs.— Box 6344,

WANTED. — 2-ln. f/2.9 Dallmeyer and 1-in.
Motor Cycle wanted ; exchange reflex camera,

c/o “ The

f/1.5

“ The

Amateur

Photographer.”

Dallmeyer

Amateur

iiearly

or

Plasmat. — Box

Photographer.”

new

;

cash

[5218

6345,

adjustment.— Box

c/o

[5222
6350,

c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[5226
1-PLATE
Sanderson, f/8, 6-in. focus, Unicum
4 shutter, changing-box, leather case ; lovely
condition ; exchange for 4i-in. f/6.3 or near, to
cover i-pl., in Compur shutter. — Box 6351, c/o

WANTED. — Megoflex Focussing Finder for Leica ;
“ The

Amateur

Photographer.”

must be new condition. — 10, Wentworth
N.W.ll.

I LANTERNS

[5227

Rd.,
[5232

&, ENLARGER^

3i X 21 Dallmeyer Snapshot Pocket, takes film packs, fitted f/6
Dallmeyer anastigmat, adjustable shutter and dia- CO • 1 Q • A
pliragm, wallet case. New condition .
. lO . u
45 X 107 Stereo Ikon Polyscope, latest pattern, pair Carl Zeiss
f/4.5 Tessars, focussing, Compur shutter, 1 to l/2.>0th sec., T. and B.,
rising front, brilliant reflecting finder, also wire-frame finder and
back-sight, detachable changing-box for 12 plates, focussing screen,
F.P. adapter and de luxe leather case. Cost CIO - 1Q» A
£33 13s. Unsoiled .
XJO.
lO. U
3x2 No. 2 B Ensignette do Loxe, latest model, aluminium body,
Cooke f/6.3 anastigmat. auto, speeded shutter, CA
• A. • A
focussing, etc., with leather case. New condition
, W
34 X 2J Zeiss Ikon Pocket Ideal, Zeiss Patent f/6.3 Convertible Protar,
43 , 6J and 9 in. foci, Compur shutter, double ex. rack. U-stirrup front,
fine adjustment rise and cross, finder and level, also frame finder and
back-sight, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. £(\ . 1 7 .
Equal

YOU

CAN

DEAL

.

. 1 1 . O

N.B. — High-class Apparatus Purchased for Cash, taken in Exchange
or Sold on Commission. Approx. Valuations free. Call or write.

Cii.. 7imiUh.
ADDRESS

:

No. 2, POULTRY,
Telegrams

CHEAPSIDE,

: “ Loncamerex,

Stock,

London.”

LONDON,
Phone

E.C.2

: Central

8691.

One minute from the Bank ol England and Stock Exchange.
JN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

5 dozen 12/-.

ATTWOOD Acme Postcards, Bromide and Gaslight,

normal and contrasty, 50 1/6, 100 2/9, 500 11/-,
1,000 19/- ; Commercial Postcards, 1/9 100, 14/-

ATTWOOD Bromide Paper, glossy, satin, matt,

per 1,000.
normal and vigorous, 6X4i, 3/6 per gross ;
i-pl., 4/- per gross ; whole-plate, 7/6 per gross. —
Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
[0025
3/6 100. — Harrowven’s,
Norwich.
FLINGWORTH’S
Gaslight224,or King
BromideSt., Postcards,
on quality
pay less. — Super
Gaslight
for
ALLEN’S
Superbut3ix2i
Photographic
D.
& P. Finishers,
1/8 gross,Products
4ix2i ;
2/6 decide
gross
[0035
(12-gross lots) ; sample gross 2/- and 2/9 post paid
Bromide same price. — Below.

fmiiion Cam«raCfr(]|ang(
NOTE

1-PLATE
Aldis Ensign Professional ’Vertical En2 larger, £30 ; Goerz Celor 'Lens, f/168 mm. 4.8,
£5 :
4-pl. Goerz Press Camera, 25/-. — Weller,
Northcliffe House, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent. [5148

new

Any of the above may be had by arrangement on five days’ approval. If
no ledger ale deposit to value is requested.
Latest lists free on application.
Vlra

post paid Hadleigh,
; satisfaction
catalogue
ATTWOOD,
Essex.guaranteed
— Reliable; Materials,
350 and 600
& D. ; Postcards,
dozen,
ATTWOOD
FlatH. Films,
superfine 21quality.
—
6 dozen 10/- ; i-pl., 2/3 dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.
600 H. & Plates,
D. ; i-pl.,
1/9 dozen,
ATTWOOD
superfine
quality.6 —dozen
300 8/-and;
Postcard, 2/- dozen, 6 dozen 11/- ; i-pl., 2/9 dozen,

ALLEN’S
Plates : 64ix2i
; —5ix3i
6ix41 Super
2/6 dozen;
dozen 1/6
lots.
Below. 2/ALLEN’S
Chemicals1/9: ;Amidol,
Metol,
3/6
Hydrokinone,
Pyro, 2/9
2/9 ; i-lb.^
— Below.
D.
&
P.
Order
Pads,
7/6
dozen
Wallets,
1/6
100
(60/orders
post
paid). ;— Allens,
168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester 4.
[0088

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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WHAT

AMATEUR

A LIGHT

brown russet " ready-for-action *' carry^g-case.
Wonderful Machine. Theatre brilliancy. Wonderful

WRITE

NOW

£80

NEW

(5x4X4in.)

light.

EXCHANGES

3J X 2J New T.-P. TTltra-Compact Reflex, DaJlmeyer f/4.5,
high-speed, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th sec,, long extension (for
portraits, copying, still life, etc.), deep self-erecting fine hood,
latest mirror, smallest high-speed reflex obtainable, nearly fit
coat pocket. Takes plates, packs, cut film, roll film.

Pentac

f/2.9, £18

NEW

0 0.

Fine Workmanship
Dallmeyer

1/3.5. £12 12 0.

ELECTROPHOT

NO WASTE

£15:15:0

9-mm.
9-mm. Telephoto
Motocamera, both

Write Now

ONLY

NEW

just perfection

fitted interchangeable with
being quickly Interchanged.

70/-

CINE

ONLY.

Pathe

Don't Delay

CAMERA

ONLY £18:18:0

EDWIN
FIVE

DAYS*

GORSE
APPROVAL.

only,

Send

Orders

IN

STOCK.

FIVE

DAYS*

Ross Homocentric

7 ;

postage

f/6.3. Asnew

£11

11

P.C. Elito, Meyer

f/4.6. Compur,

double'ex.,

14

elides £3 15

34

GORSE

j^l^DY

K ALTON “ Kaltona ” Bromide, glossy, velvet,
4/3;

12x10

7/3 36 sheets, 10x8

whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; 4-pl.
i-pl. 3/6, 44x2i 3/6, 34x24 2/6

21/6.

5/-;

2/-, 5/9 gross ;
gross, 12 gross

K ALTON Gaslight, single-weight and double¬
K ALTON “ Kaltona ” Cream Smooth and Rough,
K ALTON Gaslight Paper, “ Xlnt ” 31x24 glossy,
double-weight vigorous, 1/1-pl.
5/-: 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
12-gro33

lots

3/6 36

1/6 72 sheets,

V.P. Zeiss Piccolette, as ue^ condition.
31 X 2i Nagel Triamph, f/C.3, unused.

sheets

44x2f

all

surfaces

;

vigorous,

3/-

and

cream,

4/- 100, 32/6

Ensign

K ALTON Plates : 4-pl., 4 dozen 12/- ; Postcard,

Cost

0

£3 128. 6d.

Silent Sixteen 180, brand-new

condition.

Cost£21
£28 0lOs.0

Cine-Kodak, Model B, f/3.5, unmarked. Cost £25 £12 10 0
i-pl. T.-P. Duplex Reflex, f/4.6 Tessar.
Almost new.
Cost £33 lOs .
£17 10 0

EVERY
MODEL
GUARANTEED.
EXCHANGES
A
SPECIALITY.

100,

1,000.

Cost £2 5s £1 15

31 X 2i Agfa Speedex, f/8.8, unused. Co8t£210B... £117 6
3i X 2i Zeiss Ideal, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur. Cost £15 158.
£10 17 6
3 2 Zeiss Ikonta, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur. Unused.
Cost
£10 178. 6d .
£8 17 6

and

l-pl.. 4/-.

Second-hand Price. Here are a fewat ofa
condition Camera
Brand-new
Get aWeek’s
NOW _ this
Special Bargains:

BUY

20/-.

2/6 gross;

D.&P. Ltd., Shelford Place, N.16 |

BETTER
BIRMINGHAM
BARGAINS!

matt, normal, vigorous, extra vigorous, single¬
weight and double-weight : 20 x 16 6/3 dozen ;

K ALTON Self-toning Collodion, 34x24, 3/- gross ;

See

onr

Windows

and

Bargain

Basement

■ GALLOWAYS
P

VICTORIA

SQUARE

and save

money.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
CHEMISTS

(Opp.G.P.O ), BIRMINGHAM

4 dozen 8/9, backed 9/9 ; i-pl., 3 dozen 5/-,
backed 5/9; 34x24, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;
Lantern Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

K ALTON Roll Films, first quality, 8 exposures : WANTED for CASH
K ALTON Film Packs, H. & D. 350, 31x21, 3
K ALTON Flat Films, H. & D. 600, i-pl., 3 dozen THE CAMERA & GRAMOPHONE CO.
K ALTON Chemicals, bottled : Amidol, 1/2 oz. ;
BURT’S for all Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,
IS X 24, 9/- dozen

6 exposures:

packs

3ix

5/3 :

: 3ix2i,

217/6;

1-pl.,

10/- ; 24x41,12/-;

31x41,18/-;

3

packs

54x34

Saleable Photo^aphic Apparatus. Exceptionally
good allowances made in exchange.
Accredited Dealers for all the leading makes of
Cameras and Gramophones, etc.

21/-.

8/6.

5/-, 16/6 gross ; Postcard, 4
4-pl. 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen

dozen
11/-.

8/9 ;

320, Vauxhall
(Oppotite

Metol,

1/4 ;

Hydrokinone,

lOd. ;

Pyro,

Hew

*^The Amatenr

This

ous and normal ; all surfaces ; First quality,
1/6 50, 2/9 100 : Commercial quality, 1/3 50. 2/- 100.

BURT’S Gaslight and Bromide Paper, vigorous and

normal, all surfaces, 34x24 1/3 72 sheets,
2/- gross; 44x2| and 1-pl. 1/9, 3/- gross; 4-pl.
1/9 36, whole-plate 2/9 36.
[0026

”The

WORKERS*

Amateur

KAMY, ltd., 28, Bunhill Bow, London, E.C.l,

This

The Amatenr

I

Phone:

Victoria

S.W.l
2977.

This

ENLARGEMENTS

16/3/33

COMPETITION

Photographer.”

15/3/33

competition

Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Friday, March Slst.

Photographer.”

BBOINNBRS’

8

VICTORIA,

Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Friday, March Slst.

intbriviediate:

supplies best photographic materials, recom¬
mends a good trial and allows 10 per cent reduction
on first sample order. Films excepted.
[0044

0

Rd.,

Photographer.”

ADVANCED

BURT’S Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬

0

Bridge

Victoria Cinema.)

1/-.

etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage
[0009;
send for List A.— Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.

1-pl. Ensign Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, self-capping .
£6 17 6
16-mm. Ensign 50 Projector, 60-watt, resist. Asnew £4 4 0
V.P. Kodak R.F., f/6.3. 1/lOth to 1/lOOth. As new £2 10 0
31 X 21 Kodak Sell-erecting R.P., f/7. 7. Asnew.. £19
6
1-pl. Zeiss Ememann Folding Reflex, 1/4.5. latest 1/lOth to
l/l,000th, triple ex., masking screen, Asnew.. £25 0 0
16-mm. Ensign Super Projector, 250-watt, case. Snip £29 10
31 X 21 Ikonta Self-erecting R.F., f/6.3. As new. . . £2 15
P/2 Kolibri, Zeiss Tessar f/2, latest Compur, case. . £14 14
31x21 Kodak B.F., latest f/6.3, autographic .
£2 2
1-pl. T.-P. Reflex de Luxe, Cooke f/3.5. self-capping £12 12
81 X 21 R.F. Plate Carbine, Aldis f/6.3, Compur. ... £4 4

9d.

I Cash with orders. Write for List. Expenses refunded I

£29 10 0

e-in. Dallmeyer Dallon f/6.6 Telephoto, suit V.P.. . £4 17

EDWIN

call.

and cream, velvet and matt, 4-pl. 3/6 72
sheets: 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-, 12x10
7/3, 3/- dozen.

matt

0

£14

please

K ALTON Self-toning Postcards, glossy, matt and

0

Asnew..

1 ;

glazed,

BLUE-TONED
KODAK
POSTCARDS.
On special 6 x 8 in.
embossed mounts. Wonderful and unique effects, lid. each.
*‘FOTOZO
Regd. Glazing and Stripping Solution. Glossy
prints never stick. Easy to use, 1/- and 1/9 per bottle.

return.

Wednesday,

in., glazed,

size 8x6,

16/3/33

COMPKTITION

Coupon to be affixed
Available till Friday,

to back of print.
March Slst.

Trade.

POSTCARD Enlargements, 1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;

”The

Amateur

Freemounted
for every
7/6 spent from
with your
us onenegative,
84x64
Enlargement
no disappointments ; same-day service ; 84 x 64
lOd., 10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15x12 2/1 ; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 84X64 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

“■'KSiK.'''’BE

WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

Photographer.”
PRINT

assorted 2d. each. — Below.

0
0
0
0
0
0

I
I
I

to callers.

quality,
1/9 50.

APPROVAL

f-pl. Goerz

Press, f/4.6, latest.

per

size 6x4

SUPER PRINT ENLARGEMENTS,
each, 3 for 2/-.

K ALTON Postcards, bromide and gaslight, first

NOW.

0 X 13 Mentor Reflex,Meyerf/3'8, doubleslides. case £12 12
Anschutz

dispatched

ENLARGING

STUDIO
PORTRAITS— Head and shoulders only, backgroimd removed, enlarged and mounted in 8x5 in. giltedped folders. 1/6 each. 3 for 4/-, 6 for 7/6.
FRAMED
ENLARGEMENTS,
10x8, complete. Black
Coloured,
5/-. 2/9. Sepia Enlargement in brown frame, 3/6.
ebonised
mounted frame,
Tinted. 1/3.
ENLARGED
POSTCARDS, 6d. each, 3 for 1/-, 6 for 1/6.
BIG PRINT
each,
6 for 2/6.ENLARGEMENTS,

call.

K ALTON, Leeds, 38, Bridge End. Hours,

34x24

16-mm. Kodak Camera, f/3.5. 50 ft. or 100 ft. As new £9 17 6
1-pl. Sinclair Una,

1 ; please

^

K ALTON Gaslight Paper, 11x24, 1/6 gross:

i-pl. Tenax Plate, Ooefz f/6. 8, 1 to l/150th, double ex. £2 17 6
i-pl. Sanderson, Beck R.R., 7-8peed, all move., D.sl. £3 9 6
31 • 21 Ensign Carbine, f/4.6, 1 to 1/lOOth, wireflnder £3 9 6
Pathe Projector, standard model. Cost £G 15s.... £3 15 0
3a Kodak Special, f/6.3, Dioinatic, range-finder, case £4 17 6
Pathescope Lox Projector, motor resistance, case. . £11 11 0
31 x21 Zeiss Ideal, Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur .
£9 17 6
i-pl. (Jerto Plate, f/4.5, 1 to l/150th, double ex .
£2 19 6
81x21 Ica R.P.. Tessar f/4.5, 1 to l/160th .
£3 19 6
V.P. Certo Plate, Xenar f/4.6, Compur. slides .
£2 17 6
1-pl. Goerz Press, Ooerz f/4.8, self-capping. Bargain £5 5 0
31x21 Nagel R.F., f/4.5, new Compur, self-erecting £5 6 0
i-pl. KUmax,f/5.5.1 to l/150th, double ex., slides.. £2 6 0
81x21 Halex R.P., f/4.5, S-speed, wire-finder.... £2 7 6
16-mm. Kodascope A Projector, 200-watt, resistance £21 10 0
81 X 21 Nagel Plate, f/4.5 Compur, double ex. As new £5 17 6
31 X 21 Zeiss Miroflex, Tessar f/4.5, latest. As new £29 10 0
31x21 Carbine R.F., Aldis f/4.5. D.A. Compur .. £4 10 6
34 X 21 Halex Plate, Meyer f/4.6, 3 speeds, double ex. £2 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Bronze Projector, 100-watt resistance £9 17 6
31 X 21 N.&O. Latest Sibyl. f/3.5Xpres. Hardlyused £18 18 0
Pathe Projector, motor, super attach., resistance.. £6 17 6
1-pl. Zeiss Plate, f/4.5, Compur, double ex. As new £6 17 6
i-pl. Dallmeyer Reflex, Speed f/3.5, revolving back £9 17 6
18-mm. Ensign TurretCamera,f/2.6, turret beeud, snip £29 10 0
3x2 Voigtlander Compact R.F., f/4.5, new Compur £4 17 6
81 X 21 Roll Film Plate Ensign, Tessar f/4.5. Comp. £6 17 6
Justophot Meter, 17s. 6d.
Cinepbot Meter. 178. 6d.
31x21 R.F. Reflex, f/3.4, latest l/25th to l/600th £7 10 0
Rolleiflex Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, new Compur, 21 x 21 £9 17 6
1-pl. Deckrollo Press, Tessar f/4.5, D. slides, case. . £7 10 0
1-pl. Zeiss Tropical Press, f/4.5, new seif -capping. . £14 14 0
i-pl. Mentor Reflex, Tessar f/4.5. 1 to l/l,200th _
£7 7 0
V.P. N. & G. R.F. Sibyl, Te3sarf/4.5, case. Asnew.. £7 7 0
16-mra. Ensign Projector, f/1.8, 180-watt, resis., case £18, 18 0
Zeiss Kolibri R.F., f.'3.6 Tessar, latest Compur _
£7 15 0

9 and 16 mm. Bolex Projector, latest D. Hardlyused

to callers.

K ALTON, Glasgow, 409i, Argyle St. Prices leas
K ALTON Cbloro-broraide Double-weight, white

44x24

ALL

Callers

i-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; 4-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36
9/6 gross.

write Now

WRITE

less postage

England.

for price list.

2/- gross,

**• tLACKeJRr “•

EXCHANGES.

Prices

9 to 7 ; Wednesday,

10x8

16 -mm. Ensign New Cine Camera. Speed f/2.8, half-speed,
normal, slow motion, graphite packed silent motor, title
crank, focussing to 1 ft., capacity 50 ft. or 100 ft. Real hide
velvet-lined carrying-case. Film 6/6 50 ft. Real camera.

In stock

South-Western

PRINTING,

' EUTOGRAPH
** (Regd.) is a coloured Enlargement
mounted on and carved out in wood, producing a 6-ln.
statue. Hicludes stand. Very realistic, 2/6 each.

weight, normal, vigorous ; same prices as
Bromide advertisement above, except 4-Pl., 6/6 gross.

TELEPHOTO

Lens,
lenses

Rd.

15X12

New Rhamstine Exposure Meter, photo-electric, stills or movies ,
self-generating, no batteries. Last a lifetime and give perfect
dead-accurate exposed pictures of quality. Very latest com¬
pact model. Point at the subject, that’s all,

for

1933

« euto

DEVELOPING,

K ALTON. Bristol. 150. Victoria St. A new
K ALTON. Newcastle-on-Tyne. 121. Scotswood
K ALTON. Manchester. 99. London Rd. Hours,
K ALTON, London, 61, Farringdon Rd.. E.C.l
K ALTON, Birmingham, 7, Albany Rd., Harborne.
9 to

REFLEX

Precision Made £8:15:0

rrTi
■

Trade.

depot
welcomed.

15,

ADVERTISEMENTS

MATERIALS

16-mm. New Victor Uig'hty Power Luxe Projector, super f/1.6
large apertxire, 6U0-watt triplane coiled coil tremendous direct
illumination, large 2-in. diameter condensers (passing enor¬
mous light), dual boosting reflectors (giving theatre brilliancy),
latest 24-teeth sprocket (takes dry, worn or shrunk film all
perfectly), automatic film trap, shuts off projection if incor¬
rectly running, dual fan cooled throughout, car-gear clutch
start (giving forward, stills, reverse), direct-drive motor (no
belts, gears or chains), automatic erecting self-replacing spool
arms, 4-way rewind, rewind by hand, rewind by motor,
rewind one film whilst projecting another, rewind two films
at once. Dreadnought gear tilting head, latest quick-threading
device, all gold bronze, chromium fittings, de luxe, complete in

Dallmeyer

PHOTOGRAPHER

15/3/38

CRITICISM

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Wednesday following date of issue.

” The Amateur

SYSTEM.

Photographer.”
ENQUIRY

COUPON

This Coupon to be forwarded with the question.
Available till Wednesday following date of issue.

.

15/3/83

^

March

15,

THE

1933

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

29,0001

ENLARGEMENTS
Trade.

Enlargements ot Quality, Postcard Printing,

f fmpwe
PHOTO
GASLIGHT
V.P.
2ix4i
i-plate
5x4

BROMIDE

3 Grades

VIGOROUS,

ORDINARY

from sharp prints, 2/6. — Richards Studio 16,
Franks Avenue, New Malden.
[5160

PAPERS

A
Enlargements, 2d. each. — George Childe,
Chemist, 228, Roundhay Rd., Leeds.

20/30/45/.

All Developing and Printing, same-day service ;

Roll Films and one print each to 3ix2i 1/- ;
4ix3i 1/3, 5ix3i 1/8; write for lists; see also

SOFT

PLATES
Special Rapid 300 H.D. ,
Iso Press 600 H.D.
3ix2i .. 1/3 per pkt. I Postcard. . 2/6 per pkt.
^-plate . , 1/9 „ „ I i-piate . . 3/6 „

MARTIN

/_ PER GROSS, 42/6 per 1,000, including title,
[0057
I / best Photographic Postcards on Kodak
Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative. 36
for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon. [0064

3ix2i Gross
4ix2| „
4ix3i
5ix3i „

shutters, etc., by skilful workmen. — W. A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London. W.C.2. [00()6

DREMOSCOP’

PRICE
From

Museum

TUITION,

Temple

Bar

BOOKS,

3292.

to income ; new
without obligation,

SEMITONE

INVENTOR

GRANVILLE
DEVELOPERS

OF

S. HERMER,

We can supply from stock to
fit T.-P. Reflex, Patent Etui,
Zeiss Ikon, Ensign Klito and
Voigtlander Cameras, etc.
State make of camera when
ordering.

Price 30/-

Street,

STANDARD
MIX WITH
HYPO. BUT

92, Tottenham Lane, LONDON,

Gaslight, Amidol, M.Q., Pyro, Gold Toning,
Acid Fixing, Semitone. Box of 6 packets 1/3.

GRANVILLE
Cut Films, Mounts, Chemicals, Tissue, Mountant. Sepia Toner, P.O P., Glazing Solution,
Self-toning, etc., etc.

W«8

L.&AIV11M

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

Also supplied for 31x21 in.
or 41 ' 31 in. Thornton-Pickard
Reflex Cameras, doable plateholder models, for 21x31 in.

HUNTER

A SECRET
OF THE
NOWAT
DOES
NOT
TAKE THE PLACE OF

LOOSENS HYPO IN TWO MINUTES, AND THE ONE MINUTE’S
WASHING
REMOVES
ALL THE CHEMICALS.
THEREFORE
THE AFTER-EFFECTS
OF NOWAT
ARE NOW GUARANTEED.
3/- POST FREE.
COST EQUALS
ONE FARTHING
FOR 9
PRINTS, FILMS. OR PLATES.

HOLDER.

The ROLEX Daylight Loading
Roll-fllm Holder converts a
3^ X 2k in. or
x 31 in. Fold¬
ing Plate Camera into a Rollfilm Camera.
The ROLEX
takes any make of 21 x 31 in.
roll film.
Price

Bedford

POSTCARDS

All grades as above.
15 1/-. 50 2/.. 100 3/6. 500 16/-.

“NOWAT“

37,

.. 1/3 6ix4| 1 Doz... 3/9
.. 1/10 8ix6ii
.. 3/9
.. 2/10

Glossy, Velvet, Matt ; White and Cream ;
Chloro-Bromide ; Double-weight
thickness.
8ix6i
36
4ix3i Sheets.10x8 Sheets.
72 ..
. 6/2
5ix3i
6ix4|
. 4/6
12x10 36 .
72
144
9/9
8/6
144
. 5/6/6
GRANVILLE

Ltd.

HEREWITH
REVEALS
HYPO
ELIMINATOR.
HYPO. AND DOES NOT

SANDS

7/9
7/4
5/6
8/4

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE

etc.

lid. stamp. — World’s Photographic Academy, 5,
Shannon Terrace, Chadwell Heath, Essex.
[5216

a HE

roll films.

64x4| 144 ..
8ix6i 72 ..
10x8 36 ..
12x10 36 ..

[0066

37, Bedford St, Strand, W.C.2

ROLL-FILM

2/9
3/7
4/5/4

H.D. 100, 250, 350, 650, and Special Ortho
H.D. 425.
3ix2iIDoz.
4ix3i
5ix3i ..

Press
(near
[0062

Amateurs — -become a Free-lance Press Photo¬

grapher, add £2 weekly
commercial method ; particulars

30/-

PRODUCTS

of cameras,
instruments

Trade.

dealers everywhere, or

DREM

St., W.C.l.

..
..
..
..

GRANVILLE
UNSURPASSED
PLATES

CAMERA Repairer to Trade. — Fairbrother, 7,

irSOLVES
ALL YOUR
ri EXPOSURE PROBLEMS
A real masterpiece, pleasing
and attractive in appearance,
small in size, efficient and
thoroughly reliable. Simplicity
itself in operation, gives with
absolute certainty the correct
time of exposure necessary
under all conditions. Auto¬
matic “ stop ’’ when correct
exposure is indicated.

GRANVILLE
LUXE PAPERS

20 1/-. 50 1/9, 100 3/-. 500 13/6.

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,
insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Hjolborn, E.C.l
Gamages). Holborn 3126.

LIST

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.

Repairs to cameras, focal-plane and other
undertake repairs to all makes
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ;

FREE

GRANVILLE
LUXE POSTCARDS

DE

Trade.

The

FOR

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.
Sheets.

from printed matter, 1/9 post free. — Cawthra,
St. Margarets Terrace, Bradford.
[4809

REPAIRERS

QUANTITIES.

TO-DAY

DE

Slides from Negatives, 1/2 ; dozen 10/6 ;

SOUTHAMPTON
FOR

WRITE

“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. ClerkenweU 1871.

Photographic Chemist,
QUOTATIONS

In almost every Dark¬
room can the Granville
label be found

Trade,

MATTE
OR

use

Photo
[5178

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

13/11
12/.

REGULARLY

GRANVILLE
PRODUCTS

extra. —
Avenue,
[0017

HAND-DRAWN Bust Portraits in Crayon, 10x8,
IEICA, 3x4 cm. and Rolleiflex Specialist: i-pl.

POSTCARDS, OASLIGHT OR BROMIDE
22/- per 1,000. 11/- per 500.
2/9 per 100.
Singles or strips.

SPECIAL

now

7/9 per gross

8i-plate
X6
8ix6i
10x8
12x10
I5x 12

GLOSSY, SILKY OR

PHOTOGRAPHERS

Peter¬
[4423

DOZEN,
6d. 3,
3d.or1.—
Full-size
Postcards lOd.
from 6,small
film
plate,
re¬

touching and vignettes included ; postage
Atkinson Speight, 38, Gainsborough
Oldham.

PLATES & PAPER

PAPERS

4/.
5/6
5/4

Postcard

I /Q
17
O

rand
g
ALL-BRITISH

1/9 per gross
2/9
3/7

3Jx2i

etc. ; price list free. — Slater, Sawtry,
borough.

&

CO,,

Strand,

LTD.

London,
USE

Your Film Developed, aud 1 Veioz glazed print made from each
negative: V.P. and 3Ix2J, 8 exposurea. 1/2, No. 116 <2^x41)

Telegrams

1/6, 41x3i 1/3, 61x3i 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1'- ^ dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9 I dozen. 8^x6^: 2/6
dozen. 1/6 I dozen, 6^ x 4} enlargemeuts, 2/- 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12x10 1/3, 10x8 1/-, 8*x6t 9d.. 0^x4f 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH
OF ALL ORDERS.

LONDON
Telephone \

Sizes up to 12 X 10 glazed, tmless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE

OUR

&

CAMPION.

DEPOSIT

122,

SYSTEM

East

Park

AND

Bead,

:

a TOM

Granville. Leamington.**

BRANCH

:

67 & 68, Chancery Lane, W.C.2.
Telegrams /
Chancery 8537.

S*=>A
BIRMINGHAM
174,

BRANCH

Corporatioa

Street.

Ceoha.

2482.

LEICESTER.

AVOID

ALL

RISK.

35

:
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THE

XIV

AMATEUR

DIFFERENT

PHOTOGRAPHER

15,

1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

Bargains

EVERY

WEEK

Any item sent on five days* approval against cash or C.O.D.y or may be seen by appointment
at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange allowance.

Wanted

: Electric Enlargers.

Zeiss Binoculars.

3x4

13.5-cm.

Tenaxiar

f/4.5, Corapur,

3

f C.1

slides, F.P. adapter. Good condition. Aitl.x
3ix2i Ross Panros Focal-plane, 4}-in.
Xpres f/4.5, 3 D.D. sUdes, leather £7.1
case. Fair condition .
3i X 21 and 3i x 3i Ensign Reflex, revolving
S-im Cooke f/4.5, 3 ^.D. sUdes, F.P. £7.1
adapter, case. Good condition, d. I .X

7.C

I »v»
Ross
A *0
back,
H .C
1 .V

3}x2^ Ensign Tropical Focal-plane Roll Film
Reflex, 4i-ih. Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, also g-in.

Dallmeyer Popular Telephoto
finder, magnifiers, leather case.
As neji). List £20 .
5Jx3i

Zeiss

Ikon

Nixe

f/6.5, negative
riO.I
C.fk

Reflex, revolving back,

281 OXFORD

6-in.

STOP

List £4 .

U.U.x/
CQ.A.A

12

slides, F.P.

Focal-plane, 7.5-cm. Zeiss Tessar
adapter,

leather

Cfi.lQ.R

case. Fairly good condition .
XU.AJ/.U
3Jx2f Ernemann Focal-plane, f/4.5 Emostar, CQ.Q.A
slides,

leather

case.

Good

condition.

*0«0.U

f/4.5, 3 D.D.
condition .

slides, leather case.

Good

£15:0:0

16-mni. Model K Cme-Kodakyf/i.9 lens, leather

combination

case.

/Is new.

4ix3i

Popular Pressman

2^x1|

V.P. Kodak, Series III, Kodar

f/7.9. Good

Reflex, reversing back, f/4.5
leather case.

ST.

HERE.

E.C.2.

2, Angel

E.C.2.

Court,

The WESTMINSTER

^xZ^ Series III F.P. Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat. As brand new. Cost £6 5s .

jC^.I

f/4.5, screen, F.P. adapter, case.

Good condition.

Cost £10 .

xd:#:o

4ix3J and 9x12 cm. Etui Hand, double extension, 13.5-cm.

Zeiss

Tessar

adapter.

f/4.5, Compur,

Good condition.

3

slides, F.P.

List £16 .

CQ.C.A
XJ.O.U

3j X 2} Tropical Adora Hand, double extension, rise and cross,

F.P.
i2-cm. adapter,
Zeiss Tessar
Zeiss Distar,
Compur, 6 slides,
case.f/4.5,
Goodalso
condition.
Cost
£8:12:6

Leica, Interchangeable Model
range-finder

4.5x10.7

cm.

and case.

16-mm.

Good

Good

£10:17:6

High-speed Verascope Stereoscopic, f/4.5

Tessars, changing-box,

case.

1, f/3. 5

As new .

6

slides, transposing

condition.

Cost £27 los. .

Model B Cine-Kodak, f/1.9 lens,
condition .

XXiJ*U*v
XXO*XO»v

Tottenham

Court

Rd.,

W.i.

W.l

Kingston.— 30, Thames St.
Liverpool. — 73, Lord St.
Leeds. — -37, Bond St.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.

65, High St., Notting Hill Gate, W.ir.
2, Northumberland
Avenue, W.C.2.

Crouch End. — 17, Topsfield Parade.
Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Catford. — 62a, Rushey Green.

OPEN!
PHOTOGRAPHIC

EXCHANGE
LTD.

TEMPLE

Invite you to their
where you will revel
the latest and best
hand

Photographic
SEND

BAR

in New and Secondand Cine Apparatus.

24, CHARING
36

PLEASE

MENTION

"THE

AMATEUR

minutes

BRANCH,

in the display of all

CAMERA
Two

7165.

NEW

FOR

LISTS

HOUSE,

X ROAD,
from

W.C.2

Trafalgar Square.

PHOTOGRAPHER"

C.A

3i X 2| No. 6 Carbine, plate back, Compur, Aldis-Butcher

London,
191-2,

35, Brompton
Rd., S.W.3.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.

NOW

for cash.

28 OLD BOND ST.

CROYDON
12 1, Cheax>side,

Bought

latest
Compur
, f/4.5 Roll
anasti
4Jx2|
Folding
Film,
focussing,
gmat. self-erecting,
As new.. rack
£3:1
5:0

frame, case.

£1«1C«n

condition .

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
140, Fenchurch
St., E.C.3.

Microscopes.

Elmar,

List £42 7s. 6d.. .

12 GEORCE ST.

Fourteen doors west ot Circus.

BUSES

Modem

CQ.A.A

Double Extension Ensign Roll Film, 13.5-cm.

4.5x6 cm. Ernemann

f/4.5,

4.5 X 6 cm. Meyer Reflex, revolving back, f/2 Plas-

BOUND

condition.

Telescopes.

Ikonta, f/4.5

2J^x1f Nettel Piccolette Roll Film, 3-in. Zeiss Tessar,
f/4.5, Compur, leather case. Good con- C^.l tw.A
dition .
iO.lO.U

mat, 4-in., 6 slides, F.P. adapter, lens C Q C . A . A
hood . A s brand new. Cost over £60. *<w«/.U.U

WEST

Baby

Berthiot f/6, speeds i to i/iooth sec., rising
front, plate back. Good condition .

Pentac f/2.9, also ii-in. RossTeleros f/5.5, Sinclair
lens hood and filter, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case. Good condition. COR.I
^.A
1^0 . 1 iJ .U
Cost over £57 .

W.l

Good

4ix3i

Astronomical

Ikon

Velos, 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
Fair condition .

f/3 also 6-in. Dallon Telephoto f/5.6 in focussing
mounts, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, CIO. IQ. A
leather case. Splendid condition. AiW.XO.V

London,

Zeiss

6.Vx4i Latest Goerz Anschutz Press, 7-in. Ross Xpres

551 /6U, roll film, double

cm. Meyer Focal-plane, 3-in. Tnoplan

4J X 3i Soho

Novar.

3 D.D.

extension, Tessar f/4.5, Compur, plate back, 3
slides, screen, leather case. Cl 4.1 C. A
new .

4.5x6

cm.

™ 'S

flITCHISON

D^LLCJtND
4} X 3i Goerz Taro Tenax Hand, double e.xtension,

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

March

15,

THE

1933

TWO

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

STARTLING
For

==

Better

NEW

1933

Photography

OF VERY MODERN
A POPULAR PRICE!

VOIGTLANDER
1
2
3
4
5

6
7

VOIGTLANDER

BRILLIANT

describeri

above

An ingenious exposure meter is built into tlie camera
under any i-onditions, and is entirely automatic.
Ventilation Ls provided, so
that the film i.s not sucked out
of register
opens and

delayed-action Compur
ter,
si>ee(led
to
1 '2r)l)th
sec., 1time
and

£2:15:0

25

shut¬

Gns.

T.-P. Reflex, ix'volving

back,

camera

for the

anti

finish.

Absolutely

Field Camera,

£2 12

Ensign

results.

hack,
3 1).
9 6

Roll Film

Focal-plane

Reflex. f3y

Duo Ensign Box Camera 31 • 2'i, single
Cost 17s. fill .

21), .Aldis-BuU

lens, T. and

Cine-Kodak Model B. giey model, holds ]4io-fl. lii-mm.
f 1 .0 lens, combination case. Cost £31 los .
T.-P. Stereo Puck Box Roll Film. Achro
b’c.st £1 .

her f 4.S

6

1. shutiei'.
8s. 6d.

lens. Com|nir
£12 12 0
film. Kodak
£21 10 0

len.-^s. T. .vtul 1. slmitei-.
12s. 6d.

13 Deckrullo Stereo Focal-plane Camera, rising front, f 4.-5 Zei.ss

'Tessar len.ses, sliutter speeds 1 lOtli to I l.'JiMitli sec.. d}rcct-\ isiou
finder. )4.ack case. 0 dark .slides, cluuiging-box (12). Cosf £32

A

FREE

LIST

EVERY

FOR

YOUR

REQUIREMENT!

Film Library. Sundries, New Cameras, C'ine .Apparatv.s.
or (luanuiteed Bargains. Send 2d. stamp for postage
of tlie lists you are needing. They will save you
time and money.

Postcard Ntxe Roll Film and Plate Folding, dou)>lo extensiiin.
rising:G
£11 17
and cross front. Tessar f 4.5 anastigmat lens. Compur shutter. D .\..
f. to I 2(Hllh .sec., wire-frame and briUianl finder, t-in case, focussing
screen. F.l'. adapter. Cost £22 Ills .
£13 17 G
l-pl. Watson Field Camera, double exU-nsion, rising front, swing
back, f K R.R. lens, before-lens mller-blind shutter, stiff can\as
(ripod, 3 D. slides. Cost £10 lOs .
ifi 19 G
i-pl. T.-P. Ruby Field Camera, duuMe exlensiun. leversing lack,
rising and swing front, Wray 7-in. f 8 Platystigmat lens. T.-i'. ri-llerl lind .shutter, leather case, 0 block-form slides, tripod. Cost £lii los.
£2 19 6
17?-in. f 6.3 Ross Zeiss Anastigmat Lens, in iti-s mount
Cost
£30 .
£8 17 G

EXCHANGES

119, NEW

BOND

Also at 47, BERKELEY
advertisements

PLEASE

quality

left to chance.

Rolleiflex Roll Film Reflex. Te.s.sar f 4.5 nnastii.inat
shelter, 1 to r;i^)0th see. Cost £2« .

TERMS

Nine monthly payments for any pur¬
chase. First payment entitles you to
make full use of whatever you buy.

As

Superfine

Nothing

f'0.8 N’oigtlander Avus lens, Compur shutter, I to 1 2501)1 s<ec.,
RF. adapter, 4 .slides. Cost £H I'm .
£3 3 0
31 x2! Zodel Roll Film and Plate de Luxe Folding, double extension,
rising and cress front. Zodellar f 4.5 anastigmat lens, D.A. Comimr
shutter. 1 to 1 25flth sec., wire-frame and firilliatiL finder. Cost
tlU Ids .
£5 17 6

6

5x4 Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane Camera, Celor f'4.8 lens, slutter
Speeds 1 1.5th to I 1.20(ith sec., direct-vision finder, tan case. F.P.
adapter. Cost £25 .
£4 4 0
i-pl. Ensign Folding Reflex, Model A, \ oigthimier Heliar f 4.5
anastigmat lens, focal-plane shutter, 1 'loth to I l.OOOth sec., tan
ca.se, F.P. adapter. Cost £40 .
£6 6 0

EASY

accurate

lens, sluitter si,>eeds 1 25111 tii 1 '.>00th sec. Cost £7 10s. £5 5 0
9 12 cm. Folding Plate, doul le extension, rising and cross front,

rising fjont. T.-l’. Cooke

case, tripod,
£1

61/3

or pictorialist.

cross front. Zodellar f 4.5 anastigmat lens. D.A. f’ompxm shutter. I
to 1 '250th sec., also focal-plune shutter. I I5lh to 1 l.tHiOth sec., wire¬
frame and tirilliant finders, roll-lmlder, 3 single metal slides. Cost
£17 17s .
£11 11 0

Cost tii lO.s.
£2 19 6
and cross front, ftaike
l.'Xth to 1 l.titMItli sec..
£2«* .
£5 5 0
iris mount, Cost CH

rising front, reversing

traveller,

OF

5-pi. Cameo Folding Plate, rising and cross front, f 0.8 Cooke- Hatcher
anastigmat lens. Lukos 7-sp<ed shutter, brilliant finder. 2 slides. F.l*.
adapter. Cost £4 15s .
£2 2 0
Zodel 3Ax2l Two-shutter Camera, double extension, rising and

£'4.5 timistigmat lens, sliutter sijwds ! liith to I l.tMHith sec., fi single
metal slides, t'ost till lOs .
£5 5 0
No. 2 Folding Auto. Brownie, f 8 K.U. lens, Kodex 2-si>eed sluitter.
brilliant finder. Cost t2 10s .
£1 9 6
3^x21 Ernemann Folding Plate, self-erecting model, f 0.3 lens,
7-s]ieed shutter, ix^llectiug finder. 2 slides. Cost .t5 5s .
£1 9 6
Vitesse Cine Camera, liolds loo-ft. 10-inm. film, Dallmeyer f l.fi
1-iii. lens, in focussing mount. Cost £30 .
£9 9 0
3! ' 2| Zodel Special Folding, double extension, rising and cross
front , f 3.8 anastigmat lens, new D.A. Compur sliutter. wire-frame and
reflecting finders, tan case, 3 slides, roll-holder. Cost £<1 17s. Otl,
£4 15 0
Extension

PAYMENTS

31 - 2! Zodei de Luxe Folding Plate, double extension, rising and
cross front. Zodellar f'4.5 lens. Compur sluitter, I to 1 250th .sei-., .3
slides. F. lb adapter. Co.^t £0 17s. Od .
.
£4 15 0
1-pJ. Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane Camera, ri.sing and cross front.
Tessar f 3.5 lens, shutter speeds 1 H»th to 1 l.omith sec., direct-vision
finder, black-grained arse. 5 I), slides. Cost £30 .
£18 18 0

Order.

£5 5 0
focu.seing, rising front.

f'8 R.R. lens, roller-blind siiuttcr. stiff canvas
slides. Cost £8 lOs .

MONTHLY

The

1 to l,'25tHli sec.

5x4 Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane, rising
Aviar f/4..5 anastigmat lens, shutter speeds
black case. 3 1>. slides. F.l*. adtipter. ('ost
Goerz f,1.5 Pantar Lens, 7-in. focus, in

or out,

provided, and the
ravse
priceis complete in
leather «vinving-

Leitz Leica Roll Film Camera, KIrnar f/3.5 anastigmat lens, focnlplane shutter. l/2(lth to l oOllth sec., I spool-hox. Cest till £10 10 0
1-pI.Ernemann Focal-plane (Tropical Model), Dogmar f 4.5 anastigifiiiit lens, focal-plane sluitter, l/loth to l/l.lMIhtli .sec., direct-vision
finder, tan c<ise, 3 1). slides. Cost .£32 .
£12 17 6
4.5 X 10.7 cm. Verascope Stereo Camera, Kniuss Tessar f 4.0 anasHginut lenses, speeder! slmtler, reflecting finder and level, changing

shutter.

iml/xus,

bulb.

APPROVAL for 5 days allowed to
post-buyers of used goods against
full cash deposit.

(/li.8 lens, t'ompur

lie used

Optical direct-vision
view-finder,
sliowiiig
both picture sizes, is

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS

magazine, black case, t'ost !:2<> .
3,1x21 Roll Film Icarette Folding, mdial

JliLs can

when the cainent
the instrument is

NINE

in Fine Mechanical

and

equipijed
with atA.5
4i-in.lens
Voigtlarider Hcliar
in

\'ery neat “ ever-ready ” leather case, wliich
jKTmits the <'amera to be useij whilst in the
case, is available at 7, b.

Fully Guaranteed

PROMINENT

The automatic runge-finder coupled to lens can be used with tl)e camera oi>en or dosed,
and is very easy to use. tin pressing button, baseboard falls and lens comes out to j)ositinn
ready for immediate u.se, at whatever disUince the range-finder h.as Ih-mui set.

Hupjdied complete with leather lanyanl to
emible the (-anKua to t>e suspended from tlie
neck.
Price with f;7.7 lens,

l-pl. Double

!

Voigtlander “Prominent,” the new model for the serious u’orker. takes all 3] x21 roll films,
six or eight exposures, measures only 7i ' 4x24 in., includiug all projections, and also can
be used to take l<i picture.s 24 x 1 J ,

Made by VoitjUander, M’lio liave been
eatabiished Hiiice ITOb.
An nnconventinnal but modern dealgn for
an inexpenaive )>ox camera.
Takea the afandard
- 2} 8-expofiure ml!
film at 1/2, but given 12 2i-in. square pi<*tures
by meana of a special numbering device
operated by the movement of the film.
The brilliant itnage emphaaised by the deep
Iwiod ia almost full size, and gives a faittiful
rendering of the image recorded on the film.
Fitted with a high-grade Voigt lander f/7.7
anaatigmat ieris (approximately four times as
fast as the average box camera lens f lb.)
Reliable two-aintMl shutter, giving exposures
of l/2r)th anrl 1 oOth sec., together with time
movement.

as

l-pl. Ruby

MODELS

SEE THEM NOW- AT BOND STREET! ==

A CAMERA
DESIGN AT

.Maxiniar

3

on

these covers
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go to press a fortnight
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in advance

some
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of these second-hand

PHOTOGRAPHER”

items

WHEN

may

: Mayfair
be sold already,

i>a,v the hinliest allowam-es \'ver
for yourin jnesent
“ still “ fi«r
or
«offeied
iue apparatus
|>;irt exchange
surnething lietter.

W.1
0924-5-6.
but similar

CORRESPONDING

outfits are usually

WITH

available.

ADVERTISERS.
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THE
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AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

CLORONA
Make

them

IS

still more

suitable for contact print¬
ing and enlarging ; yields
every tone from warm
black to vivid red by simple
development.
Try a packet
to-day !

new and original effects —
yet IS as simple to handle
as ordinary development
paper. Ilford Clorona is
made in twelve surfaces,

IN

ENGLAND

Printed for the Publishers, Iliffe «.S: Sons

BY

ILFORD

Li.mited, Dorset

House,

BEST

seven on cream base and
five on white ; is equally

“ different ” by using the
printing paper that gives

MADE

ADVERTISEMENTS

LIMITED

Tudor

Street, London,

-

ILFORD

E.Cq,

by The

-

LON

Cl.\ssic Colour

DON

Press, Reading.

15, 1933

i/lMATEUR®

OTOGRAPHER

6l

The

ei

Journal

Vol. LXXV.

for Everybodij
Wednesday, March

wilh

a Camera
No.

22nd, 1933

"ALWAYS

ILFORD

AMERAS

PLATES

0/7T <5// Dea/ers.

ON

TOP"

KODAK
Alwa^'s

COLOURED
A

PHOTOCRAPHIC

PROPUCTS|

LENSES-

BEST

fOR EVERY

AND

PHOTOCRAaay

FOR

Copyright — Registered

ns a Newspaper

for transmission

of WORK

ENLARGEMENTS
SPECIALITY

61* y 4i*, 1/6 : ei*
2^6 mounted
MARTIN
CHEMIST
SOUTHAMPTON

^

ALL-THE-YE>et’>-ROUND
ROLL

SUNLIGHT

CLASS

FILM

Dependable

in the U.K.

FILMS

FOR

DARK

WITH

DAYS

2315.

March

THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

22,

1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

Catch the
Flash of
Expression
Catch it with a "Graflex" —
the camera that takes the
guesswork out of focussing;
that shows

clearly, on the ground glass

screen, every flash of expression right up
to the instant of taking the picture.

'
X
E
L
F
GRA
KODAK

PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

LIMITED,

PHOTOGRAPHER"

WHEN

KINGSWAY,

CORRESPONDING

WITH

LONDON,
ADVERTISERS.

W.C.2.
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22,

THE

1933

PERFECT

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMESTS

PICTURES

/Af YOU ft OWN

NOME

WITH SAFETY AND
CLEANLINESS . . .
Sold by all leading
Photographic Dealers.

By the use of

PHOTO

FLASH

BULBS

The Sashalite bulb is the greatest boon
amateur photographers could wish for.
Happy snaps can be taken in the home in
safety^ and with perfectly reliable results.
The Sashalite bulb has a small screw cap
which fits into an ordinary electric torch
in place of the torch bulb. A touch of
the switch — an instantaneous ‘flood of
light — and the photograph is taken.
There is no smoke or dust^ as the residue
remains inside the bulb. There is no
risk of fire — no noise — no odour.
WRITE

for illustrated Folder O.S. 6536,

which gives full particulars of the Sasha¬
lite Photo Flash Bulb, and the uses to which
it can be put.

Made

SAFE

Sent post free on request.

by THE

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

CO.

LTD.

♦ DCJSTLESS

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Lid., Magnet
PLEASE

Photographs

MENTION

"THE

AMATEUR

House,

Kingsway,

PHOTOGRAPHER”

of children can be taken with perfect safety with
Sashalite Bulbs.

in ENGLAND

for SASHALITE,

LTD.

• SMOKELESS
London,
WHEN

W.C.2.

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

1

March
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AMATEUR
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4 SPECIAL s OFFERS " BRAND
FREE

BARGAINS

100-PAGE

Containing
bargains
and

hundreds

LONDON,

of used

and every

new

still

cin6. instrument
accessory-

and

OUR

BRANCHES

90/94 FLEETS!

CATALOGUE
-

FROM

Phone : CITY 6981

6x4i cm. Dallmeyer Speed, f/2.9 Pentac, focal-plane shutter, 2 slides,
F.P. adapter and leather case .
£9 17 6
3ix2i Zodel Folding Pocket, Zodellar f/4.6, D.A. Compur, 3 slides
£3 18 6
Eodatoy 16-aim. Projector, complete with extension arm, 400-ft. spool
and 2 films .
£2 7 6

31x21

Cocarette

Roll

Film,

Carl

Zeiss

TIONS—But

we give you choice 1

City Sale’s Special Offer ofj

VERY

LATEST

NAGEL

3^x21

Radionar

Very Fine Microscope by Perry, coarse anif fine adjustment, Abbe con¬
denser, 3 objectives, 2/3rd8, l/6th, and l/12th, 2 eyepieces and case. As
new .
£13 17 6

35-mm. lea Einamo, Carl Zeiss Tessar
case .

NEW ROLL;

“CITY SALE” DO IT]
NOT ONLY DO WE MAKE OFFERS i

REDUC

i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, self-capping focal-plane shutter.
speeds to l/l,00Utb sec.. 6 slides. F.P. adapter and case .
£8 2 6
i-pl. Ross Eeros Folding Hand and Stand, f/4.6 Holostigmat, Compound
shutter, revolving back, leather case .
£8 17 6

31x2J Ensign^Speed Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar
and leather case. Cost £14 10s .

1933

E.C.4

31 x21 Ensign Tropical Model Roll Film Reflex. Aldis f/3.4 anastigmat*
focussing magnifiers, leather case. As new .
. £7 17 6
X
Etui Folding Pocket, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur shutter.
6 slides, F.P. adapter. New condition .
£10 10 0
V.P. Series III Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat, Diomatic shutter. .. . £2 7 6
P.C. Ensign Roll Film, Beck Symmetrical lens, speeded shutter.
As new .
8s. 9d.

SEND FOR IT NOWNO POST TO PAY !

22,

ADVERTISEMENTS

PATTERN

Brand NewJ

“TRIUMPH”

ROLL-FILM

CAMERAsj

anastigmat lenses f/6.3, speeded

^

shutter, brilliant and direct-vision finders. '1

f/4.5, focal-plane shutter
£8 17 6

Tessar

f/4.5, Compur

f/3.5, motor

drive

shutter
£6 10 0

and leather
£14 17 6

i-pl. Ensign'Roll Film, E.R.A., speeded shutter. Nice order. .11s. 9d.
6 X 4V cm. V.P. Tropex, Moyer f'4, Compur shutter, long extension,
revolving back, 2 slides, F.P. adapter .
£7 17 6
31 2J Makina, Plaubel Anticomar f/2.9, focussing. F.P. adapter.
Splendid order .
. .
£11 5 0
6 41 cm. Soho, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/2.7, self-capping
revolving back, 6 slides, F.P. adapter .

focal-plane shutter.
£16 16 0

A SUPER

‘SALEX’
OFFER!

3) ' 21 T.-P. Junior Reflex, Wray Lustrar f/4.5, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, revolving back, 3 slides. As new .
£9 7 6
31 ^ 2J Speed Cameo, Dallmeyer f/3.5. D.A. Compur. double extension,
U-front. 3 slideji. New condition .
£12 17 6
l-pl. Graflex Focal-plane, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, focal-plane shutter,
speeds to l/l,U0Oth sec., 3 slides, F.P. adapter and case. As new £7 17 6

THE

NEW

59 CHEAPSIDE

VOJGTLANDER

LONDON,

BRILLIANT’

An inexpensive camera in a modem
design.
Takes tiie standard 31 2t 8-exposure roll film
at, 1/2, but gives 12 21-in. square pictures by
means of a special inunbe-ing device operated by
the movement of the film. The brilliant image
emphasised

by tlie deep

Two-speed
lens.

shutter.

£2

hood

is almost

High-grade

16-mm. Latest Ensign Model B Portable Projector,
able resistance, complete in carrying-case .
16-mm. Model A Kodascope, 200-watt lamp,
complete in case. Cost £75 .

full size.

f'7.7 anastigmat

: 15 : 0

E.C.2

100-watt

3 9
17 6
10 0
17 6
New
17 6

lamp, adjust¬
£12 12 0
resistance.
£29 17 6

adjustable

200-watt Bell-Howell Projector, reverse, rewind and still-picture move¬
ments, adjustatile resistance, carrying-case .
£32 10 0
35-mm. Standard Superbe Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat. 1 and 8 picture
movements. footaLfe indicator, 200-ft. spool-boxes .
£12 17 6
35-mm. Standard Ertels Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat. footage indicator,
masking finder, film punch, tripod with pan. and tilting top. .. . £32 10 0
4-in. Dallmeyer Telephoto ! 3.5 .
£6 5 0
1-in. Dallmeyer f.3.5 Anastigmat .
.
£1 5 0

This GREAT
Brand

Phone : CITY 1124

9.5-mm. Hand-torn Patbe Camera, f 3.5 anastigmat lens. ... £1
Pathe Home Movie Projector, single-claw model .
£1
Patbe Luxe Motocamera, f>3.5 anastigmat, complete in case £7
Pathe Luxe Motocamera, f '2.9 Zeiss Triutar and case .
£10
Patbe Model B Camera, with f 3.5 anastigmat, complete in case.
condition .
£4

i-pl. Batcher's Popular Pressman Reflex, f/4.5 Zei.ss Tessar anastigmat,
6 slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£7 17 6
2i ^ 31 Ensign Boll Film Speed Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat. New
oondition .
£5 5 0

New

OFFER

No. 6 Batcher’s W^atch Pocket Carbine, plate back, f/4.5 Aldis Uno,
Compur sector shutter, focussing screen, 3 slides .
£5 12 6
l-pl. lhagee Folding Reflex, Meyer f/4.5 anastigmat, self-capping focalplane shutter, G slides. F.P. adapter and case .
£10 17 6
V.P. Makina, f/3 Plaubel anastigmat, Compur shutter, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter .
£5 17 6
V.P. Vanity Kodak, f/6.3 Kodak anastigmat, complete in case. Brand
new condition .
£2 17 6
Leitz Leica, f/2.5 Hektor anastigmat. interchangeable model, Podls
range-finder and case .
£12 17 6
9^12 cm. Nettel Deckrullo, brand-new condition, f 2.7 Zeiss Tessar,
self-capping focal-plane shutter, 3 double slides, F.P. adapter and case.
Practically unsoil^ .
£30 0 0

SAVES
YOU

£3:10:0

Comparison
and test in¬
vited, approval willingly,

GENUINE

“STANDARD”
AGFA
ROLL-FILM CAMERAS
with 6>speeded shutter
and direct-vision hnders
Genuine leather coveringj
beautifully
finished
throughout.

£3:10:0|

Approval to post-buyers against cash deposit.

List price
o
With
f/6.3 £7
anastigmat.

50%

PATH^SCOPE HOME
MOVIE PROJECTORS

.

Complete with super attachments.

With
f/4.5 £7
anastigmat.
List price
15 o

Taking 30'£t. to 300-ft. films. With
resistance up to 110 volts, lamp con¬
nections and spare reel. These fine
instruments are manufactured with the
accuracy and precision which has made
Pathd famous. List price £8 17 0.

.

£5:7:0
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ok

e

Extra

f3

.5

resistance up

12/6
to 250

10/- extra.
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FILM CAMERAS AT BIG REDUCTIONS!
AGAIN
Fully GUARANTEED

AT BIG
of FOUR

‘ SECOND-HANDS

84 Aldertgate
LONDON,

E.C.1

Phone: NAT. 0591

FIRST EASY
PAYMENT GETS
YOUR CAMERA

’

ST.

No. 1 Ensignette, R.R. lens, speeded shutter. New condition. .14s. 8d.
4x3 cm. Foth Derby Focal-plane Roll Film, f/3.5 anastigmat lens.
direct-vision finder, complete in purse .
£5 17 6
Daylight Enlarger to 3Jx2i, for above .
9s. 0d.
No. 2 Folding Antograpbic Brownie, rapid Landscape lens _ 15s. 6jl.
Siz-20 Kodak, Doublet
lens. Brand-new condition. Completefl in12case8
•

pay balance in 8 more similar
monthly payments. Only
5%

FAIR

la Special Kodak, f/4.5 Kodak anastigmat lens, Kodamatic fully-speeded
shutter, complete in leather case. Cost £14. Unsoiled .
£7 10 0
i-pl. Rack-focus Roll Film, rising front, f/7.7 Aldis, 3-speed shutter,
plate back, 6 slides and case .
£1 7 6
No. 1 Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat
dition. Listed at £3 .

lens, Kodex

shutter.

THE

FINEST

VALUE

New con¬
£1 15 0

apparatus.

IN

i-pl. Nettel Deckrnllo, f/3.5 Cooke anastigmat lens, direct-vision finder.
Mackenzie-Wlshart slide, 6 envelopes, leather case .
£10 0 0
13x18 cm. Goerz Self-capping Anschutz, 8i-in. Cooke Aviar. 2 slides.
New condition .
£11 11 0

54

A de luxe camera of the highest class, finish
and design. Fitted genuine Hugo Meyer

16-mm. No. 75 Bell-Howell
Cost £35 .

ELSEWHERE!

IKON

Six
2} Roli-filni
Cameras
with
F/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
delayed-action
Compur
shutter, speeded
to l/250th sec., directvision and
reflecting
view-finders. Radial
lever focussing from
infinity to 5 ft. Patent
device ensuring accurate
film register. Compact,
all-metal body, leather
covered, polished edges
to obviate wear.
PRICE

£11

6

monthly18/5.
payments

EXCHUnCE
IT ED
PLEASE

MENTION

Watch-thin

Filmo,

f/3.5 Cooke.

Doublet

As new.
£14 17 6

F/6.3

anastigmat

0

lens.

..

NEW

ENSIGN SELFIX “20

One
of made.
the smallest
cameras
Very

sturdily built of .light
metal.
Opens like a
book to aid simple

■W

loading. Strong bellows,
cloro shutter, l/25th,
reflex view-finder, Tril/50th,and1/lOOth
sec.,
time
bulb, with

l

8J X 21 Westminster Folding Reflex, revolving back, focal-plane shutter,
f/6.8 Ememann
anastigmat, 3 D.D. slides, 6 single slides, leather case
£5 5 0

flexible releases. For
standard 3i x 2iroll

delayed-action
£8 17 6

filiri.
Ensar

3i X 2J Kershaw Reflex, revolving back, focal-plane shutter, speeds to
l/800th sec., f/4.6 Ross Xpres, f/6 Dallmeyer Large Adon Telephoto, 6
D.D. slides, F.P. .adapter, leather case .
£16 18 0

Anastigmat :

F/7.7
F/6.3
F/4.5

Approval to post-buyers against cash deposit.

*SELF-RECTA’ SCREENS

55/->»

lens.

THE

3ix2i Murer Bijou de Luxe Reflex, revolving back, self-capping focalplane shutter, f/3.9 anastigmat, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, magnifiers, leather
case and screen. Cost £16 16s .
£6 13 6

3i X 2i Latest Icarette Roll Film, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar,
Compur shutter, leather case. Unsoiled., .

fixed-focus

at ABOUT

£2 0
£2 12
£3 10

HALF-PRICE

PRICE

£7 : 17 : 6

I m

Kodak ‘ Six-20 ’ Junior
Just what you are wanting— even better than
last year's “ Six-29.” One-motion snap-out open¬
ing. Closed by pressure of button. Finger-tip
focussing. Rigid double-locked front. Easy
loading, speeded shutter. T. B. 1.. l/2r;th. l/50th.
37/6
1/lOOth. A fine British in.strument.

16-mm. 100-watt Ensign Silent Sixteen Projector, motor, resistance,
travelling-case. Unsoiled. Cost £26 6s .
£13 17 6
i-pl, Soho Reflex, Kershaw focal-plane shutter, Ross Xpres f/4.5, 3
book-form slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£13 17 6
i-pl. Ensign Reflex, rev. back, self-capping focal-plane shutter, f/3.9
Laack anastigmat, 6 slides, F.P. adapter .
£6 17 8
18 9
i-pl. Oak Enlarger, f/4 objective, 5i-in. condenser, easel, electric£4 fittings

COCARETTE

OUB

E.C.3

Model 70 16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo, 2 speeds, f/3.5 Cooke, ca.se. Cost
£50 .
£15 17 6
Latest Patbe Motocamera, f/2.7 Carl Zeiss Tessar. Unsoiled. Cost £21
£13 17 6

SPECIALOFFER!

LIST

$T
0180

Two Single Kid Projectors, super-reel and reai.stance. Each. .£239
16-mm. Super Kinecam, turret head, f/1.5 Cinar lens, leather case.
Scarcely soiled. List £50 .
£32 17 6
16-mm. Uodel B Cino-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat, case. Cost £26 17s. Cd.
£10 17 8

49/9
ZEISS

Phone : MON.

Latest Lnc Cine Projector, self-contained motor and super for 300 and
400 ft.. 70-mm. Hermagls and 40-mm. Hermagis lenses, adjustable resis¬
tance, Selflx silver screen, in case, 12 super reels, numerous accessories,
travelling-case. Cost £44 .
£20 0 0
Three Single-claw Patbe Cine Projectors, with resistance, each with 3
films. Each .
,.
£2 4 6
£6 18 9
Fathe Dooble-claw Pathescope,' super-reel, motor, group resistance

with delayed-action attachment. Brilliant
reflecting and direct-vision finders. Hinged
back with spring pad. Bushed for tripod.
All-metal body, covered real fine grain
leather. The world’s best value.

GENUINE

LIME

LONDON,

f/f5 anastigmat in three-speeded shutter

UNOBTAINABLE

! W—
IT
NE

£7 17 6
shutter, double
£4 4 0

10 X 15 Nettel Folding Pocket, f/6,3 Zeiss Tessar, Compur
extension. 3 slides, F.P. adapter .

3ix2i ROLL-FILM CAMERA
with genuine Hugo Meyer f/4.5 lens

PRICE

’S
ITVE
WE
IF HA

3 slides, F.P.
£1 12 6

i-pl. T.-P. Press Focal-plane, f/4.6 Cooke Aviar lens, direct-vision finder,
3 double plate-holders. Brand-new condition .
£13 17 6
i-pl. N. & G. Sibyl, f/4.5 Tessar, rising front, 0 slides, F.P. adapter

The SUPREME

£4:4:0 OUR

shutter,

Leitz Leica, f/2.5 Hektor anastigmat lens, angular view-finder, 2 film
chargers, ever-ready case and Leitz printing-board. Cost over £30
£18 0 0
3}x2J Focal-plane, self-capping shutter, speeded to l/800th sec. and
time, 5i-in. f/4.5 Cooke Aviar, direct- vision finder, 12 slides. . £9 5 0
x2i Salex Focal-plane, f/5.5 anastigmat lens, 6 slides, F.P. adapter
and case
.
£2 17 6

ROLL-FILM CAMERAS EVER
PLACED UPON the MARKET

List price

speeded

EXCHANGES

for your present still or cine

Ensign Speed Boll Film Reflex, f/3.4 Aldis, focal-plane shutter. Cost
£10 158. Unsoiled .
£7 2 6
3J X 2J Ensign Speed Cameo, f/4.6 Ensar, Mulchro shutter, 6 slides. New
condition. Cost £6 28. 6d .
£4 15 0
4J X 6 Folding Plate Camera, f/6.3 Nettar anastigmat lens, Compur
shutter, direct-vision finder, focussing adjustment, 12 slides, F.P. adapter
£2 17 6
3ix2i Cameo, f/6.3 Aldis-Butcher,
adapter and leather case .

to cash
price.
(or 5/if under
£5) added

“THE

of

WITH

THE

FAMOUS

SILVER

SURFACE,

GIVING

Made out of best quality materials. Thoroughly recommended for
those who require a well-made portable screen. Biiilt in a wooden
carrying-case, taking up the minimum of space.

No.

0

Inches.
27x20

No.

1

40x30

No.

2

62x40

No.

3

63x47

AMATEUR

New

,

Price.

Our

Price.

£3

0

0

£1 12

6 YOU

SAVE

27/6

£4
£5

0
2

0
6

£2 10
£3 7

0 YOU
6 YOU

SAVE
SAVE

30/35/6

£9 10

0

£5 17

6 YOU

SAVE

72/-
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Many of the greatest ex'
ponents of photographic art
use Ilford Bromide. They

N

find in it a medium as sym¬
pathetic as it is responsive ;
one that is easily controlled,
one that answers readily to
their skill. From dense black

PAPER
Made in England

ILFORD
4

^

PLEASE

LIMITED
MENTION

“THE

^

ILFORD

AMATEUR

-

LONDON

PHOTOGRAPHER”

WHEN

to pearly highlight, Ilford
Bromide yields every shade
and grade of tone. In hypO'
alum and sulphide it tones to
a rich sepia.
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Next week the Spring and

Railway

Stations.

One sympathises with the remark
of Mr. A. G. Waikden, chairman of
the Trades Union Congress, as to
“ the awful stations we have in
London — like London Bridge.” A
railway station, however, does not
need to be cheerful to yield good
pictures. Mr. Allen Cocking, for

as it is “ sold out ” very quicklv.

instance, has got some first-class
pictures, chiefly at New Street
Station, Birmingham. He believes
that such subjects lend themselves
readily to pictorial impressiveness,
especially in the handling of steam,
which is the life and soul of the
locomotive, under an all-over station
roof. Mr. Cocking, by the way,
recommends that steam should be

President.

The annual meeting of the Royal
Photographic Society last week was
a very pleasant affair. Not a word
of criticism was heard. Why, in¬
deed, should it, with a net gain in
membership of fifty on the year,
and a surplus of revenue of close on
£1,000 ? But Mr. Olaf Bloch, the
retiring President,^ expressed dis¬
appointment at a .membership short
of 2,000, and said that 10,000
would not represent the number even
of those who took a serious interest
in photography, let alone the more
casual users of the camera. A very
cordial leave-taking was given Mr.

2315.

thirty years ago. The thing that
remains in our memory of Mr. Bull
is a lecture which he gave on photo¬
engraving during the war. It was
deli^’ered during an air raid, one of
the worst that London experienced,
but the sound of falling bombs and
the shriek of shells never perturbed
the even tenor of his way for upwards
of an hour. _

of " The A.P.” and will be greatly
increased in size by a considerable
number of extra pages of seasonable
articles and art page illustrations.
Every reader should endeavour to
obtain his copy of the Spring and
Empire Number as early as possible,
R.P.S.

No.

photo-engraver since the time when
Major-General Waterhouse occupied
the chair of the Society nearly

Buyers’
there.
comin
sea¬
son
will Guide
be a for
featu
Theg fact
that it will be published about a
fortnight before Easter will draw
the attention of many thousands of
new readers to the paper. It will
contain all the usual popular features

New

LX.XV.

Bloch, who has proved himself an
exceptional President, with the con¬
spicuous grace of humour, and as
cordial a welcome was given the new
President, Mr. A. J. Bull, long
associated with the London School
of Photo-Engraving. He described
himself as the first President to be a

Empire Number of The
Amateur Photographer will
be published. This is always one
of the most popular of our special
issues, as it not only marks the
beginning of the photographic season
for thousands of amateurs, but it
forms a link between the workers
at home and those overseas. In
it will appear articles of interest to
overseas readers and also articles
by readers in different parts of the
Empire. The award list of the
Overseas and Colonial Competition
is given in this i.ssue, and a Special

The

VoL.

Off

to

School.

An article on “Back Views” for pic¬
torial work appears on another page in
this issue.

269

seen in transmitted light ; in re¬
flected light it is too much like
cotton-wool. It is rather remark¬
able, by the way, to hear from those
who specialise in railway photo¬
graphy how willing are drivers,
guards and signalmen to arrange
for a little outlet of steam or smoke
at a place anjnvhere on the line

'
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where the photographer
be standing.

happens

Some of them were mentioned by
the demonstrator. A West End
stores has a sale. Madam has seen

to

Television.

the catalogue, but black and white

No ; we do not think we shall buy
a television outfit just at present,
though we shall hope to have one
by the fireside before we reach the

is not very satisfactory. She I'ings
up the stores, who forthwith put on
a mannequin parade, set their tele¬
vision transmitter going, and the
lady sees the parade at her fireside.
The speaker assured us that in
America that had already been done.
A more sombre subject is the use by
the police of television. Every police
station in the country will presently

slippered pantaloon stage. A de¬
monstration of television brought a
great crowd to Russell Square at
eleven o’clock the other evening,
and they heard a fascinating lecture
on the process, but when it came to
the actual transmission of the B.B.C.

be equipped with a television ap¬
paratus for the transmission of
information much more vividly than
is possible in lengthy description?.
Television on trains is another

programme — weU, perhaps some of
them wondered what they had come
out to see. Certainly there was
form and movement on the small
screen, synchronising in some way
with the sound transmission, but
the fact that it was a marionette

possibility. Recently the Baird
people had an L.N.E.R. express
placed at their disposal, and it was
possible to watch what was happen¬
ing in London fifty miles away while
the train was travelling at seventy
miles an hour.

show
which Lane
was had
“ coming
from Park
to be over
taken”
rather by faith than by sight. We
hasten to add, of course, that it was
no more unsatisfying than what we
remember of the early images on the
cinematograph screen, and that there
are wonderful possibilities ahead.

The

Camera

“ The girl with the camera eye ” is
a character in a play “ Who Killed

A selection
BROMIDE

PAPER.

Glossy

bromide

prints

*

are

IV.

for

reproduction

and

other purposes. Before squeegeeing them down on plate glass
or ferrotype slabs, the prints should be hardened by immersion
for at least two minutes in 10 per cent formalin after the final
washing. They should be transferred direct from the formalin
bath.
sic

Local

stain

in

patches

^

What

is known

as

Sterry’s

human

lens.”
Far from

with the

Home.

Looking over the catalogue of a
photographic exhibition, we have
been interested to see how far
afield people go for their exhibition
pictures, even when they live in
places which might be supposed to

whose exhibition picture ' is simply
“ Leeds.” It is up to Leeds to
retort in kind.

NEir

SERIES

A TONING bath which does not
but gives good results with others
Liver of sulphur . .
..
Water
. .
. .
. .

the

resplt

of

a

to subject

suit some bromide papers,
is ;
..
..
. .
15 grs.
. .
. .
. .
20 oz.

Toning takes about half an hour at a temperature of 80“
sk
* in the
*
Fahr., but may be prolonged
as
hypo-alum process.

print

floating partly above the surface of the fixing-bath. The air
causes formation of silver sulphide. Such stains generally
disappear if the print is subsequently sulphide-toned.
*

by producing “ The camera

^

is generally

*

out of focus. It is up to our manu¬
facturers to return the compliment

A SUITABLE formula for the copper toning process is :
A. Copper sulphate
..
. .
. .
. .
60 grs.
Potassium citrate . .
..
..
. . 240 grs.
Water . .
. .
..
. .
. .
. .
20 oz.
B. Potassium ferricyanide . .
..
..
.. 50 grs.
Potassium citrate . .
..
..
. . 240 grs.
Water . .
. .
. .
. .
..
..
20 oz. •
Equal parts of and B are mixed. All hypo must be removed
before toning. The prints become warmer in tone the longer
they are left in the bath. *
*
*

♦

required

is masterly until as a result of her
uncanny perception she is on the
point of bringing home the guilt
to her own particular friend, when
she suddenly stops down and passes

of useful hints classified according

A SUITABLE fixing-bath for bromide papers may be prepared
from a stock solution of hypo made by dissolving 2^- lb. of
the crystals in 4 pints of hot water. The working bath may be
two parts stock solution and three parts water. For an acid
bath 2 oz. potassium metabisulphite may be added to the
stock solution when cool.
♦

Cock Robin ? ” now running at the
Little Theatre. She is a very obser¬
vant maiden, whom nothing escapes,
and her reconstruction of a murder

yield pictorial material of their own.
Why does a man in Bournemouth get
his exhibition picture at St. Ives,
or a man in Buxton go to the Lake
District ? But the oddest thing is
the Manchester man, the title of

Eye.

.r^cts and /formulae :

22nd, 1933

Ordinary

#

process

is useful

in the

case

Farmer’s

reducer

(hypo-ferricyanide)

may

be

used to brighten up high-lights on bromide prints. It should
be used more dilute than usual, and the work must be done
near a tap so that the solution can be promptly washed ofi.
If staining is visible after washing, the print should be cleared
in an acid-hypo bath.
He
*

of

bromide prints from excessively contrasty negatives. By
trial the exposure should be found which will give sufficient
detail and gradation in the lighter parts of the subject (the
dense parts of the negative). This_e.xposure will be excessive
for the shadows, but is given nevertheless. The exposed paper
is immersed for about a minute in water containing a half of
one per cent potassium bichromate. After a short wash the

Large

bromide

prints

for

which

dishes

of a suitable

size are

not available may be manipulated throughout on a sheet of
glass. The print is laid on the glass, and thoroughly wetted
under the tap. Developer is applied with a mop brush or a
soft sponge. After washing, the fixing is done in a similar
way. When the final washing is being carried out the print
must be frequently turned over on the glass.

print is developed as usual, the process being slower than
normal, but giving a print with more harmonious contrasts.

6
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HE VIEW-FINDER
The importance of the view-finder need not be impressed upon the modern handcamera worker. In the following article possible reasons for inaccuracy are
discussed, a method of testing indicated and simple means of correction suggested.

ONE of the most important
hand

improvements in the de¬
velopment of the modern
camera is to be found in the

design of the view-finder. This is
due to the increasing use of roll
film by the serious photographer.
It is realised that if the view-finder
and focussing scale are accurate
many subjects can be taken with a
small roll-film camera that would,
with an inefficient instrument, need
a tripod and focussing screen. The
improvement in the view-finders of
modern cameras is such that there
is far greater accuracy than many
people would believe.
Types

There

of Finder.

are three types of finder.

There is the “ brilliant ” finder, in
which the image is seen from the top,
and another of similar principle, but
with a ground glass upon which the
image is seen. There is the “ directvision ” finder, in which a brilliant
image is seen within a rectangle.
This is a popular type with the
Press photographer. A modification
of this finder is the popular wire¬
frame attached to the camera front,
and a rear element in the form of
another smaller rectangle, or a
back-sight. It is claimed that the
direct-vision finder results in the
subject being seen in a more natural
perspective. Such a claim cannot
be maintained, however, as the
perspective, from the same stand¬
point, is quite unaffected by the
manner in which it is viewed.
Position

of the Finder..

The effectiveness of any finder is
largely determined by the position
where it is attached to the camera.
The ideal is as near to the lens as
possible. Actually, no view-finder
can be perfectly accurate because the
subject is seen either from one side
or from over the lens. For this
reason the finders fitted to some of
the smaller hand cameras are very
accurate, because the construction of
the camera allows of the finder being
very near the lens.

In the case of subjects beyond
infinity point any inaccuracy of
finder will not be very marked.
the case of subjects within ten

the
the
In
or

twelve feet any inaccuracy 'will be
caused because of the relatively
different positions of the lens and
finder. It is an easy matter for
the photographer to make allow¬
ance for this by moving the camera
towards the finder to a very slight
extent. This will compensate for
the difference.
Testing

the Finder.

It is a simple matter to make a
test of a view-finder. Every handcamera worker should know how
far the finder is to be relied upon,
and also what allowance must be
made in the case of known in¬
accuracy.
Upon a plane surface four cards
of distinctive colour are attached
to form a rectangle about seven
feet by five-. The camera is sup¬
ported upon a table, or tripod, with
the lens central, and the subject
so arranged that one of the cards
appears in a corner of the finder.
Care being taken not to move the
camera, the image upon the focus¬
sing screen is examined. The cards
should, of course, be in the same
position. In the case of a roll-film
camera an exposure may be made,
or a piece of ground glass attached
temporarily in the position occupied
by the film. A well-defined poster
upon a hoarding wiU serve a similar
purpose to that of the cards above
suggested.
Correcting

Inaccuracy.

If such a test as above described
shows that the finder is inaccurate,
there are several methods of cor¬
rection. If the finder is of the
Newton, or “ brilliant ” type, and
includes more of the subject than
the lens, the fault can be easily put
right. The glass may be masked
by painting with a fine brush charged
with a little Brunswick black. A
direct-vision finder of the wire¬

frame pattern will in all probability
be found to include a httle less of
the subject than the lens. This is a
good fault, but if the reverse is the
case, supplementary wires may be
attached to the rectangle to reduce
the opening.
“ Brilliant ” finders of the camera
type are often inaccurate through
the fact that the finder is bent upon
its support. The remedy is obvious.
Finder

and

Rising

Front.

When the rising front is brought
into operation it is possible that
the finder no longer includes the
same field of view as the lens. There
are some finders, fitted to the better
class' of camera, that are fitted with
a rise of lens which wiU coincide
with the lens of the camera. When
the finder is of the direct-vision
type, and the frame rises with the
lens while the back-sight remains
on the camera back in the original
position, the result of the rise of
front can be to some extent seen.
In General.

Attention to the points dealt with
in this article will well repay any
photographer. Even if a new finder
has to be fitted this will be found
well Worth while. A knowledge of
the limitations of the finder wiU be
of such value that the proportion
of lost negatives from this cause
wiU be
relatively
'With
good
modern
camera smaU.
the finder
maya
be more reliable than a photographer
may

at first believe, but it is well to

be quite sure.
In any case it is always advisable,
whenever possible, and it is possible
more often than not, to aUow what
may be called a margin of safety.
It is risky to make the subject a
tight fit in the finder, and to hope
that every detail which can be seen
in the finder wUl be safely included
in the negative. It is far wiser to
get the subject in the finder with a
little to spare all round, and so get
too much included rather than too
little.
7
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STOPS
AND

A

THEIR

USE

Practical Note for the
Photographer .

New

To the amateur who has just acquired
his first camera the function of the
“ stop ” or diaphragm of the lens is, at
first, puzzling. The following notes and
illustrations, which are not intended for
the more advanced worker, will assist in
making the matter clear.

The aperture of the lens, which

is altered in size by a dia¬
phragm (opened or closed in
most hand cameras by a small lever
attached to the shutter), is calculated
in relation to the focal length of the
lens.
For example, if the camera is
extended with the focussing scale
set at “ infinity ”
from the lens to

and
the

the distance
film is four

inches, that is the focal length. If
the largest aperture of the lens
measures half an inch in diameter, or
one-eighth of the focal length, it is
called f/8.
Other larger or smaller apertures or
stops — such as f/4.5, f/6 or
indicate other fractions of the
length.
marked

f/ii,
focal

These different apertures are
thus as a convenient and

easily recognised method of ascertain¬
ing their comparative values.
For practical purposes, the smaller
the aperture the less light is able to
penetrate to the film, and therefore
the longer the exposure that is
required. Also, the smaller the lens
aperture the greater the depth of
focus, or in other words, objects a
short distance from the camera can
be focussed at the same time as
other objects much
farther away,
and the actual depth covered increases
as the aperture is reduced.
Thus in the first illustration the
focus is on the front magazine, which
is quite sharp ; but using the lens at
the full aperture, which in this case
is f/4.5, the other pages arranged one
behind the other are out of focus.
For clearness in illustration the
exposure

in this case is taken

as being

I second.

In the second
has been
e.xample,
reduced to
of focus,

illustration

the focus

unchanged since the first
but the stop has been
f/6. 3, giving greater depth
and at the same time

requiring^2 seconds’ exposure instead
of I second as in the first picture.
In the third example, the stop has
been reduced to f,T2.5, and still
greater depth of focus is shown. The
exposure in this case
creased to 8 seconds.

has

been

in¬

The last picture shows that the
lens has been stopped down to f/25,
and, as will be seen from this photo¬
graph, all the pages are sharp, but
for the same amount of light to
reach the film as in Fig. r, 32
seconds were required.
8
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CAMERAS

FOR

WESTMINSTER

PLATES AN dTTlmTpACKs'

TRIUMPH

Equipped with all the
movements the keen amateur

— IN

SUBSTANCE

AND

SPECIAL PURCHASE

IN

FACT

/ ;

photographer

of the ENTIRE

ZEISS IKON

STOCK of FAMOUS 31 ><21 NAGEL
“TRIUMPH’’ ROLL-FILM CAMERAS i

TRONA

I

SAVE

VERY
LATEST

£1:3:9

lyiODEL I

demands

The Trona is the lightest and most compact of the hand
and stand type of camera provided with rapid lenses. It
possesses all the movements
the keen amateur photo¬
grapher demands — double extension, rising and cross
fronts, deeply-hooded focussing screen, etc., and it is
equally suitable when used in conjunction with the focus¬
sing scale for $o-called snapshot photography. The
Zeiss Tessar f/3.5 is a lens of universal application,
and will produce negatives of a brilliant character not
inferior in any way to those obtained with the wellknown Tessar f/4.5 series.

NOTHING
HAS

TO COMPARE WITH THIS IN VALUE
EVER BEEN OFFERED BEFORE.
SPECIAL

FEATURES

:

Automatic openinK by simply pressing a button at side of camera. Focussing
by revolving movement on lens mount. Direct and brilliant vlew-rtnders. Patent
back opening like a book, simplest possible method of loading ever devised. Covered
art leather, with real leather bellows. RADIONAR
ANAflTIGMAT
LKNS f/6.3.
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full instructions.
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List price £3

London-made
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Leather

Sling
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I’RICE

Case .

6s. Od.

OBTAINABLE
ONLY at THE “WESTMINSTER,”
LONDON’S
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Seven days’ approval against deposit to value
DO NOT

MISS THIS WONDERFUL

The Trona illustrated above, complete with Zeiss Tessar
f/3.5 and delayed-action Compur
shutter, with 3 single
metal slides to take 3S x2i plates, costs £18 12 6. Filmpack adapter for 3J x2i film packs, 9/6. Made also in
9x12 cm. (4;Lx3i) size.

OPPORTUNITY
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CAMERA
{The

Westminster
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REGent

24, CHARING
Temple

HOUSES

Photographic

Gerrard
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Exchange,
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FILTERS

As the result of extensive study of sensitizing dyes carried out in the Kodak Research
Laboratories, both the speed and colour sensitivity of Eastman Panchromatic
Films have been greatly increased. The new standards attained necessitated revision
of the series of Wratten Orthochromatic Filters.
The two “K” filters are the same as those previously supplied under these names.
The K3 is now obsolete, the improvements in sensitizing having made it unnecessary.
The two new filters are :

Kl, A pale yellow filter which should be
used when only a slight colour correction is
needed, or when exposure must of necessity
be short. May be used with any of the
Kastman Panchromatic Films.
K2. A yellow
rection. For use
Panchromatic
matic Process
Panchromatic

XI. A pale green filter for use with
Eastman Portrait Panchromatic Film by
half-watt light or for Eastman Super-sensi¬
lamp.
tive Panchromatic Film by daylight or arc

filter giving full colour cor¬
with Eastman Commercial
Film, Eastman Panchro¬
Film and Eastman Portrait
Film.

X2. A deeper green filter for use with
Eastman Super-si nsitive Panchromatic
Film by half-watt light.

These filters are not intended for use with a i( mm.

cine-camera, for which special filters are supplied.

A leaflet “New Wratten Filters and their Uses” describes these
fillers more fully. It may be had free on application to —
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KINGSWAY :> LONDON W.C.2
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Verticals

Distorted

^?ectifying

By

H. A. ROBINSON.

Most photographers know well the " peg-top ” appear¬

ance given to objects when the camera had been
pointed downwards or upwards, instead of being
kept horizontal. The fault can, under certain conditions,
be rectified during enlargement.
The mechanical details of how the negative and easel
can be fixed must of necessity be left to the individual
operator, but the general theory is as follows :—
Suppose we have a negative as Fig. i, which, owing to
the upward tilt, is much distorted, the top part of the door
appearing very narrow and the bottom wide, although its
sides are actually parallel. Putting the negative in an
enlarger, we project the image to the desired size, using the
width of the lower part as our standard — say two inches.
The upper part of the door should also be two inches, but
owing to the distortion, is only, say, one and a half inches.
It is obvious, however, that by moving the negative
forward and the frame back we could bring this one and a
half inches up to the required two inches, to agree with the
bottom, but such a movement carried out with negative
and easel still parallel would increase the width of the
bottom also, so we would be no better off.
If, however, we could keep the bottom of the negative
and easel in the first position and the top part and new
set of easel as the second position, we would get a juxta¬
position of things that would give a sharp projection of the
bottom of the door to two inches width and a sharp pro¬
jection of the upper part to two inches width also at one
and the same time.
To

effect this, then, the

negative

would

have

to tilt

inward from the position a to position c, and the easel ^
would have to do likewise in a reverse direction. This set
of conditions being obtained it would be found that all
intermediate sections of the negative automatically fall
into focus and to the right scale. To obtain complete
sharpness over the entire picture will, however, necessitate
stopping down the lens.
We have suggested limitations in this form of rectification,
and one limiting factor lies in the fact that the effective
length of the negative is reduced as the negative is tilted ;
thus, if abnormal tilting is employed, the final picture will
have a “ squashed ” appearance, being too short from
to bottom. Fig. 2 demonstrates this point.
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that the result is a successful composition.
With children, there is usually little
difficulty ; if they are really interested in
something they will pose themselves far

At the River's Edge.

WHEN we consider the hundreds of films we ex¬

pose every year on our friends and relations
— particularly during the holidays — it is
surprising how few of the resulting pictures
include even one back view. And yet what delightful
and charming poses can be obtained bj’ approaching one’s
subject from the rear.
True, the actual face of the model cannot be seen
(sometimes, perhaps, rather an advantage than otherwise !),
but the picture will gain enormously in natural pose
and lack of self-consciousness
on the part of the model if
he or she is turned away from
the camera instead of having
to face the penetrating eye
of the lens.
Composition, of course, is
in this case all-important, as
the success or otherwise of
the picture will depend

The Hikers.

en¬
better

tirely relation
on the model’s
and
to his attitude
or her
surroundings. Above all, let
the model have something to
do. A plain “ back ” just
standing doing nothing would
be hopeless to contemplate,
but if the owner of that

12

they could

probably

nearly always best when surprised
unawares.
Next time you want to snap your

“ back ” is engaged in looking
over a gate at some object in
a field beyond, leaning against
a tree-trunk, playing with a
puppy or kitten, or any one
of the thousand-and-one things
which suggest themselves as
suitable, then there is a picture
in the making, and it rests
with the photographer to see

than

be arranged, and all that remains to
be done is to approach them unseen
and secure the pictures. Grown-ups
are often more difficult, and are

274
Shall we have a drink ?

friend, try a back-view picture for
a change. You will be surprised at
the many characteristic attitudes
to be obtained. Choose the back¬
ground carefully, making sure that
the subjects are in the most suitable
place as regards lighting ; let them
have something interesting to do,
and you will be delighted with the
result.

i'

I-

i
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VIEW

for a CHANGE
Back views are exceedingly useful adjuncts in all
landscapes, and the inclusion of one or two figures with
their backs to the camera is often the making of a picture
which might- otherwise be lacking in human interest, and
gives a definite centre of interest to the whole.
Always be sure that the figures are suited to their
background ; for instance, an old man in fisherman’s
rig might look picturesque standing in Piccadilly Circus,

Jn

North

matter it will come
to find how much

Devon.

as a surprise
character and

“ expression ” there may be in these
back views. Take, for example, the

The

figures
“In clearly
North absorbed
Devon.”
The
twoshown
men are
in the prospect, just as
“ The Amateur Photogra¬

Toivpath.

pher ” is absorbed in her
snapshotting. Imagine
these same three figures
turned round, and looking
at the camera, and their

but he would be rather
out of his element, as also
would girls dressed in the
height of fashion be out of
place sitting on the fish
quay. Choice of subject and
choice of background in¬
variably go hand in hand.

significance at once
vanishes. Note, too, the
(juiet, almost solemn sug¬
gestion of the little girls
by the fountain, as com¬
pared with the vigour and

By the sea, in the farm¬
yard,
the crowded
village ’street,
or in inthe
town

vitality of “ The Hikers.”
The expressiveness indi¬
cated by these examples,
and similar ones, is not

thoroughfares, you will find
equal scope for back-view
pictures if a little fore¬
thought and ingenuity are
exercised.
To those who have not
given any attention to the

The

Amateur

Photographer.

always present. It must
be watched for, and the
opportunity promptly
seized when it presents
itself.
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L NOTIONS
the

Every week an article will appear under this heading dealing
with a topic of interest to the novice in photography.
“ THE

COMPLETE

PHOTOGRAPHER.”

SOME of you will remember my writing a few notes

on three useful photographic books, and several
readers have been nudging me at intervals ever since
to prod me into doing something further on the same lines.
So here I go.
My first edition of The Complete Photographer, auto¬
graphed by R. Child Bayley, came to me in 1906 ; and
now I have a copy of the tenth edition. It is published by
Methuen & Co., and costs 15s. net. It is the cheapest
photographic
book I know.
Even before
the first edition
came out I knew
something
about the book ;
and I well remember
an
evening

when

R. C. B. him¬
self, on the prin¬
ciple of trying
it on the dog,
read

me,

from

galley proofs, the
first chapter on
" The Evolution
of

Photo¬

thought
it aI
graphy.”
masterpiece at
the time, and
every time I
re-read it my
adm iration
increases.
It is the
My

standard

favourite

record

illustration

on

the

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

subject.

is in this section — an

old

examples by the earliest
workers (among whom I
have the honour to be
included), right up to
specimens

hung

in last

year’s exhibitions. These
illustrations are of im¬
mense value and interest.
A hitherto unpublished
photograph of the author
appears in Fig. 4. He has
travelled pretty exten¬
sively, and on this
occasion I found him
intensively studying and
vigorously exploring the
valley of the Moselle. It
was taken many years
ago, and I suspect that
to-day he is far less
energetic.
The Coynplete Photo¬
grapher contains thirtythree sections, and each
of them is a complete
treatise on its subject.
That is one reason why I regard it as the biggest bargain
in photographic literature. Suppose we wished to know
all that need be known, theoretical and practical, about
pinhole photography. Here it is in all its details, and
ingeniously used as an introduction to perspective.
Similarly we can find all the necessary information about
lenses, oleobrome, three-colour Carbro, pictorial work,
stereoscopy, enlarging, lantern-slide making, the dark¬
room, the work of Colour Photographs, Ltd., portraiture,
snapshotting, architecture, bromoil transfer — anything
and everything. I have mentioned a few at random ;
the rest are all there.
R. C. B. has been over the ground

engraving from Nolet’s Legons de Physique, published
in Paris in 1755. I have copied the part of the diagram
that interests me most (see Fig. i), as I firmly believe that
it represents the first reflex camera that was ever foisted
on me by a heartless dealer. The stand (a quadripod)
was not included, nor were the letters, but the camera
appears to me identical in every detail.
Fig. 2 illustrates two types of brushes used in gum
bichromate work. It is not easy nowadays to find reliable
information on this process, but here is a whole chapter
on it, largely quoted from Mr. J. C. S. Mummery, whose
masterly demonstrations of it I remember vividly.
I have also copied, minus the lettering, the diagram
which helps to make clear the method by which Kodacolor
cine films are produced. I have chosen the three diagrams
to suggest the extraordinary scope of the book. As to
the 64 fuU-page illustrations in half-tone, they range from
14
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himself, and

knows

it
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well. Here is a significant sentence ; “I was a ‘ licensee ’
under the platinotype patents more than forty years ago.”
When Mr. Birt Acres was showing his early cin6 films,
R. C. B. tells us " The lantern was operated by Mr. R. R.
Beard, and I helped him.” I may add that on more than
one occasion I was present myself.
And have you heard the story of R. C. B.’s little tour
in France, in search of Autochrome plates ? He came home
with a suit-case full of them. I am thankful to find that
he has not told the story — or at any rate his version of it —
of the memorable evening when he showed me his first
Autochrome results. At any rate he admits that I returned
them to him quite safely the very next day.
Do you know that catechu, or cutch, is a vegetable dye
used for staining and preserving ship’s sails ? Even if
you do, I am sure you do not know the formula for using
it with platinum prints, or what it does to the image, nor
why it does anything at all. All sorts of quaint and rare
bits of information crop up quite surprisingly in the
book.
Anyone who knows the author will expect, and find,

Fig. 4.

the colour is said to suit, and I livfe in the hope that one day

that from cover to cover the " style ” is easy, lucid and
accurate. It is natural and inevitable that " literary ”
quotations spring up now and then. " Man never is,
but always to be, blest.” ” Where spreading oaks embow’r
a Gothic fane.” “ As Captain Cuttle said on a memorable
occasion, ‘ Lord, it might be anything for the matter o’
that
Equally

inevitable

is it that humour

will blossom

I may see such a subject.”
Or note this in the chapter on portraiture : “ The
noblest study of mankind is man, says the poet ; and later
commentators have added that man
Surely this sort of thing demonstrates
author’s

richly

survive, from the extreme simplicity of its structure. It
needs nothing but a good washing in water to reveal its full
vigour (such as it is). There are certain subjects which

The occasional need to locate nega¬
tives quickly
reason why

is not the only
systematic filing

should be followed by the amateur photo¬
grapher who attempts to sell prints to
the Press. Failure to adopt an eflicient
system is likely to create complications,
and the photographer may even find
himself involved in court proceedings
— a danger which becomes evident when
it is remembered that some editors require
full copyright of accepted pictures.
To submit (no matter how inadver¬
tently) elsewhere a photograph of which
the copyright has already been sold is
an offence. An efficient system obviates
the risk of such an error. The perfect
system of filing also renders it possible to

submitted

to

Press Photographers
NETTLETON.

editors.

But

some

cannot

be

called

fully satis¬

The most infallible system of all is to
make a print from every negative. It
may be a contact print (or even a
reduction), and no great care need be
taken over technique, provided per¬
manence is obtained and the details of
the

negative

are

visible

in

the

print.

only occasional may be able to carry out
the record work by simply keeping a

This print is to serr-e as a card upon
which will be recorded the journeyings
of the enlargements made from the
same negative. Thus it is impossible to
confuse one photograph with another
when the records are consulted — unlike
the despatch book method, which is
open to error in this way. The small
record photographs may be filed in
exactly the same way as your negatives.
If your plan is to file negatives under
subjects (churches, ships, and so on), keep
the record prints in envelopes in the
same order. If the negatives are filed

" despatch book,” in which are written
details of the prints when they are

numerically,
cally also.

ascertain whether a print from a par¬
ticular negative is in circulation. And
if the print is “ out ” the system must
also show to which paper it has been
submitted. Only ’ a carefully-planned
filing system will give this information.
“

Despatch

The

amateur

Book”

whose

Drawbacks.

Press

work

is

When

more

infallible method becomes imperative
when more than a few prints are out
together. Written descriptions of prints
are liable to be confusing when they
cover more than a few, and the despatch
factory.
book
plan

experience.

but read it from Preface to L’ Envoi. It is a fine ” story ”
as well as a marvellous reference book.
W. L. F. W.

Tailing for Free-Lance
ARTHUR

and

But* as good wine needs no bush, so it is unnecessary
for me to say more about Tke Complete Photographer.
The only way to know and appreciate the book is to get it
and read it. The one implies the other. I cannot imagine
anyone who gets the book into his hands doing anything

here and there. No one else in speaking of ” blue prints ”
would
thesetell
remarks
; ”ofThe
survives,
as the include
Darwinians
us some
the blue
lowerprint
forms
of life

By

knowledge

embraces woman.”
clearly enough the

file the small prints numeri¬

Submitting.

When an enlargement is made from
a negative and submitted to an editor,
all that is necessary is to take out the
corresponding small print at ^the same
time, and to write on its reverse side
the date and title of the paper to which
the enlargement is being submitted.
Keep

the

small

print

in a separate

en¬

velope or box, marked “ Photographs
out,” and at any time it is easy to obtain
details of the photographs which are in
circulation.
When
the enlargement is published
and paid for, or is returned, the small
print goes back into its normal place in
the file. When more than one enlarge¬
ment is sent out from a single negative,
the names of all the papers should be
written on the back of the small print,
and it should not be replaced in the
ordinary file until all the enlargements
have been accounted for.
This

system

is simple,

but

provides

a

full record of an amateur photographer’s
entire Press efforts. A picture of which
the full copyright is sold should have its
record print and negative removed from
the files entirely. In that way the risk
of further prints being circulated from
that negative will be obviated.
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From

information communicated

WHEN I come to write of how I make my exhibition

pictures, I envy many of my predecessors, who,
an exhibition being on hand, lightly turn to a

pile of prints, casually select two or three which are grate¬
fully accepted by the powers that be, and in due course
receive the respectful adulation of the lesser fraternity.
The only point of similarity to this with my pictures is
that I do not deliberately make them for exhibition. I
have to own to making them primarily to please myself,

to our Special Representative.

image the right way up and is an aid in deciding niceties of
composition. The chief advantage of such a camera is its
sturdiness, and with its silent shutter a series of exposures
can be made without the sitter being unnecessarily re¬
minded of the fact.
“ With the modern high-speed plates I am able to get
exposures of i/5oth sec. at f/4.5 with artificial light, using
for this the reflex, and these short exposures are very useful
for dogs, cats and other lively subjects. Development is
by Pyro M.Q. in a tank, films on hangers and
plates in a rack. I usually trust to time and tern perature, but for subjects of which I am not
too sure I supplement this by inspection.
And with this done, there comes the
interesting decision as to the printing process.
For the sun-and-mist type of picture I think
a bromide print is the medium which most
readily fills the need, but for subjects of a more
clear-cut nature bromoil, in my opinion,
gives the more pleasing result. Whatever
medium I intend to use for the final print,
1 first make a trial whole-plate enlargement on
bromide paper. I then decide on the trimming
and other modifications desirable, and roughly
work up the print accordingly. Having now
clearly in mind wliat is to be done, I proceed
with a 10x12 or 12x15 print, achieving the
modifications desired, as far as possible, only
by the use of cloud negatives and local shading

in printing.
“It is the bromoils, however, which I find
the most fascinating. One often hears of
the uncertainties of the process, but if the
initial stages, which are simple enough, are
meticulously carried out, the image will ink
Wind on the Heath.
By L. G. Kitcat.
up, and it is then up to you and your brush to
make what you can of the subject. The power the process
and if they subsequently please my friends and the exhibi¬
tion judges, that is an additional gratification.
gives of massing, and of defin ng or diffusing detail at will,
provides a real delight in picture-making.
“As I scorn no aid to the making of a picture’, 1 rely
chiefly on a ^-plate reflex with 6-in. lens, as undoubtedly
“ Mr. Gabriel, in his excellent book on the subject,
this type of instrument is a great help in the selection of
exactly expresses the matter, when at the end of a detailed
viewpoint ; moreover, if conditions w .rrant it and permit,
description of the inking of a certain print he remarks,
I don’t despise mounting this camera on a good firm stand
and dealing with the exposure at leisure and in comfort.
On occasion, a neat little pocket ihxzi with film pack and

' Reluctantly the brush was put down, it being realised
that the end had been secured, and the pleasant task

direct-vision finder is my alternative, as a less conspicuous
outfit ; but 1 consider that with this equipment my chances
of success are lessened.

“ Briefly these are my own methods
achieved.’
at
present. 1 may change my methods,
for in this series of articles there have
of o.her working operations that suggest
experiment, and there are always fresh

For indoor work 1 sometimes use a studio camera, with
which 1 find it is quite feasible to use an ordinary mirror at
an angle to the focussing screen. This by reflection, turns the

and

new

worlds

to conquer.”

of making prints
though, in time,
been descriptions
further fields for
fields to explore
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CANTERBURY.

Bv L. G. Kitcat.
{See article, “ How I make my Exhibition Pictures," on the opposite page.)
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BLACK

SMOKE
Bv

(From the London Salon of Photography.)

James

McKissack.
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“A.P.”
OST
readers will have

SHOP

noticed the in¬
troduction of ultra¬
sensitive emulsions of
the panchromatic type,
and no doubt will have
experienced a desire to
try them for themselves
on night subjects, such
as street scenes, shop win¬
dows and the like. They
may, however, have been
somewhat in doubt as to
the correct exposure needed
and methods of working. A
note of my experience with
this kind of material will
therefore possibly prove
useful.

WINDOW

balanced

Ph o tography
By

CYRIL

formula,

although the formula
printed on the plate
box is probably the
best, being compounded
to suit the particular
characteristics of the
emulsion. Very great
care is needed in the
dark-room, as, owing to

WHITAKER.

their extreme speed and sen¬
sitivity absolute darkness
is essential, also scrupulous
cleanliness. Six minutes
at

65°

Fahr.,

using

the

makers’ formula, gives beau¬
tifully-graded negatives of
good density. I do not ex¬
pose them to light until they
are properly fixed.
Another subject I recently

My usual procedure is to
study the lighting conditions
first, as a naked electric
bulb or group of bulbs tends
to create a glare which robs
the immediate surroundings
of much detail, even when

had to take was a butcher’s
shop which had a large
electric-light bowl in top
centre of window, on which

using backed plates, which
are really best, although
this emulsion, being doublecoated, will stand a sur¬
Fffi.
prising amount of strong
local points of lighting.
Therefore a slight alteration in the arrangement of the
lights will make all the difference between a poor negative
and a good one.
In the example shown (Fig. i), the lighting was by two
lamps only, and, as will be seen, these were sufficient to
ensure a correctly-exposed and well-graded negative, there
being no patches of clear glass anywhere. This was given
an exposure of half a second, using a quarter-plate redex,
with lens stopped down to f/6.5.
In the other ex¬
ample (Fig. 2), the
shop was in a busy
thoroughfare, and
could not have been

2.

pavement

the sole illumination de¬
pended. This gave a strong
glare which obliterated a
lot of detail, so the only
remedy was to have a print
worked up and a negative
made from it. As the two
assistants were stood on the
in front of the shop, and

there was

no outside

lighting, a friend’s motor car was pressed into service, and
placed across the road with the headlamps directed on the
shop front. This instance is mentioned in case some of
my readers are faced with a similar difficulty in their
experiments. An exposure of one second at f/6.5 gave a
fairly decent result, although the troublesome lighting was
a drawback.
1 find that if the shop window is brilliantly lit, an
exposure of i/ioth of
a second can be given
at f/4.5, using the
camera in the hand.
1 use

Ilford

Hyper¬

sensitive panchroma¬
tic plates exclusively
for this class of work,
and have been amply

taken on a slower plate
until very late in the
evening when the
shopping rush had
died down, as a con¬
tinuous stream of

repaid
by the
excel¬
lent results
obtained.
It is not always rea¬
lised that these plates

people we.e passing.
Using these plates,
however, a moment
was chosen when a

are specially sensitive
to rays from half¬
watt lamps, hence
their efficiency.

slight gap appeared
in the ranks of the

I hope I have said
enough on this subject
to start some of my
readers experimenting
for themselves in this
direction. It is very

shoppers, and again
an exposure of half
a second at f/6.5
secured an excellent
negative, there being
detail on the coats of

interesting, and often
remunerative,
as

the people in the
negative.
Development
is
carried out as usual.

Fig. I.
281

shopkeepers will often
purchase negatives 17 for
advertising purposes.
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A SUGGESTION FOR PICTURE-MAKING
FOR THE AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER
By DAVID

LEIGH.

Beauty

of i

h'or instance, wind-bent trees m an exposed
sun-patterns the intensity of sunlight.
■m
Study the weather with your and
camera.
Th
the farme
we town-folk

Wind

and

your camera,* > d
by With
takingweatl
pidt +B
scape must b(H

storm.

The various conditions of

tlie weather are well suited
to photographic expression.
As a subject, the weather
es
r
all seasons out-of-doors.
rv
fo
se
Some of its phases are eas}^ to
photograph, others are difficult. The
beginner and advanced worker alike
can find full scope for his efforts.
The specialist can take up any phase
such as “ clouds,” and pursue it to
untouched depths of study. There
is also the element of luck which
adds zest to its possibilities.
Novel conditions of cloud and
lighting may luckily cross the path
of the photographer, or he may
run across the right kind of land¬
scape that will best aid the expres¬
sion of some weather condition.

be
remember ,ufiiI ■
scapes
obtainedand
by i y
only type of (i

pictures are if
trees or ev( :
co-ordinate w 1
If we see 'an it
of
; a- cr Ha
us rain
a deluge;
towards shelti
a hundred c jr
weather-lore ,( B

The sea .i&. v f|
and so is the . 5
near
to the
look into
the 'til
a
can tell ufe a i
A

stormy

sunset

over the water.

forecast ;

be 1 >
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Novel

Picture
Ojyportun ities

pictures of weather actually in effect. You cannot study the clouds
without learning about their meaning, but they ought to be photo¬
graphed for themselves. Colour filters and panchromatic plates or films
make the work easy. Any type of snapshot camera can be used.
To appreciate cloud forms you must have some classification in your
mind. In spite of their variety of names (really quite easily learnt) it takes
very little practice to know them. Clouds can be of the good-weather
or bad- weather kind. They may be in layers, high or low, or else of woolly

t readily convey the impression of wind, and

i|epherd on the downs, the look-out at the mast
I the land have learned to be weather-wise ; but

i!not yet ap reciated weather-lore. You, with
happily enter this field of knowledge. Begin
of the weather upon all possible occasions,

lisp^'ctures
must
It landSoordinate.the

Alto-cumulus.

I thaf open land¬
scapes are not the
lather : picture to be
|means. Delightful
[libie where figures,
inanimate objects
veather e.xpression.
)rella up we think
of them means to

novel pictures,
veather expressive,
If we do not live
■s,^ we can always
'of fhe sky. Clouds
-about the weather
better

type

of cloud

structure, small or towering. The very high
clouds are white and wispy (cirrus) ; not

he hurry of people
storm. These and
!s connected with

Ihey^' : make

The fair-weather
against a blue sky.

283
Cumulus

7timbus.

Generally

brings wind

and

storm.

quite so high lie the best of fair-weather
clouds (altus). The heaped-up clouds (cum¬
ulus) and the coverlet clouds (stratus) can
be high or low, and in combination with the
others. The low clouds (nimbus) are the rain
clouds, but often show their silver lining for
good camera studies.
When photographing cloud forms try to
include more than a fraction of the country¬
side. Clouds immediately overhead are use¬
less for picture-making by themselves.
Then the sunset. The beauty of the flam¬
ing western sky must always be a picture of
the weather’s best story. It is not always
told, but when told the camera should be
used promptly.
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A Word

for the

Portrait Lens
By J. B. RUSTOMJEE.

The portrait worker will surely be the last to succumb
and

to the present craze for tiny cameras and short-focus
lenses. If he has any eye at all for delicate textures
rounded modelling he will not deliberately let himself

in for the immense degree of enlargement the postage-stamp
negative requires, and the likelihood of a result that may be
coarse in texture due to enlarged grain.
For
focus,

most people who wish to take large heads, the longlarge-aperture anastigmat is generally ruled out by

the price ; a 10- in. f/4.5, for instance, costs about £i-j at least,
and an f/3.5 about £25. This will cover a half-plate easily,
but is really too short for that size.
Now anastigmats, while excellent for their own purposes,
have certain properties which the portraitist does not need.
They give equally fine definition in every direction, they do
not distort straight lines, and they have a flat field, none of
them essential for portraiture. The lens recommended, there¬
fore, is one of the old large-aperture portrait lenses.
The definition given by these lenses in the middle of the plate
is generally very fine indeed. If necessary, it can be softened
by unscrewing the back component a little. The results are
brilliant ; the subject retains its modelling and has a pleasing
roundness.

Marianne.

Exposure

indoors,

2 secs, at //q.

The old Dallmeyer Patent Portrait lenses, which 1 know best,
were issued in apertures of f/3, f/4, and f/6 ; the larger apertures
have a more curved field than the smaller. The focal length
usually recommended is ii in. for half-plate, and about 16 in.
for whole-plate, but it is more satisfactory to use these on
smaller plates as they are then easily used at full aperture.
These lenses are not small. The ii-in. f/3 is 6| in. long
from back to front ; the i6-in. f/4 is gi in. It is this size and
clumsiness that make them so easily available, now that most
people want smaller cameras.
hand usually for about £^.

They

can

be

bought

second¬

Needless to say, they cannot be fitted to the folding camera,
but an ordinary stand camera will support the shorter lengths
up to 12 in. I bought a second-hand half-plate Soho reflex
for £^, and a i6-in. f/4 for £6, and the combination is perfect.
One focusses with confidence and certainty and releases the
shutter when the subject is ready.
It is better to use a tripod with a table-top to support the
front as much as possible. If the lens is not used on a reflex
camera, exposure can be made by a before-lens shutter or
by cap.
As with all second-hand apparatus, one must be careful when
buying. The best thing is to take the lens to the makers,
who will look it over arid make a test for a small fee. This is
worth doing, as many of the portrait lenses on the market have
already had a useful life of over thirty years, and it is possible
that at some time one of the components has been replaced
by an inferior glass.
The accompanying photographs give e.xamples taken with a
portrait lens in an ordinary room in daylight. Many of the
28best
4
workers use them, and their work should be studied.
In conclusion, then, a portrait lens, despite its bulk, is
recommended because its results have a sparkle and roundness
unobtainable with an anastigmat and because only thus can
Lucy.
20

E.vposiire, 2 secs, at fj^.

a long-focus

big-aperture

lens be bought

for a small

sum.
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SAVANT.

By

(From the Advanced

Worliers’ Competition.)

Sorab

J. Kharegat.
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1.—" Landscape."
By IV. C. Derwood.

2.— "An Solid."
By L. Pearl.
5. — “ Rydal

z-—" Table .Mountain."
4.—"
By F. C. Harris.

Water."

By A. V. Hitbner.

6. — “ Marmolata."

By 0. Bmvker.

A Corner of Warbarme,
By S. Neu'dl.

Dorset."
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on the Beginners’
' 1
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{comments
opposite page.

C
oome

The play of light and shade in the
crannies and interstices of the
rocks of which the mountains

are composed is a very intriguing
factor in the attraction exhibited by
" Marmolata, ” by G. Bowker, No. 6
of the prints reproduced on the
opposite page.
An

To

Attractive

some

extent

Effect.

these modulations

would be evident at any time of the
day and under almost any lighting,
but it is when the sun is at a low
level — as at early morning or evening
— that they are shown at their best.
The fact is demonstrated in this
instance ; but, while it is brought out
fairly well, it must be remembered
that, at the times in question, the
light is inclined towards yellowness,
and its actinic power is slight com¬
pared to what it would be when the
sun is higher in the heavens. The
colour of the light is an element that
is best dealt with by fully coloursensitive or panchromatic plates or
films, in conjunction with a light filter
of suitable characteristics.
Here the weakness of the lighting
appears to have been allowed for,
as there is no evidence of under¬
exposure : but the rendering seems to
be inclined to that flatness which is
attributable to the exaggeration of
atmospheric mist to which non -coloursensitive emulsions are prone.
The interpretation afforded by pan¬
chromatic emulsions, with a filter of
suitable depth, seems to retain any
visible atmosphere, and to convey a
sense of light shimmering through it.
A

Question

of Values.

Ordinary plates, on the other hand,
seem to record such effects with a
slight veiling, so that the lights are
dimmed and the shadows lightened;
so that, of the two, the panchromatic
variety misses the least, and more
nearly approaches, in monochrome,
the colour values as they appear to
the eye.
They have a further advantage, too,
in that the tones of the sky are shown
in values more nearly in accordance
with their actual visual appearance.
What might be expected in this case,
therefore, would be that the lights
t

and

shadows

in the

distant

hillsides

would be more strongly marked and
possess a greater vitality, and that the
sky, which is appreciably lighter than
it would seem to the eye, would be
rendered in a deeper tone.
These two factors, in conjunction
with each other, would not only
heighten the effect of the sunshine,
but, in so doing, would immeasurably
enhance the artistic attraction of the

correction. The third gives correct
colour values in full white daylight.
Over-correction need not be expected
to arise with any of these, and, as a
matter of fact, is only likely to happen
when a screen that is intended for

picture.
In No. 3, " Table Mountain,” by
F. C. Harris, the sky and clouds
approximate much more closely to
the visual impression ; but, while the
values are better, there is something
of the same feeling of flatness in the
landscape portion, nor does it possess
that sense of sparkle that would
undoubtedly be present, and which
colour-sensitive emulsions, with suit¬

be anticipated without any corres¬
ponding disadvantages, and this is
particularly the case where skies and
landscapes are concerned.
Even if there were no clouds at all

able

treatment,

And

the

are

capable

treatment

of giving.

is important.

Not only has over- and under-develop¬
ment to be avoided, but it is essential
that the light filter or screen should
be appropriate for the emulsion, and
that its depth should be adjusted to
the nature of the prevailing light.
Treatment

and

Adjustment.

The effect of over-development is
to exaggerate contrast, and is generally
responsible for What is mistakenly
attributed to over-correction. Under¬
development results in a lack of
contrast and renders negligible much
of the advantages to be derived from
emulsions of the class in question.
Concerning the depth of filter to
be employed, a great deal might be
said — much more than could be men¬
tioned in an article of this description,
and reference should be made to
the up-to-date literature on the subject
for full information. The manufac¬
turers of panchromatic emulsions,
however, usually indicate two or three
depths which give partial, medium and
full correction respectively.
The first is intended to be used
when

exposures

have

to be

on

the

short side, and represents a com¬
promise between the claims of ex¬
posure and degree of correction.
387
The medium may be
similarly em¬
ployed in full noontide lighting, or,
when the sun is low, it may be taken
that it very nearly approaches full

special purposes
subjects for which
Skies

is employed for
it is not designed.

in Landscape .

Properly used, an improvement in
the rendering of colour values may

in a subject like No. 4, “ A Corner of
Warbarrow,” by S. Newell, the blue
of the sky would be rendered with
more truth — and, with all the goodwill
in the world, the present blankness
cannot be so regarded'. It is very
likely that, to the eye, some of the
tones of the cliff would be markedly
brighter than the sky, and, if so, this
is a feature that would be brought out
successfully with the material in
There is, admittedly, tone in the
question.
skies of Nos. i and 5, ‘‘ Landscape,”
by W. C. Derwood, and ” Rydal
Water,” by A. V. Hubner, but it is not
quite enough, nor are all the finer
gradations included. In the land¬
scape portions, too, there is a difference
between the result that has been
obtained and that which would be
given by panchromatic plates or
films, the absence of the more subtle
gradations of light and shade in the
distance being lacking.
As far as their arrangement is
concerned, these two prints make up
very well indeed.
The value of colour-sensitive ma¬
terial in the more satisfying rendering
of the effects that would be present is
very appreciable, and the aid
affords in pictorial photography
not lightly to be
difference it would

it
is

disregarded. The
make in a subject

of the nature of No. 2, ‘‘ Au Soleil,”
by L. Pearl, has to be seen to be
believed, for not only would the stone¬
work be made to glow with the bril¬
liance of the sunshine against a some¬
what darker sky, but the artistic
appeal of the effect would be infinitely
enhanced.

‘‘ Mentor.”
31
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Victorial Knalysis

Every week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

BLACK

CURIOUS as the subject matter

of this picture is, it yet has a
very real artistic attraction,
and, despite its uncommon character,
it does not seem to convey the slightest
suggestion of the stunt, or of any
eccentricity of outlook.
A

Momentary

Impression.

In ordinary circumstances
difficult to see any possible
material for a picture in the
funnel, ventilators and super¬
structure of a steamboat.

it is

SMOKE,”
Beauty

The

by James McKissack.
of Effect.

effect is of considerable

beauty,

and, 'strange to relate, rests principally
on the' brilliance of the light note
formed by the steam, although were
it not for the depth of tone in the
smoke it could not tell with quite the
same effect. The note in question (i)
forms the centre of interest. It
attains principality

by

reason

of its

effect to advantage, but, al¬
though it is a minor point, the
triangle (3) formed by the
stays at bottom left is not
altogether a happy feature,

people connected with the
boat — engineers, seamen and
ship-designers or the like —
but that interest is topical
rather than pictorial, and,
altogether, there does not
seem to be much of a founda¬
tion on which to build a

and the picture would have
been better without it. It
may
not have
been possible
the limits
of movement
on — a
steamboat are exceedingly

picture.
But, upon the momentary
happening of two things in
conjunction — the su Iden
emission of clouds of smoke
from the funnel, and a gleam
of sunshine — the case is al¬
tered, and the various ob¬
jects of the subject material
become the vehicle for the
transmission of an effect of

So that, as it is the effect^'and not
' the material that is the vital factor, it
is clear that the latter is so subsidiary
in importance that what it is does not
matter, and, what appeared at first
sight to be somewhat out of the
ordinary is found, on reflection, to
be of little moment. For this reason,
there is no feeling of wilful eccentricity,
nor is the picture anything but sound
in its undeniable attraction.
22

As it is, with the lights of the venti¬
lators of lesser brightness, there is no
such sensation, they serving but to
relieve the lower portion of
the picture. Insomuch, the
composition is essentially
sound and good. It serves thfe
function of displaying the

There may be a certain
interest in such details for

singular beauty. It is not
that these things — the funnel,
ventilators, and the rest —
acquire any more interest
in themselves. That they
do not is more or less obvious,
but they become the media
by which the impression of
a momentary effect is mani¬
fested. It is this effect, and
not the objects in question,
that makes the artistic appeal
of the work.

strength of position, so that, to the
pull of tonal contrast that of placing
is afforded as well. The joint effect
of these two factors is to pull the
composition together, whereas, with
the lights of the ventilators (2) below,
the interest might otherwise be diffused.

restricted— but,

if it were,

a viewpoint a yard or so to
the right would have enabled
the triangle to be omitted,
and this without greatly
affecting the remainder
the arrangement.

of

The probability is, how¬
ever, that there was very
little time for consideration.
The pictorial possibilities of
the subject may have been
seen, but it might have been
necessary to go below to get
the camera, or even if it were
at hand, the smoke would
not last for long, and it is
easy to see that great rapid¬
ity of action was required.
In such circumstances as
these, it is no wonder
brightness, and that brightness is
immeasurably stressed by contrast
with the adjacent darks. The placing
of two such extremes of tone in

that a

minor point like this was over¬
looked, and it is therefore pardonable.
It counts for little in a work that is in
all other respects eminently pleasing,

conjunction causes as strong a con¬
centration of interest as is possible —

and which admirably illustrates the
contention that opportunities for pic¬
torial creation are offered in the most

i.e., by means of chiaroscuro — and,
in addition, the attraction of this

unexpected places. It might be
thought that if any possibility of a

point is emphasised by the fact that
it occurs on one ot a division of
vertical thirds.
On this account, it is also given

subject did arise, it would be more
likely to occur on the surrounding sea,
yet, in this instance, it was right at

288

hand.
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jetters to the Editor
WEIGHTS

AND

MEASURES.

Sir, — I find myself in full agreement with “ 437^.” Person¬
ally, whenever I buy new material I work out the corresponding
weights and volumes on the metric system, unless already
given, and keep them for reference. I am sure that if people
adopted the metric system they would understand far better
what they were about when making up solutions. People
would not then ask how to make a 10 per cent solution.
It’s so easy. — Yours,
THE

etc.,
RISING

" CHEMIST.”

FRONT.

Sir, — Mr. P. Middleton pursues his claim that the best
method of obtaining parallel verticals is by correction in the
enlarger rather than by adoption of a rising front to the camera.
This in no way alters my original argument, in support of
which T would say: Show me a commercial enlarger suitable for
amateur use which has provision for tilting both easel and
negative carrier !
The newer types of automatic focussing enlargers are ex¬
tremely useful for dealing with batches of “ midget ” size
negatives expeditiously and efficiently, particularly as all
printing is done by projection and one may require a difierent
degree of enlargement for each negative.
In the absence of both the suggested remedy in a practical
form and also the fitment of adequate rising (and cross) front
to the pocket roll-film camera, the problem I raised in the
first place still remains unsolved. — Yours, etc.,
F. E. HENDERSON.
DRY MOUNTING.
Sir, — -Being essentially of a retiring nature, and more content
to absorb knowledge than to dispense this valuable
commodity, I cannot, however, resist coming to the aid of
Mr. F. J. Jones, who, in his article on '' How I make my Ex¬
hibition Pictures ” in the issue of March ist, laments the fact
that he will have to await a lucky birthday before he can
obtain a dry-mounting machine. If he wishes the pukka
article, this may be true, but may I suggest to him that a
device, similar in all but the name-plate, may be obtained
for a few shillings, or, if he is lucky, he might almost be paid
to take it away.
Perhaps Mr. Jones has a lawyer friend, or may have access

Exhibitions

Notices

of forthcoming

exhibitions and

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
Entries, March 31. Rules in issue of February 22.
" Nature in Winter ” Competition. £10 in cash and
books by Beverley Nichols awarded as prizes by Jona¬
than Cape, Ltd. Closing date, March 31. Entries
to be addressed to “ Nature in Winter ” Competition,
The A mateur Photographer, Dorset House, Tudor Street,
London, E.C.4. For further particulars see issue
dated March 8.
Pittsburgh Salon. — Open, March 17-April 16.
Secretary, B. H. Chatto, 1300, Milton Avenue, Pitts¬
burgh, 18, Pa., U.S.A.
Prague International Salon. — Open, April 8-22.
Organised by Association of Czechoslovak Amateur
Photographic Societies, Riegrovo Nabiezi, 22, Prague
II, Czechoslovakia.
Chicago World’s Fair International Exhibition, 1933.
—Entries, April i ; open, June i-October 31. En¬
quiries to “ 1933 Salon,” Chicago Camera Club, 137,
North Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March 29—
April I. Secretary, Walter Selfe, 24, Pembury Road,
Clapton, E.5.
Bolton Camera Club International Exhibition. —
Open, April 1-8. Secretary, John B. Adshead, 69,
Hastings Road, Bolton, Lancs.
Victorian (Australia) International Salon (Melbourne
Athenaeum Art Gallery). — Open, April 24-May 6.

and

competitions

The

is not

the opinions

responsible

for

of his correspondents.

to the inevitable accumulation of scrap in a large office. I
have no doubt that, from the sources suggested, he would be
able to pick up an ancient " letter press ” extensively used at
one time in the process of copying letters.
If he is as lucky as I was, he will procure one 18 in. between
the pillars and 12 in. wide. The methods of Mr. Heath Robin¬
son should be studied before he attempts to move this, as it is
no light weight. Assuming, however, that he has got it home,
and has found a table strong enough to support it — -I trust
he has not invested in modern furniture — two pieces of wood
2 J X 2j- X (say)8 in. long will serve to support the ends. He
should then purloin the gas-ring, place it under the letter press,
and he will find that he has in front of him a gas-heated dry¬
mounting machine. By moving the ring about under the
press, a heat of adequate uniformity is produced, which will
mount 12x10 in. enlargements on 20x16 in. mounts in at
most two applications of 15 seconds each.
Personally, I have found that, by putting the mount in
between two layers of drawing-paper, which, in turn, are put
between two zinc plates, with a final layer of cardboard top
and bottom to protect the mount from any rust, the process
of dry mounting is delightfully simple. — Yours, etc.,
J. D. MAUGHAN.
RETOUCHING

SMALL

NEGATIVES.

Sir, — Your correspondent D. Austin asks how to retouch a
portrait head on a 36x24 mm. film. Obviously, a difficult
problem, but the difficulty is easily and effectively overcome
by making an enlarged negative, |-plate or J-plate size, and
retouching that. — Yours, etc.,
G. L. HAWKINS.
DATING

PLATES.

Sir,— May I make the suggestion, through your very helpful
paper, that manufacturers put a ‘‘Develop before - ” (date)
on their boxes of plates, as they do on roll films ?
The ordinary film will keep for two or three years, but
panchromatic plates keep for a comparatively short time, and
the hypersensitive panchromatics begin to lose speed rapidly
after two months.
A date limit for use on the boxes would thus ensure their
freshness, so necessary for obtaining best results. — Yours, etc.,
W. F. H. RAWLES.

Competitions

will be included

Editor

here every week

^^FUTUR^^^

if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.

Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junction, Camberwell,
E.6, Melbourne, AustraUa.
Barry C.C. International Salon. — -Open, March 20- .
25. J. H. White, Exhibition Secretary, Barry Camera
Club, Y.M.C.A., Barry, South Wales.
Bishop Auckland P.S. Annual Salon. — Open, March
22-25. Secretary, T. Ambler, 18, Ray Gardens,
Cockton Hill, Bishop Auckland, Co. Durhani.
Derby Rly. Inst. P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open,
.April 6-8. Exhibition Secretary, J. Condie, Railway
Institute, L.M.S. Rly., Derby.
Bridge of Alian and District Photographic Society
International Salon. — Open, April 15-29. Particulars
from Mrs. Brown, Jun., The Studio, Bridge of Allan,
Scotland.
Nottingham and Notts P.S. Internatioual Exhibition.
Twenty awards for prints and slides. Special prize
for best Colonial print. — Entries, March 29 ; open,
April 6-8. Hon. Secretary, T. Finch, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Photographic papers please copy.)
Brighton and Hove C.C. Annual Exhibition (one
class open to members of clubs in Kent, Sussex and
Hampshire). — Entries, April i ; open, April 10May 6. Exhibition Secretary, R. J. Botting, 71,
East Street, Brighton.
289
Third International Salon, San Diego, Fine Arts
Gallery (under auspices of Camera Enthusiasts of
San Diego). — Entries, April i ; open, April 21-May
14. Particulars from Miss Ruth Kilbourne, i^5, ^
Arden Way, San Diego, California, U.S.A.

Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Annual
Exhibition (Open Classes). — Entries, April 6 ; open,
April 28-May 7. Particulars from J. Ainger Hall, Hon.
Exhibition Secretary, 10, Kitson Road, London,
S.W.13. ,
Beckenham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, April
6—12. Secretary, F. H. Elliott, 31a, Worbeck Road,
Anerley, S.E.20.
Turin

International

Salon. — Entries,

April

20 ;

open. May 20-June n. Further particulars from
Secretary, Fourth International Salon, Via Stampatori,
N.6, Tiurin (108), Italy.
Midland Salon, City Art Gallery, Leicester.— En¬
tries, May 6; open. May 27-June 24. Particulars
from Hon. Secretaries, W. Bailey and A. E. Trapey,
Cank Street, Leicester.
Northern

Photographic

Exhibition

(Bradford). —

Entries, May 13 ; open, June 17-August 20. Entry
forms from A. Greenwood, Myrtle Dene, Harrogate
Road, Bradford.
Cardiff C.C. World’s

Masters

Salon. — Entries, May

14; open
JunePalmer,
9-24. Entry
and particulars
from
G. H.
Hon. 'forms
Exhibition
Secretary,
Y.M.C.A.. CardiB.
Troyes International Salon. — Entries, May 25 ;
open, June 15-25. Secretary, Maurice Michel,
President de I’Union Photographique Champenoise, 23,
Rue de la Mission, Troyes (Aube), France.
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New

“ Six-20”

specimens of up-to-date camera work
and efficiency are well combined.

Kodaks.

The British-made “ Six-20 ” Kodak, which was such a
success last season, with its compact dimensions to com¬

A

mend it, has led the way to a series of other ‘‘ Six-20 ”
Kodaks — also designed and made in the firm’s great works
at Wealdstone, near Harrow — which are likely to meet an
enthusiastic demand, as soon as our sun begins to do its
work for photographers.
The first of these slim, pocketable new cameras to appear
is the Kodak

New

Lens

Working

22nd, 1933

in which

simplicity

at fjO.SS.

A new photographic lens of remarkable speed has
been computed by Carl Zeiss, Jena, which should prove of
the greatest value, particularly for X-ray cinematography.
In this work it is often important to reduce the exposure
time to the utmost limit in order to record the finer details
of the movements occurring in human or animal bodies.

" Six-20 ” Junior, whichandwith
a doublet
lens
fixed
focus costs

The Zeiss “ R-Biotar,” has the extraordinary aperture
of f/0.85, and provides a rapidity almost three times as
great as that of the most rapid Biotar hitherto produced
— the f/1.4 Bio tar. It thereby considerably widens the
range of problems for which cinematography can provide
the solution.

only 37s. 6d., and with
Kodak anastigmat of
f/6.3 aperture is kept
down to 55s. Kodak
anastigmats are good
lenses, let me add,
as a regular user of
one.
One motion pulls
the baseboard out,
with the lens-front
erecting itself at the

The ‘‘ R-Biotar,” whose aperture of f/0.85 is guaranteed
by Zeiss, has already been tried out with great success in
X-ray cinematographic investigations on pulsating organs
in the interior of living bodies.
This special 5-lens objective is at present made by Carl
Zeiss to order only, in accordance with the special pur¬
pose for which it is required.

infinity position — a
rigid front this — and
in the focussing model
all that you have to
do then is to set the
lens collar for the

A

Finder

for

the

Reflex.

J ust as many up-to-date folding cameras have two finders
— a brilliant finder and a direct-vision one — -so the reflex
worker is coming round to the view that occasionally he
also needs an

distance of your chief
object. The leather
bellows have a lighttrapped air-vent to o.vercome the suction effect.
If you choose to convert it into a fixed-focus camera,
you stop your f/6.3 down to f/ii and set your shutter at
I /25th, and there you are. The lens mount carries indi¬
cators for these two points to give what you need with
true Kodak lucidity.

eye-level finder.
He focusses on
his screen, of

On top of your shutter — with its speeds of T., B., i/25th,
i/50th, and i/iooth — are repeated the figures indicating
the shutter speed and the stop, so that you have a check
on them right up to the moment of pressing the trigger.
The camera closes at the pressure of one button and folds
itself up with an uncanny nicety and smoothness.
There is another characteristic Kodak touch — the tripod
bushes are dust-plugged with a screw which is removed by
using a coin as a turn-screw. (Those who use cameras on
seaside sands will appreciate this, for it prevents sand
getting into the camera case.)
There is also a spring panel inside the camera to keep
the film from sagging.

subject than the
waist-level

course, but he
sometimeswants
the eye-level
stance for the
sake of better
rendering of his

Messrs.
gives.
Dallmeyer,

J. H.
Ltd.

(31, Mortimer Street) have just issued a new pattern of
eye-level frame finder for attachment to reflex cameras.
Though larger in size it is much of the same pattern as the
finder on their famous " Speed ” camera (a finder which I
have always found efficient).
This reflex finder, the strongest thing of its kind I have
met, is attached to the body of the reflex and folds up out
of the way when not wanted. You will not need such a
finder for every reflex shot, but when you do need such a
thing you need it badly, and so it is good to have it there
ready waiting. It costs only 7s. 6d., and it is easily attached
to most of the well-known makes of reflex cameras.

The camera, which takes the " Six-20 ” spool of eight
X 3i exposures, both in ordinary film and in Verichrome, is only 5X3X2 in. in its dimensions.
At the price both these models are unusually attractive
24
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NEWS,
NOTES
AND
MATTERS
OF
IN¬
TEREST
FOR
ALL
CINEMATOGRAPHERS
USING
AMATEUR
CINfi APPARATUS.

Cinematography
Threading

Problems

S. E. L.VoiR.

Modern
high-class projectors are designed to operate at maximum
efficiency, and this they generally do. But
old, worn
and damaged
films occasionally give rise to troubles which have to be remedied with even the best
projectors. The following article deals with the worst of these troubles and gives notes on their correction.

Despite certain difficulties that

are not infrequently encoun¬
tered, the threading of films
prior to projection can be made as
simple as any reasonable enthusiast
could desire. The only requirements — •
and they are essential — are (i) a
mechanism of approved design and
(2) a film-base of undamaged celluloid.
Given these requirements, initial
threading should seldom occupy more
than a few seconds. Even in the semi¬
darkness of the amateur “ theatre,”
threading of the succeeding reels is
frequently accomplished under the
minute — and this by touch alone,
whilst those with access to pilot or
thread lights can fix all reels as quickly
as the first.
Unfortunately, the mechanism —
even when of approved design — can¬
not remain in good working order for
ever ; nor can the film-base. The
former may succumb to defects either
temporary or permanent, whilst the
aptitude of film celluloid to become
brittle, torn and no longer pliable is
recognised only too well. These are
the things that cause the bulk of all
troubles experienced in film threading ;
and these are the things against which
we must take precautions if we would
keep our shows free from delays and
interruptions.
Correct

tographers who love the hobby suffi¬
ciently to spend money upon it will
find themselves in possession of films
completed by both processes, and
such workers must on no account
confuse films finished by reversal with
those completed by the other method.
Confusion may also result in cases
where negative-positive films are sup¬
plied with direct titles. These, of
course, are actually negatives, and
they should for this reason be threaded
in the manner of reversal films.
Naturally, the negative-positive films
which follow such titling should not
be spliced in the orthodox way. A
simple back-to-back cementing of
film with title is all that is necessary,
repeating the measure with any sub¬
titles to be inserted.
Once the films are correctly wound
on spools capable of engagement in

one way only, no further trouble is
likely to be encountered ; but let the
films be removed for re-editing or
taken up on universal-engagement
spools and the difficulties referred to
are again liable to affect correct
presentment.
Spools and

Winding

Belts.

This question of the spools them¬
selves gives rise to another considera¬
tion.
capable

In the statement ‘‘ spools
of engagement in one way

only,” I naturally meant capable of
engagement with the upper or supply
spindle of the projector. Such spools
— pierced on one side of the hub with
a square hole and on the other with
a smaller “ preventive ” hole — are
quite blunder-proof, and it is a happy
thing to reflect that they comprise
the vast majority of spools in use
to-day. Other types, however, have

Presentment.

Apart from the ihore or less me¬
chanical defects already referred to,
trouble is occasionally experienced
on account of the film being threaded
” reverse side up ” through the pro¬
jector mechanism. This particular
trouble is nearly always due to the
amateur’s indulging in both negative¬
positive and reversal practice — for,
in the former case, it is the glossy or
celluloid side of the film which should
face the screen, whilst in the either it is
the dull or emulsion side.
Standard-gauge

films

are

nearly

always finished by the “ print ” or
negative-positive process, but users
of i6-mm. and g-mm. stocks may use
material intended for finishing by
either process.

Hence

most

cinema¬

Good action subjects are now available on the river in the shape of the practices for25the
Oxford and Cambridge Boat Race. The cin6 amateur should not overlook this opportunity.
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similar square holes on both sides,
and with them it is a simple matter
to affect engagement in such a way
that the projected pictures will appear
reversed as regards left and right.
This difficulty may be prevented
from arising by providing each spool
with a distinguishing mark on the outer
side and to take care that this mark is
always to the outside when threading,
and, of course, when rewinding a
shown film.

Again, even when spools are cor¬
rectly in position on the take-up, it
is possible in many cases to twist the
film during rewinding and thus to
make subsequent trouble inevitable.
A single twist may easily pass un¬
noticed when the supply and take-up
spindles are far apart — and the direc¬
tion of rewind also is important.
Twisting, of course, can be avoided
by the exercise of care, but it is not
always possible to check up an im¬
proper adjustment of the take-up
winding belt following a breakdown.
This belt may, , and very often does.

The Newest

become twisted during the replace¬
ment, so that until the matter is
remedied films may become reversed
as regards back and front on the spool.
Where such trouble is suspected,
the only convenient plan is to place
the reel on the supply spindle and to
examine one of the frames against
transmitted light. If the image —
held in the position it will occupy in
the gate aperture — appears both
side down and reversed from

up¬
left

to right, it may be taken for granted
that the film is correctly rewound and
ready for projection.
This, of course, applies to both
reversal and negative-positive stocks,
since the projection lens both inverts
and “ turns ” the image.

is to select a title frame

22nd, 1933

for the test

in question, or, better still, to use a
frame magnifier. Such an accessory,
which is also very valuable in certain
other contingencies, is illustrated and
described in " The A.P.” textbook,
“ Motion Pictures with the Baby Cin6.”
Purchasers of “ releases ” and users
of library films may already be aware
that by far the greater part of these
subjects are produced by the negative¬
positive process. They may, as a
consequence, be spared the conflicting
possibilities that occasionally confront
the production enthusiast.
Nor should it be forgotten that rear

Owing to the small amount of
detail visible on g-mm. and on the
newly-introduced 8-mm. frames, it is
sometimes difficult to appreciate with
the naked eye the true left and right

or translucent projection has a thread¬
ing technique entirely different from
that pertaining to the more orthodox
method of screening. Throughout this
article I have in mind the require¬
ments of frontal projection only,
and if anyone be sufficiently interested
to try the other method he need only
remember that what has been written
on the matter of right and left is no

of an " action ” picture.

longer appropriate.

Other

Notes,

Cine Camera

16-mm.

The Siemens 16-mm. cind camera, with distinctive

a cine-worker

features not to be found on any other instrument of
the kind, is a refreshing addition to the choice now

a variety

j.e!^s.
of subjects

some

of

except

The motor has a choice of three speeds — the normal,
16 frames per second ; the half-speed, 8 frames per second ;
and the “ fast,” 64 frames per second. The speed can be
changed in a moment while the camera is working by just
moving a button. No need to stop taking to make the
adjustment. And when you move the speed control the
diaphragm automatically adjusts itself accordingly — to give
a bigger aperture (for the fast speed) or a smaller one (for
the slow speed). The starting button has three positions —
” B,” for steady taking so long as the button is pressed ;
" T,” for a non-stop run in which the photographer can
walk into his picture if the camera is on a tripod ; and

4^ X 2f X 4I in. A good point is
its ease of loading. Films are

Kodak and Agfa films are avail¬
able, and doubtless other makes,
too. To load it you just drop the

is tackling

which demand “ pan ” film and some ortho film.
There is nothing detachable ip this camera
the film cassette, not even the door of the camera.

offered to^the keen worker in this country. It is made by the
Siemens & Halske firm, and is distributed in Britain by
Cinepro, Ltd. (Sentinel House, Southampton Row, W.C.i).
This is a decidedly attractive instrument, and at £^0
(with Busch Glaukar f/2.8 anastigmat) and £20 (with
f/3.5 Busch Glaukar anastigmat)
it is a strong competitor against
its older rivals.
This is an extraordinarily handy
little camera, with dimensions of

supplied only in 50-ft. cassettes,
in which the whole range of

The remedy

‘‘ M,” which gives a single-frame shot for a snapshot
exposure, a title or an architectural study.
The steady and almost silent motor will run 20 ft. of film
before rewinding.

strongly-built cassette into place
— with no (levious complicated
threading over sprockets and pegs.
Five seconds should suffice for even a butter-fingered
worker to load his Siemens. It is no more trouble than

Two finders are provided, a direct-vision tubular finder
built in the camera, and a reflecting finder.
It has a footage indicator, of course, and a neat device by
which when the camera has done its day’s work you can
let the spring of the motor run down without wasting a
single frame of the film. That is a good gadget. (I know
one camera of another make which has had its spring fully
wound since last October — and that is not good for the spring !)

putting a film pack into an adapter.
Incidentally you can remove a partly exposed cassette
and replace it with one of another type of film quite easily
and without spoiling more than three or four frames.
With the orthodox cind camera you will find it a wasteful

The focussing is arranged for two positions — (a) 5-10 ft.
and
(b) 10 easy.
ft. to infinity — a German practice, which makes
focussing

and difficult matter to remove, say, a fast “ pan ” film
half-way through a spool and substitute a medium-speed
film. Cine-workers do not change from one film to another

One other good point. The machinery of this camera is
not complicated, but it is well made, and made to last ;

with quite the same frequency as a " still ” photographer
changes from plates to film packs in the course of a day’s
work, but there is something to be said for this facility when

it is an ‘‘ engineer’s job,” and not a fragment of clockwork.
A good instrument throughout, and likely to win popularity
in this country.
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Societies

will have

their meetings

Wednesday,

The Week's Meetings

announced

March

here if the syllabus is sent to us at the beginning

“A.Masters
and Masterpieces
P.S. Lecturettes.

of Mezzotint

Engraving.”

R. Bateman.

G.E.R. Mechanics Inst. P.S. “ A Peep into Northern Africa.” P. B. Dannatt.
Greenock C.C. Visit to ” Glasgow Herald ” Office.
Ilford P.S. ” Real Control in Development.” Miss E. F. Gadd.
L.M.S. (London) P.S. Night Ramble.
O. W. Seville.

Rochdale P.S. ” Bird Photography.” W. Humphreys.
Smethwick and D.I\S. ‘‘ In and Out of Bruges.” G. E. W. Herbert.
South Essex C.C. ” My Aim in Pictorialism.” Messrs. Lewin and Morris.
South Suburban and C.P.S. ” A Chat on Pictorial Photography.” S. Bridgen.
Stockport P.S. ” After-treatment of the Negative.” W. Whitworth.
Walsall P.S. Exhibition.
Worcestershire C.C. Annual General Meeting.

Thursday,

March

23rd.

Keighley
and D.P.A.
H. Bairstow.

“ Pictorial Photography

with

(Members).

in the Field.”

Letchworth C.C. “ Faults in Prints.” B. Wilfred Donald.
Liverpool A. P.A. “ Gibraltar and Southern Spain.” T. Dobson.
N. Middlesex P.S. Combination Enlarging. 13. C. Wickison.
Richmond C.C. ” The Romance of the Heavens.” F. H. Howard.
Singer C.C. Annual General Meeting.
Twickenham
Wells.

P.S.

” What

we did with our 5s. 3d. camera.”

L. Balston

and H. B.

Watford C.C. “ With Rucksack and Camera in the Black Forest.” N. L. Gryspeerdt.
Wimbledon C.C. ” A Ramble in Surrey.” A. H. Redman.
York and D.P.S. “ Twenty-four Miles up the Wharfe.” J. A. Nivens.

Friday,

March

24th.

Brighouse P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Colne C.C. Pictorial Slides. J. J. Hartley.
Harrogate P.S. ‘‘ Pictures and Personality.” David Holmes.
Hinckley and D.P.S. ” Photography in Switzerland.” A. Haddock.
Leigh Lit. Society P.S. Annual General Meeting.

Saturday,
Co-op. C.C.

Sunday,
Todmorden

P.S.

March
March

26th.

March

Bridge of Allan and D.P.S.

“ Nature

27th.

John Brown.

Se\'eral correspondents have drawn attention
which appeared in our issue of February 22nd.

to an error
A reference

was made that " a level tablespoonful of liquid is equal to
one ounce.” This should read “ half an ounce.”
*

P.S,

Tuesday,

March

Ltd.

28th.

Visit to Forest Hill and D.P.S.

A. H.

Cambridge P.C. “ Colour Photography.” H. S. Johnson.
Dunfermline P.A. ” The Exhibition Print.” F. C. Diemer.
Forest Hill and D.P.S. ” Open your Eyes ; a London
Hackney P.S. Exhibition Preparation.
Halifax P.S. ” The Dark-room.” A. ^Vheeldon.
Hebden Bridge P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Kilburn and Willesden P.S. ” My Pictures.”
L.C.C. Staff C.C. Annual Exhibition Opens.

Revue.”

G. H. Dannatt.

E. G. Lamble.

Leamington and D.P.S. ” Pictorial Camera Studies.”
Leeds P.S. Members’ Night.
Manchester A. P.S. Auction Sale.
Manchester P.S. L. and C.P.U. SUdes.
Monklands P.S. Lantern Lecturettes by Members.
Nelson C.C. Roll Film Development. R. Woods.
Poplar P.S. The Oleobrom Process.
Portsmouth C.C. ” Western Sussex.” C. E. Scaddan.
Royal P.S. Scientific and Technical Photx>graphy.
St. Bride P.S. Finishing Lantern Slides.
Sheffield P.S. Demonstration by the Bromoil Group.
South Glasgow C.C. .Annual General Meeting.
Staflord P.S. Print Competition.

Wednesday,

Walden

Hammond.

March

F. M. Chapman.

29th.

Accrington C.C. ‘‘ Christmas in Algeria.” Miss Mercer.
Borough Poly. P.S. ” Tillingboume Valley.” W. E. Goodchild.
Brighton and Hove C.C. ” The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Bristol P.S. Slide Competition.
Cheltenham A. P.S. Oil Reinforcement. T. B. S. Cox.
Chorley P.S. Annual General Meeting.

Partick C.C. Members*
Rochdale P.S. Jumble
Smethwick and D.P.S.
South Essex C.C. Print

P.S.

and the Pictorialist.”

:(c

Smyth.

A. Oglesby,

Ilford P.S. ” The Choice of a Camera.” W. J. H. Hart.
Kingston-on-Thames and D.P.S. Annual Exhibition Opens. ” Some Folk and Fjords
of Norway.” Kenneth Baker.
L.M.S.
P.S. Presentation
“ Landscape ofPhotography.”
A. H. Redman.
Leicester(London)
and L.P.S.
Exhibition Awards.

I.C.P..‘V. Slides.

Monday,

Frank

Walthamstow and D.P.S. ” Colour in Photography.” Burroughs Wellcome,
Wolverhampton P.S. ” The Romantic in Landscape.” F. C. Tilney.Wolverton P.S. ” Carbon.” F. Bavey.

Croydon C.C. ” Buying or Exchanging Cameras.”
Dennistoun A. P.A. Criticism of Exhibition Prints.
Ealing P.S. Annual Exhibition Opens.
G.E.R. Mechanics Inst. P.S. Open Night.

C. L. Clarke.

Ashington and Hirst P.C. Intensification and Reduction.
Bath P.S. Portfolio of Central Association Prints.
Be.xley Heath P.S. Lecturettes by Members of Woolwich
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. Monthly Competition Prints.
Bournemouth C.C. Alliance Slides.
Bradford P.S. Annual General Meeting.

R. M. Fanstone.

Southport P.S. ” A Photographic Chat.” T. Lee Syms.
Wallasey A. P.S. Alliance Slides.
,
Walsall P.S. Criticism and Discussion on Exhibition Flints,

Warrington P.S, ” Our Summer Outings.” C. Higham.
Whitehall C.C. ‘‘ Some Lincolnshire Highways and Byways.”

25th.

Eyes and No Eyes.”

Southampton
PicturesGeneral
from the
Commonplace.”
South
London C.C.
P.S. ”Annual
Meeting.

i

Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. “ Pictorial Ideas.” M. O. Dell.
Llanelly Y.M.C.A. P.S. Members’ Portfolio Night.
Morecambe, Heysham and D.P.S. Beginners’ Night : Apparatus.
Poplar P.S. ‘‘ The Romantic Landscapes of Alex. Keighley.” F. C. Tilney.
Southend-on-Sea and D.P.S. ” Granada and the Alhambra.” F. P. Crembrano.
Wimbledon Amateur Cine Club. Members’ Evening.

City of Bradford

Leeds C.C. ” Round about Home— Airedale and Wharfedale.” Alex. Keighley.
Luton and D.C.C. “ Photography and the Press.” S. F. Ballance.
Maidstone and D.P.S. ‘‘ Dark-room Dodges.” G. C. Weston.
Newcastle (Staffs) and D.C.C. Annual Meeting.
Oxford P.S. Portfolio of Prints.
Preston C.C. General Meeting.

Birmingham P.S. ” The Amateur Photographer ” Prize SHdes.
Blackpool
and Fylde P.S. ” Some Birds of the Meadows and Moorlands.”
Willford.

G. W. L. Carter.

the Camera

D. J. Dicketts.

Bedford C.C. Criticism of Members’ Prints. S. Bridgen.
Belfast C.P..A..C.C. Colouring Demonstration. J. Holness.

Bury P.S. ” The Hand of Providence.” F. Sellars.
Cardiff C.C. Prints by Members from Same Negative.

Hammersmith
H.H.P.S.
” How Club
you get
your Cup of Tea.”
Hull P.S. Lantern
Slide Postal
Slides.

time to time.

{contd.).

Cork C.C. ” The Density of Negatives.” Col. R. D. Whigham.
Dewsbury P.S. ” Candlelight Photography.” H. A. Parkinson.
Erdington and D.P.S. Annual Meeting.

Beckenham

Armley and Wortley P.S. “ The Shibden Valley.” Geo. H. Taylor.
Ashton-uiider-Lyne P.S, Annual General Meeting.
Borough of Tynemouth P.S. Annual Exhibition and Print Competitions.
Bromley C.C. Jumble Sale.

Coatbridge P.A. “ Travel in Yugo-Slavia.” T. W. Davis.
Darwen P.A. Exhibition of Members’ Competition Prints.
Gateshead and D.C.C. Competition and E.xhibition Enlargements

or from

27th

Gravesend and D.P.S. ‘‘ Kentish Half-Timbered Houses.”
Hanley
of Members’ Work.
HucknallP.S.
and Exhibition
D.P.S. Lecturettes.
Kidderminster and D.P.S. M.C.P.F. Portfolio and Slides.

Chorley P.S. “ Colour Rendering in Landscape.” Ilford, Ltd.
Croydon C.C. House Exhibition.
Darwen P.A. Printing from Negatives developed on March ist.
Ealing P.S. Lecturettes by Members.
Erdington and D.P.S, Annual Exhibition.

Leicester and L.P.S. “ Small Negative Photography.”
Partick C.C. Photographic Jumble Sale.

March

Chelsea P.S. ” Windmills around London.” L. Stringer.
City of London and C.P.S. Afterwork on Prints.

Accrington C,C. “ The Charms of the Countryside.” J. W. Nixon.
Borough Poly. P.S. ” London Calling.” G. H. Dannatt.
Bri;4hton and Hove C.C. Colour Plates. Agfa, Ltd.
Bury
P.S.
Cheltenham

of the session

Monday,

22nd.

South Suburban
Stockport P.S.

Night.
Sale.
Annual General
Criticism.

Meeting.

and C.P.S. “ The Land of Cotton.” Harold Rose.
“ Development of Pan. Plate by Desensitising.” E. Miller.

this film after testing it in the camera. In the meantime,
amateur cinematographers should apply to their dealers or
to Ilford, Ltd. for further details.
*

The

Northern

*

*

Exhibition. — Entry

-

forms

for

the

" Nor¬

thern ” have now been issued and are obtainable from the
Hon. Exhibition Secretaries, R. Ellis, 155, Salt Street, ManA new Selo Panchromatic i6-mm. cine film has just been
Bradford, and A. Green, Myrtle Dene, Undercliffe,
put on the market. It is of the super-speed class, and replaces 29nington,
3
the normal speed Selo panchromatic film which will not be
Bradford. The exhibition, which is international and open,*
will be held in the Cartwright Memorial Hall, Bradford, from
issued in future. The new film is being sold at the rate of
June 17th to August 20th. The last day for receiving entries
19s. per 100 ft. and los. per 50 ft., which price does not include
27
is Saturday, May 13th.
the cost of processing. We hope to comment more fully on
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GFNiTRMr. — All roinniiinirntions
nvtl Cinnnatngrapher.

give the name

Questions

Dorset

lor the Editor should

House,

Tudor

and adflress of the writer.

Street,

bp addressed

London,

E.C.4,”

: "The
and

Editor, The Amateur

in every

case,

without

exception,

your camera. The advantage would be
that you would have a single lens of
longer focal length than the complete
lens, but you would probably have to
stop down,
would 'be
very
slower.
Its and
focalit length
is 4-^
in. much

Cloudy

Phntographer
must

22nd, 1933

Lens.

I have a Lancaster camera, the lens of which is
cloudy in patches. Cleaning has no effect. Can
you suggest a remedy ?
E. R. S. (Birmingham.)

Contributions. — The Editor is glad to consider original, up-to-date manuscripts on photographic subjects.
Ail contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor dis-laims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,

We
cannot from your description
identify the trouble with your lens, but

( tc., when a stamped addressed envelope is en''losed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
‘tamped wrapper or eiit’elope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.

it is possible that the Canada balsam
with which the component parts are
cemented together has begun to go

Enquiries and Criticism. — .Advice. Criticism and Information are freely given, but the following conditions
should be read carefully before applying, as any communication which does not comply with the rules must be
ignored.

wrong. If this is the case it is a matter
for an expert. We suggest that you
take the lens to Messrs. J. Lancaster and
Sons, Ltd., who are in business in your
own city at 87, The Parade.

(i) See “ General ” al)ov6. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned, (t) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must he the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue,
(s) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can 1 take interiors ? ” or " Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general tci he dealt with in this section. (6) .All envelopes should be distinctlv marked “ Query ” or " Criticism,”
rs the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is .given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abro id
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

French

Coloured

Paper.

Crayons.

Can you give me the name, price, etc., of a French
paper on photography similar to your own excel¬
lent paper ?
H. D. C. (Newcastle.)

.Are there any coloured crayons suitable for photo¬
graphs ? What is the best printing paper to
use?
H. ,1. P. (Woking.)

There is no paper published either in
France or in any other country that
has even an approximate resemblance

photographs from any large photo¬
graphic dealer, or from any supplier of

to The Amateur Photographer and Cine¬
matographer. There are, however, several
French photographic papers, a list of
which you will find in any
British Journal Almanac.”

copy

of “ The

Stop Numbers.
I have a wide-angle lens with stops numbered from
I to 5. Can YOU infonn me as to the f/ numbers ?
J. H. W. (Southall.)

The information you give is quite
inadequate for enabling us to ascertain
the f/ numbers. You can arrive at the
largest quite easily by measuring its
diameter and seeing how many times
this will divide into the focal length of
the lens. Having found the largest, the
others will follow in consecutive order
as usual. ,

Plate

Size.

I am experiencing difficulty in getting plates to
fit the slide sent herewith. Can you tell me the
correct site and where to get them ? Can I get
double wood slides to fit the camera ?
R. M. (Purfleet.)

No ordinary dealer is likely to stock
plates of the size you require, but all the
big plate- makers list these plates, and
you can get them to order. The size
is 6^ X 9 centimetres. You cannot use
wooden slides for your camera, as the
back will not take them, and the plates
would not be in register.

Lens

Names.

What is the meaning of such lens names as Ensar,
Novar, Zodellar, etc. ?
O. E. S. (Stoke.)

Such names as those to which you
refer are merely trade names to dis¬
tinguish one series of lenses from another.
They
ever.
28

have

no

optical

significance

what¬

You

can

get

pastels

for

colouring

artists’ material. A white matt surface
paper is the best for the purpose. The
trouble is that such colours easily rub,
although you can minimise this by
holding the finished print in the steam
from a kettle of boiling water. You
must not overdo this, however, or the
gelatine

will melt.

Copyright.
I have an old painting of a figure study. If I
pose a figure, and imitate the style of hat and gown,
shall I be infringing copyright ?
G. F. H. (.Manchester.)

If you dress and pose your own
model it does not matter how nearly
the result approximates to the painting
which gave you the idea. You would
only infringe copyright if you copied the
painting itself, and assuming that any
copyright still exists. As regards your
own photograph the copyright in this
version will remain with you.

Lens

Details.

I have a lens marked F. = io.5 cm. ; what is this
in inches ? .At full aperture of f/3.S how much
faster would it be than an f/4.5 lens? Can the
back combination be used alone, and if so what
advantage would there be ?
C. D. C. (London.)

As you say you have read the paper
for two years we wonder that you have
never seen the information as to how to

Spoilt Films.

I have had the enclosed films developed by a
D. & P. firm. Can you tell me what is wrong with
them ?
W. fi. S. (Driffield.)

The trouble with your films is that they
have been handled as though they were
ordinary and not panchromatic films,
and the image has been partially re¬
versed. This is always liable to occur
unless you distinctly notify the firm
that your films are panchromatic ; and
even then we have known of cases where
the firm is quite unable
in a safe manner.

Constructing

to deal with

them

Enlarger.

In the book on “ Photographic Enlarging ” the
general principles are explained, but it gives no
details as to the construction of an enlarger. Can

1 make one, using my own camera? Do you publish
a book

We

giving

have

the details I want ?
J. S. P. (Barnet.)

repeatedly

e,xplained

that

it

is quite impossible to give detailed par¬
ticulars of the construction of an en¬
larger which would be likely to meet
the requirements of many photographers
at the same time. It is for this reason
that there is no book on the subject.
Many cameras may, of course, be used
as part of an enlarging apparatus, but
whether you could make the necessary
additions or not we are quite unable to,
say. We should advise you to get a
catalogue, giving particulars of acces¬
sories and parts for this purpose, from
Messrs. J. Lancaster & Sons, Ltd., 87,
The Parade, Birmingham.

Development
I have
make

Time.

read a statement
and

that even

variety of plates and

with the same
films one batch

may take 3 minutes’
batch 7 minutes’
development
to get and
the another
same contrast.
Is this
likely to be the case with films ?
F. B. (Stockingford.)

We
should very much hesitate to
endorse the statement which you quote.
We should not expect anything of the
sort to occur with the roll films to which

compare the stops of a lens. You should
simply square the f/ numbers. If you
do this in the case you name you will
find that the comparative speeds are
in the proportion 2
of 14 to 20. Not
94
knowing the particular lens we cannot

you refer, nor, indeed,
sensitive material. We

say whether you can use the back com¬
ponent, but it is an easy matter to try
it if you have sufficient extension to

that happens is a slight difference in
speed, and this is unavoidable and

with any other
cannot imagine

any makers turning out emulsions under
the same name and character with such
enormous
variation in development
time. In our experience the only thing

negligible.
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You Will Buy

DEVELOPER
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mess.
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UNIVERSAL
DEVELOPER

For

negatives

Roll Films and Film Packs

and prints.

Two products powdered
in four ounces of water
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a
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solution.

Sufficient

for

100

again if you buy them once

full

Their Quality Never
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of

all Dealers
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PHOTOGRAPHY

works like an expensive
Reflex — but costs only
The

By R. CHILD
Enlarging **

EASY

AS

A

•

B

standing. It
firm
years’ almost FULL
shows ofthe175picture
SIZE while you take it — just like a
Reflex — and lakes standard 2|X3|

• C

This is a book for photographic beginners, and,
if carefully studied, it will enable the novice
with a camera to get a greater proportion of
successful photographs than would usually be
the case.
“ Photography Made Easy ” should be read by
everyone taking up photography : it should
form as much a part of the outfit as the camera
itself : it is an ideal present to give an amateur
photographer.
ZvOf 250 pp.

Price 2/- net

Stout paper

covers

IS. 2d.

all leading booksellers,

ILIFFE & SONS

film,

but

gives

12

pictures

2L' square — so you get four extra
pictures from every spool ! Its
Anasligmat fiTl Lns is 4 times
as fast as a box camera’s. Ask your
dealer or send the coupon for the
“Brilliant” leaflet.
VOIGTLANDER
PRODUCT .
Post this coupon in ^d.
Qnsealed Envelope.

By Post 2/3
To Peeling

from

most

amazing cam¬
the
new
era value
—
made
by a
“ Brilliant,”

BAYLEY

Aothor ol ** Tbe Complete Photo^apher,**
**Hand Cameras/* ** PhotograplUo

Obtainable

St., High St., W.C.z

An amazing , NEW camera

MADE
EASY

Crown

1-4, Lawrence

hlms.

EDITION

THROUGHOUT

AS

unsurpassed for photography
under artihcial light.

Also standard orthochromatic

Co.

Buildings
E.C. 1

1510

Varies

oz.

or direct

by post from

LTD., Dorset House, Tudor

the Publishers

Street, London, E.C.4

& Van Neck, Ltd. (Dept. A.B.), 4-6, Holborn

Circus, London,

E.C. I

Please send full details of the new Voigtlander Brilliant Camera.
Name .
Address .

PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER’’

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

AD’dERTISERS.
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vill
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Prepaid Advertisements
SALE
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Amateur’s
Emporium
WARNING
f CAMERAS

EXCHANGE ; AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
Id. for every additional word.

1/-

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE—
12 words or less .
.
2 6
2^d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as
follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided
a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of
fresh instructions the entire “ copy ** is repeated from
the previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions, 5% ;
28 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, IS^oAll advertisements inserted in these columns must be
strictly prepaid, and reach the offices, Dorset House,
Tudor Street, E.C.4, not later than first post Friday
for the following week’s issue. Advertisements are
Inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and
those received too late for one issue, or crowued out,
are published in the first following in which there is space.
The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green's Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods in exchange for others or to purchase
tor Cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter

Deposit System

Readers may deal in safety through our Deposit System.
Purchase money should be deposited with “ The Amateur
Photographer and Cinematographer.” The time allowed
for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods,
after which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods,
they must be returned to sender. If a sale is effected,
buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if
not, seller instructs us to return amount to depositor.
Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in event of no sale,
and subject to there being no different arrangement be¬
tween buyer and seller, each pays carriage one way. The
seller takes the risk of loss or damage In transit. For
transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
over £10 and under £50, 2/6 ; over £50 and under
£75, 5/- : over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; over £100
one-half per cent. All correspondence must be sent to
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

Cheques and Postal Orders sent in payment for
deposits or advertisements should be
made payable to ILIFFE AND
SONS LTD., and crossed
Notes being untraceable if lost in transit should
not be sent as remittances.

AND

LENSES

|

31x2i Sands Hunter Gandolfl Hand or Stand,

and filter,
KOLIBRT
Speedperfect,
Model, absolutely
Zeiss Biotaras f/2,
new,Proxar
£i8 :
Baby Ikonta, Novar f/3.5,

also

Compur as new
£7
(both uuscratched).— Dobson, 32, Cornwall Rd ’
Kettering.
[5272

31x2} Ensign Roll Film Reflex, focal-plane, Aldis-

4 Butcher f/4.5, canvas case ; new condition,
£6. — 6, Beatrice Avenue, Norbury.
[5273
OPECIAL Zodel, f/4.5 Tessar, rise, cross, D.A.
O
Compur, double extension, 6 slides, F.P. A.
case, compact, well finished, and new condition •
Carleton Rd ’
Clark, Geltsdene,
nearest £10.—
Car
lis
le.
[5274
CAMERAS
AND
LENSES
1-PLATE Lancaster Special Instantograph, rapid
.2 Rectigraph lens, 1 book-torm D. slide ; new
condition, also 3-fold tripod ; offers. — Grocott,
Brent Knoll, Penrhiwcelber.
[5276
2 1 to l/300th see., F.P.A., roll-film holder, 12 1-Pr.ATE Thornton-Pickard Royal Rubv, complete,
slides ; beautiful condition, £4/4 ; no offers ; 2 Dallmeyer Stigmatic lens ; perfect condition
Rolleiflex wanted. — Patrick, 21, Moores Rd., £5/5. — Sparham Camp, Salhouse, Norwich.
[5279
Leicester.
(5238
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens, 5}-in., 8 slides, good
f/5.6, 3 to 1 /100th sec., 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A.,
condition, £6 ; Dallmeyer 11-in. Dallon f/5.6, with
leather case ; new condition, £7/7 ; depo.sit. —
tubular hood, as new, £8 ; Leitz Distance Meter,
Barsott, 9. Trigon Rd., London, S.W.8.
[5249 15/". — How, 67, Brook Rd.,
Sheffield, 8.
[5282

SANDERSON de Luxe i-pl., Ross Homoceutric Dallmeyer 34x2} Reflex, revolving back,

31x2} Ernemann, f/G.8 lens, speeded shutter, Bargain.
}-pl. 24Cameo,
Ross Xpres
Compur, — D.A.,
slides, cut-film
sheaths, f/4.5,
lens
hood, de luxe leather case ; all brand new ; cost

2 slides, F.P..\., can'vas case : new condition ;
accept 35,'-. — I, Ranelagh Rd., Tottenham, N.17.

TELEPHOTO,
Dallmeyer
leather
sling
case ; as new,
£5 ; suit10-in.
34x2}f/6.5,
or J-pl.
— Below,
[5250
brilliant
and
D.V.
finders,
leather
case ;
Roll
Film
3.1
X2i,
Meyer
f/4.5
in
Pronto
D.A.,
good condition, £3/10. — Bennett, 9, Mercers Rd.,
N.19.

[5251

LEICA I, f/2.5 Hektor interchangeable lens range"
Reflex,used.—
Russ Latest
f/4.5 Xpres
slides,
Never
Model lens,
N. &3 D.D.
G. Folding
also Ross Teleros, 12-in., waterproof carrying-case,

finder 2 spools, case, £15, or offer , excellent
condition. — Roma, Moor Park Rd., Northwood. [5252

Adams’ lens hood, extension for clo.se-ups ; cost
about £70 ; sell at £40 ; can be seen at Adams &
Co., 122, Wigmore St., London, W.l.
[5253

T”3'jRN. — 34x2} Kern, double e.xtension, and with
lx Kern f/4.5 lens, Compur shutter, F.P.A.,
with special revolving back, complete with telescopic

31x21 Soho Reflex, latest pattern with revolving

Rd., Reading.

[5236

book-form dark slides, changing-box, F.X’.A., 2
filters, case ; cost £58 ; accept £25. — G, Lathbury,
47, Lancaster Gate, W.2.
[5237

31x2}
Reflex,
f,3.4, roll
film; asN.W.ll.
brand
4 new,Ensign
£6. — 49,
Middlewav,
Hampstead,

tripod, £4/10.— Box 6411, c/o “ The
Photographer.”

sundries ;

Amateur
[5269

excellent condition ;

a

bargain,

personal sale preferred. — Box 6412, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”

CAN

DEAL

£7 ;

” The
[5270

Te.ssar, delayed
indistinguishable
new,
ICARETTE
3}X2}Compur,
Roll Film,
6 slides, case,
list £18 ; sell £12 ; exchange 3}x2} Compact Reflex,

equivalent value, preferably 'T.-P. horizontal with
Telephoto. — Rutland, Denstone Rd., Davyhulme.

[5243
YOU

4?Q i-Pl.
T."P.
Reflex, 7-in.
t/3.4 Aldis
anasJmifJ
tigmat,
self-capping
focal-plane,
1/lOth
to
1/1. 000th, revolving back, 6 sRdes with film
sheaths, F.P. A., .stiff case ; perfect condition ;
no offers. — Davies, 11, Wilton Crescent, Wimbledon,
S.W.19.
[5285
1-PLATE Reflex Sanderson, Aldis f/7.7 anastigmat,
2 all movements, daublu extension, 3 D.D. slides,
case, tripod ;
new condition. £5.— Joll, 46,
Kimberley Rd., Stockwell, S.W.9.
[5287

t^lxl} Flnsignette Roll Film, Cooke f/5.8 anastig/^4 mat, 25/-: 34x2} Ernemann, no slides, 6/-;
[5292
“ Studio to Landscape,” published 12/6, 5/-.—
.Jarrett, 9, Calverley St., Tunbridge Wells. [5294
Butcher,
; as f/4.5
new Aldls; list
RNSIGN
No. Compur,
3, for }-pl.leather
or RollcaseFilms,
4 shutter,
risingEnsign,
front, f/4.5
in case
; list
31x2}
Roll Film
Aldis; asUno,newMulchro

£14/10 ; accept £7. — Below.

£6/15 ; accept 75/-. — Robertson, 33, Gilmonr Rd.,
Edinburgh.
’
[5296
[5300
£'T /I O
Baby Sibyl, f/4.5Winifred
Tessar,
reflex finder, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, case, £12 ;
N'. & G. Sibyl }-pl. Special, 6 slides, F.P. A.,
Ihagee Folding Reflex, 3}x2} Standard, F.P. A.,
I / AU
perfect, leather case. — 54,
Avenue, Coventry.

£12/12 ; cash or exchange. — Hackett, 37, Daven¬
port Rd., Hazel Grove, Stockport.
[5301

A FIRST-CLASS Bargain. — Newman & Guardia ZEISSDervalBabyshutter
Ikonta,; perfect,
16 on V.P.,
anastigmat,
£2/5. f/6.3
— Saunders,
177,
Tottenham Court Rd., London.
[5302

Folding Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5 anastigmat
and f/5.6 'Pelephoto, 3 duralumin D.D. slides and
F.P.A., case ;
cost £70 ;
accept £35/10. — •
Weller, Aquarium, Brighton.
[5264

21x3i
Ensign Tropical Reflex Camera, teak body. 2 Reflex,
f/4.5 Cooke leus,
back,
4 brass-bound, Dallmeyer f'4.5 lens, single" 31x2}
Thornton-Pickard
Junior reversing
Special Ruby
speed shutter ; condition new ; accept 75/-. —
usual features, leather case, 11 slides, sling and
5x4Tessar,
Soho and
Reflex,t/6.8practically
new, f/4.5
Zeiss
Goerz Dagor,
3 double

£21 ; take £11 ; approval ; particulars. — Wm.
Harper, 25, Grace St., South Shields.
[5283
9x12 Stegeman Press Focal-plane,
1/lOth to 1/1, 000th, f/5.4 Collinear,
3 D.D. slides, F.P. A., hide case, filters. — Below.

f/6.5 Cooke,
Compur,
; smaller
KOD.AKS,
la Junior,
f/7.7,case,case,£3 .30/; .3a,
31x2} Zeiss Ikon Ideal, f/t.5 Tessar, 12 slides, camera.s
wanted. — 50, Manor Crescent, Gourock

2 4 leather wallets, F.P.A., 12 film sheaths,
Proxar, Distar, 2 filters, lens hood, Dalian tank,
like new ; cost £’28 ; accept £15. — Wolfemlen, The
Man.se, Charlesworth, Nr. Manchester.
[52.55
1-PI/.4TE Cameo, new condition, f/4.5 Lukos, flex
4 shutter, 1 to 1 300th ,sec., rising front, 4 slides,
F.P.A., case, 65/-. — Wild, 117, Glapton Rd.,
Nottingham.
[5257
1 -PL ATE Thornton-Pickard Duplex Reflex, full
4 double extension to 13 in., rising and falling
front, revolving back, 6-in. Convertible Dogmar f/4.5,
in sunk mount, .self-capping, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th,
■Maekenzie-Wishart, 6 envelope.s, F.P.A., leather
case : perfect condition, £12. — Narain, 1, Parker St.,
Cambridge.
[5261

2 top mask, in perfect condition, 5-in. f/2.9
Pentac lens, 3 D.D. slides, A.lpba filter, lens hood,
case, £20 ; seen by appointment. — Bussey, Lincoln
Hall, Upper Bedford Place, W.C.l.
[5134

30

|

3X4 cm. Zeiss Baby Ikonta, f/4.5, complete with

Qlx2} Icarette Roll Film Plate, Type 551/2,
O4
double extension, f/4.5 Zeiss Te.ssar, delayedaction Compur, focussing screen, 6 slides, leather
case, Zeiss filter ; camera as new, £11/11. —
Whitwell, St. Gabriels, Parklands Drive. Broughton,
Preston.
[5263

215, London

LENSES

Zeiss Hfilinox Enlarger, 9X12 cm. • as new"
used
one week, 70/-.— Whittle, 95, Liverpool [5271
Rd.’
Cadishead.

2 double extension, swing and double rising
front, revolving back, detachable focussing hood,
6 book-form slides, h’.P.A., 13.5-cm. f/1.5 Tessar
in Compur, Distar, Proxar and adjustable .\don
Telephoto lenses, Sinclair adjustable lens hood,
7 filters in “ B ” glass to fit hood, Zeiss niicrometer adjustable tripod head, focussing magnifier,
fitted case to take all above, tall wood stand ; all in
first-class condition, £25 ; seen b.v appointment. —
Bassey, Lincoln Hall, Upper Bedford Place, W.C.l.
[.5133

Bamford,

AND

31x24 Plate, Dallmeyer Serrac f/4.5. Ilex shutter,

Box No. Advertisers
If a Box No. is required the words “ Box 000, ©/• * The
Amateur Piiotograoher * ’* should be Included In the
charge, and an additional 6d. sent lor registration and
cost of forwarding any replies.
Letters addressed to box numbers are simply forwarded
by us to the advertisers. We do not deal with the cor¬
respondence in any other way, nor accept any responsibility
in connection with the advertisements.

I CAMERAS

22, 1933

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

filter and Diaphot,
£8/10. — f/4.5
1, Acacia
Rolleiflex
(non-automatic),
Tessar,Avenue,
colour
Hale, Cheshire.
[5303
31x2}
Graflex,
f/4.5
Cooke
Aviar,
A.,
4 leather
velvet-lined
case, all
littleF.P.used,
perfectly new condition, cost £25, accept £8 for
quick sale ; V.P.K., lazy tongs, f/7.7 anastigmat,
leather sling case, perfect condition, new bellows,
20/-. — Henry, 104, Westmoreland St., Belfast. [5304

31x2} Ensign Carbine No. 4, tropical model,

2 Aldis anastigmat f/6.3 lens, direct and
brilliant finders, leather carrying-case ; as new,
used 3 times only, £3 or near offer. — Cottingham,
125, The Drive, Wellingborough.
[5306
Luxor Popular
f/4.5, £6,Reflex,
or would
good
ENSIGN
}-pl.,exchange
F.P.A.,for Cooke
Roll Film Kodak. — Bingham, 17a, Onslow Gardens,
S.W.7.

[5284
OUR DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

[5311
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ADVERTISEMENTS

y.P.shutter,
Piccolette1 to(2ixlS),
Tessar
Compur
l/300thZeiss
sec.,
withf/4.5,
Optochrome
filter and leather purse, also Kodak V.P. developing
tank ; complete outfit, £6/10. — Bottle, 68, Gravelly
Hill, Erdington, Birmingham.
[5312
1-PLATE Goerz Anschutz, leather covered, fitted
4 Dogmar 174.5 lens, foe. mount, 2-way rising
front, quick-wind self-capping focal-plane, with
time valve, speeds 5 to 1/1, 000th sec., T. and B
direct-vision finder, 3 double elides, E.P.A.,
leather case ; new condition, £17/10. — Proprietor,
Strathmore Hotel, Torquay.
[5314

YOUR

CHOICE

of the FAMOUS

ENSIGN

for CASH, EXCHANGE

With

CARBINE

Maker's

Deposit

13

and

il payments

shutter, speeds 1 to
l/‘250tli sec., T. and B.
Cash .
£5 0 0
Or

ZODEL 3}x2i Camera, new, double extension,

15/-

monthly

f/4.5 lens, 3 metal slides, £2/15 ; B.K.D.
new tilt and panoram Tripod Head, 7/6 ;
Pathescope Resistance, with ammeter, new, 7/6 ;
Posograph Meter, 4/- ; Bewi Exposure Meter,
13/-. — B. H., 88, Levett Gardens, Ilford.
[.5318

SOHO Reflex, 35x22, Dallmeyer Serrac f/4.5, case,
F,P.A.,

focussing

screen,

lens

hood,

screens, focussing magnifier ; all new condition,
£20 ; appointment Slough or 6, Tothill St., S.W.l.
W. G. Hewett.
[5320

31x22,
f/4.5 3anastigmat,
Compur
shutter, ;
g leverMeyer
focussing,
single holders
and FbP.A.

good condition ; first £2/10 secures ; no oilers. —
220, Upper Grosvenor Rd., Tunbridge Wells. [5328
1-PLATE Field, Beck lens, triple extension, roller2

blind

shutter,

slides, case, stand

and

accessories,

65/- ; in excellent condition ; owner givihg up ;
approval lor cash. — Lardeur, Ijeon House, Billericay,
Essex.
[5329

31x22 Folding Film, 3-apeed, f/4.5 Lukos anas2

tigmat,

dition ;
Amateur

direct,

brilliant

finders ;

good

Dallmeyer
Dual lens,
camera,de taking
16 on 32x22
roll film, f/3.5
luxe leather
case ;
brand-new condition ; only used a few times ; cost
£16 ; £81/10.— Below.

31x22
Enlarger,
f/4.5 Dallmeyer
2 lens,V.N.
new Vertical
condition,
£5 ; wanted
Telephoto

Lens for 32x22 Sibyl. — Box 6423, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer."
[5333
l-PLATE T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex Camera, Cooke
4 f/4.6 anastigmat, 4 double slides, accessories ;
fine condition, £5.— Box 6424, c/o ” The Amateur
Photographer.”
[5334

31x22
Zodel Special,
f/3.8, D.A.
Compur,
2 to l/250th,
double extension,
3 slides,
F.P.A.,1
leather case ; condition as new, £5. — Box
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

6425,
[5335

LEICA,
Model I,light
Elmarfilter,
f/3.5,developing
range-finder,tankspools,
spool-box,
and
2

spare

reels,

lens

hood,

film

cutter,

ever-ready

case ; perfect, good order, spot cash, £6/10. —
Whetsam, 111, Dalyell Rd., Stockwell, London,
S.W.9.
[5341
01^

T.-P. Reflex, 32x25,

as new,

Tessar

Ensign

anastigmat

payments

SECOND-HAND
4ix2i

Latest

Model

of

10/6.

focussing,

3x4
Pronto

cm. Banca, f/4.5 Nagel
sJiutter .

anastigmat

rising front, f/4.5

lens,

delayed-action
£3 10 0

J-pl, Ideal by Zeiss Ikon, doutile extension, rising and cross front,
Tessar f/4.5. Compur Hlmtter, direct wire and brilliant reversible view¬
finder, F.l’. adapter, 3 single metal slides, leather carrying-case
£8 17 6
Model I Leica, Elmar f/3.5 lens, range-finder, spool-chamber

£8 10

0

V.P. Autographic Kodak, Achro lens and leather case. . . .15s. Od.
Six-20 Kodak, 31 - 21, f/i».3 anastigmat lens .
£2 17 6
1-pI. T.-P. Press, focal-plane shutter, Ross f/4.5 Xpres, 5 D.D. slides,
leather case .
£10 17 6
No. la 41x21 Graflex Boll Film BeSex,
plane shutter and case .

Zeiss f/4.6 Tessar. focal£7 18 6

V.P. Fotessa, f/3.5 Schneider lens, delayed-action
F.P. adapter and screen. Unsolled .
if

SERVICE”

Compur,

3 slide-s,
£7 17 6

PLATES
Non-screen,

75. l.^O,
300 and 50i)
H. & D.
3^ X
4ix3i

. . 1/3
..1/9

in.
in.

“SERVICE”

•Supplied

Glossy,

2/10
2/-

. . 1/6
2, ..

PAPER

Semi-matt,
Per gross.

3/9
5'6

in.
in.
in.
in.

..
7/..
8/.. .
. 16/6
11/, . 23/9

in.
in.

3/6
6d.
Gd.
4d.
6d.
9d.
4d.
Gd.

6d.
5/6

of 36 sheets, 3,

8, ..
post 7/4d.

■

PAPERS
— ■

6'6

Post free.
... 2/8

3A X 2i in.

Post.
2/8
1 gross.

4d.
3d.
4d.
3d.
3d.

BRDMIDE

..

110

Post
3d.

. .
3/. . 12/3

. . 4/in quantities

“SERVICE”

10x8
.12x10

3d.
3d.

GASLIGHT

. .
. .

4i -3iin.
6J X 3j in.
6ix42 in.
*8ix6iiu.

X si
X 3i
Xx42
6
X 6i

Post,
. .
..

J-«ro8S.
. . 1/6
.. .
. 1/1/9

. .

4‘. 22 in.
3i x2i ill.

4i
5i
6J
7
8A

450 H. & D.
Per bo.x of 12.

Vigorous and Normal, Glossy and Velvet.
Tlie finest value ol'tainable at the price.

Size.
v.r.

Matt, Vigorous or Normal.
Post.
72
slieets.
sheets.
4d.
—
3/3
3d.
1/9
2/3
—
36
6d.
4d.
3d.
3/9
6d.
4d.
4/3
12/9

12
sheets.
—
—
—
—
—
2/9

2'3
5/3

1889

9d.

lines.)
Phone

: Holborn

0664

Ortho

Anti-Halo

Per box
of l‘i.

Established

(3

1/4

2 3,-

9-

289,

WISE

HIGH

IN

HOLBORN,

TIME—

USE

OUR

LONDON,

'DEPOSIT

days’ approval against full deposit. Saleable,
up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole
payment or purchased for cash. Our reputation

is your guarantee.
1-PLATE Dallmeyer Press Reflex, double extension,
4 sky-shade, rising front, deep triple detachable
focussing liood, reversing back, quick-wind focalplane shutter, l/]5th to 1/1, 000th and time,
fitted f/3.5 Press anastigmat, 12 slides, F.P.A.
and leatlier case ; a bargain, £6/17/6.
i-PLATE Lancaster's Brass-bound Special Instan4 tograpb Field Camera, double extension, rising
front, swing and reversing back, T.-P. shutter, f/8
R.R, lens, iris, 1 D.P. holder and leather case ;
bargain, 20/-, plus postage.
reversible
finder, Ikonette
fitted Frontar
T. and
\r.P
Zeiss Ikon
Roll lens
Filmt/9, Camera,
I. sliutter ; as new, £1/15.
9X rack
12 Icafocus,
HallohrackRollrising
Filmandandcross
Platefront,
Camera,re¬
versible finder, .spirit level, wire-frame finder,
focussing screen. 3 slides, F.P.A. , Proxar lens,
and leather case, £6/15.

31x21 No. 6 Ensign Carbine Roll Film, focussing,

4 rack-rising front. brilliant hnder, wire¬
frame finder, fitted Aldis-Butcher anastigmat
f/4.5, Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th and time,
cable relea.se : as new, £5/17/6.
2 Press Camera, deep focussing hood, wire¬
frame finder, quick-wind focal-plane shutter,
l'3rd to l/2,000tli and time, fitted Carl Zeiss
Tessar f/3.5, focussing mount. F.P.A., and leather
case, £25.
01x21 Roll Film Camera, reversible finder, wire04
frame finder, fitted Steinheil anastigmat
f/4.5, Vario sliutter, 1 '25th to l/lOOth and
time, cable release, £2/5.
1-PI>ATE Kershaw Reflex, rack focussing, sky4 sliade. rack-rising front, swing front, deep
triple detachable focussing hood, revolving back,
quick-wind focal-plane shutter, l/16th to l/800th
and time, fitted Ro.s.s Homo f/4.5, 4 book-form D.D.
slides and 5 D.P. holders, F.P.A. and leather case, £12.

NO. 2C Autographic Kodak Junior, reversible

finder, fitted Kodak anastigmat f/7.7, speeded
shutter, l/25th to 1/lOOth and time, cable release ;
a bargain, £1/10.
1-PLATE Ensign Folding Pocket Camera, double
4 extension, rising and cross front, brilliant
finder, wire-frame tinder, fitted Salexon anastigmat
f/4.5, D.A. Compur shutter, 1 to l/200th and
time, cable release, 6 slides, canvas case ; as
new, £4/15.

estimate given
Repairs to allworkmen
makes of; apparatus
executedbeforeby

experienced
proceeding.

payments system
please askonforourdetails.
AI’PARATDS
can be; purchased
deferred
possible results.
Quick and
service.
Developing,
printing
Enlarging, best
W.l.
NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent [0010
St.,
siiowiug
Special
Easter
Bargains
;
Apem
V.P.,
Manchester camera Bargains. — See Allens, now
f/4.5, Compur, £4 (list £9/9) ; Mirax Enlarger,

32/6 : Artist
£17). — Below.

Enlarger,

f/4, i-pl., £8/8

(list

NO. Etui,
14 Carbine,
ZeissZeiss
f/4.5,f'4.5,
D.A. Compur,
£6/15 ;
3.1x24,
D.A. Compur,
£8/17/6.— Below.
T.-P.swing32x24front,Junior
f/4.5,—
£8/10 Special
; many T.-P.,
other Cooke
bargains.
Below.
ROLLEIFLEX,
Leica and allowed
Contax modern
Stockistscameras
(Cine
Supplies), two-thirds
part payment, subject approval. — Allens, 168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester 4. (Central 9480). [0087

CAMERAS Exchanged ; largest stock S. London ;

special attention to Pathescopes. — Humphrys,
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[5002
■j iV-IN. Clement & Gilmer Earyscope Anastigmat
J./W f/0 Lens, 50/-. — Ison, Hillcrest, Parndon
Harlow.
1-PLATE Square-form Camera by Gandolfi, 2 D.D.
2 slides, f/6 -Mdis lens, fitted stereo division,
pair f/7.7 Aldis, T.-P. shutter, strong telescopic
stand, leather case, £4/5. — Above.

7/3

6/-

specialists, offer the following

31x22 Zeiss Ikon Miroflex Folding Reflex and

APPARATUS

Icarette, radial

lens, delayed-action Compur shutter, direct and brilliant view-finders.
leather rase. List price £1G .
£9 17 6
16-mm. Vitesse Cine Camera, f/1.9 Dallmeyer lens, colour filter.
leather carrying-case. Oood condition .
£5 0 0
16-mm. Ensign Alpha Projector, resi.stance, carryinc-case £6 17 6
3* x2i T.-P. Junior Betlex, f/4.5 Wray Lustra lens, F.P. adapter,
3 slides and carrying-case .
£5 17 6

f/4.5 and

BE}

9

Or 9 equal monthly

^ J-'J Dallmeyer Telephoto 10-in. x f/6, 8 slides,
F.P.A., 3 filters, leather case, Jaynay stand and
accessories. — Buer, 69, Herries St., Kilburn.
Willesden 1834.
[5348

6 -IN.Aldis
Cookef/6,Primoplane
f/6. 5, 41,
W.A.,Hallowell
.£3/5 ; 5J-in.
£1. — Weston,
Rd.,
Northwood. •
[5321

and

of 10/-.

lens,
ter
. Compur
£4 shut¬
7 8

con¬

new tripod, £2. — Box 6422, c/o “ The
Photographer.”
[5332

Deposit
payments

New No. 5 Ensign Car¬
bine for 3121 Boll Films,
brilliant and direct
wire • finders, f/4.5

LEICA,
Elmar f/3.5,
ModelcableI, focal-plane,
range-finder,
3 film 5-cm.
chambers,
release, all
in leather case, £10, cost £23 ; Three Supplementary

1-PLATE Popular Pressman, in leather case, lens
4 f/4.5, dozen slides, tripod, set colour screens,
bargain, £5/10, no reasonable otter refused ; will
accept i-pl. Wide-angle Anastigmat Lens, large
aperture, in part exchange. — Camera, Eltham,
Quarry Rd., Borough Green.
[5324

W.P.
front,

brilliant and direct "wire
finders. £,'4.5
Ensar
ana¬
stigmat
lens,
Compur

Reflex, Ensign special 3JX2i, Aldis f/4.5, 6

1-PLATE T.-P. Reflex de Luxe (1930), double swing
4 front, 72-in. Dalmac t/3.5, 5 D.D. slides, rollfilm adapter (3}x2.1), large leather case; little
used, £18 ; cost £37. — 22, Oueensthorpe Rd.,
Sydenham, S.E.26.
[5323

ol 13/-.

No. 6 31x2i
Carbine, rising

LENSES

All Apparatus fully guaranteed and sent on 5

Guarantee.

slides, F.P.A., leather case, cost £13, accept
£4/10; Wirgin Roll Film, 32x21, f/4.5, 3-speed,
£1/10. — Fox, Oakbrook, Newark Rd., North
Hykeham, Lincoln.
[5316

Lenses, in case, 35/-, cost 68/- ; e.xcellent condition
— Lewis, 31, Elwill Way, Beckenham, Kent. [5319
i-PLATE Roll Film Voigtlander Collinear HI,
4 f/6.8. Compound shutter, 1 to 1 /250th sec.,
double extension, rising and cross front, splendid
condition, leather case, £5 : deposit system. —
Cawley, 51, Sandyhill Rd., Ilford.
[5322

W.l, the camera
bargains.

TERMS.

No. 6, 31 > 21, with f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
new Compur shutter .
.
£7 7 0

IDEAL 10x8, Ro.ss f/8, T.-P. roller shutter,

AND

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St.,

CAMERAS

or DEFERRED

CAMERAS

Trade.

No. 12 Ensign Carbine, 4J x 2i. fitted Aldis anastigmat lens f/6. 3 in
Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th sec., T. and B.
Usual price
08 78. Od.
Reduced price £4 3 9

complete outfit, 35/- ; Ideal Whole-plate, W.A.
lens, T.-P. focal-plane, complete outfit, £2 ; lenses
interchangeable ; £3/10 both. — Hollis, 2, Bellew Rd.,
Liverpool.
[5315

6 slides,

[

TAKE

LENSES

W.C.1
21-

bag, all pressman
movements,
Popular
i-pl,,perfect,
Aldls £5/5.
f/4.5,— Above.
12 slides,
— Above.
[5288
NO. in3 case,
Beck’s 25'-.Universal
Telephoto Lens for 2-pI.,

SYSTEM.
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SECOND-HAND

!

Catalogue of £20,000
Stock of Second-hand
High-grade Apparatus at keenly competitive
prices. Write for a copy to-day.

★ Postcard 3a Autographic a

Four Optochrome Filters,
Kodak, Cooke f/6.5 anaalij.'- M aA'itli holder, iu case, to fit
mat lens. Velosto shutter,
lens 30-ram. (1-9 IBths in.)
speeds 1 to l/3U0th sec. In
diameter. Cost £2 8s. 6d.
good condition . . £4 18 9
14s. 3d.

★ 5x4 Sanderson, Dallmever a 10 15 cm. Nettel DeckruUo,

f/O Convertible Stigraatic ^ focal-plane shutter, speeds
lens. Compound
shutter.
A to l/1.0l)0th sec., Carl Zeiss
speeds 1 to 1200th sec., 3
f 4..j Tessar len.s, 3 double
mahogany book-form plateplate-holders, leather case
holders, leather case. All in
£11 17 6
good condition . . £9 10 0
Postcard 3a Kodak, Goerij

★ 41 • 31 Goerz Folding ^ f/6.8 Dagor lens. Kodak
Tenax, double extension,
Goerz f/4.5 Dogmar
lens.

automatic shutter, Combination back for films or plates.

Corapur shutter, speeds 1
In good «'(mdition £3 18 0
to l/200th sec., F.P. holder,
4] • 31 Zeiss Ikon Trona,
leather case .
£6 12
Carl Zeiss f 4..) Tessar lens.

★ 4i 3J Newman & Gu&rdia Compur .shutter, 3 plateNew Ideal Sibyl, Carl Zeiss
holder.^, F.P.
f/6.3 Tessar lens, F.P. holder,

holder, case
£7 12 6

focussing screen, leather case.
4| - 34 Newman & Guardia
In good condition. . £9 17 3 ^ Special Sibyl, Carl Zeiss f 4.5

★ 34 > 24 Zeiss Minimum Tessar lens. B plate-holders,
PalmOS, Carl Zeiss f 3.5
leather case. In
Triotar lens. 3 double platedition .
holders, F.P. holder, leather
Changing-box,
case.
dition

All in first-class con- "
.
£13 17 6

good con£9 10 0
f(»r 1-pl.

N. .t G. Sibyl.... £2 5 0
Four Autochrome Single

★ 41 31 Ross Panros, self- ^ Slides, for N. G. i-j.!.
capping

focal-plane

shutter.

Sibyl .

£110

Ross f/G.8 Homocentric len.s..^^ 31 2V
Ihagee Folding
Mackenzie adapter, B en- * Reflex, Carl Zel.ss f 4.5
velopes, leather ca.<!e. In good
Tessar lens. B plate-holders,
condition. Cost th)
F.P. holder, leather «'ase.
£6 12 6
List price £4U. .. . £18 12 6
“ American Annual of Photography,”
illustrated, up-to-date articles. The
Directory

1933 edition. Profusely
best of the annuals.

of exhibitors, (’loth cover 15 -, paper
postage in U.K. 9 1.

★ Postcard and Kodak Roll

I

Film Graflex Reflex, focal-- ^
^
plane shutter. Cooke f 4.5
lens, also 134-in. Busch f 7
Bis-Telar Telephoto lens,
leather case.
List price.
about £45 .
£9 17 6

41

31

Soho

cover

10 - :

Reflex,

lioi

Homocentric f.'4.i
f.'4.5 lens
Hoinocentric
double plate-holders, canvas
case .
£9 10 0
34 • 24 Adams’ Vesta, KoS'
Zeiss f '4.0 Tessar lens, (.’onipound shutter. B plate-holders.

★ Postcard Soho Reflex, Ross focu.ssing .screen, case. In

^

f,'4.5 Homocentric lens. 3
good condition.... £6 17 6
double plate-holders, leather
i-pl. Bedford, double exten.sidn, Carl Zeiss f 0.3
In good condition
£11 12 0
Triotar lens. Compur shutter,
.speeds 1 to 1 25()th sec.,
44 31 Mentor Folding Re¬
flex, Carl Zeiss f 4.5 Tessar
focussing .screen. B jilateliolders. F.P. holder. can\as
lens, 3 double plate-hr IJers.
ca.se. In new conditujn
leather case. In good con¬
£4 17 6
dition. List price £4i) £15 12 6
31 21 Ensign Roll Film
8-in. Ross Zeiss Protar
Lens, f/B..3, single components
Speed Reflex, .41dis-Butcher
f 4.5 anastigmat lens, focal14-in. foci, in Compouiul
shutter. List price £19 Ids.
plane shutter, speeds 1 25th
£7 12 6
to 1 /500th sec., leather case.
Cost £10 13s, Bd. . £6 12 6

★ 10-in. {25-cm.} Carl Zeiss ★ Set of Ross Zeiss Series
★ 41 24 Kodak Roll Film
Tele-Tessar, f’fi.3. in new
condition. List price £1B 10.«.

Graflex Reflex, Zeiss f 4.5
Tessar lens, focal-plane shut¬
ter, speeds 1 to 1 l.Onoth
sec., camera takes standardsize IIB roll film . £12 15 6

Vila Convertible Protar Lenses,
combined focus 7 in., 74 in.
and 84 in., focus of single
components 1B4 in., 14 in.
and 114 in., leather case.
In excellent condition
£8 17 6

★ Set of Four Optochrome ★ 41 31 Newman & Guardia
Filters, with

holder,

in ca.se,

to fit lens SO-mrn. {l-3']6th8
in.) diameter. List price £1
12s. 6d.

★ Newman & Guardia Day¬
light

Enlarger,

4.5x6

cm

to 8i X 64 in. size, for use with
Baby Sibyl .
£2 2 0

Square Reflector, revolving
back, focal-plane shutter,
speeds 1 25th to I'SOOth sec.,
Carl Zeiss f 3.5 Planar lens,
N. X G. clianging-box for
12 plates, leather case
£13 12 6
Changing-box,
Soho Reflex .

for
£1

1-pl.
5 0

Any Camera sent on 7 days’ approval against deposit to value.

SANDS

A. ADAMS W.l,
& CO.,
Wigmore
St.,
late LTD.,
of 24, 122,
Charing
Cross Rd.,
guaranteed
in perfect exceptional
order.
OFFER
the following
bargains, all
2 Tes.sar
lens, Nettel
12 single
dark slides,
31x2}
Contessa
Focal-plane,
f/4..5leather
Zeiss
case, £11.
2 slides
F.P. A., f'3.5
£10. Zeiss Tessar lens, 3
41x6
cm. andErnemann,
Goerz Anschutz, Dogmar f 4.8 lens, 3
dark slides and leather case, £6.

2 lens.Adams'
F.P. A.,Folding
leatlierMinex,
case, £22.
31x2.1
f.'4.5 Ross Xpres
2 shutter,
f.4.5 Reflex
Aldis anastigmat
lens,
leather
31x2}
Ensign
Roll
Film,
focal-plane
case, £7.
TXrilOLE-PLATE Square Bellows, Double ExT T tension Camera, 3 D.D. slides, leather case, £9.
IvT-lN.

f 4.5 Rodenstock

swtJ'/O

Ross Teleros f/5..5, in focussing
mount for N. <fe G. Reflex, £11.

I/O

£12.

Anastigmat,

iris mount,

I'y-IN. f/5.6 Dallmeyer Dallon, £12.
i/2.9 Pentac, in iris mbunt, £4

16 IN. Dallmeyer Portrait Series 3A, tl5.
4. London.
ADAMS W.l.
& CO..Phone,
LTD..Welbeck
122. Wigmore
St.,
3215. [5297
1.^REE
— Stamp
for particulars. — Clay,
’ FowlerCamera.s.
St., South
Shields.
[5046
O

— Brownies, Agfas, Ensign.s, Eleos, 31x21,
Box. — Bailey, 112, Beaufort St., Nelson.

Be Modern. — Buy Voigtlandcr Brilliant, 55/-

C.O.D., deposit approval : exclrange ; allow
[5259
5/- box cameras, 10'- V.P.K., etc. : post old
camera and case ; get “ Brilliant ” by return. —
BclPs, 15, Newington Butts, S.E.ll.
[5241

Lloyds'
photographic
87,
Lamb's Conduit
St., W.C.l. suppimes.
Phone, Holborn
6250 ; usual approval term.s.
Lloyds.
— F/2 &3-in.Lomb,
Anastigmat
Lenseshetwcen-lens
by Goerz
and Busch
fitted Ilex

HUNTER&GI!'’

IL25th,
f'2.9 Dallmeyer
Pentac
Lenses,
in
J LOYDS.—
Gamimix-3-in.
between-lens
slmtter,
speeds
1 '10th,
1 '50th, 1,100th sec., bull) and time, 52/6.
[5343
A DON
in t/4.5,
case (£7/4),
£4 '4,Adjustable
perfect ; Telephoto,
Zeiss Te.-isar
6}-in.
(£9 12), £5, perfect. — Thompson

&

I)orf.

Cai)per, South[5301

84-IN.
Condenser
mounted,48'- 52/; 9-in.
2 ditto,
slightly Lenses,
soiled, perfect,
; lumdreds
cheap, sligtitly ctiipped ; all sizes ; also Enlarging
and I’ortrait Lenses, good and cheap : Anastigmats
repolished; enquiries invited.— Premier Optical
Co,, 63, Bolton Rd., Stratford, liOndon.
[5330

4RTHrR G.4.SK & CO. offer FIxceptional Bargains

in Cine, Stereo and Every Type of Camera,
also .Accessories ; write stating requirements to
50, Mortimer St., London, W.l. Phone, MiLscum
0.537.
[5339

CINEMATOCRAPH

APPARATUS

two-reel
Western Size
Dramas,
Comedies,
Films,
standard
35-mm.,
silent,Historical,
one and
etc., in excellent condition, cheap ; stamp for
list. — C. Turner, 82, Dorothy

Rd., Ijeicester. [5140

T^EW
Coronet Projector, resistance and 60-ft.
iv film, 9.5-m7n., 25/- only. — 32, Lovelace Rd.,
FI. Barnet.
[5244
with panchromatic
; case,
new
CINE-KGDAK
Model 3,andf '1.9Kodacolor
lens, in filters
leatherPhoto¬

condition, £15. — Box 6407, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

[5245

PiVrHE .Motocamera, fitted Zeiss f/2.7 lens, new

August, 1932, complete with leather carryingcase ; as new, £16. — 199, Russell Rd., Moseley,
Birmingham.
[5248

CINE Club Defunct. — 9-rnm., 16-mm., 35-mm.

For Sale. — Cine-Kodak. Projector, stand, colour

screen, ordinary screen, films, £25 or offer ; would
sell separately. Apply — Mrs. Heyworth, 57, Seymour
St., West.
[5275
USE

1933

Ultra- Compact

Reflex

3J >
New Ultra-Compact Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, high-speed
steel-geared seif-capping 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th, T. and B., long
extension (for copying, portraits, close-ups, still life, etc.) deep
self-erecting hood (giving brilliafit viewing), latest mirror
(camera can be used inverted i^bove the liead in crowds),
sky-shade (giving brilliant pictures), aU inlaid leather de laxe,
precision fittings, smallest high-speed reflex obtainable ;
nearly
fits the
coat pocket. Takes plates, film packs, cut films,
roll films,
everything.

PRECISION

MADE

£8:15:0

(VICTOR

ULTRA-COMPACT

VISUAL

TURRET

16-mm. Latest New Victor Camera, f/2.9 Speed, visual focussing,
with eyepiece adjustment, full - view size, turret revolving
liead, for tliree lenses, audible footage (to the ear), multi¬
speeds, 8, 12, IB. 24, 32. 64 pictures, title crank, latest gear
visual footage, direct Tele-finder level device (for perfection).
50*ft. or 100-ft. capacity. All gold-bronze and chromium
throughout. Wonderful camera. Amazing value.

IN STOCK

£60

: 0 : 0

LATEST

exchanges

CARBINE

3t ■
Ensign Carbine Roll Film, latest f/4.6 fine anastigmat,
new geared 1 to 1/lOOth T. and B,, rising front, cross front,
radial focussing, latest dead-register device, brilliant, wire
finder. Year's guarantee.

WRITE

NOW

£5:15:0

FILM

6/6

50

in stock

FEET

16-mm. Ensign New Cine Camera, Speed f/2. 8 anastigmat, halfspeed, normal, slow motion, graphite silent motor, titling crank .
focussing mount, inf. ■to 1 ft., direct lens finder, real liide velvetlined case. Film now B/B DO ft. only.

REAL MOVIE £18 : 18 : 0 super movies
FILMS

1/- 400-ft.

HIRE

16-mm. Ensign Super Projector, Dallmeyer Superlite f/l.B,
lOU-watt direct super illumination, entirely automatic, 2-in.
diameter, large condensers (passing tremendous light), all
enclosed fittings, precision silent mechanism, forward, stills
rewind, fan cooled throughout, built-in motor, extra resistance
in "ready for action” carrying-case. Ileal movie. Lens
listed £5 5s. alone. Super crystal brilliancy,

FULL

TRIAL

£17

COMPACT

; IQ

: 0

APPROVAL

ELECTROPHOT

New Rbamstine Exposure Meter, photo-electric, stills or movies .
self-generating, no batteries. Last a lifetime, and perfect deadaccurate exposed pictures of iiuality. Very latest compact
model.

Very

small,

NO WASTE

light and

£15

: 15

ultra-compact.

: 0 Just perfection

EDWIN
FIVE

DAYS’

APPROVAL.

EXCHANGES.

WRITE

NOW.

shutter, speeds 1 '.5th, 1 '10th, 1 '25th, 1 '50th,
1 100th sec., hull) and time ; unused, £3/12 '6.

Cameras, Projectors, printing, develop!^
apparatus, trick titling box, etc. ; £120 worth gear,
tialf-price ; eight lenses alone worth the money.
— Stamp, Cupola, Dover Rd., rolke.stone. [52.56

37 BEDFORD ST STRAND
LONDON, W.C2.
32

New

London,
W.C.2.

Watch this column weekly for London’s
Biggest Bargains in Used Cameras.
PUBLISHED

LENSES

Trade.

1-PLATE
4 double

JUST

AND

22,

ADVERTISEMENTS

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

34 ■ 24 Ernemann Press, Tessar f/4.5, self-capping
1-pl. kodak Vertical Enlarger, f B.3, auto, focus..
31 2i Ernemann R.F. Plate, f;B.8, 1 to l/l(M)th..
1i-pi.
-dI. Dallmever
f/3.. 5. self-L’;LH!»ii»£T.
Daumeyer Reflex,
±tenex,
seir-cappmg. Bargain
Patbe Projector, Super attachment, motor, resist.. .

£8 17
£4 17
£2 2
£fi
to .8
»
£6 17

34 • 24 Carbine R.F., Aldis f,'4.5, new Compur .
£4
P.C. klito, Boss Homocentric f/G.3, double ex .
£3
16-mm. Kodascope A Projector, 200-watt resist. . £21
P;2 KoUbri, Zeiss Tessar f/2, new Compur, case.. . £14

6
6
9
A0
6

17
17
10
14

6
6
0
0

31 ■ 21 Carbine R.F. Plate, Aidi.s f/G.3, Compur. ... £3 19
Rolleiflex Reflex, Tessar f/.3.8, new Compur .
£10 10
i-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, D. slide. . £7 10

6
0
0

Zeiss Kolibri R.F., Tessar f'3.5 Siieerl, Compur. . £7
16-mm. Ensign Turret Camera, f 1.5 Speed, case. . £29
V.P. Kodak R.F., i,B.3, 1/lOth to 1/lOOth. As new £2
Pathescope Lux Projector, motor, resist., case.. £12
V.P. Goerz Plate, Dogmar f/4.5, Compur, slides. ... £3
16-mm. Kodascope Projector, 100-watt resist .
£7
31 ' 21 Tropical Ensign R.F. Reflex, Aldis f/4.5. ... £6
}-pl. Ensign Reflex, f'.3.5. latest revolving back.. £9

15
10
10
12
19
10
6
17

0
0
0
0
6
0
0
6

£2 15

0

12-iD. Cooke Telephoto f 5.6, suit reflex, bargain . . £6 17

V.P.

Salex

Press

Pocket,

f/4.5. 1 10th

to 1/J.OOOth

6

16-mm. Ensign Projector, 171.8, IbO-w., resist., case £18
3i X 24 Zeiss Miroflex, Tessar f/4.5. latest, case .
£29
1-pI. Ensign Folding Reflex de Luxe, Cooke f/4.5.. £8
1-pl. Nagel Plate Pocket, f'4. 5, Corapur. As new.. £5
V.P. Goerz R.F., Goerz f/4.5, Compur. Bargain... £4
1-pl. Ensign Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, self-capping .
£5
16-mm. Ensign Super Projector, 250-watt, case.. £29
4-pl. DeckruUo Press, Tessar 14. .5. D. slides .
£7

18 -0
10 0
17 6
5 0
4 0
17 6
10 0
10 0

V.P. N. & G. Roll Film Sibyl, Tessar f,'4.5, case. ... £6
6 13 Mentor Stereo Reflex, Meyer f/2.9's .
£12
Pathescope Projector, standard. Hardly used.... £3
34 ' 24 Zeiss Trona, Tessar f/4.5, D. -action Compur £7
16-mm. Kodak Camera, f/8.5, 50 or 100 ft. Cost £25 £9
1-pl. Goerz Anschutz Press, f/4.5, latest. As new., £14
34 • 24 N. & G. LatestSibyl, f/3. 5 Xpres. hardly used £18
1-pl. kUto, Aldis f/4.5, Compur, double ex .
£5
34 ■ 24 Cameo, f/4.5, latest Compur. double ex... £4
V.P. Kodak R.F., f/4.5. 1/lOth to 1/lOOth .
£3
1-pl. Miraphot Vertical Autofocus Enlarger, f/G.3.. £4

17
12
17
7
17
14
18
17
17
5
17

6
0
6
0
6
0
0
6
6
0
6

31x21 Zeiss Cocarette R.F., f'6.3. 3-speed. As new £2 5
16-mm. Ensign Projector, 100-w., motor, resist., case £9 17
Pathe Camera, motor attachment. Fine condition . . £2 5

0
6
6

4-pl. Sanderson, It.R., focal-plane. 3 D. slides....
34 • 24 Voigtlander Tourist Pocket, f'4.5. D.A .
45 • 107 Voigtlander, Heliar f/4.5'8, slides. As new
Pathe Latest C Motor, 39/6
Dual Resistance,
Pathe Super Attachment, 29s. 6d. Set Port. Attach.,

£2 7 6
£9 17 6
£8 17 6
15s. 6d.
14s. lid.

5 • 4 Adams’ Videx Reflex, Zeiss Protar f/6.3 .
34 x24 Plaubel Press, f/2.9 (very thin), Compur..
16-mm. Ensign Projector, 50-w., Super at., resist.
l-pl. Zeiss Compact Pocket, Zeiss Dominar f/4.5,
double ex., rise, cross, wire-finder, all inlaid. ...
31x21 Voigtlander R.F., f/4.5, new Compur .
16-mm. Kodatoy Projector, Super arms, resist .
31 X 21 Ensign R.F. , Aldis f/4.5, 1 to 1/lOOth. As new

£4 17 6
£9 17 6
£4 4 0
Compur.
£6 17 6
£4 17 6
£3 7 6
£3 17 6

EDWIN
RISK.

GORSE

March

22,

THE

1933

CINEMATOGRAPH

AMATEUR

APPARATUS

PATHS
: 687,
; GG8, 2 reels
659, 2Super
reels Reels
; 600,
069 ;2 reels
all practically
new, ;
10/- each. — Bell, 11, Martha Terrace, Crewe. [5254
Talkies.
optical inunits,
light-slit— complete
and leas, mounted
tube, condenser,
3i x J in.,
makers Bausch & Lomb, 5/- each. — Stent, 75,

Nottingham

Rd., Leyton, E.IO.

[5293

PATHE
9-mm. 45/-;
Projector,
attachment,
Several with
Superhome-made
Films, fromsuper
5/-,
30 and 60 ft., from 6d. ; stamp for list ; B.T.H.
Minor Pick-up. new,
Talbot St., Whitchurch,

PHOTOGRAPHER

20/-. — .John Wilkinson, 5,
Salop.
[5299

KODASCOPE C, latest bronze model, 1-in. lens ;

used twice only ; perfect condition ; with
resistance to 250 volts ; just cost £20 ; accept £12
or near offer ; must sell ; deposit sy.stem. — Box
6426, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [5336

ADVERTISEMENTS

ZISA
" I might say that I am extremely pleased with the Press camera
and must congratulate you on the very efficient and courteous way
in which

you have

treated

me.”

C. B. L -

,B-

.

i-pl. Sanderson Regular H. & S., improved model with wide-angle,
rack adjustment, rising rack and universal swing front, etc., 135-mm.
Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lea.**, Acme sector shutter. 1 to l/30Uth sec.,
T. and B., triple ex. rack, reversing back, etc., 3 double slides, F.P.
adapter and superior leather case. Equal new _
£12'
17' 6
Postcard Ross Panros,
aelf-caiJijing focal plane
Xpres, 2-way rising frojit.
magazine changing-box

improved model, milled head, quick-wind
to 1/1, 000th sec. and time, Ross Oi-in. fi4.5
direct-vision finder, 3 double slides , also Ross
for 12 plates and leather Pifi. Ifi* 0

X-lU. lU. \J
Od .
£.39 78.Carl
Cost Sibyl,
case.
1-pl. Equal
N. & new.
G. Pocket
Zeiss f/6.3 Tessar lens, Precision
slmtter, i to 1/lOOth sec. and time, rising front, N. & G. folding

ILLUSTRALIGHT.
— The ;Super
llluminant
Pathe Baby Projectors
no heat
problems, for
in
spite of the amazing brilliance secured ; yet a
6-ft. picture is shown with ease. The system
uses a highly efiicient reflecting device, a new
type condenser, and the whole in a lantern of
the same diameter as the Pathe, but one inch
longer, fitted to any standard Pathe in a tew
seconds ; hundreds of satisfied customers ; your
early order solicited ; goods sent by return ;
complete sets for all mains voltages, 60/-, post
paid ; accumulator models, 40/- only.

EXI’H-ANGE. — 31 X Sale.x de Luxe Reflex, Ross

f/4.5, ol-in., revolving back and hood, 6
slides, leather case for Coronet Cine Camera, 9.5-mm.
and Pathe Kid Projector. — Wilkie, Braunston,
Rugby.
[5262

Exchange. --Rolleiflex 2.1x21, Tessar f/4.5

(non-auto) and case ; wanted Leiea, inter¬
changeable model, range-finder, chargers and case.
— 28, Kirkham Rd., Bradford.
[5267

1-pI. Superior German Double Ex. Pocket, rack focu.s, Lumar f/4.5
anastigmat, Compur shutter, U-stimip front, fine-adjustment rise
and cross, finder and level, also direct-vision finder, CA
• 19 •

— Very Compact 3.1x24 or j-pl- Reflex.
W ANTED.
— Balston, 24, Dickenson Rd., N.8.
[5277
ANTJ'ID. — ll-in. Dallon Series XVIII. — Blake,
W 7;j, Queen’s Gate, S.\V.7. [5281
IEICA
Camera1 towanted,
also f/4.5
lens in11,focussing
J mount,
6 in. focus.
— Davies,
Wilton

6 slides,
6 13
III f/G.6
Lumiere
12 plates

Crescent, Wimbledon, S.W.19.
[5’286
WANTED.— V.P.K. Film Tank ; other sizes
TT
unsuitable. — Edward, Cotswold, Llandrindod
Wells.
[5291

refle.x finder,
showing rise, depth of focus indicator, 6 slides, P’.?.
adaijter
and leather
case. Nice condition .
£y * 18 * 6
3ix2^ Adams’ Pocket Vesta, Ross ZeisS f/G.3 Tes.sar lens. Com¬
pound sliutter. I to l/250th sec., ‘i-way rising front, direct-vision
finder, 6 slides, F.P, adapter and leather case. 07 • IQ • ^
Good as new .

Trade.

EXCHANGE
AND Camera
WANTED~|
l-PLATE
Zeis.s Ikon Miroflex
wanted, with
4 Zeiss Bio-Tbssar f/2.8 lens ; 5 days’ approval ;
cash will be deposited with “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.” -42, Brownlow St., Liverpool. [5246
ANTED. — Reflex, send fullest particulars ;
TT exchange 2 Folding Cameras. — Parrv, Friarstile Rd., Richmond.
[5247

F.P. adapter and case. Nice condition.
. 1 ^ . U
cm. and 7 13 Richards’ Stereo Verascope, pair Goerz Series
Dagors, speeded shutter, rising front. 2 finders, levels, pair
Autorhronie colour filters, magazine clianging-i>o.x for
with indicator, spare set of pi,ate slieatlis Pin*
10*0

anil superior leather case. Nice condition .
XIU.
lU. U
4i • 6 Goerz Vest Pocket Tenax, Goerz Series III f/0.8 Dagor lens,
Compound shutter. 1 to l/2.5Uth sec. and time, direct CA
• A • 0

FjTXCHANGE. — 31X21 Speed (''ameo, f '4..5, Compur,

condition
^ . u
Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar. Compur
focus, rising front, finder
adapter, C 1 H • 1 7 •

j double extension, all movements, F.P. A., 6
slides, R.F.A., Eros Tele lens, ease, plate tank, with
small cash adjustment, for Rolleiflex. — Boreham,
29, Grange Rd., Ipswich.
[5295

will give your movies
professional
ILLUSTRACHROME.—
The a Colour
Wheeltouchthat;
atmospheric effects and colour changes without

leatlier case. Equal new. Cost £10 2s. 6d .
XIU
. 1 / . U
4i y 6 Vest Pocket Nettel Tropical Sonnet, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar
lens, Compound shutter. 1 to I /300tli sec., lazy-tong focus, frame finder
and back-siglit, 0 slides. F.P. adapter and 2 purse ca • 1 Q • A

f/4.5. 3 Goerz
D.D. slides,
; exchange
POSTCARD
Anschutzperfect
Focal-plane,
Dogmarfor
Good Reflex ; particulars. — Williams, 14 Moira

shadow : two colours can be ased at the same
time ; price, including fitment lor Baby Cine,
5/-, post paid to all parts of the world.

wallet cases. Good as new .
. lO . U
5 4 Ernemann Folding Press, silent-wind focal-plane shutter,
outside adjustable slit, 1/IOfli to 1/I,000th sec, and time, 6-in. Goerz
f/4.8 anastigmat, focussing, 2-way rising front, direct-vision finder
with liack-sight, 3 double slides and case. Nice Cf{ * 1 7 * ft

PATHE Films in .great variety, Supers, 60’s and
30’s ; your inspection invited.

IflVERYTHING for Movies, 9-mm., 16-mm. and

'j 35-mm. ; phone, write, or, better still,
call and inspect immense stock of bargains
available owing to enlargement of premises and
reorganisation.

CAMERAS
and Projectors,
including Bell
Howell, DeVry,
De Brie, Williamson,
I’athe,&
Ensign and Coronet.

ILLUSTRA ENTERPRISES, Christie Organ House,

159, Wardour St., London. Telephone, Gerrard 6889.
[5349

Every Pathescope Super Film available for Hire,

3/6 week, 2/3 three days ; finest selection
guaranteed films. — Southern Film Exchange, 52,
Boundaries Rd., Balham, London.

PATH.ESCOPE
Film Hire.
30-ft. 4d.,
week ; no deposit.
— Southern,
.above.00-ft. 8d.
Pathescope
Films
Exchanged,
30-ft.
5d., 60-ft.
9d., Supers 4/6. — Southern Film Exchange,
above.
[0079
SUPER
Films
(Pathescope)
on
Hire,
1/each,
from
the long-established library of Messrs. Camera.
Craft, Ltd., Palmers Green, N.13. Send P.C. for
particulars.

[0086

CINEMATOGRAPH
Films,sample
Accessories
standard
only; lists free;
1/-. —; Filmeries,

57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstono, E.ll.
[3523
Pathescope Projector, £15 : old machine
/CULr and cash ; best allowance. — Bell’s, 45,
Newington Butts, S.E.ll.
[5242

T.-P.Bailey,
Ruby112,Cine,
f/1.9St.,Dallmeyer,
£7 only.[5200—
.Beaufort
Nelson.
Transformers
for
Small
cinematographs
particulars. — Laws, 9, Whitehall Rd., Thornton ;
Heath.

[5290

filmed fromJUMPING,”
ground and
2/6 ;
PARACHUTE
good air,
9.5-mm.30-ft.thriller,
Trailer, “ The King,” with professional effects, 1/3,
post free ; lists lid. — Below.

STEDMAN’S CINEMATOGRAPH LABORATORY,

the Processing and Title Experts, Meadow Rd.,
Leeds 11.
[5309

finder, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case.
3j - 2i Pocket Etui, latest pattern,
sector shutter with lielayed action,
and level, wire-frame finder, 6 slides,

Nice
Carl
rack
F.P.

condition .
. i 1 . U
i-pl. Dallmeyer Press Refiex, latest pattoni. li-in. Dallmeyer f'3.5
I’ress anastigmat, rising front, rack focus, iiooii and sky sliade, revol¬
ving back, quick-wind self-capping focai-plane to 1/l.OOOth sec. anil
time, 0 slides, F.l’. adapter, leather case. New
ClO.
17*
condition .
XI^.
1 1 . vj
Cine-Kodak Standard Model B. Kodak f/1.9 fneu-ssing anastigmat,
interchange lens mounting, filter assembly for Kodacolor. also spare
flltens, takes 50 or 109 ft. 10-mm.

films, complete

in

COl

■ 10*0

combination
Set Double
unsolletiEx.
.Pocket,
.’.
X^l rack
. 1 Ufocus,
. U
t-pl, Klito case.
de Luxe
latest, witli
Cooke 51 -in. f/t.fj Aviar anastigmat. Acme sector shutter. 1 to l/30Ut]i
sec., T. ami B.. U-stirmp front, rise and cross, finder and level, and
direct-vision finder, 0 slides, F.P. adapter, leatlier ca . 1 Q > ^
case. New condition .
. lO * U
6 13 cm. Stereo Folding Pocket Murer, twin bellows, focal-plane
shutter, engraved speeds to 1/l.OilOth sec., pair 90-inin. f/4.5 Murer
anastigmats, coupled iris focussing mounts, direct-vision finder with
magnifier liack-sight, C slides in wallet case.
Equal £0*
j3 ^ 0
3A 2A Ensign Roll Film Speed Reflex, latest pattern, quick-wind
focal-plancshutter, l/25t.h to l/500tli sec.. Aldis L'uo CK * IQ * A
(/4.5
anastigmat,
cu-se. Soho
New Reflex,
condition
.
40 •im¬
“
1-pl.
Tropical Model
brass-bound
polislied* teak,
proved model, milled head quick-wind focal-plane shutter, all speeds
to l/8001h sec. and time, latest 6-in. Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, rarck-rising
front, long ex. rack, revolving back, liinge-open top. etc., tropical
Maekenzie-Wishnrt best Model A slide, also trojiical F.P. adapter
and velvet-lined de luxe leather case. Whole set COK. *0*0
equal new. Cost £44 78. 6d.» .
X^^J . U . U
> 2i Square Rolleiflex, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, latest Compur
e iutter, 1 to l/30()th sec., T. and B., band and antinous release,
Heidoscoiie f/3.1 viewing lens, hood magnifier, in C19*17*A
velvet-lined leatlier case. New condition .
XI
I I , U
3J > 2A N. & G. New Special Sibyl, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens.
Precision shutter, A to l/150th sec.. T. and B.. 2-way rising front,
reflex folder finder, depth of focus indicator, 3 double C I
• 1 A • 0
slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. Equal new. .
I
• v/
Postcard Shew Aluminium-bound Pocket Xit, latest Carl Zeiss 165-mm.
f/4.5 Tessar lens. Compound shutter, 1 to l/200th sec., T. and B..
vertical and horizontal rising fronts, focussing, 3 Shew mahogany
double slides and leather case. New condition.
.. . £Q • lY * G
1-pI. Goerz Anschutz, latest pattern Ango model, leather-covered
front, etc., Goerz .Series III f/6.8 Dagor lens, Goerz No. 3a Telephoto
lens to interchange, Goerz extension back for copying and Telephoto,
quick-wind self-capping focal-plane shutter and valve. 5 to I'l. 000th
sec., T. and B., 2-way rising front, direct finder, magnifier back-sight,
3 double slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. C 1 K • IK *0
Equal new .
X1»J. IJ • \J
Postcard Soho Reflex, improved milled-head quick-wind focal-plane
shutter, speeds to l/700th sec. and time, Ross 6A-in. f/4.5 Xpres
lens, 2-way rising front, rack long extension, 3 best double book-form
slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. New con- COCi • H • O
dition.

Cost £46 .

X^U

. U

. U

Any of the above may be had by arrangement on five days’ approval. If
no ledger aje deposit to value is requested. Latest lists free on application.
N.B. — High-class Apparatus Pxirchased for Cash, taken in Exchange
or Sold on Commission. Approx. Valuations free. Call or write.

I EXCHANGE

AND

WANTED^

Place, Cardiff.

[5317

YVr
— Abheydale
or similar
Condenser
T T anted.
Enlarger,
f/4.5 anastigmat
lens J-pl.
; must
be new
condition and cheap ; also quote without lens ;
fullest details to — Owen Lloyd, Market Place,
Wallingford-on-Thames.
[5298
W’ ANTED. — Camo Motor Attacliment for Baby
TT Cine, cheap. — G. Higgens, Tansley. Shoreham-by-Sca.
[5307
Y\IANTED.
or Six-2n,
in good N.6.
conTT dition. —— la
14, Kodak
Southwood
Lane, Highgate,

Exchange.— 3irX 2.1' Kllmax Plate and Cut-

film Tank (used twice), for 1-pl. Tank : or
sell, 12/6. — Saul, 220, Blackpool Rd., Deepdale,
Preston.
[5313
[5308

ADEMCO Electric D»y Mounting Iron, 220-240

volts, 21/-, or exchange for 3x4 cm. camera. —
Grimmer, 37, Sedgeconibe Avenue, Kenton. Middle¬
sex.
[5320

Exchange. — 9x12 l-pl. Goerz Manufoc. ill nearly

new condition, 6-in. f/4.5 Convertible Dogmar,
Compur, double extension, F.P. A. ; cost £20 ; for
3.1x24 Reflex or Focal-plane. — '34, Cromwell Rd.,
Kingston, Surrey. No callers.
[5327
VarANTED.
Reflexlens
(l-pl.),
good
T T dition,— f/4.5
; fullcomplete,
particulars
to — con"
P.,
Seaholme, Paketield, Lowestoft.
[534(1
TT

anted. — 3Jx24 Reflex, cheap for spot cash. —
Wallis, May Avenue, Wollaton, Nottingham.

I EXCHANGE. — Mentor Press 9x12, 6 D.D. slides,

li new condition, for small Saloon Car. or sell,
£18. — Richards, Top Flat, 96, Above Bar St.,
[5342
Southampton.
[5346

WANTED. — Inexpensive Optical Lantern, for home

use, electrical illumination ; trial essential.-—
Swash, 36, Highlands Gardens, Ilford, Essex. [5347

ACCESSORIES

ADHERO Dry-mounting Press, complete,
c/o almost
” The
[5268

brand new, 60/-. — Box 6408,
Amateur Photographer. ’ ’

y.P.K. Carbine Tank, 10/- ; l-pl. Specialist

Developing Tube, 5/6 ; Whole-plate Oleobrom
Set, 35/- ; Telescopic Tripod, Extendo case, 10/6. —
Bla’xe, 73, Queen’s Gate, S.W.7.
[5280
BrookGoerz
Crescent,
[5305
ForClements,
Sale.— 518,D.D.
5x4 E.4.
Slides, £2.—

€a.. 9imiUD.

■Wl ANTED. — Good Negatives or Prints of Bathing,
ABDUESS
:
t“ Diving, ■ etc., seaside, river or baths ;
good prices given for good photographs. — Box 6344,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[5218 No. 2, POULTRY, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2
ANTED. — P.C. Sanderson ; exchange la Tropical
T T Ensign Carbine, Aldis f/6.3 ; used twice ; Telegrams: ” Loncamerex, Stock, London.” Phone: Central 8691.
perfect. — 136, North Rd., Preston.
[5239 One minute from the Bank of England and Stock Exchange.
YOU

CAN

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

Trade.

Bellows. — A11 sizes stocked ; lowe.st prices ;

camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

33

March

THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ACCESSORIES
Phone,
Conduit St., W.C.l.

are

Lloyds.
Enamelled
superior
to any— New-stock
on the market,
3-in. Dishes,
deep, postcard
strip, 23x7 in., 7/6 ; 24x18 in., 12/6 ; 20x16 in.,
10/6; 15X12 in., 5/6; 12x10, 4/6; 10x8, 3/6;
24x16x4 or 5 in. deep, 15/- ; 30x20x3 in.
deep, 15/- ; Cascade Washing Trays, set of three,
20X16, 47/6.

m _

BRAND

3M2i
Series XI

Special Ruby
lens, 1 doable

Reflex, f/3.5 T.-H. Cooke anaatiErmat, 5-m.
darkslide. New price £18 15s. Shop-soiled.
£13 13 0

3ix2i Zeiss Ikon Cocarette,
shutter .
SECOND-HAND,

Novar

GUARANTEED

anastigmat
GOOD

1/6.3- lens. Derval
£2 10 0

CONDITION.

3i X 21 Newman & Guardia Folding Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5 lens. 3
D.D. slides, Dallon 10-in. Telephoto lens £/5. 6. leather case £35 0 0
21- X 21 Rolleiflex Roil Film, f/3.8 Zeiss Tessar lens, Compur shutter.
ever-ready case .
£13 13 o
Nagel Rolloroy No. 45. to take ordinary V.P. film, ^enon f/2 lens.
Compxir shutter (gives 16 pictures 1| X li) .
£14 o 0
Leica Roll Film Model I (30 pictures on a spool), Leitz Elmar f/3.5
lens, leather case .
£10 10 0
V.P. Dallmeyer Speed Camera, f/2.9 Pentac lens. G double slides.
F.P. adapter, Dallon Telephoto U-in. f,'5.6 lens, f/4.5 Dallmeyer'softfocus lens. 3J-in. focus, Sinclair exposure meter, focus.sing magnifier,
lens h»Jod. 2 sets K 1 and K 2 filters, in optical flats. Good condition

£12 12

0

9x 12 cm. Etui, Zeiss Triotar f/6.3 lens, Compur shutter, 6 single
slides, F.P. adapter, focussing screen .
£5 5 0
De Luxe Motocamera, Zeiss f/2.7 lens, iris vignette, filter, leather
case. New price £23 .
£14 () 0
APPROVAL.

PART

EXCHANGE.

DEFERRED

TERMS.

SHEFFIELD PHOTO C?L^?
NORFOLK ROW.(FARCATEI
SHEFFIELD—

ONE-DAY

SERVICE
at the same

ECONOMISING

NOT
THESE

6ix3I

..

1/2
1/8

time.

YOU?
PRICES!

IPA Best Quality Plates.
3ix2iDoz .
41x3t
.

5 x4
6Jx4J

(All Speeds.)
Doz .
.

2/3
3/3

..
..2/3
8jx6i
.
Qroa$ LoU at Special Raiea.

6/-

Surfaces.)
IPA De Luxe
Bromide and Gaslight Papers.

LANTERNS

&

ENLARGERS

|

4*x2J

Photographer.”

and

Best.

64
X 4J 1
1i Gross
12x10
„..„
8ixfi.V4
10x8

Other sizes pro rata.

IPA

Leitz
Leicacomplete
Variable; good
Enlarger,
f/3.5,J^/10.fixed—
aperture,
condition,
0421, c/o “ The Amateur

British
4/3
2 6
3/6

1-PLATE Aldis Ensign Professional Vertical En2 larger, £30 ; Goerz Celor Lens, f/168 mm. 4.8,
25/- ; i-pl. Goerz Press Camera, £5. — Weller,
Northcliffe House, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent. [5148

Box

..

4ix3i „
5ix3i
„
3| X
Gross

De Luxe Bromide and Gaslight Postcards.
(All
(All Surfaces.)

[5331

1/9

60, 3/- 100.

11/6

600.

21/-

1,000.

ALSO :
Cameras.
Chemicals.
Mountant.

Trade.

Dry
Mounting Tissue.
Tripods.
Mounts.

Sepia Toner,
Glazing Solotion.
Developers (Liquid and Packet). Self-toning Paper.

ANCASTEU.

E NL.YRGERS
VERTICAL
aud Leica
Horizontal
for every
size
negative, from
to 12x10,
Condensers,

All Orders

over

5/- Post

Paid

(except

Send now 3/-for FREE

IPA

diffused or mercury vapour illumination ; semi¬
automatic or automatic focussing.

PH

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.
r. LANCASTER
& SON, LTD., 87, Parade,
fj Birmingham, 1. Telephone, Central 4255.

LIST.

6/-

Chemicals).
5/-

R APH I CS

10/12, LAMBETH
PhoK

Bulky

6/-

7/-

OTOG

CLEARjVNCE
List ofParade,
shop-soiled
Enlargers,
post free. — Sale
Lancaster,
Birmingham.
Enlargers.
of
parts
for
own
con¬
struction ;— List
postage
2d.
— Lancaster,
Parade,
Birmingham.
[0082

One minuh walk from Town Hall

our

and

NOTE

NEW.

3Jx2J Wara Plaobel Makina, plate model, f/2,9 Anticomar lens,
3 slides .
£17 10 0
4ix2i No. la Zeiss Ikon Cocarette, Novar anastigiuat f/6.3 lens,
Derval shutter .
.
. .
£3 7 6

enjoying

WHY

Lloyds.
— Porceloyd
Film andDeveloping
ON THESE all
38x15x12,
20/- ; Roll
tap-hole
tap, 2/6 Tanks,
extra,
sizes ; stoneware tanks in stock.
BARGAINS LLOY’DS
Snaps, Equipment
Studio Lighting,
Drying
for D. &Backgrounds,
P. Trade, Walking
and Mounting Machines.
[5344

SPRING

1933

THOUSANDS
OF
PHOTOGRAPHERS

Trade.

Lamb’s
iLOYDS,
Holborn87, 6250.

22,

ADVERTISEMENTS

PALACE

; HOP.

RD., S.E.1

5312.

The S.H.Home Portrait Stand
MISCELLANEOUS
. . . and for

lOO

POSTCARD
SIZE
O "5
PRINTS
FOR
^/O
PRINT YOUR OWN SNAPS ON NOTEPAPER, SILK,
LINEN, WOOD, OR ALMOST ANY SURFACE
A 2/3 outfit of “PHOTOL** will print loo postcard-size
snaps on paper FROM ANY FILM OR PLATE.
THE COMPLETE PROCESS TAKES PLACE IN DAYLIGHT
and no technical knowledge is required.
For a small cost you can reprint your old snaps on to
Greeting Cards, Handkerchiefs, Tablecloths, Cushions, etc.
PHOTOGRAPHS ON MATERIAL CAN BE WASHED,
AS “PHOTOL*’ IS INDELIBLE.

BM'WLGW,

London,

W.C.l.

can tilt your
camera to any

[5266
angle from
horizontal to
vertical. It

[5278

POST

38, BEECHWOOD AVENUE,
HANHAM, BRISTOL.

...
is a stand
with which
you

NEGRETTI
and— Darcy,
ZA51BRA16 Harper
Binoculars,
powerful,
perfect, 18/-.
Rd. Liverpool.

2/3

DEVANS TRADING ASSOCIATION,

many subjects
outdoors, too

4RT Pages “ A.P.,” 1922-24, bound volume, 10/-;
private party to Enthusiasts.
Tangier by — ocean
end
PHOTOGK.\PHIC
Pew liner,
vacancies
August ; 15 days (5 ashore), 15 guineas. — Apply,

1925-30, unbound, 15/-. — Tiffin, Woodside,
Staplehurst, Kent.
[5258

gives wonderful

MATERIALS

FREE.

scope
for strik¬
ing ‘top’
effects
and
for
views.

Trade.

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

Tour Film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative: V.P. and 3Jx21, 8 e.xpo9ures, 1/2, No. 116 (2^x41)
1/6. 41x31 1/3. 5}x3J 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- i dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozeu, 2/9 i dozen, 8^x6^ ; 2/6
dozen. 1/6 i dozen, 6^ x 42 enlargements. 2/- 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12x10 1/3. 10x8 1'-. 8ix6J 9d.. 6Jx42 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH
OF ALL ORDERS,
Sizes up to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must l e added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE

&

CAMPION,

122,

WANTED

East

Park

Road,

C11TY PHOTO WORKS. — The original 22 years’

I established firm ; thousands of satisfied
customers ; 3ix21 Gaslight Paper, 2/6 gross,
samples free.
/''HTY’ PHOTO WORKS.— Big Catalogue Free ;
largest selection in the trade ; write now, you
may learn something to* your advantage. — City
Photo Works, 119, Eastbourne Rd., Southport. [0002

LEICESTER.

THE
(Oppatite

CAMERA

34

New

& GRAMOPHONE

Bridge

Rd.,

VIcliHia Cinema.)

VICTORIA,
Phone;

Thecentre pillarcan be raised and lowered. The stand
can be used as low as 29 in. or extended to 5^ ft. In
height. Stout thumbscrews are supplied for all
adjustments.

SANDS

HimER

37, BEDFORD

STREET,

VLLEN’S Super Photographic Products ; decide

on quality hut pay less.—fiuper Gaslight for
D. & P. Finishers, 3ix2J 1/8 gross, 4ix2i 2/6
gross (12-gross lots) ; sample gross 2/- and 2/9
post paid ; Bromide same price. — Below.

for CASH

Saleable Photographic Apparatus. Exceptionally
good allowances made in exchange.
Accredited Dealers for all the leading makes of
Cameras and Gramophones, etc.
320, Vauxhall

C'ilTY’ PHOTO WORKS. — World-famous “ Blue

I Label ” series of first-qualit.v Britisli Papers,
I’ostcards, Chemicals, Mounts, Wallets, Folders,
also Plates, orthochromatic, isochromatic ; uniform
quality ; absolutely dependable material.

ALLEN’S
Plates ; : 64ix2i
; —51x3^
6ix4J Super
2/6 dozen
dozen 1/6
lots.
Below. 2/- ;
4LLEN’S
Chemicals1/9; ;Amidol,
Metol,
3/6 ;
Hydrokinone,
Pyro, 2/9
2/9 ; i-lb.
— Below.
D.
&
P.
Order
Pads,
7/6
dozen
Wallets,
1/6
100
(60/orders
post
paid). ;— Allens,
168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester 4.
[0088

CO.
S.W. I

Vicloria 2977.

BE

WISE

IN

TIME—USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

IHE

& CO., Ltd.

STRAND,

INVENTOR

LONDON,

W.C.2

OF

■ NOW AT “

HEREWITH REVEALS A SECRET OF THE STANDARD
HYPO ELIMINATOR. NOWAT DOES NOT MIX WITH
HYPO. AND DOES NOT TAKE THE PLACE OF HYPO, BUT
LOOSENS HYPO IN TWO MINUTES. AND THE ONE MINUTE^S
WASHING REMOVES ALL THE CHEMICALS. THEREFORE
THE AFTER-EFFECTS OP NOWAT ARE NOW GUARANTEED.
3/- POST FREE. COST EQUALS ONE FARTHING FOR 9
PRINTS,

FILMS,

s. HERMERe

OR

PLATES.

92, Tottenham Lane, LONDON,

N.8

March

22,

THE

1933

AMATEUR

29,OOOi

K ALTON, tor
Bristol,
150, Victoria
St. ACallers
new
South-Western
England.
Rd. Prices
less postage to callers.
K ALTON,
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
121, Sootswood
9 to 7 :
Wednesday,99, 1 London
; please Rd.
call. Hours,
K ALTON,
Manchester,
K ALTON,
Send forLondon,
price list.61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.

use

DE

Only
Easy

FREE

LIST

GRANVILLE
LUXE POSTCARDS

20 1/., 50 1/9, 100 3/-, 500 13/6.

GRANVILLE
UNSURPASSED
PLATES
H.D.

100, 250, 350, 650, and Special Ortho
H.D. 425.
3ix2ilDoz. .. 1/3 6ix4JlDoz... 3/9
1/10 8ix6i i
4ix3i
5ix34
3/9
2/10

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE

All grades as above.
15 1/-, 50 2/-, 100 3/6, 500 16/-.

GRANVILLE
DEVELOPERS

Cut Films, Mounts, Chemicals, Tissue, Mountant. Sepia Toner, P.O P., Glazing Solution,
Self'toning, etc., etc.

in

D.A.

All brand-

OUR

CINE
Don’t

J-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/0 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
3/0 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

K ALTON
Postcards,
bromide
and gaslight,
quality,
all surfaces
; vigorous,
3/- first
100,
1/9 50.
K ALTON
3}X2.V, 3/- gross ;
4.}x23 Self-toning
and }-pl., Oollodion,
4/-.
KAT/TON
Self-toning
Postcards,
glossy, matt and
matt cream,
4/- 100,
32/6 l.OOO.
4 dozenPlates
8/9, ;backed
; }-pl.,
5/-.
K ALTON
i-pL, 9/94 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
backed 5/9; 31x21-, 4 dozen
Lantern Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

5/-,' backed

USERS !

waste^film

incorrect

through

exposure.

Use

BELL-HOWELL
PHOTOMETER

the

WESTON

K ALTON “ Kaltona ” Cream Smooth and Rough,
2/- gro.ss,
12-gro.ss
20/-. ” 3.4x2} glossy,
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots“ Xlnt
K ALTON
Paper,2/6 1SX21,
1/6 grossand ;
3}x2.1 Gaslight
1/0 72 sheets,
gross; 41x2J

METER

Slightly-used models in
£5
15s.
perfect
order.
OUR
PRICE
£3 n 7Cost
.O

The world’s best exposure
meter. NOW
REDUCED
IN

PRICE.

Failures

im¬

possible : guesswork en¬
tirely eliminated. Suitable
for still or cin6 cameras.
PRICE £15:10:0

Our

Biggest

Bargain!

THE LATEST 1933
SPECIAL DE LUXE
ZODEL
For plates. fUm.s and ftlm pack's,
anastigmat
Ninef/3.8
monthly
pay- lens,
i ftD.A.
/I
Compur shutter, double extension, all movements.

£6

: 17 : 6

5/9;
ments

CINE

■I7"AIiT0N Roll Films, first quality, 8 exposures ;
IV 13x2|, 9/- dozen ; 3}x2}, 10/- ; 21x41,12/-;
6 exposures ; 3} X2i, 7/6 ; 3} X4i, 18/- ; 51x31, 21/-.

Finest

K ALTON
Film Packs, H. & D. 350, 31x2.}, 3
packs 5/3 ; }-pl., 3 packs 8/6. '

quality, 52 x 39

miss
these.
surface,
in
OUR

of

■ V/

■

SCREENS
in.

Silver

Listed
£7 7s.
carrying-box.

Don’t

PRICE

£2:9:6

ROLLEIFLEX ROLL-FILM
REFLEX CAMERAS
2i-in. square, in guaranteed condition. The finest miniature
reflex. F/3.8 Zeiss leas, f/3.1 viewing lens.
Cost £22 10s.

£14

: 14 : O

Also with f;4. 5 lens.
_
Cost £2u.
£13:13:0

ONE

f/3.5 lens, 3
3Jx2i,
Triotar
double slides and
case.
Perfect.
Wonderful snip.

per 1,000.
normal and vigorous, 6X4}, 3/6 per gross ;
i-pl., 4/- per gross ; whole-plate, 7/6 per gross. —
.Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
[0025

Listed

ous and normal ; all surfaces ; First quality
BURT’S
Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100’
normal,
all surfaces,
72 sheets,
BURT’S
Gaslight
and Bromide3.1x21
Paper,l/3vigorous
and
2/- gross; 41x2J and }-pl. 1/9, 3/- gross; i-pl.

N

1/9 36, whole-plate 2/9 36.

BIRMIKOHAM
174,

BRANCH

Corporation

Tsiagrams /

:

Street.

Central 2482.

Telephone '

OUR

LEICA

[0026

OUR

DEPOSIT

Films excepted.

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

£50.
PRICE

£27:10:0

GUARANTEED

CAMERAS

Taking 30 pictures (on cind film), focal-plane shutter.
most perfect miniature camera knocm, f/3.5 lens. Cost
YOURS

Write

FOR

£9

at once for lists of all new

: 9

: O

1933

models.

The
£22.

CASH

We

have

the

goods you want. Don’t forget, our allowances are ahvays
generous,
and our
easyforpayment
terms the most convenient
ever devised.
Write
details.
JLTD

3/6 100.— Harrowven’s,
King St., Postcards.
Norwich.
ILLINGWORTH’S
Gaslight 224,or Bromide
[0035
E.C.l,
London, recom¬
Bunhill Row,materials,
ltd.,-best28, photographic
RAMY,
supplies
mends a good trial and allows 10 per cent reduction

on first sample order.

USE

I

ZEISS ICA
Folding Reflex

etc. ; for
all all
goods
guaranteed
we pay postage
BURT’S
Reliable
Plates, ; Postcards,
Papers, ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬

Telegrams : ** GranvlUe, Leamington.*’

ONLY

SHOP-SOILED

ATTWOOD
Acmecontrasty,
Postcards,50 Bromide
normal and
1/6, 100 and
2/9, Gaslight,
500 11/-,
1,000 19/- ; Commercial Postcards, 1/9 100, 14/-

mingham.

Chaaesry 8537.

lens

shutter.

new and unused. FuU makers’
guarantee. Listed £11 6s.
PRICE

ATTWOOD Bromide Paper, glossy, satin, matt,

GRANVILLE

67 A 63, Chancer; Lane. W.C.2.

Tessar

Compur

5 dozen 12/-.

Gaslights Amidol, M.Q., Pyro, Gold Toning,
Acid Fixing, Semitone. Box of 6 packets 1/3.

:

P/4.5

double-weight vigorous, 1/1-pl. 3/G 36 sheets ;
10x8 5/- ; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.

Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
; Pyro,
K ALTON
bottled ; lOd.
Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.•
[0009
post paid Hadleigh,
; satisfaction
catalogue
ATTWOOD,
Essex.guaranteed
— Reliable ; Materials,
tree.
350 and 600
D. ; superfine
Postcards, quality.
2/- dozen,
ATTWOOD
FlatH.Films,
—
6 dozen 10/- ; 1-pl., 2/3 dozen, C dozen 12/-.
COO H. & Plates,
D. ; }-pl.,
1/9 dozen,
ATTWOOD
superfine
quality.6 —dozen
300 8/-and;
Postcard, 2/- dozen, 6 dozen 11/- ; 1-pl., 2/9 dozen,

GRANVILLE
SEI^ITONE POSTCARDS

BRANCH

SALE

ALSTON Flat Films, H. & D. 600, }-pl., 3 dozen
J-V 5/-, 16/6 gross ; Postcard, 4 dozen 8/9 ;
1-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.

Glossy, Velvet, Ma,t ; White and Cream ;
Chloro-Bromide ; Double-weight thickness.
Sheets.
Sheets.
4J
(X3i I 144 . . 4/6
84x64 72 ..
10x8
36 ..
144 . . 6/2
8/6
5 rX3J
6/6
12x10 36 ..
6 rX4l
9/9
! 72
. . 5/.

LOKDOH

OUR STOCK-TAKING

a few of each available. Write or call immediately.
payments if desired.
Hignest exchange allowances.

K ALTON “ Kaltona ” Bromide, glossy, velvet,

GRANVILLE
LUXE PAPERS

M I ivi GTO

SOME

GENUINE ZEISS 3^x2^
ROLL-FILM COCARETTES

rhatt, normal, vigorous, extra vigorous, single¬
weight and double- weight : 20x16 6/3 dozen ;
15X12 4/3; 12X10 7/3 36 sheets, 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-p). 3/0, 41x2,2 3/6, 31x25 2/6 gross, 12 gross
21/6.
57' ALTON Gaslight, single-weight and doubleIV weight, normal, vigorous ; same prices as
Bromide .advertisement above, except 4-pl., 6/6 gross.

All Surfaces ; Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.

Ce.A

ARE

7/3, 3/- dozen.

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.
Sheets.
7/9
3}X 24 Gross . . 2/9
64x41 144 .. . 7/4
.
3/7
44x23 „
.
84x64 72
10x8
36 ..
5/6
4ix3}
.,
. 4/.
I2XJ0 36 ..
54x34
..
. . 5/4
8/4

DE

SNIPS FROM

9 to 7 ; Leeds,
Wednesday,
; please call.
K ALTON,
.38, 1 Bridge
End. Hours,
K ALTON,
Glasgow,
409J,
Argyle
St. Prices less
postage to callers.
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt, 4-pl. 3/6
K ALTON
Chloro-bromide
white72
sheets; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets ; 10x8 5/-, 12x10

label be found
FOR

HERE

TT" ALTON, Birmingham, 7, Albany Rd., Harborne.
JlV Orders dispatched per return.

In almost every Dark¬
room .can the Granville

STREET!
from

ERKELEY

depot
welcomed.

GRANVILLE
PRODUCTS

TO-DAY

B ARGAINS

Trade.

REGULARLY

WRITE

ADVERTISEMENTS

MATERIALS

PHOTOGRAPHERS
now

PHOTOGRAPHER

WALLACE

HEATON

47, BERKELEY
Pboae

: GROS.

ST., W

£881.

[0044

ALL

RISK.

35

March

THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

A NEW TRIPOD !

MATERIALS
Trade.

Rajah
Bromide
Postcards,
and
satin, Tonclle
strips of
3. packet
of 500 glossy
cards, 5/9,

post free. — Llovds, 87, Lamb’s

Conduit

than I" in diameter — easy and
comfortable to carry. Made of
white metal. Four sections.

St., W.C.l.

Leica Camera,” — Photofilms, Leica Specialists, Red
Lion House, Chiswick Mall, W.4.
[5337

37,

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

Price 10/6TRIPOD
THE ANGULAR

Light leather carrying-case, 6/6.

Enlargements
Quality,
Postcard
Printing,
etc, ; price listof free.
— Slater,
Sawtry,
Peter¬
borough.
[4423

Midget

ball-and-socket
Top.

Tripod

1 /O
J-.'
O

DOZEN,
6d. 3,
3d. or1.—plate,
Full-size
Postcards lOd.
from6, small
film
re¬
touching and vignettes included ; postage extra. —
Atkinson Speight, 38, Gainsborough Avenue,
Oldham.
[0017

2/6.

Trade.
■w

1/3, 54x3^.

1/8;

write

for lists;

Sands

BEDFORD

\ l.L Developing and Printing, same-day service ;
LTL Roll Films and one print each to 3^x2^ 1/- ;
44X3-;

Hunter

ST., STRAND,

&

Co.,

LONDON,

Ltd.

W.C.2

I EICA, 3X4 cm. and Rolleifiex Specialist ; i-pl.
JLi
Enlargements, 2d. each, — George Childe, PhotoChemist, 228, Roundhay Rd., Leeds.
[5178

see also

“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11 Roscoe St., London. E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

Beautiful coloured Postcard Enlargement, in

1-^ / PER GROSS, 42/6 per 1,000, including [0057
title,
i / ~ best
on Kodak
Bromide
; it Photographic
enlarged from Postcards
snapshot negativef
36
for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon. [0064

Slides
from Negatives,
dozen
10/6
;
from printed
matter, 1/9 1/2
post; tree.
— Cawthra,
St. Margarets Terrace, Bradford.
[4809
REPAIRERS

folder from any negative, 1/-, postage 2d. ;
any hand-colouring undertaken ; send stamp
for list. — S. A. G., 62B, Eden Rd., Walthamstow.

THE

CAMERA ofEXCHAKGE
the
MIDLAHDT

TUITION.

RFIPAIRS to Cameras, focal-plane and other

undertake
repairs REPAIR
to all makes
of cameras,
BOWEN’S
CAMERA
SERVICE,
LTD.,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments

insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

Reflex
resilvered,
varnished,
repairs ;
back Mirrors,
return post.
— Irving,
258, Kingston
Rd., 'I'eddington.

ALL
AND
Let

Amateurs. — Become a Free-lance Press Photo¬

have your old camera
in part
exchange for a new one.
Best

ailowances

made

GAL.L.O^VAYS
VICTORIA

(opposite

SQUARE,

etc.[5325|

grapher, add £2 weekly to income ; new
commercial method ; particulars without obligation,
l-Sd. stamp. — World’s Photographic Academy, 5,
Shannon Terrace, Chadwell Heath, Essex.
[521(5

MODERN
MAKES
OF STILL
CINE CAMERAS
SOLD
AND
EXCHANGED.
us

BOOKS,
Trade,

Trade.

shutters, etc., by skilful workmen. — W. A.
Purse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006

Trade.

lOd., 16x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15X12 2/1 ; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8^X64 1/0, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

Length,
closed
extended
48'.
Weight
20 I5i‘,
oz.

[5345
LEIC.4
Users.?— Have
Easter for
supplies
of films
Write you
foryour
“ Service
the

ENLARGEMENTS

POSTC.VRD
1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;
assorted Enlargements,
2d. each. — Below.
mounted
Enlargement
Free for every 7/6 spent from
with your
us onenegative,
8ix64
no disappointments ; same-day service ; 8ix6|-

The construction of this tripod
makes it stronger and lighter
than any telescopic tripod made
of round brass tubes. It is less

O '; -MM. Kodak Panchromatic Gray-hacked NcgaOO
tive, 18/6 per 200 ft. (minimum), 86/0 per
1.000 ft., carriage paid. — B. & S. Productions, 1,
Mitre Court, E.C.4.
[526.5

2-2,, 1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

RETOUCH

by

I N G

Trade.

Photographic Chemists
BIRMINGHAM

G.F.O.)

Retouching. — Be.st work, charges from : i-pl.

bust, 8d. ; half-length 4d. ; three-quarter,
3d. ; full, 2d. ; .1-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and postage
with order. — Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

[5289

DIFFERENT

Bargains

EVERY

WEEK

[5338

Any item sent on five days' approval against cash or C.O.D., or may he seen hy appointment
at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. (ienerous exchange allowance.

D^LLDfND
WanteJ : Electric Enlargers.
31 . 2i Zeiss Ikon Ikonta 520/2, Tessar f/4.5,
delayed Compur, leather case. As
CQ.C.fl
new. List £ii 12s. 6d .
4.5x6 cm. Dallmeyer Speed Focal-plane, f/2.0
Pentac, E.P..4., lens hood, leather case. Cfi.fi.O
Good condition. List £17 14s. 6d *0.0.1/
3.', X 21 Ensign Cameo Hand, double e.xtension,
Zeiss Tessar f/0.3, Compur, frame finder, rise and
cross, 3 slides,' F.P. adapter, leather CA.'t C.A
case. Good condition. Cost £0 12s. fid. ***.iO.O
25xl| Goerz Tenax Roll Film, f/6.3 Tenastigniat, Compur, micrometer focus- CQ.I H mR
sing. Good condition .
*0.1
I
4jx3l Ensign Folding Reflex, i3fi-mm. Ross
Xpres f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adap- C0.1 C.A
ter, leather case. Good condition. *O.X«/.V/

41 X 31 Nettel Cocarette, rise and cross, rack
focussing, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur. .f?*! 7»fi
Good condition. Cost £t2 los .
*1.11.0
31x2.V T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, reversing
back, Anticomar f/4.2, also Reitzschel Telmear
in focussing mount. 3 slides, F.P.
adapter, case. Good condition. ...

117,1 7,fi
» • *1 • *0

9.5-mm. Pathe Projector, double claw, Type C

motor,
Fair

group

condition.

41x31

resistance

for lamp

List £10 19s...

and

motor.

£6:6:0

Goerz Tenax Roll Film, f/4.5 Dogmar,

Compur, micrometer focussing.
As new. Cost £14 2S. fid .

281 OXFORD
PLEASE

MENTION

Telescopes.

Modern

Meyer f/4. 3. F.P. adapter. Good condition. *0.10.0
24x1 j lhagee Autolette Roll Film, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar,
latest Compur. As brand new.
List £9:15:0
4}x3i lea Lloyd Roll Film, plate back, Tessar
Compur, 6 slules, sereen. F.P. adapter,
leathercase. Good condition. Cost /^i 9 4s.

Bought

ESTD.
1750

for cash.

6Jx4i Goerz Anschutz, latest, f/fi. 8 Dagor, 4Q.'17.f»
4] Xadapter,
3} Ditto,leather
F.P.
case. Good
Fair condition.
condition.. . .
. £9:17
XO*X
# •V
f/4. 8 Goerz.
:6
4ix3J Ditto, f/3.5 Dogmar, F.P. adapter,
Mackenzie
VVishartCost
and 6 slides. Fair condition. XXfci#lv»w
case. As new.
4ix3i Goerz Anschutz, f/4.5 Dogmar, 3 D.D.£18:10:0
slides, leather
adapter,
condition.
3J X 24 case.
lhageeGood,
Folding
Reflex, List
Meyer
3 slides, F.P.
£40. f/4.5,
. . £18:10:0

3^x2^^ Soho Altrex Roll Film, Kershaw
f/b.3, 5 speeds. As new .
X^*w«U
6ix4J Goerz Anschutz Press,
Dogmar f/4.5,
D.D. slide, F'.P. adapter, leather case. Cl Q*1 fiafl
As new. Cost £40 .
X10*10«\l

3ix2i Goerz Roll Film Tenax, f/4.5 Dogmar. Compur,

micrometer focussing, direct finder, leather
case. Good condition .

Microscopes.

LTD.

f/4.5,

6i X 4f Watson Field and Studio, square bellows, Dallrneyer Portrait f/2.5, 2 book-fonn D.D. C7»7*fl
slides, leather case. Splendid condition.... X I • I •U
5x4 Regular Sanderson Hand, 6.Lin. .-Mdis f/6.3, .\rme
shutter, 3 D.D. slides, leather case, f
^*0

XD*v*w

F.P.
adapter,
3\x2\
Zeiss leather
Ikon Miroflex,
latest,conditio
f/4.5 Tessar,
6 slides,
case. Good
n. £25:0
:0

6 slides, case. Vtry good conditi
3.1 x2A Ernoflex Folding Reflex, on.
f/4.5.
Ernostar,£19:
F.P. 15:0
adapter,

4[ x3i Ensign Folding Reflex, Ross Xpres
f/4-5. 3 D.D.

3J X 2[

slides.

New

and unused .

£12:12:0

Duoflex Roll Film Reflex, all-metal focal-plane

shutter, 4|-in. Dallmeyer
Good condition.

f/4.5, leather

case.

List £15 15s .

£11

.A .A

*1*«U«U

35 LUDGATE HILL 28 OLD BOND $T.
London,

$T.
"THE

Astronomical

31x21 Nagel Roll Film, f/6.8 anastig- CO.C.A
mat, leather case. As netv .
**.0.0
5tx3f Kodak Compact Graflex, 61-in. £Q.1 C.A

CR.IQ.fi
*0.13.0

London, W.l Fonifeen doots west o! Circus.
WEST BOUND
BUSES STOP HERE.
36

Zeiss Binoculars.

fllTCHIS17N

London,

E.C.4

140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.
121. Cheapside, E.C.2.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
35, Brompton Rd., S.W.3.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.
191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., W.i.

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER’’

65, High St., Notting Hill Gate, W.ii.
2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.

Crouch End. — 17, Topsfield Parade.
Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Catford. — 62a, Rushey Green.
Croydon. — 12, George St.

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

W.1

Kingston. — 30, Thames St.
Liverpool. — 73, Lord St.
Leeds.— 37, Bond St.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham.— 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
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Of all the seasons of the year, Spring is unquestionably best for photography!

First Small Payment

Secures Your Choice

Why wait until July and miss half the season’s snapshotting joy?
NOW
is the time for the best selection on the easiest of terms.

ALL THE NEW

MODELS

OUR VERY EASY
PAYMENT
PLAN
Nine

equal monthly

instalments.

ment seeures your camera.
added (or os. if un<ler £5).

FREE
FOR
There

arc

EVERY

separate
New

ones

Camera.

for Film

fTO).
] 25th

Leitz Leica Roll Film Camera,
standard cin^ tllin, Klmar

takes ;{(> plcture.s
f/Jl.5 anasligmat

Postcard T.-P. Reflex. 5x4, Ruby model,
revolving back, rising front. T.H. Cooke Aviar
f ’4.6 lens, focal-plane shutter. 1/lOth
sec.. () D. slides. Cost £40 .

to I'l.OOOth
£12 17 6

Kodascope C Projector, 16 mm., regular 1 lo-volt
model, motor drive, rheostat control. loO-watt
lamp, carrying case. Co.st £18 .
£10 10 0
Ross Portrait Lens, l2-in. focus, 14, rack
mount. Cost £7 .
£1 9 6
Zeiss Ikon Kolibri Roll Film, 10 on V.P. size.
Tessar f'3.5 anastigmat lens. Comy>ur shutter.
I to 1,300th sec., direct-vision finder. Cost
£13 12s. Gd .
£8 8 0
4x3 cm. Baby Ikonta, 10 on V.P. size, Novar
f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Derval 3-speed sliTitter.
Cost £4 .
£3 3 0
Zeiss 7x50 Prism Binoculars, eyepiece focus
sing, black case. Cost £15 I5s .
£6 6 0
No. 1 Folding Pocket Kodak, single lens
Kodex shutter. l/2oth. l/50th sec., B. and T.
brilliant finder. Cost £2 12s. 0.1 .
£1 9 (
3ix2i N. & G. Folding Reflex (weight 4 lb
II oz.). rising front, Ross Xpres f/2.0 lens, focal
plane shutter, 1/lOth to 1/HOOth sec., tan case
F.P. adapter. Cost £50 10s .
£37 10 0
No. 3 (l-pl.) Box Brownie, Achromatic lens
Cost £l lOs .
12s. 6d

THE

NOVICE

!

complete

with

canieni

to l>e .susi^ended
Price, with f,i above
7 lens
a.s desiTilied

Lihrary,

leather

from

lanyard

to

enable

tlie

the ne<‘k.

£2

: 15

Cin<f' .\j>ijaratu.s and

Omtranleed B.'irKuins. Send '2d. postage for
any or all you n««f<l. You will save tinje
and money when choosinc your instrument

\’ery neat “ ever-ready ” leather case, which {wrmits the
fiiiiiera tt» Ite used whilst in the case, is available at 7/G.

fr(jm tliese beautifully

A FINE
LINES

GUARANTEED
on

FOR

illustrated

booklets.

BARGAINS
0 slides, F.P. adapter, (’ost £45 .
£17 17 0
31x21 Folding Plate, dtmble extension, rising
and cross front, Steinlieil f 4.5 anastigmat lens,
CVtinpur sliutter, 1 to 1 250th sec.. 3 slides.
(’ost £10 10s .
£4 17 6
Pathe Hand-turned Cine Camera. 91 mm.
Hermagi.s f .3.5 anastigmat lens. Cost £5
£1 19 6
&

Howell

Filmo

Cine

IG-mm. film, 8 and IG speeds.
lens. Cost £54 10s .

Camera,
Cooke

loo-ft.

\’.F. f 3.5
£27 10 0

Model A Cine-Kodak, taking 100-ft. film, fucussing down to 4 ft., f 3.5 lens, black case. Cost
£31 lUs .
£15 15 0
31 X 21 Suevia Folding Plate, 1/8 Aplanat lens,
3-speed shutter. 5 slides. F.P. adapter. Cost
£3 15s .
£1
9 8
Vest Pocket Kodak, lazy-tong jnodel, Achro
len.s, 2-spccd shxitter. Cost £1 ISs .
128. 6d.
Ross Xpres f 4.5 Anastigmat Lens, 4!i-in focus,
in Compur shutter, 1 to l/2r)0th sec. Cost
£4 £7 4Hi.s.0
Whole-plate Conical Bellows Studio Camera
(Imperial), double extensi(»n. rising and cross
front, reversing and swing hack, f 11 R.R. lens,
IG-in. focus, 1 double slide. Cost £18 £2 19 6
31x21 Ihagee Folding Reflex, rising and cro.ss
front, £/4.5 Veraplan anastigmat lens, focal-plane
shutter, l/loth to l/l.OdOtli sec., tan case. G slides.
F.P. adapter, Cost £32 Ids .
£15 15 0
3Jx21 M^kina Folding Camera, f 'J.d Anticoma lens, Compur shutter, i to I '2(Kitli sec.,
wire-frame finder, 3 slides, F.P. adapter. juTse.
Cost £2G .
£7 7 0

NE W MODEL ON MODERN
AT A POPULAR
PRICE.

THE NEW
ADVANCED

la Kodak Junior, Ross Homocentric f ’()..3 lens.
Acme shutter, 1 to l '5(Hitli sec. Cctst £4 £2 9 6
10 X 15 cm. Siiar Folding Camera, triple ex¬
tension. rising, cros.s and swing front, revolving
back. Plasmat f/4.r> lens, convertil le. black case.

Bell

ST.

Reliable two-sieed shutter, giving exposures of
and l obtli sec., togetlier with time movement.

Supplied

Free Approval to Post-Buyers against Cash Deposit on any of these Slightly-used Offers !
lens, 50 mm., focal-plane shutter, l/20th to
I aOOth .sec., 1 spool box. Cost till.. .£990
3J X 2| Nagel Triumph Roll Film, self-erecting,
Nagel f/(j.3 anastigmat len.s, 3-speed shutter.
brilliant Under. Cost
4m .
£2 19 6
3ix2f Grafiex Reflex, revolving hack. K.A.
£/4.5 anastigmat lens, focal-plane shutter. ITOth
to l/l,000th sec., black case. F.P. adapter. 3
diirk slides, changing magazine for 12 jilates.
Cost £25 .
£11 17 6

CAMERA

at BOND

Takes sUuidard
■ 2} S-exposure roll film. (Jives 12
2i-in. square pictures by means of special device. Fitted
witha hieh-Krade Voigtiander f '7.7 anastigmat lens {approxi¬
mately four times as fast as the average box carneni lens

.'5 i)er cent

NEED

ON VIEW

Voigtiander ‘BRILLIANT’

First pay¬

Only

LISTS

YOUR

Sundries,

A NEW

ARE

CAMERA
AMATEUR

FOR THE
WORKER

Voigtiander ‘PROMINENT’
W’ith every modern device to a.ssist in the atUiinment of
better photograplty. Takes 31 x 2i roll films, six oreightexposures. Cvin also l>e used to tiike 10 pictures 2i x 1 i;. Ha-s
automatic range-finder. Ready at pressure of button. In¬
genious exposure meter is built in to the camera. Optical
direct-vision view-finder sliowing both picture sizes is pri>vided. Complete witli 41-in. Voigtiander Heliar f, 4.5 lens in
delayed-action Compur shutter speeded to 1 25btlt sec.,
complete with leather carrying case.

25

GNS.

For

ROLL

d monthly ixvynients of 61 3

FILMS,

ZODEL

PLA

TES

SPECIAL

The Camera with the BIG
and BIG Possibilities.
31 •: 21 double

exten.sion

model,

famous Zodellar f 3.8 anastigmat
action Comptir shutter, speeds

and

FILM

DE

PACKS

LUXE

Lens

fitted with

tlie

lens, in delayedto l/250th .sec.,

ri.sing and cross front, reflecting and direct-\-ision
view-finders, hooded focua.sing screen, complete
with 3 slides or F.P. adapter.
S#0
A

- 1 /

HIGH-CLASS

•
inonthiv
- £i.
O
pavmentsof
CAMERA

AT

A PRICE

A
10/1'A
NONE

OTHERS

APPOINTED
AN
ASSOCIATE
OF THE

CAN

REPEAT

!

EXCHANGES
Let \is h:\ve the iiistruinont vou

The

119, NEW

Institute of Amateur

< ‘inematographers.

As advertisements

PLEASE

BOND

Also at 47, BERKELEY

Ltd.

on these covers

MENTION

go to press a fortnight

** THE

AMATEUR

STREET,

STREET,

in advance

some

W.1
of thes2 second-hand

PHOTOGRAPHER”

LONDON,
Phones:
items

WHEN

miy

Mayfair
be sold already,

W.1
0924-5-6.
but similar

CORRESPONDING

uo longer care to use, in ]>art ex¬
change for a better one. Wo pay
higher allowances
else in the trade.

outfits are usually

WITH

available.

ADVERTISERS.

than

anyone

March

THE

4

A MA

TEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

EXTRA

FILMS

ROLL FILMS ARE
MADE IN SIZES
TO FIT EVERY
MAKE of CAMERA

ensure splendid results when days are dull
and light is waning. Extra colour-sensi¬
tiveness makes Selochrome ideal for Spring.
EXTRA

FAST • HIGHLY
• MULTI-COATED
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ADVERTISEMENTS

AT
Extremely Rigid
Front
Double-Locked.

snap-out opening:
camera instantly
ready for use.

SIX-20
JUNIOR

The latest “Kodak” — the Six-20 Junior is a
high-grade camera which has flung away
ambition in the matter of price and offers
itself at 37/6 for the Doublet Model and 55/with the / 6.3 Anastigmat lens.

Instant, Easy
smooth closing,

PICTURE

SIZE, 31x21

Six-20 Junior has a system of air-vents which
prevent the bellows sucking in at the moment
of extension, thus preventing the film being
sucked out of the focal plane or the corners
of the pictures being fogged by the bellows.
This feature also saves wear on the bellows,
which, moreover, are made of real leather,
eliminating light-leakage.

by new pressbutton device.

Tripod bushes are dust-plugged.
All parts rust-proofed by special
process. The winding key lies
very flat and does not catch as the
camera is slipped into case or coatpocket. The pressure pad keeps
film quite flat and firm, ensuring
sharp focus.

Duplicated settings for
last-second check.

Six-20 Junior is the smoothest —
and quickest-opening and closing
camera on the market.

Easy
loading

Dignified design.

by simples
metthod
drop-i
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MODEL

STEREO PUCK
3Jx2i

of 3| x 2| Roll Films.

all usual makes

Takes

With AUTOMATIC
SWINGING
MAGNIFIERS
and

3 Aperture

RUBY

Sliding
LENS
STOP PLATE

Horizontal

for PORTRAITS, “ CLOSE-UPS
and all other Pictures

REFLEX

A Revelation
in ROLL-FILM
Photography.

It takes not only PLATES
but, in
adapters, FILM
PACKS
and
ROLL
FILMS

Price, complete with
FOLDING
VIEWER,

VIVID LIFE¬
LIKE RELIEF

Outfit comprising
Price

Camera, 3 metal slides,
and lens as below.

Dallmeyer Anas,
Dallmeyer Anas,
Dallmeyer Pentac
Ross Xpres
Ross Xpres
Zeiss Tessar
Zeiss Tessar

f/4.5
f/3.5
f/3.9
f/4.5
f/3.5
f/4.5
f/3.5

815

0

s. d.
£ 12
12
0
18 10 0
14 14
0
12
17 0

0
0

15

0

8

Standard Model
with 3 Aperture

One of the Smallest
and most Compact
Reflex
Cameras
Embodies

most of the Standard

^

andStop
Viewer,
Plate
Lens

T.-P. Features.

Ask Your ,
Dealer
ALTRINCHAM
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ADVERTISEMENTS

ANSWER THE CALL OF SPRING
The first of 9 equal monthly instalments
secures any camera you choose. Only 5
per cent (or 6/* if under £5) added to cash
price. Free approval is allowed to post
buyers of used goods against full cash

EXTRA

SPECIAL OFFERS in NEWl
THE LATEST “STILL”!

deposit.

ANYTHING

ON

EASY

PAYMENTS

BIG SPECIAL OFFERS!

59CHEAP$IDE

LONDON,

SPECIALOFFER!
GENUINE

ZEISS

9.5-mm.
Pathe Hand-turn
lens
.

IKON

3j ^ 2^ Zodellar Speed Outfit, f/3.8 anastigmat lens, in
lfite.st-pattern D.A. Compur shutter, double extension,
focussing screen, 3 slides, F.P.A., and leather case £5 17 6

delayed-action
Compur
shutter, speeded
to l/250th sec., directvision and
reflecting
view-finders. Radial
lever focussing from
Infinity to 5 ft. Patent
device ensuring accurate
film register. Compact,
all-metal body, leather
covered, polished edges
to obviate wear.

9.5-mm. Pathe Projector,
resistance..! .

PRICE

£7
9

0

1 DON’T

of

PATTERN
NAGEL

16-mm. Ensi^ 50 Projector, hand turn, complete witfi
adjustable resistance .
£2 12 6
16-mm. Model C Kodascope, complete with Clarostat
and variable resistance .
£8 12 6

shutter,

16-mm.

speeded

brilliant

direct-vision

finders.

LIST

£3

PRICE

Model

A

Kodascope,

200-watt

lamp,

motor

drive, reverse, rewind and still-picture movements, com¬
plete with variable resistance in travelling case. Cost
£75 .
£27 10 0
16-mm. Ensign Silent 16 Projector, 100-watt lamp, motor

and

drive, adjustable

resistance

and

carrying-case.

. £13

17

8

and

leather

case. Per¬
£9 9 0

,}-pl. Ensign Focal-plane, 5t-in. f/4.5 Cooke Aviar ana.stigmat lens, self-capping shutter, speeded from l/15th to
l/l,0i)0th sec., direct-vision finder, 3 double plate-holders.
Perfect condition .
£6 17 P
j-pl. Triple Extension C.B. Field, f/6 Beck anastigmat
lens, iris diaphragm, roller-blind shutter, 3 double bookform dark slides, tripod and caTtvas carrying-case £3 19 6
1-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, f/4.5 anastigmat lens,
Compur shutter, 3 D.D. slides .
£4 15 0

MISS THE

16-mm. Agfa Projector, 100-watt lamp, motor drive,
reverse, rewind and still - picture movements, complete
witti adjustable resistance and case. Cost £63. . £20 0 0
16-mm. Bell-Howell 57 Projector, 2U0-watt lamp, reverse,
rewind and still-picture moveroents, adjustable resistance
and carrying-case. In excellent condition £27 10
16-mm. Model E Kodak, f/1.9 lens and case. . £29 10 0
16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/6.5 anastigmat £4 17 6
16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat £8 17 6
16-mm. Model BB Cine-Kodak Junior, f/3.5 anas. £9 12 6
16-mm. Bolex, 3 speeds, hand crank, f/3.5 anastigmat
lens, footage indicator, D.V. finder. New condition £9 12 6
16-mm. Ensign Super Einecam, turret front, 5 speeds,
D.V. finder, 1-in. f/6 Cinar, 2-in. f/3.6 Dallmeyer and 4-in.
£/4 Dallmeyer Telephoto lenses, complete in case. New
condition .
£39 17 6
16-mm. Kodatoy Hand-driven Projector .
£1 12 6

: 17 : 6

monthly18,6.
payments

adjustable
£1 17 6

double plate-holders, F.P. adai>ter
fect condition .

IMPORTANT

It is in your

anastigmat

f/6.3,

with

£11

PRICE

TRIUMPH’
lenses

complete

9.5-mm. Pathe Double-claw Projector, complete with
adjustable resistance .
£2 12 6
9.5-mm. Pathe Double-claw Projector, complete with
motor, group resistance. In excellent condition £6 12 6
16-mm. Eodatoy Projector, motor driven. New con¬
dition .
£2 12 6

31x2^ Roll-film
Cameras
Radlonar

ST.

9.5-mm. Pathe Uotocamera B, f/3.5 anastigmat lens and
case, motor drive .
£4 17 6
9.5-mm. Pathe Uotocamera Lnxe, f/3.5 anastigmat lens
and case .
£7 12 6

6

New

E.C.1

Adams' Minex de Luxe Reflex, T-in. f/4.5 Carl Zeiss
lens, deep focussing hood, revolving back, special

31x21^
CamerasRoll-film
with
F/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,

OUR

Brand

f/.I.S' anastigmat
£16
9

5x4
Tessar

masking device for top screen, 6 double book-form dark
slides, F.P. adapter, and leather case. Cost £86. £27 10 0
3i ' 2i Dainty Soho Reflex, 4?-iD. f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens,
sliutter speeded from l/20th to l/800th sec. and time, 3

LIST

LATEST

Camera,

84Alder/gate

LONDON,

9.5-mm. Pathe Camera, with Camo motor attachment.
f/3.5 anastigmat. Cost £9 5s .
£2 6 9
9.5-mm. Pathe Camera, with f/3.5 anastigmat and Motrix attachment. Cost £7 Ts .
£2 9 6
9.5-mm. Coronet Camera, motor drive, f/3.9 anastigmat
lens .
£2 2 0

COCARETTE

VERY

E.C.2

interest

that

you

should

read

4x3 cm. Ikonta Roll Film, f/6.3 anastigmat lens, speeded
sliutter, complete in Iwither purse. As new. ... £2 12 6
Leitz Leica Focal-plane Model, f/3.5 Elmar anastigmat
lens, range-hnder, 2 film chargers, leather case. New
condition .
£10 17 6
5 ' 4 Sanderson Hand and Stand, f/6. 8 Goerz double anas¬
tigmat
shutter, 3 double plate-holders,
eather lens,
case Compound
.
£3 3 0
4J-in. f/4.8 Goerz Celor Anastigmat Lens, in Koilos fullyspeeded shutter. New
condition .
£1 15 0
8-in. f.'3.5 Cooke Anastigmat Lens, sunk mount, suitable
for 6 X 4 or 1-pl. reflex. Brand-new condition £7 17 6
lOi-in. 1/6 Dallmeyer 3-foci Stigmatic Lens, iris
£7 mount
17 6
3?-in. f/6 Anastigmat Lens, suitable for enlarging 7s. Od.
7-in. f/4.5 Goerz Dogmar Anastigmat Lens, iris diaphragin.
T'nsoiled .
£4 17 6
3a Special Kodak, f/4.5 Goqfz
leather case .

Dogmar,

Compound

shutter,
£4 10 0

4i - 6 Soho Reflex, late.st pattern, f/3.5 Rosa Xpres,
T. and I. speeded abutter, 3 alidea, F.F. adapter and leather
case. New condition .
£18 18 0
3i X 2i T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke,

revolving

back,£53 19
alidea6

i-pl. Staley Britisher Reflex, f/5.6 Euryplan, shutter
speeded from { to l/l,300tb sec., revolving back, 4 double
plate-holders .
£4 15 0

SEND

12

US

YOU

i

48/9
Genuine AGFA ‘STANDARD’
ROLL-FILM

CAMERAS

with 6-speeded shutter
and direct-vision finders

The

Our

£3:10:0

KODAK

price
With f/4.5 anastigmat.
List price £7 15 o
Our
price £4

2
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price £7 o

Tessar
lens. From
£20
taking f/4.5
12 exposures
on stand¬
ard roll film. Fitted with Zeiss

9 monthly

Nine monthly payments of
enlargements..
m

: 4 : 0

AMATEUR

JUNIOR

Just what yo j are wanting — even better than last
year's "Six-20.” One-motion enap-out opening.
Closed by pressure of button. Finger-tip focussing.
Rigid double-locked front. Easv loading, speeded
shutter. T. B. I., l/25th, l/50th. 1/lOOth. A
fine British instrument.
Doublet

fixed-focus

F/6, 3 anastigmat

lens .

lens .

PHOTOGRAPHER”

WHEN

all-automatic

camera,

ROLLEIFLEX’

NEW

“SIX-20”

37/6
55/-

II

With built-in range-finder. Takes 30
exposures at one loading. Fits the
pocket.
The ideal camera* Ofor the
make splendid
■ A
advanced
enthusiast.
Negatives

The

50%
off list price
With f/6.3 anastigmat.

List

Latest

LEICA MODEL

Genuine leather covering,
beautifully
finished
throughout.

payments

of 46/8.

52/6.
m
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WITH
A “CITY SALE” CAMERA
ROLL'FILM CAMERAS and ALL
You

will save no end of money

by purchasing

at “ City Sale " and you'll save even more
if you let ue have your present apparatus in

and CINE

APPARATUS

part exchange. We pay the highest aUow*
ances procurable anywhere in the photo*

!

graphic

GENEROUS

54 LIME

E.C.3

LONDON.

Zeiss Convertible Protar, 14 in., llj in., 7i in. Cost
£18 lOs .
£5 17 6
Zeiss Convertible Protar, 19 In., 16 in. and lOj in. Cost
£31 168 .
£10 17 6
A.P.M. Reflex, revolving back, f/4.5 Cooke lens,
3 slides .
£4 13 6
34x2J Tropical Gandolfi, hi mahogany and brass bound,
without covering, revolving back, f/6.8 Dagor, Compur
shutter, 3 D.I). slides, F.P. adapter. Unsoiled £14 7 6
i-pl. Soho Reflex, revolving back, Kershaw focal-plane
shutter, speeds to i/800th sec., f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens, 3
book-form slides, F.3?. adapter, leather case. .. . £14 17 6
31x31 Latest Kershaw A.P.M. Press Focal-plane, selfcapping shutter, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, 3 D.D. slides. As
new. Cost £26 .
£11 17 6
3ix2t Tropical Carbine Roll Film, in florentlne bronze,
1/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter, leatlier case £8 12 8
31x2i Latest learette Roll Film, double extension, f/4.5
Carl Zeiss Tessar, D.A. Compur shutter, plate I'urk, .3
slides, leather case and Alter .

'.

£13

17

at once,

so

turn

to page

xv

The NEW CINEKODAK “EIGHT”
MAKES
ONE FOOT OF FILM
DO THE WORK
OF FOUR.

With fixed focus f/3.5 lens, ex¬
posure guide, footage indicator, and
eye-level finders incorporated in
the handle of the camera. Holds
25 ft. of special film only half the
width of which is exposed at a

i-pl. Ross Eeros Hand and Stand, Watson's Holostigmat
3-foci anastigmat f/4.0. Compound shutter, rising and swing
front, rack wide-angle movement, F.P. adapter, 2 slides
an<i leather ease, (/ost £25 .
£8 17 6
P.C. Ensign Roll Film, Aldis Plano f/7.7, General shutter,
U-fomi front, focussing, plate back, and canvas case.
Cost £7 78 .
£1 19 6

ON

right

i-pl. Dallmeyei Anastigmat f/4.6, iris .
£1 13 6
Latest 6 • 6 Automatic Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Tessar lens, Compur
shutter, plate back, 2 slides, pair of Proxar lenses, leather
case. Unsolled .
£18 0 0

PAGE

time, giving, wlien slit and spliced,
60 ft. of «-nim. film. Tliis ingenious
iuatrument puts cinematography
within the reach of every enthusi¬
ast, and quarters the running cost I

xv

£9:17:6

KODASCOPE

j-pl. Alpha Hand and Stand, Busch Rapid Symmetrical,
T.-P. sliutter, focussing, swing hack, 3 slides £1
and 17case0

“EIGHT”
PROJECTOR

1-pI. Collapsible Focal-plane, Ross Homocentric f/G.3,
focussing mount, focal-plane shutter, speeds to l/l,000th
sec., with outside adjustments. 1 slide .
£2 7 6
i-pl. Vrill Collapsible Focal-plane, Goerz Series HI f/6.8
anastigmat, focussing, focal-plane shutter, speeds to
1/l.OOOth sec., with outside adjustments, 1 slide. . £3 7 6
6 X 4i cm. Voigtlander Reflex, Heliar f/4.6, focussing,
focal-plane slrntter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., revolving
baitk, 6 slides and leatlier case .
£5 6 0

3Jx2i Adam.s’ Vesta Roll Film, tl-i.o Ross Xpres, Acme
shutter, plate back, focussing screen, 3 slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case. Cost £16 .
£8 17 6

For A.C. and D.C. Built-in
resistance is adjustable from
100 to 250 volts. No extra
resistance required. Takes
200-ft. of 8-mm. film, equiva¬

3J • 24 Cameo Folding Pocket, Salex f/6.8 anastigmat,
lliso siiutier, double extension, U-form front, 3 slides,
F.P. adapter .
£2 9 6
i-pl. Conical Field, double extension. Beck Symmetrical
lens, roller-blind shutter, swing and reversing back, 1
slide .
16s. 9d.
16s. 9d.
la Junior Kodak, ,4ix2i, R.R. lens, ball-bearing siiutter

i-pl. Latest T.-P. Reflex, revolving back, self-capping
shutter, f/4,5 Ross Xpree, 3 slides, F.P. adapter. . £17 i? 0
Si X 2i Westminster Folding Reflex, revolving back, f/G.8
Ememann
anastigmat, focal-plane shutter, 3 D.U. slides,
6 single slides, leather case .
£4 17 6
34 X 2i lhagee Folding Reflex, revolving back, focal-plane
shutter, speeded to 1/1, 000th, f/4.5 Vcragraphic anastigmat,
3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost £40
£15 0 0

I,

6
6

No. 1 Panoram Kodak, rapid
shutter .

3} X 21 No. 1 Pocket
Kodex shutter .

Kodak,

Landscape

Kodak
.

lent to 400-ft. of 16-mm.
film.
Extremely brilliant
100-watt lamp, with closelyaligned filaments.
“ stills ” with perfect

REQUIREMENTS

lens, T. and
14s. 9d.

splicer

The
No

monthly

‘BRILLIANT’
3ix21 S-exposure roll
film at 1/2, but gives
12 2l-in. square pictures
by means of a special
numbering device oper¬
ated by the movement
of the filnn The brilliant
image emphasised by the
deep hood is almost full
size. .T%vo-8peed shutter.
High-grade f/7.7 anas¬
tigmat lens.

£2:15:0
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" THE

World’s
batteries

to run

lA
■

EXPO/URE

Best— NOW
do^vn.

AA
of

REDUCED

METER
IN

PRICE

Absolutely

foolproof. Point it at your subject and
the exposure is accurately registered.
If you own a still or cin6 camera, it’s
up to you to get the Weston and
absolutely obviate <all risk of faulty
exposures and waste of film.

An inexpensive camera
in a modem
design.
Takes
the
standard

PI.BASE

oiler.

THE WETTON

VOIGTLANDER

m

and

£9:9:0

f/G.S^anastigmat.
£1 19 6

payments

NEW

Shows
safety,

gives 40 X 30 in. picture at
19 ft. distance. Including

Nine

THE

“uJi 23/1

away.

P.C. No. 3a Junior Kodak, Meniscus lens, ball-bearing
shutter, speeds to 1/lOOth sec., autograpliic bac-k. Cost
£5 6s. . . .
. .
8s. 9d.

4x4 Baby Rolleiflex, f/2.8 Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter,
leather case .
£15 0 0
6x8 Rolleiflex, standard model, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar.
Compur, pair Proxar lenses, leather case .
£13 17 6
Latest Rolloroy, f/3.6 Elmar lens, Compur shutter, range¬
finder, colour filter, leather case. T/nsoiled. . . . £12 17 6
i-pl. Latest Panros Collapsible Focal-plane, f/4.5 Ross
Xpres lens, 8 D.I). slides, F.P. adaijter, leatlier case
£10 17 6

Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anas,, leather case £10 17
PatheMotocamera Luxe, f/3.5 anas., leuthercasc £6 17

Goerz f/7.7 anastigmat, T. and I.
slides .
£2 7 6
Kodak Roll Film, R.R. lens, speeded
.
6s. 9d.

P.C. Deckrnllo Focal-plane, Goerz Series III f/6.8, focalplane shutter, speeds to l/l,U00th sec., F.P. adapter, }-plF.P. adapter and leather case .
£7 2 6
i-pl. No. 2 Professional Planex Reflex, rack focussing,
focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., revolving
back, no lens .
£4 16 0
5x4 Goerz Manufoc Tenax, double extension, Dagor
Series III f/6.8, Compound shutter, U-front, 2 slides and
case .
£4 10 0

6

ALLOWANCES

IF IT’S NEW— WE
HAVE IT!

E.C.4

i-pl. Shew Eclipse,
shutter, focussing, 3
5x4 No. 4 Cartridge
chutter. Cost £5 Ss

ANNOUNCEMENTS
these

EXCHANGE

ST 90/94 fleet ST

LONDON,

world.

Now £15:10:0
Nine monthly payments of 36/2.

i!!VIODEL‘B’
PATH
MOTOGAMERA
Simple to use, with strong clock
work motor drive. Strongly con¬
structed, attractively finished,
fitted with liigh-grade
Patbe f/3.5 anastigmat
lens.

£6:6:0
Nine monthly payments
ol 14/9,

AMATEUR

PATHE “LUXE”
MOTOGAMERA
A thoroughly etficieut and beautifully
finished model, that has come to help
you make better movies at a very low
cost. Simple in use. Clockwork motor
exposes whole reel at one winding.
Complete with f/2.5 lens and f/3.5
telephoto

lens.

18 gns.
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The

all-British

SOHO
REFLEX

stands head and shoulders above all com¬
petitors. Every refinement is embodied
in its design. The excellence of its work¬
manship, and the care with which each
detail has been tested and adjusted, make
the name SOHO REFLEX a synonym for
absolute reliability.
Soho cameras are world-famous. There*s a
Soho Model British Camera to suit every
purpose

SOHO

and pockeL

LIMITED, SOHO

SQ., LONDON,

Telephone :
GERRARD 2184

THE

BEST

CAMERA

IN THE

W.l

Telegrams :
NOIRAM-RATH-LONDON

WORLD

TWO

COOKE LENSES

Projectors for the price of ONE

'^he PAILLARD-Bolex model
D ” for both Pathe 9.5-mm. and
Kodak or any other 16-mm. films.
250-watt illumination

Would
With

their large apertures

anastigmats

these

are unrivalled for use

on reflex cameras,

you

BUY A LORRY
FOR USE AS A
PRIVATE CAR ?

and for those

Of course not. Then

exceptionally trying conditions en¬
countered by advanced amateurs

why
heavy
chines,buy
when
you ma¬
can
purchase a neat,
really portable and
wonderfully efficient

and Press photographers.

projector
?
The BOLEX-PAILLARD
embodies
all
refinements found on
machines selling at
more

TAYLOR, TAYLOR & HOBSON, LTD
Leicester
and
London

37/6
Price: Wired for 100/ no volts
Additional resistance for higher voltages . .
price.
See it at your Dealer’s.
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PICTURES
OWN

HOME

WITH SAFETY AND
CLEANLINESS . . .
By the use of

S AS HALITE
PHOTO
BULBS

FLASH

The Sashalite bulb is the greatest boon
amateur photographers could wish for.
Happy snaps can be taken in the home in
safety, and with perfectly reliable results.
The Sashalite bulb has a small screw cap
which fits into an ordinary electric torch
in place of the torch bulb. A touch of
,the switch — an instantaneous flood of
light — and the photograph
There is no smoke or dust,
remains inside the bulb.
risk of fire — no noise — no
WRITE

is taken.
as the residue
There is no
odour.

for illustrated Folder O.S. 6536,

which gives full particulars of the Sasha¬
lite Photo Flash Bulb, and the uses to which
it can be put. Sent post free on request.
MADE

by THE

in England

GENERAL

for SASHALITE

ELECTRIC

CO.

LTD.

Sashalite bulbs will enable you to take delightful pictures

LTD.

like this in your own home.'

SAFE

• DUSTLESS

^

• SMOKELESS

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W .C.i.
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Make your prints still more
“ different ” by using the
printing paper that gives

seven on cream base and
five on white ; is equally
suitable for contact print'
ing and enlarging ; yields
every tone from warm
black to vivid red by simple
development.
Try a packet
tO'day
!

new and original effects —
yet is as simple to handle
as ordinary development
paper. Ilford Clorona is
made in twelve surfaces,
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WITH the coming of

Spring every amateur
rap
e
pho
at hom
f on
s her
and abroad tog
hnd
himsel
the threshold of another rich
season of camera activity.
Apart from the enthusiasm
that the hobby itself engenders,

1933 A'ill be a notable year for
the quantity and quality of
new apparatus and materials
that are being introduced for
making amateur photography
and cinematography ever more
attractive and easy.
This alone will be responsible
for the making of many thou¬
sands of new camera-users, but
as the lengthening days call to
the photographer to seek the
open air and sunshine, every
amateur will be anxious to get
to work in earnest.
In this, the Spring Number
of The Amateur Photographer,
the new-comer to photography
is specially considered, and to
old readers there are reminders
of the universal application of
the camera.
To new readers we would
point out that every kind of
amateur, both beginner and
“ The inA.P.”
hnd times
helpful
expert, will
at aU
the
pursuit of his hobby. This is
particularly the case when he
is situated in places far from
photographic
exhibi¬
tions
and othersocieties,
photographers.
It keeps him in touch with
progress in the photographic
world and provides advice,
criticisms, competitions and
helpful
while the
trations articles,
which appear
weekillus¬
by
week form in themselves a
notable collection of pictorial
work that is both helpful and
inspiring. It is the object of
the paperin tophotography.
develop a keener
interest
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BLOSSOM

TIME.

In this special issue a number
of regular features have been
crowded out through lack of
space, but they wUl appear
again in future issues.
7
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a New
variety

an

easy

matter. In the following article some hints are given upon this subject.
advantages and limitations of the different modern types are indicated.

The

WITH the coming of the longer

days the attention of many
ographers will be di¬
phot
rected towards the choice of a new
camera. At the present time even
the photographer of some experience
may well be puzzled at the choice
which is offered, not only with
regard to type, but also because the
products of different makers show
variations.

Twenty years ago the photo¬
grapher simply had to decide upon
the size and type of instrument,
whether a hand or stand camera.
To-day the choice is still wider, not
only with regard to the type of
camera to be selected, but the in¬
creased efficiency of all the popular
classes of instruments widens the
scope to a still greater extent.
The

Small

Camera.

The outstanding development of
the present time is the perfection
that has been attained in the
miniature camera. Side by side
with the latest advances in emulsion
making we have the miniature
camera of scientific precision, fitted
with a lens of an aperture that
would have appeared impossible to
produce not so very long ago.
All these factors allow of prints
of perfect technical quality of ex¬
hibition size being consistently pro¬
duced from the small negatives.
This type of camera in its better
forms may well be described as
being almost a universal instrument,
especially when fitted with a series
of lenses of different focal lengths
that are interchangeable.
These cameras are expensive, and
especially as their users have to
consider efficient enlarging apparatus
as essential. Their scope is wide,
and they may be used for a great
variety of subjects. For the tourist,
or the holiday photographer, their
ever-ready character, lightness of
weight, and low cost of negative
material, make them ideal. At the
same time it is well to point out that

now

offered,

choosing

Camera

in order to secure the best results
with this form of apparatus, de¬
mands are made upon the technical
skill of the photographer.
Pocket

Cameras.

A type of camera that has been
long established in the good opinion
of the amateur photographer is the
pocket camera which takes plates,
and pack or roU films, according to
the desire of the photographer.
Where only one camera is wanted
there is much to be said in favour of
an instrument of this type. It can
be used for snapshot work, and upon
a tripod for landscape subjects, the
composition being carefully studied
upon the screen. The same applies
to portraiture, while the rise of
front, although small, is sufficient to
be of use in architectural subjects.
If the camera has a double
extension, large-scale pictures of
flowers, or objects on a small scale,
as well as copying, can be undertaken.
All this with a camera that is simple
in use, and still pocketable. There
are some anastigmat lenses that
are composed of fuUy- corrected single
elements that with a double exten¬
sion camera can be used as longfocus lenses, with the larger scale
that results. The pocket roll-film
camera is more restricted in its
scope, but in the hands of a careful
photographer a wide range of sub¬
jects may be undertaken with
success.
A camera of any of the patterns
mentioned in this section will be¬
come much wider in its scope if it
is fitted with a good lens and
shutter. The extra money expended
upon them will return to the photo¬
grapher in the form of better results,
and subjects that may be attempted
under poor lighting conditions.
A good shutter will ensure the
maximum hght action at each
exposure, and, further, will allow of
short automatic exposures being
given, of i/ioth or i/5th of a second,
that are so useful in practical work.
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a new

camera

It is always

is not

sound

economy

to

purchase the best lens and shutter
that the photographer can afford.
Further, it is better to purchase a
lens of smaller aperture in a good
shutter, rather than a lens of larger
aperture in a poor shutter. Except
in the case of the most expensive
or the very cheapest apparatus, it is
well to allow half the cost of the
outfit for lens and shutter.
The

Hand- Stand

Camera.

This is a type of camera that is
much in favour with the serious
photographer. It has wide scope
with regard to the subjects that may
be attempted with ease, due to its
range of adjustments. At the same
time, by setting the focus at infinity,
the lens at f/ii, and the shutter at
I /25th of a second, he can reduce
the instrument to the terms of the
simple box camera, because it be¬
comes a fixed-focus instrument.
The

Reflex.

The reflex is looked upon as the
ideal hand camera. Its advantages
of allowing the subject as seen by.
the lens to be seen by the operator
need not be stressed here. It is
the popular camera with those who
produce exhibition prints, as evi¬
denced by the series now running in
this journal, and is the final choice
of the expert for subjects apart
from those of specialised character.
Weight and bulk have been urged
as disadvantages of the reflex, but
even these have disappeared in the
case of the miniature instruments
of this type.
The

Field

Camera.

Few photographers in these days
consider the field camera, but it is
not the back number that some
people would have us believe. There
are some subjects, notably architec¬
ture, portrait and landscape photo¬
graphy, and telephoto work, that can
be better undertaken with a camera
of this type than with any other.
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following

references

page, and with “ The

to cameras

Buyers’

Type.

Miniature
V.P.

should

Guide,”

which

be read

Ever

Folding Pocket
Plate, with good
lens.

at the end

negative

Range
of
small.
Enlarging

portable.

Has

some range of essential movements.
Allows focussing for
near objects, or

Full range

Pocket

Portability.

Roll Film.

of this number

of movement.

of “ The

movements

imperative.

Snapshot work.
Holiday records.
May

be

a constant

com¬

panion.
Running costs higher
than for roll film.
Involves considerable
supply

of slides.

Almost

any

class of sub-

to

j ect other than highspeed work of closeup objects may be
undertaken.
Limitations
imposed

to ^

mainly by the lens
and shutter and the

Has

greater weight and
bulk than above.

Absence

Ever-ready character.
Economy in cost of film.

of

focussing

screen and move¬
ments. These may

photographer’s
skill.
Almost
every class
of
subject.
Best

adapted for
shots.
Holiday records.

From

snap¬

not be regarded as
limitations in some
Certainty

in

focussing

with large-aperture
lenses.

£5

Efficient
shutter.
Field Camera.

Difficult

focal-plane

subject

made

easy by range of
movements. Inter¬
change of lens easy.

Wide-angle

" TT

THAT

wonderful

By
sunshine

! ” thinks

the

lenses

im¬

practicable.
Weight and bulk.
Not well adapted
moving objects.

PHOTOGRAPHY
*

A wide range of subjects,
with the exception of

Weight and bulk.
Small rise of front.

newcomer

to the Tropics, as he takes out his camera and
lets fly at all and sundry subjects.
Alas for the negatives. They are not the successes to
which the photographer has been accustomed in England ;
under-exposed, or blurred, most of them, and he wonders
why this is so.
If you look at the air just above the radiator of a car
which has been doing a stiff hill-climb, you will see that it
has a distinct haze and blur. The same conditions pre¬
vail, to a degree, throughout the whole atmosphere in the
Tropics. Frequently this haze is not visible to the eye, but
unfortunately it is all too apparent to the lens of the
camera during the greater part of the day. The best time
of day, therefore, for taking snaps in the Tropics is either
before ten o’clock in the morning, or after half-past three
in the afternoon ; that is, before the sun has had time to
heat up the air too much, and after it has reached and
passed its greatest strength.
If the amateur does his own developing and printing,
there are several tips that experience has proved to be of use.
In the first place, even if a dayhght tank is used, develop¬
ment should be done at night. During the day the heat
of the sun is so intense, that even if the solution is at the
correct temperature when development is started, it has

Telephoto
Copying,

£30

to

upwards.

£

£30

architecture.
work.

etc.

upwards.
£3

in the TROPICS

P. F. CHANDOR,

yy

•

lofty interiors, or
subjects needing
wide-angle lenses.
Landscape,

for

;^2

upwards.
£2 lOS.

fields of work.
Reflex.

A.P.”

Scope.

large-scale pictures
of small originals.

Hand-Stand.

the article on the opposite

Cost.

ready.
Greater
depth of focus at
large apertures.

Reasonably

with

Limitations.

Portability.
Economy
in
material.

in conjunction

will be found

Advantages.

and
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F.R.G.S.

probably varied several degrees by the time
complete. Develop, therefore, at night, when
perature, though high, is practically constant.
If ice is used, as it must be on the coast or in hot
it should be used with discretion. The tank

action is
the tem¬
stations,
in which

development is taking place should on no account be placed
in direct contact with the ice. A bowl should be used, in
which the developing tank may be completely immersed
in water. This bowl should in turn be placed inside
another bowl, in which the ice is packed. The temperature
of the inside bowl can then be carefully watched, and more
ice added when necessary to maintain the development
solution at an even temperature.
With regard to printing. Here again great care should
be taken to see that the developing solution is not above the
correct temperature. Workers who are most careful in
dealing with their film-developing solution frequently
neglect this point, to their own eventual annoyance.
Finally, see that all sensitive material is fresh. It is
almost worth while going to the little extra trouble of
having material sent direct from home by a reliable dealer.
results are well worth the trouble.
39The
7
The great thing to remember in the Tropics is that care,
both in exposure and treatment, is even more important
than it is in a temperate climate.
9
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Ourilnnual Overseas Competition
Awards for the Competition just dosed,
and rales for the nexp.
are given
tion.

The Advanced
te,,
s’
edia
rmer
rk
Inte
Wo

month, always attract a considerable number of workers
from the Colonies and Overseas, but this special com¬
petition is confined entirely to those workers who are
living abroad in countries under the British flag.
As in previous years, silver and bronze plaques and
certificates of merit will be awarded, and, in addition,

the club sending
Editor’s

the best collective entry

exhibition

THE

pictures.

RULES

AND

Rules

receive one

and

PRIZES

of

THIS

YEAR’S

Amateur

Photographer

and

Cinematographer

during

should

be sent), or to the Editor
retain

the

of " Photograms

Photographer

right to reproduce,

without

of the

and Cinemato¬
payment,

any

of the prints sent' in, winning or otherwise, in the paper, and in
“ Year.”
Photograms of the Year,” and in any one foreign photo¬
graphic magazine publishing translations from The Amateur
Photographer

and

Cinematographer.

Packets of prints for the Overseas Competition should be
addressed to the Editor, The Amateur Photographer and Cine¬

in The

matographer,

marked

THE

1932

The entries for this popular competition for 1932 were not

only of a very high standard, but the number of prints
submitted were more numerous than in previous years.
In the Club Competition, the award for the best collective
entry was made to the Camera Pictorialists of Bombay. This
was run very close by the Port Elizabeth Amateur Photo¬
graphic Society, the Johannesburg Photographic Society, and
the Auckland Photographic Society. Other good club entries
came from the Melbourne Camera Club and the Queensland
Camera Club.

SILVER PLAQUES. — -E-. K. Jones (Port Elizabeth, S.A.) ;
Karl J. Khandalawala (Bombay) ; J. N. Unwalla (Bombay) ;
C. V. Hougaard (Johannesburg, S.A.) ; S. J. Kharegat (Bom¬
bay) ; Mrs. Rose Simmonds (Queensland) ; J. B. Eaton
(Toprak, Victoria) ; Will Till (Johannesburg) ; H. E. Gaze
(New Zealand) ; Miss Jane Plotz (Johannesburg) ; C. M.
Johnston (Ottawa); W. Werner (Alexandria);. George
Chance (Dunedin, N.Z.) ; J. Vanderpant (Vancouver) ; Mrs.
May C. Salisbury (Cairo) ; H. Tornqvist (Auckland, N.Z.) ;
Harold Cazneaux (Sydney) ; H. A. Snape (Queensland).
BRONZE
PLAQUES. — N. J. Nalawalla (Bombay) ; Miss
Rutty D. Petit (Bombay) ; B. Moiser (Johannesburg) ; S. W.
Eutrope (Queensland) ; F. R. Ratnagar (Bombay) ; H. J.
Catt (Port Elizabeth) ; H. Burman (Port EUzabeth) ; Athol
L. Shmith (Melbourne) ; R. R. S. Asser (Ale.xandria) ; Walter
Orthman (Queensland) ; S. J. Bhat (Bombay) ; Capt. A. P.
Thorn (South Africa) ; Ahmed Sadik (Helwan, Egypt) ;
Walter J. Thompson (Auckland) ; Monte Luke (Sydney,

10

COMPETITION.

The publishers of The Amateur

grapher

the preced¬

IN

OVERSEAS

the Royal Photographic Society’s exhibition or of the London
Salon of Photography (in which case any necessary entry fees

ing twelve months, is offered for the best collective e.xhibit
sent by a society. Individual prints included in such a

AWARDS

last competi¬

collection will also be eligible for the plaques and certificates.
Competitors should state on their entries whether they
desire them to be submitted to the selecting committee of

HE conditions governing the competition are simple.
Prints can be of any size and by any process. They may
be either mounted or unmounted, but must not be
sent framed. The fact that they are unmounted will not in
any way detract from their chances in the competition, or
from their careful consideration for awards.
No coupons or entry forms are required for this competition,
and readers of The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer
residing in any part of the British Empire, outside the British
Isles, are eligible to compete.
All entries must be received by December 31st, 1933. The
awards will consist of silver and bronze plaques, also certificates.
In addition, a special award, consisting of the original of
any one of the Editor’s exhibition pictures reproduced

in the

We give these particulars thus early to enable distant
readers to prepare their prints in good time. It should
be noted, too, that entries for this competition may be sent
to us for submission to the selecting Committees of the
Royal Photographic Society and of the London Salon of
Photography. In this case, they must reach us not later
than August ist, and will be retained until the close of
the Colonial Exhibition in the following May.

full details

IN

also the awards

The winning prints and a selection from the unsuccessful
entries are exhibited at the house of the Royal Photographic
Society at Russell Square, and form one of the most
attractive house exhibitions of the year. This year it
will be held during the month of May.

ers’
nn
ns
d Be
gi
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“ The A.P.,” which
are held every

the

below,

Dorset

” Overseas

House,

Tudor

Competition

Street, London,

E.C.4,

and

” on the outside.

COMPETITION.

N.S.W.) ; C. Stuart Tompkins (Melbourne) ; J. H. Foster
(Queensland) ; C. H. Lawson (Johannesburg) ; C. L. Van
Hasselt (Johannesburg) ; W. H. Best (Canada).
CERTIFICATES OF MERIT.— Douglas F. Lyons (Auck¬
land) ; G. Mercier (South Africa) ; Anna Vanderpant
(Vancouver) ; F. L. Casbolt (New Zealand) ; S. Rollo (Punjab,
India) ; M. K. Nadarajah (Colombo, Ceylon) ; Mrs. F. Clarke
(Insimbini, South Africa) ; J. D. G. Drought (Auckland) ;
H. S. Kaye (Melbourne) ; F. H. Wedd (Queensland) ; S. H.
Keith (Johannesburg) ; Miss F. Moore (Johannesburg) ;
S. J. Khambata (Bombay) ; E. H. Errington (Johannesburg) ;
E. B. King (Port Elizabeth) ; L. A. Kose (Johannesburg) ;
R. M. Gillingham (Auckland) ; R. Wood (Alberta) ; Chia
Boon Leong (Singapore) ; P. S. Herbert (Auckland) ; R. D.
Ward (Gisborne, N.Z.) ; T. Farmer (Montreal) ; Jal C. Avari
(Bombay) ; E. J. Sawyer (Port Elizabeth) ; O. L. Ventress
(Johannesburg) ; H. W. Whitaker (Johannesburg) ; F. G.
Crook-King (Queensland) ; J. B. Mortimer (Melbourne) ;
F. C. Bates (Johannesburg) ; W. W. Cooke (N.S.W.) ; Miss
Violet F. Taylor (B.W.I.) ; A. Burnett (Queensland) ; A. E.
Keif (Johannesburg) ; H. G. Hesselman (Johannesburg) ;
Miss May L. Steed (Queensland) ; R. L. Higgins (Queensland) ;
Miss Shingleton (Melbourne) ; Mrs. I. E. King (Port Elizabeth) ;
T. H. James (Port Elizabeth) ; Mrs. M. C. Scott (Melbourne) ;
E. D. Folger (Calcutta) ; Alan Wilson (Melbourne) ; Wee
Theam* Seng (Singapore); Frank Wall (Queensland); P. J.
Unwalla (Burma) ; Raymond Jacobs (Federated Malay States) ;
Mrs. G. R. Duncan (Melbourne) ; S. P. Bhide (Bhandara, India) ;
S. K. Koparkar (Bhandara, India) ; W. Hume (Queensland).
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LUKOS
THE

NEW JFULL-SPEED

p|LIVI

Read what the Trade have said
about the new LUKOS film:
“ Really fast, giving splendid detail, colour values
excellent, shadow detail good/’
Sunderland.
Speed is good, while the latitude and gradation
are really excellent.”
W estcHff-on-Sea.
“^^Very speedy and developed nice contrast.”
Redhill.

CC

Rothesay.

Good plucky negatives— sparkling prints.”
An ideal film for the novice and discriminating
amateur.
-

-

TRY

IT

TEST

IT

5’

Blackpool. 1

YOU’LL BE
SURPRISED
Stocks
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DALLMEYER
The

LENS

PEOPLE

The House of Dallmeyer, founded over 70
years ago, has representations in all types of
lenses and optical equipment covering the

The f/2.9 Pentac. The finest
extreme aperture anastigmat
lens manufactured.
Prices from £3 15s.

requirements of photography and cinema¬
tography. To-day the name of J. H. Dallmeyer
stands supreme.

Illustrated Catalogue

The f/6.5-f/n WideAngle Anastigmat Lens.
A recent addition to the
Dallmeyer range.
Prices from £5 5s.

gladly

sent on request.
■

■

■

‘Why a Telephoto Lens’

F/5.6 Dallon Tele- Anastig¬
mat Fixed-Separation Lens.
Recommended and accepted
by all as the finest made.
Prices from £5,

The Adon Adjustable
Telephoto Lens. The
only complete adjustable
type
of telephoto
lens
manufactured.
Price £7.

A simple treatise on
Telephotography dealing
with the lenses we manufac¬
ture and their commercial
application.
Postage

Dallmeyer Dallon Telephoto,
Lens, fitted to Graflex Re¬
flex Camera. “ No reflex is
complete without a Dall-J
meyer Telephoto Lens.”

3d,

Popular Telephoto Lens,
fitted to a T.-P. Reflex. A

The latest Dallmeyer Anastig¬
mat Lens. The f/1.9 “ SuperSix.” Made in focal lengths
from I to 6 inches.

popular-priced telephoto lens
for
popular-priced reflex
cameras.
Prices from £5 5s.

If it’s Optical Equipment for
Photography and Cinematography, write or call on us.

J. H. DALLMEYER
31, MORTIMER
The f/1.5 “ Speed.” The
recognised best in largeaperture cine lenses.
Prices from £10.

12

PLEASE

MENTION

ST., OXFORD

Worfes .* Dallmeyer
Telephones:

"THE

AMATEUR

Road,

Museum

PHOTOGRAPHER

Ltd.
ST., W.I

N.W.IO
6022-3.

•’ WHEN

CORRESPONDING

The Projection
DallmeyerLens.
“ SuperLite”
The
acknowledged best.
Price £5 5s.
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'PORT
Rtho
AIutTS
zvi
TEARS
By

S. H. WILKES.

IS that a camera ? ” asked the young visitor, aged two and a half, observing

the roll-film instrument which was standing open on my writing-table.
I was amused at her precocity, but did not suspect that there was any¬
thing sinister in the cpiestion. Next day I suggested breezily that we should go
into the garden and take a few photographs, and I was startled by the indig¬
nant protests which my suggestion provoked. I withdrew the proposal at once,
and so avoided tears ; but it was a near thing.
It became clear that this wee maid had been “ posed ” and
photograph until the sight of a camera, and even the suggestion
were abhorrent to her. That was bad for the child, and futile
can one possibly obtain a pleasing photograph of a harassed
It is common knowledge that the best time to photograph

“ posed ” for her
of photography,
besides, for how
or sulky child ?
a child is when

she is pla\ ing. It is not so widely realised that the ideal game is “ Hide-and-seek.”
The photographer hides, and is found by the victim. The photographer
hides round

a corner,

and

he should

choose

a corner

facing an

unobtrusive’
Fig. I.

The

Portrait.

a known time, and with a satisfactory
expression. The expression may be
one of breathless excitement, of coy¬
ness, or of riotous mirth, but it will
certainly not be wooden or sulky.
The recipe is a good one. The little
maid who nearly wept in the morning
at the suggestion that she should be
photographed,
" Hide-andseek ” with me played
in the park
on the
same afternoon. Fig. i is one of the
results. Fig. 2 shows the method —
round the corner of a railway bridge
this time. Prudently you will make
several exposures on the same subject.
This is easy, and, indeed, the only
real snag in the system is that the
child may wish to continue the game
after the photographer has tired of it.
Yet another method, and the easiest
of all, is to wait until the child is
still.
Fig- 3- M'hat do you say ? Children are
never still ! Oh, yes they are. See

background. He stands about fifteen feet from the corner,
and sets his focussing scale at sixteen feet. If his
camera has a wire-frame finder, he watches the corner,
through that, with the shutter set. If he has only a tiny
btilliant finder, it is better to centre the camera with that,
then to keep the feet still, press the camera firmly against
the stom - , that is to say, lower chest, and look directly
at the corner.
At a given signal the photographer’s accomplice round
the corner releases the victim, and the two proceed to creep
steallhily along the wall. The accomplice makes sure that
the excited young subject keeps within a foot or so of the
wall, but otherwise the accomplice should not interfere,
and should allow the child to reach the corner first. As soon
as the excited little figure turns the corner and sees the
photographer, the latter releases the shutter, and there you
are ! He has his subject at a known distance and place at
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The

Alternative.
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he

Some practical points
illustrated for the
snapshotter of moving
objects.

who has just acquired a
new camera and is eager
to try it on a variety of
subjects may fail at first in

photograph an express train
travelling at sixty miles per

exposure than the same figure mov¬
ing at the same speed obliquely
across the view, and still less than
the same figure moving at the same
speed broadside across the picture.
In this connection, the owner of
a camera with restricted shutter
overcome
speeds may sometimes

No. 2.

day during the next
couple of months.
It must be remem¬
bered that a faster
shutter speed may be
required if enlargements
of large size are to be
made from the negative
than if small contact
No. 3.

prints only are required.
The speeds
that are
given
in
the following
notes will,
however, be found rapid
enough to produce
reasonably sharp nega¬
tives that will stand
moderate enlarging.
The point that the
new photographer
should bear in mind in
regard to the speeds of
the shutter on his cam¬
era is not to attempt the
impossible. In other
words, the limitations of
his apparatus must be

14

It is useless to

moving figure coming directly to¬
wards the camera requires less

securing perfectl}’ sharp negatives of
moving objects.
It is assumed tliat the object is
sharply focussed in the first place,
so far as distance is concerned,
and the blurred result is due to
the shutter not working at the
correct speed to register the image
clearly without signs of movement.
The illustrations herewith present
a number of everyday subjects in
which there is action in varying
degrees. They may be taken as
typical examples, but the reader
will be able to apply the shutter
speeds suggested to other similar
subjects that he may photograph
at any time.
The speeds at which the shutter
works to secure sharpness (or lack
of movement) are those that may
be given under normal conditions
of bright light in the middle of the

considered.

hour at close quarters if the highest
speed on his shutter is only i/iooth
second.
In all snapshot work when moving
figures are included the chief thing to
remember is that the point of view
in relation to the object affects the
required speed. Thus a rapidly

The amateur photographer
outdoor

Photo
to SHUT

New

the difficulty when

photographing

a rapidly moving object that nor¬
mally would require a speed higher
than is marked on the shutter, by
adopting
method.

the
photographer’s
It is Press
to move
the camera

laterally in the direction the object
is moving, keeping it central in the
view-finder, and expose at the same
time. This will — if done cleanly
and without jar, frequently get the
moving object quite sharp, but the
background will, of course, become
a smudge. This, however, really
adds to the effect of movement.

By
March 29th, 1933
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To take the illustrations in order :
No. I shows a ver}^ slow moving figure
over 25 ft. from the camera. Here
an exposure of i/25th second secures a
sharp result.
No. 2. — Figures walking towards the
camera at a distance of 30 ft., i/30th
second.
No. 3.the
— k'igures
obliquely
towards
camera, walking
about 25 to
50 ft.,
i/5oth second.
No. 4. — Vehicles moving at not more
than eight miles per hour obli(]uely
across the field of view, at 30 ft., i/both

athletes in action, 15 to 25 ft.
from camera, i/i, 000th second.
No. 9. — Train moving at
sixty miles per hour across
field of view, 50 to 100 ft.
away,
i/i, 000th
second.that in
It must
be noted
some cases additional local
action, such as the movement

No. walking
6. — Fig¬
ures
second. If moving from eight to twelve miles
per hour, i/iooth second.
No. 5. — Vehicles moving at not more than
eight miles per hour across the field of view.

rapidly across
field of view at
15 ft. and over,
i/iooth second.
Running figures, if cross¬
ing the view obliquely,
i/iooth second. Broad¬
side, i/i5oth to i/25oth
second.
No. 7. — Train moving
at sixty miles per hour
obliquely
towards ofcam¬
era at a distance
not
less than 200 ft., i/5ooth
second. Motor cars
travelling at thirty to
forty miles per hour,

No. 8.

obliquely towards cam¬
era, at not less than
200 ft., i/25oth second.
No. 8. — Very rapidly
moving figures, such as

No. 9.

of a horse’s feet, requires a shorter
exposure to obtain perfect sharpness
than the entire object (see No.
5). Here, while i/iooth second will
sharply render the vehicle and the
horse, a shorter exposure, say
i/i50th second, would be necessary
if blur is to be avoided in the feet.
It must be remembered that the
exposures suggested are those cal¬
culated to eliminate movementblur, and it does not follow that
lighting conditions are such that
the e.xposure will be adequate for
securing a good negative. Advantage
should therefore be taken, as far as
possible, of rapid sensitive material
and large lens apertures.
15
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LOOK

ON
THIS
«OP
HE modern

T

instruments of pre¬
cision being used by
amateurs, who a
few years ago re¬
garded quarterplate as the mini¬
mum size for any
serious work.
It is due, how¬
ever, to the perfection of the cameras,
lenses, and adjustments, coupled with

I

“The

AND

ON

“As an enthusiastic amateur for
many years, who has worked up (or
should 1 say, down?) from whole-plate to
24X36 mm., I should like to endorse all
those correspondents who speak of the
wonderful results obtained from small
negatives. You may be interested in
seeing the enclosed example from one
of my negatives, in which you will note
the lion’s head — about f in. in length —
which I lent to Messrs. Leitz, the makers
of the Leica camera, and which was
enlarged to life size. The lens in this
case was

stopped

down

to f/4.5.”

A.P.”
Monthly Competitio
ns Xbruar^
(London, E.) ; Harry Parkin (Staines) ; Duncan Shaw
competitions were well up

entries for the February

to the average in every section. Particularly good
pictorial results

were

submitted

in the

cester) ; J. H. Trace (Tenby) ; Norman
minster) ; W. Wilson (Millom).

advanced

workers’ class, and the same applies to the beginners, many of
the prints in that section being of outstanding merit. The
awards are as follows ;
Advanced

Workers’

Intermediate

' The Dying

Sun,” by Wm.

Jackson,

Beginners’

KNOW

?

Certificates of Merit. — " Cornering,” by M. Butcher, 27,
Fouracres Road, Cowgate, Newcastle-on-Tyne ; " Lumber¬
jack,” by Hector Costa, 8, Union Road, E.xeter 7 " Even¬
tide,” by R. A. Gross, 62, Ansdell Road, Peckham, London,
S.E. 15 ; " Shamrock V,” by R. K. Steele, 157, Crown Street,
Georgetown, Demerara, British Guiana.
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Section.

First Prize. — “ The Centre of Attraction,” by Eric L. Fryer,
20, Campbell Road, Bedford.
Second Prize. — " Calm,” by Leonard A. Pereira, 42, Norfolk
Street, Belmont, Trinidad, B.W.I.

The prints not receiving awards have been grouped, those
in the first group receiving honourable mention. The others
have been marxed Class i. Class 2, and Class 3, respectively.
Those awarded honourable mention are as follows : (2)
Edward H. Austin (Liverpool) ; (2) Geo. C. Backhouse (Leeds) ;
W. F. A. Chambers (Geneva) ; J. H. Clark (London, S.E.) ;
N. Crawshaw (Bebington, Ches.) ; A. S. Edwin (Bangalore) ;
Miss V. M. Emms (Hampton Wick) ; Henry W. Hillier (Maid¬
stone) ; A. C. Millest (Hampton Wick) ; H. Warwick Nevill

YOU

Section.

"Painted Jugs,” by Hannah Hartley, 138, Warbreck Moor,
Aintree, Liverpool ; “ I used to think their slender tops would
reach unto the sky,” by A. M. Shaer, Box 42, Lichtenburg,
S. Africa ; “ Foliage Beautiful — The Frost Decorates,” by L.
Longfield, Longueville, Mallow, Co. Cork.

103,

Certificates of Merit. — " Poise,” by J. H. Clark, 304, Camber¬
well New Road, London, S.E.5 ; “ Summer’s Awakening,” by
F. C. .Diemer, Hendrefoilan, Blackball, Edinburgh ; “ On
Bringsty
Worcester. Common,” by A. J. Woodley, 2, RedcliSe Street,

DO

(Glou¬
(Kidder¬

Second Prize. —
Sunshine and Shadows,” by W. G. Kennings-Kilbourn, Kenlyn, Abbey Road, Chertsey, Surrey.
Certificates of Merit. — “ Cutwaters,” by J. A. Badland, 94,
Poole Crescent, Cross Gates, Leeds ; “ A Rainy Day,” by
James Hampson, 20, Brook Road, Cricklewood, London, N.W.2;

Deane,

Second Prize. — “ Winter Sunshine,” by H. S. Morris, P.O.
Box 2139, Montreal, 'Que., Canada.
Third Prize. — “ Mending Nets,” by Karl J. Khandalawala,
Navaz Villa, 20, Peddar Road, Bombay, India.
Mounting Prize. —
Park Grove, Hull.

T. Williams

First Prize. — " My Lady Plays,” by R. J. Dunn, c/o C. S.
Webb, 21, Delafield Road, Charlton, London, S.E. 7.

Section.

First Prize. — " The South Downs,” by Edwin W.
129, De Beauvoir Road, Kingsland, London, N.i.

16

THAT

The negative is one of many taken
by Mr. Noel C. Harbutt who, in a letter
to us, says ;

high-speed films of e.xtraordinary fineness
of grain that tiny negatives of out¬
standing e.xcellence are being obtained.
These are capable of a great degree of
enlargement without loss of quality,
as the picture on the opposite page
demonstrates.
This is a fair sample of the work that
can be done with the high-grade modern
miniature camera. The original, which
is reproduced here exact size, is a small
portion of the negative, the full size
of which is indicated by the line sur¬
rounding the small picture.
The reproduction on the opposite page
is considerably reduced in size from the
enlargement.

cult of the
mini ature
camera
grows
apace. On every
side we see these

^ p^HE

PICTURE
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Jetters to the Editor
FROM

A

the

last

READER
Empire

IN

THE

Number

TROPICS.

of " The

A.P.”

an

responsible

for

of his correspondents.

to stand, and as a rule are refilled as used so that I have always
dark-room ready.
After shutting the door I pick out developing dish and the
, bottle of developer, put this ready on bench and proceed to
develop by time in the case of plates. Whilst plate is in dish
I get the hypo ready. After developing I put the dish of
hypo on top of the 6-in. floor tiles in the cooler and with an
occasional rock it does quite well. When fixed I lift it off and
put a third dish on the tiles, pick out a bottle of water from the
other cooler and pour the contents over the dish, empty and
fill again, using as a rule eight to twelve changes of water. I
never get frilled edges or pits in my negatives. When printing I
use two sets of everything, one in use and one in the cooler.
In conclusion I may say that I do quite a number of hospital
cases, which to be of any use at all require very careful handling
to get the necessary detail.
Trusting that some of this might be of interest to your
many other readers in the Tropics. — Yours, etc.,
G. H. TUCKER.

and I must say have spent many happy hours with my photo¬
graphic work. Films and plates if kept after being opened can
still be used if a little bromide of potash is added to the
developer.
It may be of interest to some of your readers in the Tropics if
I describe my procedure. I live in a mud-built house with a
grass roof, but have three sheets of corrugated iron over the

(Public

dark-room; in this room I have a low bench, 9 in. high, on
which stand two large coolers of the open variety. Opposite
is another bench, table height. On this is a red glass (from a
carriage lamp) in a frame, so made that I can slip it out and
put in my camera for enlarging. I also have a large electric

Works

WIDE-ANGLE

Department,

LENS

FOR

Maiduguri,

Nigeria.)

REFLEX.

Sir, — Mr. Nicholas M. Bray writes in the January i8th issue
of The Amateur Photographer in regard to using a wide-angle
lens on his Popular Pressman postcard refle.x.
As a wide-angle lens is simply a well-corrected lens of small
aperture, the focus of which is usually about half the diagonal
length of the plate, it is obviously impossible to use such a
lens on a reflex camera.

)

hand-lamp with an orange glass for bromide work. All round
the walls I have a 6-in. shelf for bottles, etc.
When starting work I fill the first cooler with water. In the
centre of the cooler there are six or seven 6-in. floor tiles,
which come to the top of the water within J in. In this cooler
I put my dishes, the bottle of developer, and a bottle of hypo.
At the back of the coolers there is a 3-in. pipe let through
wall, this and the draught under the door give the coolers
required temperature. Whilst developing I put a plug in
pipe to keep out light ; the light from bottom of door does
matter.

is not

my

article

by P. Hankinson, West Africa, appeared, but he does not say
what part. I have lived in Nigeria, all parts, and the Gold
Coast, and have never experienced any difficulty with my
photography.
I am at present at Maiduguri, the hottest place in Nigeria, and
I have taken dozens of interesting photographs, developed
and printed them on the spot ; some in places where water
was scarce, and I have had to use my bath water after it had
been put through a force pump filter. Alum I do not use.
I use plain hypo, Velox and bromide papers, daylight through
my own camera for enlarging, magnesium ribbon for contacts,

l

l

I

Sir,- — In

Editor

the opinions

However, it is possible to obtain an increase in the angle of
view from 12 to 15 degrees over that given by the 7-in. lens
regularly used on the P.C. Pressman refle.x, by using a lens
of such focal length that its rear cell just clears the rising
mirror when focussed for infinity. In the case of the Press¬
man reflex, I believe such a lens would be about jj-in. focal
length. It would necessarily have to be mounted in a suniren
lens box and stopped down somewhat to insure definition to

the
the
the
not

The second cooler is also filled with water, and into this 1
put six or seven bottles of filtered water. These are allowed

the

corners

of the plate. — Yours,

etc.,

' EDGAR

KIDD.

‘‘The pictorial
A.P/’outlookMonthly
Competitions. PRIZES ANDof theRULES.
and good technique in the photographic work of our readers in all parts
world.

To encourage

This class is open
First

plaque

to all amateur

Prize. — One

(optional).

guinea

in cash

Second Prize. — Half a guinea
bronze plaque (optional).
Third

Prize. — Five

shillings

photographers.
or ** A.P.”

silver

in cash or “A.P.”

in cash.

A special prize of five shillings in cash for the best
mounted picture.
Certificates

of

Merit.

In addition to the general rules (see below), the
following conditions apply :—
(1) All prints must be accompanied by a stamped
addressed envelope or wrapper if they are to be
returned. Prints receiving an award will be retained.

have

passed the ” beginner ” stage and may have won an
award in the Beginners’ Competition, but have not
progressed sufficiently to enter in the Advanced
Competition.
First Prize. — Half a guinea in cash.
Second
Prize. — Five shillings in cash.
Certificates of Merit.

rules (see below),

in cash.

Second
Prize. — Five shillings
Certificates of Merit.

in

cash.

In addition to the general rules (see below) , the
following conditions apply :—
(1) No print must bs larger than 6x4 in. Contact
prints or small enlargements up to this size are eligible,
but must be unmounted.
(2) The exposure must have been made by the
competitor, but developing and printing may be the
work of others.
(3) No prints can be criticised or returned.
(4) The award of a prize or certificate in the Begin¬
ners’ Competition debars the co npetitor from entering
this section again.
General

Rules.
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(see advertisement pages) the date of which must be
within five weeks of the closing date of the competition.
hand.
Overseas readers may use the most recent coupons to
(2) Each print must have on the back the name
address of the competitor, and the title.

and

(3) All entries must be addressed to The Editor,
The Amateur Photographer, Dorset House, Tudor Street,
London, E.C. 4, and the package must be marked on
the outside ‘‘ Beginners,” “ Intermediate,” or “ Ad¬
vanced,” as the case may be.
(4) No packages will be received on which there
are postage charges to be paid,
(5) No communication on other matters should be
enclosed with co npetition prints. No correspondence
in connection with the competitions can be undertaken.
(6) The entry of a print will be regarded as a decla¬
ration that it is eligible under the rules, and that the
competitor agrees thereto.
(7) No responsibility is taken for the safety of
prints,theandcompetitions
the Editor’s isdecision
with
final. on all points connected
(8) The publishers of The Amateur Photographer
shall have the right to reproluce without payment
any print entered, or to allow its reproduction in any
other paper quoting from The Amateur Photographer .
(9) The closing date of each competition is the last
weekday of the month. Prints arriving late will be
entered for the next month’s competition.
(10) The cash prizes awarded in these competitions
are dispatched on the fifteenth of the month following
the announcement of the awards.

The

the
pr

In addition to the general
ollowing conditions apply :—

a guinea

,

who

Prize. — Half

s
er

those readers

First

nn

This class is to encourage

This class is open to those who have never won ah
award in any photographic competition or exhibition.
gi
rBe

and must be the competitor’s own work throughout.
(5) The award of a prize or certificate in the Ad¬
vanced Workers’ Competition or any other competition
or exhibition will not debar the competitor from entering
again on future occasions and winning further prizes.

(4) The award of a prize or certificate in the Inter¬
mediate Competition debars the co npetitor from
entering this competition a^ain, but he is then eligible
for the Advanced Workers’ Section.

Fo

(2) Prints must be mounted, but not framed.
(3) Returnable prints in the Advanced Section will
be sent back with a typed criticism, an.l classified
according to merit.
(4) Prints may be of any size and by any process,

(r) No print must be larger than iox8 in., and
can be by contact or enlargement by any process, and
may be mounted.
(2) The whole of the work (exposure, development,
printing, etc.) must be carried out by the competitor.
(3) Prints entered in the Intermeliate Section will
be criticised and returnei if accompanied by stamped
addressed envelope or wrapp>er. Prints receiving
an award will be retained.

closing

date

for the current

is Friday, March
31st, and for
petitions, Saturday, April

Competitions
April
29th.

Com¬
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NOTES
Every week an article will appear under this heading dealing
with a topic of interest to the novice in photography.

SPRING

SOMEWHERE round about half

a century ago, in common with
other persecuted youngsters, I

interv
was liable ’at painfully short natio
n als
in
to be landed with an exami

RETURNS.

Jof the

there is a good chance that fine clouds
may come sailing by, and to repeat
my advice that you should take the
opportunity of securing some cloud
negatives. By this I mean negatives
that deliberately record

•landscape is under-ex¬
posed, and only serves
the purpose of showing
the relationship of land
and sky, as a guide to
knowing the position of
the clouds when placed
above
another
landscape.
Such
as these
graphed
plate or
without

strong

clouds

can be photo¬
on any sort of
film, and even
a filter. It is

often a great help, however, to have a
filter on the lens, and this is practicable
because the exposure for sky only
must be comparatively short. It is

often something like one-tenth of the
exposure that would be necessary for
even a fairly open view. The ex¬
posure may be shortened by using a
filter, increasing the shutter speed,
and stopping down the lens. When
the exposure is thus adjusted to the
subject the negative can be developed
so as to get all the necessary gradation
and contrast in the sky.
Such a subject as Fig. 2 is a different
proposition altogether. The view,
with its grotesque clipped trees, is
typical of wide areas of market¬
gardening country in Essex. It would
have been unnatural with a blank
paper
I amsky.
often consulted by beginners
on the question of getting a printable
image of both landscape and sky in
the same negative. Sometimes this
is easy ; at other times it is a job for
the experienced worker ; in certain
cases it may be impossible.
The beginner is puzzled by the fact
that even when he can see the clouds
in his negative

returning,

the

swallows

re¬

Had we been asked for a second
appear.”
example we should have had to throw
up the sponge

; but

to-day

it would

be a good plan to try instead, ” Spring
returning, the cameras reappear.”
And- they undoubtedly do.
In the very middle of March I
rushed out with a camera in the lunch
interval, and made a dozen exposures
on certain London buildings. Using
a popular film pack, I fired off the
whole series with i /25th of a second at
f/8, and all the negatives were satisfacton,'. So spring has returned, and
we can start our snapping with the
usual twenty-fifth, and even with a
small-aperture lens get good results on
a wide range of subjects and during
many hours of a reasonably bright
day.
I want to draw your attention to
the fact that for some time to come
Fig. 2.
1 8

they

do

not

print

properly. What he overlooks is the
great difference in density between the

to give an example of the Nominative
Absolute, we wrote, with one accord,
“ Spring

L NOTIONS

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

the sky effect, and that
are suitable for use in
combination printing.
Fig. I is an example.
The narrow strip of

English grammar. In the doleful
circumstances we used to prepare stock
answers to questions which were
certain to turn up sooner or later, and
I remember that when we were asked

29th, 1933
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THE BEST OF MANY

IX

MODELS

CO ]\TAX
In the Contax the peak of perfection
in miniature precision cameras has
been attained, making the Contax a
miniature universal camera. The chief
points

can

be summed

(1) The
handiness
instrument.

up

of

as follows

the

roll-film

(2) The exact focussing of the Reflex
by means
of the long base (4-in.)
focussing.
range-finder coupled with the lens

(3) Thecamera.
high speeds
of the focal-plane
Press" and
sports
The metal
shutter of the Contax
gives well
graduated
speeds from
1,25th to
IT, 000th sec. The Contax is the only
camera
of its kind giving the high
speed of 1 1,000th sec. Speeds can
be controlled both before and after
setting. A National Physical Labora¬
tory report upon the speeds of a Contax
camera taken at random
from stock
will be sent free on application
(4) The versatility of the so-called
hand or stand plate camera.
Zeiss
lenses varying in focus from 2 in.
.0 5}^ in.,

and

in

rapidity

from

f,6.3

./1. 5 can be used Interchangeably
the greatest ease.
The

Contax

takes

our

special

to

with

daylight¬

loading 36-exposure Zeiss Ikon orthoultra-rapid Contax
spool, or
any
other standard perforated cing film
for use in 36x24 mm,
cameras.
The Kodak super-sensitive panchro¬
matic film on Contax spools can also
be obtained from all dealers.

By
rotating this milled
wheel the exact focus is
obtained

in the range-finder.

The adjacent knob releases
the shutter. Note the con¬
venience of this system, the
focussing and the release
lever being within J in. of
one another

ZEISS
11, MORTIMER

See it at your local
photographic
dealer,
or write for
free
CONTAX
brochure.

IKOX

HOUSE,

MORTIMER

Richly illustrated
Zeiss Ihon 1933 gen¬
eral catalogue will be
sent for cost of post¬

LTD.
ST., LONDON,

age, 2d.
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CINE -‘‘KOE
The New System
with the Lowest
Running Costs
One Foot of Film
does
the Work
Cine-“Kodak”

of Four

Eight is the camera

with lowest filming cost. Each foot of
Cine-Kodak

8 Panchromatic

Film is a 16 mm.

film that gives four

exposures on the film space ordinarily occupied by one — cutting film
consumption

down

to one-fourth.

film does the work of four. For 10/you get the maximum

camera picture-

capacity — a film of 4,000 pictures,
processed and returned to you post
free, ready to show.

Cine-“Kodak”

Eight

camera

uses

25 feet of special (16 mm.) film. It
exposes only half the width at first
loading, after which

the film is re¬

loaded and the other half exposed, with
the result that you get four pictures
(individual “frames”) in the film space
normally occupied by one. Film con¬
sumption is consequently reduced to
one quarter — and running costs are
the lowest in the world.
30
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4K” EIGHT
New

Superfine-Grain
Large

Film

Ensures

Brilliant Pictures

Although each “frame” (film picture) is so small, the silver grains
in the special Cine-Kodak 8 Panchromatic Film coating are of
unprecedented fineness, which allows the film to be enlarged 23,000
times in area to fill a normal-size amateur screen.

Details and Prices
Cine-“Kodak” Eight Model 20, is the smallest, lightest and most
compact movie camera of maximum film capacity (4,000 pictures).
It will slip into a man’s jacket pocket or a girl’s handbag.
Above: Cine-“Kodak”

Eight, Model 20, £9.17.6.

Below: “Kodascope”

Eight, Model

30, £9.9.0.

mechanism
motor.

The

is driven by a special totally-enclosed, oil-immersion spring

There
when

is a brilliant view-finder of novel design, forming,
opened up, a convenient carrying handle. The

posure guide is engraved on the front of the camera.

ex¬

Fixed

focus ; /3.5 lens. Price £9 17s. 6d.

“Kodascope” Eight Model 30, takes 200 ft. 8 mm. film
(sufficient for nearly 20 minutes projection time). It throws
a brilliantly illuminated picture on to a 30 in. x 22 in. screen
at 14 ft. (up to 40 in. x 30 in. is practicable). Special 100watt lamp with closely-aligned filaments gives direct, powerful
illumination. Both lamp and motor

are run from ordinary

household circuit, A.C. or D.C., any voltage 100 to 250. No
extra resistance required, since resistance for 100-250 v. is
built in. Price (which includes Splicing Outfit), 0 9s. Od.
Cine-Kodak

8 Panchromatic

Safety Film (4,000 pictures-

reel), 10/- (includes processing and return postage).

Ask your dealer to show you the Cine-“Kodak” Eight
system of amateur cinematography — the system with the lowest
running costs.

KODAK

LIMITED,

KINGSWAY,

LONDON,

W.C.2
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STOPf

YOU MUST CONSIDER
These SPECIAL OFFERS
Before Seleeting a New Camera
Obtainable only at The WESTMINSTER,

”
Zeiss Ikon “ IDEAL
3ix2|

ZEISS

IKON

31X4}
“ MAXIMAR”

London’s Most Popular Dealers

All Guaranteed New and Unsoiled

IUMPH”
L “TRCAMERAS
NAGE
ROLL-FILM
For Pictures 31x2}

For Plates

or Film

Packs

Fitted f/4.5 Zeias Ikon Dominar anastifpnat .
delayed-action Compur shutter, speeds 1

For Plates or Film

to
l'/250th
sec., T. and
B. and
Rackcross
focussing,
double
extension,
rising
front,
briUlant reversitde and ^vire-franie finders.
All-metal leather-covered body. Complete
with 3 single metal dark slides.
Cost

Our

price £14 138. fid.

Price

Film-pack

Adapter,

£7 : 12 : 6
7 6.

Leather

Packs

Fitted f/4.6 Zeiss Ikon Dominar anastigmat,
Compur shutter (not ring control type),
speeds 1 to l/200th sec., T. and B., rack
focussing, double extension, rising and crosfront, brilliant reversible and wire-frame
finders, all-metal leather-covered body,
complete with 3 single metal dark slides.
Present value £12.

Case, 15/-

Our

“INOS”
er Camera.
and
Roll
-film
Voigtl

Film-pack

price £5 : 12 : 6
Adapter,

9.'6. Leather

Case, 15/-.

31X4}

Camera
OYD”
Ikon “LL
ZeissRoll-film

Special

Features.

Automatic opening by simply pressing a button at side of camera. Focussing by re¬
volving movement on lens mount. Brilliant reversible and direot-vision view-finders.
Fatent back, opening like a book, providing simplest method of loading ever devised,
light metal art leather covered body, real leather bellows. Fitted f/fi.3 Radionar anastigm.at, 8pee<led shutter, ]/25th, l/fiOth, 1/lOOth sec., T. and B., with special aell-portralt
device, com]»lete in box, with wire release and instruction book as supplied by makers.
List
The Voigtlander " Inos ’* takes 8 or Ifi
pictures on the standard
roll films.
Fitted f/4.6 Skopar ana-stigmat, delayedaction Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/2.'>0th
sec.. T. and B., radial focussing, brilliant
reversible and wire-frame finders, all-metal
leather-covered body.
List price £10

Our

Price

Velvet-lined

Leather

£3

12s.

Leather

fid.
Case, 6/-

SENT ON 7 DAYS’
TO VALUE.

11s. Od.

APPROVAL AGAINST
LIBERAL EXCHANGE

Hire Purchase Terms.

(THE

WESTMINSTER

62, PICCADILLY,
REGENT

PLEASE

FULL DEPOSIT
ALLOWANCES.

Nine Equal Monthly Payments.

W.l

STREET,

W.l

MENTION

"THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER’’

HOUSES

EXCHANGE

119, VICTORIA

STREET,

CROSS

TEMPLE
WHEN

LTD.)

VICTORIA

24, CHARING

1432.

value £16 ITs. fid.

Our price £10 : 10 : 0

CAMERA
PHOTOGRAPHIC

1360.

GERRARD
22

Fitted f/4.6 Zeiss Ikon Dominar anastigmat,
Compur shutter (not ring control type),
speeds 1 to l/200th sec., T. and B., rack
focussing, rack rising and cross front,
brilliant reversible and wire-frame finders,
all-metal body, leather-covered, panel
for dark slides or F.F. adapter.

6'-

WESTMINSTER
Ill, OXFORD

Our price £2:8:9

Present

£6 : 6 : 0

Case .

price

Velvet-lined

CORRESPONDING

BAR
WITH

S.W.l

0669.

ROAD,
7165.
ADVERTISERS.

W.C.2
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sky and the landscape.
there is some detail in the

In Fig. i
landscape ;

but if I printed lightly enough to show
this, the clouds would hardly appear
at all. There is of course the dodge
of shading

the landscape

while

further

exposure is given to the sky ; but
there are occasions when this cannot be
carried

very

far ; for if there

are objects

rising into the sky they get over-printed.
There is no difficulty about getting
sky and foreground to print out
together when the latter is sufficiently
light in tone, such as an expanse of
water, or a
When
there
ence

stretch of open country.
is a more marked differ¬

between

sky

and

foreground,

we

generally have to compromise a little.
It. is done in this way ; We try to
arrive at an exposure that will be
just sufficient to register the necessary
detail in the foreground. This will
certainly be more than we should give
to the sky if we were aiming at a
cloud negative only. Then when it
comes to development, we must cut
it short, stopping as soon as the fore¬
ground detail is just strong enough,
and therefore before the sky has be¬
come so dense that its gradations will

reappear.” Those in Fig. 3 have
appeared before, so that they are

not

now
ing

print

out

unless

is overprinted

Such

the
a

foreground
negative

is

daffodils were yellow and the back¬
ground deep blue, and blue and gold

such a negative
be understood.

are

the jprominent

sky

effects.

the

term

can

At

colours

the

same

in

good sky tones, and
satisfactory
foreground detail as well, you should

An ordinary slow plate tends to give
the first result. The
yellows do

study it for future guidance. That sort
of negative will not suit all subjects, but

not

" Spring

A New

returning,

the

Kodak

to secure

a yellow
daffodils

be

given,

filter a longer
so

as

to

With

a new

cine

camera

for amateurs

been

was

given at Kodak House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
this new type of cine film, r ft. does the work of 4 ft.

of the usual i6-mm. size. This is achieved by the little nega¬
tives on the film being a quarter of the i6-mm. size, and while
the i6-mm. film is used, only 25 ft. are necessary to produce

The new film is coated with a high-speed panchromatic
emulsion of extraordinary fineness, much finer than that
previously used for the i6-mm. film. After the usual reversal
process to make the positive, the pictures when projected
show a screen image that is practically grainless.
" Cine-Kodak

is given

can

for

that

the

8 ” is a very

small

camera,

which

sufficient

landscape,

exposure
and

that

the development time is shortened
to save the sky.
W. L. F. W.

yellow

designed

to

to take

the new

film in which

Ei^ht ’’

every

foot is made

to do the work of 4 ft. of i6-mm. film. Thus, one reel of i6-mrtj.
film 25 ft. long, after it has been exposed and developed
becomes a 50-ft. reel of 8-mm. film containing 4,000 pictures.
The running costs are thus enormously reduced.
The

100 " frames.” When
the film goes through fhe camera,
only half its width is exposed. The spool is then reversed and
the other half exposed.
After development the film is slit automatically down the
middle and the two strips spliced end to end, making one strip
of film twice as long and 8-mm. wide. It will be seen that
not only the width but the height of the picture is halved.
Each frame is only r/zbth the size of a penny stamp ; but at
the demonstration these tiny pictures were projected on the
usual size screen, without loss of definition or tone quality,
with a magnification of nearly 43,000 times in area.

The

the

3-

filter, provided

Cine Film and the ‘‘Cine-Kodak

The first public demonstration in England of a new type
of cine film and

allow

it is necessary

when aiming at clouds and landscape
at the same time, to use a yellow

than
With

exposure

time

"panchromatic”
plate or film is also
suitable, and in certain respects^ better.
On the whole, it is generally a help,

.sufficiently affect the plate during

an exposure which is more
enough for the active blue rays.

same

to yellow rays. An “ orthochromatic ”
platefilm,
willwhich
answeris ;
or “ ordinary A”
roll
orthochromatic.

the

examples in ^Fig. 3 are deliberately
arranged to make an extreme case,

the

are

use a plate or film that has been
treated so that it is specially sensitive

many

time

When
you find that you have
secured a negative that prints with

it is important to know how
one when it is required.

At

reappearing. They have a bear¬
on the cloud problem, for the

often described as a “ delicate” one,
but it is necessary to see and recognise
before

rays time to act, while the blue rays
more or less excluded.

" Cine-Kodak

8 ” has a metal

body,

measures

6X4

in.,

weighs 2 lb. 5 oz., and will go easily into a man’s jacket pocket,
as it is only if in. in thickness. This has been accomplished by
fitting
a new type
usual circular
type. of " up
The

camera

has

a number

and

down

of clever

” shutter
and

instead

ingenious

of the

fitments,

notably the view-finder, which is part of the carrying-strap at
the top. When the strap is pulled up it automatically becomes
the direct-vision finder. It is fitted with f/3.5 anastigmat, and
requires no focussing, all subjects being sharp from 5 ft. to
infinity. The motor is perfect in action and very silent. An
exposure guide and footage indicator are also included.
The camera
panchromatic

sells at
17s. 6d., and the " Cine- Kodak 8 ”
safety film in 25-ft. spools (which includes

processing) costs los. per spool. The proj’ector for the new
film, the " Kodascope Eight-30 ” is priced at /g gs.
We congratulate Messrs. Kodak on their latest achievement,
both the film and the camera, and will refer to them more
fully at a later date.

has
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Mr.

Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.

W.

WERNER.
(Egypt.)

From

For many years photography has
been

my

principal

hobby,

1 am just as keen now

and

as I was

whfii I purchased my first camera some
thirty years ago. 1 use two cameras,
one a quarter-plate reflex with an f/4.5
lens of 6-in. focus, the other a
X 2 \ rollfilm camera, also with an f/4.5 lens.
" The reflex is employed for special
work, such as portraiture, or when I
go to a particular spot with a definite
subject in \ iew. The roll-film camera,
being more portable, is always in my
pocket when taking a walk.
" To obtain the picture ‘ Shadows on
the Sand ’ I had to pay many visits to
the place liefore securing the result,
and on this occasion I used a reflex
camera. The other print, ‘ Old Alex¬
andria,’ was taken with the roll-film

information communicated

to our Special Representative.

camera. The exposure given was i/25th
of a second at f/4.5 in brilliant sunshine ;
this was necessary in order to obtain
detail in the shadows. The negative was
dense, and a good deal of control was
necessary in enlarging, four different
lengths of exposure being given to
various parts of the negative, ranging
from 8 seconds to 40. The right-hand
side of the print was treated after
enlargement by applying a little black
pigment mixed with megilp. I lay
great stress upon the question of control
of exposure during enlargement. For
this purpose 1 have several pieces of
ruby glass cut to different shapes and
sizes.
" My invariable developer for enlarge¬
ments is amidol, and as I keep to one
speed

of bromide

paper,

and

record

on

the negative envelope the details of
exposure, I can be sure of getting the
correct result on any future occasion.
As regards the development of the
negative, I use pyro-soda. In this
instance also I find it very advantageous
not to fly from one developer to another,
but to adhere rigidly to standards which
have been proved to be satisfactory.
" The last stage in the photographer’s
work is, of course, the medium in which
the picture shall be presented. I have
often utilised the bromoil process, which
allows of individual expression by con¬
trol, and enables -the photographer to
overcome deficiencies in the subject
which would otherwise ruin the picture.
But I do not confine myself to this
medium, and many of my exhibition
prints have been done on Kodak Royal
bromide paper.
“In my own case I have proved that
there is no royal road to success in our
art, dogged determination playing an
important part, especially during the
years when experience is being gradually
built up. A great deal of help can be
obtained by visiting photographic salons,
seeing the work of leading amateurs,
and comparing their work with your own.
This will greatly assist in acquiring the
art of picture-making.
" If one wishes to make a success in
photography one has to cultivate the
observant attitude of mind, to be
continually on the look-out for ‘ sub¬
jects,’ even when one has not a camera
with one. The interesting phase of our
art is reached when we are not merely
content to record what chance has set
before us, but aim at presenting some¬
thing of the creative and individual.
In any case, however, even with the
most obvious subject, certain qualities
are necessary for success. I would
counsel the beginner to avoid hurry
in exposing his plate, to
view from various angles,

examine the
according to

its composition and the distribution of
light and shade, and, in particular,
to avoid the inclusion of unnecessary
detail. He sfiould rather aim at con¬
centration by simplification. This is
the real basis on which the photographic
• Shadows

on

the

Sand.

By

IV. Werner.
art is built.”
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OLD

ALEXANDRIA.
Bv

(From

" The A .P." Overseas and Colonial Competition.)

I make

my Exhibition

Pictures," on the opposite page.)

W.

(Egypt.)
Werner.
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By

{From

" The A.P."

Overseas and Colonial Competition.)

J. Arnold.

(S. Africa.)
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\j nder-

-

and Over

Exposure
How the beginner can
whether his negatives
correctly exposed.

tell
are

ON this page are six reproductions

which will serve as a guide to the
novice who finds a difficulty in

deciding whether his negati\es are
correctly exposed.
The reproductions present approxi¬
mately the appearance of the negatives
when viewed by transmitted light.
The first example (on the left) shows
a typical case of under-exposure ; lack
of detail in the shadows but high-lights
hard and " contrasty.” Further de¬
velopment of an under-exposed plate
or film will merely increase these hard
contrasts without adding anything fur¬
ther to the density or quality of the
shadows. It is not possible to develop
an image in those parts where the
light has not had sufficient time to act.
Facing the negative (on the right) is
a print from it. This gives an indication
of the sort of result such negatives will
produce, and is a further clue to the
defect of under-exposure.
The second example shows the appear¬
ance of an over-e.xposed negative. In
this case it is flat and dull in appearance ;
there is quite a lot of detail everywhere,
but a lack of contrast. This is due to
the fact that too much light has reached
the plate. Extra development might
effect a slight increase of contrast, but
the negative would become very dense
all over, and difficult to print. The
reproduction facing the negative shows
the typical appearance of a print from
an over-exposed negative.
The third reproduction is of a cor¬
rectly exposed negative. Here the dif¬
ferent tones and densities are harmonious
and represent fairly well those of the
original. No part is lacking in detail,
and no part is too harsh or contrasty.
The print from this negative shows how
the subject should appear when cor¬
rectly exposed.
Within certain limits the time of
development and nature of the de¬
veloper can be varied partly to overcome
an error of exposure, but obviously this
can only be taken advantage of where
the mistake
ment.

is known

before

develop¬

Also very thin negatives can be
improved by intensification, and dense
negatives be reduced, but as a general
rule such a procedure can only be looked
upon as making the best of a poor
result ; correct exposure and develop¬
ment are essential for high quality work.

2S
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RINa GCamera
Pwith
By DAPHNE

BURTON

and G. N. BEILBY.

To thousands of camera owners Spring is the birth of their year. In spite
of fast films and the best efforts of the manufacturers, they^have put their
apparatus away during the winter. Now is the time to bring those hidden
cameras forth and to overhaul them thoroughly in readiness for the glorious
prospects of pictures innumerable when the blossoms break forth on the
trees and all young life is palpitating with the joy of Spring.

S pringtim

The light of early spring is all in favour (fftf
those delicate but clear negatives that are a T:
somehow give the atmosphere of spring a ve !^t)
Very beautiful pictures of growing spring r:
a “ still ” day is very necessary, as a longer q;

In the bhiebell wood.

The op ortunities for spring photography
are just as great in the cities and towns
as in the country. The town dweller

need only visit the local parks or com¬
mons to hnd far more material for pictures
than he can possibly cope with. There are the
trees laden with spring blossoms, offering
endless opportunities for camera studies ; whole
trees, parts of trees, boughs of blossom, distant
views, close-ups. There are flowers on every
side, and there are none so fresh-looking as the
spring flowers, no sight so invigorating to
tired eyes as the daffodils moving in the wind.
Here again the town dweller is on equal
terms with the country man, for all the parks
are a riot of colour, some with formal beds,
giving opportunities for photographs of extra¬
ordinarily fine specimens ; others with drifts
of bloom across the grass in natural style.
26

Emblems

of Spring.
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the lens to obtain sharpness in the
various planes. Panchromatic plates
or films should be used, in conjunction
with the necessary filters. In fact,
colour-sensitive material is essential
when dealing with this particular
branch of work. Snowdrops, daffodils
and primroses, in particular, make at¬
tractive compositions. Where possible
a suitable figure should be included
for the purpose of picture-making.
Maybe the photographer is a bird
lover ; at no season of the year is one
more able to get into such close touch
with our feathered friends. Bird
photography, taken on the whole,
is a difficult phase of work requiring
one’s undivided attention ; but the
portraying of the nests and eggs,
also the young birds, is within the
scope of every amateur.

Sedge-warbler's

nest.

\the orchard.

te photographer. It has a softness that gives
}ht to the pictorialist. They enlarge well, and
'ue rendering.
ers in country settings are also possible ; but
jsure with a smaller aperture is essential, and
even slight wind causes blur. It is usually
best to rig up some sort of screen in this case
and to rest the camera on a low, stout tripod
or other form of firm support.
Waving flowers growing naturally in the
grass have a charm of their own. Do not
attempt to photograph them,
cept in good light, for the
constant movement de¬
mands a quick exposure ;
i/25th at f/8 is quite satis¬
factory unless the camera is
very near the subject.

though, ex¬
A

landscape.

Care should be taken to select a
well-lighted nest ; avoid those
pushed away in dark comers. Direct
sunlight is detrimental to this work,

Avoid taking a large ex‘panse of colour ; rather
select an individual clump
of flowers. Focussing may
.be more difficult in this
case than when photograph¬
ing on a large scale, but
it will generally be found to
be infinitely more effective.
Focus sharply the front of
the subject, then stop down

Springtime

causing detail in the eggs to be im¬
paired. A calm, clear day, without
sun, gives one the best light.
There is an abundance of lambs
at this season. These make pleas¬
ing subjects ; also they can be
made to “ fit ” very effectively into

New

many a landscape. Cloud and land¬
scape work, never more attractive
than now, help to make the photo¬
grapher’s lot indeed a happy one.

arrivals.
313
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Rainy days oc ur, alas, in RAINY
DAY

springtime, too frequently
sometimes for the ardent
eur
photographer who is anxious
amat
to be out with his new camera to
secure sunny spring subjects.
Let him not despair. If his
photography does not offer him
subjects indoors on such days, there
are plenty out of doors that can
be attempted, especially in towns,
both during and after a shower.
The composition of such subjects
is fairly simple. A suitable spot
should be chosen where

a disadvantage in this type of
subject, the foreground being well
filled with reflections.
It is advisable to hold the camera
under the coat with the lens pointing
downward when not in use to pre¬
vent it from becoming covered
with raindrops. The bellows should
be wiped dry when photography for

Photography
By

29th, 1933

the day is finished.
The exposure must necessarily
be short, as there are moving
objects and the camera is held in
the hand. On a duU, rainy day the

G. WOOD.

sky often becomes quite
bright. This shortens the
necessary exposure and
improves reflections. An
exposure of i/25th second
at f/8 on fast film at this
time of year is a fair guide
for subjects similar to those
illustrated.

good reflections from
puddles and wet roads can
be included in the fore¬
ground. Usually a point
to one side of the road will
be found most suitable,
and the photographer
should therefore keep an
eye on the traffic.
If there are no good
reflections it is worth while

For some rainy day street
scenes a fairly high view¬
point, such as the top of a
bus, is productive of good

waiting for a pedestrian
with an umbrella to come

pictures. This is particular¬
ly the case when there are
a lot of wet open umbrellas
included in the composition.
Choose a moment when
the bus has drawn in to
the kerb and take the

along to provide a very
appropriate human interest
to the picture. Sometimes
a crowd with umbrellas up
will make a picture in itself.
No special apparatus is

snapshot from an open
window.
Although rainy day
photographs only make the
best of a bad job on a
spring day, they provide
pictures a little out of the
ordinary which express
Nature in a mood less kind
than that in which she is
usually photographed.
In Piccadilly

Circus.

required, provided that
the camera has a lens of
sufficiently large aperture
to give fuU exposure on
the fast emulsions now
easily obtainable

on both

plates and films. A directvision view-finder is very
useful, as the traffic and
the pedestrians can be
easily watched, an-d the
correct moment for ex¬

From
28

the top of a bus.

posure found. Neverthe¬
less, an ordinary finder
is quite satisfactory, as
a low viewpoint is not
314

A

rainy morning.

Going

to work.

March
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alongside.

By

S. J.

Khar£Gat.

{India.)
{From

“ The A.P.”

Overseas and Colonial Competition.)
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I. —

By

“ Midst

By

Shade

Barney

and

March

Sunshine,

H. Friedman

2. — “ W'ahnan

Johanneshiirc."

{South Africa).

5. — ■' Maracas Bay, Irinidad.”
Leonard A. Pereira [Trinidad, B.W.l.)

Lake.”

By Jal Dinshaii’ Master
A.

[India).

"Malay I'lshinp \ illage, Penang.”
By I\. Jacobs [Penang, S.S.)

By

Henry J. Uden [India).
The Bridge.”
7. — “ 'I he Last
of the Mill.”
By

ir. Cox

(N«r

Zealand).

By

29, 1033

.}. — F.
" Nile
Boats.”
Stanley
Colam
[Ale.xandria).
Bv

8. — “ Breaking Morn.”
Edgar Davidson [Canada).

The amateur
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PICTURES oftke WEEK
C

oome

Anneal

^ on

Comments

Drawn as they are from all

parts of the world, this week’s
collection of prints is particu¬
larly interesting. This interest arises
not only from the unfamiliar character
of the subjects, but also from the way
they have been treated, and the differ¬
ences they exhibit in comparison with
scenes that have their origin at home.
The

Lure

of Strangeness.

That such unfamiliarity lends some¬
thing of an additional attraction is
scarcely open to question, but whether
it confers a greater artistic appeal or
not is problematical. There is a
possibility that if the subject has an
element of the pictorial about it, its
attractiveness may be enhanced, but
if its interest is purely topographical,
or of the nature of a record, its unusual
features will not alter its original
characteristics.
Viewed in this light, “ Midst Shade
and Sunshine ” (No. i), by Barney
H. Friedman, displays a motive of
sunshine, which, if unassuming, has
something that makes it artistically
attractive. But the strangeness which,
it might be anticipated, would be
displayed on account of its foreign
origin is scarcely discernible, and,
for all practical purposes, the subject
is one that might just as well have
been taken in this country.
There is therefore little chance of
the enhanced interest above referred
to making its presence felt, and,
incidentally, the pictorial quality is
appreciably impaired by its excess of
contrast — a defect which, unfortunate¬
ly, is not unknown in examples of work
done under the more favourable con¬
ditions existing at home. The sub¬
stitution of a softer grade of paper for
that employed would effect an im¬
provement, and is a modification that
should be adopted.
An

Enhanced

Attraction.

Technically, No. 2, “ Walman Lake,”
by Jal Dinshaw Master, represents a
considerable advance, though, pictorially, it has not the same appeal. Its
interest is more in the nature of a
record of the place. In other words,
it is topographical in character, and
here, again, there is little, if anything,
of that element of the unusual that
might be expected,
it comes from.

the Beginners’ prints reproduced

considering

where

^

Even in No. 3, " The Bridge,” by
Henry T. Uden, where something of
the additional interest in question is
conveyed by the character of the
foliage and the figure, there is little
beyond a topical attraction, for,
although sunshine is present, it is so
all-pervading
effect.

that it cannot

rank as an

To enable it to do so, much more
shadow would be necessary. No. i,
with its mass of foreground in shade,
illustrates the reason very effectively.
The depth of tone in the shadow may
be exaggerated, and certainly does need
the suggested adjustment, but it does
show the essential value of a sufficiency
of shade in making sunshine evident.
The dark in the foreground of No. 4,
‘‘ Nile Boats,” by Stanley F. Colam,
further emphasises the contention,
but is somewhat ineffective in view of
the lack of support elsewhere.
Still, it represents an improvement,
and, besides, the rig and lines of the
craft in the river show a distinction
between themselves and the nature of
the vessels we are familiar with. In
consequence, something of the in¬
triguing character of unfamiliarity is
suggested.
Pictorial

Quality.

Possibly, the very valuable sug¬
gestion of luminosity which is conveyed
by No. 5, ” Maracas Bay,” by Leonard
A. Pereira, may entitle it* to be re¬
garded as achieving a higher level of
pictorial quality, and, undeniably,
the print is attractive.
Its contrasts, however, like those of
No. I, are too severe, and the suggested
remedy is applicable in this case also.
At the same time, there is nothing
in the print to distinguish it from a
subject that might be secured at home
— except, perhaps, its lack of our char acteristic atmosphere — and it does not
excite any additional artistic feeling.
Its arrangement is good, however,
and seems to have received careful
consideration. Strictly speaking, ar¬
rangement of the composition is part
of the construction of a picture, and,
though it plays its part in enabling
the pictorial content to be properly
displayed, it does in itself form part
of the attraction.
Nevertheless, if it should happen to
convey by its form something of a

on

opposi
te ofpage.
suggestion
decorative

design, it is
possible that such a suggestion may
so exalt the appeal that, while it may
not equal the attraction of an effect,
it does exhibit a pleasing impression
to the artistic sense.
Design

and

Form.

The way the trunks of the trees are
displayed has something of this sug
gestion, but perhaps it is more marked
in No. 6, “ Malay Fishing Village,” by
R. Here,
Jacobs.
the tree trunks, with their
graceful lines and decorative foliage,
make a very pleasing shape, more
particular!}'- because they seem to be
arranged in a definite but irregular
order. These factors create an im¬
pression of design, and, because it is
attractive in form, something over
and above the interest of a record is
attained. Moreover, because the trees
are only to be found in tropical or
semi-tropical countries, the element of
uncommonness is fully in evidence.
It is quite true, however, that the
print would achieve a yet higher
standard had it been possible to in¬
corporate sunshine as a recognisable
effect, but, in this instance again,
more shadow would be needed before
it could be brought into being.
In No. 7, “ The Last of the Mill,”
by W. Cox, the mist with which the
distance is veiled might be said to
rank as an effect in the pictorial
sense ; but, because the distance occu¬
pies so inconsiderable a proportion of
the picture space, it does not get the
chance of telling as it might, the some¬
what extensive and unnecessary fore¬
ground being far too much in evidence.
The

Value

Nevertheless,

of Effect.

the effect is there, and,

in No. 8, ” Breaking Morn,” by Edgar
Davidson, the sunrise, despite its
resemblance to a bursting bombshell,
and consequent suggestion of an excess
of the dramatic, assumes a similar
function.
Had the subject been taken the
horizontal way of the plate, it is
possible that the clouds might have
shown a greater length of level lines,
enabling the explosive impression to
be countered, but, apart from this, the
tones of the print are in admirable
harmony, and worthy of emulation.
“ Mentor.”
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ILLUSTRATIONS

Some Notes on the Pictures reproduced in this issue.

IN the consideration of work of a

more advanced nature, the question
of subject content does not bulk
so largely as in the case of efforts of
less maturity. Where the aim is
definitely pictorial, any novelty in the

the other. That attraction depends
upon the transmission of the qualities
in question, and that they are evident
is apparent from an inspection of the
picture. The lines of the head are
indicative of ^strength and power ;
there is a suggestion of nobility about
them ; the steadfast and open regard
of the eyes conveys a feeling of courage
and fearlessness ; and the pose and
poise of the head seem to show a fullbodied consciousness of dignity.
Abstract

and

Concrete .

All of these are abstract qualities,
but they are expressed through the
medium of the concrete factors re¬
corded by means of the accuracy of
the photographic rendering of the
subject as it was at the time of
exposure.
That such a time was

chosen

when

the lion itself was so posed that those
abstract qualities were evident is to
be attributed to the artistic vision of
the maker, and it is through his vision
that they become apparent to the
beholder. From this arises the pic¬
torial appeal of the picture, and that
deny.
it
is sound and inspiring no one could
objects of^which^the subject is com¬
posed becomes a matter of little
moment in comparison f with the
artistic motive, for it is^the latter
that should be most in evidence, and
the former that should be simply and
solely the vehicle for its expression.
Relative

Values.

This is speaking generally, for it
is recognised that there are no rules,
in artistic work, that cannot be modi¬
fied according to circumstances, nor
are there any that can be applied
dogmatically and arbitrarily without
exception ; but, to take the case of
“ The
it will
much
lies in

Lion,” by Noel C. Harbutt,
be understood that it is not so
that the attraction of the work
the fact that it is a lion that is

portrayed, but in that it conveys an
impression of the nature and charac¬
teristics of that animal.
as

It is not as a portrait of a lion, nor
an accurate delineation of his

features, that it appeals, but because it
suggests the more abstract qualities
of dignity, fearlessness, and strength.
Nor does the fact that portraits of
lions are comparatively rare, nor that,
except in captivity, are they to be
seen in this country, affect the pic¬
torial attraction either the one way or
30

Incidentally, its simplicity of ar¬
rangement — there is nothing in it but
the head of the beast — plays no small
part in the success with which its
artistic qualities are imparted, and,
while the head is necessarily on rather
a large scale, more perhaps than
might be suitable for a human or
other portrait, it has the advantage of
conveying the suggestion of size,
which in turn helps to emphasise the
feeling of impressi\'eness.
Altogether, it is a very fine effort,
and, as its method of production is
described elsewhere in this issue, it is
unnecessary to offer any further
comment here.
Force

and

Power.

Except that it displays a like im¬
pression of force and power, the subject
of “ Sydney Surfing,” by H. CazNEAUX, is altogether different ; but,
despite its dissimilarity, it could
scarcely be said that its merits as a
picture are either greater or less.
The qualities in the abstract that
are suggested are those of the force
and fury of the sea, displayed by
means of the long line of the breaking
wave. The presence of human beings
in that welter of surf, though they
may be there voluntarily, adds to the

impression, for their helplessness, just
for the instant that the wave is upon
them, is very well suggested. Its size,
too, is stressed by the comparison of
scale that their presence implies, and
here, also, the latter concrete factors
are those which enable the abstract
to be transmitted.
It will again be observed, that
though the print comes from Australia,
there is nothing in it to indicate its
colonial origin ; but the presence or
absence of any such indications, in
view of its high level of artistry, is
quite immaterial.
But, besides the sense of power,
there is a further attraction in the
impression of luminosity the print
conveys. It comes from the light
reflected from the foam, which attains
its maximum at (i), and is heightened
by the contrast afforded by the dark
of the figure in the immediate vicinity.
The

Extremes

Pull

of Extremes.

of tone, or the contrast

of

light against dark,- are always inclined
to draw the attention, and the greater
the contrast the greater the pull. In
this instance, the greatest light and the
deepest tone are in conjunction just
at that spot. In consequence, it both
attracts and holds the attention so) that
it becomes the centre of interest, and
dominates the picture.
On this account, unity is established,
and, from the point of view of arrange¬
ment, the subject matter is satis-
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factorily handled. Besides this im¬
portant factor, there is also the
influence of line. This is an aid to
the same end. and it will be seen that
the sinuous and pleasing line of the
surf runs both upwards and down¬
wards from the point (i). Its sug¬
gestion is directly the opposite, for the
tendency of the line above the point
is to lead downwards to it, and, below,
to incline the eye to follow it upwards.
These tendencies enhance the im¬
portance of the centre of interest, and,
further, lend an embellishment to the
existing artistic qualities already re¬
ferred to by imparting a suggestion of
pattern or design.
The slighter horizontal lines on both
sides of it not only give it strength
by means of a sense of opposition, but
also heighten the decorative suggestion
of the composition.
It is this suggestion that enables the
arrangement to carry, without ill
effect, the somewhat central placing
of the centre of interest, which other¬
wise might be inclined to weakness.
The conjunction of this latter feature
with the concentration of interest
furnished by the contrast of extremes
of tone and the influence of the line
satisfactorily overcomes any such in¬
clination, and, instead of weakness,
the composition achieves a very high
degree of strength.
An

The

Impression

same

of Strength.

compositional

device

is

evident in “ Call of the Veldt,” by
J. Arnold, but in this instance it is
the dark, rather than the light, which
primarily draws the attention.
The mounted figure (i), as the
principal item, is again placed in a
position that inclines towards the
centre. Without the contrast of tone,
and its consequent concentration of

interest, there might have been some¬
thing of a suspicion of weakness
arising from such a placing ; although,
in the case of single figures, a greater
latitude is permissible than in those

liarly appropriate, the effect would be
the same if, in their place, there were
boatmen of any European nationality ;
nor is it conceivable that, were the
latter substituted for the former, there

cases where the chief object is in¬
animate.
However, the contrast of tone
renders assurance doubly sure, and
there is no denying the strength of the
composition. It displays the subject
extraordinarily well, and enables the
motive — the impression of air and
space and luminosity — to be shown
to full advantage. The subject proper
is a foreground subject. There is no
distance, and, without this latter, it is
surprising how well the sense of space
is suggested. It arises, however, from
the low position of the horizon, and
the consequent greater proportion of
picture space accruing to the sky.

would be any real diminution of
attraction.
If the effect were not so pleasing,
and the pictorial appeal of a lower
degree, it is possible that the touch of
novelty might have made a greater
difference, but, having regard to the
high standard attained, it counts for

Occupying over three-quarters of
the total area, the function that would
ordinarily be assumed by the distance
is taken over by the lower portion of
the sky. The actual lack of distance
is therefore not felt, and the illusion
of space is supplied by the sky, which
also, partly by reason of the gradual
deepening of tone from the zenith
downwards, and partly by the emphasis
afforded by the contrast of the figure
against its brightest portion, is re¬
sponsible for the excellent impression
of luminosity.
The feeling is heightened, to a not
inappreciable extent, by the small
brilliant touches of sunlight upon the
figure. These touches, also, have the
effect of stressing its importance stiU
further, and, with so strong a feature
as the centre of interest, there is no
doubt about the unity of the work,
while the arrangement also conveys
the impression of being very well
contrived.
The

Touch

of Novelty.

The effects are wonderfully well
brought forward, and its pictorial
appeal is pronounced, yet here again
there is practically nothing in the way
of extraneous aid introduced in con¬
sequence of its foreign origin, despite
the fact that it comes from South
Africa.
In ‘‘ Alongside,”
GAT,

however,

the

by S. J. Kharetouch

of

novelty

imparted by the inclusion of un¬
familiar subject matter is revealed by
the semi-nude figures of the group of
coolies. Nevertheless, it is extremely
doubtful if the real aesthetic attraction
is advanced by more than a negligible
amount, for it is not the figures that
provide the appeal, but the effect of
sunlight upon them.
Artistically, and apart from the fact
that the figures themselves are pecu¬

little. So that it will now be clear,
in view of the examples that have been
cited, that in artistic work of the
highest class any additional attraction
of importance is not to be expected
from the nature of the subject material.
In this instance, the effect of the
sunshine is really delightful, and its
brilliance is enhanced by the fact that
the sun was low in the heavens. At
early morning or evening, when this
state of affairs obtains, the com¬
paratively slight altitude of the source
of light causes the vertical objects
upon which it falls to be more brightly
illumined than those that are hori¬
zontal ; whereas, round about noon,
either the reverse occurs, or verticals
and horizontals show but little
difference.
It is generally the case that the chief
centre of interest falls in the vertical
plane, and it is only with a low lighting
that such planes can be emphasised.
But, owing to the incidence of clouds,
or morning or evening mist, such a
lighting is something of a rarity, and
its uncommon character endows it
with an unusual beauty. It is on
these two factors in conjunction that
the attraction of this picture rests,
and that it is pronounced and undeni¬
‘‘ Mentor.”
able is apparent on inspection.
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Cinematography
Empire Amateurs

are Making Cinema
By

SIGURD

History

MOIR.

To all British cinematographers, the Empire means something more sincere than an electioneering battle-cry. It
implies world-wide interests in an intelligent hobby ; and when these are further strengthened by a common kin¬
ship it is not surprising that the relations which exist between Empire amateurs are of the warmest possible kind.

CINEMATOGRAPHERS the world

over are coming to regard docu¬
mentaries, travel and interest
films, abstract experiments and the like
as the only -satisfactory outlets for
amateur activities. Indeed, photo¬
graphed drama is not very elevating
material even when produced under the
best of conditions — and the best of
conditions are certainly not those avail¬
able to .the handicapped amateur.
It is significant, then, that the bulk of
films turned out by Empire amateurs
are of the extremely edifying kinds
referred to, augmented here and there
with educational or cultural .essays
peculiar to the country in which they
were made.
Thus workers in Australia and Canada
are

able

to

appreciate

the

natural

beauties of the Kenya forestry, expres¬
sively filmed on their first outing by
Kilindini amateurs.
In their turn,

Marketing Board — which, although sup¬
ported by the Treasury primarily to
stimulate trade within the Empire, has
given much encouragement to amateurs
by accepting their services and loaning
them its films. It has a library of some
four hundred productions, including the

other films from all parts of the Empire
and has sent them circulating throughout
the remote Dominions.

world-famous
‘‘ Conquest”
and
“ Drifters ” — made under the direction
of the brilliant young cinematographer,

however, have never been realised — ■
probably owing to the curtailment of
expenditure on public and other services ;
and it is extremely doubtful if for
some time to come we will see any

John Grierson.
Worthy as most of its productions are
of our pride, it is the distribution and
" clearing house ” work of the Empire
Marketing Board which especially endear
it to amateur workers in all parts of the
Empire. It has prepared copies of
” Conquest ” and many other films of
the type referred to at the beginning of
this article, and these have been well
distributed over most of the Colonies
and Dependencies. In addition to this,
it has received many documentary and

Some little time ago, we had reason
to believe that the E.M.B. was about to
embark upon a huge printing of its
bestfilmson i6-mm. stock. Expectations,

expansion

of the

present

sub-standard

Not infrequently, of course, films are
programme.
exchanged and interchanged between
independent amateurs both in England
and the Dominions, whilst the world-wide
Amateur Cinema League, and two or
three societies in England with a wider
range than that of the purely local clubs,
also conduct certain interchanges of
films with the Colonies.

Kenyaland enthusiasts may enjoy inti¬
mate glimpses of the beautiful Sydney
(New South Wales) Harbour, of the
broad Niagara, and of many
other
places even more beautiful and better
known. Nor are any of the Colonies
debarred from enjoying their evening
rambles in other parts of the Empire.
Contrast these activities against the
endeavours of workers in less ambitious
countries, and it will be seen that Empire
amateurs are well on the way to making
cinema history in the intelligent uses
to which

they

are putting

their

equip¬

ment. Instead of titles like “ Dancing
Cuties,” “ La Belle Amie ” (The Lady
Eriend), and others even less promising,
we have “ Juba River,” “ The Stone¬
cutter (Wanchu-chau),” " Cape WaterSports,” etc. — all of which occur to me
at random.
The

Old

Country.

Ranking only fourth in the strength of
her amateurs, the Gld Country compares
very favourably with the larger countries
in Europe and America — and she may
be regarded as the centre of activities
within the British Empire.
She has a fair number of production
societies (some of them turning out work
of the very highest kind), and has in
addition many more workers engaged
upon solo production.
Foremost amongst the liaison and
co-ordinating
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Springtime

in the Park. Plenty of action subjects for the cini camera
in the parks on bright Spring mornings.

are available
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SERVICE
FOR

CASH,

DON'T

MISS

SPRING”

ENSIGN

EXCHANGE,
OUR

I

CATALOGUE

I

CARBINE

VALUES
OR

HIRE-PURCHASE
NEW

CAMERAS

Ensi^
anastigmat
lens, Com
pur
eliutter.

£4:7:6
Or

9

8”

‘SERVICE’ SPECIAL FOLDING
PLATE CAMERA. /Size 3|x21
Specification :
Doable extension by
rack and
pinion,
focussing, rising and
cross front by screw

“RITEWAY” ROLL-FILM
HOLDER

Or 15/- Deposit
and 9 monthly

Roll Films, bril¬
liant and direct
wire-finders, f/4.5

’CINE-KODAK

WE
HAVE
IT, AND
ALL
OTHER
CINE
APPARATUS

No. 0 31 21 W.-P. Ensign
Carbine, rising front, briJUant
and direct wire-finders, 1/4.5
Ensar anastigmat lens. Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th
sec.,T.
& B. Cash £g
*0*0

payments of 10/-.
New No. 5 Ensign
Carbine for 31x21

TERMS

(British

adjustment, brilliant
reversible and direct
wire-frame finder,
superior quality

Manufacture.)

For 31 - ‘2i in. 8-exposure roll films, daylight loading. Patent
spring pressure-plate ensures correct register. Entire freedom
and absolutely free passage when winding film. Ruby wiinlow
for inspection of numbers.
For cameras of the 3i > 2J in. size using
holders .

single metal plate£1 16 0

For cameras using double plate-holders .
For quarter-plate cameras, using single metal
taking 31 ‘21 in. films .
Ditto, ditto, for D.D. slides .

£2 10 0
plate-holders.
£2 5 0
£3 0 0

ftigraat
4.5 Primar
anaslens.
in
delayed-action
Com¬
pur shutter, speeds
from 1 to l/250tb
sec.. T. and focussing
B., backhooded
screen and three
single metal slides,
wire release.

equal

monthly
payments

10/0.

DON’T
MISS
OUR
1933
CATALOGUE
OF NEW
AND
SECOND..HAND
APPARATUS

of

YOU
Here’s another Topping Bargain, and New !

ZEISS IKON
KOLIBRI

3x4
16

cm.
exposures

NOT

lixli
on

V.P.

Shop-soiied.

NOT

Second-hand.

“MAKINA”
High -speed
and
Press
Camera. Direct
wire and op¬

film.

All-metal body, leather covered .
Direct-vision finder.
F/'4.6
Novar Anastigmat, Telmar shut¬
ter, delayed action, l/‘26th to
l/lOOthsec., T. and B. release.
Usual

price

£8

finders. f/2.9
tical
view¬

l*2s. Cd.

tigmat
Plaubel

"S' £4:12:6
Or Deposit

of 10/-

more

No. 12 ENSIGN
41x21,

Zeiss

Deposit

Anastigmat

Compur

ROLL FILM

shutter,

9 equal monthly

shutter

£6:6:0

payments

STANDARD
Lens,

hooded screen,
focussing
back3 metal slides,
F.P. adapter
and
leather
case.
The
Makina is the

of 13/2.

ROLL FILM

speeds

1 to

1/lOOth

sec.

most compact high-speed camera
into tlie pocket, measuring (when

payments

sling strap, 31x21
in.
size, to take 3 slides and
F.P. adapter... £15
9

of 10/-.

1-pl. size, to take 3 slides
and F.P. adapter £17
9
Suitable

“SERVICE”
WOOD TRIPOD

3i x2V

sliding legs, N^ith
screws and
T-

for most

popular

model redex cameras.
stid canvas :

42 in. high.
• Adjustable
clamping
screws.

locking

desired

Phone:

In

in.. 15/9 l-pL. 17/9

Holborn 0664 (3 lines.) Established 1889.

Price, eaph, 3/-.
Post 6d.

AND

PLEASE

MENTION

“ TitE

to

fix in

An

any

extremely
4-

Price

Postage

9d.

10/^
THE

“SERVICE”

9.5-nim.

FILM

LIBRARY

Path6 Reels. Programmes
of 60 ft* and Supers.

EIGHT

ONLY!

9.5-'min.

PATHESCOPE
PROJECTORS
Double-claw
Model.
SPECIAL
CASH
OFFER

59/6
EACH.

TOP

For 4 or whole-plate cameras.
3-fold. 58 in. high, 18 in.
closed.
Price 16/6

ring

position.

Our

“ SERVICE
”
PROFESSIONAL
TRIPOD

deposit of
and
payments
1 1/-9

RoU-film adapter, 15/- extra.
Leather case, 12/6

strong and well-made stand.
section. Usual price, 18s. Cd.

CASES

In leather, black or brown,
lined, lock and key, with

Price, £4:4:0

Or 9 equal monthly

•
• fi
U monthly

1 1 O I O
payments of £1 8 6.

REFLEX

List price £7 15s. Od.

Reduced

With

available. It slips easily
closed) 4x5xl| in.

Our Special Price £
10
Or £1 8 6 seciirea and 11 monthly

“SERVICE”

•
• 1
108

BALL AND
SOCKET HEAD
TRIPODS

ter.
speeds
Compur
shut¬1
tol/200th sec.,
T.
and
B..

and

Bargains.

CARBINE

f/4.5 Tessar,

13/2, and

31 X2i AGFA
F/4.5

New

lens,
anas¬

delayed-action

9 payments of 10/-.
Case, extra. 5/-.

Two

Cash
CA
Price

F.P. adapter, 5/6 extra.
Extra slides, 1/6 each.

SAVE 50 % ! !
GREAT OPPORTUNITY
3J X 24

in.

*
•
:

ALL
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IMPROVING

YOUR PHOTOGRAPHY
<ANY-ANGLE’
TRIPOD

“JUSTOPHOT”
EXPOSURE

METERj

This new tripod is
stronger and more
rigid than those of
the nsnal tabular
type. head
The baU-an.d>
socket
revolves,
it can be instantly
clamped in any
position, the camera
can be pointed in
any direction ir¬
respective of the
pod. Price
position
of the
tri¬
12/6

The perfect Exposure Meter. This marvellous
instrument shows at a glance the correct
exposure for any subject, from dark interiors

Light leather case,

to
seascapes
mountain
view's,
any
plates
or film and
of any
speed and
at with
any lens
aperture. Price 33 /. with leather case.

7/b

THE“WALLET”
POCKET

TRIPOD

EXPRESS
ROLL FILM
FILM VaCK

are made of yellow-dyed optical glass o
imperishable, nnfading colour, shaded from
clear glass to deep yellow.
In Rhaco revolving holder to fit on lens :—
IJ-in. diameter .
li-in. diameter .

16 24 6

1400

DIRECT” VISION

“ RHACO

FINDER
VIEW¬

This is a new and exceptionally light and
compact pocket tripod which folds FLAT
when not in use ; it weighs fincludiog flat
pocket case) only 14 oz. Length wuea closed
8' in. ; height 46 in. when fully extended.

REFLECTOR

30/-

The Model II '' Rnaco " nnaer is for use on
cameras giving 16 exposures on V.P. or
larger size films.
The Model III is tor use on cameras of similar
size, giving 8 exposures. These new “Rhaco ”
finders are fitted with adjustable spring clip.
With blue glass lens for viewing the subject
in monochrome .
10 Soft or stiS leather pocket case .
2,-

< MIDGET’

TOP

Price, 21/- complete

with 9 ft. flex.

Can be used on any metal
telescopic tripod. The
top revolves and can
be instantly clamped in
any position. Easily
carried in waistcoat
pocket. Price 2/6
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Postage 1 /- extra.

A new reflector designed for use with the
new 200-watt “ Meron ” Type K Lamp.
Exposures from 1 to 2 seconds at f,'4.5
(Pleate

HUNTER

BEDFORD
PLEASE

STREET,

MENTION

Film

Packs

containers,

8 6
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means negatives with cleancut outlines and fine detail.
The

PRICE

SANDS

Use it for all subjects, everywhere— the remarkable
latitude allows for either dull
days or Spring sunshine ; and
the anti - halation backing

HOMEfPORTRAIT

New
Models

TRIPOD

H. & D.

"THE

state voltage when

ordering.)

>

& CO. LTD.
STRAND,
AMATEUR

detailed

fitted with

below

a sliding

are

in metal

panel

the simplest possible method
individual films as required.

Send

remittance for post free direct supply
if you cannot readily obtain.

your

of

Roll Films.
G 20. 2j X 3J 8 exp. Is. 4d.

I
Packs.
I 2f x i J
2s. 3d.

Gi6. 2^X4J
,,
Is. 8d.
and in all other sizes.

I
|

3iX2j 2s. lid.
4iX3i
5s. Od,

GEVAERT
GEVAERT

LTD., Walmer Rd., LONDON,

W.C.2
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which

provides
removing

WHEN
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The Dominions.
Mention has already been made of
the part played by the Dominions in
supporting the library activities of the
Empire Marketing Board. Nor must
it be imagined that all the films sub¬
mitted by the Dominions are in the
nature of propaganda. Colonial visitors
seldom fail to look over the Imperial
Institute when they are in London, and
the nature of the hundreds of films shown
at the Institute Cinema (financed by the
E.M.B.) will be remembered rather as
educational than as advertising. It is
interesting for Empire workers to note
that the Civil Service Cine Society
— which, incidentally, has a small
Colonial membership — gave a fortnight’s
display of films in the Imperial Institute
only a year or two ago.
Generally speaking, internal organisa¬
tion for the supply and distribution of
films in both gauges appears to be even
better in the Dominions than it is in
Great Britain. Whether this is due to
the much greater competition of the
professional halls and sub-standard
libraries in the Old Country is a matter
for private opinion ; but the fact re¬

ACTION

mains that Colonial workers

SUBJECTS
FORTHCOMING
Event.

Date.

,,

I.

EVENTS

Putney to
Mortlake.

. .

Farrington, nr.

Point-to-point Meetings

Alton ; Morpeth,
Forest,Pendle
Avon
Kent.
Vale,
I.
I.

1-3I.
2.

3-

4-6.

4-

5.

5-

5-66-8.
8.

8. 7-

10-13.

9>>
»>
>

II-I2.

1313-1714.

Scotland v. England (Soccer) . .
Motor Race Meeting
Scottish Sporting Car Club’s
Highland Trial.
England v. Ireland (Hockey) . .
University A.C. Car Trial
Hunter Trials

Mid-

Glasgow.
Southport.

Newmarket.
Berkeley.

Steeplechase Race Meeting
Professional Invitation
Tournament

Cheltenham.

British
Show. Carnation

Albert Hall.
Hursley and
Sonning.

Golf

Point-to-point Race Meeting . .
Royal Navy v. The Army (Soccer) . .
Point-to-points in Several
centres.
Summer Time Begins.
Public Schools Rackets Championship
Society’s

" Maundy
— Old Money
Custom.” Distribution
Ancient Custom of Tombland
Fair
..
Good Friday.

The Amateur

DURING

April 14-17.
,, 14-18.
„
„

14-18.
15.

.. 15-1715-16„
„

London.
Cambridge.
bray.
Melton Mow-

Race Meeting
Point-to-point Race Meeting . .
A.B.A. Championships (Boxing)
Point-to-point Meetings

Highbury.

Norwich.

CINEMATOGRAPHER

Photographer and Cinematographer^s Diary oj Forthcoming

APRIL,

„
„

1717-

„

17-

,, 18-20.
,, 19-22.

Place.

Event.

ships Congress
Esperanto
Open Lawn Tennis

Oxford.
Champion-

International Hockey Festival
Racing
Royal Navy v. Royal Air Force
(Soccer)
Boy
Conference
EasterScout
Sunday.
Racing at

25-26.

>> 29.
26.
„
During
.. 29.
THE
Month.

Folkestone.
London.

Torquay,
Kempton Park,
and Birmingham.
General.
Threatre,
Memorial

Stratford-onAvon.

London Van-horse Parade
“ Pace-egging ” . .

Regent’sof Park.
North
England.

“ Hare-pie Scramble,” and other
Ancient Customs . .
Open Race Meeting for Cars . .
Spring Race Meeting . .
mentLawn Tennis TournaSpring
Open Golf Meeting
Second Spring Race Meeting . .
Meeting Day
St. George’s
National Hunt Steeplechase
Two Thousand Guineas
Cup Final (Soccer)
Motor Cycle Racing

Scarborough.

Edinburgh.
Kempton Park.

. .

1. 21.
„

Events

1933.

Point-to-points ..
Probable opening of Session of
Shakespeare’s Plays.

,, 23.
20-22.

Queen’s Club.
Horticultural
Hall.
Westminster
Abbey.

beauty of India’s countryside on his alltoo-speedy films.
It is impossible in my remaining space
to make full reference to all the amateur
activities in the remaining and smaller
Colonies and Dependencies. Suffice to
say that praiseworthy results have been
achieved in several of these and par¬
ticularly in the West Indies, in Gibraltar,
Malta, Cyprus and Palestine, whilst in
the Malay States and the Straits Settle¬
ments amateurs have been responsible
for introducing new methods into the
public and educational life of the people.
Malaya especially shows great enterprise
in that most of her public departments
have their own i6-mm. projectors,
with which they give frequent shows
of films ma,de by amateur cameramen.

1716.
1717-

.. 17-

Roehampton.
Hey thorp.

and health propaganda work, production
activities for which are left almost
entirely in the hands of skilled amateurs.
There is no doubt that the authorities
are satisfied with results.
India also has a vast population of
illiterates, and here again the authorities
have made good use of amateur talent.
These activities, however, do not prevent
the enthusiast from recording the unusual

for the AMATEUR

Date.

Place.

University Boat Race

April I.

do not lack

official encouragement. Canada, for in¬
stance, has a Government Motion Picture
Bureau, which not only loans films to
amateurs, but also assists them to
produce films for inclusion in its own
libraries.
Australia, too, appears to be pushing
forward, since — despite certain reports
I have heard to the contrary — dealers
tell me that sales in the Commonwealth
are positively increasing by leaps and
bounds, and this they cite as proof that
not even the depression is permitted to
stand between man and his hobby !
Several Australian films have been
sent to other parts of the Empire, the
i6-mm. gauge being especially favoured
for educational and instructional reels.
So far as Africa is concerned, amateurs
have done good work on the Gold Coast,
in Nigeria, Tanganyika, Kenya, Natal
and Cape Province. More than a few
of their productions have been publicly
exhibited in England, where they have
been received with applause.
Official bodies in Kenya and in the
Cape are also making much use of
i6-mm. cinematography for educational

Event

Hallaton.
Brooklands.
Epsom.
Felixstowe.
Sandown, Isle
of Wight.
Sandown Park.
General.
Punchestown.
Newmarket.
Wembley.
Londonderry.

Numerous
Point-to-point
Meetings.
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Societies will have their meetings

Wednesday,

The Week's Meetings

announced

March

here if the syllabus

29th,

Partick C.C. Members' Night.
Rochdale P.S. Jumble Sale.
. Smethwick and D.P.S. Annual General Meeting.
South Essex C.C. Print Criticism.
South Suburban and C.P.S. ‘‘ The Land of Cotton.” Harold Rose.
Stockport P.S. “ Development of Pan. Plate by Desensitising.” E. Miller.

H.H.P.S.

Discussion

on One-Man

Hull P.S. Discussion of Summer Syllabus.
L.C.C. Staff C.C. Annual Exhibition.

(G. L. A. Blair).

March

Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Harrogate P.S. Annual General Meeting.
L.C.C. Staff C.C. Annual Exhibition Closes.
Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. General Discussion and Exhibition Slide Review
Llanelly Y.M.C..A. P.S. Open Night.
Morecambe, Heysham and D.P.S. General Meeting and Election of OfiScers.
Poplar P.S. Members’ Enlarging Evening.
Southend-on-Sea and D.P.S. “ Appeal of the Picture.” H. S. Blakey.

Saturday,

April

1st.

Sunday,

April

2nd.

United Stereoscopic Society. “ Way down Devon.”

G. E. W. Herbert.

Exhibitions

and

April

4th.

P. S. CoUedge

and

Manchester A. P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Monklands P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Poplar P.S. The Carbon Process.
Portsmouth
C.C. Annual
" Hampshire
Slides,” Series 8.
Rotherham P.S.
Meeting.

31st.

Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Morley College P.S. Reflections Competition.

time to time.

Halifax P.S. “ Developing the Exposed Plate or Film.”
R. A. Hamer.
Kilbum and Willesden P.S. Annual E.xhibition.
Leeds P.S. Annual Meeting.

Liverpool A.P.A. “ The Cumberland Lakes and Fells.” G. A. Forman.
Loughborough P.S. " Beauty Spots of Cornwall.” J. O. Wilks.
Medway A.P.A. “ Pictorial Technique.” S. Bridgen.
N. Middlesex P.S. “ Camera Portraits that Live.” Basil Bailey.
Sunderland P.A. After-treatment of the Print G. F. I'Anson.
Wimbledon C.C. Jumble Sale.
Woolvfich P.S. “ London’s Rural Touches.” S. E. Jones.
York and D.P.S. “ Optical Equipment.” G. E. Proctor.

Friday,

or from

3rd.

City of London and C.P.S. “ A Chat on Portrait and Figure Work.” S. Bridgen.
Derby P.S. Annual Exhibition of Prints and Slides.
Ipswich and D.P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Leeds C.C. Rummage Sale.
Rugby and D.P.S. “ Spotting, Retouching, Finishing and Mounting the Exhibition
Print.” Miss F. Flemming.
Southampton C.C. ” Romanticism in Landscape.” F. C. Tilney.
South Essex C.C. (Brentwood Branch). “ East Anglian Landscape.” T. H. B. Scott.
Southport P.S. Annual Meeting.
Stafford P.S. Exhibition.
Staines P.C. Toning. K. W. Richardson.
Walthamstow and D.P.S. “ Devon and Cornwall.” A. H. Durrant.

Tuesday,

30th.

Show

April

Bamsley^P.S. Lantern Slide Postal Club Slides.
Basingstoke C.C. Print Evening. Alliance Prints.
Bath and County C.C. After-treatment of Negatives.
Birmingham P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. Lectures by J. H. ComaU and F. A. Gardner.
Cambridge P.C. “ Wild Flowers.” E. J. Bedford.
Dennistoun A.P..A. Annual Exhibition Opens.
Derby P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Doncaster C.C. “ Memories.” W. H. Johnson.
Dunfermline P.A. International E.xhibition Opens.
Forest Hill and D.P.S. Annual General Meeting.

Aimley and Wortley P.S. Annual Meeting.
Ashton-under-Lyne P.S. “ The Production of Good Negatives.” R. Hardy.
Bury P.S. Lantern Slide Postal Club Slides.
Cardiff C.C. Members’ Lecturettes.
City of Bradford Co-op. C.C. Annual General Meeting.
Greenock C.C. “ Happy Snaj^hots and Prints for Press.” Wm. Baxter.
Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Hammersmith

of the session

Ashington and Hirst P.C. Members’ Lecturettes.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. Bromoil.
Bournemouth C.C. Bromoil. F. G. Burroughs.

Ealing P.S. Annual Exhibition Opens.
G.E.R. Mechanics Inst. P.S. Open Night.
Ilford P.S. “ The Choice of a Camera.” W. J. H. Hart.
Kingston-on-Thames and D.P.S. Annual Exhibition Opens. “ Some Folk and Fjords
of Norway.” Kenneth Baker.
L.M.S. (London)
P.S. Presentation
“ Landscape ofPhotography.”
A. H. Redman.
Leicester
and L.P.S.
Exhibition -Awards.
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Monday,

Accrington C.C. “ Christmas in Algeria,” Miss Mercer.
Borough Poly. P.S. “ Tillingboume Valley,” W. E. Goodchild.
Brighton
and Slide
Hove Competition.
C.C. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Bristol P.S.
Cheltenham A. P.S. Oil Reinforcement. T. B. S. Cox.
Chorley P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Croydon
C.C.
“ Buying
or Exchanging
Cameras.”
Dennistoun
A.P..A.
Criticism
of Exhibition
Prints. A. Oglesby.

Thursday,

is sent to us at the beginning

March

Royal P.S. “ Latitude of Exposure for the Reversal Process.” Capt. A. G. D. West.
St. Bride P.S. “ Camera Craft.” G. M. Maynard.
Sheffield
A Glimpse
Sunshine.”
D. Snoddy.
Swindon P.S.
and N. “ Wilts
C.C. ofAnnual
General Miss
Meeting.
Warrington P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Whitehall Photo-Cin# Group. Members’ Evening.
Winchester P.S. “ Antiques and the Camera.” H. A. Leonard.

Wednesday,

April

5th.

Borough Poly. P.S. Slide Competition.
Cheltenham A. P.S. Exhibition of Members' Prints Opens.
Croydon C.C. “ Factory Photography.” J. Beeston,
Derby Rly. Inst. P.S. Annual Exhibition Opens.
Edinburgh P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Ilford P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Leicester and L.P.S. Print Competition.
Partick C.C. ” Pinhole Photography, etc.” W. S. Blair.
Twickenham P.S. ” Finishing the Print.” S. I. Elfick.

Competitions

^^FUTUR]^^^

Notices of forthcoming exhibitions and competitions will be included here every week if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers
The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
Entries, March 31. Rules in this issue.
Nature in Winter ” Competition. £10 in cash and
books by Beverley Nichols awarded as prizes by Jona¬
than Cape, Ltd. Closing date, March 31. Entries
to be addressed to “ Nature in Winter ” Competition,
The Amateur Photographer, Dorset House, Tudor Street,
London, E.C.4. For further particulars see issue
dated March 8.
Pittsburgh Salon. — Open, March 17-April i6‘
Secretary, B. H. Chatto, 1300, Milton Avenue, Pitts¬
burgh, 18, Pa., U.S.A.
Prague International Salon. — Open, April 8-22.
Organised by Association of Czechoslovak Amateur
Photographic Societies, Riegrovo Nabiezi, 22, Prague
II, Czechoslovakia.
Chicago World’s Fair International Exhibition, 1933.
— Open, June i-October 31. Enquiries to ” 1933
Salon,” Chicago Camera Club, 137, North Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
Hackney P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, March 29April I. Secretary, Walter Selfe, 24, Pembury Road,
Clapton, E.5.
Bolton Camera
36

Club International Exhibition. —

Open, April 1-8. Secretary, John B. Adshead, 69,
Hastings Road, Bolton, Lancs.
Victorian (Australia) International Salon (Melbourne
Athenaeum Art Gallery). — Open, April 24-May 6.
Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junction, Camberwell,
E.6, Melbourne, Australia.
Derby Rly. Inst P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open,
April 5-8. Exhibition Secretary, J, Condie, Railway
Institute, L.M.S. Rly., Derby.
Bridge of Allan and District Photographic Society
International Salon. — Open, April 15-29. Particulars
from Mrs. Brown, Jun., The Studio, Bridge of Allan,
Scotland.
Nottingham and Notts P.S. International Exhibition.
Twenty awards for prints and slides. Special prize
for best Colonial print. — Entries, March 29 ; open,
April 6-8. Hon. Secretary, T. Finch, Herbert Road,
Nottingham. (Photographic papers please copy.)
Brighton and Hove C.C. Annual Exhibition (one
class open to members of clubs in Kent, Sussex and
Hampshire). — Entries, April i ; open, April 10May 6. Exhibition Secretary, R. J. Botting, 71,
East Street, Brighton.
Third International Salon, San Diego, Fine Arts
Gallery (under auspices of Camera Enthusiasts of
San Diego). — Open, April 21-May 14. Particulars
from Miss Ruth Kilboume, 4225, Arden Way, San
Diego, California, U.S.A.

Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Annua
Exhibition (Open Classes). — Entries, April 6; open,
April 28-May 7. Particulars from J. Ainger Hall, Hon.
S.W.13.
Exhibition Secretary, 10, Kitson Road, London,
Beckenham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, April
6-12. Secretary, F. H. Elliott, 31a, Worbeck Road,
Anerley, S.E.20.
Turin International Salon. — Entries, April 20 ;
open. May 20-June ii. Further particulars from
Secretary, Fourth International Salon, Via Stampatori,
N.6, Turin (108), Italy.
Midland Salon, City Art Gallery, Leicester. — En¬
tries, May 6; open, May 27-June 24. Particulars
from Hon. Secretaries, W. Bailey and A. E. Tracey,
Cank Street, Leicester.
Northern Photographic Exhibition (Bradford). —
Entries, May 13 ; open, June 17-August 20. Entry
forms from A. Greenwood, Myrtle Dene, Harrogate
Road, Bradford.
Cardiff C.C. World’s Masters Salon. — Entries, May
14 ; open, June 9-24, Entry forms and particulars
from G. H. Palmer, Hon. Exhibition Secretary,
Y.M.C.A., Cardiff.
Troyes International Salon. — Entries, May 25 ;
open, June 15-25. Secretary, Maurice Michel,
President de I’Union Photographique Champenoise, 23,
Rue de la Mission Troyes (Aube), France.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

HERE
COMES
THE
SUN...
and with Selo the fast
film in your camera,
you’ll be sure of clear,
this
Spring
! AGAIN
bright,
snaps

FASt^FItM
On

dull Spring days

or in waning light use

SELOCHROME
the extra tast film
that ensures good
negatives
conditions.

under all

BRITISH

MADE

ILFORD

ILFORD

LIMITED

- LONDON

March
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ADVERTISEMENTS

LEICA
Pleasing photographs of pin-point sharpness with the
LEICA CAMERA with AUTOMATIC
FOCUSING.
The Leica, of all small negative cameras, is a precision
instrument yielding negatives which will stand enlarg¬
ing up to any size.
Catalogues from any Dealer, or
particulars “ A.P."

E. LEITZ (LONDON),

direct from

20, MORTIMER

STREET,

LONDON,

W.1

1933
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E photographer’s thoughts naturally turn to an overhaul of existing
WITH the commencementBof U
Spring,Y
the amateur

apparatus. This, in many cases, will force him to the conclusion that his old camera should be changed for
an up-to-date model, or, if the attraction of the old love be too strong to permit of its being discarded, the

purchase of a new one as an auxiliary. “ .Something
with advantage, be adopted by all photographers.

new

for Easter”

has long been

the slogan

of womenfolk

and

could,

To assist all readers in search of a new camera or other photographic apparatus and material this Buyers’ Guide
has been prepared, and in it will be found references to the best available on the market at the present time. Space has
not permitted of detailed specifications being published, but full particulars will be sent post free to any reader who
mentions The A mateur Photographer and applies to the manufacturers, whose addresses will be found in our advertisement
pages.

Aerograph

In the text, the items

illustrated

Co., Ltd.

Agfa,

The originators of the airbrush system
have an attractive amateur outfit known
as the ” AE.”
This consists of fulcrum
type foot-pump, welded steel air receiver
with pressure gauge and tap, and a
set of hose with connections, complete
for £6 los. ; while a cheaper model
with

Aldis

hand-pump

are marked

is available

at £4 12s.

with

an

asterisk

(*).

Ltd.

This old-established

house

is marketing

a “ Superpan ” Film remarkable for its
speed. It is made in all sizes, and is
particularly suitable for i6-mm. amateur
cine work. A new “ Movector ” Pro¬
jector will shortly be available.

City Sale

&

Exchange

(1929), Ltd.

The “ Salex Supreme” 3JX2J Rollfilm Camera* is a new and attractive
instrument .

Brothers.

The
well-known Aldis lenses are
available to those who would wish to

It

fit an anastigmat in lieu of an inferior
lens upon a stand or reflex camera,
the prices ranging from £4 10s.

automatic¬

opens

fin i t y, the
ally
inMeyerto f/4.5
T r i o p 1 a n

British

Camera

Manufacturing

Co.

anastigmat

The “ Duoflex ” Reflex Camera* is
now made for plates, in addition to the
roll-film model.
This

camera

working upon the
reflex principle, as
well as the more
usual waist-line
sy.stem. The whole
of the camera, in¬
cluding the focalplane shutter, is
constructed
of

f /4. 5 anastigmat

metal. The price of
either model, fitted
with
Dallmeyer
is ;^i8 i8s. Another new

introduction is the " Riteway
Holder, which sells at ;^i 15s.

Broadhurst,

Clarkson

&

”

Roll

and

sells at £2

gs. gd.

being from ;£i3 to ;^40. A special 2-in.
lens for use on the Model II Leica
camera is available at
i6s. A new
series

of

moderate-priced

£60. A moderate-priced telephoto
for use on small reflexes is obtain¬
at £^ 5s., the aperture being f/6.5
an equivalent focus of 9 in. A new

lens

of 3-in. focus

at £5

Drem

‘ ‘ D,r e m o scop, ’ ’*
with automatic stop
for indicating when
the correct exposure
is shown
on
the
scale
meter,

Ensign,

the new introductions of
optical house are the f/i.g

Ltd.

The new Ensign “ Selfix 20,”* with
f/7.7 anastigmat and 3-speed shutter, at
£2, will undoubtedly prove a good selling
line for this
season. The

with

same

Co.

of

ring of the
the cost being

anastigmat, fitted in delayed-action
Compur
shutter, the price being

Amongst
this famous

aperture

Products.

spced
It hasshutter
a '3with
d e layed ^.ction,
is covered in

Ltd.

an

5S.

30s. All the other
models are still con¬
tinued.

J. H. Dallmeyer,

with

f/4* specially mounted
for use on
Model BB Tunior Cine-Kodak is priced

line is the " Piccochic,” which takes
16 pictures on standard vest-pocket
roll film. The lens is an f/2.g Vidonar

£S I2S. 6d.

triple

costs
lens
able
with

having a fo¬
cussing jacket
down to 5 ft.

fine sealgrain leather,
Another new

f/z.g

anastigmats for use on i6-mm. amateur
cine cameras is priced from £j^ ios. The
I -in. lens is now being fitted as standard
on the " Victor ” cine camera, with
turret front and visual focussing, and

The
well-known
Drem
Exposure
Meters have been
augmented by the

em¬

ploys a direct-vision
full-size finder

■*

f/4.5

camera

anastigmat

Messrs. Broadhurst, Clarkson are fa¬
mous for the supply of everything in
the optical

costs

£2

IOS.

Other new in¬
troductions

micro-

scopic and
a s t r o n omical lines.
They

are the En¬
sign Carbine
No. 7; with
matat;£4 1 5s.,

are

f/4.5 anastigEnsigns Nos.

specialis¬
ing at the
moment

in

3 and

Zeiss

Binoculars*, brand new, at £?> 8s. a
pair, they, having acquired a very large
quantity. They have also a fine range
of portable and astronomical telescopes.

3a, for

^-plate and
sizes,
at
postcard

D^e 1 1 u r i s
Prism

£6

Dallmeyer

“ Super- Six ” Anastigmats

focal lengths from

in

i to 6 in., the prices

333

IOS. respectively, and the Ensign

£5 15s. and
Speed Film Reflex for 3 J x 2J, with focalplane shutter, at £6 17s. fid. The
37
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“ Bewi ” Meters at prices from £1 7s. 6d.,
and the “Flash-Bulb" outfits at 12s. 6d.,
are other attractive features.

Fountain
The

Press.

recently

published

second

edition

of " Pictorial Photography for Amateurs,”
by Mr. R. H. Goodsall, is the season’s
attraction offered by this publishing
house, its cost being 5s.

Garner

&

Jones,

at £() 12s. 6d.*

Harbutt’s

This

takes

eight

Plasticine,

Ltd.

“ Plasticine " is too frequently con¬
sidered only as a toy. It has, however,
distinct
and
varied

Ltd.

The “ Weeny-Ultrix,” which is fo¬
cussed by the patent double helical
thread extension, is available with plate
back

8s. 6d. per dozen in whole-plate size,
would especially appeal. The Granville
Packet Developers, at is. 3d. per box of
six packets, would prove useful in
developing test holiday exposures.

photo¬

Series ” has just
been
introduced. The illus¬
trated instruc¬
tions show how
various subjects

Selo

i6-mm.

Panchromatic

whether to develop it or have develop¬
ment done for him.
The Oleobrom
process has been improved by coating
the special hardened emulsion upon the
film.

IP A

Photographies.

tripods

and

dry-mounting

tissue,

to¬

gether with their " Oilette ” Coloured
photographs, of which mention has
been made in the past.

may be modelled.
For
table-top
photography,
the inclusion of
one
of these
models
may
a

of

Film, without processing rights. Thus
the purchaser will pay only the price of
the film and can decide for himself

IPA plates and papers are English
made, and will provide economical
photography. A
new
departure for
this firm is the supply of cameras,

graphic uses. A
new
‘ ' Travel

prove

issue
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Infallible
This

Exposure

Meter

old-established

marketing

their famous

Co.

house
exposure

is

still

meter.

striking

success. There are six in all — an engine,
motor car, steamer, ship, aeroplane and
fire engine, the price of each outfit
being 3s. 6d. in special cardboard cover.
The illustration shows the cover of the
“ Ship ” outfit.
pictures 2^xi| upon a spool, and
fitted with Ihagee f/4.5 anastigmat

is
in

Compur shutter. The roll-film model
with the same
optical and shutter
equipment costs £^ 5s.

General

Electric

Wallace

Heaton,

Ltd.

”* is a
Zodelwith
Special
32X24line.
Thepopular
very
It is “fitted
f/3.8
anastigmat and delayed-action
Compur
shutter,
weighs

Co., Ltd.

oz.,

The “ Sashalite " Photo Flash Bulbs
are now made by The General Electric

and Peggy cameras for daylight loading.
A very important addition also is the
Gevaert .Amateur Safety Cine Film, in
both 9.5 and 16 mm. sizes, the former in
reversal as well as separate negative¬
positive emulsions. Two new produc¬
tions in printing papers are Prestona

34x24

films,

is supplied

S. Hermer.
For

those

who

at

wish

to economise

A

Granville
For

Gulliman

those

who

&

would

Exposure

Co., Ltd.
like to try flat

films, the Granville " Thick Cut
at IS. 6d. per dozen for
38

” Films
size, to

of
special
i6-mm.
cine
film becomes

new

Ltd.

six-exposure

34x24

Ltd.

A very good start to the season for
those who have never ventured upon the
use of panchromatic plates would be a
change over either to the Soft-Gradation
or Hypersensitive Panchromatic Plates
made by Ilford, Ltd. A new departure

for the amateur

cinematographer
324

■

tigmat
is
f/3.5 anas¬
panion comPro¬
The
£g 17s.
6d.

jector costs
£c) gs. The
‘TSix-20 ”
Kodak, for
34x24 film, fitted with f/4.5 anastigmat
and “ Diodak ” shutter, will prove a

roll film

at IS., to be known as the “ Hunter
Celwyn ” Film, is the latest production
to be marketed by Messrs. R. F. Hunter,
Ltd.
It is isochromatic, is stated to
have a speed of H. & D. 1300, and will
shortly be on sale by dealers.

Ilford,

a 50-ft. spool
of 8 - m m.
film. The
cost with

in

R. F. Hunter,

” Photo-Electric

means of in¬
chanism
a
25-ft. spool
genious
me¬

15s.

purposes. The complete range of sensi¬
tive material is being maintained.

“ Rhamstine
Meter.

Undoubtedly the Cine-Kodak “ Eight20
just introduced by this house will
season.
By
prove the outstanding attraction
of the

1

time and water the use of " Nowat,”
which eliminates hypo from negatives
and prints in two minutes, will appeal.

The new “ Rhamstine ” Film Editor,
with prismatic viewing tube and electrical
action, at ;^i8 i8s., will prove a boon to
those who wish to make up complete
reels of travel films or cine plays. This
firm is also about to place on the market
a new camera of special design, and the

Ltd.

and a spe¬
cial leather covering treated to resist
wear. Its cost^is £() 17s. 6d. The
“ Zodel ” Roll Film Holder, which
fits this camera and takes all popular

and Clarex, both being rapid chlorobromide emulsions, but having distinct

E. Gorse.

Kodak,

in. It has
5 X 4i X 2
tension ,
double ex¬
rising and
cross front,

Ltd.

New introductions by the house of
Gevaert are special spools of perforated
cin6 film for use with the Leica, Contax

and

its
dimen¬
sions
are

Co., and are obtainable from all photo¬
graphic dealers. They are operated by
means of an ordinary electric torch
dry battery, and need no other appliance.

Gevaert,

23

the “Wynne”
Hunter watch’^type.
The illustration will e.xplain the system
more clearly than can many words.

popular line at 4/7 lys- 6d. The “ Six16,” with similar outfit, but for films
44 X 24, costs £8

Martin.

8s.

Mpssrs. Martin have long been famous
all over the world for their developing
and printing service. Such a reputation
can only be maintained by care and
efficiency, and their service is much used
even by those who normally do their
own
developing when requiring test
development of holiday exposures. This
firm also has a large postal trade for
British sensitized materials at attractive

is the
prices.
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* CITY SALE
&

MAKE
OFFER
The

U

EXCHANGE
(1929) LTD.
A RECORD ROLL- FILM CAMERA
JUST IN TIME FOR EASTER!

Latest 3i x

COVERING

ACCURATELY

BRILLIANT
REVERSIBLE
FINDER

SPEEDED
SHUTTER

'

Self-Erecting list price £4 : 4 : o

^^SUPREME'* prIc^ 49/9
OBTAINABLE

LEATHER
BELLOWS

NEW PATTERN
FILM WINDER

ONLY

AT

CITY

Write

SALE

at

FRAME
FINDER

MEYER
ANASTICMAT

& EXCHANGE

once

for our

FREE EASTER

new

LIST !

FOCUSSING

SCALE
It’s packed with special offers in brandnew cameras, and hundreds of slightlyused, but guaranteed,
bargains.
Choose your apparatus from this list and
save now
time I and
free
Available

pounds

at any

in cash.
of our

NICKELIED

It’s post

branches

84, Aldersgate St., e.c.i
54, LIME STREET, E.C.3
90/94, FLEET ST., E.C.4
59, CHEAPSIDE, E.C.2

' SELF-LOCKING
STRUTS

IRIS
DIAPHRAGM
STRUT FOR
TIME EXPOSURES

ROCK-RIGID
FRONT

HINGED

BACK

Three Essentials
IN Movie MakingA good

camera
A good film
A good

projector

or suf^lDlies all three . . .
The

Movex

Reversible

Camera

AGFA

—

Film — and the Movector

16-mm.

Projector.

If you are interested in amateur cinematography visit the AGFA Stand (No. 537, second floor,
Empire Hall) at the Ideal Home Exhibition and inspect the display of apparatus and accessories.
AGFA
PLEASE

LTD.,
MENTION

1-4,
"THE

LAWRENCE

AMATEUR

STREET,

PHOTOGRAPHER"

WHEN

HIGH

STREET,

CORRESPONDING

WITH

W.C.2

ADVERTISERS.
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THAT'S SURE
THE SUBJECT — The Automatic

ROLLEIFLEX

Airships, speed boats, lambs skipping, children play¬
ing, action subjects of any description, fall a certain prey
to the eagle lenses of the Rolleiflex, no matter how dull
the light or how fast the subject. The Rolleiflex is
entirely automatic, with absolutely foolproof features.
Focussing magnifier, automatic film wind, screen showing picture right way up, all automatic controls. Special
finder lens enables you to see your subject while exposure
is taking place. Gives 12 perfect pictures on 3Jx2^ roll
film, or can be adapted for plates.

R. F. HUNTER
LTD.
CELFIX HOUSE,
With

F/4.5 Zeiss Tessar

£20

51, GRAY’S

: O : 0

INN ROAD,
W.C.1

Phone : HOLBORN

With

£22

F/3.8 Zeiss Tessar

: 10 : O

of the camera
stop ;

Your dealer will give you a generous
allowance on your present camera
when you purchase your Rolleiflex.

a

sets the diaphragm

knob

on

nearest

the

shutter

position

dealer,

to ‘R.

F.

Hunter,

Ltd.,

Sole

Importers.

F/O-85

is the astounding aperture of the new 47-mm.

ZEISS

R-BIOTAR

upright, eye-level pic¬
tures. Simple lever
movement to change
the film. Automatic
exposure indicator.

which gives sharp definition over sub-standard
cine film and has, by its extreme rapidity,

A gem of the camera-maker’s art.
Gives sixteen exposures on stand¬
ard V.P. size film of any make.

Now, as always, ZEISS
photographic progress.

opened the door to detailed X-ray cinemato¬
graphic study of the movements of the internal
organs of the body.
are foremost

With F/2.8 ZEISS TESSAR
LENS, Compur Shutter, 1 to
1/300th sec. £21 ;
0 : 0

CARL

Pilot velvet-lined leather ease, £1.
and

prices,

or

write

Mortimer

to

ZEISS (LONDON)
House, 37-41, Mortimer
LONDON, W.l,

LTD.
Street,

& CO. LTD., ”
MENTION

in

Write for list P51 of current types of ZEISS
lenses with profusely illustrated descriptive
booklet.

full particulars

"THE

AMATEUR

for

Once again the Jena factory of Carl Zeiss has
swept aside existing standards of extreme
rapidity in photographic lenses.

With F/3.5 Zeiss TESSAR
LENS, Compur Shutter, 1 to
i/3ooihsec. £18:15:0

PLEASE

in

—ZEISS— II

it springs to “ infin¬
ity ” position on pres¬
sure of a button. Rapid
focussing down to 3
feet. Magnifier over
ground-glass screen for
ultra sharp focussing.
Additional finder for

THORSCH

at the correct

sets

FOR 32-page de luxe Brochure and Plate-back Prospectus,

name

5 X 2J X
in. The
Pilot is self-erecting ;

40

is

of

REFLEX

for

right

also

The smallest reflex
camera on the market;
a mere handful, only

dealer

the

camera

WRITE

SMALLEST,
e WORLD’S
Th

your

7311-2.

LEFT.— A twist of the knob on the left side

speed — while the
inTmediate action.

Ask

LONDON,

PHOTOGRAPHER”

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

I

,
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E. Leitz (London).

W.

The well-known Leica camera may
now be obtained with all exterior parts,
excepting the vulcanised
body, chromium-plated,
which greatly increases
its resistance to climatic

One
graphic
“ Bee,”
of the
sells at

conditions. The
with the standard

Peeling

price
1/3.5

Soho,

H. McKaig.
of the oldest and best photo¬
exposure meters is the Watkins
which records the actinic value
light on sensitive paper. It
5s.

&

Van

Neck,

5-cm. lens is £'1'^ 4s. A
new introduction is a

success

A

Messrs.

wish

” Brilliant ”
Camera
for
films
2^ X 2^,
with
f/7.7
anastigmat

to issue series of

Trading

lens, at £2 15s.

Another

new

has revolving back, all movements, and
costs in the 3f X 2f size £13 los., without

line is the " Perkeo ” Camera,* with f/4.5
anastigmat in speeded shutter, at ^6.

lens. Other lines are the " Pilot,” at
£1, and the ” Cadet " at 30s., while the
“ Dualex ”
Focal-plane Camera, at

Sands

;^i8 los., without lens, will appeal to
many amateurs with a taste for Press
work.

Hunter

&

Co., Ltd.

The “ Rollex ” Roll Film Holder*
at 15s., which has been supplied by
this firm for a considerable time, now has
the winding key

Taylor,
This

working in clock¬
wise fashion. It
takes 3iX2{and can be
plied
ard

film
sup¬

to
fit standmakes
of

Cooke

Taylor

firm

3j-X2|- or -^-plate
cameras.
The

Ltd.

The well-known 9.5-mni. cine outfits
are still verW popular, the prices ranging

Rhaco ” directvision view-finder

&

Hobson.

manufactures

lenses, which

&

Co., Ltd.

sions,
is obtain¬
able at
prices
ranging
from
£6 6s., with f/4.5

eras giving 16 ex¬
posures on one
spool, costs 8s. 6d.

Radionar focus¬
sing anastigmat,

A new introduction is the “Angular”
tripod, which- is smaller in diameter
than the usual tubular type, and costs
los. 6d.

Service

This

firm

to £15
15s. ex¬
for
the
double
tension
rack
focussing model
with f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar lens in

Co., Ltd.
is making

a

speciality

famous

The Patent " Etui ” Camera, which is
noted for its lightness and small dimen¬

specially designed
for use with cam¬

The

the

are fitted as standard

on all Bell & Howell " Filmo ” cameras
and projectors. They are available and
widely used on reflex cameras.

Thorsch

Co., Ltd.

Appropriately coincident with the
opening of the outdoor season, this firm
is offering excellent bargains in 150
high-class lenses. Some examples are :
9|-in. f/i6 Busch Wide-angle Lens at
15s. ; and 6-in. f/6.3 Dallmeyer Carfac
at £\ 5s. There are many others, some
fitted to shutters, at equally attractive
prices.

Pathescope,

Peel¬

new
Voigtlander

real photographic postcards, whether in
small quantities or in thousands, the
firm of Marshall & Co. will prove a real
boon. The cost of 1,000 postcards is
very little over one halfpenny each, so
that a very high rate of profit can be
obtained from their re-sale. This firm
will also make lantern slides, and thus
be of use to those who wish to prepare
lecture sets but lack the necessary skill
for slide-making.

Miscellaneous

that

feature of the

& Co.
who

It

ing
& Van
Neck
area
making

the special feature being
that the object may be
observed
during ex¬
posure.
This attach¬
ment is supplied with
Xio
Periplanatic
eyepiece at £\i^ los.

those

rigid.

delivery can¬
not be given
under about
six months,

has been intro¬
duced for the scientist,

For

is absolutely

Ltd.

Micro-attach¬
ment* to the
Leica camera

Marshall

fully extended,

Beside the “ V.N.” Press Camera that
was recently introduced, and aproved
such
striking

small projector with semi,
automatic film
front
at

£<) IIS. 6d.

Ltd.

The recent introduction of this firm’s
" Precision ” Triple Extension Camera*
is their outstanding novelty of the season.
The front, even when the camera is

of

t“ ePilot
r . ” The
Roll
Compur
shut-

the 3^X21- “ Makina ” High-speed Cam¬
era*. It is fitted with f/2.9 Plaubel

Film

Reflex

Cameras*,
which give 16
photographs on
posure 3l X 2j
the usual 8-ex¬
film, range from
£18 15s. to £21, according to the lens
chosen, the lenses in either instance
being

Zeiss

Tessars.

Thornton - Pickard
Co., Ltd.
from £^ 6s. for the Motocamera “ B,”
to ;£i8 i8s. for the Motocamera de Luxe,
fitted with tele-attachment*. The new
" 200-B ” Projector
very popular line.

at £\^ is proving

a

Manufacturing

In addition to the famous range of
Thornton-Pickard cameras, including
anastigmat and delayed-action Compur
shutter. The dimensions when closed are
only 4 X 5 X if in., and

325

its cost is £16 los.

their ever-popular “ Ruby ” Reflex, the
“ Stereo Puck ” Camera*, which, com¬
plete with viewer, sells at £i is., now
has an improved model fitted with
4 1

iHf AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER
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double swinging magnifiers, enabling
the camera to be used for portraiture and

^Deaders'

A_
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Questions

ANSWERED

Genkkal.— All comnumications for the Editor should be addressed : “ The Editor, The
Amateur Photograbher
and Ctnematographer, Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4,” and in every case, without
exception must
give the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The

close-up work, this costing 25s. The
three-aperture lens sliding stop-plate
has now been embodied in both models.

Enquiries

Westminster
Photographic
change, Ltd.

Ex¬

This

firm,

which
has
recently
opened
a
new branch
at 24, Char¬
ing Cross
Road,W.C.2,
has recently
acquired the
remaining
stocks

3 i

X

2 i

Roll Film Cameras*, which, with f/6.3
Radionar anastigmat lens in threespeed shutter, cost £2 8s. gd.

Ltd.

The trade mark (illustrated) of this
famous house is a guarantee of excellent
craftsmanship.
Besides their wellknown

photo-

graphic
lenses,
stereoscopes,

JENA

prismatic
bi¬
noculars and
telescopes are
available.
Another line

not so widely known to the general
public is their series of barometers. All
of their specialities may be inspected at
their London showrooms, or at all dealers
and opticians of standing in the trade.

Zeiss
The
grows

Ikon,

Ltd.

range of Zeiss Ikon cameras
from season to season. The
Ikonta family
has been in¬
creased by the
new No. 520,
which
takes
16

exposures

(4^ X 6 cm.)
upon standard
3i X 2j film,
the price, with
Novar
f/6.3
anastigmat,
being £4, los.
Another new
model which
also takes 16
exposures on 3iX2j spools is the " Box
Tengor,”* which costs £1 2s. 6d. with
Goerz Frontar f/ii lens.
42

is glad

to consider

original,

up-to-date

manuscripts

on

photographic

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

and

Infonnation

should

be read carefully before applying, as any communication

Stop

Values.

are

freely

given,

but

the

following

conditions

which does not comply with the rules must be
ignored.
(i) See “ General ” above. ^ (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
fost, and must be accompanied by a sepUTate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (-3) Neither enqitiries nor
for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism in prints
addition
to the narne and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current
issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) Ail envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query or “ Criticismtoo”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing
per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We entleavour to deal promptly with enquiries but
cannot
’
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest
issue
to reach the enquirer.

of the

Nagel
■' Triumph ”

Carl Zeiss (London),

Editor

subjects.
All contributions must be typeuTitten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only.
Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing In the paper are not paid for. The Editor
disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied
by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only
paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, wdthout any condition stated, will be taken as permission
to reproduce
it without fee.

If a certain subject requires 60 seconds’ exposure
at f/25, how can I find what the exposure ought
to be for some other stop ? I. F. C. (Garston.)

We have many times e.xplained the
method of comparing f/ numbers so as
to ascertain relative exposures. The
simple rule is to snuare the f/ number ;
that is, to multiply it by itself. For
example, the square of 8 is 64, and the
square of ii is 121 ; that is why f/ii
requires double the exposure of f/8.

Print

for Reproduction.

Should I be in order in submitting the enclosed
print to a number of papers at the same time ?
R. M. (Barkingside.)

There is no objection to your sending
the same photograph to as many papers
and magazines as you like. This sort
of thing is done daily. The only point
is that if you offer a photograph as being
exclusive to one paper you can ask a
higher price for it. At the same time,
it is often considered more satisfactory
to try to secure a number of somewhat
smaller fees.

Dirty Films.
Can you explain the grey
appearance in the enclosed

Your

film

seems

to

scum and the wavy
negative ?
A. \V. (Hampton.)

have

been

very

carelessly handled, and we are none too
sure that it was properly fixed and
washed ; at any rate, the washing was
not effective. As we have pointed out
repeatedly, it is generally advisable, after
the final washing, to put the film at the
bottom of a dish of clean water and
swab both sides well with a plug of
cotton-wool. This removes developer
scum
and
lime deposits from the
water, which will come off quite easily
while wet, but are very difficult to
remove once they have hardened. You
might possibly still be able to clean
your film by resoaking it, and then

giving it the treatment we have recom¬
mended, slightly acidifying the water
with hydrochloric acid. This, however,
will washing.
not compensate for incomplete fixing
or

Pictorial

Work.

Which size picture would you advise me to take
as regards pictorial results ? What is the best
focal length to use for general purposes ?
R. A. G. (Welwyn.)

You are evidently under the impres¬
sion that pictorial results depend upon
the focal length of the lens, or on the
size of the negative. Broadly speaking,
neither of these factors has the slightest
effect on the pictorial character or
otherwise of the result. The best all¬
round lens for average work is con¬
sidered to be one with a focal length
about equal to the diagonal of the
negative.

Poor

Prints.

Why are the prints sent so muddy and dirty in
appearance ? I send some negatives as well.
T. E. P. (Brighton.)

The only marked fault about your
negatives is that they are seriously
under-developed. This makes them
thin and weak, without sufficient grada¬
tion to give a proper print. Increase
your development time and the trouble
will disappear.

Numbers- on Films.
As the camera uses roll films the numbers on
which are not at the correct distances apart, how
is it possible to know when the film has been
wound to the proper position ?
L. N. T. (Yiewsley.)

We

believe

that

the camera

you

name

adopts a principle which has also been
introduced into other recent models.
As the film is wound it revolves a wheel,
which automatically shows the numbers
of the exposures, and these are quite
independent of the printed numbers
the paper of the film spool.

on
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CINE-KODAK 8
YOUR
GET
FROM LONDON’S LEADING HOME CINE SPECIALISTS
IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY

£S

:

17

:6

only.

Or 27/6 down and 12 monthly payments

Or 25/- down

of 15/-.
The

new

“ 8 ’’ is the

STOCK

loo-watt lamp, film capacity 300 ft.
(duration time over 20 minutes], electric
motor drive, fan cooled. Projects pic¬
tures 4 ft. 6 in. wide. Still-picture device.
Price JE9
: 9
: O only.

F/3.5 anastigmat, powerful spring motor
drive, direct-vision view-finder incorpo¬
rated in carrying handle.
Price

FROM

cheapest

cine

in the

world

and 12 payments of 14/6.
in

running

costs.

EASIEST
POSSIBLE
HIRE-PURCHASE
TERMS.
NO CASH
DEPOSIT
REQUIRED.
Let

MOST

GENEROUS

us

take

your

old

apparatus as first payment and spread
12 equal monthly payments.

PART-EXCHANGE
EXAMPLES

Patbescope Motocamera Luxe,
latest model. As new .

f/3.5 ana-stigraat, very
£8 15 5

Bolex Model-D Projector, for 9.5 and 16 mm. cin6 ftlm.'t.
Very latest model. As now. Special case £27 18 0
3x4 cm. Fotet, f/4.5 aaastiijmat. takes 10 pictures on a
V.P. film. Brand new. List price £4 .
fil 17 6
10x15 cm. Goerz Anschutz, f/4.6 Dogmar, 3 elides. F.P.
adapter. Good order .
^7 17 6
1-pl. VOigtlander Avus, f/4.f> Skoper, Compur shatter,
double exten-sion, C .slides, leatlier case. A.s new £5 19 6
Cine-Kodak. -f/l.O anastigmat. takes 100 or 50-ft. films,
all bright parts chromhim piatcd. As brand new £12 19 8

THE

CAMERA

{Opposite New

Victoria Cinema).

&

OF

ALLOWANCES—
OUR

IT WILL

GUARANTEED

balance

PAY

of Business

US

QUOTE!

T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke,
new .

3 slides, F.P.

adapter.
£6 19 6

new. List price £46
£29 l‘2s.
15 6d.0

Model C Kodascope, electric motor drive, spare reel :
perfect order and condition. Cost £18 IBs. Our price £6 19 6
Model A Kodascope, 250-watt lamp ; perfect order and
condition. Complete in case. Cost £55 .
£19 10 0

CO.

: 9 a.m. to 7 p.m, (Monday

LET

model,
indistinguishable
Specialandbargain
. from

Phone : Victoria 2977.
Hours

TO

Motocamera Lnxe, f/1.5 Meyer anastigmat. 4x Meyer
f/3 Telephoto lens, f/3.5 standard lens, all in focussing
mounts, de luxe leather case. This outfit is the very latest

8 and 16 pictures
£7 17 6

GRAMOPHONE

YOU

34x24
Almost

Agfa Speedex, f/8.8 anastigmat, aelf-erectincr front.
Brand new. List £3 .3s. Special bargain.... £19
6
Patbescope Hand-drive Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat.
New and unused. Co.st £5 .
£1 15 6
Motocamera B, f/3.5 anastigmat. As new.. £4 15 0
Cine-Kodak Model B.B., f '3.5 anastigmat.
per second. Kxactly as new .

over

BARGAINS

31 X 21 Agfa Standard, f/4.5 anastigmat, speeded shutter,
4 to l/123th sec., latest model. Brand new. List £7 los.
£2 19 6
21 Square Rolleiflex, f/3.S Te.ssar, very latest model.
de luxe case. As new. List £24 .
£15 19 6

320, VAUXHALL BRIDGE
VICTORIA, S.W.1

ROAD,

to Saturday.)

Aldis

For exquisite shading
effects in delicate retouchingand colouring,
the Aerograph
is
indispensable.
Write for a free booklet
which explains the
mechanism and scope
of the Aerograph— its
initial cost will be more
than repaid by the
speed and efficiency of
its working.

Quality
The highest attained by
scientific design and
accurate workmanship.

ITS BETTER
&QUICKER

BRITISH

the

MADE

AEROGRAPH
CO., LTD.
43, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.1

ALOIS

FRFF

on request. Aldis Lens Book. For

Test Chart

posicard^ please send

BROTHERS,

\\d. stamp.

SPARKHILL,

BIRMINGHAM.

CVS— 35
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ADVERTISEMENTS

The

FINLAY
COLOUR

PROCESS
PHOTOGRAPHY
of

is the only British process
which has stood the test of
time and gives perfect results
in colour.

FASCINATING

Write for particulars,

Table-Top Models can be made with “Plasticine”
— or it can be a tremendous help when used
with other materials, holding them in place
or forming a background. Made in 12 col¬
ours, it is ever plastic and clean in use. A
full pound in 10 colours, the Corona Box is

1/6, or post free 2/-.
The circular “101 Uses is both interesting and amusing — every
use has been sent to us by an actual user, some 20 or more are
photographic — write to us for a copy, free.

FINLAY
COLOUR
LIMITED

HARBUTT’S PLASTICINE LTD.
Ill, Bathampton, Bath.

20, CONDUIT
LONDON,

For BETTER

I, A. G

This

ST.,
W.1

Season

CITY PHOTO

3tx2J

Gaslight

Ortho

WEENY
ULTRIX
For

BLUE

READY
THE

PLATES
FILMS.

H.

Paper,

Non-Filter

WORKS

Famous

at
LESS — Cost !
Results

for 1933

NOW

Try

2/6 gross.

|-plates.

LABEL GOODS

Guaranteed

Firat-Quality

Pbstcards, Bromide or Gaslight :
•2() 1/-,
100 3/-, 500 11/-.

4.30

D., 3 dt*zen. 5/-.

1,000 21/- post free.

Above Just an idea of prices. For all si/e.s see list of Plates. Post¬
cards, Papers, Wallets, Cliemicals, Developers, Mounts. Films.
Big Catalogue,

Coupons,

one

Sample

Established

or

CITY PHOTO

Free.

22

Oldest

advertisers.

Years.

WORKS, 119, Eastbourne Road,
SOUTHPORT.

Takes 8 full-size
V.P. pictures on
Film, or 4.5 x6 cm.
Plates.

^oO

1 he Amateur

All-metal precision-made camera, without a bellows, but
by the ingenious adaptation of a double helical thread
extension for lens and shutter, anastigmats of 7-cm. focus
are fitted. Tessar f/4.5 is 6.5 cm.
The alternative use of plates is invaluable for high-class
work.

ADVANCED

£9 12
£13 7
£14 12

Wholesale Distributors for Ihagee Cameras
GARNER
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MENTION

"THE

2300.

AMATEUR

WORKERS’

29/3/33

COMPETITION

" The

Amateur

Photographer.”

INTERMEDIATE

Amateur

Photographer.”

BEGINNERS’
This

s ^ ^

s
O

^

29/3/33

COMPETITION
w S'

This Coupon to be affixe l to back of print.
.\v.ailable till Friday, March 31st.

“The

N.
Q-2
c
>
'^2 :
>-)
"n
«

“ 5
£
■ded
th
with
x;
D*

“

-.K HlH ^

29/3/33

COMPETITION

Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Friday, March 31st.
M

:

& JONES, Ltd., Polebrook House, Golden Square, W.1
Phone : GERBARD

Photographer.”

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available til! Friday. M^^ch 31st.

Prices include 3 single slides, focussing screen and soft
leather case.
I.A.G. anastigmat f/4.5, and Compur
Tessar ,,
f/4.5 „
„
Tessar „
„
„

W

British

“The

Amateur

Photographer.”

PRINT

29/3/33

CRITICISM

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Av: ilrl Ic till WednesJay followin’ date of issue.

PHOTOGRAPHER"

WHEN

{CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

%
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29, 1933

The

TheJAmateurJPhotographer

Amateur^s

Business Notices
Publishing

Displayed Advertisements

on Advertisement matters should be addressed : The Advertisement

Manager, “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4. Copy (or displayed advertisements for the issue of any
particular week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in
the week previous. Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.

Prepaid Advertisements
SALE

AND

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
1/Id. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
12 words or iess .
2/6
21d- (or every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
insertions, 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, not later than first post
FRIDAY, for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street. Birmingham 2 :
260. Deansgate, Manchester 3 ; 26h. Renfleld Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible. In the order received, and those received
too late (or one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following In which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion

AND

I CAMERAS

payable

to ILIFFE

should be

and

crossed

Xr

c'n

™

Special
Noteno answer to their enquiries are re¬
Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.
Deposit System

Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons may deal in perfect safety by
availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with “ The
Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed (or decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after which
period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If a sale is
effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to
return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no saie,
and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seiier takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which
we take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of \t- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75,
5/- ; over £75 and under £100, 7,'6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half
per cent. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Tudor Street, London.
E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be made payable to lUffe and Sons Limited.

CAMERAS
1-PLATE

4 speeded
Below.

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods in exchange for others or to purchase
for Cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

F.P.A., case ;
cost £70 ;
accept £35/10.—
Weller, Aquarium, Brighton.
[5264
1-PI/ATE Regular Sanderson, Aldis f/7.7 anastigmat,
2 all movements, double extension, 3 D.D. slides,
case, tripod ;
new condition, £5. — Joll, 46,
Kimberley Rd., Stockwell, S.W.9.
[5287

Ensign
J-pl.,exchange
F.P.A.,for Cooke
Luxor Popular
f/4.5, £6,Reflex,
or would
good

Roll Film Kodak. — Bingham, 17a, Onslow Gardens.
S.W.7.
[5311
1-PLATE, f/6.3 anastigmat, double extension,
1 rising front, 3-speed shutter, D.V. finder, 6
slides : good condition, 38/-, or nearest. — 12,
Beaconsfield Rd., Aylesbury.
[5351

— Below.
1-PLATE Mahogany Camera, slides and case, 30/-.
2 — Write, Salisbury Craig, 16, Northfield Circus,
Edinburgh.
[5354
1-PLATE Reflex, Watson’s Holostigmat lens f/6.5,

4

also Horizontal Enlarger, £3. — Mrs. Holt, 2,

4

Home-made

[5355
25/- ;

V.P.

..Salex Focal-plane, 6 slides, F.P.A., 45/-. —
Cartwright, 3, Ibstock St., Burton-on-Trent. [5357

Camera,

LENSES
focussing,

f/8

lens,

shutter, 12 slides, F.P.A., 17/6. —

book-form slides, 3-fold tripod, 35/-. — 49, Redland
St., Newport, Mon.
[5371

ZEISS Baby Ikonta, 3x4 cm., f/6.3, 3-speed

Derval shutter ; new condition, 50/- ; de¬
posit system. — Box 6465, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[5373
1-PLATE Popular Ensign Reflex, f/4.5 Tessar,

4

12 slides, F.P.A., leather case ; good condition,

£8 ; deposit system. — Box 6466, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[5374

Giving Up. — i-pl. Triple set, all modern

f/4.5, adapter, case, £7/10. — Below.

fine case, Una
£9. — Below.
SINCLAIR’S
i-pl., 6 double slides, adapter,
Sanderson
i-pl.,
morocco
shutter, Busch
Set
B, 6 bound,
double Unlcum
slides,
adapter, meter, 2 cases ; very fine condition, £10.

Pocket

AND

Teak
Double
Camera,
pair Extension
f/8 lenses,Field
i-pl. and
lens,Stereo
also
Telephoto attachment, roller-blind shutter, 3

NEWMAN-GUARDIA Special Sibyl i-pl., Zeiss

in., 5/-;

LTD.,

BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the ofllce of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must include the words “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer
Replies should be addressed: “Box 000, c/o ‘The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, EX.4,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us
to the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
“ Deposit System ” is recommended.

We have received many complainfs from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

Folding Reflex,Bargain.^
Ross Xpres
f/4.5 &ana.stigmat
A FIRST-CLASS
— Newman
Guardia
and f/5.6 Telephoto, 3 duralumin D.D. slides and

Easel, 15x12

SONS

The
Proprietors
are mistakes.
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although every ca-e
is taken
to avoid

WARNING

L.ENSES~|

Thomas St., Greenock.
1-PLATE Butcher’s Dualite Enlarger,

for Advertisements

AND

xix

Noie^^ein^jtwtraceahl^^os^t^r^isi^lwul^jio^^sef^as^^emittanc^

OFFICES — Dorset Honse, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Telegrams : “ Cyclist, Fleet,
London.” Telephone ; City 2848 (17 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ” is on saie
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles, 17/4 per annum, Canada, 17/4, other countries
abroad, 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES.
— Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to Ilifle and Sons
Limited.
Communications

Emporium

Postal Orders sent in payment

made

and Cinemaiographer

RAS
I CAMEEnsign

1-PLATE

4

AND

LENSES*

Reflex, 6-in. Aldis

f/4.5, 12

slides, leather case ; perfect condition ; cost

£15 ; £6. — Knowles, Poole Hayes, Short
Nr. Wolverhampton.

Heath,
■ [5365

CONTESSA Nettel 9x12 cm. Focal-plane Press,

Zeiss Tessar 1/2.7 lens, plush-lined solid
leather case, F.P.A., 3 D.D. slides, 6 i-pl.
adapters, lens hood ; all perfect ; as new,
guaranteed ; list nearly £60 ; take £25 for
quick sale. — Below.

ROSS
f/5. 5 Telephoto Lens, 12-in., fit above
Below.camera ; perfect ; cost £15/15 ; take £9/9. —

movements, Cooke anastigmat lens f/6.3,
T. and I. shutter, 4 D.D. slides, T. and P. tripod,
case, also Busch set of lenses to fit, print washer,
dishes, frames and background, £9/9 ; first M.O.
secures. — C. H. Potter, Meadowfleld, Durham. [5381
1-PLATE Teak Brass-bound Hand or Stand

4

Gandolfi Double Extension Universal Camera,

Zeiss Tessar anastigmat lens f/4.5, 133-mm.,
in Compound shutter, 1 to 1 /200th sec., 6 bookform D.D. slides, in leather case, 3-fold tripod,
£10/10 ; J-pl. Zodel Reflex, Zeiss anastigmat
lens f/4.5, shutter speeds 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th
sec., Mackenzie-Wishart slide, focussing mag¬
nifiers, extra lens panel for Dallon, £11, in
leather case ; 12-in. Dallon Anastigmat Tele¬
photo f/6.3. No. 2, Series XVIII, fits either
camera, in leather case, £7 ; i-pl. Shew Xit,
Goerz Syntor double anastigmat f/4.5, in Koilos
shutter, 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B., 6 D.D.
slides, in leather case, 4-fold metal tripod, £4. —
Humphries, 10, Mayfield Rd., Wimbledon. [5385

shutter, 1 Beck
sec. f/6.3,
upwards,
metal
WIDE-ANGLE
3i-in.,complete
with Compur
Popular
Pressmanmagnifiers,
Reflex, tank,
Aldis filters,
f/4.5, £9,12 adapter
slides, F.P.A.,
above camera, £2. — Below.
or best offer. — 67, Pontypridd Rd., Barry, Glam.
12 single
slides, F.P.A.,
fitted for
[5358 Ensign
9x12 metal
cm. special
Reflex, focal-plane,
^
slides, R.R. Camera,
lens, conical
WHOLE-PLATE
double bellows,
extension,canvas
dark
1-PLATE Sanderson, f/5 Goerz lens, speeded shutter,
above lenses ; perfect, guaranteed, £7. — Below.
4 4 double slides, leather case, £3/10 ; also 6x
case ; good working order, 30/-. — Below.
with
xl2f/6.5
Lumiere
filters,
irisStereo
diaphragms,
Ex-Army Prismatic Binoculars, central wheel and PAIR
Aldis
31-in.
Matched
Lenses,
■JpkxSSwift
Camera,
T.-P. stand
Tourist,
slides,
R.R. lens,
and 3caseD.D.
; splendid
stereo home-made camera thrown in, 4 single Xv/
eyecup focussing, leather sling case, 30/-. —

Jackson, 52, Moorbottom

Rd., Huddersfield.

[5360

slides, case, £4, or offer. — Below.

Amateur Photographer.”
[5390
31x2i
Zeiss deSpecial
Tessar
f/4.5,
4 Compur,
luxe Ikonta,
case, light
filter,
used D.A.
few ROSSperfect
6-in.; f/16no Wide-Angle
diaphragm,
reasonable Lens,
offer iris
refused.
— Colie,
[5366 31x2i
2 shutter,
reflex
and direct
finders,
F.P. A.,
times, all indistinguishable from brand new ; 402, Gt. Clowes St., Salford 7, Lancs.
Ensign
Cameo,
Aldis
f/4.5,
Mulchro
1-PLATE Butcher Klimax, double extension, rising roll-film holder, 4 plate-holders, leather case ;
guaranteed perfect ; cost £12 ; accept £7/15. —

Maurice, 56a, Greenhill Rd., Moseley, Birmingham.
_
[5361
IRNSIGN Tropical Roll Film Reflex, 2i x 3i,
Mli

Dallmeyer

1/4.5,

in plush-lined

leather

case ;

as new ; used once ; cost £5/12 ; bargain, £3/15 ;
deposit system. — Box 6464, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
.
[5372
YOU

CAN

DEAL

4

front, Compur

mahogany

PIx6

cm.

Dallmeyer

Speed,

f/2.9

lens,

3

double plate-holders, F.P. holder, leather
case, £8/15. — Tanchan, 122, Great Portland St.,
W.l.
[5369
IN

PERFECT

6471,

c/e

“ The

shutter, f/4.5 lens, F.P.A., 4 all perfect and new condition ; real bargain, £4/4.

slides, leather case, £4/4. — Barker, 38, Victoria Rd.,
Richmond, Yorks.
[5368
A

outfit, £4/4. — Box

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

— 12, Gorton

Rd., Old Swan,

Liverpool.

[5394

Dallmeyer
Compur,
1 to l/250th
Ensign
No. G Serrac
Tropicalf/4.5,
Folding
Roll Film,
3ix2i,
sec,, focussing, rising front, brilliant finder,

£4/15 : in leather case. — Smith, 106, High Rd.,
Ilford.
[5397

DEPQSIT

SYSTEM.
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LENSES

41x2*
la Roll
Carbine,
4 bronze
model,Film
f/4.5Tropical
Zeiss Tessar
lens, florentine
Compur

shutter ; cost £15, in box, as new, £7 nearest. —
—
Bonnington, 65, Harrington Rd.,
Workington. [5395

6x 13 Heidoscope Stereoscopic Reflex, paired

f/4.5 Tessar lenses, 12-plate changing-box,
roll-film holder, adapter, F.P.A., 12 single slides,
.
pair Hellier filters, leather case, cost over £75 in
1932. accept £35 ;
also 6 x 13
Automatic
Stereoscope for above, will accept £7. — Box 6476,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[5396

31x2i Roll Film and Plate Carbine, f/4.5

2 Aldis lens, in Compur
7-speed T, and B.
—
shutter, direct and brilliant reversible vision
finders, rising front, 6 plate-holders, also Dallmeyer f/6.5 Telephoto lens to fit above, leather
case to hold all above ; the lot, £6/10, or exchange
Rolleiflex. — Haigh, Moor Bottom, Greetland. [5398

9x 12 Miroflex Reflex, f/4.5 Tessar, 6 slides, F.P.A.,

case ; practically new, £19. — Below.
1-PLATE Graflex Reflex, revolving back, f/4.5
4 Tessar, 6 D.D. slides, F.P.A., Grahex roUholder, case ; excellent condition, £14.— Below.

I CAMERAS

Are YOU among the Hundreds of Photographers
regularly supplied by us?
IF NOT WHY NOT?
How

you

QUA

LIT

31x2i
Minimum
3 D.D.
2 slides,
F.P.A.,Palmos,
pigskin f/4.5
case,Tessar,
£8. — Amateur,
52, Bedford Avenue, Barnet.
[5401
EtuiCompur,
Plate F.P.A.,
camera,slide,
9x12i-pl.cm.,focussing
Plaubelscreen,
f/4,
£4. — 3, Toston

Drive, Wollaton

benefit;

TERIALS (BRITISH AND BEST).
4.—
S
AM MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT SATISFIED.
EAND DANOTE
THESE
PRICES !
Y
SER
VIC
E
.
IPA BEST QUALITY
PLATES (all speeds)
3ix2i
4ix31 Doz.
5ix3i
..
G5x4
UAR
,.
A
6ix4J NT,.EE
D
8ix6i „
FIR
ST

Y

29,

1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

|

1-PLATE- Soho Reflex, Ross f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides,
4 leather case, £18. — Below.
.
l-PLATE Sanderson Field, triple extension, all
2 movements, Cooke f/6.5 lens, R.B. shutter, 6
D.B. slides, tripod and case. £6 ; both cameras as
new. — Henderson, 23, Lichfield Drive, Sedgley,
Prestwick, Manchester.
[5393

2

PHOTOGRAPHER

AND

LENSES

|

COCARETTE 3x2, f/4.5 Tessar, new Compur,

1 to l/300th sec., lever focussing, brilliant
and wire finders, 12^ oz. only ; perfect order,
new condition, £5. — Below.

Etui, 9x12 cm., Dallmeyer Perfac f/6.3, Compur,

1 to l/200th sec., brilliant finder, 6 new slides
with film sheaths, new de luxe leather case, good
order, condition, £5 ; Rhaco Finder, 5/6 ; 5-draw
Brass Tripod, 5/6 ; 2i-in. Kodak Roll Film
Developing Tank, 5/6.— Rutherford, 10, Ashfield
Terrace West, Newcastie-on-Tyne.
[5432
^RAFLEX
2ix3i Kodak, f/4.5, revolving back,
VX film magazine, roll-holder, late model, £10/10 ;
or part exchange. — •“ Rotherwood,” May Avenue,
Wollaton, Nottingham.
[5434
1-PLATE T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, Zeiss' Tessar
—
4 Below.
f/4.5, self-capping focal-plane, 1/lOth to
1/1, 000th, revolving back, rising front, 12 slides,
F.P. A., leather case ; magnificent condition, £9/10.
1-PLATE

4

Dogmar,

Goerz

Folding

Tenax,

Goerz

double extension, rising and

f/4.5

cross

front, Compur shutter, 1 to 1 /200th sec., 4
slides, F.P.A., leather case ; new condition, £7/10.
—Spink, 36, Regent Square, W.C.l.
[5435
— 1, Cornwall
Rd.,
Coventry.
6x £5/10.
13 Stereo,
f/4.5’s, 1/1,
000th,
3 slides ; [5439
new,
Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5
lens,Series
Compur
shutter,
Bargain.
—
•3ix2i
Kodak
III,
fitted
speeded 1 to l/250th see. ; as new ; cost £11/10 ;

MA¬

accept £7, or nearest. — Box 6484, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”

“ The
[5441

31x2i New Special Sibyl, Ross Xpres f/4.5,

2 3 clip-on D.D. slides, adapter, reflector and
direct finders, antinous release, filters, new
condition, £10 ; also Justophot, 10/-, and Fodis
Range-finder, 10/-. — Box 6485, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[5442

Park, Nottingham.

Kodak special Postcard, Goerz Dagor f/6.8.

[5402
Automat shutter, all movements, cowhide
case, fine, perfect condition, £3/10 ; also Kodak
Autographic i-pl., anastigmat f/7.7, Kodex shutter,
perfect condition, 50/-. — 129, Spring Grove Crescent,
Lampton, Hounslow.
[5407
OANDERSON
Hand or Stand i-pL, Aldis f/6
O
anastigmat, B. & L. shutter, 3 D.D. slides,
leather case, 70/-; Shew Kit 5x4, 4 D.D. slides,
focussing mount, tripod board, no lens, 15/- ;
5x4 Ross f/8 Rapid Symmetrical Lens, with flange,
7/6. — Patrick, Grafton Rd., Geddington, Kettering.

4 radial
focussing,
Kodak
anastigmat,
31x2i
Autographic
Kodaks
Seriesf/7.7
II, self
-erecting,

ball-bearing shutter, £2 ; Kodar, f/7.9, Kodex shutter,
30/-, new condition; wanted 34x2* Folding Plate
with good f/4.5. — Box 6486, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[5443

4 lens,Contessa
Compur Nettel
shutter,
l/250thZeiss
sec. Triotar
; good
41x3i
Film1 toCamera,
S.W.17.

condition, £3/15. — 22, Veronica Rd., Balham,
Streatham 1905.

[5445

THORNTON-PICKARD Duplex Tropical i-pl.

31x2i
Zeiss6 slides,
Ideal, F.P.A.,
Tessar self-timer,
f/4.5, supplementary
2' lenses,
filter, £10.
— 31, Dale (iardens, Plymouth.
[5451

177, Sayer St.,” Brilliant,”
S.E.l.
VOIGTLANDER
once used, 47/6.[5411—
3x4— L.cm. Hope,
(16 on 19,V.P.Frenchay
film) Folding
Camera, 20/-.
Rd., Weston-super-

Stoneleigh,
PAIRFletcher,
of Ross’s
StereoWorkington,
Lenses ; Cumberland.
offers to —
Dallmeyer
2, —Series
X, Photo¬
nearly
new ; cost Adon
£12 ;Lens
for No.
£6/10.
Dunn,
grapher, Brechin, Scotland.
[5413

[5408
Reflex, 1 slide, F.P.A., leather case, Ross f/4.5,
cost £50, late property of nobleman, £12/10. —
Below.

IPA De Luxe Gaslight
and Bromide Postcards

Mare.
[5415
1-PLATE Ensign Tropical Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5,
4 Dailmeyer Dallon f/5.6, 12-in. focus, 2 F.P.
adapters, 6 plate-holders, leather case, £16. —
Lemon, 109, Lampton Way, Blackheath, S.E.3. [5416

31x21 Roll Film Ensign, Ross Xpres f/4.5,

2 Compur, plate back, rising front, good
condition, leather case, 6 plate-holders, £3. —
Phillips, 96, Balvemie Grove, Southflelds, S.W.18.

ZODEL 3Jx2J, f/4.5, Compur, slides, F.P. A. and

[5418
R.F.A., double extension, case, good condition,
£4 or offer ; would exchange for Zeiss Ikonta,
two on 3ix2i, f/4.5 ; deposit system. — Clark, 165,
Shipboume Rd., Tonbridge.
[5420

Bargains.
V.P. Goerz
Roll Film,
axiar, — 3-speed
shutter,
35/- ;f/6.8
No.Ten-1

Folding Kodak, f/7.7, 3ix2i Roll Film, 30/-;
1-pl. Ernemann, f/8 lens, F.P.A., 25/- ; all in
excellent condition.— Hurst, 22, Guildford Crescent,
Wigan.
[5421

31x2i Ensign No. 7, f/4.5 Aldis, Mulchro

4 shutter, 1 to 1/lOOth, radial focussing, etc.,
leather case ; excellent condition, 77/6. — Skinner
c/o A. Brown, 6, Renfield St., Renfrew, Scotland.
’•
[5422

41x6
Palmos, Tessar f/4.5, 6 slides, F.P. A.
2 K 2 filter, release, ease ; as new, £7/15 ’;

(All

1/9 50. 3’21/- 100.
1,000. 11 6 500.

IPA Oe Luxe Bromide and Gaslight Papers
Surfaces.)

3Jx2t Gross
4ix21
4ix3i „
5ix3i
ALSO

_ _

:

3lx2i Roll Film Icarette, Zeiss Tessar
lens f/4.5,
as new,
case
London,

..
..
..
..

2 6
33/6
4/3

6ix4j 1 Gross
8ix6ii „
10x8 i ..
I2xl0i .,

Best.

..
..
..
..

6/61517/-

Other sizes pro rata.

Chemicals,

Mounts.
Sepia

THIS

COUPON

NOW

Please send — on the understanding that if not
satisfactory money will be refun£d — 100 IPA
De Luxe l/'igoTous Glossy Bromide Postcards.
ENCLOSED

Amateur

Photographer.”

AS Brandmount
New. —; Ross
f/4.5 ;Xpres,
cost £7/10
price 5J-in.
£4/15. —focus,
244,
Rd., Ilford.
[5446

sunk
CTanbrook

Trade.

[5406

CAMERAS Exchanged ; largest stock S. London ;

special attention to Pathescopes. — Humphrys,
209/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[5002
14

Carbine,

Zeiss f/4.5, D.A.

Compur,

£6/17/6.— Below.

f/6.3, Compur,
Allens. — Apem V.P,, f/4.5,ZeissCompur,
£4/14/6
Zeiss —f/4.5,
(not D.A.),
case, Adoro,
slides,
Allens.
ZeissCompur
ikon 3ix2i
Tropical
F.P.A., Distar, filter, lot, £10/12/6, like new
(cost £9/9) ; la Kodak,
£4/19/6.— Below.

(list over £23) ; No. 1 Leica, £9/17/6. — Below.
— Below.
97/6 ; Kolibri, f/3.5, £7/19/6 (list £13/10) ;
T.-P. Artist Enlarger (f/4), £8/12/6 (cost £17/2/6).

Allens. — Baby ikonta, Zeiss f/4.5, latest Compur,

Allens.— Mentor Focal-plane 3ix2i,Rolleiflex,
Cassar
Rolleiflex,
Leica and allowed
Contax modern
Stockistscameras,
(Cine
Supplies) ; two-thirds

part payment, subject approval ; write for list. —
Allens, 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4. [0087

NO. 2 Leica, automatic focussing ; new this

R APH I CS
PALACE

Phone : HOP.

Phone, Holbom
LLOYDS’ PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES,
87,
and Busch
fitted Ilex
Lloyds.
— F/2 &S-ln.Lomb,
Anastigmat
Lensesbetween-lens
by Goerz
shutter, speeds l/5th, 1/lOth, l/25th, l/50th,
Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l.
6250 ; usual approval terms.

IPA
10/12, LAMBETH

year ; perfect, £18.— Box 6483, c/o “ The
.\mateur Photographer.”
[6440

6479, c/o “The

f/3.5, £6/10 ; Justophot, 18/6 ;
f/4.5, case, Proxars, £12/17/6. — Below.

P.O. 2/'6.

Name
Address. .

PH OTOG

[5431*

50/-. — Box

No.

Paper.

All Orders over 5/Post Paid (except Bulky
Chemicals),

POST

[5367
Reflex 9-in.
(rollDallmeyer,
film) ; list
accept
F/6.5Speed
Telephoto,
for £5/5
3ix2i; Ensign

Allens. — special Easter Bargains now showing :

Toner.

Glazing Solution.
Self-Toning
Developers (Liquid and Packet).

shutter, spring mirror, F.P.A., 2 double slides •
perfect order, leather case, £5/10.— Hebden 176

4C

and

W.C.l.

[5424
31x2i
Pocket asKodak,
Kodex
4 shutter,
new, f/6.3
case, anastigmat,
35/-.— Long.
33
Finchley Rd., S.E.17.
[5426
31x2i
Horizontal
Graflexto (Kodak
Re: focal-plane
ex), Cooke
4 f/4.5
lens, 1/lOth
l/l,000th.
Kings Rd., Harrogate.

British

Mountant,

approval deposit.— R. M’Intyre, 64, North Rd.,
Belfast.
[5423
4 Compur (not delayed),
£6/17/6 ; approval.— BM/HFLA,

surfaces)

6313.

RD., S.E.1

1/lOOth sec., bulb and time ; unused, £3/12/6.

Gammax
shutter,
speeds
1/lOth,
Lloyds.
— 3-in.between-lens
f/2.9 Dallmeyer
Pentac
Lenses,
in
l/25th, l/50th, 1/lOOth sec., bulb and time, 52/6.

. BE WISE IN TIME— USB OUR DEPOSIT SYSTEM.

[5343

March

c

29,

THE

1933

CAMERAS

AND

AMATEUR

LENSES

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

CINEMATOGRAPH

|

Trade.

specialists, offer the following

All days’
Apparatus
fully guaranteed and sent on 5
approval against full deposit. Saleable,

up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole
payment or purchased for cash. - Our reputation
is your guarantee.

Iixlf
Reflex, automatic,
fitted
f/3.5,Rolleirtex
Compur shutter,
1 to l/300th
and Tessar
time,
and leather case ; as new ; list price £21/5 ; our
price, £14/5.

41x6
Baby Speed
deep back,
triple quick-wind
detachable
2 focussing
hood, Reflex,
revolving

focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th and
time, fitted Hugo Meyer Trioplan f/3, focussing
mount, 6 slides, F.P.A. and pigskin case ;
bargain, £12.

3ix2J
Ernemaim
triple
2 focussing
hood, Folding
revolvingReflex,
back, deep
quick-wind

focal-plane shutter, l/15th to l/l,500tli and time,
fitted Ernemann Ernon f/3.5, focussing mount,
3 D.P. holders, also adapter and 3 single slides,
and leather case ; perfect, £20.

31 X 2i Newman & Guardia Folding Reflex,

2 rising front, deep triple focussing hood with
magnifiers, revolving hack, quick-wind focal-plane
shutter, 1/lOth to l/800tli and time, fitted Ross
Xpres f/4.5, F.P.A. and leather case, £18.

New Camera.— Voigtlander Brilliant Camera,

“ Since I last wrote you I have had opportunity of ffivins? the reflex
a very thorough try-out, and it particularly pleases me to be in a
position to advise you that the instrument you sent me will be a
source

of constant

joy to me -

"

B. H -

, Oslo,

Norway.

1-pl. Soho Reflex, improved model, milled-head quick-wind focalplane shutter, speeds to l/800th and time, Carl Zeiss 6-in. f/4.5 Tessar
lens, hood and sky shade, rack rising front, hinge open top, revolving
back, etc., 3 double slides, F.P. adapter and leather COO.
in»n

.
case.
Ross Equal
13-in. new
f/6.8 Telecentric
standard
45 ' 107
low range
look-down
detachable

Telephoto

. lU.U
• fi * 0

Lens,

iris mount. New condition .
• \J • \J
Stereo Ontoscope, pair Zeiss Patent f/4.5 Tessars, high and
shutter speeds, hand and antinous release, rising front,
brilliant finder and level, also eye-level direct-vision finder,
magazine changing-box for 12 plates and CO • 17 • fi

Carl Zeiss40-cm.(18-in.)f/6.3Tele-Te3sarLens, fitted in f 1 Q • 1 Q - f)
Compound fully-speeded shutter. Practically unsoilel ^ * lO.U
9 ^ 12 i-pl. Zeiss Ikon Pocket Ideal, improved model. Carl Zeiss
6-in. f/4.0 Tessar lens, latest delayed-action Compur shutter, rack
double ex., tJ-stirrup front, fine adjustment rise and cross, finder and
level, also wire-frame finder and back-sight, 6 slides, P.P. adapter
and leather case. Practically unsoiled. Recentlv CIA1 A • fi

XI**. 1 ** ,yj
cost £22
" 2i .
Goerz C.D.V, Pocket Tenax, Goerz f/4.8 anastigmat. Com¬
pound shutter, fine adjustment focus, direct finder, magnifier back¬
sight. double slide, P.P. a«iapter and leather case. CK • IQ • fi
Good as new .
Vest Pocket Autographic

Kodak,

R.ll.

lens,

C|

» lO
. 1

. vd
. fi

adjustable
shutter,
wallet
case. Roll
Equal
.
* •Ross
* f/4.6
• v
N. & G. Late.st
Sibyl
Excelsior
FilmnewPocket.
4t *x 2},
Xpres JeoH, Precision shutter, 2 to l/loOth sec.. T. and B., depth of
focus indicator. 2-way rising front, folding reflex COfi • fi • fi

fitted Voigtlander Voigtar ana.stigmat lens
f/7.7, speeded shutter, reflex finder, shoulder
lanyard ; price £2/15 ; -please ask for details.

finder. Recently cost £29 Ids. Unsoiled .
X^U
. U . U
•• 2i T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, improved model, milled head
quick-winr! self-capping focai-plane shutter, auto, stop plate, 1/lOtb
to 1/l.OOOth sec. and time. 5-in. Cooke f/4.6 lens, binge open top.
revolving back, etc., 6 slides, P.P. adapter and CQ • 1 7 • fi

Roll Film Camera, self-erecting front, focus¬
sing adjustment, reversible finder, direct finder,
fitted Nagel anastigmat f/4.5, D.A. Compur
shutter, 1 to 1 /250th and time, cable release ; new
price £10/15 ; our price, £8/2/6.

4i ' 2i No. la Pocket Premoette for Film Packs, Kodak
tigmat in B.B. auto, adjustable shutter, etc. Equal
£2

New Cameras, 2 Only. — la Nagel Vollanda 80/1
TWO Only. — 3jx2^ Nagel No. 10 Folding Pocket

Camera, reversible finder, fitted Nagel anastigmat f/6.8, Nagel speeded shutter, l/25th to
1/lOOth and time, cable release, 2 slides ; new
price £4/5 ; our price, £3/3/9.

TWOCamera,
Only. — self-erecting
31x21 Nagel front,
70/1 Vollanda
Film
focussingRolladjust¬
ment, reversible finder, direct finder, fitted

Nagel anastigmat f/4.5, D.A. Compur shutter, 1
to 1 /250th and time, cable release ; new price
£10/10 ; our price, £7/17/6.
1-PLATE Dallmeyer Press Reflex, double extension,
4 sky-shade, rising front, deep triple dctacliable
focussing hood, revolving back, quick-wind focalplane shutter, l/15th to 1/1, 000th and time,
fitted Dallmeyer Press anastigmat f/3.5, 3 slides ;
as new, £9/15.

Repairs
to allworkmen
makes of; apparatus
executedbeforeby
experienced
estimate given
proceeding.
Apparatus
can be; purchased
deferred
payments system
please ask on
for our
details.
Developing,
printing
and
Enlarging,
best
possible results. Quick service.
NEGRETTI
and
ZAMBRA,
122,
Regent
St.,
W.l.
[0010
Arthur
GASK
& CO.
Exceptional
in Cine,
Stereo
and offer
Every
Type of Bargains
Camera,

also Accessories ; write stating requirements to
50, Mortimer St., London, W.l. Phone, Museum
0537.
[5339

A. ADAMS W.l
& CO.,
LTD.,
122, Wigmore
St.,
; late
24, Charing
Cross itd.,
Cameras. of the Minex, Vesta and Verto
Makers
OFFER
following
sets selected
from our very
large the
stock
of second-hand
outfits.
London,
W.C.2.

/it^xl07

mm.

Polyscope,

Novar

f/6.3

lenses,

12-plate changing-box and case, £4/10.
^prxl07 mm. Richard Verascope, f/4.5 Krauss
Tessar lenses, focussing model, high-speed
shutter, 12-plate changing-box and leather case, £18.
^ptxl07 mm. Heidoscope, Tessar f/4.5 lenses,
12-plate changing-box and case, £14/5.

31x21
Carbine
Roll leather
Film, case,
Xpres £9/15.
f/4.5
4 lens Tropical
in Compur
shutter,

NO. la Autographic Folding Kodak, Kodar f/7.9
anastigmat

lens, £1/15.

6x13lenses,
cm. F.P.A.,
Stereo Reflex,
leather pair
case, f/4.5
£15. Zeiss Tessar
6x13and cm.
Box
Stereoscope,
focussing
eyepieces
centring adjustment, £3.
new condition,
complete
new perfect,
case, £20.
Model
B Cine-Kodak,
f/1.9in lens,
in
Full
of
Latest
Models,
Rolleiflex
andstock,
Brilliant
Cameras
; Leica,
particulars
on
application.
A. W.l.
ADAMSPhone,
& CO.,
LTD.,3215.
122, Wigmore [5449
St.,
Welbeck
USE

r

APPARATUS

.1

Three
Only,; also
Ekeo Pull-through
Soundheads, Soundhead,
fit any projector,
£5 each
fitted
with £3/3 optical system, £7/10 ; P.E. Cell to fit,

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA. 122, Regent St .
W.l, the camera
bargains.

[Supplement)

f/7.7 ana.s• 2 ’ 0

i-pl. Adams’ Pocket Vesta, 6-in. Zeiss Patent f/4.5 Tessar lens.
Corapoumi shutter, 1 to l/150th sec,, T. and B.. fine adjustment rack
focus, 2-way rising front, combination direct-vision look-down
liant finder and back-sight, 3 double slides, F.P. pq • 1 7

bril¬
• fi

adapter and case. Nice c^ondltion .
Ross 0-in. f/5. 4 Telecentric Telephoto, in standard

. U
.fi

ro

Iris mount. Equal new .
3i 2i Gaumont Pocket Blocknote, Zeiss f/6.3 Tessar
speeded shutter, focussing, direct finder, screen, 6 rc

. 1 i
. io

* IX . U
lens, fully• fi • fi

slides and leather case. Nice condition .
. v/ • Lf
J-pl. Sanderson Regular Hand and Stand, improved model, wideangle rack, uni^e^8al rack rising and suing front, triple extension,
etc., Goerz Dagor Series III f/C.8 lens, Ib.so sector shutter. 1 to 1/lOOth
sec,, T. and B.. reversing back, etc., 3 double PQ • 1 7 • fi
slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Equal new. . . .
, 1 / . u
3i X
Marion Soho Reflex, Improved model, milled-head quickwind focal-plane shutter, 8i)eed8 to 1/I800th sec. and time, latest
Ross 5-in. f'4.5 Xpres lens, hood and sky shade, rack rising front,
revolving back, hince open top, etc., rack long ex., £* 1 Q ♦ 1 Q • fi

£1/10 extra ; also totally enclosed driven Soundhead, fitted hfeavy flywheel, £12/10 ; enquiries. —
D. W. E. Morgan, 5, Denmark St., Charing Cross
Rd., W.C.
[5356

CINE Projector, Ensign Silent 16-mm., cost

£11/10, as new, £8 ; Kodatoy Hand-drive,
cost £3/3, used once, £2/2 ; 3a Kodak Special,
cost £15, £7/10. — Greville, Marlow, Bucks. [5364

f/3.5 lens,Pictures,
tripod, panoramic
; as
WALKING
WilliamsonandCinetiltingCamera,
new : deposit system. — Box 6467, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”

4 chargers, B3 Motocamera,
lenses and with
filter,tripod
Zeiss socket,
wood
PATHESCOPE
tripod and universal head, leather camera case ;
nearly new, £6 the lot. — Coates, 79, City Rd.,
Bristol.
[5376

Drying Outfit,
35/-. — Clark,
Oak Avenue,
PATHESCOPE
9.5-mm.
Nickel 22,Developing
and
Bingley, Yorks.
[5377
normal and
slow motion,
9Fr-MM.maticEnthusiasts.
— Cine-Nizo
Camera, handautocrank, one turn one picture, Dallmeyer f/1.5,

micrometer focussing, interchangeable Dallmeyer
3-in. Telephoto f/3, special case ; cost £45 ; as
brand new, £28. — 20, Camberwell Rd., London, S.E.5.

KODASCOPE
case
;
cost £18/18 Model
; as C,
new,with
£9. —resistance
-G. J. W.andOllerenBroome House, Didsbury.
[5405
[5400
used ; —perfect
order ;Motocamera
listed £6/6 B,
; offered
Bargain.
Pathescope
little
at £4/4.— Lieut.-Comdr. Williams, Peterston-super-

shaw,

EIv, Glamorgan.

and leather case. Equal new .
Xl^.
l/.U
31 '' 21 Ernemann Heag VII Pocket, Improved model, f/3.5 Emon
anastigmat. Climnos sector shutter. 1 to l/250th sec., T. and B.. rack
double ex., U-stlmip front, fine atljustment rise and cross, finder and
level, also eye-level frame finder. G slides, F.P. pq . 1 O • fi
adapter and leather case. New condition .
Vest Pocket Vanity Kodak, latest pattern, f/6.3 KTodak
Diomatic speeded shutter, focussing, infinity lock, CO

. U
anastigmat.
. 10 • 0

31 2i Nettel Pocket Tessco, rack double ex., Carl Zeiss f/4.5
Tessar lens, Compur shutter. U-stirnip front, fine adjustment rise,
finder and level, also wire-frame finder and back-sight, 6 slides.
F.P. adapter and leather case. New condition
£y '13*6
i-pl. Tropical Model Sanderson, improved model, universal rack
rise and swing front, wide-angle rack, triple extension, etc., Carl Zeiss
J35-mm. (5J-iu.) f/4.6 Tessar lens. Compound shutter, 3 tropical
polished teak double book-form slides, F.P. C 1
• Ifi* fi
adapter
leather
case.Aldis
EqualUnonewf/7.7
.
I >J . U
3j 2iand
Pocket
Cameo,
anastigmat, 3JIO.
Deltax speeded
shutter, focussing, etc., 3 slides. F.P. adapter and pi
• IQ • fi
Verascope Cone Pattern Daylight Enlarger, for 6x13
with mask, complete with lens and shutter, etc.

stereo negatives,
CQ
• Q • fi

31 x2A Ensign Special Reflex, latest pattern, revolving back. AldisButcher f/3. 4 anastigmat, hood and sky shade, rismg front, milledhead quick-wind self-capping focal-plane to 1/1, 000th sec. and time,
rack long ex., etc., 6 slides, F.P. adapter and Clfi . I7. fi
leather case. New condition .
XI W . I # . U
i-pl. Butcher Uo. 2 Pocket Klimax, double ex., rack focus. 6i-iD.
Aldis f/6 anastigmat, Lukos III sector shutter, 1 to 1/lOOth sec.,
T. and B., U-stirrup front, fine adjustment rise and cross, finder and
level, 3 slides, P.P. adapter and case. Nice con- PO
• R • fi
dition

.

*'5

.

D

. U

A77J/ of tlie above may he had by arrangement on five days’ approval. If
no ledger aje deposit to value is requested.
Latest lists free on application.
CIn
N.B. — High-olass Apparatus Purchased for Cash, taken in Exchange
or Sold on Commission. Approx. Valuations free. Call or write.

ftmdon ©anieraciercljangt

Ensign le-mm. Projector, £15/15 model, com¬
Ensign
Title £3.Maker,
letters,
lampAmateur
; new
condition,
— Boxwith
6470,
c/o “noThe

Photographer.”
[5389
9i-mm. Super Reels — one per week for 6
/wO
months — circulating among members of
the Mutual Film Society ; subscription 10/6,
postage only extra ; write early. — Mutual Film
Society, 545, Lea Bridge Rd., Leyton.
[5414

PATHE Double-claw Projector, clip lamphouse,

super attachment, C motor, super condenser,
dual resistance, £6/10 ; Iris Fader, 3/6 ; Super
Condenser, 8/6 ; Redressing Mirror, 8/6 ; Dual
Resistance, 12/- ; Amplifier, 5/- ; Single Resis¬
tance, 5/-. — 23, Holland R l.. R,6.
[5428

ADDRESS

Telegrams

CHEAPSIDE,

: *' Loncamerex,

Stock,

London."

LONDON,
Phone

E.C.2

: Central

8691

One minute from the Bank of England and Stock Exchange.

OUR

DEPOSIT

FLUSTRALIGHT. — The Super Illuminant for

ILLUSTRACHROME.— The Colour Wlieel that

will give your movies a professional touch ;
atmospheric effects and colour changes without
shadow ; two colours can be used at the same
time : price, including fitment for Baby Cine,
5/-, post paid to all parts of the world.

FLUSTRASCREENS.— Highly Reflective Super

Silver Proiection Surfaces, with split rollers
and battens, framed sides, with ingenious stretching
device, assuring a flawless picture area and maxi¬
mum
brilliance. Rigid but portable ; easily
rolled for transport after the show.

ORDER an Illustrascreen to-day. — 24X36 15/-,

36x48 21/-, 48x48 25/-, 48x60. 30/-,
48x66 35/-: all prices are carriage paid; any
size made to order up to 12 ft.

PATHE Films in great variety. Supers, 10/-,
60’s 2/-, and 30’s 1/- : your inspection invited.
1I ^-MM.
Films in
^eat variety, from 5/- ; your
vJ inspection
invited.

your inspection
PROJECTORS,
9-mm., invited.
16-mm. and35-mm., from £1 ;
35-mm. ; immense
stock 9-mm.,
of bargains
Everything
for
Movies,
16-mm.; . your
and
inspection invited. Howell, DeVry,
De Brie, Williamson,
Pathe,&
CAMERAS
and Projectors,
including Bell
Ensign, and Coronet.

159, Wardour St., London. Telephone, Gerrard 6889.
[5450

:

No. 2, POULTRY,

Trade.

Pathe Baby Projectors : no heat problems, in
spite of the amazing brilliance secured ; yet a
6-tt. picture is shown with ease. The system
uses a highly efficient reflecting device, a new
type condenser, and the whole in a lantern of
the same diameter as the Patlie, but one inch
longer, fitted to any standard Pathe in a few
seconds ; Imndreds of satisfied customers ; your
early order solicited ; ' goods sent by return ;
complete sets for all maias voltages, 60/-, post
paid : accumulator models, 40/- only.

ILLUSTRA ENTERPRISES, Christie Organ House,

da.. ITimitefi.
NOTE

[5409

plete with case and resistance ; perfect order,
£7/10.— Below.

3 double slides, F.P. A. and leatlier case. Eqvialnew xlO.
lO. U
2j Square Watch Pocket Icarette, Zeiss f'G.3 Tessar lens, speeded
shutter, finder, also wire-frame finder and back- Cq . IQ • fi
Postcard Popular Pressman Reflex, Cooke f/4.5 anastigmat, rising
front, hood aud sky shade, rack focus, focal-plane slmtter, speeds to
l/l,000th sec. and time, 6 slides, F.P. adapter CIO*
17* fi

“ The
[5375

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

SUPER Films (Pathescope) on Hire, 1/- each, from

the long-established library of Messrs. Camera
Craft, Ltd., Palmers (3reeu, N.13. Send P.C. for
particulars.
[0086

RISK.

47
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29*0001

1

2

3

5

Every
Pathescope
Hire,
3/6 week,
2/3 Super
three Film
days available
; finest for
selection

now

Pathescope
Film Hire,
3o-ft. 4d.,
week : no deposit.
— Southern,
above.co-ft. sd.

REGULARLY

guaranteed
Boundaries

use

GRANVILLE
PRODUCTS

-

150 SECOND - HAND
Lenses in stock, all in
perfect condition.

Exchange,
[0079

only ; lists free ; sample 1/-. — Filmeries
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[3523

a

I'in. f/1.9 Kodak

n

16>mm .

£5

2«in. f/3.1 Cooke Series I, cin4 .
2Hn. f/3.5 Cooke, cin6 .
2-in. f/3.1 Aldis Anastigmat .
2-in. f/4.5 Voigtlander Heliar, focussing

post free ; .
lists Ifd. — Below.
s
i n
i
the Processing
- and Title

STEDMAN’S CINEMATOGRAPH LABORATORY,

In almost every Dark¬
room can the Granville

Cine,

5

0

.

i
h

-

-

52,

Cinematograph Films, Accessories ; standard
filmed fromJUMPING,”
ground and
30-ft.
2/6 ;
PARACHUTE
good air,
9.5-mm.
thriller,
Trailer, “ The King,” with professional effects, 1/3,

i

t

Fjxchangc,

9d., Supers 4/6.— Southern Film
above.

i
5

-

films. — Southern Film
Rd., Balham, London.

Pathescope Films Exchanged, 30-ft. 5d., 60-ft.

2
-

/

1933

Trade.

PHOTOGRAPHERS

-

29,

ADVERTISEMENTS

I CINEMATOGRAPH APPARATUS

-3
-

4

PHOTOGRAPHER

Experts, Meadow Rd.,
Leeds 11.
[5309
i
I OOO
Reels, standard film (incomplete
n
n .
subjects), 3/9
each, four 13/6. —
n
Eclipse Film Company, Edenthorpe, Doncaster. [5378

3Uin.

f/16 Perken

Wide-angle,

wheel

£1 10 0
£17
6
£1 7 6
mount.. 17s. 6d.

stops .

10s. Od.

t/1.
Dall Kinec Anastigmat .
3-in.3 f/2.5
£2 17 6
meye
r C
f/3.5
ine,
.
Hnet
16> simk mount .
, foZeiss Tessar,
4i-in. f/4.5
£2 10 0
.
mm .
cuss
i
Bromley
(Ravensboume
1926).
—
Paillard-Bolex
n
4j-itt. f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar,
Compur. . .
£2 7 6
.
g m
ount
n
, ir
Talkie,
£95
;
Ensign
180
for
32-volt
mains,
£15
;
i
£
is
6
n
. mount . 15 £5 5 0
4]-in. f/4 Meyer Plasmat, focussing
Kodascope Model C, £6/15 ; Lux Projector, £12 ;
0
4j-in. f/4.5 Aldis, sunk iris .
£1 17 6
£1 1
f/3.
Kodatoy, 25/-, with motor 48/6 ; f/6.5 Cine5 0
5 F Ross Kpres, Compur.. . .
4i-in. f/4.5
£4 4 0
a
l
i
Kodak,.
75/- ; send lor Easter Bargain List. — Below
ez
Plan
f/5-in.
iorWide-angle .
f/6.5 Series Vila
£3 17 6
2.3
.
n
.
Tac
hf/3.5
12-cm.
Zodellar Anastigmat, focussing mount £3 17 6
ar
60-ft.’s 2/6, 30-ft. ’s 1/-.— Above.
Cin
e A
nas
£1
tig 0 .
f/2 Cooke Series
£14 14 0
f/25i-in.
5
.9
mat
best service ; Gevaert and Pathescope Proces¬
Dal f/4.5 Cooke Series
.
5i-in.
II,
focussing mount. .. 0 . £4 7 6
lme
sing Station ; individual quick service, standard
ye
Aviar, simk mount .
£4 4 0
f/6 5i-in. t/4.5r Cooke
i
.
Pen
t
charges.
—
Above.
[5391
a
Dal
£2
5i-in.
f/4.5 Meyerc, Helioplan, Compur .
£3 17 6
All Surfaces ; Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
lme
Hex
0
yer
0
shu
and Normal.
tte
i
61-in. f '6.8WiBusch
Leukar .
£1 7 6
r .
de6ix4| Sheets.
ngl
6-in. f/6 Beck aSteinheil
.
£1 2 6
e.
144 .
£2
1 Gross
6fx4
Gross ..
. . 2/9
2/9
10
6-in. f/6.5 Cooke Primoplane .
£4 4 0
7/9
0
8ix6i
72
.
i
4ix2l
f/6 6-in. f/6.3 Dallmeyer Carfac .
£1 5 0
7/4
i
i
R6-in.
oss
n
f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar, Compur .
£2 7 6
10x8
36 .
£1
5/6
4ix3i
onc
l-PLATE Zeiss Ikon Miroflex Camera wanted, with f
6-in. C1/4.5
£2 17 6
ent Wray Lustrar, sunk . 7 6
12x10 36 .
5ix3|
/6. 6-in. f/5.8
8/4
rBeck
i
ic
Isostigmar. no iris .
178. 6d.
3 R
.
4
Zeiss
Bio-Ttssar
f/2.8
lens
;
5
days’
approval
;
o
ss
n
6i-in.
f/6.8 Baosch & Lomb Plastigmat .
18s. 6d.
Ho
cash will be depo.sited with “ The Amate\ir Photooce Goerz Dagor, Compound shutter. ... £2 12 6
6-in. m
f/6.8
i
n
gr.apher.” — 12, Brownlow St., Liverpool. [5216
6i-in. f/4.5triRoss
Homocentric,
sunk
.
£3
17 6
c.
6-in.
f/3.1
Busch
Glaukar
.
£5
15 0
n
"M/ ANTED. — Enlarger, 3i X 21 or i-pl., condenser,
12s
i
i
n
. 6
All Surfaces
; Bromide,
Gaslight ; Vigorous.
n
Tt
modern, cheap. — 91, High St. North, E.6.
6-in. f/4 Meyer Piasmat, focussing mount
£6 17 6
d. .
f/4
and Normal.
6i-in. f/4 Meyer Plasmat, sunk .
£6 6 0
.5
i
n
Bec 6i-in. f/4.5 Meyer Helioplan .
£3 17 6
£1
k
44'’ ANTED. — 41 x 2i Roll Film Camera, delayed20 1/., 50 1/9, 100 3/., 500 13/6.
Byn
.
5
ar,
T T action shutter, hinged back, anastigmat [5352
lens.
i
6i-in. sf/4.5
Schneider-Zenar . 0
£2 19 6
unk
n — Box 6463, c/o “ The Amateur
i
6i-in. f/6.3 Ross
Homocentric, focussing mount. . £1 12 6
Photographer.” [5359
mo
i
u
6i-in. f/6.8 RossntHomocentric,
Compound shutter £2 5 0
■VX’ ANTED. — Wide-Angle Lens, whole-plate, must
.
.
n
i
TT cover. — Way, 58, New Bridge St., Leicester.
.
H.D. 100, 250, 350, 650, n
and Special Ortho
.
i
8i-io. f/7.7 Ross-Goerz Anastigmat
.
£1 15 0
£2
H.D. 425.
[5370
ANTED. — Lenses about 5i and 3i in., focussing
7
6
TT mounts preferred. — George, 16, Torquay Drive,
3ix2ilDoz. .. 1/3 n
6ix4J 1 Doz... 3/9
i
i

Amateur cine service, 50a, Widmore Rd.,

label he found

-

-

Film sale. — 9.5-mm. Supers, 10/- and 15/- ;
PATHES(iOPE Film Library. — Lowest rates,

GRANVILLE
DE LUXE PAPERS

-

-

-

EXCHANGE

-

AND

WANTED

„ .. 3/7
.. 5/4
4/.
.. ..

GRANVILLE
LUXE POSTCARDS

DE

GRANVILLE
UNSURPASSED
PLATES

4ix3i

..

.. 1/10 8ix6i i ., .. 3/9

5ix3i

,.

n
n
.. 2/10'

n

.

81x61
10x8
I2x 10

. 4/6
6/2

72 ..
36 ..
36 ..

8'6
6/6
9/9

5/.
GRANVILLE
SEMITONE
POSTCARDS
All grades as above.
15 1/-, 50 2/., 100 3/6. 500 16/-.

GRANVILLE
DEVELOPERS
Gaslight, Amidol, M.Q., Pyro, Gold Toning,
Acid Fixing, Semitone. Box of 6 packets 1/3.

GRANVILLE
Cut Films, Mounts, Chemicals, Tissue. Mountant. Sepia Toner, P.O P., Glazing Solution,
Self-toning, etc., etc.

teAMirsI
Telegrams:

LONDON

“Granville,

BRANCH

57 & 58, Chancery

Telwams}

48

:

Lane, W.C.2

Chancery

GTON

For Sibyl New Ideal shutter, 11-in.
TT f/5.5 Teleros, also f/6.3 double Protar.
—
f[5380
/4.
Temple, Knockdolian, Comrie, Perthshire. [5382
5M

Moving Coil A.G. Portable
super cinema
Speaker
Gramophone
and

BIRMINGHAM
174,

Dawson

6. 35,
8
[5383
Co

ny

e

£2 7 6
15s. Od.
£1 17 6
£4 17 6
12s. 6d.

141-in. f/5.5 Suter ” Stella ’* .
li 12-in. f'4.5 Beck Isostigmar .
op12-in. f 5.4 Ross Telecentric .
la
n,
12-in.
su f'6 Dallmeyer Telephoto .
n
12-io. kf;6
Dallmeyer Popular .
.

£4 15
£4 4
£5 5
£4 4
£5 5

He

Phone

847.

BRANCH

R

Bmue
y

£1

5

0

0

0

£8

8

0

£5
£7

0
7

0
0

£7

7

0

Goods

BOUGHT, SOLD
and EXCHANGED

ZEISS Intensity 16-mm. Projector, complete in
4

fo

c

:

Street.

Central

2482.

CAN

DEAL

dition.Baby
— 10, plate
Wentworth
SIBYL,
model ;Rd.,mustN.W.ll.
be new [5427
con¬
£Q
3^x24
Folding
Camera
;
trial
O offered
essential.for
— Brown,
124,
Anglesey
Rd.,
Burton-on-Trent.
[5436
4A’ ANTED. — i-pl. Soho Reflex, without lens, also
TT Dallmeyer Patent Portrait lens, 16-in. f/4.—
“ A.P.,” 64, Cannon St., E.C.
[5437
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

THE

MISCELLANEGUS TRADING
£1

7
1
£9 0
0
9
0

13,
ESTB.

DEPOSIT

IMEW

CO., LTD.
OXFORD

1922

SYSTEM.

STREET,
LONDON,

0
0
0
0
0

£25

us
cehr6
case, with extra lens, new Xmas ;oss sperfect
si
PaD .
ng
order, £20 ; or will consider exchange withTelegood
mo
n
ce as
im
c
INCLUDING :— Photographic apparatus,
f'
n
t
tr o.
9M
p
.
Pathe 9.5 set. — Box 6468, c/o “ The
Amateur
£1
i
.
c
surveying
and drawing instruments, and
f/ eye
Photographer.”
[5387
7. r
5
£1
7 V Pi
interesting
scientific instruments, micro¬
0
4
447 ANTED. — 3^x2} Folding Reflex, fullest
paroi as
14
scopes,
etc.
TT ticulars, including outside dimensionsgtl maclosed,
t
0
a an
£4
de d P
and weight ; moderate price. — Shillitoe, 46, nBridge
Cro ri
£ 15
£8 1
End, Brighouse, Yorks.
[5417
Ui sm
0
ne .
15
5 0
a.
1-PLATE Reflex, without lens. — Hallowes, 101,
r
0
2 Carver St., Sheffield, 1.
[5425

8537.

YOU

Press Camera. —
Terrace, Brighton.

er

Scientific

Corporation

SleSams}

ey

f/
Payne,

Wray Lustrar .
Busch Wide-angle .
Euryscope Anastigmat .
Cooke Aviar .
Beck R.R .

■|4^ANTED. — Whole-plate Stand Camera, with xtibl 18-in. f/16 Ross Concentric .
.
TT wide-angle lens, filters, tripod and
6
eA
.
na
f/14/6
st
.5 Ald
£3 .
mahogany D.D. slides, fitted with cut-film fholders.
ig f/5 Zeiss Triplet
27-in.
Vois
/
12
ma
ig An
t
t.
— Box 6477, c/o " The Amateur Photographer.”f/68.8R[5392
laas
6
Al
n
t
o
d
d
44'’ ANTED. — 9-in. Telephoto Lens for 3ix2i
ssis
eirgm
H
A
a
R. n
elt, 20-in. f 5.6 Aldis Triplet .
T T reflex. For Sale. — V.P. Series HI Kodak,
a
i
s
a
f
Sy t
roac
i
m
u
£
g
f/7.9 ; e.xcellent condition, 22/6. — Allpass, Redcot, metma ndssi
1
12
rit.Tnegl
Devonshire Rd., Sutton, Surrey.
[5399
m
ca
ef/4.5
noeu
6
20-iu.
l.
f;
gna Grubb Portrait .
1
ti
■tV’.^TED. — 3ix2i Ikonta, Tessar f/4.5, fCompur,
32-in. f/6 tEuryscope
Voigtlander .
ve
16 6 Ro
..
TT for Six-20, f/6.3, filter, leather caseBe ssand
££24
ck Co
1
25-in.
f/8
Cooke
Process
.
05
Empire typewriter. — Heap, Lichfield Road, BloxWince
£1
00
de nt
wich. Staffs.
[5403
-a ri
12 15
s
c
.
n
.
4 4’ ANTED. — 16-mm. Camera, modern, with all gle
6d 0.
.
TT latest improvements and good lens ; also
Telephoto ; must be a bargain ; details f/1to
— 184,
6R
Drake St., Rochdale.
os [541()
f/
s
6.
Wi
£1
44’ ANTED.— Telephoto for N. & G.
3 Z Folding
de
ei
12 2
ss
s.
-a
f
/
tT Reflex, reasonable price.- — Box 6475, 6fDc/o Te“ The
6d6
ng
s
.
le
s[5412
f/ /a32l
Amateur Photographer.”
ar
.
5.
l
,

S(=>A

Leamington.*’

9-in. f/6.3
91-in. t/16
lOi-in. f/6
101-in. f/6
11-in. f/8

\\/ANTED. —
.

.
(Epock) or £5/5
.
.
Wireless Parts, for i-pl.

Glossy, Velvet, Matt ; White and Cream ;
Chloro-Bromide ; Double-weight thickness.
Sheets.
Sheets.

144
144
72

[5379

101, Carver
St., Sheffield
91-IN. Dagor,Hallowes,
or similar
W.A. Lens
to cover1

.
2 12x10. —

GRANVILLE n
SEMITONE

4ix3J
51x34
6lx4|

Leigh-on-Sea.

.

n

W.C.1.

March

29,
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I EXCHANGE

IT STANDS
TO REASON

{Supplement)

ADVERTISEMENTS

AND

WANTED

l^'ANTED.
Dallmeyer
Telephoto
Lens,
suitable
TT
for —i-pl.
reflex;
perfect
condition;
reasonably priced ; deposit system. — N. Beilby,
Ghyll Head, Windermere.
[5430
ANTED. —Stereoscope 45x107; Kodak 3ix2i
T T Film Tank ; Books, “ Stereoscopic Photo¬
graphy
(Judge),
“ Photo^aphy
” (Clerc).[5433
— 7,
Grange ”
Avenue,
Beeston,
Nottingham.

SAVE POUNDS
ON

THESE

Answer
the

Exchange. — Brande’s Moving Coil Speaker, in

LANTERNS

&

go you’ll never get
a better in?trument

money,

THE

YEAR’S

THE

LATEST

SPECIAL

[5353
NovarIkonanastigmat
f/6.3 ; absolutely
new
ZEISS
Vertical Auto-focas
Enlarger, as3ix2i,
and unscratched, £4. — Tennent, Mount Vernon,
9.5-min.

16-mm.

The above diagrams show lO-mm. and 8-mm.
films, actual size, with sprocket holes par¬
tially cut away, and 9.5-mm. film as it
actually is, proving that in proportion to
total film area 9.5-mm. film has the largest
possible area of any film used for Home
Movies.

Phone,

Northwood

23.

[5363

Enlarger,
Horizontal,
electric, forcarriers,
use with
i-pl. camera,
several negative
rise
and tilt, 5J-in, condenser, rack focussing for
lamphouse ; perfect condition ;
struction ; bargain, £4. — Below.

substantial

BIGGEST

too !

VALUE

!

1933

DE LUXE

ZODEL
plates,* films

extension,

Northwood.

a

and

film

packs, i/3.8 anastigmat lens,
D.A. Coropur shutter, double

1-PLATE Aldis Ensign Professional Vertical En2 larger, £30 ; Goerz Celor Lens, f/168 mm. 4.8,
25/- ; i-pl. Goerz Press Camera, £5. — Weller,
Northcliffe House, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent. [5148
1-PLATE Horizontal Enlarger, f/4 lens, 8-in.
2 condenser, long extension, all movements,
flnished polished wood and copper ; good con¬
dition ;
photograph on application, £5. — J.
Wright, 168, College Rd., Blundellsands, Liverpool.

8-mm.

with

or a wider selection
to choose
We’ll
save from.
you

For

ENLARGERS

” the call o£

open ”

era. Wherever
you
Berkeley
St. Cam¬

price. — Box 6487, c/o “ The Ainateur
^r9,ph6r **

reception ; will exchange for Microscope, Focalplane Press Camera (i-pl. or 5x4) with f/4.5 lens
in focussing mount, or 6i-in. Ross Xpres Lens for
reflex. — Nicholas M. Bray, St. Kew Highway,
Nr. Wadebridge, Cornwall.
[5447

SPRING

BARGAIHr

beautiful cabinet, 24X18, cost £7/10, for
good camera. — 10, Vale Crescent, Cheadle Hulme,
Cheshire.
[.5438

PRINT Trimmer wanted ; give full particularsPhotoand
[5444
metres), with
valves, headphones,
TWO-VALVE
Short-wave
Receiver (15setto S.W.100
coils and 2 coils for medium-band broadcast

3

ONLY

all movements.

£6:17:6

Generous Exchanges
payments

of

WESTON

METER

HOME
CINE
SCREENS

The ■woiUl's best exposure
meter. NOW
REDUCED
IN PRICE.
Failures im¬
possible , guesswork en¬
tirely eliminated. Suitable
for still or cine cameras.
PRICE £15:10:0

Finest<iuality, 52 •' 3D in.
Silver surface, in carry¬
these.
Li'itedDon't
£7 Ts. miss
ing • box.
OUR

con¬

PRICE

£2:9:6

Kodak Auto-focus Vertical Enlarger, complete,

excellent order, £4/4. — Box 6469, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[5388

SAVE £3:8:6

Trade.

ON A GENUINE

3i:X2i

ZEISS ROLL-FILM

PATHESC0PE9.5K

J. Birmingham,
LANCASTER 1.& Telephone,
SON, LTD.,
87,4255.
Parade,
Central
Clearance
List ofParade,
shop-solled
Enlargers,
post free. — sale
Lancaster,
Birmingham.
struction ;— List
postage
2d.
— Lancaster,
Parade,
Enlargers.
of
parts
for
own
con¬
Birmingham.
[0082
MISCELLANEOUS

Comedy, Farce, Travel, Drama, General
Interest and Educational Filrh from

9.5

Free-lancing

W.C.l.

[5266

Services, 7, Rose Crescent, Cambridge.

[4590

MATERIALS
Trade.

M

BE

to post-buyers

SHOP-SOILED

on full cash deposit.

SHOP-SOILED
ONLY. — Thiee No. 1 Series III Kodaks,
21, f/6.3 anastigmat. New price fo 5s .
£3 17 6

USED, BUT AS NEW. — 9 12 cm. Zeiss Miroflex Folding
Reflex, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, P.P. #iiapter, leather case. Cost
£49 15s .
£25 10 0

London,

IDEAL
Negative Storage Envelopes, absolutely
transparent ; samples and prices. — Mallinson’s

W.C.2

BARGAINS

OR

Trade.

BM/WbGW,

M

LONDON,

GUARANTEED

f/‘?.5, also 13.5 cm. f/4.5 Telephoto lens, range-finder, universal
view-finder, 2 filters, .square leather case for all. Perfect
condition. Cost £3.3 13s. 6d .
£19 19 0

post free. — Lloyds, 87, Lamb’s

STREET,

PRICE

£7:17:6

Approval

KAMY,
ltd.,best28, photographic
Bunhili Row,materials,
London, recom¬
E.C.l,
supplies
a good trial and allows 10 per cent reduction
FOR BIGGER AND mends
on first sample order. Films excepted.
[0044
Rajah
Tonelle
Bromide
Postcards,
glossy
and
satin,
strips
of
3,
packet
of
500
cards,
5/9,
BETTER HOME MOVIES
5, LISLE

OUR

gaarantee.

private party to Enthusiasts.
Tangier by — ocean
end
Photographic
Few liner,
vacancies
August ; 15 days (5 ashore), 15 guineas. — Apply,

2/6 per 30 ft.

PATHESGOPE

lens iu D.A,

Full makers’
Listed £il Gs.

SLIGHTLY-USED

55/-

Tessar

Compur
shutter.
All
brand-new and unused.

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

Film, 30 ft. for 2/7. Development 2/Motocameras from .. £6:6:0
.

F/4.5

diffusedARor
mercury vapour illumination ; semi¬
GERS
jgNL
automatic
or automatic focussing.

THE SMALLEST
FILM WITH
THE LARGEST
PICTURE AREA
—PICTURES UP TO 10-FT. WIDE.

Projectors from

‘COCARETTE’

R
NCASTE from
VERTICAL
and Lciea
Horizontal
for every
size
to 12x10,
Condensers,
j^Anegative,

Conduit

St., W.C.l.

[5345
LEICA
Users.?— Have
Easter for
supplies
of films
Write you
foryour
“ Service
the
Leica Camera,” — Photofllms, Leica Specialists, Red
Lion House, Chiswick Mall, W.4.
[5337
WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

ANOTHER

SNIP. — Leica

Model

I, interchangeable

lens

HERE’S
A CHANCE. — Model A Kodascope Projector,
209-watt Kodacolor lens unit, also 6-volt lamphouse fon
accumulator, interchanceable, ctmdition like new, fibre case,
resistance for any voltage. Cost £74 10s .
£42 10 0

WRITE FOR FREE LISTS OF NEWEST
CAMERAS & HUNDREDS OF BARGAINS
Anything on
instalments.

High allowances on ap¬
paratus in part exchange.

,9 monthly

LTD.

WALLACE

HEATON

47, BERKELEY
Phone

NEXT

: GROS.

DOOR

TO

ST., W

2691.

COOK’S.

49
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PHOTOGRAPHER

ENSURES
CORRECT
EXPOSURE

Trade.

K ALTON, tor
Bristol,
150, Victoria
St. ACallers
new
South-Western
England.

depot
welcomed.

every

ALTON, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 121, Scotswood
Rd. Prices less postage to callers.

V.P.
3ix2i
2ix4J
i-plato
5x4
Postcard

BROMIDE

PAPERS
1/9 per gross
2/9
3/7
5/6
5/4
4/.

GLOSSY,
VIGOROUS,

7/9 per gross

i-plale
8 x6
8ix6i
10x8
I2x 10
15x12

,

SILKY

PAPERS
12/13/11

OR

OR

SOFT

POSTCARDS, GASLIGHT OR BROMIDE
22/- per 1.000. 11/- per 500
2/9 per 100.
Singles or strips.

PLATES
Special Rapid 300 H.D. ,
Iso Press 600 H.D.
3ix2i .. 1/3 pel pkt. J Postcard. . 2/6 per pkt.
i-plate 1/9
I i-plate .. 3/6 „ ..

MARTIN
QUOTATIONS

FOR

QUANTITIES.

THE

CAMERA ofEXCHAMGE
the
MIDLAHD/
ALL
AND

MODERN
MAKES
OF STILL
CINE CAMERAS
SOLD AND
EXCHANGED.

Let

us

have your old camera
In
exchange for a new one.
Best

allowances

made

part

by

G A I_ L.O W AY S Photographic Chemists
VICTORIA

SQUARE,

BIRMINGHAM

{oppogiu

9 to 7 ; Leeds,
Wednesday,
; please call.
K ALTON,
38, 1 Bridge
End. Hours
K ALTON.
Glasgow,
409J,
Argyle
St.
Prices less
postage to callers.
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt, J-pl. 3/6
K ALTON
Chloro-bromide
white72
sheets: 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-, 12x10

15x12 4/3; 12x10 7/3 36 sheets, 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
J-pl. 3/6, 4ix2J 3/6, 31x2J 2/6 gross, 12 gross
21/6.

WYNNE’S INFALLIBLE
THE
Used

METER.

ORIGINAL.

all over

the world.

The correct exposure found eimuN
taneously (or every stop by tbe
eimpte movement of one loale.
Price 9/6 each, complete.
May

be bad

on

Infallible

Exposure

Meter

approval

Co., Wrexham.

1/2, No.

116 (2J v 41)

1'6. 4i V 31 1/3 6f X 3^ 1/8, 1'6 dozen, I'- i dozen, Saperior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen. 2/9 i dozen, 8ix6i ; 2/6
dozen. I'C J dozen, 61 x 41 enlargements. 2/- 20 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12x10 1/8. 10x8 i'-, 84x6J 9d.. 6|x4f 0d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH
OP ALL ORDERS.
Sizes up to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must he added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write (or latest lists.
OSBORNE

50

&

CAMPION,

122. East

Park

Road.

ST„ STRAND,

or

Ltd.
W.C.S

PHOTOGRAPHY

K ALTON Gaslight, single-weight and double¬
double-weight
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
10x8 5/- : 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
2/- gross,
12-gross
20/-. ” 3ix2i glossy,
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots“ Xlnt
K ALTON
Paper,2/6 18x21,
3ix2i Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
gross; 1/6
4ix2|gross
and :

WITHOUT

WATKIHf

AN

EGG

WITHOUT

K ALTON Postcards,
bromide
and gaslight,
all surfaces
; vigorous,
3/- first
100,
K ALTON
3ix2i, 3/- gross ;
4ix2J Self-toning
and J-pl., Collodion,
4/-.
K ALTON
Self-toning
Postcards,
glossy, matt and
matt cream,
4/- 100,
32/6 1,000.
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; J-pl.,
5/-,
K
ALTON
i-pl., 9/94 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
backed 5/9; 3ix2i, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;

SALT
PLEASE

SEND

W. H. McKAIG

K
5/-, 16/6
gross ; H.Postcard.
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;
K
ALTON
Flat Films,
& D. 600,4 J-pl.,
i-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
K ALTON
bottled : lOd.
Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
; Pyro,
[0009
CITYforPHOTO
WORKS, British
Established
over 22Papers,
years.
first-quality
material.
Plates, Postcards, Mounts, Film Wallets, and all
&

METER

IS LIKE

quality,
1/9 50.

Lantern Plates. 3 dozen 5/-.
T.^ ALTON Roll Films, first quality, 8 e.xposures :
IV 18x2i, 9/- dozen : 3ix2J. 10/- ; 2iX4i, 12/-;
6 exposures : 3ix2J, 7/6 ; 31x4J, 18/- ; 5ix3i, 21/-.
ALTON Film Packs, H. & D. 350, 3ix2i, 3
packs 5/3 ; J-pl., 3 packs 8/6.

A

P. lines.

FOR

METER
WORKS
HEREFORD

Success
Means

Three

just received
new Free Customers
Catalogue.haveIf
Thousands
of our
Enthusiastic
you have not received a copy, please write now ;

Take

you will find it extremely

Achieve distinction.

interesting.

to cover
testimonials
Bestjournal
Valuefromin cover
the Trade
; wewith could
fill this;

AND

12-page catalogue free. — City Photo Works, 119,
Eastbourne Rd., Southport.
[0002

ATTWOOD, Hadleigh, Essex. — Reliable Materials,

LIST

Things —

first-class photographs.

make your hobby
PAY

FOR

ITSELF.

free.

Here’s Quality at the Right
Price !
print made from each

Your Film Developed and 1 Velox dazed
neeativo : V P, and 3| x 2 J, 8 exposures,

Dealert,

PRODUCTS

37, BEDFORD

post paid ; satisfaction guaranteed ; catalogue

Illostrated Price List on application.

The

Photographic

DREM

weight, normal, vigorous ; same prices as
Bromide advertisement above, except i-pl., 6/6 gross.

D.

HUNTER

Price
30/In Leather Case,
Prom

J-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

Photographic- Chemist,

SOUTHAMPTON
SPECIAL

to the amateur.

ALTON, Birmingham, 7, Albany Rd., Harborne.
JA. Orders dispatched per return.

matt, normal,
extra vigorous,
single¬
K ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Bromide,
glossy, velvet,
weight and double- weight : 20x16 6/3 dozen ;

MATTE

ORDINARY

!

7/3, 3/- dozen.

20/.
30/.
45/.

3 Grades

time

Simplicity and accuracy com¬
bined. Gives with certainty
the correct exposure requir^
for any subject, in day or
artificial light. Automatic
“ stop ” when correct ex¬
posure is indicated. A boon

ALTON, Manchester, 99, London Rd. Hours
9 to 7 ; Wednesday, 1 ; please call.
ALTON, London, 61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
Send for price list.

GASLIGHT

1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

MATERIALS

ALL-BRITISH
PHOTO PLATES & PAPER

29,

LEICESTER.

USE

ATTWOOD Flat Films, superfine quality. —

ROGRESS SCHOOL
of PHOTOGRAPHY

350 and 600 H. & D. ; Postcards, 2/- dozen,
6 dozen 10/- ; J-pl., 2/3 dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.

ATTWOOD Plates, superfine quality.^ — 300 and

600 H. & D.': J-pl., 1/9 dozen, 6 dozen 8/- ;
Postcard, 2/- dozen, 6 dozen 11/- ; J-pl., 2/9 dozen,
5 dozen 12/-.

ATTWOOD Acme Postcards, Bromide and Gaslight,

normal and contrasty, 50 1/6, 100 2/9, 500 11/-,
1,000 19/- ; Commercial Postcards, 1/9 100, 14/per 1,000.

normal and
vigorous,
4J, 3/6 satin,
per gross
ATTWOOD
Bromide
Paper,6 x glossy,
matt, ;
J-pl., 4/- per gross ; whole-plate, 7/6 per gross. —
Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
[0025
OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

RISK,

can teach you
things.
Write

for

177, FLEET

to do these

Prospectus

STREET,

to :

E.C.4

March

THE

29, 1933

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

MATERIALS

|

Trade.

BURT’S for all Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,

etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.
ous and
normal ;Gaslight
all surfaces
First quality,
BURT’S
Postcards,
and ;Bromide,
vigor¬
1/6 .50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.
normal,
all surface.s,
72 sheets,
BURT’S
Gaslight
and Bromide3Jx2iPaper,1/3vigorous
and
2/- gross; 4ix22 and i-pl. 1/9, 3/- gro.ss ; i-pl.
1/9 36, whole-plate 2/9 36.

[0026

3/6 100. — Harrowven’s,
King St., Postcards.
Norwich,
ILLINGWORTH’S
Gaslight 224,or Bromide
what you
by buying
your you
film
from
WALKING
PicturesaveCameramen.
— Have
realised
[0035
us ?
200-lt.35-mm.
(minimum),
45/- per Negative,
500 ft., 86/6
per
Kodak
Panchromatic
18/6 per
1,000 ft. ; everything carriage paid. — B. & S.
Productions,

We
Craftsman

BROMIDE

for D. & P. work;

CRAFTSMAN

AND

3ix2i

GASLIGHT

2/6, 4ix2|

Allens. — Super Gaslight Paper, for D. & P.

Guaranteed ENLARGING

Finishers, 34x2i 1/8, 4ix2J 2/6 gross (12 gross
or above) ; sample gross 2/-. — Below.

PAPER
3/7 gross.

Allens. — super Bromide, vigorous glossy, double-

BROMIDE,

weight, 64x4i 5/9, Six 64 9/- gross ; Super
Po.stcarda (bromide or gaslight), 2/6 100. — Below.

Glossy, Velvet, Cream, Normal and Vigorous,
4-plate 6/- gross; 8ix64 10/- gross; 12x10 6/6
36 sheets.

CRAFTSMAN

BROMIDE

POSTCARDS,

Allens.— Super Plates, 4}X3} 1/6, 5ix3i 2/-,
6.ix4i 2/6 dozen

all sur¬

PLATES,

4-pl. 1/9 dozen,

Postcard

600 and 300 H. & .D.,

MARSHALL

& CO.

Road,

2/10, 4-pl- 3/6 dozen.

Send jot List of Craftsman

(6-dozcn lots). — Below.

Wallets,
paid) :;
Allens.
— U.1/6 & 100P. (60/orderordersPads,carriage
7/6 dozen
send for Finishers’ List. — Allens, 168, Oldham

faces, 100 2/10, 500 13/6, 1,000 21/-, singles or strips.

CRAFTSMAN

Manchester,

4.

ENLARGEMENTS

|

VISUAL

Full Trial.

TURRET.

NEW

£Q0

ULTRA-COMPACT

Approval.

REFLEX.

3J X
New Ultra-Compact T.-P. Eeflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5. latest,
eteel-geared, self-capping, 1/lOth to 1,'1,000th, T. and B.. long
extension (for close-ups, portraits, still-life. etc.), deep selferecting hood, latest mirror (camera can be used inverted
above the head in crowds), sky-shade, all inlaid leather,
precision fittings, smallest higb-siieed reflex obtainable,
nearly fits the coat pocket. Takes plates, film packs, cut
films, roll films, every’thing.

AMAZING

PRICE. £8:15:0

FILM

Write Now.

6/6 50 ft.

16-mm. Ensign New Cine Camera, f/2.fi anastigmat, latest
half-speed, normal and slow motion, dead silent motor,
title crank, focussing to 1 ft., direct tube-finder, 50-ft. or
lOQ-ft. capacity. Real hide velvet-lined carrying-case. Film
now 8,'8 50 ft. only. Wonderful camera.

Full Trial.

£18 : 18 : 0

BRILLIANT

Approval.

CAMERA.

2i ^ 2} Voigtlander Mirror Reflex, latest f/7.7 finder anaetigmat, 3 speeds, focussing to 3 ft., deep hood, 12 pictures on
3i ^ 2f roll film, neck-strap. Amazing value. Get yours now.

Approval.

55/- On^

RHAMSTINE

IN STOCK

EDITOR.

16-mm. New Rhamstine Editor de Luxe, professional projector
motion, distance prism viewer, illuminated shutter, mitre
cutter, scraper, splicer, three-tone silver. Very latest.

Full Trial.

£18 : 18 : 0

LATEST
34x21

Ensign

Cameo,

Amazing

Price.

Approval.

CAMEO.

latest f/4.5. New

double
extension,
rise,leather.
cross,
Guarantee.
All inlaid

[0088

Products.

PHOTO WORKS,
FORD ST., NOTTINGHAM.

AUDIBLE

5

18-mm. Latest New Victor Camera, f/2.9 Speed, large vieual
focussing, individual eyesight adjustment, revolving turret
head, locking feature, 8, 12, 16, 24, 32, 64 pictures, audible
footage (to the ear) : title crank, latest visual footage, direct
Tele-fin ler (for all distances), plum level (for perfect uprights),
latest silent motor, three-point quick loading, all gold-bronze,
chromium fittings. Wonderful camera. Amazing value.

[5384

de luxe booklet. — Below.

All our material

is perfectly fresh, with a money-back gruarantee.

CRAFTSMAN

1, Mitre Court, K.C.4.

Gaslight
(the quality
paper), Products
72 sheets: 3ix2i
Allens.
— Super
Photographic
Super
1/6, 144 sheets 2/6 ; amateurs please write for

rks of ” —
Stostocks
haveic
no old
0lt

Photogrraphic Material.

(Supplement)

ADVERTISEMENTS

British

wire-finder,

£5 : 15 : 0

COMPACT

1 to 1/lOOth,

slides.

Year’s

Fine Outfit.

ELECTROPHOT.

New Rhamstine Exposure Meter, photo-electric, stills or
movies, self-generating, no batteries. Lftst a lifetime and
give perfect quality pictures. Very latest compact model.
Very small, light, and ultra-compact.

NO WASTE.

£15 : 15 : 0

Just Perfection.

Trade.

POSTCARD
1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;
assorted Enlargements,
2d. each. — Below.
Enlargement
Freemounted
for every
7/6 spent from
with your
us onenegative,
8i^x6i
no disappointments; same-day service; 8Jx6i

lOd., 10x8 1/1, 12X10 1/4, 15X12 2/1 ; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8JX64 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12X10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

Enlargements
Quality,
Postcard
Printing,
etc. ; price listof free.
— Slater,
Sawtry,
Peter¬
borough.
[4423

ZEISS
“DELTURIS” bXS
Perfectly New. List Price £12:12:0.
Fully Guaranteed.

In case complete.
PER

PAIR

x*q .Q .A
XiO

aO

all

i4n Exceptional Offer which can never be repeated.

BROADHURST, CLARKSON & CO., ^i6lDTKcl

1/Q DOZEN, lOd. 6, 6d. 3, 3d. 1.— Full-size

/O
Postcards from small film or plate, re¬
touching and vignettes included ; postage extra. —
Atkinson Speight, 38, Gainsborough Avenue,
Oldham.
[0017
Enlargements,
— George
Childe, PhotoLEICA,
3x4 cm. 2d.
and each.
Rolleiflex
Specialist;
1-pl.
Chemist, 228, Roundhay Rd., Leeds.
[5178

ACCESSORIES
Trade.

Bellows. — A11 sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;

camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

Holbom 6250.
Lloyds,
87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l, Phone,
Lloyds.
Enamelled
superior
to any— New-stock
on the market,
3-in. Dishes,
deep, postcard
strip, 23x7 in., 7/6 ; 24x18 in., 12/6 ; 20x16 in.,
10/6; 15x12 in., 5/6; 12x10, 4/6; 10x8, 3/6;
24x16x4 or 5 in. deep, 15/-; 30x20x3 in.
deep,
; Cascade Washing 'Trays, set of three,
20X16, 15/47/6.

Lloyds. — Porceloyd Roll Film Developing Tanks,
Lloyds
for D. &Backgrounds,
P. Trade, Walking
Snaps, Equipment
Studio Lighting,
Drying
and Mounting Machines.
[5344
38x15x12, 20/- ; tap-hole and tap, 2/6 extra,
all sizes ; stoneware tanks in stock.

YOU

CAN

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

J-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/4.6. self-capping, case.. £6 17
3* X 2J Tropical Contessa Plate, Tessar f/4.5. Corap. £4 4
i-pl. Pressman Reflex, AJdis f/4.5. latest. As new £6 17
3i X 2i Ensign Roll Film, f/4.5. latest, rise, cross. .£440
Pathe Lux Projector, motor, resistance, case .
£12 12

6
0
6
0

3i X 2i Zeiss Cocarette R.F., f/0.3, S-speed. As new £2 5 0
i-pl. Dallmeyer Reflex, Speed f/3.5. self-capping. . £8 17 6
3i X 2i N. & G. Latest Sibyl, f/3. 5 Xpres. Hardly used £18 18 0
i-pl. T.-P. Press, Cooke f/4.5. self-capping, case.. £7 7 0
16-mm. Ensign Projector, 100-watt, case. Bargain £9 17 6
3J X 2i Kodak Roll Film, H.R., 3-speed. Aa new
18s. 8d.
Pathe Motocamera. f/3.5, latest fittings .
£7 7 0
3i X 2i Zeiss Donata, Tess. f/4.5. D.A. Com., D. ex. £7
9x12 Mentor Reflex de Luxe, Tessar f/4.5, D. si. £7
i-pl. Ensign Reflex, AJdis f/4.5, self-capping .
£5
5x4 Adams* Videx Reflex, no lens, D. slides .
£3
V.P. Tenax Wafer Plate, Dogmar f/4.5, Compur.
. £4
Pathescope Projector, standard. As new .
£3
3J 4. 2* N. & G. Folding Reflex. latest. Cost £50.. £29
i-pl. Ensign Roll Film Plate, Goerz f/6.8, Compur. . £2
3ix2i Duoflex Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, Compur.. £9
16-mm. Kodascope A Projector, 200-watt, case.. £21
i-pl. Klito, Aldia-Butcher f/4.5, Compur, D. ex. £5
3i X 2i Ensign Roll Film Reflex, Speed f/3. 4 .
£7
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/4.5, D. slides, case .
£8
18-mm. Ensign Turret Camera, f/1. 5, case. As new £29
P.C. Klimax, Aldis f/4.5, Compur, slides, case _
£3
i-pl. Sinclair Una Hand-Stand, Ross Comb. f/5. 5. . £11
3ix 21 Salex Press, f/4.5. 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th .
£3
3i X 21 Tropical R.F. Plate, Tessar f/4.5, Compur. . £6
16-mm. Bell & Howell Filmo Camera, f/3.5, case. . £15
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex de Luxe, Cooke f/3.5, D. slides. . £12

15
15
17
17
4
15
10
17
17
10
17
10
17
10
19
11
5
17
15
12

0
0
6
6
0
0
0
6
0
0
6
0
6
0
6
0
0
6
0
0

3i ^ 2i Ensign Roll Film, f '4.5. latest 3-speed .
V.P. Salex Press, f/4.5, 1/lOth to l/l.OOOth, slides. .
i-pl. Certo Plate Pocket, f/4.5, Compur, double ex.
31x21 Cameo, Dallmeyer f/3.5, delayed Compur
35-mm. Sept Cine Camera, f/3.5, chargers, case _
Rolleiflex, Tessar f/4.5, nsfw Compur. 2ix2i .

10
15
5
17
17
17

0
0
0
6
6
6

£2
£2
£3
£9
£5
£9

31 X 21 Zodel Plate, f/6.8, 3-speed, double extension £1 15 0
18-mm. Elnsign Super Projector, 250-watt. As new £29 10 0
31x21 Zeiss Ernemann Folding Reflex, Tessar.. £14 14 0
Pathe Projector, super attachment, motor, resist.. . £6 17 6
V.P. Fotet Roll Film, f/3.5, latest Compur, 16 exp. £4 17 6
i-pl. Zeiss Ernemann Fold. Reflex, f/4.5. s. -capping, deep hood,
triple ex., ma.-sking top screen, D. slides .
£25 0 0
31x21 Voigtlander de Luxe Pekt., f/4.5, D. action £9 17 8
Pathe Latest C Motor, 39/6.
Dual Resistance, 15/6
Super Attachment, 29/6. Cinephot, 17/11. Justophot, 17/6
T.-P. Magnifiers .
14s. 6d.
6x4 (i-pl.) Sanderson, Goerz f/6.8. 1 to 1/lOOth.. £3 17 6
Pathe Chargers, 9d.
Posograph Exposure Meter, 6/6
3i X 2i Ensign Autospeed R.F., f/4.5, l/25th to l/500th £8 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Projector, 180-watt, case. As new £18 18 0
Binoculars, 8x Prism, centre focus, case. As new £3 5 0
Cine Camera Leather Cases, velvet lined .
17s. 6d.
16-mm. Zeiss Camera, Tessar f/2.7. Cost £22.. £11 11 0
6-in. Cooke f/3.5, Compur .
£4 17 6
61»in. Tessar f/6.3, Compur .
£2 17 6

EDWIN
FIVE

DEPOSIT

DATS’

GORSE
APPROVAL.

SYSTEM.

EXCHANGES.

WRITE

NOW.

51

-
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PRINTING, COPYING,

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

29,

1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

RETOUCHING

DEVELOPING

Trade.

Trade.

4LL Developing and Printing, same-day service :

RETOUCHING. — First-class work promptly exe¬

Roll Films and one print each to 3ix2i 1/- ;
4}x3-} 1/3, .5Jx3i 1/8; write for lists; see also
“ Enlargements.”
— The Defoe
Photographic
11,
Roscoe St., London,
E.C.l.
ClerkenwellService,
1871.

cuted. — Miss Lamb,

[5386

I PHOTOGRAPHS

[00.57
'■y/.
42/6 perPostcards
1,000, including
title,
I / PER
best GROSS,
Photographic
on
Kodak
Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative, 36
for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon. [0064
Terrace, Bradford.

SPECIAL

[4809

Developing and printing, at reasonable

BARGAINS

3|x2i Zeiss Ikon Cocarette,
shutter .

prices, e.g., V.P.K. and 3}x2i developed and
printed, lOd. ; best work only ; write for list. —
Shore View, Hythe, Hants.
[5429

Novar

REPAIRERS

_

I

SECOND-HAND

Trade.

27, Chancery

Lane, London,

W.C,2.

l|xll

[0006

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,

CAMERA Repairs, Brasswork, Woodwork, Bellows.
Lane,
TUITION,

BOOKS,

[5362

PHOTOGRAPHS Required for Magazine Illus¬

trations ;
send lists subjects available,
specimens, terms.— Craven, Homeglen, Twickenham.

[5448

f/4.5 lens, 3 single slides and cut£9 9 0

AND

SOILED

THE

Zeiss Ikon

Baby

Box

Tengor,

etc.

Novar

anastigmat

EITHER : THEREFORE
“NOWAT
’’ IS GUARANTEED
NOT
TO DAMAGE
THE AFTER-EFFECTS.
“ NOWAT
LOOSENS
HYPO IN TWO MINUTES, AND REMOVES
ALL TOT CHEMI¬
CALS COMPLETELY.
3'- POST FREE.
COST EQUALS ONE
FARTHING
FOR NINE PRINTS, PLATES, OR FILMS.

f/6.3 lens

S. HERMER,

POST

APPROVAL.

EXCHANGE.

DEFERRED

AMATF.URS. — Become a Free-lance Press Photo

TERMS-

SHEFFIELD

—

92, Tottenham Lane, LONDON,

CARD
Best Quality only.

Black 9d.
:epia lOd.
r.

NORFOLK ROW.(FARCATE|

grapher, add £2 weekly to income ; new
commercial method ; particulars witliout obligation,
IJd. stamp. — World’s Photographic Academy, 5,
Shannon Terrace. Cliadwell Heath, Essex.
[521b

EIIIVIINATOR

NOWAT

Real Photo.

PART

HYPO

DOES NOT MIX WITH HyPQ, THUS THERE
IS NO CHANGE
OP CHEMICAL.
IT DOES NOT TAKE
PLACE
OF HYPO,

SHEFFIELD PHOTO C?L?

DIFFERENT

STANDARD

ONLY.

V.P. Dallmeyer Speed Camera, f/2.9 Pentac lens, 6 double book-form
slides, F.P. adapter, Dallon Telephoto 9-In. f/5.6 lens, f/4.^ Dallmeyer
soft-focus lens, 31-in. focus, Sinclair exposure meter, focussing mag¬
nifier, lens hood, 2 sets K 1 and K 2 filters in optical flats. . £12 12 0

Trade.

-

f/6.3 lens. Derval
£2 10 0

31x21 Thornton-Pickard Ruby deLoxe Reflex, Teleros f/5.5 1ens.
1 D.D. slide. F.P. adapter, rubber release, lens cap .
£13 0 0
31 x21 Newman & Goardia Folding Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5 lens,
3 D.D. slides, Telephoto lens, leather case .
£85 0 0
Zeiss Ikon Ikonta (16 e.xposures on V.P. film), Novar anastigmat
f/4.5 lens. Derval shutter .
£3 7 6
41x21 Newman & Guardia Sibyl Excelsior, Ross Xpres f/4.5 lens,
leather case. New price £34 7s. 6d .
£15 15 0

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
insured whilst on preinises ; Dealere’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
10062
Catalogue 2d. — Mason, 65, Shepherd’s
Leeds.

anastigmat

ANTED.-— Photographs suitable for advertising ;
TT write for particulars (Id- stamp).— A. P.
Agency, 35, Tulse Hill, London, S.W.2.
[5419

31 X 21 Ensign Focal-plane Roll Film Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5 le
strap, canvas case .
£7 10 0
31x21 Special Raby Reflex, f/3.5 T.-H. Cooke anastigmat 5-in.
£1*10
Series XI lens, 1 D.D. slide. New, soiled only. New price£13
£181315s.0
0

Repairs
Cameras,
focal-plane
shutters,toetc.,
by skilful
workmen.and
— W.other
A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical

Works),

NEW
CAMERAS.
REDUCED
PRICES.

X 2k Zeiss Ikon Ideal Plate Model, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens. Compur
delayed-action shutter. 3 single slides .
£10 10 0
3^ X 2^ Nagel Plate Model, f/4.6 Nagel anastigmat lens, Ibsor shutter.
2 slides .
£4 4 0
}-pl. Pressman, Aldis anastigmat
him holders .

I_

WANTED

Trade.

Slides
from Negatives,
dozen
10/6 ;
from printed
matter, 1/9 1/2
post; free.
— Cawthra,

St. Margarets

3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

{
SPECIAL

AERIAL

PRIIMTING
From

7/7/6

customer’s

250

own

negatives.

500

11/6

144
TERMS
TO

PHOTO

N.8

1,000

22/-

40/-

12/6 23/WHOLESALERS.

42/-

Co. Ltd., PETERBOROUGH

One minuh walk from Town Hall

Bargains

EVERY

WEEK

Any item sent on five days* approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appointment
at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange allowance.

DOLLOND
W'antetl:

Electric Eolargers.

4ix 21 No.m
la Series III Kodak, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,
Compur, leather
case. Splendid
c
condition .

3^x2^

£7*1 fj* A
• •XU*U

Bentzin Primar Hand, Meyer Trioplao

^/4-5» 3-speed, rising front, frame finder, 3 slides,
F.P. adapter, yls
new. . . m
£4:15:0

m
6x13 cm. Nettel Deckrullo Stereoscopic
Focalplane, pair 4-in. Cooke f/4.5, panel adjustable for

panoram or wide-aii ■ e, 12 slides,
case. Good condition. Cost ^33

Cl

Zeiss Binoculars.

Telescopes.

Modem

Microscopes.

3ix2i Voigtiander Roll Film, f/4.5 Scocase. Good condition A'l^X • •vr
Compur,
par,
3ix2i
No. leather
1 Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat, KoJex
shutter. Shop-soiltd. List £3 .

£1:18:6
£1:15:0
£1:7:6

3J X 2i Series II Kodak, f/7.9 Kodar.

new.

List £2 7s. 6d .

As
3} x2i Kodak
condition.
List Junior,
£2 2s. Doublet lens. Good
t No. 2 Folding Brownie,

1 *1 C*A

f/y.g Ko-

PI

focussing, rise and
frame

4.5x6

cross, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar, Com¬

finder.

As

new....

£4:17:6

cm. Dallmeyer Speed Focal-plane, 3-in.

Pentac f/2.9, 2 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case. Good condition. List
CA-i C,.,A
£20 2s. 6d... .
*i>:XD:u

3^x2^

Zeiss Ikon Ikonta 520/2, self-erecting,

f/4..5 Dominar, delayed Telnia
shutter. As ntw. List £6 15s.
I^*X

16-mm.

Zeiss Ikon Kinamo

f/2. 7 Tessar.

3ix2I

Good condition.

Ai

ii««X04U

shutter.

C9*1

leather

case.

7*fi

Good condition.

Good

Cl

*1 7*fi

condition...

12 GEORGE ST.lmar Wide

CROYDON
Pa

th

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.
121, Cheapside, E.C.2.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
35 Brompton Rd., S.W.3.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER"

9x12

el

for cash.

II Le
i

As

ca

^

ne

w.

.

Li

st

£8 3
s

.

£6

:3

:

0 7,
cm. Zeiss Ikon Miroflex, latest, 16.5-cm. Tessar f/2.

also 14-in. Dallmeyer

Dallon

Telephoto

6 slides, leather case.

Asnew.

Cost £83

f/5.6, CCC.rt.rt
.

Latest Motor for same .
Super Attachment for above .
Dual Resistance. .
.
Above

300-ft. Super Reel,
300-ft. Super Reel,
300-ft. Super Reel,
3.jx2.V Dallmeyer

IsJiJ.v.U

£1:17:6
£1:10:0
1 5s. Od.

as new.

“ The Wrecker ” .
1 5s.
“ Rolling Around ” .
15s.
“ Felix ” .
15s.
Speed Focal-plane, 4i-in. Pentac

6d.
6d.
6d.
f/2.9,

slides, F.P. adapter, case. Fair
ion.i and
£19:
also g-in. Dallon Telephoto
f/5.6, condit
K filters’
i^,10:0
3 D.D.

-a

eC

ine

(covers 3x2^), and K i filter.
dition. List £ii 15s .

9x12

conC*A
XU*Xv*U

and cross, Compur, 13-cm. anastigmat f/6.8, 3
slides, F.P. A., case. Fair condition. Cost £8 8s.

ng

le

A*A

London,

W.l

Len

sf
/3.

Pro 191-2, Tottenham
Court Rd., W.r.
5,
jec
wit
65,torHigh- St., Notting
Hill Gate, W.ii.
ha
,do
2, Northumberland
W.C.2.
utAvenue,
oma
u
Crouch blEnd.
tic Parade.
e c — 17, Topsheld
l
c
Holloway. —aw66a,
Seven Sisters
Rd.
o
. Rushey
Catford. — 62a,
Green.up¬
. ..
£4
:5
:0

WHEN

Good

cm. Goerz Taro Tenax Hand, double extension, rise

28 OLD BOND ST.

E

$T.
"THE

Asnew.

5i X 3i No. 3a Auto. Kodak, f/7.7 anastigmat,

CA.’tT.R
I .D

MENTION

shutter.

2.ix1| V.P. Kodak Special, f/5.6 anas-

f/6.3

London, W.l Foarteen doors west ol Cirena.
WEST BOUND
BUSES STOP HERE.

PLEASE

f/6.3, Derval

g

Bought

for Mo
d

9-in. Dallmeyer Dallon Telephoto f/5.6 Lens, with hood

Zeiss Ikon Piccolette, Novar

tigmat, Diomatic

List £7:19:6

281 OXFORD
52

2ixi|

S10 Cine Camera,

No. 1 Kodak Series III, Compur,

Cooke Aviar, leather case.
mw. Cost £10 4s .

H •(\
I #0

ij-in. rising front, i-in. cross front, 2 magazines each with
12 sheaths. Very good condition.
Cost
£7:7:0

anastigmat

lin

.O.Ct

x shutter. Goad condition .
lex
3UXx*XO«U
dar,
Kode
I [T.-P.
3ix2
Stereo RoliFilm Box Camera. 12s.
3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Kolibri, 16 exposures, f/3.5
6d.
Good condition
Tessar, Compur. Fair coyidition. QH
.
.
- &- Guardia
List £13 los .
Il*Xt«D
N
t
5x4
Newman
Universal
B
Box-form
Mahogany
x2
3}
5^x3^ lea Lloyd Roil Film, plate back, rack
Hand Camera, f/6.3 Zeiss anastigmat, double extension,
pur,

“5=°

« fllTCHISON

Astronomical

CORRESPONDING

WITH

Kingston. — 30, Thames St.
Liverpool. — 73, Lord St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
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AMATEUR

ITEM ON THK PACE

ANY

WALES.

H.K.H.

ON 5 DAYS’ FREE APPROVAL
any ap¬
Any post- buyer who sends the fall cash deposit may have the opportunity of fully testing
any quibbling.
paratus. In the event of a decision not to purchase, full cash will be returned without

Choose your Spring Camera on this sound plan, ensuring
ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION before the final purchase.

FREE

LISTS

NEW

The CINE

!

There’s a list for ever>' need. New Cameras.
Cin^ Apparatus, Guaranteed Bargains. Film
Lii)rary and Sundries. Send ‘2d. stamp
cover postage for all you require.

KODAK
EIGHT

to

EASY TERMS AND
FAIR EXCHANGES
Nine

monthly

First

j>ayinent

cent

instalments
ee<‘ures

(or .'js. if under

your

present

exchange

for any

it, and

£5) is added.

apparatus

brought

fur a fresh purchase

the highest

allowance

MAKES

article.

only

5 per

OF

.4ny of
in

ALL

FULLY

SPRING

GUARANTEED

IN

SOUND

MECHANICAL

3* X 2J Mentor

Reflex.

13.5-cm.

f/1.9 Prolinoar

lens. F.I*. adapter.

obtainable

QUARTERS
GET

BETTER

MOVIES

WITH

THIS

SEE

THIS

finest

Absolutely

exposure

meter

in the

CINE

POCKET

CAMERA

KODASCOPE
“ EIGHT”
PROJECTOR
For

A.C.

and

D.C.

Built-in

re.sistance

is adjustable from lUO to ‘250 volts.
No extra resistance required. Takes
200 ft. of 8-mm. film, equivalent to
400 ft. of lO-mm, film, Kxtremely
brilliant IfiO-watt lamp, with closelyalignedperfect
filaments.
stills "
with
safety.Shows
Give.s•’ 40x30
in. picture at 10 ft. distance. Including
splicer and

oiler.

£9:9:0

9 monthly

An /A

payments of

world.

fool-proof.

BOND

! Reduced to £15:10:0

ST. !

APPOINTED
An ASSOC I A TE
OF THE

LTD.

The Institute of
Amateur Cinema¬
tographers, Ltd.

BOND

119, NEW
As advertisements

on these covers

ST., AND 47, BERKELEY ST., LONDON,

go to press a fortnight

in advance

some

of these

second-hand

items

may

be sold already,

W.1

Phones :
Mayfair

but similar outfits are usually available.

0924-5-6
PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

'

SEE THEM
FIRST AT

TheWESTOIM

I

!

£9:17:6 9 monthly payments of 23/1

No. 1 Kodak Series III, Zeiss Tessar £/4.5 aniistigra<at lens, Compur shutter, 1 to 1, '250th sec., reflecting
finder. Cost £10 15s .
£7 7 0
All-Distance Pocket Ensign Roll Film Folding, 31 x 21, Achro lens. T. and f. shutter. Cost £1 5s.. . 14s. 6d.
Six-20 Kodak, f/0. 3 anastigmat lens, 3-8peed shutter. Cost£3 12.s.Gd .
£2 9 8
la Old Model Pocket Kodak. Dagor f/8, 8 anastigmat lens, Compound shutter, 1 to 1 250th sec. Cost £f) lOs
£2 19 6
4x3 cm. Zodelette Roll Film Folding, Zodellar f/3.5 anastigmat lens, Compur shutter. 1 to
A/30oth sec., direct-vision finder. Cost £3 3s .
£2 5 0

■ liA

exposure

COSTS

RUNNING

THE

i-pl. Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane Camera, rising and cross front. Tessar f/3.5 lens, shutter spee.ls 1 10th to
I l.OOOtli sec., D.V. finder, black grained case, 5 D. slides. Cost £30 .
£18 18 0
Pathe Kid Projector, complete with resistance up to 250 volts. Cost £2 15s .
£1 19 0
6 X 13 Deckrollo Stereo Focal-plane Camera, rising front, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar len-ses. shutter speeds 1 10th to
l'l,2(J0th sec., direct-vision finder, black case, 0 D. slides, changing-box (12). Cost £32 .
£11 17 0
Leitz Leica Roll Film Camera, Elmar f/3.5 anastigmat lens, focal-plane shutter. 1,20th to 1 500th sec., 1
spool-box. Cost £10 .
£10 10 0
Rodenstock 3 x Gilt Prism Opera Glasses, central focussing, red case. Cost £8 10s .
£3 15 0
i-pl. Field Camera, single extension, f/8 R. II. lens, 2 D. slides. Cost £5 10s .
£19
0

Vi

lens,

and spliced. 5(1 ft. of y-inm. film. This
ingenious instrument puts cinemato*
thusiast,
and
grapliy within
the reach of every en¬

speeded 4 to
£8 8 0
case. £37
Cost10£580

i-pl. Adams* Aidex Folding Reflex Camera, long extension, revolving back. T.T. * H. Cooke Aviar f 4.r).
fucal-planc shutter. I/8tli to l/400th sec., black case. 3 D. slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £50 .
£19 19 0
i-pl. Folding Mentor Reflex, Zeiss Tessar f/4.6 anastigmat lens, in focussing mount, focal-plane shutter.
l/8th to l/l,OO0th sec., F.P. adaptor. Cost £40 .
£9 9 0
Oraflex i-pl. Series B Reflex, revolving back, 24 speeds, 1,10th to 1 1.000th sec., li-in. Zeiss Tessar lens.
F.P. adapter only. Co.st £32 lOs .
£9 9 0
Butcher’s Roll Film Reflex. 3i x 2i, f 7.7 amustigmat lens, T. and I. shutter. Co.st £4 lOs .
£2 9 6
34 X 2A N. & G. Folding Reflex (weight 4 lb. 11 oz.), rising front, Ross Xpres f/2.0 lens, focal-plane shutter.
l/lOth to l/800th sec., tan case, F.P. adapter. Cost £5(5 10s .
£37 iQ 0
3a Special Kodak, range-finder model, rising front, Zeiss Tessar f/5.3 anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, 1
to l/200th sec., hrilliant finder. Cost £18 10s .
£0 17 0
10 X 15 cm. Linhof Universal Camera, triple extension, rising and cross front, Zeiss Tessar fM.5 lens. 18-cni.
focus. Compound shutter, 1 to l/30Otli sec.. 3 single slides. Cost £40 .
£17 17 Q
Model A Cine-Kodak, taking 100-ft. film, focussing down to 4 ft.. f;3.5 lens, black case. Cost £.31
£15 lo.s.
15 0

The

f’3.5

the camera. Holds *25 ft, of special
film only half the width of which is
exposed at a time, giving, when slit

i-pl. Klito Folding Camera, double extension, rising and cro.ss front. Dallmeyer Carfac f (>.3 lens, Ibso shut¬
ter. 1 to 1/lOOth sec.. 4 slides. Cost £8 lOs .
£3 12 6
i-pl. Ensign Popular Reflex, rising front, reversing back, Ensign f 4.6 .anastigmat lens, focal-plane sliutter,
l/I5th to l/i.OOUth sec., black-grained case, 1 slide. F.F. adapter. Cost £13 .
£6 6 0
i-pl. Soho Reflex, revolving back, rising and four-way swing front. Dallmeyer Serrac f,4.5 anastigmat lens,
focal- plane shutter. 1/Hith to l/bOOthsec., black case. 3 D. blockform slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £40 £19 19 0
V.P. Folding Plate Sibyl, rising and cross front, Ross f,4.5 Xpres lens, shutter speeded J to l/209th sec., tan
case, 3 1). slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £22 .
£10 10 0

YOU MUST

fixed-focus

guide, footage indicator, and eye-level
finders incorporated in tlie handle of

CONDITION.

slides, black

THE

anywhere.

f 4.5 lens, shutter

3 P.D.

DO

part

BARGAINS

]-pl. Folding Sibyl, plate model, rising and cross front, Carl Zeiss Tessar
l/lOOth sec.. F.P. adapter. Cost £24 .
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PICTURE
SPRING
IN

QU

HER

BRIGHTNESS

"

Before setting out to capture
the beauties of hill and
dale this Spring, load your
slides with Ilford Special
Rapid Panchromatic Plates.
Exceptionally sensitive to
the fresh yellows and greens
of the countryside, Ilford
Special Rapid Panchromatic
Plates faithfully reproduce in
monochrome these natural
colours.

1SPECtAL
LFORD
RAPID
I.

400
MADE
Priated

IN

PLATES

PANCHROMATIC
ENGLAND

for the Publishers,

Iliffe

&

Sons

H. & D.
ED

BY

ILFORD

LIMIT

Limited

Dorset

Street, London,

House,

Tudor

-

ILFORD

EX. 4, by The

Classic

Colour

Press,

LONDON
Reading.

/IMATEUR®
OTOGRAPHER
6l

The

ciive:>iatogflaphe<fl
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for Everybod^y
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2317.
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in this issue
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k

ZEISS
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PHOTOCRA-CrAY
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BEST
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CLASS

of WORK
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Depend^eible

COLOURED
A
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A New "Kodak" at Price
a New
with
doublet lens

The great success of the Six-20
“Kodak” induced Kodak de¬
signers and engineers to plan a
similar camera at an even lower

37/6

price. So now comes the Six-20
Junior.
This 34 X21 camera is a marvel
of compactness, neatness and use¬
fulness, and has been built round
the slim metal-cored 620 (and
v620) spools.
There are two models —
Doublet Lens and f6.3 Anastigmat. Both lenses are fitted with
the “Kodon”

shutter. Speeds are,

1 25th, l/50:h, 1/lOOth second.
Time and Brief time. Shutter
speeds and lens openings are
marked on the front of the shutter
and at the top as well. Normal
settings, indicated by white-metal
spots and red figure.
See the Six-20 at your
dealer’s. It’s the smoothest
and quickest one-motion
opening and closing camera
on the market.

with f6.3
Anastigmat lens

SIX-20 JUNIOR
KODAK

LIMITED,

KINGSWAY,

LONDON,

W.C.2

■■

" , V.;

*
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DE LUXE REFLEX

CAMERAS

have embodied in their standard equip¬
ment movements and features usually
only found as expensive extras.
The

RUBY

DE

LUXE

possesses

a

two-way swinging front pivoted on
girder racks, and, moreover, the rising
panel can be used in all positions.
The DUPLEX
with its double
sion is fitted with automatic
girder supports, and ensures
lens support at all extensions.

Made

The

Double

DUPLEX

in sizes

exten¬
lattice
a

rigid

to 13 x18 cm.

Extension

DE

LUXE

LEATHER
BELLOWS

NEW PATTERN
FILM WINDER

* CITY SALE

£r COVERING

BRILLIANT

&

EXCHANGE (1929) LTD.
MAKE A RECORD ROLL- FILM CAMERA
OFFER JUST IN TIME FOR EASTER!

ACCURATELY

^

FINDER
REVERSIBLE

SPEEDED
SHUTTER

The Latest 3^ x 2i Self-Erecting list price £4 : 4 : 0

"SUPREME”
OBTAINABLE

ONLY

AT

CITY

Write

SALE

at

FREE

FRAME
FINDER

49/9

& EXCHANGE

once

for our

EASTER

new

LIST !

It’s packed with special offers in brandnew cameras, and hundreds ol slightlyused, but guaranteed,
bargains.
Choose your apparatus from this list and
save time and pounds in cash. It s post
free now I

Available

at any

^59, CHEAPSIDE, E.C.2
84, Aldersgate St., e.c.i
54, LIME STREET, E.C.3
90 94, FLEET ST., E.C.4
PLEASE

MENTION

"THE

NICKELIED

of our branches
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YOUR CAMERA FOR EASTER
FlRfT MOHTHLr
Every

PAYMEHT

latest model
hundreds

/ECUREF

84 ALDERSG

Another

Special

with

Offer ! !

Roll-film Cameras

direct-vision view-finders
and 6-speeded shatter.

Genuine leather coverins, beautilully lini»hed
throuehout.
60 per cent ofl list price.
■Withf/6.3 anastiiiniat.
List price. . £7 0 0

With f/4.5 anastigniat.
I.ist price . . i;7 15 0

OUR

OUR

PRICE

£3:10:0

ATE SI

0591.

LONDON,

PRICE

£4:4:0

s

WE LEAD IN BIG

E.C.l

Leitz Leica Focal-plane Model, f/2.5 Hektor lens, right-aii?le view-finder’
supplementary lens and copying board, complete in ever -ready case*
List price over £30 .
^18 16 0
4 A 3 cm. Fotet Boll Film, f/4.5 anastlgmat leas, speeded shutter. As
.
12 6
Daylight Enlarger to J-pl. for above .
9s. 6d.
4 X 3 Artificial Light Enlarger. List price £3 8s. 6d .
£2 12 6
4i ■ 6 cm. Ernemann Focal-plane, f/4.5 Ooerz Dograar anastlgmat lens,
shutter speeded from l/15th to 1/1, 000th sec. and time, direct-vision
finder, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case .
£7 17 6
1-pl. Doable Extension Cameo, f/6.8 Ooerz Dagor, Compoimd shutter, 3
slides, F.P adapter, leather case .
£3 7 6
i-pl. T.-P. Press Focal-plane, f/4.6 Cooke Aviar, direct-vision finder,
3 D.D. elides. Unsoiled .
£13 17 6
i-pl. T.-P. Special Baby Beflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tesaar, revolving back, 6 D.D.
slides and leather case. New condition .
£13 17 6
i-pl. N. & G. Sibyl, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, speeded shutter, rising front,
reflex finder. 6 slides, F.P. adapter .
£7 17 6
31 ' 2i N. & G. Folding Beflex, f/4.5 Cooke anastlgmat lens, 10-in. f/5.6
Dalion Telephoto, interchangeable, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter and leather
case. Cost over £60 .
£37 10 0
9 • 12 Mentor Focal-plane, f/3 Trioplan anastlgmat lens, direct-vision
finder. Mackenzie-Wishart slide, 6 envelopes, leather case. Cost over £50
£22 10 0
V.P. Special Kodak, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, Compur shutter. New
condition .
^7 7 0
31 * 2i T.-P. Bevolving Back BeQex, f/4.5 Aldis an istigmat lens, selfcapping shutter, speeded to 1/1, 000th sec., 3 slides. Brand-new condition.
Cost £12 .
8 0
J-pl. T.-P. Beflex. f/3.4 Aldis lens, f/5.4 13-in. Telephoto lens. 6 slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case .
.
£17 17 0
6 • 4 Portrait Beflex, triple extension, H-io. i/4.5 anas, lens, focal-plane
shutter, speeded to 1/l.OOOtb see., reversing back. 3 D.D. slides £4 17 6
3i X 2i Self-capping Focal-plane Camera, 5f-in. f/4,5 Cooke Aviar lens,
direct-vision finder, shutter speeded from 1/lOth to l/l,000th sec., 12
single metal dark slides .
^9 9 0
3a P.C. size Folding Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 Carl Zeiss Tessar lens. Compur
shutter, reflex finder, focussing adjustment. Perfect condition £4 17 6
4-pl. Model A Sanderson de Luxe Field Camera, rack-rising and cross
front, double swing and reversing back, triple extension. MackenzieWishart slide and 12 envelopes, fitted 8i-Ln. f/5.6 Ross Homocentric lens,
roller-blind shutter, tripod, leather case .
£8 17 6

‘AGFA’ STANDARD
3ix2t

NAT.

CHOICE

Anything on nine equal monthly
instalments and only 5% (or 5 if under £5) is added to cash price.

in stock and
of Bargains!

Phone:

VOUR

SEE

OUR

GENUINE

II

With built-in range-finder. Takes 36
exposures at one loading. Fits the pocket.
The ideal camera for the ad\ auced enthuaiaat. Negatives make
0 "O'O
•w
splendid enlargements. A ^ • W

PATH^

Nine monthly payments o! 52/6.

‘ROLLEIFLEX’
all-automatic camera,

The

taking
exposures
on stand¬
ard roll 12film.
Fitted with
Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5 lens. From £20

“LUXE”

MOTOCAMERA

A thoroughly efficient and beautifully finished
model. Complete with f/2.5 ‘|
lens and f/3. 5 telephoto lens. A
9 monthly
of 44 2.
payments

K-J

9 monthly payments of 46/8

’
OCHIC
3x4A V.P.cm.
camera ‘PICC
of the prevailing
popular
type, taking 16 pictures on standard
No. 127 roll film, all-metal body,
extremely compact, leather covered
with leather carrj’ing handle, nickelled
fittings, aiitotnatically springing to
infinity and finder set for viewing by
one toucli of a button, hinged back,
fitted
Vidonar anastigmat with
focussing adjustment to 3 feet. De¬
layed-action Compur .sector shutter,
1 to l'3i)0th sec., T. and B.. reindeer
skin purse case.

Price £5:12:6
Or nine monthly

PLEASE

IKON

Camera with
3^x2i
F/4.5 ZeissRoll-film
Tessar,
delayed-action
Comp\)r shutter, speeded
to 1 '250th sec., directvision and reflecting
view-finders. Radial
lever focussing from
infinity to 5 ft. Patent
device ensuring accurate
film register. Compact,
all-metal body, leather
covered, polished edges
to obviate wear.
LIST PRICE £11 6 0
OUB

PBICE

£7 : 18^5,
17 : 6

9 monthly payments of

LIME
MON.

0180.

ST.
LONDON,

E,C.3

31 ^ 21 Latest Dallmeyer Boll Film Speed Pocket, self-capping focalplane shutter, Ross Xpres lens f/4.5. Uiisoiled .
£11 17 6
X 2J T.-P. Reflex, revolving back, self-capping shutter, f/4.5 Carl
Zeiss Tessar, 14-in. f/o.G Dallmeyer Dalion Telephoto, 3 double slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case .
.
£21 10 0
31 X 2J Ibagee Press Collapsible Focal-plane, self-capping shutter, f/2.9
Dallmeyer Pentac lens, l/o.G Dalion Telephoto, 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
roll-holder, leather case. Cost £50 .
£19 19 0
Latest Automatic 21^ 21 Rolleifiex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, pair of Proxars,
plate back, 2 slides, leatlier case. Cost £26 78. Unsoiled.. £18 10 0
Leitz Leica, foral-j-laue shutter, f/3. 5 Elmar, range-finder. . £10 10 0
6 0
la Carbine Roll Film, f/4,5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, Compur, leather£6 case

Latest

MODEL

ZEISS

COCARETTE

54

LEICA

BRAND

HERE^S VALUE!

Phone:

The

SPECIAL

MENTION

“THE

payments

AMATEUR

of 13/2.

Path§ “B” MOTOCAMERA
Simple to use, with strong clockwork
motor drive. Strongly constructed,
attractively finished, fitted witli liighgrade Pathe f/3. 5 anastigmat lens.

£6:6:0

PHOTOGRAPHER”

31x21 Latest Ensign Speed Boll Film Beflex, f/3.4 Aldis, focal -plane
shutter .
£7 17 6
V.P. Kolibri, f;3.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, Compur, purse .
£8 8 0
21 X 21 RoUeiflex, f/3. 5 Tessar. Proxar lenses, leather case. . £15 0 0
Small 4x4 RoUeiflex, f'3.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, leather case. . £13 17 6
16-exposuie RoUoroy, f;3.5 Elmar anastigmat, Compur shutter, range¬
finder, colour screen, leather case. Unsoiled .
£13 10 0
P.C. T.-P, Reflex, rev, back, f/4,5 Aldis anastigmat, self-capping focalplane shutter, 12 slides .
£9 18 6
1-pl. Twin-lens Reflex, pair of Zeiss lenses, magazine, 12 plates. Nice
order .
£2 2 0
10 X 15 P.C. Bentzin Folding Reflex, revolving back, self-capping shutter,
(l(,erz ill £/4.8 Celor, 3 D.D. slides, leather case. Cost £40. ... £7 11 6
}-pl. N, & G. Ideal Sibyl, f/4.o Ross Xpres, iiigh-precision shutter, 0
slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£9 17 6
31 X 21 Zeiss Ikon Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur, leather case
£4 18 6
3* X 2J T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, Ross TeJeros f/5.5, C slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case .
£17 17 0
31 X 21 Ihagee Compact Pocket, double extension, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar.
Compur shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£7 17 6
1-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, recent model, wide-angle rack, f/4.5
Ross Xpres, Compur, Dallmeyer adjustaide Adon Telephoto, 3 D.D. slides,
leather case .
£14 17 6
Pathe Motocamera Luxe, f/2.7 Carl Zeiss Tessar. Cost £21 £13 17 6

ciTy sfl lESl
(1929)
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-ON EASY PAYMENTS !
BRITAIMT

BE/T /ELECTION

Your present apparatus will get
the highest allowances in part
exchange for a better purchase.

1/ AT ^CITY /ALE^

If your
tell US / require
We’U ment
soon

isn’tyouhere —
fix
up !

OLL-FILM OFFERS 59 CHEAPSIDE
Phone:

NEW

BARGAIN

on PAGE

1

CITY

LONDON,

1124.

BRAND

Anastigmat. iris moimt .

Kodak Autofocus Enlarger, taking
electric fittings .

NEW

E.C.2

negatives

up to 6

£2 17

6

4, comjtlete with
£5 17

P.C, Regular Sanderson, HJ-ln. f/6.3 Zeiss Protar, Goerz Sector shutter,
I to l/150th sec., llj-in. singlets, all movements, reversing back, screen.
3 douiile slides .
£5 12 6

NAGEL

P.C. Thornton-Pickard Special Ruby Reflex, f/4.6 Cooke anastigmat,
long extension, self-capping shutter, 1/lOth to 1/l.OOOth sec., screen, 12'
slides, F.P. adHpter and case .
£12 15 0
8*-in. Plano Convex Condenser, in brass mount .
£3 0 0
j-pl. Professional Model Planex, f/4.5 Cooke anastigmat, long extension,
rack focus, focal-i)laue shtjtter, i to 1/1, 300th see., revolving back, 3
double slides, F.P. adapter, Mackenzie-Wishart elide, 12 envelopes. le,ather
case .
£11 15 0

TRIUMPH’

SJ X
Roll - film
Cameras

i-pl. Miroflex Folding Reflex, f/2.9 Dallmeyer Pentac, self-capping shutter,
1/lOt h to 1/1 ,0(l0th sec., screen, 6 slides. F.P. adapter and case. As new
£31 5 0

Radionar

10 15 cm. Tropical Ernemann Focal-plane, f 5.5 Kuryplan anastigmat,
focal-plane sliutter, J 10th to l/l,00Uth sec,, screen, 6 D.D. slides, leather
case .
£7 12 6

mat

anaetig-

lenses

speeded
vision

f/G.3,

The NEW

9 ' 12 cm. Nettel DeckruUo Focal-plane, f.’2.7 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
self-capjiing .slmlter, j to l/2,80Otli sec,, inicnimeter focussing, screen,
3 D.D. slide.s, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£28 16 0

shutter,

brilliant and

direct

1-pl. Apem Focal-plane, f/4.5Apem anas. , focussing. self-cappingshutter,
l/IUth to 1/1, 000th sec., screen, .3 D.D. slides, le.'itlier case.. £7 17 6
9x12 cm. Ernemann Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat.
focussing, self-capping shutter, 1/JOth to 1/1, 000th sec., revolving back,
screen, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£15 15 0

finderfl.

LIST PRICE
£3 12 6.

KODAK “SIX-20”
JUNIOR

9 • 12 cm. Goerz Anschutz, f/4.6 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat. focussing,
self-cajiping shutter, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th sec., screen, 6 slides, F.l'. adapter,
case. As new .
£13 15 0

Just wh.it you are wanting — even better than
last year’s " Six-2()." One-motion snap-out open¬
ing. Closed by pressure of button. Finger-tip
focussing. Rigid double-locked front. Easy
loading, speeded shutter. T. B. I.. l/25th, l/60th,
1/lOOth. A fine British instrument.

6 ■' 13 cm. Stereo Ontoscope, f/4.6 Zeiss Tessars, fully-sreeded shutter,
1 to l/300th sec., pan. adjustment, with two 12-pIate changing boxes,
F.P. adapter, roll-holder, slide adapter and 6 slides, 3 Autoclirome slides,
filters and case. As new .
£37 10 0
V.P. Kodak, f/4.9 Zeiss Tessar, Everset
purse .
. .

speeded

shutter,

complete in
5 0

Doublet

fi.ved-focus lens....

F/G.3 anastigmat

90/94
; Phone:

CITY

FLEET

6981,

ST.

LONDON,

37/6
5S/-

KODAK “EIGHT”
MAKE
ONE FOOT OP FILM
DO THE WORK
OF FOUR.

With fixed-focus f/3.6 lens, ex¬
posure guide, footage indicator, and
eye-level finders incorporated in
the handle of the camera. Holds
25 ft. of special film only half the
■width of which' is exposed at a
time, giving, when slit and spliced,
50 ft. of 8-mm. film. This ingenious
instniment puts cinematography
«0/i
vithin the reach9 monthly
of every enthusi¬
ast. and halves the running cost 1

3jix2i Zodel Folding Pocket, f/3.8 Zodellar, delayed-action Compur
shutter, 6 slides, roll-holder and case. Nice condition .
£5 6 0
i-pl. Elite Folding Pocket, double extension. Lakos f/6.3 anastigmat.

C.

.
..

The NEW CINE-

X
Mentor Folding. Reflex, Carl Zeisa Tessar f/4.6, focussing, focal*
plane shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., 3 slides and F.P. adapter £7 17 6
1-pl, Popular Pressman Reflex, Aldis-Butcher f/4.r). focal-plane shutter,
' speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., reversing back, 6 slides. F.P. adapter and leather
r case .
£5 19 6
12>iD. Busch Rapid Aplanat f/8, iris diaphragm .
£1 2 6 .
Zeiss Patent Protar Ana^tigmat, iris .
£4 17 6
16i*in. Goerz Series in f/6.8 Anastigmat, iris .
£10 17 6
i»pl. Dallmeyer Speed, f/2.9 Pentac, ll-iu. f/5.0 Dallon Telephoto, self¬
capping focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., 6 slides, F.l*. adapter
;■ and leather case. Cost over £60. As new .
£29 17 6
Leitz Fodis Range-finder, complete in cjise .
18s. 6d.
; - 8i*mm. Pathe Hand-turn Cine Camera, f/3.5 unastlgmat, and leatlier
case .
£15
0

to 1/lOOth sec., 2 slides, roll-holder*and
♦

lens .

E.C.4

;

Vario, speeded

NEW

Jano While-You-Wait Camera, taking all sizes up to postcard, f/4.5
Arista anastigmat, Compur shutter, 1 to l/150th sec., complete with
tripod .
£5 5 0
j-pl. Ihagee Horizontal or Vertical Enlarger, f/6. 8 anastigmat, adjustable
stojis, rack/focussing .
. .
£5 5 0

4UiD. f/6. 8 Planbel Wide-Angle

LATEST PATTERN

IF IT’S
WE
HAVE IT !

leather case
£2 15

i mV payments of

■

0

Whole-plate Conical Field, double extension, R.R. lens, swing and re-

L ' versing back, 2 slides, and tripod .
. .
£3 7 6
Microscope, by Crouch, inclinable, fine and coarse adjxistment, 2 ob¬
jectives., eyepiece, condenser, and case .
►, .
£2 10 0
8i X 21 T.-P. Horizontal Reflex, f/4.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat, focal-plane
shutter, 6 slides, and F.P. adapter .
£6 17 6
31x2i No. 1 Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat, Kodex sliutter. As
new .
£1 19 6
16-mm. Oxford Cine Projector, motor driven, and resistance adjustable
to 260 volts .
£8 17 6
V.P. Kodak, f/6.6 focussing,
case .

Cooke,

ball-bearing

shutter

and leather
£1 18 6

THE
Takes

the

KODASCOPE

“BRILLIANT”

standard

3ix2J

8-exposure

roll film

at 1/2, but give^ 12 21*jn. square pictures by
means of a special numbering device operated
by the movement of the film. The brilliant
image emphasised by the deep hood
« * /
is almost full size. Two-speed shutter. High-grade f/7.7 anastigmat lens,

KK/*

“EIGHT”
PROJECTOR
For A.O. and D.C. Built-in
resistance is adjustable from
100 to 250 volts. No extra
resistance required. Takes

3x2 Rolette, f/4.6 Rollar anastigmat, Compur sector fully-speeded
shutter, from 1 to i/300th sec., complete in purse .
£4 10 0
i-pl. Sanderson de Luxe, Dallmeyer Stigmatic f/6, Compur shutter, 6
book •form slides, F.P. adapter and leather case .
£7 10 0
9-in. Dallmeyer Soft-focus Lens f/4.5, iris .
£2 15 0
6x4 Sanderson, Kengott f/4.6 anastigmat, Koilos shutter, 8 book-form
slides, and leather case .
£5 5 0

200-ft. of 8-mra. film, equiva¬

lent to 400-ft. of 16-mm.
film.
Extremely brilliant

100-watt lamp, with closelyaligned
*’ stills ” filaments.
with perfect

EXCHAnCE
m

ITEO

splicer

TheWESTON
The World’s
9 monthly

EXPOSURE

Best— NOW
payments

REDUCED

METER
IN PRICE

oiler.

£9:9:0

1
Nine

of 36/2.

and

monthly

payments
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safety,
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All Ihe tones
from
RED-BROWN

bif dai/Uqhtf
Not only is it possible to obtain beautiful
sepia prints with Seltona, but also, by just
washing in a salt bath before fixing, you
can get Dark Brown, Purple, and even
Blue pictures. Seltona is the Daylight
Printing Paper . . . simplicity is its keynote!

ILFORD
4
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LIMITED
MENTION
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The art critic of a daily news¬

No.

2317.

and earnest investigators of “ spirit ”
photography is Mr. Fred Barlow,
and he was honestly convinced of
character of Hope’s
the genuine
results.
Recently Mr. Barlow ex¬
posed the trickery of another
“spirit ” photographer named Moss;
and, more recently still, in conjunc¬
tion with Major W. Rampling Rose,
he read a paper at a meeting of the
Society for Psychical Research ex¬
plaining how Hope had at last been
“ discovered.” Being quite familiar
with Hope’s methods and results
our only surprise is that any ex¬
perienced photographic investigator
could be deceived by his crude and
He
“ supernormalities.”
clumsy
has
certainly
had an extraordinary
run
for
his money.

Famous Church Porch
Threatened.

“ Spirit ” Photographs.

those who have professed

to obtain “ supernormal ” results
by photography one of the oldest
practitioners is Mr. William Hope,
of Crewe, who must have produced
some thousands of “ psychic ” photo¬
graphs during the twenty-five years
of his activities in this direction.
Innumerable were the testimonies to
his sincerity and reliability, and

LXXV.

most elaborate were the descriptions
of the “ test ” conditions, absolutely
fraud-proof, under which he per¬
formed. One of the most patient

paper not long ago character¬
ised colour photography in
our hearing, as “blancmange and
raspberry jam.” That is not a fair
comment upon the earnest work
which is being done in colour, both
on the side of photography and on
that of reproduction for Press or
other purposes. Dr. D. A. Spencer
gave the R.P.S. the other evening
an engaging demonstration of some
of the difficulties attending the
reproduction of colour photographs.
The bulk of colour illustration, he
said, was produced by the half¬
tone process, in which, unless ex¬
tensive retouching was given to
the printing plates, the results
were flat and degraded, however
colourful the original. Even if ideal
printing colours were available, half¬
tone would not show a complete
approach to truth. With a sigh,
Dr. Spencer added that if one could
only translate light intensity into
equivalent opacity on a silver nega¬
tive, then would one be able to
reproduce definitely everything in
the spectrum, down to a negro in
a coal cellar, and get the values
right. But in reproducing the spec¬
trum one has to use five flat areas,
each of uniform hue. It follows
that there must be certain gradations
of colour which it is impossible to
reproduce.
Among

VoL.

A

An

article on

Dutch

Mill.

photographing

appears

in this issue.
327

windmills

an¬
of London’
aphers
Photogrwill
to learns that
be sorry
tiquities
the fifteenth-century porch of St.
Ethelburga’s Church, in Bishopsgate,
may soon disappear. The porch,
which juts out on the pathway,
takes up about thirty square feet
of the pavement, and the City
Corporation is going to pay about
£1,000 for the site. A petition
protesting against the removal of
the porch is being prepared. The
church and porch have been favour¬
ite subjects of Canadians who know
their country’s history, for it was
here, on April 19th, 1607, that
Hudson (who gave his name to
Hudson Bay and River), his son,
and his crew of ten sailors took
communion, “ purposing to go to
sea foure days after.”

5

th[ amateur photographer
April 5th, 1933
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Perusing

Peru.

“ . . . The wonders of each region
view, From frozen Lapland to
Peru.” So wrote the nineteenthcentury poet, but he never foresaw
photography from the air, which
made his dream come true. The
latest country to be surveyed —
and pretty adequately — in this way
appears to be Peru, where an
American expedition has been carry¬
ing out photography at elevations
of over 25,000 feet. The expedition
set out with two cabin monoplanes,
one for photographic work and the
other for transporting supplies. The
photographic plane, in addition to
being equipped with the most recent
and efficient photographic apparatus.

The

Amateur

Victoria

had a supercharged motor, which
made it possible to reach altitudes
of 28,000 feet. Besides the hundreds
of air photographs, a large amount
of motion picture him has been
exposed throughout the coastal
region of Peru and the western
border of the Andes. The photo¬
graphic leader of the expedition,
Mr. Johnson, is an American spe¬
cialist in air photography, and had
already served as chief photographer
with the Peruvian naval air service,
in which capacity he had taken
many hundreds of photographs. It
strikes us that soon the world
will contain no single lonely spot
which has escaped the eye of the
camera.

Photographer*’

and

Cinematography.

Queen Victoria died thirty- two
years ago (on January 22nd, 1901)
and not everyone nowadays realises
that she saw cinematographic
pictures. Lord Lee, of Fareham,
speaking at the Royal Empire
Society a few days ago, recalled
that the queen mentioned the fact
in her journal for 1896. “ We were
aU photographed by Downey by
the new cinematography process,”
she wrote. “ We walked up and
down and the children jumped
about.” Later in the same year
(1896) the resulting film was shown
at Windsor. “ The so-called ani¬
in
her diary.
mated
pictures ” she called them

EXPOSURE

li ABLE

—

April

EVERY MONTH
a brief exposure table will be provided for the assistance of our readers in their practical work. A glance at
the current approximate exposures as here given will serve as a reliable guide for most purposes. The subjects will be varied
to suit the time of year. The following exposures will serve as a working guide for any fine day during the month, between the
hours of 10 in the morning and 2 in the afternoon, with the sun shining, but not necessarily on the subject. Stop used, f/8. The
exposure should be doubled if the sun is obscured or if stop f/ii is used. For f/i6 give four times the exposure. For f/5.6
give half. From 9 to 10 a.m. or from 2 to 3 p.m., double these exposures. From 7 to 9 a.m. or from 3 to 5 p.m., treble them.
N.B, — The

times given above are by “ sitn time." The exposures, therefore, which are laid down as suitable for 2 to 4 p.m., for instance, will be those to be
given between 3 and 5 p.m. by the clock, during “ summertime” which begins on April gth.
Ordinary.
Subject.

Open

1/25 sec.

seascapes and cloud studies . .

Open landscapes with no very heavy
shadows in foreground, shipping studies
or seascapes with rocks, beach scenes

Landscapes in fog or mist, or with strong
foreground, well-lighted street scenes . .
Buildings or trees occupying greater portion
of picture
Portraits or groups taken out of doors, not
too much shut in by buildings . .
Portraits in well-lighted room, light sur¬
roundings, big window, white reflector . .

sec.

1/40

Ultra Rapid.

Rapid.

1/100 sec. 1/125 sec.

1/75

yy
y y

y y

1/75

1/60

1/45

y y

1/5
1/3

1/25

1/12
1/8

11

secs.

1/3

1/2
2
secs.
y y
yy

secs.

4

1/30
1/20
1/8

y y

1/6
1/15

1/5
1

n
5

sec.
1/25

1/15
1/8

Ordinary landscapes, open river scenery,
figure studies in the open, light buildings,
wet street scenes

Extra

Rapid.

Medium.

1/40

yy y
y

y y
y y

1/25
1/4
1/10
1

y y

y y

y t

y y

As

a further guide we append a list of some of the best known makes of plates and films on the market. They have been divided into groups, which approximately
indicate the speeds referred to above. The hypersensitive panchromatic plates and films require less exposure, than the ultra-rapid.
Ultra Rapid.
Ilford Iso-Zenith.
Ilford, Screened Chromatic.
Selo, Selochrome Roll Film and Gevaert, Regular Cut Film.
Agfa, Special Portrait.
Film Pack.
,,
Hypersensitive Pan.
Hauff, Analo-Flavin.
plates and Films.
„ Super-speei Film.
,,
Selo
Pan.
Roll
Film.
,, Commercial Ortho. Film.
„ Ultra Special.
,, Extra Rapid.
fast).
,,
Portrait
Film (Ortho, Wellington, Anti-Screen.
R
Imperial, S
Non-Filter.
Barnet, Press an ! Super Press.
„
Ortho.and Pack.
„ E.R.
Roll Film
„
XL Super-speed Ortho.
„
X
Press.
Ilford, Auto Filter.
,,
Monarch.
„
S.R.
Extra Rapid.
„
Soft Panchromatic.
„
„

Criterion,
Eastman,

„
„

Hapff,

,,
„
Herzog,

Enelite.
Par

Speed

Super

6

Film.

Sensima.

Sensima Fast.
Sensima Ortho.
Super Chromosa.
Roll Films and Packs.
Ultra

Rapid.

Ulcroma.
Ultra Roll Film and Pack.
Ortho-Isodux

,,
Ilford,

Cut

S.S. Cut Film.
S.S. Pan. Film.

Gevaert,

„
,,
,,
„

,,
,,
„

Studio Fast.
Ultra Rapid.

Golden

,,

Roll

Film.

Film Pack.

Iso-Zenith.

Press.
S.S. Ex. Sens.
Zenith Ex. Sens.
S.G. P.an.

Illingworth,

,,
„
,,
Imperial,

,,
,,
,,
„
„
Kodak,

Fleet.

Super Fleet.
Super Fleet Ortho.
Pan. Fleet.
S.S.S.

Press

Eclipse.
Eclipse
Eclipse
Eclipse
Eclipse

Ortho.

Ortho Soft.
Soft.
Ortho.
Pan. Soft.

Verichrome

Film.

Kodak,
Agfa,

(,

Chromo.

Isolar.
,, Rapid.
„
„ Extra

„
Iso Rapid.
,, Isolar.
,, ,, Chromo.
„
„ RoilS.R.
Film.
Barnet,
Pan.
„
Studio
Ortho.
Criterion,
Iso E.R.
„
Portrait.
,,
Roll Film.
,, RollSpecial
Ensign,
Film. E.R.
Gevaert,

Filtered

Iso Record.

,,

Film

Zeiss

Ikon,

Roll

Pack.

Film

and

Rapid.
Barnet,

Film

Ordinary.
„

Chromatic.

Barnet, Ordinary.
Criterion, Ordinary.
Gevaert,
„
Ilford,

S.R.

Pelliculaire.
Empress.

Pack.

Selo, Roll Film.

Rapide.

Medium.
Instantan^e.

„
Ilford,

Film.

S.R. Ortho.

Extra

,,

Eclipse Pan. B.

Kodak,
and
„ Roll
S.S.Film
Ortho.
Pathe, Roll Film.

Cut

Lumiere,

Ordinary.
Ordinary

Iso.

Ordinary.

Ortho.
Criterion,
Extra Rapid.
,, Self-screen
Ortho.

Marion, 'Record.

„

,, S.R. Pan.
,, Pan. Film.
„
Rapid
Chromatic.
Imperial,
Non-Filter
(new series).

„

Chromosa.

„

S.R.

Hauff,

Ortho

Imperial,

„

Ordinary.

Rapid

Process Pan

Anti-Halo.

„

Pan. Process.
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INISHING a Photograph
By

MERVYN

E. REES.

A FIXED, washed and dried print

An article intended for the amateur who is
making and finishing prints for the first time.

coat of colour and

water

will act as a

is, as far as many amateur
photographers are concerned,
quite finished. This particularly ap¬
plies to the thousands of amateurs
who get their photographs made by the
D. & P. firms. For them the print
has had all the treatment that it needs.
Its doom is sealed when it is deposited
in an envelope or pocket-book, to be
drawn forth at intervals, and fingered
and thumbed in its exhibition among

fixative for the pencil work.
A matt print requires nothing more
than just the colour and water, for the
brush marks dry with a dull surface.
With semi-glossy or velvet papers and
glossy papers it is necessary to add
something to the water and paint to
make it dry with a surface similar to
that of the printing paper used.
Ordinary gum or gum arabic crystals
can be used for this purpose, the

the photographer’s friends.
A print,
so much
own tocreation,
unless
it has
been one’s
let out
the D.
and P. man, surely deserves a better
fate, and I suggest that those whose
end lies at this point should go a
step or two farther, and properly
finish their work.

amount used depending on the de¬
gree of gloss desired. The gum arabic
crystals have to be dissolved in a
very little water before use. If the
spotting has been carefully done in
this way, no sign of the work will be
seen.
There now remains the trimming and
mounting. With a contact print there
is usually greater need of trimming
than with an enlargement, for in
enlarging it is often possible to select
that portion of the negative that gives
the best arrangement in the picture,
whereas in taking the original negative
much usually has to be included that
is not absolutely necessary.
This is one of the reasons for the

Having gone to the trouble of
developing a roll of film or plates and
printing the negatives, the improved
appearance given by spotting and even
simple mounting, compared with the
unspotted and loose print, makes the
little additional work well worth while.
It is seldom that a negative is
obtained that is so perfect that a print
from it requires no spotting. This is
very easily done by means of a fine
brush and water-colour paints. It
is better to buy a spotting outfit con¬
taining a set of colours in small pans,
rather than purchase separate tubes of
water-colours. So little colour is used
that tubes almost invariably go hard
and useless long before they have been
used up.
A raid on the china pantry will pro¬
duce a cup for holding water, and a
saucer or plate for use as palette.
The brush, which should be a small
fine-pointed “sable,” must be kept on
the dry side, for it is far better to
fill up a spot with a series of fine lines,
if necessary cross-hatched, than to
put on one blob of colour. A blob
of colour, although when put on may
perfectly match its surroqnd, will in
drying collect at one spot and leave
a portion uncoloured, or at least lighter
than it is intended to be.
Large areas needing spotting are
better dealt with by dividing into
small departments, each being treated
separately. If the area is too large
to deal successfully with in this way
go over it first with a lead pencil, and
then finish off with water-colour. The

popularity of the small camera and
prints made via the enlarger. Thus,
apart from giving clean-cut edges to
prints trimming can improve their
composition. Matter that is likely
to compete with the principal object
and attract too much attention can be
cut away. The position of the princi¬
pal object can also often be strength¬
ened, and added importance given to
it in this manner.
Trimming is not, of course, a remedy
for all the ills of composition, but much
can usually be done by its aid.
A print treated thus far is very much
better than the rough product. It
remains for mounting to give the
finishing touch, and in this much
taste can be exercised. Manufacturers
occasionally
the colours

send out mounts with
of a rainbow. I have

seen one with pink, light blue and
cream spots on a buff ground. Avoid
these, for although they may be
spectacular they will certainly do the
print much more harm than good.
Mounts of white or light cream only^
should be used. White mounts may
be used for black-and-white prints
or cream prints, and cream mounts
329

for prints on cream-based
brown- toned prints.
Never use cream mounts

papers

or

for black-

and-white prints. What surface to
use, and there are many varieties in
the surfaces of mounts, must be left to
individual choice. Smooth or rough
may often be used and look equally
An enclosing line drawn in pencil
or ink along the border of the print
almost always gives it an improved
good.
appearance. A dark print, such as a
head-and-shoulder portrait of a man in
a dark suit and with a dark back¬
ground behind the figure, does not
need an enclosing line as much as a
portrait with a light background or a
landscape having a light sky.
In such cases as these there is always
a tendency for the photograph to
“ run ” on to the mount. There is
nothing to prevent the eye from going
away from the picture, or, having
passed from the subject to the edge of
the print, to send it back again. A
neat border line holds the whole
together and effectively prevents this.
A narrow black under-mount will
serve the same purpose, but to put
too wide a black border is a mistake,
for it tends to kill the print.
A little e.xtra finish and ornamenta¬
tion can be given, if desired, in mount¬
ing by the addition of an under¬
mount. The under-mount may be of
the same mounting card as the mount
proper, or it may contrast with it —
that is. be of a darker hue— but it
must harmonise in colour. Grey will
never look right on cream.
The amount of under-mount allowed
to protrude beyond the edges of the
print is again a matter for personal
taste. No hard and fast rule can be
given, but the old maxim of having
more mount below the print than
on the sides or top holds good in
this as with the mount itself. A
deckle edge, beloved

of the professional

photographer, shoidd be kept to the
bottom portion of the under-mount
only. On all sides it gives too fancy
an appearance. The goodness of the
mounting is being sacrificed for ex¬
cessive decoration.
Let plain and good be the motto
for mounting. Multiple mounting is
as it ought to be — a thing of the past ;
let us not disturb it.
7
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and the CAMERA
Where

and how

to sell Photographs

By “ FREE-LANCE."
Camera users who essay to make money from their photography, or at least to
make it self-supporting, will find in this monthly feature many helpful market tips.

Photographers situated near an aerodrome should not
overlook

tunity

the

scope

thus

made

available

for aeroplane

photography. Though few free-lances have the oppor¬
to take pictures from the air, there is a chance of taking

marketable pictures from the ground. A study of the maga¬
zines and periodicals using such pictures will reveal the type
of photograph required. Notice whether the particular
market in mind is designed to cater for flying in its popular
phases or for advanced students of aeroplane matters, and
caption your prints accordingly.
The air papers include Popular Flying, 32, Bloomsbury
Street, London, W.C.i ; Aero Field (devoted mainly to air
stamp collecting, but a market not to be entirely overlooked),
57-58, New Street, Birmingham ; The Aeroplane, Cannon
House, Pilgrim Street, London, E.C.4 ; and Flight, 36, Great
Queen Street, London, W.C.2. If really tip-top photographs
of new planes in use can be obtained, their makers are likely
to offer a market for the prints, for advertising purposes.
How do you attach your captions to your prints for the
Press ?
Most free-lance photographers agree that the best
plan is to attach a slip of paper, bearing the wording and your
own name and address, to the back of the print. The plan
is certainly preferable to writing the details direct on the back
of the photograph. An editor pointed out a pitfall recently,
however, when he showed me a photograph which had de¬
teriorated simply because the caption slip had been attached
with ordinary gum. Pure photographic mountant is as neces¬
sary as in mounting prints in the ordinjiry way.
Photographs depicting various scouting activities are used
by The Scouter, 16-18, Henrietta Street, London, W.C.2. Two
or three photographs should be gathered to form a series,
and an article should then be written round them. The paper
is the organ of the officers in the scout movement, and subjects

should

and when both are completely dissolved mix the two solu¬
tions together to make 8 oz. of the sensitiser. This solution
should be kept away from the light. Keep it in a special
bottle and label it “ poisonous.”
Plain writing-paper, without watermark, is a suitable
medium for coating. The paper should be pinned flat
on a board with drawing-pins. The sensitiser is coated on
to the paper by means of several thicknesses of cloth
doubled over the edge of a piece of glass, and held in place
with a rubber band ; an old plate negative will do excel¬
lently for the piece of glass.
We are informed that Mr. J. W. Mattinson has recently been
appointed Honorary Secretary of the Carlisle and County
Amateur Photographic Society. Readers wishing for informa¬
tion regarding membership, etc., should communicate with
Mr. Mattinson at 45, Trafalgar Street, Carlisle.
8

dealt

with

from

that

angle.

The

scope,

however,

will repay a study by any free-lance photographer who is able
to obtain Boy Scout pictures. A similar publication, but for
Girl Guide officers, is The Guider, 17— ig, Buckingham Palace
Road, London, S.W.i. Illustrated articles on such subjects
as decorating the Guide-room are used.
The flower season is now immediately ahead, and subjects
suitable for even the cheapest camera will shortly be available
on every side. In addition -to the obvious markets provided
by the gardening papers, prints may often be sold to seed
producers for advertisement purposes, and if the photographs
have pictorial value the calendar and postcard publishers
should be kept in mind. Among the latter are Raphael Tuc <
and Sons, Ltd., Moorfields, London, E.C.2 ; Alex Baird and
Sons, Ltd., Kelvinbridge, Glasgow ; and Millar and Lang,
Ltd., 46, Darnley Street, Glasgow. Some of the publishing firms
buy the negative outright.
Hiking, camping, sports and similar types of photograph
are used to a limited degree by Modern Boy, The Fleetway
House, Earringdon Street, London, E.C.4. Happy prints with
boy subjects are most likely to be accepted.
Cycling, 3-15, Rosebery
a snapshot competition.

Avenue,

London,

E.C.i,

is running

Photographs dealing with the country, nature, and agri¬
culture are used freely by The Field, Breams Buildings, London,
E.C.4,
there is plenty of scope for outside work.
Animal photographs stand an excellent chance of acceptance
for Farm, Field, and Fireside, 8, Salisbury Square, London,
E.C.4, at the present time.

BLUE-PRINT
Here is quite a good printing process which I have

used most successfully myself. Weak negatives,
which may give good prints with gaslight paper,
are useless for making blue prints, consequently negatives
with dense high lights should be used. Rough proofs
can be made very inexpensively by this method, and can
The following instructions
easily be done at home.
should be carefully followed.
Procure from a photographic dealer i oz. of ammoniocitrate of iron and i oz. of ferricyanide of potassium.
Dissolve each of these chemicals separately in 4 oz. of water,

be

is wide, for although camping and similar articles and photo¬
graphs must be novel if they are to succeed (so many contri¬
butions on these topics having already appeared), handicraft
and travel articles of Scouting interest are used. The magazine

MAKING

This brush is dipped into the solution, and passed over
the surface of the paper in weak light. The solution should
be coated on to the paper in bands slightly overlapping,
first lengthways and then, before these are dry, at right
angles across the paper in the same manner. All the
paper should be coated, and it does not matter if it looks
streaky so long as it is all covered. After coating it should
be put away to dry in the dark.
Printing is carried out in the ordinary way in a frame, and
the paper exposed to bright daylight until, on opening
one-half of the frame, it is seen that a greyish-blue picture
is visible. The picture must appear much darker than it is
ultimately required to be when it is finished ; and the
shadows should have a semi-metallic, choked-up appear¬
ance.
When it is judged that exposure is sufficient, the print
is just soaked in clean, running water until all the yellow
stain disappears from the water, and the print assumes,
as it quickly will, a bright blue colour showing all details.
No fixing whatever is needed. The print can be dried in
the usual way, or by hanging up at a little distance from
a fire.
Fr.vnk W. L.\ngrick.
Mr. Ronald Hunter, 63, Orange Street, Kroonstad, O.F.S.,
South Africa, would be pleased to get into communication with
one or two British amateur photographers, with a view to
making arrangements for exchanging snapshots. No doubt
interested readers will write to him.
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LIGHTEST

V

and SMALLEST

PRECISION-MADE

ENSIGN

REFLEX

CAMERAS
Statistics show
50%

that over

of the exhibition

prints

are made by users of Reflex
Cameras. Why? Because
they are the best for pictorial
and serious people.
Ensign Plate or Roll-film
Reflex Cameras are light to
carry but precision made.
Look inside, one and see.

ENSIGN

SPECIAL

REFLEX

Has self-capping focal-plane shutter, set by the turn of one knob)
which also serves to alter the speeds (range 1/15 to 1/1,000
second). Small size body with revolving back and reversible hood.
Rising front, sky shade and time movement. Best quality leather
covering. Mahogany body. For plates, cut films, or film packs.

With

ALDIS-BUTCHER

3ix2| ..

. £12

J-plate..

ENSIGN

F/4.5 ANASTIGMAT

:O : O

£12:15:0

SPEED

FILM REFLEX

With focal-plane shutter, giving a full range of speeds, 1/35,
1/40, 1/50, I ''75) 1/125, 1/250, 1/500 second and Time.
Film - registering device keeps the film perfectly flat during
exposure, an essential feature with large-aperture lenses.
Comfortable hood excludes all light from the screen for easy
focussing, optically worked mirror.
Takes standard size 2I X 3J films. Very light, very compact,
easy loading, best quality leather covering, mahogany body.

Fitted

with

ENSAR

£6
OF

ALL

F/4.5 ANASTIGMAT

:17 : 6
DEALERS.

Wnte for Catalogue to Ensign, Limited, High Holborn, London, W.C.i
PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER"

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

You ALWAYS set BETTER
VALUErWESTMINSTER
ASELECTION

ZEISS IKON

“ EVIAXIMAR”

NAGEL
21

’’

“ TRIUMPH

of SECOND-HAND
CAMERAS in stock
at 24,

31x41

31 X

CHARING CROSS
ROAD.
Phone : TEMPLE

BAR

7165

41x6 cm. N. & G. Baby Sibyl, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
6 slides, F.P. adapter .
£7 15 0
For

Plates

or

Film

Packs.

Fitted f/4.5 Zeiss Ikon Doniinar aiiastigmat, Compur shatter
(not rine control type), speeds 1 to l/200th sec., T. and B.. rack
focussintf, double- e.xtension, risinc and cross front, brilliant
reversible and wire-frame finders, all-metal leather-covered body,
complete with 3 sinsle metal dark slides. Present value £12.

£5:12:6

OUR
PRICE

F.P. Adapter,

THE

9/6

Leather

41x6 cm. lea Atom, f/6.3 Zeiss, Compound shutter,
F.P. adapter .
£3 7 6
3}x21 N. & G. Sibyl, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar lens, 6
slides, F.P. adapter .
£5 5 0
3Jx2i T.-P. Imperial, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur
shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case. ... £5 5 0
3^x2} Agfa Standard Folding Plate, f/4.5 lens,
3 slides, case .
£3 17 6

SPECIAL

like a book, providing simplest method of loading ever devised,
light metal art leather-covered body, real leather bellows. ^Fitted
f/6.3 Radionar anastigmat, speeded shutter. l/25th, l/60th,
1/lOOth sec., T. and B.. with special self-portrait device, complete
makers.
in boi. with wire release and instruction book as supplied by

LIST

PRICE
48/9

OUR

PRICE

£3:12:6

3ix2i Goera Roll Film Tenax, f/4.5 Dogmar lens,
Compur shutter .
£6 17 6

Case, 15/-

FEATURES.

Aatomatic openinB by simply pressing a button at side of cameraFocussing by revolving movement on lens mount. Brilliant
reversible and direct-vision view-finders. Patent back, opening

3ix 2i Icarette, double extension, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
Compur shutter .
£8 7 6

WESTMINSTER

THE

CINE
KODAK

2i X 2J Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter
£11 10 0
4ix2J Roll Film Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
Compur shutter .
£7 15 0

“APEX”
3Jx2|

3ix2| Agfa Standard Roll Film, f/4.5 lens, speeded
shutter .
£3 3 0
}-pl. No. 3 Series III Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat lens
in Diomatic shutter .
£3 7 6
4^x2J Cocarette (Zeiss Ikon), f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
lens, delayed-action Compur shutter .
£8 7 6

“8”

4^x31 Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane, f/4.8 Celor
lens, 2 slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£6 10 0
3^x21 Salex Focal-plane, f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens,
3 slides, F.P. adapter .
£3 17 6

Anastigmat
Lens.

4J X 2^ Graflex Roll Film Reflex, focal-plane shutterf/4.5 Ross Xpres lens, leather case .
£5 10 0
4}x3i Ensign Tropical Reflex, f/4.5 Ross lens,
6 slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£8 10 0
10 0
12^-in. 1/5.6 Cooke Telephoto Lens, in iris £8
mount

AU-metal body, covered fine leather, metal parts chromiom,
blncred back, lever focussinc, Vario shutter, l'25tb, l/60th,
1/lOOtb sec., T. and B.. direct and brilliant finders. Present

OUR
PRICE

47/6

12-in. 1/7.7 Dallon Telephoto Lens, in iris £5
mount
5

0

12-in. t/6 Dallmeyer Popular, in iris mount

0

111, OXFORD
GERRARD

Send

to

PLEASE

-»

W.l
"THE

AMATEUR

PROJECTOR

£9:9:0
Film, 1 0/Special fine grain.
matic.
Fast panchro¬
Four minutes’
projection.
ONE
foot does
OUR

Lists.

AND

119, VICTORIA

STREET,

VICTORIA

PHOTOGRAPHER"

KODASCOPE

“ 8 ”-30
LTD.

ROAD. W.C.2
62, PICCADILLY,

S.W.l

CORRESPONDING

ARE

EXCHANGE

0669.

WHEN

of FOUR.!

THEATRES
WITH
THE

CRO/r

AT

the work

FOUR
PROJECTION
EACH
EQUIPPED

PHOTOGRAPHIC

1432.

MENTION

for complete

HOUTE." 24. CHARING

STREET,

6

All above are in guaranteed per¬
fect condition, and will be sent
on approval against deposit.

THE WESTMINSTER
“CAMERA

£6

CAMERA

£9:17:6

WITH

REGENT

ADVERTISERS.

1360

W.l
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A Home-Made
This developing bench does not

pretend to be ideal dark-room
furniture,' and the illustration
does not pretend to be expert photo¬
graphy. But both have their points
of interest, and a short description
may be useful.
First the illustration. This was

A Practical

Developing

Suggestion

by H. A.

are horizontal and two vertical. This
is to raise the bench about three feet
from the floor and so give a comfortable
height for standing work. The ad¬
ditional six inches over the height of

boxes

Bench

has led to the accumulation

of

more bottles than an amateur’s dark¬
room ought to hold. The bottles are
of all sizes and shapes, and within
certain limits it is possible to pick

taken in the dark-room, and suffers
because camera space was inadequate.
The sole illuminant was the orange
light which is affixed to the wall some
six or eight feet from the bench. The
light consists of a 30-wqtt lamp behind
double orange fabric, and is perfectly
safe for even the fastest bromide
papers. The exposure was 30 minutes
at f/5.6 on an Ilford Hypersensitive
pan. plate.
The greatest merit of the bench
itself is possibly that it cost only a
very few shillings ; its chief defect is
that it was erected in a hurry, and its
somewhat crude appearance has never
been remedied. It consists of five
Tate sugar boxes and a couple of
planks (old shelves) covered with
stout, lino. One of the boxes stands
on the bench to serve as an enlarging
easel, the face being covered by two
cheap cork table-mats and the en¬
larger being supported independently
on a small table. The inside of this
box accommodates dishes not in use,
and a hook holds the dark-room
clock. The wall behind the bench is

an ordinary table make a wonderful
difference when several negatives or

protected by a piece of American cloth.
It will be seen that two of the boxes

prints have
sion.

which

form the supports for the bench

Exhibitions

Notices of forthcoming

exhibitions and

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
or Beginners, Intennediate and Advanced Workers.
Entries, April 29. Rules in issue of March 29.
Pittsburgh Salon. — Open, March 17-April 16.
Secretary, B. H, Chatto, 1300, Milton Avenue, Pitts¬
burgh, 18, Pa., U.S.A.
league International Salon. — Open, April 8-22.
Organised by Association of Czechoslovak Amateur
Photographic Societies, Riegrovo Nabiezi, 22, Prague
II, Czechoslovakia.
Chicago World’s Fair International Exhibition, 1933.
— Open, June i-October 31. Enquiries to “ 1933
Salon,” Chicago Camera Club, 137, North Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
Bolton Camera Club International Exhibition. —
Open, April 1-8. Secretary, John B. Adshead, 69,
Hastings Road, Bolton, Lancs.
Victorian (Australia) International Salon (Ivielboume
Athenasum Art Gallery). — Open, April 24-May 6.
Secretary, C. Stilart Tompkins, Junction, Camberwell,
E.6,. Melbourne, Australia.
Derby Rly. Inst. P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open,
April 5-8. Exhibition Secretary, J. Condie, Railway
Institute, L.M.S. Rly., Derby.
Bridge of Allan and District Photographic Society
International Salon. — Open, April 15-29. Particulars
from Mrs. Brown, Jun., The Studio, Bridge of Allan,
Scotland.

The

in succes¬

storage space provided

and

competitions

to be developed

by the

Competitions

will be included

Beckenham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Open, April
6-12. Secretary, F. H. Elliott, 31a, Worbeck Road,
Anerley, S.E.20.
Turin International Salon. — Entries, April 20 ;
open, May 20-June ii. Further particulars from
Secretary, Fourth International Salon, Via Stampatori,
N.6, Turin (108), Italy.
C.C. Annual

the
for
big
are

^^FUTUR]^^^

here every week if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.

Nottingham an.I Notts P.S. International Exhibition.
Twenty awards for prints and slides. Special prize
for best Colonial print. — Open, April 6-8. Hon.
Secretary, T. Finch, Herbert Road, Nottingham.
(Photographic papers please copy.)
Brighton and Hove C.C. Annual Exhibition (one
class open to members of clubs in Kent, Sussex and
Hampshire). — Open, April lo-May 6. Exhibition
Secretary, R. J, Botting, 71, East Street, Brighton.
Third International Salon, San Diego, Fine Arts
Gallery (under auspices of Camera Enthusiasts of
San Diego). — -Open, April 21-May 14. Particulars
from Miss Ruth Kilboume, 4225, Arden Way, San
Diego, California, U.S.A.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Annual
Exhibition (Open Classes). — Entries, April 6 ; open,
April 28-May 7. Particulars from J. Ainger Hall, Hon.
Exhibition
Secretary, 10, Kitson Road, London,
S.W.13.

Portsmouth

out the more common solutions by
feel of the bottle. Pyro A and B,
instance, are square and oval
bottles respectively ; hypo bottles
bigger still, each holding 32 oz.

Exhibition

(Open Classes). —

Entries, May 2 ; open. May lo-June 10.
H. Coker, 4, Junction Road, Southsea.

Secretary,

Midland Salon, City Art Gallery, Leicester. — En¬
tries, May 6 ; open. May 27-June 24. Particulars
from Hon. Secretaries, W. Bailey and A. E. Tracey,.
Cank Street, Leicester.
Northern Photographic Exhibition (Bradford). —
Entries, May 13 ; open, June 17-August 20. Entry
forms from A. Greenwood, Myrtle Dene, Harrogate
Road, Bradford.
Cardiff C.C. World’s

Masters

14 ; open, June 9-24.
from G. H. Palmer,
Y.M.C.A., Cardiff.
Troyes

International

Salon. — Entries, May

Entry forms and particulars
Hon. Exhibition Secretary,
Salon. — Entries,

May

25 ;

open, June 15-25. Secretary, Maurice Michel, President
de rUnion Photographique Champenoise, 23, Rue de la
Mission Troyes (Aube), France.
Polish International Salon (Cracow). — Entries,
August I ; open, August 27-September 17. Further
particulars from Fotoclub, Y.M.C.A., Cracow, Poland.
Rotherham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms
due October 2 ; prints, October 9 ; open, October 18-21.
Further particulars from E. George Alderman, Hon.
Exhibition Secretary, Ruardean, Newton Street,
Rotherham.
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A. G. DELL.

O
N
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worth while exposing, as so many of
our anqient mills are rotting away,
and in due course fall victims to fire
or gale. In time, prints of them may
have a unique and historic value.
Generally speaking, windmills can
be classified into three groups — the
tower-mill, the smock-mill and the
peg-and-post

pattern.

The

last

is

There are few more fascin¬

for the
ating subjects
photographer than windmills,
whether he be a record worker
or a pictorialist. As Mr. E, V. Lucas
has said, “ a picture with a windmill
can hardly be a failure.” This remark
is indeed well borne out by the great
number of good mill photographs which

one sees,, especially in beginners’ com¬
petitions and often one of the chief
prizes is secured by such a picture.
This would seem to imply that
windmills are comparatively easy sub¬
jects for the camera, to which I would

suggest that the answer is ‘‘ yes,” and
also ” no.” That is, up to the level
of carrying off a prize in a
competition for beginners, yes ;
but beyond that standard it
becomes more difficult to produce
a pictorial rendering which is
completely satisfying in every
detail, such as lighting and atmo¬
sphere, and also that hint of
mystery which seems to cling to
these romantic buildings.
Nevertheless, do not be dis¬
couraged if your first mill picture
is not a great success. Experience
teaches, personal experience most
of all ; but the experience of
others can often be very helpful,
so perhaps the following hints
may be found useful to those
who are about to essay for the
first time the art of photo¬
graphing windmills in a pictorial
manner.
Even if it is not possible to
make a picture it is nearly always
12

On

Reigate

Heath,

Surrey.

considered the oldest type of English wind¬
mill. Many differences are to be observed
in all three types, often according to the
locality in which they are situated. Eive,
six, and eight sails are some of the most
arresting variations to be seen, also cloth
sails instead of the more usual wooden vanes.
As a subject for a picture a windmill is
almost sufficient in itself ; it requires very
few accessories to complete the composition,
that is, if the mill is the principal object and
not just a feature in an open landscape.
Both the smock-mill and the post-mill
are more attractive than the tower-mill,
especially if taken at close quarters.
In nine cases out of ten it is essential

On

Keston

Common,

Kent.

to convey a feeling of wind in a mill pic¬
ture. This is generally to be accomplished
by the inclusion of windswept trees, or by
clouds, or by both.
The second is usually the easiest to procure
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MILLS
Interesting Subjects
throughout the year.
and also the most effective.

Therefore,

windy weather is the best time to
devote to windmill picture making
(whatever month of the year it may
be — they can all be equally good),
and a showery day (with sunshine.

At Harvest

2'ime.

best to have the mill looking into the picture, but this is by
no means a hard and fast rule. Many pleasing mill pictures
have not conformed to such a formula.
The ideal medium for this class of work is panchromatic
stock and a suitable filter. In most cases one of the lighter
filters will be found sufficient for retaining the clouds.
Deep filters are rather inclined to give more emphasis to
the clouds than is desirable, thus robbing them of atmo.sphere
and a sense of movement.
The self-screen type of plate and orthochromatic films can
also be employed very successfully, with or without a sky
filter.
Exposure of the negative should be generous, especially
if the mill is tarred, as the deepest shadows are sure to be
intense if the sunlight is at all brilliant. Development should
not be ceirried too far if the sky is delicate in texture, or the
subtle gradations of the clouds will be lost.

West

of course)

into

the

Blatchington,

bargain

Sussex.

is really the best of all.

With such conditions prevailing, the sky is ever-changing,
and it is just a question of a little patience in waiting
to make the exposure, when the suitable cloud forms
compose favourably with the landscape portion. It is
always best to secure the clouds and the landscape on the
one negative if possible, as the result vyill always ring
true, which is more than can often be said of “ combin¬
ation ” printing except when it is carried out by very
expert hands.
The least satisfactory position, pictorially speaking,
of a windmill is the front view ; profile and three-quarter
are invariably better, and even a semi-back view can at
times be definitely attractive. Broadly speaking, it is

7

“ Jill,” the well-known

333

1:

post-mill

on Clayton

Down,

Sussex.
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NOTES
Every week an article will appear under this heading dealing
with a topic of interest to the novice in photography.
MORE

ABOUT

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

CLOUDS.

I WANT to say a httle more about securing clouds

in negatives. The four illustrations I am using are
from a set of negatives I took many years ago in
Somerset, and it happens that in that particular set
there are many good cloud effects.
At the time I was using a filter on the lens for some
subjects, and I had then had little experience of this
sort of work, so that I made a good many mistakes.
For one thing I was not aware of a very important fact,

L NOTIONS

Jot the

does Fig. i. Nor is it of any use as a cloud negative,
because of the tree intruding into the sky.
Had I intended this as a cloud negative only, I ought
to have avoided the tree, and pointed the lens upward
a bit to get more sky and less foreground. The exposure
was sufficient for the clouds, but there was no need to
develop so strongly. On the other hand, had I been
after the landscape I should have given a longer exposure
— at least four times as long — and then I could have
obtained a result more like that in Fig. i. As it is.
Fig. 2 is of no use except as a warning against wrong
procedure.
I have selected Fig. 3 as an example of the sort of
negative that puzzles a good many beginners. Held
up to the light the negative shows everything from
foreground to sky, but it gives a print something like
Fig. I. I say something like it, because, as I have
explained before, a half-tone block is often misleading.
In the print the sky was as white as the paper around
it, and the distant hill was barely visible. In the repro¬
duction there is a grey tone over all.
In Fig. 4 I have rather emphasised what happens if
additional exposure is given to the upper part of the
print, graduating it so that the sky receives the longest
exposure of all. The light strip of sky above the hill
is not the result of shading, but is exactly what is in
the negative.
In some cases this shading to give different exposures

Fig.

to different parts of the negative can be done so success¬
fully that the final result shows no indication whatever

I.

namely : that a filter does not have a constant multiplying
factor, but that this may vary very considerably accord¬
ing to the sensitive material with which it is used.
Fig. I is an example of the sort of subject I mentioned
last week. The clouds were strongly defined against
the blue sky, there were no heavy shadows in the fore¬
ground, and there was no objection to the trees coming
out rather strong in tone. The negative gives a
straightforward print without dodging of any kind.
There is enough uninterrupted sky to allow of its being
used for combination printing if desired.
Although I secured a considerable number of nega¬
tives of this type, in which sky and landscape print
together without any trouble, I also got a good many
like Fig. 2. The landscape is little more than clear
glass, and nothing that can possibly be done would
malce it even passably correct. Probably I made the
further mistake of continuing development in the hope
of bringing out mpre detail in the landscape, for the
sky is strong and takes much longer time to print than

Fig. 2.
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SASHALITE

BABY

PHOTO
FLASH
BULBS
PERFECT
PICTURES

Sold by all ^ leading
Photographic .Dealers.

ADVERTISEMENTS

in your own home with
safety and cleanliness

IKONTA

A REAL VESTPOCKET CAMERA
not much larger than
a packet of cigarettes
The phenomenal success of the Zeiss Ikon BABY
IKONTAS
has resulted in a demand for these cameras fitted with the
highest class optical and shutter equipment.
This great
little camera gives, even with the moderate-priced Novar
anastigmats, negatives so sharp and crisp that enlargements
up to 12 In. wide are easily obtained.
With the fitting of the famous Zeiss Tessars as optical
equipment this degree of enlargement can be surpassed.
To meet the requirements of a large class of amateurs for
a built-in automatic release by which the snapsbotter him¬
self can be included in the picture, we are also supplying
the Baby Ikonta with the
Novar 1/4.5 anastigmat.

Telma

The

Baby

Ikonta

The

body

is all metal.

is made

delayed-action

as carefully

shutter

and

as a watch.

• The front is self-erecting and springs out to its correct
• Each negative measures If xll, and 16 are taken upon
• The beautiful finish and the compactness of the design
position'

by touching

the ordinary

are

really

a button.

vest-pocket

something

spool

to be proud

PRICES
With

costing

Novar

f/4.5 and

Derval

shutter

f/4.5 and

Telma

shutter

of.

17

,, Novar f/3.5 and Compur shutter
,, Zeiss Tessar 1/4.5 and Compur shutter
Tessar

f/3.5 and

Ij-.

:

,, Novar

,, Zeiss

only

Compur

shutter

£4 170
£4 17
£7 10
£8
£10

Here is a very effective picture obtained by
the use of Sashalite Photo Flash Bulbs.
Happy snaps like this can be taken in your
own home without risk of fire. There is
no smoke or dust, as the residue remains
inside the bulb.
WRITE

Made by THE GENERAL
ELECTRIC
CO. LTD. in
ENGLAND
LITE

for

OS. 65 36, which gives full
particulars of SASHALITE
Photo Flash Bulbs, sent
POST FREE.

SASHA¬

LIMITED.

SAFE • DUSTLESS
Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet
PLEASE

MENTION

for illustrated folder

Descriptive Folder and Booklet, " Zeiss Ikon Chat on Minia¬
ture Picture Photography
free on application.

ZEISS
11, MORTIMER

IKON

HOUSE, MORTIMER

LTD.
ST., LONDON, W.1

• SMOKELESS
House, Kingsway,
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The Brilliant is here I

THE FAMOUS CAMERA— IN A CLASS
BY ITSELF AND NEVER RIVALLED
COMPARE

THESE

FEATURES:

(1) Size only 5-3/i6ths in. X 3-3/i6ths in. X
i-3/i6ths in.
(2) All-metal construction without castings.
(3) Focal-plane shutter of non-corroding material.
Running longways — therefore no distortion of
moving objects.
If you are one of the hundreds of amateur photographers who
have been patiently waiting for the Brilliant Camera, your patience
Is now rewarded.

The Brilliant is on sale
Everyone who has seen this remarkable new camera is talking
about it— marvelling at the brilliant image you see in its deep hood,
wondering how such a splendid camera can be sold at such a low
price. Beginners and advanced workers alike will realise its vast
possibilities ; the simplicity of operation, the economy of producing
12 2|-in. square pictures on the usual Sex. 3^x2^ in. film.

The Brilliant costs only 55^-l
Remarkable

though the Brilliant may be in design, even

more

wonderful is the fact that it costs less than a “ fiver” — yet it has a
Voigtiander Voigtar Anastigmat f/7.7 lens, a speeded shutter,
shoulder lanyard, and resembles an expensive model in every way.
Ask your dealer to show one to you. If you
hauethe slightest difficulty, send thecoupon below.
MADE
Post

VOIGTLANDER-THE

CAMERA

CRAFTSMEN

Brilliant

Now

(}d. stamp
unsealed
envelope.)

(4) Automatic winding of film and
shutter. No double exposure.
(5) Automatic

focusing.

(6) Built-in short basis precision range-finder on
the coincidence principle, more accurate than
ground-glass focusing.
(7) Winding knob on top of camera, therefore
winding without removing camera from eye.
(8) Rapid action — no other still camera in the world
even approaches the speed and readiness of
the Leica.
(9) Daylight
camera.

loading easier than a simple box

(10) Lenses interchangeable by thread mount — the
only way to ensure accuracy.
(11) Large range of lenses from f/i.g-f/fi. 3, various
focal lengths to suit all requirements.
(12) Direct-vision view-finder.
(13) Takes up to 12 or 36 exposures with one load¬
ing, etc.
(14) Lenses specially computed for Leica photo¬
graphy and based on a circle of confusion of
i/i,oooth of an inch. Negatives will therefore
stand enlarging up to any size, etc., etc.

LEI 3A-Th e camera which has STOOD THE TEST OF TIME
Stocked

To PEELING

& VAN

4-6, Holbom

NECK

LTD.

Circus, London,

(Dept. A.C.),
E.C.i.

Please send full details of the new Brilliant Camera.
Name ....

PLEASE

by all high-class dealers.

Catalogues " C.ll ’’free on application, from

E. LEITZ

(LONDON)

20, Mortimer Street, London, W.1

Address
16
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h ig. 4.

<jf such dodging having been
many other cases, there is
mentioned last week, from
rising up against the sky and
Here it is the tree on the

done. But in tliis, and
a difficulty arising, as I
over-exposure of objects
distance.
left. As will be seen in
3-

Fig. 3, there are gradations of tone in this tree, but with
the extra exposure these become merged into one solid
black mass. An attempt is often made to overcome
this trouble by cutting a mask to fit roughly to the shape
of the tree as well as to the foreground. This is generally
hopeless. As the mask is moved about during exposure
it forms a sort of light halo all round the tree. Further,
this mask is of no use for moving higher up.

Messrs. Wallace HEATON, ltd. have celebrated
the commencement

of spring by the publication

of

five new catalogues. That on “ Up-to-date Cine¬
matograph Apparatus ” describes and illustrates all the
modern cin6 cameras and projectors, sphcers, editors’
titling benches and a host of other accessories. The
“ i6-mm. Film Library Catalogue” is complementary to the
foregoing, and gives detailed synopses of a large number of
reels available for hire. The " Bargain Catalogue ”
enumerates a host of second-hand bargains in cameras

DO

YOU

KNOW

?

A similar result to that of the tree in Fig. 4 often
follows from the use of a graduated, or sky, filter.
This not only holds back exposure for the sky, but for
all objects standing out against it. That is one serious
objection to graduated filters, and another is that the
action of such a filter varies according to its distance
from the lens. For these, and other reasons, I think
it better for the beginner to use an evenly tinted filter.
I know of only one promising method of dealing with
that dark tree, and with similar cases. As the method
has other useful applications as well I must leave it till
some future lesson, when 1 can deal with it at sufficient
length, and show some illustrations. W. L. F. W.
and sundries. T he " Zodel Book ” is a general catalogue of
new photographic apparatus. It lists and describes practi¬
cally every make of camera at present on the market,
with all alternative optical equipment and prices. The
companion list to this is the catalogue of " Camera Acces¬
sories,” which, by the variety of articles described and
illustrated, reminds one of the entrancing lists issued before
the war. Any or all of these lists will be sent post free
to any reader mentioning The Amateur Photographer, who
writes to Wallace Heaton, Ltd., 119, New Bond Street, W.i.
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From information c ommunicated

IN 1927 I had the good fortune

to become the possessor of a
V.P. Kodak
This was the start

of what has proved to be a veryenjoyable hobby. Actually, so far
as definite aim and progress are con¬
cerned, this did not come about until I
came under the personal supervision of
an older photographer, when I found
that photography was, and could be,
a means towards artistic expression.
With this view ahead I discovered a
greater attraction towards the practice
of photography.
“ First, of course, a sound founda¬
tion was laid, insomuch as I received a
thorough insight into the very neces¬
sary elementary principles of photo¬
graphy. I would advise all beginners
to master exposure and development,
because on this base all other steps
are built. All processes from gaslight

to our Special Representative.

printing to bromoil, etc., require to
begin with a correctly-exposed nega¬
tive, so that, when the beginner can
get this with a fair degree of certainty,
he is well on the road to better things.
Further, once this is mastered more
time can be devoted to selection of
subject.
" As regards apparatus, most of my
successful work is accomplished with
a quarter-plate Ensign de Luxe reflex,
fitted with a Ross f/4.5 lens. With
this camera I invariably use Welling¬
ton Soft Spectrum Panchromatic plates
(backed in all cases) in conjunction
with a Wellington No. i, 2 or 3 filter,
whichever is suitable for the subject in
hand. Recently I have had the
Rollex roll-film holder fitted, with
which I use Selo Panchromatic film.
The

plates

method,

I develop

to the time and

by

the

dish

-temperature

tables supplied by the makers, after
having first used a bath of Desensitol.
For exposure readings I use a Justophot
meter.
“ Most
of my negatives are taken
with a view to ‘ picture-making,’ by
which I mean that it is only after
careful selection of the subject that I
finally make the exposure. I make a
contact print from the whole of each
negative taken, and with the aid of
two L-shaped pieces of card, go very
carefully over them to pick out the
best part of the negative for en¬
larging purposes. Often a small part
contains what eventually becomes an
exhibition picture.
“For exhibition work I enlarge on
Kodak Royal or Kosmos Vitegas
de Luxe. I find that quite sufficient
diffusion can be obtained when en¬
larging by using one or two thicknesses
of chiffon mounted on cards and placed
before the lens. When the print is
mounted, I rub the surface with the
usual oil ‘ dope,’ and any spotting is
done with pigment. Although I sel¬
dom use the crayon or oil-reinforcement
methods of working up a picture
(preferring to get if possible a straight
result) I have no objection to the use
of either, provided it is well, done.
“ Regarding

subjects, I have

a very

great liking for old streets and ‘ closes, ’
more especially if the buddings are
whitewashed. The dlustration oppo¬
site, ‘ In Old Kdlamey,’ is a typical
example. This is also an example of
what I meant above by careful
selection, as it was only after visiting
the spot on four successive days that
the exposure was made. On wet or
dull days when outdoor work is
impossible, I like to ‘ put up ’ various
groupings of still life, and although
not necessardy photographing each
one, I find this an ideal way to
strengthen ideas on composition. The
Still

illustration

Life.

By

Wm.

Jenkins.

come

of one

‘ Still Life ’ is the
of these afternoons.’’

out¬
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I. — " Jiingfraiijoch**

2. — "'And

By Nigel Harris.
5. — " Old

the

Water-Wheel,

By G. W.

Windows

of Heaven

By John

Iraq."

Lombardi.

Gray.

were

Opened."

3. — “ Castle

By

Combe,

William

Wiltshire.'

Eyles.
6. — “ Watendlath."
By E. R. Styles.

4. — “ The

Toiver."

By G. IT. Cattermole.
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PICTURES oftke WEEK
C

* on the Beginners’ prints reproduced on
K^rittcal1
Comm
ents
oppo^site page.

The scene of No. i of the prints

on the opposite page — " Jungfraujoch,” by Nigel Harris —
must have been very fine to look upon,
yet, in the photograph, it not only
loses a great deal of its impressiveness,
but also and inevitably that attraction
due to colour and contrast of colour.
Scale

and

Colour.

Naturally, with a rendering of
black and white, the colour which
would undoubtedly be present cannot
possibly be represented. There may
be, sometimes, a suggestion of it, but
it is implied by an association of ideas
and not appreciably by the colour of
the image.
In its place there must be variation
of tone. There must be marked light
and shade, and, though any techni¬
cally perfect photograph will display
an almost truthful record of the tones
of the subject,
sense of order
presented before
involved in the

there must be some
in the way they are
the element of appeal
colour is transmitted

by the black and white of monochrome.
The question is partly one of the
photographic rendering of colour values
and partly one of composition. Pan¬
chromatic plates or films, in conjunc¬
tion with suitable filters, can and do
provide the means of recording colour
values in monochrome in their correct
relationship ; but, this aspect having
been discussed fairly recently in these
columns, consideration of it can be
dismissed for the present. The ar¬
rangement of the light and shade, or
chiaroscuro, is very important, and
depends as much upon the lighting
conditions as the placing of lights and
darks so that there appears to be a
definite order in their relationship.
Composition

of Tone.

It is a fundamental necessity that
there shall be a principal dark or light,
or both, and, if the two exist, it is
almost always desirable that they
shall be in close proximity.
In many cases, the strongest tone,
whether it be light or dark, coincides
with, or may provide, the centre of
interest, and, more often than not,
is an item in the
principal object.

make-up

of the

“ Jungfraujoch ” has two masses
of dark, one of which is on the righthand side and one on the left. Their

weight, perhaps, is too nearly equal,
but it might be said that the mass on
the right assumes the greater im¬
portance because it is shown against
what is practically the brightest light.
That is quite true as far as it goes,
but what is really wrong is that the
mass of dark and its accompanying
light are too near the edge. In that
position, their weakness is marked,
and, though the conjunction of tone
does attract the attention to some
degree, it is insufficiently forceful to
hold it against the pull of the other
dark and the remaining subject con¬
tent. Cut away half the print and
something from the base and top, and
the remaining right-hand portion then
appears in vastly different shape.
The composition is considerably im¬
proved, the light and dark occurring
close to one of the four intersections
formed by an imaginary division of
thirds both ways, and attaining force
of position in consequence.
Instead of the attention being
divided between the two margins, it
is unified in the one single spot, and
the fine gradations of the sky have a
better chance of telling,, despite the
much smaller size of the picture.
The

Human

other has not. It also displays a
better feeling of arrangement, and the
value of the effect — inclined to be
over-dramatic as it may be — is much
more effectively brought forward.
Order

and

Placing.

The figure, as the chief item, might
be placed more in the picture and
more closely to one of the intersections
of thirds previously mentioned, but,
all the same, the print holds the
attention in a way that is quite
impossible for the other.
Instead of a dark, the centre of
interest in No. 3 lies in the sunlit
cottages on the right. Their light
attracts the attention just as well as
the dark of the figure in the former
print ; but, here again, the light
extends too near the right-hand
edge and does not tell with the effect
it would if— say — -the portion repre¬
sented by an inch from the right-hand
edge were shown in shadow.
There is, too, somewhat of an
excess of foreground, but in other
respects the arrangement makes up
very well, and displays that sense
of order necessary to exhibit the
attraction of the subject and the
effect of light upon it.

Element.

Internal

“ The

Competition.

At the same time, the revised
arrangement will scarcely be more
impressive than that now existing.
There is nothing incorporated to con¬
vey an impression of scale, and, apart
from local knowledge or conjecture,
the rocks might be taken to be of any
size between something like twenty

Cattermole, is a fine example of good
technique, its tones being particularly
good, but there is a feeling of internal
competition created by the presence
of both the crane and the structure
on the right.

feet high or full-sized mountains.
If a house or villa, a tree or other
familiar object were included, it is
likely that an impression of size would
be suggested, but, otherwise, we are

something ought to exist on the righthand side, it should not be of such a
size as to create the feeling in question.

left guessing — a state of affairs that
should never be allowed to exist in
pictorial work. With No. 2, “ And
the Windows of Heaven were Opened,”
by John Gray, the figure, by its very
presence, endows the distant mountain
with dignity and height. It gives
us something from which we may
form an idea of the comparative
size of that mountain, and though, in
actual fact, those of the other may
be the greater, they do not look as
though they were.
No. 2 has a sense of scale and the

Such
needful

Tower

”

(No.

4), by

G.

W.

a competition imperils the
feeling of order, and, while

With No. 5, “ Old Water-Wheel,
Iraq,” by G. W. Lombardi, there is
an excess of light tone, and, though
the dark, in the circumstances, does
exert a not inconsiderable influence,
the feeling is that it is the light and
not the dark that should demand
attention. The massing of light and
dark is better in No. 6, ” Watendlath,” by E. R. Styles, and the com¬
position seems carefully handled, but
the light on the meadow would tell
much more efficiently if it had been
found possible to include a shadow
across the foreground.

" Mentor.”
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^ictoTicil
Every

\veek one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

‘‘COME

The wisdom of placing the strong¬
est lights and darks in conjunc¬
tion — about which we were

talking on the preceding page — is
very clearly demonstrated in this
example. The picture also conveys
an excellent impression of sunshine,
and, besides, has a certain novelty
on account of the adoption of a
higher than normal viewpoint.
Originality

FOR

A DRIVE/’

hy H.

they do, upon one of the intersections
of thirds, is powerful, and to the
concentration of interest afforded by
the adjacent placing of extremes of
tone the strength of position in the
picture space is added.
But in the lower portion of the

obviously a subsidiary element.
It is, however, necessary that
there should be, in view of the

The unusual aspect of the
resulting perspective suggests the
idea of originality of outlook, and
is indicative of an individual

appreciable degree of separation,
some sort of connection between
the two items. This is provided

point of view, uninfluenced by
and free from the limitations

by the sweeping curve of the
line of the steps upon which he
is standing. This passes up¬
wards, through his figure, to
join the line of the balustrading
above. That line, in turn, leads

imposed by normal conventions.
Discreetly employed, as in
this instance, it enhances the
artistic appeal and gives it an
added and intriguing charm ;
but, injudiciously adopted, or
used in connection with an

directly to the principal figures,
and, moreover, also joins up the
lower opposite comer. This con¬
nection not only establishes the
unity of the picture, but also,
in so doing, prevents any sus¬
picion of division of interest,
and, at the same time, has the
effect of further stressing the
importance of the figures (i)

unsuitable subject, nothing but
a feeling of eccentricity is likely
to arise. Such a contingency
has not occurred in this instance,
for the effect is wholly beneficial,
and confers upon the work a
note of distinction it might
otherwise lack.
The main attraction, however,
lies in the effect of brilliant

by
the

sunshine. It is very well con¬
veyed, and, as already intimated,
owes not a little to the success
with which it is transmitted to

Connection

and

Cohesion.

Incidentally, it will be noted that
the position of the figures, occurring, as
20

creating

an

pyramidal
Balance

position.
The two

indication
form

of

of

com¬

of Mass.

lines, the

curve

of

the steps and that of the balus¬
trade, form the opposite sides of

the admirable arrangement of
the chiaroscuro. In this con¬
nection, it will be observed that
the main light centres in the
two figures (i). These fall in
close proximity to the deepest
dark, that of the car, at (2), so
that, with the additional attrac¬
tion of the human element, the
two figures become the centre
of interest.

being partially enclosed their sig¬
nificance is so appreciated that their
principality becomes undeniable and
paramount.

two positions, the higher, in a case
like this, takes the precedence.
Nevertheless, it might be thought
that his presence would cause a certain
division of interest, and were not the
two figures so strongly placed and
so powerfully stressed by the light
and shade, there might be reason ;
but, with the existing arrange¬
ment it is not so, he being very

of Outlook.

The other dark (3) formed by the
shadow of the chair behind, is also
useful, and the lights of the figures

Burman.

the pyramid, the base line coin¬
ciding with the base line of the
picture. This form of composi¬
tion emphasises anything of
significance that may occur at
or near its apex.
At the left-hand side at the
base of the triangle there is the
dark of the shrub {5), which
picture there is another figure (4),
and, naturally, he exerts a certain
amount of attraction. It is very
considerably less than that of the
two figures above, partly because he
is nearer the relative edge and partly
on account of his lower position.
His proximity to the margin diminishes
his pull in comparison with that of
the two figures above, and, of the

provides a dark mass to balance
that of the figure (4) on the opposite
side. These two darks create the sense
of stability which enables the picture
to carry the weight of the dark of the
car in the upper portion, and th^y pro¬
vide a feeling of balance of mass.
This rounds off and completes a very
finished composition and one that
makes a very interesting study.
" Mentor.”
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A

Specialist’s

The

Camera.

Though the great mass of our apparatus, at least so far
as cameras are concerned, is almost standardised in its
main outlines to-day, a specialist, or a man who needs a
camera with special qualities, may have to make a radical
departure from standard equipment. Such instruments are
not necessarily “ freaks.” Of late, now that the traveller
finds that in East Africa the wild game is not scared by the
motor car in the game reserves, there has been a great
increase in big game photography, and some remarkably
fine pictures, taken from the safety of the motor car, have
been produced. On this job the photographer needs
special apparatus.
A camera designed for such purposes, and for sport
pictures, has just been built up by Messrs. Dallmeyer, Ltd.

“ Brilliant”

Camera.

A hand camera which the snapshotter is going to like —
as well as many other photographers who have become
something more than snapshotters — is the Voigtlander
“ Brilliant,” which gives twelve negatives 2^ in. square on
an ordinary eight-exposure roll of film.
It looks rather like a reflex, but it is not a reflex as the
term is applied to-day. It has two
Voigtar f/7.7 for taking the
picture, and another lens,
above it, for showing the
image in a finder which

(31, Mortimer Street, W.), not as an ” exhibition model,”
but as a line to be offered to anyone who needs something
of the kind. It begins with a Thornton-Pickard reflex, in
half-plate size, with a box extension to carry the Dallon
40-in. tele-anastigmat, with an aperture of i/8. That
aperture is adequate, as the camera is not likely to be used
for what the exposure meters call ” dark objects close to
the camera.”
A fine tool for the motoring big-game photographer in
Kenya, or even for some of the redoubtable British wild life
enthusiasts who possess cars. (It is decidedly not a pocket
camera, or one for the rucksack !)
It has been used in Britain for sports subjects, and with
success.
The camera itself can be detached from the telephoto
lens and used in the hand with an ordinary half-plate
lens in position.
When a wide-awake firm like Dallmeyers, with their
fingers on the pulse of modern photography, consider that

lenses, a Voigtlander

has

a ground-glass screen
nearly two inches square.
The taking lens has a
focussing collar ; the finder
lens, which is quite inde¬
pendent of the other, has
no focussing adjustment.
After all, you cannot ex¬
pect a £20 twin-lens reflex
for one-eighth the price.
What you get here is a
little camera with a big
finder, a finder which gives
a brilliant image and a
far more serviceable indi_
cation of your picture than
the tinjr finder usually provided with small cameras.
The Voigtar lens which makes your pictures has three
focussing points : Landscapes (for subjects distant 20 ft.
or more) ; groups (6 ft. to 20 ft.) and portraits (6 ft. to
3 ft.). You may add a supplementary lens (costing 5s.) for
subjects 20 to 30 in. from the camera.
Loading is simple. The film is wound till No. i is seen
in a little red window at the bottom of the camera, and
afterwards you use another little window in the side of
the camera, in which the figures i to 12 appear as you
make your successive exposures on the film, which is
turned forward by a bevelled winding-knob. T lis arrange¬
ment does away at once with the difficulty that the numbers
on the covering paper of the spool would be incorrec ly
spaced for the purpose.
The shutter is speeded for i/25th, i/5oth and "brief,”
which is also the time exposure.
The camera is made to hang from your neck by a lanyard

the probable demand justifies them in putting out such an
outfit as a stock line there is surely something to be said
for a camera such as this, which will do difficult things
well. The camera costs /50, with extension included ;
then add the cost of the telephoto lens. There are still
some photographers who are ready to pay, say, ;/|ioo to
£120

to get just the

instrument

they

in the pursuit of a difficult hobby
mercial purpose.

want,

whether

it be

or for a frankly com¬

to give it support, and keep it steady during the exposures —
a good plan. An ever-ready leather case, which enables the
camera to be used while still in the case, costs 7s. 6d.
The whole instrument, which is only 4JX2JX2J in. in
dimensions is a neat, efficient little thing. It is made of
metal with leatherette covering. Perhaps the most remark¬
able thing about it is the price, which is only 55/-.
It is imported by Messrs. Peeling and Van Neck, the
Voigtlander
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agents, of 4-6, Holborn

Circus, E.C.i.
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j^acts and /formulae :

NEW

SERIES

A selection of useful hints classified according

CHLORO -BROMIDE

PAPER.

The name " chloro-bromide ” is applied to papers with an
emulsion designed to give more or less warm tones by direct
development in a single solution. There is no definite relation
to other development papers as regards speed, because warmer
tones are secured by means of increasing the exposure, and
compensating for this by diluting and further restraining the
developer.
Jis
*
*
Although "all-round” developers can be used for any
make of chloro-bromide paper, the best results can often be
obtained only by using formulae given by the makers, as the
emulsions used differ considerably in constitution.
♦

*

«

The following is a very satisfactory developer for most
brands of this paper :
Glycin . .
. .
. .
. .
..
. .
J oz.
Hydroquinone . .
. .
. .
. .
. . \ oz.
Sodium sulphite
. .
. .
. .
. .
7 oz.
Sodium carbonate
. .
. .
. .
. . 6| oz.
Potassium bromide
. .
. .
....
72 grs.
Water to . .
. .
..
. .
..
. . 80 oz.
Much less bromide is required than in the case of an M.Q.
developer.
if

A
may

*

*

Development to finality, as with ordinary bromide papersdoes not apply in a general way to chloro-bromide papers.
The print is removed from the developer when " dark enough,”
and the exposure must be adjusted so that at this stage the
print has full detail, transparent shadows, and the approximate
colour desired.

GLYCIN

-r

the addition

from two stock solutions :

sulphite
carbonate

Glycin
Water to
B. Sodium carbonate
Potassium bromide
Water to
The normal

*

solution without

be prepared

A. Sodium

*

A TYPICAL M.Q. formula for warm-tone papers is :
Metol
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
60 grs.
Hydroquinone . .
. .
. .
. .
. . 240 grs.
Sodium sulphite . . ' . .
. .
. .
. .
3J oz.
Sodium carbonate
..
..
..
.. 3I oz.
Potassium bromide
. .
..
. .
200—700 grs.
Water to . .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
80 oz.
The amount of bromide varies according to the tone required.
Very warm tones mean increased exposure (three or four times
normal) and an increase in the amount of bromide.

to subjec

working

. .

. .

of hydroquinone
2 oz.

. . '

oz.
20 oz.
. .

. .

. .
. .

10 oz.
grs.
20

solution is one part A,
one part B, two

parts water.

♦

♦

*

oz.
There is some choice of surface with chloro-bromide ^papers,
but not the same range of contrast (soft, normal, vigorous)
oz.
as with bromide papers. A flat, over-soft negative4 is not
suitable for chloride prints.
*

*

*

When the factorial method is applied to the development of
chloro-bromide papers it is advisable not to go below 2J or
above 4. Long exposure and short development give warmer
tones than short exposure and long development. The final
colour of the ^rint is not apparent till it is dry.

The Week’s Meetings

Societies will have their meetings announced here if the syllabus is sent to us at the beginning of the session or from time to time.
Wednesday, April 5th.
Monday, April 10th (contd.).
Borough Poly. P.S. Slide Competition.

Bournemouth C.C. Hampshire Slides.
City of London and C.P.S. Informal Evening.
L.C.C. Staff C.C. Annual General Meeting.
Luton and D.C.C. BromoU. W. J. Roberts,

Cheltenham A. P.S. Exhibition of Members’ Prin;ts Opens.
Croydon C.C. “ Factory Photography.” J. Beeston.
Derby RIy. Inst. P.S. Annual Exhibition Opens.
Edinburgh P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Ilford P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Leicester and L.P.S. Print Competition.
N. London C.C. Slide Competition.
Partick C.C. “ Pinhole Photography, etc.” W. S. Blair.
Twickenham P.S. ” Finishing the Print.” S, I. ELhck.

Thursday,

April

Manchester P.S. “ Photographic Lenses.’* R. W. Blakeley.
Oxford P.S. '* Stereoscopic Work.” T. H. Pettipher.
Staines P.S.
Competition
: “ Winter.’*
Wallasey
A.P.S.
Annual Meeting.
Walthamstow

Ashton-under-Lyne
P.S. ”Exhibition.
An Hour with a Field Naturalist.” E. J. Bedford.
Beckenham P.S. Annual
Borough of Tynemouth P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Greenock C.C. H.H.P.S.
” The Amateur
Photographer
Prize
Slides.
Hammersmith
Oleobrom
Transfer. ” F.
T. Usher.
Non^•ich and D.P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Nottingham and Notts P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Sunderland P.A. Annual Exhibition.
Wimbledon C.C. Outings Print Criticisms.
Woolwich P.S. Members’ Evening.

Friday,

April

Tuesday,

April

Monday,

April

11th.

Leamington and D.P.S. “ Tales of Dartmoor.” F. W. Pilditch.
Manchester A.P.S. “ Rambles in Anglesey.” C. J. ElKs.
Nelson C.C. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Newcastle and Tyneside P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Poplar P.S. The Carbro Process.
Portsmouth C.C. CriticiEm of Sixth Print and Slide CcD-petilion.
Royal P.S. “ Corsica.” T. E. Eccles.
SheflSeld P.S. Annual Meeting.
Eoutbamptcn

C.C.

” Round about Rouen.”

Wednesday,

R. Chalmers.

April

12tb.

Accrington C.C. ” An Evening with the' Painters.” T. Woods.
Borough Poly.
P.S. Exhibition
“ Architecture,”
Cheltenham
A.P.S.
Closes. R. Patrick.
Croydon C.C. Lecturettes by Members.
Dennistoun A.P.A. Exhibition Closes.
Ilford P.S. Jumble Sale.

8th.

Park Gates, 3 pjn.

Leicester and L.P.S. “ Life and her Children.” H. Thompson.
Partick Suburban
C.C. “ Varying
TonesAnnual
in Bromide
South
and C.P.S.
GeneralPrints.”
Meeting. John Roberts.

10th.

Bexley Heath P.S. Members’ Cine Evening.
Blackpool and Fylde P.S. Hints on Tinting.
22

April

Blackpool and Fylde P.S. Members’ Slides.
Cambridge P.C. One-Man Show. A. Hpnson.
Doncaster C.C. Annual General Meeting.
Halifax P.S. Annual Competition.
Kilbum and Willesden P.S. Outings Discussion.

7th.

Derby Rly. Inst. P.S. Annual Exhibition Closes.
Hanley P.S. Ramble : Trentham and Beech. Meet at Trentham
Nottingham and Notts P.S. Annual Exhibition.

“ Path4 Cin4.”

Bedford C.C. '' Cinenlatograph Evening.” H. Coulson and F. W. Gough,
Blackburn and D.C.C. Annual General Meeting.

Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. “ A Ramble round Dorking.” A. H. Redman.
Llanelly Y.M.C.A. P.S. ” Principles of Colour Photography.” G. J. Jones.
Nottingham and Notts P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Pbotomicrographic Society. ** The Termites and their Habits.'* F. Martin Duncan.
Poplar P.S. “Three-Colour Work.”
Royal P.S. Informal Meeting of Pictorial Group.
Southend-on-Sea and D.P.S. “ Working up the Negatives.’* Edward A. Doo.
York and D.P.S. Annual General Meeting.

Saturday,

and D.P.S.

6th.

Stockport P.S. L. and C.P.U. Portfolio.
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CORRESPONDENCE
A

SUGGESTED

Sir, — At holiday

resorts

and

FILM
famous

SERVICE.
places

it is easy

big battalions — and that the local photographer will send his
negatives to the factories to be reproduced and multiplied.
It will not be a game for the amateur or the dabbler at all.
T can foresee considerable trade developments of the idea,

to purchase

picture postcards or portfolios of tiny prints. I declare boldly
that there is opening for a trade in ready-developed films of
such places. Many a photographer arrives at an important
pictorial point on a wet, dull and misty day when not a film
can be exposed. The new service will offer a perfect film
which can be filed in sequence with other work, and afterwards
be printed, enlarged, or made into a lantern slide.
At present a bad camera day is only remembered as a blank
without remedy — which it should not be.
I am aware that the postcard or print can be copied with
the camera, but the work takes time, and may be inconvenient.
There is also the question of copyright.

and, though the films may be " shoppy ” of subject, the work
must be good, and suitable for the wallet of the amateur and
the collector alike. — Yours, etc.,
W. T. PALMER.

RETOUCHING
Sir,— Mr.

does

the trade

think

of my

suggestion

?

I have

I take

it for granted

that once

FACILE
BREADTH

OF

A LITTLE nORE
TWICE
FILH

STRIP
THAN

again the trade

not

in reply

NEGATIVES.
to my

somewhat

sarcastic

efficient in its way, but there are some things it cannot do —
important things.
I am sure Mr. Hawkins will forgive my using his solution in
this manner, and I know he must realise that for certain
purposes there’s life in the old half-plate outfit yet.
With best wishes for the continued success of " The A.P.” —
Yours, etc.,
D. AUSTIN.

will gain

will go to the

FILA\

SMALL

Hawkins,

equally unwieldy.
The very small negative has, in my opinion, received far
more than its due measure of praise. Since, in order to produce
a number of sizable prints from a portrait negative it is
necessary to go to this amount of trouble and spend all this
time, it proves, to my way of thinking, that the very small
negative is quite unsuited to this very important phase of
photography.
If I had to make enlarged negatives of all
the portraits I take life would not be worth living.
No ; the very small negative is admittedly surprisingly

taken them into my confidence at all. I don’t think the
postcard or portfolio of prints will be less popular or find
any competition at all. The photographic film firms have the
choice of roundabouts and swings ; they may lose a trifling
percentage of new camera film business because amateurs will
" snap and
.chance
” in bad
weather,celluloid.
but they
anotwholesale
market
for itmiles
of finished

L.

tilt at the ultra-small negative, supplies an answer to the
problem. I thank him, first for his obviously sincere desire to
help, and secondly for carrying my point for me.
1, too, have gone the very roundabout way of the enlarged
negative, and there are at least two other solutions, each

On the other hand, one single film-subject will mean much
to a complete holiday set. There will be a sale of these films
beyond the actual users of cameras. Years ago I decided that
the camera would be a tyrant to a carefree wanderer, so I
ceased to worship it. But often I would like a film or two,
chosen in some village or country shop, which could be used
to make lantern slides for my occasional lectures. So long
as the result is good, I have no worry about the morality of
the transaction.
What

G.

FILTfSG

FOLD OVER
TOP
BOTTOn
SO THAT
THEV
MEET
ABOVE
CENTRE

1
1 hil Miil
1
sc.ioor

Paper for " Facile ” film filing
should be fairly smooth and
thin; Notepaper bought in

sheets 23x18 in., or smooth car¬
tridge from artists’ material dealers,
will do. It should be tough but
not too thick.

The diagrams are self-explanatory.
The length should be made to hold
eight exposures, with flap to tuck
in when closed. Slotting every
second fold at top makes it easy to
handle in dark-room. When film is
dry mark edge with particulars of
exposure, etc., as : Screen, loo-ft.
focus, stop f/ii, exposure i/5oth
sec.,
sun shining,
o’clock evening.
Separate
each 6exposure,
placing
one in pocket. In enlarging room
note data on bottom section of

PLAIT

BV

REVERSE

FOLOirtC
NEXT

OVER

FOLD

C

FILH
50

ON

pocket. A thin cardboard box is
easUy made to hold files.
The brief description given may
not, of course, suit the views and
requirements of every photographer.
The main, idea is the thing, and this
win certainly be found satisfactory.
Any desirable modifications may
be made to taste.
At

any

rate every

experienced

photographer will admit the neces¬
sity of some method such as this of
storing and indexing films.
A.
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mateur

NEWS,
NOTES
AND
MATTERS
OF
IN¬
TEREST
FOR
ALL CINEMATOGRAPHERS
USING AMATEUR
CINfi APPARATUS.

Cinematography
Abroad with a Cine Camera
ON holiday trips abroad the small

cine camera has undoubted ad¬
vantages over the ordinary snap¬
shot camera as a means of recording
native life and activities. On a recent
trip to Northern

Africa I determined
to put to a practical test certain pre¬
conceived ideas as to the utility of such
a camera in situations where the
photographer is not always received
with open arms. I refer particularly
to the reluctance of natives, especially
the womenkind, to being photographed
— this reluctance being due not to
modesty so much as to superstition
and religious beliefs.
My journeying covered portions of
Morocco and Algiers, and as my ex¬
periences may be of interest to others
I will give them for what they are
worth.
Contrary to expectations, I found it
easier to use the cind camera without
exciting hostility than to take snap¬
shots with a single-exposure instru¬
ment.
After the first suspicious glance the
life of the soiik or native bazaar would
go on, and a natural record w'ould be
the result. To conduce to this feeling
of normality on the part of the natives
near the camera I found it an ad¬
vantage to make all camera adjust¬
ments with the back turned away from
the scene to be taken, only filming
when everything was quite ready.
Such adjustments included setting
the lens aperture, and winding the
motor to its full capacity, as nothing is
more annoying than to have to stop
in the middle of a good scene for
want of power.
While correct exposure should be
secured whenever possible, I found it
better to under-expose slightly than
to overdo the exposure, especially
when the film is to be reversed.
When possible, the best test as to
whether the exposures are correct is
to develop a short strip of the exposed
film. This serves as a guide for
exposures of a similar nature. For
open scenes in Algeria and Morocco
I found f/i6 sufficient, but for shut-in
views in the native quarters f/3.5 was
not too much.
24

I

Apart from technical considerations
found the use of a cine camera

very fascinating. For instance, in
Tangier I came across, amongst other
ideal subjects, a native snake-charmer
with his retinue of assistants. A small
tip secured permission to film the
whole show, which concluded with an
exhibition of fire-eating.
Again, in Rabat, an
caravan centre of Morocco,

important
I came in

contact with a group of water-carriers
filling their primitive skin vessels at
an age-old fountain, reminiscent of
Persian architecture. This made a
real picture, and was well worth the
film expended on it.
It was. however, in the markets and
open-air shops that the cine camera
was in its element, furnishing some of
the most interesting views of bargain¬
ing and the manufacture of leather
goods for which Morocco is so famous.
Such subjects depend for their charm
largely on movement, and demon¬
strated the superiority of filming to
ordinary snapshotting.

S. E. DOWDY.

Other good sections of film recorded
native cavalry on the march, monkeys
in their wild state, and the sale of
cattle at a market which appeared to
te a rendezvous for Moorish farmers
from the outlying districts.
To sum up I might add the following
remarks. When undertaking a trip
of this description, take plenty of film,
as it is almost impossible to obtain it
locally. Load up in the shade or under
cover, and seal up the boxes of exposed
film with a pencilled description of the
scenes taken. No difficulty will be
experienced with the Customs if it
is explained that the film is for personal
use ; but if the camera is a new one it
is as well to take the receipt for same
with one to show that it was purchased
in England.
Any little trouble that one may have
taken is amply repaid when the scenes
flash by on the screen, to the edifica¬
tion of friends who have not been
fortunate enough to have visited these
picturesque places
other lands.

to

be
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THE

London

Salon 1933.
of Photography

SENDING-IN

DAY,

Wednesday,

August 30th.

THE TWENTY-FOURTH EXHIBITION promoted by the Members of the London Salon of
Photography will be held at The Galleries of the Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours,
5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i, from SATURDAY, 9th September, to 7th October, 1933.
CONDITIONS

OF

ENTRY

(Please read carefully).

No. I. Pictures from exhibitors in the British Isles must not be framed ; but may be mounted. Each picture must bear on the
back, clearly written, (a) name of artist ; (b) number and title of picture ; corresponding to particulars on the Entry Form.
No. 2. When mounts are employed, they should conform to the following sizes — 25x20, 20x16, or 15x12, but no mount to
exceed 25x20 ; and it is suggested that white or light-toned mounts be employed wherever possible.
No. 3. Pictures from abroad must not be mounted (or framed), but should bear full particulars as above.
No. 4. Pictures which are sent unmounted will be suitably mounted by the Salon Committee, and all accepted pictures will be
shown under glass.
No. 5. All pictures should be sent by parcels post, packed flat, and properly protected with stiff cardboard and adequate wrappings,
addressed to : THE HON. SECRETARY, The London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i.
No. 6. The sending-in day is Wednesday, August 30th, 193,3. All pictures for the Exhibition must arrive at the above address
on or before this date. Exhibits may be delivered by hand at the Gallery on this date only.
No. 7. The Entry Form, properly filled in, must be sent with the pictures, together with entry and packing fee of 5/- (this fee
covers any number of pictures from one exhibitor).
No. 8. To avoid Customs complications, all entries from without the United Kingdom must be sent by post and without prices
marked on the prints. Packages containing such entries should be clearly labelled : “ Photographs for Exhibition only. No
Commercial Value. To be returned to Sender."
No. 9. All pictures sent by post will be repacked and returned carriage paid after the close of the Exhibition.
No. 10. In view of application being made from time to time to The London Salon of Photography for permission to reproduce
pictures from the walls of the Gallery, exhibitors are asked kindly to signify on the Entry Form whether they have objection to such
permission being given. The copyright, in all cases, remains the property of the authors of the prints.
No. II. The Committee assure intending exhibitors that the utmost possible care will be taken of all work submitted, but they
do not accept any responsibility for loss or damage, either during transit or at the Gallery.
The submission of pictures will be understood to imply acceptance of the above conditions.
Due notification of acceptance of pictures will be sent out as soon as possible.
All work submitted to the Selection Committee will be carefully and impartially considered, and no preference will be given to
pictures by Members of the Salon.
All correspondence

must

be addressed

to the Hon.

Secretary, London

Salon of Photography,

FORM
To

THE

Hon.

Secretary,

The

London

Salon

of

OF

5a, Pall Mall East, London,

S.W.i.

G. Readers
of
The Amateur
Photographer &
Cinematographer
who

are

preparing

work
Salon for
may this
use year’s
this
page
an send
ENTRY
FORM as and
with
their pictures.
SEE CONDITIONS.

o. Intending Exhibitors
who
are unable to
secure extra Entry
Forms in time may
prepare their own on
plain
paper provided
the conditions
of Entry
are adhered to.

ENTRY.

Photography.

Sir, — I beg to submit the undermentioned
Photographs for the consideration of the Selection Committee, and I
enclose Postal Order of the value of 5/- to cover Entrance Fee and the cost of return postage (see conditions- 7, 8, and 9).
Reg. No.
(leave blank).

A, B or C
(leave blank).

Number on
Picture.

Title of Picture.

1

The attention of
2

exhibitors resid¬
'

ing
in countries
outside
Great

3

Britain is spec¬
4

ially directed to
Condition No, 8.

5

6

Name.

I Agree
TO Condition

{State Mr.,

10.

Mrs.,

or Miss)

Address.

Yes or No.

25
347

I
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Exposures

^T^eaders

^

Questions

ANSWERED

General. — All communications

for the Editor

and Cinematographer. Dorset House, Tudor
give the n.ame and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The

Editor

is glad

should

be addressed

StFeet, London,

to consider

original,

: ‘‘The

Editor,

The

Amateur

E.C.4,” and in every case, without
up-to-date

manuscripts

on

Photographer

exception

photographic

must

subjects.

All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already .appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by
a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism.— Advice,

Criticism

should be read carefully before applying,
ignored.

and

Information

as any communication

are

which

freely

given,

but

does not comply

the

following

conditions

with the rules must

be

(i) See “ General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope.
No e.xception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (4) Neither enquiries nor prints
for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must lie the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some bints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes s.iouU I e distinctlv marked “ Query ” or “ Criticism "
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without tee. W'e endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries,
but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to buy enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed e.ich v. eeje, but all questioais are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Depth

of Focus.

Stereoscopic

My camera is scaled for 2, 3, 4, etc., yards. When
using f/8 is any latitude ailowable in distances, or
must they be measured very exactly ?
F. B. (Ilford.)

Your

letter

raises

a

much

wider

question than you probably realise,
namely: the whole question of what is
known as " depth of focus.” If you
focus exactly on a particular plane,
other planes both before and beyond it
will also be in focus ; but to what
extent depends on the following factors —
the distance of the plane focussed upon,
the focal length of the lens, the stop
used, and the permissible amount of
diffusion. The whole question is dealt
with quite simply and fully in many
books, as for example, “ Hand Cameras,”
by R. Child Bayley (obtainable post
free from our publishers, price 3s. 3d.).

D. and

P.

I am a beginner in photography. Would you
give me full particulars about how I should
develop and print roll films ?
L. A. A. (Harrow.)

It is very evident that you are a
beginner in photography or you would
hardly expect that anyone can tell you
all about developing and printing in the
form of a reply to a question. Far and
away your best plan would be to buy a
general handbook on photography, such
as “ Photography Made Easy,” by R.
Child Bayley (obtainable from our
publishers post free, price 2s. 3d.),
which will give you this information and
much more as well.

Photographing

People.

May one take a photograph of the public — say a
barrow merchant in a street scene — without their
permission ?
L. G. B. (London.)

You are quite at liberty to photograph
people in a public place without their
permission. You can also publish the
result, provided it is not calculated to
hold them up to ridicule or opprobrium.

Prints.

What is the paper on which the enclosed stereo¬
scopic prints are made ? H. W. C. C. (Dawlish.)

The stereoscopic prints you send are
almost certainly made oh albumen
paper, which is long out of date, and,
as far as we know, no longer available
commercially. As you are probably
aware, prints of better quality can be
made on bromide paper, and we presume
you do not intend to colour the prints
or to require that they shall be semi¬
transparent, as in the case of your
samples.
Daylight

Enlarger.

I waat a fixed-focus daylight enlarger for use in
Nigeria, and send particulars. Are these en¬
largers of any use ? Where can I get one ?
L. A. G. (Sidcup.)

Within limitations fixed-focus daylight
enlargers are quite effective. We do not
know where you can find an enlarger
of exactly the dimensions you name,
but you can probably get something of
the sort upon application to Messrs.
Ensign, Ltd., of 88-89, High Holborn,
London, W.C.i. We may warn you
that some of these articles, being cheap,
are somewhat lightly constructed, and
they may not stand tropical conditions
satisfactorily.

It would probably only be misleading
to suggest even approximate exposures
for your holiday work. We can only
offer you the advice we always tender in
such cases, and that is that you should
get an actinometer, which will test the
light at the time, and enable you to
work out the exposure accordingly for
different types of subjects.

Roll

Film,

The drawback of my camera is that I have to
make eight exposures before I can develop the
film. Is there any way of overcoming this
difficulty ?
L. P. (Chesterfield.)

There is no satisfactory way of over¬
coming the difficulty to which you refer.
You must either expose the whole of
the film and then develop it, or you can
make fewer exposures
the rest of the film.

Persulphate.

Some time ago you published a formula for a
persulphate reducer that would keep. I made
the solution up and found it satisfactory, but
have lost the formula. Can you repeat it ?
W. M. W. (Hanwell.)

We have not been able to hunt up the
formula to which you refer, but if the
following is not identical it is, at any rate,
a satisfactory one :
Ammonium persulphate . . i oz.
Sodium sulphite . .
. . 2 oz.
Sulphuric acid
. .
. . 50 min.
Water to
. .
. .
. . 10 oz.
For use take i dram of stock solution in
I oz.

of water.

on

it and

waste

Quinomet.
Is Quinomet

a mixture of metol and hydroquinone ?
If so, what are the proportions ?
Can you sug¬
gest an equivalent M.Q. developer for Autochrome
plates ?
C. W. A. (Beeston.)

It is quite probable that Quinomet is a
mixture of metol and hydroquinone,
but we have no information as to its
formula. You might
information than we

get more definite
are able to offer

if you apply to Messrs. T. K. Grant,
Ltd., of Polebrook House, Golden
Square,

London,

High-speed

W.i.

Exposures.

I want to take some photographs of horses jump¬
ing, both with a cine camera and with an ordinary
camera. The exposure with the cin^ camera
will be i/32nd of a second ; with the ordinary
camera I am told it will be i/yooth of a second.
What accounts for the discrepancy ?
E. C. N. (Ross.)

The

exposure

for

horses

jumping

depends upon a good many factors,
such as focal length of the lens, distance
from the object, and the direction in
which the object is moving in relation
to the camera. Such an exposure as
that suggested would be pretty safe in
most circumstances. The exposures for
a cine camera are altogether different.
The separate frames on the cin6 film
show considerable movement, and would
not make satisfactory separate enlarge¬
ments. The blurring which is so evident
in the separate pictures, however, blends
into a realistic motion picture on the
screen.

Pinholes
Ammonium

Abroad.

What should be the approximate exposures for
the subjects named herewith to be taken on a
holiday tour ?
P. H. V. (Streatham.)

I have

in Bellows.
acquired

a camera

in which

there

are

several pinholes in the bellows ; how can I re¬
medy this defect ?
E. F. D. (Balham.)

Once camera bellows have begun
to develop pinholes the trouble is likely
to continue, and it is safer to have new
bellows fitted. A
mended for stopping

preparation recom¬
pinholes, if they are

very small, is some of the cement used
for repairing tyres, witH which some
lamp-black has been mixed. This is
applied with a fine brush. If the holes
are large, however, they must be stopped
by sticking on small patches
plaster or something similar.

of court
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OUT^^ FOR BETTER PICTURES

with the Automatic

You’ll find the Rolleiflex a priceless asset towards making Easter
the finest holiday any ardent amateur photographer ever spent.
The possibilities of this marvellous roll-film mirror-reflex cannot
be equalled by any other camera in its sphere. At a touch the hood
springs into position and you see the actual size picture on the
ground-glass screen, crystal clear
and right way up. Every action is

With f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar,

£20:0:0
With f/3.8
Zeiss Tessar,

automatic, and there’s true life and
brilliance in every snap the Rolleiflex
takes for you. Every negative will
make a splendid enlargement. The
Rolleiflex makes 12 pictures on
ordinary 3Jx2J roll film, or may be
adapted for plates.
SOLE

£22:10:0
WRITE
NOW

IMPORTERS:

R. F. HUNTER,

tor illustrated pros¬
pectus dealing with
the Rolleiflex and
its accessories, and
name of nearest
dealer.

LTD.

CELFIX HOUSE, 51, Gray’s Inn Rd.
London, W.C.1. Phone: HOL. 731 1/2.

WRATTEN

LIGHT

FILTERS

As the result of extensive study of sensitizing dyes carried out in the Kodak Research
Laboratories, both the speed and colour sensitivity of Eastman Panchromatic
Films have been greatly increased. The new standards attained necessitated revision
of the series of Wratten Orthochromatic Filters.
The two “K” filters are the same as those previously supplied under these names.
The K3 is now obsolete, the improvements in sensitizing having made it unnecessary.
The two new filters are :

Kl. A pale yellow filter which should be
used when only a slight colour correction is
needed, or when exposure must of necessity
be short. May be used with any of the
Eastman Panchromatic Films.
K2. A yellow
rection. For use
Panchromatic
matic Process
Panchromatic

XI. A pale green filter for use with
Eastman Portrait .Panchromatic Film by
lamp.
half-watt light or for Eastman Super-sensi¬
tive Panchromatic Film by daylight or arc

filter giving full colour cor¬
with Eastman Commercial
Film, Eastman Panchro¬
Film and Eastman Portrait
Film.

These filters are not intended for use with a i6 mm.

X2. A deeper green filter for use with
Eastman Super-sensitive Panchromatic
Film by half-watt light.
cine-camera, for which special filters are supplied.

A leaflet “New Wratten Filters and their Uses” describes these
filters more fully. It may be had free on application to —

KODAK LIMITED (WRATTEN DIVISION)
KINGSWAY • LONDON W.C.2
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ADVERTISEMENTS

True Reproduction
lies with
Correct
Developer

AZOL
NOVOPAN
16-mm.

The AZOL method is not only simple,
it is sure. The AZOL Time and

Reversibis

Film

Temperature Tables show at a
glance just how long to leave
the film or plate in the solution
to be correctly developed. The
AZOL way saves time and money
and is most fascinating. A 3-0Z.
bottle makes 75 to 300 oz. Price 2/-.

The rapid panchromatic and anti-halation film
used by all discriminating amateur cinemato¬
graphers.
Unsurpassed for photography under artificial
light and in dull weather.
Exhibiting

at Ideal Home

Exhibition {Home

Movie

JOHNSON

Section).

Manufacturing

A product of

AGFA

LTD.,

1-4, Lawrence

HENDON,

Street, High Street, W.C.2
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your holiday pictures
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AMATEUR

NEW

Gives correct exposure
at a turn of the scale.
A fund of information
on all subjects, including
those
calling for
special technique.
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This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
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300-400

Approach
your nearest dealer,
or write us direct.
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CAMERAS

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
1/
Id. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE—
12 words or less .
2/6
21 d for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as
follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided
a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of
fresh instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from
the previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions, 5% ;
26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15“;,.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be
strictly prepaid, and reach the offices, Dorset House,
Tudor Street, E.C.4, not later than first post Friday
for the following week’s issue. Advertisements are
inserted, as far as possible, in the order recaived, and
those received too fate for one issue, or crowded out,
are published in the first following in which there is space.
The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.

Box No, Advertisers
If a Box No. is required the words “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The
Amateur Photographer’” should be included in the
charge, and an additional 6d. sent tor registration and
cost of forwarding any replies.
Letters addressed to box numbers are simply forwarded
by us to the advertisers. We do not deal with the cor¬
respondence in any other way, nor accept any responsibility
in connection with the advertisements.

Deposit System

Readers may deal in safety through our Deposit System.
Purchase money should be deposited with “ The Amateur
Photographer and Cinematographer.” The time allowed
lor decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods,
after which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods,
they must be returned to sender. 11 a sale is elfected,
buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but it
not, seller instructs us to return amount to depositor.
Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in event of no sale,
and subject to there being no different arrangement be¬
tween buyer and seller, each pays carriage one way. The
seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit. For
transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
over £10 and under £50, 2/6 ; over £50 and under
£75, 5/- ; over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; over £100
one-half per cent. All correspondence must be sent to
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

Cheques and Postal Orders sent in payment for
deposits or advertisements should be
made payable to ILIFFE
SONS LTD., and crossed

AND

qo-

Notes being untraceable if lost in transit should
not be sent as remittances.

Owing

to the

of “ THE

Easter

Holidays,

AMATEUR
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AND
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AND
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19th must be closed for press
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12th.

can

POST,

LENSES

A FIRST-CLASS Bargain. — Newman & Guardia

LENSES

31x2J Sands Hunter Gandolfl Hand or Stand,

” for April
earlier than

MISCELLANEOUS

AND

2 double extension, swing and double rising
front, revolving back, detachable focussing hood,
6 book-form slides, F.P.A., 13.5-cm. f/4.5 Tessar
in Compur, Distar, Proxar and adjustable Adon
Telephoto lenses, Sinclair adjustable lens hood,

issue

PHOTOGRAPHER

7 filters in “ B ” glass to fit hood, Zeiss micro¬
meter adjustable tripod head, focussing magnifier,
fitted case to take all above, tall wood stand ; all in

be accepted

first-class condition, £25 ; seen by appointment. —
Bussey, Lincoln Hall, Upper Bedford Place, W.C.l.

WEDNESDAY,

31x21 Soho Reflex, latest pattern with revolving

2 top mask, in perfect condition, 5-in. 1/2.9
Pentac lens, 3 D.D. slides. Alpha filter, lens hood,
[5482
case, £20 ; seen by appointment. — Bussey, Lincoln
Hall, Upper Bedford Place. W.C.l,
[5483
1-PLATE
Contessa Nettcl. t/4.5 Citonar lens,

4

WARNING

double

extension,

Compur

shutter,

1

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

TWO 34x21 Junior Special T.-P. Reflexes, Cooke

f/4.5, 8 slides, F.P.A., cases to each, beautiful
condition, also .[-pi. same model ; i-pl. £6/15 ;
34x2i, £5 each : deposit. — 66, John St., Luton.

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods in exchange for others or to purchase
for Cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

\l/ATCH-POCK)ET
Carbine, Aldis-Butcher f/6.3
T*
lens, 6-speed shutter, leather carrying-case ;
[5489
excellent condition, complete, £4/10 ; deposit.
—
F. Woodhouse, Grange, Blackheath, Birmingham.

Sanderson J-pl. Tropical, 3 D. slides, Zeiss

and

Tessar f/6.3, Compur, with Adon Telephoto
Wide-angle lenses ; perfect condition, [5490
£7 ;

deposit. — Box 6543, c/o ” The Amateur
grapher.”

CAMERAS

AND

deposit

LEU'A Camera, Compur shutter, chargers, filter ;
lens, £7/10.— T. Cippico,

Photo¬
[5495

4 3 times,
£4, orf/4.5,
nearest
31x2',
Ensign with
Roll canvas
Reflex, case,
Dallmeyer
used;

LENSES

excellent condition, £6 ;
Film and Plate Nixe, double

to

i/250th see,, brilliant and
direct view-finders,
slides : fine condition, £5. — Ovingdean, Uttoxeter
Rd.. Mickleover. Derby.
(5488

also d-pl. Roll
extension, Tessar

43, Hill St., W.l.

[5463

system. — Cook,

26, Reginald

Rd.,

Deptford.

41 X 3i Ensign Popular Pressman Reflex, revolving
4

back,

6-in.

Ro.ss

t/4.5

Xpres

lens,

9

single

[5496
metal slides, 3i x 2J Rolex roll-holder, adapter
to
fit camera, F.P.A., brown leather case ; all in
perfectly new condition ; cost over £23 ; £10/10 ;
“ A.P.” deposit system. — Bellavista, RavensCroft
Avenue, Pre.ston Rd., Wembley.
[5499

(IIVING Up. — T’hrec Bargains, all 31 x 2.5 : No. 1, POSTCARD T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/4.5, revolving

X
Zodel Plate, Lukos f/4.5, Compur, 3 slides,
roll-holder, all movements, good condition, £4 ;
No. 2, Ensign Roll Film, plate back, f/3.8, D.A.
Compur, 3 slides, new bellows, fine condition,
£4/10 ; No. 3, f/8 Tropical Carbine, Ross Xpres
f/4.5, Compur, leather case, unsoiled, cost £12/10. —
Healey, Moorcroft, Heywood, Lancs.
[5464

3 A Special Kodak, Zeiss Te,ssar lens f/4.5,
Compur,

1

to

l/200th

sec. ;

as

new

;

list

price £20/2/6 ; accept £10. — F. Matthews, 10,
Gordon Street, W.C.l.
[5466

F/7.5 .1-pl. Folding Klito, focussing screen, 3

I CAMERAS

(.Supplement)

Amateur^s
Emporium
IMPORTANT NOTICE.

Prepaid Advertisements.
SALE

arid Cinematographer

slides, 10/-. — L. Hope, 19, Frenchay Rd.,
Weston-super-Mare.
[5467
1 -PLATE
Camera, Thornton-Pickard Triple Exten
2 sion, 3 D.D. slides, tripod and case. Beck f/8
lens, as new, also .[-pi. Double Extension, Busch
f/7 lens. 24 single metal slides, solid leather case,
lamp, dishes, etc., £12 the lot.— C. W., 82.
Kingston Rd., Ilford, Essex.
[5470

back,

6

single

metal

slides,

leather

case ;

perfect, £5/10. — J. Moffat, Post Office Buildings,
Cowie, Stirlingshire.
[5500
1-PLATE
Sanderson de Luxe, 3 D.D. slides,
2 M.-M'. adapter and
12 envelopes, tripod,
solid leather case, velvet-lined, gift at £7 ;
Automatic Rolleiflex, f/3.8 Tessar, 2ix2i, with
skv-sbade and case, new, cost over £24, take £16 ;
V.P. Tenax, f/6.3, i to 1 /100th, 12 G. S, slides,
3 extra lenses, extra view-finder for waist-level,
3 purses and developing tank, £5. — T. Eggles, 120,
Milkstone Rd., Rochdale.
[5501

ZEISS Ideal, Si x 2J, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, D.A.
Compur,

1

to

l/250th,

rise,

cross,

double

extension. Distar and I’roxar ienses, yellow filter,
F.P.A., 4 slides (clip on), leather case ; new 1932 ;
cost over £20 ;
£10/10 ;
no
offers. — Clarke,
Police Station, Lowestoft.
[5502

4 shutter, in leather case ; new August 1932,
SOHO i-pl. Focal-plaue Reflex, revolving back. 31x2.1 Autographic Kodak, f/7. 9 lens, Kodex
31x2.1 Self-erecting Wirgin Roll Film, f/4.5
31x2.1 Goerz Roll Film, f/4.5 Dogmar, Compur,
ICARETTE, 4ix23, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Nagel Vollenda 31x21 Film, t/6.3, speeded

Folding Reflex, Ross Xpres t/4.5 anastigmat
and f/5.6 Telephoto, 3 duralumin D.D. slides and
F.P.A., case ; cost £70 ; accept £35/10. — Weller,
[5264
Aquarium, Brighton.

2 brilliant and frame finders, plate back,
screen and 3 slides, leather and purse cases ; as new,
£7. — Below.
1-PLATE
Goerz Anschutz, f/6.8 Dagor, self4 capping shutter, 3 double slides, £5. — R. Miller,
7, Victoria Avenue, Didsbury, Manchester. [5453

rack front,
double plate or

stand,
Hatch,

Goerz Dogmar
lens f/4.5, 6
film holders, 2 cases, Jaynay

changing-bag ; list £38 ; as new,
51b, High St., Dorking.

Compur,

finder

magnifier,

morocco

£15. —
[5474

case ;

37/6. — S. Wells,

as

new, .£8/10 ; deposit system. — Box 6536, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[5475

253, Queen’s

Rd., Wimbledon.

[5503

4 anastigmat, Vario shutter, leather case, 50/-.
Birchenough, 14, Dougill St., Bolton, Lancs. [5505
shutter,

and

case,

45/-,

cost

£3/17/6

;

Lancaster’s 31x21 to i-pl. Enlarger, 15/6; Rhaco
View-finder, 4/6 ; Zeiss Diaphot Exposure Meter,
2/9 ; Verax Colour Filters (three), 3/- ; all new
last August, and in very good condition ; lot tor
£3/3. — Sykes, 19, Hallcross Grove, Lowerhouses,
Huddersfield.
[5507
1-PLATE
Ross Double Extension Field, Bausch
2 Lomb
R.R. lens, speeded shutter, 2 double
slides, 3-fold tripod, 35/-. — 45, Horsford Rd.,
Brixton Hill.
[5509

Kodak V.P.K. special, f/4.5 anastigmat, Diomatic T.-P. Reflex, 3ix2i, Cooke 1/2.9, F.P.A., rollN. & G. New Ideal, l-pL, Ross f/4.5, 6 slides, Rolleiflex 2ix2.V, Tessar f/3.8, new Compur,
ERNEMANN 4.5x6 Folding Reflex, f/3.5 lens, 4
FOCAL-PLANE Salex V.P.K. , f/5.5, 6 slides, Kodak la Folding, anastigmat f/6.3 lens, as
ZEISS Baby Ikonta, f/6.3 anastigmat, Deryal
ZEISS Miroflex, i-pL, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens,
shutter ; as new, £3. — Lentrosen,
Surrey.

W.

Purley

Hill,
[5454

F.P.A., pigskin case ; • deposit, £10/15. —
H., 1, Lancaster Rd., Brighton.
[5455
slides, F.P.A.

31, Dryden'

;

perfect in every

way,

de luxe case ; perfect condition, £11/11 ; offers.
— Camera, 51, Stoney St., Burnley.
[5480

£9/10. —

St., Hull.

[5461

shutter, 16 exposures on V.P. film, with
light filter and cover ; as new, £2/2. — M. Beaumont,
Burgage, Southwell, Notts.
[5462
1-PLATE Hand-Stand Camera, f/6.3 Goerz anastig4 mat, 8 speeds (T. B., 1 to 1/lOOth sec.), 3 D.D.
slides, strong case and stand ; suitable architectural,
commercial work ; what offers ?— 313, Belgrave
Rd., Birmingham, 12.
[5471
YOU

holder, 12 slides, velvet-lined case, £15 ;
Rolleiflex 21x2.i, Zeiss f/3.8, £10; both brandnew condition. — 195, Parrswood Rd. North, Withington, Manchester.
[5404

CAN

DEAL

F.P.A. , l/25th to 1/1, 000th sec. ; good con¬
dition : in case, 35/-. — 163, Studland Rd., Hanwell.

6

slides,

£29/10. — Box

F.P.A.,

leather

6540, c/o “The

Amateur

case

;

as

[5484
new,

Photographer.”

new,

attachment,
1-PLATE

complete

with

35/-. — Watts,

Ensign

leather

case

42, Irwell

Special

and

portrait

St., Widnes.

Reflex,

Aldis-Butcher

4 f/4.5, 12 slides, leather case, £7/10. — Middleton,
[5511
22, Esplanade, Scarborough.
[5514

ROLLOROY, f/2, Compur, 2 ft. to infinity, ZEISS Minimum Palmos Press Focal-plane,
leather case, 3 weeks’ old ; cost £22 ;
offers? — Hart, 54, Priory Rd., Exeter.
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

[5492
what
[5498

Tessar f/4.5, 9x12 cm. and i-pL,
Balston, 24, Dickenson Rd., N.8.

DEPOSIT

£13/15. —
[5515

SYSTEM.
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N. & G. 3ix2i Reflex, F.P.A., Protar, also Ballon,

interchangeable
Below.

;

perfect :

£42

for

at £10/10. — Below.

new,

one

film exposed

only ;

with

leather

4

31x2i
No. 1shutter
Series III
Kodak,twicef/4.5; cost
Zeiss£11/7/6
Tessar, ;
4 Compur
; used

take £8. — School House, Croston Rd.,
Moss, Preston.

Farlngton
[5521

An Outstanding Offer. — 4ix3i Kodak Roll Film
Camera,

Cooke

Aviar

lens

f/4.5,

latest

type

■Compur shutter, D..4.., rising front : new condition ;
cost £14 ; will accept £5/10 ; no offers. — Apply,
Box 6548, c'o “ The Amateur Photographer,” [5524

SOHO Reflex, 3Ix2K f/4.5 Ross Xpres, 3 double

slides, F.P.A., magnifiers, leather case ;
latest model ; as new ; cost £36 ; accept £21/10. —

Leica, Model I, complete in leather case, lens

Box

6550,

c/o “ The

Amateur

Photograplier.

”

[5526

f/3.5, 2 spare film-holders, distance meter, £9 ;
beautiful condition. — Clapham, 30, Forest Rd.,
Bournemouth, W.
[5528

6x 13 Curt Bentzin Stereoscopic Reflex, with

panoram adjustment ; as new ; pair Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5 12-cm. lenses. 6 D.D. book-form slides,
F.P.A., etc., £17/10 ; or e.xchange for first-class
fiix2i or i-pl.— J. M., 103, Victoria Mansions,
S.W.8.
[5529

SALEX Reflex 3ix2L f/4.5 anastigmat, springraised

mirror,

revolving

back,

6

slides,

2 F.P.A.’s, 85/- ; Berthiot Eurygraphe f/6.2, 160mm., Velo.sto shutter, 15/- ; Laack Pololyt f/6.3,
135-mm., Universal, 10/- ; Convertible Anastigmat
f/6.3, 5i-in., focussing mount, 7/6 ; lea Helios
Convertible Aplanat f/8, 150-mm., cells only, 3/6. —
Murdock, 36, Bidwell Gardens, New
Southgate,
N.ll,
[5530

31x2i Dallraeyer f/6 Snapshot Roll Film, £2/2. —
CYCLE-GRAPHIC Kodak 1-pl. and 4x5. trii)le

4
— McLoughlin, 53, Trafalgar
lin^on.

Terrace,

Uar[5531

extension, revolving back, rise, fall, distance
lenses, F.P.A., D.U, slides, reduces, enlarges,
leather case; cost £30; £4/15. — Mar.sli, 19, bt.
James’s

St.,

Derby.

[5532

SUPERIOR i-pl. Roll Film Camera, Zeiss lens,

speeds to 1 /250th ; cash, or silver watch part.
Villa Rd., St, Leonards.
(5534
Genuine Bargain. — 5x4
Goerz Anschutz
I
Press, F.P.A., 1 D.D. slide, f/4.8 Celor, self¬
capping focal-plane shutter ; beautiful condition,
leather case. — S. Dale, (this week). New Theatre,
Cambridge ; (next week). Hippo, Southend. [5535
—3,

Ensign
No. 3 sector
(l-pl.),shutter,
roll films
plates, f/6
anastigmat,
45/-. —orBelow.
Ensign 3a (P.C.), Ross Xpres f/4.5. Acme
Ensign Popular Reflex, J-pl., Zeiss f/4.5, case,
Nagel Ranca, liXlS, f/4.5, Vario shutter,
31x2i All-distance Folding Ensign, new. 21/-;

shutter, cost £18 ; new condition,
camera ; sacrifice £8/10. — Below.

beautiful

F.P.A., slides, £'7/10. — 14, Parkhurst Rd.,
Be.xhill.
[5536

W.

leather case, auto,
Hoadley, Handcross,

timer, 57/6 ; cost
Sussex.

£6. —
[5537

4
P.C. Folding, f/6.3, 6 slides, leather case,
29/- ;
8x
Dollond Monocular, 25/- ;
wanted
3i x 2i Plate, double extension. Compur, anastig¬
mat. — 7, Grove Rd., Bridgend, Glam.
[5538

F DISTINGUISHABLE from New. — 9x12 cm.
Zeiss

Ikon

Miroflex,

16. 5-cm.

Tessar

f/2.7,

8 slides, F.P.A., £45. — Lewis, 14, Woodberry Down,
Manor

House,

N.4.

[5540

31x24 Voigtlander Avus, f/6.3, Ibsor shutter, 8

2 slides, F.P.A. ; shop-.soiled condition ; bar¬
gain, £4/4. — 52, Normanby St., Bolton,
[5541
01x2}Duchessa Contessa, Nettel f/6.3 lens,
04
F.P.A. , 6 slides, direct vision and brilliant
finders, leather case, 50/-. — Lee, 60, Ashburton
Avenue, Addiscombe, Croydon.
[5550

30

BE

canvas case, £6 ; also Folding I-pl. Camera,

f/8, 10/- ;
B. J. Almanacs, 1926-32, 8d. each,. —
St. Crispins, Franks Avenue, Dovercourt.
[5546

Bargain. — Zeiss ikon Icarette No. 551/2, 3Jx2i,

Q1X2J
Ensign Reflex, Aldis f/3.4, focal-plane,
O2
l/15th to 1/1, 000th, 6 plate-holders, latest
model ; new condition ; cost £15 ; take £9 ;
approval. — Below.

|

lens, self-capping shutter, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th,
revolving back, 3 slides, F.P.A., £5/15. — Webster,
Nailsea, Somerset.
[5545
1-PLATE
Ensign Reflex, f/4.5, 12 metal slides,

£23. —
[5518

taking films, packs and plates, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar lens, in delayed-action Compur
shutter,
rising front, double extension bellows, deephooded focussing screen and 12 metal slides.
Distar and Proxar lenses, Zeiss yellow filter and
graduated sky filter, also Lumiere Autochrome
filter, 2 leather cases, velvet lined ; outfit cost £23 ;
absolutely new condition, little used ; price £16/16.
— N. G. Bryne, 32, Ashchurch Grove, Shepherds
Bush, W.12.
[5517

LENSES

Reflex i-pl. T.-P. special Ruby, f/4.5 Cooke

ALLEY

Latest Leica Model II, Elmar f/3.5, 5-cm., just
as

1933

ZODEL Special 34x2}, f/3.8 anastigmat, D.A.

. Ross lens, £7 ; also very Fine Stereo Camera,
Zeiss Lenses ; seen by appointment. — 1, Dean
St., Soho.
[5510

case, plush lined, £16 or near offer ; cost
Wood, South Bank, Bramley, Leeds.

AND

5,

Compur shutter, double extension, rise and
cross front, interchangeable 20-cm. f/6.3 Voigtlander
Tele-Dynar Telephoto Lens, 3 slides. F.P.A., roll-film
adapter, and leather case ; new condition, £9. —
Sheasby, 48, Lambolle Rd., Hampstead, N.W.3. [5543

£16/15. —

N. & G. Baby B Special, 2 changing-boxes ;
COLLINS’ Whole-plate, with unique brass fittings,
great bargain

April
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y.P. Kodak Special, f/5.6, Diomatic shutter, with

D’S
FIELEXCHANGE
SHEFCAMERA

direct

LEADING
OFFERS

A

SELECTION

OF

RELIABLE

2

3.}x2} No. 1 Pocket Kodak, f/7.9 Kodar lens, in
Kodex shutter .
£1 12 6
9x12 cm. Curt Bentzin Folding Reflex, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar, 2 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case .
£7 15 0
34x24 Orion Roll Film Camera, f/4.5 Laack
anastigmat lens, in Compur, rising front £4 0 0
3x2 Zeiss Ikon Ikonta Self-erecting Roll Film,
f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar in Compur, leather case. As new
£7 7 0
3}x2} Challey Self-erecting Roll Film, f/4.5
Ennatar anastigmat lens, in Vario shutter £3 0 0
3} X 24 Apem Focal-plane, f/4.5 Apem anastigmat
lens, 4 D.D. sliles, solid leather case. ... £7 17 6
3} X 2^ Challey Plate Camera, double extension,
f/2.9 Meyer Trioplan lens, in delayed-action Compur,
slides.

As

new .

£8

8

0

3ix2i Wirgin Double Extension Plate Camera,
f/3.9 Laack lens, in Vario shutter, 6 slides and leather
case .
£5 0 0
3}x2} Orion Double Extension Plate Camera,
f/5.4 Doppel anastigmat lens, in Ibsor fuUy-speede 1
shutter, 3 slides and F.P. adapter .
£3 15 0
31} X 2} Ensign Cameo, double extension, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar in Compur, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and
leather case. As new .
£7 7 0
i-pl. Apem Focal-plane, f/4.5 Kershaw anastigmat
lens, 3 D.D. slides .
£9 15 0
i-pl. Thornton-Pickard Reflex, f/3.4 Aldis lens, 3
slides and F.P. adapter .
.*. .
£8 15 0
4.5x6 cm. Salex Focal-plane, f/4.5 Salex anastig¬
mat lens, 4 slides and F.P. ailapter. ... £3 15 0
Vest Pocket Kodak, f/7.7 Kodak anastigmat lens,
in focussing mount .
£1 7 6
3ix24 Zeiss Ikon Miraphot Vertical Enlarger,
f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar. As new .
£8 15 0
i-pl. Horizontal Enlarger, f/6.5 T.T. & H. Cooke
anastigmat lens .
£6 10 0
4-pl. Double Extension Stand Camera, f/S Busch
Aplanat lens, in Unicum shutter, 2 D.D. slides,
3-fold

tripod .

£1

12

6

i-pl. Goerz Tenax, double extension, f/6.8 Kalostigmat lens, in. Ibsor fully-speeded shutter,£33 17
slides6
8-Magnifications

Prism

Binoculars,

complete

with

leather case. As new .
£2 10 0
34x2.4 Self-erecting Plate Camera, f/6.3 Laack
anastigmat lens, in Vario shutter, 3 slides. Very
compact. New condition .
£2 17 6
i-pl. M.C.C. Horizontal Enlarger, all movements.
Spieiidi 1 condition .
£6 0 0
16-mm. Agfa Movector Projector, self-contained
resistance, complete with carrying - case and film
rewinder. As new. Listed £45 .
£25 0 0
Zeiss Ikon 16-mm. Projector, self-contained
resistance, complete with carryin '-case and film
rewinder. Goo 1 condition. Listed £22 £10 10 0
3} X 2.1 Staley Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke lens, in sunk lens
box, 6 D.D. sliles and F.P. adapter ... £6 15 0
}-pl. Dallmeyer Press Reflex, f/3.5 Dallmeyer lens,
6 slides

and

F.P.

a lapter .

£9

17

6

}-pl. Papular Pressman Reflex, f/4.5 Ross .Xpres
lens, 3 slides .
£8 10 0
Postcard Thornton-Pickard Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke
lens, complete with 48 slides .
£1115 0
Any Camera sent on 7 days’ approval against
deposit to value.
Deferred terms.
Liberal exchange allowances.

PHOTO
CHANGE

phone 262)5.

WISE

IN

TIME—

USE

OUR

magnifier,

case,

Campo Lane

DEPOSIT

12

single

slides, F.P.A. , direct

and

reflector

finders, leather case, £9. — Below.
1-PLATE
Sanderson Regular, wide-angle rack,
4 f/5.8 anastigmat, Kollos shutter, 3 mahogany
double slides, leather case, Jaynay tripod, £5/10. —
171, Brockley Rd., S.E.4.
[5549

Etui 9x12 cm. or i-pl., Zeiss Triotar f/6.3,
Compur,

1 to l/250th

sec., F.P.A.,

6 slides, as

new, ^/lO ; Postcard Kodak, 15/-. — 26, Evanston
Avenue, London, B.4.
[5651

PRESS i-pl., self-capping focal-plane, f/4.5, 3

double slides, 3} x 2}
roll-film adapter ;
recently overhauled ; fine condition, leather case
£8. — Vivian, 3, Hare Court, Temple, E.C.4. [5554

ZEISS Silvarem Binoculars, 6x30, eyecup focus¬
31x2} Graflex Reflex, 6-in. f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
sing, case ; bargain,

4

revolving

back,

3

£8. — Below.

D.D.

slides,

F.P.A.,

etc.,

case ; perfect order, £13/10. — 59, Ridgeview Rd.,
N.20.
[5555
1-PLATE
Goerz Anschutz, leather covered, fitted
4
Doginar f/4.5 lens, foe. mount, 2-way rising
front, quick-wind self-capping focal-plane, with
time valve, speeds 5 to 1/1, 000th sec., T. and B.,
direct-vision finder, 3
double slides, F.P.A.,
leather case ; new condition, £17/10. — Proprietor,
Strathmore Hotel, Torquay.
[5557

21x3} T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/4.5, self-capping

2 focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th,
revolving back, 6 slides, R.F.A., case, extension
front ; good condition, £5.^S. F. Woodhouse,
8.H,

Beaconsfleld

Buildings,

York

Rd..

N.l.

[5560

1 Q X 9 cm. Stereo Mentor Reflex, paired Cooke
iO
Series H
f/4.5 anastigraats, 5}-in., focalplane shutter, 4 to 1/1, 000th sec., 4 D.D, slides,
leather case ; all as new ; bargain, £16 ; cost
£45. — R. Stamp, 3, Bedford Park Villas, Plymouth.

Baby Slbyl, Zelss Tessar f/4.5, 12 slides, F.P.A.,

leather case, £6 ; Anschutz Press Camera,
Dagor lens, 3 double slides, F.P.A., case, £6 ;
[5561
approval deposit. — Box 6553, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[5563

PRESS Camera Bargains. — 9x12 cm. DeckruUo

4

to

Nettel, t/2.7 Tessar, focal-plane shutter, speeded
l/2,()00th sec., B. and T., 3 double slides,

focussing screen and lens hood ; in first-class con¬
dition, £22/10 for quick sale. — Below.

9x12 cm. Ernemann Focal-plane, f/2.7 Ernostar

leas, focussing mount, shutter speeded to
1/1, 200th .sec., B. and T., 6 double slides, focussing

screen, leather case, £20 for quick sale. — Box
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

6554,
[5564

■\7BST
Pocketshutter,
Kodak speeded
Special,to Kodak
lens,
V
Diomatic
1/lOOth,f/4.5
focussing
model, case and wallet. £3/10 ; Kodak Series III
No. 3 (i-pl.), Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens, Compur
shutter, speeded to l/250th (modern, not D.A.),
lever focussing, rising front, case, £4/10 ; both
late models and
excellent condition ;
deposit
system. — Box
6555, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

Photo¬
[5565

9x9 cm. (3ix3} in.) Ica Reflex Camera, Zeiss

Tessar f/4.5 lens (6-in.), 6 slides, F.P.A., case,
excellent condition, £8 ;
Postcard Autographic
Kodak, Goerz Dagor f/6.8, automatic shutter, 6
speeds, with Kodak developing tank, £2/15. — Box
6556, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [5566

Leica I, Elmar f/3.5, 5-cm., focal-plane, cable

release, filter ring, 3 film chambers, container,
range-finder, leather case, perfect condition, £8
or offer ; Panoramic Tripod
Box 6557, c/o “ The Amateur
X

SHEFFIELD
Works:

filter, view

Head, 8/-, cost
Photographer.”

£1. —
[5567

roll-holder,

look¬

CiRAFLEX Reflex, 2}x3}, revolving back, Kodak

TRADING
ALLEY,

sky

! ! 31x2} New Special Sibyl, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,

BARGAINS

3

finder,

etc., new condition, £2/17/6 ; also Boots’ 2ix3j
Plate Tank, 7/6. — F. J. B., 74, Weymouth Avenue,
Ealing, W.5.
[5548

f/4.5, cut-film

magazine,

new

ing; cost £30; £9/10. — “ Rotherwood,” May
■Wollaton, Nottingham.

Avenue,
[5569

TTNUSED
lea Bebe, 3}x24, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,
G
Compur shutter, F.P.A. ; cost £22 ; £8/10. —
Caron, Clifton, Carter Hatch Lane, Enfield. [5572

SYSTEM.
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LEITZ
Elmar,
1/4.5 (Efern),
noncoupled
model13.5-cm.,
with Uuiversal
view-finder
(Visor) ; list £13/17 ; £7/15.— Helmut Kortner,
30, Avonmore

Gardens,

W.14.

[5487

Trade.

NBGRETTI and ZAMBRA,
Regent
St.,
specialists, 122,
offer the
following
All days’
Apparatus
fully guaranteed and sent on 5
approval against full deposit. Saleable,

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

BARGAIN—

41x6 Zeiss Bcbe Folding Pocket, focussing
NO. 2a Folding Autographic Brownie Roll Film,

reversible finder, R.R. lens, cable release and
canvas case, £1/5.
01x2.1 No. 6 Ensign Tropical Model Roll Film
O4
Camera, focussing, rack rising front, rever¬
sible finder, wire-frame finder, fitted Dallmeyer
anastigmat f/4.5, Compur shutter, 1 to 1 /250th and
Ume, cable release and leather case.
TEW Cameras.

■
[5570
-----CINEMATOGRAPH
APPARATUS
|

3., 63, Bol

CARBINE

PATHE Motocamera B, leather case, chargers,

F/4.S ZEISS TESSAR
PUR
LENS, SHUTTER,
NEW COM¬
speeds 1 to 1/2S0th
sec., T. and B.

as new, £4 ; also Double-claw Projector,
extra resistance, £4/10 ; both £8. — A. MacDonald, 4,
Linden Rd., Go.sforth. Newcastle-upon-Tyne. [5473

Kising front, radialfocus*
sing, brilliant and direct
wire hnders.with maker's
{niarantee.

filter, iris vignette, waist-level finder ; new con¬
dition, perfect ; cost £23/10/6 ; a bargain, £11/15.
Cinophot Exposure Meter, 19/-. — Box 6537, c/o
" The Amateur Photographer.”
[5476

Or deposit 13/- and 11
equal payments monthly,

Pathe Accessories, cheap, stamp.— S. Hastings,
400, Cumberland St., Glasgow, C.5.
[5481

Plate Back Model
£8:7:6
with
I slide.

Two16 Only.—
Zeiss onIkon vest
Kolibripocket
Roll Film
Cameras,
exposures
spool,
direct
finder, fitted Novar anastigmat 1/4.5, Telma

shutter, l/25th to 1/lOOth and time, cable
release ; list price £6/6 ; our price, special, £4/5.
^?;xl07 Mahogany Taxiphot (Unis, France),
focussing adjustment, also adjustment tor
eyes, complete with 8 Ambroine boxes ; as new, £10.
01x2i Zeiss Ikon Miroflex Folding Reflex, cross
O2
front, deep focussing hood, wire-frame finder,
quick-wind focal-plane sliutter, l/3rd to 1 /2,000th
and time, fitted Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, focussing
mount, 3 slides, F.P.A., and leather case, £45 ;
our price, £22/10.

Co,

£7:7:0

13,'-.
Focuseingsereen 8/6
Best quality 'eather

shutter, l/25th to 1/lOOth and time, cable release,
and leather case ; list price £8/12/6 ; our price,
special, £5.

case, '7^6.

“ SERVICE ”
SECOND-HAND VALUES!

sec., T. and li .

£2

6

0

Correctoscope Range-finder, for I6*mm. cin6 .
£1 10 0
V.P. Ensignette, with portrait lenses and case .
15s. Od.
1-in. 1/3.5 Cooke Lens, for 16-mm. cind .
£1 10 0
No. la 41 -• 24 Self-erecting Kodak, f/7.7 anastigmat lens, speeded
reversible finder, fitted Frontar lens f/9, T. and shutter,
autographic feature .
£1 10 0
I. shutter ; as new, .£1/15.
41 ■ 24 Elnsign Carbine, Zeiss Tessar lens f/4.5, Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/250tb sec., T. and B., leather case .
£6 6 0
41x24 Libretto, f/4.5 Nagel anastigmat lens, rising front, direct
rack focus, rack rising and cross front, re¬
wire and brilliant reversible view-finders, new Compur shutter, speeds
versible finder, spirit level, wire-frame finder,
£5 12 6
focussing screen, 3 slides, F.P.A., Proxar leas, 1 to l/250th sec., leather carrying-case .
1-pl. Voigtlander Alpin, triple extension, f/6.8 RcUinear, Compound
and leather case, £6/15.
shutter, C single slides, F.P. adapter, back-hooded focussing screen.
and leather case .
£7 7 0
34 '' 24 Ibagee Roll Film, double extension, rising and cross front.
4 rack-rising front, brilliant finder, wire¬
f/4.5 Zodel anastigmat len-s, Compur shutter, brilliant and wire-frame
frame finder, fitted Aldis-Butcher anastigmat
£7 12 6
f/4.5, Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th and time, finders, back-hooded focussing screen, 3 single slides .
41-in. Koristka f /4.5 Anastigmat Lens, in Compur shutter, £1 17 6
n
cable release ; as new, £5/17/6.
Model 1 Leica. Elmar f/3.5 lens, range-finder, spool chamber £8 10 0
V.P. Autographic Kodak, Achro. lens and leather case. . . . 15s. Od.
34 <24 Makina, f/2.9 Plaubel Anticomar lens, Compur shutter,
2 Press Camera, deep focussing hood, wire-frame
speeded, direct and wire-frame finders, 6 single slides, backfinder, quick-wind focal-plane shutter, l/3rd to fully
hooded
focussing screen and F.P. adapter .
£9 17 6
.
1 /2,000th
and time, fitted Carl Zei.ss Tessar f/3.5,
3 • 4 cm. Ranca, f/4.5 Nagel anastigmat lens, delayed-action Vario
focussing
mount,
F.P.A.,
and
leather
case,
£25.
i
shutter, direct-vision finder, leather case. Unaoiled .
£4 0 0
1-pl. T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, revolving back, Cooke f/4.5 anastigexperienced workmen ; estimate given before inat lens, self-capping shutter, 3 single slides .
£6 17 6
34 X 24 Zeiss Ideal, double extension rising and cross front, brilliant
proceeding.
n
and direct wire finders, Tessar f/4.5, delayed-action Compur shutter,
3 single slides. Condition as new .
£9 17 6
payments system ; please ask for details.
31x21 Cocarette, f/6.3 Novar anastigmat lens, Derval speeded
£2 2 0
-TAEVELOPING,
Printing andf/ Enlarging, best shutter .
.
4D
IJ
possible results. Quick service.
No. 2 Folding Pocket Kodak, 31 x 21, f/6.3, Kodex shutter, auto¬
all
graphic feature .
£2 2 0
mey
er
i-pl. Double Extension Roll Film, all movements, f/6.3 Lumiuar
Tel
W.l.
[0010
eph
anastigmat lens, Vario shutter, plate back .
£2 7 6
oto
, fo
54-in. Wray f/5.6 Rectilinear Lens .
14s. Od.
f/3
r F—
Aldi
A Pair of T.-P. Reflex Magnifiers and purse .
14s. 6d.
Ikonta 3x4 cm., Zeiss f/4.5, Compur,
98/6.
llm
s A
Below.
nas
o.
31 X 21 No. 6 Carbine Roll Film, rising front, f/8 Aplanat lens,
tig
Lukos
II
shutter
.
£1
5 9
mat
Lens
34x24 Double Extension Fiduca, Zeiss Tessar lens f/4.5, Compur
in Ashutter, 6 single slides, F.P. adapter and case .
35/- ; Kolibri, f/3.5, £6/19/6 ; Zeiss Ikon
£5
18
6
cme
Lloyd, £9/17/6.— Below.
shut No.£4 6 Carbine, direct and brilliant reversible view-finders,
31x21
ter,f/4.5 0anas, lens, Compur shutter, and leather case £3 18 6
Dallmeyer
spee 0
44 X 6 cm. V.P.ds Tenax, Dagor lens f/6.8, Compound shutter, 6 slides,
range-finder), interchangeable 13.5 cm. lens,
1 to accessories. Nice condition .
£2 19 6
lot £15; 520 Ikonta (2 on 31x21), Zeiss f/4.5, F.P. adapter, other
l/30
0th
£6/17/6.— Below.

y.P. Zeiss Ikon Ikonette Roll Film Camera,
9x12 Ica Halloh Roll Film and Plate Camera,

3JLX2.I No. 6 Ensign Carbine Roll Film, focussing,

31x21 Zeiss Ikon Miroflex Folding Reflex and

Repairs to all makes of apparatus executed by
Apparatus can be purchased on our deferred

NEflRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St.,
Allens.— Leica No. 1, Hektor f/2.5, £12/10 ;
Allens. — Helinox Enlarger, 3x4 cm. to 31x24,
Allens. — Leica No. 1, Elmar f/3.5 (affixed

part payment, subject approval ; write for de
luxe booklet. — Allens, 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester,
4. Central 9480.
[0087

exchange for
latest on
NewModern
Models Cameras
; subject
TWO-THIRDS
Allowed
in
approval ; all makes in stock, immediate delivery,

SPEED

2100

TEMPO-RED

3ix2i.

H.

ROLL

&

D.

FILM.

8 Exposures.

All new stock. 1/2 per roll. Post 2d. 3 rolls, post free 3/6.
Post your order to-day.

Established 1889

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines).

no waiting. — Edwin Gorse, 86, Accrington Rd.,
Blackburn.
[5558

CAMERAS Exchanged ; largest stock S. London ;
Arthur
GASKStereo& CO.
Exceptional
in Cine,
and offer
Every
Type of Bargains
Camera,
VSE

PATHE Projector, 25/- ; Sept 35-mm. Camera, £4 ;
attachment, motor
and resistance
new
PATHESCOPE
Double-claw
Projector,; super
condition, £8. — Bowler, Spondon, Derby.
[5504
additional
lenses, de
12 chargers,
developing
PATHE
Motocamera
Luxe, carrying-case,
apparatus ; new condition, £7. — Thompson, 59,
Warwick

St., Newcastle.

[5506

Pathescope 200-B Projector, with resistance to
For Sale. — Pathescope Lux Projector, perfect

condition, 2 extra lenses, 2 spare lamps,
inspection lamp, box carrying-case, £14 ; apply
letter only. — Lord Dunedin, 42, Lower Sloane St.

PATHE
Model leather
de LuxecaseMotocamera,
f/3.5; abso¬
lens,
velvet-lined
; cost £11/5
lutely new condition ; only used twice, £7/10 ;
approval

[5516
deposit.— Smith’s Music Stores, Salisbury.

PATHE
motor,; new
dual resistance,
superProjector,
attachment
condition,ammeter,
£9/9. —
93, Neath Rd., Briton Ferrj% S. Wales.
[5472

[5519

Pathescope £6/15 Projector, perfect order,

£2/19/6 ; Variable Resistance, 6/- ; Colour
Disc, 3/9 : Film Notcher, 4/- ; Rigid Silver
Screen and Case, 19/6. — Below.
dition, with B,
3 chargers,
leather case,new
£4/4.
Motocamera
f/3.5 anastigmat,
con¬— ■
Box 6549, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [5525
Dallmeyer
20-mm. f/1.9
f/3.1
Ensign
Autokiuecam,
f/2.6, and
1-in. Aldis
Cinar 2-in.
lens, with
lenses, with matched finders, £25. — J. G. A. Roe,
206, Bristol Rd., Birmingham,

5.

[5544

Bell & how ell cine camera. Model 70, complete.
with Cooke f/3.5 U.F. lens, also Cooke f/1.8
lens, in leather case ; good condition. £25. — White,
1, Hamilton Drive, Giffnock, Renfrewshire. [5556
Kodacolor unit,,
complete
case
perfect,
PROJECTOR.—
Bell-Howell
57G,in Photographer.”
250-watt,
with

offers. — Box 6552, c/o “ The Amateur
Trade.

_

[5562

type of scientific
instrument.
SCIENTiriC
SUPPLIES.
— Specialists in every
a Scientifle
matted Floodlight
aluminium forreflector
on a fully
The
indoor photography,
adjustable stand, fitted with focussing holder

for Nitraphot

type bulbs, 17/6.

house withSpotlight.
fully adjustable
focussing lamp¬
SCIENTIFIC
— A well-ventilated
lampholder on extending floor stand, fitted with 4i-in.

PAN. and Tilt Heads, with clamping screws, 9/6 ;

lens, 25/-.
with fully-geared movements, 19/6 ; these are
extremely rigid and a great bargain.
rilRIPODS. — Rigid 3-fold Cinematograph Tripods,
JL cast aluminium head, ash legs; closed, 24 in.,
open, 66 in. ; very solid, 18/6.

COLOUR Filters, mounted in best quality plate,
Besides Manufacturing many useful accessories,

A., B. or G, 2/- for each J-in. diameter ;
mounting to screw into customers’ lens, 3/6 extra.
including film splicers, rewinders, editors,
film magnifiers, enlargers, mask-boxes and so on,
we also undertake all sorts of alterations to
customers’ apparatus such as variable speed for
Pathe cameras, giving speeds from 5 to 20 frames
per
second£2.at 15/- ; also Prismatic focussing direct
on film,
This
Sept 35-mm.apparatus.
Camera,
WE
carry week’s
a large bargain.
stock of second-hand
f/3.5 Huet anastigmat, '3 chargers, leather case ;

special attention to Pathescopes. — Humphrys,
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[5002

also Accessories ; write stating requirements to
50, Mortimer St., London, W.l. Phone, Museum
0537.
[5339

leatherLuxe
case, Motocamera,
Hermagis Portrait
attachments,
PATHE
Zeiss Tessar
f/2.7,

200-250 volt ; perfectly new condition, £14/10.
— 20, Camberwell Rd., S.E.5.
[5508

Type C Pathe Motor, and resistance with ammeter .
£3 0 0
3i X 2i Tropical Adora, double extension, Zeiss Tessar lens f/4.5.
Compur shutter, 6 single slides, F.P. adapter .
£9 10 0
41x21 Latest Model Icarette, radial fticussing, rising front, f/4.5
lens, delayed-action Compur shutter, direct and brilliant view-finders.
leather case. List price £16 .
£9 17 6
41x24 la Graflex Roll Film Reflex, focal-plaue shutter. Zeiss
Tessar lens f/4.5, leather case, price .
£7 18 6
9.6-mm. Pathescope Motocamera Luxe, f/3.5 lens, leather case and
charger .
£7 7 0

ROLLEIFLEX,
Leica andallowed
Contax modem
Stockistscameras,
(Cine
Supplies), two-thirds

[

8 1-IN. Condenser Lenses, moimted, 52/- ; 9-in.

Constructed ot metal, all leather covered.

2 adjustment, direct finder, fitted Carl Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th and
time, P.P.A. and leather case, £4/10.

LENSES

2 ditto, slightly soiled, perfect, 48/- ; hundreds
cheap, slightly chipped ; all sizes ; also Enlarging
and Portrait lenses, good and cheap ; anastigmats
polished ; enquiries invited. — Premier Optical
Bolton fid., Stratford, London.

NEW

ENSIGN

AND

3

Trade.

Zi"x2i" No. 6

up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole
payment or purchased lor cash. Our reputation
is your guarantee.

TWOCameras,
Only. — 3ix2il
Zeissfinder,
Ikon Icarette
Rollfinder,
Film
reversible
wire-frame
fitted Novar anastigmat f/0.3, Derval speeded

I CAMERAS

A Y'S
O-DROLL-FILM
TBEST

W.l, the camera
bargains.

{Siipplemmt)

as new, £5/5.

28 9, HIGH

OUR

DEPOSIT

HOLBORN,

SYSTEM

LONDON,

AND

AVOID

W. C.1

ALL

St.„
At the service of all users of scientificWardour
instruments.
[6571

— Scientifle Supplies. 130,
London. W.l.
RISK.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

I CINEMATOGRAPH APPARATUS
Trade.

JLLUSTRA Bargains. — Further examples.
16-mra. Films, big selection, from 5/- ; your
fj/ '

inspection

invited.

1 ^ /_ Pathescope Films, 30’s and 60’s assorted ;

CAN

XvJ/’ every subject issued, 300-ft. 10/-.
1 pr /_ Illustrascreens, 24x36 in., super silver with
±«J/'
stretchers, flawless framed surface, rollable
for
transport.

YOU

CHANGE MY
EXPRESSION?

00/-

Standard

Cine

Camera,

rigid, portable ;
liantly~ defined.

F SO, YOU
MAY
BE THE
ARTIST
THAT
COMMERCE
IS WAITING
FOR.
Just try it for yourself, trace or draw
outline and then put in the features.

the

There are hundreds of openings in connec¬
tion with Humorous
Papers, Advertisement
Drawing, Posters, Calendars, Catalogues,
Textile Designs, Book
Illustrations, etc.
60%

of Commercial

Artists ” who

Art

Work

do their work

is done

at home

by

“ Free

Lance

and sell it to the

highest bidders. Many Commercial Artists draw “ re¬
taining fees ” from various sources, others prefer to
work full-time employment or partnership arrange¬
ment. We teach you not only how to draw what is

wanted, but how to make buyers want what you draw.
Many of our students who originally took up Com¬
mercial .Art as a hobby have since turned it into a
full-time paying profession with studio and staff of
assistant artists ; there is no limit to the possibilities.
Let us send full particulars for a FREE TRIAL
details of our course for your inspection.
will be under no obligation whatever.
Art.

Dept.

THE

in perfect

order

a personal caller’s big opportunity.
/_ Illustrascreens for Lantern Shows, 48x48

and
You

perfect

;

in.,

projection

bril¬

0/X/_ 16-mm.
Drama,new800-ft.,
0\_//
photography,
copy, 2 parts ; perfect
opr /_ Illustrascreen, 48x60 in., easily rolled lor
Oo/"
transport after the show.
/if\E

Standard

Projector

Mechanism,

tjyJI

and films included with this bargain.
JUST
PUBLISHED
!
Illustralight Outfits tor 9-mm., brilliant 32-page Illustrated Catalogue of £20,000
Stock of Second-hand
High-grade
Cameras,
Dvy/ ” projection without damage to stills.
/_ Battery of Studio Illumination, complete
Lenses, etc., at keenly competitive prices. Write
with super bulbs and chromium reflectors.
for a copy to-day.
Camera and Projector for 9-mm. Coronet,
2ei8sf/4.6Te38arlen8,Corapur Graflex, Graflex focal-plane
I \J/ ~ serviceable yet not expensive.
shatter, speeds 1 to l/250th
shutter, Cooke f/4.5 anaatigsec. First-class condition
mat
lens. Camera
takes
ftO/- Ensign 16-mm. Projector, in new condition ;
OvJ/" others at moderate prices.
OK / Pathe Projector with attacliment for supers,
41 X 31
Goerz
Manuloc
£12 10 0
OtJ/
screen and Aims.
Tenax, double extension,
31x21 Kodak Janior Gra-

★ 6x6 cm. Rolleiflex. Carl 41^x2^ Kodak Roll Film

Q^/_

Standard Motor Drive Projector, in perfect
' order, fitted with wide-aperture lens.
Q PC U Standard Camera, with tripod, lenses and
V/tJ/

~

QQ/

VJXji

case : excellent

Illustrascreen

projection

order.

8x6

ft., rigid;

brilliantly

defined

;

perfect

LTD.

COLLEGE

SHEFFIELD.

Everything for Movies ; phone, write, stock
or betterof
London. ENTERPRISES,
Telephone, Gerrard159,
6889.
ILLUSTRA
Wardour [6573
St.,
Every
Pathescope
Hire,
3/G week,
2/3 Super
three Film
days available
; finest for
selection
guaranteed films. — Southern Film Exchange, 52,
Boundaries

Rd., Balham,

London.

Pathescope Film Hire, 3o-ft. 4d., 6o-ft. 8d.
week ; no deposit. — Southern,

above.

Pathescope Films Exchanged, 30-lt. Exchange,
5d., 60-ft.
[0079
the
long-established
library
of
Messrs.
Camera
SUPER Films (Pathescope) on Hire, 1/- each, from
Craft, Ltd., Palmers Green, N.13. Send P.C. for

9d., Supers 4/6. — Southern Film
above.

particulars.

CINEMATOGRAPH
Films,sample
Accessories;
standard
only; lists free;
1/-. — Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone. E.ll.
[3523
Latest
Model
Projector,
Superlite
lens lO
and victor
400-watt
lamp ; Dallmeyer
cost £80,

PHOTO
MOUNTANT

lew weeks ago ; in perfect and unscratched con¬
dition ; gift at £47/10. — Howe, 44, Milsom St..
Bath.
[5497

for Amateur and Professional.

Your

—

SAFE

outfit is not

—

ECONOMICAL

complete

without

[0086

I EXCHANGE

it.

AND

WANTED. — 16-mm. Camera, modern, with all

Send for particulars of the “ Grip-fix ”
method
of Dry Mounting— hot or cold
process.

condition.
— Dr. Curl,
1, Cambridge
Rd.,
WANTED.
— Rolleiflex,
automatic
model, perfect
Colchester.
[5452

HENRY

C. STEPHENS

Ltd.

57, Aldersgate
LONDON,

St.

E.C.

1

YA’^ANTED
for i-pl. Sanderson,
Mackenzie slides,
slide
TT and envelopes,
double book-form
Graflex roll-holder, also wide-angle lens and Watkins
tank with film sheaths. — BM/CRME, London. [5457
YV ANTED. — 3i x 2i Roll Film Camera, good lens ;
TT offers. — Hancock, Corporation St., Wednesbury. •
[5458
YY/ANTED.
Fine
Quality
Miniature
TT Leica —II,
Contax
or similar,
f/3.5 Camera,
; also
i-pl. Sanderson ; deposit approval. — Whiteways,
Copse Avenue, West Wickham, Kent.
[5459
YY/ANTBD. — Four i-pl. D.D. Slides and F.P.A.,
TT block fitting, for Sanderson. — Dobson, 727,
Anlaby Rd., Hull, Yorks.
[5460

WANTED. — Revolving Back Self-capping i-pl.

Reflex, f/4.5 or larger ; cash. — Turner,
Blandford Avenue, Long Eaton.
[5465
YOU

CAN

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

★ 41x31 Newman & Guardia ^ Pedestal Stereoscope, 8 trays
New Ideal Sibyl, Carl Zeiss
f/4.6 Tessar lens, F.P. holder,
pigskin case. In flrst-class
condition .
£15 12 6

each taking 25 transparencies, automatic changing
mechanism. In new
condition .
£17 16 0

★ 9 x 12 cm. or 41 x 31 in. Ica 31 x 21 Graflex Roll-holder,
Trona, double extension, Carl pK for Graflex
Zeiss f/6.3 Triotar lens, Com-

reflex

camera
£1 10

0

pur shutter, focussing screen, A
1-pl. Graflex Cot-film Maga6 plate-holders, leather case. ^ zine, for Graflex reflex
Good condition. .. . £4 3 9
camera .
£2 5 0

★ 41x31 Zeiss Ikon Tropical 61x41 Thornton-Pickard
Adoro, polished teak wood ^
body, double extension, Carl
Zeiss f/4.6 Tessar lens, Com-

Triple Royal Ruby, 7-in. Rosa
Zeiss Series VIl A Convertible
Protarlens, single lenses 14-in.

pur shutter, focussing screen,
3 plate-holders. In brandnew condition. List price
£24 10s. New, unused £17 12 6

and lll-in. foci, roller-blind
shutter, 6 book-form plateholders, tripod, leather case.
List price £35. .. . £15 15 0

★ 41x31 Newman & Guardia 17-in. Ross Teleros f/5.5,
Sibyl de Lnxe, double extenSion, 5-in. Carl Zeiss f/6.3
Convertible Protar lens^ single
lenses 224-mm. focus, rising ^
and cross front, 8 single plateholders, leatlier case. All in
good condition.. £15 16 0 a

suitable for 1-pl. reflex. List
price £28 lOs .
£17 12 6
ll-in. (292-mm.) Ross Tele¬
ros f/5.5, lens hood and case,
suitable for 1-pl. Sibyl camera.
List price £14 .
£9 7 6
6l-in. Carl Zeiss f/2.7 Tes

★ 41 X 31 or 12 X 9 cm. Patent sar. List price £21. For

Etui, Carl Zeiss f/6.3 Triotar
i-pl. reflex .
£12 10 6
lens, Compur shutter, focus12-cm. Carl Zeiss f/6.3
sing screen, F.P. holder. In
Tessar, inCompurshutter
new condition .
£5 12 6
£4 2 6
Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, Comfor 31 x 21 SoJio reflex camera
pound shutter, lever focussing
£15
0

latest improvements and good lens ; also
Telephoto ; must be a bargain ; details to — 184,
Drake St., Rochdale.
[5410

32

41x31
Linhof, all-metal
£13 17 6
body, revolving back, long
45x107 No. 6 Verascope,
extension, rising and swing ^ Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lenses,
front, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar
rising front, changing-box for
lens, Compur shutter, 3 plate12 plates, spare changing-box,
holders. F.P. holder, leather
case. In good condition
case, in new condition
£10 10 0
£21 0 0
45 X 107 mm.
Mahogany

★ 31x21 Zeiss Bebe, Carl a Set of 3 Double Plate-holders

WANTED^

container with brush, 9d.

In aluminium

flex, revolving back model,
Cooke Series 11 f/4.5 anastigmat lens, F.P. holder, leather

★ new condition ... . £11 11 0 case. In good condition

easily

still, call and inspect immense
bargains, including screens from 5/-.

£10 10 0 standard la size roll film

Goerz f/4.5 Dogmar lens, Com- ^
pur shutter, focussing screen,
3 plate-holders. In brand-

★

portable.

214,

BENNETT

SUCCESSFUL

CLn,cL

in running

^ vJ/ ” order, with arms and lens.
/j ri/_ 16-mm. Projector for all voltages, giving
perfect projection, with tree film.
Pathescope in perfect running order ; screen

adjustment, 6 plate-holders, a
Set of 3 Doable Book-form
F.P. holder, leather case. All
Plate-holders, for 31 x 21 Soho
in good condition. . £7 10 0
reflex camera .
£1 15 0

★ 5x4 Adams' Videx Reflex, A Zeiss Ikon Helinox Enrevolving back, long extension, Ross Zeiss f/6.3 Convertible Protar lens, 3 double

larger, Novar f/6.3 anaatigmat
lens, enlarges from 3x4 cm.
negatives to 31 x21 in.

plate-holders, leather case.
£2 5 0
Original price £35. . £8 12 6 A
61x4}
Square Bellows

★ 41x31 Soho Reflex, Ross Camera, double e.xteiisioo',
Zeiss f/6.3 Tessar

lens, Mac-

reversing

and

swing

back,

kenzie adapter. 12 envelopes,
leather case. In good, sound

74-in. Ross-Zeiss f/7 Convertible Protar lens, 3 book

order

form

.

£9 12

6

plate-holders,

★ 31 X 24 Soho Reflex, re- case .

canvas

£7 15 6

voiving back, Ross f/4.5 Xpres
5.3-in. Dallmeyer Conlens, 3 double plate-holders, ^ vertible Stigmatic Lens f/6,
F.P. holder, leather case.
iris mount. List price £7
List price £35. . . . £16 10 0
£2 12 6

The

above

are selected from

our present stock, the largest in London*

of high-grade second-hand cameras. Any camera can be bad '' on
approval " against satisfactory references or cash deposit of the
value, money promptly refunded if camera is returned within 7 days.

SANDS

HUNTERaCF

37 BEDFORD ST STRAND
LONDON, W.C2.

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

April

5,
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29.000:

I EXCHANGE

REGULARLY

use

Reflex, film-pack type, with f/4.5 lens. — Box
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
TyAl^TED. — Dallmeyer Baby Speed Reflex,
Tt slides, but without lens, cheap. — Box
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

KODACOLOR f/1.8 1-in. lens, complete with 6542,
filter
[5494
WANTED.
Compact
Reflex,Denstone
10-in. [5512
Tele¬
photo, — i-pl.
Press.35x24
— Rutland,
Rd.,
Davyhulme.
WANTED.
RolleiflexDerwent
(automatic,
2}), perfect,
cheap. —— Gleave,
House, Rainford
Rd.,
St. Helens, Lancs.
[5513
WANTED.
Roll f/4.5
Film lens,
Cocarette
4}:X25,
with—
Zeiss —Tes.sar
Compur
shutter.

FREE

Box 6547, c/o “ The Amateur

LIST

.. 2/9 6ix4J 144
.. 3/7 8ix6i 72
.. 4/- 10x8 36

.. 7/9
.. 7/4
.. 5/6

..

..

36

WANTED.
Dallon
f/5,6Linslade,
12-in. Telephoto
—
Mays, —The
Gables,
Bucks. Lens,
[5552
WANTED.
—
Good
Prints
of
Bathing,
Diving,
etc.,Negatives
seaside,or river
or
batlLS :
good prices given for good photographs. — Box 6560
c/o “ The Amateur

Photographer.”

[5568

l^’ANTED. — 5-pL Tropical Sanderson Hand and
” T Stand Camera, with or without lens. — City
Sale & Exchange, .54, Lime St., London, E.C.3. [5522

All Surfaces ; Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.

20 1/., 50 1/9, 100 3/-, 500 13/6

LANTERNS

GRANVILLE
UNSURPASSED
PLATES
H.D.

100 , 250, 350, 650, and
H.D. 425.

3i X 2i 1 Doz. . . 1/3
4ix3i „ .. 1/10
5ix3i .. .. 2/10

6i X 4J 1 Doz. . . 3 9
8ix6ii .. .. 3/9

2 to 16x12, f/6.3 anastigmat, good condition,
cost £10/10, 30/- ; also Justophot, 7/6. — Craig,
51, Wharnclifle Gardens, S.E.25.
[5468

Ensign
Enlarger, new
list Magnaprlnt
price £15/15Super-speed
; £8. — Harrowing,
71,;
Heathfleld Rd., Wandsworth, S.W.18.
[5485
31X25
Lancaster
4, ;Form
Enlarger,
gas,
2 special
carrier, No.
£2/10
Zeiss AIkon
Baby Box,
f/6.3, 15/- ; P.C. Book-form Slide, 5/- ; carriage and
post extra ; these bargains in new condition. —
White, Sarisbury, Burnham Rd., Highbridge,
Somerset.
[5486

Glossy, Velvet, Matt; White and Cream;
Chloro-Bromide ; Double-weight thickness.
Sheets.
Sheets.

8ix6i 72
10x8 36
12X10 36

ENLARGERS

31x25 Ensign Autoprint Vertical Enlarger, up

Special Ortho

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE

4Jx3i 144 .. 4/6
5ix3| 144 .. 6/2
6ix4| 72 .. 5/.

&

Enlarger.
vertical,Cottage,
electric,Looe,filmsCornwall.
25xl|, want¬
ed. — Moul,— White
[5539

.. 8/6
.. 6/6
.. 9/9

All grades as above.

■^ERTICAL
and Leica
Horizontal
for every
size
T negative, from
to 12x10,
Condensers,
diffused or
vapour illumination ; semi¬
S
ERmercury
Gor
R
A
L
N
automatic
automatic
focussing.
^
J

GRANVILLE
DEVELOPERS
Gaslight, Amidol, M.Q., Pyro, Gold Toning,
Acid Fixing, Semitone. Box of 6 packets 1/3,

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

J. Birmingham,
LANCASTER 1.& Telephone,
SON, LTD.,
87,4255.
Parade,
Central
post free. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.
Clearance
sale List Parade,
of shop-solled
Enlargers,
struction ; — List
postage
— Lancaster,
Enlargers.
of 2d.parts
for ownParade,
con¬
Birmingham.
'
[0082
using available
own camera
and
y.P.larger
Cameraconstruction,
Owners, designs
for En¬
materials ; diffused electric illumination ; enclose

GRANVILLE
Cut Films, Mounts, Chemicals, Tissue, Mountant. Sepia Toner, P.O.P., Glazing Solution,
Self-toning, etc., etc.

|„eAIV«ltsj

GTON

stamp. — Designs, 174, North

SJ=»A

Tsfsgiams : “Granyiae, leamingtoa.”

itself and also for the way

BRANCH

:

67 & 6S, Chancery Lane, WM.2.

SSSI}

Chancery 8637.

BIRMINGHAM

Leitz and
Leica
Camera,
latest new
pattern
Model 2, embodying . new
finder
level,
etc. Equal
.
O type
• ^
range-finder, interchangeable lens mounting, focal-plane speeded
shutter, f/2.5 Hektor anastigmat, also 13.5-cm. Elmar f/4.6 Telephoto
anastigmat, intercliangeable, angular finder, also universal finder,
giving area Unbraced with various lenses, 3 spool-chambers, antinous
release, lens hood, pair No. 1 and No. 2 light filters, set of three
supplementary front lenses, and leather case to take the whole out¬
fit. Recently cost £52 5b. Whole set practically
*0*0

. Li
. V lens.
X
Shew .
Pocket Xit, best model. Ross f/6.3 Homocentric
new condition
Compound shutter, 1 to l/250th, 2-way rising front, direct-vision
finder with back-sight, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter
* 18 *
and leather case. Good as
Dallmeyer Dual Roil Film
on 8-expo8ure 31x21 film,
type Compur shutter with

174,

Corporation

le&}

new .
^
Pocket, latest pattern, takes 16 pictures
3-in. Dallmeyer f/3.5 Dalmac lens, new
delayed action, focus- Cl 1 • 1 7 •

i-pl.
9x12
Miraphot
Vertical .
Enlarger, improved
model,
X-iI.ti.u
etc. Unsoiled
frameIcafinder,
direct
sing,
Novar f/6.8 Tessar objective, automatic self-focussing, all sizes up
to 16 X 12, pillar support, baseboard easel, fitted for Cn • 1 Q •
electric. Unsoiled .
1-pl. Ica Professional Pressman Reflex (no lens), rack long ex., rack
rising front, revolving back, focal-plane shutter aU speeds and time,
deep focussing hood, hinge open top, etc., 3 double CQ • 17 • fi
3i X 2i N. & G. New Special Pocket Sibyl, special model, with double
ejctension attachment, Carl Zeiss Series Vila f/6.3 Convertible Protar
lens, Precision shutter, i to l/150th sec,, T. and B., N. & 6. folding

lU.v/
Film case.
Ica Carbine,
with.
plate back, XIU.
Ross Zeiss
f/6.3
Equal new
leather
superiorRoll
andPostcard
Series Vila Convertible Protar, 6 j and Hi in. foci. Compound shutter,
1 to l/200th8ec,, T. and B., U-stirrup front, rise and cross, rack double
ex. .adjustablescale, finder and level, back focussing jCQ • 17 •

. u
. 1 i anas¬
new .
Equal
case.
screen,
2ix2i6 slides,
Square leather
Roll Film
Watch
Pocket
Icarette, f/6.8 Novar
and back-sight.
tigmat,
auto, speeded
shutter, .
lever focussing,. .wire-frame
Nice condition
£2 • 13 finder
* 0
3i X 2i Ernemann Heag Pocket, f/6.8 Detective Aplanat
Sector 6-8peed shutter, U-stirrup front with rise and CO
•

:

Street'

St., Bristol, 3.

[5456

. L/
i u Ross
.
6x4 Tropical
Model New
Ross condition
Panros, brass-bound
polished teak,
leather case.
superior
6-in. f/5.6 Homocentric, focussing, 2-way rising front, quick-wind
self-capping focal-plane shutter, speeds to l/l.OOOth sec. and time,
direct-vision
finder.
tropical case.
polislied
brass-bound double
book-form slides
and 3 leather
Niceteak
condi- £g * 1 7 * 0
No. la Autographic Folding Brownie, f/6.3 Kodak anastigmat,
Kodex speeded shxitter, focussing, infinity lock, etc. D 1 • 1 P\ • O
Nice condition .
Postcard 10x15 Mentor Folding Reflex, Voigtlander f/4.5 Heliar
lens, focussing, rising front, quick-wind focal-plane shutter, speeds
l/8th to 1/1, 000th sec. and time. F.P. adapter, 3 oi 1 . \'7 • f\

il.u
s-ii.
.
case.Ex.Equal
leather
double
i-pl. slides
T.-P. and
Imperial
Triple
Field,newNeuman
best series Con¬
vertible f/6.8 double anastigmat. Ibso sector speeded shutter, rising

. O . u
.
leather
3i X 2Jcase.
Gperz New
C.D.V.condition
Pocket Tenax,
Goerz f/6.8 Dagor lens. Compound
shutter, 1 to l/250th, T. and B., fine adjust, focussing, direct- vision
finder, magnifier back-sight, 3 doable shdes, F.P,
* 1R * 0

• U
. lO teak,
.
Equal new
case.Sanderson
and leather
i-pl. Tropical
Model
Hand
and Stand, polished
adapter
improved model, wide-angle rack and rack rising and universal swing
front, etc., Ross 5J-in. f/4.5 Xpres lens, Lukos Express (Optimo)
sector shutter, 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B., reversing back, 3 double
slides. F.P. adapter and superior leather case. £14
♦ 14.« 0

v/
Ross set
12 X new
Prismatic
Binoculars,
focus, eyecup• i**.
adjust¬
. .
.centre screw
condition
Whole
ment
and interocular, in leather case. Equal
'5*0
Postcard Soho Reflex, improved milled-bead wind focal-plane
shutter, speeds to l/700th sec. and time, Carl Zeiss f/3.5 anastigmat,
F.P. adapter
andfront,
rising
and cross
patent
4-way
3 double
case.
Whole
set swing
equal front,
new £2Q
* 0slides,
* 0

Any of the above may he had by arrangement on jive days’ approval. If
no ledger ate deposit to value is requested. Latest lists free on application.
Vfrv
N.B. — High-class Apparatus Purchased for Cash, taken in Exchange
or Sold on Commission. Approx. Valuations free. Call or write.

Cfxcl)ange

Ce..

BOL Universal Cine Tripod Top, unused, 10/6 ;

Kodak Premo Film-pack Tank, 5x4 and
smaller, used once . only, 10/6 ; Dalian Film
Pack
Tank, 4Jx3i- and 9x12 cm., 2 sets sheaths,
2488.
Central
new condition, 12/6. — Smith’s Music Stores,
1 Salisbury.
[5520
BE

WISE

IN

lens,
• f)

. yj
. kJ lens,
3i x2i
N. & G.etc.,
Roll 3 Film
NewF.P.
Special
Sibyl, new
f/4.5 Ross Xpres
Equal
A.
slides,
focussing,
cross,
Precision speeded shutter, two-way rising front, N. & G. folding
reflex finder, depth of focus indicator, etc., and £1 A • Ifi* 0

Phone 847.

BRANCH

dealt with the matter.”

1-pl. No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak, Carl Zeiss f/O.S Tessar lens.
Compound shutter. 1 to l/250th sec,, T. and B,, TJ-stirrup front,
rack rise and cross, focussing and infinity lock, CK
.
• 0

ACCESSORIES
LONDON

JL 'r

you have

R. H. I, G.
10x15 cm. Postcard Goerz Anschutz, latest Ango model. leather
covered front, etc., Goerz f/4.5 Dogmar anastigmat, 2-way rising front,
quick-wind self-capping focal-plane shutter and time valve, 6 to
slides,
1/1, 000th
T. andandB.,best
direct-vision
view-finder
fitted, 3 double
F.P.sec.,
adapter
leather case.
New £Jg
• 18 * 0

table. 3-fold tripod and case. New condition .
. Li
i-pl. Ensign Popular Reflex, 6-in. f/4.5 Ross Homocentric anastig¬
mat, self-capping focal-plane shutter. l/15th to 1/lOOth sec. and
time, reversing back, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and £0
« Q • f)

ancaster

15 1/-, 50 2/., 100 3/6, 500 16/-.

the camera

and swing front, swing and reversing back, wide-angle rack and front
rack adjustment, 3 double book-form slides, turn- Cn -10*0

Trade.

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE
POSTCARDS

^ “ I beg"to say that I have made a few tests and it has turned out
higlily satisfactory. I also wish to say tliat I am very pleased ^vith

lens hood, baseboard scaled for 2 foci, 2-way rising front, direct-vision
finder, 3 double book -form slides, F.P. adapter Clfi* Ifi *0

Trade.

8/4

GRANVILLE
LUXE POSTCARDS

DE

[5523

W 'ANTED. — J-pl. Reflex Outfit, perfect order,

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.
Sheets.

12x10

Photographer.”

, modern, cheap ; “ A.P.” deposit ; fullest
particulars to — 43, Shearbridge Rd., Bradford,
Yorks.
[5533

GRANVILLE
DE LUXE PAPERS

5/4

6539,
[5478
[5491
with
6541,
[5493

wanted for turret-head camera. — Box
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

label be found
FOR

5

|

WANTED.
— Exchange
Agfa casei-pL,and f/4.5
anastigmat,
with F.P.,
filters,Agfa
for

In almost every Dark¬
room can the Granville

TO-DAY

WANTED

WANTED. — 35x24 Salex Keflex, focal-plane
Exchange.
— wirelesshead,
Partscostor 18/6,
Kodakfor No.
Tripod, revolving
4J-in.1
Condenser. — Fighting Cocks, Moseley, Birmingham.

GRANVILLE
PRODUC

WRITE

AND

[Supplement)

ADVERTISEMENTS

shutter, suitable for repairs. — 6, Perth Kd.,
Leyton, E.IO.
[5469

PHOTOGRAPHERS
now

PHOTOGRAPHER

TIME—

USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

NOTE

ADDRESS :

No. 2, POULTRY,
Telegrams;

One minute

SYSTEM.

GHEAPSIDE,

“ Loncamerex,

Stock,

from the Bank

London.”

of England

LONDON,
Phone:

E.C.2

Central

8891

and Stock Exchange.

33

April

THE

6 {Supplement)

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

PLATE

USERS

3}x2i New Ultra-compact T.-P. Reflex, Dallmeyer famous
f/4.5, latest steel geared self-capping, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th,
T. and B., long pinion extension (for portraits, close-ups, stilllife, etc., etc.), deep hinged self-erecting hood (giving brilliant
viewing), latest new mirror (camera can be used inverted
above the bead in crowds, etc.), hinged sky-shade, all inlaid
leather, lovely workmanship. Smallest high-speed reflex
obtainable, only 6 x 4 x 4 in. closed, nearly fits the coat pocket,
3 new

nickel

slides, screen,

New Bargain

neck

strap.

Year’s

£8:15:0

CINK

guarantee.

Write Now

USERS

16-mm, Ensign New Cine Camera, Speed f/2.8, latest, 3 speeds,
half-speed, normal, slow motion, new graphite-packed silent
motor, title crank, focussing to 1 ft.., direct lens finder, new
interchanging lens fitting (Telephoto, wide-angle, all Inter¬
changing), 60 ft. or 100 ft. capacity, real hide velvet-lined Mayfair case. A wonder camera. Film now 6,'6 50 ft. only.

REAL

MOVIE

£'|3 ; 18 ! 0

ROLL-FILM

Super Movies

Write Now

CINE

16-mm. Latest New Bronze Victor Camera, Speed f/2.9, visual
focussing with large eyepiece, Individual eyesight adjust¬
ment, three-lens turret head, multi-speeds, 8, 12. 16, 24, 32,
64 pictures per sec., locking device for self inclusion, audible
footage (to the ear), title crank, latest visual footage (shows
amount unexposed), direct Tele-flnder (for all distances and
lenses), plumb level (exact uprights, no tilting), late.st graphite
silent motor (noiseless for talkies), t^ee-poiut quick tlireading,
lens focussing to 1 ft. Ail gold-bronze, chromium throughout.

New Bargain

£0O

ROLL-FILM

New

Kodak

Camera,

Exchanges

55^.

f/3.5, latest

Write Now

silent motor,

unique

film

£9:9:0

Exchanges

V.P. Goerz Wafer, f'4.5, Compur, nickel slides.... £4 4
V.P. Salex Plate Pocket, f/4.5. 1/lOth to 1/l.UOOth. . £2 17
V.P. Fotet Roll Film, f/3.6, new C< mpur, 16 on V.P. £4 17
V.P. Zeiss R.F., Tessar f/4.5. new Compur. As new £6 17
V.P. Kodak, f/6.3. l/lOth to l/lOOth, micro, focus. . £2 10
31 X 21 Zeiss Cocarette Roll Film, f/6.8, 3 sp.. as new £2 5
3Jx21 Zeiss Miroflex, Tessar f/4.5. Unmarked. . £27 10
34x2^ Cameo, Aldis f/4.6, doul’le ext., wire finder £4 4
31x21 Agfa R.F., f;6.3, 1 to MOOth. wire finder. . £3 10
31x2* Zeiss Trona, Tessar f/4.5, D.A., double ext. £7 15
31 Ensign Roll Film, f/4..5, 1 to 1/lOOth, rise, cross £4 4
31 X 21 N. G. Sibyl, Xpres f/3.5, latest. As new. . £18 18
31x21 Ensign R.F., f/4.6. 3-8peed, wire finder.... £2 9
31 X 21 Nagel Plate, f/4.5, Compur, double extension £8 17
31 X 21 Agfa R.F., f/4.5. 1 to 1/lOOth, wire finder. .£440
31x2* Duoflex, f/4.5, latest metal self-capping.. £9 17
31 Sinclair Una Hand-Stand, Ross f/5.5, Compur £11 11
31 Ememann
Folding Reflex, Tessar, D. slides.. £14 14
31 N. & G. Folding Reflex, f/4.6, latest. As new. . £27 10
31 Nagel Plate, f/6.8, 3-8peed, simile ext. As new.. £17
31 Icarette R.F. Plate, Tessar, D.A., double ext. £10 10
81 Tropical Ensign RoU Film Reflex, f/6.3. T. A I. £1 17
31 Agfa Self-erect. RoU Film, f/8.8, 3-sp. As new £1 17
31 Ememann Press, Tessar f/4.5. U. slides .
£8 17
3i Zeiss Ikonta Self-erect. R.F., f/6.3. S-speed.. £2 15
31 Cameo, f/3.5, D.A.. double ext., clip-on slides £9 17
Rolleiflex, automatic, latest, f/4.5, new Compur. . £15 15

6
0
0
0
6
0
6
6
6
0
6
0

6x4 Adams* Videx Reflex, no lens, sell-capping. . £2
J-pl. Pressman Reflex, Aldis f/4.6, revolving back £6
1-pl. Zeiss Miraphot Vertical Enlarger, f/6.3 .
£6
l*pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/4.5, revolving back .... £7
i-pl. Nagel Plate, Convertible f/4.5, double extension £5
1-pl. Anschutz ^ess, Tessar f/4.5, latest, D. slide £14
1-pl. Ensign Reflex, Aldis f/4,5, self-capping .
£5
1-pl. Voigtlander Plate, f/4, 5, Compur, double ext.. . £5
1-pl. Ensign Reflex, Speed f/3.4, revolving back. . £9
1-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex. Tessar f/4.6, D. si. . . £7
1-pl. T.-P. Press, Dallmeyer f/4.5, seif-capping. . £8
1-pl. Goerz Tenax, f/6.8, Compur, double extension £2
i-pl. Ensign Reflex, Dallmeyer f/3.5. Bargain _
£7
fi-mm. Pathe Projector. Cost £6. 15b. As new _
£3
9-mm. Pathe Projector, super attach., motor, resist. £7
9-mm. Pathe Luxe, motor, resist., case. As new £14

0
6
6
0
0
0
6
6
6
0
6
6
0
0
0
0

15
17
17
7
5
14
17
17
17
10
17
17
16
15
10
14

0
6
6
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
6

Pathe C Motor .
39/6. . Dual Resistance .
15/8
Pathe Super Attachment. 29/6.
Camera Case, luxe, 12 11
16-mm. Kodak Pjtr., 100-watt, motor, resist. As new £9 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Pjtr,, 60-watt, extra resist. As new £4 4 0
16-mm, Ensign Pitp..f/1.8. 100-w., motor, resist., case £12 12 0
16-mm. Kodak Projector A, 20U-W., resist, motor, case £2110 0
16-mm. Ensign Projector, 100-watt, motor, resist, case £917 6
16-mm. Zeiss Camera, Tessar f/2.7. Cost £25.. £11 11 0
16-mm. Ensign Super Projector, f/1.8, 260-watt, case £29 10 0
16
Tu
En
Ca
f/
Sp
ca
. £2
10
2.
s
r
e
s
me
9
ra
16 mm.
Ko ret Su ign Pr
lat 6
au ed, th e.
£6
0
t
o
pe
,
5
re
d
r
16 mm.
Beak
Ed ject
vi est
sp o,
eatd
£7 15
l
i
e
c
l
i
o
i
t
w
.
Pr mm 8 X Bilce or r, fo
c
A
n
£3
5
n
cu er, ase cers, ew. .g
nt ,
noHo
is .
s,
re
cu w
m
.
.
laeU
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EDWIN

FIVE

34

DAYS’

0
0
0
0

CORSE

APPROVAL.

EXCHANGES.

WRITE

NOW.

USE

CAMERAS

REDUCED

SALE

IN

anastigniat

PRICE.

f/6.3 lens, Diomatlo
£2 19 6

Aldis

Uno

anastigmat

f/6.3 lens,
£2 15 0

3^x21 No. 5 Ensign Carbine,
Mulchro shutter .

Aldis

Uno

anastigmat

f/4.5 lens,
£4 5 0

[5559
[5542

SECOND-HAND

40 “ A. P.’s,” 11 “ Cameras,”

BIG

Tessar

Novar

f/6.3 lens, Compur
£5 19 6

anastigmat

Vest Pocket Goerz Tenax, with f/3,5 Goerz Dogmar
2 purses to hold camera, and slide.s .
. . .

AND

SOILED

f/6.3 lens,
£3 7 6

lens, 6 slides,
£12 0 0

ONLY.

3ix2f Ensign Focal-plane RoU Film Reflex
Butcher f/4,5 leus, leatlier case, strap .

(tropical) with Aldis*
£7 19 0

31x21
Wratten

anastigmat

Ensign RoU Film Reflex, Aldis
filter inside camera .

Uno

f/6,3 lens,
£1 19 6

3* X 2* Newman & Guardia Folding Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5 lens,
3 D.D. slides, 10-in. Dallon Telejihoto lens, leather case. Good
condition .
£35 0 0
1-pl. Revolving Back Telescopic Graflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens. Gi-lm
focus, 6 D.D. slides. F.P. adapter. Graflex cut-film magazine, roll-film
holder, leather case. Cost over £40. Splendid condition. As new
£20 0 0

MISCELLANEOUS
Itl/OvJ

OUR

4i X 2^ No. la Zeiss Ikon Cocarette,
Derval shutter .

Bellows. — AII sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;

21 X 21 RoUeiflex RoU Film, f/3.8 Zeiss Tessar lens, Compur abutter,
Ever-ready case. As new .
£13 13 0
Nagel Rolloroy No. 45. to take ordinary V.P, film, Xenon f/2 lens,
Compur shutter (gives 16 pictures If X 11). As new .
£14 0 0
41x2* No. la Voigtlander, Skopar anastigmat f/4. 5 lens. Compur
delayed-action shutter, canvas case .
£7 10 0
41x2* Newman & Gnardia Sibyl Excelsior, Ross Xpres f/4.5 lens.
leather case. New price £34 Ts. 6d .
£15 16 0
31x2* Contessa Suevia. Nettar anastigmat f/6.8 lens, Derval
shutter, 6 single slides, F.P. adapter .
£1 10 0
3* X 2* Newman & Guardia Sibyl Vitesse, f/3.5 Ross Xpres lens,
3 D.D. slides. SoUed only .
£20 0 0

“ B.J.,”

“ Photograms,” “ Complete Press Photo¬

grapher,” “ Free-Lance Journalism with Camera,”
separate, 10/- lot. — Chapman, 363, Norwich Rd.,
Ipswich.
[5479
Trade.

APPROVAL.

W/HERE
to Sell Photographs : stamp for parTT ticulars.— Matson, 36, Orchard Avenue, Cam¬
bridge.
[5553

USERS

system— nearly half running cost as 9-mm., and Pane,
film, too, at the price. All inlaid. Very thin and compact.

Write Now

Square, Surbiton.

BARGAINS
OF

31x21 No. 1 Kodak Series III, Zeiss
shutter .

camera cases.— A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

100^-31

1933

31x21 No. 6 Ensign Carbine,
Trichro shutter .

Trade.

We

PART

have

a

EXCHANGE.

Big

DEFERRED

Stock

TERMS.

of the New

Demonstrations,
or write
CINE - KODAK

See

MATERIALS

Voigtlander Brilliant Reflex, latest anaatigmat, view'ing lens,
3 speeds, hinged hood, focussing to 3 ft., takes 12 pictures on
31 X 2i roll film. Wonderful value. Get yours now.

New Bargain

NEW

Kodak Film Tank, 2i-in., as new. 12/6. — Sexton,
6, St. Andrew’s

END

V.P. Kodak Series III, Kodak
shutter .

3ix2i, 4/3; Klimax Plate Tank, 3ix2}, 3/-;
5-in. Jaynay Print Trimmer, 3/9 f
Jaynay
Tripod, 3-fold, 57-in., 7/6 ; x60 Pocket Microscope,
in case, as new, 8/6 ; Aldis-Ensign Vertical
Electric Condenser Enlarger, 3ix2i, good con¬
dition, 28/6. — 47, Badminton Rd., Balliam, S.W.12.

USERS

£6 : 17 : 6

SUPER

THE

Bargains.
— 5J-in.
compound
in
brass case,
perfect,
13/6 ; condenser,
J-pl. Grooved
Porcelain Tank. 3/9 ; Kodak Film-pack Tank,

31-x2i Latest New Ensign RoU-fltm Reflex, latest f/4.5 Speed,
new geared self-capping l/15th to l/500th sec.. T. and B..
long extension, deep self-erecting hood, dead register new
pressure device (film as flat as a plate), hinged slb'-shade,
takes latest 8-expo3ure spools, all inlaid leather ; very small
and compact.

New Bargain

EASTER

ACCESSORIES

BRAND NEW BARGAINS!

5,

ADVERTISEMENTS

for details.
“8”

Trade.

SHEFFIELD PHOTO C9£P

CITY PHOTO WORKS, Established over 22 years,

NORFOLK ROW.(FARCATE)

for first-quality British materiai. Papers,
Plates, Postcards, Mounts, Film Wallets, and all
D. & P. lines.

SHEFFIELD

—

One minuh walk From Town Hall

Thousands of Enthusiastic Customers have

just received our new Free Catalogue. If
you have not received a copy, please write now ;
you will find it extremely interesting.
journal
to cover
testimonials
Best
valuefromin cover
the Trade
; wewithcould
fill this;
12-page catalogue free. — City Photo Works, 119,

Eastbourne

Rd., Southport.

[0002

THE

CAMERA

EXCHANGE
the

of

post paid Hadleigh,
; satisfaction
catalogue
4TTWOOD,
Essex.guaranteed
— Reliable; Materials,
350 and 600
& D. ; superfine
Postcards, 21dozen,
ATTWOOD
FlatH. Films,
quality.
—
6 dozen 10/- ; 1-pl., 2/3 dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.
600 H. & Plates,
D. ; i-pl.,
1/9 dozen,
ATTWOOD
superfine
quality.6 —dozen
300 8/-and ;
Postcard, 2/- dozen, 6 dozen 11/- ; i-pl., 2/9 dozen,

free.

5 dozen

ALL
AND

12/-.

Postcards,

MIDLANDS'

Second-hand cameras are cheaper now —
make your exchange before Easter.
SEE
OUR
WINDOWS.

ATTWOOD
Acmecontrasty,
Postcards,50 Bromide
normal and
1/6, 100 and
2/9, Gaslight,
500 11/-,
1,000 19/- ; Commercial

MODERN
MAKES
OF STILL
CINE CAMERAS
SOLD AND
EXCHANGED.

Best allowances made by

1/9 100, 14/-

GALLO^V
AYS
VICTORIA
SQUARE,

ATTWOOD Bromide Paper, glossy, satin, matt,

per 1,000.
normal and vigorous, 6x4i, 3/6 per gross ;
1-pL, 4/- per gross ; whole-plate, 7/6 per gross. —
Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
[0025

(oppotUe

Photographic ChemisH

BIRMINGHAM

O.P.O.)

BURT’S for all Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,

etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.

POST

BURT’S Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬
normal,
all surfaces,
72 sheets,
BURT’S
Gaslight
and Bromide31x21Paper,1/3vigorous
and
2/- gross; 41x2} and 1-pl. 1/9, 3/- gross; l-pi.
ous and normal ; all surfaces ; First quality,
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.

1/9 36, whole-plate 2/9 36.

Real Photo.

CARD
Best Quality only.

' Black 9d.
Bnhlect^^epia iQd.
(
SPECIAL

[0026

PRINTING
From

717/6

12
144
TERMS
TO

customer’s
250
12/6

11/6

own

negatives.

500
23A

22/-

1,000

40/.

WHOLESALERS

REGENT^o

AERIAL

Gaslight
(the quality
paper), Products
72 sheets: 31x21
Allens.
— super
photographic
Super
1/6, 144 sheets 2/6 ; amateurs please write for

PHOTO

Co. Ltd., PETERBOROUGH

li.

de luxe booklet. — Below.

Finishers,
31 X21Gaslight
1/8, 41x2}
grossD.(12 &gross
Allens.
— super
Paper,2/6 for
P.
or above) ; sample gross 2/-. — Below.
weight,
61x4} Bromide,
5/9, 81x61
gross; double¬
Super
Allens.
— Super
vigorous9/- glossy,
Postcards (bromide or gaslight), 2/6 100. — Below.
Allens.
Plates,(6-dozen
41x3}lots).—
1/6, Below.
51x31 2/-,
61x4}— super
3/6 dozen
Wallets, D.1/6 & 100P. (60/orders
carriage
paid) ;;
Allens.—
Order
Pads,
7/6
dozen
send for Finishers’ List. — Allens, 168, Oldham
Road,

OUR

Manchester,

'DEPOSIT

4.

SYSTEM

AND

[0088

AVOID

ALL

RISK.

42/-

1090

H.

AGENTS

&

D.

Liberal Discounts.

SAMPLE

All

Popular

WANTED
FILM

Send

Sizes.

Everywhere
for Price List.

1/- POST

FREE

C- WATERHOUSE,
Photographic Dealer
9. EARLDOM ROAD, SHEFFIELD

April

5,

THE

1933

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Supplement)
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MATERIALS
Trade.

K ALTON, forBristol,
150, Victoria
St. ACallers
new
South-Western
England.

BARGAINS

depot
welcomed.

K ALTON, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 121, Scots wood
K ALTON,
Manchester,
9 to 7 ;
Wednesday,99,1 London
; please Ed.
call. Hours,
Send forLondon,
price list.
K ALTON,
61, Farringdon Ed., E.C.l.
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Ed., Harborne.
K ALTON,
7, Albany
9
to
7
:
Wednesday,
1
; please
call. Hours,
K ALTON, Leeds, 38, Bridge
End.
K ALTON,
409i, Argyle St, Prices less
postage Glasgow,
to callers.
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt, i-pl. 3/6
K ALTON
Chloro-bromide
white72
sheets; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-, 12xio
Ed.

Patbescope Motocamera de Laae, f/3.5 anaatigmat, very
lateat mode]. New condition. Cost £10 10s... £6 15 0
Uotocamera B, f/3.5 anastigmat, de luxe leather case,
2 spare chargers. As new. Cost £7 3s. 6d. Bargain
I
£4 18 6
Motocamera de Lnxe, f/ 2.0 anastigmat .and 4 x Telephoto
lens, de luxe leather case, tripod in case, latest model.
Absolutely as new. Cost £20 Ss. Snip .
£14 19 6
21x3i Agfa Standard, f/4.5 anastigmat in speeded
shutter, J to l/126th sec., latest model. Brand new.
List £7 158. Real birgain .
£2 19 8
Model C Eodascope, electric motor drive. Perfect order
and condition. Coat £18 188 .
£6 19 6
N. & 6. New Special Sibyl, f/4.5 anastigmat, 3 double
slides, F.P. adapter, latest type. As new. List price
£22 158 .
£8 17 8
3^x2^ Zodel de Luxe, f/3.8 anastigmat, delayed-action
Compur. double extension, 3 slides, F.P. adapter. List
price £8 Is. 6d. Bargain .
£4 10 0
Eodatoy 16-mm. Cine Projector, resistance for any voltage.
Brand new. Special snip .
£19
6
Vest Pocket Kodak, single lens. Perfect order, lls. 6d.
3x4 cm. Fotet Camera, f/4.5 anastigmat. Brand new.
List price £4, Wonderful value .
.
£1 17 6

self-erecting
£1 5 0

Speedex, f/8 anastigmat, self-erecting front,
Brand new. List £3 3.s. Special offer
£19
6
3Jx21 Salex Focal-plane, f/5.5 ana.stigmat, (5 slides.
Perfect order .
£1 17 6
21 square Automatic Rolleiflex, f/3.8 Tessar, de luxe
leather case, latest model. As new. Cost £24. Bargain

vigorous ; same
double¬as
t andprices
single-weigh
K ALTON Gaslight, above,
except i-pL, 6/6 gross.
double-weight
33 sheets
K10X8ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and
Eough, ;
5/- ; 12X10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
2/- gross,
12-gro33
20/-. ” 3ix2i glossy,
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots“ Xlnt
K ALTON
Paper,2/6l|x2i,
1/6 grossand;
35-x2i, Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
gross; 41x21

weight, normal
Bromide advertisement

£15 19 6
Pathescope Hand-drive Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat.
As now. Cost £5 .
£1 15 0
Patbescope Motocamera de Luxe, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar, New
condition. List price £21. Bargain .
£11 19 6

THE CAMERA & GRAMOPHONE CO.

i-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

320, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Victoria, S.W.1
Hoon

N0W

Victoria Cinema.)

of Business

: 9 a.m.

Telephone

: Victoria 2911,

to 7 p.m. (Monday

Have

to Saturday.)

pleasure

announcing

in

the —

K ALTON
Postcards,
bromide
and gaslight,
quality,
all surfaces
; vigorous,
3/- first
100,
1/9 50.
K ALTON
3ix2i, 3/- gross ;
4i x2i Self-toning
and i-pl., Collodion,
4/-.
matt cream,
4/- 100,
32/6 1,000.
K ALTON
Self-toning
Postcards,
glossy, matt and
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
9/9dozen
; i-pl.,
5/-,
K
ALTON
i-pl.,
4
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
backed 5/9 ; 3ix2i, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9 ;
Lantern

5ix3i,
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on first sample order.

Films excepted.
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CAN

DEAL

POSTCAED
1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;
assorted Enlargements,
2d. each. — Below.
mounted
Enlargement
from
FEEE
tor
every
7/6
spent
with your
us onenegative,
8ix6i
no disappointments ; same-day service ; 8i x 61

lOd., 10x8 1/1, 12X10 1/4, 15x12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8ix6i 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Eosooe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

■ W

The world’s best expo¬
sure meter.
NOW
REDUCED
IN PRICE.
Failures impossible ;
guesswork
minated.

entirely
Suitable

eli¬
for

still or cin^ cameras.

PRICE £15 :10 :0

3" and 3^" Projection

LENSES
to fit Kodascope B. by
meyer. Cost £9 lOs.

Dall-

Oar Biggest Bargainf

THE LATEST 1933
SPECIAL DE LUXE
ZODEL
For plates, films and film packs, f/3.8 anastigmat lens, D.A.
Compur shutter, double extension, all movements.
Nine monthly pay*
1

£6

: 17 : 6

ZEISS
BINOCULARS!
of
" DEKARIS ”ments
10X50
High-powered wide-angle
only. List £23 8s.

prism

£18
All Zeiss

Glasses

ONE

ONLY

glass.

I 0/1

Slightly soiled

: 18 : O

stocked.

Lists

on

reqiie.st.

!

ZEISS MIRAPHOT

ENLARGER

Automatic focussing, Enlarges to 12 x 81.
Fitted Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens, complete
with flex, switch, carrier, lamp, etc.
SUop-soilei.
PRICE

List price £11

£8

Ss. 6d.

: 17 : 6

ROLLEIFLEX ROLL-FILM
REFLEX
CAMERAS
square, in guaranteed condition^
L'he finest miniatme reflex. F/3.8 Zeiss
lens, f/3.1 viewing lens. Cost £22 10s.

£14

: 14 : O

Also with f/4.6 lens. Cost£20

Confpur

ScCO L^o ENLAEGEMENTS
Quality,
Postcard
Printing,
etc. ; price listof free.
— Slater,
Sawtry,
Peter¬
STRAND,
W.C.2
borough.
[4423
YOU

■If

METER

£13:13:0

SNIP !

CAMERA
shutter,

in new

conditio , f/3.5 Elmar,
with ever-r.jady case.
Cost £15 4s. A snip at

Trade.

ST.,

*

WESTON

& S.
[5384

e.

siz

l

al

sm

r
fo

BEDFORD

PRICE

[0044

ENLARORMENTS

HUNTER

31^x21

COCARETTES

new
and unused.
Full
guarantee.
£11maker's
63.
OUR
^7Listed
'IT
- A

Second-hand

o
gllS*

ZEISS

F/4.5 Tessar lens in D.A.
Compur shutter. All brand

LEICA

PRICE, including first
C
quality leather case,

VALUE!

ROLL-FILM

200 ft.
(minimum),
45/- perNegative,
500 ft., 86/6
per
Kodak
35-mm.
panchromatic
18/6 per
1,000 ft. ; everything carriage paid. — B.
Productions, 1, Mitre Court, E.C.4.

BERKELEY

REPUTATION

GENUINE

'\^’’ALKING
Picture
— Have
realised
TT what you
saveCameramen.
by buying
your you
film
from
us ?

The “ Prominent*’ camera fulfils the demand f<yr a camera taking
standard-size films in which every possible refinement and examples
of the science of modem camera construction are incorporated.

37,

21/-.

K ALTON
Film; Packs,
& D.8/6.350, 31x21, 3
packs 5/3
i-pl., 3H.packs
5/-, 16/6
gross ;H. Postcard,
dozen
8/9 ;
K
ALTON
Flat Films,
fc D. 600,4 i-pl.,
3 dozen
i-pl., 12^, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
K ALTON
bottled ; lOd.
Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
; Pyro,
[0009
KAMY,
ltd.,best28, photographic
Bunhill Eow,materials,
London, recom¬
E.C.l,
supplies
mends a good trial and allows 10 per cent reduction

—the most advanced Roll-film
Camera of 3^ x 2^ in. size.

SANDS

BaRGAIM

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

K
ALTON
Films,
quality,
exposures :
lix2i, Eoll
9/- dozen
; first
3ix2i,
10/- ; 821x41,12/-;
6 cxpo.sures :
3.1x21, 7/6; 3ix4i, 18/-;

VOIGTLANDER
PROMINENT

*

THE

HIGH

K ALTON “ Kaltona ” Bromide, glossy, velvet,

matt, normal, vigorous, extra vigorous, single¬
weight and double- weight ; 20 X 16 6/3 dozen
15X12 4/3; 12x10 7/3, 36 sheets, 10x8 5/whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross
i-pl. 3/6, 4ix2.i 3/6, 3ix2i 2/6 gross, 12 gross
21/6.

31x21 Agfa
latest model.

{OppoHte

COLUMN'

UPHOLDS

7/3, 3/- dozen.

31 X 21 Ensign Carbine, f/4.5 anastigmat, ilirect-vision and
brilliant view-finders. As new .
. .
£2 7 6
81 X 21 Voigtlander Bessa, f/7.7 anastigmat,
front. Good order .

Prices less postage to callers.

WHICH

STREET’S

OUR

£7:7:0
EASYTERMSANDEXCHANGES.
LISTS
OF
LATEST
MODELS
BARGAINS,

FREE

AND

WALLACE

POST

HEATOM

47, BERKELEY

DEPOSIT

Phono

NEXT
SYSTEM.

: GROS.

DOOR

1933
AND
LTD.
FREE!

TO

ST., W

2691.

COOK’S.

35

THE
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PHOTOGRAPHER

AMATEUR

i

ENLARGEMENTS

REPAIRERS

lOd. 6, 6d. 3, 3d.

1.— Full-size

1 /Q DOZEN,
Post-cards from small film or plate, re¬
J./0
touching and vignettes included ; postage extra. —
Atkinson Speight, 38, Gainsborough Avenue,
[0017
Oldham.

T EICA, 3x4 cm. and Rolleifle.x Specialist ; i-pl.
JLi Enlargements, 2d. each. — George Childe, Photo-

Chemist, 228, Roundhay Rd., Leeds.
[5178
OUPER
Service for Leica and other small film

best possible results guaranteed ;

every print spotted. Developing : Leicas, 1/-,
others 6d. ; Enlargements, 3Jx24 2Jd., 4Jx3i 4d.,
P.C. 6d. — Leica Super Service, 5a, Regent St.,
Bristol, 8.
[5547

T”
TRIPODS
EI
TELESCO
EW
NEW IT
l|
aU
These
newPIC
style
telescopic
tripods
“L
1

*1
s

’’ ’ ^
"

PRINTING, COPYING,

are made of drawn brass tubes,
highly polished to ensure easy opening and closing. The head of the

'v

A

I
■\\-^1
111
Ill '^IH
lU
"

^

SANDS

tripod is only J in. in diameter.
Although light in weight, these tripods are suitable for use with any

Model I. Length closed 16 in.>

. 44 in., weight
pocket camera
length
extended
13 oz.
Price 7,6
Model 11. Length closed 13 -in..
length extended 44 in.,' weight
16 oz.
Price 9/-

HUNTER

37, Bedford

DEVELOPING

write for lists; see also

rvEVELOPING
and Printing, at reasonable
[0057
U
prices, e.g., V.P.K. and 31x2} developed and
printed. lOd. ; best work only ; write for list. —
Shore View, Hythe, Hants.
[5429

STANDARD

HYPO

focal-plane

and

other

rL shutters, etc., by skilful workmen. — W, A.
1^urse
years with C. P. Goerz Optical
>Vorks), (many
27, Chancery Lane. London, W.C.2. [OOOfr
rjOWEN’S
SERVICE,
LTD.,
undertakeCAMERA
repairs REPAIR
to all makes
of cameras,
S Ij
i butters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
insured
nquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
(jamages).
Holborn 3126.
[0062

RETOUCHING

|

Trade.

London.

charges from ; 4-pl.

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

Your Film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative : V.P. and x 2i, 8 expusures, 1/2, No. 116 (2* x 44)
1/6, 44X.34 1/3, 54x34 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- J dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen. 2/9 4 dozen, 84x64: 2^6
dozen. 1 '6 i dozen, 64 x 4J enlarsements, 2/- 20 x 16, i5 x 12 1/9,
12 x10 1 3. 10x8 1/-. 84x64 9d.. 64x4J 6d.
PROMPT DISPATCH OF ALL ORDERS.
Sizes up to 12 X 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE & CAMPION, 122. East Park Road, LEICESTER.

Id. ; full, 2d. ; }-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and postages-ith order.— Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

PHOTOGRAPHS

WANTED [533&|

Trade.

1X7 ANTED. — Photographs

for Advertising ; write

for particulars. — A. P. Agency, 35, Tulse Hill,,
1VV
jondon, S.W.2.
[5527

PHOTOGRAPHS WANTED!!

ELIMINATOR

“NOWAT“

DOES NOT MIX WITH HYPO, THUS THERE IS NO CHANGE
OF CHEMICAL. IT DOES NOT TAKE PLACE OF HYPO,
EITHER ; THEREFORE “ NOW AT ” IS GUARANTEED NOT
TO DAMAGE THE AFTER-EFFECTS. “ NOW AT ” LOOSENS
HYPO IN TWO MINUTES, AND REMOVES ALL THE CHEMI¬
CALS COMPLETELY. 3 - POST FREE. COST EQUALS ONE
FARTHING FOR NINE PRINTS, PLATES, OR FILMS,

s. HERMER.

Cameras,

[\ bust, 8d. ; half-length, 4d. ; three-quarter.

“11,Enlargements.”
— The Defoe Photographic Service,
Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

THE

to

rjETOUCHING. — Be.st Work,

A LL Developing and Printing, same-day service ;
r\. Roll Films and one print each to 3ix2i 1/- ;
1/8;

r)EPAIRS

& CO., LTD.

St., Strand,

Trade.

4ix3.1- 1/3, 5}x3i

f

Trade,

Trade,

io users ;

5, 1933
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Lf^NDSCAPES,

CHILDREN,

Payment

Stamped

on

acceptance.

WILSON

92, Tottenham Lane, LONDON, N.8

EASTER

addressed

CATS,
envelope

DOGS,

to accompany

photos

ETC.
submitted.

BROS., LTD., 80, Great Eastern Street, London, E.C.2

Bargain OFFERS

Any item sent on five days* approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appointment
ai any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange allovrance.

LTD.
Wante

Cin(5 Cameras aii l Projectors. Zeiss Binoculars. Astronomical Telescopes. Molern Microscopes. Bought for Cash.
List £3
Leica
Camera, .
f/3.5 lens, range-finder, case. CQ.1
^aiv
rmtdifimi.
3ix2i Kodak Junior, sMf-erecting, f/6.3 anastigmat,
Fair
conditicm,
ball-bearing speeded shutter. /Is neu>.
extension, revolving back, 6-in. Ross f/4.5, lens
£1:18:6
Leica Camera, interchangeable model, f/3.5
hoo.l and 3 filters, also ii-in. Ross Teleros f/5.5,
lens hood and filter, 2 D.D. slides in compartment
lens, ranee-finder. Good condition .
Six.
21 Foth, f/+.5 Foth, 3-speed.
soiled
Leica Camera, interchangeable model, f/2.5
in camera, F.P. adapter, case. C07*in«n
Good condition. Cost ^80 .
HektOr, range-finder. Good condition .
.
3J
X
2i
Zeiss
Ikon
Ikonia
520/2^
f/6.3
Novar
in
focussing
mount, Derva] shutter. Shop-soiled. Shop3tx2.V Ernoflex Folding Reflex, revolving back,
.
£2:15:0
F/2.5condition
Hektor .
Lens, for interchangeable Leica.
Good
f/3.5 Emon, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter. Very
good condition. Cost over
F/3.5 Wide-angle
Lens, for Leica
3Jx2.t Apem Roll Film, f/4.5 Kershaw, rising front,
camera.
As new. ListElmar
£8 3s .
£48. £19:15:0
speeds i to i/3ooth sec., T. and B., leather
Leica camera Model 11. As new. .
case. Excellent condition .
4.1x3^ Revolving Back Graflex Series C Reflex,
F/3.5 Wide-angle Elmar Lens, with .
automatic £5:15
coupling,:0
for
6J-in. Cooke f/2.5, D.D. slide, F.P. .COQ.1
3ix2i F.P. Kodak, f/8 Doublet lens.
adapter, case. /Is nexv. List £53 los.
Shop-soiled .
16-mm. Cine-Kodak Model B, f/3.5 lens, case. £Q.l 7. ft
4ix3i T.-P. Special Reflex, revolving back,
3ix2i Series II Kodak, self-erecting.
6-in. Pentacf/2.9, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. ri 0*i
Shop-soiled. Cost £2 los .
AitX.Xf.V
.
16-mm.
Cine-Kodak
Model BB, 2-speed, Clfi.in'O
condition
Good
adapter. Fair condition. Cost £27
• ♦U
Kodacolor Filters, extra .
3ix2} No. 3 Ensign Carbine, f/6.3 Ensar (frame finder
3ix2i Popular Ensign Roll Film, 1/3.9 Lukos
£2:15:0
filter, canvas case. Good cmmissing),
dition
.
<fcxu.xv«v
anastigmat, Compur. Good conf/i.q lens, case. As ne-ca .
diiion .
3ix 2i Carbine, Aldis Uno f/7.7. Trichro Cl .I O.C
9.5-mm. Rathe Cine Camera, hand turn, f/3.5 £1 ,1 C.n
3ix2i lhagee Roll Film, f/4.5 Ihagee in focus¬
shutter. Shop-soiled .
anastigmat. Fair condition. Cost £5 5s .
sing mount, Compur. Good con- B
\ H
3^x21 Agfa Speedex, ?elf-erecting, f/8.8 £1,10,0
diiion .
X^*Xl#U
16-mm. Cine-Kodak Model B, f/i.g lens, £10.10,(1
A.X.XX..VF
3ix2i Popular Ensign Roil Film, f/4.5 Lukos
anastigmat. Good condition .
... «<xx*.xv».\/
3ix2i No. 21 B Ensign, f/6.3 Lukos £1.1 '7.0
case. Good condition .
anastigmat, 3-speed, plate back, CQ*1 7* ft
<*<i.xe.v»
3 slides. Good condition .
anastigmat, 3-speed. Good condition .
3ix2J Zeiss Ikon Icarette 498/1, f/6.3 Novar,
Denial shutter, frame finder. Good £
London,
condition. Cost £5 .
London, W.l
3^x2.V Zodel Double Extension Hand, f/6.3
anastigmat, 3-speed, 3 slides, F.P. £1*1
W.l
adapter. As brand new .
Xi*XO*U

3^x2^

Adams’

i : Recent

ESTD.
1750

i6-min.

Minex de Luxe Reflex, double

£10:17:6
£13:15:0
£7:15:0

£2:2:0

£1:12:6
£1:12:6

28 OLD BOND ST.

191-2 TOTTENHAM
COURT RD.,

281 OXFORD

ST.

London, W.l Fourteen doors west of Circus.
WEST BOUND BUSES STOP HERE.
36

PLEASE

MENTION

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.

65, High St., Netting Hill Gate, W.ii.
2, Northumberland
Avenue, W.C.2.

121, Cheapside,

E.C.2.

2, Angel

E.C.2.

Crouch End. — 17, Topsfield Parade.
Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Catford. — 62a, Rushey Green.
Croydon. — iz, George St.

Court,

35, Brompton
R(f., S.W.3.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.
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CAMERA

EASTER

FOR A FIRST EASY PAYMENT

OR ON 5 DAYS’ APPROVAL
Send full cash deposit and make sure before you clinch the purchase that you
are absolutely satisfied. Should you decide not to purchase, your money will
be refunded without quibbling. Anything can be bought on the easiest terms.

ALL

THE

THE NEW
ADVANCED

HERE’S WHERE
YOU
SAVE !

GUARAHTEED

With

i-pl. Adams’ Tropical Minex, ri.'^inp front, revolvinfr back, Rohr combinable f/5.5 anastipmat lens, single comptments 11} in., auto, masking on top Bcreen, focal-plane shutter,
l/8th to 1/1. fXKith sec., slides, tan case. Cost £108 .
£37 10 0
3Ax2A Newman & Guardia Folding Reflex, focal-plane sluitter. speeded l/18th to
l/800th sec.. Dallmeyer Pentac f/2.9 lens, revolving back, 3 D.D. slides. F.P. adapter.
ease. Cost £00 .
£32 10 0
5x4

Goerz

Anschutz

Focal-plane

Camera,

Celor

f/4.8 lens, sliutter speeds

l/lSth

MODELS

CAMERA
AMATEUR

IN STOCK

to

£4 4 0
I. shutter.
£2 9 6

Postcard or 5x4 T.-P. Reflex Ruby de Luxe, long extension, rising front, revolving
back, Aldis anastigrnat lens f/4..5, 8-iii. focus, in sunk lens box, focal-plane shutter. 1/1 0th
to 1/1, 000th sec., stiff canvas case, 3 D. slides. Cost £30 .
£10 10 0

every

modern

device

!

FOR THE
WORKER

Voigtlander ‘PROMINENT’

BARGAIM/!

l/l,‘200tli sec., 1>.V. finder, tan case, F.P. adapter. Cost £‘25 .
Butcher’s 3} x2} Roll Film Reflex, Aldis Uno f/7.7 ana.stigmat lens. T. and
Cost £4 1.5e .

LATEST

to assist in the

attainment

of

better photography. Takes 3 J x2} roll film.s.sixoreightexp(jsures. Can also be used to take 1(5 pictures 2} x 1
Has
automatic range-finder. Ready at pressure of button. In¬
genious exposure meter is built into the camera. Optical
direct-vision view-finder showing both picture sizes is pro¬
vided. Complete with 4J-in. Voigtlander Heliar f/4.5 lensin
delaj'ed-action Compur shutter speeded
complete with leather carrying-case.

25

GNS.

to

l/250th

sec.,

9 monthly payments of 61/3

1-pl. Soho Reflex, revolving f)ack. rising and four-way swing front, Dallmeyer Serrac f/4.5
anastigmat Jens, focal-plane shutter, 1/lGth to l/800th sec., black case, 3 D. filock-form
slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £40 .
£19 19 0

THEHALVES
NEW THE
‘CINE-KODAK
RUNNING

}-pl. Adams’ Videx Reflex, rising front, revolving hack, Voigtlander Heliar ana.stigmat
lens f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, l/8th to l/l.OOOtli sec., also Tele-negative attachment,
Ijigskin case. 3 1). slides, F. P. adapter. Cost £40 .
£7 17 6
Voigtlander Avus Folding 1-pl. Camera, doufiie extension, rising and cross front, Skopar
f/4.0 anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, 1 to l/‘200th sec., tan case, 8 slides, F.P. adapter.
Cost £15 .
£8 8 0
3i X 2i Cameo Folding Plate, double extension, rising and cross front, f/7.7 anastigmat

3i X 2} Makina Folding Camera, f/‘2.0 Anticoinar lens. Compur shutter, 1 to l/‘200th sec.,
wire-frame finder. 3 slides. F.J*. adapter, purse. Cost £‘2(5 .
£7 7 0
3i X
Sibyl Vitesse Folding Plate, rising and cross front, Ross Xpres f/3.5 anastigmat
lens, N. & G. shutter, speeded 2 to 1/I5(lth sec., tan case, 3 D. slides. Cost £3(i £22 10 0
10x15 cm. Linhof Universal Camera, trii)le extension, rising and cross front, Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5 lens, 18-cm. focus. Compound shutter, 1 to l/30()th sec., 3 single slides.
Cost £40 .
£15 15 0
9 X 12 cm. Ica Nelson Folding Plate Camera, double extension, rising and cross front.
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 anastigmat lens. Compo\ind sliutter, 1 to l/lTiOth sec., wire-frame and
brilliant finders. l)luck case, 3 slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £15 1fis .
£6 19 6
9 X 12 cm. Folding Camera, single extension, rising and cros.s front, Tessar f '(5.3 anastig¬
mat lens. Ibso speeded shutter, J to l/lOOth sec., 5 slides, F.P. adapter. Ci.st £5) los.
£3 15 0
Butcher’s No. 6 Watch Pocket Carbine, 31x2|, Aldis Uno f/7.7 lens, Betax i5-speed
shutter. Co.st £4 10s .
£2 9 6
Pathe Projector, single-claw model, with super attacliment. motor driven, resistance
and flex. Cost £11 .
£6 6 0
5x4 Sinclair Una Folding, double extension, rising and swing front, revolving back,
7-in. Humocentric f/(5.3 lens. Ross Acme shutter, 1 to l/30()th sec., 2 tan cases. (5 D. slides.
Cost £30 .
. .
£12 12 0
Leitz Leica Roll Film Camera, Flmar f/3.5 anastigmat lens, focal-plane shutter. l/20th
to l/500th sec.. 1 spool box. Cosi£iy .
£10 10 0
RoUeiflex Roll Film Reflex, 21 in. square, Zeiss f/3.8 anastigmat lens, Compur shutter.
1 to 1 /300th sec. Cost £‘22 10s .
£14 14 0
V.P. Baby Roll Film Sibyl, T.T.H. Cooke f/4.5 Series II lens. N. & G. speeded shutter,
4 to l/2()0tli8ec. Cost£‘23 .
£10 17 6
Six«20 Kodak, f/G.S anastigmat Jens, 3-speed shutter, brilliant finder. Cost
£3 l‘2s. (5d .
£2 9 6
Zeiss Galon Opera Glasses, central focu.ssing, case. Cost £4 4s .
£2 9 6
Cine-Kodak K, holds lOO ft. lO-mm. film, f/1.9 lens, can be used for Kodacolnr, black
combination case. Cost £42 17s. (5d .
£25 10 0
Pathe de Luxe 9.Umm. Cine Camera,
Cost £18 18s .

Hermagis

f/‘2.5 lens, also Tele-lens

attaciimcnt.
£12 17 6

l-pl. Klito Folding Camera, double extension, rising and cross front, Dallmeyer Carfac
f/6. 3 lens, Ibso shutter, 1 tn I 'lOOth sec., 4 slides. Cost £8 10s .
£3 12 6
3s Special Kodak, range-finder model, rising front. Zeiss Tessar f/5.3 anastigmat lens,
Compur shutter. 1 to l/2both sec., brilliant finder. Cost £18 10s .
£6 17 8
4x3 cm. Zodelette Roll Film Folding, Zodellar f/3.5 anastigmat lens, Compur shutter.
1 to l/300th sec.. D.V. finder. Cost £7 10s .
£5 5 0
3x2 Voigtlander Roll Film Folding, Heliar f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, 1 to
l/300th sec., wire-fran e and brilliant finders. Cost £10 iOs .
£5 15 0
4 X 3 cm. Baby Box Tengor, Novar f/(5. 3 anastigmat lens. Cost £2 .
£19
8
Warrington,

A TESTIIVIONIAL
JUST RECEIVED !

March,

1933.

“ I purchased a Zodel Regular from
you recently and have tried it out
thoroughly. Such an instrument is a
pleasure to use and the results are
surprisingly

good.”

A. S. A.

£9:17:6

With fixed-focus f/3.5 lens, exposure guide, footage
indicator, and eye-level finders incorporated in the
handle of the camera. Holds 25 ft. of special film only
half the width of which is exposed at a time.

lens, Compur shutter, 1 to l/‘250th sec., 3 slides. Cost £4 15h .
£2 19 6
Duchessa V.P. Plate Folding Camera, f/5.8 anastigmat lens. Compound shutter, 1 to
l/300th sec., brilliant finder. F.P. adapter, small leatlier case. Cost £5 5s .
£1 9 8

9 monthly payments of 23

‘KODASCOPE
For ROLL

FILMS,

ZODEL

PLA

EIGHT’

EIGHT’

COSTS!

/I

Projector £9:9:0

TES and FILM

PACKS

SPECIAL

The Camera with the BIG
and BIG Possibilities.

Lens

3-Vx‘2J double extension model, fitted with the
famous Zodellar f/3.8 anastigmat lens, in delayedaction Compur shutter, speeds to l/‘250th sec.,
rising and cross front, reflecting and direct-vision
view-finders, hooded focussing screen, complete
with 3 slides or F.P. adapter.

■ I f

• V

pajTnentsof

^
O
> 4 *T >
A HIGH-CLASS CAMERA

y monthly
AT A PRICE

NONE

OTHERS

CAN

E

SEND for OUR
FREE
LISTS
for EASTER!
There’s a list for every need. New
Cameras, Cin6 Apparatus. Guaranteed
Bargains. Film Library and Sundries.
Send ‘2d. stamp to cover postage for all
you

require.

EASY
TERMS
EXCHANGES

and
!

Nine monthly instalments for any
article. First payment secures it. and
only 5 per cent (or 5s. if under £5) is
added. Any of your present apparatus
brought in part exchange for a fresh
purchase will command
the liighest
allowances obtainable anywhere.

As advertisements on these covers go to press a fortnight in advance some of these
second-hand items may be sold already, but similar outfits are usually available.

lie, NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W.1
Also at 47, BERKELEY
PLEASE

MENTION

STREET,
“ THE

W.1
AMATEUR

Phones : Mayfair 0924-5-6.
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ROLL

ROLL FILMS ARE
MADE IN SIZES
TO FIT EVERY
MAKE of CAMERA

ensure splendid results when days are dull
and light is waning. Extra colour-sensi¬
tiveness makes Selochrome ideal for Spring.

Made

ILFORD
TO GET

THE

Printed

BEST

FROM

for the Publishers,

YOUR

Ilifte & Sons

NEGATIVES

Limited.

Dorset

PRINT

House,

Tudor

Street, London,

YOUR

in England by
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ILFORD
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Gi‘’ y

LENSES-

BEST FOR EVERY

CLASS

of WORK

Dependable

COLOURED
A
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FILM
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mounted
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CINE-‘KODAK’*

EIGHT

Kodak’s latest invention — Cine-“Kodak” Eight
— makes brilliant, large-screen home movies
at world’s lowest running cost.
Cine-“Kodak” Eight makes one foot of film
do the work of four. It uses 25 ft. of special
16 mm. film (Cine-Kodak 8 film), but exposes
only half the width of the film at a time,
each frame

being half as wide

as high as the image made

and

half

by the ordinary

Cine-“Kodak.” When the 25 ft. have been
run through, the spool is taken out, reversed,
replaced, and the other half exposed. The
film, when processed, is slit down the middle
and spliced end to end.
25 ft. of this special Cine - Kodak 8 film
equals 100 ft. of 16 mm. film, and for 10s.
gives 4! minutes screen-time (no charge for
processing). This is a great deal cheaper than
any other home movie system in existence.

Cine - Kodak

8 film has a

superfine grain panchro¬
matic emulsion, which is still
further refined by the exclu¬
sive Kodak Reversal process.
As a result, pictures up to
40 by 30 inches, of very fine
quality, can be projected.
Ask your Cine dealer to show
you the Cine-“Kodak”

Eight

Cine-“Kodak”
system, the Camera
Eight-20
and
‘‘Kodascope” Eight-30.

Prices:

Camera

£9-17-6,

Projector

KODAK

PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

£9-9-0,

LIMITED,

AMATEUR

Film

10/- per spool, including

KINGSWAY,

PHOTOGRAPHER

“

WHEN

LONDON,

finishing and return postage.
W.C.2.
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The 1933 RUBY
HORIZONTAL
One
the

of

Camera, 3 metal slides,
and lens as below.
f/4-5
Dallmeyer Anas.
Dallmeyer Anas.
Dallmeyer Pentac
Ross Xpres
Ross Xpres

Reflex
Cameras.

Embodies

f/4.5
f/3-5

£
188 10
12

f/4-5
f/3-5

0
0
8

most of the Standard

ASK

f/3-5
f/2.9

12

12
Price
s.

Zeiss Tessar
Zeiss Tessar

Makes Reflex Photography
a real pleasure.
YOUR

15

REFLEX

Outfit comprising

smallest
and
most compact

17

DEALER

TO

d.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

T.-P. Features
DEMONSTRATE

It takes not only 3^x2^ PLATES
but, in adapters, FILM
PACKS
and ROLL
FILMS
LIST

POST

FREE

ANYWHERE

ENGLAND

ALTRINCHAM

THE PRAXIDOS

IF

SEIVU-AUTOIVIATIC

you are interested
in amateur cinematography

Ltd.

VERTICAL

O
ENLARGER

This new
semi-automatic
cniarger can be set for any
degree of enlargement by
simply pressing a lever.
The lamphouse and negative
carrier is automatically
locked in position on releas¬
ing the lever. There are no
wires to stretch or break ;
nothing

CK

FOCUSSING

to get out

of order.

The
PRAXIDOS
“ O ” is
fitted with f/4.5 anastigmat
lens, and
sold complete
with
condenser ;
it can
be used with or without the
condenser.
The
PRAXIDOS
“ O ” is
the cheapest eniarger of this
type

extend to you a cordial invitation
to visit their stand at
The Ideal Home Exhibition^ Olympia,
to inspect their display of Cameras,
Projectors and Accessories.
Demonstrations daily of 16 -mm. Reversible and
Agfacolor — natural colour — Films.

AGFA LTD., 1-4, Lawrence St., High St., W.C.2
MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

the

market.

£.7 : lO ; O
times eniargements"
PRAXIDOS
“ O,” Model II,
for 6 X 6 cm . or smaller nega¬
tives, giving IJ to 6 times
enlargements £S
: S : O
100-watt Opal Type Lamp,
screw cap fitting, 3/6 extra.
Please

state
voltage
ordering.

when

THORSGIJ

I & Co. Ud.n

Stand 537. Home Cinema Section.
Empire Hall, Second Floor.

PLEASE

on

PRAXIDOS
“ O,” Model 1,
for 4x4
cm.
or smaller
negatives, giving IJ to 8

PHOTOGRAPHER”

37, BEDFORD ST.
STRAND, LONDON,
W.C.2
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OFFERS

OF

AND GUARANTEED
The

APPROVAL
Any

of the used bargains

OFFER

SPECIAL

POPULAR

in the separate

!

An ideal instrument for the serious amateur photographer.
High-class manufacture in every sense of the word. With

“AGFA”
/TANDARD
CAMERAS
ROLL-FILM

revolving

6-speeded
Genuine

\\^TH F/6.3
List price . .

OUR

£3

leather

and

direct-vision

WITH

ANASTIGMAT
..£700

F/4.5

&4r

. .

0180.

£7

: 4

LONDON,

£18

A

18

0

*
®
focal-plane
£4 17 6

1-pl. N. & G. New Special Sibyl, f/4.5 Xpres, focal*plane shutter, b slides.
F.P adapter, leather .
.
£9 9 0
31 - 2J Roll Film Voigtlander, f/4.5 Skopar. Compur shatter. .£440
Kid Cine Projector, super attachment, resistance, etc., on base £2 15 0
Pathe Motocamera, f.3.o Motrix, leather case .
£2 17 6
31 X 21 Tropical Sonnett, in teak, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter.
3 slides. P.P. adapter .
£4 4 0
V.P. de Luxe Piccolelte. brown leather finish, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar. Compur,
leather case .
£6 17 6
41 X 6 V.P, Linhof Tropex, all metal, double extension, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar.
Coiiipur. 6 slides. Proxar. Iso. screen and purse .
£4 12 6
i-pl. Dallmeyer Reflex, self-capping focal-plane shutter, f/3.5 Press anas¬
tigmat. 3 slides. F.P. adapter, rollJhol.ler, leather case .
£7 17 6
Model C Kodascope Projector, complete .
£5 17 6
3i • 2i Latest Ensign Reflex, f 4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar. Dalimeyer Dallon
.* .
Compur shutter,

£13 17 6
leather case
£7 2 6
extension, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar,
leather case .
£7 17 6

i-pl. S&Qd
Sanderson Hand and Stand, recent model, wide-angle rack, f/4.5
i-pl*
Ro.s.s Xpres,
Xpres
Ro.s.s
Compur. Dallmeyer Adjustable Adon Telephoto. 3 D.D.
slides, leather
case .
£14 17 6
slides, !eath<

{V
I
II

T he Cine Camera par excellence I

really superior British instrument !
FULLY

8x40

CITY

Zeiss

POST

FREE

Prism,

and

leather

LONDON,

case.

As

i-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher,
6 slidevS, F.P. adapter and leather case .

3i X 2i No. 4 Carbine,
7i-in.
Coronet

Dallmeyer

f/6.3 Aldis, Trichro

Serrac

Cine Camera,

1/4.5, sunk

motor

new.

£19

£12 12

0

shutter.
£5 18 9

shutter,

mount,

and

suitable

canvas

£1

Compound

case

£1 17 6
for P.C. reflex.
£7 7 0

shutter,

9

6

roll-holder and
£3 7 6

31 X 2| Salex Focal-plane, f/5.5 Salex anastigmat, focal-plane shutter, 6
slide.**, F.P. adapter .
£2 7 6
Microscope by Leitz, coarse and fine adjustment, mechanical stage, 8
objectives, 2,'3rd8. l/6th. and lA2th, 3 eyepieces, Abbe condenser, complete
in lock-up case. Brand new .
£29 17 6
3j X 21 T.-P. Horizontal Reflex, f/4.5 Dallmeyer, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, 6 slides and F.P. adapter .
£6 15 0
16-mm. Oxford Cine Projector, motor drive, re.sistance to 250 volts.
Excellent condition .
£7 17 6
3 X 2 RoUette, f/4.5 Krauss Tessar. Compur shutter .
£4 15 0
i-pl. Sanderson de Lnxe, Dallmeyer Stlgmatic f/6. Compur shutter,
every movement, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case .
£6 17 6

SAVE

i-pl. Telescopic Graflex Reflex, f/4.5 Tessar. 17-in. Ross Teleros f/6..3,
focal-plane shutter, revolving back, roll-holder and leather case. As new
£28 10 0
3i
plane
3i
and

x2i T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, T.-P. Cooke f/4.5, self-capping focalshutter, revolving back, 6 sli«ie.'*, F.P. adapter and case. . £8 17 6
X 2i No. 1 Series II Kodak, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/6.3, Compur shutter
leather case .
£5 5 0

3ix2i Roll Film Tenax,
case .
Cine-Kodak,

Dogmar

f/4.5. Compur

f '3.5 anas., motor

drive and

shutter
leather

BRAND

case £9 17

‘ROLLEIFLEX’

with f/2.5
f/3.5 tele¬

lens.

6

lens.

AMATEUR

Roll-film Camera

with F/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
shatter,

speeded

to

infinity to 5 ft. Patent device ensuring
accurate film register. Compact, all-raetfd
body, leather covered, polished edges to
obviate wear.

1-

From

LIST

PRICE

£11

C

0

^

Our price ... £7:17:6
Nine

monthly

payments

of

lEfi
1929

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

18/5.

- -

monthly payments
of 46/8.

PHOTOGRAPHER"

Compur

PAYMENTS

6 per cent added to
cash
(or 6/- if
under price
£5).

£20
Nine

IKON

EASIEST

pay¬

of 44/2.

ZEISS

ther
8 months.
Pay balance
over a Only
fur¬

gadget that goes for
absolute
perfection.
Takes 12 exposures on
standard roll fllra. Fitted
with Zeiss Tessar f/4.5

18 gns.
monthly

NEW

l/250th sec., direct ■ vision and reflecting
view-finders. Radial lever focussing from

First monthly instalment
secures any instrument.

Here's the camera to
get life into all yoor
pictures. Has every

£3:8:6

COCARETTE

and leather
£6 19 6

Delayed-action

fliiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiuiiiiimiiiiiiimniii

"THE

payments.

E.C.4

Cost

31x21

ONLY

MENTION

£15:15:0

monthly

ST.

focal-plane

drive .

3i X 2i Zodel Folding, f/4.5 Zodellar,
leather ca.«e .

The AUTOMATIC

ments

equal

£15F/3.5
:0 :0

i-pl. Dallmeyer Speed, f/2.9 J’entac, ll-in, f/5.6 Dallon Telephoto, range¬
finder, focal-plane shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. New
condition. Cost £65 .
£30 0 0

Complete
lens and

Nine

shutter.

1-plate

I

FLEET

6981.

Delactis

A thoroughly effi¬
cient anU beautifully
finished mod el.

photo

PLEASE

CATALOGUE -

F/4.5
£12:0:0
£12:15:0

or nine

‘LUXE’ MOTOCAMERA

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiUiiiiuiiiiiiiiiimiiiDiiiiiia

2

DESCRIPTIVE

90/94

Phone:

16-mm.

PATHE

blind focal-plane

E.C.3

revolving back, Minex
e.xtension, back screen,

fittings .
..
3i X 21 Bijoa Horizontal Murer Reflex, f/3.9 anastigmat,
ehuttar, 6 alides. F.P. adapter .

self-capping

Size.
3ix2i
A

3i X 21 Gandolfl de Luxe Tropical Hand and Stand, revolving back, double
extension, 3-in. f/2.2 B. & 1.. anastigmat. General shutter. 1 to l/300th
sec., 3 book -form slides, F. I*, adapter .
£15 15 0
i-pl. Roll Film Durol, doable extension, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar. Compur
ehutter. <> slides, screen, leather case .
£6 15 0
3ix21 Ensign Autoprint Noxar Enlarger, f/6.8 anastigmat. electric

31 X 21 Ihagee Compact Pocket, double
Compur shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter,

0

: O

6 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter. Mackenzie slide. 12 envelopes, pigskin case

10 X 15 and P.C. Adams’ Folding Minex Reflex,
eelf-cappiny shutter, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Teesar, double

Telephoto, leather ca.ie. As new .
V P Ikonta. f 4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar,
'

15

PRICE

ST.

LIME
MON.

and

ANASTIGMAT

OUR

: 10 ; O

finders.

throughout.

List price . .

PRICE

54
Phone:

shutter

covering, beautifully finished
50 per cent off list price.

back

FITTED WITH COOKE
or DALLMEYER
LENS

3Jx2i
with

-

T.-P. JUNIOR RUBY
REFLEX CAMERA

panels below can be bad on 5 days'
free approval by poet-buyers who send
full cash deposit. This trial ensures your
satisfaction, otherwise money returned.

GREAT

BARG

ADVERTISERS.

)

'

THE
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-

AMATEUR
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ROLL-FILM CAMERAS,
AlN$ ON EASY TERMS
HERE*S

YOUR

EASTER

CAMERA

Appointed

SUPREME

The Very**
Latest

The Institute of Amateur
Cinematographers. Ltd.

THE

3ix2i
Never

before

ROLL-FILM

has such

a fine brand

new

bargain

put on the market.

With new pattern film winder, l>rll]iant reversible and frame view-finders,
leather bellows and covering. NickcUed self-locking struts. Binged back.
Focussing scale. Iris diaphragm. Self-erecting rock-rigid front.

MEYER

LIST

MODEL

F/4.5 ANASTIGMAT

lens and

accurately

PRICE .

OUR

£4

speeded

4

LATEST

LEICA

CAMERA
been

the

an Associate’of

II

With built-in range-finder.
Takes 36 exposures at one
loading. Fits the pocket.
ideal camera for the

shutter.

advanced enthusiast. Nega¬
tives
ments. make splendid enlarge¬

o

£22:0:0

PRICE

9 monthly

payments

of 52/6.

MAKES GOOD SNAPS on DULL DAYS
AS WELL as in BRILLIANT SUNSHINE
Obtainable

TO-DAY’S

BIGGEST

VALUE!

59

**CITY

only

84 ALDERSGATE

at

SALE,**

Phone:

CITY

1124.

LONDON,

E.C.2

1-pl. T.-P. Special Roby Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke,
F.P. adapter, leather case .

3x4 cm.
‘PICCOCHIC’
A V.P. camera of tlie prevailing popular
type, taking IG pictures on standard No.
127 roll film, all-metal body, extremely
compact, leather covered with leather
carrying handle, nickelled fittings , automatic •
ally springing to infinity, and finder set for
viewing by one toucli of a button, lunged
back, fitted f/2.9 Vidonar anastigmat vitb
focussing adjustment to 3 feet. Delayedaction Compur sector shutter, 1 to l/300th
sec., T. and B., reindeer skin purse case.

Price

£5:12:6

1-pl. Triple Extension

31x21 Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar. focal-plane shutter, l/15th to
l/800th sec., revolving back, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case £13 7 6
2C Autographic Kodak Special, f/4,5 Zeiss Tessar. Kodamatic shutter,
range-finder, leather case .
£7 12 6
3i X 21 T.-P. Victory Reflex, f/4.6 Cooke Series II anastigmat, self¬
capping shutter, 1/lOth to 1/lOOth sec., revolving back, 6 slides £6 12 6
34 X 24 Ica Bebe, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec.,
frame finder, screen, 6 slides, FJ*. adapter, case .
£6 17 6

m

monthly

pasrments

of

13/2.

Field, f/7.7 anastigmat,

2 slides, tripod

and ca.ve
£2 19 6

The NEW

BRILLIANT

GENEROUS
EXCHANGES
Whatever
bring

in

apparatus

part

exchange

a better purchase
mand the highest
anywhere

you
for

will com¬
allowance

to-day.

MENTION

"THE

Motocamera
PATH£‘B’

A splendid cin^ camera
at a
popular price.
Simple to use, with
strong clockwork motor
drive.
Strongly con¬
structed, attractively
finished, fitted with highgrade Pathe f/3.5 anas¬
tigmat lens.

£6:6:0

ITE D

PLEASE

1/lOth to
£8 8 0
revolving
£3 19 6

VOIGTLANDER

ExcHnncE
Nine

3 slides,
£7 10 0

34 X 21 Tropical Folding Camera, 4-2/5ths in. Ross Combinable f/G ana-stigmat, Compur shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter. As new .
£10 17 6
1-pl. Ica Nixe Roll Film and Plate, f/4.5 Tessar. D.A. Compur, double
extension, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost over £20. As new
£10 17 6
Vest Pocket Kodak, f/6. 9 Kodak anastigmat and leather case £15
0
10 X 15 Mentor Folding Reflex, no lens, 3 slides, F.P. adapter £4 2 6
i-pl. Anschutz, self-capping focal-plane, no lens. 3 D. slides. . £2 17 6
V.P. Makina, f/3 Anticomar lens, Compur shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter
£5 12 6
34 X 21 Focal-plane, f/4.8 Celor anastigmat, self-capping shutter, speeded
from 1/J5th to 1/1, OUOth sec., 12 slides, leather case .
£5 12 6
i-pl. Ensign Focal-plane, f/4.5 Cooke Aviar, 3 D.D. slides. .. . £6 6 0
45x107 Stereo, f/4.6 anastigraats, speeded shutter, changing-box,
F.P. adapter, developing tank, auto, filters, transposing frame and case
£7 17 6
44-in. f/6 Ross Combinable Anastigmat, iris mount .
£3 17 6
5i-in. f/4.5 Anastigmat Lens, Compur shutter .
£3 3 0
81-in. f/5.8 Ross Homocentric, iris .
£3 17 6
Sl-in. f/4.5 Anastigmat Lens, sunk mount .
£2 19 0
l^in. f/4.3 Ars Soft-Focus Portrait Lens .
15s. 9d.

3i X 21 Ensign Speed Roll Film Reflex, 1/4.5 Aldis anastigmat, focal-plane ( \
shutter, l/26th to l/600th sec .
£5 5 0 Y
la Special Kodak, f/6. 3 Kodak anastigmat, Optimo shutter, 1 to l/300th
sec,, range-finder and case .
£3 19 6
1-pl. Soho Reflex, f/4.6 Zeiss Tessar, focal-plane shutter, l/15th to l/800th
sec., revolving back, 2 D.D. slides. F.P. adapter, leather case. . £15 15 0
Leitz Leica Camera, f/2.5 Elmar anastigmat, focal-plane shutter, range¬
finder and case .
£12 15 0

!

Compur D.A.
£7 10 0
back,

34 X 21 T.-P. 1933 Model Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat, revolving back,
slides. Unsoiled .
£9 9 0
V.P. Kodak Special, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, speeded shutter .
£8 19 6
4x3 cm. Roll Film Camera, Doublet lens, speeded shutter. Cost
£2 7s. 6d .
18s. 3d.

91-mm. Outfit, comprising Coronet Camera, with f/3.9 anastigmat, and
Coronet Projector .
£3 2 6
£6 7 6 /
3x4 cm. Nagel Rolloroy, f/3.5 Elmar anastigmat, Compur shutter, 1
to 1 /300th sec., Leitz range-finder and leather case .
£11 6 0
45 X 107 Richard Taxipbote, focussing adjustment, automatic changing I \

LATEST

revolving

ST

E.C.l

3

31 x 21 T.*P, Special Ruby Reflex, f/2.5 Cooke anastigmat and Dallmeyer
f/6 Telephoto, self-capping shutter, revolving back, 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
and case . .
.
£21 17 6

VERY

LONDON,

1-pl. Pressman Reflex, f/3.9 anastigmat, shutter speeded from
1/l.OUOth sec., 3 double slides. leather case .
31x24 A.B. Planex Reflex, f/5.8 anastigmat, 3 double slides,
back, leather case .

<|

3ix2i Zeiss Icarette, f/4.6 Zeiss Tessar. D.A. Compur shutter, double
extension, plate back, 3 slides .
£9 15 0
i«pl. T,«P. Junior Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat, self-capping shutter.
1/lOth to 1/lOOth sec., reversing back, 8 elides, F.I*. adapter, case £6 6 0
3i X 21 N. & G. Sibyl, f/4.5 Dallmeyer Serrac, rising and cross front,
reflex finder, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£9 9 0
3jr X 21 Double Extensioo, Reitzscbei f/4.5 Trilinear anastigmat. Compur
shutter, 1 to l/260tl> sec., roll-holder and case .
£3 3 0
3x2 Voigtiander Roll Film, f/G.3 anastigmat, Everset shutter. l/25tb
to 1/lOOth sec .
£1 12 6

THE

0591.

34 x 24 Ica Ideal Folding Plate Camera, f/4.5 Dominar,
shutter. 3 slides, F.P. adapter. As new .

CHEAPSIDE

Phone:

NAT.

Nine

AMATEUR

An inexpensive camera
in a modem
design.
Takes
the
standard
31x21
8-exposure
film at 1/2,
hut gives roll
12
21-m. square pictures by
means of a special num¬
bering device operated
by the movement of the
film.
The
brilliant
image emphasised by
the deep hood is almost
full size.
Two-speed
shutter.
High-grade
f/7.7 anastigmat

lens.

monthly
of 14/9. payments
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PHOTOGRAPHER

CAMERA

The photographer who is looking for a camera easily
carried, and yet with practically every adjustment he
PRECISION
may need, will discover in the SOHO
what is to all intents and purposes a field camera, but
one that is almost as mobile as a pocket camera.
Incorporating, as it does, every essential movement
required by the serious worker in photography, the
user will, nevertheless, find no difficulties, each detail
for easy manipulation having been given serious con¬
sideration by the craftsmen employed in its construction.

PRICE:

The

Price

of the

camera

for

31x21

size picture,

in¬

cluding 3 first-quality double plate-holders, but without lens,
is £13 10 0. Leaflet with full specification and particulars of
a wide

SOHO

range

of lenses

free

on

Soho Cameras are famous the world over.
Soho models to suit all purposes and all
pockets range from the SOHO
PILOT,
the wonderful folding camera priced at

request.

LTD., SOHO

SQ., LONDON,

only 15/-, to the SOHO
REFLEX
which
has been produced regardless of expense
and is acknowledged to be the best camera
in the world.

W.1

SUBSCRIPTIONS :

Don’t Forget
Your Camera
This Easter—
Treat it to an

The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer is published by Iliffe & Sons Ltd., of Dorset
House, Stamford St., Loudon, S.E.l, every Wednesday morning in town and country, and may be
obtained of all newsagents and bookstalis, or delivered first post on Wednesday at the follovdng rates :
British Isles and Canada.
s. d.
Twelve Months
. . .
. . 17 4
Six Months . .
. .
. .
..88
Three Months
. .
. .
. . 4 4
Single Copy .
4

Other Countries Abroad.
Twelve Months
. .
. .
Six Months
. .
. .
. .
Three Months
. .
. .
Single Copy
.

s. d.
. . 19 6
..99
. . 4 11

The Editorial, Advertising and Publishing Offices are at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London,
S.E.l, England. Telegrams: Cyclist, Watloo, Loudon. Telephone: Hop 3333 (50 lines). Northern
Offices — 260, Deansgate, Manchester ^ Telegrams : Iliffe, Manchester. Telephone : Blackfriars 441,2
(4 lines). Midland Offices — Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham 2. Telegrams :
Autopress, Birmingham. Telephone : Midland 2970 (3 lines). 19, Hertford Street, Coventry.
Telegrams : Cyclist, Coventry. Telephone ; 6210. Scottish Offices : 26b, Kenfleld Street,
Glaegow, C.2. Telegrams : Iliffe, Glasgow. Telephone : Central 4857.
Entered

as second-class

matter

at New

York

(N.Y.)

Post

Office.

Colonial and Foreign Agents. — United States : The International News Co., New York,
France : W. H. Smith and Son, 284, Rue Rivoll, Paris ; Hachette et Cie, Rue Reaumur, Paris,
Beloidh : W. H. Smith and Son, 78, Marche aox Herbes, Brussels. Australia: Gordon and Gotcb,
Ltd., Melbourne (Victoria), Sydney, (N.8.W.), Brisbane (Queensland), Adelaide (S.A.), Perth
(W.A.) and Launceston (Tasmania). New Zealand : Gordon and Gotch, Ltd., Wellington,
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Something
FROM
Where

PHOTOGRAPHER

THE

Introductions

CINE-KODAK
HOME
MOVIES
AT
26

PICTURES

are

always

available.

“EIGHT

ON

LOWEST
COST. 99
A STAMP.

COMPLETE
OUTFIT

£19:6:6

The

All-in

provides 4 minutes’ projection in one reel.
Fitted f/3.5 Kodak anastigmat, fixed focus,
HI>ring drive, eye-level
attached to camera,
lU-mm. film, but it
width of the film at a

Camera.

Takes Eight Pictures 3ix2i
Pictures 2ixlg on Standard

THE

The Cine-Kodak “Eight” is the lightest
and smallest movie camera using a film that

VOIGTLANDER
“ PROMINENT ”
or Sixteeo
Roll Film.

Automatic range-finder, which can be set
when camera is open or closed. Built-in
exposure meter, optical direct-vision finder,
giving both picture sizes. Fitted f/4.6
Voigtlander Heliar anastigmat, delayedaction Com pur shutter, sjieeds 1 to l/‘250th
sec., T. and B., complete in leather case

£25 : 0 : 0

An Ideal Camera for the Beginner.

finder, exposure guide
takes 23 ft. of special
exposes only half the
time. The completely

The Kodascope “ Eight ” Model 30, for use
on A.C. or D.C., 100 watt lamp, takes 200 ft.

'

£9 :17 :6

processing)

Panchromatic

Film

(including

.

splicer, oiler and

SECOND-HAND
From

OUTFITS

62,

3J'X2| Enolde Roll Film, f'4.5 Zei.ss Tessar
anastigmat, t’umpur shutter, speeds 1 to I/250th
sec., T. and B .
£5 12 6
41 X 31 Series III Kodak, f/5.0 Kodak anastigmat,
Compur shutter, speeds 1 to 1 200th sec.. T. and
B. List £10 58 .
£4 12 6
3ix2i
Etui, f/4,5 Zeiss Te.ssar anasrlgmat.
delayed-action Compur shutter, speeds Ito l/250th
sec., T. and B., doul)Ie extension, complete witli
3 single slides and F.P. adapter. List £15 158.

SELFIX

For

Standard

99

Roll

Films

:0
£2:12 : 6
. £3:10 :0

F/7.7 Ensar

anastigmat

. . ... £2:0

F/6.3 Ensar

anastigmat

.

F/4.5 Ensar

anastigmat

.

Hire

Purchase

Terms

(9 equal

box

^

■ V

l/25th,

£10 10

AN

ASSOCIATE

CAMERA
111, OXFORD
GERRARD

PLEASE

ST., W.l

OF

THE

HOUrE.“

;

Exchange

British Made.

£23
£27

1432.

MENTION

"THE

AMATEUR

OF

VICTORIA

AND

AT

WHEN

31 x 21.

Outfits

on

7 days’

17
:: 15

:
: 6
0

approval.

EXCHANGE^Lt!^

AMATEUR

CINEMATOGRAPHERS.
REGent
1360.

W.l

24, CHARING

0669,

PHOTOGRAPHER’’

Roll Films

Doublet
Lens, anastigmat
fixed focus .- .
• £2
£1
F/6, 3 Kodak

Second-hand

6Z PICCADILLY.
ST., S.W.l

For

All-metal body, leather bellows, rigid selferecting front, easy focussing movement,
Kodon shutter, speeded l/25th, l/50th,
1/lOOth sec., T. and B.

: 4 : O
: 7 : O

Allowances.

INSTITUTE

119, VICTORIA

B.

JUNIOR

0

plate ; will not tarnish.

Anastigmat
Anastigmat
Liberal

and

£4:5:0

THE
SIX.20
KODAK

LEICA

chromium
PRICES

Payments).

sec., T.

41x31 T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, f 4.5 Velos
anastigmat. self-capping focal-plane shutter,
speeds 1/lOtli to 1/T,000tli sec.. T. and B.. complete
with 6 single slides .
, £5 10 0

A NEW
Fitted F/3.5 Elmar
Fitted F/2.5 Hektor

1/lOOtb

9 12 cm. or 41x31 Zeiss Ikon Miroflex, f/2.7
Zeiss Tessar anastigmat. self-capping focal-plane

No. 70 B. & H. Filmo. 16-mm., 1-in. f 3.5 Cooke
anastigmat, 2 speeds, 8 and 16, complete in leather
case. List £57 IDs .
£16 17 6

finished in matt

l/50th,

and
J 5Com¬
• 0
Ditto,B .
with f/4.5 Skopar anastigmat,
pur shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T.

41 31 Ensign Special Refiex, f 4.5 Cooke Aviar
anastigmat. self-rapping focal-pJane shutter, speeds
l/15tlito l l.UOOtli sec., T. and B., complete with
3 single slides and stiff canvas case. List £17 10s.

Ensign Kinecam, 16-ram., f 2.6 Ciuar an.'istjgmat.
3 speeds, hand and spring drive, complete in case.
List £18 18s .
£12 17 6

Monthly

Standard

MODELS.

4 4 cm. Automatic Rolleiflex, f'2.8 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, Compur sliut ter, speeds 1 to 1 300th sec.,
T. and B., complete in leatlier case. List £23 os.
£17 15 0
3i 21 Minimum
Palmos, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
aiiastiguiat. self-capping focal-plane shutter,
speeds i loth to 1 750th sec. and time, complete
with 3 double slides and F.P. adapter. . £15 10 0

shutter, speeds 1 '3rd to 1 ’2,000th sec., T. and B.,
complete with 6 single slides and leather case.
Present value £64 .
£35 0 0

Beautifully

21 - 21 in. on

Voigtlander Brilliant, with f/6.3 Voigtar
anastigmat, Embezet
shutter, speeded

41 ■ 31 Ica Trona, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat'
Compur shutter, speeds I to l/200th sec., T. and
B., complete with 3 single elides and leather case.
Present value £15 .
£9 17 6

The Westminster
APPOINTED

NEW

FULLY
GUARANTEED

£9 0 0
1-pl. Sanderson, f/6 Aldis anastigmat, General
shutter, speeds 1 to l/150th sec., T. and B., complete
with 3 double slides, F.P. adapter and leather case
£4 17 6
Leica Model II, f/3.5 Elmar anastigmat, selfc«apping focal-plaue shutter, speeds l/2Uth to l/500th
and T. List £22 .
£17 10 0

31x21.

Opens like a book, light metal body, stout
bellows, rigid self-erecting lens front, simple
focussing, Trichro shutter, speeded l/25th,
l/60th, i/lOOth sec., T. and B.

pictures

brilliant full-size picture. Simple focussing
and mount,
Bulb .
lens
fitted f/7.7 Voigtlander
anastig¬
£2 :15
: 0
mat, speeded shutter, l/25th. l/50th sec.

PICCADILLY.

3i 2i No. 3 Ensign Carbine, f '4.5 Ensar anastig¬
mat,
slmtter,
sec..6
T. andspeeded
B. List
£3 lOsl/25tli,
. 1 '50tli, 1/lOOtli
£2 17

20

12

31x21 RoU Films.
Special numbering device controlled by the
film itself. Large finder lens, giving a

10s. Od.

3x4 cm. Rolloroy, f/3.5 Klinar anastigmat. Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B.,
complete in case. List £15 15s .
£10 17 6
3^ X 2i Oallmeyer Snapshot Camera (de luxe
model), f/6 Dallmeyer anastigmat, complete in
case. List £8 Ss .
£4 4 0

THE ENSIGN

Takes

8-mm. film, which is equal to 400 ft. IG-mm.
film, fitted with adjustable re.sistance for
any voltage from 100 to 250. Still pictures
may be shown witli safety. Gives a brilliant
picture 30 x 22 in. at a throw of 15 ft.
Price, complete with
■ Q • A

exposed film gives you 50 ft. of 8-mm.. which
is equal to shooting 100 f(. of iG-mm.

25 ft. Kodak
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EVEREST
PHOTOGRAPHED

from 6i MILES HIGH
•

•

•

CAMERA- PLANE GOES OVER THE
OF HIGHEST MOUNTAIN
•

•

TOP

•

BRITISH
MACHINES
& BRITISH
PHOTOGRAPHIC
MATERIALS
TAKE

^^HIGHEST

YET’«

PICTURES

Wind, weather and hostile geographical conditions
all combined to reduce to microscopical proportions
the chances of successful photographic reconnaissance
over the top of the great peak.
Yet upon the securing of good photographs may hang
the lives of a gallant band of unreplaceable men.
Knowing this, the Houston
Expedition was equipped with

Mount

Everest

ILFORD
PANCHROMATIC and
INFRA RED PLATES
Made in England by

6
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WE would draw the special

Stamrord

Street

rondon

S C t

Copyri'^ht — Re/istere 1 as a Newspaper
for transmission in the U.K.

would give us scheduled weather —
bright and dull, hot and cold, misty
and clear, to order. Photographers
and
other people would then know
advance.
_
what arrangements
to make in

Photogenic.

The • word “ photography ” is
happy enough, and comes pleasantly
to the tongue, but to what a horrible
breed of words the prefix “ photo ”
has given birth. One of the most
atrocious is “ photogenic,” which
apparently may have all • sorts of
connotations. Some time ago a
London daily newspaper described a
certain woman as having a ‘‘ photo¬
genic
exactly
was
meant forehead.’’
must remainWhat
locked
for ever

Inventions.

Not content with staging an
exhibition of new inventions everj?
year, the Institute of Patentees has
put out a book describing 895
inventions which have not yet
arrived, but which are obviously
needed. They include an appliance
for waking, shaving, bathing and
dressing a man in time to catch his
train in the morning. One is rather
appalled at the prospect of all these
895 inventions materialising. Life
would be so mechanical that we
might all seek relief in suicide,
except that there would probably be
an invention to frustrate us in the
very act. It would be very much
as if an inhabitant of the thirteenth
century were dropped, without warn ¬
ing, on an escalator going down to
a tube station. Yet all the time
they teU us that it is, invention
which is creating unemployment, so
why have more of it ? The field
in which invention seems to be
lamentably weak is in meteorology.
Although we have had the weather
with us ever since the year one, we

No. 2318

have hardly arrived at a means of
precisely forecasting it for twentyfour hours, let alone of controlling it.
It would be a great thing if some
invention were forthcoming which

attention of all our readers,
at home and abroad, to an
important change which will no
doubt come as a surprise to most.
For some long time there has been
steadily growing up, on the south
side of the Thames, a building
noticeable even in these days of huge
and imposing architectural piles.
This is the new home of our pub¬
lishers, Messrs. Iliife & Sons Ltd.,
whose London address from now
onwards will be Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.i.
The telephone number is Hop 3333,
and the telegraphic address- Cyclist,
Watloo, London.
Needed

VoL. LXXV.

in the breast of the writer. But a
few weeks earlier a writer in one of
the intellectual weekly reviews, in
discussing the future of the film
industry, declared that it was not
enough for the actor for the
“movies” to be “photogenic”;

Spring

in

the

349

Woods.

he must be “ microgenic ” as weU —
in other words, and put much more
simply, he must have appearance,
and he must also have a voice suitable
for the microphone. But really, of
course, the name is the old name
for photography. It is only by a
mercy that this journal is not known
as “ The Amateur Photogener and
Photogenic News.” The word,
which Murray describes as obsolete,
strictly means a production made
by the chemical action of light on a
sensitised surface, and Fox Talbot
always spoke of his results as photo¬
genic drawings. In this he was of
course strictly accurate.
7
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A Photographic Centenary.
Has it escaped notice that this
year marks the centenary of the
death of Joseph Nicephore Niepce,
the French chemist and inventor
of photography ? Photography, like
other pursuits, has its famous men
and its fathers who begat it, and
photographers ought to pause for
a moment before another shutter is
clicked to honour the man — who

April I2th, 1933

received very little honour in his
life or after his death — who was the
real inventor of their art. For
obviously photography would have
come to nothing at all if no means
had been found of making permanent
the image formed by the camera,
and that was the great achieve¬
ment of Niepce. The question of
priority as between him and
Daguerre is difficult to settle, and

Daguerre has the rather dull ad¬
vantage of having outlived his con¬
temporary by eighteen years. But
when Niepce and Daguerre registered
their partnership for commercial
purposes, they represented it as “ for
co-operating in the development of
an invention by M. Niepce, perfected
by M. Daguerre.” Niepce died on
July 3rd, 1833. Much has happened
in the century since.

un on the
Table Top

I

By ALAN

E. LURCHES.

' T had poured in torrents all
day long, and looked like
continuing for a week.
Something had to be done
about it. We had sat glaring
at our cameras on the table
for long enough. Suddenly my
friend’s friend had a most
brilliant idea. What’s all this
table-top photography stuff ?
Clear the deck for action.
Now,

what

to put on it ?

I spy a couple of funny orna¬
ments on the mantelshelf. Ah,
cats ! Dogs ? Haven’t any. [Mice ? No. 1 know, let’s make some “props.” Feverish search for something like
a mouse. Here we are, one of these brazil nuts, shorn of its outer clothing. Its eyes, two black pins cut short.
Whiskers, bristles from the scrublung brush. Get busy with the box of paints for the rest of Mr. Mouse’s features.
This is getting exciting. W’e must have a mousetrap. Some cardboard, and more whiskers to represent
the bars. Now for the ensemble. Walk up and try your skill. Splendid.
“ Yes,” interrupted my friend, “ but what about the
light ? ” I gave him a witliering look. I had not
thought of that. The ordinary lighting of the room was
certainly not very effective. It clearly wanted

centralis¬

ing, as it’ were. I have it! The Wratten safelight.
Put our 1 00- watt lamp inside, and draw the top slide.
Excellent, a ready-made spotlight.
Exposure ? Dear me, another snag. We won’t be done.
Put the exposure meter on the table while we prepare
the developer and fixing bath. So ; roughly five seconds
at
f/4.5. Right. That ought to be a corker for the first
attempt.
How

about

some

more

posing ?

Our

cat with the

flexible neck. How she responds to kindness. Let’s
lend her a mirror to admire herself in. Topping !
Any more ideas ? I wondered why my friend was so
quiet. What are all those oblongs he has painted ?
And those bars cut out of cardboard ? Why, a fireplace,
of course. Just place the lamp behind it, and, voilci !
another study. What fun ! Why, we- could go on like
this all night. But this won’t do. There is just time to develop, fix and wash thoroughly, and
having kept up our reputation in not allowing our cameras to rust even for one week.

8

so to bed,
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GENESIS
of a Photogra/yher
The following article is written for those who are new to photography.
Their attention is directed to those fields where photography may be
applied to other pursuits, or to making it a serious study.

At the present time of the year

there must be many people
whose acquaintance with
photography is a matter of a few
months, with the purchase or gift
of a simple camera, intended for the
making of snapshot records. Not
for one moment would we decry
the interest and the value, which
increase as the years pass, of these
.snapshot records. It is possible,
that many of these photographers
may be led to enjoy the pleasures of
photography as a real hobby. Many
of the leaders of photography have
commenced in just the same way.
This article is written primarily for
those whose acquaintance witli
photography is but of the slightest,
and if any reader happens to know
any such who now come under the
heading of “ snapshotters,” it might
be well to place this issue of “ The
A.P.” in their hands.
Applications .

Although photography, in the
opinion of those who practise it,
is an ideal hobby, it is also one which
will fit in admirably with other
pursuits and pastimes, often to
their better enjoyment. For e.\ample, the gardener whose floral
triumphs are at the best very
transitory, can keep a record that
will convince unbelievers in time
to come. It is well known that
many keen amateur gardeners keep
records by the aid of the camera with
the idea of consulting them when
making plans for the garden in
the future. Those whose interest
is in botany, entomology, or similar
hobbies will not need to be reminded
of the value of the photographic
record. The same may be said of
the archaeologist. With regard to
the latter it may be said that there
is much pleasure to be gained, to
say nothing of profit, from associa¬
tion with others of like mind through

the medium of postal clubs which
organise circulating portfolios, to
which all members are expected
to contribute. To mention the value
of photography to the motorist,
cyclist, camper or hiker is but to
mention the obvious. To be able
to apply photography to some other
pursuit is to be a photographer for
all time.
Pictorial

Work.

There are many people who feel
the impulse of creative art, but have
no skill for drawing or painting,
or perliaps had no time in youth
to have any latent talent developed.
To these especially, pictorial photo¬
graphy appeals. By pictorial photo¬
graphy we mean the production of
pictures which have artistic value,
as distinct from mere records. They
may be records as well, but through
the exercise of what has been called
the “ seeing eye,” on the part of
the photographer, they appeal to
the artistic sense.
There are many photographers
who derive great pleasure, and, we
are sure, profit, which comes from
the production of creative work as
a means of personal expression.
Whether the results will attain a
high standard from the artistic
point of view will not lessen the
value as creative work, on the part
of the individual. There is much
pleasure to be obtained from the
finding of an attractive subject, to
say nothing of its treatment as a
picture or of the technical operations
involved. The field is open to
anyone, as the photographer’s scope
with regard to subject is wide.
At home, in the garden, in the
country or the town, subjects for
the camera can be 'found.
Technique.

The first essential, if the photo¬
grapher would obtain the best from
any of the applications above men¬

tioned, is a mastery of the technique
of the art. This is simply a proper
understanding of the principles which
make for the production of good
negatives and prints. This is not
a difficult matter, especially with
modern apparatus and materials.
A serious study of photography
should begin with a careful reading
of a

textbook,

such

as “ Photo¬

graphy
MadeTheEasy,”
at
this office.
use of published
an exposure
meter, and an exact following of
the simple instructions issued by
the makers of the materials in use
will ensure good results from the
start. “ The A.P.” should be read
carefull}^, and in a short time the
worker will have a knowledge of
many

branches
In

of the art.
General.

If possible the beginner should join
a camera club. Contrary to a belief
that sometimes exists, beginners are
made welcome, and have the benefit
of advice and practical help from
other members. Entrance to the
life of a photographic society will
also mean an introduction to a wide
circle of good friends.
In closing let it be said that the
photographer, once having made up
his mind to take photography
seriously, will arouse an enthusiasm
that will never leave him. There is
no such thing as finality, for always
there will be some new process that
he wants to master. This applies,
no matter what application of photo¬
graphy makes the strongest appeal.
The point to note is that there must
be some definite application, either
with regard to some other pursuit or
as an end in itself. It is unsatis¬
factory, from every point_of view,
to regard photography as something
to be undertaken in a half-hearted
and casual manner. This gives an
entirely wrong impression
value and interest.

of its
9
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Loading a Roll-Film Camera

(1) A spare spool is placed in the winder end of the camera. — It will be found that one side of the spool has a slot that
engages with the winding key of the camera, and by placing
the spool in position, and drawing the winding key outwards,
as shown, the spool will drop into place, and on releasing the
winding key it will engage with the spool, and the latter will
be turned when the key is rotated on the outside of the camera.
(2) A new film is placed in the other side of the camera. — Do
not break the paper seal on the film until you have placed it
into position, or the roll will become loose.
(3) Fixing the film into position. — The paper seal can now
be broken, and the end brought across the camera, and tucked
into the slot provided in the spare spool.

(4) Shutting the back. — A couple of turns are given to the
winder in order to make sure that the film is firmly attached
to the spool, and
camera is shut.

will wind

evenly,

after which

the back

of the

(5) Winding the film into position for the first picture. —
Once the back is firmly shut, the film should be wound until
No. I appears in the small window provided in the back of
the camera.

camera. — A small press-button
of the
front the
front of the camera, and the latter
release
found tothe
will(6)be Opening
should be opened until it clicks.
extended for the first exposure.

The

camera

can

then

be
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I was looking through some
pictures a day or two ago, and
I could see at once where I
had changed to Lukos Film.
There were two snaps there,
taken within a few minutes of
each other, on rather a dull
day, and the second one was
much brighter than the first.
From there on all my snaps
were clearer and crisper. You
see on that first occasion I
bought Lukos film by chance,
and since I have stuck to it
by choice.

TRY LUKOS
This

Easter

AND

SEE

THE

DIFFERENCE
FOR

W OURSELF

Stocks
from

now
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PLEASE
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ADVERTISEMENTS

2 New Models
ZEISS

IKON

BOX

TENGOR

NEW,
PRACTICAL,
and UP-TO-DATE,
the 1933 Box
Tengor is an all-focus model fitted with one built-in
supplementary lens for portraits and groups. It takes
16 pictures each 2\ x l-ll/16ths in. on the usual standard
3} X 21 roll film, obtainable everywhere. The lens is the
GOERZ
FRONTAR,
which gives good definition and
perfect snapshots. A
real aristocrat amongst
box
cameras, and the 16-exposure feature is an economy in
keeping with the times.

Price £1:2:6

ZEISS IKON IKONTA

No. 520

The well-known Ikonta appears in a new model taking
16 pictures, each 21 x 1-11 /16ths in. on the usual standard
31x21 roll film. The perfection of design, the selferecting feature, and the simplicity of manipulation
characteristic of the Ikontas are all present in the new
model. There is no camera so quick to use. (1) Touch a
button and the camera springs open. (2) Press shutter
release and the picture is taken.
PRICE,

with

£10:5:0

Zeiss

Tessar

f/4.5

and

Compur

shutter,

Other models from £4 : 10 : 0

ZEISS

IKON

LTD.

11, Mortimer House, Mortimer Street, LONDON,
General

Catalogue,

36-page

Camera

List

60

pages,

free.

for

cost

of postage,

W.1
2d.
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CLEANING

CAMERA

EXPOSURE

LENSES.
Sir, — The

Sir, — In your issue of February 15th, the latest to hand in
this benighted land, is a useful and witty article, entitled

Watkins’ manual was
experiment, and made

“ Keep Your Lenses Really Clean,” in which your contributor
advocates the use of whisky or brandy for the purpose.
While not having any quarrel with the possible psychological
effect of the use of these upon the lens or the photographer,
I should like to point out that unless the stimulant to cleanliness
is used very sparingly there may be some damage done to
a cemented compound lens if the fluid is allowed to flow over
the edges of the lens, as alcohol attacks and softens the cement
used.

to

apply

the

referred

responsible

for

of his correspondents.

METERS.
to

by

Mr.

McKaig

in Mr.

the paragraph which made me make my
me decide that extinction meters used as

per maker’s instructions are little more than useless.
One has only to compare the principle of photography and
the principle on which these meters work to appreciate this.
Photography depends on varying quantities of light reaching
the plate, whereas these meters arrange that the same quantity
of light shall reach each plate.

I have found that a drop of xylol, applied with a soft piece
of old cambric, is very effective in removing the greasy film,
and has the virtue of rapidly evaporating without leaving
any residue, and does not attack the cement usually employed
in camera and microscope lenses. A final polish with a
soft silk handkerchief produces a clear, sparkling lens.
An added advantage of the use of xylol
is the fact that there is no fear of being
tempted

paragraph

is not

To take a concrete example, if we wish to ” shoot ” a scene of
two sportsmen in white coming down a snow-covered hillside,
and, later, two people in dark clothes coming down the same
hillside after the thaw, we shall have two similar views, but
one reflecting perhaps four times as much light as the other.
Now suppose we test the e.xposure required, using the latest
type of photo-electric meter, thus cutting out all human
element ; we shall find the meter, indicates an exposure four

fluid as a foggy

vapour, nor to spread
throughout the house, to
of the good housewife.
These observations are
the benefit of those who

one’s activity
the annoyance
passed on for
may not have

ready access to the ” wee drappie in the
bottle,” and to draw attention to the
dangers of alcohol when applied to ce¬
mented lenses. — Yours, etc.,
H. S. THOMAS.
(Madura,

CLOUD

India.)

NAMES.

Sir, — I beg to draw your attention to
the cloud photographs on page 283 of
your issue dated March 22nd.
Apparently these pictures have been
titled by someone who knows very little,
if anything, about the subject. The
middle picture is designated ” Alto¬
cumulus.” It is nothing like an alto¬
cumulus formation, nor is that the
fair-weather type of sky. As it happens,
it is cumulo-nimbus, the anvil-top on
the left horizon being clearly visible.
A thunderstorm was probably raging
thirty or forty miles away when the
photograph was taken.
The bottom illustration Is entitled

Primrose

” Cumulus-nimbus, which brings wind
and storm.” It is not cumulo-nimbus,
but cumulus. Nor does it bring wind and storm. It might
indicate showers, and possibly thunder, but certainly not wind.
I hope that you will draw attention to this, for it seems a
pity that your readers should be misled
Yours, etc.,
STANLEY

THE
Sir, — It is an

PRICE

unpleasant

OF

times greater in one case than the other. Thus the same
quantity of light will reach the film in both cases.
Now if we are using positive reversal film, and both views are
on the same strip, the two positives will have the same average
density. Therefore, if the pictures are projected on to a
screen and our meter pointed at the picture it will be found
that the readings are the same in both cases, although in the
original they varied four to one ; which is absurd.

in such a manner. —
M. BALLANCE.

FILMS.

surprise

when,

purchasing

Time.

our

first X2I film of the season, we hear “ one and two, please,”
having put down the usual ” bob.”
This increase in price will rnean less photography with,
possibly, more cameras “ for sale.’’’ As the 8-exposure film,
even at is., is not very popular, could not the makers let us
have a four-on film at yd. ?
A four-on film would be most suitable for everyday use,
especially when only a few exposures are required immediately.
Most amateurs want quick results, hence the unpopularity of
the eight-on film. As the makers sell us six plates when twelve
are not required, why not a four-on film, retaining the eighton for long runs ? — Yours, etc., GEORGE
B. R. DALLAS.

353

If, instead of using a photo-electric meter, we had used an or¬
dinary type, then things would be better because the varying
sensitivity of the eye (bewailed by so many) would cause us to
give a longer exposure in the case of the bright scene and a shorter
in the case of the dull one than indicated by photo-electricr
type, thus making the final result nearer the original than before.
There is, however, a very real use for such meters. They can
in many cases inform us of the contrast range of the subjects,
and after a few experiments we can place our contrasts on any
portion of the characteristic curve of our negative we may
desire, and further, by varying the development time suit our
negative to our paper. — Yours, etc.,
A. R. TURFIN.
13
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NOTES
Every week an article will appear under this heading dealing
with a topic of interest to the novice in photography.
ON

BEING

CREDULOUS.

A FRIEND of mine, who is an experienced and able

photographer, told me the other day that one of his
valued negatives was badly stained with that
silvery appearance on the surface to which I have referred
before. He had been unable to remove the stains, but
promised

to try the method

I have

always

recommended."

L NOTIONS

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER
Jot the

No one knows, or can know, the exact proportions of
horizontal and vertical forms in the countless millions of
photographs that have been made, but there is no evidence
that there are “ far more ” of one kind than another.
In a further letter on March 15th, Mr. Saville takes
exception to my remarks, and deliberately hedges on his
own. Another reader had pointed out that to show qj X 3^
lantern slides properly
sary. Whereupon Mr.
a lantern with a 4|-in.
Here again, at the

a 5|-in. condenser would be neces¬
Saville disputes this, and refers to
condenser.
risk of treading on more of Mr.

Saville’s corns, I would advise readers not to be credulous.
There is no question here of counting up photographs.
The point is governed by an established law. The diameter
of a condenser must be at least as long as the diagonal of
the negative or slide with which it is to be used. If we
draw a 4^ X 3i rectangle, and allow i /8th of an inch all
round for binding, a 4|-in. candenser will not cover what
is left.
But Mr. Saville’s original point was a different one
altogether. He was deriding us for being so old-fashioned
and conservative as not to scrap our 3i-in. square lantern
slides, and adopt one or both of the American sizes. As
far as I am concerned. I have no objection whatever to
Americans making their slides a yard or a mile long if
they like ; but when they try to show that our own adopted

Meanwhile, I found a specimen of my own — the top one
in a box of old Windsor negatives. It was (I hope) much
worse than anything my friend possesses. By reflected
light it showed a positive image on a dull silver surface,
and looked more like a bad daguerreotype than a good
negative. By transmitted light it appeared as a negative
badly and unevenly stained brown.
I laid a piece of waterproof paper over half the negative,
and quickly rubbed over the other half with a piece of
soft rag and some Baskett’s reducer. The surface stains
rubbed off at once. Polished up with clean rag. the treated
half of the negative was bright and clean again.
Here is a reproduction of a print from the negative. If
I had made a print from the negative as it was I should
have had to give a much longer exposure, but even then
the print would have been hopeless, as it would have been
patchy and uneven.
And now. having done my daily good deed, I will turn
to the subject suggested by the title of this article. Of
course, by being credulous I mean being too ready to
accept, without consideration, statements that are made,
especially when they are in print.
When I spoke about this some time ago I gave examples
from the correspondence page, and amongst them was the
statement by Mr. Hy. Saville, of Saskatchewan, that “ far
more finished photographs are horizontal than vertical."
He made no reservations about particular classes of photo¬
graphs, and I challenged the truth of his statement.
14
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size is all wrong I contend that they have bitten off far
more than they can chew, in spite of their long training
with chewing-gum.
Now for something else.
In 1923 I wrote an article in which I made fun of an

I have

reproduced

the

illustrations

order

were

illustrated,

magazine

Swedish

Swedish

Girl,”

a particular
picture

flip, kerchunk, brush
Curious, isn’t it ?
same six words that

to this article, which
from using certain

just

published

in which

she

expression

vocabulary

; and

are

exhibitions and

competiticms

Prague International Salon. — Open, April 8-22.
Organised by Association of Czechoslovak Amateur
Photographic Societies, Riegrovo Nabiezi, 22, Prague
11, Czechoslovakia.
Chicago World's Fair International Exhibition, 1933.
— Open, June i-October 31. Enquiries to “ 1933
Salon,” Chicago Camera Club, 137, North Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
Victorian (Australia) International Salon (Melbourne
Athemeuin Art Gallery). — Open, April 24-May 6.
Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junction, Camberwell,
E.6, Melbourne, Australia.
Bridge of Allan and District Photographic Society
International Salon. Open, April 15-29. Particulars
from Mrs. Brown, Jun., The Studio, Bridge of Allan,
Scotland.

The

C.C. Annual Exhibition (one
of clubs in Kent, Sussex and

And

if you

are

credulous

enough

to believe

this

Accrington C.C. “ An Evening with the Painters.”
Borough Poly. P.S. ” Architecture.” R. Patrick.
Cheltenham A. P.S. Exhibition Closes.
Croydon C.C. Lecturettes by Members.
Dennistoun A.P.A. Exhibition Closes.
Ilford P.S. Jumble Sale.

will be included

here every week

P.S.

” My

Experiences

T. Woods.

P.S.

April

College P.S.

Bradford.

Cardiff C.C. World’s blasters’ Salon. — Entries, May
14 ; open, June 9-24. Entry fonns and particulars
from G. H. Palmer, Hon. Exhibition Secretary,
Y.M.C.A., Cardiff.
Troyes

Monday,

April

Tuesday,

Negatives.”

D. A. Spencer.

Process.”

Cecil Chandless.

April

Photographic

April

Exchange,

a centre

of keen

Ltd. — -Charing

photography.

The

Pathescope

sj:

*

Service. — The

Camera

& Gramophone

day

at 5.30
*

p.m.

The

price per 30-ft.

*

Naturally, many of our readers are interested in camping
and hiking in conjunction with photography. They should
therefore be glad to know of a special annual catalogue, issued

17th.

under the title of “ Campedia ” by the
High Holborn, W.C.i. This excellent
post free to any reader on request.

18th.

Service Co., 273-274,
booklet will be sent

R. M. Fanstone.

Whitehall Photo-Cine Group. “ Cutting — with Illustrations.”
Wimbledon Amateur Cine Club. Members’ Evening.
Winchester P.S. Debate.

Wednesday,

25 ;

Rotherham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms
due October 2 ; prints, October 9 ; open, October
18-21. Further particulars from E. George Alderman,
Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Ruardean, Newton Street,
Rotherham.

be ready the following
film is 2s., post free.

15th.

Printing Process.”

May

Co., of 320, Vauxhall Bridge Road, Victoria, S.W.i, are re¬
commencing their e.xpress processing service for Path6scope
9.3-mm
cine films that was so successful last year. All
films, other than super- panchromatic, left before 4 p.m. will

R. H. Lawton.

Hammersmith H.H.P.S. Caterhara.
N. Middlesex P.S. Hayes and Keston.
Twickenham P.S. Langley and Burnham.

Salon. — Entries,

Polish International Salon (Cracow). — Entries,
August I ; open, August 27-September 17. Further
particulars from Fotoclub, Y.M.C.A., Cracow, Poland.

sk

14th.

April

International

open, June 15-25. Secretary, Maurice Michel, Presi¬
dent cie rUnion Photographique Champenoise, 23,
Rue de la Mission, Troyes (.Aube), France.

*

“ Pictorial Essentials.”

Portsmouth C.C. “ The Cheapest
Stafford P.S. Alliance Slides.

Road,

has long been

Ramble.

Saturdaj',
Morley

^^FUTURE.

24, Charing Cross Road, is making rapid progress. The same
premises were for a great many years occupied by another
famous photographic house, and it is certain that the present
occupants will enhance the prestige of this prominent artery of
London life as a home for camera activities.

Express

with the Finlay Colour

Friday,
Ashton-under-Lyne

M',

Northern Photographic E.xhibition (Bradford). —
Entries, May 13 ; open, June i7-.'\ugu6t 20. Entry
forms from A. Greenwood, Myrtle Dene, Harrogate

13th.

Hammersmith H.H.P.vS. “ Making Colour Separation
Medway A.P.A. ” Composition.” A. Friend.
Richmond C.C. Annual General Meeting.

F.

first home of the Camera Club was situated in that thorough¬
fare, and other well-known names come easily to mind. Now,
under the able management of Mr. H. Chambers, the new
branch of the Westminster Photographic Exchange, Ltd., at

Cardiff C.C. ” Architecture.”
Coatbridge P.A. Annual General Meeting.
Darwen P.A. Annual General Meeting.
Greenock C.C. Annual General Meeting.

Royal

Road

L.

if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.

Westminster

Cross

Leicester and L.P.S. ” Life and Her Children.” H. Thompson.
Partick C.C. ” Varying Tones in Bromide Prints.” John Roberts.
South Suburban and C.P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Stockport P.S. L. and C.P.U. Portfolio.

April

statement

by a Swedish girl, all I can say is that in future I shall be
perfectly reckless as to what I tell you on this page. I
think Mr. Saville and a Swedish girl ought to meet.

Week’s
Wednesday, AprilMeetings
12th.

Thursday,

words

cabbage,

ten years ago.
If you take portraits, I ask you whether you are credulous
enough to believe in the efficacy of these or any other words.

Hampshire). — Open, April lo-May 6. Exhibition
Secretary, R. J. Botting, 71, East Street, Brighton.
Third International Salon, San Diego, Fine Arts
Gallery (under auspices of Camera Enthusiasts of
San Diego). — Open, April 21-May 14. Particulars
from Miss Ruth Kilbourne, 4225, .Arden Way, San
Diego, California, U.S.A.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Annual
Exhibition (Open Classes). — Open, April 28-May 7.
Particulars from J. Ainger Hall, Hon. Exhibition
Secretary, 10, Kitson Road, London, S.W.I3.
Turin International Salon. — Entries, April 20 ;
open, May 20-June ii. Further particulars from
Secretary, Fourth International Salon, Via Stampatori,
N.6, Turin (io8), Italy.
Portsmouth C.C. Annual Exhibition (Open Classes). —
Entries, May 2 ; open, May lo-June 10. Secretary,
H. Coker, 4, Junction Road, Southsea.
Midland Salon, City Art Gallery, Leicester. — En¬
tries, May 6 ; open. May 27-June 24. Particulars
from Hon. Secretaries, Bailey an<l A. E. Tracey,
Cank Street, Leicester.

TJu Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
Entries, April 29. Rules in issue of March 29.

Brighton and Hove
class open to members

in

and bosom.”
Here are the Swedes using the very
were recommended
by an American

Exhibitions and Competitions
of forthcoming

an

that

the

” S’cat,

\V.

Notices

I find

says

“ bosom.”

” and

” brush

English

” A

to produce

in this

words. The first man has just said “ S’cat.” The lady
with the pillar-box mouth said “ cabbage.” She reduced
the same mouth to a button-hole by repeating ” flip.”
The studious-looking gentleman has just said “ kerchunk.”
Other words recommended
by the American writer, and
not

by

Sweden they have a ” picture vocabulary.”
Swede who
is about to be photographed repeats a certain word in

resulting

of the expression

idea

in an

article

American suggestion that when one was being photo¬
graphed the expression of the face could be considerably
modified by repeating certain words. The facial change
was particularly noticeable in the mouth.
give my

PHOTOGRAPHER
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PLEASE

B. Wright.

19th.

READ

the first paragraph

Croydon C.C. “ Old Croydon.” D. S. Rose.
Dennistoun A.P.A. Informal Meeting.
Ilford P.S. Annual Exhibition.
Partick C.C. Annual General Meeting.
Rochdale P.S. Exposure and Development. T. P. Threlkeld.
Swindon and N. Wilts C.C. Annual Exhibition Opens.

“ TOPICS
355
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From information communicated

LIIvE the proverbial Jack-of-all-trades and master

of none, 1 do not specialise in any particular
branch of photography. All come alike to
me — portraiture, landscape, yachting, child studies or
genre. Being a member of our local photographic
society, which has a fully-equipped studio, with studio
camera and electric appliances, I have ev'erv chance- of
making good portraits. Having a motor-cycle combina¬
tion I can get farther afield in my quest for landscape
pictures ; and my yachting studies are generally done

to our Special Representative.

during the Clyde yachting fortnight. Genre subjects
have a fascination for me, and 1 have had quite a
number in various salons.
“ My outfit comprises a 3^x2^ folding plate camera,
f/6.8 lens, with roll-film adapter ; and a Duplex T.-P.
quarter-plate reflex with f/2.9 lens, and Dallon 14-in.
f/5.6 telephoto lens. The large-aperture and longfocus lenses are invaluable for portraiture and natural
history subjects. Zoo pictures can be taken through
wire netting without showing the slightest trace of it.
“ Although I sometimes use panchromatic
plates I have a special liking for Wellington
Anti-screen. I use a K i or K 2 filter when I
think it advantageous to do so. I also carry
an Agfa film pack on account of its lightness.
“ 1 develop by inspection, with pyro-soda for
plates and pyro-metol for films, and aim for a
thin negative full of detail. Any negative which
is too contrasty is reduced to desired contrast.
“ 1 use whichever bromide paper I think will
suit the subject best, and develop each print for
not less than five minutes with Rodinal or
Amidol. I find that for toning the long develop¬
ment ensures a better colour.
“ Although 1 prefer straight photography I
do not hesitate to use stump or pigment, so
long as it does not show in the finished print.
1 sometimes use the following to finish my ex¬
hibition prints : 3 parts turpentine, i part copal
or mastic varnish, and i part linseed oil, rubbed
in with cotton-wool.
‘‘ 1 have tried bromoil, but have come to the
conclusion that except in special circumstances
it is not worth the extra time and trouble. Pic¬
tures which have an appeal for me are those
which depict sunshine and shadow. ‘ The
Knife-Grinder ’ was taken from an upstairs room
window, and showed him at an unusual angle.
The other, ‘ Becalmed,’ was taken during the
Clyde regattas, the appeal being the reflections
in the water.
“ I get a considerable amount of enjoyment in
lantern-slide making, as even the , best bromide
print cannot show the same beauty as the lantern
slide shown

on the screen.”
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KNIFE-GRINDER.
By

{See article, “ Iloiv I make my Exhibition Pictures'* on the opposite page.)

\Vm.

Blair.
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CONTRAST.

Py

H.

E.

Gaze.

(.Yeti' Zealand.)

[From

'■ The A.P'

Overseas and Colonial Competition.)
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Camera-wise

at Dog

Shows

A topical article to assist the
amateur, with suggestions for
clearing his or her expenses.

STANLEY

M. BALLANCE.

IF the opportunity has not been taken to visit dog

shows a most interesting and enjoyable experience
has been missed.
The best procedure to adopt is first to write to the
secretary, asking permission to take photographs during
the course of the show. This will allow the operator

to move about anywhere. I have always found sec¬
retaries to grant this permission ; and it opens up
numerous possibilities.
Upon arrival, a direct walk round is a good thing,
when owners lavishing such care and attention on their
charges offer out-of-the-rut pictures. In the ring itself
good pictures can be obtained. In this connection take
particular care not to obstruct the view of the assembled
multitude, or probably several of them will voice soft
but insistent disapproval !
I must draw the attention of the enthusiast, however,
to the fact that some
of the very best pic¬
tures can be secured
when the owners are
walking their dogs up
and down outside the
show ring altogether.
In such a case, any
owner will only be
In such

too pleased to pose
for a minute or two,

a case as this the focus should
be on the dog’s head.

so that fuU advan¬
tage best
may lighting
be takenand
of
the

tion which this permission offers.
An important point here is
that if a note is made of the
name and address of the owner
m each case, it will be found
easy to seU copies of your photo¬
graphs to them in nine cases out
of ten.

improved

Sparkle

obtained

composi-

by taking the photograph

against the light.
An orthochromatic film or plate
is a necessity, and a panchromatic
better still. Especially is this so where pure white dogs are concerned.
The aim should be to secure a fuUy exposed negative, and not to carry
development too far, for the purpose of producing a negative thin yet
rich in detail. This is the kind of negative which makes so immensely for
fine results.

It should be taken for granted that in work of this kind the photographer
must produce prints of first-rate quality. But in addition to this he must
know enough about dogs to be able to do justice to their particular
“ points.” He must know how to seize the right expression and pose.
In this respect he can obtain valuable advice from the owners of the
dogs, who are naturally intimately acquainted with the breeds in which
they specialise, and know how to make the best of their points. All this
malces the work additionally interesting.
359

Never

take a dog when its mouth
like this.

17
is open
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A few suggestions
for the amateur.

The

exclusion

of all bu Inessentials.

Photographs for industrial use may be divided into two

classes, the pictures that instruct the prospective buyer in
the use of a product, and the pictures that remind the
buyer of something that is already known.
The former should convey the information without the necessity
of a lengthy textual
explanation, and the
latter should not only
compel attention, but
offer something that will
be remembered after¬
wards.
A photograph can
draw attention by its
boldness, an unusual
point of view, or by
representing the subject
in such an attractive
form that it is valued

As

photograph. Also we are accustomed to uso:.
mean certain things, which if portrayed itI’
so unusual in their effect, or full of sugge'fc;
observer
unconsciously remembers thei I q
afterwards.
|

as a picture. Alterna¬
tively, it can simply
represent something
that we are accustomed

Heavy shadows and bright patches leadi j j
the desired part of the picture often prove 1 ;
an uninteresting subject, and the v^ue of |«
bined with suggestion is appreciated by ev y'
The chief object of the commercial photoghi
be to obtain the desired detail, or necessailrj

to see in one way,
portrayed differently,
but in every case this is
only half the object, and
it is no good to coax a
customer into our shop
if we have not anything
to seU him once he is
there.
Nearly every product
has either a definite use
or
a particular advantage, and this can often
be conveyed in the

light as a feather.

without offering a confusion of irrelev£|j
interest; or, in other words, to subdue, t'
portions of the subject, and force the at' it
observer to the particular object of the adv iti
Some advertising pictures are taken w®
object to display particular goods, but tlfephotographs that may be applied to gen |Lj
or subjects that may be offered to illusfrj^^
Showing

the value of cast shadows

in making

a pattern.

particular type, and as the latter have the 'IBe
they form the safest type of stock.

1
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GRAPHS

for

ADVERTISING

iviously the use of a fully equipped commercial studio
e 5 to promote novel effects, but its chief object is to save the
I nercial photographer time and labour, and make him inladent of daylight. It is therefore not unreasonable to
:i :t the production

of equally

good

results

by daylight

under

a irable conditions, and wonders can be done by arranging
ripicture in deep shadow, and lighting the subject from
the desired angles with the aid of
mirrors and white reflectors.
The key to outstanding photographic
’’X ■
LA

jf
' 'i V
■

advertisements lies in their general
simplicity and boldness for reproduction. The amateur, given a reasonable amount of sunshine, is in a position to produce such results technically,
and the success of his efforts need
only be governed by the value of his
ideas. In this respect he may be
more than a match for the professional,
and advertisers consider results and
not the status of the photographer.

A

tea-table design.

sjrases that

[orially are
'j that the
% ipplication

The eye to
t iolution to
iflism com-

f( ne.

)g fier should
II is^uction,
a ppirits of
jIundesired
(I on of the
VI ehient.
(va definite
fiiare many
» I products,
n foods of a
v’st market
An

example

of concentration

of interest.

A

IM
dramatic

lighting.
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ARSH-BIRDS’
T^I
By H. HORNE.

Many and varied are the types of birds which are
attracted

to the vicinity of the ponds

and marshes

in our English country-side. What more natural,
therefore, than that ornithologists, or what concerns us
more, birds’ nest photographers, should at some period
of the pursuit of their hobby grax itate to such places to
extend their knowledge of the feathered folk and increase
their stock of negatives ?
Nests such as those of the plover, redshank and snipe
are fairly easy subjects, providing one has the necessary
tackle — double-extension camera, preferably with focus¬
sing screen, tripod and tilting top. But there are others,
like those of waterhen, coot and grebe, which will tax to
the utmost the ingenuity, experience and patience of the
most seasoned enthusiast.

nests

^ camera

this, three fiat pieces of wood, with a small hollow in the
centre of each to place the tripod feet in, will prevent the
tripod from probing the mud too deeply, and possibly
prevent a more serious calamity in the loss of one’s camera.
Having got the apparatus standing safely on the surface of
the swaying ground and focussed on the nest, the only
possible course is to stand perfectly still until movement

Camera movement, caused by the wind, especially in
exposed places, is the most frequent obstacle to surmount.
A friend can be of great assistance, a bulky person if
possible, who will use his body as a wind-screen for the
tripod-mounted camera. Or, if the wind is not in an
easterly direction, he may be induced to peel off his jacket
and make it useful for the same purpose.
Another cause of camera movement, and one which is
far more difficult to avoid, is encountered when photo¬
graphing nests very near the edge of a pond, or on very
soggy marshes, when every footstep sets the ground
trembling and bubbling for yards around. In cases like

Waterhen'' s Nest.

has subsided before making the exposure. This requires
a great deal of patience, especially when water is seeping
into one’s boots.
The question of exposure needs a fair amount of photo¬
graphic experience and the intelligent use of a meter to
which one is thoroughly accustomed. Colour-sensitive
materials in conjunction with a suitable filter give the
best tone renderings of eggs and surroundings.
Finding the nests, and, having found them, choosing the
most suitable for photographic purposes, is a procedure
which needs a little explanation. The best way is to
explore the ponds and marshes in one’s own vicinity eaxly
in the season — say, in April — with a view to finding the one
which will yield the greatest variety of subjects. A pair
of prismatic binoculars are a great help for this purpose,
but a pair of sharp, well-trained eyes are as useful.
Having selected the likeUest spot for the proposed
operations, the rest can be ignored, as there is usually
enough material round one fair-sized reed-fringed pond to
keep the most ardent birds’ nest photographer busy for the
whole of his available time throughout the nesting season.
The next step is to acquaint oneself with the feathered
inhabitants. Determine as nearly as possible how many
pairs of each species are likely to nest there. Make a note
of any rare bird seen, or any bird with whose habits one
is unacquainted. Having done this, consult a reliable
book dealing with the subject of British bird life, and
ascertain in what situation any bird likely to be met with
'Nest of Lapwing.
20

will probably

build its nest.
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R. R. S. Asser.
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A Village in Cyprus."
By G. F. Wilson.
5. — *• ShadoiL's."
By Alle>i T. Edwards.

April

2. — “ Moor and Fen."
By E. Monk.

3, — " The Stream."
By E. G. Roughton.

0. — “ Peace."
By .M. R. .Mattingly.

4. — “ Main

12, 1933

Gate, Elgin Cathedral."

By 0.Bridge."
W. Milne.
7. — " The Roman
By G. Power.
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Nos. I and 2 of the prints re¬
Subjects.

Admitting that, essentially, they
are somewhat topographical in char¬
acter — they seek rather to represent a
place as a place than an artistic
aspect of it — their composition is
decidedly good. At the same time,
and while it may be incidental, the
first, “ A Village in Cyprus,” by
G. F. Wilson, does manage to in¬
corporate something of the feeling of
sunshine, and the second, “ Moor and
Fen ” by E. Monk, conveys a sense of
nature in somewhat threatening mood,
both of which may be taken as indi¬
cative of some little artistic quality.
It is quite likely, however, that
under another lighting, the sunshine
of No. I could be shown to better
effect, for at present the brightest
note occurs very near the left-hand
edge. To attain a real value, it should
be much more in the picture, and,
while it is possible that earlier or later
in the day such a condition might
arise, it would be no more than guess¬
work to say which, nor could it
definitely be foreseen exactly how it
would work out.
The form of the subject falls into
pleasing lines, and it is the sort of
thing that would repay a little ex¬
perimenting to find the best lighting.
As it stands, it makes an excellent
record and serves this purpose well
because of the care that has been be¬
stowed upon the arrangement.
It also displays a high degree of
craftsmanship, and, even without the
added artistic attraction recommended,
shows the sort of thing that photo¬
graphy can do extremely well.
Form

and

^ on

the Beginners’ prints reproduced

Comm
ents
to be irritating ; and the

produced on the opposite page,
although of distinctly differing
character, are alike in that the sub¬
jects are well seen, are sirnple in their
arrangenaent, and in that the technique
is equal to the job.
Well-chosen

. -

Pattern.

^

value of the
sky, in the expression of the mood,
would be appreciably greater had it
been found possible to arrange for
the clouds at the top to be somewhat
heavier than those below.

Such a rearrangement would result
in a better suggestion of luminosity,
and, with a little dodging about in
printing, might easily be contrived.
Technically, it falls but slightly
behind the former, it being a shade or
so under printed ; but, nevertheless,

oppos
ite they
page.
and, while
might

on

be brought

out

by printing
stage farther,
the adop¬
tion
of this acourse
would mean
that
the darks

would

be over-printed.

Luminous

The

shadows

Shadows.

of No. 5, perhaps,

are

it is a promising beginning in land¬
scape, and indicative of better things

only a shade overdone, and the
rendering of the light does not offer
any occasion for criticism. Still, the
shadows are too heavy, and have not
that luminous quality that should be
shown in a subject that is so well
illuminated.
In both cases, the same remedy is

to come. In comparison, No. 3, ” The
Stream,” by E. G. Roughton, appears
much over inclined to harshness, its

applicable, and, if only for the sake of
seeing what an improvement would
result, should be tried.

lights being too bright and lacking in
tone, while the darks are too black and
quite choked up. The difference be¬
tween the two extremes of tone is
more marked in the original than in
the reproduction, but the latter is still
on the hard side, and, as has been so
often mentioned in these columns, the
defect is attributable to over-develop¬
ment of the negative, considered in
relation to the paper on which it is
printed. Negative

and

Paper.

It is possible that the fault is some¬
what aggravated b}^ a measure of
under-exposure, but the prime reason
for the harshness is that the time of
development of the negative has been
allowed to proceed for too long and its
contrasts have become too great for
the printing paper to cope with.
Now that the negative is- made, the
only practical remedy is the substi¬
tution of a softer grade of paper for
that V h ch was employed. The ex¬
pedient, in view of the fact that the
fault is not excessive, would adjust the
tone values so that the print would
show a tonal harmony as good as that
of No. I ; but, if the surmise regarding
under-exposure is correct — and it could
only be stated definitely after inspec¬
tion of the negative — any deficiency of
tone arising from it would still remain,
for it is irremediable.

“ Moor and Fen ” exhibits the
features of the landscape j ust as
nicely, and, as far as the composition
is concerned, falls into equally pleasant
lines.

No. 4 “ Main Gate, Elgin Cathedral,”
by O. W. Milne, and, while not so
pronounced, also exists in No. 5,

The repetition of the trees in the
distance, occurring, as they do, in
pretty regular sequence, is inclined

“ Shadows,” by Allen T. Edwards.
In the former, some of the lighter
details of the stonework are missi.ig ;

' The same

fault of harshness

565

recum

in

On the other hand. No. 6, ” Peace,”
by M. R. Mattingly, is inclined to the
other extreme, and is flatter than there
is any necessity for it to be. Here, the
time of development of the negative
was insufficient, and it is lacking in the
contrast it should possess to qualify
it for printing on that particular grade
of paper. One that is more vigorous
should be employed instead, and would
give just that touch
the subject needs.

of brilliance that

There is, however, no sign of under¬
exposure in the print ; nor, despite
the heavy shadows, is there in No. 7,
" The

Roman

Bridge,”

Craftsmanship

by G. Power.

and

Tone.

In fact, the print seems every bit
as good as No. i, for not only does it
display an equal harmony of tone,
but the same degree of care appears
to have been bestowed upon the
arrangement.
The bridge is shown at such an angle
that its fine lines are made beautifully
manifest ; the fact that the light at
its brightest takes effect upon it makes
it the undisputed centre of interest,
and the setting, apart from the bottom
left-hand corner, is simple and un¬
obtrusive.
It is perfectly appropriate, too,
but the corner in question should be a
shade or so deeper in tone — an
alteration that might be achieved by
a little local extra printing — as its
lightness is inclined to invite a sug¬
gestion of instability and pulls against
the light on the bridge. Cover up
that corner and see the difference !
“ Mentor.”
2 1
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Victorial Analysis
Every week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
'
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

“ RIGGING

Here is another example of a

pictorial subject which has
been found during a voyage —
the other, by James McKissack, being
reviewed in the issue for the 22nd
March — and, in this instance, it is
also an effect of sunshine that forms
the motive. Its influence, however,
is bestowed on the figures and structure
of the vessel, whereas in the former
case it was employed , in
conjunction with steam and
smoke.
Motive

and

THE
The

TARPAULIN,
”
United Attraction.
attraction

hy R.attaining
R. S.a greater
Asser.depth

of the three items,

I, 2 and 3, being united, and there
being nothing otherwise to impair the
arrangement, the composition can
be regarded as acceptable.
All the same, it is conceivable that,
with the same material differently
arranged, the attention might be
more forcibly held. Whether any such

tone, and, besides, the altera¬
tion in his position would, as
is desirable, permit a greater
space to be shown in front
of him than behind, the
reverse applying at present.
With the revised placing

Effect.

Possibly, the subject con¬
tent is a little less unusual,
but against the rarity of an
effect of sunshine, smoke and
steam must be set the attrac¬
tion of human interest, which
here is included, but in the
other was not.

it would obviously be inad¬
visable for the other figures
to remain on the same side.
Eor one thing, the pull of
that side would be too great,
and, for another, a balancing
accent would be rendered

The motive, essentially,
may be the same, but the
way in which it is made to
take effect is different. The

necessary somewhere between
the upper • centre and the
right-hand side.
A position that suggests
itself as feasible for one only

brightest light in greatest
mass happens to occur in the
tarpaulin (i), and, in view
of its strength of position in
the picture space, and the
pull of its light tone, it as¬
sumes the function of the
centre of interest, despite
the powerful appeal arising
from the presence of the
figures.
They are, it is true, in
close proximity to it, and,
in a measure, their attraction
is united. None of the figures
in themselves is capable of
acting as the principal item,
the topmost group (2), being
placed too near the left-hand side and
top to achieve the necessary strength,
and the one at the base (3) having
neither force of position nor any real
weight of tone. Moreover, the figures
in the upper portion are not very well
distinguished from the surroundings,
and, though the lower is somewhat
more p eminent, the same remarks
are applicable.
Nevertheless, their closeness to the
brilliant light of the sunlit tarpaulin
prevents any suspicion of disunity, or
any suggestion of division of interest.
22

of tone, he
could be viewed as the principal item of
the picture and the centre of interest.
His supremacy would be conferred
by strength of position and by the
contrast afforded by his dark and the
brightness of the tarpaulin behind,
while to this would be added the
pull of human interest. The effect
of sunshine would also be stressed by
the contrast of extremes of

is slightly to the right of the
post (4). In that placing,
just off the centre, it would
have enough pull to balance
that of the other, but not
sufficient
traction . to dispute
Nevertheless,

his at¬

that position

too nearly approaches the
left-hand side to be beyond
criticism, unless it could be
arranged that it were some¬
what lowered, so as to fall
on the diagonal between the
re-arrangement as we have in mind
actually occurred or not is impossible
to say, but it may not be uninteresting
if the possibilities are explored. To
begin with, the idea is that the pull of
the figure (3) might be brought more
into conjunction with the pull of the
light of the tarpaulin. This would
mean that he would have to be placed
more to the left and higher in the
picture space, so that his head would
come just about where the numeral
(i) is shown. If, at the same time,
he happened to fall in shadow, so

top right and bottom left
corners. In that event, the figures
could be brought quite close to one
another, always assuming that each
was looking at the other in the
direction of the diagonal. In fact,
the second figure could be placed
anywhere

on

that

line with

the

figure (3), in his revised position.
Otherwise, the best position for the
upper figure would be just above the
centre line, but near the right-hand
edge, just about half an inch being
shown between him and that edge.
" Mentor.”
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A

New

Ensign

Film.

Long-focus

Cine-Kodak.

BBMessrs.
Junior. Dallmeyer have worked out a simple little
alteration in the lens mounting, and are now adapting
the lenses on these cameras so that the Model BB Junior
will accommodate, interchangeably, the Dallmeyer f/4

there is any extra “ speed ” it is all to the good — a sort of
friendly bonus from the makers.
I developed the rolls with pyro-soda in an amateur tank,
with the paper at the back, fixing them in acid hypo.

telephoto lens of 3 -in. focal length without any complica¬
tions. This puts the owner of the BB Junior in the same

beautifully

clear negatives were the result — no
“ snail-markings ” on the
back, and no stain from the
paper backing ; in fact, the
negatives were as clean and
clear as any carefully-nursed
backed plate could have been.
This brings me to another
point. Nowhere on the carton
or in the Ensign literature
could I find any announcement of the fact that the film
has a pink backing as a safeguard against halation. Yet
there it was, right enough, and np extra charge for it.
It costs IS. 2d. per spool of eight exposures in the 2^x3^
size.

happy position as those of us who find the 3-in. lens so
valuable on our Model K Cin6-Kodaks.
The 3-in. Dallmeyer lens costs five guineas, plus a guinea
for the cost of fitting. Quite a number of Cine-Kodaks
have been thus equipped, and when it is known that these
extra facilities for good work are available other photo¬
graphers will no doubt want to take advantage of them.
These Tele-lenses are not available when the standard lens
of the Cine-ICodak is the f/3.5.

Tripods

for

the

Pocket.

A tripod which folds up for the pocket is the kind of
thing which is needed in these hiking days, and these days
of small cameras for serious efforts at picture-making.

My negatives have all the gradation I want — that is, they
are good enough for the making of lantern slides for showing
on a big screen in public. That standard, I suggest, should
satisfy any average amateur.
I have known films which give excellent results if you
develop them for 50 per cent longer than other comparable

Such an article, which does readily slip into a man’s pocket
or a woman’s handbag, is the new pocket tripod introduced
into Britain by Actina, Ltd. (29, Red Lion Square, W.C.i).
It is likely to be obtainable at the shops of most of the
important dealers, or, fail¬
ing that source, could be
sent direct from Messrs.
Actina.

films. This Ensign “ Lukos ” film requires no " nursing ”
of that kind. Nor is it “ grainy.”
Altogether it seems to me that the Ensign people looked
round to see what the average inexpert amateur really
wanted in his films and set out to give it to him without
any frills, and without any straining after panchromatic
qualities or nearly-panchromatic qualities which appeal
to the select few rather than the average amateur.
A film as fast as this does give a greater scope to the
amateur with his box camera and its one-speed shutter

The highest grade tripod
consists of ten sections,
which telescope into a
length of less than seven
inches, and open out to
nearly four feet. This
pattern, made of Zepp

than a good many ” regular ” films at the same price, and
I think that a lot of photographers, experienced as well
as novices, will not abandon it after their first trial. It
is a good film— without

for

Telephoto lenses (which Kodak are careful to call ” longfocus ” lenses) of 3-in. and qj-in. focal length were therefore
not available for use on this camera. They are made for
the famous Model K Cin6-Kodak, and they do not fit the

“ speed ” of the film was at least equivalent to 500 H. & D.
in midday light, I got a series of negatives which were more
than adequately exposed. I shall therefore assume in
future that the film is round about the 500 mark, and if

Eight

Lens

The Model BB Junior Cine-Kodak, with the Kodak
f/1.9 lens — a handy little camera costing ;^i8 i8s. — is now
being fitted with a 3-in. telephoto lens of f/4 aperture by
Messrs. J. H. Dallmeyer, Ltd. (31, Mortimer St., W.i).
The BB Junior, which takes 50-ft. rolls of film, has
always been made with a fixed lens-mount, and the Kodak

The new Ensign “ Lukos ” film, made by Messrs. Ensign,
Ltd., at Warwick, and just introduced, is an outstanding
film, and I think it is going to be popular.
First, it has high-speed qualities. The makers do not
put any fanciful H. & D. marking on the carton or in their
announcements. After exposing one or two rolls of the
X 3 J size in my tropical Watch Pocket Carbine, with a
dependable Compur shutter, and having assumed that the

any reservations.

At present the makers are concentrating on the 2 J X 3 J

size film, but other sizes are coming along very soon in'
good time for the spring season.

Duralumin (a highly serviceable alloy), weighs 12 oz., and
as it folds up with its legs lying flat it is easy to stow away,
whether in our luggage for a holiday trip, or in our pockets
when we are on the photographic warpath. The price of
this model with a hard -ribbed covering is two guineas.
23
A similar-sized model, consisting of brass tubes, nigkelled,
and weighing just over 20 oz., costs 30s.
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NEWS,
NOTES
AND
MATTERS
OF
IN¬
TEREST
FOR
ALL CINEMATOGRAPHERS
USING AMATEUR
CINE APPARATUS.

Cinematography
The 8-mm. Cine Film Arrives

The Cine-Kodak “ Eight ” strikes

a new note in amateur cinema¬
tography, and is going to make
a lot of converts for the Movies in the
Home. It is comparatively cheap to
run ; the camera, which will slip into
a man’s coat pocket or a woman’s
handbag, is almost ridiculously easy
to use (fixed-focus, of course) ; and
the results on the screen are a real
revelation of what can be done with
a tiny film one-twenty-sixth
of a penny stamp.

the size

this policy allows one foot of the new
film to do the same amount of work
for the screen as four feet of orthodox
i6-mm. film used in a i6-mm. camera.

testimony to the real excellence of the
film (and the camera) and to the

A 25-ft. spool (which means 50 ft.
of 8-mm. film for projection), costs
I os.,

this

charge

covering

the

whole

course of processing, slitting and
spooling, and (if necessary) posting
back to you.
To project such a tiny film on a
screen 40 x 30 in. requires a high
degree of enlargement, but Kodak
were equal to the demands, and they
have worked out an emulsion with
a really superfine grain. The quality
of the picture is also partly due, no
doubt, to the scrupulously careful
processing methods of Kodak, and
their reversal method. Pictures taken
by amateurs — such as the captain of
an Atlantic liner on a cruise, or by our
amateur cricketers in Australia, and
others — which they showed to some
of us when launching the new film on
the market recently, are convincing

matography.
simplicity of Kodak
The

Cine-Kodak

“ Eight ” cine¬

“ Eight ” camera.

It derives its name — the “ Eight ”
part of it — from the fact that the film
used for projection is 8-mm. wide.
You load the camera with a 25-ft.
spool of special fine-grain “ pan ”
film of i6-mm. width. It is run
through the camera twice. On the
first trip only half the width of the
strip is exposed. At the end of the
film’s journey you turn the spool round
and run it through again, thus ex¬
posing the other half of the film.
After development by Kodak, the
film is slit down its middle, the two
ends are spliced, and your 25-ft. spool
of i6-mm. film is returned to you as
a 50-ft. spool 8-mm. wide, ready for
projection. The new 8-mm. film is
thus not a mere arbitrary variation
in film sizes, chosen in order to be
just a little different from the next
small size, but became 8 mm. because
it is half the width of the amateur’s
i6-mm. size, and it can be processed
(up to the slitting operation) as a
i6-mm. film.
As each frame is half the width and
half the
24

height

of a

i6-mm.

frame

A

famous

Circus

on

the road.

Such subjects should
cine-ph otograph er.

he taken

advantage

of by the
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SASHALITE

ADVERTISEMENTS

A New

Style iu

Small

PHOTO
FLASH
BULBS

Cameras

PERFECT
FLASHLIGHT

PICTURES
in your own home with
safety and cleanliness

The

PERKEO
3x4

cm.

Neat, well designed, and beautifully made and finished, the
new Voigtlander Perkeo Camera is the latest in 3 x4 cm. size
(16 exposures on V.P. film).
Focussing is performed by a large engraved wheel attached
to the side of the camera, before or after opening the camera.
Upon touching the opening catch the
the lens glides out to the required

• The action of pushing the front

baseboard
focussing

falls and
position.

home automatically releases
the side strut and enables th e camera to be closed in a
fraction of a second at any focussing distance.

An optical direct-vision finder
gives greater accuracy.

(instead

of open

frame

type)

• Large winding-knob, depth-of-focus table, detachable handle
and

sling,

neat

folding

strut.

The Voigtlander Perkeo Camera is one of the new Voigtlander
range of 1933 models — all different from the conventional
design — all better than others at the same price — all worthy of
the name which has been foremost for 175 years.

PERKEO
Look at this photograph ! It was taken with the
aid of Sashalite Bulbs. You can take an equally good
picture in your own home.
When taking flashlight photographs, use Sashalite
Photo Flash Bulbs. There is no smoke nor dust.
There is no risk of fire.
Made in ENGLAND
by
THE GENERAL ELEC¬
TRIC COMPANY Ltd. for
SASHALITE LIMITED.

MpE

WRITE

put — sent POST

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Lid., Magnet
MENTION

folder

VOIGTLANDER
SKOPAR
f/3.5 lens in
Compur
sec.)
. . shutter (speeded to l/300th
VOIGTLANDER
HELIAR
f/3.5 lens in
Compur
sec.)
. . shutter (speeded to 1 /300th

£7:15:0
£10:17:6
£12:15:0

★ The NEW 1933 VOIGTLANDER Catalogue
will
ready? shortly.
when beready

May

we

send

you

one

FREE.

SMOKELESS
House, Kingsway,

"THE

VOIGTLANDER
SKOPAR
f/4.5 lens
in Embezet
delayed-action 3-speed
shutter

O.S.

6536, which gives full particulars of
SASHALITE
Photo Flash Bulbs,
and the uses to which they can be

• DUSTLESS
PLEASE

for illustrated
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ADVERTISEMENTS

THE

London

Salon 1933.
of Photography

SENDlNG-IN

DAY,

Wednesday, August 30th,

THE TWENTY-FOURTH
EXHIBITION promoted by the Members of the London Salon of
Photography will be held at The Galleries of the Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours,
5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i, from SATURDAY, 9th September, to 7th October, 1933.
CONDITIONS

OF

ENTRY

(Please read carefully).

G,Readers
of
The Amateur

No. I. Pictures from exhibitors in the British Isles must not be framed ; but may be mounted. Each picture must bear on the
back, clearly written, (a) name of artist ; (b) number and title of picture ; corresponding to particulars on the Entry Form.
No. 2. When mounts are employed, they should conform to the following sizes — 25x20, 20x16, or 15x12, but no mount to
exceed 25 X 20 ; and it is suggested that white or light-toned mounts be employed wherever possible.
No. 3. Pictures from abroad must not be mounted (or framed), but should bear full particulars as above.

Photographer &
Cinematographer
who

- No. 4. Pictures which are sent’ unmounted will he suitably mounted by the Salon Committee, and all accepted pictures will be
shown under glass.
No. 5. All pictures should be sent by parcels post, packed flat, and properly protected with stiff cardboard and adequate wrappings,
addressed to : THE HON. SECRETARY, The London Salon op Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i.
No. 6. The sending-in day is Wednesday, August 30th, 1933. All pictures for the Exhibition must arrive at the above address
on or before this date. Exhibits may be delivered by hand at the Gallery on this date only.
No. 7. The Entry Form, properly filled in, must be sent with the pictures, together with entry and packing fee of 5/- (this fee
covers any number of pictures from one exhibitor).
No. 8. To avoid Customs complications, aU entries from without the United Kingdom must be sent by post and without prices
marked

on the prints.

Commercial

Value.

No. 9.
No.

Packages

To

be

containing

returned

to

such entries should

Sender.”

All pictures sent by post will be repacked

10.

In view

of application

being

made

from

be clearly labelled ; " Photographs

por

Exhibition

and returned

carriage paid after the close of the Exhibition.

time

to The

to time

London

Salon

of Photography

for permission

only.

work
Salon for
may this
useyear’s
this
page
an send
ENTRY
FORM asand
with
their pictures.
SEE CONDITIONS.

No

to reproduce

d

pictures from the walls of the Gallery, exhibitors are asked kindly to signify on the Entry Form whether they have objection to such
permission being given. The copyright, in all cases, remains the property of the authors of the prints.
No. II. The Committee assure intending exhibitors that the utmost possible care will be taken of all work submitted, but they
do not accept any responsibility for loss or damage, either during transit or at the Gallery.
The submission of pictures will be understood to imply acceptance of the above conditions.
Due notification of acceptance of pictures will be sent out as soon as possible.
AU work submitted to the Selection Committee wiU he carefuUy and impartiaUy considered, and no preference wUl be given to
pictures by Members of the Salon.
All correspondence

must

be addressed

to the Hon.

Secretary, London

Salon of Photography,

FORM
To

THE

Hon.

Secretary,

The

London

Salon

OF

are preparing

5a, Pall Mall East, London,

Intending
Exhibitors
who
are unable
to
secure extra Entry
Forms in time may
prepare their own on
plain
paper provided
the conditions
of Entry
are adhered to.

S.W.i.

ENTRY.

of Photography.

Sir, — I beg to submit the undermentioned
Photographs for the consideration of the Selection Committee, and I
enclose Postal Order of the value of 5/- to cover Entrance Fee and the cost of return postage (see conditions 7, 8, and 9).
Reg. No.
(leave blank).

A, B or C
(leave blank).

Number on
Picture.

Title of Picture.

1
The attention of
2

exhibitors resid¬
/

ing in countries
outside
Great

3

Britain is spec¬
1

4

ially directed to
Condition No. 8.

5

6

Name.
I Agree
TO Condition
Yes
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which makes the pictures, is a dainty
but thoroughly sturdy and serviceable
little instrument, and the fact that
it uses the smallest film in the world
does not mean that it is a toy-like
piece of apparatus. It is 6X4 in.
in dimensions, and weighs 2 lb. 5 oz.
The lens is a Kodak anastigmat of
f/3.5 aperture and 12^-mm. focal
length. It is a fixed-focus instrument,
rendering everything sharp from 5 ft.
to infinity at full aperture. The
direct-vision view-finder forms part
of the carrying-handle, and there is
an exposure guide linked up with the
stops, which the novice may find
useful.

UNDER the title of " The Home

Cinema,” a book has been
written by J. P. Lawrie, and
published at 3s. 6d. net by Messrs.
Chapman and Hall. In giving my
own opinion of it I fully realise that
many will stoutly disagree with my
ideas as stodgy and old-fashioned.
So be it.
After reading a good
literature for amateurs

deal of cine
I hold that

many of the writers strike the wrong
note altogether. Just as Mr. Dick
could not keep the head of King
Charles out of his petition, so these
writers cannot keep out of their own
heads the pretentious and often vulg ir
vision of Hollywood. I cannot imagine
some of them inviting a couple of
friends to dinner without dressing
somebody up as official toast-master
for the occasion. They could not
tell a story naturally from an arm¬
chair. but would have to stand behind
a row of improvised footlights.
It is this tendency that makes
Mr. Lawrie speak of ‘‘ the nouveau
editor,” and “ the year dot of cine¬
matography,” but I cannot accept
even this excuse for such extraordinary
phraseology as " This very, on
screen, striking result.”
I should welcome a book on

the
the

cinema at home written by one with
knowledge and experience of what
may be a most delightful form of
home entertainment. I should ex¬
pect it to tell me something of the
projectors suitable for home use ;

The

motor

drive

is ingenious,

the

spring motor being inside the sprocket.
It is not at all difficult or puzzling to
load. The camera costs
17s. 6d.
The "Eight” film reeds a Kodak
"Eight” projector which is known
as the " Kodas ope Eight-30.” This
costs nine guineas, including a splicer.
The lamp is of loo-watt capacity,
with direct illumination, and the
picture cast on a screen 30 x 24, at
15 ft. throw, is brilliant. A resistance
is incorporated and it can be plugged
in to any supply with a voltage between
100 and 250. It takes 200-ft. reels
as well as shorter lengths, and it will
give you

brief "stills”

The

Home

of any

of

Cinema

of their construction, operation and
care ; of methods of lighting, and
types of screens ; of the kinds of films
to make ourselves, or to hire from
others. I should like to know, in
fact, how to run a pleasant and inter¬
esting cin6 show at home, without
any suggestion about it that I am
trying to imitate the methods of the
public cinema, even of the type that
Mr. Lawrie delicately describes as
" the small village flea-pit.”
Of such things Mr. Lawrie has
precious little to say. He seems to
have had no definite plan for his
book, and it is painfully jumbled and
confused. Here is one paragraph
just as it stands : “ The Southport
Amateur Cine Society showed their
film ‘ Intrigue ’ to the public at the
Southport Picturedrome. No less than
4,400 people paid for admission during
the film’s three-day run. A 200-watt
lamp will give a 7-foot, whilst a new
loo-volt 400-watt lamp is stated to
give a 16-foot picture.”
Elsewhere Mr. Lawrie quotes elab¬
orate details about complicated
lighting effects, about the selection of
gramophone records, and about the
advantages of selling chocolates and
other things to the audience.
In one place Mr. Lawrie quotes
Slavko Vorkapich, whom he describes
as “a notability in the purlieus of
Hollywood.” The quotation begins,
" A perfect motion picture would be
comparable to a symphony. It would
have

a definite rhythmical

pattern.”

your frames. There
Threading is easy.
A “ Kodascope

is motor

rewind.

Eight ” Film Library

has been organised, so that an " Eight ”
owner can give his friends a well
varied show.
It is evident that Kodak did not
decide on this new size of film without
some careful thought. They have
backed up their decision by providing
us with a reaUy efficient little camera
and a good projector to make the new
venture a success, even in the hands
of a novice at the game. Good luck
to the Cine-Kodak " Eight,” and aU
its works ! That will certainly be the
wish of all.
J. E. S.
J

And it goes on till I feel that the best
thing we humble amateurs can do is
to bum our homely films and exchange
our projector for a cap with bells.
Then I catch sight, in a suggested
scenario, of a stage direction, " Swipes
him a mighty slosh with the bag.”
And I see also, " They hide the
chocolate pie back of porch pillar
and make get-away.” After which
■I
feel that Slavko Vorkapich is not
everybody.
Hunting sedulously for really helpful
hints about home cine shows I am
unexpectedly rewarded, although only
on the very last page. Here I am
told that I can make money by taking
a film at a Territorial Camp and
selling it to the commanding officer ;
that I can sell odd bits to the various
platoons
and that
stills ” will
sell like ;
wild-fire
to the “ troops.
I have never tried to sell wild-fire to
troops, and I am not anxious to
attempt it. But I am sure that I
am only one of many thousands who
would like to learn the best methods
of giving an informal, pleasant show
to our relatives and friends at home.
Cannot Mr. Lawrie get Hollywood
clean out of his mind and help us ?
One redeeming feature of the book
is the set of excellent illustrations
supplied by Messrs. Kodak, but with
these I was already familiar. Anyhow,
I find them more attractive than the
ideas of any notability in the purlieus
of Hollywood. W. L. F. Wastell.

For a Silver Screen

Many cin6-photographers who like a silver screen for
their home

movies — some

do and

others

Two

don’t —

hints the distributors give which

should

be noted

:

Don’t apply “ Extralite ” solution near a naked flame
(it is all right, of course, as soon as the paint has dried) ;
and if you find the solution too thick for a sprayer thin it
down a little with a cellulose thinner.
The tin contains enough solution to coat a 40 X 30 in.
screen, or for renovating thoroughly an old screen of that
area.

may be interested in the “ Extralite ” preparation
marketetl by the Photo Trading Co. (Change Alley, Sheffield)
at 4s. 6d. per tin. It can be painted or air-sprayed on
to fabric, wood, metal or glass ; and it gives a brilliant
silvery aluminium coating which is just what many
amateur movie-makers like.
369
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Making
How
how

^I^eaders^

^

Questions

ANSWERED

General. — Al) communications for the E^iitor should be addressed : “ The Editor, The A^naieur Phnto^r'iPher
and Ginematoerapher, Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.i,” and in every case, without exception,
must ffivc the name and iddfss of the \Titer.
Contributions. — The Editor is glad to consider oridnal, up-to-date manuscripts on photographic subjects.
All contributions must be typeuTitten, or in verv legible handu*riting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appeariniz in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, w'ill be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries and Criticism. — Advice, Criticism and Information are freely given, but the following conditions
should be read carefully before applying, as any communication which does not comply w'ith the rules must be
ignored .
(i) See “ General ” above. {2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (•^) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue,
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? *’ or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) .All envelopes should be distinctly marked ‘‘ Query " or “ Criticism,"
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
nuist contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and shouUl be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Focus

Developing.

of Lens.

I used a sJ-in. lens on a 2jX3i camera, but it
gave bad perspective. What is the correct focal
length of a lens for this size ?
B. L. (Budleigh Salterton.)

What is regarded as a good average
focal length for a lens is that it shall be
approximately equal to the diagonal of
tire plate or film. We have frequently
pointed out that bad perspective is not
due to the focus of the lens, but to the
distance of the lens from the subject.
Approaching some subjects too closely
often results in bad drawing, and it is
also possible to include too much in
the picture.
Choice
What

of Carhera.
is the best

kind

of camera

work ? .\t present I know
graphy.

for outdoor

nothing about photo¬
A. B. (Sutton.)

We have pointed out scores of times
that there is no such thing as a best
kind of camera for outdoor work. We
should advise you to get a good text¬
book, such as “ Photography Made
Easy,” by R. Child Bayley (obtainable
post free from our publishers, price
2s. 3d.), as this will give you a good deal
of general information on this and many
other photographic matters.
Colouring

Photographs.

I cannot eet water colours to take on glossy prints
even after soaking for 48 hours. Can you give
me any advice ?
C. W. (Wolverhampton.)

It is by no means an easy matter to
apply water colours to the glossy surface
of a photograph, especially if it has been
hardened. Such colours as those sold
by Messrs. Kodak in stamp form generally
take very well on a print that has been
soaked and surface-dried. The only
thing generally recommended as an
aid to getting the colours to take well is
to treat the print with a solution of
oxgall, and to use a little of this in the
water with which you mix the colours.

As I have no dark-room will it be practicable to
desensitise plates and films, and then develop
in subdued light ?
J. I. (Nelson.)

In the case of desensitising plates you
must have a room that is perfectly dark
in which you can load up the plates and
then desensitise them before developmenT. You can then carry out the
actual development in weak artificial
light. When it comes to roll films, the
obvious method is to use a development
tank, which does not involve a perfectly
dark room at all.
Colour

Filter.

I have a Kodak colour filter. Can I use it with
panchromatic film ? WTrat increase in exposure
would be needed ?
G. A. H. (Bristol.)

Kodak colour filter means nothing
definite at all. If it is of a pale yellow
colour you can certainly use it with
panchromatic roll film, but it is impos¬
sible to say what will be the necessary
increase of exposure, as no filter has the
same factor for all sensitive materials.
Size.

I have a fixed-focus enlarger which enlarges to
9x12 cm. size, but am toll that paper of this
size is not obtainable. Is this so ?
J. T. (Bradford.)

We do not know who informed you
that you could not obtain paper in
gx 12 centimetre size ; at any rate the
information is absolutely incorrect. Any
of the well-known paper makers supply
all their different brands and grades in
this size.
Selling

Photographs.

Can you give me the address of a London agent
who would sell my photographs ?
O. D. (Winnipeg.)

made, and in particular
G. R. W. (Dowlais.)

Articles have been published from
time to time on the making of camera
bellows, but it is necessary to have
diagrams and so on, and the matter is
certainly not sufficiently simple to be
dealt with as a reply to a question. The
making of bellows accurately is a
matter of considerable difficulty and
technical skill. Any form of bellows can
be bought, or made to order.
Making

up Solution.

In a fonnula you published so lium sulphite was
mentioned. Does this mean crystals or the
desiccated
mentioned

kin l ? Does the " Winchester quart "
refer to the 8o oz^ of water to be used ?
N. H. (Corry, U.S.A.)

W’hen sodium sulphite is mentioned
without any qualifica'tion it refers to
the crystals. If you use the anhydrous
form you take only half the weight
stated. A Winchester quart is a large
bottle, generally blue in colour, which
will hold 80 oz. of fluid.
Clouds

and

Landscape.

I am using a filter for cloud and landscape subjects.
The clouds appear on the negative, but not on
the print. Can you tell me why ?
C. D. C. (Stroud Green.)

We have frequently explained the
reason for the trouble you name. It
is not always possible to get sky and
landscape so that both have proper
printing value. Your only chance is
to give an exposure that is full enough for
the landscape, and then to cut down
development so that the sky does not
become too dense. In other words,
you should treat the subject as one of
extreme contrast. The character of
the printing paper employed has a good
deal to do with the result also, a soft
grade of paper generally being indicated.
Transferotype.
You mention a bromiie paper, the emulsion of
which can be transferrel to another support.
What

paper is this, anJ where can it be obtained
R. F. M. (Chicago.)

?

The paper referred to is Kodak
Transferotype, which you can no doubt
get through any local Kodak agency.
Time

Continental

Bellows.

is a camera bellows
is it pleated ?

and

Temperature.

Is there a publication , which gives time and
temperature tables for development of plates and
films with different developers ? W. T. (Hull.)

There is no publication which will
give time and temperature tables for
all developers and all makes of sensitive
material. You will find very good and
full information on the whole question
of time and temperature development
in the Watkins handbook. In many
cases you will have to construct a table
for yourself, according to the instructions
there given.
Mount

Cutting.

Can you tell me of a book giving clear instructions
for making bevelled cut-out mounts as seen at
pnoto^raphic exhibitions ? A. N. (Hitchin.)

We do not think you will stand much
chance of selling Canadian photographs
through a London agency, but you might
communicate with Photopress, Ltd., of

We know of no book giving instructions
on mount cutting, and it is very seldom
that mounts of this kind are used at

10, Johnson’s Court, Fleet Street, E.C.4.

photographic

exhibitions.
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Business Notices

Notes

OFFlCES.—Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams :
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ”
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles 17;4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other
abroad 19/8 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES.- Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to Iliffe
Limited.

Displayed Adverlisemenls

on Advertisement

matters

should

be addressed

: The

“ Cyclist,
is on sale
countries

Advertisement

Readers

who

Deposit System

hesitate to send money

ICARETTE, 4JX2i, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, D.A.

Compnr, finder magnifier, morocco case ; as
new, £8/10 ; deposit system. — Box 6536, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[5475

NOTICE.

In accordance with the Notice that ap¬
peared last week, the latest date upon
which Miscellaneous Advertisements could
be accepted for the above issue was FIRST

Etui 9x12 cm. or i-pl., Zeiss Triotar f/6.3,

Compur, 1 to l/250th sec., F.P.A.', 6 slides, as
new, £4/10 ; Postcard Kodak, 15/-. — 26, Evanston
Avenue, London, E.4.
[5551

POST,

WEDNESDAY,

APRIL

12th.

31x24 Zodel Special, f/3.8, 3 slides, F.P.A,, case,

2 tripod, F.P. tank, dishes, print trimmer,
film wallet, £4/15. — Henry, 23, Lodge Rd.,
Southampton.
[5574
Lukos anastigmat f/4.5, Compur shutter, rising
and cross front, radial focussing, 6 dark slides,
new velvet-lined leather case ; excellent condition,
£4/15 : bargain. — Miss Kirkpatrick, 163, Ashton
New Rd., Beswick, Manchester.
[5575

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

2 2 Autochrome, F.P.A., Proxar lens, Zeiss
filter in cell, tripod, leather case ; new condition,
£9. — Manson, 20, Fifth Avenue, Bangor, N. Ireland.

Mr. R. L. Green, tiading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street Edmonton,
London, N.IS.
For some considerable time we have refused to

[5578
COCARETTE,
Tessar forf/4.5,
rising
front, case, 31x21,
£6 ; exchange
EtuiCompur,
or Rolleiflex
;

insert his advertisements

WARNING

31 X 2i Zeiss Ideal, f/4.5 Tessar Compur, 6 slides,

alx21 Foth f/4.5 Roll Film, 3-speed delayedaction

shutter ;

excellent

condition,

YOU

CAN

in “ The Amateur

Photo¬

grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods in exchange for others or to purchase
for Cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

Zeiss Magnar Telephoto, 18-in., £3/10 ; Soho
Magnifiers, 11/- ; J-pl. Abbeydale Enlarger, Cooke
f/4.5, £7. — Glenthorne, Bieldside, Aberdeen. [5579
2

leather

[5581
DEAL

may

deal in perfect safety by

I CAMERAS

AND

LENSES~|

1-PLATE Zodel. D.A. Compur shutter, double
4 extension, rising front, direct and reflex
tinders, f/4.5 anastigmat, 6 slides, F.P.A., leather
case, lock and key, all absolutely new condition,
deposit system ; cost £9/9 ; bargain for £4/4. —
Fergusson, Main St., Ballymoney, Co. Antrim. [5582

FCJLDING Postcard Reflex, 8i-in. anastigmat lens

f/4.5, 3 double slides, F.P.A., revolving back,
speeds up to 1 /800th sec., leather case, good
order, £1()/10 ; also 4Jx3i Bentzin Folding Reflex,
Zeiss f/4.5, revolving back, F.P.A., 3 double slides,
speeds up to 1/1. 000th, leather case, £6/10. —
W. Davies, 237, High St., Brentford. Phone, Ealing
6293.
[5583

COMPLETE Outfit for Studio and “ At Home ”

Regular Ensign 31x2i, plates and roll films,

case, 32/6. — Birch, 119, Hertford Rd., N.l.

persons

5 - : over £75 and under £100, 7 6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half
per cent. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London,
S.E.l, and cheques and money orders should be mads payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

IMPORTANT

and’f/5.6case
Telephoto,
3 duralumin
and
F.P.A.,
; cost £70
; accept D.D.
£35/10.slides
— Weller,
Aquarium, Brighton.
[5264

to unknown

period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If a sale is
effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to
return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no sale,
and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which
we take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75,

Owing to the Easter Holidays, the next
Issue of “ THE
AMATEUR
PHOTO¬
GRAPHER
AND CINEMATOGRAPHER”
(dated April 19th) is closing for press
earlier than usual.

f/4.5 anastigmat

every care

availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with “ The
Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after which

FRIDAY, for the following week’s issue, or one day eariier at the Branch Ofllces, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guiidhail Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;
260, Deansgate, Manchester, 3 ; 26b, Renfleld Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first foliowing in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

Reflex, Ross Xpres

being untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as remittances.

Special Note

instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
insertions, 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
Ail advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Olllce, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post

A FIRST-CLASS ' Bargain. — Newman & Guardia

C'r^

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no answer to their enquiries are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.

Prepaid Adveriisements

LENSES

Ar

1

charges, which must include the words “Box 000, cd ‘ The Amateur Photographer’.”
Replies should be addressed : “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us to
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
“ Deposit System ” is recommended.

and Sons

AND EXCHANGE : AMATEURS
ONLY
12 words or less .
1/Id. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
12 words or less .
2/6
2;d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is piaced in advance, and in the absence of fresh

Folding

{Supplement)

BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience’ of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement

SALE

AND

and Cinematographer

The
Proprietors
not responsibie for clerical or printer’s errors, although
is taken
to avoid are
mistakes.

Manager, “The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.l. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any particuiar
week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in the week previous.
Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.

CAMERAS

Photographer

Postal Orders sent in payment for Advertisements should be
made payable to ILIFFE AND SONS LTD., and crossed

Publishing

Communications

Amaleur

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

Portraiture. — Adams’ Challenge i-pl. Ma¬
hogany Folding Camera, square bellows, 18-in.
extension, fitted internally with Packard-Ideal 3i-in.
silent shutter, 3 double book-form slides, 11-in.
Dallmeyer Patent Portrait lens f/4, with diffusing
attachment, lens panel (flange attached), also fits’
Soho i-pl. Reflex, Corona portable studio stand,
with tiiting table top ; all in good condition,
and perfect working order, £10 ; would separate.
— Fielder, 74, Napier Court, Hurlingham, S.W.6.

Folding Reflex, Mentor 3ix2i, Carl Zeiss Tessar

f/4.5, 24 slides. F.P.A., R.F.A., leather case.
£9 or nearest. — 57, The Gallop, Sutton.
[5587
[5584
2 ments, Zeiss Tessar 1/4.5, Compur shutter,
3 slides, F.P.A. ; new condition, £6/l(). — Richards,
11, Woodoote Rd., Wallington, Surrey.
[5588

31x2i Zeiss Trona, double extension, all move-

31x2i
Ail-Distance
Tricho 25/-.
shutter,
silk
4
case,
as new Ensign,
; bargain,
— -Fidler,

Ashleigh, Haltwhistle,
DEPOSIT

Northumberland.

[5595

SYSTEM.
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AMATEUR

Corapur0
D.A. front,
f/4.5,rising
Tessar .sec.,
31x21,i toZeiss1,250th
Etui,shiitter,
plate-holders, R.F.A. and F.P.A. ; perfect con¬

PHOTOGRAPHER

WANTED,

ADAMS’ Idento J-pl., Ross lens, 3 double slides ;
Sanderson de Luxe, l-pl. Model, triple ex¬

-

cost £16, for £4/4 ; Several Anastigmatic
Lenses, Tripods, Books on Photography. — Dunning,
Castle Rd., Ventnor.
[5591

tension, 3-foci Goerz anastigmat, 7i-in. focus,
Goerz sector shutter, } to 1/ 150th sec., Goerz
detachable focal-plane back, 6 D.D. slides,
Mackenzie-VVishart slide and 6 envelopes, new
Graflex roll-fllin holder and F.P.A. , 2-in. K 1
Wratten filter and holder. Queen Bee meter and
case, Jaynay tripod and tilting top, stiff canvas
case :
perfect condition, £8/10. — Butler, 9,
Clifton St., Carlisle.
[5592

y.P. Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, new pattern

Compur, velvet-lined pocket case, as new,
£7/7; wanted V.P. Plate or 34x24 Etui. — ^Rowe,
826, Hainton Avenue, Grimsby.
[5594

31x2i
Dallmeyer
PressrisingReflex,
2 double
extension,
front,Dallmeyer
reversing f/4.5,
back,

6 slides. F.P.A., roll-film holder, filter, beautiful
leather case ; lovely condition, £8. — Frith, 17,
Cecil Rd., Erdington, Birmingham.
[5597

ROSS 12-in. Telecentric Lens f/6.8, suit i-pl.,

bargain, £4/10 ; Ernemann Folding Camera,
f/6.8 lens, F.P.A., 9-cra., no slides,. 10/-. — Box
6616, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [5598
l-PLATE T.-P. Ruby Reflex, Wizard slide, 12
4
envelopes,
no lens, £3
; i-pl.
W'atson lens,
Argus3
Reflex,
triple extension,
f/6.5
Holo.stigmat
double slides and case, £3/10 ; wanted i-pl.
Soho Reflex, no lens. — Box 6617, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[5599

Kodak la Junior Folding, anastigmat, leather

case, 37/6 ; 2a Box Brownie, canvas case, 7/6 ;
Kodak Developing Outfit, all accessories, almost
new, 27/6 ; Metal Telescopic Tripod, leather
case, 20/- ; or all in one lot, £4/4 ; all in excellent
condition. — W., 86, High Rd., Willesden Green,
N.W.IO.
[5600
1-PLATE Ensign Popular Reflex, t/4.5, 12 slides,
4 F.P.A., leather case, £5. — F. Sumpner, 55,
Woodcote Rd., Wanstead.
[5602

Photographic

SUPER Doz.
PLATES.

4J-x3i

6^x41

1/3
1/9

5ix3i

2/5.

3 6/9
doz.
3/6

Goerz Tenax 31x2} Roll Film, Dogmar f/4.5,

Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., in leather
case ; unmarked, £7. — Smith, 24, Cavendish Avenue,
Eastbourne.
[5613

31x21
Zeissde Ikon
f/4.5,; asD.A.
4 shutter,
luxe Ikonta,
leather case
new, Telma
£5. —
Elenor, 15, Adelaide Crescent, Weymouth. [5615
COSTl/250th,
£8/2, F.P.A.,
Zodel Special,
D.A.leather
Compur,case 1;
9 slides,f/3.8,
release,
all new ; perfect, £5. — 38, Prince Edward
Denton.

- ^

4 Below.
31x21
Goerz Tenax, Dogmar f/4.5, Compur, £4. —
41x31
Ideal Sibyl,3, Ross
XpresAvenue,
f/4.5,
4 £7. —N. E.& G.L.NewDunnett,
Ascott
Ealing.
[5620
alx2}
Zeiss
Palmos,
Tessar
f/2.9
and
inter2 changeable f/6.3 Tele Tessar (18-cm.), focalplane, l/750th, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., case ; as
new, £16.— BM/YYS6,
30

London,

W.C.l.

[5622
BE

2ix2}, Tessar f/4.6, new Compur,
N Rolleiflex,
East Close, Fartown, Huddersfield.
[5631

i ffross

50 1/6, 100 2/6.
; Pyro. 1/- ;
Pot. Meta., 3d.
and D. & P.
Special List.

SERVICE
We allow approximately two-thirds
the price paid for modern cameras
as part payment for new cameras of
the following manufacture : Zeiss
Ikon, Contax, Miroflex, Trona,
Maximar, etc., Leitz Leica, N. & G.
Sibyl and Folding ReSex, Rolleiflex,
Thornton-Pickard and Soho Reflex,
Patbe and Kodak Cine Snpplies,
also Patent ETUI Cameras.
CAMERAS AS PART PAYMENT
MUST BE SUBJECT TO APPROVAL,
Write, stating exactly what you have
as part payment, the price paid and
date purchased, with particulars
also of new apparatus required.

YOUR CHANCE aCcViB
SECONO-HAND

pur, 11 slides. Distar, Wratten filter, leather
case, de luxe tripod, with B. & S. head in case ;
all as new ; only used 3 weeks ; £11/10, approval
deposit. — Box 6625, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[5630

.

.. 22
1/-

•Xe^change

BARGAINS

41»31 Ihagee. f,4.5. Ibaor .
Zeiss Ikon Lloyd, f''4.5 Zeiaa .
31-21 Graflex, f,4.5 Zeiss .
6 ■ 6 Rolleiflex, f/4.3 Zeiss .
31 X 21 Mentor Focal-plane, f/3.5 Cassar .
Coronet Cine Camera, witti 2 chargers, f 3.9 lens, and
lot. like new .
31 X 21 Film, f/4.5, 3-8peed (3 only) .
31x21 Contessa, f/6.3. Derval .
No. 1 Leica, f/3.5, with range-flnder .
41x31 Ensign Reflex, f;4.5 .
No. 1 Leica, Hektor f/2.5 (like new) .
P.C. Ross Panros Focal-plane, Xpres f/4.5. slides, case
Jnstophot, Exposure Meter .
Orange and Baby Electric Covers .

£3 10 0
£9 17 6
£11 17 6
£12 17 6
£6 17 6
Prolector,
£3 3 6
£2 12 6
£1 19 6
£9 17 6
£4 17 6
£12 10 0
£10 10 0
Ids. 6d.
2s. 9d

de

luxe

case ;

excellent

order, £8/15.— 6,

9x12 cm. Minimum Palmos Press Camera, f/4.6

Tessar, focal-plane, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th sec.,
3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., sky filter, leather case ; ,
splendid condition, £11/11. — ^F. Thein, Warrenhurst,
Ballards Lane, Finchley, N.3.
[5632
leather
tank ;
as new f/4.5,
; what
offers.
T.-P.
Reflex,case,3Jx2i,
Dallmeyer
6 slides,
— Beere, Townsclifle Lane, Marple Bridge. [5633
Leica
condition
new, fitted
with
f/3.5 Model
Elmar,I, £6/10.
— 5, as
Cambridge
Gardens,
Winchmore Hill.
[5634
Babyslides,speedF.P.A.,
Dallmeyer,
f/2.9 Pentac,
3 double
£12 ; Dallon
Telephoto,
6-in.
f/6.5, £4. — 2, Hayes Lane, Bromley, Kent. [5635
f/6.8, 6Hn., de3 Luxe,
to l/150th
D.D. slides,
SANDERSON
5x4, sec.,
Beck6 anastigmatic
F.P.A., case ; also lantern house, 6-in. condenser,

and negative carrier to fit above, the whole com¬
plete and in good order, £5. — -G. Desforgea,
Wentworth, Rotherham.
[5636

F/6.3, 3}x2i, Salex Anastigmat, Folding, F.P.A.,

speeded shutter, rise, fall front, cable release ;
perfect, £1. — Trow, Dorothy Terrace, Sacriston,
Durham.
•
[5639

4 speeded
1 to f/6.3,
1/lOOth
level,
41x2J
Goerz Tenax,
risingsec.,front,spirit
focussing,

£4. — Bennett, 66, Featherstone Rd., King’s Heath,
Birmingham.
[5640
l-PLA'TB Minex de Luxe Reflex, 7i-in. Zeiss Tessar
4 f/4.5, pigskin case, £20; also 34x2^ New
Ideal Sibyl, Dallmeyer f/4.5 lens, 6 single, 3 double
slides, F.P.A., filters, case, £12 ; sale or exchange. —
Address, Camera, 37, East Hill, Wandsworth,
S.W.18. Phone, Battersea 4343.
[5641

31x21 Roll Film Ensign Carbine, f/4.5 Ensar

4 anastigmat lens, in Compur shutter, depth
of focus scale and lens hood ; perfect condition,
£5 : offers. — A. G. Moorhouse, 83, Jesmond Rd.,
Newcastle-on-Tyne.
[5643
1-PLATE National Field, universal movements,
4 Beck lens, Pickard shutter, 3 double slides,
special tripod, case ; cost £4/10 ; unused, 20/-. —
47, London Rd., Clapton.
[5646
1-PLATE T.-P. Junior Reflex, T to 1/1, 000th,
4 f/4.5 Cooke H, 3 slides, F.P.A., rising front,
revolving back and screen, leather case, £6. —
18, Harcourt Hill, Bristol.
[5647

Ensign No. 6 Tropical Folding Roll Film, 3ix2i,

Dallmeyer Serrac f/4.5, Compur, 1 to l/250th
sec., focussing, rising front, brilliant finder,
£3/15, in leather case. — Smith, 106, High Rd.,
Ilford.
[5648

31x2i Goerz Manufoc Tenax, f/3.5 Dogmar, in

2 Compur, 6 slides, pack and roll film adapters,
leather case, tripods, Watkins time tank, etc. ;
whole outfit cost over £20 ; perfect condition, £8. —
Box 6629, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [5649

F/4.5 Goerz Tenax, 3ix2i, Compur, D.E., F.P.A.,

3 slides ; as new, £8. — Box 6630, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[5650
1-PLATE Ensign Klito de Luxe, just overhauled by
4 makers, f/6.8, l/5th to 1/lOOth sec., B. and T.,
rising front, F.P.A., 9 slides, leather case ; cost

Special Developing and Printing Service
for small film users. Contax, Leica.
3x4 cm., V.P. size, 31x21 Films
Developed and Postcard Enlargement
from each exposure. Developing 6d.
Postcards 2d. each. Write for special
envelopes.

£11 : accept £7 ; deposit. — Box 6631, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[5651

EVERYTHING UNDER OUR AMATEUR SERVICE,
POST PAID. SEND FOR DE LUXE BOOKLET.

4 lens, Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec. ; good
condition, £3/15. — 22, Veronica Rd., Balham, S.W.17.
Streatham 1905.
[5652

-ALLENS-

and distant, 25/- ; also Kodak i-pl., Ross
Homocentric f/6.3, fully-speeded shutter, 35/-. —
Smith, 8, Farringdon Avenue, E.C.4. Central 1737.

MIROFLEX Combined Press Reflex, 9X12, f/4.5

Crescent,
[5619

. 1/10
16

3,-

Avenue,
[5617

31x21
Dallmeyer
Speed Roll
Filmslides.
and Alpha
Plate,
4 Pentac
f/2.9, Compur,
6 single

3tx2J
4}x2J

Photo¬
[5628

ZEISS Ideal, 3ix24, Tessar f/4.5, delayed Com¬

PAPER.
Gross.
..
2/6
1/6
. 3/6
. 3/6

5/-

Zeiss Tessar, 6 slides, F.P.A., leather case ;
new condition ; cost £50 ; exceptional bargain, £19.
— Payne, 52, Bedford Avenue, Barnet.
[5618
filter, £8, — C. A. Barber, 4, Prospect
Harrogate.

cost £26. — Box 6623, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

L ALLENS
X CAMERA

Leica Model 2, latest automatic focussing, Elmar

3 A Auto. Kodak Special, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar lens,

GASLIGHT

SUPER POSTCARDS (Bromide or GasUght),
CHEMICALS. — Metol, 1 4 ; Amidol, 1/2
Pot. Bromide, 4d. ; Hydrokinone. lOd. ;
M.Q. Packets, 6 for 10|d.
Special terms to Commercial Photographers
Finishers.
Write or call for

f/3.5, ever-ready case, lens hood ; brand new,
£16. — Robinson, 28, Buckingham Rd., Wanstead.

in Compur shutter, rising and cross front,
tripod, leather case ; offers to — 15, Douglas Rd.,
Sheffield, 3.
’
[5612

SUPER
2ixli

4ix31
8/6
other sizes pro rata.

COMPLETE Leica Outfit. — Model I Camera, with

ROLLEIFLEX, non-auto., Proxars, filter, case,

ZEISS Miniature press, 44x6 cm., f/3.5 Zeiss

Tessar, focal-plane shutter, direct brilliant
finder, 12 slides, F.P.A., leather case ; as new, £9 ;

Products

2-in. 1/3.5 Elmar lens, interchangeable with
4-in. f/5.6 Dallon, developing drum, 2 stands
and dishes, variable enlarger ” Files ” with f/3.5
lens, printing-board, and orange filter ; accessories
include range-finder, 3 spare chargers, 2 yellow
filters, lens hood and 3 cases ; present list price over
£45 ; offered, complete, for £18/18, or near offer.
— Box 6618, c/o " The Amateur Photographer.” [5603

[5604
tank ; splendid condition, £12, or best offer. —
Carr, Brantwood, Whickham, Nr. Newcastle-onTyne.
[5606
Qlx2} Icarette Roll Film Plate, Type 551/2,
O4
double extension, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, delayedaction Compur, focussing screen, 6 slides, leather
case, Zeiss filter ; camera as new, £10/10. —
Whitwell, St. Gabriels, Parklands Drive, Broughton,
Preston.
[5608

ZEISS Ikon Miroflex, latest type, practically new,

Super

3Vx2J

LENSEI^

Zeiss Tessar t/2.7 lens, up to 1/2, 000th sec.,
complete with screen, filter, leather case, etc., £39.
— H. Harris, 80, Wardour St., W.l.
[5624 ,
1-PLATE, Amar f/6.8 lens, screen, etc. ; all '
4 movements, perfect, 37/- ; exchanges ; wanted
Reflex. — Holliday, 5, Davison St., Lingdale, Boosbeck, Yorks.
[5626

SUPER -

Quality
Guaranteed
Material*

AND

TT'OIGTLANDER Brilliant, f/7.7, used once, perfect,
T 45/- ; wanted Slides for 2ix3i T.-P. Reflex.
— Gill, Healey House, Huddersfield.
[5623

to try —

Allens

dition : listed £14, for .£8 ; deposit system. —
Humble, 36. Berkeley Terrace, Glasgow, C.3. [5589

I CAIIIIBRAS

50,000 PHOTOGRAPHERS
—

12. 1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

168, OLDHAM RO., MANCHESTER, 4
-

WISE

Phone:

IN

CENTRAL

TIME— USE

OUR

9480

-

DEPOSIT

41x31 Contessa Nettel Film Camera, Zeiss Triotar

Agfa RoH Film, six 21, f/8.8 anastigmat, near

AMATEUR’S Outfit, comprising Reflex, electric

enlarger (both 31x24), dishes, etc. ; cost
£22/10 ; cash offer wanted immediately. — Write,
I 110, Baird St., W. Bowling, Bradford. [5655
[5665

SYSTEM.

April

12,

THE

1933

I OAMBRAS

AND

AMATEUR

LENSES

|

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

a

ERVICE”
S
VALUES

31x21' Agfa Camera, unused; sacrifice at 4/6.

4 — Ronald, below.
1-PLATE Zodel, with f/6.8 anastigmat, 8 slides
4 and F.P.A., in case > perfect condition ; sacri¬
fice, £3/10.— Ronald, 15, Hodford Rd., N.W.ll.
Callers, appointment.
[5656
1-PLATE Ica Trona, Tessar f/4.5. Distar, 3 yellow
4 filters, 6 slides, F.P.A., leather case, £8 ;
i-pl. Ensign Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, revolving back,
1 Agfa filter, F.P.A., 2 Graflex plate or cut-film
magazines, fibre carrying-case, £7/15. — Jefferies,
2, Worcester Terrace, Clifton, Bristol.
[5657

Double

LEICA,
F.P., Elmar
4-in. intermediate,
Telephoto, distance
meter,f/3.5,
spareDallon
filmholders, case, £9. — R., 85, Warrington
Maida Vale, London, W.9.

Crescent,
[5659

holder, Zeiss Distar lens, leatlier case ;
condition, .£4/15. — Below.

excellent

payments
RoU*fllm

.

3x4

cm.
16 exposures

t ^ X li in.
on V.P.

Deposit

WITH

MAKER’S

NO. 1 3}x2} Pocket Kodak Special, focussing

(autographic), reversible finder, fitted Kodak
anastigmat f/4.5, Kodamatic shutter, } to l/200th
and time, cable release and leather case ; list price
£13/18 : our price £9.
1-PLATE Popular Pressman Reflex, rack focussing,
4 sky-stiade, rising front, deep triple focussing hood,
reversing back, quick-wind focal-plane shutter
to 1/1, 000th and time, fitted Beck Mutar f/4.5,
6 slides ; a bargain, £6/15.

GUARANTEE

No. 6 31x2} W.-P. ENSIGN
CARBINE
rising front, brilliant and direct wirefinders. f/4.5 Ensar anastigmat lens,
t'oiiiimr shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th

Cash £5:0:0

sec., T. and

focussing, rising
deep triple
focussing
POSTCARD
Popularfront,
Pressman
Reflex,
rack
hood, direct finder, focal-plane shutter, l/15th to

B.

[5672

lens,Carbine,
Deltax 3ix2i,
3-speed shutter
; first-class
con¬
W'.-P.
Aldis f/7.7
anastigmat
dition, 37/6. — 105, Alexandra Rd., Burt.on-on-

Or

monthly

Trent.
[5674
T)BAU Brownie (3ix2}), Portrait attachment ;
U
cost 24/- ; as new, 14/-. — Clark, 31, Carlton
St., West Hartlepool.
[5675

for 31x21

T.-P. i-pl. Special Ruby Reflex, 1/lOth to

NO. 1 Autographic Junior Kodak, hide case, brand

Boll

Films,

Cash

Or 9 equal monthly

Etui, i-pl., D. anastigmat f/4.5, Compur, 1 to

new, 19/6 ; 4-in. Ro.ss Goerz f/7.7, perfect,
20/- ; 6-in. Ditto, 22/6 ; 9i-in. R.R. , perfect, iris,
5/- ; two No. 8 Kodak Portrait Attachments, 1/each ; Zeiss Lens Hood,' IJ-in., 4/- ; Ashford
Giraffe Tripod, 12/6. — Allan, 91, Sanda St.,
Glasgow, N.W.
[5685

of 10/*

£4:7:6

Compur, 10.5-cm., f/4.5 Tessar, 6 single
slides, cost £10/10 year ago ; accept £6/5. —
Shrieves, 19, Reginald Rd., Bearwood, Smethwick.

Pocket Models, for which he will consider any
reasonable offer ; no dealers ; seen by appointment
only.— E. M. Corva,1a, 4, Gordon St., W.C.l. [5683

payments

of

10/6.

“SERVICE”
—
GASLIGHT AND
PAPERS
ATES
PLBROMIDE
Tip-Top Material — At very low costs.
WRITE

FOR

PRICE

LIST.

1/1, 000th and time, fitted Cooke Butcher anas¬
tigmat f/4.5, 9 slides, F.P.A. ; a bargain, £7/10.

POSTCARD Zeiss Ikon Nixie Roll Film Camera,

double extension, high rack rising and cross
front, reversible finder, spirit level, wire-frame
finder, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter, 1 to
1 /200th and time, 6 slides and leather case ; as
new, £12.
1 ^-MM.
Thornton-Pickard
Cine Camera,
AO
footage
indicator, fitted Ruby
f/1.9 Dallmeyer
lens,
and leather case ; cost £37/17/6 ; our price £5/10.

NO. list1 Kodascope
40x30,£2/10.in wooden box ;
price £5 ;Screen,
our price
31x2}
Marions
Reflex,
racktriple
focussing,
rack
2 rising
front, Soho
sky-shade,
deep
detachable
focussing hood, revolving back, quick-wind focalplane shutter to l/800th and time, fitted Dallmeyer
Serrac f/4.5, 3 D.P. holders and leather case, £12/10.

KINAMO SIO Cine Camera, with spring motor,

for 32 ft. sub-standard 16-mm. film, Tessar
f/2.7, filter and leather case ; fine order, £14.

experienced
estimate given
Repairs
to allworkmen
makes of; apparatus
executedbeforeby
proceeding.
payment system
please ask onforourdetails.
Apparatus
can be; purchased
deferred
possible results.
Quickand
service.
Developing,
Printing
Enlarging, best

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St.,
W.l.

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines). Established 1889.

[OOlO

thirds (approximately)
allowed modern
ROLLEIELEX,
Latest Automatic
Model, cam¬
twoeras, part payment, subject approval. — Allens,

168, Oldham Rd., Manchester,
page Supplement 2.

9X12back,cm. self-capping
Ernemann Folding
Reflex,1/lOth
revolvingto
focal-plane,

4.

See advert,
[0087

Arthur GASK & CO. offer Exceptional Bargains

1/1, 500th, T. and B., 6J-in. f/8.5 Ernon lens,
3 double plate-holders, 24 cut film changingbox, F.P.A. ; splendid condition, £25 ; cost over
£70 ; seen by appointment. — 26, Brightside Rd.,
Hither Green, S.E.13.
[5687

l-PLATE Field, slides, case, 25/-. — Write, Damsell,
4 18, Redland Park, Bristol.
[5694

9

brilliant and direct wirefioders, t/4.5 Ensign
anastigmat lene, Compur
shutter.

IHAGEE, 3ix2i, double extension, latest tvpe

Amateur
Obliged toCameras,
Give Upincluding
is Disposing
of
several First-class
Miroflex
1/2.7, Ermanox f/1.8, also Zeiss and Kodak

payments

and

No. 5 ENSIGN
CARBINE

l/l,000th, auto, stop, revolving back,
Cooke 1/4.5 anastigmat, 12 single holders, case, £7,
— Edge, 333, Green Lane, Bolton.
[5676

[5678
l/200th sec., F.P.A., 6 slides ; as new, £3, or
offer. — C. H., 57, Foxberry Rd., Brockley, S.E.4.
[5681

15./- deposit

Our , reputation

plane shutter, 1/lOth to l/800th and time,
fitted f/2.9 Pentac, also 9-in. Dallon Telephoto lens,
magnifiers, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., and leather case ;
list price £44/11 ; our price £21/7/6.

REDUCED PRICE — NEW
ENSIGN CARBINE CAMERAS

3 A leather
Roll Film
R.R.35/-.lens,
case ;Kodak,
as new,
— H.,B.B.
38, shutter,
Avenue
S.E.20.
[5671
y.P.K.,
Cooke 27/6.
f/6.5,— focussing
anastigmat, case,
accessories,
Below.
5X4,speeded
Cookeshiitter,
t/6.5 good
anastigmat,
condition,6.08
17/6,in.or focus,
with
5x4 roll film camera, 22/6; exchanges considered.

for cash.

2 front,
sky-shade,
focussing,
deep rising
triple
41X6
Dallmeyer
Babyrack Speed
Reflex,
focussing hood, revolving back, quick-wind focal-

10/- ;

9 payments of 10/-.
Case, extra 5/-.

Rd.,

W.l, the camera
specialists, 122,
offer the
following
NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA,
Regent
St.,
bargains.
All days’
Apparatus
guaranteed
and sentSaleable,
on 5
approvalfully
against
full deposit.
up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole

NO. 14 la Ensign Carbine Roll Film Camera,

"oTi!' £4:12:6
Or

[5668

focussing adjustment, rising front, reversible
finder, wire-frame finder, fitted Tessar f/4.5, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/250th and time, leather case ;
list price £12/8/6 ; our price £6/15.

Anastigmat, Telniar shutter, delayedaction. l/25th to 1/lOUth sec.. T. and
It. Kelease. Usual price £8 128- 6d.

.lean,
[5666

Trade.

payment or purchased
is your guarantee.

film.

All-metal body, leather covered.
Direct-viiiion finder. F/4.5 Novar

SPEED Cameo, 3ix2J^, Ross Xpres f/4.5, Compur,

St., Hull.

15s. Od.

ZEISS IKON
KOLIBRI

leather case ; as new, £9. — Sleath, Clipstone,
Mansfield.
[5667

— T. Sharpless, 212, Barnsley

— Darev,
Harper
Rd., Liverpool.
F/6.3new,Carl30/-.Zeiss,
Jena, 16,12-cm.,
in Compur
shutter,
[5607

IQh.

Here’s another Topping Bargain, and New !

31x2J Regular Ensign Roll Film and Plate,
slide,

00/. Butcher’s Roll P’ilm Carbine, 3}x2.}, Aldis
/yO/
anastigmat f/7.7 lens, rising front, focus¬
sing scale, direct-vision view-finder ; recently
overhauled. — D. Newstead, 19, Lytton Grove,
Putney.
[5669
.t?0/0 Graflex, 2}x3,l, revolving back, Kodak
O
f/4.5, film ihagazine, roll-holder ; recent,
£30. — “ Rotherwood,” May Avenue, Wollaton, Not¬
tingham.
[5670

of

Best Quality Leather
Case, extra 11s. 6d.

Adapter.

Bargain.
i-pl. RollF.P.A.
Film: Nixe,
Tessar
f/4.5,
double —
extension,
excellent
condition,
£7.— T. Cippico, 43, Hill St., W.l.
[5661
31x2J
Zodel rise,
de Luxe,
extension,
2 Compur,
cross, double
18 slides,
F.P.A., f/4.5,
roll-

2 Ross f/4.5, Compur, rise, cross,
leather case ;
as new, £5. — Shaw, St.
Elmbridge Rd., Gloucester.

ROSS-ZEISS
Anastigmat
9}-in.£2/ focus,
cover
plate 8} X 6}
; list £8/5 Lens,
; accept
10. — Below.
focus,
cover
plate
8x5;
list
£8/15
;
accept
ROSS-GOERZ
Double Anastigmat Lens, 8}-in.
£2/10. — Hutchinson, 32, Bracken Edge, Leeds, 8.

Or 10/- deposit and
10 equal monthly

21x3J T.-P. Duplex Reflex, double extension,

2 Dallon f/2.9, self-capping focal-plane shutter,
revolving back, 3 double slides, F.P.A., focussing
magnifier, £12. — Below.

1-PLATE Thornton-Pickard Imperial Field Camera,
2 triple extension, all movements, Ross Homocentric
f/6.3, Corapur, 3 double book-form slides, Ross
Telenegative outfit, Wr?,tten K 1, K 2, mounted
filters, stand, case, £6/10. — ^Knighton, 163, Ivor
Rd., Sparkhill, Birmingham.
[5691

S"£5:2:6

focussing, screen, 12 slides, F.P.A., leather case,
Watkins tank, beautiful outfit, £5 ; both new
condition. — 12, Wyatt Rd., Forest Gate.
[56.58

\

Baby
Helinox Enlarger,
as
new,Ikonta,
62/6. — f/6.3,
How, and
6, Prospect
Villas. Birchington, Kent.
[5689

extension,

Compur
shutter,
speeds 1 to l/250th
sec., T. and B.,
focussing screen, 2
metal slides and

KRAUSS
4ix6 f/4.5,
cm. Folding,
anastigmat
Compur Schneider
shutter, Xenar
scaled

LENSES

5x4 Press Focal-plane Camera, Goerz Celor f/4.8,

rising and
cross and
U*
front,
brilliant
direct wire-flnders,
Lukos
f/4.6
anastigmat
lens,

dual Corapur shutter,
focussing, case, £5/10 ;

AND

3

Mackenzie-Wishart slide ; good condition,
£7/10 ; approval deposit.— Briggs, 58, Sherwood Rd.,
Addiscombe, Croydon.
[5686

NEW3JX2' CAMEO
AT REDUCED PRICE

IHAGEE Folding Stereoscopic Roll Film, f/4.5

Zodellar anastigmats,
double finders, rackwork
cost £12/12. — Below.

I CAMERAS

(Supplement)

in Cine, Stereo and Every Type of Camera,
also Accessories ; write stating requirements to
50, Mortimer St., London, W.l. Phone, Museum
0537.
[5339

289, HIGH HOLBORN,

USEIOUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

LONDON.
AND

W.C.l

AVOID

ALL

CALL and Examine the 55/- Voigtlander Brilliant

at North London’s Foremost Camera Shop. —
Lewis, 5, Southbury Rd., Enfield.
[5663
RISK.

31

April

THE

4 [Supplement]

AMATEUR

CAMERAS

“BRILLIANT ’’-in
name, design
and results !
The new Voigtlander
Brilliant Camera,
though it resembles a
box camera in ap¬
pearance, must not be
confused with other
inexpensive models —
for it is unique, prac¬
tically a reflex and
certainly a technical
masterpiece, irrespec¬
tive of its low price.

PHOTOGRAPHER

AND

LENSES

CAMERAS Exchanged ; largest stock S. London ;

special attention to Pathescopes. — Humphrys,
269/-273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[5002
A . ADAMS & CO., LTD., Camera Manufacturers,
T\. 122, Wigraore St., Portraan Square, London,
W.l, late of 24, Charing Cross Rd., W.C.2.

new Leica,
condition,
LEITZ
f/3.5£12.Elmar lens, in pouch case ;
filter and case,
ROLLEIFLEX,
1/4.5£11. Zeiss Tessar lens, colour
COMPLETE
Leica
comprising
Leica
Camera, with
ElmarOutfit,
t/3.5, 5-cm.
Hektor f/2.5,

ALL-BRITISH
PHOTO PLATES & PAPER

5-cm. Elmar f/3.5, 3. 5-cm. Elmar f/4.5, 13. 5-cm.
Dallmeyer Super Six f/1.9 lenses, XJleja Projector,
angular view-finder, Megoflex, range-finder, colour
filters, cases, etc. ; cost over £100 ; accept £60.

GASLIGHT

1-PLATE Adams’ Minex de Luxe (recently overhauled),
4 f/6.3 Ross Zeiss Protar, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A.,
and best hide case ; cost £70 ; offered for £20.

Takes Standard 8-exposure 3^X2^ films, but gives
hand for
lists.Catalogue and complete second¬
Reflex view-finder is almost full size, and the WRITE
latest —models
of Leica,
Rollelflex
and stock
Cine of
Cameras.
A. Adams
& Co.,
Ltd.,
Focussing performed by the simple movement of Full
1’22, Wigmore St., London, W.l. Phone, Welbeck
3215.
[5627
Shoulder lanyard prevents movement or vibration
CINEMATOGRAPH APPARATUS
Equipped with Voigtlander anastigmat lenses
condition,
2 extra lenses,
2 spare lamps,
For
Sale. — Pathescope
Lux Projector,
perfect
inspection lamp, box carrying-case, £14 ; apply
deep metal hood

emphasises

turning lens mount
Landscapes, Groups
of the camera

ensuring

f/4.5 lens, in Compur

shutter. ... £8

Full particulars from Sands HunteFs

SANDS
37,

HUNTER

BEDFORD

& CO., LTD.

POST

CARD

Real Photo.

Best Quality only. From
12
144

PRINTING
customer’s
250

Vbepia

SPECIAL

AERIAL

11/6
12 6

717/6

TERMS

PHOTO

W.C.2

TO

own

negaiives

500

1,000

22/23-

40/42-

WHOLESALER^.

Co. Ltd .PETERBOROUGH

1000

H.

&

L
ROLEverywhere

D.

All

Sizes.

FILM

Send

FREE

W.6.

lamp, complete with resistance and case ;
condition absolutely as new ; must sell, £22/10. —

STANDARD

HYPO

ELIMINATOR

filter ; perfect,
ft., £4light
or
Motocamera
B, only
metreexposed
portrait650 lens,
nearest ; deposit system. — 144, Shelley
E.12.

MOWAT

92, Tottenham Lane, LONDON,

N.8

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

Your Film Developed and 1 Velox glared print made from each
negative : V.P. and 3J x2i. 8 exposures, 1/2, No. 116 (SJ x 4t)
1/6, 4tx3i 1/3, 5J X
1/8. 1^6 dozen, 1/- J dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen. 2/9 * dozen. 8*x6i ; 2'6
dozen, 1/6 J dozen, 6* x 42 enlargements, 2/- 20 x 16, 15 xl2 1/9,
12 X 10 1/3. 10 X 8 1/-. 8* X 6J 9d., 6^ x 4| 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH OF ALL ORDERS.
Sizes up to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered.
post paid except glass negativea.hvhen 3d. extra must
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.

32

CAMPION.

122,

East Park

Road,

YOU

All above
be added.

LEICESTER.

CAN

Photographer.”

DEAL

[5654

Avenue,
[5673

G. Ford,
Thurlow spare
Rd., lamps,
Hampstead.
PATHE
Lux 15,Projector,
case, £11.[5682—
PATHE
de Luxe
f/2.9 Rd.,
Zeiss Catford.
lens, 2
chargers,
£11. —Motocamera,
90, Montacute
PATHE
Motocamera
3 chargers
; excellent
condition,
£3/10. — B,
L. W.,
116, Meadowside.
[5688
Eltham, S.E.9.
[5690
PATHE
Luxe
Motocamera,
leather
case,
complete
set of
portrait
attachments,
filter,
waistlevel finder. Baby Cine Posograph, hardly used :

Photographic Chemist,
SPECIAL

QUOTATIONS

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

FOR

QUANTITIES.

THE

EXCHANGE
of

the

MIDLANDS
WE ARE THE BIRMINGHAM STOCKISTS
OF ALL MODERN HIGH-CLASS CAMERAS
AND APPARATUS, INCLUDING :
ENSIGN, ZEISS, KODAK,
ETUI, ROLLEIFLEX,
THOENTONPICKAED, DALLMEYER,
LEITZ, SOHO, CORONET, AGFA, NAGEL,
N. & G., IHAGEE, ERNEMANN,
ADAMS, VOIGTLANDER,
GOERZ,
SANDERSON,
ROTH
and PILOT.

SPECIAL

EASTER

PURCHASE

FROM

MAKERS

3i X 2i Agla Standard Roll Film Camera, with f/4.5 anastigmat and
5-speed shutter. List price £7 15s. Our price .
.
£4 4 0

LIMITED

NUMBER

ONLY,

Also 31 X 24 Agfa Speedex Roll Film Camera, with f/8.8 anastigmat
•and 3-speed snutter. List price £3 3s. Our price .
£1 17 6

EVERY

CAMERA

SHOP-SOILED

FULLY

CINE
CINE
CINE
CINE

CAMERAS
(9.5-mm.)
CAMERAS
(16-mm.)
PROJECTORS
(9.5-mm.)
PROJECTORS
(16-mm.)

EVERYTHING
EXCHANGES
SEE
CINE

from

. .
. .

FULLY
A

10

USED

CAMERAS

10s. 6d.
7s.
95. 6d.
6d.
£10 0 0
6d. 0
£13s.10
£4 19 6
£4 19
£1
19

„
„
„

£15 100
£30
0
0
£20
£37
£48
0
£2
2
£8 10

£17
£37

6
6

10

to

GUARANTEED.

,,

SPECIALITY.

THE
NEW
KODAK
EIGHT-20
CAMERA
AND
PROJECTOR
AT

GALLOWAYS
VICTORIA
SQUARE,

DEPOSIT

GUARANTEED.

ot SLIGHTLY-

FOLDING BOLL-FILM CAMERAS
Plate cameras
rellex
cameras
PRESS CAMERAS
BOX CAMERAS
.

Pathe Cine Camera, 45/- ; . 35/- Folding
Kodak, 14/6 ; 30/- Telescope, 15/-.- —
Wilson’s, Chemists, Wigan.
_
[5585
PERFECT

2/9 per 100.

SOUTHAMPTON

O K

IN

SOFT

MARTIN

Trade,

CINEMATOGRAPH Filins, Accessories ; standard

OR

OR BROMIDE

PLATES

beautiful condition ; cost £13/6 ; accept £9/9. —
Box 6634, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [5692

only : lists free ; sample 1/-. — Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[3523

MATTE

Special Rapid 300 H.D,
Iso Press 600 H.D.
3ix2i .. 1/3 per pkt. J Postcard. . 2/6 per pkt.
^i-plate . . 1/9 ,, „ I i-plate . . 3/6 „ ,,

PATHE Motocamera de Luxe, f/3.5 lens (scarcely

SHEFFIELD

.. 13/11

22/- per 1,000.
11/- per 500.
4/. Singles
or strips.

[5616

ROAD.

&

ORDINARY
GASLIGHT

KODATOY Hand Projector, super attachment,Drive,
used
[5593
Bargain.
— cine
perfect2 lenses,
order,
price £28
; costcamera
£200 ; (Moy),
with tripod,
filters, masks, 6 take-up boxes, etc. ; write for CAMERA
appointment. — A. Rooke, 21, St. Peters Square,

KODASCOPE Model B, self-threading, 250-watt

Photographic Dealer

DOES NOT MIX WITH HYPO, THUS THERE IS NO CHANGE
OF CHEMICAL.
IT DOES NOT TAKE
PLACE
OP HYPO.
EITHER ; THEREFORE
“ NOWAT
” IS GUARANTEED
NOT
TO DAMAGE
THE AFTER-EFFECTS.
“ NOWAT
” LOOSENS
HYPO IN TWO MINUTES, AND REMOVES
ALL THE CHEMI¬
CALS COMPLETELY.
3/- POST FREE.
COST EQUALS ONE
FARTHING
FOR NINE PRINTS, PLATES, OR FILMS.

OSBORNE

POSTCARDS,

OR

3 Grades

once, £2. — ^Forrest, 38, Southbrae
Glasgow, W.3.

9. EARLDOM

S. HERMER,

SILKY

VIGOROUS,

CORONET Cine Camera, f/3.9 lens, new condition,

[5516
30/-, or near offer. — Rutter, 6, Sherborne Rd.,
Southampton.
[557'7
0^/1 IV Complete Cine Outfit, Coronet Camera,
S/^/
Projector, 1 film and 2 chargers ; in
new condition ; only used few times ; owner buying
better outfit. — J. Philp, c/o Gout, Fern Lea Terrace,
St. Ives, Cornwall.
[5590

Box 6632, c/o “^The Amateur

IHE

5/6

GLOSSY,
5/4

Sloane St.

f/3.5 lens, in leather case-; absolutely as new,
£18. — Dix, Gray'rigg, Radford Bank, Stafford. [5642

for Price List.

1/- POST

C- 4VATERHOUSE.

42, Lower

Bell & HOWELL cine Camera, Model 75, Cooke

WANTED

Liberal Discounts.

SAMPLE

Popular

Dunedin,

been used), Willo cine meter for exposures, set of
Hermagis portrait attachments and light filter in
case, 8 unexposed films in chargers, and 3 empties,
Titra outfit with extra set of letters, also leather
carrying-case for camera and accessories ; offers ?
— Write to R. H. Stevens, of 73, Ladbroke Grove,
London, W.ll.
[5625

REGENT
AGENTS

letter only. — Lord

7/9 per gross

.. 12/.

5x4
Postcard

0
0

0

on request.

ST., STRAND,

9d.
lOd.

5

PAPERS

. .

10x8
I2x 10 .. 30/.
I5x 12 .. 45/.
20/.

exposing.

f/7.7 lens, in 2-speed shutter. . . .£2 15
f/6.3 lens, in 3-3peed shutter. ... £4 5

SKOPAR

8ix6i
8i-plale
x6

3/7

i-plate

positions :

perfect results.

"With VOIGTAR
With VOIGTAR
With

when

three

1/9 per gross

3ix2i
2ix4|

the brilliant image.

to one of
or Portraits.

BROMIDE

2/9PAPERS

V.P.

4 Zeiss Tessar lens, leather case ; cost £25 ;
offered lor £12.
1-PLATE Studio Camera by Farrow, all movements,
2 6 single slides, inside flap shutter ; bargain, £18.

twelve 2ix 2i in. pictures.

1933

Trade,

31x21 Adams’ Vesta Roll Film Model, Carl

★
★
★
★
★

12,

ADVERTISEMENTS

{oppoHte

O.P.O.)

SYSTEM,

Photographic Chemists

BIRMINGHAM

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

April

12,

THE

1933

AMATEUR

29,OOa

CINEMATOCRAPH

REGULARLY

jgVERYTHING

use

▼

APPARATUS

In almost every Dark¬
room can the Granville

for Movies. — Illustra Bargains.

1^/_
Iv//
1 pr /_
XtJl
Vir\!

and

/
TceJ/
invited.

motor drive, leather case.

Hlastralight Outfit, gives 6 ft. picture
from accumulators, mains models, 60/-.
Coronet Auto. Camera, as new ; other
9-mm. cameras from 55/- ; your inspection

pro / Anna May Wong in “ Show Life,” 4-reel
tJ\JI super ; big selection of 9-mm. fdms
available.

label he found

pr pr / Cooke Lens f/2.5, 47-mm. focus ; lenses of

TO-DAY

FOR

FREE

*J*jI ~ every de.scription in stock.
OO/
Standard Projector, gives 8-ft. picture,
from accumulators or mains,
opr / Kodak 16-mm. Projector, motor drive,
\J*Jl cooling fan, speed regulator ; all voltages,
tyo/
Motor Drive Standard Projector, with

LIST

GRANVILLE
LUXE PAPERS

I \JI

OV//

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gasliglit ; Vigorous
and Normal.
Sheets.

3ix2i Gross
4ix2|
4ix3i
5ix3i ..

..
..
..
..

2/9
3/7
4/.
5/4

6ix4n44
8ix6i 72
10x8 36
12x10 36

..
..
..
..

7/9
7/4
5/6
8/4

GRANVILLE
LUXE POSTCARDS

DE

201/., 50 1/9, 100 3/-, 500 13/6

GRANVILLE
UNSURPASSED
PLATES
100, 250, 350, 650, and
H.D. 425.

3ix2iIDoz... 1/3
4ix3i ., .. 1/10
5ix3i ., .. 2/10

Special Ortho

6ix43 1Doz... 3 9
8ix6ii „ .. 3/9

8ix6i 72
8/6
10x8 36 .. 6/6
12x10 36 .. 9/9

Telephone \
Telegrams j

AND

.

[5576

BIRMINGHAM

BRANCH

Corporation

CAMERA Wanted, good make ; i-pl. GraflexP241,
or
[5609
with negative
carrier.
— Kermeen,
Albert
WANTED.
— Condenser,
4J-in.,
mounted 36,preferred,
Rd., Widnes, Lancs.
[5610
similar ; give full particulars. — Bo.x
c/o 19-21, Corporation St., Birmingham.

Phone 847.

:

Street.

Telephoned

«

Telegrams/

Central 2482.

. .

BE

WANTED. — Extinction Type Exposure ’ Meter,
circuit —; A reasonable.
Proprietor,forFox50-volt
and
WANTED.
16-mm. —Projector,
Hounds Hotel, Eggesford, Devon.
[5637
Bewi preferred. — 219, Marsh
20.

WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

you

Cine

for the quick

Motocamera,

service.”
W. K. K , Ont., Canada.
improved model, f/3.5 on * 1 Q •

anas,
motor
drive, leather
condition
* lO front,
. U
i-pi.lens,
Goerz
Anschutz,
latest case.
Ango New
model,
leather-covered
etc., Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 2-way rise, quick-wind self-capping
focal-plaue shutter and valve, speeds 3 to 1/l.OOOth sec.. T. and B.,
direct finder, magnifier back-sight, 3 double slides, COCi • 0 • 0
F.P.adapteranddeluxeleathercase.
Newcondition
, \Janas¬
, \J
3ix2i No. 1 Pocket Kodak Junior,
improved model, f/7.7
tigmat, Kode.x speeded shutter, etc. Unsoiled
• Q
i-pl. T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, T.-P. f'4.5 Cooke anastigmat,
hood and sky shade, quick-wind self-capping focal-plane shutter
with milled-head wind. auto, stop plate, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th sec.,
reversing V>ack, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and case. 07 - 1 Q •
Nice >condition
.
, * ’
* ^ f/4.5
2\ N. & G.
Folding Reflex, improved model. 5J-in.
Cooke
Aviar lens, rising and fine adjustment, swing front, revolving back,
quick-wind self-capping focal-plane shutter, I'lOth to l/800th sec.,
T. and B., spectacle magnifiers in hood, 3 double book-form slides,
F.P. adapter and superior velvet-lined leather case. r07
. 10*0
Equal
Cost £51
10s .
}-pl. new.
Sanderson
Regular
Hand and Stand, improved model,i ^wideangle rack adjustment, rack rising and swing front, etc., triple exten¬
sion. reversing back, SJ-in. Cooke Series II f/4.5 anasticmat, Compur
fully-speeded sector shutter, .3 double slides and Co • 1 7 • fi

. 1 1 . U
XO- quick-wind
Nice condition
case. improved
4-pl.adapter,
Marion leather
Soho Reflex,
model, .
milled-head
F.P.
focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1 /800th sec. and time. Ross 0-in. f/4.5
Xpres lens, rack-rising front, hood and sky shade, revolving back,
hinge-open top, etc., 3 double slides. F.P. adapter COO • 10*0
and34 velvet-lined
leather
case.
New condition
1
X 2i Pocket solid
Cameo
Model
2, double
ex. rack, Koristka

. U
f/4.6

anastigmat,
and cross,

Compur shutter. U-stirrup front, fine adjustment rise
direct-vision finder, 0 slides, F.P. PO • 10 ♦ f?

adapter and
3i X 2i N.
Wratten K
vertical and
showing rise,

leather case. Nice condition .
^
& G. Sibyl Vitesse, latest pattern. Ross f/3.5 Xpres lens,
filter. Precision shutter, 2 to l/150th sec., T. and B.,
horizontal rising front, N. & G. folding reflex finder,
depth of focus indicator. 3 double book- COH
*0*0

form
F.P.Special
adapter
case. Carl
Set Zeiss
unsoiled.
. V hood
. L/
3i Xslides.
2i T.-P.
RubyandReflex,
f '4.5 .
Tessar lens,
and sky shade, rising front, revolving back, milled-head quick wind
3 double book-form
self-capping
focal-plane,
auto, stop
iilate, hinge open top, etc.,
slides with
and superior
leather
case. £12:
17; 6
Vest Pocket Autographic Series III Kodak, improved model. Kodar
f/7.9 lens, adjustable shutter, screw focus, infinity Pi . 1 Px • H
lock, etc. New condition .
j-pl. Butcher Popular Pressman Reflex. G-in. Xenar f '3..5 anastigmat,
rack focus, reversing back, focal-plane shutter, UlOth to 1/l.OOOth
sec. and time, G slides, F.P. adapter and leather Cl ft - I7 • fi
Pathe Baby Cine Projector, latest pattern, 2-claw mechanism,
objective,
condenser,
motor drive,
resistance,
super-reel attachment
and
rewind,
with complete
fitments.
New con£g * 1 7 * 6
3t • 2i Ensign Roll Film Carbine, latest pattern, f'4..5 Ensar anas¬
tigmat, Trichro
speeded shutter, focussing, infinity lock, finder, also
wire-frame
finder
and
back-sight, etc. Un- £2 » 18 * 0

Lane, Liverpool,
[5621

DEPOSIT

i-pl. T.-P. Royal Ruby Triple Ex. Field, latest Omniflex rising anej
swing front, Ross Zeiss Series Vila Convertible Protar, giving 7,
11* and 14 in. foci, T.-P. speeded shutter, front and back rack focus,
swing and reversing back, wide-angle rack, etc., 3 double book-form
slides, turntable, 3-fold Ruby tripod and superior CIO.
1ft* f)

lO. v/
BakerNew
D.P.H,
No. 1 .
Microscope, horseshoe stand, Xlo.
fully inclinable,
condition
case.
2-way rack, calibrated mechanical stage, coarse and fine adjustment,
Abbe rack condenser, 4 and 1/Gth objectives, 2 eye- C 1 ft • 1 ft • H
. lO* v/
Postcard
No. 8ainAutographic
Kodak, f/7.7 Kodak1 Oanastigmat.
new .
case. EqualPocket
complete
pieces,
auto, speeded shutter, U-stirrup front, fine adjustment rising and
cross, focussing, infinity lock, finder and level, etc. CO
• 0 • Ci
Nice
.
Rosscondition
il-in. 1/5.5
Teleros Telephoto

WANTED

High-grade RoII Film, Enolde, Zelss f/4.5,

SPA

** Granville, Leamington.*’

Chancery 8537.

Motocamera de Luxe, with Tcle-attachment,
SOUTHERN
CINELondon.
EXCHANGE,
Boundaries
Rd., Balliam,
Service 52.
Hours,
9 to 9.
Telephone, Battersea 1145.
[0079

thanking

Pathe

£4 deposit,

Compur, almost new, cost £11 ; exchange for
3ix2J Reflex ; cash adjustment. — C. Stephenson,
East School House, Ashington.
[5580
1-PLATE Tropical Sanderson Outfit, W.A. rack
4 essential. Protar lens preferred, or .would
entertain without lens ; Mackenzie adapter an
advantage ;
full description equipment and
lowest price to — Box 6619, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[5605

GRANVILLE

174,

Phone,
[5693

reputation CINE
for real
service after
SOUTHERN
EXCHANGE,
havepurchase.
the widest
BuytheYourleading
new Pathescope
through—
9.5-mm. Motocamera
Cine Specialists.
Southern Cine Exchange.
26/8 deposit, B,6 monthly
17/8.
Motocamera
£6/6 cash instalments
; deferred payments,
Motocamera
de
Luxe,
€10/I0
cash
;
payments, 44/6 deposit, 12 monthly deterred
instal¬
ments 16/4.

Derby.

Cut Films, Mounts, Chemicals, Tissue, Mountant, Sepia Toner, P.O.P., Glazing Solution,
Self-toning, etc., etc.

:

W.l.

f/4.5, speeded
to 1/1,
000th, Focal-plane,
for Reflex, 4ix3J,
Exchange.
— Salex
3ix2J
Zeiss
f/4.5. — Parfltt, 76, Shardlow Rd., Alvaston,

Gaslight, Amidol, M.Q., Pyro, Gold Toning,
Acid Fixing, Semitone. Box of 6 packets 1/3.

BRANCH

ILLUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, Wardour St.

anastigmat, with F.P., case and filters, for
Reflex, film-pack type, with f/4.5 lens. — Box 6539,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[5491

GRANVILLE
DEVELOPERS

LONDON

and Projectors, including Bell & Howell, DeVry,
De Brie, Williamson, Moy, Pathe, Ensign and
Coronet.

WANTED. — Exchange Agfa i-pL, f/4.5 Agfa

All grades as above.

57 & 58, Chancery Lane, W.C.2

for Easter do
and London
inspect
Everything
for notMoviesfail ; toif call
visiting
immense stock of films (9, 16. 35 mm.) Cameras

I EXCHANGE

15 1/-, 50 2/-, 100 3/6, 500 16/-.

GTON

order.

Ensign Kinekams, Cinar f/2.6, 3 speeds,
leather case, £13 ; with f/1,5 lens, £18. — Sandys,
Ltd., Boulevard, Weston-super-Mare.
[5586

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE
POSTCARDS

t.E.AIVIIN

perfect

STOCKTAKING Sale.— Sliglitly Shop-soiled Goods,

Glossy, Velvet, Matt; White and Cream;
Chloro'Bromide : Double-weight thickness.
Sheets,
Sheets.

Telegrams:

lens ;

£18/18 cash ; deferred payments,
12 monthly instalments 26/5.

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE

4ix3i 144 .. 4/6
51x3J 144 ..6/2
6ix4| 72 .. 5/-

Siiperlight

16-rnm. Projector, motor drive, fitted with
Cooke f/1.8 lens, travelling-case.

(facing Film House), London,
Gerrard 6889.

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.

H.D.

JL

“ The camera and equipment arrived in perfect condition and more
than equal to your description. I am pleased to enclose the balance
due to you, and appreciate your courtesy in not delaying shipment
because of tliis omission. Trusting that you receive this promptly

OfJ/

DE

5

5//* Illastrachrome
Colour; hundreds
Wheels, sold.
for artistic,
multi-colour effects
Pathe Super Films, big selection, 30’s 1/-,
60’s 2/- ; your inspection invited.
Standard Cine Camera, one only at this
price; somebody’s big opportunity.
Illustrascreens, 48x36 in., brilliant silver,
rigid yet portable ; big selection all sizes.
“ Hoboken to Hollywood,” 16-mm. farce ;
perfect copy ; others from 5/-.
O^/
16-mm. Drama, 800 ft., 2 parts, perfect
0\y/
"
photography,
new witli
copy ;Cooke
othersf/3.5
from lens,
.5/-.
opr / Camera,
16-mm.,

GRANVILLE
PRODUCTS

WRITE

{Supplement)

ADVERTISEMENTS

Trade.

PHOTOGRAPHERS
now

PHOTOGRAPHER

Lens,

late.st CQ

^ •• U
• ft
0

black magnalium iris mount. Cost £14. Equal new
. O • w
31 2i No. 6 Tropical Model Roll Film Pocket Carbine, AldisButcher f/6.3 anastigmat. Betax G-speed shutter, U-.stimip front,
fine adjustment rise, lever focussing, etc., F.P. co
. IQ . fi
adapter and case. New condition .
• U
i-pl. N. & G. Long-focus Reflex, Ross Zeiss Series Vila f/6.3 Con¬
vertible Protar, giving 6* and Hi in. foci, double ex., rack focus,
rising front, focal-plane shutter. 1/lOth to l/800th sec. and time,
N. & G. magazine changing-box for 12 plates or cut films, triplefold hood, spectacle magnifiers fitted, hinge-open CIO*
17* fi

U
11.f/3.5
. 6-in. I«l^.
condition
Nicelatest
i-pl.
Dallmeyer
Presscase,
Reflex,
pattern,
Dallmeyer
with leather
etc.,
top,
Press anastigmat, rising front, rack focus, hood and sky shade, re¬
volving back, quick-wind self-capping focal-plane to l/l,000th sec.
and time, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. New
CIO*
17* fi
condition .
1 1 . d
i-pl. Tropical Sanderson, polished teak, improved model, wideangle rack. Universal rack rise and swing front, triple ex., Busch
5i-in. f/4.5 Omnar anastigmat, Koilos sector shutter, 1 to l/300th sec.,
T. and B., also lO-in. Busch Bis-Telar Telephoto lens and Beck
Aplanat, wide-angle cells, interchangeable, 3 double C11 • 17* fi
XI 1 . If. U
slides and leather case. Equal new .
Ant/ of the above may be had by arrangement on fi ve days' approval. If
no ledger ajc deposit to value is requested. Latest lists free on application.
N.B, — High-class Apparatus Purchased for Cash, taken in Exchange
or Sold on Commission. Approx. Valuations free. CaU or vzrite.

On

fmUion
NOTE

ADDRESS

Ca.. 7^°nU8.

:

No. 2, POULTRY, CHEAPSIDE,

LONDON, E.C.2

Telegrams

Phone

: ” Loncamerex,

Stock, London.”

: Central

8691.

One minute from the Bank of England and Stock Exchange.

SYSTEM.

33

April

THE
6

AMATEUR

12,

1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

[Supplement')

I EXCHANGE

REAL
BARGAINS
2^ X 2J Carbine R.F., Aldis f/4.6. Compur.
As new £2
3l X 2i Tropical Contessa Plate. Tessar f/4.5, Comp. £4
1-pl. Pressman Reflex. AMia f/4.5, latest. As new . . £6
3i X 21 Ensign Roll Film, f, 4.5, latest, 1 to 1/lOOth. . £4
Pathe Projector, motor, super attach., resistance. . £6
Kodak A Super Projector, f /1.8,200-watt. Cost £55 £21
31 X 2i Ensign Roll Film Plate. Tessar f/4.5, Compur £6
14-in. DallmeyerDallonl 5.6, focxis. mount. Oo8t£21 £8
V.P. Salex Press, f/4.o, 1/lOth to 1/l.OOOth, slides.. £2
31x21 Agfa Roll Film, f/6.3,1 to 1/lOOtb. latest £3
16-mm. Ensign Proj., f/1.8, 180-w., case. Like new £18
1-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/4.5, revolving back. Snip £6
31 X 2J Zeiss Donata, Tess. f/4.6, D.A. Comp. As new £7
Pathe Projector, double claw. Cost £6 16s .
£3
EoUeiflex, 21x21. Tessar f/3.8, Compur. Bargain.. £10
3ix21En8ignR. Film, latest f/4.5, .3-speed. As new £2
16-mm. Ensign Silent Proj., 100-w., motor, resist^case £9
1-pl. Ensign Reflex, DaUmeyer f/3.6. Great bargain £7
16-mm. Kodak Camera, f/3. 5. latest BB. As new.. £8

£8
£2
£1
£4
£1
£8
£7
£3
£1
£7
£2
£3

6
0
6
0
6
0
6
6
6
0
0
0
0
6
0
6
6
0
6

17
15
12
17
17
8
15
19
17
15
5
7

6
0
6
6
6
0
0
6
6
0
0
6

41x24 Nagel S.-erect. RJ"., f/4.6, D.A. Compur..
3a Range-finder Kodak, f/6.3, 4 to l/150th. As new
31x21 Kodak R. Film, f/6.3, 3-speed, autographic
81x21 Carbine R.F. Plate, Aldis f/4.5. D.A., rise
84 ^ 24 Contessa Plate, f'4.5, Compur. double ext.
Eodatoy Projector, super 40U-ft. arms, resistance..
31 X 24 Ihagee Roll Film, f/4.5, Compur. As new..
3x2 Voigtlander Compact R.F., f/4.5, new Compur

£6
£4
£1
£7
£3
£2
£3
£4

17
17
19
15
9
17
19
17

6
6
6
0
6
6
6
6

8l-in. Goerz Celor f '4.8 Anastigmat .

£2 17 6

l^mm. Kodascope C Projector, motor, resistance. . £6 17 6
3a Kodak, Voigtlander f/6.3. Acme 1 to 1 /300th. .. . £2 7 6
Cine 16-mm. Films, cartoons, interest. 100-ft. New. 17s. 6d.
31 X 21 Carbine R.F. Plate, Aldis f/6.3, Comp., rise. . £3 17 6

WANTED.— First-class i-pl. Outfit, deposit sys¬
Ill, Howard
[5645
WANTED.
— Dark Rd.,
SlidesWalthamstow.
for i-pl. Anschutz.—
anted. — Viewing Stereoscope, 6 x 13 or 45 x 107.
— 7, Grange Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham.

GORSE

5 days' Approval.

RD., BLACKBURN

Exchanges.

Write Now.

USE

[5677

Exchange.
— Latestfilter,
Automatic
f/3. 8, Proxars,
as new Rolleiflex,
; wanted Tessar
Stereo
Makina, 6x13; must be good condition. — T.
Cinpico, 43, Hill St., W.l.

OTION
PICTURES

[5662

and cross
f/3. 8. —double
Chaplin,
Shearwater,
WANTED.
— Sixfront,
24 Plate,
extension,
rise
Strand, Ipswich.
[5679

1-PLATE Square Bellows Camera, no lens, nor
2 shutter. — Bond, 11, Leslie Avenue, Taunton. [5680

31x2i
Film Shields.
and Plate. — Blythe, 105, Roman
4 Rd.,Roll
South
[5684

with

Trade.

WANTED. — i-pl. Tropical Sanderson Hand and
I LANTERNS

&

ENLARGERS

the

Baby

Cine

A Handbook
on 9.5-mm.
Cinematography

Stand Camera, with or without lens. — City
Sale & Exchange, 54, Lime St., London, E.C.3. [5522

|

HAROLD

B. ABBOTT

BUTCHER’S Vertical Noxa Enlarger ; good

condition, £5, or offer. — Box 6624, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[5629

This handbook, specially written for
amateur cinematographers, includes
every aspect of the fascinating hobby
of making motion pictures.

Trade,

ANCASTER

E
\diffused
VERTICAL
and Leica
Horizontal
for every
size
negative, from
to 12x10,
Condensers,
or mercury vapour illumination ; semi¬
NLARGERS

automatic

or automatic

In the preparation of this third edition
a thorough revision has been carried
out. Much additional information has
been included, and all important new

focu,ssing.

apparatus
review.

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.
T. LANCASTER
& SON, LTD., 87, Parade,
'J Birmingham, 1. Telephone, Central 4255.

J

struction

;

postage

2d. — Lancaster,

has

been

Parade,

THE
PRINCIPLES
GRAPHY

ACCESSORIES

BABY
BABY

camera cases.
A. Maskens
Cross ;
Bellows.
— A11— sizes
stocked &; Sons,
lowest12a,prices
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083
Ikon, Metal
Cameo,Slides,
Klito,
Contessa,
Zodel Zeus
and
SINGLE
A.P.
Paris,
T.-P.,
Block Edge fittings : 34x2} 1/3, 4}x3i 1/6,
2/3, etc.

FilmslidesPack
Adapters,
A.P. Paris,
as
: 3}x2}
5/6, 4}x3i
6/6, etc.fittings
; obtain¬
able from Actina Ltd., 29, Red Lion Square,
Telephone,

Chancery

8541.

|

Trade.

order.

Films

excepted.

Mall, W.4.

[0091

1/8 grosspaper),
(12 gross
Allens super Gaslight (the quality
for
Wallets D.
1/6 &100P. (60/paid) ;;
Allens.—
OrderordersPads,carriage
7/6 dozen
send for Finishers’ List. — Allens, 168, Oldham Rd.,
D. & P. Finishers, 3}x2}
or above). — Below.

Manchester,

OUR

4.

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

[0088

AND

AVOID

FAULTS
IN "TAKING"
PROJECnON-THE
SCREEN
PROJECTION— THE HOME
CINEMA
FAULTS IN PROJECTING
LIBRARY

FILMS

RIES
TAKING

THE

AND

BABY

FILM
CINE

LIBRA¬
CAMERA

144 PP->
bound in stout
paper cover printed in colours

2/6 net;

by post 2/8

[0044

Leicafilms users.
— Have foryou “ your
Easterfor supplies
of
? Write
Service
the Leica
Camera.” — Photofilms, Leica Specialists, Red Lion
Chiswick

FILMS

EDITING
MAKING
TITLES
TRICKS AND EFFECTS

Price

KAMY,
ltd.,best28, photographic
Bunhill Row,materials,
London, recom¬
E.C.l,
supplies
mends a good trial and allows 10 per cent reduction
on first sample

CAMERA

ABROAD

[0090

MATERIALB

APPARATUS
APPARATUS

THE

NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

Trade,

W.C.

CINE "TAKING"
CINE PROJECTING

CINE

MACKENZIE-WISHART Slide, 12 envelopes, i-pL,

London,

CINEMATO¬

THE SUBJECT OF THE PICTURE
PROCESSING AND FINISHING BABY

fits Sanderson, £1. — Angold, 42, Arlington
Rd., Ealing.
[5614

2/3, 9x12

under

OF

USING

I-PLATE Mackenzie-Wishart Slide and 9 envelopes,
2 40/- or nearest ; Postcard Mackenzie-Wishart
Slide and 15 envelopes, 30/-. or nearest. — Rae, 57,
Lower Bridge St., Stirling.
[5596

51x34

brought

The following Table of Contents
indicates the wide range of the book
and the completeness with which the
subject is covered.

Clearance
sale List Parade,
of shop-solled
Enlargers,
post free. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.
tjiNLARGERS.
—
List
of
parts
for
own
conBirmingham.
[0082

House,

86, ACCRINGTON

THIRD
EDITION
▼
By

tem : full details, please.— 33, Hartington
Rd., Walthamstow.
[5644
17
4
17
4
17
10
17
17
17
10
18
17
15
7
10
9
17
15
17

31 X 21 Ensign Tropical R.F. Ee76'', f/4.5. Cost £12 £6 6 0
6x13 Mentor Reflex, f/2.9, speeds 1/10 to 1/1,000 £11 11 0
31 X 21 Zeiss Miroflex Reflex and Press, Tes.sar f/4.6. l/3rd to
1/2, booth, deep hood, latest « ire finder. Like new £27 10 0
Eoiibri, Zeiss Tessar f/2, new Compur. Like new £14 14 0
1-pl. Ensign R.F. Plate, f/6.8, Compur, slides £2 17 6
V.P. N.& G. Sibyl R.F., Tessar f/4.5. case. Cost £22 £6 17 6
1-pl. Mentor Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.5. Cost £34 £7 15 0
45 X 107 Voigtlander Stereo, Heliar f;4.5. Like new £8 17 6
6-in. Cooke f/3. 5 Anastigmat, Compur. A« new.. £4 17 6
61-in. Zeiss Tessar f/6.3, dkimpound. 1 to l/200th. . £2 17 6
74-in. Zeiss Protar f/6.3, c<nvertible. Cost £16.. £6 17 0
0-mm. Coronet Camera, f/3.9. motor, very compact £1 15 0
Bell-Howell Electric Exposure Meter. Cost £5 58... £2 17 6
34 x2iMakina Press Pocket, f/2.9. Compur. Cost £24 £9 17 6
1-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke Telephoto f/5.6. D. slides £7 16 0
31 X 21 Ensign Tropical R.F. Reflex, f/fi. 3, 3-3peed. . £1 17 6
16-mm. Zeiss Projector, resistance, case. Cost £24 £11 11 0
34 X 24 Cameo, Aldis f/4.5, 1 to 1/lOOth, double ext. £4 4 0
l-pl. Anschutz Press, f/4.5, latest. Just as new £14 14 0
31 X 21 Certo R. Film, f/4.5 anast., 3-areed. Perfect £1 19 6
1-pI. T.-P. Reflex, Goerz f/4.8, D. slides, case £5 6 0
30-ft. Pathe Films, travel, interest. Unused. Each Is. 6d.
V.P. Tenax, Goerz R.F. , Dogmar f/4.5. Com. As new £4 4 0
5x4 Goerz Folding Reflex, f/4.5. D. slides. As new £9 17 6
34 X 24 T.-P. Pckt., f/6.3, 7-speed, single ext., slides 19s. 6d.

EDWIN

WANTED^

Exchange. — Braufort P.C. Reflex, good con-

31x21 Zeiss Cocarette Roll Film, f/6.3, 3-speed £2 5 0
Pathe Motocamera, f/.3.5. latest double claw. Snip £7 7 0
31x21 Zeiss Icarette R.F. Plate, Tessar 1/4.5, delayed-action
Compur, double extension, wire finder, slides. . £11 11 0
9 X 12 Mentor Luxe Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, double ext. £7 15 0
V.P. Tenax Plate, Goerz f/4.5, Compur, nickel si.. . £3 19 6
16-mm. Ensign Proj., f/1.8, 100-watt, resist, ca.se £12 12 0
31 X 21 N. & G. Folding Reflex, Xpres f/4.5, latest swing front,
deep hood, revolving back, D. slides. Hardly used £27 10 0
l-pl. Cameo, Aldis f/4.5, Comp.,dble. ext., wire finder £5 17 6
3i X 2i Ensign R.F. Reflex, f/3.4 Speed. 1/26 to 1/500 £7 10 0
16-mm. Ensign Super Projector, f/1.8, 250-w., case £29 10 0
81 X 2* Duoflex Reflex, f/4.5, latest meUl shutter. . £9 17 6
i-pl. Sinclair Una Hand Stand, Ross f/6.6, Compur £11 11 0
l-pl. T.-P. Luxe Reflex, Cooke f/3.6, D. slides. Snip £12 12 0
31 X 21 Cameo. fliJu D.A., double ex., clip-on slides £9 17 6
Pathe latest Motor. 39 6.
Dual Resistance, 15'6
Super Attachment, 29,6. Cinephot, 17/11. Justopbot, 17/11
Pathe Chargers, 9d.
Pathe Posograph Exposure Meter, 6 6
16-mm. Kodascope, auto.-threading. Cost £105. £65 0 0
3ix2i Agfa R.F.,£/4.5.1 to 1/lOOth, latest. As new £4 4 0
l-pl. T.-P. Press, Ross f/4.5, self-capping. D. slides £8 17 6
3ix2i Kodak Roll Film, f/6.3, latest ball-bearing £2 5 0
16-mm. Ensign Camera, f/2. 6, 3 speeds, leather case £13 13 0
3J X 24 Ernemann Press, Tessar f/4.5. D. slides. Snip £3 17 6
Pathescope Projector, single claw. Fine baragin.. £2 17 6
V.P. Kodak, f/6..3, 1/lOth to 1/lOOth, case. As new £2 9 6
i-pl. Tenax Plate, f/6.8, Comp., double ext., slides £2 17 6
1-pl. Ensign Reflex, f/3..‘’, revolving back. Bargain
i-pl. Sandersor, R.R., 7 speeds, double ext., D. slides
31 x2i Kodak S.-erect.R.F.,f/7.7, 3 speeds. As new
31 X 21 Carbine R.F., Aids f/4,5. Compur, rise front
Pathe Kid Projector, and resistance. As new....
16-mm. Bell-Howell Editor, rewind, viewer, splicer
Zeiss Binoculars, 6 • , centre focus, case. As new
P.C. Cameo, Aldis f/4.5. C<mpur, double ext., slides
34x21 Nagel Plate, f/6.8. 3-speed, radial focus..
Kolibri Zeiss R.F., Tessar f/3. 5, new Compur. case
81 X 21 Soho R.F., f/6.3. l/5th to 1/lOOth. As new
1-pl. Certo Plate Pckt.,Xenar f/4.6, Comp., double ex.

AND

dition, Taylor-Hobson f/6.5, for Eliminator and
Moving Coil Speaker : particulars on request. —
B. Griffin, Coppice Hill, Bishops Waltham. [5638

1-pl. Zeiss Ememann Folding Reflex. Tessar f/4.5, self-capping.
masking top screen, triple extension. Cost £60 £20 0 0
81x21 Zeiss Ideal. Tessar f/4.5. D.A. Compur. double ex.,
rise, cross, wire finder, clip-on slides. As new. . £9 17 6
1-pl. Ensign Reflex, Aldis f/4.5. self-capping .
£5 17 6
V.P. Zeiss Piccolette R.F., Tessar f/4.6, new Compur £6 17 6
Pathe Lux Proj., motor, resist., case. Like new £14 14 0
16-mm. Ensign Projector, SO-watt, super, resistance £3 19 6
1-pl. Zeiss Miraphot Vertical Enlarger, f/6.3 .
£5 17 6
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ETUI

K
ALTON,
Bristol,
150, Victoria
St. ACallers
new
depot for
South-We.stern.
England.
welcomed.
Ed. Prices less postage
callers.Scotswood
Newcastle-on-Tyne,to 121,
K ALTON,
9 to 7 Manchester,
; Wednesday,
; please,Rd.
call. Hours,
K ALTON,
99, 1 London
Send forLondon,
price list.
KIZ ALTON,
61,
Farringdon
Rd.,
E.C.l.
ALTON, Birmingham, 7, Albany Rd., Harborne.

Thinnest

CAMERA

IV

in the World

HOLIDAY

CAMERA

The 'Patent-Etui'Camera ' is so thin and takes up so little
space in your pocket that you will hardly know you are carry¬
ing it. It weighs, including film-pack holder, only 16 OZ,
The new ‘Patent-Etul-Camfra’ is fitted with ‘Radlonar’ f/4.5
enastigmat lens in focussing mount, wire release to shutter, 2
view-finders, focussing screen and film-pack hold^. Three
plate-holders supplied In lieu of film-pack holder if required.

■
H

I
I
I

K ALTON “ Kaltona ” Bromide, glossy, velvet,

K ALTON Gaslight, single-weight and double¬
double-weight
K
ALTON
“ Kaltona vigorous,
” Cream 1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6and36 sheets
Rough, ;
10X8 5/- : 12x10 7/:i, 3/- dozen.
2/- gross,
12-gross
20/-. ” 3lx2i glossy,
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots“ Xlnt
3lx2.V, Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
2/6 lSx2.L
gross; 1/6
4Jx2}gross;
and
Ki-pl.,ALTON
Paper,
2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; f-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
weight, normal
Bromide advertisement

WC2

Lantern

Plates, 3 dozen

5/-.

K
ALTON
Roll: dozen
Films,
first7/6quality,
82iX4i,
exposures
;
IS X2i, 9/; 3ix'2i,
10/-;3ix4i,
12/-;
6 exposures
31x2i,
;
18/- ;

DEVELOPING,

PRINTING,

EUTC

1

glazed,

I
I
I Thousands

D. & P. lines.

9d.

BLUE-TONED
KODAK
POSTCARDS.
On special 6 x 8 In.
mounts. Wonderful and unique effects, lid. each.
FOTOZO ” Regd. Glazing and Stripping Solution. Glossy
prints never stick. Easy to use. 1/- and 1/9 per bottle.

Iyti.ivonovel BUCK, a sy to use. 1/- and l/» per bot le.

Cash with orders. W rite for List. Expenses refunded I

D.&P. Ltd., Shelford Plac
e, N.16 |

All Pathescope 9.5-mm. Cine Films (other
than PSP)
received before 4 p.m. are ready 5.30 p.m.
following day
(Saturdays excepted). Developing 2/-, Reloads
2/7, post free.
Customers Films Joined and Spliced, as required,
no charge.
Our new Super Demonstration Rooms are now
completed
See your films in comfort and take advantage of
our exclusive
service, which is at your disposal, gratis,
of course.

SPECIALISTS,

320, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Victoria, S.W.1
{Opposite
Honrs

New

Victoria Cinema,)

of Business:

Telephone:

Victoria 2977 »

9 a.m. to 7 p.m. (Monday

to Saturday.)

CAN

The

loading.

New

Kodak

6-20 JUNIOR

A
British Triumph.
Self-erecting front.
With

Doublet

lens and

prints .
With
f/6.3O
anasti^at
speeded
O
//**
shutter
# /O
lens
-

Bring

home a living record
with the

Slips into your pocket.
No focussing, simply sight

CINE-KODA
5-‘8’
anastigmat
5K

and
With shoot.
f/3.5
Makes

£9:17:6

1 ft.

of film do

the

work

of 4,

The

WESTON

Rolleiflex

METER

The world’s
best
sure
meter.

A

expo¬
NOW

miniature

flex
of highest
automatic
re¬

REDUCED
IN PRICE.
Failures impossible;

quality.
sizes
4x4 Two
cm.
and 6 < 6 cm.

guesswork entirely eli¬
minated. Suitable for
still or cia6 cameras.

With
Tessar

PRICE £15:10:0

Zeiss
lenses,

£20
from

DEAL

2 SPECIAL
ZEISS
FILM

NEW

OFFERS!
3ix2i

ROLL-

“COCARETTES”
F/4.6 Tessar lens in D.A.
Compur shutter. All brand

OUR

cn

new
and unused.
guarantee.
ListedPull
£11maker’s
6s.

17 : 6
BRAND
NEW
3ix2i
*3r2s.8d.

journal
to cover
testimonials
Best
valuefromin cover
the Trade
; wewithcould
fill this;
12-page catalogue free.— City Photo Works, 119,

F/6..3 anastigmat lens, speeded
shutter, 2 finders. List price

Eastbourne

Rd., Southport.

ATTWOOD, Hadleigh, Essex. — Reliable Materials,

600 H. & D. : i-pl., 1/9 dozen, 6 dozen 8/- ;
Postcard, 2/- dozen, 6 dozen 11/- ; i-pl., 2/9 dozen,
5 dozen 12/-.
normal and contrasty, 50 1/6, 100 2/9, 500 11/-,
1,000 19/- ; Commercial Postcards, 1/9 100, 14/-

ATTWOOD Bromide Paper, glossy, satin, matt,

per 1,000.
normal and vigorous, 6x4i, 3/6 per gross ;
i-pl., 4/- per gross ; whole-plate, 7/6 per gross. —
Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
[0025

BURT’S tor all Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,

ous and normal ; all surfaces ; First quality
BURT’S
Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor
1/6 50, 2/9 100 : Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.
normal,
all surfaces,
72 sheets
BURT’S
Gaslight
and Bromide3ix2iPaper,1/3vigorous
and
2/- gross : 4ix2| and i-pl. 1/9, 3/- gross ; i-pl.

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

48/9

NAGELX f TRIUMPH

Roll

- Film

Cameras

[0002

' post paid ; satisfaction guaranteed ; catalogue
free.

1/9 36, whole-plate 2/9 36.

YOU

one

PRICE

etc. ; ■ all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.

THE CAMERA & GRAMOPHONE CO.
PATHESCOPE

at

of Enthusiastic Customers have

ATTWOOD Plates, superfine quality. — 300 and
ATTWOOD Acme Postcards, Bromide and Gaslight,

EXPRESS PROCESSING
SERVICE

PREMIER

36 '-^pictures

Slips into the pocket. Automatic
splendid
focussing. large
Daylight ^• loading.
**>*>
Kimar
f/3.5 lens. Frovidcg

just received our new Free Catalogue. If
you have not received a copy, please write now ;
you will find it extremely interesting.

350 and 600
& D. ; superfine
Postcards, quality.
2/- dozen,
ATTWOOD
FlatH. Films,
—
6 dozen 10/- ; i-pl., 2/3 dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.

THE

CRUISING.

LEICA

K ALTON
Film; PacRs,
& D. 8/6.350, 3ix2i, 3
packs 5/3
i-pl., 3H. packs
5/-, 16/6
gross : H.Postcard,
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;
K ALTON
Flat Films,
& D. 600,4 i-pl.,
i-pl., 12/-, -33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
K ALTON
bottled : Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
lOd. ; Pyro,
CITYforPHOTO
WORKS, British
Established
over 22Papers,
years,all
first-quality
material.
Plates, Postcards, Mounts, Film Wallets, and[0009

ENLARGED
POSTCARDS, 6d. each, 3 for 1/-, 6 for 1/6.
Tinted, 1’3.
BIG PRINT ENLARGEMENTS,
size 6x4 in., glazed, 6d.
each, 6 for 2/6.

sizo 8x6,

FOR

HOLIDAY

5ix3.V, 21/-.

ENLARGING

KUTOGRAPH
** (Jletrd.) Is a coloured EnlarRement
mouDte<
mounted
on and «rarved out in wood, producing a 6-ln.
Includes stand. Very realistic, 2/6 each.
STUDIO
PORTRAITS — Head and shoulders only, back*
ground removed, eiilar>'ed and mounted in 8x6 in. giltedged folders. 1'6 each. 3 for 4/-, 6 for 7/6.
FRAMED
ENLARGEMENTS,
10x8, complete. Black
ebonised frame, 2/9. Sepia Enlargement in brown frame
3/6.
Coloured. 5/-.

SUPER PRINT ENLARGEMENTS,
each. 3 for 2/-.

CAMERAS
IDEAL

vigorous ; same prices as
above, except *-pl., 6/6 gross.

K ALTON
Postcards,
bromide
and gaslight,
quality,
all surfaces
; vigorous,
3/- first
100,
1/9 50.
K ALTON
3ix2}, 3/- gross ;
4*'X2} Self-toning
and J-pl.,Collodion,
4/-.
matt cream,
4/- 100,
32/6 1,000.
K ALTON
Self-toning
Postcards,
glossy, matt and
4 dozenPlates
8/9, ;backed
9/9
; i-pl.,
5/-,
K
ALTON
i-pl.,
4
dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
backed 5/9 ; 3ix2i, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9 ;

STREET,

rr.

I OF ALL
THE
LATESTSMALL

3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

HUNTER’S
LONDON,

per return.

matt, normal, vigorous, extra vigorous, single¬
weight and double-weight : 20x16 6/3 dozen ;
15x12 4/3; 12x10-7/3 36 sheets. 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 4ix2i 3/6, 3ix2J 2/6 gross, 12 gross
21/6.

Limp Morocco leather case with shoulder sling
lor canera and film-pack holder .. 7/6

STRAND,

dispatched

Wallace
Heaton has
A BIG
SELECTION

7/3, 3/- dozen.

With Vario 3-speed shutter, 1/25th, 1/50th and 1/1 00th sec.
With Ibsor 7-tpeed shutter, 1 to 1/1 25th sec - £7 : 7 : O
With Compur shutter, 1 to 1/250th sec .
£8 : 8 : 0

37, BEDFORD

Orders

S for
CAMERACRUI/Ef!
TRIP/&

1 ; please
call. Hours,
End.
K ALTON, Leeds, 38, Bridge
K ALTON,
Glasgow,
409J,
Argyle
St.
Prices less
postage to callers.
and
cream,
velvet
and
matt,
i-pl.
K ALTON Chloro-bromide Double-weight, 3/6white72
sheets: 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-, 12x10

Price only £6:6:0

SANDS

{Supplement)

9 to 7 ; Wedjiesday,

This new model of the ‘ Patsnt-Etul-Camera * may be said
to achieve an entirely new standard in camera values, for
although costing less than half the price of the regular models,
it embodies all their unique principles and exclusive features,

IDEAL

ADVERTISEMENTS

MATERIALS

PATENT

The

THE

PHOTOGRAPHER

FINE
SECOND-HAND

!

Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 lens,
Price Cost
£9 17£256
100-£t. capacity. Perfect.
9-mm.

Baby

Cine Camera,

hand

drive,

f/3.5 anastigmat lens, brown leather
case. Cost £6 15s. Price £15
0
Filmo 70 Camera, f/3.5 Cooke lens,
splendid running, exterior worn. Will
PriceCost
£15 £55
19 6
give years more service.
9 X 12 Goerz Tenax Plate Camera,
Goerz Syutor f/G.8 anastigmat lens,
Compur shutter, 3 slides. F.P. adapter,
leather case. Cost £10
10s.£3 17 6
Price

EASY

TERMS.

EXCHANGES.

WALLACE

DEPOSIT

Phone : GROS.

NEXT
SYSTEM.

DOOR

The
BRILLIANT
2i-in.

square

film.
picturesFull
on size
roll
finder. Just
like a reflex.
mat lens. Price
F/7.7 anastig¬
only £2 15 0
Also with f/fi.3
anastig. leas,
3-spee(l
ter
£4 shut¬
5 0
mat

in Compur

And

f/4.5 anas-

£8
shutter

5

0

LTD.

LISTS

FREE

HE ATOM

47, BERKELEY

[0026

OUR

BARGAINS

i-pl. Horizontal Giaflex Reflex, Zeiss
Tessar f/d.ri, F.P. adapter. Condition
Price £9 9 0
as new, leather case. Cost £27 16s. Gd.

TO

ST., W

2691.

COOK’S.
35

April
8
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12,
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ADVERTISEMENTS

REPAIRERS

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

Trade.

Trade.

POSTCARD
Enlargements,
1/3 dozen, 6 tor 9d ; Develop and Print, trial order, send exposed Furse
shutters,toetc.,
by skilful
workmen.
Repairs
cameras,
focal-plane
and— W.otherA.
assorted 2d.
each. — Below.
(many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
film and 1/-. — Jarvis, King’s Rd., Berkhamsted,
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006Enlargement
Freemounted
for every
7/6 spent from
with your
us onenegative,
81x61
no disappointments ; same-day service ; 81 x 6.1
undertake
repairs REPAIR
to all rriakes
of cameras,,
lOd., 10x8 1/1, 12X10 1/4, 15X12 2/1 ; mounted
FilmContax
Cameraand Users
Rolleiflex,6d.,Leica,
3x4 (including
cm.). Developing
and B OWEN’S
CAMERA
SERVICE,
LTD.,
[5660
A.B. or P.S., 81x61 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-; direct postcards instead of prints at 2d. each shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instrumentsTrade.

excellent results certain ; write for free lists ; exposure ; envelopes supplied ; send P.O. and
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
films to — Allens, 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056
[0089
etc. ; price list free. — Slater, Sawtry, Peter¬
borough.
[4423
RETOUCH I N G

Enlargements of Quality, Postcard Printing,
Full-sizere¬
from 6,small
Postcards lOd.
/ O DOZEN,
6d. 3,film3d.or1.—plate,
1/Q
touching and vignettes included ; postage extra. —
Atkinson Speight, 38, Gainsborough
Oldham.

insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
•
[0062;

Reflex
Mirrors
re-silvered,
varnished
; [5664
back
return post
; repairs.
— Irving,
258, Kingston
Rd., Teddington.

Trade.

Avenue,
[0017

— First-cla,ss work promptly exe¬
R ETOUCHING.
cuted. — Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

LEICA
3x4 cm. and
Rolleiflex
Specialist
i-pl.
Enlargements,
2d. each.
— George
Childe, ;PhotoChemist, 228, Roundhay Rd., Leeds.
[5178
SUPER
for Leicaresults
and guaranteed
other small; every
film
users :Service
best possible

ROLL-FILM HOLDER.
“ROLEX”
The ROLEX Daylight Loading
Roll-film Holder converts a 3i x 2i
in. or 1-pl. Folding Plate Camera
into a Roll-film Camera. The
ROLEX takes any make of 4 C /

[5386

TUITION,

print spotted. Developing : Leicas, 1/-, others
6d. ; Enlargements, 3ix24 2id., 4Jx3i 4d.,
P.C. 6d. — Leica Super Service, 5a, Regent St.,
Bristol, 8.
[5547

BOOKS,

etc.
State
make
21^ X 31m.

of camera
roll
film. when
Priceordering.
•v/*
Also supplied for 3^ x 21 in. or
1-pl. Thornton • Pickard Refiex
Cameras, double plate-holder
models, for 21x31 io.

Trade.

Amateur Photographers, new 1933 Free-lance

Press Courses, also new money-making commercial
photography scheme ; particulars without obliga¬
tion. — World’s Photographic Academy, .5, Shannon
Terrace, Chadwell Heath, Essex.
[5601

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING
Trade.

roll film. Price .
OW/SANDS
HUNTER & CO., LTD.
37, Bedford Street, Strand, London.

All Developing and Printing, same-day service ;

Roll Films and one print each to 34x24 1/-;
4ix3i 1/3, 5ix3J 1/8; write for lists; see also
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

PHOTOGRAPHS WANTED ! !

[0057
Films,
size. Developed,
Printed
and ;
6^x41 any
-Enlargement,
1,'- (enclose
stamp)
specimen Enlargement lour stamps and negative.
— Appledore,, 66, Eveline Rd., Mitcham,

Surrey. [5611

ry / PER GROSS, 42/6 per 1,000, including title,
I / " best
on Kodak
Bromide
; if Photographic
enlarged from Postcards
snapshot negative,
36
for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon.

LANDSCAPBS,

CHILDREN,

Payment

Stamped

on

acceptance.

WILSON

addressed

FOR

PUBLICATION

—AS

POSTCARDS—

CATS,
envelope

DOGS.

to accompany

ETC.

photos

submitted.

BROS., LTD., 80, Great Eastern Street, London, E.C.2

[0064

EASTER

Bargain OFFERS

Any item sent on five days* approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appoinUnent
at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange allovances.

DOLLQMD
Wantel

: Recent

i6-mm.

Cind Cameras

motor, super attachment, resistance for lamp
and motor, 250 volts. Gooi CQ.1
condition. List £13 is .
lO.U.U

16-mm.

Agfa Movex

lens, leather case.

Camera

9.5-mm.

Pathe

motor.

3hx2h

Cine

Fair

Camera,

condition....

f/3.5 lens,

£2:15:0

Nagel Hand No. 18, double extension,

rise and cross, f/4.5 Leitz Elmar, delayed Compur,
6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather £Q#1
case. As new. List £14 os. 6d.
I

anastigmat.

4Ix3i

List £9 15s .

# *0

3ix2.V Aristex Reflex, revolving back, si- in.
Cooke Aviar f/4.5, 6 slides in
compartment in case. Good condition.

CQ»17»R
X O •X # •U

16.5 cm., 6 slides, F.P. adapter.

Tessar,

condition.

9x12

Fair condition .

Popular Pressman
back,

6

List over £70 . .

adapter.

3ix2i

lay^

leather

easel

Very

64x41

Thornion-Pickard

4.5 X 6 cm. Zeiss Ikon Minimum

4.5x6
3

D.D.

Good

W.l

2 slides, F.P. adapter,

BOUND

BUSES

STOP

PLEASE

HERE.

MENTION

"THE

CQ.'I
XO.ll.U

Palmos Focal-plane, f/4.5

K

slides,

F.P.

adapter.

Shop-

jj2*0*0

f/6.3 anastigmat.

for Cash.

2 filter. As

new.

List £15 .

Zeiss Ikon Cocarette, delayed Com-

pur, Tessar

31x21

Compur.

C.A

XO.ltJ.v

££.17. ft

f/4.5. As new .
Series
III Kodak, f/5.6 Kodak.

XU.i

As brand new.

XiJ.XU.lr

List £8 .

.

I .O
£C.1ft.A

31 X 21 Double Extension Nettel Roll Film, plate back,

Compur, f/4.5 anastigmat, also Zeiss Distar £ft»'| 7. ft
lens,
6 shies, case. Good condition .
XO.XI.W
Ross
Xpres
f/4.5, &filter,
31x21
Newman
Guardia
NewAsSpecial
Roll
Film,
case.
new. Sibyl
£14:
10:0
matic shutter.

List £13Roll
17s.Film,
6d. .
4ix2.J No. laAsnew.
Kodak Special
f/4.5 Kodak,
Koda£6:17:6

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.
121, Cheapside, E.C.2.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
35, Brompton Rd., S.W.3.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.

PHOTOGRAPHER"

6^ X A} Coronet Field, double extension, 7j-in. Goerz Dagor

f/6.8, roller-blind shutter, 2 D.D. slides. Fair
^*0
condition .
XO*XiJ*U
pigskin
2^x1| case.
N. & Good
G. Baby
Sibyl RollList
Film,£26.
Ross £11:7:6
Xpres f/4.5,
condition.

£1:15:0

28 OLD BOND

LIVERPOOL

AMATEUR

Bought

2 filter. C7.7.n

73 LORD ST.

ST,

.4 .ft

cm. Dallmeyer Speed Focal-plane, f/2.g Pentac,

Good

Fourteen doors west of Circns.

.“J .(\

condition.

31x condi
21 bollond
Owi Roll him Camera,
Good
tion. List £2 9s. 6d.
.

£39:10:0

281 OXFORD

fj

Imperial Hand, double e.\ten-

sion, f/6.5 T.T.H. anastigmat. Series HI, 3
book-form D.D, slides. V ery good condition
Tessar,

tC.B
1,1. U

41x24 KodakSpecialRollFilm,f/6.3 Kodak, Com-C4
pur, rising front, ranee-finder.

K

31x21

good

Microscopes.

£12:15:0

f/4.5,

No. 5 Ensign Carbine, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, de¬

Compur,

Moiern

LTD. ESTD.
1750

21x21
Rolleiflex, f/3.8 Zeiss Tessar. As
neiv
.
12-in. Dallmeyer Dallon Telephoto f/5.6, £0.1
and

16-mm. Ensign Projector, Model 50, resis- CQ.'I

cm. Nettel Miroflex, speeds i/srd to

London,

Telescopes.

iiX.vl.Vf

Reflex, .Mdis-Butcher

slides, F.P.

tance, case. Very good condition. List £6 15s. SO.

1/2, 000th sec., i5'Cm. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case. Good
condition .
iZOZlUlU

36

Astronomical

cm. and i-pl. Zeiss Ikon Miroflex, ijz.f

9x12

WEST

Zeiss Binoculars.

Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/7.7 Cl

revolving

31x2^ Ensign Speed Focal-plane Roll Film
Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis-liutcher. /Is
new.

Projectors.

Model 12, f/3.5

As new.

List £12:10:0
9.5-mm. Patlie Motocamera de Luxe, f/2.7 Zeiss
Tessar, case. Good condition. dC.lA.n
ApXU.IU.O
List £21 17s. 6d .

Camo

and

31x21

9.5-mm. Pathe Projector, double-claw, type C

. flITCHISOM

London,

191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., W.i.
65, High St., Netting Hill Gate, W.ii.
2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.

Crouch End, — 17, Topsfield Parade.
Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Catford. — 62a, Rushey Green.

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

W.l

$T.

Croydon. — 12, George St.
Kingston. — 30, Thames St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, FTomenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
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PAY FULL CASH DEPOSIT
and you'll have
Easter. We will
your application
and when this

ALL THE

NEW

thi*

CAMERAS
AND

you will have all — •

ARE

MONEY RETURNED
EXCEPT THE FIRST
MONTHLY PAYMENT!

HERE

A FINE SELECTION

You

OF

Guaranteed.
Five days* free approval
buyers against full cash deposit.

FOR

to post-

EIGHT’
COSTS

!

With Hxed-foc’UH
lens, exposiiro puiilc,
footapc indicHtin-, a ml eye-level finders incorporaled in the handle of the canieni.
HohJs tlf) ft. of sjiei'ia) Him only half (he wi<J( h
of whieh is exposed at a time.
^ bC
fl monthly payments of 23 1.
•If -U

KODASCOPE
The
New
Projector.

“ EIGHT**

b 0 bQ

Nine
monthly
payments
of 22 1

Pathe

95-mm.

Projector, single claw, regular

model

for 110 volts, motor.

super attachment, resistance. (.’nst £10 .
l-pl. Salex Focal-plane Camera, Balex f 4.5 anastigmat
n slides, black case. Cost £10 .

f 4.5 anastigmat lens. Compvr shutter. 1 to l/250th
brilliant finders. Cost £7 10s .

Camera for the Novice

Voigtiander ‘BRILLIANT’

Takes standard
« 21 8-e.\posure roll film.
Oives 12 21-in. square pictures by means of
special device. Fitted with a hi{rh-grade

N'oigtlander f/7.7 anastigmat lens (approxi¬
mately four times as fast as the a3 erage bo.x
camera lens f 1(5). Reliable two-speed shutter,
giving exposures {if l/25th and 1 5()th see.,
together with time movement. Supplied
{•omplete with leather lanyard to enal le the
camera to he suspended from the neck.
I’jice, with f,7.7 lens
as described above
APPOINTED
.4.V
\SSOClATE
OF THE

Tl.e institute of Amateur
Cinematographer.s. Ltd.

S5

-

sec., wire-frame and
£4 4 0

A HIGH-CLASS

into the camera. Optical direct-vision view¬
finder showing both picture sizes is provided.
Complete with 4A-in. Voigtiander Heliar f 4.5
lens in delayed-action Compur shutter, .sjieeded
to
1 '250th sec., complete with leather carrying
ca.se.

payments

a list for every

need.

New

Cam{‘ras,

and

lens,£23-spced
19 6

Sundries.
a

better

selection of new cam¬
eras and bargains from

HIGH

2d.

ALLOWANCES

Bring your present apparatus when buying something better
an:l you will save still more
money
on
the e.xchange.

on these covers

MEt^TION

THE

AMATEUR

the.se profu.sely
trated books.

some

.stamp

postage
require.

STREET, LONDON,

go to press a fortnight in advance

of

LISTS
There's

get

W.l

OTHERS
of

With everymodem device to assist in the attain¬
ment of better photography. Takes 31 x 21roll films, six or eight expo.sure.s. Can also 1h»
used to take 1(5 picture.s 21xl‘. Has auto¬
matic range-finder. Ready at pre.ssure of
button. Ingenious exposure meter is built

You'll

STREET,

16

AT A PRICE
NONE
payments

Voigtiander
‘PROMINENT’
THE
NEW
CAMERA
FOR THE
ADVANCED AMATEUR WORKER

Library

BOND

FILM

for

to

illus¬
Send
cover
■ •-

'

all you

W.1

Phones : Mayfair 0924-5-6.
of these second-hand

PHOTOGRAPHER**

items

WHEN

PACKS

monthly

or F.l*. A.

CAMERA

Voigtiander
31x21 Roll Film,
shutter.
Cost Bessa
£4 4s .

f'0.3 ana.stigmat

similar

£5) is added.

CAMERA!!

AND

: 17 : 6

Zeiss Contax Roll Film Camera, 36 picture.s on standard cin^ film, auto¬
matic range-finder, focussing f/2.8 Zeiss Tessar lens, focal-plane sliutter,
l/25th to 1/1, booth sec., ever-ready type case. Cost£25> .
£21 0 0
Ica Einamo Standard Cine Camera, hold.s 80 ft. film, hand-turned model,
Zeiss Tessar f 3.5 ana.stiginat lens in focussing mount, direct -vision finder,
black case, 3 spool boxes. Cost £24 .
£9 17 8

119, NEW

PLEASE

3 slides

Cim* Apparatus, Onaranteed Bargains, Film

Also at 47, BERKELEY

As advertisements

with

£G

V.P. Roll Film Piccolette, tropical model, radial focussing, Zeiss 'I'essar
f '4.5 anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, 1 to l/300th sec., wire-frame and
brilliant tinders .
£6 17 6

EXCHANGE

PLATES

£4 15 0
lens, D.V. finder,
£4 4 0

l-pl. Ensign Elito Folding Plate, single extension, rising and cross front,
f'8 Aplanat lens, 3-speed shutter, (I slides. Cost £4 4s .
19s. 6d.
Leitz Leica Roll Film Camera, takes 3(5 picture.s on standard ein^ film.
Klniar f 3.5 anastigmat lens, 50-mni., focal-plane shutter, l/20th to 1 /500th
sec.. 1 spiicl box. Cost £19 .
£9 9 0
V.P. Baby Roll Film Sibyl, T.T. H. Cooke f/4.5 Series II lens. N. k (4.
speeded shutter, t to I 200th sec. Cost £23 .
£10 17 8
Rolleiflex Roll Film Reflex, 21 -in. sq., Zeiss Tessar f/3.8 anastigmat lens.
(/ompur shutter. 1 to I 'HOOth sec. Cost £22 lOs .
£14 14 0
Zeiss Tourolem 4 20 Prism Binoculars, central focussing, tan case.
Co.st £9 .
£5 17 6
No. 6 Ensign Roll Film Carbine, radial focussing, rising front. Aldis Uno

A NEW

complete

sec., black graineiJ case, (5 slides, h’.!*. adapter. Cost £20 .
£9 9 0
Duebessa V.P. Plate Folding Camera, f '5.8 anastigmat lens. Compound
sliutter, 1 to 1/300(11 sec.. brilliant finder, F.l*. adapter, small leather case.
Cost £4 1.5s .
£1 19 6
9 X 12 cm. Voigtiander Folding Plate, doul'lc extension, rising and cross

9 12 cm. Deckrullo Focal-plane Camera, rising and cross front, Zeiss
Tessar f'4.5 anastigmat lens, shutter .speeded l/3rd to 1 '2,O0oth sec.,
bl.ack grained case. 12 S.M. slides, F.l*. adapter. Cost £48. . . . £29 10 0
j-pl. Tropical Sanderson Hand and Stand Camera, triple extension,
rising, falling, ami swing front , wide-angle back rack. Knsign f 7.7 ana¬
stigmat lens, sector shutter, I to 1/lOOth sec., black case, 9 D. blockform slides. Cost £25 .
£10 10 0

by eight more

BIG -VALVE

FILMS,

f 3.8 anastigmat lens, in delayedaction Compur shutter, speed.s to
1 250th sec., rising and cros.s front,
reflecting and direct-vision view¬
finders. hooded focussing screen,

level. 3 slides, F.l*. adapter, roll-lmlder. tan case, Co.st £12 12s. £4 19 6
l-pl. Folding Sibyl, plate model, rising and cross front. Zeiss Tes.sar f 4.5
lens, shutter .sj ceded ^ to 1 Iddth .sec.. F.l*. adaptor. Cost £24 £8 8 0
Vest Pocket Piccolette de Luxe, radial lever foeu.s.sing. direct-vision and
jetlecfing finders, Zeiss 'J'essarf 4.5 lens, Comj)iirshutter. Costtl.3 £6 17 6
l-pl. Adams’ Aidex Folding Reflex, long extension. re\()lving hack.
I'. 3'. and H. Cooke Aviar f'4.5 lens, focal-iilane shutter. I/Hth to l'4ddfh
see., Iilack case. 3 D. slides, I'M’, adapter. Cost £5(1 .
£19 19 0
9x12 cm. Voigtiander Tourist Folding Plate, double extension, rising
and cross front . Heliar f 4.5 anastigmat lens. Coinpnr shutter, 1 to 1 200th

front, radial focussing. Skopar f ’4.5 anastigmat lens. II ,so shutter, speeded
1 to I 'KHttli sec., wire-frame and brilliant finders. 2 slides. F.P. adapter.
Cost £10 10s .
£3 19 6

balance

3Jx21 double extension model,
fitted M’ith the famous Zodellar

sliiles, F.l’. adapter, case. Cost £(5(1 .
£32 10 0
l-pl. Soho Reflex, revolving back, rising and four-way swing front,
Dallmeyer Serrac f'4.5 anastigmat lens, focal-plane slnitter. I'Kith to
] Hddlhsec.. black case. 3 I), block form slides. F.I’.A. Cost £4d £19 19 0
!-pl. Double Extension Elito, Dampro Doppel f 4.5 ana.s. lens. Coinpiir
shutter, sjjeeded 1 to l/2ddth sec., rising and cross front, hrilhant finder and

RUNNING

THE

ROLL

of paying

Only 5 per cent (or 5 - if under

The Camera with the BIG
Lens and BIG Possibilities

31 2A Newman & Guardia Folding Reflex, focal-plane shutter, speeded
l/«th to 1 HOdtli sec.. Dallmeyer rentac f 2.9 lens, revolving back. 3 D.l).

THE

course

ZODEL SPECIAL
DE LUXE

sec. (old model), .3. H.M". slides. Cost £8 8s .
£2 19 8
5 4 Anschutz Focal-plane Camera, Zoilellar f 3.5 lens in focussing
mount, shutter sjioeds I l(Jth to 1 l.dUOth see., ohl pattern shutter. F.l*.
adapter. Cost £25 .
£6 8 0

HALVES

follow the usual
instalments.

HERE'S

Ensign Roll Film ReUex, Aldis-Butcher f/.‘i.4 lens, shutter speeds l/25th
to l/riuntli. Cost tl2 Jjs .
£8 8 0
9 12 cm. Ernemann Focal-plane Camera, rising and cross front, f'f5.8
Detective Aplanat lens, focal-plane slmtter, speeded l/.iOth to l/2.0(({)th

<CINE-KODAK

then

monthly

SUPER BARGAINS
All

your camera in time for
immediately put through
form for easy payments,
procedure is completed

may

be sold already,

but

similar

CORRESPONDING

outfits are

WITH

usually

available.
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NATURE
To

obtain

IN MONOCHROME

the varying

degrees of

tone

necessary

to record faithfully Nature’s predominating greens and
yellows, use Ilford Auto-Filter Plates. These plates are
pre-eminently suitable for spring-time studies.

ILFORD

AUTO -FILTER PLATES
Made

ILFORD

in England by

LIMITED,

ILFORD,

LONDON

[Photograph by E. G. Romaine
Printed

for the Publishers, Iliffe & So.ms Limited,

Dorset

House

.Tudor

Street, London,

E.C.4, by The

Classic

Colol-r

Press,

&

Readinj

Co., Liverpool.

/Imateur
OTOGRAPHER
&L

The

CINEMATOGFLAPHE^R.

Journal

Vol. LXXV.

for Everybody

with

No. 2319.
a Gamera^^

Wednesday, April 19th, 1933.

ALWAYS

ILFOI^D

ON
‘'**‘*^ For improved
REfciOERfNG

WiTMOUT

TOP

LIGHT

KODAKFILM
Aiways

colour

FSUTER,

COLOURED

Dependable
ENIARCEMENTS

.4 spec/ALirr
PHOIOCRAPHiC

PRODIiCfS

trNSr«-

JN

Copyright — Registered as a Newspaper

BEST FOR EVCRY

iNGLANp

for transmission in the U,K.

ay

iLFDSIB

CLASS of WORK

UMITEiS

ILFOSa

6i"
X 4i", 1/6
8i” X 6i"
2% mounted
MARTIN
CHEMIST
SOUTHAMPTON

L@H©OW

- YEAR-ROUND
/

April

THE

A
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NEW “KODAK”
A NEW PRICE

19,

ADVERTISEMENTS

AT
Extremely Rigid
Front
Double-Locked.

O n e- m ot io
snap-out opening
camera instantly
ready for use.

Instant,
smooth
by new
button

SIX-20
JUNIOR

The latest “Kodak” — the Six-20 Junior is a
high-grade camera which has flung away
ambition in the matter of price and offers
itself at 37/6 for the Doublet Model and 55/with the / 6.3 Anastigmat lens.

Easy
closing
pressdevice

PICTURE

SIZE, 3

Six-20 Junior has a system of air-vents which
prevent the bellows sucking in at the moment
of extension, thus preventing the film being
sucked out of the focal plane or the comers
of the pictures being fogged by the bellows.
This feature also saves wear on the bellows,
which, moreover, are made of real leather,
eliminating light-leakage.
Tripod bushes are dust-plugged.
All parts rust-proofed by special
process. The winding key lies
very flat and does not catch as the
camera is slipped into case or coatpocket. The pressure pad keeps
film quite flat and firm, ensuring
sharp focus.

Duplicated settings for
last-second check.

Six-20 Junior is the smoothest —
and quickest-opening and closing
camera on the market.

SjBlk

I^Uf

^

Easy
loading

Dignified design

by simples
drop-in metthod
PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

’’ WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH
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ADVERTISEMENTS

Specialists
THE LEICA
Model II

USEFUL
ACCESSORIES
The Leica, without doubt, represents one of the highest
achievements in camera design and construction. AH
parts are made of hard drawn material, the body covered
in vulcanised rubber, being affected neither by rain,
sun, nor cold. Double exposures are impossible, since
the film-advancing and shutter-winding mechanisms are
automatically coupled.

“VALOY”
Vertical Enlarger
ADAPTED
THE

FOR

THE

USE

OF

INTERCHANGEABLE
LEICA

LEICA

Enlarger .

Interchangeable

Metal

Printing Board, with hinged
sizes up to 10x8 .
Printing Board

£7

Mask

5

0

for 4x3 cm.
12s. 6d.
glass plate, for
£2 0 0

with adjustable

MODEL

II, with

^ ^ ...... .. M

standard

lens

d .W. A L .. M.. L ^

“ Elmar ” f/3.5, 5 cm., and one film chamber
LEICA MODEL
II, with Rapid standard
lens *' Hektor *’ f/2.5, 5 cm., and one
film chamber

LENSES.

Film-holder for. negatives up to 4x3 cm.
Screw flange for the interchangeable Leica
lenses. Large size illuminating head, with
centring 75-watt opal bulb for diffused
illumination. The lower plane surface of the
illuminating lens is adjustable in height, and
keeps the film perfectly flat. Highest magnifi¬
cation when using 5-cm. lens, 8.5 diameters.
Valoy

In the Model II the range-finder is automatically
coupled with the lens focussing mount, measuring the
distance and focussing camera lens are therefore one
procedure. The focal-plane shutter has speeds l/20th
to 1/500th sec., as well as time exposures, up to 12 or
36 exposures in one loading, size of picture 36x24 mm.

mask bands
£2 18 0

Ever-ready

a device for rectifying the parallax. .£3 18
Lens

Hood

Correx

Developing

Reflecting View-finder .

£8

0

3

f/2.5. 5.0cm .

“Hektor"

f/1.9, 7.3cm.

" Elmar "

f/4,

"Elmar"

f/6.3, 10.5 cm.

£26 5
£10 12
£9 2

f/4. 5, 13.5 cm.

£13

£6 17
£11 0

4

Cost of converting Leica Camera Model I
with 5-cm. f/3.5 or f/2.5 lenses into
Leica Camera Model II ..

£9

4

£10

6

Full

particulars
post

and

list of

free anywhere.

Case for same .

Negative

. .

. .
. .

THE WESTMINSTER
CAMERA
24, CHARING

CROSS

TEMpte
PLEASE

BAR

HOU/E"

Viewer, 5 magnifications. .£2

Ditto. 3 yards long .

12s. Od.

Ditto, 6 yards long .

14s. Od.

ROAD,

W.C.2

119, VICTORIA

7165.

6

Ball-jointed Tripod Top .

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

Various

4

0

7

0

PHOTOGRAPHER"

WHEN

Tripod

Yellow

Head .

8s. Od.
£1

Filters, to slip on and

in, from .
New

Panchromatic

0

screw

Green Filters, from 14s. Od.

EXCHANGE

LTD.

S.W.l

62, PICCADILLY,

0569.
CORRESPONDING

WITH

0

10s. Od

/TREET, W.l

STREET,

VICTORIA

for Leica Films. . .6s. Od.

6

£27

AT

6

6s. Od.

Template

PHOTOGRAPHIC
AND

1

Wire Release, short .

. . £23

III. OXFORD

3s. 6d.

0

II Leica can now be supplied with all metal
parts chromium plated.

. .

6

0
0

Model

”

£1 11

Trimming

INTRODUCTION

Price, with f/2.5 “ Hektor

2s. 9d.

0
6

NEW

Price, with f/3.5 " Elmar *’

6

6

8s. Od.

Spare Film Chambers

.

4

0

Panoramic

Accessories

complete. £1

0

"Hektor”

The

Tank,

6

3s. Od.

3

f/3.5, 5.0 cm.

Special Lens, for use with enlarger, for those
who do not wish to use Leica lens . . £5 3 0

.

£26

£1 4

If the camera has not an interchangeable
lens the price is

of the picture for all Leica lenses, fitted with

Thermometer

II :—

with adjustable

for determining the boundary

0

“ Elmar ’*

"Elmar"

View-finder,

0

The following lenses are interchangeable and will fit
any Leica camera, and are complete in focussing mount

9.0 cm.

Universal

square diaphragm

£22

Case, lined velvet

with automatic coupling for use with Model
" Elmar "
f/3.5, 3.5 cm.

New

REGent

W.l

1360.
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THE WIDEST CHOICE & THE BIGGEST
59
Phone:

; ONE-NINTH
DOWN GETS ANY CAMERA
Pay the remainder over a further 8 equal monthly instalments. Only

CHEAPSIDE
CITY

1124.

16-mm. Model M Cine-Kodak^
case .

LONDON,

173.5 anastigmat,

motor

5%

E.C.2

added

(or 5/- if under £5). Get your camera now
easy plan and start enjoying its use at once.

on this

drive, 2 speeds) and
£10 17 6

la Voigtlander Roll Film, f /4.o Skopar anastigmat , delayed-action Com pur
shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., frame tinder. As new .
£7 10 0
3*
shutter,

Voigtlander Reflex, £/4.5 Busch Omnar apastigmat, focal-plane
1/lOth to l/l,0U0th sec., screen, 3 D.D. slides, F.B. adapter, case
£5 17 6
31 ^ 2i No. 1 Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat, speeded shutter £2 5 0
9x12 cm. and 1-pL Bentzin Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, self¬
capping shutter, 1/lUth to 1/1, 000th sec., revolving back, 3 slides. F.P.
adapter and case .
£8 17 6
3i X 21 N. & G. Sibyl, f '4.5 Dallmeyer Serrac, N. & G. shutter, J to 1 '150th.
retiex tinder, 6 elides, F.P. adapter..: .
£9 9 0
i-pl. Ernemann Focal-plane, f/4.8 Goerz Celor,
1/lOth to 1/l.OOOth sec., 3 D.D. sUdes .

focal-plane

shutter
£3 3 0

35-mm. Williamson Cine Camera, suitable for walking snaps, f '3.1 Aldis
lens, one and eight picture movement, pan and tilting stand ... . £1818
0
i-pl. Adams* Idento, f/6.3 Ross
1/lOOth sec., 3 slides, F.P. adapter

Zeiss Tessar, speeded
and case .

shutter, 4 to
£3 16 0

31 X 2i T.-P. Jonior Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat, self-capping shutter,
1/loth to 1/1, 000th sec., revolving back, 3 slides. Unsoiled.... £8 17 6
. £6 6 0
back, 6 slides F.P, adapte
1/lOth to I 'l.OOUth sec., reversin
r.
10-in. f/6 Dallmeyer Popnlar t:Telephoto, for ,3Jx2i reflex..
£4 17 6
3-in. f/2.9 Dallmeyer Telephoto Lens, for Leica camera, focussing moimt
£8 15 0

31 ’ 2i Ensign Auto. Speed Roll Film, focal-plane
1/1, 000th sec., focussing. As new .
31 ' 24 Latest
shutter, 1/lOth

shutter,

1/lOth to
£9 17 6

Junior T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 Ross anastigmat, self-capping
to 1/1, 000th sec., revolving back, 3 slides. Fnsoiled

£10 10

0

GREAT

SPECIAL

OFFER

‘AGFA’ STANDARD

An ideal instrument for the serious amateur photographer. Highclass n)anufacture in every sense of the word. With revolving back
and

self-capping

FITTED

blind focal-plane

WITH

COOKE

Size
3^x2i

with 6-speeded shutter and
direct-vision finders.
Genuine leather covering, beautifuUv
tinished throughout. 50 per cent ofl
list price.

shatter.

or DALLMEYER

£12 : 0 : 0

£15 : 15 : 0

WITH
astigm

at,

PATHE ‘ LUXE ’ MOTOCAMERA

F/4.5

PRICE

i
f 1.9
Dalln
meyer
Super
Si
.
x Lens
for Le

90/94

Phone

: CITY

£7

15

0

•

sary
before filming
—
cne adjustment
necestiiat of the lens aperture.
Films are supplied in
daylight-loading chargers,
each accommodating over
1.0(10 separate pictures,
and

.

£11

17

6
LONDON,

E.C.4

3 X 4 cm Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar anastigmat. Speeded shutter £3

3

la Junior Kodak, R.R. lens. Kodak shutter and leather ca.9e. . £12

0

6

and roll1-Dl Manufoc Tenax, Dogmar f/4.5. Compur shutter, 12 slides
holder
.
®
6
9 12 Etui Folding Pocket, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5. Compur shutter,
17 6
. •
slides. F.P. adapter and case .
Compur
3.5,
f
Xpres
Ross
model.
tropical
Cameo,
34 2i Speed
6 slides, F.P. adapter

ZEISS

IKON

Self-erecting.

at press

Ready

31 21 roll film. With
vi-iion view-finder. The

“ THE

f/2.5 lens and

PRICE

Nine

£ii

6

o

£7:17:6

OUR
PRICE

monthly

payments

of 18/5.

f/3.5

lens

monthly payments
of 44/2.

IKONTA

of button.

Takes

16 exposures

Novar
Anastigmat
val shutter
.
Novar Anastigmat
D.A. release .

on

f;6.3,
Der-0
£4 10
f,'4.5, Telma,
£6 0 0

Novar Anastigmat f/4.5, Com¬
pur shutter .
£8 2 6
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur
shutter .
£10 5 0
Zeiss Tessar
shutter .
Or

on

f/3.5, Compur
£12 5 0

easy

terms.

LEICA

MODEL

II

Witli built-in range-finder.
Takes 36 exposures at one
loading. Fits the pocket.
The ideal camera for the
advanced enthusiast. Nega¬
tives make
splendid en¬
largements.

Appointed

£22:D:D

9 monthly

payments

o! 52/6.

CITy SAU I

focal-plane
£9 12 6

AMATEUR

With

accurately graded focussing scale. Directideal instrument for high-grade snaps.

inter¬
Postcard Tropical Soho, Heliar f/4.5. pair of Ross Xpres f/4.5’3.
changeable. focal-plane shutter, changing-box and leather case. Excellent
condition .
®

MENTION

LIST

wear.

£18 : 18 : 0

shutter,
3i 24 T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, T.-P. Cooke f '4.5, focal-plane £8 17 6
revolving back. 3 slbies, F.P. adapter and ca-se .
Cost
8 40 Zeiss Delactis Prism Binocular, leather case. As new.
nearly £19 .
£12 17 6
3.V 24 Mentor Folding Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessarf/4.5, focal-plane shutter,
3 slides. F.P. adapter .
17 6
focali-pl Dallmeyer Speed, Pentac f/2.0, 11-in. f/5-6 Dallon lelephoto.
con¬
plane shutter. 6 sUdes, F.P. adapter and leather case. Brand-new
u^
dition. Cost £60 .
lightrooniy
extension,
long
condenser,
SJ-in.
Enlarger,
1-pl. Imperial
chamber.
Excellent condition .
^3 18 9

PLEASE

'

edges to obviate

£10:10:0

monthly payments
of 24/6.

Nine

^
\ ano shutter,
^1 17 6

1-pl. T.-P. Junior Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5, self-capping
shutter, revolving back, 3 slides and roll-holder .

r

.5 ft. Patent device, ensuring accurate film register.
Compact, all-metal body, leather covered, polished

in

Nine

Telephoto

and leather ca.se^^^As^new

. .
9J-mm. Pathe Single-Claw Projector .
1-pl. Folding Pocket, double extension, f/6.3 anastigmat,
3 slides. F.P. adapter and case .

lieing equivalent

^

reflecting viewfrom infinity to

running
length size
to 100-ft.
of
standard
film.
With f/3.5 anastigmat

ST.

FLEET

itz Le
ica

6981.

extension,

whole reel of film at one
winding. There is only

£4:4:0

f,'2.7. focal-plane
9 12 cm. Miroflex Folding Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar
shutter. 12 slides. Cost £65 .
. .
^33 0_ 0
revolving
5 4 Sinclair Una. Dallmeyer Stigraatic. Accurate shutter,
hack. 3 slides and case .
. .
- •; • •
17 6
focalGraHex
4..5.
f
Xpres
Ross
34 2i Graflex Revolving Back Reaex,
adajiter
plane shutter, revolving b.ack. 2 slides and leather case, F.P.
£11 17 0

.shutter, double

actuate the driving mechanism and expose a

_* V.

ANASTIGMAT

l/250th sec., direct-vision and
finders. Radial lever focussing

Fitted with a high-class
lens and an enclosed
i-IockNvork motor
to

['

List price . .
self-cap
ping sh
utter,

21 X 31 Roll Film Camera with f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar.
Delayed-action Compur shutter, speeded to

^ -plate

£3:10:0

BIG SPECIAL OFFER of
GENUINE BRAND NEW
ZEISS IKON

COCARETTE

£15 : 0 : 0

£12:15:0

WITH
F,'6.3 ANASTIGMAT
List price . .
,.£700

p
T.-P.
Janil
or Refl
ex, f/
.
4.5 Al
dis an

LENS

F/3.5

F/4.5

3ix2i ROLL- FILM
CAMERAS

PRICE

-

-

-

POPULAR

The

T.-P. JUNIOR RUBY
REFLEX
CAMERA

3 4 cm. Zeiss Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar anastigmat, speeded shutter,
l/25th to 1/lOOth sec. As new .
£3 2 6
V.P. Kodak Series III, f/5.6 anastigmat, Diomatic shutter, 1/lOth to
1/lOOth sec. As new .
£3 3 0

(1929
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BARGAINS IN CAMERAS for SPRING
HIGHEST

EXCHANGE

ALLOWANCES

84 ALDERSGATE

When buying a better “ still ” or cine camera bring your used apparatus in
part exchange. Our allowances save you still more money. Approval
allowed to post-buyers of used goods on cash deposit.

Phone;

NAT.

0591.

LONDON,

ST

E.C.l

V.P. N. & G. Boll Film Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, rising front, N. & G. lens,
hood, direct-vision finder, pigskin case .
£8 17 6
V.P. Uakina, f/3 Anticomar, Compur shutter, direct-vision finder, 6
slides, F.P. adapter .
£4 19 6
3tx21 Ensign Speed Roll Film, f/4..'5 ana.stigmat lens, foc.al-plane shut¬
ter, speeded to 1 /500th sec. Brand-new condition. Cost £14 103. £9 2 6
Ensign Roll-film Speed Reflex, f/3. 4 Aldis anastigmat lens, Compur
shutter, speeded to l/oOOtb sec. and time. New condition. ... £7 2 6
34x24 Duplex Ruby Reflex, triple e.xtension, f/3. 5 Dallmeyer anastig¬
mat lens, sunk lens box, revolving back, 3 double plate-holders, F.P.
adapter, leather case .
£15 15 0
34x24 Zodel Special Reflex, f/4.5 AldivS anastigmat lens, self-capping
shutter, speeded from 1/lOth to l/l,000th sec., revolving back, 3 double
plate-holders, F.P. adapter .
£6 17 6
1-pl. T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, sunk lens box model, revolving back,
f/4.5 T.-P. Cooke, 6 slides, leather case. First-rate condition. . £5 17 6
4-pl. Triple Ehctension C.B. Field, f/6 Beck anastigmat
shutter, 3 D.D. slides, tripod and case .

lens, roller-blind
£3 17 6

1-pl. Klito Folding Pocket, rising and cross front, reflex finder. f.'4.8
Celor anastigmat lens. Compound shutter, fotnissing screen. 6 slides and
canvas case .
£2 2 0
1-pI. Cameo Folding Pocket, f/6. 8 anastigmat lens, speeded shutter,
rising front, focussing screen, 3 slides .
.
£12
6
i-pl. Ensign Focal-plane, f/5.6 Ross Homocentric lens, focussing mount,
direct- vision finder, 3 double plate-holders .
£5 2 6
Leitz Leica Focal-plane, f/3. 5 Elmar anastigmat lens, range-finder,
film charger and leather case. New condition .
£10 17 6
Leitz Leica Focal-plane Model, f/2.5 Hektor auastigmut lens, film chargers,
ever-ready case .
£13 17 6

Zeiss Ikon BABY IKONTA
Obtainable

“ CITY

only

at

SALE.”

Here’s a fine snip
for spring snaps !
THE

VERY

LATEST

“ SUPREME”
3ix2i ROLL-FILM CAMERA
Never before liaa B\ich a flue brand new bargain
been put on the market. With new pattern ifllm
winder, brilliant reversible and frame viewflnders, leather bellows and covering. Nickelled
self-locking struts. Hinged back. Focussing scale.
Iris diaphragm. Self-erecting rock-rigid front.

MEYER
lens

and

F/4.5 Anastigmat
accurately

speeded

49/9

List Price £440

OUR PRICE
MAKES

GOOD

TO-DAY’S

shutter.

SNAPS

ON DULL

BIGGEST

DAYS

VALUE!

Takes 16 exposures on V.P. roll film. All-metal body. Hinged
spring-out front for rigidity, leather bellows. Direct-vision
tripod bush. Finished black enamel with nickel fittings.
Novar Anastigmat f/6. 3, Derval shutter .
£3
Novar Anastigmat f/4.5, Derval shutter .
£7
Novar Anastigmat f/3. 5, Compur 00 shutter .
£7
Zeiss Tessar Anastigmat f/4.5, Comptir 00 sluitter .
£8
Zeiss Tessar Anastigmat f/3. 5, Comiiur 00 shutter .
£10
Or on easy terms.

4

back,
Hnder,
7
10
10
17
17

6
0
0
6
6

F/6. 3 anastigmat

Compur

Associate of the
The Institute
of Amateur
Cinematogra*
phers, Ltd.

Phone:

The modem
precision camera. All
sensitive and moving parts, range and
view finders, safely housed from dust
and damage. Takes 36 exposures on
cin6 film. With all-metal focal-plane
shutter, l/25th to 1/1. 000th sec. and
time, and Zeiss Tessar f/3. 5 anastigmat
lens. From
£2^
; IQ
; Q

of

The AUTOMATIC
“ ROLLEIF1.EX ”
Here’s the camera to get life into
all your pictures. Has every
gadget that goes for absolute
perfection. Takes 12 exposures on
standard roll film. Fitted with
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens.

m

ITE

From

MENTION

“THE

Nine monthly
46/8.
payments of

AMATEUR

• A

•■ D
C

• A
U
■

• D

• W

LIME
MON.

0180,

ST.
LONDON,

E.C.3

PHOTOGRAPHER”

31 ' 21 Contessa Roll Film, f'4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, Compur, leather
case .
£6 5 0
Zeiss Ikon Contax, f/2. 8 Zeiss Tessar. Practically new .
£21 0 0
21 • 21 Rolleiflex, f/3. 8 Zeiss Tessar. leather case .
£12 12 0
Baby Rolleiflex, f/3. 8 Zeiss Tessar, leather case .
£13 10 0
34x2i T.-P. Reflex, revolving back, f'4.6 Aldis anastigmat, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter .
£5 17 6
3r‘ 2i New Special Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres.
F.P. adapter, leather case .

.3 metal

book-form slide.s,
£10 0 0

10 • 15 and P.C . Adams’ Folding Minex Reflex, revolving back, f/4.5
Ross Xpres, 3 D.D. slides, Mackenzie slide, 12 envelopes, leather case.
Cost £60 .
£17 17 0
16-mm. EnsignAato-Kinecam,f/2.6anas.leathercase. Asiiew £13 13 0
No. 75 Bell-Howell Watch-thin Filmo 16-mm. Cine Camera, f/3. 5 Cooke
anastigmat. As new’. Cost £35 .
£15 0 0
34 X 2J Bijou HorizontalReflex, f'3.lt ana^^tigirat, 6 slides.F.P.A £4 17 6
34 ^ 24 Auto. Print Noxar Enlarger, f/6. 8 anas,, electric fittings £6 12 6
1-pl. Double Extension DuroU Roll Film, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar. Compur.
6 slides, focussing screen, leather case .
£6 12 6
i-pl. N. & G. New Ideal Sibyl, f/4,5 Ross Xpres. 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case .
£9 17 8

1-pl. Soho Reflex, revolving back, Kershaw shutter, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£14 17 6
31x24 Tropical Contessa Sonnett, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter,
3 slides, F.P. adapter .
£4 12 6
V.P. Piccolette de Luxe, brown morocco leather, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar.
Compur,
p\irse .
£7 7 0

£20

34 x 24 Topical Ihagee de Luxe Pocket, polished teak, brass-bovmd,
f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, D.A. Compur, 3 slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £21.
As new .
£10 17 6

D

PLEASE

• C

3.1 ' 2} Voigtlander Roll Film, f/4.5 Skopar, Compur shutter. . £4 2 6
5 4 Artist Reflex, revolving back, f/6 Dallmeyer stigmatic, 6 book-form
slides, Mackenzie slide, 6 envel<)i.>es, leather case .
£5 17 6
Leitz Leica, f/3. 5 Elmar, range-finder .
£9 17 6
i-pl. N. & G. Trellis, triple extension, revolving back, Zeiss Convertible
Protar, central shutter. 3 D.D. slides, leather case .
£25 0 0

Nine monthly payments of 57/2.

EXCHAnCE

fO

1-pl. Latest T.-P. Reflex, revolving back. Cooke Series X f/2.5 anastigmat.
3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. As new' .
£19 i9 0
3* 24 T.-P. Ruby de Luxe Reflex, revolving back, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar.
12-in. f '5.6 Dallmeyer Dallon, 3 D.D. slide.s, F.P.A.. leather case £22 0 0

LATEST
100 -PAGE
BOOK
OF
BARGAINS FREE & POST FREE
FROM
ANY BRANCH!

ZEISS IKON CONTAX

shutter .

54

case.

monthly payments
13/2.

lens. 8-

speed shutter.
.lens.
F/4.5
anastigmat

£5 : 12 : 6

mm

VOIGTLANDER

Two-speed shutter. High- 1% 1% f ^
grade f/7.7 anastigmat lens.
VI

PRICE

Nine

NEW

An Inexpensive camera In a modem design.
Takes the standard 31x21 8-exposure roll
film at 1/2, but gives 12 21-in. square
pictures by means of a special numbering
device, operated by the movement of the
film. The brilliant image emphasised by the
deep hood is almost full size, p fV I

A. V.P. camera of the pervailing popular type, taking
16 pictures on
standard
No. 127 roll film, all-metal
body, extremely compact,
leather- covered with leather
carrying handle, nickelled
fittings, automatically spring¬
ing to infinity, and finder set
for viewing by one touch of a
button, hinged back, fitted
f/2.9 Vidonar ana.stigmat,
with focussing adjustment to
3 ft. Delayed-action Compur
sector shutter, 1 to 1 /300th
sec., T. and B.. reindeer skin

Con^x

THE

BRILLIANT

3x4 cm.
‘PICCOCHIC’

purse

i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, no lens, reversing back, 6 single slides, self-capping
shutter, speeded to i/l.OUOth sec .
£3 17 6
34 24 Zodel Special Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis lens, sunk lens box. revolving
back, 3 double plate-holders, F.P. adapter .
£6 5 0
i-pl. and 9 x 12 Tropex, f/6. 8 Blitz double anastigmat lens, Koilos shutter,
focussing screen. 3 slides .
£3 19 6
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LIGHT

FILTERS

As the result of extensive study of sensitizing dyes carried out in the Kodak Research
Laboratories, both the speed and colour sensitivity of Eastman Panchromatic
Films have been greatly increased. The new standards attained necessitated revision
of the series of Wratten Orthochromatic Filters.
The two “K” filters are the same as those previously supplied under these names.
The K3 is now obsolete, the improvements in sensitizing having made it unnecessary.
The two new filters are :

Kl. A pale yellow filter which should be
used when only a slight colour correction is
needed, or when exposure must of necessity
be short. May be used with any of the
Eastman Panchromatic Films.
K2. A yellow
rection. For use
Panchromatic
matic Process
Panchromatic

XI. A pale green filter for use with
Eastman Portrait Panchromatic Film by •
half-watt
light or for Eastman Super-sensi¬
lamp.
tive Panchromatic Film by daylight or arc

filter giving full colour cor¬
with Eastman Commercial
Film, Eastman Panchro¬
Film and Eastman Portrait
Film.

These filters are not intended for use with a 16 mm.

X2. A deeper green filter for use with
Eastman Super-sensitive Panchromatic
Film by half-watt light.
cine-camera, for which special filters are supplied.

A leaflet “New Wratten Filters and their Uses” describes these
filters more fully. It may be had free on application to —

KODAK LIMITED (WRAHEN
KINCSWAY - LONDON

DIVISION)
W.C.2

MA*R°K X A 0 L O I D ^

RA.R ‘ T A N C O L ’
The

ideal^

ta7ik

7io-trouble'‘''
developer

CASH for

Simple to use.
Always fresh and active.
Gives

bright, plucky

negatives.
Never fogs.
from

Send

us

a

4,
postcard

for

interesting

Burroughs
Snow
LON

Pho. 1525

all Photographic

literature,

Wellcome
Hill
DON.

50

Dealers

post

&

free

Co.

Buildings
E.C.

1

• JOHNSON’S
COPYR

IGHT

I

I

4

PLEASE

MENTION

i,“ THE

AMATEUR

SNAPS

PHOTOGRAPHER"

I

CASH and 50 Consolation Prizes '
j No restrictions as to size, Send for particulars at once. |
I subject, process or style in
JOHNSON & SONS j
Manufacturing

COMPETITION
HOLIDAY

WHEN

CORRESPONDING
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HENDON,

Chemists,

LONDON,

ADVERTISERS.

LTD.

N,W.4

|
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CHS HI UnCERTHinTH
Fullest

confldence

that

all

will

be

well

with results is the feeling of every Rolleiflex owner.
The accuracy and brilliance
with

which

it gets

every

subject

seems

nothing short of wizardry. The Rolleiflex
IS a wizard — its all-automatic devices
almost

think

for

you.

Every

picture

it

takes can be viewed full-size and crystalclear on the ground-glass screen right up
to

and

When
on

during

you

go

country

the

time

cruising,

outings,

of

exposure.

yachting,

or

to

sports,

hiking,
take

a

Rolleiflex ; it’s ready in an instant, and
will give marvellous pictures of every
shot

you

make.

Takes

3ix2i roll film,
plates. Provides

WITH

with

51, GRAY’S

PHONE

-

London, W.C.1

HOLBORN

TESSAR

ZEISS

TESSAR

F/3.8

ETUI

The slimmest of all Cameras for
Plates, Film Packs and Roll Films.

The pleasures of Photo¬
graphy depend upon
success. The success of

COOKE

F/4.5

7311-2.

PATENT
your pictures
upon the lens.

on

£22-10

HOUSE”

INN ROAD,

ZEISS

WITH

R. F. HUNTER, LTD.
“CELFIX

exposures

£20

Rolleiflex

prospectus dealinfl
and name of nearest dealer, to
its accessories,
and illustrated
X
W XXXTTHTT

\Y/T?

12

or can be adapted for
splendid enlargements.

SLIPS

depends

MOUNT

LENSES
NEW

give brilliant negatives
full of crispness and fine
definition. There is a

Etui was

POCKET.

EXPEDITION

the Camera

of all others as being
suitable for such trying

chosen

the most
work.

MODELS FOR
1933, 3ix2i

RADIONAR

LENS

ip Vario Shutter,
Do. Ibsor
,,

Taylor-Hobson Cooke
Lens for every branch
of photography.

THE

EVEREST

The Patent
out

IN

f/4.5
£6 6s.
£7 7s.

Do. Compur
,, £8 8s.
Holder for Roll Films,
extra, 15/-.
EVEREST
MODEL

With Fixed Film-pack Adapter

Manufactured

TAYLOR,

TAYLOR

Leicester

Tessar

by

& HOBSON,
and

LTD.
London

f/4.5

and Ibsor
£12 12s.

Wholesale Distributors for
Thorsch Ltd. ;

GARNER

& JONES Ltd.

Polebrook House,
GOLDEN SQUARE,
LONDON, W.1
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IN handling the many hundreds of

range of latitude possible with the
controlled reversal process. One
iotir de force of his suggested that
the latitude might be as great as
one thousand to one. Taking the
same exposure (four seconds), he
began with an exposure of i/2 at
half-speed with no filter, and carried
it through by stages to f/i6 at
ordinary speed, after which, at
this aperture, he continued with
neutral density filters of 50, 75,

books in “ The A.P.” library,
for the purpose of their transfer
to the new premises, it was curious
to notice the character of some of
the earlier photographic catalogues.
Many of them ran to considerable
size, and the illustrations were
invariably woodcuts. It seems
strange that for so long photo¬
graphy was not used in producing
illustrations of its impedimenta and
its practical work. Some of the
modern photographic brochures, with
their highly-finished reproductions
in photogravure, would have been
regarded even a q uarter of a century

and 87I per cent, and the fallingoff in quality at this extreme was
not nearly so great as might have
been supposed.
Miscellaneous Equipment.
From the inventory of equipment
in a recent aerial expedition over
Central America by Col. and Mrs.
Lindbergh, in which Mrs. Lindbergh
acted as photographer : i Ica cam¬
era, 9x12 cm. ; r Grafiex camera;
12 cakes eating-chocolate ; 3 boxes
raisins ; i sealed tin matches ;
2 electric torches ; 2 revolvers ;

ago as marvels of the printers’ and
photo-engravers’ art. That is really
what they are to-day, but we become
so accustomed to fine work of the
kind that we often fail to accord it
the praise and admiration it deserves.
Latitude in Exposure.
Capt. A. G. D. West, who spoke
at the Royal Photographic Society
on the latitude in exposure possible
with the controlled reversal process,
is evidently a very close student of
these pages, for he has discovered
that during the last few years there
has been, on the average, every
three weeks, a letter on the right
type of exposure meter. He has
analysed these letters, and has
found that out of every ten cor¬
respondents, eight swear by Watkins,
one is in favour of the extinction

I

box

rockets

;

i

thermos

water

jar ; i bottle iodine ; 50 quinine
tablets ; 3 dozen bananas.
Out of Focus.
A society the other day passed
a vote of thanks to its lanternist,
in that case well deserved. In
some other cases a brick would be

meter, and one relies upon tables.
Capt. West suggested that Mr.
Watkins’ work deserves a wider
recognition than it has received,
and that it ought to be regarded as
of the same order as the work of
Hurter and Driffield. He succeeded
in showing, by a series of cinemato¬
graph shots at different exposures
or with different apertures the wide

5 € t

In

a

London

Park.

more appropriate than a bouquet,
provided it did not hit the lantern
instead. We go round to some
societies — not photographic societies
— at which slides are shown in the
most exasperating manner. The
other evening at a well-known
engineering institution all the slides,
illustrating an important matter of
construction, were out of focus,
and the lanternist, apparently, was
deaf to the cries which arose from
a very cross audience. It is true
7
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cinematographic

that from his end of the room the
lanternist may not be able to see
whether a slide is in focus or not,
but a little test before the meeting

lecturers, and the lanternist men¬
tioned above, to whom the vote of
thanks was paid, told us how much
his job would be eased if lecturers
would come a little early so that
their slides might be warmed up.
There are some slides which are

That
type
said
fifty

“ Mahogany types.”
writer in one of the London

dailies a few days ago resurrected

moved

during

Known by Numbers.
really are perplexed by the

new grid system — nothing to do with
electricity — used by the Ordnance
Survey in the making of maps.
Instead of the relative simplicity of
a square which carries a letter and
a number we shall now have to
find places on maps by means of a
long line of numerals indicating a
given square. At the discussion on
the subject at the Royal Geo¬
graphical Society last week, the
secretary of the Society told us that
the grid co-ordinates of the So¬
ciety's front door in Kensington
Gore are 1,138,583 east of the
point of origin, and 1,305,808 north.
Instead of appointing as the meetingplace for the photographic excursion

saying that the result was unsatis¬
factory, and a re-sitting was neces¬
sary, a by no means unusual hap¬
pening in the days of slow plates.
Sometimes it was said the sitter
had

was how the term “ mahogany” originated, and the trick is
to have been widely practised
or more years ago.

We

make an e.xposure. Instead of draw¬
ing out the shutter of the mahogany
dark slide, he kept it closed and made
an exposure upon it. He then took
money from the customer and said
proofs would be sent in a few days.
Instead of proofs, however, the
sitter received a courteous note

one’s own.

the old photographic word “ mahoganytype,” and modern camera¬
men who read it may have wondered
what it meant. In this particular
case, however, the word was wrongly
used, as the scribe dealt with

true

result to be impossible, he “ mahoganytyped ” the subject rather than
turn away a ready-money customer.
In other words, he pretended to

improved by a blob of condensation,
but they are not many, and they

A

and

“ mahogany types ” are not possible
with a movie camera. The word was
coined and very often used by
professional workers in the early
days of the camera to describe
make-believe e.xposures. Plates
were then very slow, and when a
photographer who had his living to
get was called upon to make an
exposure at a time he knew a good

will generally overcome any diffi¬
culty. Lecturers suffer quite a
lot from lanternists; though, on
the other hand, we are told that
lanternists suffer sometimes from

are never

work,

the good
“ Wheatsheaf,”
we
shall
hear inold
future
that the meeting
is to be at the point of intersec¬
tion of two long lines of figures.

the exposure.

^acts and formulae :

NEW

SERIES

A selection of useful hints classified according
GASLIGHT
The

PAPERS.

slowness of the emulsion

of gaslight papers permits of

their manipulation without the necessity for a dark-room.
Such papers can be loaded into the printing frame, developed
and hxed, by artiftcial light. All these operations, however,
should be performed as far from the source of light as is com¬
patible with seeing what is being done ; and in shadow or in
reflected light only. The actual e.xposure is made at close
quarters to the light, and is a comparatively long one.
*

♦

*

Gaslight papers are available in three grades of contrast —
soft, normal and vigorous — -suitable for negatives that are
respectively contrasty, normal or fiat.
With any given brand of gaslight paper it is best
one of the developing formulce given by its makers.
veloper that gives good results with most brands is :
Metol
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
7
Hydroquinone
. .
. .
. .
. .
. . 30
Sodium sulphite . .
. .
. .
. .
. . 220
Sodium carbonate . .
. .
. .
. .
. . 400
Water to
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. . 10
Potassium bromide {10 per cent) . .
This developer is used at full strength,
temperature of about 65 degrees Fahr.
il:

Particular

care in procedure

. .
. .
and works

to use
A de^
grs.
grs.
grs.
grs.
oz.

20 min.
best at a

*

is nece.ssary to get good,

stainless prints with gaslight papers. Dishes, etc., must be
clean ; developer fresh and active ; rinsing between developing
and fixing rapid but sufficient ; acid-hxing complete and
thorough. There must be not the slightest contamination of
the developer with hypo, and the print must be kept moving

8

to subject

in developer, rinsing water and fixer. It is a good
have a pair of tweezers for each of the three dishes.
*

*

plan

to

*

The Kodak fixing-hardening bath is e.xcellent for gaslight
papers, but must be correctly compounded, as follows :
Hypo
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
I lb.
Hot water to
. .
. .
. .
. .
. . 80 oz.
.Vllow to cool, and

then

Sodium sulphite
Glacial acetic acid
.\lum
. .
Water to
. .

.
.
.
.

add

.
.
.
.

the
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

following
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

:
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
i
.
.
I
. lo

oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.

Di.ssolve the sulphite in 3 oz. of warm water. When cool add
the acetic acid slowly, with stirring. Dissolve the alum in
b oz. of hot water. When cool, add this to the sulphite solution.
In no case add one solution to another till the temperature is
not more than 60 degrees Fahr.
*

As

with

other prints, those

by the “ two-dish
water in dish A.

*

*

on gaslight paper

are best washed

” method.
Put all the prints into clean
Fill dish B with clean water, and transfer

prints from A, one by one, draining each. Wash dish A and
refill with water. Transfer prints, as before, from dish B. Re¬
peat operations so that the prints have a dozen changes in
about an hour.
*

*

*

All the methods used for toning bromide prints are available
for gaslight papers, although the results differ, and in some
cases are not so satisfactory.
♦

Special

♦

♦

care should be taken with the storage of gaslight

papers. Damp is particularly harmful, and willdead to trouble
even if the paper has become dry by the time it is used. The
papers should be used as fresh as possible.
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J^ake 1933 a Better Season !
Enthusiastic amateurs seldom

fail to commence a new season
firm in the resolve that there
will be no more avoidable failures
no more wasted opportunities, and
no more haphazard disregard for the
fundamental principles
that are essential to good
photography. Yet how
often are these admirable
sentiments shelved at the
first call for real deter¬
mination ! Maybe a walk¬
ing-stick on a rambling
tour is more convenient
than a telescopic tripod,
and maybe it is a trifle
irksome to stop and cal¬
culate the exposure.
Maybe, on the other
hand too much is being
made of these supposed
difficulties. It is certainly
more troublesome, for ex¬
ample, to remedy a badly
exposed _ negative than it
is to make quite a number
of exposure determinations,
and objections that exist
to the carrying of acces¬
sories not infrequently
prove to be mountains
made out of mole-hills.
Apathy

The

and

two

By

for the delight they find
in practising a more serious
kind of photography.
Carried to extremes,
neither of these methods
is likely to provide entire
satisfaction.

should

entirely

e.xposure meter, whilst other acces¬
sories should also be carried at times
when their use appears to
be indicated. Exposure
meters may or may not
cost a lot of money, though
it must not be imagined

any less suitable for most
practical purposes than
those absolute readings
obtainable

from

the

ex¬

pensive
Indeed,kinds.
there is no point
in using a very expensive
meter v.dth a moderate or
inexpensive camera, for
it is doubtful if cheap
shutters and other me¬
chanism always operate
faithfully according to

CHANGE

OF

ADDRESS

The Editorial, Advertising and Publishing Offices of

^

«. CINI£.MATOCRAPHt»

modest equipment should
not object to purchasing

have been removed to new and larger premises.

a shilling calculator.

In future all communications should be addressed to :
DORSET
HOUSE,
STAMFORD

Telegrams
Telephone

Camera apathy is defin¬
itely not productive of any but accidental
masterpieces, whilst too great a devo¬
tion to the camera and the dark-room
is responsible as much for ill-health as
it is for beautiful pictures.
Perhaps the most sensible of all
workers are those who decide to
adopt a midway course, and this is
not the least useful piece of advice
that will ever come the way of any
photographer desirous of commencing
the season with some definite plan
or programme to govern his summer
activities. By all means, let the

.
-

.
-

The

-

STREET,
LONDON,

S.E.x.

“ Cyclist, Watloo, London.”
Hop 3333 (50 lines).

Brighter

Side.

So much for the one dark aspect
that can rob serious photography of
its main attractions. The more sen¬
sible forms of indulgence connote a
much rosier picture. Physicians not
infrequently recommend the adoption
of photography as a cure for certain
nervous disorders, whilst there is no
doubt that its influence in taking
workers into the open air makes it a
healthful hobby for all who are content
to seek cover during inclement periods.
All this is not to imply that the

373

their graduations. In this
case, one of the less ex¬
pensive extinction meters
— priced at figures round
about a pound — will be
found to give adequate sat¬
isfaction. And where even
one of these cannot be
countenanced, the user of

0e/lMATEUR
PftOTOGRAPHER

classes

of photography cater for
those who take photo¬
graphs merely for the
purpose of recording their
various other activities,
and those who take them

“ mo ’era'e ” worker

disregard the serious side of picture¬
making. He should never on any
account set forth without a reliable

that the approx imate read¬
ings obtainable from the
cheaper instrumen s are

Interest.

main

S. E. L. MOIR.

camera be taken out whenever oppor¬
tunity will allow, but let it not be
the means of inducing the enthusiast
to risk prolonged exposure in wet and
windy weather unless he be sufficiently
robust to withstand it.

Other

Accessories.

If the coming season is
to be a better one, the
exposure problem is not
the only matter that must
receive attention. It is
necessary to acquire certain
lesser accessories, of which
the tripod is probably the

most
The tripod is
unnecessary and
but no worker

important.
often regarded as an
inconvenient luxury,
who has learned to

appreciate the value of a steady
camera will be found to confirm this
opinion. Of course, it is not always
necessary to carry the tripod
Other worth-while accessories in¬
clude a few distinctive filters and a
lens hood. The former may not be
entirely necessary, but few lenses are
so shielded by a protruding mount that
the acquisition of a suitable hood will
not prove

most

desirable.
9
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^
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Every week an article will appear under this heading dealing
with a topic of interest to the novice in photography.

CHOOSING

A

reaches me all the year round
insistent.

to get ? ”
me Occasionally

“ What

the question

becomes

camera

admits

^Or the

more

would

There is nothing whatever to indicate the difference.
In certain circumstances a camera costing less than a
pound will stand up successfully to one costing fifty. Then

frequent

vou

advise

why
pay other
more considerations
?
Here

of a definite answer.

in ^•iew.

There

may

arise.

I said that both

the

subjects shown were taken at f/8. That was the full
aperture of the lens in one case ; in the other case the
lens would work at f/4.5. Both were taken at i/25th of a
second. On one shutter this was the slowest automatic

This is when the questioner has had a good deal of photo¬
graphic experience, and when he has some particular kind
of work

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

CAMERA.

This is just the time of year ' when a question that
and

t NOTIONS

be one special type of camera,

speed ; on the other there were i/i5th, i/ioth, i/5th, and
even slower speeds. Large apertures, and faster and slower
speeds, may not always be wanted, of course ; but when
wanted they are there with the expensive camera, and
absent in the cheaper one. The former has a rising and
cross front ; the latter has neither.
For many reasons it is advisable for the beginner to
gain his first experience with a very simple camera. There

or even one distinct instrument, that will suit him better
than anything else.
In the vast majority of cases, however, the choice of a
camera cannot be reduced to narrow limits at all, even
when price is considered. There is to-day a more bewilder¬
ing variety of cameras than ever, with a decided tendency
to sizes so small that the photographer of a few years ago
would never have taken them seriously. They are taken
very seriously now, as the high prices of some testify.
The beginner, and every other photographer for the
matter of that, should dismiss from his mind the fantastic
idea that there is one “ best ” camera for every purpose at
once. I have explained why there is no such thing, and
never will be. He should also get rid of the notion that
simply because a camera costs a lot of money the work
done with it will manifestly outshine anything that can be
done with a cheaper camera.
Architectural subjects are often a severe test for cheap
cameras, and I have reproduced here two such subjects.
They both happened to be taken under almost identical
conditions, with i/25th of a second exposure at f,/8. One
was taken with a camera costing over
and the other
with a camera costing under ;^3. Which is which ?
to
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ENSIGN
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Telephoto

PHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

Speed

Film

Reflex

The ideal " full-view ” camera for taking
long-range shots on 2^ X 37^ roll films. It
is possible for you to see and focus your
subject up to the moment of pressing the
shutter release.
The outfit is fitted with Aldis-Butcher
f/4.5 anastigmat, and interchangeably with
i4,.a Dallmeyer f/6.5 telephoto lens for
long-range pictures.
Focal-plane shutter giving a full range of
speeds : 1/35, 1/40, 1/50, 1/75, 1/125,
1/350, i/5ooth second and Time.
Film registering device keeps the film per¬
fectly flat during exposure, an essential
feature with large-aperture lenses.
Comfortable hood excludes all light from the
screen for easy focussing, optically worked
mirror.
Takes

standard 3JX3I: films.

Light, compact, easy loading, best quality
leather covering, mahogany body. Com¬
plete with velvet-lined case.

£15:15:0
From

Authorised Ensign Dealers,

There^s an Ensign 1933
Catalogue waiting for you
Ask your local dealer for a copy of the
1933 Ensign Photographic Catalogue. It
is a de luxe edition, with many pages,
profusely illustrated on good quality Art
Paper. You should have your copy so
as to know all about the many good things
that Ensign offers you.
If you

are unable

to get a copy from

your

dealer, write your name and address on the
coupon below and post in unsealed (id. post)
envelope to Ensign, Limited, 88/89, High
Holborn, London, W.C.i.

PRINTED

MATTER.

WRITE IN
BLOCK
CAPITALS

Ensign, Limited, High Holhorn, London,
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ADVERTISEMENTS

IKON

ICARETTE
ROLL-FILM CAMERAS

Sold

by

PICTURE/
THAT TELL
A /TORY

all leading

Photographic

Dealers.

Capture those happy
incidents of family life

No. 500/2.

In the hands of an Intelligent user, not by any means necessarily an expert, the better the camera the better the result.
Moreover, an instrument such as the Icarette fitted with
camera only. With
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 is not a summer-time
the rapidity of the Zeiss Tessar, first-class photographs can
be taken, even in autumn and winter, and on quite dull days.
all over the world. They
The Icarettes are renowned
in their construction the attributes of first-class
embody
design, exquisite finish, and perfect adjustment, for which
the name of Zeiss Ikon has ^n enviable reputation. In their
class the Icarettes are the finest cameras it is possible to buy .
The model illustrated
the ICARETTE
500/2.

is
It

is a single extension cam¬
era for 8-exposure roll
films 3Jx2i^. The design
is completely up-to-date
with radial focussing and
new type hinged back.
PRICE,

with

Zeiss

Tessar

f/4.5 and delayed-action
release Compur
shutter

£13:5:0

ICARETTE
551/2 is some¬
what similar to 500/2, but
possesses a double ex¬
tension, and can be used
for roll films and film
packs 3ix2i, and plates
31 X 2J in.
PRICE,

with

Zeiss

Tessar

f/4.5 and
delayed-action
Compur
shutter, 3 slides
and leather hooded focus¬
sing screen .. £16 : 12 : 6
Film-pack
extra.

Adapter,

9/6

Sashalite bulbs enable happy snaps to be taken in any
room in the home, where smoke or fumes would be
objectionable. As the flash occurs inside the Sashalite
bulb there is no smoke nor dust, and perfect pictures
can always be obtained with cleanliness and reliable
results.
Made

IKON

ZEISS
11, MORTIMER

IKON

HOUSE, MORTIMER

LTD.

12
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36-page Illustrated Catalogue free on request. 60-page
General Catalogue on receipt of 2d. In stamps for postage.

in ENGLAND

THE GENERAL
ELEC¬
TRIC COMPANY
Ltd. for
SASHALITE
LIMITED.
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folder

O.S

FREE.

■ SMOKELESS

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet
”

for illustrated
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SASHALITE
Photo Flash Bulbs,,
and the uses to which they can be
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is no sense in his paying for additions and refinements
which he does not want, and cannot use. Although his
camera should be simple it should at the same time be as
good a one of its kind as he can afford, especially as regards
its lens and shutter. It should be sufficiently well made
and adjusted to work easily and accurately, and not to
“ go wrong.” A ” wobbly ” front, for example, will
counteract the advantage of a good lens.
As time goes on the beginner will find that his simple
camera handicaps him. There is something that he would
like to do, and knows how to do, but the camera cannot
rise to the occasion. As these instances multiply he will
realise what it is that hinders him most frequently. He
will appreciate the advantage of a faster lens ; of a shutter
with a longer range of speeds ; of a rising front ; of a long
extension and a convertible lens ; and so on.
Then it is that he finds himself in a better position to
choose another camera. He knows what the simple one
would do and what it would not do, having regard to the
kind of work he has done and that he hopes to attempt in
the future. He knows what he wants better than anyone
can tell him. It is a fact that many of those who ask
advice about selecting a camera have only the haziest
notion of what they really want to do.
There is nothing like this learning by personal experience,
observation and thought. My own experience has taught
me so. In my earlier photographic days there was nothing

The

and D.P.S.

Ashington and Hirst P.C. “ Press Photography.” J. R. Johnson.
Bexley Heath P.S. Lecturettes by H. C. Harest and E. Bleeze.
Bournemouth C.C. ” Portraiture.” Hilda Robertson.

Chicago World’s Fair International Exhibition, 1933.
— Open, June i-October 31. Enquiries to ” 1933
Salon,” Chicago Camera Club, 137, North Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
Victorian (Australia) International Salon (Melbourne
Athenasum Art Gallery). — Open, April 24-May 6.
Secretary, C. Stuart Tompkins, Junction, Camberwell,
E.6, Melbourne, Australia.
Bridge of Allan and District Photographic Society
International Salon. Open, April 15-29. Particulars
from Mrs. Brown, Jun., The Studio, Bridge of Allan,
Scotland.
Brighton and Hove C.C. Annual Exhibition (one
class open to members of clubs in Kent, Sussex and

and

Meetings

Monday, April 24th
Chelsea P.S. Colour Demonstration. Mr. Buchanan.

Wednesday,
Borough Poly. P.S. Print Competition.
Bristol P.S. Annual Exhibition.

24th.

Exhibitions

held

the

regulation

[contd.].

Tuesday, April 25th.
Bamslpy P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Beckenham P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Bedford C.C. Annual Meeting.
Cambridge P.C. E.A.F. Portfolio.
Halifax P.S. ” Question and Answer.” R. Goodfellow and W. H. Wilkinson.
Kilburn and Willesden P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Leamington and D.P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Manchester A. P.S. ” Reminiscences.” Fred Judge.
Manchester P.S. ‘‘ Control — Working up Negatives and Prints.” T. Lee Syms.
Portsmouth C.C. ” A Talk on Bird Photography.” R. Ashby.
Royal P.S. Scientific and Technical Photography.
St. Bride P.S. An Unusual Programme.
Whitehall C.C. ” A Talk on Exhibition Work.” R. S. Beck.

Saturday, April 22nd.
Blackburn and D.C.C. Hoghton and District. Meet at Billinge End, 2.30 p.m.
Hanley P.S. Butterton and Swynnerton. Meet at Newcastle Market Place, 2.15.

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
Entries, April 29. Rules in issue of March 29.
Prague International Salon. — Open, April 8-22.
Organised by Association of Czechoslovak Amateur
Photographic Societies, Riegrovo Nabiezi, 22, Prague
II, Czechoslovakia.

changing-box

City of London and C.P.S, “ Panchromatics.” N. F. Home.
Cork C.C. ” A Mixed Bag.” P. G. Lee.
Luton and D.C.C. ” The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Rugby and D.P.S. Exhibition of Alliance Prints, etc.
Southampton C.C. Annual Auction of Members’ Surplus Apparatus.
Staines P.S. “ A Photographic Survey.” W. Rushworth.

Friday, April 21st.
Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. Alliance Slides.
Photographic Society of Ireland. General Meeting.

April

A

ing. It would not go into any pocket. A': the same time
it was smaller and lighter than many quarter-plate reflex
cameras being humped about to-day.
The only sound advice that can be given about choosing
a camera is this. Consider what you want to do. What
points must a camera possess to enable you to do it ?
Then study lists, and particularly study the cameras
themselves, and choose for yourself. If you do not happen
to be quite right you will know better next time.
W. L. F. W.

Annual Exhibition Opens.

Monday,

screen.

dozen quarter-plates.
I had found out by experience that I wanted all these
things, and I got them ; and I must say that the camera
did me excellent service for long years. Incidentally, the
firm who made it for me adopted it as a standard model,
but few would look at such a camera to-day without laugh¬

Thursday, April 20th.
Ashton-under-Lyne P.S. Slide Makin,?. G. J. Brown.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. " The Oriental Pyrenees.” P. G. Hopcroft.
Kingston-on-Thames an 1 D.P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Loughborough P.S. Annual General Meeting.
N.
Middlesex P.A.
P.S. Criticism
“ The Lights
o’ London.”
Sunderland
of Exhibition
Prints.Geo. A. Slight.
Walthamstow

I remember, after a pretty wide experience of the then
popular box cameras, working out a specification of one
myself, and having it made. It was a box camera, but
different from any other I had then seen. The lens was
fitted in a speeded shutter, but there was a fo_cal-plane
shutter built into the camera as well. There were rising
and cross fronts both ways, two accurate finders, and a
focussing

Week’s

Wednesday, April 19th.
Croydon
C.C.Annual
“ Old Exhibition.
Croydon,” D. S. Rose.
Ilford P.S.
Partick C.C. Annual General Meeting.
Rochdale P.S. Exposure and Development. T. P, Threlkeld.
Swindon and N. Wilts C.C. Annual Exhibition Opens.

like the variety and excellence of cameras to be found
to-day. It was a case of making the best of what was
available and what could be afforded.

April

26th,

Croydon
C.C.Criticism
Novelties
and Home-made
Ilford P.S.
of Exhibition
Prints. Apparatus.

^

Competitions

Hampshire). — Open, April lo-May 6. Exhibition
Secretary, R. J. Botting, 71, East Street, Brighton.
Third International Salon, San Diego, Fine Arts
Gallery (under auspices of Camera Enthusiasts of
San Diego). — Open, April 21-May 14. Particulars
from Miss Ruth Kilboume, 4225, Arden Way, San
Diego, California, U.S.A.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Annual
Exhibition (Open Classes). — Open, April 28-May 7.
Particulars from J. Ainger Hall, Hon. Exhibition
Secretary, 10, Kitson Road, London, S.W.13.
Turin International Salon. — Open, May 20-June ii.
Further particulars from Secretary, Fourth Inter¬
Italy.
national
Salon, Via Stampatori, N.6, Turin (108),
Portsmouth C.C. Annual Exhibition (Open Classes). —
Entries, May 2 ; open. May lo-June 10. Secretary,
H. Coker, 4, Junction Road, Southsea.
Midland Salon, City Art Gallery, Leicester. — En¬
tries, May 6 ; open. May 27-June 24. Particulars
from Hon. Secretaries, W. Bailey and A. E. Tracey,
Cank Street, Leicester.

375

Northern Photographic Exhibition (Bradford). —
Entries, May 13 ; open, June 17-August 20. Entry
forms from A. Greenwood, Myrtle Dene, Harrogate
Road, Bradford.
Cardiff C.C. World’s Masters’ Salon. — Entries, May
14 ; open, June 9-24. Entry forms and particulars
from G. H. Palmer, Hon. Exhibition Secretary,
Y.M.C.A., Cardiff.
Troyes International Salon. — Entries, May 25 ;
open, June 15-25. Secretary, Maurice Michel, Presi¬
dent de rUnion Photographique Champenoise, 23,
Rue de la Mission, Troyes {Aub6), France.
Polish International Salon (Cracow). — Entries,
August I ; open, August 27-September 17. Further
particulars from Fotoclub, Y.M.C.A., Cracow, Poland.
Rotherham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms
due October 2 ; prints, October 9 : open, October
18-21. Further particulars from E. George Alderman,
Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Ruardean, Newton Street,
Rotherham.
13
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By E. C. LeGrice.

Mirror

Carp.

This article is a plea for specialism in aquatic
work.

j\Iost branches

of nature

study are

already efficiently monopolised by enterpris¬
ing workers, but there is still abundant room
for the beginner to try his hand at aquatic photography ;
and he will be surprised at the delight and early
success it brings him.
The one great advantage is the wealth and endless
variety of material, comprising not only hsh but also
plants, amphibians, molluscs, beetles, aquatic birds,
and even water-landscapes. Even the pictorialist
might hnd it worth his while. As for record-making,
the pleasure in making a series of pictures of the emer¬
gence of a dragonfly from its nymph, great though it
is, is not greater than the value of the resulting series
of pictures.

The most beautiful fish photo¬
graph I ever saw was taken with a
Brownie camera. People have tried
to discourage this work at various
times by enumerating the special
gadgets that must be bought. Only
one is needed, a really suitable tank
to contain the specimens. Now it
must be a good tank, with really
clear, white glass, and not an
adapted accumulator tank with
green glass. All success depends on
the tank.
I had mine made by a carpenter,
who charged me four shillings and
sixpence, and I have used it about
six years. It is 15 in. long by 3 in.
wide, and stands 12 in. high. Such
a narrow tank is used, of course, for photographic pur¬
poses only. Its sides are of oak, glazed with pictureframer’s glass, the most flawless that could be obtained.
The illustration gives a fair idea of the tank.
In making a picture I usually devote each speU of work
to a single fish or amphibian, as each creature needs

Great

Newt.

special treatment. In taking the perch, for example, I
begin by trying to reproduce the natural conditions
under which this fish lives. It hides among the straight
rushes and reeds, almost invisible to its enemies and its
prey. I place some river sand at the bottom of
tank, after washing it well. Next I pour water
gently pouring it on to a piece of paper so as not
disturb the sand, until the tank is fuU, after pausing

The Tank
14

used.

the
in,
to
at

the half-way mark to plant some rushes and reeds in
suitable places.
Leaving it to settle awhile I introduce th^ fish, who,
being a lively fellow, dashes round madly for some time ;

ih[ amateur photographer
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IC WORK
BEGINNERS
even springing out altogether, and necessi¬
tating a piece of gauze on the top as a lid.
I now carefully adjust the tank so that the
lighting falls at about forty-five to sixty de¬
grees to the front, and arrange cards so that
the water shall not become unduly hot
through the sun’s rays. At the back I am
most careful to try to arrange neutrallytinted cardboards of large size to throw up
the subjects.
In the example shown the arrangements
were by no means an unqualified success. The white
stones at the bottom are obviously seashore pebbles,
and the perch is a fresh-water fish. Further, these

Goldfish and

Minnows.

The picture of the mirror carp is a better example.
It shows clearly the great translucent scales which re-llect the light and give the fish its name.
The rudd is a difficult fish to photograph,
as it moves like lightning, and must be
watched patiently. This was photographed
in brilliant sunshine at midday in June, the
exposure being i/zooth of a second.
On the other hand the photograph of the
female newt was quite easy. These creatures
keep practically motionless for quite long
periods, and this one simply posed for her
An interesting group is that of the gold¬
portrait.
fish and minnows. It is not always safe to
introduce creatures of different kinds into
the tank at the same time. Some know¬
ledge is necessary as to what may be done
in this way, or trouble will result.

Rudd.

white stones reflect light on to
the underside of the fish. Then the
plants are not water plants at all,
and they are much too large to match
the markings on the body of the
perch. These are the sort of things
that need thought and attention,
or the result will be a failure.
Exposure is the difficulty. The
great thing is to wait until the fish
is perfectly quiet, which eventually
happens in all cases, of course. If
the subject is resting against a
stick or rock it is usually very still
indeed, and quite a small stop can
be used ; but if the subject is
actually swimming it will be found
that I /40th of a second at f/6 or
f/5.6 will about do. It is necessary
to be generous on the side of ex¬
posure, as the glass and the water
appear to absorb some light.

Perch .

377
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.

Mr.
R. J. DUNN

From
" T

I

HAVE

noticed

that

particulars

informahon

of the

apparatus

communicated
and

materials used in the making of exhibition pictures

excite a great deal of interest. Such interest seems to
me to be largely misplaced, as 1 belie\ e that the success or
otherwise of the results rests less on the apparatus than on the
modus operandi.

“ Anyhow,

my camera

is the Ensign ‘ Cameo

’ 3^ X 2 J, which

is fitted with an Aldis-Butcher f/4.5 lens and a Compur shutter.
This camera serves me in a dual capacity as, when it is added
to a pair of condenser lenses and an inverted incandescent
gas burner, it becomes my enlarger.

to our Special Representative.

With regard to my materials, I do not try
the other make and type of plate, bhemical and
workers do, but limit myself to one kind.
materials in this way is, I think, a great help,
recording.
know,
almost subconsciously, just what they

this, that, and
paper as many
Standardising
as one gets to
are capable of

I use backed Ilford Soft Gradation Panchromatic plates
for all subjects, developing them in a tank with Rytol. This
particular developer was chosen chiefly because of the very
comprehensive time and temperature tables supplied with it.
Using these tables I find that, for a normal subject, develop¬
ment to half the stated time gives me a negative of
a contrast suitable for enlargement on to chlorobromide paper, and I use this time as a standard to
be increased or diminished according to the amount
of contrast present in the subject, the object being to
produce negatives of more or less standard contrast.
"It is very seldom indeed that a print is made
which cannot be improved by a certain amount of
handwork, and I make use of nearly all the usual
methods, with the exception that no working up is
ever done on the negative. I find that oil pigments
and
up
ad\
the
and

poppy oil are the most satisfactory for the working
of rough-matt surface prints, and they have the
antage that, if the desired result is not forthcoming,
whole of the handwork can be easily cleaned off
a fresh start made. Where the porcelain surface

is used ‘ oil ’ methods are obviously not satisfactory,
and any necessary handwork is performed with crayon,
stumping chalk and stump.
" Although rather unenterprising from the point of
view of technique, I endeavour to a\'oid any specialisa¬
tion regarding the choice of subject matter, as I am
convinced that any such specialisation tends to reduce
the photographer’s imagination and narrows his field
of appreciation. I also avoid the mistake of trying
to copy a successful picture.
" Nevertheless, such a belief does not prevent one
ha' ing a preference for- a particular kind of subject,
which, in my case, is for that with a dramatic lighting
effect. To obtain such an effect in out-of doors
subjects requires a considerable amount of patience
owing to the fickleness of the climate, but indoors one
can obtain just the effect wanted with very little
trouble.
“ ‘ My
Lady Plays ’ is an example of such a
‘ studio ’ picture, and is the outcome of an affection
for the quaint soft-toned harpsichord and satin
crinoline.
concentrate

The ‘ moonlight ’ effect was used
attention on the lady, framing her

to
in

light while keeping the surroundings subdued in
shadow. The picture completed, I believed that it
successfully portrayed the feeling of quiet and aloof¬
ness from these modern times that I wished to convey,
but now I am in doubt.
“ Perhaps
CocKiNGTON
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Forge.

By

R. J. Dunn.

must

never
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is the
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{See article, " I-Joio I make
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I.

" Gati-u’uy

of Histoyy."

lly k. 11. Cuesi.

5. — “ Siinlil Arches."
By ir. 7. \V igmore.

2. — "At Whitby."
By
iss Bout her.
6. — “ The
By

By

— "Durham."
\V. .MacGregor.

I- — "On
Top of the World."
By U'. H. Ope}iMiau.'.

Iron Road."
.'i . Strong.

By Samuel
Greenblatt.
7. — “ Rain."
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IN No. I of the prints reproduced on

the opposite page — “ Gateway of
History,” by R. H. Guest — the
figure is very useful and not badly
caught. She serves to draw the
attention to the sunlit distance against
which she is displayed, so emphasising
the effect, and makes quite an attrac¬
tive centre of interest ; but the
arrangement strikes one as too much
inclined to symmetricality.
The

Central

It will be

Position.

observed

that

she

is

placed very nearly on the vertical
centre of the picture. She is, at the
same time, almost centrally placed
between the two sides of the arch,
which, again, is also practically equi¬
distant from the two sides.
With the centrality of the thing
emphasised to such an extent, the
impression conveyed is one of very
severe formality, which is neither
suitable for the subject nor adapted to,
display its pictorial motive — the feel¬
ing of sunshine — to full advantage.
It is scarcely the case, as might be
thought, that the central position
invites a suggestion of weakness, for,
where figures are concerned, that
position may very occasionally be
employed without ill effect ; but, here,
the unfortunate way in which it is
stressed introduces a sense of sym¬
metry where more swing and infor¬
mality seems demanded.
L'nless there happens to be more
in the negative than is disclosed by
the print, it will be somewhat difficult
to correct the defect. Now that the
negative is made it is impossible,
of course, to alter the relationship
existing between the figure and the
arch ; but, if it were feasible to adjust
them, it might be suggested that she
be placed more to the left.
Adjusting

on the Beginners’ prints reproduced on

Ljomment

the Placing,

However, that could only be' done
by repeating the exposure, which is
probably not a practical proposition,
and the only alternative remaining
open is to see what can be arranged by
trimming.
Of the two sides, that on the right
offers less reason for retention. It is
somewhat assertive for one thing, and
does not offer the same suggestion of
good form which is conveyed by the

s

other. Otherwise it might be desirable
to correct the placing of the archway
and figure by trimming from the left,
more particularly in view of the fact
that the figure, being already inclined
to the left-hand side, could be placed
more easily in an appropriate position.
As the print now stands, it is better
that the trim should be made from
the right — about half an inch is neces¬
sary — and, if the negative permits and
no adverse intrusion makes its appear¬
ance, a quarter of an inch should be
added to the left.
It is more than doubtful if the
latter addition is possible, and, if
not, the position of the figure would
be but slightly improved, though
that of the archway would be much
better. Still, as a whole, the revised
arrangement would be preferable to
that now prevailing, and should be
adopted if another print is made.
Circumstances

and

Cases.

Naturally, circumstances vary in
different cases, and if a small finder
has to be depended upon, it is not
always possible to ensure a precise
placing of the subject upon the plate.
Then it will be found a wise pre¬
caution to see that the main arrange¬
ment is satisfactory, and that a
sufficient margin is allowed for subse¬
quent trimming, so that any minor
defect of position, such as has occurred
in this instance, may be corrected.
A case where a central placing is
not so adverse in its effect is where
the scale of the figure is so large that
it is evident that it is intended more
as a portrait than as a figure study.
No. I would fall into the latter, class,
and No. 4, “ On Top of the World,”
by W. H. Openshaw, in the former.
In point of fact, however, the figure,
though it might legitimately be placed
nearer the centre, is actually farther
from it, and, as th6re is no particular
object in introducing any feeling of
formality in a case of this nature,
the subject is appropriately treated.
It is very dainty and fresh, and
serves its intended purpose admirably.

opposite

page.

for correction, much

of the foreground

and some of the window on the righthand side being superfluous, and a
trim of half an inch from the right and
three-quarters from the base improves
the placing considerably.
Trimming
A similar
eighth of an
moves any
shown in

a Factor.

trim, but of about oneinch and from the left, re¬
disability that might be
this respect by No. 5,

“ Sunlit Arches,” by W. L. Wigmore.
The sunshine is pleasingly rendered,
but, in the absence of a figure, it
scarcely seems so well expressed as
in No. I. Both Nos. 2 and 3, “At
Whitby,” by Miss Boucher, and
“ Durham,” by W. MacGregor, too,
fail in conveying the same effect,
principally because of the fact that
it is so widespread, and on account of
the absence of a sufficiency of shadow.
But for the presence of the steam
in No. 6, “ The Iron Road,” by A.
Strong, similar remarks would apply,
for, though there is a like absence of
definite shadow, the local colour of the
surroundings is ' dark and of enough
depth to set off the light on the steam.
The light does tell quite well con¬
sidering these circumstances ; but
how much better it might be if it were
the only light displayed against real
shadow would have to be seen to be
believed.
A

Fortuitous

Effect.

The effect, as it is, is fortuitous,
for, in nine cases out of ten, a setting
of so dark a tone under so frontal a
lighting could not possibly be expected.
That it happened in this instance
is almost entirely a matter of chance,
aided, to not a little extent, by the
height of the viewpoint, which, by
avoiding the inclusion of the sky,
removes the sense of competition it
would introduce. In normal circum¬
stances, the setting would be as
bright as the light on the steam and,
without contrast, the effect would not
exist.

“ Rain ” (7), by Samuel Greenblatt,
which is more of the character of a

Nevertheless, what effect there was
has been well caught, and, insomuch,
a not inconsiderable credit reflects

figure study,' reverts to the central
position, and there is little, if any,

upon the author, who, besides, is to
be congratulated upon the originality

justification.
Happily, there is plenty of margin

383

suggested

by

the

view.

unusual

point17 of

“ Mentor.”
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Victorial Knalysis
Every

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

PURE landscape, of which this

picture forms an example, seems
to have suffered something of
an eclipse in recent years. Few have
been seen at the principal shows, and
it does not seem that as much is
now done in this class as was the case
in former times. On tliis account,
there is something particularly appeal¬
ing about this picture, which
arises as much from its fresh¬
ness as from its real pictorial
motive — an expression of
sunshine.
Sunlight

and

SAPLINGS/’

hy J. B. Eaton.

foliage, and their brilliance would be
diminished by being placed against
the sky ; and the composition of the
group would be much less coherent.
Choice

of Standpoint.

Taking these factors into considera¬
tion, and also having regard to the
very graceful shape assumed by the

come right ag ,inst the strong¬
est shadows — those of the
undersides of the foliage.

Shade.

The pull of depth of tone
is apparent, and that of
placing is determined by the
position in the picture space,

As in the case of one of the
prints discussed on the pre¬
ceding page, the lighting
here is frontal, and though
there are the shadows of the

the group falling athwart
two of the four intersections

trees and portions of the
foliage also in shade, the
contrast, on which the trans¬
mission of the effect depends,
owes a great deal to local
colour.
But there is a distinctive

formed by divisions of thirds
laterally and vertically, which,
in landscape,, is as forceful an
arrangement as can be adopted .
The

Accent.

of fact, the

and quite adequate to serve
its function of displaying the
motive of sunshine.
It would, however, be so
simple as to verge upon
severity, and, owing to its
preponderance of size, the
group in chief might prove
somewhat overwhelming. In

obviously deliberate, for,
under another description of
lighting the suggestion of
luminosity could not be so

18

a matter

composition without any other
. aid would be quite acceptable,

utilised to show up the bril¬
liance of the light on the
tree boles, show that the
result is intentional and not
fortuitous. The effect is

longer exist : and, if a viewpoint to
the left had been adopted, the trunks
would be farther apart ; some of them
would fail to come against the darker

Compensating

As

difference. The way the
subject is handled, and the
way in which the shadows
and colour contrast have been

well portrayed, and the con¬
trast of light against dark is
so admirably judged that it is
scarcely possible to credit
that it was achieved except
by conscious arrangement.
The truth of this will be apparent
when it is appreciated that very little
movement of the viewpoint, either to
the right or left, would prevent the
contrast in question from taking effect.
A movement to the right would tend
to merge the tree boles into one
another, in which event the darks
now visible between them would no

of the group (i) is manifest. In
scale, in weight of tone, in contrast
and in placing it is definitely stressed
as the dominating item of the picture.
Its size and mass is greater than
anything else, and its proximity,
besides, enforces its priority upon the
attention. Interest, too, is always
excited by contrast of light and dark
in juxtaposition, and the
brightest lights of the picture
— those of the tree boles —

these circumstances, the in¬
troduction of the balancing
accent (2) extends the interest
without impairing the prin¬
cipality of the chief group (i),
and, to some extent, provides
a note of compensation, which
principal group of trees as a mass, it
is pretty clear that the choice of
standpoint was critically examined,
and nothing in the arrangement can
be attributed to chance.
It also has the advantage of extreme
simplicity. There is the chief group
of trees (i) on the
the compensating and
of the smaller single
left, and nothing else
except the foreground
only serve as a setting.
384

right-hand side,
balancing accent
tree (2) on the
of any moment
and sky, which
The importance

by rounds
comparison
scale com¬
pletes and
off theof design.
Moreover, it
tageous effect
foreground line
conveying the
out of, instead

has a further advan¬
in that it limits the
and prevents it from
impression of leading
of into, the picture.

Altogether, the whole thing con¬
veys the feeling of being admirably
contrived. It should prove useful in
suggesting emulation, and elms and
birches are not so dissimilar, that
Tike treatment

would

effectively.

work

out

" Mentor.”
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I. —

With

the

aid

of a hot

spoon

slightly bigger than

Amateur

a piece

of dry-mounting

the print, is attached

tissue,

to it.

2. —

The

print

is placed

in position

on

the mount,

and

the corners

are carefullv lifted up while the tissue is stuck to the mount
the hot spooti.

with

3. —

with

Dry-Mounting

IN view of the large mounting presses and costly apparatus

sold for dry-mounting on a big scale, the amateur often
overlooks the fact that it can be quite simply under¬
taken at home, and the ease with which prints may be
evenly mounted makes the process a pleasant occupation.
Dry-mounting tissue is cheap, and can be purchased
from most photographic dealers. Its use is illustrated in
the accompanying photographs, and with practice even
large prints can be successfully mounted without a blemish.
The hot iron should be first pressed on the centre of the
print, and must be absolutely clean and polished, or it will
stick to the surface. At the correct temperature it takes a
few seconds to melt the tissue, and once the centre is firmly
attached, the iron is gradually worked out to the edgQS of
the print.
If an electric iron is employed it will be found that by
wiring it in series with a small electric heater of the bowl
type, this will act as a resistance, and the iron will not
exceed the temperature required for mounting.
After mounting, while the mount is still hot, it is advisable

to place the mounted print under pressure until it has cooled.

4. — An

iron

remain

heated

by placing

at the correct

it in a howl

temperature

of boiling

for

water

The

trimmed

print

is now

pressed

a warm iron. If the iron is too
the mount, or if the iron is not
print will fail to adhere. If a
it may be placed

will

5. — If the

mounting.

iron

zinc

385

is not

should

down

hot the print
hot enough
polished or
direct on the

of the polished

variety

first he placed

over

on

to the mount

will come away from
to melt the tissue the
shielded iron is used
print.

a sheet

of thin

clean

the print.
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A LIVE
QUEEN of SPADES
By S. JEPSON

(Bombay).

JESTERS often prove prophets.” A typical example of the

assertion is this photograph of the Queen of Spades. One
evening at a bridge party someone suggested that the face of
the partner of the photographer, Mr. J. N. Unwalla, of Bombay, a
well-known amateur in India, very much resembled the Queen of
Spades. He said to himself : “ Why not surprise my friend one dajr
by photographing the very object of his jest, and show him what a
Queen of Spades from actual life would look like ? ”
Only a very few of his friends know of the hard work he had toundergo before the idea was finally realised. The actual process is.
described below.
First he photographed the playing card of the Queen of Spades
itself, and secured a very thin positive on glass of about half-plate
size, which he adjusted to the focussing screen. Having done that,
he focussed the model to fit in as nearly as possible in all proportions
on the glass positive fixed to the focussing screen. He then placed
himself behind the focussing screen and had the measurement of the
dress taken until all details of dress were registered exactly with the
measurements on the glass positive. The next step was to obtain coloured cloth and braid to suit the actual
colouring, to be truthful in monotone. All minute details of design and dress were carefully carried out, and
it may interest readers to note that the dress was made by the model herself.
Having dressed the model accordingly, she was again posed before him so as to enable him to ascertain whether
this newly-dressed Queen of Spades coincided with the image on the glass positive on the focussing screen. The
hand holding the flower emblem is that of another model,
who consented to help him. The dividing rod, fitted
with a proper design of hand-coloured buttons, was
also adjusted to coincide exactly with the glass positive.
So also the vertical red (the sceptre) which was cut out from
a piece of wood and was coloured to match the design.
After all this, the first exposure was given.
This negative was retouched, and two copies of the
same strength were printed from it. One copy was cut
from the centre, leaving the hand-panel undisturbed.
This was reversed and pasted on the other full-size uncut
print, so that, the central rod of the cut print overlapped
that of the full print. After joining, the picture was
trimmed in the same proportion as the playing card.
The picture thus completed was then mounted on black
paper and was again trimmed, leaving a thin black border.
Once more it was mounted on white paper and was
again trimmed, leaving a broad border as on the playing
card. Next the corners were rounded. Finally, all
was mounted on a black mount. Having done that, the
two Q’s and the four spades were painted in black Indian
ink in their respective places. From this a negative was
obtained, the print from which is the actual card.
Readers
Stechford,

would'

be well advised

Warwickshire,

for a copy

to write

to Messrs.

Criterion,

of the firm’s latest catalogue

of plates and papers. It gives particulars of all the firm’s
products, and the frontispiece is a print on Criterion Mezzotone,
with

■' opal

silkv ” surface.
*

♦

*

At the annual meeting of the South London P.S., Mr.
Herbert Pickwell was re-elected President. The new secretary
of the society is Mr. Alfred G. Winter, 34, King Arthur Street,
London, S.E.15.
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al'ei'i al$ Yiew^ed

lA
Pevie>>^ed .by.
The

Everest

Out

Pocket

of compliment

Camera.

to Mr.

F. S. Smythe,

nowadays among experienced workers than the film packs
of ten years ago had to meet, and those who want a practical
camera of minimum dimensions and greatest portability
for serious work should be interested in this new model,

the gallant

Everest climber, an “ Etui ” camera of the type that he
took on his famous climb in the Himalayas has been named
the " Everest Etui ” 6y Messrs. Thorsch & Co. (37, Bedford
Street, Strand, W.C.2).
It is not just the mere use of an appropriate name for
an existing model ; it is a definite variation of pattern,
‘ ' travel
designed to suit the exacting needs of a photographer
who
was bound to

A

light,”
and
who
wanted
every
un¬
necessary
ounce cut off
in readiness
for his
his¬
toric
attempt
to
scale
M o u n t
Everest.
The
dinary

or¬
Etui

pocket
cam¬
eras, is made
to take plateholders and a detachable film-pack holder. Mr. Smythe
chose film packs for his high-altitude work, partly because
the holder could be reloaded with a new pack without
removing his glove — a vital matter in these low tempera¬
tures, with the danger of frostbite e\ er pre .e M.
So to save weight and to give added convenience he had
the back of his Etui remodelled, the runners for the plateholders removed, and the non-detachable film-pack holder
made an integral part of the camera. Hence the new

With

for film

packs

only,

weighs

no

more

than

and it really will lie snugly in a man's pocket.
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 and Ibsor shutter it costs £12
The modern film pack, particularly some of
high-speed packs, are meeting with a better

be improved

this new
pay

pattern

a leather

case is not

supplied

extra for it.

The ” Dremoscop ” is the extinction meter which uses
two discs inside the tube to enable you to calculate your
exposure; — a white disc and a green one. Many photo¬
graphers find this the easiest to handle of all the extinction
meters, as the green tint of one of the discs inside the
tube enables them to decide the extinction-point more
rapidly and with more certainty.

in

Under the title '' The Civil Service Photographer, Cinemato¬
grapher and Traveller,” the first number has appeared of a
quarterly journal of the Federation of Civil Service Photo¬
graphic Societies. A specimen copy can be obtained by Civil
Servants on application to Mr. F. M. Chapman, at the Ministry
of Labour, Whitehall, S.W.i. Applicants should state the
department in which they are employed.

in which the fop of Everest is situated, and so it won’t
matter if he threw his tab on the ground afterwards !)
This very practical and strong little camera, made in
size

not every photographer whose results would
by the use of a meter is prepared to
pay 30S. for such an accessory. Hence the
cheaper model, which, so far as I can
detect, does all that the other will do,
but is constructed on a less costly pro¬
duction scale. The essential parts are
identical, but parts that are in chromium
finish in the superior model are in syn¬
thetic moulded material in the new

unless you

the making of an exposure led to the choice of the ever-set
Ibsor shutter, which does not require to be set before mak¬
ing an exposure. All Mr. Smythe had to do was to choose
his shutter speed for the exposure, press the trigger, pull
the film-pack tab and throw the tab away. (I do not
suppose that there is an anti-litter by-law in the parish

2J X

^ Dremoscop.”

model, and the automatic “ stop ” device,
with its ratchet arrangement, has been
omitted. The one alteration gives the
meter a rather less ornate appearance ;
the other cuts out a little convenience
which 1 never found particularly necessary
though it was nice to have it. Judged
solely from the standpoint of calculating what exposure
we require, this cheaper model does its job just as effectively
and as easily.

camera, de.scribed as the
thinnest of

model— the “ Everest Etui ” — for film packs only.
A shutter which required the minimum of movements

Cheaper

The new model of the " D.emoscop ” exposure meter,
just marke ed in Britain at a guinea (Drem Products, Ltd.,
37, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.2), is not intended to
supersede the de luxe model at 30s., which I described on
this page some time ago, but is intended to place this type
of meter, working on the extinction principle, at the service
of photographers at a lower price.
It is realised on the Continent, as well as in Britain, that

*

15 oz.,

Stolen. —

A

Model

lens, was stolen from
offered the camera,

With the
12s.
the newer
reception

II

^

Camera,

No.

88218,

with

f/2.5

a motor car on April 8th. Anyone being
or knowing of its whereabouts should

communicate with Mr. C.
Fenchurch Street, E.C.3.
387

*

Leica

W.

Reed,

Lloyd’s

Register,
21
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NEWS,
NOTES
AND
MATTERS
OF IN¬
TEREST
FOR
ALL CINEMATOGRAPHERS
USING
AMATEUR
CINfi APPARATUS.

Cinematography
Cine-Workers
By

CINE -WORKERS, in common with
lawn tennis enthusiasts, hikers,
and athletes generally, are busy

starting the spring session and pre¬
paring for summer.
Amateur cinematography is One of
the few hobbies — if the more serious
minded cine amateurs will forgive the
word — which links up readily with
sport and out-of-doors life.
With tennis, cricket and swimming
ahead, amateurs who are keen on
sport will enjoy not only filming
athletics — with a telephoto lens for
close-ups — but also learning style from
the many library films at their dis¬
posal.
Perhaps it is the individual worker
who most appreciates the “ merry
month ” of May.
Crowning the May Queen and other
ancient customs — such as the quaint
Hobby-horse Parade at Minehead,
the Eurry Dancing at Brighton, the
planting of the Penny Hedge at
Whitley, the ancient well-dressing at
Tissington — lend themselves invitingly
to the solo worker.
May,

too, is the month

M.

Start Spring Session
A. LOVELL-BURGESS.

Foster, and Mr. H. C. Simpson.
Camera work will be by H. L. Ollier,
R. O. Harper, A. L. Roussin, B.A.,
M.Sc., and Ruth Le Neve Foster,
A.R.P.S. Mr. P. Le Neve Foster will
direct.
This society has had a very success¬
ful winter, the membership having
increased by fifty per cent. Only one
resignation has been recorded in the
last twelve months.
Recent activities have included a
display of travel films taken

in nearly

every country in the world, by Aiderman
West, an ex-Lord-Mayor of
Manchester, and the formation of the
nucleus of an 8-mm. department.
I should like to know whether

any

other clubs intend having an 8-mm.
unit.
Summer plans of the Manchester
Film Society are highly original.
They include filming trips on the
Manchester Ship Canal, and a trip
with a horse on the Bridgewater
Canal ; also visits to the operating
boxes of several leading cinemas.

Last, but by no means least,
members are trying to arrange for a
trip to Russia, partly to take films
and partly to visit a thlkie studio in
Moscow. The trip, as at present
planned, will take fifteen days, Lon¬
don back to London, and will cost
about £2^ in all. “ We are open to
consider applications for members of
other clubs who wish to join the
tour,” writes the President. “ It is,
I think, one of the most original club
activities ever put forward in this
It is probable that the tour would
leave England about the beginning
country.”
of August. Bookings and travel ar¬
rangements are being made through
Messrs. Brooks & Brooks, of Victoria
Street, Manchester, the official Soviet
travel agents.
Asked

and

Answered.

Mr. D. R. Harmer,

Sudbury

Priory,

A.P.”
to tell
readers that writes
an amateur
cine ‘‘society
Wembley,
is being formed in Sudbury and

of horse-

shows, race meetings, of yachts “ lean¬
ing across the bosom of the urgent
West.”
The London cine-worker can choose
for his subject the placid, pastoral
beauty of a park, or an action subject
such as Hyde Park on the first of May.
It was Dr. Reece, the chief cameraman
of Riverside Film Fans, who obtained
some exciting scenes in this neigh¬
bourhood one May Day.
The Zoo' is always full of good
subjects in the spring and summer.
Remember to use a colour-sensitive
film which will register the sparkle and
texture of fur and feathers.
Manchester’s

8-mm.

Unit.

The Manchester Film Society are
opening the Spring Session with their
first film for 1933, a “ thriller ”
entitled ‘‘ The Five Pound Night,”
which teUs of the adventures of a
journalist who is shut up for a night
in the Chamber of Horrors with a mad
murderer.
President,
22

The scenario is by the
Mr. Peter A. Le Neve

This

is an

ever-popular

cine subject, successfully.
frequently available

and

not too difficult to take
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Wembley, and to say that he would
be very pleased to hear from anyone
interested.
Mr. A. H. V. Marsden, i, Tower
Road, Strawberry Hill, Twickenham,
Middlesex, would like to know if there
are any amateur film societies in his

part of the world “ who are just
starting
andmoment
require aMr.
member.”
At the
Marsden is
producer for the Strawberry Hill
Amateur Dramatic Society. For the
past year he has been studying ama¬
teur cinematography from a technical

and artistic point of view and
anxious to switch over to films.

is

Ladies especially are required as
members of the South London Photo¬
graphic Club (Cinematograph Group).
The Hon. Sec. is Mr. L. A. Warburton,
38, Chadwick

Road,

S.E.15.

Before the Show

The popularity of a man who

sort of programme

owns a projector is immense,
and sometimes overwhelming.
People whom he has only known by
sight will come and speak to him,
probably at length. It is only until
some time afterward, if they are
diplomatic, that the bewildered owner
will realise that he has promised to
give a two-hour show of films in
aid of some local bazaar, charity, or
other special cause.
It is then that his troubles may
begin. Giving a performance to
dozens of strange people is a very
different thing from entertaining, in
one’s own home, an uncritical audience
of friends. Mistakes that are hardly
noticed and seldom referred to at
home will cause a roar of laughter at
a public gathering, an occurrence
that is likely to confuse and annoy
the operator and giver of the show.
The giving of an entertainment,
therefore, must be carefully thought
out, planned and executed, if it is to
be successful. The first and most
important thing, in which the success
or otherwise of the show is bound up,
is to find out the type of audience
that may be expected.
Obviously it is unlikely that the

DO

YOU

KNOW
jse:

£L/9S/L:y

e3

be

methylated spirit. Wear cannot, of
course, be disguised, but few libraries
would send out film that was in too

approval
at atastes
children’s
fight.”
Nor are the
of the” bun
inmates
of

bad a condition. Having made sure
of the film it is as well to find out,

a workhouse — yes, you may even be
invited to go there !— apt to coincide
with those found at a Scouting func¬
tion. Neither is a strange audience
interested in pictures of Aunt Ellen
on her holidays, or other scraps of
your own family histor}^ although
films of local happenings are always
sure to prove acceptable. However,
having learnt what sort of audience
is expected, the style of entertainment
that will please them can be decided
upon. That having been done, the
films should be ordered from the
library in plenty of time.
When the films are received

it is

wise to run them through, and make
sure that they are in a satisfactory
condition. In some cases the library
may not have had time to go through
them before sending them out again,
and they may be worn or splashed
with oil. The latter trouble will make
itself known during the showing by
the presence of dark and irregular
spots which smudge the picture. They
can usually be cleaned off with

A new
if -

/9 Crooo

aHC>R.S"

Rubber

would,

enjoyed
at a meeting
of the the
Mothers’
Union would
meet with
same

?

~7~o c.FiM

which

if the projector is
one running off the
the voltage at the
If you live in the

even happen that no electrical sup¬
ply is available ! If the voltage is
wrong it will mean relying on hand
power, and when a crank has to be
used it is well to be prepared for an
evening’s tojl, and not have the horrid
fact sprung upon you at the last
minute. In any case, the services of a
small, but fairly reliable boy are of
use for such an occasion. As a pre¬
cautionary measure against the chances
of breakage a spare bulb should be
taken.
Finally, before departing, make
sure that none of the reels have
been forgotten, and that they are in
the right order for easy loading.
Like the old magic lantern the cine¬
matograph is as sensitive to these
errors, and they cause far more
trouble. Then, with everything correct,
go off — -and win more popularity.
G. D. Carr.

series of Picture

jbottue.

a motor-driven
mains, whether
hall is suitable.
country it may

Pars for the Amateur.
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Persulphate

‘T^eaders'
Questions
ANSWERED
General. — All rommimirations

for the

E'^itor

should

be addressed

r

"The

Editor,

The

AmnteMr

Phnto^r'tbht^

and Cineninioerapher, Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.i,** and in every case, without exception,
must cive the name and addr’ss of the writer.
CoNTRiBfTioNS. — The Editor is plad to consider orieinal, up-to-date manuscripts on photographic subiects.
All contributions must be typewritten, or in verv lerible handwriting on one side of the paper onlv. Letter; or
communications arising out of matters already appearine in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is en losed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are onlv paid by arrange*
ment beforehand. The sencbng of a print, wdthout any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries and Criticism. — Advice, Criticism and Information are freely given, but the following conditions
should be read carefully before applying, as any communication which does not comply with the rules must be
ignored.
(1) See " General ” above. {2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned,
Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? *’ or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) .^11 envelopes should be distinctly marked " Query or ” Criticism,”
as the case may be. {7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reprodi^ction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abro k1
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Epidiascope.

Copying

I want to make a projector for showin? drawings,
etc., according to the sketch copied from an old
paper. Would a portrait attachment do for the
lens ? If not, where could I buy a cheap lens ?
R. .N. T. (Letchworth.)

The apparatus you sketch is a very
old and probably inefficient form of the
modern epidiascope. To be of any
use whatever such instruments are bound
to be expensive, and yon would require
a very large aperture lens of good quality,
as well as a powerful light. The matter
is by no means one that can be dealt with
in the form of a reply to a question.

Customs.
Will the Customs oflScers in Italy object to my
taking a camera with me, and some plates an i
films ? Could I get films ani plates in
Rome?
E. M. B. (Tring.)

We do not think you will have any
difficulty with the Customs authorities
as regards your camera and sensitive
material. We
should advise you, if
possible, to take the receipt showing
when and where you bought the camera.
Probably you can get both the films and
plates you name in Rome, but we think
it would be much better to take a fresh
supply

Use

from

home.

of Stops.
Is it correct that in photographing a landscape
the use of a small stop such as f/36 will give better
clarity to the extreme distance than the use of a
large stop such as f/6 ?
F. H. N. (LonJon.)

Your question, as put, does not
permit of a definite answer one way or
the other. There is no reason why a
lens at f/6, or one of a much larger

Colour

Plates.

Is it possible to copv colour plates, such as .^gfa,
by the Trichrome Carbro process ?
R. C. A. (Wimbledon.)

We have never attempted to do what
you suggest with colour plates, and we
rather doubt whether it would be a
satisfactory method. We
would sug¬
gest, however, that you put the question
to the Autotype Co., Ltd., of 59, New
Oxford Street, W.C.i.

Drying

Mark.

What is. the cause
negative ?

of the stain on the enclosed
V. S. C. (Halifax.)

We judge that the mark on your
negative is a drying mark, as the nega¬
tive is otherwise clean and free from
stain. Before putting negatives to dry
you should remove surface water from
the film side with a pad of damp chamois
leather.

of Filter.

What is the best position for a gelatine colour
filter?
S. M. (Stoke.)

be

If the gelatine is unmounted it may
cut into a circle to fit into the lens

mount, the front
removed to place it
protects the gelatine,
to have to unscrew

using only enough to cover the negative
completely. When
the solution turns
milky pour it off, and apply fresh if the
action has not gone far enough. Stop
just before there is sufficient reduction,
and wash the negative thoroughly.
Matt

Varnish.

I have coated the glass side of some negatives
with matt varnish, rather yellow in colour, and
SCI aped it away in parts. When these negatives
are used for enlar ing the areas covere 1 with
varnish show up distinctly. WTiy is t is ?
E. J, \\ . (Kenton.)

If you mean that the varnished aiers
print too light it is evident that the
yellow tint is too strong. If you mean
that the edges of the varnished parts are
clearly discernible probably the reason
is that you enlarge with direct condenser
light. In the latter case you must
diffuse the light by placing ground
glass or
denser.

opal

between

light

and

con¬

Reducer.
I understand

that somethin?

can be added

to the

hypo batu so as to make it re luce a ne'ative.
If this is the case can you tell me what it is ?
F. F. (Hacuney.)

The negative should be fixed in the
ordinary way first. It may then be
treated in a bath made up of
Potassium iodide . .
. . 40 grs.
Hypo
Water to

. .
. .

. .
. .

. .
. .

3 oz.
10 oz.

The action is slow, but has a clearing
effect on the negative, and will reduce the
image very considerably in time. Care
must be taken not to eat away the
delicate tones, as
to restore them.

nothing

can

be

done

Negatives.

Follo.vin' advice I touched out some pinholes in
a negative witn a fine pen an 1 black (inlian)
ink. In the prints each dot shows as a white
spot. Where did I go wrong ?
L. B. L. (Margate.)

You

did

not

go

wrong

at alt.

It is

component
being
in position. This
but it is awkward
the lens whenever

p a tically impossible to spot out pin¬
holes so that ihe density of each matches
its immediate surroundings. It is an

the filter has to be removed or replaced.
If the gelatine is mounted between two
glasses it may be placed either in front
of the lens or behind it. In the latter

spot on the print with a fine brush and*
suitable water-colour, so that it no
longer

shows.

case

Black

Margin.

Cut

it will slightly

affect the

focus.

Films.

aperture, should not give perfect defini¬
tion in the extreme distance, provided
you focus upon the distance. The use of
the smaller stops is for cases where you
have to focus on such a near point that
the distance is not sharp, and where
the use of a smaller stop will sharpen up
the distance as well as the object focussed

Cut films are used by professionals
more than by amateurs. They are thick
enough to keep reasonably flat, and they
are lighter and less bulky than glass,
so that there is an advantage in storing.

upon.

They

24

Make up the following stock solution :
Ammonium
persulphate . . i oz.
Sodium sulphite . .
. . 2 oz.
Sulphuric acid
. .
■ . 50 min.
Water to . .
. .
. . 10 oz.
Take i oz. of this and 9 oz. of water,

Spotting

Position

Reducer.

I have several negatives which seem to me to
require reduction by the persulphate method.
Can you give me a suitable formula ?
F. E. L. (Harwich.)

What are the advantages, if anv, of cut films as
compared ivith roll film or glass ' lates ?
K. S. (Bristol.)

are not liable to breakage.

easy

matter,

however,

to fill each

white

Can you tell me how the black margin has been
printed on the enclosed bro.uide pr nt ?
F. S. T. (Wellington.)

We
cannot say for certain. One
method is to trim off the edges of a
film negative, and trim off most of the
black margin which results in the print.
Another way is to cover the exposed
print with an opaque mask, anJ expose
to light after the negative has been
removed.

April
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Eliminate
Camera troubles

2EI5S
IKOrN

by using the CONTAX.
It contains so many new
features that it is in a class by itself ; one of the many
advantages is the metal FOCAL-PLANE
SHUTTER,
the curtains being made entirely of metal, pliable
as rubber-coated cloth and absolutely light-tight
and permanent.
Exposures, realiy accurate, up to
1/1, 000th sec. controlled by one knob in front of the
camera, and speeds can be altered both BEFORE
and AFTER
setting.
The
LONG
BASE,
COUPLED
RANGE-FINDER
makes focussing an easy matter, and near distances
are indicated even to an inch — a big point when using
ultra-rapid lenses.

CONTAX
PRECISION CAMERAS
Further

particulars

be obtained
CONTAX

cart

in the special
folder,

will be forwarded

which
free on

application.

The CONTAX
takes 36 exposures, each 36x24 mm.
Any perforated cin6 Him can be used, but daylight
Contax spools Zeiss Ikon ortho ultra-rapid Olm are
specially recommended.
Enlargements up to three
feet can be made from Contax negatives.

ZEISS

IKON

LTD.

11, MORTIMER HOUSE, MORTIMER
LONDON, W.1

The

Super

ST.,

Film—

For e-^quisite shading
eftects in delicate retouchingand colouring,
the Aerograph
is
indispensable.
Write toT a free booklet
which explain; tbe
mechanism and scope
of the Aerograph— its
initial cost will be more
than repaid by the
speed and efficiency of
its workmi;.

ITS BETTE

SUPERPAN

& QUICK E
BY

A highly panchromatic

and speedy

film unequalled

for photography under artificial light and in dull
weather. Special anti-halation backing.
A

AGFA

BRITISH MADE
AEROGRAPH
CO., LTD.
43, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.1

product

of

LTD., 1-4, Lawrence Street, High Street, W.C.2
Exhibiting

at the Ideal Home

Exhibition

(Home Cinema Section) Amateur Cine Apparatus, \G-mm.
Keversible and Agfacolor — natural colour — Films.
OTa~u

PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER”

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS,
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ADVERTISEMENTS

THE

London

Salon 1933.
of Photography

SENDING-IN

DAY,

Wednesday,

August 30th.

THE TWENTY-FOURTH
EXHIBITION promoted by the Members of the London Salon of
Photography will be held at The Galleries of the Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours,
5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i, from SATURDAY, gth September, to 7th October, 1933.
CONDITIONS

OF

ENTRY

(Please read carefully).

No. I. Pictures from exhibitors in the British Isles must not be framed ; but may be mounted. Each picture must bear on the
back, clearly written, (a) name of artist ; (b) number and title of picture ; corresponding to particulars on the Entry Form.
No. 2. When mounts are employ^, they should conform to the following sizes — 25x20, 20x16, or 15x12, but no mount to
exceed 25 X 20 ; and it is suggested that white or light-toned mounts be employed wherever possible.
No. 3. Pictures from abroad must hot be mounted (or framed), but should bear full particulars as above.
No. 4. Pictures which are sent unmounted will be suitably mounted by the Salon Committee, and all accepted pictures will be
shown under glass.
No. 5. All pictures should be sent by parcels post, packed 8at, and properly protected with stiff cardboard and adequate wrappings,
addressH to : THE HON. SECRETARY, The London Sslon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i.
No. 6. The semling in day is Wednesday, August 30th, 1933. All pictures for the Exhibition must arrive at the above address
on or before this date. Exhibits may be delivered by hand at the Gallery on this date only.
No. 7. The Entry Form, properly filled in, must be sent with the pictures, together with entry and packing fee of 5/- (this fee
covers any number of pictures from one exhibitor).
No. 8. To avoid Customs complications, all entries from without the United Kingdom must be sent by post and without prices
marked

on the prints.

Commercial

Value.

Packages

To

be

containing

returned

to

such entries should

be clearly labelled ; •* Photographs

for

Exhibition

only.

must

be addressed

to the Hon.

Secretary, London

Salon of Photography,

FORM
To

THE

Hon.

Secretary,

Photographer <&
Cinematographer
who

are preparing

work
Salon for
may this
useyear’s
this
page asand
an send
ENTRY
FORM
with
their pictures.
SEE CONDITIONS.

No

Sender."

No. 9. All pictures sent by post will be repacked and returned carriage paid after the close of the Exhibition.
No. 10. In view of application being made from time to time to The London Salon of Photography for permission to reproduce
pictures from the walls of the Gallery, exhibitors are asked kindly to signify on the Entry Form whether they have objection to such
permission being given. The copyright, in all cases, remains the property of the authors of the prints.
No. II. The Committee assure intending exhibitors that the utmost possible care will be taken of all work submitted, but they
do not accept any responsibility for loss or damage, either during transit or at the Gallery.
The submission of pictures will be understood to imply acceptance of the above conditions.
Due notification of acceptance of pictures will be sent out as soop as possible.
All work submitted to the Selection Committee will be carefully and impartially considered, and no preference will be given to
pictures by Members of the Salon.
All correspondence

O. Readers
The Amateurof

The

London

Salon

OF

5a, Pall Mall East, London,

S.W.i.

c. Intending Exhibitors
who are unable to
secure extra Entry
Forms in time may
prepare their own on
plain
paper provided
the
conditions
of Entry
are adhered to.

ENTRY.

of Photography.

Sir, — I beg to submit the undermentioned
Photographs for the consideration of the Selection Committee, and I
enclose Postal Order of the value of 5/- to cover Entrance Fee and the cost of return postage (see conditions 7, 8, and 9).
Reg. No.
(leave blank).

A, B or C
(leave blank).

Number on
Picture.

Title of Picture.

1

The attention of
2

exhibitors resid¬
ing
in countries
outside
Great

3

Britain is spec¬

4

ially directed to
Condition No. 8.
5

6

Name.
I Agree
TO Condition
Yes

26

or

(State Mr.,
io.

Mrs.,

or Miss)

Address.

No.

PLEASE
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"THE
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WHEN
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The

The Amateur

Amateur^s

Business Notices

SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles 17/4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other countries
abroad 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES. — Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to Ilifle and Sons
Limited.

Displayed Advertisements

on Advertisement matters should be addressed ; The Advertisement

Manager, “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.l. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any particular
week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in the week previous.
Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.

Prepaid Advertisements
SALE

AND EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
!/•
Id. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
•12 words or less .
2/6
2.)d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separateiy.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is piaced in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
insertions, 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head OfBce, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than Hrst post
FRIDAY, for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch ORices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;
260, Deansgate, Manchester, 3 ; 26i!, Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible. In the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

AND

Emporium

Postal Orders

OFFICES. — Dorset Hoase, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams : “ Cyclist,
WatlocL London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines).
PDBLISH^ING
date.
— “ Kingdom
The Amateur
and Cinematographer ” is on sale
throughout the
United
everyPhotographer
Wednesday morning.

I CAMERAS

sent in payment

LENSES

should be

T

Deposit System
persons

Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown

I CAMERAS

LENSES

|

BRAND-NEW T.-P. Horizontal Reflex, Dallmeyer

f/4.5 lens, T.-P. F.P.A.. canvas case, £6,
cost £10/10 ; also 3ix24 Miraphot Enlarger, Nova
f/6.3, perfect condition, £5 ; various porcelain
dishes, Dalian tank, filter, thermometers, measures,
Kodak print trimmer ; first £11 secures the.,,lot. —
Trace, 11, Hillbury Avenue, Kenton, Harrow. [5729

diaphragm, 5 wood double slides, canvas case,

Stoke,
[5696

31x2i
Ihagee
Reflex,
Tessar
2 f/4.5,Folding
focal-plane
to 1/1,
000th Zeiss
sec., F.P.A,,

Y.P. Ica Atom, f/6.8 anastigmat, Compur,

AND

1-PLATE New Ideal Sibyl, Aviar f/4.5, also
4 Ross Telecentric f/6.8, folding reflector finder,
showing rise, also direct finder, F.P.A., 12 slides,
various hoods and screens, extension back,
folding baseboard, hide case ; all first-class
condition, £15. — Kirkby, 67a, Cromwell St.,
Nottingham.
[5727

1-PLATE 'T.-P. Keflex de Luxe (1930), double swing
4 front, 7i-iu. Dalmac f/3.5, 5 D.D. slides, rollflim adapter (3ix2i), large leather case; little
used, £18 ; cost £37. — 22, Queensthorpe Rd.,
Sydenham, S.E.26.
[5653
1-PLATE Stand Camera, f/10, single lens, iris

1 to l/300th, 5 slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case, 65/- ; deposit system. — Morgan, 16, Beech
Rd., Sevenoaks.
[5701

may deal in perfect safety by

availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with ** The
Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after which
period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If a sale is
effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to
return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no sale,
and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which
we take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75,
5/- ; over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half
per cent. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London,
S.E.l, and cheques and money orders should be made payable to Ilifle and Sons Limited.

|

leather case, sling ; perfect condition ; cost
£36/15 ; accept £15/15 : deposit system ; would
exchange for Dallmeyer Speed f/2.9 Pentac and
Telephoto. — 198, Abbeydale Rd. South, Beauchief,
Sheffield.
[5700

L<0»

Special
Note
Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive
no answer to their enquiries are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
tor return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessfuL

t-PLATE Minex dc Luxe Reflex, 7J-in. Zeiss Tessar

20/- : Wood Tripod, 5/-. — Skemp, Rodney
Cheddar.

for Advertisements

xl

The
Proprietors
not responsible lor clerical or printer’s errors, although every eare
is taken
to avoid are
mistakes.
BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must include the words “Box 000, c/o ‘The Amateur Photographer’.”
Replies should be addressed : “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us to
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility In connection with the advertisement
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In ail such cases the use of the
“ Deposit System ” is recommended.

f/4.5, pigskin case, £20 ; also 34 x 2i New
Ideal Sibyl, Dallmeyer f/4.5 lens, 6 single, 3 double
slides, F.P.A., filters, case, £12 ; sale or exchange. —
Address, Camera, 37, East Hill, Wandsworth,
S.W.18. Phone, Battersea 4343.
[5641

2

arid Cinerttaiographer

made payable to ILIFFE AND SONS LTD., and crossed
_
™
Notes being untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as remittances.

Publishing

Communications

Photographer

Trade.

1-PLATE

4

Orion

Reflex,

Zeiss

Tessar

f/4.5, 3

slides ^and leather case, £9/9, or near offer. —

Chaplin, 129, Fore St., Edmonton,

N.18.

[5710

LEICA No. 1, Elmar f/3.5. distance meter, two
chargers, leather case, £7/15. — Below.

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St,,
All Apparatus fully guaranteed and sent on 5
W.l, the camera
bargains.

specialists, offer the following

days’ approval against full deposit. Saleable,
up-to-date apparatus taken in part / or whole
payment or purchased for cash. Our reputation

T.-P. Ruby de Luxe Reflex, 3-pi., Taylor- ZEISS Ikonta, 16 on 3}x2}, Novar f/6.3, Derval 31x24 Newman & Guardia Sibyl Vitesse Folding

shutter, almost brand new, £3/10. — Turpin,
Hobson Cooke f/2.5 lens, 6|-in., 1/lOth to
51, Colindeep Lane, N.W.9.
[5711
1/1, 000th, 3 double book-form slides, F.P.A.,
lens hood, reversing back, in black leather case ; 1-PLATE, Good Camera, complete in case, time
had little use ; original cost nearly £40 ; 2 exposure, tripod ; bought Stereoscopic Co.- —
H., 203, Iffley Rd., O.xford.
[5712
accept £15 or near offer. — J. W. L., c/o W. C.
Taylor, Chemist, 191, Dudley Rd., Birmingham.
4 extension, focussing screen, direct and brilliant
[5702 finders, 2 F.P.A. ’s, leather case, £5/5 ; deposit. —
BM/RWXF, London, W.C.l.
[5718
Compur, leather case ; cost £12/10 ; bargain,

is your

guarantee.

2 Camera, focussing, rising and cross front,
reflex finder, fitted Ross Xpres f/3.5, speeded
shutter, 1 to i/150th and time, F.P.A., fine condition,
£15.

31x21 Ica, Compur shutter, f/4.5 lens, double 41x6 Dallmeyer Speed Reflex, rack and pinion
TROPICAL Carbine, 34 x 2J, Ross Xpres f/4.5,
4x3 Vollenda, 16 on V.P.K., f/3.5 lens, Compur
Giving Up. — J-pl. Reflex, Popular Pressman,
CAMEO, 34x24, R.R., slides, F.P.A., leather Ensign super Kinecam Sixteen, Model 8, 5 speeds,

£8. — Healey, Moorcroft, Heywood,

Lancs.

[5704

Ross Xpres f/4.5, 1/lOth to l/l.OOOth, T. and
B., 12 slides, leather case, £5 ; also 4J-X6 cm.
Ernemann, f/4.5 Goerz Dogmar, focal-plane, 1/lOth
to 1/1, 000th, 6 slides, £3/10 ; also Butcher’s
Coronet
as new,' no
i-pl.,
0-in.
condenser,
rack
and Enlarger,
pinion focussing,
lens,
£4 ;
Jaynay

Folding Tripod, 6/- ; other useful material ; call
or write. — J. L. Cooper, 4, Shinfield St., Shepherds
Bush.
[5706

PRESS Focal-plane J-pI. Pocket, Zeiss f/4.5,

slides, case, £5 ; exchange. — 2, Palmerston
Rd., Garston, Liverpool, 19.
[5707

312 X 2JcentricEnsign
Film, Ross
f/6.3,Carbine
4-in., 1 Roll
to 1/lOOth,
rising Homofront,

radial focussing, £4/10. — H. Vinall, 24, Highbury
Terrace, London, N.5.
[5709
YOU

CAN

DEAL

shutter ; cost £7/10 ; take £5/5 ; as new. —
Payne, 56, 'Wintringham Rd., Grimsby.
[5722

case, 13/6. — 17, Charlmont Rd., Tooting. [5724
1-PLATE T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke
4

lens,

self-capping

shutter,

1/lOth

to

1/1, 000th,

revolving back, 3 slides, F.P.A., £5/5. — Webster,
Nailsea, Somerset.
[5725

2 focussing, sky shade, rising front, deep
triple focussing hood, revolving back, quickwind focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to l/800th and
time, fitted f/2.9 Pentac, also Dallon Telephoto
f/6.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., magnifiers and
leather’ case, £21/7/6.

8, 12, 16, 32, and 64 pictures per sec., fitted
1-in. Cinar anastigmat f/1.5, 20-mm. Dallmeyer
anastigmat f/3.5, 3-in. Dallmeyer Telephoto f/3.5,
and leather case ; perfect condition, £37/10.

y.P.K. Special, f/4.5 Kodak anastigmat, Diomatic 31x24
2 extension,
rack rising
cross double
front,
Ihagee Focal-plane
DuplexandFolding,
reversible finder, spirit level, wire-frame finder,

shutter : new Hast summer, 57/6. — L. W.
Smith, 76, Replingham Rd., Southfields, S.W.18.

1-PLATE Thornton-Pickard Ruby Reflex, rack
[5731
4 focussing, rising front, reversing back, quickwind focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to l/l,000th
and time, Dallmeyer f/6.3, 3 double slides, F.P.A. ;
condition good, £8. — W. Davey, The Manse,
Dunmurry, Belfast.
[5734
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

quick-wind focal-plane shutter, l/15th to l/l.OOOth
and time, fitted Tessar 1/4.5, D.A. Compur
shutter, 1 to 1 /250th and time, cable release, 3
slides, F.P.A. ; as new ; list price £20/10 ; our
price, £16.

DEPOSIT

This advertisement
SYSTEM.

ccmtiinied

on next page.
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THE

NEW

AMATEUR

nickel

slides, screen,

New Bargain

neck

strap.

Year’s

£3 ; -{S ; Q

MOVIE

£18 : 18 : 0

guarantee.

New Cameras, 2 Only. — la Nagel Vollanda 80/1

Repairs to all makes of apparatus
executedbeforeby
estimate given
Apparatus
can be; purchased
deferred
payment system
please ask on
for our
details.

ROLLEIFLEX, Latest Automatic Model, two"

thirds (approximately) allowed modern cam"
eras, part payment, subject approval. — Allens.
168, Cildham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0087

New Rhamstine Exposoie Meter, photcx-electric, stills or movies,
self-generating, no batteries. Last a lifetime and give exact
results every time. Very latest compact model.

Trial

£15 : 15 : 0

Approval

£24 : 10 : 0

Trial

£12

Approval

£18 : 18 : 0

CINEMATOGRAPH

Trial

£10 : 10 : 0

Rea' Movie

3|x2i New Cameo, Ensign f 4.5, latest geared British 1 to
l/lOOth, double exten.sion. rise, cross, brilliant and wire finder,
slides, screen, full guarantees. Amazing value.

New Bargain

£5:15:0

Trial

£16 : 12 : 6

~plVERYTHING
1^/_

J.vJ/ '

Trial

complete

in browm

russet

£80

All grades as above.
15 1/-, 50 2/.. 100 3/6, 500 16/-.

40

“ ready-

rigid yet portable ; big selection, all sizes.
“ Destiny,” 3-part Napoleonic drama, in
3 super reels, others 10/- per reel.
lllustralight Outfit, gives 6-ft. picture
from accumulators; mains models, 60/-.

Zeiss Ikonta Self-erecting Roll Film (16 on 31x21), Tessar
1/3.8, latest Compur. automatic quick erecting, direct finder,
all inlaid leather. Fit the vest pocket easily.

.//J/A/, Standard Projector, gives 8-ft. picture,
' JU/ * from accumulators or mains.

Approval

YO/-

Trial

EDWIN
FIVE DAYS*

28

£6:10:0

Only. New Bargain

EXCHANGES.

WRITE

Drive

Standard

Projector,

with

EVERYTIUNG
for notMovies
visiting
for Easter do
' fail; toif call
and London
inspect
immense stock of films (9, 16, 35 mm.). Cameras
and Projectors, including Bell & Howell, DeVry,
De Brie, Williamson, Moy, Pathe, Ensign and
Coronet.

GORSE
APPROVAL.

Moth''

I \J/ ” Superlight lens ; perfect order.

31 X 21 Ensign Roll Film Plate, Ensign new f/4.5. latest geared
1 to 1/lOOth sec., rise cross front, latest pressure device,
brilliant and wire finder, sbdes, guarantee, test chart.

Approval

Gaslight, Amidol. M.Q.. Pyro, Gold Toning,
Acid Fixing, Semitone. Box of 6 packets 1/3.

GRANVILLE
Cut Films, Mounts, Chemicals, Tissue. Mountant. Sepia Toner, P.O.P., Glazing Solution,
Seif-toning, etc,, etc.

pr^/ Anna
May big
Wong
in “ Show
Life,” 4-reel
tJ\J/
super;
selection
of 9-mra.
films
available.

Approval

£12:5:0

GRANVILLE
DEVELOPERS

for Movies. — lllustra Bargains.

Pathe Super Films, big selection, 30’s 1/-,
60’3 2/- ; your inspection invited.
lllustrascreens, 4^x36 in., brilliant silver,

r^\J/ ~
OYA /
O vj/ '
, /_
/”

tic spool arms, 4-way rewind, rewind by hand, rewind by
motor, rewind one film whilst projecting another, rewind two
films at once. Dreadnought gear tilting head, latest quick
threading, all gold bronze,
for-action *' carrying-case.

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE
POSTCARDS

Trade.

Approval

6ix43IDoz... 3/9
8ix6H .. -• 3/9

Glossy, Velvet, Matt; White and Cream;
Chloro-Bromide ; Double-weight thickness.
Sheets.
Sheets.
4ix31 144 .. 4/6 8ix6J 72 .. 8/6
54X34 144 .. 6'2 10x8 36 .. 6/6
64 x 41 72 .. 5/- 12x10 36 .. 9/9

metal containers, 15/- each ; Celfix Screen, 65/- ;
all as new. — Vicars, 1, Uewhurst Rd., W.14. [5730

16-mm. New Victor Migbty-power Projector, Super f/1.5 lens.
500-watt tremendous direct illumination, large 'i-in. diameter
condensers (passing enormous light), dual boosting reflectors
(giving theatre brilliancy), latest 24-teeth film contact, auto¬
matic film trap, shuts off projection if incorrectly running,
dual fan cooled, car-gear clutch start (giving forward, stills,
reverse), direct drive motor (no belts, chains or gears), automa¬

7/4
5/6
8/4

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE

Write Now

3ix2i Zeiss Roll Film Plate, Tessar f/4.5. delayed-action
Compur, double extension, rising front, brilliant and wire
finders, inlaid leather, slides, screen. Lovely outfit.

6ix4| 144
8ix6i 72
10x8 36
12x10 36

H.D. 100, 250, 350,
H.D.650,
425.and Special Ortho

[5697

PATHE
de Luxe
f/2.9 Rd.,
Zeiss Catford.
lens, 2
chargers,
£11. —Motocamera,
90, Montacute
PATHESpareLux50-mm.
9.5 Projector,
resistance,
£12in;
[5688
Lens, £1with
; Super
B'ilms

16-mm. Latest Ensi^ Camera, f/3.5 ana-stigmat, normal
and half-speed, locking button (for including selb. direct
finder, 50-ft. capacity. Very compact. Amazing price,
direct threading.

50-H.film 6/6

APPARATUS

2/9
3/7
4/.
5/4

3ix24IDoz... 1/3
41x3i .. .. 1/10
5ix3i .. .. 2/10

31x2J^ Reflex, f/4.5, F.P. and 6 slides, in leather

Approval

..
..
..
..

GRANVILLE
UNSURPASSED
PLATES

2 case, perfect condition, £4/10 ; Kodatoy (new)
with extension arms and 12 Kodaplays, £2/19/6
(cost £4/6/6).— Wells, 217, London Rd., Mitcham.

16-mm. Rhamstine Super Editor de Luxe, professional prolector, motion distance prism viewer, illuminated shutter,
mitre cutter, scraper, sjilicer.three-tonesilver. Speed editing.

Bromide, Gaslight : Vigoroui
7/9
and Normal. Sheets.

201/-, 50 1/9, 100 3/.. 500 13/6

Arthur GASK & CO. offer Exceptional Bargains

Approval

LIST

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.

in Cine, Stereo and Every Type of Camera,
also Accessories ; write stating requirements to
50, Mortimer St., London, W.l. Phone, Museum
0537.
[5339

3}x2i Ensign Latest Compact Reflex, Aldis-Butcher f/4.6.
self-capping l/15th to l/l.OOOth, deep hood, long extension,
revolving back, very small, compact model, slides, test charts,
guarantees.

FREE

GRANVILLE
LUXE POSTCARDS

DE

CAMERAS
Exchanged to; largest
stock — S.Humphrys,
London
;
special attention
Pathescopes.
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[5002

Zeiss Contax, Zeiss famous Tessar f/3.5, unique metal blind
focal-plane shutter, automatic range-finder focussing, auto¬
matic winding film, all enclosed fittings, interchanging lenses.
Very latest.

Trial

4ix2| .,
4Jx3i
..
3i X 24 Gross
5ix34
.,

FOR

GRANVILLE
LUXE PAPERS

All Surfaces ;

W.l.
NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent [0010
St.-

Ciip Slides

TO-DAY

DE

Developing,
Printing
Enlarging, best
possible results.
Quick and
service.

Exchangee

£15 : 15 : 0

WRITE

e.xperienced workmen ;
proceeding.

3i X 2i Speed Cameo, Dallmeyer f/3.5. delayed-action Compur,
double extension, rising cross front, detachable clip-on lens
and shutter, brilliant and optical direct finder, quick-change
'* clip-on ” slides, all metal, inlaid leather. Wonderful value.

Quick Change

use

GRANVILLE
PRODUCTS

Roll Film Camera, self-erecting front, focus¬
sing adjustment, reversible finder, direct finder,
fitted Nagel anastigmat f/4.5, D.A. Compur
shutter, 1 to 1 /250th and time, cable release ; new
price £10/15 ; our price, £8/2/6.

Write Now

£00

REGULARLY

In almost every Dark¬
room can the Granville
Voigtlander
VoigtarBrilliant
anastigmat
lens
NewfittedCamera.
— Voigtlander
Camera,
f/7.7, speeded shutter, reflex finder, shoulder
label be found
lanyard ; price £2/15 ; please ask for details.

16-mm. Latest New Bronze Victor Camera, Speed f/2.9, visual
focussing with large eyepiece. Individual eyesight adjust¬
ment, three-lens turret head, multi-speeds, 8, 12, 16, 24. 32,
64 pictures per sec., locking device for self inclusion, audible
footage (to the ear), title crank, latest visual footage (shows
amount unexposed), direct Tele-flnder (for all distances and
lenses), plumb level (exact uprights, no tilting), latest graphite
silent motor (noiseless fortalkies), three-point quick threading,
lens focussing to 1 ft. All gold-bronze, chromium throughout.

New Bargain

time, fitted Hugo M#er Trioplan f/3, focussing
mount, 6 slides, F.P.A. and pigskin case ; a
bargain, £12.

31x2i Newman & Guardia Folding Reflex,

Write Now

£6 : 17 : 6

now

2 rising front, deep triple focussing hood with
magnifiers, revolving back, quick-wind focal-plane
shutter, 1/lOth to 1 /800th and time, fitted Ross
Xpres f/4.5, F.P.A. and leather case, £18.

x2t Latest New Ensign Roll-flim Reflex, latest f;4.5 Speed,
new geareil self-capping, l/15th to l/500th sec., T. and B.,
long extension, deep self-erecting hood, dead register new
pressure device (film as flat as a plate), hinged sky-shade,
takes latest 8-exposure spools, all inlaid leather ; very small
and compart.

New Bargain

PHOTOGRAPHERS

41x6
Baby Speed
deep back,
triple quick-wind
detachable
2 focussing
hood, Reflex,
revolving
focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th and

2 focussing hood, revolving back, quick-wind
focal-plane shutter, l/15th to 1/1, 500th and time,
Htted Ernemann Ernon 1/3.5, focussing mount,
3 D.P. holders, also adapter and 3 single slides,
and leather case ; perfect, £20.

Super Movies

55/.

This advertisement continued from previous pane.

31x21 Ernemann Folding Reflex, deep triple

Write Now

Voigtlander Brilliant Reflex, latest anastiemat, viewing lens,
S speeds, hinged hood, focussing to 3 ft., takes 12 pictures on
3i X 2J roll film. Wonderful value. Get yours now.

New Bargain

29,000!

Trade.

16-mm. Ensign New Cine Camera, Speed f/2.8, latest. 3 speeds,
half-speed, normal, slow motion, new graphite-packed silent
motor, title crank, focussing to 1 ft., direct Jens finder, new
Interchanging lens fitting (Telephoto, wide-angle, all Inter¬
changing), 60 ft. or 100 ft. capacity, real hide velvet-lined May
fair case. A wonder camera. Film now 0'6 50 ft. only.

REAL

ADVERTISEMENTS

I CAMERAS AND LENSES |

BARGAINS

3i X
New Ultra-compact T.-P. Reflex, Dalliueyer famous
f/4.6, latest steel geared self'capping. 1/lOtb to 1/l.OOOtb,
T. and B.. long pinion extension (for portraits, close-ups, stilllife, etc., etc.), deep hinged self-erecting hood (giving brilliant
viewing), latest new mirror (camera can be used inverted
above the head in crowds, etc.), hinged sky-shade, alllnlaid
leather, lovely workmanship. Smallest high-speed reflex
obtainable, only 6 x 4 x 4 in. closed, nearly fits the coat pocket,
S new

PHOTOGRAPHER

UEAIVIIN

LONDON

WISE
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TIME— USE
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DEPOSIT

BRANCH

;

57 & 58, Chancery
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Telegrams
/

ILLUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, WardourPhone,
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[5735
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SPA
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(facing Film House), London, W.l.
Gerrard 6889.
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SYSTEM.
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Street.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

I CINEMATOGRAPH APPARATUS | ECLIPSE ALL RECORDS with
Trade.

“ I have rcceivel the camera quite safely, also enclosed letter.
■'I am very pleased with the camera, and tliauk you for your kind
. attention, and for making the reqoiired adjustment. I am enclosing
balance of account, and hope that I shall be able to do business with
you again."
E. A. P , C- .
3i X 8i N. & G. New Special Sibyl, Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, Precision
. shutter, i to 1 /150th sec,, T. and B., ‘2-way rising front, folding
retlcx finder, showing rise, depth-of-focus indicator, 3 doul)le bookform slides, F.P. adapter and velvet-lined leather Cl
. 1 fi • 0
^
^
case. New condition .
Vest Pocket Contessa Nettel Piccolette de Luxe, latest pattern.
•Carl Zeiss 1/4.5 Tessar lens, Compur shutter, focussing, brilliant
finder, also wire-frame finder qnd back-sight, in CA
• 1 Q •
■ leather wallet case. New condition .
^ *
3ix2i No. 6 Roll Film Watch Pocket Ensign Carbine, with plate
• back, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, Compur shutter, U-stirnip front,
fine adjustment rise, finder, also wire-frame finder and back-sight,

6 slides, hooded back focussing screen and leather cn

•7*0

Postcard T.-P. Triple Ex. Imperial Field, latest pattern 3-bar front,
Watson Series I f/O.l Convertible Holostigraat lens, 0 and l(Ji in.
foci, T.-P. speeded shutter, front and back rack, rising and swing
front, swing and reversing back, wide angle, 3 double book-form
slides, turntable, 3-fold tripod and case. New
TQ • 1 7 •
. 1 < . v
condition. Cost £21 .
i-pl. N. & G. Pocket Nydia, Ross f/0.3 Homocentric lens, also 10-in.
f/9 Busch Bis-Telar Telephoto lens, interchangeal>le. Precisifui shutter,
i to l/lOOth sec. and time, reversible finder, ‘2-way level, «-hangingbox for 8 plates or cut film, and leather case. Good
ca
■ A • C\
. ‘t . \j
as new .
Leitz Leica Standard Model I Pocket, 5-cra. f/3.5 Rlmar anststigmat.
. focussing mount, foc(\l-plane shutter, i/'20th to 1 /500th see. and time,
hand and antinous release, Leitz Fodis calibrated range-flmler, ‘2
spool-chambers, and pocket case. New condition. Cl 1 • 17 • fi
1 . 1 f . U
H
•Cost £21 148. 6d .
Cine-Kodak, Best Model A, daylight-loading, takes lO-mm. 60 or
100 ft. films, f/3.5 anastlgmat, finder for close-ups or distance, film
length Indicator, complete with leather case. New
jC 1
• 1
• H
lU.U
tlU.
condition .
Carl Zeiss Student’s Microscope, with stand, coarse and fine adjust¬
ment, lever stage with revolving diaphragms, plain and concave
mirror, 2^ objectives, Nos. 3 and l/6th, No. 2 • (I CA
• 4 • Q
• eyepiece, in mahogany case. Nice conriition .
^ ’
1-pl. Superior German Double Ex. Pocket, rack focus, Lumar f'4.5
anastigmat, Compur shutter, U-stirrup front, fine adjustment rise
and^crosa. finder and level, also direct-vision finder, CA
•4*0
. *•! . v
■ 6 slides and case. Equal new .
►•.Model A 16-mm. Kodascope Cine Projector, 3‘2-volt 105-watt lamp,
motor drive, speed regulator, cut-out switch, geared fihn rewind,
. still-picture device, standard 2-ln. focus lens, including variable
resistance, adjustable from 32 volts to 140 volts, and complete in
strong

travelling

case.

Practically

equal

new

£25

* 0

* 0

3} x2r Marion Soho Reflex, improved model, mllled-head quickwind'ffocal-plane sliutter, speeds to l/800th sec. and time, latest
Ross 6-in. f/4.6 Xpres lens, hood and sky shade, rack rising front,
r revolving back, hinge open top, etc., rack long ex., C 1 Q • 1 ft • O
3 double slides, F.P.A. and leather case. Equal new
Vest Pocket Roll Film Ensignette, latest, Rapid
1 Ko

lO.

v

Achro lens, T. and I. speeded shutter, Newconditlon
ivJD. vu,
Agfa 16-mm. Movex Cine Camera, latest pattern, leather covered,
motor drive, Agfa f/3.5 Kine anastlgmat, universal focus, fitted also
for close-ups. footage indicator, daylight-loading film holder, direct
• and waist-level brilliant finders, with leather case. C 1 1 • 17*#^
Ii.vl
XII.
New condition .
6x4 George Hare Double Ex. Field, finest Spanish, Ross G-in. f/5.6
Homocentric lens, rising front, rack focus, swing and reversing back.
3 double book-form slides and superior leather case. Cfi • 17 •
New condition .
. 1 1 . U
T.-P. Special Reflex, T.-P. Cooke f/4.6 anastigmat, hood and sky
shade, rising front, revolving back, improved milled-head quick-wind
' self-capping focal-plane and auto, stop plate, hinge open top. etc..
C slides, F.P. adapter and superior case. New
PQ • 1 7 •
• condition .
. i 1 . w
Postcard 10 <16 Goerz Manufoc Pocket Teuax, Goerz Series III
f/6.8 Dagor lens. Compound shutter, U-stirrup front, fine adjustment
rise and cross, rack double ex., 4 slides, F.P. C7 • 1 ft * fv
Vest

Pocket

• adjustable

Autographic

shutter,

wallet

Kodak,

case.

better

Equal

model,

with

new....

R.R.

lens,

£1*2*6

Motocamera
de Luxe,
£10/10
cash ; deferred
44/6
deposit,
12 monthly
instal¬
ments payments,
16/4.
£18/18 cash ;dedeferred
payments,
£4 deposit,
Motocamera
I.uxe, with
Tele-attachment,
12 monthly instalments 26/.6.
SOUTHERN
CINELondon.
EXCHANGE,
Boundaries
Rd., Balham,
Service 52,
Hours,
9 to 9.
Telephone, Battersea 1145.
[0079
CINEMATOGRAPH
Accessories
standard
only ; lists freeFilms,
; sample
1/-. —; Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll,
[3523

ANTED. — Small
tT

3x2

size

AND
Compact

(5Jx2Jxl),

Pocket

head

and

leatlier carrying-case.

Cost

£31

lls. Gd.

Ross 17-in. f/5.4 Telephoto Lens, in standard
■ irismoimt. Equal new .

black

£1Q

• 10*0

CIO*
XI

17 •
1 1 . u

good

Telegrams

from

16

£

11 monthly

of £1

8

6.

VALUES
OR

TERMS

adapter,

focussing

back-hooded

screen.

Nice^condition

i-pl. Zeiss Nixe Roll Film, with combination plate back, double
extension, etc., brilliant and direct wire-frame finder, 2®'®®
28 12 6
lens f/4.5 in Compur shutter, 2 slides and case .
i-pl. Roll Film, with Zeiss Triotar f/6.3 in Compur shutter, rising
and cross front, brilliant view-finder .
22 5 0
4i ’ 2i No. la Speed Kodak, focal-plane shutter, double extension,
23 3 0
£/6.3 ZefsB anastigmat lens, direct-vision finder .
F.P.
3ix2i Special Sibyl, Zeiss Tessar lens f/4.5, single slides,
adapter and leather case. Excellent condition .
29 0 0
10s. Od.
3 <2 Ensignette, Achro lens .
2i X 2i Carbine, Aldis Uno £/7.7, Lukos II shutter, radial focussing

[5705

i-pl. 9 • 12 Tropical Contessa Folding, double extension, rising
17s. and
6d.
cross front, direct-vision and wire-frame finder, Zeiss Tessar lens
3
f/4.5, Compur shutter, speeds from 1 to l/200th sec., T. and B.,
single slides, F.P. adapter and leather carrying-case.
new ^

WANTED.— Block-form Slides for 1-pI. Soho
cheap. —— Chapman,
Hatfield,
WANTED.
.[-pi. Reflex7, ;Ground
good Lane,
condition
and
Herts.
[5716

i
31x2i Agfa Standard Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, speeds
leather carrving-case .
*
to 1/lOOth sec., T. and B., direct-vision and brllUant view-finder,

Vario shutter,
lens..
anastigmat
65, £/6.8
reversible
view-finder.
Excellent
condition
3ix21 Nagel
V.P.

Piccolette,

7

Achro

lens

brilliant

case .
.
4.5 X 6 cm. Ernemann Focal-plane, Dogniar f/4.5, 6 slides, F.l
^ ^
-dapter .

TT/ANTED. — ,l-pl. T.-P. Duplex or D.E. Reflex,
TT
t/4.5 6-in. focal lens, and f/6 d2-in. Telephoto
lens ; in good condition, cheap. — Bird, Sandhurst.
Friars Rd., Ipswich.
[5721

DAYS^

and

APPROVAL
NEW

3i^x2; CAMEO

AT REDUCED

Double

[5723

PRICE

extension,

rising and
cross and
Ufront,
brilliant
direct wire-finders,
Lukos
f/4.5
anastigmat
lens,

f/4.5 lens,
Compur
shutter,
direct Carbine
finder
Required
in Good
Condition.
— 31x21offers to — Box 6670, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

: lO

payments

Compur
shutter,
speeds 1 to l/250th
Cash CC
•
sec,,
T. and
B.,
focussing screen, 2
metal slides and

Photo
[5732

or two— i-pl.
double Tropical
book slides,
but without
WANTED.
Sanderson,
with lens
one
or shutter, also Compur, size 0, or Ilex Acme,

F.P.A.

without lens or with a 5J-in. lens. — Temple,
ICnockdolian, Comrie, Perthshire.
[5717

10

2:6

10
deposit and
equal monthly

Price

payments
10/-.
Best
Quality of
Leather
Case, extra 15s.
lls. Od.
6d.
.

Roll-film Adapter.

ACCESSORIES

•

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines). Established 1889

31x24 Klimax Plate Tank, perfect condition, 8/6 ;

2 i-pl. Tank wanted. — Wood, 169, Brandlesholme
Rd., Bury.
[5719
Trade.

CHEAPSIDE,

: " Loncamerex,

minute

Price

and

EXCHANGE,

CASH,

slides, F.P.

Reflex : also two-fold ash tripod. — McDowall,
22, Bassenthwaite St., Carlisle.
[5715
[5714

:

No. 2, POULTRY,
•One

6 secures

4 * 5

i-pl. Etui, double extension, etc., f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, m delayedaction (.kimpur shutter, brilliant and direct wire-frame finder, 3

Til/' ANTED. — Filter, K 1, 2-in. square ; cheap,
TT approval. — Advertiser, 52, Hatfield Rd., \V.4.

TOrt

ADDRESS

Special

closed)

I O

6
V.P. Kodak, Zeiss f,T>.8 anastigmat lens, 3-speed shutter £19
i-pl. Size Cameo, double extension, rising and cross front, f/4.5
direct^.nd
brilliant
shutter,
Compur
lens,
anastigmat
Koristka
vision finders, focussing screen, 3 slides and F.P. adapter.. . £3 19 6
0
16-mm. lOOB Ensign, self-contained Projector. As new £11 15
31 X 2-1 Latest Model Soho, focal-plane shutter, speeds from l, lSth
to l/SOUth see. and time, f/3.5 Ross Xpres lens, revolving back, rising
bookfront, Soho direct-vision finder, Fodis distance meter, 6 double
‘2 Zeiss filters and leather carrying-case.
.F.P. . adapter,
form
Outfit slides,
cost over
.
®

attachment,
home Patliescope
movie Projector
any
WANTED.
— Hand-turn
Camera, ; motor
condition, cheap only. — Atkinson, Cliampnevs,

N.B. — High-class Apparatu.s Purchased for Cash, taken in Exchange
• or Sold on Commission. Approx. Valuations free. Call or write.

NOTE

Our

Or £18

ANTED. — Good Negatives or Prints of Bathing,
TT Diving, etc., seaside, river or baths ;
good prices given for good photographs. — Box 6560,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[5703

Any of the above may be had by arrangement on jive days' approval. If
. no ledger a\c deposit to value is requested. Latest lists free on application.

ilimiion ®am«Ta(iSr(l)ang(
9o..

(when

WANTED.
— Ernemann
(perfectly conditioned),
4.5—
X6 or
3^x2L focal-plane,
Zeiss f/3.5.
[5695
Sherlock, 783, Lisburn Rd., Belfast.
[5699

36, Broonxhall Place, Shellield, 10.

camera
It
slips

easily into the
pocket, measuring

shutter, cheap, approval ; also Rhaco View¬
finder. — Advertiser, 52, Hatfield Rd., London, W.4.

Tring, Herts.

slides. F.P.

hich-speed
available.
• li in.

Film Camera.
lens,

lens,

adapter and leather
case. TheMakinais
the most compact

WANTED
ana-stigmat

anaa.

3 metal

FOR

EXCHANGE

and

delayed-action
ComIJLU si, utter, speeds
I to l/-200th sec.,
T.
and B., focussing
i>ack-hooded
screen,

Firm : SuperFilm
2/-, Library.
3 clear days.
[5728
PATHESCOPE
— The— Above.
Real Service
SECOND-HAND

TTTANTED. — School Projector, toys and junk
TT barred. — Headmaster, Anfield Road Schools,
Liverpool.
[5726

• eye level frame-finder and sighter, 3 daylight-loading 80-ft. capacity
film boxes, colour filter and sunshade, including tripod with panoram

Plaubel

CINE PHOTO HOUSE.— 9-mm. and 16-mm.

with separate eyecup focussing, interocular adjust- 07 • 1 ft • A
ment and leather case. Good as new .
** * * O * L*
6x4 Adams* de Luxe Hand, triple e.x. rack, Ross Zeiss Series Vila
Convertible Protar. giving 7, 111 and 14 In. foci, fully-speeded shutter,
2-way horizontal rising fronts, Identoscope finders, changing-box

3 * 0
model.
2-speed
punch.

High-Speed

view-finders
f/2.9
wire and ,optical
Press Camera, direct-

Cameras, new and second-hand ; we have
opened another 'department to deal with still
photograpliy ; exchanges a speciality ; plate
and roll-film cameras taken in part exchange for
cine apparatus. — 6, Park Rd., Teddington (on
the Bridge). Molesey 1064.

model, as new,
case, filter,
3x4
Exchange.—
Rolleiflex,
4x4, for
Tessarhigh-class
f/3.5, latest
cm. or V.P. Film Camera, or sell, £12.— Flavell,

and leather case. Good condition £0 *
]
Standard 35-mm. Ica Kinamo Cine Camera, hand-turn
• Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, focussing, scaled for distances,
and one and eight pictnre movement, footage indicator, film

“MARINA”

26/8 deposit, B,6 monthly
17/8.
Motocamera
£6/6 cash instalments
; deferred payments,
Six 21

31x21 Voigtiander Inos Roll Film Pocket, latest pattern, 8 or
16 pictures, f/4i5 Skopar an;istigmat lens, Compur shutter, with
delayed action, lever focus, finder, also combination wire-frame
finder and back-sight. As listed £10 lls. Dd.
• 1 O •
Unsoiled .
^ ^
^
7 X 60 mm. Voigtiander Extra Large Aperture Prism Binoculars,

• for 12 plates

The SP
RAMAN’S
METS
CAOR

reputation CINE
for real
service after
SOUTHERN
EXCHANGE
havepurchase.
the widest
Buy
Your
new
Pathescope
Motocamera
through—
the leading 9.5-mm. Cine Specialists.
Southern Cine Exchange.

the

Stock,

Bank

London.”

of England

LONDON,
Phone
and

E.C.2

: Central

Stock

8691.

Exchange.

USE

Bellows. — A11 sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;

camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083
OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

288, HIGH

RISK.

HOLBORN,

LONDON,

W.C.l
29

April ig, 1933 ,
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ADVERTISEMENTS

ACCESSORIES
Trade.

SINGLE Metal Slides, A.P. Paris, T.-P., Zeiss
and
1/6,

You need a tripod to obtain the best
possible results from any camera.
Why not send for one of these now !

Ikon, Cameo, Klito, Contessa, Zodel
Block Edge fittings: 3ix2J 1/3, 4}x3i
.‘5^X3* 2/3, 9x12 2/3, etc.

Film Pack Adapters, A.P. Paris, fittings as

The^ANGULAR’
TRIPOD

slides : 3Jx2J 5/6, 4ix3I 6/6, etc. ; postage
e.xtra. Obtainable from Actina Ltd., 29, Red
Lion Square, London, W.C. TelSphone, Chancery
8.541.
[0090

The construction of this tripod
makes it stronger and lighter
than any telescopic tripod made
of round brass tubes. It is less
than 1 in. in diameter —
comfortable to carry.
white metal.
Four
Length closed, 15} in.,
48 in. Weight 20 oz.

easy and
Made of
sections.
extended

1 LANTERNS

Price 10/6
Light Leather Carrying-case, 6'6.
Ball-and-socket Tripod Top, as
Otted to “ Any-Angle

&5 ENLARGER'S!

1-PLATE Salex de Luxe Enlarger, Aldis f/4.5,
2
listed £22/10, £10 ; also Brand-new Baby
Ikonta, £3. — Garrett, 17, Marlpit Lane, Coulsdon,
Surrey.
[5720
Trade.

A GOOD
SECOND-HAND
HIGH-GRADE CAMERA
IS BETTER THAN
A CHEAP NEW ONE

ANCASTER

** Tripod, 3 6.

INLARGERS

E
The <ANY-ANGLE ’
VERTICAL
and Leica
Horizontal
for every
size
negative, from
to 12x10,
Condensers,
TRIPOD
The

construction

diffused or mercury vapour illumination ;
automatic or automatic focussing.

of this tripod

semi¬

We have

a selection

Second-hand

of guaranteed

Sets for

disposal —

write for particulars.

is similar to the “Angular,”
except that it is fitted with a
ball-and-socket top. The ball
And socket allows the camera
to be pointed in any direction
without moving the tripod.
Made of white metal. Four
sections.
Length closed,
17i in., extended 50 in.
Weight 23 02.

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

J. Birmingham,
LANCASTER 1.& Telephone,
SON, LTD.,
87,4255.Parade,
Central
CLEARANCE
Sale List ofParade,
shop-soiled
Enlargers,
post free. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.

Enlargers. — List of parts for own con¬

Price 12/6

struction ; postage 2d. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.

Light Leather Carrying-case,
7 6.

Parade,
[0082

Newman

& Guardia
LTD.

63, Newman

Street, Oxford
London, W.l

Street,

MATERIALS
Trade.

TheWALLET
POCKET

K
ALTON,
Bristol,
150, Victoria
St. ACallers
new
depot for
South-Western
England.
welcomed.
Rd. Prices
less postage to 121,
callers.Scotswood
K ALTON,
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
K ALTON,
99. 1 London
9 to 7 Manchester,
: Wednesday.
; please Rd.
call. Hours,
K
ALTON,
61,
Farringdon
Rd.,
E.C.l.
Send forLondon,
price list.
TZ ALTON. Birmingham, 7, Albany Rd., Harborne.

TRIPOD

This is a new and ex¬
ceptionally compact
pocket tripod which
folds FLAT
when not
in nse, and weighs only
14 02. It is of light
metal
construction
throughout. Its auto¬
matic spring catches and
new style guiding run¬
ners ensure perfect sta¬
bility in use. Length
when
closed 8} in.,
46 in. high when fully
extended.
Contained in flat Leather
Case, 0 in. x 2\ in. x

*

IV

Orders

dispatched

per return.

9 to 7 ; Leeds,
Wednesday,
1 ; please
call. Hours,
K ALTON,
38, Bridge
End.
K ALTON.
409i, Argyle St. Prices less
postage Glasgow,
to callers.
and cream,
velvet andDouble-weight,
matt, i-pl. 3/6
K ALTON
Chloro-bromide
white72
sheets: 1/1-pL 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-, 12x10

Price 30/-

REGENT
1000

SAMPLE
C-

* The

K ALTON “ Kaltona ” Bromide, glossy, velvet,

“ MIDGET”
TRIPOD
FOR TABLE.TOP
PHOTOGRAPHY

weight, Gaslight,
normal vigorous
; same
KBromide
ALTON
single-weight
andprices
double¬as
advertisement above, except i-pL. 6/6 gross.

This new Tripod enables a
camera to be used for taking stillUfe or other subjects from the
top dt a table. It is very light
and compact, being made of
U-cbannel nickelled steel. Its
height when ready for use is
51 in., and by an ingenious
folding arrangement it can be
extended to lOi in.

Price 7/6

K ALTON Gaslight Paper, l|x2i, 1/6 gross;

D.

All

Popular

FILM

1/-

Sizes*

Everywhere
for Price List
POST

FREE

WATERHOUSE,
Photographic Dealer
9. EARLDOM
ROAD, SHEFFIELD

Amatear

OtU FIV.WS
RCOMPETITION

Photographer.”

WORKERS'

19/4/33

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Saturday, April 29tb.

*Tbe

Amatear

Photographer.”

INTERMEDIATE

19/4/33

COMPETITION

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Saturday, April 20th.

double-weight
K
ALTON
*' Kaltona vigorous,
” Cream l/l-pl.
Smooth3/6and36 sheets
Rough, ;
10x8 5/- ; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
2/- gross,
12-gro33
20/-. ” 31x2i glossy,
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots“ Xlnt

&

ADVANCED

7/3, 3/- dozen.

matt, normal, vigorous, extra vigorous, single
weight and double-weight : 20 x 16 6/3 dozen
15x12 4/3; 12x10 7/3 36 sheets, 10x8 5/whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross .
i-pl.
21/6. 3/6, 4ix2i 3/6, 3ix2i 2/6 gross, 12 gross

H.

AGENTS
WANTED
Liberal Discounts. Send

* The

Amateur

Photographer.”

BEGINNE.RS’

3Jx2i, 1/6 72 sheets, 2/6 gross; 4ix2i| and
i-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pL, 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate. 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

Thie Coupon

to be affixed to back

Available

19/4/33

COMPETITION

till Saturday,

of print.

April 29th.

K ALTON
Postcards,
bromide
and gasliglit,
quality,
all surfaces
; vigorous,
3/- first
100,
1/9 50.

K ALTON
3ix2i, 3/- gross ;
41x2} Self-toning
and i-pL. Collodion,
4/-.

37, BEDFORD
30

HUNTER
STREET,

Photographer.”

Lantern

Plates, 3 dozen

5/-.

K ALTON
Films,; 3ix2i,
first quality,
exposures
lSx2i, Roll
9/- dozen
10/-; 82ix4i,
12/-; ;

&

STRAND,

CO.
LONDON,

YOU

6

LTO.
W.C.2

CAN

exposures:

3ix2i,

7/6;

3ix4i,

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Wednesday following date of i6«ae.

19/4/33
‘ The

18/-;

5ix3i, ThU
21/-.adierlisement continued on next pane.
DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

19/4/33

CRITICISM

4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; l-pL,
5/-,
K
ALTON
i-pL, 9/9
4 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard.
backed 5/9; 3Jx2i, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;

TOP

Can be used on any tripod. The
top can be tilted Or revolved.
Small in size, easily carried in
waistcoat pocket.

SANDS

Amateur

PRINT

matt cream,
4/- 100,
32/6 1,000.
K ALTON
Self-toning
Postcards,
glossy, matt and

The“MIDGET”
BALL-AND-SOCKET
TRIPOD

‘The

DEPOSIT

Amatear

Photographer.’

ENQUIRY

COUPON

This Coupon to be forwarded with the question.
Avaiiable till Wednesday fiillowing date of issue.

SYSTEM.

April

19,

THE

1933

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

MATERIALS

THE

CAMERA

EXCHANGE

This advertisement continued from previous page.

K ALTON
& D. 8/6.350, 3ix2i, 3
packs Film
5/3 ; Packs,
}-pl., 3H. packs
F^ALTON
Flat Films,
& D. 600,4 i-pl.,
3 dozen
L 5/-, 16/6
gross ; H.Postcard,
dozen
8/9 ;
i-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pI., 2 dozen 11/-.
K ALTON
bottled : Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
lOd. ; Pyro,
CITYforPHOTO
WORKS, British
Established
over 22Papers,
years,
first-quality
material.
[0009
Plates, Postcards, Moimts, Film Wallets, and all

MIDLAND/
ALL MODERN MAKES of STILL AND
CINl CAMERAS SOLD & EXCHANGED
Let us have your old camera in part exchange for a new one
carry

a

comprehensive

slightly-used

cameras

in

range

the

of

new

following

:

ENSIGN, ZEISS, KODAK, ETUI, ROLLEIFLEX,
THORNTON-PICKARD, DALLMEYER, LEITZ,
SOHO, CORONET, AGFA, NAGEL, N. & G.,
IHAGEE, ERNEMANN, ADAMS, VOIGTLANDER, GOERZ, SANDERSON, ROTH and PILOT.
Best

allowances

made

GALLOWAYS
VICTORIA
(oppottu

by

PICTURES

OF YOUR CRUISE
OR

HOLIDAY OUTINGS
Bring

you

will find it extremely

BIRMINGHAM

O.F.O,}

CINE.KODAK‘8’
and shoot.
With

interesting.

Makes

Journal
to cover
testimonials
Best
valuefromin cover
the Trade
; wewithcould
fill this;
12-page catalogue free. — City Photo Works, 119,
Eastbourne

Rd., Southport.

[0002

post paid Hadleigh,
; satisfaction
catalogue
ATTWOOD,
Essex.guaranteed
— Reliable ; Materials,
free.

The

New

A

British

lens and
^7

the
use

Glossy,

AND

3^x2^

GASLIGHT

2/6, 4^x21

£22

With f/6.3 lens
an¬
astigmat

^55/.

OUR RECORD
SPECIAL OFFER
GENUINE

Velvet,

Cream,

I'plate
6/- gross;
36 sheets.

CRAFTSMAN

8ix6i

BROMIDE

Normal

PAPER

and

ZEISS ROLL-FILM

‘COCARETTE’

10/- gross;

12x10

POSTCARDS,

6/6

faces, 100 2/10, 500 13/6, 1,000 21/-, singles or strips.

CRAFTSMAN

PLATES.

i-pl. 1/9 dozen.

Postcard

600 and 300 H. & D.,
2/10, i-pl. 3/6 dozen.

Send for List of Craftsman

MARSHALL

Products.

& CO. FORD^T™dTT»I^HAM.

£7:17:6

Avenue,
[0017

Sizes up to 12 X 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered.
post paid except glass negathes, when 3d. extra must
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE

&

CAMPION,

122,

East

Park

Road,

I /"

best

GROSS,

[0057
42/6 per 1,000, including title,

Photographic

Postcards

on

BE

WISE

IN

TIME— USE

.
with

£2 15

miniature

fle.x of highest
automatic re-

0

f/6.3 anastig¬

quality.
sizes.
4x4 Two
cm.
and 6x6 cm.
With
Zeiss
Tessar lenses,

mat
lens, 3-speed
ter. .
£4 shut¬
5 0
And f/4.0 anastigmat in
Compur shutter
£8 5 0

LOOK AT THESE FINE
GUARANTEED BARGAINS
Free

approval to post-buyers
on full cash deposit.

Pressman’s Snip. — 1-pl. Goarz Anschutz Focal-plane Camera,
just as new, f/3.5 Goerz Dogmar lens, 1 D.D, slide, F.P.
adapter, leather case. Cost £39. Price .
£11 11 0
3a Special Kodak, postcard size, range-finder model,
Hoinocentric lens f;6.3, Complir shutter. As new.
il8 5s. Price .
£8

OUR

DEPOSIT

Ross
Cost
8 0

3-i ' 24 Cameo Folding Plate Camera, f/4.5 anastigmat lens,
Compur shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost
£8 12s. ()d. Price .
£3 15 0
Shop-soiled only.— The Leica Camera, interchangeable
f/2.5 lens, unused and perfect. This is the Model I. Cost
£23 8s .
£15 15 0
Send

your

enquiry

for ANYTHING

photographic.

WRITE FOR FREE LISTS OF NEWEST
CAMERAS & HUNDREDS OF BARGAINS

High allowances on apparatue in part e.xchange.

WALLACE

HEATON

47, BERKELEY
Phone

: OROS.

ST., W

2691.

Kodak

Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative, 36
for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon. [0064

LEICESTER.

Also

A

Price

LTD.

All Developing and Printing, same-day service ;
ty I PER

only

lens.

Anything on 9 monthly
iustalment.s.

Trade.

Roll Films and one print each to 3ix2i 1/-;
4ix3i 1/3, 5ix3i 1/8 ; write for lists ; see also
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

All above
be added.

2i-tn. square pictures on
roll film. Full-size finder.
Just like a reflex. F/7.7
anastigmat

PRICE

from
The £2Q
Rolleiflex

The BRILLIANT

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING
Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

OUR

[0026

■W. Lawford, 13, Upper Cox St., Balsall Heath,
Birmingham.
[5733

Your Film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative : V.P. and 3i x 2i, 8 exposures, 1/2, No. 116 (2t x 41)
1/6, 4ix3i 1/3. 5ix3i 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- i dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9 i dozen, Six 64; 2^6
dozen, 1/6 i dozen. 64 x
enlareements, 2/- 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12 X 10 1/3. 10 X 8 1/-. Si V 6} 9d., 6i x 43 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH OF ALL ORDERS.

lens in D.A.

1/9 30, whole-plate 2/9 36.

LEICA
3x4 cm. and
Rolleiflex
Specialist
i-plEnlargements,
2d. each.
— George
Childe, ;PliotoChemist, 228, Roundhay Rd., Leeds.
[5178
Elm St., Cobridge,
POSTCARD
1/2, 6X4Staffs.
2/- dozen.— Wood, [5698
57,
nent oil colours,
white studio
mounts,
spotted
COLOURED
Enlargements
on
best
paper,
perma¬
and finished ; cabinet, 2/6 ; whole-plate, 3/6. —

all sur¬

Tessar

Full makers’ guarantee.
Listed £11 6s.

Atkinson Speight, 38, Gainsborough
Oldham.

Vigorous,

31x2i

normal,
all surfaces,
72 sheets,
BURT’S
Gaslight
and Bromide3ix2iPaper,1/3vigorous
and
2/- gross; 4ix2i and i-pl. 1/9, 3/- gross; i-pl.

Enlargements
Quality,
Postcard
Printing,
etc. ; price listoffree.
— Slater,
Sawtry,
Peter¬
borough.
[4423
/O
Postcards lOd.
from 6,small
Full-sizere¬
6d. 3,film3d.or1.—plate,
DOZEN,
1/Q
touching
and vignettes included ; postage extra.—

3/7 gross.

to
of

(Jompur shutter.
All
brand-new and
unused.

lOd., 10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15x12 2/1 ; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8ix6i 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photograpliic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

BROMIDE,

pocket.
Simple
an'l assures
you

splendid enlargements.
Has built-in range-finder.

ous and normal ; all surfaces ; First quality
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.

POSTCARD
Enlargements,
1/3 dozen, 6 tor 9d ;
assorted 2d.
each. — Below.
mounted
Enlargement
from
Free
for
every
7/6
spent
with your
us onenegative,
8ix6i
no disappointments; same-day service; 8ix6i

BROMIDE

II

With Doublet
speeded O
shutter

BURT’S Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬

Trade.

Guaranteed ENLARGING

of 4.

Takes 36 exposures at
one loading. Easily fits

F/4.5

ENLARGEMENTS

for D. & P. work:

work

front.

mingham.

CRAFTSMAN

the

Self-erecting

etc. ; for
all all
goods
guaranteed
we pay postage
BURT’S
Reliable
Plates, ; Postcards,
Papers, ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬

CRAFTSMAN

1 ft.

MODEL

Triumph,

ATTWOOD Bromide Paper, glossy, satin, matt,

01tic Storks"—

anastigmat

The
LEICA
£9:17:6
7

Kodak

6-20 JUNIOR

ATTWOOD Acme Postcards, Bromide and Gaslight,

We have no old stocks of

f/S.5

of film do

5 dozen 12/-.
normal and contrasty, 50 1/6, 100 2/9, 500 11/-,
1,000 19/- ; Commercial Postcards, 1/9 100, 14/per 1,000.
normal and vigorous, 6x4i, 3/6 per gross ;
i-pl., 4/- per gro.ss ; whole-plate, 7/6 per gross. —
Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
[0025

Craftsman Photographic Material. All our material
is perfectly fresh, with a money-back guarantee.

hbme a living record
with the

Slips into your pocket.
No focussing, simply sight

just received
new Free Customers
Catalogue.haveIf
Thousands
of our
Enthusiastic
you have not received a copy, please write now ;

350 and 600
& D. ; superfine
Postcards, quality.
2/- dozen,
ATTWOOD
FlatH. Films,
—
6 dozen 10/- ; 4-pl., 2/3 dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.
ATTWOOD
superfine
quality.6 —dozen
300 8/-and ;
600 H." & Plates,
D. ; i-pL,
1/9 dozen,
Postcard, 2/- dozen, 6 dozen 11/- ; i-pl., 2/9 dozen,

Photographic ChanaU

SQUARE.

FOR BETTER

D. & P. lines.

and

makes

LATEST CAMERAS

XV

Trade.

of tho

We

ADVERTISEMENTS

SYSTEM.

NEXT

DOOR

TO

COOK'S.

31

-

April

THE

XVI

AMATEUR

j PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

Film Camera Users (including Rolleiflex, Leica,

Contax and 3x4 cm.). Developing 6d., and
direct postcards instead of prints at 2d. each
exposure ; envelopes supplied ; send P.O. and
films to— Allens, 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0089

BOOKS,

Model I can be
ittached to any
date camera.

etc.

Model II is tor
use
on
small
cameras giving 16

and Spliced, as required, no charge.

exposures on V.P,
or larger size
roll films.
Model III is for
use
ongiving
small8
c;meras

THE CAMERA & GRAMOPHONE CO.

exposures on V.P.
or larger size
roll films.

Trade.

Films

THE

Joined

PREMIER

PATHESCOPE

8/6

SPECIALISTS,

320, Vauxh^ll Bridge Rd., Victoria, S.W.1

\ MATEUR
Photographers, new 1933 Free-lance
/V Press Courses, also new money-making commercial
photography scheme ; particulars without obliga¬
tion. — World’s Pliotographic Academy, 5, Shannon
Terrace, Chadwell Heath, Essex.
[5601

lOppoHU New Victoria Cinema.) Telephone : Victoria *2977«
Hours of Business: 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. (Monday to Saturday.)

SANDSHJNTER&co.itd.

[5703

THE

STANDARD

REPAIRERS

ELIMINATOR

POST

“MOWAT“

Repairs
cameras,
focal-plane
and— W.otherA.
shutters,toetc.,
by skilful
workmen.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Lane, London,

W.C.2.

[0006

92, Tottenham

insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

RETOUCHING

Lane, LONDON,

CARO

Heal Pnoto.

Best Quality only.

/
Black

EITHER ; THEREFORE
“ NOWAT
” IS GUARANTEED
NOT
TO DAMAGE
THE AFTER-EFFECTS.
“ NOWAT
” LOOSENS
HYPO IN TWO MINUTES. AND REMOVES
ALL THE CHEMI¬
CALS COMPLETELY.
3 - POST FREE. COST EQUALS ONE
FARTHING
FOR NINE PRINTS. PLATES. OR FILMS.

undertake
repairs REPAIR
to all makes
of cameras,
BOWEN’S
CAMERA
SERVICE,
LTD.,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments

I

HYPO

DOES NOT MIX WITH HYPO. THUS THERE
IS NO CHANGE
OF CHEMICAL.
IT DOES NOT TAKE
PLACE OF HYPO,

Trade.

27. Chancerv

Soft
or^ stifl
leather pocket
case, 2s. extra.

37, Bedford Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

POSTAL
in 32,Retouching
; particulars,
apply — Lessons
Hutchinson,
Hracken Edge,
Leeds, 8.

Works),

quickly
folding

Our new Super Demonstration Rooms are now completed
See your films in comfort and take advantage of our exclusive
service, which is at your disposal, gratis, of course.

Customers’

4 NY Size Film Developed and Printed, 1/-. — ■
TUITION.

‘RHACO*
VIEW-FINDER

All Pathescope 9.5-mni. Cine Films (other than F.S.P.)
received before 4 p.m. are ready 5.30 p.m. following day
(Saturdays excepted). Developing
Reloads 2/7, post free.

[5713

Fulham.

Gardens,

Tr>, 1933

ADVERTISEMENT^^

EXPRESS PROCESSING
SERVICE

Trade*

Tailleure, 3, Kimbell

PHOTOGRAPHER

Lberia

12
9d.
lOd.

SPECIAL

AERIAL

N.8

lustomer’s

own

negaiives.

144 11/6
250
71-

500
22/-

1,000
40/-

7/6

23/-

42/-

TERMS

PHOTO

PRINTING
From

12/6

TO

WHOLESALERi,

Co. Ltd., PETERBOROUGH

PHOTOGRAPHS WANTED ! ! -Ts

|

LANOSCAPeS,

Trade.

Retouching. — Best work, charges from : J-pl.

Payment

bust, 8d. ; half-length, 4d. ; three-quarter,
3d. ; full, 2d. : l-pl- head, 5d. ; cash and postage
with order. — Miss Lamb, 3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

on

CHILDREN,

acceptance,

WILSON

. Stamped

addressed

CATS,
envelope

DOGS.

to accompany

photos

ETC.
submitted,

BROS., LTD., 80, Great Eastern Street, London, E.C.2

[5338

DIFFERENT

Bargains

item sent on five days' approval
at any of these addresses. Deferred

DQLLOMD^

-

Wanteil

3ix2V

: Recent

9.5-inm.

Cine

Cameras

Makina Hand, f/3.2 Anticomar, Compur,
m

F.P. adapter, leather case, tripod.
Good condition. .

4^x2}

C«A

m
Goerz Roll* Film Tenax,
f/5 Dogmar,

3i X 2i Mentor
4ix3i

Tessar

Goerz Anschutz

f/3.5, 3

brand new.

4jx3I

D.D.

3^x2.^

7*1
^*0
• •XO*U

sKdes,

leather

case.

London,

32

W.l

BOUND

As

cm. Zeiss Ikai Miroflex,

STOP

PLEASE

Focal-plane,

leather

case.

Zeiss Tessar

Good

f/4.5, F.P. A., Splendid condition. Cosifzy
Zeiss Tessar

slides, F.P. adapter.

4|x3}
Ernemann
slides,
leather case.

CQ«Q#A

Microscopes.

™

Bought

for Cash.

Telephoto f/7 Lens.

Good

Derval

shutter.

Good condition.

f/4-5, 3

Camo motor, case. Fair condition .
anasti
Good 16-exposure
3x4 gmat.
cm. Fotet,
roll film,
condition. List
£4 15slatest
.

E.C.4

PHOTOGRAPHER’’

rise and cross.

As

new.

ter {cover 5x4).

10x15

condition.. .

List £5 5s .

Good

cm. Ernemann

f/4.5, 3 D.D.
condition.

Good

XO*

7*R

XO*X

I •O

Dallmeyer Roll Film Snapshot, f/6 £0*1

condition .

4.5 X 6 cm.

Ermanox

f *0

XiJ*U#U

Focal-plane, 16.5-cm. Zeiss Tessar

slides, F.P. adapter, case.

Fair

Cost £39 12s. 6d .
Focal-plane,

Cl

0*1

XX«»Xtl*v
f/2 Ernos-

3dx2d

c<

C*1A*A

he

Cin

eC

am

er

a,

London,

.5

g
s, Topsfield Parade.
Crouch End. — i17,
£0
HollDway. — 66a, Seven
Sisters Rd.
*1 Green.
Catford. — 62a, Rushey
IC
*A
Croydon. — 12, Georve St.

/4.

5,

WHEN

in

$T.

W.l

f/3

65, High HSt.,
er Netting Hill Gate, W.ii.
ma
2, Northumberland
Avenue, W.C.2.

rf

XXtl*lU*v

Dallmeyer Speed Focal-plane, f/2. 9 Pentac, 3 D.D.

HILL 28 OLD BOND

Pat

140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.
121, Cheapside, E.C.2.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
35, Brompton Rd., S.W.3. Z
is
13, High St., Kensington, eW.8.
sT
191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., W.i.
es

AMATEUR

#

f/4.5, 3 D.D.

sa

"THE

3^x21

anastigmat.

sli les, "F.P. a lapter. Good condition. £1C-1A-.A
List £26 los .
xl{>:lU:lf
Compur, Kodak
range-finder
Special. Roll
Zeiss
Tessar
f/4.5,
As Film,
new.15-cm.
List
£15:
15:0

£18:18:0

London,

4^x3]^ Goerz Roll Film Tengor, f/6.8 Kalostig- £Q*7*fi
mat, Compur,

jC1A*17*fi

As brand

new. . . .

Xtt*tl*l/

X^#Xil*w
Compur,
f/4.5
£3:5:9

tar, 3 sli les, F.P. adapter, case. Good condition.

XXU#X

Focal-plane, Dogmar

CO^R.A

Cost £3105...

XXll*XU#v

Splendid condition.

35 LUDGATE

ST.

HERE.

MENTION

# •v

C7*7*n
X I • # •U

.
3.Vx2.V lhagee Duplex Hand, focal-plane and delayed
Compur shutter,

Fourteen doors west o( Circus.
BUSES

adapter,

£24:10:0

281 OXFORD

A»v*X

case.

5x4 Auto. Graflex Reflex, B. &L. Tessar £1 A»1 A •A

15-cra. Tessar f/+.5, also 12-in. Dallon Telephoto
f/5.6, K I and 2 filters, 6 sliles, F.P. adapter,
leather case. As new. List IfO'J.lft.ft
overdo .
ioi;iu;u

WEST

Ernemann

f/4.5, F.P.

Press, 15-cm. Zeiss

Cost over £35. . . .

and 9x12

Cl
XX

Good condition. . . .

front, range-finder,
List £14 15s .

Cooke f/4.5, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, no back focus- £'7*7 *0
sing screen. Splendid condition. List £12 15s. X I • # •U

X*/*xO*U

D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case. Good condition .

printing-frame
£4:10:0

.
3.Vx2^ T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, revolving back,

Pi 'T.l A. A
*ii:iu:u

Focal-plane, f/3 Trioplan. 3

leather case.

shutter, rising
Good condition.

Model II Leica Camera, f/3.5 Elmar, lens hood,
As new.

Enlarger, horizontal or vertical

51 x3i Kodak Special Roll Film, f/6.3 Kodak, Kodamatic

3}x2i Ensign Speed Focal-plane Roll Film
Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5, leatherm
f Q.1 ^*0
condition .

lhagee Lumimax

Moiern

13-in. Busch

3ix2nca'’ettc Roll Film, Dominar f/4.5,
Compur,

finder, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur, seU-erectin®,
rack focussing. New and unused. UO.i C.A
List iio los .
xo:1d:U

Splendid

Telescopes.

31^x2i Zeiss Ikon Cocarette, f/6.3 Novar,

use, upf/6.3
hinged glass-fronted
for
to 12anastigmat,
xio. As new.
List £6..

3ix2^ Enolde Roll Film, with patent telescope

case.

Astronomical

Double Extension Carbine Roll Film, rise and

31x24

WEEK

fllTCHISC>N

Zeiss Binoculars.

cross, 63-in. .Mdis f/7.7, 7 spee Is. plate
back, screen, leather case. Good condition. . .

Compur, micrometer focussing.
As new .
c

filter, ever-read y case.
List £23 19s .

Projectors.

54x3i

C.H

4.5x6 cm. Goerz Pocket Tenax, f/4.5 Do^mar,
Compound to i/25oth sec., 3 slides.
F.P. A., pouch. Good condition.

ani

EVERY

against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appointment
terms on application. Generous exchange allowjnres.

8-CORRESPONDING
sp
ee
ds
hu
t£C
*A
*A

WITH

Kingston. — 30, Thames St.
Liverpool, 73, Lord St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
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CAMERAS FOR TOURING.
HIKING & Every Occasion
FIRST

EASY

PAYMENT

GETS

YOUR

3

CRUISING

CHOICE!

Pay the balance over a further 8 equal monthly instalments. Only 5% added (or 5/- if
under £5) to cash price. Buy now and ensure a full season of happy snapshotting.

VOIGTLANDER
< BRILLIANT
Takes

Btandard

posure

pictures

by

special

device.

Pitted

anastigmat

means

of

with

Voigtlander
lens.

1933 ZODEL
DE LUXE

8-ex¬

12 2i-in.

square

high-grade

’

3ix2i

roll film. Gives

THE CAMERA WITH THE BIG
LENS at a very POPULAR PRICE

a

For plates, roll
films and film
packs 3ix2I

f/7.7

Keliable

two-

Supplied complete with leather
lanyard.
£2:15:0

double exten¬
sion,
action delayedCompur
shutter, speeds
to l/250tb sec.,

F/6.3 anastigniat

rising and cros s
front, reflecting
and direc.t,-

speed
of

shutter,

l/26th

giving

and

exposures

l/50th

sec.

lens A>|.e.A

in 3-8peed shutter..
F/4.5 anastigmat lens fOaCiA
in Compur

shutter..

SPECIAL

vi si.o’n hooded
V 1 e wfinders,
focussing screen, complete
With

J>O.0iU

with

3 slides or F.P

f/3.8 Zodellar

anastigmat

adapter.
lens.

£6:17:6
payments of 16/1
SPECIAL BARGAINS!

Any model on easy terms.

ULTRA-MODERN
SMALL
ROLL
- FILM
CAMERAS
Small,
compact,
easily carried, and
always dependable
for first-class re¬
sults,

EVERY MODEL
IN STOCK.

AUTOMATIC
Size only 2i x 2i
X 4 in. Takes 12
exposures on stand¬
ard 3Jx2i roll film.
Gives beautiful en¬
largements, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/300th
sec., T. and B.
Fitted with Zeiss
Tessar lens f/3.5

£20 : 0 : 0
Fitted with Zeiss
Tessar lens f/3.8

£22:10:0
MODEL

II

With built-in range-finder. The cheapest camera
in use, the cost per negative is only Id. 1 to 36 ex¬
posures with one loading. Ideal for touring Jffy O
and every form of photograpliy.
5 A ^

The
‘PILOT’
The World’s Smallest Reflex
Camera.

And the only one making
3x4 cm. pictures. Instant
readiness for use, certainty of
focus, and advantages of the
roll-film camera, all combined,
Compur shutter.
F/3.5 Zeiss
Tessar lens

^4 fi ci C lA
*»IOiiOiU

F/2.8 Zeiss
Tessar lens

£21 :10:0

fully

guaranteed5 days’ free approval
buyers
against full cash deposit.

to

post¬

1-pI. Soho Reflex, revoU-ing back, rising front, Aldis f/4,5 anastigmat
lens, focal-plane shutter, l/16th to l/800th sec., tan case, 3 D. slides,
F.P. adapter. Cost £35 .
£18 18 0
i»pl. Soho Reflex, revolving back, rising and four-way swing front,
Dallmeyer Serrac f/4.6 anastigmat lens, focal-plane shutter, l,'16th to
l/800th sec., black case, 3 D. block-form slides, F.P. adapter. £19
Cost19£400
9x12

‘Rolleiflex’

LEICA

All

cm. Folding

Plate, double

extension,

Voigtlander Avus lens, Compur shutter,!
4 slides. Cost £8 158 .

rising and

to l/250th

cross front, f/6.8

sec., F'.P. adapter,
£3 3 0

3i X 2i Suevia Folding Plate, f/8 Aplunat lens, 3-speed shutter, 5 slides.
F.P. adapter. Cost £3 158 .
£1 9 6
V.P. Folding Plate Sibyl, rising and cross front, Ross f/4.6 Xpres lens,
shutter speeded i to l/200th sec., tan case, 3 I>. slides, F.P. adapter.
Cost £22 .
£10 10 0
Vest Pocket Salex Focal-plane, Aldis anastigmat f/7.7 lens, l/32nd to
l/l,U00th sec., direct-vision finder, 3 slides. Cost £7 78 .
£1 19 6
i-pl. Cameo Folding, single extension, Aldis Uno f/7.7 lens, Lukos II
3-8peed shutter, 8 slides. Cost £4 4s .
19s. 6d.
9x 12 cm. Folding Plate, single extension, rising and cross front. Aldis
f/6.3 anastigmat lens. Compound shutter, 1 to l/200th sec., black case,
6 slides. Cost £8 8s .
£1 19 6
Butcher’s Roll Film Reflex, 31x21, f/7.7 anastigmat lens, T. and 1.
shutter. Cost £4 lOs .
£2 9 6
6x4 Anschutz Focal-plane Camera, Zodellar f/3.5 lens in focussing mount,
shutter speeds 1/lUth to l/l,00Uth sec., old-pattern shutter, F.P.£6adapter
6 0
9x12 cm, Ernemann Focal-plane Camera, rising and cross front, f/6.8
Detective Aplanat lens, focal-plane shutter, speeded l/5Uth to l/2.000th
(old model), 3 single metal slides. Cost £8 Ss .
£2 19 6
31x21 N. & G. Folding Reflex (weight 4 lb. 11 oz.), rising front, Ross
Xpres f/2.y leuB, focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to l/800th sec., tan case,
F.P. adapter. Cost £56 10s .
£37 10 0
9 X 12 cm. Icu Nelson Folding Plate Camera, double extension, rising
and cross front, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Compuuiid shutter,
1 to l/150th sec., wire-frame and brilliant finder, black case, 3 slides
F.P. adapter. Cost £15 lOs .
£6 19 6
7x5 Goerz Folding Tenax, double extension, rising and cross front
Goerz Dagor f/6.8 anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, 1 to 1, 150th sec.
limp case for camera only, 3 D. slides. Cost £12 12s .
£5 6 (
9 X 12 Folding Plate, single extension, rising and cross front, f/6.3 Trio
£19
plan anastigmat lens, Vario S-speed shutter, F.P. adapter. Cost
£4 15s6
3J X 24 Sinclair Una, triple extension, high rising front, revolving back
Ross Xpres f/4.5 anastigmat lens, N.S. perfect shutter, 4 to 1/lOOth sec.
brilliant finder, also 9-in. f/5.5 Teleros Telephoto lens and variable Adon
interchangeable, tan case, 6 D. slides, roll-holders. Cost £45.. £21 10 0
i-pl. Salex Focal-plane Camera, Salex f/4.5 anastigmat lens, D.V. finder.
black case, 6 slides. Cost £10 .
£4 4 0
9 X 12 cm. Deckrulio Focal-plane Camera, rising and cross front, Zeiss
Tessar f/4.5 anastigmat lens, shutter speeded l/3rd to l/2,U00th sec., black
grained case, 12 single metal slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £48.. £29 10 0
Whole-plate Conical Bellows Studio Camera (Imperial), double extension,
rising and cross front, reversing and swing back, f/11 R.R. lens. 16-in.
focus, 1 double slide. Cost £18 .
£2 19 6
la Series III Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat lens, Compur shutter to l/250th
sec., rising front. Cost £8 178. 6d .
£4 17 6

Or on easy terms.

WESTON

EXPOSURE

METER

Automatically indicates correct exposures for all “ still ” and
" movie *' cameras. No battery, cannot M-ear out, cannot be
misunderstood. Entirely proof against personal error. Com¬
plete with case and instructions. Nine monthly

36 2

£15 : 10 : 0

payments

of

FREE
LISTS!
FOR YOUR
EVERY NEED !
There are separate ones for
Film Library, Sundries, New
Camera, Cin6 Apparatus and
Guaranteed Bargains. Send
2d. postage for any or all
you need. You will save
time and money when choos¬
ing your
instrunient
from
these
beautifully
illustrated
booklets.

GENEROUS EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES
When buying a new “still “ or cine camera you’ll save on your
present apparatus by bringing it in part exchange. W’e pay the
highest allowances procurable.

ALL THE LATEST CINE CAMERAS
IN STOCK BY EVERY MAKER !

A PPOINTED
AN ASSOCIATE
OF THE

Phones

The
Institute of
Amateur Cinemato¬
graphers, Ltd.

119, NEW

BOND

ST., AND 47, BERKELEY ST., LONDON,

W.1

:

Mayfair

As advertisements on these covers go to press a fortnight in advance some of these second-hand items may be sold already, but similar outfits are usually available .
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icTure lnakin(^ inac|e eas
Wherever you are, whatever
the subject, and even if
the light is not too good,
you need never doubt
the qualities of Selo
and Selochrome

Fil ms-

SELO

qualities which
fect snaps.

ensure per¬

Use Selo for all-round, every¬
day photography and Selo¬
chrome for dull days, difficult
subjects and waning light.

A(^SEL0CHR0ME

ROLL FILMS

Printed for the Publishers, Iliffe & Sons Limited, Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.i, by The Classic Colour

Press, Reading.
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POST
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MADE
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FILMS

I develop Sc print a VPK
orNo.2 Brownie for I'postfree
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FILM
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A. VAT
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PHOTOGRAPHER

A OVER

I ISEMESTS

PROSPECT

Your prospects of better pic¬
tures depend largely on thefilm
you use. By its uniejue com¬
bination ofall the qualities that
make

for good

pictures, “Veri-

chrome” increases your pros¬
pects of success. You get more
pictures, better pictures, with

'
E
M
O
R
H
C
I
R
VE
the faster film — the
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"The

STEREO

PUCK

is just as easy to handle
as an ordinary box camera,
BUT the results are as
superior to an ordinary photo¬
graph as the living object is
to a sketch.

.
f

Takes any ordinary 35 x2.\ spool

NEW

Stereo Puck Pictures ARE

Automatic Swinging Magni¬
fiers and 3 Aperture Sliding
Lens Stop Plate and Viewer

VIVID

Different

LIFE-LIKE
RELIEF
A Revelation
in ROLL-FILM
Photography

MODEL

STANDARD
3 Aperture
Plate and

with

MODEL

with

Sliding Lens Stop
Viewer

Ask Your Dealer
Catalogue post
free anywhere

THE

THINNEST

AND

ALTRINCHAM

LIGHTEST

CAMERA

ENGLAND

IN

THE

WORLD

THIS new model of the Patent Etui Camera may be said to
achieve an entirely new standard in camera values, for although
costing less than half the price of the regular models, it embodies all
their unique principles and exclusive features.
The new Patent Etui Camera is so light and thin that it can be
carried in the pocket as easily as a tobacco pouch, the thickness
of the camera being only five-eighths of an inch, one inch at the
“ bulge,” -or with film-pack holder in position one and a quarter
inches. The weight, including film-pack holder, js under i6
02. Si2e of body 4J X 3 J in.
The lens of the new Patent Etui is a high-grade “ Radionar ”
f/4.5 Focussing Anastigmat.
The new Patent Etui merits the attention of alj who desire to
possess a really high-class camera without involving great outlay.
There is nothing comparable with the new Patent Etui at its
price. Size of picture with plates, 3^x2^ in. ; with film packs,
3-^ X2i in.

:6:0

shutter, 3 speeds,
1/25th, 1/50th, 1/100th sec.

£7:7:0

£8:8:0

With

With ‘Compur’ shutter, speeds
1 to 1 /250th sec.

‘ Ibsor ’ shutter, speeds
1 to 1/12Sth sec.

Prices include F.P.. holder, focussing screen and cable release, 3 plate-holders supplied in lieu of F.P. holder
Limp Morocco Leather Case for camera and F.P. holder, 7s. 6d. Optochrom Yellow Glass Filter, its. 6d.

OBTAINABLE THORSCH
Sc
COlB
LT
FROM
ALL DEALERS. 31, BEDFORD
STREET,
STRAND,
LONDON,
PLEASE
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"THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER"
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D

■

W.C.2
WITH

if required.

illustrated
CATALOGUE
post free!
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CAIMERAS FOR EVERYBODY AT
FIRST EASY PAYMENT
SECURES any PURCHASE
Pay remainder
another

as you

Only 5%

by

instalments.

added, or 5/- if under £5.

GENEROUS

buy
Let

use your camera

eight similar monthly

EXCHANGES

us have your used apparatus

when

you

something better. You’ll save more
money on our allowances.

BIG

SPECIAL

GENUINE

OFFER

BRAND

ZEISS

of

NEW

LONDON,

2ix3i Roll Film Camera mtb !'4.5 Zeiss Tessar.
Delayed-actioo C'lnupur shutter, speetled to l/25()th
sec., clirect'Vision and rejecting view-fiiidera. Kadial
lever fucussitig from infinity to 5 ft. Patent device,
ensuring accurate film register. Compact, all-metal
body, leather-covered, polished edges to obviate wear.

LIST

PRICE

£u

6

o

£7 : 17 : 6

OUR
PRICE
Nine

monthly

84 Alder/gate

IKON

COCARETTE

payments

USED

E.C.I

E.C.4

tiition .
•. .
£37 10 0
5x4 Adams’ Minex de Luxe, f M,5 Zeiss Tessar lens, speeded shutter
l/8tli to l/l,OUOth sec., revolving back, 6 double book-form dark
slide.s. leather carrying-case. Cost £86 .
£27 10 0
i-pl. T.-P. Junior Special Ruby Reflex, f/2.9 Plaabel Anticomar
anastisniiat lens, self-capping shutter, speeded from 1/lOth to 1/1 ,000th
sec., reversing back, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, roll-film holder and canvas
case .
£10 17 6
Hand
back,

and Stand, £/4.5 anastigmat
3 double plate-holders .

lens. Compur
£3 19 0

1-pl. T.E. C.B. Field, high rising and swing front , saving and reversing
back. 3 double book-fomi dark slides, 8*-in. f/5.6 Ross Homocentric
lens, roller-blind shutter, turntable, tripod, canvas carrying-case
£5 17 6

of 18/6.

90/94 fleet $T

LONDON,

ST.

45x107 HeidOBCope Stereo Camera, f'4.5 Zeiss Tessar lenses, Compur shutter, focussing adjustment, 2 changing-boxes, F.P. adapter,
transposing frame, leather ca.se. Wliolc outfit in new condition. Cost
over £60 witliin the last 6 months .
£27 10 0
3i X
N. & G. Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke Aviar anastlgmat lens,
10-in. f/5.8 Dallmeyer Dailon Telephoto lens, interchangeable, 8
d«nih!e l*ook-form dark slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. New con-

1-pl. Sanderson
shutter, reversing

Whole-plate T.E. Imperial C.B. Field. (/6.8 Billerbeck anastigmat
lens, iris diaphragm, roller-l)liud shutter, 2 double book-form dark
slides, leather case, tripod. Outfit as new .
^ 17
3i 21 Duplex Ruby Reflex, triple extension, revolving back, f/4.5
Rr»es anastigmat lens, 3 double plate-holders, F.P. adapter, leather
case .
£4 17 e
44x6 cm. Voigtlander Tourist Folding Pocket, f '4.5 Heliar anastig¬
mat lens. Compoon*! shutter, rising and cross front, double extension,
2 slides, F.P. adapter .
£5 17 0

CAMERAS FROM
GUARANTEED

8-in. Zeitt Doable Protar f/6.8, in Compound
hood

and

original

91-mm. Pathe Lax Projector,
to
volts, and case .
81 X 21 No. 1 Series II Pocket
5x4 Fremo
leather case

shutter^ with lens

lens mount .
motor
Kodak,

£6

drive, resistance,
.

lens, 3 D.D.

slides and
128. 6d.

8 X 2 No. 2 Enfignette. f/6.3 Cooke, speeded shutter. .. . £119
P.C. Lizars Roll Film, Goerz Dagor
shutter, plate back, screen, 1 slide and
QaaiRity of 1-p). R.B. and Beck
Elach .
31x21

Siz-20

Kodak,

10-in. Dallmeyer

Dailon

Symmetrical

f/6.5 Telephoto,

Lenses,

in shutters.
Ss. 3d.

£2 16
attachment

Portrait
iris .

lens, speeded

£5

shutter

and

5

MAKE

THE

FIRST

4 • 3 cm. Heliuox Artificial Light
Unsoiled .

Enlarger,

enlarging

31 21 Salex Focal-plane, f/o.5 Salex anastigmat lens, shutter
speeded from l/15th to l/i.UOOth sec., direct-vision finder, 3 slide-s.
F.P. adapter, canvas case .
£2 17 6
No. 1 Ensignette, R.K. lens, speeded shutter. New condition lls. 9d.
V.P. Kodak. Acliro lens, speeded shutter. Postage 6d.. . . .10s. 3d.
No. 2 Box Brownie, postage 6d .
53, 3d.
10 15 Goerz Folding Tenax, clouble extension, rising front, f/6.8
Goerz, Compur sliuttqr, focussing screen, daylight-loading F.P.
adapter .
£3 17 6

\ i-pl. Goerz Tenax, double extension, f '4.5 Goerz Dogmar,

-

POPULAR

The

-

-

T.-P. JUNIOR RUBY
REFLEX CAMERA
An ideal instrument for the serious amateur photo¬
grapher. Hiffh-class manufacture in every sense of
the word. With revolving back and self-capping blind
focal-plane shutter.

FITTED WITH COOKE
or DALLMEYER LENS
Size

F/4.5

31x2^

£12 : 0 : 0

1-plate

2

£12:15:0

PLEASE

Compur

shutter. 6 sliiles, F.P. adapter .and case .
£7 12 6
2a Folding Autographic Brownie, R.R. lens, speeded shutter, com¬
plete in canvas case. Postage 60 .
15s. 9d.
P.C. Ensign Roll Film, f/6.8 Aldis anastigmat lens, Tbso fully-speeded
shutter, 1 to 1/lOOth sec., combination plate back, 3 single metal dark
slides .
£1 7 6
31 • 21 Zodel Folding Pocket, ff4.5 Schneider anastigmat lens,
Compur shutter, reflex and direct-vision view-finders, focussing screen,
3 slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£4 17 6
31 - 21 Ensign Special Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat lens, selfcapping shutter, spcederl from l/15th to 1/1, 000th sec., revolving
back, 3 slides. F.P. adapter. Unsoiled. Cost £12 Ss. 6d. . £8 19 6
3ix2| Roll Film, f/7.2 anastigmat lens, speeded shutter, reflex
finder, complete in canvas case .
£l 5 Q
31 - 21 Agfa Standard Roll Film, f/'6.3 anastigmat lens, speeded
shutter, complete in leather case .
£2 19 6
No. 1 Autographic Junior Folding Pocket, rapid landscape lens,
speeded shutter. First-rate condition. Postage 6d .
9s. 6d.

£15 : 0 : 0
1

F/3.5

£15:15: 0

MENTION

"THE

Free
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AMATEUR
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full
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cash

WHEN

of used
deposit.

0

1-pl. Triple Extension Victo, Zeiss f/9 anastigmat, triple extension,
3 slides, tripod and case .
£3 5 0
3x4 cm. Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar, speeded shutter _
£3 3 0
31x21 Blocknote, f/0.3 Krauss Tessar, speeded shutter, 4 slides
and case .
£3 7 6
41x21
9x12
shutter,

leather

case.£15
As new0

cm. Etui Folding Pocket, Carl Zeiss Tessar
6 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case .

No.

la Junior

Kodak,

R.R.

lens and

f/4.5, Compur
£11 17 6

8i-itt. Ross Goerz f/7.7 Anastigmat, iris .
31x21

EASY
to 9x12.
£2 17 6

0

canvas
10s. 6d.

No. 4 Carbine,

f/6.3 anastigmat,

Trichro

shutter

£3

3

and

case

£1 19

21 Square Carbine Roll Film, f/7.7 Aldis anastigmat lens, Lukos
speedeil shutter, reflex finder .
£l l Q
V.P. Series III Kodak, f,7.9 Kodar lens, speeded shutter £12
6
4 3 Ikonta, f;4.5 anastigmat lens, speeded shutter. Cost £4.
Uusoiled .
£3 2 6
4 3 cm. Daylight Enlarger. New condition .
9s. 6d.

6

Series ILI f/6.8. Compound
leather case .
£2 6 0

f/6.3 anastigmat.

1-pI. Ensign Roll Film, Landscape
case .

0

apeeded£16
shutter0

f/7.9 Kodar

Folding Hand and Stand, R.R.
.

6

adjustable
£14 17 6

PAYMENT

31x21 Zodel Folding
Compur, roll-holder and

0
6

NOW—

Pocket, double extension,
leather case .

I

f/4.5 Zodellar,
£3 17 6

31x21 New Special Sibyl, Ross Kpres f/4.5, 3 slides, F.P. adapter,
ebauging-box and leather case .
£13 17 6
31 X 21 British Anschutz, Dogmar f/4.5, Dailon f/6.6, interchange¬
£19 10case0
able, focal-plane shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and leather
31 X 21 Revolving Back Graflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5, focal-plane shut¬
ter. 2 slides, F.P. adapter and leatlier case .
£9 17 6
31x2i

No.

7 Carbine,

f/4.5 Ensar,

fully speeded

Pathe Kid Projector, and resistance .
31x21 Agfa Speedex, f/8.8 anastigmat .
6x4} cm. Goerz Tenax, Dogmar f/4.5, Compound
F .P. adapter and leather case .

shutter. £4As 7new6

shutter,

£1
£1
6
£3

19 6
11 6
slides.
18 6

31x21 Roll Film, Dollond f/4.5 anastigmat, Compur shutter,
U-fonn front .
£4 15 0
Postcard No. 3a Roll Film, Kodak R.R. lens, speeded shutter 8s. 9d.
5x4 T.-P, Press, Xenar f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, G slides, F.P.
adapter and leather case .
£10 17 6
3 0
3x4 cm. Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar anastigmat, speeded£3shutter
1-pl. Goerz Uaoufoc Tenax, Dogmar
and roll-holder .

f/4.5, Compiir

shutter.

12 slides
£7 17 6

9x12 cm. Miroflex Folding Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/2.7, focalplane shutter. 12 slides .
£34 15 0
31 X 21 Ensign Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat, Varlo shutter £2 17 6
9 X 12 cm. Etui, £/4.6 Tessar, Compur shutter, 6 slides. F.P. adapter
and leather case .
£11 17 6
31x21 Speed Cameo, Ross Xpres f/3.5, D.A. Compur shutter. Ufront, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case .
£12 1*7 6
31x21 Salex Focal-plane, f/5.5 anastigmat. 6 slides, F.P.£2adapter
17 6
Cinepbot Exposure Meter and case .
Pathe Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor drive .

ISs. 9d.
£6 19 6
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PRICES EVERYBODY CAN PAY
TO-DAY’S BEST OFFERS
IN NEW ROLL-FILMS
Never

has such

a

chance

occurred

of

getting a brand new Spring camera at
such a tremendous reduction. Our special
offers are the best in the photographic
world. If you want a really high-class
instrument with a big lens at a low price,
get it now

at City Sale.

EVERY INSTRUMENT
FULLY GUARANTEED
EVERY BRANCH— ALL IN
GOOD CONDITION

54 LIME

ST

LONDON,

E.C.3

Fine Beck Binocular Microscope, G eyepieces, 4 objer.iives, bull's-eye
condenser, numerous accessories, mahogany cabinet. Cost £50
£10 17 6
i-pl. All-metal de Luxe Folding, double extension, f/4.6 Carl Zeiss
Teasar, D.A. Coropur, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. . £7 16 0
21 Graflex Horizontal Redex, f/4.5 Kodak anastigmat, 2 slides,
P.P. adapter, leather case .
£8 17 6
i-nl. Roll Film de Luxe, f/4.5 Dogmar, Compur, leather case
£5 5 0
1-d1. Sanderson,
81x21

T.-P.

f/6.3 Dogmar,
Reflex,

Compur,

revolving

back,

3 D.D.

elides, leather

f/4.5 Cooke

case

£4 17 6
anastigmat,

Dallmeyer Adon Telephoto, 3 slides, PM’, adapter .
£11 17 6
1-pl. Mahogany Square Field, double extension, reversing back,
191-In. and r2i-ln. Zeiss Protar, Luc silent shutter, 3 book-form slides,
3-fold stand and case .
£10 10 0
45x107 Zeiss Ica Polyscope, focussing, pair f/4.5 Zeiss Tessajs.
Compur, changing-box, leather case, Cost £30.. . .
£10 10 0
la Model 12 Roll Film CarMue, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur
shutter .
.
.
. .
£6 17 6
6x4 and P.C. Ruby de Luxe Reflex, Aldls anastigmat f/4.5, selfcapping focal-plane shutter, 3 double slides, leather case. . £12 12 0
P.C. T.-P. Ruby Reflex, revolving back, Cooke Aviar lens f/4.6, 5
D.D. slides .
£13 17 6
i-pl. Tropical Sanderson, teak and brass-bofind, wide-angle rack,
etc., Ross Convertible lens f/6.3. Compur, 6 teak book-form slides,
leather case. Cost £40. Practically new .
£16 10 0
4ix6 Eruemann Focal-plane, f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar, 12 slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case .
£6 2 6
3lx2i Voigtlander Roll Film, f/4.5 Skopar, Compur. ... £4 17 6

AND

SECURE

ANY

59 CHEAPSIDE
LONDON,

2i ' 3i Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, latest model, excellent condition, f/6.3
Zeiss Novar lens, speeded shutter .
£3 2 6
31 2i Ica Trona, dotible extension. 6 slides. F.P. adapter and case,
f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur sector slnitter .
£5 12 6
3* ' 2i Marion Soho Reflex, rov«^lving back, f/4.5 Zeiss patent
Tessar, G doiil)le slides, F.P. adapter and leatlier case. . . . £17 10 0
i-pl. T.-P. Junior Ruby Reflex, latest model, new condition, f/3.5
Dallmeyer lens, 6 slides anti case .
£11 17 6
9,5-mm. Coronet Cine Camera, f/3.9 lens .
£2 2 0
i-pl. Ensign Autoprint Enlarger, f/G.8 anastigmat. electric fittings
and bromide board, complete .
£7 6 0
i-pl. Soho Reflex, f/4.6 Zeiss Tessar. focal-plane shutter, 1 /1.5th to
1/HOOth sec., revolving back. 3 slides. F.P. adapter aud case £15 15 0
9i-mm. Pathe Kid Projector, complete with super attachment anti
adjustable resistance .
£2 10 0
Leitz Leica, f/3.5 Elmar anastigmat,
finder and case .

focal-pl.ane

shutter, range¬
£13 16 0

Postcard Tropical Ememann
Focal-plane, f/.l.S Busch anastigmat,
focal-plane shutter, l/lOth to l/l,0U0th sec.. G elides, case £6 12 6
V.P. Kodak, f/4.0 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compfir shutter, 1
to l/300th sec., focussing .
£3 12 0
la No, 10 Ensign Carbine Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar. Compur
shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., focussing, leather case .
£0 15 0

ON

THIS

Complete Pathe Outfit, comprising Double-claw Projector, super
attachment, motor and twin resistance .
£7 10 0
3ix2i No. 3 Carbine, f/4.5 Ensar anastigmat, Trichro shutter,
l/26tb to 1/lOOth sec .
£2 2 0
2i X 2i Rolleiflex, f/3. 8 Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter] 1 to l/3G0th
sec. New condition .
£13 15 0

i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, f/4.n Ross anastigmat. Dallmeyer Ballon Tele¬
photo f/6, interchangeable, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case
£13 7 6

31 X 21 Zeiss Icarette Roll Film and Plate, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur,
D.A. shutter, 1 to l/260th sec., double extension, screen, 3 slides.
case .
£9 9 0

31 x2i T.-P, Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke anastigmat, 5 slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case .
£7 7 0
3i X 2i Ensign Reflex, f/3.5 Ensign anastigmat, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case .
£10 10 0
Complete Pathe Outfit, consisting of Model B Motocamera, f/3.5
lens, Pathe Projector, type C motor, super-reel attachment, group
resistance .
£14 10 0

3i X 2i No. 7 Carbine Roll Film, f/4.5 Ensar anastigmat, Mulchro
shutter, J to 1/lOOth sec., rising front, frame finder .
£3 15 0

£12 12 0
Model K Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat, leather case. As new. Cost

£83 78. 6d .
Model B Cine-Kodak, f/1.9 lens, leather

case.

P.C. N. & G. Sibyl, f/6.3 Carl Zeiss Tessar,
6 elides, leather case. Cost £36. . . .

£10 10 0
List price£19
£311910s.0

liigh-precision

shutter,
£5 19 0

8i X 2i Latest Ikonta Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, delayed-action
Compur, plate attachment, 3 slides, leather case .
£13 10 0
3i X 2i Cocarette Roll Film, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, Compur, leather
case .
. .
£5 19 6
P.C. T.-P, Reflex, revolving back, self-capping focal-plane shutter,
f/4.6 Cooke lens, 6 elides .
£9 7 6
Watch-thin No. 70 Bell-Howell Filmo. f/3.6 Cooke .
£14 17 6
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“THE

VERY

LATEST

‘SUPREME’
3ix2i

ROLL-FILM

CAMERA

Never before has such a fine brand new bargain been
put on tlie market. With new pattern film winder,
brilliant reversible and frame view-finders, leather
bellows and covering. Nickelled self-locking struts.
Hinged back. Focussing scale. Iris diaphragm. Selferecting rock-rigid front.

MEYER
F/4.5
ANASTIGMAT
LENS
List Price £4 4
and

OUR

accurately

ospeeded
yi

^

shutter.

PRICE

MAKES GOOD
TO-DAY’S

SNAPS ON
BIGGEST

DULL DAYS
VALUE!

PAGE

2i X 2i Eolleiflex, f/3. 8 Zeiss Tessar, Compur, leather case £13 10 0
Small Rolleiflex, f/3. 6 Zeiss Tessar, Compur, leather case £13 10 0
i-pl. N. & G. New Ideal Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, high-precision
shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Nice order £8 17 0
3ix2i Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, Dallmeyer
Dallon f/6. 6 Telephoto, leather case. As new .
£15 15 0
i-pl. Tropical Sanderson, triple extension, etc., Goerz Dograar
f/6.3, Compur, 3 double slides, leather case .
£5 17 6
3lx2i N. & G. Roll Film Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, leather case
£11 17 0

i-pl. Kodak Graflex Reflex, rack focus, revolving back, f/4.5 Kodak
anaitlgmat, 2 double slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. As new

THE

E.C.2

i_pl. T.-P. Junior Rnby Reflex, T.-P. Cooke f/4.5 lens, reversing
back, self-capping slmtter, 6 slides .
£6 17 6
i-pl. Soho Reflex, new condition, f/G Dallmeyer Convertible
Series II Stigmatic lens, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and case. .. . £11 17 6
Vest Pocket Kodak, f/G.B Cooke anastigmat .
£1 13 9
i-pl. Mentor Reflex, revolving back, f/4..5 Zeiss Unar lens, 3 double
slides and case .
£6 12 6

CAMERA

NOBODY ELSE CAN TOUCH
THIS FOR BIG VALUE!

Magnificent Home Portraiture Outfit, comprising *-pl. Kodak View
Camera, with every possible movement, 8|-in. f/6.3 Rosa Homocentric
lens, Luc studio shutter, 7 double cut-film holders, tripod and case.
All as new .
£21 10 0

31 X 2^ Mentor Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, focal-plane shutter.
4 to l/l,200t]\ sec., screen, 3 elides, F.P. adapter, case. ... £6 15 0
34 X 2i Dainty Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, long extension, focalplane shutter. l/8th to l/dOOtli sec., 3 slides, case .
£0 19 6
31x24 Salex Reflex, f/4.6 anastigmat, focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth
to l/l.OOOthsec., revolving back, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, case £4 13 0
34x24 N. & G. Folding Reflex, f/3.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat, selfcapping shutter, revolving back, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter£18
and18case0
3ix2i Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat
. capping shutter l/15th to l/600th sec., rack focussing.
24x34 Ensign Speed Reflex, f/3. 4 Aldis
shutter, and case .

anastigmat,

lens, selfAs new
£4 18 9

GREAT

34x24 Zeiss Cocarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat. Compur
shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., rising front, brilliant finder. ... £5 19 6
9.5-^m. Pathe Motocamera B, f/3.5 anastigmat lens and case,
motor drive .
. .
£4 17 0

3ix2J
ROLL-FILM
CAMERAS
with

6-speeded shutter and
vision finders.

Genuine leather covering, beautifully
out. OUR
50 per cent oft list
O price.
WITH

P/6.3

PRICE

AMATEUR

for free 100-page catalogue
send us your requirements.

PHOTOGRAPHER"

WHEN

OFFER

self-capping
£6 18 6

4-pl. Ihagee Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Veraplan anastigmat, self-capping
shutter, l^Oth to 1/1, 000th sec., screen, 6 elides, F.P. adapter and
case . . . . .
£9 15 0

Send
and

SPECIAL

^AGFA’ STANDARD

WITH

p/4.5

ANASTIGMAT.

awO
ANASTIGMAT.

OUR
PRICE

CORRESPONDING

WITH

£4

direct-

finished through¬

List price £7 Os. Od.

10 : O
List pries £7 16s. Od.

; 4 : O
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Films with a Reputation
and a Speed of Their Own

Standard Ortho

-

-

ISOCHROM

-

-

-

-

SUPERPAN

-

-

550 H. & D.

- 1,300

H. & D.

- 2,700 H. & D.

Speeds shown are to daylight.

The Isochrom

is twice as fast, and the Superpan

AGFA

LTD.,

1-4, Lawrence Street, High Street, W.C.2

TRIOFLEX
The

UNIVERSAL

SMALL

ENLARGIHG

two to three times as fast, to artificial lighting.

/#

COMBINED

TINT your
PRINTS
with
«

PICTURE

APPARATUr

FOR NEGATIVES
(PLATES OR FILMS)
AND LANTERN SLIDES
up to S X 6 cm. (2i X 21 in.)

COLOURED

An lostinment of extra*
ordinary versatility with f/2.8
aoastigmat lens and every
gadget essential for its three
primary uses.

Obtiunablc in the following colours : —
Blue, Violet, Mauve, Green, Magenta,
Crimson, Scarlet, Orange and Brown.
2d./ 3d., 6d., and larger bottles.

ENLARGER
Makes enlargements of any
desired format as easily as
making ordinary contact
prints.

MARK your NEGATIVES

EPI-PROJECTOR
Projects photographs already
printed on paper. Ideal for
demonstrating your albnm
collection.

whether film or plate

with

PROJECTOR

,

The Trioflex gives sharp and
brilliant pictures of sizes op ,
to e X 6 ft.

3 INSTRUMENTS
IN

ONE,

FOR

£12:15:0

OUTDOOR

COMPLETE
Full details and

illustrated prospectus

from

sole importers ;

R. F. HUNTER

LTD.,*CELFIX

51, GRAY’S

Phone : Hoi. 7311-2

4

INN RD.
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“THE

HOUSE’

LONDON,
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INK med. bottus

A dense black Ink specially prepared for writing
on^ glass, films, metals, prepared wood, etc..
It is permanent and water-proof.

E.l.*r*
C. Stephens Ltd.,
HenryCORRESPONDING
WITH ADVERTISERS.
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“WESTMINSTER”

The

LONDON’S
LIBERAL

MOST

EXCHANGE

POPULAR

ALLOWANCES.

DEALERS.

HIRE-PURCHASE

IF

ZEISS IKON

RETAIL AGENTS FOR
THE NEW PATENT

NAGEL

“TRIUMPH’’

“MAXIMAR”

“ETUI”

3ix2i

REQUIRED.

F/6.3

SPECIAL

FEATURES.

Automatic opeiiiug by simply pressing a liutton at side of camera.
Focussing by revolving movement on lens mount. Brilliant
reversible and direct*\i4ion view-finders. Patent back opening
iike a book, providing simpiest method of loading ever devised,
light metal art leatlier-covered body, real leather bellows. Fitted
f/0.3 Kadlonnr anastigmut, speeded shutter, l/ystli, l/50th,
1/lOOth sec.. T. and B., with special self-portrait device, complete
in box, with wire release and instruction book as supplied by
makers.

or

Film

Packs.

£5:12:6

F.P. Adapter,

48/9

9/6.

Leather

Case, 15/-.

THE WESTMINSTER

VOIGTLANDER

THE THINNEST AND LIGHTEST
CAMERA IN THE WORLD.

Famous Roll-Film Cameras
ll^

Plates

PRICE

OUR

LIST PRICE
£3:12:6

For

Fitted f/4.5 Zeiss Ikon Dominar anastigmat, Compur shutter
(not ring control type), speeds 1 to l/200tb sec., T. and B., rack
focussing, double extension, rising and cross front, brilliant
reversible and wire-frame finders, all-metal leather-covered body,
complete with 3 single metal dark slides. Present value £12.

“APEX”

This new model of the Patent Ktui Camera may be said to acliieve
an entirely new standard in camera value.s, for although costing
less than half tlie price of the regular models, it embodies aU
their unique principles and exclusive features.

X 21-

Tlie new Patent Etui is so liglit and tliin tliat it can be carried
in the pocket as easily as a tobacco pouch, tlie thickness of the
camera when closed being only five-eighths of an inch, one inch
at the '■ bulge,” or with film-pack holder in position one and a
quarter indies. Tlie weight, including film-pack holder, is
under 16 oz. Size of body 4J <3J in.
The lens of the new Patent
focussing anastigmat.
The

new

Patent

Etui

Etui is a high-grade

merits

the attention

Radionar

of nil who

f '4.6

desire to

possess a really high-class camera without involving great
outlay. There is nothing comparable with the new Patent Etui
at its price.
3J •
Patent Ktui- Camera, with Radionar f/4.5 focussing
anastigmat lens, reflecting and wire-frame view-finder, focussing
screen, Vario S-speed shutter. l/25th, l/50tli. 1/lOOth sec., T.
and B., trigger and cable release, including film-pack holder

£6

6

0

Ditto, ditto, with Ibsor self-setting geared shutter, speeds 1 to
l/125th sec., with self-portrait action, trigger and cable release
£7 7 0
Skopar

f/4.6 anastigmat,

delayed*action

l/250th'8ec.,
T. and
B., le\er focussing,
finders,
leather
bellows.

Corapur

shutter,

1 to

brilliant and direct frame

The very latest compact model.
Quite new
in every respect.

LIST

PRICE

NEW

LISTS

Extra

SECOND-HAND

Yellow

Adapter

ROLL-FILM,

HOU/E.

Case,

Glass

can

Illustrated

THE WESTMINSTER
CAMERA

Leather

for camera

Filter, in case

be supplied

Plate-holders,

Filn-pack
6b. 6d. each.

OF

Morocco

3 plate-holders
desiied.

£10:4:9,

Slirg Cases .

Limp

Optochrom

£6 : 17 : 6

Leather

Ditto, ditto, with Compur D.A. shutter, speeds
sec., with trigger and cable release .

34x2*,

and

1 to l/260th
£8 8 0

film-pack

.

in lieu of fibn-pack

set of 3 in wallet .

.

.

leaflet post

holder

PLATE

AND

119, VICTORIA

CROSS

PLEASE

BAR

ROAD,

W.C.2

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

REFLEX

CAMERAS

PHOTOGRAPHER"

4T/0

NOW

READY.

EXCHANGE
LTD.

Associate of
the
Institute
Appointed
an

0669

AT

62, PICCADILLY,
REGent

7165.

PRICE

/TREET. T.W.I

VICTORIA

TEMple

6d.

request.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
AND

24, CHARING

All-metal body, covered fine leather, metal parts chromium,
hinged back, lever focussing, Vario shutter, l/25th, l/oOth,
1/lOOth sec., T. and B., direct and brilliant finders. Made to
sell at £4 4s.

if

8s. 6d.
Us.

free upon

FOLDING

holder
12s. 6d.
10s. Od.

1360.

WHEN

W.l

Ill, OXFORD
GERRARD

CORRESPONDING

WITH

of

Amateur

ST., W.l

C i n em

1432.

graphers.Ltd.
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EXTRA

FILMS

ROLL FILMS ARE
MADE IN SIZES
TO FIT EVERY
MAKE of CAMERA

ensure splendid results when days are dull
and light is waning. Extra colour-sensi¬
tiveness makes Selochrome ideal for Spring.
EXTRA

FAST - HIGHLY
. MULTI-COATED

ORTHOCHROMATIC
. ANTI-HALO

Made in England by

ILFORD
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difficult

very significant feature of American
artistic production, and some of the
strongest personalities in the art
world are devoting themselves to
this class of subject, the beauty of
which can no longer be denied. The
pictorial qualities of snow under
different atmospheric conditions have
received attention — for example, the
slushiness of a wet winter day when
the thermometer climbs above freez¬

colour for the colour photo¬
grapher to obtain with any
satisfaction ? One usually thinks of
the greens, which are a frequent
source of trouble, and strike a false
note in many otherwise perfect
reproductions of nature’s colours.
But Mr. Cecil Chandless, of South¬
ampton, who lectured at an informal
meeting of the Colour Group of the
Royal Photographic Society the
other evening, declared that yellow
was the most difficult colour in his

ing point, and the whiteness of the
pure snow becomes soiled by moving
vehicles and busy feet, or the pow¬
dery quality which snow assumes
after a very cold and dry spell. Of
the chief of the American painters of
snow, Edward Redfield, one of whose
canvases is in every museum of
importance in America, we are told
that all his work is done out of doors,
standing in a barrel filled with straw,
and that he manipulates his brushes
through a small opening cut in the

experience. He was unable to say
why it was that yellow was so
difficult, but he had tried all sorts
of exposures and developers, and
had found a good yellow all too rare.
Another difficult colour is pink, or
at least pale pink, which fades to
nearly white should there be the
slightest over - development. Mr.
Chandless agreed that the real test
of a colour photograph was in the
rendering of subdued colours. We
should like to say what a treat it

tip of a mitten.
Sculptor’s Photographs.
Visiting the studio of a well-known
sculptor the other day, and pre¬
paring to admire the busts and other
works with which it was crowded,
we were first of all offered by the
sculptor a batch of photographs,
all of which he had had specially
taken to show the qualities of the
sculpture against a black background.
He said that we should better

was to see Mr. Chandless’s examples,
all in the Finlay colour process.
They covered a wide field — gardens,
heaths and commons, the seaside,
figdre work, interiors— and all of
them showed great technical skill
and artistic feeling. A specially
favourite subject with him, and one
in which he was extremely successful,
was the autumn tints in the New
Forest.

appreciate the sculpture by first
studying the photographs, and so

Winter Landscapes.
A new work on the history and
ideals of American art — which pre¬
dicts, by the way, a future for
American art comparable ■ in scope
and splendour to the revival of art
in Europe during the fifteenth
century — devotes a long chapter to
the American painters of winter.
Winter landscapes have become a

No. 2320.

it proved.
Interiors.
We have already described in
these pages the rather wonderful
little camera which is swallowed

Sunny

Days

Are

Here

Again.

and takes photographs of the lining
of the stomach. The latest work on
this subject is by a doctor of Lyons,
Dr. Pierre Bernay, who has published
7
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a book in Paris profusely illustrated
with enlarged prints of the actual
photographs. The drawback is, of
course, that while the photographic
apparatus will make the record,
no means have yet been found of
using a view-finder, so that any
results must be by chance.
Popularity

other reasons why photographic
journals are fewer in number. The
decrease has been general through¬
out the whole civilised world. A
correspondent informs us that there
are now about sixty journals de¬
voted to the art of photography,
but when he was a youngster

years to obtain. The fact is that in
his garden there blooms every year,
on January 7th, the earliest crocus,
and for four years he has invited that
crocus to register its delicate ancf
unusual hue upon a colour plate.
Each year he has tried a different
process ; but we must not in these
pages give the names of the three
processes which disappointed, nor
the' name of the fourth with which
he succeeded. It occurs to us that
life is too short for the painstaking
colour- worker, and we can only
hope that the necessary plates and
Alters wiU be available when he
reaches the flowering glades of
Elysium. It must not be taken,

forty years ago there were ninetyone. He says that in the spring
of 1893, when a statistician compiled

of Photography.

During an informal debate at a
photographic society a few days
ago the popularity of photography
was dealt with by one speaker
who referred to the two-line sub¬
heading to be found on the first
page of The Amateur Photographer
every week, telling of the incor¬
poration of four other photographic
journals. The speaker thought that
the decrease in the number of
journals devoted to the art meant
that interest in the camera had
declined. This, however, is by no
means the case. Photography has
been simplified during the past
generation, and there is now no
need for so many journals to give
technical details ; there are also

a list of the world’s photographic
weekly and monthly journals, Eng¬
land had 12, Germany 15, France
19, America 9, Italy 5, and Holland
3, and many countries 2. The
countries then each having one
publication were Japan, Switzerland,
Sweden, Finland and Portugal.
The

Early

Crocus.

We have heard of photographs
which took almost unexampled
patience to secure, but the palm, or
some more appropriate floral emblem,
should be awarded to one colourworker who showed us a colour
plate of some flowers the other day
which, he said, had taken him four

by the way, that the crocus is
exceptionally difficult to get in
colour. Most crocuses appear rather
later in the new year, when the light
is somewhat stronger, so that there
may be a better expectation of a
successful result, but this particular
species, which arrives so early, before
January has had time to look round,
may weU test all the resources that
the colour-photographer is able to
bring to bear upon it.

NEW
SERIES
Fdicts, and A selection
/formulae
:
of useful hints classified according to subject
ROLL

FILMS.

In loading and unloading roll films care must he taken to
avoid letting the film and backing paper slacken on the spool ;
otherwise the defect known as " edge fog ” is likely to result.
“ Telegraph lines ” (thin scratches running the long way of the
film) are caused by the film being drawn over rollers or other
surfaces that are not perfectly smooth.
Another cause is
winding the film m a folding camera while it is closed, so that
the bellows scratch the emulsion.
*

»

consequent exposure to air produces more or less " aerial
fog.” The best method of development is to use a tank by the
time and temperature system.
♦

*

A GOOD developer (Wellington)
Metol . .
. .
. .
. .
Hydroquinone
. .
. .
Sodium sulphite . .
. .
Sodium carbonate . .
. .
Potassium bromide . .
.
Water to
. .
. .
. .
For tank development
parts of water.
Most

tank

take

developers

*

one
*

for roll
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .

films
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .

is :
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .

part of this solution

20
60
700
700
6
20

grs.
grs.
grs.
grs.
grs.
oz.

and

nine

An acid fixing bath should always be used for films. If
preferred, the developed spool may be cut into sections, which
are then fixed together, with frequent movement.
♦

*

*

are compounded

Sometimes the backing paper sticks in places to the back of
the film, causing a matt patch. If this shows in printing the
patch

so that

development

may

be polished

up *with

*
a

rag * and

Baskett’s

reducer.

Before a strip of film is hung up to dry, both sides should be
well swabbed with a plug of cotton-wool while the film is
lying on the bottom of a dish of clean water. If the washing
water is hard, and a scum of lime has been deposited on the
surface of the film, a trace of hydrochloric acid should be
added to the water in which it is swabbed.
♦

When

film is dried

♦

*

in the strip, one

end

should

be fastened

with two push-pins to the front edge of a shelf, where the film
can hang free. The thumb and first finger may be run down
both sides of the film once or twice to remove surface moisture,
and

»

takes 20 minutes at 65° Fahr. It must be remembered that
to get the same amount of contrast the time must be varied
for different kinds of films. Experiment alone will decide the
time required with a given developer and film to produce the
type of negative desired.

8

make a total of 85. Thus, 20 minutes at 65° ( =85), 15 minutes
at 70° (=85). It is not advisable to develop at a temperature
above 70°, nor below 45°. ♦
*
*

*

Roll film may be developed by “ see-sawing ” it through
solution in a dish. The chief objection to this is that the

*

In making allowance for temperature the number of degrees
Fahr. added to the number of minutes for development should

a paper-clip

attached

to the bottom
*

*'

to keep

For contact printing a film must be laid on
glass filling the frame : for enlarging it must
between two pieces of glass.
*

*

it steady.

*

a piece of clear
be sandwiched

*

Neg.'^tives on film may be intensified, reduced
just as in the case of glass plates.

and

retouched
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^ faring Cleaning

the Camera

As a preliminary to the new season’s work a careful examination
of the camera is recommended. In the following article some hints
are given upon a subject of importance to every photographer.

IT is safe to say that tlirough the

financial pressure of the times
through which we are passing
there are many photographers
who will have to forgo the antici¬
pated new camera, and who will
decide to carry on with their old
one. It is well before beginning a
new season’s work to make a
careful examination of the apparatus
with a view to ensuring that it is in
good order.
The

First

Step.

If the camera is fairly new. all that
may be necessary will l)c to give
the covering a good polishing, and
perhaps to clean the lens. Wellmade cameras carry their age very
lightly, and nothing more may be
needed. In order to make quite
certain that the camera is light-proof,
it is an excellent plan to take the
instrument into a dark-room and to
place inside it a pocket torch. The
back of the camera should be covered
— or, in the case of a plate model, the
plate-holder inserted. Such a test
will indicate if the bellows are free
from pinholes, if the shutter blades
close properly, and if the back of
the camera where the plate-holders
are inserted is properly lightexcluding. It may mean that the
light traps, as the pieces of plush or
velvet are called, need renewal. A
few moments spent in this way will
mean that many possible failures
will be avoided.
It is not a difficult matter to
repair pinholes in the bellows by
attaching small pieces of court
plaster. Light traps will be dealt
with under a separate paragraph.
All screws should hold well. In
the case of wood screws, if a loose
fit is noted a simple cure is to take
a piece of wood and cut it down until
it will just fit into the hole where the
screw has been removed. The plug
is coated with liquid glue and driven
into the hole. After drying, the
projecting piece can be cut off, and
the screw re-inserted. Metal parts
held by screws are less easily dealt
with. It is sometimes possible to

secure a tight fit by coating the
thread of the screw with glue, and
replacing it while the adhesive is
still wet.
Light

Traps.

The pile of the velvet or plush
used for these frequently wears
thin. In most cases these are strips
of riblDon velvet such as are sold
by all large drapers. This is easily
attached with liquid glue, but care
must be taken not to apply too
much of the adhesive, or to allow
it to get into contact with the pile
of the velvet. There is sometimes
a difficulty in getting the velvet to
adhere to metal. In this case it is
a good plan to first affix thin
paper or linen to the metal surface.
The cement will attach the velvet
to the latter without trouble. If
the velvet has become flattened
it is possible to put matters right
by projecting the steam from a
boiling kettle on it.
Dusting

the

Camera.

Although a camera must be lightexcluding it has not yet been pos¬
sible to design one which is proof
against dust. At the beginning of
the year a thorough dusting out of
the interior must be undertaken,
especially with regard to the folds
of the bellows. It is surprising how
much dust can be removed from the
interior of the average camera.
The front should be extended as
far as possible, and dusting done
with a stiff brush. The camera
should be so held that any dust
dislodged will fall out of the instru¬
ment. The spool-chambers of a
filmi camera and the plate-holders of
a plate instrument must not be
forgotten.
If the camera is a very small one
it is not by any means an easy matter
to dust the interior. A good way of
doing this is to hold the camera
with the back removed, open end
downwards, while a football infiater,
motor pump, vacuum cleaner, or
similar apparatus is operated. It
is most necessary that the small
camera should be free from dust.
393

It is also important

to give some

attention to the plate-holders. The
draw-out shutters should work
smoothly ; if they are stiff a trace of
oil at the edges will work wonders.
If the enamel has become chipped,
or the metal rusty, the latter may
be cleaned off and a coat of good
quality cycle enamel applied. Many
of the manufacturers of these items
of
photographer’s
to betheunable
to provide
enamel. Although the
slide is little used by
amateur photographer,
be, and the shutters
these can be lubricated
ture of oil and graphite.

seem
aoutfit
permanent
wooden dark
the modern
if such there
work stiffly,
with a mix¬

Lenses.

The less cleaning that a lens is
subjected to the better. All that
should be necessary is a gentle wipe
with the softest of linen handker¬
chiefs. Anything in the nature of
vigorous polishing must be avoided.
The finest performance of many an
excellent lens has been spoiled
through attempts at cleaning. If
the lens is of the R.R. or anastigmat
type the cells should be removed, and
the glasses cleaned. If the lens is
of the anastigmat type, consisting
of several components of different
position, it is necessary to exercise
some care in order to see that the
elements are re-inserted in the right
sequence. The threads of many of
these lenses are of aluminium, and
very delicate.
With

Shutters.

the exception of the most

simple shutters, where the “ how it
works ” is obvious, any repair or
adjustment is beyond the skill of
the amateur. If the action is slug¬
gish, or the blades fail to close, the
only course is to send the instrument
to a competent repairer, who thor¬
oughly understands this type of
mechanism. One hint in this con¬
nection. Do not attempt to remedy
matters by the application of oil.
Many a first-class shutter has had
to go through extensive overhaul
through this.
9
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NOTES
Every

week

with

an article will appear

a topic of interest

NOTES

OF

under

to the novice

this heading

dealing

L NOTIONS
the

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

in photography.

INTERROGATION.

A FRIEND of mine has just

acquired a capital little camera
of simple construction but good
performance. His previous experience
of photography being but slight, he
had the good sense to read carefully
the book of instructions supplied

be a helpful thing if those who adver¬
tise cameras would make it clear what
a particular camera

will not do shows

a picturesque optimism that is de¬
lightful but vain. It would be such
a sensible thing to do that I fear it
will never be done.

wants a greater depth of focus than
from 20 ft. to infinity — surely a very
rare occasion. The tone of the in¬
structions seems purposely to dis¬
courage a user from employing the
stops.
and

Why,

when

then,

should

are they

fitted,

they be used.”

Pig- 3Fig. I.
with the camera,

and

this led him

to

put one or two questions to me. I
wish more beginners would sound such
notes of interrogation, as they ob¬
viously indicate thought, and a desire
to know the why and wherefore of
things.
My

friend’s suggestion

that it would

The

first question

put to me

thus : “ What are the stops
The booklet gives admirablj"
instructions for manipulating the
mechanism, but twice emphasises

runs
for ?
clear
stop
that

‘ you will usually work at full aper¬
ture.’ Apparently the only reason
for using a smaller stop is when one

In tlie first place it must be remem¬
bered that the camera, like so many
others, is primarily designed for ordi¬
nary ” snapshot ” work. Except with
open and brightly-lighted subjects it
is necessary to use the largest stop,
f/8, to avoid under-e.xposure at i/25th
of a second. At the same time, the
fastest shutter speed, nominally i /50th
of a second, would give over-exposure
with f/8 on such subjects as clouds,
or some seaside pictures. This pos¬
sibility is increased when some of the
modern fast films are used. It is to
meet these cases that the other stops,
f/ii and f/i6 are provided.
They have another use. The camera
is scaled to focus down to 3 ft., and
it is when very near objects are being
photographed that differences in de¬
finition become most apparent. I have
made some illustrations to exemplify
this.
The vase is only 3 in. high ; the
cigarette box 6 in. long. I photo¬
graphed them with a half-plate camera.
For Fig. I I focussed on the vase, with
the lens at f/6.3. Using the same stop
I focussed on the box and got Fig. 2.
In each case the out-of-focus object
is blurred, and the high-lights are

10
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diffused and " swollen.”
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DAYLIGHT

ZEISS IKON

CAMERAS

PRINTS

DONATA
For

serious

amateur

work

there

is probably

nothing

to

equal the hand or stand pocket type camera fitted with
double extension and rising and cross front. Of this type
the

DONATA

and

capable

is an

excellent

of covering

example.

a wide

range

Precision

made,

of subjects.

The
Donata
possesses
double extension, rising
and

cross

Under
and

front,

with

brilliant

spirit

direct-vision

finder.

level
frame

Optical

equip¬

ment,Zeiss
the world-renown¬
ed
Tessar 1/4.5,
4i-in. focus,

and

Compur

shutter, delayed-action
release model,
giving
speeds

Price

For 3

You only fix it !
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A dish
some
Hypo
and

plenty

for surprisingly brilliant
prints from soft and thin
negatives.
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about

The

Film

..

2/8
2/11

‘IDEAL’

The

IDEAL

class

is the

of Zeiss

highest

Ikon

pocket

plate model specially de¬
signed for use with the
Zeiss Universal Tessar f/3.5.
This lens is adopted as
standard on this model, and

construction has been per¬
fected so as to ensure the

the shutter is the delayedaction Compur.
Two sizes,

finest possible
results.
Made in two sizes, 3|x2^

3ix2J
and 4}x3i.
Full
particulars will be found in
our general catalogue.
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plate and
Every

the

use

film-pack

detail
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•
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There

are cases in which

the effect

I /5th, J of a second,

shown in Fig. i might be desirable.
Had the vase been a figure, and the
box a background, it would be well
to make the figure sharp. In a sense,
the eye tends to rest on what is clearly
defined, and to ignore what is vague.
Further, we see most clearly, and
in greatest detail, the things that are
near to us ; so that the condition
illustrated in , Fig. 2 is unnatural.
Fuzzy foreground and sharp distance
cannot be justified.
In the example I am giving we
desire to see clearly both the vase and
the box, so that the correct rendering
is that in Fig. 3. Here the lens was
not focus,sed on either the vase or

would

again like many others,
can be put on a light
tripod, and with the
shutter set at B it is an
easy matter to learn to
open and shut it, so as
to give
“ time
” expo¬
sures
of any
length
from

N !D

I /5th of a second. To
do this without moving

But in practice it is usual to get the
two objects as nearly sharp at the
same time as we can, and then to
reduce the stop till they are sharp.
Fig. 4 is a photograph of the lid of
the cigarette box. This was so nearly
on one plane that I could use the full
aperture of the lens, f/6.3. As the
camera was extended beyond the nor¬
mal, the actual value of the stop was
rather less than f/8. The point is that
when the whole of the subject, that
must be sharp is practically at the
same distance from the lens, there is no
need to use a small stop.
Another question my friend put was
about the exposures. The book, he
said, speaks of exposures of i /loth,

KNOW

slower

meant mainly for snap¬
shotting ; and i /25th
of a second is regarded
as the slowest .speed
which the average pho¬
tographer can give with a
camera held in the hand.
This camera, however,

near object, and D for the distant one,
the rule is :
N X D X 2

YOU

give the

exposures ?
Yes, it would. Such
shutters are, of course,
in use, but they add to
the cost ; and, as I
said, the camera is

the box, but on a point between
them. Neither was quite sharp until
the lens was stopped down to f/i6.
When we have to get two objects,
at different distances from the lens,
sharp at the same time, there is a
rule for finding the distance on which
to focus. If we let N stand for the

DO

and

so on ; yet the slowest
speed on his shutter
is i/25th of a second.
Would it not be better
to have a shutter which

the camera almost ne¬
cessitates the use of a
wire release, so that
the camera itself is not
touched.
Those who are for¬
tunate enough to have
a shutter that will give
slower automatic expo sures than i /25th of a

^
, . ' • ,

second, can, with prac¬
tice, learn to use some
of them with the camera held in the
hands. The exposure on the cloister
subject was one second, but in this
case I pressed the camera hard against
a pillar. It is not generally realised

?

Cloister Shadows.
that when there is nothing available
to stand the camera upon, it is equally
efficacious to press it against a con¬
venient tree, post or something of the
kind.
W. L. F. W.
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PVERY
LOUIS

A

glance

at them

FRANCIS.

will show

that

they, like their companions, are sub¬
jects that are familiar and homely,
and that can be recorded with almost
any kind of hand camera. They rise
to no great heights, but in my opinion
they are pleasant enough in their
unambitious w'ay.
The Hastings subject was one of a
fairly numerous series. I have not
been on the spot now for many years,
but I hear that the old tarred houses
Old Fish Market, Hastings.

ISUI’POSE that al of us who have be n photographing

for a considerable number of years look through some
of our old negatives from time to time. In my case
this is done with mixed feelings. I am horrified at the
recklessness implied by some of the exposures, even in the
days of cheap material. I am pleased or saddened by the
recollections awakened by some of the negatives.
The other day I went through a box containing some
dozens of old roll-film negatives taken with a postcard
Kodak. I have a better camera of the same size now than
the one with which

these negatives were

Keav

made,

of the fishers, and many other pic¬
turesque features, have been improved
off the face of the earth.
I remember

taking the sheep one

but I seldom

Wmchelsea.

use it. I should often like to do so, but the present price of a
spool of postcard film acts as a deterrent.
What struck me in a general way about this particular
lot of negatives was that they were practically all of what
may be called everyday subjects. I had just taken things
that I happened to come across. Here and there was some
suggestion of pictorial intention ; but in the main the
subjects were just records of things seen and places visited.
As I went through the negatives I put aside half a dozen
that seemed to me sufficiently varied to be typical of the
everyday subjects I have in mind, and they are reproduced
here.

An

Inn

Courtyard.

sunny

summer

day

iHt AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER
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DAY
SUBJECTS
when walking along the saltings from Rye to Winchelsea — a
peaceful tramp.
In many places are still to be found pleasant old court-

In Liverpool Docks.
The view from High Beach over the Lea. \ allev is one with
which I have been long familiar, and it still jileases me at times.
On any fine summer day, however, that rugged, simple fore¬
ground is appallingly littered with cars, and the jieace of the
scene is shattered by a horrible din from an adjacent dirt-track.
The question arises in my mind whether we may not be
using our cameras quite sensibly and u.sefully by collecting
such everyday subjects, without exercising our minds over¬
much by worrying about composition, angle of view, pattern,
and all the rest of it.
■vU.

m
The Skipper.
yards behind what were once coaching inns. I
could never resist a shot at these, and must have
quite a collection if I chose to hunt them out.
From a Thames, tug I managed a shot at the
old skipper on his " quarter-deck.” He was a
familiar and popular " character ” on the
lower reaches of the river in those days, and
W. W. Jacobs would have loved him.
A misty day in the Liverpool docks, and a
lucky puff of steam from the steamer’s side
gave me sornething that rather runs the risk
of being pictorial.

15
The Lea Valley from High Beach.
397
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From informaiion communicated

The lucky picture is known to almost everyone who

has released the shutter ; the picture when seen,
in tlie first j^lace brings with it a feeling of achieve¬
ment, with the almost certain reaction caused bv the realisa¬
tion of the big part good luck has played in' its making.
" The picture which gives lasting satisfaction and

to our Special Representative.

pleasure to the author, and to others interested in photo¬
graphy, does not come by this means ; although good luck
does hold a place, but not the first place in the miking of
most exhibition pictures. My method is to cultivate
the habit of thinking out pictorial ideas ; think them out
from all angles umil the picture is visualised, and only
awaits time, place and opportunity.
“ There is always ‘ My Best Picture ’ lying un¬
expressed in the mind. One day it may be seen,
though it is long overdue. Sometimes it seems as
if it never will see the light of the red lamp ; but
this thinking and dreaming is the hope and joy
of camera craft.
" The professional photographer often excuses
his failure to secure a place for his pictures on the
walls of our exhibitions on account of his daily
tasks and routine work, and confesses to himself
that he cannot find time or opportunity to secure
success in this way. Circumstances will never
unbend and allow him to move in any direction
but that which is ordered by the severe mistress
of his calling.
“ The argument is far from the truth, though it
may call for a big effort to adventure in the pleasant
but difficult task of making exhibition pictures of
sufficient merit to satisfy the critic, and finally
find his pictures keeping company with those made
by the workers whose fame is world-wide. But
‘ We never need be afraid of raising our standard of
taste too high, for the mind rises with it.’
“ To return to my method of making exhibition
pictures, the first thing is the idea. After playing
with it for some time in the mind it slowly takes
shape until I know what 1 want and what I hope
to secure. ' The day comes when the stage may
be set for action, the subject before my eyes, the
plate and camera ready. The exposure is made,
and then comes development of the plate.
“ This development is, to my mind, the foundation
rock, on which may be built up a successful picture.
Correct composition, clever lighting, and the many
details which go to make pictures, are all wasted
if the development of the negative is not given
its prominent place.
“ Most of my development has been done by
hand, latterly (by extreme care with temperature
and strength of the solutions) by the tank method.
By either method the good negative is the goal.
When that is produced almost any printing medium

The
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By
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Fisk-Moore.

can be used.”
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I. — “ In Pensive Mood."

2.

Hy (). Millruy.

5. — “ A nn."
By H.
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a

/'. Taylor.

" What's That ? "
By /•;. Marks.

3. “ Idle Moments.'*
4. — “ Happiness."
6. — ** Marjorie."
By

C. H,

Taylor.

By A. Il'f.sV.

By Allen
7- — "[ I he iXeuj Goivn."
By James Wood.

T. Kdicards.
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PICTURES of the WEEK
Some Critical Comments

IN the early stages of working at

portraiture at liome or under
normal amateur conditions, it
soon becomes apparent that one of the
chief difficulties is getting the subject
of the picture sharply defined. After
the exposure has been made, and the
negative is developed it is very often
found that the head or portions of the
body are blurred, the causes being,
in the majority of cases, attributable
to incorrect focussing, movement of
the subject or camera, the introduction
of diffusion, or a combination of any
two or every one.
Clarity of Definition,
Despite the advocacy of diffusion
in certain quarters it is but rare that
any reah artistic advantage can defin¬
itely be attributed to it, and its
indiscriminate adoption is to be
severely deprecated. Too often it is
employed in an obvious attempt to
cover minor technical deficiencies,
and, where it is deliberately introduced,
it is doubtful if it offers any better effect
than would be obtained without it.
Put in another

way, if a subject be

perfectly treated in all respects, what¬
ever its class, and two identical
renderings of it are made, except that
one is critically sharp and the other
diffused, it is improbable that the
latter will present any advantage
over the form^gr.
Far more likely is it that the first
will be preferred, and, in portraiture
especially, there is little doubt but
that perfect definition throughout
affords a better result, and one that is
more satisfying artistically than if
diffusion, whether deliberate or inad¬
vertent, is present. Clarity of definition
might be said to resemble, in its
effect, the sureness of hand of the
master, while diffusion conveys the
impression of the fumbling and lack
of decision of the novice.
Power

and

Decision.

At all events, it is important that
the likeness, whether the intention
is to provide a picture, or simply to
furnish a family record, should be
retained. That any blurring of the
image, whether attributable to tech¬
nical defects or disguised under the
name of diffusion, impairs the likeness
is scarcely open to question ; and even
if there should be a genuine personal

on

the Beginners’ prints reproduced
the opposite page.

preference for a so-called softening of
line, it should be left alone until it is

the blurring of the lines of the nose,
chin and hair.
Incorrect

perfectly certain that it can be intro¬
duced or withheld at will.
As an example, reference might be
made to No. i of the prints reproduced
on the opposite page — ” In Pensive
Mood,” by O. Mil'ray. Here, under a
close scrutiny, the figure seems to be
perfectly sharply defined, and though
the wisdom of allowing the hand to
obscure the mouth and the somewhat
exaggerated inclination of the head,
might be criticised, the likeness is
well retained.
No one, knowing the little sitter,
would be likely to mistake her for
someone else, and, as a portrait, the
print does serve a purpose in providing
a true record of her appearance and
personality.
Movement

of the Subject.

In No. 2, " What’s That ? ” by
E. Marks, there is just a trace of
movement of the subject, not enough
to be noticeable in a contact print,
but, if enlarged to any extent, the
blurring of the image would become
unpleasantly obvious.
It is a pity, for the pose and ex¬
pression are spontaneous and attrac¬
tive. The only practical remedy is a
higher shutter speed and a larger
aperture, together with, if possible,
a certain amount of care in selecting
such a moment for the exposure that
subject movement is at a minimum.
The movement in No. 5, " Ann,” by
H. F. Taylor, is more marked, par¬
ticularly about the eyes ; but, judging
from the attitude of the figure, the
moment for making the exposure was
not well chosen, for at the time she
would be in pretty rapid motion, and
too much for any practical shutter
speed to stop.
The joint effects of slightly incor¬
rect focussing and subject movement
appear to be responsible for the lack
of decision in the rendering of the
profile and hair in No. 6, " Marjorie,”
by C. H. Taylor. The point of
sharpest focus seems to be just beyond
the head, and, just as the exposure
was made, the sitter has turned her
head. The error in focussing accounts
for the fact that the far shoulder is
better defined than the near ; and it is
the movement of the head that causes

403

on

Focussing.

The two figures in No. 4, " Hap¬
piness,” by Allen T. Edwards, are
wonderfully well caught, and though
the focussing is not precisely accurate,
it is very nearly so. The very slight
error of over-extension — the imme¬
diate foreground is better defined than
the figures — is scarcely perceptible in
the contact print, but, naturally,
would be more in evidence if the
subject

were

enlarged.

^There is a nice effect of sunshine,
and the background, apart from the
somewhat blobbv plant on the right,
is unobtrusive. It is, however, rather
too dark for the brightly-lit figures,
and a softer and more harmonious print
would convey a better impression.
The same feeling of harshness
arises in connection with No. 7,
“ The New Gown,” by James Wood,
and owes its origin to the extreme
contrast existing between figure and
setting. A lighter background would
be much more suitable, and with the
aid of reflected light might easily
be arranged. A measure of under¬
exposure may also exist, and, had a
longer time been given, it is likely
that a greater distinction between the
dark of the hair and the surroundings
would have been shown.
Pose

and

Lighting,

As a matter of fact, the contrast
could have been appreciably reduced
if the sitter had been placed at a greater
distance from the source of light.
The exposure would have to be
correspondingly adjusted, but not
only would the extremes of tones be
lessened, but the facial modelling and
the values of light and shade in the
dress would also be enhanced. There
is, however, no apparent blurring of
the outline from any cause, and the
pose and lighting, apart from the
criticism already made, show an
understanding of what is needed.
Nor is there any cause for complaint
in the way of clarity of definition to
be made against No. 3, ” Idle Mo¬
ments,” by A. West. Technically, it
is first-rate, but if the intention is to
provide a record of the two figures,
the wisdom of obscuring their features
is highly questionable.

“ Mentor.”
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Victorial Analysis
Every

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

^^WHEN

THE

Last week we had the opportunity

of discussing an Australian
landscape, and though it was
mentioned that similar treatment

STORM

HAD

PASSED ” by J. Almond.

fit well together. The necessary pre¬
dominance is given to the slcy by the
greater proportion of space that has
been allotted to it. It occupies,

might be applied to the trees of this
country, we now are able to consider a
subject of a type that can be found
within reasonable distance of almost

roughly, about three-quarters of the
total picture space, and another
important factor which contributes to
the same end is that it contains the

anywhere

highest light.
This is to be seen at the top of the
huge mass of the cumulus cloud at (i),
and naturally that light forms the
main centre of interest, not only of

in the British Isles.
Open

Landscape.

Exactly where this subject was
taken is not known, but in the south
there are the Downs ;
in the west there are
the moors of Devon
and North and South

sky, but the contrasts are relatively
less, the lights of the landscape being
of a much lower tone than those
above. In^ consequence, there is no
suggestion of competition between the
two elements, and the general tone
of both accords with what we know,
by observation, to be true.
The centre of interest in the land¬
scape section rests in the neighbour¬
hood of the two small trees at (2).
It is probable that they would serve
their purpose more efficiently if they
were on a slightly
greater scale, but, un¬
fortunately, that is an
attribute they do not

Wales ; in ' the Mid¬
lands there are the

possess. It is possible
that they might be

rolling uplands of
Derbyshire ; and in
the north there are

enlarged by skilful re¬
touching, and, if it
can be done without

the wide open spaces
of Lakeland and those

becoming perceptible,
it might well be tried.

on both sides of 'the
Pennines, in all of
which, to say nothing
of Scotland and Ire¬
land, can somewhat
similar country be
found.

handling. It is but
seldom that the main
interest lies in the
landscape itself, the
sky, as a rule, being
of far greater importance.
At the same time, the portion of
landscape that is included should have
a sufficiency of attraction to form a
worthy foundation for the sky, but
not enough to compete with it. The
main difficulty is to secure a nice
adjustment between the two, for,
considered separately, the landscape
must exhibit a decent form, and, in
itself, it should conform to the rules
of composition, while the sky alone
must satisfy the same conditions.
Yet they must both hannonise the
one with the other, and that this is
possible of attainment is apparent
from the subject under discussion.
in

Cloud

Forms.

Here, both landscape and sky are
well arranged in themselves, and they
18

Combination.

it stands,

they

do their job well
enough, and gain some
importance from the
way in which they
are shown against the
hillside in sunshine be¬

Landscapes of this
class take a bit of

Composition

In

As

yond. The lines of the
landscape, otherwise,
are graceful, and by
the
line hills
of the(3),
clefta
in the
the sky, but also of the picture as a
whole.
Roughly, the shape assumed by the
main mass of the cloud is pyramidal.
This is \ery powerful, and the light
occurring at the apex its attraction
is enhanced. The form is good, and
as the lines of the lesser clouds seem
to lead up to the same point, the
arrangement of the sky, regarded as a
separate item, may be considered
satisfactory.
The landscape portion is essentially
of a simple character. It is nicely
varied in tone, the parts in sunshine
and those in shadow forming an
adequate demand upon the attention,
and creating just that degree of interest
that this portion of the subject requires.
It is true that the deepest tone is
stronger than the darkest tone in the
404

direct connection is established be¬
tween the two principal points of
attraction.
In view of this connection, and also
having regard to the fact that the
lines of the landscape are suave in
their curves, and mainly horizontal in
tendency, the composition of the two
sections falls into harmony. That
feeling is aided by the fact that
the points (i) and (2) are in opposition,
from which each gains a certain
amount of strength, and by the further
coincidence that they are both on the
same diagonal.
The arrangement conveys the im¬
pression of being carefully handled,
and, the effect of sunlight after storm
— the pictorial motive — being well
displayed, the trouble expended is
worthily

rewarded.

'' Mentor.”
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A.P.”

Monthly

For a long time past, as we have frequer^tly mentioned, the

number of entries in each of our three monthly competi¬
tions has been increasing, and March brought a par¬
ticularly heavy entry. In these circumstances those who are
fortunate enough to win a prize or special recognition of any
kind may consider that they have done extremely well.

We would point out that in the Beginners’ section several
prints were again disqualihed for ignoring the regulation as to
size limit, and we would ask entrants to all three sections of
the competition to pay careful attention to the few regulations
laid down. We would also draw attention to, the new address
to which all competition prints should in future be sent,
namely: Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.i. The
awards are as follows ;
Advanced

Workers’

Second Prize. — •” The Duck Pond,” by Karl J. Khandalavala,
20, Peddar Road, Bombay.
Third Prize. — " Leslie,” by O. Ormerod, 30, Rocklands
Avenue, Bebington, Cheshire.
Mounting Prize. — “ Rocky Beach,” by A. Howard Garmston,
14, Cairns Road, Westbury Park, Bristol, 6.
Certificates of Merit. — ” Knitting,” by Hubert M. Bond,
Bylands, White Rose Lane, Woking ; ‘‘ Storm Clouds,” by
J. H. Clark, 304, Camberwell New Road, London, S.E.5 ; “ In
the Land of Nod,” by Sorab J. Kharegat, Zora iVIansion,
Wadia Street, Tradeo, Bombay ; " Peace and Quiet,” by A. C.
Millest, 54, Cedars Road, Hampton Wick, Kingston-on-Thames.
The prints not receiving awards have been grouped, those
in the first group receiving honourable mention. The others
have been marked Class i. Class 2 and Class 3, respective! v.

“The

encourage

This class is open

A.P/^
pictorial

Monthly

outlook

to all amateur

and

good

photographers.

First Prize. — One guinea in cash or *' A.P.” silver
plaque (optional).
Second Prize. — Half a guinea in cash or “ A.P.”
bronze plaque (optional).
Third Prize. — Five shillings in cash.
A special prize of five shillings in cash for the best
mounted picture.
Certificates of Merit.
In addition to the general rules (see below), the
following conditions apply : —
(1) .All prints must be ac:ompaniel by a stamped
addressed envelope or wrapper if they are to be
returned. Prints receiving an awarl will be retaine l.
(2) Prints must be mounteJ, but not framed.
(3) Returnable prints in the Advanced Section will
be sent back with a typed criticism, and classified
according to merit.
(4) Prints may be of any size and by any process,
and must be the competitor’s own work throughout.
(5) The award of a prize or certiticate in the Ad¬
vanced Workers’ Competition or any other competition
or exhibition will not debar the competitor from entering
again on future occasiorts and winning further prizes.
(H) For Intermediate Workers.
This class is to encourage those readers who

have

passev) the “ beginner ” stage and may have won an
aw'ard in the Beginners’ Competition, but have not
progresse I sufficiently to enter in the Advanced
Competition.
First Prize. — Half a guinea in cash.
Second Prize. — Five shillings in cash.
Certificates of Merit.
In addition to the general
following conditions apply :—

rules (see below),

the

(Brighton).

Intermediate

” Me and My Shadow,” by H.
Road, Blundellsands, Liverpool
George Nicholson, 34, Mallory
” Portrait of an Artist,” by
Haywards Heath.
Beginners’

in the photographic

work

(4) The award of a prize or certificate in the Intermeliate Competition debars the competitor from
entering this competition again, but he is then eligible
i Workers’

Section.

(Ill) For Beginners.
This class is open to those who have never won an
award in any photographic competition or exhibition.
First Prize. — Half a guinea in cash.
Second Prize. — Five shillings in cash.
Certificates of Merit.
In addition to the general rules (see below), the
folio ving con litions apply :—
(1) No print must be larger than 6x4 in. Contact
prints or small enlargements up to this size are eligible,
but must be unmo intel.
(2) The exposure must have been made by the
competitor, but developing and printing may be the
w'ork of others.
(3) No prints can be criticised or returned.
(4) The award of a prize or certificate in the Begin¬
ners’ Competition debars the competitor from entering
this section again.
General

Section.

Certificates of Merit. — " In the Fields,” by Them. Anastassiadis, Athens"; “ The Amateur,” by Arthur S. Paris, 31,
Stowell Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne, i ; ” The Gossips,” by
C. H. S. Tupholme, 114, Talbot Road, Bayswater, W.ii ;
'■
Green Pastures,” by D. H. .South, la, Castledown Avenue,
Hastings.

may be mounted.
(2) The whole of the work (exposure, development,
printing, etc.) must be carried out by the competitor.
(3) Prints entered in the Intermediate Section will
be criticised and returned if accompanied by stampeJ
a Idresse I envelope or wrapper. Prints receiving
an award will be retained.

for the .Advance

W. Lambert, 37, Devonshire
; ” Evening Sunshine,” by
Road, Birkenhead, Cheshire ;
Miss Pennethorne, Lindfield,

First Prize. — " The Farmstead,” by R. L. Huddart, 2, Denny
Bank, Bulk, Lancaster.
Second Prize. — ‘‘ The Footbridge,” by C. Lapworth, Eaton
Lodge, Sutton, Surrey.

(1) No print must be larger than iox8 in., and
can be by contact or enlargement by any process, and

of our

PRIZES AND RULES.

readers

in all parts

of the world.

(see advertisement pages) the date of which must be
within five weeks of the closing date of the Competitionhand.
Overseas readers may use the most recent coupons to(2) Each print must have on the bark the name
address of the competitor, and the title.

and

(3) All entries must be addressed to The Editor,
The Amateur Photographer, Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.i, and the package must be
marked
on the outside
Beginners,”
or
” Advanced,”
as the" case
may be." Intennediate,”'
(4) No packages will be received
are postage charges to be paid.

on

which

there

(5) No communication on other matters should be
enclosed with competition prints. No correspondence
in connection with the competitions can be undertaken.
(6) The
of a print
v\ ill the
be regarded
a decla¬
ration
that entry
it is eligible
under
rules, andas that
the
competitor agrees thereto.
(7) No

responsibility

is taken

for the

safety

of

prints, and the Editor’s decision on all points connected
with the competitions is final.
(8) The publishers of The Amateur Photographer
shall have the right to reproduce without payment
any print entered, or to allow its reproduction in any
other paper quoting from The Amateur Photographer.
(q) The closing date of each competition is the last
weekday of the month. Prints arriving late will be
entered for the next month’s competition.
(10) The cash prizes awarded in these competitions
are dispatched on the fifteenth of the month following
the announcement of the awards.

Rules.

(i) .Any number of prints raav be entered, but each
print must have on the back the appropriate coupon

MESSRS.

Section.

First Prize. — " Haven,” by Roland Calder, 2314, Spaulding
Avenue, Berkeley, San Francisco, Cal.
Second Prize. — •" Bedtime,” by Eric J. Bloore, Newquay,
Kinghorn Road, Burntisland, Fife.

Competitions

technique

JOHNSON’S

In Messrs. Johnson & Sons’ " Flashlight ” competition,
which closed on February 28th, the names of the principal
prize-winners are announced as follows : First, Mr. James
Robinson (Dalmuir) ; Second, Mr. R. Moore (Barkingside) ;
and six extra prizes to Messrs. L. Mitchell, W. H. Appleton,
J. S. Rivers, E. Bowden, R. T. Cook and Miss D. Bennett.
20

Those awarded honourable mention are as follows : (2)
Edward A. Austin (Liverpool) ; Roger Carter (Switzerland) ;
Fernando Casta no (Madrid) ; J. H. Clark (Camberwell) ;
W. T. Evans (Stroud Green) ; Henry G. Goulden (London, N.) ;
Reg. Moore (Barkingside) ; H. D. Morris (Montreal) ; O.
Ormerod (Bebington) ; Major H. J. Rice (Poona) ; Edmund
Tomalin (Hull)-; D. R. D. Wadia (Bombay) ; Miss M. Whitcombe (Bewdley) ; C. White (Newport, I.W.) ; Henry Williams

Certificates of Merit. — ” Through the Morning Mist,” by
W. H. Johnson, Kumardhubi, P.O., Manbhum District, India ;

Section.

First Prize. — " Inclement Weather,” by John Muller, izor,
Gilbert Place, Bronx, N.Y.C., New York.

To

Competitions

The closing dates for the Competitions are
Saturday, April 29th & Wednesday, May 31st.

COMPETITIONS

Twelve

consolation prizes were also awarded.

Messrs. Johnson

are again running a " Holiday ” competition, which closes
on October 31st. Full particulars of prizes and rules may be
obtained on application to Messrs. Johnson & Sons, Ltd.,
Hendon, London, N.W.4. It will be found that there are no
restrictions as to the materials employed.
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[etters to the Editor
THE

NEW

outdoors, without resorting to the well-known
dark background.
As far. as I can remember, the mask was

method

be of little use; at least, until dragged into some kind of light.
I know, from previous experience, that there are notches on
the edge of the him which, properly interpreted, will help in
this difficulty, but if one has forgotten the position of these
notches — as I have — one is obviously in an unpleasant quan¬
dary, especially since the notches of different makers are not
necessarily in the same position. Therefore I propound the
question : Why, in the name of wonder, do the manufacturers
not indicate on the outside of these packages how the purchaser

of

Borough Poly. P.S.
Bristol P.S. Annual

April

Week’s

FILMS.

How is he to recognise the sensitive side of his him ? Inside
the box there are, perhaps, instructions which will give him
information on the point, but if the bo.x is to be opened and
worked in absolute darkness, the instructions, if there, will

positions without any ‘‘ ghost ” effect.
My interest has again been aroused in view of your con¬
tributor’s remarks that images can be blended inside the camera,
and I would welcome further details. — Yours, etc.,
W. GARTLAND.

Wednesday,

of his correspondents.

ing ‘‘ to be opened and worked in absolute darkness,” and
is immediately confronted with a very difficult problem
indeed.

of the

constructed

for

hrst time — and not only for the first time — buys a box of
Ilford Hypersensitive Panchromatic Films, or the correspond¬
ing Kodak product, receives a sealed packet bearing the warn¬

metal with two crescent-shaped openings either of which could
be covered in turn by a hinged flap, the negative being exposed
twice, hrst by one opening, then by the other, enabling (in the
example given at the time) a person to be photographed in two

The

the opinions

responsible

Sir, — May I put before you — in the hope that it may reach
farther — the following plaint, which has doubtless ascended often
to Heaven from many others besides myself. He who for the

Sir, — I read with interest the article on “ The New Photo¬
graphy,” by Oswell Blakeston in the issue of March 15th of
" The A.P.” Although 1 find nothing to commend the scissors
and paste iype of photo- montage except perhaps as a means
of keeping a too-exuberant child quiet on a wet day, I do con¬
sider that where results of this nature can be obtained by pure
photography an enlarged sphere of activities can be opened up.
Photographic superimposition, whether obtained by multiple
exposure, mirrors, or prisms, may be decried as being trick
photography, but then how many exhibition pictures can be
considered as straight photography ? About twelve years
ago, in an American technical journal I saw a description of
an adjustable mask to be fitted outside the lens of the camera
which enabled superimposition to be carried out in daylight

announced

is not

PANCHROMATIC

PHOTOGRAPHY.

Societies will have their meetings

Editor

is to proceed
contents
?

when,

" in absolute

darkness,”

Possibly some of your readers can
trouble. — Yours, etc.,

here if the syllabus

Meetings

is sent to us at the beginning

26th.

of the session

Saturday,

Print Competition.
Exhibition.

April

he

tackles

the

suggest a remedy for the
T. S. PATTERSON.

or from

time to time.

29th.

Chorley P.S. Hanging Exhibition Prints.
N. Middlesex P.S. The Valley of the Chess.

Croydon C.C. Novelties and Home-made Appar?itus.
Ilford P.S. Criticism of Exhibition Prints.

Monday,
Thursday,

April

27th.

Ashton-under-Lyne P.S. Colour Photography.” A. Birchenough
Cardiff C.C. Beginners' Course.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. Private View of Annual Exhibition.
Medway A.P.A. Carbro. H. Wingent.

and C. Easthope*

Tuesday,

N. Middlesex P.S. “ Infra-red Photography.” Herbert Flower.
Rochdale P.S. ” A Photographic Chat.” W. T. Carter.
Twickenham P.S. ” Home Portraiture.” F. P. Bayne.
Walthamstow and D.P.S. Annual Exhibition Closes.
Woolwich P.S. Annual General Meeting.

Friday,

April

Cambridge

1st.

P.C.

Annual

Exhibition

May

2nd.

Opens.

Hammersmith H.H.P.S. “ A Little Holiday in France.” G. E. W.
Poplar P.S. P.O.P. aril Self-toning Papers.
Royal P.S. ” 2 Tramps 2n I Tramp 2 Gether.” J. G. St. Aubyn.
St. Bride P.S. Members’ Exhibition.
VVhitehall Photo-Cine Group. Members’ Evening.

28th.

Leytonstone and Wanstead C.C. Members' Evening.
Poplar P.S. “ Colour Transparencies.”
Southend-on-Sea and D.P.S. “ The Amateur Photographer ” Prize Slides.
Wimbledon
Amateur Cin^ Club. ” Planning an Amateur Production.” S. E. L.
Moir.

Exhibitions

May

Chorley P.S. Exhibition Opens.
City of London an 1 C.P.S. Infonnal Meeting.
Oxford P.S. Annual General Meeting.

Wednesday,

May

3rd.

Croydon C.C. ” English Architecture in the 15th Century.”
Rochdale P.'S. Ko.lak Prize-wurming Pictures.

and Competitions

Herbert.

S. E. Whitaker.

^^FUTURE.

Notices of forthcoming exhibitions and competitions will be included here every week if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.
The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
Cardiff C.C. World’s Masters Salon. — Entries, May
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Annual
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
Exhibition (Open Classes). — Open, April 28-May 7.
14 ; open, June 9-24. Entry forms and particulars
Entries, April 29. Rules in this issue.
from G. H. Palmer, Hon. Exhibition Secretary,
Particulars from J. Ainger Hall, ’Hon. Exhibition
Y.M.C.A., Cardiff.
Secretary, 10, Kitson Road, London, S.W.13.
Chicago World’s Fair International Exhibition, 1933.
Troyes International Salon. — Entries, May 25 ;
— Open, June i-October 31. Enquiries to ” 1933
Turin International Salon. — Open, May 20-June ii'
Salon,” Chicago Camera Club, 137, North Wabash
open,
15-25. Photographique
Secretary, Maurice
Michel, Presi¬
Further
particulars
from
Secretary,
Fourth
Inter¬
dent June
de r Union
Champenoise,
23,
Avenue, Chicago, III., U.S.A.
Italy.
national
Salon, Via Starapatori, N.6, Turin (108),
Bridge of Allan and District Photographic Society
Rue de la Mission, Troyes (Aube), France.
International Salon. — Open, April 15-29. Particulars
Polish
International
Salon
(Cracow).
—
Entries,
Portsmouth C.C. Annual Exhibition (Open Classes). —
from Mrs. Brown, Jun., The Studio, Bridge of Allan,
August I ; open, August 27-Septeraber 17. Further
Entries, May 2 ; open, May lo-June 10. Secretary,
Scotland.
particulars from Fotoclub, Y.M.C.A., Cracow, Poland.
H. Coker, 4, Junction Road, Southsea.
Brighton and Hove C.C. Annual Exhibition (one
Irish Salon (Dublin). — ^Entries due September 30;
class open t6 members of clubs in Kent, Sussex and
Midland Salon, City Art Gallery, Leicester. — En¬
open, October 28-November 4. Particulars from
Salon Secretaries, Irish Salon of Photography, 18,
tries, May 6 ; open, May 27-June 24. Particulars
Hampshire). — Open, April lo-May 6. Exhibition
Morehampton Road, Dublin.
from Hon. Secretaries, W.^ Bailey and A. E. Tracey,
Secretary, R. J. Botting, 71, East Street, Brighton.
Third International Salon, San Diego, Fine Arts
Rotherham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms
Cank Street, Leicester. *
Gallery (under auspices of Camera Enthusiasts of
due October 2 ; prints, October 9 ; open, October
Northern Photographic Exhibition (Bradford). —
San Difego). — Open, April 21-May 14. Particulars
18—2^. Further particulars from E. George Alderman,
Entries, May 13; open, June ly-August 20. Entry
from Miss Ruth Kilboume, 4225, Arden Way, San
forms from A. Greenwood, Myrtle Dene, Harrogate
Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Ruardean, Newton Street,
Rotherham.
Diego, Galifomia, U.S.A.
Road, Bradford.
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AND
MATTERS
OF IN¬
TEREST
FOR
ALL CINEMATOGRAPHERS
USING
AMATEUR
CINfi APPARATUS.

Cinematography
Using the Camera

as a Means of Expression

By “ACTINOGRAPHIST.”

Casual cinematography can be made far more expressive than the work of many enthusiasts would
suggest. Too often, the automatic camera is regarded as little more than a necessary adjunct to
motion-picture photography, the finer and more remote possibilities being either disregarded or ignored.

AS many cinematographers are

aware, the well-directed film is
as expressive as almost any
work of literature, and is undoubtedly
more expressive than most of the
plays now adopted by the legitimate
theatre. In the case of the professional
film, this expression is to a great
extent conveyed by auditory means,
but the amateur (silent) production
has come to rely upon the more
satisfactory technical devices of the
cutting-room, and the ingenuity and
resourcefulness of the editor.
Thus, a film made by amateurs may
exhibit expressive rhythm through
the medium of carefully considered
cuts and cross-cuts ; it may define its
tempo through the judicious selection
of scene-lengths that further the
emotional changes stimulated by
various kinds of action, and it may
proceed to its development through
the rather crude and makeshift method
of employing titles. .A.11 these devices
may be employed.
But there are other things than these
with which we have to deal, and many
of them cannot be satisfactorily ex¬
pressed in the cutting-room or on the
titling-bench. Fortunately, in the
camera itself we possess a further
valuable means of expression. This
can be used to translate human
thoughts, ideas and emotions in terms
of movement — in terms that can bQ
understood and appreciated when the
processed images are thrown on to
the screen.
Expressive

Factors,

The truth of all this may not be
apparent to those who judge from a
mere viewing knowledge of the cruder
amateur and professional films, but
those of my readers who have seen
“ Comrades ” (made by a young
amateur who became camera-man
to that amazingly expressive director,
John Grierson), " Drifters,’’ and, of
course, the amateur classic, " Fall of
the House of Usher,” will be in a
22

position to appreciate the smoothness
of expression which can accompany
the careful and considered use of an
automatic camera.
This camera-made
e.xpression —
which is quite distinct from expression
built up in the editing stages — can be
conveyed in its various forms by the
use of technical devices and accessories
and

by the manipulation

of lighting,

merely
novel ” ;
and this because
is neitherthey
goodwere
nor ‘‘advisable.
Instead, it is necessary to study each
factor in turn until you are able to
judge the “ atmosphere “ that its em¬
ployment
Thus, will
one create.
effective purpose of
camera angles is to enable a vast
concourse or crowd to be accom¬
modated in the frame without intro¬

viewpoints,
other things.camera " trolleying ” and
A Warning.

ducing “ cut-off” or screening.
Another is to emphasise such extreme
emotional reactions as fear and cour¬

Obviously, satisfactory and effective
work cannot be accomplished merely

age, impotence and power, etc. Yet
another is to stimulate harmony ;
and there are others too numerous

by applying these devices for their
own value alone. Cases have occurred,
however, in which unusual angles and
advanced cutting have been exploited

to mention

in a general article.
Lighting.

Lighting — even

when

compulsorily

th[ amateur photographer
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obtained out of doors — can be made
to assist the camera in conveying
meaning or expression. Here it is
possible to contrast “ hard ” and
“ soft ” lighting, blatant and tender
lighting, and
many intermediary
varieties.
Generally-diffused back lighting (like
that which ordinarily prevails out of
doors) can be made to express extreme
tenderness — especially when qualified
by the use of efficient and large
reflectors. Incidentally, these effects
can be improved by the use, where
possible, of closing fades or irises, and
other technical devices.
Spot lighting within the studio can
be made to introduce some very
weird and sinister effects ; and these,
too, occasionally permit themselves
to be heightened by the introduction
of a technical device (that of staining
the finished film in “ ghost ” blue or
naphthol green) .
The

Value

of Shadows.

Shadows, of course, are extremely
expressive and have ere now formed
the basis or theme of successful pro¬
ductions. In this connection, the

ACTION

most

effective shadows

are those which

(by the employment of back lighting)
are thrown forwards, but other very
expressive and convincing shadow
exploitations have been carried out
by throwing the shadows upon a
painted backcloth, using frontal light¬
ing and keeping the actual source of
the shadow well out of the picture.
Expression

and

Composition.

Good composition is, of course,
desirable in any work — whether it be
a still snapshot or a highly-involved
cinematic abstract. But aesthetic
workers and connoisseur pictorialists
have confessed that when they regard
a film exhibition the presence or
existence of good composition takes
their mind off the action, and makes
them forget that such a thing as
expression ever existed. Composition
should not obtrude itself.
Since others may be affected in this
way, it is better in films of an emotional
trend to avoid the inclusion of spark¬
ling composition. This should not,
however, be interpreted as licence
to disregard composition or to employ
bad

composition — which

can do even

more harm than pictorial excellence,
the satisfactory compromise being one
that places cinematic expression first
and composition itself subservient to
that expression.
Composition,

of course,

must

still

have its place in purely scenic cine¬
matography, and there is still much
room for its exploitation in topical
shots ; but apart from this it should
concern itself mainly with the action
(as distinct from the background
scenery) of dramatic productions.
Further

Hints.

Finally, the enthusiast will be well
advised not to rely too much upon
cutting and splicing for his cinematic
expressiveness. The camera must be
regarded more frequently as a valid
means of expression open to all who
possess the will to use it properly.
Particularly is it helpful to try the
effect of alternative lighting methods,
of angles and general set-up.
And remember that simple " pan¬
ning ” (which some of the manu¬
facturers tell you to avoid !) can be
developed into highly-expressive swing
shots — greatly to the improvement
of your cinematography.
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CINEMATOGRAPHER.
for the AMATEUR
FORTHCOMING
EVENTS DURING MAY, 1933.
Event.

Date.

May

I.

H
May

Date.

Place.

Day. Old Custom of Crowning the May Queen.

u r s 1 e y

}t

I.

11

I.

ft

i$

tt

I.

1-6,

1-13*
2-4.
2.

*>
tf

f*

>i
t>
it

»»

Polo

Season- Opens.

(Hants) and
all parts
of
the
country.

United
Hunts’
Meeting

Magdalen College, Oxford.

Steeplechase

Championship Tennis Finals
Hard Court Lawn Tennis Championships
Beaufort Club Spring Polo
ing
.
Race Meeting

Meet-

6.
5-6.4-4

Easton Harriers Point-to-point . .
Jubilee Race Meeting
Steeplechase Meeting

6.

6.
6.

11
t>

Ser\'ice

3-43-6-

11
tt

Sunrise

Ancient St. George’s Fair
Steeplechase Race Meeting
Royal Dublin Agricultural
Ancient Fait

11
ft

Day

8.

78-12.
9-11.

International Motor Cycle
Junior Car Club Meeting
Rugby Final

Show

Spring

Race

Meeting

Queen’s

Court.

Gloucester.
Dublin.
Northampton.
Badingham.

. .

,,
,,

16-18.
18-24.

,,

20.

„

24-25.
24.

„

24-25.

.. 25-27.

Park

Avon.
Stratford

- on -

Southport.
Newmarket.

,, 13,, 15-19-

,, 25.

Kempton

Inverness.
Helston.

lo-ii.

Agricultural Show
Ladies’
Open Golf Tournament.
Race Meetings
“ Summer Eights ” (Rowing)
Steeplechase Race Meeting

.
. .

Glasgow.
Gleneagles.
Bath &
Oxford.

York.

Whitney Cup Final (Polo)
Southern Command
Horse Show
British Dance Festival . .

Avon.
Stratford- on Roehampton.
Tidworth.
Blackpool.

Ladies’

Sandown, Isle
of Wight.

Open

Golf

Tournament

.. 23-24.

Norton.
Chester.
Modbury.

Sta-

May

,, 22-23.
,, 20.
,, 22-27.

Bournemouth.

Wembley
dium.

Ancient Culloden Wishing-Well
Pilgrimage . .

'Second

Park.

Dublin.
Brooklands.

Race

Old-world “ Furry Dances ”
Professional Golf Tournament

Lingfield

Curragh.

Irish Races

I.

May

Place.

Event.

Empire Day Celebrations
Agricultural Show
Spring Race Meetings

„

27.

„

29.

June 3.
May 31, 25„

,,

29-

Royal
,

and
. .

The Queen’s Birthday.
Golf Tournament
Polo Cup Final
One
Thousand
Guineas
. .
The Tournament
Derby
Union Day

31.

„
31June
3.

Curragh.
Brighton and

Ascension Day.
" Beating the
Bounds ” Custom
. .
Welsh
League
of Youth
Eisteddfod . .
Royal Navy, Military
Force Tournament

June
May
26. 10.

General.
Shrewsbury.

The

Agricultural

Show

General.
Caerphilly.

Air
Olympia.
Gleneagles.
Roehampton.
Golf
Leeds.
South Africa.
Epsom.
Bournemouth.

(Open 4 days).
King’s Birthday.
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Faded

‘Deaders’ Questions
ANSWERED

Genfral.— All coinmtmications

for the Editor

should

be addressed

and Cinematoerapher. Dorset House. Stamford Street, London,
must "ive the name and address of the wTiter.
Contributions. — The

Editor

is glad

to consider

orieinal,

: “The

S.E.i/' and

up-to-date

Editor,

The

in every

manuscripts

Amateur

on

As you value the print we should
advise you first of all to copy it on a
slow ordinary plate. It is quite likely
that you will be able to obtain a negative
which will give a print as good as the
original ever was. If, however, you are

Photographer

case, without

exception,

photographic

willing to take the risk, you should soak
the print in water and place it in
Potassium bichromate . . 120 grs.
Common salt
. .
. . 120 grs.

subjects.

All contributions must be typewritten, or in verv legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of mattersubmitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

and

Information

are

freely

given,

but

the

following

Hj'drochloric acid. .
Water
. .
. .
Wash out all the yellow

Lens

Pictures.

Cine

Sizes.

VVTiat is the size of the film used in public cinemas ?
What other sizes are in use in this country ?
F. B. N. (Exmouth.) •

Equivalent

Slides.

to

set

limits

to

the

ability of some carriers of goods to
damage them, in spite of protection
which appears absolutely safe. We
advise this form of packing : Put the
slides, in one block, into a lantern-plate
box, with corrugated paper above and
below the block of slides. Pack the
box in corrugated paper, and put the
whole in a wooden box into which it
fits fairly closely. Make the whole into
a parcel for the post, and hope for the
best.
24

”

width

of

film

by the “ equivalent
focus of a
W. 1.” (Rugby.)

size or

scale

on

which

a

for

Prints.

la D. & P. work what is the usual way of findiag
the correct exposure for gaslight prints ?
J. G. H. (Southampton.)

is

Focus.

What
is meant
lens ?

I occasionally have to send a few lantern slides
by post, and they sometimes get broken in transit.
Is there any absolutely safe way of packing them ?
'
L. C. (London.)

It is difficult

" standard

Exposure

We know of no method used in pro¬
fessional printing other than judgment
of the printing value of the negative by
the eye of the printer.

Numbering

given

object is rendered at a particular distance
depends on the focal length of the lens.
The longer the focal length the larger
the image. Suppose such an object
were photographed
with a simple

Films.

What is the best way
for cataloguing ?

the black

The only guide is the time given under
proper conditions. A properly active
bath, at a temperature not less than
60 degrees Fahr. will fix gaslight prints
in five minutes, chloro-bromide in five
to ten minutes, and bromide in ten to
fifteen minutes. It is a wise precaution
to give the prints as long again in a
second fresh bath, although with chlorobromides especially it is possible to
overdo the fixing process.

Posting

The

The

tube,

Is such a hood of
T. \V. (Louth.)

just where an ordinary tube would catch
the direct sun rays and reflect them on
to the face of the lens.

less etched away so as to leave
image more visible.

As there is little or no change visible when develop¬
ment papers are fixed, how can one be sure that
the process is complete ? G. M. L. (Woolwich.)

is not a complete

Certainly. This type of hood is well
known, and in some cases is preferable
to the tubular form. It can be turned
round on the lens so that the gap comes

35 mm.
" Sub-standard ” sizes are 16
mm. and 9.5 mm.
To these must now
be added the new Kodak 8-mm. size,
which is obtained by using i6-mm. film,
exposing so as to get two sets of frames
side by side, and then slitting the film
lengthways.

Prints.

which

but has part of it cut away.
any use ?

There is no secret, and we have ex¬
plained before how it is done. Two
half-tone blocks are made from the
original photograph. One of these gives
the usual print in black ink. The second
block is used for printing over this black
print with a suitable coloured ink.
Parts of this second block are more or

Fixing

or

Hood.

I have a lens hood

enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ** or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ** are too'
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. {7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answ'er by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry,
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Is there any secret about the method by which
your cover pictures are given a tinted effect ?
A. B. (Burnley.)

. . 20 min.
. .
6 oz.
stain possible,

and then redevelop with amidol
M.Q. Wash again, and dry.

conditions

should be read carefully before applying, as any communication which does not comply with the rules must be
ignored.
(i) See “ General “ above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3I Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title {if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such

Cover

Print.

An old bromide print which I value has faded
to a yellowish colour. Can anything be done to
restore it ?
F. B. (Ripon.)

of numbering glass negatives
A. H. R. (London.)

Negatives can be numbered in one
corner by means of a hard pencil, hut
on the whole it is better to use a fine
pen

and

Portrait

fixed

Indian

ink.

Attachment.

When using a portrait attachment must the
subject be exactly 3 ft. from the camera ?
E. C. R. (Romford.)

" single ” lens, of a certain focus. Any
other lens that would, in the same cir¬
cumstances, give an image of exactly
the same size, would have the same

The
should

“ equivalent ” focus as the single lens,
although its distance from the focussing

happens to be 3 ft. you must have the
lens exactly 3 ft. from the subject,
as f/4.5.
especially when using so large an aperture

screen might be different. A fixedfocus telephoto lens 5 in. from the
screen might give an image the same
size as that of a single lens at 10 in.
The equivalent foci of the two lenses
would then be identical.

Making

Emulsions.

Is there any book explaining how to make emul¬
sions for coating plates ? W. L. S. (Bodmin.)

The
that

standard
by

E.

book

J.

on

Wall.

the
It

subject
is

is

entitled

“ Photographic Emulsions, their Pre¬
paration and Coating on Glass, Cel¬
luloid and Paper.” The English edition
is published by Chapman and Hall at
2 IS.

net.

Presumably

that such

work

difficulty
factory.

if the

is of very
results

you

are

aware

great technical
are

to be

satis¬

distance at which the subject
be in such a case as you name

must be exactly equal to the focal length
of the portrait attachment. If this

Local

Intensification.

Can you give me a formula for a varnish to apply
to parts of a negative so that the other parts can
be intensified ?
J. P. H. (Glasgow.)

The process to which you refer is a
risky one, and those who adopt it do
not use a varnish, but paint over parts
of the negative with the rubber solution
used for repairing tyres, although this
has to be thinned down
somewhat
before use. After the negative has been
treated and dried the rubber solution
can be peeled off. We
should not
advise you to try this method on a
negative of any value until you have
experimented with waste negatives first
to see how you get on.
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Business Notices
Publishing

Notes

SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles 17/4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other countries
abroad 19/8 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES. — Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to Illfle and Sons
Limited.

Displayed Advertisements

on Advertisement matters should be addressed : The Advertisement

Manager, “The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.l. Copy for displ^ed advertisements for the issue of any particular
week must reach Dorset House by the fRst post on Tuesday morning in the week previous.
Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.

Prepaid Advertisements
SALE

AND EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
1/Id. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
12 words or less .
2 6
for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and In the absence of fresh
Instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
insertions, 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Ofllce, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post
FRIDAY, for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Ofllces, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;
230, Deansgate, Manchester, 3 ; 26b, Renfleld Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following In which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

CAMERAS

AND

being untraeeable if lost in transit should not be sent as remittances.

The
Proprietors
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although every care
is taken
to avoid are
mistakes.
BOX NUMBERS.— For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the ofllce of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must include the words “Box 000, c/o ‘The Amateur Photographer’.”
Replies should be addressed : “ Box 000, c/o * The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us lo
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
In any other way, nor accept any responsibility In connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Boi No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
“ Deposit System ” is recommended.

OFFICES. — Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams ; “ Cyclist,
Watloch London.” Telephone : Hop 3i33 (50 lines).
PUBLISli^ING
DATE.
— “ Kingdom
The Amateur
and Cinematographer ” is on sale
throughout the
United
everyPhotographer
Wednesday morning.

Communications

Special
Note
Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive
no answer to their enquiries are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an Indication that the goods advertised have alreadybeen disposed of. Advertisers often receive so ma^ enquiries that It is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
tor return should also be Included tor use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.
Deposit
System
Readers who hesitate to send money
to unknown
persons may deal in perfect safety by
availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with “ The
Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of Its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after which
period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If a sale is
ejected, buyer Instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to
return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no sale,
and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which
we take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the tee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75,
5/- ; over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half
per cent. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London,
S.E.l, and cheques and money orders should be made payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

CAMERAS

WARNING

LENSES

l-PLATE Camera, Beck Symmetrical lens, Bausch &
2 Lomb shutter, tripod, 3 double slides, 4 printing
frames, dishes, washing tank, etc., 50/-. — Living¬
ston, 19, Waverley Park, Edinburgh.
[5736

SIBYL Vitesse, 3ix2J, Ross f/3.5, 3 double

slides, 2 F.P.A.’s, 2 finders, hood, filters,
tripod board, leather case, tripod, 2 tanks ;
cost £40 ; perfect order, £22. — Kay, 72, Hill Lane,
Southampton.
[5738

Autographic Kodak, i-pl., f/7.7 anastigmat,

Kodex shutter, all movements ; perfect
condition, 50/- ; cost £7/10. — -129, Spring Grove
Crescent, Lampton, Hounslow.
[5739

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

31x2J^ Zodel, f/3.8, D.A. Compur, 6 slides, F.P.A.,

2
filters, meter, tripod, case, recently cost over
£11, nearest £7/10 ; 3ix2i Cocarette, f/6.8,
Compur, case, £3/3 ; *-pl., f/6.8, f/6, complete outfit,
£3/3 ; any on “ A.P.” approval. — Box 6680, do“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[5747

Reflex Ensl^ Roll Film, Aldis Uno f/4.5,

perfect condition, with leather case, 85/- or
nearest ; also other articles. — Cooper, 8, Princess
Rd., London, W.4.
[5750

Greyhound, 18/6 ; Ica, 4ix3i, 30/- ; Ditto
(German), 30/-; Ensign, 3Jx2i, 30/-; Kodak
la, 32/- ; Ernemann A6, 15/- ; Ensign, 5i x 3i,
30/-: Ditto, 27/6; Ditto, 4ix3i, 7/6; Ditto 1-PLATE T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, Cooke f/4.5,
Klito. 17/6 ; Kodak Film Pack Tank, 10/- ; 4 6 slides, leather case, £7/10. — Below.
Ditto, apron type, 5/- ; Enlarger, 45/-. — 33a, 1-PLATE Tenax, Goerz Syntor double anastigmat
Yukon Rd,, Balham, S.W.12.
[5742 4 f/6.3. Compound. 1 to l/250th sec., rise, cross,
double extension, 6 leather covered slides, roll
Compur shutter, giving speeds 1/1, 000th to 2 holder, 2 optical glass filters screwing on lens,
sec., f/4.5 Zeiss, plate-holders and F.P.A. ; trial leather case, £6. — Below.
by appointment. — 34, Grove End Rd., N.W.8.
double extension, 8 slides, old case, £5 ; all
Primrose 5063.
[5744

I CAMERAS

AND

LENSES~~|

SOHO Reflex, i-pl., focal-plane, with additional

YOU

CAN

DEAL

LENSES

Ensign i-pl. Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.7 lens,

sible back, 6 slides, with case ; little used. —
Palfrey, 14, Malvern Rd., Dalston, E.8.
[5741

alx2i Icarette Roll Film and Plate Back,

AND

l/15th to 1/1, 000th sec., in black leather case,
with F.P.A. and 6 plate-holders ; scarcely used,
perfect condition, £10 or near offer ; deposit
system. — Box 6681, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[5745

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert bis advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods in exchange for others or to purchase
for Cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

T.-P. Reflex, 3ix2i, Cooke f/3.9, F.P.A., rever¬
V.P.K., 7/6 : Ernemann, 3ix2i, 20/- ; Ensign

4 double extension, 1/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur
shutter, focussing screen, 3 slides, leather case,
Zeiss 1.4 magnification ; as new, £10/15. —
Wallace, Oulton Lone, Bank Lane, Kingston. [5773

Si Co.

Postal Orders sent in payment for Advertisements should be
made payable to ILIFFE AND SONS LTD., and crossed

yvP. Meyer Plate, Meyer f/4.5 double anastigmat,
perfect.— Box 6679, c/o “ The Amateut
grapher.”

Photo¬
[5746

Goerz Anschutz, 5x4 in., Goerz Double anastig¬

mat, focal-plane shutter, 3 D.D. slides, £7. —
Taylor, 6, Gracechurch St., London, E.C.3. [5771
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

Bargain. — .l-pl. Roll Film and Plate Nixe,

Tessar f/4.5, double extension, F.P.A. ; excel¬
lent condition, £6. — T. Cippico, 43, Hill St.,
W.l.
[5715

lens,
changing-box,
fineROSS
Panross
i-pl. PressMackenzie
Camera, slide
Tessar; f/4.5
order, £7/15. — Box 6694, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”

[5755

Wilts.

[5757

y.P.
Kodak shutter,
Special, sky1/4.5filterKodak
anastigmat,
Diomatic
; excellent
con¬
dition, £3/5. — Booth, The Laurels, Highworth,
31x2i Tropical Contessa Adora, brass-bound

2 polished teak, Tessar f/4.5, Compur, direct and
brilliant finders, rising and cross fronts, double
extension, rack focussing, 3 silver slides, F.P.A.,
hide case ; list £17 ; sacrifice £10 or offer ; view.
— Loop, P.O. Stores, 17, Bedford St., W.C.2. [5781

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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Photographer.”

[5758

sheaths
cost over
T.-P.6 single
Reflex, slides
Six 21,andCookefilm f/2.9.
new; condition,

£22 ; bargain, £12. — E. Orton, 25, Second
Acton, W.3.

Avenue,
[5763

41x31 Popular Pressman Reflex, f/4.5, 4 double

1 slides, F.P.A. ; cost £14 ; perfect con¬
dition, £6. — Astley, 39, Chatsworth Rd., Morecambe, Lancasiiire.
[5767

slides.
5 D.D. F.P.A.,
£5; Etui,
3ix2i, f/4.5,
Zeiss F.P.A.,
Tesssr f/4.5,
l-pl. Reflex,
Ensign
2 D.D. siides, Ibsor shutter, £6. — Cooper, 7,
Blyth Place, Luton.

ADVERTISEMENTS

CAMERAS

BARGAINS!

full-size
f/8.3, Vario
shutter,
with
for eight
Autolette
— IhageeIhagee
For V.P.Sale.pictures,
delayed-aetioa release, recent model ; as new, £1/15.
— Box 6690, c/o “ The Amateur

PHOTOGRAPHER

[5768

Portrait
lens, silent
£12 ;Voigtlander
Two Backgrounds,
and Stand,
Camera shutter,
STUDIO
£2. — Palmer, 441, Katherine Rd., Forest Gate, F17.

alx2i Ensign Special Reflex, new, 6-in. Aldis-

[5772
2 Butcher f/4.5, 12 slides, tank, tripod, 12x10
dishes, 42 panchrom.atics, papers, meter ; cost £17 ;
£9/17/6. — Ashby, Flvenlode Crescent, Coventry, [5779

SALE. — 12x10 Mahogany Camera, reverse back, 3

double slides, 12x10, lens ; complete, £7/10.
— 31, Harriet St., Derby.
[5782
1-PLATE Ross Reflex, 2 f/6.3 lenses, book slides'
} £2/16. — Wilton, Hendon 8742.
[5783

BRAND-NEW Salex, f/3.8, Compur, slides, F.P.A.,

leather case, 90/- ; week’s approval against
cash. — Scrutton, 4, Stanthorne Avenue, Withington,
Manchester.
[5784

ZEISS Icarette 3ix2i Film, Compur shutter.

delayed action, t/4.5 Tessar lens, rising front,
3 view-finders, condition unsoiled ; Justophot
and Heyda Telemeter, in case, £10 ; wanted
Rolleiflex.— Mailory, Revigny, Manland Avenue.
Harpenden.
[5785

41x6 cm. Ernemann Focal-plane Press, Zeiss Tessar

§ f/3.5, 6 German siiver slides. F.P.A., leather
case : all excellent condition, £6/15. — 13, Married
Quarters. R.A.F. Station. Felixstowe.
[5786

31x2i
VictoryandReflex,
Xpres
2 lens,T.-P.
12 slides
F.P., Ross
leather
case;f/4.5
in

good condition ; price £8. — 5. South St., Greenwich,
S.E.IO.
[5789

t-pl. Goerz Tenax Plate, f/6. 8, Comp., double ex... £2 19 6
9-iii. Dallmeyer Dallon f/5.6, reflex or Press .
£5 17 6
Zeiss Baby Box Tengor, f/6.3 anastigmat .
£1 12 6
16-mm. Ensign Projector, f/1.8, 100*w., resis., case £12 12 0
3tx21 Agfa Roll Film, f/6.3, i to 1/lOOth, latest _
£3 10 0
V.P. Kodak Roll Film, f/7.7 anastigmat, 3 speeds, case 12s. 6d.
9-mm. Coronet Camera, f/3.9, motor. Very compact £1 15 0
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, f/3.5, revolving hack. Bargain £9 17 6
3 • 2 Voigtlander Compact R.F., f/4.5, new Compur £4 17 6
V.P. Ihagee R.F. Plate, f/3.5. new Compur, elides £6 17 6
14-in. Dallmeyer Dallon f/5.6 Telephoto. Cost £22 £9 17 6
31x2* T.-P. Reflex, f/3.6, revolving back, case.. £10 10 0
V.P. Dallmeyer Press, f/2.9 Speed, D. slides .
£8 8 0
Rolleiflex Antomatic, f/3.8, new Compur, 21- X 21. . £16 16 0
V.P. T.-P. Reflex, f/2.6 Speed, revolve back, D. si. £11 11 0
16-mm. Kodak B.B. Camera, f/3.5. Just as new. . . £8 17 6
31^x2* Zeiss Ideal, Tessar f/4.5, double e.x.. . £9 17 6
Pathe Motocamera, f/3.5, latest lock. Cost £10.... £7 10 0
31 X 2t Ensign R.F., Aldts f/4.6. 1 to 1/lOOth. Latest £3 19 6
V.P. Zeiss Miraphot Enlarger, Tessar f/3.5 .
£6 17 6
Pathe Lux Projector, motor, resistance, case. As new £1414 0
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5, revolve back, D. slides. .. . £1111 0
16-mm. Ensign Camera, f/2.6 Speed, 3 speeds, case £11 11 0
31 X 21 Zeiss ikonta R.F. .self-erecting. f/6.3. 3 speeds £2 15 0
V.P. Famous Bebe Plate, Tessar f/4.5, slides .
£5 17 6
31x21 Ensign R.F. Reflex, f/4.5. l/1.5th to I'ooOth £5 17 6
21 X 21 Carbine R.F., Aldls f/4.5, Compur .
£3 6 0
V.P. Zeiss Piccolette R.F., Tessar f/4.5, new Comp. £6 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Projector, f/1.8, 250-w., resist., case £29 10 0
31 21 Ensign R.F., f/b, 7 speeds, plate back .
£1 7 6
i-pl. Ensign R.F. Plate, f/6. 8 anastigmat, 3 speeds. .£1 12 6
Kodak R.F. Tank, takes all sizes to P.C. Snip .
158. Od.
I-pl. Tropical Adora Plate, no lens, double ex .
£2 17 6
31 X 21 Kodak R.F. , f/6.3, 3*8peed, latest. As new.. £2 5 0
la Box Tengor R.F., Zeiss, all-metal .
10s. 6d.
V.P. Certo Plate, Xenar f/4.6, Compur, slides .
£2 17 6
P.C. Ensign R.F,, f/6.3. 1 to 1/lOOtb. Just as new. . £1 17 6
31x21 Nagel Self-erecting R.F., f/4.5, new Compur £5 5 0
i-pl. Certo, f/o.5 anastigmat, 7-8peed. double ex.. .£250
31 21 Zeiss Miroflex, f/4.5. latest. Unmarked.... £27 10 0
i-pl. Klimax, f/6.8, 1 to l/300th, double ex .
£1 17 6
l-pl. T.-P. Field, R.R.. roUer-blind. book slide-s. ... £1 17 6
31x21 Zeiss Cocarette R.F., f/6.3. 3-8peed. As new £2 5 0
31x21 Ernemann R.F. Plate, f/6.8, C speeds .
£1 17 6
5 X 4 Sanderson, Goerz f/6.8. 1 to 1/I50tb. As new.. £2 15 0
l-pl. Ensign Reflex, Dallmeyer f/3.5. As new .
£9 17 6
Pathescope Projector, motor, resistance, S. attach. £6 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Bronze Projector, motor, resist., case £9 17 6
l-pl. Zeiss &neinann Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, triple ex..
mask top screen, revolrlng back. Cost £60 £20 0 0
16-mm. Ensign Projector, f/1.8, 180-w., resist., case £18 18 0
31 x2l R.F. Agfa, f/4.5. * to 1/lUOth. As new _
£4 4 0
Kodak Auto-thieading Projector, case. Like new £65 0 0
1-pI. Oameo, Aldis f/4.5, Cump., double ex. As new £5 17 6
5x4 Screen-focQS Kodak R.F., no lens. As new.. £1 17 6
l-pl. Ensign R.F. Plate. Goerz f/6.8, Compur .
£2 17 6
31 X 21 Carbine, Aldis f 4.5. D.A. Comp. As new. . £5 5 0
3ix2i Lancaster Vertical Enlarger, f/4.5 .
£6 17 6
6i-in. Tessar t/6.3. Comp .
4-in. Dogmar f/4.5. Comp .

£2 17
£3 5

6
0

6-in. Salex f/4.5. Comp .
£3 17 6
8j-in. Goerz f/4.8, sunk .
£2 5 0
02 all-metal body, all movements, R.F.A.,
7i-in. Xpres f/4.5, sunk .
£5 17 6
leather case, 6 slides ; cost £10 ; sell £5/10 ;
6-in. Cooke f/4.5, sunk .
£3 7 6
new. — Berger, 163, Kyverdale Rd., N.16.
[5792
4i-in. Goerz t 4.8 .
£1 15 0
l-pl. Ensign Reflex, f/3.4, Speed, latest, slides .... £10 10 0
1-PLATE Dallmeyer Reflex, t/3.5 lens, 6 slides,
31x21 Carbine R.F. Plate. AJdis f/4.5. D.A. Comp. £7 10 0
4 F.P.A., l/5tti to 1/1, 000th sec., velvet-lined
31x2* Nagel All-metal Plate, f/6.8, b-speed .
£1 12 8
hide case ; perfect condition, £8. — Mackenzie, 40,
6 X 13 Heidoscope, latest f/4.5's, new type, ca.se. . . £29 10 0
n
Woodlands Drive, Stanmore, Middlesex. [5793
31 X 21 Ensign R.F., f/4.5, speed l/15t!i to l/500th.. £9 17 6
Binocolars 8 - Prism, centre focus, case. As new. .£360
l-PLATE Contessa, f/4.5 Citonar, Compur shutter,
V.P. Kodak R.F., f'6.3. l/lOth to 1/IOOth. As new £2 9 6
4 1 to 1 /250th sec., double extension, rise and
i-pl. Contessa Plate, f.'6. 8 anastigmat. S-speed, single ex. 13s. 6d.
31
X 21 Dallmeyer Snapshot, f/6, F.P.A. As new... £2 15 0
cross, 8 slides ; flue condition, £3/10. — Ovingdean,
Pathe 9-mm. Developing Tank, complete. As new.. £19
6
Uttoxeter
Rd., Mickleover, Derby.
[5795
.
KoUbri, Tessar f/3.5. latest Compur, case .
£7 15 0
d
Pathe 9-mm. Projector, double claw. Bargain £3 15 0
2 shutter, finders, 6 elides, leather case ;
Tank, V.P. Kodak R.F., complete. As new .
98. 6d.
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Goerz f'4.8, 1). slides. Bargain £4 17 6
new condition, £4, or offer ; deposit. — Denham,
V.P. Dalian Klm-pack and Plate Tank. As new. . . .lls. 6d.
162, West Hili, S.W.15.
[5796
31 X 21 Kodak R.F., f/6.3. 1/lOth to l/lOOth. As new £2 10 0
.
P.C. T.-P. Reflex, no lens, deep hoo*!, F.P. adapter £2 7 6
31x21 Kodak R.F., f/7.7, 3-8pced. self-erecting £19
6
2 Compur, 3 slides,' roll-film adapter ; new,
31 X 21 Ensign R.F., f/4.5, 1 to 1/lOOtb, rise, cross .£440
£4/10.— Wight, c/o Gillespie, 101, Stanmore Rd.,
5x4 Adams* Videx Reflex, no lens, D. slides. Rnip £3 5 0
Mount Florida, Glasgow.
[5797
Cine Mayfair Cases, take any cine camera. Snip. . . .198. 6d.
Cinephot. 178. 6d.
Justophot, 17s. 6d.
300-ft. Pathe Films, drama, comedy. As new .
18s. 6d.
Triotar lens, self-capping Cofocal-plane
shutter,
ok
l-pl.
Ensign
Reflex,
Aldis
f/4.5.
deep
hood,
elides. . £5 17 6
e
revolving back, 4 slides and F.P.A.,f'3 £5, or exchange
16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo Camera, f/3.5. Cost £40 £15 15 0
.5,
C
o
C
l-pl.
Pressman
Reflex,
Aldis
f/4.5.
deep
bond
.
£5
17 6
i-pl. Salex Focal-plane, with okf/4.5
om lens, cash
e
p .Victo
9 X 12 (l-pl.) Mentor Super Reflex, Tessar f/4.6 £7 15 0
adjustment it required ; Four i-pl.f/3.5Ensign
,s
31 X 21 Cameo, Aldis f/4.5. 1 to 1/lOOth, double ex. £4 4 0
unk
Double Book Slides, 15/- ; 3ix2i Wafer
Pattern
. £
Pathe Latest Motor, £1 19 6.
Dual Resistance, 155. 6d.
Plate Camera, old model, f/6 Beck anastigmat,
417
Super Attachment, £1 9 6. Rewinder, Automatic, lOs. 6d.
6.
Koilos full-.speeded shutter, 8 slides and F.P.A.,
6-i
Pathe Chargers, 9d. Splicer, 3s. lid.
Notcher, Ss. lid.
n.
£1 ; exchanges considered. — F. Hand, 212, Langsett Dal
i-pl. Zeiss Ernemann Press, Tessar f/4.5. Asnew.. £12 12 0
Rd., Sheffield, 6.
[5799 lmeye45 '■ 107 Heidoscope, Tessar f/4.5. Hardly used. .. . £29 10 0
£30-ft.
r4 t
Pathe
Films,
travel,
Interest.
Unused,
each. . . .Is. 6d.
1'37.5
Zetavox
£17 10 0
6£4 8-v. Super Radio, latest, hardly used .
2 f/4.5, latest 1933 model, complete with 3
l-pl. T.-P.17 Reflex, Cooke f/4.5, revolve back. Snip £8 17 6
6
D.D. slides ; recently cost over £20 ; in brand31 X 21 Dalian Plate F.P. Tank, 13s. 6d. V J*. Plate Tank, 8s. 6d.

Qlx2i

Zodel, f/3.8, D.A. Compur,

de luxe model,

31x2J lea, Dominar f/4.5, rising front, Compur

31x2i Zodel de Luxe, t/3.8 lens, delayed-action

Reflex i-pl. special Junior, 6-in. f/4.5 Zeiss

31x2i T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, Ross Xpres

new condition in original carton, £12. — Advertiser.
24, Tontine St., Folkestone.
[5800

POSTCARD Double Extension Tudor Folding,

f/8 Busch lens, Unicum shutter, 3 double
plate-holders, leather case, 25/- ; good condition. —
Post Office, Pirton, Hitchin.
[5802

31x2i
Goerzslides,
Anschutz,
2 double
leather t/4.8
case ;Celor,
perfectfocussing,
condition,3
£3/10. — Darcy, 16, Harper Rd., Liverpool. [5803
3x2Compur
Voigtlander
Film, 1/4.5
shutter, Roll
new condition,
case, Skopar,
70/- or
near offer ; deposit system. — Dean, 192, Seaview
Rd., Wallasey.
[5804

Rolleiflex, perfect condition, Ifxlf, Tessar

f/3.5, £13/10 ; list price, £20.-8, Silverdale
Rd., Birkenhead.
[5809
26

BE

Reflex Magniflers, 12s. 6d.

Pathe Sapp. Lenses, ISs. 6d.

6 0
£
l
l
f/4
R
R.
En
31 X 21 Tr
F. efl
o
si
.I5. c /15t c /500 . 6
on erxe,e
1 p.
Fi
g2n00
h
ls,f/ n Da.ns, .. daorto thex ££1
11 0
Te
P-lfat
31lmsX 21 Z6e-mm R.
1
4
.
i
F
u
s
1
n
A
,
.5. 3d. . 6 for b.
t.e,.
saList Is.
7 lid.
Dishes,
31ssX.,21, . porcelain.
Is.
les.
r
6
Dishes, 8x6. Bakelite, each 1'-; P.C., 8d. ; l-pl.. 6d.
Electric Dry-monnting Iron, band model. List 128. 6d. 6s. 9d.
31 X 21 N.G. New Sibyl Plate. Xpres f/3.5. Unmarked £18 18 0
16-mm. Kodak A Projector, f/1.8, 200-watt, resist, case
£22 10 0
6 X 4 Goerz Press, Dogmarf/4.5. D. slides, case. F.P.A. £7 15 0
3x2 Voigtlander Compact R.F., Heliar f/4.5, new Comp.
£5 17 6

AND

LENSES

31x2i No. 1 Pocket Kodak, single lens, leather

— Below.
4

case, new

1-PLATE
4

D.D.

condition

Double
slides,

(competition

Extension

tripod,

prize), 30/-.

Field, R.R.

f/8, 2

17/6. — Below.

y.P. Kodak, f/7.7 anastigmat, tripod adapter,

Kodak Optical Outfit, 35/-. — Waite, 38, Lime
Avenue, Staveley, Chesterfield.
[5800
Megoflex
LEICA
Reflex.attachment,
— Brand-newcomplete
Model ll,withwithleather
do.
cases, yellow filters, green filter for panchromatic,
portrait lens, etc., etc. ; 'all bought this year
at over £32 ; will accept £22 if immediate and
direct sale ; write, or call and see results. —
H. Christensen, 37, Hazel Gardens (Second Floor),
Edgware, Mx. (Tube.)
[5807

VOIGTLANDER Metal Reflex, 9x12 cm., re¬

volving back, self-capping, 8i-in. f/3.5 Heliar,
15-in. Cooke Telephoto, 6 book-form slides, F.P.A.,
case, £25. — 29, Dennis Park Crescent, Wimbledon.

P.C. Kodak Special Autographic Film, range¬

finder model, Ross Horaocentric f/6.3, Compur,
[5811 ;
new bellows, extra plate back, plate-holders, case
perfect condition, £7. — R., 85, Warrington Crescent,
Maida Vale, London, W.9.
[5812

ICARETTE, 4ix2i, f/6.3 anastigmat, as new, 30/- ;
Bee meter,
self-timer,
(elec.),
Amateur
Outfit.—
H.& B.,Campro
f/4.5, Projector
Compur, 2ix3i,
tripod, tanks, dishes, guillotines, developing tanka,
V.P.K. Developing Tank, Kodak, 3/6. —
Thomas, 24, Spaines Rd., Huddersfield. [5813

paper, chemicals, draughtsmen’s instruments ; offer.
— Wilkins, 65, Huntingdon Rd., Finchley, N.2. [5814
1-PLATE
4

Tessar

Folding

Planex

in focussing

Reflex,

mount,

15-cm.

focal-plane,

f/4.5

F.P.A.,

Mackenzie-Wishart slide, 12 envelopes, case, £6 ;
wanted Rolleiflex. — Rees, 6, Penhelig, Aberdovey.

VEST Pocket Vanity Kodak, grey, f/6.3, good
condition ; must sell ; offers. — R.
The Lodge, Dane Park, Margate.

Colpus.
[5816
[5815

31x7 in. Latest Model Mentor Stereo and

§ Panoram Reflex, paired Cooke f/4.5 anastigmats, 5i-in., focal-plane shutter, J to 1/1, 000th, 4
D.D. slides, case ; as new ; bargain, £14 ; to-day’s
new price over £60. — 3, Bedford Park Villas,
Plymouth.
[5819

31x21 Zeiss Donata, Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur,
8 -IN.costAldis
No. 18 ; hardly used, £3/10 ;
£9/5. f/4.5.
— Below.
41x2i Tropical Carbine. Ross Xpres f/4.5 lens,
cost £12/2/6. — Lingfleld, Maidstone Rd., Chatham.

2 3 slides, latest model, and as new. £6/17/6 ;
cost £12/l5.— Below.

4

Compur,

leather

case ; used

twice

only, £6/10

21x2} Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, leather case,
4

£10. — Dr. Birks,

Harpur

Place, Bedford.

[5821

[5820
1-PLATE Field Camera, 3 D.D. slides, Rodenstock
2 lens, shutter, tripod, bag, 36/- ; i-pl. Ditto,
nearly new, 18/- ; bargains. — Leslie, 13, Ridgeway
Avenue, East Barnet.
[5823

ROLLEIFLEX, 4 cm. x4 cm., as new ; cost £22 ;

accept £14 or offer. — Rutter, 154, Glenwood
Gardens, Ilford.
[5824

Amateur, giving up, offers quantity of good

apparatus, including : 7x5 Mentor Reflex,
Zeiss f/4.5; Ensign Carbine, 2}x4i, Aldis f/6.3
in Betax shutter ; Zodellar f/4.5 lens, 7-in. focus ;
}-pL Enlarging Lantern, 8i-in. condenser, electric
and gas ; 12x10 Electric Printing Box ; send
stamp for price and details. — 30, Roil Gardens,
Ilfori
[5825
OCi. T.-P. i-pl. Junior Special Reflex, revolving
oLO
back, f/4.5 Cooke lens, 6 slides, F.P.A., new
case. — Davies, 11, Wilton Crescent, Wimbledon,
S.W.19.
[5827

SOHO Reflex, Six 2}, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, 3 double

slides, F.P.A., magnifiers, leather case ; latest
model ; as new ; cost £36 ; accept £19/10. —
Box 6707, c/o “The Amateur Photographer.” [5831

focal-plane,
to l/750th,
F.P.A.,
Forced
sale.—l/15th
Zelss Palmos,
3ix2i,
Tessar3 double
f/4.5,
slides, leather case, £8/10 ; also Dallmeyer Snapshot
F P

£2. — Archbald,

13, Shirlock

Rd., Hampstead.

For No. 2 Leica, Standard f/3.5 Lens, £4/10 ;

Ever-ready Case, latest, 15/- ; Model G [5837
Uni¬
versal Finder, in case, 10/-. — ^Lownds, The Cottage,
Old Lenton, Nottingham.
[5754

Leica Fitments. — 9-cm. f/4 Elmar (new, unused),

EDWIN

FryE DATS’

WISE

IN

86,WRITE
GORSEEXCHANOES.

APPEOVAL.

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

****'

NOW.

;

£7 ; Dallon 4-in. f/5.6, perfect lightweight
lens, £3 ; Megoflex Reflex Attachment (new,
unused), £4/17/6.— Roberts, Cherry Croft, Welford,
Stratford-on-Avon.
[5778

SYSTEM.
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AND

AMATEUR

LENSES~~|

OFFERS for Soft-focus Lens by Koristka, Milan,

PHOTOGRAPHER

REDUCED

ADVERTISEMENTS

PRICE-;V£U^

ENSIGN CARBINE

covers i-pl., also number of oddments cheap.
S. A. E. for list ; wanted i-pl. Vertical Enlarger. —
Box 6698, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [5769

WITH

MAKER’S

I CAMERAS

CAMERAS

ANASTIGMAT Lens, 7-in. f/4.8, sunk mount, 25/- ;

special attention to Pathescopes. — Humphrys,
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[5002

Eislng front, brilliant and direct wirefinders, t/4.5 Ensar anaailgmat lens,
Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th

Cash £5
:0 :0
and B.

sec., T.

Trade,

NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA,
Regent
St.,
W.l, the camera
specialists, 122,
offer the
following
bargains.
All days’
Apparatus
fully guaranteed and sent on 5
approval against full deposit. Saleable,

Or

15/>

monthly

for

9x12 and }-pl. Zeiss Ikon Miroflex Folding Reflex,

1/lOOth and

time, £2/5.

1/lOOth and time, cable release, 2 slides ;
price £4/5 ; our price, £3/3/9.

3ix2i

< SERVICE’

focussing mount,

WRITE

FOR

PRICE

2

front, deep

P’.P.A., and leather case, £25.
focussing

hood,

wire-frame

finder,

quick-wind focal-plane shutter, i/3rd to l/2,000tli
and time, fitted Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, focussing
mount, 3 slides, F.P.A., and leather case, £45 ;
our price, £22/10.

Repairs to allworkmen
makes of; apparatus
executedbeforeby
estimate given
Apparatus
can be; purchased
deterred
payment system
please ask on
for our
details.
Developing,
Printing
Enlarging, best
possible results.
Quick and
service.
NEGRETTI
and
ZAMBRA,
122,
Regent [0010
St.,
W.l.
each —: Crazy
Kolibri,Week.
Zeiss — f/3.5
4L Bargains,
L E N S, £6/17/6
Manchester.
Cash :
No. 14 Carbine, f/4.5, D.A. Compur ; Focal-plane

experienced
proceeding.

Speed Film
Focal-plane,

Refiex, Aldis f/3.4 ;
Cassar f/3.5. — Below.

3}x2}

Mentor

ROLLEIFLEX,
Zeiss1, with
t/4.5 case
and and
case range-finder,
(like new),
also Leica No.
£8/17/6 each. — Below.
Leica
ModelAdora,
l, fitted.
f/2.5,Distar,
Zeissfilters,
Ikon
Tropical
Zeiss Hektor
f/4.5, case.
both like new, £10/10 each. — Below.

ZEISSCompur,
Ikon Donata
new), Zeiss
f/4.5, AldisD.A.
£7/17/6 (like
; 4-ix2}
Carbine,

LIST.

No. 12 ENSIGN

CARBINE

British
For

mil

made.

films

4} x 21,

the

ideal panel or landscape size.
Fitted Aldis anastigmat lens
f/6.3 in Compur shutter, speeds
I to l/250th sec., T. and B.,
brilliant and direct ^^■Ire frame
view-finders, foenssing scale and
release. Camera finished In
black leather

*.•1 • O • ^

payments of 10/-.

• O • Q

or 9 equal monthly

With
pur

f/4.5 Zeiss
shutter
• U * V

CR«R«n

leather case, £4/10.

31x2} Zeiss Ikon Miroflex Folding Reflex, cross

10/6.

PLATES—

41x6
Zeiss BebedirectFolding
focussing
2 adjustment,
finder, Pocket,
fitted Carl
Zeiss
Tessar 1/4.5, Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th and

finder, quick-wind focal-plane shutter, l/3rd to
l/2,000th and time, fitted Carl Zeiss Tessar t/3.5,

monthly
of

GASLIGHT AND BROMIDE PAPERS
Tip-Top Material — At very low costs.

1-PLATE Dallmeyer Press Reflex, double extension,
4 sky-shade, rising front, deep triple detachable
focussing hood, revolving back, quick-wind focalplane shutter, l/15th to 1/1, 000th and time,
fitted Dallmeyer Press anastigmat t/3.5, 3 slides ;
as Knew, £9/15.

NO. 2a Folding Autographiclens,Brownie
Roll Film,
cable release
and
31x2}
IkondeepMiroflex
Folding
and
2 Press Zeiss
Camera,
focussing
hood, Reflex
wire-frame

Films,

£4:7:6
payments

new

reversible finder, R.R.
canvas case, £1/5.

Roll

Or 9~eqaal

anastigmat f/4.5, D.A. Compur shutter, 1 to
l/250th and time, cable release ; new price £10/10 ;
our price, £7/17/6.

and

of 10/*

Cash

TWO
Only.—self-erecting
3} X 2.1: Nagel front,
70/1 Vnllanda
Film
Camera,
focussingRolladjust¬
ment, reversible finder, direct finder, fitted Nagel

time, F.P.A.

payments

9

brilliant and direct wirefinders, f/4.5 Ensign
anastigmat lens, Compur
shutter.

rising front, deep triple focussing hood, wire¬
frame finder, quick-wind focal-plane shutter, l/3rd
to l/2,000th and time, fitted Tassar f/4.5, focussing
mount, F.P.A., 8 single .slides, 8 film sheaths and
leather case ; perfect order, £22.

TWOCamera,
Only. — reversible
3}x2jr Nagel
No. fitted
10 Folding
finder,
Nagel Pocket
anas¬
tigmat f/6.8, Nagel speeded shutter, l/25th to

and

No. 5 ENSIGN
CARBINE

up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole
payment or purchased for cash. Our reputation
is your guarantee.

NO. Achro
1 Autographic
Kodakshutter,
Junior, cable
reversible
finder,
lens, Kodex
release
and
leather case ; a bargain, £1/2/6.
31x2}
Cai4)ine
Film finder,
Camera,fittedfocussing,
4 rising
front, Roll
reversible
CookeButcher anastigmat f/6.8, Lukos shutter, 1 to

deposit

SECOND-HAND
FOB
4i x6

Baby

CASH,

Lloyd,

EXCHANGE,

rack

and

payments

Com¬

of 11/-.

or 12 equal monthly

APPARATUS
OB

Sibyl Roll Film, f/4.5 Ross

1-pl. Zeiss Ikon

Tessar,

TERMS.

Xpres

pinion

lens and

focussing,

leather
£7 7case0

rising and

cross

front, Tessar lens f/4.5, delaj’ed-action Compur shutter, combination
plate back. 6 slides, F.F.A. and leather case. All as new, . £9 17 6
Pathescope Luxe Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat .
£7 7 0
16-mm. Cine-Kodak Model BB, f/.3. 5 leus. New condition £9 0 0
16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 lens, 100-ft, Good £8order
17 6
31x21 No. 2 Folding Brownie
shutter .

Autographic,

R.R.

lens, speeded
£1 2 6

31 • 21 Meyer Roll Film, Goerlitz f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Ibsor
7-8peeil shutter, direct and brilliant view-finders, leather case. Unsoiled .
£2 18 6
V.P. Ernemann, f/6.8 anastigmat lens, speeded shutter. . £1 12 6
V.P. Autographic Kodak, Series III, f/6.3 lens, Diomatic shutter
and purse .
£1 12 6
31 X 2i Folding, rack and pinion focussing, rising and cross front,
f/7.7 Ensign anastigmat lens, Simplex speeded shutter, F.P. adapter
19s. 6d.
9 X 12 Goerz Anschutz,
and optical view-finders,
3x4

Box

Tengor,

self-capping focal-plane shutter, direct wire
Nettel adapter, 12 single metal slides, case
£9 16 0

Goerz

Frontar

lens .

12s. 6d.

Postcard No. 3a Kodak, Busch lens, 6-speed Kodak shutter, com¬
bination plate back, 3 D.D. slides, leather carrying-case. . £!• 12 6
3i X 2i Folding, rack and pinion focussing, Ensign f/7.7 anastigmat
lens. Simplex speeded shutter, rising and cross front, view-finder,
F.P. adapter, 3 slides .
£110
16-mm. BB Cine-Kodak Junior,
lens. Excellent condition .

50-ft. spoolb,
. .

1/3.5 anastigmat
£9 18 6

Model B Cine-Kodak, 100-ft. spools, f/3.5 anastigmat
did condition .

lens. Splen¬
£8 8 0

1-pl. Goerz Anschutz, quick-wind self-capping focal-plane shutter,
Celor anastigmat lens f/4.8, F.P. adapter, D.D. slides, leather
£5 17case6
3t X 21 Nagel Folding Plate, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Ibsor fullyspeeded shutter, 3 slides. F.P. adapter and leather case. .. . £2 7 6
3x4 cm. Box Tengor, Frontar lens .
10s. 6d.

Established 1889.

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines).

LENSEI^

CAMERAS Exchanged ; largest stock S. London ;

GUARANTEE.

No. 6 Six 21 W.-P, ENSIGN
CARBINE

7-in. Anastigmat f/6.3, focussing mount, 15/-.
— 39a, Cambridge Rd., Hove.
[5817

AND

Trade.

Approx, two-thirds allowed on ultra-modern

apparatus in exchange for latest new
models. — Edwin Gorse, 86, Accrington Rd., Black¬
burn.
[5832

8 1-IN. Condenser Lenses, mounted, 52/- ; 9-in.

2 ditto, slightly soiled, perfect, 48/- ; hundreds
cheap, slightly chipped ; all sizes ; also Enlarging
and Portrait lenses, good and cheap ; anastigmats
repolished ; enquiries invited. — Premier Optical
Co., 63, Bolton Rd., Stratford, London.
[5828

I CINEMATOGRAPH APPARATUS |
90, Montacute
£11. —Motocamera,
chargers.
lens, 2
Zeiss Catford.
f/2.9 Rd.,
de Luxe
PATHE
; owner
offer lens,
nearest
£14, or
new, f/2.5,
and[5688as
unusedpresented
Telescopic
PATHE
Central 4727/8, 8, Bouverie
Marsden,
— with
16-mm. camera.

St., E.C.4.

[5749

3 chargers
only 6 exposures,
— Storer,
carrying-case.
Model B,£4/10.
e : Motocamera
Pathescop
10, Hylton Terrace, North Shields.
[5762
B.4BY
Cine Camera,
tripod,
new
condition
; sacrifice
£7/7 projector,
the lot. — etc.
Box ; 6697,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[5765
f/3.5 anastigmat
in deMotocamera,
luxe case, with
also
— Pathescopelens,de Luxe
Bargain.
Pathescope Single-claw Projector, fitted with motor,

group resistance and super attachment, complete
with film repairing outfit and automatic rewind ;
co.st £26 new ; very little used ; will accept £16
cash, complete ; will consider offers for separate
units. — Greenwood, Park Riding, Holmfirth. [5777

AS New. — Cine-Kodak Model ' BB, f/3.5 lens,

complete with case, £10, or nearest offer. —
[5801
Ashleigh, Cranleigh, Surrey.
Trad*.

Everything for Movies ; your inspection in¬

vited of immense stock of Films (9, 16, 35 mm.).
Cameras ancl Projectors, including Bell & Howell,
DeVry, De Brie, Williamson, Moy, Patlie, Ensign
and Coronet.

St.
ILLUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, WardourPhone,
[5836
service Eafter
for real
reputation
the widest
havepurchase.
EXCHANG
N CINE
SOUTHER
through—
Pathescope
leading
9.5-mm. Motocamera
Cine Specialists.
New
BuytheYour
Southern
Cine
Exchange.
26/8 era
deposit, B,6 monthly
17/8.
; deferred payments,
£6/6 cash instalments
Motocam
(facing Film House), London, W.l.
Gerrard 6889.

Motocamera de Luxe, £10/10 cash ; deferred
£18/18 cash ; deterred payments, £4 deposit,
de Luxe,
mera
Motoca
s 26/5.with Tele-attachment,
instalment
monthly
12

ments payments,
16/4.

44/6 deposit, 12 monthly

instal¬

SOUTHERN CINE EXCHANGE, 52, Boundaries
standard
Accessories
only : GRAPH
lists freeFilms,
; sample
1/-. —; Filmeries,
CINEMATO
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[3523

Rd., Balham, London. Service Hours, 9 to 9.
Telephone, Battersea 1145.
[0079

I EXCHANGE

AND WANTED |

f/6.3, case,
Green, Morefield
Avenue,
WANTED.
— i-pl.3 slides.
Reflex,— exchange
5x4 Sanderson,
Blakeney, Gloucester.
[6776
illuminant or objective, large body, long
WANTED.—
Good Projection Lantern, without
extension. — Barrett, Rednock, Dursley, Glos. [5740

WANTED. — 4ix2} Folding Film Camera, with

Zeiss f/4.5 lens preferred. — Box 6682, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[5748

f/4.5,
f/4.5,

lx/’ ANTED. —DaUon f/6.5, 9 or 10 in. Telephoto
T T Lens, or similar. — Box 6695, c/o “ Tbe
Amateur Photographer.”
[5756

ROLLEIFLEX,
Leica,
Contax,Stockists
Pilot,; Etui,
and Voigtlander
Prominent
twothirds (approximately) allowed modern cameras,

or similar ; also i-pl. Focal-plane Carryingcase. — Holmes, Studio, Shoeburyness.
(5764

Butcher f/4.5, Compur, 85/- ; 3}x2}, Lumar
Compur, 59/6 ; Tropical, 4}x2}, Aldis
Compur, 85/-. — Below.

part payment, subject approval. — ^Allens, 168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4. (Cent. 9480.) [008’7
USE

289, HIGH
OUR

HOLBORN,

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

LONDON,
AND

AVOID

W.C.1
ALL

WANTED. — Home-Portraiture Stand, “ Compact ”
also Leica
Camera. Focussing
— BM/BRCN,
London,
WANTED.
— Megoflex
Finder,
for W.C.l
LeicaRISK.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

WANTED

THIRD
EDITION
▼

lens ; — for
KodakPress,
Tank,
WANTED.^
9x12 sale,
Anschutz
f/4.5takes
or f/3.5up
P.C. size film, new, 7/6. — Robert Kane, Ballymoney,
Co. Antrim.

[5760

WANTED. — J-pl. Field Camera, with square

bellows and rigid front, to take Teleros lens ;
lens and shutter not essential. — Sami. Thompson,
West Bank, Scotforth Rd., Lancaster.
[5761

WANTED.— Single Zeiss Protar, f/12.5, 22-cm.
description
price. —Stand
21, St.
Rd., ;
WANTED.
— Smalland Studio
for Leonards
4-pl. Camera
Exeter.
[5775
exchange
latestStereo,
Automatic
3.8 preferred;
Rolleiflex,
WANTED.
— 6x13
Makina
Proxars and filter ; perfect condition ; cash adjust
focus, or cell for same. — 21, St. Leonards
Rd., Exeter.
[5774

CAMERAS

ment. — T. Cippico, 43, Hill St., W.l.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiii

AO

[5752

1 and Cine
Camera wanted, must be recent model
cheap ; state year purchased and full

particulars. — Haigh, Fulljoy Bakeries, Holies St.,
Grimsby.
[5780

By

MOTION
PICTURES
with

the

Baby

Cine

A Handbook on 9.5-mm.
Cinematography

IH’^ANTED.— 3 X 2 Nagel Vollenda Roll Film
TT Camera. — Neavc, 215, London Rd., Bedford.
[5798
Pentac, 8 D.D.,
etc., etc.,
for Model
Exchange.—
3i X 2JF.P.A.,
Dallmeyer
Speed,
f/2.9
I Interchangeable Lens Leica, with normal and
Telephoto lenses. — Horrox, Chesterfield Rd., Eckington, Sheffield.
[5808

HAROLD

B. ABBOTT

AX’’ ANTED. — Ica Kinamo 35-mm. Cine Camera.
T T — Waley, 51, Ladbroke Grove, W.ll. [5810

Exchange.— Postcard sono Keflex Outfit, per¬

fect, for .[-pi. Reflex, or sell £10. — H. Wray, 124,
Chippingham St., Sheffield, 9.
[5826

Amazing bargains can always be had from SANDS
HUNTER’S, London's oldest established dealers in Second¬
hand Photographic Apparatus. Cameras and lenses of all
types in perfect condition at really economic prices.
4t>c3t in. Sioclair Uaa, re¬
volving back, double exteufiion, S-in. Rosh Zeiss f;6.3
Convertible Frotar lens, Com¬
pound shutter, 4 double plateholders, leather case. In good
condition .
£12 10 0
4i X 3i in. Sanderson, reversing
back, long extension, 13-cm.
Carl Zeiss f/6.3 Triotar lens,
Compur shutter. 3 double plateholders. F.P. holder, leather
case. In good condition
£6 17 6
31x21 in. VoigtUnder Roll
Film, Voigtlander f;4.5 Heliar
lens, Cftmpur shutter. New

Postcard
Sibyl, Carl
lens, N. &

Newman

&

YV-'^^NTED. — 0-in. f/4.5 lens, Tessar or similar,
T T ■ sunk mount and iris, suitable for reflex ;
also books on pictorial photography. — Box 6705,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[5829
YY" anted.— Rolleiflex, 6x6, f/3.8, must be
T T latest model for cash. — 37, Sheen Lane, S.W.14

In the preparation of this third edition
a thorough revision has been carried
out. Much additional information has

YY’ANTED.— 3 Double D. Slides for 3[x2[ T.-P.
[5833
TT Reflex. — Lineham, Montgomerie Crescent, Salt¬
coats.
[5834

apparatus
review.

been included, and

Guardia

Zeiss f;4.5 Tessar
G. shutter, speeds

1 to 1/lOOtU sec., 6 plate-holders.
leather case .
£10 10 0
41 • 31 Leonar, doui>le ex¬
tension, Goerz f/6. 8 Dagor lens.
Compound
shutter, 6 plateholders, F.I’. holder, leather
case. Good condition £4 12 6
5x4 No. 4 Folding Kodak,
f/8 rapid rectilinear lens.
Automat shutter .... £1 18 6
13«in. Ross Teleros Telephoto
Lens f 6.3, suitable for 31 21
reflex, in brand new condition.
Cost £14 .
£10 10 0

31x21
Makina,
Bebe,
V.P.T.,[5818
or
2 similar
Press Zeiss
pattern.
— 39a,Goerz
Cambridge
Rd.,

Hove.

LANTERNS

&

31x21 Zeiss Ikon used
Miraphot
Enlarger,
twice Vertical
only. — Box
6706,

31 - 21 in. Zeiss Minimnm
Palmos, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar
len.s and a 7-iu. Tele-Tessar

2 f/4.5, £8/15 :
c/o “ The Amateur

f 6.3, 3 double plate-holders,
F.P. holder, leather case. List
price about £;15. For £15 15 0

with 150-watt 105-volt lamp, £5- — Dr. Birks,
Harpur Place, Bedford.
[5822

price £*28. For .
£18 18 0
31x21 in. N. & 6. Folding
Reflex, R0.S8 f/2.9 Xpres lens,

31 ■ 21 in. Sinclair Una. 4|-in.
Ross 175.5 Combinable lens,
N.vS. shutter, 6 double plateholders . F. P. holder, set of colour
filters, leather case. In excellent
condition. List price £36, For
£17 17 6
31 X 21 in. Linbot Universal,
revolving back, triple extension,
all-metal body, 12-cm. Carl

41x31
Zeiss f/6.3
adapter,
case. In

in. Soho Reflex, Ross
Tessar lens. Mackenzie
12 envelopes, leather
good condition
£9 12 6

41 X 31 in. Soho

Reflex, revolv¬

ing back, (Jooke f,'4.6 lens. .3
double plate-holders, leather
case. List price £30 £14 17 6
9x12
cm. or l-pl. Zeiss
Ikon Miraphoft Enlarger, No^'ar
f/6.8 anastigmat lens.
List
price £10 .
£6 15 0
12*in. Dallmeyer Popular
Telephoto Lens f/6, suitable for
l-pl. reflex. List price £8 88.
£5 12 6
45x107
mm.
Verascope.
Zeiss f/8 Tessar lenses, variable
speed shutter, rising front,
cbanging-boz for 12 plates,
leather case. In excellent con¬
dition .
£6 6 0
Postcard Folding Kodak,
Kodak f/7.7 anastigmat lens.
S-speed shutter .... £2 18 6

Zeiss f'4.5 Tessar, Compur
shutter. Zeiss Distar and Proxar
supplementary
holders. F.P.

lenses, 6 platehohler, leather

case. In excellent
List price £35. For

condition'.
£17 12 8

31 • 21 N. & G. Sibyl Vitesse.
Ross f, 3.5 Xpres lens, shutter
.speeds 2 to 1,150th sec., 3
double
plate-holders, F.P.
holder, leather case. In good
condition.
List price £32.
For .
£17 12 6
4.5x6 cm. Dallmeyer Speed.
Pentac f, 2.9 lens, 3 double
plate-holders, F.P.
holder,
leather case. Original price £27.
For .
£9 15 6
12-in. Dallon f 3.5 Telephoto,
leather case, 8uitaf»le for i-pl.
reflex camera.
In new con¬
dition. List price £38.
£22 10For0

Photographer.”

[5830

Kodak Auto-focus Vertical Enlarger, complete
ANCASTER

negative,S from
to 12x10,
Condensers,
VERTICAL
and Leica
Horizontal
for every
size
ER
gNLARGor
diffused
mercury vapour illumination ; semi¬
or automatic

focussing.

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.
T. LANCASTER
& SON, LTD., 87, Parade,
ej Birmingham, 1. Telephone, Central 4255.
post free. — Sale
Lancaster,
Birmingham.
CLEARANCE
List ofParade,
shop-soiled
Enlargers,.
struction ;— List
postage
2d.
— Lancaster,
Parade,
Enlargers.
of
parts
for
own
con¬
Birmingham.
[0082
without lensl-pl.
; splendid
condition,Enlarger,
£5/15 ;
Lancaster
Auto - Vertlcon
Texor Anastigmat f/4.5, 7-in. focus lens to suit, £?s
— Murray, Photographer,

all important

been

brought

new
under

The following Table of Content*
indicates the wide range of the book
and the completeness with which the

THE PRINCIPLES OF
GRAPHY
BABY CINE "TAKING”
BABY CINE PROJECTING
USING THE CAMERA

CINEMATO¬
APPARATUS
APPARATUS

THE SUBJECT OF THE PICTURE
PROCESSING AND FINISHING B/tBY
CINE FILMS
NEGATIVE-POSITIVE
EDITING
MAKING TITLES
TRICKS AND EFFECTS

Trade.

automatic

has

subject is covered.

ENLARGERS

condition. List price £1*2 I6s. Dd.
New and unused. For £8 19 6
31 21 in. N. & 6. Roll Film
Sibyl, Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens,
shutter speeds 1 to l/loUth 6ec.
In first-class condition. List

F.l’. holder. 2 cut-tllm changingboxes, leather case. In good
condition. Li.st iJiice £7b. For
£36 13 6

This handbook, specially written for
amateur cinematographers, includes
every aspect of the fascinating hobby
of making motion pictures.

Hawick,

Rox.

FAULTS IN •• THE
TAKING
"
PROJECTION—
SCREEN
PROJECTION— THE HOME CINEMA
FAULTS IN PROJECTING
LIBRARY FILMS AND FILM LIBRA¬
RIES
TAKING THE BABY CINE CAMERA
ABRO/M)

144

PP->
in
paper
cover7i'X4}',
printed txjund
in colours

Price

2/6 net;

stout

by post 2/8

[5737
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YOU

From all booksellers, or direct from the Publishers ;

ACCESSORIES

CAN

DEAL

3,000 Sale.
candle-power,
and carbons,
Forvolts,
Immediate
— Meteor Arcflex Lamp,
110-220
25/- : Holophane Prismatic Plate, 12-in. square,

for use with above, 7/6 ; 3ix2i

Roll Film Adapter

ILIFFE
Stamford

for plate camera, 3/-. — Box 6701, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[5790
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

DEPOSIT

&

SONS

Dorset

SYSTEM.

Street.

LTD.

House,
London,

S.E.1

April

THE

26, 1933

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

29.0001

Trade.

REGULARLY

Bellows. — A11 sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;
Ikon, Metal
Cameo,Slides,
Klito,
Zodel Zeiss
and
SINGLE
A.P.Contessa,
Paris, T.-P.,
Block Edge fittings : Six2i 1/3, 4ix3i 1/6,
camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

use

GRANVILLE
PRODUCTS

5ix3i

2/3, 9x12

obtainable from Actina Ltd., 29, Red
Square, London, W.C. Telephone, Chancery

I -pi., 4/11 ; 2-gal. Economy Tanlm for D. & P. work,
complete with clips and weights, takes all sizes,
25/- : 9-mm. Cine Film Tanks from 22/6. — White
Photo Accessories, 18, Murgatroyd St., Bradford.

FOR

FREE

6699, c/o “ The Amateur

GRANVILLE
LUXE PAPERS

Photographer.”
[5770

Trade,

GRANVILLE
LUXE POSTCARDS

£1 weekly easily earned.
Richford,
9,;
A MONEY-MAKING
Agency— R.offered,
spareLtd.,
time
Hill, London.
[5759

Snow

r

CITY PHOTO WORKS, Established over 22 years,

Thousands of Enthusiastic Customers have

GRANVILLE
UNSURPASSED
PLATES
H.D. 100. 250, 350, 650, and Special Ortho
H.D. 425.
3ix2i I Doz. .. 1/3 6ix4J I Doz. 3/9
4ix3i
.. .. 1/10 8ix6H „ .. 3/9
5ix3i
,. .. 2/10

Eastbourne

Rd., Southport.

ATTWOOD, Hadleigh, Essex. — Reliable Materials,

5 dozen 12/-.

ATTWOOD Acme Postcards, Bromide and Gaslight.

normal and contrasty, 50 1/6, 100 2/9, 500 11/-,
1,000 19/-; Commercial ^ Postcards, 1/9 100, 14/per 1,000.

normal and
vigorous,
per gross
ATTWOOD
Bromide
Paper,6x4i,
glossy,3/6 satin,
matt, ;
J-pl., 4/- per gross ; whole-plate, 7/6 per gross. —
Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
[0025

etc. ; for
all all
goods
guaranteed
we pay postage
BURT’S
Reliable
Plates, ; Postcards,
Papers, ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬

Gaslight, Amidol, M.Q., Pyro, Gold Toning,
Acid Fixing, Semitone. Box of 6 packets 1/3.

mingham.

ous and
normal ;Gaslight
all surfaces
; First quality,
BURT’S
Postcards,
and Bromide,
vigor¬
1/6 50, 2/9 100 : Commercial quality, 1/3 SO, 2/- 100.
normal,
all surfaces,
72 sheets,
BURT’S
Gaslight
and Bromide3ix2iPaper,1/3vigorous
and
2/- gross : 4ix2i and i-pl. 1/9, 3/- gross ; i-pl.

GRANVILLE
Cut Films, Mounts, Chemicals, Tissue, Mountant. Sepia Toner, P.O.P., Glazing Solution,
Self-toning, etc., etc.

1/9 36, whole-plate 2/9 36.

SPA

BIRMINGHAM
174,

on first sample

BRANCH

:

Corporation

Street.

Tele??aml}

2482.

Chancery 8537.

order.

Films

excepted.

[0044

job paper— ;
seconds
Finishers.
Don’thavebe reliable
let downpaper
with atseconds
or
rate. — Below.
for D. & P. Finishers, 3ix2i 1/8 gross (12
Allens
' Super Gaslight (the quality paper)
gross or above) . — -Below.
only ; D. & P. Order Pads, 7/6 dozen (60/WALLETS,
5ix3i, 200*2/-’ limited quantity
orders carriage paid) ; send for Finishers’ List. —
Allens, 168, Oldham

BE

i-pl. Tropical Model Sanderson, Improved model, universal rack
rise and swing front, wide-angle rack, triple extension, etc., Carl Zeiss
135-mm. {5i-ln.) f/4.5 Tessar lens, Compound shutter, 3 tropical
polished teak double book-form slides, F.P. £1
• 1
• 0
Postcard
Roll Film
XJno Aldi^ f/7.7
anastigmat,
adapter
and Carbine
leather case.
EqualPocket,
new .
ZrixJ.
Lukoa III sector shutter, 1 to 1/lOOth sec., U-stlmip front, rise and
cross, focussing screen, 6 slides and case. Good £2 *18*6
£i

. IQ

• Q

i-pl. T.-P. Royal Ruby Triple Ex. Field, improved model, with
Omnifiex rising and swing front, rack rise and cross front panel,
front and back rack focus, swing and reversing back, wide-angle rack
and side swing, fitted Si-in. Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, Compound
and superior
sector
shutter. case.
3 double
book-form
3-fold tripod,
Whole
outfit slides,
new turntable.
condi- £20
: 0 : 0

WISE

IN

Rd., Manchester,

TIME— USE

OUR

Aitchison
8 x Imperial
case.
and leather
adapter
eyecup adjustment and

i . u
Prismatic
centre
i . i focus,
I<1 screw
.
Equal new Binocular,
interocular movement, oo • Q
• Q

. v/
. O
case. Equal new .
etc.,
4i Xleather
6 N. & G. Baby Sibyl, improved pattern, Cai;l Zeiss f,'4.5 Tessar
lens, Precision shutter, i to l/200th sec., T. and B., 2-way rising front,
direct finder, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter and leather CIO - 17* fi
9 X 12 f-pl. Zeiss Ikon Miroflex, latest pattern, 6-in. Carl Zeiss f/4.5
Tessar, quick-wind self-capping focal-plane, 4 to 1/l.OOOth, rising
front, direct frame finder fitted, 6 slides, F.P. COQ
• Q • Q

. v
. vFNovar
XOC/pair
.
6x13 and
cm. leather
Stereo case.
Zeiss Ikon
pattern,
condition latest
New Plascop,
adapter
//6,8 anastigmats, pair 2-m. near distance supplementary lenses,
brilliant finder, also wire-frame fioder and back-sight, detachable
screen, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. CA • IQ • R
New condition .
. lO . U
3ix2J T.-P. Special Ruby Victory Reflex, T.-P. Cooke f/4.6 anasmat, hood and sky shade, rising front, revolving back, quick-wind
self-capping focal-plane, auto, stop plate, 6 slides, C7 • 1 Q • R

* * • lO . u
.
condition Reflex,
Nice Folding
and case.
adapter
F.P.
i-pl.
Curt Bentzin
Primar
Cooke Series II 6-in.
f/4.5 anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane shutter, engraved speeds,
i to l/l,000th sec. and time, rising front, revolving £1 R • 1 R • Q
back, 3 double book-form slides. Good as new. ...
• v/
Wrayof Pancratic
Student’s
Microscope,
on horse-shoe £0
base, .inclinable,
range
ma^ifleations
30 to
200, fine adjustment
IQ • Q
focussing,
mirror
.Meyer 5i-in.
• lu
, u
31 X 2i N.
& G.reflector,
Standard etc.
S.R. Quite
Reflex,new
latest
f/4 Con¬
vertible double Plasmat, hood and sky shade, fine adjustment rising
front, rack double ex., revolving back, triple-fold hood, spectacle
magnifiers fitted, focal-plane shutter, l/800th and time, right and
left hand release, antinous fitment, 3 double book-form slides, F.P.
adapter and de luxe leather case. Whole outfit CO7 • 1 H • 0

. lU .u
XXf quick-wind
12s. 6d .
£66Voigtlander
9 X 12
cm. Cost
i-pl.
Heliar Universal Press,
new.
equal
self-capping focal-plane shutter, l/lOth to 1/1, 000th and time, Goerz
6-in. f/4.8 anastigmat, rack double ex., U-stirrup front, with rise,
frame finder, 3 double book-form slides and leather £ 1 Q • 1 7 • fi

[0026

KAMY,
ltd.,best28, photographic
Bunhill Row,materials,
London, recom¬
E.C.l,
supplies
mends a good trial and allows 10 per cent reduction

Tslsgrams : “ Granville, Leamington.*'

TelephoneX
Telsgramj /

[0002

post paid ; satisfaction guaranteed ; catalogue

600 H. & D. ; i-pl., 1/9 dozen, 6 dozen 8/- ;
Postcard, 2/- dozen, 6 dozen 11/- ; i-pl., 2/9 dozen,

GRANVILLE
DEVELOPERS

filter, lens hood and leather case. New condition
*
* *
focussing,
infinity
lock, etc.
3ix2i No.
1 Autographic
Kodak,
lens, adjustable
shutter,
New R.R.
condition..
£1 ; 12
: 6

44 X 6 Dallmeyer Speed Pocket, Pentac f/2.9 anastigmat, directvision finder, self-capping focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1/l.OOOth
sec., T. and B., 3 double book-form slides, F.P. Cl 1 • 17 • R

ATTWOOD Plates, superfine quality. — -300 and

All grades as above.
15 1/-, 50 2/-. 100 3/6, 500 16/-.

, i i .
.
conditionshutter
Nice Compur
and case.
adapter
Leitz Leica
Camera,
model, f/3.5 Elmar anastigmat, focussing, 3 spool-chambers, Leltz range-finder, CQ • 17 •

journal
to cover
testimonials
Best
valuefromin cover
the Trade
; wewith could
fill this;
12-page catalogue free. — City Photo Works, 119,

ATTWOOD Flat Films, superfine quality. —

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE
POSTCARDS

BRANCH:

3Jx2i tea Ideal Model III Pocket, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens.
Compur shutter, U-stirrup front, fine adjustment rise and cross, rack
6 slides,
adapter
and also
leather
double
ex.,F.P.
finder
and level,
directcase.
frameEqual
finder £8
and :
back-sight,
17 : 6

3i X 2i No. 2 Pocket Blocknote, Zeiss f/6.3 Tessar lens, fully-speeded
shutter, direct-vision finder, focussing, etc., complete with back
screen, 12 elides and leather case. Good as
|
* 0

350 and 600 H. & D. ; Postcards, 2/- dozen,
6 dozen 10/- ; i-pl., 2/3 dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.

Gloaay, Velvet, Matt ; White and Cream ;
Chloro-Bromide ; Double-weight thickness.
Sheets.
Sheets.
41x3i 144 .. 4/6 8ix6i 72 .. 8/6
5ix3i 144 .. 6/2 10x8 36 .. 6/6
6ix4| 72 .. S/. 12x10 36 .. 9/9

LONDON

double
P.P. Soho
A. andReflex,
leather improved
case. 'Goodasnew
• v
i-pl. slides,
Marion
model, milled-head 1\Jquickwind focal-plane shutter, speeds to l/800th sec. and time, Zeiss 6-in.
f/4.5 Tessar lens, rack rising front, hood and sky shade, revolving
lined solid leather case. Equal new .
£22*
back, hinge open top, etc., 3 double slides, F.P. adapter
and 10*
velvet0

just received our new Free Catalogue. If
you have not received a copy, please write now ;
you will find it extremely interesting.

free.

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE

£7 & 68, Chancery Lane, W.C.2-

lens,
Cl .Kodex
1 Q •ad¬
^

** * lO . u
.
condition
9x12 Nettel
Deckrullo, improved quick-wind self-capping focalplane shutter, I to l/2.000th sec., 6-in. Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens,
tazy-tongfocus. direct frame finder and back-sight, 3 C 1
• 1^*0

3i X 2i C.D.V. Pocket Tenax, Goerz f/6.3 anastigmat. Compound
3 double fine
slides
and F.P.focus,
shutter,
adjustment
direct Nice
finder,
magnifier
adapter.
condi£4; back-sight,
18 : 6

for first-quality British material : Papers,
Plates, Postcards, Mounts, Film Wallets, and all
D. & P. lines.

20 1/-. 50 1/9, 100 3/-. 500 13/6

GTON

4ix2J shutter,
No. la focussing,
Autographic
Kodak,
justable
infinity
lock, f/7.9
etc. Kodar
New

Ross Superior Galilean Type Binoculars, centre
screw adjustment, leather case. Nice condition _

MATERIALS
Trade.

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.

CeAMIN

Jl.

may deal -with you with a feeling of absolute confidence that you will
not only give him fair treatment but also attend to bis requirements to
the last detail. This, of course, explains why I return to you again
and again. . .
R. W. F , Cuba.

i-pl. Ensign de Luxe Reflex, reversing back, 6-m. Zeiss Triotar f/4.5
lens, rising front, quick-wind self-capping focaJ-plane, speeds to
1/l.OOOth sec., T. and B., 3 double slides, F.P. CQ • 17 • fi

WANTED.
— Reliable,
Experienced
copy—
photographs
; write
particulars,person
terms,to etc.

LIST

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.
Sheets.
64x41 144 . . 7/9
3ix 24 Gross . . 2/9
. 3/7
8ix6i 72 . . 7/4
44x21 „
36 . . 5/6
4|x3| .. .
10x8
. 8/4
4/.
I2X 10 36 .
5ix3i „
. .. 5/4

DE

. . All these marks of quite unusual consideration serve to
confirm the impression I formed years ago, viz., that anyone abroad

[5835

MISCELLANEOUS

Box

DE

Lion
8541.

removing
film, fixes
V.P. and
to
Rollwashes
Film without
Tanks (nickel),
develops,
[0090

label be found
TO-DAY

2/3, etc.

FilmslidesPack
Adapters,
A.P. 6/6,
Paris,etc. fittings
as
: 3ix2i
5/6, IJ-xSi
; Tripods,
4-section 6/6, height 47 in. ; postage extra ;

In almost every Dark¬
room can the Granville

WRITE

fsA

ACCESSORIES

PHOTOGRAPHERS
now

ADVERTISEMENTS

4.

DEPOSIT

[0088

xivj « 11 .u
case. Nice condition .
Ant/ of the above may’ be had by arrangement on five days’ approval. If
no ledger ale deposit to value is requested. Latest lists free oji appUeation.

Vtra
N.B. — High-class Apparatus Purchased
for Cash, taken in Exchange
or Sold on Commission. Approx. Valuations free. Call or write.

ffuiUr^n Camera (fxcljattge
Ca.. TintitcO.

NOTE

ADDRESS

:

No. 2, POULTRY, CHEAPSIDE,
Telegrams
One

SYSTEM.

: " Loncamerex,

minute

from

the

Stock, London.”

Bank

of England

LONDON, E.C.2
Phone
and

: Central

Stock

8691.

Exchange.

29

April

THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

50,000 PHOTOGRAPHERS
WANTED

Trade.

Photographic

SUPER

6ix3i^
Six 4}

..
..

GASLIGHT

SUPER
3/6 ,
3 doz.
2S 13
5 1
..
6/9 ;
4Ax2f
. .
i 3*'2t
. .
4i • 31
. .
other sizes pro rata.

1/3
1/9
2/5
3/-

K
ALTON,
Bristol,
1.50, Victoria
St. ACallers
new
depot for
South-Western
England.
welcomed.

Products

PLATES.
Doz.

3ix2<^

PAPER.
ss.
. .Gr' 1/6

..
. .i
..
..

16
gross.
1/lao
2 2

2,6
3 6
3/6

SUPER POSTCARDS
(Bromide or Gaslight). 50 l.'S, 100 2,6.
CHEMICALS.— Metol, 1 4 ;
Amidol.
1/2 ;
Pyro. If- ;
'
86
Pot. Bromide, 4d. ; Hydrokinone.
lOd. ; Pot Meta., 3d.
M.Q. Packets. 6 for lOid.
Special terms to Commercial Photographers and D. <t P.
Finithen.
Write or call for Finishers' List.

CAMERA

EXCHANGE

Cameras as part payment
to our approval.

must

be subject

Write, stating exactly what you have as
part payment, the price paid and date
purchase*!, with particulars also of new
apparatus recfuired.

SECOND-HAND

SPECIAL

BARGAINS

DEVELOPING

!

SERVICE

For All Film Users, including Leica, Cuntax, Brilliant,
V.P., etc., developing Od., and direct postcards at 2d.
each exposure. Send P.O. with next film to us for finishing under
this special service. ENVELOPES
SUPPLIED.
EVERYTHING

POST

-

PAID.

SEND

FOR

UST.

ALLENS
ROAD, MANCHESTER

168, OLDHAM
——

Phone

:

Cent.

Rd. Prices
less postage to callers.
K ALTON,
Newcastle-on-Tyne.
121, Seotswood
l^ALTON, Manchester, 99, London Rd.
IV 9 to 7 ; Wednesday, 1 ; please call.

4

9480. -

Hours,

Send for
price list.
K ALTON,
London,
61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harborne.
K ALTON,
7, Albany

Cxwpxte
^rand

ALL-BRITISH
PHOTO PLATES & PAPER

K ALTON, Leeds, 38, Bridge End. Hours,
9 to 7 ; Wednesday,

SERVICE

Two-thirds (approximately) allowed as part
payment on modem
cameras, when pur¬
chasing new cameras, mcluding Contas,
Miroflex, Leica, RoUeiflex, Etui or Cine
Cameras.

HUNDREDS

1933

MATERIALS

to try

ALLENS
Super

26,

ADVERTISEMENTS

1 ; please call.

K ALTON,
409i, Argyle St. Prices less
postage Glasgow,
to callers.
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt, l-pl. 3/6
K ALTON
Chloro-bromide
white72
sheets: l/l-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-, 12x10

GASLIGHT
V.P.

34x24
24x44

7/3, 3/- dozen.

K ALTON “ Kaltona ” Bromide, glossy, velvet,

BROMIDE

4-plate

I5X
12x 12
10

GLOSSY, SILKY
OR
3 Grades
VIGOROUS,
POSTCARDS,

L weight, Gaslight,
normal vigorous
; same
F^ALTON
single-weight
andprices
double-as
Bromide advertisement above, except 4-pl., 6/6 gross.
double-weight
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Creaml/l-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
10x8 5/- : 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,
“
Xlnt
”
3ix2i
glossy,
K 2/- gross, 12-gross lots 20/-.
K ALTON
Paper,2/6 l|x2i,
34x21, Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
gross ; 1/6
44x2Jgross
and ;

13/11

10x8

5/4

PAPERS

7/9 per gross

4-plate
8
X6
84x64

5/6

Postcard
5x4

matt, normal, vigorous, extra vigorous, single¬
weight and double-weight: 20x16 6/3 dozen;
15X12 4/3; 12x10 7/3, 36 sheets, 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 4^x2} 3/6, 3ix2i 2/6 gross, 12 gross
21/6.

PAPERS

1/9 per gross
2/9
3/7

12/.

MATTE
20/30/.

ORDINARY

OR45/.SOFT

GASLIGHT

BROMIDE

OR

22/- per 1,000.
11/- per 500.
Singles or strips.

2/9 per 100.

PLATES
Special Rapid 300 H.D.
Iso Press 600 H.D.
..
per pUt. 1 Postcard. . 2/6 per pkt.
i-piate . . 1/9 „
„ I i-plate . . 3/6 ,, „

MARTIN
4/-

1-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; 4-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

Photographic Chemist,

K ALTON
Postcards,
bromide
and gaslight,
quality,
all surfaces
; Vigorous,
3/- first
100,

SOUTHAMPTON
SPECIAL

1/9 50.

QUOTATIONS

FOR

QUANTITIES.

K ALTON
31x24, 3/- gross;
44 x2J Self-toning
and J-pL, Collodion,
4/-.
K ALTON
Self-toning
Postcards,
glossy, matt and WANTED for CASH
matt cream,
4/- 100,
32/6 1,000.
Saleable Photographic Apparatus. Exceptionally
K
ALTON
4-pL, 9/9
4 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; i-pL,
5/-,
good allowances made in exchange.
backed 5/9; 34x24, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;

Lantern

K ALTON Roll Films, first quality, 8 exposures :

18x24, 9/- dozen ; 3ix2i, 10/-; 24x44,12/-;
6 exposures: 34x24, 7/6; 34x44, 18/-;
54x34, 21/-.

ZEISS “DELTURIS”
Perfectly New.
Fully Guaranteed.

List Price £12:12:0.
In case complete.
PER

PAIR

i*Q .O *0
X>0

.O

.V

Accredited Dealers for all the leading makes of
Cameras and Gramophones, etc.

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

THE

CAMERA

320, Vauxball

K ALTON
& D. 8/6.350, 34x24, 3
packs Film
5/3 ; Packs,
4-pl., 3H. packs
K ALTON
Flat Films,
& D. 600,4 4-pl.,
5/-, 16/6
gross ; H.Postcard,
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;
4-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; l/l-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
K ALTON
bottled : lOd.
Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
; Pyro,

(Opposite

“ The

yew

Amateor

WORKERS'

[0009
films ? Write for “ Service for the Leica
Camera.” — Photofilms, Leica Specialists, Red Lion
House, Chiswick Mall, W.4.
[0091

**The

Amatenr

This

“KOWAT“
92, Tottenham

Lane, LONDON,

N.8

dozen, 1/6 t dozen, 6i x 4} enlargements. 2'- 20 - 16, 15 x 12 1/9
12x10 1/3, 10x8 1/-. 81v6J 9d.. 6i x 4J 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH OF ALL ORDERS.

/O
Postcards from small film or plate, re¬
touching and vignettes included ; postage extra. —
Atkinson Speight, 38, Gainsborough Avenue,
Oldham.
[0017

30

&

CAMPION.

122.

East

Park

Road,

LEICESTER.

USE

“The

1/Q DOZEN, lOd. 6, 6d. 3, 3d. 1.— Full-size

This

“ The

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

Photographer.**

26/4/33

COMPETITION

Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Saturday, April 29th.

Amateur

Photographer.**

PRINT

26/4/33

CRITICISM

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Wednesday following date of issue.

“The

Amateur

Photographer.”

ENQUIRY

COUPON

This Coupon to be forwarded with the question.
Available till Wednesday following date of issue.

57, Elm St.,
Staffs. 1/-.
[5787
FilmWood,Developed
and Burslem,
8 Enlargements,
—
OUR

Amateur

BEGINNERS’

Free for every 7/6 spent with us one 84x64

mounted Enlargement from your negative,
no disappointments ; same-day service ; 81 x 64
lOd., 10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15X12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 84x64 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11. Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

Enlargements
Quality,
Postcard
Printing,
etc. ; price listof free.
— Slater,
Sawtry,
Peter¬
borough.
[4423

Sizes up to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.

26/4/83

COMPETITION

Trade.

80STCARD Enlargements, 1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;
assorted 2d. each. — Below.

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

Your Film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative: V.P. and 3ix2i. 8 exposures, 1/2, No. 116 (2*x4i)
l/6» 41 X
I/3, 61x3| 1^8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- 1 dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4'- dozen. 2'9 J dozen. 8ix61 ; 2 6

OSBORNE

26/4/33

COMPETITION

Ckiupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Saturday, April 29tfa.

ENLARGEMENTS

ELIMINATOR

DOES NOT MIX WITH HYPO, THUS THERE IS NO CHANGE
OP CHEMICAL.
IT DOES NOT TAKE
PLACE OF HYPO,
EITHER ; THEREFORE
“ NOW AT ” IS GUARANTEED
NOT
TO DAMAGE
THE AFTER-EFFECTS.
“ NOWAT
” LOOSENS
HYPO IN TWO MINUTES, AND REMOVES
ALL THE CHEMI¬
CALS COMPLETELY.
3/- POST FREE. COST EQUALS ONE
FARTHING
FOR NINE PRINTS, PLATES. OR FILMS.

S. HERMER,

CO.
S.W.l

Victoria 2917.

Photographer.’*

INTERMEDIATE
HYPO

Phone:

Leica users. — Have you your Spring supplies of

BROADHURST, CLARKSON & CO.,

STANDARD

VICTORIA,

Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Saturday, April 29tb.

An Excaplional Offer which can never be repealed.

THE

Rd.,

Cinema.)

Photographer.**

ADVANCED
This

& GRAMOPHONE

Bridge

Victoria

RISK.

26/4/33

THE

April 26, 1933

r

DEVELOPING,

I

I

I

AMATEUR

i

SPECIAL Advertising Offer of Enlargements,

8ix6J 7d., mounted 1/3; 10x8 lOd.,
mounted 1/8 ; Postcards 1/1 dozen, 6 for 8d. ;
no rubbish sent out. — Roberts & Co., 348, Camber¬
well New Rd., S.E.5.
[5753

newest “ still ” and cin6 models
9 equal monthly instalments.

36
pictureaSlips
at into
one
loading.
m a t i c focuBsing.
the pocket. Auto*
Daylight • loading.
Elmar
i/3.5 Lena.
Provides splendid

All Developing and Printing, same-day service ;

large prints .

£22 : 0 : 0

/ PER GROSS, 42/6 per 1,000, including title,
[0057
I / best Photographic Postcards on Kodak
Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative. 36
for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon. [0064

Film
cameraand Users
Rolleiflex,6d.,Leica,
Contax
3x4 (Including
cm.), Developing
and
direct postcards instead of prints at 2d. each

Best allowances

made

GALLO^VAYS

exposure ; envelopes supplied ; send P.O. and
Alms to — Allens, 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.

Slips into your pocket.
No focussing, simply sight
and shoot.

3, Kimbell
Gardens,
[5713
AnyTailleure,
Size Film
Developed
and Fulham.
Printed, 1/-.[0089
—
Films,
size. Developed,
Printed
and ;
6ix4i any
Enlargement,
1/- (enclose
stamp)
specimen Enlargement four stamps and negative. —

lens.
With

Appledore, 66, Eveline Rd., Mitcham,

have your old camera in part
exchange for a new one.

Surrey. [5743

SPOOL
Developing,2d. 3d.each; ;Prints,
Id.— ;Moon,
Postcard
Enlargements
list free.
35,
Bolsover St., London, W.l.
[5794

by

TUITION.

BOOKS,

f/3.5

anastigniat

£9:17:6

The

Makes of1 4.
ft. of film do the
work

The

WESTON

The New Kodak

Price. Failures im¬
possible ;
guess¬
work entirely eli¬
minated. Suitable
for still or cin6
cameras.

BIRMINGHAM

(0ppotHe Q.P.O.)

CINE.KODAK‘8’

The world’s best
exposure
meter.
Now
Reduced in

Photographic Chemists

SQUARE,

The
on

Roll Films and one print each to 3ix2i 1/- ;
4ix3i 1/3, 5ix34 1/8; write for lists; see also
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

ref unded

MODERN
MAKES
OF STILL
CINE CAMERAS
SOLD AND
EXCHANGED.

VICTORIA

I ■■■ I I
_

TRIP
/
UI//E&
CR

Trade.

D.&P. Ltd., Shelford Place, N.16

us

XV

I PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

CAMERA ofEXCHANGE
tho
MIDLAND/
Let

CAMERAS /or

The LEICA

THE

ALL
AND

|

Trade.

«»F0T0Z0 ” Regd. Glazing and Stripping Solution. Glossy
prints never stick. Easy to use, 1/- and 1/9 per bottle.

Cash with orders. Write for List. Expenses

ADVERTISEMENTS

ENLARGEMENTS

PRINTING, ENLARGING

** KUTOOBAPH
'* (Begd.) Is a coloured Ealargement
mounted on and carved out In wood, producing a 6'ln.
statue. Includes stand. Very realistic, 2/6 each.
STUDIO PORTRAITS. — Head and shoulders only, back*
ground removed, enlarged and mounted In 8x6 in. gilt*
edged folders, 1/6 each, 3 for 4/-, 6 for 7/6.
FBAUED
ENLARGEMENTS,
10 x 8, complete. Black
ebonlsed frame, 2/9. Sepia Enlargement in brown frame, 3/6.
Coloured, 5/-.
ENLARGED
POSTCARDS, Sd. each, 3 for 1/-. 6 for 1/8.
Tinted. 1/3.
BIG PRINT ENLARGEMENTS,
size 6x4 in., glazed, 6d.
each, 6 for 2/6.
SUPER PRINT ENLARGEMENTS,
size 8x6, glazed, 9d.
each, 3 for 2/-.
BLUE- TONED KODAK
POSTCARDS.
On special 6 x 8 in.
embossed mounts. Wonderful and unique effects, lid. each.

SPEEDY

PHOTOGRAPHER

etc.

ROLLEIFLEX

6-20 JUNIOR

A British Triumph.
Self-erecting front.
With

Doublet

With

PRICE

£15:10:0

f/6.3

tlgmat

Two

lens

37/6
speeded
shut-

and

A miniature auto¬
matic
reflex of
highest
quality.
sizes. 4x4

cm.

and G 6 cm.
Prices: 4x4
Zeiss Tessar

anas-

cm.

£20 f/3.6
0 0

Tessar
£22

Zeiss

f/2.80
10

lens

Trade.

The ‘ANY-ANGLE’
TRIPOD

1®
m
m
Mi
Im

B
H

37, BEDFORD

The construction
makes it stronger
scopio tripod made
tubes. It is less

of this tripod
than any teteof round brass
than 1 in. in

Price 12/^6
Leather Carrying-case,
Postago 6d. extra.

7/6.

STRAND,

Subscriptions

Isles

and

F/6,3 anastlgmat,

Canada,

s. d. Other

LONDON,

W.C.2

:

Countries

Abroad

Works), 27, Chancery

Foreign

Agents. — United

States

: The

Lane, London,

W.C.2.

[0006

Reflex
Re-silvered,
Varnished
; [5805
back
return Mirrors
post ; repairs.
— Irving,
258, Kingston
Rd., Teddin^on.
PHOTOGRAPHS

s. d.

CAN

stamp for particulars. — A. P. Agency, 35,
Tulse Hill, London, S.W.2.
[5788

ORIGINAL Subjects of Children and Animals,

and any attractive subject suitable for
reproduction on calendars ; apply, stating price to
— George Robinson, Calendar Publisher, 30,
St. Nicholas St., Ipswich.
[5791

‘ COCARETTES ’
F/4.6 Tessar lens in
D.A. Compur
shutter.
All brand new
and
Full makers’
Listed
£11 Gs.

GUAR4NTEED BARGAINS !
Approval

to post-buyers.

F/3.5 Wide-Angle Lens, for Leica
tarnished. Cost £8 3s .
F/2.5 Hektor Lens, for Leitz
only. Cost £11 .

camera.

Unused. Little
£4 4 0

Leica camera.
.

Shop-soiled
£5 5 0

6x4 Tropical Sanderson Camera, little used, perfect con¬
dition, Dagor convertible lens f/6.8, Goerz sector shutter, 6
D.D. slides, special case. Cost £35 .
£8 8 0
1-pl. Ensign Tropical Reflex, f/3.4 Aldis-Butcher lens, 7-in.
focus, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost £22 10s... £9 9 0

EASY

Inter¬

DEAL

3ix2i

Roll - film

TERMS.

EXCHANGES.

LISTS

LTD.
FREE!

RETOUCHING

WALLACE

Trade.

Retouching.
Flrst-class
work St.,promptly
exe¬
cuted. — Miss — Lamb,
3, Orchard
Canterbury.
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

HEATOH

47, BERKELEY

[5386
YOU

OFFER

Zeiss New

£7:17:6

WANTED. — ^Photographs for Advertising ; id.

national News Co,, New York. France: W. H. Smith and Son, 284,
Eue Rivoli, Paris ; Hachette et Cie, Rue Reaumur, Paris. Belgium :
W. H. Smith and Son, 78, Marche aux Herbes, Brussels. Australia :
Gordon and Gotch. Ltd., Melbourne (Victoria), Sydney (N.S.W.),
Brisbane (Queensland), Adelaide (S.A.), Perth (W.A.) and Launceston
(Tasmania). New Zealand : Gordon and Gotch, Ltd,, Wellington,
Auckland, Christchurch and Dunedin, India ; A. H. Wheeler and
Co., Bombay, Allahabad and Calcutta. Canada : Gordon and
Gotch, Ltd., Toronto ; Imperial News Co., Toronto, Montreal,
Winnipeg, Vancouver, Victoria. South Africa : Central News
Agency, Ltd.

SPECIAL

unused.
guarantee.

WANTED

Trade.

Entered as second-class matter at New York (N.Y.) Post Office.
and

£4:4:0

shutters,toetc.,
by skilful
workmen.and
— W.other
A.
Repairs
cameras,
focal-plane
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
insured (whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/116, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gainages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

Twelve Months
.. 17 4
Twelve Mouths ..19 6
Six Months . .
. .
8 8
Six Months . .
. . 9 9
Three Months . .
..
4 4
Tliree Months
. . 4 11
Single Copy . .
. .
4
Single Copy . .
. .
4t
The Editorial, Advertising and Publishing Offices are at Dorset
House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l, England. Telegrams:
Cyclist, Watloo, London. Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines). Northern
Offices — 260, Deansgate, Manchester 3. Telegrams ; Iliffe, Man*
Chester. Telephone : Blackfriars 4412 (4 lines). Midland Offices —
Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham 2. Telegrams :
Autopresa, Birmingham. Telephone: Midland 2970 (3 lines). 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry. Telegrams.: Cyclist, Coventry. Tele¬
phone: 6210. Scottish Offices — 26b, Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Telegrams : Difle, Glasgow. Telephone ; Central 4857.
Colonial

F/4.5 anastlgmat.
List £7 153.

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,

LTD.,
k SANDS HUNTER&
GO.

The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer is published by
niffe & Sons Ltd., of Dorset House, Stamford St., London, S.E.l.eveiT
Wednesday morning in town and country, and may be obtained of all
newsagents and bookstalls, or delivered first post on W'ednesday at the
following rates :
British

55- i^“
‘£3:10:0

Trade.

Made of white metal. Four sec¬
tions. Length, closed 17i in.,
extended 60 in. Weight 23 oz.

!

All
brand-new,
%vith 6-8peeded
shutter and direct
vision finders.

REPAIRERS

direction.

STREET,

STANDARD

at about
PRICE
3ix2iHALF
Roll-films

tion. — World’s Photographic Academy, 5, Shannon
Terrace, Chadwell Heath, Essex.
[5601

diameter — easy and comfortable to
carry. The ball-and-socket top can
be instantly and securely clamped

Light
[

AGFA

Press Courses,
also new money-making
Amateur
Photographers,
new 1933 commercial
Free-Lance
pliotography scheme ; particulars without obliga¬

DEPOSIT

Phona

NEXT

; GROS.

DOOR

TO

ST., W

2691.

COOK’S.

SYSTEM.

31

April

THE

xvi

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

26, 1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

DIFFERENT Bargains EVERY WEEK
DOLLOND
/^ITCHIS^^N
Any item sent on five days' approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appointment
at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange allowance.

1750
ESTD.

LTD.

9

.

Wanted

: Zeiss Binoculars.

5
Nagel
Vollenda 52, f/4.5 Radionar,
delayed Pronto. As new. List £3:17

2ix1|

iscus lens, 3-speed

V.P. Kodak,

:6

Good condition.

cm. Voi^lander Avus Hand, double ex¬

9x12

13.5-cm.

tension,

£4*1

price £9 6s. 6d.
'List.
slides.
6
Good
condition

7 ‘fi

extension, Tessar f/4.5, Coinpur, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case.
Cost CV*! ^*0
* •
£13 17s. 6d. Fair condition .

tor, 6-speed, 6 slides.

3ix2^

model, revolving back, 6-in. Cooke Aviar f/4.5,
F.P. adapter, leather case. Good
£0,1 C.ft
5
condition .
A'A' " .
3ix2.V Mentor Sports Reflex, Meyer f/4.5, 3

k5tx2i

Marion

Good

con-

Microscopes.

4ix3i

Good condition. Ala*

f/7.9. £1,1

,0

Kodak

ing

£1 Q.1 R'A

back,

6

shutter, Zeiss
£fi«19.fi

CO»1

£15.

lO.XX.O

0*0

Reflex^ Aldis-Butcher f/4.5. revers¬
leather £6:6:0

Reflex, tropical. 6i-m. Ross

Agfa Movector

C

4ix3i m
Mentor Focal-plane, 15-cm. Zeiss Tessar f,'4.5,

Projector, motor

4 D.D. slides, 3iX2j roll -film adapter,
.
leather case. Good condition
.

drive, Agfa Uppotar f/3.5, loo-watt lamp, re¬
sistance to 250 volts. List price Olfi.lfi.n
*.XU.XU.W
£23. Asnew .

Bargains

3ix2.J Zeiss Ikon Miroflex, i/srd to 1/2, 000th

sec., T. and B., 12-cm.
F.P.

adapter,

£43.

leather

Zeiss l essar f/4.5, 3 slides,

case.

Cost

COQ.1

281 OXFORD
WEST

W.l

BOUND

ST,

Foorteen doora west ol Ciicas.

BUSES

STOP

73

LORD

£ fi.fi. fl
SO.O.U

condition .

e Proj Focal-plane Duplex, double extension, Meyer
3}x2Jathlhagee
ec
del,

lamp, carrying-case.
As new .

doubl

e £4
.C

List price £21

los.

2ix2J Rolleiflex, Zeiss Tessar f/3.8. Cost

£18 los. New

3ix2i

condition .

.A

£10.1
C.A
XlO.lU.U

£11:. 1C. A
XlxJ.lU.V

Graflex Reflex, revolving back, sj-in. Cooke Aviar

f/4.5, Graflex

roll-holder

for No.

50 film.

£1fi>in»A

List price £31 los. As new .
XiD.AU.W
f/3.5,
Compur
21x1$
Premarette
Trioplan
shutter, Pocket
case. Roll
List Film
price Reflex,
£24. Meyer
£19:10:0

28 OLD BOND

ST.

LIVERPOOL

fl.fl

Good condition .

London.

at

PGood

tor, la
anastigmat
self-capping,
also delayed Com¬
pur
shutter, 10.5-cm.
6 slides f/4.5,
testcase.
and
List price
£in»7»R
mo

double

i-pi. and 9x12 Etui, 13.5-cm. Trioplan f/4.5, Compur,
Xpres f/4.5, 6 D.U. slides, leather case. List
double extension, rising front, 3 slides, F.P. CQ.fl.rt
m
price £45* Good condition, .
£14:17:6
adapter, canvas case. Good condition .
*0.0. U

16-mm.

31x2£ Tropical Adora Hand, double extension, rising and
cross front, 12-cm. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur
Distar, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, case. Cost

Good condition .

adapter,

fl.C.A
Xl.O.U

f/6.8, 3 D.D.
£2:10:0

Hand, f/6.8 Syn-

slides, F.P.

for cash.
Good condition .

cl
List price £6 15 s. Asne
X'x.
aw
Compur
, resishutter.
stGoeri
4ix2l
Roll5s.
Film,
12.5-cm.
w... Dogmar
U.f/5,
ance. Tengor
Cost £10
Good
U
con£4:17:6

f/7.7,

£1:10:0

Zeiss lea Hand, Icar f/6.3,_ Compur,

Pressman

Bought

3-in. Focus 1/2.9 Dallmeyer Pentae Lens, in
iris mount.

extension, rise and cross, Distar lens, 3 slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case. AU very compact. Good CC •17*15
condition .
•O

-

slides, F'.P. adapter.

Modern

List price £2 i os .

4.5x6cm.GoerzTenax

Ensign Reflex B, double plate-holder

4^x31
.

shutter.

Series III, Kodar

3 speeds, leather case.

212 Hand, double

Zeiss Ikon Trona

4ix3i

Telescopes.

m
4ix2i Kodak Junior Auto. Roll Film,
Good condition . .
m
.
4ix3i Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane, Ross
slides,
canvas case. Fair condition . .

shutter,

f/4.5, Ibsor

Skopar

Astronomical

5^x31 Folding Auto. Kodak Roll Film, Men- 1'7_

Pathe

Lux

ST,

London, W. I

Proje

cto

r, w
igi-2, Tottenham Court Rd., W.i.
ith
groupCroydon. —
65, High St., Notting Hill Gate, W.ii.
resis
Kingston.
2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.
ta —

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.
121, Cheapside, E.C.2.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
35, Brompton Rd., S.W.3.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.

12, George St.
30, Thames St.
e. TBond St.
Leeds. — nc37,
pe High
Canterbury. — y38,
St.
o
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.

Crouch End. — 17, Topsfield Parade.
Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Catford. — 62a, Rushey Green.

HERE.

EXACT EXPOSURE
IN ANY

LIGHT

acquire.
THE NEW
Guessing exposure is a Icnack — arxl a costly one to

DREMOSCOP
automatically solves all exposure PRICE
problems with absolute accuracy.
W

“TRANS-PHOTO”
Enables you
to Print
Snapshots
Permanently
on
WOOD
CHINA
FABRICS
PAPER
VELLUM, etc.
No

Darkroom
Required

The fruit of years of patient
research work— the preparation
that enables you to print your
snapshots Lasting and Perman¬
ently on practically any surface.
“Trans-Photo” is simple to use
—does not harm the negative,
does not wash off— and, above
all, you can develop over 100
prints from outfit costing 2/6.
The

complete

Outfit consist-

ing of bottle of Sensitising
Solution, fixing crystals,
special brush and fullest
instructions. Post free for

PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

I

photographic

dealer

PRODUCTS

37, BEDFORD

or

^

LTD.,

STREET, STRAND, W.C.2
4671/1

Have

you

ever

been

to

a

Meeting

of the

PHOTOGRAPHIC
CONVENTION
?
IF

NOT,

WHY

NOT

?

THIS YEAR'S MEETING will be held
m m
at BATH, from ■ mJUNE
i2th to 17th.

“TRANS-PHOTO”
32

W
I f

or speed of plate or film.
Obtairtabte through any

OREM

2/6

Trans-Photo Co., 304, Edgware Rd., London, W.l

Follow the directions and you can’t | W
go wrong — no matter what your lens

MEMBERSHIP

Particulars from

F. C. T. HADLEY,

PHOTOGRAPHER”

WHEN

FEE,

51- .

the Secretary :

Houndsfield, Holly Wood, Birmingham.

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

April

3

ADVERTISEMENT?;

PHOTOGRAPHER

AMATEUR

THE

1933_

26,

TAKE THE EASY WAY
OF

BUYING
CHOICE

YOUR
OF

CAMERA !
Wallace Heaton’s plan of nine equal monthly instalments
puts the finest camera within the reach of all. Get yours
at once by paying the first instalment, and enjoy its uses
while you are paying the balance. Only 5 per cent
ior 5 - if under £5) is added to cash price.

FIRST SMALL
THE
LENS

CAMERA
at a VERY

PAYMENT

WITH
THE
BIG
POPULAR
PRICE

1933 ZODEL
DE LUXE

SPECIAL

ANY

EVERY LATEST MODEL IN STOCK
SEND US YOUR REQUIREMENTS

PURCHASE

ULTR.\
ROLL-

Small.

ALL
FIVE

i

Witli f/H.H Zodellai
unastii^niat lens.

EVERY
MODEL
IN STOCK

DAYS’

AUTOMATIC

GUARANTEED

APPROVAL
TO POST-BUYERS
FULL
CASH DEPOSIT.

‘ Rolleiflex’

AGAINST

• 4 in. Take'^ 12
Size unlv 21 • 2.'.
expu-'^iirv's on >taniiard 1 2 1 roil film.
tJi\es beautiful
enlaru'ements
, Compur

1-pl. Soho Reflex, revolving back, rising and

£6:17:6

4-w'ay swing front, Dallineyer Serrac f/4.5 anastigniat lens, focal-plane shutter, i/i6th to i/8ooth
sec., black case, 3 1). blockfonn slides, F.U.
adapter. Cost (,40 .
£19 19 0

£22

2] -in. square pictures by
means
of special device.
Fitted willi a hitrh-trrade
N'oii^lander f/7.7 anastifrniat
lens.
Reliable two-^jjeed
shutter, Rivintr exposures i>f
l/25tli and
1 noth
sec.
Supplied complete
with
leather lanyard.

£2:15:0

£10

10

F'4.5 anastinniat lens in
Compur
shutter. .£850

Fitted witli Zei.s.s
Tessar lens f 2.H

0

£22:10:0

Doppel

10 X 15 cm. Goerz Anschutz FocaFplane Camera,
Dagor f/6.8 anastigniat lens, shutter speeds i/ioth
to i/T,oooth sec., tan case, F.F. adapter. Cost
£26 .
£6 6 0

Ensign Focal-plane Roll Film Reflex, .Aldisi/5oth to
£8 8 0

terms.

triple extension, rising, falling and swing front,
wide-angle back rack, Ensign i-j.y anastigniat
lens, sector shutter, i to i/iooth sec., black case.
9 1). blockfonn slides. Cost £25.... £10 10 0

Pathe 91-mm.

The

World's

Ami

Camera.
tlie only
one

super

LISTS

f 3.8 anastigniat lens, Compur
I 300th sec. Cost £22 los .

£18:15:0

Newest Cameras, Cin^ Appa
atus , Guaranteed Bargain

F 2.H Zeis.s
Tessar lens
Or on

f/3.5

easy

terms.

LEICA
With

shutter, i to
£14 14 0

Leitz Leica Roil Film Camera, Elmar

ReSex

making

focus, and advantages of tbe
roll-film camera, all comliined.
Cominir shutter.

attachment,
£4 15 0

Rolleiflex Roll Film Reflex, 2| square, Zeiss

Smallest

The ‘PILOT'

;i 4 em. pictures. Instant
jeadiness for use. certainty of

Projector, single-claw, regular

model for no volts, motor
resistance. Cost /lo .

Zeis.s

£20:0:0

f;4.5 anastigniat lens. Conipur shutter, speeded
I to i/2ooth sec., rising and cross front, brilliant
finder and level, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, rollholder. tan case. Cost C12 12s .
£4 19 6

I’utcher f/3.4 lens, shutter speeds
1 /500th sec. Cost ',12 5s .

1
B.

witli

Tes.sar lens f 4..',

.[-pi. Tropical Sanderson Hand and Stand Camera,

F,().2 anastif'mat lens in
;f-speed shutter.. £4 5 0

easy

.

I'pl. Double Extension Klito, Lampro

Takes standard If] 2] K-exposure roll film. (fives 12

on

Fitted

Koss f/4.5 .\pres lens, shutter speeds i to i/2ooth
sec., tail case. 3 1). slides, F.P. adapter. Cost

‘BRILLIANT’

model

slmtter.ltfi
ser.. T. and

V.P. Folding Plate Sibyl, rising and cross front,

Voigtiander

Any

FULLY

.a.miiai l .

easily earried aii«l
sults.
for
first depeudal>le- class re¬
always

BARGAINS!

pat’kH '.i\ ' 'l\,
doul'le extenHion, dtdayed*
action Conipur
Hluifter, speeds
to l/*20()tli see.,
risinK and ctohh
front, reflectiiiK
and directvision view¬
finders , lufoded
focussing screen,

!

- MODERN
SM ALL
F I L M
C A M E R A S

You'll never have a better selection of '' still " and cine apparatus
to choose from than that which awaits you NOW
at Bond Street.

For platen, roll
Hlinn and film

FREE

SECURES

built-in

MODEL

range-finder.

Tlie

in use. the cost per negati\e is only
posures with one loading. Ideal
touring

and

every

form

II

i-beapest
Id.
for

of photograpln

camera

1 to 3i> ex¬

.

^

^

anastigniat lens, focal-plane shutter. i/2oth to
i/5ooth sec., 1 spool-box. Cost £19.. £10 10 0

Acce.ssories. There's a separ
ate list for each. Send 2d
postage for all or any you need

7x5

Goerz Folding Tenax, double extension,

rising and cross front, Goerz Dagor f,6.8 anas¬
tigniat lens, Compur shutter, i to i/i5oth sec.,
limp case for camera only, 3 I), slides. Cost

£12 I2S .
£5 5 0
Cine-Kodak Model K, loo-ft. capacity, motor

EXCHANGES

drive, Kodak f/3.5 anastigniat lens in focussing
mount, black case. Cost £30 15s .
£13 13 0

la Pocket Kodak Junior, f/6.3 anastigniat lens,
Kodex shutter, brilliant finder. £1Cost
19 £36

Highest allowances paid on
your used apparatus for
something better. Bring yours
and save still more money.

WESTON

2-speed

EXPOSURE

METER

Tlie wurM’s best. Ensures perfect exposures witli
either still or cine cameras.
jp-l C • I A " H

Nine

payments

monthly

of 36 2.

*»■%#•■

w

• V

APPOiyriCD
AN
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OF THE

The Institute of Amateur
Cinematographers, Ltd.

PLEASE

119, NEW
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on these covers

** THE
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go to press a fortnight

AMATEVR

in advance

some

PHOTOGRAPHER”

of these

second-hand

WHEN

items

may

be sold already,

CORRESPONDING

but similar

WITH

outfits are

W.1LTD.
usually

ADVERTISERS.

available.
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THE
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AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

NATURE

IN MONOCHROME

To obtain the varying degrees of- tone necessary
to record faithfully Nature's predominating greens and
yellows, use Ilford Auto-Filter Plates. These plates are
pre'eminently suitable for spring-time studies.

I LFORD

AUTO -FILTER
Made

ILFORD

_
1 Tinted for the Publishers,

LIMITED,

Limited,

Dorset

in England by
ILFORD

ILFORD, LONDON

[f^hotograph by E. G. Romaine & Co., Liverpool.

_
Iliffe & Sons

PLATES

House,

Stamford

Street, London,

S.E.i, by The

Classic

Colour

Press, Reading.

/Imateur Photographer
r

&L CIlVEfMATOGR.AF>HE::.R.
The

Vol. LXXV.

Journal

for Everybody

with

a Gamera

No. 2321.

Wednesday, May 3rd, 1933.

"ALWAYS

CAMERAS
from all Dealers .

ON

KODAKFILM
Alwa^ys

DepencXeible

TOP"
post YOUR FILMS TO MB
I develop & print a VPK
orNo.2 Brd CH£WtST
■>ie for
1- postfree
‘ ’ martin
SOUTHAWPTOH

Copyright — Registered as a Newspaper for transmission in the U.K..

THE

DOWN

OU

on

AMATEUR

COMES

the

PHOTOGRAPHER

THE

COST

OF HOME

m

Your pleasures, your

hrijsht ideas — h r i 1 1 i a n 1 1 y
“featured” — in real cinema
at home

shows,

. . . Cine-”Kodak”

8, the new

superfine-grain of CineKodak 8 Film pictures
of the normal screen size

"are shown. What is more, this
marvellous new Panchromatic Emulsion
takes pictures exceptionally
hrilliant.

world.

Ask your Cine

Cine-Kodak

8 Film records

pictures in the space
picture.

consumption

is,

hy four times.
KODAK

MENTION

four

usually occupied

Film

therefore, cut down
PLEASE

1933

MOVIES

home Cine System gives you all this —
at the lowest Cine running cost in the

hy one

3,

films !

Your friends on the screen,
too.

May

ADVERTISEMENTS

"THE

Cine-“Kodak”
“Kodak”

PHOTOGRAPHER"

to show you the

Eight system,

Eight-20

Camera

the

and

scope” Eight-30.

LIiMITE*), KINGSVVAY,

AMATEUR

dealer

clear and

LONDON,
WHEN

W.C.2.

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

Cine“Koda-

May

3,

THE

1933

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

APVERTISEMENTS

YOUR Camera will cost you i£SS
this year the Westminster
m

■

■

IP

NAGEL

you

BUY

AT

SECOND-HAND

“TRIUMPH”

24, CHARING

AT

VOIGTLANDER

BARGAINS

CROSS

ROLL

ROAD

FILM

3ix2i

ROLL-FILMS.

31X2J:

Vest Pocket Kodak, fitted with f/7.7 Kodak
ball-bearing shutter .

3x4
As

anastigmat,

Kolak
15s. Od.

cm. Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar anastigmat, Derval shutter.

new.

List £4 .

£3

5

0

3i X 2| lhagee, f/4.5 Tessar lens, D. A. Compur .
£7 10 0
3]:X2j Zeiss Ikon Icarette, latest pattern, fitted f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat

in delayed-action

Compur

PLATE
3Ax2A

Zodellar, f/3.8 anastigmat, Compur

adapter

SPECIAL

Automatic opening by simply pre-ssing a button at side
of camera, roctiaslng by revolving movement on
lens rnomit. Brilliant reversible and direct-vision
view-finders. I'atent l)ack, opening like a book,
providing Himplest metliod of loading ever devised,
light metal art leatlier-covered body, real leatlier
bellows. Kitted f/b.li Kadionar anastigmat, speeded
shutter. l/‘2f;tli. l/.)0tli. 1/lOOth sec.. T. and B., with
special self-portrait device, complete in box, with
wire release and instruction book as supplied by
makers.

PRICE

48/9

Leather Case, 6/6.

ZEISS

£9

£3 17

6x13

cm. Heidoscope, fitted f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmats,

Compur shutter, changing-box, roll-film holder, colour
case. Brand-new condition .

FOCAL-PLANE

AND

filters and
£35 0 0

SPECIFICATION.— Fitted f/4.5 Voiiitlauder£Skopar
anasticraat, delayed-action Compur shutter, speeds 1
to l/250th sec., T, and B,. D.V. and brilliant finders,
radial focussing movement, scaled 3A ft. to infinity,
metal
bod.v, leather
depth-of-focuR
scale covered.
engraved on camera back, all-

REFLEX.

LIST

PRICE

£10

:4 :9

^-pl. lhagee Sports Focal-plane, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 6 slides. Price
when new £29 15s. Special offer .
£19 17 6
anastigmat

and F.P. adapter
£6 17 6

%Jr‘ £6:17:6

Ensign Roll Film Speed Reflex, f/3.4 Aldis-Butcher anas-

tiginat and

“MAXIMAR”

6

to i/iooth

i-pl. Voigtiander Tourist, fitted f/4.5 Voigtlander Heliar anastigmal, delayed-action Compur shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter
£10 10 0

J-pl. Ross Panros, f/4.5 Ross Xpres
case .

2\ Square

Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar

lens, Compur

J-pl. Ensign Popular Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke-Butcher
6 slides .
.

3ix4i

0

sec., T. and H., spiral focussing movement on lens, scaled 5 ft. to
infinity, D.V\ and brilliant finders, 3 slides, canvas case £3 5 0

3}x2^

IKON

9

shutter, with F.P.

.

3.5x2.\ Agfa, f/4.5 anastigmat, speeded shutter,

FEATURES.

T PRICE
LIS
£3:12:6

shutter .

CAMERAS.

CINE
Coronet

9i-mm.

£4 17

6

shutter
£9 17

6

anastigmat,
£6 5 0

PATHESCOPE

MOTOCAMERA

APPARATUS.

Cine Camera,

f/3.g anastigmat .

£1 17

6

Pathe de Luxe Motocamera, f/3.5 Hermagis lens. Liste.l 410 los.
Optically perfect .
£6 12 6
Pathe de Luxe Motocamera, f/c. 7 Zeiss Tessar lens. . . . £11 17 6

16-mm. S.10 Kinamo, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar lens. Listed at 424 los.

In

guaranteed

condition .

.

£8 17

6

16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/i. 9 anastigmat, and case. Con¬

dition as new .
Pathe

£18

Projector, double-claw

model

Pathe Projector, double-claw
model .

model.

17

6

In perfect order £3 17

6

Shop-soiled

only. Latest
£5 5 0

16-mm. Kodak Projector, for 50 and 100 ft. reels .

£19

6

Pathe Lux Projector, fitted latest pattern gate. Shop-soiled only.
Complete with supplementary resistance. List price £21. Com¬
plete outfit. Special offer .
£15 17 6

For

Plates

or

Film

16-mm.

Packs.

with resistance

Fitted f/4.6 Zeiss Ikon Dominar anastigmat, Compur
shutter (not ring control type), speeds 1 to l/200th sec.,
T. and B., rack focussing, double extension, rising and
cross front, brilliant reversible and wire-frame finders,
all-metal leather-covered body, complete with 3 single
metal dark slides. Present value £12.

OUR
PRICE

£5 : 12: 6
Leather Case, 15/-.

F.P. Adapter, 9/6.
Hire

Purchase

Terms

(9 equal

Bell-Howell 57 G Projector, 250-watt model, complete

Monthly

and case .

£45

0

0

16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, 1/3.5 lens .
£6 5 0
16-mm. Bell & Howell 57 GG Projector, 400-watt illuminant,

with resistance

and case.

As new .

£60

0

0

AN

“CAMERA
111, OXFORD
PLEASE

ASSOCIATE

comp)lete and as new.

16-mm.

In box.

Listed at £27 los .

£19 10

MANY

Payments).

OF

OTHER
::

BARGAINS,

Liberal

ALL

Exchange

THE

GUARANTEED.
Allowances.

INSTITUTE

HOUrE." 24. CHARIMG
AND

AT

119, VICTORIA
THE

possible

in dull weather.

PRICE

£6:6:0

0

box, with rewind and spool. No extra resistance necessary. Special
price .
£25 0 0
AND

^'h*e Camera, fitted strong motor drive, which
.30 ft. of film at one winding, improved pattern

Agfa Super-power Projector, as new, and complete in

ST., W.l
MENTION

filming

16-mm. Latest Pattern 180-watt Ensign Silent Sixteen Projector,

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER’

OF

Carrying

Case, to accommodate

camera

and 2 chargers

12s. 6d.
De Luxe Motocamera, fitted f/3.5 anastigmat,
superior

Second-hand

The Westminster
APPOINTED

exposes

film guide, incorrect loading impossible, double-claw
mechanism, and self-closing shutter, starting knob
conveniently placed, and safety lock fitted to prevent
accidental start.ing. Fitted f/3.5 anastigmat, makes

quality

to Model

Outfits

on

B .

7 days’

£10

10

approval.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
EXCHANGE Ltd.

AMATEUR

CINEMATOGRAPHERS.

CRO/f ROAD. W.C.2

ST., S.W.l
WHEN

CORRESPONDING

62, PICCADILLY,
WITH

ADVERTISERS.

W.l
1

0

THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

May

ADVERTISEMENTS

3, 1933

TAKE A CITY SALE CAM
UNRIVALLED

FOR

GUARANTEED

Write for our

BIG

on, and
the latest All
“ still
and
cine all
apparatus.
fully”
illustrated and with minute

CATALOGUE
IT’S

POST

FREE

specification of every instru¬
ment. Save time and money

!

by sending for this bumper
bargain book at once !

FIRST EASY PAYMENT
90/94 FLEETS!
LONDON,
35-inm. Ica Einamo, f/3.5 Teti:<ur, motor
case, revolving head .
8 X 40 Zeiss Delactis Prismatic

Binoculars,

leather case.

LONDON,

and leather
£12 7 6

As new

£12

17

91-min.

Patbe

Motocamera,

f/3.5 anastigmat.

16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak,
case .

GREAT

SPECIAL

OFFER

6

P.C. 3a

P/6.3

ANABTIOaiAT.

CAMERAS

WITH

F/4.5

ANA3TIGMAT.

OUR

PRICE

OUR

PRICE

. .

. .

U«t

0

0

List price.. *7 15

0

£3

price. .£7

: 10

: O

£4:4:0

Kodak,

R.R.

i-pl. No. 3 Folding
9x 12 cm.
F.P. adapter

With 6>speeded shutter and direct-vision finders
Genuine leather covering, beautifully floisbed through¬
out. 50 per cent off list price.
WITH

f/3.5 anastigmat,

lens, speeded

Pocket

Kodak.

motor
. .

lens, T. B. and

31x21
slides

C.D.V. Tenax, Goerz
.

Dogmar

16-iimi. Zeiss Projector, 100-watt
case .

U-frout,
£6 6 0

shutter,

focussing,
£7 17 8

31 X 21 Cocarette Roll Film, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter, focus¬
sing .
iKO 17 6
31x21 Box Tengor Roll Film .
lOs. 9d.
P.C. Klito Folding, Krauss Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter, long extension,
12 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case .
£7 7 0
la No. 14 Ensign Carbine, Aldis-Butcher f/4.S, Mulcbro
screen, 3 slides. Very nice order .
i-pl. Cameo, Koristka Salex f/4.5, Compur
sion, 6 slides, F.P. adapte/ .

shutter, plate back,
£6 10 0

shutter, D-front,

1-pi. Ica Reflex. Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, focal-plane
I '1,000th sec., 6 slides .

double exten¬
£4 17 6

shutter,

speeds to
£9 9 0

l-pl. Noxa Vertical Enlarger, f'6.8 anastigmat. 51-in. condenser, electric
fittings .
^7 17 6
V.F. Kodak, Beck Neostigmar and case .
198. 6d.
31 X 21 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5 Uno
and leather case .

anastigmat,

16-mm. Type 0 DeVry Projector, 200-watt
to 250 volts. Cost £35 .

lamp,

l-pl. Sandersou Hand and Stand, Ooerz Series
4 Mlidee, telescopic tripod and case .
91-mm.

Patbe

Hand-torn

Cine Camera,

f/4.6, Compur

41x21 No. la Speed Graphic Roll Film,
bjcal-plane shutter .

Cooke

FITTED

WITH

Size

31x2.i
J -plate

COOKE

|

OR

DALLMEYER

F/4.5

F/3.5
£12 : 0 : 0 1 £15 : 0 : 0
£12:15:0

ANYTHING
3

LENS

PLEASE

j £15:15:0

ON

MENTION

"THE

shutter.
£4 10 0
£16

shutter,

0

6 slides,
£4 15 0

f/4.5 anastigmat. Iris.
£4 4 0

9 X 12 cm. Ica Ideal Folding Pocket, Carl Zeiss Tessar
ter, G slides. F.P. adapter. Excellent condition .

An ideal in.stniment for the serioua amateur photoerapher. Hiifh-cJase manufacture In every eemie -of
the word. With revolving back and self-capping blind
focal-plane shutter.

drive, resistance
£15 15 0

III f/6.8, Unicfjm

f/3.5 anastigmat .

31 X 21 Ica Ideal Folding Pocket, Dominar
F.P. adapter and leather case .

T.-P. JUNIOR RUBY
REFLEX CAMERA

focal-plane shutter
£5 5 0

motor

f/4.5. Compur shut¬
£7 17 6

6 X 4i cm. Baby Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/2.7,local-plane
back, 3 slides and leather case .
.

shutter, revolving
£12 17 6

V.P. Weeny-Ultrix, Carl Zeiss Tessar
New condition .

shutter, focussing.
£8 7 8

f/3.5, latest Comptu-

6 X 41 cm. Salex Focal-plane, Salex f/5.6 anastigmat, focrussing, focal-plane
.shutter, 6 slides, F.P. fidapter and leather case .
£2 8 9
9Umm.

Cine-Nizo

Camera,

i/3.5 anastigmat,

91-mm. Pathe Lux Projector, motor
volts, complete in case .
l-pl. Lizars Hand and Stand, Lizars
.and leather case .
9}-inm.

Pathe

Cine Camera,

2 speeds.

drive, resistance,

R.R.. Unicum.

hand-turn,

3x2 Rollette, RoUar f/4.5 anastigmat,
and purse .

New

back, 3 slides
£2 5 0

f/2.7 Tessar, iris .
latest Compur

£3 17

shutter,

Approval to post-buyers of used
goods
on full cash
deposit.

EASY
AMATEUR

PAYIVIE.NT5
PHOTOGRAPHER"

condition
£10 10 0

adjustable to 250
£14 17 6

reversing

WHEN

anastigmat,

Betax

In carrying£10 10 0
shutter, 1
£2 5 0

i*pl. Dallmeyer Reflex, f/3.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat, self-capping shutter.
1/lOth to l/l,000th sec., revolving back, screen, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case. As new .
£10 17 6

U-front, F.P.
£2 19 6

shutter,

3 speeds, hand crank.
£13 13 0

drive, complete

Dallmeyer Dual Roll Film, taking 2 on 2^ x 3i, f/3.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat,
Compur shutter, 1 to l/260th sec., self-erecting front .
£10 10 0
3i x2i Tessco Folding Plate, f/4.6 Zeiss Tessar, Comp\ir shutter, 1 to l/260tb
eec., double extension, screen, 6 slides, F.P. adapter .
£5 5 0

98. 9d.
.9s. 9(1.

shutter,

lamp, motor

2i X 31 No. 6 Carbine, f/6.3 Aldis-Butcher
to 1/lOOtb sec., rising front .

and hand
£9 17 6

I. shutter.

f/4.5. Compound

16-mm. Ensign Auto Eioeoam, f/2.6 Cinar anastigmat,
complete in case. New condition .

6

drive, leather
£9 17 6

2 speeds

Ooerz Hanufoc Tenax. Dogmar f/4.5, Compur
and leather case .

P.C. Ica Folding, Zeiss Amatar f/6.8. Compound
adapter and leather case .
. .
3

£6 19

shutter .

R.R.

16-mm. Model M Cine-Kodak, taking 50-ft. or 100-ft. apooLs, motor drive,
2 speeds, complete in case .
£10 17 6

shutter. 6 D.D.
£Z4 17 6

drive....

16-mm. Bolez Cine Camera, Hermagis f/3.5 anastigmat,
cranking. Excellent condition .

‘AGFA’ STANDARD
3|x2i ROLL-FILM

motor

E.C.2

'^9.5-mm. Pathe Model B Motocamera, f/3.d anastigmat, motor drive, com¬
plete in case .
£4 17 6
Pathe Motocamera de Luxe, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor drive, complete In case
£7 17 6

Whole-plate Salex Studio, Aldis f/4.5. shutter, every movement, 2 repeating
slides, oak studio stand, with arcbimedean raising and lowering adlustment,
tiltUig top. New coudttion .
£25 0 0
l-pl, Dallmeyer Speed, f/2.9 Dallmeyer Pentac. focal-plane
slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. New condition .

GETS

59 CHEAPSIDE

E.C.4

drive, 2 chargers

IN

Over 50 pages of the finest
bargains you ever set eyes

FREE

-

‘‘SNIPS”

6

focussing
£4 15 0

3x2 No, 2 Eusignette, f/6.3 Cooke
sec .
T.P. Vanity

Kodak,

anastigmat,

f/6.3 anastigmat,

speeded

Diomatlc

shutter, i to 1/lOOtb
£1 17 6

shutter,

l/lOth

to 1/lOOth

sec., complete in case .
. .
£2 5 0
i-pl. Ensign Popular Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, self-capping
shutter. 1/lOth to l/l,000tb sec., reversing back, screen, 6 slides. . £8 12 6
31 X 21 Nettel DeckruUo, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, self-capping shutter,
I to 1/2, booth sec., screen, 3 double dark slides, F.P. adapter, roll-holder
ami case .
. £9 17 6
6x6 RoUeiflex, f/3.8 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter, 1 to l/300th
sec., complete in cose. New condition .
£13 17 6
2ix3i Zeiss Icarette Film and Plate, f/4.6 Zeiss Tessar, D.A. Compur
shutter. 1 to l/260th sec., double extension, plate back, screen, 3 slides.
New condition .
£9 9 0
Leitz Leica Camera, f/2.5 Elmar anastigmat, self-capping shutter, a^eds
to l/5U0th sec., range-finder and leather case .
£13 7 6
45x107 Richards Verascope, f/2.8 Saphir anastigmats, time and instan¬
taneous shutter, 12-plate changing-box and case .
£2 19 6
l-pl. Thomton-Piokard Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, focal-plane
shutter, i to l/l,300th sec., revolving back, screen, 8 slides, F.P. adapter
and case .
. .
£7 17 6
l-pl. T.-P. Duplex Ruby Reflex, f/3.5 Cooke anastigmat, self-capping
shutter, 1/IOth to 1/l.OOOth sec., triple extension, revolving back. 3 slides,
F.P. adapter and case .
£11 5 0
3i X 21 Mentor Foldiug Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, focussing,
focsd-piane shutter, 1 to 1/1, 300th sec., screen, 3 double slides, F.P. adapter
and case .
. .
£6 17 6
X
T.-P. Victory Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke Aviar anastigmat, self-capping
shutter. 1/lOth to l/l,000th sec., revolving back, screen and 6 slides £6 12 6
Six 21 T.-P. Reflex, f/2.5 Cooke anastigmat, rack focus, self-capping
shutter. 1/lOtb to l/l,000th sec., revolving back, screen, 6 slides, F.P. adap¬
ter. case .
£15 17 6
V.P. Salex Focal-plane, f/4.5 anastigmat, focussing, focal-plane shutter.
l/15tb to 1/l.OOOtb sec., screen, 6 slides, F.P. adapter .
£2 17 6
i-pl. T.-P. Imperial Enlarger, f/6,5 Cooke anastigmat, rack focussing,
5i-in. condenser, diffusing screen. As new .
£5 5 0
9 X 12 cm. Ihagee Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Meyer anastigmat, focussing, selfcapping shutter, 1/lOtb to l/l,000th sec., screen, .6 slides, F.P. adapter and
case .
£9 15 0
35-mm. Ensign Cine Camera, f/3.1 Aldis anastigmat, focussing, 200-ft.
spool-boxes, rigid aah tripod .
£7 12 6
i-pl. Ora^x Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat. focal-plane shutter,
1/lOth to 1/l.OOOth sec.. 2 double dark slides, roll-holder and case £9 16 0
3x4 cm. Foth Derby Focal-plane, f/3.5 anastigmat. focussing, self-capping
shutter. l/25tb to l/500tb sec.... .
£3 17 6
i-pl. Apem Focal-plane, f/4.5 Ross Xpres. fcxnissing. self-capping shutter,
l/25th to 1/1, 000th sec., screen, 3 double dark slides, F.P. adapter and case
£11 0 0
35-mm. Sept Cine Camera, for movie
holders and case .

or stills, f/3.5 anastigmat.

3 spool£6 9 0
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ERA AND TAKE THE BEST!
BRAND

NEW

ROLL-FILMS

AND

The first of 9 equal monthly
instalments secures your choice
of camera. Pay the balance
while you are enjoying the use
of your purchase. Oniy 5 per
cent added or 5/- if under £5.
Generous aliowances on any
of your used apparatus in
part exchange.

VERY EASY
PAYMENTS
and

EXCHANGES

ANY GUARANTEED

Film,

BARGAINS

TRIPODS, ALBUMS,
EXPOSURE METERS,
LENS HOODS, AND
EVERY ACCESSORY
YOU NEED ALWAYS
IN STOCK.

BARGAIN

84 Alderxgate

54 LIME

LONDON,

LONDON,

E.C.l

ST.

Higb-speed Portrait Reflex, comprising 3^x2^^ T.>P. Junior Special
Ruby B^ex, self-capping shutter, speeded from 1/lOth to 1/1 ,000th sec.,
revolTlng back, 7-1d. f/2.9 Pentac anastigmat lens, Iris diaphragm, 6 single
metal dark slides and case. The whole outfit In brand-new condition. Un¬
soiled. Cost £2G .
£16 16 0
3^x2^ Bentzin Folding Reflex, bi-in. f/4.6 Zeiss Tessar lens, focussing
mount, self-capping shutter, speeded from l/8th to 1/1, 000th see. and time,
revolving back, 6 D.D. elides^ F.P.A., leather case. New condition £18 18 0
6x4 Adams*'Reflex, 8-in. f/4.6 anastigmat lens, iris diaphragm, focal-plane
shutter, speeded from l/8th to 1/1, 000th sec. and time, 3 double plate-holders.
Perfect condition .
£5 6 0
i-pl. T.-P. Junior Special Roby Reflex, 8-in. f/3.6 Cooke anastigmat lens,
Iris diaphragm, self-capping shutter, speeded from 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th sec.,
revolving back,3slnglemetal8lides. New condition .
£10 17 6
1-pl. T.-P. Junior Special Ruby Reflex, f/4.6 Aldis anastigmat lens, reversing
back, 6 slides, F.F. adapter .
£6 19 6
X 2^ Mentor Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar
holders, F.P. adapter, leather case .

lens, 3 double piate£7 17 6

direct-vision finder, camera taking IG exposures on a 31x21
In leather case. Uusoiled. Cost £10 10s .
4x3 cm. Ikonta Roll Film, f/4.6 anastigmat lens, speeded
£4 .

film, complete
£9 2 6
shutter. Cost
£3 2 6

Daylight Enlarger, 4x3 cm. films, enlarging to
21. Unsolled. .78. 6d.
16-mm. Zeiss Ikon Cine Camera, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar lens, daylight-loading
film charger, motor driven, Model C Kodascope Projector, comi)lete with
resistance for use off any voltage, 3 ft. 6 in. silvered surface screen. The whole
guaranteed in perfect condition. Cost £46 .
£15 0 0
1-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand Camera, f/8 Busch Symmetrionl lens,
fully-speeded shutter, focussing screen, 3 double plate-Iiolders.
, £2 6 0
31 x21 Coronet Roll Film, rapid Landscape lens, camera opening direct to
Infinity. New condition .
98. 6d.
81x21 Agfa Speedex Boll Film, f/8. 8 anastigmat lens, speeded shutter
£1 12 6
V.P. Kodak, rapid Landscape lens, speeded shutter. Postage 6d. . . lls. 9d.
V.P. Kodak, R.R. lens, speedeu shutter. Postage Gd .
13s. 6d.
31x21 Double Extension Folding Pocket, f/3.8 Zodellar anastigmat lens,
latest pattern D.A. Compur shutter, daylight-loading roll-film adapter, 3
single metal dark slides. Perfect, condition .
£6 10 0
31 X 21 Ensign Boxform Roll Film, rapid landscape lens, direct- vision finder.
Unsoiled. Postage 6d .
:.
. .
5s. 9d.
Pair of Leather-covered Field Glasses, rack and pinion focussing, complete
in leather case. Postage Gd.. .
15s. 3d.
31 X 21 Shew Xit, f/6.8 Goerz anastigmat lens, Koilos fully-speeded shutter,
3 double plate-holders .
£17
6
6x4 Sanderson Hand and'Stand, f/6.8 Goerz Dagor anastigmat lens, Ilex
Acme speeded shutter, reversing back, 3 double plate-holders. ... £3 19 6
31x21 Ensi^ Speed Roll Film Reflex, f/3.4 Aldis anastigmat tens, shutter
speeded to l/600th sec. and time. Uusoiled. Cost £10 15s .
£6 17 6
45x107 Voigtiander Stereo Camera, f/4.6 Heliar lenses, speeded shutter,
reflex and direct-vision finders, changing-box for 12 plates, F.P. adapter,
developing tank, Ducar filters, leather case, . .
£7 17 6
la Autographic Folding Pocket Kodak, rapid Landscape lens, speeded
shutter. Postage Gd .
12s. 9d.
P.C. Soho Bbflex, 6-irt. f/4.6 anastigmat lens, sunk mount, shutter speeded
from l/18th to l/800th sec. and time, 3 double plate-holders and case
£11 11 0
4x8 cm. Roll Film Camera, double lens, speeded shutter, direct-vision
finder. Uusoiled. Cost £2 78. 6d. Postage’Gd .
18s; 9d,
No. 1 Special Kodak, f/6.3 Kodak anastigmat lens, fully-speeded shutter,
1 to l/300th sec. and time, complete in leather case .
. £8 12 6
colour

USED

filter and

lens hood.

Cost £16

41-in. Goerz Pantar Anastigmat
rls diaphragm .

lOs.. .

.

Lens, having

7 and

£10

10

0

9^ in. in the singles,
£2 5 0

31-in. f/6.3 Beck Isostigmar Lens, iris diaphragm .
6i-in. f/4.5 Koristka Anastigmat Lens, Compur shutter,
or 6x4 camera. UnsoUed.... .

suitable

6-in. f/6.8 Goerz Double Anastigmat Lens,
1-pl. or 6x4 camera .

shutter, suitable
. .
£1 17 6

Compound

£1 15 0
for P.C.
£4 17 6

EXCHADGE
nn ITE D

Obtainable
“CITY

HERE’S

31x2i

P.C. Goerz
Bjby

Roll Film Tenax,

Ikonta.

f/4.5 Dogmar,

Compur,

shutter,

erecting

leather case.

rock-rigid

MEYER

F/4.5

and

CAMERA

Cost £17
£7 17 6
£3 7 6

49/9

front.

ANASTIGMAT

accurately

List Price £440

leather case.
£5 10 0

f/4.5 Novar .

ROLL-FILM

Never before has such a fine brand new bargain been
put on the market. With new pattern film winder,
brilliant reversible and frame \iew-ftnder8, leather
bellows and covering. NickelJed self-locking struts.
Hinged back. Focussing scale. Iris diaphragm. Self-

£4 12 6
6 X 13 Ganmont Stereo or Panoram Spido, f/6.8 Goerz Dagor lenses, Decaux
shutter, 6 slides, Autochrome slide, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost £30
£4 17 6
2C Special Kodak, range-finder, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, leather case. Cost
£16 168 .
£5 5 0
Compur

SNAPS!

LATEST

‘SUPREME’

E.C.3

3|x2f Tropical Sonnet Compact Folding, In teak, morocco fittings, f/4,5
Carl Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £16 lbs.

1-pl. Goerz Boll Film Tenax, f/4.5 Dograar,
Cost £16 168 .

VERY

at

SALE"

A FINE SNIP FOR SPRING

THE

$T

only

speeded

LENS

shutter.

OUR PRICE

i-pl. Compact de Luxe Pocket, double extension, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar,
6
D.A. Compur shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. As new £7 17

MAKES

GOOD

TO-DAY'S

i-pl. Latest T.-P. Reflex, revolving back, self-capping shutter, Cooke Series
X f/2.5 anastigmat, 8 slides, F.P. adapter. Unsolled. Cost £29
£16 ISs.
16 0

SNAPS

ON

DULL

BIGGEST

DAYS

VALVE!

31 X 2j Latest Tropical Ihagee Folding Pocket, brass bound, double extension,
f/4.6 Carl Zeiss Tessar, Dlstar and Proxar len.ses, 3 slides, F.P. adapter.
Cost £21. As new .
£10 17 6
3ix2i Latest Ensign Boll Film Speed
shutter .

Reflex, i74.5 Aldis anastigmat. F.P.
. £5 17 6

1-pl. Latest T.-P. Reflex, revolving back, e^ving front, f/3-5 Press anastigmat,
16-in. f/7.7 Busch Bis-Telar, 3 slides, leatlier case .
£13 17 6
9x12 and l-pl. Roth Press Super-Speed, focal-plane shutter speeded to
l/l,000th sec., f/4.3 Meyer Aristostigmar, deep hood, leather case. As
new. Cost £49 6s .
'.
£21 10 0
i-pl. T.-P. All-weather Press Collapsible Focal-plane, f/4.6 Ross Xpres.
self-capping shutter, time valve, 3 D.D. slides. Cost £22 .
£10 17 6
i-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, all movements,
convertible, Compur, 3 D.D. slides .
P.C. T.-P. Reflex, in teak, sunk

f/G.3 Goerz

lens box, f/4.5 Cooke

Dogmar lens,
£4 17 6

anastigmat. 6 slides
£8 17 6

i-pl. Tropical Sanderson, in teak, wide-angle rack, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, D.A .
Compur shutter, 3 book-form slides, F.P. adapter, leatlier case. . £14 14 0
Up-to-date
motor, group

Pathescope Projector, double
resistance, automatic rewind,

i-pl. Soho Reflex, revolving back,
Cooke, 3 book-form slides, F.P. adapter,

claw, super-attachment, type
2 films .
£9 17

Kershaw focal-plane
leather case .

i-pl. T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, revolving back, self-capping
f/4.5 Cooke Aviar, 6 slides, i^P. adapter, leather case .
3i X 2i Roll Film Sibyl, f/4.6 Ross Xpres,
finder, case. . . .
. .
3i X 2i Gaumont Blocknote,
£12 128 .
la Roll Film Tenax,

all metal,

f/6.3 Kalostigmat,

high

shutter, 7-in,
£7 12 6

precision

shutter, reflex
£10 7 6

f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar,

6 elides. Cost
£2 2 0

Compur.

Latest V.P. Murer Press Focal-plane, shutter
f/4.6 anastigmat, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, purse.

Cost £7 15s.. . . £2 12
speeded to 1/1, 000th
As new. Cost £9 98.

6

sec.,

BIG

£3 12 6
Fine selection of second-hand glasses,
binoculars. Details on application.

Big Bargains in Prismatic Binoculars.
also special purchase of new high-grade

3ix2i Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
Dallon Telephoto, leather case .
N. & G, Baby Sibyl, f/4.6 Cooke
case .

C
6

shutter, f/2.5
£21 17 6

Aviar, 3 D.D.

Jens, f/6.5 Dallmeyer
£14 17 6

slides, F.P.

Pathescope

Kid

Projector,

super-reel

attachment,

i-pl. Ihagee Vertical Enlarger, f/6.3 Meyer
fittings. Cost £6 6s .

anastigmat,

All the latest amateur
in stock

resistance,

f/4.5 Carl

by every

of

2 films
£2 0 0
Zeiss Tessar,
£15 15 0

base easel, electric
£3 17 6

COCARETTE

2}x3i Roll Film Camera, with f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar.
Delayed-action Compur shutter, speeded to l/260th
sec., direct-vision and reflecting view-finders. Radial
lever focussing from infinity to 5 ft. Patent device,
ensuring accurate film register. Compact, all-metal
body, leather covered, polished edges to obviate wear.
LIST

PRICE

.

maker.

EXCHANGE

£11

6

Nine

monthly

payments

of 18/5.

ALLOWANCES
3

PLEASE
f/4.6

MENTION

Zeis2
s Tess
ar le
ns, la
test pa
0
ttern
Coinpu
r shut
ter,
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£7 : 17 : 6

cine cameras

GENEROUS

OFFER

genuine brand new Zeiss Ikon

adapter, leather
£8 8 0

3i X 2i Murer de Luxe Reflex, revolving back, self -capping focal-plane
shutter, f/3. 9 anas., 3 slides, P,P. A,, case. As new. Cost £14... £6 2 6

X 21 Mentor Folding Reflex, revolving back,
3 D.D. slides, cowhide case. Cost £46 .
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IV

SASHALITE
PHOTO
FLASH
BULBS
PERFECT

SoH by all leading
Photographic Dealers.

FLASHLIGHT

PICTCRES
of those delightful every¬
day incidents of home life

CASH for
50

CASH

and

SNAPS

SO Consolation

No restrictions as to size,
subject, process or style in
JOHNSON’S
HOLIDAY
COMPETITION

Enables

you

to Print
Snapshots
Permanently

A delightful incident of home hfe is perfectly illus¬
trated by this picture taken with the aid of Sashalite
bulbs. You could easily take a picture like this in
your own home. With Sashalite bulbs there is no
smoke, no dust nor fumes, and photographs can be
taken anywhere.
WRITE

Made in ENGLAND
by
THE
GENERAL
ELEC¬
TRIC COMPANY
Ltd. for
SASHALITE
LIMITED.

SAFE • DUSTLESS
PLEASE

MENTION

folder O.S.

■ SMOKELESS

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet

4

for illustrated

6536, which gives full particulars of
SASHALITE
Photo Flash Bulbs,
and the uses to which they can be
put — sent POST FREE.

"THE

House, Kingsway,
AMATEUR

London,

on
WOOD
CHINA
FABRICS
PAPER
VELLUM.etc.

Send

Prizes

for particulars

at once,

& SONS

j

Manufacturing

Chemists, LTD.

|

HENDON, LONDON, N.W.4

■

The fruit of years of patient
research work— the preparation
that enables you to print your
snapshots Lasting and Perman¬
ently on practically any surface.
“Trans-Photo” is simple to use

—does not harm the negative,
does not wash off— and, above
all, you can develop over 100
prints from outfit costing 2/6.
The complete

Outfit consist¬

/Vo Darkroom

ing of bottle of Sensitising
Solution, fixing crystals,

Requirod

special brush and fullest
instructions. Post free for

“TRANS-PHOTO”
Trans-Photo Co., 304, Edgware Rd., London, W.1

W.C.2
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The Soho

DU ALEX
FOCAL

- PLANE

CAMERA

The British-made “ DUALEX ” Camera, combining as
it does many useful adjustments, should command
attention from all those interested in Focal-Plane
Photography. It is a product emanating from the
Kershaw factory, and this fact alone is sufficient
guarantee
For

the most
FOR

in production.

the very best of each picture taken

difficult conditions,

the

“ Dualex

under

” has

no

superiors.
Write for leaflet, describing in detail the many
points of interest which this Camera possesses.

PLATES OR FILM PACK
5x4in. or 9x12 cm.
Either size at will.
Proprietors

SOHO

of skilled workmanship

making

and

LIMITED,

Sole

Wholesale

SOHO

WRATTEN

Distributors

:

square, London,

LIGHT

w.i

FILTERS

As the result of extensive study of sensitizing dyes carried out in the Kodak Research
Laboratories, both the speed and colour sensitivity of Eastman Panchromatic
Films have been greatly increased. The new standards attained necessitated revision
of the series of Wratten Orthochromatic Filters.
The two “K” filters are the same as those previously supplied under these names.
The K3 is now obsolete, the improvements in sensitizing having made it unnecessary.
Kl. A pale yellow filter which should be
used when only a slight colour correction is
needed, or when exposure must of necessity
be short. May be used with any of tlic
Eastman Panchromatic Films.
K2. A yellow
rection. For use
Panchromatic
matic Process

filter giving full colour cor¬
with Eastman Commercial
Film, Eastman Panchro¬
Film and Eastman Portrait

Panchromatic F'ilm.

The two new filters are ;
XI. A pale green filter for use with
Eastman Portrait Panchromatic Film by
half- watt light or for Eastman Super-sensi¬
lamp.
tive Panchromatic Film by daylight or arc

X2. A deeper green filter for use with
Eastman Super-sensitive Panchromatic
Film by half-watt light.

These filters are not intended for use with a i6 mm. cine-camera, for which special filters are supplied.
A leaflet “New Wratten Filters and their Uses” describes these
filters more fully. It may be had free on application to —
KODAK LIMITED (WRATTEN DIVISION)
KINGSWAY > LONDON W.C.2
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icTure making made eas
Wherever you are, whatever
the subject, and even if
the light is not too good,
you need never doubt
the qualities of Selo
and Selochrome Films —

SELO

6

PLEASE

MENTION

"THE

AMATEUR

qualities which ensure per'
feet snaps.
Use Selo for alhround, every'
day photography and Selo'
chrome for dull days, difficult
subjects and waning light.

WSELOCHROME

ROLL FILMS
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WE do not know whether

for the facility with which “ shots ”
are made in the play, “Once in
a Lifetime.” A wedding scene is
photographed on the stage. No
sooner does the bride at the altar

The

say “ I will ” than the arc lights
flare out, and the great cameras
get busy, and by the time the ring
is produced they are trundled acro.ss
the stage like magic to get a close-up
of the unhappy pair. But what we
fail to understand is why a man
with an immense pair of clappers,
rather like a couple of cricket bats,
should project them in front of the
lens and bring them together with
a sharp crack at the instant of
exposure. Is that a Hollywood
ritual ? The thing about photo¬
graphy on the stage is that it always
suggests a conjuring trick.
Shadows

LXXV.

No.

2321.

order to get this picture of Ely he
had to ensconce himself in a narrow
space, with the tripod legs somehow
twisted round his own, and to re¬
main there for 45 minutes. Perhaps
this was a form of penance, but
with a hand so skilled at invention,
surely he might have got his picture
without personal inconvenience.
Manipulations on the print are far
preferable to aches in the joints.

photographers ever pick up
any hints from the oc¬
casional representation of photo¬
graphy on the stage or in the novel,
but even the smartest experts with
the cinematograph might well sigli

Telephoto

Lens.

The telephoto lens was severely
criticised by a pictorialist the other
evening as being a temptation to
pictorial photographers to get freak¬
ish effects which, however, are
untrue. The lens found many de¬
fenders among the company present,
though none defended it on pictorial
grounds pure and simple. It was
declared to be very useful in moimtaineering photography, to enable
a peak to be picked out many miles
away, and in architectural photo¬
graphy, for getting a bit of otherwise
inaccessible detail. But it seemed
to be agreed that while scientifically
the lens can give a true rendering, it
will not give the pictorial truth,
which is a more refined and perfect
thing. We are aU familiar with the
views of the cricket match in which
the bowler seems to be right on the
top of the batsman. That is true
enough to scale as seen from a
distance, but it strikes one curiously
because the distance of the field
between the players is compressed.

at Ely.

An interior of Ely cathedral was
exhibited at the last meeting of the
Pictorial Group of the Royal Photo¬
graphic Society, and the odd thing
was that its author, Mr. K. H.
Lawton, in a provocative address,
exclaimed for orthodoxy, while at the
same time he admitted without
any trace of shame that no one
visiting Ely would now see or would
at any time have seen such a
representation as he placed before
the meeting. What appeared light
in the picture was really dark,
and what appeared dark was light,
and the shadows were all turned
the other way about, and a general
somersault was made of the whole
thing. Mr. Lawton added that in

VoL.

Copyright — Registered as a Newspaper
for transmission in the U.K.

Lighting

Red-backed

An

Shrike.

article on Bird Photography
in this issue.

appears

in the

Studio.

Points from a recent demon¬
stration of studio lighting by Mr.
Paul Shillibeer : If a half-watt lamp
is used by itself the result is over¬
correction, and the photograph looks
as if it had been retouched. It
is therefore necessary tO' use the

IHI AmiEUR PHOTOGRAPHER
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On

Sending

Them

a Copy.

We do not know how many
photographers conscientiously send
prints to the people whom they may

The

him the compliment of making a
repeat order. Could he send twelve
prints, which would be distributed
among the members of the proud

include in their pictures when on
travel, but one Liverpool photo¬
grapher, who went out recently to
Corsica, told us that he made a
point of sending even to that far-off
isle a print to every Corsican way¬
farer who got within range of his
camera when he was exposing. As
Corsica is commonly supposed to be
a land of brigands one wonders
what is the reaction to these prints
when the infrequent postman de¬
livers them to the brigands’ caves.
This gentleman said that the trouble
and expense brought its own reward
in the shape of pretty and grateful
letters from the aforesaid Corsicans.
Some of the recipients even paid

mercury vapour lamp with the half¬
watt. Mercury vapour accentuates
such things as freckles very de¬
finitely. Mercury vapour is also
much faster than half-watt, and
where an exposure of i sec. would
be used with the former, an ex¬
posure of 4 or 5 sec. would be neces¬
sary with an equivalent half-watt.
Mr. Shillibeer has found that people
will not keep still for more than
two seconds without getting “ a
terrible glassy stare.”

A mateur Photographer”

subject’s family ? One Corsican
wench, of whom on her way from
market he took a charming picture,
desired something more than pic¬
torial satisfaction, and hankered
after his wrist-watch as a keepsake.
Seriously, however, photographers
who are good enough to promise
prints to those who pose for them,
and, what is more, fulfil their
promises — because an unfulfilled pro¬
mise is far worse than no promise
at all — do make things easier for
those who follow in their footsteps.

EXPOSURE

T ABLE

—

May

EVERY MONTH
a brief exposure table will be provided for the assistance of our readers in their practical work. A glance at
the current approximate exposures as here given will serve as a reliable guide for most purposes. The subjects will be varied
to suit the time of year. The following exposures will serve as a working guide for any fine day during the month, between the
hours of 10 in the morning and 2 in the afternoon, with the sun shining, but not necessarily on the subject. Stop used, f/8. The
exposure should be doubled if the sun is obscured or if stop f/ii is used. For f/i6 give four times the exposure. For f/5.6
give half. From 8 to 10 a.m. or from 2 to 4 p.m., double these exposures. From 6 to 8 a.m. or from 4 to 6 p.m., treble them.
N.B. — The

times given above are by “ sun

time.” The exposures, therefore, which are laid down as suitable for 2 to 4 p.m., for instance, will be those to be
given between 3 and 5 p.m. by the clock, during ” summertime

Ordinary.

Open

Ordinary landscapes, with not too much
foliage, open river scenery, figure studies in
the open, light buildings, wet street scenes
Landscapes in fog or mist, or with strong
foreground, well-lighted street scenes . .

1/45

1/15
1/12
1/6

Portraits in well-lighted room, light sur¬
roundings, big window, white reflector . .

4

y y

y y

2/3

3

secs.

1/30

y y

y y

1/30

1/25
1/10
1/3

y y

yy yy

secs.

4

secs.

y y

1/90
yy

1/40

y y

y y

1/150 sec.

1/120 sec.
1/70

1/50
y y

y y

1/90 sec.
y y

y y

1/10
1/8
1/4
1

y y

1/30

1/18

Buildings or trees occupying greater portion
of picture
Portraits or groups taken out of doors, not
too much shut in by buildings . .

Rapid.

sec.

1/30 sec.

seascapes and cloud studies . .

Open landscapes with no very heavy
shadows in foreground, shipping studies
or seascapes with rocks, beach scenes

Ultra Rapid.

Extra Rapid.

Medium.

Subject.

1/50

y y
y y

1/40

yy

y y

1/15
1/4
1

1/20
1/5

y y

y y
yy

3/4

y

y y

y y

As

a further guide we append a list of some of the best known makes of plates and films on the market. Thev have been divided into groups, which
indicate the speeds referred to above. The hypersensitive panchromatic plates and Jtlms require less exposure than the ultra-rapid.

Agfa,

Ultra Rapid.
Special Portrait.

Ilford

,,

,, Super-speed Film.
„ Ultra Special.
Barnet,

Press and

„
„
,,
„

Super

Press.

XL Super-speed Ortho.
Soft Panchromatic.
Studio Fast.
Ultra Rapid.

Criterion, Enelite.
Eastman, Par Speed Cut Film.

„
„

S.S. Cut Film.
S.S. Pan. Film.

Gevaert,

,,
,,
,,
„
Hauff,

Super Sensima.

Sensima Fast.
Sensima Ortho.
Super Chromosa.
Roll Films and Packs.
Ultra Rapid.

,, Ulcroma.
,, Ultra Roil Film and Pack.
Herzog,

Ortho-Isodux

Roll Film.

,,
,, ,, Film Pack.
Ilporo, Golden Iso-Zenith.
8

,,

Iso-Zenith.

Selo, Selochrome

Hypersensitive Pan.
Plates and Films.
fast).
Portrait
Film (Ortho,

,, Monarch.
,, Press.
,, S.S. Ex. Sens.
,, Zenith Ex. Sens.
„
S.G. Pan.
Illingworth,
Fleet.
,,
,,
,,

Imperial,

,,
,,
„
„
„

Super Fleet.
Super Fleet Ortho.
Pan. Fleet.

,, Selo Pan. Roll Film.
Wellington,

Anti-Screen.

,,
Press.
ExtraX Rapid.

Gevaert,
Hauff,

Regular

Cut Film.

,, Extra Rapid.
„ E.R. Ortho.
,, Roll Film and Pack.

Ilford,

Auto

Filter.

.•\gfa, Chromo.

„
„ Rapid.
Isolar.
„ Extra

,, S.R. Pan.
,,
Film.
,, Pan.
Rapid
Chromatic.
Imperial,
Non-Filter
(new series).

Iso Rapid.
,, Isolar.
,, ,, I. Chromo.

,, Eclipse Pan. B.
Kodak,
and Film Pack.
,, RollS.S.Film
Ortho.

Pathe,

,, Studio
Ortho.
Criterion,
Iso E.R.

Zeiss
Ikon,Film.
Roll Film and Film
S^o,
Pack.Roll

,,
Portrait.
„
Roll Film.
,,
Special
Ensign, Roll Film. E.R.

Barnet,

Iso Record.

Film.

Gevaert,

Filtered Ortho.

,,

Chromosa.

„

S.R.

Rapid.
S.R.

Criterion,
Extra Rapid.
,, Self-screen
Ortho.
Hauff,

Screened

,,

Chromatic.

Commercial Ortho. Film

Imperial,

„

Ortho

Non-Filter.

S.R.

Kodak,
Film.
„ CutS.R.
Ortho.
Lumiere,
Extra
„
S.R. Rapide.

„
,,
Ilford,

Instantanee.
Medium.
Pelliculaire.
Empress.
Ordinary.

Roll Film.

„ RollS.R.
Film.
Bar.net,
Pan.

Eclipse.
Eclipse
Eclipse
Eclipse
Eclipse

Ortho Soft.
Soft.
Ortho.
Pan. Sk)ft.

Ilford,

Analo-Flavin.

S.S.S. Press Ortho.

Kodak, Verichrorne
Marion, Record.

,,

Roll Film and

Film Pack.

approximately

,,

Chromatic.

Barnet, Ordinary.
Criterion, Ordinary.
Gevaert,

,,

Ilford,

Ordinary.

Ordinary Iso.

Ordinary.

Imperial,Rapid
Ordinary.
Process

Anti-Halo.

„

Pan. Process.

Pan.
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JOHN

By

TO
BRATBY.

MAKE

THE

‘‘‘‘The A.Py

Most amateurs no doubt find “ The A.P.” exposure

“ EXTRA-RAPID

USE

OF

Exposure

Table

that, if the subject is an open seascape, the correct exposure,
under certain definite lighting conditions is r/i2oth sec. at f/8.
From this we can calculate other correct exposures such as
I /240th sec. at f/5.6 and i/6oth sec. at f/ii, as the apertures
at f/5.6 and f/ii are respectively twice and half that of f/8.
Thus, working on this principle the following table is soon
compiled, and the only further calculation will depend on the
time
F/4 of the day and on the strength of the sun. This will not
present much difficulty if we add the required alterations to
the bottom of our new table, not forgetting to make allowances
for summer-time.

table an excellent guide, but probably one that calls
for rather too much calculation when an actual ex¬
posure is about to be made, for, as often as not, it is desirable
to use some stop other than f/8. No better general table
could possibly be made, owing to the various speeds of negative
material now on the market, but as most of us generally use the
same type of plate or film during the month it is quite simple
to construct a table to suit our own particular requirements.
As an example, let us presume we are using material from
the extra-rapid group, then from the general table we know

THE

BEST

GROUP

” EXPOSURE

TABLE— MAY.
F/8

Subject.
Open seascapes and cloud studies
Open landscapes with no very heavy shadows in
foreground, , shipping studies or seascapes with
rocks, beach 'scenes
Ordinary landscapes with not too much foliage, open
river scenery, figure studies in the open, light build¬
ings, wet street scenes ...
Landscapes in fog or mist, or with strong foreground,
well-lighted street scenes
Buildings or trees occupying greater portion of picture,
river scenes with heavy foliage
Portraits or groups taken out of doors, not too much
shut in by buildings
Portraits in well-lighted room, light surroundings, big
window, white reflector

F/II

F/16

„

1/60 sec.
1/35 „

1/30 sec.
1/18 ,,

1/40

„

1/20

„

1/30

„

1/15

,,

F/5-6
1/480 sec.
1/280

,,

1 /240 sec.
1/140 „

1/160

,,

1/80

„

1/120

„

1/60

„

1/60
1,16

,,
,,

1/30

„

sec.

1/70

1/15

1/2

1l/'4

The question of copyright is often

What is the position if he takes a
negative of his own from that photo¬
graph of his aunt, taken originally in a
professional studio ?
As compared with other copyright
questions, the law dealing with photo¬
graphy and photographs is relatively
clear.
The copyright in any particular
photograph is the property of the
owner of the negative (i.e., the photo¬
grapher himself), except in those cases
where the photographs are made to
the order of another person for a
valuable consideration. Thus, if a
professional photographer accepts such
an order to photograph, the copyright

goes to the person giving the order,
even if he does not pay the photo¬
grapher’s bill !
Duplicate negatives of any photo¬
graph cannot, however, legally be
made without the knowledge and
assent of the original photographer.
Still less can prints from such
negatives be sold to the public, either
altered or falsely marked.
Previous to the passing of the Copy¬
right Act of 1912, all copyright
photographs were registered.
Now, however, copyright in a photo¬
graph lasts for fifty years, and regis¬
tration is abolished.
On the publication of a photograph
in any journal, where specific terms
are not stated, payment for same is
understood to involve no question of
copyright (which thus remains with
the photographer) and to apply only
to that particular issue.
A rather more difficult point is that

413

„

1/8

„

1/8

1/4

„

1/2

1

2

4

secs.

secs.

between the hours of 1 1 a.m. and 3 p.m., with the sun shining,
the exposure.
and 5 p.m., double the exposure. And if the time is between
five times the exposure.

A Note on Photographic
a sorely perplexing one to the
amateur photographer.
Perhaps it is a photograph of a
maiden aunt that he desires to copy,
perhaps a newspaper publishes a print
of his.

„

1/10

1/8

1/4

The above exposures are suitable for any fine day during the mouth
but not necessarily on the subject. If the sun is obscured double
If the time is between the hours of 9 a.m. and ii a.m., or 3 p.m.
the hours of 7 a.m. and 9 a.m., or 5 p.m. and 7 p.m., give four or

1/120

Copyright
of

arrangement

of

subjects

and

“ privacy
the the
individual.”
Dealing of
with
former, it may be
said that the possibility of copyright
occurring in a particular arrangement
or in a certain version of a natural
scene

is one

only
stances.when

to be definitely decided
dealing

with

actual

in¬

Most people, no doubt, have at some
time or other been photographed by a
stranger — a Press photographer,

maybe.

Perhaps they have felt quite in¬
dignant about it, especially when they
realise that, in this country, at least,
they have practically
" retaliating.”

no

means

of

It is comforting to think, neverthe¬
less, that there is still in existence a
certain amount of recognition of the
right of an individual to share in the
proceeds, should the taking of his
photograph
result !
in any
mercial
advantage

such
G. J. com¬
J.
9
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Tetters to the Editor
RETOUCHING

SMALL

NEGATIVES.

It carries his point, but that point is surely a point of view,
not a point of fact. Are there not several obvious advantages
when working with the miniature camera which in the case of
certain classes of portraiture quite outweigh the disadvantages.
With the small camera, one makes, or can make, at almost neg¬
ligible cost, a comparatively large number of negatives, enlarging
only the selected ones. One has the advantages of extreme
portability and, consequent upon the diminutiveness of the
apparatus, an almost complete freedom from camera con¬
sciousness on the part of the person photographed. Further,
one has 100 per cent control over the enlarged negatives, making
them individually to suit (a) lighting of subject ; (b) printing
process. And, after all, is the making of enlarged negatives
(J-pl. or i-pl.) such a labour ? I think not ; after a little

35, Russell
book.

" Snowdonia,

Thursday,

May

N. Middlesex P.S. Competitions. Members’
Sunderland P.A. Annual Meeting.

Friday,
Photomicrographic

Society.

Annual

Saturday,

here if the syllabus is sent to us at the beginning

May

10

the

May

Kodak

Fel¬

May

7th.

Croft.

Monday,

Staines P.S.

Members’

time to time.

6th (contd.).

May

8th.

Ashington and Hirst P.C. " Lowlands of Scotland.”
Cork C.C. .Annual Meeting and Competitions.
Manchester P.S. L. and C.P.U. Portfolio.

5th.

or from

Hamilton.

AccringtMi C.C. Pendle Waters.
Tolmorden P.S. Shore and Hugeon

G. H. Dannatt.

W. Maitland.

Night and Discussion.

Tuesday,

May

9th.

Cambridge P.C. Distribution of Plaques, Certificates, etc.
Poplar P.S. Improving Faulty Negatives.

Ilford, Ltd.

6th.

Whitehall

C.C.

" Tank

■

Station, 3.20 p.m.

Letchworth
Lincoln’s Inn. 12.59 P-m- Train to King’s Cross.
Lincoln
C.C.C.C.
Burton.
Morley College P.S. Unusual Viewpoints Competition.

of

*

of the session

Saturday,

N. Middlesex P.S. St. Albans.
Singer C.C. Bamcluith Gardens,

S. E. Whitaker.

Meeting.

Bath P.S. Keevil and Steeple Ashton.
Hanley P.S. Moreton Old Hall. Meet at Hanley
Kinning Park Co-op. C.C. Auchengillan.

group

*

Sunday,

Poplar P.S. Members’ Enlarging Evening.
Southend-on-Sea and D.P.S. “ Making Paper Negatives.”

*

in drawing attention to the latest, entitled “ Inexpensive
Photography.” A copy will be supplied free to any reader on
request to the firm, addressed G.P.O. Box No. 213A, London.

Queries.

May

General

♦

4th.

Cardia C.C. Beginners’ Course.
Hammersmith H.H.P.S. “ The Island of Walcheren.”
Kinning Park Co-op. C.C. Question Night.

the visitors’

We have consistently advised our readers to make a point
of securing copies of the booklets issued from time to time by
Messrs. Burroughs Wellcome & Co., and therefore have pleasure

3rd.

Croydon C.C. “ English Architecture in the 15th Century.”
Rochdale P.S. Kodak Prize-winning Pictures.

signing

*

*

Limited.” — ^This

The Week’s Meetin;gs

May

is free on
*

lowship has arranged a photographic holiday in North Wales
for the first two weeks in September. A luxury motor coach
will be used for over a thousand miles of travel, and accom¬
modation is at a first-class guest-house in the mountains.
The inclusive cost of this holiday is £g for fifteen days. There
are a few vacancies, and interested people should write to
Mr. S. W. Kenyon, 45, Regent Square, W.C.i.

rather too definite that the pictures are wrongly titled.
Anyone who is just beginning the photography of clouds will
find the article and pictures most useful. The sky is always
changing, one type merging into another. The endless varieties
of unrepeatable cloud forms make their photography a de¬
light. Alto-cumulus are not always set in regular formation,
but it is clear to anyone that the picture was taken on a warm,
sunny day, and in actual fact the weather at the time was
definitely fair. The dividing line between alto-cumulus and

Wednesday,

Admission

*

NAMES.

announced

for

2700, and to half- watt lighting it is twice as fast. It has an
anti-halation backing incorporated with the emulsion, and is
in consequence admirably adapted for effects against the light.
The backing is not removed before development, as is usually
done with that which is applied to the back of the glass or
celluloid, but mostly comes away during development and
subsequent operations. It is advisable, however, to soak the
films for a few minutes after washing in a bath containing a
trace of .880 ammonia, which finally disperses the blue tint
that otherwise may remain.

in the issue of April 12th is

their meetings

responsible

of his correspondents.

Agfa Superpan Film. — The new Agfa " Superpan ” film,
which is supplied in all usual roll-film sizes, is very fast and
clean in working. Its speed to daylight is given as H. & D.

for its fair share of work, owing to its many unique qualities
and advantages, and in spite of the admitted necessity, some¬
times, of making enlarged negatives, — Yours, etc.,
G. L. HAWKINS.

Societies will have

Square.

*

Lastly, I should like to point out that I am not writing as
one who owns a Leica and is carried away with enthusiasm to
the extent of overlooking its limitations. I own one, and it is
in competition, as to its employment, with efficient representa¬
tives of the larger classes of camera (i-ph, i-ph, and wholeplate), and I can assure Mr. Austin that the little one comes in

CLOUD

is not

A selection of the prints entered this year for our Overseas
Competition will be on view from the 4th inst. to the end of
the month at the house of the Royal Photographic Society,

practice it can hardly justify the term " unwieldy.”
Secondly, I would submit that, with certain obvious ex¬
ceptions, portraiture is possible without any need of resort to
retouching. This applies particularly to portraits of men and
children.

correspondent

Editor

cumulo-nimbus is a matter of opinion. I venture to remark
that if the picture had been titled cumulo-nimbus your cor¬
respondent would have said that the clouds were too high.
The lower picture is quite correct. Your correspondent
generously admits that it indicates showers, possibly thunder,
and the picture certainly shows the movement of strong wind
that was forcing the cloud mass across the sky. The anvil
shape is clearly shown. With such formations it is necessary
to snap quickly since the cloud travels and alters shape quickly.
Thanking your correspondent for his interest and criticism. —
Yours, etc.,
D. LEIGH.

Sir, — Mr. D. Austin quite reasonably suggests that, if
enlarged negatives are necessary to overcome the difficulty of
retouching the ultra-small negative, the very statement to that
effect carries his point that such a small negative size is unsuited
to portraiture.

Sir, — Your

The

the opinions

Chelsea

P.S.

Development.”

Wednesday,
Annual

A. E. Avent.

May

10th.

Exhibition.

Croydon C.C. “ Table-top Photography.” C. Howard.
Kinning Park Co-op. C.C. Inter-Club Exhibition.
N. London C.C. " Picture Making by Photography.” S. Bridgen.
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and

all-purpose

Camera

ENSIGN TELEPHOTO
SPEED FILM REFLEX

The outfit is fitted with Aldis-Butcher
f/4.5 anastigmat, and interchangeably with
it a Dallmeyer f/6.5 telephoto lens for
long-range pictures.
Focal-plane shutter giving a full range of
speeds : 1/25, 1/40, 1/50, 1/75, 1/125,
1/250, i/500th second and Time.
Film registering device keeps the film per¬
fectly flat during exposure, an essential
feature with large-aperture lenses.
Comfortable hood excludes all light from the
screen for easy focussing, optically worked
mirror. Enables you to see and focus your
subject up to the moment of pressing the
shutter release.
Takes standard 2^X3^

films.

Light, compact, easy^loading, best quality
leather covering, mahogany body. Com¬
plete with velvet-lined case.

£15:15:0
From

BEWI

PRECISION

EXPOSURE and
DISTANCE
METERS

FILLS

Authorised Ensign Dealers.

and

EMPTIES

DISHES or TANKS
AUTOMATICALLY
The New Ensign
AUTOMATIC
SYPHON
Operates entirely automatically, and will continue
to fill and empty a, dish or tank so long as the water is
allowed to run.
It does not require to be touched at all. Handsomely

BEWI-JUNIOR
A direct visual meter. Measures
the light accurately and gives
correct exposure without cal¬
culations ; can 1>e used in any
light, any conditions, any climate.
In leather case .. £17
6
BEWI-SENIOR
A comprehensive meter giving correct reading
under all conditions, for all emulsions and all
climates. Also movement speed chart and other
useful data. In leather case
£1 12 6
BEWI-LEICA
Adapted specialty for use with Leica cameras, and has in addition a comprehensive
depth of focus table for sharp focussing at all distances. In leather case £1 15 0
BEWI-TELE
Combines the BEWI-SENIOR and BEWI-DISTANCE
METER, thus providing for
every requirement, and always ensuring accurate exposure and pin-point defini¬
tion. In leather case
. .
£3 15 0
WILLO
GINEMETER
Designed for users of amateur cine cameras such as the AutoIn leather case

made
and finished
chromium
plated. of solid brass tubing, nickelled'and

No. I. For use in
dishes . .
7/6

No. 3. For use in
tanks
. . 8/6

and Super- Kinecam.
. . £1 12 6

BEWI-DISTANCE
METER
This distance meter or range finder measures distances accurately down to 3 ft. from
infinity, with depth of focus table to ensure accurate focus on all distances. In
leather case . .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. . £1 17 6
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CONTAX

The Contax is a miniature universal camera, and
a perfect example of Zeiss Ikon precision work.
The film used is perforated cine film, and each
negative measures 36x24 mm. (If xl5 16ths in.)
So perfect are the resulting negatives that enlarge¬
ments to 20 diameters can be made.
We recommend the Contax spools, as they are
daylight loading and unloading, and can be ob¬
tained in 36-exposure spools in the following brands :
Zeiss Ikon Ortho-ultra-rapid.
Kodak Super- sensitive panchromatic.
Perutz Persenso, and
PerutZ

Long

base

fine

4-in.

of reflex camera
Extensive

from
Metal

series

grain.

(Perutz

range-finder,
of Zeiss

focal-plane

in

giving

focussing.

f/1.5 to f/6.3, and

also

/cnscs,

shutter.

the

varying

in focus from
A

12 exposures.)

accuracy

in aperture

2 to 7 in.

tremendous

ad¬

vance in shutter construction. Not only does it
give the slow speeds of 1 25th sec. and l/SOth sec.
required for everyday photography, but it also
possesses the real high speeds necessary for sports
work. Moreover, the Contax focal-plane shutter
is unaffected by extreme climatic conditions.
High Speed Work:
faster, 1 /500th sec.;

Fast,
faster

1 /200th sec.;
still, 1/1, 000th

still
sec.,

and this speed is only obtained with the Contax.
Copy of National Physical Laboratory shutter test,
showing how accurate the Contax speeds are, and
special brochure free on application.

ZEISS
12

IKON
PLEASE

LTD.

MENTION

"THE

yiooo

11, MORTIMER
HOUSE,
MORTIMER
ST., LONDON,
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Wedding

Photography
By J. C. ROGERS.

Most weddings nowadays are

the occasion (and excuse) for
many spools of film being
expended — not to say wasted — by
hasty and perhaps over-anxious
amateurs. A little thought before¬
hand would avoid this, and the
realisation of the unique oppor¬
tunities such an occasion affords for
trying out one’s camera, should
make any enthusiast, with an in¬
vitation to one, happy — at least
photographically.
The

First

the

bearing in mind that you are after
good portraits. The illustrations
were taken at speeds ranging from
i/i5th of a second at f/4, as the sk}'
and church porch were both dark,
to i/25th of a second at f/8, in the
open when the sun tried to shine.
Leaving

the

Church.

After the ceremony

a study of the

happy pair can be caught at the
porch or lych-gate (if there is one),
or at any point where a good set¬

Presents.

presents

may

be
After

the Ceremony.

“ taken ” ; special ones as separate
items, and also the whole grouped.
The wedding cake and the decorated
tables could each have a film or two

of room,
rare !

expended on them; All these are
chances to make still-life studies,
although the lighting may be awk¬
ward with no chance to better it.

Finally, do not forget to be early
on the scene when the couple are

The

the

latter condition

Church.

The camera is now taken to church
to bear witness to the arrival of
friends, bridesmaids, attendants, and
the bride and her father, where some
charming groups can be obtained.
Should the day be dull, expose fully.

Departure.

The

Apparatus.

A reflex camera
Leaving the Church.

ting can be secured. It is best to
get the confetti throwers to stay their
hand for a second or two, otherwise
the study may

tend to develop into

is, of course, a

great help. If your camera focusses
by scale only jmu should be able to
assess and- adjust distances on it
quickly. Decide beforehand what
you will take, and work out the
exposures for the three types of
da\' — sunnv, medium, dull.

the appearance of a snow¬
storm run amok. That,
of course, can be snapped
as well, if desired.
The

The

Bridesmaids

arriving.

is

“ going off.” Leaving the others to
arrange matters and give the rousing
cheer, you can get even more fun by
snapping the decorated car, etc.,
and exhibiting the result afterwards
to an astonished pair, who were prob¬
ably too engrossed at the time to
notice what was going on.

Stop down well, and do not be
afraid of over-exposing when taking
such pictures.
At

which

Wedding

Group.

Then comes the chance
for a good wedding group
in the garden (if fine),
or indoors by flashlight,
or by time and stand, to
include all the principals.
It is better not to at¬
tempt to portray the
wedding breakfast unless
lighting is exceptionally
good, and there is plenty
415

Decorating the Car.
13
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Every week an article will appear under this heading dealing
with a topic of interest to the novice in photography .
REMINISCENT

The other day, one of my

daughters told me that among
the places she had visited
during a motor tour was the ancient
town of Tewkesbur\-. She was, natur¬
ally, impressed by the Abbey, and was
particularly interested in the places
that figure in Mrs. Craik’s story,
“ John Halifax, Gentleman.” The
next day I gave her a set of enlarge¬
ments of views in Tewkesbury, and,

on a very small scale,. I have repro¬
duced half a dozen of them below.
In three of them the dominating
tower of the Abbey is in evidence ;
there is a corner of the cloisters ; there
is a bit of the old bridge over the
Severn ; and there is one of the most
famous of the ” John Halifax ” build¬
ings. Only a few hours have I spent
in Tewkesbury myself, and that was
many years ago ; but the photographs
I hav'e are still typical of the town,
which moves but slowly.
I have
graphs

ventured

to call such photo¬

“ remini.sccnt.”

They

bring

NOTFS

f MOTIOMS
the

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

PHOTOGRAPHS.
UBiiirniliniuminiiuiiPiiJiiipmMumuiriTTTninniniiiiLiriiirniiiiiiiTrniiiiimnimiTiiiiiniMjriiiTiiiTT^ ;

more or less vividly to mind places
and incidents seen in the past, in
many cases never to be seen again,
except in this graphic form. I am
glad to say that what I- was able to
do in the case of Tewkesbury I could
repeat with scores of other places.
I may have but one or two records of
any given locality, or I may have
dozens.
Whatever the beginner may or may
not do in the way of photography, I
would earnestly recommend him to
make a collection of records of places
and things he sees. Such prints have
a lasting, and often an increasing
value and interest.
Perhaps you will now
other illustration.

glance at the

Many years ago, photographic ” out¬
ings ” w’ere much more popular and
much better attended than they are
now. A number of photographers,
generally members of one or more
societies, would meet at a given place
and time, and visit some spot which

promised

photographic

material.

There

was generally a " leader,” who ran
serious personal risks if he were not
able to lead the company to suffi¬
ciently promising subjects.
On one or two of these outings the
gentleman shown in the photograph
was one of the party I had joined,
and this is a record I made showing
him at work. I think the word
" work ” is the correct one. Most of
us used the then popular quarterplate, although not a few went to
half or even whole-plate. This gentle¬
man used a 12X10 camera, with
tremendous extension. He generally
carried only one double slide, and if
he exposed both plates he had had
a successful day.
In the picture he is using a longfocus lens ; but I have seen him, with
the same camera and extension,
substitute a pinhole and give one
hour’s exposure. He was a President
of the Royal Photographic Society, and
one of the foremost pictorialists of his
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day. He was a great bi-gum ex¬
ponent. I believe he has long given
up photography. Many of his friends
will see at a glance that it is J. C. S.
Mummery.
This is a " reminiscent ” photo¬
graph. But my
chief reason for
showing it was to suggest that the
collection of photographs of places
visited was then a much more
“ serious ” matter than it is now.
We can do all that is necessary to¬
day with a camera that would go
inside one of J. C. S. M.’s lenses.
Large numbers of my quarter-plate
negatives of places visited are packed
in the original boxes, with the name
of the locality written on the lid.
They afe not otherwise indexed,
but it does not take long to look at
the names till the right one is found.
It is more sensible to label one end
of each box, as then the names can
be read down a whole stack, without
moving them.
With film negatives it is still easier
to store them in sets. They can be
put into envelopes, the envelopes in
a box, and a list made of the contents.
When several visits are made to the

same place the collection can be
added to from time to time, so that
we can label our boxes or envelopes,
“ Tewkesbury,

Exhibitions
Chicago World’s Fair International Exhibition, 1933.
— Open, June i-October 31. Enquiries to “ 1933
Salon,” Chicago Camera Club, 137, North Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
Brighton and Hove C.C. Annual Exhibition (one
class open to members of clubs in Kent, Sussex and
Hampshire). — Open, April lo-May 6. Exhibition
Secretary, R. J. Botting, 71, East Street, Brighton.
Third International S^on, San Diego,. Fine Arts
Gallery (under auspices of Camera Enthusiasts of
San Diego). — Open, April 21-May 14. Particulars
from Miss Ruth Kilbourne, 4225, Arden Way, San
Diego, California, U.S.A.
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S. Annual
Exhibition (Open Classes). — Open, April 28-May 7.
Particulars from J. Ainger Hall, Hon. Exhibition
Secretary, 10, Kitson Road, London, S.W.13.

DO

YOU

KNOW

and

Modern,”

will be included

here every week if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.

Turin International Salon. — Open, May 20-June ii.
Further particulars from Secretary, Fourth Inter¬
national Salon, Via Stampatori, N. 6, Turin (roS), Italy.
Portsmouth C.C. Annual Exhibition (Open Classes).
— Open, M '.y lo-June 10. Secretary, H. Coker, 4,
Junction Road, Southsea.
Midland Salon,^ City Art Gallery, Leicester. — En¬
tries, May 6 ; open. May 27-June 24. Particulars
from Hon. Secretaries, W. Bailey and A. E. Tracey,
Cank Street, Leicester.
Northern Photographic Exhibition (Bradford). —
Entries, May 13 ; open, June 17-August 20. Entry
forms from A. Greenwood, Myrtle Dene, Harrogate
Road, Bradford.
Cardiff C.C. World’s Masters Salon. — Entries, May
14 ; open, June 9-24. Entry forms and particulars
from G. H. Palmer, Hon. Exhibition Secretary,
Y.M.C.A., Cardiff.
Troyes International Salon. — Entries, May 25 ;
open, June 15-25. Secretary, Maurice Michel. Presi¬
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dent de I’Union Photographique Chainpenoise, 23,
Rue de la Mission, Troyes (Aub*), France.
Scarborough A.P.C. Exhibition. Open classes for
photographers living within twenty-five miles of
Scarborough, and for members of clubs afiSHated to
Y.P.U. — Entries due June 24 ; open, July 15-29.
Further particulars from Exhibition Secretary,
Herbert L. Kettle, 18, Ramshill Road, Scarborough.
PoUsh International' Salon (Cracow). — Entries,
August I ; open, August 27-September 17- Further
particulars from Fotoclub, Y.M.C..‘\., Cracow, Poland.
Irish Salon (Dublin). — Entries due September 30;
open, October 28-November 4. Particulars from
Salon Secretaries, Irish Salon of Photography, 18,
Moreharapton Road, Dublin.
Rotherham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms
due October 2 ; prints, October 9 ; open, October
1 8-2 1. Further particulars from E. George Alderman,
Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Ruardean, Newton Street,
Rotherham.
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beginners to start accumulating pic¬
torial reminiscences. W. L. F. W.

and Competitions

Notices of forthccnyiing exhibitions and competitions
The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
Entries, April 29. Rules in the issue, of April 26.
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or as the case may be. I hope, anyhow,
that the main idea will persuade many
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From

IN the quest of beauty I have

found photography the means
by which I could best of all
express my feelings. The simplest of
subjects can be transformed if the
eye of the photographer can discrimi¬
nate. and visualise, before making the
exposure, what the result will be.
" 1 favour no special subjects.
Anything that is beautiful or unusual
appeals to me ; and as I live on the
banks of the Nile, with the desert not
far away, there are many golden
opportunities for photography. The
majority of my work is done soon
after sunrise, as it is at this time that
the soft shadows are found that are
so irresistible to the photographer.
In the native quarter, among the
mosques and monasteries of ancient
Egypt, old Arabs smoking their pipes,
with wooden lattice-work as a back¬
ground, are to be found. These

information communicated

to our Special Representative.

dignified types seem just to have
stepped out of the Bible, and owing
to their simple natures and lack of
modern knowledge are exceptionally
easy to photograph.
“ I started photography in 1929,
when I was overjoyed at winning a

" When in London I received an
e.xcellent technical grounding, and
was advised to work for the major
salons. This advice I followed, and

Box Brojvnie in a competition. After¬
wards I submitted some snapshots in
a local competition, and was awarded

in Cairo. The encouragement I re¬
ceived made me still keener, and at
the first salon of photography held in

the first prize — this time a folding
camera with an f/4.5 lens. ^

Cairo

“ Following this, 1 started doing my
own developing and printing, with
very disappointing results. Working
in a shade temperature of 110° I
lost my negatives through using tapwater without ice. Books were ordered
from England, and ' The A.P.’ studied
every week, and little by little things
improved. With money which I won for
a photograph I purchased a quarterplate reflex and a second-hand enlarger.

had my first photograph accepted at
the R.P.S., and at the same time I
held an e.xhibition of my photographs

this year I received

one

of the

premier awards.
“ I have a ‘ room of all work ’ where
I do my developing, retouching and
enlarging. When occasion arises it is
turned into a studio for day or artificial
light. Eor pictorial work I prefer the
reflex, and use Ilford plates and Iso¬
chrome film pack, with a K 3 filter.
Development is done by inspection
with Rodinal, and the development
is broken by immersion in water to
retard the high-lights and allow the
shadows to gain in detail.
“ My
bromide

favourite printing paper is
with a cream base, as this

appears the most suitable for the
brilliant sunshine. As skies in Eg3rpt
are usually cloudless I introduce
clouds from separate negatives when
necessary ; and when enlarging I
use chiffon for half the exposure to
give a softer effect.
" The print is afterwards worked
up with stumping powder, and I find
that the matt paper is considerably
improved with a little oiling with
cotton-wool after completion to bring
back the richness.
" The field of art is a wide one, and
surely there are not many branches
which give greater scope than photo¬
graphy ; and if sincerity and a desire
to portray what is felt be brought
to bear, the results will more than
compensate for the trouble. It is
always my ambition to do better work,
and not to fall into any groove, but
let artistic individuality remain
16
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EARLY

MORNING

— NILE.

By
Mrs.

May

C.

Salisbury.

{See article, “ Hoio I make
on the opposite page.)
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NATURE
PRINTS
Without a Camera
By E. M. DRAKE.
Choose

leaves of a more

or less trans¬

parent nature.
It is a good plan to take a book on
these rambles, and as the leaves and
grasses are selected they can be placed
between the pages. Afterwards place
the leaves between sheets of blotting
paper and leave under
for a day or two.

light pressure

Clean a piece of glass, and fit it into
the printing frame ; then carefully
arrange the leaf thereon. The paper

Fern (Positive).

Fern (Negative).

The making of prints from leaves,

and another piece of paper in contact
sensitive side downwards. Make the

etc., is a fascinating pastime,
and the amateur who can make
a straightforward contact print will
find this an interesting side-line. No
camera is needed.

exposure, and you then have a positive.
The illustrations were all printed
on gaslight paper by incandescent gas,
the frame at 12 in. from the light.
More pleasing results may be ob¬
tained by using autumn leaves, such
as Dewberry, Virginia Creeper and
Elm, and by printing on matt P.O.P.,
afterwards tinting them in their
brilliant colourings.

A few hours’ ramble in the country
will provide endless specimens for
pictures. As the leaves form the
negatives they must be perfectly
free from tiny holes or other defects.

Elm Leaves.
is placed sensitive side next to the
leaf and the back of the printing
frame closed. If making prints on

Maiden

Hair (Negative).

daylight paper, place the frame in the
sun if possible, and print deeply ;
taking care when examining the
print not to displace the leaf.
If making prints on gaslight or
bromide paper it is best to make a
trial exposure on a small piece of
paper, as some leaves need more
exposure than others, according to
their density. When sufficient ex¬
posure and development are given, all
the tiny veins and membranes seen
in the leaf wiU appear in the print.
A very pleasing variation may be
made by using these prints as the
negative. Place the paper negative
in the printing frame face upwards,

Maiden

Hair (Positive).
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ird Photography
with a

By

Pocket

H. E. C. FURSIER.

Camera

Bird photography is
looked

upon

by

many amateur
s
photographer
as
the pursuit of the specialist
and the man to whom time
is of little consequence.
Undoubtedly, with ample

time at one’s disposal one is
often able to obtain a more
complete series of photo¬
graphs than is otherwise
possible, but a great deal of
work may be done in this
direction by those who are
only able to devote week¬
ends to their hobby. Fur¬
ther, there are others who
have the impression that
special types of cameras
with expensive telephoto
lenses are essential for the
work. This is not the case.
Sedge Warbler.
The whole of the photographs
accompanying these notes were taken with a popular make of folding pocket
plate camera fitted with an anastigmat lens of 5j-in. focus, working at f/4.5,
and with the exception of an extra day or so at holiday times, they have aU
been taken during week-ends.
Before going farther, it
would be as well to say a
word about apparatus. Al¬
though this need be by no
means expensive, it is really
essential for the camera to be
fitted with some form of

focussing screen, for, on ac¬
count of the closeness of the
subject to the camera, it is
practically impossible to focus
sufficiently accurately by
scale. A good deal depends
on the type of subjects to be
attempted in advising the
choice of lens. Good work
can be done with an R.R.

have

speeds

up

to

i/5oth of a second at the minimum,
folding pocket plate cameras on the m;
lens hood as deep as possible should b(
A tripod fitted with a ball and socket to
It is generally possible to find withir
piece of country httle frequented, whe
it
usually
fairlyone
easy
ob'
or is
owner
to aallow
to matter
use the toland
one’s bona tides are established, and tl
harm done in any other
It is way.
as well to ma]|1
to the district early 1
watch what birds are I
will enable one to bfjii
the nesting season |

which might otherwhl)
To give definite |i
procedure when it isi|i
a bird is almost an 4
case IS m some way f
experience wiU soc i
readily
to handn
It is how
probably
details of making

1

piece of hessian or a :
lightweight cotton n
useful when there is
If a few pieces of
material, grass or oth

lens working about f/8, but
for general utility an ana¬
stigmat working at f/4.5 or
thereabouts will be found
most suitable. The shutter
should

Song Thri

be tied appearance,
to the " hie
natmal
always better to lea^
at some little distar
Pair of Sedge Warblers.

day or so, as the bird bi
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it, and so photographs are
more quickly obtained. This
is not always possible, for it
sometimes attracts the at¬
tention of human marauders
to the nest, which is most
imdesirable, for there is
little more annoying than tofind a nest, which has
possibly been watched and
cherished for weeks, robbed
or destroyed. However,
with reasonable care, photo¬
graphs may be obtained
even without previous pre¬
paration.
The best time generally to
attempt photography is
when there are young in the
nest about five or six days
old, as at this time the

Young

this it will be seen that many of the
are quite suitable for the purpose. A
as at times this is very essential,
complete the equipment,
stance of five or six miles a suitable
is a good variety of birds, and
the necessary permission of the farmer
the purpose of photography, providing
is no intention of egg collecting or
frequent visits
the season, and to
seen there ; this
the look-out when
for nests

parents feed them at fre¬
quent intervals. Having
observed which way the
bird usually returns to the
nest, the camera should be
focussed on a favomite twig,
the shutter set and a plate
put in position in readiness
for the next return. Some¬
times it is advisable to make

Reed Warblers at Nest.

use of a long-distance release for the shutter, such as an electric release or string,
which does away with the need of a “ hide,” but this method is not so satisfactory.
Every care should be taken to avoid harm to the youngsters or eggs through
keeping the old birds away from the nest too long. If they show any signs of
timidity in returning to the nest aU attempts at photography should be aban¬
doned, for to cause a bird to forsake its nest is, and should be considered as such
by the photographer, an irreparable crime.
The hiding-place should not be placed too close to the nest, as birds will be less
frightened of it ; also there will
not be the same difficulty in
getting the whole of the picture
in focus. Certainly the resulting

isje overlooked,
iructions as to the

photograph of the bird will be
smaller, but this will be compen¬
sated for by the greater sharpness

shed to photograph
jossibility, for every
other different, but
show much more
iach one.

of the portion required, and con¬
sequently better enlargements.
Plates of the ultra-rapid type
should be chosen, otherwise
under-exposed results will be
obtained. The exposure gen¬
erally should not be more than
i/5oth of a second or the picture

iicessary to go into
h^g-places ; a large
sU tent of some green
jpal will prove very
natural cover about,
e are sewn to this

may

A good deal of patience is cer¬
tainly required to gather a
collection of bird photographs,

11 [laterial at hand may
to give it a more
ffiere possible, it is
i. temporary “ hide ”
from the nest for a
i scome accustomed to

be spoiled by movement.

and many are the disappoint¬
ments which await one, but the
satisfaction derived from a good
result is_^full compensation
Red-backed

Shrike {male).

for

them.
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Photographing
By

F. N.

WITH the advent of warmer weather, the smaller
denizens of the woods and parks are be:oming
active after their winter fast. One of the most

interesting, photographically, is the squirrel, with his
graceful appearance, bushy tail and tree-climbing activities.
He will be found in nearly all wooded districts of the
country, especially in the vicinity of hazel, beech and
oak trees, which supply him with his natural diet.

the Squirrel
GANDON.
with a few well-directed nuts. A shrubbery bed is prefer¬
able to open grass as it provides a more natural background.
Endeavour to get the ‘‘ sitter ” in the sun with a side or
three-quarter-back lighting, as this gives a better rendering
of the fur, and tends to make him stand out from the
surroundings.
As for all animal photography, the reflex is the simplest
to use, but the ordinary hand camera will give excellent
results with a little patience. A squirrel will usually sit
up on the exact spot from which he takes the bait, so the
distance and focussing can sometimes be arranged before¬
hand.
To

The country specimen is
squirrel, with red-brown
rather shy, and unless we
a telephoto lens, is seldom

usually the true British " red ”
coat and tufted ears. He is
are prepared to stalk him with
a practical subject. His nests

or “ dreys ” are fairly common sights in the tree-tops,
and consist mainly of a large accumulation of twigs and
leaves, usually of his own making, but occasionally a
converted nest of the larger birds. He does not hibernate
in the true sense, and although sleeping for many days
during bad winter weather, will sally forth to re-discover
his “ stores ” when the sun shines.
In the London district, however, his cousin the " grey ”
squirrel is an easy subject for the photographer, being
semi-tame, and a wilUng sitter for the price of a few nuts.
He is larger than the " red ” species, being a speckled
grey and having no ear-tufts. Originally an American
inhabitant, he has only recently been at large in England.
The story goes that several pairs were liberated in the
grounds of the London Zoo owing to overcrowding in the
cages. They adapted themselves to the new surroundings,
and their progeny spread to all the neighbouring parks.
In years to come they will no doubt penetrate to all parts
of the country and become a recognised British species.
They are seldom in a suitable position for photography
when climbing trees, and should be enticed on to the ground
20

Do not try to get too near as most animals are " lens-shy.”
aim for a small image and subsequent enlargement is

the safest plan in all animal photography, as the greater
depth of focus allows for errors in judging distance, and the
operator is far enough away not to make the subject
nervous. Exposure should be as short as the lens and light
will allow, for the squirrel makes
ments when eating.
Address

Wanted. — Will

Mr.

very- rapid jaw move¬

J. Butterworth,

whose

previous

correspondence came from Leeds and Inverness, kindly send
his present address to Mr. E. Corse, of 86, Accrington Road,
Blackburn, when his orders will receive attention ?
*

*

*

The Central London Croup Kodak Fellowship have arranged
a special trip to Canterbury for London photographers on
Sunday, May 14th. The journey will be by their usual luxury
cruiser motor coaches, and the fare is 4s. 6d. return. Any
interested person is invited to this outing, and a postcard for
details should be sent not later than May 9th to Mr. S. W.
Kenyon, President C.L.C. Kodak
Fellowship, 45, Regent
Square,
424
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PURE

WATER.
{From the London Salon of Photography.)

By

J, Kai.
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I. — “On the Quavside.'’
2. — " Ivinghoe Beacon and Pitstone Hill.'
By J. H. Hunter.
By J* Chapman.
5. — “ Old Houses, York.**
By G. W. Cattermole.

. . And Now for a Drink."
4.
By E, L. Thompson.
6.—“

Old Cottages, Pembridge."
By Harold

Holmes.

Combe Sydenham.'
By J. K. Hood.
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PICTURES oftKeWEER
Some

Critical Comments

OLD Cottages, Pembridge,” by

Harold Holmes — No. 6 of
the prints reproduced on the
opposite page — is an excellent ex¬
ample of photographic -workmanship.
Its tones are very nicely rendered,
and, though practically the full
range is employed, there are distinct
modulations both in the brightest
lights and in the full tone of the
shadows.
Delicate

Distinctions.

All the subtlety of tone cannot, of
course, be shown in the reproduction,
but it does give an indication of the
sort of thing that should be aimed for.
The difference between the side of the
projecting whitewashed gable, and the
front is clearly to be seen, and, in
the shadows under the upper storey of
the nearer building, the tone of the
darker timber beams is differentiated
from that of the brickwork.
Moreover, there is a noticeable
distinction between the respective
values of the sky and the gable in
sunshine. This, in comparison with
the blank skies of the general run of
beginners’ prints, is a refreshing
feature, and, altogether, the technique
of the work is to be commended.
On the artistic side, too, there
appears to be an appreciation of the
value of an effect, the brilliance of
the sunlight being well in evidence
and proving a worthy and attractive
motive. But, regarded from the point
of view of arrangement, the gable in
question, as the centre of interest, is
not too well placed. It is too near
the edge and too weak in placing to
hold the attention as it should. It
really ought to come about an inch
to the left, so that it would fall on
one of a division of thirds, or, in other
words, so that its centre would be onethird of the width of the print from the
right and two-thirds from the left.
Power

and

Placing.

So placed, it would gain in impor¬
tance, and, because it would be rqore
“ in ” the picture, it would both com¬
mand a greater share of the attention
and achieve power and force of placing.
What should have been done, at
the time of exposure, was to have
directed the line of sight a little to
the right, so that about an inch more

on the Beginners’ prints reproduced on
the opposite page.

would have been included on that
side, the other being reduced by a
corresponding amount. It might have
been better, if feasible, to have adopted
a more distant viewpoint, for there
is rather too much of a sense of
restriction at present, owing to the
somewhat meagre foreground and
the small space allotted to the sky.
No doubt, if the opportunity occurs
for repeating the exposure, these
little points will receive the attention
they deserve. Reference to No. 5,
'■ Old Houses, York,” by G. W.
Cattermole, shows the advantage of
allowing a sufficient margin in the
setting, and, though the print attains
scarcely the same level either in
workman.ship or effect, in arrange¬
ment it is the better.
Position

and

Proportion.

The subject proper is better adjusted
to its surroundings, more being gained
than lost by the inclusion of an adequate
amount of foreground and sky.
Technically, the print loses a little
because its tones are inclined to an
excess of vigour, and some of the
gradations in the lighter portions are
missing. Printing a little farther
cannot be done, for, while it would
improve the rendering of the lights,
it would also involve an over-printing
of the darks. YTiat has happened
is that the contrast, or difference
between the extremes of tone, of the
negative is too great for the range of
the printing paper.
If the time of development of the
negative had been less, it would have
given a decent print upon the present
grade of paper, but the negative is
over-developed, and as the contrast
increases as development is prolonged,
it has become too much for the paper
to cope with.
To remedy the defect, it will be
necessary for the negative to be
printed upon a paper of longer scale,
or, as it is usually described, a softer
grade. This will permit the lighter
portions to be printed fully, and, at
the same time, will not allow the
shadows to become over-printed or
choked up. The expedient, too, will
cause the present suggestion of harsh¬
ness to disappear, and, in its place,
the general tone will seem perfectly
harmonious and much more attractive.

Contrast

and

Effect.

The sunshine, though its presence
is evident, is prevented from ranking
as an effect, in the artistic sense,
because it is too universal, and there
is not sufficient shadow to set it forth.
There must be contrast of tone to
make the sunshine apparent. In No.
6 the reare actual shadows, and there
is the further contrast of tone afforded
by the local colour of the adjoining
building. There are sufficient darks
to show up the light, and, moreover,
the two varieties of tone are better
massed. In consequence, the value of
the light is evident, and, for the same
reason, it tells with almost as much
effect in No. 4, ‘‘ Combe

Sydenham,”

a matter
of fact-, it would be
by As
J. K.
Hood.
better in the latter than in either of
those previously discussed if the tone
in the sky had been deeper and more
on the lines of No. 6, for the arrange¬
ment of the composition is much more
pleasing, and the lights and shadows
fall into a better relationship with each
other. The sunshine, as the print
now stands, loses by the competition
of the sky, which is far too bright in
comparison.
Panchromatic plates or films, suit¬
ably screened, are very useful in
providing a correct rendering of the
relative values in a case like this ; but,
now

that

the negative

is made,

the

only possible way of rectifying matters
is by giving the sky a little local extra
printing, the remainder being masked
during the operation.
Tone

in the

Sky.

The tone values of the sky, perhaps,
are shown to better effect in No. 3,
”... And Now for a Drink,” by E. L.
Thompson, but, while the print is of
good technique, its motive appears to
be topical rather than pictorial.
No. I, " On the Quayside,” by J. H.
Hunter, has good lines, but although
sunlight is again in evidence, it is
not manifested with sufficient bright¬
ness to enable it to become effective,
while, with No. 2, “ Ivinghoe Beacon,”
by J. Chapman, which is otherwise
well composed, the fine sky, in which
the tones are nicely rendered, does
not get a chance of telling as it should
because of its restriction.
” Mentor.”
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Victorial Analysis

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

‘‘PURE

The instinct for an exact nicety
of placing — a pronounced
teristic of the work

charac¬
of the

Japanese — is well demonstrated in this
example, and their ability to make
the most of the scantiest of subject
material, irrespective of what it is
composed, is also clearly to be seen.
Exactness

of Placing.

WATER/’

hy J. Kai.

providing a very needful connection
between the two masses, and establish¬
ing the unity of the composition.
From the Oriental point of view, the
arrangement is entirely one of internal
balance. The position of each item is
so calculated that each balances the
other or others. Any one point may
be chosen ; a second may be adopted,
and, according to the relative placing

In this instance, there are
only the two jars, a funnel,
the kettle and its jet of
water, and the setting. It

but the third — or whichever

building up of the picture is commenced.
Except that, for natural laws, it
must be below the stream of
water it receives, it might be
put anywhere within the four
boundaries of the picture. If
it were more to the right and

is almost impossible to con¬
ceive that, with these objects

mained
the same,
jar re¬
(3)
the position
of the the
kettle

alone, sufficient subject mat¬
ter could be found with which

would have to be placed more
to the left. If it were higher

to make up a picture, yet it
has been done, and there is
not the slightest suspicion of
meagreness. Nor does it seem
that there is any need for an
additional element, and, cer¬
tainly, nothing could be taken
away without impairing the
arrangement, or inviting a
suggestion of incompletion.
At the same time, the
unusual nature of the matter

up or more to the left, the other
jar might have to be put on
the right-hand side, and so on,
but, placing
assumingis that
the ’existing
decided
upon
(in this
respect
the jar
(aj'and
the
funnel
(i) may
be viewed
as one item) , and the position
of the jar (3) is placed as it
now is, the point for the third
item must lie in opposition to
the direction implied by the
relationship of (i) and (3).

of which the subject is com¬
posed conveys an impression
of novelty, which, in a mea¬
sure, heightens the attraction
of the artistic content.
In accordance with our
traditions of arrangement,
the funnel (i) may be re¬
garded as the centre of in¬
terest. Its placing is good,
it occupying the position
formed by one of the four
intersections arising from an
imaginar\^ division of thirds
latitudinally and vertically,
and, besides, it has the at¬
traction innate in the brightest light.
With the funnel as the foundation of
the composition, the jar (2) offers its
support, and supplies the necessary
sense of stability, while the second jar
(3) serves as a foil to the first.
Internal

Balance.

The kettle (4) acts as a balancing
accent to the two jars and funnel,
and, in view of its height in the picture
space and its inclination to the right,
also justifies the position of the jar (3),
the stream of water from the kettle
22

happens

to be the completing accent — must be
so arranged that it balances the
positions of the remainder.
As, however, in commenting on the
composition from our standpoint, we
began with the funnel, we will take
that item as the one with which the

Scale

and

Opposition.

To be in opposition, the
kettle, therefore, must fall
somewhere on a line drawn at
right angles to a line de¬
scribed between similar points
in the masses of the two
jars (2) and (3), and its
distance from them is deter¬

of the two, the position of the third,
or more if necessary, is so selected
that it furnishes an exact balance with
the two first items.
The idea is to construct a picture
so that it balances as a whole and is
complete in itself. One item may be
more prominent than any of the
others, but it is scarcely regarded as
essential that the arrangement shall
be based on that particular item. The
construction may commence with any
of them. The second may be placed
in variable
relationships with the first,
\

nection

mined mainly by their rela¬
tive scales — the larger the item
the more distant it should be.
Whether there be a con¬
or not has also a bearing on

the point. If there be, the distance
between the points may be greater
than if there be none.
In this case, the connection is
evident, and the only position for the
kettle, to wind up the scheme satis¬
factorily, is in the top right-hand
corner. As a study in placing, it is
decidedly

ingenious,

and

will

well

repay careful consideration, for, appro¬
priately employed, the principles
adopted may be utilised in any class
of work.

“ Mentor.”
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The

" Riteway”

Dallmeyer

Roll-holder.

The many photographers who sometimes want to use
roll films in cameras designed for plates, especially the
workers who want to make their reflexes more poidable,

A

take ordinary standard

Two

a special film not
others which will

film. Now comes thes" Riteway, ’’
a well-made piece of apparatus
made to suit a large number of
standard cameras, and it takes the

covering, and it measures only
six
by less than ij in. over all ;
little more than the size of two

for the use

of the

standards

to hold the two spools — which

may

be of

The rewind at present is sold as a separate gadget, but
in time it will be sold either separately or with the Dall¬
meyer Splicer as a complete film-editing machine.
As it stands now the rewind costs £2.
By the way, it is not only good for editing films but is a
useful article to have ready in the home if you happen to

double plate-holders. It winds the
film onwards with a clockwise
movement — hence its name, the

be one of those earnest cine-photographers
rewind their films slowly by hand.

“ Rite way.”
The roll-holder is
detachable at any time, whether the
film is in position or not, as it has a sheath which closes

For

Focussing

and

who

prefer to

Exposure.

While photographers are still arguing about the qualities
of different exposure meters (as any club photographer
knows) the makers go on improving them and making

it effectually, so that plate-holders and roll films can,
if desired, be used alternatively in a series of exposures.
Before the exposure is made a pressure-plate is raised
behind the film by the turn of a lever on the outside of the
holder. The purpose of this is to hold the film taut for
the exposure and to ensure that it does not buckle or sag
in the camera.

them more useful. The " Bewi ” exposure meter, which
Messrs. Ensign Ltd. (88-89, High Holborn, W.C.i) have
introduced into Britain, has now been carried so far as
to incorporate an optical range-finder
which is one of the extinction type.

Loading is, as it should be, exqeedingly easy, and the
holder strikes me as doing its work very efficiently without
trouble.

in the apparatus,

This de luxe model, the ” Tele-Bewi,” which does not
supersede the older type of ” Bewi,” has two twin tubes —
one the ” Bewi,” as we know it of old, and the second tube
containing the range-finder. The optical range-finder
consists of a device which indicates the range of a chosen
object when the images of two broken upright lines coincide
inside the tube. It is not clumsy or bulky, or difficult to
read, and for those who distrust their own judgment of
distance — and also for those who use lenses of very big
apertures with precious little depth of field available — it
should be a valuable guide.

At present it is being made in patterns to take 2^ x 3^
spools only. For use with a camera taking single metal
plate-holders of 2^ x 3^ size it costs 35s. For cameras using
double plate-holders it costs a bit more. It is also being
made in a pattern to enable 2J x 3^ spools to be used in a
quarter-plate camera. No doubt, there may be, here and
there, cameras with which it will not mate comfortably,
but it is certainly being made to fit most modem makes of
camera, British and foreign. For example, the makers of
the Soho reflex are
way ” and supplying
reflex.

sensible accessory

any size, from 50 ft. to 400 ft. — are mounted 24 in. apart on
a neat wooden base, 6 in. wide. On each standard is a
geared rewind device, geared four to one, with all the gear
wheels neatly encased. You can therefore wind your
film backward or forward while editing it.
The spool revolves the same way that you turn the
handle — not, as in some cases, in. the reverse direction —
and the handles are conveniently placed.
Between the two standards is plenty of space for a film
spUcer, which the man who does his own editing will
assuredly want to place there. In particular there is
abundant room for the new Dallmeyer Splicer, which will
soon be produced to complete this highly efficient little
film editor.

standard eight-exposure spool of
film without any trouble.
It is a well-made device, con¬
structed of metal with leather

SKowing iilm in position with
presoure plote ratted

Rewinder,

amateur cinematographer is the “ Dallmeyer Duplex
Rewind ” for i6-mm. films (J. H. Dallmeyer, Ltd., 31,
Mortimer Street, W.i.)

should welcome the " Riteway ” Roll-holder (British Camera
Manufacturing Co., 113, Queen’s Road, Bayswater, W.2).
Roll-holders of different patterns we have had with us
for many years. I used a Continental one thirty years
ago, which required a specially wound film and a new
focussing scale on the camera, and it was a happy day for
me when I lost it for ever. We have excellent roll-holders
to-day for certain cameras which need
obtainable everywhere, and also some

Film

practical and

themselves taking up the ” Rite¬
it as an accessory to their famous

Personally I found the “ Bewi ” range-finder considerably
easier to read than many similar devices I have tried.

pattern the owner

The price of the " Tele-Bewi ” (exposure meter and range¬
finder combined) is £^ 15s. The price of the old type of

should consult the makers of the “ Riteway,” who will
gladly quote a price for adapting it, if that be possible.

23
” Bewi ” (exposure meter only) is 32s. 6d. for the Senior
model and 27s. 6d. for the Junior.

In the case of a camera

of unorthodox
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Cinematography
Seeing as Your
By

Movie
ORLTON

Camera

WEST.

WERE the camera eye to see

made by binding a square of Wratten
gelatine No. 48c between two squares

photographer’s job would be a simple
one. But, actually, it sees everything
in a highly individual way. Therefore
amateur cinematographers need to
train themselves to judge the purely

of glass.
There is one thing about which the
movie camera does not lie — action.
A car speeding along a road, on the
screen is almost as good as the real
thing. Indeed, it is better ; for the
ability of the camera to pick out the

objects exactly as the human
eye sees them, the movie

photographic value of scenes — to
acquire a “ camera eye.” Without
such a training disappointments are
sure to be many.
For example, you may, during your
holidays, come upon a panoramic
view from a hill-top which is pleasing
for its colouring and proportion, and
‘‘ shoot ” it, only to find the result
dull and uninteresting upon the screen.
Why should this be ? Partly, of
course, because a photographic image
is always flat in comparison with the
original object, since it lacks the
third dimension of depth ; but chiefly
on account of the loss of pictorial
value involved in projecting it upon
a small screen.

Sees

spinning of the wheels, etc., in closeup, and of the editor to build up an
impression of movement by cutting,
lends an added punch to the sequence
of speed. Beginners in cinematography
should therefore introduce as much
straightforward action as possible
into their films, for it is always
effectiv'e on the screen.
It is when one comes to the question
of pictorial composition that diffi¬
culties arise ; for the differences
between the camera and the human

eye are widest in this respect. The
postage stamp shape of the picture
frame can make worlds of difference
to any scene. In fact, it is possible to
select a portion of a broad scene which
shall convey an impression entirely
opposed to that gained by the eye
taking in the whole panorama.
For the purpose of training the eye
to spot camera compositions, I have
found it instructive to study still
photographs published in The A mateur
Photographer and at exhibitions, and,
where possible, to compare them
with what they represent. It is
shocking, at first, to realise how
deliberately the camera can lie ; but
one

quickly

acquires

the

knack

of

seeing and
everyday
scenesofin judging
the camera’s
way,
therefore
their
pictorial value to the screen.
Some kind of framing device is

A still photographer would succeed,
by technical treatment of the print,
in introducing effects of tone and
contrast to make up for the loss of
colour and depth of the original.
But the amateur cinematographer,
even with the use of panchromatic
stock and colour filters, is able to
impart

far less warmth

and

richness

to such a scene ; and he is'^ften
further handicapped by limited illumin¬
ation upon a screen of moderate^size.
For these reasons the cinematic
value of scenic shots is not at all what
the scenes seem to the eye ; and it is
well to bear in mind these possible
losses before deciding to include
many of them in a film. Some idea of
the ” screen ” value of a panoramic
view may be gained by looking at it
through partially-closed eyes, as this
has the effect both of flattening the
picture and intensifying contrasts of
light and shade, and thus giving a
more photographic rendering. A blue
glass filter serves still better, since
it accentuates the contrasts and
subdues the colours almost to a mono¬
tone. Such a filter may easily,.^, be
24

Many

attractive

cini subjects are available on and near the canals
country. They are well worth attention.
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WITH

A

ROLLEIFLEX
Read what the photographer says :
Edinburgh,

Dear

Sirs, — I

enclose

herewith

21 j2}$$.

three photo¬

graphs
“ Rolleifiex
Camera,
udiich I taken
think with
may my
interest
you for ”
advertising
The birds are actually in my hand, with the
purposes.
camera slung round my neck, using “ RoUeifiex ” Proxar lenses.
The photos were taken in the Glen, Dunfermline,
recently, where the wild birds are very tame,
exposure ifiooth sec. at fls.S.
(Signed) J. D. FRASER.
With

Zeiss
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With
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Zeiss
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LIMITED
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the

Anastigmat flEl lens is 4 times
as fast as a box camera’s. Ask your
dealer or send the coupon for the
“ Brilliant ” leaflet.

latitude. Speed

If your dealer cannot supply, write us and we will immediately
make necessary arrangements. Send for a folder.

in daylight-loading

particulars

square — so

pictures

similar to that of films selling at the higher
Black-and-white results (not sepia).

Prices:

clever

features

most

IS. 2d.

50 ft.

a

firm of 175 years’ standing. It
shows the picture almost FULL
SIZE while you take it — just like a
Reflex — and takes standard zi x 3i

A trial will convince

Good

indeed

remarkable

amazing cam¬
the value
new
era
—
made
by a
“ Brilliant,”

,

quality, super fine grain.

is

works like an expensive
Reflex — but costs only

BOLEX

New

which
results.

An amazing NEW camera

this Film & Save
Money f

, .

of

camera

remarkable

which goes to make a camera abso¬
lutely unique for getting remarkable
results of unusual as well as ordinary

R. F. HUNTER, LTD
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HOUSE,
London, W.C. I .
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& Van Neck, Ltd. (Dept. A.D.), 4-6, Holbom
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knob that sets the shutter winds ofl the film and double exposures are quite
impossible, also eye-level finder.
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time and bulb.
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necessary in training the eye in this
way. The view-finder on the camera
will serve quite well. But a lighter
and more portable finder may be made
by cutting a shape out of a piece of
I three-ply or tin, and attaching to it
a projecting arm to indicate how far
the frame is to be held from the eye.
After composition follows the question of angle. The lens is able to
observe things from points of view
impossible to the human eye. Thus,

USING

by placing a wound camera between
railway lines, and starting it up just
as a train is coming along, it is possible
to photograph the train shooting just
overhead. Again, if the camera be
placed upon the ground, and tilted
upwards, the height of persons and
objects will be exaggerated.
Suppose you wished to capture a
" shot ” characteristic of a street in a
small town.
Regarding it in the
ordinary way, as a whole, it might

A FOLDING

CINEMATOGRAPHER

present no t5q)ical aspect.

But, being

a photographer, you notice that the
street is cobbled, bring your view¬
finder into action, and pick out a
pleasing composition which accen¬
tuates the cobbles. From which view¬
point should the scene be taken ?
From above, of course. You climb
to the top of a church tower, or other
high building, point your camera
downwards, and obtain the shot which
conveys

POCKET

just what

\mu

wanted.

CAMERA

The ways in whicTi a’’camera is
held

and

handled

depend

on its type. We have al¬
ready shown how to load a folding
camera, and the illustrations here¬
with indicate how it may be held.
Fig. I shows the most usual
method of holding such a camera at
waist-level. Support may be given
and a steady position maintained
by pressing it against the chest.
It must not, however, be pressed too
hard, and it is well to take a deep
breath, and to hold it while the
exposure is given.
The right hand should support
the under-side of the camera, and
the thumb used to press the shutter
release. In this manner the hand

closes steadily, the downward move¬
ment of the thumb being counter¬
acted by the upward pressure of
the fingers. This guards against

Ffg. 3-

any sudden movement in one direc¬
tion, or any unsteadiness that might
cause a blurred image.
In most cameras of this type the
view-finder can be swung over into
a position that is necessary when the
camera is turned on its side for
taking a horizontal (landscape) view,
as illustrated in Fig. 2.
When a camera is fitted with a
“ direct vision ” finder it can be
held at eye-level as shown^^in Fig. 3.
This is often a better position than
at waist-level. “Wire-frame”
finders, or direct finders of the
lens type (as shown in the Fig.)
may be purchased separately, and
are readily fitted to the camera.
On occasion, a low level may be
adopted, as shown in Fig. 4.(^Tf
the camera is supported in this way
on the knee it is an easy matter to
keep it steady.

a

Fig. 4.
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Tropical
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Questions

ANSWERED

General. — All communications

for the Editor

sVonld

be adclressed

mid Ciiumaloaapher. Dorset House. St.amford Street, London.
must give the name and address of the writer,

: “ The

S.E.i,"

and

Editor,

The

in every

Ammrjir

We have frequently published articles
and letters dealing with development in
the Tropics. You will find a good deal
of information on the point in a book

Plwfosr'i i'll -r

case, without

exception,

CoNTRinmoNS. — The Editor is glad to consider original, up-to-date manuscripts on photographic 'subiects.
All c( ntributions must be typewritten, or in very legible bandwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
rommunications arising out of matters already appearing in the paj^r are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
f-tc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

and

Information

should be read carefully before applying, as any communication
ignored .

are

which

freely

given,

but

the

does not comply

following

conditions

with the rules must

tie

(i) See “ General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stampetl addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this nile, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned, in,) Neither enquiries nor iiritits for
criticism must he enclosed with cotnpetition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the n.atne atid address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as " How can I take interiors ? *' or " Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) .All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or “ Criticism,"
as the case niay he. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly wdth enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answ er by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry’.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should Ire cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Speeds

of Films.

Can you give me
name 1 ?

we

exact speeds of certain films. .4 little
e.xperience in the use of a film would
soon give an idea as to whether the
estimate of its speed is sufficiently
correct, and great accuracy is not at all
necessary.

Film.

Is there any way of fixing a roll of film besides
the tiring one of see-sawing it ?
K. J. S. (Hornchurch.)

.4n easy way to fix a developed strip
of film Ls to cut it up into sections, and
fix the separate negatives, keeping
them moving at intervals.

Drain-pipe

Tanks.

I use drain-pipes for developing tanks, and the
solutions have attacked the glaze. 1 have been
told that there is a solution to prevent this.
Can you tell me the ingredients and proportions ?
E. B. (Torquay.)

'i'he drain-pipes are, of course, only a
makeshift substitute for proper develop¬
ing tanks, and we can only suggest that

staining ? Whv
sulted ?

has so little strengthening re¬
F. J. 1). (Leeds.)

We cannot say what has caused the
general staining of your film. It might
have been due to the negative having
been insufficiently washed before bleach¬
ing, or to the fact that the bichromate
solution was not properly washed out of
the film. In any case, the negative is
one that could not have been much
improv’ed by any process, as there was
insufficient image to start with. If
the chromium method is properly carried
out the negative should be stronger
than before, but (juite as clear and clean.

Enlarger

Lens.

I have an enlarging lantern ivithout a lens. Will
any lens that magnifies do for it ?
W. J. O. (London.)

.411 you require for your enlarger is a
lens that will cover the size negative
from which you intend to enlarge. It
is not a question of the lens magnifying
at all. .4ny lens that will take the
negative will enlarge from it to practically
any

size.

Depth

Cleaning

The table to which you refer is per¬
fectly correct. If you focus on a given
plane there is also good definition in front
of and behind that plane, the distance
behind being greater than that in front.
The shorter the focal length of the lens
and the smaller the stop the greater is
this depth of definition. You
must
remember, however, that a certain
amount of diffusion is assumed to be

W'liat is the best method for removing sulphurisation stains from old negatives ?
G. B. (Buxton.)

We have repeatedly, and even quite
recently, pointed out that in our experi¬
ence the best treatment is to rub the
film quickly and gently with Baskett's
reducer. In a recent " Beginners ’’
article this method was again described,
with an illustration, in which half the
negative had been cleaned in this
manner.
28

of Focus.

I have been studying the depth of focus tables in
" The Hand Camera," by R. Child Bayley, and
give an example. Is this correct ?
F. 1. B. (Ilford.)

permissible. This
at i/iooth of an

is sometimes taken
inch, and often at

I /200th,

at

and

even

Gaslight

Enlargements.

As I have no dark-room I intend to use gaslight
paper for small enlargements, however long the
exposures may be with a enlarger. Can you
give me an approximate idea of the exposure ?
Which is the fastest gaslight paper ?
D. T. (Wraysbury.)

We can only give you the advice which
we always offer in such cases, and that
is that you should expose a piece of
the particular paper you are using in
strips, feeling your way
by giving
exposures of half a minute, one minute,
two minutes, and four minutes. We
really do

not

know

which

is the

fastest

gaslight paper available, and you must
remember that the faster the paper you

proper

danger will there be
it in . anything but

in
a

safelight.

Shut-out
How

for Window.

can

convert

I make

the room

a cover

for a window

so as to

into a temporary
C. R. P. dark-room
(Seaton.)

?

We can only give you a brief outline
of the method of making a shut-out
for your window. All you want is a
light wooden frame which will fit tightly
into the window frame, and which can
be fastened there for the time being and
taken down a,gain when required. The
frame can be covered with two thick¬
nesses of brown paper or a piece of
linoleum.

Permanence

of Prints.

Which has the greater degree of permanence, a
plain bromide print, or one toned with sulphide
or with hypo-alum ? Mould any of these be likely
to last twenty-five years ? R. A. A. (Eastbourne.)

W'e

have

ourselves

many

ordinary

brom;de prints that were made twentyfive years ago and more. At the same
time, later prints have sometimes gone
wrong in spite of the greatest care
bestowed upon them. .4 sulphide-toned
print is likely to last much longer than
an
ordinary one, and hypo-alum ii
toning.
really only another form of sulphide-

you give them two coats of anti-sulphuric
enamel, which can be obtained from
.Messrs. (Iriffiths Bros. & Co., Ltd., Macks
Road, Bermondsey, London, S.E.16.

Negatives.

called “ Perfect Negatives,” by Dr.
Glover, published at is. by British
Periodicals, Ltd., 19, Cursitor Street,
London, E.C.4. You would, of course,
have to enclose the necessary postage.

use the more
manipidating

Negative.

The enclosed negative was intensifietl by the
chromium method. What is the cause of the

the ratio of speeds of the films
H. B. (Southsea.)

As we have frequently pointed out,
have no reliable information as to the

Fixing

Intensified

Work.

Are there any books dealing with development in
the Tropics ? Could you not print articles now
and then on the subject ? .A. E. R. (Port Said.)

i /250th.

Telephoto
I have

Lens.

a 6-in. lens and

a 12-in. telephoto

lens ou_

my
reflex.
cancalculate
I find the
the exposures
focus of with
the’
negative
lens How
so as to
the telephoto ?
K. A. G. (Birmingham.)

We

cannot

in the form

of a reply

tell

you how to find the focus of a negative
lens. It is not at all necessary to know
this to ascertain the exposure, as the
exposures are just the same, stop for
stop, as they would be with your 6-in.
lens. Whatever may be the correct
exposure at f/8 with the 6-in. lens would
be the same with the 12-in. lens also
at f/8.
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Prepaid Advertisements.
SALE

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
1/ Id. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE—
12 words or less .
2/6
2id. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as
foliows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided
a contract is piaced in advance, and in the absence of
fresh instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from
the previous issue ; 13 consecutive insertions, 5% ;
26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these coiumns must be
strictly prepaid, and reach the offices, Dorset House,
Stamford Street, S.E.l, not iater than first post Friday
for the following week^s issue. Advertisements are
inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and
those received too iate for one issue, or crowded out,
are published in the first following in which there is space.
The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.

WARNING

AND

Box No. Advertisers
If a Box No. is required the words “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The
Amateur Photographer’ ” should be included in the
charge, and an additionai 6d. sent for registration and
cost of forwarding any replies.
Letters addressed to box numbers are simply forwarded
by us to the advertisers. We do not deai with the cor¬
respondence in any other way, nor accept any responsibiiity
in connection wiih the advertisements.

Deposit System

Readers may deai in safety through our Deposit System.
Purchase money should be deposited with “ The Amateur
Photographer and Cinematographer.” The time aiiowed
for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods,
after which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods,
they must be returned to sender. It a sale is effected,
buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if
not, seller instructs us to return amount to depositor.
Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in event of no sale,
and subject to there being no different arrangement be¬
tween buyer and seller, each pays carriage one way. The
seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit. For
transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
over £10 and under £50, 2/6 ; over £50 and under
£75, 5/- ; over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; over £100
one-h.alf per cent. All correspondence must be sent to
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l.

Cheques and Postal Orders sent in payment for
deposits or advertisements should be
^
made payable to ILIFFE AND
qoSONS LTD., and crossed
Noies being untraceable if lost in transit should

AND
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CAMERAS

AND

LENSES

CONTESSA Roll Film, 3ix21, 1/6 anastigmat,

speeded , shutter, 25/-. — 52, Brisbane Rd.,
Smethwick.
[5875
IQQQ
it/OO

Horizontal T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 Dallmeyer,
6 slides, £5/18 ; as new. — Below.

9 -IN.—Turpin,
Boss f/6.851, Telecentrie,
above, £2/18.
Colindeep will
Lane,fitN.W.9.
[5879
31x21Goerz
Tenax
Roll
Film,
Dogmar
t/4.5,
4 Compur, £4. — Below'.
41x31
& G.f/4.5,
New £7.Ideal
Sibyl Roll Film,
4 RossN. Xpres
— Below.
414 X £3/10.
31 Ica— Reflex,
7-in.Queen’s
Ross Homocentric
f/5.6,
Dunnett,
College, Oxford.
1-PLATE Ensign Special Reflex, Aldis-Butcher
4 f/4.5, 12 slides, leather case, £6/10. — Middleton,
22. Esplanade, Scarborough.
[5883
[5882

AND

Ensign
No. 3; l-pl.,
RoU 35/-.
Films— Below.
or Plates, f/6
anastigmat
bargain,
Ensign
3a
(P.C.),
Iloss
Xpres
f/4.5,
shutterslingto
1 /300th,
rising and
cross
front,
solid
case ; a beautiful camera, equal new ; cost £18 ;

LENSES

lOQO
Model T.-P. Reflex, 34x21, Cooke f/4.5,
self-capping shutter, 1 -'5th to 1/1, 000th, sacrifice, £8/8. — Below.
revolving back, hinged hood, 6 single slides, F.P.A,,
£7 ; new condition ; accejrt £3/10 ; or ex¬
Rollex R.F.A., best quality focussing magnifiers,
solid leather case ; sjiotless and in new condition ; change good V.P. camera. — Gipps, 14, Parkhurst
[5884
also Watkins Tank for plates and films ; £8/10 ; Rd., Bexhill.
deposit. — F. Esslemont, .Jeweller, 42, East High St.,
2 double extension, brilliant and wire finders,
Forfar, Angus.
[.5851
6 slides, F.P.A., in leather ease ; perfect condition ;
1-PLATE Zeiss Ikon Maximar, Tessar f/4.5, D.A.
4 Compur, 8 plates, case, filter. Distar lens, £6 15, cost £7/10 ; accept £4/10. — Eccles, 28, Groveland
Avenue, Hoylake, dies.
[5885
perfect ; Mirax Enlarging Attachment for camera,
4-PLATE
Sanderson Regular, w'ide-angle moveBelow.
£1/5. — Monk, 284, I’adiham Rd., Burnley. [5856 —
4 ment, anastigmat f/5.8, Koilos shutter, 3
mahogany slides, leather ease. Jaynay tripod, £5/10.
Type,London,
new at S.E.17.
Easter ; bargain, 44 [5857
'-. —
177, Reflex
Sayer St.,

ZEISS Telenegative f/6 cm., with tube ; listed
31 X 2.t Cameo. Aldis f/4.5, Mulchro shutter,

VOIGTLANDER Brilliant Miniature Roll Film,
reflector
single
3 D.D.Soho
slides,
F.P.A.,
2.1 New direct
SpecialandSibyl.
Xgssarfinders,
f/4.5, 12antinous
LATEST
Reflex,
3Jx21,leather
Ross easeXpres; perfect
f/4.5, 312 release,
condition, £14. — 244, Cranhronk Rd,, Ilford. [5858 slides, F.P.A., leather ease, £9. — 171, Brockley Rd.,
l-PLA'l’E, double extension, f/6.8, reflecting and
4 direct finders, slides, Dalian tank, frames,
trays, tripod (7-sect.), complete outfit, owner giving
up. 50.-. — Ramsay, 60, Browning Rd., London.
E.ll.”
[.5859
01x24'. ^7
Zei.ss Ikon Ma.ximar, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,

S.E.4.
[5886
i-PLATE Junior Ruby Reflex, f/4.5 Dallmeyer,
4
canvas case, F.P.A., 6 slides, perfect condition,
£7/10 ; also 12-in. Dallmeyer Popular Telephoto
Lens f/6, practically new, what offers ?— Bastow,
North St., Chichester.
[5887

*32 delayed Compur sliutter. double extension,
focussing screen, F.P.A., R.F.A., 6 slides, leather
ca.se ; new condition, £6/10. — Oldershaw, Shell)ourne, Saltersford Rd., Leicester.
[.5861

2 double extension, leather case, F.P.A., 3
slides ; nearly new ; cost £14 ; ,£8/8. — Wadsley,
Napier Villas, Broadway, Chichester.
[5888

31x24 Ensign Cameo, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur,

Ensign carbine No. 7, f/4.5 Ensar anastigmat, ROLLEIFLEX, 1931 model, Compur. f/4.5,

leather case, shade, 2 filters ; perfect order,
Mulchro speeded shutter ; new .July, 1932 ;
cost £5/15 ; little used, condition unsoiled ; with £11. — Evans, Hudson’s Court, Corporation St.,
Manchester.
[5889
leather case, £4 ; deposit, — W. Keylock, 54
Wickham Rd., Brockley, London, S,E.4.
[5862
2 shutter, all refinements, 16 clip-on slides ;
2 mat, l/15th to 1/1, 000th see. and time, cost £19 complete ; as new, £10, or near offer ;
seen London ; owner wants i-pl. — Box 6781,
[58
I
Rd
St
58
c/o ” The Amateur Photographer.”
[5890
,
ai
.,
6,5
l
nf
2 Rothenow lens, Compur, double extension,
or
f
t
2 f/'4.5
direct
and o
time, ; rising and cross front, 12 dark slides, roll-film
bulb,
and h lens,
7-speed
shutter
; brilliant
list £5/5finders,
; as new
holder, 5 Ilford colour filters and cases, velvetr c/o " The Amateur
accept 75/- or offer. — Box 6768,
lined leather case, P.C. enlarger, printing frame ;
d
Photographer.”
[5867 cost over £14 ; as new, £7/15 the lot. — 29, Park
1-PLATE Contessa Nettel, double,extension, f/6.3
[5895
4 Zeiss Triotar lenses, Compur shutter, 12 slides, Rd., N.15, Phone, Mountview 6931.
F.P.A., leather case, 2 Verichrome packs ; all
.«3 4 slides, F.P.A., l/25th to 1/1, 000th sec. ;
in excellent condition, £4/10, — Horril, 18, Harman
Rd., Erdington, Birmingham.
[5868 in new condition, £13/10. — 31, Drvden St., Hull.

31x24 Focal-plane Folding Salex, 1/5.5 anastig-

24 34 Zeiss Ideal, all metal, f/4.5 Tessar, D.A.

34 < 2.4 Ensign Carbine No. 5, Aldis anastigmat 34 ' 24 Welta Plate Camera, f/3.9, Laack

'
not be sent as remittances.

CAMERAS
I .

and

Emporium

We have received many compiaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of
Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, olTering to take
such goods in exchange for others or to purchase
lor Cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from',this_quarter.

L CAMERAS

Photographer

LENSEs"

/Jlx3i Popular Pressman Reflex, f/4.5, 4 double
slides, F.P.A. ; cost £14 ; perfect con¬
dition, £6. — Astley, 39, Chatsworth Rd., Morecainbe, Lancashire.
[5767

4prx6 Ernemann Folding Reflex, f/3.5,

POSTCARD Regular Sanderson, good condition,

slides, leather case, without lens, 55/- ; with
Ensign f/.5.8 Convertible anastigmat. Automat
V'T’HOLE-PLATE Field Camera, tripod, 5 D.D.
T T slides, Ross-Zeiss anastigmat lens, 9}-in. ; shutter, £3/15 ; also Tan Leather Case by Dallcost £16 ; sacrifice, £5. — Hutchinson, 32, Bracken
meyer, for i-pl. Reflex, perfect, cost £2/10,
Edge, Leeds, 8.
[5839 for 17/6. — R. Walton, 3, Varley St., Preston.
Lancs.
[5869
r
o
anastigmat, focal-plane,
1/1, 000th sec., 5 D.D.
ll
-h
slides;, all in perfect condition,
£12/10 or nearest.
4
Ross
Homocentric
f/6.3,
3
D.D.
slides,
ol
de
— Phone, Grangewood 2611.
[5842 leather case, all in good condition ; shutter wants
r3.
1-PLATE Triple Victo, Aldis
t/6 lens, T.-P.
50/-; or exchange for 3^x24 Pocket
2 shutter and timing valve, s6lid slides, tripod and adjusting,
Camera. — 4, Pine St., Blackburn.
[5871
es
case, .£3/10. — Fletcher, Uppingham,,an Rutland. [5844
d
2 Zeiss, 1 to 1/1, 000th sec., 7 slides and
F.
F.P.A., £4. — Mullins, 17, Vale St., Bacup. [5872
focussing adjustment, direct-visionP.Aview-finder,
rising front, fitted pair Carl Zeiss Tessars
1/4.5,
..
shade, revolving back, spirit level, large
Compound stereo shutter, 1 to l/150fch 47sec.
and
/6
.—
time, cable release, complete with changing-box
hood, Mackenzie-Wishart Slide A, and 8 envelopes,
brand-new
8-ln. Aldis anastigmat lens f/4.5, new
for 12 plates, also Autochrome changing-box,
E.
2 focussing screens and leather case ; originally
W. blind to shutter, which works from 1/lOth to
,
l/l.OOOth
sec.,
T. and B, (lens cost £9/5) ; take
costing .£48 ; accept £12. — 173, Westborough Rd.,
£8. — Proprietor, 24, Townhead St., Hamilton
Westclilt'-on-Sea.
[5847 Lanarkshire.
[5873
lens, 7-speed shutter, etc., leather case, list
Camera,
focussing
scale,
rising
and
cross
price £5/5, £3/5 ; V.P. Kodak Tank, 8/6. —
Swain, Darley Hall, Luton.
[5850 front, 3-in. Ross Xpres f/4.5, N. & G. shutter,
4 to l/200th sec., N. & G. folding reflex finder,
as new, 65/-. — Myerscough, 37, Montserrat Rd., showing rise, pigskin case, developing tank, £10.—
Putney, S.W.15.
[5853 BM/BLVN, iLondon, W.C.l.
[5906

ZEISS Palmos 9x12 cm. Press Camera, f/4.5

31x21 or 34 x24 T.-P. Reflex, triple extension

6x13 lea Polyscope Stereo and Panoram Camera, 31 X 2.4 Salex (Murer) Focal-plane, f/4.5 Tessar
5x4 Adams’ Popular Videx, rising front, sky-

4-PLATE British Anschutz Press Camera, 5 D.D.
4 slides, Zeiss lens, leather case ; first £4. —
[5897
Fowler, Carey’s Lane, Bristol.
[5899
\7’.P. Ernemann (subsidiary of Zeiss Ikon) FocalV plane Camera, self-capping, l/20th to 1/1, 000th
sec., T. and B., 100-mm. f/2 Ernemann Ernostar
anastigmat, 3 metal slides, F.P.A., leather case ;
good condition ; recently cost over £38 ; accept
£15 ; ‘‘ A.P.” deposit system. — Box 6776, c/o “ 'The
Amateur Photographer.”
[5901
hood
y.P.Tessar,
Plate 6 N.slides,
& G.F.P.A.,
Baby Alpha
Sibyl, filter,
f/4.5 Zeiss

and case ; bargain, £6/6. — Box 6778, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[5903
4-PLATE Houghton-Buteher Popular Pressman
4 Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher anastigmat lens, 6
slides, complete, leather case ; new condition,
£8/10 ;
Amateur

deposit system. — Box 6780, c/o
Photographer.”

“ The
[5905

34x24 Ensign Special Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis
Bargain. — New Fotet, 16 exposure V.P., f/4.5 Newman & GUARDIA Baby Sibyl Roll Film
yellowTessar
filter,
Leitz
ZEISSleather
Ikonta,case,3i x2i,
f/4.5,lensD.A.hood,Compur,
distance meter ; new condition, £7 ; deposit
system.
Edward Messham, Lynton, St. Anne’s [5915
Rd.,
N'AGBL 3.ix21- Roll Film, f/4.3, 3-speed, case;
Denton, — Manchester.
YOU

CAN

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

2 anastigmat, 6 slides, F.P.A., leather case ;
practically new, £7 ; cost £15/15 ; call or write. —
Goodchild, 127, Wendell Rd., Shepherds Bush. [5912

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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TRY BEFORE
YOU BUY!

BOXFilmTengor,
3ix2i,
; 3ix2ishutter,
Roll
Carbine,
f/4.5 new,
Ensar, £1Compur
with leather case, £3/15. — Below.
41x6
R.R.Zeisslens,Protar
3 slides,
2 41 XBlocknote,
6 Blocknote,
f/9, 3 £1/2/6:
slides,
changing-box for 12 plates, £3/7/6. — Below.
31x24
Hand-Stand,
doubleZeissextension,
2 risingGluntz
cross front,
12-cm. f/4.5
Tessar,
Compur shutter, 6 slides, F.P.A., roll-holder,
new,

guarantee.
APPEOVAl

25 Guineas.

£4/15.— Below.

41x6
slides,
£1/5 ;
2 la Sprite,
Graflex f/5.6
Roll Homocentric,
Film Reflex, 6good
condition,
no lens, £2. — Below.
Busch
Detective
Aplanat f/6, 4-in., in Unicum
shutter,
7/6. — Below.
1 f/6, 1/7.7,
£1.— Below.
n-IN.matBuschNo. Bistelar
£2/10 ; Aldis Anastig¬
7 -IN.£7/15,Zeiss£3/10Wide-angle
f/18, new,
cost5,
; 8J-in. Protar
Cooke Series
HI f/6.
new, £3. — Below.
Anyc/o Above
on deposit
system. — Box 6769,
“ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[5863
1-PLATE T.-P. Imperial Pocket, f/6.8. General

approval

Voigtlander BriUiant Reflex, latest anastlgmat, viewing lens.
3 speeds, hinced hood, focussing to 3 ft., takes 12 pictures on
3J X 2i roll film. Wonderful value. Get yours now.

TRIAL _

55/- _

APPROVAL

X 21 Latest New Ensign Roll Film Reflex, latest f/4.d Speed,
new geared self-capping. l/15th to l/500th sec., T. and B.,
long extension, deep self-erecting hood, dead register new
pressure device (film as flat as a plate), hinged sky -shade, takes
latest 8-expoffure spools, all inlaid leather ; very smalJ and
compact.

TRIAL _

£6 : 1 7 : 6 _

4 shutter, speeded from l/5th to 1/lOOth sec.,
D.V. finder, 6 slides and F.P.A. ; perfect condition,
35/- : or exchange for smaller. — Brennan, 34,
Maudlin St., Kilkenny.
[5916

APPROVAL

T.-P. Reflex, 31x2.V, 5-5/8th8 in. Ross Xpres f/2.9,

16-mm. Latest New Bronze Victor Camera, Speed f‘2.9. visoal
focussing, with large eyepiece, iudividaal eyesight adjust¬
ment, three-lens turret head, multi-speeds, 8, 12, 16, 24. 32,
64 pictures per sec., locking device for self inclusion, audible
footage (to the ear),.title crank, latest visual footage (shows
amount unexposed), direct Tele-flnder (for all distances and
lenses), plumb level (exact uprights, no tilting), latest graphite
silent motor (noiseless for talkies), three-point quick threading,
leas focussing to 1 ft. All gold-bronze, chromium throughout.

TRIAL _

£60 _

swing front, 12 single slides, F.P.A., R.F.A.,
leather case ; perfect, £16 ; wanted 6-in. Ross
Homocentric, good shutter. — Steel, 1, Boundary
Terrace, Carlisle.
[5917

Etui, 34x2^ f/4.5, compur, 6 slides, in case,

F.P.A. ; brand new ; cost £9/9 ; £7. — Hart,
45, Priory Rd., Exeter.
[5918
1-PLATE Zeiss Trona, f/4.5 Zeiss Tes.sar, Compur
4 (not D.A.), 12 slides, F.P.A. ; perfect order,
£7/10. — Clark, 2a, Langton Rd., Cricklewood, N.W.2.
[-5919
1-PLATE Reflex, 6-in. Homocentric lens f/5.6,
4 F.P.A. ; only £7, or near offer ; deposit system.
— Wyborn, 50, Joyes Rd., Folkestone.
[5923

APPROVAL

3^ X 2^ Speed Cameo, Dallmeyer f/.3.o, delayed-action Compur.
doable extension, rising cross front, detachable clip-on lens
and shatter, brilliant and optical direct finder, quick-change
“ cllp-on ” slides, all metal,

trial

inlaid leather.

£15 ; 15 : 0

Wonderful

LENSES

UNWANTED Present. — Contax, Tessar

Voigtlander Prominent Prefiision Roll Film, 4|-in. Famous
Heliar f/4.5. delayed-action Compur. automatic erecting,
automatic focussing, automatic exposure, all buOt-in. 16 V.P,
or 8 3ix21 pictures. Precision made. Failures impossible.

TBiAli

AND

value.

APPROVAL

New Rhamstine Exposure Meter, photo-electric, stills or movies,
self-generating, no batteries. Last a lifetime and give exact
results every time. Very latest compact model.

AplanatCamera,
lens. Comp,
3 double
5x4double
Sanderson
double shutter,
extension.
Beck

TRIAL _

slides, offers wanted. — Miller, 1, Brown’s Rd.,
Long Eaton.
[5924

£15 : IS : 0 _

approval

_

*24 _

APPROVAL

3Jx2i Ensign Latest Compact Reflex. Aldis-Butcher f/4.5.
self-capping l/15th to 1 l.OOUth. deep hood, long extension,
revolving back, very small, compact model, slides, test charts,
guarantees.

trial

81 2

approval

3i x21 Ego (Compact Plate Pocket, Speed f'3.5, delayed-action
Compur, double extension, rise, cross, wire finder, all inlaid
leather, metal body, slides, screen. Amazing value.

considered. — Hackett, 37, Davenport Rd.,
Grove, Nr. Stockport.

TRIAL _

f/4.5, revolving back, slides, F.P.A., tripod,
filters, case, £8. — Gul.son, 197, Sumatra Rd.,
West Hampstead, N.W.6.
[5935

£7:10:0 _

31

21 Ensign

£12 : 5 : 0

Roll Film Plate, Knsign

trial
31
any

21 Ensign
size. Get

£6 : 10 : 0 ONLY

Latest Enlarger,
yours now.

TRIAL _

fits own

52/6 _

device,’

approval

camera,

enlarges

l '20th to 1 /2,000th, 8 slides and F.P.A., cost £72,
£38 ; Also Unused Range-finder Type 3a Kodak
Special, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar. Compur, cost £21/2/6 ;
£7/10. — N. Lewis, 14, Woodberry Down, Manor
House, N.4.
[5938

to

approval

31x24
Camera,
f/4.5,F.P.A.,
focus2 singCompact
mount, Self-erecting
9-speed shutter,
3 slides,
new, £4 '4. — Davis, 4, Gladstone Terrace, Grange-

31 21 New Cameo, Ensign f/4.5, latest geared British 1 to
1/lOOth. double extension, rise, cross, brilliant and wire finder,
slides, screen, full guarantees. Amazing value.

TRIAL _

£5:15:0 _

town,

30

DAYS’

GORSE
APPROVAL.

WRITE

7t in. when closed.
Approx. 4 ft. when extended.
coating.
Hand finished, ontamishable, with ribbed permanent
IN

ZEPP HARD
DURA¬
LUMINIUM
. . £1 17 6

IN HIGHLY
BRASS .
7-SECTIONS

POLISHED
21 10 0

MOD£LS(FIat)

9 in. closed, 4 ft. extended.
IN

ZEPP HARD
DURA¬
LUMINIUM.... fl 10 0

IN HIGHLY
BRASS .

POLISHED
21 S 6

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

Your Film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative : V.P. and 31 x 2|, 8 e.vposures, 1/2, No. lltJ (21 x 41)

1/8, 41x31 1/3, 61 X 31 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- 1 dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2^9 1 dozen. 81x61; 2/6
dozen, l^fl 1 dozen. 61 x 4} enlarcemente, 2/- 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12x10 1/3, 10x8 1/-, 81x61 9d.. 61x4| 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH
OP ALL ORDERS.
Sizes up to 12 X 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE

&

CAMPION,

122,

East

Park

Road,

LEICESTER.

[5940

y.P.
Kodak skySpecial,
anastigmat,
Diomatic
shutter,
filter ;f/4.5
as new,
55/-. — Lentrosen,
Purler Hill, Surrey.
[5943
Reflex
Gratlex
Horizontal,
Tessar
f'4.5, F.L.
64 in.,5x4
F.P.A.
; cost £30 Zeiss
; condition

SkbIrS."'’-

EXCHANGES.

Yorks.

Aldis-Butcher f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Compur
shutter to l/200th, with leather sling case ; good as
new ; cost £12 ; sell £5 ; approval deposit. —
Ducie, 22, .St. Helen’s Oescent, Hastings. [5941

Post paid. No old emulsions. Very latest. All one batch.'
Accessories. — Tanks. Filters. Slides. F.P.A.’s, Dishes. Safelamps, Cin6 Accessories. Trial, Approval,

EDWIN

MODELS

DWARF’

Ensign Folding camera, 4ix3i, plates or films,

approval

Why Spoil that Picture with Cheap Plates or Piims p The fleeting
pictures are precious. Use the BEST.
All makes of Plates, Roll Film^, Film Packs. Cut Films,
Oin6 Films, post free, guaranteed all one hatch. Ilford.
Ensign. Barnet, Zeiss Ikon. Agfa, etc .-supplied immediately.

FIVE

(Flat)
10 -SECTIONS

Hazel
[5933

For Sale Cheap. — J-pl. Tropical Sanderson, Zeiss
new, Used
12x9 ; Latest
Type indistinguishable
Miroflex, f/2.7,
ONLYfromTwice
absolutely

f;4.5, latest geared

1 to 1/lOOth
sec.,finder,
rise cross
latesttest
pressure
brilliant
and wire
slides, front,
guarantee,
chart.

LTD.

Smallest and Lightest
POCKET TRIPODS.

f/6. 3, in Volute, as new ; no reasonable offer
refused. — Ide, 100, Munster Rd., Teddington. [5936

approval

new

COLLEGE

SHEFFIELD.

T.-P. 34x2i Reflex, l/lOth to I'l, 000th, Cooke

approval

Zeiss Ikonta Self>erecting Roll Film (16 on 31 21), Tessar
f/3.5. latest Compur, automatic quick erecting, direct finder,
all inlaid leather. Pit the vest pocket ea.slly.

TRIAL

214,

BENNETT

Kodak Postcard. Kollos shutter, f, 6.3 German
IHAGEE
3} X 2i,
f/4.5 Tessar
lens, F.P.A.,
£12/12 Folding
; N. & Reflex,
G. i-pl.
Special,
f/4.5,
6 slides, F.P.A., £12; exchanges, 34x24 N. & G.

approval

£8 : 10 : 0 _

Dept.

Chadwell Heath.
' [5930
lens, rising, tailing front, focussing ; perfect.
25/-. — Darcy, 16, Harper Rd., Liverpool. [5931

Zeiss Contax'Leica Enlarger, double condensers, e.xtra large
upright, to 25 X 20 pictures, reversing lamphouse for larger
pictures on the floor, mitred baseboard.

TRIAL _

Art.

THE

perfect, hide case, £4/17/6. — 106. Landsdowne Rd.,
Dalston. E.8.
[5929
01
Each, i-pl. Folding, double extension, anasdwl tigmat, accessories ; i-pl. Field, complete
outfit, acces.sorie3. — Minter, 14, Morley Rd.,

APPROVAL

£10 : 10 : 0 _

6o% of Commercial Art Work is done by “ Free Lance
Artists ” who do their work at home and sell it to the
highest bidders. Many Commercial Artists draw ” re¬
taining fees *’ from various sources, others prefer to
work full-time employment or partnership arrange¬
ment. We teach you not only how to draw what is
wanted, but how to make buyers want what you draw.
Many of onr students who originally took up Com¬
mercial .4rt as a hobby have since turned it into a
full-time paying profession with studio and staff of
assistant artists ; there is no limit to the possibilities.
Let us send full particulars for a FREE TRIAL and
detEuls of our course for your inspection. You
will be under no obligation whatever.

Ensign
No. Zeiss
12 (tropical
model),
4.tx2i carbine
film, f/4.5
Tessar, Compur,

16-mm. Latest Ensign Camera, f'3.5 anastigmat. normal
and half-speed, locking button (for including self), direct
finder. 50-ft. capacity. Very compact. Amazing price,
direct threading. 50-ft. film 6 6.

trial _

tion with Humorous
Papers, Advertisement
Drawing, Posters, Calendars, Catalogues,
Textile Designs, Book
Illustrations, etc.

17/6; 45x107 Stereo, f/6. 3 Anastigmats,
focussing, as brand new ; Cabinet Viewer for 50
transparencies, fine order ; outfit 97/6 ; full de¬
tails on request ; approval, etc. — Allan, 91, Sanda
St., Glasgow, N.W.
[5926

latest.

trial

Just try it for yourself, trace or draw the
outline and then put in the features.
There ore hundreds of openings in connec¬

Aldis t/6 Anastigmat, 5i-in., perfect, iris, flange,

Zeiss Contax. Zeiss famous Tessar f '3.5. unique metal blind
local-plane shutter, automatic range-finder focu&»ing. auto¬
matic winding film, all enclosed fittings, interchanging lenses.
Very

3, 1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

latest model, new, with Ever-ready case, 2
cassettes, cutting die, Leica tank ; cost £29 ;
special bargain, £23. — Below.

New Ultra-Compact T.-P. Reflex. DaUmeyer iamoas
f/4.5, latest steel seared eelf-cappinc. 1/lOtb to l/l.OOOtb^
T. and B.. loug pinion extension (for p{»rtTait«, close-ups, stilllife. etc., etc.), deep hinced self-erecting hood (giving brilliant
viewing), latest new mirror (camera can be used inverted
above the head in crowds, etc,), hinged sky-shade, all inlaid
leather, lovely workmanship. Smallest high-speed reflex
obtainable, only 5x4-4 in. closed, nearly fits the coat pocket,
S new nickel slides, screen, neck strap. Year’s
TBIAL
£8:15:0

photographer

excellent, £6/10, or best offer, letters only. —
Bale. 353, Bensham Lane, Thornton Heath, Surrev.

NO to

BE

WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

WANTED
To purchase for cash and part exchange
Good Cameras and Cine Apparatus.
Full details required.
Est, over

SHEFFIELD

so years

6. NORFOLK

[5944
SYSTEM.

PHOTO

ROW

CO.,

LTD.

(Fargate). SHEFFIELD

May

3,

THE

1933

I OAMBRAS

AND

AMATEUR

LENSES

|

BUTCHER’S 4ix2i Roll Film, double Rapid

Aplanat f/8, 5-speeded shutter, level and
reversible finder ; perfect as new, 30/- ; deposit. —
Graham, 2, West Gate, Furness Abbey, Barrow-inFurness.
[5948
1-PLATE All-metal Westminster Special, f/6.8
4 Convertible anastigmat. Compound shutter,
D.E., reflex and D.V. finders, rising and cross front,
focassing screen, 6 slides, F.P.A., case ; good
condition ; shutter recently overhauled, 55/-. —
Maclean, Merton, Oxford.
[5949

1 to 1/lOOth,
and Cameo,
B., rise,
and cross
Bargain,
as new,T. i-pl.
f/7.7fallanastigmat,
front, double extension, swing bed, 6 slides, F.P.A.,
leather case, £3, or near offer. — Palmer,
Rd., Leyton, E.IO.

64, Leigh
[5950

ZEISS Ica Ideal, 3ix2i, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur,

3 slides, F.P.A., R.F.A., all movements ;
absolutely perfect ; little used (see page 11
“ A.P.”
26/4/33), £8/15 ; offers.— 70, Thornton
Lane,
Bradford.
[5951
0 0/0
Graflex, 2ix3i, revolving back, Kodak
^0/ O
f/4.5, magazine, roll-holder, recent ;
consider Automatic Rolleiflex, exchange. — “ Rotherwood,” May Avenue, Wollaton, Nottingham. [5954
1QOO
Ensign Carbine No. 7, 31x2J Roll Film,
At70/^
plate back, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat,
Mulchro 7-speed shutter, rising, cross front,
radial focussing, 4 dark slides, leather case ;
cost £8 : as new, £5 ; deposit. — -Nowlan, Lynmere
Rd., Welling, Kent.
[59.55
; guaranteed
ZEISSF.P.A.,
Ikon leather
Miroflex,case,
9x126 slides
and i-pl.,
f/4.5 Tessar,as
new, £30. — Wlieeler, Rosedene, Upton, Poole. [5956
T.-P.3 Junior
3ix2J, andCookeDiaphot
f/4.5,
slides, Special
F.P.A.,Reflex,
neck-sling
exposure meter ; new condition, £8. — Box 6785,
e/o “ The

Amateur

Photographer.”

[5958

GOERZ Manufoc Tenax, 3ix2.}, f/4.8 Dogmar

Convertible, double extension, D.V. and
brilliant finders, 12 slides, F.P.A., 2 filters, hide
case ; new condition, £8/8. — Box 6788, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[5961

DALLMEYER Dual Camera, taking 16 on 3ix2i
DALLMEYER
Speed Camera,
f/2.9
Pontac and V.P.
interchangeable
f/4.5fitted
soft-focus
lens, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter and de luxe

roll film, f/3.5 lens, in D.A. Compur, dc luxe
case ; brand-new condition, £7/15. — Below.

case ; perfect condition, £8/15. — Box 6789, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[5962

DALLMEYER
Dual,3ix2i
f/3.5 film,
Dalraac,absolutely
D.A. Compur,
16 V.P. on
new,

only used for holiday, £10 or near offer ; Ross 6-in.
f/6.3 Homocentric, iris mount and flange, 25/-. —
Box 6790, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [5903

Tropical
Teakextension,
wood challenge
(as Sanderson)
5x4, triple
all movements,
Dallmeycr
f/6 and Telephoto attachment, 6 double slides,

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

‘SERVICE’ VALUES
OF SECOND-HAND
CAMERAS
CASH

★

AND

EXCHANGE

I CAMERAS

OR

All Apparatus fully guaranteed and sent on 5

TERMS.

31x21 No. 2 Folding Brownie, autographic, R.R. lens
speeded shutter .
£1 2 6
31x21 Meyer Roll Film, Goerlitz f/4.5 anastigmat lens,
Ibsor 7-speed shutter, direct and brilliant view-finders,
leather case. Unsoiled .
£2 18 6
V.P. Ernemann, f/6.8 anastigmat lens, speeded shutter
£1

12

6

V.P. Autographic Kodak, Series III, f/6.3 lens, Diomatic
shutter and purse .
.
£1 12 6
31 X 21 Folding, rack and pinion focussing, rising and
cross front, f/7.7 Ensign anastigmat lens. Simplex speeded
shutter, F.P. adapter .
19$. 6d.
9x12 Goerz Anschutz, self -capping focal-plane shutter,
f/4.5 Zodellar anastigmat, direct wire and optical view¬
finders, Nettel adapter, 12 slides, case .
£9 15 0
3x4 Box Tengor, Goerz Frontar lens .
12s. 6d.
Postcard No. 3a Kodak, Busch !ens,6-speed Kodak shutter,
combination plate back, 3 D.D. slides, leather carryingcase .
£1 12 6
31x21 No. 7 Ensign Carbine, rising and cross front,
Aldis Uno f/4.5, delayed-action Compur shutter, direct
finder, leather case. New condition .
£5 17 6
31x21 No. 1 F.P. Kodak, R.R. lens, speeded shutter,
20s. Od.
V.P. Autopaphic Kodak, R.R. lens .
15s. Od.
31x 21 Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, radial focussing,
direct wire-frame finder, Vario shutter .
£2 2 0
9.5 Midget Movie Camera and Projector Combined,
hand turn .
£1 7 6
41x21 No. la Speed Kodak, focal-plane shutter, double
extension, f/6.3 Zeiss anastigmat lens, direct-vision finder
£3 3 0
31x2.) Special Sibyl, Zeiss Tessar lens f/4.5, 6 single
slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. Excellent condition
£9 0 0
3x2 Ensignette, Achro lens .
10s. Od.
31x21 Tropical Adora, double extension, Zeiss Tessar
lens f/4.5, Compur shutter, 6 single slides, F.P. adapter
£9 0 0
1-pl. 9 -12 Tropical Contessa Folding, double extension,
rising ani cross front, direct-vision and wire-frame finder,
Zeiss Tessar lens f/4.5, Compur shutter, speeds from i to
i/2ooth sec., T. and B., 3 single slides, F.P. adapter and
leather carrying-case. As new .
£8 17 6
No. la 41x21 Self-erecting Kodak, f/7.7 anastigmat
lens, speeded shutter, autographic feature.... £1 10 0
41x2.1 Ensign Carbine, Zeiss Tessar lens f/4.5, Compur
shutter, speeds i to i/25oth sec., T. and B., leather case
£6

6

0

41x21 Librette, f/4.5 Nagel anastigmat lens, rising front,
direct wire and brilliant reversible view-finders, new

Compur shutter, speeds i to i/25oth sec., leather carryingcase .
£5 12 6
1-pl. Voigtiander Alpin, triple extension, f/6.8 Collinear,
Compound shutter, 6 single slides, F.P. adapter, back-

M.-W. slide, 12 envelopes, roll-film holder ; hooded focussing screen and leather^ case .
£7 7 0
perfect condition, in velvet-lined leather case, £20 ;
V.P. Fotessa for Roll Films, with plate back, f/3.5
cost £45. — Box 6794, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
Schnei ler anastigmat lens, delayed-action Compur shutter,
grapher.”
[5965 direct-vision finder, 3 single slides, F.P. adapter and focus¬

Babyleather
Sibyl,case.
Zelss £5/5.
Te-ssar— Advertiser,
f/4.5, 12 slides,
A.,
265, F.P.
Bellahouston Drive, Glasgow,
[5966
SPECIAL
Portable
Whole-plate
Portrait Camera
(Gandolfi),
new, 2()-in.
Ross anastigmat
f/6, 1
double slide (book-form), £9/10 ; 10-in. Cooke Aviar
f/4.5, with adapter (i-pl. reflex), £6/15, — Wood,
45, Harlcscott Rd., S.E.15.
.[5968

Babyfilter,Sibyl,
Xpresslides,
f/J.5,F.P.Dallon
Telephoto
f/6.5,de
6 D.D.
A., cable
release,
luxe case ; cost £32 ; outfit as new ; bargain, £12.
— BM/ACXE, London, W.C.l.
[5970

PEGGY
(Krauss)
andin ideal
36X24
mm. ;
Camera,
Tessarlatest
1/3.5,
special
Compur

absolutely new ; cost £22/10 ; bargain,
10, Wentworth Rd., N.W.ll.

£17. —
[5971

V.P.Compur
Ihagee shutter
Weeny-Ultrix,
Tessar
f/3.5,
; perfect Zeiss
condition
; present

price £13 ; accept £8. — Mattssou, 20, Marchmont
Crescent, Edinburgh.
[5972
QF^/_ Lancaster 1/31 Iris Cabinet Portrait Lens;
OeJ/
perfect. — Smith, 221,. Derby Rd., Notting¬
ham.
[5925

Hugo105-mm.,
Meyer Helioplan
Double Anastigmat
f/6.8,
Vario shutter,
10/6 ; Zodellar

Anastigmat 1/6.8, 105-mm., Derval, 6/6 ; Salex
Anastigmat f/6.8, 4i in.. Acme, 15/- ; Aldis
Uno Anastigmat f/7.7, 4} in., Vario, 6/6 ; Stella
Double Anastigmat f/6.8, 135-mm., Marvel, 8/6 ;
Sale.x Anastigmat f/4.5, 120-mm., sunk mount, 15/- ;
Focussing Magnifier, 2/6 ; Another, 1/6 ; Kodak
Self-timer, 1/6 ; Universal Tripod Heads : Meyer
Micrometer, 6/6 ; Stehfix de luxe, 4/- ; Cheaper make,
1/6; 4.5x6 cm. Ica F.P. A., clip fitting, 3/6;
Diaphot Meter, 2/6. — Murdock, 36, Bidwell (hardens.
New Southgate, N.H.
[5939
USE

sing screen .
£7 17 6
9.5 Pathescope Motocamera Luxe, f/3.5 lens, leather case
and charger .
£7 7 0
31x21 Salex Focal-plane, f/5.5 anastigmat lens, 6 single
slides, back -hooded focussing screen .
£2 12 6
4.5x6 cm. Dallmeyer Speed, focal-plane, f/2.9 Pentac, 3
D.D. slides and case .
£10 10 0

1-pl. Zeiss Ikon Lloyd, rack and pinion focussing, rising
and cross front, Tessar lens f/4.5, delayed-action Compur
shutter, combination plate back, 6 slides, F.P. adapter
and leather case. All as new .
£9 17 6
1-pl. Enlarger, horizontal model, 5.1-in. condenser, f/6.3
anastigmat lens, electric light fittings, negative carrier
£4 0 0
Thalhammer Cine Tripod, panorara or tilting head. As
new. List price £10 .
£5 0 0
16-mm. Latest 180-watt Silent Sixteen Projector, motor
driven, resistance and case .
£16 17 6
16-mm. 150 Silent Sixteen Projector, motor
tance and case .
.

drive, resis¬
£10 17 6

9.5-mm. Patbe Baby Projector, double claw, C motor,
dual resistance, super attachment, aU in carrying-case
£7 17 6

Pbone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines). Established 1889.

vetvtce

LENSEsT]

■VTEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St.,
lx
W.l, the camera specialists, offer the following
bargains.

CINES
★

AND
Trade.

days’ approval against full deposit. Saleable,
up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole
payment or purchased for cash. Our reputation
is your guarantee.

41x6 Zeiss Ikon Baby Speed Nettel Focal-plane

2 Camera, focussing, reversible finder, wire¬
frame finder, quick-wind focal-plane shutter.
l/7th to 1/1, 200th and time, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/2.7.
F.P. A.. 6 slides, leather case ; list price £36 ;
our price £18/15.
1-PLATE Dallmeyer de Luxe Reflex, double
4
extension, rising front, sky-shade, deep triple
detachable focussing hood, revolving back, quick
wind focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th
and time, fitted Dallmeyer Serrac f/4.5, 1 D.P.
holder, F.P. adapter, £10/15.

41x6 Voigtiander Bergheil Vest Pocket Folding

2 Camera, double extension, rack rising and
cross front, brilliant finder, also direct finder,
fitted Heliar f/4.5 lens, Compur shutter, 1 to l/300th
and time, light filter and Focar lens, 12 slides,
F.P.A. and leather case, £7/10.
1-PLATE Tropical Model Contessa Nettel Folding
4 Pocket Camera, double extension, high rack
rising and cross front, reversible finder, spirit level,
fitted Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, F.P.A. , 6 slides and
leather case ; fine order, £11/17/6.

31x21 Dallmeyer Pentac Roll Film Camera.

4 focussing, rising and cross front, wire¬
frame finder, fitted Dallmeyer Pentac f/2.9,
Compur shutter, 1 to l/200th and time, cablerelease ; fine order, £9.

31x21 Dallmeyer Speed Camera, focussing,

2 rising front, wire-frame finder, quick-wind
focal-plane shutter, l/8th to 1/1, 000th and time,
fitted Dallmeyer Dalmac f/3.5, F.P. adapter ;
a bargain, £10H5.

31x21 'Tropical Model Zeiss Ikon Adoro Folding

2 Pocket, double extension, high rack rising
and cross front, reversible finder, spirit level,
wire-frame finder, fitted Tessar f/4.5, Compur
shutter, 1 to 1 /250th and time, cable release, 3
slides : as new, £12.

41x6 Vest Pocket Makina, focussing, direct
2 finder, wire-frame finder, fitted f/2.8 Plaubel
Anticomar, Compur shutter, 1 to 1 /250th and
time, 6 slides, F.P.A., £9/15.

31
X 21- Roll Film Camera, reversible finder,
mat f/4.5, Vario speeded shutter, l/25th to
4

wire-frame

IMOOtli

and

finder,

fitted

Actinar

anastig¬

time, £2/5.

/j pr X 107 Contessa Nettel Steroco Camera, brilliant
finder, wire-frame finder, fitted pair f/5.5
anastigmat lenses, speeded shutter, l/25th to
1 /100th and time, 3 slides, £4.

9x12 and l-pI. New Model Mentor Folding Reflex,

deep triple focussing hood, revolving back,
quick-wind focal-plane shutter, l/8th to 1/1, 300th
and time, cable release, fitted Carl Zeiss Tessar
t/4.5 focussing, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter and
leather case ; all as new ; list price over £50 ;
our price £15.
estimate given before
Repairs to all woi;kmen
makes of; apparatus
executed bjpayment
system
;
please
ask
for
Apparatus can be purchased on ourdetails.
deferred
l)ossible results.
Quick and
service.
Developing,
Printing
Enlarging, best
NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent [0010St.,
W.l.
87/6
;
Tropical
same,
97/6
(both
new)
Allens. — Ensign No. 7, Aldis f/4.5, Mulchro, :
Mirax Enlarger, 35/-. — Below.
experienced
proceeding.

Allens. — Nagel 3ix21 RoU FUm, Compur,
97/6 (new) ;
98/6. — Below.

Imperial

l-pl. Enlarger,

f/6.3,

and — interchangeable
lens,
Allens.
Lelca No. 1, Elmarf/4.5f/3.5,13.5-cm.
range-finder.
£13/17/6 : many more bargains. — Below.
T.-P. and Voigtiander
Prominent
stockists
Rolleiflex,
Leioa, Contax,
Pilot,
Etui, ;
two-thirds (approximately) allowed modern cameras,
part payment, subject approval. — Allens, 168.
Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4 (Central 9480). [0087

CAMERAS Exchanged ; largest stock S. London ;
Lloyds
photographic
87,
Lamb’s Conduit
St., W.C.l. supplies,
Phone, Holborn
6250 ; usual approval terms.
LLCDYDS.
— F/2 &3-in.Lomb,
Anastigmat
Lensesbetween-lens
by Goerz
and Busch
fitted Ilex
shutter, speeds l/5th, 1/lOth, l/25th, l/50th.
special attention to Pathescopes. — Humphrys,
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[5002

1/lOOth sec., bulb and time ; unused, £3/12/6.

289, HIGH HOLBORN,
OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

LONDON,
AND

W.C.l

AVOID

ALL

Gammax
shutter,
speeds
1/lOth.
Lloyds.
— 3-in.between-lens
f/2.9 Dallmeyer
Pentac
Lenses,
in
l/25th, l/50th, 1/lOOth sec., bulb and time, 52/6.

RISK.
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BARGAINS

book, £4 or near offer. — Palmer, 64, Leigh Rd.,
Leyton, E.IO.
[5843
Zeiss Kinamo,

35-mm.

standard

f,'3.5, hand and motor, 6 80-ft. filmholders, in leather case, with rotating head tripod ;
just overhauled by makers. — Below.
01

Ica Standard

35-mm.

Film

Projector,

Pathescope Uotocamera B, f/3.5 anaatigmat. Very latest
model. As new' .
£4 10 0
Pathescope Uotocamera de Luxe, f/3.o auastigmat, com¬
plete in case. New condition. Cost £11 53... £6 17 6
Model C Eodascope Projector, electric motor drive, spare
400-ft. reel. As new'. Cost £18 IBs .
£6 19 6
21 Square Automatic Rolleiflex, f/3.8 Tessar, latest
model, de luxe case. As new’. Cost £24 .
£15 19 6
3x4 cm. Fotel, f/4.5 anastigmat. Brand new. List
price £4 .
£1 17 6
31x2V Zodel de Luxe, f'3.8 anaatigmat, D.A. Compor
shutter, double extension, 6 slides, case. Indistintruishable
from new .
£3 19 6

15-in.

dLAO
fireproof drums, on 4-ft. stand with
electric motor drive, complete with 200- watt
Triumph illumination unit ; suitable for scho( 1.
etc. ; or with above, the lotT £25. — Box 67; '
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[5! 49
1 ^-MM. Victor Camera, perfect condition, .>
10

speeds,

visual

focus,

turret

head,

containing

Telephoto, also medium and wide-angle lenses at
f/1.5, owned by professional cameraman ; cost over
£90 ; slump price £43. — Drury, Vicarage, Darlington

31x21 Zeiss Ikon Trona, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur shutter,
double extension, 3 slides, leather case. As new. Cost
£12 158 .
£5 19 6

PATHESCOPE G2 Double-claw Projector, super

31x21 Ihagee, f/4..') anastigmat, D.A. Compur shutter,
double extension. 3 slides .
£4 7 6
41 ^ 6 cm. Contessa Nettix, f/6.3 anastigmat, 6 slides.
As new .
£1 9 6
31 X 21 Ernemann Reflex, f/3.5 Emon anastigmat. 3 slides.
F.P. adapter. As new .
£4 17 6

PATHESCOPE
Super Features,
guaranteed
in
perfect condition,
only 15/- all
each
per Super

41 X 6 cm. Dallmeyer Speed, f/2.9 Pentac, 3 double slides,
F.P. adapter and case. Exactly as new. Cost over £20
£7 18 6
Zeiss Ikon Contax, f/3.5 Tessar. leather case. As new.
Cost £2C .
£17 17 6

attachment, extra resistance, and film-joiner ;
excellent condition, £4/10 ; Hermagis close-ups
[5852and filter, in case as new, 12/6 ; Iris Vignette, 4/-. —
Young, 97, Stockton Rd., West Hartlepool. [5874

Reel ; send stamp for list. — Robert
Lucerne, Chandos Avenue, N.20.

Leader,
[5876

31x21 Agfa Speedex, f/8.8 anastigmat, self-erecting
front, latest model. Brand new*. List £3 33... £19
6
10 X 15 cm. Goerz Anschutz, f/4.5 Dogmar, 3 double
slides, F.P. adapter. Good order .
£6 19 6
3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, f/4.5 Zeiss anastigmat. As
new. . . .
£2 19 6
Voigtlander Roll Film, f/4.5 Skopar, D.A. Compur, takes

Ensign
250-v.,
spare Projector,
lamp, in 100-w.,
perfect resistance
condition, up£9.to— Below.
PATHE
claw,
resistance,
motor,
super Projector,
attachmentdouble
; bargain,
£5; — Shaw,
36,
Glasshouse St., W.l.
[5892
BOLEX
Projector,
very latest
Model
D, with
improved
lamphouse,
only 2
months
old,
been used 4 times, complete with extra resistance,

21x31 or 21 X l-ll/16ths
Cost £11 lOs .
31x2A

spare lamp and leather-covered carrying-case ;
cost over £40 ; all in brand-new condition, complete
with instruction manual ; bargain, £28. — Johnson,
74, Montholme Rd., Wandsworth Common, S.W.ll.

PATHESCOPE Home Movie Projector, super

Trade.

Everything for Movies ; your inspection in¬

vited of immense stock of Films (9, 16, 35 mm.).
Cameras and Projectors, including Bell &. Howell,
DeVry, De Brie, Williamson, Moy, Pathe, Ensign
and Coronet.

31
As

32

DEAL

f/7.7 anastigmat,

self-erecting front
£19
6
Diomatic shutter.
£2 9 6

4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Box Tengor,
£l 48. 6d .

leather

case.

As new.
13s. 6d.

Perfect order.
£1 15 0

Compur

shutter,
£1 19 6

All Pathescope films received
before 4 p.m. ready 5.30 p.m.
following day (Saturdays excepted).

Hatfield,
[5^1

CAN

Kodak,

Are you taking advantage
of our Express Pathescope
Developing Service ?

Developing

WANTED

\

WANTED. — Electrical Shutter Release (distance),
tank —for1-pI.
N. Slides,
& G. light
UniversaL
Roseholm,
WANTED.
filters,— developing
Hollyfield Rd., Sutton Coldfield.
[5877
good order. — Reed, Hawes Lane, West Wickham,
Kent.
[5864
[5855

IX/ ANTED. — Roll Film Reflex, or offers for 3X4
iT Zodelette Camera (16 on V.P. film), f/3.5
lens, latest Compur shutter, suede purse, leather
sling case, enlarger, developing and printin'r
outfit ; all new ; sell, £6/10. — Thomas, 47,
Commercial Rd., Bournemouth.
[.5880
'IXl'ANTED. — Bell-Howell Photometer (Cine) ExT T posure Meter, or similar ; good condition,
reasonable price ; particulars to — Bundy, Wakefield
House, Camberley, Surrey.
'
way Rd., S.W.18.

[5881

[5891
PRESS Camera wanted, good make. — 56, Brath■WIANTED. — Good Leather Case for 1-pl. Ensign
Tt Special Reflex and Accessories, camera about
7x7x71 in. — Taylor, Cross, Kilmaurs, Ayrshire.

Zeiss —Ikon
3ix2f, either
f/3.5
WANTED.
i-pl. Vertical
Enlarger,Enlarger,
would exchange
Tessar, or Butcher 1-pl. Record Enlarger, complete
[5893

with electric fittings and
Alexandra Crescent, Bromley

resistance. — Y., 74,
Kent.
[5896

WANTED. — 3ix2i or 4JX6 Reflex, with 1/3 or

larger lens, self-capping shutter, revolving
back, F.P. A. ; description to include lens focal
length, year, price. — Box 6777, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[5902

Reflex
wanted. — price
RoU Film,
31 X— 2i,Box extra
lens ; knock-out
essential.
6779,good
c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[5904
1^’ANTED. — F.P.A. and R.F. holder for Graflex
TT 31x21 (Series B) Camera; also Solid Leather
Case, about 71x61x7 in. — 95, Merton Hall Rd.,
Wimbledon, S.W.19.
[5913
Y^'ANTED.
Double
Dark The
Slides
to fit Linslade,
Butcher
TT 1-pl. —
Reflex.
— Mays,
Gables,
Bucks.
[5921

WANTED. — 1-pl. Stiff Camera Case, also 1-pl.
Dominar, — Derval
shutter, 31x21
for Box
Exchange.
Zeiss Cocarette
Film,Tengor
f/4.5
and Enlarger. — Harper, 13, Packington Rd., W.3.

Film Sheatlis. — Worldge, Gt. Staugbton, St.
Neots.
[5927

Y/I/ANTED.
— Leica
Model ; H,
Hektor offers
f/2.5 to
and
T T accessories
preferred
reasonable
—
Horrocks, 3, Nelson Rd., Blackpool, Lancs. [5928
[5932
YY’^ANTED.
Pocket
Filmdimensions,
Camera. V.P.K.
or
TT larger — size,
small
anastigmat
lens ; approval, cheap. — Advertiser, 52, Hatfield
Rd., London, W.4.
[5945
HatfieldView-finder
Rd., London,wanted.
W.4.
RHACO
— Advertiser,[5946
52,
TT" "I Colour

IV A

Filter wanted,

2-in. square. — Advertiser,

52, Hatfield Rd., London,

W.4.

[5947

BOXFORM Magazine Plate Camera wanted ;

describe fully. — Ryan, Mount Melleray, The
Avenue, West Wickham, Kent.
[5952

Ruli Film,
f/4.5 lens,
new No.
condition,
WANTED
to E.xchange.
— 1932
7 Ensignfor
good 31x21 Plate or Horizontal Reflex Camera;
cash adjustment. — Sanderson, 20, Scotch St.,
Carlisle.
[5953
Queen’s [5957
Rd.,
WANTED.
—Stockwood,
31x21 KlimaxKeyford,
Tank, thermometer.
—
Sketty.Miss
Swansea.
YY'ANTED.—
Three Reflex;
D.D. Slides
and approval,
F.P.A. for
TT 5x4 Soho
deposit
—
Box 6786, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [5959

WANTED. — i-pl. Goerz Anschutz Press Focal-

plane, old type not objected to if sound ;
details to — Box 6787, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[.5960

ACCESSORIES

2/>, Reloads 2/7

Post free.

WESTON Exposure Meter, absolutely new in

THE CAMERA & GRAMOPHONE CO.

leather ease, ensures perfect exposures with
still or cine cameras ; cost £15/10 a week ago ;
sacrifice £11/10 for quick sale deposit system if

320, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Victoria, S.W.1

desired. — Box 6775, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

(Opposite Ifew Victoria Cinema.)

Telephone: Vietoria2977,

Boors of Busineu : 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. (Monday to Saturday.)

Rd., Sevenoaks.
[5878
YOU

21

41x6 cm. Voigtlander, f/6.3 anastigmat,
double extension, F.P. adapter .

WANTED. — Miniature Film Camera, automatic

ferred. — M. Sheffield, 2, Woodside

7 6
order

Pathescope Hand-drive Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat.
Shop-soiled. Cost £5 .
£1 15 0
Coronet Cine Camera, spring motor drive. As new.
Cost £2 15s .
£1 12 6

Exchange.
— Goerzsec.,Tenax,
3i Xslides,
2}, f/4.5perfect,
Dogmar-for
1 to l/250th
3 D.D.
same model, with f/6.8 Dagor ; also wanted. Dark

ONE J-pl. Telephoto Lens ; send full details and
WANTED.
3 X 4 lens,
cm. Vertical
CondenserPraxidos
Enlarger,pre¬8
times, —good
Zeiss, Leica,

6 slides
£1 17 6
order 12s. 6d.

£2
Perfect

Six Only — Kodak Kodatoy 16-mm. Cine Projectors, complete
Incase. Brand new and unused. List price £3 3s. £19 6
Vest Pocket Kodak Series III, f/6.3 anastigmat. Diomatic
ehulter. As new. List price £4 .
£1 19 6
4J " 6 cm. Goerz Tenax, f/6.8 Dagor, speeded shutter, J
to 1/lOOth sec., 3 German silver slides, de luxe case. Perfect
order .
£2 9 6

VTIANTED. — Gestetner Duplicator, also Leica II
TT Outfit. — Kennett, 46, Chapel Street, Isling¬
ton.
(5838

price to — C. E. Brett, 15, Nene Parade, Wisbech,
Cambs.
[5846

Perfect

Tessar.

21x31
Cocarette, f/6.3 anastigmat.
Cost £3 IOh. Our price .

|

focussing preferred, cash, or exchange T.-P
Reflex, 3ix2i ouflt, f/2.9, valued £12, cash
adjustment as required. — Whitnall’s Garage, Cheriton, Kent.
[5845

lens.

la Kodak Series III, f/6.3 anastigmat,
new. Cost £7 5s .

3
Cost

WESTON
Exposure
Meter or similar. — BM/BLVN,
London,
W.C.l.
[5907

Slides for V.P. Goerz Tenax. — Capt.
Bottisham, Cambs.

f/5.d ajiastigmat,

f/4. 7 Zeiss

la Ensign Carbine No. 12, f/6.3 Aldis. speeded shutter,
i to 1/lOOth sec. As new .
£3 15 0
1-pl. Ica Roll Film, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur shutter, plate
back, etc .
£6 15 0
31x21 Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, f/4.5 Tessar, D.A. Compur,
self-erec’ting front. As new .
£7 17 6
31 - 21 Westminster, f/6.3 anastigmat, double extension,
3 slides. As new’ .
£1 17 6
31 21 Agfa, f/4.5 anastigmat, 3 slides, F.P. adapter.
A.s new .
£3 19 6

Movies
Home. — ;Howparticulars
to Make free.Your— MovieOwn
Cinema atProjector
scope (A), 114, Fernlea Rd., Balham.
[5922
WANTED

Meniscus

31:- 21 Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis, focal-plane
shutter. As new .
£5 17 6

ILLUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, WardourPhone,
St.
[5836
CINEMATOGRAPH
Accessories
standard
only ; lists freeFilms,
; sample
1/-. —; Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[3523

AND

Icarette,

Alescope 9.5-mm. Cine Projector, takes Pathe dims,
notched title device, electric motor drive, resistance for all
voltages. As new. Cost £9 ITs. 6d .
£3 17 6

(facing Film House), London, W.l.
Gerrard 6889.

I EXCHANGE

Focal-plane,

Kodak.

21

latest model.
£5 18 6

1-pl. Voigtlander Avus, f/4.5 anaatigmat, Compur shutter,
double extension. 6 slides, leather case. As new*. Cost
£13 lOs .
£4 19 6
6 X Zeiss Telita Prism Binoculars and case. As new.
List price £14 2s .
£5 17 6
5 X Zeiss Stenor Prism Binoculars, and case. Good
order .
£1 17 6
6x30 Goerz Helinox Prism Binoculars. Perfect. Cost
£11 10s .
£4 19 6

[5911
attachment, motor, dual resistance, carryingcase, automatic screen, in wooden case ; brand-new,
just purchased new £18/1 ; accept £13. — G. C.
Castle, 59, Brookhouse Hill, Fulwood, Sheffield, 10.
[5914
PATHE
Baby
Camera,
drive,
chargers,
case ;Cine
perfect,
£2. — T.,motor
11, Mavford
Rd., London, S.W.12.
[5920

Salex

Vest Pocket
Square

in. size picture,

AND

‘M’’ ANTED. — Bargain in 4i-in. Mounted Condenser.
“ T — Heyburn, 7, Braybrooke Terrace, Hastings.

Every item is fally gaaraDteed, and can be had on 5 days’
free approval against deposit to value. Let us take your
unwanted apparatus in part exchange. Our allowances are
the highest.

film, Tessar

3. 1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

EXCHANGE

condition,
magazines,
6 supplementary
PATHE
9-min.,3 Kynor
f/3.5, Camo
motor, new
lenses and light filter, 4 unused films, instruction

01

PHOTOGRAPHER

Tank ; J-pl.
3-in. R.F.
Before-lens
Turner
Tank, Roller-blind
WatWns 5X4Shutter
Plate ;
offers,, cash or exchange. — 151, Ash Rd., Headingley,
Leeds.

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

Photo¬
[5900

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

[5942

May
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AMATEUR

j|r

Trade.

jlNtL
L. M. T- — •. F - .
9x12 1-pl. Zeiss Ikon Miraphot Enlarger, vertical, latest pattern,
•Carl Zeiss i/4.5 Tessar objective, automatic focussing, all sizes up
to 16x12, fitted for electric, 60-watt lamp, flex and plug exten*
eions# pillar support, baseboard easel. Uusoiled
Q * 17*0
3ix2J Dallmeyer Speed Pocket, Dallmeyer f/2.0 Pentac lens,
self-capping focal-plane, l/8th to l/l,0()0th sec,, T, and B., antinovs
release^ direct frame finder, 3 double book-form slides, CIQ*
1ft *0
F.P. adapter and de luxe leather case. Equal new
^ O . 1 0 . U
i-pl. Sinclair Square Bellows Technical Double Ex. Field, finest
<3uality and finish, Ross Zeiss Series Vila Convertible Protar anastigmat, giving 71, Hi and 14 in. foci, rising and cross front, swing and
reversing back and side swing, etc., 3 double book-form slides. Whole
set new condition. New
equivalent cost £44 £22 * 10*0
Richards

Stereo

Verascope,

pair R.R.

lenses, adjustable

T. and I. shutter, magazine changing-bo.x for 12 CA • 4 • fl
plates and leather case. (Aood as new .
. ** , U
i>pl. Ernemann Pattern ReSex, Cooke f/4..'3 anastigmat, rack long
ex., revolving back, triple-fold focussing hood, focal-plane shutter,
speeded to l/l, 000th sec. and time, 3 double Slides. P'7 • 17 •
3ix2i Zeiss Ikon Maximar Double Ex. Pocket, latest, Carl Zeiss
f/4.6 Tessar lens, Compur sector shutter, with delayed action, rack
focus, U-stirrup front, fine adjustment rise and cross, finder, and wire¬
frame finder and b;ick-sight, 3 slides and F.P. Po
• j 7 • A
adapter and case. Unsoiled .
. I / • U
Postcard 10^15 Mentor Folding Reflex, Voigtlander f/4.0 Heliar
lens, focussing, rising front, quick-wind focal-plane shutter, speeds
l/8th* to l/l,000th sec. and time, F.P. fulapter, .3 fl 1
double slides and de luxe leather case. Equal new * * I
l-pl. No. 3 Autographic Folding Kodak, improved model,
Kodak R.R. lens, auto, shutter, 1 to 1/lOOth sec.. T. and

•17*0
. 1 I . U
best series
B., stirrup

front, rack rise and cross, focussing, infinity lock, CO
- 0*0
finder and level, etc. New condition .
H
i-pl. N. & G. Imperial Pocket Sibyl, Zeiss Patent f/0.3 Tessar lens,
Precision shutter | to 1/lOOth sec. and time, 2-way rising front, N. & . G.
folding reflex finder, depth of focus indicator, etc., G pq •17*0
elides, F.P. adapter and leather case. Equal new..
. 1 i . U
i-pl. Adams’ Best Model A Minex de Luxe Reflex, improved model,
Ross latest Gi-in. f/4.5 Xpres lens, rack double ex., hood and sky
shade, rack rising front, spectacle magnifiers in hood, revolving back,
automatic masking, Minex quick-wind self-capping focal-plane
shutter and time valve, speeds 3 to l/l,000th sec., T. and B., 3 double
slides, F.P. adapter and velvet-lined de luxe leather jCOK • O • H
case. Whole set equal new. Cost £72 .
. U . U
i-pl. Marion Soho Reflex, improved model, milled-head quick-wind
focal-plane shutter, speeded to l/800th sec. and time, latest G-ln.
Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, pair Soho focussing magnifiers, rack rising
front, hood and sky shade, hinge open top, revolving bjtok, etc., 3
best double book-form slides, F.P.A. and de luxe FOK
leatner case. Whole set equal new. Cost £40 lUs.

• O
. U

Bellows. — A11 sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;
Ikon, Metal
Cameo,Slides,
Klito,
Zodel Zeiss
and
SINGLE
A.P.Contessa,
Paris, T.-P.,
Block Edge fittings : 3}x2i 1/3, 4ix3i 1/6,

camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

5ix3i

and

leather

case.

New

condition..

9x12 i-pl. Mentor Standard Model Reflex. latest 6-in. f/4.5 Xenar
anastigmat, rack long ex., rising front, quick-wind focal-plane shut¬
ter, i to 1/1, 300th sec., hinge open top, 3 double D 1 A . 1 7 . 0
slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. Equal new
• *1 • V
i-pl. Gandolfi Square-form Tallboy Double Ex. Field, latest, Dall¬
meyer Series II f/G Convertible 3-foci Stigmatic lens, T.-P. speeded
shutter, rising and cross front, swing and reversing bock and side
etc.,

3

double

book-form

slides.

New

DIK.

1C\.n

l-pl. Salex Murer Folding Press Pocket, M'ith focal-plane, speeded
to l/l,000tli sec. and time shutter, Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, focussing
direct-vision finder, with magnifier back-sight, C cn • 1ft • 0
slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. Nice condition
• lO • ^
Dallmeyer Dual Roll Film Pocket, latest, takes 16 pictures on
8-expo8ure 31x21 film, 3-in. Dallmeyer f/3.0 Dalmao lens, new type
Compur shutter, with delayed-action, focussing, pq . 1 7
• 0
direct frame finder, etc. Unsoiled .
. 1 I . U
31 X 21 Adams’ Pocket Vesta de Luxe, Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar, Compound
abutter, 1 to l/200th sec., fine adjustment screw focus, vertical and
- horizontal rising fronts, Identoscope finder, showing rise, also directvision finder, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and de luxe CIO
• 17 • 0
leather case. New condition .
« 1 i . U
Dallmeyer 12-iu. f/6.6 Series X^II Dallon Telephoto Anastigmat,
latest standard black magnalium iris mount. Cf: • 1 ft • 0
Equal new. As listed £11 .
. lO . w
Postcard 10 x 15 Curt Bentzin Primar Folding Reflex, latest model
milled head quick-wind self-capping focal-plane shutter, 1 to 1/1, 000th
sec. and time, Carl Zeiss SJ-in. f/4.5 Tessar lens, rack rising front,
revolving back, 3 double slides, F.P. adapter and COO
• 10* H
leather case. New condition. New equivalent cost €60
. 1 U . C/
Vest Pocket Roll Film Icarette, Novar f/G. 8 anastigmat, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/300th sec.. T. and B., lever focus. CA
• A • 0
reversible finder, etc. Equal new .
^ . v
Stereo 10 x 15 Linhoff de Luxe Triple Ex. Folding, all-metal body,
pair 76-mm. Tiranty f/4.5 Transpar anastigmats. stereo Compur
geared shutter, detachable panel, U-stirrup front, extreme rise,
fine adjustment, rack and cross front, rack double ex., direct-vision
finder, 2-way spirit level, hooded screen, 6 slides, Cl K • 1 K . 0
, F.P. adapter and leather case. Equal new .
xio
. lO . w
Anp of the above may be had by arrangement on five days’ approval. If
no ledger a/c deposit to value is requested. Latest lists free 07i application,
N.B.— High -class Apparatus Purchased for Cash, taken in Exchange
or Sold on Commission. Approx. Valuations free. Call or write.

4IiinU>0n@aii^(ifxcl)angr
ABEItESa

:

No. 2, POULTRY,
. Telegrams

CHEAPSIDE,

t “ Loncamerex,

Stock,

London.”

LONDON,
Phone

E.C.2

: Central

8691.

One minute from the Bank of England and Stock Exchange.

BE

Lion
8541.

Roll Film Tanks (nickel), develops, fixes and

washes without removing film, V.P.[0090
to
l-pl., 4/11; 2-gal. Economy Tanks for D. & P. work,
complete with clips and weights, takes all sizes,
25/- ; 9-mm. Cine Film Tanks from 22/6. — White
Photo Accessories, 18, Murgatroyd St., Bradford.
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SPECIAL DE
LUXE ZODEL
For plates, films and film
packs, f/3.8 anastigmat
lens. D.A. Compur shutter,
double

extension,

£6

ments.
Nine

all move¬

monthly

payments

The LEICA

of

36 pictures at one
loading. Slips into
matic focussing.
the pocket. Auto¬

Lloyds, 87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l. Phone,
Holborn

6250.

D
a y 1 i g hf/3.5
t-loading.
Elniar
lens.
Provides splendid

[5835

Lloyds. — New-stock Enamelled Dishes, superior

large prints.

£22 : 0 : 0

to any on ttic market, 3-in. deep, postcard
strip, 23X7 in., 7/6; 24x18 in., 12/6; 20x16 in.,
10/6; 15x12 in., 5/6 ; 12x10, 4/6 ; 10x8, 3/6;
24x16x4 or 5 in. deep, 15/-; 30x20x3 in.,
deep, 15/- ; Cascade Washing Trays, set of three,
20x16, 47/6.

Lloyds.
— Porceloyd
Film andDeveloping
38x15x12,
20/- ; RoU
tap-hole
tap, 2/6 Tanks,
e.xtra,
all sizes ; stoneware tanks in stock.
Snaps, Equipment
Studio Lighting,
Drying
Lloyds
for D. &Backgrounds,
P. Trade, Walking
and Mounting Machines.
[5908

Slips into your pocket.
No focussing, simply sight
and
lens. shoot.

CINE-KODAK ‘8’

With

LANTERNS

&

f/3.5

anastigmat

£9:17:6

ENLARGERS

Makes 1 ft. of film do the
work of 4.

ZEISS
Enlargers
for— 3x4
both Helinox
sizes, 25/and 30/-.
How, cm.
89, films;
Gipsy
Hill, S.E.19.
[5969
Trade.

THE

ZeUs

ROLLEIFLEX

E
negative, from
to 12x10,
Condensers,
VERTICAL
and Leica
Horizontal
for every
size
diffused or mercury vapour illumination ; semiNLARGERS

fcutomatic

or automatic

Zejs8Tes8arf/3.5

New

guarantee.
unused.
OUR

TWO

f/2.8..

OPPORTUNITIES!

AGFA

STANDARD
Roll

J. LANCASTER & SON, LTD., 87, Parade,
post free. — sale
Lancaster,
Birmingham.
Clearance
List ofParade,
shop-solled
Enlargers,
struction ;— List
postage
— Lancaster,
Enlargers.
of 2d.parts
for ownParade,
con¬
Birmingham.
[0082

F/6.3 anastigmat.

F/4.5 anastigmat.

£7''it.84/NEW

New i-pl. Vertical Electric Enlarger, complete

with all accessories, automatic focus, brassbound condenser, all carriers, easel and lens, £12 ;
or exchange for i-pl. Reflex. — T. Wilkinson,
Lochinvar, Moss Lane, Ormskirk. Phone 289. [5854

I PAY 4/- for photos of queer gravestone epitaphs,
Trade.

ORIGINAL Subjects of Children and Animals,

and any attractive subject suitable for
reproduction on calendars ; apply, stating price to
— George Robinson, Calendar Publisher, 30,
St. Nicholas St., Ipswich.
[5791

|

Expert
Photographic
Apparatus inSalesman
desires
position,
30 years’ experience
every branch,

fullest particulars supplied ; Write — Box
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

NAGEL

6791,
[5964

SYSTEM.

3ix2j

70/-

TRIUMPH

Roll - Film

Cameras

F/6.3

48/9

anastigmat

speeded shutter,
List123,
price
£3
8d.

8/3 for negatives ; I may be able to site you
to an epitaph close by ; write if interested ;
can also use epitaph books if cheap. — W. Bethel,
166, W. Van Buren, Chicago, Ills., U.S.A. [5848

VgANTED

Films

All brand-new,
with 6-speeded
shutter and direct
vision finders.

jj^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.
Birmingham, 1. Telephone, Central 4255.

SITUATIONS

Listed
£11 66.
Full makers*

PRICE

31x21

WANTED

Roll-film

P/4.5 Te.‘«sar lens in
D.A. Compur
shutter.
All brand new
and

®

focussing.

I PHOTOGRAPHS

31x21

‘ COCARETTES ’

AZeissminiature automatic
£22:quality.
reflex Tes
of sar
highest
10:0
Two sizes, 4x4 cm. and

ANCASTER

I

Co.. IfimUcft.

NOTE

TO-DAVT BIGGE/T
CAMERA VALUE!

2/3, etc.

obtainable from Actina Ltd., 29, Red
Square, London, W.C. Telephone, Chancery

♦ O
. U

£g * 17 * 0
i-pl. National Triple Ex. Field, latest pattern, Cooke Series HI
f/6,6 ankstigmat, T.-P. speeded shutter, rising and swing front,
wide-angle rack, swing and reversing back, etc., 3 double book-form
slides, turntable, 3-fold tripod and superior case, oq .10.0
Whole set new condition .
• I" • ^

swing,

2/3, 9x12

: 3ix2J
5/6, 4}x3i
; Tripods,
FilmslidesPack
Adapters,
A.P. 6/6,
Paris,etc. fittings
as
4-section 6/6, height 47 in. ; postage extra ;

Krauss Traveller’s Roll Film Pocket, takes lOO or 60 pictures on
standard size cine film, Krauss f/3.5 auastigmat lens, Compur shutter.
1 to l/300th sec., fine iwljustment focus, direct frame finder, with
back-sight

ADVERTISEMENTS

ACCESSORIES

" I must also take this opportunity of thanking you most heartily
for the smart and courteous manner in wliich you have handled this
little transaction of ours, and needless to say, I am perfectly satisfied

45x107

PHOTOGRAPHER

GUARANTEED

2

lens,

finders.

BARGAINS

!

5x4 Janior Sanderson Camera, Hand-Stand, 6-in. f/6.8
Luxor anastigmat lens, Sector 6-8peed shutter, 3 D.D. slides,
leather case. Cost £15 .
£4 4 0
Model B Cine-Kodak, 16 mm., 100-ft. capacity, f/3.6 lens.
Splendid order. .Cost £25 .
£9 17 6
Similar Camera, with f/6.5 lens. Cost £18 18s.. .£660
A CINE SNIP.
Correctoscope, for Filmo 70, gives correct
exposure required, f/1. 8 lens. Cost £11 .
BARELY
SOILED.
Adams*

Portable

ANOTHER

Dark-tent.

distance and
£4 4 0

List price £3 17s. 6d.

To clear
£2
2 0

BARGAIN.

Unused Ross Combinable Lens, 5} in. (9^-in. singles), Cempur shutter. Listed £15 8s .
£8 8 0

EASY

TERMS.

EXCHANGES.

WALLACE

Phone : GROS.
DOOR

FREE !
LTD.

HEATOM

47, BERKELEY
NEXT

LISTS

TO

ST., W

8681.
COOK’S.

33

May

THE

AMATEUR

29.0001
REGULARLY

“ Amateur Photographers,” 1932, 5/6 ;
“ Snapshots,” half-price ; “ Year’s Photo¬
graphy, 1928, 1930, 3/-, carriage extra ; Leather
Camera Cases. — Miss Bums, Moorland View, Babbacombe, Devon.
[5870

use

BUY

BRITISH !

BUY

GUARANTEED

BUY

First Quality Low-priced Materials !
In a nutshell,

EVERYTHING

Trade

OE LUXE

GASLIGHT

£1 weekly easily earned.—
Richford,
9,;
A MONEY-MAKING
Agency R.offered,
spareLtd.,
time
Hill, London.
[5759

4ix2i
4ix3i

..1/9
..2/-

K ALTON,
Bristol,
150, Victoria
St. ACallers
new
depot for
South-Western
England.
welcomed.

label he found

K ALTON, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 121, Scotswood
LIST

GRANVILLE
LUXE PAPERS

DE

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.
Sheets. . 7/9
6ix43 144 .
3Jx 21 Gross . . 2/9
72 . . 7/4
. 3/7
4ix2} ..
8ix6i
36 . . 5/6
4|x3i „
10x8
. 5/4
4/.
. 8/4
.
5ix3i ..
.
12x 10 36 .

20 1/-, 50 1/9, 100 3/-. 500 13/6

GRANVILLE
UNSURPASSED
PLATES
H.D.

100. 250, 350, 650, and
H.D. 425.

3ix2ilDoz, .. 1/3
4ix3i
.. .. 1/10
5ix3i
.. .. 2,10

Special Ortho

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE

4ix3i 144 .. 4/6
5ix3i 144 .. 6/2
6Jx4| 72 .. 5/-

8ix6i
10x8
12x10

72
36
36

K ALTON,
Rd. Hours,
9 to 7 ;Manchester,
Wednesday, 99,1 ;London
please call.
Send for
price list.
K ALTON,
London,
61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
Orders Binpingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harbome.
K ALTON,
7, Albany
9
to
;
7
Wednesday,
1
; please
call. Hours,
End.
K ALTON, Leeds, 38, Bridge
K ALTON,
409i, Argyle St. Prices less
postage Glasgow,
to callers.
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt, i-pl. 3/6
K ALTON
Chloro-bromide
white72
sheets; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-, 12x10

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE
POSTCARDS
All grades as above.

15 1/-. 50 2/-, 100 3/6, 500 16/-.

Gaslight, Amidol, M.Q., Pyro, Gold Toning.
Acid Fixing, Semitone. Box of 6 packets 1/3.

SURFACES.
100

★

31- ;

Cut Films,. Mounts, Chemicals, Tissue, Mountant. Sepia Toner, P.O.P.. Glazing Solution,
Self-toning, etc., etc.

Tslegrami

LONDON

\
/

SPA

BRANCH:

.

Lane, W.C.3.

Chancery

8537.

BIRMINGHAM
174,

BRANCH

Corporation

;

Street.

central 2482.

..1/2
..1/8
..2/3

IPA

..
..
..

12/16/24/-

6 x4
6ix4i
8ix6i

ROLL

ALSO:

USE

GRADES.

(carriage

paid)

All

..2/8
. .

3/3

FILMS^

State Quantities.

Glazing Solution.
Developers (Liquid and Packet).

Mounts.
Sepia
Toner. Paper.
Self-toning

over

33/-

.. 66/.

Flashpowder.
Dry-Hounting
Tripods.

Orders

24/-

. .

..6/-

Cameras.
Chemicals.
Monntant.

^

5/- Post Paid (except Bulky
Send now for FREE LIST.

Tissae.

Chemicals).

IPA

PHOTOGRAPHICS
10/12, LAMBETH

PALACE

RD., S.E.1. Phone ,* ffop 0312

THE

double-weight
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
10x8 5/-; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
CAMERA ofEXCHAMGE
tho
2/- gross,
12-gross
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots “ 20/-.
Xlnt ” 3ix2.i glossy.
3Jx2i, Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
gross; 1/6
4ix2fgross;
and
K ALTON
Paper,2/6 l|x2i,
MIDLANDS
i-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,

Lantern

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

5ix3i,

21/-.

Allens
Plates,
4ix3i
1/6,Below.
55x3i 2/-,
6ix4J super
2/6 dozen
{6-dozen
lots).—
4LLENS
Super
Chemicals
:
Amidol
2/9,
Hydrokinone 1/9, Pyro 2/9 i lb. — Metol
Below. 3/6,
Allens
D. Luxe& P.Wallets,
order1/6 Pads,
7/6 dozenline;
special de
100 ; Clearing
at 2/- 200 (60/- orders carriage- paid) ; send for

samples
and Finishers’
List. — Allens, 168 Oldham
Rd., Manchester,
4.
[0088
34

20/-

PLATES.

ALL
AND

Let

MODERN
MAKES
OF STILL
CINE CAMERAS
SOLD AND
EXCHANGED.

us

have your old camera in part
exchange for a new one.
Best allowances made by

GALLOAVAYS
VICTORIA SQUARE,

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

Photographic Chemists
BIRMINGHAM

(O^oiite O.P.O.)

LATEST
THE

Is now

STANDARD

NEWS
HTPO

!

ELIMINATOR

MOWAT

obtainable

almost

as cheap

as water, although

it SAVES

ONE HOUR’S TROUBLE.
From now on TWO
DROPS of
NOWAT
in one pint of water makes a guaranteed TWO MINUTES
hypo eliminator. 3/- and 5/- bottles, both post free. The 5/bottle contains double quantity. Cost equals ONE FARTHING
FOR 12 FILMS, PLATES OR PRINTS.

S. HERMER,

92, Tottenham

Lane, LONDON,

N.8

*WORLD

Gaslight (the quality paper) for D. &[0009
P
Finishers, 3ix2i 1/8, 4ix2i 2/6 gross (12-gros3
lots); 250-gros.s lots, 3i x 21 1/7 gross; sample
gross 21- ; Postcards 2/6 10(1. — Below.

: " Granville, Leamington.”^

67 & 68, Chancery
Tslephone
Telegrams

GTON

ALL

11/6 ,' 1,000

Allens Super Photographic Products.- — Super

t„eAMIN

6/8
6/6
11/6

POSTCARDS.

I PA

500

All Sizes. Special Discounts.

K ALTON
& D. 8/6.350, 3ix2i, 3
packs Film
5/3 ; Packs,
1-pl., 3H. packs
K
ALTON
Flat Films,
& D. 600,4 i-pl.,
5/-, 16/6
gross ; H.Postcard,
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;
i-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
K ALTON
bottled : lOd.
Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 : Hydrokinone,
; Pyro.

GRANVILLE

..
..
..

ALL

K ALTON
Films,; first
exposures
l|x2i, Roll
9/- dozen
3ix2i,quality,
10/-; 82ix4i,
12/-; :
6 exposures: 3ix2i, 7/6; 3ix4i, 18/-;

GRANVILLE
DEVELOPERS

3/3/6
6/-

1/9 ;

3|x2i
4^x31
6tx3i

K ALTON
Postcards,
bromide
and gaslight,
first
quality,
all surfaces
; Vigorous,
3/- 100
1/9 50.
K ALTON
3Jx2i, 3/- gross
4ix2} Self-toning
and i-pl., Collodion,
4/-.
matt cream,
4/- 100,
32/6 1,000.
K ALTON
Self-toning
Postcards,
glossy, matt and
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
9/9
; i-pl.,
5/-.
K
ALTON
i-pl.,
4
dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
backed 5/9 ; 3ix2i, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9 ;

.. 8/6
.. 6/6
.. 9/9

..
..
..

The IPA Super Plates have a reputation of years* standing, and
hundreds of satisfied customers thoroughly recommend them,

3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

Glosiy, Velvet, Matt ; White and Cream :
ChlorO'Bromide ; Double-weight thickness.
Sheets.
Sheets.

6 X41'
6ix4i
8ix6i

DE LUXE
BROMIDE

ALTON
Gaslight, single-weight and doubleIV weight, normal vigorous ; same prices as
Bromide advertisement above, except i-pl., 6/6 gross.

6ix4|lDoz. 3/9
8ix6ii ., .. 3/9

PAPERS.

SPEEDS : 100, 350, and 700 H. and D. In addition, we would
recommend our special orthochromatic screenleas quality, which
is genuine 500 H.D. speed.
Per doz. Per gross.
Per doz. Per gross.

15x12 4/3; 12X10 7/3, 36 sheets, 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 4ix2i 3/6, 3ix2i 2/6 gross, 12 gross
21/6.

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.

AND

SUPER

matt, normal,
extra vigorous,
single¬
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Bromide,
glossy, velvet,
weight and double-weight: 20x16 6/3 dozen:

GRANVILLE
LUXE POSTCARDS

DE

50

Prices less postage to callers.

7/3, 3/- dozen.

BROMIDE

I PA

Trade.

Rd.

AND

..3/.. 3/6

GASLIGHT

FREE

usf

all grades, double>weigbt and single-weight.
BRITISH AND BEST.
Size.
J-gr.
1 gr.
Size.
J gr.
1 gr.
3ix2i
..1/6
.. 2/6
6ix3i
.. 2/6
..
4/8

Snow

In almost every Dark¬
room can the Granville

FOR

buy from

PHOTOGRAPHIC

-AJI surfaces,

MATERIALS

TO-DAY

PRODUCTS!

I PA

GRANVILLE
PRODUCTS

WRITE

3. 1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

MISCELLtANEOUS

PHOTOGRAPHERS
now

PHOTOGRAPHER

THE

PREMIER

POULTRY
POULTRY

JOURNAL

FRIDAY
EVERY

Poultry keepers everywhere will Qn'l this Journ'il
imcommonly interesting and helpful.

2d.

Specimen

The

RISK.

Publisher

(A.P.).

copy

of

recent
from

4, Carmelite

issue free on

Street,

London,

request
E.C.4

May

THE

3. 1933

BOOKS

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

to help You

ADVERTISEMENTS

MATERIALS
Trade.

PERFECT
NBQATIVES.
How
to make them. By Dr. Glover.

FLASHLIGHT.

By

PRINT
attain

ENLARGING.

J. J. Curtis-

LANTERN

RENDERING
OF COLOUR
IN
UONOCHROUE.
By Dr. Glover.
PERFECTION
IN
MENT PROCESSES.
FREE-LANCE

Dr.

THE
PIG¬
C. J. Symes.

The seven handbooks, complete
in one volume, 8/6 (Post 9/-),

JOURNALISM

WITH

A

CAMERA.

beautifully illustrated O/D

CINEMATOGRAPHER’S
many

PICTORIAL

dearer

PHOTOGRAPHY

pictures

FOR

a;

useful Infor-

works.

By R. H. Goodsall, A.R.P.S.
beautiful

(Post 8/10)

HANDBOOK.

By Bobt. Dykes, F.R.P.S. Contains more
than

Glover.

Dr. Glover

helpful guide to the art of selling photograplis.

AMATEUR
mation

By

SLIDES.

All IZ-each^jr)

By R. H. Mallinson, F.E.S. A

and most

PERFECTION.
How to
it.
By Dr. Glover.

AMATEURS.

Those who wish to make

will find this book

of great

**

(Post 2/3)

help.

Cf

v/ ^

(Post 6/0)

BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO PHOTOGRAPHY.
/a
By B. H. Goodsall, A.R.P.S. Most popular photographic wj
•/®
book published. Illustrated in black and colour.
(Post 8/-)
GUIDE
By A.

TO
W.

THE MARKETS
FOR PHOTOGRAPHS.
Board.
Indispensable to those who have

photographs

for

sale.

Gives

markets

and

addresses.

CITYforPHOTO
WORKS, British
Established
over: 22Papers,
years,
first-quality
material
Plates, Postcards, Mounts, Film Wallets, and all

D. & P. lines.

Thousands of Enthusiastic Customers have

just received our new Free Catalogue. If
you have not received a copy, please write now ;
you will find it extremely interesting.

PRESS, 19, CUR8ITOR

Eastbourne

post paid ; satisfaction guaranteed ; catalogue

350 and 600
& D. ; superfine
Postcards, quality.
2/- dozen,
ATTWOOD
FlatH. Films,
—
6 dozen 10/- ; 4-pl., 2/3 dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.
600 H. & Plates,
D. ; i-pL,
1/9 dozen,
ATTWOOD
superfine
quality.6 —dozen
300 8/-and ;
Postcard, 2/- dozen, 6 dozen 11/- ; i-pL, 2/9 dozen,
dozen

E.C.4

World-Winner’s
of the ISLE Opinion
OF MAN
Mr. Chas. Powell, of Manchester, who won the Kodak World
Competition in 1931, writes that the Isle of Man is ” a unique
hunting ground for a keen photographer.”

£203 AlflATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC

•

Open to visitors during the 1933 season. Write for copy
of Official Guide containing winning snapshots of 1932
Competition, together with particulars of this year’s rules.
Obtainable free from P. A. Clague, at either the Publicity
Dept., Isle of Man, or at Grand Buildings, Trafalgar Square,
London. ^

ISLE ®F MAN
FOR HAPPY

HOLIDAYS

SENDr^^NECMIVES
BIG PRINTS

AND
HAVE

12/-.

ATTWOOD
Acmecontrasty,
Postcards,50 Bromide
normal and
1/6, 100 and
2/9, Gaslight,
500 11/-,
1,000 19/- ; Commercial
per 1,000.

From 3x4 cm. negatives (i.e.
16 exposures on V.P. film) we
supply 9x12 cm. prints with narrow
^ d
white margins, for .
^Vee
Also 6x4 in. prints from iixzl in.
negatives, for .
All post

NEAT

PRESENTATION

free.

Send

cash

FOLDERS.

with

order,

1/9 100, 14/-

i-pl., 4/- per gross ; whole-plate, 7/6 p*
Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.

gross. —
[0025

etc. ; for
all all
goods
guaranteed
we pay postage
BURT’S
Reliable
Plates, ; Postcards,
Papers, ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.

ous and normal ; all surfaces ; First quality,
BURT’S
Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.
normal,
all surfaces,
72 sheets,
BURT’S
Gaslight
and Bromide3Jx2iPaper,1/3vigorous
and
2/- gross : 4i X 2i and i-pl. 1/9, 3/- gross ; i-pl.
1/9 36. whole-plate 2/9 36.

[0026

KAMY, ltd., 22, Bunhill Row, London, allows

10 per cent reduction
Films excepted.

on first sample

order.

L^AMY
Roll Films, 8 exposures: V.P.K. 9/-,
IV 3fx2i 10/-, 2Jx4i 12/- ; 6 exposures :
3.fx4J 18/-, 5fx3.V 21/- dozen; Wallets, 4|x3i,
2/3 100, 7/6 500.
2/-, i-pl.
dozen,
postage
KAMYP.C. Plates,
any 2/9speed,
3Jx21
1/-,extra.
i-pl. 1/6,
Papers,
1/1-pl.
11/6, and
f-pl.
7/6, f-pl.
KAMY
Postcards,
Bromide,
Gaslight,
3/- 1003/6,;
4fx2i 3/3, 31x21 2/6 gross.
KAMYPostcards
P.O.P., 3/9
1/1-pI.100.10/-, i-pl. 5/9, i-pl. 3/- gross ;
KAMY35x2iSelf-toning,
9/-. J-pl.4/-4/-.100.
4ix2J [0044
3/9,
3/- gross i-pl.
; Postcards
LEICA
— Have foryou “ your
Springfor supplies
of
films Users.
? Write
Service
the Leica
Camera.” — Photofilms, Leica Specialists, Red Lion
House,

Chiswick

Mall, W.4.

[0091

Allens
Gaslight
for — Amateurs
:
3ix24, Super
72 sheets,
1/6 ; Paper
2/6 gross.
Below.
1/3, 4}x3}
dozen;
Developere,
Allens
Super 1/9Plates
for M.Q.
Amateurs;
3ix2i
for loid. ; send for booklet. — Allens, 168, Oldham
4.

[0092

satin, ’lonelle
strips of
3, packet
of 500 glossy
cards, 5/9,
Rajah
Bromide
Postcards,
and
post free. — Lloyds, 87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C-1
to annoimce that owing
to theCourt,
slackness
of
B.
&regretS. PRODUCTIONS,
1, Mitre
E.C.4,
[5910
English film producing studios, and a consequent
lack of film therefrom, their prices for 35-mm
Panchromatic Negative are now as follows : 200 ft.,
£1/8 ; 500 ft., £3/4 ; 1,000 ft., £6/5.
[5866

SANDS HUNTER & CO. LTD., 37, BEDFORD ST., STRAND
’
w.c'a.

ENLARGEMENTS

roll

Liberal Discoutrts.

Send

no disappointments; same-day service; 81x61
lOd., 10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15x12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8ix6J 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered tor. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

for Price List.

SAMPLE
FILM
II- POST
FREE
C. WATERHOUSE,
Photographic Dealer
ROAD,

SHEFFIELD

YOU

CAN

DEAL

Nagel

Triumph
Reflex, Dallmeyerf/2.9 Pentac
lens, colour filter, 3 double
plate-holders, leather case.
In excellent condition. List
price £d0 .
£36 12 6
3^ x 21 Minimum Palmos,
Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens,

★ 31x2^ N. & G. Folding
also 18'cm.

extension. Dallmeyer f/6.3
Carfac anastigmat lens. Ibso

★ 41 X 31 Klimax, double

shutter, speeds 1 to I/lOOth
sec.. 6 plate-holders, P.P^
holder, leather case £4 12

Zeiss Tele-Tessar

f/fi.3
Jens.
double leather
plateliolders.
F.P.3 holder,
case. In good condition
£15 15 0
45 X 107 mm.
Bioscope.

3 i x21 Newman & Guardia l^T SteUor f/4.5 anastigmat lenses,
New Special Sibyl, Ross f/4.
variable speed shutter, rising
Xpres lens, 9-in. Dallon f/6.5
front, automatic changingTelephoto lens. 3 double
box for 12 plates, leather
plate-holders. F.P. bolder,
case. All in new condition
leather case. List price £3.7
£12 12 0
£19 10 0
41x31
Ross^^ SJ-in.
Ross f/4.6
lens,
Zeiss
f/4.5Adams’
Tessar Vesta,
lens. Comchanging-box
for Xpres
12 plates,
pound 'shutter, F.P. holder.
Good condition . . £9 12 0
canva.s case. Good condition A
Postcard Sinclair Una,

Reflex,
41x31
★★
3i 21 Goerz C.D.V. Tenax, back,
6}-in.Grafle
Rossx Zeiss
£7 12

9^^

f/6.8 Dagor lens. Compound
shutter, focussing screen.
F.P. holder, leather case
£5 17 6

double

extension,

revolving

f/6.3 Series Vila Convertible
Protar lens. Compound shutter, 6 double plate-holders,
leather case. All iu good

★ 41^31 Soho Reflex, re- condition .

£15 15 6

volving back, Zeiss f/4.5
16-mm. Ensign Silent SixTessar lens, 3 double plateteen Projector, adjustable
holders, leather case
resistance for any voltage.
£12 15 6
In first-class order £14 17 6

★ Postcard Adams’ Verto. ^ 41'^3iEnsignPopnlarEeflex,
double extension. Ross 6-in. ^
f/5.6 Combinable lens, single

revolving back, 6-in. Cooke
f/4.5 Aviar lens, 3 double

lenses, lOi-in. focus, Graflex
plate-holders. In good conroll-holder, leather case. All
dition. .
£8 12 6
in excellent condition. List
10 15 cm. Goeiz Anschutz,
price about

£45..

£17

10

0^^

Goerz

f/4.8 Pogmar

lens, F.P.

★ 41 V Dallmeyer de Luxe holder, leather case £11 17 0
Reflex, revolving back. Dalimeyer f/3.5 Dalmac lens. 3 ^
double plate-holders. In
excellent condition. List
price £25 .
£17 12 6

^ 5x4 Adams’ Minex Reflex,
, revolving back. Si-in. Ross
f/4.5 Xpres lens. F.P. holder,
leather case.
For .

List -price £75.,
£23 10 0 A

41^31 N.S.
Reflex, speeds

Front Shutter
i to 1/lOOth

sec., revolving back,
Rosa
f/4.5 Tessar

6-in.
lens,

10}-in. Bosch Bis-Telar Tele¬
photo lens, 3 double plateholders, P.P. holder. All
in good condition £15 16 0
18 X 9 cm. Zeiss Stereo
Minimum

Palmos,

135-inro,

★ V.P. Kodak, Kodak focus- Carl Zeiss f/6.3 Tessar lenses,
sing anastigmat f/6.8 lens,
purse case. First-class order
£2 2 0

4 double plate-holders, leather
case. In good condition.
List price £40. For £15 15 0

★ Jaynay Seat Stick, can be a Postcard Roll Film Carbine,
used as a walking stick, ^
tripod or seat. Price, to clear

6s. 9d.

double extension, Aldis f/6.3
anastigmat lens, auto, shutter,

speeds 1 to 1/lOOth sec.

★ Ensigi) Daylight Enlarger, £4 15 6
★ Daylight Enlarger, V.P. plane shutter, Carl Zeiss
to

POSTCARD
1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d.
assorted Enlargements,
2d. each. — Below.
Freemounted
tor every
7/6 spent from
with your
us onenegative,
8ix6i
Enlargement

1000 H. & D. Alt Popular Sizes.
AGENTS
WANTED
Everywhere

X 21^

leas, direct-viBion view*flader.
In new condition. . £2 7 0
, 4i X
Ica Halloh, Nostar
f/6.3 anastigmat lens, speeded
shutter, rising and cross front.
New condition.... £3 12 6

3x2
in. to postcard size.
5 <4 Adams’ Reflex, long
Listed 15s .
7s. 6d. ^ extension, rising front, focal-

Trade.

REGENT

9. EARLDOM

Postcards,

normal and
vigorous,
per gross
ATTWOOD
Bromide
Paper,6x4i,
glossy,3/6 satin,
matt, ;

Rd., Manchester,

IN

Watch this column weekly for London's
Watch this BARGAINS
column weekly
for London's
BIGGEST
in Used
Cameras

[0002

ATTWOOD, Hadleigh, Essex. — Reliable Materials,

r /

COMPETITION

Rd., Southport.

free.

(Post 6/0)

ST., LONDON,

SECOND-HAND

journal
to cover
testimonials
Best
valuefromin cover
the Trade
; wewithcould
fill this;
12-page catalogue free. — City Photo Works, 119,

AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHERS
who require books on any photograpliic subject are invited to write to The Fountain Press, who will
be glad to assist and to send their book list to any applicant.

FOUNTAIN

f 2D.aDDwiirthDF

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

i-pl. size.

Cost

27s. 6d.
12s. 6d.

f/7,2
double

anastigmat lens,
plate-holders £4 17

3
6

★ 4tx3i Adams’ Vesta, Ross.!. 31x2t Kodak Graflex Re¬
f/4.6 Xpres lens, Compound ^
shutter, focussing screen,
F.P. holder, leather case. In
excellent condition £9 17 9

flex, revolving back model,
Bausch & Lomb f/4.5 Tessar
lens, F.P. holder, leather
case .
£13 17 6

Any Camera sent on 7 days' approval against deposit to value
“American Photography.” Profusely illustrated, up-todate articles. Tells all about amateur photography in
the U.S.A. Monthly 2/-. Postage 3d.

SANDS

HUNTER

37, BEDFORD

STREET,

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

STRAND,

W.C.2
35

THE

AMATEUR

ENLARGEMENTS

PHOTOGRAPHER
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ADVERTISEMENTS

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

PATENTS

Trade.

Trade.

3, 1933

Trade.

Photography.
3, Kimbell
Gardens,
AnyTailleure,
Size Film
Developed
and Fulham.
Printed, 1/-.[5713— PATENT
No. 325187, Improvements Relating tO'
Enlargements
Quality,
Postcard
Printing,
etc. ; price listof free.
— Slater,
Sawtry,
Peter¬
borough.
[4423
Ryecroft
Studios,and
Lee Printed,
Green, S.E.12.
of arranging
by way
Films
Developed
1/-, post free.[5860— Thedesirous
Proprietor
of the above
Britishof licence
Patent oris.
1 /Q DOZEN, lOd. 6, 6d. 3, 3d. 1.— Full-size
otherwise
on favourable
terms for scale
the workingX/
O Postcards from small film or plate, re¬
of
this
invention
on
a
commercial
in this
and Printed,— Amateurs’
1/-, all sizes.
— Lindsay,
St.
CONFIDENTIAL
Films
Developed
touching and vignettes included ; postage extra. —
Monance, Fifeshire.
[5894 country ;
for particulars write to — Stanley,
Atkinson Speight, 38, Gainsborough Avenue,
Popplewell & Francis, Chartered Patent Agents,
Oldham.
[0017
Jessel Chambers, 88-90, Chancery Lane, London,
developed, 6d.,— Spools
no tanks
; Quality and
Prints
CONNOISSEURS.
individually
freshlyon W.C.2.
[589&
graded paper to 34x24 2d., 4ix3} 3d., 54x34 3Jd.,
Miniature
1-pl.
Enlarge¬
ments, 2d. camera
; send specialist.
for list. —— George
Childe,
Photo-Chemist, 228, Roundliay Rd., Leeds. [5840 17,
C.W.O.
tourRoehampton.
days ; rush orders refused.'— [5934
Cox,
High ; St.,
TUITION. BOOKS, etc.
SUPER
Service
Leica andresults
other guaranteed
small film; SPOOL
users :
bestforpossible
Developing,2d.3d.each.
; Prints,
; Bolsover
Postcard
Enlargements,
— Moon, Id.35,

every print spotted. Developing : Leicas, 1/-,
others 6d. ; Enlargements: 3i x 24, 21d ; 4ix 3i, 4d ;
P.C. 6d. — Leica Super Service, 5a, Regent St.,
Bristol, 8.
[5967

St., London,

W.l.

Amateur Photographers, new 1933 Free-Lance

Press Courses, also new money-making commercial
photography scheme ; particulars without obliga¬
tion. — World’s Photographic Academy, 5, Shannon.
Terrace, Chadwell Heath, Essex.
[5601

REPAIRERS
Trade.

I PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

Trade.

[5937

Repairs to Cameras, focal-plane and other

RETOUCH

shutters, etc., by skilful workmen. — W. A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006

Trade.

I N G

All Developing and Printing, same-day service ; BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,
Retouching.
Best work, charges
from : J-pl.
bust, 8d. ;— half-length,
4d. ; three-quarter,
3d. ; full, 2d. ; i-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and postage

Roll Films and one print each to 3|x2J II- ;
undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
4ix3J 1/3, 5ix3| 1/8; write for lists; see also shutters,
etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.
insured (whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holbom 3126.
[0062
tv / PER GROSS, 42/6 per 1,000, including [0057
title,

I/

best Photographic

Postcards on

Trade.

with order. — Miss Lamb,

3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

Kodak

Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative, 36
for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon. [0064

Film
Cameraand Users
Rolleiflex,6d.,Leica,
Contax
3x4 (including
cm.). Developing
and
direct postcards instead of prints at 2d, each

exposure ; envelopes supplied ; send P.O. and
films to — Allens, 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.

Films, any size. Developed, Printed and

[0089

64x4i Enlargement, 1/- (enclose stamp) ;
specimen Enlargement four stamps and negative. —
Appledore, 66. Eveline Rd., Mitcham, Surrey. [5743

[5338

PHOTOGRAPHS WANTED ! !
LANDSCAPES,

CHILDREN,

Payment

Stamped

on

acceptance.

WILSON

addressed

CATS,
envelope

FOR

PUBLICATION

—AS

POSTCARDS—

DOGS,

to accompany

photos

ETC.
submitted.

BROS., LTD., 80, Great Eastern Street, London, E.C.2

DIFFERENT Bargains EVERY WEEK
76-PAGE
BARGAIN LIST
JUST OUT . . .

Any item sent on five days' approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appointment
at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange allowance.

1750
ESTD.

LTD.
free anywhere.
Wanted : Zeiss Binoculars. Astronomical Telescopes. Modem Microscopes. Bought for cash.
9.5>mm. Pathe Cine Camera, hand turn,
4Jx 31 and 9x12 cm. Zeiss Ikon Maximar 207/7,
31x21case.
Butcher’s
Roll Film Reflex, Aldis Uno f/7.7,
leather
Very good
condition.. .
double extension, 15-cm. Tessar f/4.5, delayed
f/3.5
anastigmat. Good condition .
Xl*JLil*\l
£1:17:6
f/3.5
As new.
3x4Meyer.
cm. Baby
Fotet, List
16-exposure
Compur,
£8 los.. . roll
. film, latest
Compur, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, ^*7*1 ^*0
£6:10:0
leather case- Fair condition .
41x21 No, 12 Carbine, Aldis Uno f/6.3, Cl ,*1 7,^
3x4 cm. Nagel Rolloroy, 16-exposure roll film,
Beta.x, 1 to i/iooth sec., ieathercase. Asnew Xl*l. I •w
31x21 Zeiss Ikon Cocarette, Tessar f/4.3, de- f fi,17,£5
31 X 21 Dallmeyer Film Pack Snapshot, f/6.3 C Q *0 *0
Leitz Elmar f/3.5, Compur, case. CQ#17*R
layed
Compur.
As new .
XU*Xl*0
Good condition. List £15 15s.. . . XO*l i eU
anastigmat. Shop-soiled. Cost £5 5s .
XO*U*U
31x21
Tropical
Nagel, delayed Compur, jC7*1 C*n
21x1f
Nettel Piccolette Roll Film, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur,
31x21 Tropical Ensign Focal-plane Roll Film
leathe
r case.
Good condition. . . .
f/4.5
Nagel.
New
and
unused
.
X##XO*U
Reflex, Aldis-Hutcher f/4.5, also 9-in. Dallmeyer
£3:15:0
31x21
Dallmeyer Pentac Roll Film, f/2.9 £Q*17*fi
Popular Telephoto, magnifiers, CIOelCeH
34x2.4 Double Extension Cameo, Aldis Uno f/4.3,
Pentac, Compur. Good condition. List£i7i7s.
f *0
case. As new. List £20 .
XlfcielDeU
Mulchro shutter, 4 slides, F.P. adapter, C A.A.fi
41x21 N. & G. Sibyl Excelsior Roll Film, f/4.5
31x21 Duoflex Focal'plane Roll Film Reflex, all-metal
case. Excellent condition .
Ross Xpres. Good cofidition.
shutter, i/5th to i/8ooth sec. and time, 4l-in. Dallmeyer
f/4.5, leather case. Good condition. List
1 1C A
List £32 los .
xio:i / :d
31x21 Ensign Roll Film, Lukos f/4.5, CA.A,(\
Compur. Good condition .
5?> X 31 Zeiss Ikon Nixe 551 /6U Roll Film, double
£15 15s .
xll:lo:U
extension, Tessar f/4.5, Compur. plate back,
41x31 Latest Goerx Anschutz Press, 15-cm. Dogmar f/3.5,
4.5x6 cm. lea Bebe Hand, Tessar f/4.5, Compound
F.P.
adapter, Mackenzie-Wishart slide and 6 £1 0«1 A •A
to i/25oth sec., 6 slides. Good condition.
screen, 3 slides, cas
£4:5:0
envelopes. Fair condition. Cost £30 .
e. As £14:15:0
31x21 Dallmeyer Speed Focal-plane, 41-in. Pentac f/2.9,
4.1x3} T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, 5?-in. Cooke f/4.5,
3|x2i Adams’ Miner de Luxe Reflex, revolving
adapte
r, case.
condition.
also
9-in.
Dallon Fair
Telephoto
f/5.6,List
filters,
slides,
F.P.
£40. 3.D.D.
revolving back, 6 shdes. Fair con- Cyl.IC.A
back, automatic masking, 6-in. Ross .\pres f,/+.5,
£19:
10:0
dition .
x^:id:u
also ii-in. Teleros f/5.5, 2 D.D. slides in camera
compartment, lens hcods and filters, F.P. adapter,
34x2} Cameo Hand, Ensar f/4.5, Mulchro shutter,
double extension, roll-film adapter,
9x12 cm. Latest Miroflex, 16.5-cm. Tessar f/2.7, also 14-in.
case. Good condition. Cost CO*? 1 A fk
3 slides, £4:17:6
Dallon Telephoto f/5.6, 6 slides, case. As IJCC-A.A
over £80 .
*4i/:iu:u
leather case. A s brand new. List £7 7s. 6d .
new. Cost £83 .
X30*U*U
16-mm. Ensign Super Kinecam “8,” revolving
turret, trioptic finder, speeds 8, 12, 16, 32, 64
frames per second, 4 lenses, i-in. Cinar f/2.6, i-in.
Dallmeyer f/r.3, 4-in. Dallmeyer Telephoto f'4.5,
15-mm. Dallmeyer Triple f/2.9 and matched finder,
case. Good condition. List 1? /1 0.1 A A
London, W.l
£72 2s. 6d .
x4Z:iU:U
Post

12 CEORCE ST.

28 OLD BOND

CROYDON

281 OXFORD
London,
WEST
36

W.l

BOUND

$T.

Fourteen doors west of Circus.
BUSES

STOP

PLEASE

HERE.

MENTION

"THE

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.
121, Cheapside, E.C.2.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
35, Brompton Rd., S.\V.3.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER"

191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., W.i.
65, High St., Netting Hill Gate, W.ii.
2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.
Crouch End. — 17, Topsfield Parade.
Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Catford. — 62a, Rushey Green.

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

$T.

Kingston. — 30, Thames St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.
Liverpool. — 73, Lord St.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.

ADVERTISERS

May

3,

THE

1933

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER
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ADVERTISEMENTS

CAMERAS

on EASY TERMS

BEST SELECTION - BEST TERMS - BEST BARGAINS - AT BOND STREET

CAPTURE
WITH

THE

THE GLORY

BIGGEST

CAMERA

1933 ZODEL
THE

3ix2i

ROLL-FILM,

PLATE

of THE COUNTRYSIDE

BARGAIN

ON

THE

MARKET.

SPECIAL

AND

FILM-PACK

CAMERA.

Double extension model, delayed-action Corupur
shutter, speeds to l/*25Utb sec., rising and cross
front, retlecting and direct- vision view-hnders,
hooded focussing screen, complete with 3 slides
or F.P. adapter.

FITTED

WITH

THE

F/3.8 ANASTIGMAT

BIG
LENS

£6:17:6 pa/meTo/ 16/1
ULTRA-MODERN SMALL ROLLFILM CAMERAS FOR HIKING,
CRUISING and EVERY OCCASION
Small,

compact,

EVERY

easily carried, and always
for first-class results.

MODEL

IN

dependable

STOCK.

World’s Smallest
Camera.

MODEL

II

Size only 2i x 2i x 4 in. Takes
12 exposures on standard
31x2i
roll film.
Gives
beautiful enlargements, Com¬
pur shutter, 1 to l/300th sec.,
T. and B.

Kodascope Model C Projector, lOO-watt lamp, regular model
rheostat motor control. Cost £18 IBs .

Tessar

3i x2i Ensign Regular Roll Film and Plate, Kuss anastigmat lens f/4.5.
Compur shutter, 1 to l/250tli sec., wire-frame and brilliant finders. Cost
£5 10s .
£3 19 6
i-pl. Soho Reflex, rising front, revolving back. Iloss Xpres f/3.5 anastigmat lens, focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to l/800th sec., black case, 3 D. slides,
F.P. adajAer. Cost £40 .
£23 10 0
31x21 Cocarelte Folding Roll Film, Zeiss Tes.sar f/4.5 lens, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., wire-frame finder. Coat £11 Gs .
£6 6 0
Ensign Silent Sixteen 50 Projector, hand-turned model, 60-watt lamp.
for all voltages. Cost £10 10s .
£5 5 0
9 X 12 cm. Folding Plate Camera, double extension, rising and cross front,
Laack f,3.S) anastigmat lens, Compur shutter. 1 to 1,100th sec., F.P.
adapter. Cost £8 17s. 6d .
£5 5 0
Zeiss Turmon Monocular, 8x. Cost £4 10s .
£2 9 6
41x24 Sibyl Excelsior Folding Roll Film, rising and cross front, Ross
Xpres f/4.5 anastigmat lens, shutter speeds 2 to l/150th sec., brilliant
finder- Cost £32 .
£16 16 0

EASY
First

TERMS
of 9 equal

purchase

you

AND

monthly

The world’s best. Ensures perfect exposures
either still or cin6 cameras.
C ■ ^ A
Nine monthly payments of 36/2.
■ iw

wjth
■ A
■II

Only

to cash price, or 5/- if under
If you

bring

your

fresh purchase
generous

used

EXCHANGES

instalments

care to make.

you'll save

secures

£5.
when

still more

making

money

on

A

NEW

for

the

Camera
Novice.

VOIGTLANDER
BRILLIANT
Takes

standard

3ix24

8-exposure roll films.
Gives 12 21-in. square
pictures by means of
special device. Fitted
with a high-grade Voigt¬
lander f/7.7 anastigmat
lens (approximately four
times as fast as the
average bo.x camera lens
f/i6). Reliable two-speed
shutter, giving exposures
of l/25th and l/50th sec.,
together with time move¬
described Supplied
ment.
com¬
above 55
/plete with leather lan¬
yard to
the
camera
to beenable
suspended
from the neck.

i-pl. Kodak, rising and cross front, T.T. i H. Kodak lens f, 6.8. Compur
shutter, 1 to l/250th sec. Cost £10 10s .
£3 12 6
9 X 12^cm. Voigtlander Folding Plate, double extension, rising and cross
front, radial focussing, Skopar f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Ibso shutter, speeded
1 to 1/lOOth sec., wire-frame and brilliant finders, 2 slides, F.P. adapter
Cost £10 10s .
£3 19 6

Price, with

f/7.7 lens, as

LTD.

119, NEW
PLEASE

a
our

allowances.

APPOINTED
ASSOCIATES OF THE

The Institute of Amateur
Cinematographers, Ltd.

any

5 per cent is added

apparatus

Leitz Leica Roll Film Camera, Elmar f/3.5 Jens, focal-plane shutter.
l/20th to 1,500th sec., spool-box. Cost £18 .
£9 9 0
Coronet 3ix2i Roll Film Folding, Achro lens. T. and 1. shutter. Cost
£1 5s .
12s. 6d.

METER

Bargains, Sun¬
Film Library.

Say be
which
It
will
sent you’d
free onlike.
receipt
of 2d, postage.

Postcard Folding Roll Film, double extension, rising and cross front,
f, 6.8 Dagor lens, shutter speeded 1 to 1 lOOth sec. Cost £10 10s. £3 3 0
3ix2i Roll Film Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, Zeiss Tessar f/4.8 lens, Compur
shutter. 1 to l/300th sec. Cost £10 lOs .
£8 8 0
Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f 7.7 anastigmat lens. Cost £4 los. £2 9 6
Zodel Stereo Roll Film Folding^^Camera, takes 2C size film, Zodellarf/4.5

EXPOSURE

LISTS,
you time

for 110 volts.
£8 17 6

lenses, Compur shutter. 1 to l/2.")0th sec. Cost £12 12s .
£8 8 0
Vest Pocket Piccolette Roll Film, Tessar f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Compur
shutter, 1 to 1.300th sec., wire-frame finder. Cost £13 .
£5 17 6
Adams’ i-pl. Minex Reflex, long extension, rising front, revolving back,
Zeiss f/6.3 Convertible lens (9J single component), focal-plane shutter,
l lGth to 1/1, 000th sec., 3 double slides, black case. F.P. adapter £29 10 0

WESTON

to save

Guaranteed
dries and

i-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, all movements, f,6.3 Zeiss Protar lens,
Compound shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., black case, 3 D. slides. Cost £30
£10 10 0

£22 : 10 ; 0

SPECIAL

and trouble. New Cam¬
eras, latest Cin4 Apparatus,

1 to l/200tli sec.,
£11 17 6

34x2i Folding Agfa Roll Film, f,8.8 anastigmat lens. 3-speed shutter,
self-erecting model. Cost £3 lOs .
£1 19 6
1-pl. T.-P. Junior Reflex, reversing back, rising front, Zeiss Triotar f/4.5
anastigmat lens, focal-plane shutter. 1/lOth to 1,1.000th sec., tan case.
4 slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £15 .
£6 6 0
Ensign Roll Film Reflex, tropical model, f/4.5 Dallmeyer lens. T. and I.
shutter. Cost £10 10s .
£6 6 0

Tessar

£20 : 0 : 0
Zeiss

shutter,

FlVli
designed

i-pl. Pressman Reflex, reversing back, rising front, Cooke-Buteber
f/4.5 anastigmat lens, focal-plane shutter, lT5th to l.i.OUOth sec. Cost
£18 188 .
£8 8 0

AUTOMATIC
‘ROLLEIFLEX’

Fitted M’itli
lens f/3.8

CHOOSE FROM
OUR FREE
LISTS.

to post¬

i-pl. Klito Plate Folding, double extension, rising and cross front, f/8
Aplanat lens, 3-speed shutter, F.P. adapter. Cost £4 158 .
15s. 6d.
No. 1 Pocket Kodak, f,6.3 anastigmat lens, 2-speed shutter. Cost £3
£2 5 0

With built-in range-finder, Tlie cheapest camera in
use, the cost per negative is only Id. 1 to 36 expo¬
sures with one loading. Ideal for ^
rt
touring and every form of photography.

Zeiss

Five days’ free approval
against full cash deposit.

swing, Cooke A^■iar f, 6 anastigmat lens, Compur
tan case, 3 I>. slides. Cost £45 .

F/3.5 Zeiss flOaiCaA
Tessar lens
F/2.8 Zeiss
Tessar lens
■ . I U .U
Or on easy terms.

Fitted with
len.s f/3.5

Guaranteed.
buyers

Butcher’s No. 6 Watch Pocket Carbine, radial focussing, rising front,
Salex f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, 1 to l/25Uth sec., frame finder.
Cost £8 8s .
£4 4 0
21 Square Rolleiflex Roll Film Reflex, Tessar f, 3.8 anastigmat lens,
Compur shutter, 1 to 1 /306th sec. Cost £22 10s .
£14 14 0
i-pl. Sinclair Una Hand and Stand, double extension, rising front and

Reflex

And the only one making
3x4 cm. pictures. Instant
readiness for use, certainty of
focus, and advantages of the
roll-fllm camera, all combined,
Compur shutter.

LEICA

HIGH-CLASS CAMERA
AT A MUCH LOWER
PRICE THAN ITS COMPETITORS.

SUPER BARGAINS
All

The ‘PILOT’
The

A

AND
As
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superfine-grain of CineKodak 8 Film pictures

Your pleasures, your

of the

bright ideas — b r i 1 1 i a 11 1 1 y
“featured” — in real cinema
at home

are shown.

shows,

. . . Cine-“Kodak”

marvellous

8, the new

new

normal
What

screen

size

is more,

this

Panchromatic

home Cine System gives you all this —
at the lowest Cine running cost in the

takes pictures exceptionally
brilliant.

world.

Ask your Cine

Cine-Kodak

8 Film records

pictures in the space
by one

picture.

therefore, cut down

consumption

MENTION

Cine-“Kodak”

is,

by four times.
KODAK

PLEASE

four

usually occupied

Film
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IQ, 1933

But owing to the special

Voiir friends on the screen,
too.
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Eight-20
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ALL

Choosing
New

Reflex Camera

see that it is possible to use at will

PLATES, FILM PACKS, or
ROLL FILMS
Sooner or later — probably sooner — you
will desire to use all of the above media.
Each

REFLEX
CAMERAS

have their advantages.

Therefore see that your
choice is so equipped.
Ask
Your
Dealer

Take PLATES
and, in Adapters,
FILM PACKS and
ROLL
FILMS

Catalogue
Post Free
ANYWHERE
ENGLAND

ALTRINCHAM

PHOTOGRAPHY is DIFFERENT
— it is unfailing
A Customer
months'

writes :

visit to Kenya

“ I have returned from

a nine

and the Congo, where

I made

some' 14-1500 exposures with your camera “Leica”
and these were so satisfactory that eight or ten
of my friends will be buying one.”

TheLEICA is the ONLY REAL UNIVERSAL CAMERA
Automatic
of film and

for the POCKET

focusing, combined

winding

setting of shutter, up to 12 or

36 exposures with

one loading, lenses for all

purposes, focal-plane shutter withstanding climates
which no metal shutter could endure.

20 MORTIMER
PLEASE

MENTION

ST., LONDON,
“THE

AMATEUR

W.1

PHOTOGRAPHER"
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ZEISS IKON
ideal

no-trouble

TO

camera

and Telma
* 5 * 0

ZEISS

model

on

first easy

59 CHEAPSIDE
LONDON,

Phone: CITY 1124

90/94 FLEET $T
LONDON,

E.C.2

31x21 Zodel de Luxe, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., double extension, rising front, screen,
3 slides, F.P. adapter . .
£5 5 0
Enlarger,

f/6.8 Novar

anastigmat,

automatic

focussing, with l.')Xl2 enlarging board, electric fittings £5 5 0
1-pl. Soho Reflex. f/4.d Ross Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, focal-plane
shutter, l/15th to 1/bOOth sec., revolving back, screen, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter .
£14 17 6

payment.

3J •• 2J Voigtlander Avus, f/4.5 Skopar
shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., double extension,
adapter .

IKON

21 X 3f Six-20 Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat.
case. New
condition .

IKONTA

anastigmat, Compur
screen, 6 slides. F.P.
£6 15 0

self-erecting front, leather
£2 13 6

4 4 om. RoUeiflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/300th sec., leather case. New condition £12 12 0
2tx3i Carbine, f/6.3 Aldis-Butcher
1 to 1/lOOth sec .

Self-erecting. Heady at pre;?
of button. Takes 10 exposures
on
rf»ll film. With
accurately graiie<i focussing
•cale. nji»’'t-viKi(in view¬
finder. Tlie ideal instrunient

anastigmat,

Betax

shutter,
£2 6 0

Dallmeyer Dual Roll Film, two on 2^ x 3i, f/3.5 Dallmeyer ana.stlgmat, Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., radial focussing. As
new .
£9 17 6

Zeiss Tessar
shutter .

f 4.5,

Compiir
£10 5 0

3ix2J Contessa Tessco, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., double extension, screen, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter and case .
£5 5 0
21x31 No. 6 Carbine, f/4.5 Ross Xpres anastigmat, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., rising front, radial focussing. . £7 10 0
3x4 om. Corelle Roll Film, f/4.5 Enotar anastigmat. Compur
shutter. 1 to l/300th sec., focussing adjustment .
£3 3 0
V.P. Vanity Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat, Dlomatic shutter, * to
1/lOOth sec., radial focussing, complete in case .
£2 5 0
3x4 cm. Nagel RoUoroy, f/3.5 Elmar anastigmat, Compur shutter.
1 to I/300th sec., focussing ad}ustniciit, complete in case. New
condition .
£10 17 0

Zeiss Tessar
shutter .

f/3.5, t’ompur
£13 5 0

2c Special Kodak, range-finder model, f/4.5 Zeiss Te.ssar anas¬
tigmat. Kodainatic shutter, 1 to l/150th sec., radial focussing.
New condition .
£6 17 6

for high-grade

snaps,

Novar Anastigmat
val shutter .

f/6.3, Der¬
£4 10 0

Novar Anastigmat
D.A. release .

f/4.5, Telnm
£6 0 0

Novar Anastigmat
pur shutter .

f 4.5, Con)£$ 2 6

Or on

easy

terms.

DOWN

ZEISS IKON

BABY IKONTA
Takes 10 exposures on V.P roll
film. All-metal body. Hinged back,
8priQg-«>ut fnuit fi>r rigidity, leather
bellows.
Direct-vision finder,
tripod bush. Finished black enamel
with

nil kel fittin,.'s.
Novar Anastigmat f/6.3,
Derval shutter. .£376
Novar
Der\ul
Novar

Anastigmat f 4.5,
shutter.. £7 10 0
Anastigmat

foiniiur

OU

f/3.5,

shutter
£7 10

Tessar

0

Anastigmat

f 4.5, t'oiiipur
shutter
£8 17 006
Zeiss Tessar
Anastigmat f,3.5,
Compur
00 17
sltut-6
ter
. . £10
Or on easy terms.

ZEISS

IKON

CONTAX

The modem precision camera. All sensitive and moving part.'i, range and
view finders, safely hr used from
and damage. Takes 36 exposures
on cin6 film. With all-tnetal focal-plane shutter, J/2jth to 1/1, 000th sec.
and time, and Zeiss Tessar t 3.5 nnastigmat lens.

FROM

£24: 10 : 0

Nine

monthly

payments

of

AND

Any purchase can be made on 9 equal monthly instalments.
The first payment entitles you to full use of your camera
while you are paying the balance. Only 5% added (or Slif under £5).

PAY!

i-pl. Zeiss Miraphot

Compur
Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5. in delayed-action
shutter.
. £11
:0:0
Any

OFFERS

for

taking y expcjsures on 3ix‘2i roll
film. With " waint-level ” and eyelevel view-finders* With
special
red-point focussing device, selfeiei tinp, automatic opening.
With
anastigmat and
Derval Novar
shutterf/6.3
(as £4:4
:0
illustrated)
Novar {/4.8 anastigmat
shutter.
%\ith JD.A. ^0

1933

ON OUR

ROLL-FILM

NINE MONTHS

IKONTA
The

IQ,
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BUY NOW
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SAY “ZEISS
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34 ' 24 T.-P. Reflex, f/2.5 Cooke

anastigmat

self-capping shutter, l^Oth to l/l.OOOthsei-.,
6 slides, leather case. . .

24

lens, rack focussing,

revolving

back, screen,
£15 15 0

34 Ensign Auto. Speed Roll Film, focal-plane, f/.3.4 Aldis

anastigmat. radial focussing, self-capping shutter, 1/lOth to
l/l,000th sec. Unsoileil .
£9 17 6
Standard Size V.P. Perette Roll Film, f/4.5 Meyer amistigniat,
D.A.

shutter, l/25th to 1/lOOth sec. Brand-new condition
£4 12 6
i-pl. Mentor Reflex, f/4.5 Dnar anastigmat. focal-plane shutter,
4 to l/I,3U0th sec., revolving back, screen, 3 slides, case £6 17 6
4-pl. Ica Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, long e.xtension,
rack focussing, focal-plane shutter, l/15th to 1/l.OOOth sec., re¬
versing back, screen, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case. ... £7 12 6
V.P. Zeiss Iconette Roll Film. f;9 FronLir anastigmat, time and
instantaneous shutter. Unsoiled .
£1 10 0

24 ^ 34 Agfa Speedex Roll Film, f '8.8 anastigmat, Everset shutter,

l/25th to 1/ 100th sec., self-erecting front .
Pathe K.O.K. Projector, with self-generating dynamo,
with 6 rolls of film in metal carr>ing-case .

£l 7 6
coitijdete
£4 12 6

24 « 34 Zeiss Cocarette Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, D.A. Compur

shutter,

1 to l/2y0th

sec., radial focussing .

£5

31x21 Zodel, f/3.8 Zodellar,
holder .

D.A. Compur, 3 slides and roll- £5 5 0
£13
9;
31 X 21 Pantos Focal-plane, Ross Xpres f/4.5, 3 slides, and leather *•
case, focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1/1, 000th sec .
£8 17 6 ^
31x21 No. 1 Pocket Kodak, f/7.0 Kodar and leather case
31 X 21 Roll Film Reflex, Aldis
Excellent condition .

Uno

f/4.5, focal-plane

5

0

4-pl. Regular Sanderson, f/6.8 Goerz Dagor anastigmat, Koilos
shutter, 1 to I'SOOtb sec., triple extension, reversing back, screen.
6 slides, leather case .
£7 17 6
4-pl. Noxa Autoprint Enlarger, f/6.8 Novar anaatigmat, automatic
focussing, 20x16 enlarging board, 54-in. condenser.... £6 17 6

shutter.
£5 5 0

3x4 cm. Pilot Reflex, f/3.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter and
leather case .
. .
£17 10 0 "
51-in. Aldis f/4.5 Anastigmat, iris .
£3 19 6
1-pl. Contessa Nettel, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter,
U-form front, double extension, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and leather
ase .
£7 17 6
31x21 Enolde, f/4.5 anastigmat,
case .

telescopic

finder

P.C. Ensign Roll Film. Aldis-Butcher f/6.3, Compur
ter, double extension, plate back and 9 slides .

and leather
£3 5 0
sector shut¬
£6 17 6 /

6x41 cm. Ica Bebe, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, fully-speeded shutter, -s
4 slides and F.P. adapter .
£4 4 0
1-pl. Planex Reflex,
shutter and 2 slides. .

Euryscupe f/6
.

anastigmat,

fociU-plane
£5 17 6

1-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, Cooke Series III f/6. 6, Compound ,
shutter, rack wide-angle, 4 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case
31x21 Adams’ Vesta, Zeiss Patent Tessar
shutter, 12 slides and lejvther case .
i-pl. Apem Reflex, Cooke
elides .

Luxor

1-pl. Noxa Enlarger, f/C.8 anastigmat,
condition .

9i-mm.

Pathe

Hand-turn

shutter,
£4 17

Cooke

shutter,

6 slides, F.P.^
£4 15 0,

f/3.5, 3 speeds

and leather '
£17 10 0 '

ANY

Cine Camera,

and leather case £15

Appointedof an
the Associate

Allowed
to post¬
buyers of used goods
on

PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

payment

of full

^ cash deposit.
I PHOTOGRAPHER"

9-12 cm. Mentor Reflex, Cooke Series Ila f/S.5, focal-plane
shutter and F.P. adapter .
. .
£13 17 61-pl. Soho Reflex, focal-plane shutter, revolving back, 4 e]ide8r_
no lens .
£7 7 O'
12x10 Square
Burr wide-angle,

Bellows Field and Studio, Rosa Symmetrical,.^
double extension, 3 slides, tripod and leather/

case .
4-pl. Dallmeyer Reflex, f/4.5 Dallmeyer
back. 0 slides and case .
35-mm.

Ica Kinamo,

f/3.5 anastigmat,

£6 17 " ^
revolving
£8 7 6

anastigmat,

motor

drive, 2 chargers,^^

revolving tripod head and leather case .
£12 17 6“'
3J 24 British Anschutz, Dogmar f/4..'5, Dallon f/5.6, interchange¬
able. focal-plane shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case
£17 10 0
6 slides;^
12-jn. Busch

Rapid

Aplanat

f/8, iris .

1-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Pentac f/2. 9, self-capping
back, 3 slides and case .
4-pI. Dallmeyer Speed, Pentac
F.P. adapter and leather case.

f/2. 9. focal-plane
As new .

£1 11

22 10

shutter,

on

shutter, 6
£27

Dallon, interchangeable, plate back, screen,
case. Brand new condition .

3 slides and leather
£13
0^
27 15
0 0*

Leitz Leiea Camera, f/3.5 Elmar, 2 chargers,
leather case .
. .

range-finder and ^
£10 17 6 f

24-in. Square RoUeiflex, f/3.8 Cari Zeiss Tessar, Compur shuttei^
and leather case .
£14 17 Pj"
94-mm. Pathe Motocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor drive and P
leatlier cjise .
£7 10
7 00 ^J
£16
9il-mm.

Cine

Nizo,

8 X 40 Zeiss Delactis
new .

f/1.5 Plasmnt,
Prism

2 speeds.

Binoculars,

and

New
leather

condition

Postcard T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, T.-P. Cooke f/4.5, self-cappinJi
shutter, revolving back, 6 slides and case. . . .
£12 17 **

——

( 19 2 0)

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

•_

case. As /I
£11 17

CITy SR as

CORRESPONDING

6

revolving
£22 10 0

34 '■ 24 Tropical Ensign Carbine. Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, O-ln. £/6.5 .

The Institute of Amateur
Cinematographers, Ltd.

WHEN

0

6 X 44 cm. Baby Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/2. 7, focal-plane shutter,
3 slides and F.P. adapter, leather case .
£12 17 6

LATEST 100-PAGE CATALOGUE
FREE
APPROVAL

6
6

electric fittings. Excellent
£4 17
19 6
£7
6 ''

31x21 Ica Bebe, Dominar f/4.5, Compur
adapter and leather case .
16-mm. Bell & Howel Filmo,
case .

f/4.5, Compound
£5 17 6

f/4.6, focal-plane

GETS

3t X 21 Contessa Tropical Sonnet, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., micrometer focussing, screen,
12 slides, leather case .
£5 17 6
6 ■ 13 cm. Stereo lea Ideal, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur
shutter, I to l/260th sec., double extension, rising front, screen,
6 slides and leather case .
£11 11 0
Standard Stereo Ideal, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar aniistigmats, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., dotjble extension, rising front, screen,
C slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£10 10 0
l-pI. Zeiss Miraphot Enlarger, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anikstiginat,
automatic focussing, enlarging board, complete with electric
fittings .
£7 17 6
la Carbine Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/250tU sec., focussing adjustment, leather case.
New condition .
£6 15 0

E.C.4

Phone: CITY 6981
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Very
Ea$yBARGAIN
TERMS!
<™ompr
UNSURPASSED
VALUES 3^x2^
ROLL-FILMfmT”
CAMERA
brand-new bargain been put
on tlie market. With new
pattern film winder, brilliant

Make
camera
/<

will

sure of the
for a more

save

you

best results by changing your used
up-to-date model.
Our allowances

pounds.

City

54 LIME
LONDON,
Model

B

Sale

3Jx2i
revolving

t/3.5 anastigmat,

leather

case

£10 10

16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo, f/3.6 Cooke anastigmat, 2speed shutter and case .
£15 15 0
16-mm. Model B Cine-Eodak, f/G.5 anastigmat.. £4 17 6
81 X 21 Ensign Speed Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat.
case. As new .
£5 17 6
C

31x21 Ernemann Roll Film, f/6.8 anastigmat lens,
speeded shutter, 1 to 1/lOOth sec., focussing screen. 3
au<l case .
£l
la Junior Kodak Autographic Model, f/7.7 anastigmat
speeded shutter .
£1

Kodascope
£16 10 0

16-mm. Ensign Auto-Einecam, f/‘2.0 Cinar anastigmat,
/ speeded shutter, leather case .
£12 17 6
31x21 Murer Bijou de Luxe Reflex, revolving back, self¬
capping shutter, f/4.5 auastigniat, 3 slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case. As new .
£5 19 6
Latest Pattern Slightly Soiled 31x21 Etui Folding, double
extension, rack focus, f/4.5 Carl Zetss Tessar, D.A. Compur
shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter .
£13 17 6

accurately

speeded

PRICE 49/9

MAKES
QOOD
ON
DULL

SNAPS
DAYS

TO-DAY’S BIGGEST
VALUE !

BIG SPECIAL
OFFER
of
genuine brand new Zeiss Ikon

COCARETTE
2i

3 '‘250tli sec.,

fullyslides
19 6
lens,
19 6

5

all-metal

f/7.7 anastigmat lens,
£1 12 6

WANTED

16-mm. Victor Cine, turret head, l-in. f/3.5 Dallmeyer,
8, 16. and slow motion, leatlier case .
£36 10 0
Victor Projector, forward, reverse and still, adjustable
resistance. Cost £04. Unsoiled .
£40 10 0
31 X 21 Cirbine Roll Film, f/4.5 Aldis, Compur, leather case
£3 18 e
Sept Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor, 12 chargers,

finder, complete

anastigmat
£2 12 6

Long

in ever-ready
£13 13 b

Field Cameras, Focal

Nine

iXCHAnCE
on I T E D

“THE

£11

6 o

PRICE

payments

of 18/6:

31x2^ Roll-Film Cameras
with 6-speeded shutter and
direct-vision finders.

WITH
List

F,«i.3

price

ANASTIGMAT.

.

£7

0

0

?^PcE £3:10:0

WITH
F;4.5 ANASTIGMAT.
List price .
£7 Lo 0

OUR

fA

PRICE

. A

. (i

. V

T.-P. JUNIOR
RUBY REFLEX
CAMERA
An ideal instrument for
the
serious amateur
class
manufacture
in
photographer.
High-

FREE

PHOTOGRAPHER”

covered,
wear.

“AGFA “
STANDARD

e\(?ry sense <>f the word.
With
revolving back
and self-capping blind
focal-plane shatter.

FITTED

WITH

COOKE

3; or2j DALLMEYER
F/4.5 £12:LENS
0:0

TRIPODS, ALBUMS,
LENS HOODS, AND
EVERY SUNDRY IN
STOCK !
AMATEVR

PRICE

monthly

31 x2i Zodellar Special Reflex, f/3.5 Dallmeyer Press anas¬
tigmat lens, T.-P. Unit self-capping shutter, speeded from
1/lOth to 1/1, 000th sec., revolving back, 3 double plate-holders.
F.P. adapter and case .
. .
£8 17 6

SENT

leather

ensuring
Compact,

Great Special Offer

1-pl. T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex Junior Model, f/4.5 Zeiss
£7 17case6
anastigmat lens, reversing back, 6 slides and canvas

BARCAINS

body,

edges to obviate

LIST

1-pl. Double Extension Cameo Folding Pocket, f/G.8 Goerz
Dagor double anastigmat lens. Compound sliutter, rising
front, focussing screen, 6 slides, leather case .
£2 12 6
1-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, f/4.6 anastigmat lens.
Compurshutter, reflex finder, 3 double slides and case £3 19 6
21 Square Carbine Roll Film, f/7.7 anastigmat lens, S-speeded
shutter, radial focussing adjustment .
£1 1 Q

' 1-pl. Ihagee Vertical Enlarger, f/6.8 Meyer anastigmat. base
eaiel, electric fittings .
£3 18 6
V.P. Piccolette, i/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur. focussing and
case .
'.
£4 17 6
1-pl. T.-P. Press Collapsible Focal-plane, f/4.6 Salexon anastiginat, 6 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. . £13 10 0
3ix2i Wunsche, double extension, f/6.3 Homocentric,
Compur, 3 slides, l^.P. adapter, leather ca.se .
£3 3 0
6 ' 6 RoUeiflex, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, Compur, leather case
£13 17 6
45 X 107 Unsoiled Zeiss Ica Polyscope, f/4.5 Tessars. Compur,
changing-box, leather case, printing -frame ..... . £17 0 0

device,

film register.

Genuine leather eovering, beauti¬
fully finisheil throughout. 50
per cent off list price.

Planes
and
Focus Lenses.

4i 6 V.P. Salex Focal-plane, f/4.5 Tessar lens, direct-vision
finder, 6 slides, F.P. aiiapter .
£4 4 Q
3J X 21 Double Shutter Folding Pocket Camera, double
extension, f/4,5 Zeiss Tessar in D.A. Compur shutter, focalplane shutter, speeded from 1/lOth to 1/l.OOOth sec., 3 slides,
F.P. adapter. Brand-new condition. Cost over £11
£20 17 6

1-pl. De Luxe Folding, double exten.sion, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss
Tessar, Compur, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. As
new .
£7 12 6
Zeiss Ikon Kolibri, f/4.5 Novar, speeded shutter, and purse.
Cost £8 10s .
£5 2 6

and

£7 : 17 :6

3i X 21 Salex Focal-plane, f/5.5 anastigmat lens, speeded
shutter to l/l,000th sec., 3 slides, F.P. adapter. Perfect
condition .
.
£2 19 6

2 cowhide caries. Cost £‘20 .
. .
£3 17 6
3J X 21 ZeisB Ikon Roll Film, f/4.6Cai'l ZeissTessar, Compur,
leather case .
£6 2 6

polished

BARGAIN
sec. and time, direct-vision
cose. As new .

with

direct-vision

Patent

OUR

31 X 21 Ensign Speed Roll Film Focal-plane, f/4.5 anastigmat
lens, focal-plane sliutter, speeded to l/oUOtti sec. and time,
direct-vision view-flnders. Unsoiled. Cost £14 10s.
£11 7 6
4x3 cm. Fotet Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, D.A. speeded
shutter, direct-vision finder. New condition.... £3 12 6
35-mm. Leitz Leica Focal-plane Roll Film, f/3.5 Hektor
.anastigmat lens, speeded shutter from l/20th to l/500th

31x2J Ica Ideal, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, Compur,
slides,
F. I*, adapter, leatlier case. As new .
£11 11 0
31 < 21 Latest Icarette Roll Film, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar,
D.A. Compur shutter, plate back, 3 slides, leather case
£13 17 6

ft.

i-pl. No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak,
complete in leather case .

f/6.8 Goerz

Camera

reflect iiiy view-finders. Radial
lc\er focussing from infinity to

accurate

1-pl. No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak,
lens, sjieeded shutter .

' 3i x21 Voigtlander Avus, all metal, double extension, rack
focu.'*, framed dire<d. Ilnaer, f/4.& Skopar anastigmat, Compur
shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, 8U])plementary lens, leatlier
case .
£8 17 6

81 Roll Film

! 4.5 Zeiss Tessar, delayed-actioa
Comjiur sliutter, speeded to

1-pl. Ica Nixe Double Extension Roll Film and Plate, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar, D.A. Compur shutter, rising and cross fr< nt,
reflex and direct-vision view-finders, focussing screen. 3 slide.s,
leather case. Cost £22 .
£12 17 6

' 16-mm. Bolex Cine Camera, f/3.8 Hcrmagis lens, c.apacity
100 ft., good motor, any make of film. Cost£16lGa. £5 5 0
X 21 Dallmeyer Roll Film, f/2.y Pentao, Compur, K filter,
leather oaj^e .
£9 17 6
31 X 21 Latest Voigtlander Roll Film, f/4.0 akopar amis. , D. A.
Compur sluitter, leatlier case, colour filter. Unsoiled £6 10 0

MENTION

and

shutter.

la Special Kodak, range-finder model, f/C.3 anastigmat in
Velosto speedeil shutter. 1 to l/200th sec .
£3 19 0

GUARANTEED

PLEASE

ST.

MEYER
F/4.5
Anastigmat

lens

31 X 21 No. 1 Series II Pocket Kodak, f/7.7 Kodak anastigmat
lens, speeded shutter, reflex finder. New condition £1 19 6
31 X 21 Carbine Roll Film, f/8 Rapid Aplauat lens, in Deltrex
speeded shutter .
17s. 6d.
31 ” 21 Model 551 Icarette Doable Extension Roll Film and
Plate Camera, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar in latest D.A. Compur shutter,
rising front, reflex and direct-vision view-finders, focussing
screen, 3 slides and case. List price £16 128. 6d.. . £12 5 0
2a Folding Autographic Kodak, R.ll. lens, speeded shutter,
complete in leather case .
15s. 3d.

16-mm. Turret Head Ensign Super Auto-Einecam, f/1.5
Cinar anastigmat, 5-speed shutter, leather case. Practically
new .
£30 10 0

type

E.C.1 Phone : NAT. 0591

Focussing scale. Iris dia¬
phragm. Self-erecting rockrighi front.

31x21 Coronet Self-erecting Roll Film, -f/6.3 ana.stigmat
lens, speeded shutter, complete In canvas case. As
new 6
£17

T.-P. Baby Speed Reflex, f/‘2.y J^entac, G book-form slides,
F.P. tadapter, leather case .
£27 10 0
16-mm. Victor Cine Camera, f/3.5 Cooke anastigmat
£25 0 0

OF

EXCHANGES

31x21 Contessa Boll Film Camera, f/6.3 anastigmat lens,
speeded shutter, l/25th to 1/lOOth sec., reflex finder, focussing
adjustment .
£1 17 8
81 X 21 Double Extension Zodellar Roll Film and Plate
Camera, rising and cross front, reflex and direct-vision finders.
f/4.5 Convertible anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, speeded
from 1 to l/250th sec., focussing screen, 3 slides.. £6 17 6
31 X21 Folding Tengor Roll Film, f/11 Goerz Doublet lens,
speeded shutter. Perfect condition .
£12
6

0

Latest T.-P. Reflex, f/3.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat,
back, 8 slides, F.P. adapter. As new,. £11 17 6

BB Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat,
Projector, resistance .

its —

LONDON,

E.C.3

Pathe Outfit, consisting o£ Pathe Camera, Motrix motor,
double-claw Projector, super-reel attaclunent, type C motor,
resistance .
£11 17 6
SIO 16-mm. Zeiss Kinamo, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar. . . £8 8 0
4i X 6 Dalhneyer Speed, f/2.9 Pentac, f/5.6 DaJlon Telephoto,
6 book-form sILde.s, F.P. adapter, leather case. . . . £14 17 6
3Jx2i Kern Compact Pocket, double extension, revolving
back, f/4.6 Kem anastigmat, Compur shutter, 6 slides, leather
case. Fine condition .
£9 9 0
^

for

reversible and frame view¬
finders. leather bellows and
covering.
Nickelled selflocking struts. Hinged back.

ST 84 Alder/gate

Phone : MON. 0180

Cine-Kodak,

is famed

GENEROUS

35 2} F/3.5 £15:0:0
9Jmonthly

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

payments

of 28/- or 85/-.

ADVERTISERS.
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For the Connoisseur
-the TOURIST
.
.

A gem of the camera-maker’s art. Gives
sixteen exposures on standard V.P. size film
of any make.
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£18:15:0,,

advanced

worker,

the

connoisseur

appreciating

the

highest grade workmanship, and likewise the “ old hand ”
who knows just what a plate camera should be, are offered
in the Voigtlander “ Tourist,” the camera — in fact, the
only camera certain to satisfy such critical demands.
O

Massive U-front of great strength and rigidity with
micrometer rising and cross movements controlled
by milled heads both situated at the top of the
upright.

O

More than double extension, suitable for long¬
distance work with the inexpensive Focar supple¬
mentary lenses.

9

Self-locking struts which hold the baseboard firm
when the opening catch is pressed, and become
automatically released when the front is pushed
back to the correct position for closing.

9

Lens and shutter mounted in special bayonet-type
ring for easy changing, cleaning, or fitting of
Telephoto lenses.

n

Focussing by double rack and pinion, operated by
either hand and quickly locked at desired position.

n

Bellows and covering of green russia
impervious to climatic conditions.
PRICES

THORSCH

For

& CO. LTD.,

Every
There

Occasion
is an

leather,

J-plate
£20 : 12 : 6
£24 : 11 : 6

Roll Film or Film Pack
Standard Orthochromatic

CAMERA

The 1933 VOIGTLANDER
CATALOGUE
will be ready shortly. Ask your dealer or
put your name on our mailing list, please.

PEELING
4-6,
4

& VAN

HOLBORN
PLEASE

CIRCUS,

MENTION

"THE

,

:

Voigtlander Heliar f/4.5
3Jx2|
lens and Compur shutter . . £16:18:9
Ditto, Heliar f/3.5 lens. .
. £20 : 7 : 6

TOURIST

1933

The smallest reflex camera on the market.

.
.
.

The

IQ,

Tittft

.
2
3
5
4
6
7
8

9
1
1
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ADVERTISEMENTS

NECK,
LONDON,
AMATEUR

LTD.
E.C.l
PHOTOGRAPHER"

- 550 H. & D.

ISOCHROM

- 1300

H. &

D.

SUPERPAN

- 2700 H. & D.

Speeds shown are to daylight.

Isochrom is twice as fast, and the Superpan
two to three times as fast, to artificial light.

AGFA LTD., 1-4, Lawrence St., High St., W.C.2
WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

V

BECAUSE
(1) The unrivalled quality of Zeiss Ikon products
is to be found in the Ikonta models.
(2) The lenses, Zeiss Ikon or Zeiss Tessars,
exquisite pin-sharp negatives.

(3) The front is really self-erecting.
(4) Manipulation is simple and there is nothing
to go wrong.

PERFECT

SolA by all leading
Photographic Dealers.

give

(5) Considering the quality, workmanship and
the high-class general equipment, the prices
are extremely moderate.

FLASHLIGHT

PICTURES

The

Ikonta

is a two-movement

camera.

-*•
camera theopens
1
Touch
buttonready
and
use.

of those delightful everyday incidents of home life

^
^

IKONTA
Ikontas

for
the

Press
shutter
release
and the the
picture
is taken.

No. 520 for 16 pictures 2^x1^^
usual 3^x21f in. film.
are made

in. on

in five sizes ;

BABY, for 16 pictures IfxlJ in. on the usual
V.P. film. No. 520, for 16 pictures 2JxlHi*^"
on usual 3^x2^ in, film. Also for 3x2,
3ix2J and 4^ x 2J in. roll -film pictures.
These latter sizes take 8 exposures, except
3x2 which is for 6 only.
PRICES

Look at this picture, it was taken with the aid of
Sashalite bulbs. You could take one just as beauti¬
ful in your own home. With Sashalite bulbs there
is no smoke, no dust, nor fumes.
Made in ENGLAND
by
THE
GENERAL
ELEC¬
TRIC COMPANY
Ltd. for
SASHALITE
LIMITED.

WRITE

for illustrated

£3:7:6

Full particulars in our 36-pp. catalogue,
free on request. 60-pp. General Catalogue
for cost of postage, 2d.

ZEISS

folder O.S.

11, Mortimer

6536, which gives full particulars of
SASHALITE
Photo Flash Bulbs,
and the uses to which they can be
put — sent POST

FROM

Zeiss

Ikon

IKON

House,

Mortimer

LTD.

Street, London,

products are obtainable
dealers.

from

W.1
all

FREE.

ZCSS
SAFE - DUSTLESS
Advt, of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet
PLEASE

MENTION

SM^ElESSl
House, Kingsway,

“THE
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IKON

W.C.2
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PRINT

EASILY

. . . PRINT
The

simplest way

WELL'!
to print your

negatives is with Seltona— the day¬
light way. A packet of paper, a
printing frame, and a dish of Hypo
solution is all that is required— the
result is rich sepia prints.

DAYLIGHT
PRINTING

PAPER

Glossy, Matt, Cream, Antique
White, Antique Cream and
Cream Linique.
Write

ILFORD

6

PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER”

for free copy of Seltona

LIMITED,

WHEN

Booklet.
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The annual exhibition organised

welcome

do the painter-artists

2322.

a bit of it ;

monkeying,
it is asnotanart,
it ? ”
At
the same buttime,
artis critic,
Mr. St. Bernard confessed that after
attending half a dozen art shows in
one day he found it a good discipline
to go to a photographic exhibition,
because it gave him a sense of
completeness and reality.
Popularising

Photography.

A provincial or suburban photo¬
graphic society may be enterprising
or prosperous enough to have its
own premises, and rooms open everv
day, but when an exhibition is
held it is usually advisable to engage
larger and perhaps more prominent
premises for the show. The experi¬
ences of the South Suburban and
other prosperous societies have
proved the wiseness of publicity, of
which there has perhaps been too
little. We learn from an East Ang¬
lian newspaper that the Cambridge
Photographic Club is to have a show
in the town’s Guildhall this year
instead of in the club’s own rooms
as formerly, and that catalogues and
admission are to be free. It is said

Mr. St. Bernard, of the NewsChronicle, had some pungent things
to say about artists when he talked
to pictorial photographers the other
evening at Russell Square. Painterartists, he said, dismissed photo¬
graphy with a contemptuous shrug.
They did not mind sending picture
postcards to their friends when
abroad, because a picture postcard
is not uppish, but photography as
such has to be sat upon. They say
it is mechanical, but when a photo¬
grapher sets out to deliver himself
from the mechanical thraldom of his
rhythm,

Not

No.

fellow, you and us.” AU they say
is : “ Rather an interesting form of

Painter-Artists and
Photography.

and

him ?

LXXV.

they get more “ snorty ” than ever.
They
do not it
say,will
“ What
an ideal
combination
be, my
dear

is free on signing the visitors’ book.
We advise as many readers as possible
to visit the show while it is open.

when he seeks after pattern

VoL.

Copyright — Registered as a Newspaper
for transmission in the U.K.

by The Amateur Photographer
of work by Colonial and
Overseas readers of this paper is
now open at the house of the Royal
Photographic Society, 35, Russell
Square, London, W.C.i. It com¬
prises the prizewinners in the recent
“ A.P.” Colonial and Overseas Com¬
petition, and a selection of other
prints, not prizewinners, from the
same competition. The entries were
extremely good this year, and prac¬
tically every part of the British
Empire is represented. Some of the
strongest exhibits are from India,
followed closely by South Africa,
Australia and New Zealand. The
exhibition has many points of
interest for the visitor, who will
have an opportunity of comparing
the work done in different Colonies
and Dominions. The standard will
be found to be extremely high.
The exhibition remains open until
the end of the month and admission

medium,

’FOCUS"

&l "PHOTOGRAPHY"

Street London SC f
^^f^^ionIiaUs:UnilxdK>agdaml7AStamford
Csn(idaf^.Oi^er&ontries/9MpfraAn.posifi^frx>mi^/>uUi'sAmIhrsei/hvse

to be “a courageous experiment
which is aiming to further popiilarise
photography
in by
thethetown,”
and of
it
is made possible
generosity
the members and a few friends. We
shall expect to hear that the ranks
of the club will be substantially
swelled as a result of the experiment.
“ The Garden of England.”
No English county offers a greater
After

An

article on

appears

the

School

Sports.

the Photography

of Boys

on another page in this issue.
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variety of scenery — hill and dale,
meadow and blossoming orchardground, and picturesque landscapes —
7
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name, and even its price. What is
better still, the apparatus is demon¬
strated by an independent worker,
whose interest, is purely platonic.
Mr. J. E. Saunders, who carried out
the latest of these demonstrations,
brought forward a number of recent
introductions — the Adams’ roll-film
adapter, the Van Neck Press camera,

photographs during a visit of the King
and Queen. A minute and a half
before Their Majesties were due, the

. at go
Weod
were
an arbitration the
other day when photographs were
put in as evidence by one of the
parties as to the condition of certain
fruit trees on the estate. But their
value was nullified because no one

We are all so much afraid of being
accused of having some hidden
commercial motive that occasionally
we deprive ourselves and others of
useful information. The Royal
Photographic Society has set a good
example by having from time to time
new apparatus brought forward at
its meetings, with no shyness about
mentioning the advantages of the

and
the Voigtlander
‘‘ Prominent.”
He reminded
the meeting
that,
important as the pictorial or the
scientific applications of photography
may be. Press photography from the
point of view of daily output is
probably the most considerable of
all. The Press photographer has
his own special requirements, even
his fads. He wants something which
lends itself to quick changing, some¬
thing which does not punish the
hands in loading and unloading,
and a shutter which either will not
go wrong or can be mended easily
if it does. Mr. Saunders recalled
an occasion when he sent a

aforesaid apparatus, its maker’s

photographer to Wakefield to take

than Kent, the “ garden of England.”
Photographers will therefore be
pleased to learn that about 200
acres on the slopes of Crockham Hill,
two miles south of Westerham, one
of the most lovely spots in the
county, will ultimately be open to
the public for ever as the result of
the will of Mr. Arthur Pitt. He
stipulated that after the death of
his wife the estate, with one or two
small exceptions, shall go to the
National Trust for Places of Historic
Interest and Natural Beauty.
New

Apparatus.

jFacts and j^ormulae :

photographer’s shutter string broke.
Being a man of resource, he whipped
out of his pocket a piece of fishingline which he always carried, and
got pictures which were strikingly
Absent

Data.

apparently had taken the trouble
just to put on the print the date on
which the photograph was taken,
and as the matter of dispute ex¬
tended over some years the date
was obviously of some importance.
It is a compliment to photography
to suppose that the photograph by
itself teUs everything, but it does
sometimes need a little additional
information.

NEW

SERIES

A selection of useful hints classified according to subject
NEGATIVE

DEVELOPERS.

There are a great many variously compounded solutions
for negative work, but it is necessary to make a suitable choice
according to circumstances — kind of sensitive material, method
of development, character of subject, type of negative required,
etc.

In cases where ma.ximum contrast is required, as in negatives
of black-and-white subjects, the following stock solutions may
be A.prepared
:
Potassium

metabisulphite
Hydroquinone . .
. .
Potassium bromide
. .
Water to
. .
. .
Caustic soda
. .
. .
Water to
. .
. .

*

B.
A GOOD all-round pyro developer (B.J. formula) is the follow¬
ing. The solutions keep well, and produce a clean image.
The factor is from 10 to 14, according to contrast required.
A. Pyro
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
8I oz.
Of..
Sodium sulphite (cryst.)
I oz.
Potassium metabisulphite
60 oz.
Water
12 oz.
B. Sodium carbonate
60 oz.
Water
The working
parts water.

solution

is one

part

each

of

one

part

This

stock

solution
*

with
*

five parts
*

8

normal

development

time

is 20

minutes

quantities

of A

and

B, and

.
.
.
.
.
.
use

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
\
.
J
.
^
. 20
.
i
. 20

must

water

be

oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.

at once.

image

is :
18 grs.
2 oz.

Hydroquinone
Borax
Water to

20
18 oz.
grs.
prepared

at 130° Fahr.

as

follows.

Dissolve

Dissolve

one- fourth

of the

the

metol

sulphite

in
and

4.5 grs.

all the hydroquinone in water at 165° Fahr. Add this to the
metol solution. Dissolve the rest of the sulphite and the bora.x,
add to the previous mixture, and make up to 20 oz. Develop¬
ment is slow, and in its later stages is physical instead of
chemical. Desensitiser must not be added to it.

water.

A SIMPLE formula (Kodak) for tank development of roll
films, should be prepared immediately before use, and used
only once.
Sodium sulphite (anhyd.) . .
. .
. .
. . 40 grs.
Sodium carbonate (anhyd.)
. .
. .
. . 40 grs.
Pyro
.
15 grs.
Water to
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. . 20 oz.
The

equal

.
.
.
.
.
.

A STANDARD developer for fine-grain
Metol
Sodium sulphite (anhyd.)

4 and B, and two

For tank development (about 30 minutes at 65° Fahr.) the
following is a good type :
Sodium sulphite (anhyd.) ..
..
..
..130 grs.
Glycin
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. . 90 grs.
Potassium carbonate (anhyd.) . .
. .
. . 400 grs.
Water to
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. . 20 oz.
Use

Mix

.
.
.
.
.
.

A DEVELOPER for high temj>eratures,
Sodium sulphite (anhyd.) . .
. .
Amidol
.
Sodium

carbonate

(anhyd.)

. .

up to 95° Fahr., is:
. .
. .
i oz.
60 grs.
. .

. .

i oz.

Sodium sulphate (cryst.) . .
. .
. .
. . 2-4 oz.
Water to
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. . 20* oz.
The smaller amount of sulphate is sufficient if the temperature

at 65° Fahr.

is only
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about

80° Fahr.
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planning

It is a good

coming

IN spite of the fact that much

pliotography is done during the
winter months, most photo¬
graphers regard the approaching
summer days as a preliminary to
beginning again. It is a good plan
at this season to give a little con¬
sideration to the lines to be followed
during the coming season. Not
only will the photographer be
enabled to work towards a pre¬
determined end, but also he should
be able to plan his work from the
very beginning.

season’s

workers indulge in upon occasions,
the greatest pleasure and proht
from photographic work can be
secured when it is applied to some
object. What the object is depends
to a great extent upon the personal
taste of the photographer.
Many who are expert photo¬
graphers to-day confess to the
purchase of their camera in the hrst
instance for taking snapshots ; they
became interested in the technical
operations and decided to do their
own “ finishing.” From this stage
photography has been applied to
some objective.
Fascinating though the various
operations concerned with the mak¬
ing of negatives and prints may be,
they pall after a time, and it is then
that the photographer should seek
to use his camera towards a definite

work.

of the year to devote

In the following

graphy is a most valuable aid to
study, and this will also bring him
into contact with others of similar
interests. There are postal clubs
formed to keep interested people in
touch with each other, through the
medium of a circulating portfolio.
The same applies to other fields,
such as sport, in its various phases,
nature study, gardening, etc. ; in each
and all photography, properly car¬
ried out, can be of immense ad¬
vantage. The present time is an
opportunity to consider the branch of
work to follow, or what line to pursue.

Applications.

Apart from simple snapshotting,
such as even the most advanced

the Year’s Work

plan at this time

The

Technical

Side.

It may well be that the line of
work to be followed will demand
different apparatus or material from
those with which the photographer
is familiar. A proper understanding
of the use of panchromatic material
may be called for, or apparatus may
be necessary for those subjects which
the photographer does not at the
moment possess. Architectural de¬
tails may call for a stand camera
and a telephoto lens. Whatever may
be the branch embarked upon, it is
safe to say that the photographer
will benefit if a little consideration
is given to the subject at the begin¬
ning, and it is also possible that
misdirected effort may be avoided.
It is quite possible that the
pictorial photographer may feel the
limitations of his equipment, or
that some other printing method
appeals to him as offering more
scope. Subjects may be planned for
the coming season perhaps in the

end. If the artistic side appeals then
pictorial work will be the obvious
branch to follow. It may be that
the photographer does not feel the
creative impiilse, and in that case
he should, if he has not already done
so, decide to apply his photography
towards some other end.
The student of architecture, or

light of last season’s experience.
Subjects that illustrate some phase of
nature or human activity may be con¬
ceived, and planned. The material
that will best convey an idea should
be considered. A study of the
modem trend in photography may

archaeology, will find that photo¬

tempt

A photographic

society has recently been

the

formed

photographer

in the

Birmingham .district which is known as the King’s Heath and
District Photographic Society. Meetings are held every Friday
at 8 p.m. at King’s Heath Council Schools, and the society is
catering for the beginner as well as for advanced workers. A
dark-room is available, which is equipped for developing,
printing and enlarging, and accommodation has also been

435

towards

a little thought

to the

article this is given consideration.
fascinating excursions along new lines.
In all cases it is well to map out
a preliminar}^ plan. It is possible
that exhibition subjects may be
thought
and
treatment out,,
decided

the method
upon.

' of

Photographers often work in a
haphazard manner, waiting for sub¬
jects to turn up. The alternative is
to plan in the mind the effect to be
conveyed, and then to find subjects
which will carry out the idea. It is
a good plan to jot down any ideas
of this kind for future reference.
It may be that the original ideas
may not be carried out, but in the
attempt
covered. something better is dis¬
In setting out a plan of work for
the year the holiday should not be
forgotten.
Specialise.

In spite of all that is often said
about the limitations which are
imposed upon the specialist, there
can be no doubt that a very large
measure of success comes to him.
The specialist need not confine*
himself to one class of work to the
exclusion of everything else, but
there is much to be said in favour
of concentrating if only for one
season upon one branch of work.
We know of one photographer who
decided to make a set of pictures
illustrating the ancient churches in
his own localit5q and a very inter¬
esting set of lantern slides resulted.
Another devoted similar attention to
colour work with excellent results.
These are but instances, others will
suggest themselves. .
One thing is certain, much pleasure
will be derived from planning for
the coming season, and if it is
thought that the technical side
must be given study, the present
tunity.
time of the year offers an

oppor¬

provided for lantern and cine projection work. Monthly
competitions are being organised, with a yearly prize awarded
by the President, Mr. Donald .A.ilen. Outings are now being
arranged to noted Midland beauty-spots. Readers who are
interested with a view to membership should communicate
with the Hon. Secretary, Mr.
Heath, Birmingham,- 14.

R. Clarke, 6, Parade,

King’s
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FLASHLIGHT

by DAYLIGHT
BROOM.

By H. C.
OST

amateurs

are aware

of the uses tojwhich

flashlight maj' be put during the winter
months when daylight is not available, but
many, perhaps, have never realised that a flashlight
outfit can also be used effectively during the hours of
daylight at other periods of the year.
Even in summer, wet days and dull evenings often
preclude the possibility of outdoor work. Indoor work
is not attempted, because the lighting conditions in

will be found a simple matter, and where the camera
is not facing directly the light from a window a longer
exposure can be given. With a fully-speeded shutter
of the Compur type, it may be set for the required
speed beforehand ; with a shutter having snapshot
speeds only, the bulb exposure may be used with equal
facility. If a stand camera with a lens cap is being
used the shutter is not needed, of course. A lens cap,
however, is not usually part of the equipment of the
small hand camera.
When groups of people are being taken they must be
warned that a time exposure is being made, in order to
prevent the possibility of movement spoiling the picture ;
and for this reason as short an exposure as possible is
advisable. Another advantage of the short exposure
is that any appearance of posing is avoided, and a
natural result is obtained.
“ A Wet Afternoon '* was taken in the manner
described above ; lighting conditions were very poor
and an exposure of half a second at f/8 was given.
“ The Expert " was taken in a similar manner, exposure
half a second at f/8 also, but the light was strong out¬
side and a smaller quantity of powder was used.
The flash should be fired behind the camera, as high
as possible to minimise the shadows. The use of a

A

Wet

Afternoon.

these circumstances necessitate long exposures ; and
human subjects cannot be attempted unless the photo¬
grapher has access to a properly lighted studio, or is
the fortunate possessor of a camera fitted with a largeaperture lens. Unfortunately, the average livingroom is very far from being a weU-lighted studio, while
comparatively few amateurs can boast of a lens of larger
aperture than f/4.5. Furthermore, the large-aperture
lens has one great drawback for indoor work where
space is naturally restricted, namely : that the depth
of focus at short distances is very small.
The use of a flashlight outfit 'v^l enable the photo¬
grapher to overcome all these difficulties. The camera
must be placed upon a tripod or other firm support,
and focussed carefully on the nearest object desired
to be sharp. The lens should be stopped down to
about f/8, and when all is ready half a second exposure
given, while almost at the same instant the flashpowder
is ignited.
The best type of flashlight outfit for this kind of work
is one in ^hich the powder is fired by a spark from a
flint operated by a spring trigger. An outfit of this
kind can be obtained from any dealer for a few shillings.
Only a small quantity of powder is needed, experience
being the best guide. This naturally depends also
upon the lens aperture employed, and the lighting
conditions generally.
It may sound a difficult operation to synchronise the
flash and the short time exposure, but in practice it
10

The

Expert.

lens hood and backed plates will prevent halation,
and short time of development is necessary to avoid
blocking the high-lights and getting excessive contrast.
Indoor work of this kind is extremely interesting,
and has one or two advantages over outdoor photo¬
graphy. The camera and other apparatus are ready
to hand ; all kinds of subjects are at one’s elbow, so to
speak ; and when an exposure has been made the
result can be ascertained immediately in the dark-room.
It is probable, also, that members of the family will be
found to co-operate more readily than is often the case,
as they will be already on the scene of operations, and
little effort wfil be required of them.

Vll
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ENSIGN
CAMEO
CAMERAS

PRACTICAL
For PLATES

MODELS

and FILM

PACKS

Complete outfits for Beginners
and Serious Workers

F/4.5 CAMEO
Beautifully made. Long double'extension, rack
and pinion focussing, cast front with rising and
cross movements, direct and reflex view-finders,
leather covered, leather bellows, flexible shatter
release, hooded focussing screen, and two single
metal plate-holders.
For3Jx2J

pictures,

flttedjwlth

F/4.5,
. .

£4:10:0

Aldls Uno Anastigmat
r/4.5. Delayed - action
Compur shutter . .

£8:15:0

Ensar Anastigmat
3-speed shutter

For

i-plate

The film-pack and plate camera is still and always
will be the first love'' of those who practise
photography seriously. Ensign Cameo outfits
are unrivalled for compactness^ lightness, port¬
ability and flexibility. They are the true all¬
purpose, every occasion cameras. Ask to see
them at your dealers.

pictures

Aldis-Butcher Anastigmat
F/4.5, Delayed - action
Compur shutter . .

F/3.5

£12:5:0

CAMEO

Size 3^ X
Cast body, with leather panels and ripple enamel
finish. Spring handle, “ U ” front with rising
and cross movements. Optical direct-vision
view-finder with sighting lens. Reversible reflex
finder. Long double extension with rack and
pinion focussing. Lens and shutter instantly
detached by bayonet catch. New “ Klip-on ”
plate-holders and focussing screen. Delayedaction Compur shutter with speeds from i to
I /250th of a second. Available in brown finish
with Florentine bronze fittings, and black finish
with chromium-plated fittings.
Fitted with Dallmeyer

Anastigmat

F/3.5

£15:15:0
ENSIGN,

LIMITED,

PLEASE
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ADVERTISEMENTS

WESTMINSTER

for the

Best Bargains and Allowances
SECOND-HAND
FULLY

FROM

62. PICCADILLY

Goerz Test Pocket Roll Film Tenax, f/4.5
Dogmar anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds 1
to l/3U0th sec., T. and B .
£5 17 6
Vest Pocket Kodak Special, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat. Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th
sec., T. and B. Cost £10 7s. 6d .
£5 10 0
31x21 Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th sec., T. and
B .
£6 15 0
31 X 21 Nagel Vollenda,
delayed-action Compur
l/250th sec., T. and B.

6x6
cm. Rolleifiex (not automatic), f/3.8
Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter, speeds l
to l/300th sec., T. and B. Cost £22. . £15 10 0
41 -31 (1-pl.) T.-P. Special Roby Reflex, f/2.5
Cooke
anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, speeds 1/lOth to l/l.OOOth sec., T. and
B., complete with F.P. adapter. Cost £33
£16 10 0
9x12 cm. or 1-pl. Uiroflex Reflex, f/2.7 Tessar
anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane shutter,
speeds l/3rd to l/2,000th sec., T. and B., complete
with 6 single slides and leather case. Cost approx.
£65 .
£35 0 0

f/4.5 Elmar anastigmat.
shutter, speeds 1 to
Cost £10 lOs. £8 8 0

31 X 41 Cocarette de Luxe, f/4.5 Tessar anastig¬
mat, Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th sec..
T. and B .
£7 15 0

VOIGTLANDER
“PROIVIINENT”
The

All-in

Camera.

Takes Eight Pictures 3^x2^
Pictures 2^x11 on Standard

or Sixteen
Roll Film.

Automatic range*dnder, which can be set
when camera is open or closed. Built-in
exposure meter, optical direct-vision finder,
giving both picture sixes. Fitted f/4.5
Voigtlander Heliar anastlgmat, delayedaction Compur shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th
sec., T. and B., complete In leather case.

£26 : 5 : 0

THE CINE-KODAK
“EIGHT 20”

41x31 (1-pl.) Soho Reflex, f'4.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, focal-plane shutter, complete with
F.P. adapter and leather case .
£18 10 0

1-pl. Folding Elite, f/7.7 Ensign anastigmat,
Koilos shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and
B., complete with 3 double slides. ... £2 17 6
31x21
T.-P. Junior Special Reflex* f/3.5
Cooke
anastigmat. self-capping focal-plane
shutter, speeds 1/lUth to I'l.OOOth sec. and time,
complete with F.P. adapter and canvas case.
Cost approximately £16 .
£9 10 0
41x6 cm. Dallmeyer Speed Focal-plane, f/2.9
Peutac anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, speeds i/8th to l/l,000th sec., T. and B.,
complete with 3 double slides, F.P. adapter and
ease. List £20 178 .
£10 10 0

41x31 (i-pl.) T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 Dallmeyer
anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane shutter,
speeds l^lOth to 1/1, 000th sec., T. and B., com¬
plete with 3 single slides. F.P. adapter and canvas
case. Cost £14 lOs .
£9 10 0
9 - 12 cm. or 1-pl. Miroflex Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar ana.st.lgmat, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, speeds l/3rd to 1/2, 000th sec.. T. and
B., complete with 6 single slides, F.P. adapter and
case. Cost £52 Is. 3d .
£25 17 6
10x15 cm. Nettel Focal-plane, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, speeds l/3rd to 1/2, 000th sec., T. and B.,
complete with 3 double slides and F.P. adapter.
Cost £53 .
£25 0 0

41 X 6 cm. minimum Palmos, f/2.7 Tessar anas¬
tigmat. self-capping focal-plane shutter, speeds
l/50th to 1/l.UOOth sec. and time, complete with
F.P. adapter and leather case .
£16 17 6

Coronet Cine Camera, 9.5-mm., f/3.9 anastig¬
mat. List £2 15s .
X .
£2 5 0

41x6 cm. Ernoflex Reflex, f/3.5 Emon anas¬
tigmat, self-capping focal-plane shutter, speeds
l/20th to 1/1, 000th sec. and time, complete with
F.P. adapter and leather case .
£10 10 0
31 X 21 N. & 0. Special Folding Reflex, f/2.9
Pentac anastigmat. self-capping focal-plane
shutter, speeds 1/lOth to l/800th sec., T. and B.,
complete with 3 double slides, F.P. adapter,
changing-box

and

leather

case.

Model BB Cine-Kodak, 16-mm.,
anastigmat. complete in leather
£17 .

Cost £67 lUs.
£37 10 0

9 X 12 or i-pl. Miraphot Enlarger, f/6.3
anastigmat. List £10 10s .
£8
Lancaster Cresco Vertical Enlarger, for
films, f/6.3 Wray anastigmat .
£3

31 X 21 Eniign Speed Reflex. f/4..5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, self-cupping focal-plane shutter,
speeds l/25th to l/5UUth sec. and time. List
£15 .
£9 15 0

12-in. 1,5.6 Dallon
£14 .

mat. Compur shutter, speeds I to l'300th sec.,
T. and B.. complete in leather ca-ne. Co.st t23 os.
£15 17 6

11-in. If 5.6 Dallon Telephoto
In case. List £14 os .

CAMERAS

9-in.

“ Eight ’’ is the lightest and
camera, using a film that

spring drive, eye-level finder, exposure guide
attached to camera, takes 25 ft. of special
IG-mm. film, but it exposes only half the
width of the film at a time. The completely
e.xposed film gives you 50 ft. of 8-mm. which
is equal to shooting 100 ft. of 16-mm.

£9:17:6

25 ft. Kodak Panchromatic
processing) .

Film

{including
10s. Od.

35-mm. r3.5 Elmar Anastigmat,
Leica. List £6 lUs. 6d .

for Model
£5 5

£1

I
0

APPROVAL

Ill, OXFORD
GERRARD
12

PLEASE

ST., W.l

Telephoto

“.

£8:5:0

THE

List £8
£5 0 0
Lens. List
£10 10 0

KODASCOPE

Lens,

“ EIGHT

wheel

pattern.
£1

Cost
5 0

Universal View-finder,
List £2 158 .

for 3.5. 5, 13.5 cm. lenses.
£1 17 6

Negative Viewer,
£2 Is. 6d .

5

magnifications. List
£1 12 6

Valoy
board.

List £1 2s. and
163. 6d.

Vertical Enlarger, complete
List £10 23. 6d .

with masking
£8 5 0

Leica Vertical Enlarger, complete with f/3.5
Elmar anastigmat and printing board. List
£13 .
£8 10 0
Orange Filter, to fit Vertical Enlargers. Fileo
or Filoy. List £l lOs .
Hs. 6d.

AGAINST

FULL

CASH

film, fitted with adjustable resistance for
any voltage from 100 to 250. Still pictures
may be shown with safety. Gives a brilliant
picture 30x22 in. at a throw of 15 ft.
Price, complete with

£9:9:0

DEPOSIT.

splicer, oiler and

box

Associate
of
Appointed an
the Institute

RE1360.
Gent

W.l

119, VICTORIA

CROSS

AMATEUR

30”

complete
£9 17 6

ACCESSORIES

Range-finders, large
17s. 6d .

AND

THE

Standard

Ditto, with f/4.5 Skopar anastigmat, Com¬
pur shutter, speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and

Novar
17 6
Leica
17 6

HOUFE;* 62. PICCADILLY.
VICTORIA

in. on

Fitted
Voigtar anastigmat, Embezet
T.
and f/6.3
B.
£4:5:0
shutter, speeded l/25th, l/50th, 1/lOOth sec..

>|EXCHANGE

1432.
MENTION

21x21

brilliant full-size picture. Simple focussing
and mount,
Bulb .
lens
fitted f/7.7 Voigtlander
anastig¬
£2 ; 15
: Q
mat, speeded shutter, l/25th. l/oOtb sec.

The WESTIVIINSTE
CAMERA

pictores

Lens.

Supplementary Front Lenses.
£1 43 .

Ever-ready Leica Cases. List £1 4s... 15s. Od.
Angnlar View-finder, to fit Model I Leica.
Cost £1 lOs .
■....£! 2 0
Coloor Filters, slip-on. Cost 16s .
10s. 6d.

7 DAYS^

Telephoto

12

31 21 device
Roll Films.
Special niunbering
controlled by the
film itself. Large finder lens, giving a

Reprodaction Device. Code Beinar. List
£3 lUs .
£2 12 6
Reprodaction Device. Code
Bevor. List
£1 4s .
15s. 6d.
Reproduction Device. Code Belun. List £1
£2 Is.
10 6d.6

13.5 f/4.5 Elmar Distance Lens, to fit standard
Leica, not automatic coupling. List £10
£6 17 6

ON

An Ideal Camera for the Beginner.

Takes

Universal View-finder, latest pattern. List
£3 18«. 6d .
£3 2 6
Universal View-finder, for 3.5, 5. 9, 13.5 cm.
lense.3. List £2 15s .
£1 17 6

10.5-cm. Leitz 1/6.3 Elmar, light-weight dis¬
tance lens, with automatic coupling for Model
II Leica. LUt £9 2s .
£7 10 0

SENT

f/6.5 Dallon

AND

Leica Model II. automatic focussing, f/2.5
Hektor anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, speeds l/20th to l/500th sec. and time,
complete in Ever-ready case. As new.
List
£27 43 .
£22 15 0
The Cine-Eodak
smallest movie

The VOIGTLANDER
“BRILLIANT”

9-iD. I S. 5 Ross Teleros, fitted for 3i x2i Sibyl.
complete In leather case .
£7 15 0

34 X 21 Ihagee Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Tessar
anastigmat, self-cappi ig focal-plane shutter,
speeds I'loth to l/l.OOOth sec.. T. and B., com¬
plete. F.P. adapter. Li.st £40 .
£15 10 0
4 - 4 cm. Rolleifiex, f/2.8 Zeiss Te.ssar anastig¬

LEICA

f/3.d Kodak
ca.se. List
£10 17 6

Model E Cine-Kodak, 16 mm., f/1.9 Kodak
anastigmat. complete with 75-mm. f/4.5 Kodak
long-focus lens aud leather case. List
£35£540 9s.
0

Leica (original model), f'3.5 Elmar anastigmat,
self-capping focal-plane shutter, speeds l/20th to
l/500th sec. and time. Cost £14.... £9 15 0
Leica Model I, Interchangeable lens model, f/2.5
Hektor anastigmat, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, speeds l/20th to l/500th sec. and time.
List £19 33 .
£13 17 6

provides 4 minutes’ projection in one reel.
Fitted f/3.5 Kodak auasticmat, fi.ved focus,

OUTFITS

GUARANTEED

AT

ST., S.W.l

24, CHARING
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educing CONTRASTS in
- «o.L .St.,,,. Sulphide Toned Prints

A NEGATIVE that prints with great contrast is

We thus have an ordinary sepia print, but
cooler shade than if the bleaching had been
After the usual washing it is placed in the
the contrasts have been softened sufficiently.
The reducer is made as follows :—
Hypo
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
Water
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .

generally more difficult to rectify than one which
prints too soft.
There are, of course, certain negative reducers that will
reduce the contrast in a negative ; but there is always a
danger in submitting a negative to a process with which
one is not familiar.

CASH

• •
. .

i oz.
6 oz.

The above method also works perfectl}^ with negatives,
though the bleacher may be used stronger. The resulting
negative will, of course, be of a brown colour.
By a slightly different method of working a flat print
can be considerably brightened.
To do this the print is bleached entirely, as for sulphide
toning. After washing, it is placed in weak developer until
the high-lights have just begun to develop up, when it is
quickly rinsed and placed in the sulphide bath. After
washing it is treated with the reducer as previously de¬
scribed, but in this case the high-lights will be reduced in
a greater proportion than the shadows.

4 grs.
i oz.

and the CAMERA
By

• •
. .

Potassium ferricyanide (10 per cent solution) a few
drops. The print is then washed and dried.
The action is as follows : The high-lights, which have
been completely sulphided, are not acted upon by the
reducer, but the shadows contain both metallic silver and
silver sulphide. The metallic silver is more or less removed
by the reducer, depending on how long the reducer is
allowed to act.

By reducing the contrast in the print instead of in the
negative, all risk of ruining the negative is avoided.
A method of doing this is as follows :—
The print to be treated should be developed as far as it
will go, and the exposure should be sufficient to give the
necessary detail in the high -lights, the shadows being
ignored. It is desirable that the bleacher should not be
used too strong, as the action must be stopped before the
shadows have lost their black appearance.
The bleacher is the usual one, and consists of :— ■
Potassium ferricyanide . .
..
..
••4 grs.
Potassium bromide
. .
. .
. .
. . 6 grs.
Water
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. . i oz.
It is advisable to dilute with an equal part of water.
It is best to wet the print before placing in the bleacher.
After the high-lights have been bleached, but while the
shadows still show black, the print is washed and sulphided
in the usual way. A suitable strength is ;— Sodium sulphide, about
. .
. .
Water
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .

of a slightly
complete.
reducer until

Where

and how
to sell Photographs

“ FREE-LANCE.'*

Camera users who essay to make money from their photography, or at least to
make it self-supporting, will find in this monthly feature many helpful market tips.

HOLIDAYS, e.specially holidays 'abroad, offer good oppor¬

tunities to obtain travel pictures, and there are several
markets for photographs of this type. Obvious subjects,
however, must be avoided — it is chiefly the little-known sub¬
jects that make the most saleable prints. A wise plan is to
study beforehand a guidebook of the district to be visited,
and then avoid the subjects depicted there, unless they can be
treated in a new way.
Alarkets for travel photographs include The Lady, 39-40,
Bedford Street, London, W.C.2 ; The Queen, Bream’s Buildings,
London, E.C.4 ; Scottish Field, ii. Both well Street, Glasgow ;
and Wide World Magazine, 8-11, Southampton Street, London,
W.C.2. These magazines differ in their scope, and a study of
them is wise before photographs are submitted, but the opening
is a wide one.
The chance to sell photographs for use on the covers of
periodicals should not be overlooked, for several weeklies use
prints for this purpose. Likely markets are the Weekly
Telegraph,

High

Street,

Slieffield, and

Sunday

Companion,

The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
The latter paper in particular favours child and animal studies.
In all cases it is essential that prints submitted be capable of
conforming to the shape of the cover. A paper using square
photographs on the cover cannot accommodate oblong prints,
no matter how good they may be in other respects. This,
however, does not mean that every oblong photograph would
be useless in such a case — judicious trimming before submitting
the print will in many cases obviate the difficulty. The
Weekly

Telegraph

photographs

has during

showing

the last month

“ Beautiful

Britain.”

or two

been

using

437

Pictorial Edti cation, and theTeacher’s

Woyld,hot\ioi

Montague

House, Russell Square, London, W.C.i, are worth glancing
through, with a view to their forming markets. The opening
is greater than may be thought.
Children's

Newspaper,

The

Fleetway

House,

Farringdon

Street, uses animal studies fairly often.
Although the ordinary amateur photographer will find little
chance to sell photographs dealing with the technical side of
wireless (the construction of complete sets, and so on), a market
does exist for some other kinds of wireless photograph. Home¬
made gadgets, and novel ways of overcoming difficulties are
in this class.
An additional market for travel photographs, provided they
relate to the sea and do not deal with disasters or accidents,
is the White Star Magazine, iio-iii. Strand, London, W.C.2.
A limited market for landscapes (but paying rates well up
to the average) is the Wheatshedf, i, Balloon Street, Manchester.
This magazine usually runs a photographic competition during
the summer.
There is always a good demand in the Trade Press for photo¬
graphs of novel window displays. Not every trade paper
uses photographs, but it is difficult to find a trade without one
organ that does so. A visit to a commercial library will reveal
the extent of the markets.
Gardening photographs of the “ how-to-do-it ” type, or
showing something new in methods of cultivation, are given
careful consideration by Home Gardening, 16, Henrietta Street,
London, W.C.2. Nothing but very clear prints, however,
can be used.
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By DAVID

LEIGH.

subordinate. They can be placed
some distance from the camera,
doing something or in poses typical
to the scene itself.

London Boys.

Boys win be boys, especial y when there is a

camera about. Too often they prove to be the
unwanted element in the view. Too often we
have to solve this vexing question of boys before
we can get dowm to good photographic work. It is not
easily possible to enjoy, in leisurely fashion, the making
of pictures if one is w'atched by strange boys.
The solution is to make friends with them, when these
budding enthusiasts of snapshot technique happen along.
They cease then to be watching strangers and become
sympathetic observers about the art of picture-making.
There may be boys who just want to be photographed.
This often happens in country districts and in rural
settings. To (leal with this problem is not too easy, but
I want to suggest to you amateur
photographers that it is not alwaA's
this case to “ shoo ” them
policy inApart
away.
from the fact that it
cannot be done, they may provide
just what is often wanted to complete
a picture and give it a typical
human touch. Here are a few
suggestions in the way they can be
used in rural and travel camera
work. Once photographed, the bo^’s
quickly disappear satisfied and leave
the field clear for the scope of original
intentions. By photographing them
first we not only make it easy for
ourselves, but also secure pictures
of an entirely different character.
Given a group of boys who want
to be photographed, and fine, admir¬
able surroundings, a great deal can
be accomplished. We may place
them in our scene, keepipg them
(4

Country Boys.

Details must be decided on the
spot to suit the occasion, the type
of boy and the conditions of the
moment. Any boyish mood can
be intentionally engineered and
adopted for the occasion : curiosity,
investigation, love of animals, play,

Watching the Wall Game.

sport, or even mischief.
Groups of boys may be taken as
the principal subject of the picture.
In this case you have group por¬
traiture out of doors, but in which
there can be a story told. Boyish
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BOYS

doings, pastimes and energies. Snap¬
shots will be mainly necessary.
Happy occasions are best, and, what
is more important, our picture
should suggest this spirit of hap¬
piness and holiday. Such snapshots

Amateur

Cooks.

and one other things. In pictures of this type sunshine
is helpful. The camera should be positioned so that
they hold the strong part of the picture.
The camera best adapted for this phase of work is
one that is unobtrusive in character. For this reason
the reflex, although admirable for the purpose in other
respects, is not so suitable as a snapshot camera of the
miniature variety that can be used quickly and effectively
at eye-level. There is merit also in using a camera
fitted with a finder that shows the image at right angles
to the direction in which the lens is pointing. This
frequently enables an effective group to be secured when
the boys are unaware that the exposure is being made.

Joy

of boys have
occasion.

of Living.

often been and

will be a prize-winning

Best of all are the pictures of boys when they
occupy the principal point of interest in a landscape
or rural scene. A small group of boys active in some
pursuit that fits the scene, often brings an otherwise
dead scene into sparkling life. They may be fishing,
helping the farmer, driving the cows, launching the
boat, sailing toy ships, blackberrying, or a hundred

Dinner

in Sight.
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Mr. W. H.
ORTON,

Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From information communicated

“ T T would appear to me that the main essential for the
J[

making

of an exhibition

print is to be able, in the

first place, to ‘ see ’ the picture — mere technical
ability counts for little or nothing unless it be allied to
a pictorial motive. How is this habit of seeing pictorially
acquired ? It is difficult to say, but personally I have

exhibitor,

but

to our Special Representative.
surely the greatest help of all is personal

experience — one’s own successes and failures.
“ My earliest recollections are associated with photo¬
graphy, as my father was a very keen photographer ; but
it was not until I left school and came out to Portugal that
I thought

of photography

at all seriously.

A certificate in

followed the advice given by Mr. Tilney in his book, ‘ The
Principles of Photographic Pictorialism,’ where he says :
‘ Let him therefore make hundreds of e.xposures ... he
will find that they teach him more convincingly than do

the Beginners’ Competition of The Amateur Photographer
gave me the necessary encouragement, and the criticism
of prints which at* that time I sent regularly to the same
magazine was also of inestimable help.

rules of composition and other principles.’ Exhibitions,
lectures, books, etc., are all very useful to the would-be

“ My apparatus consists of an Ensign Tropical Reflex,
2^X3!, fitted with a 5^-in. f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens, inter¬
changeable with a Dallmeyer lo-in. Telephoto, this latter
being most useful for portraiture. I very rarely use plates,
almost all my work being done on film packs. A yellow
filter is used on practically every occasion, and with regard
to subjects I can only say that I unhesitatingly take every¬
thing which appeals to me, some form of sunshine, however,
being present in practically all my pictures. Development
is done in a tank, using Rytol, and aiming at a negative
slightly on the thin side. My enlarger is of the vertical
condenserless type, and I have tried most printing processes,
but at present the greater part of my prints are made on
chloro-bromide paper and developed with amidol. Bromoil,
however, is perhaps my favourite process, but unfortunately
at present I have not sufficient spare time to devote to
this. All my pictures are produced by ‘ straight ’ photo¬
graphy, and no hand-work of any sort is done either on the
negative or on the enlargement, other than the removal
of small blemishes and spots on the latter.
“ Photography is my hobby, and I enjoy every phase
of it from the moment I see a pleasing subject until the
final mounting and spotting of the enlargement. I
envy those persons who possess such luxuries as a properly
equipped dark-room, as in my case I have to use my
bedroom as such, and in it aU my developing and enlarging
is done. Running water is another thing which I have
long wished for. The advantages of a club, with its lectures,
meetings, outings, exhibitions, etc., also are not for the
photographer who lives in an out-of-the-way place abroad.
" I have no objection whatsoever to composite pictures,
built up from two or more negatives, or other means of

Niebla.
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By

W. H. Orton.

‘ faking,’ as opposed to ‘ straight ’ photography, providing
the final result is pleasing and does not betray the methods
employed. I do not employ such methods because I am
not expert enough, but those photographers who can
produce beautiful pictures with the aid of several negatives
have my greatest admiration. Surely if the artist may
paint whatever his imagination may conceive, why cannot
the photographer do the same thing with the aid of his
negatives ? ”
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CINTRA.
By
W.

H.

Orton.

{See article, "'How I make my Exhibition Pictures,^*
on the opposite page.)
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(From the London Salon of Photography.)

J. Ortiz

Echague.

lo, 1^33
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SUNKISSED.
By

{From

the Advanced

W&rkers*

Competition.)

J. H.

Clark.

I. — ■■ Wintry Seas."
By Capt. A. G, Corah.

2. — “ Eventide

in the Western
By

4. — “ Gate of the City"
By J. Hoi gate ^

M.

Highlands

"

3. — ‘ Fair Isle of Skye.*'

Cole,

By Miss
5. — “ A Sunny Lane."
By A. B. Jones.

E, Holden.
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on the Beginners’ prints reproduced
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the opposite page.

WHETHER the second of the

two figures — in No. 2 of
the prints on the opposite

page, “ Eventide in the Western
Highlands,” by M. Cole — has obtained
a better composition or not from her
more advanced viewpoint is problema¬
tical, but, at all events, her subject
will, at least, be free from incongruous
figures.
Figures and Setting.
From so advanced a viewpoint, the
foreground would be likely to consist
■of water, with, perhaps, a rock or
so, but the likelihood of the inclusion
of figures is remote.
In the subject now < before us,
however, her figure is an unnecessar}^
and incongruous element. The mak¬
ing of records of people with a land¬
scape setting, if not of an artistic
character is at least a legitimate
class of work ; but, all the same,
there is no reason why such records
should be encumbered with pointless
additions.
Without that figure, the print
serves its purpose well. The intention
seems to be — not the rendering of
an evening effect, as suggested by
the title — ^but the making of a portrait
of the first figure combined with a
record of her visit to the place in
•question. The principal figure might,
with advantage, be placed somewhat
more to the right, and her features
are not very well distinguishable.
The position could be corrected by
trimming half an inch from the right,
but to show the features more clearly,
they should be placed against a
■darker portion of the setting, and so
posed that they would receive more
of the available light.

in the sky — far too little in any case,
and by no means adequate to convey
anything of the idea.
The gradations of the sky in No. i,
” Wintry Seas,” by Capt. A. G. Corah,
are much nearer those that would be
appropriate. In this case, too, the
figures are more suitably employed, for,
if the intention is to express the theme
indicated by the title, their scale is
not so important that it conflicts with
that theme, but, instead, is just
enough to allow them to become the
centre of interest.
Possibly, the sea itself does not
claim the attention as it should, but
the largest of waves and great splashes
of foam only seem to happen in the
neighbourhood of a rocky coast, and
not upon a flat shore as in this instance.
Still, the arrangement of the subject
shows a consideration that was lacking
in the other, and the figures do serve
a very necessary purpose. By giving
the picture a centre of attraction,
they not' only unify its interest, but
make its intentions intelligible, and
make evident any artistic effect that
may

be present.
Point

and

Emphasis.

They give it point and emphasis,
whereas in No. 2, even if any actual
evening effect existed, the motive
would still be more in the nature of
outdoor portraiture, for, with a figure
on that scale and so near, nothing
else could outweigh it in attraction.
However, though the print does
not sustain its title, it has, at least,
the virtue of possessing a point that
can and does act as the centre of
interest, and, while it would scarcely
be possible to introduce a figure into

focussing scregn, the taking could
have been deferred until the principal
figure were more suitably posed and
the other elsewhere.

a subject like No. 3, “ Fair Isle of
Skye,” by Miss E. Holden, the picture
lacks point because there is nowhere
a feature of markedly greater impor¬
tance than any other.
A strong light or dark, properly
placed and sufficiently differentiated
from its surroundings, is absolutely
necessary if the picture is to maintain
any attraction. In Nos. i and 2,
the need is met by the figures, and

As far as the suggestion of an evening
■effect is concerned it might be said
to be conspicuous by its absence.
There is only the merest trace of tone

in No. 5, "A
Sunny Lane,” the
function of principal item is served
by the tree somewhat to the left of
the centre.

A

.

Matter

of Intention.

Things of this nature should be
intentionally disposed of before the
exposure is made, and, if the subject
were studied in the finder or on the

Its position, it is true, would be
better if it were slightly more to the
left ; but, for all that, it does confer
a spot upon which
factorily dwell.

the eye can

It pulls the subject together, and
even enables it to carry the long and
rather excessive foreground, of which
three-quarters
trimmed with

of an inch
advantage.

could

be

Holding the Attention.
The trim much improves the picture
proportions, and, as is preferable in
landscape, allots the greater area to
the sky, which, again, could do with
a little more tone.
But the fact that 'the print does
possess an object that can definitely
be regarded the centre of interest gives
it an advantage over ” Fair Isle of
Skye,” which has none. The latter
print, unfortunately, suffers from a
foreground that is uniformly too dark.
Possibly this arises from a combination
of under-exposure and the fact that
it was poorly illumined, but, in the
circumstances, it is pretty well im¬
practicable to employ a deeper dark
as the chief item.
Accordingly, a light object should
have been chosen. A solitary cottage,
or group of farm buildings, suggest
themselves as possibilities, and, though
there is no evidence that anything of
the sort existed, it is quite likely that,
in the vicinity, something of this
character could be found.
Grouping the
The line of the
not too sound, and
to arrange for its

Arrangement.
bay on the left is
it might be feasible
exclusion.

Figures make a
No. 4, " Gate of
Holgate, and, in a
a point upon which
be focussed. Their

re-appearance in
the City,” by J.
measure, provide
the attention can
spacing, however,

is too great to enable them to fall
together well as a group, the sense of
cohesion being appreciably minimised
in consequence. The whole subject
would seem to be better arranged did
the grouping assume a more connected
and pleasing form, and, possibly, with
a little waiting and the seizing of the
right moment for making the ex¬
posure, the desired end might be
achieved.
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Pictorial Analysis
Every week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysedfin detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

SUNKISSED,”

How little it takes to transform a

scene that, in ordinary cir¬
cumstances, would be exceed¬
ingly commonplace into a thing of
beauty is well demonstrated in the
picture now before us. It is scarcely
conceivable that under a diffused
lighting or normal conditions material
for an attractive subject could be
found in that employed, but, owing
to the fortunate incidence of
an effect of sunlight and
shadow, the whole aspect is
altered and a liighly pictorial
result accrues.
The

Attraction

hy ]. H. Clark.
takes

be the same direct appeal that arises
from force of extreme contrast, but
there is, instead, a more subtle but
indirect attraction, which, for all
practical purposes, attains a similar end.
However it is regarded, the effect
is undeniably pleasing, and rendered
with skill. The arrangement, like
the Oriental example discussed last
week, is notable for its simplicity and

effect on the gable in question

(i), places that item in such relief that
it becomes the principal object and
centre of interest. That interest is
enhanced, for the reasons already
specified, by the adjacent cast shadow
of foliage outside the picture area, but,
by the way they are disposed, they
throw the most important mass of
light into the strong position formed
by
one of
four inter¬
sections
of the
horizontal
and
vertical divisions of thirds.
The dark of the foreground
(2) affords a very stable and
satisfactory base, not too
obtrusive for the greater
attraction above, while the
accent of the wall {3) lends

of Contrast.

Just as the placing of
complementary colours in
opposition emphasises the
values of each and add,s to
their attraction, the placing

what support is required and
leads the eye towards the
centre of interest.
Leading

of light and dark in juxta¬
position lends the attrac¬
tion of contrast to work in
monochrome. The transition

the picture and forms a
leading line of some signifi¬
cance. The lines of the

from light to shade, even
though it may not mean the
opposition of the most power¬
ful lights and darks, has
always an element of interest,
and, where the light is sun¬
light and the darks are cast
shadows, the possibility of

cloud, too, act in a similar
capacity, and, while it is
but seldom that intruding
branches can be viewed with
equanimity, they do not
seem objectionable in this
case, as they also tend to
keep the attention within
the boundaries of the print.
Possibly the darkening of

making a picture of con¬
siderable appeal, with that
effect as a foundation, is
generally present.
It is so in this instance.

the sky at the top is a little
overdone, and, if a suggestion
of texture could have been

The play of sunshine and
the shadows it casts are the
effects that make the picture.
It is quite true that the
placing of the extremes of
tone in close proximity
causes the greatest concentration of
interest, but there are the limitations
imposed by realism, and it would
conflict with our -sense of truth if the
shadows, here, were of a greater depth
of tone.
Nevertheless, in spite of the actual
non-existence of extreme contrast,
there is still the distinction of light
and shade, and, because the suggestion
remains, the attraction retains the
greater
force.

proportion

of its power

Simplicity and Mass.
Put in another way, there may

Lines.

In a simple sort of way,
it draws the attention into

and

not

introduced into the white- >
washed wall in sunlight, it
the limitation of the subject matter

to

essentials only. Perhaps the restric¬
tion is not actually, so severe, but it is
sufficient to illustrate the point con¬
cerning the suggestion that the virtues
of limitation might be usefully applied
to other classes of work than that
under review.
The subject matter here consists of
the gable end of the cottage (i), the
foreground (2), the supporting accent
of the wall on the right (3), and the
sky,
with its nicely rendered cloud, as
a setting.
Naturally, the brightest light, which

vantage,
in what

might have proved an ad¬
but these are minor points
is otherwise a fine and ex¬

cellent example of what can be satis¬
factorily accomplished by means of
photography. Its simplicity, and the
way the tones have been massed
and unified are points that are
worthy of notice, and it provides yet
a further instance of the contention
that the camera is better fitted, as a
rule, to deal with subjects that lie
close at hand rather than those which
deal with wide; expanses
distances.

and

extreme

" Mentor.”
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Every week an article will appear under this heading dealing
with a topic of interest to the novice in photography.

SELF-TONING

A FRIEND of mine told me the other day that he

understand my friend’s difficulty. As there are many other
beginners who will now be trying print-making by this
process, I propose to run over the ground, and tell them kll
it will be necessary for them to know on the subject.
Requirements.
As the paper is printed by daylight it will be necessary
to have several frames of a size to take the negatives used.
I consider a batch of a dozen prints a suitable number to
handle at one time, and six frames would be an advantage,
although four would suffice. They are cheap, and last
indefinitely. For film negatives, each frame should be
fitted with a piece of flawless glass.
A measure graduated up to 10 oz., and a bottle (stoppered
for choice) holding two pints should also be obtained. I
recommend three dishes each of which will easily hold
two prints side by side ; one is to be used for hypo only.
Then it is an advantage to have some fluffless blottingpaper, made specially for photographic use ; and a dryingnet. Some glass-headed push-pins are required if the
prints are to be pinned up to dry. A drying-net can be
improvised from! a piece of well-washed white cambric,
attached to laths at two opposite ends, so that it can be

Characteristics

hammock.

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

PAPER.

intended to make his own prints for the first time,
and had decided on using self-toning paper. He
said that he knew he should find working instructions with
the paper, but how was he to know what he would require
in the way of outfit for the work ?
Readers of this paper know that such information is
constantly given for this process or that ; but I can quite

hung up like a tightly-stretched
that is about all.

L NOTIONS
the

And

I think

of S.T.P.

Self -toning paper may have either a gelatine or a collodion
•emulsion, in which are incorporated certain salts which
play a part in producing the final colour. Gold is often
mentioned, but even at the present price of that metal I
should not advise beginners to try to extract it in the hope
that it may fetch more than the paper cost.
But whatever may be included in the emulsion it is
most important to see that the hypo solution is of the right
strength and quantity to work properly with the paper.
In some cases certain salts in the paper have to be washed
out before fixing ; in other cases a preliminary washing is
fatal.

cool, dry place, and used as fresh as possible. The. surface
may become yellow after a time, but unless the paper has
deteriorated through age or bad storage this will disappear
during processing.
Suitable

Negatives.

It is not every negative that is suitable for self-toning
paper, and many who have got only weak prints of a poor
colour have not realised that this is due, not to the paper
or its handling, but to the use of negatives that are too
weak in contrast. For such negatives a " vigorous ”
grade of paper has been produced, just as in the case of
bromide and gaslight papers, but the normal grades of
S.T.P. require a rather strong negative.
If the subject has bright high-lights which should be
represented by blank, or nearly blank paper in the print,
the negative in those parts must be sufficiently dense to
stop daylight from penetrating during the whole of the
Printing.
printing time.
This is one reason why, as a rule, the printing frames should be laid in good diffused light, but not in direct
sunlight. The latter may be useful, however, with overdense negatives.
The paper should be put in the frame in a weak light
indoors, and the progress of printing examined in the same
way. The frame should never be opened out of doors,
or in very bright light indoors. The image should be printed
darker than it will be in the finished print, but how much
darker must be found by experiment. Some makes of
paper lose much more during fixing than others.
As the prints are taken from the frames they should not
be put between the pages of a book, as sometimes advised,
but in a box or drawer, in a pile with a weight (say a piece
of glass) to keep them flat.
The sooner they are finished
Fixing.
off the better.
It is a good plan to make up a stock solution of hypo by
dissolving i lb. of the crystals in hot water, and making it
up to 32 fluid ounces. There is then i oz. of hypo in 2 oz.
of solution. This makes it easy to prepare the bath given
in the instructions. Suppose this reads ;
Hypo
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
2 oz.
Water to
. .
. .
. .
. .
. . 20 oz.
To obtain 2 oz. of hypo we take 4 oz. of stock solution and
add 16 oz. of water.
The weaker the solution and the shorter the immersion

For this and other reasons I would most strongly stress
the fact that with any brand of paper the instructions must
be most carefully followed. There is no one method of
procedure that applies to all papers of this class. What is
right and necessary with one may cause failure with another.
The paper is obtainable in several varieties — glossy,
semi-glossy, matt, smooth, rough ; and in single or double
weight, on white or cream base. It should be kept in a

the warmer (redder) the tone ; the stronger the solution and
the longer the immersion the colder (bluer) the tone. The
time of fixation should never be less than five minutes.
Whatever the strength of the
should be at about the rate of
paper. Fresh solution should
prints, and thrown away when
The batch of prints should
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bath the volume of it used
4 to 6 oz. per square foot of
be used for each batch of
finished with.
be put into the solution, in
l9
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one pile, as quickly, as possible. The pile is placed towards
one end of the dish. When aU are in, the prints should be
passed one by one to a pile at the other end of the dish.
This is why I advised a dish large enough to take two prints
side by side ; it is easier to handle two piles than one. At
each transfer the prints should be turned over, face up in
one pile, face down in the other.
Colder

Tones.

With most papers it is possible to obtain a colder tone
by giving the prints a certain time in a bath of common
salt, generally about i in 20 in strength. Prepared table
salts should not be used. Here, as in all other details,
instructions should be followed.
Washing.
When the toning-fixing process has been completed it
is important that the prints should be thoroughly washed.
In some instructions it is stated that this should be for
an hour in running water. This may be all right,
may be all wrong. It depends how it is done. I
seen a mass of prints lying at the bottom of a dish
water running in at one side and out at the other.

I
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Sir, — " Hurroar

1 1

NEGATIVES.

for principle,”

as Sam

said.

After

curing " wonky uprights ” by juggling with the enlarger screen
are quite feasible and practical at times. The first sounds like
a steam-roller to do the mangling, as a general practice. The
rising front deals quicker and better with the latter.
The old half-plate, with its multiple gadgets, even if its
joints are getting " creaky,” can still perform gymnastics
almostclasses
amounting
some
of work.to “ round-the-corner ” movements on
By keeping a proper sense of values, one relegates the ” small
precision,” the hefty reflex, and the sturdy “ field ” camera to
their proper places.
The universal camera has not yet been manufactured. —
Yours, etc.,
” LETTERPRESS.”
POSTING
concluding

SLIDES.
sentence

in your

reply

to L.C.

(London) ; it savours of a beginner in cookery, but, apart from
this, these questions and answers are interesting and instructive.
To the advice given there is one more point necessary to cover
a claim for any damage in transit, and that is, on Page 22 of
the Post Office Guide it clearly states “ Each article should be
separately wrapped.” We lost a claim for damages through
this, but were successful in a later claim where it was proved
that the slides had been packed according to instructions.
Trusting this extra precaution may be the means of saving
any further damage. — Yours, etc.,
W. BATTLE.
THE
Sir, — Your

EMULSION
correspondent,

SIDE
T.

OF

FILMS.

S. Patterson,

need

have

no

difficulty in determining the sensitive side of hypersensitive
panchromatic material in absolute darkness — unless he is
deaf !
If he holds the film close to his ear and rubs each side in
turn gently with a dry knuckle he will be able to detect the
emulsion side with certainty by the relatively scratchy sound
made.
I suggest a knuckle rather than a finger-tip because the latter
part of the hand is rarely really dry, and there is always the
danger of marking the emulsion with it. — Yours, etc.,
M. C. WEST.

20

first dish, and repeat the operation. At each transfer hold
the print by one comer while it drains. This is the twodish method of washing, and there is nothing to beat it.
About ten changes at intervals will take out all the hypothat is removable at all.
Drying.
The last step is to lay the prints on a sheet of the special
blotting-paper mentioned, lay another sheet over them, and
rub gently. This removes the surface water. Then lay
the prints face downwards on the drying-net. Instead they
may be pinned up to dry, but certain papers curl up badly
if this is done.
Self-toning prints made with such care, and according tothe instructions, not only look well, but last indefinitely.
W. L. F. W.

Sir, — With

Weller

following the battle round the small negative I find myself in
agreement with Mr. D. Austin.
Despite the excellence of the latest precision cameras, with
their diminutive negatives, they will not perform miracles.
Making enlarged negatives for subsequent retouching, and

Sir, — I like the

fixing were for washing. Fill one dish with clean water,
and immerse the prints one by one. After a few minutestransfer them to the second dish. Rinse and refill the

responsible for
Editor isof not
tv FT the opinions
1h
l> 1 1
his correspondents.

IV

Vx

or it
have
with
This

is a waste of time and water, as the prints are not washed
free of hypo at all.
The two dishes I recommended in addition to one for

reference

to letter of T. S. Patterson,

on panchro¬

matic films, I have used the aforesaid films which cause hirru
so much difficulty, and I am sure he is making a mountain out
of a mole-hill. If he is not sure which side is the gelatine side,
he has only to bite the corner of the first film and the gelatine
side will adhere to his teeth. If he then notes where the notchesare, is
andsimple.
as all the films in a packet are packed one way, the
rest
The Eastman films, when the gelatine side faces you, has
the three notches on the top right-hand corner.
I think the correspondent will agree this is not such a problem
as he puts it to be, and any reader who is contemplating using
them need not be frightened by any plaints which may haverisen to heaven. I have found their manipulation quite simple.
— Yours, etc.,
L. E. MILLS.
THE

METRIC

Sir, — I see that the question

SYSTEM.

of the use of the metric

system

of weights and measures is again before your readers. The
importance of a complete and general change-over to the use
of this system cannot be too greatly stressed, and as a first
step plate manufacturers and others concerned could not dobetter than give all formulae primarily in the metric system,
with the corresponding British quantities in parentheses, instead
of vice versa as at present. This would persuade new-comersto provide themselves with gram and c.c. measures in the
first place, and the inconvenient British measures would passgradually into disuse. The British quantities in formulae
could then be discontinued.
Diehards in the use of the British system would then have
to convert quantities to their system — a proceeding of which
they would soon grow weary, in contrast to the present devotees
of the metric system, who are indefatigable in this respect.
— Yours, etc.,
GEORGE
C. CATO.
MATT
Sir, — I have

MARKINGS
frequently

seen

ON

ROLL

references

FILMS.

in " The

A.P.

& C.”

to the matt markings on the back of roll films developed in a
tank, due to the backing-paper adhering to the back of the film.
Perhaps it is not generally known that if the tank be held
horizontally in the hands and revolved a few times, or rolled
on the table, as soon as the film has been placed in the tank
and the lid firmly fixed, and this repeated every time the
tank is reversed, the backing-paper will not adhere to the film
and there will be no matt markings. — Yours, etc.,
B. M. McOWAN.
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Cinematography
With a Cine

Camera at “The
By PETER

AT

this time of the year many
school and public sports meet¬
ings, as well as cross country
races, are everywhere being held.
"Action ’’being the fundamental basis of
cinematography, subjects of this sort
present fine material for the cine camera .
It is advisable on outings of this
nature to have the camera case at
any rate with you. Rain is not
altogether uncommon, and the going
is generally rough and sometimes wet
and muddy, especially in cross country
racing. "W’hen ditches, hedges and
railings have to be manoeuvred the
camera is safest in a case.
A tripod is, although not absolutely
necessary, very useful. The carting
of a tripod about may prevent you
from shooting quite as much footage
as you would if you had the freedom of
not being bothered with one, and it
may prevent you from obtaining some
scenes that require extra rapidity of
camera operation, but, on the other
hand, it will ensure those shots that

COLLIN.

between the “ get set ” and the “ go ”
in the previous shot. The runners
should then be shown in a straight
shot coming towards and passing by
the camera, after which it would be
good to have a panning shot following
them right round the circuit of the
course. If your camera equipment
includes a telephoto lens it can be
used here to great advantage. If the
course is circular as they generally
are, the approximate centre should be
determined by pacing or measurement
of some sort, and the lens should be
adjusted to the estimated radius of
the circle. You can then from this
position follow the runners right
round the circuit and obtain a shortfocus shot giving a result which is
both professional and pleasing, as
well as especially interesting to running
enthusiasts because of its clear de¬
piction of the athletes in action.
In

regard

to

" finishes.”

If the

crowd

Sports”
is not

too

thick

it may

be

possible to get a good shot of the
finish from a ground level. On the
other hand, if it is, the best thing to
do is to climb to the top of the stands
or on to the nearest or most suitable
building and film from aloft over the
heads ot the spectators. Here again a
telephoto lens will more than likely
prove very useful. A close-up of
the winner, tired but smiling from
his victory would provide a good
ending to a race sequence.
In relay races the interesting thing is,
of course, the handing over of the stick
or relay baton, and this should be
emphasised in filming such a race.
With hurdling the best viewpoint is,
I think, from the finish. From this
position it is possible to get a shot
of all the hurdling, as the hurdles are
never placed in a circular fashion, but
in a straight line.
High jumping and pole jumping are

you do manage to get being steady.
It will also help you considerably to
make them really good. This, to
my mind, is preferable to a mixture of
good and bad, as is likely to result from
not using a tripod.
Before the sport commences it is
a good thing to obtain a few odd
shots of the waiting athletes keeping
themselves warm, the crowd, the
starter, judges, timekeepers and
groundsmen. Comedy can be intro¬
duced with very little difficulty in
the crowd scenes with, for instance,
a small man losing his hat and being
hustled by the multitude at large and
henpecked by his wife ! The starter
can be shown inspecting and loading
his blank revolver, the judges con¬
ferring together and the timekeepers
testing their stop-watches.
After these preliminary shots, which
should not be too prolonged, it is good
to get straight down to business.
Show the start of a race with the
runners all lined up, getting set and
finally darting off. Another shot of
the starter firing his pistol could be
taken later. It would then cut in

A good finish.

The camera
amateurat cinematographer~,will''
findtime
plenty
of good
sports meetings at this
of year.

449

subjects for his:
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If your

cam¬

era has ‘‘ slow motion ” speed, jumping
always provides extremely interesting
slow-motion pictures.
For long jumping the best camera
angle is low down near the grpund
facing the jumper. In this way a
vivid impression can be procured of
the run and jump.
Pictures of throwing the weight,
pole or discus should include a medium
close-up of the thrower in action.
This will emphasise the muscular
strength of the competitor and

show clearly
balance.

of forthcoming

movements

and

be close-ups, or at any rate close-shots.
They should be cut in with shots of
an exciting race to increase the
emotional effect.

racing
in* particular.
willtogenerally
be found
easiest and It
best
content

and

Competitions

Northern Photographic Exhibition (Bradford). —
Entries, May 13 ; open, June 17-August 20. Entry
forms from A. Greenwood, Myrtle Dene, Harrogate

Chicago World’s Fair International Exhibition, 1933— Open, June i-October 31. Enquiries to “ 1933
Salon,” Chicago Camera Club, 137, North Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.

Road, Bradford.
Cardiff C.C. World’s Masters Salon. — Entries, May
14 ; open, June 9-24. Entry forms and particulars
from G. H. Palmer, Hon. Exhibition Secretary,
Y.M.C.A., Cardiff.

Turin International Salon.— Open, May 20-June ii.
Further particulars from Secretary, Fourth Inter¬
national Salon, Via Stampatori, N.6, Turin (108), Italy.
Portsmouth C.C. Annual Exhibition (Open Classes).
— Open, May lo-June 10. Secretary, H. Coker, 4,
Junction Road, Southsea.

Troyes International Salon. — Entries, May 25 ;
open, June 15-25. Secretary, Maurice Michel, Presi¬
dent de rUnion Photographique Champenoise, 23, Rue
de la Mission, Troyes (Aubd), France.

Midland Salon, City Art Gallery, I.eicester. — Open,
May 27-June 24. Particulars from Hon. Secretaries,
W. Bailey and A. E. Tracey, Cank Street, Leicester.

photographers living within twenty-five miles of
Scarborough, and for members of clubs affiliated to
Y.P.U. — Entries due June 24 ; open, July 15-29.

Wednesday,
Chelsea

P.S.

Annual

May

FUTURE.

will be included here every meek if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
Entries, May 31. Rules in the issue of April 26.

The

start, a few shots taken from con¬
venient points of vantage, including,
if possible, the runners coming through
a water-splash, and the finish.

In conclusion, a note on cross country

exhibitions and competitions

Societies will have their meetings announced

yourself with a few well-chosen and
interesting shots rather than rush all
over the place attempting to film
everything. This is, of course, taking
it for granted that you yourself are
working lone-handed and not in
conjunction with somebody else with
another cine camera. It should prove
sufficient to film the preliminary
activities before the race begins, the

It should prove verytiseful to obtain,
whilst some race is in progress (that
you do not wish to photograph), a few
unposed shots of keen and excited
spectators. They should, if possible,

Exhibitions
Notices

his

Scarborough

A.P.C.

Exhibition.

Week’s

Open

Classes

Further particulars from Exhibition Secretary,
Herbert L. Kettle, 18, Ramshill Road, Scarborough.
Polish International Salon (Cracow). — Entries,
August I ; open, August 27-September 17. Further
particulars from Fotoclub, Y.M.C.A., Cracow, Poland.
Irish Salon (Dublin). — Entries due September 30 ;
open, October 28-November 4. Particulars from
Salon Secretaries, Irish Salon of Photography, 18,
Morehampton Road, Dublin.
Rotherham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms
due October 2 ; prints, October 9 ; open, October
18-21. Further particulars from E. George Alderman,
Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Ruardean, Newton Street,
Rotherham.

for

Johnson’s ” Holiday ” Competition. Cash prizes.
Closing date, October 31st. Full particulars from
Johnson & Sons, Ltd,, Hendon, N.W.4.

Meetings

here if the syllabus is sent to us at the beginning of the session or from time to time.

lOtb.

Sunday,

Exhibition.

May

Croydon C.C. ” Table-top Photography.” C. Howard.
Kinning Park Co-op. C.C. Inter-Club Exhibition.
N. London C.C. ” Picture Making by Photography.” S. Bridgen.
South Essex C.C. Discussion and Advice on Purchasing a New Camera.

Monday,
Thursday,

May

11th.

City of London

Cardiff C.C. Beginners’ Course.
Hackney P.S. Bayford.

Staines P.S.

N. Middlesex P.S. “ Whither Photography ? ” H. L. Wallis.
Rochdale P.S. “ Flower Photography.” J. C. Wild.
Twickenham P.S. Rummage Sale.

Friday,
Poplar P.S. “ Screens and Filters.”
Southend-on Sea and D.P.S. " Hints
Sheppard.

Saturday,

May
on

May

an Exhibition

and C.P.S.

General

“ Experiments

May

15th.

Meeting.

in Portraiture.'*

Tuesday,

E. V. Beddoe.

May

16th.

Hackney P.S. Slide Competition.
Manchester A.P.S. “ Three-Colour Carbro.” E. B. Pemberton.
Peterborough P.S. Indoor Meeting — Questions.

12th,

Making

14th.

N. Middlesex P.S. West Wycombe aad Bradenhara.
Todraorden P.S. Callis Wood and Erringden.
Twickenham P.S. Burnham and Langley.

Print.”

H.

L.

Poplar P.S,
Hints and Tips.**
Royal P.S. “ The Significance of Ozone in the Atmosphere.*’ Dr. G. M. B. Dobson.
Whitehall Photo-Cin^ Group. “ * Night Scene,’ and other Films.” H. Hughes.

13th.

Wednesday,

May

17th.

Accrington C.C. Sabden Fold.
Hucknall and D.P.S. Dale Abbey.
Leicester and L.P.S. Ratcliffe Mill. Meet at Belgrave Gate Bus Station, 2.30 p.m.
Luton and D.C.C. Whipsnade Zoo. Bus, 2 p.m.
Manchester A.P.S. Joint Ramble with Liverpool A.P.A.
Peterborough P.S. Oakham.
St. Bride P.S, Ken Gardens.

Croydon C.C. “ Optical Oddments.” E. A. Salt.
Ealing P.S. Annual General Meeting.
Hucknall and D.P.S. Dale Abbey.
Luton and D.C.C. Whipsnade Zoo. Bus, 2 p.m.
Rochdale P.S. Tank Development. J. Hargreaves.

South

South

Glasgow

C.C.

Kilmacolra-Langbank.

We are asked to announce that a change in secretary has
taken place at the Ilford Photographic Society, this position
now being held by Mr. F. G. Sams. All communications
should be addressed to him at 70, Endsleigh Gardens, Ilford,
Essex.
*

*

*

Many photographic dealers in all parts of the country will
learn with regret of the death of Mr. A. E. Bauckham, who
represented Messrs. W. Butcher & Sons, Ltd., and also Messrs.
Ensign, Ltd., for the past forty years. Mr. Bauckham was
weU known and greatly respected for his ever kindly courtesy,
and had a large circle of friends round the South and West
22

Essex

C.C.

” Making

an Improved

Negative.”

R. H. Bullen.

of England, and also South Wales. He retired from business
some two years ago — on account of ill-health, which, unhappily,
terminated fatally on April i8th. His age was 70.
*

*

*

A chahge in secretary has taken place at the Darwen Photo¬
graphic Association, and communications should now be
addressed to J. S. Halstead,
* Brooklyn,
*
* Belgrave Road, Darwen.
The York and District P.S. has been renamed the York
Photographic Society, and in succession to Mr. N. J. Rushton
the new secretary is Mr. F. Watson, Hawthorne House, Haw¬
thorne Grove, Heworth, York.
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For

Stereo

Workers.

The Gaumont

Hand

A

Stereo Viewer, distributed

in Britain

by Actina, Ltd. (29, Red Lion Square, W.C.i), is made to
show 6x 13 cm. transparencies, and it does its job rather
neatly. The eyepieces have interocular adjustment, and
the transparency is held in a frame close against a groundglass screen as a background, to give a good diffused light
to the trans-

and the frame protrudes an inch and gives you a chance to
grip it well for the loading or unloading.
In my day I have seen many good transparencies dropped
or broken while being shown in stereo-viewers of different
kinds. Only the clumsiest of mortals need ever drop a
glass transparency when viewing it in this device — the sort
of man who ought never to be trusted with anything break¬
able.
The viewer costs 5s., with an extra charge for a table
stand if one is needed.
Its dimensions

are

x 4^ x 4 in., and it is well made

metal, covered with leather-grain fabric of some
looks very much like leather.
Rhamstine

in

kind which

Electrophot.

A new automatic exposure meter worked upon the
principle of the photo-electric cell is about to be placed
upon the English market by Messrs. E. Gorse. In use, a
small ground-glass finder is pointed at the object to be
photographed and then a cap is removed. At once the
needle indicates the correct stop to be employed for the
ordinary cin6 exposure of sixteen frames to the second.
A lower scale employs the same principle for still photo¬
graphs at i/25th of a segond. A conversion table is pro¬
vided for other stops and speeds. It is clearly of value to
those who employ cine cameras, but its use for “ still ”
pictures would appear to be rather cumbersome. It would
be advantageous if, by pressing a button, the needle could
be temporarily locked in position in order to facilitate
readings. This is particularly desirable towards the lower
end of the scale, where the divisions are very fine. The
English prices are not yet fixed, but full particulars can
be obtained upon application to Messrs. E. Gorse, of 86,
Accrington Road, Blackburn, Lancs.

Three-lens

Siemens

Cine

Camera.

The Siemens camera for i6-mm. films has now come to
the front of the de luxe class with its Model C, which has
a battery of three lenses fixed to the camera on a sliding
panel, each one ready for use in a moment as the needs of
the situation demand.
Here we have a camera to suit the requirements of the
most expert of i6-mm. workers, and yet retaining the
simplicity of working which has recommended the Siemens
camera to cine amateurs of all grades.
On the model which I saw there are three lenses of varying
focal lengths : Schneider f/1.5 Xenon, 25 mm. ; Schneider
f/2.3 Xenon, 50 mm. ; Schneider f/3.8 Tele-Xenar, 75 mm.
This range of focal lengths is the most useful combination
for the average worker ; in fact, only a specialist on difficult
work really needs anything outside a combination of 25,
50 and 75 mm. focal lengths. The panel carrying these
three lenses slides up or down over the shutter as required,
with the 25-mm. lens in the centre, as the one likely to be
most often used. A specially-framed view-finder shows
the picture area according to the lens in position at the
moment — a rather better device than I have seen on some
of the turret models of other makes where the photographer
can run his camera without discovering that his lens is not
in its true place in front of his shutter (I have seen this
happen !).
A touch

of the hand

substitutes

one lens for another.

Altogether this seems to me an excellent device, which does
its work quickly and efficiently.
A new speed, 32 frames per second, has been added for
trick work or other special purposes, including motionimportant
is more
which
analysis,
The
Siemens
Model
C, therefore,
has than
8, 16,comic
32 and" shots.’"
64 per
second speeds.
Model C also contains two new features, both of which
are an advantage.
a socket at
snapshot or
as " stills ”
but it is a
need it.

By

plugging

an antinous

release intO'

the back of the camera you may get a “ still ”
time exposure, or a series of them, for projection
on the screen. That may not be wanted often,
useful device to have at hand if ever you do

Plug an antinous release into another socket at the back
and you have remote control for your movie-making. This
is a help which should appeal to the naturalist photographer
in particular, and many others who seek special effects.
A range-finder is another up-to-date addition to the
resources of this remarkable little camera, which is extra¬
ordinarily compact and
member all its resources.

light, especially

when

you

re¬

Its price is ;£ioo — and it will sell !
Further details will be supplied gladly to " A.P.” readers
by Messrs. Cinepro, Ltd., of Sentinel House, Southampton
Row, W.C.I, the distributors of the Siemens camera and
A new Siemens projector with an astonishingly bright
projector.
story.
screen brilliance is also on the way. But that is another
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^Deaders'

^

send, the tones, although different,
being quite good. Toning is naturally
slow in this bath, and the longer you

ANSWERED

Questions

continue the process the warmer be¬
comes the tone, although the colours
possible depend a good deal upon the
kinds of paper used.
Invention.

General. — All communic«')tions

for the

Editor

should

be addressed

and Cinnnaiotrapher,
Dorset
House,
Stamford
must
cive the name and
address
of the
writer. Street, London.

;

“The

S.E.i,** and

Editor,

The

in every

Amateur

Photographer

case, without

exception,

CoNTRiBC’TioNS. — The Editor is glad to consider original, up-to-date manuscripts on photographic 'subjects.
All rcntributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

and

Information

should be read carefully before applying, as any conamunication
ignored.

are

which

freely

given,

but

does not comply

the

following

conditions

with the rules must

be

(i) See “ General above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
yost. and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned,
Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specihc and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? '* or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) .^11 envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or “ Criticism,”
rs the case may be. {7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each w'eek, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroa I
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Shutter

Blue

Spring.

Spots.

I often get blue spots on bromide prints when I
sulphide tone them. Can you tell me the cause
and cure ?
S. T. (Govan.)

We do not know the construction of
the particular shutter you have, but it
is always best, with any shutter actuated
by a tension spring, to let it stand at its
weakest when not in use.

The spots are generally the result of
minute particles of iron rust in the tap
water. A remedy is to tie a double
thickness of flannel over the tap to

Negatives.

I have stained several negatives with perman¬
ganate, and send a specimen. Can anything be
done to remove such stains ?
L. L. S. (Southampton.)

Soak the negatives in water, and then
treat them with a solution of oxalic
acid, say 5 grs. to each oz. of water.
When the stains have entirely disap¬
peared, wash the negatives again.
Bromoil

Bleacher.

Some time ago I made up a bromoil bleacher to
a formula recommended by a Mr. Gabriel. This
formula I cannot now find. Could you possibly
tell me the details of it ?
F. J. (Ripon.)

In 64 OZ. of water dissolve a pound of
common salt and 2 oz. of copper chloride.
Call this solution A. Make a saturated
solution of potassium bichromate, and
call this B. Then the working solution
is A 4 oz., B i^- drs., water 4 oz. After
bleaching, the print should be well
washed, fixed for five minutes in 10
per cent hypo, again washed, and
finally dried.
Prices

of Cameras.

I send some advertisements of cameras. How is
it that they can be offered at such reduced prices ?
Are they damaged in any way ?
B. C. (Romford.)

There is surely nothing unusual in
quite reliable goods being offered at
much less than their original price.
This occurs in most businesses, and with
a large number of different commodities.
In such cases as those you quote you
may be sure that in each instance you
will get good value for the money.
24

filter the water. ' As regards the prints
you can remove the spits by applying
to each a touch of hydrochloric acid
diluted to half strength with water.
Blot off the acid as soon as it has acted,
and finally wash the print well.
Development

Times.

I am told that bv the time-and-temperature
method a time that gives a certain type of negative
with one kind of plate will not give a similar
negative with any other kind of plate. Is this
correct ?
C. D. P. (Buxton.)

It is not exactly correct. The same
time might answer equally well for a
number of different plates ; but it would
certainly not be appropriate for all
makes and kinds of plates. This fact
has long been recognised in time-andtemperature tables, in which plates are
classified according to their rate of
acquiring the required contrast.
Effect of Stops.
How much does stopping down increase exposure ?
If I know the exposure for f/8, how can I find it
for f/ir, f/i6, etc. ?
D. B. (Lee.)

We have frequently explained how
the stops affect exposure. When you
have found the exposure for one stop
you must double it for the next smaller
stop, and double that again for the
next smaller, and so on.
Hypo-Alum

I have an idea for a gadget which enables a
single exposure to be made with a roll-film camera,
so that it is not necessary to wait for other ex¬
posures before developing. It could be used with
existing roll-film cameras, and would cost about
a shilling, or it could be incorporated in new
cameras. Would the idea be worth patenting ?
T. H. L. (Newport.)

We

do not know

what

advice to offer

you on the point you raise. We have no
idea as to the character and efficiency of
the gadget you describe, but if it is a
practical idea, we should think it would
be worth your while to take out a
provisional patent, which costs very
little, and then to submit the idea to
firms of manufacturers. If you have not
actually put your idea into practice we
would warn you against being too
optimistic.
Thin Negative.
The negative sent was one of a dozen profes¬
sionally developed. Is the cause of their thin
character under-exposure ? S. B. B. (London.)

Will it weaken the spring of a focal-plane shutter
to leave it at a high speed ?
C. I. A. (Manchester.)

Stained

‘ ,

Toning.

I have been trying hvpo-alum toning, and send
two sample prints. One is more of a warm black
than a sepia. Are these results typical of the
process ?
S. F. A. (London.)

We do not see that you have any cause
for complaint with the two prints you

It is difficult to tell to what extent,
if at all, the negative was under-exposed,
because it has been so very lightly
developed
that it was not given a chance
at
all.
Envelopes

for Films.

Is it a fact that ordinary envelopes, both white
and brown, contain hypo ? If so, does it have a
serious effect on him negatives ?
S. S. C. (Reading.)

There is always some risk in using
ordinary envelopes for photographic
purposes. At the same time, there is
very little risk, provided both negatives
and envelopes are kept dry ; and if the
negatives were examined from time to
time it would soon be apparent if any
harm was being done. It is, of course,
much better to buy envelopes specially
made for the purpose.
Drying

Negatives.

For drying negatives quickly will methylated
spirit have any deleterious effect on the film ?
A. G. L. (Warkworth.)

As you we
use take
the it
word
film propose
” in your
question,
that " yon
to
dry film negatives by immersing them
in spirit. This must not be done, as
the spirit affects the celluloid and causes
the film to buckle badly.
Testing

Shutter.

Could you inform

me

of a method

speeds of a focal-plane

There

are

one

of dhecking

the

shutter F.? Y. (Darwen.)

or two

methods

of

giving approximate tests of speeds of
focal-plane and other shutters, but there
is not one of them that can be described
in the form of a reply to a question, as
even the simplest of them is much too
complicated for that. If your shutter
is of good make the probability is that
its speeds are sufficiently accurate for
all practical purposes.
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Business Notices

Postal Orders sent in payment for Advertisements should be
made payable to ILIFFE AND SONS LTD., and crossed

Publishing

Notes being mUraceable

OFFICES. — Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams :
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ”
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isies ll/d per annum, Canada 17/4, other
abroad 19/3 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES. — Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to Ilifle
Limited.
Communications

Displayed Advertisements

on Advertisement

matters

should

be addressed

: The

countries

EXCHANGE

: AMATEURS

Advertisement

Special Note

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no answer to their enquiries are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving

1/-

Id. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE

12 words or less .
2,!d. for every additional word.

unsuccessful.

2/6

Readers

Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for conLecutive insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh

FRIDAY, for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;

260, Deansgate, Manchester, 3 ; 26b, Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the firsf following in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

AND

L.ENSES~|

41x3i
Popular
Pressman
4 double
4 slides,
P.P.A.
; costReflex,
£14 ; f/4.5,
perfect
con¬

dition, £6. — Astley, 39, Chatsworth Rd.,
cambe, Lancashire.

More[5767

yOIGTLANDER
Brilliant
Miniature
Roll 44/-.
Film,
Reflex Type, new
at Easter
; bargain,
—
177, Sayer St.. London, S.E.17.
[5857
P.P.A.i-pl.,
and f/4.5
leatherTessar
case, and
new, Distar
latest
SOHOlenses,Reflex,
model, £20 ; cost £36 ; deposit system. — G. L.,
4, Lampmead Rd., S.E.12.
[5973

Zeiss; asTessar
to l/200th
new ;lens
list f/4.5,
price
Special 1 Kodak,
3 A Compur,
£20/2/6 ; accept £10. — ^P. Matthews, 10, Gordon
St., W.C.l.

who

Deposit System

hesitate to send money

per cent.

All deposit matters

S.E.l, and cheques and money

WARNING
Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerabie time we have refused to
in “ The Amateur

Photo¬

grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
compiaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods in exchange for others or to purchase
for Cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

[5975

I CAMERAS

may

AND

are dealt with at Dorset House,
orders should be made

I CAMERAS

Y.P. Roll Film Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, latest

Compur, leather case; perfect condition, £7/7.
— Rowe, 326, Hainton Avenue, Grimsby.
[5977
T/AX15 cm. Goerz Tenax Camera, P.P.A., 3 single
Xv/ slides, tan leather case, 4-fold tripod ; almost
new, £5/10 ; cost £15. — P. W. Hobbs, Southfield,
Blandford.
[5979
Qlx2i Cameo, f/4.5 Aldis Uno, P.P.A., 3 slides,
03
leather case ; new condition, £4. — Ubee, 32,
Guilford St.. W.C.l.
[5982

persons

deal in perfect safety by

5/- ; over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; and on all transactions over

We have received many compialnts from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

insert his advertisements

to unknown

availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with “ The
Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after which
period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If a sale is
effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to
return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no sale,
and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which
we take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75,

instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue ; 13 consecutive
insertions, 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post

I CAMERAS

every care

charges, which must include the words “Box 000, co ‘The Amateur Photographer’.”
Replies should be addressed : “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us to
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post exeept in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
“ Deposit System ” is recommended.

and Sons

ONLY—

12 words or less .

Co

BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement

Prepaid Advertisements
AND

not be sent as remittances Sz

The
Proprietors
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although
is taken
to avoid are
mistakes.

“ Cyclist,
is on sale

Manager, “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.l. Copy for dispiayed advertisements for the issue of any particufar
week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in the week previous.
Rates and conditions wiil be sent upon appiication.

SALE

if lost in transit should

LENSEI^

Stamford

£100, one-half

Street, London,

payable to Iliffe and' Sons Limited.

AND

LENSES

|

New Leica No. 2, automatic focussing, complete

in Ever-ready case, yellow filter, hood, exposure
meter, tripod ' and adapter, film cutter, de¬
veloping tank, £19/15. — Box 6841, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[5990
1-PLATE T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke lens, new

4

leather case, perfect order, P.P.A., 6 slides,

taken many winning pictures, and cascade washer,
lot £6.— Elliot, Nisbet Hill, Duns.
[5991

3 speeds,
case ;
Ensign
carbineperfect
No. 3, condition,
3Jx2i, f/4.5leather
anastigmat,
cost 75/6, accept 50/-. — Box 6842, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[5993

£8/10, or offernew,
; costnever
£16/17/6.
J. Molyneaux,
ROLLEIFLEX,
been— used,
2i x 2i-,
28, Cambrian St., Bradford Rd., Manchester. [5997
1(100
Zodel, 3Jx2i, f/4.8 lens, 7 speeds, all
It/O^
movements, 9 slides in purses, P.P.A.,
leather case, panoram head tripod, meters, mounts,
developers, etc., £4 or offer ; owner buying reflex.
— 11, Harvard Rd., Isleworth, Middlesex. [5998

T.-P. Press, i-pl., f/2.9 Dallmeyer Pentac, almost ROLLOROY,
leather case,
cost f/2.8
£22 ;
Sickle
Vertical
3x4Enlarger,
cm.,
Tessar,
range-finder.
Electric 3x4 cm.
condenser,
f/3.5 Wray

new, £12 ; or would exchange for Contax or
similar. — Box 6838, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[5987

anastigmat,

Adon Telephoto, reversing back, 12 slides, P.P.A.,
case, several gelatine filters ; all good condition,
£10/10. — ^Box 6839, c/o ‘‘ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[5988
Qt)/. Ihagee 3ix2i Folding Roll Film, f/6.3,
O/w/
nearly new. — 366, Glebelands Rd., Sale.

TTNIQUE Bargain. — i-pl. Goerz Roll Film, f/4.5
U
Dogmar, Compur, speeds 1 to 1 /200th sec.
and time, brilliant finder, rising front, nearly new ;
cost £16, lor £7 ; 2 films given to purchaser. —
H. Cockshott, 4, Victoria Park, Shipley, Yorkshire.

cost £12/10 ;

both as new, £16/10.—

H. Claricoat, 66, Archery Rd., S.E.9.
[5999
6-in. Zeiss
f/4.5 Special
Triotar, usual
self¬
Bargain.
— i-pl.
Juniormovements,
T.-P. Reflex,
41x21
Ikon 32/6
Box ; Tengor
Roll— Film
4 as Zeiss
new, cost
price 17/6.
Below.Camera, capping focal-plane, l/15th to 1/1, 000th sec. and Popular
P.P.A.,
magnifiers,
tank,
filters,
£9
or
best
Pressman
Reflex,
Aldis
f/4.5,
12
slides,
1-PLATE Shew Tele-Xit, 8-in. Zeiss anastigmat time, interchangeable lens panel, fitted with offer. — 67, Pontypridd Rd., Barry, Glam.
[6003
3 f/6.3 (singles 14 in.), focussing flange, Unioum
shutter, extension adapter, 3 D.D. slides, whole
outfit polished mahogany, aluminium bound,
absolutely perfect order and condition ; lightest

i-pl. made ; cost’ over £25 ; price £6, or close
offer : approval d^osit. — ^Redfearn, 103, Oak
Lane, Bradford.
[5985
YOU

CAN

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

[5996
OUR DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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shutter 1/lOth to
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Special

1/1, 000th

Ruby

sec., Plaubel

[6004
31x2i
Soho leather
Reflex, f/3.5
D.D. slides,
2 F.P.A.,
case, Xpres,
etc. ; 5perfect,
£17 ;
QK/.
OtJ/

82, Victoria St., S.W.l. [6005

5x4
Planex sec..
Reflex,
1/lOth to
l/l,000th
Blissfocal-plane,
double anastigmat

V.P. Kodak, R.R. lens, leather case, Kodak de¬
veloping tank and daylight enlarger for same,
22/- the lot, as new. — Whiteley, 39, Ripon Rd.,
Blackpool.
[6010
Olx2i Soho Reflex, revolving back, Ross f/4.5

O2

Xpres

lens, 3 double plate-holders, F.P.

O2

reflex and direct finders, F.P.A., roll-film

holder, magnifiers, filter, leather case ; perfect, £11 ;
approval deposit. — Currie, Hocklifle St., Leighton
Buzzard.
[6102
Qlx2t Ensign Cameo, Aldis f/4.5, Mulchro shutter,
holder, 4 plate-holders, leather case ; all perfect
and new condition ; real bargain, £4/4. — 12.
Gorton Rd., Old Swan, Liverpool.
[6013
01x2jr Salex Focal-plane, f/4.5 anastigmat, 6
O2
slides, F.P. A. ; sound condition ; any
reasonable offer. — 34, Parr Rd., Norwich.
[6015
1-PLATE Sanderson, with f/6. 3 genuine Zeiss
4 Protar convertible lens, Compur shutter, 3
D.D. slides, leather case ; good condition, £9/17/6.
— Below.
1-PLATE N. & G. Roll Film Sibyl, genuine Zeiss

4

Protar f/6. 3, scaled for separate components,

leather case ; excellent condition, £9/17/6 ; camera
without lens, £5. — Payne, 52, Bedford Avenue,
Barnet.
[6016
OQ/K
Ememann Prinzess Folding Plate, 3^x21,
dwO/ eJ f/4.5 anastigmat, Compur shutter ;
excellent condition, accessories, tank, etc. — Mumby,
88, Beresford Rd., Islington.
[6018

SPECIAL Nagel Roll Film, 3i x 2J, Dallmeyer f/4.5

in Compur, as brand new, leather case, tripod,
£4/10 ; i-pl. Stand, 3 double book-form slides, f/8
lens, roller-blind shutter, stout tripod, 25/- ;
Two Kodak Daylight Roll-film Tanks, 5/- each ;
assortment large dishes, cheap. — 50, Cloudesdale
Rd., Balham. Streatham 0730.
[6020

FTERCHANGEABLE
Leica,tank
f/3.5.and3 chargers,
range-finder, developing
variable

enlarger, £16. — R. Moore, 36, Malden Hill Gardens,
New Malden, Surrey.
[6022

Regular Ensign, six 21, Lukos f/3.9 anas-

tigpnat, Compur shutter, plate back, 1 slide ;
never iwed ; bargain, £5. —
King St., Norwich.
[6023
Leica.
shutter,
Elmar,
range¬
finder, Compur
leather case,
£6/6 f/3.5
; Leica
Focal-plane,
f/3.5 Elmar, range-finder, leather case, £7/7,
either one for sale ; 45 x 107 Verascope, f/4.5, 35A ;
No. la Kodak, f/6.3, 27/6 ; V.P.K., 8/6.— Speake,
5, Fenwick Grove, London, S.E.15.
[6026

31x2} Zeiss Ikon Cocarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,

4 delayed-action Compur ; as new, £6/15. —
— Hodgson, Anthorn Barton, Nr. Preston. [6027

Reflex i-pl. T.-P. Special Ruby, f/4.5 Cooke

lens, self-capping shutter, revolving back,
2 slides, F.P. A., £5/10. — Harvey, Queen St., West
Bromwich.
[6028
1-PLATE T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, 7-in. Aldis
4 f/3.4 anastigmat, slight rising and falling
front, milled-head quick-wind self-capping focalplane shutter, speeded 1/lOth to 1/1. 000th sec.
and time, hinge-open top, revolving back, 3 single
metal slides, F.P. A., tan canvas case, £7/10 ;
slightly used i-pl. Dalian Plate and F.P. Developing
Tank, 10/- ; new Lancaster Diffusa (Condenserless)
Enlarger, made to fit this camera, £1. — Box 6847,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[6029

Giving Up. — l-pl. Ensign Folding Reflex, f/4.5,

1/lOth to l/l,000th sec., 3 double slides, F.P.A.,
leather case, £7/10; also 31x2} Butcher’s Record
Enlarger, f/7.7, horizontal, all movements, £4/10 ;
both bargains.— Box 6852, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[6030
Koilos shutter,
to l/300th
Mackenzie
Sanderson
i-pl.1 Camera,
f/6.3sec.,Homocentric,

back, 6 envelopes, 6 book-form
excellent condition. — 24, Heyworth

slides, £5/10 ;
Rd., Leicester.
[6032

New 3}x2i T.-P. Reflex, revolving back, 1/4.5

lens, 10 slides, F.P.A. and case, bargain, £9 ;
also brand-new Ensign Magnaprint (No. 2) Vertical
Enlarger, semi-automatic, f/6.3 anastigmat, £10 ;
Wanted Press Outfit, no rubbish. — Roberts, 348,
Camberwell New Rd., S.E.6.
[6033

26

BE

LENSEs"
AND
RASf/2.9
I CAME
F.P.A.
, leatlier
case,Pentac,
perfect,3 £10
; wanted,
V.P.
Dallmeyer,
double
slides,
3}x2} or i-pl. Outfit. — Irving, Gardenia St..
Carlisle.
[6037

12 only, Somm. Pathe Projectors. Cost £6 15s .
£3 5 0
6 only, Pathe Soper-reel Attachments .
£1 9 6
9 only, Pathe Ammeter Resistances .
14s. 6d.
Pathe C Motors, £1 19 6.
Pathe S. Motors, £10
0
Super Condensers, 11s. 6d.
Snper Lenses, 11s. 6d.
3 only, Pathe Lux Projectors, motor, resist., case. . £14 14 0
72 30-ft. Pathe Films, Travel, Interest. New .
Is. 6d.
4 only, 16-mm. Ensign Projectors, 100-w., motor, case £9 17 6
2 only, 16-mm. Ensign Cameras, Speed f/2.6, half-speed, normal,
slow motion, title crank, hide case .
£11 11 0

y.P. Murer, focal-plane shutter, Murer anastig¬

mat f/4.5, 6 slides, F.P.A. ; good condition,
£2/5. — Bugg, 50, Britannia Rd., Parkstone, Dorset.

3x2 Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, Zeiss Tessar 1/4.5, new

type Compur, as new, £6/10 : cost £10/7/6. —
Crewe, 34, Lingard Rd., Northenden, Manchester.
[6039

3

only. 16>mm. Ensign f/1.8 Projectors, 180-watt, motor,
resist., forward, reverse, rewind, carrying-case £18 18 0
1 only, 16-mm. Ensign Projector, f/1.8, 250-watt, forward.
rewind, reverse, motor resist., case. Cost £50 £29 10 0

5
7
5
5

f/6.8, 2 double slides ; in perfect order, post free. —
Hurley, 180, Sheen Rd., Richmond, Surrey. [6006
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Reflex,

Anticomar f/2.9 and Dallmeyer Popular Telephoto
f/6, interchangeable lenses with hood, reflex
magnifiers, 2 colour filters and mount, 18 slides,
F.P.A., Distolease and cable releases, complete in
leather case ; an excellent outfit for animal
photography, etc. ; cost £38 ; sacrifice, £20. —
N. J. Harrison, 47, Queen St., Portsea, Portsmouth.

cost £45. — Wilmshurst,

PHOTOGRAPHER

only, 16-mm.
V.P. Zeiss Roll
31 X 2i Ensign
31 X 21 Kodak

Ensign Projector, dO-w.,
Films, Tessar f/4.5, new
RoU Film. Aldis f/4.5. 1
Roll Film, f/6.3, S-speed,

resist .
Compur. .
to lAOObb
autograph

£3 17
£6 17
£3 19
£2 2

■VTIXE i-pl. Roll Film and Plate, Tessar f/4.5.
£6.
In— Below.
double extension, F.P.A. ; excellent condition,
[6041

sunk mount
new condition,
— T. Cippico,
Meyer
Double; Plasmat
Lens, £6.6}-ln.
f/4,[6044in
43, Hill Street. W.l.
2 Ensar,
shutter,
1 to 1/lOOth
sec.,
31x2}
Roll Mulchro
Film Ensign
Carbine,
No. 7, f/4.5
and sky filter ; new, very little used, £4. — F. C.

6
6
6
0

31x21
Agfa Roll Vertical
PUm, f/6.3,
1 to 1/lOOth.
£3* 17
10 6
0
23 31
X 21 Lancaster
Enlarger
Lnxe . New £5
5 31 X 21 Zeiss Cocarette Roll Film, f/6.3 .
£2 2 6
2 31 X 21 Zeiss Ideal Plate Pocket, Tesear f/4.5, D.A. Compur,
double ex., clip-on slides, wire-flnder .
£9 17 6
2 31 X 21 Ensign R.P. Reflex, f/4.6, l/15th to l/oOOth £5 17 6
2 Zeiss Kolibri R.F., Tessar f/3.5, new Compur.. £7 15 0
2 1-pl. Ensign Reflex, f/3.5 Speed, revolving .
£9 17 6
2 31 X 21 Zeiss Icarette R.F. Plate, Tessar f/4.5, delayed-action
Compur, double ex,, wire-finder .
£11 11 0
15 l*pl. Zeiss Compact Plate Pocket, Zeiss f/4.6, Compur.
double ex., rise cross, wire-finder. New .
£6 17 8
2 31x21 Cameo, Aldis f/4,5, double ex .
£3 19 6
1 31 X 21 Miroflex Folding Reflex and Press, Tessar f/4.5. latest,
l/3rd to 1/2, 000th, wire-finder .
£27 10 0
8 Prism Binocniars, 8 X , centre focus, cases .
£2 17 6
1-pl. Tropical Sanderson, Goerz f/6.8, tripie ex., all teak
brass bound. 3D. slides. List £40 .
£8 17 6

Shaw,

6 slides, F.P.A., leather case, £4. — Lieutenant
McKechnie, Gordons, Aldershot.
[6047
Oix2i Ensign Film, Plate, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur,
04
3 slides, perfect, £5/12/6 ; would exchange
reflex plate above size, f/4.5. — Jones, Clwyd House,
O.swestry.
[0048
1-PLATE Folding Pocket Kodak, as new ; bargain ;
4 offers. — 3, Egerton Rd., Erdington.
[6049

4 Compur,
frame finders,
brown
31x2}
Goerz brilliant
Roll Filmand Tenax,
f/4.5 Dogmar,

leather and purse cases, also plate back, hooded
focussing screen and 3 slides ; all as new, £6/10.
— R. Miller, 7, Victoria Avenue, Didsbury, Man¬
chester.
[6050
O A j A T.-P. Victory Reflex, 3}x2}, Aldis f/4.5.
oWt:/ ^
revolving back, slides, F.P.A. — Below.
OO/Q
Graflex, 2ix3}, Kodak f/4.5, revolving
O
back, magazine, roll-holder, approval,
exchanges. — Wallis, May Avenue, Wollaton, Not¬
tingham.
[6052

4 Batcher
leatherRollcase,
; offers
;
31x2}
Ensign f/4.5,
Focal-plane
Film £4/5Reflex.
AldisLane,

perfect ; approval. — Whitehead, 183, Legrams
Bradford, Yorks.

cost £12/10. — 12, Wyatt Rd., Forest (3ate. [6054
1-PLATE T.-P. Reflex, sunk lens box, T.-P. Cooke

4

31x21 Ensign R.F., f/4.6, S-speed, wire-finder.... £2 12 6
8| x 2| N. & Q. Sibyl Vitesse, Xpres f/3.6, latest . . £18 18 0
6i-m. Tessar f/6.3, Compur .
£2 17 6
4-in. Goetz f/4.5, Compur .
£3 5 0
6-iQ. Salex 1/4.5, Compur .
£3 7 6
7|-in. Xpres f/4.5. sunk .
£5 17 6
5Hq> f/fl-3 Anastigmat, 3-speed .
14s. 6d.
si-in. Goerz f/4.8, sunk .
£2 5 0
16-mm. Kodak Camera BB, f/3.5 anastigmat... £8 17 6
2 31 X 21 N. & G. Folding Reflex, Pentac f/2.9 Speed, latest
sell-capping, revolving back, new swing .
£36 10 0
3ix2| Agfa Self-erect. R.F., f/8, S-speed .
£17
6
P.C. Kiito, Aldis f/4.5, Compur, double extension.. £3 17 6
31 X 2| Ensign R.F., 1^.5, new focal-plane type. .. . £9 17
3x2 Ensignette R.F., f/6.3, 3 speeds, very compact £1 15

6
0

3|x2| Nagel R.F., 1/4.5, new Compur, S.-erectfng £5 17 6
3|x2| Salex, f/3.8, delayed Comp., double ex.... £4 17 6
i-pl. Certo Plate Pocket, f/4.5. 8-speed, double ex. £3 7 6
P.C. Soho D. Slides, lie. 6d. 9x 12 Mentor D. Slides, 11s. 6d.
3 i-pl. T.-P. Latest Field, f/7.7, new, soiled .
£7 15 0
^in. to 3-in. K 2 Filters, all sizes. Write wants.
l-pl. Soho D. SUdes, 11s. 6d. |-pl. Anschutz D. Slides, 11s. 6d,
5x 4 Anschutz Mackenzie Slide and Env., D. slide. . £15
0
9-mm. Pathe Camera, f/3.0. hand turn. Perfect.. £15
0
Pathe Kid Projector, resist.. £117 6. KodatoyProj. £1 17 6
i-pl. Lancaster Vertical Enlarger, no lens .
£2 15 0

EDWIN

FITE

WISE

DAYS’

IN

GORSE

APPROVAL.

TIME— USE

BUAC*KBORN.**°’

EXCHANGES.

OUR

ALL

IN STOCK.

DEPOSIT

f/4.5, 9 slides, new case, £5/7/6. — Below.

F.P.A.,
both Compound,
guaranteed 5;
V.P.slides,
lea Atom,
Zeiss£2/17/6
Tessar; f/6.3.
approval deposit willingly.—^. R., 48, Princes

45x107 Voigtlander, Heliar famous f/4.5’8 .
£7 10 0
3ix2i Duoflex Reflex, f/4.5. metal shutter .
£9 9 0
Reflex Cases, light, mail-cloth. Brand new .
8s. 6d.
I-pl. T.-P. Press, Dallmeyer Serrac famous f/4.5. .. . £8 17 6
I-pl. Ensign Folding Reflex, f/4.5. Cost £35 .
£3 17 6
I-pl. T.-P. de Lnxe Reflex, f/3.5, self-capping, deep hood,
revolving back, double slides, screen .
£12 12 0
6
0
0
0
6
6
0
0
6
6
6
6
0
6
6
6
6

[6053

anastigmat
Compur Zodellar
shutter,
IHAGEE
Rolllenses
Filmf/4.5,
2Cnewdual
Stereoscopic,
rackwork focussing ;
condition. £5/10 ;

3i X 2i Carbine R.F. Plate, No. 7, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5. delayedaction Compur, rise^ cross, wire-finder .
£7 10 0
2 Cine Projector Table Stands, instant swing, tilt. .£146
RoUeiflex Froxars, 27/6 ;
Filters, 6/6 ;
Cases. 14s. 6d.
P/2 Kolibri Zeiss R.F., 16 on V.P., new Comp. . . . £13 13 0
l^mm. Rhamstine Editor, latest type .
£10 10 0

17
14
10
5
17
17
5
9
17
7
17
17
15
17
17
17
17

[6046

ADAMS’ V.P. Vesta, f/4.5 Tessar, Compound,

Dishes, Porcelain, 31x21, list Is. 3d. 6 for .
Is. lid.
Dishes, Bakelite, 8x6 1/-;
F.C. 9d. ;
l-pl., 6d.
16-mm. Kodak Anto-threading Projector, f/i.8, all movements.
extra resistance, case. Co8t£110 .
£55 0 0
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, latest f/4.5. double slides .
£11 11 0
71-in. Ross Xpres f/4.5, sunk reflex mount .
£5 17 6
V.P. Fotet R.F. Plate, f/2.9, latest Compur .
£8 17 6
5 > 4 Anschutz Press, f/4.d, latest D. slides .
£9 17 6
RoUeiflex Automatic, f/3. 8 Speed. 21 X 21 .
£16 16 0
V.P. Zeiss Vertical Enlarger, Tessar f/3.5 .
£6 17 6
12 Cine Cases, B.-H., Victor, Ensign, etc., etc .
19s. 6d.
3 Pathe Camera Cases, super velvet lined .
13s. 6d.
15 300-ft. Pathe Films, continuous titles .
19s. 6d.
2 3x2 Voigtlander Compact R.F., f/4.5, new Comp. £4 17 6
V.P. Plate Tank, 7s. 6d.
V.P. Kodak R.F. Tank. 8s. 6d.
18 i-pl. Mackenzie A Slides, new metal backs .
2s. 9d.
16-mm. Bell-Howell Editor, splicer, rewind .
£8 8 0
2 V.P. Kodaks, f/6.3, l/lOth to l/lOOth, autographic £2 9 6
^ Bange-flnder Kodak, f/6.3, new Diomatic.... £4 10 0
11 Metal Telescopic Tripods. Brand new .
7$. 6d.
3 Sets Agfa Colour Plate Filters, adjustable .
18s. 6d.
Zetavox 8-valve Radio, latest all-mains .
£17 10 0
3 Kodak R.F. Developing Tank, any size to F.C... 14s. 6d.

I-pl. Sanderson, R.R. , 7-8peed. double ex., case .... £2
31 X 2| Ernemann Folding Reflex. Tessar f/4.3 .... £14
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/4.5, revolving back.... £7
35-mm. Sept Cine Camera, f/3.5, chargers, case. .. . £5
9-in. DaUmeyer Dallon f/5.6 Telephoto. Bargain.. £5
3|x2| Mentor Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.5 .
£8
21x21 Carbine B.F., Aldis f/4.5, Compur. Only.. £3
I-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/3.5, revolving back, case £9
i-pl. Ensign R.F. Plate, Goerz f/6.8, Compur .
£2
3|x2| Roth R.F., f/4.6, 3-speed, wire-finder .
£2
V.P. Fotet R.F., f/3.5, new Compur. 16 on V.P.. . £4
il-in. Dallmeyer Dallon f/6. 5 Telephoto .
£4
2|x2| Carbine R.F,, Aldis f/6.3, Compur. Bargain £2
3|x2i- Carbine R.F. Plate, Aldis f/4.5. Compur.. £4
la Nagel B.F., f/4.5, D.A. Compur, self-erecting. , £8
l-pL Goerz Plate, f/6.8, Compur, double ex .
£2
V.P. Bebe Plate. Tessar f/4,5. Compur, slides .
£4

97, Russell Rd., Nottingham.

Avenue,

Eastham,

Cheshire.

[6057

31x2}
Cameo,6 slides,
anastigmat
lensroll-film
t/4.5, adapter,
Compur
2 shutter,
F.P.A.,
leather case, number of accessories, £5/10. —
Hunter, 54, Ashgill Rd., Lambhill,

Glasgow.

[6058

NETTEL Deckrullo, 9x12 cm., focal-plane, } to

1/2, 800th sec., f/3.5 Ernemann, focussing
mount, also micrometer top focussing, 3 D.D.
slides, 12 single metal slides with Nettel backscreen, F.P.A. : condition and appearance as new ;
forced sale. £15/10. — Dagley, 16, Westmoreland
Rd., North Harrow.
[6059
on/
3}x2} Film, f/7.7 anastigmat, or exchange
^\Jl~
for Justophot Meter. — 2 Bk. Blundell St.,
Leeds, 2.
[6061

Ensign carbine 12. Tropical model. 4}x2}, roll

film, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter, case ;
absolutely as new. £5 ; approval deposit. — A. B. P.,
Nevern, Tudor Rd., Pinner.
[6062

ENOLDE, 3}x2}, f/4.6 anastigmat, Vario shutter,

focussing telescope attachment, ensuring needlesharp negatives, leather case, additional Newton
finder, £3/10. — Eyres, 2, Church Mead, Nazeing,
■Essex.
[6063

3x2 Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, Novar f/6.3 lens ; cost
9x12case,cm.5.4Press
Camera, Collinear
3 D.D. slides,
F.P.A.,
Voigtlander
lens, first-class
condition, £7/10. — ^Davies, 11, Wilton Crescent,
84/- ; as new, 45/-. — Box 6874, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[6064

Wimbledon,

S.W.19.

(6065

1 D.D. slide,
F.P.A.
bargain, f/2.9,
£8 ;
Dallmeyer
speed,
4}x6: perfect
cm., Pentac
approval.— 44, Danesbury Avenue, Southboume,

Hants.
[6069
4-PLATE Goerz Anschutz, latest model, Dogmar
4 f/4.5 lens, 5 to 1/1, 000th sec., self-capping
shutter : new condition, £15. — Proprietor, Strath¬
more Hotel, Torquay.
[6070
1-PLATE lea Halloh, f/8 lens, S-speed shutter,
4 cable release, adjustable rising and side swing¬
ing front ; excellent condition, leather case and
straps.
£2/10 ; Sussex.
or near offer. — O’dell, 85, Marina,
St. Leonards,
[0071

SYSTEM.

May

lo,

THE

1933

LENSES~~|

AND

I CAMERAS

AMATEUR

For Disposal. — 1 Double Extension J-pl. Field,

PHOTOGRAPHER

MODEL

PICCOCHIC
16 EXPOSURES

case, complete

with

instruc¬

Meyer

31x2i Zodel, f/3.8, D.A. Compur, all movements,
31x2i T.-P. Ruby de Luxe Reflex, double

2 roll-film holder, 3 slides ; perfect, £3/10. —
Box 6859, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [6080

£30 :
deposit system. — Box
6860, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”

“ The
[6083

Dallmeyer Adon Adjustable Telephoto Lens,
£2. — Below.
l-PLATE
Sanderson,

4

Dallmeyer

f/6,

B.

&

shutter, 1 to 1/lOOth sec., B. and

L.

T., 3

"Goerlitz

lens, Compur

W.l, the camera
bargains.

anastigmat

T.

1 to

and

B.,

£6:6:0
Or 12 equal

payments

per

1933

VEST-POCKET

of 11/-

PICCOCHIC

Price £3

(Purse, 3/- extra).

:3 :O

31x2i Zodel, f/3.8, D.A. Compur, 1 to l/250th

NEW 3|x2i CAMEO
AT REDUCED PRICE
Double

£5/6, or nearest offer ;
approval deposit. — Box
6863, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[6087

Lukos
f/4.5 anastigmat lens,
Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to
l/250th sec., T. and
B., focussiii g screen,
2 metal slides and

Or 10/- deposit and
^£5:2:6
10 equal monthly

Roll-film

‘SERVICE’

offers :
first prize obtained with ' above in
photographic exhibition. — Box
6864, c/o ” The
Amateur Photographer.”
[6088
case,

Ross

f/4.5 ;

£9/15. — Mason,

excellent

condition

1, Lancaster

Rd.,

;

cost

WRITE

Brighton.

ROLLEIFLEX, 2ix2i (non-auto), Zeiss f/3.8 ;
[6090

condition excellent, £10. — ^Allen,
bourne Grove, Sale, dies.
1-PLATE

Popular

Pressman

Reflex

2,

West[0091

6

slides,

over

£16 ;

complete
hardly

with

used ;

leather

(Houghton-

best

case ;

offer over

deposit system. — Box 6872, c/o " The
Photographer.”

IT’S

FOR

NEW,

For Roll Films.

PRICE

WE

The ‘EXAKTA’

4 Butcher), f/4.5 Aldis-Butcher anastigmat lens,

PLATES—

IT!
(4} X 6 em.)

cost

£8/10

;

Amateur
[6092

31x2J T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, Tessar f/4.5,

2
luxe

latest focal-plane shutter, 1 D.D. slide, de
F.P.A., revolving back, T.-P. magnifiers ;

as new, £11. — Bpx
6873, c/o “ The
Photographer.”

Amateur
[6093

Kodak special Roll Film, i-pl., extra plate

back, f/6. 3 Tegsar, Compound shutter ; excellent
condition ; approval deposit system.— Box 6876,
c/o “ The

Amateur

Photographer.”

[6095

6 -IN. f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar Lens, sunk mount, flange,
7 -IN. Tessar f/4.5, sunk mount ; new condition,
Raleigh

Rd.,
[6042

One movement only sets shutter, mirror and changes film, focussing
adjustment, shutter speeds l/25th to 1/1, 000th sec. and Time, hComplete

Trade.

Allens. — Brilliant, 45/- (like new), one only ;
Allens. — Zeiss ikon 3ix2i Cocarette (tropical),
Allens.— No. 3 Kodak series III f/6.3,

Leica
— Below.

No.

1, f/3.5, case,

Zeiss f/4.5, also
each. — Below.

Nagel,

range-finder,

both

like

£8/19/6.

npw,

Diomatic shutter, 57/6 (cost over
Rolloroy, Elmar f/3.5, £10 ; Range-finder,
— Below.

97/6

in solid leather

case.

B.R., Ihagee “ Exakta ” anastigmat
7-cm. focus
.
Q. Tessar f/.3.5. 7-cm. focus
.
E., Tessar f/2. 8, 7. 5«cra. focus
Write

for

f/3.5,
£14 0 0
£18 0 0
.. £21 10 0

descriptive

12 monthly
payments.
£15
0
£1 15 0
£1 18 0

booklet.

Established 1889.

Phone ; Holborn 0664 (3 lines).

£8) ;
32/6.

Allens. — Rollelflex, Leica, Contax, Pilot, Etui,

T.-P. and Voigtlander Prominent stockists ;
two-thirds allowed (approximately) modern cameras
part payment, subject approval. — Allens, 168,
Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
Central 9480.
[0087

USE

289, HIGH
OUR

HOLBORN,

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

LONDON,
AND

AVOID

W.C.1
ALL

focaltime,
lens,
case ;

NO. 1 3ix2i Pocket Kodak Special, focussing

(autographic), reversible finder, fitted Kodak
anastigmat f/4.5, Kodamatic shutter, J to l/200th
and time, cable release and leather case ; list price
£13/18 ; our price £9.
1-PLATE Popular Pressman Reflex, rack focussing,
4 sky-shade, rising front, deep triple focussing
hood, reversing back, quick-wind focal-plane shutter
to 1/1, 000th and time, fitted Beck Mutar f/4.5,
6 slides ; a bargain, £6/15.
focussing, Popular
rising front,
deep triple
focussing
POSTCARD
Pressman
Reflex,
rack
hood, direct finder, focal-plane shutter, l/15th to

1-PLATE Universal Linhoff, Carl Zeiss Protar
4 f/6.3, Compur shutter, 3 slides, F.P.A., hide
case, £10.
1-PLATE Zeiss Ikon Trona, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
4 lens, 6 slides, F.P.A., leather case ; new
condition, £14.
1-PLATE Soho Reflex, late model, swing front,
4 f/4.5 Goerz Dogmar lens, 6 dark slides, leather

70/- ;
new
condition. — R. H.
Deal,, 283,
Shirley Rd., Southampton.
[604()
perfect, £6/10. — Boswell, 41,
Hornsey, N.8.

focussing hood, revolving back, quick-wind
plane shutter, 1/lOth to 1 /800th and
fitted f/2.9 Pentac, also 9-in. Dallon Telephoto
magnifiers, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., and leather
list price, £44/11 ; our price £21/7/6.

estimate given
Repairs to allworkmen
makes of; apparatus
executedbeforeby
payment system
please ask on
for our
details.
Apparatus
can be; purchased
deferred
possible results.
Quick
Developing,
Printing
andservice.
Enlarging, beat
W.l.
NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent [0010
St.,
special
attention
to
Pathescopes.
—
Humphrys,
CAMERAS Exchanged ; largest stock S. London
;
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[5002
24, Charing
A. Portmau
ADAMS &Square,
CO., W.l,
LTD., late122,ofWigmore
St.,
Cross Rd., W.C.2.
4 lens,
CompurModel
shutter,
al.x2i
Tropical
Carbine,leather
f/4.5 case,
Ross £7/15.
Xpres
and leather case,
ROLLEIFLEX,
f/4.5 £9/10.
Zeiss Tessar lens, filter
2 3 D.D.
F.P.A.,
3lx2i
N. & slides,
G. Sibyl,
f/4.5 2Rossfilters,
Xpresleather
lens,
case new condition, £12.

Focal-Plane Reflex

Full-size pictures on V.P. Film

NO. 14 la Ensign Carbine Roll Film Camera.

experienced
proceeding.

LIST.

HAVE

ZEISS Ikon Baby Ikonta Roll Film Camera, 16

exposures on a V.P. spool, direct finder, fitted
Novar anastigmat f/4.5, speeded shutter. Portrait
attachment, yellow filter ; brand new, £3/15.

1/1, 000th and time, fitted Cooke-Butcher anas¬
tigmat f/4.5, 9 slides, F.P.A. ; a bargain. £7/10.

GASLIGHT AND BROMIDE PAPERS
Tip-Top Material— At very low costs.

Bargain. — j-pi. n. & g. sibyi, 6 slides, f.p.a.,

£25 ;

payments of 10/-.
Best Quality Leather
case, extra 11s. 6d.
.
15s. Od.

Adapter.

41x6
Zeiss also
Ikon wire-frame
Bebe, latest
pattern,
2 finder,
finder,
fitted direct
Carl
Zeiss Tessar f/3.5, focussing, D.A. Compur shutter,

41x6
Dallmeyer
Reflex,
2 front,
sky-shade,Baby
rack Speed
focussing,
deep rising
triple

extension!

rising and cross Ufront, brilliant and
direct wire-finders,

For Sale. — Complete Outfit of first-class photo¬

graphic apparatus, consisting of f/3.4 1-pI.
Ensign Reflex Camera and leather case, 14 dark slides
and case, F.P.A., cut-film sheaths, set of special
Wratten filters, holder and case, slide-rule tripod,
Justophot Exposure Meter and otliers ;
image
magnifier ; Zeiss Ikon Electric i-pl. Enlarger ;
Optical Lantern ;
Daylight i-pl. Enlarger; 8
porcelain dishes up to 12x10, printing frames,
special plate-drying rack, plate and print tanks,
glass measures ; Amatolux Electric Studio Lamp
and Stand ; large and small print trimmers, album,
masks and many other accessories, the whole of
which cost nearly £60, and has been very little
used by present owner, who purchased everything
new, and is prepared to sell for £25 cash ; no

days’ approval against full deposit. Saleable,
up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole
payment or purchased for cash. Our reputation
is your guarantee.
1-PLATE Revolving Back Graflex Reflex, Series
4 B, rack focussing, deep triple focussing hood,
revolving back, quick-wind focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth
to 1/1, 000th and time, fitted Carl Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5, 4 D.P. holders, Graflex roll-holder and
leather case ; fine condition ; list price £45/4/6 ;
our price £19/10.

focussing adjustment, rising front, reversible
finder, wire-frame finder, fitted Tessar f/4.5, Compur
shutter, 1 to 1 /250th and time, leather case ;
list price £12/8/6 ; our price £6/15.

mahogany double book-form slides ; good condition,
£4/4.— Hills, Hilltop, Cheadle Hulme, Cheshire. [6086
2 sec., in canvas case, 3 slides : cost £6/7/6
new four months ago ; absolutely unsoiled ; bargain,

specialists, offer the lollowing

1 to 1 /250th and time. Portrait lens, F.P.A., 6
slides, leather case ; all as new ; list price £21/12/6 ;
our price £13/5.

month.

For roll films 4 (>.5 ern. (1 i 21 in.), 16 pictures 3x4 era. on a film,
giving splendid enlargeinentB. Vidar lens f/4.5, focussing, Vario
delayed-action shutter, 3 speeds, optical view-finder.
Or 6 monthly payments
of 11/4

LENSES

All Apparatus fully guaranteed and sent on 5

beaut!

shutter,

l/300th sec.,
D.V. finder.

AND

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St..

ON

fully ftniehed light metal body,
all leather covered, f/3.5

tions ; new condition, £2/10. — Box 6855, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[6078

2 swing front, Dallmeyer f/3.5 anastigmat, 3
double plate-holders, F.P.A., T.-P. compound
magnifiers, 9-in. f/5.6 Dallon Tele-anastigmat, lens
hoods and filters for both lenses, the whole outfit
in solid cowhide case ; cost over £45 ; only used
few times and is in brand-new condition ; price

instrament,

CAMERAS

Trade.

3ix2i ROLL FILM
A pocket

ZEISS Baby Ikonta (two on V.P. film), f/4.5
lens, purse

c

NEW

before-lens shutter, 2 D.D. slides and tripod,
good lens ; 1 Mirax Enlarging Attachment, 9x12
cm., with adapters, electric fittings, no lamp, as
new : 1 Fixed-focus Dayliglit Enlarger, k to
whole-plate, £3/5 the lot ; a bargain. — C. C. Kingston,
7, College Row, Ystradgynlais, Swansea.
[6074
Novar

ADVERTISEMENTS

case, £18.
1-PLATE Adams’ Minex de Luxe, 6-in. f/4.5 Tessar
4 lens, 4-way swing front, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A.,
hide case, £25.
slides, black hide
5x4 Adams’ Minex, 6i-in. Ross
Zeiss Double
Tessar
lens,
25-cm.
Tele
Tessar
f/6.3,
9x12 cm. Zeiss Ikon Nettel, focal-plane,
f/3.53
D.D. slides, £38,
complete
ever-ready
case, Elmar
£9/15. f/3.5 lens,
LEITZ
Leicain Model
1, Leitz
Liberal allowance for apparatus taken in
All
Sets advertised sent on five days’ approval.
exchange.
A. Portman
ADAMS Square,
& CO.,W.l.
LTD., Phone,
122, Welbeck
Wigmore 3216.
St..

Protar lens f/6.3, 3 D.D.
case, £12/10.

RISK.

27[6094

Xll

THE

A MA

The PATENT

TE UR

PHO

TOGRA

I CAMERAS

ETUI

PHER

AND

LENSES

Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l.
6250 ; usual approval terms.

Phone,

Holborn

Lloyds — F/2 3-in. Anastigmat Lenses by Goerz

Lloyds. — 3-in. f/2. 9 Dallmeyer Pentac LeiLses, in
Gammax
between-lens shutter, speeds 1/lOtb,
l/25th, l/oOth, 1/lOOth sec., bulb and time, 52/6.

is so thin and takes up so

little space in your pocket that you will hardly know you
are carrying it. It weighs, including film-pack holder,

only 16 oz. Order now for delivery from stock.

IDEAL

HOLIDAY

CAMERA

The new “ Patent- Etui- Camera ” is fitted with
**
f/4.5 anastigmat lens in focussing mount,
wire release to shutter, 2 view-finders, focussing screen
and F.P. holder. Three plate-holders supplied in lieu of
film-pack holder if required.

PRICE
With

FILM

PACKS

or ROLL

ONLY

FILMS

£6:6:0

Ibsor 7-8peed shutter. I to 1/I25th sec.

With Compur

|

and Buseh & Lorab, fitted Ilex between-lens
shutter, speeds l/5th, 1/IOth, l/25th, l/50th,
1/lOOth sec., bulb and time ; unused, £3/12/6.

The **Tatent*Etui»Caniera**

PLATES,

1933

Lloyds photographic supplies, 87,

I CINEMATOGRAPH APPARATUS

FOR

lo,

Trade,

TheThinnest
CAMERA
in the World

THE

May

ADVERTISEMENTS

shutter, I to l/250th sec .

SANDS
&

HUNTER
CO.,

LTD.

37, Bedford St, Strand, London, W.C.2

free.- —
[5980

cost 33/-, as new, 19/6 ; Brand-new Case for
Pathe 200-B Projector, cost 30/-, bargain, 20/- ;
Watkins Cine Meter, new, 3/6. — Redfearn, 103,
Oak Lane, Bradford.
[5986

3ix2i
2ix4|

Postcard
^-plate
5x4

5/6
3/7
5/4

i-plate
8x6
8ix6i
10x8
12x10
15x12

per gross

VIGOROUS.

Tessar f/2.7, focus 15 mm. (3/5ths in.), not
loaded, 2 extra lenses, £12/10. — D. Pearce, 101,
Talgarth Rd., Barons Court, W.14.
Fulham 5293.

POSTCARDS,

PAPERS

. . 12/7/9 per
..
„
.. 13/U „
.. 20/. „
..30/. „
.. 45/- „

GLOSSY, SILKY
OR
3 Grades

KINAMO SIO, with clockwork motor and Zeiss

Baby cine Camera, f/3.5, 5 chargers, supplementary

BROMIDE

PAPERS
1/9
2/9

.,
„
„
„

MATTE

ORDINARY

OR

GASLIGHT

BROMIDE

OR

SOFT

22/. per 1,000.
11/- per 59O.
Singles or strips.

[5992
lenses, leather case, 50/- ; Kid
Projector,
super attachment, 3 lamps, 50/- ; Super Films, Nos.
S58S and S676 (2 reels), 12/6 each ; All-distance Box

gross
„

2/9 per 100.

PLATES

Ensign, cost 25/-, with leather ca.se, 15/- ; " O ”
Brownie, 2/6. — Roberts, 1, Edward St., Neath. [6000

PATHE 9.5 Motocamera de Luxe, Krauss f/2.7

Special Rapid 300 H.D.
Iso Press 600 H.D.
3jx2i .. 1/3 per pkt. Postcard.. 2/6 per pkt.
^-plate , . 1/9 „
„ I i'plate . . 3/6 „
.

MARTIN
4/-

anastigmat, velvet-lined leather case, 2
chargers, £8/15 : stamp. — W., 48, KnatchbuII Rd.,
Camberwell, S.E.5.
[6017

ENSIGN Autokinecam 16, with 20-mm. f/1.9 and

Photographic Chemist,

2-in. f/3.1 lenses, additional to standard l-in,
f/2.6 lens, £22/10, or offer.— J. G. A. Roe, 206,
Bristol Rd., Birmingham, 5.
[6056

4GFA Movex 30. latest 16-mm. Camera, complete

SOUTHAMPTON
SPECIAL

QUOTATIONS

FOR

QUANTITIES.

with f/1.5 and 2-in. Telephoto focussing lenses,
also f/3.5 fixed ; absolutely new, £35. — Box 6857,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[6081

ZEISS

w
w

w

a
a

a

r
r

Optochrom Yellow Filter
11/6
Optochrom Graduated Filter .. 15/Limp Morocco Carrying-case .. 7/6

v.p.
GASLIGHT

PATHE 91-mm. Telephoto Camera, £30 model,
JAYNAY Projector Stand, tilting top and table
£18 : perfect condition ; particulars
Baird, 25, Belleisle St., Glasgow.

ALL-BRITISH
PLATES & PAPER

PHOTO

[5909

B. & H. Projector, 16-mm., forward and reverse, 2-in.

IKON

lens,

COMPACT
>fE1AL TRIPOD
STANDS

7-draw

top

15s. 6d.

d. .d. .d.
9s61.2sO14sO
.
.
.

illustration). 8-draw. 44in. extended, closed 8 in.
Price in leather case
£16
6
particulars

on

application.

ZEISS

IKON

and

wiring

;

A New

“ The
[6082

Trade.

Everything for Movies ; your inspection in¬

vited of immense stock of Films (9, 16, 35 mm.).
Cameras and Projectors, including Bell & Howell,
DeVry, De Brie. Williamson, Moy, Pathe, Ensign
and Coronet.

EXPOSURE
at

a lower

W.l.

LTD.

11. Mortimer House,
Mortimer Street,
LONDON,
W.l.

scope

Cinema Projector ; particulars free. — Movie(A), 114, Fernlea Rd., Balham.
[5922

CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; standard

low
The DREMOSCOPprice.
is O
simple
use and
N
W to I
accuracy itself ; ensuring
the
correct exposure necessary
under all conditions.

only :
lists free ;
sample 1/-. — Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[3523
TZODASCOPE

Iv

Model

B,

self-threading,

resistance, case, £38/10 ; Model

£6/15 ;
Kodak,

Kodatoy, 25/-, with
f/6.5, 69/6.— Below.

motor,

250-watt,

C, resistance,
45/- ;

Cine-

PAILLARD-BOLEX Model D, latest lamphouse,

£25 : Home Talkie (list £115), £89 ; Talkatome Constructor’s Kit, case, £6/15 ; DeVry Cinetone
Talkie Projector, 200-watt, Dallmeyer f/1.8, superlite, case (cost £85), £25. — Below.

ONLY
Leather

Amateur cine service, 50, Wldmore Rd.,
Bromley, Kent.
Telephone,
1926.

Ravensbourne
[6001

^

I /"

case, 3/6 extra.

De Luxe Model, 30/-

Agfa Movex, f/3.5, cassette, case, £9 ; T.-P.

Ruby
Cine Camera, f/1.9 Dallmeyer, £7 ;
Ensign Autokinecam, f/2.8, £11/15 ; Ensign 180
Projector, for 32-volt mains, £15. — Below.

METER

price !

Every amateur photographer
should carry an exposure
meter — here is your oppor¬
tunity
famous
“ DREMto ”obtain
at a anew
and

Phone,
[5836

Movies at Home. — How to Make Your Own

Special Compact Metal
Stand. No. 1627 (aide

Further

rheostat

ILLUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, Wardour St.

pattern.

.

with

(facing Film House), London,
Gerrard 6889.

are beautifully made
from seamless brass tube,
and should not be con¬
fused with cheap stands
on the market.
Circular

complete

perfect condition, £40. — Box
6858, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”

Including

Obtainable

DREM

leather

through any photographic

case.

dealer, or

PRODUCTS

37, BEDFORD

STREET, STRAND,

LTD.
W.C.2

3d. 9.5-mm. Titles ; Continuous, 5d. ; “ Fades,”
etc. ; “ Finish,” stamp. — Evans’
Dereham, Norfolk.

Regent

THE

^ou

1000 H. 6c D.

All Popular

I EXCHANGE

Sizes.

TYLANTED. — Leitz

AGENTS
WANTED
Everywhere
Liberal Discounts. Send for Price List.
SAMPLE
FILM
1/- POST
FREE
CL

28

Service,
[6076

Vt

CAN

Range-finder,

scaled

in

S.W.6.

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

[5974

Amateur
[5976

OUR

ELIMINATOR

DOES NOT MIX WITH HYPO, THUS THEBE IS NO CHANGE
OF CHEMICAL.
IT DOES NOT TAKE
PLACE
OP HYPO.

metres

Exchange.— Mullard wireless Set for small
Pocket Camera.— Box 6797, c/o “ The
Photographer.”

HYPO

“ HOW AT •

WANTED

for Rolloroy camera. — Elder, 20, Ryecroft St.

Fulham,

^VAXERHOUSE,
Photographic Dealer
9, EARLDOM
ROAD. SHEFFIELD

YOU

AND

STANDARD

EITHER ; THEREFORE
“ NOW AT »» IS
TO DAMAGE
THE AFTER-EFFECTS.
“
HYPO IN TWO MINUTES. AND REMOVES
CALS COMPLETELY.
3/- POST FREE.
FARTHING
FOR NINE PRINTS, PLATES

S, HERMER,

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

GUARANTEED
NOT
NOWAT
” LOOSENS
ALL THE CHEMI¬
COST EQUALS ONE
OR FILMS.

4, Fortismere Avenue, London, H.10

May

lo,

THE

1933

EXCHANGE

AND

AMATEUR

WANTED

Talkies.—
wanted,
and some 16-mm.
for saleSound-on-disc
or exchange ;Films
200-ft.
Cineart, 30/- : full particulars to — Hilson, 29, Upper
St. James’s St., Brighton.
[5978
1-PLATE Reflex, wanted, good make, in exchange
4

for

9x12

Press,

Heliar

f/4.5,

perfect

sell £9. — C. Parsons, 43, Alderbrook

PHOTOGRAPHER

DEPENDABLE
CAMERAS ! ! I
Always

—

at

ST.

All

brand

!

new,

with
6-speede<i
shutter and direct
vision finders.

[5984
6840,
[5989

F/6.3 anastigmat.
List £6 128. 6d.

WANTED.^
9xf2 cm.
Palmos
plane —Camera,
with Minimum
f/4.5 Tessar
lens. —FocalBox
6843, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [5994
f/4.5 lens,— 9Postcard
slides, F.P.A.
case ; perfect
Exchange.
Pressmanand Reflex,
Tessar
condition, for i-pl. Reflex, recent model, with f/4.5

£3:10:0

Slips into your pocket.
No focussing, simply sight
and shoot.
'With
lens.

f/3. 5

anastigmat

Makes 1 ft. of film do the
work of 4.

The LEICA

London,W.C.l.

36 pictures at one
loading. Slips into
matic
focussing.
the pocket.
Auto¬

[6024
branches, markets, etc. — H. Bradley, 102,
Grove, Liverpool, 8.
[6031

Daylight • loading.
Elmar f/3. 6 lens.
Provides splendid

anastigmat lens, about f/3, in good order ;
state full particulars. — Mann, 91, Colomb St.,
Greenwich.
[6036
Soho Reflex. — Rutland, Denstone
hulme.

large prints.

£22 : 0 : 0
' ROLLEIFLEX

Rd., Davy[6051

SPECIAL

offers in exchange ; 7-in. Petzval Enlarging
Lens, 7/6 ; 5i-in. anastigmat f/6.3, in shutter, 7/6. —
Sleep, 46, Fisher Rd., Newton Abbot.
[6075

‘ COCARETTES ’
D.A. Compur shutter.
All brand new. and

6x6
Tessar

cm.,
f/4.5

Zeiss

(preferably Tessar), also “ Complete Photo¬
grapher,” for cash. — Box 6856, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[6079

unused. Full
guarantee.
Listed makers’
£11 Cs.

Zeiss

Tessar

f/3. 8

WANTED.— i-pl. Reflex, fitted 6-in. f/4.5 lens
WANTED. — 6-in. Cooke Aviar f/4.5, sunk mount ;

OFFER

Zeiss New 3^x21
RoU-fllm
F/4.5

Tessar

lens,

In

Two

Tessar

1-PLATE

Ensign

Dalian

Tank,

15/- ; Ash

Safelight Lamp,

Crabtree, 41, Market

7x5

A

St., Whitworth,

6/6 ;

Lancs.

[6068

With

lens

and

37/6

shutter

f/6.3 anastigmat

lens

BARGAINS
55/- !

GUARANTEED
to post-bnyers

Trinmph.
front.

Doublet

speeded

against

fall cash

deposit.

Ensign
x 2i Focal-plane Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5 AldisButcher lens, canvas case. Cost £9 15s .
£3 19 6
6x6 Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, No. 1 model, for
117 film. Cost £20 .
£13 13 0
9 X 12 Goerz Tenax Plate Camera, Goerz Syntor f/6.8 anas¬
tigmat lens, Compur shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and case.
Cost £10 lOs .
£3 17 6
9x12 cm. Nagel Folding Doable Extension Camera, f/4.5
anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case. Never been used. Shop-soiled onlv. Cost
£15 128 .
£9 9 0

EASY

TERMS.

EXCHANGES.

WALLACE
Phone

NEXT

WISE

IN

; OROS.

DOOR

TIME— USE

LISTS

FREE
LTD. !

HEATON

47, BERKELEY

in., 5/-. —

BE

British

Self-erecting

Approval

Tripod,

Trade.

ANCASTER

6-20 JUNIOR

WANTED. — Whole-plate Triple Extension Outfit,

4

lens, electric film carrier, with blinds, and all
movements, complete in box, £9/10. — 83, Nicandu
Rd., Liverpool.
[6034

The NEW KODAK

With

3 A Kodak Combination Back, focussing screen,
6844,3
[6007
Kodak
(3ix2i),
used
once,
12/- : Tank
Watkins
Bee thermometer,
Meter, 2/-.— 12,
Wyatt
Rd., Forest Gate.
[6055
NO.
2i Kodak
Developing
Tank, — with
extra
apron
and reel,
15/- or nearest.
96, Church
Rd.. Hanwell, W.7.
[6066

as new, i-pl.,
£8/10 2ix3i
; bargain.
— Below.
ZEISSlens,Miraphot,
adapter,
f/4.5 Tessar

BUTCHER’S Record Horizontal, i-pl., Aldis f/7.7

using own camera and materials ; diffused
electric illumination ; particulars stamp. — Designs,
[6072
274, North St.. Bristol, 3.
[6089

OITR
PRICE

Trade.

double plate-holders, all new, 25/-. — Box
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

by Lancaster’s for Leica enlargements up to 12
times linear, Wray Lustra lens f/4.5 ; almost as
new, £4/15 ; cost double. — Gillgrass, 37, Vicar
Lane, Leeds.
[6019

Construction Drawings ; make an enlarger,

£20 : 0 : 0

PERISCOPE, optically correct, 7 x magnification,

1-PLATE Mackenzie-Wiahart Slide, A pattern, 15
2 envelopes (some need repair), slide ; perfect 25/J. Brown, 44. Hastings St.. Sunderland.
[6009

AMPLUS No. 4 Vertical Enlarger, specially made

complete with anastigmat lens ; good condition,
£3/15, carriage paid. — Lewis, 32, Ivy St., Penarth.

£22 : 10 : 0

indispensable for bird and animal photo¬
graphy ; exchange for Photographic or Cine
Apparatus, or sell. — Box 6862, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[6085

ACCESSORIES

ENLARGERS

Autoprint vertical Enlarger, 3ix2i (electric),

f/2.8

£22 : 10 : 0

[6084

good price given for right article. — City Sale
and Exchange, 54, Lime St., E.C.3.
[5995

&

31x2i Miraphot Enlarger, f/6.3, automatic,

f/3. 5

£20 : 0 : 0

Zeiss

small, Gold
with gold
; exchange
LADY’S
and Milanese
Enamel wrist-band
Wrist Watch,
very
for Photographic or Cine Apparatus. — Box 6861,
Photographer.”

Tessar

LANTERNS

2 guaranteed new condition, £5 ; also Autofix
Bromide Holder, good condition, 12x10, 18/-.—
Williams, 9, Colby Rd., Burry Port.
[6038

sizes : 4 x 4 cm.

Zeiss

must be perfect. — Boswell, 41, Raleigh Rd.,
Homsey, N.8.
[6043

c/o “ The Amateur

’

A miniature auto¬
matic
reflex of
highest
quality.

no lens required ; must be modern type and
perfect condition.— Stirner, Wokingham Rd., Brack¬
nell, Berkshire.
[6060

Adana Printing Machine, with type, cost £4.

Holborn 6250.
Lloyds,
87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l. Phone
to any
on the market,
3 in. Dishes,
deep, postcard
Lloyds.
—
New-stock
Enamelled
superior
strip, 23X7 in., 7/6 : 24x18 in., 12/6 ; 20x16 in..

work, complete with clips and weights, takes all
sizes, 25/- ; 9-mm. Cine Film Tanks from 22/6. —
White Photo Accessories, 18, Murgatroyd St.,
Bradford.
[5835

£9:17:6

WANTED. — Vest Pocket Plate Camera, also
WANTED. — Books on Press Photography, all
WANTED. — Press Camera, 3ix2J, Zeiss Tessar

WANTED. — Double Slides or Mackenzie, 3ix2t
WANTED. — Reflex Camera, 5x4 or 10 x 15 cm. ;

Film Pack Adapters, A.P. Paris, fittings as

slides : 3Jx2I 5/6, 4tx3i 6/6, etc. ; Tripods,
4-section 6/6, height 47 in. ; postage extra ;
obtainable from Actina Ltd., 29, Red Lion Square,
London, W.C. Telephone, Chancery 8541. [0090

38 X 15 X 12, 20/- : tap-hole and tap, 2/6 extra,
all size.s ; stoneware tanks in stock.

WANTED
for slides,
3 J x 2} book-form.
Soho Dainty
Reflex,
double dark
— Barnett,
32,
Middleton Rd., London, E.8.
[6021

Moss

Bellows. — A11 sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;

camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

Lloyds. — Porceloyd Roll Film Developing Tanks,
snaps. Equipment
Studio Lighting,
Drying
Lloyds
for D. &Backgrounds,
P. Trade, Walking
and Mounting Machines.
[5908
washes
removing
film, fixes
V.P. and
to
Roll
Film without
Tanks (nickel),
develops,
i-pl., 4/11 ; 2-gal. Economy Tanks for D. & P.

Exchange. — Ensign RoU FUm Reflex, f/3.4

Rhaco View-finder. — BM/PXPL,

Trade.

10/6; 15X12 in., 5/6; 12x10, 4/6; 10x8, 3/6;
24x16x4 or 5 in. deep, 15/- ; 30x20x3 in.
deep,
; Cascade Washing Trays, set of three,
20x16,15/-47/6.

lens. — Nicholas M. Bray, St. Kew Highway,
Wadebridge, Cornwall.
[6002

Aldis, and 6-valve Superhet Portable, with
M.C. speaker and eliminator, for latest 6x6
Automatic Rolleiflex, 1/3.8, and Condenser Enlarger ;
will consider Rolleiflex and suggested cash
adjustment. — Skelland, Hame, Manor Rd., Guild¬
ford.
[6008
IXnLL Exchange Zeiss Vest Pocket Focal-plane
TT Press, Zeiss f/2.7, roller-blind shutter, speeded
to 1/1, 000th, F.P.A. and leather case ; listed £36 ;
for good 3ix2i Folding or Reflex, or high-class
Microphone, preferably condenser. — G-5 J.V., 5,
Sussex Rd., London, N.7.
[6014

ACCESSORIES

QINGLE
A.P.
Paris, T.-P.,
O
Ikon, Metal
Cameo,Slides,
Klito,
Contessa,
Zodel Zeiss
and
Block Edge fittings : 3ix2i 1/3, 4ix3i 1/6,
54x3i 2/3, 9X12 2/3, etc.

STANDARD

3ix2i HALF
Roll-Films
at about
PRICE

[5981
Rd., Leicester.

condition, price and particulars. — Box
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

BERKELEY

AGFA

condition;

Rd., S.W.12.

WANTED.— 6-in. Enlarger Condenser, must be
WANTED. — Zeiss Ikon Icarette No. 551/2, in good
cheap.— Evans, 5, Beckingham

ADVERTISEMENTS

TO

ST., W

2691.

COOK’S.

OUR

DEPOSIT

negative, and
from Leica
to 12x10,
Condensers,
VERTICAL
Horizontal
(or every
size
diffused or mercury vapour illumination ; semi¬
automatic or automatic
S
gNLARGER

focussing.

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.
Birmingham, 1. Telephone, Central 4255.

J. LANCASTER & SON, LTD., 87, Parade,
post free. — Sale
Lancaster,
Birmingham.
Clearance
List ofParade,
shop-soiled
Enlargers, .
struction
;
postage
2d.
—
Lancaster,
Enlargers.— List of parts for ownParade,
con¬
Birmingham.
[0082
I PHOTOGRAPHS

WANTED

|

I PAY 4/- for photos of queer gravestone epitaphs,

8/3 for negatives ; I may be able to site you
to an epitaph close by ; write if interested ;
can also use epitaph books if cheap. — W. Bethel,
166, W. Van Buren, Chicago, Ills., U.S.A. [5848
Trade.

ORIGINAL Subjects of Children and Animals,

and any attractive subject suitable for
reproduction on calendars ; apply, stating price, to
— George Robinson, Calendar Publisher, 30, St.
Nicholas St., Ipswich.
[5791

SYSTEM.

May

THE

XIV

AMATEUR

3ix2J
POST

CRAFTSMAN

2/6, 4^x21

Trade.
[6073

AMONEY-MAKING Agency offered, spare time ;

£1 weekly easily earned. — E-. EicMord,
Snow Hill, London.

Lifelike Miniatures from your own films or

PAPER

BROMIDE

Trade,

BROMIDE

K ALTON,
Bristol,
150, Victoria
St. ACallers
new
depot for
South-Western
England.
welcomed.

POSTCARDS,

CRAFTSMAN

Ed.

^i-pl. 1/9 dozen.

ROLL

FILMS!

2ix3i

600 and 300 H. & D.,

Postcard
POST

2/9, i-pl. 3/6

dozen.

EXTRA.

ROLL FILMS!
1000 H. & D. ROLL

8 -exp. 1/2, V.P. 8-exp. 1/-. 2^X4^

Prices less postage to callers.

9 to 7 ; Wednesday,

Send joT List of Craftsman Products,

MARSHALL & GO.

1 ; please call.

K ALTON Gaslight, single-weight and double¬
double-weight
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Hough, ;
10x8 5/- ; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
K ALTON Gaslight Paper, “ Xlnt ” 3ix2i glossy.
K ALTON
Paper,2/6 11x24,
1/6 gross;
34x24, Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
gross; 44x21
and
weight, normal, vigorous ; same prices as
Bromide advertisement above, except 4-pl., 6/6 gross.

SNAPSHOTS

FINISHED BY EXPERTS

Standard Size Rolls Developed, 6d. each.
Glazed Velox Prints : V.P. size, l|d. each ; 3^x21, 2d. each;
4^x2} and i-plate, 2H- each; Postcards, 3id. each.
Postcard Enlargements, 5d. singles. 3 for 1/-, Q for 1/6.
6x4 Big Prints, 6d. singles, 3 for 1/4, 6 for 2/6.
8x6 Super Prints, 9d. singles, 3 for 2/-, 6 for 3/6.
Coloured Postcard Enlargements, In special folders, 1/3.
CASH

WITH

ORDERS.
EXPENSES
WRITE
LIST.

SPEEDY D. & P. LTD.

2/-

TO

CITY

WORKS

K ALTON
Collodion, 34 x 24, 3/- gross ;
44x2i SeE-toning
and 4-pl., 4/-.
K ALTON
Self-toning
Postcards,
glossy, matt and
matt cream.
4/- 100,
32/6 1,000.
K ALTON
4-pl., 9/9
4 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; i-pl.,
5/-,
backed 5/9; 34x24, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;

TESTIMONIAL,

:

SUPREME
GASLIGHT

QUALITY

AND

BROMIDE

Gross
..
. .

3ix2i
4ix2f

1'6
26
3/3

PAPER.
Gross

4Ix3t
5i>3A
i -plate
Whole-plate

3/6
4/3
6/6
11/6

LCITY photo works (Dept. 2) I
Write

now

for interesting

catalogue

1 1 9, Eastbourne

30

of all our material, free

Road,

Southport

I

USE

54x34,

34x2i,

7/6;

3ix4i,

bought for cash.
a speciality.

A

Telephone

: 0577

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

Your Film Developed aud 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative: V.P. and 3^x2i, 8 exposures. 1/2, No. 116 (2^ x 4J)
1/6, 41x3i 1/3, SJxSi
Postcard Enlargements.

1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- } dozen, Superior
4/- dozen, 2/9 ^ dozen, 8^1x6^; 2/6

dozen, 1/6 t dozen. 6J x 4J enlargements, 2/- 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12x10 1/3, 10x8 1/-, 8.ix6i 9d.. 6J x 4} 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH
OP ALL ORDERS.
Sizes up to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added,
■very satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE

*‘The

&

CAMPION,

Amateur

“The

East

Park

WORKERS'

LEICESTER.

of print.
Sist.

Photographer.”

INTERMEDIATE
This Coupon
Available

10/5/33

COMPETITION

Coupon to be afllxed to back
Available till Wednesday, May

Amateur

Road.

Photographer.”

ADVANCED
This

122,

10/5/33

COMPETITION

to be athxed to back of print.
till Wednesday, May 31st.

18/-;

21/-.

K ALTON
Film; Packs.
& D.8/6.350, 3ix2i. 3
packs 5/3
1-pl., 3H.packs
K ALTON
Flat Films.
& D. 600,4 i-pl.,
5/-, 16/6
gross ; H.Postcard,
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;

“ The

ALLEN’S Super Photographic Products. — Super

[0009
Gaslight (the quality paper) for D. & P.
Finishers, 34x24 1/8, 41x21 2/6 gross (12-gross
lots); 250-gross lots, 34x2J, 1/7 gross; sample
gross 2/- : Postcards 2/6 100.— Below.

AND

AVOID

ALL

Amateur

10/6/33

COMPETITION

to be affixed to back of print.
till Wednesday, May 31st.

Photographer.”

PRINT

10/6/33

CRITICISM

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Wednesday following date of ssue.

««The

at 2/- 200 (60/- orders carriage paid) ; send for
samples and Finishers’ List. — Allens, 168, Oldham
Ed., Manchester, 4.
[0088
SYSTEM

Photographer.”

This Coupon
Available

“The

Allens
Plates,
4ix34lots).1/6,
54x34 2/-,
64x4i super
2/6 dozen
(6-dozen
— Below.
Allens
super
Chemicals
;
Amidol
2/9,
Metol 3/6,
Hydrokinone 1/9, Pyro 2/9 i-lb. — Below.
Allens
& P.Wallets,
order1/6 Pads,
7/6 dozenline;
special D.
de Luxe
100 ; Clearing
DEPOSIT

Amateur

BEGINNERS’

4-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl. , 2 dozen 11/-.
^ALTON
Chemicals, bottled : Amidol, 1/2 oz. ;
rV Metol, 1/4 ; Hydrokinone, lOd. ; Pyro, 1/-.

OUR

0

case,

A DURBINS

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

exposures:

Ever-ready

lU

131, High St., Putney, S.W.15

K ALTON
Films,; 3ix2i,
first quality,
exposures :
18x24, Eoll
9/- dozen
10/-; 824x44,12/-;

..TV
1933.
I should like to tell you that the Gaslight Paper which you sent
me was REALLY EXCELLENT, and I got BETTER RESULTS with it
than I had previously obtained on paper whieh cost TWICE
AS
MUCH.
Thank you for your prompt attention to my last order,
and also for your courtesy.”
R. B. T. (Cardiff.)

V.P.

20/-.

O

: O

■

m

CAMERAS
exchanged and
DEFERRED
TERMS

1/9 50.

PROOF! I

PHOTO

lots

K ALTON
Postcards,
bromide
and gaslight,
quality,
all surfaces
: Vigorous,
3/- first
100,

REFUNDED.

SHELFORD
PLACE,
LONDON. N.16

iV®NVINCIN<ri
UNSOLICITED

12-gross

i-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; 4-pl-, 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

Lantern

I^

gross,

rkoi

Including

7/3, 3/- dozen.
ALTON “ Kaltona ” Bromide, glossy, velvet,
IV matt, normal, vigorous, extra vigorous, single¬
weight and double-weight : 20 x 16 6/3 dozen ;
15X12 4/3; 12x10 7/3, 36 sheets, 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 4ix2i 3/6, 3.iX2i 2/6 gross, 12 gross
21/6.

PHOTO WORKS, FORD STREET,
Basford, NOTTINGHAM.

all-metal.

TESSAR

K ALTON,
postage Glasgow,
to callers.409i, Argyle St. Prices less
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt. i-pl. 3/6
K ALTON
Chloro-bromide
white72
sheets; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-, 12x10

LESS 25 % for 12 spools. POST EXTRA

£18

F/3.5 TESSAR
ZEISS
PRICES
F/2.8 ZEISS

K ALTON, Leeds, 38, Bridge End. Hours,

FILMS!
6-exp. 1/5

Reflex

Full-size \?P. picture, spring raised
mirror, automatic winding focalplane shutter, l/25th to l/l,000th
sec.. Helical screw focussing, long
extension, D.V. Under, magnifier,

K ALTON,
Manchester,
9 to 7 ;
Wednesday,99, 1 London
; please Ed.
call. Hours,
K ALTON,
61, Farringdon Ed.. E.C.l.
Send forLondon,
price list.
K ALTON,
7, Albany
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Ed., Harbome.

FREE.

PLATES,

Roll-Film

K ALTON, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 121, Scotswood

all sur¬

faces, 100 2/10, 500 1 3/6, 1,000 21/-, singles or strips.
POST

EXAKTA

MATERIALS

3/7 gross,

Glossy, Velvet, Cream, Normal and Vigorous,
i-plate 6/- gross; 8ix6i 10/- gross; 12x10 6/6
36 sheets.
POST FREE.

CRAFTSMAN

Ltd., 9,
[5759

snaps as Eings, Pins, Links, Mirrors, etc. ;
send for list.— Melton, 28, Stamnore Ed., London,
N.15.
[5983

FKEE.

Guaranteea ENLARGING

1933

Darcy,X6 16,
Harper Ed.,
Liverpool.
^OEEZ
Binoculars,
Jeather
case, perfect, £3.—

Our Goods are GUARANTEED.
You
cannot go wrong here. Money returned

for D. & P. work:

IQ,

ADVERTISEMENTS

MlSCELLtANEOUS

DON’T PAY
HIGH PRICES
for PHOTO
MATERIALS
if you are not completely'satisfied.
CRAFTSMAN BROMIDE AND GASLIGHT

PHOTOGRAPHER

Amateur

Photographer.^*

ENQUIRY

COUPON

This Coupon to be forwarded with the question.
Available till Wednesday following date of issue.

RISK.

10/6/83

May

lo,

THE

1933

AMATEUR

LIVE YOUR HOLIDAYS C
OVER AGAIN!
CITY
Take a cine camera
with
as simple to make
movies

you. It is
as to take

Model
l6-mm.

0

Zeisf Ikon Elnamo, Zeiss f/2.7 Tessar lens, camera takes daylight¬
loading chargers of 10-mm. film. The smallest cine camera on the
market. List price £24. For .
^12 0 0
f/2.6 lens, leather

case. List
^212 12 0

Ensign Anto Einecam, 2*ln. Dallraeyer f/3.6, 20*mm.
f/1. 6, and 4-in. DaIlmeyerf/3.6 lenses, leather case .
.

Dallmeyer
£32 10 0

Bell & Howell

Filmo

Victor, Dallmeyer

70, Cooke

f/3.6 lens, leather case. . £27

f/3.6 anastigmat

lens, leather case. .. . £27

Bolex, Hermagis f/3.6 anastigmat lens, camera
film .
. .
Pathescope

fl-mm.

Camera,

Fatbescope

9*mm.

Motocamera,

with

motor

takes

10

0

10

0

60-ft. 16-mm
£8 17 0

attachment.

Zeiss f/2.7 Tessar

... £3 18

lens. £12

10

Cine Cameras

and

Projectors,

6
0

10/-

;

J-pl.,

2/3

dozen,

6 dozen

room can the Granville

normal and
vigorous,
per gross
ATTWOOD
Bromide
Paper,6x4i,
glossy,3/6satin,
matt, ; label he found
i-pl., 4/- per gross ; whole-plate, 7/6 per gross. —
Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
[0025

BURT’S for all Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,

etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhlll, Bir¬
mingham.

WRITE

ous and
normal ;Gaslight
all surfaces
First quality,
BURT’S
Postcards,
and ;Bromide,
vigor¬
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100.
normal,
all surfaces,
3ix2i
72 sheets,
BURT’S
Gaslight
and Bromide
Paper,1/3vigorous
and
2/- gross ; 4i x 2f and i-pl. 1/9, 3/- gross ; i-pl.
10

per

cent

reduction

on

first

order.

10-SECTIONS
(Flat)
71 in. when
Approx. 4 ft. when
Hand finished,
able, with ribbed
coating.
IN

ZEPP HARD
DURALUHHNIUM
. . £1 17 6

IN HIGHLY
BRASS .

POLISHED
£1 10 0

7-SECTIONS MODELS (Flat)
9 In. closed, 4 IL eztendedl
IN ZEPP HARD
DURALtrMINinM....fil 10 0
IN HIGHLY
POLISHED
BRASS .
£1 2 0

ACTINA

LTD.

9, Bed

Lien

Square,

LONDON

High

W.CX

H.D. 100. 250. 350,
H.D.650,
425.and Special Ortho
3ix2i 1 Doz. .. 1/3
4ix3i
.. .. 1/10
5ix3i
.. .. 2/10

LEICAfilms Users.
— Have foryou " your
Springfor supplies
of
? Write
Service
the Leica

closed.
extended.
untarnishpermanent

Allens
Gaslight
for —Amateurs
:
3ix2i, super
72 sheets,
1/6 ; Paper
2/6 gross.
Below.
Allens
super 1/9Plates
for M.Q.
AmateursDevelopers,
: 3ix2i6
1/3, 41x3i
dozen;
for lOid. ; send for booklet. — Allens, 168, Oldham
Rd.. Manchester, 4.
[0092

Rajah
Bromide
Postcards,
and
satin, Tonelle
strips of
3, packet
of 500 glossy
cards, 5/9,
post free. — Lloyds, 87, Lamb’s

Conduit

ENLARGEMENTS

Holbora*

St., W.C.l.
[5910

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE
Glossy, Velvet, Matt ; White and Cream ;
Chloro-Bromide ; Double-weight thickness.
Sheets.
Sheets.
41x31 144 .. 4/6 8ix6i 72 .. 8/6
5ix3i 144 .. 6/2 10x 8 36 .. 6/6
6ix4i 72 .. 5/. 12x10 36 .. 9/9

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE
POSTCARDS
All grades as above.
15 1/-. 50 2/., 100 3/6. 500 16/-.

POSTCARD
1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;
assorted Enlargements,
2d. each. — Below.
Enlargement
Freemounted
for every
7/6 spent from
with your
us onenegative,
8ix6i

All Pathescope 9.5-mm. Cine Films (other than P.S.P.)
received before 4 p.m. are ready 5.30 p.m. following day
(Saturdays excepted). Developing 2/-, Reloads 2/7, post free.

1 /O
6d. 3,
3d.or1.—
Full-size
A/
O DOZEN,
Postcards lOd.
from6, small
film
plate,
re¬
touching and vignettes included ; postage extra. —
Atkinson Speight, 38, Gainsborough Avenue,
Oldham.
[0017

THE CAMERA & GRAMOPHONE CO.

Miniature camera Specialist. — i-pl. Enlarge¬

SPECIALISTS,

ments, 2d. ; send for list. — George Childe,
Photo-Chemist, 228, Roundhay Rd., Leeds. [5840

320, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Victoria, S.W.1
(Opposite
Hours

New

Victoria Cinema.)

of Business:

Telephone:

9 a.m. to 7 p.m. (Monday

to Saturday.)

CAN

8»e.AIV>IN

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

GTON

Tslsgrsnu : “ QranvlUe, Leamington.”

Sf=»A
LONDON

BRANCH

:

57 & 68, ChaneeiyLans,
W.C.2.
Telephont
\
Tsltgrams /

SUPER
Postcard
Enlargements,
1/3 Service,
dozen, [6025
lOd.19,
i dozen,
assorted
2d. each. — Ace
Earl St., Blackburn.

rfetorfa 2977.

YOU

Gaslight, Amidol, M.Q., Pyro, Gold Toning,
Acid Fixing, Semitone. Box of 6 packets 1/3.

Enlargements
Quality,
Postcard
Printing,
etc. ; price listof free.
— Slater,
Sawtry,
Peter¬
borough.
[4423

Customers’ Films Joined and Spliced, as required, no charge.
Onr new Super Demonstration Rooms are now completed
See your films in comfort and take advantage of our exclusive
service, which is at your disposal, gratis, of coarse.

PATHESCOPE

GRANVILLE
DEVELOPERS

no disappointments ; same-day service ; 8tx6t
GRANVILLE
lOd., 10x8 1/1, 12X10 1/4, 15x12 2/1; mounted
Cut Films, Mounts, Chemicals. Tissue, MounA.B. or P.S., 8ix6i 1/6, 10x8 2/-. 12x10 3/-;
Sepia Toner, P.O.P., Glazing Solution,
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ; tant.
Self-toning, etc., etc.
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

EXPRESS PROCESSING
SERVICE

PKEMIEB

6ix4i 1 Doz. 3/9
8ix6ii .. .. 3/9

Camera.” — Photofilins, Leica Specialists, Red Lion
House, Chiswick Mall, W.4.
[0091

Trade.

THE

GRANVILLE
LUXE PAPERS

GRANVILLE
4/.
UNSURPASSED
PLATES

IZAMY Self-toning, i-pl. 9/-. i-pl. 4/-, 4ix2i 3/9,
JlV 3ix2i 3/- gross ; Postcards 4/- 100.
[OO44

MODELS

LIST

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.
20 1/-, 50 1/9. 100 3/-. 500 13/6

l-^AMY P.O.P., 1/1-pl. 10/-, i-pl. 5/9, i-pl. 3/- gross ;
XV Postcards 3/9 100.

DWARF’

FREE

GRANVILLE
LUXE 5/4POSTCARDS

DE

2/-, i-pl.
dozen,
postage
KAMYP.C. Plates,
any 2/9speed:
3ix2i
1/-, extra.
i-pl. 1/6,
KAMYPapers,
Postcards.
Bromide
3/- 1003/6,:
1/1-pl.
11/6, and
i-pl.Gaslight,
7/6, i-pl.
4ix2i 3/3, 3ix2i 2/6 gross.

Smallest and Lightest
POCKET TRIPODS.

FOR

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.
Sheets.
Gross
2/9
6Jx4| 144 .. 7/9
3/7
8ix6i 72 .. 7/4
10 x 8 36 .. 5/6
12X10 36 .. 8/4

[0026

sample

TO-DAY

DE

2/3 100, 7/6 500.

W.C2.

use

ATTWOOD Acme Postcards, Bromide and Gaslight, In almost every Dark¬

normal and contrasty, 50 1/6, 100 2/9, 500 11/-,
1,000 19/- ; Commercial Postcards, 1/9 100, 14/per 1,000.

Films

37 BEDFORD ST STRAND

REGULA RLY

GRANVILLE
PRODUCTS

12/-.

KAMY,excepted.
ltd., 22, Bunhill Row, London, allows
KAMY
Roll 10/-,
Films,2ix4i
8 exposures
9/-,
3ix2i
12/-; : 6 V.P.K.
exposures:
3ix4i 18/-, 5ix3i 21/- dozen; Wallets, 4fx3f,

etc.

SANDS HUNTERiaP
LONDON,

now

post paid ; satisfaction guaranteed ; catalogue

1/9 36, whole-plate 2/9 36.

Enlargers,

PHOTOGRAPHERS

ATTWOOD Plates, superfine quality. — 300 and

B Ciae-Eodak, f/6.5 Kodak lens, camera takes 60 ft. or 100 ft*
film. Cost £18 18s. For .
£4 17 6

Cinar

PHOTO WORKS, Established over 22 years,

600 H. & D. ; i-pl., 1/9 dozen, 6 dozen 8/- ;
Postcard, 2/- dozen, 6 dozen 11/- ; i-pl., 2/9 dozen,
5 dozen 12/-.

Model B Cine-Eodak, f/3.5 Kodak lens, camera takes 60 ft. or
100 ft. 16-iam. film. Cost, Including leather case, £26 os. For

Ensign Aato Einecam, Ensign
price £18 ISs .

Trade.

6 dozen

CAMERAS.

£10 10

29,0001

MATERIALS

for first-quality British material : Papers,
Plates, Postcards, Mounts, Film Wallets, and all
D. & P, lines ; big catalogue free. — City Photo
Works, Southport.
[0002
free.

We supply all makes
of “ movie*’
cameras
at London’s
lowest prices.

CIN^

ADVERTISEMENTS

ATTWOOD, Hadleigh, Essex.— 5leliable Materials,
350 and 600
& D. ; Postcards,
dozen,
ATTWOOD
FlatH. Films,
superfine 2/quality.
—

snapshots. Think of the endless pleas¬
ure to be had, in enjoying your holiday
again and again in the comfort of your
own home.

SECOND-HAND

PHOTOGRAPHER

DEPOSIT

Chancery

SYSTEM.

8687.

BIRUINOHAH
174,

BRANCH

Corporation

Street.

Central

2488.

31

;

THE

XVI

AMATEUR

ENLARGEMENTS

PHOTOGRAPHER

May

ADVERTISEMENTS

TUITION.

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

BOOKS,

size. Developed,
Printed
and ;
’
64x4}any
Enlargement
1/- (enclose
stamp)
81x6^ Enlargements on attractive mount, Wed1/2; IjllLMS,
[60G7 specimen Finlargement four stamps and negative.-

2 three 3/3. — Stanton, Springvale House,
nesbury.

etc.

Trade.

Trade.

Trade.

IQ, 1933

Appledore,

66, Eveline Rd., Mitcham,

I

REPAIRERS

Surrey.

[5743

(glazed card),
3d., l-pl.
4d., whole-plate
6d. SPOOL
Quality
Tells,6x4
— super
postcards
2d. ; .Press
Developing 2d.3d. ;each.Prints
Id. Moon,
; Postcard
Eniargements
— \Vm.
35,
Bolsover St., London, W.l.
[6035
sample, list. — F. Fowle, 6, Vincent Rd., South
Tottenham, London.
[6077
printed, 1/-, allService.
sizes. —— Lindsay,
St. Monance,
CONFIDENTIAL
Films developed
and
Fifeshire.
[6045

Amateur Photographers, new 1933 Free-Lance

Press Courses, also new money-making com¬
mercial photography scheme ; particulars without
obligation. — World’s Photographic Academy, 5,
Shannon Terrace, Chadwell Heath, Essex.
[5601

I PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING
Trade,

4LL RollDeveloping
same-day
service1/- ;;
Films andandonePrinting,
print each
to 3ix2t
41x3} 1/3, 51x31 1 '8 : write for lists: see also

Repairs to cameras, focal-plane and other CAMERA

ly/ PER GROSS, 42/6 per 1,000, including [0057
title,
I / best Photographic Postcards on Kodak
Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative, 36
for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon. [0064

RETOUCH

I N G

3, Kimbell
Gardens,
AnyTailleure,
Size Film
Developed
and Fulham.
Printed, 1/-. —
cuted. — Miss — Lamb,
3, Orchard
Canterbury.
First-class
work St.,promptly
exe¬
Films
Developed
1/-, post free.[5860— Retouching.
Ryecroft
Studios,and
Lee Printed,
Green, S.E.12.

We

carry

[5386

PHOTOGRAPHS WANTED ! !
LANDSCAPES,

CHILDREN,

Payment

Stamped

addressed

FOR PUBLICATION
AS POSTCARDS, etc.

envelope

DOGS,

to accompany

photos

ETC.
submitted.

of all the latest cameras

including

:

MIDLAND/*

and

The new Exakta V.P. Focal-plane Reflex, Automatic Rollei¬
flex, Leica Model 11, Zeiss Contax, Small Zeiss Ikonta
(16 pictures on 3ix2i film), Voigtlander Brilliant, Selfix 20,
and a full range of the new Patent Etui Cameras.
IF IT

IS NEW—

WE

HAVE

IT!

Everything for the CINfi Enthusiast — Cameras*
Projectors, Films, Accessories.
Give our Developing and Printing Service a trial — we make
pictures from your negatives, not mere prints. Postcard
Enlargements on best quality xards, 6 for 1/6, from any
number of negatives. Each enlargement in artistic folder.

See our
Come

CATS,

stocks

accessories,

Trade.

[0089
[5713

on acceptance.

of the

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

e.xposure ; envelopes supplied ; send P.O. and
films to — Allens, 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.

WILSON

EXCHANGE

shutters, etc., by skilful workmen. — W. A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006

“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

Film
cameraand Users
Rolleiflex,6d.,Leica,
Contax
3x4 (including
cm.). Developing
and
direct postcards instead of prints at 2d. each

THE

Trade.

Second-hand

Windows

for real value.

and pick a bargain now — satisfaction guaranteed.

EXCHANGES

A

SPECIALITY— BEST

GALLO^VAYS
VICTORIA SQUARE,

BROS., LTD., 80, Great Eastern Street, London, E.C.2

(Oppoa‘te

ALLOWANCES

MADE

BY

Photographic Chemists
BIRMINGHAM

G.P.O.)

DIFFERENT Bargains EVERY WEEK
DOLLQND
fllTCHIS^M

76-PAGE
BARGAIN LIST
JUST OUT . . .
Post

free

Any item sent on five days' approval against cash or C.O.D,, or may be seen by appointment
at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange allowance.

ESTD.

1750

Wanted ;

anywhere,

3ix2i Goerz Roll Film Tengor, f/6.8'^Goerz
Tenaxiar, 3 - speed. Good condition.

Cost £4 los .

2^x1 1 V.P. Kodak Special, f/5.6 anastigmat,
Diomatic shutter. As new.
List £2:17:6
3Jx2} Salex Focal-plane, f/3.9 anastigmat, 6
slides, F.P. adapter, canvas case.
Good

condition .

XO#X

I #0

3i^x2^ Enolde Roll Film, with patent telescope
finder, f/4.5 Enolde anastigmat, self-erecting,
rack focussing, delayed 3-speed,
leather case. As new .
3ix2i T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, reversing back,
.\nticomarf/4.2,alsoReitzschelTelinear, £7*1 7. C
3 slides,

F.P. A., case.

Good

condition.

X#

•!#

#0

4.5x6 cm. Dallmeyer Speed Focal-plane, f/2.9
Pentac, F.P. adapter, lens hood, case.
Good

condition.

List £17 14s. 6d..

XO#0*U

16-mm. Zeiss Ikon Ktnamo S10 Camera, f/2.7
Tessar. Fair condition. List
£24 . . . £8:8:0
4^x3^ Marion Soho Reflex, revolving back
with masking device, 6-in. Ross Xpres f/4.5,
2 book-fonn

D.D.

slides,

Graflex

roll-film

Zeiss Binoculars, Astronomical Telescopes. Modem Microscopes. Bought for cash.
LTD.
4.5x6 F.P.
cm. adapter
Ernemann
Focal-plane, f/4.5 Goerz Dogmar,
24x1| Model B V.P. Kodak. As new. 17c, C/l
3 slides,
.
Fair condition ......
List £r 5S .
1 I S.
3}x2} Six-20 Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat. £0.1
New

slides, F.P.

adapter,

.

case.

Good

2

slides.

£3

17s.

London,

W.l
BOUND

STOP

condition.

Cost

O.R

XA.14.0

4} X 3} Goerz Anschutz Press, f/6.8 Dagor, 3 D.D. slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case. Good con- £C,C,n
dition .

XiJ.sJ.Vr

3x4 cm. Nagel Rolloroy, 16 - exposure, f/3.5 Leitz
Elmar, Compur, leather case. As neiv. £19.111.11

Cost £15 15s .
XIU.IU.U
4} X 31 Ensign Folding Reflex, Ross .Xpres £1 0.1 O.ft
f/4'5. 3 D.D. slides. New .
Cameras and Cine Apparatus now bought, sold and ex¬
changed at this address. Second-hand Q.5-mm. Pathi
films wanted ... a few shop-soiled Kodaks at clearance
prices, particulars on request.

17 TOPSFIELD PARADE

CROUCH END

condition.

London, N.8

$T.

.

10x15 cm. lhagee Duplex Hand, double extension, 16.5-cm.
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 8-speed shutter to i/3ooth £45. i 7.4?
sec., T. and B., 6 slides, F.P. A. Good condition. 3tO» X f *0
3,1x2^ Voigtiander Inos Roll Film, two size, 8 and 16 expo¬
sures, f/4.5 Heliar, delayed Compur, case. As new.
C A
List £9 17s. 6d .
xi :o:u
^-pl. Abbeydale Miniature Enlarger, chain and sprocket
focussing, condenser, rotating negative carrier, tilting, rotating
easel, f/7.7 anastigmat, fitted gas or electric.
Leica Camera, f/3.5 Elmar, ccise.

Xf*Xf*0

Rolleiflex, f/3.8 Tessar, case. Good
condition.

List £18 los .

Leica Camera, interchangeable model, Hektor
f/2.5, range-finder. Good condition .

MENTION

“ THE

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

Xl4i*0#U

London, W.l

Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Catford. — 62a, Rushey Green.
Croydon. — 12, George St.

AMATEUR

XXX«XD*\/

28 OLD BOND $T.
Kingston. — 30, Thames St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.
Liverpool. — 73, Lord St.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, Ihromenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.

32
PLEASE

£'7.1 '7.45

4.5 X 6 cm. N. & G. Baby Sibyl Hand, Ross Xpres f/4.5, 3 D.D.
slides, F.P. adapter, case. As new. List

2, Angel

E.C.2.

Fair

condition .

191-2, Tottenham
Court Rd., W.i.
65, High St., Notting Hill Gate, W.ii.
2, Northumberland
Aventie, W.C.2.

Court,

j^5*10*0

case.
ListPrism
8x24 Good
mm. condi
Zeisstion.
Turact
Binocular,
focussing,
£ 1 1 8s
. . . eyepiece
£5:
15:0

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
140, Fenchurch
St., E.C.3.
121, Cheapside, E.C.2.
35, Brorapton Rd., S.W.3.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.

HERE.

£0.1

54x3} Aufo Kodak Special Roll Film, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar,
Compound to i/2ooth sec., leather case. £^.£..0

holder,

Fourteen doorfl west ot Circos.
BUSES

New

6d .

£28:15:0

281 OXFORD
WEST

List £3 12s. 6d .

3}x2} Popular Ensign for Roll Film and Plate, f/7-7
Aldis Uno, Betax, 6 speeds, } to i/iooth sec., Tj and B.,

leather case. As new. List
1 C A
£39 13s. 6d .
xZl;io:U
4J x 3i Soho Reflex, revolving back, 6-in. Pentac
f/2.9, also ii-in. Teleros f/5.5, Sinclair hood, filter,
3 D.D.

condition.

OU.
0*0

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

May

THE
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A Hew Weston Aid To Better Pictures!
—

You’ll

see

it

FIRST AT
BOND ST!
The New WESTON

627 EXPOSURE METER
A

cheaper

and

more

portable

light cell, is designed
in the correct

model,

to measure

F numbers

using

for all subjects,

It is supplied in foiding cover
and the sling makes it very

the famous

the light instantly
without

to obviate the need
safe to handie.

Weston

and

any

further

of separate

PRICE

photronic

to give a reading
calculation.

carrying-case,

The Instrument is small enough to go into your camera case,
iarge Weston meter is, of course, practically everlasting.

EQUAL

MONTHLY

COMPLETE,

INSTALMENTS

£8:10:0

— FIRST

on EASY TERMS

PAYMENT

SECURES

Voigtiander

WITH

LENS

at a VERY

POPULAR

and directfinders,
vision hooded
view¬
focussing screen,

^

complete

Withf/3.8 Zodellar
anastigmat lens.

shutter. . fco.O.U
easy

BIG

PRICE

SPECIAL

double
exten¬
action Compur
sion, delayedshutter, speeds
tol/250tb6ec.,

F/4.6 anastigmatlens
on

THE

rising
and cross
front,reflecting

P/6. 3 anastigmat lens A*, »
in 3-8peed shutter . .

model

INSTRUMENT.

CAMERA

For plates, roll
films and film
packs 3ix2J,

£2:15:0
Any

ANY

THE

1933 ZODEL
DE LUXE

‘BRILLIANT’
Takes standard 3ix2i 8exposure roll film. Gives 12
2i-in. square pictures by
means
of special device.
Fitted with a high-grade
\'oigtlander f/7.7 anastigmat
lens.
Reliable two-speed
shutter, giving exposures of
l/25th and
l/50th sec.
Supplied
complete
with
leather lanyard.

in Compur

like the

The first models to reach this country will be on view at 119, New Bond
Street at an eariy date and, if you are interested, please get into touch
with us immediateiy to secure one of these fine instruments while stocks
are available.

CHOOSE ANY CAMERA
NINE

and

f
Cwwb

with

3 slides or F.P.

adapter.

1 7* ft
monthly H e
I I bw
payments of

AUTOMATIC

terms.
(6

GENEROUS
EXCHANGE

The ‘PILOT’

The

World’s
Smallest
Camera.

Reflex

And the only one making
3x4 cm. pictures. Instant
readiness for use, certainty
of
focus, and advantages of the
roll-fllm camera, all combine
d,
Compur shutter.
F/8.5 Zeiss ,^<1 O ■ ‘I C ■ A
Tessar lens X'lOa
lOaU
F/2.8 Zeiss pn-f > A
• A
Tessar lens ArZ I • U ■ U
Or on easy terms.

ROLLEIFLEX’

Size only 2ix2Jx4
in. Takes 12
exposures on standard 3ix2J roll
film. Gives beautiful enlargements.
Compur shutter, 1 to l/300th sec.,
T. and with
B.
Fitted
Zeiss
• A

ALLOWANCE
is made
your

on

used

any

0

of

appara¬

tus in part e.xchange for a better
purchase.
way.
save pounds

You
this

GET

OUR

FREE

LISTS

There's one for every requirement. New Cameras, Cin6
Apparatus, guaranteed Bargains, Sundries and Film
Library. Send 2d. postage for all or any you are wanting.
These fully illustrated books are the best buying guides
ever offered.

£22 : 10 : 0

Fitted
Tessar with
lens Zeiss
f/4.5
Tessar lens f/3.8

LEICA
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"THE
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AND

PHOTOGRAPHER”

47, BERKELEY

Phones;
WHEN

Mayfair

II

With built-in range-finder. The cheapest
camera Ideal
in use. the cost per negative
loading.
for touring and £22
is only Id. 1 to 36 exposures with
:very form of photography.

APPOINTED
AN
ASSOCIATE
OF THE

The Institute of Amateur
Cinematographers, Ltd.
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\he palette op Hata?'e is c?'0X9(lecl n>it/i subtle^
beautiful tones. You can catch them all
. . . every play of light and shade I .. . in rich
monochrome

. . . when

you fill your slides y\Mth
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PROSPECT

Your prospects of better pic¬
tures depend largely on thefilm
you use. By its unique com¬
bination ofall the qualities that
make for good pictures, “Verichrome ” increases your pros¬
pects of success. You get more
pictures, better pictures, with

'
E
M
O
R
H
C
I
R
VE

— the faster film — the
PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

master

PHOTOGRAPHER”

WHEN

film — hy Kodak
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May

THE

17, 1933
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PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

THE

T.-P.

ALL - WEATHER
PRESS
CAMERA
in J-plate, 9x12

and 5x4

sizes.

The Ideal Camera for the
Pressman or the Amateur

1933

Compact €uid portable, strongly built of finest materials; metal bound, leathercovered body, black polished front, solid metal machined lens panel ; * rising
and falling movement for horizontal and vertical pictures ; Ruby Self-Capping

Time ana Instantaneous Focat-plane Shutter, giving a range of instant

taneous exposures of from 1/1 5th to I/1, 000th sec. and Time of any duration ;
pneumatic release with patent time valve giving a further range of automatic
exposures of 1/1 0th to 3 sec.

Prices

with

ADJUSTABLE

BEARING

Focussing

Mount

other

Lenses

EXTRA

on

SPEEDS

3 Double Plate-holders with each outfit

- £18:10:0
- £22 : O : O
- £23 : 10 :0

TENSION

WINDER

3 seconds to i/i, 000th second.

ANASTIGMAT

Micrometer

|-plate 9 X 12 cm.
5x4
-

DOUBLE

AUTOMATIC

with F/4.S
DALLMEYER
In

Model

with

Send for Reflex and Press Camera

Book.

Post Free ANYWHEHE.

Application.

WHEN

REQUIRED

ENGLAND

ALTRINCHAM

Without Exception—
The Fastest Film

For exquisite shading
effects in delicate re¬
touching and colour¬
ing, the Aerograph is
indispensable.
Write for a free booklet
which explains the
mechanism and scope
of the Aerograph — its
initial cost will be more
than repaid by the
speed and efficiency of
its working.

ITS BETTE
& QUICK
E
■<

SUPERPAN

[

Speed — 2700 . H. & D. to daylight — combined
with an unvarying quality makes THE AGFA
SUPERPAN ROLL FILM and FILM PACK
unrivalled for photography in very dull weather
or under artificial light. Fine grain, pan¬
chromatic, and anti-halation backing.
A

AGFA

BRITISH MADE
AEROGRAPH'CO.,
LTD.
43, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.1

product of

LTD., 1>4, Lawrence Street, High Street, W.C.2
CVS— 35
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“THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER
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THE

AMATErR

PHOTOGRAPHER

F T s NEW
BIG

SPECIAL

OFFER

of genuine brand
Zeiss Ikon

new

2ix3i Roll Film Camera with
f /4.6 Zeiss Tessar, delayed-action
Compnr
ehutter, speeded to
l/250th sec., direct-vision and
reflecting view-finders. Radial
lever focussing from infinity to
5 ft. Patent device, ensuring
accurate film register. Compact,
all-metal body, leather covered,
polished edges to obviate wear.

OUR

£7
Nine

£ii 6 o

PRICE

: 17 : 6

monthly

payments

of 18/6.

LATEST

CAMERAS

5%

(or Sj- if under

3^x21

Model

Pathe

Single-claw

10.5-cm. Rodenstock Trinar, f/4.5 anastiginat, Ibsor shutter, speeds from l/25th
to 1 /125th sec .
£1 17 6

The AUTOMATIC
“ROLLEIFLEX”
f/4.5 lens.

From

ments

of 46/8.

EXCHANGES
We

pay

possibly
apparatus

the

highest

obtainable

allowances

on

In exchange

your

Takes 16 exposures on V’.P. roll film.
All-metal body. Hinged back, spring-out
front for rigidity, leather bellows. Directvision finder, tripod bush. Finished
black enamel with nickel fittings.
Novar
Derval

Anastigmat f/'6.3,
shutter. .£376

Novar
Derval

Anastigmat f/4.5,
shutter. . £7 10 0

Novar

Anastigmat

Compur
Zeiss

00

Tessar

free
trial,it and
can have
on 5 failing
days*

i-pl. Triple Victo Conical, Lancaster f/5.3
anastigmat, T.-P. shutter, all movements,
6 slides and case .
£4 17 6

money returned with¬
out any quibbling.

i-pl. Cameo, Primus Rapid Symmetrical,
shutter, 3 slides .

"THE

frame,

leather
£17

Dallmeyer Roll Film Snapshot, f/6 anastig¬
mat, purse. As new .
£2 16 0
i-pl. Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 3
D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather
£15 case
16 0

satisfaction

31x2i

all

motor,

Ernemann

Folding

Reflex,

re¬

volving back, f/3.5 Ernemann anastigmat,'
2 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case •
£16 16 0
P.C. Goeiz Roll Film Tenax, f/4.5 Dogmari

leather

Compur, fine focussing, leather case
•
£7 10 0
Pathe Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat, Camo
case. Cost £9 10s .
£2 18 6

3i X 2i Voigtlander All-metal Avus, double extension, f/4.6
Scopar anastigmat, Compur shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter,^
leather case .
£8 5 0

T. B. and I.
9s. 9d.

3i X 2i Ica All-metal Pocket, double extension, f/4.5£7 Tessar;
10 0
delayed-action Compur, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case i

anastigmat,
£2 7 6

3i X 2i Contessa Compact Pocket, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar, Compur,
3 elides, F.P. adapter, Dallmeyer Telephoto, leather
£4 case
17 6-

Vario shutter,
order £3 10 0

adapter
and Ensign
case .
£12 15
16-mm.
Super Aoto-Kinecam, turret head,
f/2.60'
Cinar auastigmat. 3-in. f/4.6 Dallmeyer Telephoto and f/1.9
Dallmeyer .
£50 0 0
V.P. Piccolette, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, focussing, Compur
leather case .
£4 7 6

TO

II

Ideal of
forphotography.
touring and
form

every

“

£22

6 slides, F.P^j
£11 17 o

7-in., 6 slides, F.P.*:

3ix2i Latest Ensign Roll Film Speed, focal-plane shutter;
f/4.6 Aldis anastigmat. As new .
£11 11
Leitz Leica, f/3.5 Elinar anastigmat, leather case £10 10 0

£5 17 6
f/4.5, self¬
£8 17 6

POST-BUYERS

With built-in range-finder. The cheapest
camera in use, the cost per negative is only
Id. 1 to 36 exposures with one loading.

anastigmat,

i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, 1/3.4 Aldis anastigmat,

OF

USED

Motocamera
PATHE ‘B’

A splendid ciu^ camera
at a
popular price.
Simple to use, with

CAMERAS

Appointed
Associate of

finished, fitted with highgrade Pathe fy3.5
stigmat lens.

The

ana¬

Institute

of

tographers.
Ltd.
Amateur Cinema-^

0
Nine

f/4.5, Compur
shutter
£8 17 006

PHOTOGRAPHER"

an
the

strong clockwork motor
drive.
Strongly con¬
structed, attractively

Anastigmat

AMATEUR

case.'
0 0

9 12 cm. Ica Nelson Folding Pocket, Carl Zeiss Tessar
f/4.6, Compur ehutter. U-front, double extension, 6 slides.
F.P. adapter and leather case. Splendid order. . £8 17 6

monthly

payments

of 14/9.-

ciTy sniE

Or on easy terms.

MENTION

printing

3ix2i T.-P. Reflex, f/3.5 Press
adapter and case .

f/3.5.

shutter
£7 10

ef

4i 2| No. 2a Folding Brownie, B. & L. R.R. lens, speeded
shutter, to 1/lOOth sec., canvas case .
17s. 9d.
V.P, Model B Kodak, landscape lens, T. and 1. shutter
10s. 9d.

Compur
OO 17
shut¬6
ter
. . £10

PLEASE

your

£9 17 6
3i X 2i Folding Ensign Klito, Lumar f/6.3. General shutter,
3 slides. F.P. adapter .
£1 17
■“
•
- BiJr
i-pl. Maoufoc
Tenax,
double extension, 6 slides, F.P. adapter
and leather ease, no lens .
£2 5 0

Zeiss Tessar
Anastigmat f/3.5,

2

to you —

i-pl. KUmax Folding, Aldis f/6. Compound
shutter, double extension, U-front, 11
slides, and ieatlier case .
£2 17 6

LEICA MODEL

IKONTA

0 A

f/2.o anastigmat,

4i X 6 Dallmeyer Baby Speed, f/2.9 Pentac,
f/5.6 Dallon Telephoto, 6 book-form slides,,
F.P. adapter, leather case. ..... £14 17
N. & G. Baby Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres,:
f/6. 5 Dallmeyer Dallon, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case .
£12 12 0
3ix2i lea Roll Film, f/4.5 Tessar, Ibso.j
leather case .
£4 2 6*
3ix2i Tropex Pocket, double extension,^
reversing back, f/4.5 Meyer anastigmatj
£6 6 0
Compur, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather cas^

on this
? Or you
for
full
cashpage
deposit,

IJ-in. O.G. Excel¬
£16
9

APPROVAL
ZEISS IKON

12 7

3i X 2i Ica Roll .Film, doable extension,
22 10 0
f/4.5 Tessar, delayed-action Compur shut¬
ter, plate back, screen, 3 slides, leatherA *1
case. Unsoiled; as new .
£13 10 0

that on payment of a
first small Instalment
you can start enjoying
the use of any camera

3ix2i Ross Panros Focal-plane, Ross Xpres
capping shutter, 3 slides, and leather case .

purchase.

BABY

changing-box,
F.P. adapter,
Unsoiled .

3ix2i Adams’ Vesta, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5. Compound
shutter, rising front, 12 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case

used

for a better

Motocamera,

E.C.sji

leather£26
case10

Baby case
Ikonta,
16 ex. on V.P., f/4.5 Novar, speeded
shutter,"®
leather
.
.
£3
2 6 •
16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo, 2 speeds, 20-mm. f/3.5 Cooke,
filter, leather case .
£16 16 0
45x107 Latest lea Polyscope, f/4.5 Tessars, Compur,

Has it
occurred

3 - 4 cm. Pilot Roll Film Reflex, Carl Zeiss
Tessar f/3.5, Compur shutter, and leather
case .
£15 15 0

3i 2i Enolde, Enolde f/4.5 anastigmat,
telescopic finder and leather case. Splendid

f/1.9 anastigmat,

"

3ix2i No. 1 Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 Kodak
speeded shutter to 1/lOOth sec. As new .

Nine monthly pay¬

£20

Pathe

16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.d ana¬
stigmat. motor drive, and leather case

Here’s the camera to get life into all your
pictures. Has every gadget that goes for
absolute perfection. Takes 12 exposures
on standard roll film. Fitted with Zeiss

Phone : MON. 0180

Cine-Kodak,

i-pl. Ensign' Popular Reflex, focal-plane shutter, speeded to
1/1, oooth sec,, f/4.5 Ross anastigmat, 12 slides, F.P. adapter.
leather case .
£7 17 6 •

f/4.5, focal-plane
£5 6 0

6

Genuine leather covering, beauti¬
fully finished throughout. 50
per cent off list price.

Four-draw Telescope,
lent condition .

Tessar

Projector
£1 17

V.P. Ihagee Roll Film, Carl Zeiss Tessar
f/3.5, Compur shutter, focussing. New
condition .
£8 7 6

?^fcE £3:10:0

price.

f/4 Telephoto
b, 2 D.D.^z
£14 17 6 V
i-pl. Kodak Graflex Reflex, f/4.5 Kodak anastigmat,■r,2 11-in.
D.D^ i
^
slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Perfect .
£12
bo &
3Jx2i T.-P. Reflex, revolving back, f/4.6 Tessar.
f/5.6 Dallmeyer Dallon, 6 slides, leather case. . . . £22

i-pl. Apem Reflex, Cooke f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, speeds
to 1/1, Oooth sec., reversing back, 3 slides .
£4 17 6
9x12 cm. and i-pl. Folding Pocket, f/6.8 anastigmat.
Marvel shutter, focussing, 6 slides .
16s. 9d.

9Umm.

K

9.5-mm.

i-pl. All-British Planex Reflex, T.-P. Cooke f/4.6, focalplane shutter, revolving back, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and
leather case .
£6 6 0

with 6-speeded shutter and
direct-vision finders.

WITH
F/6.3 ANASTIGMAT.
List price .
£7 0 0

to cash

LONDON,

E.C.4

31x2i T.-P. Klippa, focussing Cooke f,6.5, Compur, 3
slides, F.P. adapter, roll-holder and leather case. . £3 15 0
4} X 2* No. la Speed Kodak, T.-P. Cooke f/4.5, focal-plane
shutter speeds to 1/1, 000th sec., direct finder. ... £4 17 6
9 12 cm. Contessa Nettel, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur
shutter, double extension, 3 slides, P.P. adapter and leather
case .
£7 17 6

i-pl. De Luxe Sanderson, Dallmeyer Stigmatic f/6, Conipoimd shutter, every move¬
ment. reversing back, 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
and leather ca-se .
£6 17 6

Roll-Film Cameras

is added

54 LIME

Phone : CITY 6981

I
♦

BUY
and ROLL-FILM

£5)

LONDON,

3i X 2i Ensign Speed Reflex, Aldis-Butcher
shutter, deep hood .
i-pl. No. 3 Series III Kodak, f/7.9 Kodar
anastigmat, Kodex shutter, rising front,
leather case .
£1 18 6

“AGFA”
STANDARD

T

90/94FLEET$T

i-pl. Regular Sanderson, Beck double Aplanatf/7. 7, Unicum,
reversing back, 3 book-form slides .
£6 17 6

Great Special Offer

17, 1933
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Only

COCARETTE

LIST PRICE
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-OR IF ir$ A BARGAIN !
BARGAINS
ATOIV

and

start

on FIRST
using

your

SMALL

camera

almost

PAYMENT

immediately.

84 Alder/gate 59 CHEAPSIDE
LONDON,

E.C.1 Phone : NAT. 0591

ST.

V.P. Dallmeyer Speed, f/2.9 Pentac, f/6.0 Dallon Telephoto,
Interchangeable, 3 double book-form dark elides, leather
carrying-case. The whole outfit in first-rate condition.
Cost over £26 .
£14 17 6
3i X 2J Dallmeyer Speed, f/2.9 Pentac, 3 slides. Brand new
condition. Cost £25 .
£15 15 0
V.P. Salex Focal-plane, f/4,5 Ross Xpres, direct-vision
finder, f/6.6 Dallon Telephoto, interchangeable, 12 single
metal slides, F.P. adapter. First-rate condition. . £8 17 0
J-pl. Panross Focal-plane, shutter speeded to I/I,000th sec..
f/4.5 Wray Lustra anastigmat lens, direct-vision finder, 6
double plate-holders and case. Guaranteed in perfect con¬
dition .
£9 17 6
9 X 12 Mentor Focal-plane, f/3 Hugo Meyer anastigmat lens,
direct-vision finder, Mackenzie-Wishart slide, 0 envelopes
£18 18 0
3ix2i Salex Focal-plane, f/4.6 Salex anastigmat lens,
direct-vision finder. 6 slides and F.P. adapter .
£4 15 0
1-pl. Ensign Focal-plane, f/5.6 Ross
Homocentric lens, self-capping shutter,
speeded from l/15th to 1/1, 000th sec.,
direct-vision finder, 3 double plate-holders
£5 17 6
P.C. Panross Focal-plane, self-capping
shutter, speeded to 1/1, 000th sec., f/4.6
Ross Xpres anastigmat lens, 2 double plateholders, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost
£36 .
£9 17 6
3i x2i Salex Revolving Back Reflex, f/4.5
anastigmat lens, 3 slides and F.P. adapter
£5 12 6
3ix2^ Latest Model T.-P. Junior Special
Ruby Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis anastigmat lens,
shutter speeded to 1/1, 000th sec., revolving
back. 3 slides .
£9 9 0

LONDON,

Phone : CITY 1124

E.C.2

21 ' 31 No. 6 Pocket Kodak, f/G,3 Kodak anastigmat, Kverset speeded sliutter, speed.s to l/lUdth sec .
£1 18 0
Z\ X 2i Salex Focal-plane, f/4.5 Salex anastigmat, shutter
speeds 1/lOth to 1/1, 006th sec., screen, G slides, F.P. adapter
£3 19 6
}-pl. Salex Reflex, f/.3.9 Cooke anastigmat, long extension,
rack focus, self-capping shutter, i/lOtli to 1/1, 000th sec.,
reversing back, screen. G slides, F.P. adapter .
£7 12 6
16-mm. Ensign Super Kinecam, f/2.G Cinar lens, turret
front, 5 speeds, hand crank, intitor drive and leather case.
NewconditUjii .
£33 15 0
3J X 2i T.-P. Junior Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres anastigmat,
long e.xtension, rack focus, self-capping shutter, 1/lOth to
l/l, 000th sec,, revolving back, screen, 3 slide.s, roll-holder
and case .
£9 9 0
3J ■■ 21 T.-P. Junior Reflex, f/2.9 Cooke anastigmat. long
extension, rack focus, self-capping shutter, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th
sec., revolving back, screen. G slides and F.P. adapter
£12 7 6
21 31 or 1-pI. Zeiss Mirax
use with own camera .

Enlarger, for
£1 17 6

31 ' 21 Ensign Cameo, f/G.3 Lnkos anastiginat, fully-speeded shutter. 1 to l/300th
sec., ri.oing front, screen, 3 slides, F.P.

Do you
realise

the saving
you can make
by
bringing your used

adapter .
'. .
£17
6
P.C. T.-P. De Luxe Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat, long extension, rac-k
focus, self-capping shutter, 1/lOth to
l/l,o6oth sec., reversing back, screen, 3
D.D. sliile.s and case .
£15 15 0
31 '24 Voigtlander Bergheil, f/4.5 Heliar
anastigmat, Conijiur shutter. 1 to 1 /250th
sec., double extension, rising and crossfrout,
screen, 9 slides and F.P. adapter £7 17 6

camera In part ex¬
i-pl. Butcher’s Carbine Roll Film, f/6.3
change for a really
Dallmeyer Pcrfac anastigmat, Compur
High-speed Portrait Reflex, comprising
up-to-date one ? We
shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., rising and cross
3ix2i T.-P. Reflex, revolving back, 6-In.
are renowned for our
front .
£2 7 6
f/3.6 Cooke anastigmat lens. Iris mount, 3
slides and case .
£15 15 0
generous allowances.
34 ■ 24 Double Extension, f/4.5 Koristka
A customer writes :
31x2i Ensign Roll Film Speed Reflex,
anastigmat, Compur shutter, 1 to l/260th
“ Vour fair exchanges
f/4.6 Aldis XJno anastigmat lens, shutter
sec., rising and cross front, screen, 0 slides.
numt be the secret of
speeded from l/26th to l/500th sec. and
F.P. adapter and case .
£4 7 6
time, focussing adjustment. Co8t£7 178. 6d.
31x21 Carbine Telephoto Outflt, f/4.5
£5 7 6
Aldis-Butcber, Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th
your success.”
la Roll Film and Plate Camera, f/4.5, Carl
sec., and f/6.6 Uallon Teleplioto, plate back.
screen, 6 slides .
£7 17 6
Zeiss Tessar lens, Compur shutter, rising
1 front, focussing adjustment, combination
34x24 N. & 0, Sibyl, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar
plato back with three 3Jx24 single metal sliiles, focussing
anastigmat, N. & O. shutter, 4 to l/15Uth sec., rising and cross
screen. Guaranteed in perfect condition .
£0 0 0
front, direct-vision finder, screen, 12 slides, F.P. adapter and
case .
£4 15 0
3ix2t Doable Extension Roll Film and Plate Camera, f/4.6
convertible anastigmat lens, rising front, reflex and direct21x31 No. 6 Carbine Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigniat, Compur sector shutter, 1 to l/250th8ec., radial focussing,
vision finder, combination plate back, 3 single metal slides,
focussing screen, leather case .
£6 17 6
plate back, 6 slides .
£6 17 6
V.P. Kodak Special, latest model, f/4.5 anastigmat lens,
34x24 Zeiss Maximar, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
Dlaraatic speeded shutter, complete in leather case. As new.
double extension, rack focus, rising and cross front, screen,
Cost £5 lOs .
£4 7 6
4 slides, F.P. adapter, Zeiss DIstar lens, Zeiss filter, leather
case .
£9 17 6
V.P. Kodak Special, f/4.6 Rosa Xpres anastigmat lens, in
Diainatic fully-speeded shutter. Brand-new condition.
V.P. Autographic Kodak Special, f/7.7 anastigmat. Everset
speeded shutter .
£1 4 9
Cost £8 170, 6d .
£5 12 6
16-mm. Model BB Kodak Junior, f/1.9 Kodak anastigmat.
4-pI. Double Extension C.B. Field, R.R. lens, roller-blind
focussing, motor drive and leather case. As new £14 14 0
shutter, awing and reversing back, 2 double book-frora dark
slides, turntable, tripod and canvas case .
£2 17 6
1-pl. Speed Graphic Focal-plane, f/4.5 Kodak anastigmat,
Midget Studio Camera for home portraiture, f/4 objective,
double extension, rack focus, focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to
1/1, 000th sec., 3 D.D. slides and case .
£6 17 8
1 repeating dark slide, accommodating 4-pl., giving 12 ex¬
posures on same, complete witli focussing screen £1 15 0
4-pl. Autofoc Tenax, f/6.8 Goerz Dagor anastigmat. Com¬
pound shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., double extension, 6 slides,
4-pl. Double Extension Cameo Folding Pocket, f/G.8 Goerz
F.P. A. and case .
£2 2 0
Dagor anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, rising and cross
la Orion Roll Film, f/4.6 Orion anas., Compur shutter, 1 to
front, reflex finder, focussing screen, 6 slides, leather case.
New condition .
£3 3 0
l/250thsec.,risingfront,radialfocussing,plateback. £3 19 6
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MONTHS

TO

PAY

FOR

The NEW CINEKODAK “EIGHT”
MAKE
ONE FOOT OF FILM
DO THE WORK
OF FOUR.

Witli fixed-focus f/3.6 lens, ex¬
posure guide, footage indicator, and
eye-level finders incorporated in
the handle of the camera. Holds
25 ft. of special film only half the
width of which is exposed at a
time, giving, when slit and spliced,
60 ft. on 8-mm. film. This ingenious
instninient puts cinematography
within the reach of every enthu¬
siast, and halves the running cost I
XtS.Ii

.0

9 monthly
payments
of

OO

ANY

PURCHASE
The NEW

ENSIGN

SELFIX

“20”

One
of the smallest
cameras made.
Very
sturdily built of light
metal.
Opens like a
book
to aid simple
loading. Strong bellows,
reflex view-finder. Trichro shutter, l/25th,
]/50th, 1/lOOthsec..
time and bulb, with
flexible releases. For
standard
3i x 2i rol
film.

/-I

m

ITE

VERY

LATEST

“SUPREME ”
CAMERA
3ix2i ROLL-FILM
Never before has such a fine
brand new bargain been put
on the market. With new
pattern film winder, brilliant
reversible and frame view¬
finders, leather bellows and
covering.
Nickelled selflocking struts. Hinged back.
Focussing scale. Iris dia¬
phragm. Self-erecting rock,
rigid front.

MEYER

F/4.5

Anastigmat
lens and
shutter.

OUR

accurately

PRICE

Makes

speeded

49/9

good snaps

TO-DAY’S

on dull days

BIGGEST

VALUEI

THE ENSIGN
‘AUTOKINEGAM ’
Model 6. A
16-mm. camera,
taking 100 ft. of film. Has strong
double-spring clockwork motor,
taking 30-ft. film at one winding.
Easy to use, silent running. Mech¬
anism housed in die-cast body.
With Taylor-Hobson Cinar f/2.8.

£18 : 18 : 0
Nine

monthly

THE

payments

NEW

ol

44/2

VOIGTLANDER

BRILLIANT
An inexpensive camera in a raolern design.
Takes the standard 31 x 21 S-exposure roll
film at 1/2, but gives 12 2t-in. square
pictures by means of a special numbering
device, operated by the movement of the
film. The brilliant image emphasised by
the deep hood is almost full- mm#
size. Two-speei shutter. (Zw
f
High-grade
F/G.3

f'7.7 anastigmat

amastigmat

lens,

^4

■ R

■ A

F/4.5 anastigmat lens,
3-speed shutter .

• C ■ A
■ sJ . V

Compur

■ v

shutter .

• w

100-PAQE
CATALOGUE
The biggest bargain
printed 1 Free and

book
post

ever
free.

The NEW KODAK
‘SIX-20’ JUNIOR
Just

what

you

are wanting —

even
better One-motion
than last year's
“ Six-20.”
snapout

opening.

Closed

by

pressure of button. Finger¬
tip
focussing.
Rigid loading,
doublelocked
front. Easy
speeded
l/25th,

shutter,
l/50th,

T. B. I.,

1/lOOth.

37/6

A fine British
Doublet

Ensar

instrument.

fixed-focus

lens

Anastigmat :

F/7.7 £2 0 0
F/6.3 £2 12 6
F/4.e £3 10 0
Or on very easy
terms.

EXCHAnCE

THE

F/6.3 anastigmat

lens

D
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MODEL

I

da: bolex projector
Takes all Pathescope NOTCHED
FILMS and automatically stops at titles. This new
model is a masterpiece of mechanical precision, and will project both 9.5-mm. notched
and strip title films, as well as all i6-mm. films.
Exclusive features of the New Model “ D.A.” Bolex :
250>watt lamp. Forward and reverse drive. New improved
permitting the instantaneous stopping of mechanism.
PRICE,

complete

to show

g-mm.

and

IMMEDIATE

LET

US

TAKE

i6-mm.

4-pl. Triple Victo Set, Beck Symmetrical lens, 1 double
slide, tripod. Almost new condition. To clear.. £2 7 6
Pathescope Motocamera de Luxe, f/3.d anastigmat. As
new. List £10 lOs .
£6 17 6
Pathescope Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat,
drive. Perfect. Cost £9 68 .

Camo spring
£2 9 6

31^ X 2i Standard, f/3. 9 anastigmat. As new.. £2 7 6
4x4 cm. BoUeifiez, f/3.5 Tessar, Compur shutter. Exactly
as new. List £20 .
£12 18 6

3x4 cm. Fotet, f/4.5 anastigmat, self-erecting front.
Brand new. List £4 .
£1 17 6
3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, f/4.5 Zeiss anastigmat. As
n ew .
£2 19 6

21 Square RoUeiflez, f/4.5 Tessar,
new. List £20 .

3ix2| Agfa Speedex, f/8.8 anastigmat, self-erecting
front. Brand new, latest model. List price £3 3s. £19 6

21 Square Automatic RoUeiflex, f/3.8 Tessar,
very latest model. List £24 .

Leitz Leica, f/3.5 anastigmat. in intei'changeable mount,
very latest, incorporated range-finder model, leather case.
As new. Cost £24 .
. £16 17 6

31x21 Ernemann Folding Plate,
extension, 3 slides. As new .

&

FROM

» Q

THE

CAMERA

(Opposite New

Victoria Cinema).
Hours of Business : 9 a.m.

Compur

f/3.5

ONLY.

EXCHANGE

BARGAINS.
10x15 cm. Zeiss Ikon, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter and case. Latest model. List £21.... £7 17 6
16-mm. Zeiss Ikon Einamo, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar, complete
in leather case. As new. List £22 .
£8 17 6
10x15 Goerz Anschutz, f/4.5 Dogmar, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter. Good order .
£6 18 6
Pathescope 200-B Projector, latest model,
As new. List £15 .
.

200-watt
£11

THE NEW WESTON CINE EXPOSURE METER
is now IN STOCK. Price £8 10 0. (Model 627).

de luxe case,
£16 17 6

Compact, dependaltle. direct reading, no calculations. Call
in and see it. Po.stal customers may have this new meter

Emon. double
£4 19 6

on 6 days' FREE APPROVAL
against deposit to value.
will give you a good allowance on your old meter.

CO.

VAUXHALL BRIDGE
VICTORIA, S.W.1

Phone: Victoria 2977.
to 7 p.m. (Monday to Saturday.)

LIGHT FILTERS

As the result of extensive study of sensitizing dyes carried out in the Kodak Research
Laboratories, both the speed and colour sensitivity of Eastman Panchromatic
Films have been greatly increased. The new standards attained necessitated revision
of the series of Wratten Orthochromatic Filters.
The two “K” filters are the same as those previously supplied under these names.
The K3 is now obsolete, the improvements in sensitizing having made it unnecessary.
The two new filters are :

Kl. A pale yellow filter which should be
used when only a slight colour correction is
needed, or when exposure must of necessity
be short. May be used with any of the
Eastman Panchromatic Films.
K2. A yellow
reaion. For use
Panchromatic
matic Process
Panchromatic

XI. A pale green filter for use with
Eastman Portrait Panchromatic Film by
lamp.
half-watt light or for Eastman Super-sensi¬
tive Panchromatic Film by daylight or arc

filter giving full colour corwith Eastman Commercial
Film, Eastman Panchro¬
Film and Eastman Portrait
Film.

These filters are not intended for use with a 16 mm.

X2. A deeper green filter for use with
Eastman Super-sensitive Panchromatic
Film by half-watt light.
cine-camera, for which special filters are supplied.

A leaflet "New Wratten Filters and their Uses” describes these
filters more fully. It may be had free on application to —

KODAK LIMITED (WRATTEN DIVISION)
KINGSWAY > LONDON W.C.2

4
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lamp.
17 6

shutter. As
£10 18 6

GRAMOPHONE

WRATTEN

♦ Q

STOCK.

YOUR UNWANTED
APPARATUS
IN PART
WE
MAKE
THE
HIGHEST
ALLOWANCE.

SECOND-HAND
Pathescope Motocamera B, f/3.5 auastiinnat. New
condition .
£4 12 6
Pathescope Cine Camera, fitted hfotrix sprin? drive,
f/3.5 anastigmat. Perfect .
£2 9 6
3i X 2* Cameo, £ 4.5 Aldis-Butcher, Compur, double
extension, 3 slides. As new .
£3 17 6
i-pl. N. & G. Sibyl, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar, F.P. adapter.
Perfect .
£3 19 6

films, £36
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SASHALITE

ADVERTISEMENTS

TALKING

V

PICTURES!

PHOTO
FLASH
BULBS
Sold by all leading
Photographic Dealers,

PERFECT

TELUASfOinr

FLASHLIGHT

OF GEVAERT

PICTURES

SUPERMRim

of those delightful every¬
day incidents of home life

There is no more striking advertisement
for Gevaert Quality than looking through
the results of a Gevaert user. On every
print some outstanding feature — brilli¬
ance, colour, gradation — the result of
Gevaert superiority in Film, Plate and
Paper quality.
Commence
the season well
In your camera a Gayvert Film or Pack,
or a Filtered-Ortho or Chromosa Plate;
and make your own prints on

GEVAERT

GASLIGHT

PAPER

The ideal paper for amateur use. So
simple and reliable, and a pleasure to
use. It cannot stain, and it will give you
brilliant black-and-white prints, with
soft gradations and no harsh contrasts —
and you need no dark-room,
Natural and irresistible is the only phrase that does
full justice to this delightful picture, which was
taken with the aid of Sashalite bulbs. Try this
safe method of flashlight photography in your own
home. There is no noise, no smoke, nor fumes.
WRITE

Made in ENGLAND
by
THE GENERAL ELEC¬
TRIC COMPANY Ltd. for.
SASHALITE LIMITED.

for illustrated

folder O.S.

6536, which gives full particulars of
SASHALITE
Photo Flash Bulbs,
and the uses to which they can be
put — sent POST

SAFE • DUSTLESS

FREE.

• SMOKELESS

4 pieces, assorted grades, J-pl. or X 2^,
and a packet of developer, 4d. post free

[<1 m SaLmple hPacket
(Call
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“THE

House, Kingsway,
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PUTES PAPERS Z FIIMS

Gevaert
Advt, of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet

it Gay-vert)

London , W ,C. 2
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j^nnoMncing the

FIVE BIG FEATURES
of the new SELOCHROME
FILM
I PACK
★

★

★

SELOCHROME

FILM

PACKS

HAVE

BEEN

BY

THE

TAKEN

MT. EVEREST CLIMB¬
ING EXPEDITION.

^ I 'HIS

latest

innovation

of

Ilford

Limited,

supersedes

all other film packs in design, and places in the
hands of amateurs a pack of marvellous reliability and
convenience. The Selochrome Pack has five outstanding
features, namely :—
1 . Films are kept
and remain so when

absolutely
removed.

flat

4. The tabs of the pack are of dif¬
ferent lengths so that it is almost
impossible to make the mistake of
pulling the wrong tab.

2. The pack is absolutely light-tight,
and there is no danger of fogged films,
even at the edges.

3. Each

5. One or more of the films may be re¬
moved from the pack, without opening
it or even taking it from the adapter.

filman is
brought* into
accuracy, ease and

position with

certainty that have
ously been attained.
Made

ASK

YOUR

never

in 3 Sizes :

DEALER

previ¬

• The pack films are multi-coated with the
famous Selochrome orthochromatic emulsion
of extreme speed. Freedom from halation
is assured by the special backing.

3^ X

4^ x

FOR

Made

ILFORD
6
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Most pliotographers are aware

L.XXV.

No.

2323.

does inaugurate a new era in amateur
cinematography. The definition of
the pictures — mostly street scenes
taken in different cities — was as¬
tonishingly good, at all events if one
got in front of the small screen and
did not view it from the side. The
camera takes 4,000 individual
frames, enabling a projection for
just over four minutes. What we
feel, by the way, with regard to all
these instruments for amateur cine¬
matography is that the facilities
offered by the apparatus are far
in advance of the ideas and initiative
of the users. We have seen quite

of the advantages of tank
development for all classes
of negatives. Occasionally we hear of
failures, and provided that these
are not caused by lack of attention
to the directions issued with the
tank (film tanks especially being in
the nature of machines), these can
generally be traced to one or other
of the following causes : The com¬
monest cause of failures with plate
tanks is that there is insufficient
room between the plates. There
should be at least a quarter of an
inch for safety. Most of the modern
tanks are satisfactory in this matter,
and the alternative lies in placing
the plates farther apart. Many
photographers, after pouring in the
developer, allow the negatives to
look after themselves. Agitation of
the solution is necessary to ensure
even action, and it is best to do this
every two or three minutes. It
should not be done violently, but
with a gentle rocking motion, and
if the tank is water-tight it should
be reversed from time to time during
development. In some cases airbells form upon the negatives, due
to pouring in the developer too
quickly. This should 'be done slowly.
There is one certain way of avoiding
air-bells It is to fill the tank first,
then to lower the rack containing
the exposed plates gently into the
tank, the rack being raised and
lowered several times. The lid is
then clamped on.

A New Era.
Results taken with the 8-mm.
Cine-Kodak were shown to a highly
appreciative atidience the other night,
and seemed to justify the remark of
the exhibitor that this introduction,
a film each frame of which is i/26th
part of the area of a postage stamp.

I’OL.

a good strip of film often used to
show practically no movement at
all. Members of the family come
before the camera and seem to be
under the necessity, inherited from
visits to the studio in days gone by,
of being as still as possible, instead
of showing what they can do in the
way of movement and changes in
facial expression. Scenery, too, is
taken in a way which might equally
well have been done by means of a
few “ stills.”
International Cloud
Photography.
Most photographers regard clouds
mainly from the artistic point of
view, as adding interest to the
otherwise blank spaces of the sky,
but the study and photography of
clouds has also its scientific side,
helping meteorologists to penetrate
the secrets of the air. AU good
photographs
unusual
cloudvalue,
for¬
mations have ofsome
scientific
but organisation is better than
unrelated individual efforts, and
General Delcambre, President of the.
International Commission for the
A

Sunny

Morning

i.n Hyde

Park.

A good setting for figure snapshots.

453

Study of Clouds, has selected two
periods for specially detailed in¬
vestigation in France and
7
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neighbouring countries. The first
was on April 12th and 13th, while
the second is arranged for July
I2th and 13th, 1933, and General
Delcambre has asked for material
from England. Should conditions
on July I2th and 13th be suitable,
photographers interested in sky ef¬
fects are asked to take at least three

grapher, place where taken, date and
time. It is desirable also that notes
should be added as to the fraction of

having arranged his tripod and
everything, to ask his companion
how long it is to lunch. The answer

the sky covered by cloud, the nature
of the clouds in the part of the sky
not included in the photograph, the
direction in which the camera was

may be that it is forty-five minutes
(but it is just the same if it is thirty

pointing, and the approximate eleva¬
tion above the horizon. Prints,

cloud photographs each day, as near
as possible to the hours of 8 a.m.,
2 p.m. and 7 p.m. B.S.T., and others
at intermediate hours whenever the

suitably packed, should be addressed

general character of the sky changes.
The purpose of the photographs is
to represent the changes of the

comer

sky as a whole, and cloud-systems
should be photographed rather than
individual clouds, using for prefer¬
ence a wide-angle lens. Artistic
merit is a secondary consideration ;
the prints should show as much
detail as possible, but should not
be retouched. Filters should be
used if necessary to bring out the
structure. It is important that
the following information should be
given on the back of each print :
name

and

address

of the photo¬

minutes or two hours). “ That will
just do,” says he. AU he needs to
know is the time of the next meal,
and that suffices to regulate his
exposure. It is an infallible system.
These long exposures, of course,
have their disadvantage. Mr. St.
Aubyn and his companion were
photographing in the narrow b5rway
of a continental city when a horse
and cart came along. The camera
had to be moved to allow it to pass.
No sooner was the apparatus again

to : M. le Ministre de I’Air, Office
National Meteorologique, 196, rue
de rUniversite, Paris, 7, and in the
should

be written

“ Annee

des Nuages.”
A Hold-up.
Exposure meters have frequently
been the subject of controversy in
these columns and elsewhere, but
Mr. J. G. St. Aubyn, who gave a

in position than another horse and
cart made their appearance. This
time the pinhole photographer
changed his tactics. He held up
his arm with an imperious gesture,
whereupon the driver not only
stopped, but hurriedly dismounted,
assisted his wife from the convey¬
ance, and then prepared himself to
resist what he evidently thought was

lively talk to the Royal Photo¬
graphic Society the other night,
avowed that he was accompanied on
his travels by a man of some emi¬
nence in photography, who special¬
ises in pinhole work, and had a
great exposure meter system. It
is the custom of this gentleman.

Fdicis and /formulae :

a hold-up by two foreigners.

NEW

SERIES

A selection of useful hints classified according
NEGATIVE

DEVELOPERS.

to subject

solution. Crushing the tablets facilitates this, and it is a good
plan to filter the solution. In the case of developers in powder
form it is often important that one ingredient should be
completely dissolved before the addition of the next.

With any developer negatives can be developed by the
“ factorial ” method, which is based on the time taken for
the high-lights of the subject to appear. The multiplying
factors differ greatly for various developers. For the first

*

developer (pyro-soda) quoted in last week’s issue the factor is
from 10 to 14, according to the amount of contrast required.
With an average hydroquinone developer the factor would
be about 5 ; with metol, 30. The time taken for the first
signs of an image to appear is multiplied by the appropriate
factor so as to get the total development
time.
In
if

When

considerable

*

contrast

is required

with copies of black-and-white
solution developer is :
Hydroquinone
..
Sodium sulphite (anhy.)
Formalin
. .
. .
Water to
. .
. .

♦

..
. .
. .
. .

in a negative,

subjects,
..
. .
. .
. .

a

..
. .
. .
. .

useful

as

single¬

.. 130
. .
3
. .
3
. . 20

grs.
oz.
drs.
oz.

Metol-hydroquinone is a favourite all-round developer
for plates, films and development papers. A standard formula
is :

Action
Fahr.

Metol
. .
. .
. .
. .
Hydroquinone
. .
. .
. .
Sodium sulphite (anhy.) . .
. .
Sodium carbonate (anhy.) . .
. .
Pot. brom. (10 per cent) ..
..
Water to
. .
. .
. .
. .
This may be used at full strength for dish
equal volume of water may be added.

Many photographers still prefer a pyro-ammonia developer,
which can conveniently be prepared from three stock solutions ;
A. Potassium metabisulphite . .
. .
. .
i oz.
Pyro
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
I oz.
Water to
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
9 oz.
B. Potassium bromide
. .
. .
. .
... i oz.
Water to
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
9 oz.

*

*

. .
. . 22
. .
. . 66
. .
• •
3
. .
. .
i
..
.. 260
. .
. . 40
development,

is slow,

and

the

temperature
*

grs.
grs.
oz.
oz.
min.
oz.
or an

♦

C.

Liq. ammonia
Water to

(.880)
. .

*

. .
. .

must

not

be

below

60°

*

. .
. .
....

. .
. .

i oz.
9 oz.

Highly concentrated single-solution developers are difficult
for the novice to compound successfully, and it is advisable to
resort to one of the many commercial varieties available.
Most of these keep in good working order for a long time, and
are very handy inasmuch as they only require dilution with
water to be ready for use.

In making up developers, an ounce is understood to be the
avoirdupois ounce of 437^ grs. The drachm (dr.) is 60 grs. A

Developers in tablet form should be prepared with care in
order that no undissolved particles may be found in the

grain is the same weight in avoirdupois or apothecaries’ weight.
The fluid ounce is one-twentieth of a pint, or eight fluid drams.
A fluid dram contains 60 minims.

*

8

*

A normal developer
water i dz.

is A 20 minims.
*

*
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Bio

minipis,

C 30 minims,
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ictures versus Snapshots
_

ATHOLE

MURRAY.

Many photographers' must

have wondered as they
examine the exhibits at any
of the big photographic shows, what
it is exactly that turns a good
photograph into an exhibition pic¬
ture. Why is it that some people
have the knack of producing artistic
pictures whenever they use their
cameras, whilst others produce mere
records, even when they photo¬
graph the self-same subjects ?

What is the subtle “ something ”
that the experts get into their
pictures ? Clearly it is not the
subject itself that matters most. It
is true that subjects that are beauti¬
ful in themselves are always the
most numerous. Portraits and land¬
scapes are always popular. But
some men have got the gift of taking
quite an uninteresting, or even an
ugly subject, and making a real
picture out of it.
A little observation of the ex¬
hibits shows that an unusual plan
of lighting, together with a carefullythought-out scheme of composition
will often turn a commonplace sub¬
ject into a pleasing picture.
The question that presents itself
to us is this : Were these skilful
exhibitors born artists, or did they,
by taking trouble, learn their art ?
And further, can we, who are able
to make good," clean prints, learn
also how to make them artistic ?
Some of us will remember the
time when the correspondence
columns of the photographic Press
were filled by the great controversy
on “Is Photography an Art ? ”
There were those at one end of the
scale who maintained that the
photographer was every bit as much
an artist as is the painter.
On the other side were those who
considered that photographers were
no more than mechanics. To-day
there are not many people who
would deny to photography its
place as an art. Indeed, a visit to
any of the leading photographic ex¬
hibitions will settle that question.

Sound advice is given to students of pictorial photography in the
following article. It is made clear that every amateur who aspires to

make

pictures with

elements

his camera

of the art before

success

Now if we photographers are to
make any real progress in the
artistic side of our hobby, there is
one lesson which we simply must
learn, and which the greater arts
are able to teach us. Take an
example from music. How were
the great symphonies written ?
Many people like to think that a
great work of art — say a symphony —
was the result of one glorious
inspiration ; that it came down
from Heaven and was promptly
immortalised on paper before it was
forgotten, by the lucky person on
whom it descended. That may be a
charming theory, but it will not
bear examination. It may be pro¬
saic, but it is a fact, that a great
musical work which stirs the emo¬
tions of thousands, was the result
of months of hard work at the study
table ; and that in most cases it
was revised and polished to such a
extent that even the composer
himself would hardly recognise in
the finished article the germ from
which it grew.
No great artist has ever just
“ thrown off ” a masterpiece. Even
the great Beethoven, who has hap¬
pily left us his working notebooks,
would rewrite his immortal tunes
a dozen times before he was satisfied
that he had set down his idea in
the best possible form.
Now we photographers can learn
a good deal from this. For it
suggests to us — what is in fact the
truth — that artistic photography
can, to a large extent, be learnt by
those who are willing to take trouble.
We shall not all create masterpieces,
but we can aU learn to produce
pleasing pictures.
Of course, if a photograph is to
be a work of art, it must always
contain an idea, and it is in the idea
that inspiration comes in. It does
not much matter what the idea is. It
may be the play of sunlight on a
cottage waU, or the portrayal of
character — humour, sympathy, or
strength, in a face. Ideas will come
455

must

take trouble in learning

the

tumbling over each other to one
has learnt how to use them.
How then are we ordinary
to learn how to use the ideas
come to us ? How are we to

who

is assured.

out how to set them down

folk
that
find

in photo¬

graphic
?
Well, form
we must
be prepared to
follow the method that is adopted
by students in the other arts. We
must be willing to do some exercises.
Painters and musicians have to study
the works of the great masters, and,
for purposes of practice, to copy
them. I am sure that we photo¬
graphers ought to spend a good
deal more time than most of us do
in picture galleries. We shall do
well to take one picture that appeals
to us — a landscape or a portrait,
and after studying carefully its
composition, lighting, etc., go home
and make a photograph as like it as
we can. We shall not, of course,
produce an original work
but we shall learn a lot.

of art,

Many of us have joined a photo¬
graphic circulating portfolio, in which
we insert our print each month,
and criticise the, prints of other
members. These clubs are most
useful, and deserve even more
support than they get. But I
wonder how many of us follow up
the criticism of our fellow-members
on our prints, and try to remake
the same picture in the light of the
criticisms that have been made.
It is, of course, much easier to send
in an entirely different print each
month, but it is certain that greater
progress will be made if we some¬
times take a subject that we have
done before, and do it once more,
but better than we did it before.
In case any beginner should think
that all this is rather troublesome,
he may rest assured that the trouble
is well worth while ; that habit soon
becomes second nature, and that
the very things that once seemed so
difficult will presently be done
sciously.
instinctively and almost uncon¬
9
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REES
E. STANILAND

among

Buildings

PUGH.

WHO would expect to find trees

such as fig, ash, mulberry,
cherry and numerous other
varieties thriving in the heart of the
City of London ?— but it is a fact,
nevertheless, that they do, and one
need not have to look very far to find
them.
Strange as it may seem, many City
trees are of ample proportions and do
not appear to suffer greatly from their
sombre surroundings ; in fact, a few
have developed
mens reaching
hundred feet.

City

they attain enormous size in open
situations, such as the Embankment.
In St. Paul’s Churchyard on the
north side will be found two or three
specimens of quite unusual character,
one of which, near the Cross facing the
gateway into Cheapside, is a Japanese
Maidenhair tree — it can be readily
identified by its shape, like a pyramid,
and its triangular leaves.

into magnificent speci¬
a height of over one

Probably the tree most familiar to
Londoners is the Wood Street Plane,
in

Cheapside.

This

specimen,

im¬

mortalised by Wordsworth in “ Poor
Susan,” is safe from destruction, for
it enjoys legal protection under special
clauses in the leases of adjacent pre¬
mises. It is about sixty feet high and
undergoes pruning from time to time.
Plane trees are numerous in different

In the Temple

parts of the City, and thrive in all
sorts of out-of-the-way places and in
cramped conditions ; one in London
Wall is bound with large iron hoops,
another is in a small alle^nvay in
Stationer’s Court.

Gardens.

Probably the majority of those
whose daily occupation takes them
past these City trees may not have
stopped to examine them very closely,
I hope therefore that these few notes
will have the effect of interesting readers
oiThe

A mateur

Photographer

sufficiently

to investigate the possibilities of the sub¬
ject for picture making with the camera.

On the other hand.

King's

Fig trees may

Bench

Walk.

also be found

in St.

Paul’s Churchyard and in Finsbury
Circus, where there are several; they all
seem to grow w'ell, and some even bear
fruit, in spite ot the seemingly unfav¬
ourable environment in which they live.
- Another tree which seems to do well
in London’s smoky atmosphere is the
mulberry, as it flourishes in various
localities, but chiefly where silk spin¬
ning used to be carried on— there are
some in Fountain’s Court and in
Finsbury Circus.
Poplars can be seen in Holborn near
St. Andrew’s by the Viaduct, and in
Aldersgate in the churchyard of St.
Round the Tower on the north-west
Botolph’s.
side are quite a number of trees of
different kinds, among which may
/w St. Paul's Churchyard.
10

be mentioned the
thorn and ash.

elm, cherry, haw¬
The

Wood

Street Plane,

in Cheapside.
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LIGHTEST and SMALLEST
PRECISION-MADE

ENSIGN REFLEX
CAMERAS
Statistics show

that over

50% of the exhibition prints
are made by users of Reflex
Cameras. Why? Because
they are the best for pictorial
and serious people.
Ensign Plate or Roll-film
Reflex Cameras are light to
carry but precision made.
Look inside one and see.

OF

ENSIGN

SPECIAL

ALL
DEALERS

REFLEX

Has self-capping focal-plane shutter, set by the turn of one knob,
which also serves to alter the speeds (range 1/15 to 1/1,000
second). Small size body with revolving back and reversible hood.
Rising front, sky shade and time movement. Be.st quality leather
covering. Mahogany body. For ^-plates, cut films, or film packs.

With

ALDIS-BUTCHER

F/4.5 ANASTIGMAT

£12 : 15 : O

ENSIGN

SPEED

FILM REFLEX

With focal-plane shutter, giving a full range of speeds, 1/25,
1/40, 1/50, 1/75, 1/125, 1/250, 1/500 second and Time.
Film - registering device keeps the film perfectly flat during
exposure, an essential feature with large-aperture lenses.
Comfortable hood excludes all light from the screen for easy
focussing, optically worked mirror.
Takes standard size 2^X3^ films. Very light, very compact,
easy loading, best quality leather covering, mahogany body.

With

ENSAR

F/4.5 ANASTIGMAT

£6 :17:6
Write for Catalogue toEnsign, Limited, High Holborn, London, W.C.i

PLEASE
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“THE

AMATEUR
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ADVERTISERS.
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You can always get what
you want at The Westminster
VOIGTLANDER
PROMINENT
The

ast

word

in

design. Takes 8 pic¬
tures
2i or 16
pictures

2^x1 1

on

or closed. Built-in
exposure meter, opti¬
cal direct-vision
finder, with mask giv¬
ing both picture sizes.
F/4.5 Voigtlander
Heliar anastigmat in
delayed-action Compur shutter, speeds
I to I/250th sec..
T. and B. Complete
in leather case.

F/6.3 anastigmat
in 3-speed shut¬
ter with self-por¬
traiture device.
Finest value ob¬
tainable.
NOTE.— This is

self-erecting,

Doublet

not a cheap camdown
to a price,
era produced
ment
by
but designed
an instru¬

lens, in speeded
£2 2 0

Dr. Nagel, the
world’s finest
camera designer,
built up to a
standard. List

31 X 21 Zeiss Ikon Cocarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar. delayed-action
Compur shutter, direct-vision wire finder. Quite new. Cost
£11 68 .
£7 17 6
31x21 Voigtlander Roll Film, f/4.5 Heliar,
Compur shutter .
Special, f '4.5 Boss

41 X 31 i-pl. Kodak

Xpres,

Special, f/4.5 Cooke

in delayed-action
£6 0 0
£4 4 0
shutter

Our Price 48/9 price £3 12s. 6d.

in Compur

lens, in O-speed shutter,
new. Cost £7
£4 los.
4 0
Aviar, in Compurshutter
£5 5 0

41x31 Roll Film Ensign, f/4.5 Helioplan anastitonat, in
Compurshutter .
£4 10 0
41x21 la Pocket Kodak, Series III, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, in
Compurshutter .
£6 0 0
41 X 21 la Roll Film Junior Kodak, til. 7 anastigmat £1 10 0
31 X 21 New Special Roll Film Sibyl, f/4.5 Boss Xpres, leather
case. As new .
£10 10 0
Postcard 3a Kodak, f/6.8 (Joerz Dagor, in Compoimd shutter.
leather case .
£2 17 6
Postcard 3a Roll Film Kodak,
speed shutter .

This fascinating
camera takes 16
3x4 cm. pictures
on V.P. film ; the
focussing can be
done from out¬
side whether the
camera is open
or closed, and is
scaled down to
3 feet. The lens
is not brought
forward by a
complicated
strut construc¬
tion but is
mounted firmly
on a strong stan¬
dard which glides
forward auto¬
matically the mo¬
ment the base¬
board is dropped.

£7 15 0
With f/3.5 Skopar anas, in Compur
£10:17:6
shutter, speeds up to I/300th sec.
With f/3.5 Heliar anastigmat in
£12 :15 :0
Compur shutter. .

With f/4.5 Skopar anastigmatfin
3-6peed delayed-action shutter

{9 monthly

31x21 Six-20 Kodak,
shutter .

31 X 21 Agfa Standard, f/4.5 anastigmat
and direct-vision wire finder. Brand

VOIGTLANDER
PERKEO

Terms

STREET

3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Eolibh, f/3.5 Novar, in 3-speed shutter,
16 exposures on V.P. film .
£4 10 0
Vest Pocket Kodak, Achromatic lens, in 2-speed shutter 16s. Od.
3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar, in 3-$peed
shutter, 16 exposures on V.P. film .
; ^3 3 0
31x21 Ernemann Roll Film, f/4.5 Eraostar, in shutter, 1 to
l/250th sec .
£4 10 0

31 X 21 Kodak

£26 : 5 : 0

Purchase

111, OXFORD

3ix2i

Vest Pocket Ihagee Weeny-Ultrix, f/3.5 Xenar, in Compur
shutter, for roll films 2| X 1 J .
£5 5 0
3 X 2 in. Voigtlander Roll Film, f/4.5 Heliar, in Compur£4 shutter
10 0

standard film. Auto¬
matic range-finder,
which can be set
when camera is open

Hire

NAGEL
TRIUMPH

SECOND-HAND
OUTFITS from

Rapid

Rectilinear

The Westminster
DIMMER

lens, in 3£1 0 0

A device for home cine projectors, designed to be
connected in series with the room lights so that they can
be progressively dimmed in the professional manner
instead of being switched on and off with a jerk.

41x6 Baby Sibyl, f/4.5 Cooke Aviar, 3 book-form slides.
f/5.5 Ross Teleros lens. Good condition .
£16 10 0
41 X 6 Blocknote, f/9 Zeiss Protar anastigmat, 6 slides, case
£1 10 0
3}x21 Tropical Adora, f/4.5 Zeiss Te.ssar, Compur. 6 slides.
F.P. adapter, case .
£6 17 6
31 X 21 Dallmeyer Film Pack Snapshot Pocket Camera,£2f,6 2lens0
31x2i Ernemann, double extension, f./3.5 Emon, In shutter
with speeds 1 to l/250th sec., 6 slides .
£9 17 6
41x31 Linhof Universal, f/4.5 Tessar, in Compur. 6 .slides.
F.P. adapter. Leather case .
£18 10 0
41x31
Zeiss Ikon Maximar, double extension, f 4.5 Zeiss
Tessar, in delayed-action Compur shutter. 6 slides. . £9 17 6
01 X 4j 1-pl. Sanderson Hand or Stand, f/6.8 Goer/ Dagor. in
sector shutter, 3 book-form slides .
£8 17 6
01 X 41 Sinclair Una, f/6.8 Goerz Dagor, in speeded shtitter.
3 double slides .
£7 10 0

32/6
Price, to carry maximum

41 X 6 cm. T.-P. Bijou Reflex, f/2.5 Cooke, 3 double slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case. . . .
£10 10 0
31x24 Auto. Graflex Junior Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, F.P.
adapter .
£0 18 6

500 watts
Intermediate

31 X 21 Ensign Boll Film Reflex, f'7. 7 anastigmat ]en8£l 10 0
9.5-mm.Pathe Hand-cranked Cine Camera, f/3.5 lens £1 10 0
Ditto, with motor attached .
£2 5 0
35-mm. Bell-Howell Eyemo, f/2.5 Cooke, in focussing mount,
24 per sec. .
£45 0 0
10-mm. Ensign Autokinecam, f/2.6 Cinar, in leather case
£12 10 0

£10 10

0

Patbescope

payments).

Projector,

latest pattern, with

Second-hand

THE WESTMINSTER

resistance

£5

5

outfits on 7 days'

wattage

We

LEICA

16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.5, in leather case £9 17 6
3-in. f/3.5 Dallon Telephoto Lens, for Ensign Kinecam, matched
finders .
£6 15 0
0
0

sizes proportionate

When ordering, both
should be stated.

16-mm. Victor Turret Head, f/3.5 Dallmeyer lens, leather
case .
£27 10 0
16-mm. BeU-Howell Filmo 70, f/3.5 Cooke, leather case
£17 10 0

3J-m. T.T.H. Cooke 1/3.3 Tele Lens, for Filmo. ... £7 10
Patbescope Projector, 9.5 mm., with re.sistance. ... £3 3
Lux Pathe Projector, with resistance. New condition

load of 200 watts

and

prices.

voltage

required

45/-

are

SPECIALISTS

and can supply everything connected with
the Leica camera. All the latest introduc¬
tions can be seen at The Westminster.

0

approval.

Liberal

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Exchange

Allowances.

EXCHANGE
LTD.

“CAMERA
ot Amateur
Ci n smatographen. Ltd.

24, CHARING

HOUSE,”

CROSS

TEMple

BAR

ROAD,

W.C.2

111, OXFORD
AND

119, VICTORIA

STREET,

VICTORIA

7165.

STREET,

AT

S.W.1

W.1

1432.
GERRARD

62, PICCADILLY,

0669.

REGent
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Leading a Successful Photographic
By T. R. CLEMO.

Now that the longer hours of

daylight are again with us,
syllabus secretaries are on the
ook-out for members of their societies
to lead the summer outings. It might
therefore be of value to give one or
two points that go to make a success of
t feature of a society’s
this
importan
.
activities
The district to be visited will, in

the main, be determined by the leader’s
topographical knowledge ;
but it
should be borne in mind that a cheap
day fare of 2s. 6d. or 3s. is generally
considered to be as much as the
average member cares to pay for a
day out. Of course, when it comes to
the week-end outing, the matter is
entirely different, and few members
will grumble at a fare of los. on this
occasion.
The next question to be considered
is the distance to be covered during
the day. Personally, I have found that
eight miles is quite sufficient if ade¬
quate time is going to be allowed for
serious photography ; and should the
party happen to be chiefly composed
of colour workers, the distance can
quite well be cut down to five or six
miles.
Now comes the all-important ques¬
tion of the route to be taken, and it is
in this direction that so many leaders
of outings fail to do their duty. It is
quite useless to rely on some printed
route of a ramble along the footpaths,
because invariably the routes are
chosen for the sake of the walk.

redeveloping ordinary bromide
prints has been known for a
long while as a method of improving
the quality, both as regards richness
and colour, of a print. The bleachers
generally employed are either solu¬
tions of copper bromide, ferricyanidebromide or potassium bichromate.
It occurred recently to the writer to
experiment with chloro-bromide paper
(e.g., Clorona) to find out if prints
looking dull and foxy in colour could
be treated by this method whilst
retaining the characteristic warm tone
of the process. A chromium bleacher
was used (actually a solution of
“ Tabloid

” Chromium

Intensifier) and

Outing

noticed

two, journeys to the district before¬
hand, when a route which possibly
has been worked out from an Ordnance

friendly way goes far to making the
beginner feel at home and helping
him to cultivate the seeing eye.

Survey map in the first place can be
altered to suit the requirements of a

Many a member on his first outing
becomes discouraged because the more
advanced workers are making expo¬
sures, while he, from lack of experience,
can see nothing to take, or, which is

photographic society.
On the majority of outings, lunch
is taken alfresco if the weather per¬
mits, or in a convenient “ local ” if
the weather proves cold or wet. A
set lunch at an hotel is generally
ruled out on the score of cost, and the
waste of time that such a lunch
demands. When
it comes to the
tea, however, do not be guided by
haphazard recommendation, but try
the place yourself, because a good or
bad tea can make all the difference
after a day’s ramble. A good tea
can go far to promote the social ele¬
ment among the members, and nobody
will deny that the social spirit fostered
on outings can go a long way to make
for success in any society.
When going over the route decided
upon, endeavour, if possible, to note
two or three good viewpoints. It is
very helpful for beginners to have these
viewpoints brought to their notice
with perhaps a few words on the
merits of each viewpoint. Another
aid to making the outing valuable
fromasktheonebeginner’s
point
view is
to
or two of
the ofadvanced
workers present to offer a few words
of advice when a composition is

Redeveloping

The process of bleaching and

Society

without any thought for the pictorial
possibilities. No ; to do the job
properly necessitates three, or at least

By

that will not prove

too hard

a job for the beginner to tackle. A
few words of this kind offered in a

more likely, refrains through nervous¬
ness from working among the big ones
in the society, and
remains in the case.

so

the

camera

From experience I should always
prefer to take the party by train.
Railway stations make a good meeting
place, and if the members are given
particulars of two or three trains for
the return journey, it does not matter
a great deal if one or two get lost.
They generally turn up on the train
home.
And now for a few don'ts. Don’t
forget to take a good map of the district
with you, and if you are not a good
map reader, take along someone who
is. Remember that even leaders
get lost sometimes. Don’t set your
route to take you along more main
roads than necessary. Don’t let your
party get too spread out. And last,
but not least, don’t get ruffled. A
smiling face can make up for a
lot, and promote that happy and
friendly atmosphere that should
the ideal of any outing worthy
the name.

be
of

Chloro- Bromides

E. F. FLANDERS.

an unsatisfactory print bleached there¬
in. Bleaching is very rapid and is
followed by the usual thorough wash¬
ing to remove all the traces of yellow
bichromate stain.
As a- redeveloper,
rejected as probably

amidol was
not tending

enough towards a warm tone. Like¬
wise M.Q. was not used. Instead, the
“ Clorona ”
Adurol-M.Q. developer
at normal strength was selected.
The formula is as follows :
Metol
. . 10 grs. 0.6 gms.
Adurol or
Chlorquinol) J oz.
6.5 gms.
Hydroquinone | oz.
6.5 gms.
Soda sulphite
(crys.)

. .

4 oz.

457

120 gms.

Soda carbo¬
nate (crys.)
Pot. bromide
Water to . .
For use, mix one
of water.

4 oz.
120 gms.
15 grs.
i gm.
80 oz. 2,000 c.c.
part with three parts

In this developer the image soon
reappears, but fifteen to twenty
minutes are necessary for complete
redevelopment to a rich etching warmblack colour, richer than that obtained
by normal development, and slightly
intensified. No fixing is necessary ;
the usual short washing is all that is
required.
The process is at least worth a
13
trial ; the result may be the ultimate
saving of an otherwise spoiled print.
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photographing
By H. f. SMITH.
wTongly,

must

try again.

After a little practice our guess¬

ing will not be far out, and we can then speak of “ estimating
the exposure,” which sounds better than ” guessing.” As
a guide, the following exposures which I have given on
various occasions may be of interest ;
Lobby Roof in Tattershall Castle (red brick), 5 minutes,
f/i6, 5.30 p.m. (May). Bere Regis Church (timber roof,
painted), A hour, f/45, X2 filter, 5 p.m. (August). Cawston
Church (timber roof), 15 sec., f/32, ii a.m. (August).
Knapton Church (timber roof), 10 min., f/32, 6 p.m. (August).
In each case the plates were Imperial Ortho Special Sensitive.

An

Early English groined roof of wood,
W armington , Xorthani ptonsh ire.

IN photographing the ro fs of

churches and other buildings we
are up against all sorts of
difficulties. Lighting conditions
frequently are bad, accurate focussing
is difficult, and the inclusion of
sufficient roof without tilting the
camera is a problem. But difficulties
are made to be overcome. A stand

Roof of Cawston

14

Norfolk.

Knapton Church was considerably
over-exposed — the others fairly correct.
The easiest method of showing the

camera with a good rise to the front
is of great assistance, but I would not
like to say that it is impossible to do
good work with even a small hand
camera, provided its limitations are
realised.

As regards exposure, no rules can
be laid down. The lighting conditions
in different buildings vary tremendonsly. Also the material of which the
roof is built has a big influence on the
exposure required. For example, a
roof of black oak requires a much
longer exposure than one made of a
lighter material. Sometimes roofs are
painted in colours such as red, gold
and green — the exposure for which is
very difficult to determine.
At our first attempts we must guess
at the exposure, and if we guess

Church,

roof of a building is to take a straight¬
forward photograph of the interior,
making use of the rising front to get
an excess of roof and a minimum of
foreground. For this work a wideangle lens is sometimes useful. If
the roof is dark and badly lit there
will be a vast difference between the
exposure required for the roof and
that required for the walls and for
any windows which happen to come
in the picture. For this reason it is
often advisable to include as little
as possible besides the roof.
In a confined spage it is sometimes
absolutely necessary to tilt the camera.
This will cause a sloping inwards of
The

roof of Bere

Regis Church,

Dorset.

all vertical lines.

However,

the dis-
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ROOFS
tortion may not be noticeable provided
the picture does not include any
pUlars or other architectural features
for which strictly vertical lines are
necessary.
The roof of a lofty building is of ne¬
cessity a long way from the camera, and
one might think that a photograph

An

old ceiling at Sail Moor Hall, a.d.
Norfolk.

1550, near

Reedham,

brick roof of a lobby in Tatter shall Castle. I first focussed
the camera on a point at a distance which I estimated to
be similar to the height of the roof from the floor ; then,
having inserted the plate, I placed the camera square in
the centre of the floor, opened the shutter and trusted to
luck. The light was bad, but 5 minutes at f/i6 proved to
be fairly correct.
If our interest in photography begins to flag, it is a good

Hammer-beam

roof at Kiiafton,

plan to look round for some branch in which we can speciali.se. Photography helps us to appreciate the beauties of
craftsmanship, so when we are in old buildings, seeking
for fresh subjects to photograph, nothing of interest is

Xorfolk.

likely to escape

our

attention — the roofs least of all.

taken from high scaffolding would give a much better ren¬
dering ; but it is not so — at least, not always. When I was
at Knapton, repairs were being done to the chancel roof, and
the scaffolding seemed to be placed ready for me to take
a photograph of the roof of the nave. But I found that
the view from a height was not nearly so good as from
ground level. Those builders of olden days knew how to
design a roof. They knew that it was to be viewed from
the ground, and built accordingly.
Some roofs are absolutely unphotographable with a
camera on a stand in the orthodox position. For example,
in a small room almost the only way to photograph the
roof is to lay the camera on the floor with its lens pointing
upwards. 1 adopted this method when photographing the

Lobby

roof in Tattershall

Castle, Lincolnshire.

The

459

Church

of St. Botolph

at Trunch,

Norfolk.
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NOTES
Every week an article will appear under this heading dealing
with a topic of interest to the novice in photography .
ORDINARY

L NOTIONS

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

P.O.P.

Joy the

Having said something last week about self-toning

The

Working

Bath.

paper I feel that there must be a good many readers
who would also like to know about the earlier kind

The actual toning bath can be made up with water and
these two solutions on the following lines. For every four

of printing-out paper, which requires toning before fixing.
When I began photography I made my first prints on
albumenized paper, which has practically vanished ; but
just at that time there appeared the new Ilford printing-out
paper, and for a long time 1 used no other. I still have
many of the prints made in those days, and they stand the
lapse of years perfectly.

quarter-plate prints, or their equivalent in area, take one
ounce of water. However many ounces of water there
may be, add that number of drams of the sulphocyanide
solution, and then the same number of drams of the gold
solution. This should be added very slowly, with constant
stirring. It causes a reddish discoloration which at once
disappears, and the complete solution is clear. It is well
to prepare the bath an hour or two before use.
As an example, suppose eight quarter-plates (say 96
square in. of surface) are to be toned, we take 2 oz. water, 2
drs. sulphocyanide and 2 drs. gold.

An

Extra

Bath.

As I just said, this class of paper requires a separate toning
bath, but, with this, cool purple-brown tones can be
obtained. If such tones, or something like them, are to be
secured on self-toning paper, an e.xtra bath of common salt
is required, which brings the number of separate solutions
and operations to the same in each case.
The usual, and the best, toning bath contains gold, and its
action is apparently a mechanical one, the silver particles
forming the image being, as it were, gold-plated. This not
only modifies the colour, but makes for permanence.
General

Routine.

As the name suggests, the image is printed out by daylight.
There is some loss in depth during the subsequent processes,
and this must be allowed for in judging the strength of the
image. The prints are washed, toned to the required
colour, rinsed well, fixed, and finally washed. Whatever
the brand of paper used the instructions should be studied,
although it is generally possible to vary them in certain
particulars— especially as regards the composition
toning bath — and still get excellent results.
Stock

of the

Solutions.

The toning bath is made from two stock solutions, one
of ammonium sulphqcyanide, and the other of gold chloride.
There are r-ariations in the strengths according to the
method of use, but in all cases there are certain points to
note.
Ammonium
well.

sulphocyanide

dissolves

easily and

keeps

Gold chloride is bought in glass bulbs, generally contain¬
ing 15 grs. of the salt. It is a good plan to put the bulb
in a graduate, pour on a little water, break the bulb, and
stir till all the chloride has dissoh ed. The solution is then
poured into another
volume.

graduate

and made

up to the required

It is very advisable to make up this solution with dis¬
tilled water, and to keep it in the dark, or in an opaque
bottle.
Working on these lines, two convenient stock solutions
are ; 150 grs. ammonium sulphocyanide in 15 oz. water,
and 15 grs. gold chloride in 15 oz. water.
16

How

to Tone.

With so few prints and so little solution it is not possible
to use a dish much larger than the prints. The well-washed
prints are slipped one by one into the bath as quickly as
possible, and then kept constantly moving by bringing the
bottom print to the top.
Action commences at once, and if all the prints are not
given an equal chance, some of them will appropriate more
than their share of gold. The lighter tones soon change to
a slaty colour, which gradually extends over the whole
picture. This is deceptive. If the prints are held up to
the light, it will be seen that the change in the deep tones
is only superficial. As a matter of fact, with the quantities
given, the toning can be continued till the gold is absolutely
exhausted, and there is no further action.
Finishing .
After a quick wash the prints are fixed in a hypo bath
of the strength given in the instructions. In this the prints
turn warmer in tone, and become clearer and a shade or
two weaker. By the time they are dry, however, they
have become cooler in colour and a little stronger in depth.
The final washing may be done by the two-dish method
described last week. As the surface is gelatine, heat must
not be used in drying, and it is best to pin the prints up
by Glossy
one corner.
prints may be glazed by the usual methods. By
the way, a bright well-toned P.O.P. print, glazed, is still
considered by many block-makers as the ideal for repro¬
duction.
L cable
One

Toning.

of the troubles difficult to avoid is what

is kno vn as

double-toning. The lighter tones of the print are bluish
in colour, and the deep shadows are reddish brown. This
is not satisfactory.
It is often the result of not using sufficient solution to
provide enough gold for the work it has to do ; but it may
also be caused by the toning action being too rapid, es¬
pecially in warm weather. One dodge is to dilute the bath.
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Neaf, Compad L EieauMully Finished
The Perfeef Rol II- Film Camera
ICARETTE
There

are

five models

in the

Icarette

a

series.

The

one

illustrated Is No. 551 /2, and takes either roll Aims or film
packs (film -pack adapter 9/6 extra) 3i x 2J In., or plates
in dark slides 3} x2J in. This modei is a very beautifui
instrument, and the most versatile 3i x2i in. camera of
the

present

day.

The

double

extension

gives

one

the

advantages usually associated with so-called plate and
fllm-pack cameras, and also enables the Zeiss Distar
lenses for Increasing the focus of the lens, and conse¬
quently the sire of the image, or the Zeiss Proxar lenses
for decreasing the focus of the lens, and giving a wide
angle effect, to be used.
The

construction

throughout, the
leather covered,

is

metal

body being of a hard aluminium
with hinged back, and the bright

of

the

whole

alloy,
metal

parts of brass nickel plated,
in black stove lacquer.

other

instrument

metal

parts

finished

PRICE,
with Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 and delayed-action
release
Compur
shutter,
including 3 single metal slides
and
leather
hooded
focussing
screen £ | ^ • | 2 I 6

ICARETTE
Our lower
model has
with

roll

No.
500/2

Illustration depicts the Icarette 500/2.’^ This
a hinged flush back, and is designed for use
films

only.

It possesses

a

single

extension

with radial focussing lever reading off on scale accur¬
ately engraved for distances. A rising front is provided,
and,

as is the case

pattern
ettes

and

are

with

all other

direct-vision

as perfect

Icarettes,

finders

in design

and

are

both

fitted.

finish

brilliant
The

as any

Icar¬

roll-film

cameras can be, and the possessor of one of these instru¬
ments can rest assured that better cameras cannot be
obtained

of their

kind,

no

Icarette 500/2, for roll films
1/4.5 and Compur
shutter

matter

what

price

3i x 2\ in., with
.

£13

Zeiss

is paid.
Tessar

‘ 5

' 0

Ask

your

ZEISS

dealer

to show

you

an

Icarette.

IKON

LTD

11, Mortimer House, Mortimer Street, London, W.l
36-page

list free

on

application. 60-page general
for 2d. in stamps.

catalogue

post

free
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SERVICE
FOR

CASH,

EXCHANGE,
High-Speed
and
Press Camera, direct
wire and optical
view-finders, f/2.9
Planbel anas, lens,

NEW

OR

May

ADVERTISEMENTS

CAMEO
REDUCED

at
PRICE

TERMS

Here’s another Topping Bargain and New !

ZEISS

IKON

KOLIBRI

3x4

delayed-actionCompur shutter, speeds

Double

1 to l/‘200th sec.,

T. and B., focussing
back-hooded screen,
3 metal slides, F.P.
adapter and leather
case. TheMakinais
the most compact
high-speed camera
available. It slips

cm.

Compur

16

F.P.A.
Cash re

. o

exposures

. c

payments
Best

CANVAS
FOR

CASES

VEST-POCKET

WITH
SLING

4 1

Leather

Post 3d.

All new

1/“

THE
ALL

REDUCED

3ix2i.

81x21

Roll

Make

your

GASLIGHT

PRICE— -

--

WRITE

CARBINE
AND

WITH

GUARANTEE

No. 12
ENSIGN
For
ideal

panel

4ix2i,

or

“SERVICE”

speeds

payments

of 10/-.

sec., T. and B., brilliant and
direct wire-frame view-finders,

No.

with

6,

new

Zeiss

C'umpur

1 to

l/250th

focussing scale and release.
Camera
finished in black

f/4.5

shutter.

leather.

I 7:0

REFLEX

11 payments

CASES

In leather, black or brown lined,
lock and key, with sling strap.

lees,

with

T-screws.

REDUCED

Suitable

for most

popular

Usual

price £8 7 6.

ILLINGWORTH
&

GASLIGHT

Vigorous

Established 1889.

locking

position.

“SERVICE ”
PROFESSIONAL
TRIPOD & TOP

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER"

LONDON,
WHEN

Normal,
and

21- .. 100
50
3l-

Matt,

ring to fix in any

An

extremely

well-made

stjwid.

price 188.

6d.

Our

HOLBORN,

and
Velvet

BROMIDE

POSTCARDS.

BALL and SOCKET
HEAD TRIPOD
With

289, HIGH

... £4:3:9

model

reflex cameras. In stiff canvas
•
3*x2i
in., 15/9: i-pl.. 17/9.

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines).

PRICE

3 slides and F.P.
£1 7
9

Price, each 3'-.
Post Od.

For A- or whole-plate cameras.
3-fold. 58 in. high, 18 in. closed.
Price . . 16s. 6d.

tie

landscape

Fitted Aldis analens f/6.3 in Compur

Six 21 in. size, to take 3 slides
and F.P. adapter .
£1 5 9

"THE

made.)

films

shutter,

42 in. high.

MENTION

roll

size.
stigmat

Deposit
of 13/-. 13/-, and

“SERVICE”
WOOD TRIPOD

PLEASE

CARBINE
(British

Or 15/- Deposit and 9 monthly

1-pl. size.to take
adapter .

18

LIST.

-

-

Glossy,

and

PRICE

pay¬

Post 3d.

screws

FOR

Ensar ana.<«tigmat lene, Com¬
pur shutter, speeds 1 to
l/250th sec., T. and B.

Tessar,

“SERVICE” PHOTOGRAPHIC
THERMOMETER

clamping

PAPERS

FAMILY

NEW -

£7

sliding

BROMIDE

Rising front, brilKant and
CASH
direct
wire
finders, 1/4.5
£5

Films.

£4:7:6

Adju.stable

AND

No. 6 3i X 21 W.P.
ENSIGN CARBINE

Or 9 equal monthly
ments of 10/6.

of 10/-.

Tip-Top Material — At very low coite.

from

choice

price.

1 /0

9 payments

“SERVICE” PLATES—

D.
FILM

8 EXPOSURES.

Brilliant and direct wire
finders, t/4.5 Ensign
anastigmat lens. Com pur
shutUr,
speeds 1
to
l'250tb sec., time and
bulb. At special reduced

In metal case

10/-.

stock.
1/2 per roll, post 2d.
3 rolls, post
free 3/6. Post your order to-day.

NEW No. 5
ENSIGN CARBINE
For

of

lls. 6d.

extra.

15s. Od.

ENSIGN

AT

Case,

Adapter

SPEED
2100 H. &
TEMPO
- RED
ROLL

CAMERAS—

6RCh

Quality

leather covered.
finder,
F/4.5

£4:12:6

10 equal monthly

RoU-fllm

film.

Case, eztra^ 5/-.
Or Deposit 10/* ;

Or 10/-*0*^.0
Deposit and
Price

of £1 8 6

V.P.

Novar anastigmat, Telznar shut¬
ter, delayed-action, l/26th to
1/lOOth sec., T. and B. Release.
Usual price £8 12s. 6d.

Our Special Price
Or £18 6 secures
and
11 monthly

on

All-metal body,
Direct - vision

shatter,

speeds 1 to l/250tb
sec., T. and B.,
focussing screen, 2
metal slides and

£16 : 10 : 0

l|xl|

extension,

rising and cross U*
front, brilliant and
direct wire-finders,
Lukos
f/4.5
anastigmat
lens,

easily into the
pocket, measuring
(when closed) 4x5
xl| in.

payments

1933
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HIRE-PURCHASE

3ix2i

17.

Price
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lO/-

Post

and

U-sual

‘Jd.
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so that it works slower and more evenly ; but a better
plan is to add a trace of sodium sulphite, but not more than
the amount of gold chloride in the bath.
The

A popular variation
solution as :

Phosphate

Bath.

in the toning bath

Sodium phosphate
. .
. .
Gold chloride . .
. .
. .
Water
. .
.

is to use such a

. .
. .

. . 20 grs.
. .
i gr.
10 oz.

This should be prepared immediately before use. It can
be made by dissolving the phosphate first, and then adding
the necessary amount of gold from a stock solution.
Many workers prefer to have a stock gold solution of
15 grs. of chloride in 15 drs. distilled water. As this is i gr.
per dram, any required number of grains may be taken.

Rapid

will be

of much

value

Combined

Bath.

Hypo
. .
.
Lead acetate .
Gold chloride .
Powdered chalk.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
•
.

.
•
■
.

•
•
•
.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

4
5
2
i

oz.
grs.
grs.
oz.

The bath is well shaken up, allowed to stand, and the
clear solution decanted for use. The bath apparently
continues to work well long after the small amount of gold
has been exhausted, and even to a point at which the hypo
cannot be functioning as it should. The only thing is to
limit the number of prints for which the bath is used.
W. L. F. W.

Print-Drying

Although its cost is extremely small, the accessory here
described

A

It is possible to use a bath in which P.O.P. prints can be
toned and fixed simultaneously. I have used such baths
with success, but personally I prefer separate toning and
fixing, although it takes longer. Here is a formula :
Water
.
10 oz.

to all amateurs

who

appreciate the need for drying their prints in the shortest
possible time< With the assistance of the device, not only is
the operation accomplished in the minimum of time possible
without the application of heat or spirits, but print curling and
most of the troubles usually associated with slow or imperfect
drying are obviated.

The materials required are two 6-ft. lengths of i-in. door¬
stop, which must be accurately cut into pieces 16 in. long. From
these, the two rectangular frames must then be assembled,
using joints of the familiar halving type reinforced by glueing.
When firmly set, the two frames may be connected, as shown,
by means of two rustless hinges. This allows the device to
open, book-form, for the reception of prints.
The final operation is the fixing of mushn or cheese-cloth to
retain the prints in position during drying. To affix this, a
few -|-in. copper tacks should be employed, spacing them
3^ in. apart along the bottom and top edges of the frame, and
2]- in. apart along the sides.
When this has been done, a metal fastener may be affixed
to the frame, as shown in the illustration.
In order

to remove

surplus

moisture,

the prints to be dried

should first be pressed between sheets of photo-blotting, after
which they may be placed upon the clean muslin of the frame.
When the latter is fully charged, it should be closed to prevent
the prints from slipping or curling.
The time occupied in drying must depend upon the prevailing
conditions of heat, air-movement and humidity. During the
winter months these are apt to be rather unfavourable, and
more rapid drying may be effected by suspending the frame
at a safe distance above a stove or heating lamp.
Where a lamp or stove is employed, however, care must be
taken that it does not exude deleterious fumes, for these are
The

dimensions

given below

are extremely

suitable

where

the

apparatus is intended for use with quarter-plate prints, although
the same accessory may without inconvenience be used for
drying contact prints and enlargements of other sizes.
The over-all size of the closed frame is 16 in. square, which
avoids both heaviness and clumsiness in bulk, and which
allows as many
one operation.

as a dozen

quarter-plate

prints to be dried

in

especially harmful to photographs in a damp state.
On no account should the frame containing damp prints be
placed near any accumulation of dust. Not even the preva¬
lence of otherwise ideal conditions can justify the taking of
this risk, for dust is as much the photographer’s enemy at this
stage as at any other. Nor should the muslin sheets be allowed
to get dirty, for. it is quite an easy matter to wash them or
to

Exhibitions
Notices

of forthcoming

exhibitions and

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
Entries, May 31. Rules in, the issue of April 26.
Chicago World’s Fair International Exhibition, 1933.
— Open, June i-October 31. Enquiries to “ 1933
Salon,” Chicago Camera Club, 137, North Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, 111., U.SA.
Turin International Salon. — Open, May 20-June ii.
Further particulars from Secretary, Fourth Inter¬
national Salon, Via Slampatori, N.6, Turin (108)., Italy.
Portsmouth C.C. Annual Exhibition (Open Classes).
— Open, May lo-June 10. Secretary, H. Coker, 4,
Junction Road, Southsea.
Midland Salon, City Art Gallery, Leicester. — ^Open,
May 27-June 24. Particulars from Hon. Secretaries,
W. Bailey and A. E. Tracey, Cank Street, Leicester.
Northern Photographic Exhibition (Bradford). —

and

competitions

replace

them

with

new.

Competitions

will be mchtded

here every week if particulars

“ Actinographist.”

FUTURE.

are sent by the te^onsible

organisers.

Open, June 17-August 20. Entry forms from A.
Greenwood, Myrtle Dene, Harrogate Road, Bradford.

particulars from Fotoclub, Y.M.C.A., Cracow, Pedand.
Irish Salon (Dublin).— Entries due September 30 ;

Cardiff C.C. World’s Masters Salon. — Open, June
9-24. Entry forms and particulars from G. H. Palmer,
Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Y.M.C..4., Cardiff.
Troyes International Salon. — Entries, May 25 ;

open, October 28-November
Salon Secretaries, Irish Salon
Morehampton Road, Dublin.

open, June 15-25. Secretary, Maurice Michel, Presi¬
dent de rUnion Photographique Champenoise, 23, Rue
de la Mission, Troyes (AubO. France..
Scarborough A.P.C. Exhibition. Open Classes for
photographers living within twenty-five miles of
Scarborough, and for members of clubs affiliated to
Y.P.U. — Entries due June 24 ; open, July 15-29.
Further particulars from Exhibition Secretary,
Herbert L. Kettle, 18, Ramshill Road, Scarborough.
Polish International Salon (Cracowl. — Entries,
August I ; open, August 27-September 17. Further

4. Particulars from
of Photography, jc8,

Rotherham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms
due October 2 ; prints, October 9 ; open, October
i8-gi. Further particulars from E. George Alderman,
Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Ruardean, Newton Street,
Rotherham.
Johnson’s ” Holiday ” Competition. Cash prizes.
Closing date, October 31st. Full particulars from
Johnson & Sons, Ltd., Hendon, N.W.4.
South African Salon (Johannesburg). — Entries due,
August 2 ; open, August -GS-September 2. Entry
forms from Hon. Sec., South African Salon of Photo¬
graphy, P.O. Box 7024, Jdhannesburg, South Africa.
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.

R. A,

JOHNSON.

From
“

\
/A

information c ommunicated

GREAT part of my exhibition work has been in
lantern slide classes, for, in my opinion, neither
photographic print, nor water or oil colour can
equal a well-graded lantern slide. The camera records
its impression by the action of light, and the lantern slide
being projected by light gives an unequalled representation

to our Special Representative.

of the effects of sunshine and shadow. Although a photo¬
grapher of a kind for more than thirty years, it was only
after returning from the war that my advance in pictorial
photography coincided with the simultaneous joining of
a club, and becoming a regular reader of The Amateur
Photographer.
“ I am one of the few photographers who, having
purchased a reflex, quickly sold it again. I did not
like its inadequate rising front, and its lack of slow
speeds. I am a firm believer in a tripod, and I
do like the i/sth, \ and i sec. of the between-lens
shutter, and I prefer the 3^X2^ size, which enables
me to make slides by contact.
‘‘ I find that exterior architectural subjects are
most suitable for lantern slide work, and I rarely
expose a plate or film on such a subject unless
there is sunshine present. I invariably try to
obtain a strong side lighting or an ‘ against the
light ’ effect. My most successful slides and prints
have been those containing strong shadows, for
it is only by the presence of shadows that proper
emphasis can be given to the sunshine.
‘ ‘ The picture of a gateway at Bolton Abbey gives
an idea of the type of subject that I like. In such
cases, the lens must be properly hooded, and the
exposure sufficient to obtain full detail in the
shadows. The picture of the old bridge at Wycollar
(near to the ‘ Ferndene Manor ’ of ‘ Jane Eyre ’)
is a typical sample of cross lighting, which can be
obtained in the evening when the sun is low.
“ I do not care for ghostlike negatives, but try
to obtain such as will give good prints on selftoning paper. To obtain a rich warm tone, I find it
essential to have a good strong negative, and I use
the slow variety of lantern plates, which I can work
in the comfort of the kitchen by the light of an
orange lamp.
" A technically perfect negative is essential, free
from spots and pinholes, and I find that films are
not so liable to pinholes as plates. At least, that is
my experience. When using plates I favour the
soft gradation variety, always backed, and a
medium filter.
"As
cannot

to the developer for the lantern plates, I
do better than recommend beginners in

lantern slide work to adopt W. L. F. Wastell’s
method of development with Rytol and ammonium
bromide as outlined in the Burroughs Wellcome
Handbook. It enables one to obtain good warm
Gateway,

20

Bolton

Abbey.

By R. A. Johnson.

tones, and

certainly eliminates

wastage.”
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Johnson.
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(Fi'om “ The A.P."
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Overseas

and

Colonial Exhibition , now

open

at the Royal

Photographic

Society, 35, Russell

Square, H’.C.t.)

George

Chance.
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I-

■■ The

By

Ford,

Miss

Kersev,"

G. Hands.

2. —

Friars' Crag, Lake Deriventwater.”
By Eric Leggott.

5. — “ Sunlight and Shadon'."
By H. Holmes.

3. — “ Calcutta — on the Temple

Stairs.'

By H. T. ('den.
6. — “ Perpendicular Escarpments.'
By B. N. Ryerson.

17, 1933

“ Trees."

Bv

D. F. Biindey.
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PICTURES of the WEEK
Some

Critical Comments

Another rendering of a subject

that was discussed a fortnight
ago is to be seen in No. 5 of the

prints on the opposite page—" Sun¬
light and Shadow,” by H. Holmes —
and the advantage derived from the
adoption of a more distant viewpoint,
as was recommended, is very well
demonstrated.
A Subject Rearranged.
The picture now before us not only
avoids the feeling of undue restriction
that was present in its predecessor,
but it also displays a better compo¬
sition.
In the other, the small space allotted
to the sky and foreground created a
sense of compression, and the subject
matter seemed too big for the space
contained in the print. Now, while
there is somewhat too much fore¬
ground — a quarter of an inch could be
trimmed therefrom without any loss
— the sky is just about right. The
placing of the white cottage in sun¬
shine is infinitely better, and, while
all the good features of the other are
retained, the present representation
shows none of the defects of the former.
The shadow of the telegraph pole
in the foreground, even though it may
suggest the presence of an object
that is not altogether congruous, is
useful in providing a line that leads
into the picture. In its absence, the
convergence of all the other lines to¬
wards the right-hand edge would tend
to lead out, a contingency that should
be avoided ; but, all the same, a strong
shadow right across the foreground,
if such could be obtained, would serve
the purpose more effectively.
If it were present, it would permit
the farthermost white building to be
removed by trimming, and the arrange¬
ment would benefit considerably.
Good Craftsmanship.
Technically, the revised version
maintains the standard set by the
other, and is also exemplary in the
quality of its workmanship.

“The Ford, Kersey” (No. i), by
Miss G. Hands, presents a somewhat
similar subject with a like motive. A
figure has been introduced, but it is
insufficiently distinguished from its
setting to affect the content to any
appreciable extent. The main interest.

on the Beginners’ prints reproduced on
the opposite page.

as in the former case, lies in the effect
of sunshine on the whitewashed cot¬
tages, which, if a little more inclined
towards the centre, are no less well
The sunshine, however, does not tell
placed.
quite so well, partly because there is
not the same amount of shadow, and
partly because what there is has
scarcely the same intensity.
Here, again, a shadowed foreground
would be ■exceedingly useful, but,
except at another time of day, when
the lighting would be different, it is
difficult to see how it could be achieved.
Any alteration in this respect would
probably involve a difference in the
effect, but whether it would be
advantageous or not could only be
determined by study on the , spot.
That gable end of a cottage in the
distance makes a somewhat disturbing
note, and, if the subject be retaken
under another lighting and its bright
tone still persists, it would be as well
to subdue it by means of local control
— retouching on the print appearing
the most promising method.
Notes

of Competition.

As the print now stands, there is
competition between the main light
on the cottages nearer to hand and
that on the cottage in question. The
effect is to suggest a division of in¬
terest, which, in the interests of
unity, must be avoided at all costs.
A similar feeling arises in No. 3,
" Calcutta — on the Temple Stairs,” by
H. T. Uden, but, in this instance, it
arises from the presence of the statue
and the
figures. but,
Thewith
latter
take
precedence,
the should'
image
so near, and with almost an equal
strength of position, there is competi¬
tion between the two for the attention
of the viewer.
The eye cannot dwell on either
without being attracted to the other.
A restless feeling arises in conse¬
quence of the resultant division of
interest, and, in order that it might
have been avoided, the image should
have been omitted, or, alternatively,
it might have been placed more "in ”
the picture and the figures omitted.
One or other must go, and which is
chosen, naturally, depends on the
personal predilections of the author.

Unifying the Interest.
The omission of either element
would have the effect of unifying the
interest. Unity is an essential fea¬
ture, and, that it may be incorporated,
every care should be taken to see that
there is one, and one only, predomin¬
ating point of attraction.
The presence of two objects of
equal importance, but not coincident
or so employed that their appeal is
combined, utterly destroys the feature,
and, in a similar way, the existence of
equality in subordinate items may
have a like deleterious effect. In No. 4,
" Trees,” by D. F. Bundey, for in¬
stance, the two birch boles in the
foreground make an agreeable and
effective principal item and centre
of interest. Of equally important
objects, there is none to create any
suspicion of division of interest, but,
in the setting, it will be observed
that there are three openings, of
something like the same size, through
which the sky shows.
As an element in the pictorial
content, the importance of the sky
is negligible, but as the subject is
arranged it forms three different
sections of light tone. One would be
satisfactory, and two, providing there
were a marked disparity in size, might
be permissible, but three creates as
much confusion as if, instead of forming
part of the setting, they were vitally
important elements of the picture.
The

Item

in Chief.

In fact, the effect they have is to
prevent the eye from dwelling on
the birch trunks as the item in chief,
and, as there is no practical way of
remedying matters in a subject of this
nature, the only thing to do is to see
that patches of sky showing through
are limited to one.
As a matter

of fact, subjects of this

t3rpe are generally better if the sky
is wholly omitted, or hidden by
foliage. The case is different with
landscapes of the open type, such as
Nos.

2

and

6, " Friars

Crag,”

by

E. Leggott, and " Perpendicular Es¬
carpments,” by B. N. Ryerson, where
the sky is a valuable adjunct, but, in
both cases, the need for a definite
centre of interest is apparent.
" Mentor.”
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Victorial Analysis
Every

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

^*THE

There is a harmony and suavity

of tone in this picture that, by
its sweetness and its perfection
of modulation, lends an impression of
quality that appreciably heightens the
suggestion of mood and the artistic
appeal. As for the subject itself, it
is well composed and excellent in its
class, but it is this impression of
quality that, primarily, betrays the
hand of the master.
Harmony

and

SENTINELS,”
The

End

and

hy George Chance.
the

Means.

It is only when that intimate
knowledge is acquired that it is
possible so to vary the treatment
according to the requirements of the
subject that the ability to influence
the rendering in any desired direction
is attained.
In the first place, the subject
contrasts have to be considered, not

Quality.

eye, and
softness

that to achieve
and harmony

its
of

tone, the time of development
of the negative was somewhat
reduced. With the ranges
of negative contrasts being
less than that of the paper,
there would be a distinct

work possessing the glamour
of quality.
It cannot be done without
a high level of craftsmanship,
of course, but, besides the
artistic vision required in the
selection and arrangement
and treatment of the subject,
a very familiar knowledge is
necessary of the exact re¬
sponse that both negative and
positive material will yield
according to the treatment
which is given to them.
Most of us have had the

latitude

in

the

depth

to-

which printing could be car¬
ried without greatly affecting
the truth

of the final repre¬

sentation.
There has,

however,

be a certain depth
shadows or it would

to

in the
not be

possible to retain the feeling
of richness and strength, nor
would it be possible to carry
it too far without impairing

experience of getting a par¬
ticular result with one kind
of plate or film and one
make of paper, yet, with
other material which is known

the purity of the lighter
tones, but, at the same time,

to be of equal standard, and in
other hands may give results

22

margin for adjustment accord¬
ing to personal taste and the
demands of truth.

of the paper. The probability
is that the present rendering
is slightly less than the
actual range of the subject
as it would appear to the

be acquired with the ex¬
penditure of a little time and
experience, but greater than
this is needed to turn out

employed. The wisdom of choosing
one particular make of negative ma¬
terial and one of paper, and of using
them exclusively, is therefore not to
be gainsaid, nor is it likely that the
most infinite subtleties of rendering
of which photography is capable are
to be mastered by any other means.

wide

probably not require to make
use of the full contrast range

truthful transcription of what
lies before the camera. Tech¬
nical ability, sufficient to
ensure such a standard, can

The probability is that it is purely
a question of an intimate knowledge
of the characteristics of the material

quality depends. A little too much
in development of the negative, and
the result is harsh ; a little less,
and the result is flat. But, be¬
tween these extremes, there is a fairly

A subject of this type will

It may not be particularly
difficult to secure a literal and

equivalent to ours, w'e find ourselves
unable to reach the same level of
attainment.

It is principally in the adjustment
of these times, influenced to some
extent by the depth to which printing
is carried, that the impression of

only in relation to the type of negative
material in use, but also with regard
to its scale. For all practical purposes
the subject, here, can be regarded as
being of moderate or normal contrasts.
With a certain time of development —
always assuming a correct exposure —
those contrasts can be rendered on

they must not be so light that
an impression of loss of grad¬
ation is created.
Here, the happy medium has been
chosen, and the feeling that the
print conveys is one of harmony and
soft quality.
As far as the composition is con¬
cerned, it follows the traditional lines
laid down for landscape. The group

such a scale that they will be repro¬
duced on the usual grade of paper

of trees (i) forms the principal item
and centre of interest. They are

employed. If the time of development
be increased, so will be the contrasts
of the final print, and if the time be
reduced, they will be minimised.

strongly placed, and the lines of
foreground, distance and sky, lead
up to them in a way that can only be
approved.

“ Mentor.”
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AND NOW FOR A
CROWNING ACHIEVEMENT!
A MASTERPIECE OF
MECHANICAL PRECISION
The PAILLARD-Bolex

model

D-A

fitted with

250-watt illuminant stopping on Pathe’s notched titles.

TWO
Projecting

Projectors for the price of ONE
with equal efficiency both Pathe
and Kodak
or other 16-mm.
films.

9.5-mm.

At last it has arrived ; after years of tedious research, of experimerits, all made with the one object of stopping on titles without
reducing the intensity of the illuminant, and above all without
blistering or in any way damaging
the film, the PAILLARD
engineers have succeeded in designing a fool-proof mechanism.
The new model also incorporates a new
mechanism
to be INSTANTANEOUSLY

device enabling
STOPPED
for

the
the

projection of “ stills.*’ At the touch of a trigger, a “ still ” is shown
without fuss and the several adjustments usually required. At
the mere turn of a knob the mechanism
is restarted at proper
projection speed.
PRICE. — Model D.A., with all accessories,
ready for mains 100/110 volts .
Additional

SEE

Resistance

for voltages

IT AT

The

to 250

YOUR

Booklets free from:

70, High

200

£36 : 0 : 0
£1 : 17 : 6

DEALER’S

CINEX

Holborn,

!

LIMITED

LONDON,

W.0.1

all-British

SOHO
REFLEX

In addition to its many
other uses the Soho
Reflex is invaluable in
the studio for children's
portraiture and similar
work, where quick
focussing of a difficult
subject is essential.

Sportsmen, who have only one opportunity of
photographing an event — Scientists, whose
research work must be reproduced, in many
cases urgently — Explorers and those who
travel in places where it is not possible to
get repairs effected, and all others whose
first consideration is reliability — in short, all
who are primarily concerned in possessing a
camera which may be relied upon for the
finest possible work under the most exacting
conditions, will find in the British-made
Soho Reflex an instrument which will prove
equal to every demand. Full information as
to various models, and fitments, and the
lenses available, will be forwarded on request.
PLEASE

MENTION

‘‘THE

AMATEUR

Soho

Cameras

are world

famous. There’s a Soho
Model British Camera to
suit every purpose and
pocket. Order from your
dealer, or write for list to

SOHO
THE

BEST

PHOTOGRAPHER"

CAMERA

WHEN

IN THE

CORRESPONDING

LTD.

Soho Square, London, W.1

WORLD.

Telephone

WITH

: Gerrard

ADVERTISERS.

2184.
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ROLLEIFLEX
THE

CAMERA

THAT

THINKS

ALL THE QUALITIES of the
FINEST REFLEX CAMERA
WITH THE ADVANTAGE
OF USING ROLL FILMS
SPECIFICATION:
Size 3}x2}x3.
Weight 16 02.
Gives
12 pictures on 3Jx2i film. Automatic lens stop and speed
control. Special focussing magnifier.
Automatic erecting
hood. Separate finder lens shows picture on ground-glass
screen, right way up during exposure.
Zeiss Tessar lens.
Plate adapter supplied If desired.

WRITE

FOR

YOU

The lap of the waves on the
rocks ; the spring sunlight
filtering thropgh the transpar¬
ency of young beech leaves ;
wide open spaces encircled by
low purple hills ; birds in
graceful flight— these are the
pictures which make the Rolleiflex the cherished possession
of any photographer.

Those

surprise pictures, too— give full
play tothe wonderful automatic
features of the Rolleiflex.

for illustrated prospectus dealing with Rolleiflex and its accessories, and

name

of nearest dealer.

With F/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
SOLE

F
CELFIX

HUNTER

HOUSE,

£20

IMPORTERS

51. GRAY’S
Phone:

^ LIMITED

INN
Hoi.

ROAD.

LONDON,

With F/3.8 Zeiss Tessar

£Z2'10'0

W.C.I

73112.

Ma7iy

' 0 ' 0

c harmi72g

effects

are

obtaiTted
by t077i77g
Tone

your bromide

and

gaslight prints and lantern

GIVES

PERFECT

PICTURES

slides with ‘Tabloid'
Copper Toner
Easy and inexpensive to
use

with any CAMERA

This new film is made in the

Here isthe newultra-fastfilm,
made specially to give firstclass results withthe ordinary
box camera. Try one in your
camera on a dull day or in a
waning light and see the
wonderful difference between

popular 3|r X
size and
gives six beautiful pictures
for ONE SHILLING only !

TRADE

WHOLESALE

R. F, HUNTER
51, GRAY’S
24

INN

PLEASE

ROAD,

MENTION

DISTRIBUTORS

LTD.

LONDON,
“THE

1'4 per carton
Ail Photogra/shic
Burroughs
45,

Dealers

Co.

Wellcome

Snow

Hill

LONDON,

Buildings
E.C.

1

:

COPYRIGHT

W.C.I

AMATEUR

BRAND

COPPER
FERROCYANIDE
TONING
COMPOUND

ONLY 1/-

SOLE

MARK

TABLOID’

Highly isochromatic and free
from halation, the “ Hunter
Celwyn ” film gives perfect
reproduction of all tonal
the “Hunter Celwyn ” and
values. Fine grain gives
ordinary films. Subjects
which before
enlargements up
seemed impossible
toanysize. Send
a
shilling for
tothe box camera
userareeasywith
trial spool and
name of nearest
2^x3^ Roll Film
the “Hunter
6 EXPOSURES.
dealer — now !
Celwyn” film.

731112

Pho.

PHOTOGRAPHER"

1529

WHEN

:

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.
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to the Editor

Ietters
THE

Sir, — As your

PRICE

OF

correspondent

Mr.

FILMS.
Dallas

states, it was

an

unpleasant surprise to find the price of 3^X2^^ roll films
advanced to one shilling and twopence.
The eight-exposure film is not popular over here (Dublin),
and numbers of amateurs to whom I have spoken have told
me that they often sacrifice two and sometimes three exposures,
in order to get a spool out of the camera and have the earlier
snaps developed.
The suggestion of a four-exposure film is timely. There is a
demand for such a film, and, personally, there are often oc¬
casions when a four-exposure film would induce me to use my
camera, when the knowledge that I could not possibly use
up the longer film has resulted in my leaving it at home.
The film makers, by increasing prices, are hitting the everincreasing band of juvenile photographers, and to these
potential customers the four-exposure film means the salvation
of their photographic enthusiasm. — Yours, etc.,
ARTHUR
T. CULLEN.
RETOUCHING
Sir, — Mr.

D. Austin

SMALL

seems

NEGATIVES,

to be out

to pull the leg of the

small negative enthusiast rather than propound a serious
problem, but Mr. Hawkins has undoubtedly given him a
serious answer in saying that it is easier to work from a re¬
touched enlarged negative if one has to make a hundred
prints than to try the impossible task of working up the prints
direct.
In regard to Mr. D. Austin’s problem, one has to consider
retouching is of two kinds; the first is the legitimate repair of
small scratches, pinholes, and such-like mechanical faults ;
the second is nothing more or less than the professional photo¬
grapher’s faking — the removal of the warts on Cromwell’s
nose, the making of a pass6 40 look 17.
Retouching of the first type is unnecessary with such a
precision-made small camera as the Leica (the pioneer of the
type of photography referred to by Mr. D. Austin). The film
controlling mechanism of this camera never scratches or other¬
wise mechanically injures the film during its winding for the
successive progress, or its rewinding into the light-proof con¬
tainer for daylight unloading, and all defects which 1 have
seen on such spools have been due to faulty handling in the
dark-room, or after, and not to the camera itself.
Even if the negatives are badly treated it is astonishing
what excellent results may be obtained from the scratched
and pinholed negatives if an enlarger working on the principle
of illuminating by diffused light is employed, instead of a
condenser type of apparatus, which is certainly merciless on
mechanical faults in the negatives.
Admittedly, there are many small cameras on the market
which damage their own film, and it is very doubtful if such
in.struments would be capable of producing worth-while
portraits. While on the subject of scratching within the
camera, some people are of the opinion that this may be avoided
by not rewinding the film ; but surely a camera that does not
scratch when feeding the exposures forward will not suddenly
turn cattish and show claws, because. of winding a second time.
A properly designed non-scratch mechanism does not lose its
temper so easily.
I am a believer in studying the lighting arrangement and
psychology of my sitter so as to render what I have called
professional faking unnecessary ; but this is a que.stion of
personal taste. I know quite a number of professionals are of
the same opinion, and I speak of those using also a normal
studio camera, where direct work on the plate is perfectly simple.
Mr. D. Austin assumes that it is quite impossible to retouch
a 36 X 24 mm. negative (assuming one wishes to), but I know of
several men who perform such seemingly impossible feats by
using a binocular prism magnifier made by Messrs. E. Leitz.
This works about 6 inches from the film, allowing ample room
for both hands, and magnifies the negative quite to half-plate,
enabling retouching to be done with fine sable brushes.

The

Editor

the opinions

is not

responsible

for

of his correspondents.

My experience cannot let Mr. D. Austin’s assertion that a
36 X 24 mm. camera is quite unfitted to portraiture pass un¬
denied. It is a branch of photography in which it excels ;
its unobtrusiveness sets the camera-shy sitter at ease, and the
rapidity with which a succession of photographs can be taken
without reloading and consequent tiring of the subject, not only
enables a greater selection of pictures to be given, but varying
moods to be seized, and one may deliberately waste a few
preliminary shots to get the sitter into the desired frame of
mind — too expensive and tedious an undertaking with a large
studio camera. In fact, the Leica with an f/1.9 lens reveals a
new branch of studio photography by allowing instantaneous
photographs up to i/iooth and i,/500th second to be taken in
ordinary studio lighting. The advantage of this possibility is
evident when taking photographs of playing children or when
one wants to take photographs showing rhythm in gymnastics,
dancing, etc. I would like to see a whole-plate camera which
is likewise suitable for this type of work.
It is astonishing what excellent portraits may be obtained
and how much the prints may be improved by using a lens of
such a high aperture as f/1.9. The slight soft effect renders it
ideal for this type of photography, and even makes, to a certain
extent, professional faking unnecessary. — Yours, etc.,
A. BOCH.
SAVING

PRINTS.

Sir, — I was much interested in an article, " My Print Savers,”
in the latest copy of ‘‘ The A.P.” to reach me. I agree with
the writer that a print worth saving is worth saving.
I was surprised, however, to find that no mention was made
of that indispensable print-saver — the ever-useful chromium
intensifier. This intensifier will invariably work wonders with
a print which is otherwise fiat and weak.
A variation of the above intensifier — one worked out by
H. Cazneau.x of Australia, and published some years ago in
" The A.P.” — is never
Potass, bich.
Hydrochloric acid
Common salt
Water to
..

.
.
.
.

absent
.
.
.
.
.•
.
.
.

from my shelf. The formula is :
.
. .
. .
. . 90 grs.
.
. .
. .
. . 250 min.
.
. .
. .
. .
i oz.
.
..
..
. . 10 oz.

This used in conjunction with an amidol developer works
wonders to a print, giving it a richness and depth which is
delightful, and I have remedied many an otherwise sorry-looking
print. Not even a fresh developer need be mixed, as I, myself,
always use the solution used in the previous evening’s enlarging.
The bleaching and washing of the print is carried out in a
subdued light, and the redeveloping in full daylight. — Yours,
etc.,
EDWIN
H. KEW.
D. &
Sir, — The

introduction

P. SERVICE.
of ultra-rapid

films

and

film packs,

such as Selochrome and Verichrome, causes me to give a
warning to amateur photographers who rely on D. & P. firms
to do their work.
When at home I do my own developing by time and tempera¬
ture, and obtain most excellent results from these films. I
find, however, that if I hand them to a photographic chemist
they are invariably considerably under-developed. This is
my experience all over the country when on holiday.
These films require at least 50 per cent additional time in
development, and I can only conclude that photographic
chemists, etc., put the whole day’s supply into a tank and
develop them all for the same time, irrespective of the speed of
the film. The results are thin, ghostly films, particularly in
the winter.
It would be interesting to know whether manufacturers have
given any particular instructions to the chemists as to their
development. It would be in their interests to do so, as, if
these films are not properly developed, purchasers will think
they are not worth the additional cost and cease to use them.
• — Yours, etc.,
J. C. SCOTT.
469
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Vest

Pocket

Roll-film

Reflex.

The go-ahead lhagee firm of Dresden, who gave us the
sturdy little Weeny-Ultrix V.P. camera for roll films, have
gone a big step farther with a neat little \^.P. roll-film
reflex, the “ Exakta,” which seems likely to win the
enthusiasm of the increasing number of devotees of the
precision type of small camera. It is a delightful little
instrument, pleasant in the hand and efficient in operation,
and its over-all dimensions are no more than 6 X 3 X 2 J in.
Moreover, it is a real reflex, with a focal-plane shutter, and
not a twin-lens camera ; and it can be arranged in a second
to be a reflex for
use at eye-level,
in addition to its
use at waist-level.
r am told that
it is foolproof.
Well, I’ve yet to
see the camera
that some

photo¬

graphic
fools can¬ ;
not mismanage
but this is nearer
to being foolproof
than any other
precision reflex
camera 1 have en¬
countered. It has one safety device which will stop many
failures — till you have set the mirror and shutter (with one
turn of a knob) there is no picture to be seen on the focus¬
sing screen.
The shutter seems to me to work without any jar, and if,
as with all focal-plane shutters, you hear the shutter go off,
the noise you hear (and this is an unusually silent shutter)
comes after the exposure and not during it. The shutter
speeds marked are i /25th, i/50th, i/iooth, i /300th, i /600th
and I /1,000th sec. The i '25th and the, i/5oth seemed to
me to be very near to the mark. The fastest speeds I
leave to the judgment of those who think they need them.
It is a line, smooth-working shutter.
One point in particular I liked — the shutter release is in
front, and is pressed inwards towards you, with the left
hand. 1 do not know whether that is by accident or design,
but the left-hand release has points in its favour if you want
to avoid camera-shake, and in small cameras (which are
often used in large hands) the trigger which is pressed
towards you rather than downwards has its points.
The finder has a magnifier for fine focussing, which folds
out of the way if you do not need it. The finder also has
a mirror inside its cover, so that you can use the reflex
principle at eye-level, and that also folds out of the way
if you do not want it at the moment.
The lens is in a helical mount, which you turn for focus¬
sing up to 3 ft. range, and there are no bellows to sag or to
develop pinholes to spoil your pictures on a tour.
This camera has an unorthodox shape, but it is a good
26

shape. Most reflex cameras are box-shaped ; most rollfilm cameras are square-shaped boxes or book-shaped with
rounded ends ; but this “ Exakta ” camera is shaped like
a shallow triangle, and it is exceedingly easy in operation,
and easy to hold still.
Messrs. Garner & Jones (of Polebrook House, Golden
Square), the distributors of this camera in Britain, tell
me that they had a big rush of inquiries for it as soon
as the first announcement to the public appeared in
“ The A.P.,” so much so that the first consignment was
exhausted at once.
This looks like a camera which will, of course, appeal
to the man who must have every new instrument that
comes out (we all know the type) ; but it is a camera which
many others will buy and treasure, and put to hard and
regular work. It is going to get its share of the market for
small cameras, and perhaps more than its average share.
With an lhagee Exakta anastigmat of f/3.5 aperture the
price is ;^i4 ; with f/3.5 Tessar it is ;^i8, and with the Zeiss
f/2.8 Tessar it costs £21 los.
A

New

Album.

A new type of album for paste-down prints, which Ensign,
Ltd. (88-89, High Holborn, W.C.i) are bringing out now,
at the beginning of the 1933 season, is made on a good
principle. You have the loose-leaf system without the
disadvantages of some loose-leaf albums, where the loose¬
ness arises sometimes when you do not want it.
The leaves are slotted at the centre, and these slots fit
over a set of rings, but instead of the ring being made to
open, you keep the leaves in place by a stout wire rod which
tucks itself out of sight as soon as you have replaced it.
The album has twelve double leaves, that is 48 pages, each
page

i2X8:J

in., in a pleasant

neutral

shade,

and

it is

especially suited to dry-mounting.
Known as the " Sectional ” Album, it is sold at two
prices — with stiff covers and black cloth covering, for
los. fid. ; and with an attractive leather cover of real good
quality for 27s. fid. Extra leaves can be obtained.
Too few amateur photographers take the trouble to-day
to preserve their best prints in an album, but this album
ought to encourage them to begin. A most attractive way
of recording the history and progress of a cruise or a hike
or a holiday.

Mount

Everest

Climb. — Messrs.

Sands

Hunter

& Co., Ltd.,

have adopted a novel and attractive window display. A large
picture of Mount Ev'erest occupies the whole of the back of
the window. The summit is marked " 29,141 feet,” and
overhead appears in large letters “ Will they get there ? ”
The climb achieved by the e.xpedition is marked out with
blue flags, each flag indicating a resting-place of the climbers.
This is altered daily in accordance with telegraphed advices,
the latest resting-place being marked with a red flag. Readers
who may be in the neighbourhood should certainly make a
point of seeing this attraction in Messrs. Sands Hunter's window
at 37, Bedford Street, Strand. W.C.2.
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NEWS,
NOTES
AND
MATTERS
OF
IN¬
TEREST
FOR ALL CINEMATOGRAPHERS
USING AMATEUR
CINlg APPARATUS.

Cinematography
Film Editing Made Easy
I WONDER how many excellent
amateur

films are left as a more
or less disconnected jumble of
happenings for which a verbal running
commentary is necessary, simply be¬
cause of the inconvenience of editing
and titling.
Well, let us admit that titling and
editing can be very tedious. But they
can also be thoroughly pleasant and
interesting. The important thing is to
work to a method and have some

simple means of avoiding the neces¬
sity of continually tv'ading through
reel after reel to find the scene you
want and the quite possible calamity
of getting a hundred feet or so of
valuable film tangled up and spoiled.
Start off by running your films
through the projector, making a
brief note of each scene as it appears
and numbering your notes and the reels.
From these notes you can now compile
the final sequence of scenes. Do this
on paper before you begin cutting the
film, because you may very often
find that two or more scenes can be

NORMAN

HUNTER.

of ordinary cardboard egg-boxes. Have
plenty of them, they are cheap enough.
Half a dozen each made to take a

spin off. Start with an empty reel at
your left. Thread on a length of
blank or waste film for a leader. Next

dozen eggs, will not be too many.
Go through your reels, and by referring
to your notes, cut the film into the
various sections decided upon. As
you cut each section put it into a

join your first title, then follow on
with the other shots in proper sequence.
Remember to keep the tops of the
pictures always pointing to the left
and the inner side of the film always
downwards, and you cannot go wrong.
Your splicer should be fastened to
the board between the two uprights,
together with a glass slab for scraping,

partition of your egg-boxes, number
the partition and number your notes
to correspond.
The only thing that remains is to
join up the film and titles, taking the
numbered shots from the egg-box
partitions in the order shown by
your notes. You should have some
sort of editing bench for this part of
the work. It need not be anything
elaborate. A board two feet long
and eleven inches wide, with an up¬
right at each end into which a thick,
headless nail has been driven, to take
the reels. Drive the nails in with an
upward

slant, and

and, if you are using 9.5-mm. film,
a film notcher. A bottle of film
cement, penknife, metal straight-edge,
scissors and duster can be accom¬
modated in a box, and the whole of
your editing equipment, editing bench,
tools and egg boxes should be kept
either in a box or on a shelf some¬
where by themselves so that you
can begin editing without having
to hunt round for the necessary

the reels will not
equipment.

left in their original sequence. Now
go through your written sequence and
write down the necessary titles, re¬
membering that the fewer titles the
better, and that they should be made
bright and snappy. A
title like
“ Down to the sea in skips ” to intro¬
duce a scene of the family going in for
a bathe is more attractive than a bald
statement.
The titles should now be made, and
when you are doing this it is an
excellent plan to have an animated
title to start the picture off. A hand
writing the title is an easy one to
film, or you might have the letters
forming the title pour down in a shower
and arrange themselves into the words.
This is quite simply done by making
up the title with cardboard cut-out
letters, obtainable from any kinder¬
garten shop, filming it upside down
and tapping the board upon which the
letters are arranged so that they slide
down and out of sight. If the film
when processed is then spliced in
right way up you will get the effect of
letters forming themselves into the title.
Now for the assembling of the final
film. For this you want a number

Rehearsals

for the Military

Tattoo at Aldershot

are now

in full swing and (with permission

'*-1 from the authorities) afford excellent action subjects for enterprising cinS workers.
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end and then carefully wind it back
by hand on to another reel. It is not
advisable to use the automatic rewind
your

on

Splicing- Film Without

A NEAT and highly effective splicer for i6-mm. film,
which

is about

as near to being automatic

as you

need wish such a tool to be, is the “ Cinea ” Splicing
and Mending Outfit, distributed in Britain by Cinepro, Ltd.
(Sentinel House, Southampton Row, W.C.i.).
The two ends of the film are placed in two arms and
are cut true with one stroke of the little cutter. Then you
swing one arm towards you and apply the film scraper to
the emulsion side. A touch of cement (no need to use

Societies will have

their meetings

Wednesday,

May

here if the syllabus

South

Esse.x C.C.

“ .Making an Improved

Thursday,

Photomicrographic

Society.

May

YOU

KNOW

Staines P.S.

” Tinting.”

Market

Place.

Bus

28

Street.

22nd.

C. Best.

May

: Pomona

23rd.
Docks.

May

Meters.”

24th.

Borough Poly. P.S. “ Camera Renovations.” ” Gaslight Printing.”
Croydon C.C. Lecture by N. L. Gryspeerdt.
South Essex C.C. Close of Bansall Shield Competition.

series of Picture

Pars

C. R. Beacon.

for the Amateur.

(11.

.SHOWN ) - REEF
IT IN MOTION
Oy/ER the BHEB
BEJNO
TREfiT
-ED. THE DISC WIi-L. CAST R

TEMPORBR/LV
(or cool ) R

SHBOOW,
WHILE
•ING THIN , WILL

/N THE SOLUTION
BN BL-UMINIUM
VESSEL. CONTRIH-ING
BOILING
(OR COLO)

THE
NOT.

ENLRRCING

WIRE^BE-

Sy PLBC/NQ
SOLUTION

- B SCREEN

FINE

MBOE

B SHBPP

OF/=)
CBS

May

Wednesday,
.A. H. Redman.

TLi

METHOD, IS BY MERNS
ON R PIECE. OF WIRE

21st.

Poplar P.S. “ Cinematography.”
Royal P.S. ” Colour Music.” Major A. Klein.
St. Bride P.S. ” The Value of Various Exposure
Whitehall C.C. ‘‘ Wrinkles ” by Members.

Focussing

OTHER
CRRO

May

*

Meeting.

Hackney P.S. Annual Meeting.
Manchester A. P.S. Evening Ramble

A new

RE

V/fty

time to time.

{contd.).

: Blackpool.

Tuesday,

Corner of Surrey.”

FOR

GOOD

or from

20th

Kinning Park Co-op. C.C. Outing.
South Glasgow C.C. Dalmally.

?

TO
A THIN arcnow
of the
NEGRTt^E
, OHFiEflCHFBLE
ByaNY

Outing

Monday,

20th.

Accrington C.C. L. and C.P.U. (Blackpool).
Bath P.S. Wells.
Chorley P.S. L. and C.P.U. Outing : Blackpool.
Hackney P.S. Abridge.
Hanley P.S. Whitmore and Stapleford. Meet at Newcastle
at 2.30 p.m.
Hull P.S. Houghton Woods.
Kinning Park Co op. C.C. Balloch and Helensburgh.
Letchworth C.C. Bennington.

DO

L. and C.P.U.

Ashington and Hirst P.C. Annual
Chelsea P.S. Annual Meeting.

Exhibition.

Morley College P.S. ‘‘ The Beautiful South-west
Singer C.C. Strathblane.
South Glasgow C.C. Strathblane.

P.S.

May

Accrington C.C. Haworth and Cowling.
Borough Poly. P.S. Tillingbourne Valley.
Medway A.P.A. Norton and Provender. 9.30 aim. Bus, Green
Peterborough P.S. London (Half-day Excursion).
Scarborough A.P.C. Rievaulx Abbey.
Todmorden P.S. White Slack and Ragby.

19th.

May

of the session

Sunday,
R. H. Bullen.

18th.

May

is sent to us at the beginning
Stockport

Poplar P.S. ” The Romantic in Landscape.’* F. C. Tilney.
Royal P.S. Informal Meeting of Pictorial Group.

Saturday,

j.

Todmorden P.S. L. and C.P.U. Outing : Blackpool.
Walthamstow and D.P.S. Whipsnade Zoo.

Negative.”

probably

The price is
los., and I don’t think it is a dear article,
especially if you take into account the time you save by
comparison with some of the other devices on the market.

17th.

Cardiff C.C. Beginners’ Course.
Kinning Park Co-op. C.C. Discussion on Infra-red Plates.
N. Middlesex P.S. ” A Chat on Portraiture.” Miss Dora Head.
Peterborough P.S. Kingscliffe, Blatherwycke, etc.
Woolwich P.S. Lecturettes.

Friday,

Tears

Saturday,

Croydon C.C. “ Optical Oddments.” E. A, Salt.
Ealing P.S. .Annual General Meeting.
Hucknall and D.P.S. Dale Abbey.
Luton and D.C.C. VVTiipsnade Zoo. Bus, 2 p.in.
Rochdale P.S. Tank Development. J. Hargreaves.

would

water in the process), swing the other arm forward, and
there is your join. Close the press, and in twenty to thirty
seconds your splice is complete and firm with the minimum
of effort, and no tears.
The whole thing packs up intoabox 7 in. long by 3^ in. wide.
It makes splicing a pleasure instead of a tedious task.

The Week’s Meetings

announced

rewind

damage the film where the extra
cement had caused adhesion, and in the
case of a faulty join you would have
to take the reels off the projector and
put them back on your bench to
remake the join.

adhere. Hand winding will reveal the
fault in time to stop the film and put
matters right, whereas the rapid

for this first re¬

projector

mechanical

winding because it may be that one
of your joints has not taken properly,
or you may have used too much
cement and caused two coils of film to

Finally, when your film is completely
wound on to the reel, do not forget to
add a few feet of waste film at the
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ACTION

SUBJECTS

’for the AMATEUR

CINEMATOGRAPHER.

FORTHCOMING
Date.

June
,,
>.
,,

1-3-

,,
..

2.
3-

,, 3.. 3. 7-8.

..
..
..

3355- 5

,55-

EVENTS

DURING

Place.

Event.

I.
I.
1-2.

Racing for Coronation Cup . .
Evangelical Week
Sailing Club Regattas . .
Hackney Horse Show . .
" The Oaks ” (Racing)
King’s Birthday. “ Trooping
the Colour ”
Speech Day
Historical Pageant
Scottish Games
Fife Pageant . .
Whit-Monday (Bank Holiday).
Ancient custom of " Rolling
Cheese
”
CarttheHorse
Parade
Opening of Hall of Chivalry . .
Horse Show
British Games . .

Crieff.
Epsom.

,,

5-

Essex
Lawn
ships

5-

Yacht Regatta and Gala
Folk Dance Festival . .
Open Meeting (Motor Racing)
Opening Fitzgerald Memorial
Park
Festival of Music and Drama

5,,
„

■ 5-12.
6-9.
6.

„

7-8.

„

7-8.

,,

8.

,,
..

8-10.
9.

,, 9-10.
,, 9-10.
,, 10.
,, 10.
,,

10-16.

„ 10,13-17.
„ 11-17.
„ 13.
„ 13-16.
.. . 14.
„

15.

..
,,
,,
,,
„

15..
16-17.
16-22.
16-19.
17.

Scottish
some

Tennis Champion-

Ladies’

Golf

Four-

Old

Epsom.
London.
Eton College.
Lacock.
Alloa.
Ladybank.
Gloucester.
London.
Tintagel.
Bexhill.
White City,

Southend.
Oulton Broad.
Bampton.
Brooklands.
Killarney.
Canterbury.

St. Ives,

Tournament
Summer Race Meeting
Lammer Day . .
Richmond Royal Horse Show
Clyde Corinthian Yacht Club
Matches
Common Riding
Leice.ster Agricultural Show . .
Sutton Smith Polo Cup Final
Agricultural Association Show

Lossiemouth.
Yarmouth.
Lanark.
Richmond.

Scottish Ladies’ Golf Championships
Military Searchlight Tattoo . .
Jubilee Festival
Old custom, “ Riding the
Marches ” . .
Royal Ascot Race Meeting . .
Annual Provincial Mod commences
Hertfordshire Agricultural
Show
Magna Charta Day Celebrations
“ Riding
the Marches
Visit
of H.M.S.
Furious” custom
Dickens Fellowship Congress. .
Clackmannanshire Union Agricultural Show

..

17-24-

,,
„

1717-

..

17-

19-24-

,,
,,

19-20.
19-24.

„
,,
„

19-2319-2419-2419-24-

»,

20.

,,

20-22.

..

20-23.

,,

20-24.

,,
„
,,

21-22.
21-22.
21-22.
23.
21-24.

23.
„ 23,24,26.

Kingsteignton.

Clyde.
Hawick.
Leicester.
Roehampton.
Denny and
Dunipace.

,,

23.

..

23-24.

„

23-24.

„ 23,24,26.
■ „
„
„

Turnberry.
Aldershot.
Eastbourne.

24.
24.
24.

,,

25.

,,
,,

26.
26-27.

Place.

Prestwick

v. Kil-

Exhibition in connection with
Cinematographer Exhibitors
June Race Meeting
Naval Hospital Pageant
Amateur Golf Championships
Commemoration
Week
ships

Linlithgow.
Wakefield.
Rothesav.
Inverness.
Prestwick.
Glasgow.
Folkestone.
Greenwich.
Hoylake.
Oxford.

Grass Court Tennis ChampionMeeting
Tennis
Tournaments . .
Summer Open Bow Archery
Race Meetings . .
Highland Agricultural Show . .
Annual March Riding and Beltane Festival
Summer Race Meeting
Championship Dog Show
Royal Norfolk Agricultural
Show
Old custom of Dressing the
Wells
.
Prince of Wales Birthday
Historical Pageant
Clyde Fortnight (Yacht Racing)
Midsummer Eve Bonfires
First Summer Race Meeting . .
Welsh League of Youth OlymGolf Tournaments
Royal Air Force Display
England V. West
at Lord’s
Midsummer
Day.Indies
Sun-rising
at
piad
Annual Royal Flower Procession . .
T.R.H. Duke and Duchess of
York visit . .
...
Ryder Golf Cup Matches
Lawn .Tennis Championships . .

North Berwick
Queen’s Club.
Bath.
Curragh.
Dundee.
Peebles.
Newbury.
Blackpool.
King’s Lynn.
Buxton.
Dumfries.
Clyde.
Cornwall.
Sandown Park.
Swansea.
Morecambe

and

Heysham.
Hendon.
London.
Stonehenge.
Glasgow.
Edinburgh.
Southport.
Wimbledon.
Newmarket.

July 8.
27-30.
,, 26-

Linlithgow.
Ascot.

,,

28.

July Race Meeting
Ceremony of collecting Sod and
Stone from Torwoodlee
Estate
Horsemony
and Hound Show

Stornoway.
Hatfield.
Runnymede.
Selkirk.
Greenock.
Blackpool.

Photographer

1933.

Cattle Show
Historical Pageant
H.R.H. Prince of Wales visits
Aerial Display, opened by
Duke of Sutherland
Polomarnock
Match,

„

,,

Turnberry.

customs of ‘‘ Dicing for
Bibles ” and " Ram Roasting” .
Scottish
Professional Golf

JUNE,
Event.

June 17.

Clyde.
Bournemouth.

Amateur

and Cinematographer's Diary
of Forthcoming Events.

Date.

London.

55- 5-

The

July I.
,, 29.
,, 28-

Speedway Test Match . .
University Graduation

Cere-

Open Golf Tournament
During the
July I.
month.

Alloa.

„

473

30-

Theatrical Garden Party
Visit of Battleships to Seaside
Resorts.

Galashiels.
Aldershot.
Wembley.

St. Andrews.
Felixstowe.
London.

30-

29
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^T^eaders'
Questions
^
ANSWERED
General. — All communications for the Editor should be addressed : “ The Editor, The Amateur Phofo^apher
and Cinematosrapher,
Dorset
House,
Stamford
must
eive the name and
address
of the
wTiter. Street, London. S.E.i,** and in every case, without exception,
Contributions. — ^The

Editor

is glad

to consider

original,

up-to-date

manuscripts

on

photographic

subjects.

All ccntributions must be typeuTitten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by i
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reprotluce
it without fee.
Enquiries and Criticism. — Advice, Criticism and Information are freely given, but the following conditions
should be read carefully before applying, as any cc.mmunication which does not comply with the rules must be
ignored .
(i) See “ General above. (2) Ever> question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned,
Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ’* are too
general to be dealt w’ith in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly wdth enquiries, but canno
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroa 1
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Stained

Negatives.

I have some old negatives which show coloured
markings, either round the edges or all over.
Is there any possible remedy ? F. G. (Billericay.)

You are evidently not a careful reader
of the paper or you would have seen the
very matter about which you ask referred
to in a recent " Beginners’ ” article.
We are constantly publishing informa¬
tion which cannot be repeated in a brief
form, and we can only advise readers
to study the paper carefully to get the
information they require from time to
time.
Distant

Views.

Am I right in assuming that distant views need
shorter exposure than nearer objects ?
C. B. S. (Harrow.)

In a general way it is quite correct
that distant objects require less expo¬
sure than those close at hand. In some
of the negatives you send the distance
has been entirely lost owing to serious
over-development.
Stained
How

Clothes.

can I remove

an M.Q. stain from a grey suit ?
D. L. H. (Lisvane.)

We cannot suggest any treatment for
the stain on your clothes It is a matter
for professional cleaners, who themselves
will not accept any risk.
Megilp

on Print.

In rubbing enlargements with megilp I get patchy
results. Would a wax paste be better ?
D. J. B. (Luton.)

If you use megilp for your prints it
must be thoroughly rubbed in over the
whole surface, and as much as possible
removed afterwards. If you cannot get
even work with megilp you certainly
would not with wax paste. We have
frequently given a formula for a mixture
which we consider preferable to anything
else, that is : mastic varnish one part,
linseed oil one part, turpentine two to
three parts.
30

Copying.
I want to copy a simple line design (pen and ink).
Would it be better to make a long exposure by
artificial light, or a snap by dayljght. so as to get
good blacks and whites ? Will ordinary film
answer ?
V. H. (Lewisham.)

We recently
a “Beginners”
article
how toexplained
do the invery
work you
describe. Whether you made your nega¬
tive by daylight or artificial light is
quite immaterial. The only thing is
that you should use a process plate or
film, so as to get strong contrast in the
negative. The use of a vigorous gas¬
light paper will also help to get clear
blacks and whites.
Finishing

Photographs.

Where can I get information on finishing photo¬
graphs by painting them, and in some cases
mounting them on wood and carving them out ?
J. B. R. (Sevenoaks.)

A

book

that

deals

with

colouring

photographs is " Retouching and Finish¬
ing for Photographers,” by J. Spencer
Adamson, obtainable from Messrs. Henry
Greenwood & Co., Ltd., 24, Wellington
Street, Strand, Londonj \i’.C.2.
We do not understand your

use of

the word “ carving ” in reference to
photographs mounted on wood. We
presume you refer to what are called
• ‘ cut-outs,”- in which the photograph is
mounted on wood and then cut round
with a fret-saw. No book is necessary
for describing this comparatively simple
process.
Prices of Prints.
How is it possible for a photographic firm to take
portraits, and supply three beautiful glossy
postcard prints for 6Jd. ?
A. E. F. (Hayes.)

It is quite apart from our purpose to
explain the prices charged by profes¬
sional photographers. You are probably
overlooking the fact that well-organised
mass production methods allow prices
far below what would seem reasonable
to the amateur worker.

474

Shutter.

Would it be possible to fit a front shutter to the
lens of a T.-P. reflex ? Is there a shutter that
can be clamped on to the lens mount ? Would it
be satisfactory for portrait work, and give ex¬
posures of a second, and so on ? R. S. W. (Preston.)

We cannot say definitely whether or
not you can fit a front shutter to your
lens. Messrs. Thornton-Pickard them¬
selves make roller-blind shutters to fit
on to the lens hood, and they could tell
you whether the particular camera and
lens you have could be fitted with such
a shutter. Their address is the ThorntonPickard Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Altrin¬
cham, Cheshire. For longer exposures
than i/i5th of a second you could have
a time valve fitted to a shutter of this
with a Why
lens cap
type.
not? make
Double

the

exposures

Extension.

I am not clear as to the functions of double
extension. Is an ordinary anastigmat suitable
at double extension, or does one use the back
component only ?
B. H. B. (London.)

Long extension to a camera is neces¬
sary when photographing objects at
close quarters, and if they are to be
copied natural size the extension must
be at least twice as long as the focal
length of the lens. The movement is
also requisite in the case of using the
single components of a lens, but such
a lens must be ” convertible,” as it does
not follow that the single components of
any anastigmat can be used alone. In
most cases the single lenses are of
longer focus than the complete lens,
and therefore they can be used only when
there is sufficient extension.
Marking
1 have

on Lens.
a lens which

is made

up of two

separate

lenses, and the front one is marked Rapid Recti¬
linear I : 8. What does this mean ?
H. V. (Purley.)

The marking on your lens simply
means that it is a rapid rectilinear
working at a full aperture of f/8. . All
such lenses have two components, one
in the front of the mount and the other
at the back.
Glazing

Prints.

I can glaze gaslight and bromide

paper, but prints

on self-toning paper come off the glass unaltere<i.
How should I glaze them ? D. A. G. (Amersham.)

We cannot quiteunderstandyourletter,
and can only conclude that the selftoning paper you use is not of the
necessary glossy variety. You cannot,
of course, glaze a matt surface paper.
Reversal.
What is the cause of negatives coming out as
positives in developn ent ? How can I make
prints from them ? My dark-room is completely
dark except for a ruby light from a little shutter
in ray enlarger.
V. D. P. (Croydon.)

There are several causes for reversal
of the image when developing, but we
cannot say definitely which of them
operated in your case. It is generally
the result of developing by an unsafe
light, and it does not follow that a
ruby light is safe. If the ligfit comes
from the observation window in your
enlarger it is probably not photographic¬
ally safe at all. There is no method
by which you can remedy the negatives
or make prints from them.
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The pleasures of Photo¬
graphy depend upon
success. The success of
your pictures
upon the lens.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS:
The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer Is published by Tliffe & Sons Ltd., of Dorset
House, Stsmfnrd St., London, 8.K.1, every Wednesday ntominR in town and cotmtry. and may be
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ADVERTISEMENTS

THE

London

Salon 1933.
of Photography

SENDING-IN

DAY,

Wednesday, August 30th,

THE TWENTY-FOURTH
EXHIBITION promoted by the Members of the London Salon of
Photography will be held at The Galleries of the Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours,
5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i, from SATURDAY, 9th September, to 7th October, 1933.
CONDITIONS

OF

ENTRY

(Please read carefully).

CkReaders

No. I. Pictures from exhibitors in the British Isles must not be framed ; but may be mounted. Each picture must bear on the
back, clearly written, (a) name of artist ; (b) number and title of picture ; corresponding to particulars on the Entry Form.
No. 2, When mounts are employed, they should conform to the following sizes — 25x20, 20x16, or 15x12, but no moimt to
exceed 25 X 20 ; and it is suggested that white or light-toned mounts be employed wherever possible.
No. 3. Pictures from abroad must not be mounted (or framed), but should bear full particulars as above.
No. 4. Pictures which are sent unmounted will be suitably mounted by the Salon Committee, and all accepted pictures will be
shown under glass.
No. 5. All pictures should be sent by parcels post, packed flat, and properly protected with stiff cardboard and adequate wrappings,
addressed to : THE HON. SECRETARY, The London S<lon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i.
No. 6. The sending-in day is Wednesday, August 30th, 1933. All pictures for the Exhibition must arrive at the above address
on or before this date. Exhibits may be delivered by hand at the Gallery on this date only.
No. 7. The Entry Form, properly filled in, must be sent with the pictures, together with entry and packing fee of 5/- (this fee
covers any number of pictures from one exhibitor).
No. 8. To avoid Customs complications, all entries from without the United Kingdom must be sent by post and without prices
marked

on the prints.

Commercial

Value.

Packages

To

be

containing

returned

to

such entries should

be clearly labelled : *' Photographs

for Exhibition

only.

No

Due notification of acceptance of pictures will be* sent out as soon as possible.
All work submitted to the Selection Committee will be carefully and impartially considered,
pictures by Members of the Salon.
must

be addressed

to the Hon.

Secretary, London

Salon of Photography,

FORM
To

THE

Hon.

Secretary,

of

Amateur

Photographer
Cinematographer
who are preparing
work
Salon for
may this
useyear’s
this
page
an send
ENTRY
FORM as and
with
their pictures.
SEE CONDITIONS.

Sender.**

No. 9. All pictures sent by post will be repacked and returned carriage paid after the close of the Exhibition.
No. 10. In view of application being made from time to time to The London Salon of Photography for permission to repioduce
pictures from the walls of the Gallery, exhibitors are asked kindly to signify on the Entry Form whether they have objection to such
permission being given. The copyright, in all cases, remains the property of the authors of the prints.
No. II. The Committee assure intending exhibitors that the utmost possible care will be taken of all work submitted, but they
do not accept any responsibility for loss or damage, either during transit or at the Gallery.
The submission of pictures will be understood to imply acceptance of the above conditions.

All correspondence

The

The

London

Salon

OF

and no preference

will be given to

5a, Pall Mall East, London,

S.W.i.

G. who
Intending
Exhibitors
are unable to
secure
Forms

extra Entry
in time may

prepare their own on
plain
paper provided
the
conditions
of Entry
are adhered to.

ENTRY.

of Photography.

Sir, — I beg to submit the undermentioned
Photographs for the consideration of the Selection Committee, and I
enclose Postal Order of the value of 5/- to cover Entrance Fee and the cost of return postage (see conditions 7, 8, and 9).
Reg. No.
(leave blank).

A, B or C
(leave blank).

Number on
Picture.

'

Title of Picture,

1

The attention of
2

exhibitors resid¬
ing ' in countries
outside Great

3

Britain is spec¬

•

4

ially
directed
Condition
No. to
8.
5

6

Name.

I Agree
TO Condition

{State Mr., Mrs., or Miss)
10.

Address.,

Yes or No.
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The

Amateur^s

Business Notices
Publishing

:

“ Cyclist,

” is on sale

SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isies 17/4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other countries
abroad 19/3 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES. — Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to Hide and Sons
Limited.

Displayed Advertisements
on

Advertisement

matters

should

be addressed

: The

Advertisement

Manager, “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.l. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any particular
week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in the week previous.
Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.

Prepa id A dvertisements
SALE

AND EXCHANGE : AMATEURS
ONLY—
12 words or iess .
1/Id. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
12 words or less
.
2/6
22d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive Insertions, provided a contract Is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
Instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
Insertions, 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted In these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post
FRIDAY, for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;
260, Deansgate, Manchester, 3 ; 26b, Renfleld Street, Glasgow, 0.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published In the first following In which there
Is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion

CAMERAS

AND

sent in payment
to ILIFFE

LENSES

_

ji
^

c'
_

Scar¬
[6099

“ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its
receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after
which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If
a sale is efiected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us
to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in .the event of no sale,
and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which we
take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5/- ;
over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ; and on all transactions over £100, one-half per cent.
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l, and
cheques and money orders should be made payable to Ilifie and Sons Limited.

I CAMERAS

ZEISS Miroflex Combined Press and Folding

cm. size, Tessar f/4.5
with leather case, 6
price £25 ; deposit.—
Photographer.” [6102
6-in. Dallmeyer f/3.5,

8 single slides, £5 ; also i-pl. Camera, 7i-in.

Ross Xpres f/4.5, 4 double slides, £5/10 ; full
particulars by request. — Gregory, 180, Warley Rd.,
Blackpool.
[6103

N.G. i-pl. New Ideal Sibyl Camera, f/4.5 Ross

LEICA Outfit, Model I, f/3.5 Elmar, range¬

finder, 3 spool-boxes, lens hood, filter,
leather case. Variable Enlarger, f/3.5 lens, iris,
auto, paper holder, Corrix tank, accessories, £22 or
near ; as new. — Fogarty, 41, Crescent Gardens,
Ruislip, Middlesex.
[6123
TZODAK
j-pl. Autographic, anastigmat f/7.7,
Iv Kodex shutter, all movements ; perfect con¬
dition, 50/-. — 129, Spring Grove Crescent, Lampton,
Hounslow.
[6127
1-PLATE T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, new S^t.,

4

y.P.caseKodak,
t/4.5 condition
Zeiss, Compur
; perfect
; costshutter,
£8/8 ; leather
accept

[6116

1932, Cooke f/4.5, 6 slides, Rollex holder,

5x4 Sanderson Tropical Camera, Goerz Celor f/4.8

£9/10 ; i-pl. Sanderson Regular, Blitz Convertible
3-foci lens, in Compur, f/6.8, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A.,
lens hood, filter, etc., £6 ; i-pl. Field, f/10, iris,
T.-P. shutter, 4 book-form slides, tripod, case, £1 ;
Jaynay Tripod, latest, 10/- ; Ensign Triple Com¬
partment Dark-room Lamp, 3 bulbs, 3 safelights
(independent switches), £1/10 ; 2 Postcard Strip
Dishes, enamel, 23x7 in., 2/6 each; 1 gross
Kosmos Commercial Bromide Cards, 8ix34, 5/-;
“ A.P.” deposit system. — T. W. Vale, 43, Haldon
Rd., St. Davids, Exeter.
[6129

DOLLOND Owl, f/4.5, 3ix2i Roll Film, Compur

and Telecentric 13-in, 1/5.4 lenses, Mackenzie
and 24 sheaths, fitted leather case, £20, cost over £50.
Nettel Deckruilo, 3ix2i, Zeiss Tessar f/2.7 lens,
tropical back, 6 slides, £12/10 ; both cameras little
used ; splendid condition. — Stuart, 12, Wilson
Rd., Wallasey.
[6131
1-PLATE Zodel, f/4.5 Zodellar, double extension,

CAMERAS

AND

LENSES

A lens, Bausch «& Lomb shutter, 3 to l/150th
sec., 6 double slides, stand, case. — Box 6924, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[6110
1-PLATE Folding Camera, Aplanat 7.1 lens, T. and
4
B., l/25th to 1/lOOth shutter, iris diaphragm,
4 new slides, rising front, hooded focussing
screen, leather bellows, morocco covered ; good
condition, 30/-. — Caris, Jeweller, Hexham.
[6111

Nagel Ranca, f/4.5, takes 16 snaps on V.P. ; Kodak — 3a Folding Pocket Kodak, fitted Compur
Ensign i-pl. Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.7 lens, 4 f/4.5 anastigmat, 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B.,

l/15th to 1/1, 000th sec., in black leather case,
with F.P.A. and 6 plate-holders ; scarcely used ;
perfect condition, £8 or near offer. — Box 6922,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[6106
J-PLATE T.-P. Special Reflex, Ross Zeiss Tessar
4 f/4.5 lens, revolving back, self-capping focalplane shutter, condition as new, price £8 ; also
T.-P, Horizontal Enlarger, less lens, £2 ; V.P.K
Ross Homocentric f/6.8 lens, £2 ; giving up ; also
supply of Frames, Dishes, etc.— Young, 11, The
Crescent, Anson Estate, Manchester, 13.
[6108

LENSES^

31x2}
Roll Filmhandy
Voigtlander,
f/4.5 Skopar, Bewi
D.A.
4 Compur,
little instrument,

Xpres, Excelsior shutter, 12 slides, F.P.A.,
leather case, lens hood, filters, composing hood ;
shutter ; little used ; cost £6/15 ; best offeras new, £18 ; cost £40.— Manns, 37, Totnes Rd.,
Paignton.
[6104 -^Tapp, 40, St. George’s Rd., Kingston-on-Thamescost £6/12 ; take £4, or offer. — H. C. Daynes,
16, Elton St., Stretford, Manchester.
[6105

AND

exposure meter, tripod ; all as new, lot £6. —
Monk, 284, Padiham Rd., Burnley, Lancs. [6122

Reflex, Butcher’s Pressman i-pl., Aldis f/4.5,

focal-plane, 1/1, 000th, 4 slides, F.P.A. ;
fine condition, £4/18/6 cash ; consider part ex¬
change.— Cowgill, 90, Darwen St., Blackburn,
Lancs.
[6101

every care

Deposit System

y.P.K., Autographic, brand-new, f/6.8 anasSOHOsolid Reflex,
5Jx3i,
Tessar£10/10
f/4.5,; approval
3 slides, ;
leather case
; perfect,

[5857

tigmat, focussing lens, trellis model ; bargain,
45/6. — Bowers, 81, Elderfteld Rd., Clapton. [6098

2148.

crossed

Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers in these columns may deal in perfect
safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with

insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods In exchange for others or to purchase
for Cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

£3/10. — Phone, Wallington

should be

and

Special Note

31x2i Zeiss Cocarette, perfect, f/4.5 Tessar, D.A.

4

LTD.,

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no answer to their enquiries are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.

WARNING

1 Compur, 1 to l/250th, brand new, £6/15,
velvet-lined case ;
j-pl. wanted. — MacDonald,
Cranham Lodge, Cranham, Gloucestershire. [6096

Reflex Camera, 9x12
lens ; unused condition,
single slides and F.P.A. ,
Box 6885, c/o “ The Amateur
1-PLATE Reflex Camera,

SONS

charges, which must include the words “Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer’.”
Replies should be addressed : “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us to
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
“ Deposit System ” is recommended.

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to

exchange considered. — 28, Prospect Park,
borough.

for Advertisements

AND

xv

BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement

yOIQTLANDER
Brilliant
Miniature
Roll 44/-.
Film,—
Reflex Type, new
at Easter
; bargain,
S.E.17.

Cineinatographer

The
Proprietors
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although
is taken
to avoid are
mistakes.

We have received many complaints from our
readers In regard to the business methods of

177, Sayer St., London,

and

Notes^^bein^^jintraceable^J^Jo^^Jnjtransit^^£ioul^jiot^^be^^senl^^as^jemitlanc^

OFFICES. — Dorset House, Stamtord Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — ” The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.

Communications

Photographer

Emporium

Postal Orders

made

payable

Amateur

16112
shutter and Cooke anastigmat lens, £3/10,
or
best offer. — L., 54, Church Crescent, N.IO. (Tudor
4351.)
[6115

Marions i-pl. Soho Reflex, Zelss Tessar f/4.5,

4

rise and cross, Compur delayed-action shutter,

frame and brilliant finders, spirit level, 3 slides ;
as new, 95/-. — Stevens, 30, Stockport Rd., S.W.16.

21x31 Soho Folding Film Camera,^ Kershaw 31x2}
Compur, screen,
f/4.5, D.E.,
direct,’s,brilliant
4 andIca,focussing
2 F.P.A.
leather
case ; excellent condition, £5/5, or near ; deposit. — -

rising front, almost new, £4. — Andrews, 41,
Wood Vale, Forest Hill, London, S.E.23. [6117

[6133
BM/RWXF, London, W.C.l.
[6134
1-PLATE Ensign Popular Reflex, Ensign anastig4 mat f/4.5, reversing back, speeds l/15th to
l/50th, 1/lOOth sec., T. and B., focus to 4 ft.,
1/1, 000th sec., 12 slides, F.P.A., leather case ;
graduated filter to fit ; unwanted gift, tested
cash offer wanted. — F. H. Sumpner, 55, Woodcote
Rd., Wanstead.
[6118 Easter ; perfect and brand new, 65/- cash.—
E. E. Dixon, Scotter, Gainsboro.
[6135
shutter, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5 lens, scarcely 1-PLATE Adams’ Videx Reflex, f/6.8 Ross Comused, leather case ; bargain, £5/10. — Lemel, 1, 4 pound Homocentric lens, focal-plane shutter,
Oakdale Rd., Streatham. Phone, Streatham ^35.
l/8th to l/l,000th sec., 3 D.D., F.P.A., £5.—
99, Avenue Rd., N.W.3.
[6139

Ensign carbine, 3}X2}, f/4.5 anastigmat, l/25th,

Houghton RoU Film Reflex, focal-plane

[6126
YOU

CAN

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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AMATEUR

LENSES

I CAMERAS

Are YOU among the Hun¬
dreds of Photographers
regularly supplied by us?

ZEISS Tessar f/4.5, 3ix2} Ensign Roll Film
l/l,000th sec.,
3 slides,
perfect
FOCAL-PLANE
Reflex,
34x24, F.P.A.
f/4.5, ;l/15th
to
condition ; sacrifice £4, — R. Hills, Perry Village,
4

[6143
or stand,

double extension, f/6 Aldis anastigmat, shutter

IF NOT

1/lOOth to 1 sec., bulb and —
time, 3 D.D. slides,
F.P.A. , 20 film envelopes, tripod, £4,— Davies,
23, Old Bailey, London.
[6145
1-PLATE Kodak, Goerz anastigmat 1/6, Unicum,
3
4 leather case, £2/10 ; i-pl. Kodak No. 3, 5 D.D.
slides, B. & L. f/8, Unicum, leather case, £2. —
Dr,
Turton, 7, Waterloo Rd., Wolverhampton. [6147
G
.
U
1-PLATE .Junior
Reflex, f/4.5 Dallmeyer,
/ 6Ruby
4 case, F.P.A.,
Sslides ; excellent condition ;
also Interchangeable 1
f/6 Dallmeyer Popular Tele¬
photo lens, nearly new ; R
camera only, £7/7 ; or
ASt., Chichester.
with Telephoto, £13. — Bastow, North
N
—
T
[6148
1-PLATE Camera, Goerz Celor lens f/4.8,
in
E

4

Compound

Square, E.l.

shutter, 30/-. — Vicarage, Arbour

(Tel. East 3521.)

[6152

SALE. — Ensign Speed Film Reflex, Aldis Uno

f/4.5, 3ix2}, £5/5 ; or exchange good
Folding Model, particulars. — Williams, 9, Glenview,
Ynysddu, Mon.
[6153
1-PLATE Popular Pressman Reflex, Aldis-Butcher

4

WHY

How

you

NOT?

TERIALS (BRITISH AND
ME
-D
AY
SER
AND
NOTE
VIC THESE
E,

IPA BEST QUALITY

BEST),

PRICES

!

PLATES (all speeds)

4ix3i
„
3ix2i Doz.
E
D
MON

EY

ST

UND

ED

f/3.4 lens, F.P.A., tripod, 6 slides and complete

with outfit, including dishes, etc., £12. — Brown, 64,
Lucknow Avenue,* Nottingham,
[6156

QUA

IF N
OT
SAT
I

Y

ED

T.-P. Postcard Refle.x, self-capping shutter, Cooke

[6164

Stand

IPA De Luxe Bromide and Gaslight Papers
(All

Surfaces.)

3}x2i Gross
4ix2J ,.
4ix3i „
5ix3i
ALSO
: ,.

and

Other sizes pro rata.

Sepia

over

..
..
..
..

6/6/.
5/II-

Toner.

Glazing Solution.
Self-toning
Developers (Liquid and Packet).

Rd., Surbiton, Surrey.

[6202

5/- Post Paid
Chemicals).

Paper.

(except

Bulky

movement,

THIS

COUPON

Compur
slides, Goerz
h'.P.A.,
TENAX
J-pl.shutter,
Folding 6Camera,
lens leather
f 6 3~
cases ; also Heyde Telemeter, Bee meter • all

ENCLOSED

[018^
Avenue
[6lil

R.B.

shutter,

3

31x24 Nagel Plate, double extension, slides.
f/4.5,
hood,

2 Compur, level, 2 finders, 6 single
Alpha and Delta filters, Ilford mount, lens
ball and socket alloy tripod, Watkins
a fine outfit. £5/15.— Dales, Harewood
Romanby, Northallerton.

tank ;
Lane,
[6206

31x2} Kodak, f/7.7 anastigmat, leather [6207
case,
31x2} Kodak, No. 1 Series HI, Kodak f/5.6
sec., micrometer focussing, £4/15. — Singleton, 150,
4

portrait

attachment,

27/6. — 58, Pollards

Hill

South, S.W.16.
anastigmat,

Compur

shutter,

1

to

l/250tli

[6208

DAIjLMEYER Speed Camera, 34 x24, f/2.9 Pentac,

focal-plane shutter (speeds l/8th to 1/1, 000th),
frame finder, rising front, 3 double slides ; excellent
condition ; approval, £10. — BM/HFLA, London,
W.C.l.
[6210

P.O. 2/6.

shutter,
speeded
to 1 /250th
little
y.P.K.
Special,
Ro.ss1 Xpres
t/4.5, sec.in ;Compur

Name . .
Address

ZODELETTE (16 on V.P.), f/3.5, latest Compur

condition,

Tixall Rd., Stafford.

NOW

Please send — on the understanding that if not
satisfactory money will be refunded — 100 IPA
De Luxe I'^i^orous Glossy Bromide Postcards.

Rd., Walla.sey!

lovely

D.D. slides, lenses and tripod above, 12 printing
frames, cte., the lot £5/15. — Below.

4

3X2Compur
Voigtlander
f/4.5case,Skopar,
shutter ; Roll
new Film,
condition,
70 - ■

used, £5. — Mobbs, ’35, Sheepcote Rd., Harrow. [0212
1-PLATE 'T.-P. Reflex de Luxe (193()), double swing
4

front,

7i-in.

Dalmae

f/3.5,

5

D.D.

slides,

roll

film adapter (3,1x2}), large leather case; little
used, £18 ; cost £37. — 22, Queensthorpe Rd.,
Sydenham, S.E.2(5.
[6213

self-opening, sling case, suede purse, boxform
enlarger, developing, printing outfit ; all brand
new, .£6/6. — Wallis, Baldwin St. Works, Nottingham.

IPA
PHOTOGRAPHICS
10 12, LAMBETH
Phone:

PALACE
HOP.

RD., S.E.l

5312.

34
BE

Ewell

R.B. shutters.
Below. tripod, large case, 2
61-PLATE
Mahogany
D.D.— Slides,
T.-P. Field, triple extension, every

4

Best.

6}x4i I Gross
8ix6ii „
10x8 i ..
12x10} .,
Mounts.

POST

31x2} Zeiss Ikonta, self-erecting, f 4.5 Domhia^r^

2/6
3/.
3/6
4/3

Mountant.

1QOQ
34x24 Horizontal T.-P. Reflex, f/4,5
XtAeJO
Dallmeyer. — Turpin, 51, Colindeep Lane
N.W.9.
[(ilgX

2 D.A. shutter, new condition ; beautiful
instrument, .£3/10 ;
letters only.— Burr 11
Pancras Lane, E.C.4.
’ [6190

..
..
..
..

British

Chemicals.

All Orders

Latest Zeiss ikon Cocarette, 31x21, f'us

Kent. [6201

ZEISS Ikon Miroflex, latest type, practically new,

Studio
PortraitHouse,
lens, Billinge!
shutter,
stand, camera,
bargain, slides.
40/-. — Newton

Zeiss Tessar, D.A. Compur, as brand new in
leather ease, £6/6.-120, Cavendish Rd., 'Balham

Rd., W. Wickham,

9x12 cm., Tessar f/2.7 lens, up to 1 /2,000th
see., complete with filter, slides, leather case, etc.,
£32/10.— H. Harris, 80, Wardour St., W.l.
[6205
1-PLATE T.-P. Field, triple extension, all move2 ments, reversible back, e.xcellent condition ;
also 4-pl. Butcher’s Field, double extension, re¬
versible back, all movements, both usable as
stereo, S-pl. lens f/8, and 2 i-plate paired lenses
f/8, also fit camera below.

condition, £15 or near. — Richards, Top Flat, 96,
Above Bar, Southampton.
[6177

perfect condition, £6/10.-25, Wodeland
Guildford.

[6198

0/1 T.-P. Victory Reflex, 3}x2}, f/4.5 T.-P.
Cooke lens, 8 slides, F.P.A. — Whyman, 93.
Eggiiiton Rd., Hall Green, IJiriuingham. [6203

Mentor
Press, case,
9x12,topZeiss
f/4.5,; excellent
6 D.D.
slides, leather
focussing

deposit system.— Dean. 192, Seaview

SOHO Reflex, 34x2}, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, 3 double

Mansions,

Ensign carbine No. 10, 2|x4.1, Rapid Aplanat
cm.

SANDERSON Tropical i-pl. Hand or Stand, all

movements, Goerz Dagor 1/6.8 lens. Compound
shutter, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A. and leather case ;
as new ; bargain, £15. — 8, Belfry Avenue, St.
George, ISristol, 5.
[6193

Compur
velvet-lined
case ;
y.P.
Ihagee shutter,
Weeny-Ultrix,
Zeiss leather
Tessar f/3.5,
perfect condition, £7/10. — Moore, 14, Bramley

01x2i Ensign Carbine, Aldis f 6.3, leather case,
O4
Portrait attachment, 40, - ; new.— 51. Berger,
163, Kyverdale Rd., N.16.
[6169

10 • 15

31x24 N. & G. Folding Reflex, special model,

2 Dallmeyer f/2.9, 3 double slides, F.P.A.,
lens hood, filter, special extra extension for using
Adon Telephoto lens, giving 5 X magnification,
leather case ; all in excellent condition, £30. —
Below.

£12. — L., 21, Manor

1A Ward,
Kodak,23,2.5Albatross
X4i, f/7.9St,,Kodar
; perfect,
'-. —
Preston,
Lancs. 30 [6168

slides, T.-P. shutter:

[6191

f/6. 3, Compur
metalandslides,
F.P.,
MAKINA,
3ix2}, shutter,
Plaubel 6f/2.9
Telephoto
sky-filter, Leitz range-finder, all in leather case,

Camera Model No. 2, Elmar f/3.5 5-cm. len.s, filter,
ever-ready leather camera case, 2 extra film
chargers, lens hood, trimming template, mechanical
film winder, latest Correx tank, Leica Valoy
Variable Enlarger ; correct list price of above
outfit, £33/18/6 ; accept £23. 10 for quick sale :
no offers ; deposit' system. — F. Harding, .-J.R.P.S.,
c/o 10, St. Johns Lane, Liverpool.
[6165

4

29, Dennis Park Crescent, Wimbledon.

Surrey.

LEICA
for work
Sale. —; theA rare
bargainoutfit,; owner
takingOutfit
up cine
compiete
which
is absolutely brand new, consists of latest Leica

Camera, 6 double slides, T.-P. stereo shutter with
Mackenzie adapter lor i-pi. and P.C. size, F.P.A.
to fit ; i-pl. Condenser Enlarger, to use with own
camera ; Largodrem ; Exi)OSure Meters ; fuii
particulars from — Freemont, 8, West Cliffe Terrace
Harrogate.
[6175

back, 8i-m. 1/3.5
15-iu.
Telle,
yOIGTLANDER
Reflex,Heliar,
9X12 and
}-pl.,Cookerevolving
6 book-form slides, F.P.A., £24 ; or Telle, £12. —

ROLLEIFLEX,
Automatic,
Tessar ; absolutely
new ; cost
£22/10 ;f/3.8sacrifice,
£16/10. —
BM/ACKE, London, W.C.l.
[6197
E.P.A.,
case
;
bought
first-hand
;
fine
con¬
Goerz Tenax, 3.} x2}, Dogmar f/4.5, plate-holders,
dition, £5/10. — Howard, 85, Wilmot Way, Banstead,

f/4.5, perfect condition ; nearest offer to £13.
— Box 6929, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [6163
1-PLATE Apem Reflex, f/4.5, leather ca,se, £5. —

f/8, 3 speeds, 25,'- ; perfect. — 18. Disraeli Rd.,
Ealing, W.5.
[6172
1-PLATE Sanderson Stand Camera, 6 book-form

|

1/1, 000th sec., revolving back, deep hood,
sky shade, 3 D.D. -slides, F.P.A., de luxe brown
leather case ; also Justophot Meter and leather case ;
outfit only 12 months old, and indistinguishable
from new ; costing £25 ; accept £15 or best offer. —
2, King’s Rd., Hay Mill, Birmingham.
[6195

MA¬

SFI

31x24 Folding Ensign, 12 slides, 19/6; 5x4

86, Streatham High Rd., S.W.16.

LENSES

T.-P. Bijou Reflex, f/2.5 Cooke, speeds 1/lOth to

LIT

2 N. & G. Magazine Camera, f/6. 5 lens, 15/- ;
5x4 Clarkson Condenser Enlarger, f/7.7 lens, £2 2.
— Wilton, Hendon 8742.
[6162

4

AND

slides. F.P.A., magnifiers, leather ca.se ; latest
model, as new ; cost £36 ; accept £19/10. — Box
6945, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [6194

FIR

REF

1933

1 O ^ 10 Enamelled Iron Dishes, 2/9 each ; 10X8
Ditto, 2/-: 3ix24 Dalian Plate and F.P.
Tank, 13/6 ; also porcelain dishes, tripod, exposure
meters, telenegative lens, enlarger, printing frames,
tanks, measures, trimmers, and many other
accessories ; list on application. — Hills, Hilltop,
Cheadte Hulme, Cheshire.
[6192

benefit:

SA

17,

ADVERTISEMENTS

|

Camera, Compur shutter, £4/5. — Neal, lOH,
.
Ellison
Rd., Streatham.
[6140

Birmingham.
1-PLATE Houghton, leather case, hand

PHOTOGRAPHER

WISE

IN

TIME — USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

IHAGEE
3}x21,Special,
f/4.5 Te.ssar
lens, F.P.A.,
£12/12 Folding
; N. & Reflex,
G. }-p).
t/4.5,
6 slides, E.P.A., £12: exchange,s, 34x2} N. & G.
considered. — Hackett, 37, Davenport Rd.,
Grove, Nr, Stockport.

Hazel
[6215

c/o ” The Amateur

[6221

D.A. CompurDual
: cost
ago ;
Dallmeyer
Roll £12/12
Film, f month
3.5 Dalmac,
exquisite in.strumeiit, .£8/17/6 or oiler. — Box 6938,
Photographer.”

May

THE

17. 1933

AMATEUR

CAMERAS

TRY ♦ BEFORE
YOU BUY!

russet

“ ready-

APPROVAL

New Ultra-Compact T.-P. Reflex. Dallmeyer famous
f/4.5, latest steel geared self-capping, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th,
T. and B., long pinion extension (for portraits, close-ups. stilllife, etc., etc.), deep hinged self-erecting hood (giving brilliant
viewing), latest new mirror (camera can be used inverted
above the head in crowtls, etc.), hinged sky-shade, all inlaid
leather, lovely workmanship. Smallest high-speed reflex
obtainable, only .5 x 4 x 4 in. closed, nearly fits the coat pocket,
8 new

nickel slides, screen,

TRIAL _

£8

neck

strap.

: 15

Year’s

guarantee.

: 0_

APPROVAL

Volgtlander Prominent Precision Roll Film, 41-in. famous
Kellar f/4.5, delayed-action Compur, automatic erecting,
automatic focussing, automatic exposure, all built-in, 16 V.P.
or 8 3ix2I pictures. Precision made. Failures impossible.

TRIAL _

25 Guineas. _

approval

Volgtlander Brilliant Reflex, latest anaatigmat, viewing lens,
3 speeds, hinged hood, focussing to 3 ft., takes 12 pictures on
3ix2i roll film. Wonderful value. Get yours now.
THIAL _

55/- _

APPROVAL

31 X 21 Latest New Ensign Roll Film Reflex, latest f/4.r) Speed,
new geared self-capping. l/15th to l/600tli sec., T. and B.,
long extension, <]eep self-erecting hood, dead register new
pressure devtcc(ft!m as flat as a plate), hinged sky-shade, takes
lute.st b-exposure speeds, all inlaid leather * very comptu-t
TRIAL _

£6:17:6 _

APPROVAL

16-mm. Latest New Bronze Victor Camera, Speed f/2.9, visual
focussing, with large eyepiece, individual eyesight adjust¬
ment, three-lens turret head, nmltl-speeds. 8, 12, 10, 24, 32,
64 pictures per sec., locking device for self incluslfm. an<llble
footage (to the ear), title crank, latest visual footage (shows
amount unexposed), direct Tele-finder (for all distances and
lenses), plumb level (exact uprights, no tilting), latest graphite
silent motor (noiseless for talkies), three-ijoiiit quick thre;«ling.
lens focussing to 1 ft. All gold-bronze, chromium throughout.
TRIAL

£60

APPROVAL

3i X 2i Speed Cameo, Dallmeyer f/3.5, dclayed-nctlon Compur,
double extension, rising «;ro8s front, detachable clip-on lens
and shutter, brilliant and optical direct finder, quick-change
" clip-on ” slides, all metal, irUaUl leather. Wonderful value.

TRIAL

£15:15:0

approval

New Rharastine Exposure Meter, photo-electric, stills or movies,
self-generating, no batteries. The original, the quickest, the
best. No calculating. Exposure given instantly.

TRIAL
Zeiss Contax,

£14:14:0

Zeiss famous

approval

Te.ssar f/3.5, unique

luetal blind

focal-plane shutter, automati** range-finder focussing, auto¬
matic winding film, all enclo.sed fittings, interchanging lenses.

TRIAL

£24

APPROVAL

16-mm. Latest Ensign Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat, normal
and half-speed, locking button (for including selD. direct
finder, 50-ft. capacity. Very compact. Amazing price,
direct threading.

50-ft. film 6'6.

TRIAL

£10 : 10 : 0

approval

Zeiss Contax-Leica Enlarger, <louhle condensers, extra large
upright, to 25x20 pictures, reversing lainphouse for larger
pictures on the floor, mitred baseboard, Finest Tiiade.
trial _

£8

: 10

: 0_

APPROVAL

3i X 2i Ego Compact Plate Pocket, Speed f/3.5. delayed-action
Compur, doultle extension, rise, cross, wire fludei', all inlaid
leather, metal body, slides, screen. Amazing value.
TRIAL _

£7:10:0 _

3i X 2J Ensign
anj’ size.

Get

£6
Latest
yours

: 10

Enlarger,
now.

TRIAL _

: 0 ONLY
fits own

You'll

APPROVAL

camera,

enlarges

to

I'e delighted.

52/6 _

APPROVAL

8ix2.J New Cameo, Ensign f/4.5, latest geared British 1 to
1/lOOth, double extension, rise, cross, brilliant and wire finder,
slides, screen, full guarantees. Amazing value.

TRIAL

£5 : 15 : 0

APPROVAL

Why Spoil that Picture with Cheap Plates or Films ? The fleeting
pictures are precious. Use the BEST.
All makes of Plates, lloll Films. Film Parks, Cut Films,
ClnA Films, post free, guaranteed all one hatch. Ilford,
■ Ensign, Barnet, Zeiss Ikon, Agfa, etc . supplied immediately.
Post paid. No old emulsions. Very latest. All one batch.

\

Accessories. — Tanks. Filters. Slides. F.P.A.’s. Dishes,
lamps, Cin6 Accessories. All on trial, approval.

EDWIN
FIVE

DAYS*

GORSE

APPROVAL.

Safe-

S'SSl."'’-

EXCHANGES.

WRITE

LENSES

{Supplement)

i

LONDON'S in
LEADING
GOOD

12x9 Zeiss Miroflex (latest type), f/2.7 ; 3^X2JIca Bebe, and several Kodak Specials, for which
he will consider any reasonable offers. — E. M.
Corvaja, 4, Gordon .St., W.C.l.
[6218

NOW

USE

Second-Ht

T.-P. .Junior Special Reflex, :3Jx24, Aldis f/4.5,

including 5 slides, F.P.A., case, tripod and
Justophot, all new, £10/10 ; Zeiss Baby Ikonta,
f/4.5, new, £2/17/6 ; Ensign Noxar 3^x21 Enlarger,
f/6.3, electric, £3/17/6 ;
deposit system. — J.
Staples, Bertrand Avenue, Clay Cross, Chesterfield.

Watch this column weekly for London’s
Biggest Bargains in Used Cameras.

ROLBEIFLEX, 2} square (non-automatic), Tessar

f/3.8, leather case, 6 unused films, £10 ;
Lizars Standard Stereo, f/11 R.R. lens, 3 [6219
D.D.
slides, £1/10 ; Projection Lantern in metal case,
3-wick oil lamp, £1/10 ; Dalian Plate and F.P.
Tank, 31x21, 12, '6 ; Kodak F.P. Tank, :31x2h
5/- : i-pl. Field Camera, Lancaster double lens.
R.B. shutter, 3 T.-P. mahogany D.D. slides,
£1/15 ; all in good condition. — Box 6937, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer,”
[6220

AMATEUR’S Stock. — Cameras, Tripods, Daylight

Enlarger, Tank, Dislies ; bargains ; stamp,
list. — Box 6940, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

[6223
Latest
Ensign all
special
3}x21,6 slides
f/4.5
Aldis-Butclier,
usual Reflex,
movements,
R.F.A., £5/10. — Below.
C'iOERZ Tenax, i-pl., f/6.8 Dagor, leather covered
— Box 6941, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [6224
Compur, Zeiss
F.P. A.,
screen,Te.ssar
case ; f/4.5,
cost
Unused.—
Ica focussing
Bebc, 3ix21,
.£21 ; £8/10.— Below.
NO.
3 Kodak,
III, £7/10
f/6.3, ;Diomatic
rising
front Series
; coat
as new,.shutter,
£4. —
L. Caron, Clifton, Carterhatch Lane, Enfield. [6228
Square Ix-llow.s, swing
and reversing
back
NEWMAN-GUARDIA
J-pl. Arctos
Field Camera,
'I'.-P. and F.P. sliuttcr.s, Zeiss convertible anastig¬
and
J

slide.s, F.P. A. and

case ; new

condition,

£4/15.

mat f/8, 12.5, Zeiss Ross wide-angle and Telephoto
len.se.s, 3 D.D. slide.s, meter, .screen, tripod, leatlier
case ; very fine condition, £20. — Below.

LTSEFUL
J-pl.— Mahogany
Camera, 3 D.D. slides,
J lens, 30'-.
Below.
only. —J-pl.
Salisbury
Craig, in16,case,
Northfleld
Kodak
Roll
Film,
30/- ; Circus,
letters
Eclinburgh.
[6229

X' /I
Special,
delayedJ 4/0 31x2.1
action Zodel
Compur,
1 tof/3.8,
l/250th
sec.,
double extension, rise and cross front, F.P. A.,
8 slides, Heydes’ i)liOtometer ; unsoiled. — Black¬
burn, 3, Portland St., Pemberton, Wigan.
[6230

Autographic V.P.K., overhauled, lady’s case,

15/-. — Box 6946, c/o ” The Amateur Plvotograplier.”
[6231
t-PL.V'l'E Hand or Stand Folding Camera, every
4 movement, auto, shutter, graduated yellow

, 2x
2x

3 ft.,
SALE.— 3ix21, Reitzschel f/6.3 10.5-cm. Trilinear
slides,

(f/6.3, f/:L2, f/1.6), Compur, focus to
rise, cro.ss, brilliant finder, spirit level, 3
case ; as new, going cheap, £2. — Carter,
Bristol Rd. Soutli, Northfleld, Birmingham.

T.-IN. Clement Anastigmat f,'4.8, sunk mount, 35/- ;

payment or purchased
your guarantee.

for cash.

Our

reputation

31x21 Volgtlander Roll Film Camera, focussing,

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

in
in ,^

34 • 24 Ernemann Focalplane, Emon f/3.5 anastigmat
lens, 3 double plate-holders,
F.F. holder, leather case. In

10 • 15 cm. Zeiss Ikon
Magazine, for Grafiex Befle.x. a
. Cost
Set £4
of Voigtlander
Collinear
15s .
£2
5 0 'W Adoro, double
extension.

H’'" hl-o
■^Lenses. Series III. f,7.7. com£6 13
slmtter,
.and
^ Lined
Wratten
K3 in.
Filters
9 12 S plate-holders. F.P.
in.. 4J
5,i and
focus K1
"
in Optical Flats, in mount
double
CarlTessco,
Zeist
12 extension,
cm.
condition
I"Countess
‘‘'’W®''0
10
fit
lens iris
hoodri.ount
l^in. £7
3.9on in.,
diameter
5 xesear lens. Compur
£2

12

6

shutter,

3 plate-holdera,

F.P.

★ Graflex Roll-holder, for holder, leather case. List

l-Iil. Graflex Reflex camera,
price about £15, for £8 12 6
takes Graflex roll fihns ^
41 ■ 3i N. & G. New Ideal
41x31 in .
£1 17 6
Sibyl, Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens,

1

F.P. holder, leather
Cinophot Exposure Meter,
complete in leather case, with
-List price £24
instructions. List price 338.
_

case,
.
®

Roll
Voigtlande
31-21
0..11
i™ rC Film,
f/4.5 Skopar
lens,r Com17s.r> 6d..^

/■.'“* pur sliutter. direct-vision

★ r

f/4.5 anastieroat lens, leather
.
case. In
good condition.
^
I
view-Bnder.
In^
brand fana
new conList
List price
pnee £30,
£3U, for
lor £11
ill 17 6
b^
„ 'g
„ VoigtIande
v
^
VRoll Film,
,
34-24 N. & G. Folding ^f;4.5 Sk
Reflex, Dallmeyer

f/2.9 Pentac
shutter,Skopar lens, Compur
lens. colour filter, C double
finder. Brand new condition,
plate-holders, leather case. _
List price
r, direct-vision
£8. for. . £4 17
view-6
In first-class condition. List
31x21 Nagel Roll Film,
price £G5, for.... £35 0
f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Pronto
^

9 12 cm. Zeiss Ikon Miroflex, combined focal-plane and
reflex camera, Carl Zeiss f/4.5

3-speed shutter. New condition. List price £4 7s. 6d.,
for .
. £3 7 6

Tessar lens, 6 plate-holders, a
31 21 Nagel Triumph Roll
leather case. In excellent Film, f/6.3 Radionar anacondition. List price about
stigmat lens, S-epeed shutter.
£50, for .
£25 0 0
New condition.... £2 17 6

★ 1-pl. Adams’ Radex Reflex, a 6-in. Plaubel f/2.9 Anti¬
with 3-m.v-DallRoss A
plane Lens,^
wind
self-capping
focalg back, 6-in.
v,
revolvin
“^yer Telenegative lens
Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, quickcase. In excellent condition
Combmable
mount.
Single Lens, in
in iris
shutter, F.P. holder, leather

★ 3ix2J Junior Graflex ReB.

&

L.

Zeiss

Teleros f/5.5, for

List price £9 7s. 6d., for
12 6
£22 Tessar
f/4.5
-WLeioa camera. List &
price7 £8,6

plates.
In good condition
lens, changing-box
tor 12
ibfl-mm.'
’ ' Elmar
.JG
Distance
Lens Lightf/6.3.
i/ / U ^ for Model II Leica. List price

★ i-pl. Model B Graflex Re- £9 28., for .

£6 15 ' 0

flex, revolving back, Kodak
15-in. Cooke
Telephoto
f/4.5 anastigmat lens, F.P.
Lens f/5.8, hood and leather

case. In brand new condition,
Suitable for postcard or

★ 34 X 2i Zeiss Minimum Pal- smaller reflex. List price £20,

mos, Ciarl Zeiss f/2.7 Tessar
for .
£12 12 0
lens, 3 double plate-holders.,*, 6l-in. Zodellar Anastigmat
F.P. holder, leather case. In A f/4.5, Compur shutter, speeds
excellent condition. List price
1 to l/150tli sec., price
£40, for .
£19 12 6
£3 7 6

31x21 Thornton-Pickard Junior Special Reflex,

2 rack foemssing, sky-shade, rising front,
deep triple detachable focassing hood, revolving
back, quick-wind focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to
1/l.OOftth and time, fitted T.-P. Cooke anastigmat
f/4.5, 6 slides, F.P.A.. roll-holder ; a bargain, £7/10.
A pr • 107 Jules Richard Verascope, direct finder,
also reflex finder, spirit levels, fitted pair
Carl Zeiss Tessars f/4.5, Chromo.s shutter, speeded,
changing- box, and leather case, £6/15.
This advertisement continued on next page.
DEPOSIT

holder,
holder,

holder, leather case. List ^
price £33 10s., for £15 15 0

4 reversible finder, wire-frame finder, fitted
Voigtlander Skopar anastigmat f/4.5, D.A. Compur
shutter, 1 to l/250th and time, cable release ; as
new, £5/5.

OUR

with
with

★ 31x21 Graflex Cat Film good condition ... £11 17 6

Trade.

W.l, the camera
specialists, 122,
offer the
following
NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA,
Regent
St.,
bargains.
All
Apparatus
guaranteed
and sentSaleable,
on 5
days’
approvalfully
against
full deposit.
up-to-date apparatus taken in part or wliole

4x,
4x,

case, to fit lens 37-mm,
(1-7/lCtlLs in.) diameter 13s. 6d.
Graflex Cut Film

1129,
[6233

Rollex Roll-holder for 31x2^ Mentor, as new,
15/-; 2-in. Zeiss 3x Filter, 7/6. — Astill, 150,
Arnold St., Bolton, Lancs.
[6136

and
and

★ Pair of Optochrome Filters,

screen,
Aldis f/6 glitles,
leiis,' .laynay
with duo
attachment,
double maliogany
tripod,
6 printing3
frames, £5; approval; also 31x21 Roll Film
Carbine, Aldis lens, focussing, £2/2. — P., 86,
Denton Rd., llornscv, N.8.
[6232

APPROVAL

3i X 2i Ensign Roll Film Plate, Ensign new'f/4.5, latest geared
1 to 1/lOOth sec., rise cross front, latest pressure device,
brilliant and wire finder, slides, guarantee, test chart.
TRIAL _

AND

ADVERTISEMENTS

several Fir.st-class
very little
Amateur
obliged to Cameras,
give up, all
is dispo.sing
of DEALERS
used and indistinguishable from new, including :

lO-mm. New Victor Mi?hty-power Projector, auper f ’1.5 lens,
500-watt treinendouB liirert illumination. lar;,'e *2-in. diameter
coudenwerH (paBBinu eiiomious light), dual booeting reflectors
(Riving theatre brilliancy), latest 24-teetli film contact, auto¬
matic film trap, shuts oiT projection if incorrecrtly nmnine,
dual fun cooled, car-gear clutch start (giving forward, stills,
reverse), direct drive motor (no belts, chains or gears), automa¬
tic spofil arms, 4-way rewind, rewind by hand, rewind by
mot(jr. rewind one film wdiilst projecting another, rewind two
films at once Dreadnought gear tilting head, latest quick
threading, all gold-bronze, complete in i>rown
for-action carrj’ing-CHse.
TRIAL
£80

PHOTOGRAPHER

Any Camera sent on 7 days’ approval against deposit to value

'’
S HUNTE
SAND
37,
BEDFORD
ST R&eiT
STRAND
LONDON, W.C2.

RISK.
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AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

I CAMERAS

AND

17,

1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

LENSES

|

Trade.

This advertisement continued from previous page.

168, Oldham
SUPER

Road.

case, £4/5.

41x6 Baby Speed Reflex, deep triple detachable

2 focussing hood, revolving back, quick-wind
focal-plane shutter, 1/1 0th to IT, 000th and
time, fitted Hugo Meyer Trioplan f/3, focu.ssing
mount, 6 slides, F.P.A. and pigskin case
bargain, £12.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
PRODUCTS

SUPER

PLATES.
Doz.
3 doz.
..1/3
.. 3/6
..1/9
.. 5/.. 2/5
.. 6 9
. . 3/. . 8/6
other siz

3ix2i
4ix31
61x3i
6* X 4i

314 Xfocussing
2] Ensign adjustment,
Roll Film Reflex,
tropical model,
deep focussing
hood,
fitted Dallmeyer anastigmat f/4.5 and leather

SUPER

GASLIGHT

2ixll
3ix2i

.. 1/.. 1/6

4ix2f
41x31

..
..

31x21 Newman & Guardia Sibyl Vitesse Folding

2 Camera, focussing, rising and cross front,
reflex finder, fitted Ross Xpres f/3.5, speeded
shutter, 1 to l/150th and time, F.P.A. , fine
condition £15.

41x6 Dallmeyer Speed Reflex rack and pinion

PAPER.

I gross

..
..

1/10
..
2/2

1/6
2/6

3/6
3/6

pro rata.
SUPER
POSTCARDS
(Bromide or Gaslight), 50 1/6, 100 2/6.
CHEMICALS.— Metol, 1/4 ;
Amidol. 1/2 ;
Pyro, 1/- ;
Pot. Bromide, 4d. ; Hydrokiaone. lOd. ; Pot. Meta., 3d.
M.Q. Packets, 6 for lOjd.
Special term* to Commercial
Finither*.

Eolibri, f/3.5, Compur
Leica

No. 1, Elmar

31x21

Elmar

T.-P.

No. 7 Tropical
Nagel

31x21,

Ensign
-41x2}
Apem

and

Photographer*
or

call for

and

f/2.5 .

Reflex,

.

f/3.5 Ckioke .

Carbine,

AJdb,

f/4,5, D.A.

1-pl. Reflex, Ross

31x24 Ihagee Focal-plane Duplex Folding, double

£7 19

6

£8 19

6

£12

10

0

£10

10

0

£9 18

6

£5

7

6

Compur .

£5 12

6

f 4.5 .

£7 15

0

f/4.5, Compur .
AND

ROLLEIFLEX,

1-in. Cinar anastigmat f/1.5, 20-mm. Dallmeyer
anastigmat f/3.5, 3-in. Dallmeyer Telephoto f/3.5,
and leather case ; perfect condition, £37/10.

P.

Mulchro .

£3

V.P., f/4.5 Compur .

DIFFERENT

Ensign
Klnecam
Modelper 8,sec.5 speeds,
8, 12,super
16, 32
and 64Si.xteen,
pictures
fitted

List.

case .

f/3.5, case .

Carbine,

D. A

Finisher*’

f/3.5, case, etc .

Leica No. 1, Hektor
JtoUoroy,

Write

HUNDREDS
BARGAINS

LEICA,

ZEISS

IKON

19

6

£3 15

0

MORE.

TO

OFFER
AND

DAILY.

ETUI

SOME SUPER CAMERA BARGAINS

2
focussing, sky-shade, rising front, deep
triple focussing hood, revolving back, quick
wind focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to l/800th and
time, fitted f/2.9 Pentac, also Dallon Telephoto
f/6.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., magnifiers and
leather case, £21/7/6.

Gross

STOCKISTS.

2 extension, rack rising and cross front,
reversible finder, spirit level, wire-frame finder,
quick-wind focal-plane shutter, l/15th to 1/1, 000th
and time, fitted Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur
shutter, 1 to 1 /250th and time, cable release, 3
list price £20/10 ; our
slides, F.P.A. ; as new
price, £16.
Luxe Reflex, double
1-PLATE Dallmeyer de
4 extension, rising front, sky-shade, deep triple
detachable focussing hood, revolving back, quick
1/lOth to l/l,000th
wind focal-plane shutter,
and time, fitted Dallmeyer Serrac f/4.5, 1 D.P.
holder, F.P.A., £10/15.

Repairs to allworkmen
makes of; apparatus
executedbeforeby
estimate given
Apparatus
can be; purchased
deferred
payment system
please ask on
for our
details.
DEVFILOPING,
Printing
andservice.
Enlarging, best
possible results.
Quick
NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent [0010
St.,
W.l.
CAMERAS
Exchanged to; Pathescopes.
largest stock — S.Humphrys,
London
;
special attention
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[5002

F V.P. Newman & Gnardia Baby Sibyl Plate Camera. L\istrar
f/4.5 lens, 6 D.D. elides, F.P. adapter .
£7 7 0
Zeiss Ikon
lens, Compur

I

I

I

Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.I.
6250 ; usual approval terms.

Focal-plane

Boll Film

Tessar f/4.5
£6 15 0

Reflex, Ross

f/4.5 lens, (strap), canvas case .
Leica Roll Film, Elmar f/3.6 lens, leather

IK pres

£7 10
case £9 9

0
0

3i X 2i Special Rnby Reflex, f/3.5 T.H. Cooke anastigmat
5-ia. Series XI lens, 1 D.D. slide. Brand new. New price
£18 158 .
£13 13 0
4} X 21 Newman & Guardia Sibyl Excelsior, Rose Xpres
f/4.5 lens, leather case. New price £34 7s. 6d.. . £15 15 0
Model C Kodascope, complete with resistance.
price £20 15s. 6d. As new condition .
£8

New
8 0

31x21 T.-P. Junior Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5, 6 single
slides, canvas case. Good condition .
£9 10 0
Pathe
I
*

De Luxe

Motocamera,

plete with iris vignette,
leather case .

APPROVAL.

PART

f/2. 7 Zeiss Tessar

20-in.

portrait

lens, com-

lens, 4x
£13

EXCHANGE,

filter,
10 fO

DEFERRED

TERMS

PHOTO C?L"
ELD ROW.lFARGATe
SHEFFI
NORFOLK

experienced
proceeding.

Lloyds photographic supplies, 87,

Ikonta (IG exp. on V.P.), Zeiss
shutter .

3} X 2} Ensign

SHEFFIELD

—

One minuh rtalb From TotrnHjH

WEENY-ULTRIX

Phone, Holbom

Lloyds — F/2 S-ln. Anastigmat Lenses by Goerz

Two-thirds (appro.vimately) allowed as part
payment on modem cameras, when purchasing
new cameras, including Contax, Miroflez, Leica,
Roileiflex, Etui or Cine Cameras. (Send for
free booklet e.xplaining.)
Cameras as part
our approval.

payment

must

be

subject

to

Write, stating exactly what you have as part
pajTnent, the price paid and date purchased,
with particulars also of new apparatus required.

and Busch & Lomb, fitted Ilex between-lens
shutter, speeds l/5th, 1/lOth, l/25th, l/50th,
1/lOOth sec., bulb and time ; unused, £3/12/6.

Lloyds.
— 3-in.between-lens
f/2.9 Dallmeyer
Pentac
Lenses,
in
Gammax
shutter,
speeds
1/lOth,
l/25th, l/50th, 1/lOOth sec., bulb and time, 52/6.
[5909
A. ADAMS & CO., LTD.,
122, ofWigmore
St.,
W.l, late
24, Charing

Portman Square,
Cro.ss Rd., W.C.2.
QF’FER

YOUR
AN

CHANCE

TO

AUTOMATIC

PURCHASE
ROLLEIFLEX

the following Bargains ;
1-pl. Adams’ Roll Film Vesta de Luxe, f/4.5
I Tessar lens. Compound shutter, black
hide case.

lens.
Film, Aplanat
30/- 1-pl.
3ix2JEnsign
N. & Roll
G. Sibyl,
f/6.3 Tessar lens,
6 single slides.
OIO
i-pl. Adams’ Verto, 6-in. Series IV Cooke
anastigmat f/5.6 lens, F.P.A., leather
case : special offer.

YOUR
NEAREST
put*

SUPER
ALL

you

PILLAR
in touch

BOX

with our

DEVELOPING

ENLARGED POSTCARDS

-

-—

{each exposure)

—

6d. and

at 2d.

Inna -• p Send P.O. and next film
to uj.
SPECIAL FREE ENVELOPES
SUPPLIED.
A booi
to Leica, Contax, Roileiflex and all small film users

lALLENSi
Cent.

9480.

168, Oldham Road, Manchester, A
OPEN

36

ALL

DAY

SATDEDAT.

YOU

CAN

DEAL

0|1
31x21
Contessa
Focal-plane,
f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar
lens,Nettel
14 single
slides, black
leather case.
O Vyf\ 45 X 107 mm. Voigtlander Reflectoscope,
f/4.5 Heliar lenses, Compur shutter, 12plate changing-box, in leather case ; new con¬
dition.

exchange. Allowance for Apparatus taken in
Liberal
1.
A. Portman
ADAMS Square,
& CO., W.LTD.,
122, Wigmore [6234
St.,
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

OR

PLATES.

FULL-SIZE
V.P. PICTURES.
HELICAL
FOCUSSING.
NO

57/-

SERVICE

*lze Jilox* developed

O Q
10x15
cm. Adams’
Vesta13-in.
de Luxe,
f/4.5 Ross
Xpres and
f/5.4 71-in.
Telecentric, interchangeable, in Acme shutter, 6 D.D.
slides, F.P.A., in morocco cases (exceptional
bargain).
OOO
3ix2i N. & G. Folding Reflex, f/4.5
dw/wO
Ross Xpres lens, 3 D.D. slides, lens hood,
K filter, hide case ; new condition.
OQ
41x6 cm. Ernemann Focal-plane, f,'3.5
Zeiss Tessar lens, 3 slides, F.P.A.

FILMS
8

BELLOWS.
7-cm.

Prices include soft Leather
Films

LENSES.

Case.

Plates

only.

and

Films.

I.A.G. Anas. f/4.5i Pronto shutter £5 15

0

,,
Tessar

„
,, Compur „
£8 0
f/4.5, Compur shutter ■ ■ £11 15

0
0

£9 12
£13 7

6
6

f/3.5

0

£14

6

.
Ask for New

WHOLESALERS

GARNER

£13
Camera

FOR

0

—

12

Catalogue.

** IHAGEE

”

& JONES, LTD.

Polebrook House, Golden Square, W.l

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

May

17,

THE

1933

EXCHANGE

AND

WANTED

Exchange.— 12-in. f/5.6 Dallon Telephoto,

hood, case, list £15, perfect, for 1-pl. Ica
or similar reflex, fitted f/4.5 Ross or Zeiss, full
details. — Year, 18, North Parade, York.
[6100

WANTED.
— Pathescope
or— BM/PXMP,
Kodak-EightW.C.l.
Cine
Camera,
Lux preferred.
[6113
WANTED.
— .[-pi.
Field
Camera, 133,
triple High
extension,
3 D.D.
slides.
— Tranmer,
St.,
Smethwick.
[6114
WANTED.
Graflex
3.ix2i£6. —orWells,
similar
small
reflex,— not
exceeding
48, Cherry
Orchard Gardens, Croydon.
[6119
WANTED.
— Silent
Studio
Shutter,School,
aperture
3[6120in.
or more.
— Bond,
Gosfleld
Halstead,
Essex.
Reflex
wanted.
Film,price
aboutessential.
3}x2},—
extra good
lens —; RoU
knock-out
Box 6925, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [6121
Exchange
2 No.Distance
2 Enslgnette
anastigmat3 X for
Meter. — de
6, Luxe,
Perth f/6.3
Rd.,
Leyton, E.IO.
[6124
Exchange.
ZeissLeicaideal,or Rolloroy.—
3[x2}, f/4.5
Tessar,
accessories,— for
H. Braithwaite, Brunstead Rd., Bournemouth.
[6125
WANTED.
—
Reflex,
3ix2i
or
i-pl.,
f/4.5
or
larger
lens, revolving back, self-capping shutter,
case : would exchange Rolleiflex or V.P. Icarette,

$TILL THE BEST
VALUE!

I

WANTED. — 35-mm. Cine Cameras, lenses (tele¬

Latest Ensign Autokinecam, 3 speeds, f/2.6

Anastigmat Lens
in
delayed-action shatter.

£6 : 17 : 6

monthlv payments
of 16/1.

KODATOY Projector for sale, practically unused,

25/- : wanted, 3ix2i Reflex, without lens. —
Jas. Mackenzie, 136, Old Park Avenue, Belfast. [6204

Bring home a living
record with the

Trade.

*8’

Slips into your pocket.
No
focussing, simply

CINE-KODAK

sight and shoot.
"With f/3.5 anastigmat

'“trice £9: 17: 6
Makes

1 ft. of film do the

The “PILOT”

CAMERA

lens

Tessar

lens
Or on

**0

easy

• AQ

0

SUPER Films, 10/- and 15/- ; 60-ft’3. 2/6 ; 30-ft’s.

‘AGFA STANDARD

Beautifully fin¬
ished throughout.
F/6.3 anastigmat.
List £5 128. 6d.
With
With

Exchange. — ■“ practical Electrical Engineering,”

Amateur

Photographer.”

[6226

IHAGEE Stereoscopic Postcard, f/4.5 Zodellar

lenses, Compur shutter to 1 sec., new condition,
£4 ; Kodak Tank for same (extras), 10/- ; wanted,
6x13 Mentor. — Box 6944, c/o “The Amateur
Photographer.”
[6227

t

PATHE 9i-mm. Telephoto Camera, £30 model
De Luxe Motocamera, Zeiss f/2.9, case, supple¬

£18 ; perfect condition ; particular's free.—
Baird, 25, Belleisle St., Glasgow.
[5980
mentary lenses, electric titler, Cinaphot ; per¬
fect ; cost £23 ; sacrifice, £10/10 ; deposit system.
• — 45, Brunswick Rd., Sutton, Surrey.
[6109
^INE-KODAK
8 and Kodascope Eight-30, only
vy used once ; accept £13 the two ; bargain ;
“ A.P.” deposit system. — Oliver, 9, Spinney Rise,
Birstall, Leicester.
[6161
BE

0 0/1 r
T.-P. Victory i-pl. Enlarger, R.R.
^O/ Ao
lens, storing box and fittings. —
Stainthorpe, Thorpville, 151, Ring Rd., Farnley,
Leeds.
[6149

ALBUMS
types, at less than
Prices from 2/6.

Takes 36 exposures at
one loading. Easily fits
the pocket. Simple
use and assures you

cost.
Send

your requirements
let us quote.

O pi /_ Lancaster Amplus No. 4 Condenser Enlarger,
Oo/
gas, Form A tor 3ix2i plate camera ;
carriage e.xtra. — Below.
Ikon Baby Box, f/6.3, quantity papers,

to
of

splendid enlargements.
Has built-in

and

range-finder.

GUARANTEED
Approval

with all accessories, automatic focus, brasshound condenser, all carriers, easel and lens, £12
or exchange for i-pl. Reflex. — T. Wilkinson,
Lochinvar, Moss Lane, Ormskirk. Phone 289. [5854

Leica Model II

A number of surplus
albums, all sizes and

BARGAINS

to post-buyers

on

cash

f^yjl

dishes, etc. ; stamp list. — White, Saris-

bury, Burnham

X ^ ^

!

Rd., Highbridge,

Somerset.

[6176

Trade.
ANCASTER

deposit.

A BIG “BABY
” BARGAIN. — Newman & Guardia Baby
RoU Film Sibyl Camera, Ross Xpres f/4.5 lens, splendid con¬
dition, leather case. Cost £21 2s .
£7 17 6
SHOP-SOILED ONLY. — 3ix2i Newman & Guardia Folding
Reflex, f/2.9 Pentac anastigmat lens, 3 D.D. metal slides.
Never been used. List price £56 .
£39 10 0
3^ X 24
3 double

Ensign De Luxe Reflex
slides, F.P.A., leather

B, Ross Xpres f/4.d lens,*
1? 6
case. Cost £28 £910s.

i-pl. Graflex Reflex, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens, roll-holder,
F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost £30. Price. . . . £10 10 0
£7 17 6
3a Special Postcard-size Kodak, Homocentric f/6.3 anastig.
mat lens, Compur shutter, range-finder. Cost £18 Ss. Price
Send

CINEMATOGRAPH APPARATUS

1 ^A Aldis,
Optiscope
Lantern230-voit
in portable
case,
14-in.
J.U
500-watt
lamp ;
excellent
condition, £9. — Box 6923, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[6107
1-PLATE Camera Enlarger, mounting press, balance,
2 safelight, complete dark-room equipment, etc. ;
write for fully detailed list. — B., 30, Hillcourt
Avenue, London, N.12.
[6141

New i-pl. Vertical Electric Enlarger, complete

f/6.3 ; full particulars, price. — Clark, c/o,
24, High St., Tunbridge Wells.
[6183

c/o “ The

■

F/4.5 anastigmat.
List £7 158.

5 vols., new condition, and some radio
components (write for list), for J-pl. Gaslight
Enlarger. — E. Lamont, 7, Dean St., Edinburgh. [6178

WANTED. — ^Large Print Trimmer, also Film
Accessories
for 6x6,
and
EXllHANGE.
— 4.5x107
Ica f/3.8
StereoRolleiflex,
Camera and
Proxars, or sell ; full particulars sent. — Box 6943,

Sc ENLARGERsI

with
6-8peeded
shutter and direct
vision finders.

[6174

Sheaths for Watkins V.P. Developing Tank.
— Box 6939, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [6222

LANTERNS

Roll-film Cameras

WANTED.
— ^Whole-plate
Anastigmat,
aperture
not smaller
f/4.5. — Carver,
The Meadows,
Bridgend.
[6170
Exchange.
—
E
Fiat
Alto
saxophone,
automatic
octave, for
9.5-mm.
Pathe
Motocamera
and
chargers. — F. Roads, 211, Squires Lane, Finchley,

as new, or sell first good offer. — Sleath, Clipstone,
Notts.
[6209

B, £7/5.— Below.
1/- ; Summer Week-end Hire, 1/6 per super.
■— Amateur Cine Service, 50, Widmore Rd., Bromley,
Kent. Ravensbourne 1926.
[6217

Great Special Offer !

1-PLATE, f/6.3, D.E., usual movements, F.P.A. ;
4 good condition ; exchange with cash similar
f/4.5 or f/3.8. — Area, 240, Lancaster Rd., W.ll. [6160

WANTED. — Zeiss Ikonta, 2 on 3ix2[, f/4.5 or
WANTED.
— 2.[x2i
Rolleiflex,
must 57,be Clayton
perfect
condition
and cheap.
— Mitoheil,
Rd., Lidget Green, Bradford.
[6187
WANTED.
Lens,
5i-in.,
in
sunk
mount. —— F/4.5
Robinson,
Tower
Cottage,
The focussing
Avenue,
Durham.
[6196
Reflex,
3ix2[,
lens
wanted,
must
be sound
and with
cheap good
or exchange
Ross Xpres
1/4.5 Cameo, 3[x2[, Compur, etc., leather case ;

Pathe, Ensign

Lux Motocamera,
Meyer, ; Model
Motocamera,
Zeiss£5/17/6
f/2.9 ;Lux,f/2.8£9/17/6
f/3.5

• U

3^X

Moy,

£3/15.— Below.

terms.

WANTED.
— LeicacashII ;or send
Contax,details
also toaccessories
immediate
— R.A.C., ;
61, Widmore Rd., Bromley, Kent.
[6159

DeVry, De Brie, Williamson,
and Coronet.

sories, case, Bargains.
£12 ; 200-B,
Transformer,
Pathescope
— I.uxwith
Projector,
acces¬
£12/17/6 ; Home Movie Projector, double claw,

focus, and advantages of the roll-fllm
camera, all combined, Compur shutter.
F/3.6 Zeiss Cl Q , 1 C . A
Tessar

vited of immense stock of Films (9, 16, 35 mm.).
Everything
for Moviesincluding
; yourBellinspection
in¬
Cameras and Projectors,
& Howell,
(facing Film House), London,
St.
WardourPhone,
ENTERPRISES. 159, W.l.
LUSTRA
FGerrard
6889.
[583(5
CINEMATOGRAPH
Accessories
standard
only ; lists freeFilms,
; sample
1/-. —; ^Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[3523

The only reflex taking 3 x 4 cm. pictures.
Instant readiness for use, certainty of

photo) and stands, hand-turn and auto¬
matic. — Box 6928, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[6155

N.3.

CINEMATOGRAPH APPARATUS j

Dallmeyer Optical Flat x2 filter, cost £18/18,
as brand new, in hide case, £10/10 ; Ensign 180-watt
f/1.8 Projector, forward, reverse, rewind, all
voltages, carrying-case, as brand new, £16/16. —
120, Cavendish Rd., Balham.
[6188
VVIESTON Universal Meter, condition absolutely
T T as new ; cost £15/10 ; .sacrifice, £12. — BCM/
B920, London.
[6199

3ix2i roll-fllm, plate
and film-pack camera.
Double extension, re¬
flecting and direct-vision
view-finders. Big f/3.8

both f/4.5 Zeiss, in Compur, roll films. — Ellison,
Alanbank, Moorhouse Rd., Carlisle.
[6128

WANTED.
i-pl. Lentrosen,
Reflex, goodPurley
make,Hill,reasonable
price. —— Bean,
Surrey.
[6132
WANTED.
— Bromoil
Outfit,Hollyfield
must beRd.,inSutton
good
condition.
— Roseholm,
Coldfield.
[6138
WANTED.
— High-class
16-exposurecheap.^on— Mawer,
3ix2i
or other
small camera,
Westvale, Beavers, Farnham.
[6146
H.
C.
Flashman,
Wallingford,
Berks.
WANTED. — Distance .Meter, scaled feet, cash.[6151—

3

0 1 4) /I O Asfocussing
Brand New,
f/2.6 Ensign
lens, Autokinecam,
normal, half
and slow-motion speeds, in leather case ; absolute
bargain. — P. Cory, Downing College, Cambridge. [6173

The 20DEL
SPECIAL

Nine

{Supplement)

ADVERTISEMENTS

PHOTOGRAPHER

AMATEUR

your

enquiry

for ANYTHING

photographic.

WRITE FOR FREE LISTS OF NEWEST
CAMERAS & HUNDREDS OF BARGAINS
Anything on
instalments.

9 monthly

VERTICAL and Horizontal for every size

negative, from Leica to 12x10, Condensers,
diffused
or mercury
vapour illumination ; semi¬
S
JINLARGER
automatic
or automatic focussing,
y ^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

J. Birmingham,
LANCASTER 1.& Telephone,
SON, LTD.,Central
87, 4255.
Parade,
post free. — sale
^Lancaster,
Birmingham.
Clearance
List ofParade,
shop-solled
Enlargers,
struction
:
postage
2d.—
Lancaster,
Enlargers.
— List of parts for ownParade,
con¬
Birmingham.
[0082

High
allowances on
ap¬
paratus in part exchange.
LTD.

ACCESSORIES

WALLACE

HEATON

47, BERKELEY
Phone

NEXT

WISE

IN

: GEOS.

DOOR

TIME— USB

TO

ST., W

2891.

COOK'S.

OUR

DEPOSIT

3a Kodak Combination Back, focussing screen,
6844,3
[6007
£35.
—
Butler,
53,
Green
Lane,
Harrow.
[6097
Aerograph plant, motor compressor, 8 pistols,

double plate-holders, all new, 25/-. — Box
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

SYSTEM.
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THE

4 (Supplement)

AMATEUR

AHGE
CAMERA ofEXCH
the
MIDLAHD/
MODERN
MAKES
OF STILL
CINE CAMERAS
SOLD
AND
EXCHANGED.

Let us have your old camera in part exchange fora new one
Best allowances

VICTORI

made

by

Photographic Chemists

BIRMINGHAM

SQUARE,

{Opposite

posure Meter,
24/-, new
in leather
case, 15/Bargains.
— A11 cost
as brand
: JustQphot
Ex¬ ;
Zeiss Ikon Tripod, rigid, light, 4-fold, black ash,

Q.P.O.)

is easy with the Diaphot.
No sensitive paper required.
Simply observe the actual
subject through a little blue
window, turn the rim in
accordance with the simple

ROLLEX
X 2i 16/-.[6186
Soho—
Reflex ; Roll-film
used few Holder
times ; for
half-price,
Murray-Smith, Hemel Hempstead.
Kodak
Developing
21, Ash,
complete,
good
condition,
14/6. — Tank,
Stroud,No.Cold
Newbury.
Wishart Entirely
Envelopes, i-pl.
offers to
— ^D.[6200
M.
Mackenzieand: unused
2 DOZEN
Woollons,
47a, Milman new
Rd., N.W.6.
[6216
Ensign
nearly new,Photographer.”
3}x24, 10/-.
— Box Roll-fllm
6942, c/oHolder,
“ The Amateur

instructions, and the exact ex¬
posure is indicated on the dial. Price, in leather case with
instructions, 6s. 6d. Further particulars on application.

ZEISS
ZEISS

IKON

THE

“WALLET”
POCKET

Trade.

5ix3i

SANDS

Film Pack Adapters, A.P. Paris, fittings as

HUNTER
London,

Strand,

W.C.2.

Lloyds, 87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l. Phone
Lloyds. — ^New-stock Enamelled Dishes, superior
Holborn

WAMTED
To purchase for cash and part exchange
Good Cameras and Cine Apparatus.
Full details required.
E,t.over

SHEFFIELD

so years

6, NORFOLK

in

PHOTO

ROW

CO.,

LTD.

(Fargate). SHEFFIELD

EXTRAORDINARY
NEWS
the History of Photography

“ NOW

!

AT “

The Two Minutes Hypo Eliminator is not made' any more from
ohemicals. After-effects are guaranteed. NOW
AT is almost
as cheap as water. Single bottles 3/- and 5/- net. Post
free. The 5/- bottles contain double quantity. Cost equals
oue farthiug for 12 Negatives or Prints.

S. HERMER,

6250.

to any on the market, 3 in. deep, postcard
strip, 23x7 in., 7/6 ; 24x18 in., 12/6 ; 20x16 in.,
10/6; 15x12 in., 5/6; 12x10, 4/6; 10x8, 3/6;
24x16x4 or 5 in. deep, 15/- ; 30x20x3 in.
deep, 15/- ; Cascade Washing Trays, set of three,
20X16, 47/6.
38 X 15 —X Porceloyd
12, 20/- ; RoU
tap-hole
tap, 2/6 Tanks,
extra,
Lloyds.
Film andDeveloping
all sizes ; stoneware tanks in stock.
snaps. Equipment
Studio Lighting,
Drying
Lloyds
for D. &Backgrounds,
P. Trade, Walking
and Mounting Machines.
[5908

I PHOTOGRAPHS

H.

&

D.

All

Popular

WANTED

Liberal Discounts.

Send

Sizes.

38

122,

East

HAPPY

HOLIDAYS

rv®NviNciN<ri
I ^

PROOF!

UNSOLICITED

TO

CITY

PHOTO

WORKS

TESTIMONIAL.
April 4tb, 1933.

“ I shonld like to tell yon that the Gaslight Paper which yon sent
me was REALLY EXCELLENT, and I got BETTER RESULTS with it
than I had previously obtained on paper which cost TWICE
AS
MUCH.
Jhank yon for your prompt attention to my last order,
and also for yonr courtesy.**
R. B. T. (Cardiff.)

SUPREME
GASLIGHT

BROMIDE

1/0

4ix2i
V.P.
31x21

Write

QUALITY

AND
Gross
, 2/6

now

for interesting

PAPER.

41x31
..
6ix31
..
i-plate
Whole-plate

catalogue

Gross
..
3/6
..
4/3
. .
6/6
. . 11/6

of all our material, tree.

MISCELLANEOUS

Park

Road,

LEICESTER.

USE

BCITY photo WORKS (Dept. 2) ■
Eastbourne

Road,

Southport

FINISHED BY EXPERTS

The “ MIRROR
SNAP,”— A sunburn-tinted Velov Print,
bound, various colours under glass, with English bevelled
mirror on back, size 31x21, lOld. each.

|

” (Regd.). A coloured S-in. Statuette
and mounted on polished stand, 2/6 each.

C“ for
7 '6. ” (Regd.) Glazing and stripping solution.
FOTOZO
Prints never stick. Price 1/- and 1/9 bottle.
CASH WITH
ORDERS.
EXPENSES
REFUNDED.
WRITE
LIST.
SHELFORB
PLACE,
LOWDOlf, N.16.

ZEISS Binoculars -(-8x24, centre screw focussing,

leather case, £7 ; another pair, Zeiss -1-6x30.
eyepiece focussing, compass, leather case, £6/10 ;
cash or exchange. — Hackett, 37, Davenport Rd.,
Hazel Grove, Stockport.
[6214

SPEEDY D. & P. LTD.
EVERY

FRIDAY

FOURPENCE

Trade.

YOU can use your spare time to start a mail

order business that quickly brings you a
full-time income ; few pounds capital only needed ;
no samples or outfits to Buy ; no rent, rates or
canvassing ; new method makes success certain ;
send P.C. to-day for booklet. — Business Servicq
Institute, Dept. 183a, 6, Carmelite St., E.C.4. [6154
OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOW

ALL

I

3/3

“ EUT06RAPH
cut out in wood

I

I

:

The “PORTRAIT
GIFT,” — Head and shoulders only in
professional gilt-edged folders, size 8x5, 1'6 each, 3 for 4/6,

Sizes up to 12x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
CAMPION,

FOR

SNAPSHOTS

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

&

Trafalgar Square, London.

for Price List.

Your Film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative: V.P. and 3^x2^, 8 exposures, 1/2, No. 116 (21x41)
1/6, 41 X 31 1/3, 61 X 31 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- 1 dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9 1 dozen, 81x61; 2/6
dozen, 1/6 1 dozen, 61 x 4| enlargements, 21- 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12x10 1/3, 10x8 1/-, 81x61 9d., 61x41 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH OF ALL ORDERS.

OSBORNE

MAN

Everywhere

SAMPLE
FILM
1/- POST
FREE
C. WATERHOUSE,
Photographic Dealer
9, EARLDO.M ROAD, SHEFFIELD

W. 1

ISLE ®F MAN

PHOTOGRAPHIC
Salesman requires situation,
mail order or counter ; 30 years’ experience. —
Green, 13, Cambrian Rd., Leyton, E.IO.
[6130

oU

OF

Street, London,

Photographic Competition, 1933

or^at Grand^Buildings,

119,

WANTED

Mortimer

Beautiful sets of lantern slides loaned free
daring winter months.

I PAY 4/- for photos of queer gravestone epitaphs,

4, Fortismere Avenue^ London, N.10

REGENT^
1000

of^Man,

[

8/3 for negatives ; I may be able to site you
to an epitaph close by ; write if interested ;
can also use epitaph books if cheap. — W. Bethel,
166, W. Van Buren, Chicago, Ills., U.S.A. [5848

SITUATIONS

AGENTS

WANTED

DIAPHOT

House,

Five classes with eight prizes in each class, open to ail
amateur photographer visitors during 1933 season. Write
for copy of Official Guide, containing full particulars, together
with winning snapshots in 1932 Competition. Obtainable
from P. A. Clague, at either the Publicity Department, Isle

washes without removing film, V.P. to
[0090
i-pl., 4/11 ; 2-gal. Economy Tanks for D. & P.
work, complete with clips and weights, takes all
sizes, 25/- ; 9-mm. Cine Film Tanks from 22/6. —
White Photo Accessories, 18, Murgatroyd St.,
Bradford.
[5835

&Co.Ltd.

Street,

11, Mortimer

£200 Amateur

Roll Film Tanks (nickel), develops, fixes and

in flat Leather Case,
in. x | in..

Bedford

2/3, etc.

slides : 3J x 2} 5/6, 4i x 3i 6/6, etc. ; postage
extra ; obtainable from Actina Ltd., 29, Red Lion
Square, London, W.C. Telephone, Chancery 8541.

Price 30/37,

2/3, 9X12

IKON

LTD.,

ISLE

[6225

camera cases.—
A. Maskens
Cross ;
BELLOWS.
— All sizes
stocked &; Sons,
lowest12a,prices
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083
Ikon,
Cameo,
Klito,
Contessa,
Zodel
and
SINGLE Metal Slides, A.P. Paris. T.-P., Zeiss
Block Edge fittings; 3Jx2i 1/3, 4ix3i 1/6,

TRIPOD

This is a new de luxe quality
and exceptionally compact
pocket tripod which folds
FLAT
when
not in use,
and weighs only 14 oz. It
is of light metal construction
throughout. Its automatic
spring catches and new style
guiding runners ensure perfect
stability in use. Length when
closed in., 46 in. high when
fully extended.
Contained
9 in. X

17, 1933

1
Arpto Print
Trimmer,
; Alpha,
LO
Beta B Filters,
IJ circular,
and 15/mount,
12/6.
— B. H. Deal, 283, Shirley lid., Southampton. [6167

revolving top, cost 19/6, 12/6 ; 5j-in. Plano¬
convex Condenser, cost 25/6, 12/6. — Palmer, 64,
Leigh Ed., Leyton, E.IO.
[6171

Everything for the CINfi Enthusiast — Cameras,
Projectors, Fiims and Accessories in 9.5
and 16 mm.
sizes.

S
GALLOWAY
A

May

ADVERTISEMENTS

ACCESSORIES

THE

ALL
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PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS
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MATERIALS
Trade.

Trade.

CITY PHOTO WORKS, Established over 22 years,

for first-quality British material : Papers,
Plates, Postcards, Mounts, Film Wallets, and all
D. & P. lines ; big catalogue free. — City Photo
Works, Southport.
[0002

BURT’S for all Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,

GRANVILLE
PRODUCTS

etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
send tor List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.
ous and normal ; all surfaces ; First quality,
BURT’S
Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor¬
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100,
normal,
all surfaces,
3ix2i
72 sheets,
BURT’S
Gaslight
and Bromide
Paper,1/3vigorous
and
2/- gross; 4ix2} and i-pl. 1/9, 3/- gross; i-pl.
1/9 36, whole-plate 2/9 38.

Films

normal, vigorous
weight, Gaslight,
double¬as
single-we;ightsameandprices
K ALTON
Bromide advertisement above, except i-pl., 6/6 gross.
double-weight
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigoroas,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Eough, ;
10x8 5/- ; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
2/- gross,
12-gros3
20/-. ” 3ix2i glossy,
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots“ Xlnt
K ALTON
Paper,2/6 lSx2i,
1/6 gross;
3ix2J, Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
gross; 4ix2i
and

Postcards 3/9 100.

■T^AMY Self-toning, i-pl. 9/-. i-pl. 4/-. 4ix2i 3/9,
JV 3i X 2i 3/- gross ; Postcards 4/- 100.
[0044

5/4

..
..
..
..

LEICA
— Have foryou “ your
Springfor supplies
of
films Users.
? Write
Service
the Leica
Camera.” — Photofilms, Leica Specialists, Red Lion

7/9
7/4
5/6
8/4

House, Chiswick

H.D.

ENLARGEMENTS

100, 250, 350, 650, and

18/- ;

POSTCARD Enlargements, 1/3 dozen, 6 for 0d. ;
Free tor every 7/6 spent with us one 8ix6i

Special Ortho

assorted

Glossy, Velvet, Matt : White and Cream ;
Chloro-Bromide ; Double-weight thickness.
Sheets.
Sheets.

.. 4/6
.. 6/2
.. 5/-

8ix6i
10x8
12x10

72
36
36

etc. ; price listAfrea.
— Slater,
Sawtry,
Peter¬
Enlargements
of Quality,
postcard
printing,
borough.
[4423

.. 8/6
.. 6/6
.. 9/9

1 /->
6d. 3,
3d.or1.—
Full-size
x/
O DOZEN,
Postcards lOd.
from6, small
film
plate,
re¬
touching and vignettes included ; postage extra. —
Atkinson Speight, 38, Gainsborough Avenue,
Oldham.
[0017

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE
POSTCARDS

ments, 2d. Camera
; send Specialist.
for list. — George
Childe,
Miniature
J-pl. Enlarge¬
Photo-Chemist, 228,
Roundhay Rd.,— Leeds.
[5840

All grades as above.
15 1/.. 50 2/.. 100 3/6, 500 16/-.

GRANVILLE
DEVELOPERS

1^x8 Enlargements, 1/2 ; mounted, 2/- post free ;
Av/ Postcards, 1/4 dozen. — Hughes, 12, Stanley
Rd., Lindley, Huddersfield.
[6142

600 H. & D. ; i-pl., 1/9 dozen, 6 dozen 8/- ; Gaslight, Amidol, M.Q., Pyro. Gold Toning,
Postcard, 2/- dozen, 6 dozen 11/- ; i-pl., 2/9 dozen, Acid Fixing, Semitone. Box of 6 packets 1/3.
5 dozen 12/-.

ATTWOOD
Bromide
Paper,6x4i,
glossy,3/6satin,
matt, ;
normal and
vigorous,
per gross

SUPER Postcard Enlargements, 1/3 dozen,

GRANVILLE

lOd. i dozen, assorted 2d. each. — Ace Service,
19, Earl St., Blackburn.
[6150

Cut Films, Mounts, Chemicals, Tissue, Mountant. Sepia Toner, P.O.P,, Glazing Solution,
Self-toning, etc., etc.

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

ATTWOOD
Acmecontrasty,
Postcards,50 Bromide
normal and
1/6, 100 and
2/9, Gaslight,
500 11/-,

1/9 100, 14/-

Trade.

i-pl., 4/- per gross ; whole-plate, 7/6 per gross. —
Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
[0025

All Developing and Printing, same-day service ;

Allens
Gaslight3ix2i(the1/8,quality
for
D. & P.super
Finishers,
4ix2i paper)
2/6 gross

ILe AlVIltNJ

(12-gro3s lots) : 250-gross lots, 3i x 2i, 1/7 gross ;
sample gross 2/-. — Below.

Allens Super Plates, 4ix3i 1/6, 5ix3i 2/-,
Allens super Chemicals : Amidol 2/9, Metol 3/6,
6ix4i

Telegrams:

2/6 dozen {6-dozen lots). — Below.

Hydrokinone

1/9, Pyro

2/9 ilb. — Below.

LONDON

GTOM

BRANCH

:

DEAL

Phone 847.

BmUINGHAM
174,

BRANCH

Corporation

:

Street,

TeieS}

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

ly/.
42/6 per Postcards
1,000, including
title,
I / PER
best GROSS,
Photographic
on Kodak
[0057
Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative,
36
for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon. [0064

Developing and Printing, 3ix2i Roll Films,

Chancery 8537.

carriage paid) ; send for Finishers’ List.— Allens,
168, Oldham Ed., Manchester, 4.
[0092
CAN

Roll Films and one print each to 3ix2i 1/- ;
41x3i 1/3, 6ix3i 1/8; write for lists; sea also
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roseoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

SPA

“Granville, Leamington.”

57 & 68, Chaneery Lane, W.C.2

Allens
& P.Wallets,
Order 1/6Pads,100 7/6
special D.
de Luxe
(60/- dozen
orders;
YOU

2d. each. — Below.

mounted Enlargement from your negative,
no disappointments ; same-day service ; 8i x 6i
lOd., 10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15X12 2/1 ; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8ix6i 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certainj; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE

4ix3i 144
5ix3i 144
6ix4| 72

[5910

Trade.

H.D, 425.

350 and 600 H. & D. ; Postcards, 2/- dozen,
6 dozen 10/- ; i-pl., 2/3 dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.

Postcards,

[0091

satin, strips of 3, packet of 500 cards, 5/9,
post free. — Lloyds, 87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l.

3ix2i I Doz. .. 1/3 6ix4J I Doz. .. 3/9
4ix3i
.. 1/10 8ix6i i „ .. 3/9
5ix3i ,. .. 2/10

ATTWOOD Flat Films, superfine quality. —
ATTWOOD Plates, superfine quality. — 300 and
1,000 19/- ; Commercial
per 1,000.

Mall, W.4.

Rajah Tonelle Bromide Postcards, glossy and

GRANVILLE
LUXE POSTCARDS

GRANVILLE
UNSURPASSED
PLATES

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

R ALTON
Film; Packs,
& D.8/6.350, 3ix2i, 3
packs 5/3
i-pl., 3H.packs
K
ALTON
Plat Films,
& D. 600,4 i-pl.,
3 dozen
5/-, 16/6
gross ; H.Postcard,
dozen
8/9 ;
i-pl., 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
R ALTON
bottled : Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
lOd. ; Pyro,
[0009
post paid Hadleigh,
; satisfaction
catalogue
ATTWOOD.
Essex.guaranteed
— Eeliable; Materials,
free.

Papers, 1/1-pl. 11/6, i-pl. 7/6, i-pl. 3/6,
4ix2i 3/3, 3ix2i 2/6 gross.

20 1/-. 50 1/9, 100 3/-, 500 13/6

R ALTON
Films,: 3ix2i,
first quality,
exposures
lix2i, Eoll
9/- dozen
10/- ; 82ix4i,
12/-; :
3ix4i,

P.C. 2/-, i-pl. 2/9 dozen, postage extra.

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal,
4/-

R ALTON
Collodion, 3i x 2i, 3/- gross ;
4ix2i Self-toning
and i-pl., 4/-.
R ALTON
Self-toning
Postcards,
glossy, matt and
matt cream,
4/- 100,
32/6 1,000.
R ALTON
i-pl., 9/9
4 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; i-pl.,
5/-,
backed 5/9 ; 3i x 2i, 4 dozen 5/-. backed 6/9 ;
7/6 ;

order.

KAMY Plates, any speed: 3ix2i 1/-, i-pl. 1/6,
KAMY Postcards, Bromide and Gaslight, 3/- 100 ;
KAMY P.O.P., 1/1-pl. 10/-, i-pl. 5/9, i-pl. 3/- gross;

LIST

6JX4J 144
8lx6i 72
10x8
36
12x10 36

3/7

.,

DE

K
ALTON
Postcards,
bromide
and gaslight,
quality,
all surfaces
: Vigorous,
3/- first
100,
1/9 50.

3ix2i,

FREE

Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and
2/9 Normal.
Sheets

4ix2|
„
3iX
2i Gross
4ix3i

i-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

6 expo.sures :
6ix3i, 21/-.

FOR

GRANVILLE
DE LUXE PAPERS

5ix3i

on first sample

2/3 100, 7/6 500.

TO-DAY

All Surfaces :

10 per cent reduction
excepted.

3ix2i
12/-; :6 V.P.K.
exposures:
KAMY
Roll 10/-,
Films,2ix4i
8 exposures
9/-,
3ix4i 18/-, 5ix3i 21/- dozen; Wallets, 4ix3|,

R ALTON “ Kaltona ” Bromide, glossy, velvet, label be found
WRITE

[0026

KAMY, ltd., 22, Bunhill Row, London, allows

7/3, 3/- dozen.

matt, normal, vigorous, extra vigorous, single¬
weight and double- weight : 20x16 6/3 dozen;
15x12 4/3; 12x10 7/3, 36 sheets, 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 4ix2i 3/6, 3Jx2J 2/6 gross, 12 gross
21/6.

5

MATERIALS

new
St. ACallers
150, Victoria
Bristol,
PHOTOGRAPHERS
ALTON,
depot for
South-Western
England.
K
welcomed.
now REGULARLY
use
less postage
Ed. Prices
121, Scotswood
on-Tyne,to callers.
NewcastleK ALTON,
9 to 7 ;
Wednesday,99,1 London
; please Ed.
call. Hours,
Manchester,
K ALTON,
Send forLondon,
price list.
61, Farringdon Ed., E.C.l.
K ALTON,
K ALTON,
7, Albany
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Ed., Harbome.
Hours,
Bridge
9
to
7
:
Wednesday,
1
;
please End.
call.
38,
Leeds,
ALTON,
K
less In almost every Dark¬
Prices
St.
to callers.409i, Argyle
postage Glasgow,
K ALTON,
white72 room can the Granville
e Double-weight
matt, i-pl. , 3/6
velvet and
and cream,
Chloro-bromid
R ALTON
sheets’: 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-. 12x10

Lantern

{Supplement)

THROUGH

Central 2482.

OUR

8 exposures, 8d. ; alsb Postcard Enlargements,
3 for 6d., postage extra. — W. Shepard, 682, Carlton
Rd., Nottingham.
[6144

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

39

May
6 {Supplement)

THE

AMATEUR

TUITION.

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

s
F

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

BOOKS,

RETOUCHING

etc.

Trade.

Trade,

Trade.

1/-, post free —
POOLS Developed and Printed,
\Vm. Moon, 35, Bolsover St., London, W.l. [6157
IILMS Developed and Printed, 1/- : sara^day
service. — Rvecroft Studios, Lee Green, S.E.12.

17, 1933

'i

Amateur Photographers, new 1933 Free-Lance Retouching.
bust, 8d. ;— half-length,
4d. ; three-quarter,
Best work, charges
from : J-pl.
3d. ; full, 2d. ; i-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and postage

Press Courses, also new money-making com¬
mercial photography scheme ; particulars without
obligation. — World’s Photographic Academy, 5,
Shannon Terrace, Chadwell Heath, Essex.
[5601

with order. — Miss Lamb,

3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

[6158

IZ

[5338

repairers

PHOTOGRAPHS WANTED ! !

Trade,

Repairs to cameras, focal-plane and other

shutters, etc., by skilful workmen.— W. A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [OUUb

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,

LANDSCAPES,

CHILDREN,

Payment

Stamped

xmdertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
on premises ; Dealers* a^d Press
insured whilst
inquiries
invited. — 114/115, Holbom, E.C.l
[0062
Gamages). Holborn 3126.

on

acceptance.

WILSON

addressed

FOR PUBLICATION
AS POSTCARDS, etc.

CATS,
envelope

DOGS,

to accompany

ETC.

photos

submitted.

BROS., LTD., 80, Great Eastern Street, London, E.C.2

Reflex Mirrors Re-silvered, Re-varnished, back

return post : camera repairs. — Irving, 258,
[6211
Kingston Rd., Teddington.

SITUATIONS

Be prepared for the Sunny Days —

USE

VACANT

THE

C. E. W.

LENS SHADE

Trade.

"IIIANTED. — Three Cine Camera Operators, seaside,
V T winter employment ; state experience and
wage required ; also dark-room hand. — 5, Orme
Rd., Westwood, Peterboro.
[6137

and you will obtain good clear pictures with
subjects taken almost directly against the light.
When

ordering

state size of front

Instantly attached

TUITION.

BOOKS,

etc.

PRICES:

particulars,
in, Retouching
POSTAL
Hare32, Bracken; Edge,
Hutchinson
apply.—Lessons
[6179
hills, Leeds.

87,

Reg. No. 778562.

each.

LTD.

Bradshawgate,

BOLTON.

WEEK

EVERY

Bargains

DIFFERENT

2/- each up to liin., over li in. 2/6

C. E. WILLIS,

Trade.

of lens mount.

or removed.

Any item sent on five days’ approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appointment
at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange allowance.

76-PAGE
BARGAIN
Post

free

3ix2I

w

anywhere.

Goerr Tenax Roll Film, Dogmar

leather
condition .

Compur,

case.

Good

anted : Leica

1/4-5.

4,0. X f .w

4ix2i Series III Kodak Roll Film, Zeiss Tessar

f/4.5, Compur, leather case.
Good condition. List £12 5s .

16-mm.
case.

As

Agfa Movex
new.

Cine Camera, f/s-S lens,

List £21

X 3i Tropical

Soho

los. £12:10:0

Reflex,

64-in.

f/4.5, 6 D.D. sUdes, leather case.
condition.

Good

16-mm.

Ross

Xpres

£1 A .I H
••X'i.XI.W

List over £45

Agfa Movector C Cine Projector, f/3.5

lens, loo-watt lamp, resistance
t025ovolts. Asnew. List£25

C’lfi.lfi.fl
iXU.XU.v

frames per sec., f/1.9 lens.
new. Cost £27 los .

£1
^•fl
*XI.X«X.\f

16-mm.

54x3}

Cine-Kodak

BB, 2 speeds, 16 and 8

Sinclair Una

As

Hand, triple extension,

revolving back, rise and swing front, 64-in. Ross
Combinable anastigmat f/5.5 (iii-in. single
components f/ii), Compur, 3 D.D. slides, case.
Splendid condition. List
£41103. £18:18:0

16-mm. Cine-Kodak K, f/i.Q lens, combination
leather

case.

34x2}

,<4s new.

Ermanox

List

£31:10:0

Focal-plane, f/i.8 Emostar, 3

D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, case.
Good condition. Cost £80....

£*>0,1 n.A
XO^F.AU.U

281 OXFORD
London,
WEST
40

W.l
BOUND

STOP

PLEASE

HERE.

MENTION

2}x1|

“THE

Cameras,

Lenses

and

Model B V.P. Kodak.

As

Kodar.

new.

List £2

Bought

lOUU.
f/7.9 XXia.
£1.19«fi
<»,X.XX..v»

los .

9x12

shutter. Asnew.

for

Good

2}x 1 J V.P. Kodak Special, f/5.6 anastig- fiO.'l

mat, Diomatic

List£4 los.

ESTD.
1750

LTD.

Accessories.

5s .
List £iIII
condition.
2}x1| Series
V.P. Kodak,

XXi.X

cash.

9.5-mm.

Latest

tance.
new.
16-mm.As Ensign
resistance.

Asnew.

9.5-mm.

cm. Tropical Folding Hand, teak, brass bound,

4.5x6

Projector,

and

resis-

List £6 15s .

Pathe Super Projector, and

resistance.
• .V»

Pathe

List £6
Model
50 15s
Cine.
Projector, and

Good condition.

cm. Ernemann

slides, F.P.

adapter.

X'x.JJ.U
£0,1
7,C
sar f/3.5. 3
XO.ll.D

£8:5:0

dual

List £13 12s. fid. . .

Focal-plane, Zeiss Tessar f/3.5, 3

Fair

condition.

Cost

£9:15:0
£11:15:0

double extension, rise and cross, 13.5-cm. Goerz Dagor
f/6.8 in Compur, F.P. adapter, leather case, also 4 sup¬
plementary lenses, colour filter, in case. £Ii.I>»n
Atsl.v.tt
Excellent condition .

£28 .
5} X 3} Kodak Special Roll Film, range-finder, Zeiss Tessar

f/4.5, 4 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,
case. Fair condition .

£C«f««n

drive, 50 and 100 ft. film, panoramic tripod,
case. Good condition. Cost £40 .

3}x2} f/4.5,
Ensign
Focal-plane
Rollcondition.
Film Reflex,
AldisButcher
leather
case. Good
£C.fI.fl

9.5-mm. Pathe Lux Projector, motor drive,

3} X 2} Soho Reflex, focussing to i ft., 4}-in. Ross Tessar

List £10

3}x24

leather

13s. 6d .

Westminster

5}-ih. Dallmeyer

F.P. adapter-

Serrac

XU.U.y

Folding Reflex, revolving back,
f/4.5, 3 slides.

Fairly good condition .

£R»in»n
4,1I*XV*V

16-mm. Cine-Kodak BB Junior, 1/3.5 lens, £QaQ«n

case.

Very good condition.

16-mm.

List £15 3s. . . .

.if .v

Kodascope C, and resistance. £in*in*n

4,Xw»XW»t/
Good condition .
5}x3}f/4.5,
Postcard
Compact Graflex Reflex, i8-cm. Zeiss
Tessar
F.P. adapter
, case. Good £12:15:0
condition .

2 NORTHUMBERLAND
AVENUE

$Tv

Foorteen doors west ol Circos.
BUSES

flITCHISQM

DOLLOND*.

LIST

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.
121, Cheapside, E.C.2.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
35, Brompton Rd., S.VV.3.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER"

London,
W.C.2

f/4.5, Compur,

16-mm.

case.

As

Cine-Kodak

Cost £20.

r, Zeiss Tessar

Model A, 1/3.5 lens, motor and hand

£12:10:0

£12:15:0

complete in case. Good condition. List £21
slides,
F.P.Dallmeyer
adapter. Speed
Good conditi
3}x2}
Focal-plane,
f/2.9 Pentac,
3 D.D.
on. List
£15:10:0

3} X 2} Revolving Back Graflex B Reflex, s}-in. Cooke Aviar

f/4.5, roU-film
new.

holder

for No.

50 film.

As

List £31 los .

£1C,1ft,ft

XxD»XU.U

2j-in. Zeiss Asegur Portable Telescope, 33}

in., powers

X30, xfio, Cost
X83, £70
xiio,
tripod, case. Good ’ XrtiJ.V.U
£^C,n,rt
condition.
.

28 OLD BOND
London, W.l

191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., W.i.
65, High St., Netting Hill Gate, W.ii.

Crouch End. — 17, Topsfield Parade.
Holloway. — fifia, Seven Sisters Rd.
Catford. — fi2a, Rushey Green.
Croydon. — 12, George St.

WHEN

new.

CORRESPONDING

WITH

$L

Kingston. — 30, Thames St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.
Liverpool. — 73, Lord St.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.

ADVERTISERS.

May

17,

THE

1933

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

HERES YOUR

ADVERTISEMENTS

3

GREATEST

CHAKfiJ

to get a really

HIGH-CLASS OUTFIT
FOR

FRACTION
Hurry

and

A

OF ITS COST !
take advantage of it !

EXTRACT FROM A TESTIMONIAL JUST
RECEIVED, WHICH GIVES PROOF OF
OUR BARGAIN VALUE !
Manchester.
25/4/33.
1 inu.st .say that I am highly delighted with my *' second-hand
bargain ” purc’hased from you, and considering the price 1 paid for
it, I maintain that T have obtained a Real Bargain. ’*
H. J.

The original list prices

Pair

f/6 Aldis

Lenses,

Zodel

4-in. foci.

Homocentric

Dagor

Elmar

sliutter, G in.
Original coat £G Gs.
f/7.7 lens, 8 slides.
Original cost £4 4a.
Vest Pocket Salex Camera, Aldis f/7.7, .3 slides.
Original cost £7 7s.
31 X 21 Roll Film, f/6. 8 lens .
Original coat £4 15a.
la Folding Kodak 4ix21. Fine lens.
Original coat £2 17a. Gd.
i-pl. Cameo

6>in.

Lens

f,'8.8, in sector

Folding

Anastigmat

Kodak,

Focus

Voigtlander Avus Folding 1-pl. Camera, double ex¬
tension. rising and cross front. Skopar f, 4.5 anastigmat
lens, Compur shutter, 1 to l/200tli sec., tan case. 8 slide.'<,
F.P. adapter .
Original cost £15.
Nagel 74 3J x 21 Roll Film Folding, radial focussing.
Nagel f 4.5 anastigmat lens. Ibso shutter. 1 to l T25tli
sec., wire-frame finder .
Original cost £7 10s.
i-pl. Folding Klito, single extension, rising and cross
front, Lukos anastigmat f 4.5 lens, 1 to 1 '200th sec.,
speeded Comi)ur shutter, brilliant finder. 2 slides. F.P.
adapter .
Original cost £8 10s.
34x24 Makina Folding Camera, f 2.0 Anticomar lens,
Compur shutter. 1 to 1 2U0th sec., wire-frame finder, 3
slides. F.P. adapter, purse .
Original cost £26.
Ross Combinable Anastigmat f 5.5, 6-in. focus. Ill
and 04 in. single components, suitable for 1-pl. reflex.
Original cost £16 16s.
Cine-Kodak Model B, holds 100-ft. 16-mm. film, f/3.5
lens, D.V. finder, black case .
Original cost £26 5s.

shutter. 1 to l/250th

lens, Compur shutter.
finder .

1-pl. Folding Sibyl, plate model, rising and cross front,
Zeiss Tessar f 4.5 lens, shutter speeded 4 to 1,100th sec.,
F.P. adapter .
. .
Original cost £24.
7x5 Goerz Folding Tenax, double extension, rising and

1

to

l/300t.h

cross front, Goerz Dagor f'G.8 anastigmat lens, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/150th sec., limp case for camera only. 3
D. .slides .
Original cost £12 r2s.
Amplus Vertical Enlarger, Form C, 34x24, Wray Lu.strar
f/4.5 len.s, enlarges up to 12 x 10, fitted for electric light.

sec., wire-frame
Original cost £13.

Dallmeyer f,'3.5 3-in. Tele Lens, suitable for 16-mm.
cin^ camera .
Original cost £8 8v«.
Goerz Postcard Roll Film Camera, double extension,
rising and cross front. Dogmar f'6.3 lens.
shutter, 1 to l/200th sec .
Original
Pathe 91-mm. Projector, single claw, regular
110 volts, motor, super attachment and
Original
5x4 Goerz Folding Reflex, reversing back,

Original cost £6 15s.
31 X 21 Carbine Roll Film Camera, rising front, Aldis
Uno f/4.5 lens, Mulchro speeded shxitter, 1 to 1 100th
sec., wire-frame and brilliant finder. .Original cost £7 7s.
31x21 Ibagee Roll Film and Plate Folding, double
extension, rising and cross front, Zodellar f 4.5 anastig¬
mat lens, new type Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec.,
wire-frame and brilliant finder, focussing screen. 3 slides.

Compound
cost £16.
model for
resistance.
cost £10.
Celor f/4.8

12s.
Zeiss

Original cost £8 8s.
7x5 Speed Graphic Focal-plane Camera, double ex¬
tension, rising front. B. & L. Kodak anastigmat lens f/6. 3,
shutter speeds 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th sec., black case, 6 D.
slides .
Original cost £22.

Tessar f'4.5 anastigmat lens, shutter speeds 4 to l'200th
sec., brilliant finder .
Original cost £23.
31x21 Cocarette, Dominar f 4.5 anastigmat lens,
Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., wire-frame and brilliant
finder .
Original cost £8.

i-pl. Double Extension Klito, Lampro Doppel f'4.5
anastigmat lens. Compur shutter, speeded 1 to l/200th
sec., rising and cross front, brilliant finder and level,
3 slides, F.P. adapter, roll-holder, tan case.
Original cost £12 12s.

anas, lens, focal-plane shutter. 1/lOth to l/l,200th
tan case, changing-box for 12 plates .... Original cost
Long-focus Lens, 78-mm., for Cin^-Kodak 12.
Original cost £12
Vest Pocket Roll Film Sibyl, rising and cross front.

sec.,
£30.

ANY

BARGAIN

Si S 1

THE

119, NEW

BOND

AND

STREET,

AT

47, BERKELEY

As advertisements

MENTION

“THE

YOU

WANT

Owing to the generous nature of the offers
on this page, NO easy terms can be given.

14/6 cash gets any instrument

PLEASE

3x2 Voigtlander Roll Film Folding, Heliar f '4.5 anas¬
tigmat lens, Compur shutter, 1 to l'3U0th sec., wire¬
frame and brilliant finders .
Original cost £10 10s.

Lens,

90/' Cash GETS

Ths Institute of Amateur
Clnematograpbers, Ltd.

la Series III Kodak, f, 6,3 anastigmat lens, Cumimr
shutter, 1 to 1 250th sec., rising front.
Original cost £8 17s. Gd.
V.P. Roll Film Piccolette, tropical model, radial focus¬
sing, Zeiss Tessar f 4.5 anastigmat lens, Compur shutter,
1 to 1 3(i0th sec., wire-frame and brilliant finder.
Oriirinal co.st £13

extension,

Ross f 6 Anastigmat Lens, 4-2/5ths In. focus, single
components, 8-in. focus f/ll, and 74-in. focus f 11, Com¬
pur shutter. 1 to l/200th sec., al.so iris mount, for use
w ith lenses only .
Original cost £12.
Vest Pocket Piccolette Roll Film, Tessar f /4.5 anastigmat

Dallmeyer Bergheil Soft-focus Lens. . . .Original cost £l>.
i-pl. Stand Camera, f/8 lens, 2 double slides.
Original cost £5 10a.
i-pl. Square Bellows Camera, R.R. lens. 2 double slides.
Original cost £G iOs.
3i x2i Film Pack Premoette .
Original cost £3 3s.
8-in. Ensign R.R. Lens f:8, for i-plate.
Original cost £1 17s. Gd.
Fine Two-draw Brass Telescope.. .Original cost £3 5s.
Vest Pocket Kodak Model B .
Original cost £1 5$.
9x12 cm. Folding Camera, f/6. 3 Trioplan lens, F.P.
adapter .
Original cost £4 158.
1-pl. Dualite Enlarger, for use with own camera.
Original cost £3 3s.
12x10 Ross Doublet Lens f/10 - Original cost £4 Ids.
1-pl. to Whole-plate Daylight Enlarger.
Original cost £2 10s.
Rafab 31x21 Roll Film Camera, fine lens.
Original co.st £1 los.
Sinclair Prismatic Oil Compass .
Original cost £4 10s.

APPOINTED
ASSOCIATES
OF

double

sec., wire-frame finder.
Original cost £11 6s.
Ensign Silent Sixteen 50 Projector, hand-turned model.
50-watt lamp, for all voltages. . . .Original cost £10 10s.
Ensign Roll Film Reflex, tropical model, f'4.5 Dallmeyer
lens, T. and I. shutter .
Original cost £10 IOs.
la Nagel Librette Roll Film Folding, rising front.
Lauder f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Compur sliutter. 1 to
l/250th sec .
Original cost £12.
1-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand Folding, sll move¬
ments. Aldis f/7.7 anastigmat Jens, Universal shutter. 4
to l/150th sec., canvas case, 4 D. slides. F.P. adapter.
Original cost £16 10s.

Lens

(3a) Folding

f,4 9-cm.

lens, Compur

Camera,

f/7.5, in Koilua shutter.
Original cost £4 4s.
hne f/8 lens.
Original cost £7 10a.
Boy Scout Vest Pocket Kodak .
Original cost £] 7s. Gd.
Vest Pocket Kodak, Achro lens. .. Original cost £1 15s.
Salex Anastigmat Lens f 6.8, in Acme shutter.
Original cost £2 lO.a.
No. 2 Ensignette 3x2 Roll Film .... Original coat £2 5s.
No. 4 Cartridge Kodak Roll Film or Plate, .3 double
slides .
Original coat £5 10s.
Postcard

Plate de Luxe,

Original cost £2.').
for Model II Leica.
Original cost £8 2a.
for Model I Leica.
Original cost £0 3a.
5x4 Sinclair Una Double Extension, rising front and
swing, reversing back. Ross Zeiss f/6. 3 Convertible
lens, 111-in. f/12.5 single component, old-type Compound
shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., tan case, 3 D. slides, F.P.
adapter .
Original cost £40.
31x21 Cocarette Folding Roll Film, Zeiss Tessar f,4.5

Lens,

Enlarging Lens f '6, G-in. focu.s. . .Original coat £1 10s.
No. 2 Auto. Folding Brownie. Original coat £2 178. Gd.
Goerz

and

case, G D. slides .
Elmar f 0.3 Long-focus Lens,

Orisina! cost £7 l.'js.
7-in. focus. f/Q.a.
Original cost £8.
2c Folding Autographic Brownie, R.K. lens.
Original cost £2 lOs. Gd.
No. 1 Folding Kodak Junior 31x2^. Original cost £8.
i-pl. and 9 X 12 cm. Folding Camera, f/G.8 lens, G slide.s.
Original coat £4 4a.
Ross

Roll Film

rising and cross front. Zodellar f'4.5 anastigmat lens.
C'ompur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., wire-frame and brilliant
finder, case. 3 slides .
Original cost £10 10s.
Goerz Stereo Camera, full-size 61x31, Goerz Dagor
f/G.8 len.ses, focal-plane shutter, string-blind type, black

II. II. leiifl, fully wpeeded
OriRinnl cost £4 4s.

011 panel,

YOURS!

The original list prices of these guaranteed
bargains range from £7 to as much as £30

are quoted below — see
what you save
Postcard Roll Film Camera.
sliutter .
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ht use
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in
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E
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O
L
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;he Extra

MADE

ENGLAND

Torul.

F.Z.S.

To get the best from your
negatives — Print your
snaps on Selo Gaslight.

Fast Film.

IN

by F. W-

BY

:: ILFORD

LIMITED

:: ILFORD

Printed for the Publishers, Iliffe & Sons Limited, Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.i, by The Classic Colour

:: LONDON
Press, Reading.

jflMATEUR

OTOGRAPHER
&. CIlVE.>IATOGFtAI>HE.R.
No.
The Journal for Everybody with a Camera
Vol. LXXV.

Wednesday,
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24th, 1933.

'ALWAYS

ILFORD

Cameras
from all Dealers .

PLATES

ON

Usej^

LENSES-

BEST FOR EVERY

CLASS

TOP"

of WORK

KODAKFILM
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Always
POST
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I develop

FILMS

& print
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ME
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THE

A

GOOD

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

PROSPECT

Your prospects of better picturesdepend largely on thefilm
you use. By its unique com¬
bination ofall thequalities that
make

for good

pictures, “Veri-

chrome ” increases your pros¬
pects of success. You get more
pictures, better pictures, with

'
E
M
O
R
H
C
I
R
E
V

— the faster film — the master film — hy Kodak
PLEASE

MENTION

"THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER"

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

May

THE

24, 1933

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

A SUPREME

THOROUGHLY

COMBINATION
A T.-P. REFLEX
with the New Dallmeyer

f/1.9 SUPER
ANASTIGMAT
CATALOGUE

,T.-P. REFLEX
are

always

LENS,

Post

with

CINiKODAK

latest

Free

ONLY

ANYWHERE

ENGLAND

ALTRINCHAM

equipment

8
HALSKE
SIEMENSPROJECTOR

The cin6 cam¬
era that has
** cut the cost ”
and takes superbflims. 1,000
pictures for
only 28. 6d.
Quality perfect
Complete out¬
fit, camera and
projector
£19 6

The last word in
16»min. cin6 pro¬
jectors — a perfect
engineering Job, and

LEICA
MODEL II

yet simple
Price
. . £65to 0use.0
The camera for the connoisseur, com¬
plete with Leitz Elmar f/3.5
£22lens0 0

Ask for details.

6

ROLLEIFLEX

Ever-ready type Case .

The ideal reflex camera,
f/3.8 Zeiss Tessar leus,
Compur shutter, takes
12 pictures for only 1/2.
£22 10 0
Ever-ready type Case
£1 10 0

RED

NEW
LIGHT
ALLOY
TRIPOD
Very strong and
rigid, weight only
14 i 07. Height,
ext.,S ft. lOi ins.,
in leatlier pouch,
6

In brass £110
The test tripod
obtainable.

HOT

SECOND-HAND

SPECIAL OFFERS.
New. No. 1 Pocket Kodak, Kodar f/7.9 lens £1 15 0
New, Shop-soiled only, 3} x
Newman & Guardia
Sibyl Vitesse, f/3.5 Ross Xpres lens, 3 H.D. elides
£20 0 0
New. 41x2^ No. la Zeiss Ikon Cocarette, Novar
anastigmat f/6.3 lens, Derval shutter. ... £3 7 6
New, i-pl. Pressman, Aldis anastigmat f/4.5 lens,
3 single slides and cut-film holders .
£9 9 0
New, Shop-soiled, 31x21 Ensign Focal-plane Roll
Film Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5 lens (strap), canvas
case .
£7 10 0
31 X 21 Thornton-Pickard Junior Reflex, Ross Xpres
f/4.6 lens, 61-in. focus, 6 single slides, canvas case.
Good condition. New price £16 15s .
£9 10 0
31x21 Newman & Goardia Reflex, Boss Xpres
f/4.5 lens, 3 D.D. sUdes, Dallon Telephoto lens,
leather case .
..
£35 0 0
Hundreds
EVERY

GOOD

of other

MAKE

OF

BARGAINS

SECOND-HAND CAMERAS, in GOOD CONDITION
31 x 21 Thornton-Pickard Special Raby Reflex, T.-P.
Cooke anastigmat f/4.5 lens, 1 D.D. slide, F-.P. adapter,
canvas case. New price £17 ISs .
£11 10 0
1-pl. Revolving Back Telescopic Grafiex, f/4.5 Ross
Xpres lens, 61-in. focus, 6 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,
Graflex cut-fllm magazine, roll-film holder, leather
case. Colt over £40. Splendid condition £20 0 0
Nagel Rolloroy No. 45, to take ordinary V.P. film,
Xenon f/2 lens, Compur shutter (gives 16 pictures
l&xll) .
£14 0 0
V.P. Newman & Guardia Baby Sibyl Plate, Lustrar
f/4.5 lens, 6 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter _
£7 7 0
Leica Boll Film, Elmar f/3.5 lens, leather case
£9 9 0
Zeiss Ikon Ikonta (16 exposures on V.P,), Zeiss
Tessar f/4.6 lens, Compur shutter .
£6 15 0

Bargains
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SECOND-HAND
CINE
BARGAINS,
Pathe de Luxe Motocamera, f/2.7 Zeiss
Tessar lens, complete with iris vignette, 20-in,
portrait lens. 4x filter, leather case. New
price £22 18s. 6d .
£13 10 0
Pathe Home Movie Projector (latest type),
complete with resistance. Brand new con¬
dition. New price £7 Ss .
£4 15 0
DeVry Q.R.S. 16-mm. Projector, complete with
carrying-case and resistance. New price
£21 7s. 6d .
£7 7 0
Ensign Super Kinecam Camera, f/2.6 l-in.
anastigmat lens, Dallmeyer 4-in. f/4.5 lens,
leather case (5 speeds). New price £53 8s.
As new . .
£33 q 0
Model K Cine-Kodak, f/1.9 lens, combination
type case, set of 3 filters in case. Brand new
condition. New price £45 12s. 6d.. . £29 10 0
Model B Pathe Motocamera, f/3.5 lens, case
£4 4 0
Silent Sixteen 180 Projector, complete with
canying-case and resistance (ISO-watt lamp).
As new. New price £27 lOs .
£18 0 0
Model B Cine-Kodak, f/1.9 lens, filter, complete
with combination type leather case. New
price £34 .
£16 0 0
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V.P. Piccolette, f/4.o Zeiss Tessar, Compur, focussing .
£4 15 0
4^x6 cm. Zeiss Minimum Palmos, focal-plane shutter, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar, 12 slides, leather case.
Cost £36 .
£12 12 0
31 X 2i Ikonta Roll Film, f/6.3 anastigmat, Derval shutter. As new. Cost £4 28. 6d. £2 2 0
31 X 2i Latest Icarette Roll Film, f/4.5 Tessar, D.A. Compur, leather case .
£8 17 6
i-pl. Tropical Nettel Deckrnllo Focal-plane, teak, f/4.5 Tessar, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case. Cost £42 15s .
£17 17 Q
V.P. Ikonta Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter. As new .
£3 0 0
6 X 6 Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur, leather case .
£13 17
4 X 4 Small Rolieiflex, f/2.8 Zeiss Tessar, Compur, leather case. As new .
£15 0 0
Leitz Leica, f/3.5 Elmar, range-finder, leather case .
£10 17 0
N. & G. Baby Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, reflex and direct finders, f/6.5 Ballon Telephoto, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter, lens board, hood. Iso. screen, case .
£12 17 6
3i X 2i Dallmeyer Pentac Roll Film, f/2.9 Pentac, Compur .
£8 17 6
Bell-Howeli Outfit, consisting of 16-mm. Pilmo, 2-8peed shutter, f/3.5 Cooke lens, leather case,
school model, FUmo Projector, 400-watt lamp, 2in. lens, adjustable resistance, carrying-case
£74 0 0
Pathescope Projector, Hermagis lens, super-reel, group
3 super films .

resistance, type C motor,

automatic rewind*
£10 10 0

16-mm. Ensign Super-Anto Einecam, turret bead, 8. 12, 16, 32 and 64. also hand-crank, l-in. f/2.6
Cinar anastigmat, 2-in. f/1.9 Dallmeyer and 3-in. Dallmeyer f/3.5 Telephoto, focussing mount,
leather case. As new .
£46 10 0
Fine CoUectionlof Second-hand Prismatic Binoculars, at very low prices. Details on application..
31 X 21 N. & G. New Specal Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, leather case .
£12 17 6
l-pl. Ica Folding, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£4 12 6
Home Portraiture Outfit, forward and lateral, double racks/pinions, Dallmeyer f/4 loj-In. Stigmatlc
Portrait, iris, dlflClsion, 3 B.B. D.D. slides, each taking four i-plates or 4 P.C.'s, studio stand, adjust¬
able leg, arcbimedean and tilting table top. Cost £50 .
£2110
0
V.P. Eorelli Roll Film, f/2.9 Xenar lens, delayed-action
case. Beautiful order .

Compur

shutter, range-finder,

ever-ready
£9 17 6

i-pl. Soho Reflex, revolving back, Kershaw focal-plane shutter, l/SOOtbsec., f/4.5 Tessar, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case .
£16 10 0
i-pl. Contessa Roll Film, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar, Compur, leather case .
£4 16 0
3i X 21 Latest T.-P. Reflex, revolving back, f/4.6 Cooke anastigmat, 6 slides, F.P.A., roll holder.
leather case .
£9 17 6
31 X 21 Latest Ensign Speed Roll Film
sec. As new .
31x21

Latest

Ensign

Auto-Speed

Reflex, f/4.6 Ross

Roll Film,

f/4.5 Ross

Xpres,
Xpres,

focal-plane
focal-plane

shutter

Model M Cine- Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat, leather case .
:.
«
Model BB Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat. 2-8peed shutter, leather case .
la Special Kodak, range-finder, f/0.3 Zeiss Tessar, Optimo shutter, 1 to l/300th
l-pl, Regnlar Sanderson, usual movements, wide-angle
3 D.D. slides, leather case .

As new

£16 16 0
£12
12 06
£8
£5 17
15 0
sec., leather case

rack, f/4. 9 Zeiss Tessar, Compur

shutter,
£7 17 6

C/SEA CAMERA
WHILE YOU ARE

59 CHEAPSIDE

PAYING

LONDON,

FOR IT!

Phone: city 1124

E.C.2

16-mm. Bell-Howell 70 DA FUmo Camera, 7 speeds, turret front, critical focusser, l-in. f/1.6, 2-in .
f/3.5 and S-ln. f/3.5 Dallmeyer lenses, complete in Mayfair case .
£73 16 0
16-mm. Ensign Soper Einecam, f/2.6 .Cinar, l-in. f/1.8 Cooke and 4-in. f/4 Dallmeyer Telephoto
lenses, turret front, footage indicator, leather case. New condition .
£38 17 9
9.5-mm. Cine-Nizo, f/1.5^Meyer Plasmat lens, focussing mount, variable speed, leather £14
case17 6

THE BEST
BUYING
GUIDE ON
RECORD !

Model

BB

Cine-Kodak

Junior, with f/1.9 anastigmat

and

leather case.

Practically

new

condition
£14 14 0

16-mm. Victor Cine'Camera, f/3.5 Dallmeyer lens, 3 speeds, hand crank, leather case. . £16 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Autokinecam, f/1^ Dallmeyer lens, 3 speeds, hand crank, leather case £18 18 0
8 X 30 Zeiss Deltrintem Binocnlars, in brand new condition, complete in leather case. . £10 0 0
Plus 5 Zeiss Waistcoat Pocket Stennor Prismatic Binoculars, with case .
£4 5 0
8 X 30 Lougchamps prismatic Binoculars, central screw focussing, large oculars, leather
£4 17case6

containing:

All the lat¬
est “Still”
and Cine Apparatus and hundreds
Guaranteed Bargains

6x13 Rolleidoscope^RoU Film Reflex, f/4.5 Tessar
excellent condition .

of

i-pl. Tropical Model Soho Reflex, in new
case .

DELAY— GET

lenses, pair of Alters and

leather

case. In
£30 0 0

Complete Leitz Leica Outfit, original cost £62 10s. Interchangeable model Camera, with 50-mm,
f/^.6 and f/2.5 lenses, 35-mm. Elmar Wide-angle lens f/3.5, 13.6-cm. Telephoto lens f/4.6, universal
view-finder, range-finder, megoflex reflex attachment, 3 filters, extra spool-chambers, lens hood,
cable release, ever-ready and canvas cases. All in brand new condition .
£31 5 0
3^x2i T.-P. Reflex, f/2.5 Cooke anastigmat, revolving back, self-capping shutter, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter and case .
£14 17 6

3i X 21 Soho

Before buying this year’s camera you will be well advised to see this bumper catalogue first.
Everything you need, including every accessory, is here to be bought on 9 equal monthly
payments. First payment secures your purchase.

DON’T

to l/600th
£9 17 6

shutter.

YOURS

QUICKLY

Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Patent

condition,
Tessar

f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar

lens, 6 double

i-pl. Ernemann Tropical Focal-plane, self-capping blind shutter,
lens, leather case. New condition .

!

lens, 3 double

slides, F.P. adapter,
3 double

Whole-plate Watson’s Acme Double Extension Field, 8i-la. f/6.3 Eurynar
turn-table, shutter, 3-fold tripod, leather case .
31 X 21 N. & G. New Special Sibyl, f/4.5 Wray
dition .

Lustrar,

3 double

slides, leather
£16 16 0
leather case

£13 17 6
slides, Zeiss Tessar
£16 16 0
lens, 2 double slides.
£8 8 0

slides, leather

case.

New con¬
£9 17 6

2i X 31 Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, f/6.3 Novar, speeded shutter. New condition .
£3 3 0
i-pL T.-P. Jnnior Ruby Reflex, reversing back, self-capping blind shutter, f/2.0 Plaubel leas, 6
slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£10 17 6
4x3 cm. Ikonta Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, speeded shutter, D.V. finder. Unsoiled. Cost
£4 .
£3 2 6
3x4 cm. Nagel RoUoroy, t/3.5 Elmar anastigmat, Compur shutter, 1 to l/300th sec.,
sing .
V.P. Roll Film, f/3.5 Coregon anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, speeded from 1 to
time, D.V. finder. Brand new condition. Cost £8 8s .
21 X 31 Dallmeyer Pentac Roll Film, f/2.9 Pentac anastigmat, Compur shutter, 1 to
rising front, radial focussing, frame finder, leather case. New condition .
21 X 31 No. 6 Watch Pocket Carbine, f/4.5 Ross Xpres anastigmat, Compur shutter,
sec., rising front, radial focussing, brilliant finder, complete in case .

ANYTHING

ZEISS IKON CONTAX
The

modem

precision

camera.

All sensitive

and

moving

parts, range and view-finders, safely boused from dust and
damage. Takes 36 exposures on cin6 film. With allmetal focal-plane shutter, l/25th to 1/1, 000th sec. and time,
and Zeiss Tessar f/3.5 anastigmat lens.

r™™ £24:10:0 “rr'';!S7/2
PLEASE

MENTION

*• THE

LEICA MODEL

II

With built-in range-finder. The cheapest camera
in use. the cost per negative is only
oniy Id.
la. 1 to
36 exposures
..\poBuics with
wini one loading. Ideal for touring
and every form of photography.
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radial focus¬
£10 10 0
l/300th and
£6 17 6
l/250th sec. ,
£8 17 6
1 to l/250th
£6 17 6
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84 Alder/gate
LONDON,

E.C.1 Phone : NAT. 0591

BUY NOW ON
EASY TERMS

ST.

?^9xl2 lhagee Focal-plane, self-capping shutter, speeded from 1/lOth to l/l.oooth sec. and time,
f/3.0 Meyer aaastigmat lens, G single slides, leather case. Brand new condition. Cost £4«
£16 10 0
4-pl. Triple Extension Ensign Supreme Field Camera, W.A. rack, high rising, cross and swing front,
awing and rerersing back, 2 double book-form dark slides, 8i-in. f/5.G Ross Homocentric lens, iris
diaphragm, roller-blind shutter, canvas case, tumtifble and tripod. The whole in new condition
V.P. Dallmeyer Speed, f/‘2.9 Pentac auastigmat lens, focal-plane shutter, speeded to 1 l.oootli sec..
direct-vision finder, 3 double book-form slides, F.P. adapter and leather case .
£9 17 6
9 X 12 Tropex All-metal Hand and Stand Camera, triple extension, rising and swing front, revolving
back, f/4.6 Meyer Convertible anastlgrrjat lens, Compur shutter, direct- vision fliuier, focus.sing screen,
3 elides, F.P. adapter and roll-film holder, leather carrying-case. Cost over £30 .
£12 12 0
3ix2i Salex Focal-plane, f/4.5 Salex anastigmat lens, speeded shutter to IH.OOUth sec., 6 slides,
F.P. adapter .
£4 10 0
3 J X 2i Reitzschel Folding Pocket, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, Compur
ment, rising front, 0 slides, F.P. adapter and case .

shutter, radial focussing adjust¬
£5 10 0

3J x2i Cameo Folding Pocket, f/7.7 Aldis anastigmat lens, speeded shutter, daylight-loading rollfllm holder, 3 single metal slides .
£1 11 6
V.P. Series ni Kodak, f/7. 9 Kodar lens. Cost £2 10s .
£15
0
6x4 Tropical Sanderson Hand and Stand, f/6.8 Ooerz Dagor in fully-speeded shutter, reversing
back, W.A. rack, 3 double plate-holders, leather case .
£7 17 6
9x12 Ica Folding Pocket, rack and pinion focussing, rising front, f/G.3 Aldis anastigmat lens,
Compound shutter, 6 single metal dark slides, leather case .
£1 1^ 6
i-pl. Ernemann Folding Pocket, rising front, Ememann lens, speeded shutter, reflex finder, focus•Ing screen, 3 slides .
-..Os. 6d.
V.P. Qoerz Tenax, f/4.8 Celor anastigmat lens, Compound slnitter, direct-vision finder, 2 slides,
F.P. adapter and .
.
£2 5 0
No. 1 Ensignette, R.H. lens, speeded shutter. New condition .
12s. 8d.
Pair of leather-covered Field Glasses, central screw focussing, complete in case .
12s. 0d.
Latest Model Zeiss Ica Ikonta, f/0.3 anastigmat
•oiled. Cost £4 4b .
i-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, f/8 Busch
screen, 3 slides .

Rapid

Jens, self-erecting,
Aplanat

focussing

lens, fully-speeded

adjustment. Un^3 7 6
shutter,

focussing
^2 6 0

3i x2i N. & G. Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke Avi.ar anastigmat lens, f/0.6 Dallon Telephoto, inter¬
changeable, 3 book-form dark slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. The whole In brand new
condition. Cost over £50 .
237 10 0
Bell & Howell Filmo Cine Camera, 16-mm., f/3.5 Taylor-Hohnon anastigmat lens, 1-in. f/1.8
Taylor, Taylor-Hobson anastigmat lens, Intercliangeable, complete in leather case. Guaranteed in
perfect condition .
227 10 0
16-mm. Ensign Cine Projector, motor driven, complete in travelling case. Unsolled. Cost
£26 6s .
214 14 0
Model C Eodascope, 16-mm., complete with added resistance, motor drive .
£8 5 0
Baby Pathe Camera and Projector, Motocamcra de luxe, fitted with f/2.7 Zeiss Te.ssar lens, leather
case, 2 films in chargers, double-claw latest model Projector, with super att;u-hinent and added
resistance. The whole in brand new condition. Cost £30 .
£19 19 0

90/94 FLEETST
LONDON,

Phone : CITY

6981

E.C.4

YEA

R TO

PAY

3 X 4 Foth Derby Roll Film, f/3.5 anastigmat, focal-plane shutter and leather case .
3ix2i No. 1 Junior Kodak, Meniscus lens, speeded shutter .
i-pl. Popular Pressman, Carl Zeiss Tessar
eatber case .
6x4

Minimum

Falmos,

Carl Zeiss Tessar

f/4.6, focal-plane

f/4.5, focal-plane

shutter,

!

£5 12 6
ISs. 9d.

6 slides, F.P.

adapter and
£9 7 6

shutter, Mackenzie

slide, 18 envelopes
£17 10 0
3i X 21 Makina, f/3.2 Plaubel Anticomar, Compur shutter, focussing, F.P. adapter. ... £7 17 6
3ix2i Halor Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat, Vario shutter .
£2 12 6
2i Square Voigtlander Brilliant Boxform Reflex, f/7.7 anastigmat .
£1 19 6
8 x 80 Fournier Stenoxa Prism Binocular, centre screw focussing and leather case .
£6 6 0
i-pl. No. 3 Series III Kodak, f/5.6 Kodak anastigmat, Compur shutter and leather case £4 17 6
Six 2} Ensign Tropical Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.6, focal-plane shutter, revolving back, 6
elides, F.P. adapter, roll-holder and case .
£13 17 6
dix2i Mentor Folding Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, single metal slide
adapter, 18 single metal slides, F.P. adapter, roll-holder and leather case .
£8 17 6
Model II Leica, f/3.5 Elmar focal-plane shutter, ever-ready case. New condition.. £15 15 0
Leather Case for Leica Camera, and equipment. Cost 42s. As new .
£1 5 0
Leica Correx Developing Tank .
13s. 9d.
85-cm. f/3.6 Elmar Wide-Angle Lens, for Leica Camera, interchangeable .
Leitz Universal View-finder .
8i->iD. t/3.6 Ross Zeiss Tessar, iris .
46 X 107 Voigtlander Stereo, Heliar f/4.5 anastigmat, speeded shutter, changing-box
transposing frame and leather case .
Postcard No. 3a Folding Kodak, K.R. lens, speeded shutter .

£5 15. 0
£1 12 6
£11 5 0
for 12 plates,
£8 17 6
10s. 9d.

i-pl. Telescopic Graflex, Cooke Aviar f/4.5, very long extension, Qraflex focal-plane shutter, re¬
volving back, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£18 18 0
3i X 2i T.-P. Reflex, Ross f/4.5, rack focussing, self -capping focal-plane shutter, revolving back.
S slides .
£9 9 0
Pathescope Projector, complete with super reel attachment, motor and twin resistance £8 17 6
0.6 Cine-Nizo, f/l, 6 Meyer anastigmat, 2 speeds and leather case .
Six 21 Film Pack Adapter, Klito fitting. As new. Cost 88. 6d .
8i-in. 2B Dallmeyer Portrait f/3, Waterhouse stops .
Aerograph, with foot pump, reservoir and air brush .
3ix2i

Ross

Panrds

Focal-plane,

Ross

Xpres

f/4.6, focal-plane

shutter,

£15

15 0
3s. 6d.
£2 7 6
£3 15 0

3 slides, leather case
£8 17 6
Telephoto,
£13 15 0

3ix2i Tropical Carbine, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, Compur shutter, rising front, Dallon
Interchangeable, plate back, slides and case. Cost £26 .
la Carbine, Aldis-Butcher f/4.6, Mulchro
new .

shutter,

U-form

front, plate back, screen, 3 slides. As
£6 10 0

3i X 2i Dallmeyer Speed, Pentac f/2.9, self-capping focal-plane
able, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. As new .
I
'

shutter,

I -BUY

f/6.6 interchange¬
£22 10 0

THE EASY CITY SALE WAY

EXCHflnCE

r

Dallon

16-mm. Victor Cine Camera, f/3.5 Dallmeyer, 3 speeds, motor drive .
.
£1117
6
i-pl. Victo Conical, triple extension, Lancaster f/5.3 anastigmat, T.-P. shutter, every. movement,
reversing back, 6 elides and case .
’. .
£4 17 6
i-pl. No. 3 Folding Kodak, R.R. lens, T. B. and I. shutter .
. 10s, 6d.
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Brand New Roll -Film ^
offers at big: reductions*
THE

LATEST

“ SUPREME

and
FULLY

3ix2l

ROLL-FILM

”

CAMERA

Never before has such a fine
brand new bargain been put
on the market. With new
pattern film winder, brilliant
reversible and frame view¬
finders, leather bellows and

G
U
A
R
A
N
T
E
E
D
B
A
R
G
A
I
N
S

PHOTOGRAPHER"

VERY

covering.
Nickelled selflocking struts, binged back.
Focussing scale. Iris dia¬
phragm. Self-erecting rockrigid front.

MEYER
F/4.5
Anastigmat
lens and
shutter.

OUR

accurately

PRICE

speeded

49/9

First-class resalts in all lights.
TO-DAY’S BIGGEST
VALUE I

OBTAINABLE
ONLY
AT CITY SALE
BIG

SPECIAL

OFFER

of genuine
Zeiss brand
Ikon

new

COCARETTE
21x31

Roll

Film

Camera

with

f/4.6 Zeiss Tessar, delayed-action
Compur
shutter, speeded to
l/260tb sec., direct-vision and
reflecting vlew-flnders. Radial
lever focussing from infinity to

6 ft. Patent device, ensuring

accurate
all-metal
polished

film register.
body,
edges

Compact,

leather

covered,

to obviate

wear.

LIST PRICE £ii 6 o
OUR PRICE

£7:17

:6

Nioe

of 18/8.

monthly

payment,

OBTAINABLE
ONLY
AT CITY SALE

Great Special Offer

“AGFA”
STANDARD
3^x2^

Roll-Film Cameras

with 6-speeded shutter and
direct-vision finders.
Genuine leather covering, beauti¬
fully finished throughout. 50
per cent oS list price.
WITH
ANASTIGMAT.
OUP/6.3
R
TO/Lilt price .
£7 0 0

PRICE

■ VF/

EXCHANGES
We pay the highest allowances
possibly obtainable on your used
apparatus

in exchange

for a better

purchase.

THE AUTOMATIC
“ROLLEIFLEX ”
Here’s the camera to get life into all your pictures.
Has numerous refinements that give absolute
perfection in all results. Takes 12 exposures on
lens.
standard
roll film. Fitted with Zeiss Tessar f/4.6

From

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

£20
ADVERTISERS.

Nine monthly pay¬
ments of 46/8.

3
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^

Film for YOU
is an

PHOTO
FLASH
BULBS
Roll Film or Film Pack

PERFECT

Sold hy all leading
Photographic Dealers.

FLASHLIGHT

Standard Orthochromatic - 550 H. & D.

PICTURES

An excellent film for general purposes.

ISOCHROM

1300 H. & D.

The first isochromatic film to be marketed —
and

still the best.

SUPERPAN

- 2700 H.&D.

The only panchromatic roll film on the market
with the speed.
— Quality films whose quality never varies. —

AGFA LTD., 1-4, Lawrence St., High St., W.C.2

Why fuss with a tiny Finder ?
How

often have

you

said rude

things about

the tiny view-finder fitted to most small rollfilm cameras ? Why not use the Voigtlander
Brilliant, which
image

has

a view-finder

giving an

practically full size and of the greatest

brilliance ?
Another

great advantage

of the Brilliant is

its economy, because it gives 12 2j-in. square
pictures on an 8-exposure sjxci in. film,
having its own automatic numbering device.
When

Here is the complete Sashalite Bulb Flashlight
Outfit for amateurs, comprising :

Strong Brown Attache
Two Sashalite Bulbs.
MAGNET
battery.

Bakelite

which

With

with

„
„

Strong cloth-bound folding Reflector with
silvered interior. Price complete, 8/6
WRITE

for illustrated

folder O.S.

6536, which gives full particulars of
SASHALITE
Photo Flash Bulhs,
and the uses to which they can be
put — sent POST

VOIGTAR
,,
SKOPAR

" Ever-ready

“ Ever-

Post

this coupon

in id.
Unsealed
Envelope.

companion

go wrong.

:

F/7.7

lens and

2-speed

shutter

£2l

F/6.3

lens and

3-speed

shutter

£4

F/4.5
” case,

lens

and

Compur

7/6

for

F/7.7,

A VOIGTLANDER

Capture those happy, everyday incidents in
your home, without smoke, dust, or fumes.
Made in ENGLAND
by
THE GENERAL
ELEC¬
TRIC COMP AN Y Ltd .for
SASHALITE
LIMITED.

you just cannot

PRICES

complete

in its special leather

never in the way — a constant

Case.
Torch,

carried

ready ” case you need not take the Brilliant
out of the case to make a snap ; thus, it is

shutter

and

10/-

15;

£8
for

0

: 5 ; 0
I 5 I 0
others.

PRODUCT

Brilliant

FREE.
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— the “STANDARD ” puts the amateur on the same
level of efficiency as the professional.
You don’t need a faster lens — use “STANDARD”
Film— there’s such tremendous latitude of exposure.
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usual developers.
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As in previous years, the open¬

2324.

the cupboard under the stairs or a
converted bathroom or pantry may
be forgiven a twinge of envy at the
description given by Dr. Walter
Clark to a large audience the other
evening of the new Kodak research
laboratory at Rochester. In every
dark-room and laboratory in the
great building there are laid on
compressed air, gas, hot water,
cold water direct from Lake Ontario,
water cooled by brine, distilled
water, electric current at all voltages
up to 440 A.C. and D.C., and, indeed,
so many other things that the taps

Spirit of Photographic
Research.

in every room must be as multi¬
tudinous as tulips in May. Not

The Royal Photographic Society
has done itself honour by conferring
its honorary fellowship upon its
late President, Olaf Bloch, one of
the most astute and yet at the same
time one of the merriest scientists
we have ever struck. On the even¬

academic from being entirely sacri¬
ficed, as it so often is, to other enter¬
prises which engage a more instant
commercial response and accordingly
induce a more favourable disposition
on the part of the powers that be.
The tone in the laboratory should
be that which prevails in the higher
technical college or university com¬
mon room — a free intermingling of

No.

Everything Done for You.
The man accustomed to the use of

dealing with the call of the “ open
air.” The attractive three-colour
cover will be easily recognisable on
the bookstalls, and our regular
readers will be doing their photo¬
graphic friends a service by drawing
their attention to this special number.

ing ■ on which the distinction was
conferred upon him Mr. Bloch
permitted himself some observations
upon photographic research. The
aim in the photographic laboratory,
he says, should be to preserve some
sort of balance to prevent the

LXW.

Mr. Bloch also wants to see a fuller
interchange of views and experiences
between laboratories, so that funda¬
mental problems — and many still
remain in photography — may be
faced to the greatest advantage.

ing of the summer holiday
^ season will be marked by a
Special Open-Air Number of The
Amateur Photographer. This will be
published on May 31st, and is an
issue that every amateur should
obtain, no matter whether he is
taking his holidays early or late.
In its pages will be found many
useful articles for the camera user
out of doors and endless hints and
tips for every class of photographer
during the summer months. Extra
illustrations will be a feature, all

The

\oL.

Copyright — Registere.l as a Newspaper
for transmission in the U.K.

only so,
laboratory
unit on
chemical

but the worker in any
just telephones to a service
the top floor, and any
solution he desires comes

shooting down the lift. The services
in this building are so numerous
that a special tower has had to be
constructed to accommodate the
pipes, which go up like bunches of
macaroni — Dr. Clark’s own word —
and branch off laterally at each floor.
The

above

is a small

three-colour
of " The

reproduction

cover of the Open-Air

Amateur Photographer
published next week.

of the

Number
” to be

opinion, a friendly interchange of
experience, remorseless criticism of
new ideas in order that the utmost
may be got out of them, and,
finally, another element, not unim¬
portant in all scientific discussion,
namely : chaff, to keep things whole¬
some and prevent swollen heads.
475

It is very wonderful, and yet — we
don’t know. Perhaps one of the
charms of amateur photography is
that it is a happy-go-lucky sort of
business. With everything on tap
at your hand you certainly get rid
of messes and smudges and bad
words, but you also lose the thrill
of surprise. Is it or is it not an
enviable situation no longer to be
confronted with the general cussed¬
ness of things ?
7
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Stars in their Discourses.
One of the interesting things
about the film of Rochester — the
New York Rochester — was to make
an acquaintance with the shadows
(they are by no means worn to that)
of some of our old friends who were
nurtured under English skies and
first learned photography in our
very midst. Here, for example,
was C. E. K. Mees, one of the

send full particulars on application.
An attractive programme
has
only. arranged. The subscription
been
to the Convention is five shillings

the working of some Heath Robinson
contraption. There was Dr. Walter
Clark, whose accent — and the same
is true indeed of the others — has not
been one bit Americanised. Perhaps
there was a touch of self-conscious¬
ness in all these gentlemen as the
tables — or, rather, the cameras —
were turned upon them. But they

Photography

are not the only first-rate brains
which Britain has given to America
in connection with the photographic
industry, and we really think
America might forego some of that
debt as a consideration in return.

“ live wires ” of British photographic
research in the old days, now
solemnly dictating to his secretary,
and looking upon this “ movie ”
business with some good-humoured
contempt. Then there was E. S.

The

Sheppard, whose name was asso¬
ciated with more appalling logar¬
ithms than we have ever seen in

Photographic

Readers

Convention.

are reminded

again that

the 45th Annual Meeting of ‘‘ The
Photographic Convention of the

nightmares, and here he was on
the screen, quite human, engaged

This evidently is not because of any
slackening in production or absence
of initiative. It can only be due
to the fact — let us lay the flattering
unction to our soul, or to the soul

United Kingdom ” will be held from
June i2th to 17th. The meeting
will be at Bath, under the Presidency
of Mr. W. A. Balmain, and applica¬
tion for membership should be made
to the Hon. Secretary, Mr. F. C. T,
Hadley, at Houndsfield, Holly Wood,
Birmingham, without delay. He will

in one of the periodical “ colloquies,”
as they call them over there. There
again, was one of our most recent
“ exports,” K. C. D. Hickman, now
in charge of the “ Department of
Chemical Devices,” and pleasantly
tracing for us, with eloquent gestures.

Fdicis and /formulae :

at the N.P.L.

Glancing at the annual report of
the National Physical Laboratory,
which has just been issued, we find
it rather surprising to note how few
photographic implements go up there
for testing. The number of photo¬
graphic shutters and of photographic
lenses tested there last year can
almost be counted on the fingers.
All kinds of other devices go to
Teddington in great numbers, but
the photographic apparatus records
a smaller number year by year.

of the trade, if it has one — that
photographic shutters and lenses
have already reached perfection.

NEW

SERIES

A selection of useful hints classified according
NEGATIVE
In a general

way

INTENSIFIERS.

intensification

is advisable

only

for negatives

that have been insufficiently developed for their purpose.
The effect is to strengthen the image. It is no remedy for
under-exposure, in which case it often makes matters worse.
If the negative to be treated is veiled with fog it should be
cleared first, or the fog will be strengthened.
*

The

chromium

method

*

of

♦

intensification

has

many

advan¬

tages. It will give different degrees of strengthening, and the
presence of hypo in the negative is not detrimental. Two
stock solutions may be prepared.
A. Potassium bichromate . .
. .
. .
. .
i oz.
Water to
. .
. .
. .
. .
. . 20 oz.
B.

Hydrochloric
Water to

Useful

acid
. .

. .
. .

working solutions are :
A.

. .
. .

. .
. .

B.

4 oz.
8 oz.

3 drs.
2 oz.

. .
. .

i oz.
10 oz.

*

A

SINGLE-SOLUTION

*

intensifier

be

used.

this

treatment

«
bleaching

and

redeveloping

increases

density

as it acts.

The

. .

. .

. .

. .
. .

. .
. .

. .
. .

and

contrast

90 grs.
45 grs.
90 grs.
20 oz.

1.7 times

sjs

; two

sjc

For a very ghost-like image a suitable treatment
to a yellow colour in a mixture of 2 parts .A and
the following stock solutions :
A. Copper sulphate
. .
. .
. .
.
Glacial acetic acid
. .
. .
. .
.
Water to
. .
. .
. .
. .
.
B.

developing
90 grs.

2.1 times.
♦

the

*

of alternate

This may be used repeatedly as long
solution (to be made fresh) is
Sodium sulphite (anhy.) . .
Pyro .
Sodium carbonate (anhy.) . .
Water to
. .
. .
. .

applications

In

method

which increases the vigour of the negative according to the
number of times it is repeated. The bleacher is :
Potassium ferricyanide . .
. .
. .
. . 260 grs.
Potassium bromide
20 oz.
Water to

One

image becomes progressively stronger, with a tendency to
act more strongly on shadow detail, so that the process may
be Stopped at any desired stage. A formula is :
Sodium sulphite (anhy.) . .
. .
. .
. .
2 oz.
Mercuric iodide
. .
. .
. .
. .
. . 90 grs.
Water to
. .
. .
. .
. .
....
20 oz.

8

is a

16 oz.
10 oz.

*

may

*
There

Water.

8 oz.
8 oz.
4 oz.
The first gives the greatest intensification ; the third the least.
After bleaching, wash out the yellow stain as completely as
possible, redevelop (preferably with amidol) in diffused daylight,
and finally wash.

to subject

The solution keeps indefinitely in the dark, and may be used
as long as it is active. The negatives should be well washed
both before and after treatment.

Potassium iodide
Ammonia (.880) . .
Water to . .
. .

The negative is thoroughly
Silver nitrate
. .
Sodium acetate
. .
Water
. .
. .

. .
..
. .

. .
..
. .

washed, and
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .

. .
..
. .

is to bleach
i part B of
.
.
.

90 grs.
9 drs.
20 oz.

. . 180 grs.
.. 3J oz.
. . 20 oz.

darkened in :
. .
. . 22 grs.
. .
. . 90 grs.
. .
. . 20 oz.
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So much camera work is indulged
I
I M ^ |
I
^
r
in during the holiday periods that
I " 'I I
II
III
/ %
it behoves every photographer to
I V | | ^ J ^
J|_ ^ J
become quite familiar with the
apparatus and equipment — not to mention materials — he intends to use throughout
the vacation. Advice on this subject is contained in the following article.

The summer holiday season is

rapidly approaching, and on
the annual vacation it is
no uncommon thing to find the
enthusiastic photographer sacrificing
his usual equipment for something
more in keeping with the holiday
spirit. It may seem too much like
hard work, for example, to carry
about a heavy reflex ; and whilst
adjustments affecting the exposure
can be made without representing
the same inconvenience, it must be
admitted that many workers prefer
a holiday camera fitted with a
“ fixed exposure ” shutter and a
simple arrangement for giving a
choice of only three or four different
apertures.
These preferences do, of course,
make for greater relaxation upon
a holiday, but the opportunity to
work unrestricted by lack of time
coupled with the desire to obtain
unusually good pictures should never
be hampered by such a lethargic
consideration.
Snapshotters.

Then there are very many en¬
thusiasts who have never handled
a camera of any but the simpler
types, and these will — in the majority
— be going into action almost un¬
affected by the fact that there is
a kind of photography far more
satisfying than that with which
they now concern themselves.
Such workers have yet to learn
that infinitely better results can
often be obtained with an instru¬
ment costing only a few shillings
more than the article they are at
present using. Larger apertures,
greater and more accurate range
of speeds, additional movements and
a higher standard of all-round
efficiency are but a few of the many
advantages that go with the
“ better ” camera.
The extra cost, however, is un¬
fortunately beyond the reach of a
fair number of real enthusiasts — •

though these cannot go far wrong,
provided they make a point of
purchasing the best they can afford.
There is a great deal, too, in the
methods of usage adopted ; a very
cheap camera in the hands of a
careful worker could in most circum¬
stances turn out better pictures
than the most expensive instrument
in the hands of the careless dabbler.
Selecting

the Camera.

Photographers who possess more
than one camera — and these are
perhaps more numerous than some
of us suppose — would do well to
select the most convenient “ holi¬
day " camera that they possess ;
and with this they are also advised
to put m as much practical work
as they can during the weeks im¬
mediately before the vacation.
The taste of the greatest number
of workers is, however, more likely
to be satisfied by a camera that
can be conveniently carried and
yet brought into action instantly as
any worth-while subject presents
itself. Fortunately, these conditions
are adequately fulfilled in so far
as all the popular types of hand
camera are concerned. Nor is any
difficulty likely to be introduced
until we come to cope with the
simple boxform cameras.
These — although of a very modest
and somewhat restricted type — •
are always ready for instant action,
but they possess at least one dis¬
advantage in that they are larger
than most other cameras accomrnodating the same size of film.
Familiarity.

Having selected the camera, the
next step should be to concentrate
for a time upon -using it. This will
not only make for greater familiarity
in the use of stops and controls, but
will also tend to disclose any defects
which may have set in during a
period of inactivity.
During the whole of this pre¬

477

liminary work it will be found best
to consider only studies of a kind
or similar to those likely to be
encountered at the centre of holiday
activities.
Thus, if a seaside resort be
selected, good practice can often
be obtained in very ,bright weather
round about the boating lakes and
open-air baths — whilst suitable prac¬
tice for country holiday work can
just as easily be secured in the
open woodlands and public parks.
Materials.

The materials recommended for
use at seaside holiday resorts may
vary very much with those ordi¬
narily employed in connection with
inland photography. Some workers,
for example, make almost exclusive
use of ” super ” panchromatic plates
and films ; but the intensity of
light prevailing at coastal places
will tend to make these dangerously
fast if employed under ordinary
conditions.
The standard variety of ortho
film (which, incidentally, is the
cheapest) will be found of ample
speed for most seaside photography,
but it may perhaps be complained
that this does not give the fine
renderings that follow the use of
the intermediary film marketed by
different manufacturers as “ Selochrome,” “ Verichrome,” and “ Isochrom,” etc. This, indeed, gives
results appreciably more beautiful
than the usual efforts of ordinary
film — and is, moreover, not so fast
that slow snapshots cannot safely
be indulged in.
Finally, it should not be omitted
to finish a few of the earliest nega¬
tives made on the holiday trip as
soon as possible after making the
exposures. This will certainly de¬
note whether sufficient allowance
is being made for the increased
intensity of illumination ; and it
may also indicate whether all is
well in other directions.
9
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The Value of Reflections

Tifocr in Photography
JUST why reflections have so strong an appeal to the artistic minfl it mav
not be easy to say ; but such is the fact, and a photograph showing
reflections in still water has a charm of its own that is undeniable.

clear

Partly it may be due to the sense of balance which is always a desirable
element in a picture. It may also be because the reflection gives a meaning
to the foreground which is often lacking in a scene, where the foreground is
simply the base upon which the picture rests and has but little beauty of its own.
While the still water of a pond offers, perhaps, the finest opportunity of
photographing reflections, one may often secure very interesting pictures after

The

Bridge.

Ily way of experimenting the photo¬
grapher may obtain interesting results
by photographing ])ictures reflected in
a mirror, as, for example, in the driving
mirror of a motor ; also reflections in
shop windows give unusual pictures ;
while in still-life work a mirror may be
introduced with ^•erv effective results.
Along these lines are many avenues
of pleasant exploration
maker.

Beside

for the picture-

the Still li'ateys.

heavy rain, when solitary objects or buildings arc reflected
on the watery pavements ; while night photography of a
city’s lights on the wet
as they are unusual.

roadway

giv^es effects as pleasing

The value of light reflected from a wet pavement in
securing details in the architecture of buildings must not
be overlooked ; and many a photograph of narrow lanes
or gloomy corners is only satisfactory with this reflected
illumination. Incidentally, the additional light from the
reflections helps the exposures, but if plates are used they
should be backed.
\\ hile it might be thought that pictures containing re¬
flections would introduce divided interest, the fact that the
reflected object is presented upside down, and so does not
enter into competition, prevents this happening. The eve
in a peculiarly decided way fails to recognise an inverted
image ; and, moreover, the lines of the reflection leading
up to the main object serve to emphasise it.
10
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ENSIGN
CARBINE
No. 7
The Ideal
Serious
Worker’s ”
“Stand-by

Having every movement
usually found only on
heavier, larger, and more
elaborate models, and yet
small enough to be carried
everywhere and inexpensive
enough for everyone.
The versatile equipment of the Ensign Carbine No. 7 includes morocco-grained leather-covered brass
body with hinged back and film-registering device to ensure flatness of film during exposure. Other
features are : Hinged loading pins, radial focussing action, cross and rising front, reflex and direct-vision
view-finders. The following shutters are available according to price : Trichro, 3-speed, 1/25, 1/50,
1/lOOth sec. ; Mulchro, 7 speeds, 1, 1/5, 1/10, 1/25, 1/50, 1/lOOth, Time and Bulb ; Compur, with
delayed action and similar speeds to the Mulchro, with the addition of l/250th of a second. The Britishmade Ensar f/4.5 anastigmat lens gives irreproachable definition and covering power at full aperture.

Fitted with
ENSAR
ENSAR
ENSAR

ANASTIGMAT
ANASTIGMAT
ANASTIGMAT

F/4.5, Trichro Shutter
F/4.5, Mulchro „
F/4.5, Compur
„
Florentine

ENSIGN,
PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

LIMITED,
AMATEUR

Bronze,

HIGH

extra

£1
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“WESTMINSTER”

The

LONDON’S
LIBERAL

MOST

EXCHANGE

NAGEL
“TRIUMPH

POPULAR

ALLOWANCES.

DEALERS.

HIRE-PURCHASE

119, VICTORIA

F/6.3

10-in. Dallmeyer Popular
{L3057) .

Sibyl camera.

(M3067)

.

Telephoto

Lens

“MAXIMAR”
31x4i

/T,

/.W.l

3ix21

REQUIRED.

ZEISS IKON

HIGH-CLASS
BARGAINS at

”

IF

f/6, iris mount.
£5 10 0

.

£3 10

0

9-in. Dallmeyer Dallon Telephoto, focussing mount, f/6.
(M3071) .
£7 17 6
4-in. Cooke Telekiaic Anastigmat 1/4.5, focussing mount
(for 70a Filmo, etc.). (N.305‘2) .
£4 15 0
13-ln. Ross Telecentric Telephoto f 6.8, in focussing mount.
(N3056) .
£4 17 6
3-in. Dallmeyer f 1.9, with pair matched
Ensign Autokinecam. (N3057) .
131-in.

Busch

Bistelar

Telephoto,

finders, fitted for
£0 18 6

iris moimt,

i

SPECIAL

f/7.5.£3(N3061)
10 0

Pathescope 9.5-mm. Motocamera de Luxe, Zeiss Triotar f/*2.9
and *2'in. f'3 Meyer Trioplan Teleplioto, mounted on camera
front, and interchangeable, with case. Cost £37 lOs. (N7009)
£17 17 0

FEATURES.

D
Automatic opening by simply pressing a button at aide of camera.
i
Focussing by revolving movement
on lens moimt. Brilliant
.
reversible and direct-viaion view-finders. Patent back opening
16-inm. Model B Cine-Kodak, f 3.5 anastigmat. for 50 or 100 ft.
n
reels and case. (N7014) .
£7 17 6
like a book, providing simplest method of loading ever devised,
light metal art leather-covered body, real leather bellows. Fitted
16-mm. Ensign Super Projector, •2d0-watt, complete with
.
resistance
and case. Cost £.50. (N750y) .
£25 0 0
f/6.3 Badionar anastigmat, speeded shutter. l/'25thi l/50th,
1/lOOth sec., T. and B., with special self-portrait device, complete Busc
16-mm. Ensign Alpha Projector, 100-watt, complete with
h Bresistance
in box, with wire release and instruction book as supplied by
and case. Cost £15 158. (N7515) .
£917 6
iste
lar
makers.
Tele Agfa Move* Projector, lOO-watt, complete with case.
16-mm.
phot
Ross
o,
Coat £45. (N750-2)
.
£25 0 0
ir
is
Tele
mou
c16-mm.
Ensign Super
entr
nt Kinecam, Cinar l-in. f 1.5, Dallmeyer
PRICE
ic
f 7
OUR
TeDallmeyer
2-m. f/l.‘J.
4-in. '
f 4.5.
(M3 complete in case. Cost £66 138.
PRICE
leph
LIST
152
oto,
(N70U7) .
£45 0 0
) £
3
iris
0
1-pl. Soho Focal-plinemou
Re3ex. Ross Xpres
0 f^3.5, 61-in. focus,
n
3 double slides. F.P. adaptert,and
f/6.case. (N‘2016).... £27 10 0
8, f
itteback. Kodak anastigmat
t-pl.Grafiex Refiex Model B, revolving
d fo
f 4.5, F.P. adapter and case. (N2U10) .
£10 10 0
r

For
Fitted

The CINE-KODAK
“EIGHT 20”

J-pl, Dallmeyer Press Refiex, f 3.5 Press anastigmat,
back, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and case. (iyr2083) .

reversing
£8 10 0

3ix2i Ensign Speed Roll Film Refiex, Aldi.s- Butcher anastig¬
mat f'4.5, focal-plane shutter. (M2097) .
£5 10 0
31x2i Ensign Tropical Model Focal-plane Refiex, AldisButcher anastigmat f 4.5. revolving, reversing back, 3 slides.

Ikon

or

Film

Dominar

prVce £5

Packs.

anastigmat,

: 12

F.P. Adapter, 9/6.

48/9

£3 : 12 : 6

Plates

f/4.5 Zeiss

Compur

shutter

(not ring control type), speeds 1 to l/200th sec,, T. and B., rack
focussing, double extension, rising and cross front, brilliant
reversible and wire-frame finders, all-metal leather-covered body,
complete with 3 single metal dark slides. Present value £12.

: 6

Leather Case, 15/-.

The VOIGTLANDER

“BRILLIANT”

A.S new. (N'2()23) .
.
£9 10 0
3i X 2) Thoroton-Pickard Junior Special Ruby Refiex, focalplane shutter, Cooke anastigmat f 4.5, revolving, reversing back.
3 slides, F.P. adapter and case. (N2(i24) .
£7 10 0
45 X 107 Verascope Stereoscopic Camera, pair f'4.5 Zeiss Te.ssar
lenses, changing-box for 12 plate.s, adjuslalde speed shutter,
reflex and direct finders and case. (L2771) .
£10 10 0

AN IDEAL
CAMERA FOR

6 • 13 cm. Beutziu Stereoscopic Focal-plane Refiex, pair f 4.5
Zeiss Te-ssar lenses, ll slides, changing-l-ox for 12 plates. F.P.
adapter and case. (M2761) .
£12 15 0

THE
BEGINNER.

45 ' 107 Zeiss Ikon Polyscop Stereo, pair Zeiss Tessar lenses
f 4.5, Compound shutter, changing-box for 12 plates and case.
(N2761) .
£9 17 6
Ihagee Stereo Roll Film Pocket Camera (taking 2C film),
pair Zo.iella f 4.5 le ise.s, ( ‘ompur shutter. (N2757) . . £4 17 6
Leitz Leica Model II, f 3.5. automatic focussing. As new.
(N5133)
£17 15 0

IH /TOCK
The Cine-Kodak “ Eight *’ U the lightest and smallest movie
camera, using a film that provides 4 minutes' projection in one
reel. lotted f/3.6 Kodak anastigmat, fixed focus, spring drive,
eye-level finder, exposure guide attached to camera, takes ‘25 ft.
of special 16-mm. film, but it exposes only half the width of the
film at a time. The completely exposed film gives you 50 ft. of

8-inra. which is equal to shooting 100 ft. of IG-mm. Price

£9 : 17 : 6
25-ft. Kodak

Panchromatic

NEW

THE

Film

(including

LISTS

OF

ROLL-FILM,

WESTMINSTER
CAMERA

HOUTE.

FOLDING

PLATE

1 to l/300th
Ditto,
with f/4.6
sec., Skopar
T. and anastigmat,
B.

AND

REFLEX

119. VICTORIA

CROSS

TEMple
12

PLEASE

BAR

ROAD,

W.C.2

“THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER”

shutter,
speeds
£8:5:0

READY.

EXCHANGE
LTD.
1

Associate an
ot
Appointed
the Institute

0669.

AT

62, PICCADILLY,
REGcnt

7165.

MENTION

NOW

Compur

/TREET. /.W.l

VICTORIA

24, CHARING

CAMERAS

PHOTOGRAPHIC
AND

Films.

Fitted
Voigtar
anastigmat,
l/50th, f/6.3
1/lOOth
sec.,
T. and B Embezet
. shutter, speededJ l/25th.
5 ! 0

10s. Od.

SECOND-HAND

pictures

Specia I numbering device controlled by the film itself. Largo
finder lens, giving a brilliant full-size picture. Simple focussing
l/25th,
l/50thfitted
lens
mount,
Voigtlander
shutter,
sec. f/7.7
and Bulb
. anastigmat, speeded
£2:15:0

627.

£8 : 10 : O

processing),

12

Roll

THE NEW “WESTON”
CINE EXPOSURE METER
Model

Takes

2i X 21 31in.x on
Standard
21

W.l

Ill, OXFORD
GERRARD

1360.
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WITH

ST., W.l
1432.
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How

to Glaze Prints
Every amateur photographer
who makes contact prints from
his snapshots prefers to glaze
them in order to see the utmost
amount of detail in the small
pictures. The article and il¬
lustrations on this page show
how this can be most success¬
fully undertaken.
without

I. — Prints

removed

from

through a bath of alum

the washing

water

are passed

(10 per cent solution) for five
minutes,

The procedure of glazing prints is

simplicity itself, but the art of
doing it without showing marks
due to uneven drying is another thing,
particularly if they are required quickly.
Some photographers still employ glass
and obtain a perfect glaze by leaving the
prints to dry for long periods in a room
free from draught, but if they are
hurried, or any attempt is made to dry

previous

preparation

with

any

form of glazing solution, and prints squee¬
geed to them can be dried off with heat,
and do not require hardening first.
When using any other glazing surface
than chromium sheet, the prints are
taken from the washing water and are
hardened in a lo per cent bath of alum,
after which they are thoroughly washed
again.
It is essential that the glazing boards
should be absolutely clean, and should
be first well wetted, after which the
prints are placed
to the boards, and
removed.
This can be done

film downwards on
the surplus water is
by putting

a sheet

of

5. — A simple alternative to rolling down the prints by
hand is to pass them through a household wringer (rollers
should be in perfect condition).

fiom an old sugar box covered with a
cloth hung in front. The boards are
placed inside, preferably in a rack, and
the box is arranged in front of a fire, the
whole

object being to enclose

them

while

applying the heat and prevent premature
drying round the edges, which would
happen if they were not enclosed.
Where only a small number of prints
are required quickly, they can be held

blotting-paper (newspaper will do) over
the prints, and rolling them well down
with a rubber squeegee, or if a household
wringer with rubber rollers is available,
the boards with the prints in position
may be put through it. This forms a
simple and effective substitute for the
hand roller and blotting-paper.
There are various ways of drying off
the prints ; the safest is to leave them
over-night, being eareful to put them
somewhere away from any draught, and
in the morning they should easily peel

2. — After hardening in a bath of alum, the prints are
ivell washed again.

6. — Drying them off. Heat should only be applied until
the first sign of peeling round the edges, after which they
should be placed at a distance.

them off too quickly, or the glass is not
absolutely clean, they may stick to the
glass and be extremely difficult to
remove.

directly

in front

of a fire until the first

sign of peeling occurs, after which they
must be placed at a distance, and in no
case should any attempt be made to
pull them off until they are absolutely

Ferrotype plates, enamel, and celluloid
sheets are sold for the purpose, but the
chromium-plated brass boards that have
recently been introduced, offer an easy
method of obtaining a perfect glaze

dry all over.

4. — A sheet of blotting-paper or newspaper is placed over
the prints, atid they are rolled down with a rubber squeegee.

off without showing any drying-marks.
Uneven drying is responsible for the

3. — The prints are placed film downwards on to a wet
glazing board, which has previously been well cleaned.

" oyster-shell ” markings that occur
when the partly-dried print peels off at
the edges, leaving the centre firmly
attached to the glazing board. It is
difficult to prevent this if uneven heat has
been applied ; also prints that have been
. heated too much will crack, and be
brittle when they come off.
If a lot of prints are to be glazed, it is
well worth making up a drying cabinet

479

7. — An alternative method of drying quickly is to place
the plate containing the prints in front of a revolving
electric fan in a warm

room.
3
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^ is him

Cy

By

ATHOLE

MURRAY

be a number of other anglers who
are almost always willing to oblige
the photographer by posing. Many
good subjects will suggest themselves,
but the background is at least as
important as the subject himself.
The best plan is to select a pic¬
turesque corner of the river, and
then get the fisherman to stand in

Good

Sport.

Most of us remember a picture in an old number

of Punch that showed a patient fisherman
sitting just outside the wall of a lunatic
asylum, while an inmate, watching him from

within the wall, asks him : “ How many have you
caught ? ” “ None,” was the reply. ‘‘ How long have
you been there ? ” asks the lunatic. ‘‘ .Ml day.” ” Conic
inside,” was the inmate’s comment !
Now that lunatic may have
had more sense than he
was credited with ; but he
was no sportsman, and he was
certainly not a photographer.
But, quite seriously, it is
always a good thing to have
a second string to one’s bow,
and for mV part I never go
fishing without taking a camera
with me.

the Fish.

the most suitable position. Generally
speaking, he should be shown in the
act of casting, or playing a fish,
or landing one, or disgorging it.
On days when the fish are rising
well, a picture
of the day’s catch is
always
attractive.

The smallest and lightest
camera is all that is needed ;
in fact, the smaller it is, the
better, as it is then no trouble
to carry, and the best negatives
can be enlarged.
Moreover, the most unsuit¬
able days for fishing are often
the best for photography.
Fishermen do not like sunnv
days, as the fish seldom feed
well then ; but these are the
best days for photographing.
At such times it is a good
plan to put by the rod for a
time and walk up and down
the river. There will generally
14

Landing

The great point is to show the
fisherman really absorbed in his
sport ; if he is keen on his job, then
the photograph will prove interest¬
ing. It is, of course, fatal to a good
result when the angler, who is sup¬
posed to be engrossed in his sport, is
seen to be watching the camera.
Yet how often do we see prints that
show this !

The A ngler.

The subject most sought after,
and the one which experience shows
to be the most difficult of attain¬
ment, is a picture of a fish being
played when it is on the hook.
There is no fear of the fisherman

ilHf AMATEUR PHOTOORAPHER
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and

the

CAMERA
staring into the camera in this case.
The chief difficulty is that the
excitement is so tense that the
angler invariably assumes an ex¬
pression of intense agony, and,

Beginning

view.
increases its power

from

Early.

the photographer’s

point of

At the same time it is not onl}’ the bright water that
must be observed, but the surroundings, and especially
the background of the figure. It must also be con¬
sidered whether the idea in taking the photograph is
to make the figure a sort of portrait study, or to use it
merely as an appropriate detail in the landscape. On
this will depend the scale on which the angler is shown
in relation to his surroundings.
Young

Ent'/iiisinsts.

though this adds to the realism of the picture, it
certainly detracts from its beauty.
An exposure of i/25th to i/5oth second in an open
situation will generally be sufficient on a modern film
at f/ii, as the water reflects so much light and so

A

Off for the Day.

Quiet Stream.

When printing remember that the part is often greater
than the whole, which means in this case that by a
thoughtful trimming of the print the picture is often
much improved. Therefore, when enlarging, the negative
should be carefully examined to see if the composition of
the picture cannot be made better by printing from a
portion only of the negative.
15
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NOTES

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

Every week an article will appear under this heading dealing
with a topic of interest to the novice in photography.

SHADOWS

AND

REFLECTIONS.

IT is quite a common thing to hear people comment on

the “ shadows ” in a picture when
they mean the
“reflections.” The two things are entirely different
in cause and character, but both play such an important
Part in our photography that it is necessary for us to be
aware of them.
Of course,

when

we

photograph

L NOTIONS

objects

we

do

so by the

^or the
possible to avoid photographing a subject where
are repeated, inverted, in still water, and the more
and

mirror-like

the reflections

are the better

we

objects
perfect

are pleased.

It is to the pictorial idea of the value of " repetition ” in a
drawing or design that we must attribute this attraction ;
but as a rule, in pictorial work,
not to be too exact.
Hence

the

advice

often

it is better

given

to

for the duplication

throw

something

into

still water just before exposure, so as to break up the smooth
surface, and therefore also the reflected image.
In Fig. I the surface of the water is almost still, and the
reflection
in

light

reflected

from

them.

of the light depends on
the objects reflecting it.
But

it is not

The

the

in this sense

word ” reflections
kind of reflections

” now.
that are

strength

source
exactly

and

I am

is a fairly close copy
2, the

movement

of the actual

of the

character

of light itself, and
that

Fig.

using

on
the

I am thinking rather of the
seen in their most perfect form

in a mirror. In nature the nearest approach to this
perfect duplication of the images of objects is found in
still water.
This is one of the reasons why the inclusion of water in
our photographs is often a great asset. It is almost im¬

16

Fig. 2.

barge

objects

has

above

agitated
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THESE

IX

FEATURES
and you
combines
models.
(1) The

will find that the Contax
in one construction several
exact

focussing

of the

camera
camera

reflex.

(2) The high speeds of the Press camera.
(3) The facilities as regards interchangeability
of lenses of the so-called universal
camera, and
(4) The convenience
camera.
The following
the Contax,
Metal

focal-plane

speeded.
Automatic

of

the

advantages
shutter,

focussing

with

usual

are

roll-film

particular

really
lens

to

accurately

coupled

to a

range-finder of 4-in. optical basis.
Instant releasing of the shutter, because
both the release and focussing control are
located adjacent to one another.
The

Contax

spools

load just

like an

ordinary

roll-film camera ; no
special magazine
required.
A wider range of lenses than offered with any
other instrument. Zeiss lenses from Ik in.
to 5| in. focus,
fSpools
8 to fil.5.
loaded

and
with

apertures
Zeiss

varying

Ikon

from

ortko-ultra-

rapidfilm, Kodak super sensitive panchroma¬
tic film, Perutz Persenso and fine-grain film,
are obtainable from all good-class dealers
in 36 exposures. Perutz also available in
12-exposure spools.
Negative size 36 X 24 mm., enlargement to any
practical size, 20 diameters if need be.
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THE

THINNEST

AND

LIGHTEST

CAMERA

IN

THE

WORLD

The new Patent Etui Camera is so light and thin that
It can be earned in the pocket as easily as a tobacco
pouch,

the thickness

of the camera

being only five-

eighths of an inch, one inch at the “bulge,’ or with
film-pack holder in position one and a quarter inches.
The weight of the 3^ X 2i in. camera, including filmpack holder, is under 16 oz.
PRICES

OF

STANDARD

MODELS.

No. 126. 3ix2i in. or 9x6.5 cm. Model I Single Extension,
with Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 10.5 cm. focus, D.A. Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to 1/250th sec., cable release .
£14 12 6
No. 127. Ditto, with Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 12 cm. focus
£15 5 0
No. 136. Model II Double EIxtension, with Carl Zeiss f/4.5
Tessar lens, 10.5 cm. focus .
£15 15 0
No. 137.

Ditto, with Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 12 cm. focus
£16 7 6
No. 109. 4ix3iin. or 12x9 cm.MoDELl SincleEIxtension, with
Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 13.5 cm. focus, D.A. Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/200th sec., cable release .
£16 7 6
No. 158. Model 11 Double Extension,
Tessar lens, 13.5 cm. focus .
No. 190.

with Carl Zeiss f/4.5
£17 10 0

Ditto, with Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar

lens, 15 cm. focus
£18 12

6

For Plates, Film Packs or Roll Films.
Prices include 3 Plate Holders.

OBTAINABLE THORSCH
FROM
ALL DEALERS. 37, BEDFORD
STREET,

THE

Sl

COii

LT
j
LONDON,

STRAND,

D
W.C.

■
m
2

illustrated
CATALOGUE
post free /

AUTOMATIC

^
FOR ACCURACY AND
SPECIFICATION: BRILLIANCE WITH EVERY SUBJECT
Focussing magnifier, automatic film wind,
screen showing picture right way up, even
during exposure by use of special finder lens.
Permits enlargement up to any size. Gives 12
pictures on 3ix2i roll film. Lens stop and
speed under immediate control.

CASH

PRICES

With f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar

and 8 more

monthly

payments or
cash.

£20

absolutely foolproof. You’re familiar with its unique features —
a glance through the speciflcatlon will refresh your memory.
Illustrated prospectus on request.

:

With f/3.8
Zeiss Tessar

52/6

and

8 more

EASY

monthly

payments or £22
cash.

Make Whitsun a memorable
holiday — take a Rollelflex from
Wallace Heaton’s with you. The Rollelflex is sure of those
subjects that often seem doubtful when using an ordinary
camera.
It will give you perfect results in bright or waning
light and withal it is one of the most economical cameras it
is possible to use. Everything works automatically and is

10s.

GENEROUS

PAYMENTS

We

Anything on 9 equal monthly instalments.
First payment secures your Rollelflex.
Only 5 per cent added to cash price.
APPROVAL

o^ainsf

will make

EXCHANGES
a high allowance

on your present camera in
part exchange for a Rollelflex.

full cash — with

pleasure,

WALLACE HEATON Ltd.
119, NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W.1
Phones:

MAYFAIR

And at 47, BERKELEY
FREE
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Fig. 4.

Pig- 3water so that the reflections are hardly recognisable as inrages
of the barge and its occupants. We are all familiar with

and the smoke, catching the light, comes out all the better
because it trails across a heavy shadow mass in the trees

the “ wiggly ” reflections often seen in water, and the
curious effects produced form one of the most fascinating
features of pictorial representations. In fact, the sole

beyond.
In Fig. 4 both shadows and reflections play their part,
although the subject is not a good one. The rippled water
has its reflections, moderately attractive, and there are
heavy shadows under the bridge. But the reason that
made me include this print at all was that there are splashes
of reflected light thrown by the sunlit ripples into the deep
shadow in the sofftt of the arch.

“ motive ” of many pictures is the play of reflected light
and shade from the surface of water. There is no end to
the variety, interest and beauty of such effects.
Fig. 3 is a simple example of the value of shadows.
The original print is almost stereoscopic when looked at
with one eye only, and this is largely due to the way in
which some of the planes are differentiated by the alterna¬
tion of light and shade.
Take the walls of the three cottages, starting with the
one behind the lamp-post, and you get light, dark, light,
dark (cast shadow), light, dark. Then there are the cast
shadows which help to give variety to the foreground ;

TINTING
Many amateurs have no doubt

tried their hand at tinting
their own prints. Some get
good results, others bad ; but every¬
one can get the good results if they
set about it in the right way. There is
no need to purchase an expensive
outfit ; “ Johnson Colour Tints,” or
“ Velox ” transparent water-colour
stamps are quite suitable. Three
brushes are all you require — No. 4,
No. 6, and a f-in. flat brush, the last
being useful for skies or large surfaces.
Most of the outfits purchasable provide
a leaflet of instructions, but experience
is the only real teacher. The main
thing to be remembered is to use the
colour as weak as possible.
Now first we must select a suitable
paper. Glossy surfaces should not
be attempted. Matt and semi-matt
are most suitable. Personally, I pre¬
fer semi-matt, as this gives a slight
lustre to the tinting.
Novices have complained to me that
when colouring a large surface they

FOR
By AUBREY

Light reflected into shadows also plays an important
part in our pictures, the realism of which will suffer if
these things are not faithfully reproduced in our record.
These are just a few brief hints intended to suggest to
the beginner that he should note and study both reflections
and shadows in their many forms when he is looking for
subjects.
W. L. F. W.

THE

AMATEUR

F. COOPER.

cannot get the colour to run evenly.
This is usually the fault of too deep
a Well
colourdilute
being
the used.
colour' ; fully charge
your brush, then quickly cover the
portion to be coloured. Instantly,
press the brush dry on a piece of
clean blotting-paper, and then remove
all surplus colour. This operation
may have to be repeated five or six
times before the required tint is
reached ; but you will find the result
well worth the extra trouble. Of
course, one application of colour must
be perfectly dry before the next is
applied.
The most difficult type of photo¬
graph to tint is the portrait ; this
needs a very steady hand. We will
take, for example, head and shoulders
of a woman. The selected print must
always be sepia toned for portrait
painting, as black-and-white usually
gives rather a ghastly effect to the
colouring. It must be remembe e 1
that the colours are transparent.

Flesh

tint must

be

applied

first,

very weak. Then, before this is
dry, the cheeks can be very carefully
worked in with a pale pink, or welldiluted scarlet. A dash of the same
colour across the forehead, and a
little on the tip of the chin, and then
leave to dry.
Next we come to the eyes ; the
whites, of course, are left as they are.
The pupils are coloured' accordingly.
Then put a little pink in the inside
corner of each eye. A very thin,
faint blue line, over and under the
eyes, also enhances the beauty of
them. A diluted scarlet on the lips,
and a little pink under the nostrils,
and the face is finished. The hair,
of course, is merely a wash
.colour is required.

of whatever

A man’s face is done in almost the
same manner, only that the flesh
tint should be a shade darker : the
cheeks a mixture

of flesh arid Scarlet —

this gives a more ruddy hue — and the
lips much paler in colour.

483
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From information communicated

Right from the very start of my photographic

experience I endeav'oured when exposing a plate
or film, to secure something in the nature of a

picture — as against the usual stereotyped record. This, in
the early days, when my technique was somewhat faulty,
was not always easy, and many a time I felt inclined to
give up photographv in favour of some other hobby.
“ The fact that photography is essentially a matter of
light and shade has caused me to turn, in recent times.

to our Special Representative.

from outdoor work by natural light to indoor work under
artificial light, since in this kind of work there is more
scope for the imagination through being so easily able to
arrange one’s lighting effects to suit any particular whim.
In order to do this I use two. collapsible metal stands, each
carrying three 500-watt Nitraphot lamps in reflectors,
though I seldom have more than three of the lamps burning
at once.
“ Most of my work now is done with a quarter-plate
camera, which is fitted with an f/4.5 lens and a
Compur shutter. I inxariably use Ilford S.G.
panchromatic plates indoors, and find their speed
and quality inv^aluable when photographing small
children. With three Nitraphot lamps placed at
varying distances from the model, so that the light
and shade is regulated to a nicety, my average
exposure for children is i /5th of a second at full
aperture but on occasions I use the new Ilford
Hypersensitive plates, and with these I have been
able to give i/2oth and even i/3oth of a second.
“ With regard to backgrounds and so forth, I
favour simplicity. I am definitely prejudiced
against the idea of introducing the so-called
‘ modern ’ touch by the inclusion of weird scenic
effects and angles.
'■ In developing my plates I use no light of
any kind, but develop entirely by the time and
temperature method, using the Ilford pyro-soda
formula, and taking the times of development from
the Burroughs Wellcome diary.
“ I never make a contact print — everything,
from trial print to finished picture, being enlarged.
Here

again

I endeavour

to succeed

without

re¬

sorting to ' faking,’ though I do allow myself the
enlarger’s privilege of a little ' control ’ occasion¬
ally where I consider the result justifies it. Most of
my work these days — certainly all portraits and
figure work — is done on chloro-bromide paper, as I
find this type of paper excellent for bringing out the
detail, and it also has certain tonal qualities which
it is impossible to obtain in ordinary bromide
paper. Usually I print and develop to secure a
warm, greenish-black colour.
“ There is one point which I consider a great
one, which I follow myself scrupulously, and that
is to study the work of the recognised masters ;
but I do not stop there. I study every photo¬
graphically illustrated book, from the film magazine
to the trade journal. There are often some excellent
examples of lighting effects in these, and there is
Alan.

By

Leslie

S. Shaw.
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certainly a lot to be learned

from

them

all.”
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Ljrittcal Comments
trees on the right, there

Apart from the fact that there is

something of a sense of re¬
striction, " Beneath the Giants
— Peace,” by A. H. Firmin (No. 3),
displays a very good idea in showing
the dark of the tree boles against the
light at its brightest, the remainder
of the setting becoming lower in tone
as it approaches the margins.
Dark

against

Light.

Such an arrangement of the light
and shade makes for good composition,
and, by creating a great concentra¬
tion of interest in the placing of dark
against light, has the effect of display¬
ing the form and texture of the tree
trunks in a way that could scarcely
be bettered.
It is very well done indeed, and,
though there is a suspicion of busy¬
ness about the setting, wh'ch could not
be avoided with the existing lighting,
it might be rendered still less obtru¬
sive by shading the centre, and allow¬
ing the setting near the edges to print
a little farther; and the probability
is that if Einother time of day were
chosen some other drawback would
take its place.
That, however, could only be de¬
termined on the spot, but the sense
■of restriction arises partly from the
disproportionate scale in which the
trees are shown and partly from the
lack of an adequate foreground.
In subjects of this kind, it is very
often the case that the adoption of
another and more distant viewpoint
is impossible because the desired
standpoint is either occupied, or in¬
terfered with, by other trees. If such
happened to be the case, here, it is
suggested that it might have been
preferable for a little more foreground
to have been included, and something
of the upper portion omitted.
Stability and Strength.
If, at the same time, the addition
to the foreground also introduced a
much darker tone at the base, it would
heighten the feeling of stability to a
considerable extent and enhance the
strength of the presentment.
The value of a strong and weighty
foreground is well shown in No. 2,
” Evening,” by W. R. Cocks, for,
notwithstanding the deep tone of the

on

the Beginners’ prints reproduced

^ on

^

is no lack of
.stability. With a light foreground
and the same trees, the subject would
appear top-heavy, but this is now
counteracted by the firmness imparted
by the depth of tone at the lower edge.
At the same time, it helps to set
forth the very charming distance,

which is also emphasised by the welldesigned composition. The drawback
is that the sky, instead of representing
an effect of evening as implied by the
title, is regrettably blank.
For all practical purposes, it has no
tone at all, whereas in any repre¬
sentation of that time of day, the sky
should display not only an appreciable
depth, but also those soft and grace¬
ful clouds that make their appearance
then. It is within the bounds of
possibility that something of the sort
existed and is apparent in the nega¬
tive, but that, owing to the density
of that portion, it has not come out.
Landscape

and

Sky..

Should that be so, it is probable that
some improvement in the rendering
might be obtained by printing on a
softer grade of paper, aided, if neces¬
sary, by a little local extra printing.
The presence of a sky would much
enhance the attraction of the land¬
scape, as it does in the case of No. 5,
” Caress of the Setting Sun,” by
Thos. T. Kerr. The effect is not an
evening one, it is true, nor are the
clouds the sort of thing that would
sustain the impression that the other
seeks to convey, but the advantage
that sky tone confers is plainly to be
seen, and, if No. 2 had been graced
by an equivalent effect, its appeal
would have been all the greater.
No. 5, however, is somewhat in¬
clined to harshness in its tonal render¬
ing, for, while the sky is just about
right, the tones of the buildings and
foreground are much too dark to
accord with what would be the visual
impression. Here, again, the render¬
ing would be appreciably improved
by the substitution of a softer grade
or type of paper in place of that
employed, an expedient that would
enable the gradations of the sky to
be retained, and, at the same time,
key.
would render the shadows in a lighter

opposi
Thereteis page.
something,

too,

in

appearance of the darker tones
inclines towards the inference

the
that
that

under-exposure is a
contributing
factor, though, of course, it is not
possible to be dogmatic on the point.
Quality and Exposure.
If this be so, the selection of a softer
paper could not remedy the deficiencies
attributable to that cause. That is im¬
possible to correct by any after-treat¬
ment, but, all the same, the general
tone and quality would be improved
by the suggested alternative.
Nevertheless, it is very difficult, if
not impossible, to get real quality in
a print if there is under-exposure

suggestion of harshness.
Technically, they are excellent, and,
while their pictorial motive may be a
little obscure and their composition
somewhat disconnected, they are good
examples

of craftsmanship.

The

Pictorial

Motive.

In neither case is there an effect
to correspond with, say, that of No. 3.
Had it been possible to show the
bridge in full sunshine, with the greater
proportion of the rest in shadow, it
might have done something in a
pictorial direction for No. i, but
with No. 6 it is difficult to imagine
any treatment that would serce.
On the other hand, the sunshine is a
self-evident motive with No. 4, “ Sun¬
shine in the Yard,” by C. A. Tench,
but, technically, it is not up to the
standard set by the other two. It
reverts to the hardness and excess of
vigour of No. 5, and similar treat¬
ment is recommended. The sunshine,
nevertheless, is well seen and caught,
though had it been possible to include
a suitable figure at the foot of the
steps, it would not only have served
the purpose of emphasising the effect,
but would also be very useful in
pulling the composition

together.
” Mentor.”
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in

the negative. Nos. i and 6, " The
Bridge,” by Frank Baker, and " Sun¬
day Peace,” by D. K. Gellender, show
a quality that almost certainly pre¬
cludes the suspicion of under-exposure
being attached to them. Their tones
are beautifully rendered, and, though
the range is fairly full, there is no
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Victorial Analysis
Every week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

^‘APPROACHING

There are points of similarity

between this landscape and that
discussed in these columns last
week. In both cases, there is a notable
impression of quality ; the greater
proportion of the picture space has
been allotted to the sky ; in both,
the sky is graced by cloud forms of
considerable beauty, and both are commendably simple in their arrangement.
The

Centre

STORM,”

hy S, Rollo.

clutter up the subject with unessen¬
tials ; nor anything which is not
vital.
Incidentally, it will be noticed how
the presence of the accent (2) retains
the interest within the picture, and,
on the other side, how the small

lines inclined to the vertical is one of
unrest, or swift movement, or power
and dignity. The upward rush of the
lines of the cloiid, here, conveys the
sense of the way in which storm clouds
roll up, and its form lends colour to the
idea. That feeling of storm provides
the pictorial motive. It is undeniably
well done, although, had it happened

portion

that

obscured by extraneous and unneces¬
sary detail ; there is nothing to

of a

tree

serves

a

similar

of Interest.

a gleam of light occurred be¬
tween the base of the cloud
and the visible horizon, the
suggestion of luminosity would
not only have been enhanced,
but there would also be in¬
corporated the poetical idea
of light to come.
That such would add a
further attraction still is

Both, too, are dignified by
a dominant principal item
which serves as a centre of
interest and the foundation
for the arrangement. Here,
in place of a group of trees,
the function is served by the
single tree (i). It is graceful
in shape and fine in the im¬
pression it conveys of up¬
standing dignity, and, as the
most prominent object in the
whole thing, naturally as¬
sumes its destined role.

scarcely to be questioned,
but as from the picture it is
evident that it did not exist,
it would not have been wise
to have deferred the exposure
in the hope that it would
appear, for the probability is
that, had such a course been
adopted, the upper portion
of the cloud, which is vital

Beyond it, there is practi¬
cally nothing but the cloud
of any significance to the
pictorial content. There is
the slight foreground, which,
with its strong shadow, serves
to carry the tree and im¬
posing sky ; just a suspicion
of distance ; some trees on
the right (2) which provide a
balancing accent to the item
in chief ; and that concludes

to the picture, would have
passed beyond its limits.
Emphasis and Stress.
In that event, the present
fine rendering would have
been lost altogether, and,
even had it happened that
the gleam came before the
top of the cloud went out of
range, it is unlikely that the
existing sense of repetition,
which so greatly enforces the
dominance of the tree by the

the material subject. Elimin¬
ation could scarcely be car¬
ried farther, and, in conse¬
quence, the work has a
directness of appeal which is
attributable entirely to its
simplicity and plain state¬
ment.
Except for the foreground, which
does seem to be rather over-restricted
and scanty, there is no appearance of
sparseness, nor is there any suggestion
of lack in the way the space is occupied.
Anything in the way of addition, too,
would seem to be impracticable, and
might have the effect of considerably
impairing the attraction.
Simplicity

of Statement.

The pictorial motive, therefore, is
expressed clearly and well. It is not
2 2

stress of emphasis,
retained.
function. Their small scale, in com¬
parison with the principal tree (i) has
the effect of emphasising its import¬
ance, and, in the lines of the cloud,
there is a suggestion of a repetition
of the outline of the tree, which,
again, lends yet an added stress.
It is to the cloud, however, and not to
the tree, that the expression of the idea
of storm is to be attributed. Just as
the feeling imparted by lines of a
horizontal tendency is one of peace
and restfulness, that suggested by

would

be

To lose the picture in this
way would be a pity, but, having made
the first exposure and made certain
of the first effect, it would not have
been a bad idea to wait a little, and, if
either the aforesaid gleam made its
appearance or another opportunity of
making a different representation arose,
full advantage could be taken of it.
Shooting at first sight may be, and
generally is, a wise method of going
to work, but patience and waiting for
another

effect may

prove both

tive and productive.

educa¬
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eJ tters
MODERN

Sir, — History

to the Editor

PHOTOGRAPHIC

has

a knack

EQUIPMENT.

of repeating

itself, and

things

that were popular in the early days of this fascinating hobby
often appear again in quite a new garb. For instance, we may
take the present popular Rolleiflex, which is the modern baby
of the well-known Ross twin-lens reflex.
I am also in great favour of the 2JX2J square size of film.
1 wish we had a plate model. Though I have exposed thou¬
sands of this size of film I have never enlarged one single
square picture. In the old days of |-plate and T-plate cameras
we had always a margin to go on between the plate and print,
as
is impossible
to plant
yourthepicture
the when
“ spot,”
andit even
more difficult
with
modernexactly
finder onthan
we
had a focussing glass and gave careful study to our picture.
The square size suits a group, single figure, house, horse or car.
One finds they do not cut off heads, and for the man who
develops his own film the short six-exposure one is easy to
develop, wash and dry.
And a camera to take this size can be built as strong as a
gun, as movements are only required one way.
In the good old days good perspective was very valuable
in art photography ; we used long-focus lenses, and with the
modern V.P. camera I have found the short-focus the greatest
curse for landscape and portrait work.
Now there is nothing to prevent us having a really high-class
vest-pocket 2J square, with all the possibilities of the old
half-plate double extension, rising front, and, with a little
ingenuity, a swing back. Undoubtedly we must have a catch
on the strut to fix the back of camera rigid for snap work,
but we could also have a little extra play for giving a slight
movement either way. I have seen a very nice V.P. with a
detachable lens panel for changing lenses, which was kept in
position with a spring, and could be taken out and in in
an instant. So we could use a 3-in. or 6-in. lens as desired.
With the 6-in. lens one gets good perspective, and that lovely
softness in the background when taking a figure. With the
modern short-focus we get far too much sharpness in all planes.
As regards the square size, I may say that the manager of
one of London’s largest camera stores very heartily endorsed
my opinion as regards this camera, and the size. — Yours, etc.,
” OLD HAND.”
NEGATIVES
Sir, — I was

FOR

particularly

CHLORO-BROMIDE.

interested

to read

Mr. R. J. Dunn’s

article in a recent issue of your paper, wherein he says that
he uses Ilford Soft-gradation Plates, Rytol developer, and a
condenser enlarger. As I also use exactly the same plates, same
developer, and the same type of enlarger, I was somewhat
surprised to read that he finds that half the standard develop¬
ment time is all that is required for printing on chloro-bromide
paper.
My experience has been that slightly more than the standard
development time is required for printing on chloride-bromide
paper; in fact, for a normal subject I add 20 per cent to the
published times, and vary this for the type of subject.
It would be very interesting to have other readers’ experiences
on this matter, for I feel certain that either Mr. Dunn has made
a mistake, or that the contrast yielding properties of condenser
enlargers vary enormously, a point which it would be interesting
to know more about. — Yours, etc.,
E. E. TELFER.
THE

CRITIC

CRITICISED.

Sir, — To those who are seeking to understand the art of
pictorialism in photography, “ Mentor’s ” commentaries are
both helpful and interesting. But if the critic may be criticised,
his treatment of James McKissack’s
gives ample opportunity.

picture, ‘‘ Black Smoke,”

The stays to which " Mentor ” objects appear to be an
integral part of the composition. If the eye follows the line
of the steam from its most brilliant point down to the left.

The

Editor

is not

the opinions

responsible

o

for

of his correspondents.

there is a line of light tone leading out of the picture. Thisis prevented by the stays. And while they themselves lead out
of the picture space, they do not do so without interruption.
This leads one to think that their presence is intentional.
There is another point which leads to the conclusion that
this is no hurried " snap.” The wind is from the port bow,
and only of medium strength, and yet only three out of eleven
ventilators are set to catch it. This suggests that Mr.
McKissack preferred a back view of these air passages, and
arranged them accordingly, or was exceedingly lucky. The
feathering steam and belching smoke would seem to suggest
that the boat was lying in harbour but preparing for the sea.
If that is so, the author could no doubt have managed to omit
the stays had he so desired.
With thanks to " Mentor ” for his many helpful criticisms. —
Yours, etc.,
FRANK
JOHNSTON.
RETOUCHING
Sir, — In spite of Mr.

SMALL

NEGATIVES.

G. L. Hawkins’

valiant

defence

of the

ultra-small negative, he has not found a simple, quick, work¬
manlike solution of the problem I originally set. The problem
concerns retouching only.

The pros, and cons of the camera, portability, cameraconsciousness, lighting, printing processes and so on are really
irrelevant, and control of the original negative is if anything
easier than that of a negative made by enlargement.
I do not want to be drawn into a long discussion on this
subject, but having thrown the first brick into the pond it
behoves me to deal with the resultant splash. I therefore
make the following submissions. They seem to me to cover
all the necessary ground :
(1) That it is easier to retouch a large negative than an
ultra-small one — much easier.
(2) That it is far more unwieldy to make an enlarged nega¬
tive than to use a reasonably large size in the camera and sorelieve oneself of the necessity of making an enlarged negative
at all, i.e., it is common sense to make one negative, not two.
The enlarged negative loophole deliberately left in my
original letter was bound to show up the weak spot in the
ultra-small size as applied to portraiture. There is no simple
solution to the problem so far as my fifteen years’ experience
goes, always provided one accepts retouching as necessary —
a fact not seriously disputed, I think.
It has been pleasant to cross tripods with Mr. Hawkins,,
for between us we have ventilated things a little, even if we
have not convinced each other. — Yours, etc., D. AUSTIN.
CLEANING

CAMERA

LENSES.

Sir, — In your issue of April 12th Mr. H. S. Thomas has
indicated his preference for xylol, as compared with whisky
or brandy, for lens cleaning. I would like to point out, how¬
ever, that the cement used in a cemented compound lens,
whether microscope or camera, is Canada - balsam. This
substance is readily soluble in benzol, toluol, xylol, petrol,
turpentine, ether and alcohol.
My friends who use whisky and brandy for another purpose
have assured me that the alcoholic content is insufficient ta
dissolve anything, but a purely aqueous medium for lens
cleaning would seem to be desirable.
I have found nothing better than a cotton-wool swab,
distilled water and a little soap, afterwards rinsing thoroughly
and drying off with perfectly clean cambric. It is essential
that plenty of water be used in order that gritty or other
abrasive particles shall be washed off, rather than rubbed off.
—Yours, etc.,
JACK BAYNES.
Mr. E. O. Cole has resigned his position as Hon. Secretary
of the Wimbledon Camera Club, and this office is now filled by
Mr. J. H. Reeves. All communications should be addressed
to him at 29, Richmond Avenue, London, S.W.20.
33
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Electric

The

Cell

Exposure

photronic

May

Meter.

light cell has

set a new

standard

of

•efficiency for exposure meters, which in these days of bigaperture lenses and high-speed emulsions (and film still
at 32s. 6d. per 100 ft.) are almost a necessity for the amateur
cine-worker, and the “ still ” photographer as well.
The new Weston “ 627 ” exposure meter, which is half
the price of the larger Weston meter which I reviewed some
months ago, is a welcome addition to the resources of the
cine-photographer who seeks to get his exposures right,
especially the man who does not heed the misleading advice
so often heard, " Under-expose for good cine films because
under-exposure gives you bright results.” Thank goodness
the most careful photographers aim at getting the
right exposure — these are the workers whose films show
” quality.”

24th, 1933

frames per second than the standard sixteen per second
speed, and for other types of film and for use with artificial
light exposures.
In a morning light I tried the meter on Bond Street
scenes from housetops and sky, too ft. away, to big cars 10
feet distant, and that impartial needle registered exposures
which seemed uncannily accurate, according to the expo¬
sures which another trusted meter, which I have used for a
long time, gave. The highly sensitive Weston, however,
did the work in about one-fiftieth of the time that my oldfashioned meter took. It is not a gadget for cranks ; it is
a practical device for the practical man.
At
I os. the new meter is selling well, and stocks were
sold as soon as they reached Bond Street. I am not
surprised.
The world is still waiting for the perfect meter which
automatically takes into account the kind of material
you are using and the actinic quality of the light when that
light is yellowish ; but this Weston meter is bringing that
ideal instrument (which is not in sight yet) a great deal
nearer. And it leaves precious little margin for error in
the personal equation of the photographer.
The

Longer

Flex.

The cinematographer who sometimes takes his projector
to a strange place, such as a club, a school, a lecture hall
or someone else’s drawing-room, and finds that the most
suitable electric-light socket is not so conveniently placed
as his own is the man who definitely needs the extension
flex-holder which Cinepro, Ltd. (Sentinel House, South¬
ampton Row, W.C.i) are now distributing in this country.

I found the new Weston meter at Wallace Heaton’s
Bond Street photographic store, where also the original
Weston meter was first to be seen. This new model is
much smaller than the old one — it looks like a big magnifying
glass, about 2^ inches in diameter, which swings inside a
stout case when not wanted, and it has a lanyard to pre¬
vent you from dropping it. Even the best meters are not
improved by being dropped on a stone floor.
This one dial (instead of three which the older type
possesses) is scaled with the apertures of cine lenses begin¬
ning at f/1.9 and going down to f/22.
You point the back of the meter (where there is a honey¬
comb pattern mesh work) at your chosen object, a sighter
helping you to direct it at the principal part of your sub¬
ject. Then the needle, actuated by the photronic cell,
automatically registers on the dial the aperture you need
with par-speed panchromatic film at 16 frames per second.
With the mbter is a booklet which gives you the revisions
necessary in exposures with cameras which work at other

Here we have a ” cable box ” in which 17 ft. of twin
flexible cable is wound. It is shaped like a surveyor’s
60-ft. measuring tape or (to use a homely illustration)
rather like a cake of bath soap.
The 17 ft. of cable is wound into the interior of this
with a turn-button. It pulls out easily, and whether you
have one foot of flex outside the case or the whole 17 ft.,
it always maintains the electric circuit when coupled up.
At one end is a combination adapter and at the other end is
a two-pin plug.
So you have

an extension

which

is coupled

up to your

projector’s own flex and you are enabled to have your
projector 20 ft. from the wall-plug. And when carrying it
home it slips into your pocket.
If you must have an extension cable you could not have
one more convenient than this to carry or to use. The
case into which the flex is wound is only 4^ in. in diameter
and
in. thick. The price is 21s.
I am assured that it is equally convenient for use with
electric irons, and for other domestic purposes— even unto
the hair-drying machines used after a domestic shampoo
(a purpose in which some of us older stagers with shiny
heads have no interest !). But anyway it is an admirable
gadget for the man who shows cin6 films away from home.
You

24
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never know

when

you may

need it — and need it badly.
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Cinematography
First Steps with a Cine Camera SIGURD ^MOIR.

Many enthusiasts whose sole interest in cinematography has so far been confined to projection will shortly
be enlarging the scope of their activities to include the making of films with their own cameras. Success
should not be long delayed ; but to ensure that this shall be so it is necessary for the beginner to
appreciate the many differences that exist between serious cinematography and mere snapshotting.

IT is no easy matter to describe the

feelings of the enthusiast on
receiving his first and very own
cine camera. Something to conjure

with — a promise of richer joys yet
to come — a fitting tool for the creation
of films better than any he has ever
seen ; these are but a few of the
thoughts that may occur to any
beginner. Sometimes, too, everything
seems to turn out as he hoped it
would ; but, on the other hand, it is
by no means unusual for the young
enthusiast to obtain results of the
other kind.
Nor, if we were to look into it,
would we find this surprising. The
explanation would probably lie in
the fact that whereas the successful
worker somehow manages to infuse
meaning into his films the other is
content to regard his hobby as only a
new form of photography. All our
grand achievements have come from
workers in the former class, and until
he decides to join that class none of

than a stupid play or a collection of
snapshots (either entirely unrelated
or clumsily strung together with the
aid of titles) is now somewhat out of
date. Films of either class no longer

concern himself with more than three
of these, however ; the three being

draw prolonged applause when dis¬
played before critical gatherings of
amateur workers, and this fact alone

and (c) the methods —
sequences,
their
effects — of changing from
shot or scene to another.
Once these are appreciated in
light of their full significance, there
be no more purposeless filming ;
the beginner will be well on the
to acquiring a nobler title.

shows that responsible cinemato¬
graphers have learnt to discriminate
between the distinctive beauty of
film motion and the equally powerful
attraction of good photography.
This beauty of motion is a thing to
be sought for from the very beginning
of camera work, and it can only be
acquired by a recognition of the basic
principles underlying film construction.
It is not necessary for the beginner to

(a) the arrangement or scheming of
the separate sequences ; (b) the length
of individual shots pertaining to the
and
one
the
will
and
way

Sequences,

Many films suffer because their
producers blindly adopt what can
only
ment

be called an obvious arrange¬
of the sequences which comprise

the newcomer’s efforts is likely to
rise beyond the bounds of mediocrity.
Photographic

Skill.

Although cinematography is cer¬
tainly more than an up-to-the-minute
form of photography, we must not
overlook the need for photographic
skill in its execution. The leading
camera-men of most amateur and
professional bodies have, indeed, been
recruited from the ranks of “ still ”
photography.
Most of the aspects of photographic
technique are fully covered in other
sections of “ The A.P.” — where they
may be studied by the cinematogra¬
pher who is not sufficiently conversant
with them. For the rest, however,
we must assume the possession of this
'photographic skill, for it is only at this
point that real cinematography begins.
Film

Construction.

The idea that an amateur production
cannot possibly be anything other

Hyde

Park

on

any sunny morning at the present time again pronides
attractive subjects for the amateur cinematographer.
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the finished picture. By this, I do
not imply that the obvious arrange¬
ment does not occasionally represent
the most effective treatment ; but
when this does occur it is more often
than not the result of coincidence.
Generally, it is found more satis¬
factory to strive for cinematic effect,
and to make the arrangement of
sequences subservient to this idea.
Indeed, it would be more appropriate
to speak of a co-ordination rather
than an arrangement of sequences,
for whereas the former implies a

Scene

purposeful planning the other sug¬
gests only a convenient form of
chronological or processional grouping.
Thus, in a world travel film by an
amateur of the avant garde (Mr.
Rudolph Messel), we are transported
from country to country not as the
tourist agency would take us, but
accordingly as the producer chose
to exploit his continuity. How many
workers making a similar trip would
have shown us England, France,
Spain, Morocco and Sicily, followed
by Tripoli and Egypt ! But here we
jump from Tuscany to Timbuctoo,
from Hong Kong to Honolulu ; and
the results show how much better it
is to plan sequences
just happen.

than

The

Length.

Scene

Although many cameras are fitted
with audible footage indicators and
the like, all scenes used in the ultimate
sequences should be cut from lengthier
" rushes ” and not filmed down to the
inch in a destructive attempt at
economy.

to let them

The actual length of each scene as
used must be determined by the
sentiments it is desired to convey.
To connote peaceful leisure, we would
extend the length, whilst for a vigor¬
ous, stormy scene we would curtail it.
By the alternation of scenes of different
length we secure the remarkably
effective cinematic device known as
rhythm, but the beginner is urged to
employ rhythm only to assist in the
logical construction of his films and
not as a freak device.
Very vigorous action may entail
the use of very short strips, and here
more than anywhere else is recourse
had to what is known as " cross-cut¬
ting,” i.e., the same scene is repeated
at different stages indicated by the
action itself. In such cases, all the
scenes are taken from a single shot
of more than sufficient length to
cover them all, bearing in mind the
purpose for which they are intended.

Westminster

Areal professional touch can be given to the cinema

in the home, to say nothing of the comfort of the
audience of friends and relatives, by the addition of
the Westminster " Dimmer ” to the resources of the home
theatre.
Many (if not most) keen cine-photographers, showing
their films in the drawing-room or sitting-room, plunge
their audiences from the brilliant electric lighting of the
room into pitch darkness by one touch of the switch.
Then comes the brilliantly-lit screen (even if we all do not
use 750-watt lamps) and it is 15 or 20 seconds before the
eyes of the audience adjust themselves to the change.
They manage things better in the pubhc cinema theatres,
where they use dimmers to avoid these sudden changes
from bright light to blank darkness. The Westminster
“ Dimmer ” (made for and sold by the Westminster
Photographic Exchange) is a handy little device which
brings the same degree of eye-comfort into your home
cinema. You dim the lights slowly and steadily when
projection is about to begin, so that the progress of the
change from light to darkness is gradual, as at the cinema
theatre ; and the reverse process occurs at the end of the
picture in changing from darkness to light again. It is
almost as steady and gradual as a sunrise.
The ” Dimmer ” itself looks at first sight like an ordinary
compact resistance — though, of course, it does not take the
place of a resistance. You fix it on the wall, or on your
projector stand, and connect it by any length of wire that
suits your convenience with the room lighting circuit. A
double lamp-socket will suffice.
To use it you first cut out the ordinary lighting circuit
by switching it off, and use the " Dimmer
26
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Change.

When one scene gives place to
another, the change may be made by
means of a simple cut, by using a
“ fade ” or a ” lap dissolve ” or by
any one of several other methods.
Mr. Friese-Greene, than whom there
is no better photographer of the English
countryside, makes use of an ingenious
“ blot-out ” appearing from the centre
of his frame ; the Russians, too, use
a very valuable device — the " focusin ” (and ‘‘ out ”).
The simple cut may be regarded as
the normal method of scene change ;
of itself it neither advances nor
retards the screen action. Fades, on
the other hand, considerably slow
down the action and may be used in
all cases where it is desired tq connote
leisure and serenity.
The use of the " mix ” or lap dis¬
solve is useful where it is desired to
indicate simultaneous action, i.e.,
action taking place in the two scenes
involved at one and the same time.
The ‘‘ slice,” which is sometimes used
to indicate the same thing, is rather
difficult to introduce, and is not
nearly so effective. However, the
three devices referred to will be found
to satisfy all the requirements
new cinematographer.

“Dimmer”

of the

j.e’^s.

control in the room. _This control ranges from “ full
lights ” to “ black out,” and as you slide the knob on the
top of the ” Dimmer ” your light in the room rises or falls.
You can stop it anywhere and use just that degree of light
that you want for the moment. The circuit is automatically
broken at the end of the stroke.
Ready for fitting, the “ Dimmer ” costs from 32s. 6d.
to
15s., according to the power to be controlled. For
most cinematographers using it in the home or the clubroom the equipment will range in price from 32s. 6d. to 45s.
It is necessary to state the voltage and wattage involved
when ordering a “ Dimmer.” As an example, the 200-watt
" Dimmer ” (any voltage A.C. or D.C.) will accommodate
any one of the following loads : one 200-watt lamp ; two
loo-watt lamps ; three 60-watt lamps ; or five 40-watt
lamps.
The "Dimmer” which I saw at work was fitted in the
new miniature cinema theatre of the Westminster Photo¬
graphic Exchange in Camera House, Charing Cross Road,
which the firm are putting at the service of customers who
wish to see their own films projected. This demonstration
convinced me that many amateur cinematographers will
want a " Dimmer ” for the comfort of their friends, es¬
pecially those who pride themselves on the excellence of
their projection and the quality of their pictures.
Cine clubs which have a permanent miniature theatre will
assuredly want to see this device at work, more particularly
those who try to do things with the real professional finish.
I happened to call at the Westminster’s new photographic
store, which is just below Leicester Square Tube Station,
but it can be seen also at the other Westminster stores in
Oxford

” for your light
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g

at the
ING Exhibition
G
D
U
J
D Chicago
The opening of the great Inter¬

national Salon of Photography at
the Chicago Century of Progress
Exposition is timed for June ist. The
preliminary arrangements connected with
getting the exhibition together has
extended over two years, and it is
satisfactory to record that the efforts
of the organising committee, under the

The

illustrations

construction
easel. The

herewith

show

the

and method of operating the
front frame of the easel

measured 80 x 20 inches, and was of the
correct area to accommodate four of
the largest prints or mounts that were
entered. Tlie easel frame contained a sheet
of plate glass. The back-board of the
easel was hinged and swung out back¬
wards with a coun¬
terpoise to a nearly
horizontal position,
enabling four prints
to be removed and
four more placed in
position. The touch
of a lever returned
the back to position,
so that the prints
were thento shown
\-ertically
the jury,
and

fiat under

1 n this way

plate
every

print
glass. could be seen
at its best and ex¬
amined and judged
in comfort and under
conditions similar to
those under which
they would be shown

The Judging

Easel

The Judging
at the e.xhibition

Easel, back view.
itself. The easel was

illuminated by four 200-watt lamps in
reflectors, placed above and in front of it in
order that no reflected light could be seen
l>y the jurors sitting before the easel.
The team work of the Club was
remarkable in its smooth running, due
largely to the cle\’er organising ability of
the Secretary, Mr. C. West ; and each
member of the committee who handled
the prints had

a definite job to perform.

{.4 further note on the Exhibition
appear in the next issue.)

will

in action.

■chairmanship of Mr. Cieorge Henry High,
have been crowned with success.
This organising committee consisted
of members
of the Chicago Camera
Club, and the work of the Salon has been
dealt with at the finely -equipped prem¬
ises of the Club at 137, North Wabash
Avenue, Chicago. Here the committee
and other members of the Club have
worked
amicably and
with steady
purpose towards achieving an ideal — an
exhibition of the finest pictorial photo¬
graphs from all countries that have ever
been brought together in America. As
a result of their labours over live
thousand entries were received, and
practically every country in the world
represented.
The judging took place during April,
and was in its way a triumph of organi¬
sation. An international jury had been
appointed and they met at the rooms
•of the Chicago Camera Club on the duly
appointed date. Er'ery print as re¬
ceived had been duly checked and was
waiting judgment in numerical order in
sets of four, as entered ; four prints
constituting an entry from any one
exhibitor.
The prints were displayed to the jury
in a specially constructed easel, invented
and made by a member of the Club,
Mr. J. Ryan, who is to be congratulated
on the perfection with which it worked.

From

The Jury of the Chicago Exhibition at work.
left to right {standing) : Pirie Macdonald, James M. Canfield, Dr. E. P.
Wightman. {Seated) : F. J. Mortimer, F. R. Fraprie, Charles Aylett.
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Monthly

Second Prize. — Half a guinea in cash or ‘ A.P.”
bronze plaque (optional).
Third Prize. — Five shillings in cash.
A special prize of five shillings in cash for the best
mounted picture.
Certificates of Merit.

(HI) For Beginners.
This class is open to those who have never won an
award in any photographic competition or exhibition.
First Prize. — Half a guinea in cash.
Second Prize. — Five shillings in cash.
Certificates of Merit.

(4) Prints may be of any size and by any process,
and must be the competitor’s own work throughout.
(5) The award of a prize or certificate in the Ad¬

In addition to the general rules (see below), the
following conditions apply :—
(1) No print must be larger than 6x4 in. Contact
prints or small enlargements up to this size are eligible,
but must be unmounted.

vanced Workers’ Competition or any other competition
or exhibition will not debar the competitor from entering
again on future occasions and winning further prizes.
Intermediate

Workers.

those readers

who

have

passed the “ beginner ” stage and may have won an
award in the Beginners* Competition, but have not
progressed sufficiently to enter in the Advanced
Competition.
First Prize. — Half a guinea in cash.
Second Prize. — Fiv’e shillings in cash.
Certificmes of Merit.
In addition to the general
ollowing conditions apply :—

“The
of entries

.Advanced

First Prize. — “ Thames House,” by
berwell New Road, London, S.E.5.
Second Prize. — “ .4pril Sunlight,”
Box 2139, Montreal, Que., Canada.

the

competitions

for

Third Prize. — ” Poster
Warbreck Moor, Aintree,

J. H. Clark,
H.

D.

Design,” bj' Hannah
Liverpool.

Mounting Prize. — “ Let’s Play ! ” by Arthur
Wyneham
Road, Herne Hill, London, S.E.24.

304, Cam¬

Morris,

P.O.

Hartley,

138,

C. Inglis, 20,

Certificates of Merit. — ” Le Poseur,” by John Muller, 1201,
Gilbert Place, Bronx, N.V.C., N.Y. ; “ Thro’ the Fields,” by
J. B. Redfern, Glenfarg, West Avenue, Harton, South Shields ;
Atop the World,”
Punjab, India.

by

S.

Rollo,

Khewra,

Dist.

Jhelum,

The prints not receiving awards have been grouped, those
in the first group receiving honourable mention. The others
have been marked Class i. Class 2, and Class 3, respectively.
Those awarded honourable mention are as follows : E. V.
Caton (Winnipeg, Canada) ; J. H. Clark (London, S.E.) ;
N. Crawshaw (Bebington, Ches) ; Miss V. M. Emms (Hampton
Wick) ; (2) Henry G. Goulden (London, N.) ; Arthur C.
28

mark^
on the outside
or “ Advanced,”
as the“ Beginners,’’
case may be.“ Intermediate,’*
(4) No packages will be received
are postage charges to be paid.

on

which

there

(5) No communication on other matters should be
enclosed with competition prints. No correspondence
in connection with the competitions can be undertaken.
(6) The entry of a print w ill be regarded as a decla¬
ration that it is eligible under the rules, and that the
competitor agrees thereto.
(7) No responsibility is taken for the safety of
prints, and the Editor’s decision on all points connected
with the competitions is final.

The

closing

Wednesday,

dates
May

for
31st

the
and

Competitions
Friday,

Jane

are
30th-

Inglis (Herne Hill, S.E.) ; Wm. Jackson (Hull) ; (2) F. J. Jones
(Catford, S.E.) ; Karl J. Khandalawala (Bombay) ; Sorab J.
Kharegat (Bombay) ; Horace J. Massie (London, W.) ; Duncan
Shaw (Gloucester) ; (2) A. S. D. Smith (Catford, S.E.) ; Asadmian K. Syed (Palanpur, India) ; Miss M. Whitcombe (Bewdley, Worcs) ; (2) Norman T. Williams (Kidderminster).
Intermediate

Section.

First Prize. — ” Withered Sapling,”
Hall, Tweedie, Natal, South Africa.

Section.

by

and

(3) AU entries must be addressed to The Editor,
The Amateur Photographer, Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.i, and the package must be

Rules.

well above the average,
awards are as follows : — ■

Workers’

(2) Each print must have on the back the name
address of the competitor, and the title.

Month
ly Competitions
AWARDS
FOR APRIL.

April. This was particularly noticeable in the Ad¬
vanced Workers’ Section, where the standard of merit was
remarkably high, and some outstanding pictures well up to
exhibition mark were submitted. Both the Intermediate
and Beginners’ Sections were also
both in quantity and quality. The

(see advertisement pages) the date of which must be
within five weeks of the closing date of the competition.
hand.
Overseas readers may use the most recent coupons to

entered for the next month’s competition.
(10) The cash prizes awarded in these competitions
are dispatched on the fifteenth of the month following
the announcement of the awards.

A.P.”
characterised

in

(3) No prints can be criticised or returned.
(4) The award of a prize or certificate in the Begin¬
ners’ Competition debars the competitor from entering
this section again.

A MARKED advance in pictorial quality and a greater
number

readers

(2) The exposure must have been made by the
competitor, but developing and printing may be the
work of others.

ti) Any number of prints mav be entered, but each
print must have on the back the appropriate coupon

the

of our

(8) The publishers of The Amateur Photographer
shall have the right to reproduce without payment
any print entered, or to allow its reproduction in any
other paper quoting from The Amateur Photographer.
(9) The closing date of each competition is the last
weekday of the month. Prints arriving late will be

General

rules (see below),

work

RULES.

(4) The award of a prize or certificate in the Inter¬
mediate Competition debars the competitor from
entering this competition again, but he is then eligible
for the Advanced Workers’ Section.

In addition to the general rules (see below), the
Fo
following
conditions apply :—
r
A
(1) Alldvprints
must be accompanied by a stamped
an
ce
addressed envelope
or wrapper if they are to be
d
returned. Prints Wreceiving
an award will be retained.
or
ke mounted, but not framed.
(2) Prints must be
rs
(3) Returnable prints .in the Advanced Section will
be sent back with a typed criticism, and classified
according to merit.

(II) For

AND

(1) No print must be larger than 10x8 in,, and
can be by contact or enlargement by any process, and
may be mounted.
(2) The whole of the work (exposure, development,
printing, etc.) must be carried out by the competitor.
(3) Prints entered in the Intermediate Section will
be criticised and returned if accompanied by stamped
addressed envelope or wrapper. Prints receiving
an award will be retained.

This class is open to all amateur photograi hers.
First Prize. — One guinea in cash or “ A.P.” silver
plaque (optional).

This class is to encourage

Competitions

good technique in the photographic
all parts of the world.

PRIZES

24th, 1933

Second

Prize. — '* The

Deserted

by H. M. Swan,
Street,”

by

Tweedie

Ernest

A.

Fordham, 7, St. Margaret’s Avenue, Whetstone, London, N.20.
Certificates of Merit. — “ Water Babies,” by H. A. Bleckly,
Hale Carr, Ryde Avenue, Stoneygate, Leicester ; " Changing
Times,” by James R. Dil worth, 23, Carrington Street, Prince’s
Road, Liverpool, 8 ; " Sunlight and Shadow.” by R. L.
Huddart, 2, Denny Bank, Bulk, Lancaster ; " Distant City,”
by W. C. Day, 1021, Hubert Road, Oakland, California, U.S..\.
Beginners’ Section.
First Prize. — " Storm at Night,” by G. P. Guise,
Camp, Zomba, Nyasaland, E. Africa.
Second Prize. — ‘‘ In an Edinburgh Close,” by R.
Gardner, Hollycroft, Pinner, Middx.
Certificates

of Merit. — “ Tilberthwaite,”

by

John

Police
C.

B.

C. Green,

Market Square, Brackley ; “ The River at Bruges,” by A.
Naylor, 182, Wath Road, Elsecar, near Barnsley ; " The
Engine Driver,” by E. L. Thomas, 2, Maesteg Villas, Fforestfach, SwanseaKent.
; " Relic,” by Denis Whitlock, 44, Scott’s Lane,
Shortlands,
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Societies will have

their meetings

Wednesday,

The

announced

May

Week’s

24th.

Thursday,
P.S.

Outing

May

Stockport

C. R. Beacon-

Sunday,

27th,

Exhibitions

P.S.

Chemical

Photo-Cin6

Club.

Salon. — Open,

June

photographers living within twenty-five miles of
Scarborough, and for members of clubs affiliated to
Y.P.U. — Entries due June 24 ; open, July 15-29.
Further particulars from Exhibition Secretary,
Herbert L. Kettle, 18, Ramshill Road, Scarborough.
Lucerne International Salon. — Entries due July 8 ;
open, July 22-August 20. Particulars from Secretary,
International Salon of Photography, Lucerne, Switzer¬
land.
Polish International Salon (Cracow). — Entries,
August 1 ; open, August 27-September 17. Further
particulars from Fotoclub, Y.M.C.A., Cracow, Poland.
Irish Salon (Dublin). — Entries due September 30 ;

printed

Evening.

May

31st.
Priory.

this week.

Full particulars

this offer
will*be found
*
sK

At the Meeting of the Council of the
Society, held on Monday, 8th May, the
were admitted to the Fellowship ; Donald

of the

in this week’s

open, October 28-November 4. Particulars from
Salon Secretaries, Irish Salon of Photography, 18,
Morehampton Road, Dublin.
R-otherham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms
due October 2 ; prints, October 9 ; open, October
18-21. Further particulars from E. George Alderman,
Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Ruardean, Newton Street,
Rotherham.
Belgian Salon (Brussels). — Entries due August i ;
open, September 23-October i. Particulars from
Association Beige de Photographie et de Cinematographie, 28, Rue de Locht, Brussels, Belgium.
South African Salon (Johannesburg). — Entries due,
August 2 ; open, August 28-Septeinber 2. Entry
forms from Hon. Sec., South African Salon of Photo¬
graphy, P.O. Box 7024, Johannesburg, South Africa.
Johnson’s “ Holiday ” Competition. Cash prizes.
Closing date, October 31. Full particulars from
Johnson & Sons, Ltd., Hendon, N.W.4.

Cambridge ; William John
Arthur W. Carpenter, New

In its issue this week our associated journal, The Autocar,
makes an announcement of great interest to all motorists.
Briefly, The Autocar is offering at a purely nominal cost to all
its readers a complete Bartholomew map of the whole country
divided into twenty sections.
Each section is drawn to a scale of eight miles to an inch,
is printed in colours with main roads in red, and with mileages
between towns clearly marked.
These maps are of the highest quality, and readers may
gauge this, as a sample section is included in every copy of
Autocar

A. H. Redman.

Pets.”

and Competitions
open, June 15-25. Secretary, Maurice Michel, Presiddent de I’Union Photographique Champenoise, 23, Rue
de la Mission, Troyes (Aube), France.
Scarborough A.P.C. Exhibition. Open Classes for

The

at Trafalgar

exhibitions and competitions will be included here every week if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.

Chicago World’s Fair International Exhibition. 1933.
— Open, June r-October 31. Enquiries to ” 1933
Salon,” Chicago Camera Club, 137, North Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
Turin International Salon. — Open, May 20-June ii.
Further particulars from Secretary, Fourth Inter¬
national Salon, Via Stampatori, N.6, Turin (108), Italy.
Portsmouth C.C. Annual Exhibition {Open Classes).
— Open, May lo-June 10. Secretary, H. Coker, 4,
Junction Road, Southsea.
Midland Salon, City Art Gallery, Leicester. — Open,
May 27-June 24. Particulars from Hoq. Secretaries,
W. Bailey and A. E. Tracey, Cank Street, Leicester.
Northern Photographic Exhibition (Bradford). —
Open, June 17-August 20. Entry forms from A.
Greenwood, Myrtle Dene, Harrogate Road, Bradford.

ditions governing

Meet

30th.

Borough Poly. P.S. Portraiture Evening.
Croydon C.C. Conversational Evening.
Hucknall and D.P.S. Misk Woods and Beauvale
Rochdale P.S. Exposure Meters. J. H. Price.
Scarborough A.P.C. Goathlands and Egton.
South Essex C.C. Print Criticism.

9-24. Entry forms and particulars from G. H. Palmer,
Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Y.M.C.A., Cardiff.
Troyes International Salon. — Entries, May 25 ;

Masters

: “ Domestic

Members’

29th.
to Westminster.

of Bromides.

Wednesday,

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
Entries, May 31. Rules in this issue.

Cardiff C.C. World’s

28th.

May

After-treatment

Manchester A. P.S. Competition
Poplar P.S. Alliance Slides.
Royal P.S. Cinematography.
Whitehall

[contd.).

Bus at ii a.m.

May
Square

Tuesday,
Hackney

Hackney P.S. President’s Outing.
Hucknall and D.P.S. Misk Woods and Beauvale Priory.
Ilford P.S. Upminster to Ockendon. Meet at Ilford Station, 2.30 p.m.
Leicester and L.P.S. Midland Salon Opens.
Lincoln C.C. Winthorpe.
N. Middlesex P.S. Chislehurst.
Small Heath P.S. Warwick.
South Glasgow C.C. Balmaha.
South Suburban and C.P.S. Chichester.

Notices of forthcoming

May

Monday,
Luton and D.C.C. Meeting.
Walthamstow and D.P.S. Trafalgar
Square, 6 p.m.

Accrington C.C. Joint Ramble with Blackburn and Burnley.
Bath P.S. Keynsham.
Bradford P.S. Famley Hall. Meet Victoria Square 2 p.m. for Bus to Otley.
City of London and C.I?.S. High Beach.
Forest Hill and D.P.S. Watermeads. Meet 3 p.m. at Watermeads.

27th

time to time.

: “ Street Scenes.”

26th.

May

May

or from

to Alderley.

Chorley P.S. Ambleside.
Hanley P.S. Buxton. Meet at Crown Bank.
St. Bride P.S. St. Albans.
Todmorden P.S. Belle Vue Manchester.
Woolwich P.S. Oxted.

King’s Heath and D.P.S. Open Night.
Poplar P.S. “ Photographing Moving Objects.”
Wimbledon Amateur Cin^ Club. Members’ Evening.

Saturday,

Prestbury

25th.

N. Middlesex P.S. Criticism of Members* Prints.
Peterborough P.S. Exhibition of Members’ Work.
Twickenham P.S. M. O. Dell’s Portfolio.

May

P.S.

Twickenham
P.S.London.
Outing
Wolverton P.S.

: The Zoo.

Friday,

of the session

Saturday,

Borough Poly. P.S. “ Camera Renovations.” “ Gaslight Printing.”
Croydon C.C. Lecture by N. L. Gryspeerdt.
South Essex C.C. Close of Bansall Shield Competition.

Hackney

Meetings

here if the syllabus is sent to us at the beginning

Brown, Altrincham, Cheshire ;
York, U.S.A. ; Charles Harold

Champion, London ; James Cameron, Newcastle-on-Tyne ;
Clare J. Crary, Warren, Pa., U.S.A. ; Daisy E. Edis, Durham ;
Harry Emmett, Northwich, Cheshire ; Adolf Fassbender,.
New York, U.S.A. ; Joseph G. Francis, New York, U.S.A. ;
C. Peter de Freitas, Demerara, British Guiana ; Otto John

con¬
issue.

Royal Photographic
following Associates
Allen, Birmingham ;

W. Hurley Ashby, Indianapolis, U.S.A.'; Leslie G. S. Brooker,
Rochester. U.S.A. ; Philip Cecil Bull, London ; Riley Fortune,
Harrogate ; Geraldine Geoghegan, London ; Donald McMaster,
Rochester, U.S.A. ; Horace Arthur Murch, Selsdon, Surrey ;
Paul Shillabeer, London. And the following Members were
admitted to the Associateship ; Mrs. T. Arens-Tepe, Haarlem,
Holland ; Cyril P. Aron, London ; R. Bassett-Bullock,
Liverpool ; P. F. Bierman, Birmingham ; Edwin C. Buxbaum,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, U.S.A. ; Edward J. H. Berwick,

Gaul, Buffalo, New York, U.S.A. ; Frederick J. Greening. Kid¬
derminster ; Norman L. Gryspeerdt, South Croydon ; Wardlaw M. Hammond,
Philadelphia, U.S.A. ; Stanley Harrod,,
Toronto, Canada ; Henry S. Hayden, Montreal, Canada ;
S. Ichijo, Japan ; M. C. Luck, London ; B. Metzger, Allen
Town, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. ; Mrs. Middleton (Madame
Yevonde), London ; Hilda H. Millar, Dunblane, Perthshire ;
Charles

Thomas

Nicol,

Newcastle-on-Tyne

; William

Wright

Nicholas, Hessle, E. "Yorks ; Jane Plotz, Johannesburg ;
N. F. Seervai, Bombay, India ; Robert J. Servatius, Utica^
N.Y., U.S.A. ; Stephen Shore, London ; G. Marshall Smith,
London ; John Victor Spalding, Cambridge ; William H.
Stevens, Mombasa, Kenya Colony ; Leonard Syrett, Claygate,
Surrey ; Stanley E. Taylor, Sutton, Surrey ; G. R. Thomas,
New York, U.S.A. ; Stanley D. Threadgold, Chigwell, Essex t
John H. Trace, Birkenhead ; Joseph Vart, Whitby, Yorks ;
John H. S. Watt, London ; William H. Zerbe, New York,
U.S.A.
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Fogged

^Deaders'

^

Questions

ANSWERED

General. — All communications

for the

Editor

should

be addressed

and Cinanatos:rapher, Dorset House, Stamford Street, London,
must eivc tlie name and address of the uTiter.
Contributions. — The

Editor

is glad

to consider

original,

:

“The

S.E.i,*’ and

up-to-date

Editor,

The

in every

manuscripts

Amateur

on

Both your film-pack adapter and the
roll-film holder are letting in light ; the
latter at one corner. This means that
there is a defect of some sort in each of

Photooraph-’t

case, without
photographic

exception,
subjects.

All ccntributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or en\ elope can In no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

and

Information

are

freely

given,

but

the

following

enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? “ or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query “ or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. VV’e endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroa I
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Grammes

Films.

What is the best way for an amateur to develop
roll films ? I believe there are tanks for doing the
job by daylight, but I like to see the images
appearing, and to treat each individually.
H. J. S. (Wanstead.)

In our opinion far and away the best
method of developing roll film is in a
tank. There is no advantage in seeing
the image appearing, and we do not
understand what you mean by treating
each section of the film individually,
when they are all in one strip. The
only other plan is to use what is called
the see-saw method, in w'hich case you
can certainly see the image appear and
strengthen, but, at the same time, you
are more likely to get general fog.

Indoor

Photography.

I am anxious to take up indoor photography.
Could you give me the dates of the issues of your
journal in which articles dealing with this subject
have appeared ?
D. B. (London.)

Indoor photography
kinds has been dealt

of many different
with at intervals

during the whole history of the paper,
and it is not possible to attempt to give
you dates of particular issues. Moreover,
many of the numbers are naturally long
out of print. We do not know how much
you know of photography in general, but,
if your information is only very ele¬
mentary, we should advise you to get
such a book as " Photography Made
Easy,” by R. Child Bayley (obtainable
post free from our publishers, price
2S.

3d.),

principles

Wooden

which

and

deals

practice

with

the

general

of photography.

Dishes.

Would dishes made of plywood and coated with
anti-sulphuric enamel be satisfactory ?
A. A, B. (Trowbridge.)

The answer to your question depends
very largely upon how the dishes are
made. Unless they are practically water¬
tight before treatment the enamel will
not make them so.

them, and your best plan
submit the camera and both
to a good

Colour

to Grains.

If weights of chemicals are given in grammes
how can I find the equivalent in grains ?
C. B. (Brighton.)

There are several books dealing with
colour photography in general, e.g.,
" Colour

Paper.

way do I put the paper in the frame ?
T. W. (.Ashington.)

The article to which you refer assumed
that the reader knew how to put a piece
of printing paper in the frame, and so on.
It is impossible in such articles to go
over the whole of the ground every time,
right from the beginning. No dark¬
room, of course, is required for making
prints on such papers. We
should
strongly advise you to obtain and study
an elementary book on photography,
such as " Photography Made Easy,” by
R. Child Bayley (obtainable from our
publishers, post free price 2s. 3d.),
otherwise you will always be in diffi¬
culties over what are really very simple
matters.

Trouble.

When my prints dry on ferrotype plates I can only
get them off by fearing them. Why does this
happen ?
E. J, M. (Dublin.)

There may be several reasons for your
prints sticking to the ferrotype plates.
We always recommend, after the final
washing, that the prints shall be placed
for two or three minutes in a ten per cent
solution of alum or formalin, and then
transferred straight ontotheglazingslabs.
When the prints are absolutely dry they
often fall off of their own accord, and in
any case should peel off without any
suggestion of sticking. An illustrated
article on "Glazing Prints”
another page in this issue.

appears

on

by Capt.

Owen

price I2S. 6d ; " The Technique of
Colour Photography,” by F. R. Newens,
price 4s. 6d. The most popular method
of producing colour prints on paper
is three-colour carbon or three-colour
Carbro, materials and particulars being
obtainable from the Autotype Co., Ltd.,
of 59, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.i.
No colour process is particularly easy,
and all are comparatively expensive.

Infinity.
I have
focus.

a “ Maximar ” No. 207 camera, lens 5J in.
What is the infinity distance at f/4.5,f/5.6,

f/8, etc. ?

regret that we

R. J. L. (Jersey.)

cannot

answer

your

question, as it is not clear as it stands.
The infinity distance is not affected by
the lens aperture nor by the number of
the lens or the make of camera. If you
wish to know the depth of focus at
different apertures, when the lens is
focussed on different distances, we have
several times published a rule by which
all these can be worked out. You will
also

find

the

matter

explained

in such

textbooks as " Hand
Cameras,” by
R. Child Bayley (obtainable from our
publishers, post free price 3s. 3d.).

Stopping

Down.

What are the disadvantages and faults arising
from stopping down the lens ? If stopping down
increases depth of focus, etc., why not stop right
down and fit stops smaller than f/64 ?
G. G. (Cambridge.)

It can hardly be said that there are
either disadvantages or faults through
stopping down a great deal. The use of
a very small stop necessitates a long
exposure, and it is not always possible
to give this on account of movement in
the subject. Further, once the neces¬
sary amount
of definition has been
secured nothing whatever can be gained
by using

a still smaller

stop.

Coupons.
,

Where can I find the necessary coupons which
should accompany prints and queries ? I have
been unable to find them in any of your maga¬
zines.
E. G. B. (Toronto.)

Except on very rare occasions when
they are crowded out all the coupons
appear in our advertisement pages every
week. They appear in this paper only,
and not in any other magazine issued
by our
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Photography,”

Wheeler, price 12s. 6d. ; “Practical
Colour Photography,” by E. J. Wall,

We

In the article on self-toning paper, W. L. T. W. does
not say anything about developing. Will you tell
me what to do from beginning to end in daylight
printing ? Do I need a dark-room lamp in handling
films and negatives in daylight printing ? Which

Glazing

firm of repairers.

Photography.

Can you tell me of a book on photography in
natural colours describing the main processes ?
Is there a process for obtaining prints in colour ?
Are colour results easy and inexpensive to secure ?
L. E. H. (Streatham.)

It will he sufficiently accurate if you
reckon a gramme as being 15I grs.

Self-toning

will be to
the fittings

conditions

should be read carefully before applying, as any communication which does not comply with the rules must be
ignored.
(1) See “ General
above. {2) Ever>’ question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. ( Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must he the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such

Developing

Negatives.

The prints herewith are from negatives made with
a film-pack adapter and with a roll-film holder, and
are marked on the back to indicate which are
which. How are the faults caused ?
E. P. B. (Retford.)
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THE

London

Salon

SENDING-IN

XI

of Photography

1933.

DAY,

Wednesday,

August 30th,

THE TWENTY-FOURTH EXHIBITION promoted by the Members of the London Salon of
Photography will be held at The Galleries of the Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours^
5a, Pall Mall East^ London^ S.W.i^ from SATURDAY^ gth September, to 7th October, 1933.
CONDITIONS

OF

ENTRY

(I.Readers

(Please read carefully).

No. I. Pictures from exhibitors in the British Isles must not be framed ; but may be mounted. Each picture must bear on the
back, clearly written, (a) name of artist ; (b) number and title of picture ; corresponding to particulars on the Entry Form.
No. 2. When mounts are employed, they should conform to the following sizes — 25x20, 20x16, or 15x12, but no mount to
exceed 25 X20 ; and it is suggested that white or light-toned mounts be employed wherever possible.
No. 3. Pictures from abroad must not be mounted {or framed), but should bear full particulars as above.
No. 4. Pictures which are sent unmounted will be suitably mounted by the Salon Committee, and all accepted pictures will be
shown under glass.
No. 5. All pictures should be sent by parcels post, packed Oat, and properly protected with stiff cardboard and adequate wrappings,
addressed to : THE HON. SECRETARY, The London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i.
No. 6. The sending-in day is Wednesday, August 30th, 1933. All pictures for the Exhibition must arrive at the above address
on or before this date. Exhibits may be delivered by hand at the Gallery on this date only.
No. 7. The Entry Form, properly filled in, must be sent with the pictures, together with entry and packing fee of 5/- (this fee
covers any number of pictures from one exhibitor).
No. 8. To avoid Customs complications, all entries from without the Uniteii Kingdom must be sent by post and without prices
marked

on the prints.

Commercial

Value,

Packages

To

be

containing

returned

such entries should

to

be dearly

labelled : “ Photographs

for Exhibition

only.

must

be addressed

to the Hon.

Secretary,

London

Salon of Photography,

FORM
To

THE

Hon.

Secretary,

The

of

Amateur

Photographer &
Cinematographer
who

are preparing

work
Salon for
may this
useyear’s
this
page
an send
ENTRY
FORM as and
with
their pictures.
SEE CONDITIONS.

No

Sender.”

No. 9. All pictures sent by post will be repacked and returned carriage paid after the close of the Exhibition.
No. 10. In view of application being made from time to time to The London Salon of Photography for permission to reproduce
pictures, from the walls of the Gallery, exhibitors are asked kindly to signify on the Entry Form whether they have objection to such
permission being given. The copyright, in all cases, remains the property of the authors of the prints.
No. II. The Committee assure intending exhibitors that the utmost possible care will be taken of all work submitted, but they
do not accept any responsibility for loss or damage, either during transit or at the Gallery.
The submission of pictures will be understood to imply acceptance of the above conditions.
Due notification of acceptance of pictures will be sent out as soon as possible.
All work submitted to the Selection Committee will be carefully and impartially considered, and no preference will be given to
pictures by Members of the Salon.
All correspondence

The

London

Salon

of

OF

5a, Pall Mall East, London,

S.W.i.

(L Intending

Exhibitors

who are unable to
secure extra Entry
Forms in time may
prepare their own on
plain
paper provided
the
conditions
of Entry
are adhered to.

ENTRY.

Photography.

Sir, — I beg to submit the undermentioned
Photographs for the consideration of the Selection Committee, and 1
enclose Postal Order of the value of 5/- to cover Entrance Fee and the cost of return postage (see conditions 7, 8, and 9).
Reg. No.
(leave blank).

A, B or C
(leave blank).

Number on
Picture.

Title of Picture.

1
The attention of
2

exhibitors resid¬

3

ing
in countries
outside
Great

4

Britain is spec¬
ially directed to
Condition No. 8.

s
6

I Agree
TO Condition 10.

Name.
(State Mr.,

Mrs.,

or Miss)

Address..

Yes or No.

PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER"

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.
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g AMATEURS]
Business Notices

Postal Orders sent in payment for Advertisements should be
made payable to ILIFFE AND SONS LTD., and crossed

Publishing

Notes

Displayed Advertisements

Prepaid Advertisements

SALE

AND EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or iess .
1/Id. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE :—
12 words or less .
2 6
2id. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is piaced in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
insertions, 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10“o ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head omce, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post
FRIDAY, for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch OIDces, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;
260, Deansgate, Manchester, 3 ; 26b, Renheld Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late tor one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

I CAMERAS

AND

LENSES

Houghton RoU Film Reflex, focal-plane
31x21

Horizontal

T.-P.

Reflex, f/4.5
[6181

CAMERAS

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert bis advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods in exchange for others or to purchase
for Cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
oOers from this quarter.

shutter, Aldis-Butcher fi4.5 lens, scarcely
used, leather case : bargain, £5/10. — Uemel, 1,
Oakdale Rd., Streatham. Phone, Streatham ^35.
IQQQ

Deposit System

Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers in these columns may deal in perfect
safety hy availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with
“ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its
receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after
which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If
a sale is eilected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs
us to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no
sale, and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the lijk of loss or damage in transit, for which we
take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a depo.it fee of 1/- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2 6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5/- ;
over £75 and under £100, 7 8 ; and on a'l transactions over £100, one-half per cent.
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stimford Street, London, S.E.l, and
cheques and money orders should be made paVab e to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

SOHO Reflex 5.}x3i, Tessar f/4..5, 3 bUcIp-s,

Lane, N.W.9.

Special
Note
Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive
no answer to their enquiries are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.

WARNING

[

solid leather case ; perfect, £1000 ; approval ;
exchange considered. — 28, Prospect Park, Scar¬
borough.
[6099

J-t/OO

BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the ofllce of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must include the words “Box 000, c/o 'The Amateur Photographer’.”
Replies should be addressed : “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us to
the advertiser. It must he understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
“ Deposit System ” is recommended.

on Advertisement matters should be addressed : The Advertisement

Manager, “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.l. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any particular
week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in the week previous.
Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.

[6126
Dallmeyer, £5/18. — Turpin, 51, Colindeep

31x21 Zeiss Ikonta, self-erecting, f/4.5 Dominar,

2 D.A. shutter, new condition ; beautiful
instrument, £3/10; letters only. — Burr, 11,
Pancras Lane, E.C.4.
[6190

IMPORTANT

6945, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [6194
1-PLATE Apem Reflex, Wray 1/5.9, accessories,
4 case, used 12 expo-sures only, £7 or near.—
Gain, Alpine Cottage, Odiham, Hants.
[6237

4

Ensign

Popular

Pressman,

Owing

back, 6-in. f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens, in sunk

CAN

DEAL

Holidays,

the issue

MISCELLANEOUS
ADVERTISEMENTS
for insertion in that issue can be accepted
up to FIRST POST, THURSDAY, June 1st.

1-PLATE Thornton-Pickard Reflex, Mackenzie
4 .shutter, 20 envelopes, F.P.A., £7/10 ; cheap
for quick sale. — Kennedy, 74, Limestone Rd.,
Belfast.
[6261
YOU

to the Whitsun

NOTICE

of “ THE AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHER”
(dated June 7th), is closing for press
earlier than usual.

revolving

mount, 9 single metal slides, F.P.A., roll-holder
for 3ix2i roll films, black leather case, i-pl.
Watkins developing tank ; all in absolutely
new condition, £10. — Bellavista, Ravenscrolt Avenue,
Preston Rd., Wembley.
[6238

32

AND

LENSES

LEICA, Model 2, 1933 (May 3rd), brand new, full
Ensign speed RoU Film Reflex, 34x24,
guarantee, Elmar f/3.5, £18. — Colombatti,
Langley Tower, Surbiton. Elmbridge 2749. [6241

Aldis f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, l/25th to
l/500th, solid leather case, focussing magnifiers,
Wellington filter ; outfit cost over £10 last season ;
beat offer over £6 secures lot ; owner won
enough prizes with it to buy Rolleiflex ; deposit
system. — Box 6997, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[6242
Qlx2i
Zeiss Ikon Cocarette, D.A. Compur
04
shutter, Tessar (/4.5, as new, in leather case,
£6 ; also 34 x 24 Ensign Klito, Trichro shutter,
Aldis Uno anastigmat f/6.3, 2 dark slides and
F.P.A.,
in goodPhotographer.”
condition, 30/-. — Box ‘ 6998,[6243
c/o
“ The Amateur

F.P.A.,
magnifiers,
latest
SOHOslides,Reflex,
3J^x2L
f/4.5 Rossleather
Xpres,case 3; double
model, as new ; cost £36 ; accept £19/10. — Box

1-PLATE

r'

The
Proprietors
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although every care
is taken
to avoid are
mistakes.

OFFICES.— Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams : “Amaphot,
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — “The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ” is on sale
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles 17/4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other countries
abroad 19/3 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES.
— Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to Iliffe and Sons
Limited.
Communications

x

bein^ uniraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as remittances.

y.P. Dallmeyer, f/2.9 Pentac, focal-plane, l/8th
brand Vollenda,
new, with
3x4f/3.5,
cm. 16(lompur
on V.P.; Nagel
Zeiss leather
Tessar
sling case, and deerskin pocket case ; cost £11 ;

to 1/1, 000th, B. and T., 3 D.D. slides and
F.P.A. — 290, Lincoln Rd., Enfield, Middlesex. [6245

accept £7 ; approval deposit.— Dipple, Swan
Norwich.

Lane,
[6246

COSTLY Press Camera, 3|x2J, f/4.5, Mackenzie
condition,
£6/6. f/4.5
— M. T.
A., 144, Palmers
342 x24nice Graflex
Junior,
ana.stigmat,
F.P.A.,
Rd., New Southgate, N.ll.
[6248

slide, F.P.A. , leather case, £9/10. — Aiken, 21,
Stanmore Rd., Leeds, 4.
[6247

31x2} Foth Roll Film, f/4.5, delayed-action

4 Precision shutter, direct and reflex finders ;
new condition, £3/15. — Leather, Balliol, Oxford. [6249
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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SECOND AND
r>OLLErFLEX Latest Automatic, 2Jx2i, Zeiss BARG-H
AINS
CAMERAS

AND

LENSES

f
/ As

I CAMERAS

k; f/3.8. with case, and 2 screens, all new
Easter for special work, no longer required ; list
£25 ; accept £20 ; seen app.ointment only,
Birmingham. — Box 7000, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[6255

AND

LENSES

j

Brand New. — Ernemann Folding Roll Film or

Plate, 9x12 cm., latest pattern; must sell,
best offer. — Box 7001, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[6292

CAMERAS,
COMPLETE Vest Pocket Outfit for Sale. — Camera,
3 A Kodak Special, f/6.3, Compur, combination
ENLARGERS,
CINES, ETC, Get Ready, Hold your Breath !— As brand new,

Dishes, Frames, everything, £2 ;
51-in.
Cine Projection Lens, 5/- ; bargains ; stamp for
particulars.- — Box 7002, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[6293

back, 2 double slides, leather case, cost £14,
accept .€4 ; Postcard Kodak, R.R. lens, speeded
shutter, leather case, £1 ; excellent condition. —
S. Gaw, Bangor, Down.
[6256

1-PLATE Goerz Anschutz, latest model, Dogmar
4 f/4.5 lens, 5 to 1/1, 000th sec., self-capping
shutter, 3 double slides, F.P.A., and case ; new
condition, £15. — Proprietor, Strathmore Hotel,
Torquay.
[6260
1-PLATE Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane, Goerz Dagor
2 f/6, 180-mm., 3 double slides ; excellent con¬
dition, £3/10. — A. H. Wilson, 8, Stanley St.,
Hanley, S.-on-T.
[6262

Reflex, simplex Emoflex, 2ix3}, f/4.5 anas-

tigmat, focal l/20th to 1/1 ,000th, focussing
screen, 3 slides, F.P.A., strap, excellent condition,
82/6 : Goerz V.P. Roll Film, Goerz f/6. 8, Com¬
pound shutter, leather case, 47/6. — 3, Rostrevor
Rd., WimbMon, S.W.19.
[6263
t-PLATE Carbine (films and plates), Aldis
4 and leather case, 6 plate-holders, Kodak
daylight developing box and tank, 53/-. —
58, New St., Altrincham, Cheshire.

f/7.7,
3i-in.
A.P.,
[6266

9X12 cm. Plate, 5x4 Steinheil Munchen Doppel

anastigmat Unofocal lens, T. B., 1 to 1/lOOth
sec., rise, cross, double extension, 6 metal slides,
leather case ; perfect condition, £4 or near offer. —
Dubber, 162, Divinity Rd., Oxford.
[6271

Popular Pressman J-pl. Reflex, Velos f/4.5.
6 slides,
F.P.A. Reflex,
; cost .€30
SNIPDallmeyer
No. 1, Pentac,
i-pl. Ensign
Tropical
f/2.9;
accept £16. — Below.
SNIPf/6 No.anastiginat
2, 3}x2ilens,
Dallmeyer
Snapshot
new ; cost
£5/5 ;Camera,
accept
77/6.— Below.
SNIPTessar,
No. 3,3 D.D.
9x12 slides,
Mentor F.P.A.,
Folding caseReflex,
; a f/6.S
gift

Series H, 12 slides, F.P.A., leather case,
£7/15.— Rayner, 12, The Drive, Harrow.
[6273

at 99/6. — 32a, Somerley Rd., Bournemouth. [6276
1-PLATE Klimax Double Extension, Compur
4 shutter, f/4.5 Lukos anastigmat, F.P.A. , 6
slides ; bargain, £3. — 224, King St., Norwich. [6277

ZEISS
Ikon 6Trona,
Tessar,
Compur,
slides,3ix21,
F.P.A.,f/3.5
Distar
lens, D.A.
lens

hood, outfit like new, in hide case, £12 lowest. —
Hooper, 65a, Callcott Rd., N.W.6.
[6278

Sanderson, i-pl., 6-in. Ross Homocentric f/6.3,

screw-in filter, 6 double plate-holders, leather
case, £4/4; Ica Trona, 3ix2J, Tessar f/4.5, D.A.
Compur, 6 slides, roll-film adapter, hide case,
£7/10 ; i-pl. Kodak Special, f/6.3, (iompur, com¬
bination back, 2 double plate-holders, leather
case, £3/3 ; i-pl. T.-P. Imperial Pocket, Goerz
Syntor U6.3, Compur, 3 slides, F.P.A., leather
case, £2/15 ; V.P. Goerz Tenax, Dogmar f/4.5, 6
single slides, 2 purses, £3/15 ; all good condition ;
Mackenzie-Wishart Slide, i-pl., A type, 7/6. —
Brindle, Craigmore, Southgate, Urmston, Man¬
chester.
[6281

For Cash, Exchange

or Extended

Payments.

3i X 2i Lancaster Vertical No. 6 Auto Enlarger, condenser,
carrier, baseboard, gas fitting .
£4 0 0
i-pl. T.-P. Imperial Enlarger, 8i-in. condenser, carrier
and electric fittings .
£7 12 6
3ix2i lhagee Simplex Enlarger, f/6.8 anastigmat lens,
carrier, electric fittings. As new .
£3 18 6
Cresco Enlarger, by Lancaster, fitted for Leica lens,
electric, negative carrier, ba.seboard .
£2 2 0
3ix2i Ensign Magnaprint Vertical, electric light, con¬
denser, Aldis f/7.7 lens, baseboard .
£7 7 6
16-mm. Filmo, 2 speeds, f/i.8 Cooke, Kodacolor and
case .
£23 0 0
16-mm. Bell and Howell Projector, 200-watt lamp,
resistance, etc. Good condition .
£21 10 0
21-in. Square Rolleillex, f/3.8 Tessar, Compur shutter,
2 sets Proxar

3x4

lenses,

2 colour

filters, sky

shade.

cm. Vollenda, Zeiss f/2.8 Tessar,

.£15 10
0
£10 shutter
18
6
Compur

1-pl. Zeiss Nixe Roll Film, with combination plate back,
double extension, etc., brilliant and direct wire-frame
finder, Zeiss Tessar lens f/4.5, in Compur shutter, 2 slides
and case .
£10 10 0
41x6 Ica Bebe, Busch Omnar anastigmat f/5.5 lens.
Compound shutter, fully speeded, F.P. adapter £2 2 0
1-pl. Lancaster’s Instantograph Field, double extension,
R.R. lens, 3 double book-form ^slides and leather
£15 case0
31x21 Lancaster Amplus Vertical Enlarger, Form A,
condenser, carrier, and electric fittings, baseboard
£2
2
0
31x21 lhagee Roll Film, double extension, rising and
cross front, f/4.5 Zodel anastigmat lens, Compur shutter,
brilliant and wire-frame finder, back-hooded focussing
screen, 3 single slides .
£7 12 6
31x21 Tropical Adora, double extension, Zeiss Tessar
lens f/4.5, Compur shutter, 6 single slides, F.P.£9adapter
10 0
31x21 T.-P. Junior Special, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens,
Dallmeyer Popular Telephoto, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and
leather case. Fine condition .
£13 10 0
16-mm. Zeiss Kinamo, f/2.7 Tessar. As new £8 0 0
Leitx Eldia Printing Box .
£1 12 6
45-mm. t/4.5 Voigtiander Anastigmat Lens, standard
iris mount .
£1 1 0
3x2 Welta de Luxe Roll Film, self-erecting, radial focus¬
sing, f/4.5 Schneider anastigmat lens, in Compur shutter,
direct-vision finder .
£4 16 6
31x21 No. 6 W.P. Carbine, with Aldis f/7.7 lens, in
Trichro shutter, rising front .
£1 12 6
6-in.

Meyer

Plasmat

Convertible

lo-in. single lens, in Compur
sec .
6-in.

f/3.5

Dallmeyer

Press,

Anastigmat

Lens,

mount

. . £4

7

6

1-pl. Cameo, Zeiss Tessar lens f/4.5, Compur shutter,
brilliant and direct finder, 6 single slides, F.P. adapter,
focussing screen and leather carrying-case..,. £3 18 6
41x6 Dallmeyer Speed Focal-plane, Pentac f/2.g, 3
£10 10 0
2 F.P.A., leather case, etc. ; perfect, £16 ; D.D. slides and leather case .
3-in. f/4.5 Meyer Helioplane .
£1 15 0
cost £45. — Wilmshurst, 32, Victoria St., S.W.1.[6282
Three 31 x 21 Double Plate-holders, for Soho . . £1 5 0
2
f/4.5 lens, revolving back, self-capping
One 31 Dallmeyer
X 21' F.P. Adapter,
for Soho .
12s. 6d.3
41x6
Speed Focal-plane,
Pentac f/2.g,
shutter, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th, 12 slides and
D.D. slides and leather case .
£10 10 0
case, little used, perfect order, £6/5 ; Also 3ix2i
31
X
21
Sibyl,Cookef/6.5,
10
slides,
F.P.
adapter
and
case,
Contessa Nettel Folding Pocket Roll Film, f/6.3,
£4 10 0
Derval shutter, 30/-. — Wilkinson, 27, Ashbourne
V.P.
Icarette,
f/4.5
Tessar,
Compur
.
£6
10
0
Avenue, Golders Green. Phone, Speedwell 8037.
31x21 Collapsible Plate Camera, f/6.3 anastigmat lens,
Vario
shutter,
focussing
adjustment,
3
single
slides,
F.P.
1-PLATE Ross Twin-lens Reflex, fitted pair [6283
f/4.5
adapter .
£1 12 6
4 Ross Homocentric, multi-speed shutter, 3 D.D.
No. la 41x21 F.P. Kodak, R.R. lens, speeded shutter,
slides and case, £10 ; Whole-plate Field Camera,
£15
0
10x8, R.R. lens, 3 D.D. slides, case and tripod, £4 ; autographic and case .
1-pl. Regular Sanderson Hand and Stand, all usual
Six Whole-plate Thornton-Pickard D.D. Slides,
movements, f/6.8 Ernemann Aplanat lens, speeded shutter,
in case, £3/10 ; Hughes Vapour Spirit Lamp,
£4
4
0
complete with mantels, like new, £1/10 ; i-pl. 3 D.D. slides and leather case .
Reetangular Condenser, £1 /lO ; offers invited,
Established 1889.
Phone: Holborn 0664 (3 lines).
approval deposit. — M. Forsyth, 89, Park Street,
Thame, Oxon.
[6286

31x2i Soho Reflex, f/3.5 Xpres, 5 D.D. slides,

aix2i T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, T.-P. Cooke

Sanderson Hand or stand camera, all move¬
F/4.5delayed-action
Foth Folding
Camera,
shutter,
as new, 3ix2i,
cost 95/-,with
for

50/-, or will accept Kodak as part payment. —
Lindsay, 3, Castle St., Dundee.
[6288

1A shutter,
Kodak, rising
Series front
III, f/7.7
; as anastigmat,
new, 45/-. —Diomatic
Wilson,
163, Graham

Rd., Sheffield.

Leica outfit for sale. — A genuine bargain, owner

taking up cine work ; the complete outfit,
which is absolutely brand new, consists of latest
Leica Camera, Model No. 2, Elmar f/3.5 5-cm.
lens, filter, Ever-ready leather camera case, 2
extra film chargers, lens hood, trimming template,
mechanical film winder, latest Correx tank, Leica
Valoy variable Enlarger, correct list price of
above outfit, ^3/18/6 ; accept £22 for quick sale ;
no offers ; deposit system. — F. Harding, A.R.P.S.,
0/0 10, St. John’s Lane, Liverpool.
[6304

T.-P. Reflex, i-pl. (3ix2i adapter), Bausch &

Lomb f/4/132, 4 to 1/lOOth and time, £3/3 ;
Folding Klito, i-pl., f/8, 1 to 1/lOOth sec. and
time, slides, rise and cross, 20/- ; Folding Cameo,
i-pl., f/8, slides, 10/6 ; Wratten Safelight Lamp,
10x8 screens, gas fittings, 10/6 ; Amato Tank,
34x24, plates and F.P., new, 10/6; MackenzieWishart A Slide, i-pl., 23 envelopes, 25/- ; seen
by appointment. — 57, Lamont Rd., S.W.IO. [6306
Qlx2i Ica, Tessar f/4.5 lens, Compur shutter, 6

O4

slides, F.P.A., £5/5 ; also Telescope, 10/- ;

Pocket Barometer, 15/6 ; various lenses and odd
cameras, cheap. — H. E. Unwin, 297, King St.,
Hammersmith, W.6.
[6308

31x24 Ernemann, f/6.8, 3-speed, reflex and wire

2 finders, screen, 7 slides, F.P.A., £1, or
exchange Postcard Folding Plate. — 7, Cannon Hill
Lane, S.W.20.
[6309

21 X 2i New Automatic Rolleiflex, Zeiss Tessar

4 f/4.5 lens, perfect condition ; used twice ;
cost £20 ; accept £16.— Below.
l-PLATE Sanderson, Goerz Dagor f/fi.8 lens,

4 separate wide-angle, 3 book-form slides, £6/10. —
Edwards,

41, Alexandra

Rd., Penn, Wolverhampton.

mat, focal-plane shutter, speeds 1/lOth to
Reflex,
34x24,perfect
T.-P., condition,
with Cooke takes
t/4.5 anastig¬
1/1, 000th sec.,
plates,
[6310
film packs or roll films ; price £6, or would
exchange V.P. camera. — 2, Pepys Rd., Raynes Park,
S.W.20. Phone. Wimbledon 4941.
[6313
KIQO
At/O/W

Zeiss Ikon Cocarette, 3ix2i,

Zeiss
Tessar, delayed-action Compur,f/4.5
scarcely

used ; also View-finder Magnifier ; bargain, £5/10. —
Griffin, 27, Shaftesbury Rd., Luton, Bedfordshire.

2C Kodak Special, range-finder model, Compur

shutter, rising and falling front, f/6.3 lens ;
as new ; cost £13/17/6 ; £5/10. — Darbellay, 14,
[6316
Seymour St., N.W.l.
[6317

31x24 Westminster Reflex, Ross Xpres 54-in.

2 1/4.5, revolving back, patent focal-plane
shutter, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th, T. and B., 6 clampon single slides, F.P.A., velvet-lined case, mag¬
nifiers ; approval, £8/10. — BM/HFLA, London,
W.C.l.
[6318

Ensign special i-pl. Reflex, revolving back,

reversing hood, F.P.A., 3 slides, Ross Xpres
lens f/4.5, cost £18 ; sell for £9 or near offer ; little
used ; good condition. — Goode, 89, Robin Hood
Lane, Hall Green, Birmingham.
[6320
self-opening, sling case, suede purse, boxform
enlarger, developing, printing outfit ; new, £6. — ■
Wallis, Baldwin St. Works, Nottingham. [6321

4 shutter
as new, self-erecting,
35/-. — Baker, f/6.3,
95, Seventh
31x24
Zeiss; Ikonta,
Derval
Manor Park.
[6327

Avenue,

289, HIGH

HOLBORN,

LONDON,

[6291
BE

Goerz Folding Teniax, 9x12 and i-pL, 6

slides, F.P.A., slide, Goerz f/6.8 lens, shutter,
50/; bargain. — 60, Esplanade, Burnham-on-Sea,
Somerset.
[6303

ZODELETTE (16 on V.P.), f/3.5. latest Compur,

7/^ervtcc

ments, 5x4, 3 D.D. slides; perfect condition,
63/-. — Cooper, Cleasby Rd., Menston.
[6287

bargains ! deposit system. — Box 6950, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[6235
1-PLATE Soho Reflex, Ross f/4.5 lens, 3 D.D.
4 slides, leather case, new condition ; used once
only on holiday, 1932, £16 ; deposit. — Henderson,
23, Lichfield Drive, Sedgley Park, Prestwich,
Manchester.
[6298

a

shutter, speeds i to i/i50th
£8 10 0
in sunk

Contax, Tessar f/3.5, latest model, Ever-ready
case, cost £25/15, snip, £16 ; 120-mm. f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar in Compur shutter, £2/10 ; 7-in. Zeiss
Wide-angle Protar f/18, new, cost £7/15, £2/10 ;
81-in. Cooke Series III f/6. 5, new, £2 ; gosh, what

WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

W.C.1

■\riXE 4-pl. Roll Film and Plate, Tessar t/4.5.
It double extension, F.P.A. ; excellent condition,
£5.— T. Cippico, 43, Hill St., W.l.
[6329

SYSTEM.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

PHOTOGRAPHERS
I CAMERAS AND LENSES | 50,000WANTED
TO TRY OUR

Are YOU among the Hun¬
dreds of Photographers
regularly supplied by us?
IF NOT

WHY

How

you

I— SAME-DAY
TERIALS

AND

NOT?

bone

SOHOquarter.
P.C.— Flat,
Reflex,60, cost
£30 Villas,
; lensless,
Osborne
Hove. accept
[6326
shutter,Sports
Zeiss Reflex
Tessar (34x21),
f/4.5, lever
helical
Mentor
self-capping
focussing, rise and fall panel, self-erecting hood,

fit:

SERVICE.
(BRITISH

NOTE

AND

BEST).

THESE

I PA BEST QUALITY
3ix 2i Doz. . .
4ix3i „
..
5ix3| ..
5 x4 ..
..
6ix4i ..
..
8Jx6i
..

PRICES

ZEISS Miroflex. 9x12, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 and

I

PLATES (all speeds)

Super

Photograpliic

SUPER Doz.
PLATES.

Zeis.s Telephoto f/6.3 x 10 in. focus, 10 plateholders, 6 }-pl. adapters and F.P.A., T.-P. focussing
magnifier, leather case for camera and F.P.A., and
leather case for camera and accessories, and leather
case for telephoto ; all as new, only been used a
few times ; a really universal outfit and a
bargain at £52 ; cost £76. — Mackenzie, Winteringham
St., Northampton.
[6322

3ix2i
4ix3i

.. 1/3
.. 1/9

5ix3J
X 4i

.. 2/5
. . 3/-

GASL IGHT
.. 1/6

4tx3}
4ix2i

. 2/2
1/10
1/....
.
* gross.

PAPER.
Grose.
2/6

1/6
SUPER POSTCARDS (Bromide or 3ix2i
Gaslight), 50 1/6, 100 2/0.
Special terms to Commercial Photographers and D. & P. 3/6
Finishers.
Write or call for Finishers' List. 3/6

CAMERA

EXCHANGE

SERVICE

Two-thirds (approximately) allowed as part
payment on modem cameras, when purchasing
new cameras, including Contax, Miroflex, Leica«
Rolleiflex,
or Cine Cameras. (Send for
free
booklet Etni
explaining.)

wire finder, F.P.A., 3 slides, small and compact,
£10/10 : also Zeiss Ikon 500/12 V.P. Icarette Roll
Film, Tessar f/4.5, direct finder, Compur, £5/5 ;
both as new and less than halt list price. —
Evans, 45, Nicander Parade, Swansea.
[6328

5/.
Cameras
as part payment
our approval.

must

be subject to

Write, stating exactly what you have as part
payment, the price paid and date purchased,
with particulars also of new apparatus required.

SUPERIOR i-pl. Roll Film Camera, Zeiss lens,
BOBETTE,
f/4.5,cm. Compur,
as
new, £3/10Zeiss
; 44x6
Ica Bebe, cost
f/4.5 £10,
Tessar,
Compur, F.P.A., 14 slides, perfect, £311116 ; pair
new 44-in. Condenser Lenses, 11/-. — Mon
Chorleywood.

Products

SUPER
21x1}

other sizes pro rata.

speeds to l/250th ; bargain ; approval. — 3,
Villa Rd., St. Leonards.
[6331

1/2
1/8
2/3
2/3
3/3
6/.

6/9
doz.
8/6
3/6

YOUR CHANCE TO PURCHASE
AN AUTOMATIC
ROLLEIFLEX

Abri,
[6332

T.-P. Reflex, 4-pl., no lens, 3 book-form slides,

Quantities at s
rates.

45/-. — R. H. Deal. 283, Shirley Rd., Southamp¬
ton.
[6333
1-PLATE Sanderson Regular, anastigmat f/5.8,
4 Koilos shutter, wide-angle rack, 3 mahogany

:i

UA

si des, leather

RA
NT
FE
IRE
ST D
QUAL
MONE
ITY
—
Y R
MA¬
EFU
NDE
D I
F NO
T S
ATIS
FIED

case, Jaynay

tripod,

YOUR
NEAREST

2 and New
reflector
finders,
12 single
31x24
Special
Sibyl,
Tessarslides,
f/4.5,F.P.A.,
direct
leather case, £9. — 171, Brockley Rd., S.E.4. [6334
2 l/5th
1/lOOth Roll
sec. ;
cost Kershaw
£3 ; as f/6.3,
new,
31x24
Sohoto Altrex
Film,
37/6. — Shaw, St. Jean, Elrabridge Rd., Gloucester.

,PILLARTBOX

putt you in ioufih with our

£5/10. — Below.

SUPER
ALL

DEVELOPING

SERVICE

size filmz developed 6d., and

ENLARGED {eachPOSTCARDS
at 2d.•
exposure)

-

Send P.O. and next film to us.
SPECIAL FREE ENVELOPES SUPPLIED. A boon
to Leica, Contax, Rolleiflex and all small film nsers.
EVERYTHING POST PAID .
SEND.FOR LIST.

GOERZ Tenax, 10x15 cm. and Postcard, 1/6.8
REGENT168,
ROAD,
^OOLDHAM
MANCHESTER,
UU
direct 34x24,
finder, Dagor
4 D.D.lens.
slides,
F.P.A. , shutter,
leather ALLENr
GOERZ,
Compound

lens. Compound shutter, 6 D. slides and film,
[6337
F.P.A. ; perfect condition, £3/10. — Below.

Phone : Cent. 9480.

Open all day Saturdays.

case ; perfect condition, £4/10. — 63. Elsdon Rd.,
Gostorth, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
[6338

»

“

^

VI’^ELL-KNOWN Amateur’s High-class Cameras for
TT sale, including Rolleiflex, 6x6, latest model,
f/3.8 lens, cost £22/10 lew weeks ago, accept £16 ;
Weeny-LTtrix I.A.G., V.P. size, 1/4.5, Compur.
I). A., cost £8, accept £5 ;
34x24 Challey
Express, f/2.9 Xenar, 6 slides, F.P.A., roll-film
holder, cost £18, accept £10 ; i-pl. Miraphot
Enlarger, 1/4.5 Tessar, cost £13, accept £7 ; all
the above are as good as new. — BM/B07F, London,
VV.l.
[6339

iPA Bromide
De Luxe Postcards
Gaslight
and
{All surfaces)

STALEY Britisher Postcard Reflex, Aldis f/6 lens,

1/9 50. 3/- 100. 11/6 500.
21/- 1.000.

IPA De Luxe Bromide and Gaslight Papers
(All

Surfaces.)

3ix2i Gross
^x2| ..
41x34 ..
5ix3i ..
ALSO

:

..
..
..
..

2/6
313/6
4/3

British

6^X43
8ix6i
10x8
12x10

and

1 Gross
i ..
1 ..
1 ..

Best.

..
..
..
..

6/615111-

Other sizes pro rata.

Chemicals.
Mounts.
Mountant.
Sepia Toner.
Glazing Solution. Self-toning Paper.
Developers (Liquid and Packet).

* The Amateur

WORKERS’

Sizes*

24/6/33

COMPETITION

Photographer.**

INTERMEDIATE

24/5/33

COMPETITION

This Coupon to be afiflxed to back of print.
Available till Wednesday, May Slst.

31x24 Zeiss Ikon Ikonta Roll Film, Novar anas1A shutter,
Kodak Special,
f/6.3 anastigmat
1 to l/300th
sec., T. andlens,
B., speeded
range¬
finder model for accurate focussing, rack and

pinion, perfect order and condition, complete with
leather sling case, £3 ; Vanity V.P. Autographic
Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat lens, Diomatic shutter,
1/lOth to 1/lOOth sec., T. and B., micrometer
focussing, perfect order and condition, complete
with carrying-case, 45/-. — 79, Newlands Park,
Sydenham, S.E.26.
[6347

IPA
PALACE

* The Amateor

ICS
RD., S.E.1

* The Amateur

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

Photographer.*’

PRINT

24/5/33

CRITICISM

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till We<inesday following date of issue.

‘ The Amateur

Photographer.”

ENQUIRY

COUPON

This Coupon to be forwarded with the question.
Available till Wednesday following date of issue.

as new ; list price £20. — 8, Silverdale Rd.,
Birkenhead.
[635(1
USE

24/5/38

COMPETITION

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Wednestlay, May Slst.

Rolleiflex, Ifxli, Zeiss Tessar f/3.5, £12/10 ;

5312.

Photographer.*’

BEGINNERS’

31x24 Salex Focal-plane, l/15th-l/l, 000th sec.,

2 tigmat f/6.3, and sling case ; as brand new, £3.
[6343
— 88, High St., Bromley, Kent.
[6344

PHOTOGRAPH

34

Popular

This Coupon to he affixed to back of print.
Available till Wednesday, May 31st.

2 f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 12 slides, roll-holder,
£5.— Hedley', 6, Eastgate, Hexham, Northumberland.

Address

HOP.

Alt

Photographer.'*

ADVANCED

i-PLATE (double extension) Field Camera, f/8
2 lens, Thornton-Pickard shutter, 3 book-form
slides, 3-fold tripod ; new condition, £2. — Cave,
11, Brian St., Morley, Leeds.
[634()

f/3.5 lens, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., new leather
case, £14 or near offer, or would exchange for i-pl.
Folding Reflex, with similar lens, no dealers. —
Times Office, Coalville, Leics.
[6342

NOW

Name . .

Phone:

Sc D.

ERNEMANN 34x24 Focal-plane, new condition,

COUPON

Please send — on the understanding that if not
satisfactory money will be refunded — 100 IPA
De Luxe Vigorous Glossy Bromide Postcards.
ENCLOSED P.O. 2/6.

10/12, LAMBETH

* The Amateur

case ; new condition ; latest model, £14. — Clark,
Weirside, Otley, Yorks.
[6341

Chemicals).

THIS

revolving back, Mackenzie A slide, 22 envelopes,
case ; cost £20 ; new condition, £6/10. — Below.
1-PLATE Shew Xit Press Camera, Goerz Doppel
} 1/6.8 lens, Goerz Sector shutter, focussing flange,
5Below.
double slides, leather case ; new condition, £4. —

T.-P.
Focal-plane
Press,(lariself-capping,
to
1/1, 000th
sec., 6-in.
Zeiss Tessar 3f/4.5,
Mackenzie A
slide, 24 envelopes, velvet-lined

All Orders over 5I~ Post Paid (except Bulky

POST

1000 H

WANTED
Everywhere
AGENTS
Liberal Discounts. Send for Price LisL
SAMPLE
FILM
1/- POST
FREE
C- WATERHOUSE,
Photographic Dealer
9. EARLDOM ROAD. SHEFFIELD

RISK.

24/5/33

4

May

24,

THE

1933

I CAMERAS

AND

AMATEUR

1-PLATB

N.S. Reflex,

Zeiss Te3.sar f/4.5 lens, 3
double slides, P.P.A.,
leather case ; beautiful

condition, £12.— Below.

CAIMERAS

SIBYL, 3} X 2J, Ro.ss Xpres f/4.5, F.P.A.,
3 D.D.
£10, lowest

Takes

ICARETTE
Zeiss used
Tessara dozen
f/4.5,
Compur, 4ix2i
leather Roll
case, Film,
not been

standard

^ 2i in.
12

2i-in.

anastigmat

lens.

Shows

brilliant full-size image

as

Photo

[6357
leather
ROLLEIFLEX,
1931 shade
Model,; f/4.5,
Compur,
case, 2 filters,
perfect
order ;_cost

£2 15

0

With

£4

0

5

With f/4.5 lens, Compur
shutter .
£8 5 0

Photo¬
[6358

DE Luxe i-pl. Sanderson, 7-in. Goerz 3-foci,

THE

many accessories, £6/10 ; stamp for full
fletails or exchange for i-pl. Focal-plane.— Box
7013, c/o The Amateur Photographer.” [6359

An ideal camera for all¬
round snapshot work. Takes
standard 31 - 21 in. roll film,
16 exposures per spool, 2
view - finders, direct - vision
finder for use at eye -level.
lens,
Prices, Novar
f/4.5 0
lens,0

accept £8 ; deposit system ; wanted, (iase for 4-pl.
Press Outfit, i-pl. T.-P. D.D. Slides.— Pickles,
Kirkgate, Otley, Yorks.
[6365

COCAREIH’E, 4i X 2,1 , Anastigmat f/6.5, perfect

Compur

condition, leather case, 50/- ; also Complete
Photographic Outfit, 25/-.— Box 7020, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[6366
IQQO
Rolleiflex, automatic wind, Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5 lens, new condition, £15 ; no
offers, no dealers.— Box T., Smith’s Library,
Paignton.
[6368

Wide-angle, nearly new, £3 ; deposit system. —
Box 7005, c/o “ The Ainateui’ Photographer.” [6297

DALLON 9-in. f/5. 6 Teleplioto, Luc shutter to fit,
,,lens hood, flange adapter, 1| to 2 in.,
i deposit approval. — Write,
London, ’W.C.l.
[0336

BM/OVME,

Trade.

CAMERAS
Exchanged to; largest
stock — S.Humphrys,
London ;
,„sp®cial attention
Pathescopes.
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[5002
ZEISS
Ikon 3Jx24
Ideal
Zeiss
f/4.5
lens,
D.A.
Compur
clip-on slides. £9/18/6 ; Mirax

IKON
620

Dallmeyer
Reflex,case,J-pl.,littlef/3.5usedlens,
4 slides,
F.P.A., leather
; cost
£17 ;

4x5S6. —Goerz
Celor 49,
Anastigmat
Lens, speed f/5,
Schofield,
Haig Avenue, Southport.
Newmount,
Zeiss£8 Tele
Tessar,particulars.
]2|-in., —focussfng
; approval
Harper,
25, Grace St , South Shields.
[6269
F/2.5perfect,
Cooke, £9,
5i-in.,
reflex,
no suit
offers 31x24
; also orf/6i-pl.
Dallmeyer

ZEISS

shutter. .. . £6

Zeiss f/4,5 Tessar
Compur shutter.. £10
Zeiss Tessar f/3.5

£12

5

0

5

0

ETUr

shut¬
7 0

Compur
ter .

5x4 Adams’ Minex de Luxe, double extension,

rack rising front, sky-shade, deep triple
detachable focussing hood, revolving back,
quick-wind focal-plane shutter, l/8th to 1/1, 000th
and time, fitted Carl Zeiss 'Tessar f/4.5, 3 D.P.
holders, F.P.A. and leather case ; perfect con¬
dition, £17/17/6.

9x12 'Ernemann Folding Pocket Camera, rever¬

sible finder, rising front, fitted Ernemann
Detective Aplanat f/6.8, speeded shutter, 2 slides.
F.P. adapter ; a bargain, 15/-.
fitted Cine
KynorCamera,
f/3.5 lens,
£1/15.
PATHE
hand-turned,
direct finder,

NO. 2C Autographic Kodak Junior Roll Film,

reversible finder, fitted Kodak anastigmat
f/7.7, Kodak ball-bearing shutter, l/25th to1/lOOth and time, cable release, £1/10.

NO. 3A Postcard Autographic Kodak Roll Film,

reversible finder, Kodak anastigmat f/7.7,
Kodak ball-bearing shutter, l/25th to 1/lOOth
and time, £1/10.

31x24 Thornton-Pickard Junior Special Reflex,

2 rack focussing, rising front, sky-shade, deeptriple detachable focussing hood, revolving back,
quick-wind focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th
and time, fitted T.-P. Cooke anastigmat f/4.5, 6 slides,
F.P.A., roll-holder, £6/17/6.

Ift-in. thick and only
16 oz. in weight. Radionar
f/4.5 anastigmat lens in
focussing mount, 2 view¬
finders, focussing screen
and film-pack bolder.

Ibsor 7-speed
ter .
£7

double extension,

9x12 Ihagee Patent Duplex Folding Pocket

The world’s lightest and
thinnest camera, only

shut¬
6 0

Field Camera,

wide angle, brass turntable, fitted Hekla anastig¬
mat f/6. 8, Compur shutter, 1 to l/200th and_time,
3 book-form D.D. slides ; a bargain, £2/15.

Camera, double extension, high rack rising
and cross front, reversible view-finder, spirit-level,
wire-frame finder, fitted Hugo Meyer Trioplan
anastigmat f/3.5, Compur shutter, 1 to l/200th
and time, cable release, F.P.A. ; brand new, £12/10.

‘PATENT

Vario 3-speed
ter .
£6

Coronet

4 rising and swing front, swing and reversing back,

Price .
f/6.3 lens..

POSTCARD 3A Autographic Kodak Special Roll

Film, rack focussing, rack . rising front,
reversible finder, also range finder, fitted Kodak
anastigmat f/6.3, Velosto shutter, 1 to l/300th
and time, cable release, combination back, 6
D.P. holders, F.P.A. ; a bargain, £6.
1-PLATE

in a reflex camera.

Ernostar
3 slides, Focal-plane,^
F.P.A., leather
accept
MUCT
Sell. —anastigmat,
iix6 Ememann
f/2
case ; splendid condition ; cost over £40 ;

£18/0 : £9. — Box 7012, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.

41x6 Dallmeyer Speed Camera, focussing, rising

2 front, wire-frame finder, quick-wind focalplane shutter, l/8th to 1/1, 000th and time, fitted
Dallmeyer Pentac f/2. 9, 6 D.D., slides, F.P.A., deve¬
loping tank, 2 leather cases ; a bargain, £12.

square pictures. Two^speed
shutter, high-grade f/7.7

ttaes, £8, or exchange 3Jx2} Dallmeyer Speed. —
Horace Wolverson, Goldthorn Hill, Wolverhampton.

Amateur

All Apparatus fully guaranteed and sent on 5

‘BRILLIANT’
roll film, gives

LENSES

days’ approval against full deposit. Saleable,
up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole
payment or purchased for cash. Our reputation
is your guarantee.

VOIGTLANDER

Keflex, 16 exposures on V.P. film, Zeiss
Tessar f/3.5, leather case ; as new, £9/15
lowest : both bargains.— Woods, 36, Heathfield
South, Twickenham.
[6351

AND

Trade.

NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA,
Regent
St.,
W.l, the camera
specialists, 122,
offer the
following
bargains.

TO SUIT All REQUIREMENTS

slides, leather case, as new,
Below.

7011, c/o “ The

{Supplement)

I CAMERAS

1-PLATE Special B (N. & G.), Zeiss Protar lens, case,
4 etc., £3/10. — Box 7019, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[6348

£12/17/6. — Box
grapher.”

ADVERTISEMENTS

LENSES

Sinclair Una, Ross Combinable lens,
4 Accurate shutter, 6 double slides, leather case •
fine condition, £10. — Below.

4

PHOTOGRAPHER

2 speeds,
fitted Cinar
anastigmat
f/2.5,
Ensign
Auto-Klnecam
Sixteen
Cine Camera.
and leather case, £9/15.
experienced
estimate given
Repairs
to allworkmen
makes of; apparatus
executedbeforeby
proceeding.

Apparatus can be purchased on our deferred

D.A. shut¬
£8 8 0

payment

ROLLThe

32/0.— Below.
f/2.8 (used twice only), £21/10 :
Pathe Motoeamera, f/3.5, case, chargers, like
new, 79/6. — Below.
4°®chutz, 10X15 cm., Dogmar f/4.5
£9/17/6; Ensign Speed
Keflex, Aldis f/4.5, £5/19/6 ; all like new at
—Allens, 168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4 (Central
9480).
[0087
Enlarger,

The

FILM
REFLEX.
‘PILOT’

Pilot

is

self-erecting ;

it springs to “infinity”
position on pressure of a
button. Rapid focussing down
to 3 ft. Magnifier over groundglass screen for ultra sharp
focussing. Additional finder
for upright, eye-level pictures.
Simple lever movement to
change the film.

ZEISS
Tessar
f/4.5, sunk
mount,(£19/10),
6i-in., £14£5 ;•
Ensign
Autospeed,
Ross f/4.5

Gives 16 exposures on
size film of any make.

Agfa Standard, 3ix2i (£7), £4, with tripod. —
Thompson & Capper, Southport.
[6301
pINE, photo HOUSE.— We take all makes of
V./' Roll Film, Pack and Plate Cameras in
exchange for cine apparatus, 9-mm. and 16-mm ■
why not write us now.— 6, Park Rd., Teddington!
Molesey 1064.
[6307

With

f/3.5 Zeiss

Tessar
£18 15lens0

f/2.8 Zeiss

Tessar

lens

0

0

Pilot Velvet-lined Leather
Case .
£1 0 0

8 1-IN. Condenser Lenses, mounted, 52/- ; 9-in.

Quick and
service.
Developing, Printing
Enlarging, best

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, R egent St.
W.l.

[0010-

Lloyds
photographic
87,
Lamb’s Conduit
St., W.C.l. supplies,
Phone, Holborn
6250 : usual approval terms.
and Busch
fitted Ilex
Lloyds.
— ^F/2 &3-in.Lomb,
Anastigmat
Lensesbetween-len&
by Goerz
shutter, speeds l/5th, 1/lOth, l/25th, l/50th,
1/lOOth sec., bulb and time ; unused, £3/12/6. [5909

VJP.

With

£21

system ; please ask for details.

possible results.

I EXCHANGE

AND

WANTE^

WANTED. — Old 34x2i Folding Plate Camera,

double extension, anastigmat lens, must
be cheap ; or would exchange Justophot Ex¬
posure Meter. — 314, Milton Rd., Cambridge. [6251

WANTED. — Deckle-edge Print Trimmer ; must
diameter
(32-mm.),
Maplewood
WANTED.
— Distar
and aiso
ProxarZeissLenses
IJ-in.
Tripod. — 2a, Langton Rd., N.W.2.
[6252
SANDS.
HUNTER
c-Co
Ltd
TWO-THIRDS
Allowed
on
Modern
Cameras
in
exchange for latest new models ; immediate
» Vesta de Luxe, 34x2}, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5.
37, BEDFORD St, STRAND W-C7 WANTED.
— Compact
Microscope,
exchange
Adams’
delivery, no waiting ; largest stock in the north ;
Compound shutter,
micrometer
focussing,
Identoscope,
state age, condition and price paid. — Edwin Gorse,
Write for fully illus¬
trated catalogue to —

2 ditto, slightly soiled, perfect, 48/- ; hundreds
cheap, slightly chipped ; all sizes ; also Enlarging
and Portrait lenses, good and cheap ; anastigmats
repolished ; enquiries invited. — Premier Optical
Co., 63, Bolton Rd., Stratford, London.
[6362

86, Accrington Rd., Blackburn.
YOV

CAN

6 slides, F.P.A., cowhide case. — Jennings, 8,
Marmion Rd., Hove.
[6254

[6367
DEAL

take whole-plate print. — Geo. Franklin, 2,
Derwent St., Sunderland.
[6253

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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REAL BARGAINS
^
New Ego Compact Plate, f/3.5, delayed-action
double ex., pinion, rise cross, wire-finder. New
8 only 31 x 21 Agfa R.F., f/6.3. V-speed. New. ...
3 31 X 21 Ensign R.F. Reflex, f /4.5, l/15th to l/500tli
6 V.P. Zeiss R.F., Tessar f/4.5. new Compur .
6 31x21 Ensign R.F., Aldis f/4.5, 1 to 1/lOOth 3 l»pl. Ensign Reflex, f/3.5, latest. As new .
15 i-pl. Zeiss Compact Plate Pocket, Zeiss f/4.5.
double ex., rise, cross, all imaid leather. New

EXCHANGE

w

Compur,
£7 10 0
£3 10 0
£5 17 6
£6 17 6
£3 19 6
£9 17 6
Compur.
£6 17 6

CHANGING
Box forDrive,Heidoscop
45x107.—
George, 16, Torquay
Leigh-on-Sea.
[6268
“l^^ANTED.
— Distance
Meter,
K 2 Beta,
Tt size 30-mm.,
12-in.
Expanding
Stand,similar
Selftimer. — Dawson, 5. Eric Rd., Wallasey.
[6272

WANTED. — 3}x2i Reflex, Enlarger, or Folding

Plate, double extension, t/4.5 ; have B.T.H.
R.K. Epoch Speakers, Microphone, Metal Rectifiers,
Ferranti Transformers, etc. ; what offers. — Harris, 4,
Munden St., W.14.
[6274
'l^’^ANTED.
— ^Adon Telephoto Lens, knock-out
TT
price essential. — W. J. R., 47, King St.,
Camden Town, London.
[6284

Exchange. — Two-valve wireless Set, Mullard
7004,

valves, lor small roll film camera. — Box
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

WHAT Exchanges offered for brand-new Contax,
LEICA,
Kolibri, Eaves,
or similar
with f/2 or
largerContax,
lens. — Elides,
Chapel-en-le-Frith.
Xpres f/4.5
must be
WANTED.—
3J X lens
21 N.and& accessories
G. Folding ; Reflex,
Rossin
[6299
perfect condition. — Edwards, 41, Alexandra Rd.,

WE FLATTER
OURSELVES!
Another firm has tried to copy our Meter
((

ELECTROPHOT

The original and the best photo-electric exposure
meter. Self-generating, no batteries, stUls or
movies, sfxsJxi in. only. In hide case. The
original, the quickest and the best. No calcula¬
tions. No discs to regulate. Point at the subject,
that’s all. Free trial. Write to-day.
NOW ONLY ! £14 : 14 ; 0
now only !
Free Trial. All Makes
Enlargers,

of Cameras, Projectors,

Stills or Movies, supplied, Westons

too,

on our ** Try Before You Buy '* Free Trial Approval
Plan. Post anywhere. Write to-day.
3^x2^

New

Ultra-Compact T.-P. Reflex, Dall¬

WANTED.
— Plate-holders,
for Aylesbury.
i-pl. Graflex, cheap.
— Smith,
14, Vale Rd.,
[6315

sky-shade, all inlaid leather, lovely workmanship.
Smallest high-speed reflex obtainable, only 5x4x4
in. closed, nearly fits the coat pocket, 3 new nickel

WANTED. — Film Tank, 3ix2i (8 exposures). —
Harper, 13, Packington

Rd., Acton, W.3. [6324

Holmwood,
Lexden,
Colchester.
[6325
WANTED.
— 16-mn:.
Projector,
mains. — Duggan,
WANTED.
Camera,
model —; Pathe
lowest Luxe
price for
cash. —case,
Box etc.,
7008, late
c/o
“ The Amateur

Photographer.”

[6354

WANTED. — 12 or 15 in. Anastigmat t/6.3 or

slides, screen, neck

TRIAL

strap.

Year’s

£8 : 15 : 0

guarantee.

approval

Vest Pocket Chain Tripods .
400-ft. 16-mm. Empty Reels. New .

EDWIN

2s. 6d.
3s. Od.

GORSE

f/7.7, behind-lens shutter, 2 or 2i in. opening;
Chemical Balance ;
12-in. Merrett Trimmer ;
all good condition essential, no dealers. — Box 7009,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[6355

Trade.

WANTED. — ZEISS Minimum Palmos, also 3ix2i

N. & G. Sibyl, also RoUeiflex or small Reflex,
complete outfits, recent models, perfect. — Attwell,
585, Christchurch Rd., Boscombe.
[6361

CINEMATOGRAPH

APPARATUS

CINE-KODAK 8 and Kodascope Eight-30, only

used once ; accept £13 the two ; bargain ;
“ A.P.” deposit system. — Oliver, 9, Spinney Rise,
Birstall, Leicester.
[6161
OOpr
Standard 35-mm. Cine Camera, by Darling,
4 spool-boxes, 2-in. Ross-Zeiss lens,
tripod with panoram and elevating top and case. —
F. Hanbury, 51, Woodstock Rd., Golders Green,
London, N.W.ll.
[6259

PATHESCOPE Projector, with films and resistance,

hardly used, £4 or nearest ; deposit system. —
39, Crondall St., South Shields.
[6279

Model a Kodascope, 250-watt model, complete

with resistance, together with Kodak silver
folding screen, 52x40 in. ; excellent condition,
ideal for lecture purposes, offers to — R. Barlow,
Arbury Avenue, Manchester Rd., Rochdale. [6300
ID'tVy I'ti) Kinecam,
Once Usedfocussing,
Latest Model
Ensign3
3wx^/
f/2.6 lens,
speeds, hide case ; absolutely perfect ; cost £18/18.
— P. Cory, Downing College, Cambridge.
[6345

PATHE
Projector,
motorused,
driven,splendid
extra resistance,
100-250
V., hardly
condition,
in portable carrying-case, also folding roller screen,

ELECTROPHOT.

FIVE DATS* APPROVAL.

1933

[6311

Penn, Wolverhampton.

£8. —
[6346

B. & H. Projector, 16-mm., 200 Watts, forward and

The
Photo-electric Meter. No
calculating. No
scales
No delay, instantaneous readings. Pcint at the subject;

ALL IN STOCK.

24,

meyer fainous f/4.5, latest steel-geared self-capping,
i/ioth to i/i, 000th, T. and B., long pinion ex¬
tension (for portraits, close-ups, still-life, etc., etc.),
deep hinged self-erecting hood (giving bi^ant
viewing), latest new mirror (camera can be used
inverted above the head in crowds, etc.), hinged

6x5, complete outfit (and film menders),
Write, Ball, 14. Cheniston Gardens, W.8.

World's
FREE

[6296

f/3.5 Tessar, Ever-ready case ?— Box 6951, c/o
‘ The Amateur Photographer.”
[6236

Slides. Filters, F.P.A.’s, Cases. All types. "Write wants.
6-in. Koristka f/4.5 Anastigmat, Compur. Cost £8.. £3 7 6
i-pl. T.-P, Enlarger, horizontal, modem model... ^ 19 6

GORSE

WANTED

ANTED. — Enlarger, vertical (condenser), i-pl.,
electric ; describe fully. — Box 7003, c/o
The Amateur Photographer.”
[6295
ANTED. — i-pl. S.M. Slides for Butcher Popular
Pressman. — 112, Gascoigne Rd., Barking. [6267

i-pl. Ensign R.F. Plate, f/6.8. Compur, 1 to 1 '200th £2 17 6
8i X 2t Halex R.F., f/3. 9 Speed. 3 speeds. Unused £2 9 6
3ix2i Salex Plate, f/3. 8. D.A. Compur, double ex. £4 17 6
3ix 2i Ensign Focal-plane R.F., Aldis f/4.5, case. . £9 17 6
3Jx2i Sibyl Plate. Xpres f/3.5. latest fittings .
£18 18 0
V.P. N. & G. Sibyl R.F., Tessar f/4.5. silent shutter £6 17 6
PatheSuper Attachments £1 9 6. Dual Resistances 14s. 6d.
Patbe C Motors £1 19 6.
Saper Lenses 13s. lid.
Super Condensers 11s. 6d.
S. Motors £10
0
72 Patbe Films, 30-ft.. travel interest. New, each., is. 6d.
16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo, f/3.5. in Filmo case. . £15 15 0
i-pl. Tropical Sanderson, Ooerz f/6.8, case. Like new £8 17 6
i5 Pathe Super Films, continuous titles, comedy. . . .19s. 6d.
RoUeiflex Proxars 27s. 6d.
Filters 6s. 6d.
Cases 14s. 6d.
Reflex Cases, mail cloth, lined. Very light. New.. 8s. 6d.
i-pl. Ensign Folding Reflex, f/4.5. Cost £35. As new £8 17 6
Kodak R.F. Developing Tank. Takes any size to P.C. .. 14s. fid.
6x4 Goerz Anschutz Folding Reflex, Dogmar f/4.5, latest self¬
capping, deep hood, double slides, case .
£9 17 6
34 X 24 Nagel Plate, f/6.8, S-speed, rise, cross, New £1 15 0
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/3.5, seli-capplngt slides. . £8 17 6
5x4 Adams^ Videx Reflex, no lens, D. slides .
£2 17 6
34 X 24 Halex Plate, f/4.5, 3-speed, double ex. New £2 17 6
V.P. Kodak R.F., £/6.3. 1/lOth to 1/lOOth. Like new £2 5 0
8ix2i Zeiss Ikonta Self-erect. R.F., f/6.3 .
£2 15 0
i-pl. Goerz Tenax Plate, f/6.8, Compur, double ex. £2 17 6
3i X 2i Carbine, Aldis f/4.5, Compur, rising front. . £4 4 0
V.P. Salex Press, f/4.5, 1/lOth to l/l,000th, slides. . £2 16 0
T.-P. Magnifiers Reflex 148. 6d.
Ensign Magnifiers 12s. fid.
i-pl. Ensign R.F. Plate, Goerz f/6.8, Compur .
£2 17 6
3ix2i Ibagee R.F., f/4.5, Compur, radial focus.. £3 19 6
34x24 Contessa Plate, f/4.5, Compur. double ex.. . £3 7 6
8i X 24 Zeiss Icarette R.F. Plate, Tessar f/4.5. delayed-action,
Compur, double ex., rising front. As new.,.. £11 11 Q
V.P, Kodal^ f/4.6. 1/lOth to 1/lOOth, latest. As new £3 3 0
44-in. Voigtlander Heliar f/4.5, delayed Compur.. £3 17 6
6i-in. Zeiss Tessar f '6.3, Compoimd, 1 to l/200th. . £2 17 6
4-pl. T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5, latest fittings. D. slides.. £11 11 0

EDWIN

AND

May

ADVERTISEMENTS

w

6 31x21 Zeiss Cocarette R.F., f/6.3, S-speed .
£2 2 0
2 31 X 2i N. & G. Folding Reflex. Pentac f/2.9. ... £36 10 0
8 only 8 x Prism Binoculars, centre focus. New. ... £2 17 6
8 31 X 21 Ensign R.F., f/4.5. 1 to l/lOOth, rise, cross £4 4 0
5 only 16*mm. Ensign Projectors, 50*watt, resistance £3 17 6
2 31 X 21 Cameo. Aldis f/4.5. 1 to 1/lOOth. latest. . . £3 19 6
1 16>mm. Kodak Anto-tbreading Proj*r. Cost £110 £55 0 0
1 F/2 Zeiss Kolibri, new Compur. Cost £20 .
£12 12 0
1 Kolibri R. Film, f/4.6, delayed action, 3*8peed. ... £4 4 0
3 5x4 T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/4.5, latest, D. slides ... £10 10 0
131X21N.&G.
Folding Reflex, f/3.5, latest. . £3410
0
3 Patbe Projectors, super attach., motor, resistance £6 17 6
2 la Kodak R.F., f/7.7, 3-3peed, autographic £1 5 0
2 31 Zeiss Ideal Plate, Tessar f/4.5, D.A. Compur, double ex..
rise, cross, wire-finder, clip-on elides .
£9 17 6
2 Patbe Lax Projectors, motor, resistance, case. .. . £14 14 0
V.P. Ibagee R.F., f/6.3 anastigmat, 3-8peed. Bargain £2 5 0
V.P. Icarette B.F., Tessar f/4.5. D.A. Compur £7 15 0
31x21 T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/4.5. revolving back.. £6 17 6
l^mm. Bolex Projector, 100-watt, resistance. Snip £9 17 6
5x4 Goerz Anscbutz Press, Dogmar f/4,5. Latest. . £9 17 6
31 X 21 Mentor Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.5. case. . £8 17 6
1-pl. Sanderson, Goerz f/6.8, Compur, revolving back £4 17 6
2 Patbe Kid Projectors, and resistances .
£1 17 6
31 X 21 N. & G. Sibyl Plate, Ross Xpres f/4.5. As new £8 17 6
16-mm. Bolex Camera, super model, 3 speeds, case £9 17 6
8 Patbe Projectors, 9 mm. C>st£6 15s .
£3 5 0
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, no lens, revolve back. D. slides. . £3 17 6
3ix2i Kodak R.F„ f/6.3, S-speed, autographic.. . £1 17 6
Bolleiflex Reflex, f/3. 8. new Compur, 21 X 2i .
£10 10 0
3 16-mm. Ensign Projectors, f/1.8, 160-w., case £18 18 0
Zetavox 8-valve Radio, all mains. Brand new. . £17 10 0
31x21 Kodak, f/11, S-speed, autographic .
18s. 6d.
21x21 Carbine B.F., Aldis f/4.5. Compur. As new £2 17 6
31 X 2i Tropical Contessa Plate, Tessar f/4,5. Comp. .£440
i-pl. ^essman Ensign Reflex, f/4.5, revolving back. £6 17 6
31 X 21 Carbine R.F. Plate, Aldis f/6.3. Compur. ... £4 4 0
14-in. Dallmeyer Dallon f/5. 6 Telephoto. Cost £21.. £9 17 6
3 16-mm. Ensign
100-w., motor, resist., case £8 17 6
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke £/4.5. revolving back £6 17 6
i-pl. Kodak Auto-focas Vertical Enlarger, f/6.3. ... £4 17 6
Films, cartoon : l00-ft.,lls.6d.; 200-ft., second-hand £17
6
8x2 Voigtlander Compact R.F., f/4.5. new, Compur £4 17 6
i-pl. Zeiss Ikon Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.6. triple ex., mask
top screen, revolve back, latest D. slides .
£20 0 0
16-mm. Ensign Saper Projector, f/1.8, 250-watt, forward,
reverse, rewind, tilt head, motor, resist., case. Cost
£50. Like new, lovely outfit .
£29 10 0
V.P. Tenax Wafer Plate Pocket, Dogmar f/4.5. Compur £3 19 6
3ix2i Ensign R.F. Reflex, f/3 .4. l/16th to l/500th £6 17 6
i-pl. T.-P. Press, Ross f/4.5. self-capping, D. slides £8 17 6
i-pl. Sanderson, R.R.. 7 speeds, all movements. . £2 15 0
3ix2i Kodak Sell-erect. R.F., f/7.7. 3 speeds £19
6
16-mm. Bell-Bowell Viewer, Rewinder, Splicer, 1 left £6 17 6
P.C. Cameo, Aldis f/4.5, Compur. double ex. Perfect £3 17 6
8ix2i Soho R.F., f/6.3, latest l/5th to 1/lOOth _
£2 5 0
Zeiss Binoculars. 6x, centre focus, latest, in case £5 17 6
Kolibri R.F., Tessar f/3.5, new Compur. Last one.. £7 15 0

exposure given instantly. Stills or movies.
£14 14 0
FREE
TRIAL

PHOTOGRAPHER

reverse, complete with resistance and case,
£30 : might take Reflex or Leica Type Camera, in
part payment. — Write A. R., 23, Maresfleld Gardens,
Hampstead.
[6349

Finest.
TRIAL

lens, 1Autokinecam,
in., used only
; absolutely
Ensign
in onceleather
case, f/1.5as

EXCHANGES.

brand new, £18. — Box 7010, c/o “ The
Photographer.”

Amateur
[6356
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PHOTO

ALL-BRITISH
PLATES & PAPER

GASLIGHT

PAPERS
2/9
„

V.P.
3ix2i

BROMIDE
8ix6i

1/9 per.. gross
5/6

2ix4l
l-plate
Postcard
5x4

7/9 per gross
13/11

8 x6
10x8
[[-plate

5/4 ..
3/7

12x10
15x12

GLOSSY, SILKY OR

PAPERS

12/.
20/.
MATTE

3 Grades

45/.
OR30/.SOFT
POSTCARDS, GASLIGHT OR BROMIDE
22/. per 1.000. 11/- per 500.
2/9 per 100.
Singles or strips.

VIGOROUS,

ORDINARY
PLATES

Special Rapid 300 H.D. , Iso Press 600 H.D.
3ix2i .. 1/3 per pkt. I Postcard . . 2/6 per pkt.
I'plate , . 1/9
[ i-plate . . 3/6
,

MARTIN
4/-

Photographic Chemist,

SOUTHAMPTON
SPECIAL

QUOTATIONS

FOR

QUANTITIES.

May

THE

24, 1933

AMATEUR

I CINEMATOGRAPH APPARATUS
Trade,

Everything for Movies ; your inspection in¬

vited of immense stock of Films (9, 16, 35 mm.),
Cameras and Projectors, including B611 & Howell,
DeVry, De Brie, Williamson, Moy, Pathe, Ensign
and Coronet.

St.
ILLUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, WardourPhone,
[5836
standard
Accessories
CINEMATOG
only ; RAPH
lists freeFilms,
; sample
1/-. —; Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[3523

PHOTOGRA

PHER

BE READY FOR
WHITSUN I ! !
BE

UP-TO-DATE

“LEICA”

AND

MODEL

GET

Wallace Heaton
oSera the best Leica

(lacing P'ilm House), Condon, W.l.
Gerrard 6889.

service.
36 pictures at one
loading;. Slips into
matic
focussing.
the pocket.
Auto*
Daylight -loading.
Elmar f/.3.5 lens.
Provides splendid

.Service,
3d. 9.5-mm. Titles ; Continuous, 5d. ; “ Fade.s,”
[6076
chargers
loaded
2/2^
;
no
callers
;
exclusive
CINEART 9.5 Camera Film, tins 2/-, processing 21- ;
16-mm., 9.5-mm. Films, stamp.— Atkinson, 24b,

etc. : “ Finish," stamp. — Evans’
Dereham, Norfolk.

Albert Bridge Rd., S.W.ll.

A

II CAMERA

100,000 are
now in use.

large

prints.

£22 : 0 : 0

[0093

New Sound Heads to fit any 35-mm. Film

Projector, contain best make photo-electric
cell, lens system, and exciter lamp ; fine
volume of sound from any talkie film on con¬
necting sound head to small valve amplifier or to
L.F. stages of wireless set ; very compact for fitting
to Portable Projectors, hand or power driven ;
price complete, ready lor immediate use, £14/10,
including coupler ; particulars and illustration from
[6364
B. Harding, 28, Percy St., London, W.l.

The “PILOT”

CAMERA

The only reflex taking 3x4 cm. pictures.
Instant readiness for use, certainty of

• U
, n

Tessar

• U

lens
SrAiA • U
Or on easy terms.

ILANTERNS

“AGFA”

Tanks
Modelnew,C, 5-in.,
22/6 ;(Developing),
also 8i-in.Kodak
ModelFilm,
B, as
19/- ;
Klimax Plate (1-pl.), 6/-. — 4, St. Alban’s
Heaton Chapel, Stockport.

Special

Avenue,
[6280

3ix2i

lyiEW 4-p]. Vertical Electric Enlarger,- complete
ii with all accessories, automatic focus, brassboimd condenser, all carriers, easel and lens, £12 ;
or exchange for i-pl. Reflex. — T. Wilkinson,
Lochinvar, Moss Lane, Ormskirk. Phone 289. [5854

Enlarger
(Butcher),
mahogany,
1-pl., electric
(or gas), all
movements,condenser,
£3/7/6 ;
Ross-Goerz Anastigmat, 17/6 ; Record Easel, 22/6 ;
6-ft. 6-in. Table for Outfit, 8/6 ; bargain. — Hillside,
Bridge of Weir.
[6294
1-PLATE

4

Horizontal

With f/4.5 anastigmat.
List £7 158.

finders,

Our

Price

70/-

Our

Price

84/-

£4/10; near offer. — Wichall, 20, Bedonwell Rd., North
Heath, Erith, Kent.
[6240
1-PLATE King Horizontal Condenser Enlarger, by
2 Houghton, Aldis f/6, 8-in. condenser, gas or elec¬
tric, take negs. from V.P. to 1-pl., rack and
pinion movements ; all in good order ; genuine
bargain, £6, lor quick sale. — Watts, 53, Upper
Grosvenor Rd., Tunbridge Wells.
[6250

Slips into your
‘8’
-KODAKpocket.
No
focussing,
simply
CINE
sight

Turner
Tank Tank
(6 exposure
film),flexible
8/6 ;
Kodajc 3ix2i
Postcard
(roll roll
film),

With

camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

and
Single Metal slides, A.P. Paris, T.-P., Zeiss
1/6

Ikon, Cameo, Klito, Contessa, Zodel
Block Edge fittings: 3ix2i 1/3, 4ix3i
5ix3i 2/3, 9X12 2/3. etc.

Film Pack Adapters, A.P. Paris, fittings as
slides : 3^x24 5/6, 44x31 6/6, etc. ; postage
extra : obtainable from Actina Ltd., 29, Red Lion
Square, London, W.C. Telephone, Chancery 8541.

[0090
Rollwashes
Film without
Tanks (nickel),
develops,
removing
film, fixes
V.P. and
to
1-pl., 4/11 : 2-ga). Economy Tanks for D. & P
work, complete with clips and weights, takes all
sizes, 25/- ; 9-mm. Cine Film Tanks, from 22/6. —
\^te Photo Accessories, 18, Murgatroyd St.,
Bradford.
[5835

Lloyds, 87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l. Phone
Holborn

6250.

Lloyds.— New-stock Enamelled Dishes, superior

to any on the market, 3 in. deep, postcard
strip, 23x7 in., 7/6 ; 24x18 in., 12/6 ; 20x16 in.,
10/6; 15X12 in., 5/6; 12x10, 4/6; 10x8, 3/6
24x16x4 or 5 in. deep,, 15/- ; 30x20x3 in. deep
15/- : Cascade Washing Trays, set of three
20x16, 47/6.

Makes
work

focussing.

1 ft. of film do the
of 4.

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.
Birmingham, 1. Telephone, Central 4255.

J. LANCASTER & SON. LTD., 87, Parade,
post free. — sale
Lancaster,
Birmingham.
Clearance
List ofParade,
shop-soiled
Enlargers,

Enlargers. — ^List of parts for own con¬

struction ; postage 2d.— Lancaster,
Birmingham.

Parade,
[0082

carriage paid.
— Thompson
Capper,
Southport.
MIRAPHOT,
i-pL,
Tessar &f/4.5
(£13/7/6),
£8,

PHOTOGRAPHS

de¬

WANTED [6302

£6 : 17 : 6
Nine

I PAY 4/- for photos of queer gravestone epitaphs,

monthlv
of 16/1. payments

GUARANTEED

BARGAINS

!

Free approval to post-buyers on cash deposit.
6-in. f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar Anastigmat
mount. Cost £8 10s .

Lens, in sunk

3^ X 2} Cocarette Roll Film Camera,
Compur shutter. Cost £10 6s .

Zeiss

focussing
£4 17 6

31 X 21 Folding Ica Reflex (flat), Zeiss Triotar f/3.5 anastig¬
mat lens, 3 D.D. slides. Shop-soiled only. Cost £50 Ss.
£27 10 0
Bolex 50-ft. 16-mm. Cine Camera, Hermagis f/3.5 lens.
Never been used. Cost £14 14s .
£8 8 0

NEW

8/3 for negatives ; I may be able to site you
to an epitaph close by ; write if interested ;
can also use epitaph books if cheap. — W. Bethel,
166, W. Van Buren, Chicago, Ills., U.S.A. [5848

Tessar f/4.5,
£3 10 0

3i X 2J Nage! 18 Folding Plate Camera, Nagel f/4.5 auastigmat lens, Compur shutter, 6 slides. Shop-soiled only. Cost
£13 10s .
£9 9 0

SITUATIONS

Anything

SPECIAL
LIST
FREE
! ! !

MATERIALS
Trade,

High allowances on ap¬
paratus in part exchange.

on 9 monthly

LTD.

instalments.

Lloyds
for D. &Backgrounds,
P. Trade, Walking
Snaps, Equipment
Studio Lighting,
Drying
and Mounting Machines.
[5908

47, BERKELEY
Phone

NEXT

OUR

DEPOSIT

WANTED

Photographic
Salesman
situation,
or counter
; 30 requires
years’
experience.
—
Green,mail
13, order
Cambrian
Rd., Leyton,
E.IO.
[6130

Just issued. Send for it
now and tell us yo\ir needs.

WALLACE

USE

E NLARGERS
negative, and
from Leica
to 12x10,
Condensers,
VERTICAL
Horizontal,
for every
size
diffused or mercury vapour illumination ; semi¬

anastigmat

31x2i
roll - film, plate
and
film-pack camera.
Double
extension, re¬
flecting and direct-vision
view-finders. Big f/3.8
Anastigmat Lens in
layed-action shutter.

service, £5/10 ; replies answered. — 135, Tamworth
St., Huime, Manchester.
[6335

automatic

shoot.

f/3.5

The ZODEL
SPECIAL

Lloyds. — Porceloyd RoU Film Developing Tanks,
38x15x12, 20/- ; tap-hole and tap, 2/6 extra,
all sizes ; stoneware tanks in stock.

and

'%rice £9: 17: 6

dish-covers, 13/6; Adams’ 5x4 Box Camera (no
lens), shutter requires adjustment, changing-box,
9/6 ; Premo 5x4 Folding Camera, no lens,. 3 double
slides, F.P.A., 9/6.— BM/HFLA, London, W.C.l.

Bellows. — A11 sizes stocked -, lowest prices ;

[6258

Trade.

condition ; used only few times, 10/-. —
A. Henshaw, 16, Nelson St., Ilkeston.
[6244

Trade.

Cheshire.

ANCASTER

Bring home a living
record with th^

RLIMAX 3ix2i Plate Developing Tank, perfect

TWO 1,000 c.p.. Mercury Vapour Tubes, hand-

Rd., Altrincham,

for reducing,
bargain. — 3,
Rd.,
Enlarger,
8-in.£3 ;condenser,
longEgerton
extension,
Erdin^on.
[6352

new ; alter 6 p.m. — 14, Queen Anne’s Grove, Bed¬
ford Park.
[(3290

[6319
tilting stand, and resistance, 200 to 250 v.,
D.C. — Apply Caretaker, N.U.S., 3, Endsleigh St.,
W.C.l.
[6330

artificial light,

f/6 anastigmat,
to l-pl.,
rapidcondenser,
postcard
VERTICAL
Enlarger,carrierelectric,
41-in.
holder, self-focussing, suit spare-time worker D. & P.

Beautifully
CAMERAS

direct-vision

With f/0.3 anastigmat.
List £5 128. Gd.

Kodak
FilmK Pack
Tank, 2i-pl.,
new, 4/-.
10/-— ;
Wratten
2 filter,
in. as
square,
Phillips, Chavey Down Farm, Ascot, Berks. [6285
Kodak
Electric
Printing size,
Box, practically
numerous
dishes,Tank,
frames,
all postcard

Offer !

STANDARD

and

Enlarger,

rack .focussing, adjustable plate-holder, no lens,

auto,Ensign
focus, Vertical
gas ; best
offer or
Aldis
Enlarger,
J-pl.exchange
to 18x14,tor
camera, taking 16 exposures on 120 film. — Smith,

ROLL-FILM

with O-speeded shutter
finished throughout.

ENLARGERsI

"I
Optiscope
Lantern,230-volt
in portable
14-in.
iU
Aldis,
500-watt,
lamp case,
; excellent
condition, £9. — Box 6923, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[6107

254, Manchester

Great

ACCESSORIES

&

3

1-PLATE and 31x21 Vertical Enlarger, 2 Amplus,
4 gas fittings, f/6.3, special masking carrier, latest
model ; new ; recently cost £7 ; bargain, £3/10. —
S. Gaw, Bangor, Down.
[6257

focus, and advantages of the roll-film
camera,
combined, Compur shutter.
F/3.5 all
Zeiss CIO
. iq
.A
Tessar Zei
lens
P/2.8
ss
. n

{Supplement)

A U VERTISEMENTS

HEATON

: GROS.

DOOR

SYSTEM

ST., W

2691.

TO

AVOID

D. & P. lines ; big catalogue free. — City Photo
Works, Southport.
[0002
films users.
? Write
Service
the Leica
Leica
— Have foryou “ your
Springfor supplies
of
Camera.” — Photofilms, Leica Specialists, Red Lion
House,

COOK*S.

AND

forPHOTO
first-quality
material
CITY
WORKS,British
Established
over; 22Papers,
years,
Plates, Postcards, Mounts, Film Wallets, and all

ALL

Chiswick

Mall, W.4.

[0091

RISK.

37
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AMATEUR

ANGE
CAMERA ofEXCH
the
MIDLAND/
Everything for the CINE Enthusiast — Cameras,
Projectors, Films and Accessories in 9.5
sizes.
and 16 mm.
See the new Victor Model 5 Cine Camera, fitted with f/1.5
Dallmeyer lens, turret front and visual focussing, £64 0 0
500-watt Victor Projector .
.
^.
£80 0 0
Brilliant illumination — flickerless pictures.

Let us have your old apparatus in part exchange for new.
Best allowances

made

VICTORIA
(Opposite

SQUARE,

by

Photographic Chemists

GALLOWAYS

South-Western
England.
K ALTON, for
Bristol,
1.50, Victoria
St. ACallers
new
Rd. Prices
less postage to callers.
K ALTON,
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
121, Scotswood
9 to 7 Manchester,
; Wednesday,99, 1 London
; please Rd.
call. Hours,
K ALTON,
Send forLondon,
price list.
K ALTON
61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harbome.
K ALTON,
7, Albany
depot
welcomed.

MODERN
MAKES
OF STILL
CINE CAMERAS
SOLD
AND
EXCHANGED.

BIRMINGHAM

O.P.O.)

TZ ALTON, Leeds, 38,
iV 9 to 7 ; Wednesday,

24,

1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

RIALS
MATETrade.

I

THE

ALL
AND

PHOTOGRAPHER

Bridge End. Hours,
1 ; please call.

Errors in focussing ,
.
eliminated .

by using the Zeiss Ikon Distance Meter. Looking
throngh the eyepiece one sees a divided image.
Rotate the dial and when the two images super¬
impose the dial will give the correct distance.
I Price, in leather case, 29a. Od.

ZEISS

IKON

K ALTON,
DISTANCE
postage Glasgow,
to callers.409L Argyle St. Prices less
and cream,
matt, i-pl. 3/6
K
ALTON
Cbloro velvet
bromideand Double-weight,
white72
sheets; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-, 12x10
ZEISS

IKON

LTD.,

London,
W.l,House.
11,
Mortimer

METER
Mortimer

St.,

7/3, 3/- dozen.

matt, normal,
extra vigorous,
single¬
K ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Bromide,
glossy, velvet,
weight and double-weight: 20x16 6/3 dozen;
15x12 4/3; 12x10 7/3 36 sheets, 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3. 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 4ix2i 3/6, 3Jx2i 2/6 gross, 12 gross
21/6.
weight, Gaslight,
normal, vigorous
; same
K
ALTON
single-weight
andprices
double¬as
Bromide advertisement above, except i-pl., 6/6 gross.
1.^ ALTON

“ Kaltona ” Cream

Smooth

and Rough,

IV double-weight vigorous, 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets ;

10x8

5/- ; 12x10

7/3, 3/- dozen.

2/- gross,
12-gross
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots “ 20/-.
Xlnt ” 3ix2i glossy,

ZEISS
“ DELTURIS ** BINOCULARS K ALTON
Paper,2/6 l|x2i,
1/6 gross;
3ix2i, Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets.
gross; 4ix2i
and
Perfectly New. List Price £12:12:0.
Fully Guaranteed.

In case complete,
PEE

PAIE

en

.O .A

*>0

aO

mV

9/6 gross.

An Excaplional Offer which can never be repeated.

BROADHURST, CLARKSON & CO.,

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

Yonr Film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative: V.P. and SJxSL 8 exposures, 1/2, No. 116 (2^x4^)
1/6. 4ix31 1/3, 6tx3t 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1.'- i dozen. Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/> dozen, 2/6 i dozen, 8|x6tl 2/6
dozen, 1/6 i dozen. 6J x 4} enlargements, 2/- 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12x10 1/3, 10x8 1/-, 8ix6i 9d., 6Jx4j 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH
OF ALL ORDERS.
Sizes ap to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
poet paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE

&

CAMPION.

122,

East

Park

Road.

I ^

PROOF!

UNSOLICITED

CITY

PHOTO

WORKS

SUPREME
GASLIGHT

I

V.P.

3Jx2l
4ix2i

AND
Gross

TESTIMONIAL.

post paid Hadleigh,
; satisfaction
catalogue
[0009
— Reliable; Materials,
Essex.guaranteed
ATTWOOD,
I ATTWOOD
350 and 600
D. ; Postcards,
dozen, ;
FlatH. &Films,
superfine 2/-quality

1/6
. 2/6
.

3/3

R. B. T. (Cardifl.)

Gross
4/3

5ix3f

3/6

11/6
6/6

t -plate
Wbolo-plate

ATTWOOD Plates, superfine quality ; 300 and

600 H. & D. ; i-pl., 1/9 dozen, 6 dozen 8/- ;
Postcard, 2/- dozen, 6 dozen 11/- ; i-pl., 2/9 dozen,
5 dozen 12/-.
normal and contrasty, 50 iM, 100 2/9, 500 11/-,
1,000 19^ ; Commercial Postcards, 1/9 100, 14/-

PAPER.

4fx31

6 dozen Wl- ; i-pl., 2/3 dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.

ATTWOOD Acme Postcards, Bromide and Gaslight,

QUALITY
BROMIDE

21/-.

I

per 1,(K)0.
normal

ATTWOOD Bromide Paper, glossy, satin, matt,
and

vigorous, 6x4i,

119,

I

for interesting catalogue, and tree sampleof
material, free.

Eastbourne

MOVIES

Road,

AT

BUILD your own CINEMA
for SHOWING
REAL

all our

Southport

HOME

PROJECTOR
FILMS.

SEND P.0. 1/3 for MOVIESCOPE— roor/An' with fuU initrueliens ></ Aow to mats, and SAMPLE
FILM (post free) :—
M0VIE8C0PE (A), 114, FERNLEA
RO., BALHAM, S.W.12

38

YOU

EXPRESSPROCESSING
SERVICE
All Pathescope 9.6*mm. Cine Films (other than P.S.P.)
received before 4 p.m. are ready 6.30 p.m. following day
(Saturdays excepted). Developing 2/-, Reloads 2/7, post free.
Cnstomers’ Films Joined and Spliced, as required, no charge.
Our new Soper Demonstration Rooms are now completed*
See your films in comfort and take advantage of ooi exclosive
serrice, which is at your disposal, gratis, of course.

THE CAMERA & GRAMOPHONE GO.
THE

PREMIER

PATHESCOPE

SPECaALISTS.

320, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Victoria, S.W.1
(Opposite New Victoria Cinema.) Telephone: Victoria 2977.
Hours of Business : 9 a.m. to 7 p m. (Monday to Saturday.)

CAN

■

in

EXTRAORDINARY
NEWS
the History of Photography

“MOWAT“

one

farthing

for 12 Negatives

S. MERMER,

SNAPSHOTS

sample

41 X 2f and f-plate, 21d. each; Postcards, 31d. each.
Postcard Enlargements, 6d. singles, 3 for 1/-, 6 for 1/8.
fi X 4 Big Prints, Od. singles, 8 for 1/4, 6 for 2/6.

I

6ix4i

2/6 dozen (6-dozen lots). — Below.

Allens
super chemicals
Amidoli-lb. 2/9,
Metol 3/6,
Hydrokinone
1/9, Pyro: 2/9
— Below.
Allens
& P.Wallets,
Order 1/6Pads,100 7/6
special D.
de Luxe
(60/- dozen
orders ;

FINISHED BY EXPERTS

Standard Size Bolls Developed, fid. each.
Glazed Velox Prints : V.P. size, l^d. each ; 31 x 2^, 2d. each ;

8x8 Super Prints, 9d. singles. 3 for 2/-, 6 for 3/6.
Coloured Postcard Enlargements, In special folders, 1/3.
CASH

WITH

ORDERS.
EXPENSES
WRITE
LIST.

SPEEDY D. & P. LTD.

carriage
paid) Rd.,
; send
for Finishers’
168, Oldham
Manchester,
4.List. — Allens,
[0092

DEAL

or Prints.

4, Fortismero Avenue, London, W.10

D. & P.super
Finishers,
3ix2i
4ix2i paper)
2/6 gross
Allens
Gaslight
(the1/8,quality
for
(12-gros3 lots) ; 250-gros3 lots, 3i x 2i, 1/7 gross ;
gross 2/-. — Below.

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

!

The Two Minutes Hypo Eliminator is not made any more from
chemicals. After-effects are guaranteed. No WAT
is almost
as cheap u water. Single bottles 3/> and 5/- net. Post
tree. The Sh bottles contain double quality. Cost equals

3/6 per gross :

i-pl., 4/- per gross ; whole-plate, 7/6 per gross. —
Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
[0025

LCITY photo works (Dept. 2) I Allens super Plates, 4ix3i 1/6, 5ix3i 2/-,
Write now

SANDS HUNTER & Co. Ltd.

free.

:

coortesy.'*

Lantern Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.
XT' ALTON Roll Films, first quality, 8 exposures ;
JV IJ x2i, 9/- dozen ; 3ix2i, 10/- ; 2ix4i, 12/-;
6 exposures: 3ix2i, 7/6; 3ix4i, 18/-;

K ALTON
Film; i-pl.,
Packs, 3 H.packs& D.8/6. 350, 3ix2i. 3
packs 5/3
5/-,
16/6
gross
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;
K
ALTON Flat Films,; H.Postcard,
& D. 600,4 i-pl.,
i-pl. 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
K ALTON
bottled : Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
lOd. ; Pyro,

April 4th, 1933.
** I shoald like to tell yon that the Gaslight Paper which yon sent
me was REALLY
EXCELLENT
and I got BETTER RESULTS with it
than 1 had previoosiy obtained on paper which cost TWICE
AS
MUCH.
Thank yon for yonr prompt attention to my last order, and
also tor yoor

K ALTON
Postcards,
bromide
and gaslight,
quality,
all surfaces
; Vigorous,
3/- first
100,
1/9 50.
K ALTON
3ix2i, 3/- gross ;
4ix2i Self-toning
and i-pl.,Collodion,
4/-.
matt cream,
4/- 100,
32/6 1,000.
K ALTON
Self-toning
Postcards,
glossy, matt and
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; i-pl.,
5/-,
K
ALTON
i-pl., 9/94 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
backed 5/9 ; 3i x 2i, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9 ;
5ix3i.

LEICESTER.

rVoNVINCIN^
TO

i-pl., 21- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72. 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36.

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

REFUNDED.

May

24.

THE

1933
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29.0001

MATERIALS
Trade,

BURT’S for all Reliable Plates, Postcards, Papers,

PHOTOGRAPHERS

etc. ; all goods guaranteed ; we pay postage ;
send for List A. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Bir¬
mingham.

now

BURT’S Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide, vigor'
normalGaslight
: all surfaces
; 3i xPaper,
2i 1/3
72 sheets,
BURT’S
and Bromide
vigorous
and
2/- gross; 4ix2i and i-pl. 1/9, 3/- gross; i-pl.
ous and normal ; all surfaces ; First quality’
1/6 50, 2/9 100 ; Commercial quality, 1/3 50, 2/- 100-

1/9 36, whole-plate 2/9 36.

REGULARLY

use

GRANVILLE
PRODUC

[0026

10 per
sample allows
order.
KAMY,
ltd.,cent 22,reduction
Bunhill onRow,firstLondon,
excepted.
KAMYZix2kRoll 10/-,
Films,21x4i
8 exposures
12/- ; ;6 V.P.K.
exposures9/-,;
In almost every Dark¬
3ix4i 18/-, 5ix31 21/- dozen; Wallets, 4|x3i,
2/3 100, 7/6 500.
room can the Granville
KAMYP.C. Plates,
any2/9speed
: 3ix2i
i-pl. 1/6,
2/-, i-pl.
dozen,
postage ]/-,
extra.
KAMYPapers.
Postcards,
Bromide
3/- 1003/6,; label he found
1/1-pl.
11/6, and
i-pl.Gaslight,
7/6, i-pl.
4ix22 3/3, 3ix2i 2/6 gross.
100. 10/-, i-pl. 5/9, i-pl. 3/- gross ;
KAMYPostcards
P.O.P., 3/91/1-pl.
WRITE TO-DAY FOR FREE
KAMY3i X Self-toning,
9/-, i-pl. 4/-4/-,100.
4ix2i [0044
3/9,
2i 3/- gross i-pl.
; Postcards

Films

FOCAL-PLANE
ROLL-FILM REFLEX
Full-size V.P. pictures. Helical focussing.
Shutter speeded to I /1,000th. 7-cni. focus
anastigmats. All-metal. Precision work¬
manship. Prices include solid leather case.
Exakta

B. & S. PRODUCTIONS, of 1, Mitre Court, E.C.4.

Tessar

f/3.5 .. £18

GRANVILLE
LUXE PAPERS

have for sale a limited supply of Super¬
sensitive Panchromatic Grey-backed Negative at
10/6 per 100 ft. ; 35-mm. Positive Film, 36/6 per
1,000 ft.
[6314

Anas, f/3.5 . . £14:0:0
: 0 : 0

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.
7/4
Sheets

ENLARGEMENTS

f/28 £21:10:0

Trade.

WHOLESALERS

GARNER
Polebrook
Ask

FOR

House, Golden

for

POSTCARD
1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;
assorted Enlargements,
2d. each.-^-Below.
Freemounted
for every
7/6 spent from
with your
us onenegative
8ix6i ;
Enlargement

" IHAGEE,"

& JONES, Ltd.

New

Camera

Square, W.l

A GUARANTEED

DOZEN,

PRINTING,

IS A SOUND

COPYING,

several

sets to dispose

— write for particulars.

10x8
12x10

8/4

36
36

GRANVILLE
LUXE POSTCARDS

5/6

100, 250, 350,
H.D.650,
425.and
1/3
1/10
2/10

6ix4J
8ix6i

Special Ortho
I Doz. .. 3/9
i
3/9

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE
Glossy, Velvet, Matt ; White and Cream ;
Chloro-Bromide ; Double-weight thickness.
Sheets.
Sheets.

.. 4/6
.. 6/2
.. 5/.

8ix6i
10x8
12x10

72
36
36

.. 8/6
.. 6/6
.. 9/9

All grades as above.

15 1/-, 50 2/-. 100 3/6. 500 16/-.

GRANVILLE
DEVELOPERS

4ix3i 1/3, 5ix34 1/8; write for lists'; see also
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

of

4/.
5/4

H.D.

All RollDeveloping
same-day
Films andandonePrinting,
print each
to 3i x service
2} 1/- ;;
tyI /
/_ PER
42/6 per Postcards
1,000, including
title,
[0057
best GROSS,
Photographic
on Kodak
Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative, 36
for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon. [0064

We have

..
..

„
„

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE
POSTCARDS

DEVELOPING

Trade.

INVESTMENT

7/9

4ix3i
5ix3i

3ix2i I Dor. ..
4ix3i
„
..
5ix3i
„
..

■JOx8Postcards,
Enlargements,
1/2 ; —mounted
free ; 41x3i 144
JLv/
1/4 dozen.
Hughes, 2/-12,postStanley
Rd., Lindley, Huddersfield.
[6142 5ix34 144
6ix4| 72

SECOND-HAND
CAMERA

6ix4| 144
8ix6i 72

GRANVILLE
UNSURPASSED
PLATES

jy O
Postcards from small film or plate, re¬
touching and vignettes included ; postage extra. —
Atkinson Speight, 38, Gainsborough Avenue,
Oldham.
[0017
ments, 2d. ; send for list. — George Childe,
Photo-Chemist, 228, Roundhay Rd., Leeds. [5840

2/9
3/7

20 1/., 50 1/9, 100 3/- 500 13/6

lOd. 6. 6d. 3, 3d. 1.— Full-size

Miniature camera Specialist. — i-pl. Enlarge¬

..
..

DE

Enlargements
Quality,
Postcard
Printing,
etc. ; price listof free.
— Slater,
Sawtry,
Peter¬
borough.
[4423
I/O

3ix 24 Gross
4ix2| ,.

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal,

no disappointments ; same-day service ; 84 x 6i
lOd., 10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15X12 2/1 ; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8ix6i 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results “certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkcnwell 1871.
[0056

Catalogue.

LIST

service.
— Ryecroftand
Studios,
S.E.12.
Films
Developed
Printed,Lee 1/-Green,
; same-day
Developing
3ix2JEnlargements,
Roll Films,
8 exposures, and
8d. ;Printing,
also Postcard
[6158

Gaslight, Amidol, M.Q., Pyro, Gold Toning,
Acid Fixing. Semitone. Box of 6 packets 1/3.

GRANVILLE
Cut Films, Mounts, Chemicals, Tissue, Mountant. Sepia Toner, P.O.P., Glazing Soludon,
Self-toning, etc., etc.

3 for 6d., postage extra. — W. Shepard, 682, Carlton
Rd., Nottingham.
[6275

Newman

& Guardia Films Printed and Developed ; 3i x 2i lOd
LTD.

63, Newman

Street, Oxford
London, W.l

4ix3i 1/-, post free; Developing, 3d.
Prints, Id. ; Postcards, 2d. — ^Downing, 6, Brasenose
Rd., Bootle, Liverpool.
[6289

CONNOISSEURS. — Spools individually Developed,

6d. ; Prints, selected papers to 3ix2i, 2d.,
4ix3i 2Jd. ; urgents refused ; Enlargements, best
from every negative guaranteed ; prices reasonable.
Cox, 17, High St., Roehampton.
[6305

Street,

8„e,AtVIIlM

Telegrami : "QranvUe,

LONDON

GTON

SPA

Leamington.'*

BRANCH

57 & 68, Chancery Lane, W.CA

Developing and Printing ; trial order ; send

Phone 847.

BtBUINOHAU
174,

BRANCH:

Coloration

Street.
8482.

exposed film and 1/-. — Jarvis, Kings Rd
Berkhamsted, Herts.
[6360
}

BE

WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

Chancory 8537.
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Trade.

Repairs to cameras, focal-plane and other

shutters, etc., by skilful workmen. — W. A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE. LTD.,

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
insured whilst on premises : Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamasres). Holborn 3126.
[0062

Reflex Mirrors, Re-silvered, Varnished ; back
CAMERA
Repairs,
bellows
catalogue
2d. — brasswork,
^Mason, 65,woodwork,
Shepherds
Lane, ;
Leeds.
. [6363
return post ; repairs. — Irving, 258, Kingston
Rd., Teddin^on.
[6312

I

RETOUCHING
Trade.

Retouching.
First-class
work St.,promptly
exe' cuted. — Miss — Lamb,
3, Orchard
Canterbury.
[5386

TUITION.

BOOKS,

etc.

Trade.

POSTAL Lessons in Retouching ; particulars apply
— Hutchinson, 32, Bracken Edge,
Leeds.

Harehills,
[6323

MISCELLANEOUS
Trade.

For
All Gilkes,
Stereoscopic
and Colour
— C.
'The Grey
House, Photography.
High Rd.,
Hayes, Middlesex. 20 years specialist. [6239

DIFFERENT
76-PAGE
BARGAIN
Post

free

21x11

DOLLOMD

LIST

anywhere.

Leica

CQ»1

7
I 'll
.O

Ensign Special Reflex, reversing back,

Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, 3 slides, F.P.A.,
leather case. Good condition .

3Ix2i

As

new.

Aviar,

XD.lf

T.-P. Special Ruby

.

condition.

Cost £24

Xlw.l,U

Latest Rolleiflex, f/3.8 Tessar, Zeiss

me

281 OXFORD
,f
/3

.3

W.l

(1

Fourteen doors west ol Circus.

BOUND

Pa

BUSES

STOP

HERE.

.1

Ensign Cameo

condition .

XX.Xi

.O

Hand, double extension, Mulchro

Folding Reflex, 15-cm. Zeiss Tessar 1/4-5. selfXO.U.l#

cm. lea Ideal Hand, double extension,

7*

6

T.-P. Reflex, 15-cm. Anticomar f/2.9, reversing
adapter.

Good

£10,1
C.A
XiX,i«J,U

35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.
121, Cheapside, E.C.2.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
35, Brompton Rd., S.W.3.
216, Upper Tooting Rd., S.W.12.

Good

Auto. Kodak,

LTD.

ijj.y anastigmat.

40

to PLEASE MENTION
ca
me
rdae
Lu
xe
,f/
3.5
fC
.

’‘THE
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PHOTOGRAPHER”

C1»1A»A

condition .

XX.XU.w

Four 300-ft. Pathe Super Reels, second-hand

£0,0, A

Projector,
Kriemhild’s
Revenge"),
the single
lot forclaw,
. re- £0,C,A
XX.X.U
9.S-mm.
Pathe
sistance.
condition .
case. Fair Fair
condition.
Cost £9 15s.
9.5-mm. Pathe
Cine Camera,
f/3. 5. .
Hermagis,

XX.JJ.U
Camo 15:
motor,
£2:
0

3 6^x3}
D.D. slides,
Speed F.P.
Graphic
Focal-plane,
f/6.8 Dagor, £4:17:6
quick back,
adapter.
Good condition.

3}x2}
Cooke,

Auto. Graflex Junior Reflex, f/4.s £C.C.A

2 D.D.

3}x2}

delayed

slides.

Fair condition .

Voigtiander Inos, two size, 8 and

Compur,

Heliar

f/4.5, case.

List
£9 17s.
.
4.5x6
cm. 6dErnemann
Focal-plane,

Emostar,

16-mm.

As

XD.JJ.U

16 exposures,

new.

f/2. 7

£'7. C.A

X# ,v,U
CIA.I^.A

3 slides, F.P. adapter. Fair coridition. X XU,

Cine-Kodak

BB

XiJ.U

Model, 2 speeds, £'1 1 ,C.A

f/3.16-mm.
5 lens, leather
case.
Cine-Kodak

As newB,.
XXX.U.U
Model
f/1.9 lens, £1Q.1Q,A

case.

Cost £31103 .

Good condition.

XXO.XO.U

4} XXpres
3} Latest
Reflex,
revolving
back, 6-in.
Ross
f/4.5,Adams’
3 D.D. Minex
slides,A F.P.
adapter,
£QO,A.A
time release, case.

As new.

List £61 .

XOO.U.U

London, W.l
2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.
191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., W.i.
65, High St., Notting Hill Gate, W.ii.

Crouch End. — 17, Topsfield Parade.
Hampstead. — 285, Finchley Rd.
Cattord. — 62a, Rushey Green.

Croydon. — 12, George St.
Kingston. — 30, Thames St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine;.St.

th

eM
o

ESTD.
1750

28 OLD BOND $T.

LIVERPOOL

$T.

ra

WEST

for cash.

4}x3}

73 LORD ST.

£00.1
A. A
X4iO«JlU:U

Ca

Good

back, 3 slides, F.P.
condition .

P
Zeiss Ikon atMiroflex,
f/4.5 Tessar, 3
h

slides, F.P. adapter, case.e CGood
in
condition. List £43 7s. 6d .
e

London,

31x2}

4}x3}

cm. Meyer Focal-plane, f/3 Trioplan,

also 6-in. Dallon Telephoto f/5.6, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter, case. Splendid con- £10.10
A
dition .
xio:io:u

31x21

Bought

X
lo
£1
Li
c
Go
He
Camera,
Very
A.1 0*0
s. £ 1vI
st
od f/3.on5d Elmar, case.
0
rLeica
ma
it
.
i
io
good gicondition .
XIU.IV.U
O
s.
n. Hand, double extension,
3}x2}
Tropical Nettel
. Zeiss
U
Tessar f/4.5, Compur, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, Zeiss Distar
lens and filter, leather case. Very good
1 .I 1 aA

Proxar set, filter, lens shade, ever-ready case.
Very good conditio
n. List £16:17
:6

4.5x6

WEEK

‘ flITCHISON

Accessories.

13.5 cm. Zeiss Tessar f/6.3. Compound to i/25oth sec., 6
slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Good jffi.R.ft
condition .
Xw.U.W

.U

Reflex, revolving

12s...

Trianor.

i-pl. and 9x12

2}x1i N. & G. Baby Sibyl Roll Film, Sibyl
.
Cooke f/4.5, rise and cross, case. Cin»7»fi
2^x2}

and

dition. .

back, 5i-in. Cooke f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.
adapter, case. Good condition. £0,1 C.A
List £20 15s .

Good

Lenses

capping, i/i5th to i/i,oooth sec. and time, 3 D.D. slides,
F.P. adapter, leather case. Good con- £ C.A .ft

C At'i’J
X'i.X I .U

Cost £ii 5s .

4}x3}

Krauss

4}x3}

31x2} Tropical Ensign Focal-plane Roll Film
Reflex, Aldis-liutcher f/4.5. As Cft,17,C

new.

Cameras,

shutter, Aldis Uno f/4.5, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case. Very good condition. List
£8 is. £5:17:6

CC.1 C.rt
U.lx/.U

Series III Kodak, f/6.3 Cooke

Compur, leather case.
Cost £10 4S .

m

EVERY

Goerz Tenax Roll Film, f/6.3 Tenastig-

mat" Compur, micrometer focussing. Good condition .

4ix3i

Bargains

Any item sent on five days* approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appointment
at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange allowance.
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CINE OFFERS !

Genuine CINE-KODAK “B”
Cameras, Second-hand, in splendid
condition at CLEARANCE PRICES !

3U$T IN TIME FOR THE
WHITSUN HOLIDAYS!
OFFER

No. 1 Two Cine-Kodaks, Model B, with f, 1.9 inter¬

changeable lens. Cost £3 1 I Os. Price

OFFER

£18:18:0

No. 2 Three Cine-Kodaks, Model B, with non-inter-

changeable lens. Cost £31 I Os. Price

OFFER
OFFER

FULLY

WESTON

627

EXPOSURE
METER !

A cheaper and more portable
model, using the famous
Weston plutronic liglit cell, ia
de.signed to measure the light
in.stantly and to give a reading
in the correct F numl ers for
all .subjects, without any
further calculation.

SEE IT FIRST AT
BOND
STREET.

GUARANTEED

BARGAINS

!

.{-pi. Sinclair Una Hand and Stand, double extension , rising front and swing,
Cooke Aviar f/6 anastiginat lens, Compur sliutter, 1 to l/‘200th sec., tan case,
3 P. slides. Cost .£45 .
£11 17 6
No. 1 Junior

Kodak,

Kodar

lens f/7.9, 2-8peed

...
Voigtlander Bessa Roll Film Folding, f/6.3
Kodascope C Projector, 110 volts, motor
speed control. Cost £18 18s .

shutter.

anastigmat

Cost
lens.

drive, 100-watt

£‘2 12s. (id.
Cost

lamp,

£19
6
£4 4s.

Price £7

18s.

payments.
Only
(or 5/- if under
£5) is
added to
ca.‘<h
price.

THE

The Institute of Amateur
Cinematographers, Ltd.

PLEASE

119, NEW

EXCHANGES
High

allowances

shutter,
speeds
sec.,
rising
and

MENTION

“THE

your used appa¬
ratus in part ex¬
change for a better

£6

purchase.

Nine monthly

FREELISTS
There's

a

; 6

ITEM!

SPECIAL!

to 1 '25fith
cross
front.

: 17

iiwffirlil ili 1

: 6

payments

of 16 1

FREE APPROVAL

list for

your every need.
New Cameras, Cin6

to POST-BUYERS

3{x2i Cocarette, brown model, radial focussing, rising front. Zeiss Tessar
f/4,5 anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, 1 to 1, 250th sec., wire-frame and brilliant
finders. Cost £13 5s .
£5 19 6

Apparatus.
Used
Bargains, etc. Send
2d. stamp for which¬
ever you want.

A-pl. Double Extension Field Camera, reversing back, rising front, ij^ R.R.
lens, roller-blind shutter, also Telenegative lens attachment, tripod, 2 D. slides,
canvas caee. Cost £11 .
£2 9 6
9x12 cm. Contessa Deckrollo Focal-plane, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens, shutter
speed i to l/2,u00th sec., black case, 3 D. slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £42
£19 lOs.
19 0
4-pl. Soho Reflex, revolving back, rising front, special masking hood. Pentac
f/2.9 lens, 10 in., focal-plane shutter. 1/lOth to 1 8U0th sec., tan case. F.P.
adapter. Cost £78 .
£27 10 0
3x2 Ensignette Roll Film, Aehri>. lens, 3-speed shutter, brilliant finder 8s, 0d.
No. 1 Pocket Kodak, Kodar f;7. 9 lens. Cost £2 12s. fid .
£19
6
3i X 2i Folding Ica Reflex, horizontal model, f 3.5 Triotar lens, focai-plune
shutter. l/25th to 1 T.UOUthsec., tan case, 3 D. slides, F.P.A. Cost £40 £12 12 0
3ix2i T.-P. Reflex (Special Ruby), revolving back. Xeuar f,4.5 anastigmat
lens, focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to 1/l.OOOtli sec., black case, 3 D, slides. F.P.
adapter. Cost £12 12s .
£7 7 0
FiUno 70A Cine Camera, holds loo ft. Ifi-mm.,
16 and 32 speeds. Cost £fil lO.s .
Pathe 91-mm. Projector, single claw,
lamp. Cost .£fj .

regular

31x2i Butcher’s Carbine Roll Film Reflex,
lens, T. and 1. shutter. Cost £4 10s .

Cooke
model

f/3.5 anastigmat lens.
£27 10 0
for 110

f/7.7 Aldis

volts. 12-volt
£3 15 0

Uno

anastigmat
£2 9 6

Voigtlander 3x2 Roll Film Folding, Skopar f/4.5 anastigmat lens. 1 to 1 300th
sec., Compur shutter. Cost£9 .
£4 4 0
9 X 12 cm. Taro Tenax, double extension, rising and cross front, Trilentar f 6.8
lens. Compur shutter. 1 to l/250th sec., F.P. ada) ter, 2 slides. Cost £fi 6s.
£2

go to press a fortnight in advance

AMATEUR

; 17

film

reflecting and direct-vision
view-finder.s, hooded focus¬
sing screen, complete with 3
slides or F.P. adapter. With
f 3.8 Zodellar ana.stigmat lens.

on

£2 9 6
resistance,
£8 17 6

BOND

£4

REPEATED!

packs. 3J ■ 2J. double exten¬
sion, delayed-action Compur

£6 6 0

on these covers

ZODEL

For plates, roll films and

Leitz Leica Roll Film, taking 36 pictures on standard roll film, Elmar f;3.5
anastigmat lens, focal-plane shutter, l/20th to l/500th sec. (non-interchangeable), tan case for camera, 2 extra spool boxes. Cost £19 .
£10 10 0
9x12 cm. Voigtlander Tourist Folding Plate, double extension, rising and
cross front, Heliar f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Compur shutter. 1 to l/2U0th sec.,
black grained case. 6 slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £20 .
£9 9 0
3Jx2i T.-P. Reflex, reversing back, rising front, Plaubel f/2.9 lens, focalplane shutter, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th sec., black case, 3 slides, F.P. adapter. Cost
£14 17s. fid .
£8 8 0
9x12 Folding Plate, double extension, rising and cross front, f/3.9 Pololyt
lens, speeded shutter. 1 to l/125th sec., tan case. 6 slides. Cost £8 17s. fid.
£3 3 0
As advertisements

BE

monthly

i-p|. Ensign Folding Reflex, Model A, Voigtlander Heliar f 4.5 anastigmat
lens, focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to 1 l.OOOth sec., tan case, F.P. adapter. Cost

APPOINTED
AN
ASSOCIATE
OF THE

: 17 : 6 each

SECURES ANY

cijual

3{- X
Roll Film Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, Zeiss Tessar f/4.8 lens, Compur shutter.
1 to l/300th see. Cost £10 10s .
£8 8 0
3i X 21 Makina Folding Camera, f/2.9 Anticomar lens. Compur shutter, 1 to
l/200th sec., wire-frame tinder, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, purse. Cost £26 £7 7 0
Nagel 74 3ix2l Roll Film Folding, radial focussing, Nagel f/4.5 anastigmat
lens, Ibso shutter, 1 to l/125th sec., wire-frame finder. Cost £7 10s... £3 19 6

.. .

pfjpe

GUARANTEED—CANNOT

FIRST EASY PAYMENT
NEW

each

Wo. 4 One only. Cine-Kodak, Model B, with f 6.5 lens.

Cost £18

THE

£16:17:6

No. 3 Five Cine-Kodaks, Model B, with f 3.5 lens. Cost

“5

9

each

ST.,

some

of these second-hand

AND

PHOTOGRAPHER”

i=p»c<iisi

items

may

47, BERKELEY

Phones;

WHEN

Mayfair

be sold already, bnt similar

ST,,

0924-5-6-7

CORRESPONDING

outfits are usually

LONDON,
WITH

ADVERTISERS.

9

6

available.

LTD.

W.1
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GRAPHER
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.

Always

ZEISS
LENSES-

MADE
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CINE-“KODAK”

31, 1933

EIGHT

Kodak’s latest invention — Cine-“Kodak” Eight
— makes brilliant, large-screen home movies
at world’s lowest running cost.
Cine-“Kodak” Eight makes one foot of film
do the work of four. It uses 25 ft. of special
16 mm. film (Cine-Kodak 8 film), but exposes
only half the width of the film at a time,
each frame being half as wide and half
as high as the image made by the ordinary
Cine-“Kodak.” When the 25 ft. have been
run through, the spool is taken out, reversed,
replaced, and the other half exposed. The
film, when processed, is slit down the middle
and spliced end to end.
25 ft. of this special Cine - Kodak 8 film
equals 100 ft. of 16 mm. film, and for 10s.
gives minutes screen-time (no charge for
processing). This is a great deal cheaper than
any other home movie system in existence.

Cine -Kodak

8 film has a

superfine grain panchro¬
matic emulsion, which is stiU
further refined by the exclu¬
sive Kodak Reversal process.
As a result, pictures up to
40 by 30 inches, of very fine
quality, can be projected.
Ask your Cine dealer to show
you the Cine-“Kodak”

Eight

Cine -“Kodak”
system, the Camera
Eight-20
and
“Kodascope” Eight-30.

Prices:

Camera

£9-17-6,

Projector

KODAK

PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

£9-9-0,

LIMITED,
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Film

10/- per spool, including
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that makes

Practical.

that seen, ,0

STEREO

LIVE
theyWe

so

life-like !

Stereo Puek

the wonder

eamera

Make your pictures with the Stereo Puck
and LOOK at them through the STEREO
Viewer that comes with the camera. IT
MAKES
PICTURES in which every
detail stands out in vivid
relief. You almost expect
the figures to step right out
of the photography they’re
so real — for the STEREO
gives them the third dimen¬
sion and perspective — as in
actual life.

Complete with Stereo Viewer

You

need

equipment.

no

special

Any

ordinary

21/a Demonstration
25/-

Special Model with Magnifiers

There’s a fascination in
the STEREO
that you
find in no other camera.

Ask your Dealer for

2iX3J roll film will fit.
You can develop and print
the

pictuiis, or

we

do it for you through
Dealer.

will
your

ALTRINCHAM
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THE LATEST CAMERAS & BEST
BIG SPECIAL OFFER
of genuine brand new
Zeiss Ikon

COCARETTE
Boll

Film

Camars

Our New Gigantic Catalogue;
84 Alder/gate 59 CHEAPSIDE

with

i/4.6 Zeiss Tesiar, delayedaction Ck)tDpur Bhutter. speeded
to l/260th sec., direct-.vision and
reflecting view-finders. Radial
lever focussing from infinity to
5 ft. Patent device, ensuring
accurate film register. Compact
all-metal body, leather covered,
polished edges to obviate wear.

LIST PRICE
OUR

£ii 6 o

PRICE

£7:17

:6

Kine

of 18/5.

monthly

LONDON, E.C.1 Phone: NAT. 0591 ST.

payments

“ AGFA ”
STANDARD

Leitx Leica Focal-plane Model, f/2.6
Hektor anastigmat lens, direct-vision
finder, ever-ready case .
£12 17 6
V.P. Ica Atom, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar lens,
Compound shutter, speeded from 1 to
l/300th sec., reflex finder, focussing screen,
12 sUdes .
£8 3 0

Roll-Film Camerai

TO/-

Whole-plate

Double

Extension

■

per

negative

36

exposures

Ideal

range-finder.

camera

in use, the

is only
with

for touring

Id.

one

and

1 to

2i X 3i

f/3.5 lens. New
£2 2 0

lens and 4i-in. Telephoto f/4.5 lens, com¬
bination leather case. Practically unsoiled .
£36 0 0,
i-pl. Tropical Soho Reflex,
Xpres anastigmat, 3 double
In excellent condition .

f/4.5 Boss
slides and
£16 16 0

Ensign

Roll

Film

Reflex,

with motor drive
£5 17 6

f/7.7 anastigmat

£15

0

12 X 10 Type

J Adbero

Dry

Mounter,

for gas. . £7 10

0 ,

2i X 31 Agfa Standard Roll Film, f/6.3 anastigmat, speeded! I
shutter, 1 to 1/lOOtb sec. New condition .
£2 12 6 .
3ix2i Double
Extenriou,
body,
anastigmat,
Compur
shutter,all-metal
3 slides,
F.P. Plaubel
adapter f/3.2"

Self-erecting. Ready at press of button. Takes 18
exposures on 3ix2l roll film. With accurately
graded focussing soale. Direct-vision view-finder.
The ideal instrument for high-grade snaps.

£6 i2

SECURES

approval

to post-buyers

6

of used^

Novar
Derval
Novar

Anastigmat f/6.3,
shutter £4 10 0
Anastigmat

Telma,

Novar
Compur

D-A.

f/4.6,

release
£9
0 0

Anastigmat

£8

shutter

f/4.5.

2

6

‘PICCOCHIC’
A V.P. camera of the pre¬
vailing popular type, taking
16 pictures on
standard
No. 127 roll film, all-metal
body, extremely compact,
leather covered with leather
carrying handle, nlckelled
fittings, automatically spring¬
ing to infinity, and finder set
for viewing by one touch of a
button, hinged back, fitted
f/2.9 Vldonar anastigmat,
with focussing adjustment to
3 ft., delayed-action Compur
sector shutter, 1 to l/300tb
sec., T. and

Novar Anastigmat f/6.3.
Derval shutter. . £3 7 6

Compur
shutter
£10 5 0

purse

Novar Anastigmat f/4.5.
Derval shutter. . £7 10 0

Zeiss Tessar f/3.5,

B., reindeer

skin

case.

PRICE

5 0
Compur£12shutter

£5:12:6

Or on easy terms.

Nine

monthly

payments

of

13/2.

Anastigmat

f/4.6, Compur 00
shutter £8 17 6
Appointed

an

Associate

^

Compur
00 17
shut¬6
ter . . £10

The

ANY

MODEL

dSy

Institute of Amateur

Cinematographers,

AMATEUR

B, and case. .161. 9d.

10 X 15 cm. and P.C. Ememann Double Shatter Camera,
tropical model, triple extension, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar. Cbronoai
shutter, 1 to 1/lOOtb sec., focal-plane shutter to l/l,000tb{
sec., 3 single metal slides. F.P. adapter and case £6 17 6

Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,

“THE

Model

16-mm. Model K Cine-Kodak, latest
model in brand-new condition, f/1.9

3x4 cm.

ZEISS IKON IKONTA

Novar Anastigmat f/3.5,
Compur 00 shutter
£7 10 0

MENTION

V.P. Kodak

Coronet 'Cine Camera*
condition .

16-mm. Ensign 60 Projector, complete
and resistance .

Free

Takes 16 exposures on V.P. roll film*
All-metal body. Hinged back, spring-out
front for rigidity, leather bellows- Directvision finder, tripod bosh. Fiuished
black enamel with nickel fittings.

PLEASE

ISs. 9d.
14s. 9d.

f/2.5 Hektor, 3.6-cm. Elmar wide-anglci
and f/4.5 Telephoto lenses, Fodls range-^
finder, Universal view-finder, leather case.
Brand new condition .
£24 17 6

easy

FIRST EASY PAYMENT

BABY IKONTA

Zelis Tessar
Anastigmat f/3.5,

pair of filters and
£31 10 0

3ix2i New Special Sibyl, f/4.5 Wray Lustrar lens, 3
double slides, F.P. adapter. New condiUon. . . . £9 9 0

Carbine, f/7.7 Aldis lens, In Gammax
New condition......... £2 2 0

form

£22

Tessar

6

The

of photography.

Zeiss

condition

9.5-mm. Pathe
withand
attachment,
f/3.5 Camera,
anastigmat
£2 Motrix
12case6 '

leather case.

i-pl. T.-P. Press Focal-plane, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, 3 double
plate-bolders. Brand new condition .
£16 15 0
31 X 21 Salex Focal-plane, f/5.5 anastigmat lens, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter .
£3 12 6

cost

loading.

every

first

6

speeded shutter, swing and reversing back, daylight-loading
F.P. adapter .
ISs. 6d.
V.P. Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat lens, in Diomatlc shutter,
complete in case. In brand new condition .
£3 2 6
4x3 cm. Ikonta Roll Film, f/4.6 anastigmat lens, speeded
shutter, direct- vision finder. Unsoiled .
£3 3 0
4x3 cm. Vertical Enlarger, to i-pL. complete with lens
and electric fittings. Unsolled. Cost £3 8s. 9d. . . £2 15 0

bullt-ln

'New

i-pl. Ensign Popular Reflex, f/4.5 Dallmeyer
lens, self -capping focal-plane!,
shutter, 6 slides .
£7 7 6
Leltz Leica Interchangeable Model*

A thoroughly efficient and beauti¬
fully finished model, that has come
to help you make better movies at
a very low cost. Simple in use.
Clockwork motor exposes whole
reel at one winding. Complete with
t/2.S lens and f/3.0 Telephoto lens.

cbeapeet

case.

B, f/3. 6 lens and case £6 17

Jostophot Exposure Meter _
Cinophot Exposure Meter .

Portrait Reflex, comprising i-pl. Reflex, f/3 Dallmeyer
Portrait lens, 6 slides .
£6 17 6
Baby Pathe Hand-tom Cin6 Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat
lens, direct-vision finder .
£1 19 6
5x4 Triple Extension Hand and Stand, f/8 lens, in Hex

LEICA Model II

Model

6 X 13 em. RoUeidoscope, f/4.5 Tessars,
leather case .

“LU
he CA
RatTO
RA
MEXE”
MO

3i X 2i Tropical Model
fully-speeded shutter.

leather

i-pl. Zeiss Ikon Trona, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur sector'
shutter, 6 slides. F.P. adapter, leather case _
£8 6 0

the

£5 17

E.C.2

3i X 2i T.-P. Special Roby Reflex, latest model, In new
condition, f/3.5 Dallmeyer leus. 3 double slides, F.P. adapter !
leather case .
£12 12 0

C.B.

Field, f/7.7 Aldis anastigmat lens, rollerblind shutter, 3 double book-form dark
elides, turntable, tripod and case. In
first-rate condition .

The Cheapest 16-mm.
Camera on the Market.

2

For

back. f/6. 8 anastigmat lens, roller-blind
shutter, 2 double book-form dark slides,
turntable, tripod and canvas case
14 17 6

WITH
F/6.3 ANA8TIGMAT.
List price .
. .
£7 0 0

With

crank,

Cine-Kodak

payment
you
can
start enjoying the use
of any camera on this
page.
Only 5 per
cent (or Os. If under
£5) Is added to cash
price. Buy now on
this easy plan.

i*pl. Doable Extension C.B. Field, high
rising and swing front, swing and reversing

Genuine leather covering, beauti¬
fully finished throughout. 50
per cent oS list price.

PRICE

hand

16-mm.

Pay
9 tomonths

with 6-speeded shutter and
direct-vision finders.

OUR

speeds,

T.-P. Speed Reflex, 6j-in. f/3.5 Taylor-Hobson
anastigmat lens, self-capping shutter, speeded from 1/lOtb
to l/l,000th sec., revolving back, 6 slides. Unsoiled
£16 15 0
y.P. Salex Focal-plane, f/4.5 Ross Tessar leus, focalplane shutter, speeded from l/lOtb to l/l,opotb sec., directvision finder, 6 slides, F.P.A.. £4 4 0
1-pl. Cameo Folding Pocket, f/6 Aldis _
anastigmat lens, Lukos III fully-speeded
shutter, 1 to 1/IOOtb sec., rising front,
focussing screen. 3 slides, F.P. adapter
and canvas case. New condition
£1 17 6

■sp(

Phone : CITY 1124

0.5-ium. Pathe Double-claw Projector, complete with
motor and super attachment and group resistance £6 17 6
£18 lens,
18 3
0
16-mm. Victor Cine Camera, f/1.9 Dallmeyer

Portrait Reflex, t-pl. T.-P. Junior Special Ruby Reflex,
8-in. f/8.5 Cooke anastigmat lens, self-capping shutter,
speeded from 1/lOth to 1/l.OOOth sec., 6 slides. . £11 17 6

Great Special Offer

3ix2i

LONDON,

9.5-ziLm. Pathe Motocamera Luxe, f/2.5 and Telephoto ,
lenses, leather case. New condition .
£14 14 0

i-pl. Telephoto Reflex, f/3.4 Aldis anastlgmat lens, 18-ln.
f/5.4 Ross Telecentric lens, interchangeable, self-capping
shutter, speeded from 1/lOth to l/l,000tb sec., reversing
back, 6 slides, leather case. The whole in new £16
condition
16 0

Ltd.
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OF
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BUYING
LONDON,

Phone : CITY 6981

E.C.4

LONDON,

Phone : MON.

0180

E.C.3

16-mm. Ensign Super Auto-Kinecam* turret bead, 8, 12*
X 2i Foth Roll Film* f/4.6 anastigmat, Vario shutter,
speeds to l/lOOtb sec .
£2 12 6
16, 32 and 64. also hand crank* l-in. f/2.6 Cinar anastigmat,
2-iii. f/1.9 Dallmeyer, and 3-ir. DaUmeyer f/3.5 Telephoto,
3L
Ensign Speed Reflex* Aldis Uno f/4.5, focal-plane
focussing mount, solid leather case. As new.... £46 10 0
abutter .
£6 6 0
Jostopbot Euosore Meter .
15s. Od.
3i X 2i Soho Reflex, revolving back, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar,
4i X 2i No. lA Kodak, f/7.7 anastigmat, B.B. shutter
3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, Kershaw focal-plane shutter,
leather case .
£18 7 6
and canvas case .
£1 12 6
i-pl. Marion Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, 6 D.D.
i-pl. Goerz Tenax, Cooke Series II f/4.5, Oompur shutter*
double extension. 3 slides and F.P. adapter.... £6 2 6
slides, F.P. adapter, soft-focus lens, leather case, pair
magnifiers .
£17 17 0
Stereo Planex Reflex, pair of Blitz anastigmat lenses,
3i X 2i Special Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat, Compur shutter.
focal-plane shutter, 3 D.D. slides .
£3 18 6
Cost £12 128 .
£3 18 6
i-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, Ross Homocentrio
V.P. Piccolette* f/4.6 Carl Zeiss Tessar, Compur, focussing,
f/4.5, Compur shutter, 3 slides and F.P. adapter, canvas
case .
£7 10 0
purse .
£4 4 0
44 X 6 V.P. Ica Zeiss Minimum Palmos,
X 2i Ica Ideal* Car) Zeiss Tessar f/4.5*
f/2.7 Carl Zeiss Tessar, focal-plane shutter,
Compur shutter, double extension, 11
slides and leather case. New condition
18 slides, P.P. adapter, leather case.
Cost £30 .
£11 7 6
£10 16 0
3ix2i Ensign Popular Reflex, Aldis31x21 Ikonta Roil Film, f/6.3 anastig¬
mat, Derval shutter .
£2 2 0
Ensign f/4.6, focal-plane shutter, revolving
6x6 RoUelflex, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar,
back and F.P. adapter .
£7 17 6
Compur, leather case .
£13 17 6
i-pl. Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane* Carl
4x4 Rolleiflex* f/3.8 Zeiss Tessar.
Zeiss Tessar f/3.6, self-capping focal-plane
leather case .
£13 17 6
shutter* 3 sUdes, F.P. adapter and case
£18 16 0
Leitz case
Leica,
f/3.5 Elmar* range-finder,
leatlver
. . . .
£10 10 0
10x16 cm. Bentzin Folding Reflex,
For auy used camera
1-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, f/4.d
Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, self-capping focalVelos anastigmat, 6 slides _
£6 7 6
In part exchange for a
plane shutter* revolving back, F.P. adapter
better one. We will
and case .
.
£9 17 6
31x21 Latest Ensign High-speed Boll
Film Reflex f/4.5 Boss Xpres lens. As
help you to save
i-pl. Sanderson Band and Stand, B. <b L.
new .
£9 16 0
pounds by making a
R.R. lens, Unicom, Mackenzie slide, 4
l-pL Double Extension Cameo, Folding,
envelopes and case .
£3 7 0
good exchange allow¬
ance. Bring yout last
f/6.3 Carl Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter
3-in. Dallmeyer Pentao 1/2.7, Gammax
shutter .
£1 17 6
6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case
year’s camera and see.
£4 15 0
i-pl. No. 3 Series III Kodak* f/6.3 Tessar,
Compur shutter and leather cose £3 19 6
j-pl. Latest T.-P, Reflex, eelf^capping
ocal-plane shutter, revolving back, f/3.6
i-pl. Pressman Reflex* Cart Zeiss Tessar
Dallmeyer anastigmat, f/10 4o-nim. Zeiss
f/4.6, focal-plane shutter, speeds to
Magnar Telephoto, 3 slides, F.P.A. As new £16 15 0
l/l,000tb sec.* reversing back, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, rollholder and case .
£8 17 6
C.D.V. Goerz Tenax, f/6.3 Dogmar lens, Compur shutter,
4
D.D.
slides,
leather
case .
£4 13 6
9i-mm. Pathe Motocamera* f/3.6 anastigmat. motor
drive and leather case .
£7 6 0
16-exposare Ranca Boll Film* f/4.5 Elmar, speeded shutter.
leather case .
£3 12 6
10 X 16 cm. Ica Ideal* Carl Zeiss Amatar f/6.3. U-front,
F.P. adapter and leather case .
£2 17 6
Six 2} Cameo, double extension, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar.
2a Folding Brownie* B.B. lens, B.B. shutter, canvas case
Compur, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. ... £3 7 8
178. 9d.
9 X 12 and i-pl. T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, revolving back,
V.P. Model B Kodak, Landscape lens, T. A I. shutter 108.6d.
Cooke f/4.5 anastigmat, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case .
£7 16 0
i-pl. No. 3 F.P. Kodak, B.B. lens, T. B. and I. shutter*
focussing. Cost £5 Ss .
10s. 6d.
3ix2i Latest Ikonta Roll Film and Plate, double ex¬
tension, f/4.5 Tessar, D.A. Compur, screen, 3 D.D. slides,
6x4 Adams* Minex de Luxe Reflex, Carl Zeiss Double
leather case .
£13 17 6
Protar f/6.3, swing front, rack focussing, deep hood, self¬
3ix2i N. &. G. Roll Film Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, reflex
capping focal-plane shutter, speeds to l/l.OOOth sec., re¬
flnder, leather case .
£11 11 0
volving back, 4 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Excellent
condition .
£19 10 0
i-pl. N. & G. New Ideal Sibyl, f/4.6 Ross Xpres, high
precision shutter, reflex flnder, 12 slides. F.P. adapter,
9 X 12 cm. Miroflex Folding Reflex* Carl Zeiss Tessar f/2.7.
leather case .
£10 10 0
focal-plane shutter, 11 slides and leather case. . . £22 10 0
Bell-Howell Filmo, f/3,5 Cooke anastigmat, 2 speeds, and
Model 11 Leica, f/3.5 Elmar, Syachronised range-finder,
case. Cost over £50 .
£15 0 0
leather case .
£15 15 0

GUIDANCE
Pages and pages of
bargains and all
the latest still and
cine apparatus and
fail to get yoni
copy.
accessories. Don’t

SEND
THE

goods

against

full cash

of YOUR

CHOICE

Make SURE

MEYER
F/4.S
Anastigmat
OUR

PRICE

Make a BETTER
Film with the

SEIMENS 16-mm.
CINE CAMERA

!

of best results by using an exposure meter

Investigate the features of this unique
little camera, its wonderful BuschGlaukar anastigmat f/2.8 lens brings
every subject within your scope. The
aperture automatically controlled.
Instant daylight loading. Speeds 8,
16 and 64 pictures per second. Direct
and reflecting view-finder.
PRICE
Or Model

“ROLLEIFLEX”

£20

Nine monthly payments
of 46/8.
Bring your present cam>
era in part exchange
and he np-to-date.

VERY LATEST PATTERN

The^^^EW

Brand

£8:10:0
“ WILLO”
CINEMETER
No calculations neces¬
sary. The simplest
visual meter made for
cine camerns. OA/O
Complete in case.

ExcHnncE
m

ITE

THE

•• TBB

Badionar anastigmat
leases f/6.3, speeded

Exposure
Meter

shutter, brilliant and
direct-vision finders.
LIST

AMATEUR

NAGEL

‘TRIUMPH’

Precision

in case. .

MSNTTON

New

3ix2i
Roll film
Cameras

“BEWI”

Eliminates all pos¬
sibility of error.
Suits all conditions
of light. Ensures
better pictores of
Complete OA
/A
moving
objects.

D

PLEASlS

AA

9 monthly payments of 70/* or 46/8

Zeiss Tessar f/4.d lens.

From

A, f

withonespeed

Here’s the camera to get
life into all your pictures.
Has every gadget that

exposures on standard
roll film. Fitted with

49/9

Makes good snaps on dull days
TO-DAY’S BIGGEST
VALUE.

nOA

goes for absolute per¬
fection. Takes 12

”

lens and accurately [speeded
shutter.

deposit.

The Automatic

LATEST

3ix2i
ROLL-FILM
CAMERA
Never
before
has such a fine
brand new bargain been put
on the market. With new
pattern film winder, brilliant
reversible and frame view¬
finders, leather bellows and
covering. Nickelled self¬
locking struts, hinged back.
Focussing scale. Iris dia¬
phragm. Self-erectingJ rockrigid front.

Allowances

CAMERA

VERY

“ SUPREME

Exchange

THE

NOW!

PRICE

£3 12
OUR

6

PRICE

48/9

mA/ W
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=Beyond^=
all question
the famous range of N. & G.
cameras are the finest in the
world, as any photographer
of experience will testify.
Why

not possess an

NEW REDUCED PRICES FOR
ALL ROLL FILM MODELS.
isterpiece of
design and workmanship.

N. & G.
SIBYL VITESSE

SIBYL

is a 3^X2^ plate and film-pack
model. It has an f/3.5 lens and
embraces all the desirable Sibyl
features. A wonderful camera
which is a pleasure to use. A
camera for the Connoisseur.

EXCELSIOR

Made
and

This is a roll-film camera for 4iX 2i
pictures. It has several unique
features which will meet with the

British
Lenses

appreciation of critical workers.
For ease of loading (no spool

British

pins), flatness of film surface,
range and accuracy of shutter
speeds, it is unrivalled.

t t ifisyou
too
icul
r
jec
sub
|\JOdiff
camera is fitted with
a Cooke Aviar Lens.
With

longer

days

and brighter weather
there is a host of

COOKE
AVIAR

F/4.5

LENSES

delightful subjects
from which to choose.

TAYLOR

Compact. Light.
Reliable.
Convenient for carrying
In the pocket.
For 8 exposures 2Jx31
or 16 exposures 2|x1i
Optical equipment : f,'6.3, f/4.5,
f/3.8 and Zeiss Tessar f/4.3.

But your lens must
be capable of giving

Shutter : Pronto S and Compur S with delayed-action
release and focussing by ro¬
tating front cell of lens.

you pictures which
you can show with

Leather bellows and real leather covering, together with body and base edges
and self-erecting struts of high-class nickel finish combine to give to the camera
a particularly neat and attractive appearance.

pride to your friends.
Get

a Cooke

Lens

fitted to your camera
and be confident.
Send

for our

complete

TAYLOR,

Qertix

& HOBSON

Leicester

PRICES
:
Certix 2ix3i, Certar f/6.3, Vario shutter .
Certix 2ix3|, Certar f/4.5. Pronto S (delayed action) .
Dolly A, 1-3/1 fithsX 1-9/1 fiths (3 X 4 cm.). Certar f/4.5, Vario shutter
Dolly A,2ix I & (4X 6i cm.), Certar f/4.5, Pronto S (delayed-action)
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PHOTOGRAPHING THE UNEXPECTEDONLY WITH A Leica
READINESS and RAPIDITY are two of the many
unrivalled features of the Leica camera. You can
focus on a bird in flight. One finger on the focus¬
ing lever B, the other on the release A, when the
two images seen in the range-finder coincide — snap —
and another perfect picture is made.
THE CAMERA WHICH IS DIFFERENT
-WHICH IS UNFAILING

stocked

Neat and compact — all-metal constructionautomatic focusing — up to 12 or 36
exposures with one loading — combined
winding of film and setting of shutter —
interchangeable lenses to suit all purposes.
For rapid sports scenes, snapshots in¬
doors and on the stage. For pictorial
and all branches of photography.

by

all the

best

dealers

Write for list R.ll

E. LEITZ

(LONDON)

20, MORTIMER

STREET,

W. I

IMPORTANT NEWS FOR
LEICA CAMERA
OWNERS
The New
Try the New Perutz
Cartridge and you
will soon find it
indispensable.

PERUTZ

METAL

FILM-CARTRIDGE

is now

available

Its advantages are unequalled convenience, and absolute reliability.
As a result of first-class metal precision work, the Perutz Cartridge is
fully pressure, light, and dust proof. Loading and changing is child’s
play; in a word, it is perfect. Furthermore, after use, the Cartridge
is an ideal dust and fire proof container for developed negatives.
Obtainable from all principal
Photographic Dealers. If your
dealer does not stock it, write
direct to the sole agent for U.K.

R. O. TEIFERT
8, BEULAH HILL
LONDON, S.E.19
Also supplying fine grain roll-film,
film packs Mini-Fex and cine films of
superfine quality. Perutz Developers.
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To Be Sure

—

at a glance !

of the Best Results
With Your Camera

‘WELLCOME’
EXPOSURE
CALCULATOR
AND

HANDBOOK

Indicates the most suitable exposure
for any subject under all conditions
Ensures satisfactory negatives
Guess-work
Price

is eliminated

Roll Films and Film Packs

} Is each

Of all Chemists and Photographic
Dealers
Write

for

K R E E

JEXPENSIVE
which includes
‘Wellcome’

Burroughs
45,

Snow

Hill

PHOTOGRAPHY'
a chapter on the

Exposure

Calculator

Wellcome
Buildings,

during Whitsun

booklet

&

LONDON,

Co.
E.c.

AN’S
PIonTM
BOOKS
PHOTOGRAPHY

By

film (550 H. & D.) is

AGFA

LTD., 1>4, Lawrence Street, High Street, W.C.2

O^AKE your HOLIDAY SNAP^ SHOTS this year in COLOUR

full particulars apply to

L. P. CLERC

A

FINLAY

^

COLOUR

20 ' CONDUIT

STREET

LIMITED

' LONDON

OWEN

WHEELER,

“ The

F.R.P.S.

This practical book deals with the principles of cinematography, and
describes the leading makes. It gives valuable assistance on suitable
projectors, lenses, materials and the choice of subjects, etc. 160 pages^

' W.i
nc

CINEMATOGRAPHY

CAPT.

w

and use the only British process
on the market. For prices and

Translated from his Work, ** La Technique Photograph iqae.**
Every photographer, amateur or professional, who requires a compre¬
hensive and permanent source of authoritative information relating to
any branch of photographic work will find this standard treatise splendidly
arranged for progressive study or reference. It is one of the most widely
quoted photographic books in existence. 580 pages, with 219 illustrations.
35 - net.

AMATEUR

orthochromatic

Of all chemists and dealers.

PHOTOGRAPHY :
THEORY AND PRACTICE
By

Standard

1

copyright

Pho. 1G32

The

excellent for outdoor ‘snaps,’ the ISOCHROM (1300
H. & D.) unequalled for dull weather or ‘against the
light’ photography and SUPERPAN (2700 H. & D.)
superb for night scene or artificial light photography.

Amateur

ADVANCED

Photographer.”

WORKERS’

31/5/33

COMPETITION

>

>H

:
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H

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Friday, June 30th.

6/- net.

RETOUCHING AND FINISHING
FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS
By

J.

SPENCER

“ The

Amateur

Photographer.”

INTERMEDIATE

31/5/33

COMPETITION

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Agitable till Friday, June 3Qth.

§2-0^

ADAMSON

A handbook of valuable instructions that enables every photographer
to master the fascinating work of retouching and finishing. It describes
the tools and nrtaterials required, with notes on their selection and use,
and includes a special section on colour work. Third edition.

” The

Amateur

Photographer.”

BEGINNERS’

31/5/33
0.0

COMPETITION

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Friday, June 30th.
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C 13*
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4/- net.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

ALDIS
There can be no possibility of
error in exposure when you
usea “Drem ” Automatic Expo¬
sure Meter, for in its principle
and operation the human ele¬
ment is practically eliminated.

• general
THE use “withDREMOSCOP
”
For
all makes and classes of
cameras. Compact, efficient and beautifully
made, this meter has an automatic stop which
comes into action when the correct exposure
is indicated, De luxe Model, Price 30/-.

”

“LEIC
• THE
Similar
to the Dremoscop
butASCOP
with exposure

LENSES

scale for use with the “Leica” Camera. If you
usea Leica you need a Leicascop. Price 30/-.

“
A• meter
for ALL
THE

E M ETER”
CcineI Ncameras.
It has an

for DEFINITION.

automatic stop indicating correct lens aper¬
ture. Chromium-plated barrel, unbreakable
eye-cup, untarnishable scale rings. Price 30/-.
OBTAINABLE

DREM
37, BEDFORD

THROUGH

DEALERS

EVERYWHERE,

PRODUCTS
STREET,

STRAND,

OR

FREE on request. Aldis Lens Book. For
Test Chart postcard, please send i\d. stamp.

LTD.

LONDON.

ALOIS BROS., SPARKHILL, BIRMINGHAM.

W.C.2

A CONSTRUMENT

ACCESSOR’iJ

AMAZING DISCOVERY !
THE PHOTOGRAPHIC WONDER
AGE !!
ENABLES YOU OF THE
TO PRINT
YOUR
PHOTOGRAPHS
Make
your own
Beautiful results

prints.
easily obtained

•

with

JOHNSON’S

and

3d. each, making
ten ounces
M-Q
PAcl^SJ^

ON

LINEN
WOOD
CHINA
and any kind of

JOHNSON’S

Acid -Fixing

i-lb. and ^-Ib. tins, at 7d.
Write for particulars of

and lOd.

each

PAPER

CONSTROL
the amateur

gives added joy to
photographer. NO

technical knowledge, NO
dark¬
room, NO developing, and NO
time wasted. The Process is sim¬
plicity itself, and in the case of
fabrics, etc., the photo can be
washed with soap and water without
destroying its permanency.
With CONSTROL
prints can be
made either by day or artificial
light, and the most beautiful results
are obtained in a few minutes.
The most economical method of
printing your photos.
One

outfit will print about
Card size snaps.

100

Post

On sale everywhere at 2/" pet* Outfit
L. REES & CO. LTD.
Trade enquiries to:

JOHNSON’S
N
JOHNSO
•i uunno
un
PLEASE
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OC 0Ultl05
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PRINT EASILY
. . . PRINT WELL !
The simplest way

to print your

negatives is with Seltona— the day¬
light way. A packet of paper, a
printing frame, and a dish of Hypo
solution is all that is required— the
result is rich sepia prints.

DAYLIGHT
PRINTING PAPER
Glossy, Matt, Cream, Antique
White, Antique Cream and
Cream Linique.
Write

ILFORD
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There is little need to Open A ir
and

emphasise the fact that work
in the open air is the most
popular form of photography for
many thousands of amateurs. Where
a camera is carried by the hiker, the
cyclist, the motorist, the caravanner,
or the photographer on a cruising
holiday, open air and sunshine
inevitably increase the enthusiasm
for picture-making.
For many readers of this paper.

the

Camera

the Whitsun holiday will be the
commencement of the season for
outdoor photography, and given
499

fine weather everything will be in
favour of successful results. The
days are longer and warmer, there is
a greater possibility of continuous
sunshine, and there is material for
the camera at every holiday centre.
Both the advanced worker who
seeks to make exhibition pictures
when on holiday, and the beginner
who merely snapshots with a view
to securing records of his trip, now
have nothing to complain about in
9
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it has

tlie matter of material and apparatus
that are available. Never before in
the history of photography has
there been such a variety at the
disposal of the amateur.
In the following pages of this
Open-Air Number of The Amateur
Photographer, many articles and
illustrations will be found indicating
some of the phases of out-of-door
photography for the amateur. Every
year photography is teaching the
camera user to appreciate still
more the beauties of nature. This,
in conjunction with the growing
cult of the open air, conduces
to make a photographic holiday
a more definite thing than

the past.

Those who, with the present issue,

Practically everyone to-day who
undertakes a holiday of any sort,
long or short, is equipped with a
camera of some description, and the
present time will be found one of the
most attractive seasons of the year
for pictorial representation of nature
in its many changing forms.
Not only is the countryside at its
best with wonderful clouds and

ever

been

in

see the paper for the first time will
realise the extent to Avhich photo¬
graphy plays a part in the activities
of the holiday-maker and the seeker
of the open air. Owing to pressure
of space in this special issue several
regular weekly features have been
curtailed or omitted, but it is
hoped now that the season is fairly
started, and the claims of the
camera are being emphasised in every
quarter, all who are interested in
the delights of amateur photography
will continue to read the paper

skies to help the composition ; but
the freshness of the foliage as yet
unspoilt by the dust which veils it
later in the year, and the seaside
unspoilt by trippers, all call to the
amateur photographer to make

regularly, and profit by the informa¬
tion, inspiration and advice that are
provided eyery week.

pictures.

T ABLE-JUNE

The Amateur Photographer” 'EXPOSURE

EVERY MONTH
a brief exposure table will be provided for the assistance of our readers in their practical work. A glance at
the current approximate exposures as here given will serve as a reliable guide for most purposes. The subjects will be varied to
suit the time of year. The following exposures will serve as a working guide for any fine day during the month, between the hours
of 10 in the morning and a in the afternoon, with the sun shining, but not necessarily on the subject. Stop used, f/8. The
exposure should be doubled if the sun is obscured or if stop f/ii is used. For f/i6 give four times the exposure. For f/5.6
give half. From 8 to 10 a.m. or from 3 to 4 p.m., give double. From 6 to 8 a.m. or from 4 to 7 p.m., give three or four times.
N.B. — The times given above are by “ sun time." The exposures, therefore, which are laid down as suitable for z to 4 p.m., for instance, will be those to be
given between 3 and 5 p.m. by the clock, during “ summertime."
Ordinary.
Subject.

Open seascapes and cloud studies

. .

sec.

1/40

Open landscapes with no very heavy
shadows in foreground, shipping studies
or seascapes vyith rocks, beach scenes . .
Ordinary landscapes with not too much
foliage, open river scenery, figure studies in
the open, light buildings, wet street scenes
Landscapes in fog or mist, or with strong
foreground, well-lighted street scenes . .

1/60

11

1/25

Portraits or groups taken out of doors, not
too much shut in by buildings . .

1/2

Portraits in well-lighted room, light sur¬
roundings, big window, white reflector . .

3

Ultra Rapid.

Rapid.

1/200 sec.

1/160 sec.

1/120 sec.
11

9 ♦

1/125

1/100

1/75

1/15

1»

1/90

9 9

1/40

1/25
1/6
1

1/30
1/8

99 99

1/10
1/2

3/4

a further guide we append a list of some of the best known makes of plates and films on the market. They have been divided into groups, which
indicate the speeds referred to above. The hypersensitive panchromatic plates and films require less exposure than the ultra-rapid.

As

Ultra Rapid.

Agfa,

„
„

Special

Ilford

Portrait.

„

Super-speed Film.
Ultra Special.

Barnet,

Press

„
„
„
„

and

„
„

Hauff,

,,
„
Herzog,

„
lEFORo,

le

Cut

Film.

S.S. Cut Film.
S.S. P.m. Film.

Gevaert,

„
„
,,
,,

Press.

XL Super-speed Ortho.
Soft Panchromatic.
Studio Fast.
Ultra Rapid.

Criterion, Enelite.
Eastman, Par Speed

Super

Sensima.

Sensima Fast.
Sensima Ortho.
Super Chromosa.
Roll Films and Packs.
Ultra

Rapid.

Ulcroma.
Ultra Roll Film and Pack.
Ortho-Isodux

„
Golden

Roll

Selo,

Hypersensitive Pan.
Plates and Films.
fast).
Portrait
Film (Ortho,

„

Super

Iso-Zenith.

Film.

„
Film Pack.
Iso-Zenith.

Monarch.

,,
„
,,

Press.
S.S. Ex. Sens.
Zenith Ex. Sens.

,,
,,
„

Imperial,

„
„
„
„
„

Super Fleet.
Super Fleet Ortho.
Pan. Fleet.
Press

Eclipse.
Eclipse
Eclipse
Eclipse
Eclipse

Ortho.

Ortho S ift.
Soft.
Ortho.
Pan. Soft.

Kodak, V’erichrome
Marion, Record.

„

„

Roll

Pack.

Film

Selo Pan. Roll Film.

Wellington,

Anti-Screen.

Iso Record.

Film.

and

Gevaert,
Hauff,

Regular

Cut

Ilford,

Film.

Analo-FIavin.

,,

„

Extra

„
„

E.R. Ortho.
Roll Film and Pack.

Ilford,

Auto

Rapid.
Filter.

„
„

Chromo.

Isolar.
Rapid.

„
Iso Rapid.
,, Isolar.
„ Chromo.
„
„ Roll
Film.
Barnet,
S.R.
Pan.
„
Studio
Ortho.
Criterion,
Iso E.R.
„
„
,,

Ensign,

Gevaert,

Portrait.
Roll Film.
Special
E.R.
Film.

Roll

Filtered

Ortho.

„

Chromosa.

„

S.R.

„
S.R. Pan.
,,
Pan.
Film.
„
Rapid
Chromatic.
Imperial,
Non-Filter
(new series).
„

Eclipse Pan. B.

Kodak,
and
„ Roll
S.S.Film
Ortho.
Pathe, Roll Film.
Selo,
Zeiss

Roll Film.
Ikon, Roll

Pack.

Film

Film

and

Rapid.
Barnet,

Ortho

Commercial

Film

Ortho. Film.

Non-Filter.

S.R. Film.
S.R. Ortho.

Cut

Extra

,,
„
Ilford,

Chromatic.

Rapide.

Instantanee.
Medium.
PelUculaire.
Empress.

•

Ordinary.

,,

Chromatic.

Barnet, Ordinary.
Criterion, Ordinary.
Gevaert,

Ordinary.

,,Ordinary.
Ordinary

Ilford,

S.R.

„
Self-screen
Ortho.
Criterion,
Extra Rapid.
Hauff,

Pack.

Lumiere,

Anti-Halo.

99

approximately

Screened

Imperial,

Kodak,
Agfa,

„
„ Extra
„

P.an.
Fleet.

S.S.S.

Film

„ExtraX Rapid.
Press.

„

„
S.G.
Illingworth,

Selochrome

99

99

99 99

S

99

1/50
1/40

9 9

9 9

1/12
1/3
secs.
2

secs.

1/70

1/50
1/30

99

9 »

9 9

1/30

1/10
1/2

Buildings or trees occupying greater portion
of pictures, river scenes with heavy foliage

sec.

1/40

1/18

Extra

Rapid.

Medium.

Imperial,

„

Ordinary.

Iso.

Rapid Process Pan.
Pan. Process.
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IN these days touring by car,
motor

cycle, or on foot is so

popular that a camera is gener¬
the tourists’
ally to be found erin the
tour is
baggage. Wheth
planned with a view to finding
photographic subjects, or whether
these are taken upon chance as they
offer, it is well to give a little atten¬
tion to the photographic aspect as a
preliminary.
The

Camera.

Every photographer has his
favourite type of camera, and, if
other conditions will permit, this is
the best to take upon a tour. It
sometimes happens that the weight
or bulk of the camera will not admit
of its being taken. For example, if a
tour is being made by several people
in a car a reflex camera may be
regarded as taking up more than its
fair share of room, while it would be
an impossible burden in the case
of a hiker-camper.
From the tourists’ point of view
there is much to be said in favour
of taking a small pocket camera.
These are now so efficient that the
photographer need not feel that
his results are likely to be inferior
in consequence. The new miniature
cameras taking sixteen pictures on
the V.P. spool, are in several respects
ideal for the tourist.
In addition to their small size,
and lightness in weight, they are
ever ready. They are fitted with
lenses of large aperture, which
permit of great depth of focus,
permitting of snapshots being taken
at f/4.5, which in the case of larger
apparatus would need a small stop,
a tripod, and a “time” exposure.
If a new camera is decided upon
the photographer will be well ad¬
vised to get it weU in advance in
order to get used to it. The modern
camera
comes
the purchaser’s
hands free
frominto
mechanical
defects
as a general rule, but it is well to be
quite sure, and the better the photo¬
grapher knows his camera, the more
certain will he be of good results.
Materials.

Whatever the type of camera to
be taken upon tour, it is almost
safe to presuppose that the photo¬
grapher 'wiU use films, either roU or
pack, for the majority of the
exposures. The use of the efficient
roU-holders for cameras ordinarily

designed to take plates in slides
will bring these cameras into line
with the essential conditions, while
a few hypersensitive or colour
plates can be taken for special
subjects.
The question arises as to obtain¬
ing supplies of films. If the photo¬
grapher’s favourite film is a popular
one, and of a size generally in use,
it is almost safe to depend upon
obtaining supphes en route.
Roll films in aU popular sizes can
be obtained in every small town,
and in most large villages, but it is
sometimes wise to regard such stocks
with suspicion. The films may be

The

Photographer
on

T our

within the date printed upon the
carton, but the purchaser has no
guarantee that they have been
stored under conditions suited to
photographic materials.
The plate photographer will be
weU-advised to take his own supply.
Familiarity with a plate is, we all
know, of great assistance towards the
best results, and with the lessened
demand for plates by amateurs it
may be impossible even in the larger
centres to procure the particular
plate needed.
The best way of packing plates,
both before and after exposure, is
to distribute them amongst the
photographer’s clothing in a large
suit case. This method of packing
avoids risk of mechanical damage.
Plates

on

pearing upon the negatives.
The best course is to proceed as
follows. A spare plate-box should
be taken with some of the packing
used for plates. All the exposed
plates should be taken from the
slides, placed carefuUy film to film,
and repacked. The slides are then
reloaded, the packing being preserved
for the next occasion.
It is a good plan to keep exposed
and unexposed plates in separate
boxes, but if they must be packed
in the same box the exposed plates
should be sealed up with strips of
adhesive paper, such as is used for
parcels, so that there will be no
doubt which are exposed. AU boxes
containing exposed plates should
be sealed up to avoid the possibility
of their being opened by some
curious person. Details of the
subjects should be written on the box.
The

In this article some points of im¬
portance to the tourist photographer
are dealt with . Attention to the hints
given will make results more certain.

Chari^ing

conducting operations in the darkest
comer, without the least fog ap¬

Tour,

The absence of a regular dark¬
room need not be regarded as a
serious limitation, for at night any
room becomes an efficient dark¬
room for changing plates. We have
changed fast panchromatic plates
in the bedroom of a country inn.

Exposures.

old hand

wiU not need the

advice to take an exposure meter
when traveUing amongst subjects
which are unfamiliar to him. This
is a safe course, and wiU result in a
higher percentage of successful
negatives. It is also a good plan to
have a spool of film developed
by a competent dealer with a
view to ensuring that exposures are
approximately correct, and that the
apparatus is working properly.
In General.

The touring photographer will see
many subjects en route, but if he is
a member of a party the others wiU
not want to wait while they are
secured. This is always experienced
by the keen photographer traveUing
with others who are less enthusiastic.
It is well not to try the patience too
much, so that when a worth-while
subject presents itself .the photo¬
grapher may crave the indulgence of
the rest for a brief halt. Instances
of the keen photographer

in a mixed

party being voted a nuisance are
not unknown, and this ought to
be avoided.
Lastly, the “ official ” photo¬
grapher should take plenty of snap¬
shots, if only for the pleasure that
these give to other members of
the party. This wiU repay any
tedious waits while an exhibition
11

picture is secured.

th[ amateur photographer
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photography

and

the Healthy
By

VICTOR

Life

BANCROFT.

APTTOTOGRAPHPTR friend, who was also a medical

man, once said to me, “ Search where you will,
you will never find a more perfect subject for

your camera than a healthy human form.” That was
many years ago, and to-day, with the modern trend
towards physical fitness, the truth of his words are still
more apparent.
Photography itself has done, and is still doing, a great
deal to spread national good health. Photographs of
the open-air fraternity — hikers, campers, sun-bathers and
other health-seekers — have a wide appeal, they are
Sun

Worshippers.

In physical culture the camera is
sometimes a practical necessity.
Here there is a definite aim to im¬
prove the body, and so photographs
taken at various stages of develop¬
ment are essential for comparison
showing the progress achieved.
‘‘ Against the light ” poses of
suitable figures in bright sunshine
are sometimes very effective, and
with this in mind it is well to be
provided with a deep lens hood to
render brighter results.
As in many cases the subjects are
in action and quick shutter speeds
are called for, fast plates or films
should be . used. These should be
panchromatic if the finest rendering
of flesh textures are wanted. A
good reflex is the ideal camera
this work.
Nocturne.

“pictures
of health
to
be healthv
also. ” and they stir up in others a desire
The pictorialists may find a wealth of subjects when
opportunity permits a visit to one or another of the
health camps which are now so common. On one
occasion I was fortunate enough to visit a school of
the Margaret Morris dancers which was being held in
my locality, and 1 believe that 1 would still be there had
1 not been so anxious to return to mv dark-room in
order to develop the negatives which 1 secured.
The posing of these nature-dancers was superb,
their action graceful, their grouping natural, and practi¬
cally every photograph 1 obtained of them was good.
Photographs of subjects such as tlic.-e are valuable,
also, for Press use, and free-lances mav alwavs remember
the possibilities of “ health ” photographs
duction in the newspapers.
1 2

for repro¬
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nnX-SPEED

FIIM

for clearer pictures

Click — and you've snapped it — a
perfect subject that won't come again.
Too late to complain when you see the

can get good pictures when other
films despondently appeal against the
light. It makes the photographic

print that 'it might be a bit clearer.'
Too late to consider that if you had

day last longer — it gives you the
whip hand of the fickle sun.

used Lukos — the new full-speed
film — that picture would have
been perfect instead of just pass¬
able: For Lukos, being so fast,

In speed, contrast, shadow-detail
and tone-value, Lukos is a big
advance. Try it over Whitsun — you
can buy it from every Ensign dealer.

ENSIGN

LUKOS
THE
ENSIGN,
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A truly remarkable

eombination

DALLMEYER

LENSES

1933

with

LEICA

CAMERAS

Instantaneously

Interchangeable.

J. H. Dallmeyer, Ltd., with their now accustomed anticipation realised
the possibilities of the familiar Leica Camera and designed a Telephoto
Lens for the original model. Some hundreds are now in the hands of
satisfied customers the world over. Due to the improvements in this
novel camera, which have been introduced from time to time, resulting
in the incorporation of a standard large-diameter flange, range-finder
movement, etc., etc., the scope of Dallmeyer Telephoto and Largeaperture Anastigmat Lenses has been greatly extended. To-day we
give a choice'of Lenses from li in. (35-mm.), with an aperture of f/1.9,
to 12 in. (304-mm.) focus, working at f/4.5.
Write for illustrated catalogue and further particulars,
stating your specific requirements and your communica¬
tion will be dealt with by one of our technicians.
Model II Leica Camera,
with 2-in. f/1.9 Super-Six*
Anastigmat Lens. Price
of Lens .
£16 : 16 : 0

With Normal

Lens.

With 4-in. Lens, 2
linear magnifications,
4 times increase in area.
Copyright, Topical Press.

With';i2-in.JLens, 6 linear
magnifications, 36 times
increase in area.

Leica Camera, fitted with 12-in. f/4.5
new Large Adon Telephoto Lens,
6 linear magnifications, 36 times
increase in area. Price of Telephoto
Lens .
£19 : 0 : 0

4-in. f/5.6 Dallon Telephoto Lens, complete with
mask, 2 linear magnifications, 4 times increase
in area. Price of Lens .
£6:6:0

The Originators of Telephoto and Extreme Aperture Lenses*
“ Why

a Telephoto

Lens.”

Postage 3d.

J. H. DALLMEYER,
31 - MORTIMER

STREET

- OXFORD

LTD.
STREET

Works :
Dallmeyer Road, Willesden, N.W.io
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Early

Days

by the Sea —
and the Camera
By FREDERICK

G. BIRD.

VERY soon, those amateur photo¬

graphers who are taking their
annual holidays early, either by
choice or necessity, should be looking
to the well-being of their cameras, or
at least, tliose which have been out of
use during the winter.
After a period of inactivity, defects
often occur. Bellows should be inspected
for pinholes or cracks, and
if the damage is severe it
is best to let the camera
makers

or

the

local

agent
At Land's

undertake the necessary repairs. Shutters, whether of

End.

is in focus on the mirror should
in focus on the ground glass.

the diaphragm or focal-plane
variety, should be inspected.
A sticking or sluggish shutter
of either type can often be
cured by being left in a
warm room for some time.

obviously

be

Having made quite sure that his camera is
in order, the amateur photographer can set off
on his holiday with an easy mind. In the
early summer, given good weather, photo¬
graphic opportunities abound just as much or
even better than later in the year.
Seaside scenery is to a certain extent unspoilt

A few exposures should
always be made with a new
camera to make sure that
the finder and scale are
both accurate. It is impor¬
tant to make sure that the
infinity mark is correct. This
can be tested on a distant
view if the camera has a
ground glass, or on a piece
of
tissue-paper stretched
across the rollers in the
case of a film camera. A

Early'days by the sea.

reflex should also be tested, to make quite sure that the
mirror is in correct adjustment. A distant object which

Near

Lynmonth.

by trippers, which is a great consideration, greatly appre¬
ciated by the serious photographer.
To those who can spot a good subject, the neighbourhood
of the seaside never fails one. Long walks along the coast
provide countless opportunities, whether cliff scenery is
the objective, or whether one desires to concentrate on
harbour views. A good old-fashioned fishing .town is a

South Coast.

photographer’s paradise. The lover of figure studies can
make many exposures, while a small amount spent on a
boat trip round the harbour should provide many photo¬
graphic chances.
503
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Tip
a
/^amByer
CLIFFORD LEWIS.
this is done, however,
rehearsal first.

it is always advisable to have a

The hiker’s camera should be one that can be carried
conveniently in the kit. A good ruck-sack will have
a pocket on the outside that can be used for the purpose,
and it is essential that it is easily accessible. In order
to keep the camera free from damp and dust it is a good
plan to keep it, when not in use, in a small case or

The Start of the “Hike.” A good snapshot to include in the
records of the trip.

There is no reason why hiking snapshots

should not turn out to be good pictures if
only a little foresight is e.xercised in the
taking of them.
The hiker has much in his favour for the production
of good pictorial photographs. He can penetrate to
places out of reach of the motorist and cyclist. He can
take his time to find new viewpoints, and can stop
when and where he chooses for Ids photography. If
he has congenial companions who are also camera
enthusiasts the conditions are ideal.
When hiking with friends
the amateur photographer
will not have much difficulty
in using them to introduce a
human element into his
pictures. But when he is
by himself, he may be at a
loss. If the camera is not

Consulting the Map.

bag that can
wash-leather.

fitted with a delayed-action
shutter one of the auto¬
matic exposure devices on
the market will prove very
useful. These may be
bought for about five shil¬
lings, and are quite simple
to operate. The camera is
placed firmly on a ledge or
tripod, and carefully focus¬
sed. The automatic expo¬
sure is thdn fixed to allow
time for the hiker to get
into the picture and com¬
plete the cornposition. When
16

Do

not

be

made

out

of a strip of

take a reflex or other heavy

or

bulky camera when going on a hiking holiday.
A folding model 3|-X2| in., either for roll
film or film packs, will be large enough for
practically every subject. The modern pre¬
cision cameras of still smaller sizes have
much in their favour in the matter of port¬
ability, and fine pictorial results can be
secured with them.
It is essential, however, to know and
understand the apparatus and its limitations
before starting. Such a camera and a good
supply of material can be carried easily, and the
how not to " Hike.”

weight not felt even after a long day’s “hike.”
504
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for the
HIKER
As most hiker’s photographs will
be of landscape subjects, coloursensitive films should be used.
These will always give the best
negatives in any case.
Remember that landscape photo¬
graphs are usually very greatly im¬
proved if they are taken with a
filter and a time exposure. Many
landscapes gain a new charm if
they are not taken in brilliant sun¬
light. For this reason, it is often
worth while to pack a small tripod.
An alternative accessory which is

Crossing

the River

IVharfe at Bolton

Abbey.

Do not take photographs immediately after a stiff
climb or other exhausting exercise. It will be more
difficult to hold the camera steady than after a rest.
As to subjects there will certainly be no lack, as
naturally a route has been laid which is attractive to
the sightseer. The primary object should be to secure
a pictorial record of the “hike ” as a pleasant memento.
It will naturally be more or less personal, and will be
none the worse for that. At the same time there is
always

the sporting chance

of bagging

one

or more

“ exhibition pictures.’’
The

Wayside

Cottage.

particularly useful for hikers consists of a small clip
which can be screwed to the bottom of the camera.
The camera can then be fixed to a tree or fence, and
so be held quite firmly. If landscapes are taken in
sunlight, early morning or late afternoon when the
sun is low are the best times of day to secure the
most pleasing results. The long shadows and
softer lighting are helpful.
A device of use to the hiker consists in attaching
the two ends of a length of cord to each side of the
camera. The cord is then passed round the back of
the neck and the camera pulled down on the string
to rest securely against the photographer’s chest.
He should stand with his feet apart to steady
himself, and then press the button while holding
his breath. If, at the same time, he can lean
against a tree or other firm support, so much the
better. This procedure seldom results in a failure,
even if it is used for exposures up to half a second.

A Stiff Climb.
505
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Few types of holiday are

so rich in possibilities for
the photographer as cara¬
vanning. The very word is
steeped in picturesqueness
through long association with
nature in all her moods, such
as the true photographic artist
loves to depict. Yet most of
us, when planning our summer
vacations, would automati¬
cally dismiss caravanning as
being much too expensive, and
certainly right out of the
question if we do not possess
a car.
Nothing is further from the
truth. Actually, it is possible
for four people to . enjoy a
stationary caravan holiday for
a total weekly expenditure not
exceeding forty-five shillings
per head. For this sum the
caravan will be transported by
the firm from whom it is
hired to one of the numerous

aravanning
and Photography
By JOHN

COLE.

types of lighting that
during the day, so
may choose just that
suits each best. A

scene that is ordinary and un¬
inspiring in the mornfng may
be transformed into one of
rare loveliness by the mellow
light and shadow patterns of
the evening sun. He would
do well, also, to spend some
little time wandering around to
seek out odd little viewpoints
\-antage.
from which the cara^'an itself
can be seen to greater adWhilst, doubtless, the cara¬
van photographer will be
attracted mainly by the out¬
door studies, he would be illadvised to ignore the pictur¬
esque views that are often to
be obtained from within the
caravan itself. For example,
the vehicle which the writer
hired on one occasion was
fitted with little leaded win¬
dows and some perfectly

unspoiled beauty-spots which
are reserved specially for the
firm’s customers

various
occur
that he
which

delightful peeps through these
were to be had. Although

and any one

An

Ideal Pitch.

preparation of it (maybe in a most
amusingly unorthodox fashion by the
men of the party), washing up, the

#

arrival of the “ postman ” from the
farm, the siesta, with book and pipe in
the shade of a friendly old tree, the
country life nearby — all these and a
hundred more incidents clamour to l)e
recorded the whole day through.
The leisurely doing of jobs is a
privilege enjoyed by every holiday¬
maker and especially by the caravanner,
who should extend it to his photography
by being in no sorl'of a hurry to expose his
films and plates. He should, for instance,
get to know his subjects in all the

Looking

Preparing

in.

such " interior ” work is liable to be
difficult through lack of working space,
its results are well worth the extra trouble
involved.
Although it is true that almost any
of the modern plates and films may be

of which is a photographic paradise.
All the photographs illustrating this
article were taken on a farm near the
New Forest during a fortnight’s stay.
At the end of the first week, the aid of a
horse from the farm was invoked to
move the caravan a hundred yards or so
in order to obtain a change of outlook and
new photographic settings for the
second week.
Opportunities for photography in such
surroundings are almost unending. Even
the simplest activities seem to take on
beauty, from the fetching of water in
the morning mist to the banking up of
the rubbish fire in the sunset glow.
The will
serious
and " snapshotter
alike
find worker
an abundance
of material”
for their efiorts. The ' alfresco meal, the

!•

Dinner.

relied on to give good results, panchro¬
matic material will give a much more
pleasing rendering of the dominant
green. Backed plates must be used for
the window photography to avoid
halation.
Every amateur photographer will be
well-advised to consider the possibilities
of this form of holiday. In any case,

Looking

out.

it is one of the most healthy and recre¬
ative ways of spending the summer
respite and is almost unmatched as an
opportunity for the ardent camera
enthusiast.
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Specialise
XI

IN HIGH-GRADE USED APPARATUS
Selection in Stock at 24, Charing Cross Rd., W.C.2
/ECOMD

- HAND

The

New

/ECOND-HAND

Automatic

ROLLEIFLEX

BARGAIN!'

4Jx6 cm. N. & G. Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres,
3 double dark__slides,* F.P. adapter and case.
Cost £21 5S. T .
£9 15 0

The

Camera

that

laughs

at

3ix2i 551/2 Zeiss Ikon Icarette, double
extension, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, delay^-action
Compur shutter, 3 slides, focussing screen.
Cost £16 I2S. 6d .
£11 17 6

BARGAIN!'

uncertainty.

AUTOMATICALLY

3ix2i Sinclair Una, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, N.S.
Perfect shutter, 3 double dark slides, F.P.
adapter and case. Cost £29 .
£15 15 0

^pl. Coniessa Du roll, double extension,
f4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter. Cost
£15 15s .
£6 17 6
4ix2J la Zeiss ll^on Cocarette, fitted f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar, delayed-action Compur shutter.
Cost £12 15s .
£8 15 0
J-pl. No. 3 F.P. Kodak, Goerz t/6.8 Dagor
lens, Compur shutter. Cost £12 15s.
£4 15 0
J-pl. No. 3 F.P. Kodak Special, fitted f/6.3
Zeiss Tessar lens, Compur shutter. Cost
£15 15s .
£4 19 6
3}x2} Voigtiander Avus, f/4.5 Skopar,
Ibsor shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter. Cost
£8 los .
£4 10 0
i-pl. New Special Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres,
6 slides, F.P. adapter, case. Cost £28
£15 15 0
i-pl. and 9x12 cm. lea Ideal, f/4.5 Tessar,
Compur shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter. Cost
£19 los .
£10 10 0
i-pl. Zeiss Ikon Maximar, f/4.5 Dominar
Compur shutter, 3 slides. Cost £ii los.
£5 12 6
10 X 15 cm. stereo Sinclair Una, Goerz Dagor
lenses in Compound shutter^ 3 double dark
slides, F.P. adapter and case. Cost£10£2810los.0

the focussing hood and
magnifier
spring into posi¬
tion.

3Jx2J New Special Sibyl, f/4.5 Cooke lens,
3 double dark slides, F.P. adapter and case.
Cost £25 .
£13 10 0

AUTOMATICALLY

3Jx2J Goerz Manuloc Tenax, f/4.5 Dogmar
ens, Compur shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter.
Cost £14 los .
£8 10 0

the stops and speeds are
controlled with the camera
in the ready position.

4^x6 cm. Ernemann Folding Reflex, f/3.5
Emon, and 6-in. f/5.6 Dallon Telephoto lens,
6 slides, F.P. adapter and case. Cost £43
£17 10 0

AUTOMATICALLY
and with lightning speed
correct focus, as fine as
a hair, is obtained.

45x107 mm. Verascope, R.R. lenses’
speeded shutter, rising front, 3 view-finders’
Cost £15 15s .
£3 17 6

AUTOMATICALLY

4^x6 cm. Ernemann Focal-plane, f/4.5
Goerz Dogmar, 3 slides, F.P. adapter. Cost
£14 los .
£7 10 0

the picture shows itself on
the screen, actual size, right
way up and crystal clear.

3i^x2i Tropical Deckrullo, focal-plane
shutter, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 3 double dark
slides. Cost £26 15s .
£13 15 0

AUTOMATICALLY

3^x2^ T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, f/4.5
Cooke lens, 6 slides, F.P. adapter. Cost
£12 15s .
£8 10 0

picture
AUTOMATICALLY

2i X 2i Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Com¬
pur shutter; Cost £20 .
£8 17 6

the film travels from pic¬
ture to picture, controlled

3Jx2i Zeiss Ikon Miroflex, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case. Cost
£45 I2S. 6d .
£25 0 0

3ix2i Adams' Minex de Luxe Reflex,
double extension, fitted f/6.3 Ross-Zeiss
double Protar lens, F.P. adapter and leather
case. Cost £65 .
£28 10 0

by the counter,
double ex¬
posures
impossible.
MADE 'IN 2 SIZES:
Rolleiflex, 6x6 cm., for 12 pictures on 3i X 2i COO

3J X 2J T.-P. de Luxe Reflex, f/2.9 Dallmeyer
Pentac, F.P. adapter and leather case. Cost
£35 .
£18 10 0

roll film, with Zeiss Tessar f/3.8 .
With Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 .
.

i-pl. and 9x12 cm. Tropical Nettel Focalplane Camera, fitted f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens,
3 double dark slides, and case. Cost
£48 17s. 6d .
£22 10 0

3ix2i Newman & Guardia Folding Reflex
fittM /4.5 Ross Xpres, 3 double dark slides
F.P. adapter and case. Cost £52 los.
£22 10 0

■1 rt "rt

SAA « I U .U
£20:0:0

2ix2i Excellent
Rolleiflex,condition.
f/4.5 Tessar,
Compur
shutter.
Cost £20
£11 10 0
34x2i Ernemann Folding Reflex, fitted f/3.5
Ernou, 3 double dark slides, F.P. adapter
and case. Cost £42 los .
£17 10 0

Rolleiflex,
4x4 cm., for 12 pictures on standard vest pocket
roll
film, with
Zeiss Tessar f/2.8 . ,
£22:10:0

With Zeiss Tessar f/3.5 .

6x13 cm. Heidoscop, fitted f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar lenses, cbanging-box and case. Cost
£55 .
£27 10 0

ROLLEIFLEX

45x107 mm. Richard Verascope, fitted
f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lenses, changing-box and
case. Cost £22 los .
£7 15 0

£20:0:0

i-pl. Soho Reflex, focal-plane shutter, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar, 3 double dark slides, F.P. adapter,
focussing magnifiers and leather case. Cost
*18 18 0
£35 .
i-pl. and 9x12 cm. Zeiss Ikon Miroflex,
fitted f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter and leather case. Cost £49 15s.
£25 0 0

ACCESSORIES

Rolleiflex Leather Case, for 6x6 cm. camera .
£1 10 0
Ditto, for 4X4 cm .
£1 5 0
Rolleiflex Ever-ready Case, for 6x6 cm. camera, ... £1 10 0
Ditto, for 4x4 cm .
£1 5 0
Rolleiflex Yellow Filter, light or medium, 6x6 .
12s. 6d.
Ditto, 4x4 .
15s. Od.
Proxar Lenses, set D I (40-20 in.) .
.
£2 0 0
Ditto, set D2 (20-13 in.) .
£2 0 0
Sunshade, in case .
8s. 6d.
Panoram Tripod Head .
£12
6
Plate Adapters, with single dark slides, 6x6 .
£3 13 0
Rolleiflex Enlarger, 6x6 .
£7 10 0
Both models are fitted with Zeiss Tessar lenses, and have a
Heidoscope anastigmat i/3.1 viewing lens.

3x4 cm. Nagel Rolloroy, fitted f/3.5 Leitz
Elmar lens, Compur shutter. Cost £15 15s.
£8 17 6
3i X 2i Roll Film Agfa Standard, fitted f/4.5
ens, 7-speed shutter. Cost £7 15s. £3 15 0
3ix2i Zeiss Ikon Icarette, fitted f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar, delayed-action Compur shutter.
Cost £13 5S .
£9 5 0
3ix2i Icarette, double extension, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar, Compur shutter, plate back.
Cost £13 los .
£8 10 0

i-pl. and 9x12 cm. Zeiss Ikon Miroflex,
latest pattern, fitted 6i-in. f/2.8 Bio-Tessar, 6
slides, F.P. adapter, brown leather case.
Cost £75 los .
£47 10 0
i-pl. Adams’ Tropical Folding Minex, fitted
6i-in. f/4.5 Ross Xpres, F.P. adapter and case.
Cost £107 .
£52 10 0
6i X 3i Stereo Soho Reflex, fitted f/6.8 Ross
Compound Homocentric, 3 double dark slides,
black leather case. Cost £45 .... £1 5 0 0

All the above carry our Guarantee of Perfect Working Order, and nearly all are in Practically New Condition.
Hire

Purchase Terms
Second-hand
outfits

(9 monthly payments).
on 7 days’ approval.
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m THE IDEAL INSTRUMENT FOR The Most
EXPERIENCED

Advanced
Roll-film Camera

AMATEURS

The, name “ IDEAL ” is very appropriate to this model, as
it is the perfect compact hand or stand camera for experienced
amateurs.
Every movement
required in difficult work, as
for example architecture, is incorporated in its construction.
Adapted for both film packs and plates, Zeiss Tessars and
Proxars can also be added, equipping the
wide-angle and long-focus photography.
PRICE, with Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, in
Compur shutter, with 3 clip-on special
For 3Jx2V
.
For 4ix3i or 9x12 cm. ..

ZEISS

“ Ideal

” for both

delayed-action release
Zeiss Ikon dark slides ;
£15 15 0
..
.. £19 12 6

IKON

The Voigtiander Prominent
It would be difficult to imagine a camera more advanced in
design, more beautifully made, or more accurate in results than
this remarkable new Voigtiander model.
Focussing is performed by a large milled wheel connected
with an accurate range-finder, automatically setting the lens to
the correct distance before or after opening the camera. A
reliable built-in exposure meter is fitted and the Prominent is
self-opening and self-closing. For 8 exposures 3jx2|: in. or
16 half-size, the optical view-finder having an adjustable mask.

Price

DON^

The “ DONATA
” is a rather
less expensive Zeiss Ikon
film-pack and plate camera ;
nevertheless, it comes in the
precision class. It is ex¬
tremely
compact,
has
a
double extension, and rising
and cross front.

‘TRONA’

The

•• TRONA

” is the

A neat and novel design
in a small camera — the
Taking 16 exposures 3x4 cm. on
PERKEO
an 8-ex. V.P. film, the Perkeo is a
new

light-weight camera 31x2J,
small enough to go in the
jacket pocket. Fitted with
the Zeiss Tessar 1/3.5, it is
unrivalled in the category
of ultra lens camera models.

Particulars of the above and other Zeiss Ikon apparatus
are given in the 36-page Zeiss Ikon catalogue just issued.
Copies free on application or from your dealer.
60-page

•

11,

General

Catalogue

for cost

of postage,

ZEISS IKON LTD.
MORTIMER HOUSE, MORTIMER
LONDON,

With Heliar 1/4.5 lens and delayed-action Comr
pur shutter, including first-quality leather case. Z. J

2d.

ST.,

splendid example of the new trend in
small camera design. You can focus
on a large milled wheel either before
or after pressing the opening catch,
and a single movement closes the
camera at any focussing distance.
Optical view-finder and sensible
sling handle.
With SKOPAR F/4.5 LENS
and EMBEZET SHUTTER

£7:15:0

With SKOPAR F/3.5 LENS
and COMPUR SHUTTER £10:17:6
With HELIAR F/3.5 LENS
and COMPUR SHUTTER

£12:15:0

W.1

n] KOfN

First

in 1756:

First

To-day.

The 1933 Voigtiander Catalogue will be ready very shortly. May we send you a copy?

★ PEELING & VAN NECK, LIMITED
4/6,
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How to Use
Reflex

BERNARD
ALFIERI,

camera

^
CL

is

in the use of a hand

acquired by practice
than instruction, but the
various ways of holding the camera must
be understood first.
A reflex camera offers the widest scope
for the beginner, and due to the fact that
the actual image can be seen until the
last moment before making an exposure,
it is one of the easiest cameras to handle.
The question of viewpoint is of the
greatest importance, and many good
pictures would have been of outstanding
merit if they had been taken from a
different point of view ; striking photo¬
graphs can often be obtained from a very
low level, using the camera on the ground
as shown in the first illustration. No. 2
illustrates a higher position, resting the
camera on the knee, and No. 3 shows the
normal viewpoint generally used for reflex
cameras.

PERFECTION
Jim.
rather

In all hand-camera
it is'^very
necessary
not to jerk thework
camera
bj too
c[uick a movement, and the distinction
between sudden movement and quick
action should be appreciated. Also the
shutter should be operated by a squeezing
movement, supporting some part of the
camera with the fingers, while the thumb
is used to press the release, thus counter¬
acting the downward action of the thumb
with an upward pressure of the fingers,
and preventing any movement of the
camera until the shutter has been tripped.
Naturally, a certain space of time
elapses between the moment w'hen the
mirror is raised, and the shutter released,
and when photographing moving objects
it is necessary to anticipate both the
focus, and position of the subject.
Unusual

Positions.

A locking device is provided on reflex
cameras to hold the mirror in an inopera¬
tive position when desired, and if the
camera is fitted with a direct-vision view¬
finder, the mirror may be put out of
action and the shutter released indepen¬
dently. In this way, a reflex may be
used as an ordinary folding camera, either
guessing the focus, or where possible
focussing on the ground glass first, and
then locking the mirror out of position,
the camera may now be held at eye-level,
as shown in No. 4. No. 5 illustrates an
alternative method of holding the camera
in the same position, but due to the fact
that it is supported on one arm, and a
corner of the apparatus is pressed into the
shoulder-blade, slower exposures may be
attempted than would be possible if
the camera is held less rigidly.
In some reflex cameras the mirror does
not return into position by gravity after
being raised to make an exposure, and it
is therefore possible to use the camera over
the head as shown in No. 6. Awkward as
this method may appear, it is sometimes
the
in a only
crowd.way

to take a difficult “ shot ”
507
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NOTES
Every week an article will appear under this heading dealing
with a topic of interest to the novice in photography.

A

DAY

OUT.

if the
ably

So I made up my mind that I would
try to get some examples of the effects
of light and shade that can often be
secured under such conditions.
striking.
Changes are rapid, and often very

mouth the other Saturday tojudge an exhibition, I made
mind that I would prowl round
on the Sunday before returning,
weather happened to be reason¬
kind. To this end I took a

35 X 2\ folding

camera.

I had

The first thing I tackled was the tall
white stone memorial against a patch
of clear blue sky, taking it through a

already

made three exposures on the filmpack in the adapter, so that I had
nine to go ; and with noble optimism
I took two more packs in reserve.
Since my last visit, probably seven
or eight years ago, the Southsea front
had been transformed. Amongst
other alterations a large section of what

deep yellow filter on one film, and
without a filter on the next. That was
intended to show how the filter would
deepen the tone of the sky, and make
the bright white memorial stand out
well against it ; while in the other
the sky would be about as white as
the stone.

was formerly
bare converted
and uninteresting
common
had a’been
into as
fine a sunk
ever

seen.

rock

garden

It was

a

Next I found rather a good subject,
and spent some time making three
exposures, with slight shifting of

as I have

colour-photo¬

viewpoint, and under markedly differ¬
ent conditions of lighting and cloud
effects. But I spent most time over
trying to show that by waiting for
certain lightings even the difficult
material of an extensive rock garden

grapher’s paradise.
The next morning I w^as out betimes.
It was one of those too brilliant
mornings, with a breeze that was
driving great clouds across a blue sky,
and I knew that heavy showers, and
possibly storms, would come along.

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

runTnniniinHwnTTmfml

HAN'ING to go down to Ports¬
up my
a bit

miliiinuirin'Fnr'"""*"”''”"""*"'""'*

L NOTIONS
the

In Old Portsmouth.

might

be turned

to good account.

I
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waited patiently for half an hour for what I wanted, and
then made two exposures in a second or two. This brought
me to the end of my pack, and as a downpour was imminent
I retired to a shelter to change the pack, and wait for the
next bright spell.
Probably most of us who use film packs have had the
pleasure of taking one out of the adapter and seeing a film
staring us in the face. That is what I saw on this occasion,
and what I said is not of importance here. A film had
become detached from its tab, and left in front of the pack.
Which number was it ?
I hoped that it might be number 12, but when I came to
develop I found it was No. 3. So that all my helpful
illustrations were lost.
In the afternoon I dodged about a bit between the showers,
and captured one or two records of the type shown in the
first illustration. But Sunday is a bad day for such things,
owing to their deserted appearance.
I was glad, however, to add to my collection of doorways
that oT Buckingham House, in the High Street. In the
original enlargement, the imscription on the medallion can
be read ; “ In this house George Villiers, Duke of Bucking¬
ham, was assassinated by John Felton, 23rd August, 1628.
When I returned home I exposed three of my remaining
films, a day or two later, from a single refuge in a London
street, and the results are shown. They illustrate the value
of reflections to which I referred last week ; while the render¬
ing of the doorway is made all the more effective by the
cast shadows to which I also referred.
My last two films in this pack were expended on clouds
taken from an upstairs window, and they turned out to
possess a delicacy and fine modelling that make them a
useful acquisition.
The point I wish to stress most this week is that when
we have a day out with a camera, especially at this time of
the year, we may have the good fortune to be blessed with
“ sun and -shower ” weather. It has many advantages,
and it is quite possible to get, within a short time, such
different conditions as those shown in the Buckingham

ON

features

of interest,

Buckingham

or at least

clashing with more pleasing forms else¬
where. Thus road spaces sometimes
appear as approximate triangles or
quadrilaterals. If such spaces are used
for want of better ones, it is well to
limit their areas to weaken their harmful
effect.
A good foreground, if seen first in the
picture, temporarily pleases, and then
leads the eye towards the principal object
and through the picture.
Lines in the foreground, when arranged
suitably, are most useful for achieving
this end. They should generally leave

Portsmouth.

the lower margin or sides of the fore¬
ground obliquely, and not start exactly
from a corner of the frame.
Correct aerial perspective affords a
second means of guiding the vision in
the right way. This requires that the
light and shade contrasts should not be
so great in the rear as in the near fore¬
ground. The darkening of the nearest
foreground on the print, after removal
of the negative, gives the opposite
result, and though it is sometimes done,
cannot be recommended.
Busy ” foregrounds are distracting
and worrying. They are only suitable
for use if they can be simplified. .A
change of viewpoint may
eliminate
some of the objects present from the
view, group them into larger units,
improve the arrangement otherwise,
or modify the lighting to produce a
more restful effect.
The best foreground for any subject is
not necessarily one with prominent and
striking features, but the one most in
harmony with the motif and general
build of the picture. Thus an evening
picture preferably requires a foreground
of low relief and broad simplicity, short,
however, of dullness and monotony.

509

. unW
The choice of foreground for any
particular subject is usually limited by
the fact that the lighting is more attrac¬
tive from one direction than from the
others. If the choice is poor with the
light from that direction and better from
others, the photographer will often be
rewarded if he postpones his exposure
till he has seen the subject lighted
from other directions.
Similarly, it pays the photographer,
whenever he can, to study his foregrounds
constantly and often before he exposes.
Shadows of trees, etc.', and the presence
of animals may at certain times help
him to fill blank spaces. A mist may
soften the details of a foreground normally
irritating, and so on. Foregrounds near the
x
’’

of tonal gradation, are v'ery desirable
to form elements in the composition,
and thereby to establish unity between
the foreground and the rest of the
picture. Flat foregrounds obviously fail
in this respect also.
Often they assume formal shapes,

House,

House Doorway and in the rain-drenched streets. For pho¬
tographic purposes such a day is a boon compared with one
of perpetual sunshine and a cloudless sky. W. L. F. W.

FOREGROUNDS

CAREFULLY-CHOSEN
and wellrendered foreground in an outdoor
picture goes a long way towards
creating that illusion of depth, which
western ideas of pictorial art demand.
Mere space is of value, but does not
fulfil all requirements. Charm is absent
from dead levels.
Some

Doorway,

photographer’s home are readily available.
Violent differences in definition spoil
the continuity and gradation of the
foreground,
sirable.

and

are

therefore

unde¬

Near objects and spaces in the fore¬
ground should not be exaggerated in
size by the u,se of a lens of short focus
and a close-up viewpoint. If such a lens
is used, it is better to take up a fairly
23 a
distant standpoint, and • to enlarge
part

of the negative.
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.

Mr.
F. READ.

From information communicated
“ /A
yiFTER
thatit this
seriesthehaslong
beenperiod
running
is a
bit of a task for a contributor
who comes so late in the day to say
anything original. We have had the
two divisions of picture makers ad¬
equately represented. The one tell us
how they make their masterpieces by
snapping a bare field under a grey
sky, by after-work adding the clouds
and whatever else they see fit. The
others set themselves no such task,
but rely on finding a picture as
nature made it. With them, nothing
is added and nothing taken away.
Of the two I belong to the latter
class.

to our Special Representative.

crayon and stump, or to eat away
portions of the print with ferricyanide,
but to throw the negative away, and
let light try again.
“ The general tendency of photo¬
graphers is to take far too little
trouble and thought over their ex¬
posures. Photography is so fatally
easy that many spend much too little
time in considering how best to treat
their subject in the way it deserv'es.
I think the reflex^has had a lot to do
with this.

three times) it is necessary always,
unless working in the height of summer,
when the light is at its strongest, to
give at least this exposure with f/4.5
on the average type of subject. It
follows that when using a smaller
stop to get necessary depth of defi¬
nition, i/ioth of a second gives
under-exposure. If you doubt it,
try working with a Compur, with its
half and fifth of a second and other
useful speeds.
“ As secretary of a most active
camera club I come across a variety of

“ Though I used a reflex for some
years I sold it in favour of a 35 X 2^
all-metal type of camera with f/4.5
Tessar and Compur shutter. After a

photographers who work with all
manner of instruments. One bright

“ Photography means drawing with
light ; and if, having secured a
negative that has been drawn in this
marvellous way with light, we find
that the resultant print does not

season’s use of this I am quite con¬
vinced that many of my exposures
with a reflex were under-timed. The
slowest speed of a reflex is about

him

satisfy us, the alternati\'e is not to
attempt to impro\e matters with

Soft Gradation pans, and a ‘‘ Beta ”
filter (which requires an increase of

I /loth

of a second,

and

working

with

young member is an office-boy of
tender years who has just had given
an old quarter-plate

camera

that

even
W. and
L. F.
in his beginners’
articles
his W.resurrection
of old
models has never yet illustrated.
But the boy does really good work
with it. There is no ‘ best ’ camera.
“ Likewise there is no ‘ best ’ size
of plate, and I have decided to change
my 3 J X 2^ model for a quarter-plate,
confident that when the model of my
choice is understood and mastered I
shall work
have done

just as well with
with the 32X22.

“ This is about all I have
regards the technical part
graphy, to which I fear I
contributed a great deal in
Once the camera and the

it as I

to say as
of photo¬
have not
this note.
materials

with which you work are thoroughly
mastered, the success of your picture
rests almost entirely on your appreci¬
ation of the things around you.
“ I use bromide and chloro-bromide
papers exclusively for my printing.
Life so far has been too full for me to
attempt to master the fads and tricks
of bromoil ; and. to say the least, a
good bromide print, with all the full
range of tones that the worker should
get in his negative reproduced
correctly in the print, takes some
The

Edge

of

the

Common.
By

F.

Read.

beating.”
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I. — " Meditaliiiii.''

By

J). Fairdough.

1.

'\Minnaul

By

R\'t\"

IT. A'. Cocks.

5. — “ (ililtt'dn^ Wavelets."
By M, Braoks-K infi.

3- — "

By

II • Griffiths.
(>.— “ The
By

Amateur

Louis

1.

' Massac fe (that,

By

( a.i iiporc."

A. //. (f. Sixsantli.

Fishermen

F. Fortetl.
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PICTURES oftKeWEEK
C
oome

• 7
on the Beginners’ prints reproduced on
^ntical
Comments
the oppo^site page.

Despite the fact that a back

view of the figures is presented
in No. 6 of the prints on the

opposite page — “ The Amateur Fisher¬
men,” by Louis F. Fortell — they are
the making of the picture, and,
possibly because they are well grouped
and are perfectly unconscious of the
camera, the usual feeling of .something
lacking does not make itself felt.
Figures

and

the Subject.

As a general rule, if the features of
a figure are not visible, there is a
suggestion that its introduction is a
makeshift, or that, for want of a
figure that is coming towards the
viewer, the rear presentment has been
substituted.
There is, in consequence, the im¬
pression that there has been a failure
to take the trouble that would be
necessary to secure the figure in just
the right pose and attitude, and this
feeling, very often, spoils the effect of
what would otherwise be a very
promising picture. The suggestion
here does not arise. The figures,
obviously, are static, and the absence
of any suggestion of movement helps
to avoid any feeling of inadvertence.
Besides this, their good placing and
excellent grouping is another factor
which has a bearing on the point, and,
with the perfect freedom from camera
consciousness, the whole thing seems
intentional and deliberately arranged.
The touches of light which outline
the figures, too, strike a very happy
note, and add not a little to the
pictorial content, but it* does seem as
though a little more quality in the
print would enable it to show off
the excellent features of the subject
to better advantage.
Technical

Quality.

The tones are slightly inclined to
hardness, and while that of the water
might be rendered in a somewhat
deeper tone, it is impossible for this
to be done at present without inviting
an over-printing of the darks.
The fact of the matter is that the
negative has been printed upon a
paper that is too vigorous. A softer
grade would enable its tones to be
recorded more faithfully and without
any suspicion of harshness, while, at
the same time, the water could be

shown in a deeper tone. The effect of
this extra depth would be to emphasise
and bring into greater prominence the
touches of light on the figures, so
enhancing the pictorial motive of
sunshine.
No. 5, " Glittering Wavelets,” by
M. Brooks-King, may not be alto¬
gether too fortunate in its somewhat
explosive sky, but its general tone
presents points of superiority over the
other, and the employment of the
figures is no less admirable.
Skies seen against the light, as in
this case, may seem attractive to the
eye, but they have been so often
attempted photographically that much
of their apparent charm is lost, and the
rendering seldom comes up to the
standard that might be expected. It
should be remembered that the eye,
even if its field is limited, takes in more
than can be included, in normal
circumstances, in the print, and the
visual impression, influenced by factors
outside the scope of the camera,
nearly always excels what the latter
provides.
The

Eye

and

the Camera.

Besides the impression received
through the eye in its power to convey
to our consciousness elements near to
but scarcely within the actual field
of vision, it also is influenced by colour.
Indeed, it would not be an exag¬
geration to say that the greater
proportion of the beauty of a sky
such as this, lies in its colour rather
than in its form or equivalent tone
values in monochrome. And this is
a fact that must be remembered.
Colour, in a subject, should be dis¬
counted. Light and shade are all that
count, so that, when we are faced with
a subject like this, or one in which the
appeal lies mainly in its colour, we
must consider how much of the colour
will be suggested in the monochrome
rendering, and limit our exposures to
those subjects in which the colour
differences can be shown by differences
in tonal values.
Experience, alone, is the only reliable
guide, but, as an aid to judging an
approximation of the rendering in
monochrome, the blue tinted viewing
screens are useful, although, as time
goes on, the power of visualising the
515

result that will accrue is acquired, and
such devices rendered unnecessary.
There is a strong probability that
the colour of the foliage in No. 3,
“ Springtime,” by W. Griffiths, played
a not inconsiderable j ^ vt in influencing
the exposure.
Springtime a: d Summer.
It may have been instinctive or
intentional, but it can hardly be said
that the re.adering conveys an adequate
impression of the idea implied by the
title.
The foliage is there, of course, but,
because it is shown against the sky,
it is shown as a dark, whereas, at this
time of the year, and in early summer,
the tender greens of new foliage can
only be suggested in black and white
by a light tone. Such a rendering can
only be expected if the setting against
which they are shown is darker than
they are themselves, so that, in
seeking to convey a sense of spring¬
time, care should be taken to choose
a setting of adequate depth of tone,
and to see that the foliage is well
illumined.
Incidentally, the figure is not very
gracefully posed, nor is her position
sufficiently in the picture. If she
were placed about half an inch to
the right, the composition would be
better, but that level left leg seems to
suggest strain even if it did not
actually exist.
Pose and Comfort.

figure are bent in the case of No. i,
” Meditation,” by D. Fairclough. If
one leg were straight and one flexed,
the pose would suggest comfort and
not stress.
The point may be a minor one, but
it affects the appeal in greater measure
than might be thought. It should
have received attention and have been
corrected
made.
Nos.

before

2 and

the

exposure

4, ” Mermaid

was

Street,”

by W. R. Cocks, and ‘‘Massacre
Ghat,” by E. H. G. Sixsmith, are good
examples of record photography, but,
apart from the fact that there is
rather an excess of foreground in each,
do not invite unfavourable criticism.
" Mentor.”
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Victorial Analysis
Every

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

‘‘CASTLES

The importance of arranging for

suitable gradation in the sky,
to which .an allusion was made
on the preceding page, is illustrated
to good effect in this simple and
admirably designed landscape study.
The employment of the figure, too,
exemplifies the contentions also ad¬
vanced, and, though the features are
but indicated, the advantage over a
back view can readily be
imagined.
Clouds

Besides

and

these

IN THE

AIR/’ hy J. Arnold.

The point where the highest light
occurs has a very decided pull, and
that exerted by the most forceful dark
is equally strong. If the attractions
of the two are coincident, their pull is
united, and the point of coincidence
is so strong in its attraction that,
given any reasonable force of position,
nothing can upset the strength of
the composition.

picture also shows a rendering
of the sky in which the
attraction does not depend so
much upon its colour, but
upon the contrast of tone.
Inevitably, the actual con¬
trast of blue against white is
lacking, but it is suggested
by the contrast of equivalent
tones, and the presence or
absence of colour is not of

by force of position, and by the
pull of human interest, aided by
the leading lines of the clouds, the

possible gain in stability,
but, on the other, what
would be so introduced might
not be altogether in keeping
with the picture as at present
constituted.

any material moment.
The form of the clouds,

A

too, is pleasing, and there is
not that suggestion of a
bursting bombshell that so

Stable

Foundation.

The desirability of a firm
foundation is so obvious that
it needs no elaborating, and,

often accompanies those ren¬
derings of clouds with the
light behind them.
Their
lines here are suave and

if nothing of an incongruous
character makes its appear¬
ance, the addition might well
be made. In the other event,

graceful, and, it will be
observed, they are illumined
from a source to the left
instead of from the rear.

the composition is quite satis¬
factory as it stands, and it
would be a pity to make any
addition that is not thoroughly

To this may be ascribed their
agreeable arrangement of light
and shade. Not only do
they convey an adequate
sense of the beauty of the

26

appeal which things animate have
over things inanimate. So that by
the attractions of contrast of tone,

of unity that would be diffi¬
cult to surpass.
It is a moot point, however,
whether the arrangement
would or would not be benefitted by a slight extension
of the foreground. On the
one hand, there would be a

factors, the

The feeling is strongly stressed by
the placing of the dark of the figure
against the sky at its brightest. The
great concentration of interest ex¬
cited by the placing of such extreme
contrasts in juxtaposition, has the
effect, besides, of emphasising the
importance of the figure (i) as the
centre of interest.

But the figure has, also, the innate
attraction of human interest, or that

arrangement of the com¬
position is made exceeding!}’
strong, and exhibits a degree

Lighting.

sky, but they form an at¬
tractive setting for the figure,
and play a very prominent part in
the really attractive expression of
luminosity which forms the artistic
motive.

strong in placing, in itself, to ensure
the dominance of that item.

justified ; but a device that
might be adopted, and one
that would have the advan¬
tage of enhancing the feeling
of light and air, is that
of introducing a dark edge
Here, the position assumed by the
figure, and by the lightest portion of
the setting, closely approximates one
of the four points formed by an
intersection of imaginary dividing
lines at intervals of thirds horizontally
and vertically. Any one of these
points pf intersection, providing the
other three are unoccupied by any
item of like importance, provides a
forceful position for the principal
object, and, in the absence of other
disturbing elements, is sufficiently

or margin of not more
eighth of an inch in width

than an
all round

the print.
The expedient would have the
further effect of isolating the print
from its mount.
The left-hand bottom corner, too,
could be subdued a little ; but, on
the whole, the effort is very promising
indeed, and conveys its message of
air and space, and of luminosity and
sunshine with unmistakable force.
“ Mentor.’’
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Tetters to the Editor
THE

SENSITIVE

Sir, — Your

SIDE

correspondents,

OF

Messrs.

FLAT
M.

FILMS.

C. West

and

A

man learn using Mr. West’s method.
But Mr. Patterson fails to ask why aren’t there more vaneties
of flat film. In the Ilford list I count twenty kinds of Ilford
plates and twenty-two of Imperial, but only six grades of
flat film. Why don’t the manufacturers give us a greater
variety ? — Yours, etc., ____
BM/ADEMB.
Sir, — Referring

to the correspondence

taking

panchromatic

is not

responsible

for

of his correspondents.

BEAUTY

SPOT.

Sir, — May I take this opportunity of thanking " Mentor.’
for his helpful criticism which appeared in The Amateur Photo¬
grapher,

April 26th, 1933, re “ When

the storm

had

passed.”

As a regular reader of “ Mentor’s ” weekly criticism, from
which I have derived much instruction, I can assure you that
it gives me great pleasure to see my own work dealt with in
a manner which cannot fail to produce those results which it
is the aim of all true critics to produce.
With reference to the place which is unknown to him. It
is situated on the edge of industrial Lancashire, and his un¬
prejudiced and unbiassed comparison with the downs, etc.,
is a compliment to the place, which is by no means misplaced.
It may interest him to know that from the hill to the left
miles.
the photograph, one has a panorama of over 5,000 square
of
Darwen has been described in rambles, walking tours, etc.,
as uninteresting. This is not so. We have beauty here in
abundance. We have ugliness also. But so have you any¬
where. We have sufficient beauty to make pictures, and that
is the aim of the artist, to make evident that beauty which lies
at the root of things. Again I thank you. — -Yours, etc.,

place in your

the sensitive side of pan¬

I think your correspondent — T. S. Patterson — may find the
most practical way of doing this, will be to take the film long¬
wise between the thumb and finger, and gently press it ; the
film will then curve slightly, and the sensitive side is that which
curves inward.
As I personally experienced the same difficulty, originally,
as Mr. Patterson, and took steps to find out the best way of
overcoming it, 1 am able to state, that by the means suggested,
the sensitive side can be definitely determined. — Yours, etc.,
_
L. GARRATT.
STAINED
CINfi FILM.
Sir, — Agfa

Editor

L. E.

Mills, in the issue of the loth inst., give Mr. T. S. Patterson two
solutions to his difficulty with flat film. But unfortunately
both methods may result in damage to the emulsion.
My experience so far is that all manufacturers use the
notch system to indicate the sensitive side and further, that
the notched edge is in the same relative position for all makes.
If the packet is to be opened in absolute darkness, and the
manipulator is not certain as to which is going to be the sen¬
sitive side, it is very simple to remove the explanatory leaflet,
close the packet, switch on the light and read the instructions.
By this method he makes certain of the sensitive side and does
not run the risk of damaging the emulsion by biting it or
rubbing it with a knuckle. I wonder how much would a deaf

journal with regard to determining
chromatic cut films.

The

the opinions

cin6 film and

some

others

contain

an anti-halation stain incorporated with the emulsion, which
disappears in the process for making a positive, but if a negative
is required the stain remains a deep brown and absolutely
prevents the negative from being used for printing.
After many experiments I have devised a method of bleach¬
ing the stain without loss of image. A solution of bichloride
of mercury takes it right out without losing any details of the
image, the silver deposit seems to prevent the mercury from
reaching the stain behind the image and so a brown image is
left with excellent printing qualities. With everything else I
have tried the image sufiers more or less reduction and detail
is lost but with this process none of it goes.
I use a saturated solution of bichloride of mercury for in¬
tensifying negatives when required, it has been kept going for
years by having some crystals of bichloride in a bottle filled
with water and occasionally shaken and more water or crystals
added from time to time as they are used up.
The film must be washed absolutely free from hypo, then
placed in a bath made of i 02. of bichloride solution to 20 oz.
of water. In about four minutes, less in warm weather, the
stain will have disappeared, leaving the image a deep brown
with clear deep shadows. The distance to which the reduction
is carried does not seem to matter very much as the' image
does not fade and the printing quality does not suffer. As soon
as bleached, the film is thoroughly washed and dried. I have
kept film so treated lying about exposed to the air to see lyhat
would happen and it has apparently remained unaltered after
twelve months. One warning is necessary : there must be no
bare brass or other metal exposed in either dishes or filmholder or the bichloride will deposit mercury on it instead of
the film.
I enclose a small piece of film treated as above and trust
this information may be of some value to your readers who
like to do their own developing and printing. — Yours, etc.,
E. M. HUMPHERY.
(Sydney.)

SMALL
Sir, — -Regarding

PORTRAIT
the

NEGATIVES.

J. ALMOND.
_
recent correspondence concerning

“ Retouching Small Negatives,” is there not behind it a
marked attempt to defend these small cameras when they
can perfectly well look after themselves ? Is there not on the
other side a noticeable combination of distrust and conserva¬
tism ?
Results can as well prove what these small cameras can do
for portraiture as they can for other spheres. Weigh and
consider this as I may, however, I do not believe that it is of
any moment.
Watch the portrait worker with his studio camera. Give
him a Leica, and watch him at work with that, supposing he
is as familiar with the one as the other. The studio camera
will prove the simpler and more convenient of the two. The
Leica, the Contax, and the rest are complicated as are all
‘‘ universal ” cameras ; they are fitted for every emergency ;
they are the “ universal ” cameras, if there are any. When a
specialist in portraiture knows what he wants he can arra,nge
things so differently. Perhaps I should say he can have things
arranged so differently for him.
A. Boch writes : “ I am a believer in studying the lighting
arrangement and psychology of my sitter so as to render what
I have called professional faking unnecessary ; but this is a
question of personal taste.” The more I read this the less I
can make of it, and I say so, while admitting that I have not
studied lighting arrangements nor the psychology of sitters.
I think that neither lighting nor psychology, separately or
together, can render " professional faking unnecessary.’
There must be quite a few “ psychologists ” who sit opposite
their wives every day, but who could not help a photographer
much. Combine lighting and professional retouching if you
like ; that seems the obvious thing to do. Perhaps that is
what Mr. Boch means.
These small cameras are best fitted for portraiture of ^he
only kind which really interests me, the portrait which depicts
character and a character. As an illustration, I can not do
better than ask anyone to study a deer in captivity, and then to
stalk one in its natural haunts. Watch its expressive eyes,
its every expression ; see the deer when it has just heard you
snap a twig. I do not refer to the fear of the aninial. I speak
from experience (once) and shall never forget the difference.
I do not recommend stalking people, with or without a
pocket full of twigs. My meaning is clear, I think. It has
little to do with photography, as such, anyway ; it has been
handed down to us with so many other things by the great
portrait painters of the past. And they combined the pro¬
fessional with — shall we say — the amateur. They painted
in the studio, perhaps.— Yours, etc.,
C. S. GRANT.
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CINJfe APPARATUS.

Cinematography
Open-air Sites and Locations for Amateur
Cinematographers “ ACTINOGRAPHIST.”
Amateur productions filmed out of doors frequently tend to suffer from mediocre or unsuitable settings.
This trouble can often be avoided by the exercise of greater care in the selection of sites and locations —
a matter which is fully dealt with in the article that follows.

The selection of subjects suitable

for feature filming is not the
only problem that confronts all
cinematographers who are serious
enough to resent wasting their film
upon meaningless episodes. There are,
for example, the tastes and desires of
others to consider ; and there is the
important factor of whether the
amateur himself knows anything or
nothing concerning the peculiarities
of the subjects he is about to tackle.
Not the least peculiar thing about
any subject is its own particular set¬
ting or background accompaniment.
It may, indeed, be suggested that this
is part of the subject itself ; but I seem
to remember a film in which father
was

shown

cleaning

his gun

in the

drawing-room. Father was asking for
trouble — especially if the picture were
displayed before the feminine members
of his household, and the cinemato¬
grapher might have paused for this
(if for no better reason).
Other examples of the use of in¬
congruous backgrounds might suggest
themselves to the keen observer of
production details. Such errors are
not infrequently met with in the
exterior settings favoured by both
amateurs and professionals ; but they
are only occasionally seen in studio
arrangements — where the background
and other details are, as a rule, care¬
fully constructed to accompany the
action and period of the whole scene.
The

Action — and

life have disfigured at least one other¬
wise beautiful version of country
dancing.
In these cases, the trouble was

due

not so much to the photographer’s
lack of knowledge of the districts in
which he was working as to the fact
that he had neglected to look beyond
the main phase of action and into the
deeper background. Had he paid
only slight attention to this, he would
probably have altered his viewpoints
and thus entirely have avoided the
trouble referred to.
Local

Work.

Knowledge of the district does, how¬
ever, play a very big part in the selection
of suitable background settings against
which to film some of the lighter and

more spontaneous subject-matter. This
matter includes “ documentary ” shots
of children, friends and pets — all of
which may be filmed with very little
preparation and previous
and similar light essays.
Children

appear

more

planning —
naturally

at

ease in a “ playground ” setting, and
this may be found either at home or
at one of the all-too-few public parks
which are attached to the bigger
cities and industrial centres. Grown¬
ups, of course, should always be
photographed before a sympathetic
background — the golfer at the " nine¬
teenth ” and the rambles at any place
which carries no suggestion of locomo¬
tion other than that of pedestrianism.
More experienced workers will pro¬
bably be familiar with most of the

Beyond.

Casual filming still forms the bulk
of amateur activities, and it is un¬
fortunate that here more than any¬
where else flagrant faults in the
selection of backgrounds and other
settings are observed. Picturesque
scenes from a well-known horse show
have been haphazardly
clude in the distance

filmed to in¬
most of the

local car park, whilst automobiles and
other so-called amenities of modern
28

The

River

Season has now started and animated pictures are to be secured
well-known centres hv the amateur cine photographer.

at many
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. . . release the presser.
. . . slip in the charger with the
film in the guideway.
. . , close the presser and the
door.
Then the Motocamera is ready for filming —
the full 30 ft. of film at one winding, too !
Loading a Pathescope Motocamera is a matter
of seconds only and so. simple. Nothing to
manipulate, no waste of time or film. That
is why you will find still greater enjoyment
with Pathescope 9.5-mm.

Home

Movies.

Having a fully corrected f/3.5 anastigmat lens
and giving consistently good results with large
pictures on film and screen, the Pathescope
Motocamera sells for £6-6-0. There are
other models ; one with an f/2.5 lens and
Tele-Attachment

complete for £18-18-0.

Pathescope 9.5-mm. film, sold in 30-ft.
lengths for use in our chargers, gives
over 1,000 clear and large single pictures
for 2/7 with development

2/-.

Home

Movie Projectors range in price

upwards

from

the “KID,”

complete

with resistance for 55/-. The “200-B”
at £15 is the latest model.

Programmes

of personal films can be

supplemented by professional films
hired from the Library at reasonable
rates.

Bigger and Better Home Movies
PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER”
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The photographer who is looking for a camera easily
carried, and yet with practically every adjustment he
may need, will discover in the SOHO PRECISION,
what is to all intents and purposes, a field camera, but
one that is almost as mobile as a pocket camera.
Every essential movement is incorporated, and the
standard fitments include : Focussing Milled Wheel,
PRICE. — The price of the camera
lor 3ix2i size picture, including

Spring lor releasing front for Double and Triple Exten¬
sion, Lower Extension Slide, Upper Extension Slide,
Winding Pinion for Rising Front, Clamping Spring tor

3 first-quality double plate-holders,
but without lens, is £13 10 0.

Extensions, Side Spring Clips for Drop Front tor Wideangle Work, Eye-level View-finder, Back-sight tor
both Upright and Horizonta Pictures, Spirit Levels and
Revolving Back.

There is a SOHO Model British-made Camera to suit every
purpose and every pocket. Write to-day for lull informa¬
tion, either to your dealer or to SOHO, LTD., as below.

FULL

DETAILS

FROM

SOHO

LIMITED,

3, SOHO

SQUARE,

WRATTEN

“PRECISION”

LONDON,

LIGHT

W.l.

(Phone;

Ger. 2184)

FILTERS

As the result of extensive study of sensitizing dyes carried out in the Kodak Research
Laboratories, both the speed and colour sensitivity of Eastman Panchromatic Films
have been greatly increased. The new standards attained necessitated revision of the
series of Wratten Orthochromatic Filters.
The two “K” filters are the same as those previously supplied under these names.
The K3 is now obsolete, the improvements in sensitizing having made it unnecessary.
Kl . A pale yellow filter which should be used
when only a shght colour correction is needed, or
when exposure must of necessity be short. May be
used with any of the Eastman Panchromatic
Films.
K2. A yellow filter giving full colour correction.
For use with Eastman Commercial Pan¬
chromatic Film, Eastman Panchromatic
Process Film and Eastman Portrait Pan¬
chromatic Film.
These filters are not intended for use with a 16 mm.

The two new filters are :
Xl.

A pale green filter for use with Eastman

Portrait Panchromatic Film by half-watt
light or for Eastman Super-sensitive Pan¬
chromatic Film by dayhght or arc lamp.
X2. A deeper green filter for use with
Eastman Super-sensitive Panchromatic
Film

by half- watt light.

cine-camera, for which special filters are supplied.

A leaflet “New Wratten Filters and their Uses” describes these
filters more fully. It may be had free on application to —
KODAK
LIMITED (WRATTEN
DIVISION'
KINGSWAY
- LONDON,
W.C.2
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best locations

in or near

their own

vicinity. And, what is more, they
will probably already possess several
examples of good ^ming in which
most of these are incorporated.
Such workers should not be slow in
turning their eyes farther afield.
Always they should be on the look¬
out for newer locations and settings
that may in the near future lend an
air of distinction to their more serious
productions.
Pageants and period plays especi¬
ally need careful planning with regard
to settings and locations, and suitable
sites for this sort of work should always
be kept in mind by those who find any
great attraction in the production and
filming of such plays.
Many producers will be able to
acquire additional information from
their motoring friends in different

parts of the

country,

whilst

almost

confronted

with

the

difficulty of filming fast-moving
objects, and nearly always these
” shots ” prove to be very blurred,
due to the fact that the camera is not
working at a fast enough speed to over¬
come the effect of the fast movement.
Now, with the more expensive
cine cameras on the market, it is
possible to adjust the speed with which
the shutter works and the film
passes, by this means overcoming the
difficulty. But for the ordinary ama¬
teur who only occasionally meets such
situations a camera of this advanced
type is not necessary and will only
add to the extra expense of his outfit.
Therefore he must look in some other

Is Your

This is the age of the bandit.

Our motoring friends know the
danger of having their car stolen,
and provide thief-proof devices of great
ingenuity. Many photographers have in
their possession instruments of greater
value than that of a second-hand car, and
not only run the greatest risk of theft,
or even accidental misplacement, but
have not the slightest ^eans of proving
identification of a valuable instrument
if it gets out of their hands.
Two cameras of the same model are
nearer alike than two peas when they
leave the shop, but have you ever
thought how you would identify your
own particular instrument if it was
away from you for even a short time ?
I heard of an instance recently of a
camera being taken from a car in a
country district.

“ negative ” or unfavourable circum¬
stances. Thus, the fact that a permit
is required before any particular
location can be regarded as being
available for use should be promi¬
nently noted, nor should the likely
presence of hampering crowds escape
mention where the information will

assist in the formation of a really com¬
prehensive record of all available
settings and the purposes for which
they may be used.
Such records should be kept con¬
veniently together in a notebook
suitably headed " Sites and Loca¬
tions,” and their compilation should
be entrusted to one who has not only
the abihty to do the job properly but
also the necessary enthusiasm to
ensure sustained interest.
Naturally,

full mention

should

probably be of much importance to
the responsible producer.
And, finally, do your best to per¬
suade all other amateurs to keep such

be

a book. A reciprocal system of inter¬
change can easily be arranged — -and
the advantages you may derive from
this will easily outweigh any diffi¬
culties that may be encountered in
the joint compilation of the several
records concerned.

made of any advantages and out¬
standing characteristics of each loca¬
tion set down in the book, whilst
there should be a full description of all
smaller settings — within the main
location — -which can be used to good

Filming Fast-moving

The amateur movie photographer

purpose in connection with close-ups
and other shots indicating fuller detail.
Mention should also be made of

everybody interested in film-scene
sites and locations can combine to

Objects

A few tips on “ camera
angle ” and methods
to employ
difficulty of recording speeding objects.

is often

PHOTOGRAPHER

ta 6 CIHEMATOORAPHER o

when confronted with the
By ARTHUR
A. TAYLOR.

direction to overcome such difficulties,
and the only method left lies in the
way of placing the object, or as it is
sometimes

described

as

‘‘ camera

An object moving across the view of
the lens is, in respect to a camera,
angle.” at a much greater speed than
moving
one coming or going away from the
lens, then here is the first tip to note.
Never attempt to record the move¬
ment of a speeding object which is
passing across the view of the lens,
unless the object in question is at a
great distance. If the " shot ” could
only be obtained from the position
described above, then the only effective
means left is to panoram the camera,
keeping the object in the centre of the

Camera

most is to take up a position a little
to one side and at right angles to the
speeding object, and from such a
position there can be no blurring or
out of focus, while it tends to add
extra speed to the object.
Therefore, always bear in mind the
two simple rules.
1. Never photograph an object mov¬
ing across the view of the lens unless
it is at a great distance.
2. Contrive to take up a position at
right angles and a little to one side of
the object, thus recording perfect
impressions and dead sharp.

Thief-Proof

A few days later a camera of the same
type was seen by a police officer in the
window of a second-hand shop, and
although the circumstances of its arrival
there were suspicious, the motoristphotographer who had missed his camera
could not say definitely that that par¬
ticular camera was the one he had had
for some considerable time, and .the
instrument was not recovered.

There would appear to be an oppor¬
tunity for some enterprising manu¬
facturer to produce name plates suitable
for fixing more or less permanently to
a camera, but I suppose the idea has
been thought of and has not been taken
up by photographers who preferred to
take the risk of loss. It. is, however, a
simple matter for some private mark
to be put on some part of a camera, and
this would enable identification to be
made in case of need ; but a much better
519

view-finder. This will cause all the
background to be very blurred but
will render the main object in focus.
The method which I favour the

?

idea is to inscribe one’s name and
address on some portion of the instru¬
ment, and also on the dark slides in the
case of a plate camera, and then if
camera or slides are accidentally left
behind there is the possibility that they
will be returned, for there is even yet a
majority of honest persons.
Marks with an indelible ink pencil on
the blackened interior of. a camera seldom
wear off if they are made on a wood
or metal fitting, and unless the marks
wear down to some bright metal por¬
tion, making a reflecting surface which
reflects on to the sensitive film, no
photographic trouble is likely. Ten
minutes spent in this wav can very
easily mean the recovery of a valuable
instrument, while the fact that this
precaution has been taken brings some
satisfaction and peace of mind.
Brian

O’Dale.
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Cruising
with a Camera
By Capt. E. C. ARDEN.

CRUISING has come to stay. Perhaps because it is
almost independent of season and our climate.
It combines patriotism with wanderlust and has a

charm of its own. From the photographer’s point of view,
however, there are pitfalls to be avoided if the results are
to be pleasing.
Most of the larger ships have a dark-room of sorts and
the amateur may have his test exposures developed there
professionally, but allowances must be made for the
disadvantages under which
the ship’s photographer has
to work, and it is almost
certain that he will not be
able to attend to any special
requirements or to under¬
take panchromatic work.
Almost any camera can
be used, as results depend
in the first place upon the
skill of the photographer ;
but on no account should
one beg, borrow or other¬
wise obtain a camera with
which one is not on fairly
intimate terms as to do so
is to be at sea in more
senses than one.
The main charm of photo¬
graphy on board ship is

Sea

and

Sky.

are given the definition will
certainly suffer from the
vibration of the ship.
For the same reason the
camera must not be rested
on any part of the ship,
whilst pictures are taken
and it is better not to
attempt to use it at eyelevel. The camera should
be held steady at the waist
and a reflex of reasonable
size is ideal, for nowhere
are the advantages of the fullsize screen more apparent
than on board ship, where
the subjects are unfamiliar in
composition and in contour.
The light at sea is remark¬
ably actinic and exposures
may be halved with safety, but when using panchromatic
material it should not be forgotten that the filter will cut
off most of the violet and ultra-violet rays that make up
the ardent southern sunshine, and the exposure factors
should be increased by one third.
As southerly latitudes are reached one will yearn for

The

Gymkhana.

that weight is no drawback, and even a half-plate reflex
would not be an unsupportable burden ; but something of
a more portable nature, such as a 3I X 2|-, capable of taking
film packs or roll films will be wanted for shore excursions.
There is, of course, no reason why a small camera of good
class should not cover all requirements, but a lens of
reasonably large aperture and certainly not less than
f/6.3 will be needed as if shorter exposures than i/5oth
32
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colour photography. Unless one can afford to waste
plenty of good material the photographer must learn to
reduce all the beauties around one dispassionately to
monochrome. This is, of course, a matter of judgment in
which practice makes perfect, but much assistance can be
given by the Ilford photographic vision filter, which not
only shows the tone values as they will appear, but can be
combined with filters to show the amount of correction
that will be introduced.
Panchromatic plates or films are really worth while.
Since the introduction of desensitising it is absurd to make
any bones about using them, and they make all the difference
between snapshots and pictures. If sea and sky appear in
the picture a pale green filter such as the Ilford “ Beta ”
should be used ; for other work the " Alpha ” or any pale

?:HE

G.”
More and more Bofyus are“ sprout¬

gaining “ air-experience ” in the hands
of friends or relations who belong to
flying clubs.
The photographer who leaves his
camera on the ground while he is
taken into the air is to be pitied,
for aerial photographs form a most
fascinating branch of pictorialism,
apart from their purely technical
value. A few hints may help strangers
to the air to avoid disappointing
results, the first time they venture
aloft.
Any tolerably good camera .will
wonderful work in aircraft. By

“ tolerably good ” I mean a camera
which has a fairly rapid lens, and is
well-made. A camera with a flimsy
bellows is difficult to handle when in
the slip-stream of a machine’s pro¬
peller, though folding cameras are by
no means condemned on this account.
A direct view-finder is highly recommeirded, and a lens hood that is well
secured.
Before taking off, it is advisable to
have a conference with your pilot.
Tell him just what you want to photo¬
graph, showing him the positions on
the map, if necessary. Give him an
idea of the direction from which you
want your pictures ; the height; if
you are not used to flying, you had
better leave to him. Get him to
approach the object so that when the
machine is in the desired position it
will be flying more or less away from
the object, and, if possible, roughly
towards the sun. This will ensure you
a view clear of obstruction from the
wings, etc., of the machine, and with
the sun somewhere out of harm’s
with regard to your lens.

is necessary if the sea is not to look like ink.
Sooner or later one will want to photograph the ship,
and a viewpoint as near as possible to the water should be
chosen or it will be dwarfed. If the hull be white or grey,
a very pleasing effect may be obtained by
the light, and it is advisable when giving
overhaul to one’s outfit to make sure that
and filter can be used at one and the same

way

taking against
a preliminary
the lens hood
time.

The ship’s gymkhana is a veritable mine of opportunities
but is on all fours with all other action photography.
The one practical tip that can be given is to select a view¬
point on the previous day and to be very early off the mark
in occupying it.

BIRD’S-EYE

ing wings each year. Those
who are not actually pilots are
beginning to find opportunities of

do

yellow will suffice. The pictorialist will want to experiment
with contrast filters to accentuate cloud effects, but care

VIEW

An Article on Amateur Aerial Photography.

Another way in which he can assist
you is to throttle back his engine
just before you make your exposure,
and put the nose of the machine
down into a gentle glide. This dimin¬
ishes the devastating slip-stream to
a reasonable amount, besides making
it possible to shout directions, if
necessary.
Owing to the vibration unavoidable
in all heavier-than-air machines, the
necessity of standing in a young gale,
and the high speed of the aircraft,
speed of lens and plate or film is of
considerable importance to ensure
the achievement of a sharp image.
When making the exposure stand
with your back into the slip-stream
to shelter the camera as far as possible ;
this is particularly important when a
folding camera is used, as the bellows,
if exposed to the full force of this
heavy " wind,” will collapse. Hold
the camera firmly, but do not support
the elbows, arms, or any part of the
body on the edge of the cockpit if
you can avoid doing so, as this will
inevitably transmit vibration.
As regards exposure, the shorter
you can make it the better, of course.
Your
of subject,
make atype
difference,
but atlight,
least etc.,'
you
can be cheered by the thought that
there can never be a " heavy fore¬
ground ” ! There are few subjects
that, on a bright day, should require
more than about i/6oth of a second,
even when using a filter.
Aperture is not so important as in
ground photography, since in the air
the camera is always focussed at
infinity, and most of the subject lies
roughly in the same plane when taking
steep-angle photographs. It is as well,
to improve definition of the image,
to stop down slightly, however.
The atmosphere reflects a great deal

of blue light due to suspended moisture,
and since one frequently takes photo¬
graphs of objects far away, and there¬
fore through literally miles of atmos¬
phere, there is a great tendency to
foggy negatives from this cause.
It is therefore necessary to use a filter
— a between-lens type is obviously
the best for aerial work, as the attach¬
able ones, unless very firmly secured,
will almost certainly be blown away.
Owing to the necessity for a fairly
short exposure, it is inadvisable to
use a filter whose exposure multiplica¬
tion factor is more than about 2^.
Panchromatic sensitive material is
the best for use in the air — the faster
the better. Ordinary type plates or
films, even when using a filter, are
apt to fog or show a very misty image,
from the presence of the blue light
reflection ; their colour-values make
Mother Earth look as though she
had used too much lipstick.
A stain-developer and plain fixingbath is advisable for aerial exposures,
the tendency towards under-exposure
being somewhat accentuated by the
fear of movement. Stained negatives
give stronger prints ; and it is very
seldom that an aerial exposure suffers
from full or slight over-development.
There are many fascinating pos¬
sibilities in aerial photography, apart
from its great importance for such
work as surveying, and map-making
and correcting. You will be popular
among your friends if you can produce
aerial photographs of their houses or
gardens, views of familiar subjects
from a hitherto unexplored direction.
A last word — don’t allow your
to “ stunt ” your machine if you
your camera and plate-boxes ;
infuriating to see them jump
“ loopof ” the
!
out
cockpit in the top

pilot
value
it is
clean
of a
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IT would be a presumption

accommodation

Very little kit need be
carried on such a tour, and
as we have mentioned, any
type of machine will do ;
but it is advisable to make
sure before the journey is

has N'ery many points to
commend it — in fact, for me,
it provides the ideal holiday.
In the first place, no other
form of transport is so cheap

commenced that the tyres
are sound, for very many
of the side lanes of the

as the cycle nor so conve¬
nient and health-giving. The
train, in comparison, is
sterile so far as seeing the
beauties of the country are
concerned. One cannot stop
the train journey to roam
around the village it has
just passed through. And
the all -pervading motor ; expensive to
run and much too fast, even to permit
one to see one-half of the charm of
the countryside.
But the lowly ‘‘ bike,” any reliable
machine will do ; even an old one,
provided one does not care a great
deal for appearances. Our idea of a
cycling holiday is not to crave after
the ultra-light machine that will
enable us to do a hundred miles a day.
Five to twenty miles are ample.
The countryside of England is much
too full of pictures to warrant a long,
unbroken journey during any day of
the holidays.
So if you have a bike and wonder
how to spend your holiday this year,
your problem is solved. Choose any
district in England you like and plan,
if possible a circular ramble of some
200 to 300 miles, then buy Ordnance
maps of one inch to the mile scale
covering the whole district.
'~/These are better
than the more usual

that makes

the holiday a real break from
the humdrum
boarding¬
house or hotel.

to say what is the ideal
holiday ; everyone has
different ideas on the sub¬
ject. But as far as amateur
photography is concerned I
am quite convinced that
combining cycle and camera

country are full of grit and
this will soon give trouble
with a worn pair of tyres.
It is our own rule to refit

My
A

Wayside

with
and

Inn.

With

Ideal
Holiday
By

“ CAMERA

CYCLIST.”

but if time permits thoroughly read
and digest it before the tour is com¬
menced ; one can start then with a
knowledge of the laj’’-out of the land,
and with a good idea of where the
pretty villages are to be found. In
these out-of-the-way villages also the
cyclist can often secure that rustic

travelling maps of four
miles to the inch for

a new pair of outer
inner covers before

starting, and these usually
see us through without
trouble.
regard to the camera, here

again practically any type that is not
too heavy or bulky will do. It is the
man behind the camera that counts.
We would not dream of advising
anyone to purchase a special camera
for the purpose. The one we use is
the small 2 J x 3 J all-metal type with
a good f/4.5 lens and a Compur
delayed-action shutter, this latter
being very useful at times in allowing
us to include ourselves in a satisfactory
composition.
A good supply of film should be
taken, for it is tragedy to run out
of these in the middle of the day,
and obtaining supplies of fresh ma¬
terial is often a difficult problem when
miles away from civilisation.
The cyclist photographer is usually
at a loss as to the safest way to carry
his camera. A good plan is a box on
the carrier of the cycle, with a false
bottom in which an inner tube pumped
up rather softly is
coiled. This will take

they show details of
the districts that are

up
most road.
of the But
shocks
of the
at
the same time, the
camera is not so handy

not given in the smaller
scale. If the real
charm of England is to
be seen the main roads

to get at as if it is on
the body, and we have
discarded the former
method in favour of

must be avoided and
the journeys made on
the byways, the lesser
roads and even the
bridle paths, which the
Ordnance map shows
with great truth.
Next, procure a good
guide of the area. The
various county guides
serve our own purpose
excellently, and not
only is the chosen one
taken on j_the ,journey.
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'
slipping it
in a with
con¬
venient
pocket
four slides for plates
in another, while the
remainder of the slides
and the supply of
plates and films are
carried in an attache
case on the carrier,
well wrapped up as a

Crossing

the Stream.

protection from dust.
The small light film
camera can be slung
over the shoulder.
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A delighlful lilMe
Folding Camera

• A REAL VESTPOCKET CAMERA
Dimensions only'l x2}x3J In. — about'^the same size
as'a cigarette case ; weight only 12 oz. The Baby
Ikonta is also an ideal roll-film camera for ladies,
because it can be carried without inconvenience in a
hand-bag.
The

Baby

pocket

Ikonta

spool

takes

for 1 /-, and

16 pictures
the actual

on

the usual

vest

size of the pictures

is IJxlg in. — sufficiently large to form interesting
souvenirs of tours and holidays, while enlarged
prints
The

can

be readily

Ikonta

reputation
for quality

obtained

is beautifully
associated
precision

with

from

made,
the

your

dealer.

and

upholds

name

Zeiss

the
Ikon

work.

GAYVERT
The

Roll Film

“for Perfect Pic¬

tures” in all ordinary snapshot
work throughout the Spring and
Summer. High speed and won¬
derful latitude — a little over¬
exposure, or a little upder, makes
little difference.
Baby Ikonta with Novar //4.5 and Telma

And for dull days and late evenings

EXPRESS

BABY
IKONTA

SUPERCHROM
Speed 1400 H.&D. Crisp, clear,
and delightful snapshots, under the
most adverse conditions.
FILM

PACKS — Express

PRICES.

and Regular

In all sizes, and the following sizes in metal con¬
tainers with the simplest method ever devised for
removing individual films as required.

2|xli

3ix2i

4ix3i

GEVAERT

9x12 cm.

NOVAR

f/6.3 In Derval

3-speed

shutter

. . £3

7

6

NOVAR

f/4.5 in Derval

3-speed

shutter

. . £4

0

0

NOVAR
f/4.5 in delayed-action Telma
shutter (illustrated) . .
. .
. . £4

17

6

NOVAR

10

0

f/3.5 In Compur

PLEASE

RD., LONDON,
MENTION

"THE

AMATEUR

TESSAR

f/4.5 in Compur

shutter

TESSAR

f/3.5 in Compur

shutter

IKON

£8

17

6

£10

17

6

LTD.

11, MORTIMER
HOUSE, MORTIMER
LONDON, W.1

W.IO
PHOTOGRAPHER’’

. . £7

ZEISS

ZEISS

LTD.

shutter

ZEISS

$2-pp.

WALMER

shutter.

60-pp.

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

list will be sent free on
general

catalogue

WITH

request,

for 2d. in stamps.

ADVERTISERS.

ST.
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film

“THE BIRDS ARE ACTUALLY IN
MY HAND, WITH THE CAMERA
SLUNG

May

ADVERTISEMENTS

NECK”

0he9i£h%that /
SURE u* tgbo-SURJL/
Product
of the leading film laboratory in
Germany.
ONE

GUARANTEED 1300 H. & D.
MULTICHROME EMULSION
DOUBLE COATED
PRACTICALLY GRAINLESS
PHENOMENAL EXPOSURE
LATITUDE
Can

be processed

STOCKED

PHOTO

Britain

TRADING

CHANGE
STANDARD

developing

study the latest Photographic

in Great

ALLEY,

SIZE
2^x31-

EXPOSURES

red safellght and normal

by all dealers who

Marketed

The Photographer
says :
Edinburgh.

In ordinary

ONLY,

formulae

improvements

by —

CO,. LTD,

SHEFFIELD

film will shortly be made

In a British Factory.

1 enclose herewith three12/33.
photo¬
Dear Sirs,
graphs
takenwhich
with my
Rollciflex
Camera,
/ " think
may”
interest you for advertisement
purposes.
The birds are

actually in my

hand, with the camera
Proxar
lenses.using
my
neck,

slung round
“ Rolleiflex "

The Dunfermline,
photos were recently,
taken'
Glen,
the wild birds are very
exposure ijiooth sec. at

in
the
where
tame,
f/^.S.

The Ideal
Roll Holder
Converts

{Signed) J. D. FRASER.

In the
May 3rda “picture
A.P.”
we
reproduced
showing one of these
amazing bird studies taken
with a Rolleiflex. Here is
another extraordinary ex¬
ample showing the bird
actually feeding from the

WITH

F/4.5 ZEISS TESSAR

WITH

F/3.8 ZEISS TESSAR

£20
£22

: O : O

: 10 : O

photographer’s
Rolleiflex cameras hand.
have
a unique combination of
features, designed to cope with
unusual subjects. The Rolleiflex
makes more of everyday subjects,

R. F. HUNTER
“CELFIX

51, GRAY’S

The

LTD.

HOUSE,"

INNPhoneROAD,
: HOLBORN

Measures ’sJ"x 3" X i"” and weighs only 10 ounces. Will fit practically
every type of plate camera of the 3^" x zV* or ^-plate size/ and is intended
for use with si^xzj" roll films, giving 8 full exposures on each roll.
Film travels, with a free passage, only the direct distance between the spools,
which are placed in the same position as those in the loading chamber of an
ordinary rolUfilm camera.
Expanding pressure plate holds
flat and taut before lens.

For Cameo,

LONDON,

7311/2

W.C.1

PLEASE

MENTION

"THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER"

T.-P.

THE

BRITISH

film

Dealer for a descriptive leaflet, or direct to

CAMERA

Baysioaler 3636

WHEN

Price 35/-

Ica, etc.

Atk your

Phone;
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too. Ask your dealer for particu¬
lars or write to the sole importers
for illustrated prospectus.

ROLLEIFLEX
SOLE
IMPORTERS:

your plate
camera
into a
Roll Film
Model
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MANUFACTURING
113, QUEEN’S

WITH
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Exhibitions
The

Amateur

Notices of forthcoming

exhibitions and

Photographer

Competitions

Monthly

and Competitions

competitions

for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
Entries^ June 30. Rules in the issue of May 24.
Chicago World’s Fair International Exhibition, 1933.
— Open, June i-October 31. Enquiries to “ 1933
Salon,” Chicago Camera Club, 137, North Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
Turin International Salon. — Open, May 20-June ii.
Further particulars from Secretary, Fourth Inter¬
national Salon, Via Stampatori, N.6, Turin (108),
Italy.
Portsmouth C.C. Annual Exhibition (Open Classes).
— Open, May lo-June 10. Secretary, H. Coker, 4,
Junction Road, Southsea.
Midland Salon, City Art Gallery, Leicester. — Open,
May 27-June 24. Particulars from Hon. Secretaries,
W. Bailey and A. E. Tracey, Cank Street, Leicester.
Northern Photographic Exhibition (Bradford). —
Open, June 17-August 20. Entry forms from A.
Greenwood, Myrtle Dene, Harrogate Road, Bradford.

will be included

here every week

if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.

Irish Salon (Dublin). — Entries due September 30
open, October 28-November 4. Particulars from
Salon Secretaries, Irish Salon of Photography, 18,
Morehainpton Road, Dublin.
Rotherham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms
due October 2 ; prints, October 9 ; open, October
18-21. Further particulars from E. George Alderman.
Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Ruardean, Newton Street,
Rotherham.
Belgian Salon (Brussels). — Entries due August i;
open, September 23-October i. Particulars from
Association Beige de Photographie et de Cinematographie, 28, Rue de Locht, Brussels, Belgium.
South African Salon (Johannesburg). — Entries due
August 2; open, August 28- September 2. Entry
forms from Hon. Sec. South African Salon of Photo¬
graphy, P.O. Box 7024, Johannesburg, South Africa.
Johnson’s ” Holiday ” Competition. Cash prizes.
Closing date, October 31. Full particulars from
Johnson & Sons, Ltd., Hendon, N.W.4.

Cardiff C.C. World’s Masters Salon. — Open, June
9-24. Entry forms and particulars from G. H. Palmer,
Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Y.M.C.A., Cardiff.
Troyes International Salon. — Entries, May 25 ;
open, June 15-25. Secretary, Maurice Michel, Presi¬
dent de rUnion Photographique Champenoise, 23, Rue
de la Mission, Troyes (Aube)^ France.
Scarborough A.P.C. Exhibition. Open Classes for
photographers living within twenty-five miles of
Scarborough, and for members of clubs affiliated to
Y.P.U. — Entries due June 24 ; open, July 15-29.
Further particulars from Exhibition Secretary,
Herbert L. Kettle, 18, Ramshill Road, Scarborough.
Lucerne International Salon.— Entries due July 8 ;
open, July 22-August 20. Particulars from Secretary,
International Salon of Photography, Lucerne, Switzer¬
land.
Polish International Salon (Cracow). — Entries,
August I ; open, August 27-September 17. Further
particulars from Fotoclub, Y.M.C.A., Cracow, Poland.

#

An exhibition of outstanding interest of pictures of Mount
Everest taken by the Houston Mount Everest Flight is now
open at the Ilford Galleries, loi, High Holborn, London,
W.C.i. The exhibition was opened by Lt.-Col. L. V. Stewart
Blacker. Every reader of the paper should endeavour to see
these remarkable achievements of up-to-date photography.

headquarters. Meetings
evening at 8 p.m.

A collection of high-speed action pictures of the recent Test
Matches in Australia have been added to the National Sporting
Trophies Exhibition at Shell Mex House, London, W.C.2, by
Messrs. Kodak, Ltd. The photographs were taken on films
specially sensitised for speed work, with a camera fitted with
a high-power telephoto lens. They record vividly the out¬
standing events in each of the five Test Matches. The private
view of these pictures was opened by Mr. P. F. Warner, on
May 25th.
*
*
*
A, new club has been formed in South London and is to be
known as The Camberwell Camera Club, with headquarters
at 69, Denmark Hill, S.E.5. Mr. R. M. Barr has been elected
President, and Mr. F. C. R. Herdson Hon. Secretary. Applica¬
tions for membership should be made to the Secretary, at

Photographers all over the world will hear with regret
of the death, from angina pectoris, of Dr. G. H. Rodman, on
May 25th. Particularly at the Royal Photographic Society
was his strong and genial personality familiar. He joined
the Society in 1915, and was elected a Fellow in the same year.
He occupied the presidential chair from 1920 to 1922, after
which the Honorary Fellowship was bestowed upon him. He
did much also for the Richmond P.S. and other bodies inter¬
ested in ordinary photography. X-ray work and photo¬
micrography, in all of which he was himself an enthusiastic
expert. Like many other pioneers in radiography he suffered
physically, but with cheerful endurance. By his passing, at
the age of 72, hundreds of photographers and others lose a
good friend and a gifted mentor, and their sympathy, and ours,
will be warmly extended to his widow and daughter.

are to be
»

*

held

every

Wednesday

*

Amateur photographers who are interested in nature studies
should note that a novel competition open only to amateurs is
included in the Forestry Section of the Tunbridge Wells and
*
*
*
South Eastern Counties Show to be held at Tunbridge Wells
on July i8th and 19th. This competition takes the form of
At the Camera Club, 17, John Street, Adelphi, W.C.2, an - a class for photographs of woodland operations, namely a
exhibition of photography by Charlotte Rudolph, of Dresden,
series of photographs illustrating tree felling, planting, timber
should be visited by everyone interested in modern work with
hauling, or any other work carried out in woodlands, with
the camera. The pictures include some striking portraits and
brief descriptions. The first prize will be a silver medal, and
some remarkable instantaneous pictures of dancers. They
the second prize a bronze medal. Entries should be made
are all very fine examples of photography. The exhibition
as soon as possible to the Honorary Organisers, Forestry
was opened by Dr. Van Scherpenberg, First Secretary to the
Section, Tunbridge Wells Agricultural Society, 87, High Street,
German Embassy. Admission to the exhibition is free on
Tunbridge Wells, Kent.
signing the visitors’ book.
>|C
*

Societies will have

their meetings

Wednesday,

The

announced

May

Week’s

Meetings

here if the syllabus is sent to ns at the beginning

31st.

Borough Poly. P.S. Portraiture Evening.
Croydon C.C. Conversational Evening.
Hucknali and D.P.S. Misk Woods and Beauvale Priory.
Rochdale P.S. Exposure Meters. ' J. H. Price.
Scarborough A.P.C. Goathlands and Egton.
South Essex C.C. Print Criticism.

Thursday,

June

King's Heath and D.P.S. Exposure.
Poplar P.S. “ Flower Photography.”

June

June

or from

3rd

time to time.

(contd.).

Sunday,

June

4th.

Singer C.C. Loch Lomond. Meet at Balloch Bridge, 11.15 a.m.
Todmorden P.S. Criinsworth.

1st.

Bath P.S. Glastonbury.

2nd.

Monday,

June

5th.

Hucknali and D.P.S' Lincoln Cathedral and City.
Luton and D.C.C. Cambridge. 9.35 a.m. Bus to Hitchin.
Peterborough P.S. Ipswich.

Donald Alien.

Saturday,

June

Medway A.P.A. Boxley Bye-lanes. 2.30 p.m. Bus, Upper Bell.
Morley College P.S. Architecture Competition.
N. Middlesex P.S. Whitsun Week-end Outing to Christchurch.
Walthamstow and D.P.S. Thomwood Common. Meet at Coach Stop, 3.30 p.m

Kinning Park Co-op. C.C. Exposure and Exposure Meters.
N. Middlesex P.S. Competitions. Members’ Queries.

Friday,

of the session

Saturday,

Wednesday,

3rd.

Bath P.S. Neston.
Hackney P.S. Brookwood.
Hanley P.S. Gawsworth. Meet at Stoke Station. Train, 2.15 p.m. to North Rode.
Kinning Park Co-op. C.C. Whistlefield.
Letchworth C.C. Peterborough.

June

7th.

Borough Poly. P.S. Print Competition.
South
C.C.and“ Lens
Hoods
and other Gadgets.”
South Essex
Suburban
C.P.S.
Lecturettes.
Stockport
P.S. Exhibition
” Passe Partout.”
Whitehall C.C.
Opens.

C. Barnes.
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Fixing

‘Deaders'

Questions

ANSWERED

General. — All communications for the Editor should be addressed : “The Editor. The Amateur Photographer
and in every case, without exception,
and Cinematographer,
Dorset
House.
Stamford
must
eive the name and
address
of the
writer. Street, London, S.E.i,”
Contributions. — The Editor is plad to consider original, up-to-date manuscripts on photographic subiects.
All contributions must be tvpen-ritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the p iper onlv. Lett“rs or
communications arising out of matters alreadv appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
ftaiuped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries and CriticisIvi. — Advice, Criticism and Information are freely given, but the following conditions
should be read carefully before applying, as any communication which does not comply with the rules must be
ignored.
(i ) See “ General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for cnticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied bv a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
•to ttiis rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned, (a) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and hot general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) Ail envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or '' Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but canno.
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection ol those replies iaprinted each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from tue current number, and should he cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Filters.

Streaky

What are the factors of a set of filters when
used with the plates and films in the list given ?
When should different colour filters be used ?
H. E. S. (Leicester.)

Lens.

I have purchased a lens which has tiny streaks on
the front. Moisture makes them disappear, but
they return as the moisture dries off. Would re¬
polishing remove the streaks ?
G. Y. (East Ham.)

We regret that we cannot give you the
information for which you ask, and we
have no personal experience of the par¬
ticular filters you name. Further, as we
have frequently pointed out. no colour
filter has one definite factor for all
sensitive materials, nor is any one filter
likely to work equally well with various
makes of plates and films. The only
method is to find out by experiment the
necessary allowance to make in each
case. The question as to what kind of
filters to use for7different subjects is a
matter which is far too complicated to
be dealt with in the form of a reply.

We cannot tell from your letter what
is wrong with the surface of the lens,
and it is quite possible that the marks
may be removable by simple means.
On the other hand, the nature of the
trouble may be such that repolishing
will be the only course. This, however,
is always expensive. Your best plan
will be to put the matter first to the
actual makers of the lens. If you do not
get over the trouble in any way perhaps
you will write us again, and we will
give you an address where you can get
the lens repolished if necessary.

Faulty

Half-watt

Camera.

I see that some plates are said to have a speed of
2,500 H. & D. to half-watt light. Does this mean
half a kilowatt, i.e., 500 watts ?
G. H. A, (Mansfield.)

The firm making the camera no longer
exists as a separate concern. You do
not say in what way the camera seems
to be out of adjustment, but you will
find several firms advertising in our
columns who undertake this sort of

Half-watt light really means nothing
more than the light given by gas-filled
filament lamps. The particular plates
you name have a high speed to such light
simply because they are particularly
sensitive to its rays as compared with
most other plates.

Distant

one in

Views.

How can I improve my photographs of distant
views ? I send some negatives and films.
J. D. L. (Fulham.)

Your negatives are too thin and lack¬
ing in contrast for the particular printing
paper you' have employed. Apparently,
too, the exposure was too great to do
justice to jthe distance, and if you want
such distances as those included in your
prints to come out clearer you should
use a suitable colour filter on orthochromatic or panchromatic material.

Thin

It is quite possible to carry out all
the operations in the same tank, but
we never advise it, as it is risky. First,
there is the chance of traces of hypo
lurking in inaccessible parts of the tank,
and, secondly, there is the trouble that
acid hypo will certainly attack the
metal. Ordinary hypo is less liable to
do this, but we should strongly advise
reserving the tank for development
only, and doing the fixing separately.
Perspective.
I have been told that for holiday snapshots the
V.P. size is no good as the perspective is much
distorted. Should I do better to get a sj X
size ?
R. A. R. (Dunmow.)

What you have been told about the
perspective is very unreliable. The size
in which any given object is rendered
when photographed depends upon two
things — the distance from the object,
and the focal length of the lens ; and
has nothing to do with any particular
make of camera. Holiday snapshots are
quite successfully made in vest pocket
size with a short-focus lens suitable to
that size of camera. If you photo¬
graphed the same subject from the same
spot with a V.P. camera, and also with a
3J X

camera,

Negative.

Defective

You say that the film was given an
exposure. Of course this was the case
or- you would not have obtained a
negative. The exposure given was ap¬
parently over full for the subject, while
development was not carried far enough
to give a sufficiently contrasty negative.
At the same time, the negative, although
thin, is suitable for a vigorous paper, and
the print is by no means a bad one.

38
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chances

are

that

the

Negative.

I developed the enclosed negative about a year
ago, and others are similarly afiected. Can you
tell me if there is any remedy ? E. W. (London.)

The processes of fixing and washing
were not properly carried out, and your
negative has suffered to such an extent
from this that there is no possible remedy.
Paper

on Negative.

I enclose a negative

which

I dried between

sheets

of blotting-paper, some of which has stuck to the
film. How can I remove it ?
R. G. D. (Norbury.)

a serious mistake

to dry your

negative between sheets of blottingpaper. We can only suggest that you
soak the negative in clean water, and
then remove the paper by rubbing the
negative while under water with a
plug of cotton-wool. The negative, by
the way. is much too thin and lightly
developed to be of any use except with a
very vigorous paper. You should de¬
velop further in future, and let your
negatives dry naturally as explained in
textbooks and elsewhere.
Colour

What has caused the flatness of the enclosed
negative and print ? The film was given an
exposure.
R. W. W. (Batley.)

the

only difference would be in the size of
the pictures. The perspective would
be the same.

It was

Light.

I have purchased a camera, and suspect it
is out of adjustment. Can you give me the name
and address of the makers, or tell me where I
could get the camera examined ?
F.-H. T. (Enfield.)

work, and we'eannot recommend
preference to the others.

in Tank.

Can I develop, fix and wash in the same tank
without opening it ? Does acid hypo attack the
lining ?
H. C. J. (Manchester.)

Plates.

Can I use colour plates with a taking screen in the
single metal slides of my folding camera ? If
not, can I obtain suitable dark slides ?
A. R. L. (Bewdley.)

With any colour process requiring a
glass taking screen in addition to the
plate, single metal slides are quite un¬
suitable. As a rule you cannot substi¬
tute suitable slides, as they will be out of
register on your camera. A field camera
with a focussing screen and book-form
dark slides is essential for doing this
sort of work properly.
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Each paragraph is charged separately.

FRIDAY, for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;
260, Deansgate, Manchester, 3 ; 26b, Renfleld Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

LENSES

delayed-action shutter, as new, cost 95/-. for
50/-, or will accept Kodak as part payment. —
Lindsay, 3, Castle St., Dundee.
[0288

ZEISS Miroflex, 9x12, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 and

Zeiss Telephoto f/6.3xl0 in. focus, 10 plateholders, 6 i-pl. adapters and F.P.A., T.-P. focussing
magnifier, leather case for camera and F.P.A., and
leather case for camera- and accessories, and leather
case for telephoto ; all as new, only been used a
few timra : a really universal outfit and a
bargain at £52 ; cost £76. — Mackenzie, Winteringham
St., Northampton.
[6322
anastigmat
new, 21-X31,
57/6 ; Ensignette
Reflex,
Ensignf/4.5,Itollas Film,
Dallmeyer
2B de Luxe, Cooke anastigmat f/6.3, 30/-. — 3,
Ed., Wimbledon,

S.W.19.

charges, which must include the words “ Box 000, c/o ‘The Amateur Photographer’.”
Replies should be addressed : “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us to
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
“ Deposit System ” is recommended.

Special Note

Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers in these columns may deal in perfect
safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with
“ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of its
receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after
which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If
a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs
us to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no
sale, and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which we
take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a depo.it fee of 1/- is charged ;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2, 6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5/- ;
over £75 and under £100, 7 6 ; and on a;l transactions over £100, ona-half per cent.
Ail deposit matters are dealt with at Dor:at House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l, and
cheques and money orders should be made pa.yaO e to lliffe and Sons Limited.

CAMERAS

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of
Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer.” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods in exchange for others or to purchase
for Cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

Bargain.—
3i X 2ialsoN. 12-in.
& G.Dallon
Folding
Pentac f/2.9,
f/5.6Eeflex,
Tele¬
photo, interchangeable, K2 screen, 3 double slides,
changing-box and leather case ; list price £85/10 ;
flrst-olass condition, price £35. — Below.
Zeiss Tessar
Compur
shutter,
leather
Bargain.
— No. Saf/6.3,Kodak
Special,
range-finder,
case : list price £20/5/6 ; equal to new, price
£9/17/6 : the above apparatus may be had on
“ A.P.” deposit system for approval. — Box 7024,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” .
[6373

y.P.K.,
withSmith,
developing
30/-. — autographic,
Reading, Mawnan
Falmouth.outfit,
CAN

DEAL

LENSES

Latest T.-P. Eeflex junior, 34x2i, Cooke

f/2.9, 3 slides, wire release, neck-sling ;
cost £22 month ago ; owner suddenly incapacitated ;
£12/15 ; no ofters.— BM/VONA, London, W.C.l. [6376
1-PLATE

Butcher’s

4
tigmat, Compur
5 slides ; excellent
Bruce Rd., Sheffield.

Klimax, Lukos f/4.5 anasshutter, double extension,
condition, 70/-. — Ligate, 27,

ZEISS Miroflqx Combined Press and Folding

Reflex Camera, 9x12 cm. size, Tessar f/4.5
[6377 ;
lens : unused condition, with leather case, F.P.A.
price £25 ; deposit. — Box 7035, c/o ” The Amateur
Photographer.”
[6381

£8. — Box

IMPORTANT

NOTICE

Owing to the Whitsun Holidays, the next
issue of “ THE AMATEUR
PHOTO¬
GRAPHER ” (dated June 7th), is closing
for press earlier than usual.
In accordance with the Notice that ap¬
peared last week, the latest date upon
which Miscellaneous Advertisements can
be accepted for the above issue is FIRST
POST, THURSDAY, June 1st.

[6379
YOU

AND

shutter,special
Zeiss f/4.5,
K 2 focal-plane
filter, 9
Ensign
Reflex,Kodak
3^x24,
slides, F.P.A. , leather case ; perfect, deposit system,

[6264

31x2}
& G.F.P.A.,
Sibyl, and
f/4.5leather
Zeiss case,
Tessar,£8. —12
2 darkN.slides,
J. Gallaher, 78, Hatton Garden, London. [6371

every care

BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on repiies must be added to the advertisement

WARNING

F/4.5 Foth Folding Camera, 3ix2i, with

Co.

Deposit System

instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 13 consecutive
Insertions, 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post

AND

&

The
Proprietors
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although
is taken
to avoid are
mistakes.

2/6

SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh

faAMKRAS

not be .sent as remittances.

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no answer to their enquiries are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be included for use in the event of the application proving
unsuccessful.

Prepaid Advertisements

Eostrevor

rs~

Postal Orders sent in payment for Adveriisemenfs should be
made payable to ILIFFE AND SONS LTD., and crossed

Publishing

AND
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Business Notices

SALE

and Cinematographer

The AMATEUR:Jil

n1
Communications

Photographer

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OVR

7036, c/o ” The Amateur

Photographer.”

head wind, rising front, revolving back,
Reflex,
l-pl. Soho, late model with milledand masking top screen, f/4.5 Ross Zeiss Tessar
[6382

18-cm. lens, 6 double book-form slides, F.P.A.,
12 film sheaths, focussing magnifiers, antinous
release, 3 Wratten filters, large velvet-lined case
contains whole outfit : everything faultless, very
little used and in excellent condition ; accept
£20 lowest ; no offers ; might consider exchange
for high-grade roll-film and cash ; deposit. —
Box 7037, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [6383
X2i Patent Etui, Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar, Compur,
1 to 1 /200th sec., direct-vision, brilliant
finders, 9 slides, F.P.A., leather case, £9.— Below.

3r

colourSpecial,
and sky
£3. —
y.P.K.
f/4.5screen,
lens, leather
Diomatlccase,shutter,
Cox, 106, Shakespeare Rd., Gillingham, Kent. [6388

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

39

THE

★ WANTED
YOU,

to examine

amazing
31 x2i

Compur,

double

★
9

Aldis Anastigmat No.
filters, £3/10. — Below.

ZEISS Tessar f/4,5, delayed-action Compur,

POSTCARD Folding, double extension, aluminium,

leather covered, Tessar f/6.3 lens, Compur
shutter, F.P.A., 6 single metal slides, 2 view¬
finders, leatlier case, £5, worth double. — Skerratt,
Wayside, Riiuddlan.
1-PLATE T.-P. Ruby Triple Extension, Ross
2 Homocentric f/5.6 lens, 3 D.D. slides, ash
tripod, canvas case, £4. — Above.
[6393

Binoculars, 8x, centre focus, separate eye adjust. £2 17 6
34 X 24 Mentor Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.6, self-capping
1/lOth to 1/1. UOOth, deep hood, double slides, ca3e£3 17 6

K0D.\K la Series HI, f'6.3 anastigmat lens,

Compur shutter, brown leather case, colour
and sky filters and portrait attachment in case ;
all as new, £5/5. — Richards, 8, Darmonds Green,
West Kirby.
[6394

i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/4.5, late.-^t self-capping, 1/lOth to
1/l.OOOth. latest revolving back, slides, case. . £8 17 6
0
6
6

1^x15 cm. Anschutz Camera, with 6 Goerz double
slide.3, f/4.5 Cooke Aviar lens, leather

I'lOth
17 6
17 6
17 6

case, £6/6. — Box 7074, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher."

34 X 24 N. & G. New Sibyl Plate Pocket, Ross Xpres f '3.5, new,
2 to l/200tb, silent shutter, double slides. . . . £18 18 0
16-mm. Ensign Super Luxe Projector, f/1.8. 250-watt, super
direct illumination, resist., case. Cost £50. . £29 10 0

Plioto[6398

C10ERZ Tenax, 34x24, Dagor f/6.8, CJoerz

I filter, plate-holders, h'.P.A., leather case ;
perfect condition, little used, and Kodak filmpack tank, £4/15 ; no offers ; approval deposit. —
Box 7075, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [6399

9l-mm. Pathe Lux Proj’r, motor, resist., case. Snip £12 12 0
34x24 Salex Press, f/4.5. 1/lOth to l/l.OOOth, slides £2 19 6
3i X 2i Kodak R.F. , f/6. 3, 3-speed. Hardly used.. £2 2 0
34x24 Ensign Plate Pocket. Aldis f/4.5. latest, 1 to I'lOOth,
double ex., rise, cross, wire finder, slides.... £3 19 6
34x2i Ihagee R.F., f/4.5 Compur. A.s new .
£3 19 6

31x24 Icarette Roll Film and Plate, f/4.5 lens,

4 Compur, all movements, slides, wallet and
leatlier ca.se, perfect condition, £5/5 ; Justophot
Meter, 12/-. — Gratrix, 78, Dickens St., Peterborough.

5x4

Goerz Folding Reflex, Cooke Aviar f'4.5, self-capping,
1/lOth to 1/1, 000th. double slides. Snip.... £9 17 8
34x24 Zeiss Icarette R.F. Plate, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5. delayed
Compur. double extension, wire finder .
£11 11 0
4-pl. T.-P. Enlarger, no lens, horizontal, latest, condensers.
gas or electric. Hardly used .
£6 17 6
34x24 Ensign R.F,, Aldis f/4.5, Compur, rise.... £4 4 0
34x24 Etui Plate, tl4.5, 3-speed, wire finder .
£4 10 0
34 ><24 T.-P. Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, latest self-capping,
1/lOth to 1/l.OOOth, l.atest, revolving back, ca8e£8 17 8
16-mm. Ensign Silent Projector, 100-watt, forward, reverse.
rewind, extra resistance, case. Hardly used £9 17 8

Qlx24
Ensign Carbine No. 7, f/4.5 Aldis,
[6401
O4
D A. Compur, velvet-lined case, hip-pocket
Ensign tripod, original cartons, etc. ; the lot,
in brand-new condition, £5/5 ; cost £10 ; deposit
system. — Jones, Arnclitf, Scalby, Scarborough. [6402

Both still and cine exposure readings on one dial.
Scientifically correct stop seen at a glance.
Reflex view-finder for dead-accurate sighting.
Self-generating photocell of unlimited life.
No calculations, no delays, instant readings.
★ Large luminous new dial, large readings.
★ The Original ; The Quickest ; The Best.
Study the above before you buy ; then Try it Free.
★
★
★

FREE

TRIAL.

£14

: 14

: 0

FREE

TRIAL.

New Ultra Compact T.-P. Reflex, Dall¬
meyer famous f/4.5, latest steel geared self-capping,
l/lOth to l/l, 000th sec., long pinion extension (for
portraits, clpse-ups, still-life, etc., etc.), deep hinged
self-erecting hood (giving brilliant viewing), latest
new mirror (camera can be inverted above the head
in crowds, etc.), hinged sky shade, all inlaid leather.
Smallest high-speed reflex obtainable ; nearly fits
the coat pocket, 3 nickel latest slides, neck strap.
Year’s guarantee.

FREE

TRIAL.

£8

! 15

! 0

FREE

TRIAL.

16-mm. new victor visual

TURRET AUDIBLE CAMERA

lens, carbine
Compur No.
shutter,
or near offer
Ensign
6, 31x21,£3/15Aldis-Butcher
f/4.5;
very little used. — 30, Caldervale Rd., Clapham,

4-pl. Zeiss Ernemann Folding Reflex, f/4.5, latest I'loth to
1/l.OOOth. triple ex., revolving back, D. slides £25 0 0
Ensign Cine Tripod, latest Thalhammer type .
£5 17 6
Binoculars, Zeiss X 6, centre focus, case, Asnew.. £6 17 8
4-pl. T.-P. Enlarger, no lens, horizontal. Asnew.. £3 17 8
V.P. Goerz Wafer Plate, f/4.5. Compur, .slides .
£4 4 0
4-pl. Etui Wafer, Zeiss Tessar f 4.5, delayed Compur, liouble
ex,, rise, wire-finder. I.ike new .
£11 H
0
16-mm. Kodak Auto-threading Soper Projector, f'l.x. all
movements, resistance, case. Co8t£115. As new£55 0 0
Radio Zetavox Super-het 8-v. All Mains. New.... £15 15 0
14-in. Dallmeyer f 5.6 Telephoto, refiex or Press. . £9 17 6
16-mm. Zeiss Camera, Tessar f/2.7 Speed, latest compact
model, smaller than a Pathe. pocketable .
£12 12 0
9-in. Dallmeyer f 5.6 Telephoto, reflex or Press. ... £5 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Projector, 50-watt, super direct illumination,
forward, reverse, renind. extra resistance.. £3 15 0
24x 24 Voigtlander Brilliant Reflex, roll film .
£2 5 0

S.W.4.

[6406

01x21
Roll Film or Plate, f 4.5, Compur,
O4
£5/5, including tripod, slides and accessories.
— S. A. Jenkins, 78, .\udley Rd., Hendon. [6407
Qlx2[
Carbine
Film T.orandPlate,
O4
f/7.7Butcher’s
anastigmat,
7-.speedRoll
shutter,
B.,
4 slides, leather case, £1. — B. W. Baker, 295,
Hunslet Rd., Leeds.
[6410

N. & G. Baby Sibyl (Roll Film), Xpres f/4.5, £8.(6411
4 —to

l/200th sec. ; excellent condition,
28, Corbins Lane, Harrow.

Zeiss
New
ThisTessar
Year. f/4.5,
— 34x24delayed-action
Ikonta RollCompur,
Film,
leather case, £7. — Pemberton, Lyndale, Heaton

34x24 Agfa R.F., f'4.5. 1 to 1/lOOth, latest .
£4 4 0
Colour Plate Agfa Filters, 24-in. adjustable holder, for any
lens, set of 3 filters in case. As new .
18s. 6d.
31 X 24 Kodak, Ross Homocentric f/0.3. 1 to l/300th £2 17 6
41 24 Kodak R.F. , f/6.3, 3-speed. Like new .
£2 2 0
31 ' 2.4 Halex R.F., f/4.5, 3 speed, wire finder. ... £2 5 0
41 ‘ 24 Nagel R.F., f/4.5. delayed Compur. As new £5 17 6
16-mm. Films. Cartoons, 200-ft., on reels, in cans. .£176
34x24 Ensign Autospeed R.F., latest f/4.5, latest l/25th to
1 /500th. wire finder, leather case. Snip.... £8 17 6
4-pl. T.-P. Press, f/4.5. 1/lOth to 1/l.OOOth. D. slides £8 17 6
V.P. Kodak R.F., f/4.5, l/lOth to 1/lOOth. As new £3 5 0
34x24 N. & G. Folding Reflex, Dallmeyer f/3.5, latest self¬
capping, latest revolving back, D. elides.... £34 10 0

Mersey, Manchester.

[6414

OQ /_ ERNEMANN Folding Roll Film and Plate,
/^O/' 3.1x21, t/6.8, 3 speeds: Brownie D.
Enlarger, 9/-. — 366, Glebelands Rd., Sale. [6415

Agfa six 21 RoH Film' camera, with focusser,

ensures exact focussing, f/4.5, D.A. Compur
shutter, cost £15/15, new condition, used twice ;
Leather Case, 12/6 ; Portrait Attachment, 9/- ;
sell, £9/10 ; deposit system. — R. Amey, 6, St.
Hilda’s Rd., Harrogate.
[6416
1-PLATE Junior Ruby Reflex, 1931 model, Dall4 meyer f/4.5, with interchangeable f/6 Dallmeyer
Popular Telephoto lens, case, F.P. A., 6 slides ;
excellent condition, £12/12. — Bastow, North St.,
Chichester.
[6420

16-mm. Rhamstine Editor, projector motion. Snip £9 17 6
5x4 Anschutz Mackenzie Slide, and envelopes. ... £1 5 6
Pathe 300-ft. Films, continuous titles. As new.. 19s. 6d.
6>in. Contessa f/6.3 Anastigmat, S-speed .
14s. 6d.
16-mm. Kodak Camera, f/3.5. latest B.B. As new £8 17 6
Kodak Developing Tank, takes any size to P.C .
14s. 6d.
490-ft. Empty Reels, 16-mm., brand new, each .
3s. Od.
34 x24 Carbine R.F. Plate, Aldis-Butcher f/6. .3, Compur,
rising front, wire finder, radial focus. As new £3 19 8

40

3

F.P and R.F. adapter, 3 slides, tripod,
leather case, £7. — 95, Folly Lane, Swinton, Mancliester.
[6392

3i X 2i Zeiss Ideal Plate Pocket, Zeiss Tessar f '4.5, delayed
Compur. dout>le ex., wire finder, clip-on slides £9 17 6
i-pl. T.-P. de Luxe Reflex, Cooke f/3.5, self-capping. 1/lOth
to l/l,000th, revolving back, doubleslides. case£12 12 0
3tx2i Ensign R.F.. f/4.6. latest 1 to 1/lOOth _
£3 19 6
3i X 21 Zeiss Miroflex Folding Reflex and Press, Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5. late.st l/3rd to l/2.0()0th, wire finder £27 10 0
i-pl. Zeiss Plate Pocket, f/4.5, Compur, double ex., automatic.
latest bellows catches, wire finder, all inlaid. . £6 17 6

OQ
Rolleiflex (non automatic), Zeiss f/4.5, filter
dUO
and Diaphot ; good condition. — Below.
O A
V.P.K. Special, f/4.5, case, D.V. finder,
etc., daylight tank ; as brand new ; wanted
Pathe Camera and Accessories. — Windyways, Milton
Rd., Eastbourne.
[6426

GORSE
APPROVAL.

2, K

focussing screen, 9 slides, £3. — Below.
1-PLATE Horizontal Oak Enlarger, rising, cross,
2 and revolving carrier, with adapters to P.C.,
i-pl., and 3^x24, 8V-in. condenser, £4. — Urling
Smith, Netherbank, Filey Rd., Scarborough. [6389

3i X 2J N. & G. Folding Reflex, Pentac f/2.9, latest self-capping,
new type hood, revolving back. As new. . . . £36 10 0
i-pl. Ensign Reflex, Aldis f/3.4, 7-in., latest self-capping l^lSth
to l/l,000th, latest revolving back, case .
£11 11 0
6 X 13 Mentor Reflex, Meyer f/3 Speed anastigmat, self-capping
1/lOth tol/l.OOUth, doubleslides. cases. Co8t£50 £1111 0

5 DAYS’

16, 5|-in. f/4.5, K

y.P.K. Folding Icarette Roll Film, f/4.5 Te-ssar,
POSTCARD
Ensign Klito,
Aldisandf/6.3,
double extension,
rising
crossCompur,
front,

T.-P. Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5. latest self-capping, deep
hood, latest revolving back, double slide .
£11 11 0
Eolibri Zeiss R.F., Zeiss Tessar f/3.5 Speed, latest Compur.
IG on V.P. film, leather case. As new .
£8 8 0
Pathe Kid Projector and resistance. As new .
£1 17 6
Baby Ikonta, f/G.3. 3 speeds. 10 on V.P. As new.. £2 9 6
3i X 2i Ego Plate Pocket, f/3.5 Speed, delayed-action. Compur,
double ex., pliiiou rise cross, wire finder. Snip £7 10 0
16-mm. Ensign Super Projector, f/1.8, 180-watt, forward,
reverse. rewind, extraresistance, case. Asnew £18 18 0

IN STOCK.

ELEGTROPHOT
EXPOSURE PHOTO-ELECTRIC METER

Compur, direct and brilliant finders, Zeiss
filter, lens shade, £4/10. — Below.

5x4

EDWIN

1933

2 12 slides, F.P. A., leather case, price £8. —
5, South St., Greenwich, S.E.IO.
[6387

3ix2i Ensign Roll Film Reflex, AJdis-Butcher 1/4.5, latest
self-capping. l/15th to l/500th, deep hood. ... £5 17 6
V.P. Zeiss Roll Film, Tessar f/4.5, new Compur £6 17 6

ALL

31,

31x21^ T.-P. Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5 lens,
filter, Telephoto
sliding shade,
£4/10 ; f/5.6,
Dallmeyer
DALLON
Lens, 10-in.
K 3
Adon Telephoto, variable focus, rack, £1/10 ;

6

3i • 2t Cocarette R.F., f/6.3. Cost £5. As new. .£260
3i 2i T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/4..'5. deep hood, slides £5 6 0
Pathe Projector, motor, super attach., resistance. . £6 17 6
3i 21 Dallmeyer R.F., Pentac f/2.9, Compur .
£8 8 0
i-pl. Soho Famous Press, f/4.5 latest self-capping, new selferecting struts, double slides, bide case .
£12 12 0

i-pl. Ensign Folding Reflex, Cooke f/4.5, self-capping
to 1/1. 000th, double slides. Cost £36. As new £8
34x24 Contessa Plate, Tessar f/4.5. Compur .
£4
i-pl. Kodak Autofocus Vertical Enlarger, f G.3.... £4

LENSEsH

1A Folding Ansco, 4Jx2i, f/6.3 Series IV, 1 to

i-pl. Ensign Reflex, Dallmeyer f/3.5. self-capping l/15th to
1/1. 000th, long extension, reversing back, slides £8 8 0

Rolleiflex Reflex, Tessar f^3.8. new Comp.. 2ix2i £10 10
i-pl. Goerz Plate, f/6.8. Comp., double ex. As new £2 19
3ix2i Dallmeyer Snapshot, f/6, F.P. adapter, case £2 9

AND

May

ADVERTISEMENTS

l/300th sec., T. and B., new condition ;
cost £13 : sacrifice £3 ; approval deposit. —
Dallow, 83, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [6386

.
ex. £4

PHOTOGRAPHER

I CAMBRAS

these

Bargains

Zodel Plate, f/3. 8, delayed

AMATEUR

EXCHANGES.

BB

WISE

IN

TIME—VSB

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

Speed f/2.9, visual focussing with large eyepiece,
individual adjustments, three-lens turret head,
multi speeds 8. 12, 16, 24. 32, 64 pictures per sec.,
locking device for self-inclusion ; Audible footage —
gives a double click for each foot exposed, titling
crank, latest visual footage, direct Tele-finder
(adjustable for all distances and lenses, professional
pattern), plumb level — no tilting uprights, latest
silent motor (absolutely noiseless) ; lens focussing
to I ft. All gold-bronze chromium. Amazing value.
World’s finest cine.

FREE

TRIAL.

WESTON

£60

METERS

FREE

TRIAL.

SUPPLIED

FREE TRIAL. £15 : 10 : 0 & £8 1 10 1 0

H.****'
BLWKBUR
GORSEAll in**’stock
N approval.
EDWI
days’
. Exchange,

Five

May

THE

31, 1933

CAMERAS

AND

AMATEUR

NEW

LENSES

PHOTOGRAPHER

3ix2i 2

ADVERTISEMENTS

CAMEO

at

Double

extension,

REDUCED

New T.-P. Horizontal Reflex, 35^x2}, very small

and compact, Dallmeyer f/4.5, case and 12
slides, £5/10 ; also f/6.5 Telephoto to fit. — Fielding,
60, Church Rd., Richmond, Surrey.
[6425

PRICE

rising and
cross and
Ufront,
brilliant
direct wire-flnders,
Lukos
f/4.5
anastigmat
lens,
Compur
shutter,

PRACTICALLY Unused, 12x9 Zeiss Miroflex,

latest type, f/2.7, slides and F.P.A. ; cost £72 ;
£33.— Corvaja, 4, Gordon St., W.C.l.
[6427
Reflex, AldisBargain.
t/4.5, —brand
unused,
WONDERFUL
.t-pl. new
Ensignand Pressman
with full equipment ; cost £14 ; owner must

speeds 1 to l/250th
sec., T. and B.,
focussing screen, 2
metal slides and

sell ; accept £7. — Box 7086, c/o “ The
Photographer.”

r.p.A.

Amateur
[6429

Telephoto,
filter,
lens
N. f/6.3
& G. Dallon
Baby Sibyl
Outfit, scaled,
f/4.5 Ross
Xpres.
hood, F.P.A. , 6 double slides, fitted pigskin case ;

cost £32 twelve months ago ; hardly used ; genuine
bargain, £16. — Box 7088, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[6431

Or 10 - deposit and
10 equal montldy
Price '
payments of 10
.
lls. 6d.
.
15s. Od.

Best Quality Leather Case, extra.
Roll-film Adapter .

y.P.K.,
anastigmat,
brand-new
condition,
trellisf/6.8
model,
offers. — 81,
Elderfield
Rd.,
Clapton .
[6400

NEW No. 5
ENSIGN CARBINE

1-PLATE Salex Focal-plane, Salex anastigmat
1 f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, l/15th to 1/1, 000th
and time, 6 slides, F.P.A., £3/10. — Beardmore, 77,
Redearth Rd., Darwen.
[6432

For

Bargain. — 3i x2}, Zoiss ikon Contessa Roll Film,
Brand-new
Bessa shutter,
Roll Filmantinous,
3i x 2h
self-erecting Voigtlander
model, speeded
f/7.7 Voigtlander anastigmat, focussing, finder,

Films.

shutter, speeds 1 to l/250tb
sec., time and bulb. At
special reduced price.

hinged back ; bargain, 35/- ; cost £2/17/6 at
Easter ; exchanges. — T. Sharpless, 40, Brett St.,
Bridlington.
[6434

£4:7:6

Bargain.— Nagel Roll Film, 3ix2i, Nagel

1-PLATE T.-P. .Junior Special Reflex, Cooke f/4.5,
1 10 slides, F.P.A., £7/10, good condition. —
Reflex, 46a, Blatchington Rd., Hove.
[6437

BoU

Or 9 equal monthly
ments of 10/6.

pay¬

SECOND

- HAND

ADDITIONS

FOR CASH— EXCHANGE— OR TERMS I
31 ’ 21 Cameo, double extension, all usual movements. Velos
anastigmat lens f/7.7, Lukos shutter, speeds 1 to 1, 100th sec., T. and
B.. bark hooded focussing screen, F.P, adapter, 3 slides.. £1 17 6

Heliar, 3 book-form slides, case, perfect order,
£10 ; wanted, 3ix2i Soho Reflex. — Davies, 11,
Wilton Crescent, Wimbledon, S.W.19. •
(6438

9x12 cm. Voigtiander Focal-plane, 18-cm. f/4.5

31 • 21 Soho Roll Film, with an f/6.3 Kershaw lens. Ilex shutter,
siieeds l/5th to ] /100th sec., T. and B.. leather case.... £2 0 0

FirstZodel,£3/15rise,secures
3ix2.^Zodelia,
Doubleshutter
Extension
cross, f/4.8
1 to

41 ■ 6 Folding Ernemann, radial focussing, f/6 Steinheil anastigmat.
Pronto sijeedcd shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, back hooded screen,
direct-vision finder .
£2 2 0
A 9.6 Pathescope Camera, with Camo motor attachment, f/3.5 lens,
leatlier case. Good condition .
£3 3 0

l/150th, 2 finders, 3 slides, R.F.A., filter, Ciise. —
Bound, M.C.R. University College, Southampton.

Model 1 Leica, f/3.5 Elmar lens, focal-plane shutter, range-finder,
angular finder, 3 spool-chambers and purse. In excellent £9
condition
10 0

/J^X107

HttJ

Stereo

Conte.ssa

Nettel,

Zci.ss [6439
f/4.5

Tessars, coupled Conipurs, 12 slides, as

new, £7/10; also Second-hand Zeiss Delaotis 8x40
Binoculars, perfect, with leather case ; bargain, £9.
— Bird, 31, Mansfield Rd., Exeter.
[6441

LEICA Camera Model 2, only used 2 films, Ever-

ready leather case, also Valoy Enlarger and
printing mask, not been used at all, spare spoolholder, etc. ; total list price £33/14 ; accept £23
or close oiler. — W. L. Smith, The Square, Yalding,
Kent.
[6442

31x21 Reflex, T.-P. Victory, f/4.5 Cooke, pack

3 4 cm. Kolibri, with f/2 Zeiss Biotar lens, Compur shutter,
speeds 1 to l/300th sec., T. and B., direct-vision finder, lens hood,
leather case. All as new .
£16 10 0
Postcard Cabinet Printer, for strips and singles, with electric light
fitting .
£1 10 0
Kinderman Glazing Press, for electricity, 18 - 12, with chromium
plate .
£9 18 6
V.P. learette, radial focussing, f/4.5 Tessar in Compur shutter. 1
to 1,300th sec., T. and B .
£5 10 0
3V X 2i N. & G. Sibyl, Cooke f/G.5, 10 slides, F.P, adapter and leather
case. Good condition .
£4 15 0
1933 Model, 31 x 21 learette by Zeiss Ikon, double extension, rising
front, Zeiss Tessar lens f/4.5, delayed Compur shutter, brilliant and
direct wire finder, combination back, 3 single slides, focussing screen.
Distar lens, filter, hood. All as new .
£12 15 0

2 and roll adapters, 6 slides, case ; excellent
condition, £5. — Hayman, 17, North Rd., Hertford,
Herts.
[6443

SALEX Reflex, 34x24, f/4.5 anastigmat, revolving

back, spring-raised mirror, 6 nickel slides,
2 F.P.A.’s, £4/10 ; Goerz Tenastigmat f/6.8,
125-mm., General- shutter, 10/-; Plutar Extra
Rapid Aplanat f/8, 54-in., Marvel, 3/6 ; Salex
Anastigmat f/6.8, 41-in., Acme, 13/6 ; Aldis
Uno Anastigmat f/7.7, 5i-in., Lukos 11, 7/6 ;
Ica Helias Convertible Aplanat f/8, 150-mm.,
cells only, 21- ; Rodenstock Hemi Anastigmat
f/7.2, 165-mm., cells only, 21- ; Unwin Range¬
finder, 4/6 ; Direkt Self-timer, 1/6 ; Goerz x2
Filters, li in., 3/-; 1-in. 3/-; f in. 2/-; Wratten
K 2, 17/16ths in., 1/6 ; Stehfix de Luxe Tripod
Head, 4I-. — Murdock, 36, Bidwell Gardens, New
Southgate,. N.ll.
[6448

‘RITEWAY’
ROLL-FILM
HOLDER

lens, 3 double and 6 single slides, F.P.A.,
N. & G. lens hood, filter, case, £13/10 cash, or
exchange good reflex with magnifiers. — Camera, 2,
Tivoli Rd., Margate.
[6451
1-PLATE

Phone: Holborn 0664 (3 lines).

4

Ensign Special Reflex, Aldis-Butcher

f/4.5

lens, 12 slides, leather case, £5/10. — Middleton,

22, Esplanade,

Scarborough.

Established 1889.

[6452

Qlx2i T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke, 12 slides, F.P.A. ;
O2
excellent condition. — Wright, Bay Hotel,
Newquay.
[6463

velvet-lined
outfit ;shutter,
; new
listed
Diomatic
Kodak, casef/5.6,
V.P. leather
SPECIAL
price £2/7/6. — Below.
l/30thDogmar
to 1/1,f/4.5
000th V.P.
sec..Focal-plane,
F.P.A., 11 speeded
slides,
Goerz
in velvet-lined leather case; in good order, £4. —

£5/7/6 ;

St., Paisley.

[6464

Agfa 3ix2i f/4.5 Folding, 3 S.D. slides, F.P.A.,

set of colour filters. Telephoto lens, listed
£19/19, almost new, nearest to £8 ; 2C Folding
good condition, 15/-. — 58. Flat,
Brownie,St.,f/8,
Mantell
Liverpool Rd., N.l.
[6466

31x24 Popular Ensign Roll Film, palate back,

2 f/6.3 Aldis-Butcher, Acme-Ilex, 1 to 1 /300th,
B. and T., brilliant and direct finders ; excellent
condition, 65/-, offer considered. — L. Woodward,
128, Etchingham Park Rd., London, N.3. [6467
1-PLATE Klimax, Beck t/6 anastigmat, rise and
4 cross front, Lukos shutter, 6 slides, F.P.A.,
leather case, 65/-. — 49, Cheyne Walk, Hendon,
N.W.4.
[6-168
1-PLATE Dallmeyer de Lhxe Reflex, double extension,

rising

front,

sky-shade,

deep

triple

detachable focussing hood, revolving back, qiiickwind focal-plane shutter, 110th to l/l,(W0th
and time, fitted Dallmeyer Serrac f/4.5, also3 DaUD.P.
meyer Dallon Telephoto lens, 12-in., f/5.6,
holders F.P.A., B.W. Diary and leather case ;
all as new.— Dovey, 95, Park Rd., New Barnet. [6469

ZODELETTE (16 on V.P.), f'3.5. Compur, self-

opening, sling case, purse, developing, printing
outfit, P.C. Enlarger, new, £6 ; reflex part
exchange. — Wallis, Baldwin St., Nottingham. [64/1

Zeiss Ikon Maximar, 31x24, Tessar f/4.5, D.A.
oo
Compur, absolutely unscratclied, unsoiled ;
complete with 6 slides, F.P.A., leather case ;
outfit cost £12/15.— Box. 7092, c/o “ The Amateur
[6472
Photographer.”

Ensign No. 6 Tropical Folding Roll Film, 3ix2J

Dallmeyer Serrac f/4.5, Compur, 1 to l/250th
sec., focussing, rising front, brilliant fiimer,
— Smith. 106, High Rd.,
leather case.
£3/10, in fo
rd.
[6475
Il

31x24 T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, Tessar f/4.5,,

2 13.5 cm., 1/lOth to l/l,000th, revolving back,
auto, stop, speed change device, D.D. slide, de
flb-Pluxe F.P.A., perfect condition, £10 ; Pair
Magnifiers, 10/6 ; Agfa Standard 3i x 2i Roll
Film, f/4.5, new, £3/15 ; Kodak 2a Brownie, new
11/-; Coronet, 3}x2i, self-erecting, with portrait
'
— Box 7096, c/o [64
attachment, new, 13/6.
ib
Amateur Photographer.”
1-PLATE Press Reflex (Dallmeyer), f/3.5 lens,
;
£7/10
4 revolving back, F.P.A., slides, case, etc.,
snip.— Box 7094, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[6477
10-IN. Ross Telephoto Lens f/6.5, suitable J-pl.
Box
—
?
offers
what
;
_l <4 reflex ; cost £16/16
7095, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [64/8
; 20-in. Ross Airo
reflex), £6 stops,
G-pl.Waterhouse
adapter f/6,
Anastigmat
£6/10 ;
perfect.-^5, Harlescott Rd., S.E.15.
[6480
Trade.

87.
Phone, Holborn
Lloyds photographic supplies.
Lloyds.
— f/2 &3-in.Lomb,
Anastigmat
Lensesbetween-lens
by Goerz
and Busch
fitted Ilex
shutter, speeds l/5th, 1/lOth, l/25th, l/50th,
Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l.
6250 ; usual approval terms.

SANDERSON [--pi. Tropical, Beck f/7.7, 8-speed

shutter, 5 D.D. slides, leather case, focussing
cloth, £4 ; worth double. — S. A. Hampton, 129,
High St., Brentwood,
[6409

SALEX Focal-plane, 4^x6 cm., f/5.5, 37/6 ; Erne-

USE

Goerz Anschutz Postcard Focal-plane Camera,

f/6.8 ; good condition, 3 slides, case, £2/10,
or exchange smaller camera. — Harris, 2, Loraine
Rd., N.7.
[6460

1/lOOth sec., bulb and time ; unused, £3/12/6. [5909

1-PLATE, Compur, Cooke lens f/4,5, 5 slides,
4 F.P.A., case, £4 or oft. — 17, Lansbury Drive,
Hayes, Middlesex.
[6454
mann, i-pl., f/6.8, 1 to 1/lOOth, 37/6 ; V.P.K.,
R.R., 17/6 ; Electric Enlarger, £1 ; Folding
Brownie, 3i x2i, 12/6 ; Wanted Small or Ultrasmall Film Camera. — 9, Wellington Rd., Wimbledon
Park. Wimbledon 3289.
[6470

|

Bargains.— lOi-in. Cooke Aviar f/4.5, with

(British Manafactore.)
For 31 < 21 in. 8-exposure roll films, daylight loading. Patent
spring pressure plate ensures correct register. Entire freedom and
absolutely free passage when winding film. Ruby Avindow for inspec¬
tion of numbers.
For cameras of the 34x21 in. size, using single metal plate-holders
£1 15 0
For cameras using double plate-holders .
£2 10 0
For quarter-plate cameras, using single metal plate-holders, taking
31x21 in. films .
£2 6 0
Ditto, ditto, for D.D. slides .
£3 3 0

N’. & G. New Special Sibyl, 3i X2i, f/4.5 Dallmeyer

LENSES

l-PLATE Anschutz Press, string-blind pattern,
4 f/6.8 Dagor, 4 D.D. slides, R.F.A., case, £4 ;
5x4 Kodak, double extension, R.R. lens, speeded
shutter, case, 17/6 ; i-pl. Field, double extension,
wide-angle rack, f/6.8 anastigmat, shutter, 2
book-form slides, turntable, £1. — Cox, North House,
Weyhill, Andover.
[6459

4

LATEST

AND

W. McNair, 3, Sutherland

Brilliant and direct wire
finders, f/4.5 Ensign
anastigmat lens, Compnr

f/6.3 anastigmat, Derval shutter ; as new,
30/-. — Weathcrhogg, Willoughton, Lincoln. [6433

anastigmat f/4.5, speeded shutter, antinoas
release, reflex finder : practically new, £3 ;
exchanges ; approval cash deposit. — T. J. Sharpless,
40, Brett St., Bridlington.
[6435

31^21

I CAMERAS

289, HIGH
OUR

HOLBORN,

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

LONDON,
AND

AVOID

W.C.l
ALL

double slides,
F.P.A., i-pi.,
£7 ; Aidis
Cine-Kodak
Reflex,
t.-p. Ruby
f/4.5, B,5
f/6.5, £3/10 ; many Small Folding Cameras at
bargain prices ; state requirements. — City
Works, Southport.

Photo
[6391

RISK.
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THE

AMATEUR

Are YOU among the Hundreds of Photographers
regularly supplied by us?
IF NOT

WHY

How

you

NOT?

bone

fit:

OAMBRAS

Trade,
AND

May

ADVERTISEMENTS

LENSEs"!

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St.,

W.l, the camera
bargains.

AND

(BRITISH

NOTE

AND

PHOTOGRAPHERS

specialists, offer the following

All Apparatus fully guaranteed and sent on 5

now

tigmat and leather case ; list price £10/10 I
PATHESCOPE
our price, £6/10. de Luxe Motooamera, f/3.5 anas"

GRANVILLE
PRODUC

days’ approval against full deposit. Saleable,
up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole
payment or purchased for cash. Our reputation
is your guarantee.

BELL-HOWELL Photometer, for use with Filmo

BEST).

THESE

PRICES

!

IPA BEST QUALITY PLATES (all tpeedi)
3Jx2iDoz.

4x3i

SA

ME

5ix3i
5 x4
AY
SE
RV
IC

-D

E.

REGULA

room can the Granville
label he found
WRITE

exposures on a V.P. spool, direct finder, fitted
Novar anastigmat f/4.5, speeded shutter. Portrait
attachment, yellow filter ; brand new, £3/15.

GUA
—
RAN
TEE
D

FIR

ST

QUA

TO-DAY

MON

E—
Y R
EFU
NDE

D

IF N
OT

DE
All Surfaces

NO. focussing
14 la Ensign
CarbinerisingRollfront,
Film reversible
Camera,
adjustment,

LIT

Y

SATI

^x
3i !;
5ix3i „

41.x 6 Dallmeyer Baby Speed Reflex, rising

SFIE

X-

2 front, sky-shade, rack focussing, deep
focussing hood, revolving back, quick-wind
plane shutter, 1/lOth to l/800th and
fitted f/2.9 Pentac, also 9-in. Dallon Telephoto
magnifiers, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., and leather
list price, £44/11 ; our price £21/7/6.

”

double extension,
cross
POSTCARD
Zeiss IkonhighNixierackRollrising
FilmandCamera,

D.

.v*

triple
focaltime,
lens,
case ;

1/9 50. 31- 100. 11 '6 500,
21/. 1.000.

IPA Do Luxe Bromide and Gaslight Papers
(All Surfaces).
3ix2i Gross
2/6

4ix2|

..

41x3i
5ix3i
ALSO

„
„

3/6
3/.
r 4/3
sizes

,
.. 6/.
..
5/.
..
6'.
.. 7/.

pro rata.

»

Chemicals.
Mounts.
Mountant.
Sepia Toner.
Glazing Solution. Self-toning Paper.
Developers (Liquid and Packet).
All Orders

POST

over

5/- Post Paid
Chemicals).

THIS

(except

COUPON

Name

Repairs to all makes of; estimate
apparatusgivenexecuted
before
Apparatus
can be; purchased
deferred
payment system
please ask on
lor our
details.

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St.,
W.l.

H.D.

CAMERAS Exchanged ; largest stock S. London ;

8/4

100. 250. 350. 650. and
H.D. 425.

Special Ortho

Glossy, VelveU Matt ; White and Cream ;
Chloro-Bromide ; Double-weight thickness.
Sheets.
Sheets.

4ix31 144
-5ix3i 144
6ix4j 72

.. 4/6
.. 6/2
.. 5/.

8ix6i
10x 8
12x10

72
36
36

.. 8/6
.. 6/6
.. 9/9

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE POSTCARDS
GRANVILLE
DEVELOPERS

used once ; 8 accept
£13 the two
; bargain
CINE-KODAK
and Kodascope
Eight-30,
only;
“ A.P.” deposit system. — Oliver, 9, Spinney Rise,

NOW

Gaslight, Amidol, M.Q.,
Acid Fixing, Semitone.

PATHESCOPE Projector, with films and resistance.

Pyro, Gold

Toning,

GRANVILLE

[6161

hardly used. £4 or nearest ; deposit system. —
39, Crondall St., South Shields.
[6279

2/6.

Cut Films, Mounts, Chemicals. Tissue. Moun¬
tant, Sepia Toner. P.O.P., Glazing SoluUon,
Self-toning, etc., ate.

PATHESCOPE de Luxe Motocamera, f/2 Her-

PHOTOGRAPH

43

7/9
7/4

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE

CINEMATOGRAPH APPARATUS

magis, with 2 6.9 lens and accessories, cost
£17/17, sacrifice at £9 ; Pathescope Motocamera B,
brand-new, £4/10 : Pathescope Cine Camera, hand
driven (new), £2/5 ; Hermagis Portrait Attachment
(Pathe), 12/6 ; Pathe Titling Outfit, 12/6 ; Drem
Cinemeter, 17/6 ; Pathe Projector Outfit, with
motor, super attachment, heat-resisting condenser,
group resistance, continuous attachment, carryingcase, silver screen, projector stand, cost £24, sell at
£12 lot, or will sell separate parts ; Large
Assortment Pathe Super Films, 12/6 each. —
Shallcross, 366, Park View, Whitley Bay.
[6385

IPA
IC S

PALACE
HOP.

[0010

special attention to Pathescopes. — Humphrys,
269/273, Rye Lane, London. S.E.15.
[6002

Bulky

■ .

Phone:

Sheets.

6ix4J 144
8ix6i 72
10x8 36
12x10 36

All grades as above.

Address .

1012, LAMBETH

2/9
3/7
4/5/4

3Jx2i I Do*. .. 1/3 6ix4J I Doz. .. 3/9
4lx3i .. .. 1/10 8Jx6i i .... 3/9
5ix3i „ .. 2/10

by experienced workmen
proceeding.

Birstall, Leicester.

P.O.

.
.
.
.

15 1/-. 50 2/.. 100 3/6. 500 16/-.

Please send — on the understanding that if not
satisfactory money wilt be refunded — 100 IPA
De Luxe Vigorous Glossy Bromide Postcards.
ENCLOSED

Bromide. Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.

price £2/10.

Developing,
Printing
Enlarging, best
possible results.
Quick and
service.

British and Best.

6ix4J i Gross
8ix6ii ..
10x8 i ..
12x101 ,

our

GRANVILLE
LUXE PAPERS

GRANVILLE
UNSURPASSED
PLATES

NO. 1 Kodascope Screen, 40 x 30, in wooden box ;
list price ^ ;

LIST

GRANVILLE
LUXE POSTCARDS

DE

1
Thornton-Pickard
Cine Camera,
AO
footage
indicator, fitted Ruby
f/1.9 Dallmeyer
lens,
and leather case ; cost £37/17/6 ; our price £5/10.

(i4(l turfacet)

FREE

All Surfaces : Bromide. Gaslight ; Vigorous
and Normal.
Gross
2| 1/.,
^X 20
50 1/9. 100 31: 500 13/6.

front, reversible finder, spirit level, wire-frame
finder, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter, 1 to
1 /200th and time, 6 slides and leather case ; as
new, £12.

IPA Da Luxe Gaslight
and Bromide Postcards

FOR

S/6

finder, wire-frame finder, fitted Tessar f/4.5, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/250th and time, leather case ;
list price £12/8/6 ; our price £6/15.

MA-

RL Y use

31x2i Newman & Guardia Folding Reflex, rising In almost every Dark¬

2 front, deep triple focussing hood, with
magnifiers, revolving back, quick-wind focalplane shutter, 1/lOth to l/800th sec. and time,
fitted Dallmeyer Serrac f/4.5, focussing mount,
also Dallon Telephoto lens f/5.6, 3 D.D. slides,
F.P.A., and leather case ; fine condition, £30.
l-PLATE Revolving Back Graflex Reflex, Series
4 B, rack focussing, deep triple focussing hood,
revolving back, quick-wind focal-plane shutter,
1/lOth to l/l,OO0th and time, fitted Carl Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5, 4 D.P. holders, Graflex roll-holder and
leather case ; fine condition ; list price £45/4/6 ;
our price £19/10.

ZEISS Ikon Baby Ikonta Roll Film Camera, 16

.

31. 1933

30.0001

camera, complete with leather case ; list price
£5/15 ; our price £3.
TERIALS

—

.

PHOTOGRAPHER

VITESSE 16-mm. Cine Camera, Voigtlander lens

RD., S.E.1

f/3.5, takes 100 ft. film, all in good condition ;
seen week-ends, £6 or near offer. — Box 7079,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer."
[6412

6312.

YOU

CAN

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

ILE. A IVI I N

G TO

IM

Tslecrsms : "OrsiiTllle. tssaiinftaii.”
S(=>A

LOHDOH

BBARCB

;

57
& 58, Chsncsrr Lane, W.C.2
Teleczsiu/
Telephonal
Chancery 8637.

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

Tel'egJlSs}
BIBUrNOHAM
174,

BBAHCH

Corporstlan

Street.

May

31,

THE

1933

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENT^

I CINEMATOGRAPH APPARATUS |
Bargain.— 35-min. Hans-Goerz Professional Cine

I6S.Oldh^

Camera, Zeiss Tessar f/3.5, variable shutter
adjustment, focus-on-film, footage indicator, hand
cranked (reverse take-up for mixes), film punch,
latest sound track mask-on-gate, with matched
D.V. finder, two 300-lt. spool-boxes, Badgley
automatic dissolve, strong transit box ; all in
tip-top condition ; just spent £10 on improve¬
ments ; cost over £90 ; price £30. — Below.

Road.

{Supplement)

THE CAMERAS
FOR WHITSUN
And

ALL

times,

in

stock

at

8UPEB
31x2}
41x31
Six 31
61x41
SUPER

.
.
.

PLATES.
Doz.
..3 doz.
3/8
1/3
1/8
.. 8/9
5/..
2/6

.

3/-

..

POSTCARDS

8/6

STTFEB

GASLIGHT

21x11
31x21
41x21
41x31

1/..1 gross.
1/8
. . 1/10
. 212

36 pictures
at into
one
loading.
Slips

other slzee pro rata.
(Bromide or OasUght).

Bargain.— 16-mm. Bolex continuous Projector,

PAPER.
Gross.
.
1/8
.
2/6
.

60 1/8. 100

3/6
3/8

2/8.

CHEMICALS.— Metol, 1/4 ;
Amidol, 1/2 ;
Pyro, 1/- ;
Pot. Bromide, 4d. ; Hydrokinone, lOd. ; Pot. Meta., 3d.
M.Q. Packets, 6 for lOid.
Special terma to Commercial
Flniahcra.

Write

Photographera

and

D. A

or caU for Finiahcra*

P.

lAet.

‘627 ’Meter

QK-MM.
Williamson Cine Camera, forward and
tJtJ reverse action, 2 lenses, one f/3.5, 3 filmboxes, side focussing and view-finder ; been used
for topical work ; tripod lor above with tilting
and mechanical pan. head, suitable for amateur

more
model, portable
oslng the

work : offers wanted. — Box 7080, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”

Weston photronic
sures the light
light cell. Mea¬
instantly,
and

9C-MM. Acce.ssories. — Hand-turned Camera and

Kolibri, Teasar f/3.6, latest Ck>mpur and
case .
£6 19 6
Leica I, new condition, Hektor f/2.5
Jeoa .
£10 17 8
Icarette 561/2, DUtar, F.P. adapter and
case .
£10 10 0
Zeiss Ideal 31 x 21, Tessar f/4.5 £10 10 0
Zeiss Ikon Lloyd 41x81, Tessar f/4.6
£8 19 8
New Special Sibyl 31x21, Ross Xpres
f/4.6 .
£10 10 0
Nagel RoUoroy, Elmar f/3.6 and case.
Like new .
£10 10 0
Ensign 31x21 Reflex, Roes Xpres f/4.6

SPECIAL
FOR
OPENAIR
NUMBER

Endgn 31 x 21 F.P. Reflex. Aldis-Butcber
f/4.5 .
£6 17 8
Zcdel 31 X 21, f/S.8, D.A. Ck>mpur. Like
new .
£5 17 6

/CASH-N
VONLY/

Agfa 31 X 21, f/4.6, case, F.P. adapter,
slides .
£6 17 8
Voigtlander Brilliant (used twice) £2 6 0

.O Motrix, special view-finder, 18 chargers,
set portrait lenses and filter, Posograph exposure
meter, special leather case to hold all, fine complete
outfit, cost £12, perfect, £4/5 ; Exposure Meters :
Cinophot 12/6, Kidaiphot 3/-, Watkins 3/- ;
Solid Nickel Developing Drum and Tank for
9i-mm. films (new), 35/- : 9J-mm. Film Printer,
motor driven, exceptional bargain, £8 ; Home
Movie Carrying-case, aluminium, cost £2/10,
barely soiled, 10/- ; Canvas Silver Screen (roller),
24x18, 4/- ; Hand-turn Camera Case, new, 4/-. —
BM/8RBX, London, W.C.l.
[6418

Cameras as part
our approval.

payment

mt»t

be subject

to

'Write, stating exactly what you have as part
payment, the price paid uid date purchased,
with particulars also of new apparatus required.

YOUR
CHANCE
TO PURCHASE
AN
AUTOMATIC
ROLLEIFLEX

lamp, Projector,
complete,
Bolex Model D 9-mm. and 16-mm.
— Below.
lens, Model
adapted a tole-mm.
250-watt
direct lighting,
£8.
Bolex
Projector,
IJ-in. f/1.8
Goodsell Dual
Continuous
both outfit
£28 or for
separately.
— O. Projection
W. Allen, ;
38, Silverwood Rd., Peterborough.
[6449
•tj motor attachments, £2 ; Pathescope Single¬
claw 250-volt Projector, in case, £1/10 ; Pathe
Developing Set, 10/-, or £3 the lot. — Wolfe, 6,
Uxbridge Rd., Hanwell, London. Ealing 0171.

PILLAR

pui* you in touch

SUPER
ALL

SERVICE

Htc filma developed

6d., and

ENLARGED POSTCARDS
■
Send

{each exptmere)

P,0. and next film to us.

We pap

■

SPECIAL FREE ENVELOPES
SUPPLIED.
A boon
to Leica, Contax, RoUeiflex and all small film :

iALLEN$
Cent,

9480.

168, Oldham Road, Manchester, 4
OPEN

TO

8 P.M.

SATURDAYS,

9 F.M.

BE

: 0

New Weston

A

cheaper

and

gives a reading in
the correct F
numbers for all
subjects. £8 10 0

''“we. £9;

Slips focussing,
into your pocket.
No
simply

K17;‘8’6
CIN
sightE-K
and ODA
shoot.
With

f/3.6

anastigmat

Makes

1 ft. of film do the

work

of 4.
23/1.
9 monthly payments

of

The ZODEL
SPECIAL
31 X 21 roU'fllm, plate
and film-pack camera.
Double extension, re»
fleeting
and direct-vision
view-finders.
Big f/3.8
Anastigmat Lens
in
delayed-action shutter.

£6 : 17 : 6
[Nine

of 18/1.
monthly payments

THE
AUTOMATIC
ROLLEIFLEX

3i-in. Telescopic, a f/3.5, and a f/1.8, also 7-speed
shutter for slow motion ; Projector No. 57 Filmo,
2-in. lens and two 250-watt lamps, all in case ;
practically new ; only 15 lOO-ft. reels through it ;
what offers ?— Reply : H. N. Shelmerdine, Kiowle,
Mayfield, Sussex.
[6462

GUARANTEED

Pathescope Films. — -Enormous selection, 30-ft.
F LUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, WardourPhone,
St.
[5836
sample,

1/3

post

paid,

with

big

list of

Supers and 60’s.
(facing Film House), London, W.l.
Oerrard 6889.

CINEMATOGRAPH
Films, Accessories ; standard
^
only ; lists free ; sample 1/-.— Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[3523
lART 9.5 Camera Film, tins 2/-, processing 2/- ;
chargers loaded 2/2i ; no callers : exclusive
Kj oh
16-mm.,
9.5-mm. Films, stamp. — Atkinson, 24b,
CINEAlbert Bridge Rd., S.W.ll.
[0093
WISE

m

TimEr~USE

OUR

Zeiss
Zeiss

f/3.5 .
&20 S 0 S 0
f/2.8 .
&22 : 10 : 0
6x6 cm.

Tessar f/4.6 .
Tessar f/3.8 .

£20 • 0 t 0
£22 J 10 : 0

BARGAINS

Approval to post-bnyers on cash deposlL
21x21 Icarette Roll Film Camera, Dominar f/4.5 anastig¬
mat lens. Ck>mpuT shutter, also plate back, 4 slides, focussing
screen, purse case. Cost £8 lOs .
. .
£4 17 §
No. 3 Special Kodak, f/6.6 Kodak anastigmat lens, Kodamatic
shutter. Nice condition. CJost £12 IVs. 6d .
£6 17 6

Everything for Movies : your inspection in¬
return postage.

I

: 0

Zeiss Tessar
Zeiss Tessar

vited of immense stock of Films (9, 16, 35 mm.).
Cameras and Projectors, including Bell & Howell,
DeVry, De Brie, Williamson, Moy, Pathe, Ensign
and Coronet.

at 20.

Street

case, Fllmo
turret 70
head
with complete
3 lens,
Bellin leather
& HOWELL
camera,

Trade.

%eith our

£25

quality.
4x4 cm.reflex of highest
A miniature automatic

BOX

DEVELOPINQ

at Berkeley

1 sec. to l/600th.

TTNW ANTED Present. — Pathe Latest Motocamera,
U
Hermagis f/2.5, threaded to take Telephoto
[6453
Attachment ; as new : cost £16/16 ; accept £11/17/6.
— Haig, 24, Market St., Cambridge.
[6456

YOUR
NEAREST

First
Speeded

100-ft. films, 3x2 ft. silvered screen, 95/-, or
near offer. — ^Dillon, 220, The Broadway, West
Hendon, N.W.9. Deposit system.
[6444
If-in. f/1.8 lens, 250-watt
£22. — Below.

prints.

The Newest
SLOW-SPEED LEICA
MODEL

KODATOY, universal model, brand new, four

9pr-MM. Pathe Camera, with filter, portrait,

Two'thirds (approximately) allowed as part
payment on mc^em cameras, when purchasing
new cameras, including Cop tax, Hirofiex, Leica,
RoUeiflex, Etoi or Cine Cameras. (Send for
free booklet explaining.)

£22 : 0 : 0
large

designed for projecting commercial films,
extension arms lor converting for home use, 100-watt
lamp, all complete in compact attache case,
resistance for 200-250 volts : cost over £50 :
absolutely brand-new : price £35 ; the above
apparatus may he had on '* A.P.” deposit
system for approval. — Box 7025, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
.
[6374
)ATHE Motor Camera de Luxe, f/2.9 Zeiss lens,
case, £11.-90, Montacute Rd., Catford. [6405

“ The
[6413

St.

matic
focussing.
the pocket. Auto¬
Daylight loading*
Elmar f/3.5 lens.
Provides splendid

Cine Camera, K/Zeiss Tessar f/3.5 lens,
2 spool-chambers, leather case ; cost over £25 ;
condition as new ; price £7/15. — Below.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
PRODUCTS

Berkeley

The LEICA

Bargain. — 35-mm. Sept Automatic Still and

SUPER

1

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

31x21 Ensign de Luxe Reflex Model B, Ross Xpres lens
. £9£281710i«
8
f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost
31 X 21 Ensign Tropica] Ron Film Reflex, Aldis-Butcher lens
f/4.6, also 9-in. f/6.6 Dallmeyer Telephoto lens, 2 leather cases.
AU as new. Cost £17 68 .
£8 17 8
1-pl. Revolving Back Graflex Reflex Series B, Kodak anastigma^ lens f/4.d, 61-iD., 4 D. slides, leather case. Absolutely
new condition. Cost £39 4s. 6d .
£14 14 0
Ross 12 X 35 Steprad Prism Binoculars, eyepiece
jointed bar, leather case. Cost £16 .

Send
Easy

for NEW

terms

Special

for everything.

WALLACE

Free

Generons

NEXT

: OROS.

DOOR

LTD.

exchanges.

HEATOH

47, BERKELEY
Phone

focussing,
£9 9 0

List I

TO

ST., W

2691.

COOKES.

4»

THE

2 {Supplement)

AMATEUR

I

BARGAINS

PHOTOGRAPHER

May

ADVERTISEMENTS

CINEMATOCRAPH APPARATUS

CAMERA
special summer
rate, 9-mm.
1/6 perSuper
reel, Film
3 clear
days
CINE-PHOTO
HOUSE.—
Library,
(minimum 3 reels) ; stockist for all 9-mm., 16-mm.
Cine Apparatus ; Exchanges ; Hire ; Deferred. — 6,
Park Rd., Teddingtoij. Molesey 1064.
[6446

Every

item

buyers

against deposit
value.

EXCHANGE

to

Leitz Leica Model II, f/3.5 anastigmat, incorporated
range-finder, leather case, latest type. List £24 £16 17 6
3x2 Voigtlander. f/4.5 anastigmat, Compur shutter
£3 19 6
3ix2i Reitzscbel, f/4.5 anastigmat, Compur shutter,
plate back. Perfect order .
£3 19 6
2J X 13 Ikonta, f/3.5 Tessar. Compur. latest model which
6d.
takes 16 pictures on 2^ x 3t film, case. List £12 15s.
£8 17 o
f/4.5 Zeiss Litonar, Compur shutter. As
Icarette,
la
.
.
^5 19 6

Cocarette, f/6.3 anastigmat.

2ix3i
..

£1 12Cost6

new.

As

AND

WANTED

GET

We are the Midland Stockists of all modern makes of Cine Cameras,
Projectors and Apparatus, including Bell & Howell, Victor, Kodak.
Boles, Ensign, and Patbe.

Man¬
WANTED. — Double Dark Slides for 4x5 Sander¬
[6375
Jaynay Stand,
for 1-pl.,
anastigmat
Exchange.
— Justophot,
Refle.xf/4.5
Magnifiers,
and
lens ; particulars to — Welsh, 44, Manor Grove,

son. — 12, Highfield Drive, Monton,
chester.

WANTED. — High-grade Roll Film, recent model
lowest price.-^Box 7038, c/o “ The
Photographer.”

Coronet Cine Camera, f/3.9 anastigmat. List £2 158.
£1 19 6
Patbescope Hand-drive Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat.
List £5 .
£1 15 0
Patbescope Motocamera Luxe, f 1.5 Meyer Plasmat,
f/2.9 Meyer 4x Telephoto, f/3.5 Standard anastigmat, all
in focussing mounts. This outfit is the latest model and as
new. Present list price £45 15s .
£29 10 0
2tx3t

Soho Cadet. As new .

16s. 6d.

Dark slide for MTiole-pIate Lancaster Instantoplane Stand Camera, in teak ; lens not
WANTED.
— i-pl. or 5x4 Adams’ Vaido Focalnecessary. — Box 7073, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”

WANTED. — 45x107 Verascope Changing-box;

The

new

9.5-mm.

Special

Cine Film is now in stock. No increase

in price. 6/- per 30-ft. film (including
processing.

2/7

c/o

The

Amateur

Photog raphic Chemists

BIRMINGHAM

G.P.O.)

Photo-

Film Camera 1
Box 7087, c/o
16428

lllANTED. — F.P. A.,

case,

exchange. — Moore,

Southfield

for

3}x2}

Junior

Special, cheap; F.P. A., Cameo fitting, sell,
60,

Rd.,

Hinckley.

VV

dition, 6 —slides,
for film
camera,con¬
or
Exchange.
V.P. f/6
Plateleas,camera,
splendid

Victoria 2077,

VSE

FOCAL-PLANE
ROLL-FILM REFLEX
Full-size V.P. pictures. Helical focussing.
Shutter speeded to 1 /1,000th. 7-cra. focus
anastigmats. All-metal. Precision work¬
manship. Prices include solid leather case.
Exakta Anas, f/3.5 . . £14:0:0
Tessar

sell, £2. — Box 7093, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

Photo¬
[6473

OVR

ALL

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

f/3.5 .. £18

:0 :0

f/2.8 £21:10:0

matic Rolleiflex or Pilot, with f/2.8 Tessar;

new condition and bargain essential. — Allen,
Jesmond Dene, Phillipps Avenue, Exmouth. [6458

Honrs of Bosiness : 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. (Monday to Saturday.)

44

7085,

or 1-pl. Reflex, f/4.5, small cash adjustment, or
sell, £4/10. — 29, Horton Lane, Bradford.
[6457
W^ANTED. — Baby Ikonta, f/3.5, or small Auto-

320, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Victoria, S.W.1
Telephone:

by

Worth¬
[6422

[6450
mount,— F/4.5
to cover
White, in
Pound
St.,
WANTED.
Tessar5x4.(or— similar)
focussing
Petworth, Sussex,
[6455
Exchange.1-pl. extension,
Ensign Cameo,
1/6.3, 6
speeds, double
6 plate-holders,
focussing screen, F.P. A., leather case, for 3}x2j

THE CAMERA & GRAMOPHONE CO.
JVew Victoria Cinema.)

ment. — Box

VV

All Patbescope films received
before 4 p.m. ready 5.30 p.m.
following day (Saturdays excepted.)

{Opposite

made

EXAKTA

Kodak
special
1, f/4.5,42,wanted,
or [6440
ditto
smaller,
cheap.No.
— Evans,
Denison
Rd.,
Ealing, \V.5.
EXTINCTION
Type— Henry,
ExposureOcean
MeterInsurance
wanted, [6445
not
exceeding 15/-.
Co.,
Belfast.

I

Are you taking advantage
of our Express Patbescope
Developing Service ?

Developing 21., Reloads

Rd.,

IT !

ANTED. — 3}x2i Reflex, in exchange for 31x21
Vt
Folding Roll Film, f/6.3, and cash adjust¬

WANTED.— Vest Pocket Roll

Fine Grain Supersensitive Panchromatic

Send us your order NOW

(Oppotite

2, Gray Rd., Colchester. [6421

envelopes. — Bartlett, 52, Teville
ing.

HAVE

write and fully describe.
The Amateur Photographer.”
“grapher.”
I'ltANTED. — Sickle Junior Vertical Enlarger, or
Vt 3}x2} Precision Vertical Condenser Enlarger
[6430
other make ; Autoflx Bromide Holder ; Developing
Tank for 8-exposure 31 x 21 roll film ; all above must
be in new condition. — Harroway, 536, Stonegate
Rd., Moortown, Leeds.
[6436

AHEAD!
Patbescope

GALLOWAYS
VICTORIA SQUARE,

f/7.7 anastigmat, 8 slides, for good 4.5x10.7
Stereo, or sell the two, £2/10. — Batclielor, Tram
Depot, Acton, W.3.
[6417
ANTED. — High-class Roll Film, e.xchange
TT Grafiex Junior Reflex, f'4.5 Ro.ss Xpres,
3 D.D. slides, F.P. A., Rollex roll-holder, filter,
velvet-lined case, tripod, etc. ; sell £7/7. — 7,
Grange Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham.
[6419

WANTED. — 31x2} Mackenzie-Wishart Slide and

WE

Best allowances

lens. — —Merren,
Athenaeum
St., or
Plymouth.
WANTED.
Aerial 8,Camera,
5x4, with
without
[6408
f/6.8 ana.stigmat,
2 doublevicto
slides,
tripod
and
Exchange.
— j-pi. Triple
Field
outfit,
leather case, fine condition ; also l-pl. Cameo,

lector.— Woods,

with your present camera?

Let us have your old apparatus in part exchange tor new

perfect order, complete. — Waterer, 11, Burcott
Rd., Purley, Surrey.
[6403

TT

SATISFIED

IF IT IS NEW -

[6397

’ll, /'ANTED.— 250-watt Bell & Howell 16-mm. Pro-

3i X 2i Soho Boll Film de Luxe, f ^6.3 anastigmat, speeded
shutter, l/5th to 1/lOOth sec. As new .
£1 18 6
2ix3i Icarette, f/6.8 anastigmat. Good condition
£2 5 0
Patbescope Motocamera Luxe, f/2.7 Zeiss Tessar. leather
case. List price £21 17s. 6d .
£11 17 6

YOU

IF NOT let us take it in part exchange for something better.
All the latest models are now available, including Etui, Rolleiflex ,
Exakta, Leica, Contax, Pilot, 620 Kodaks, Ensign Selflx ; also ^11
popular models of Zeiss, Ensign, Dallmeycr, Tborntou-Pickard, Agfa,
Voigtlander, Nagel, etc.

graph Camera ; send immediately. — Brown, 6,
Cassland Rd., Thornton Heath.
[6396

i-pl. Ica Roll Film, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur,
As new .

plate back.
£6 17 8

ARE

Amateur
[6384

9x12 cm. or i-pl. Gtoerz Tenax, f '6.8 anastigmat, Ibso
shutter, 3 slides. F.P. adapter. Perfect order. . £2 7 6

ALWAYS

Actually in stock as below — may we demonstrate P
70-DA Bell & Howell Filmo Camera, 1, 2, and 3 in. lenses, in turret bead,
visual focussing, complete in case.
Filmo J.L. 400-watt Projector and Resistance, complete with Kodacolor
lens and filter. Very slightly used.
Victor Camera, Model 5, 3 lenses in turret head, visual focussing.
Victor Projector, 500 watt, brilliant and flickerless pictures.
The new \Veston 627 Exposure Meter, giving instant readings.
Thalbammer and Ensign Cine Tripods, with all movements.
See them all in our Cine windows.

[6378

3x4 cm. Fotet, f/4.5 anastigmat. self-erecting front.
Brand new. List price £4 .
SI 17 8
3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, f;4.5 Zeiss Novar. latest
model. As new. List £4 .
^2 19 6
l-ol. Zeiss Ikon Taxo, f/6.3 anastigmat, 3 slides. As new.
List £4 . .
£1 19 8

Vest Pocket Ibagee, f/3.5 Xenar, Compur. self-erecting
front. As new. Latest model. List £10 15a. .. £6 15 0

CAMERA

Tessar f/3.5 or similar camera, or sell £8/8. —
Latifi, 31, Pretoria Rd., Cambridge.
[6372

and new condition essential ; must be
bargain price for cash ; describe fully, stating

Patbescope Cine Camera, £/3.5 anastigmat, Camo spring
drive, leather case. As new. List £10 6s .
£2 9 6
No. 1 Panoram Kodak. Perfect order .
£1 9 6
4.5x10.7 Ica Stereolette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessars, Compur
shutter, changing-box, leather case. As new. Cost £30
£8 17 6
Patbescope Motocamera B, f/3.5 anastigmat.. £3 19 6
Patbescope Home Movie Projector, complete with flex
and case. List £6 15s .
£3 15 0

A CINE

D.A. Compur,
excellent
with
Exchange.
— Zeiss ikonta,
six condition,
2}, Tessar f/4.5,
case and lens hood, for Ikonta, 2 on 31x21, with

Leeds, 7.

i-pl. N. & G. Sibyl, f/6.3 Tessar. F.P. adapter. . £3 19 6
6-in. Dallon Telephoto Lens f/5.6, rigid mount. Ae
new. List £8 .
£3 17 6

tho

THIS WHITSUNTIDE AND BRING
YOUR HOLIDAYS BACK ALIVE.

Ensign Carbine, f;4.5 Aldis, Compur |^'itter ^
Speedex, f/8 anastigmat, self-erecting front.
2i AgfaList
3t X new.
Brand
£3 3s .
® ®

3tx2i

EXCHAMGE
of

MIDLAMOr

fully guaranteed

and may be had on 5 days’
FREE
APPROVAL
to post,

1933

THE

|

Trade.

31,

WHOLESALERS

GARNER

FOR

“ IHAGEE,"

& JONES,

Ltd.

Polebrook House, Golden Square, W.l
Ask for New
RISK.

Camera

Catalogue.

May

31,

We

THE

1933

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

AlOVERTISEMENTS

{Supplement)

3^

Sell
AND

I EXCHANGE

WANTEP"!

only Good Cameras Exchange. — V.P. Dallmeyer Speed, f/2.9 Pentac,
9x12
“
A

em. Etui Camera, f/4.5 Plaubel Anticomar

lens, Compur shutter, slides, F.P. adapter £4 19 6
4^x2^ No. la Voigtiander, Skopar anastigmat
f/4.5 lens, Compur delayed-action shutter, canvas
case .
£7 10 0

• 2i^x3^ Cocarette, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens, Compur
• Leica Roll Film Camera, Elmar f/3.5 lens, leather
shutter,

release .

case .

£6

6

0

£9

9

0

A

3|x2| Thornton-Pickard Ruby de Luxe Reflex,
I double dark slide, F.P. adapter, rubber release,
lens cap (no lens) .
£6 10 0

•
•
•
•
•
•

No. 1 Pocket Kodak, Kodar f/y.g lens. Brand
V.P. Goerz Tenax, f/3.5 Dogmar lens, 6 slides,
3Jx2i No. S Ensign Carbine, f/4.5 Ensar lens,
Model C Kodascope, with resistance. Condition as
Paihe Motocamera de Luxe, f/3.5 lens, leather case.
Model B Motocamera, f/3.5 lens, case. As new
Leitz Elmar Lens t/4, 9-cm. As new.. £7 10

new .
2 purses.

Compur

£1 15

new .

shutter. Brand

£12

0

0

£4 10

0

£8

8

0

Soiled

£7 10

0

only

new .

0

new .

3^x2|
”

Brand

0

.

£4 4 0
Ensign Special Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis Butcher

lens, 6 case.
slides, Good
F.P. condition
adapter, .
roll-film holder,
filter,8
leather
£6 19

• DaMon Telephoto 10-in. t/5.6 Lens, fitting for N. &
G. Reflex, and

Approval.

screw

Part

fitting .

Exchange.

£8

Deferred

8

0

Terms.

SHEFFIELD PHOTO
NORFOLK ROW.(FARCATD
SHEFFIELD'*-

One mimjthmik From Town Hall

6-in. f/5.6 Ballon Telephoto, interchangeable,
3 D.D. slides, F.P. A., leather case, for 3ix2j Soho
Reflex, or sell, £14. — 1, Bedford Mansions, Barnet.

Exchange.— Baker Permag, Baffle, PM202,

Hypemik, new January, for 3x4 cm. [6461
En¬
larger, or sell. — Roper, Jun., Dunmow.
[6465

ACCESSORIES

Leather
case,Barnes,
7 x 3 J xLichfield
IJ, 6/6, alsoRd.,oneFour
SJ x 4Oaks.
x li,
8/-. — Mrs.
10/. Construments 20 Outfit, as new ; Zeiss
[6395
Diaphot, without case, 3/-. — Skemp, Hardinge, Wellington College, Berkshire.
[6390

For Sale. — Quantity Excellent Photographic

Apparatus for plates ; list, stamp. — Christen
Mount, Winscombe, Somerset.
[6479
Trade.

Bellows. — A11 sizes stocked : lowest prices ;
SINGLE
A.P.Contessa,
Paris, T.-P.,
Ikon, Metal
Cameo,Slides,
Klito,
Zodel Zeiss
and
Block Edge fittings; 3ix2i 1/3, 4ix3i 1/6,

camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

5ix3i

2/3, 9X12

2/3, etc.

Film Pack Adapters, A.P. Paris, fittings as

slides : 3ix2i 5/6, 4ix3i 6/6, etc. ; postage
extra ; obtainable from Actina Ltd., 29, Red Lion
Square, London, W.C. Telephone, Chancery 8541.

Roll Film Tanks (nickel), develops, fixes and

washes without removing film, V.P.[0090
to
i-pl., 4/11 ; 2-gal. Economy Tanks for D. & P.
work, complete with clips and weights, takes all
sizes, 25/- ; 9-mm. Cine Film Tanks, from 22/6. —
White Photo Accessories, 18. Murgatroyd St.,
Bradford.
[5835

1-PLATE

2

.B.D. Slides, 5/- ; Roller-blind Shutters,

10/6 ; Cameras exchanged. — Wilson’s, Chemists,

Wigan.

Lloyds, 87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l. Phone.
Holborn

IMPROVE

pJoHday

6250.

Lloyds. — New-stock Enamelled Dishes, superior

YOUR

Pictures

by using an

to any on the market, 3 in. deep, postcard
strip, 23x7 in., 7/6 ; 24 x 18 in., 12/6 ; 20x16 in.,
10/6; 15X12 in.. 5/6 ; 12x10,4/6; 10x8,3/6;
24x16X4 or 5 in. deep, 15/-; 30x20x3 in. deep,
15/- ; Cascade Washing Trays, set of three,
20X16, 47/6.

Lloyds. — Porceloyd RoII Film Developing Tanks,

38x15x12, 20/- : tap-hole and tap, 2/6 extra,
all sizes ; stoneware tanks in stock.

Qptochrom

Lloyds Equipment for D. & P. Trade, Walking

Snaps, Studio Lighting. Backgrounds,
and Mounting Machines.

LANTERNS

£4
YELLOW

GLASS

37,

HUNTER

BEDFORD

&

STREET,

CO.,

OP ALL

W.C.2

OEDEES.

Sizes up to 12 x 1© glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest iista.

OSBOBNE

& CAMPION,

122, last Park Eoad. LEICESTEE.

YOU

CAN

Enlarger, nearly new,
St., CoventrJ^ [6423

DEAL

stock

of £20,000

worth

Trade.

vapour

illumination ;

semi¬

of second-hand

Postcard

Compact

Graflex,^,

Reflex, lens,
Kodak F.P.
f/4.5 adapter.
anastig- ^
mat
Cost £40 .
£12 10 0

31 X Eraon
21 Ernemann.’^
Focalplane,
f/3.5 anastigmat
lens, 3. double plate-holders,
F.P. holder, leather case

3 double plate-holders, F.P.
holder, leather case.
In
splendid condition £12 10 0
12 cm. Goerz Folding A
Reflex, Goerz f/6.8 Dagor lens, ^
also 17-iii. Dallmeyer Adon

£11 17
41 • 21 Ansco Roll
Film,6
Dallmeyer f/6. 3 Perfac lens,
Acme shutter. Brand new.
Half-price bargain £5 12 6
41 2A
Kodak
Special,
Cooke f/4.5 lens, Compur
shutter .
£0 6 0
4.5x10.7 Verascope, R.R.

- slides
.
f/6
Telephoto,

lenses,

i-pl.
Ensign
Re¬
flex,
Ross
f/4.5 Folding
Xpres lens.,^^

3ix24
and L.

£11 holder.
17 6^A
F.P.

changing-box

for

3

slides,

changing-

box, outfit
pigskin
case. £3
A splen¬
did
.
12 6
31 X 21 Dallmeyer Speed Roll

Grafiex Reflex, B.
f/4.5 Tessar lens,
12
A
£8 plates
17 6^

Film Camera, f/2.9 Pentac
case. Just like new £9

lens,
9 0

£22 10Re¬0^
V.P. Pentac
Dallmeyer
V.P. Roll Film Ernemann,
flex,
f/2.9Speed
lens, 3 L
slides. F.P. bolder, case. New ^ f/6.8 anastigmat lens. Brand
new. Half price.. £2 8 6
condition.
Cost £35
3ix2A
Ernemann FocalPostcard Tropical Soho ^ plane, Emon
f/3.5 lens, 3
Reflex, Ross f/4.5 Xpres
double plate-holders. F.P.
holder, leather case £11 17 6
lens, changinp-box for 12
1-pl. Newman
& Gnardia
plates, F.P. holder £21 10 0
Baby Soho Reflex, Cooke ^ Universal de Luxe, S-in. Carl
Zeiss Convertible Vila lens.
f/3.5 lens. F.P. bolder. 3
F.P. holder, changing-box,
double plate-holders, leather
case. In new condition
leather case. In new con¬
£22 10 0
dition. A really beautiful
instrument .
£21 0 0
4i X 21 W.P. Carbine, Aldis
16-mm.
Model A
(Tinef/6.
3 lens.
ditron
. Brand new
£3 5con0 A ■
Kodak, f/3.5 lens, hand or
V.P.
Voigtlander, f/6.8
motor drive, stand and case.
A fine chance .... £12 10 0
Radiar lens, Compur shutter,
Precision Dry Mounter, for
double extension, F.P. holder..^.
A dainty little camera for
4-pl. size, complete with gas
serious work .
£4 18 6
burner,
heating
riage extra
. iron.
15s. Car¬
Od.
3ix2J Universal Hand or
Four Autochrome Single
Stand, mahogany body, brass
bound, f/6
revolving
back,lens,
Dali-3 ^
meyer
Stigmatic
doubleslides, case. Brandnew.^^
£12

0

0 ^

4-pl. N. & G. New Ideal
Sibyl, Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens,
roll-holder, pigskin case.
Brand new condition. A rare
bargain .
£16 10 0-^.

Slides, for N. &
G. 1-pl.
Sibyl .
£1 1 0
Set o! Three Verax Supple¬
mentary
Portrait

Lenses, Wide-angle.
and Telephoto, with

colour filter, holder to fit lens
hood 1 in. diameter. List
price 12s. 6d .
4s. 9d.
Rhaco Graduated Sky Filter,

1-pl. Goerz Tenax, Dogmar ^ in Rhaco adjustable holder
f/4.5 lens, 3 slides. Brand
to fit lens hood. 1 in. to
new. Unaolled. Cost £16 lOs.
For .
£11 11 0^ 1| in. diameter. .. .83. 9d.
31x21 N. & G. Special^
Set of Four Optochrom
Filters, with holder, to fit
Sibyl, Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar leas,
lens SO-rom. (l-3/16tli8 in.)
12 slides, F.P. holder, leather
diameter. (Dost £1 11s.
case .
£8 5 0

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

J. Birmingham,
LANCASTER 1.& Telephone,
SON. LTD.,Central
87, 4255.
Parade.
CLEARANCE
List ofParade,
shop-soiled
Enlargers,
post free. — Sale
Lancaster,
Birmingham.
struction ;— List
postage
Enlargers.
of 2d.—
partsLancaster,
for ownParade,
con¬
Birmingham.
[0082

cameras.

Look at the selection offered below, you can*t equal
them — never mind beat them — either for price
or condition.

condition .

diffused or mercury
automatic focussing.

Here's Quality at the Right Price !

DISPATCH

ENLARGERS]

E NLARGERS
negative, and
from Leica
to 12 xfor
10, every
Condensers,
VERTICAL
Horizontal,
size

Your Film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print, made from each
negative: V.P. aad 3ix2i, 8 exposures, 1/2, No, 116 (24x41)
1/6, 41x31 1/3, 54x34 1/8. 1/8 dozen, 1/- 4 dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9 4 dozen. 81x64; 2/6
dozen, 1/6 4 dozen, 64 x 41 enlargements, 2/- 20 x 16, 16 x 12 Dfi,
12 X 10 1/3, 10 X 8 1/-, 84 x 64 9d.. 64 x 4| 8d.

PE02SPT

Drying
[5908

ANCASTER

LTD.

STRAND,

&

Kodak Auto-focus
perfect. — 131, Spon

FILTER

Id Handsoapes, as with photograph' o! still lif@, flowers,
portraits, aad mnlti-eoloored subiecti, the osa of
an Optoohrom Yellow Glass Filter, in conjunction with
pauohromatio or orthochromatic films or plates, will give
vastly improved results.
The prices of Optochrom Yellow Glass Filters range from
6s., according to size — a detailed list will gladly be sent
on receipt of a postcard.

SANDS

[6380

Sands Hunter’s IS the house for Camera Bar¬
gains ! . . . the house that continually holds a

31x2V
3^x21 Dallmeyer
de anasT nvfl
Snapshot
Camera, f/6
tigmat lens, leather purse.
New condition.... £3 12 6

in.

15s. 6d.
Magazine for

a
Plates, to fit Newman
Guardia folding reflex

}-pl. N. & G, Special Sibyl,
Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, 6 ^
elides, leather case £9 10 0
4i X 21
Pocket
Kodak,
Achromatic lens.
Brand ^
new condition .... £1 10 0

Changing-bo x;
Graflex

&

for£231x21
2 0

reflex, for 12 cut films

£1 15 0
Dist Distance Meter, com¬
plete in leather case. Cost
£2 lOs .
£1 12 6

Any Camera sent on 7 days' approval against deposit to value

PHOTOGRAPHS

WANTED
.vestone epitaphs,

8/3 for negatives ; I may be aable to site you
Ito PAY
4/- for photos
gray if interested ;
an epitaph
close ofbyqueer
; write

ZX BEDFORD

can also use epitaph books if cheap. — W. Bethel,
166, W. Van Buren, Chicago, His., U.S.A. [58'M
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

DEPOSIT

LONDON,
SYSTEM.

ST STRAND
W.C.2.
45

THE

4 (Supplement)

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

K ALTON, forBristol,
150, Victoria
St. ACaUera
new
South-Western
England.
Bd. Prices
less postage to callers.
K ALTON,
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
121, Scotawood
K ALTON,
9 to 7 Manchester,
; Wednesday,99, 1 London
; please Ed.
call. Hours,
Send forLondon,
price list.
K ALTON,
61, Farrlngdon Ed., E.C.l.
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Ed., Harbome.
K ALTON,
7, Albany
rV.

«'ea

Leeds,

38,

9 to 7 ; Wednesday,

Bridge

End.

1 ; please call.

Hours,

with a
NEY—
MO

WATKIHr

K ALTON,
postage Glasgow,
to callers.409i, Argyle St. Prices less
and cream,
matt, i-pl. 3/6
K ALTON
Chloro-velvet
bromideand Double-weight,
white72
sheets: 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 5/-, 12x10

W. H. McKaig,

SNAPSHOTS

7/3. 3/- dozen.

matt, normal,
extra vigorous,
single¬
K ALTON
'* Kaltonavigorous,
” Bromide,
glossy, velvet,
weight and double-weight : 20 x 16 6/3 dozen ;

71 ■ 7'®*' iongZl
bard

d

W d!:::; ® o/-

7/6

^Criyv4
^w/le

.• p.

i-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

tv c I

^

-

II

•®-'

FINISHED BY EXPERTS

** KXJTOQEAPH

'WB^d.).

A

coloured

6-ln. Statuette

cot mtt tai wood and mounted on polished stand, 2/6 each«

FOTOZO ** (Bsgd.) Olasiaf and stripping solution.
Fitete aarsr stick. Price !/• and 1/6 bottle.
CASH WITH
OBDEBS.
EXPENSES
BEFITRDED.
WRITE LIST.
SHEDFOBD
PLACE,
LONDON, N.ie.

SPEEDY D. & P. LTD.

IZ ALTON “ Kaltona ” Cream Smooth and Bough,
J\ double-weight vigorous, 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets ;
10x8 5/- ; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
2/- gross,
12-gross
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots " 20/-.
Xlnt ” 31 x 21 glossy,
3ix2i, Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
gross; 4ix2|
and
K ALTON
Paper,2/6 ljx2i,
1/6 gross;

I #rf

Meter Works, Hereford

Thn **POBTBAIT GIFT.**— Head and shoulders
la
6 for 7/6.
professional g^edged folders, size 8x6, 1/6 each, 8 lor 4/6.

weight, Gaslight,
normal, vigorous
; same
K
ALTON
single-weight
andprices
double¬as
Bromide advertisement above, except i-pl., 6/6 gross.
_

METER

The “ HIRKOR
SNAP.” — A 8unbum*tmted Velot Print,
bound, T&rlous colours under glass, with English bevelled
mirror on b»ck, size
lOid. each.

15x12 4/3; 12x10 7/3 36 sheets, 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl.
21/6. 3/6, 4ix2i 3/6, 3^x2} 2/6 gross, 12 gross

"

1933

TEMPER,

depot
welcome.

JT ALTON,

31,

TIME, SAVE

ALS
MATERI
Trade,

I

May

ADVERTISEMENTS

PRIZES

FOR
are

HOLIDAY
offered

WHEATSHEAF

by

SNAPS

the

HOLIDAY

GUIDE

See the Guide for Coupon and full particulars.
464 Pages. 5*000 Holiday Addresses. 30C
Illustrations. From Co-operative
Societies and Bookstalls
e3Cl*

K ALTON
Postcards,
bromide
and gaslight,
quality,
all surfaces
; Vigorous,
3/- first
100,
1/9 50.
K ALTON
3i x 2}, 3/- gross ;
4ix21 SeU-tonlng
and i-pl..Collodion,
4/-.
matt cream,
4/- 100,
32/6 1.000.
K ALTON
Self-toning
Postcards,
glossy, matt and
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; i-pl.,
5/-, The
K
ALTON
i-pl., 9/94 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
infinite variety of
backed 5/9 ; 3i x 2i, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9 ;
Or post tree. 4|d. from

Wheatshraf

ouauty

gA^AtN

goods

at /

Pg-'CES /

Everything in Photogra¬
phic materials at Prices
which defy competition.
CATALOGUE
You can save pounds by
dealing with the firm
OheLar^est'
Selection, of ' 22 years in the trade.
fna.taria}.s in \ Better results at much
less cost.
the UradQ /
WRITE

FOR_

FR.EE

Ciry PHOTO

WORKS

_ H9. EastbQtiTne.PoQd Southboit
eST.-Z-Zyaars

SUPER
All guaranteed

BARGAINS !
optleallj

and

mechanieallp

perfect.

ZeiM Icarette 3i x 21 Boll Film. Compnr, f/d.S Ica anaetlgmat, rising front, case .
£3 19 Q
Primarette V.P. Eye-lerel Reflex. f'3.S Trioplan, Compur.
Brand new .
£15 10 9
V.P.E. Special, f/6.3 Kodak
anastigmat, Dioroatlo
abutter. 1/lOtb to 1/loOth sec .
87a fld.
Ensign Reflex, 31x21, f/4.5 Aldia, revolidng back, 4
elides, quick-wind local-plane. l/16tb to lA.OOntb sec,
„
*6 10 0
Stereo EoU Film lor 4lx2J BoJIl, 1/4.6 Meyer lenses,
Compur .
£10 10 g
Auto mtrix 31 x 21 Sell - erecting Roll Film or Plate, 3
elides, screen, 1/4.6 Teesar. Compur D. A. New.. £7 10 0
Enrign Carbine, 31x21, plate back, slides, screen, case,
1/4.6 Aldij-Bntcher. Compur. radial focussing.. £3 10 0
CASH,

EXCHANGES

OR

DEFERRED

★ DURBINS

TEEMS.

-k

131, HIGH STREET,
PUTNEY,
S.W.15
TELEPHONE
0577.

Lantern

5ix3i,

21/-.

K ALTON
Film; i-pl.,
Packs 3 H.packs& D.3/6. 350, 3ix2i, 3
packs 5/3
5/-, 16/6
gross , H.Postcard,
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;
K
ALTON
Flat Films,
& D. 600,4 i-pl.,
i-pl. 12/-. 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
T.^ ALTON

Chemicals,

bottled : Amidol,

1/2 oz. ;

IV Metol, 1/4 ; Hydrokinone, lOd. ; Pyro, 1/ .

ATTWOOD. Hadleigh, Essex. — Eellable Materials,
free.

post paid ; satisfaction guaranteed ; catalogue
[0009

ATTWOOD
FlatH. &Films,
superfine 2/-quality
350 and 600
D. ; Postcards,
dozen, ;
6 dozen 10/- ; i-pl., 2/3 dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.
ATTWOOD
superfine
quality6 ;dozen
300 8/-and;
600 H. & Plates,
D. ; i-pl.,
1/9 dozen,
Postcard. 2/- dozen, 6 dozen 11/- ; i-pl., 2/9 dozen,

Golde* Office W. 1, Balloon

the ISLE

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

L 1| X 2i. Eoll
9/- dozen
10/-; 82ix4i.
12/- :;
F^ALTON
Films,; 3ix2i,
first quality.
exposures
6 exposures: 3ix2i, 7/6; 3iX4i. 18/-;

Holiday

It is because

the Isle of Han

Stieei, Hancbester.

OF

contains

so many

MAN

different types

of scenery that it makes anch a wide appeal to holiday-makers.
In the coarse of a day’s escorsion, you can take in coast,
monntain, moorland, and glen scenery. A holiday there
will impress yon with the marvellous variety which is packed
into a tmall area.

£200 Amateur Photographic Competition, 1933
Write for Official Guide containing fuU particulare, together tcilh winning
tnape in 1632 Competition. Obtainable free from P.A. Clague, at either
the Publicity Dept., Jeleof Man, or at Grand Bldge.. Trafalgar Sq., London

ISLE

MAN

FOR HAPPY

HOLIDAYS

5 dozen 12/-.

ATTWOOD Acme Postcards, Bromide and Gaslight,

1000

normal and contrasty, 50 1/6, 100 2/9, 500 11/-,
1,0001,000.
19/- ; Commercial
Postcards, 1/9 100, 14/per
_

H.

AGENTS

&

D.

All

Liberal Discounts.

ATTWOOD
Bromide
Paper,6 x glossy,
matt- ;
normal and
vigorous,
4i, 3/6 satin,
per gross

SAMPLE

9, EARLDO.M

Sizes.

Everywhere

Send

FILM

for Price List.

II- POST

C. WATERHOUSE,

i-pl., 4/- per gross ; whole-plate, 7/6 per gross. —
Attwood, Hadleigh. Essex.
[0025

Popular

WANTED

FREE

Photographic Dealer

road,

SHEFFIELD

Allens Super Gaslight (the quality paper) tor

D. & P. Finishers, 3ix2i 1/8, 4Jx2J 2/6 gross
(12-gross lots); 250-gro83 lots, 3ix2i, 1/7 gross;
sample gross 2/-. — Below.

Allens
Plates,(6-dozen
4ix3ilots).1/6,— Below.
5ix3i 2/-,
6ix4i Super
2/6 dozen
Allens
super
chemicals
:
Amidol
2/9,
Metol 3/6,
Hydrokinone 1/9, Pyro 2/9 i-lb. — Below.
Allens
& P.Wallets.
order 1/6Pads,100 7/6
special D.
de Luxe
(60/- dozen
orders ;

carriage paid) ; send for Finishers’ List. — Aliena.
168, Oldham Ed., Manchester. 4.
[0092
BE

WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

"MOWAT"
Is quite indispensable,
and prints. “ NOWAT
TROUBLESOME
31-

S. HERMER,

SYSTEM.

when washing your negatives
” SAVES EVERY TIME ONE

HOUR’S
and

WORK.

5/., POST

4, Fortismm

FREE.

Avenue, London, N.10

May

31,

THE

1933

AMATEUR

MATERIALS

PHOTOGRAPHER

(Suppt$m$nt)

ADVERTISEMENTS

RETOUCHING

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

Trade.

Trade,

Trade.

5

Best work, 4d.
charges
from : 4-PL
Films andandonePrinting,
print each
to 34x24
All RollDeveloping
same-day
service1/- ;; Retouching.
bust, 8d. ;— half-length,
; three-quarter,
CITY Photo works, Established over 22 years, 41x3J
1/3, 54x34 1/8; write for lists; see also 3d. ; full, 2d. ; 4-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and postage

for first-quality British material ; Papers,
Plates, Postcards, Mounts, Film Wallets, and all
D. & P. lines ; big catalogue free. — City Photo
Works. Southport.
[0002

LEICA Users. — Have you your Spring supplies of

films ? Write for “ Service for the Leica
Camera." — Photofllms, Leica Specialists, Eed Lion
House, Chiswick Mall, W.4.
[0091

with order. — Miss Lamb,

“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.
PER GROSS, 42/6 per 1,000, including title,
I / best Photographic Postcards on Kodak
[0057
Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative, 36
for 3/- : titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon. [0064

KAMY,
Ltd.,
Bunhill onRow,firstLondon,
10 per
cent 22,
reduction
sample allows
order.
Films
Printed
; 34x24 lOd.,
44x31
1/-, and
post Developed
free; Developing,
3d.;
excepted.

Films

Prints, Id. ; Postcards, 2d. — Downing, 6, Brasenose
Ed., Bootle, Liverpool.
[6289

KAMY Roll Films, 8 exposures : V.P.K. 9/-,

3tx2i 10/-. 2ix4i 12/-: 6 exposures:
3ix4i 18/-, 5ix3i 21/- dozen; Wallets, 4ix3|,
2/3 100, 7/6 500.

FHjMS Developed, 4d. ; 34x21 Id. each, others

in proportion ; Postcard Enlargements 2d.
each. — Smith, 16, Nutgrove Avenue. Bristol, 3. [6370

K
Films Developed, Printed, 1/- ; Verichromes
KAMY Postcards, Bromide and Gaslight, 3/- 100 ;
Films, any size. Developed, Printed and
KAMY P.O.P., 1/1-pl. 10/-, i-pl. 5/9, i-pl. 3/- gross ;
KAMY Self-toning, i-pl. 9/-, i-pl. 4/-, 4ix2} 3/9,
AMY Plates, any speed : 3}x2t 1/-, 1-pl. 1/6,
P.C. 2/-, i-pl. 2/9 dozen, postage extra.

fully developed, separate tanks. — Lindsay, St.
Monance, Fifeshire.
[6404

Papers, 1/1-pl. 11/6, i-pl. 7/6, i-pl. 3/6,
4ix22 3/3, 3JX2i 2/6 gross.

64x44

Enlargement

1/-

(enclose

stamp)

specimen Enlargement four stamps and negative. —
Appledore, 66, Eveline Rd., Mitcham, Surrey. [6474

Postcards 3/9 100.

3i X 2i 3/- gross ; Postcards 4/- 100.

;

[0044

BURT’S. — The Old Firm, Guaranteed Material,

REPAIRER!

low;33t possible price ; don’t order elsewhere
before sending for our List A ; our testimonials
are repeat orders ; postage paid ; despatched same
day. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhiii, Birmingham.

Trade.

Burt's Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide : de Repairs to cameras, focal-plane and other
shutters, etc., by skilful workmen. — W. A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006

Luxe, 3/6 100 ; First Quality, 1/6 50, 2/9
100, 11/- 500, 20/- 1.000 ; Commercial, 50 1/3,
100 2I-, 500 8/6, 1,000 15/-.

Subscriptions :
Tht Amatsur Photcgrapher and Cinem<Uo(praph*r la pobUibed by
[5338
niffe & SoDi Ltd., of Dorset House, Stamford 8t., lx>ndoD, 8.1 l.erery
Wednesday morning in town and country, and may be obtained of all
newsagents and bookstalls, or delivered first post on Wednesday at tbe
following rates :
Britisb Islkb akd Cakada. s. d. OxHn ConvtBiat A»moAi> s. d.
Twelve Months
..
17 4
Twelve Months
..19
6
Six Months
. .
8 8
Six Mont^ . .
. . 9 9
Three Months . .
4 4
Three Months
. . 4 11
Single Copy
, .
. .
4
Single Copy . .
. .
41
The Editorial, Advertising and Publishing Offices are at Dorset
House, Stamford Street, I/ondon, S.E.l, England. Telegrams:
Amaphot, Watloo, London. Telephone: Hop 3333 ^60 lines). Northern
Offices — 260, Deansgate, Manchester 3. Telegrams : Tllffe. Man*
Chester. Telephone : Blackfriars 4412 (4 lines). Midland Offices— >
OuJldball Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham 2. Telegrams:
Autopress, Birmingham. Telephone: Midland 2970 (3 lines). 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry. Telegrams : Cyclist, Coventry. Tele¬
phone : 5210. Scottish Offices — 26b, Benfleld Street, Glasgow, C,2.
Telegrams : Ilifle, Glasgow. Telephone : Central 4857.
Entered as second-class matter at New York (N.Y.) Post Office.
ConoifiAi, AKD Fo&biok Aobktb. — Ukitu) Statbb : Tbe Inter*
national News Co., New York. Fbakce : W. H. Smith and Son, 284,
Rue RivoU, Paris ; Hachette et Cie, Rue R4aumur. Paris. BELonm :
W. H. Smith and Son, 78, March4 aux Herbes, Brussels. Austbaua :
Gordon and Gotcb, Ltd., Melbourne (Victoria), Sydney (N.8.W.),
Brisbane (Queensland), Adelaide (8.A.), Perth (W.A.) and Launceston
(Tasmania). New ZsAnAim : Gordon and Gotcb, Ltd., Wellington.
Auckland, Christchurch and Dunedin. Ikdia : A. H. Wheeler and
Co., Bombay, Allahabad and Calcutta. Cakada : Gbrdon and
Gotch, Ltd., Toronto; Imperial News Co., Toronto, Montreal,
Winnipeg, Vancouver, Victoria. South Atbioa : Centra] News
Agency,

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited.— 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

CORRECT
TONE
VALUES

Burt’S Plates, sold to many leading studios, Reflex Mirrors, Re-silvered, Varnished ; back

all speeds ; i-pl., 3 '6 dozen, 3 dozen 9/- ;
Postcard, 2/6, 3 dozen 6/6 ; i-pl., 1/9, 3 dozen 4/9.

return post ; repairs. — Irving, 258, Kingston
Rd., T^dington.
[6312
a yellow filter is a neceuiiy.
There is nothing better than

[0026

ILLINGWORTH’S Bromide and Slogas Postcards,

ZEISS

MISCELLANEOUS

2/6 100 ; fioli Films, No. 27, 5/- ; No. 20,
8-exposure, 7/- dozen. — Harrowven’s, 224, King
St., Norwich.
[64^

ENLARGEMENTS

|

Trade.

POSTCARD
1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;
assorted Enlargements,
2d. each. — Below.

IKON

YELLOW
FILTERS

Trade,

YOU can use your spare time to start a mail

I

Ltd.

FOR

Burt'S Gaslight and Bromide Paper; 2|xli BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,

i /3 gross; 3ix2J, 1/3 1 gross, 2/- gross, 12
gross 20/-; 45 .,'22 and .l-pl., 1/9 i gross,
3/- gross (de luxe 6d. extra) ; J-pl., 1/9 3(5 sheets,
3/3 i gross, 5/9 gross ; whole-plate, 2/9 36 sheets,
5/- i gross, 9/- gross (Commercial, 8/- gross) ;
10x8 36 4/6; 12x10 24 4/6.

3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

order business that quickly brings you a
full-time income ; few pounds capital only needed ;
no samples or outfits to buy ; no rent, rates or
canvassing : new method makes success certain ;
send P.C. to-day for booklet. — Business Service
Institute, Dept. 184a, 6, Carmelite St., E.C.4. [6154

Made in varlons diameters to
suit all lenses.
Further

particulars

on

ZEISSapplication.
IKON LTD.
11. Mortimer Boose. Mortimer St.. London. WA.

Free for every 7/6 spent with us one 8ix6i

mounted Enlargement from your negative ;
no disappointments; same-day service; 84x64
lOd., 10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15x12 2/1 ; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8ix64 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists •
trade specially catered for.— The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11. Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

NEW

IMPROVED

PATTERN

•

Be prepared for the Sunny Days —

USE

1

DOZEN,

JU tJ

Postcarc^

Peter¬
[44^

and you will obtain good clear pictures with
subjects taken almost directly against the light.
When ordering state size of front of lens mount.

lOd. 6. 6d. 3, 3d. 1.— Full-size
from

small

film

or

plate,

re¬

touching and vignettes included ; postage extra. —
Atkinson Speight, 38, Gainsborough Avenue,
Oldham.
[0017
T%/ITNIATURE Camera Specialist. — i-pl. EnlargeITI ments, 2d. ; send for list.— George Chiide,
Photo-Chemist, 228, Roundhay Rd., Leeds. [5840

Instantly attached
PRICES:

every print spotted. Developing ; Leicas, 1/-,
others 6d. ; Eniargements, 3Vx2i 2id., 4ix3i 4d.,
P.C. 6d.— Leica Super Service, 5a, Regent St.,
Bristol, 8.
[6369

87,

bination enlarging, finished monochrome or water
colours by artists : cruising holiday albums
compiled ; good enlargements from poor negatives,
old photographs and prints enlarged, paintings
reproduced ; advice free.— Randall Cox, 20 years’
Photographer and Enlarging Specialist, 17, High
St., Roehampton.
[6447

LANDSCAPES,

CHILDREN,

Payment

Stamped

on acceptance.

WILSON
ova

DEPOSIT

addressed

CATS,
envelope

each.

LTD.

Bradshawgate,

PHOTOGRAPHS WANTED ! !

CONNOISSEURS.
— Work orofworkDistinction
Ex¬
hibition Enlargements,
requiring ;expert
treatment ; backgrounds removed, put in, com¬

or removed.

21- each up to 14 >n., over 14 in. 2/6

C. E. WILLIS,

SUPER
Service
Leica andresuits
other guaranteed
small film;
users ;
bestforpossible

USE

C. E. W.

LENS SHADE

Enlargements of Quality, Postcard Printing,
etc. ; price list free.— Slater, Sawtry,
borough.

THE

BOLTON.

FOR PUBLICATION
AS POSTCARDS, etc.

DOGS,

to accompany

photos

ETC.
submitted.
47

BROS., LTD., 80, Great Eastern Street, London, E.C.2

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

RISK.
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DIFFiRENT Bargains EVERY WEEK
Any Hem sent on five days* approval against cask or C.O.D., or may be seen by appointment
at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange allowance.

76-PAGE
BARGAIN

DOLLOND

LIST

» fllTCHIS^N

ESTD.
1750

LTD.
Post free anywhere.
Waated : Leica Cameras, Lenses and Accessories. Bought for cash.
3ix2i Goerz Tengor Roll Film, f/6.8 Cl .1
5
3x2 Ensignette de Luxe Roil Film, f/6.3 focussing
4jx3} Salex Focal-plane, f/5.5 anas- T O . 1 C .A
anastigmat. Good condition .
3bX:Xv:U
anastigmat, leather case. Good conWhole-plate Lancaster Enlarger, on base. Cl. 1C. A
£1:10:0
tigmat, 3sUdes,case. Good condition.
31x2i Double Extension Cameo, Zeiss Tessar
XX.XO.U
R.R. lens. Fair condition .
f/6.3,Cornpur, 3 slides, F.P.A.,leath^ €4.1
3ix2J boilond Owl No. 3, f/6.3 anas- r-l .17 *6
•VP
c
. . X^.
to i/i5ot sec., T. and B. Good condit
tigmat. Good condition .
Good condition. Cost Cq 12s. 6d. <*.**. XiX.U
case.
i
h
on.. in box, X
O.full5ix3i lea Lloyd Roll Film, plate €4.17.fi
4Jx3i Sanderson Hand, f/6.3 Aldis, Mackenzie-Wishart
U
Zeisstransparencies
Stereo Viewer,and
with opaques.
15-cm. lenses,
for
size
m
Good C4.1 C A
slide and
12 envelopes, leather case. ^
Asnew. A**.* • .W
f,'6.3, Compur. Film,
back, Tessar
Good
condition.
double extension,
3J X 2i Nettel Duroll Roll
4^x21
Goerz Tengor Roll Film, Dogmar f/5, C4.17.ft
3ix2i Ensign Roll Film,.
f/3.9 Lukos, Compur, CQ.i7.fi
rising front, plate back, Compur, Citonar f/4.5,
rising front, 6 slides, case. Good condition.
leather case. Good condition. .
Compur. Good condition. Cost £10 5s .
X^.Xl.D
£6:6:0
4.5x10.7 cm. Reitzschel Stereoscopic and Panoram, rise
3Jx2S Goerz Pocket Tenax Hand, f/4.5 Dogmar, Compur,
and cross, f/4.5 anastigmats in Compurs, filters, C C , 1 It .fi
2 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter. Fair con1 C A
3Jx2i Agfa Standard Roll Film, f/4.5 Tri6 slides, F.P. A., leather case. Fair condition. IptJ.U.L.
linear, Compur. As new. List £6:6:0
dition D.
xo:io:u
ominKodak
4Jx2i
3ix2i Auto Graflex Junior Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke, F.P.
ar f/ Special, 1/4.5 Kodak, Koda- Cfi.17.fi
4.5, i
adapter, leather case. Good con- CR.Ifi.fi
3Jx2i Voi^iander Avus, double extension,
n 3i-i List £13 17s. 6d. XD.Xl.D
new.
mafic shutter. As
6
n. Co
dition .
iO.lU.U
latek Compur, Skopar f/4.5, 6 sUdes, € 7 . 1 7 .fi
mpu
Hand,
5 X 4 and j-pl. Linhof Universal
*§.*!.
9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera de Luxe, f/3.5 lens, ixirtrait
r, i triple extension, 3-foci
Good condition .
shutter,P^otar,
6 slides,
CQ.1f/8.
attachments and iris vignette, case. CR.R.fi
case.f/7.2,
Compound
ii^-in.
f/7.2,
61-in.
Zeiss
Good8|-in.
conditi
10x15 cm. Nettel Adoro Hand, double extension,
on .
£11*
C.A 5*0
i8-cm. Tessar f/4.5. Compound, 6 slides, F.P.
Good condition. List £12 15s. 6d .
lO.O.U
5ix3i Kodak Special Roll Film, Tessar f/4.5, Compur,
adapter, leather case. Fair C7.IQ.fi
Good condition. Cost £15 15s
range - finder, case. A s new.
...'...
condition .
. • • * * * fr *
£9:15:0
54x3f Compact Graflex Reflex, i8-cm. Tessar
3ix2f
Tropical
Ernemann
Focal-plane,
f/4.5
Zeiss
f/4.5. F-P- adapter. Good C1Q.1Q.fi
4.5x6 cm. Dallmeyer Speed Focal-plane, f/e.g Pentac,
m Tessar, 3 D.U. slides, F.P. adapter, £14:10:0
condition .
v ' '
F.P. adapter, leather case. Good condition.
H -C
leather case. Very good condition.
3ix2.V N. & G. New Special Sibyl, Ross Xpres
List
£25 .
x!1:i/:d
£20.
f/4.5. 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter. C 1 C . 1 C .fi
m
case. As brand new. List £24105.
4.5x6 cm. Meyer Focal-plane, 3-m. Inoplan
.
f/3, also 6-in. Dallon Telephoto f/5.6, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter, case. Splendid C1R.1R.fi
London, W.l
ilO.lO.U
condition .

1

£3:10:0

£10:10:0

28 OLD BOND $T.

12 GEORGE ST.

CROYDON

281 OXFORD
London,

WEST

W.l

$T.

Fourteen doors west ol Cirens.

BOUND

BUSES

STOP

HERE.

35, Ludgate FliU. E.C.4.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.
121, Cheapside. E.C.2.
2, Angel Court. E.C.2.
35, Brompton Rd., S.W.3.
13, High St., Kensington, VV.8

A Remarkable

191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., W.i.
65, High St., Notting Hill Gate, W.ii.
2, Northimiberiand Avenue, W.C.2.
Crouch End. — K17,
o asTopsfteld Parade.
Holloway. — 66a, dSeven
co Sisters Rd.
Catford. — 62a, Rusheype Green.
"C,
” 2
-in.
lens,

MAP

Kingston. — 30, Thames St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.
Liverpool.— 73, Lord St.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — ii.|. Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
resi

stan

ce t
o 25
0 vo
lts.

OFFER

Open to all Motorists and
prospective Car Owners

The maps are specially prepared for “THE AUTOCAR”
by John Bartholomew & Son Limited, Edinburgh.
Scale: 8 miles to an inch. Main roads shown in red
with mileage between towns, altitudes indicated in
colours. Each of the twenty sections covers approxi¬
mately 85 by 65 miles, with key on back to facilitate
choice of section required.

Full particulars of this exceptionally gener¬
ous offer to the motoring public appear in
the current issue of “THE AUTOCAR”

BE
48
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20
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ST. FIRST AGAIN !

With the MARVELLOUS
CINE'“KODAK’*

NEW

SPECIAL

The drst models will be on view at Bond Street. This latest model has removable magazine
holding 100 ft. of him, and we understand larger magazines can be made to order to fit on
same body with a larger film capacity. Rotating turret is fitted with l^in. f 1.9 and 8'in.
f/4.5 lenses, magnified prism focussing on the gate, variable speeds from 8 to 64 frames.
Adjustable shutter aperture calibrates half>open. quarter-open and closed, dispensing with
need for neutral density filters for Kodacolor and in conjunction with a hand back re¬
wind. Permitting of lap dissolves, fades, etc. One-turn picture movement forward and
reverse. 8 pictures per turn forward and reverse, and single-frame movements, hand
operated, are provided. Complete with two lenses. Write immediately to secure delivery.

THE

NEW

WESTON

METER,

MODEL

627

A cheaper and more portable model, using the famous Weston photronic light cell, is designed
to measure the light instantly and to give a reading in the correct F numbers for all subjects,
without any further calculations, for all CINE CAMERAS.
It is supplied in folding cover to obviate the need of separate carrying-case, and the sling
makes it very safe to handle.

WRITE
NOW

FOR

Send for our
FREE LISTS

ZODEL

There’s one for every requirement.
New Cameras. Cin6 Apparatus.
Guaranteed Bargains, Sundries
and Film Liijrary. Send ‘2d.
postage for all or any you are
wanting. r’These fully illustrated
books are the best buying guides
ever offered.

For plates, roll
action Compur
refiecting and
complete with

Enclose

2d

THE

PARTICULARS

in STOCK

SPECIAL

at BOND

ST.

DE LUXE

CAMERA
WITH
THE
VERY
POPULAR

BIG LENS
PRICE

AT

films and film packs. 31x21, double extension, delayedshutter, speeds to 1 250th sec., rising and cross front,
direct-vision view-finders, hooded focussing screen,
3 slides or F.P. adapter.

Nine

: 17 : 6

YOUR

CHANCE

FOR

payments

REAL

WRITE

IMMEDIATELY

ALL AT BED-ROCK

CINE

and SECURE

FAIR

Five only Bell - Howell
Filmo 70A Cameras, regular
speed model, 8-i6, with universal focus, f/3.5 lens.
Original cost £58. To clear at .
£17 17 0

ADVICE

Two only Bell - Howell
Filmo 70A Cameras, double
speed model, 16-32, with universal focus, f/3.5
lens. Original cost £60. To clear at.. £22 10 0

GIVEN
GRATIS

‘B’

One only Bell - Howell
Filmo 70A Camera, regu
iar model, in exceptional condition. Cost £38.
To clear at .
£27 10 0

BARGAIN

‘C’

One only Bell - Howell
Filmo, 3-speed mo lei.
Cooke f/3.5 lens, universal focus. Cost ^65.
To clear at .
.
£27 10 0

BARGAIN

‘D’

APPOINTED AN
ASSOCIATE OF THE

Cine

PRICES
EXCHANGES

Bring your used still or cine camera in
part e.vchauge and see the e.xtra money

Nine equal mont.lily iimtalments for
any
£5). purchase. First, payment secures.
Onlv 5 per cent added (or 5s. if under

BARGAIN

BARGAINS

YOURS

CLEARANCE

EASY PAYMENTS

‘

JL ^3/

of

Only a few of these beautiful guaranteed 16-mm.
Models are available -

BARGAIN

A

monthly ^
With f /3.8 Zodeliar Anastigmat
Lens

postage.

HERE*S

FURTHER

ACTUALLY

you save.

High-class
MODELS

ON ANY
MODEL

ALL

IN

U
Cameras, 3 speeds, 8/16/64,
victor cine
‘12’
RADI2AIN
with f/3.5 focussing anastigmat lens, hand crank
and motor drive. Cost £).6. To clear at £16 16 0
One
oily3 speeds,
Ensign 8/16/64,
Autokinecam,
focussing, f/2.6 anastigmat lens. To £12
clear12at 0

GOOD
Condition

One only 16-mm.
Nizo, motor and
drive, 3 speeds, 8/16/64, and single turn,
Meyer anastigmat lens. Cost 458. To
at (as illustrated above) .
£35

BARGAIN

‘E’

Cinehand
f.1.5
clear
0 0

DADf^AIIU
CR*’
One
only f/1.9
VitesseDallmeyer
16-mm.
■
Camera,
anastigmat lens. Cost £30. To clear. . £6 6 0

BARGAIN ‘H’
•

16-mm.

Camera,

25 mm.

Bolex Automatic

‘ I ’ lens, focussing mount.
anastigmat
Lost £45. To clear at .
£15 15 0

RARI2
f/1.5 AIN
Meyer

Two
only Cameras,
Zeiss S10 16-mm.
Kinamo
holding
30 ft. film, f/2.7 Zeiss lessar lens. Cost £26.
To clear at .
. .
£ll if 0

BARGAIN

As advertisements on these covers go to press a fortnight in advance some of these second-hand items may

‘J ’

be sold already, but similar outfits are usually available.

LTD.
The Institute of Amateur
Cinematographers, Ltd.
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camera
^
better
e to take
c
n
a
K
^pictures. Load wit a
conditions

For Camera work
on duller days use
SELOCHROME.
It’s Extra Fast.

To get the best from your
negatives — Print your
snaps on Selo Gaslight.

MADE

IN

ENGLAND

Printed for the Publishers, Iliffe

BY
Sons

:: ILFORD

Limited,

Dorset

House,

Stamford

LIMITED
Street, London,

:: ILFORD

S.E.i, by The

Classic

Colovr

Press,

:: LONDON
Reading.

/Imateur®
OTOGRAPHER
CIXVEIVIA.XOGH.APHE.R.
The

Journal

for Everybody

with

a Gamera^-w
No. 2326.

Wednesday, June yth, 1933.

Vol. LXXV.

'ALWAYS

ILFORD

KODAK

LEITZ

Always
ON

TOP"

FILM

Dependable

POST roup FILMS TO ME
develop
Sr print
orI N0.2
Brownie
for
MARTIN

a VP-K.
l-j^ostfree
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It’s Here!
Kodak

SUPER

SENSITIVE
PANCHROMATIC
Roll Film& Film Pack

The new Roll Film that has
For the benefit of the more

Record Speed and Complete
Colour Correction

Photographers
Film

Pack

ROLL
SS127
SSI 20
SS220
SS116
SS118
SS122

6-Ex.
6-Ex.

adapted

emulsion

to Roll Film

Kodak

which

Amateur

Super

and

Sensitive

revolutionised

Film-

studio (35 mm.) camera-work

and sub-standard (16 mm.)

cinematography.

film is not just a good

The

new

Panchromatic

Roll Film but Kodak

Panchromatic

Roll Film.

Kodak

Super Sensitive

Super Sensitive Roll

Film and Film Pack offers complete colour correction,

FILM.

8-Ex.
8-Ex.
8-Ex.
8-Ex.

have

use the famous

Panchromatic

FILM NUMBERS
AND PRICES

we

ambitious

Is. 6d,
Is. 8d,

is 50 per cent faster than “Verichrome” by morning
and afternoon light, and three times as fast by artificial

Is. 8d

light, in which there is normally about three times as

2s. 2d

much

red as is present in daylight.

2s. 9d.
This extra speed and the high sensitivity to orange

3s. 3d,

and red light are the characteristics which distinguish
the new film from “Verichrome.”
FILM

PACK.

SS520

12-Ex.

SS518

12-Ex.

SS541

12-Ex.

4s. Od,
6s. 3d
7s.
3d,

The

when

leaving your films with your Kodak

Dealer for processing, call his attention to the

tinguished by green ‘light¬

fact that the spools are Kodak

ning' borders on the familiar
yellow carton.
MENTION

film is so sensitive to light that it

requires special handling by the finisher. So,

^ The new film is dis¬

PLEASE

new

Panchromatic
"THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER"

WHEN

Super Sensitive

Films.
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NAGEL-TRIUMPH
ROLL-FILM

CAMERAS

AT

FORTY-EIGHT

AND

NINEPENCE

List Price £3 : 12 : 6

Obtainable

THE

only from

THE

WESTMINSTER

THE

EXAKTA

FOCAL-PLANE
ROLL. FILM REFLEX

LEICA
Model II

List £3:12:6

Takes Standard V.P. Roll Films, picture size 1^x2^

The Leica, without doubt, represents one of the
highest achievements in camera design and con¬
struction. All parts are made of hard drawn
material, the body covered in vulcanised rubber,
being affected neither by rain, sun, nor cold. Double
exposures are impossible, since the film-advancing
and shutter-winding mechanisms are automatically
coupled.
In the Model II the range-finder is automatically
coupled with the lens focussing mount, measuring
the distance and focussing camera lens are there¬
fore one procedure. The focal-plane shutter has
speeds l/20th to l/500th sec., as well as time ex¬
posures, up to 12 or 36 exposures in one loading,
size of picture 36x24 mm.

A direct Reflex Camera, the picture seen in the finder
mirror is exactly the same as the one the lens will
produce on the film, exact size and exact degree of
illumination. The same knob that sets the shutter
winds off the film and double exposures are quite
impossible.
The

Ihagee

Patent

safety

blind

Focal-plane

Shutter

allows for speeds from l/25th to 1/1, 000th sec., also
time and bulb. In addition to the direct reflex
image the picture can also be seen at eye level by
means of an auxiliary mirror ; and a magnifier is
incorporated for extra fine work, also frame finder
for use when necessary. The focussing is effected
by a rapid Helical Screw and the scale is engraved
from infinity up to three feet.
It is most beautifully made, entirely of metal, leather
covered, and fitted with Tripod Bush and Cable
Release. Complete in Ever-ready Leather Case.
Size overall, 6x3x2i in.
PRICES:
Fitted
,,
,,

£

3. d.

Ihagee “ Exakta *’ Anastigmat
f/3.5, 7-cm. focus
. .
. . 14 0
Tessar f/3.5, 7-cm. focus
..18 0
Tessar f/2. 8, 7.5-cm. focus
.. 21 10

BANISH

ALL

0
0
0

FAILURES

LEICA
HIRE

:10 : O

again. 1 remain, yours truly, -

SPECIALISTS.
Monthly

to my

GERrard

ST., W.l
MENTION

0

Ditto, with Rapid standard lens ** Hektor " f/2.5, 5 cm .
26
Ditto, with standard Elmar f/3.5, 5 cm.,
all metal parts chromium plated . . 23

3

0

4

8

Ditto,
with standard
5 cm .

7

•

“ Hektor

NOW

'* f/2.5, 27

FOR

Kodak
Super - sensitive Panchromatic Roil Films and Film

exceeds all ex¬
camera anyone
any time need
Thanking you

Packs in all popular sizes.

DEVELOPING
LIBERAL

Payments).

AVAILABLE

AND

PRINTING

EXCHANGE

AND

119, VICTORIA
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Victoria

EXCHANGE Ltd.
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24, CHARING
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AT

0669,

LIST.

ALLOWANCES.

HOUXE." 62. PICCADILLY. W.l

1432.

PLEASE

£ s. d.

request

The WESTMINSTER
111, OXFORD

lens

22

.

SEND

(Nine Equal

“CAMERA

LEICA MODEL
II, with standard
Elmar f/3.5, 5 cm.. .

1933.

Dear Sirs, — I thank you lor your prompt attention
for a Nagel " Triumph '* Camera on approval.
It gives me pleasure to inform you that the camera
pectations. and I am, needless to say. retaining it. It is a
could be proud to own, and if any of my friends at
one, I shall unhesitatingly recommend you to them.

627.

PURCHASE

Features :

The Westminster Photographic Exchange.
62. Piccadilly. London, W. 1.

THE NEW “WESTON”
CINE EXPOSURE METER
£8

Special

Automatic opening by simply pressing a button at side of camera*
Focussing by revolving movement on lens mount. Brilliant reversible
and direct-vision view-finders. Patent back, opening like a book, pro¬
viding simplest method of loading ever devised, light metal art leathercovered body, real leather bellows. Fitted f/6.3 Radionar anastigmat,
speeded shutter, l/25th, l/50th, 1/lOOth sec., T. and B., with special
self-portrait device, complete in box, with wire release and instruction
book as supplied by makers.

You are certain of complete satisfaction with the Triumph
Camera. READ THIS:

WITH

MODEL

Takes pictures 3^x2^

Bar

ROAD,

W.C.2

7165.

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

Aatton

graphsis,
Oin

1

LU.

e
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ADVERTISEMENTS

TWO BRAND NEW
ROLL-FILM OFFERS!

June

7, 1933

aims
CHOOSE
BIG

SPECIAL

FROM

OFFER

of genuine brand
Zeiss Ikon

59 CHEAPSIDE 90/94 FLEET St

new

COCARETTE
2i X

Roll

Film

Camera

LONDON,

wilh

to l/25Uth sec., direct-vision and
rejecting view-finders. Radial
lever focussing from infinity to
6 ft. Patent device, ensuring
accurate film register. Compact
all-metal body, leather covered,
polished edges to obviate wear.

OUR

Complete Pathe Projector Outfit, double-claw
attachment, motor and twin resistance .
9.5-mm. Latest Model Pathe de Loxe

of 18/6.

Roll-Film Cameras

£4 12

OUR

ANASTIGMAT.
£7 0 0

TO/■

PRICE

payable

6

f/‘2.5 lens and

L 3.6 Telephoto

18 gns.

while you

use

18
1-pl. N. & S. Reflex, Zeiss£3 PatentJ
Tessar f/4.5, Dallmeyer Dallon Telephol
f/5.G, interchangeable, revolving back,
6

slides,

F.P.

adapter,

6x41

cm.

Korell,

THE

£8
Nine

£8 16

0

shutter,
1/I0(»th
.
41 ' 21 speeds
Ensignto Roll
Film,secrapid
Landscape
Justophot Exposure Meter .

1-pl. Shew Xit, f/G Dallmeyer Stigmatic, Unicum shutter, 1
to 1/lOOth sec., with extension back, 3 D.D. slides and
case .
£2 2 0

Standard Stereo Planex Reflex, pair of Blitz f/6.8 anaa*
tigmats, focal-plaixe shutter, speeds to i/l,000th sec., 3
slides .
I .
£3 18 6

21x3J Orion Roll Film, f/4.5 Orion anastigmat, Rulex
shutter, 1 to l/300th sec., radial focussing, rising front

1-pl. 172-mm. Ross Zeiss Anastigmat f/8, iris £1 17 6
3} X 24 Ica Ideal, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4..5. D.A. Compur
shutter, 11 slides and leather case .
. . . . £10 15 0

£3 15

0

NEW! loo-PACj

more pf»rtabli
famous Westoi

calculations.

payments

0! 19,10.

ENSIGN

Eliminate* all possibility of error. Suits
all conditions of light. Ensures better
pictures of mo\ ing objects.
Complete in case. .......

32/6

No

calculations

The

simplest

necessary

visual

meter

made
cine cameras.
Complete for
in cas
e. 32/6

AUTOKINECAM

N SELFIX
Very sturdily
built of “20’
light
ENSIG

Takes 100 ft. of 16-mm. film,
HiJent running mechanism, housed
in die-ca-Jt body. Double spring
clo'kvvork motor take.s 30-ft. film
at one winding. C^m be locked in
nmning position to enable operator
himself to enter the picture.
With

Taylor-Hobsou

44/2

Cinar

f/2.8.

' pasrmentsof

MENTION

"THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER”

metal. Opens like a book to
aid simple loading. Strong
bellows, reflex view-finder.
Trichroshutter,l/25th, l/50th,
1/lOOth sec., time and bulb,
with flexible releases. For
standard 3} >^24 roll film.
Ensar Anastigmat :
F/7.7 .
f/6.3 .
F/4.r> .
Or

y
OH
ANYTHING 18 gn
s. 9 monthlEASY
PLEASE

10 6^
O'
lens£2lOs.
.168. 9d.

No. la Kodak, f/7.7 Kodak anastigmat, ball-bearlnfi
shutter, speeds to l/lOOth sec., canvas case. Excellentcondition .
£1 19 6

627

O R”
LLTE
WIME
CINE

“BEWI”

r

lens.

c(

Precision Exposure Meter

£2 11

motor drive. 100-ft. capacity. Excellent condition £7 2“
31 " 21 Miner Reflex, f/3.9 anastigmat, rack focussineSfi
self-capping focal-plane shutter, speeds to l/l.OOOth^
revolving back, 3 slides, F.P, adapter .
£7 2 6*
31x21 Foth Roll Film, f/4,5 anastigmat, Vario Everset

: 10 : O

monthly

auastlgmai

1-pl. Ensign Popular Reflex, f/4,5 Dallmeyer Serrac anasiizmat, self-capping shutter. 1/lOth to I'l.OOUth sec.,
reversiug l<ack, screen. 6 slides .
£7 12 6
1-pl. Zeiss Trona, f/4.d Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur
shutter. 1 to J /200th sec., double extension, rising and cross
front, screen, 12 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. As

pbotmnic light cell, is designed t'
measure the light in-stantly and to
give a reading in the correct I
numbers f«)r all subjects, without
further

f/2.0

F.P.
adapter.
New condition
10 0
Compur,
D.A. sector,
focussing,£10
3 slides,’'
5x4
Graphic Focal-plane, Goer:
Dogmar f/4.5. focal-plane shutter, Gslidesjj
and leather case .
£6 17

44/2

NEW WESTON

any

leather
£22 case
10

6x4i cm. No. 1 Blocknote, Carl Zeiss
Tessar f/G. 3, 12 slides and leather cast

31x2} Ihagee Folding Pocket, f/4.5 anastigmat, Compur*
shutter, focussing, 4 slides and leather case .
£2 12 8.
16-mm. Oxford Cine Camera, Dallmeyer f/1.9 anastiginatOc

Use an Exposure Meter
and get better results.

A cheaper and
model, usina: the

6

leitz Leica Camera, f/2,5 anastigmat, f/3.5 wide-angle,
4-in. Telephoto, range-finder. Universal finder and leather
case .
£27 10 0

- 2j T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, f/3.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat, long extension, self-capping shutter, 1/lOth to
l/l,000th sec., revolving back, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case. New condition .
£12 17 6

A thoroughly efficient and beauti¬
fully finished model, that has come
to help you make better movies at
a very low cost. Simple in use.
Clockwork motor exposes whole
reel at one winding. Coinfdete with

£2 12

31 X 21 Ensign Tropical Roll Film Reflex,
f/4.5 Dallmeyer, T. and I. shutter

sands
are buyingThou¬
this
your camera.
way. Why not you P

new .

E”
UXRA
“LME
he CA
RatTO
MO

1-pl.Dallmeyer
Folding Klito,
extension^'
f/6.3
Carfac,double
Ibso shutter,
slides, F.P. adapter and canvas case

Only 5 per cent (or
6/- if under £5) is
added for purchasing
on 9 equal monthly
instalments. Balance

31 2i Thoroton-Pickard Horizontal
Reflex, f/4.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat, self¬
capping shutter, 1/lOtb to 1/1, 000th sec.,
screen, 3 slides and leather case. £6As 17
new6

Genuine leather covering, iieautlfully finished throughout. 60
per cent oS list price.
WITH
F/G.3
List price .

4i X 2i No. la Cocarette, f/6.3 anastigmat, Everset shutter,
speeds to 1/lOOth sec. and case .
£1 12 6
9 X 12 cm. Mentor Folding Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,
£7 17 e
focussing, focal-plane shutter, 3 slides and leather case-

with super
£7 17 6

ANYTHING
ON EASY
TERMS

3 4 cm. Mentor Boll Film, f/3.5 Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter, 1
to l/300th sec., micrometer focu-ssing.
New condition. Cost £18 lOs. . . £9 15 0
9 ■ 12 cm. Zeiss Miroflex Folding Reflex,
f/4.5 Zeiss XesHar anastigmat, self -capping
shutter, i to l/l,20Uth sec., screen, 6
slides, F.P. adapter and case. . £24 10 0
V.P. Contessa Piccolette Roll Film, f/4,6
Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, Compur shutter,
1 to i;30Utii sec., complete in case

with 6-speeded shutter and
direct-vision finders.

E.C.4

31x21 No. 7 Ensign Carbine, f/4.5
Aldis Dno, Mulchro shutter. .£560

9.5-mm. Model B Pathe Motocamera,
f/3.5 anastigmat, motor drive and leather
case. New condition .
£4 17 6

“AGFA”
STANDARD

Phone : CITY 6981

T.P. Series III Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat .
£2 2 0
3ix2i No. I Series III Kodak, f/6.3 Kodak, Compur
shutter .
£3 18 6

Camera, witii f/2.5 anastigmat and Tele¬
photo lens, motor drive. In brand new
condition .
£14 14 0

Great Special Offer

3^x2^

lens,
2 0

16-mm. Victor Cine Camera, f/3.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat,
motor drive, 3 speeds, hand crank, complete in leather
case .
£18 15 0

£1160

payments

LONDON,

3i Xadapter
2^ Etui,andCarl
Zeiss case.
Tessar New
f/4.5,
Compur. £12
3 slides,’
F.P.
leather
condition
12 0
P.C. No. 3a Special Kodak, f/6.3 Olor anastigmat, Compuf
shutter, range-finder, leather case .
£5 5 Cj
17 6
6x4i cm. Ica Baby, f/4.5 Tessar, 6 slides, F.P. £4adapter

16-mm. Model K Cine-Kodak, f/1.9 Kodak anastigmat
and 4-in. f/4.5 Telephoto, 2 speeds, motor drive and leather
case. As new .
£30 10 0

PRICE

monthly

E.C.2

9.5-mm. Coronet Cine Camera, f/3.9 anastigmat
motor drive. New condition .
£2

£7 : 17 : 6
Nine

Phone : CITY 1124

16-mm. Ensign Antokinecam, f/2.6 Cinar anastigmat, 3speed shutter, hand-crank, motor drive, complete in case
£12 17 6

E/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, delayedaction Compur shutter, speeded

LIST PRICE

THIS BIO SELECTION

WHEN

on

very

£2 0
£2 12
£3 10
easy

0
6
0

terms.
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TWO MORE NEW
ROLL-FILM OFFERS!

54 LIME
LONDON,

Phone : MON.

$T 84ALDERrGATE
0180

E.C.3

3|x21 Soho Refiex, revolving back, Kershaw shutier,
•peeded to l/800tb sec., f/4.6 Carl Zeiss Tessar, 3 D.D.
•lides, leather case .
£16 7 6
i-pl. N. & G. Roll Film Sibyl de Luxe, Zeiss Convertible
Protar f/6.3, double extension, N. & G. speeded shutter.
Cost £40 .
£16 16 0
Leitz Leica, f/3.6 Elmar,

range-finder,

Latest

RoUeifiex,

21x21

Automatic

leather case
£10 17 8
f/3.3 Zeiss Tessar,

Conipur, plate back, ‘2 slides, case. As new.... £18 0
V.P. Picoolette. f/4.fi Zeiss Tessar, Compur, case £4 12

0
6

1-p). Adams’ Minex de Luxe, revolving back, f/0.3 Con¬
vertible Protar, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, leather case.
Cost over £70 .
.
£21 0 0

LONDON,

E.C.1 Phone : NAT. 0591 ST.

Kodak Antofocus Enlarger, will accommodate any nega¬
tive up to 6 X 4. In first-rate condition. List price
£10 178. Od .
£5 12 6
4x3 cm. Fotet Boll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, speeded
shutter, direct-vision finder. In perfect condition £3 12 6
4x3 Vertical Enlarger, to 9^ 12 cm. and P.C. In new
condition .
£2 15 0
i-pl. Double Extension C.B. Field, rising front, swing -and
reversing back, 2 double book-form dark slides, 11. It. lens
and tripod .
£2 12 6
5^4 Square Bellows Field and Studio Camera, double
extension by rack and pinion, double swing and reversing
back, 8-in. f/4.5 anastigmat lens, IriS diaphragm, .3 double
plate-holders, F.P. adapter. In first-rate condition
£5 5 0

81x21 Ikonta Roll Film, f/6.3 anastigmat, Derval shutter .
£2 2 0

Generous
Exchanges
& Approval

•ving back,f/2.9 Pentac, 3 book-forni sll<lc8,
F.P. adapter, leather case.... £27 10 0
N, &. 0. Baby Sibyl, f/4.5 Cooke Aviar,
3 D.D. slides, F.P, adapter, leather case
£8 17 6
N. & G. New Excelsior Roll Film Sibyl,
f/4,5 KosaXpres.leathercase, . £18 0 0
9.5-mm. Cine Outfit, Pathe Camera,
f/3.5 anastigmat, Motrix motor, leather
case, latest Lux Projector, types O and
S lumps, resistance, case, 3 sujicr films
£17 10 0

“SUPREME”

Focussing scale. Iris dia¬
phragm. Self-erecting rockrigid front.

MEYER
F/4.5
Anastigmat

lens

3j ^21 Double Extension Folding Pocket,
f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens in Compur shutter,
rising and cross front, rcilex fimler,
foenssing screen, 6 slides, F.P.£6adapter
17 6

Whatever used ap¬
paratus you bring la
part exchange for
something better will
command a full-value
allowance. Approval

P.C. Speed Graflex, double extension,
fooal-plane shutter, f/4.5 Aldis auaHtIgmat,
3 D.D. elides, F.P. adapter. Cost £30
£4 18 6

V.P. f ft’ex Focal-plane, f/4.5 Ross .\pres,
f/6.5 Dailon Teleplioto, interchangeable,
shutter bpce<led to l/l,0(J0tli sec.. 6 sliile.s,
F.P. adapter and c-jise .
£8 17 6
1-pl. Contessa Roll Film and Plate

to
post-buyers of
used goods on cash
deposit.

£56 15b. 6d.
£30 0 0

16-mm. Equipment, consisting of 76 Fllmo Camera,
f/1.8 Cooke lens, Fllmo School Model Projector, 400-watt
lamp, adjustable resistance, travelling case. As new.
Cost £110 .
£76 0 0
Model E Cine-Kodak, f/1.9 auastigmat, leatlier case
£27 10 0
31 x2J Murer de Luxe Reflex, revolving back, f/3.9 auastlgniat, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. As new
£6 15 0
i-pl. Roll Film Ica Folding, double extension, f/4.5
Carl Zeis.s Tessar, Compur shutter, 0 slides, F.P. adapter.
leather case .
£7 17 6
i-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, triple extension, f/4.5
Ross Xpres, D.A. Comi)ur. ailjustable Dallmeyer Adon
Telephoto, 3 D.D. slides, leather ease .
£10 10 0
31x21 Ensign Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.6, revolving
back, self-capping focal-plane shutter, Dallmeyer Telephoto
lens
£16 16 0
on f/6, F.P. adapter, leatlier case .
Ii

Camera, rack and pinion focussing, f '0.8
Cooke anastigmat lens in Liikos fullyspeeded shutter, I to 1/lOOth sec. and
time, rising front, back-focussing screen,
3 single slides. New condition .
£2 15 0
31x21 Cocarette Roll Film, f/6. 8 Aiuar anastigmat lens,
Vario speeded shutter, focussing adjustment. New
condition .
£2 2 0

OUR

driven,

direct-vision

Under,

complete

Double-claw Pathe Projector, complete
ment and resistance .

4 3 cm. Fotb Derby Focal-plane Roll Film, f/3.5 ana.stignint lens, focussing {uljustuient, direct-vision finder.
complete in purse .
£5 17 6
21 Square Icarette Roll Film, f/4. 7 Zeiss Tessar lens,
Ica speeded shutter, direct-vision finder .
£2 12 6
Whole-plate Studio Camera, f/3 Portrait lens, 1 repeating
dark slide, taking two J-pIates side by side. In perfect
condition .
£4 17 6

TO-DAY’S

The best
book Of
and cine
bargains

GET
IT NOW
ANY CITY SALE

FROM
SHOP !

FREE TreT"

NAGEL

Radionar
lens

anaatigmat

f/6.3,

sbutter,

speeded

brilliant

direct-vision

and

finders.

UST
PRICE
£.3 12 6

48/9
OITR

PRICE

KODAK
The NEW
‘SIX-20’ JUNIOR
what

you

are wanting —

opening.

Closed

by

pressure ol button. Finger¬
tip focussing.
Rigid loading,
doublelooked
front. Easy
speeded
l/25th,
A

fine

shutter,
l/oOth,
British

T.

F/6.3

SIEMENS 16-mm.
CINi CAMERA
Busch-GIaukar anastigmat f/2.8
lens, brings every subject witliin
your scope. The aperture auto¬
matically controlled. Instant
daylight loading. Speeds 8, 16 and
64 pictures per second. Direct and

9 monthly

payments

"THE

AMATEUR

£20
“

of 46/8.

AUTOMATIC
‘ROLLEIFLEX’

Size only 2J X 2| X 4 in. Takes
12 exposures on standard
31x21
roll film.
Gives
beautiful eulai^ements. Compur shutter, 1 to l/300th sec.,
T. and B.
Fitted with Zeiss Tessar
lens f/3.5

£20

: 0 : 0

B.

I.,

1/lOUth.
instrument.

37/6

Doublet

reflecting view-finder.
Model A, one speed. .

IMENTION

VALUE.

New

‘TRIUMPH’

out

GENEROUS
PLEASE

BIGGEST

’■ Six-2U.''
snapeven
better Oue-motion
than last year’s

and brightest
latest “still”
apparatus and
ever offered !

Packed with every latest instrument,
fully illustrated and with specifications
of every model. There are 50 pages
of fully guaranteed bargains at 30%
to 70% below list prices. Whatever
accessory or sundry you need is also
here — tripods, lenses, exposure meter,
binoculars, etc. A copy is waiting
for you,

9

3Jx2i
Roll film
Cameras

Just

C ATALOGUE!

49

good snaps on dull days

Brand

in leather case
£7 2 6

with super attach¬
£4 2 6

accurately

PRICE

Makes

31 x21 Model 6 Watch Pocket Carbine, f/7.7 Aldis anas¬
tigmat lens, speeded shutter from 1 to l/lOOth sec. and
tline. New condition .
£2 2 0
Baby Pathe Motocamera de Lnxe, f/3.5 anastigmat lens,
motor

and

List
Price £440
sbutter.

speeded

sec., bulb and time, 6 slides, F.l*. mlapter
and case .
£10 17 6
31 ' 21 Doable Extension Roll Film and
Plate Icarette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar In D.A.
Compur
sliutter, focussing screen. 3
slides and leather case .
£10 17 6

VER Y LATEST

3k X
BOLL FHU CAMERA
Never before haa such a fine
brand new bargain been put
on the market. With new
pattern film winder, brilliant
reversible and frame view¬
finders, leather bellows and
covering.
Nickelled self¬
locking struts, hinged back.

i-pl. Self-capping Focal-plane, 6-iu. f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar lens, direct-vision finder,
shutter speeded from 1/lUth to 1/l.OOUth

1-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, f/4.5
Veloa anastigmat, 5 slides.... £5 7 6
31x21 N. & G. Folding Reflex, revol-

Paths Outfit, latest Motocamera, f/2.5
anastigmat, f/4 Telephoto, latest Pathe
Lux Projector, S and O lamps, acceseories, case, 4 super flhns. As new. Cost

THE

fixed-focus

anastigmat

lens

lens

LEICA Model II
With

built-in

cheapest
per

negative

36

exposures

Ideal

range-finder.

camera

In use. the

ia only
with

for touring

Id.

one

and

The
cost
1 t<j

loading.

every

form

of photography.

£22
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MIDAS
9. 5 -mm. Combined
Two

Camera-Projector

highly- efficient instruments

in one,

F/2.5

Taylor-Hobson anastigmat lens. Electric motor ;
contains its own source of electric power and
illumination.

No

running

down : no

rewinding.

Daylight loading. Pay-out and take-up sprockets.
Automatic loop-forming.
A
IN

BRITISH
ENGLAND
OF

INVENTION,
TO

THE

EVERY
HIGHEST

MECHANICAL

PART

MADE

STANDARDS

PRECISION

Price

: 7 : 0 complete

A marvel of ingenuity, simplicity and portahility

Camera- Projectors Limited, Bush House, London, W.C.2
•• The

Amateur

ADVANCED

Photographer."

WORKERS’

7/6/33

COMPETITION

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Friday, June 30th.

** The

Amateur

Photographer.**

INTERMEDIATE

7/6/33

COMPETITION

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Friday, June 30th.

“ The

Amateur

Photographer."

BEGINNERS’

7/6/33

COMPETITION

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Friday, June 30th.

“ The

Amateur

Photographer.**

PRINT

CRITICISM

7/6/33

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Wednesday following date of issue.

SUBSCRIPTIONS:
Tkt Anutiaur Photographer and Cinematographer U published by IlilTe & Sous Ltd., of Dorset
House, SUmford Street, Loudon, S.E.l, every Wednesday morning in town and country, and may be
obtained of all newsagents and bookstalls, or delivered first post on Wednesday at the following rates :
British Isles axd
Twelve Months
Six Months . .
Three Months
Single Copy

Canada.
s. d.
..
..
.. 17 4
. .
. .
. .
8 8
..
..
..
4 4

.

Other Countries
Twelve Months
Six Months
Three Months

4

Single Copy

Abroad.
s. d.
..
..
. . 19 6
. .
. .
. .
9 9
.«
..
..
4 11
.

4i

The Editorial, Advertising and Publishing Offices are at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London,
S.E.l. England. Telegrams: Amaphot.Watloo, London. Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines). Northern
Odlres — 260, Deansgate, Manchester, 3. Telegrams : llifTe, Manchester. Telephone : Blackfrian
4412 (4 lines). Midland Offices — Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street. Birmingham, 2. Telegrams :
Autopress, Birmingham. Telephone : Midland 2970 (3 lines). 10, Hertford Street, Coventry.
Telegrams : Cyclist, Coventry. Telephone : 5210.
Scottish Offices— 2Gb, Renfleld Street,
Glasgow, C.2. Telegrams : lliffe, Glasgow. Telephone : Central 4857.
Entered

as second-class

matter

at New

York

(N.Y.)

Post

OfiSce.

Colonial and Poreion Aobnts. — United States : The International News Co., New York.
pRANOB : W. H. Smith and Son, 284. Rue Rivoli, Paris ; Hachette et Cie, Rue Riaumar, Paris.
Belgium: W. H. Smith and Son, 78, Marcb4aux Herbes, Brussels. Australia: Gordon and Gotch,

CVS — 35
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Ltd., Melbourne (Victoria), Sydney (N.S.W^ Brisbane (Queensland), Adelaide (8.A.). Perth
(W.A.) and Launceston (Tasmania). New ^aland : Gordon and Gotch, Ltd., Wellington,
Auckland, Christchurch and Dunedin. India : A. H. Wheeler and Co., Bombay, Allahabad and
Calcutta. Canada : Gordon and Gotch, Ltd., Toronto ; Imperial News Co., Toronto, Montreal,
Winnipeg, Vancouver, Victoria. South Africa : Central News Agency, Ltd.
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PHOTOGRAPHERS
NOW

REGULARLY

USE

GRANVILLE
PRODUCTS

Write to-day for Free List
GRANVILLE
Ail Surfaces:

DE

LUXE

PAPERS

Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous and Normal.
Sheets.

3iX2i Gross

6Jx4| 144 ..
72
10x8 36
12x10 36

8ix6i

GRANVILLE

DE LUXE POSTCARDS

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous

and Normal.

20 1/-. 50 1/9, 100 3/-. 500 13/6

GRANVILLE
UNSURPASSED PLATES
H.D.

100, 250, 350, 650, and

3ix2i 1 Doz.
4ix3j ,.
5ix3i „

.. 1/3
.. 1/10
.. 2/10

Special Ortho

H.D.

6ix4J I Doz.
8ix6i i ,.

425.

.. 3/9
.. 3/9

“ LET ME SHOW

In almost every Dark-room
can the Granville label be found
GRANVILLE

ROLLEIFLEX

AUTOMATIC

SEMITONE

Glossy,

Velvet, Matt ; White and Cream ;
Bromide ; Double-weight thickness.
Sheets.
Sheets.
72 ..
8ix6i
.. 4/6
4ix3i 144 ..
36 ..
..
6/2
10x8
5ix3i 144 ..
12x 10 36 ..
6ix4i 72 .. .. 5/.

Such

..
..
..

huge enlargements can be made from
the 12 tiny negatives produced by the
Rollelflex on a 2ix3f roll film. A
separate finder lens shows the picture

8/6
6/6
9/9

All grades as above.

Pyro,

Gold

Toning,

With

f/4.5 Zeiss

With

f/3.8 Zeiss

£22

LONDON

GTON

S RA

BRANCH:

Phone

BIRMINGHAM

57 & 58, Chancery Lane, W.G2.
Telephone
Chancery 8537.
Telegrams

847,
BRANCH

174, Corporation Street.
Telephone \
Telegrams /
Central 2482.

lens

Tessar

MENTION

‘‘THE

AMATEUE

EASY
PAYMENTS.— Add 5 per cent
to the Rollelflex price and divide into
nine equal monthly payments.
First
payment

lens

: 10 : O

:

secures

GENEROUS

the. camera.

EXCHANGES.—

Bring

your present still or cine camera — we
will make a generous allowance in part
exchange

for a Rollelflex.

LTD.

119, NEW BOND ST., LONDON, W.1
and

47, BERKELEY
Phones

PLEASE

that

WALLACE HEATON

C#J

; ** Granville, Leamington,**

Tessar

£20 : 0 : 0

Cut_ Films, Mounts, Chemicals, Tissue, Mountant,
Sepia Toner, P.O.P., Glazing Solution, Self-toning,
etc., etc.

LEAMIN

are obtained

or thirty years’ time. You can examine
the Rollelflex now at Wallace Heaton’s.

Acid

GRANVILLE

Telegrams

results

the film. The unique Rollelflex fea¬
tures are delighting these two — and
will continue to give pleasure in twenty

DEVELOPERS

M.Q.,

excellent

upright and crystal clear on a groundglass screen even while the film is be¬
ing exposed — a feature exclusive to
the Rollelflex, The fine quality Zeiss
Tessar lens registers the picture on

15 1/-, 50 2/-, 100 3/6, 500’ 16/-.

GRANVILLE

CAMERA

Chloro-

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE POSTCARDS

Gaslight, Amidol,
Fixing, Semitone.
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This young man has the enviable task
of demonstrating to a fair amateur
photographer the simplicity of the
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SEPIA PRINT
YOUR SUMMER SNAPS
THIS SIMPLE WAY. . .
I

You can obtain beautiful sepia pictures with
Seltona, without

I S-L ‘

No dark-room

toning and

developing.

is necessary — all you need is

a printing frame, a dish of hypo solution,
a dish of water and some Seltona.
Nothing

could

be

simpler.
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A LARGE audience was

Royal Photographic Society, “ Col¬
our-music.” If any of them came,
however, anticipating some delight¬
ful colour symphonies, they were
disappointed, for the subject, in the
capable hands of Major Adrian
Klein, proved to be quite un¬
expectedly technical. It is difficult
to give any idea in a short compass
as to what colour-music is. It in¬
volves the use of varying colours as
a means of artistic expression, but
a point which struck us, and indeed
was mentioned in the discussion,
¬
ite
was that colours arouse
l qu fects dif
in
ef
ferent psychologica
different observers. Twenty people,
asked for their favourite colour,
would perhaps give twenty different
replies. YeUow, for example, is
ciated ne, some people’srs minds
asso
th sunshiin
with
and in othe
wi
mustard or with eggs that are not
quite fresh. Evidently, the con¬
structor of a colour organ has
considerable difficulties.

2326.

quarter of an inch by three-six¬
teenths. Mr. Banfield sketched on
the blackboard the camera of the
future — a little squat body with a
lens of from half an inch to 15 mm.
fixed focus sunlc into it, and at the
back a cassette. One thing which
does follow from these tiny cameras
is that one's enlarging arrangements
have to be very critical indeed, and
in Mr. Banfield’s view the enlarger
has lagged behind the camera.
Accidents While Photographing.
Every holiday season we hear of
accidents of one kind or another to
people while photographing, and it
behoves all camera users to be
careful when focussing upon a groundglass screen or when examining the
image in a finder. While intent
upon
goodbeen
pointknown
of view
cameragetting
users ahave
to
fall from eminences or into water.

the
the
the
He

Newspapers recently reported a sen¬
sational happening which deserves
to be recorded as a warning to
those who snapshot from rowing
boats. A Mr. and Mrs. Burrows,
a honeymoon couple, went out in
a rowing-boat from Bournemouth,
and losing an oar they drifted
helplessly with the Channel currents
for twenty-seven hours before being
picked up by a passing steamer.
Mr. Burrows stated that he lost the
oar while trying to use his camera.

said that he began — surely as a
very small youngster — in 1888, when
the whole-plate camera was the
“ fashionable wear,” and he exposed
in it quarter-plates, which he bought
at a penny each. He stuck to this
until 1902. Meanwhile, a steady
diminution in the size of cameras
took place — half-plate, five by four,
quarter-plate, and now he questioned
whether more than two per cent of
amateur photographers used a larger
size than quarter-plate. Five years
ago Mr. Banfield committed himself
to the rash prophecy that 35X2^

No.

might be looked upon as the abso¬
lute minimum, but cameras have
gone on getting smaller, thanks
largely, of course, to the incredible
improvements in film, both flat and
roll. The climax, perhaps, is the
Cine-Kodak 8, where the size of
the negative is something like a

attracted the other night by
the title of a lecture at the

Slimming.
Mr. A. C. Banfield, addressing
members of the Pictorial Group
other evening, commented on
decline in the size of cameras.

LXXV.

Copyright — Registered ais a Newspaper
for transmission in the U.K.

London

A

Landscapes

SiLminertime

snapshot
535

(No.

in Hyde

12).

Park.

Low Standards — Why ?
It was rather distressing to hear
some outspoken remarks the other
e^vening from one who has
7

ih!
photographer-.
ta amateur
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exceptional opportunities of judging,
with regard to exhibitions — not the
big annuals, but the smaller club or
business house exhibitions — of
photography. This gentleman said
that during the last eight or nine
months he had visited, four such
exhibitions — two of them being
house shows of photographic so¬
cieties attached to big engineering
firms — and he had been struck by
the lamentably low quality of the
work hung. It filled him with such
despair that for the first time in his
life he left the exhibitions with a
distaste for photography. Only
about one per cent of the persons
who sent in their prints had any
idea behind their work ; the rest
had simply pointed their cameras
at anything that had caught their
eye for the moment The facts did
not appear to be seriously contested
in the discussion which followed,
and the only thing debated was the
reason for them. Is the experimental
sense lacking ? Are people incapable
of being taught ? A teacher — -not
of photography — told us that it was
his business periodically to set out
instructions for students, and he
took the precaution always of asking
some intelligent person whether

every item of instruction was plain,
yet when they went out to the
students the proportion who mis¬
apprehended them was appalling.
This gentleman did not believe that
90 per cent of photographers, how¬
ever intelligent, were capable of
exposing a plate correctly, develop¬
ing it more or less correctly, and
exposing a bromide paper. Part
of the trouble was ascribed to the
tendency among clubs and societies
to forego practical instruction in
favour of social occasions, and part
to the manufacturers, who have
brought up a generation of photo¬
graphers accustomed to have all
their thinking done for them.

Photographs to Teach
Signs.

go over to the Home Office for
some pictures of policemen. There
are some species of instruction in
which photography is of less value
than others ; perhaps some, such
as mathematics or languages, in
which it can have very little value
at all, but in the inculcation of the
road sense, both for the ordinary
pedestrian and for the user of any
kind of vehicle
importance.
_it is of first-rate

Eerie Hours.
A well-known professional was
roused from his slumbers at half an
hour past midnight by a telephone
call. It was an amateur whom he
knew slightly, and who told him,
at a safe distance, that he was

Road

■ It was interesting to hear Mr.
Herbert Morrison, the late Minister

having trouble with his tank de¬
velopment. He had given twenty-five
minutes, and wanted to know what

of Transport, tell the “ Safety First ”
people at their recent congress that
he favoured the use of photographs
for the purpose of inculcating road
instruction. He said that if he

would happen if he gave forty-five.
The professional, by a violent effort,
repressed his murderous incHnations
and gave him polite advice. In
return for the courtesy the amateur

had had his full way with the High¬
way Code of the Ministry of Trans¬
port, he would have insisted on
getting the best photographs he
could procure. As it was he had to

rang

/^acts and /formulae :

I

up the professional again at

a.m.

would

to

say

that

like to know

he

Wellington’s

is still a favourite

INTENSIFIERS.

silver intensifier has been
with

some

workers.

The

II.

NEW

SERIES

and

solution

is

made by dissolving 50 grs. silver nitrate in i oz. water, and
adding 120 grs. ammonium
sulphocyanide. Make up to
10 oz. with (distilled) water. The precipitate is dissolved by
adding saturated solution of hypo, drop by drop.
The working solution is :
Stock nitrate
. .
■. .
. .
. .
. .
i oz.
Sodium sulphite . .
. .
. .
. .
. . 12 grs.
Ammonium
bromide
. .
. .
. .
. .
2 grs.
Pyro .
3 grs.
Ammonia
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
6 min.
Allowance
somewhat

must be made
on drying.

for the fact that the density
*

*

*

*

*

*

a single-solution intensifier it ispossibleto carry outlocal

modification by applying it with a soft brush. Such
however, are somewhat risky except in experienced
8

Potassium cyanide
Nitrate of silver
Water
. .
This is made
the nitrate.
clear part of
great a plain

methods,
hands.

. .
. .
. .

. .
. .
. .

. .
. .
. .

. .
. .
. .

. .
. .
. .

10 grs.
10 grs.
i oz.

up in two solutions, the cyanide being added to
The precipitate is allowed to settle, and the
the solution filtered. If intensification is too
solution of hypo acts as a reducer.
*

41

U^RANiuM intensification may
aid of two stock solutions :
nitrate
..
..

best

be carried

out

with

the

A.

Uranium
Water

..
..

..
..

..
..

.. 120 grs.
.. 10 oz.

B.

Potassium ferricyanide . .
Water
. .
. .
. .

..
. .

..
. .

.. 120 grs.
. . 10 oz.

increases

A TYPICAL mercury bleaching solution is :
Mercuric chloride . .
. .
. .
. .
. . 600 grs.
Hot water . .
. .
' . .
. .
. .
. . 20 oz.
When
cool, add 40 minims hydrochloric acid. When
the
image is whitened right through to the back of the negative a
very thorough washing must be given. The image can be
darkened in many ways, e.g., with 10 per cent sodium sulphite,
or with 20 minims ammonia to an ounce of water.

With

to subject

Monckhovin’s method of intensification involves bleaching
with mercury, and then blackening in ;

long known
stock

he

given 45 minutes, and it was quite
all right. Fact !

A selection of useful hints classified according
NEGATIVE

thought

that he had

The working bath is A 10 parts, B 10 parts, acetic acid 2 J parts.
There must be no trace of hypo in the negative. Washing is
carried out by several changes into still water, which must not
be alkaline.

Negatives

may be intensified by sulphide toning in exactly

the same way as in the case of bromide prints. The difference
in
printing value results from the less actinic colour of the
image.
*

*

*

Negatives that have been dried should be well soaked in clean
water before being subjected to any method of intensification.
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work
is therefore of the utmost importance
who desires consistently good results.

The factors governing expo¬

sures of brief duration are for
the most part mechanical
rather than optical — the movement
of the object that is being photo¬
graphed, and that of the camera.
A man walking or running is typical
of the
(caused
steady)
equally
proper
blurred
There

first, and “ camera shake ”
by not holding the camera
of the second. Both are
important and if not given
attention will result in
definition.
are two

things which

we

may vary to suit these conditions —
lens aperture and shutter speed.
The former gives no help in itself,
but definitely limits our variation
of the second, as does also the speed
of our film or plate. Generally the
best exposure for any subject is the
longest that can be safely given
without any movement showing, as
this necessarily means a smaller
lens aperture with greater detail and
depth of field.
It is essential for good results that
the exposure be reasonably accu¬
rate, and the use of an exposure
meter of one of the extinction types
is advisable. The latitude of the
modern film or plate should always
be kept as the last reserve, only to
be utilised when there is no other
way

of securing the subject.
“

Snapshots.”

Most photographs that are taken
in these days are of the so-called
“ snapshot ” variety, with the shutter
working at about i/25th or i/30th
of a second. This particular speed
• undoubtedly came into use by
reason of the cheaper lenses being
limited to f/ii as the largest stop,
and the speed of ordinary roll film
• being in the neighbourhood of 300
H. and D. Now, however, lenses of
f/6.3 and even larger apertures can
be obtained quite cheaply, and roll
film and packs can be obtained rated
as high as 1200 H. and D. In
these circumstances i/5oth of a
second is a safer speed for general
work and one which will automati¬
cally take care of most emergencies.

At i/25th of a second there are
two dangers. Firstly, if persons
walking are included one of the
legs often photographs “ double,”
and passing vehicles in a street view
may resolve themselves into an
ugly blur. Secondly, the effects of
” camera shake ” are fairly pro¬
nounced at this speed, and even with
the camera held quite steadily the
shutter may give a “ kick ” at the
moment of exposure. It may gener¬
ally be avoided by holding the camera
firmly against the body and holding
the breath at the moment of
exposure. The use of i/5oth of a
second, where possible, will usually
overcome both these difficulties.
“

Most

Time

”

Exposures.

instruction

manuals

and

other guides to “ simple photo¬
graphy ” indicate that exposures
longer than i/20th of a second should
not be made with the camera held
in the hand. To obey slavishly this
precept is to miss many oppor¬
tunities which may not occur again.
Provided the speeds are available
on the shutter, exposures up to
a quarter second can be satisfactorily
made with a little practice. They
are only suitable, of course, for
subjects with very slight movement,
but wifi, be found useful during
dull days when a tripod or other
support is not available.
If used at eye-level the camera
should be held with both hands
(using the forefinger only to release
the shutter) and pressed hard against
the forehead or cheekbone, with the
elbows rested on the chest to give
additional rigidity. In either case
a firm stance must be made and
care taken to avoid body sway.
The operation is considerably
easier than it sounds, and a little
practice in front of a mirror with
the empty camera will soon equip
the amateur for those emergencies
when the light is poorer than
anticipated.
Fast- moving

Objects.

The longest exposure permissible
when photographing moving objects

527

to

the

keen

photographer

depends largely upon their direction
of motion relative to the camera.
For objects at a distance of 30 ft. or
more and travelling at about 45
degrees to the direction of vision,
the following values will be found a
useful guide ;
4
8
30
60

m.p.h.
m.p.h.
m.p.h.
m.p.h.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

i/40th sec.
i/8oth sec.
i/i5oth sec.
i/300th sec.

These represent the longest ex¬
posure times which will show no
movement at the speeds indicated.
If the object is travelling directly
towards or away from the camera
double the exposure may be given,
but if it is moving across the field of
vision two-thirds the value quoted
is the longest advisable. Objects at
twice the distance, i.e., 60 ft., may
be given double, and so on.
It is clear that this sets a limita¬
tion upon the type of camera
equipment suitable for subjects with
rapid movement. The average hand
camera with its fastest speed of
I /i 00th of a second or so is ruled
out except for ‘‘ head-on ” versions,
and a focal-plane shutter and reflex
camera called for.
Exposures

from

moving

vehicles.

There is one aspect of high-speed
work that seems considerably neg¬
lected, namely, photography from
moving vehicles such as coaches and
buses. Very often the only method
of obtaining certain views when on
tour is by making the exposure from
the coach while going along the road.
This is quite practicable if a shutter
speed faster than i/5oth of a second
is available — the faster the better.
The greatest difficulty is “ camera
shake. ” To avoid this, never attempt
to rest the camera against any part
of the coachwork as, considered
photographically, the vibration of
even the best sprung coach is enor¬
mous. If possible use the camera at
eye - level and give the shortest
exposure obtainable. Take care also
not to include near trees or bushes,
as these will generally record as a blur.
W. H. D. Y.
9
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1

/Butterfly

Arf„”U. PICTURES

Few of us are ever likely ^to" have the opportunity of

photographing wild life in the jungle, yet butterfly
hunting with a camera can be quite exciting.
Expensive apparatus is not essential, and I have obtained
good results with a cheap box camera fitted with a portrait
attachment. The ideal, of course, is a reflex fitted with a
telephoto

lens.

Common

Large

White.

Fixed-focus

Box.

the wing between about ten o’clock and four on the brightest
and hottest days. Slow and deliberate action in stalking them
is essential, and it is far better to obtain a small, sharp picture

Peacock,

i j2^i/i sec. at fj 1 1.

Before going into the field it is a good plan to become
familiar with the haunts and habits of butterflies, and a good
book on the subject should be studied.
The commonest of all our butterflies, the Whites, are often
seen in both town and country gardens, and these offer plenty
of scope to the photographer. The best months of the year
are from June until August, and the butterflies are usually on

Tortoiseshell.
10

1/25M

sec. at fjii.

than to approach too near the subject and lose the oppor¬
tunity altogether.
When the butterflies are at rest the wings are folded ver¬
tically over the body so that in many cases one has to be
content with a side view. This is disappointing in view of
the fact that the most beautiful markings in most cases can only
be seen when the wings are expanded. With patience, how¬
ever, one can often catch the butterflies with open wings,
because, whilst settling on leaf or flower they will often flutter
and open their wings. One must then be very quick in releasing
the shutter before the opportunity passes.
A few waste plates and films must be expected as flying
shots have often to be taken. As regards material fast plates
or films should be used in order to use higher shutter speeds.
Panchromatic or orthochromatic material is an advantage on
account of the bright colourings of most butterflies.

Swallow

Tail.

1/50/A sec. at //16.
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ASTONISHING

VALUE

IN “BIG PICTURE CAMERAS
ALOIS UNO F/7.7 ANASTIGMAT LENSES

With

Large

Rising front

Original

Cross

front

“ Contacts
are

Leather

still

the most

covered

Cast front

satisfying
3-speed

for
straightforward

shutter

Reinforced
metal and
wood body

picture -making

Made of well-seasoned wood, with metal ends, covered with first-class morocco
leather. Strong extra long aluminium baseboard on substantial hinges, fitted
with solid cut runners. Integral spool pins and winder. Fitted with bushes
for vertical and horizontal positions. First-class leather bellows. Automatic
infinity catch and focussing scale. Solid aluminium “U ’’-shaped cast front,
fitted to solid carriage working on runners. Rising and cross movement.
Brilliant view-finder reversible for horizontal positions.

Size

3^

Size

3^a

for

%-plate

for postcard
ENSIGN,
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£3:15:0
£4:10:0
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CO NT AX
AH

INNOVATION

New Model with focal -plane shutter giving
1/2, l/5th, 1/lOth second.
Controlled by one knob, the Contax gives
four groups of speeds.
Time and
1/2P second.
TIME GROU
I
O
NIGHT PICTURES

GROUP
l/5th and 1/lOth second.

O

NORMAL

GROUP

*®*U(for average subjects) l/25th, l/50th, 1/lOOth sec.

GROUP l/500th
SPORTS l/200th,
4 • 1/lOOth,
The

CONTAX

with

the

ZEISS TESSAR F/3.5, £27:10:0
ZEISS SONNAR F/2, £35:10:0

and 1/1, 000th second.

new

shutter

costs :

I ZEISS TESSAR F/2.8, £30:10:0
1 ZEISS SONNAR F/1.5, £51:10:0

CONTAX the SUPREME PRECISION
UNIVERSAL CAMERA

THE

Send for free brochure, or better still, ask your dealer to
show you a Contax. Of course the Contax with the standard
second is still
shutter giving speeds from l/25th to 1/1, 000th to
fit the new
available.

shutter

Early

to any

ZEISg
IKON
12
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"THE
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CONTAX

we

shall

be

able

at a cost of £4.

ZEISS

IKON

LTD.

11, MORTIMER HOUSE, MORTIMER
LONDON, W.l
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Your

Pay for Itself

Hobby

e
k
a
T
V
ONEj often hears people say, " I like photography, but it is

By S. A. WEEKS.
Wireless journals, for instance, require pictures of anything
new or novel, in any way relating to the subject matter of the
paper. Headings to articles in these periodicals often have a

far too expensive.” This is a very mistaken idea.
This hobby, like many
others (which are not so
fascinating), can be made to pay for itself. Every amateur
photographer can obtain photographs suitable for publication,
but I do not necessarily mean in newspapers.
Unless you happen to be the only photographer on the spot

pictorial background — study these.
Motor journals use photographs of new road signs, bypasses
and bridges. The illustrated sporting weeklies require photo¬
graphs

of sports, if they are taken

with

the correct

slant.

Boys’

when an important ” news ” item occurs, you would be wasting
your time to send prints of the subject to the daily papers.
Their staff photographers and the news agencies would cover
the ground thoroughly. But the daily Press is only a small
portion of the publications that use photographs of all kinds.
Every week there are published literally hundreds of periodi¬
cals, dealing with all phases of our lives. It would be rather
surprising if amongst your collection of photographs you have
none tliat would be of use to at least one of them.
Another idea prevalent amongst amateur photographers is
that an expensive outfit is necessary to produce prints suitable
for reproduction — this is not so. My first camera was a V.P.
Ihagee, with an f/6.3 lens, shutter speeded in the ordinary
manner, T., B., i/25th, i/5oth, i/iooth.
With a home-made enlarger I obtained very excellent results.
An enlarger is necessary because prints to be submitted should
not be less than whole-plate (8Jx6^- in.).
I am not saying that this outfit is as good as a more expensive
one, naturally the scope is limited. But it says much for it
that

I have

provided

myself

with

a J-plate

focal-plane

Press

" / wonder

if I’ll get one I ”
Taken
ready sale.

at a dog show.

It had

a

pul)lications always want photographs that will interest
youngsters (I was told that they can never get enough of
these), and children’s
date quickly.

papers

require

news

pictures

that

do^^not

The foregoing may give some idea of how to class the different
requirements of each periodical in your mind. I must repeat
that studying the papers themselves is the only way to success.
Another market open for \'iews, sports
is that of the calendar publishers.

and

animal

pictures

A wonderful help in placing prints is the " Writers’ and
Artists’ Year Book,” this gives all the information on any
periodical that you may need.
When submitting photographs for publication, write a good
title or caption and your name and address on the back of the
prints and send them in with a covering stamped and addressed
envelope, so that in the event of their being refused, they will
be returned safely.

Animal

pictures

a little “ different ”

are

usually

good

sellers.

camera, fitted with f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, and a new enlarger from
the sales of photographs made with my first outfit.
I was speaking to a very keen amateur photographer a
short while ago, who told me that he had submitted prints
and had them all returned. I saw those prints (all good) and
asked where he had sent them. Then I found what was wrong.
He had not studied the market, and had sent racing pictures
to a fashion journal !
All editors have their little likes and dislikes, these you find
out by studying their publications. I obtained as many
back numbers as I could and studied them until I felt I knew
what was wanted.

13
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papers

use photographs

of New

Bridges,

Roads,

etc.
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JVA tv RE'S,
By NORMAN

T. WILLIAMS,

In field and garden, good backgrounds are numerous.
They should be plain, generally, and dark hedges,
masses of foliage, the sky, and so on, will ensure this.
On the other hand, a suggestion of form in the back¬
ground, even to the point of it being recognisable, will
not matter if it is subdued and not imduly spotty.

.1 sunny

portrait in the garden.

A MATEUR

/\

t \

indoor portraiture by daylight, except,
perhaps, in bay-windows, is not particularly

e lenses
easy for those who have small-aperturwhen
the

or poor lighting facilities. Even
lighting is good suitable reflectors or their equivalent
are usually necessary to brighten the shadows, and com¬
paratively long exposures are required. There is much
to be said for outdoor portraiture, therefore, at the
present time of year, in which the volume of diffused
light is comparatively limitless, so that the time of
exposure can be cut down, to the benefit of subject,
photographer, and result.
\^’ith the outdoor portrait the only
real difficulties are the usual ones of
manipulation of the plate or film in
the dark-room — these are easily over¬
come. Eailures due to movement of

A

This kind of thmg can be seen in
certain of the illustrations, all of
which are snapshots, and is ensured

the subject, camera - consciousness,
etc., are minimised by snapshot work.
There is freedom, as opposed to the
confinement and the studio atmos¬
phere indoors. This contributes to¬
wards the mental comfort of the sitter,
and makes for more natural results.
\Mien the sun is shining, the

by using a large aperture, and keep¬
ing at a sufficient distance from the
background.
A fisherman, baiting a hook,
would gain rather than lose effect,
with a background suggesting a
river and trees. Whatever the

effect upon expression may be con¬
siderable ; sunshine is a universal

actual occupation of the subject at
the moment of exposure, or the
most usual interest or surroundings,
the background can always add to
the meaning of the result. Our
hypothetical fisherman, also, would
probably be more at ease than if
posed before a sheet in a drawing¬
room, with newspaper reflectors

tonic, as is evidenced in any popu¬
lous place on a fine day — poses are
more free than when it is dull and
cold, and brightness of expression
does not need to be encouraged by
means of the usual wiles.
There is a danger, however, in
harsh summer lighting. If the sub¬
ject is looking towards the sun, the
eyes may be screwed up, and
wrinkles appear on the forehead.
Sunshine which is too bright may
also lead to unexpected spottiness
of the background. As a rule the
sitter should not look in the direction
of the srm unless the eyes are shielded
by a broad-brimmed hat or parasol.

SHupi,>io: portrait.

hung all around him.
This matter leads on to that of

Taken on a bright sunless day.

having the subject doing something
natural — why give a small child a
volume of Shakespeare’s plays to
gaze upon, when it would be more
interested, and appear more natural,
with a golliwog ? In any case, the
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STUDIO
An article for the amateur who
seeks to make good portrait
and figure studies out-of-doors.

,

sitter must either be occupied, or be
expressing something, in face or
pose. The expression of amuse¬
ment is apt to be overdone, but
since so many subjects like to appear
smiling and happy, it is well to
gratify this wish, and, if you re¬
quire other expressions, to get them
as they occur, if possible without
the subject being prepared.

Taken

in direct sunlight.

for which this type of lens is particularly suited. For accuracy of
focus, y(<u will be better at a distance from the subject, which will be
all to the good, both for the expression of the latter and the perspective
rendering. The smaller image, if sharp, can easily be enlarged later.
Whatever the state of the light, give a full exposure ; if you cannot
do this because of bad conditions, I suggest that you do not expose
at all. It is necessarx', also, to curtail development, in order to pro¬
duce that softness in the negative which yields good flesh tones —
this applies particularly to portraits made in sunshine, the contrasts of
which are naturally greater than
those of subjects taken in shade.
Outdoor portrait and figure work
is simple, if you go about it in the
right way ; do not expect, how¬
ever, to get a perfect picture every
time. No one can do this.
Taken

in the shade

on a sunny

day.

The summer is the season of freckles,
so that fast panchromatic plates or films
in a hand camera will be the best com¬
bination for avoiding these and the rigid
poses which go hand in hand with man¬
oeuvres round a tripod. If one is to
secure naturalness of pose, preferably
with freshness, the camera must be more
or less ‘ ‘ at the ready. ’ ’ The backgi’ound
or setting is chosen first, and as soon as
the model is in the right position no time
should be lost in making one or more
quick exposures.
The matter of perspective is bound
up with this, since, if 5mu are not using
a reflex, you will probably be using a
short-focus lens and scale-focussing.

The

village postman.
A garden

portrait.
15
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CJ
Every week an article will appear under this heading dealing
with a topic of interest to the novice in photography.

IN

THE

NOTES

L NOTIONS

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER
Jof the

FOREST.

I AST week I mentioned how I lost some desired subjects
through something
and that of a make

going wrong with
with which I have

a film pack,
never before

had the slightest trouble of any kind. Since then I came
across a pack of another brand with which I seemed doomed
to have bad luck when 1 used them a year or two ago.
Further, this particular pack was o\-er a year out of date,
and I thought I might as well use it for good or ill. It gave
me a dozen good negatives. That is the sort of irony that
seems specially reserved for photographers.
The first half dozen I exposed during an hour in the
forest, but I am afraid I paid more attention to the leaves,
the blossoms and the songs of birds than to photography.
It was a sunny morning, but there was a strong, gusty wind
blowing, and that is about the last thing (me wants 'when
dealing with woodland subjects. 1 was afraid to do the
necessary stopping down, or to use a filter, and had to
wait to make an exposure at a moment when things seemed
reasonably still.
I had a shot at Fig. 1 as a fairish example of what
Fig. I.

“ Mentor ” was speaking about — the light tones of .some of
the leaves of trees, bushes and ferns at this time of year.
I ventured on a pale filter in this case, but the result is a
suggestion rather than a success. In my opinion, however,
these light greens, especially in sunlight, can be very fairly
rendered with any orthochromatic material even without
a filter.

than a mere medley of trees, with no particular arrangenient and no definite centre of interest.

The subjects in Figs. 4 and 5 were taken as a hint that
it is a common fault in forest subjects to include too much,

As it stands, F'ig. 5 is a failure. It was beautiful to
the eye, but is confused in the print. Its beauty depended

and that we should look for “ bits ” as well as ‘‘ general
views.” 'Ihe mav blossoms in Fig. 4 should have been
much better done. In favourable conditions it is possible
to select a well-arranged group of blossoms, to stop down
so as to get all those in the actual group sharp enough.

and to avoid a ” blobby ” background. It may mean a
long and careful search, but it is worth doing well.
Such a subject is calndated to be much more attractive

on the grace and fresh green of the shoot of ivy in con¬
trast with the rough dull-coloured bark of the old tree to
vv'hich it clung. It would be much nearer the mark if a
print were made on a matt paper — platinotype for choice —
and simply tinted. Nothing elaborate or laborious would

Fig. 3Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4.
be necessary to make it a pleasant
little subject, its very simplicity being
an advantage.
I was using a quarter-plate hand¬
stand camera on a tripod, and it would
be a waste of time to attempt such
things as Figs. 4 and 5 seriously with
a camera held iii the hand, and without
the aid of a focussing screen.
The keeper’s cottage shown in
Figs. 2 and 3 suggested an opportunity
of again drawing attention to an
important point. The first was taken
with the complete lens ; the second
with the back combination only.
In making enlargements from the
negatives I was not using quite all
of the subject, and slightly shifted the
position of the cottage in one of them.
This is immaterial. The point is

Different
" TT

THY

that everything seen in Fig. 3 is not
only to be found in Fig. 2, but it is
identical except in scale.
It is a curious thing to me that there
are so many who persist in maintaining
that “ perspective ” is altered accord¬
ing as a long- or a short-focus lens is
used. In a sense it is ; but not in the
sense they claim.
The drawing of the two versions
differs simply because more is in¬
cluded in Fig. 2 than in Fig. 3. But if
we take what is shown in Fig. 3 the
arrangement and relative proportions
of all the parts included are exactly the
same as the corresponding parts in
Fig. 2. If we enlarged Fig. 2 so
that the house became exactly the
same size as that in Fig. 3, we could
cut out from the enlargement a part

Reasons

for Taking

Fig- 5-

that would be identical with Fig. 3.
If, however, after taking Fig. 2,
I had gone nearer to the house so as
to get it as large as it is in Fig. 3 I
should have altered the “ drawing.”
The point is that, from the same view¬
point, the difference made by the use
of lenses of different foci is one of
scale, and therefore also of the amount
of subject included. W. L. F. W.

Photographs

constantly state " It is the subject that will count ; not
photographic skill.” Of course, photographic skill must
always count in a sense, since no idea, however brilliant, and
no subject, however beautiful in itself, will be successful,
or indeed look attractive, if the photography is really bad.

did you take it ? ” is a question that might often
be asked, when prints are passed round. Of

^ ^
course, politeness prevents us from saying it aloud,
but it is often what we think, as we look at someone else’s
snapshots that strike us as quite uninteresting.
And yet it is a question that we should be wise to put to

Have we not here the age-long controversy of " subject
versus form” ? Let us put it in another way. An after-dinner
speaker may be very fluent ; his voice may be pleasing, but
his speech will fall flat unless it is also about something. There
must be a point in it, i.e., it must have a subject.
So with photographs. It is true that the play of light
and shade is itself always lovely to look at. But before it can
be turned into a picture it must be given significance.
It would be a real help to us all if, when we are out photo¬
graphing, we would stop a moment and consider why we are
using our camera — ^what is the idea behind the exposure we
are making. That way, I am sure, lies improvement.
The best advice that can be given to the beginner is, I think,
to take the old popular subjects, those that have got human
interest, but to try and avoid presenting them in the usual
way. A new point of view will make the whole difference.
Do not think that you have done all that can be done when
you have found an interesting subject and photographed it.
You will secure a much more valuable print if you photograph

ourselves. ” Why did I take that particular picture ? What
was there in it that attracted me ? ” A cynic might go further
and ask why we ever took any photograph. But we need not
take the cynic too seriously.
As a matter of fact, photography is not so much a single
hobby as a number of hobbies. Some people use it as a
means of obtaining a lasting pictorial record of their annual
holiday, or of their home life, and growing family. Others
spend all their energy in the making of photographic pictures
for exhibition. Many people find in the camera an ideal way
of illustrating some other interest in life, from engineering to
natural history, while not a few— those who have a certain
flair for journalism — are able to obtain quite a nice amount of
pocket-money for free-lance work.
_ It is, however, surely going too far to say — as a well-known
worker was reported recently in these columns as saying — “ It
is thot subject matter, unusual viewpoints, or fresh lighting
which count. In all pictorial art, one should look only at

someone

line and tone.” In any case, that is not what the organisers
of many great photographic competitions think, for they

looking

at your

interesting

subject itself.
533

subject,

as

Athole

well

as

the

Murray.
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From

information communicated

“ ^ OME day, when I have exhausted all other interesting
^
avenues of study, I am going to study the workings
of the minds of judges. Exhibition judges, I
mean. I know a few. Outwardly they seem very like
other men — rather jolly, and quite approachable. But
when they settle down to the task of choosing 300 prints
out of 1,200, in a short time, and I see beautiful master¬
pieces knocked down like ninepins in rapid succession,
then I wonder how they acquired their gift ?
“ I determine that perhaps, after all, I will stick to my
haphazard method of pleasing myself alone, with a mental
reservation that I will tickle the palate of an inland judge

to our Special Representative.

with rolling seas and silvery waterways ; tempt
southerner with the hills and skies of Scotland, and
northman with English thatch.

the
the

“ The rules of composition are, I fear, unstudied by me.
Light either makes a pleasing pattern, or it doesn’t ;
and as I know very definitely when a pattern pleases me,
I follow my instincts. But often I plan a picture well
ahead of its accomplishment. An omnivorous reader of
poetry I often desire to turn some word-painting into a
picture of my own ; and a quotation will ring in my ears
for months, until one day I find the means to illustrate it.
“ Architectural photography, especially in our great
cathedrals, claims much of my enthusiasm.
No fisher in sluggish waters will sit more
patiently beside his rod than I beside my
tripod, in dim-lit aisles and darker crypt.
“ I endeavour to obtain my results on the
negative, and am old-fashioned enough to
believe that I can influence my negati\'e
by individual treatment. I like a fairly plucky
one, because the bulk of my work is lantern-slide
making for lecture purposes. A plucky nega¬
tive and a condenserless enlarger have a
salutary effect on each other. On the enlarger
I use a Wray soft-focus lens. Stopped down,
this is crisp enough for architectural detail,
and used at open aperture will give anything from
a mellow softness to the most abandoned
fuzzygraph.
“ Sometimes I hold back parts of my negative
with Coccine dye, which is soluble in water,
and will wash off if the result is not satisfactory.
Apart from that, and local shading of the print
with bits of corrugated cardboard of varied
shapes strung on florists’ wire, I seldom resort
to other dodges. Neither of the pictures re¬
produced here required much manipulation.
The Selworthy cottage is a ready-made subject ;
and ‘ Let there be light ’ (Peterborough) was
brought to printing perfection in its negative
stage by allowing it to build up very slowly
in water after a short start in the developer.
‘‘ How do I make my exhibition pictures ?
Ssh ! I begin thinking of them weeks before¬
hand. And I go on thinking of them until —
the eve of the closing date. Then, as midnight
approaches, I get out my apparatus, and go to
my carefuUy filed negative boxes — from which
the desired few seem to be unaccountably
missing — make

Selworthy.

By Hilda M. Bailey.
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I. — “ Peaceful

Xature.”

By F. K. Tanner.
5- — “ Seamen's Cottages, Mineheud."
By Horace G. Kraushaar.

June

2. — “ Bishop's Head."
By James Holgate.
(i. — “ The Meadoio

4. — '■ Tynedale."

3. — “ Ready to Leave."
By Denis Croidey.

in the ITcjof/i'.”

By H. Sfunsfield.

7, 1033

By
7.

T. H. Hopper.

“ Falling Foss, near W'hilhy."
By F. .4. Hume
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The feeling of light is very well
conveyed in No. 5 of the
collection of prints reproduced

Seamen’s
on the opposite page —
Cottages, Minehead,” by Horace G.
Kraushaar — the relative tone values
of sky and sunlit cottages being nicely
and truly recorded, and, if just about
a quarter of an inch were trimmed
from the base and added to the sky,
quite an attractive Uttle picture would
result.
Light

and

Luminosity.

As the subject stands, there is an
excess of foreground and not quite
enough sky, and, because the horizon
line comes somewhere near the middle,
the picture seems too equally divided.
A trim, such as has been suggested,
remedies the slight defect, but the
probability is that what is shown
represents the whole of the negative,
and the addition to the top, in that
event, will not be feasible. The reduc¬
tion of the foreground area will, never¬
theless, still be necessary, and the point
relating to the position of the horizon
and the relative proportions of land¬
scape and sky should be kept in mind
against the possibility of a similar sub¬
ject recurring in the future.
But the feeling of light and lumino¬
sity is distinctly good. It is never
very easy to retain the correct values
of white houses in sunlight against a
blue sky, though the darker tone of
the latter may be obvious to the eye,
and that it has been successfully done
in this instance is a tribute to the
technical capacity of the maker of
the print.
That the attraction of the effect has
been seen and recorded, too, is indi¬
cative of a promising eye for a picture,
for it is the effect, and not so much the
objects of which the subject is com¬
posed, that gives the print its artistic
appeal.

Pictorial

Content.

The suggestion of a sense of hght,
whether sunlight or the luminosity
suggested by the sky or air and space,
is an effect that highly appreciates
the artistic attraction of any picture.
It may be of such importance that
it forms the ostensible motive ; but,
in any event, it is a very valuable
adjunct, and the recognition of its
influence should be carefully cultivated.

'

- .

on

opposite page.

It will very soon be understood that
its effect is enhanced by restriction.
This was clearly shown in No. 5,
where the very highest lights were
limited to those on the sunlit cottages,
and but for the stream on the left in

and

No. 4, " Tynedale,” by T. H. Hopper,
the brightest light, and the one on
which the feeling of luminosity would
depend, would be that portion of the
sky immediately above the horizon.
The presence of the stream affords
a brighter note than any portion of
the sky, and, as the print stands, the
feeling of light is impaired by the
competition between the two.
But what is wrong is not so much
the light on the stream but its position
in the picture. At present, it creates
a spot of light in the wrong place.
For a strong light, its position, so
near the edge, is weak. It has not
sufflcient strength of placing for the
principal centre of interest. That is
what it ought to be, but now. that
function is assumed by the light in the
sky, and all that the light of the
stream does is to create a sort of
division of interest, or a sense of

temporarily, with a piece of darktone paper or a finger.
Something might be done to correct
their adverse effect by touching them
out on the print ; but in dealing with
subjects of this type they are often
a very severe drawback, and one which
it is almost impossible to avoid
entirely. Dodging about with the
viewpoint is sometimes effective,
but, only too frequently, there is
nothing for it but adjustment by some
form or other of retouching.
The stream and sky of No. i,

competition.
Unity of Appeal.
What should be done is to bring it
into a stronger position in the picture
so that it can legitimately be regarded
as the centre of interest.
If, for example, it happened to
occur on the right-hand side of the
isolated tree on the left, it would
attain enough strength to serve this
function. Then, because it would
become the dominant light, and be¬
cause it would be sufficiently close to
the light of the sky to combine the
pull of the two, the sense of competition
would be avoided.
It would then achieve unity, which
is not only an essential element in the
make-up of a satisfactory composition,
but one which must be attained if the
pictorial moti\’e is to be properly
displayed .
The presence of glimpses of the sky
through the foliage in No. 6, “ The
Meadow in the Woods,” by H.
Stansneld, is the reason why that
picture fails to achieve either unity
or the standard it should. Those
lights pull against the
meadow, which should

539

light on the
be the chief

only

light of any

importance.

Competitive Points.
They create competitive points,
and how much they affect the picture
can be easily seen if they be covered,

” Peaceful Nature,” by F. R. Tanner,
are again in similar opposition to that
in the case of No. 4, with the additional
disadvantage that there is now no
special interest in the sky. An altera¬
tion of the position of the stream to
a stronger position is likewise indi¬
cated, and, at the same time, it would
be as well if the tone of the sky were
somewhat subdued. With No. 2,
“ Bishop’s Head,” by James Holgate,
the sky is also a disturbing feature.
The feeling is that the chief light
ought to fall just beyond the archway,
but so strong is the light of the sky,
and so forceful is its pull that nothing
can stand against it. There might
be reason for such a state of affairs if
there were a real interest in it, such as
might happen if it were graced with
attractive clouds, but now it is remark¬
able for nothing so much as its utter
blankness.
Excluding

the Sky.

The only thing to do is to exclude
the sky altogether, an expedient which,
at all events, does tend to keep the
interest in the picture.
In the case of No. 3, " Ready to
Leave,” by Denis Crowley, there is
some
suggestion of competition
between the skylights and the escaping
steam from the locomotive. The
feeling is that the latter should be the
stronger ; but, from the viewpoint
adopted, it would be most difficult to
achieve such a rendering, though, when
the sun is low, some improvement
might

be expected.

" Mentor.”
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Victorial Analysis
Every week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

“THAMES

The wisdom of limiting the lights
of a picture to one only, and
reserving it for the principal

point of attraction is quite empha¬
tically exemplified in this admirable
rendering of an urban riverside scene.
The whole of the attention is
undividedly centred in the building
which forms the medium for the display
of an effect of sunshine, simply because
it contains the brightest light
and because that light has
sufficient strength of placing
to maintain its supremacy.

” by J. H. Clark,

HOUSE

An

Alternative

Arrangement.

gestion lies in the fact that the near

As the picture is at present con¬
stituted, it is scarcely feasible to trim
so much from the base to bring about
the revision suggested, for it would
involve the partial removal of the
nearest pier of the bridge on the right
and leave it standing in the air.
There would be too much lost in the
way

of stability to permit

the

ex¬

pier of the bridge is somewhat overimposing in scale for its importance
in the picture, and, besides, it pre¬
vents the placing of the chief building
in its proper position.
The scale of the pier is inclined
to dwarf the prominence of the
building beyond, whereas, if the re¬
vised viewpoint were adopted, it would
be possible to commence on
the right, with the next pier
to it, in which case the
adverse comparison of scale
would be avoided. The

Construction and
Chiaroscuro.

perspective of the upper line
of the balustrading of the

The construction, or ar¬
rangement of the composition,
here, is aided by the chiaros¬
curo, or arrangement of the

bridge, too, would not be so
steep, and it would be per¬
fectly easy to arrange for the
placing of the sunlit building
to be adjusted. There is the
possibihty, of course, that
the standpoint was circum¬
scribed and no other was
available, and, in this event,
it must be conceded that the
best use has been made of

light and shade. The com¬
position, of course, really
embraces both, but as far
as the arrangement of the
placing and the relationship
of the lines and masses to
one another are concerned,

the opportunity offered ; but
if the suggested revision is

the emphasis is laid upon the
sunlit building (i), which
also achieves importance be¬
cause it is similarly stressed
as the lightest note in the
arrangement of light and
shade.
The dominance conferred

a practical proposition, there
is no doubt but that it
would offer no little advantage
over the
ment.

Beauty

by its brightness is selfevident, and needs no ex¬
planation, and the princi¬
pality conferred by
the
placing, arises from the prox¬
imity of the building in
question to one of a division
of thirds.

selection

of the

higher — ^the interest of the foreground
is not very great — and the lower
would appear to be preferable.
20

pedient to be tried, but a trim of
three-quarters of an inch does offer
some improvement, particularly if,
at the same time, a similar or larger
amount could be added to the sky.
As a matter of fact, the subject
seems to be one that would be better
suited by a horizontal

shape

instead

Moreover, it provides a timely
reminder that subjects for the camera
are to be found in all sorts of un¬
expected places. They are all around
us, and, for those with eyes to see,
may lie at our very doors. Let us,
therefore, make the utmost of them,
confident in the knowledge that the
experience so gained will, enable us
to make better use of the more
extended

preferable.

time.

reason

for this sug-

the effect of

mellow sunlight and its beauti¬
fying influence has been well
seen and is clearly and con¬
vincingly conveyed, ft is
very delightful both in
emotional feeling and in its
aesthetic suggestions, besides
ship.
which, its tones are admirably ren¬
dered and perfect in their craftsman¬

of the present vertical. The probabil¬
ity is that, to secure such a present¬
ment the subject must be re-taken,
and, if so, it would be as well to
consider if a viewpoint some little
distance to the left would not be
The

arrange¬

of Effect.

Nevertheless,

Strictly speaking, the strong
points of a picture are those formed by
intersections of dividing thirds, in
between two of which the building
rests. So placed, its position is very
near the lateral centre, and the
placing is not so forceful as it would
have been had it been placed either
higher or lower, so that it approximated,
more closely, one of the four points
referred to.
There would seem to be little
justification for the

existing

opportunities

of

holiday

“ Mentor.”
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to the Editor

y etters

HOME-MADE

Sir, — I have

pleasure

SOFT-FOCUS
in enclosing

LENS.

herewith

a little study

I

have just made of the head of a statuette. I do so in case
your readers might be interested in the manner in which it
was made, apart
from the fact that
you may care to
reproduce it.
In experiment¬
ing with lenses
I picked intended
upon one
never
for photography,
viz., the large end
lens of a pair of
field glasses.
Substituting
this in my J-plate
camera I found
the focal length
exactly suited
and the wide
aperture gave a
dering.
beautiful
soft ren¬
The plate used
was a Granville
“ Quickiso ” (650)
and an exposure
of
seconds at
seven feet from
the window of
the room, with a
little reflected light from a mirror on the wall opposite the
window gave a beautifully-graded negative requiring no
retouching whatever.
The enclosed is a straight print from this negative on Granville
Semitone cream card and toned with Kodak sepia toner. —
Yours, etc.,
ERNEST
A. ADAMS.
NEGATIVES
Sir, — As

Mr.

FOR

E. E. Telfer

CHLORO-BROMIDES.
invites

the

use

of your

columns

for some discussion, I would like, if permitted, to tender him
an explanation.
From experience I have had with the plates, developer and
condenser enlarger referred to by Mr. R. J. Dunn, I would
like to register agreement with that writer.
It would be conceded that the success of an exposure is
assured or otherwise at the time the release is made. This, of
course, assuming that development is approximately correct
for the printing process desired.
All good photographers are fairly consistent in their exposure
although very few of them may be scientifically correct.
That is to say, that within the latitude of present-day plates
some good photographers may be slightly under and others
slightly over. As long, however, as they are consistent within
this latitude they can select a set time of development at a
certain temperature which may differ appreciably from the
maker’s tables.
Personally I use the materials referred to by Mr. Telfer and
also Azol as a developer. With the latter I invariably develop
negatives which I consider properly exposed for exactly half
the time that the makers recommend. This results in a nega¬
tive of good density and of sufficient grade of contrast to
suit chloro-bromide paper.
Mr. Telfer probably is as consistent in his exposures as most
other good photographers but is probably under rather than
over. That may be quite all right and within the latitude of
the plate, but he may think he needs more development than
normal.

The

Editor

is not

the opinions

responsible

for

of his correspondents.

Supposing he is under, then I suggest he increases his
exposure and attains consistency in this by aid of an extinction
meter such as the " Bewi.” Although development is sup¬
posed to be the only controlling factor in matters of contrast,
this would appear to hold good only when exposure is scienti¬
fically correct.
As this is not always possible to achieve it is best to be
over sooner than under. In that case it seems definite that
an over-exposed plate needs much less development. Scienti¬
fically, Mr. Dunn and I may be over exposing, hence we need
much less development. Mr. Telfer may be correctly exposing,
and for his required contrast may need more development.
All makers of sensitive material and proprietory developers
take care in their directions to point out that the T. and T.
tables are only approximate. More or less development may
be given to suit individual requirements. — Yours, etc.,
VERNON
H. COHEN.
D.

&

P. SERVICE.

Sir, — Mr. J. C. Scott seems to think that ultra-rapid films
such as Selochrome and Verichrome are being under-developed
by the D. and P. firms. This is the opposite to my experience.
However, when Verichrome films came on the market,
Messrs. Kodak informed me when I applied to them for in¬
formation that Verichrome did not require any longer
developing time than ordinary film.
Also, according to information in the B. W.’s Exposure
Calculator and Handbook, we find the following makes of
ultra-rapid film require the same time to develop as the ordinary
brand of the same maker: Agfa Isochrom, Kodak Verichrome,
Selochrome, and Zeiss Ikon Ultra. Mr. Scott certainly raises
a very interesting point and it would be useful to know other
readers’ experience. — Yours, etc.,
A. GREEN.
TELEPHOTO
Sir, — -There

seems

LENSES
to be quite

AND

PERSPECTIVE.

a widespread

idea

abroad

that

a 1 2-in. telephoto lens gives a result very different from an
ordinary 12-in. lens, which, of course, is not so ; the only
difference being in the extension required, and the smaller
covering power, or narrower angle of the telephoto lens.
False perspective arises from the improper use of a telephoto
lens, just as at the other extreme there is the false perspective
with an ordinary lens used too near the subject.
I had a 13.5-cm. lens on my Leica camera. This was a lens
of 13.5 actual as well as equivalent focal length. Cricket
negatives taken with this and enlarged, represented the bowler
on top of the batsman as one sees in the papers from any
telephoto lens. Yet the result was in reality e.xactly the same
as if the lens had been used with a quarter-plate camera and
that portion of the negative alone enlarged.
The reason, of course, is that the lack of foreground anni¬
hilates the sense of distance. Had I actually used the quarterplate camera and enlarged the whole of the picture, the com¬
parative sizes and apparent closeness of the bowler and batsman
would not have seemed incongruous, because the foreground
would have scaled the picture.
The telephoto or any long-focus lens gives merely a larger
image. If in composing a picture using a quarter-plate camera
and a 6-in. lens one finds that the part required for the picture
only occupies about one-third of the plate, then a 12-in.
telephoto lens will give better detail of this salient part, and
the subsequent negative will only require a smaller degree of
enlargement. Such is the intelligent use of a telephoto lens.
There is the further point : if one decides on a certain position
as giving the perspective that one desires, a lens of shorter focus
may give a depth of focus greater than one requires.
The truth is that the long-focus, or telephoto lens, requires
proper use, and because false perspective is not so obvious at
first sight as it is with a short-focus lens, it is more open to
misuse. — Yours, etc.,
E. RAY KING.
2
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“Prominent”

A Voigtlander
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The shutter is a Compur,

Camera.

camera

which

has been given the strange

name of the " Prominent ” is the most remarkable little
instrument for 2jx 3J roll films — or if you choose to use a
mask supplied with it, 16 vest pocket negatives on a spool —
which I have met.
At first glimpse it seems to have “ all the gadgets,” with
little knobs and projections fixed on its frame, including a
range-finder, an exposure meter, a tubular view-finder
and two red windows for use when 16 half-size negatives
are required on an eight-exposure spool. All these are
built on the camera and not merely stuck on, to be removed
at will. It sounds formidable rather than prominent ;
but it isn’t. This is a truly delightful camera to handle, and
the results which it has yielded in the hands of several
photographers, of not many months standing, known to
me, show conclusively that it is not too complicated.
First it is a Voigtlander
de luxe model. Any Voigt¬
lander camera or lens is well
made
made

; this is thoroughly
and finished.

well

The range-finder is built into
the top of the framework
below the carrying handle, and
it works equally well whether
the camera is shut or open.
It does its work by means of
prisms, which show the chosen
object cut into halves. As
you turn a sensible focussing
knob, an inch and a quarter
in diameter, the broken ima¬
ges come together and when
the uprights are dead in line
and appear unbroken in the
eyepiece you have at the
same time set the focussing
mechanism for the exact
distance required to get that object sharp on the film.
There seems to be no margin for doubt or error, as there
is in some range-finders. My tests have all been made
with the camera closed.
Then

you

press

a button

and

the camera

opens

and

erects its lens-front, ready set for the distance on which you
have focussed.
The

knob

is scaled in feet so that you need not use the

range-finder if you are in a mighty hurry. This is the
nearest approach to easy automatic focussing I have
discovered in any 2 J X 3J camera, and it comes next to a
reflex in its certainty.
The finder is the right up-to-date tubular pattern with a
mask for use when 16 half-size pictures are required. The
metal mask which cuts your picture down to half-size on
the film is carried inside the camera ready for use when you
put a new film in.
22

and the lens is that gem

among

f/4.5 lenses the Voigtlander Heliar, of io|-cm. focal length.
It is good to see that this fine lens is not being forgotten in
the flood of f/4.5 lenses of all makes, known and unknown.
Last of all, the “ Prominent ” has an exposure meter
fixed permanently on its framework. This, admittedly,
takes a little study before it is mastered, but it has the
merit of being no more difficult than the popular “ ex¬
tinction ” meters. First you bring into operation one of
the three light-filters, according to the strength of the light
at the moment — one for normal daylight, another for
exceptionally bright sunlight and the other for weak light
(interiors, etc.).
You set the ‘‘ aperture ring ” according to the speed of
your film. Then you turn your camera to the object and
with your eye at eyepiece turn a knob as you look into the
meter. A revolving screen shows you a series of lines.
When you can just distinguish those lines (and only just
distinguish them) you have reached the exposure point.
The scale on the meter then indicates the exposure required
and the stop needed. A correcting table for use with
artificial light is supplied with the camera.
E\ en without the exposure meter this camera is a de¬
lightful instrument, and no sensible photographer need be
scared by the sight of a range-finder tacked on to its frame
with an exposure meter, neither of which he need use if he
is in a hurry, but both of which will be a real help most of
the time.
It is altogether an instrument of quality as well as of
resources. The price is 25 guineas, and though it costs as
much as that, it will appeal to quite a number of advanced
workers who seek first-class negatives.
The distributors in Britain are Messrs. Peeling and Van
Neck, of Holborn Circus.
“

Electrophot

”

Exposure

Meter.

A new model of the Rhamstine ‘‘ Electrophot ” Photo¬
electric Meter has just been introduced into this country,
and is a vast improvement on that originally mentioned
The new model has a large dial with figures that are
by us.
easily read, and constantly in front of the eyes. There is
a small ground-glass finder on the same side, and all that is
necessary to ascertain the exposure, is to view the image in
the finder just as one would if a camera were being used,
and remove the cap. The result of this is that the exposure
at I /25th of a second (or alternatively for cin6 work, the
aperture) is automatically shown by the meter, The figures
are widely spaced and the exposure is very easy to read.
The reading for ordinary photography is intended to
apply to Verichrome films, but there is a conversion table
on the back which enables the exposure upon other sensitive
material
mediately. and

at various

stops, to

be

ascertained

im¬

The price of this meter is ;^i4 14s., and is obtainable from
Mr. Edwin Gorse, 86, Accrington Road, Blackburn, Lancs.
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CINfi APPARATUS.

Cinematography
Exposures for Accuracy and in Emergency
By SIGURD

MOIR.

Good exposures form the basis of successful cinematography and they can be ensured by the
correct use of an efficient exposure meter.
Occasionally, however, the arresting “action ”
is so transient that it would not be available at the end of the minute or so required for
making a careful calculation ; yet even in such cases good results should not be missed.

The remark has been made in all
seriousness that many workers
read technical articles as much

for the pleasure of communing with
their favourite hobby as for the
gleaning of expert suggestions. This
may or may not be true, but it cannot
be denied that, sooner or later, the
practical enthusiast is going to make
effective use of much of this informa¬
tion which is acquired at odd moments
and in the most pleasing manner
possible.
One aspect of camera work about
which he is always gathering fresh
hints and tips (for do not fashions in
meters change with every new season !)
is that dealing with exposure cal¬
culations and the like. General indi¬
cations on the use of meters are,
however, somewhat inadequate unless
they pay full regard to the pressing
circumstances and other conditions under

“ extinction ’’ meters, for example,
the extinction-point is not an absolute
factor, but merely indicates the point
at which appreciable light fails to
penetrate the iris of the eye. Now,
the aperture or opening of this iris
greatly varies, accordingly as we gaze
at bright or dull objects ; hence it is
obvious that the very factor upon
which these calculations are based is
subject to fluctuation
of its true value.

on

either side

Since this is so, the first task of the
beginner must be to ensure that in
leisurely calculations the determination
of this extinction-point shall be made
at all times as accurately as possible.
In short, some sort of constancy
should be aimed at, so that readings

made in a darkened church — where
the iris of the eye is wide open and
capable

of passing

even

the faintest

glimmerings of light — will not be
proportionately at variance with others
taken out in the bright sunshine
(where the iris itself is almost closed).
Some measure of success may be
achieved by closing the eyes for a
brief space before taking a reading in
the bright open, whilst greater accur¬
acy at the other extreme may be
ensured by steadily regarding a clear
window or an open doorway for any
similar time before using the meter.
Nor should the eye be allowed to
remain too long in contact with the
darkened tube of the instrument when
determining

any

extinction-point.

which most amateur cine exposures
continue to be made.
Too many
exposures have to be made " on the
spur of the moment ’’ — -not with a
desk and books of reference close to
hand, but often amidst the congested
turmoil of a crowded beach ; not upon
a stationary object evenly illuminated
by a light of constant intensity, but
upon healthy juveniles dashing from
sunlight into shade and then out
again into even brighter sunlight.
Every worker interested in practical
cinematography will want to know
all he can about the methods for
dealing with such difficulties ; but
before discussing these let us take a
glance at some of the easier propositions .
Leisurely

Calculations.

By “ easier ” I mean problems that
can be dealt with in a leisurely fashion
by^even the newest beginner using the
most difficult and complicated of
meter calculators. But this does not
imply that some of the meters them¬
selves are by any means easy to use.
In the case of the majority of

An

attractive action subject for the cine worker, is always available every day on 23
the
Horse Guards Parade, Whitehall, when the guard is changed.
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Immediately the tube is comfortably in
position, the diaphragm should be
moved quickly and deliberately, so
that the point of extinction — which can
never be more than an approximation
— is found in just a second or two.
Mechanical meters, such as the

5
4
6

^/awewi-extinction and the photo¬
electric types, are definitely more
accurate and usually more rapid in
use. Their cost, however, is appre¬
ciable (in some cases even consider¬
able), but they have this advantage
that there are no great difficul¬
ties beyond those outlined by the
manufacturers in their instructional

pamphlets.
.
Rapid Estimation.
.
It must now be remembered that
.
advancingly large numbers of amateur
shots fall under the description of
spontaneous work, and as such very
little time is available for the leisurely

making of exposure calculations. Ob¬
viously, more harm than good would
result from trying to rush such an

principal instructions there set out.
This will tend to save even more time
at the scene of action, since the lens

operation, hence a rapidly -judged
estimate should produce better results
and at the same time enable the

diaphragm can be adjusted even whilst
the worker is deciding upon the
particular stop called for by prevailing
conditions.

camera to get into action before the
value of the episode has been lost.
The mere guessing of apertures
without any more reliable guidance
cannot, however, be accepted as a
basis for the rapid estimation of cine
exposures. Even long-continued prac¬
tice at this sort of thing can never
make for perfection, and it is far
better to work from a published table
or from the adjustable “ calculator ”
which is now found affixed (rather
conveniently) to such a large number
of camera models.
Cinematographers

Selecting Camera

The amateur cine enthusiast who

Vvrites his own film scenarios
and goes to the trouble of
definitely preparing a shooting script
before launching out on actual pro¬
duction must have a list of camera
distances to work to. Otherwise he
will find that his scenario will be
unworkmanlike and that it will con¬
vey little meaning to himself and none
to anybody else.
The three descriptions of camera
set-ups — namely, long shot, medium
shot and close-up — are not sufficiently
explanatory in themselves. There
should be a new shot number in the
scenario for each time the camera is

“ Jack is sitting on the couch. He
hesitates whether to phone or not.
After a few seconds he picks up the
receiver and asks for a number. Camera
tracks
number

up
and

to

Close-up.

Jack

gets

his

starts speaking.”

It is obvious

—
e
Th

descriptions — long shot, medium shot
and close-up — are quite inadequate
and are not detailed enough for the
writing of a good screen play. A
more comprehensive list is required if
the scenario is going to convey its
true meaning and instructions to
others besides the writer. As the
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in addition,

being) the whole figure with a little
to spare at both the top and the
bottom.

several

figure is, of course, only used in the
above eight descriptions for explanatory
reasons. Working on a definite
scheme such as this it will be found
much easier to convey to others the
true meaning of the directions given
in the scenario.

35-mm. cameras are included. The second list is a i6-mm. film
library catalogue containing titles and particulars of hundreds
of reels of film available for hire under the Wallace Heaton
Film Library Scheme, full particulars of which will be supplied
on application. Our readers should write to the address
given for both these lists without delay.
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readings, will be found an effective
check against accidental errors in
calculation — errors which are always
prone to occur where many factors
affecting the reading itself have to be
taken into consideration.
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based upon a carefully-planned table
or exposure indicator.
And, by all means, take a second
determination whenever sufficient leis¬
ure exists. This, and even further

Distances PETER COLLIN.
that the three beggarly

Two new lists of interest to every amateur cinematographer
have just been issued by Wallace Heaton, Ltd., of 119, New
Bond Street, London, W.i. The first includes all up-to-date
9-mm. and i6-mm. cinematograph apparatus that is now
available on the British market. Both machines and acces¬
sories are well illustrated,
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moved or freshly set-up. When the
camera is moved in a tracking or
trolley shot, however, it is generally
customary to regard the scene as
being one shot. But even in this
case, it is necessary to have a des¬
cription of the opening set-up and also
of the exact camera distance that the
camera has to track up to. For
example, the scenario should give
instructions similar to this ;
Scene No. 123. Medium Long Shot.

who

having to do much work of the spon¬
taneous variety will do well to select
a reliable table and to memorise the

Finally, the fact must be stressed
that sheer guess-work is both costly
and productive of most unsatisfactory
results. Slower it might be to use
a complicated meter, but hardly any
slower to use one of the methods

well-known
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Exhibitions

and

Competitions

exhibitions and competitions will be included here every week if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.

Notices of forthcoming

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
Entries, June 30. Rules in the issue of May 24.
Chicago World’s Fair International Exhibition, 1933.
— Open, June i-October 31. Enquiries to “ 1933
Salon,” Chicago Camera Club, 137, North Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
Portsmouth C.C. Annual Exhibition (Open Classes).
— Open, May 10-June 10. Secretary, H. Coker, 4,
Junction Road, Southsea.
Midland Salon City Art Gallery, Leicester. — Open,
May 27-June 24. Particulars from Hon. Secretaries,
W. Bailey and A. E. Tracey, Cank Street, Leicester.
Northern Photographic Exhibition (Bradford). —
Open, June 17-August 20. Entry forms from A.
Greenwood, Myrtle Dene, Harrogate Road, Bradford.
Cardiff C.C. World’s Masters Salon. — Open, June
9-24. Entry forms and particulars from G. H. Palmer,
Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Y.M.C.A., Cardiff.

Troyes

International

Salon. — Open,

June

15-25.

Secretary, Maurice Michel, President de I’Union
Photographique Charapenoise, 23, Rue de la Mission,
Troyes (Aub6), France.
Scarborough A.P.C. Exhibition. Open Classes for
photographers living within twenty-five miles of
Scarborough, and for members of clubs affiliated to
Y.P.U. — Entries due June 24; open, July 15-29.
Further particulars from Exhibition Secretary,
Herbert L. Kettle, 18, Ramshill Road, Scarborough.
Lucerne International Salon. — Entries due July 8 ;
open, July 22-August 20. Particulars from Secretary,
IntemationM Salon of Photography, Lucerne, Switzer¬
land.
Polish International Salon (Cracow). — Entries,
August I ; open, August 27-September 17. Further
particulars from Fotoclub, Y.M.C.A., Cracow, Poland.
Irish Salon (Dublin). — ^Entries due September 30 ;

open, October 28-November 4. Particulars from
Salon Secretaries, Irish Salon of Photography, 18,
Morehampton Road, Dublin.
Rotherham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms
due October 2 ; prints, October 9 ; open, October
18-21. Further particulars from E. George Alderman,
Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Ruardean, Newton Street,
Rotherham.
Belgian Saion (Brussels). — Entries due August f ;
open, September 23-October i. Particulars from
Association Beige de Photographie et de Cinemato¬
graphic, 28, Rue de Locht, Brussels, Belgium.
•<
South .“African Salon (Johannesburg). — Entries due
August 2 ; open, August 28-September 2. Entry
forms from Hon. Sec. South African Salon of Photo¬
graphy, P.O. Box 7024, Johannesburg, South Africa.
Johnson’s ” Hoiiday ” Competition. Cash prizes.
Closing date, October 31. Full particulars from
Johnson & Sons, Ltd., Hendon, N.W.4.

Thehere Week’s
Meetings
if the syllabus is sent to us at the beginning

Societies will have their meetings announced
Wednesday,

June

Borough Poly. P.S. Print Competition.
Leigh Lit. Society P.S. Kenyon Junction.

“ Passe Partout.”
Exhibition Opens.

P.S.

Waltham

Sunday,
June

Cross.

Friday,

June

9th.

Monday,

King’s Heath and D.P.S. Competition Criticism and General Query
Poplar P.S. " A Glimpse of Sunny Lands.” Miss D. Snoddy.
Stockport P.S. Lathill Dale.
Todmorden P.S. Liverpool.

Saturday,

June

Southampton

Night.

[contd.).
the Lake

District.

10th.

formed

C.C.

11th.

Ilford Station, 9.45 a.m.

June

12th.

Slide Criticism Evening.

Staines P.S. Members’ Night and Discussion.
Walthamstow and D.P.S. Lincoln’s Inn. Meet
6.30 p.m.

Tuesday,

Accrington C.C. Mitton and WhaUey.
Beckenham P.S. Greenwich Park and River.
Chorley P.S. Bolton C.C. at Astley Hall.
City of London and C.P.S. Rush Green. Meet Baker St. Station, 1.45 p.m.
Hucknall and D.P.S. Wingfield Manor.
Hull P.S. Flamborough.
Leicester and L.P.S. Ulverscroft via Markfield.
Partick C.C. Balmaha.
Rotherham P.S. Longshaw.
St. Bride P.S. Ramble ; City Streets.
Small Heath P.S. Coleshill.
Southampton C.C. Bursledon to Hamble by River Bank.
South Glasgow C.C. Stockiemuir.

club has recently been

June

Borough Poly. P.S. Eynsford.
Harrogate P.S. Edinburgh.
Ilford P.S. Broxbourne to Epping. Meet
Kinning Park Co-op. C.C. Aberfoyle.
Stafford P.S. Dovedale.
Twickenham P.S. Chertsey.

8th,

L.C.C. Staff C.C. President’s All-day Outing : Winchester.
N. Middlesex P.S. “ X-ray Photography.” Miss A. E. Baker.

A camera

10th

C. Barnes.

Thursday,
Hackney

June

Southport P.S. Week-end Outing : Langdale Valley and
Todmorden P.S. WhaUey.
Whitehall C.C. Exhibition Closes.
Wolverton P.S. Castle Ashby or Yardley Hastings.

South Essex C.C. “ Lens Hoods and other Gadgets.”
South Suburban and C.P.S. Lecturettes.
Stockport P.S.
Whitehall C.C.

of the session or from time to time.

Saturday,

7th.

at Chancery

June

Lane

Tube

Station,

13th.

Hackney P.S. Members’ Queries.
Poplar P.S. Members’ Slide Evening.
Rotherham P.S. “ Pictorial Composition.” R. H. Ball.
Stockport P.S. Visit to ‘‘ The Creek,” Poynton.
Whitehall C.C. ” Eyes and No Eyes.” C. L. Clarke.

Wednesday,

June

14th.

Borough Poly. P.S. “ Sources of Information.” F. G. Mackeroth,
Hucknall and D.P.S. Wingfield Manor.
Partick C.C. Winter Syllabus and S.P.F. Blue Book,
Southampton C.C. Netley Abbey. Meet at Abbey, 3 p.m.
South Essex C.C. Wanstead Park.

at the Beverley

camera. It is well illustrated with forty-eight photographs
by the author. The price is 15s. net.

Boys’ School, Leigh-on-Sea, which is open to non-members of
the school. Dark-room facilities have been provided, and
competitions and fortnightly rambles are being arranged.
Further particulars of membership can be obtained from the
Hon. Secretary, L. A. D. Lees, Beverley Photo Club, 17,
Theobalds Road, Leigh-on-Sea,
Essex.
*
4!
%

*

*

♦

A new photographic society, and a very promising one, has
been formed to cover the districts of Norwood, Herne Hill
and East Dulwich. Headquarters have been secured at
Knights Hill, opposite the L.G.O.C. garage, and an attractive
programme for the session has been prepared. All users of
cameras, whether beginners or advanced workers, will be
welcomed as members. The Secretary is Mr. A. E. Marden, i8,
Dodbrooke Road, West Norwood, S.E.27.

A second edition of Pictorial Composition in Photo¬
graphy, by Arthur Hammond, Associate Editor of American
Photography, has just been published by Messrs. Chapman
and Hall, of ii, Henrietta Street, Strand, W.C.2. The new
edition has been considerably revised and enlarged by the
author. This is a good all-round book for the pictorial photo¬
grapher, as it deals in a practical manner not only with the
accepted rules of composition and their applications to photo¬
graphy, but also touches on the modern tendencies of pictorial
work. Chapters are devoted to landscape, portrait and fi-gure
work, colour correct photography, and the technique of pictorial
photography generally, including developers, methods of
developing, and the printing processes. It is a book that can
be recommended to all interested in picture-making with the

*

*

♦

An exhibition is now open at the Camera Club, 17, John
Street, Adelphi, W.C.2, that has a particular interest at the
present time. It consists of a selection of photographs of
the Houston Mount Everest Flights. This exhibition is being
held by special arrangement with The Times, and was opened
on Monday last by Lt.-Col. Stewart Blacker. The exhibition
is open to the public daily (Sundays excepted) from ii a.m. to
6.30 p.m. until Friday, June i6th. Admission is free on signing
the visitors’ book.
3i
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‘Deaders'

Questions

ANSWERED

General. — All communications

for the

Editor

should

be addressed

atid Cviemaiosrapher,
Dorset
House,
Stamford
must
give the name and
address
of the
writer. Street, London,
Contributions. — The

Editor

is glad

to consider

original,

:

S.E.i,”

up-to-date

“The

Editor,

and

in every

manuscripts

The

Amateur

Photo^apher

case, without
on

exception,

photographic* subjects.

All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to repro luce
it without fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

and

Information

are freely

given,

but

the

following

conditions

should be read carefully before applying, as any communication which does not comply with the rules must be
ignored .
{1 ) See “ General “ above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (:^) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ** or “ Can yon give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? “ are too
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) All enveiopes should be distinctly marked “ Query “ or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection ot those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from the current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
tf reach the enquirer.

Exhibitions.
What are the conditions for sending in entries for
the R.P.S. and the Salon ? Are they open only
to members ? What is the average number
entered, and how many of them are hung ?
J. G. A. (Burgess Hill.)

Both the R.P.S. and the London
Salon are open exhibitions, and you can
obtain the necessary entry forms upon
application to the respective secretaries.
We cannot tell you the numbers sub¬
mitted, but in both cases they are
considerably higher than the number
exhibited. Good work, however, stands
a chance of being shown at either.
Pan.

Plates.

Is there any advantage in using a pan. plate
without a filter ? Is there any colour correction
at all ? Would it give as much correction as
an auto-filter plate without a screen ?
A. H. R. (London.)

If the subject photographed included
colours at and near the red end of the
spectrum a panchromatic plate, even
without a filter, would certainly give a
better result than any other. We cannot
say more than this, as the question
you raise is really a very wide one, which
can only be discussed at considerable
length, and we should advise you to
consult some of the available literature on
the subject.
Depth

of Focus.

I have an f/4.5 lens with i to i/iooth sec. speed.
Is there a table giving the depth of focus for all
the various stops ?
J. A. (Catterick.)

Depth of focus tables are given in
certain textbooks, but we cannot say
whether there would be one for the lens
you have, especially as you do not give
its focal length. We have frequently
explained how to find the depth of focus
for any lens at any aperture, and you
will find the matter fully explained in
" Hand Cameras,” by R. Child Bayley
(obtainable post free from our publishers,
price 3s. 3d.).
26

Copying.
Can you give me some advice about copyii^ ?
Which stop would be most useful for a subject
of average contrast ? Can you suggest some
exposures for an ultra-rapid plate in daylight ?
W. E. L. (Hendon.)

We have frequently given information
as to copying, and it is not a matter that
can be dealt with in the form of replies
to questions. To begin with, you should
certainly not use an ultra-rapid plate.
The stop you use has nothing to do with
the contrasts of the subject. There is no
reason why you should not use the
largest stop that will give you satis¬
factory definition, and the exposure you
must work out with a meter or ascertain
by experiment. Much also depends on
what it is you propose to copy.
Prints

for Reproduction.

I am thioking of submitting prints to papers and
magazines for reproduction. Is any special
paper or surface advisable ? Is toning to be
avoided ? Have the prints got to be large and
fuU of detail?
E. H. C. (Sheffield.)

We have frequently pointed out that
the best print, in a general way, for
reproduction purposes is a black-andwhite glossy bromide. No rule can be
laid down as to size, as this depends upon
so many circumstances. If the subject
is one that requires plenty of clear detail
of course the print must show it.
Faded

Print.

I have an old P.O.P. print which is considerably
faded. Can you suggest any method of chemici
treatment that would restore it ?
J. C. J. (Gorebridge.)

We are not disposed to suggest any
treatment for your print, as anything of
the kind will certainly be extremely
risky. What we always advise in such a
case is that the print should be copied on
a slow ordinary plate, as this very often
gives a much better result than would be
likely to follow from any form of treat¬
ment of the print itself.

Lens.

In articles in The A.P.’* I have seen the state¬
ment that the telephoto lens is a great help in
portrait work. What are the advantages ? Is
the regular
the telephoto'
fitted
in front lens
of it removed,
?
B. W.orE.is(Weymouth.)

The lenses referred to are what are
known as fixed-focus telephoto lenses,
and are used in exactly the same way
as an ordinary long-focus lens. Such an
instrument is complete in itself. The
advantage is that, although a long-focus
lens it requires comparatively short
camera extension. If, for example,
you take a portrait with a 6-in. ordinary
lens, you could with a 12-in. telephoto
lens get an image of the same size at
double the distance from the subject,
and with about the same extension.
This avoids having to approach the
subject at too close quarters, thereby
possibly getting unsatisfactory drawing.
Exposures.
Can you give me any information about Ilford
panchromatic films ? What are the average
exposures for daylight, in and out of doors ?
What exposures are required for night photo¬
graphs ? Do you publish a book on the subject ?
E. W. (Standon.)

There is no book published which will
answer all the questions you put,
although the Burroughs Wellcome Diary
tells you as much as is possible. There is
no such thing, for example, as an
average exposure for daylight in and
out of doors ; it might vary between a
very small fraction of a second and
many minutes, or even hours. Ex¬
posures for night subjects vary similarly.
We do not know what information you
require about Ilford panchromatic films,
as all the necessary information as to
developing and so on is given in the
instructions issued with them.
Brown

Prints.

Will you give me a formula for toning bromide
enlargements a light brown ? Sulphide is too
dark for my purpose. A. E. P. (Merstham.)

We regret that we can see no possible
way of answering your question. To be
satisfactory a print to be toned brown
must be sufficiently strong in its black
form, and, as far as we can see, the only
way to obtain a light brown print is to
start with a light black one.
Film

Negatives.

I usually use films, but being unable to get
them recently I tried Kodak films. I send the
negatives I obtained. Will you tell me what is
wrong with them ?
A. T. (Belfast.)

It is very evident from the negatives
you send that some of the exposures were
hopelessly wrong, and when that is the
case there is no film made that will put
matters right. You may be quite sure
that Kodak films would not enjoy the
reputation they have if they were not
capable of giving perfect negatives
whenever they are given a fair chance
to do so.
Fogged

Negatives.

Can you tell me the cause of the fog on the en¬
closed two negatives ? W. D. M. (Sanderstead.)

We should say that the trouble with
both your negatives is that the direct
light of the sun was allowed to shine on
to the lens or some part of the mount.
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Remarkable

MAP

OF

A

OFFER

Open to all Motorists and
prospective Car Owners

ROAD

for MOTORISTS

Full particulars of this exceptionally
generous offer to the motoring pub¬
lic, and the last of the Reservation

20

Forms enabling the reader to parti¬
cipate in the scheme, appear in the
current issue of “THE

BE

AUTOCAR”

SURE

COLOURED
SECTIONS
On Stout Card, complete in case,
for the nominal price of

TO

BUY

“THE

IT |S GOOD

free
9 9

AUTOCAR

D

post

_

with*

are * taken

you

1/4

FI lSJ

1

when

MAP

Oh£Mn,that f>uZs /
SURE cu tOjo-SURJE/
Germany.
Product
of the leading film laboratory in

Roll Films and Film Packs
because their quality never varies and that
quality is supreme in the world of films.

—
AGFA
AGFA

AGFA

DO

NOT

ISOCHROM
to be marketed

FORGET

—

was the first isochromatic
and it is still the best.

film

SUPERPAN
has a speed of 2700 H. & D.
to daylight and is two to three times as fast to
artificial light. The super panchromatic and
anti-halation film.

GUARANTEED 1300 H. & D.
MULTICHROME EMULSION
DOUBLE COATED
PRACTICALLY GRAINLESS
PHENOMENAL EXPOSURE
LATITUDE
Can

MBNTIOS

"THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER"

in ordinary

by all dealers who

Marketed

PHOTO
STANDARD

WHEN

Britain

ALLEY,
film will shortly be made

WITH

SIZE
2ix3i

6

EXPOSURES

red safelight and normal
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developing

study the latest Photographic

in Great

CHANGE

LTD., 1-4, Lawrence St., High St., W.C.2
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be processed
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I
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THE

London

Salon

SENDING-IN

of Photography

1933.

DAY,

Wednesday,

August 30th.

THE TWENTY-FOURTH EXHIBITION promoted by the Members of the London Salon of
Photography will be held at The Galleries of the Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours^
5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i, from SATURDAY, 9th September, to 7th October, 1933.
CONDITIONS

OF

ENTRY

(Please read carefully).

No. I. Pictures from exhibitors in the British Isles must not be framed ; but may be mounted. Each picture must bear on the
back, clearly written, (a) name of artist ; (b) number and title of picture ; corresponding to particulars on the Entry Form.
No. 2. When mounts are employed, they should conform to the following sizes — 25x20, 20x16, or 15x12, but no mount to
exceed 25 x 20 ; and it is suggested that white or light-toned mounts be employed wherever possible.
No. 3. Pictures from abroad must not be mounted (or framed), but should bear full particulars as above.
No. 4. Pictures which are sent unmounted will be suitably mounted by the Salon Committee, and all accepted pictures will be
shown under glass.
No. 5. All pictures should be sent by parcels post, packed flat, and properly prptected with stiff cardboard and adequate wrappings,
addressed to : THE HON. SECRETARY, The London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i.
No. 6. The sending-in day is Wednesday, August 30th, 1933. All pictures for the Exhibition must arrive at the above address
on or before this date. Exhibits may be delivered by hand at the Gallery on this date only.
No. 7. The Entry Form, properly filled in, must be sent with the pictures, together with entry and packing fee of 5/- (this fee
covers any number of pictures from one exhibitor).
No. 8. To avoid Customs complications, all entries from without the United Kingdom must be sent by post and without prices
marked

on the prints.

Commercial

Value.

Packages

To

be

containing

returned

such entries should

to

be clearly labelled : " Photographs

for

Exhibition

only.

No

must

be addressed

to the Hon.

Secretary, London

Salon of Photography,

FORM
To

the" Hon.

Secretary,

The

The

of

Amateur

Photographer <£
Cinematographer
who

are preparing

work
Salon for
may this
useyear’s
this
page
an send
ENTRY
FORM asand
with
their pictures.
SEE CONDITIONS.

Sender.”

No. 9. All pictures sent by post wiU be repacked and returned carriage paid after the close of the Exhibition.
No. 10. In view of application being made from time to time to The London Salon of Photography for permission to reproduce
pictures from the walls of the Gallery, exhibitors are asked kindly to signify on the Entry Form whether they have objection to such
permission being given. The copyright, in all cases, remains the property of the authors of the prints.
No. II. The Committee assure intending exhibitors that the utmost possible care will be taken of all work submitted, but they
do not accept any responsibility for loss or damage, either during transit or at the Gallery.
The submission of pictures will be understood to imply acceptance of the above conditions.
Due notification of acceptance of pictures will be sent out as soon as possible.
All work submitted to the Selection Committee will be carefully and impartially considered, and no preference will be given to
pictures by Members of the .Salon.
All correspondence

([.Readers

London

Salon

of

OF

5a, Pall Mall East, London,

S. W. i ,

o. who
Intending
Exhibitors
are unable
to
secure extra Entry
Forms in time may
prepare their own on
plain
paper provided
the
conditions
of Entry
are adhered to.

ENTRY.

Photography.

Sir, — I beg to submit the undermentioned
Photographs for the consideration of the Selection Committee, and I
enclose Postal Order of the value of 5/- to cover Entrance Fee and the cost of return postage (see conditions 7, 8, and 9).
Reg. No.
(leave blank).

A, B or C
(leave blank).

Number on
Picture.

Title of Picture.

1

The attention of
2

exhibitors resid¬
ing
in countries
outside
Great

3

Britain is spec¬

4

ially
directed
Condition
No. to
8.
S

6

Name.
I Agree
TO Condition
Yes
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Business Notices

Postal Orders sent in payment for Advertisements should be
made payable to ILIFFE AND SONS LTD., and crossed

Publishing

Notes

OFFICES. — Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams : "
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ”
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles 17/4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other
abroad 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES. — Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to Illfle
Limited.

Amaphot,
is on sale
countries
and Sons

Displayed Advertisements

Communications on Advertisement matters should be addressed : The Advertisement
Manager, “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.l. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue ot any particular
week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in the week previous.
Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.

Prepaid Advertisements
SALE

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
1/Id. for every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
12 words or less .
2/6
2id. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract Is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous Issue : 13 consecutive
insertions, 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 62 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements Inserted in these columns must be strictly prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Ofilce, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post
FRIDAY, for the following week’s issue, or one day eariler at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;
260,

AND

Deansgate,

Manchester,

3 ; 26b,

RenOeld

Street,

Glasgow,

C.2.

Advertisements are Inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late tor one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in which there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

I CAMERAS

AND

LENSES~

ZEISS Miroflex, 9x12, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 and

Zeiss Telephoto f/6.3xl0 in. focus, 10 plateholders, 6 i-pl. adapters and F.P.A., T.-P. focu&sing
magnifier, leather case for camera and F.P.A., and
leather case for camera and accessories, and leather
case for telephoto ; all as new, only been used a
few times ; a really universal outfit and a
bargain at £52 ; cost £76. — Mackenzie, Winteringham
Ltd., Northampton.
[6322

1A Folding Ansco, 4ix2J, f/6.3. Series IV, 1 to

l/300th sec., T. and B., new condition ;
cost £13 ; sacrifice £3 ; approval deposit. —
Dallow, 83, Colmore Row, Birmingham.
[6386

being untraceable

if lost in transit should

The
Proprietors
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although every care
is taken
to avoid are
mistakes.
BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must include the words “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer ’
Replies should be addressed : “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by us to
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondence
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisement.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except in registered envelopes. In all such cases the use ot the
" Deposit System ” is recommended.

Special
Note
Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive
no answer to their enquiries are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
tor return should also be included for use in the event ot the application proving
unsuccessful.
Deposit System

Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers in these columns may deal in perfect
safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with'
“ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised ot its
receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after
which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If
a sale is elleoted, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs
us to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no
sale, and subject to there being no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of toss or damage in transit, for which we
take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5/- ;
over £75 and under £100, 7/6; and on ail transactions over £100, one-half per cent.
All deposit matters are dealt wKh at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l, and
cheques and money orders should be made payable to Ililfe and Sons Limited.

WARNING
L.ENSES~~[
I CAME
F/1.5
MentorRAS
Special AND
Reflex, 4.5x6
cm., fitted

We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of
Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods In exchange for others or to purchase
for Cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

3i-in. Meyer Plasmat, 3 slides, filter, release,
leather case, £25 or offer ; present price lens alone
over £40 ; deposit system.— Below.

2 X Convertible
f/4.5.Plate
Corapirr,
extension,
31
24 Westminster
and double
Boll Film,
Eros
12 slides, focussing screen, leather cases, £5 ;
deposit system. — Below.

Compur
to l/150th
F/2.9
Dallmeyer
Pentac sec.,
Platecaseand; this
Roll camera
Film,
has adapted to use alternatively 3-in. f/2 Goerz

lens, taking 16 pictures on standard film, price
with both lenses, £13, preferably to caller, whocan be shown many successful indoor snaps. — ■
Kingsbury, 12, Manor Rd., Sutton Coldfield. [6487

1-PLATE Klimax, Beck f/6 anastigmat, rise and
4 cross front, Lukos shutter, 6 slides, F.P.A.,
leather case, 65/-. — 49, Cheyne Walk, Hendon,
N.W.4.
[6468

Reflex, Butcher’s Carbine 2ix31, Aldis anas¬

tigmat f/7.7, as new, 45/- ; Ernemann V.P.,
self-erecting. Compound shutter, Goerz anastigmat
Dagor f/4.8, 2 slides, F.P.A., 45/-. — 3, Rostrevor
Rd., Wimbledon, S.W.19.
[6265

ROLLEIFLEX,
Automatic,
Tessar ; absolutely
new ; cost
£22/10 ;f/3.8sacrifice,
£16/10. —
BM/ACXE, London, W.C.l.
[6197

IHAGEE, 3ix2J, double extension, latest type

Compur, 10.5-cm. f/4.5 Tessar, 6 single
glides : cost £10/10 ; as new ; accept £6/5. —
Shrieves, 19, Reginald Rd., Bearwood, Smethwick.

LEICA No. 2, auto-focussing, new, complete in

CAM£:RAS

and

ever-ready case, lens hood, yellow filter,
cable release, film trimmer, exposure meter,
tripod and adapter, film tank, £19/15. — Box 7139,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[6496

lrnses

2
1 /250th,
T. and
release,
Tenax, Goerz
Celor B.,
f/4.8,cable
Compound,
1 to4
F.P.A., pressman
magnifiers,
tank,Aldis
filters,
best 31x24
Popular
Reflex,
f/4.5,£9 12orslides,
D.D. slides, F.P.A., all in leather case, £4 ; also
offer. — 67, Pontypridd Rd., Barry, Glam.
[6484
4 finders,
and cross,
31x2i
RollriseFilm,
Pololytradial
f/3.9,focussing,
Compur,cost2
£11, accept £5/15 ; also 3ix2i Foth Roll Film,
f/4.5. Precision shutter, D.A., 2 finders, radial
focussing ; cost £5/10 ; accept 70/-. — ^Leather,
Balliol, Oxford.
[6486

Kodak la, Zeiss Tessar f/6.3, Compur, 1 to 31x24
2 F.P.A.,
6 slides,Tessar
leather
Zeiss Donata,
f/4.5,case,D.A.Justophot,
Compur,
Dalian Tank, complete outfit, £6/6. — Thomas, 8,

[6483
l/250th, rising front, leather case ; cost
£12/7/6 ; accept £5, or offer ; perfect condition. —
G. Shaw, 42, Mount Ephraim, Tunbridge Wells. [6495
YOU

CAN

DEAL

b,

not be sent as remittances.

Salisbury
IN

Rd., Welwyn

PERFECT

Garden

SAFETY

City.

THROUGH

[6498

OUR

Boxform All-distance Ensign, cost 27/6, complete
with case, 15/- ; bargains ; deposit system if
desired. — Write, Box 7140, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[6491

roll film, f/4.5
yOIGTLANDEB
2-size Skopar,
Inos, 8 orD.A.
16 onCompur
2ix3i ;
list £10/11/6, imsoiled, deposit system, approval,
reason selling, bought speed camera ; Justophot,
case, instructions, new, 15/- ; Banfield V.P.
Plate and Film-pack Tank, cost 27/6, 8/6. — Box
7145, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [6507

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

29

June

1
xii

THE

AMATEUR

★WANTED^

I CAMERAS

.

YOU,

PHOTOGRAPHER

AND

1933

LENSES^

31x2} Zeiss Cocarette Roll Film, f/4.5 Tessar,

to examine these
BARGAINS

4 D.A. Compur, 1 to l/250tli, focussing 4 ft.
to infinity ; perfect condition, leather case ;
accept £6. — W. H. Clear, 18, Colwyn Crescent,
Hounslow, Middlesex.
[6492

2
AMAZING
3
.

7,

ADVERTISEMENTS

Are YOU among the Hundreds of Photographers
regularlysuppliedbyus?

X 2i*Aotographjc Kodak R.F., R.R., S-speed .
12s. 6d.
i'Pl. ElrsemaaD R.F. Plate, f/6. 8. 7-speed .
£12
6
3i X SI Cocarette R.F..
f/6. 3 anastigmat. 3-speed .
£112 6
4^x21 Kodak R.F.,
f/7.7 anastigmat.
S-speed .
17s. 6d.
—
.
G
Focal-plane,
1/lOth to 1/1, 000th, F.P.A.,
8ix2i Eraemann R.F. Plate, f/6.d, 7 speeds .
£1 12 6
■■
6 slides, case, 65/- ; Zeiss V.P.K. f/6.3 Box
U
<6}
4^x2} Kodak R.F., f/6.3, S-speed. Like new
.
£1 16 0
i«pl. Ensign Reflex, Aldls i/4.6, revolving back . A
£4 17 6 Tengor, case, unscratched, 25/-, cost 51/- ; i-pl.
Ica, Zeiss f/4.5, Compur, perfect, 12 slides,
41>in. Anastigmat f/6.3, 3-speed .
14s. R
6d
3} Roll Film Tank and canvas
6*in. 1/6.3, 7-speed .
£15
0 65/- ; Kodak
10/-. — Fennell, 17, Arundel Rd., Tunbridge
A
0-ln. Ross Homocentric 1/6.3, Koilos, 1 to l/300th .
£1 19 6 carrier,
How you bonofit!
Wells.
[6493
4^-in. Rots Homocentric f/6.3, 1 to l/300th. Snip .
£1 19 6
N
5i*in. Stelnheil Unofocal f/4.5 anastigmat, Ck>mpur .
£3 6 0
T
—
4i-in. Zeiss Tessar f/4.6, Ibso, 1 to l/160th sec .
£3 5 0
SAM
3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., E
£5.— Matthews, 140,
E-D
TERIALS
(BRITISH AND BEST).
5i*in. Goerz Convertible f/4.5, normal mount .
£3 7 6 Idle Rd., Bradford.
[6496
AY
i^pL T.*P. Reflex, Cooke f/4.5, seif-capping, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th,
E
SER
latest revolving back, new hood .
£6 17 6
VIC
E.
D
3x2 Voigtlander Wafer R.F., f/4.5. new Compur .
£4 17 6
case, 32/6 ; 2a Box Brownie, canvas case, 5/6
•
AND
NOTE
THESE
PRICES !
VJ*. Ihagee R.F. Plate, f/2.9, delayed Compur .
£8 17 6 Metal Telescopic Tripod, leather case, 15/- ;
19*mm. Ensign Camera, Speed f/2.6, 3 speeds, slow-motion, title
or all in one lot, £2/10 ; all in excellent condition.
crank, 100-ft. type, hide case .
£10 15 0
IPA BEST QUALITY
i-pl. Zeiss Compact Plate, Zeiss f/4.5, Compiir, double extension, rise, — W., 86, High Rd., Willesden Green, N.W.IO. [6497
FIRS PLATES (all speeds)
4ix3i
MON
cross, wire-finder. All Inlaid, as new .
£6 17 6
T Q
EY
UAL
IQQQ
Horizontal
f/4.5
81 X 2k Etui Plate Pocket, f/4.5, 3-epeed. As new .
£4 4 0 it/OO
REF
Dallmeyer,T.-P.
cost Reflex,
£8/15, 3},x2i,
two months
3}x2i
Doz.
ITY
U
NDE
i*pL T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/3.5, self-capping. 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th,
Six
3}
MAD I
deep hood, revolving back. Bargain .
£8 17 6 ago, £4/18. — Turpin, 51, Colindeep Lane, N.W.9.
F
.. 2/3 NOT
X6«mm. Ensign Silent Projector, f/1.8. 180-watt, forward, reverse,
S
2/3
A
..
3/3
T
■tills, resistance, carrying-case .
£16 16 0
ISFI
5 x4
VJ. Salex Press Pocket, f/4.5, l/lOth to l/l,000th .
£2 17 6
ED
[6500
f/4.5 Heliar, Compur, screw rise and cross,
3ix2i T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/3.5, latest steel self-capping, 1/lOth to D.V. brilliant and
screen, 9 slides, F.P.A.,
6ix4i
1/l.OOOth, latest swing front .
£11 11 0
case,
tripod,
filter
;
perfect
order
;
deposit
i-pl. Goers Plate Pocket, f/6.8, Compur, double extension £2 17 6
V.P. Zeiss E.F., Tessar f/4.6, new Compur .
£6 17 6 system, £6/10. — Box 7147, c/o “ The Amateur
3^x21 Salex Press Pocket, f/4.5, l/lUth to 1/l.OOOth .
£2 19 6 Photographer.”
[6505
31 X 21 Ensign R.F. Plate, latest f/4.5. latest 1 to 1/lOOtb, rise and
cross, wire-finder. As new .
£4 4 0
cost
84/;
absolutely
new,
45/-.
—
Box
7146,
Binoculars, 8.^x Prism, centre focus. Like new .
£2 17 6
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[6506
16-nun. Ensign Super Projector, f/1.8, 250-watt, latest movements,
super machine. Cost £50. Like new .
£29 10 0 1-PLATE
Lizars Challenge Field, R.R., and
1-pl. T.-P. de Luxe Reflex, Cooke f/3.5, self-capping, 1/1 0th to 1/1 .000th,
2
Wide-angle
lenses,
R.B.
shutter,
4
D.D.
slides,
revolving back, 1). slides .
£12 12 0
VJ». N. & G. R.P., Tessar f/4.5, case. Cost £20 .
£6 17 6 tripod, stiff canvas case ; good condition, 45/-.
[6510
5 X 4 Adams’ Vtdex Reflex, no lens, D. sUdea .
£3 5 0 — Grindley, Lingen Avenue, Hereford.
31 x31 N. & 0. Folding Reflex, Pentac f/2.9, latest self-capping, new
type hood, revolving back. Snip .
£36 10 0
Elmar f/3.5, 5-cm. focus, Elmar f/4.5, 13.5-cm.
16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo Camera, f/3.5, case .
£15 15 0
41x21 Kodak R.F., f/7.7 anastigmat. As new .
19s. 6d. focus (Telephoto), Elmar f/3.5, 3. 5-cm. focus (wideV.P, Kodak R.F., f/4.5, 1/lOth to 1/lOOth. case .
£3 6 0 angle), range-finder, spools and
leather case ;
all in excellent condition ; cost over £44 ;
31 X 21 Agfa B.F., f/6.3 anastigmat, 7 speeds, latest unique top focus¬
sing, wire-finder. Ail inlaid .
£3 10 0
£19 ; approval, deposit system. — Akroyd,
1-pl. Soho R.F., f/8, S-speed. Celt £4. Likenew .
178. 6d . sacrifice
1-pl. Ensign R.F. Plate, Goerz f/6.8, Compur .
£2 17 6 33a, Albany Rd., Victoria Park, Manchester. [6511
31x21 Ensign RJ'. Plate, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, delayed Compur. rise
and cross, wire-finder .
£7 10 0
guaranteed as new, £2/10. — Blomfield, General
31x21 Ensign R.F. Reflex, Aldls-Butcher f/4.5, new self-capping.
[6512
l/25th to l/500th, latest. Like new .
£5 17 6 Infirmary, Leeds.
Patbescope Projector, latest fittings. As new .
£3 5 9
31 X 21 Ensign R.F.. Aldis f/4.6, new 1 to 1/lOOth .
£3 15 0
2 revolving back, self-capping, Cooke Aviar f/4.5,
16-mm. Ensign Silent Projector, 50-watt. As new .
£3 15 0
3 metal book-form double slides, R.F. A., leather
16-mm. Kodak Automatic Threading Projector, f/1.8, all movements.
canylng-case. Cost £110. Like new .
£65 0 0 case, £7/10 ; cost £40. — Below.
31x21 Ensign Cameo. Aldis f/4.5. 1 to 1/lOOtb, latest, double exten¬
sion, rise, cross, wire-finder. As new .
£3 17 6 '
Identoscope finder, slides, case, £4 ; approval
16-mm. Ensign Silent Projector, bronze model, 100-watt, forward,
[6514
reverse, stills, resistance, case .
£9 17 6 deposit. — Whittaker, Sunnyside, Disley.
Voigtlander Brilhant Reflex, f/7.7. As new .
£2 6 0
^
and Bromide Postcards
(P^"*
Gaslight
31 X 21 Zodel Plate, f/3. 8, delayed Compur, double extension £4 4 0
£6/6 ; Ensign Folding i-pl., roll films or
V.P. Kodak R.F., f/6.3. 1/lOth to 1/lOUth. Likenew .
£2 5 O!
(Ail turfacea)
Tripods, all metal, latest, new thin tops .
8s. 6d. plates, f/6 anastigmat, 30/- ; Icarette 2ix2i, f/6.8
1/9 50, 31- 100, 11/6 500,
anastigmat, 25/- ; genuine bargains ; approval
91-mm. Patbescope Projector, double claw, motor, super attacliment.
ammeter, resistance. As new .
£0 17 0 deposit ; particulars. — 14, Parkhurst Rd., Bexhill.
21/. 1,000.
31 X 21 Dallmeyer R.F., Pentac f/2.9, Compur .
£8 8 0
IPA De Luxe Bromide and Gaslight Papers
31x21 Ensign R.F., Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, delayed Compur, rise and
cross, new dead register .
£6 17 6 TVT. & G. New Special Sibyl 35x2}, Ross Xpres
(All Surfaces).
British and Best.
f/4.5, 4 double slides, F.P.A., filter,
[65172
31 X 21 Ego Plate Pocket, f/3. 5 Speed, delayed Compur, double ex¬
3ix2iGroM .. 2/6 6ix4il Grots ..6/tension, rise, cross, all inlaid super .
£710 0 finders, Dalian tank, £12. — Mr. F. Gray, Alfold
4ix2i ,
.. 3/. 8}x6ii .. .. 6/.
31x21 Kodak R.F., f/6.3, 3-speed. Likenew .
£1 15 0 Stores, Alfold, Nr. Billingshurst, Surrey.
[6521
41x3}
.. 3/6 10x8 i .. .. 5/.
1-pl. Sanderson Hand-Stand, K.K., 3 book slides .
£1 15 0
ALSO
J
31 x21 Zeiss Ikon Ernemann Folding Reflex, Tessar f/4.5, revolving
5ix3i „
.. 4/3 12x10}
.. 71Other sizes pro rata.
back, masking top screen .
£14 14 0

OFFERS or Exchange. — 3^x2} Salex f/4.5

IF NOT WHY

NOT?

9x12 Ernemann Press Camera, Dogmar f/4.5,

Kodak la junior Folding, anastigmat, leather

.. 1/2
1/8

VOIGTLANDER }-pl. Double Extension Camera,

ZEISS Ikon Ikonta, 3x2, Novar f/6.3 lens ;

LEITZ Leica Outfit, with interchangeable lenses,
ZEISS Ikonta 3x4 cm. with f/4.5 Novar lens;
31x2} Westminster (N. & G.) Folding Reflex,

ADAMS’ Idento }-pl., Zeiss Double Protar t/6.3,
Ensign Popular Reflex i-pl., Zeiss f/4.5.

31x2} Ensign Carbine No. 7, Ross Xpres f/4.5,

16-mm. Ensign Camera, f/1.5 Speed, 3 speeds, title crank, slow motion
100-ft. model, hide case. As new .
£19 19 0
31x21 Zeiss Donata Plate Pocket, Tessar f/4.6, delayed Compur,
double extension, rise, cross, wire-flnder .
£7 15 0
Ensign Cine Tripod, Thalhammer type. As new .
£5 17 6
31 X 21 Halex R.F., f/4.5, O-speed, wire-finder .
£2 5 0
31 X 21 Nagel Self-erecting R.F., f/4.5, new Compur .
£4 17 8
31 X 21 Ensign R’.F., Aldis f/4.5, Compur, rise .
£4 4 0
Set 3 Ilford Filters, adjustable 1 to 21 in .
£1 5 0
41 X 21 Nagel R.F., f/4.5. delayed Compur, self-erecting, direct finder,
latest, ail inlaid. Cost £13 .
£6 17 6
Reflex Cases, light limp mail cloth, lined. New .
8s. 6d.
91-mm. Pathe Films, continuous titles. Comedy .
19s. 6d.
Cine Cases, brown hide, velvet-lined. Brand new .
19s. 6d.
100-ft. 16-mm. Films, Cartoons, second-hand, as new .
lOs. 6d.
91-mm. Pathe Developing Tank. Cost £3 lOs .
£1 9 6
Vest Pocket Chain Tripods, a necessity .
2s. 6d.
P.C. Cameo, Aldis f/4.5, Compur. double extension, case. . £3 17 6
31 X 21 Zeiss Ikon Miioflex Folding Reflex and Press, Tessar f/4.5,
latest l/3rd to l/2.000th. Likenew .
£27 10 0
16-mm. Kodak BB Camera, f/3.5, latest 2-speed .
£9 9 0
Talkie 100-ft. Film and Disc. New, nnused .
£19
6
Baby Box Tengor, Zeiss Ikon f/6.3 anastigmat .
£1 7 6
21x21 Carbine R.F., f/4.5 Aldis, Compur .
£3 5 0
31 X 21 N. & 0. Sibyl Plate, Ross Xpres f/4.6. Snip .
£8 17 6
31 X 21 Zeiss Miraphot Vertical Enlarger, f/6.3 .
£6 5 0
Kolibrl R.F., Tessar f/3.5, Compur. Last one .
£7 15 0

STOP

EDWIN
ALL

IB STOCK.

30

£3:10:0

GORSE,
5 DAYS*

APPROVAL.

or Exchange for 3}x2} Reflex, brand-new
Ensign Cameo Film No. 7, Tes.sar f/4.5,
[6523
D.A. Compur ; 6/-, 3-in. Tes.sar f/6.3, cells only.
—
Allbutt, 13, Grange Rd.. Eastbourne.
[6524

31x2} Salex Focal-plane, f/4.5 Salex anastigmat,

2 speeds l/30th to 1/1, 000th, screen, 6 slides
in case, £3/17/6. — Smallwood, 14, All Saints’
Rd., Bedford.
[6525
1-PLATE Sanderson, mahogany, 2 D.D., f/8 lens ;
2 perfect, 25/-. — Scotcher, Bosham, Sussex. [6527
1-PLATE Ensign Cameo, current model, double
4 extension, Voigtlander anastigmat f/6.3 in
Ibsor shutter, 6 slides, F.P.A., leather case ;
excellent condition, £3. — Box 7152, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[6531

41x6
cm. soft-focus,
Dallmeyer Speed,
f/2.9 Pentac,
and
2 f/4.5
interchangeable,
3 D.D.
slides, F.P.A., leather case and other accessories ;
perfect condition, £8/10. — Box 7153, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”

PRESS!

9^-inm. Telephotos, 2-in. focus, f/4.5 anasti^at, inter¬
change mount, fit all Path^ cameras. Brand new.
Guaranteed.

4 delayed-action Compur, rise, cross, de
luxe case ; new condition, to-day’s list £12/8 ;
£7, deposit. — Anderson, 51, Stoney St., Burnley.

Write

WRITE

Now.

NOW.

BE

“ The
[6532

Chemicals.
Mounts.
Mountant.
Sepia Toner.
Glazing Solution. Self-toning Paper.
Developers (Liquid and Packet).

®

All Orders over 5/Post Paid (except Bulky
Chemicals).

(S'

POST

THIS

COUPON

Please send — on the understanding that if not
satisfactory money will be refunded — 100 IPA
De Luxe Vigorous Glossy Bromide Postcard,
enclosed P.O. 2/6.

Address. . ,
Name

IPA

ZEISSCompur.
Tessar 12
f/4.5 plate-holders,
i-pl. Camera, takes
roll films,
F.P.A.,
black
leather case, £6/10 ; perfect ; deposit system. —

PHOTOGRAPH

ZEISS Ikon Ideal, 3}x2}, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur, 6

10/12, LAMBETH

Cowlett, 14, Talbot Rd., South

Shields.

[6534

slides, F.P.A., Proxar lens, filter in cell, leather
case, tripod ; as new. £8/10. — Manson, 20, Fifth
Avenue, Bangor, N. Ireland.
[6536
WISE

IN

TIME — USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

NOW

Phont:

PALACE

HOP.

6312.

ICS
RD., S.E.1

June

7,

THE

1933

AND

I CAMERAS

AMATEUR

LENSEs""!

The standard Lens f/3.5, for No. 2 Leica,

£4/10 ; Bell-Howell Photometer, for still or
cine, £2/10 ; both new. — Lownds, The Cottage,
Old Lenton, Nottingham.
[6481

7 -IN.— Boswell,
F/4.5 Tessar
(sunk), Rd.,
nearlyHornsey,
new, perfect,
£6.
41, Ealeigh
N.8. [6482

PHOTOGRAPHER

BY

I CAMERAS

AT REDUCED
ZEISS

PRICE

IKON
16

exposures

All-metal body,
Direct- vision

Trade.

Dallmeyer

Naturalist

Reflex,

rising front, deep

double

triple

detachable focussing liood, revolving back, quickwind focal-plane shutter, l/16th to l/800th
and time, fitted Dallmeyer No. 1 Grandac Telephoto
lens f/10, 6 D.P. holders, 3 book-form D.D. slides,
K 1 and 2 filters, and leather case ; list price
£68/8/6 ; our price, £25.
1-PLATE

4

Tropical

extension,

high

Model

rack

Soho

rising

Reflex,

front,

swing

double

1-PLATE Ross Panros Press Focal-plane, rising
2 and cross front, direct finder, quick-wind
focal-plane shutter, l/15th to l/l, 000th and
time, automatic exposures, i, i, 1, 2 and 3 sec.,
fitted 7i-in. Ross Xpres 1/4.5, focussing moimt,
2 D.P. holders, F.P. A., changing-box, leather
case ; list price over £40 ; our price, £18.
1-PLATE Contessa Nettel Press Focal-plane Camera,
2 focussing, rising and cross front, wire-frame
finder, spirit level, quick-wind focal-plane shutter,
i to 1/1, 000th and time, fitted Krauss Zeiss
Tessar f/4.,5, 3 roller-blind D.D. slides and leather
case ; as new ; list price over £40 ; our price, £18.
Qlx2i

Dallmeyer

Pentac

lens f/3.5, Model
1 spool-chamber,
leather Elmar
case,
STANDARD
No. 1 LeicasoftCamera,

Roll

Film

Camera,

focussing, wire-frame finder, rising and

cross front, Dallmeyer Pentac f/2.9, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/200th and time, cable release and
leather case, £8/10.
/ICX107 Mahogany Taxiphote (Unis of France),
focussing adjustment, also adjustment tor
eyes, complete with 8 Ambroine boxes ; as new,
£8/15.

Busch
Mahoganyby Optical
long bellows
extension
rack Lantern,
and pinion,
large

Russian iron light-chamber, fitted 6-in. Model
V lantern objective, in focussing jacket, com¬
plete with 200-250 watt electric lamp, linen
sheet, slide carrier and travelling-case ; fine
outfit, £8.

al.x2i
Voigtlander
Rollwire-frame
Film Camera,
focussing,
4 reversible
finder,
finder,
.fitted
Voigtlander Skopar anastigmat 1/4.5, D.A. Compur

shutter, 1 to 1 /250th and time, .cable release ; as
new, £5/5.

KINAMO SIO Cine Camera, with spring motor,
Repairs
to all workmen
makes of; estimate
apparatusgivenexecuted
by experienced
before
proceeding.
Apparatus
can be; please
purchased
our deferred
payment system
ask forondetails.
Developing,
Printing
Enlarging, best
possible results.
Quickandservice.
for 32 ft. sub-standard 16-mm. film, Tessar
f/2.7, filter and leather case ; fine order, £14.

XTEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122,
W.l.

Regent

for Model I Leica, £10.
Dallmeyer
Super six, lens f/l.9, 2-in. focus,
Kodar
lens f/7.9, 30/-.
NO.
la
Autographic
Folding Pocket Kodak,
1-PLATE Roll Film Carbine Camera, Aldis f/7.7

Eelease.

UNEQUALLED

4 sections,

48 iii. open,

”
quality

brass

14 in. closed.

Price

5/6, post Od.
5 eectiona, 50 in. open, 14 in. closed.

Price

6/9, post (id.
Ball-and-Socket Head
Price 10/-, post 6d.

Model,

4

Xtc

ILLINGWORTH
BROMIDE
& GASLIGHT
POSTCARDS.
150
3 - .. 100

£8 0 0
iris mount

£110

3 2 Welta de Luxe
Schuieder anastigmat

Roll Film, self-erectinc. radial focussing,
lens, in Compur shutter, direct-vision
£4
Leitz Universal Finder (3.5: 5 and 13.5 cm.) .
£1
Leitz Fodis Range-finder .
£1

f/4.5
finder
16 6
10 0
5 0

3 '• 4 cm. Piccochic, f/2.9 Vidar anastigmat len.s, Compur shutter.
1 to l/300th sec., T. and B .
£5 7 6
V.P. Autographic Kodak, f/6.9 anastigmat lens and purse £17
6

6-in. Aldis Lens f/6, Unicum

shutter .

i-pl. Shew Eclipse, focal-plane
case .

shutter,

18s. 6d.

3 book-form

8-in. f/4 Ross Zeiss Planar Lens .

slides and
£1 15 0

£2

0

i-pl. Maximar by Zeiss, Folding, double extension, direct-vision
finder, f'4.. 5 Tes.sar. D.A. Compur, .3 slides. Unsoiled.... £10 18 6
i-pl. 9 - 12 Tropical Contessa Folding, double extension, rising and
cross front, direct-vision and wire-frame finder, Zeiss Tessar lens
f/4.5, Compur shutter, speeds from'l to l/20(>th sec., T. and B., 3
single slides, F.P. adajiter and leather carrring-case. As£8 new.
17 6
31x21 Dainty Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, 2 D.D. slides. F.P.
adapter, leather ca.se .
£5 18 6
11-in. f/5. 5 Teleros Telephoto Lens .
£5 7 6
4x4 cm. Pilot Roll Film Reflex, f/2. 8 Zeiss Tessar lens. Nice con¬
dition .
£17 0 0

“SERVICE’VPLATESAND

BROMIDE

PAPERS

Tip-Top Material — At very low costs.
WRITE

FOR

PRICE

LIST.
Established

Phone : Holborn

18S9.

0664 (3 lines).

USE

A. ADAMS & CO., LTD., 122, Wigmore St.,
;
London
special attention
largest stock— S.Humphrys,
Exchanged to; Pathescopes.
CAMERAS
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[5002
£20 (used
f/2.8, latest
Contax,3|x2L
clipIkon Ideal,
Zeiss ikon
twice) ; Zeiss
Allens.—
on model, Zeiss f/4.5, D.A. Compur, £9/17/6. — Below.

— Below.
Zeiss Ikon Lloyd. Zeiss f/4.5, Compur,

55/- ;
Allens.— Baby ikonta, Novar f/4.5,£8/17/6.
Allens.—
i-pl. Zeiss
Reflex, f/4.5,
Cooke D.A.
f/3.5, £8/17/6
3ix2i T.-P.
Icarette,
Compur, ;

£9/17/6.— Below.

168,
— Allens,9480).
many more4. at(Central
like newRd.,andManchester,
All Oldham
[0087

CINEMATOGRAPH

APPARATUS

case, £11.
Montacute
Rd., f/2.9
Catford.
PATHE
Motor— 90,Camera
de Luxe,
Zeiss [6405
lens,
in
leather
case,
turret
head
with
3
lenses,
Bell & HOWELL Filmo 70 Camera, complete
3i-in. Telescopic, a f/3.5, and a f/1.8, also 7-speed

shutter for slow motion ; Projector No. 57 Filmo
2-in. lens and two 250-watt lamps, all in case ;
practically new ; only 15 100-ft. reels through it ;
what oft'ers ’—Reply : H. N. Shelmerdine, Knowle,
Mayfield, Sussex.
[6462

Ensign silent sixteen, 100- watt Projector ;
good condition, resistance, case, £9 or offer. —
Matthews, 49, West Hill Drive, Mansfield. [6485

Lloyds
photographic supplies, 87,
Lamb’s Conduit St., W.G.l. Phone, Holborn
6250 ; usual approval terms.
1/lOOth see., bulb and time ; unused, £3/12/6. [5909

^NY of the above on five days’ approval.
y ^IBERAL allowance for apparatus in exchange.
Portman Square, W.l, late of 24, Charing
Cross Rd., W.C.2. Phone, Welbeok 3215. [6535

1-pl. Ensign Carbine Roll Film, double extension. Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar,
D.A. Compur, plate back, .slide, leather case .
£9 9 0
3ix2i Ansco, f/8 R.R. lens, leather case .
15s. Od.

St.,
[0010

Lloyds.
— F/2 &3-in.Lomb,
Anastigmat
Lensesbetween-lens
by Goerz
and Busch
fitted Ilex
shutter, speeds l/5th, 1/lOth, l/25th, l/50th,

0

41x6 Makina, f'3 .A.nticoraar lens. Compound shutter, directvision finders, F.P. adapter, d slides and case .
£5 5 0
3 X 4 em. Baby Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar, Tclma shutter .
£2 19 6

GASLIGHT

condition, £25.

and for
centring
eyepieces,
£3.
s, rack
Transparencie
6 x 13 cm.
Stereoscope
BOX focussing
),
slides ATE
(reconditioned
£30.
Minex Studio Reflex, 2 D.D.
WHOLE-PL
20 IN. f/5. 6 Aldis Triplet Lens, £6.

T.-P. Junior Special, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar Jens. Dallmeyer
I’opular Telephoto, 0 slides, F.P. adsipter and leather case. Pine
Condition .
£13 10 0
Zeiss Kinamo, f/2.7 Tessar. As new .
f/4.6 Voigtlander Anastigmat Lens, standard

new

1-PLATE Adams’ Vaido, Minex focal-plane shutter,
4
f/6.3 Protar lens, F.P.A., 3 D.D. slides,
hide 64-m.
case, £30.

RECENT
SECOND-HAND
ADDITIONS
TO OUR
STOCK.
18-mm.
45-mm.

lens hood ;

1-PLATE Thornton-Pickard Reflex, Goerz anas4 tigmat t/4.8 lens, 3 D.D. slides, £7.
1-PLATE Revolving Back Long Extension Auto
4 Graflex,
8i-in. £18.
Goerz Dogmar f/4.5 lens, F.P.A.,
cut-film
magazine,

sections.

Vigorous and Normal,
Glossy, Velvet and Matt.

shutter, 40/-.

Tessar
f/4.5 slides,
6 single
sliutter,
Camera,
41x6 cm. Pocket Vesta
£8. Pentac
case,f/2.9
leather3-m.
D.D. slides,Speed,
2 lens,
cm.3 Dallmeyer
41x6
f/4.6
2 RossNewman
Xpres lens,
F.P.A. , 3 Baby
D.D. slides,
Sibyl,leather
& Guardla
41x6
case, £10.
£8. anastigmat
slides, f/3.5
single Ernon
F.P.A., 3Reflex,
2 lens,Ernemann
31x24
shutter (no lens), £4.
NO. la Roll Film Graflex Reflex, focal-plane
1 A -IN. Dallon f/3.5 Tele Anastigmat Lens, metal

TRIPODS

Unequalled for value.
toj). I’erfertly i-igid.

lens, speeded

2 lens. Compound
leather case, 80/-.

VALUE

“SERVICE

METAL

4

of 10/-.

front,

sky-shade, deep triple detachable focussing hood,
revolving back, quick-wind focal-plane shutter,
l/18th to l/800th and time, Carl Zeiss Tessar
f/4-5, 3 book-form tropical dark slides, F.P.A.
and leather case ; all as new, £30/15.

O4

9 payments

Portman Square, W.l, late of 24, Charing
Cross Rd., W.C.2, makers of Highest Class
Apparatus.
1-PLATE Soho Reflex, late model, swing front,
4 6i-in. Goerz Dogmar f/4.5 lens, 6 D.D.
slides, black leather case, £20.

£10.

leather covered.
finder. F/4.5

£4:12:6

All Apparatus fully guaranteed and sent on 5

extension, rack

in.
film

Case, extra, 5/-.
Or Deposit 10/- ;

days’ approval against full deposit. Saleable,
up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole
payment or purchased for cash. Our reputation
is your guarantee.

1-PLATE

V.P.

1/lOOth sec., T. and B.
Dsual price £8 126. 6d.

NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA,
Regent
St.,
W.l, the camera
specialists, 122,
offer the
following
bargains.

4

on

Novar Anastigmat, Telmar shut¬
ter, delayed action, l/25th to

Tessar f/3.5, focussing
Tessar f/4.5, focussing
leather case, £25.

LENSES

A. ADAMS & CO., LTD., 122, Wigmore St.,

KOLIBRI
IJxlJ

F/4.5 Bxcellor Auastigmat, fitted Compur shutter,

31x21 Mirofiex Reflexl/3rd
(Folding),
wire-frame
focussing
hood,
quickto 1/2, 000th and

AND
Trade.

1 to l/200th sec., T. and B., £2 ; perfect. —
Leakey, Roselea, Hayes End.
[6501

2 finder, deep triple
wind focal-plane shutter,
time, fitted Carl Zeiss
mount, also Carl Zeiss
moimt, F.P. adapter and

ADVERTISEMENTS

Ensign3
Latest Model
Once Usedfocussing,
f/2. 6 lens,
Kinecam,
4? 1 0 /I O
speeds, hide case ; absolutely perfect ; cost £18/18. —
[6528
P. Cory, Downing College, Cambridge.

289, HIGH
OUR

HOLBORN,

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

LONDON,
AND

AVOID

W.C.1
ALL

Sheffield.
Skidmore,
£3/10. — K,
new,
driven,
motor Rd.,
lens,Todwick
f/6.3 64,
CINE-KODA

RISK.
[6529
31

THE

XIV

ALL THE

NEW

AMATEUR

I

LATE/T

ideal full-view camera

in

which the subject can I’e
seen and focussed right up to
of exposure.

Takes

roll films.

Shutter

speeds from l/25th to 1/500th
sec., also Time.

CINEMATOGRAPH APPARATUS

DeVry, De Brie, Williamson,
and Coronet.

Moy,

Pathe, Ensign

PATHESCOPE Films. — Enormous selection, 30-ft.
sample,

1/3

post

paid,

with

big

list of

ILLUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, W.l.
WardourPhone,
St.
PHOTO
[5836
CINEMATOGRAPH
Accessories
standard
MOUNTANT
only ; lists freeFilms,
; sample
1/-. —; Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[3523
chargers9.5loaded
no 2/-,
callers
; exclusive
CINEART
Camera 2/2i
Film,; tins
processing
2/- ; ^ for Amateur and Professional. ^g
16-mm., 9.5-mm. Films, stamp. — Atkinson, 24b, w Albert Bridge Rd., S.W.ll.
[0093
Vi

Service,
3d. 9.5-mm. Titles : Continuous 5d. ; “ Fades,”
[6076

etc. ; “ Finish,” stamp. — Evans’
Dereham, Norfolk.

Standard

model, with Ensar f/4.5 anastigmat lens .
£6 17 6

“ENSIGN”

SUPER

SPEED

I EXCHANGE

CAMEO

A plate and filmpack camera with
Dallmeyer f/3.5 lens.
Metal body with
leather-lined panels,
finished crystalline
enamel. Direct-vision
finder with sighting
lens also refiex finder.
Compur shutter to
l/200th sec.. 3ix2i
size. Price, including
2 slides .. £15 15 0
Leather

case,

velvet

lined.
£1 5 0.
“ Klipon
’* elides,
3/6.
F.P.
Adapter, 15/-.

“EXAKTA”

ROLL-FILM

1933

Supers and 60’s.
(facing Film House), London,
Gerrard 6889.

“ENSIGN”
SPEED REFLEX

2ix3iin.

7,

vited of immense
16, 35 mm.).
Everything
for stock
Movies of ;Films
your (9,inspection
in¬
Cameras and Projectors, including Bell & Howell,

. . . can be seen at Sands Hunter’s. Cameras
to suit all tastes and all requirements. Lists free.

moment

June

ADVERTISEMENTS

Trade.

CAMERAS

An

PHOTOGRAPHER

REFLEX

Takes full-size pictures on V.P. film (43 X 6 cm.), focal-plane
shutter provides speeds from I/25th to l/I.OOOth sec., also
time and bulb. In addition to reflex image the picture can
also be viewed at eye-level by an auxiliary mirror. Dimen¬
sions 6X 3x 2| in.
With Ihagee f/3.5 anastigmat lens .
With Zeiss f/3.5 Tessar .
With Zeiss f/2.8 Tessar .

£14 0
£18 0
£21 10

0
0
0

AND WANTED~|

for Pathe — Motocamera
Olle,andLinton
Rd.,
Exchange.
Latest coronetB. —Cine
S. Lenses,
Hastings.
[6488
without— J-pl.
lens, wide-angle
cheap.
WANTED.
Sanderson rack,
Handslidesand; Stand,
— Trathen, Portraeth, Cornwall.
[6499
WANTED.
Dallmeyer
10-in.Ringwood
f/6 Popular
Tele¬
photo — Lens.
— Boston,
Rd., Ferndown. Dorset.
[6502

^
Vi

SUCCESSFUL
— SAFE — ECONOMICAL
Your outfit is not complete without it.

S

*
. .
.
.
g In aluminium container with brush, 9d. ^
In

W

^
*

g

Send for ofparticulars
of the hot
** Grlp-flx
"
method
Dry Mounting—
or cold

-

g

W

process.

HENRY

g

C. 57,
STEPHENS
Ltd. W
Aldersgate St. ^
LONDON,

E.C.

1 tfi

TELEROS or Similar Lens, in panel to fit
i-pl. Soho Refiex ; particulars and
price to — R., 125, Albert St,, Dundee.

lowest
[6508

Yiy
— 3Jx2}
Folding
Plate Camera,
TT ANTED,
movements,
double
extension,
Compur all
or
similar shutter, D.A. preferred, not less than
f/4.5 lens, giving perfect definition for enlargements
of architectural work up to five diameters ; prefer¬
ably with F.P.A. and roll-film adapter ; give
full particulars ; best value offered will be
accepted ; dealers welcomed ; cash waiting. —
Whitehouse, 3, Wentworth Gate, Harborne, Bir¬
mingham.
[6515

Vi

Modern Leica Camera, must be perfect
man

condition, and moderate price.— Flood, StedHouse, Stockbridge, Hants.
[6516

Avenue,
Exchange. — Jaynay Quickset Tripod for
pair
[6519
WANTED.
Slides forRd.,V.P.Edgbaston,
Goerz Pocket
Tenax. —— Dark
170, Portland
Bir¬
mingham.
[6522
WANTED.
— 9-mm.
Projector,
230— Clark,
A.C., Weirsuper
attachment
; cheap
for cash.
side, Otley.
[6526

44-in. Condensers. — Wallis, May
Wollaton, Nottingham.

ANTED. — 3ix2i Film and Plate Pocket Camera.
TT double e.xtension, Compur or similar shutter ;
state price. — Leech, 29, Clonlee Drive, Strandtown,
Belfast.
[6537

WRITE

FOR_

FR.EE

CATALOGUE
Selection, of

Ohe Largest'

materials in
the "JradeV

Everything in Photogra¬
phic rnaterials at Prices
which defy competition.
You can save pounds by
dealing with the firm
22
yearsresults
in theat trade.
Better
much
less cost.

CITY PHOTO

WORKS

119.SST.£astboumeRood.Sou,thboit
‘ZQ.'faars

ACCESSORIES

COMBINATION Back for Kodak No. 3 Special

“PILOT”

ROLL-FILM

REFLEX

The smallest reflex camera on the
market; measures only 5x23x|J in.
The “ Pilot ’’ is self focussing, it
springs to ** infinity " position on press¬
ure of a button. Magnifier over groundglass screen for ultra sharp focussing.
Additional finder for upright, eyelevel pictures. Simple lever move¬
ments to change the film.
A
gem16 of
the camera-maker’s
art.
Gives
exposures
on V.P. size film
of any make.
With f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar lens £18 15 0
With f/2.8 Zeiss Tessar lens £21 0 0

SANDS

HUNTER

37, BEDFORD

STREET,

& CO., LTD.
STRAND,

W.C.2

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
4662

32

YOU

CAN

DEAL

i-pl., . complete focussing screen, 6 double
plate-holders ; almost new ; listed £4/12 ; bargain
46/-. — Below.

21x31 Folding Camera, f/6. 3, Vario, hide case,
4

£1.— Box

7138,

c/o

“ The

Amateur

grapher.”

Photo¬

[6489

D ALLAN i-pl. Tank, 8/6; 12 9x12 cm.

Voigtlander Slides, with i-pl. adapters,
2/- each ; all perfect. — R. H. Deal, 283, Shirley
Rd., Southampton.
[6494

Bargains.—
Walking-stick
6/6 ; Metal
Tripod, with
canvas Tripod,
carrying-case,
6/- ;
Hip Pocket Tripod, with leather case, 10/- ;
cost 22/6 : all as new. — Ryde, 15, High St.
South, East Ham, E.6.
[6503

BAYNTON
Washer,
2 postcard
and
2 i-pl. Turbine
porcelainPrint
dishes,
Wratten
dark lamp,
print frames, measuring glass, bottles, negative
washer and rack, Nu-Ace print mounts ; what
offers ?— Box 7141, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[6504

WATKINS i-pl. Time Tank, 10/- ; Kodak 3ix2i

Film Tank, 5/- ; Turner Nickel Film Tank,
3 Vx2i, 8/6 ; all nearly new. — White, Senlac Gardens,
Battle, Sussex.
[6509
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

EXPRESS PROCESSING
SERVICE
AH Pathescope 9.5*mm. Cine Films (other than P.S.P.)
received before 4 p.m. are ready 5.30 p.m. following day
(Saturdays excepted). Developing 2/*. Reloads 2'7* post free.
Customers* Films Joined and Spliced, as reqoired. no charge.
Onr new Super Demonstration Rooms are now completed.
See yoor dims in comfort and take advantage of onr exclusive
service, which is at your disposal, gratis, of course.

THE CAMERA & GRAMOPHONE CO.
THE

PBEUIER

PATHESCOPE

SPECIALISTS.

320, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Victoria, S.W.1
{Opposite New Victoria Cinema.) Telephone: F/clorta 2977.
Honrs of Business : 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. (Monday to Saturday.)

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

THE

June 7, 1933

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS
YOU

may

not

have

FOUND A
Bellows. — A11 sizes stocked ; lowest prices ; WINNER
ACCESSORIES

XV

Trade.

camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islin^on, London, N.l.
[0083

Ikon, Metal
Cameo,Slides,
Klito,
Zodel Zeiss
and
SINGLE
A.P.Contessa,
Paris, T.-P.,
Block Edge fittings: 3ix2J 1/3, 4ix3i 1/6,
5ix3i

2/3, 9X12

2/3, etc.

5/6, 4ix3i
; postage
Filmslides:
Pack3ix2i
Adapters,
A.P. 6/6,
Paris,etc.fittings
as
extra ; obtainable from Actina Ltd., 29, Red Lion

PHOTO

ALL-BRITISH
PLATES & PAPER

QA8LIQHT
V.P.
2ix4|
1-plate

5x4

PAPERS
1/9 per gross
2/9
„
3/7 ..

.
.

.

5/6
5/4 ..
4/-

Postcard .

Square, London,

BROMIDE

PAPERS

Holbom

POSTCARDS,

ORDINARY
QASLIQHT

OR

SOFT

Special Rapid 300 H.D.
Iso Press 600 H.D.
3ix2i .. 1/3 per plcL Postcard.. 2/6 per pkt.

M I i'plate .. 3/6 „

MARTIN

„

LANTERNS

Pholographic Chemtt,
QUOTATIONS

FOR

&

ENLARGERS

Slips focussing,
into your pocket.
No
simply

'“pnoe£9:17:“8”
6

sight
andODA
shoot.
K
CINE-K
With

QUANTITIES.

9 monthly

PRICE

in

shatter.

of lfl/1.
monthly payments

The LEICA
36
pictures
at into
one
loading.
Slips
matic focussing.
the pocket. Auto¬
Daylight loading.
Elmar f/3.6 lens.
Provides splendid

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.

J. Birmingham,
LANCASTER 1.& Telephone,
SON, LTD.,Central
87, 4255.
Parade,
post
free.
—
Lancaster,
Parade,
Birmingham.
CLEARANCE Sale List of Shop-soiled Enlargers
struction ;— List
postage
— ^Lancaster,
Enlargers.
of 2d.parts
for ownParade,
con¬
Birmingham.
[0082

large

prints.

£22 : 0 : 0
‘627’ METER
New WESTON

LOOK FULLY
AT
THESE
GUARANTEED

BARGAINS
I PHOTOGRAPHS

WANTED]

Approval

I BUY photos of queer gravestone epitaphs, 4/for photo only, or 8/3 for negative ; if you can
take clear snapshots write to me as I have
epitaphs all over that you can look up for me.
■— W. Bethel, 166, W. Van Buren, Chicago, Ills.,
U.S.A.
[6533

MATERIALS

beginner, “ Hand Cameras ” con¬
tains much of interest to the ad¬
vanced worker, and should be in the
working library of all who would
attain to the highest degree of
artistic excellence in their work.

;

of

£6 : 17 ; 6

negative, from Leica to 12 x 10, Condensers,
diffused Ror
Rmercury vapour illumination ; semi¬
GE
automatic
focussing.
jgNLA

book, which makes a special
appeal to all amateur photo¬
graphers, is a number of separately
printed plates, all from hand camera
negatives by the author. These are
selected to show the very wide range
of subjects accessible to the snapshotter, from pure landscape to
tele-photographic portraiture.
Though primarily written for the

5

Lens

delayed-action

STER and Horizontal, for every size
VERTICAL
J^ANCA
S

An outstanding feature of this

pajments
23/1.

3Ix2J
roll-fllm, plate
and 61m»pack camera.
Double extension, re¬
vievr-flnders.
Big f/8.8
flecting
and direct-vision

Nine

By R, Child Bayley

anastigmat

ftfakes I ft. of film do the
work of 4.

Anastigmat

Trade.

HAND
CAMERAS

f/3.6

The ZODEL
SPECIAL

Brownie
to i-pl.
_as new, Daylight
7/6. — 21, Enlarger,
South St.,3ix2i
Walsall.
[6513;

SOUTHAMPTON
SPECIAL

6250.

38x15x12,
20/- ; Roll
tap-hole
tap, 2/6 Tanks,
extra,
Lloyds.
— Porceloyd
Film andDeveloping
all sizes ; stoneware tanks in stock.
Snaps, Equipment
Studio Lighting,
Drying
Lloyds
for D. &Backgrounds,
P. Trade, Walking
and Mounting Machines.
[5908

2/9 per 100.

PLATES
i'plate •• 1/9 „

NOW!

to any on the market, 3 in. deep, postcard
strip, 23x7 in., 7/6 ; 24X18 in., 12/6 ; 20x16 in.,
10/6; 15x12 in., 5/6; 12x10, 4/6; 10x8, 3/6;
24x16x4 or 5 in. deep, 15/- ; 30x20x3 in. deep,
15/- ; Cascade Washing Trays, set of three,
20X16, 47/6.

OR BROMIDE

22/. per 1,000.
11/- per 500.
Singles or strips.

FAVOURITES

Lloyds. — New-stock Enamelled Dishes, superior

. 45/-

MATTE

3 Gradea

VIGOROUS,

week — but

Lloyds, 87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l. Phone,

. 30/-

0L08SY, SILKY OR

8541.

washes without removing film, V.P.[0090
to
J-pl., 4/11 ; 2-gal. Economy Tanks for D. & P.
work, complete with clips and weights, takes all
sizes, 25/- ; 9-mm. Cine Film Tanks, from 22/6. —
White Photo Accessories, 18, Murgatroyd St.,
Bradford.
[5835

.. 12/.
13/11
. 20/.

8ix6i
10x8
12x10
15x12

Telephone, Chancery

Roll nim Tanks (nickel), develops, fixes and

7/9 per gross

81-pIate
x6

W.C.

last

HERE ARE
THE

|

KAMY, ltd., 22, Bunhill onRow,firstLondon,
sample allows
order.
KAMYSi X 2iRoll 10/-,
Films,2i X8 4iexposures
9/-,:
12/- ; :6 V.P.K.
exposures

10 per cent reduction
Films excepted.

31- net

21/- dozen;

Wallets, 4ix3i,

KAMYP.C. Plates,
any2/9speed:
1-pl. 1/6,
2/-, i-pl.
dozen, 3ix21
postage 1/-,
extra.

By post 3/3

Obtainable from leading booksellers
or direct from the publishers :

ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED
Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l

£10 10

slides, F.P. adapter
£10 10s .

and

; Postcards
100. i-pl. 5/9, i-pl. 3/KAMYgross P.O.P.,
1/1-pl.3/910/-,

WISE

IN

3/- gross ; Postcards 4/- 100.
TIME-USE

OUR

0

teinu

DEPOSIT

[0044

SYSTEM.

NEXT

front.
With
Doublet
shutter
37/6
lens and speeded

Free

Generous

List I

exchanges.

LTD.

HEATON

: GROS.

DOOR

F

for all
£8 10 0

Triumph.
A
British
Self-erecting

47, BERKELEY
Phone

correct

With f/6.3
tigmat
lens anas¬
55/-

Special

for everythiag.

photronic

6-20
JUNIOR
KODAK

Ditto, with f/6.5 lens. Cost £18 ISs.
£4 17 6

Easy

Weston

the

case. Cost
£3 17 6

for NEW

and

portable
using the

numbers
subjects.

model B. Cine-Kodak 16-mm.,
100-ft. capacity, f/3.5 lens. Cost
£25
£7 17 6

Send

cheaper

more
model,

sures
the Mea¬
light
light cell.
instantly,
and
gives a reading in

Postcard Boll Film Nixe, double
extension, Zeiss Double Amatar
f/G.8 Convertible lens, Compur
shutter, plate back. Cost £16 £7 12 6
9 X 12 Goerz Plate Camera, anas¬
tigmat f/6.8 lens, Compur shutter, 3

Papers, 1/1-pl. 11/6, i-pl. 7/6, i-pl. 3/6,
4ix2i 3/3, 3ix2J 2/6 gross.

3ix2i

cash

i-pl. Boll Film Nixe, double ex¬
tension, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur
D.A. shutter. List price £19 178. 6d.

KAMY Postcards, Bromide and Gaslight, 3/- 100 ; WALLACE
KAMY Self-toning, i-pl. 9/-, i-pl. 4/-, 4ix2i 3/9,

BE

on

A

Baby DeckroUo Focal-plane Cam¬
era, Zeiss Tessar f/4.6, 6 slides.
Cost £31 lOs. Only shop
£18- soiled.
18 0

Trade.

3ix4J 18/-, 5ix3i
2/3 100, 7/6 500.

to deposit.
post • buyers

!

ST., W

2691.

TO COOKES.
33

THE
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AMATEUR

in the Picture

lAUTEX

Rd.

IKON

LTD.,

11, Mortimer

House,

Mortimer

St., W.l

7/3, 3/- dozen.

matt, normal,
extra vigorous,
single¬
K ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Bromide,
glossy, velvet,
weight and double- weight : 20x16 6/3 dozen;

THE

CAMERA ofEXCHANGE
tho
MIDLAHDr
ALL
AND

EVERYTHING

FOR

THE

CINE

ENTHUSIAST

SQUARE.

{OppotiU

.

.

i

n

trade by

BIRMINGHAM

O.P.O.)

SNAPSHOTS

Standard Size Rolls Developed, 6d. each.
Glazed Velox Prints ; V.P.size, IJd. each ; 3i x 2J. 2d. each :

WITH

ORDERS.
EXPENSES
WRITE
LIST.

SPEEDY D. & P. LTD.

SEELFOBD
PLACE,
LONDON. N.16

<RHACO*
Graduated Filters
prevent the clouds in
landscape snblects being
over-exposed and there¬
fore nnprintable. Clouds
in landscape improves the
picture.
In Rhaco

revolving

hol¬

der to fit on lens: —
li-in.
li-in.
dia

37,

HUNTER

BEDFORD

&

CO.,

LTD.
W.C.2

3ix2i,

3ix4i,

6 dozen 10/- ; i-pl., 2/3 dozen, 6 dozen

18/-;

.t.5e/r
m..e2
dia

S4

Road.

LEICESTER.

USE

CINEMATO¬
APPARATUS
APPARATUS

PROJECTION—
THE SCREEN
FAULTS IN “TAKING"
PROJECTION— THE HOME CINEMA
FAULTS IN PROJECTING
LIBRARY FILMS AND FILM LIBRA¬
RIES
TAKING THE BABY CIN^ CAMERA

•

ABROAD

1/9 100, 14/-

normal and
vigorous,
per gross;
ATTWOOD
Bromide
Paper,6x4i,
glossy,3/6satin,
matt,

in stout
bound
pp., size
144 paper
coveryi^x^l",
printed in colours

i-pl., 4/- per gross ; whole-plate, 7/6 per gross. —
Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
[0025

Price

2/6 net;

by post 2/8

D. & P.Super
Finishers,
4ix2i paper)
2/6 gross
AILENS
Gaslight3ix2i{the1/8,quality
for
(12-gros3 lots) ; 250-gros3 lots, 3ix2i, 1/7 gross,

carriage
paid) Rd.,
; send
for Finishers’
List. — Allens,
168, Oldham
Manchester,
4.
[0092

Park

the

CINE FILMS
NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

12/-.

OSBORNE

122, East

with which

EDITING
MAKING TITLES
TRICKS AND EFFECTS

ATTWOOD
Acmecontrasty,
Postcards,50 Bromide
normal and
1/6, 100 and
2/9, Gaslight,
500 111-,

sample

CAMPION,

under

THE SUBJECT OF THE PICTURE
PROCESSING AND FINISHING BABY

12/-.

Your Film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative: V.P. and 31 x21, 8 exposures, 1/2, No. 116 (21 x41)
1/6, 41x3] 1/3, 51x31 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- 1 dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9 1 dozen, 81x61; 2/6
dozen. 1/6 1 dozen, 61 X4] enlargements, 2/- 20 x 16, 16 x 12 1/9
12 X 10 1/3. 10 X 8 1/., 81 X 6i 9d., 6* x 4] 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH
OF ALL ORDERS.
Sizes up to 12 X 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra most be added.
Every tatiefactlon guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
&

brought

THE PRINCIPLES OF
GRAPHY
BABY CINE “TAKING"
BABY CINE PROJECTING
USING THE CAMERA

ATTWOOD
superfine
quality 6;dozen
300 8/-and ;
600 H. & Plates,
D. ; i-pl.,
1/9 dozen,
Postcard, 2/- dozen, 6 dozen 11/- ; i-pl., 2/9 dozen,
Postcards,

been

and the completeness
subject is covered.

21/-.

1,000 19/- ; Commercial
per 1,000.

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

7/6;

has

The following Table of Contents
indicates the wide range of the book

K ALTON
Film; Packs,
& D. 8/6.350, 3ix2i, 3
packs 5/3
i-pl., 3H. packs
5/-, 16/6
gross ; H.Postcard,
dozen
8/9 ;
K
ALTON
Flat Films,
& D. 600,4 i-pl.,
3 dozen
i-pl. 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
K ALTON
bottled : Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 ; Hydrokinone,
lOd. ; Pyro,
post paid Hadlcigh,
; satisfaction
catalogue
ATTWOOD,
Essex.guaranteed
— Reliable ; Materials,
[0009
free.
ATTWOOD
FlatH. &Films,
superfine 2/-quality
350 and 600
D. : Postcards,
dozen, ;
5 dozen

diameter - 15/diameter. . . .21/-

ST., STRAND,

6
1t2e/r
me_

SANDS

apparatus
review.

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

exposures:

5ix3i.

B. ABBOTT

•

In the preparation of this third edition
a thorough revision has been carried
out. Much additional information has
been included, and all important new

3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

6

REFUNDED.

Cine

This handbook, specially written foi
amateur cinematographers, includes
every aspect of the fascinating hobby
of making motion pictures.

K ALTON
Films,; 3ix2i,
first quality,
8 exposures
lix2i, Roll
9/- dozen
10/- ; 2ix4i,
12/-; :

8x6 Super Prints, 9d. singles, 3 for 2/-, 6 for 3/6.
Coloured Postcard Enlargements, in special folders, 1/3.
CASH

double-weight
K10x8ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
5/-; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
2/- gross.
12-gros3
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots “ 20/-.
Xlnt ” 3ix2i glossy,
3ix2i, Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
2/6 lfx2i,
gross; 1/6
4ix2fgross;
and
KJ-pl.,ALTON
Paper,
2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,

Lantern

41x2] and ]-plate, 21d. each; Postcards. 31d. each.
Postcard Enlargements, 5d. singles. 3 for !/•, 6 for 1/6.
6x4 Big Prints, 6d. singles, 3 for 1/4, 6 for 2/6.

Baby

HAROLD

quality, all surfaces : Vigorous, 3/- 100,
K
ALTON
Postcards, bromide and gaslight,' first
1/9 50.
4ix2i Self-toning
and i-pl.,Collodion.
4/-.,
K ALTON
3i x 2i,' 3/- gross ;
matt
cream,
4/100,
32/6 1,000.
K ALTON Self-toning Postcards,
glossy, matt and
4 dozenPlates
8/9, ;backed
9/9
; i-pl.,
5/-,
K
ALTON
i-pl.,
4
dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
backed 5/9; 3ix2i, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;

FINISHED BY EXPERTS

the

A Handbook
on 9.5-mm.
Cinematography

weight, normal, vigorous ; same prices as
Bromide advertisement above, except i-pl., 6/6 gross.

L L O W A Y S Photographic Chardsti
VICTORIA

with

K ALTON Gaslight, single-weight and double¬

Agents for BELL & HOWELL, VICTOR, ENSIGN,
SIEMENS, KODAK, BOLEX and PATHi.
Let ut have your old apparatus in part exchange tor new
Best allowances

MOTION
PICTURES

15x12 4/3; 12x10 7/3 36 sheets. 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 4ix2J 3/6, 3ix2i 2/6 gross, 12 gross
21/6.

MODERN
MAKES
OF STILL
CINE CAMERAS
SOLD AND
EXCHANGED.

By

▼

Prices less postage to callers.

9 to 7 :Manchester,
Wednesday, 99,
1 ; London
please call.
K ALTON,
Rd. Hours,
Send for
price list.
K ALTON,
London,
61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harborne.
K ALTON,
7, Albany
9
to
7
;
Wednesday,
1
; please
call. Hours,
K ALTON, Leeds. 38, Bridge
End.
K ALTON,
postage Glasgow,
to callers.409i, Argyle St. Prices less
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt, i-pl. 3/6
KsheetsALTON
Chloro-Bromide
white72
; 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets ; 10x8 5/-, 12x10

7, 1933

THIRD
EDITION

K ALTON, Newcastle-on-Tyme, 121, Scotswood

makes this easy. Works
with between^lens shat*
ters, using wire release.
Attach the Autex to the
release, take up your
position in the picture and
the shutter is discharged
15
secs. afterwards.
The Autex gives speeds
within the shatter range,
also long time exposures
from
1
to 15 seo.
Price, in metal box, 13/3.
ZEISS

"1

Trade.

K
ALTON,
Bristol,
150, Victoria
St. ACallers
new
depot for
South-Western
England.
welcomed.

IKON

June

ADVERTISEMENTS

MATERIALS

[

mrsclf /
ZEISS

PHOTOGRAPHER

gross 2/-. — Below.

Allens
Plates,(6-dozen
41x3ilots).1/6,— Below.
5ix3i 2/-,
6ix4i Super
2/6 dozen
Allens
super
chemicals
:
Amidol
2/9,
Metol 3/6,
Hydrokinone 1/9, Pyro 2/9 i-lb. — Below.
Allens
& P.Wallets,
Order 1/6Pads,
special D.
de Luxe
100 7/6
(60/- dozen
orders ;
OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

From all booksellers, or direct from the Publishers :

ILIFFE

&

SONS

Dorset
Stamford

RISK.

Street.

LTD.

House)
London,

S.E.1

THE

June 7, 1933

AMATEUR
A

MATERIALS

PHOTOGRAPHERS

CHANGE

FOR

ADVERTISEMENTS

THE

BEST

(No Seconds) ALLENS
Trade.

Super

CITY PHOTO WORKS, Established over 22 years,

for first-quality British material ; Papers,
Plates, Postcards, Mounts, Film Wallets and all
D. & P. lines ; big catalogue free.— City Photo
Works, Southport.
[0002

LEICA Users. — ^Have you your Spring supplies of

films ? Write for “ Service for the Leica
■Camera.” — Photofilms, Leica Specialists, Red Lion
House, Chiswick Mall, W.4.
[0091

BURT’S. — The Old Firm, Guaranteed Material,

lowest possible price ; don’t order elsewhere
before sending for our List A ; our testimonials
a,re repeat orders ; postage paid ; dispatched same
day.— Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Birmingham.

BURT’S Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide : de
Luxe, 3/6 100 ; First Quality, 1/6 50, 2/9
100, 11/- 500, 20/- 1,000 : Commercial, 50 1/3,
100 2/-, 500 8/6, 1,000 15/-.

BURT’S Gaslight and Bromide Paper : 2| x If,

1/3 gross ; 3ix2i, 1/3 i gross, 2/- gross, 12
gross 20/-; 4ix2f and f-pl., 1/9 J gross,
3/- gross (de luxe 6d. extra) ; i-pl., 1/9 36 sheets,
3/3 1 gross, 5/9 gross ; whole-plate, 2/9 36 sheets,
•6/- J gross, 9/- gross (Commercial, 8/- gross) ;
10X8 36 4/6 ; 12x10 24 4/6.

Photographic

SUPEB
31x21
41x3i
64x31

1/3
1/9
2/5

..
..
..

3/8
5/6/9

FlnUhcn.

CAMERA
YOUR

apparatus

T.-P. REFLEX
(NEW

puU

you in touch

DOZEN,

Postcards

lOd. 6, 6d. 3, 3d. 1.— Full-size
from

small

film

or

plate,

re¬

Leica Only. — special Apparatus, i-pl. Enlarge¬
Miniature Camera Specialist. — i-pl. Enlarge¬

ments Id. each ; first-class quality. — Lumbs,
222, Pellon Lane, Halifax.
[6520
ments, 2d. ; send for list.— George Childe,
Photo-Chemist, 228, Roundhay Rd., Leeds. [5840

POST

: Cent. 9430.

title,

Films, any size. Developed, Printed and

6^x4} Enlargement 1/- (enclose stamp) ;
specimen Enlargement four stamps and negative. —
Appledore, 66, Eveline Ed., Mitcham, Surrey. [6474

EVERY
THE

^ORLD Y

POULTR
POULTRY

JOURNAL

Specimen

copy

of

recent

issue free on

request

_
The Publisher

(A.P.), Dorset

House,

Stam

ford St., London.

8.E.1

61., and

at' 2iJ.

m

Return pottage paidSUPPLIED.
A boon

anl all small fllm users.
SEND

FOR

FOURTH

LIST.

EDITION

(PAID.

168, OLDHAM
MANCHESTER,
Open

to 8 p.m.. Satnrdays

RD.
4

Photographic
Enlarging

9 p.m.

By R. Child

HOLDER.

We can'supply from stock to
fit T.-P. Refiez, Patent Etui,
Zeiss Ikon, Ensign, Elito and
Voigtlander Cameras, etc.
State make of camera when
k A
ordering.
Also supplied for 34 '^21 in.
or44 ^ 34in.Thornton-Pickard
Refiex Cameras, double plateholder models, for 24 34 in.
roll films.
Price 30^-

HUNTER
Street,

&

CO.,

Strand,

Bayley

This handbook shows what a simple
process enlarging really is, and what
interest it provides for the amateur.
All the various aspects of the subject
are adequately covered in the fourteen
chapters : enlarging by daylight and
artificial light ; details connected with
developing, toning, working up : carbro
and bromoil processes. The book is
excellently illustrated.

34 X 24 in. or 44 - 34 in. Fold¬
ing Plate Camera into a Rollfilm Camera.
The ROLEX
takes any make of 24 34 io.
roll film.
Price 13/-

Bedford

PREMIER

Poultry keepers everywhere will find thle journal
uncommonly Interesting and belpfuL
from

BOX

P03TCARDS

Rolleidez

2d.

Six.^

ROLEX

37,

including

Developing and Printing, 3ix2i Roll Filins.

The ROLEX
Daylight-loading
Roll-film Holder converts a

SANDS

REPAIRERS

1,000,

8 exposures, 8d. ; also Postcard Enlargements,
3 for 6d., postage extra.— W. Shepard, 682, Carlton
R(i., Nottingham.
[6518

FRIDAY

(eacA exposure)

to Leica, Contix,

touching and vignettes included ; postage extra. —
Atkinson Speight, 38, Gainsborough Avenue,
Oldham.
[0017

per

4ix3i 1/-, post free; Developing, 3d.;
Prints, 1(1. ; Postcards, 2d. — -Downing, 6, Brasenose
Ed., Bootle, Liverpool.
[8289

SERVICE

Hsu /lints developed

POSTCARD Enlargements, 1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;
Free for every 7/6 spent with us one 8ix6i ALLEMr

^ROLL-FILM

42/6

LENS.)

tollh our

DEVELOPINS

ENLARCED
-

PhotM

GROSS,

Films Printed and Developed : 34x2f lOd.,

LEICA
PROMINENT
MIROFLEX
EXAKTA
ETUI, PILOT
CINE-KODAK

ANA3TIGUAT

YOUR
NEAREST PILLAR

EVERYTHING

PER

with F/1.9 SUPER

Send P.O. and next Hint to us.
SPECIAL FREE E.S7ELOPE3

Peter¬
[4423

LA*l.

A
ROLLEIFLEX
CONTAX

or-

Trade.

'y/,

I / " best Photographic Postcards on Kodak
Bromide ; if enlarged from snapsliot negative, 36
[0057
for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra.— Shawyer, Swindon. [0064

SERVICE

PURCHASE

OALLMEVrEB

ENLARGEMENTS

etc. ; price list free. — Slater, Sawtry,
borough.

All Developing and Printing, same-day service ;

Roll Films and one print each to 3ix2i 1/- ;
4fx3i 1/3, 54x3f 1/8; write for lists: see also
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

1/6
2/6
3/8

required.

AltL

Enlargements of Quality, Postcard Printing,

1/..
1/6
1/10 ..

Writs or caU for FinUhert'

TO

SUPER

jJ

..
..
..

Tv^o-thirde (approximately) allowed as
part payment on modern cameras,
when purchasing new cameras. (Send
for free booklet explaining.)
Cameras as part payment must be
subject to our approval.
Write, stating exactly what you have as
part payment, the price paid and date
purchased, wnth particulars also of new

[0026

1 /O

21xlf
31x24
4ix21

EXCHANGE

CHANCE

all speeds : i-pl., 3/6 dozen, 3 dozen 9/- ;
Postcard, 2/6, 3 dozen 6/6 ; J-pl., 1/9, 3 dozen 4/9.

mounted Enlargement from your negative ;
no disappointments: same-day service; 8ix6i
lOd., 10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15X12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8ix6i 1/6, 10x8 2/-. 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

Trade.

OASLIOHT PAPER .
^ gross. Gross.

64x4}
.. 3/- .. 8/6
44x34
.. 2/2
3'6
460 and 600 H. and D. Other sizes pro r&ta. All grades.
SUPER POSTCARDS (Bromide or Gaslight), 50 1/6, 100 2/6.
Special temu to Oommereial Pholographcrt and D. A P.

BURT’S Plates, sold to many leading studios,

assorted 2d. each. — Below.

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

Products

PLATES.
SUPER
Doz.
3 doz.

..
..
..

!

(No Job)

LTD.

London.

Trade.

Repairs to cameras, focal-plane and other

By

REGENT

shutters, etc., by skilful workmen.- W. A.
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, ' LTD.,

1000 H. & D. All Popular Sizes.
AGENTS
WANTED
Everywhere
Liberal Discounts. Send for Price List.
SAMPLE
FILM
1/- POST
FREE
C- YVATERHOUSE,
Photographic Dealer
9, EARLDO.M ROAD, SHEFFIELD

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments in¬
sure whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press inquiries
invited.. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near Gamages).
Holborn 3126.
[0062

ROtU

Reliable Repairs to all Apparatus, trade and

Press ; estimates at once ; established nearly
50 years.— Moore & Co., 101 & 103, Dale St ,
Liverpool.
[6530

Trade.

4f\ A

fiunvs

Retouching.—
First-class
work St.,promptly
exe¬
cuted. — ^Miss Lamb,
3, Orchard
Canterbury.

LANDSCAPES,

CHILDREN,

Payment

Stamped

on

acceptance.

WILSON

3/3

S.E.i/a
t‘\

PHOTOGRAPHS WANTED ! !

RETOUCHING

Post

ILIFFE
& SONS
Dorset
House, LTD
London,
Stamford St.,

addressed

CATS,
envelope

FOR PUBLICATION
AS POSTCARDS, etc.

DOGS,

to accompany

photos

ETC.
submitted.

BROS., LTD., 80, Great Eastern Street, London, E.C.2

[5386
YOU

CAN

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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PHOTOGRAPHER

Bargains

DOLLOND

49/6

wide range of Catalogues post free anywhere.

3ix2i

lens.

shutter.

As

Six-20 Kodak,

As brand new.

9.5-mm.

brand

Doublet

List £2 15s...

Pathe Cine Camera,

Camo motor, leather case.
condition .

Tessar, Compur.

CO, 0,(1

Linear f/4.5, 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
Very good condition .

f/3.5 Roussel,

Good

CO,

9x12

I tCsfl

Diomatic

shutter.

Dallraeyer, Compur, rising front, 3
slides, F.P. adapter. Good condition. .

anastigmat,

Compur,

6x13

free

4^x3^ and 9x12

16-mm.

B.,
R.k. .
lens f/8. Good
condition

0*1
X1#U»U

knocking

about, but

6^x4.i Sanderson Hand, double extension to 16 in.,
reversing back, swing front, T.-P. roller-blind
8J-in. Busch f/8, 2 D.D. slides, case, tripod, f
Good condition .

shutter,

f/6, fopal-plane shutter, Mackenzie-Wishart
slide and 12 envelopes. Good condition..

4.5 X 6 cm. Ernemann

condition.

Faiy

jC/I.IC.n
X4.10.U

condition, £5:10:0

3ix2i Cocarette Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss CC.C.H
Tessar, Compur.

3^x2^

Good

condition .

lU#v«U

Euxit Pocket Lightweight Hand, f/6.5 focussing

Cooke, Compound

to i/250tb sec., direct finder, 6 silvered

slides, filter, leather case.

48 X 38 Adams’

Very good con~

£6:15:0

Videx Reflex, revolving back, 68-in.

Ross Xpres f/4.5, 3 D.D.
condition .

slides.

to it.

5^x3^shutter.
Cocarette Good
Roll
Derval

I

have

no fear in recommending

Fair

47.17.fi
Xl.il.D

Leica Camera, f/3.5 Elmar, case. Fair

new

condition.

4s. 6d.

Film, f/6.3 Conastigmat,
condition.
£1:10:0

41x2^t No. 10 Carbine Roll Film, f/S Primus
Aplanat, Trichro shutter.
soiled only .

3^x2^
Agfa Speedex
mat,
self-erecting.
Good

Focal-plane, f/4.5 Dogmar, 7.5-cm.,

adapter.

up

1/- each ; or 3 for 2/6 .

£^*1

Dollond Owl No. 1, f/4.5 Dollond anastigmat,
Good

still stands

and 3 slides. Unw^ed, almost
Postage 6d. extra. Extra slides,

4jtx3i Sanderson Hand, double extension, s^-in. Aldis

3 slides, F.P.

Shop-'

Roll Film, f/8. 8 anastig¬

58 X 38 Kodak Roll Film, f/6.8 Kodak anastig¬

sec., rise and
£ 1 . 1 T .C
x1:1/:d

38x28 Ernemann Roll Film, f/6.8 anastigmat,

rise and cross, speeds i, 8. i/5th, i/ioth, i/25th,
i/5oth, i/iooth sec., T. and B., plate CO.O.ft
back. Fair condition .
X^.di.U

13x18 cm. Mahogany Field, square bellows, double
extension, rise and cross panels, very rigid, R.R.
lens, 3 D.D. slides, stiff canvas case. 4 9 . 1 ft .ft

i6.5-cm.
f/6.8, Compur, rise
and
cross, Doppel
2 slides.anastigmat
Good condition. . £3:3:0

38x28 Duoflex Roll Film Reflex, 4'8-in. Dallmeyer

f/6, Goerz Sector shutter, 6 D.D. slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case. Good con- CA.A.tX

3x4cm.

Zeiss Ikon Kolibri, f/3.5 Tessar,
leather case.

/Is brand new

28x1| Zeiss Ikon Icarette, f/4.5 Tessar,

Compur.

As

new, unused .

f/4.5, leather case. Good
List £15 15s .

2^x1f

condition.

£11. 1C. ft
xii:i3:u

Primaretto Pocket Folding Roll Film Reflex,

f/3.5 Meyer,

Compur,

case.

As

new.

Very

38x28

Zeiss Ikon Ermanox

condition .

X^.iU.U

cm. lea Ideal Hand, double extension,

48x38 Sanderson Hand, Dallmeyer Convertible

dition .

£18:10:0

38x28 Latest Zeiss Ikon Miroflex Folding Reflex, f/4.5
Tessar, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case.
Good corutit ion. List £45 .

good

9x12

jCOC.ft.ft
X^U.U.w

Leica

Cameras,

PAQU
UHdn

Accessories.

3^x21^ Soho Altrex Roll Film, f/6.5

Kershaw,
Ilex General, i/5th, i/ioth,
i/25th, i/50th,
i/iooth 49. 9, A

it.'*

28 X 1 8 V.P. Ansco
Film,
lens. 1 C_
AJ
sec., Roll
T. and
B. f/8
Asnew..
XAi.m.U’
3-speed.
38^28

Fair condition .
Agfa
Standard Roll Film, f/6.3 Agfa, XwS.
49,1

vQ*

C.A

5 speeds,
8 to Fotet,
1/ 1 00th 16sec.
Good condition.
. . X^.HJ.lf
3x4 cm.
exposures
on V.P.
£>|.1A.A
film, f/4.5 Vidar, Compur.

5x4

Regular Sanderson

f/6.8, Kollos

shutter,

i

Asnew .

Hand,

to

i8-cm. Goerz Dagor

i/3ooth

sec.,

£C.C,A

Compur.

38x28

Splendid condition.

Ernemann

Cost £9 3s. 6d. XJJ.lf.Q

Focal-plane, 48-in. Zeiss Tessar

f/4.5, F.P. adapter, leather case. Good £'7.1 T.C
condition .
Xl.X/.v
88x68 Mahogany Field and Studio, double extension
to 22 in., square bellows, rise and cross, reversing back,
T.-P. roller-blind shutter, ii8-in. R.R. lens f/8, extra back,
slide and screen for half-tone work, 3 book-form D.D.
slides, leather case, tripod. Splendid £Q.Q.A
condition .

XO»0»U

48 x 38 lea Lloyd Roll Film, rack focus, 58-in. Zeiss

Tessar f/4.5, Compur, screw rise and cross, plate back, 6
slides,
screen, F.P. adapter, leather case. 4Q.19.fi
Good condition.

Cost £19 4s .

X^/.i^.O

4.5x6 cm. Ernoflex Folding Reflex, 7.5-cm. Emon

f/3-5. ,1 slides, F.P. adapter, leatner case. C't C,1 C.ft
Good
£38 .
XiJJ.lJJ.U
leathercondition.
case. As Cost
new.
List £21de17s.
6d.
9.5-mm. Pathe
Motocamera
Luxe,
ijz.y
Zeiss
Tessar,
£15
:15
:0
3 D.D.

leather case. As brand
£16:17
48x38slides,
Ernemann
Focal-plane, f/4.5 Goerz
Dogmar.
:6

X‘i:‘i:u

191-2 TOTTENHAM
London,
COURT RD. W.l

35 LUDGATE
London,

HILL

E.C.4

Focal-plane, f/i.8 Ernostar,

3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, filter, case.
Good condition. Cost £70 .

28 OLD BOND

£/IC,ft.ft
X'lD.U.U

London, W.l

ST.

140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.
121, Cheapside, E.C.2.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.
2, Northumberland Av., W.C.2.
65, High St., Netting Hill Gate, W.ii.

Crouch End. — 17, Topsfield Parade.
Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Catlord. — 62a, Rushey Green.
Croydon. — 12, George St.
Kingston. — 30, Thames St.

Liverpool. — 73, Lord St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 1 14, Promenade.
Salisbury.— 17-19, Catherine St.

36
PLEASE

E.C.2

XO.O.v
Film, f/4.5 Skopar, 4C,1
7.fi,

C*| ,i

condition. £1:15:0

mat, KoUos shutter, i to i/3ooth
cross, leather case. Good condition .

COURT,

T. 38x28
and B.,
3 D.D. slides
Voigtiander
Roll .

£7:17:6
£8:15:0
£8:15:0

condition .
latest Compur,

CHR

run

Branch,

St., London,

WANTED

$T.

XuU:U:U

Exchange

Throgmorton

X‘*^.Xv.U

4.5x6 cm. Ernemann Boxform Plate Camera,

condition .

C.A

XiO:10:U

.

2 ANGEL

Model 8, revolving turret. Tri-

Mr. L.
of Dorset,
. .** camera
Dollond IOwlhave
No. handled.
3 purchased
yearsreal
ago hard
has
been
in E.,
continual
use. writes:
. . . ,Best
. . two
. Had

3ix2i Zeiss Ikon Cocarette, f/6.3 Novar,

Compur, rising front.
List £6 15s .

List£58
Stock

London, W.l
FoorteeD doors west of Circus.
M VVEST BOUND
BUSES STOP HERE

sec.. T. and

£■« C.l

N. & G. Standard Model Folding Reflex,

Asnew.

Telephoto f/5.6, K filters, 6 slides,
Cost over £70.. £37:10:0

281 OXFORD

LIST

X^l.f.D

f/3.5 £9*9*0
Hermagis.

58-in. Ross .\pres f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,
roll-film holder, leather case. IJOA A A

XOA.IU.U

List £72 2S. 6d .

f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides.

Cost £38 .

38x28

cm. Zeiss Ikon Miroflex Folding Reflex, 15-cm.

Ensign Super Kinecam

anywhere.

Good

.4s new.

optic finder, 5 speeds, 8, 12, 16, 32, 64 frames per sec., 4 lenses, i-in.
Cinar f/2.6, i-in. Dallmeyer f/1.3, 4-in. Dallmeyer Telephoto f/4.5,
15-mm. Dallmeyer Triple f/2.9, with matched

S.W.3

4;^x 2^ No. la Ansco Roll Film, Bionic

3^x2^

List over £66 .

Tessar f/4.5, also 12-in. Dallon
F.P. adapter, case. As new.

10:11

38x28 Mentor Folding Reflex, revolving back,
Zeiss Tessar

cm. Heidoscop Stereoscopic Reflex, 7.s-cm. Zeiss Tessars

finder, case. Good condition.

shutter.

Good 6condition.
pur,
slides, case. As £14
new 14s
.
.
16-mm. Bolex Cost
Cine Camera,

case. Good condition. Cost £25 8s. 6d.

Good condition.

RD.

shutter, i/ioth to i/iooth

Derval

Fair condition .

f/4.5, in Compur, Ducar filters, X 2 filter, changing-box, case,
stereo viewer, developing tank, printing frame. CQ9.1ft.ft

1 • .U

xd:

Very good condition. Cost £13 los. XO.XO.V
10x15 cm. Rodenstock Hand, double extension,
16.5-cm.
Rodenstock f/4.5. Com- £Q,7,C

Leica Camera, f/2.5 Hektor, interchangeable, Cl 4. 1C. ft

i3.5-cm.'Ernon f/3.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case. Good condition. CO'i
Cost £48 .

76-PAGE
BARGAIN

Good condition.

4.5 X 6 cm. Makina Hand, 7.5-cm. Anticomar f/2.8, also Dallmeyer

range-finder,

l?«ft

38x28
Roll CQ,1
Film Reflex.
f/4.5
Ross Ensign
Xpres, Focal-plane
canvas case.
C.ft

£4:19:6
£5:15:0
£5:17:6

Adon Telephoto X 3, and 1 -in. negative lens for X 2, C 1 Q . 1 C .ft
Compur, 12 slides, leather case. Good condition.

3ix21 Ernoflex Folding Reflex, revolving back,

Post

rising front.

Model

I *0

4Jx2i Cocarette Roll Film, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,

4ix3i Graflex Series B Reflex, sJ-in. Kodak

London,

Fair condition .

31 X 21 Makina Hand, f/3.2 Anticomar, Compur,

4j-in. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, self-capping, i/i5th to
i/75oth sec., T. and B., new speed plate fitted,
rise and cross, F.P. adapter, tQ.Q.ft
leather case. Good condition .

35 BROMPTON

Compur.

F.P. adapter, leather case, tripod.

Palmos Focal-plane,

*.

X'l.lO.U
f/4.5
Emotar,
PC.I C.li

condition.

3J Xtion.
28 Dallmeyer
Reflex, reversing back,
condi
Cost £15 Press
15s
£8*8*0
5-in. Dallmeyer Press .
f/3.5, 6 slides.
Good

4.5x6 cm. Goerz V.P. Tenax Hand, focussing 7.5-cm. Dogmar

4.5x0 cm. Voigtiander Tourist de Luxe Hand,

f/4.5, F.P. adapter, leather case.
Good condition. Cost £25 12s. .. .

f/6.5
anastigmat.
Good Focal-plane,
condition. .
3ix28
Ernemann
2 D.D. slides, case. Fair con-

Good

Cine-Kodak

dition .

X4.1/.D

f/4.5, Compound to i/25oth sec., negative finder, 3
slides, F.P. adapter, pouch. Good condition. . . .

CQ.Q.fl
Ai0,0,\I

double extension, Compur, f/6.8 V'oigtlander
Radiar anastigmat, 3 slides, ;F.P. adapter, leather
case. Good condition.
Cost
£4:17:6

31x2:1 Zeiss Minimum

cm. and 8*Pl- Voigtiander Avus Hand, double extension,

5Jx3i Auto Kodak Special, range-finder, f/6.3 CA,'i 7»fi

§ ,\M

.

Reflex

£1:17:6
CA,'i

16-mm.

leather case.

List £9 6s. fid .

9x12 neiocm. Etui Hand, rack focussing, f/6.3

Nearly

Carbine

B,

f/7.7 Aldis Uno.

StJ.XO.U

13.5 cm. Skopar f/4.5, Ibsor, i to i/rooth sec., T.- and B., frame
finder, rise and cross, 6 slides. Good condition. C A

C9.1

LTD.

3^ x2| Butcher's Roll r/Zm

Fair condition .

3Jx21 Agfa Hand, double extension, wire finder, Compur,

Aa„dd,\l

ESTD.
1750

* flITCHISON

4?2*2*0

2ix18 Auto V.P. Kodak Special, f/s-S Kodak
anastigmat,

WEEK

Cameras and Cin4, Binoculars, Telescopes, etc. Please state requirements.

21x1g Krauss Rollette Roll Film, f/4.S Zeiss

3ix2i No. 1 Pocket Kodak, f/6.3 anastlgKodex

EVERY

Any item sent on five days' approval against ca h or C.O.D., or may be seen by appointment
at anv of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange allowance.

British made 3i x
DoliondOwlNo. sRollFilm
Camera, f/6.3 anastipmat,

mat,

June 7, 1933
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WORTH STUDYING

IS

The Prince

By Appointment
to H.R.H.

THESE

NEW

MODELS

WRITE

are only a few of the most popular instruments to be
seen at Bond Street. We hold an unrivalled assortment
of the best apparatus by almost every maker and
invite you to come and inspect our stock before
deciding on ANY new purchase.

Here's

a splendid

Whatever
wish

instrument!

LEICA MODEL II

there’s a free
list for it. Send

C in 6
ratus,

2d.

stamp

the

one

Cameras, Bar¬
gains, Sundries
and
Film
Library. Save
time
and

Te.saar .

monthly

payments

£22

10

0

of 52 6.

to POST-BUYERS

Dallmeyer Snapshot Camera for Film Packs 3tx2i,
f/6 anastlgmat lens, T. and I. shutter. Cost £5 5s .
£2 17 6
34 X 2i Sibyl Vitesse Folding Plate, rising and cross
front, Ross
Xpres f/3.0 anastigmat lens, N. & G. simtter, speeded
2 to l/15fith
sec., tan case, 3 D. slides. Cost £30 .
£22 10 0
V.P, Folding Plate Sibyl, rising .and cross front.
Ross f/4.5
Xpres lens, shutter speeded i to l/200th sec., tan
case 3 1)
slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £22 .
£10 10 0
9x12 cm. Voigtlander Folding Plate, double extension.
rising
and Cl OSS front radial focussing Skopar f/.1.5 aiiast
gmat lens,
Ibso stutter Speeded I to 1/lOOth sec., wire-frame
and brilliant
"O^^rs, 2 slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £10 10s .
£3 19 6
Contessa Nettel Deckrullo Focal-plane. Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5 lens, shutter speeds i to l/2.0(K)th sec., black
case FP
adapter. .3 D. slides. Cost £42 10s .
£19 19 0
f^pl- Sanderson Hand and Stand Folding, all movements,
Aldis f,7.7 anastigmat lens. Universal shutter, 4 to l/150th
sec.,
canvas case, 4 D. slide.s, F.P. adapter. Cost £i6 10s.
£4 12 6

The Institute of Amateur
Cinematographers, Ltd.

PLEASE

As adYertisements

for sale? If so, our new ser\’ice is

IT

a camera

If you have
service.

for disposal you also want

apparatus

strongest

recommendation

Examination

you

can

buy

MENTION

THE NEW

"THE

of

EASY

PAYMENT

reversing back. f''7.7 Aldis lens, canvas
flO KJs .

case. 2 i». slides.
£4

Cost
4 0

Paihe 9i-mm. Projector, ‘tingle claw, regxitar model tor li(i
volts. 12-volt lamp, (^ost £6 .
£3 15 0
Cine-Kodak Model B, holds IfiO-ft. ifi-mm. film, f/l.y lens, can
be used for Kodacolor. Cost £31 10s .
£18 18 0
Bolex Cine Camera, liolds lo<i-ft. ifi-mm. film. Meyer f/1.5
lens in focussing mount. D.V. or refiecting finder, tan case. Cost
£32 .
£15 15 0
Bell & Howell Filmo Cine Camera, f/3.5 Cooke Cine lens, in
focussing mount, 8 and Ifi speeds. Cost £fi<i .
£22 10 0
No. 5 Roll Film Carbine, 31 x 2J. AMis Uno ( 4.5 anastigmat lens.
-Mulchro 7-speed shutter, wire-frame ami brilliant finders.
Cost £5 lOs .
£3 19 6

with

to a purchaser

payments

1-pl. Folding, -single extension, ri.sing and cros.s, f/8 Beck lens.
Eukos II 3-speed shutter, 6 slides. Cost £2 l<»s .
8.«. 64.
L-pl. Tropical Sanderson Hand and Stand Camera, triple exten¬
sion, rising, falling and swing front, wide-angle back rack. Ensign
f,'7.7 anastigmat lens, sector shutter. 1 to 1 IVOth sec., black
case. 9 r>. block-form slides. Co.<t £25 .
£10 10 0
4-pl. T.-P. Ruby Field Camera, double extension, rising front,

IS!

this
is.

if desired,” or ” Passed O.K.

“ BRILLIANT

”

Takes standard 31x21 S-exposuie
roll film, tiives 12 2|-in. squaie
pictures by means of special device.
With high-grade Voigtlander f/7.7
anastigmat lens. Reliable twospeed shutter, giving exixtsiires of
l/25th and l/5<itli sec.

Buy with security -with our experience.

£2:15:0

‘627’ WESTON

F/6.3 anastigmat tens
in 3-speed shutter..
F/4.5 anastigmat lens

4^Q*CbA

A
cheaper and more
portable model, using
the
famous
Weston

in Compur

photronlc ligbt cell, is
designeil to measure the
light instantly and to
give a reading in the
correct F ntimbers for
all subjects, without any
further calculations. It

UNTIL NEXT YEAR TO PAY

Any

need of sejjarate
ing-case.

model

on

easy

terms.

Kinamo SIO !6-mm. Cine Camera,
ens. motor drive. Cost £25 .

carry¬

holds

.30-ft. film, f/3.5
£8 17 6

DeVry Standard Cine Camera, holds loo-ft. film, clockwork
dri\ e. Pentac f/2. 9 lens. 2-in. focus, tan ea.se. Cost £64 £25 0 0
Six-20 Kodak, Doublet lens. Cost £2 I5s .
£1 19 6

£8 : 10 : 0
EASY

slnitter. .

that is — by 9 equal monthly payments.

is supplied in folding
cover to obviate the

35 X 21 Folding Roll Film, self-erecting model, f/4.5 anastigtiial lens. Vario 3-speed slnitter. Cost £5 5s .
£2 19 6
31x2} Roll Film Sibyl, Tessar f/4.5 lens, sliutter sjfeeded A
to 1/lOOth sec., rising and cross front. Cost £23.... £10 10 0

EXCHANGES

TERMS

Whatever

used

you

21 square Rolleiflex Roll Film Reflex, Zeiss Tessar f/3.8 anas¬
tigmat lens, Compur shutter, 1 to 1 30(»th sec. Cost £22 lUs.

You can buy anj'thing on 9
equal monthly
instalments.

bring in
command

part exchange will
its full-value allow¬

Only 5 per cent (or 5/- if under
£5>is added to cash price. First
payment entitles you to full
use of your camera.

ance. Change
your
camera
for a new
onelast
and year’s
save
to-date.
pounds while becoming up-

£14 14 0
4x3 cm. Roll Film Ranca, Ifi on A’.P. size, Nagel f/4.5
anastigmat lens. 3-speed shutter. Cost £6 .
£3 17 6

on these covers

119, NEW

”

secures any article you care to choose.

advertis¬

by Wallace
Heaton.”
We
do not mind
whether you are purchasing from
private or trade sources. We aie offering at a cost
which barely covers clerical expenses, the benefit of
our experience and an entirely unbiassed report,
which is probably worta pounds to you.

f/4.5 lens.

“ CONTAX

camera.,

57 2.

monthly
of 46/8. payments

against full cash deposit on any used goods.

APPOINTIHD
AN
ASSOCIATE
OF THE

Are you

If you are purchasing
security.

“ W.H.

12 exposures on standard roll film.

APPROVAL

?

monthly

FIRST

as new. Our charge for this expert unbiassed
examination is only 7$. 6d.

Here’s the camera to get life into all
your pictures. Has every gadget that
goes for absolute perfection. Takes

Nine

SERVICE

any camera, lens, cine camera, projector, etc., sub¬
mitted to us. Any apparatus " passed out ” as
“ perfect ” by our examination department, may be
purchased with the secure knowledge that, as far as it
is humanly possible to say. the instrument is flawless,
mechanically and optically, and is in performance

The AUTOMATIC
“ ROLLEIFLEX ”

Zeiss

Nine

We are prepared to examine and issue a detailed
report on the condition, suitability and performance of

Your

F/3.8

NEW

WHAT

9 X 12 cm. Folding Plate Camera, double extension, rising and
cross front. Laack f;3.y anastigmat lens. Compur shutter. 1 to
l/200tli sec., F.P. adapter. Coat £H 178. fid .
£5 6 0

IKON

amateur

taking 36 pictures on daylight-loading film, with all
metal focal-plane shutter.
f/3.5 lens. F/t.5 len.s and
Telephoto acailable. Write
for full details.

£24 : 10 : 0

ing ass^t
any apparatus
an
to you.

plane shutter, l/3rd to l/‘2,fMJ0th sec., tan case, 5 slides. F.P.
adapter. Cost £72 .
£49 iQ 0
31 X 2J Duoflex Reflex for Roll Film, Ross Xpres f/4.5 anastigmat lens, focal-plane shutter. l;5th to l/800th sec., tan case.
Cost £21 lOs .
. .
.
£15 15 0
3* X 24 Newman & Guardia Folding Reflex, focal-plane shutter,
ll/8th to l/80(>th sec., Dallmever I’cntac f/2.9 lens, revolving
back. 3 D.D. slides. F.P. adapter, case. Cost£60 _
£32 10 0
31 X 2i Junior Special T.-P. Reflex, reversing back, rising front,
Taylor-Hobson Cooke f/4.5 lens, focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to
I/l.OOOth sec.. 6 slides. F.P. adapter. Cost £11 78. fid. £7 10 0
9 X 12 cm. Wafer Camera, double extension, rising front, frame
and brilliant finders. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 ana.stigmat lens. Compur
shutter, 1 to l/200th sec., tan case, F.P. adapter. Cost £lfi

Tessar

ZEISS

High-grade

money by get¬
ting ! yours
now

any source, private or otherwise

Butcher’s Reflex Carbine lor 3^x21 Film, Aldis Uno f 6.3
ffina-stigmat. T. and 1. shutter. Cost £4 IDs .
£1 19 6
9 X 12 cm. Miroflex Folding Reflex, Bio-Tesear f/2.tt lens, focal-

Zeiss

for

you

Appa¬
New

FOR ALL CAMERA AND CIN£ CAMERA USERS.
Are you about to buy a camera, lens or cine outfit from

slightly-used but in fine condition.

with

The five free
lists include :

buy,

ENTIRELY

BARGAINS

OO

you

These SECOND-HANDS
are a very small selection from our used models,
all of which are sold with a POSITIVE GUAR¬
ANTEE of mechanical and optical performance.
“ Second-hand ” is as safe as “ new '* if it comes
from WALLACE HEATON'S.

AN

51 '4.

^

LISTS
of Wales.

of post.

of photography.
^ ^
Nine monthly payments of

Fitted

FOR

need by return

With built-in range-finder.
Tlie ulieapest camera in une.
Uie cost per negative is only
Id. 1 to 36 exposures witii
one loading. Ideal for touring
and every form
Q

GUARANTEED

to

3

go to press a fortnight

BOND
AMATEUR

in advance

apparatus

3} x2J Agfa Roll Film Fold.ng f 8.8 anastigmat
shutter, self-erecting model. Cost £2 l(»s .
Zeiss Turolem 4x20 Prism Binoculars,
case. Cost £9 .

some

ST.,

PHOTOGRAPHER"

of these second-hand

AND

47,

Phones

WHEN

items

BERKELEY

: Mayfair

may

be sold already, bat similar

ST.,

0924-5-6-7

CORRESPONDING

outfits are uinally

LONDON,
WITH

ADVERTISERS.

lens. 3-speed
£1 9 6

i-entral focussing, tan
£5 17 6
available.

LTD.

W.1

A

THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

Wherever you are, whatever
the subject, and even if
the light is not too good,
you need never doubt
the qualities of Selo
and Selochrome Fil ms-

June

ADVERTISEMENTS

qualities which ensure per'
feet snaps.
Use Selo for alhround, every'
day photography and Selo'
chrome for dull days, difficult
subjects and waning light.

(^SELOCHROME

ROLL FILMS
Printed for the Publishers, Iliffe 8c Sons

Limited,

Dorset

House, Stamford

Street, London,

S.E.i, by The

Classic

Colour

Press,

Reading.

7,

1933

r

/Imateur®
Rotographer

V

K.
1 TMi=r
21. i3¥-¥Fr.o
&. ciive:>iaxogflai>he:.fl

The

Journal

for Every bo dij with
Wednesday,

Vol. LXXV

a CameraNo.

June 14th, 1933

"ALWAYS

KODAK

ILFOF^D
PLATES

vAMIBfs
ON TOP"

Use

c

Alwa.ys
POST

LENSES-

BEST

tor EVERY

CLASS

of WORK

YOUR

I develop

FILMS

& print

or N0.2 Brownie

MARTIN

FILM

Dependable
TO ME

a VPK.

for 1-postfree

CHEMIST SOUTHAMPTON

ISELOCHROME
ROLL

FOR

V

FILI^
MADE

PHOTOGRAPHY
Cop>Tight — Registered

WOWROLL^^^^ilLM
DULIi DAVS

SUNLI6HT

as a Newspaper

for transmission

IN ENGLAND

Wf

ILPOflD

LIMITED

ALL-THE
in the U.K.

ILFORD

LONDON

- YEAR-ROUND

2327.

June

THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

14, 1933

A D I' ERT ISE MENTS

CrNE-“KODAK”

EIGHT

Kodak’s latest invention — Cine-“Kodak” Eight
— makes brilliant, large-screen home movies
at world’s lowest running cost.
Cine-“Kodak” Eight makes one foot of film
do the work of four. It uses 25 ft. of special
16 mm. film (Cine-Kodak 8 film), but exposes
only half the width of the film at a time,
each frame being half as wide and half
as high as the image made by the ordinary
Cine-“Kodak.” When the 25 ft. have been
run through, the spool is taken out, reversed,
replaced, and the other half exposed. The
film, when processed, is slit down the middle
and spliced end to end.
25 ft. of this special Cini - Kodak 8 film
equals 100 ft. of 16 mm. film, and for 10s.
gives 4i minutes screen-time (no charge for
processing). This is a great deal cheaper than
any other home movie system in existence.

Cine - Kodak

8 film has a

superfine grain panchro¬
matic emulsion, which is still
further refined by the exclu¬
sive Kodak Reversal process.
As a result, pictures up to
40 by 30 inches, of very fine
quality, can be projected.
Ask your Cine dealer to show
you the Cine-“Kodak”

Eight

Cine-“Kodak”
system, the Camera
Eight-20
and
“Kodascope” Eight-30.

Prices: Camera

£9-17-6, Projector £9-9-0, Film 10/- per spool, including finishing and return postage.
KODAK

PLEASE

MENTION

“THE

LIMITED,

AMATEUR

KINGSWAY,

PHOTOGRAPHER”

WHEN

LONDON,

W.C.2.

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

June

THE

14, 1933

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

The 1933
RUBY de

LUXE

REFLEX
DOUBLE
An

ADVERTISEMENTS

with the

SWING

FRONT

instrument of character, notable for that

careful attention to minutice essential with ap¬
paratus of the highest grade, designed and built
for those whom only the best will satisfy.

RUBY

SHUTTER,

with speeds :
One Tenth to
One Thousandth.
TIME : Any Duration

LONG

EXTENSION

THREE
Best Quality
Double Plateholders

Both

swinging movements
in operation
at the same time.

etc., etc.

Catalogue
Post Free
ANYWHERE

ENGLAND

ALTRINCHAM

Jlnnouncing

LEICA MODEL
•

LONG

INSTANTANEOUS

EXPOSURES

III
of I sec,

I sec, ^ sec. and ^ sec., or any intermediate fractions,
in addition to l/20th-l/500th sec.
9

#

THE
PIONEER
8 YEARS AGO

TELESCOPIC RANGE-FINDER, magnification one and a
half times, with focusing for varying eyesight.
PRICES;

I
LEADER
TO-DAY

E. LEITZ (LONDON),
MENTION

standard Elmar lens f/3.5 . . £25 : 0 : 0

With new Ultra-rapid Summar lens
f/2, 2-in. focus, in sunk mount
(available shortly)
.. .. £30:13:0
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20, MORTIMER
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AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS_

JUNE IS CAMERA
BRITAIN’S
BIG

GREATEST

SPECIAL

OFFER

of genuine brand
Zeiss Ikon

to l/250tb sec., direct-vision and
reflecting view-finders. Radial
lever focussing from infinity to

6 ft. Patent device, enstuing
£ii

6

o

PRICE

£7 : 17 : 6
Nine

monthly

payments

Phone : CITY 6981

E.C.4

5x4 Sinclair Una, Dallmeyer Stigmatic f/G, accurate
shutter, double extension, revolving back, 3 slides, leather
case .
'. .
£7 15 0
X 2} Salex Focal-plane, fM.5 anastigmat, focal-plane
shutter, 12 slides, F.P. adapter .
£4 17 6
i-pl. Sanderson Eland and Stand, Ross Horooceutrlc
f/4.d. Compound sliutter, reversing back, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter and case .
£7 17 6
31x21 Ensign Tropical Film Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5.
Splendid order .
£3 18 6
3i X 21 T.-P. Reflex, Texor f/4.5. self-capping focal-plane
shutter, reversing back. 3 slides, F.P. adapter. . £8 17 6
l-in. t'2.6 Cinar Anastigmat. focussing mount £1 10 0
91-mm. Paths Uotocamera, f/3.5 anastigmat, motor
£7 drive
7 0
81 X 21 Horer Reflex, Murer f/3.0 anastigmat, self -capping
focal-plane shutter, revolving back, 3 slides and F.P.
adapter .
. .
. .
£7 2 6
31 X 21 Dallmeyer Speed, Pentac f/2.9 Dallon f/6.5 Tele¬
photo. interchangeable self-capping focal-plane shutter.
3 slides, F.P. A. and leather case. New condition £18 18 0
16-mm. Victor Cine Camera, f/3.5 Dallmeyer, motor drive.
and leather case .
£17 10 0
16-mm. SIO Ica Ednamo. Carl Zeiss Tessar f/2.7. motor
drive .
£11 11 0
microscope by Perry, fine and coarse udjustmeut, 3
objectives, 2/.3rd8, l/6th and 1/I2th, 2 eyepieces, Abbe
condenser and case. New condition .
£14 10 0
31 X 21 Panros Focal-plane, Ross Xpres f/4.6, self -capping
focal-plane shutter, 3 slides and leather case. ... £8 17 6
1-pl. Anschutz, Tessar f/3.5, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter and leather case. . £18 15 0
i-pl. Voigtlander Folding Pocket, Voigtar f/6.3, speeded
shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter .
. £1 17 6
16-mm. Oxford Cine Camera, f/1.9 Dallmeyer. motor
dnve .
£7 2 6
31x21 T.-F. Junior Reflex, Aldis f/4.5. self-capping
shutter, revolving back. 3 slides. New condition £9 9 0

ful

lysp
4-in. eeCooke
ded

shu

du
ris
fro
ul
ing
nt,
tte
de
r,
Series 11 f/4.5, iris .

lea

c s
e
the£14 a10
r
£1 12

31 X 21 Tesco Folding Pocket, Tessar f'4.5. Compur
shutter, 6 slides, F.P. a»lapter and case .
£7 10 0
for 12 plates
£3 0 0

i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Carl Zeiss Triotar f/4.5, self-capping
focal-plane sliutter, reversing back, F.P. adapter £7 17 6
P.C. No. 3a Special Kodak, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/6..3. Compur
and leather case .
£3 7 6
31 > 21 Etui Folding Pocket, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, D.A.
Compur shutter, 3 slides, F.P.A. and leather case £12 12 0
6x41 cm. Ica Bebe, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter .
£4 17 6
9 X 12 cm. Mentor Folding Reflex, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.S.
focal-plane shutter, 8 slides and leather case. ... £7 17 6
31
21 Ica Ideal, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter,
11 slides. Distar and leather case .
£10 15 0

2

PLEASE

MENTION

FIRST
"THE

l-p].Ro9S Keros Universal
f/C.b Voigtlander CoUinear

E.C.3

Hand and Stand, revolving back,
lens. 3 D.D. slides.. £5 10 0

i-pl. N. & G. Roll Film Sibyl de Luxe, f/6.3 Zeiss Conver¬
tible Protar, double extension, leather case. £16
Cost16 £350
31 x21 N. & G. New Special Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres lens,
high precision shutter, 3 metal book-form slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case .
£10 17 6
T.P. Baby Roll Film Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, leather
case .
£9 9 0
T.P. Baby Sibyl, f.'4.5 Cooke Aviar anastigmat,
slides. leatlier case .

iti. DOWN GETS
Great Special Offer

3 book-form
£8 17 6

31 X 21 Challenge Roll Film, double extension, f/6.8 anas..
Acme shutter, I to l/3U0th sec., leather case... £3 3 0
T.P. Piccolette, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur _
£4 4 0
la N. & 0. Roll Film Sibyl Excelsior, f/4.5 Ross Xpres.
As new. Cost £29 lOs .
£18 10 0
No. 0 Speed Graphic, Kodak
shutter .

f/6.3 anastigmat,

2k Ensign Tropical Roll Film
meyer lens .

“ AGFA ”
STANDARD

focal-plane
£2 19 6

Reflex, In teak, f/4.5 Dali£4 12 6

3^x2^

1-pl. Soho Reflex, revolving back, f/4 5 Dallmeyer Serrac,
3 D.D. slides. F P. ailapter, leather case .
£16 16 0
45x107 Ontoscope, pair f/4.5 Tessar lenses, focussing,
high-speed shutter,
£35 .

changing-box.

leather

focal-plane

shutter,

6 slides, changing-box,

Roll-Film Oamtm

withdirect-vision
S-ipeeded (huttor
finders. and

case. Cost
£19 17 6

G enuine leather covering, beauti¬
fully finished throughoot. 60

6 X 13 cm. Stereo Nettel DeckruUo, pair f/4.5 Zeiss Tessars,

per cent oft list price.

£12 12case0
leather

ovR
F/6.3

WITH
9 X 12 and i-pl. Voigtlander Tourist, double extension,
f/4.5 Heliar. Compur, leather case. Coet £20 £7 10 0
31 X 2i T.-P. Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke anastigmat, revolving
back. 6 slides, F.P adapter, leather case .
£7 10 0

f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar,

PRICE

changing-box,
£13 7 6

£12 17 6

£13

Leica.

f/3.5

Elmar,

range-finder,

3ix2i Ica Compact Roll Film, f/4.5 Carl
Ckimpur shutter, leather case .

7

6

leather case
£10 17

6

‘ Rolleiflex’
2^ x
x

Size only

6 X 13 Murer Collapsible Focal-plane Reflex, pair f/4.5

4 in. Takes 12 ex¬
posures on standard
Six 2* roll film.
Gives beautiful en¬

anastigmats. 6 slides, F.P. adapter. As new. Cost
£14 143 .
£6 17 6
Model BB Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat, 2 speeds, leather
case .
£6 17 0

EASY

AMATEUR

PAYMENT

PHOTOGRAPHER"

WHEN

44/2

AUTOMATIC

Zeiss Tessar,
£6 6 0

3ix2i N. & G. Folding Reflex, f/2.7 Ross Xpres, f/6.5
Ross Teleroa, 6 metal book-form slides, colour slide, Wratten
and Agfa filters, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost £96.
Perfect .
£48 10 0
BB Cine-Kodak, in blue, 2 speeds, detachable f/1.9
lens. Fine condition .
£11 11 0
Pathe Model B Cine Camera, f/3.5 lens, leather cose,
latest projector, super attachment, with auto rewind,
resistance, type C motor, 3 super reels .
£14 10 0
4^x6 Ica Bebe, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur, F.P. adapter,
release, leather case .
£5 7 6

■

18 gnS.

lens, Proxar, leather
£14 7 6

6x6 Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur. leather case

Leitz

0

to help you make better movies at
a very low cost. Simple In use.
Clockwork motor exposes whole
reel at one winding. Complete with
f/2.5 lens and f/3.6 Telephoto lens.

i-pl. Marion Soho Reflex, f/4.8 Goerz Celor, Kershaw
focal-plane shutter. Dallmeyer Popular Telephoto f/6,
Small Rolleiflex, f/3 6 Zeiss Tessar
case .
.

0

A thoroughly efficient and beauti¬
fully finished mode), that has come

6 X 13 Stereo Ontoscope, pair f/4.5 Zeiss Tessars, full-

3 D.D. slides. F.P. adapter, leather case .

£7

A
MER
XE”
MOT
“LU
Path6OCA

6 slides,
£6 16 0

i-pl. Ensign Reflex, rack focos, revolving back, f/3.5
Dallmeyer lenf, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case. . £7 17 6
speeded shutter, focussing, automatic
colour screen, leather case .

TO/-

ANASTIGMAT.

List price .

3i X 2i Ica (Compact, double extension, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar,
Compur. F.P. adapter, leather case .
£7 12 6
3i X 2\ Latest Ensign Speed Roll Film Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis
anastigmat, focal-plane shutter. As new .
£5 17 6
3ix2i Special Kodak, f/6.5 Cooke anastigmat, Compur
shutter. Cost £12 128 .
£3 18 6
4i X 6 Ememann Focal-plane,
F.P. adapter, leather case .

1-pl. Carbine, Beck lens, speeded shutter .
lOs. 6d.
21 Square Icarette Roll Film, f/4.7 lea anastigmat, (k>mpur shutter, plate back. 6 slides and screen, for 6x41 cm.
plates .
£3 12 6

ON

$T

Phone : MON. 0180

31 X 21 All-metal Kern Compact Folding, double exten¬
sion. revolving back, f/4.5 Kern anastigmat, Compur. 6
elides, leather case. .
£5 17 6
Model K 16-mm. Cine-Kodak, f/1.9 anastigmat. leather
case .
£27 10 0

1-pl. Conical Field, T.T. & H. R.R., iris, double extension,
swing and reversia' back, 1 slide and tripod. ... £1 5 0
3 ' 4 cm. Popme, Xenar f/2.9, Compur shutter, focussing.
Very nice condition .
£12 17 6
31x21 Lumimax Enlarger, f/6.8 anastigmat, electric
fittings .
18 8
41 X 21 No. la Ensign Roll Film, Aplanat lens, T. £. and
I. shutter and case .
15s. 9d.

YOURS

LIME

LONDON,

6

2i-in. Sgoare Watch Pocket Carbine, Uno f/7.7 ana¬
stigmat .
£1 5 0
i-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, B. & L. R.R. lens. Unicum shutter, rising and swing front, reversing back and
3 slides .
£2 17 6

45 X 107 Terascope, R.K. lens, changing-box
and leatlier case .

TERMS

0

31x21 Nettel Folding Pocket, double extension, Tessar
f/4.5, Ckimpiir shutter, F.P. adapter, leather case £7 10 0

SELEI

of 18/5.

90/94 FLEET $T 54
LONDON,

BEST

THE

SEE THE POUNDS
SAVED ON THESE
BARGAINS

accurate film register. (Compact
all-metal body, leather covered,
polished edges to obviate wear.

PRICE

AND

Why not boy your camera this easy way 7 You can have
your choice of either new or slightly-used apparatus on
nine equal monthly Instalments. First payment entitles
you to full use of your camera while you are paying the
balance. There are no harsh formalities — simply make
your choice, pay the instalment and the rest is plain sailing.
Only 5 per cent Is added, or 5/- if under £5.

2k X 31 Roll Film Camera with
f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, delayedaction Compur shutter, speeded

OUR

14, 1933

TIME

ROLL- FILM OFFERS

EASY

new

COCARETTE

LIST

NEW

June

largements.
pur shutter, Com1 to
l/300th sec., T.AB.
Fitted with Zeiss
Tessar lens f/4.6.

£20

“BEWI”

Precision
Exposure
Meter
objects. Comp
leto in

32/6
Eliminates all possibility of error
Suits all conditions of Light.
Ensures better plcturee of moving

CITy SAIE I

CORRESPONDING

(1929)

WITH

ADVERTISERS,

June

THE

14. 1933

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS
The Camera of the Year

BARGAIN TIME at “CITY SALE”
riON OF LATEST “STILL” AND CINE APPARATUS!
EXCHANGES

NEW FREE
100 -PAGE

The brightest book of “ still ” and cin4 apparatus
ever printed. It contains every accessory, too,
and bargains galore. Don't buy anything until
you have got these time- and money-saving
buying guides. There’s a copy waiting for you
5

SEND

TO-DAY

-

—IT’S POST

FREE !

JUNE

DAYS ARE
MAKING
DA

MOVIE¬
YS I

SIEMENS 16-mm.
CINE
CAMERA
Busch-Olaukar enastigmat f/2.8 lens
brings every subject within your scope.
The aperture automatically controlled.
Instant daylight loading. Speeds 8,
16 and 64 pictures per second. Direct
a^d reflecting view-finder. ^ O A
lifodel B, three speeds. .. . XfOw
Nine monthly payments of 70/-.
THE CAMERA FOR BETTER MOVIES.

POCKET

CAMERA
Size 3i x 2J. De luxe construction
throughout. Full double extension,
as rigid as a rock, rising and cross
front, fitted with our world-famous
f/3.8 lens, 105-mm. focus, latest
pattern Compur shutter with
delayed action, direct-vision view¬
finder, with 3 slides. A first-class
camera throughout.

Every Slightly-Used
BARGAIN is FULLY

£6:17:6
16/1
and 8
moredown
similar
monthly payments.

84 Alder/gati
^^GUARANTEED
LONDON,

E.C.1 Phone : NAT. 0591 ST.

31 X 2\ Double Extension Folding Pocket, f/5.6 anastigmat
lens, Compound fully-speeded shutter, reflex finder, rising
front, focussing screen, 6 slides, F.P. adapter. In perfect
condition .
£2 17 6
1-pl. Zodel Junior Folding Pocket, f/6.8 anastigmat lens,
Vario speeded shutter, rising and cross front, reflex finder,
m
3 slides. Brand-new condition .
£2 10 0
i*pl. Double Extension Folding Pocket, f/G.8 Goerz Double
anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th sec., rising
and cross front, reflex finder, focussing screen, 6 slides.
Unsoiled .
£3 19 6
m i-pl, Goerz Roll Film Tenax, micrometer screw foctissing,
f/6.8 Goerz Dagor in Compur shutter, complete in leather
case .
£4 17 6
1-pl. Latest Pattern Folding Pocket Kodak, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar lens, latest pattern Compur shutter, rising front.
New
condition
.
£9
2 6
.
2C Special Kodak, f/6.3 Ross Homocentric lens, Compur
shutter, range-finder, leather case. Unsoiled.... £6 15 0
3i X 2k Dallmeyer Speed Focal-plane, f/2.9 Pentac, 3
double plate-holders, F.P. adapter. Unsoiled. £15
Cost15£250

ANY CAMERA!

5

FOLDING

For Roll Film, Plate or Film Pack.

Here’s where you save again in dealing with “ City Sale.”
When you buy a better and more up-to-date instrument,
bring your used one to us. The high part exchange allow¬
ances we make will really surprise you — so don’t forget.
Let us save pounds for you as we are doing for hundreds
of other customers every day. We make exchange
transactions with any model you care to choose.

CATALOGUE

1933 SALEX

59 CHEAPSIDE
LONDON,

Phone : CITY 1124

E.C.2

Bell-Howell 70A, 2 speeds, f/3.6 Cooke lens, leather case
£23 10 0
Ensign Autokinecam, 6 speeds, hand crank, turret front,
f/2.6 Cinar lens, 4-in. f/3.6 and 2-in. f/3.5 Dallmeyer Tele¬
photo lenses. In practically new condition. . . . £47 10 0
Model K Cine-Kodak, latest pattern, iu brand new con¬
dition,
with 1.9 and
4 In. .
Telephoto lenses,
bination complete
case. Practically
unsoiled
£36 com¬
0 0
Ensign Model K, 3 speeds, baud crank, f/2.6 Cinar lens,
leather case .
£12 17 6
Model B Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anastigmat and case £6 17 6
16-mm. Kodatoy Projector, hand-turn model. . £1 10 0
Pathe Motocamera Luxe, f/3.5 anastigmat, leather case
£7 10 0
Pathe Motocamera Luxe, f/3.6 anastigmat and Telephoto
lens, best quality leather case .
£14 14 0

adj
\vi
M
D
Pro
Pa
th
ub . odel
th
resistance
upje to 250 ovolts
£4
ust 5 0
e
le
c o
,
-c 21 x 31 Boll
ble
No. 6 Watch tPocket
Carbine
Film, f/4.5 aRoss
r
la
Xpres, Compur shutter, rising w front, leather case £6 17 0
6 X 13 cm. Rolleidoscope Roll Film Stereo Reflex, f/4.5
Zeiss Tessar lenses, complete with filters and leather
£27 10case0

3^x2} Salex Focal-plane, f/4.6 anastigmat lens, shutter
speeded from 1/lOth to l/1, 000th sec., direct-vision finder,
daylight-loading F.P. adapter .
£3 19 6
1-pl. T.-P. Junior Rnby Reflex, reversing back, f/2.9
T.P. Folding Plate, f/6.5 anastigmat lens, speeded shutter,
Plaubel anastigmat. 6 slides, self-capping blind focal-plane
l/25th to 1/lOOth sec., direct-vision view-finder, focussing
shutter. 1/lOth to l/l,000tb sec .
£10 12 6
screen, 3 slides .
£1 5 0
1-pI. Sinclair Una, new condition, revolving back, rising
5x4 Adams* Minex de Luxe, 7-ln. f/4.5 Cooke Aviar
front, f/6.8 Goerz Dagor anastigmat. Compound sector
anastigmat, focal-plane shutter, speeded to l/l,000th
shutter, 3 double plate-holders, leather case. ... £7 15 0
IF IT’S NEW WE HAVE IT !
sec., revolving back, 6 double book-form dark slides, F.P.
21x31 Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, new condition, f/6.3 Novar
adapter and leather case. The whole in new condition
lens, Derval speeded shutter, leather case .
£3 6 0
At “ City Sale **-~sec the Neto c
£24 10Cor 0
on
21 X 41 la Series III Kodak, f/4.5 Cooke Aviar anastigmat,
SLOW-SPEED
CONTAX
10 X 16 Goerz Anschutz Focal-plane, f/4.5 Goerz Dogmar et C D.A. Compur, sector shutter, rising front, leather case.
inAs
For exposures of J, l/5th, 1/lOth sec.,
£8 17 6
anastigmat lens, direct-vision finder, self-capping shutter,
e C new .
a
inladdltion to l/25th jDOT ■‘I A ■ A
speeded to 1/1, 000th sec., 3 double plate-holders, F.P.
31meXr 21 Latest Model T.-P. Junior Rnby Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss
to 1/1, 000th sec .
-lU-U
adapter and leather case. In first-rate condition £10 10 0
Tessar,a, 6f/ slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. £9
Unsoiled
17 6
3.9
4i{-in. t/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, latest pattern Compur
len V.P. Roll Film, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur
3x2 RoUette
shutter, suitable for i-pl. folding pocket or roll film. New
s..
condition .
£4 4 0
shutter .
£4
4 0
..
m
£
2
12 X Goerz Monocular Prisms, first-rate condition
31 X 21 T.-P. Horizontal
Rnby Reflex, f/4,6 Dallmeyer
2
£1 17 6
lens, 6 slides .
£5 17 6
0
Si X 2i Ensign Roll Film Reflex, f/6.3 Ross anastigmat
31 X 21 Marion Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 6 double
lens, taking standard 8-expo8ure roll film .
£2 2 0
plate-holders, revolving back, F.P. adapter, leather
£13 17case6
X 21 Contessa Folding Pocket, f/7.2 Rapid Aplanat lens,
speeded shutter, 2 slides, F.P. adapter .
198. 6d.
3i X 21 Dallmeyer Speed, f/2.9 Pentac and Dallmeyer
Pathescope Double Claw Projector, complete with super
DalJon Telephoto lenses, 3 double slides, F.P. adapter,
For exposures of 1, i, i sec. or
attachment and resistance .
£4 12 6
leather case .
£19 19 0
.
intermediate fractions, as well as
2i Square Watch Pocket Carbine, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens,
LENSES AND ACCESSORIES FOB LEITZ LEICA.
l/20th tol/500th sec.
speeded shutter, l/25th to 1/lOOth seo., reflex finder
£2 10 0
F/2.5 Hektor Lens, in focussing mount .
£6 17 6

Also

the New

Slow-Speed
LEICA

£25

Nine monthly

payments

16-mm. T.-P. Cine Camera, f/3.5 Cooke anastigmat lens,
motor driven. Perfect condition .
£5 5 0
16-mm. Beil & Howell Cine Camera, 1-ln. f/1.8 lens, 1-in.
f/3.5 anastigmat focussing mounts, direct-vision finder, com¬
plete in leather case. Guaranteed in perfect £27
condition
10 0

of 58/4,

THE

NEW

WESTON

627

A cheaper and more portable
model, using the famous Westoii
photronic light cell, is designed t<
measure the light instantly and t<
give a reading In the correct F
numbers for all subjects without
any further calculations.

£8

: 10 : O

Nine monthly payments of 19/10
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Variable
View-finder
£1 1 0
ss
-a
m.
t
,
ng Attachment
Megoflex
Reflex
.ing
£3 10 0
le to take outfit .
Combination Case
£1 5 0
3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, f/4.5 Novar lens. New
condition .
£2 17 6
31 X 21 Ernemann Focal-plane, self-capping shutter,
f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, 12 slides, F.P. adapter and
case .
£12 10 0
i-pl. Tropical Model Ernemann Focal-plane, solid teak,
brass bound, self-capping shutter, 1/lOth to l/l,000th sec.
and time, 4 double slides, leather case, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat .
£16 16 0
V.P,K., Series III, f/6.6 anastigmat, Diomatic£1 shutter
16 0

i-pl. Self-capping Focal-plane, 6-In. f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens,
shutter speeded from 1/lOth to l/l,000th sec., outside
adjustments, direct-vision finder, 6 slides, F.P. adapter
and leather case .
£11 11 0
Pathe Hand-torn Cine Camera, f/3.6 anastigmat iens,
direct vision view-finder Perfect condition.... £1 19 6
6x4 Planex Reflex, 7-ln. f/4.5 Cooke anastigmat lens,
focal-plane shutter speeded from 1/lOth to l/l,000th sec.,
reversing back, 4 double plate-holders, leather case £6 17 6
4x3 cm. Fotet Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Compur
31x21 No. 6 Watch Pocket Carbine, Carl Zeiss Tessar
shutter, direct-vision finder, complete in purse.. £4 12 6
f/4.5 anastigmat, Compur shutter, plate back, 6 slides and
la Graflex Boll Film Reflex, f/4.5 Ross anastigmat lens,
focussing screen .
£8 17 6
Te deep focussing
shutter speeded from 1/lOth to 1,'1,000th sec.,
le
21 X 4i Voigtlander Roll Film, in brand new condition,
hood, taking standard 8-exposure film .ph
£6 19 0
f/4.5 Skopar anastigmat, Compur sector shutter, brilliant
and D.V. finders. New condition .
. .
£6 17 0
6x4 Tropical Model Sanderson Hand andotoLStand, 6-in.
e
f/6.8 Goerz Dagor double anastigmat lens, 3}-in. nsDallmeyer
,i
. 1-pl. Marions Soho Reflex, Goerz Celor f/4.8 anastigmat,
nf
W.A. anastigmat lens, W.A. rack, 3 double plate-holders,
revolving
back,
6
double
slides.
2
leather
cases.
.
£18
18 0
leather case. New condition .
£10 oc17
us 6
31 X 21 Adams’ Vesta Focal-plane de Luxe, f/4.5 Tessar
si
31x21 T.-P. Junior Special Ruby Reflex, f/4.6 Ross
ngm
anastigmat, Identoscope patent finder, Minex self-capping
anas, lens, self-capping shutter, speeded from 1/lOth toou
shutter, l/8th to 1/1, 000th sec. and time, hooded focussing
1/1, 000th sec., revolving back, 6 slides. Unsoiled £10 10 0 nt. screen, 6 single metal slides, leather case .
£6 17 0
.£
5
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developer
no-trouble'’’

Product of the leading film laboratory in
Germany.
ONE SIZE
ONLY. 2ix3i
GUARANTEED 1300 H. & D.
MULTICHROME EMULSION
DOUBLE COATED
EXPOSURES
PRACTICALLY GRAINLESS
PHENOMENAL EXPOSURE
LATITUDE

Simple to use.

6

be processed

in ordinary

by all dealers who

Marketed

red safelight and normal

developing

study the latest Photographic

in Great Britain by —

PHOTO

TRADING

CHANGE
STANDARD

ALLEY,

Always fresh and active.

Gives

bright, plucky

negatives.
Never fogs.

formulas
1/6 per carton^ from

improvements

1/'

Send

CO., LTD.

^

SHEFFIELD
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literature,

Dealers

post

Buildings &
Wellcome

Hill
LONDON.
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free

Co.
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LIGHT

FILTERS

As the result of extensive study of sensitizing dyes carried out in the Kodak Research
Laboratories, both the speed and colour sensitivity of Eastman Panchromatic Films
have been greatly increased. The new standards attained necessitated revision of the
series of Wratten Orthochromatic Filters.
The two “K” filters are the same as those previously supplied under these names.
The K3 is now obsolete, the improvements in sensitizing having made it unnecessary.
Kl. A pale yellow filter which should be used
when only a shght colour correction is needed, or
when exposure must of necessity be short. May be
used with any of the Eastman Panchromatic
Films.
K2. A yellow filter giving full colour correction.
For use with Eastman Commercial Pan¬
chromatic Film, Eastman Panchromatic
Process Film and Eastman Portrait Pan¬
chromatic Film.
These filters are not intended for use with a 16 mm.

The two new filters are :
Xl . A pale green filter for use with Eastman
Portrait Panchromatic Film by half^watt
light or for Eastman Super-sensitive Pan¬
chromatic Film by daylight or arc lamp.
X2. A deeper green filter for use with
Eastman Super-sensitive Panchromatic
Film by half-watt light.
cine-camera, for which special filters are supplied.

A leaflet “New Wratten Filters and their Uses” describes these
filters more fully. It may be had free on application to —
KODAK
LIMITED (WRATTEN
DIVISION)
KINGSWAY
. LONDON,
W.C.2
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The simplest of all

3 0,000

methods for making

PHOTOGRAPHERS
NOW

ADVERTISEMENTS

REGULARLY

YOUR OWN PRINTS

USE

GRANVILLE
PRODUCTS

Write to-day for Free List
GRANVILLE
All Surfaces:

DE

LUXE

PAPERS

Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous and Normal.
Sheets.

31x2i Gross
4jx2|
4ix31 ..
5ix3i ..

..
..
..
..

GRANVILLE

2/9
3/7
4/5/4

6ix4i 144 ..
8JX6J 72 ..
10 x 8 36 ..
12x10 36..

DE LUXE

..
..
..
..

7/9
7/4
5/6
8/4

POSTCARDS

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous and Normal.

20 1/-, 50 1/9. 100 3/-, 500 13/6

GRANVILLE
UNSURPASSED PLATES
H.D.

100. 250. 350. 650. and

34x21 I Doz.
41x31 ,.
51x31 .,

.. 1/3
.. 1/10
.. 2/10

Special Ortho

H.D.

61x41 1 Doz.
81x611 .,

425.

.. 3/9
.. 3/9

It tones itself — You only fix it !

In almost every Dark-room
can the Granville label be found

THE

POPULAR
A

I

Glossy,

E SEMITONE
GRAN
Velvet, VILL
Matt ; White and Cream ;

Chloro-

and

Bromide ; Double-weight thickness.
Sheets.
Sheets.

4ix3H44 ..
5ix3i 144 ..
6ix4^ 72 ..

.. 4/6
.. 6/2
.. 5/-

8ix6i
10x8
12x10

72..
36 ..
36 ..

POSTCARDS
SEMITAllONE
grades as above.
15 1/-. 50 2/-. 100 3/6, 500 16/-.

GRANVILLE
Gaslight, Amidol,
Fixing, Semitone.

DEVELOPERS

M.Q.,

Pyro,

Gold

Toning,

plenty

of water

That is all you need for
beautiful and permanent
prints on Gevaert (Collodion)
Self-Toning Paper. It yields
brilliant results in an artistic
range of tones from Sepia to
Purple and Cold Blue by the
simplest possible manipulation
Made in

.. 8/6
.. 6/6
.. 9/9

GRANVILLE

I

FAVOURITE

Frame, a Dish,
some
Hypo

Acid

GRANVILLE
Cut Films, Mounts, Chemicals, Tissue, Mountant,
Sepia Toner, P.O.P., Glazing Solution, Self-toning,
etc., etc.

■4 V

lliai

.

•
’
Tkiic.
Virtrtr

more

contrasty
average negative.
and the

brilliant
ly and
thin
from soft
prints
surprising
for
negatives.
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PRINT EASILY
. . . PRINT WELL !
The

simplest way

to print your

negatives is with Seltona— the day¬
light way. A packet of paper, a
printing frame, and a dish of Hypo
solution is all that is required— the
result is rich sepia prints.

DAYLIGHT
PRINTING PAPER
Glossy, Matt, Cream, Antique
White, Antique Cream and
Cream Linique.
Write
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have a projecting mechanism which
spares one the long labour of un¬
packing
and erection.
In this
in¬
stance, instead
of the projector
being

camera has become a very
definite feature in amateur
hy to-day. Scarcely a
rap
photog
week passes without the appearance
of a new one claiming to be even
smaller or better than its pre¬
decessors. It must be admitted,
however, that the majority of these
little cameras are not only instru¬
ments of precision, but they fulfil
all the claims that are made for
them. Negatives no bigger than
postage stamps can be secured, and
frequently these are capable of
enormous enlargement without loss
of quality, due to the perfection of
the optical equipment and the
excellence of modern films. As
so many readers of this paper are
deeply interested in the modern
miniature cameras and the work
that can be done with them, we are
producing a special issue devoted
entirely to the subject. This willbe published next week, and prac¬
tically the whole of it will deal with
miniature cameras, how to use them,
and a complete list of all the available
models on the market. The issue
will appear on Wednesday next,
June 2 1st, and no reader should fail
to secure a copy.

Cinematograph Projection.
If, as was suggested the other day,
the enlarger has not kept pace with
the progress of the camera, it may
be also true that the cinematograph
projector has not kept up with the
amazing development of the film.
The Ensign looB projector, which
was shown by Mr. E. S. Goddard at
the last meeting of the Royal
Photographic Society, brings pro¬
jection up to date, incorporating all
sorts of improvements. Now that
the cinematograph has become peri¬
patetic it is a great convenience to

from diepuii's^mlhnet/tdf/se

built first, and the case then con¬
structed to suit it, the case is built
first and the projector is then
expected to accommodate itself to
the given conditions. Two clips
are released at the top, something
is folded back, and there you are.
Not only so, but the projection of
film, instead of being a nervy busi¬
ness, the operator never being quite
sure what derangement . will take
place next, buzzes along in a way
that creates no misgivings.
Aeroplane Photography.
On Saturday, June 24th, 1933,
the annual Royal Air Force Display
takes place at Hendon, providing the
amateur photographer with one of
the greatest action events of the
year. During the past few years,
the display has been favoured with
beautiful weather, permitting rapid
shutter speeds to be used, but with
the fast plates and films now obtain¬
able, and the fact that most of the
subjects will be taken skywards,
the amateur need not fear under¬
exposure on a dull day. A practical
illustrated article on aeroplane photo¬
graphy for amateurs appears on
another page.in this issue.
The

Sun God.

Flaming June, indeed ! Russell
Lowell told us that June is the
mo'nth when “ heaven tries earth if
it be in tune, and over it softly her
warm ear lays.” Yet when we see
people on the sunny side of the road
at Whitsun, perspiring at every
Flying

Low.

A high-speed aeroplane snapshot
taken from the ground, exposure
ij^ooth

547

pore, and manifestly most
fortable, but exclaiming how
it all is— well, we wonder.
not in our secret hearts

uncom¬
glorious
Do we
hanker

sec.
7
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after those dear old days of changes
in the weather, of uncertain skies,
of occasional soft rain ? The stimu¬
lating thing is not the sun, but the
barometric variation. Photographers
are often said to be devotees of

revolution. Organisers of society
exhibitions might do worse than
encourage their members to give a
show of gadgets.

the sun god, but that is not so, it is
shadow rather than sun they follow
after. There is a true sense in which

It is not unusual nowadays for
husband and wife, or even an en¬
gaged couple, to be keen photo¬
graphers, but many old hands can
recall the time when there were very
few lady photographers. Indeed it
was not until the coming of the dry
plate that women gave the camera
serious thought, while the advent of
the roll film served to further

they love darkness rather than
light — but, we hope, not because
their deeds are evil.

Gadgets.
The dentists of the country, at
their annual meeting at Leicester
last week, abandoned their usual
trade show, and held instead a
gadgets exhibition by their own
members. Scores of little devices,
the bright ideas of somebody or
other, were laid out on school
desks, in some cases with a note by
the trustful designer asking all and
sundry to write down whether they
thought them of any commercial
value. Dentistry, like photography
and innumerable other arts, and like
the art of life itself, depends a good
deal on little things. A new twist
given to an old familiar tool may
bring about something like a

“ A Common

Hobby.”

increase the number of lady photo¬
graphers. Mrs. Julia Cameron, who
started camera work in 1865, when
she was fifty years of age, was the
first woman to take up photography
seriously, and many years elapsed
before others came to the fore.

if.

Howard Farmer’s reducer is popular and useful ; it will
clear away general fog, and gradually reduces the silver of the
image. Care must be taken that the lightest deposits are not
eaten away. The solution must be prepared at the time of
use as it deteriorates in a few minutes. A useful strength is
equal volumes of
I per cent ferricyanide solution.
10 per cent hypo solution.
The former stock solution must be kept in the dark.
*

*

It has been recommended that Howard Farmer reducer
should be made just alkaline with ammonia or sodium carbonate.
This prolongs its activity, slightly slows down the action, and
minimises stain.
♦

*

link between you.” Verily photo¬
graphy is a strong link between
many an engaged or married couple.

Bits and Pieces.
Every frequenter of exhibitions
must have been made aware of one
tendency

in pictorial expression,

namely : to take small subjects — bits
of things — and redeem them from
inanity by treating them in an un¬
usual way. In the old days the aim
of the pictorialist ran to spacious¬
ness — there was the sea, and the
air, and the mountain. Now it is a
case of the wheel of the cart, or a
sector of it, or the top of a telegraph
pole, or a chip of something.

*

An acid permanganate reducer can be prepared from two
stock solutions ; A, 5 per cent potassium permanganate ;
B, 10 per cent sulphuric acid. The working solution is :
A solution . .
. .
..
. .
. .
. .
I dr.
B solution . .
. .
. .
. .
. .
..
5 drs.
Water
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. . 10 oz.
If the negative is wet the reduction is even ; if dry on application
the high-lights tend to greater reduction.

It is

more piquant, but also — let it be
whispered — more easy.

NEW

SERIES

of useful hints classified according

In the case of most reduction methods it is advisable to
note two points : the negative, if dry, should be soaked for
an hour or more in water ; the action of the reducer should
be checked in good time, as it tends to continue after the
negative has been removed from the solution.

*

and pursuits of the other. A com¬
mon hobby may be a valuable

Photographer he did much to pop¬
ularise photography among women,
and very soon hundreds of lady

REDUCERS.

i(i

reads ; “ Each of you must learn
to show interest in the occupation

Ladies’ Photographic Club in London.
Nearly four years later (in December,
1895), when Mr. A. Horsley Hinton
became editor of The Amateur

A selection

•If.

the hope that it will guide to hap¬
piness thosQ who desire to be married
in church. One item in this letter

In January, 1892, there was a bold
but unsuccessful attempt to start a

Fdicts and /formulae :
NEGATIVE

camera users were to be seen. These
facts came to the memory of a
correspondent after reading a letter
which has been prepared by the
Archbishop of York, Dr. Temple, in

to subject

A SOLUTION of ammonium persulphate attacks most strongly
the dense parts of a negative, and is therefore useful for reducing
contrasts. useful strength is 10 grs. of the persulphate to
each oz. of water. If the solution becomes milky before
sufficient action has taken place it is advisable to throw it
away and apply a fresh quantity. Just before the reduction
has gone as far as necessary the negative should be rapidly rinsed,
and transferred to a stop bath — -about ten grains of sodium
sulphite to the oz. of water — -then well washed and dried.
*

*

*

When comparatively slight reduction is all that is required
the negative may be treated, for two minutes only, with :
Iron perchloride . .
..
..
..
..
grs.
Citric acid . .
..
..
. .
..
■ • 3 grs.
Water
..
..
. .
. .
. .
. . i oz.
It is then washed, and placed for five minutes in a 10 per cent
solution of hypo, after which it is washed thoroughly and
dried. The whole process may be repeated if found necessary.
Belitzski’s

reducer

has

much

the

same

kind

of

action

as

Howard Farmer’s. The solution is prepared thus
. . ; 148 grs.
Potassium ferric oxalate
. . 50 grs.
Sodium sulphite
Water
When solution is complete, add
Oxalic acid . .
45 grs.
Allow to..settle,
pour
On shaking, the solution turns green,
off the clear fluid, and add ij oz. hypo,
the dark.
Keep this solution in

8
7 oz.
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EFECTS

in Roll-film

With .he a..„os. 1\JP
A
TTX/P
Q
universal use of
1 1 V
IHO
roll film, the
following article which deals with defects peculiar to this form
of negative material may be helpful to many photographers.

The older generation of photo¬

grapher regarded roll film
as material for the snapshotter, and productive of results
that were invariably inferior to those
obtained upon plates. This is no
longer the case. It is now realised
that for almost every branch of
photography the results will not
suffer because roll film is the nega¬
tive medium, and with the modern
product they may be even better.
Camera

both before and after exposure, we
have a possible cause of scratched
negatives. Most modern roll-film
cameras are fitted with rollers to
assist in the smooth passage of the
film. Care must be taken to see
that these are not bent, and that
they run smoothly. Some cameras
have a spring plate fitted to the back
with the object of keeping the film
flat, and the pressure thus exercised
must not be too great. When
loading the camera it is important
that the film should be evenly
threaded, and will run smoothly ;
this is especially the case with the
modern cameras of very compact type.
With regard to the latter,, the
bellows when the camera is folded
are often in contact with the film.
Xo harm will result, but the film must
not be wound on with the camera
Many

Any well-designed camera will wind
with sufficient tightness, and there
is no need to improve
matters.
Fog.

Troubles.

By reason of the fact that the
film has to travel over a surface

closed.

body where the film may be in con¬
tact will produce the same result.
Another and oftqji unsuspected
cause of scratches is the practice
that some photographers have of
twisting the film tighter upon its
spool after removing it from the
camera. This is quite unnecessary,
and is certain to produce abrasion.

scratched

negatives

I'esult from this practice.
Scratched

Negatives.

Perhaps the most common of the
defects met with in roll-film negatives
is the series of scratches across the
negatives resembling telephone wires.
Winding the film with the camera
closed will cause them, but a common
cause is the presence of small sharp
particles of grit in the camera.
This is especially the case when
working at the seaside. Slight
roughness upon any part of the camera

Many excellent negatives are spoiled
by fog, either at the edges or ex¬
tending to the whole of the negative.
The causes of this defect are many
and varied. The most common is
that of allowing the film to become
partially unrolled, when loading or
removing the exposed film from
the camera. This operation should
be conducted in subdued light,
especially when dealing with super
sensitive or panchromatic film.
A loose-fitting back, or light leak¬
ing in at the winding-key, will cause
fog, and if the latter results from this
cause it may be recognised. A
negative may be fogged, but the
edges are clear. This points to fog
in the camera, and not to an unsafe
dark-room light. It may happen
that some negatives are fogged, but
not others, or the fog may differ
in extent. This may mean that the
photographer made several exposures
rapidly in succession, and the film
was wound into the protecting
paper before the trouble had time
to affect it. We have known cases
where fog resulted only after pro¬
longed exposure in the camera to
a thin spot in the bellows.
Tracing

the Cause.

A good way of finding out exactly
where the light enters a roll-film
camera is to place a piece of bromide
paper in the camera large enough
to occupy the whole of the back
normally taken by the film. The
549

red window may be covered by an
odd piece of black paper. The
camera should be taken into the
strongest light, with the shutter
closed, and its position changed
frequently, and allowed to remain
for some hours. The bromide paper
is then developed, fixed and washed.
If fog is seen in any particular part
of the paper the exact source of
the trouble can be traced.
Mechanical

Defects.

In the case of small negatives
intended for enlargement these must
be avoided. It is realised that a
film is not as easy to handle as a
glass plate, but it is only a matter of
taking a little care. There are two
surfaces that may be damaged.
Dishes and all utensils must be free
from roughness. Dirty dishes and
solutions will tend to cause a
deposit to form on the negatives,
as well as lime salts present in some
service water. It is a good plan
to give all negatives a bath of 2 per
cent acetic acid upon the conclusion
of the washing, followed by another
rinse before drying the film.
When roll films are developed in
a tank it frequently happens that
the backing paper sticks to the film
and causes matt surface patches
on the gelatine. These markings
may be ignored if contact prints
only are being made from the
negatives, but they show definitely
if enlargements are made.
Care in winding the film on the
apron of the developing tank and
frequent turning and agitation of
the tank when full of developer will
assist in preventing these markings.
If they occur, however, they can
be removed by polishing of the back
of the negative with the well-known
Baskett’s reducer.
Lastly let it be pointed out that
finished negatives demand care in
storage ; the best course is the use
of the commercial envelopes sold
for the purpose.
9
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PHOTOGRAPHING
D. D. CONSTABLE.

The ancient memorial brasses
which

are to be found in so
many of our village churches
offer a subject of entrancing interest
to the amateur photographer.

Monumental
prevent it slipping. Then, if the
heel-ball is rubbed over the surface
of the paper a perfect black-andwhite impression of the brass will
be obtained. The operation will be
found to be perfectly simple, and
will give first-rate exercise !
If, as is sometimes the case, the
brass happens to bb on the wall of
the church, gelatine lozenges will
be found useful for holding the paper
in position. If the brass is fixed to
wood,
handy. drawing pins wfll come in
The rubbing can afterwards be
mounted on paper or calico, and

Brasses

It will be found that brasses give
all sorts of fascinating glimpses into
the manners, beliefs and sentiments
of their time. Many brasses have
quaint and delightful inscriptions.
An example may be seen in the
' accompanying photograph of a brass
at Little Wittenham in Berkshire.
Before a rubbing is taken, permis¬
sion to do so should, of course, be
obtained from the vicar of the church.
In a few cases a fee is charged.
This, however, will be found to be the
exception rather than the rule. I
have made several hundreds of
rubbings for the purpose of photo¬
graphs, and have found the clergy
most considerate about the matter
in almost every case. Not only are
they nearly always quite willing to
give permission for the rubbing to be
taken, but will often give all the
help and advice they can.

Sir Simon Ve iVenstaugh.
Wensley, YorksJnre.

There are in England about four
thousand of these artistic monu¬
ments, and they illustrate the whole
history of armour from its intro¬
duction to its decay, and the costume
of men and women throughout
nearly five centuries of history.
Unfortunately, as the majority of
brasses are cither fixed to the floor
of the church or else lie on flat slabs
at the top of altar tombs, to photo¬
graph them as they are will be
found to be exceedingly difficult,
and in many cases impossible.
Here, however, is a method by
which good results may be obtained
with very little trouble.
Obtain a roll of white paper such
as is used for lining shelves, and
which is generally sold in rolls of
about twelve yards. The only other
article needed is a piece of cobbler’s
wax (sometimes known as “ heelbaU ”).
Stretch the paper across the
brass, and put down weights to
I0

John

Marshden , Canon of Windsor,
T h It rcaston , Leicester sh ire.

1425.

photographed without any diffi¬
culty. The best method is to fix it
to the wall of a well-lighted room,
against a background of white,
cloth. Generally an exposure of
about two minutes at f/i6 will be
found sufficient.
If irregular lighting causes trouble
this can often be remedied if a
white screen
angle that
equally over
The larger

is
it
the
a

placed at such an
will reflect light
rubbing.
collection of these

photographs grows
teresting it becomes.

the

more

in¬

John

ScolJJyld, 1507.

Brightwell,

Berkshire.
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ENSIGN
CAMEO
CAMERAS

PRACTICAL MODELS
For PLATES and FILM PACKS

Complete outfits for Beginners
and Serious Workers

F/4.5 CAMEO

The film-pack and plate camera is still and always
will be the first love" of those who practise
photography seriously. Ensign Cameo outfits
are unrivalled for compactness, lightness, port¬
ability and flexibility. They are the true all¬
purpose, every occasion cameras. Ask to see
them at your dealers.

Beautifully made. Long double extension, rack
and pinion focussing, cast front with rising and
cross movements, direct and reflex view-finders,
leather covered, leather bellows, flexible shutter
release, hooded focussing screen, and two single
metal plate-holders.
For31x2i

pictures,

fitted

Ensar Anastigmat
3-speed shutter
Aldis

Uno

with

Anastigmat

F/4.5,
Compur Delayed-action
shutter .. ..
For

1-pIate

£4:10:0

F/4.5,
. .

CO*"!

pictures

Aldis-Butcher

Anastigmat

F/4.5, Delayed - action
Compur shutter .. ..

O'!

F/3.5 CAMEO
Size

x2^

Cast body, with leather panels and ripple enamel
finish. Spring handle, “ U ” front with rising
and cross movements. Optical direct-vision
view-finder with sighting lens. Reversible reflex
finder. Long double extension with rack and
pinion focussing. Lens and shutter instantly
■detached by bayonet catch. New “ Klip-on ”
plate-holders and focussing screen. Delayedaction Compur shutter with speeds from i to
I /250th of a second. Available in brown finish
with Florentine bronze fittings, and black finish
with chromium-plated fittings.
Fitted with Dallmeyer

Anastigmat

£15:15:0

ENSIGN,

LIMITED,
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The Westminster Specialise
in Everything Photographic
NEW

OR SECOND-HAND
The RITEWAY
A
NEW
LEICA
PIGMY
ROLL-HOLDER
MINI-FEX
FEATURE

HAVE

The

YOU

SEEN

for 3| X 2| Plate Cameras

The smallest camera in the world, weight 5 oz.
F/3.5 Victar anastigmat, in Varlo 3-speed shutter
£4 16 0
F/3.5 Meyer Kino anastigmat, in Compur shutter. 1 to
1/300th sec .
.
£8 17 0
F/2.7 Astro-Astrar,

in Compur .

F/1.8 Astro-Pan-Tachar,

in Compur

.

£16 15

0

£19

0

5

This roll-holder is of an
entirely new design and
definitely surpasses all its
predecessors. It takes the
standard 3^x2^ spool of
film of any make and gives
eight full exposures. The
film, as the name denotes,
winds the right way, thus
obviating all strain, and is

36 exposures, size 13x18 mm. Price includes 2 rolls film.
Films,

packed,

numbered

and

2x 18 exposures, 1/6.
Perutz

subdivided

into

brought into correct regis¬
side.by a small lever at the
ter

fine grain, 1/10.
Full particulars post free anywhere.

‘GLOBUS’ Dark-room Panchromatic
Safe-light Cover
for fitting over electric bulb, 3-in. diameter, 6,6 each.
Ruby or Orange Covers, 3/6 each.

The Model 11 Leica can now be supplied with a focalplane shutter giving speeds 1, i. i sec., in addition to

4-in. Diameter, in Ruby
Postage 6d. extra.

the speeds at present fitted, I /20th to I/500th sec.
The camera is identical in size and construction,

or Orange

only, 4/6 each.

has in addition a small adjusting

knob

but

in front beside

the lens, for slow speeds.

NAGEL
TRIUMPH
3ix2i
F/6.3 anastigmat
in 3-speed shut¬
ter with self-por¬
traiture device.
Finest value ob¬
tainable.
NOTE. — This is
not a cheap cam¬
era produced
down to a price,
but an instru¬
ment designed by
Dr. Nagel, the
world’s finest
camera designer,
built up to a
standard. List
price £3 128. 6d.

Our
Hire

Purchase

THE

Price

Chromium
Chromium

.

plated .

NEW

£23

4

0

£26

3

0

£27

7

0

Perutz Leica Films packed in metal chargers ready for
use, daylight-loading, no extra charge.

Second-hand

outfits on 7 days’

Price

£10 : 10 : 0
approval.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Liberal

Exchange

Allowances.

EXCHANGE

LTD.

1432.

CAMERA

HOUSE,”

111, OXFORD

STREET, W.1

GERrard

AT

119, VICTORIA

CHARING
CROSS
ROAD,
W.C.2
TEMple
Bar 7165.

STREET,

Victoria

S.W.1

0669,

62, PICCADILLY,
REGent

12
PLEASE

55/»

Present value £15 17s. 6d.

ii

24,

G. Sibyl cameras,

Fitted f/4.5 Zeiss Ikon
Dominar anastigmat,
Compur shutter (not ring
control type), speeds 1
to I/200th sec., T. and B.,
rack focussing, rack rising
and cross front, brilliant
reversible and wire-frame
finders, all-metal body,
leather-covered, panel for
dark slides or F.P. adapter.

Our

payments).

£1 : 15 : O

’
ROLL-FILM
31x4]
n ‘LLOYD
ss IkoCAMERA,
Zei

Send for Booklet on Leica. Post free anywhere.

(9 monthly

for N. &

Price

0

INTRODUCTIONS.

AND

cine^a'tT
graphers. Ltd.

0

Ultra Rapid Universal Lens, with interchangeable mount
and automatic coupling, for Models II and III Leica.
Leitz 50-mm. f/2 Summar .
£14 0 0
Leica Adjustable Extending Hood for use with all focus
lenses .
12s. 6d.

WESTMINSTER

Appointed an
Associate of
the Institute

III with slow speeds, f/3.5 Elmar
£25

plated .

F/2.5 Hektor

adapted

post

:

This new model does not supersede the Model II, but
is supplied in addition.
Leica Model II, with speeds l/20th to 1/500th sec.,
f/3.5 Elmar .
£22 0 0

48/9

Terms

Model

Illustrated pamphlet
free on application.
Specially

Prices
Leica

The roll-holder is beauti¬
fully made and elegant in
appearance, and can be
supplied from stock to fit
the following cameras
taking single metal dark
slides : Etui, Zodel, Men¬
tor, Klito, Cameo, Zeiss
Ikon and Thornton-Pickard folding or reflex
models.
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FIVE BOTTLES
By
of the bottle end of
it — and narrowing
towards the top so
that it finishes about
two-thirds of the

making the solution tends to false
economy in its use, more than the cost.
If it is bought in one-pound quantities,
as commonly sold, contained in a paper

loosened, though
sufficiently to
out.

not
fall

bag within a card carton, it can be
dissolved very quickly and without
trouble in the following manner ;

Ferricyanide of
Potassium . — T h i s

A quart of water is poured into a
suitable jar. A quart milk bottle is
exactly what is required for this purpose,

Brasses,”

measure¬

ment is quite un¬
important,
and

would empty into it if it were not for the
piece of cloth, cut away the bottom of

judging
tion of the
an propor¬
ounce
from the bottle is

the paper bag, which is now of course
on top, and fiom a kettle of boiling
water trickle a thin stream on to the

There must be a large proportion

enough

for

practical purposes.
An easy way of

making the solution
is to put the required
amount of crystals
into the dish, pour on some water, rock
once or twice, and pour off from the
on preceding

page.)

of amateur photographers! who,
though not satisfied with mere
snapshotting, completed by the D. and
P. man, yet have not the accommodation
for the gear and rows of bottles that
one associates with the serious worker.

rock they dissoh'e more quickly than
the bottom of the glass measure.
It will be found more convenient

To such it is comforting to realise
how much can be done with a graduated
measure and five bottles only, no scales,
and no odd packets lying about.
The
bottles contain :
De\ eloper :
bromide of potassium ; ferricyanide of
potassium ; sulphide of sodium or
barium ; hypo. There is something to
be said about each of these.

reduce by ferricyanide and hypo if they
are kept separated, as when first mixed
they may work too rapidly to allow of
perfect control, but become inactive
very quickly. If the negative is first
thoroughly soaked in hypo, then trans¬
ferred to the dish of ferricyanide, a
certain amount of reduction will occur,
if this is insufficient it is returned to

Developer. — ^The concentrated, single¬
solution form of developer is a blessing.
It is inexpensive, keeps well, can be
immediately mixed to the required
strength, is not easily oxidisable, and is
particularly suitable for the development
of roll films by the see-saw method.

Bromide

of Potassium. — The whole

of an ounce as bought can be put into a
bottle and water added up to nine and
a quarter ounces by measure to make
a ten per cent solution.
It will facilitate the measuring of a
liquid by drops, as is frequently required
in the case of bromide, if a V-shaped
groove is cut in the side of the cork,
deep

at the

bottom — that

is, the

inside

washed
amount

crystals, then add the necessaryof water ; with an occasional
at
to

the hy'po dish and a fuither reduction
will tai.e place ; if still insufficient, a
further bath in the ferricyanide, and
so on. It will be seen that after the
first soak,
each bath.

Sodium

reduction

will take

place

in

Sulphide. — This is comm.only

sold in corked
ounce ; this salt
if it is preferred
which is more

but it is illegal to put any foreign sub¬
stance into one, so a jar as nearly like
it as possible should be used. Having
noted the water line, the jar is emptied,
a piece of clean rag placed over the
mouth and pushed in a little way, so
as to form a small pocket in the neck.
Open the cardboard case at both ends,
and open the paper bag inside it, invert
the whole into the jar so that the hypo

near

Monumental

Hypo. — It is better that this should

is tight, but will
pass drops at a
convenient
rate
w' h e n
slightly

like e.xact

(See article on " Photographing;

same way, the preliminary wash in¬
cluded to remove the glycerine; this
should not be used stronger than is
necessary to do the work, of course.
be used fresh and then thrown away.
.\s this salt is very cheap, it is possible
that the trouble or time involved in

quantities
\’arv
so
largely,
it is evi¬
dent
that anything

1683.

F. BEACH.

way
up ; effectually
the bottle
is then
closed when the cork

should be purchased
in bottles containing
one ounce, and is
best kept in its dry
state. As in different
formulae for reducing
or bleaching the

Anne, daughter of Henry Dnnch,
Little Wittenham, Berkshire.

A.

bottles containing one
does not keep well, but
to the barium sulphide,
convenient in use and

does keep well, the crystals can be just
covered with glycerine immediately the
bottle is opened ; it seems to keep better
so. As, like ferricyanide, the quantity
used is not important, a crystal can be
fished out and made into solution in the

middle of the hypo. A crater will form
as the salt dissolves which will be con¬
tinuously filled by the miniature land¬
slip from the sides.
When
the whole of the pound has
dissolved there should only be about a
pint of lukew'arm solution in the jar,
this is filled up to the previously noted
forty-ounce mark with cold water ;
place the hand over the mouth of the
jar and turn over and back again,
this will mix the sati.rated solution with
the water.
The
to the
usually

result is a solution

of eight ounces

pint, and is stronger than is
needed ; but there is a simple

way of making a solution of
strength from a stronger one.

definite

Suppose a maker of self-toning paper
recommends a solution of hypo of, say,
three ounces to the pint, and the stocfk is
eight ounces to the pint. Measure three
^■olumes of stock solution and make up
to eight volumes with water ; the result¬
ing solution will be of the strength of
three ounces to the pint.
This completes the set of five ; with
them, films, plates, bromides and gaslight
papers can be developed and fixed, and
bromides toned ; negatives or prints can
be reduced by the hypo-ferricyanide
method, which tends to increase contrast,
or by bleaching and redeveloping to
lessen contrast; negatives can be in¬
tensified by bleaching and redeveloping,
or by bleaching and sulphiding, as
prints are toned, which method gives
a greatly improved printing quality.
Much can be done with five bottles.
13
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eroplane
FLEETWING/^
those who have been fortunate enough
to have experienced it. Usually the
‘ ‘ air circuses ’ ’ which tour the country
give demonstrations of formation
flying and take passengers on these
flights. The amateur photographer
should select the outside machine
and not one of those flying in the
centre of the formation. This
information can usually be obtained
beforehand from one of the pilots
participating. During the flight
photographs can be taken of the
machines flying alongside and, if
possible, getting the “ floor ” in the

Waiting

to Start.

The aerial joy-riding season is now in progress,

machines are touring the country giving
the public cheap passenger flights, and this
presents the amateur photographer with a golden
opportunity to secure photographs of unusual interest.
ITactically any type of camera with a shutter speed
of not less than i/5oth of a second, and preferably fitted
with a direct-vision finder, can be employed. .4 cabin
plane should be chosen if possible for the flight, so that the
camera can be operated from within the machine through
an open window, usually of the sliding variety. This
prevents the rush of wind and slip-stream of the propeller
causing movement when making the exposure, and, most
important of all, protects the camera from being blown
away. When taking the
photographs, do not rest
the arms on any part of
the machine ; otherwise
blurred pictures, due to
vibration, wiU result.
Exposure being one of
the amateur’s biggest prob¬
lems, here is a rough guide.
For a bright day and using
ordinary roll film, i/iooth
of a second at f/8 for
ground subjects taken from
a height of not less than
800 ft., with a plane speed
of about 70 m.p.h. Re¬
member, the nearer the
ground the shorter the
exposure.
The thrill of formation
flying is only realised by
M

|.
I*

Formation

bottom

Flying.

of the picture. A

small part of the photo¬
grapher’s
own plane,
in the corner
of the showing
picture,
adds realism, and gives an
additional impression of
height.
Exposures

will, of course,

vary with the lighting con¬
ditio ns, but in normal
weather i/iooth second at
f/ii will yield a good neg¬
ative.

A

Formation

of zj Bombers.

The Royal Air Force Dis¬
play at Hendon on Saturday,
Jrme 24th, will provide
endless opportunities for

ih[ amateur photographer
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Photography
: the

Amateur

photographing aeroplanes of every
description in action. Any reader of
“ The A.P.” interested in this work
with either still or cine camera
should try and see the display.
A plentiful supply of plates or
films should be carried as the sub¬
jects are numerous. Cameras fitted
with direct-vision finders are ad¬
visable if not essential. The shutter
speed used will naturally depend on
the subject. For photographing
machines moving along the ground
i/iooth sec. will be sufficient, but
nothing under i/200th sec. shoukL
be used for planes in the air whcr/
taken fairly close from the ground.
Formation

Flying,

close quarters.

One word of warning. Cameras are not allowed in the
New Type Aircraft Park, which, of course, can be quite
understood.
The resulting negatives will need enlarging. Contact
prints usually show the machines very small, and only
enlargements
can show the thrill of the Royal Air Force
Display.
Although I mentioned ordinary film when giving
suggestions as to exposure I may add that for many
subjects of this type it is strongly advisable to use
fast panchromatic material with a suitable yellow filter.
This is a great advantage in rendering blue sky, clouds,
and the bright tones of the planes.

Crazy

Flying

at the Air

Force

Display.

In previous years the display has commenced with
preliminary events at noon, the main programme starting
at 3 p.m. The photographer will do well to get on the
aerodrome as early as possible after noon, so as to get
a good position, remembering that the machines take-off
into the wind. From previous experience I have
usually found the west side of the aerodrome the best
position, as the sun will then be moving round the back
of the photographer.
Formation flying, bombing demonstrations, balloon
bursting, spectacular parachute descents and crazy
flying will give the photographer plenty of scope for
his activities, as well as testing his alertness. The air
combats may prove disappointing from a photographic
point of view, as the machines will fly high, resulting in
mere specks on the negatives.
553
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NOTES
Every week an article will appear under this heading dealing
with a topic of interest to the novice in photography.

COLOUR

which the expression “ colour values ” is used in
photography I will offer a word of explanation.
When, as in a photograph, a subject which presents various
colours has to be represented in monochrome (one colour),
the gradations of tone must have some reasonable relation
to the brightness or otherwise of the colours.
A dark blue should be represented by a deeper tone in
the print than a bright red ; yet it is quite an easy matter
to get the relative tones the other way about, so that one
would conclude that the red parts of the subject were
darker than the blue. If two colours were of the same
■' depth,” so that it would not be possible to say that one
was ‘‘ darker ” than the other, they should be represented
in the print liy the same grey tone.
All this is assuming that it is necessary, or advisable,
to get the ” colour ^•alues ” right as nearly as possible.
Sometimes it is not necessary, and may be a distinct
disadvantage. An e.xample that has been cjuoted is that
of a chessboard, with the sejuares not black and white,
but of two different colours of the same depth. It would be
possible to photograph the board so that its surface was

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER
Joy tfie

VALUES.

For the benefit of those who do not know the sense in

L NOTIONS

represented by one uniform tone, and the squares would be
invisible. The result would be true in one sense — the
correct rendering of depth of colour ; and false in another — ■
the visual difference between different colours of the same
depth. It would be better in such a case to make one set
of squares a shade or two lighter than the other.
Please look at the head of flowers on the following page.
Are the tone values of the blooms correct or not ? Even if
you know the class to which the flowers belong, you can
hardly answer the question, because the blooms may be all
sorts of colours, light and dark.
As a matter of fact, the tone values are utterly wrong.
The inner parts of the petals were white, the tips a dark
ultramarine blue. They looked very dark against the
light brownish background, but the print presents them
as lighter. Tones more in accordance with what the eye
saw could have been obtained by using a panchromatic or
an orthochromatic plate with a suitable yellow filter.
A reader sent some comparative prints of a landscape
recently. One negative had been given what was intended
to be (and actually was) an adequate exposure ; the second
negative had been given double the exp(jsure ; and the
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THE PICTURE IS TAKEN

The high-class reputation possessed by the name of ZEISS IKON for quality products is unrivalled, and
the first inspection of the Ikonta tells you that it is something out of the ordinary in cameras.
You touch a spring and the camera itself opens ready to take a picture. There is no necessity to pull down
the front, and the movement and ventilation of the camera are so perfect that there is no fear of the film
being drawn out of truth by air suction. A second touch on the release lever of the shutter and the picture
is taken. It is scarcely necessary to enlarge upon the further merits of the five Ikonta models, but they may
be summed up as follows :
As easy as A.B.C. to use.
shape and design.

Instant

readiness

of action.

Uniform

sharp

pictures always.

Handsome

modern

Moreover, in the Baby model and the new 1933 No. 520 we have the 16-exposure feature, since by a clever
arrangement of two ruby windows in the back two pictures are taken on the normal section of every film —
an economy in keeping with the times.

ZEISS IKON

IKONTA
Ikontas
BABY,

are

Fitted

No.

with

f 4.5

,,

,, Zeiss

Tessar

f '3.5 and

520,

for

16 exposures

with

Novar

f 4.5

and

Tessar

,,

,, Zeiss

Tessar

520/2,

for 3ix2J

Prices

with

Novar

,,

,, Zeiss

,,

,, Zeiss

of other

and

f/6.3
Tessar
Tessar

Optical

for 41 x2.V in. pictures

and

and

and

contained

in. on

Compur
spools

f/4.8 and

£4

0

0

.

,..£8

17

6

.

£10

17

the

6

usual

delayed-action

Derval

f/4.5 and

.
shutter
shutter

Compur

Telma

Equipment
are

Compur

f/3. 5 and

f/4.8 and

:

Compur

Telma

f/4.5

in. 8-exposure

,, Novar

film

shutter

2 j x 1 - 1 1 /16ths

,, Zeiss

,,

:

Derval

Tessar

Fitted

F/6.3.

f/4.5 and

,, Zeiss

,,

NOVAR

Novar

in five sizes
1 § x 1 J in. on V.P.

,,

Fitted

No.

made

for 16 pictures

3 J X 2i in. film

release .

shutter .
shutter .

shutter .
Compur

Compur
of No.

£6

0

0

£10

5

0

£12

5

0

:

delayed-action

in our

:

shutter

shutter

with

.

.

delayed-action

520/14

for 3x2

catalogue.

£4

4

0

£6

5

0

£10
release

in. pictures,

10

0

0

0

£1 1
and

520/15

'

Write for free 36-page illustrated catalogue, or send
2d. in stamps
for 60-page general catalogue.

An

important

system.

This

feature
is an

of all Ikonta
exclusive

cameras

feature.

By

is the
setting

Zeiss
the

red

dot

shutter

to

1125th second, the diaphragm pointer to the red dot, and the focus¬
sing of the lens to its red dot, no further calculations as regards
exposure

or

distance

are

bright light. This system
the inexperienced amateur

ZEISS
TESSAR

F/4.5.

necessary

for

outdoor

snapshots

in

is not only convenient, but ensures
perfect pictures every time.

IKON

a
to

LTD.

11, Mortimer House, Mortimer Street, London, W.1
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Siemens Cine Camera
FOR
CAN

lEmm.

BE LOADED

PICTURE/

IN DAYLIGHT

IN UNDER

5 SECONDS

Think of the convenience of being able to change the partly exposed Alms in daylight
without waste. The ingenious Siemens cassettes — obtainable from any dealer—
make this possible.
This is only one of a host of special features which will more than satisfy the amateur
movie maker.
The Siemens makes films that rival professional production in clarity
and brilliance.
Siemens Cin6 Cameras are marvels of motion camera craft.
entirely without obligation, or we will send literature.
SIEMENS 6 HALSKE A G
BEI^LIN - SlEMENSSTAOT

MODEL

MODEL “ B ” has Bnsch-Glaukar anasti?rmatf '2.8 lens.
Aperture automatically controlled. Speed 8. 16 and
64 pictures per second. Direct and redecting view*
finder. SelNportrait control. Footage indicator.
Price £30 0 0

Monufoclurere

Model

“A.”

1 speed only

GENEROUS

.

£20

0

our New

0

Bond

119. NEW

BOND
ST.,

The Reasons W^hy

them,

with sliding frame

Street shop.

EASY

The Amateur
BERKELEY

Camera

PAYMENTS.

camera.

Heaton

And

examine

Simply add 5 per cent to the cash price and di vide into
9 equal monthly payments. First payment secures
your

o

the new Siemens

PART-EXCHANGE.

Wallace

can

to take three lenses — any of which may be brought into
use at a touch — to be placed on the market in the near
future. Advance models will shortly be on view at

We will accept your old still or cine camera in part
exchange for a new Siemens 16-mm. Camera, and make
you the very best allowance.

at 47,

“C,”

You

Ltd.

Cine People

XT,. LONDON.

W.l

Phones:

Mayfair

W.l
0924-5-6-7

There is time before your holidays
to prove how simple and certain
developing is by the Azol method.

z

o

z .

FILM

Send

for a free copy

are still the Best
.

S

develop
Sufficient

to

of our

on the market.

FIRST

30

LESSON

to 4-0 spools

on
BECAUSE they are manufactured under the supervision
of technical experts to suit the climatic conditions.

Home

1

BECAUSE they have stood the test of years with amateurs
and professionals.,

bo

t
compactt

le

Orthochromatic,
Obtainable

18

Isochrom

of all Chemists

PLEASE

MENTION

and

"THE

and

Joh

,A

Superpan.

Photographic

AMATEUR

own Developing.”

Complete with Develop¬
ment Tables.

O

&

JOHNSON
L

nso

Dealers.

to do your

Z

in Roll Films or

n’s

Send qd. in stamps for a
trial i-oz. bottle of AZOL.

“ How

BECAUSE they have always been neat and
in
their metal container, light-tight and dustproof ; films ,
lying absolutely flat in the camera ; one or more films
easily extracted.
BECAUSE the AGFA quality, whether
Film Packs, never varies.

Photography,

SONS

Manufacturing Chemists, LTD.
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s

third negative had been made through a light yellow filter.
Having made prints from the three negatives, he was
puzzled to find that he “ couldn’t tell t’other from which.”
I have already explained that " correct ” exposure can,
as a rule, be considerably increased before it affects the
tone values in a print. As to the filter there was nothing
in the subject for it to ” improve.” I think that many
beginners feel that they are handicapped because they
cannot use panchromatic plates with a whole battery of
filters. Perhaps 1 ought to whisper when I advise them
not to worry too much.
There were plenty of good photographs taken in the
days when there were not even mildly ortho plates, and
colour filters had not been thought of. A well-known art
critic recently drew attention to the obvious fact that an
exhibitor was taking full advantage of modern rapid
colour-sensitive emulsions ; but that exhibitor had actually
raked out some negatives made nearly thirty years ago.
I do not want for a moment to suggest that appropriate
colour values are not at times of the utmost importance ;
but I do certainly suggest that a properly exposed and
developed negative on ordinary or orthochromatic material,
without any filter, will give a good result in a vast number
of cases.

For example, the sun and the palanquin appear faintly in
the ortho version, because there was a certain amount of
yellow in the red ; but the}' are much brighter in the pan.
version, because the plate is sensitiv'e to reds. There are
other obvious differences, in this case all in favour of the

Such a subject as the tea canister is another matter.
I spotted it as an awkward one, as the background is a
dark chocolate brown, and the decoration is in gold, red,
black and white. 1 hastily exposed two plates, one an
orthochromatic and the other an ancient panchromatic
which must have lost a good deal of its special properties.
No filter was used.

So plate.
there are cases in which
pan.

colour values

A glance will show that even under rather slipshod
conditions the difference in plates has affected the results.

In the Interests of Cleanliness

UNLESS photographic chemicals

are kept in their proper places
during storage and use, troubles
may ensue. Chemically-stained fittings
of the dark-room and apparatus are
potential dangers to the material
coming into contact with them.
Many quite simple things can be
done to lessen, if not to prevent, the
danger.
All apparatus can either be dusted
or washed, according to its nature,
frequently. The dark-room itself and
the camera-bag should not be for¬
gotten, for ordinary dirt and dust are
but chemical matter out of proper
place in a dark-room, camera or bag.
The cleanliness of the bench can
be preserved by standing dishes con¬
taining solutions on sheets of news¬
paper, and destroying the paper after
use.
If a dish is small it is well to put it in
a larger one, if such a dish is available,
to serve as a tray to catch accidental
splashes or overflow of solution. Should

the inner dish be wet on the edges, only
the outer one need be handled for
rocking.

This

aids

The

A.P.”

by Mr.

Cyril Howe

the

at Fortt’s

dated

April

easy to prevent much
reaching the bench, by
bottles of solution and

receive

J. LINLEY.

measures required for operations, in a
dish or tray, preferably light in colour,
ready for use, and replacing them
afterwards. This habit also ensures
that the vessels will be in a known
place, and visible in a dim light
because of reflected light from the
dish.
It is not wise to allow solution to
fall upon the floor, if it can be avoided,
since paper or prints may accidentally
fall there afterwards and be soiled.
Therefore

plates, films, prints

and

pieces of apparatus wet with solution
should not be carried about the room,
except in or over a vessel suitable to
retain drops of liquid which may fall
from them.
The extra time and trouble re¬
quired for these precautions will be
well spent. With such care the usual
operations of photography can be
carried out in a room normally used
for domestic purposes, without soiling
the fittings and furniture with chemical
stains.

At this exhibition home talkie apparatus, cameras, and repre¬
sentative apparatus and material by various firms will be
displayed, and there will also be an exhibition of photographs.
Members of the Convention andmthers who are in Bath during

at their Headquarters in the Grand Pump Room.
An ad¬
ditional attraction is an exhibition of modern photographic
organised

keeping

The chemist’s method of measuring
out solutions should be practised, as
it involves the least possible soiling of
the outsides of bottles, or of the fingers.
The method was described in the

The P.C.U.K. — In connection with the Photographic Con¬
vention which opened at Bath on Monday of this week, an
exhibition of work by members of the Convention is being held

apparatus

in

photographer’s fingers free from chemi¬
cals. If the fingers have been placed
in any solution, it is best to rinse them
in water before allowing them to
touch any different solution, or a plate,
film or print.
Shelves may be contaminated by the
placing of bottles stained at the bottom
upon them. Hence bottles should be
washed, or wiped with a damp cloth,
before they are put away on shelves,
in order to keep both bottles and
shelves clean.

number of “
15th, 1931It is also
solution from
standing all

must

special attention, and a good deal of technical skill and
knowledge may be necessary to deal with them successfully.
But that is no reason why the user of a roll-film camera
should lie awake at nights worrying over his tone values.
Let him carry on.
W. L. F. W.

the present

Restaurant.

week

should

make

a point of visiting these

interest¬

ing shows.
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.

Mr. J. H.
CLARK.

From information communicated
"

/tV

method

of aiding

myself

in the

of pictures is to take
making
y I full
advantage of The Amateur

Photographer criticisms and competitions,
work with a good photographic society,
and take plenty of photographs. It is
practice that counts, and the more one
has the sooner will one succeed. Special
plates, cameras, formulae, etc., are not
necessary to the aspirant to pictorial
work, but plenty of practice is necessary.
As one advances, the work becomes more
and more a glorious pleasure.
■' One of my chief aims, whether in
town or country, is to take advantage of
every opportunity when clouds are in
the sky. If they are absent I seek for
a subject which has no sky, such as a
piece of architecture. I work with
sunshine and shadow. If there is no
sunshine

1 go out

and

make

some

nega¬

to our Special Representative.

tives on any common, suitable for record
work, and particularly for slides.
“ After enjoying experiments with
platinum, carbon, carbro, bromoil, oleobrome, etc., I find that for clean, quick,
rich and easy-to-repeat results, bromide
wants a lot of beating ; so now I am
sticking to that exclusively.
" For plates I find Ilford soft-grada¬
tion pans., backed, and used with Alpha
or Gamma
filter, all I desire. I am
old-fashioned enough to prefer, and
enjoy, developing my plates in a dish,
one at a time, with plenty of safe light.
I develop with pyro, at half strength,
keeping the dish in shadow, and judging
the time of development by the white
edge of the negative (caused by the
rebate of the slide) compared with the
lightest parts of the negative, that is,
the shadows. When
the latter are a

few

tones

darker

than

the

rebate

1

know that the negative is about right
for me. I airti at a thin negative with
plenty
of detail.
1 want
my negatives to enlarge up
15X12 or 20x16, with little or no

to

dodging or shading. That means that I
obtain a negative which will print clouds
and landscape with the same exposure ;
if any
to be

dodging is necessary I prefer it
the holding back of the cloud

- " The bromide paper I favour is
portions.
Kodak Royal, cream, medium ; and I
seldom use a more or less contrasty
grade. I have not yet succeeded in
using more than one negative for a
picture ; the most I have done is to
secure two pictures from one negative.
That is why 1 want my negative to be
as perfect as possible.
" The bromidn print I develop with
amidol, again at half strength, using a
test strip which I develop for three
minutes. I thus gain the information
I require as to the exposure necessary
for a certain quality. No matter how
wrong the picture may look in the
yellow light, I give the final print three
minutes in the developer. It is usually
just right in the ordinary light.
When
dry, I put the print with
others until I am ready to oil it. The
medium consists of the usual one part
each of varnish, linseed oil and turpen¬
tine. This I rub on and rub off again.
Then, if necessary, I immediately start
blending in some Payne’s grey (oil
colour) to any parts that are too light,
rubbing it on with a piece of cloth and
gradually blending it with the image.
Small spots I stipple out with a fine
pencil before the oil is dry. One’s fingers
must not touch the print while doing
this work.
" The print of ‘ Bodiam ’ is from one of
many negatives taken on one of the
car excursions organised last year by
my
society — the
similar print was

South
shown

London.
A
at the R.P.S.

exhibition last year. ' Subway Pattern ’
was the result of an argument on the
exposure necessary for this subject, and
again was taken on a club excursion.
My

usual

camera

reflex, generally
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used

is
on

a

quarter-plate
a tripod.”
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BODIAM
By

CASTLE.

J. H. Clark.

(See article, “ How I make my Exhibition Pictures,
on the opposite page.)
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CHELSEA

PENSIONERS.

By

(Prom the Advanced Workers’ Competition.)

F. J. Jones.
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■■ Unilever

House

By

ami

June

City of London

F. Pigot.

School."

2. — * Les Chinieres de Notre Dame,
Bv Miss E. M. Scott.

T4, TQ33

Paris"
3, — C.
“ EventiJe'."
Jiy
Stephenson.

4. — “ Peaceful

Noru'ay."

By A. Drysdale.

5. — “ Porchester

By

Castle."

E. E. //. Day.
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PICTURES oftKe WEEK
0
' 1
^ on the Beginners’ prints reproduced on
C^ome
^nticai
Comments
oppo^site page.

The choice of subject in this

week’s collection of pictures is
wide and varied, though in not
a single instance do figures intrude
themselves upon the attention. It
rather goes to show that quite good
work is possible without them, and
the point that a badly-posed or in¬
congruous figure may spoil a picture
that would otherwise be pleasing is
emphasised by the omission.
Subjects

without

Figures.

It is quite true that suitable figures,
properly introduced, do often prove
the making of a subject, and that the
addition of human interest is a factor
that is not to be despised, but so
frequently do the figures that are
included provide a ground for adverse
criticism that it is wiser far to omit
them altogether than risk a failure
by their inclusion.
In none of the examples reproduced
on the opposite page does there seem
to be any lack that the presence of
figures could remedy. Npr does it
appear that such an addition would
involve any appreciation of the pic¬
torial content, and, in most cases, it
would scarcely prove a practical
possibility.
With No. 2, “ Les Chinieres de
Notre Dame,” by Miss E. M. Scott,
it is pretty obvious that the presence
of a figure would, demand so much
explanation that it would be artisti¬
cally impossible, whereas, as the
picture stands, it has a quaint — if
somewhat eccentric — appeal that' is
quite intriguing.
Its arrangement, however, might
be improved if it could be so altered
to enable a little more space to be
provided in front of the gargoyle on
the left and a little less of the upright
. wall on the right to be shown. It
would be better, too, if it had hap¬
pened that the same gargoyle came
against a portion of the sky that was
lighter than the rest, instead of, as
at present, against an area of rather
subdued tone.
Weather

Conditions,

Judging from the formation of the
clouds in the sky, it would only be a
matter of waiting a little for such an
.arrangement to present itself. The

clouds would be changing their posi¬
tions with a fair degree of rapidity,
and, with a modicum of patience, the
time of exposure could have been
deferred until such a state of affairs
arrived.
The light behind

would

have greatly

emphasised the interest in the gar¬
goyle, and, concurrently, have en¬
hanced the attraction of the picture.
The value of an arrangement of light
and shade of this nature is shown in
No. 3, “Eventide,” by C. Stephenson,
where the importance of the boat in
the centre is markedly stressed by
the sunlit sea behind it. The position
of the boat in question is rather ill
advised, and would be strengthened
if it were more to the left, and the
overturned craft in the foreground is
a feature that would better have been
left out.
Its size and scale force it upon the
attention too much, and it attracts
some that should be devoted to its
more important neighbour in the
rear. The probability is that it
could have been avoided altogether
by a very slight change of viewpoint,
and it is a pity that the point was not
foreseen and countered beforehand.
Impelling

the

Attention.

In No. 4, " Peaceful Norway,” by
A. Drysdale, the composition is much
more suitably handled. Here, the
group of boats form the centre of
interest, and the strongest light and
dark are included within their outline.
This contrast of tone so concentrates
the interest that it impels the attention
to that spot and holds it. Besides
this, the placing of the boats is much
stronger, and, if it were not for the
touch of light tone at the edge, which
is caused by the presence of the
wooden buildings, the arrangement
could be
factory.

regarded

as

highly

satis¬

To remove the patch of light by
trimming is an expedient that is
scarcely available, for it would mean
that the placing of the vessels would
be impaired, but, if the whole tone of
the end of the building were subdued
by local overprinting or retouching,
the subject would gain immensely.
Another device that is very useful
in retaining the attention within the

picture is the introduction of a sort
of framing effect that is suggested by
the inclusion of an archway, instances
of which occur in Nos. i and 5, " Uni¬
lever House,” by F. Pigot, and
" Porchester Castle,” by E. E. H. Day.
The

Arch

as

a Frame.

The suggestion, however, falls short
of its full effect in both cases. In the
former, it is considerably minimised
by the narrowness of the framing
margin ; though, in view of its dark
tone, it would be inclined to be too
aggressive were it any wider, and, in
the latter, the cutting off at the top
spoils the sequence of the curve.
Still, the subject proper is empha¬
sised to a not inconsiderable extent,
and, if it can be imagined what the
prints would look like if the archways
were all that could be desired, some
idea of the value of the device will
be obtained.
In No. I, there should not only be
a greater amount of the arch itself
included, but the exposure should be
so calculated that, instead of being
shown as a solid mass of unrelieved
black, the roof and piers of the arch
should exhibit some, at least, of the
modulations of tone that would be
visible to the eye. If the subject
itself were critically examined, it is
very likely that it would be found that
the values of the tones of the archway
might be somewhat lighter in key
than those of the nearer barge. Some
of these differences should be shown
in the print, and, to enable this to be
done, it is essential both that the
exposure shall be adequate and that
development of the negative shall not
be prolonged.
“ Porchester Castle ” shows an ob¬
viously better rendering of the darker
tones, the tonal differences between
the light and darker stones being
perfectly displayed.
The importance of considerably
increasing the exposure in view of the
proximity of heavy shadows has
evidently been appreciated and al¬
lowed for; while, as a guide to what
is needful, reference should be made
to the exposure tables published
monthly in this journal, or to one of
the many forms of exposure meters
available.

“ Mentor.”
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Victoria! Analysis
Every

week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.

‘^POSTER

From the implication of the title,

it may be assumed that the
intention of this picture is to
present its subject content in such a
way that it could be used effectively
as a poster or displayed advertisement.
From the commercial point of view,
the work could only be successful in
this direction if it induced people to
dwell upon the idea of travel, more
particularly in that line of steamers of
which the vessel shown is one.
Art

and

DESIGN,”

hy Hannah Hartley.

margin on the left, but there is still
sufficient to avoid any feeling of
restriction ; and there is a further
advantage, besides, in that, by the
removal of that mass of dark, not
only would the general tone of the
picture be .improved, but it would
also convey a better suggestion of
stability.
It is mainly a question of key.
Practically all the remainder of the

Commerce.

of the figure is quite sufficient to throw
the sunlight into relief, helped as it is
by the more subtle nuances of shadow
on the hull, and its mellowness be¬
comes delightfully in evidence.
With the removal of the building,
the construction becomes simple and
effective. The lines of the' vessel,
being shown three-quarter bow on,
form suave and beautiful curves and
are shown to advantage. The interest,
naturally, centres in the figure
(i) as the chief item, and, in
view of his proximity to the

Apart from the fact that
it might be considered that
the idea would be better

patch of sunshine, its value
is highly appreciated and
rendered significant.

conveyed if the \’es.sel were
included in a setting more
characteristic of the places
she would visit in the course

The effect, too, is enhanced

Mellow

by the comparative depth of
tone in the sky, which,
while retaining the necessary

of her voyages, instead of, as
here, in the somewhat home¬
ly and prosaic surroundings
of dockland, it must be
admitted that the picture
carries out its intention

suggestion of luminosity, has
yet sufficient value to permit
the lighter tones of the masts
and upper structure in sun¬
light to glow against it.
It is largely because of
the harmony of tone between
sky and vessel and foreground

extraordinarily well.
Even as it stands,- it does
invite us to think over the
suggestion of
and perhaps
the left-hand
so insistent,

a sea voyage,
if the wall on
side were not
and its place

that the suggestion of mel¬
lowness arises. Sunshine is
rendered in all its softness,
and the picture is free from
that suggestion of glare and
harshness that comes with

were taken by a light-toned
suggestion of distance such
as appears on the right, it
might be that the commercial
mind would view it as suffi¬
ciently satisfying. The wall
in question seems to invite
something of the feeling of
haste and discomfort with
which a voyage usually commences.
It suggests the scurry from the train,
the rush through the passport offices,
and the hurry along the quayside
to scramble up the gangway to the
boat’s deck.
Pictorially, too, it has the effect of
making that side of the picture appear
over-weighted, and, while it would be
advisable, if possible, to include just
a shade more on the right, it would
be as well to remove the building
altogether, whether the suggested
addition be possible or not.
A

The
22

Question

of Key.

trim does not leave very much

Sunshine.

too vigorous a presentment.
Technically, the work is
excellent, and it is partly on
this account that the success
with which the sunlight is
print is in a light tone, and, as the
interest should centre in the sunlit
portion of the hull of the vessel, that
dark, at the very edge' of the print,
pulls away the attention from the
more important light. By pulling
away, it distracts the attention and
creates a feeling of disharmony as
well as a sense of division of interest.
Its weakness of position and strength
of tone strike an incongruous note,
and in such circumstances, there is no
alternative but to recommend its
entire removal.
Thereupon, the whole work falls
into harmony and its delicacy of key
becomes very attractive.. The dark

conveyed is attributable. The
picture is most attractive, but, if
a further suggestion may be made,
it could be wished that the figure
instead of being so dressed that his
presence seems to require explanation,
should have been a sailor or someone
more appropriate in such a setting.
The point may be of somewhat
minor importance, but it is one that
has a certain significance, and should
be borne in mind if and when a
similar subject presents itself in future.
Of course it is legitimate to suppose
that the photograph may be used as
a basis for a poster, and that necessary
modifications could be made.
“ Mentor.”
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Birthday H onours

IN the list of Honours issued in connection with His

For many years he acted as Chairman of the Coventry
^nd Warwickshire Hospital, and took an active part in
the administration thereof. He is an Officer of the

Majesty’s Birthday is a Peerage conferred upon Sir
Edward Iliffe, C.B.E., the Chairman of Iliffe & Sons
Limited, proprietors of this journal. Sir Edward is
past- President of the Association of British Chambers of
Commerce. He represented the Tamworth Division of
Warwickshire in the Conservative interests from 1923
to the end of 1929, when he resigned. During the war
he was appointed Deputy Controller, and afterwards
Controller, of the Machine Tool Department of the
Ministry of Munitions, remaining until the middle of
1919 in order to supervise the liquidation of contracts.

Legion of Honour, and a Justice of the Peace for Warwick¬
shire. Sir Edward’s main business interests are in
connection with publishing and insurance. He is
proprietor of the local evening paper at Coventry, and
is associated with Lord Camrose and Sir J. Corner
Berry in many newspaper enterprises. He is Chairman
of the Guildhall Insurance Company, Limited, and a
Director of the London Assurance Co.

b

etters to the Editor
SMALL

PORTRAIT

way

is the Leica

more

complicated

than

any

In the opening

other

intelligence it demands is the ability on the part of the photo¬
grapher to decide whether the victim in the field of view has
one nose or two, so perhaps the ability to count up to two
is desirable here, a point I freely allow to Mr. Grant.
into the

studio

and

pit it against

have a simple tripod with a ball head if the light is bad. Other¬
wise you use the little camera with about as much effort as a
pair of opera glasses. You do not have to be constantly
racking bellows in and out as if you were trying to blow up a

its ever-readiness, its " quickness on the draw ” in Western
parlance. It gets its man with the surety of an automatic.
I am in hearty agreement with Mr. Grant’s credo, "the portrait
which depicts character and a character.” Our only difference
of opinion is in my pinning my faith in a modern weapon to get
it in place of Brown Bess, which may have been excellent at
Waterloo, but seems to me not very useful now. Thanking
etc.,

ALFRED

Mr. Linley

refers to " that

illusion

Why ? Because as I have said before, " the artist has to
know so well what he wants. So well!" When he knows well
enough he can avoid, and not before can he avoid fashioning
his ideas and motives to accommodate
Yours, etc.,

refractory fire ; changing plate-holders ; diving in and out of
the dark-room for plates ; unsticking refractory slides ; dis¬
entangling yourself from focussing cloths or making frantic
appeals to your victims to hold the pose while you perform the
hundred and one other gymnastics indulged in by the average
professional with his hundredweight of plant.
Mr. Grant refers to the great painters of the past. I cannot
imagine anything farther from their work than professional
" pretty-pretty ” faking, so in the immortal words of Whistler,
" why mention Velasquez ? ”
Rembrandt, Franz Hals, Reynolds — all masters of effective
lighting, yes, but had they been photographers they would
have either thought out their pictures before taking them, or
watched for the psychological moment, and not trusted to
luck and the retouching desk after. The beauty of the Leica is

paragraph

whole picture. Take away this or that, and not only has the
balance been upset but something vital has been removed.
The greater the master the more is the balance upset ; the
more vital that which has been removed.

the pro¬

fessional’s outfit. In place of the cumbersome studio stand,
with its collection of worms and wheels and rods and racks you

you. — Yours,

for

my outlook upon it.
A foreground which is a foreground merely because it is in
the foreground is no foreground to a professed composition.
If we really understand why, it is as unnecessary to make
distinctions between Eastern and Western art as it is to dis¬
tinguish between those pictures which have a foreground and
those which have not. At the same time we have the explan¬
ation for any point concerning bad composition.
The centre of interest should be the centre of interest of the

two, three . . . The focussing gadget shows the image full
size, right way up and right way round, and about all the

Leica

responsible

of his correspondents.

of
depth,
ideas
of pictorial
demands.''’ The
italics
are which
mine. Western
1 am not
happy
with anyartconsiderations
of
art which so distinguish. Again, the writer is not mistaken
when he tells us that a good foreground is a valuable asset to
an outdoor picture. Once more the italics are my own. As
before, I am not happy with a reference to art which narrows

been made. In the words of the maker’s slogan, " double
exposures are impossible.” The pictures count themselves,
so there is no need to know how to read, or even count one,

the

is not

Sir, — I would remark upon Mr. J. Linley’s article in " The
A.P. and C.” for May 31st. I trust that Mr. Linley will not
mistake the spirit in which I write.

camera from the user’s point of view ? It takes a few moments
to load for four to forty shots, and all the attention the film
demands afterwards is the mere turning of the knob to wind.
The shutter looks after itself, and with rare delicacy refuses
to intrude upon the privacy of an exposure that has already

Take

Editor

FOREGROUNDS.

NEGATIVES.

Sir, — I read with interest the letter by Mr. C. S. Grant
on small portrait negatives, and should like to reply as follows :
If Mr. C. S. Grant is unable to follow my letter I cannot make
out his.
In what

The

the opinions

COLOUR

PLATES

AND

his subject matter. —
C. S. GRANT.

SINGLE

SLIDES.

Sir, — In your " Readers’ Questions Answered ” page of your
current issue you inform “A. R.L. (Bewdley) ” that it is not
possible to use colour plates with a taking screen satisfactorily
in a camera using single metal slides only. It may be of interest
to your correspondent and others to know that for nearly two
years I have practised the Finlay Colour Process, using only
the ordinary single metal slides supplied with my “ Cameo ”
camera. All that is necessary is to use panchromatic plates
on extra thin glass instead of ordinary glass. These are supplied
at a slightly increased price.
A ground glass made from a cleaned-off extra thin plate
(i.e., the same thickness as the taking screens) placed in the
holder with the ground side away from the lens gives perfect
register, but personally I prefer to use the ordinary focussing
screen the right way round and rack back the lens i mm. after
focussing. This also gives perfect register and leaves the
screen in the correct position for focussing monochrome subjects
and

BOCH.

563

making

separation

negatives. — Yours, etc.,
GEORGE
C. CATO,

M.A,
23
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A New Portrait Lamp.
A new lamp for home portraiture and other kinds of
indoor photography, which is likely to prove a valuable
asset to the amateur photographer, is the “ Matelux ”
lamp. It is just making its appearance in the large photo¬
graphic shops and the big West End stores.
This is a really handy accessory, as the lamp and its
8^-in. reflector (and handle) all told weigh only 13I oz.
It is just plugged in to your ordinary electric light plug,
and the lamp will then do its work either standing on a table,
hanging from a wall, or in your hand, whichever you choose.
The 300-watt super-charged
lamp gives a glorious flood of
light on to an object, and the
importers of the lamp (Messrs.
Modern Traders. Ltd., 6, Con¬
duit Street, W.i) assure me
that that light is equivalent to
12,000 candle-power.
Snapshots in the home are
possible with this lamp if
modern high-speed pan. and
ortho plates and films are used.
With each lamp is supplied a
chart for exposures with the

The

Lens

A new

Bonnet.

form of lens-hood which

amateurs

especially those who use lenses of large aperture,
placed at their service by Messrs. C. E. Willis,
Bradshawgate, Bolton). It has the additional
being cheap, as it costs only 2s. for sizes up to
meter and 2s. 6d. in larger sizes.
In shape it rather resembles the bonnet of a
Army lass — and that is a pattern which will fulfil
of most photographers, even
those who seek pictures of
almost dead-against-the-light
subjects. The downward
light from the sky is kept off
your lens sufficiently to suit
most subjects, and in tests
with a reflex I found that it

will like,
has been
Ltd. (87,
merit of
in. dia¬

Salvation
the needs

gave adequate protection from
side light over a wide series
of pictures, many of them
with the shadow pointing
obliquely towards

the camera.

If you are shooting “ deadinto-the-sun,” so that the
shadows run right straight towards

your

lens, you

may

“ Matelux ” lamp when ortho plates of 800 H. & D. speed
are used, from which one finds, for example, that the

perhaps
of hood

exposure on the baby in the bath-tub, with the lamp six
feet from the baby, can be as short as i /30th sec. at f/3.5, or
I /20th sec. at f/4.5, or about half a second with a Brownie
(if you use the new Kodak super pan. roll film in the
Brownie). Super-speed pan. plates and films are indicated
as requiring half the exposure these super-speed ortho
plates require.
About eight feet of flexible cable go with each lamp,
which is obtainable in all voltages to suit any public
supply. Voltage should be stated when ordering or buying.
The reflector is bowl-shaped, and throws the light well
forward. It is of aluminium, with cellulose finish, and

99 per cent of the exposures of 99 per cent of the photo¬
graphers who use f/4.5 lenses and i/6 lenses. It is adjust¬
able, with a firm spring clip to hold it tight on an ordinary
lens mount.

the handle, which

has a press-button

control, is of bakelite.

The lamp has an effective life of 100 hours’ light. This
means that it should be good for thousands of exposures ;
but it also has this advantage, that if you do give it a knock
and " kill ” it prematurely, your new lamp globe costs you
no more than 12s. 6d. — a very different figure from the
price we have to pay when we " burst ” our 300-watt
cine-projector lamps.
I have talked of home portraiture at night, but this lamp
is useful also for lighting dark comers in daylight work,
in table-top photography and in amateur cinematography.
Altogether a neat and useful aid to photography, and
certainly not dear at two guineas — a price which includes
the lamp, reflector, bakelite handle and small adjustable
stand for table use. For 7s. 6d. more you may have an
imitation crocodile attache case, fitted to take the lamp and
all its parts so that its usefulness need not be confined to
your own home.

like a longer hood— but you don’t get that kind
for 2s. 6d. This is quite serviceable enough for

For example, the larger size of hood will fit (and grip
tight) a lens mount if in. in diameter or larger, up to 2 in.
in diameter, and the finger grip on all sizes makes it easy
to slip on and remove.
As a photographer who believes that every f/4.5 lens
needs a lens hood, and that every good lens deserves one,
I welcome this inexpensive little help to successful photo¬
graphy. For my part, I would no more think of making
an exposure at f/4.5 without a lens- hood than I would
without a lens.
Better Projection.
Kodak have not allowed

the remarkable

success

of the

new Cine-Kodak “ Eight ” to overshadow the progressive
needs of the 1 6-ram. cine worker.
The simple little 18-guinea Cin6-Kodak Model C, with
its loo-watt lamp, has been exceedingly popular with many
cine-photographers, and some of them, having now become
more adept at their new hobby, feel that they would like
to show a larger
stand it — -at, say,
original 15 or 18
For ten guineas

picture — now they get films which will
25 ft. from the screen, rather than their
ft.
Kodak are now converting these Model C

projectors into ‘‘ super projectors,” with a 300-watt lamp.
This gives 60 per cent more light on the screen. The
projector has to be sent to Kodak’s
made.

for the change

to be
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Cinematography
Slow, Fast and “Crazy”

Motion

By SIGURD MOIR.

Apart from its normal motion, the mechanism
of a good camera is capable of being adjusted to run at higher
and lower speeds, whilst a semblance
of greater speed can afso be imparted to certain movements
merely by manipulating any camera
working at the usual rate. No one can doubt the value of these
devices

;

but

unless

used

with

CAMERA multi-speeds are pro¬

vided not merely to make the
instrument appear more impos¬
ing ; they are costly introductions,
and are put in expressly to cope with
certain contingencies that only oc¬
casionally arise. So seldom, indeed,
are they required that many workers
into who.se hands the equipment has
fallen have never in practice used more
than the normal speed.
Perhaps this is all to the good, for
the abnormal speeds nearly always
create a bizarre atmosphere. On the
other hand, it majr be that amateurs
arc neglecting to avail themselves of
a device that most conveniently
falls to their finger-tips.
The only remedy is to consider the
jmssibilities of these “ extra ” move¬
ments and to miss no opportunity of
using them when they appear to
afford a more effective treatment.
Slow

Motion.

From the point of view of the
skilful director, the greatest value of
slow motion lies in its use as a mode
of expression. It can impart great
significance to a meagre shot that
would >pass almost without attracting
notice if filmed by normal motion.
Take, for example, that effective
close-up of the hammer and gloves
thrown down upon the coffin in
Fall of the House of Usher.” The
shot is one of the most expressive in
the whole of this outstanding amateur
classic, and solely because it was filmed
in slow motion.
However, opportunities for the
directional exploitation of this device
are not frequently encountered, for
by far the most useful employment of
slow motion has been seen in educa¬
tional and instructive films. Thus
frequenters of the professional cinemas
may be familiar with th’ beautiful
” shorts ” of British Instructional
Films, which, although not considered
good entertainment by the exhibitors,
were voted truly artistic by the more
discriminating audiences.

discrimination,

they

may

spoil

rather

Then again, slow-motion films have
been found of tremendous value in
the (instructional) field of sport. No
better example of this utility can be
cited than the " Archie Compston ”
golf film in the Kodak service, for this
work alone has genuinely improved
the play of many followers of the
ancient and popular pastime. Other
instances of instruction gleaned and
faults corrected are to be found in
slow-motion analyses of football and
tennis, whilst sprinters as well as
cricketers claim to have found the
right action after similarly examining
their movements in leisured detail.
Nor are these

than

improve

the Victor camera)

one’s

output.

for regulating

the

driving tension — and here it is possible
to obtain an even slower speed, i.e., a
faster action tempo.
The nature of high-speed action is,
of course, odd, and even amusing to a
degree, but, so far as I know, fast
motion has little further utility beyond
that represented by its practical
application to the problem of exposures
in dull and interior settings.
Here it is obvious that when the
mechanism is working at half the nor¬
mal speed shutter action is slowed down
and the film is allowed to remain station¬
ary in the gate for twice the usual time.

examples of slowmotion work avail¬
able only to the
individual photo¬
graphed. Boxing is
boxing all the world
over, and if one
follower of the noble
art can make his
blows ([uicker and
more direct then
others can be simil¬
arly trained from the
same film. But this
corrective use of
slow motion is not
being employed to
its fullest extent, and
there is much scope
for further exploita¬
tion.
Fast

Motion.

Generally speak¬
ing, the extent to
which “ fast ” mo¬
tion is possible in
the majority of even
good
cameras
is re¬
stricted.
Usually,
the device is entirely
controlled by the
half-speed inter¬
mittent, although
provision is some¬
times made (as in
565

25
Filming aeroplanes in flight. Many opportunities for this work
ivill he available at the R.A .F. display at Hendon on June i^th .
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One result is to double the applied
exposure ; but it is indeed unfortunate
that the normal progress of action is
speeded up on the projected film and
made to look somewhat startUng.
To remedy this defect, acting per¬
sonnel can in dramatic work be warned
to move at approximately half the
usual speed ; but this may impose an
almost intolerable strain on certain
players, besides

which

characters

in

action filmed " from the life ” cannot
be similarly influenced.
If possible, and it is possible with
some instruments, the cut-out sector
of the shutter should be varied to give
much “ slower ” exposures than those
normally prevailing. The matter is
then remedied without affecting the
passage of the film through the gate,
and consequently without introducing
a false temporal rendering of the
action concerned.
Trick or “ crazy ” motion is brought
about by inverting the camera during

Advice

the filming and subsequently turning
the shot in assembly to bring the
images upright.
This device, since it makes use of

truck at the rear, the camera being
inverted and set to photograph scenery
through which the train had just then

the normal-speed mechanism of the
camera, may not at first be recognised
as a device for the speeding-up of
action tempo. But movements hke

(Those of my readers who were
passed. at the opening show of the
present
recent R.P.S. exhibition will readily
imagine how effective such a film
would appear when inverted and put
through the projector, although the
beautiful shot taken by Cecil Hepworth
and there shown was secured from a

the building-up of titles from a
heterogeneous collection of fonts and
letters, jumping backwards over chairs
and rolhng uphill, are performed in
the reproduction with impossible ce¬
lerity,^ and it must be acknowledged
that the device is closely related to
" fast ” motion.
In some cases, however, inverting
the camera is resorted to merely as a
matter of convenience, and not because
it is desired to infuse grace into a
slow and awkward movement. Thus
films which appear to have
taken from the front of a runaway
were probably

taken

from

to New

been
train

the guard’s

perilous perch in front of the locomotive
by unfaked methods.)
The device is, however, not one to
be used too frequently, for it is apt
to be suspected by alert critics. Not
only this, but the frequent exploitation
of any device may eventually destroy
the value of that device — although it
must not be forgotten that a note of
variety may be introduced by com¬
bining the inverted camera with either
slow or fast motion according to the
dictates of production technique.

Cine Clubs

By M. A. LOVELL-BURGESS.
‘TT
W

7E

would

be grateful to have

information

about

the

first

proceedings of a cine club,
and whether it is advisable to start on
a small film with a story, or to start
on a news reel or sports reel.”
I have had several inquiries recently,
including one from a lady Sunday
school superintendent at Oxford.
In the case of a school such as St.
Paul’s — where, I am told, there are
about six Pathe motocameras avail¬
able — I should advise beginning with
a story film, because I am sure that
the owners of those cind cameras have
already put in a good deal of practice
on such subjects as school sports.
On the other hand, those who have
only recently acquired a cin6 camera
should accustom themselves to hand¬
ling it, and to its working, mechanism,
and possibilities, before launching out
as it were, into deeper waters.
The simplest way to get a cin6
society going is to get one or two
supporters and then to hire a room
for the first few meetings. The next
step — if you

want

outside members —

is a small advertisement of the in¬
augural meeting in the local papers and
an invitation to the local Press to
come along.
The probable result — and I speak
from experience — is a disappointing
attendance, but there will be sufficient
people present for a meeting, and it is
the Press representatives who eventu¬
ally will be responsible for awakening
interest, sympathy and active support
for your club.
The inaugural meeting, at which
executives are temporarily appointed,
is followed by a general meeting and
then by a social evening. For the
latter, get one or two films, either from
the libraries or from estabhshed ama¬
teur cine clubs. And there are usually
among first members several who have
their own g-mm. or i6-mm. efforts to
contribute to the programme. Mem¬
bers are asked to bring friends for
this social evening, in the hope of
increased membership.
The newly-formed society will then
set about making its own sets and
properties. Carpentry, lighting

arrangements, scene painting and con¬
struction, costume making, are only a
few of the necessary activities. There
is a story to be written, suitable loca¬
tions to be found, social affairs to be
organised. Press publicity to be
arranged, and so on.
The principal charges to be met in
running an amateur cinematographic
society are rent, light, printing and
Two problems have to be faced by
postage.
every cine club from the outset.
These are concerned with the amount
of
the subscription and the advantages
ship.
and disadvantages

of an open member¬

There is no standard subscription
rate for clubs, but a society is more
hkely to flourish with a fairly small
subscription, and a large membership,
than vice versa. It is sometimes
advisable to have associate members
with curtailed privileges — as, for in¬
stance, non-acting members — with full
use of the studio and opportunities
to hear lectures, but no executive

powers.
The Pirie Macdonald award for portraiture is again announced
this year in connection with the annual exhibition of the
Royal Photographic Society. The award is twenty guineas
for the best portrait of a man. The conditions are that its
merits shall be assessed as to 75 per cent for characterisation
and 25 per cent for photographic technique. Each competitor
may send two prints, which must not have been exhibited
previously in London. The regulations of the Royal Photo¬
graphic Society’s annual exhibition regarding size and mounts
26

apply also to this competition. Prints entered for this com¬
petition may also be entered for the annual exhibition in the
pictorial section, and the usual entry form used for the purpose.
Prints must be delivered at the Society’s House, 35, Russell
Square, W.C.i, on or before Friday, August iith, 1933. The
judges will be Miss Dora Head, C. Pollard Crowther and Pirie
Macdonald. Entry forms are obtainable from the Royal
Photographic Society on application.
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QOME
^ NOTES
CHICAGO
Exhibition
on the

IT has been said that one world's

fair is very like another. This
remark cannot be applied to the
Century of Progress Exposition that

The

Hall of Science at night. Lighted
blue and red with neon tubes.

beauty. They
in architectural

in

are daring departures
form, utilising colours,

planes and surfaces in ways hardly
imagined before. The dramatic effect
of light and colouring on their windowless surfaces is new and astonishing.
The Hall of Science, the centre-piece
of the exhibition’s scheme, is avast and
impressive structure and is set on the
edge of a lagoon. The spacious interior
courtyard, picturesque terraces, ramps,
pylons, and a lofty tower from which
the notes of a carillon sound the
hours, make this building an
standing feature of the show.

out¬

The Hall of Science. The main entrance in the centre gives an
idea of the enormous size of the building. The tower contains a
carillon.

opened this month at Chicago
ever been done before.

; it is like nothing that has

In the first place, the idea behind

this exhibition is different,

and secondly, its presentation in giant buildings of extraordmaxy character creates an impression of ultra modernism
that will appear fantastic to many but will be inspiring
and refreshing to others.
The compactness of the Wembley Exhibition was orderly
in comparison with the apparently scattered plan of the
Chicago Show, which extends for over three miles along the
shores of Lake Michigan. This first impression, however, is
dispelled after more deliberate inspection.
Buildings of almost unbelievable originality challenge the
visitor’s attention, silhouetted against the background of
the sky and lake. These structures present a scene of vivid
567

The Travel and Transport Building — -a huge structure with
the roof suspended on the principle of the suspension bridge
by steel cables from steel towers.
27
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The Travel and Transport Buildin"
represents some novel innovations
in architectural design. The dome
adjoining the main building intro¬
duces the first important application
of the suspension bridge ])rinciple to
architecture. Its roof is hung from
■' sky hooks ” instead of being sup¬
ported fronr the ground up. The
dome is the height of a tweh'e-storey
building.
These are merely two of the dozens
of remarkable structures that literallv
stagger the \ isitor, who will have more
to occupv his attention than he can
possibh’

crowd

into a single visit.

The

Electrical

Building.

strate to an international

The giant pulpit

The

near

distinctive

the Hall

of Science.

character

of

the

century has suggested the name “ A
Century of Progress ” and has required
that the centralised idea of the exhibi¬
tion should

be to attempt

to demon¬

The

fifty-foot panels represent
energy from nature.

audience

the

man’s

struggle

to varest

its gates to the world. The photo¬
electric cell w^ls used to pick up the

nature and significance of scientific
di.scoveries, the methods of achieving
them and the changes which their
application has wrought in industry
and in living conditions.
It would almost seem as if this show

ray of Arcturus.
The photographic section of the
exhibition and the Salon organised by
the Chicago Camera Club, to which
reference has already been made in

were planned for teachers and students.
It is an exemplification of visual
education as teachers have dreamed of

these pages, are housed in the fine
building devoted to graphic arts.
Further reference to this important

it, and, above all, it is non-competitive.
Incidentally, it was characteristically
American and in keeping with the
spirit of the whole exhibition that
the impulse that set the machinery of
the Fair in motion

show of the world’s pictorial photo¬
graphy will be made in a later issue.
The e.xhibition remains open until
November ist.
F. J. M.

was the light of a
star.
Arcturus was
singled out as the
guiding star of the
Fair, due to its
historical signific¬
ance in the march
of events
in
Chicago’s progress.
Rays that left the
star forty years
ago, at the time the
World’s Columbian
Exposition opened,
have been travel¬
ling through space,
186,000 miles a
second, to reach
Chicago at the time
the “ A Century
Approach
28

to the Graphic Arts Building in which
photographic salon is housed.

the

of Progress Ex¬
position ” opened

The

north approach

to the Hall of Science..
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Societies will have their meetings
Wednesday,

The

announced

Week’s

Meetings

here if the syllabus is sent to us at the beginning

of the session

June

14th.
Saturday, June
Southampton C.C. Guildford.
’Borough Poly. P.S. “ Sources of Information.” F. G. Mackereth.
South Glasgow C.C. Aberfoyle.
Hucknall and D.P.S. Wingfield Manor.
Southport P.S. Rufford Old Hall.
Partick C.C. Winter Syllabus and S.P.F. Blue Book.
South Suburban and C.P.S. Guildford.
Southampton C.C. Netley Abbey. Meet at Abbey, 3 p.m.
South Essex C.C. Wanstead Park.
Stockport P.S. Prestbury.
Walthamstow and D.P.S. Guildford.
Woolwich P.S. Guildford.
Thursday, June 15th.
Kinning Park Co-op. C.C. “ Holiday Hints.”
Leicester and L.P.S. Meeting at the Midland Salon.
N. Middlesex P.S. “ Pictorial Design.” E. F. Finsham.
Rochdale P.S. “ Composition.” J. C. Wild.
Friday,

June

16th.

■Monday, June
Southampton C.C. Informal Meeting.
Staines P.S. Competition.
Walthamstow and D.P.S. Print Competition.

Saturday, June 17th.
Bath P.S. Bristol Zoological Gardens.
Beckenham P.S. Guildford.
Bradford P.S. Opening of Northern Exhibition at Cartwright Hall.
City of London and C.P.S. Guildford.
Greenock C.C. Roseneath via Kilcreggan.
Forest Hill and D.P.S. Guildford.
Hanley P.S. Ashley Heath. Meet at Newcastle Market Place, Bus 3 p.m.
Hackney P.S. Guildford.
Kinning Park Co-op. C.C. Lugton.
L.C.C. Staff C.C. Guildford.
Letchworth C.C. Ickleford.
Lincoln C.C. Lincoln Cathedral.
Luton and D.C.C. Ivinghoe. Bus, 1.25 p.m.
Morley
College P.S.
P.S. Guildford.
“ Art and the Camera.” W. L. Shand.
N. Middlesex

Tuesday,

Exhibitions

Wednesday,

on application to the Secretary
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,
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Lectures

for

20th.

June

21st.

and Competitions

Entry forms for the 78th Annual Exhibition of the Royal
Photographic Society are now issued and will be sent to any

at Dorse
t

June

Borough Poly. P.S. ” Still Life ” Evening.
Greenock C.C. Roseneath via Kilcreggan.
Leicester and L.P.S. Meeting at H.Q.
Leigh Lit. Society P.S. Worsley Dam.
Luton and D.C.C. Ivinghoe. Bus, 1.25 p.m.
Rochdale P.S. " Portraiture.” Mr. Stewart.
South Essex C.C. Outdoor Meeting ; Hollow Ponds, Leytonstone.

Notices of foylhcoming exhibitions and competitions will be included here every week if particulars
The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
Photographique Champenoise, 23, Rue de la Mission,
for Beginners, . Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
Troyes (Aub4), France.
Entries, June 30. Rules in the issue of May 24.
Scarborough A.P.C. Exhibition. Open Classes for
Chicago World’s Fair International Exhibition, 1933.
photographers living within twenty-five miles of
Scarborough, and for members of clubs affiliated to
— Open, June i-October 31. Enquiries to “ 1933
Y.P.U. — Entries due June 24 ; open, July 15-29.
Salon,” Chicago Camera Club, 137, North Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
Further particulars from Exhibition Secretary,
Midland Salon City Art Gallery, Leicester. — Open,
Herbert L. Kettle, 18, Ramshill Road, Scarborough.
May 27-June 24. Particulars from Hon. Secretaries,
Lucerne International Salon. — Entries due July 8 ;
W. Bailey and A. E. Tracey, Cank Street, Leicester.
open, July 22-August 20. Particulars from Secretary,
Northern Photographic Exhibition (Bradford). —
International Salon of Photography, Lucerne, Switzer¬
land.
Open, June 17-August 20. Entry forms from A.
Greenwood, Myrtle Dene, Harrogate Road, Bradford.
Polish International Salon (Cracow). — Entries,
Cardiff C.C. World’s Masters Salon. — Open, June
August I ; open, August 27-September 17. Further
<)-24. Entry forms and particulars from G. H. Palmer,
particulars from Fotoclub, Y.M.C.A., Cracow, Poland.
Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Y.M.C.A., Cardiff.
Irish Salon (Dublin). — Entries due September 30 ;
Troyes International Salon. — Open, June 15-25.
open, October 28-Noveraber 4. Particulars from
Secretary, Maurice Michel, President de I’Union

A.P.”

19th.

Hackney P.S. “ A Short Trip to Belgium.” A. Brooker.
Poplar P.S. Colouring Prints.
St. Bride P.S. “ The Use of Supplementary Lenses and Colour Filters.’

Partick C.C. Aberfoyle.
Scarborough A.P.C. Filey Brigg.
Singer C.C. Aberfoyle.

from the office of this paper
s

time to time

[contd.).

Sunday, June 18th.
Accrington C.C. Annual Picnic.
Borough Poly. P.S. Motor Coach Outing : Kent.
Leigh Lit. Society P.S. Brock.
N. Middlesex P.S. Whipsnade Zoo.
Small Heath P.S. Eckington for Bredon.
Todmorden P.S. Canal Towing Path to Hebden Bridge.

King’s Heath and D.P.S. Lecture by J. N. Cockin.
Poplar P.S. ‘‘ Portraiture.”

reader of " The

or from

17th

Societies. — Between

October

1933

and March 1934, inclusive, Mr. Geoffrey E. Peachey, Advertise¬
ment Manager of The Amateur Photographer, is prepared to
deliver to recognised photographic societies one of his lantern
lectures on Roman Britain. The two lectures at present
available are " The Roman Wall in England ” (Hadrian’s
Wall) and " Some Tales of Roman Britain.” Each lecture
is illustrated by about 80 photographic slides, and is entirely

are sent by the responsible organisers.
Salon Secretaries, Irish Salon of Photography, 18,
Morehampton Road, Dublin.
Rotherham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms
due October 2 ; prints, October 9 ; open, October
18-21.Exhibition
Further particulars
E. George
Alderman,’
Hon.
Secretary, from
Ruardean,
Newton
Street,
Rotherham.
Belgian Salon (Brussels). — Entries due August i ;
open, September 23-October i. Particulars from
.Association Beige de Photographie et de Cinematographie, 28, Rue de Locht, Brussels, Belgium.
South .African Salon (Johannesburg). — Entries due
August 2 ; open, August 28-September 2. Eritry
forms from Hon. Sec., South African Salon of Photo¬
graphy, P.O. Box 7024, Johannesburg, South Africa.
Johnson’s ” Holiday ” Competition. Cash prizes.
Closing date, October 31. Full particulars from
Johnson & Sons, Ltd., Hendon, N.W.^.

up-to-date. No fee is charged for the lectures, but travelling
expenses are payable. Applications, with a selection of dates,
should be addressed to Mr. Peachey, at Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.i. As only a strictly limited number of
engagements will be accepted, secretaries who desire one of
these lectures should make early application.
It should be noted that in no circumstances can the sliJes
and manuscript of either of these lectures be sent for delivery
by a reader, but an earlier version of Mr. Peachey’s lecture on
“The Roman Wall in England” is owned by the Photographic
Alliance, and may be booked in the usual manner.
*

New

*

Catalogue. — -Messrs.

R.

*

E. Hunter,

Ltd.,

have

just

issued a new 56-page catalogue which deals with the numerous
photographic cameras and accessories marketed by this wellknown house. It is excellently printed upon art paper and
profusely illustrated. Almost every accessory that the ama¬
teur photographer can possibly desire is listed. The catalogue
reminds one of those that delighted us in our youth, when they
were pored over and items earmarked for purchase as soon as
funds permitted. We have no doubt that this new issue will
bring similar feelings to the beginner of to-day. A copy will be
sent post free to any reader mentioning The Amateur Photo¬
grapher

who

applies

to R.

Gray’s Inn Road, London,

F. Hunter,

Ltd., Celfix

House,

W.C.i.

569
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‘Deader^

A_

Questions

ANSWERED

Ofni hat,. — All coinniimic.itions tor tlic Editor slioulcl be addressed : " ITie Editor. The Amateur TIintographei
oti'i Ciitemafoerapher. Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.i,” and in every case, without exception,
must eivc the name and address of the writer.
Contributions. — The Editor is glad to consider original, up-to-date manuscripts on photographic subjects.
All contributions must be typewritten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the p.aper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already .appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal rcsponsihilitv for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or enr elope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Fnouiries and Criticism. — .Advice, Criticism and Information are freely given, but the following conditions
shoulil be read carefully before applying, as any communication which does not comply with the rules must be
ignored.
' (1 ) See " General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be inaiile in any case
to this rule, except so f.ar as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned, (p) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in adiiition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as " How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to he dealt with in this section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked " Query ” or " Criticism,"
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. We endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection oi those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from tne current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Image

in Monochrome.

Is there any means of rendering the image on the
focussing screen of a reflex in monochrome ? I do
not want to use a filter on the lens or affect its
light-transmitting

property.
H. M. M. (Kensington.)

We know of no possible method by
which you can convert the image on
a focussing screen into monochrome.
If it is looked at through blue glass this
subdues the colours, hut, at the same
time, greatly reduces the luminosity.
Black

Background.

How can I get a black background on a picture
of a person taken from a group photograph ?
J. D. B. (Wellingborough.)

There are several ways of arriving at
the sort of thing you describe, but there
is not one of them that can be explained
adequately within the limits of a reply.
It may be a useful hint if we say that
you could make an enlargement of the
figure you want, paint the background
black, and re-photograph. This, of
course, requires con^derable technical
skill.

camera is largely a matter of personal
taste. With any one of the four an
experienced worker would turn out an
enormous variety of work, and no one
would be able to tell from the results
which sort of camera he had used. You
cannot compare a quarter-plate camera
of one type with a smaller camera of
another. If the two cameras are identical
except in size, the only advantage of the
quarter-plate is that it gives a larger
negative. On the other hand it w'ould
be larger, heavier and more expensive
to buy and to run.
Choice

of Meter.

Of the three meters named, which one would you
advise me to choose ?
D. H. E, (Crewe.)

There are no grounds on which we can
advise you to select one of the three
meters you name in preference to the
other two. We have ourselves used
them all. and if we had to be restricted
to one we should not mind in the least
which one it was.
Defective

Enlarging.
Having no experience of enlargers could you
recommend any particular make ? Does an
enlargement have to go through the same process
as prints ?
H. C. (Blyth.)

The best advice we can give you is to
get a handbook which will give you the
information you require. Such a one
is " Photographic Enlarging,” by K.
Child Bayley, obtainable from our
publishers, post free, price 3s. 3d.
Enlargements are practically always
made on bromide paper, which has to
be developed, fixed, and washed.
Types

of

Cameras.

Would you tell me the type of work for which
the following types of cameras are most suited :
reflex, press, ordinary roll-film and miniature ?
Has a quarter-plate camera an advantage over a
smaller one ?
W. .A. W. (Bromley.)

The
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use of any

particular

type

of

Negatives.

The enclosed films were professionally developed.
The sun was obscured at the time of exposure,
and the camera was a reflex. Can you..advise as
to the faults in the negatives ?
W. B. (Kingston.)

The defects on your negatives have
nothing whatever to do with the de¬
velopment, nor the fact that the sun
w'as obscured at the time of exposure.
The faults appear to be due to defects in
the camera itself, and we should advise
you to have it examined and overhauled
by the makers.
Toned

Prints.

I have been toning gaslight prints with sulphide.
May I expect these toned prints to last as long as
ordinary gaslight prints ?
D. E. (Rugby.)

It is definitely claimed that prints that
are sulphidp-toned have a longer life
than if they had remained in their
ordinary condition. This is, of course.

assuming that all the processes have
been carried out properly, and that the
prints are not exposed to any extra¬
keeping.
ordinary treatment or conditions of
Photographing

Silver.

I have been asked to photograph a silver cup, and
to cut down to the minimum the reflections.
How can this be accomplished ?
D. H. S. (Hastings.)

The best way of damping down the
reflections of a silver cup is to illuminate
it only by light passing through tissue
paper or some similar medium.
Copying.
What plates should be used for copying black-andwhite subjects, the paper sometimes yellowed by
age ? What exposure should be given with
magnesium ribbon ? Is M.Q. suitable for de¬
veloping ?
A. R. (Truro.)

Process plates or films are the best for
copying black-and-tvhite subjects, al¬
though they may have to be of the
orthochromatic brand if the paper is
yellowed. The exposure must be found
by experiment, taking care to burn the
ribbon at the same' distance from the
subject. M.Q. is quite suitable for
developing such negatives.
Development

Times.

I have been used to dish development with the
formula quoted herewith. How much of this
solution should I take to make 40 02. of dilute
solution for a tank, and how long would develop¬
ment take at 65 degrees ? G. V. C. (Halifax.)

We regret that we cannot give you
definite answers to jmur questions. To
begin with, we are surprised that you are
going to use a tank that requires 40 oz.
of solution. The more you dilute the
stock solutions the longer will be the
development time, and you must really
find out by experiment what that time
is to suit the particular films you are
going to use, and to produce the kind of
negatives you require. Even at the
same temperature, and with the same
.solution, development times vary very
considerably for different sensitive ma¬
terials. Probably your best plan will be
to make up a dilute solution, and then,
by dish development, find how long it
takes to develop, taking all the conditions
named into account.
Depth

of Focus.

In Mr. Child Bayley’s book on hand cameras he
explains how to find the hyperfocal distance and
depth of focus. His results do not agree with
those given in another published table. Would
you set me straight on this ? F. P. F. (Toronto.)

The differences found in depth-offocus tables are generally due to a differ¬
ent circle of diffusion being adopted.
You may absolutely rely on the methods
described in Mr. Child Bayley’s book,,
although you can alter the permissible
amount of diffusion to suit yourself.
Safelight.
Can you give me a not too expensive formula for
a safelight coating on glass, safe for developing
films '
N. E. (Bristol,)

The making of safelights by coating
glass is not one that can be dealt with
briefly. The subject is one that must
be studied from textbooks. If you
want only one safelight it would be
cheaper and safer to buy one.
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LEICA

NEW

SLOW

SPEED

Small

LEICA
INSTANTANEOUS

in

A D VERTISEMEHTS

CAMERA

Size.

(as

EXPOSURES

of

All-metal construction.

fractions; in addition, to i/aoth-i /500th sec.
TELESCOPIC
RANGE-FINDER, magnifica¬
tion one and a half times, with eyepiece for
focussing the image.

No double
Automatic

Standard

With

ELMAR

lens f/3.5 . .£25

new ULTRA-RAPID

: O

: O

SUMMAR

lens f/2, 2" focus, in sunk mount. ...£30:13:0
{Available siiortly).

EASY

PAYM

EXCHANGES

generous

ENTS

You can have the new Leica on 9
equal monthlyinstalments of 58/d.
First payment secures purchase.

^cmg your old camera in
part exchange for a new
Leica. We will make you
a full value allowance.

WALLACE
119, NEW

in

II

Performance.

exposures.
focussing.

F/3.5 Leitz Elmar lens.
LEICA MODEL
II,

£22 ; 0 : 0
THE NEW
CHROMIUM MODEL

24/- extra.
LTD.

HEATON

BOND

Tel. : Mayfair 0924-5-6-7.

Great

any size are possible.
Neat and compact. Size
5-3/16x2-3/16x1-3/16.
12 or 36 exposures at
one loading.

I sec ., ^ sec., J sec. and ^ sec., or any intermediate

PRICE— With

MODEL

illustrated).

With this tiny camera in your pocket. or handbag, you are prepared for any
and every photographic situation. Automatic focussing sets your lens at the
correct distance the moment you sight your subject — whether it’s a quarter of
mile distant or at arm’s length. Equipped with a built-in range-finder, the
Leica will give you negatives of such amazing sharpness and sparkle, that
enlargements up to

MODEL III
NOW
AVAILABLE
LONG

PHOTOGRAPHER

ST., LONDON,

W.1

And at 47, Berkeley Street, London, W.1.

A PERFECT
INDOOR
“SNAP”
NEEDS
A
PERFECT
INDOOR
LIGHT — AND THE ANSWER’S
CC

MATELUX

_

A
REVELATION IN
PORTABLE LIGHTING

which enables snapshots to be taken in any ordinary room.

12,000 c-P- (300 watt)
super-charged patented “MATELUX”
lamp which burns for 100 hours.
Outfit comprises: Aluminium floodlight
reflector with shock- proof Bakelite Price
handle, press-button switch control, ad¬
complete
justable table-stand, and 8-ft. flex with
plug fitting. 300-watt Super-charged ' ‘Matelux” Lamp. Imitation leather
fitted case for carrying complete equipment, 7/6 extra. Spare Lamps, 12/6
each, will fit all reflectors. When ordering, please state voltage.
Ask

your

local

dealer

to demonstrate.

brochure,
illustrated
“ Treatise on

Obtainable at Selfridge’s, Carnage’s, The Westminster Photographic Exchange, Ltd., Jas. A. Sinclair
and Co., Ltd., Wallace Heaton’s, Civil Service Supply Association, Ltd., London Camera Exchange, Ltd.,
City Sale & Exchange, Ltd., Service Co., Ltd., etc., etc. ; or direct from

MODERN

TRADERS

Write for

and
Chart,
Lighting^*
Exposure
FREE.
Trade

LTD.

(Dept. A614),
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ADVERTISEMENTS

THE

London

Salon 1933.
of Photography

SENDING-IN

DAY,

Wednesday,

August 30th,

THE TWENTY-FOURTH EXHIBITION promoted by the Members of the London Salon of
Photography will be held at The Galleries of the Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours,
5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i, from SATURDAY, gth September, to 7th October, 1933.
CONDITIONS

OF

ENTRY

(Please read carefully).

No. I. Pictures from exhibitors in the British Isles must not be framed ; but may be mounted. Each picture must bear on the
back, clearly written, (a) name of artist ; (b) number and title of picture ; corresponding to particulars on the Entry Form.
No. 2. When mounts are employed, they should conform to the following sizes — 25x20, 20x16, or 15x12, but no mount to
exceed 25x20 ; and it is suggested that white or light-toned mounts be employed wherever possible.
No. 3. Pictures from abroad must not be mounted (or framed), but should bear full particulars as above.
No. 4. Pictures which are sent unmounted will be suitably mounted by the Salon Committee, and all accepted pictures will be
shown under glass.
No. 5. All pictures should be sent by parcels post, packed flat, and properly protected with stiff cardboard and adequate wrappings,
addressed to: THE HON, SECRETARY, The London Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.i.
No. 6. The sending-in day is Wednesday, August 30th, 1933. All pictures for the Exhibition must arrive at the above address
on or before this date. Exhibits may be delivered by hand at the Gallery on this date only.
No. 7. The Entry Form, properly filled in, must be sent with the pictures, together with entry and packing fee of 5/- (this fee
covers any number of pictures from one exhibitor).
No. 8. To avoid Customs complications, all entries from without the United Kingdom must be sent by post and without prices
marked

on the prints.

Commercial

Valte.

Packages

To

be

containing

returned

to

such entries should

be clearly labelled : “ Photographs

for

Exhibition

only.

No

must

be addressed

to the Hon.

Secretary, London

Salon of Photography,

FORM
To

THE

Hon.

Secretary,

The

Photographer dk
Cinematographer
who

are preparing

work
Salon for
may this
useyear’s
this
page
an send
ENTRY
FORM as and
with
their pictures.
SEE CONDITIONS.

Sender.”

No. 9. All pictures sent by post will be repacked and retumecl carriage paid after the close of the Exhibition.
No. 10. In view of application being made from time to time to The London Salon of Photography for permission to reproduce
pictures from the walls of the Gallery, exhibitors are asked kindly to signify on the Entry Form whether they have objection to such
permission being given. The copyright, in all cases, remains the property of the authors of ^he prints.
No. II. The Committee assure intending exhibitors that the utmost possitle care will be taken of all work submitted, but they
do not accept any responsibility for loss or damage, either during transit or at the Gallery.
The submission of pictures will be understood to imply acceptance of the above conditions.
Due notification of acceptance of pictures will be sent out as soon as possible.
All work submitted to the Selection Committee will be carefully and impartially considered, and no preference wdll be given to
pictures by Members of the Salon.
All correspondence

(I,Readers
The Amateurof

London

Salon

of

OF

5a, Pall Mall East, London,

S.W.i.

c. Intending

Exhibitors

secure
extra
Entry
who are
unable
' to
Forms in time may
prepare their own on
plain
paper provided
the conditions
of Entry
are adhered to.

ENTRY.

Photography.

Sir, — I beg to submit the undermentioned
Photographs for the consideration of the Selection Committee, and I
enclose Postal Order of the value of 5/- to cover Entrance Fee and the cost of return postage (see conditions 7, 8, and 9).
Reg. No.
(leave blauk).

A, B or C
(leave blank).

Number on
Picture.

Title of Picture.

1

The attention of
2

exhibitors resid¬
ing in countries
outside
Great

3

Britain
4

ially directed to
Condition No. 8.

5

6

Name

I Agree
TO Condition

{State Mr.,

10.

Mrs.,

or Miss)

Address

Yes or No.
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Publishing
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countries
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Displayed Advertisements

on Advertisement matters shouid be addressed : The Advertisement

Manager, “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.l. Copy for dispiayed advertisements for the issue of any particuiar
week must reach Dorset House by the first post on Tuesday morning in the week previous.
Rates and conditions wiii be sent upon application.

Prepaid Advertisements
SALE

AND

EXCHANGE : AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
1/Id. tor every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
12 words or less .
2/6
24d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph Is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for con¬
secutive insertions, provided a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated from the previous issue : 18 consecutive
Insertions, 5% ; 20 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
All advertisements Inserted in these columns must be strio^ prepaid and posted to arrive
at the Head Office, Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than Brst post
FRIDAY, for the following week’s issue, or one day earlier at the Branch Offices, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Building, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ;
260, Deansgate, Manehesier, 3 ; 26b, Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements are Inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and those received
too late for one issue, or crowded out, are published in the first following in whleh there
is space. The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.

CAMERAS

AND

LENSES

Emporium

bein^ untraceable

ZEISS Miroflex, 9X12, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 and

1A Folding Ansco, 41x2i, f/6.3. Series IV. 1 to

l/300th sec., T. and B., new condition ;
cost £13 : sacrifice £3 ; approval deposit. —
Dallow, 83, Colmore Row, Birmingham.
[6386

ZEISS Tessar f/4.6 i-pl. Camera, takes roll films,

31x2i T.-P Junior Special Reflex, Cooke f/4.5,

Special
Note
Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive
no answer to their enquiries are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also oe included for use In the event of the application proving
unsuccossluL
Deposit System

Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers In these columns may deal in perfect
safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with
“ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of Its
receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after
whlen pried, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. II
a sale Is elTeoted, buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs
us to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no
sale, and subject to there being no ififlerent arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, tor which we
take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit tee of 1/- is charged;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5/- ;
over £75 and under £100, 7/6: and on all transactions over £100, one-haif per cent
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l, and
cheques and money orders should be made payable to Ilille and Sons Limited.

CAMERAS

We have received many complaints from our
readers In regard to the business methods of
Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photonaphio Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements In ” The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received It would appear that
his practice Is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods in exchange for others or to purchase
for Cash. Readers are advised to Ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

AND

LENSES

2 1/1, 000th,
reversing f/4.5,
back, .shutter
3 slides,
F.P.A.,
31x2i
T.-P. Reflex,
1/lOth
to
splendid condition, also auto-timer and Heydes’
Aktinometer, £6 the iot. — Staynef, 9, Haverfieid
Gardens, Kew.
[6560
release,
leather case
for quick
5x4pneumatic
T.-P. Press
Focal-plane,
Ross; f/4.5
lens,
disposal,
£5. — Camera, Grange Knowe,
Scotland.

Bo’ness,
[6561

AC\L 3a Pocket Kodak Roll Film, R.R. lens,
t:U/“ case containing Kodak colour filter, sky
filter, portrait attachment and Kodak film tank ;
perfect
; total cost £7/10/6. — Below.
— Below.condition
No. 3 Pocket Kodak Roll Film, Model H,
rC\jl~

I CAMERAS

AND

LENSES H

Baby Slbyl, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens, speeds and
l/250th
sec.,Folding,
double f/4.5,
extension,
ZODEL
31X2JCompur,brilliant
1 to
D.V. finders, rising front, plates, F.P.A. and

l/200th to i sec., focussing 3 ft. to infinity, 3
double slides, F.P.A., and leather case ; perfect
working order, £10. — Dr. Barnes, Melton Rd.,
Leicester.
[6541

«

if lost in transit should not be sent as remittances.

Compur, 12 plate-holders, F.P.A., black
leather case, £6/10 ; perfect ; deposit system. —
Cowlett, 14, Talbot Rd., South Shields. [6534

2 self-capping shutter, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th, 3
slides, F.P.A., leather case, £7/10. — Webb, 10,
Cowbridge Rd., Cardiff.
[6540

xiii

The
Proprietors
not responsible for clerical or printer’s errors, although every care
is taken
to avoid are
mistakes.
BOX NUMBERS. — For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be addressed to
numbers at the office of this paper. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the
cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement
charges, which must include the words “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer ’ .”
Replies should be addressed : “ Box 000, c/o ‘ The Amateur Photographer,’ Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,” and these letters will be simply forwarded by ns to
the advertiser. It must be understood that we do not deal with the correspondenre
in any other way, nor accept any responsibility in connection with the advertisemenu
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending remittances
through the post except In registered envelopes. In all such cases the use of the
” Deposit System ” Is recommended.

WARNING

Zeiss Telephoto f/6.3xl0 in. focus, 10 plateholders, 6 i-pl. adapters and F.P.A., T.-P. focussing
magnifier, leather case for camera and F.P.A., and
leather case for camera and accessories, and leather
case for telephoto ; all as new, only been used a
few times ; a really universal outfit and a
bargain at £52 ; cost £76. — Mackenzie, Winteringham
Ltd., Northampton.
[6322

and Cinematographer

Postal Orders sent in payment for Advertisements should be
made payable to ILIFFE AND SONS LTD., and crossed

OFFICES. — Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l. Telegrams ; “
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines).
PUBLISHING DATE. — “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ”
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles 17/4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other
abroad 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES. — Cheques, ete., should be crossed and made payable to Illffe
Limited.
Communications

Photographer

R.F.A., leather case, 62/6. — Neesom, 107, Darncombe
St., Moss Side, Manchester.
[6548

R.R. lens, carrying-case ; as new ; bargain.
No. 6 Ensign Carbine 3Jx2i Roll Film,
3DO/ rJ
florentine-bronze model; Aldis TJno
f/4.5 lens, Compur shutter, rising front ; cost
£9/12/6 Easter ; absolutely new condition. — Below.
Opf/IYY Ensign Speed Reflex 3ix2i Roll Film
dwtj/
Camera, Ensar anastigmat lens f/4.5,
focal-plane shutter, 7 speeds and 'T. ; absolutely
new ;
cost £6/17/6. — Wycherley, The Gables,
Bolsover.
[6563

Chambers, 39, Abingdon Rd., Leicester. [6565
Baby Zeiss, £4 model, accept £3. —
31x2i
Salex tripod,
de Luxe,dishes,
f/4.5,thermometer,
Compur, 3 chemi¬
slides, ZEISS
Ikon Miroflex,
9x12typecm.,up Tessar
f/2.7, Newl.eitz
practically
new, latest
to l/2,000th
2 F.P.A.,
range-finder,
meter ; f/3.5
all perfect
Leica
—
complete
outfitBewi: Camera,
Elmar, ;
cals, frames, etc., £4/10 the lot. — Martin, c/o Mrs.
sec., complete with filter, slides, case, etc., £30. —
[6.550 leather cases, £12/10 ; offers ; write for appoint¬
Davies, Goodwick, Perns.
[6542 H. Harris, 80, Wardour St., W.l.
ment. — Box 7189, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
all movements,
lens. Reflex.
Sanderson
TropicalGoerz
J-pl.Dagor
Hand f/6.8
or Stand,
Special; perfect
J-pl., f/4.5
Cooke, — 5Thomton-Pickard
plate-holders, F.P.A.
con¬ grapher.”
[6566
Compound shutter, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A. and dition, £6/10, or offer. — R. Roberts, 81, Ranelagh
[6551 y.P.K.
Compur,
direct
and Roll
brilliant
finders,
Zeiss
Folding
Icarette
Film,
f/4.5
Tessar,
leather case ; as new : bargain, £10. — 8, Belfry Rd., Pimlico, S.W.l.
Avenue, St. George, Bristol, 5.
[6543
filter, lens shade ; excellent condition, £4/10. —
CONTESSA
Camera,
Zeiss
lens f/6.3,Nettel
CompurFilm
shutter,
1 to 4jrX3.},
l/250th sec.
; Below.
shutter,
to 10x15
1/1, 300th
Ross good condition, £2/10. — Ellesmere, 22, Veronica Rd.,
Reflex
Foldingl/8th
Mentor,
cm., sec.,
focal-plane
Balham. Phone, Streatham 1905.
[6555 POSTCARD
double extension,
rising
crossCompur,
front,
f/6.3 (new), perfect condition, 3 D.D. aluminium
Ensign Klito,
Aldisandf/6.3,
bound slides, F.P.A., leather case ; real bargain, £10
or highest offer. — Jones, 8, Robartes Rd., Bodmin,
Cornwall.
[6545
1-PLATE (9x12 cm.) Agfa Folding Camera, double

4

extension, all movements,

f/4.5 anastigmat,

focussing screen, shutter 1 to l/250th sec., direct
and brilliant finder, 3 piate-holders, F.P.A. ; good
leather case, perfect condition, £4. — Toy, 3,
Vinery Villas, Park Rd., N.W.8.
[6547

1-PLATE T.-P. Artist Enlarger, fitted special
2 100-watt bulb, revolving carrier, long extension,
£7/10 ; ^-pl. Triple Extension Victo, 6 D.D.
slides, 7.2 Beck Isostigmar f/5.6, 4-in. Cooke
Priraoplane W.A. f/6.5, T.-P. shutter, tripod,
stiff case, £8/10 ; seen by appointment. — R. T.,
11, Corrance Rd., Brixton, S.W.2. Tel., Brixton
1856.
[6556

screen and 9 slides, £3 ; Aldis Anastigmat No. 16,
53-in., f/4.5, K 2, K 3 filters, £3. — Smith, Netherbank, Filey Rd., Scarborough.
[6567

2 8 slides,
Lios meter,
31x2J
JuniorF.P.A.,
Specialleather
Reflex,case,Dallmeyer
f/4.5,all
new, £10 ; or exchange Rolleiflex. — Singleton, 7,
Jackson

Rd., Barking.

[6568

ENSIGN Roll Film Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5 anas¬
ZEISS Donata, 3^x2^ f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, D.A. IjiNSlGN Speed Film Reflex, 3ix2i, with Ross

Compur, 1 to l/250th, rise, cross, double
extension, yellow filter, F.P.A., 6 slides, leather case
new 1932, very little used ; cost over £16 ; £9.—
Lattimore, 30, Dorset Waye, Heston, Middlesex.

[6554
YOU

CAN

DEAL

tigmat, speeds l/25th to l/500th sec., also
li Xpres f/4.5 lens, hide case ; cost £14/8/6 ; Dallon Telephoto f/6.5, brown hide case, as new, £9.
as new, £7/10. — Coppage, Harebell Cottage, Brecon, — H. D. P., 16, Baillie Rd., Guildford. Surrey. [6571
South Wales.
[6558

model, RoU
mahogany,
-bound,3ix2},
Dallmeyer
f/4.5
Ensign
FilmbrassReflex,
tropical
Model
case
unusedII ;Leica,
spot f/3.5
new,Elmar,
£16/10,spool-holder,
or near offer.
—;
G., 10, Cosway St., N.W.l.
[6564 anastigmat, leather case ; as new, £4/15. — 40,
Selworthy

JN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

DEPOSIT

Rd., S.E.6.

SYSTEM.

[6575
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31x2J Salex Reflex, Cooke t/3.9, 1/lOth to

LATEST
NEW
MODELS

2 1/1, 000th and time, rising front, revolving
back, focussing screen, 8 slides, F.P.A., Dallmeyer
f/6.5 10-in. Telephoto, leather case ; first £10/10
secures. — Below.

31x2J Salex Focal-plane, l/15th to 1/1, 000th,

2 optical view-finder, f/5.5 anastigmat, 6 slides,
focussing .screen, F.P.A., canvas case ; 52/6. —
Below.

16-mm. New Victor
31x2^ Double Extension Cameo Body, 3 slides,
Visual Turret
Audible Camera SNIP. — Ensign Cameo, 2ix3i, Aldis f/4.5, latest
2
focussing screen, 22/6. — Pons, 93, The Vale,
Golders Green, N.W.ll.
[6572

D.A. Compur, 4 slides, Ilford filter, supplement¬
ary long-focus lens, lined leather case, roll-holder,
F.P.A. ; as new, lovely outfit ; cost over £12 ;
bargain, £8 or near offer. — Acraman, 722, Chester
Rd., Stretford, Manchester.
[6573
1 -PLATE Folding Goerz Tenax, f/6.3 Tenastigmat,

4

Compur shutter, 1 to 1 /250th sec., T. and B.,

double extension, rising and cross front, reversible
finder, back-hooded focussing screen, and scale,
3 slides and F.P.A. ; in new condition, 70/- ;
approval on deposit. — 4, Gordon St., Rawtenstall,
Lancashire.
[6574
magnifiers,
and rising
front,
N. f/4.5
& G.leas,Folding
Reflex,swing3ix21,
Ross Xpres
F.P.A., bide case ; perfect ; genuine bargain,

£17/17. — Payne, 52, Bedford Avenue, Barnet. [6576
r^ODAK, 4JX2J, Bausch & Lomb Tessar f/6.3, i to
IV l/200th, rising front, range-finder ; . cost
£12 and used three times, £4/10 ; deposit sy.stem.Warburton, 81, Market St., Farnworth, Bolton.
f/4.5,
ZEISSTessar
Ikon lens
Ikonta,
forinRollD.A.FilmsCompur
3Jx2i,shutter,
Zeiss
[6581

latest model, in velvet-lined leather case ; new
condition ; unsoiled, £7. — Vicarage, Arbour Square,
E.l. (Tel., East 3521.)
[6583

Speed

f/2.9, visual

adjustments,

focussing

three-'lens

24, 32, 64 pictures

per

with

turret

large

head,

sec., locking

audible footage — gives a double

eyepiece,

multi

individual

speeds,

device

8. 12, 16,

for self-inclusion

click for each

;

foot exposed,

titling crank, latest visual footage, direct Tele-finder (adjust¬
able for all distances and
lenses, professional pattern),
plumb level — no tilting uprights,
lutely noiseless) ; lens focussing
chromium.

FREE
3iX

Amazing

value.

TRIAL.

2i New

Ultra

latest silent motor (abso¬
to I ft. All gold-bronze

World’s

finest

£60

Compact

T.-P.

cine.

FREE

Reflex,

TRIAL.

Dallmeyer

famous

f/43, latest steel geared self-capping, I I0th to I M, 000th
sec., long pinion extension (for portraits, close-ups, still-life,
etc., etc.), deep hinged self-erecting hood (giving brilliant
viewing), latest new mirror (camera can be inverted above the
head

in crowds,

Smallest
pocket,

FREE

etc.), hinged

high-speed
3 nickel

reflex

sky

shade,

obtainable

latest slides, neck

TRIAL.

normal,

; nearly

strap.

Slow-motion,

leather.

fits the coat

Year’s

£8:15:0

Latest New
16-mm. Ensign Super
interchange mount (take telephotos,
half-speed,

all inlaid

guarantee.

free

trial.

Camera, Speed f/2.8
quickly interchanged),

title crank,

latest

reverse

device (for “ mixes ”), lens in focussing mount to 1 ft. (no
supplementary
lenses), 50 ft. or 100 ft. capacity, latest
graphite

silent

motor,

hide velvet-lined
price.

FREE
3iX

TRIAL.

2J Ego

all chromium

super

Compact

case

£18

;

ripple,

amazing

complete

outfit.

I 18 ! 0

Plate Pocket,

in real

Ridiculous

APPROVAL.

f 3.5 Speed,

delayed

-action

Compur. double extension by micro pinion, pinion rise and
pinion cross front, brilliant finder, latest wire-finder, ^1
inlaid leather,
Guaranteed.

all-metal

TRIAL. _

body,

£7

3 latest slides, screen,

: 10

: 0_

release.

approval.

2iX 2i Automatic Superb Reflex, Speed f'3 famous anastigmat,
delayed-action Compur, 1 to 1/250th (delayed action at any
speed), scaled pinion extension, automatic hood, automatic
film indicator,

automatic

adjustment

on 3iX 2| roll film, superb
Amazing price.

FULL

TRIAL.

NEW.

for parallax,

workmanship,

£18:5:0

ONLY

£10:10:0

EDWIN
86, ACCRINGTON
All in stock.
34

precision

fittings.

APPROVAL.

ELECTROPHOT

No Calculations. No Delays. Instant
Still and Cine exposure readings on
Original, The Quickest, The Best.

NOW

12 pictures

NEW.

Readings.
one dial.

write

Both
The

to-day.

6o% of Commercial Art Work is done by “ Free Lance
Artists ” who do their work at home and sell it to the
highest bidders. Many Commercial Artists draw “ re¬
taining fees ” from various sources, others prefer to
work full-time employment or partnership arrange¬
ment. We teach you not only how to draw what ii

wanted, but how to make buyers want what you draw.
Many of our students who originally took up Com¬
mercial Art as a hobby have since turned it into a
full-time paying profession with studio and staff of
assistant artists ; there is no limit to the possibilities.
Let us send full particulars for a FREE TRIAL
details of our course for your inspection. You
be under no obligation whatever.
Art.

THE

Dept.

214-,

BENNETT

COLLEGE

BE

LTD.

SHEFFIELD.

31x21 Roll Film Voigtlander, f/4.5 Skopar, D.A.

4 Compur, handy little instrument, cost
,£6'17/6 ; also Bewi Exposure Meter, cost 33/- ;
both as new, £5. — Monk, 284, Padiham Rd.,
Burnley.
[6587

•21

N’. & G. Baby Sibyl Outfit, f/4.5 Ross Xpres,

f 6.3 Dallon Telephoto, scaled, filter, lens
hood, F.P.A., 6 double slides, fitted pigskin case ;
cost £32 twelve months ago ; hardly used ; genuine
bargain ; £16 or nearest offer. — Farmer, 5, Manland
Avenue, Harpenden.
[6588

NO. 3a Kodak, f/6.8 anastigmat lens, combination

back, with 6 double plate-holders, also Home
Cinema, standard film, 6 spools, film -winder
all as new ; will exchange reflex or cine camera. —
Mudd. Market Place, Bedale, Yorks.
[6589
f/4.5, 11 Pressman
slides, F.P.A.,
; perfect,
POPUL^AR
Reflex,canvas
i-pl.,case8-in.
Aldis
90/-. — Busby, Longford Lodge, Buxton.
[6591
1-PL.ATE Graflex Reflex, (jooke f/4.3 lens, 2 D.D.
4 slides, F.P.A., roll-holder, leather case, £8/10 ;
V'.P. Piccolette, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, case, £3/3 ;
3.1 Kodak Tank, 7/6. — Jennings, Headless, Redditch.
\Vanted, Dallon Telephoto.
[6594

ZEISS Ikon Maximar, 9x12, f/4.5 Tessar, Compur

shutter, leather ease, 9 slides, tripod, etc., £5.
— Cragg, 15, Daleside Rd., Streatham, London,
S.\V.16.
[6595

('iONTAX, f/2.8 Tessar, ever-ready case, absolutely

Optochrom Yellow Glass Filters are made of pure optical glass
coloured in its entire mass, cut to parallel
plane faces, perfectly
2i
2k
li ordinary yellow glass
polished. Not to be confused with
filters of a brown colonr, or with filters containing a gelatine film.
Optochrom Yellow Glass Filters are supplied in four densities :
No. 0, Extra Light ; No. 1, Light ; No. 2, Medium ; No. 3,
Deep. The deeper the tint of the glass the more correct the
colonr values become, and the longer the exposure must be.
The Reform Filter, a graduated filter of round shape, requires
at most half as much again as the normal exposure, and is
especially designed for landscapes
about ooe>tbird of the picture and
it prevents

PRICES

clouds

OF

in which the sky occupies
the foreground two^thiiils ;

being over-exposed.

OPTOCHROM

OPTOCHROM

j perfect and unmarked ; cost £28/5 in May ;

owner since seriously injured, will accept £20 or
closest otter considered ; approval deposit.—
Box 7190, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [6597

£2 or nearest offer. — E. Ballard, 13, Colchester Rd.,
Leyton, E.IO.
[6599

I(jA Ideal, 9X12, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur

IN

TIME—

USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

IN

MOUNT11/6

ebrom

form

7/6
8/6
8/6
13/6

11/6
13/6
11/6

27/6
11/6
18/6
21/6

32/6

27/6

Opto-

10/Instructions

for use

filter.
supplied with each
16/Write for descriptive
16/-

shutter, light filter, Proxar attachment, 12
slides, F.P.A., leather case, tripod ; bargain, £10
cash. — Reid, 17, Wliiitehall Rd., Harrow.
[6602

WISE

FILTERS

HOLDERS,
TO
FIT ON LENS
mm .
in.
47
l-l/16th
15/lGtlis
13/16ths
24
l-5/16th8
28
ns
33
38
l-ll/lGths
43
2-l/16th
1.13/16th8
53
58

ERNEMANN
lens, slides
speeded; newshutter,
rising and 9x12
cross cm.,
front,f/6.8
3 dark
con¬
dition, 25/-. — Below.
j lens, Postcard,
speeded shutter,
1 to 1 /300th
sec., bulb
(AAMEO
good condition,
f/7.7 anastigmat
and time, with F.P.A. and excellent leather case,

IQQQ
Horizontal
f/4.5
ItrOO
Dallmeyer, T.-P.
cost Reflex,
£8/15 31x24,
two months
ago, £4/18. — Turpin, 51, Colindeep Lane, N.W.9. [6621

No Waiting.

and
will

1-PLATE T.-P. Junior Reflex, f/4.5 Aldis, focal-plane,
4 8 slides, F.P.A., leather case ; perfect, [6584
£8 ;
deposit. — C. Kirk, 21, University Square, Belfast.
.
[6586

3 D.D. slides, case, Mackenzie A envelopes,
12-in. Merrett trimmer ; offers '!— 25, Stainton [6612
Rd.,
Sheffield.

RD., BLACKBURN

the

There are hundreds of openings in connec¬
tion with Humorous
Papers, Advertisement
Drawing, Posters, Calendars, Catalogues,
Textile Designs, Book
Illustrations, etc.

Re¬
prospectus and prices
21/40/of
Optochrom
Yellow Glass Filters.
45/-

Reflex de Luxe Ruby T.-P. d-pl., Aldis f/4.5,

GORSE

SJDays' Approval.

1A shutter
Kodak,; new,Kodar
f/7.930/-.ana.stlgmat,
speeded
bargain,
— Below.
V.P.
Kodak,
R.lt.
lens,
speeded
shutter,
Kodak
tank
;
’excellent
condition
;
accept
£1. —
Below.
rising, cross
speeded shutter,
POSTCARD
Kodakfront,
(non-autographic),
R.R.leather
lens,
case ; good order, 15/-. — S. Gaw, Bangor, Down.

Just try it for yourself, trace or draw
outline and then put in the features.

SANDS
37

HUNTER

BEDFORD

STREET.

&

STRAND,

CO., LTD.
LONDON,

W.C.2
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LENSES^

3ix2i

ENSIGN

N.
&lensG.f/4.5,
Sibyl3 New
Special,
3ix2i,
double,
6 single
slides,Dallmeyer
F.P.A.,
filter, N. & G. lens hood, case, £13 ; or exchange

CARBINE

Rising front, radial focus¬
sing, brilliant and direct
wire finders , w ith maker’s

£7:7:0

i-PLATE T.-P. Reflex, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 1/lOth to
4 1/1, 000th, revolving back, rising front, 12 slides,
F.P.A., filter, case ; magnificent condition, £8/10.
— Below.
1-PLATE Goerz Tenax, f/4.5 Dograar Convertible,
4 Compur, 1 to l/250th, double extension, rise
and cross front, 3 slides, F.P.A., filter, case ; new
condition, £7/7. — Spink, 36, Regent Square, London,
W.C.l.
[6608

Or deposit 13/- and
11 equal payments
monthly,

N. & G. Special Folding Reflex, f/2.9, 3 double

The

BALDAX

2 shutter,
1/lOth Aldis
to 1/1,f/3.4
000thlens,
sec.,
31x21
T.-P. Reflex,
selfreversing
-capping
back, 5 slides, F.P.A., leather case, neck strap, £7. —

[6614

ROLL

same details, £2/2 each ; as new. — BM/RWXF,
London, W.C.l.
[6615

41x6 cm. Adams’ Pocket Vesta, f/4.5 Tessar,

lens, 1
Compur
shut¬
ter,
to l/300th
sec., T. and B.,
D.V. finder.

[0618

ZEISS Miroflex 9x12, Tessar f/4.5 lens, 6 plate-

holders with l-pl. adapters, F.P.A., leather
case ; guaranteed as new ; deposit system, £29. —
Wheeler, Rosedene, Upton, Poole.
[6019

£6:6:0

ZEISS Baby Ikonta 520/181, f/4.5 lens, canvas

case, £3 ; All-distance Box Ensign, case, 15/- ;
both in good condition. — Bates, Colesliill Rd.,
Marston Green, Birmingliam.
[6620

3x4 cm. (16 on V.P.) Nagel Vollenda, Zeiss

Tessar f/3.5, Compur, 1 to l/300th ; as brand
new, with leather sling case, and deerskin pocket
case : cost £11/5 ; accept £6/15 ; approval
deposit. — Dipple, Swan Lane, Norwich.
[0622
1-PLATE Sanderson Regular, W.A. rack, f/5.8
4 anastigmat, Koilos sliutter, 3 mahogany slides,
leather case ; .Jaynay Tilpod, finest condition,
£5/5.-171, Brookley Rd., S.E.4.
[0024

Or 13 equal pay¬
ments month.
of 11/- per

1933

Acton, W.3.

of 11/4 (Purse, 3'- extra).

‘SERVICE”
IN SOFT
3x4

[6626

roll Ruby
film and
F.P.A.,
T.-P.slides,
Special
Reflex,
3}X2KRoss3 Xpres
D.D.
f/4.5 ; perfect ; offers to — Box 7195, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”

“ The
[6028

VEST-POCKET

PICCOCHIC

For roll films 4 0.5 cm. (l| x 2J in.). 16 pictures 3 4 cm. on a film,
giving splendid enlargements. Vidar lens f/4.5, focussing, Vario
delayed-action shutter, 3 speeds, optical view-finder.
Or 6 monthly payments
Di*ia«a
■ 9 ■ A

31x2J
T.-P.quick-wind
Reflex, Cookefocal-plane
f/2.9, revolving
back,6
2 latest
sliutter,
slides : new condition ; bargain. £10/10. — Orton,
25, Second Avenue,

FILM

body, ali leather
covered, f/3.5 MeyerGoerlitz anastigmat

extension, 3 D.D., 29/-. — Lieut. McKeohnie,

cm.,

3/9:

rilUc

ZIPP
LEATHER

120x16

cm.,

m O

mV

PURSES
3iX2i

OR TERMS

3^x3^ Zodel, double extension, f/3.9 anastigmat lens, Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to l/250th sec., direct-vision finder, 12 single metal
slides, focussing screen and leather case .
I.
£5 5 0

2C Kodak Special, range-finder, rising front, f/6.3

i-pl. Ensign Roll Film de Luxe, double extension, rising and cross
front, Zeiss Tessar lens f/4.5, in delayed-action Compur shutter, plate
back, 1 slide and leather case. All in excellent condition. . £9 17 6
31 > 21 T.-P. Ruby Horizontal Reflex, with an f/4.5 Dallmeyer
anastigmat lens, focal-plane shutter, speeds from 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th
and time .
£6 17 6

Field Camera,
full double
rack
Lancaster
Whole-plate
specialextension,
Instantograph
focus, swing and reverse back, all usual movements,

41 X 21 No. la Series 3 Kodak, rising front, f/6.3 Kodak anastigmat
lens, in Diomatic shutter, speeds from 1/lOth to 1/lOOth sec., with
leather case. Condition as new .
£2 18 6
Postcard Size Icaiette RoU Film, double extension, Zeiss f/6.3
Araatar convertible lens, in Compur shutter, plate back, focussing
screen and 8 slides .
£3 7 6

Amateur Photographer.”
[6029
■|QO»4 Rolleiflex,
wind, Zeiss
Xt/O/O
t/4.5 lens,automatic
new condition,
£15 Tessar
; no
offers, no dealers. — Box T., Smith’s Library, Paign¬
ton.
[6630

anastigmat, Kodamatic shutter, 1 to 1 /150th
sec., leather case ; cost £13/10 ; sacrifice, £2/10. —
Holloway, 3, Aldebert Terrace, Clapham Rd.,
S.W.8.
[6632

Taylor-Hobson t/8 and wide-angle lenses in casket,
3 double book-iorm slides, stout tripod, few
accessories ; whole practically new ; bargain at
£2/15. — Below.

Ensign
Reflex, shutter,
3ix2i, leatlier
AldisButcherspeed
f/4.5 RoU
lens, Film
focal-plane
case, almost new, £4/10 ; also Kodak Daylight

Xpres

lens, 2 D.D. slides,
£5 7 6

£4 17 6
4.5x6 cm. Makina, f/3 anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, 6 slides,
F.P. adapter and leather ease .
£5 7 6
V.P. Autographic Kodak, with an f/6.9 Kodak anastigmat lens
and purse .
£1 11 6
lO-in. f/6 Dallmeyer Popular Telephoto Lens. Good condition
£4 10 0

31x21 Zodel, double extension, Goerz
shutter, 6 single slides .

anastigmat

lens, Compur
£3 12 6

Established 1889

Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines).

Film 'Tank, takes film up to Si in.. 7/6 ; consider
offers and exchanges any above. — Ivy Robins,
,
Woodroyd, Lansdown Rd., Sidcup, Kent.
[6633
latest J-pl.
oak Reflex,
Salex amis
34x2Jf/4.5,
Enlarger,
Ensign
S slides,special
also
enlarging lens, electric or gas : rare bargain, £9 ;
accessories given in both, perfect. — 43, Equitable
St., Milnrow, Lancs.
[6644

,

T.

289, HIGH

HOLBORN,

LONDON,

W.C.l

Never Used. — Latest Model N. & G. Folding

Reflex, Ross f/4.5 Xpres lens, 3 D.D. slides,
also Ross Teleros, 12-in., waterproof carrying-case,
Adams’ lens hood, extension for close-ups ; cost
about £70 ; sell at £40 ; can be seen at Adams &
Co., 122, Wigmore St., London, W.l.
[6651

SANDERSON i-pl. Regular, with envelope adapter

and 6 D.D. slides. Ensign sector shutter, Ross
Homocentric 54-in. lens, Beck No. 2 Universal
Telephoto attachment. Giraffe featherweight tripod,
Thornton-Pickard i-pl. Camera, 3 double slides and
tripod, no lens ; Ross No. 5 8i-in. Homocentric,
cost price, £9/2/6, with Telephoto fitting extra ;
Ross Wide-angle Anastigmat, Symmetrical 4-in.,
cost price, £3/5 ; Ross Wide-angle Anastigmat,
3i-in., 86-mm., f/16, cost price, £5. — L. James,
Pomgle, Brookmans Park, Hatfield, Herts. Potters
Bar 397.
[6652

£3/15 ; both perfect ; wanted^ Long-focus Lens
for Leica No. 2. — Box 7200, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[6647
Trade,

W.l, the camera
specialists, 122,
offer the
following
NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA,
Regent
St.,
bargains.
All days’
Apparatus
guaranteed
and sentSaleable,
on 5
approvalfully
against
full deposit.
up-to-date apparatus taken in part or whole
payment or purchased
is your guarantee.
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31x24 Zeiss Ikon Trona Folding Pocket, double

2 extension, rack rising and cross front,
reversible finder, wire-frame finder, fitted Zeiss
Tessar f/3.5, D.A. Compur shutter, 1 to l/200th and
time, cable release, 3 slides, F.P.A., lens hood,
Distar lens ; list price over £20 ; our price, £13/17/6.

314 X focussing,
2.1 Standardwire-frame
Model Agfa
Rollreversible
Film Camera,
finder,
finder,

fitted Agfa anastigmat f/4.5, Agfa speeded shutter,
4 to 1/lOOth and time, cable release ; as new,
£4/10.

41x6 Dallmeyer Speed Camera, focussing, rising

2 front, wire-frame finder, quick-wind focalplane shutter, l/8th to 1/1, 000th and time, fitted
Dallmeyer Pentao f/2.9, 6 D.D. slides, F.P.A.,
developing tank, 2 leather cases ; a bargain, £12.

POSTCARD 3A Autographic Kodak Special Roll

Film, rack focussing, rack rising front,
reversible finder, also range-finder, fitted Kodak
anastigmat f/6.3, Velosto shutter, 1 to l/300th
and .time, cable release, combination back, 6
D.P. holders, F.P. A. ; a bargain, £6.
1-PLATE Coronet Field Camera, double extension,
4 rising and swing front, swing and reversing back,
wide angle, brass turntable, fitted Hekla anastig¬
mat f/6.8, Compur shutter, 1 to l/200th and time,
3 book-form D.D. slides ; a bargain, £2/15.

5x4 Adams’ Minex de Luxe, double extension,

rack rising front, sky-shade, deep triple
detachable focussing hood, revolving back, quickwind focal-plane shutter, l/8th to 1/1, 000th
and time, fitted Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, 3 D.P.
holders, F.P. A. and leather case ; perfect con¬
dition, £17/17/6.

9x 12 Ernemann Folding Pocket Camera, rever¬

sible finder, rising front, fitted Ernemann
Detective Aplanat f/6.8, speeded shutter, 2 slides,
F.P. adapter ; a bargain, 15/-.

fitted Kynor f/3.5 lens, £1/15.
PATHE
Cine Camera, hand-turned, direct finder,
by experienced
before
Repairs
to all workmen
makes of; estimate
apparatusgivenexecuted
proceeding.
payment system
please ask on
for our
details.
Apparatus
can be; purchased
deferred
possible results.
Quick and
service.
Developing,
Printing
Enlarging, best
W.l.
NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent [0010
St.,

-P

. A
ll

[6635

2 focussing, rising and cross front, N. & G.
reflex finder, also direct finder, spirit levels,
fitted Ross Xpres f/4.5, speeded shutter, i to
l/150th and time, cable release, 3 D.D. slides,
F.P. A., tripod board and leather case ; a bargain,
£11/10.

l/15th to 1/1, 000th and time, f/4.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat lens, directvision finder, 3 D.D. slides, Mackenzie ^apter and 12 envelopes,
all in leather case. Good condition .
£16 10 0

3i x2i Dainty Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Ross
P.P. adapter and leather case .

f/7.7, 2 D.

31x24 Newman & Guardia New Special Sibyl,

5/-.

APPARATUS

FOR CASH, EXCHANGE

W.A.

CINE-KODAK Model B.B. Junior, direct finder,

ZEISS Cocarette Roll Film, 4}X21,
f/6.8 anas¬
condition,
50/-.
Folding
3^x21,rollf/6.8filmanastigmat,
shutter, KIRo,
6 slides,
and film sector
pack
adapters, 60/-. — Below.
WATCH
2ix2i
RollBelow.
Film, Aldis
f/7.7,Pocket
Lukos Carbine
shutter,
30/-. —
171RNEMANN
V.P., F.P.A.,
self-erecting,
U shutter, 3 slides,
30/-. — f/6.3,
Below. speeded
A LI;cashaboveonlyperfect
order and excellent condition ;
; approval. — Box 7196, c/o “ The
tigmat, Derval shutter ; new
— Below.

Sanderson,

slides, £3/5 ; perfect. — 16, Manor Rd., Levens-

hulme, Manchester.

fitted Kodak anastigmat f/1.9, 25 ram., also
3-in. Dallmeyer Telephoto lens f/4, plush-lined
leather case ; all as new, £20/10.

FOR

4/6;

SECOND-HAND

J0O

Tropical

LENSES

GRAFLEX Reflex, 3i X 2}, revolving back, slides,
Dallmeyer
Camera,
cost £14,
99-in.-IN.V.P.
Dallon
f/5.6, Speed
in special
focussing
mount,£5/15for;
Ross f/6.8 Telephoto Lens for 34x24 Sibyl,

ment,
beautifully
A
pocket
instru¬
finished light metal

2 Compound, 6 slides, F.P.A., leather case,
67/6. — Below.
1QX18
cm. Ica Hand Camera body, 16 inch

4

AND

F.P. A., leather case, Cooke f/4.5 ; perfect,
£8/10.— How, 89, Gipsy Hill, S.E.19.
[6653

16 ON
EXPOSURES
3i x2i

4 speeded
shutter,
; alsoFilm,
Folding
31x2i
Contessa
Nettelcase Roll
f/0.3,Brownie,
fully-

AO

13/-

7/6.leather
Best case,
quality

slides, F.P.A., lens hood, filter, velvet-lined
leather case ; cost over £60 ; splendid condition ;
£27, no offers. — Hills, Hilltop, Cheadle Hulme,
Cheshire.
[6010

Gordons, Aldershot.

1-PLATE

F/4.5 ZEISS TESSAR
LENS, NEW
COMPUR
SHUTTER, speeds 1 to
l/250tli sec., T. and B.

ZEISSl/2,000th
Miroflex,sec.,12x9,
latest8 slides
type, ;f/2.7,
F.P.A.,
cost i/3rd
£7Z ;
only used twice, £33. — Below.
.shutter,2Cf/6.3,
front ; model,
cost £13/17/6
SPECIAL
Kodak,rising
range-finder
Compur ;
as new, £5. — Corvaja, 4, Gordon St., W.C.l. [6605

51, Stoney St., Burnley.

CAMERAS

No. 6

Constructed of metal,
all leather covered.

Rollciflex or Reflex up to .5x4, no junk. -^Address,
Camera, 2, Tivoli Rd., Margate.
[6604

Anderson,

ADVERTISEMENTS

RISK.

35

June

THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

rOAMBRAS

WHY

How

TERIALS

you

BEST).

PRICES

THESE

NOTE

AND

f/4.5, £8/19/6

NOT?

AND

!

IPA BEST QUALITY PLATES (all speeds)^
3ix 2i Doz .
4ix3i .
5ix3i .
5 x4
.
6ix4j .

1/2
1/8
2/3
2/3
3/3

R84X63
VI
CE
.
Quantities

6/-

-

S

A

M

E

-

D

A

Y

SE

(cost £16/12/6).— Below.

Allens.
.£7/17/6
; alsoC'ompur),
Ideal,
3.1x21— Zelss
(both Donata,
Zeiss f/4.5
and D.A.
£9/15. — Below.
AllManchester,
Like new 4.at (Central
Allens, 9480.)
168, Oldham [0087
Rd.,
CAMERAS
Exchanged
stock
London
;
special attention
to; largest
Pathescopes.
— S.
Humphrys,
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[5002
Lloyds
photographic
87,
Lamb’s Conduit
St., W.C.l. supplies,
Phone, Holborn
6250 ; usual approval terms.
LLOYDS.
— F/2 &3-in.Lorab,
Anastigmat
Lensesbetween-lens
by Goerz
and Busch
fitted Ilex
shutter, speeds l/5th, 1/lOth, l/25th, l/50th,

at special

QU

AL

IT

Y

AND

WANTED

|

WANTED. — Soho P.C. Slides or Mackenzie ;
2 without,
details. 6-in.
— Rowe,
326,
31x24
Reflex,give
long full
extension,
f/4.5[6539
or
Hainton Avenue, Grimsby.

MA¬

IF NO
T S
ATIS
F

TT

IED

ANTED. — i-pl. Sanderson
bard.

Bishop

Thornton,

Plate-holders. — HubHarrogate.

[6.544

ROLLEIFLBX
Wanted,34x24,
6x6 Farvue
cm., andCamera,
accessories
also f/3.5 Reflex,
No. 1;
Panoram Kodak, .Jaynay Tripod, self-timer. —
Glenthorne, Bieldside, Aberdeen.
[6546

Cine Camera ; full particulars to — Box 7161, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[6549

ROLLEIFLEX
Camera,
f/3.8 lens,—
reasonable price
and preferably
first-class condition.
Cox, Test View, London St., Whitchurch, Hants.
(All

IXTANTED. — 6x13 Stereo Camera, 3-lens reflex
TT type preferred.— Schofield, 8, Seymour [6552
Rd.,
Hampton Hill, Middlesex.
[6.553

P.C. Exchange
Reflex, needing
not ” objected
to ;
for “ repair
Regen tone
Eliminator,

surfaces)

1/9 50, 3/- 100, 11/6 500,
21/- 1,000.

“ Epoch ” Speaker with “ Ferranti ” Transformer.
— Nutter, 245, Selhurst Rd., South Norwood, S.E.25.
Livingstone 2848.

IPA Oe Luxe Bromide and Gaslight Papers
(All Surfaces).
. . 2/6
32X2i Gross
44x21
4ix3i

..

54x34

„

ALSO

British

I

sizes

pro

Chemicals.
Solution.

Developers
All

Orders

(Liquid

over

POST

TT

and

COUPON

Bulky

Name
Address

P.O.

i-pl. Cameo,

f/3.9,

'l^LANTED.
— 16-mm.
or Kodak
TT
Projector,
suitableBell
for &250 Howell
volts A.C.
; full

NOW

THE
For

PLATES,

T T

f/3.8

lens

Clegg, 68, Skipton

IPA
HOP.

ICS

5312.

CAN

preferred

;

or ROLL -HOLDER

0
0

WHOLESALERS

FOR

. . £6

:

.
. IBSOR ..£7 7
£8 8
COMPUR
,. EXTENSION
„
„ DOUBLE
:
Zeiss Tessar and Compur . . £15 15
THORSCH,

0

LTD. :

CARNER & JONES, LTD.
Polebrook House, Golden Square, W.1
Ask

A

for New

Camera

CHANGE

Catalogue,

FOR

THE

BEST

(No Seconds) ALLENS

Super

Photographic

PLATES.
3/6
.. 6/9
.. 1/3 .
.. .. 2/5
1/9 .. . 8/6
Zh

SUPEB
4ix3t
6^x4}

I

(No Job)

Products

. 2/6
1/6 .
PAPEB
. 1/6
Ih .
.
3/6
. . 2/2
. 3/6
..
. 1/10 .

SUPER

OASLIOHT

21X11

.

31x21
41x2}
41x31

450 aad 600 H. and D. Other sizes pro rata. All grades.
SUPEB POSTCARDS
(Bromide or Gaslight), i50groBi.
1/6, 100 2/6.

. 5/-

Special terms to Oammereial Photographers and D. P.
Finishers.
Write or call for Finishers' List.

CAMERA
YOUR

EXCHANGE

CHANCE

Two-thirds

TO

SERVICE

PURCHASE

(approximately)

allowed

as

part payment on modem
cameras,
when purchasing new cameras. (Send
for free booklet explaining.)
Cameras

as

part

payment

subject to our approval.
Write, stating exactly what

must

you have

be
as

apparatus

required.

T.-P. REFLEX
(NEW

A
ROLLEIFLEX
CONTAX
LEICA
PROMINENT
MIROFLEX
EXAKTA
ETUI, PILOT
CINE-KODAK

part payment, the price paid and date
purchased, with particulars also of new

with F/1.9 SUPER

DALLMEYBB

ANASTIGMAT

LENS.)

SIX^
YOUR
NEAREST

for

Rd., Flarby, via Colne.

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

BOX
or-

DEVELOPINQ

SERVICE

ALL' size films developed Gd., and

ENLARGED
POSTCARDS
2il-.
. {each
exposure) ■ at
'

cash. —

[6600

OUR

PILLAR

put$ you in touch with our

SUPER

Rolleiflex, 2ix2i,

cheap

34x24— Vertical
Plates. — Miss
WANTED.
ElectricStockwood,
Fmlarger, Keyford,
to [6607
take
Queens Rd., Swansea.
\rEST
Filmshutter
Camera; approval,
wanted, anastigmat
lens Pocket
; good
cheap. —
Advertiser, 52, Hatfield Rd., London, W.4. (6625
DEVRY,
Standard
Camera Filrao
wanted or; Automatic
state lowest
price. — Cine
107,
Beresford Avenue, Hanwell.
[6631

RD., S.E.1

YOU

!
0

YY'^-VNTED.
— 1-pl.
Wide-angle
T T 34 to
4 in.
focus ; Anastigmat
particulars. —Lens,
171,
Brockley Rd., S.E.4.
[6623

Plume:

CAMERA
6

— 85, Calton Camera,
Avenue, 2.1
Dulwich,
[6590
ROLLEIFLEX
square,S.E.
wanted, write

.

PALACE

FILMS,

7184, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [6580
Enlarging Condenser, roll-film
TT
adapter for 34x24 Cameo. — Murdoch, Central
Avenue, Portstewart, N. Ireland.
[6582

. .

10/12, LAMBETH

34x24,
SLIMMEST

Box

2/6.

PHOTOGRAPH

the

Radionar Anas, and VARIO

Reflex
wanted,
about 2ix3i,
good adapter.
lens, for—
roll films,
or suitable
for roll-film

YY^'/'^I’ED. — Latest Automatic

36

Lukos

particulars and lowest price to — Box 7185, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[6579

Please send — on the understanding that if not
satisfactory money will be refunded — 100 IPA
De Luxe Vigorous Glossy Bromide Postcards
ENCLOSED

Ensign

YY^ANTED. — Pathescope de Luxe Motocamera,
T T
and Drem Cinemeter ; particulars — Kennington, Wyndgate House, Andover, Hants. [6578

Packet).
(except

exchange

C'ompur, 6 slides, leather case, etc. — 16, Kynaston
Rd., N.16.
[6569
— Double Dark Slides for 1-pl. Graflex.
TT — Hay, Roxburgh House, Regent St., London,
W.
[6570

.. 7/-

rata.

5/- Post Paid
Chemicals.)

THIS

.. 6/.. 5/.. 6/-

Mounts.
Sepia Toner.
Self-toning Paper.

Mountant.
Glazing

ENSIGNETTE
No. 2 de Luxe, f/7.7, for [6559
Dual
speakers. — Above.
ANTED. — Kolibri, Small Reflex or similar ;

Best.

64x 4J 1 Gross
84x64 4
..
10x8
i
,.
I2xl0i

..
. . 3/3/6
. . 4/3

Other

and

for

MOUNT EVERE/T
EXPEDITION

Cooke
f/4.5 34x24
lens, revolving
back, Ruby
etc., asReflex,
new,
Exchange.—
T.-P. .Junior
"’holder,
roll-film
magnifiers and 4 single slides, neck
o
strap ; wanted first-class Roll Film Camera or

IPA De Luxe Gaslight
and Bromide Postcards

chosen

1/lOOth sec., bulb and time ; unused, £3/12/6. [5909

good and cheap. — Reflex, 46a, Blatchington
Rd., Hove.
[6538

FIR

ST

was

Lenses.
20-ln.costTessar
f/6.3, 7i-in.
iris,
new, —£9,
over Anastigmat
£20 ; Berthiot
f/4, sunk mount, new, 85/- ; Faliez 54-in, f/4, new,

I EXCHANGE

MON—
EY
REF
UND
ED

1933

PATENT - ETUI

38/- : Condenser Lenses, all sizes. Portraits, Tele¬
photo Lenses and R.R. Lenses, any focus, all at bargain
prices ; Anastigmats Re-polished at moderate
charge by experts ; enquiries invited. — Premier
Optical Co., 63, Bolton Rd., Stratford, London. [6639

GU

A
—
RA
NT
EE
D

|

Allens.
i-pl. Sanderson,
£6/17/6f/4.5;
Baby —Ikonta,
57/6 ; 10x15Salex
cm. f/4.5,
Anschutz,
Dogmar (74 in.), £8/15. — Below.
Allens.—
SpeedEnlarger,
Film Reflex,
Kodak
Auto-Focus
£6/17/6 £5/17/6
; Zeiss ; Icarette,
Six 21. double extension, plate back model, Zeiss

bonoffti

(BRITISH

LENSES

Trade.

Are YOU among the Hundreds of Photographers
regularly supplied by us?
IF NOT

AND

14,

ADVERTISEMENTS

Send P.O. and next film to us.
SPECIAL

FREE

ENVELOPES

to Leica. Contax,
EVERYTHING

POST

BolleiSex

Return postage paid ■
SUPPLIED.

SEND

PAID.

A boon

and all small fllm asert.
FOR

LIST.

ALLENT MANCHESTER, 4
168,

Fboiu

DEPOSIT

; Cent. 9480.

SYSTEM.

Open

OLDHAM

to 8 p.m., Satnidaps

RD.

9 p.m.

June

14,

THE

1933

\ EXCHANGE

AND

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

There's

WANTED!

WANTED. — Roll Film Back, Plate-holders, Tele¬

photo Lens, Filters, other accessories Series
B Graflex, 21x3}. — Ellison, Alanbank, Moorhouse
Rd., Carlisle.
[GG37

WANTED. — Pathe Camera, with Zeiss lens pre¬
WANTED.
— iix2i
Reflex,
cheap,
31x2.}
folding—
film, with
f/6.3 lens,
offered
in part
exchange.

ferred : also Projector and accessories. — Box
7197, c/o “ The Amateur PhotORraphcr. ”
(6638

Box 7198, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [6640
V^’'
— For
cash.and
Reflex
3}x2i —recent
model,
TT ANTED.
t/i.a or
larger,
accessories,
Stuart,
24,
Redhill, Stourbridge.
[6643

I CINEMATOCRAPH APPARATUS

an

ACCESSORIES

ECONOMIC

Trade.

CONFERENCE
EVERY

DAY

at BERKELEY

Bellows. — A11 sizes stocked ; lowest prices ;
Ikon, Metal
Cameo,Slides,
Klito,
Zodel Zeiss
and
SINGLE
A.P.Contessa,
Paris,
T.-P.,
Block
Edge fittings:
3ix2i
1/3, 4ix3i
1/6,

camera cases.— A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

ST.

We can solve YOUR camera problems.
First easy payment secures any instrument.

5ix3i

THE AUTOMATIC
ROLLEIFLEX

PATHE 9.5, complete outfit. Luxe Motocamera,

Zeiss Tessar f/4. 5 .
Zeiss Tessar f/3.8 .

Square, London,

AGFA

STANDARD
!

CINE-KODAK Model B, f/3.5 lens, complete

All brand new.
with
6-speeded
shutter and direct
vision tinders.

BELL-HOWELL
Filmo
J Projector,
completenew in;
case, 2-in. lens,
resistance
; practically
what offers ; seen before 10 after 6. — 189, Church

F/6.3 anastigmat.
List £5 128. 6d.

with case, also Projector C model, with
resistance, £25. — Boxgrove Cottage, Boxgrove Rd.,
Guildford.
[6562

Rd., Upper

Norwood.

£3:10:0

[6577

PATHE Luxe Motocamera, Zeiss Triotar f/2.9

F/4. 5 anastigmat.
List £7 158.

lens, complete in leather case, with supple¬
mentary lenses and light filter, purchased new
last year, very little used and in perfect condition,
£10. — Below.

£4:4:0

PATHE Lux Projector, complete in case with
order and condition, £22/10 ; extra resistance
for higher voltages, 25/-. — BM/TNGV, London, W.C.l.

Agfa Cassette Camera, 16-mra., f/3.5, in leather

case ; as new : sacrifice, £5/10. — Box
c/o “ The Amateur Pliotographer. ”

CINE-KODAK

sight and
With
lens.

shoot.

f/3.5

e £9
Makes
work

and

: 17

: 6

7199,
[6646

TheLEICA
36 pictures at one
loading. Slips into
maticfocussing.
the pocket. AutoDaylight loading.
Elmar f/3.6 lens.
Provides splendid

16-mm., 9.5-ram. Films, stamp. — Atkinson, 24b,
Albert Bridge Rd., S.W.ll.
[0093

All Leica Lenses

MONEY

and sundries

SAVERS

Postcard Ditto (holds 12), 12/6 ; both unused.
— S. Gaw, Bangor, Down.
[6585

TWO Enlargers, dishes, printing frames, trimmer,

Justophot and other exposure meters, tanks,
thermometers and other accessories, list on
application. — Hills, Hilltop, CheadleHulme, Cheshire.
[6609
Three
Strip dishes,
Dishes, 10/-.
16/20x16 New
dish,Steel-euamelled
7/6; four 13X11
—;
Coachling, 18, Gladstone Avenue, Ramsey.
[6642

A British
Triumph.

Model I Leica Camera, Elmar
f/3.5 interchangeable lens, very
little used, but body marked, with
leather case.
Cost £18 17s. 6d.

0

With f/6.3 anas¬
tigmat lens 65/-

tion at special prices for quick sales,
i-pl. Zeiss Nixe Double Extension Roll Film Camera, Zeiss
Tessar f/4. 5 anastigmat lens, Compur D.A. shutter. Listed
£19 178. 6d .
£10 10 0
Filmo 70D Cine Camera, 16-mm., turret head, Cooke f/3.5
lens. Cooke 1-in. f/1.8 special lens, Dallmeyer 4-m. f/4 TeleXihoto lens, Mayfair case. Cost £102 11s. 6d .
£75 0 0
3i X 2J Ensign Tropical Reflex Roll Film, focal-plane shutter,
Aldis-Butcher f/4. 5 anastigmat lens, also 9-in. f/6.5 Dallmeyer
Telephoto lens, 2 leather cases. Cost £17 5s .
£8 17 6
3^x21 Soho Reflex, revolving back, revolving mask, Ross
Xpres f/4. 5 anastigmat lens, 3 double slides, P.P. adapter,
K 1 and K 2 filters, leather case, 2 slings. Cost £38 5s. 6d.
£25 0 0
WRITE

FOR

LISTS.

EASY

TERMS.

WALLACE

i-pl., 4/11 ; 2-gal. Economy Tanks for D. & P.
work, complete with clips and weights, takes all
sizes, 25/- ; 9-mm. Cine Film Tanks, from 22/6. —
White Photo Accessories, 18, Murgatroyd St.,
Bradford.
[5835

47, BERKELEY
NEXT
WISE

IN

TIME—

DOOR
USE

I BUY photos of queer gravestone epitaphs, 4/LOST

Oi') reward.—
May Cross
20th, on
a.m.
ot'/w
Train from Lost,
Charing
to 10.25
Tunbridge
Wells, a Leica Camera, No. 83413, magnification
3.5. with automatic distance recorder, in leather
case. — Apply, Hart & Co., 11, Queen Victoria St.,
E.C.4.
[6650

MISCELLANEOUS
. Binoculars,
by Krauss,
Paris (Zeiss
PAIR
Highest-grade
Prismatic
16 xLicensees),
Stereo
oblect glasses 40 mm., bending bar, fine focussing
each eye ; cost £16/16 ; bargain, £8/10 ; perfect. —
Stamp, 3, Bedford Park Villas, Plymouth. [6641

EXCHANGES.

MATERIALS

HEATON

: GROS.

TO

|

for photo only, or 8/3 for negative ; it you can
take clear snapshots write to me as I have
epitaphs all over that you can look up for me.
— W. Bethel, 166, W. Van Buren, Chicago, Ills.,
U.S.A.
[6533

LTD.

Rollwashes
Film without
Tanks (nickel),
develops,
removing
film, fixes
V.P. and
to

Phone

WANTED

With
Doublet
lens and speeded
shutter ... .37/6

Trade.

BE

PHOTOGRAPHS

S elf -ejecting
front.

F These are in absolutely new condi¬

KLIMAX 3ix2J Plate and Film-pack Tank, 7/6 ;

in stock.

KODAK
6-20 JUNIOR

Guaranteed bargains on free approval
to post-buyers against full cash deposit.

£10 10

ACCESSORIES

focussing.

J. LANCASTER & SON. LTD., 87, Parade,
post free.— Lancaster,
Birmingham.
CLEARANCE
Sale List ofParade,
Shop-soiled
Enlarger.s,
struction
;
postage
2d.
—
Lancaster,
Enlargers.
— List of parts for ownParade,
con¬
Birmingham.
[0082

£22 : 0 : 0

Phone,
[5836

CINEMATOGRAPH Films, Accessories ; standard
chargers9.5loaded
no 2/-,
callers
; exclusive
CINEART
Camera 2/2i
Film,; tins
processing
2/- ;

[6611

Trade.
_

J^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.
Birmingham, 1. Telephone, Central 4255.

large prints.

60’s.

only ; lists free ; sample 1/-. — ^Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[3523

O [’T /_ 8i-in. Condenser, mounted, good condition.
OO/*
— S. Cauwood, 931, Chesterfield Rd.,
Sheffield, 8.
[6636
1-PLATE Imperial Enlarger, anastigmat lens,
2 new condition, £5/10 or nearest offer. — Johnson,
Northview, Dunstall Avenue, Burgess Hill. [6617

automatic

1 ft. of film do the

Pathe, Ensign

W.l.

ENLARGERS

of 4.

ILLUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, Wardour St.
(facing Film House), London,
Gerrard 6889.

&

E NLARGERS
negative, and
from Leica
to 12x10,
Condensers,
VERTICAL
Horizontal,
for every
size
diffused or mercury vapour illumination ; semi¬

anastigmat

PATHESCOPE
30-ft.of
sample, 1/3Films.
post— Enormous
paid, withselection,
big list
Supers

8541.

MIRAPHOT
Enlarger,
NovarLodge,
anastigmat,
£4. — Busby,
Longford
Buxton.perfect,
[6592

ANCASTER

Everything
for Movies
your (9,inspection
in¬
vited of immense
stock of ;Films
16, 35 mm.).
Cameras and Projectors, including Bell & Howell,
Moy,

LANTERNS

“8”

Trade.

DeVry, De Brie, Williamson,
and Coronet.

Chancery

38x15x12,
20/- ; RoH
tap-hole
tap, 2/6 Tanks,
extra,
Lloyds.
— Porceloyd
Film andDeveloping
all sizes ; stoneware tanks in stock.
Snaps, Equipment
Studio Lighting,
Drying
Lloyds
for D. &Backgrounds,
P. Trade, Walking
and Mounting Machines.
[5908

Slips into your pocket.
No
focussing, simply

Bolex Model B, with resistance, good condition,

[6634
£10 or near offer. — Write, E. H., 17, Nunhead,
Lane, S.E.15.
[6645

Telephone,

£7/7. Miraphot
— Hills, Hilltop,
Cheshire.
ZEISS
Enlarger,Cheadle
i-pl.,Hulme,
new condition,

resistances for all, voltages, purchased new late
last year ; cost £21 ; in new and perfect con¬
dition, £12/10. — Allen, Jeweller, Aldeburgh, Suffolk.
[6606
PROJECTOR,
Bolex 250-watt
Model lamp,
D (16-ram.
and
9-mm.), 100 volts,
2 objectives,
forward and reverse (motor) and stills ; first-class

W.C.

10/6; 15x12 in., 5/6 ; 12x10,4/6: 10x8,3/6;
24x16x4 or 5 in. deep, 15/- ; 30x20x3 in. deep,
15/- : Cascade Washing Trays, set of three,
20x16, 47/6.

3ix2i Roll Films
at about HALF-PRICE

Lonsdale
[6557

2/3, etc.

Holbom 6250.
Lloyds,
87, Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l. Phone,
[0090
to any— New-stock
on the market,
3 in.Dishes,
deep, postcard
Lloyds.
Enamelled
superior
strip, 23x7 in., 7/6 ; 24X18 in., 12/6 ; 20x16 in.,

£20 t 0 : 0
£22 : 10 : 0

f/3.5 lens. Projector with transformer for
220-250 volts alternating, nickel tanks and frame
for own processing, film mender, spare lamp,
etc., also quantity chemicals, scales and dark¬

2/3, 9x12

slidesPack
: 3i Adapters,
x 2i 5/6, 41A.P.
x 3i 6/6,
; postage
FILM
Paris,etc.fittings
as
extra ; obtainable from Actina Ltd., 29, Red Lion

A miniature automatic reflex of highest
quality.
4x4 cm.
Zeiss Tessar f/3.5 .
&20 : 0 ; 0
Zeiss Tessar f/2.8 .
£>22 I 10 J 0
6x6 cm.

PATHE
Motor— 90,Camera
de Luxe,
Zeiss [6405
lens,
case, £11.
Montacute
Rd., f/2.9
Catford.

room lamp
: sacrifice, '£12. — Write,
Cinema,
Carlisle.

ADVERTISEMENTS

Trade.

ST., W

2691.

COOK*S.

OVR

DEPOSIT

LEICA Users. — ^Have you your Spring supplies of

films ? Write for “ Service for the Leica
Camera.” — Photofilms, Leica Specialists, Red Lion
House, Chiswick Mall, W.4.
[0091
SYSTEM.
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THE

AMATEUR

[

THE

CAMERA ofEXCHANGE
tho
MIDLAMDf
ALL
AND

MODERN
MAKES
OF STILL
CINE CAMERAS
SOLD AND
EXCHANGED.

EVERYTHING

FOR

THE

CINE

ENTHUSIAST

Agents tor BELL & HOWELL, VICTOR, ENSIGN,
SIEMENS, KODAK, BOLEX and PATH^.
Let us have your old apparatus in part exchange lor new
Best allowances

niade by

G A. L L O W A Y S Photographic Chemistt
VICTORIA

SQUARE,

{OppoHU

PHOTOGRAPHER

BIRMINGHAM

O.P.O.)

ADVERTISEMENTS_

MATERIALS

j

Trade,

June

14, 1933

“ DREMOSCOP”
ENSU
RES
CORRECT
EXPOSURE

K ALTON, forBristol,
150, Victoria
St. ACallers
new
South-Western
England.

depot
welcomed.

every

Rd. Prices
less postage to callers.
K ALTON,
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
121, Scotswood
K ALTON,
Rd. Hours,
9 to 7 ;Manchester.
Wednesday, 99,
1 ; London
please call.
K ALTON,
London,
61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
Send for
price list.
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harbome.
K ALTON,
7, Albany
9
to
7
:
Wednesday,
1
; please
call. Hours,
K ALTON, Leeds, 38, Bridge
End.
K ALTON,
postage Glasgow,
to callers.409K Argyle St. Prices less
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt, i-pl. 3/6
K ALTON
Chloro-Bromide
white72

Simplicity and accuracy com*
bined. Gives with speed and
certaintv the correct exposure
required lor any subject by

time !

day or artificial light. Only
3-1q. long, attractive In
appearance and
the amateur.

PRICE
Leather Case
From

a

21/-

Dealers

PRODUCTS

37. Bedford

to

3/6 extra.

Photographic

DREM

boon

or

Ltd.

Si. Strand, W.C.2

sheets ; 1/1 -pi. 3/6 36 sheets ; 10x8“ 5/-, 12x10
7/3, 3/- dozen.

"SjaUTY
WRITE

goods

AT/

Everything in Photogra¬
phic materials at Prices
which defy competition.

FOR_

free
,CATALOGUE

You can save pounds by
dealing with the firm
( 22 years in the trade.
I Better results at much
/ less cost.

0/telar^est'

Selection, of
Materials in

SAMPLES

the ZfradQ / '

CITy PHOTO

FREE.

WORKS

H9.EastbQiimg.PQnH Southboit
EST

“Ziytars

ZEISS

K ALTON “ Kaltona ” Bromide, glossy, velvet,

matt, normal, vigorous, extra vigorous, single¬
weight and double-weight ; 20 x 16 6/3 dozen :
15x12 4/3; 12X10 7/3 36 sheets, 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross :
i-pl. 3/6, 4jx2i 3/6, 31x2J 2/6 gross, 12 gross
21/6.
weight, Gaslight,
normal, vigorous
; same
KBromide
ALTON
single-weight
andprices
double¬as
advertisement above, except i-pl., 6/6 gross.
double-weight
K
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, :
10x8 5/-; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
2/- gross,
12-gross
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper.lots " 20/-.
Xlnt ” 3ix2i glossy.
3ix2i, Gaslight
1/6 72 sheets,
gross ; 1/6
4ix2igross;
and
K ALTON
Paper,2/6 lix2i,
i-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

K ALTON
Postcards,
bromide
and gaslight,
quality,
all surfaces
: Vigorous.
3/- first
100.
1/9 50.

IKON

Lantern

IKON LTD., 11, Mortimer
Mortimer St., London, W.l.

3ix2i,

7/6;

3ix4i,

REGENT^OLL
AGENTS
Liberal

D.

AU

WANTED
Discounts.

“AGAINST

Send

for Price

ROAD.

THE

12/-.

ATTWOOD Acme Postcards, Bromide and Gaslight,

LisL

normal and
vigorous,
per gross
ATTWOOD
Bromide
Paper,6x4i,
glossy,3/6satin,
matt, ;

SHEFFIELD

i-pl., 4/- per gross ; whole-plate, 7/6 per gross. —
Attwood, Hadleigh. Essex.
[0025

Allens super Gaslight (the quality paper) for

D. & P. Finishers, 3i x 2i 1/8, 4i X 2i 2/6 gross
(12-gros3 lots) ; 250-gro3s lots, 3ix2i, 1/7 gross,
sample gross 2/-. — Below.

LIGHT”

to 11 in. 9d. ; to If in. 1/- ; to
2J in. 1/6. (5 sizes, give diameter)
Of Bntign. nunter. Chapman, Westminster
pltoto. Ex,, Litart db Dealers, or post free .•

38

18/-;

normal and contrasty, 50 1/6. 100 2/9, 500 11/-,
1,000 19/- ; Commercial Postcards, 1/9 100, 14/per 1,000.

Everywhere

^ADAPTABLE^
LENS
HOOD
Spring Brass, Swaged
and Braided
Clips.

50, SYDENHAM

SANDS

Postcard, 2/- dozen, 6 dozen 11/- ; i-pl., 2/9 dozen,
5 dozen 12/-.

Sizes.

SAMPLE
FILM
1/- POST
FREE
C. WATERHOUSE,
Photographic Dealer
9, EARLDOM

NEGATIVES

All post

ATTWOOD
superfine
quality 6 :dozen
300 8/-and;
600 H. & Plates,
D. ; i-pl.,
1/9 dozen,

f'V-WS

Popular

Allens
Plates,
4ix3ilots).1/6,— Below.
5ix3i 2/-,
6ix4i Super
2/6 dozen
{6-dozen
Allens
Super Chemicals
2/9,Below.
Metol 3/6,
Hydroklnone
1/9, Pyro: Amidol
2/9 i-lb.—
Allens
& P.Wallets,
order 1/6pads,
special D.
de Luxe
100 7/6
(60/- dozen
orders ;
carriage
paid) Rd.,
; send
for Finishers’
168, Oldham
Manchester,
4.List. — Allens,
[0092

PARK,S,E,26

USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

cm. negatives (f.e.
on V.P. film) we

supply 9 X 12 cm. prints with white jid.
margins, in presentation folders, for. . . .
Also 6x4 in. prints from
in. ^d.
negatives, in presentation folders, lor . . O ea

K ALTON
& D. 8/6.350, 31x2i, 3
packs Film
5/3 ; Packs,
i-pl., 3H. packs
K
ALTON
Flat
Films,
H.
&
D. 600,4 1-pl.,
3 dozen
5/-, 16/6 gross ; Postcard,
dozen
8/9 ;
i-pl. 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
K ALTON
bottled : Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4 : Hydroklnone,
lOd. ; Pyro,
[0009
post paid Hadleigh,
; satisfaction
catalogue
ATTWOOD,
Essex.guaranteed
— Reliable ; Materials,
free.
ATTWOOD
FlatH. &Films,
superfine 2/-quality
350 and 600
D. ; Postcards,
dozen, ;
6 dozen 10/- ; i-pl., 2/3 dozen, 6 dozen

3x4

16 exposures

Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.

6 exposures:
5ix3i. 21/-.

ZEISS
House,

&

From

K ALTON
Films,; 3ix21,
first quality,
8 exposures
Hx2i. Roll
9/- dozen
10/- ; 2ix4i,
12/- ;:

enable a camera to be tilted at a ny
an?Ie and rotated in any direction
withont removing from the stand.
No. 1630/S(topillastration) ISs.Od.
Dootar, No. 1629 (bottom iUnstra*
tion) 27s. Farther particnlars on
application to :

H.

^Tvr^BIC PRINTS

4ix2i Self-toning
and i-pl.,Collodion,
4/-.
K ALTON
3i x 2i,' 3/- gross ;
K ALTON
Self-toning
Postcards,
glossy, matt and
matt cream,
4/- 100,
32/6 1,000.
K ALTON
i-pl., 9/94 dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
4 dozenPlates
8/9, :backed
; i-pl.,
5/-,
backed 5/9; 3ix2i, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9;

TRIPOD
STAND
HEADS

1000

SEND^^NECMIVES

RISK.

RETURNED

free.

HUNTER&CO.

Send

WITH

cash

with

LTD., 37, BEDFORD

W.C.2. _

PRINTS

order.

ST., STRAND
2604/fi

’

June

THE

14, 1933

AMATEUR

BROMIDE

CRAFTSMAN
Glossy.

CRAFTSMAN

Cream,

CRAFTSMAN
1/9

ROLL

dozen.

8-exp.

8ix6i 10/POST FREE.

100 2/-, 500 8/6, 1,000 15/-.
1/3 gross;
i gross,
2/- gross,
BURT’S
Gaslight3ix2i,
and 1/3
Bromide
Paper:
21x1},12
gross 20/- ; 4ix2} and i-pl., 1/9 i gross,

gross.

3/- gross (de luxe 6d. extra) ; i-pl., 1/9 36 sheets,
3/3 i gross, 5/9 gross ; whole-plate, 2/9 36 sheets,
5/- i gross. 9/- gross (Commercial, 8/- gross) ;
10x8 36 4/6 ; 12x10 24 4/6.

BROMIDE

and

Vigorous,

gross;

12x10

POSTCARDS,

6/6

BURT’S Plates, sold to many leading studios,

all speeds ; i-pl., 3/6 dozen, 3 dozen 9/- ;
Postcard, 2/6, 3 dozen 6/6 ; i-pl., 1/9, 3 dozen 4/9.

all sur¬
or strips.

10 per
sample allows
order.
KAMY.
ltd.,cent 22,reduction
Bunhill onRow,firstLondon,
[0026
Films excepted.

600 and 300 H. & D.,

Postcard 2/9,
POST EXTRA.

f-pl.

3/6

ROLL FILMS!
1000 H. & D. ROLL

1/2, V.P. 8-exp.

LESS 25%

Luxe, Postcards,
3/6 100 ; Gaslight
First Quality,
1/6 50,: 2/9
BURT’S
and Bromide
de
100, 11/- 500, 20/- 1,000 ; Commercial, 50 1/3,

PAPER
3/7

13/6, 1,000 21/-, singles
POST FREE.

PLATES,

FILMS!

2ix3i

Normal

BROMIDE

100 2/10. 500

i-pl.

GASLIGHT

Guaranteed ENLARGING

Velvet,

i-plate 6/- gross;
36 sheets.

faces.

AND

3ix2i 2/6, 4^x2^
POST FREE.

1/-, 2ix41

Thousands of splendid 0

possible
priceList
; don’t
order
elsewhere
beforelowest
sending
for our
A ; our
testimonials
are repeat orders ; postage paid ; dispatched same
day. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Birmingham.

Our Goods are GUARANTEED.
You
cannot go wrong here. Money returned
if you are not completely satisfied.
P. work:

BURT’S. — The Old Firm. Guaranteed Material.

for first-quality British material : Papers.
Plates, Postcards, Mounts, Film Wallets and all
D. & P. lines ; big catalogue free.— City Photo
Works, Southport.
[0002

MATERIALS

&

CITY PHOTO WOEKS, Established over 22 years,

BUY A SECOND-HAND
CAMERA FOR YOUR
HOLI DAY. . . HOW0

Trade,

for PHOTO

for D.

3ix2i
12/- ; :6 V.P.K.
exposures
KAMY
Roll 10/-,
Films,2.ix4i
8 exposures
9/-,:
3ix4i 18/-, 5ix3i 21/- dozen; Wallets, 4|x3i,

dozen.

2/3 100, 7/6 500.

FILMS!
6-exp.

KAMY Plates, any speed: 3ix2i 1/-, i-pl. 1/6,

1/5

P.C. 2/-, i-pl. 2/9 dozen, postage extra.

for 12 spools, post extra

Papers.
1/1-pl.
11/6, and
i-pl.Gaslight,
7/6, i-pl.
KAMY
Postcards,
Bromide
3/- 1003/6,;
4ix21 3/3, 3ix2i 2/6 gross.

Send jor List of Crajtsmcm Products.

MARSHALL & GO.

RAMY P.O.P.. 1/1-pl. 10/-. i-pl. 5/9, i-pl. 3/KAMY3ix2iSelf-toning,
9/-, i-pl.4/-4/-,100.
4ix2} [0044
3/9,
3/- gross i-pl.
; Postcards
Backgrounds.
Any ; design,
cioud.s,
11/3, carriage— paid
Designs,6x5
6d. —ft.Hocking,
Bury Court Studios, Oswaldtwistle, Accrington. [6596
gross ; Postcards

PHOTO WORKS, FORD STREET,
Basford, NOTTINGHAM.

1-PLATE

2

SNAPSHOTS

COMPETITION

Photographer.”

14/6/33

competition

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Friday, June SOth,

Photographer.”

BGGINNBRS’

14/6/33

COMPETITION

* The Amateur

Photographer.”

PRINT

1
6d. 3.
3d.or1.—
Full-size
U /Q
O DOZEN,
Postcards lOd.
from 6,small
film
plate,
re¬
touching and vignettes included ; postage extra. —
Atkinson Speight, 38, Gainsborough Avenue,
Oldham.
[0017

Miniature
i-pl. Enlarge¬
ments, 2d. camera
: send specialist.
for list. —— George
Childe
Photo-Chemist, 228, Roundhay Rd., Leeds. [5840
special June —offer
i-pl. Water-colour
from ;
Connoisseurs.
My :Enlargements
are Different
your favourite negative, artistically mounted, 5/ ,

14/6/33

CRITICISM

41 X 3i Kodak Graflex, revolvini? back, Kodak
f/4.o
anastifOiiat lens, F.P. lioldcr.
leather case. List price £3.3 lOs.
For .
£13 12 6
10 15 cm. Mentor Folding
Reflex, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar
lens, .3 double plate-holders,
F.P. holder, leather case. List
price £40. For .
£11 12 6
4}x31
Ensign Roll Film,
Carl Zeiss f/6.3 Tessar lens,
Compur shutter, plate back,
focussing screen, 3 plate-holder.':.
In good condition . . £5 12 6
Model B Cine-Kodak, f 1.9
anastisrmat lens, also 78-nim.
Telephoto lens, carrying-case.
In excellent condition. List
price £40 10a. For. . £25 10 0
16-mm. Siemens Model B.
Glaukar f,'*2.8 anaatigmat lens,
leather case, etc. l.ist price
£33 lOs. For .
£22 10 0
35-mm.
Bell &
Howell
Eyemo, 47-ram. Cooke
anastigraat lens, leather
In excellent condition
la Special
finder
model,
Tessar

lens,

f/2..5
case.

£45 0 0
Kodak, L. range¬
B.
f/6.3
Compur

Kodak,

shutter
£5 12 6
Cooke f/6.5

condition. List price £3*2 os.
For .
£15 12 6
9 X 12 cm. or l-pl. Voigtlander
Tourist, double extension,
Voigtlander f/4.5 Heliar

6-in.
lens.

3 plate-holders, F.P. holder,
leather case. List price about
£20. For .
£9 12 6
41x31
Tropical Sanderson,
reversing back, long extension,
Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, Compur
shutter, 3 double book-form
plate-holders, F.P. holder

£10 12

6

Postcard Adams’ Verto, double
extension, 6-in. Ross f/5.5 <2ombinable lens, Graflex roll-holder,
pigskin case. In excellent con¬
dition. List price £45.
£17 10For0
4.5 X 6 cm. Zeiss Bebe, Carl
Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar, Compound
shutter, 6 plate-holders. P.P.
holder. Price .
£7 12 6
4.5x6 cm. Goerz V.P. Tenax,
f/4.5 Goerz Dogmar
lens, G
plate-holders,

purse case
£5 12 6
3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Kolibri,
Novar f/4.6 anastigmat lens,
Telma shutter. STew condition.

usually 8/6 ; spools individually developed, 6d!
— Randall Cox, 17, High St., Roehampton. [6598

List price £8 12s. 6d.

every
print
spotted. Developing
; Leicas,
1/-’
others 6d.
; Enlargements;
3ix2i2id.,
4ix3i4d.,
P.C. 6d. — Leica Super Service, 5a, Regent St.,
Bristol, 8.
[6648

Derval shutter. First-class con¬
dition. List price £4 48. For
£3 7 6
31 x>21 Voigtlander Roll Film,
Skopar f/4.5 anastigmat lens,
Compur shutter. In brand new
condition. List price £10 4s. 9d.
For .
£6 17 6

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Wednesday following date of issue.

PRINTING, COPYINC, DEVELOPING

or write

HERE ARE SOME TYPICAL BARGAINS
5 4 Soho Reflex, 71-5n. Cooke
f/3.5 lena, 0 double plate-holders,
leather case. In excellent con¬
dition. List price S,Ty2 15s.
For .
£25 0 0

18 6
41x31 Newman
& £3Guardia
Roll Film Sibyl, Roes Xpres
lens, leather case. In excellent

SUPER
Service
Leica andresults
other guaranteed
small film
users ;
bestforpossible

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Friday, J une 30th.

holiday, pay a visit
Sands Hunter’s,
for toCatalogue.

la Folding

Enlargements
Quality,
Postcard
Printing,
etc. : price listof free.
— Slater.
Sawtry,
Peter¬
borough.
[4423

offer

cameras are nowm

anastigmat lens, Universal shut¬
ter, speeds 1 to l/150th sec.

mounted
Enlargement
Free
for every
7/6 spentfrom
with your
us onenegative
8ix6i ;
no disappointments ; same-day service ; 8i x 6i

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Friday, June 30th.

*The Amateur

[(1603

assorted 2d. each. — Below.

14/6/33

second-hand

Every one is a real bargain, offered at ridiculousiy
ow prices, yet fully overhauled and guaranteed !
If you are thinking of buying a camera for your

dozen ;

lOd., 10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15X12 2/1; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8ix6i 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists :
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l
Clerkenwell 1871.
[0056

Photographer.”

intermediate:

2/6

POSTCARD Enlargements, 1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d.

SPEEDY D. & P. LTD.

*The Amateur

300,

Trade.

” FOTOZO ” (Regd.) Glazing and stripping solution.
Prints never stick. Price 1/- and 1/9 bottle,
CASH WITH
ORDERS.
EXPENSES
REFUNDED.
WRITE
LIST.

WORKERS’

speed

Roller-blind Shutters, 10/6. — Wilsons, Chemists,

” (Regd,),— A coloured 6*in. Statuette
and mounted on polished stand, 2/6 each.

ADVANCED

Films,

ENLARGEMENTS

The “ PORTRAIT
GIFT.” — Head and shoulders only In
prot’essional gilt-edged folders, size 8x6, 1/6 each, 3 for 4/6,
n for 7/6.

‘The Amateur

Flat

3/9 100.

Wigan.

FINISHED BY EXPERTS

Tile '' iilixCKJiC aNAf.” — a simburn-tiated Velox Print,
bound, various colours under glass, with English bevelled
mirror on back, size yix2i ,10id. each.
“ KUTOGRAPH
cut out in wood

ADVERTISEMENTS

MATBRIALS

DON’T PAY
HIGH PRICES

CRAFTSMAN

PHOTOGRAPHER

For
£5 5 0
31x21
Zeiss Ikon Ikonta,
Novar f/4.5 anastigmat lens,

4i ■' 31 Newman
& Guardia
Ideal Sibyl, Ross f/4.5 Xpres
lens, also 12-in. Ross Teleros, 6
plate-bolders, F.P. holder, colour
screen . leather case. All in good
condition .
£22 10 0
3 2 Voigtlander Roll Film,
Heliar f 4.5 anastigmat lens,
Compur
List

shutter.

price

3x4
Novar

£10

New

condition.

13s.

6d.
For
£6 17 6
cm. Zeiss Ikon Ikonta,
f/4.5 anastigmat lens,

•3-8peed shutter.
First-class
condition. List price £4. For
£3 5 0
31 ' 21 Nagel Triumph, f/6.3
Radionar anastigmat lens, 3speed shutter. New condition.
List

price

3
Carl

4 cm.
Zeiss

£3

12s. Gd.
For
£2 17 6
Zeiss Ikon Kolibri,
f/3.5 Tessar lens,

Compur shutter. Proxar supplementarr lens and filter. List
price £14 12s. 6d. For £9 9 0
31x21 Newman
& Guardia
Folding Reflex. Dallmeyer f/2.9
Pentac lens, 3 double plateholders and leather case. List
price £60. For .
£30 0 0
31x21
Ensign Roll Film
Reflex, Aldis f/7.7 anastigmat
lens, T. and I. shutter. New
condition .
£2 2 0
31 21 Dallmeyer de Luxe,
for film packs only, Dallmeyer
f/6 anastigmat lens, purse case.
In good condition. List price
£6 6s. For .
£3 12 6
31 X 21 Folding Cameo, double
extension, Aldis-Butcher f/4.0
anastigmat and 9-in. Dallon
Telephoto f/6.5, Rolex rollfilm holder, case. List price
£18. For .
£9 17 6
31x24 Newman
& Guardia
Sibyl Vitesse, Ross f/3.5 Xpres
lens, 3 double plate-hniders,
F.P. holder, leather case.
In excellent condition. List
price £32. For _
£17 12 6
Postcard Zeiss Ikon Roll Film
Nixe, double extension, Carl
Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lens, Compur
shutter, focussing screen, 6
plate-holders, leather case. List
price £24. For .
£13 12 6
41 X 31
Thornton - Pickard
Press, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar
lens, 3 double plate-holdera,
F.P. holder, leather case. In
new condition. List price £24 6s.
For .
£17 17 0
9 X 12 cm. Zeiss Ikon Miroflex,
Carl Zeiss f/4.6 Tessar lens,
6 plate-holders, F.P. holder,
leather case.
In first-class
order. List price about £50.
For .
£25 0 0
4.5x6 cm. Ermanox, f/1.8
Emostar anastigmat lens, 6
plate-holders, F.P. holder,
leather case. List price about
£40. For .
£16 16 0
4.5x6 cm. Dallmeyer Speed,
Dallmeyer f/2.9 Pentac lens,
also 6-in. Dallon f/5.6 Telephoto,
3 double plate-holders, F.P.
holder, leather case. Original
price £35. For .
£15 15 0
3^x24 Zeiss Minimum Palmos, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar
lens and a 7-in. Zeiss f/6.3
Tele-Tessar, 3 double plateholders, F.P. holder, leather
case .
£15 15 0

Any Camera sent on 7 days’ approval against deposit to value

Trade.

*The Amateur

14/6/33

Photographer.**

ENQUIRY

All Developing and Printing, same-day service ; SANDS HUNTER & CO., LTD.
Roll Films and one print each to 3ix2i 1/- ;
4ix3i 1/3, 5ix3i 1/8; write for lists; see also
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

COUPON

This Coupon to be forwarded with the question.
Available till Wednesday following date of issue.

37, BEDFORD

STREET,

STRAND,

W.C.2

[0057

YOU

CAN

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

39
4966/a

June

THE

XX

AMATEUR

I PRINTtNG, COPYING, DEVELOPINC |

THE

PHOTOGRAPHER
TWO

'ly j PEE GROSS. 42/6 per 1,000, including title.
I / ” best
on Kodak
Bromide
; if Photographic
enlarged from Postcards
snapshot negative,
36
Swindon.

Surrey.

[0064

S. HERMER,

[6474

DEV/BLOPING and Printing, any si^e, 1/- ;
Films
Developed, ; 4d.Postcard
; 3ix2iEnlargements,
Id. each, others
in proportion
2d.
RETOUCH

Bristol, 3. [6649

THE

Works), 27, Chancery Lane, London,

PREMIER

PATHESCOPE

{Oppotite
Hours

St., Canterbury

Nexo

Victoria Cinema.)

of Business

Telephone:

RELIABLE Repairs to all Apparatus, trade and

Press ; estimates at once ; established nearly
50 years. — ^Moore & Co., 101 & 103, Dale St.,
Liverpool.
[6530'

PATENTS
Trade.

The Owner of British Patents Nos. 273,234 and

289,786 for “ Improvements in photographic^
copying
apparatus
desirous
entering
intO'
negotiations
with ”oneis or
more of
firms
in Great
Britain for the purpose of exploiting the inventions
either by sale of the Patent rights or by the grant
of licences on reasonable terms ; interested parties
who desire further particulars should apply toDr. Albert L. Mond, 19, Southampton Buildings,

Victoria 2977.
to Saturday.)

Chancery

[5338

Sizes np to 12x10 glazed, onless otherwise ordered. AU above
post paid except glass negatives, when Sd. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
&

CAMPION,

122,

East

Park

Road,

76-PAGE
BARGAIN
Post

free

41x24

anywhere.

f/5,

C C .■! Q .R
iw.li/.U

31 X 21 T.-P. Special Reflex, reversing back, 6-in.
case.

CR.IQ.fi
ftU.lJ/.vF

cm. Curt Bentzin Press, self-capping,

i/ioth to i/i, 000th sec., 15-cm. Busch Omnar
f/4.5, 2 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, €7*10*0
leather case. Good condition... SpI.AV.U

Cocarette Roll Film, rack focussing,

rise and cross, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur. Good
condition. Cost £12 los..
.
£7:17:6
4.5x6 cm. Ernemann Focal-plane, y-S-cm.
Zeiss Tessar f/3.5, 6 slides, F.P. adapter. Splendid
condition. Cost £25 15s
. . .
£8:8:0

4Jx3i

Ensign Reflex B (double plate-holder

4ix21

Zeiss Ikon Icarette 500/15, Zeiss Tessar

model), revolving back, Cooke Aviar f/4.5, F.P.
adapter, leather case. Good con- £0,1 I%«n
dition .
f/4.5, delayed Compur, rising front.
Soiled only. Unused .

€Q*1

7*fi

Leica

21x1f

brand

281 OXFORD
40

W.l

[662'7

CATS,
envelope

DOGS,

to accompany

photos

ETC,
submitted.

BROS., LTD., 80, Great Eastern Street, London, E.C.2

Fourteen

doors

BUSES

STOP

PLEASE]

west

EVERY

MENTION

“THE

Lenses

WEEK

* fllTCHISON
and

As

rising front.

Good

condition.

f/6.3

Bought

for cash.

Cl.!)*!)

X#»#

Ernemann

As

new.

List £4. XO.tJ.W

Reflex, f/4.5 Emoplast, €^*^*0
focal-plane

£19:10:0

30-32 THAMES ST.

XO.U.lr
Sibyl Hand,
f/6.3
Zeiss Tessar,
condi
tion.
. £5:1
0:0

41x31
Ensign F.P.
Popular
Reflex, leather
reversing
back, €7*1
15-cm. ^*0
Zeiss
f/4.5,
6 slides,
adapter,
case.
Fair condition.

Cost £12 15s .

Xf

Ernemann
Hand, double extension, i5-cm. Dogmar
3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather €R*1 ^*(1

34x24

lhagee Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Meyer, 3 €18*10 *fl

slides, F.P.A., case. Good condition.

34x21

List£40.

41x31 back,
Adams'
Minex f/4.5,
Reflex,
triple
volving
61-m.Folding
Ross Xpres
3 D.D.

extension,
re¬
€4fi*0*fl

slides. F.P. adapter, case. Asnew.

X‘*O.U«U

London,
191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., W.i.
65, High St., Netting HiU Gate, W.ii.
2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.

Crouch End. — 17, Topsfleld Parade.
Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Catlord. — 62a, Rushey Green.
WHEN

XXO.XU.U

Dallmeyer Speed Focal-plane, 4l-in. Pentac f/2.g,

adapter, case. Fair condit
List
£19:
10:0
also” 9-in. Dallon Telephoto f/5. 6, ion.
K filters,
3 D.D.
slides.
F.P.

Cost £82 los.

28 OLD BOND

KINGSTON

.XiJ.U

41x31

f/4.5, Compur,

•U

Xpres f/4*5, 7 D.D.

PHOTOGRAPHER”

31x21

Good condition .
6 31x21
slides, F.P.
adapter
Good
Newman
& .Guardia

Cl«19«(i

Zhx2^ lea Bebe Hand, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Compur, direct
and frame finders, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, C7*7*fl

AMATEUR

V.P. film, f/4.5 anastigmat.

Xl.lU.U

9.5*mfn. Latest Pathe Projector, double claw, additional

35, Ludgate HUi, E.C.4.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.
121, Cheapside, E.C.2.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
35, Brompton Rd., S.W.3.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.

Q't , 'I ft, ft
condition. XX.XU.U
3 x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Baby Ikonta,Fair
16 exposures
on CQ.C.ft

to i/250th sec., rise and cross.

i/2oth to i/i,oooth sec., 3 slides, F.P. adapter.

resistance, super attachment, all in polished mahogany
carrying-case. Good condition.
Cost £5:10:0

Cost

41x31 Folding Roll Film, f/6.5 anas.. Compound

Clain.fl

5^x31Kodamatic
No. 3a Autographic
f/6.8 Kodak anas¬
tigmat,
shutter, rise Kodak,
and cross,
€ ^ • 1 fl *0
leather case. Very good condition .

case. Very good condition .
5i^x3^
Soho Reflex, 7i-in. Ross
slides,
lens hood, case. As new.

ESTD.
1750

LTD.

Accessories

V.P. Kodak.

21x1f canvas
Series III V.P. Kodak, f/6.3 anastigmat, Diomatic
shutter,
case. Good condition _
£2:10:0

$Tv

of Circus.

B

£5 I2S. 6d .
Cost
31x21
Folding Auto. Brownie,
anastigmat. As new .

^*0

HERE.

Cameras,

Model

new .

shutter,

plate

extension, 13.5-cm. Heliar f/3.5, Compur, 6 slides,
leather case. As brand new. ClC.ICafk
List £26 .
atlD.lu.ll

BOUND

addressed

41x21 No. la Auto. Kodak Junior Roll Cl .C.n
Film, f/7 .9 Kodar. /Is new .
41x31 Series III Kodak No. 3, f/7. 9 Kodar, Kodex

cm. Voigllander Tourist Hand, double

London,

acceptance.

Bargains

54x31 Zeiss Ikon Nixe 551 /6U, roll film, double
extension, 15-cm. Tessar f/4.5, Compur,
back, 3 slides, screen, leather Cl 4*1
case. As new .

WEST

Stamped

on

WILSON

Wanted

Ross f/4.5, F.P. adapter,
Good condition .

9x12

CHILDREN,

Payment

DOLLOND

LIST

micrometer focussing, Dogmar
Compur. As new .

4ix31

W.C.2.

Any item sent on five days* approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appointment
at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange allowance.

Goerz Tenax Roll Film, rise and cross,

9x12

LANDSCAPES,

LEICESTER.

DIFFERENT

Lane, London,

PHOTOCRAPHS WANTED ! ! irPo7TSnI,r.

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

Your Film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative : V.P. and
x 2^, 8 exposures, 1/2, No. 116 (24 x 41)
1/6, 4Ix3i 1/3, 54x34 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- 4 dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2/9 4 dozen, 84 x 64 ; 2/6
dozen, 1/6 4 dozen, 64 x 4J enlargements. 2/«* 20 x 16, 16 x 12 1/9
12 X 10 1/3. 10 X 8 1/-, 84 X 6* 9d., 64 x 4| 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH
OF ALL ORDERS.

OSBORNE

[000&

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments in¬
sured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press inquiries
invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near Gamages).
Holborn 3126.
[0062:

SPECIALISTS.

: 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. (Monday

W.C.2.

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD..

4, Fortismere Avenue, London, N.10

320, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Victoria, S.W.1

Retouching.
Best work, 4d.
charges
from : i-pl.
bust, 8d. ;— half-length,
; three-quarter,
3d. ; full, 2d. ; i-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and postage
3, Orchard

shutters,toetc.,
by skilful
workmen.and
— W.other
A.
Repairs
Cameras,
focal-plane
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical

or prints.

THE CAMERA & GRAMOPHONE CO.

I N G

Trade.

with order. — Miss Lamb,

REPAIRERS

All Pathescope 9.5-inm. Cine Filins (other than P.8.P.)
received before 4 p.m. are ready 5.30 p.m. following day
(Satordays excepted). Developing S/-, Reloads 2'7, post free.
Customers* Films Joined and Spliced, as required, no charge.
Our new Soper Demonstration Booms are now completed.
See your films in comfort and take advantage of our exclusive
service, which is at your disposal, gratis, of course.

Postcards 2d. — “ Manoralab," 11, Elmfield Ed.,
Walthamstow.
[6616
Avenue,

I

EXPRESS PROCESSING
SERVICE

3 for 6d., postage extra. — W. Shepard, 682, Carlton
Ed., Nottingham.
[6613

1933

Trade.

31- and S/-, POST FREE.
Cost equals one farthing for 12 negatives

— Ryecroft
S.E.12.
Filmsservice.Developed
andStudios.
Printed,Lee 1/-Green,
; same-day
Films
and Printed;
3^x24 2d.[6593
lOd.,—
post Developed
free ; Prints
Id., Postcards
Downing, 6, Brasenose Ed., Bootle, Liverpool. [6601
DE4^L0PING
and ;Printing,
3ix2iEnlargements,
Eoll Films,
8 exposures 8d.
also Postcard

each. — Smith, 16, Nutgrove

ELIMINATOR

Is quite indispensable, when washing your negatives
and prints. “ NOWAT ” SAVES EVERY TIME ONE
TROUBLESOME HOUR'S WORK.

and;
Printed
size. Developed,
6ix4i any
Enlargement
1/- (enclose
stamp)
Films,
specimen Enlargement lour stamps and negative. —
Appledore, 66, Eveline Ed., Mitcham,

HYPO

“NOWAT“

Trade,

for 3/- : titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer,

MINUTES

14,

ADVERTISEMENTS

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ST*
St.

W.l

Croydon. — 12, George
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.
Liverpool. — 73. Lord St.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St.
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THE BEST & LATEST
TheLEICA

Camera

Model
With

built-in

AT BOND

II

1933 Zodel
THE

range-finder.

Nine monthly
NEW

CHROMIUM

— you’ll

not

up-to-date

cruising,

WE

ine

monthly payments
16 1.

YOU

GO

find

a

better

and

every

instruments

touring

or

than

THE

larger

at Bond
form

GUARANTEED
len«. T. and

1. shutter.

Cost

£4 lUs .

£2

9

mas
sec. spe
to 1/ti
1/l
shu
lens foc
ana
O
tFte
Cos OO£t3h5 7s. , Gd. c£i1a8l 18 k 0
c,ase a3l-Dp.laslid
in hsotoigm bla
.Pr.. adap th
t
d, at ck
ne es,
,
ter
.
focal-plane shutter, l/«th to l/800th sec., tan case, 2 D. slides, F.P. adap¬
ter. Cost £26 lOs .
£12 12 0

Size only 2i x2l x4 in. Takes
12 exposures on standard
31x21
roll film.
Cive.s
beautiful enlargements. Com¬
pur shxitter, 1 to 1 3()0th sec.,
T. and H.
Fitted with
lens f 4.5

lens f/4..'5, shutter speeded I to l/lOUth
adapter. Co.st £28 .
shutter speeded J to l/200th
£22 .

sec., tan case, G S.M. slides, F.P.
£12 12 0

sec., tan case, 3 D. slides, F.P. adapter. Cost
£10 10 0

Pololvt lens, speeded shutter,
£8 17a. Gd .

1 to l/125thsec.,

tan case. 6 slides. Cost
£3 3 0

Taylor-Hobson Cooke f/4.5 lens, focal-plane shutter,
6 slides, F.P. adapter. Cost £11 Ts. 6d .

1/lOth

shvitter. 1
£9 9 0

to l/l,000th.
£7 10 0

Zei.'»s Tessar

£20 : 0 : 0
Fitted

with

Zeiss

Tessar

lens

£22:10:0
Nine monthly payments
of 46/8 or 52 6.

APPROVAL
to post-buyers of used
on full cash deposit.

tte

lec

cha

fin

der

ngi
,
ngg
box
,
f,'4.5 lens, shutter si eeds ^ to 1/2, 000th
adapter. Cost £42 10s .

shu

r,

1/l

tin

buying

guide

LISTS

!!

for

to-day!

to l/5
00

tte
Oth
r,
3
f/3. 5 lens, black case.

sec

ref

bla

ck

cas

e.

sec., black
fin

.,
lec
der
th
tin
.
g
Cost £31 10s .

Cos

t

£22

..

£4

12

6

case, .3 D. slides, F.P.
£19 19 0
Cos

t

£11

.

...

£2

12

6

MONEY-SAVING
15~3t

X 2h Cameo

ASSOCIATE

No

OF

Extension

Folding

OFFERS
Plate, rising and

f/6.3 Aldis Unu anastigmat. Trichro 3-speed shutter,
F.P. adapter, tan case. Cost £4 15s .
anastigmat lens. Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th
3D. slides. Cost £18 108 .
R.K. lens. Unicum shutter, 1 to 1 lOOth
slides. Cost £12 10s .

sec., black

sec., turntable,

1119, NEW

BOND

15

grained case.
£11 11 0

tripod,

rhangeable lens, Klinar f/3. 5 anastigmat
to l/r)00th sec. Cost £15 .

lens, focal-plane

4 doul)le
£4 4 0

auto, range-finder model. Tessar f/2.8 len.s, focal-plane
1 l.DOOth sec. Cost £27 .

shutter. l/20t[i
£9 9 0

shutter.

l/25tli to
£21 10 0

shutter,

1 to 1 .300th sec .

£2

2

0

3-speed

shutter.

£2 19

6

Cost

£4 .

raat lens, Compur

shutter,
Cost

1 to l/300th

£4

sec .

£14

4s .

£3

14

0

5

0

£1111

0

.1-V
THE

lens, motor

di'ive.

in focussing

mount.

Cost

£24 .

I). V. or reflecting finder, tail case.

used for Kodacolor.

Cost £32

Cost £31 10s .

.
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£16

cross front,

wire-frame finder,
£3 3 0

19 Pathe 9}-mm. Projector, double-claw model, motor driven, regular
type for llo volts, resistance. Cost £9 .
£4 19 6
20— 10 15 cm. Linhof Universal Camera, triple extension, rising and
cross front, Zeiss Tessar f 4.5 lens. 18-em. focus. Compound shutter, 1 t<f
1 .300th see., 3 single slides. Cost £40 .
£15 15 0

.3-speed shutter.
APPOINTED

Double

goods

—
ref

a splendid

Send for yours

‘ROLLEIFLEX’
6

ter, l/3r
l/2.
sec., tan case 9 slid
F
A
Cost £60 £32 10 0
es, .P. .
,
(JOO
dto
th
3— Newman & Guardta
Folding Reflex, revolving back, rising front. Ross
Xpres f/3.o lens, focal-plane shutter, l/tttlj to l/bfiOth sec., tan case, ‘2
D. slides. F.P. adapter. Cost £65 10s .
£39 10 0

shu

FREE

requiring will be sent free on receipt
of 2d. stamp to cover postage.

of 19 10.

BARGAINS

brilliant finders, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 anastigmat lens, Compur
—
to l'200th sec., tan case. F.P. adapter. Cost £16 .

—

np-to-date model. \\’e will
make
you
a
full-value
allowance.

!

AUTOMATIC

—

anaHtigmat

Bring yonr last year’s camera
in part exchange for a more

S'lndries, (luaranteed Bargains anti
Film Library. All or any you are

JEw®

payments

of

hiking.

CAMERA

There’s

any further calcu¬
Unique for the good

monthly

For

each of your photographic and
cinematographic needs, including :
New
Cameras, Cine Apparatus,

spacing of numbers on the
dial, all of which are clearly
legible. It is supplied in
folding cover to obviate the
need of separate

Nine

selection

EXCHANGES

SPECIAL

A cheaper and more portable model, using the famous Weston photronic
Mght cell, is designed to measure the light instantly and to give a
reading in the correct F
numbers for all subjects,

.

St.

of

of photography —

IDEAL

The Weston 627 Exposure Meter

carrying-case

CAMERA

£6:17:6

HAVE

without
lations.

de Luxe
FILM-PACK

MODEL

WHEREVER

Any
article on 9 equal
monthly instalments. First
payment secures your pur¬
chase. Only 5 per cent added
{or 5/- if under £$).

AND

FITTED
WITH
THE
BIG
F3.8 ANASTIGMAT
LENS

of 51 4

24/- extra.

EASY PAYMENTS

PLATE

and direct-vision view-finders,
hooded
focussing screen,
complete with 3 slides or
F.P. adapter.

£22

payments

Special

ROLL-FILM,

Double extension model, de¬
layed-action Compur shutter,
speeds to l/250th sec., rising
and cross front, reflecting

Fite the pocket. Takes 30
exposures at one loading in
roll film.
Its automatic
focussing sets the lens at the
proper stop, the moment you
sight your subject — birds in
flight at a quarter of a mile,
or friends lunching at a few
yards — Leica gets
tliem all, . .

3^X2^

ST. !

0

ST., T2’ TZSC/

LONDON,

W.1

£15

15

0

£18

18

0

£22

10

0
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MADE

To get the best from

Fast Film.
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ENGLAND
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Printed for the Publishers, Iliffe & Sons

:: ILFORD
Limited,

Dorset

House,

Stamford

LIMITED

;; ILFORD

Street, Lon Ion, S.E.r, by The

Classic

Colour

:: LONDON
Press, Reading.
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The

CIIVE:>lA.XOGFtAPHE.FL

Journal

for Everybody

with

a Gamera
No. 2328.

Wednesday^ June 21st, 1933

Vol. LXXV.

LEIT2 ^
COLOUR

RCNOERlNG W*TMOUT LIGHT FILTER ■

PHOTObRAPHIC

products!

In (Ms issue

^

"ALWAYS

H

Always

ZEISS
LENSES

- BEST

for EVERY

CLASS

KODAKFILM

of WORK

Depen<\e^ble

^
II

POST
YOUR
FILMS
I develop
& print
a

\1

orNo2 Brownie for 1- post free
MARTIN CHEMIST SOUTHAMPTON

TO ME
VPK

SELOCHROME
ROLL

FOR

m

FILM

SUNLICHT

Copyright — Registered as a Newspaper for transmission in the U.K.
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KODAK
Kodak Limited, Kingsway,
London, W,C.2.
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PRODUCT

THORNTON-PICKARD

The

REFLEX

RUBY

Complete with

DALLMEYER F/4.5
ANASTIGMAT LENS

Horizontal

For

REFLEX
IT

TAKES

31x21
IN

NOT

BUT,

ADAPTERS,

FILM

ROLL

i£8: IS :0
Dallmeyer f/6.5 Popular
Telephoto Lens, 9'>in. Focus,
interchangeable with above,
only £5:5:0 extra.

ONLY

PLATES

AND

ADVERTISEMENTS

PACKS

FILMS
This New^ exceptionally Small and
Compact Camera is made in exactly
the same manner as the standard T.-P.
Models, and has most of the features
which have made T.-P. Reflex Cameras
the most popular in the world.
RUBY Self-capping
Focal -plane Shutter.
Silver -surfaced Mirror.
Mirror Control, allowing
Camera to be held in
inverted position.
Rack
Outfit
comprises
Camera, 3
Metal Slides
and F/4.5
DALLMEYER
Anastigmat
Lens.

One -third

Full

and

Hinged
Large

Pinion

Focussing.

Hood.
Self -erecting Hood.

REFLEX
BOOK
Post
ANYWHERE.

Free,

ICKARD

Size.

5

ALTRINCHAM

HAVE
PLEASE

YOU

MENTION

“THE

SEEN
AMATEUR

THE

T.-P, STEREO

PHOTOGRAPHER”

WHEN

j

ENGLAND

PUCK ?

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS^

ii

THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

June

ADVERTISEMENTS

THE BEST SELECTION
ALL
BIG

THE

SPECIAL

LATEST

OFFER

of genuine brand
Zeiss Ikon

£7
Nine

OUR

payments

of 18/5.

shutter,

direct- vision
LIST

and

£3

12

SEE THEM IN
OUR WINDOWS!

3ix2i

Roll-Film Gamerai
shutter
finders.

Genuine leather covering, beauti¬
fully finished throughout. 50
per cent ofl list price.

n

WITH
List

F/6.3
price,

OUR

ANASTIGMAT.

.

£7

0

0

TO/-

PRICE

•

^1

T I
.

f/3.5 anasti^niat,
f/1.9

leather case.
£7 17 6

anastigmat,

leather case
£18 0 0

f/.3.5 Cooke

anastiirmat.
£14 17 8

the

prevailing

2

9 X 12 Zeiss Minimum Palmos, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, shutte:
speeded to 1/1, 000th sec., 3 slides
F.P. adapter and leather case £16 16 (
V.P. and 4x3 cm. Roll Film, f/2.i

Leitz
As new

Small

Leica, f/3.5 Fimar,
.
Rolleiflex, f/4.5 Carl
Rolleiflex,

f/3.5 Carl

entitles you to full use of
your purchase. Only 5
per cent is added (or 5/if under £5). No harsh
formalities or awkward
questions.

range-finder,
Zeiss

leather case.
£10 17 6

Tessar,

leather case
£13 7 8
Tessar, leather case
£12 17 6

Zeiss

X 21 N. & G. Folding'Reflex, revolving back, f/2.9 Ross
Xpres, 6 book-form slides, F.P. adapter, colour slide, f/5.5
Ross Teleros, folding lens hood, 4 colour screens, cowhide
case .
£47 10 0

N. & G. Baby Sibyl, f/4.5 Cooke Aviar, 4 metal
slides, F.F. adapter, leather case .

book-form
£8 17 6

Several Good Microscopes, by various well-known
at bargain prices. Details on application.
Stereo Bioocular
leather case. Cost

Detective Camera,
£18 I83 .

makers

pair f/4.5 Tessars,
£2 15 0

MENTION
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AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER”

WHEN

lens, Compiir
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n
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ll

me
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mo
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shutter,

K

on a V.P. film, direct-vision finder
brand new condition, complete witl
purse .
£5 17 (
i-pl. Sinclair Una Hand and Stand
revolving back, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
Compor shutter, 3 double plate-bolders
F.P, adapter, Orafiex roU-film holdei
and leather case. In flrst-rate con
dition .
£10 10 C
V.P. Kodak Special, f/4.5 Ross Xpr®
in Diomatic fully-speeded shutter
in brand new condition .... £6 17 (
Leitz Leica, focal-plane model, f/2.1
Hektor, ever-ready carrying-case. Nev
condition .
..
£14 14

34x2i Double Ex. Cameo Foldinii
Pocket, f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, Compu:
shutter, refiex finder, rising and crosi
front, focussing screen, 6 slides, rol|
film holder, leather case... £8 17 t
i-pl. T.-P. Junior Special Ruby Reflex
f/2.9 Anticomar anastigmat lens, self
capping shutter, speeded from 1/lOth to l/l,000tb sec.
reversing back, 6 elides, F.P. adapter and case £11 17 (
2C Kodak Special, range-finder model, f/6.3 Roes Homo
centric lens, Compur shutter, ’eather case. Unsoiled
£6 6

i-pl. T.-P. Press Focal-plane, f/3.5 Ross Xpres anastig^
mat lens, self-capping shutter, speeded from l/15th t<
1/1, 000th sec., direct-vision finder, 3 double plate-holdere
F.P. adapter, leather case. Guaranteed in perfect con
dition .
£14 14 '
4>pl. Double Extension C.B. Field Camera, high risini
front, swing aod reversing back, f/8 H.K. lens, speedei
shutter, 2 double book-form dark slides, turntable, tripes
£2 7
5x4 Square Bellows Camera, long double extension, risini
and cross front, f/3 Dallmeyer Portrait lens, Waterhous
stops, double swing back, 3 double plate-holders, F.P
adapter .
£2 19 i
5i-in. 1/4.5 Anastigmat Lens, Compur shutter, suitabl
for i-pl. or 5 X 4 camera .
£2 17 •
4i|-in. f/7.7 Aldis Uno, in speeded shutter - 10s. 8c
5i-in. f/4.5 Ross Anastigmat Lens, suitable for 34x2
refiex. Unsoiled .
£3 iS '
£6 .

£2

5

V.P. speed focal-plane .
£3 3
3-in. i/2.9 Pentac Anastigmat Lens, in speeded shutU
from 1/lOth to 1/lOOth sec. and time .
£2 17
6-in. 1,3.5 Ross Portrait Lens,
condition .

^Vaterhouse

ULE &

of 13s. 9d.

PLEASE

3 slides, F.P
£15 15 (

3i X 24 T.-P. Junior Special Ruby Reflex, f/2.6 Cooki
anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, speeded to l/l,000tl
sec., revolving back, 3 slides. In brand new £14
conditioi
14 (

Buy your camera now on
9 equal monthly
instal¬
ments.
First payment

Price £5:17:6
payments

SETi

31 2J Latest Model N. & G. Sibyl, f/4.6 Ross Xpres
reilex finder, rising and cross front, 3 slides, F.P. adapter
tripod board, focussing screen, leather case. In brant
new condition. Cost £20 .
£15 15 (

anastigmat

45x107 Stereo Ontoscope, pair f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessars,
changing-box, leather case .
£10 10 0
1-pl. Ensign Folding Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke Aviar anastigmat,
3 D.D. slides, leather case .
£6 17 6
Kodak Speed Graphic, £/6.3 Itoss Homocentric £3 3 0

fitted f/2.9 N'idonar anastigmat with
focussing adjustment to 3 feet. Delayedaction Cpmpur sector shutter. 1 to
l/300th sec., T. and B., reindeer skin
purse case.

monthly

shortly). .. .

31x2^ Dallmeyer Speed, f/2.9 Pentac,
adapter and leather case .

ANYTHING
ON EASY
TERMS!

3i X 21 Lalest Ensign Roll Film Speed Reflex, f/4.d Aldis
anastigmat, focal-plane shutter .
£7 17 6
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, rack focus, revolving back, f/4.5 Aldis
anastigmat, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case. . £8 17 6
i-pl. N. & G. New Ideal Sibyl, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, high
precision shutter, 12 slides, F.P. adapter, leather case
£10 10 0

popular type, taking 16 picture on
standard No. 127 roll film, all-metal
body, e.xtremely compact, leather
covered with leather carrying handle,
nickelled fittings, automatically spring¬
ing to infinity, and finder set for viewing
by one touch of a button, hinged back,

Nine

58/4.

V.P. Dallmeyer Speed Focal-plane, f/2,9 Pentac, shutt®
speeded to 1/1, 000th sec, and time, direct-vision finder,
double plate-holders, F.P. adapter. New condition
£10 5 (

lens, 3

i-pl. Adams* Minex de Luxe Reflex, revolving back, Carl
Zeiss convertible Protar, 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case .
£18 18 0

‘PICCOCHIC’
of

'

8x6

.

camera

Cine-Kodak,

f/3.5 Cooke
£14 14 0

i-pl. Dallmeyer Reflex, reversing
back, f/3.5 Dallmeyer anastigmat, 6
slides, F.P. adapter, leather case 1
£8 17 6
1-pl. Goerz Tenax Roll Film, f/4.5
Doirmar, Compur, leathercase £5 17 6
lA N. & G. Sibyl Excelsior, f/4.5 Hoss
Xpres .
£18 0 0
34 X 2i Soho Reflex, revolving back,
f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, 3 D.l). slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case .
£15 15 0
P.C. and Stereo Goerz Tenax, pair
Dagor lenses, panoram movement, 6
slides, F.P. A., leather case. . £8 8 0
3i X 2t Ica Ideal Roll Film, double
extension, f/4.5 Carl Zeiss Tessar, I). A.
Corapur, plate back, screen, 3 sliites.
leather case. Cnsoiled. . . . £13 7 6

“AGFA”
STANDARD
nwith 6-speeded
and direct-vision

V.P.

B

Filmo,

64, also hand-crank, 1-in. f/2,6 Cinar
anas., 2-in. f/1.9 Dallmeyer and 3-in.
DaJlmeyer f/3.5 Telephoto, focus-Hing
mount, leather case. As new £46 10 0

Great Special Offer

cm.

of

LONDON, E.C.1 Phone : NAT. 05S1 ST.
Speed Outfits for all Sports and Funetionn

£7 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Super Auto-Kinecam,
fitted turret head, 8, 12, 16, 22 and

i

A

E.C.3

3^x21 T.-P. Reflex, revolving back, f/4.5 Cooke
elides, F.P. adapter, leather case

i

3x4

(available

9.5-mm. Model 6 Pathe Motocamera, f/3.5 lens, leather
case .
£4 17 6
Pathe Cine Camera, with Motrix motor, f/3.5 lens, leather
case .
£2 16 6

TES

of

the image.

Elmar leos f,'3.5 ....
9 monthly payments

Phone : MON. 0180

16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo,
case. Cost £55 .

Y LA

for focussing

FIRST EASY PAYMENT

Model B Cine-Kodak,
Cost £25 .

0.

48/9

VER

Exposures

sec.

Withf/2,new
Ultra
Rapii Summar
lens
in sunk
mount
h

£20

Model

THE

eyepiece

16-mm. Bell-Howell Watch-Thin
aiiaatibrmat .

finders.

PRICE

to l/500th

Telescopic Range-finder, magnifica¬
tion one and a half times, with

BB Cine-Kodak, in ^ey, f/1.9 anastigmat, detachable,
2 speeds .
fll 11 0
BB Cine-Kodak, f/3.5 anasti?mat .
£8 10 0
Latest Model K Cine-Kodak, f/1.9 anastigmat, leather
case. Cost K41 10s .
£26 10 0

speeded

brilliant

l/20th

largements. Com¬
pur shutter, 1 to
l/300thsec..T. & B.
Fitted with Zeiss
Tessar lens f/4.5.

LONDON,

ana.stigmat

f/G.3,

Instantaneous

1. 4. i and
4 sec., inor addition
any inter¬
mediate
fractions,
to

4 in. Takes 12 ex¬
posures on standard
3ix2i
roll film.
Gives beautiful en¬

54 LIME $T«84 Alder/gatk

‘TRIUMPH’
3]x2J ROLL FILM CAMERAS
Radionar

LEICA Model llil
Long

PRICE

VERY LATEST PATTERN
Brand New NAGEL

lenses

CAMERA^i

£ii 6 o

: 17 : 6

monthly

MINIATURE

‘ Rolleiflex’
Size only 24 x 2J x

21 -31 Roll Film Camera with
f 4.5 Zeiss Tessar.delayed-action
Compur shutter, speeded to
l/2.j0th ^ec., direct-vision and
refiecting view-finders. Radial
lever focussing from infinity to
5 ft. Patent device, ensuring
accurate film register. Compact,
all-metal Ijody, leather covered,
polished edges to obviate wear.

1933

ON EAS

AUTOMATIC

new

COCARETTE

LIST PRICE

MODERN

21,

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

stops. Ne’i
19s. 6c

iii
THE

June 21, 1933

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS

TERMS IS AT “CITY SALE”!

IN

STOCK—

‘THE
The
No

METER.

World’s

batteries

to

Best.
run

down.

I Absolutely foolproof. Point it at
your subject and the exposure is
accurately registered. If you own
I a still or cin^ camera, it's up to
■ you to get the Weston and abso¬
lutely obviate all risk of faulty
exposures and
waste of film. 3b 19

■ 4A
■ lU

Nine monthly payments

IT'S

NEW

WESTON

WE

NEW

IT !

HAVE

THE

WESTON

I EXPOSURE

IF

■ A
■ U

of 36/3.

FREE 100-Page
BARGAIN BOOK

627

A cheaper and more portable
model, using the famous Weston
pbotronlc light cell, Is designed to
measure the light Instantly and to
give a reading in the correct F
numbers for all subjects without
any further calculations.

£8
Nine

The latest and best book
of Cameras, Cin6 Apparatus,
Accessories and Guaranteed
Bargains. Save time and
money in choosing every¬
thing you require from tliia
economical and full-range

: 10 : O

monthly

payments

copy
buying waiting
guide.
Send Now.

of 19/10

for you.a
There’s

POST FREE !

A GUARANTEED

BARGAIN!

T.-P.

JUNIOR
RUBY REFLEX
CAMERA

59 CHEAPSIDE.90/94 FLEET $T
LONDON,

Phone : CITY 1124

E.C.2

LONDON,

Model

70A

Bell-Howell

Filmo,

f/3.5 lens, leather

16-mm. Victor Cine Camera, 3 speeds, hand
case .
Ensign Super Einecam, turret front,
■in. f/2.6 Cinar, 2-in. |/3.6 Dallrneyer,
and 3-in. f/3.5 Dallrneyer Telephoto
leases, complete in leather case. New
condition .
£45 0 0
16-mm. Ensign Auto-Kinecam, f/1.5
Dallrneyer leus, 3 speeds, band crank,
leather case. New condition £18 18 0
Pathe Home Movie Projector Outfit,
comprising double-claw Projector,
motor super attachment and twin
resistance .
£7 12 6
21x31 Ensign Carbine, f/4.5 Aldis
Uno anastigmat, Compur shutter
£3 3 0
31x21
Double Exteusiou Zodel,
f/4.5 Zodellar anastigmat, .^Blompur
shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather
case .
£4 5 0
1-pl. T.-P. All-weather Press Focalplane, latest model, new condition,
f/4.6 Dallrneyer lens, 3 double plateholders, leather case.
Practically
Unsoiled .
£13 17 6

3i X 2i Ikonta, 1/6.3 ana9ti«mat,
case .

P.C. No. 3a Special Kodak, Ross Homo.
shutter. Splendid order .

0

9i-mm. Pathe Cine
motor .
Pathe

i-pl,

9 monthly payments of 28/- or 35/-.

f/3.5 anastigniat. ( anio
£3 7 6

Apem

Reflex,

SIEMENS 16-mm.
CINE CAMERA

f,'4..5 anas£3 12 C

Stylor

Busch-GIaukar an.'tstigmat f/2.8 lens
brings every subject within your scope.
The aperture automatically controlled.
In.'-tant daylight loading. Speeds 8.
IG and G4 pictures per second. ]>irect
and rctiectlng view-finder.
Model A, one speed ....
OWiCw

f/4..5.

Nine

31 ' 21 Ensign Auto. Speed Roll
Film Focal-plane, Aldis-Rutclier f/3.4.
focal-plane sJuitter from l/15th to
l/6()Uth sec. New condition €12 15 0
No. lA 41 > 21 Carbine Roll Film,
Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, Mulcliro shutter,
U-form front, plate back, screen, 3
single metal slides .
£6 10 0

Model

monthly

CAMERA

_

.
adapter
16-mm.
Auto-Kinecam,

condition focussing,
.3 speeds, motor

payments

FOR

of 70/-.

BETTER

MOVIES.

THE

£7 17 6
Cinar f/1.5

FAMOUS

every

button

ments

focal10 0

£95
MOTOCAMERA
PATHE “B”

17 6
focal10 0
Zeis.s
.slides,
15 0
Xpre.*!
slides,
17 6

A splendid

PHOTOGRAPHER”

improve¬

cine camera

nf a popular

price.

With

1-in.

lens.

of £11.: 1 :8

Nine monthly pay¬

Simple

to use, with strong clockwork' motor drive.
Strongly constructed. .attractively finished,
fitted with high-giade J’ath6 f '3.5 anastigmat lens,

:6 :0

9 X 12 cm. Miroflex Folding Reflex, Carl Zeiss Te.ssar
f/2.7, focal-plane shutter, 11 slides, leather case. Cost
nearly £70 .
£35 0 0

AMATEUR

control.

f/3.5 Cooke

iS-pl. Anschutz Focal-plane, Celor f/4.8 focal-plane shutter,
Mackenzie slide, 12 envelopes and 3 double plate-liolders

“THE

latest modem

ment, including critical focus¬
sing device, 7 film speeds,

Quantity of Mackenzie Envelopes, 5x4, 1'- each, or
10/6 dozen.
Postcard Lizars Roll Film and Plate, Goerz Dagor f/G.H,
Compound shutter, double e.vtensiou, plate back, screen,
1 slide, leatlier case .
£2 10 0

£7
Postcard Soho Reflex, Ross Zeiss double Protar,
plane shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter, leather ca.se £10
i-pl. Goerz Anschutz Collapsible Focal-plane, Carl
Te,9.iar f/3.5, self-capping focal-plane shutter, 3
F.P. adapter, leather case .
£18
34x2* Ross Panros Collapsible Focal-plane, Ros.s
f/4.5, focal-plane shutter, speeds to 1/l.UOOth see.. 3
leather case .
£8

70 DA

The master of all personal
IG-mm, movie cameras. With

Compur shutter. 6 slides, F.l’. adapter, case. ... £7 10 0
1-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Carl Zei.ss Triotar f/4.5, self-capping
focal-plane shutter, F P. adapter .
£7 17 6
1-pl. Regular Sanderson, Goerz Series III f/G.8 iinastigmat ,
every movement, reversing back, 3 slide.s .
£4 19 6

1-pl. Dallrneyer Speed, £/2.0 Pentac, self-capping
plane shatter, G slides, F.P.A. and leather case £28

BELL-HOWELL

‘FILMO’

3i X 2i T.-P. Junior Reflex, Texnr f/4.o, rack focussing,
self-capping focal-plane shutter, reversing back, 2 slides
and F.F. adapter .
£8 17 6
31x2* Tessco Folding Pocket, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,

Appointed
Associateof

MENTION

of 46 8.

drive,
£18 'eather
15 0

nine

PLEASE

£30

payments

B, tliree speeds.

Nine
THE

monthly

3J X 2V Plaubel Makina, f/3.2 Anticoinar, Compur sector shutter, focussing.

""
_
_
_

3ix2i T.-P. Reflex, f/2.9 Cooke anastigmat, revolving
back, 6 single metal elides, F.P.A., leather case £13 17 6

Lens.

3ix2i F/3.5 £15:0:0

f/G.3, Kodaniatic"
£2 12 6

double extension, 3 slides, F.l’. adaj'ter,
leather case .
£12 12 0

post-buyers of used goods
against full cash deposit.

case. New

Camera,

shutter, leather
£3 5 0

focal-plane .shutter, speeds to I'l.OUOth
sec., reversing back, F.l’. adapter
£5 12 6
3jx2j Etui Compact Pocket, carl
Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, J).A. Compur shutter,

Bring your used camera In
exchange for a better one.
We make fuU-value allow¬
ances. Free approval to

P.C. Adams’ Vesta Roll Film, f/4.5 Ross Xpres, speeded
shutter, 1 to l/25Uth sec., T. and B., pigskin case. New
condition .
£12 12 0

Filled with DALLMEYER

3ix2i F/4.5 £12:0:0

f/4.ri. focal-plane
£12 17 6

3i 21 Orion Roll Film,
tigmat, JiiHor shutter .

and

i-pl. Ensign Reflex, reversing back, rising front, Aldis
f/4.5 anastigmat, 6 single metal slides, F.P.A,. £6 17 6
2i X 3i Agfa Standard Roll Film, f/6.3 Agfa anastigmat.
speeded shutter, 1 to 1/lOOth sec., T. and B., brilliant and
direct-vision finders. Cost £7 .
£2 15 0
3i X 2* T.-P. Junior Roby Keflex, latest model, new con¬
dition, Boss f/4.6 anastigmat, self-capping • focal-plane
shutter, 6 single metal slides .
£10 10 0
Six 21 Bentzin Folding Reflex, latest model, f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar anastigmat, self-capping shutter, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th
sec. and time, 3 double slides, F.P. adapter, revolving
back, leather case .
£16 16 0

revolving back and self¬
capping blind focal-plane
shutter.

f/3.5 anabtigmut, motor drive
£7 10 0
Leitz Leica, f/3.5 ICImar, 2 charcers,
and leatlier case .
£9 19 0

APPROVAL

i-pl. Marion Soho Reflex, f/4.5 Zeiss Patent Tessar anas
tigmat, revolving back, G double slides, F.P. adapter
leather case .
£14 14 (
10 X 15 cm. and P.C. Ernemann Double-shutter Camera,
f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, Chronos Letween-Iens shutter, 1 to
1/lOOth sec., focal-plane shutter to 1/1, 000th sec., 3 single
metal slides, F.P. adapter, leather case .
£8 17 6

An ideal instrument for
the
serious amateur
manufacture
in every
photographer. High-cjass
sense of the word. With

Motocamera,

GENEROUS
EXCHANGES

back, rishig and cross front, focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to
l/l,000th sec. and time, 81-in. f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,
3 double slides, 3-fold tripod and case .
£13 17 (
9 X 12 cm. Latest Model Goerz Anschutz Press Outfit,
new condition, f/4.6 Goerz Dogmar anastigmat, 6 double
plate-holders, self -capping shutter, 6 to 1/1 ,200th s
T. and B., leather case .
£12 17

speeded

3i<2i PalmOS Focal-plane, Xenar
shutter, .3 slides, leather cfise .

crank, leatlier
£18 18 0

1-pl. Square Bellows Ernemann
Double Shutter Field Camera, reversing

E.C.4

3i ^ 21 lea Ideal, Carl Zeiss Te-ssar 1/4.5, Compur shutter,
6 slides, F.P. adapter, leather cose .
£7 12 6

case

£22 10

Phone : CITY 6981

31x2f Agfa Speedex, f/8.8 anastigmat, specdeii shutter
complete in canvas case... .
£15
0
3i • 21 Nagel Roll Film, lladionar f/6.3, speeded shutter
to 1/I(i0th sec., canvas ease .
£2 10 0
V.P. Kodak, Achro and canvas case .
10s. 9d.
P.C. Elite Folding, Knsign f/G, Optimo sliutter. 4 slide.s
anil leatJier case .
£1 19 6

16-mm. Complete Bell-Howell Cine Outfit, comprising
Wodel 70A Pilmo Camera, with f/3.5 Cooke lens, complete
In leather case, 200-watt Projector, complete with adjust¬
able resistance and silver screen. In excellent condition
£50 0 0
Pathe Double Claw Projector, with super attachment
£4 17 6
Coronet Cine Camera, new condition, f/3.0 lens £2 3 0
Model B Pathe Motocamera, f/3.5 lens and case £4 17 6
Pathe Lux Motocamera, f/2.5 llermagis lens and Telephoto
attacliment, leather case .
£14 14 0
Model E Cine-Kodak, brand new condition, latest pat¬
tern f/l.h lens, and 4-in. f/3.5 Telephoto lens, in combination
case. Practically unsoiled .
£36 15 0

WHEN

an
the

monthly

payments

of 14 9.

The Institute of Amateur
Cinematographers,

CORRESPONDING

WITH

Ltd.

ADVERTISERS.
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SASHALITE
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ADVERTISEMENTS

Look

21,

1933

After

PHOTO
FLASH
BULBS
REDUCED
Sold bv all leading
Photographic Dealers.

PR[CE

Sashatite Bulbs
reduced to

are

now

For LEICA

each

Take those] delightful everyday
incidents of home life

Cameras

— 36-exposure cartridges —
in the same grades as the

AGFA

ROLL

FILMS AND

Ortho Fine Grain
ISOCHROM
SUPERPAN

FILM PACKS
per spool 3/4d.
per spool 3/8d.
per spool 4/>

..

•ACiFA, Ltd.

1-4, LAWRENCE
STREET,
::
HIGH
STREET,
LONDON,
W.C.2.

SUct
WORLD’S Smallest REFLEX CAMERA
The only Reflex Camera that takes 16
exposures on standard V.P. film. Direct
finder for eye-level pictures. Opens at
infinity, but gives rapid focussing down
to 3 feet. Measures only 5 x 2^x11 in.

A New

With
f/3.5 Zeiss
Weight
only 18
oz.
Tessar

lens,

With f/2.8 Zeiss Tessar
shutter .
Compur

lens,
• fl • fl
SiXo.lO.
U

Compur

shutter .

r? 1 8

X/Z I

• 1 R • fl

. U

. 1/

AUTOMATIC
ENLARGER
What a gem of a picture ! It is just another illus¬
tration of a Sashalite photograph, such as you could
easily take in your own home. An ordinary flashhght
would have created fumes and dust. With SashaUte
bulbs there is no smoke, no dust and no fumes.
Made in ENGLAND
by
THE GENERAL
ELECTRICCOMPANY
Ltd.for
SASHALITE LIMITED.

WRITE

MENTION

to
n

larges
— 10
times
Model 2
II,
takes
negatives'• iU
up lU
to
6x6 cm. and enin, e,
larges IJ — 7 times
Lens f/3.5 anastigmat
iris diaphragm.

put — sent POST

THORSCH & GO LTD.

Aivt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet
PLEASE

folder O.S.

Model I, takes negatives up
4x4 cm. and en- o <
in

6536, which gives fuil particulars of
S.^SH.\LITE Photo Flash Bulbs,
and the uses to which they can be

SAFE ■ DUSTLESS
4

for illustrated

The “ PRAXIDOS
” requires no
fine focussing, no
adjustment.
Gives ten times
enlargement
from 3x4 cm. (PILOT) negatives.

FREE.

SMOKELESS
House, Kingsway,
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As small as a 1-9/16x1-3/16 (3x4 cm.)
Camera, but taking at will either 8
pictures 2|xlf (4x6i cm.) or 16 pictures
1-9/16x1-3/16 (3x4

Vest-Pocket Film.

cm.) on Standard

Dolly
Dimensions

1i x2| x4.‘
Convenient for
carrying in the
ering.
Real leather cov*
pocket.
Leather

bellows.

Nickelled
edges.

GAY VERT

PRICE

:

£4:12:6

Anastigmat Certar f/4.5, Pronto S with
delayed action .
only

Also compact 3^x2^

The Roll Film “ for Perfect
Pictures ” in all ordinary snap¬
shot work throughout the
Summer. High speed and
wonderful latitude — a little
over-exposure, or a little
under, makes little difference.
And for dull days and
evenings

late

FILMS for MINIATURE

"THE

Convenient for carrying
in the pocket.

PRICES
Certix 2J:X3|, Certar f/6.3, Vario

CAMERAS

AMATEUR

Light.

rotating front cell of lens.

i
j
•
•
•

ROAD,. LONDON.
W. 10
lY-j^YtED
GEVAERf
MENTION

Compact.
Reliable.

Leather bellows and real leather covering, together with body and base edges
and self-erecting struts of high-class nickel finish combine to give to the camera
a particularly neat and attractive appearance.

WALMER

PLEASE

Q^rfix
Shutter : Pronto S and Compur S with delayed-action
release and focussing by

Speed 1400 H. & D. Crisp,
clear, and delightful snapshots,
under the most adverse
conditions.
Daylight-loading Spools in both Regular and Express for use in the
following models: LEICA, CONTAX, PEGGY, EKA, and also for
the smallest of aU — the new MINI-FEX CAMERA, using i6-mm.
film. Spools for 36 exposures in 2 separate lengths of 18 exposures each.

THE

Optical equipment : f/6.3, f/4.5,
f/3.8 and Zeiss Tessar f/4.5

SUPERCHROM

I
•
:
•

Cameras

For 8 exposures 2Jx3J
or 16 exposures 2|x1|

EXPRESS

I SPECIAL

body

PHOTOGRAPHER”

:

£3:9:6
£4:12:6

shutter

Certix 2J:X3J, Certar f/4.5. Pronto
(delayed action) .

S

Ash for latest catalogue (free) from :

CERTO

CAMERA

WERK,

and Sole Concessionaires

ACTINA

DRESDEN

46/825

in Gt. Britain :

LTD.

29, Red Lion Square, High Holborn, London, W.G.1
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S E LOC
FILM
PACK

H R

NEW!
Ilford Limited are confident that in the new
Selochrome Film Pack the amateur will find
the Ideal emulsion for general use — and
mechanical advantages that mark a definite
advance in film pack design.
1 Films are kept absolutely flat and
remain

so when

4 The tabs of the pack are of different

removed.

lengths, so that it is almost impossible
to make the mistake of pulling the

2 The pack is absolutely light-tight,
and there is no danger of fogged films
— even at the edges.

wrong

tab.

3 Each film is brought into position

5 One

or more

with an accuracy, ease and certainty
that have never previously been
attained.

even removing

Available in 3^x2^
ASK

YOUR

removed

in.,
DEALER

FOR

Made
6

EXTRA

in England
PLEASE

MENTION

FAST

by
“THE

- ANTI-HALO

-

BACKED

ILFORD

AMATEUR

THE

LIMITED
WHEN

-

cm.

NEW

FILM

- MULTI-COATED

PHOTOGRAPHER"

be

it from the adapter.

in., and 9x12

SELOCHROME
«

of the films may

without opening the pack or

PACK

- HIGHLY

ORTHOCHROMATIC
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-
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IN this issue of TJic Amateur

CopyriTlit — Resfi'^tered as a Newspaper
for transmission in the U.K.

Perfect

Photographer , the modern minia¬
ture camera takes pride of place
as the topic of most of the articles
included. The various phases of
work possible with these little instru¬
ments are dealt with, and most of the
recent models now available on the
market are reviewed and illustrated.

great
mean
scale
scale

of the

for Miniature

depth of field, this does not
that accuracy in setting the
is of no importance. The
should be set for the nearest

held steady at the moment of
exposure. It is admitted that it is
not easy to hold a camera of the
miniature type quite still, but this
can be acquired after a little practice.
The shutter release should be gently

Future.

In spite of prejudice, the modern
small camera has won golden
opinions amongst photographers of
all classes. It is now fully realised
that a negative of good quality as
small as 4x3 cm. will produce
enlargements of exhibition size with¬
out loss of quality. Further, the
advantages of the use of a small
camera properly understood and
applied make the task of obtaining
the negative much easier. Many new
photographers will doubtless be
starting with a camera of the
miniature type, and many older
hands will be using one for the first
time. As soon as the technique of
these little instruments is under¬
stood, it is conceivable that many
workers will abandon .their larger
cameras for one of comparatively
minute proportions, and rely on the
enlarger for printing.

2328.

first-class quality, it sometimes hapjiens that enlargement reveals poor
definition. The most likely cause
of this is that the camera was not

to stay, and this number

Camera

No.

point of the subject, in the case of
subjects nearer than infinity, and
great care exercised when the subject
is a ‘‘ close-up.” In spite of careful
setting of the scale, and the fact
that the lens is an anastigmat of

of ‘‘ The A.P.” may be regarded as a
useful guide to the subject.
The

Definition

LX.XV.

Negatives.
The most important factor which
affects the definition of negatives made
with miniature cameras is accuracy
in focussing. Although it is true
that the small lenses allow of

Apart from their suitability for
snapshot and pictorial photography,
their application to special subjects,
such as theatre work, difficult in¬
teriors, etc., is also fairly obvious,
and in future we may look to these
cameras as providing the negatives
for many exhibition pictures. Our
readers who are interested in this
latest phase of photography will
study the following pages with
interest and profit. There is no
doubt that the miniature camera
has come

VoL.

squeezed and not jerked. Attention
to these points will ensure sharp
negatives that Will not limit the
enlargement permissible on the score
of poor definition.
A Study of Sprinting.
The running horse was one of the
first subjects to which the cinemato¬
graph in any scientific application
was directed. We now learn that
over in America a very elaborate
moving picture study of sprinters
has been made, the idea being not
merely to learn about the anatomy
of running, but about its physiology
also. The film was taken at the
rate of 128 exposures per second —
so that it would be slow motion
indeed — and

“Hiawatha.”

Taken
Hall.

during performance at the Albert
Exposure ijioth sec., 7/4.5, S.5.

panchromatic

plate, Baby

Sibyl camera.

the

length

of each

exposure was about one-thousandth
of a second. The runner wore a
white collar with a black spot on it.
7

ihi amateur photographer
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and

a little marker

*
with

another

*

black spot was tied securely round
the waist. These provided the fixed
points for measurement in deter¬
mining the forward progress of the
runner’s body, and its rise and fall
with each step. Croquet balls were
dropped at intervals along the
course in order to measure the speed
of the film used. The study is said
to have thrown some light on
fundamental questions, namely : as

to the limiting factor in running,
why man can never attain a greater
speed than about eleven and a half
yards per second, and why it is
becoming increasingly difficult to
beat the world’s record.
The

British

Museum.

A poster outside the Holborn Town
Hall caught our eye, a fine piece of
work calling attention to the trea¬
sures of the British Museum. It was

*

^acts and /formulae :

June 2ist, 1933

from a photograph showing a couple
of tiny children gazing up at the
Assyrian buUs, a very happy idea
and finely worked out, owing per¬
haps something to the famous poster
of the Southern Railway of the child
talking to the engine-driver. It is a
good thing that our unappreciated
national treasures should be brought
home to the public to whom they
belong, and nothing is so weU able
to do this as photography.

NEW

SERIES

A selection of useful hints classified according
SMALL

NEGATIVES.

5

The variety and number of miniature cameras now on the
market are apt to be bewildering to the amateur in regard to
the various sizes of films or plates employed. To assist in
distinguishing these sizes the following chart will prove useful.
The measurements given show the negative area “ life-size”
in each case. The largest, namely: 2JX3I, is not, nowadays,
included in the classification of miniature cameras, but it is a
size frequently used with instruments taking this film for two
exposures side by side, making sixteen on an 8-exposure film.

to subject

half that distance to infinity. The standard of definition may
be decided at various circles of diffusion. For small negatives,
which will be considerably enlarged, the standard may well
be I /300th of an inch.
♦
*
♦
There is a formula for finding the hyperfocal distance.
Let F=focal length of lens, S the f/ number of the stop, and
D the number representing the permissible degree of diffusion
Then the formula is :
(F*xD)^S.

*

*

♦

When the hyperfocal distance is known, there is a formula
for finding the depth of definition 'when the lens is focussed
accurately on any given distance. Let H = the hyperfocal
distance, D the distance focussed upon. Then

T/aX

T/a

gives the nearest point (HxD)-b(H-t-D)
that is also in good focus ; and
(HxD)-i-(H-D)
gives the farthest point in
* focus.
^

2x2" X in"

V.P

cm

2^6" X 13/4"

In working out the formulae given, the same unit of measure¬
ment must be used throughout — inches, centimetres or milli¬
metres. Conversion from one measurement to another will
be sufficiently accurate if it is assumed that 2 in. =5 cm.
*

*

*

X6

As a fine-grain image is essential in negatives that have to
be considerably enlarged, a developer calculated
to
give is
a ;fine deposit is suggested. A typical
formula
Metol . .
. .
. .
Sodium sulphite (crys

. .

Borax . .
Hydroquinone
Water to

. .

18 grs.

18 grs.
20 oz.

The above solution should be prepared thus :
Dissolve the metol in part of the water
s.
45 gr(130
degrees Fahr.) ; dissolve i oz. of the sulphite, and
.
oz
4
then the hydroquinone in water (165 degrees
Fahr.). Pour the second solution into the first.
Dissolve the rest of the sulphite and the borax,
add this, and make up to volume.
C.^MERAS for making small
negatives are usually fitted with
lenses of correspondingly short
focus, so that there is consider¬
able depth of definition, even
at large apertures. With many miniature cameras it is
possible to use alternative long-focus lenses. This not only
secures a larger scale of image, but gives greater latitude for
differential focussing.
*
*
*
The hyperfocal distance of a lens should be known. If the
lens is focussed for this distance it will give good definition from
8

*

*

*

The greatest care must be taken to avoid even
the slightest mechanical defects in miniature
negatives. If film negatives are kept loose to¬
gether. the corners should be snipped off to
minimise the risk of scratching.
In making enlargements on a considerable scale from very
small negatives a matt, rough or linen grain surface is desirable.
The negative should be well masked in the carrier of the en¬
larger,
as not to have a flood of white light round the image
on the so
easel.
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The term “ minia¬ Effective use of the

,”
re remeraed
tu
us ,
as heca
includes those not lar¬
ger than vest-pocket
size. There are numer¬
ous types on the
market taking nega¬
tives half vest-pocket or 3x4 cm.,
as well as others taking one or two
standard cine frames. A single
cine ffame 35 mm. in width might
seem the minimum for practical
purposes, but there is at least one
camera now available using film
i6-mm. in width. There is the
difficulty, however, that the bulk of
the camera cannot be reduced in
proportion to the size of the negative.

Miniature Camera

If the amateur

has been

accus¬

tomed to handling a quarter-plate
reflex, and changes to a miniature
camera, he will think at flrst that
his fingers are all thumbs. But
gradually he will get the “ feel ” of
the tiny instrument, and the various
operations will become automatic.
Special

Applications,

Many and varied are the uses of
the miniature camera. All of us
are familiar with the comparatively
new “ Candid ” photography fea¬
tured in the Press--snapshot close-up
portraits taken at dinner parties,
etc. Without the inconspicuous tiny
camera equipped with a lens of
large aperture such work would be
impossible. With a lens working
at f/2 or faster, it is often feasible to
work under ' ordinary lighting con¬
ditions and secure amazing results.
Most amaze,d of all is usually the
subject himself, who probably failed
to realise that he was being “ shot,”
or, if he did, concluded that such
a tiny instrument could be little
more than a toy.
An interesting field is that of night
photography. With rapid films and
large stop, very successful work is
possible. Of course, a certain amount
of experience will be necessary with
regard to exposure, but with sixteen
or more exposures available on each
roll, experimenting is cheap and just
as instructive as with film costing
many times the price. Especially
interesting night effects are to be
seen when the pavements are wet.
In brightly-lighted streets moving
figures can also be included in these
night snapshots.
Effective stage settings during the

Present-day trends, in photography
as in other activities, are towards
compactness of equipment, efficiency
and economy, and it is in just these
respects that the miniature camera
excels. That these tiny instruments
will replace the special equipment of
the professional for studio work is
unlikely, but for the amateur who
may already possess a camera the
addition of a miniature one will prove
a source of pleasure, and at the same
time work of a high standard is
quite possible.

progress of a play become

easy to

photograph with the miniature cam¬
era fitted with a large-aperture lens
and high-speed pan. film. One or
two precautions should be observed
when taking these ‘‘ snapshots.” The
first of these is that a more pleasing
perspective is obtained from one
side than from directly in front of
the stage. The small camera is
inconspicuous and is usually mis¬
taken for an opera glass. Choose a
moment when the stage is lit
mainly with white light. Many
scenes, beautiful to the eye, are lit
with coloured lights, red, green,
etc., which have little actinic value.
A white spotlight, on the other hand,
gives intense illumination over a
limited area. An e.xposure of i/ioth
second with the lens wide open will
give good results.
All Subjects

Possible.

These are three fields in which the
miniature camera excels. For the
man with slower equipment there
still remain all the activities open
to the user of larger cameras. Satis¬
factory results are easily attainable in
outdoor and, under good conditions,
indoor sports, in record work and
pictorial photography, to mention
only a few. For the mountaineer,
lightness is an attractive feature.
In photographing outdoor sports
with a modern miniature camera
it will be found that for stopping
motion, the shutter speed need
never be less than i/200th second if
one is careful not to photograph
close-up objects moving rapidly at
right angles to the camera.
A remarkable feature of the min¬
573
I

iature camera

is the

great
depth
focus of
the lens.
Forofexample,
with a 2-in. lens used at
f/2 it is quite possible
to make a successful

picture of an entire
stage scene. When
stopped down to f/6.3 or f/8, sharp¬
ness is practically universal. At the
same time it is always advisable to
focus the camera for the e.xact
distance and so make
mum sharpness.

sure of maxi¬

Up to the point of exposure we may
proceed much as usual. Thereafter,
a somewhat changed technique will
be of benefit. The negative image
is composed of tiny spots of silver,
as we may call them, and it has
been found that certain developers
and developing conditions result in
smaller spots than others, or, in
other words, less grain. W’hereas in
larger negatives grain is relatively
unimportant, in tiny negatives it
may be the governing factor in the
possible degree of enlargement.
Development.

Tank development will be found
the most practical way of dealing
with these negatives. Several small
tanks have been put on the market
for the purpose, and are issued with
full instructions. For cine film as
used in Leica, Contax, and Peggy
cameras,
mended. the Correx tank is recom¬
Procedure in printing differs some¬
what from the usual. Contact prints
may be made on glossy paper and
are best viewed with a readingglass. More satisfactory prints are
made by enlargement. • While the
ordinary enlarger may be used,
there are many inexpensive models
on the market, especially adapted to
miniature films. For larger sizes,
a paper of medium rough surface is
very suitable. Very satisfactory
glossy prints may be made, but
should not be so large that grain
becomes objectionable.
To sum up, the miniature camera
is not a toy, but rather an instrument
of precision for the expert and pains¬
taking. worker. It is capable of
producing very excellent work. Even
more it opens up fields not practic¬
able with ordinary equipment. Pro¬
perly used, the miniature camera
wiU be a source of great pleasure,
and, it may be added, of profit.
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The

MINIATURE

CAMERA

in Action

The amateur photographer who is

accustomed to a fairly large camera
will find at first a certain difficulty
in using the modern miniature cameras
owing to their tiny size ; some of them
can be held comfortably in the palm of
the hand. After a little practice, how¬
ever, both the hands and the vision will

adjust themselves to the little instru¬
ment, and its efficiency and lightness will
then be fully appreciated.
It must be remembered that all the
constructional details in these cameras
are in proportion ; the finder, with few
exceptions, is smaller than usual, and
the adjustments are on a correspond¬
ingly miniature scale, all of which will
need careful attention if the best results
are to be secured.
In the accompanying illustrations some
of the most usual methods of handling
a miniature camera in action are given,
and it will be found that many of the
instruments now on the market can be
used, after a little practice, with
confidence in one hand only.
Using a miniature camera at eye-level is generally
the most convenient way of employing the instrument,
and in most patterns the finder is adjusted for this purpose.
By pressing the hand holding one side of the camera
against the nose, a steady pressure on the shutter release
will enable comparatively long instantaneous exposures
to be secured without shoioing movement.

in most cases the camera itself has to be turned
on its side when altering to a vertical picture, the finder
can be used in the way indicated in the illustration, or the
camera turned the other -way up if the left eye is used In
any case, a full breath should be taken and held, immedi¬
ately before making the exposure, to ensure steadiness.

10

perfect

The principal point to remember,
however, is not to grip the camera too
hard, as it is very light, and any tendency
to grip may cause vibration.
be held lightly and used with
“ slickness ”
after all the
adjustments for focussing, film
and stop apertures have been

It should
a certain
necessary
changing
adjusted.

Many modern miniature cameras are small enough to
enable them to be used in one han t, grasping the camera
as shown in the illustration and using one finger to effect
the release. If possible, the object to be photographed
should be sighted in the finder beforehand to ascertain
how much subject is included. A Her a little practice
and with the apparatus properly set, it becomes easy to
include the correct amount of subject merely by pointing
the camera straight at it.

574

An alternative method of using the camera at eyelevel is illustrated in this photograph. Here the camera
is supported on the bent
to be used, and, moreover,
steady for comparatively
is a favourite one among

When

arm. This enables either eye
it is easier to hold the camera
lung exposures. This method
press-men

using the camera

in one hand

it is possible,

after practice, to secure pictures with the camera held
above the head. Several trials should be attempted,
however, before the method is used on any important
subject, but it is very useful on some occasions wheti
obtaining a photograph is impracticable by holding the
camera in the usual way, as, for instance, when photo¬
graphing

in a crowd.
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PRECISION-MADE

ENSIGN

REFLEX

CAMERAS
Statistics show
50%

that over

of the exhibition

prints

are made by users of Reflex
Cameras. Why? Because
they are the best for pictorial
and serious people.
Ensign Plate or Roll-film
Reflex Cameras are light to
carry but precision made.
Look inside one and see.

OF
ALL

ENSIGN

SPECIAL

REFLEX

DEALERS

Has self-capping focal-plane shutter, set by the turn of one knob,
which also serves to alter the speeds (range 1/15 to 1/1,000
second). Small size body with revolving back and reversible hood.
Rising front, sky shade and time movement. Best quality leather
covering.

Mahogany

body.

For J-plates, cut films, or film packs.

With ALDIS-BUTCHER

F/4.5 ANASTIGMAT

£12 : 15 : O

ENSIGN

SPEED

FILM REFLEX

With focal-plane shutter, giving a full range of speeds,
1/40, 1/50, 1/75, 1/125, 1/250, 1/500 second and Time.

1/25,

Film -registering device keeps the film perfectly flat during
exposure, an essential feature with large-aperture lenses.
Comfortable hood excludes all light from the screen for easy
focussing, optically worked mirror.
Takes standard size 2i X 3i films. Very light, very compact,
easy loading, best quality leather covering, mahogany body.

With

ENSAR

F/4.5 ANASTIGMAT

£6 :17:6
Write for Catalogue to Ensign, Limited, High Holborn, London, W.C.i
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MINIATURE

CAMERAS

de LUXE
To meet the demand

for miniature

cameras giving double the number
of exposures (of sufficient size to
yield contact prints for the album)
on

an

ordinary

eight exposure

spool 3 famous Nagel cameras
have now been incorporated in
the Kodak range.
Nagel cameras
factured at the

are manu¬
Kodak AG.

Stuttgart Works under the super¬
vision of Dr. Nagel. They have
acquired a world-wide

reputation

for their high mechanical pre¬
cision and optical efficiency.

KODAK

620 DUO

tt

PUPILLE

For pictures if X 2^- in. i & exposures,
For pictures i f X i J in. 16 exposures.

of approx, the size taken by V.P.“K.”

Takes Kodak
“VTrichrome”
Super Sensitive
Fitted with the

Film No. 620,
No. V 620 and
Film No. SS 620.
very fast Kodak

Combines watch-like precision of
mechanism with highest photo¬
graphic efficiency. Uses V.P.K.

.-\nastigmat Lenses f^.5 or £3.5
the 620 Duo permits very short
instantaneous exposures for sport¬
ing pictures, etc. The Mechanical
Depth of Focus device is a
great practical advantage. A
pressure plate and effective air
vent ensure perfect flatness of
film and consequent sharpness
of definition.
Prices :

“VOLLENDA

For pictures i f X 1 tn. 1 6 exposures.
Takes Kodak Film No. 127,
“Verichrome” N0.V127 or Kodak
Super Sensitive No. SS 127.
Prices :
Frame Finder and frorit lens

With Kodak Anastigmat fq.s lens
With Pronto Shutter £b 0 0
With Compur Shutter
2 6
With Kodak Anastigmat f3.5 lens
With Compur Shutter £9 15 0
KODAK

12

PLEASE

MENTION

"THE

’’ No. 48

Roll Film (Kodak No. 127 “Verichrorne” V 127 or Super Sensitive
SS 127). Yields pictures large
enough for album use. The high
grade lens gives negatives of such
needle sharp definition that con¬
siderable enlargement is practic¬
able.
infinity. Focus from 2\ feet to

focussing —
Schneider Radionar f4‘5 lens
With Nagel Shutter - £A 0 0
With Pronto S Shutter £A 10 0

‘ Compur ’ Shutter : Time, Brief
Time and i second to i/300th
second.
Prices :

With Schneider Radionar f3’5
and Optical Finder & Mechani¬
cal Depth of Focus Scalcj^)? 10 0

Zeiss Tessarfg" 5 lens ;^15 15
Other Lenses available.
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F

ine Grain

Develol?ment

and

Developers for Miniature Negatives

IT is a rcccgnised fact that the modern large-aperture

Agfa

anastigmat of the miniature cameras, now increas¬
ingly popular, will give a standard of definition
which was not considered necessary in the days when
larger sizes were supreme. Although the lenses are
capable of this very fine definition many owners of
miniature cameras never see it on their negati\'es
because it is destroyed by unsuitable development.
In consideration of this fact, and the great degree of
enlargement to which tliese negatives are subjected, it
is onlv logical to try to preserve this definition and keep
the grain as fine as possible.

->1

60 grs.

sulphite (anh3^drous)
carbonate (anhydrous)

2f oz.
at 65 degrees Fahr. 13 grs.
A.
D2
(D76
32 oz.
A Eastman
and B). -Kodak fine-grain Borax developer
. . 40 B.
oz.
Metol
. . 40
oz.
Sodium sulphite (anhydrous)
Ten to twenty minutes

. 3-230
•. •
Hydroquinone
oz.
• . 32 oz.
Borax
75
Water
Ten to twenty minutes at 65 degrees Fahr.
formula B
Formula A gives a little more contrast ;
gives a softer negative.
grs.

It is well known that by ordinary methods of develop¬
ment, such as with metol-hydroquinone, a slow emulsion
vields a negative of much finer grain than a fast emulsion
developed under the same conditions. Hence, as a result
of the great popularity of the high-speed, colour-sensitive
films of the " chrome ” type, a fine-grain developer
becomes essential if the many outstanding advantages
of the miniature camera are to be .secured to the
utmost extent.

Gevaert
Metol

grs.

fine-grain developer.

Sodium sulphite (anh\’drous)
H^'droquinone
Borax
Water

Further, it has been shown by experience that small
negatives yield their best cpialities on enlargement only
after development with a fine-grain developer to a
pleasingly soft degree of contrast.
Tested

fine-grain developer (Agfa 14).

Metol
Sodium
Sodium
Water

grs.
grs.

61 grs.

grs.
grs.

3030 grs.
30 grs.
Agfa Rodinal, diluted to i in 40.
0
32 3oz.oz.
3
Six to fifteen minutes at (>5 degrees Fahr., according
to the film and the degree of contrast required. 32
Perutz Perinal, diluted to i in 30.
Six to fifteen minutes at 65 degrees Fahr.
Ten to fifteen minutes at 65 degrees Fahr.

Formulae.

A few well-tried formuke of fine-grain developers are
given below ; since these developers all act slowly they
lend themselves to tank development b}^ the method of
time and temperature, so that their approximate times
of development at a standard temperature are also
given. These development times are meant to serve as
a guide only, the most suitable time of development
should be found by experiment, since it is governed by
the type of film used and the degree of contrast required.
It will be noticed that all these formulae are weak in

Perutz fine-grain and compensating developer (in
powder form), made up to 20 oz. of solution is used in
the same way as Perinal.
Chemicals should be dissolved in the order named, and
each should be complete!}^ dissolved before the next is
added.

alkali, and have a high proportion of sodium sulphite,
and it is to this composition that their mode of action is
due. Since the sulphite is a solvent for silver bromide
it erodes the grains as development proceeds, thus
preventing clotting of the grains, which is a characteri-stic of normal development, such as with metolhydroquinone.
It should be mentioned that none of these developers
will give grain that is finer than that of the original
emulsion, so that the ultimate fineness of grain of anv
negative would seem to be fixed when the emulsion is
made.
In addition to these formuke, the firm of Perutz
manufacture a ready-made fine-grain developer, both
in the form of a concentrated liquid and as a powder.
Although this developer was specially made for the
emulsions of Perutz films, experience shows it to be
equally suitable for any other film with slight variations
in the time of development.
575

Do not force development, as grain increases with the
degree of development. Grain will be less apparent in
subjects of fairly strong contrast as development of these
need not be prolonged. In the case of flatly lit sub¬
jects it may be beneficial to develop to a low degree of
contrasst and print on one of the more contrasty en¬
larging papers.
It is advisable to have the various solutions at an
even temperature. The sudden change from developer
to a cold rinse and thence to a fixing bath at a third
temperature subjects the film to a considerable strain
which may result in reticulation.
Lastly, swab the negative carefully to remove grit
and dust and dry it not too rapidly in a dust -free place.
To hasten the drying unduly seems to cause a loss of
fineness in the image. The utmost care and cleanliness
are essential. Dust spots, finger marks, etc., while
undesirable in larger films, are positively ruinous in
miniature work.
M. Weidling.
13
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PICTURE-MAKING

with a
Miniature
Camera
lens of the enlarger into a wonderful
flower, disclosing hidden charms

Three

contact prints from

a strip of thirty-six negatives

on super pan. 2,^-mm.

The mental attitude that is created when using a
modern

miniature

camera

for the first time is

one

of disbelief in its alleged powers.
opportunity is afforded of
developing test exposures
until after a number of
lengths of film have

If no

tliat

were

literally

in\dsible

in

its

first state.
Having once acquired confidence in the making of
pictures in this manner there is no turning back, and the
endless array of tiny negatives that are produced so
rapidlywith
and with
sure¬
ness
the such
miniature
camera can be enlarged
to almost any extent into
finished exhibition pictures.
From the foregoing it

been

exposed this inci'edulity be¬
comes tinged with a feeling
of hopelessness that many
fine subjects are being
wasted for want of a “ real
camera.
In the meantime the fas¬
cination of the little instru¬
ment steadily increases, and
numberless exposures con¬
tinue to be made on a
variety of subjects that
offer themselves for their

cine film.

may
be gathered
miniature
camera that
placesthea
new power in the hands of
the pictorial photographer.
It is up to him to see that
he employs it to his best
ability.
F. J. M.

Small

trial enlargement

of

pictorial appeal.
No. 3 print shown above.
The real thrill for the
miniature-camera user arrives when the first spool of
film is developed and tiny contact prints are made. The
negatives when examined with a powerful magnifying
glass are found to be surprisingly beautiful in quality,
and literally bristling with incredibly fine detail.
The contact prints are not so attractive ; they appear
to be somewhat clogged, and, although they are sharp,
seem hopeless for any purpose but picture-postcard
records. It is realised then, that before a verdict can
be passed on any of the subjects the enlarger must be
called into operation.
First, a comparatively small enlargement is made,
say, quarter-plate size, but it is still not very imposing.
An examination of the content of the picture is then
advisable. It is realised that the tiny negative captured
an enormous amount of material, more, in fact, than
the angle of the eye included when the subject was first
visualised as a picture. A search for that portion will
probably reveal it occupying a modest corner of the
little print.
A further enlargement is made on a still bigger scale,
to try out this portion, and again it is found that too
much is included. In trepidation the minute section
of the negative containing the picture that is sought is
forced up to almost incredible proportions, and the
miracle happens. The tiny bud, hardly to be seen
at first, expands under the influence of the light and

A greater enlargement of half tke negative to obtain the impres¬
sion visualised. This is more satisfactory, but the buildings,
etc., spoil the effect. See the opposite page for final print.
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An

Reduction

from

15x12

enlargement

made

Impression

from

a portion

of

Niagara.

of small

negative

in.X^

in.

See

opposite page.
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f^N LA J^GI NG
By E. B. MALLISON,

NEGATIX'ES made bv modern

miniature cameras, some no
larger than postage stamps, are
in a class by thejnselves, and to
obtain prints that can be inspected
without the aid of a magnifying glass,
enlarging has to be resorted to. Eortunately this point has been recog¬
nised by the manufacturers, and
'adequate' and not too expensive
enlarging ’ apparatus is available on
the market for dealing in the easiest
possible manner with the tiny films.
The ordinary type of enlarger in
which the smallest carrier is for a
negative 3lX2| can, of coursej be used
if necessary for making enlargements
from negatives that are about oneeighth that size, and any of the smaller
vertical commercial enlargers can be
used for the same purpose with suitable
adapters to hold the negatives. Eor
the handy-man there will be n<j diffi¬
culty in making such an adapter.
There is a certain satisfaction,
however, in being properly eciuipped
with the correct article that has been
designed

and

made

for the purpose.

Enlargers such as the “ Valoy ” enable
a long strip of film to be examined in
comfort on the enlarging easel, with¬
out cutting it up int(j separate sections,
and adds considerably to the pleasure
of making enlargements.
The same applies to the “ Magnaphot ” and several other similar
enlargers on the market. In most
cases, too, they are non -condenser
enlargers. These are best for the p -im¬
pose. Diffused fight and reflectors add
to the possibilities of obtaining enlarge¬
ments sho'wing a minimum of grain.
This question of grain is the most
serious one with which users of small
cameras have to contend when making
enlargements from the tiny negatives.
The negatives, therefore, should be
produced in the first place with this in
view, and a developer capable of
securing a practically grainless image
should be employed.
The Eastman fine-grain developer
recommended for motion-picture film
is as follows :
Metol
. .
. .
■ •
Hydroquinone . .
• •
Sodium sulphite (anhydrous)
Borax
. .
. .
• •
Water
. .
. .
. .

15
38
i|
15
16

Time of development will be
twelve minutes at 65 degrees.
1 6

grs.
grs.
oz.
grs.
oz.
about

from Miniature

Camera

There are several other good for¬
mulae available, and single-solution
developers, such as Rodinal or Azol,
can also be recommended. The ordin¬
ary i\I.C). and pyro developers

should

not bo used.*
The extent to which .the enlarge¬
ment can be made, apart from the
cjuestion of grain, turns first on the
fineness of definition given by the
lens, and then the e.xposure of the
negative.
Eully-exposed negatives, not over¬
developed, will give not only the
finest grain with a suitable developer,
but will also make the best enlarge¬
ments, as the scale of contrast tends
to grow, steeper as the enlargement

is

increased. I’nder-e.xposed ne.gatives
that have been forced in development
generally show the most grain.
It will be found, however, that most
of these tiny negatives, if they have
been properly produced, will enlarge
(piite readily without obtrusi\'e grain
to whole-plate size, even on glossy
})aper. In fact, it is a good plan, if a
really successful enlargement on a
big scale is desired, to make a trial
print first of a portion of the subject
on glossy paper. This will indicate
the extent to which the grain will
fjbtrudc. The subsequent enlargement
should then be made on matt or rough
Apart from the use of rough-surface
papers
paper. for the purpose of minimising
grain in extreme enlargement, other
e.xpedients of overcoming the diffi¬
culty are the use of various diffusing
devices, such as bolting silk, by not
focussing dead sharp, or by using a
diffusion disc such as that supplied by
Messrs. Kodak, Ltd., for pictorial
work.
When a diffusion disc is used, par¬
ticularly as it has no effect on the focal
length of the lens, part of the exposure
can be given with it and part without.
The subsequent treatment of the en¬
largement remains the same as in
ordinary work, both in the matter
of shading, combination printing,
developing and fixing, etc.
Eor those, however, who have
equipped themselves with an enlarger
for using 35-mm. cine film, a new vista
is opened up for the production of
prints from sub-standard film, and
endless pictures can be obtained from
a loo-ft. spool.

Negatives
A very little ingenuity is required
to make a carrier to hold the i6-mm.
film in these enlargers, and when this
has been adapted it is a simple matter
to run a spool of film through the
enlarger, stopping at any desired
frame to examine the little picture
that is projected on the easel, which is
usually horizontal, the enlargers being
of the vertical variety.
Two types of film are available for
this purpose, and enlargements not
exceeding postcard size are about the
utmost that can be obtained, unless a
wide-angle lens is used or provision is
made to secure a greater distance
between the lens and easel.
Negative-positive film presents less
difficulty for enlarging than reversed
film. With the former, it is advisable
to run the positive through the en¬
larger first. The little pictures can
then be seen as they will appear when
printed, and when a frame has been
selected for enlarging, the negative
can be run through until the same
frame is reached and a direct print
made.
When, however, only the positive
is available, as with the reversal film,
it is necessary to make a new negative,
and for this purpose, slow plates of
-4 X3J size can be used. Incidentally,
the reversal film shows much less
ev idence of grain than the other kind,
and ejuite perfect little negatives of the
size mentioned can be readily obtained
from which much bigger enlargements
can be subsequently produced.
In dealing with this form of en¬
larging, care should be taken that all
extraneous light from the enlarger is
carefully shielded, as the small plates
are more likelv to get fogged than
bromide paper.
A convenient holder for two spools
should be fitted on either side of the
enlarger so that the cine film can be
wound from one to the other through
the carrier of the enlarger without
trouble. A fitment made from two
supporting struts similar to those used
on a rewind can be fitted up on either
side of the enlarging apparatus, so
that they do not interfere with the
enlarger in any way, and the film can
be run straight through and stopped
and clamped at any desired point.
*

A number of forniul* for ftnc*grain tlcveloncrs
are given on page 575. — Ed.
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COIVTAX
AM

IMNOVATIOM

New Model with focal -plane shutter giving
1/2, l/5th, 1/lOth second.
Controlled by one knob, the Contax gives
four groups of speeds.
TIME GROUP
Time and 1/2 second.
NIGHT PICTURES GROUP
l/5th and 1/lOth second.
NORMAL GROUP
(for average subjects) l/25th, l/50th, 1/lOOth sec.

/100th,
GROUP 1 /500th
ORTS l/200th,
4 • 1SP
The

CONTAX

with

and 1/1, 000th second.

the new

ZEISS TESSAR F/3.5, £27:10:0
ZEISS SONNAR F/2, £35:10:0

shutter

costs :

I ZEISS TESSAR F/2.8, £30:0:0
| ZEISS SONNAR F/1.5, £51:10:0

THE CONTAX the SUPREME PRECISION
MINIATURE UNIVERSAL CAMERA
The Contax takes 36 or 12 exposures
on perforated cine film 24x36 mm.
Send for free brochure, or, better still, ask your dealer to show you a Contax.
Of course the Contax with the standard shutter giving speeds from l/25th to
1/1 000th second is still available. Early in July we shall be able to fit the
new shutter to any CONTAX at a cost of £4.

ZEISS

IKON

LTD.

11, MORTIMER HOUSE, MORTIMER
LONDON, W.l
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Enlarge your Miniature
Negatives on
DE

GRANVILLE
LUXE PAPERS

DE LUXE

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous and Normal,
Sheets,
3ix2i Gross
4JX2J
.,
4ix3i
„
5ix3i
..

DE

., 2/9
.. 3/7
.. 4/.
,. 5/4

6ix4|l44
8ix6i 72
10 x 8
36
12x10 36

,.
..
,.
..

7/9
7/4
5/6
8/4

PAPERS

GRANVILLE
LUXE
POSTCARDS

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous and Normal,
20 1/-, 50 1/9, 100 3/., 500 13/6.

SEND

GRANVILLE
UNSURPASSED
PLATES
H.D.

100. 250. 350. 650, and

3ix2i 1 Do2.
4jx3i
„
5ix3i
..

..
..
..

1/3
1/10
2/10

Special Ortho

H.D.

425.

6ix4JlDoz...
8ix6i i .. ..

3/9
3/9

TO-DAY

LEA

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE

Telegrams

Velvet, Matt ; White and Cream ; ChloroBromide ; Double-weight thickness.
Sheets.
Sheets.
4}x31 144
.. 4/6
8ix6i 72
.. 8/6
51x3i 144
.. 6/2
10 x 8
36
.. 6/6
6ix4d
72
.. 5/12x10 36
..9/9

LIST

S RA Phone

847,

Telephone I.
Birmingham
Branch 3432
:

Branch:

Telephone
_18, Gray*$

I
Inn
Road, W.C.1

Telegrams

I

Holbom

FREE

I N GTON

; ** Granville, Leamingtoa.”

London

Glossy,

M

FOR

3688

174, Corporation Street.

1 etegrams J

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE
POSTCARDS
All grades as above.
15 1/.. 50 2/.. 100 3/6. 500 16/.,

GRANVILLE
DEVELOPERS
Gaslight, Amidol. M.Q., Pyro, Gold Toning. Acid Fixing,
Semitone.

GRANVILLE
Cut Films, Mounts, Chemicals. Tissue, Mountant,
Sepia Toner, P.O.P., Glazing Solution, Self-toning, etc.,
etc.

30,000

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Regularly use

GRANVILLE
PRODUCTS
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THOUSANDS

OF CAMERAS

have

to

been

put

TENS

away

owing

OF

the

high cost

of films.

THOUSANDS

of boys and girls can at last afford to become enthusiastic snapshotters.

HUNDREDS

OF THOUSANDS

of the new

EXAMPLE

:
s. d.

I Spool Celluloid Film 3|x2|
Developing

.

2
6

8 Prints at 2d. each

ROLL FILMS

1

. .

1

4

3 0

have been distributed
*1 Spool GRANVILLE
Film 3|x2^ including

in the las_t 4 weeks.

developing..

WHY?

8 Prints at 2d. each

I

Because it has a speed and
latitude which ensure excellent
results under all conditions.

.. 6d.
Is. 4(1. 1 10

Saving per Spool
^

Because there is asavingof40%.

1

2

l|d. extra for postage.

Please call and see us, when we will show you the quality of our
films and results to be obtained from them, and at the same time
hand you a free spool to enable you to give them a personal trial.
If unable to call, send

P.O. or stamps

for 7^d. for developing.

E2S

18, GRAY’S INN ROAD,
HOLBORN, W.C.1
Head
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LEIGA-THE PIONEER 8 YEARS AGO

LEICA— THE

LEADER

TO-DAY

• LONG INSTANTANEOUS
EXPOSURES of 1 second, i, \ and i second, or any
intermediate fractions, in addition to 1/20 — 1/500 second.
# % TELESCOPIC RANGE-FINDER,
eyepiece for varying eyesights.

magnification

one and a half times, with focusing

PRICES
With standard ELMAR

/* T r
lens f/3.5 2—^3

. A . n
,

With new ULTRA-RAPID SUMMAR r O A • 13
lens f/2, 2" focus, in(Available
sunk mount.
shortly). 2— 3 L/ . I 3

.A
. V/

Literature “ R ” post free on request

E. LoitZ (London), 20 Mortimer St., London, W.1
20
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PORTRAITURE

on a fairly
large scale is
not often attempted

larger stop and shorter exposure can
be employed.
At night, too, this little camera with
big-aperture lens and fast panchromatic

e

Contact print from comptete negative. Exposure
i sec., fU-i, fast pan.
film. Room lighting and
spotlight. ^

photoorapher

6 CINEMATOGRAPHER o

byners
th
ow
of
modern

miniature

cameras

;

it is r egarded as a subject outside
e
e
ng of thes little instru¬
the ra
ments. The reasons adduced
are, first, the possible lack
of tones and modelling likely
to result with such tiny nega¬
tives; and secondly, the
amount of grain that would
become visible when they
were considerably enlarged.
These drawbacks do not,
however, always arise in prac¬
tice, they can be overcome
when they do, and certainly
should not deter the miniature
camera enthusiast from at¬
tempting portraiture on every
occasion that offers.

It is necessary, nevertheless,
to take precautions if attrac¬
tive results are desired, and
it should be remembered that
good portraits taken under
difficult conditions are more
likely to be secured with these
little cameras with large-aper¬
ture lenses than with many
larger and more cumbersome
outfits.
It is quite possible, for
instance, if the little camera
has a lens aperture of f/3.5 or
larger (as so many of them
have), and is used in con¬
junction with high-speed pan¬
chromatic films or plates, to
take slow “ instantaneous ”
snapshots in an ordinary room
without any special provision
for lighting. An example is
given on this page.
Reduced . reproduction of whole-plate enlargement
When, however, good light¬
from portion of small negative above.
ing conditions are available, or
studio lighting, the little cam¬
film can be used with every confidence for
era can be used with still greater pos¬
sibilities of success. In any case, all
portraits of people seated at a diningtable in good light. In fact, a lot of this
the usual' conditions in regard to portrait
lighting and
work is done regularly for the Press with
posing, etc.,
great success. They are literally por¬
trait snapshots, unconventional and
apply
as
when here
using
intimate, and could never be attempted
a larger
with any other type of camera.
camera. The
It must not be forgotten when using
the finder for a close-up portrait — within,
great isdiffer¬
ence
that,
say, eight feet distance — to make allow¬
owing to the
ance for the space between the lens of
the camera and the lens of the finder ;
greater
otherwise a portion of the top or one
Contact print from complete negative. depth
of
Taken in ordinary room by daylight.
side of the figure may be cut off.
sec., fj^.s. Super lOCUS OI tne
Exposure ijaoth
When enlarging miniature portrait
small lens a
pan. film.

negatives the question of grain must be
considered, if the enlargement is on
a big scale. If it is found to be too
obvious or obtrusive, the negative can
be either put out of focus a
fraction — which will not affect
the portrait Ibut probably im¬
prove it by softening the
outlines), or a diffusing disc
can be used on the lens to give
a soft-focus effect, or bolting
silk can be employed between
the lens and print.
In each case a pleasing
diffusion is introduced without
destroying detail or tones, but
sufficient to smooth out any
objectionable grain. It is a
good plan also to make the
enlargements
surface paper. on rough or matt

expe¬
dients
size gof these
the finished
adoptin
By the
portrait need only be limited
by the extent to which the
apparatus will permit the
enlargement to be made. At
the same time it is advisable
to resist the temptation to
run to very large prints
simply because it is found that
the negatives are capable of
ng mere
produci
them.sizeThere
is no
merit in
; quality
should come first.

Reduced repruduction of whole-plate en¬
largement from portion of small negative
shown. Printed through bolting silk.
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ULh
NOTES
Every

week

with

an article will appear

under

a topic of interest to the novice
TINY

this heading

dealing

in photography.

C NOTIONS

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER
Joy the

NEGATIVES.

A GOOD deal of special attention is given in this issue

to very small negatives and the apparatus and
material for producing them. So I have taken
care that my illustrations this week are all from small
negatives ; and although I am not able to say much now
on this particular phase of photography I hope to return
to others for the time
to it again later, and leave the field
being.
As far as I can remem¬

ber, the smallest “ still ”
negatives I ever made
were with a ” Ticka ”
camera made by Messrs.
Houghton years ago. No
one took either the cam¬
era or its results very
seriously, and I doubt
if it was then realised
that in course of time
miniature
negativ'es
would reach such a posi¬
tion as they certainly

Fig. 2.

i.e., 4x3 cm., and
at f/4, with the lens
slightly downwards
flower-seller may be

the exposure was i/25th of a second
focussed at 16 ft. Pointing the camera
has distorted the verticals. The same
seen in the middle of^Fig. 2, which is

occupy to-day. Even the
marvellous precision of
the best of the cameras
taking ultra-small nega¬
tives would have been of
little avail but for the
corresponding ad\’ances
in the character and
quality of sensitive
material.
I used an early ex¬
perimental model for tak¬
ing standard cine film,
but the results were far
below modern standards.
To-day 1 have no hesita¬
tion in using a camera
giving negatives as small
as 4x3 cm., say i|xii
in. At the same time I
am not stupid enough to
imagine that any such
camera is sufficient for
all photographic
ments.

require¬

Although the five illus¬
trations are all from
small negatives, there is
only one in which the
whole of the negative
has been used, and that

Fig.

22

I.

is Fig. 5.

The

is

vest-pocket,”

" half

negative

Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4.
also a 4 X 3 cm. negative, but with some foreground removed.
Fig. 4 is rather more than half of one of these little
negatives. The exposure was i/5oth of a second, at f/6.3,
focussed at 10 ft. Fig. 3 is a little less than half of a 6 x 4 cm.
negative (vest-pocket), and even this small area of film is
quite capable of giving a large print showing the character
of the old house (of the period of Flenri Quatre) and its
position on the quay of a little French fishing harbour.
Fig. I is from the smallest negative area of all. It is right
at one edge of a V.P. negative, and is only half an inch
wide.

Fig. 5-

These are not shown as examples of large pictures from
minute negatives. They are suggestions that interesting
photographic notes can be made with very small cameras.

Societies will have their meetings
.

Wednesday,

The

announced

June

Week’s

here if the syllabus

Thursday,
P.S.

June

P.S.

Friday,
King’s Heath and D.P.S.
Poplar P.S. Copying.

Sunday,

W. H. A. Fincham.

Twickenham

J. Staples.

Ogden Valley.
C.C. Conkwell.

Bus from

P.S.

Outing

Southampton

C.C.

24th.

Grand

time to time.

{contd.).

25th.

: “ Figure Stalking.”

Fishponds,

6.30 p.m.
Walthamstow and D.P.S.

June

Stoneham

Lea Valley.

Park.
Meet

Tuesday,

26th.
Meet

Swaythling

at Cook’s

June

Wednesday,
Borough Poly. P.S. “ Pictorial Analysis.”
Hucknall and D.P.S. Southwell Minster.
Partick C.C. Print Criticism.
Clubs

at

June

P.S.

Visit to ” Glengarry/*

Terminus,

Ferry Inn, 7 p.m.

Estate.

28th.

T. F. Garnish.

Scarborough A.P.C. Castle Howard.
South Essex C.C. Print Criticism.
Stafford P.S. Shakey Bridges. Meet Gaol Square, 2.30 p.m.
Stockport

Tram

27th.

Hackney P.S. The 2,000th Meeting.
Northants N.H.P.S. Evening Ramble through Spinneys of Delapre
Poplar P.S. Review of the Session.
Whitehall C.C. Annual General Meeting and Jumble Sale.
Whitehall Photo-Cine Group. Annual General Meeting.

Parade, 2.10 p.m.

Beckenham
P.S.
Old London,
Temple, Lincoln’s Inn, etc.
Blackburn and
D.C.C.
St. Helens.
Chorley P.S. St. Helens.
Forest Hill and D.P.S. Petts Wood. Meet at Catford Station, 3 p.m.
ucknall and D.P.S. Southwell Minster,
ull P.S. Swanland, Waudby and Welton.
Ilford P.S. Lambourne to Abridge. Meet at Ilford Station, 2.30 p.m.
Liverpool Central Y.M.C.A. C.C. Chester.
Northants N.H.P.S. Cransley and Thorpe Maisor.
Small Heath P.S. Yardley.
Southampton C.C. Combined Outing of Winchester and Southampton
St. Cross.
South Glasgow C.C. Kilbarchan.

June

Monday,

23rd.

June

or from

24th

on this topical
W. L. F. W.

Accrington C.C. Joint Ramble with Todmorden to Roughlee and Higherford.
Chorley P.S. Bolton Abbey.
Hanley P.S. The Roches. Meet at the Monument, Leek, 10.30 a.m.
N. Middlesex P.S. Sunday Mystery Outing.
St. Bride P.S. Horley.
Todmorden P.S. Roughlee and Higherford.

” Composition.”

Saturday,
Accrington C.C.
Bath and County

June

June

more

Stockport P.S. St. Helens.
Todmorden P.S. St. Helens.
Wolverton P.S. Great Brington.

22nd.

” A Talk on Figure Stalking.”

of the session

Saturday,

Outing.

N. Middlesex P.S. “ Optics in Photography.”
Northants N.H.P.S. Peterborough.
Twickenham

Meetings

is sent to us at the beginning

21st.

Borough Poly. P.S. “ Still Life ” Evening.
Greenock C.C. Roseneath via Kilcreggan.
Leicester and L.P.S. Meeting at H.Q.
Leigh Lit. Society P.S. Worsley Dam.
Luton and D.C.C. Ivinghoe. Bus, 1.25 p.m.
Rochdale P.S. “ Portraiture.” Mr. Stewart.
South Essex C.C. Outdoor Meeting : Hollow Ponds, Leytonstone.

Hackney

and, as I said, I hope to say something
subject before long.

Bramhall.
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Mr. F. J.
HAWKINGS

Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From

“ /"T^HE picture on the opposite
page was taken in Strasbourg,
in what is locally known as
‘ La Petite France.’ It is one of those
spots in which time has halted, if not
stood still. There are really two
Strasbourgs — the one with wide streets
and large shops, the other a veritable
City of Romance. Naturally, it i.' in
the latter that the photographer prefers

information communicated

to our Special Representative.

the Rosicrucians. In my wanderings
in these borderlands I have often
asked for information about this

obliterating romantic records of the
past, and it behoves those of us who
can to visit these scenes, and to try

society, but all in vain.
“ One day at Strasbourg I lost my
way, and looking for the name of the
street I found to my surprise and

to preserve their old-time remains
such records as we can secure.

delight that it was the ‘ Rue de la
Croix Rouge ' (Rosy Cross Street),
probably the last remaining link with

“It

is

difficult

to

analyse

by
the

methods of one’s own practical work,
but whatever may be the methods
employed a very safe rule, especially
for the novice, is festina lente — make
haste slowl}^.
“ As an art worker it is necessary to
be
It
art
of

constantly cultivating one’s taste.
is always advisable to study the
productions, in their many forms,
the old masters. In cities there

are unlimited opportunities for such
culture.
'■ One of the great teachers, I
think it was John Ruskin, advised
students to take charcoal and a sheet
of paper,

and

make

quick

skeleton

sketches of renowned pictures. ‘ Fami¬
liarise yourselves,’ he told his students,
■ with the plottings and ideas of balance,
light and shade.’ If we do this often
enough, a cultivated outlook will be¬
come second nature, and any departure
therefrom will at once be an offence.
“ Personally, I endeavour to train
myself to observe and to remember.
It costs nothing, and the gratuitous
lesson is always being presented to
the humble and receptive student.
If I may plagiarise :
‘ The book I read is Nature’s ;
There only truths appear.
And features.
though
Abingdon.

to wander, and to endeavour to secure
pictorial records that shall suggest
the spirit and atmosphere of the place.
" From the seventeenth century it
was a centre of continental Free¬
masonry. In its strategical position
on the Marches of the Rhine it was
inevitable that it should be a centre of
culture, arms and underground ma¬
chinations. It was once a Mecca of

B_y F. J . Hawkings.

that dread and world-wide society
which carried on its activities under
the very shadow of that great cathedral
on the banks of the Rhine. It was
with these memories in mind that I
made the photogravure from which
the illustration has been reproduced.
“ The ever-rolling stream of time,
and the wheels of that Juggernaut,
the Car of Progress, are constantly

she

change

her

Her dictates still are clear.’
" Such subjects as those reproduced
can be secured even with the smallest
of cameras, so that there is no excuse
for losing them through being without
the necessary apparatus. What is to
be done afterwards with the negatives
is a matter of personal taste and skill.
In my own case, the subjects I select
for treatment are generally produced
in photogravure — a difficult but plastic

24

method.”
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PETITE

FRANCE.
By

{See article, “ How

I make

my

Exhibition

Victmes,"

on the opposite page.)

F.

J. Hawkings,
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Bondage,
By

Will

Till.

[South Africa.)
[From “ The A.P."

Overseas and Colonial Competition.)

June 21, 1933
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the Advanced
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Competition.)

S. Rollo.
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I. — “ A

By

Hiker

Mrs.

in

June 21, 1933

Fairyland."

J. W.

2. — **The Approaching Sicri::."
By Miss K. M. Pitts.

Platt.
5. — “ Mumbles

Lighthouse."

By S. Traunton.

4. — “ A

3* — " Flatford Mill, Suffolk.';,
By W . L. Kennett.
6. — “ Cycle

By
Friends."

By Chris. Dodds.

Shady

Louis

Corner."

F. Fortell.
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These “ against- the-Ught ” pic¬

“

Contra

reason

Jour

”

Lighting.

is not far to seek.

It

will readily be understood that, instead
of the subject being illumined by
direct light, it only receives that which
is reflected from the sky, except,
perhaps, for the outlines and certain
small areas.
In consequence, the shadows are
much darker than is usually the case,
and, at the same time, the lights, such
as there may be, assume a normal
brightness. Not only, therefore, is it
necessary for the exposure to be very
considerably increased — eight to ten
times is by no means excessive — but
the contrasts present in the subject
must be reduced by restricting the
time of development of the negative.
The kind of thing that must be
expected if these dual precautions are
not taken is to be seen in No. 6,
“ Cycle Friends,” by Chris. Dodds,
where not only is practically the whole
of the subject material, except the
sky, shown as an intensely solid and
unrelieved black, but the sky itself,
if very dramatic, conveys nothing
so much as a feeling of great exaggera¬
tion. The blackness of the subject
is attributable, presumably, to under¬
exposure, and the excess of contrast
between it and the sky, and that of
the sky in itself, is due to
development of the negative.
Exaggeration

over¬

of Effect.

It is quite true that the eye might
not perceive aU that it would under
an opposite lighting, but a rendering
such as this is so exaggerated that it
cannot be .accepted. Its harshness
is uncompromising and artistically
displeasing, and, now that the causes
have been explained, the manner in
which the effect may be avoided is

clear.

No. I, “ A Hiker in Fairyland,” by
Mrs. J. W. Platt, is scarcely so extreme
in its contrasts, nor does the degree of
under-exposure appear to be the same.
The immediate foreground and figure,
however, do show the joint effects of
under-exposure and over-development,
for the density of the blackness is
quite unrelieved, and could only be
corrected by an increase of the former
and a decrease in the latter.
Compared with No. 5, ” Mumbles
Lighthouse,” by S. Traunton, its
unnecessary vigour of tone becomes
very prominent. The latter, Vith its
well-modulated darks and graduated
lights, shows up exceedingly well, i.e.,
as far as technique is concerned.
Its tones are exceptionally good ; but
while the lighthouse, foreground and
sky make up quite well from the point
of view of arrangement, the inclusion
of the figures was not altogether wise,
for their prominence and somewhat
ill-advised placing quite spoil the
effectiveness of the arrangement.
Without them, the composition
would be considerably improved, and
the effect of sunshine, culminating in
the distant lighthouse, would have a
chance of telling much more efficiently.
A

Note

of Complication.

The introduction of the figures also
introduces a note of complication
which

.

.

.

—

<

..

the Beginners’- prints reproduced

Kj OTfltnCfltS

tures take a bit of handling.
If they come off, the result
may be very pleasing indeed, but
very often we are disappointed when
the print comes to be examined. As
in the two examples reproduced on
the opposite page, there is a tendency
towards an excess of contrast, and,
in nine cases out of ten, it utterly
spoils the appeal of the picture.

The

.

the print would

in this respect is No. 3, “ Flatford
Mill,” by W. L. Kennett. It, again,
is free from the complication arising
from the introduction of figures, and,
if the somewhat scattered lights could
be subdued, leaving that on the facing
wall as the strongest, the composition
would be immensely strengthened.
“ A Shady Corner ” (4), by Louis
F. Fortell, is arranged in much better
fashion. It is unfortunate in that
it not only suffers from a sloping
vertical, a defect which is occasioned
587

opposite page.
by tilting the camera,

but

also does

not quite achieve the same crafts¬
manship of the others, its tones being
inclined to harshness and lack of
modulation

in the deeper darks.

Technique

and

the

Camera.

Here, as well, the fault appears to be
due to a measure of under-exposure
accompanied by a slight degree of
over-development. The excess of
contrast arising from the latter might
be countered by the substitution of a
softer type of printing paper, but no
amount of after-treatment can do
anything to remedy the faults arising
from under-exposure.
It might seem, perhaps, that an
undue emphasis has been laid upon
the importance of technique, the fiper
details of arrangement, and the manner
in which figures have been introduced.
But this is the day of the small or
miniature camera. In the old days,
when half-plate and larger camera^ of
the field type were the general rule,
a considerable amount of care was
necessary in setting the camera up
and in the preliminaries before making
the exposure. The subject was care¬
fully focussed on the full-size screen,
and in view of the trouble needful to
secure a successful picture, no little
deliberation was exercised before the
exposure

be better with¬

out. No. 2, “ The Approaching Storm,”
by Miss K. M. Pitts, has not quite the
same beauty of effect, nor, on account
of the absence of a sufficiency of
foreground, does it compose just as
well, but, being free from unessential
figures, it has a better chance of
getting away with it than the other.
Technically, too, it is in no way
inferior, and another good example

on

was
The

The

made.
End

in

View.

fact that reliance has often to

be placed on a small finder, instead of
the focussing screen, may be an ele¬
ment of some influence, but this is a
difficulty that can usually be over¬
come with knowledge of the instru¬
ment and familiarity with its use.
It is rather the facility with which
exposures can be made that is the
chief cause of carelessness and the
defects in question ; but, if the fact
be kept in mind that these small
pictures are but a stage towards the
ultimate aim — -works that are suitable
for the decoration of our horhes or
are qualified for an exhibition wall —
the reason for stressing the value of
technique will be apparent, for, upon
enlargement, these faults, which may
not seem to amount to much in a
small print, axe exaggerated
proportion.

out of all

“ Mentor.”
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Victorial Analysis
Every JT
week" one
of the pictures
reproduced
on seeking
an art page
will be their
analysed
in detail
benefit
of readers
of the paper
who are
to improve
pictorial
work. for the

^^ATOP

IN connection with the remarks

made on the preceding page
concerning the employment of
the modem small camera, the subject
of this picture provides an example of
a class of work for which such instru¬
ments are particularly fitted.
Climbing
Not

and

only

THE

WORLD/’

hy S. Rollo,

the outline of the figure (i). No other
point, not even the lights on the tops
of the cumulus clouds, is as bright, and,
in the absence of any competition,
that is a factor which, assuming a
reasonable strength of position, would

light

weight a factor of some im¬
portance, for no one who has
tried carrying a heavy reflex
up a mountain side would
wish to repeat the perform¬
ance, but the fact that they
are usually ready for use in
a fraction of time is extra¬
ordinarily useful, and may
mean the securing of subjects
that might otherwise be
missed.
Besides

traced upon reference to the ac¬
companying sketch, in which
it is somewhat exaggerated.
One of the attributes of
this form of composition is
that it emphasises anything
that happens to occur at its
apex. Possibly this arises
from the fact that the upright
sides of a pyramid make
strong leading lines up to the
point where they meet ; but,

this, they are well

in this instance, the im¬
portance they lend to the
figure is very easily seen and

adapted for, and are fre¬
quently fitted with, lenses of
extremely large apertures, by
which means the bugbear

appreciated. It is another
factor of moment that the

of under-exposure is contro¬
verted; and, on account of
their comparatively short focal

figure itself claims a certain
share of the attention simply
on account of the human
interest it excites, so that,

length, they have a consider¬
able depth of focus.
Slight errors in focussing,
which might in larger ap¬
paratus quite spoil the result,
are countered, although, as
the negatives are subjected
to considerable enlargement,
it is wise to endeavour to
obtain the utmost possible

whether the composition be
viewed from the standpoint
of the arrangement of the
light and shade or that of
line, all things seem to endow
the figure with force.
Air
With

degree of accuracy ; and, al¬
together, their many con¬
veniences and facility in use
render them most suitable as
an adjunct to climbing. Sub¬
jects of this character can be
essayed with confidence, and,
perhaps, might only be obtained after
considerable effort with any other type
of camera.
The picture is highly attractive, and,
amongst other things, is noteworthy
for the strength of its composition and
its fine expression of an effect of
sunlight.
Force

in Arrangement.

It will be observed that the light,
at its brightest, is contained within
36

of the print, the right-hand side being
furnished by the edge of the rock face,
and the left being suggested
by the downward tendency
of the cleft on that side. It
is not obtrusively obvious,
but the form exists and can be

the Camera.
is their

The form in question is made up
by the mass of rock which fills up the
lower left-hand portion of the picture,
its base consisting of the bottom edge

and

Space.

the figure so power¬

fully emphasised,

the whole

thing hangs together extra¬
ordinarily well, and, because
- of this force of presentment,

be sufficient to endow the figure with
the prominence it should possess as
the principal item and centre of
interest.
But the position of the figure is
as strong as it could be. It occurs
upon one of an intersection of thirds,
which form the strong points on
which the composition should be
based, and has the further strength
imparted by the pyramidal
the arrangement.

form

of

the beauty of the effect of
sunshine, which attains its
maximum in the figure, is made very
clearly the motive of the picture.
From the same cause, aided by the
simplicity of the composition and its
freedom from unnecessary complica¬
tions, there is a fine suggestion of air
and space, both highly desirable
features in a landscape of this character.
These suggestions might be said to
form a secondary motive, subsidiary
to the feeling of sunshine,
ing its appeal.

but enhanc¬

" Mentor.”
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The

[etters to the Editor
DEVELOPING
Sir, — It may

LEICA FILMS
TANK.

well be

that quite

WITH

a number

A

KODAK

of Leica

enthu¬

siasts, such as myself, wish to develop their own films, but do
not feel inclined to invest in a special tank. Several of these
may already have by them a Kodak roll-film tank, which if
a 3^-in. model or larger can be made to serve very well. This
is how I carry out the process.
First cut down a No. 20 or larger film spool to the Leica
width of 35 mm. This can be done by sawing off the wooden
part of the spool to the right length, prising off the metal end,
and fitting it to the shortened spool. A No. 20 spool will,
I find, just hold comfortably a 36-exposure film and six inches
or so of light-tight paper to go round the outside. This paper
can be cut from a black sensitive-paper wrapper.
A strip of adhesive tape about an inch broad is then cut
to the Leica width, and stuck across the end of the black
paper, half of the adhesive portion projecting beyond the end
to stick to the film. Then the film is unrolled from the con¬
tainer in the dark-room, the long-tapered end fitted into the
slit of the cut-down spool, and the film rolled on, coated side
inwards. When you reach the small tapered end cut it off
flush and attach the adhesive strip, thus joining up your
light-tight paper and film. I have found that all this can be
done in complete darkness in the case of panchromatic material.
Now wind right on, and stick down the end as in ordinary
roll films.
When you want to develop it, the film can be inserted in
daylight into the changing-box and thence via the apron into
the tank, and development proceeds in the ordinary way. The
same cut-down spool may be used always for this operation, as
it is never used in the camera.
If you have no tank, study the miscellaneous advertisement
columns in The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer
a suitable one may be picked up quite often at about los. to
I2S.

6d.

second-hand.

This

method

has

an

added

PHOTOGRAPHIC
MINIATURE
PORTFOLIO.

Sir, — I am

writing

this letter to sing praises

is not

the opinions

time naming in order
considers best.

responsible

for

of his correspondents.

of merit the three prints which

he

Although at the present time membership is complete,
there is no reason why similar clubs should not be formed to
encourage the cult of the miniature camera. Competitions
between similar clubs would then be possible and at the same
time would prove beneficial. — Yours, etc., C. S. GRANT.
THE
Sir, — The

HANDY

MINIATURE

advantages

of the

very

CAMERA.

small

camera

must

be

obvious to every amateur who attempts snapshot work in the
streets. A month or two ago I was walking along an old back
street in Edinburgh ; the sun was shining at a low angle, and in
the sun two old women were gossiping. They went well with
their surroundings, and it had the makings of a good picture.
Although 1 had my camera with me I could not use it.
First, it was in a leather case over my shoulder, and it would
have taken me at least a minute to get it into action ; and the
women had just begun to say good-bye to each other. Secondly,
the light was too poor for an adequate exposure with f/6.3
(the largest aperture of my lens).
If I had had a 3 X4 cm. camera it would have been in my
waistcoat pocket and would have taken a bare fifteen seconds
to get it on the ready. Also the lens would have been fast
enough to take an exposure of i/25th of a second.
Another point in favour of this size camera is that it is not
so noticeable, and therefore diminishes the possibility of
camera-consciousness. Also it can be permanently carried
without being at all inconvenient, thus being prepared for all
emergencies.
Needless to say I have since bought one of these admirable
instruments, and find it very serviceable. — Yours, etc.,
A

REMARKABLE

J. STRATON.
ENLARGEMENT.

advantage —

different-sized films can also be developed. In my own case,
films of two other sizes are done, all in the same tank. — Yours,
etc.,
G. C. W. WILSON.
THE

Editor

POSTAL
of the Photo¬

graphic Miniature Postal Portfolio. As a member, I wish to
make clear the value of this Society, in the hope of encouraging
the formation and rise of similar miniature postal clubs.
This is particularly desirable nowadays in view of the enor¬
mous number of small cameras that are being used.
The object of the P.M.P.P. is to circulate miniature prints
(contact or small enlargement) made with these cameras.
The Secretary, Mr. C. Rae Griffin, Lohama, Austenway,
Gerrards Cross, will send full particulars regarding the aims,
etc., of the club. I may mention that he was the sole originator
of the idea in the first place, and that Mr. Hackett, one of the
leading workers, was the first to answer a letter from Mr.
Griffin suggesting the scheme. This letter appeared in The
Amateur Photographer.
No entrance fee is required for this club, and there are no
subscriptions to bother anyone. Members are only required
to defray postage and any necessary expense in packing when
posting on portfolios. . Every month each member sends in a
print to the Secretary and the portfolio is circulated monthly.
No print must exceed 12 square inches in area, but any process
is permissible. Prints must be mounted on thin flexible
material not exceeding 7 by 5 inches.
Each portfolio is circulated three times, firstly to receive
criticism ; secondly, so that each member can study the com¬
plete criticisms ; and on the third round members extract
their prints. The portfolio of prints which have been judged
best by popular vote is circulated yearly. When a member
posts on a portfolio to the next member on the list he informs
the Secretary by postcard that he has done so, at the same

Sir,— We

are now

displaying

in our

windows

an

enormous

enlargement of the head of a lion, taken by Major N. Harbutt,
which represents a magnification of X 108. Only a small
portion of the negative (which was made with a Leica camera),
of the size of a postage stamp, has been enlarged, so as to
adequately adjust the pictorial composition. We would
like to bring this exhibit to the notice of your readers, because
we have not heard of any enlargement of a tiny negative to
such a high magnification. The pictorial effect of the picture,
which measures 4 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft. 2 in., is remarkable, and the
enlargement testifies to the possibilities of miniature photo¬
graphy. — Yours, etc.,
E. LEITZ (London).
BRITISH
Sir, — ^The complaint

GOODS

of a reader

ABROAD.
of “ The

A.P.”

in India

on

the scarcity of British goods in that country applies to Canada
also. The nearest dealer I am aware of is in Chicago, U.S.A.
If there are any in Canada, they keep very quiet about it.
I refer to shops where other than the cheaper grades of instru¬
ments are sold.
In several other parts of the world I acquired a prefer¬
ence for Ilford products, but I find it necessary to wait eight
weeks for a shipment from England, by which time I have
forgotten what I wanted it for. There is in this country a
very prevalent idea that British goods are old-fashioned,
obsolete, or no good generally, an idea which no British firm,
unfortunately, has seen fit to dispel. You have the goods,
so why not tell us about them locally ?
I was greatly diverted by the controversy “ Plates versus
Cut-films.” Some unconscious humour and a little heat made
good reading. I would like to swap yarns with brethren of
the craft in any part of the world. “ The A.P.” forms a vqry
pleasant link with the Old Land. — Yours, etc.,
ROBERT LEAKE.
(Nelson,. British Columbia.)
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NOTES
AND
MATTERS
OF
IN¬
TEREST
FOR ALL CINEMATOGRAPHERS
USING AMATEUR
CINfi APPARATUS.

Cinematography
This Exposure Business HAROLD B. ABBOTT

IT has to be admitted that satis¬

factory motion pictures are not
obtained quite so easily as the
snapshots which satisfy so many
button-pressers. Even passable cine¬
matography (or cine-photography, if
you will) calls for something more than
the mere sighting of an object in the
view-finder and pressing the button.
In the space of this article it is not
possible to deal with all the factors
which contribute to the making of a
good cine film ; but let us get down to
the one important factor without which
no film can possibly be good — correct
exposure. It is perfectly useless setting
about grand schemes of production,
whether of plays or holiday records,
unless you are able to expose correctly.
We know of people who read with
avidity everything that is published
about camera angles, and third dimen¬
sion, emotional reactions, and all sorts
of high-sounding “technique,” yet who
are unable to make a moving picture of
a tramcar with any degree of certainty.
Learn to expose correctly first !
This exposure business is one which
must be tackled systematically, and
the first part of the system is, un¬
doubtedly, to acquire an exposure
meter. Tables and calculators are all

I am

running

counter

to my

favourite

photographic writer who recently de¬
precated exposure records because,
he said, the same conditions never
arise twice. Well, that is his opinion,
and he is entitled to it ; but for once
I disagree with him. The identical
conditions may not occur twice, but
I do maintain that in photography,
as in cinematography, similar con¬
ditions are often repeated. Eor in¬
stance, one may take a beach scene
in bright diffused light during a
summer holiday ; who would say that
a similar subject w’ould not be taken
the following year, when the errors (if
any) of the first year could be corrected
by reference to the exposure records ?
The

Value

of Records.

This is merely an instance ; in point
of fact, similar subjects taken under
similar conditions occur many times in
the course of a season with any reason¬
ably active cine-photographer, and the
records of one occasion are invaluable
when dealing with subsequent subjects.
“ Ah-ha ! ” says Constant Reader,

gleefully, “ this is where I catch you !
If exposure meters indicate correct
exposures, where lies the necessity to
refer to previous records ? Why not
take the exposure meter reading for
every
shot blush
and there’s
endas tothough
it ? ”
At first
it does an
look
C. R. had discovered a flaw in my
argument ; but I am impenitent. I
have never said that exposure meters
will furnish one hundred per cent
perfectly exposed films. Unfortunately
nearly all exposure meters are affected
by the human element ; but, at least,
and even with the human element
aforesaid, the exposure meter will be
a more reliable guide than the unaided
judgment of the cine-photographer.
Mhth a little practice in using the
meter it will yield a maximurq of cor¬
rect exposures ; but the record forms
a most instructive guide to future
exposures, and it will be found that
repeated reference to the record un¬
consciously teaches exposure and en¬
ables one in time to estimate exposures
for various conditions with very nearly
meter-like accuracy.

very well in their way, but a meter
constitutes the only means of actually
measuring the light conditions pre¬
vailing at the time of exposing a film.
Exposure

Meters.

There are several different kinds of
meters ; which shall the amateur
use ? It is a fact that some amateurs
succeed with one type while others get
consistently good results with a meter
of entirely different principle. It is
probably true to say that one of the
most popular styles of meter among
amateur cine-photographers to-day is
the extinction meter, of which the
Drem Cinemeter and the Kidiaphot
are representative. Those who, as
“ still to” actinometer
photographers,
been
used
metershave
will most
probably purchase the Watkins Small
Cine Meter, while the well-to-do will
probably invest in the new Electrophot.
In any case, a meter is the first step.
The next is to make a record of
every
28

exposure.

I

am

aware

that

The yachting season has now started, and many fine action subjects of this character are
available for the amateur cinematographer. Small enlargements of this size can be
made pom i6-mm. frames as described in an article on another page in this issue.
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This young man has the enviable task of demonstrating
fair amateur photographer the simplicity of the

to

a

ROLLEIFLEX

AUTOMATIC

CAMERA

Such excellent results are obtained that huge enlargements can
be made from the 12 tiny negatives produced by the Rolleiflex
oh a 2| x3^ roll him.
A separate finder lens shows the picture
upright and crystal clear on a ground-glass screen even while
the film is being exposed — a feature exclusive to the Rolleiflex.
The fine quality Zeiss Tessar lens registers the picture on the
film. The unique Rolleiflex features are delighting these two
— and will continue to give pleasure in twenty or thirty years’
time. Ask to see the 4x4 cm. Rolleiflex, too. One of the finest
modern miniature cameras ever produced ; takes 12 pictures
on V.P. film. NOW
ALL AUTOMATIC
like the 6 x6 cm. model
Illustrated.
With

f/4.5

Zeiss

£20

Tessar

lens

:0 :O

With

f/3,8

£22

GENEROUS

EASY
PAYMENTS.— Add
5
per cent to the Rolleiflex price
and divide into nine equal
monthly
payments.
First
payment secures the camera.

Zeiss

Tessar

lens

: 10 : O

EXCHANGES.

Bring your present still or
cin6 camera — we will make a
generous allowance in part
exchange for a Rolleiflex.

WALLACE

HEATON

LTD.

119, NEW BOND ST., LONDON, W.1
PbODoa : UATFAIR

and at 47, BERKELEY

0924-S-6>7.

ST., LONDON,

W.1.

“SPECIALISTS’’
f/1.9 Super-Six Anastigmat
from 1 — 6 inches
_
-

in EXTREME
APERTURE LENSES
Lens made
in
Prices

f/2.9 “PENTAC”
Anastigmat
lengths from 1 — 12 inches
-

focal lengths
from £13 : O : O

Lens made
in focal
Prices from £8 ; 15 : 0

If it is optical equipment for use in connection with PHOTO¬
GRAPHY or CINEMATOGRAPHY
write or call on us.

T.-P.

Reflex

Camera

fitted with 6" f/1.9
Super-six Anastigmat.

Price, complete outfit, £T4\

J. H. DALLMEYER, LTD., can
rightfully claim to come within

3^x2^
Pentac
Roll-film
Camera with f/2. 9 ‘ Pentac’
Anastigmat
Lens.

the category of “ Specialists,”
due to their many ramifications,
manufacturing and listing in their
catalogue lenses from 15 mm. to
40 inches, having apertures from
f/1.5. They are prepared to place
their research department at the
disposal of chents for the produc¬
tion of special equipment.

Price

PLEASE

MENTION

‘"THE

The

-

£17:17:0

fastest Roll - film
manufactured.

Super-Six Anastigmat

Camera

Price,

J. H. DALLMEYER,
31,

Mortimer
-

Street,

WORKS

-

-

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER”

Oxford

Street,

Lens

-

£16:16:0

LTD.
London,

W.

Lens.

Telephones :
Museum

1

6022*3.

Telegrams:
DALLMEYER ROAD, WILLESDEN, N.W.10
Dallmeyer, London.
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Wheel -Focussing
before

or after

The

opening

INOS

11

Designed on a new principle, the Voigtlander Inos
II is a modern but moderately priced camera in
which the world-renowned efficiency of all Voigt¬
lander products is exemplified.
^

The focussing wheel situated outside the body is
calibrated in feet and permits micrometer focussing
before or after opening the body.

^

When the opening catch is pressed, the baseboard
falls and locks, and the front glides out smoothly
to the required focussing distance.

^

Closing
camera
doesa pressure
not necessitate'returning
the
front to the
infinity
; just
on the lever and the
front automatically releases the side strut for quick
closing.

0

The Inos II takes 3Jx2J in. size roll films, but is
also provided with a mask for 16 half-size exposures
(2|xl| in.) if desired, the direct- vision finder also
having an adjustable mask.

This is the actual size of picture taken with
the 4x4 cm. Rolleiflex. The faultless defi-’
nition permits perfect enlargements to almost
any size.

NOW
ALL
AUTOMATIC
THE

PRICES

£7:8:6

With V oigtlander SKOPAR f /4 .5 lens and
delayed-action Compur (8-speed) shutter

£10:5:0

With Voigtlander HELIAR f/4.5 lens and
delayed-action Compur (8-speed) shutter

1? t "I ,"1 A,
dt'Ao:JLU:

4x4

cm.

(Rolleiflex

:

With Voigtlander SKOPAR f/4.5 lens and
delayed-action Embezet (3-speed) shutter

SMALL

This little
gives degree.
results which'"are
of the
ordinary
to acamera
superlative
This ideal out
miniature
reflex is light in weight, economical to use, producing 12
perfect pictures on a V.P. film. Equipped with a special
Compur shutter, entirely foolproof, with single lever tension
and release. Shows the subject right way up, even
during exposure. Like the 6x6 Rolleiflex this model is all
automatic, differing only in size from its brother model.
Gives brilliant results under all conditions. Can be used
for plates in addition to the roll film if required.
With

Zeiss Tessar f/2.8

£22

: 0(Just
: 10catalogue

Write for 56-page

With

Zeiss Tessar f/3.5

0 : O':
£20 to Sole: Importers

published)

The 1933 Voigtlander Catalogue will be ready very shortly. May we send you a copy ?

R. F. HUNTER

★ PEELING & VAN NECK, LIMITED

Celfix House, 51, Phone
Gray’s
Inn Road, London, W.C.1
; Holborn 7311/2

First

4/6,

30

in 1756:

HOL.BORN

PLEASE

First

Tomday*

CIRCUS,

MENTION

"THE

LONDON,

AMATEUR

E.C. 1

PHOTOGRAPHER"
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ACTION

SUBJECTS

for the AMATEUR
Event.

Dominion

July I
I.

I.

Royal

/»
I.
I.

2.
t»
>>

3-7;
3-8.
4- ,
3-

4-8.
4-

5-

5-8.
57-8.
8.
8.
8.

11

It
11

10-12.
10.
10-15.
IO~22.
11-13.
11-13.
11-13.
11-13.
II-I4.
12.

,,
,,

. .
Motor

Racing

Trophy Event
Metropolitan Race Meeting

I.
»»

Day

Highland Games
British Empire

I.

12-13.
12-13.
12-14.

Clyde

Yacht

Club

Re-

Agricultural
Show
gatta
Draw Lads’ Gathering . .
International Athletic Meeting
Open Golf Championship
Open Lawn Tennis Tournament
Mudhook Y.C. Regatta
Championship Dog Show
Yacht Regatta . .
Royal Agricultural
Show
Ancient Tynwald
Parliament

Society’s

Open

British Empire Garden
Henley Regatta . .

Loch

Sailing Club

Oxford
V. Cambridge,
Race Meeting
Lawn

Tennis

Regatta
at Lord’s

Shooting
.

. .

Meet-

The

Old

Worshipful

Tulyi2-iq.

Firth of Clyde.
Dunfermline.
Galashiels.
Dublin.
St. Andrews.
Bath.
Firth of Clyde.
Bath.
Firth of Clyde.
Derby.

„
..

1314-15-

„

14-15-

,,

Beaufort

„

Agricultural
Racing

,, Aug.
24„

„

5.

of

Vintners’ Procession (Ancient Custom) through Upper Thames Street
English Fair

July Race Meeting
International Bowls

Meeting

. .

Bath.
Llandrindod
Wells.

Exhibitions
Chicago World’s Fair International Exhibition, 1933.
— Open, June i-October 31. Enquiries to “ 1933
Salon,” Chicago Camera Club, 137, North Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
Midland Salon City Art Gallery, Leicester. — Open,
May 27-June 24. Particulars from Hon. Secretaries
W. Bailey and A. E. Tracey, Cank Street, Leicester.
Northern Photographic Exhibition (Bradford). —
Open, June 17-August 20. Entry forms from A.
Greenwood, Myrtle Dene, Harrogate Road, Bradford. ^
Cardiff C.C. World’s Masters Salon. — Open, June
9-24. Entry forms and particulars from G. H. Palmer,
Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Y.M.C.A., Cardiff.
Troyes International Salon. — Open, June 15-25.
Secretary, Maurice Michel, President de TUnion
Photographique Champenoise, 23, Rue de la Mission,
Troyes (Aub4), France.
Scarborough A.P-C. Exhibition, Open Classes for

. .

Norton.
Ayr.
Firth of Clyde.
Tunbridge
Wells.

Show

Thornton.
Manchester.
Firth of Clyde.

Festival

Isle of Wight.
Malvern.

of Drama

Scottish Amateur Golf Championship
Goodwood Race Week . .

Aberdeen.

24.
25.

Blairgowrie.

25-28.

Highland Games. .
H.M. The King opens

24-

Dry
,, 26.
,, 26.
,, 26-28.
,, 26-28.
„
,, 27.
26.

During
THE
Month.

Dock

Largest

in the World

. .

Goodwood.

Southampton.

North
Agricultural Society’s
Show
Royal Welsh Agricultural Show
Irish Open Golf Championship

Aberdeen.
Aberystwyth.

Highland Games
Highland Gathering
Common
Riding . .
Ancient Rushbearing

Alyth.
Coupar Angus.
Langholm.
Ambleside.
Stroud.

Festival. .

Agricultural Show
Wilberforce
Centenary
tions

Celebra-

Hull.
London.

Royal Garden Party
Polo Tournament
Concours d’Elegance
Ancient Custom of Marking

Belfast.

Brighton.
Eastbourne.
the

River

Thames.

Swans

and Competitions

exhibitions and competitions will be included

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
Entries, June 30. Rules in the issue of May 24.

Regatta

Show

Royal

Notices of forthcoming

Town

Highland Games
England v. West Indies
North Y.C. Regatta
Cowes and Royal Regattas
Malvern

,, 29.
28.
„
„ 29.
London.
Cheltenham.

Tournament

14.

Brighton.
Company

Final

Crieff.
Curragh.
Dog

Thames.
Henley-onLondon.

Bisley.

Polo

Tighnabruaich

19-

London.

Roehampton.
Dunblane.
Banchory.

15-

17-

. .

Pitlochry. Park.
Sandown

„ 17-18.
,, 17-22.
,, 18-19.

Southend.
Tewkesbury.
Custom

Highland Tattoo
Polo Challenge Cup

„

21.
Aug.
22.
22.

Place.

Eton V. Harrow, at Lord’s
“ Eclipse ” Race Meeting

Agricultural Show
Highland
Games
Race
Meeting

„

1933.

Yachting Week . .
Ancient Charter Day

15-

,,
,,
,,

Jedburgh.
Gleneagles.
Firth of Clyde.
London.
Lanark.
Felixstowe.

JULY,

„

Isle of Man.
Roehampton.

Middlesbrough.
Newmarket.
Holsworthy.

Fair

1514-

,, 19-20.

Pitlochry.

Ladies’ Golf Competition
Agricultural Show
Race Meetings . .
Ancient St. Peter’s
Golf Tournament

Canada.
Inverbervie.
Brooklands.
Baldoyle.

Photographer

Event.

Date.

..

Championships

Imperial Rifle
ing

DURING

Place.

Air

Party

A. A. A. Championships . .
Border Games
. .
Silver Tassie Golf Match
Holy

EVENTS

Amateur

and Cinematographer's Diary
of Forthcoming Events,

CINEMATOGRAPHER.

FORTHCOMING
Date.

The

PHOTOGRAPHER

here every week

if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.
Fotografica de Zaragoza, Plaza de Sas, 7, Zaragoza,

photographers living within twenty-five miles of
Scarborough, and for members of clubs affiliated to
Y.P.U. — Entries due June 24 ; open, July 15-29.
Further particulars from Exhibition Secretary,
Herbert L. Kettle, 18, Ramshill Road, Scarborough.
Lucerne International Salon. — Entries due July 8 ;
open, July 22-August 20. Particulars from Secretary,
International Salon of Photography, Lucerne, Switzer¬
land.
Polish International Salon (Cracow). — Entries,
August I ; open, August 27-September 17. Further
particulars from Fotoclub, Y.M.C.A., Cracow, Poland.
Royal Photographic Society’s Exhibition. — Entries,
August II ; open, September 9-October 7. Entry
forms and further particulars from R.P.S., 35, Russell
Square, W.C.i.
London Salon of Photography Exhibition. — Entries,
August 30 ; open, September 9-October 7. Entry
forms and further particulars from Secretary, London
Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, S.W.i.
Zaragoza Salon. — Entries, September 15 ; open
during October. Entry forms from Secretary, Sociedad

Irish Salon (Dublin). — Entries due September 30 ;
Spain. October 28-November 4. Particulars from
open,
Salon Secretaries, Irish Salon of Photography, 18,
Morehampton Road, Dublin.
Rotherham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms
due October 2 ; prints, October 9 ; open, October
18-21. Further particulars from E. George Alderman,
Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Ruardean, Newton Street,
Rotherham.
Belgian Salon (Brussels). — Entries due August i ;
open, September 23-October i. Particulars from
Association Beige de Photographic et de Cinemato¬
graphic, 28, Rue de Locht, Brussels, Belgium.
South African Salon (Johannesburg). — Entries due
August 2 ; open, August 28-September 2. Entry
forms from Hon. Sec., South African Salon of Photo¬
graphy, P.O. Box 7024, Johannesburg, South Africa.
Johnson’s “ Holiday ” Competition. Cash prizes.
Closing date, October 31, Full particulars from
Johnson & Sons, Ltd., Hendon, N.W.4.
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Modern

Miniature

Cameras

A FEW years ago any camera for taking photographs smaller than quarter-plate was considered to be under¬

sized and regarded almost as a toy. Later, the 3 J X 2|_size became popular, and cameras for plates and
films of these dimensions were admitted as being suitable for serious work. To-day, the public outlook
has fundamentally changed and the 3^ X zi- camera has become a size too large to be included in any list of
miniature apparatus.
This is due not only to the introduction of a great number of tiny cameras — all instruments of precision
capable of making perfect negatives on a minute scale — but the efforts of the optician and the manufacturer of
fine-grain emulsions have rendered it possible to produce enlargements of fine quality from them.
I#' In the following notes the salient features of the miniature instruments available on the British market
alone are described.
The recent popular types of camera using cine film are dealt with first, and then the special films available
for them. This is followed in alphabetical order by notes on all the other miniature cameras which use ordinary
roll film or plates, and the list closes with references to enlarging apparatus specially designed for qse with these
miniature negatives. Where the item is illustrated, the apparatus referred to is marked
On page 572 in this issue a chart is given indicating the different dimensions which
the name of each camera.

SECTION
“ still ”
on

I. — Cameras

that

photographs
cin6 film. upon

Contax*

(36 exposures

standard

cine

film).

when
closed, Sixzfxij
plane shutter with additional

take

special

24 x 36 ram.
Dimensions

in. Focalslow speeds.

J, 1 /5th and i/ioth second. Built-in
automatically focussed range-finder. Set¬
ting shutter winds exposed film. With
f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, £27 los. ;
f/2.8 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, /30 los. ;
f/2 Zeiss Sonnar anastigmat, ;£35 los. ;
f/1.5 Zeiss Sonnar anastigmat, ;^5i los.
(N.B.- — The original model of the Contax,
without the additional slow speeds quoted
above, costs {3 less than these prices.)
Zeiss Ikon, Ltd., Mortimer House,
/ 37-4 1, Mortimer

Street,

W.i.

Leica Model
24x36

mm.

Oxford

Street,

III* {12 or 36 exposures
on

standard

cine

film).

Dimensions when closed, 5lX2-Jxii-.
Focal-plane shutter with additional slow
speeds, i,
\ and ^ second. Built-in
automatically focussed range-finder with
telescopic magnification and larger field,
parallax adjustment for close-ups, middle

tigmat, £25.
N.B. — The illustration
shows this camera fitted with the new
Ultra

Rapid

Leitz
£14E.extra.
Street, W.i.

Leica

f/2

anastigmat,

(London),

Model

20,

costing

Model

(This

I (12 or 36 exposures

model

can

be

converted

to

Model II for £■] extra, or to Model III
for £\o extra. This conversion is
available to models already in the hands
of the public.)
E. Leitz
Street, W.i.

Mini-fex

(London),

20,

Box

Film

Mortimer

32

A.

O.

Catford,

Distance

Roth,

(36 ex¬

posures 13x18 mm.
on unperforated
i6-mm. cin6 film). Dimensions 3J X
X
if in. Focussing front lens. Telescopic
direct-vision view-finder. With f/3.5
Victar anastigmat in 3-speed shutter,
/4 i6s. F/3.5 Meyer Kino anastigmat
in Compur shutter, £% 17s.
N. E. Schneider, 189, The Grove,
Hammersmith, W.6.

5fX2fxif
in.
Compur
diaphragm
shutter.
All negatives detachable.
Daylight or ordinary loading spool.
Automatic opening.
Interchangeable
spools. Film removed similar to ordinary
roll-film camera. With f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, £22 los. ; with f/2.8 Zeiss

85,

Ringstead

Road,

S.E.6.

SECTION
II,— SPECIAL
FILMS
suitable for the cameras mentioned
above.
Agfa.

Leica film, 35-mm., fine grain, per¬
forated, medium
speed, entirely free

from halation. Daylight-loading car¬
tridge. Price per 36 exposures, 3s. 4d.
Leica

Isochrom

film,

35-mm.,

high

speed, entirely free from halation,
orthochromatic, for use with filter.
Daylight-loading

Roll

Peggy* (12 or 36 exposures on 24 x 36
mm. cine film). Dimensions when closed,

distance or infinity. Exposed film wound
off when setting shutter for next ex¬
posure. With f/3.5 Leitz Elmar anas¬

£2() 15s. ; f/2. 7 Meyer

II (12 or 36 exposures

24x36
mm.
on standard cine film).
Dimensions when closed, 5I X 2f x i .J- in.
Focal-plane shutter. Direct-vision view¬
finder. Setting shutter winds off exposed
film. With f/3.5 Leitz Elmar anastigmat,
;^i5.

anastigmat,

Makro
Plasmat, £j,o los.
meter in each case, £2 extra.

Mortimer

24x36
mm.
on standard cine film).
Dimensions when closed, 5I x 2£-x i j- in.
Focal-plane shutter. Built-in automatic¬
ally focussed short-basis range-finder.
Setting shutter winds off exposed film.
With f/3.5 Leitz Elmar anastigmat, £22.
(This model can be converted to Model
III for ^3 extra, and is available to
models already owned by our readers.)
E. Leitz (London), 20, Mortimer
Street, W.i.

Leica

Tessar

with an asterisk {*).
are referred to after

cartridge.

Price

36 exposures, 3s. 8d.
Leica Superpan film, 35-mm.,

per

super

speed, anti-halation backing, panchro¬
matic, daylight-loading cartridge, suit¬
able for exposures by half-watt light.
Price per 36 exposures, 4s.
Agfa, Ltd., 1-4.
High Street, London,

Lawrence
W.C.i.

Street,

Gevaert.
Leica film, 35-mm., fine grain, per¬
forated, super speed. Price per 36
exposures, 3s. 4d.
Leica film, 35-mm., fine grain, per¬
forated, high speed.
Price per 36
exposures, 3s. 2d.
Contax and Peggy films, 35-mm., simi¬
lar in speeds and prices to above.
Mini-fex film, i6-mm., unperforated,
high speed. Price per 36 exposures (in

The amateur

two separate lengths of 18 exposures
each), IS. 6d.
Gevaert, Ltd., 115, Walmer
Road,
London, W.io.

Kodak.
Leica film, 35-mm., fine grain, per¬
forated, fast panchromatic. Price per
36 exposures, 3s. 4d.
Leica film, 35-mm., fine grain, per¬
forated, super-sensitive panchromatic.
Price per 36 exposures, 4s.

anastigmat

in Compur

shutter,

;^ii 15s.

Model 4850, with direct-vision frame
view-finder and focussing front lens.
With f/6.3 Ihagee anastigmat in 3-speed
shutter,
7s. 6d.
Garner &
Jones, Ltd., Polebrook
House, Golden Square, W.i.

Baby
3X4

Box

cm.

Tengor*

on V.P.

closed, 3fX2fxi
in, .Automatic open¬
ing. Front lens focussing, direct-vision
frame view-finder. With f/6.3 Goerz
Novar

anastigmat

in

Derval

shutter.

(16 exposures

roll film). Dimensions
3-3/i6ths X 2f X
2 in.
Everset

Contax film, 35-mm., fine grain, per¬
forated, super-sensitive panchromatic.
Price per 36 exposures, 4s.
Kodak, Ltd., Kingsway, London,
W.C.2.

shutter, directvision
frame
view-finder.
Model 18E with
f/6.3 Novar anas¬
tigmat, front lens
focussing,

Perutz.
Leica special film, 35-mm., very fine
grain, perforated, high speed. (Daylight-loading cartridge for 36-exposure
lengths.) Price per 12 exposures, is. gd.
Price per 36 exposures, 3s. 8d.
Leica Anti-halo film, 35-mm., very
fine grain, perforated, high speed. (Daylight-loading cartridge for 36-exposure
lengths.) Entirely free from halation.
Price per 12 exposures, is. gd. Price
per 36 exposures, 3s. 8d.
Leica Persenso film, 35-mm., fine
grain, perforated, super speed. (Daylight¬
loading cartridge for 36-exposure lengths.)
Price per 12 exposures, is. gd. Price
per 36 exposures, 3s. 8d.

£2
7s. with
6d. Model
1 8 A,
f/ii
Frontar
lens,
fixed
focus,
i8s. 6d.
Zeiss

Mortimer

Street,

Baldax*

folding roll film. (16 exposures
II /i6ths
on
3j X in.
2j
roll
film.)I2j X
D i m when
e n sions
closed, 4J-X

3Self-erect¬
X If in.
ing, direct
vision Opti¬
With f/3.5
finder.
cal view-

Selo.
Leica, Contax or Peggy film, 35-mm.,
fine grain, perforated, high-speed orthochromatic, daylight-loading spools. Price
per 36 exposures, 3s. 4d.
Leica, Contax or Peggy panchromatic
film, 35-mm., very fine grain, perforated.
Suitable for exposure by half-watt light.
Daylight-loading spools. Price per 36
exposures, 4s.

Ikon,

Ltd., Mortimer
House,
37-41,
Oxford Street, W.i.

Leica Panchromatic film, 35-mm., fine
grain, perforated, super speed. Suitable
for exposure by half-watt light. (Day¬
light-loading cartridge for 36-exposure
lengths.) Price per 12 exposures, 2S.
Price per 36 exposures, 4s.
R. O. Seifert, 8, Beulah Hill, S.E.ig.

G o e r 1it z
Trioplan
anastigmat
in Compur shutter, £6 6s.
City Sale & Exchange (ig2g).
5g, Cheapside,

Brilliant*
on

3-JX2{-

E.C.2,

and

Ltd.,

branches.

reflex (12 exposures

roll film).

folding roll film (8 expo¬

Baby

Sibyl (4.5 x 6 cm. on plates or

roll films). Dimensions when closed,
film model, 6-3 /i6ths X 3f X if in. ; plate
model, 3-g/i6ths X 2-| x i-3/i6ths in. Col¬
lapsible trellis, rising and cross front,
N. & G. shutter. Film model with f/4.5
Cooke Aviar, £\<^ 15s. ; with f/4.5 Dallmeyer Serrac, £ig ; plate model, similar
lenses, £iq 5s. and ;/(i8 los. respectively.
Newman & Guardia, Ltd., 63, Newman
Street, W.i.

Dolly*
posures

collapsible roll film (16 ex¬
3x4

cm.

on

V.P. roll film).
Dimensions
clcised,
4f X when
2f X

5J X
If in.
Self-erect¬
ing,
direct-vision
view
- finder, focussingfrontlens.
With f/4.5 Certar
anastigmat
in
3-speed

Dolly

Voigtlander
V o ig t a r
anastigmat

with
selferecting

in
2-'speed
shutter,

directvision

sand
i n gfocusby

£ ^ 15s.
lander
F/6.3 VoigtV o i g t a r
anastigmat

helical

in 3-speed
shutter,

optical
viewfinder

3 in Compur
Zeiss Tessar

F/3.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat in Compur
shutter, £\o 17s. 6d.
Zeiss Ikon, Ltd., Mortimer House,
W.I.
37-41, Mortimer Street, Oxford Street,

2J x 2J

Dimensions

opening.
Model 2850

I h a g e e
anastigmat
in Pronto

F/3.5 Goerz Novar anastigmat in Com¬
pur shutter, £■] los. F/4.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat in Compur shutter, £% 17s. 6d.

numbering
Special film
With
f/7.7
device.

sures 2^xif in. on V.P. roll film).
Dimensions when closed, 4iX3j X I4 in.
Automatic

mount.
With f/4.5

/3 7s. 6d. F/4.5 Goerz Novar anastigmat
in Derval shutter, £1^. Similar lens in
Telma delayed-action shutter, ^4 17s. 6d.

2jX2f
in.
Separate
fiiider lens.

SECTION
III. — Cameras that use
ordinary roll film or plates.
Autolette*
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£<^ 5s. ; f/4.5 Voigtlander Skopar anas¬
tigmat in Compur shutter, £?, 5s.
Peeling &
Van
Neck, Ltd., 5,
Holborn Circus, E.C.I.

Baby
on

V.P.

Ikonta*

(16 exposures

roll film).

3 X4cm.

Dimensions

when

shutter,

A

exposures

(16

3x4

cm.,
;£3 3s.or 8 expo¬
sures 2f X if in., on V.P. roll film). Di¬
mensions when closed, 4fX2|xij
in.
Self-erecting, optical direct-vision view¬
finder, focussing front lens. With f/4.5
Certar anastigmat, in Pronto
action shutter, £4 12s. 6d.
Actina, Ltd., 2g, Red
High Holborn, W.C.i.

Exakta*

focal-plane

Lion

delayedSquare,

roll-film reflex

(8 exposures 2fxif on V.P. roll film).
Dimensions 6 x 3 X 2f in. Shutter set
automatically by winding film. Focus¬
sing mount.
Usable at waist-line or
at' eye-level as reflex in either in¬
stance. Prices include solid leather
33

593
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ever-ready case. With
1/3.5
anastigmat, ;^i4 ; f/3-5 Zeiss
anastigmat, /18 ; f/2.8 Zeiss
anastigmat, £21 los.

Ihagee
Tessar
Tessar

double

helical

thread.

Direct-vision

optical view-finder. Compur shutter.
With f ,4.5 Ihagee anastigmat, £10 2s. 6d.;
with f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat.

on

Pilot*
V.P.

reflex (16 exposures 3X4 cm.
closed, 5X2JX
roll film). Dimensions
when

fier in the hood
1 3 in.,
magni¬
to
assist
in
focussing, eyelevel finder for
vertical
photographs,
film changed by
lever with auto¬
matic return.
Compur shutter.
With f/3.5 Zeiss
Tessar
anastig¬
mat, /18
15s. ;
sar anastigmat,
f/2.8 Zeiss Tes¬

Korelle*
2jxi|

on

folding roll film (8 exposures
V.P.

roll film). Dimensions
when closed, 5 X
2jxi| in. Selferecting, directvision optical
view-finder. Re¬
movable framing
to back for use
with dark slides
instead of roll
film. Focussing
mount. With f/4.5

£13 17s. 6d. ; f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar anastig¬
mat, ;£i5 2s. 6d. ; f/2.8 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat, £ij 12s. 6d.
Garner &
Jones, Ltd., Polebrook
House, Golden Square. W.i.

Mentor*
V.P.

(16 exposures

roll film).

Kolibri*
on

V.P.

(16 exposures

roll

film).

3X4

Dimensions

Ringstead

Road,

Perkeo*

Catford,

S.E.6.

in. on

3J X 2J roll film).
Dimensions when
closed, 4-7/i6ths X
3-3/i6thsxif in.
Optical
directvision
view-finder,
focussing

withdraw¬

\'oigtlander

ing mount.
lens in
its

Skopar

for plates

in

helical mount.
Direct-vision optical
view-finder. Compur
shutter. With
f/3.5 Leitz Elmar anastigmat or f/3.5
Zeiss Tessar anastigmat, /15 15s. ;
f/2.8 Zeiss Tessar, £18 los. ;
Schneider Xenon, ;^2i los.
Kodak,

Ltd.,

Kingsway,

f/2

W.C.2.

anastigmat

Embezet

shut¬

lar lens in Compur

Small
ifxif

Rolleiflex
on

V.P

reflex (12 exposures

roll film).

Dimensions

shutter,
£1015s.
17s. Simi¬
6d. ;
ter, ;^7
f/3.5 Voigtlander Heliar anastigmat in
Compur shutter, £12 15s.

3^- X 2^ X 3 in. Separate finder lens f/2.8.
Plate adapter available, £3 13s. extra.
With f/2.8 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat,

Peeling & Van
Circus, E.C.i.

£22

Piccochic*
exposures

3X4

Neck,

Ltd., 5, Holborn

folding
cm.

roll

film

(16

on V.P. roll film).
iDimensions
when closed, 4 x

los. ; f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar

R. F. Hunter
51, Gray’s

Inn

Standard

anastigmat,

& Co., Ltd., Celfix House,
Road,

W.C.i.

Rolleiflex*
roll
3JX2J sions

(12 exposures
5iX3jX3i
in.
Dimen¬
film).

anas¬
tigmat,

2j X i-7/i6thswith
in.
Self-opening
automatically

£15 I2S. 6d.
F/2 Zeiss

erected
directvision optical

f/S-t- 3| X 2jin. plate
adapter
available,

hinged
back,
with
f / 2 . 9

£^ 13s. extra. With
anastigmat,
£20.
f/4.5 Zeiss
Tessar
With
f/3.8 Zeiss
Tessar
anastigmat,

Oxford

or

scale

and plaited
sling
carrier.leather
F/4.5

view-finder,

House,
Street,

Vidonar
mat in

Parvola*

mount.

brought
into use by

Biotar anastigmat, £20 5s.
Zeiss Ikon, Ltd., Mortimer
Street,

;^2i.

folding roll film (16 exposures

2j X i-i I /i6ths

F /2.8 Zeiss
Tessar

Mortimer

exposures

on

2^
X 2 in.
Camera
is

Zeiss Tes¬
sar anastigmat/13 lOS.

{16

3x4 cm.- on V.P. roll film). Dimensions
when dosed, 3I X 2f x i-i5/i6ths in. Ex¬
tensible by lever, focussing scale by

range-finder*,
£20.85,
A. O. Roth,

cm.

Compur
shutter.
With f/3.5

film

Bedford

With anastigmat
f/3.5 Zeiss Tes¬
sar
in
Compur shutter, ;^i8.
With distance meter

4JX

optical
viewfinder.

roll

37,

closed,

focussing

Directvision

37-41,
W.I.

cm.

when

Pupille*

Co., Ltd.,
W.C.2.

2x4x1
in. Optical
direct-vision view¬
finder,
dustproof

Zeiss Tessar anas¬
tigmat in Compur
shutter, £8 8s. ;
with f/3.8 Zeiss
Tessar anastigtnat in Compur shutter, £g 9s.
Wallace Heaton, Ltd., 119, New
Bond Street, W.i.

3x4

Dimensions

Thorsch &
Street. Strand,

roll films

(8 exposures 2-Jxif, or 16 exposures
3X4 cm. on V.P. roll film). Dimensions
when closed 4I x 2J x 2 in. No bellows.
Extension and focussing by patented

anastig¬
Compur

shutter, ;£5 17s. 6d.
including carry¬
City

Sale

&

59, Cheapside,

Exchange
(1929), Ltd.,
ing purse.
E.C.2, and branches.

34
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2JX2J
£20.

on

Separate

R.

F.

finder

Hunter

Co.,lOS.Ltd.,
£22

lens

and
Celfix

Inn Road,51,
W.C.i.
House,
Gray’s
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SEE THEM ALL AT
THE WESTMINSTER
THE

520/18 ZEISS

“BABY

MODEL

IKON

III LEICA

THE

IKONTA”

520 ZEISS IKON

“ IKONTA ”

The Model III Leira srives you speeds from 1 to 1 oOUth sec.
The camera is identical in ai/e aud construction to Model II.
Fitted 5-crn. F.lmar anastigmat .
£25 0 0
All standard Leica lenses can also be fitted. Price list on re<|uest.

THE
Takes 16 pictures 21- l-ll/16ths in. on standard 3ix2i
roll film.

Will slip into a waistcoat pocket. Takes IG ijictures on
staiidjird V.P. film. All-metal body with hinged back,
spriuy-out front, leather bellows, direct-vision finder.
P/6.3 Novar anastipmat and S-speed shutter. ... £3 7 6
P/4.5 Novar anasti^mat and G-.speed shutter. .. . £4 0 0
P/3.5 Novar anastit-mat and fompur shutter. . £7 10 0
F/4.5 Zeiss Tessar and Compur shutter .
£8 17 6
P/3.5 Zeiss Tessar and Cornpur shutter .
£10 17 6
Soft Ihirse Case .
3s. 6d*

MINSTER
ANNUAL
¬
WESTIssue
New

P/6.3 Novar anastigmat and 3-8peed shutter . . £4 10
P'4.5 Novar anastigmat and 3-speed shutter. .. . £6 0

pages,

0
0

P/4.5 Novar aua-stigmat aud Compur shutter. .£826
P; 1.5 Zeiss Tessar anas, and Compur shutter .. £10 5 0
F,'.3.5 Zeiss Tessar anas, and Compur
Soft Pur.'^e Case .

200

THE “KODAK

All-metal body with hinged back, spring-out front, leather
bellows, direct-vision finder.

shutter . . £12

5 0
5s. Od.

over

400 illustrations.
Free and post

DUO”

free on request.

THE
THE

PIGMY

“BALDAX”

“MINI-FEX”

Takes 16 pictures 21 x l-ll/16ths in. on standard 31x21
roll film. All-metal body, spring-out front, leather
P/3.5^’'ictar anastigmat in Vario 3-speed shutter. ... £4 16 0
F/3.5
Kino anastigmat, in ('ompur shutter 1 to£8l/.3()0th
sec. Mever
.
17 0
F/2.7 Astro-Astrar. in Compur .
£16 15 0
P/1.8 Astro-Pan-Tachar, In Compur .
£19 5 0
36 exposures, size 13x18 mm. Price includes 2 rolls
Is. film.
6d,
Films, packed, numbered and subdivided into 2x18 exposures.

Takes 16 pictures 2] xl-ll/lGths in. on 620 roll film. Allmetal
body, spring-out front, leather bellows, directvision ftnder.
P/4.5
P/4.5
P/3.5
r/3. 8

Kodak anastigmat and 3-speed shutter . . £6 0
Kodak anastigmat and Compur shutter. .£8 2
Kodak anastigmat and Compur shutter. . £9 15
Zeiss Tessar anas, and Compur shutter. .. . £12 5

Appointed an
Associate of
the Institute

Perutz Fine Grain. . . .
Full particulars

THE WESTMINSTER
“CAMERA

of Amateur
Cin ema 1 0graphers. Ltd.

0
6'
0
0

111, OXFORD

STREET,

GERrard
PLEASE

MENTION

HOUSE,”
W.1

AMATEUR

£3 10

F/3.5 Meyer Trioplan anastigmat, Ihsor shutter £5 5
£6 6
F/3.5 Meyer Trioplan anastigmat, Compur shutter

PHOTOGRAPHIC

119, VICTORIA
AND

24, CHARING
PHOTOGRAPHER”

AT

CROSS
TEMple
WHEN

Bar

EXCHANGE

STREET, S.W.1 "fS- '■™
ROAD,

0

P/4.5 Mever Trioplan anastigmat and 'Vario shutter
£3 18 6
8 6
r/4.5 Meyer Trioplan anastigmat and Pronto£4shutter

post free anywhere.

1432.

“THE

Is. lOd.

bellows, direct-vision finder.
F/4.5 Vidar anastigmat, Vario shutter .

W.C.2

7165.

CORRESPONDING

WITH

62, PICCADILLY,
REGent

W.1

1360.

ADVERTISERS.
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0
0
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ADVERTISEMENTS_

Peggy
Mr.

H.

G., Peggy

owner

ii.
of London,

June 21. 1933

With AUTOMATIC
RANGE FINDER

writes :—

" 1 have now had ample opportunity of trying out the PEGGY
Camera
and thought you might be interested to learn that I have nothing hut praise
for this really clever miniature camera. I have handled and used most of
the small cameras now on the market, I therefore speak with some experience.
Of its many unique features I particularly appreciate being able to cut
the film after any desired exposure ; easy loading, and the valuable slow
speeds

of the Compur

shutter.

"Altogether the PEGGY
is most
greater ease and certainty than any
Price,

with Zeiss Tessar

f/3.5, £24

with Zeiss Tessar f, 2.8, £31

MENTOR

: lO

: O

: 15:0

delightful, and
camera I have

can be operated
handled.

with

“ In conclusion there is just one other feature of the Peggy which is deserving
of praise and that is the simple yet ingenious method of focussing combined
with

a really useful depth-of-focus

THREEFOUR,

scale."

3x4

16 exposures, 3x4 cm. (IJxli in.), on 8-exposure V.P. film.
Measurements, 1x2x4 in. Weight, approximately 14 oz.
Zeiss Tessar f 3.5 in focussing mount, Compur shutter, inclusive detachment,
range finder .
, .
£19:
15:0

Telephone :
HIT 2424

Mention

"Amateur

difficulty and
your dealer cannot show
you Peg^y, write direct.

Photographer"

when

writing.

The British-made “ SOHO-DUALEX
”
Camera, combining as it does many useful
adjustments, should command attention
from all those interested in Focal-Plane
Photography. It is a product emanat¬
ing from the Kershaw factory, and this
fact alone is sufficient guarantee of
skilled workmanship in production.
For making
taken under

the very best of each picture
the most difficult conditions,

the “SOHO-DUALEX”

A

NEW

has no superiors.

BRITISH-MADE

FOCAL-PLANE

CAMERA

SOHO-DUALEX
Order from your dealer, or write for List and full information to the makers :

SOHO
36

.LTD. - 3, SOHO

PLEASE

MENTION

“ THE

AMATEUR

SQUARE

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

- LONDON,

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.
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Uniflex

reflex, for plates or film packs

(4.5x6 cm.). Dimensions 3X3X3
in.
Everset mirror. With
f/3,5 Meyer
Trioplan anastigmat in Ibsor shutter, ;/)i2.
Roll-film holder available at i6s. extra.
A. O. Roth, 85, Ringstead Road,
Catford, S.E.6.

Vollenda

No.

48*

folding roll film

(16 exposures 3X4
cm. on V.P. roll
film). Dimensions when closed, 4J x sj- X
in. Automatic opening to infinity.
Optical
directvision

Baby
Miraphot*. Automatic

Patent

cm.).

cm. or Contax
to
3X4 negatives
maximum
ill x 7!
in.,
£\o Ikon,
los.
Zeiss
Mortimer

Pre¬

gatives
24 X ne¬
36
cision* (for
mm. to 4.5x6

focussing. Con¬
denser. Enlarges

Rack

and

pinion
focus¬
sing,
condenser,
opticallyworked
pressure
plates
with
film guide,

Ltd.,

House,

3
37-41,
Street, Mortimer
Oxford
Street, W.i.

masks,

f/3.5

tar anastigmat,
Meyer
PrimoA.

O.

Roth,

/16 los.
Road, Ringstead
Catford,
85,
S.E.6.

finder.
view¬
sing
Focus¬
mount.
W i t h
f / 4 •
Schneid¬
er Radionar anas¬
tigmat in
Nagel
shutter,

H e 1 i n o X*
focus.

3i:X2j in.,
5s.;
to enlarge from similar
negatives to postcard,

£-] los. ; f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat
in Compur shutter, ^10 15s. ; f/2.8
Zeiss Tessar anastigmat in Cominir
shutter, ^13 los.
Kodak, Ltd., Kingsway, W.C.2,

52

Magna
phot*
non-automatic.
P'or enlarging

£q 17s. 6d. ; f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastig¬
mat in Compur
shutter, £\o los. ;
f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat in Compur
shutter, ;()i3 2S. 6d.
Kodak, Ltd., Kingsway, W.C.2.

Peggy
negatives.
Minimum
magnifi¬
cation 4J X 2|- in.
Maximum,
15 dia¬
meters. Without
lens but including

roll film

SECTION
IV. — Enlargers suitable
for all capaeras mentioned above.
They are all vertical and designed
for use with electric light unless
otherwise stated.
Zeiss

Ikon

Daylight

Enlarger.

Fixed focus. Enlarging from negatives
3X4 cm. to postcard, 14s. 6d.
Zeiss Ikon, Ltd., Mortimer House,
37-41,
W.I.

Mortimer

Street,

Oxford

Street,

to enlarge similar ne¬
gatives to I'ostcard,

from
i-J to
dia¬ ;
meters,
^6 8 15s.
Model II (6x6 cm.),

/3 Zeiss
8s. 6d. Ikon, Ltd.,
Mortimer
House,

il

to

6

diameters,
&

Co.,

Ltd.,
37, Strand,
Bedford
Street,
W.C.2.
il I os.

With f/4.5 Schneider Radionar anastig¬
mat in Nagel shutter,
7s. 6d. ;
similar lens in Pronto shutter,
15s. ;
similar lens in
Compur
shutter,

collapsible

“ O ”*

Model
I (4X4 cm.)
F/4.5 anastigmat).

37-41,
Mortimer
Street,
Oxford
Street,
W.I.

(8 exposures 2j xi| on V.P. roll film).
Dimensions when closed, 4TX3.TX ij in.
Automatic opening. Brilliant reversible
and frame direct-vision view-finders.

Weeny-Ultrix

- automatic.

Praxidos

Thorsch

folding roll film

(8 exposures 2|xi|- on V.P. roll film).
Dimensions when closed, 4! x 2-J X 2 in.
No bellows. Extension and focussing
by patented double helical thread.
Direct-vision optical view-finder. With
f/4.5 Ihagee anastigmat in Pronto
delayed-action shutter,
15s. ; similar
lens in Compur
shutter, £% ; with
f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar anastigmat in Compur
shutter, ;^ii 15s. ; f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar
anastigmat in Compur
shutter,
Garner &
Jones, Ltd., Polebrook
House, Golden Square, W.i.

semi

;03 8s. 6d. ; to enlarge
from Contax nega¬
tives t0 3jX2.’, /3 5.S.:

shutter, los. ; f/3.5 Schneider Radionar anastigmat in Compur
shutter,

No.

fixed
Novar

anastigmat.
To en¬
large
from ifxij
to

lar lens
onto
in Pr
; simi¬

Vollenda

F/6.3

Contax,

Leica

V a 1 f a*

non-automatic.

For

and
negatives
up to 4.5 X
6 cm., film¬
holding de¬
vice,
film
baseboard,
gate
and
Messrs.
£10 3s.
E. L e i t z

lamp,
£% los.
Special Zeiss Ikon
anastigmat
extra.

(London),

Zeiss Ikon Ltd.,
Mortimer
House,

20,
Mortimer
Street,
W.i.

37-41, Mortimer
Street,
Oxford
Street, W.i.

Rolleiflex

Large

Printer.

Fixed

focus. F /4.5 anastigmat. No dark-room
necessary. Enlarges to 9 x 12 cm., £;] los.
Special masking device, £;z 2S. extra.
R. F. Hunter & Co., Ltd., Celfix
House,

51,

Gray’s

Praxidos.

Inn

Automatic,

Road,

to

non-automatic.
6.5x9

cm.

For negatives

without

baseboard,

W.C.i.

for use with

or without condenser. F/3.5 anastigmat.
Model I enlarges 2 to 10 diameters from
Leica, Contax and similar type negatives
not exceeding 4X4 cm., £\'i los. Model
II enlarges i|^ to 7 diameters from Rollei¬
flex, Weeny-Ultrix and negatives not
exceeding 6x6 cm., £\2. 17s. 6d.
Thorsch & Co., Ltd., 37, Bedford
Street, Strand, W.C.2.

595

Varyl
up

fjiz 14s. 6d.

Valoy

non-automatic.

For use with

owner's own Leica lenses. Film-holding
device, adjustable masking bands and
baseboard. Enlarges 24x36 mm. nega¬
tives to whole-plate, £\o is.

Box
9X4

cm.

enlargers

for

6x9

cm.

and

^3 14s. 6d. and £\ 13s.

E. Leitz
Street, W.i.

(London),

20,

Mortimer
37
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Retouching.

^Deaders' Questions

^

ANSWERED

Gfnfkai,. — All coinmimimtions tor the E'iitor shoiiUl be addressed : "The Editor, The Amaiexn Photo^aphe>
Pfi'i Ciuemniosrapher,
Dorsf^t
House,
Stamford
must
five the name and
address
of the
writer. Street, London, S.E.i,** and in every case, without exception,
Contributions. — The Editor is triad to consider orisrinal. up-to-date manuscripts on photographic subjects.
All contrihutions must be tynewTitten, or in verv legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arisinc out of matters already appearing in the paper are not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he will endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is en* losed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
stamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints are only paid by arrangenient beforehand. The sending of a print, v^•ithout any condition stated, will be taken as pennission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries and Criticism. — Advice, Criticism and Information are freely given, but the following conditions
should be read carefully before applying, as any communication which does not comply with the rules must be
ignored.
(1) See “ General *’ above. (2) Every question and ev'ery print for criticism must besentseparatelv through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly written, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? ” or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are loo
general to be dealt with in this section. (6) .All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or “ Criticism,"
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. W'e endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannot
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection ot those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroa J
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from tne current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Finishing

Proofs.

Fogged

I have been given a couple of photographer’s
proofs to finish. Have I simply to fix them, or
should they be toned first ?
A. L. H. (Thornton Heath.)

We cannot answer your question as you
do not give any information as to the
type of paper on which the proofs are
made. If they are on ordinary P.O.P.
they should, of course, be toned before
fixing. Many professional photographers
deliberately send out proof-prints
cannot be satisfactorily finished.

Wide-angle

which

Rack.

Is it necessary to have a wide-angle rack movement
when usmg a wide-angle lens on interiors, etc. ?
What is the function of the movement ?
;
K. M. T. (Redruth.)

Some cameras are so arranged that a
very short focus lens would include part
of the baseboard. A wide-angle rack
movement is to avoid this. The front
of the camera is fixed at or near the
front of the baseboard,
done from the back.

and

focussing

is

Condenser.
What is the particular purpose of a condenser in
an enlarger ? Does it improve the definition of
the negatives ?
L. K. (Eastbourne.)

The condenser collects a certain pro¬
portion of the rays emanating from the
light, and projects them evenly through
the negative, close to which it is generally
placed.
Neither the condenser nor
anything else can “ improve ” the
definition of a negative. The character
of the definition is decided, once for all,
when the negative is made

Time

and

Temperature.

Can you tell me the name and address of the firm
that sells developer for the time and temperature
method ?
J. W. C. (Hanwell.)

Your question is quite unanswerable.
There are dozens of developers that can
be used for time and temperature
development, and these are sold by
practically all dealers.
38

Negatives.

Can you tell me the cause of the fog on the ac¬
companying negatives ? E. J. H. (Plymouth.)

There

is no

sign of what

fully-exposed negatives on rapid plates.
You will do better to dilute your de¬
veloper slightly, so that the operation is
not so rapid, and at intervals to rock
the dish gently, first in one direction and
then in the other.

Enlarger.

WTiere can I find detailed instructions for making
a fixed-focus daylight enlarger, 3 1 X 2 f to |-plate ?
L. A. W. (Maidstone.)

We cannot tell you where you can
find the working instructions necessary
for making such an enlarger. The
construction is quite simple, and the
only thing that is at all troublesome is
the fixing of the lens panel in exactly
the right position. With commercial
daylight enlargers the lens used is an
uncorrected one, and only works reason¬
ably satisfactorily because the stop is
an exceedingly small one. If you use
a better type of lens, working, say, at
about f/8, you would have no difficulty
in focussing with a piece of ground glass
so as to get the exact distances.

Stained

You must first apply a trace of re¬
touching medium rubbed on smoothly
with the finger-tip. Very little is
required. It dries hard almost im¬
mediately,
and gives
“ tooth ”tothat
enables
delicate
pencila touches
be
made. A small bottle of medium for
the purpose can be obtained through
any dealer. Matt-emulsion plates or
films
will take pencil work freely without
medium.

Copying

Print.

Can I copy
plate under

a quarter-plate print by exposing a
it ? If so, how should
it be
done ?
C. E.
(Bath.)

Put a piece of clean glass in a quarterplate frame ; lay the print on this,
face upwards ; put a plate, emulsion
downwards, on the print ; close the back
and expose to artificial light. The
operations must be carried out in a
dark-room, and the exposure found
by trial. It would be far more satis¬
factory to put up the print in diffused
daylight, and photograph it ; for this
you would require a quarter-plate camera
with sufficient extension to carry the
lens twice its focal length from the plate.

is properly

called fogging on your prints at all.
The trouble is due to uneven develop¬
ment of the negative, and is probably the
result of rocking the dish in one direction
only, that is, lengthways of the dish.
This uneven development generally re¬
sults from such a practice, especially with

Daylight

I send a film negative on which I have tried to do
a little modification with a pencil. Can you
explain what I am doing wrong, as I cannot get
the pencil to “ take ” properly
? (Carlisle.)
F. L. B.

Print.

Could you tell me the cause of the stains on the
enclosed print ?
C. S. W. (Winchester.)

Such stains as you are getting in your
prints may be the result of keeping them
too long in the developing solution, but
a more likely cause is insufficient rinsing
between developing and fixing, so that
you carry over oxidised developer into
the fixing bath.

Toning

Chloro-bromides .

Is it possible to tone chloro-bromide prints by the
same methods as those used for bromide prints ?
J. B. (Caterham.)

Most of the chloro-bromide papers will
give tones, by development only, different
from those obtained by toning bromide
papers, and if the prints are to be toned
at all we should certainly use bromide
papers. At
that some

the same time, it is certain
makes of chloro-bromide

papers, at any rate, would respond more
or less successfully to bromide toning
methods. The usual procedure of bleach¬
ing with the bromide-ferricyanide bath,
and redeveloping with a solution of
sulphide of soda should be applied.

Streaks

in Negatives.

What is the cause of the whitish streaks on the
enclosed films ?
J. R. (Shelley.)

We

think

it almost

certain

that

the

streaks on your negatives are due to
deposits from what is probably very
hard water. At the end of the final
washing you should lay the negatives
on the bottom of a dish containing clean
water and swab both sides with a plug
of cotton-wool. It may be advisable
to add a few drops of hydrochloric acid
to the water.

Glossy
How

To
must

Prints.
can I obtain

a glossy finish to my prints ?
G. N. (Norwood.)

obtain a high gloss on prints you
use suitable kinds of paper, i.e.,

of the " glossy ” type. The
are laid face downwards on

wet prints
to a sheet

of clean glass or ferrotype, squeegeed
into contact, and allowed to dry, when
they should strip off with a very glossy
finish. Perfect cleanliness of the glazing
surface is an essential to success.
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• A REAL VESTPOCKET CAMERA

the marvels of the modern

MINIATURE
LEICA,

CAMERAS

CONTAX, AND ALL
TYPES IN STOCK.

COME AND SEE
NO OBLIGATION

FOR
TO

OTHER

Dimensions only I x2Jx35 in. — about the same size
as a cigarette case ; weight only 12 oz. The Baby
Ikonta is also an ideal roll-flim
because it can be carried without
hand-bag.

YOURSELF.
PURCHASE.

The

Baby

pocket

prints
The

BALDAX
16 EXPOSURES
ROLL

Ikonta

spool

takes

for 1 /- , and

camera for ladies,
inconvenience in a

16 pictures
the actual

on the

usual

vest

size of the pictures
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dealer.
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upholds
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Zeiss

the
Ikon

work.

on

FILM

A pocket instrument, beauti¬
fully finished light metal
body, all leather covered,

£3.5 Meyer-Goerlitz

anas-

tigmat lens, Compur shutter,
I to I/300th sec., T. and B.,
D.V. finder.

£6:6:0
Or

12 equal payments

of II/- per month.

1933 VEST-POCKET

PICCOCHIC

For roll films 4x6.5 cm. (I|x2jin.), 16 pictures 3x4 cm. on
a film, giving splendid enlargements. Vidarlensf/4. 5, focussing,
Vario delayed-action shutter, 3 speeds, optical £Q>
Q aA
view-finder
PRICE S'W a O a V
Or 6 monthly

Here’s

payments

another

of 1 1/4. (Purse, 3/- extra.)

Topping

3x4

Bargain

and

New

KOLIBRI

cm.
16 exposures

!

Baby Ikonta with Novar fl4.5 and Telma

BABY
IKONTA

1 8 X 1 1 in.
on V.P. film.

All-metal body, leather covered. Directvision finder. F/4.5 Novar anastigmat
Telmar shutter, delayed action, I/25th
to I/100th sec., T. and B. Release.
Usual price £8 12s. 6d.
Special f
• f ^
Offer

“ SERVICE”
for 3x4
Phone;

ZIPP

cm., 3/9;

Holborn

0AA4

PURSES
2jxl|

in SOFT
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Case,
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LEATHER
3^x2^,
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shutter.

1889.
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3-speed

shutter

. . £3

7

6

NOVAR

f/4.5 in Derval

3-speed

shutter

. . £4

0

0
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f/4.5 in delayed-action Telma
shutter (illustrated) . .
. .
. . £4

17

6

NOVAR

10

0

£8

17

6

£10

17

6

f/3.5 in Compur

shutter

. . £7

ZEISS

TESSAR

f/4.5 in Compur

shutter

ZEISS

TESSAR

f/3.5 in Compur

shutter

ZEISS
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LTD.
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PERFECT

ROLLFILM ADAPTER
for ANY MAKE of CAMERA
The film

is kept

is guaranteed.
“Adams

”

absolutely

With

flat in

use,

and

accurate

0hs9i£tr^tkat puis

R 0 1i- fiim

Adapter any standard
make of roil film can be

Germany.
Product
of the leading film laboratory in

used instead of, or alter¬
nately with, plates.

ONE
ONLY,

PRICES:
3ix2i

GUARANTEED 1300 H. & D.
MULTICHROME EMULSION
DOUBLE COATED

£8 : 10 ; 0

PRACTICALLY
PHENOMENAL
LATITUDE

i-plate £10:0:0
Post Card
£12 : 0 : 0
SEND
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CATALOGUE
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be processed
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of Apparatus
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1/-

ALLEY,
film will shortly be made

in a British Factory.

Be prepared for the Sunny Days —

USE

THE

C. E. W.

LENS SHADE
and you will obtain good clear pictures with
subjects taken almost directly against the light.
When

ordering state size of front of lens naount.
Iiutantly attached or removed.

PRI(2ES: 2/- each up to Hin.. over Hlin. 2/6 each.

c. E. WILLIS, LTD.
87,

Reg. No. 778562.

FILMS
8

FULL-SIZE

OR
V.P.

HELICAL

PICTURES.

FOCUSSING.
NO
BELLOWS,
7-cm.

LENSES.

Prices include soft leather case, three slides
and focussing screen with plate model.
Plates
Filins only.

I.A.G. Anas, f/4.5* Pronto shutter £5
„
„
M Compur „ £8
Tessar f/4.5, Compur shutter - • £11
f/3.5 .
£13
Ask for New

Camera
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Cinematographer

Notas^^eing^^urUraceable_i^_lost_in^Jransit^jhould^noPbe^^eni^^s^^emUtaHee^

Amaphot,

Manager, The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.l. Copy for displayed advertisements for the issue of any particular
week must reach Dorset House by the Qrst post on Tuesday morning in the week prevlons.
Rates and conditions will be sent upon application.
SALE

and

Postal Orders sent in payment ]or Advertisements should be
made payable to ILIFFE AND SONS LTD., and crossed

OFFICES. — Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.I. Telegrams : “
Watloo, London.” Telephone : Hop 3333 (50 lines).
FDBLISHING DATE. — “ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer ”
throughout the United Kingdom every Wednesday morning.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. — British Isles 17/4 per annum, Canada 17/4, other
abroad 19/6 per annum, post free.
REMITTANCES. — Cheques, etc., should be crossed and made payable to IMe
Limited.
Communications

Photographer

LENSES

|

ZEISS Tessar f/4.5, delayed-action Compur
T.-P. Horizontal Reflex, as new, f/4.5 Dallmeyer,
ZEISS Ikonta, 3x4 cm., f/4.5 Novar, new,
shutter, 13.5-cm., flexible release, £6. — Below.

R.F.A., 12 slides, case, ,£6 ; approval. —
Welch, Cottage, Larden Rd., Acton.
[6656
with accessories, brilliant finder, portrait
lens, enlarger with electric device, £6, worth, £4/4,
or exchange Zeiss Binoculars. — Colbrook, 58a,
Pasture St., Grimsby.
[6657

31x21- Ensign Tropical Reflex, teak body, brass

4 bound, single speed, t/4.5 Dallmeyer lens ;
new condition ; accept £3/10. — Bamford, 215,
London Rd., Reading.
[6658

VEST Pocket Camera and complete accessories ;

Special
Note
Readers who reply to advertisements
and receive
no answer to their enquiries are re¬
quested to regard the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already
been disposed oL Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite impossible
to reply to each one by post. When sending remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp
for return should also be incinded for use in the event of the application proving
nnsnocessfuL
Deposit System

Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers in these columns may deal in perfeot
safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be deposited with
“ The Amateur Photographer and Cinematographer,” both parties are advised of Its
receipt. The time allowed for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods, after
which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to sender. If
a sale is elTected, buyer instructs us to remit amount to selier, but if not, seller instructs
us to return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in the event of no
sale, and subject to there being no diflerent arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which we
take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged;
on transactions over £10 and under £50 the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75, 6/- ;
over £75 and under £100, 7/6; and on all transactions over £100, one-hall per cent.
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l, and
cheques and money orders should be made payable to Ilille and Sons Limited.

CAMERAS

WARNING
We have received many complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of

31x2i Dallmeyer Reflex, Aldis-Butcher f/3.4

PLANBX Reflex 5x4 Press Camera, Aldis f/7
anastigmat, focal-plane, 1/1, 000th sec., 2 D.D.
slides, all movements, changing-box for 12 plates,
leather case ; cost £25 ; £6/6 ; further particulars,
stamp. — Wignall, Builder, CJross Heath, Newcastle,
Staffs.
[6668

CAMERAS

AND

action, speeded 1 to 1 /250th sec. ; listed £8/15 ;
take £4/10. — ^F. Parker, Seaton House, Acton, W.3.

3t X 2i Zodel, f/4.5, Compur, double extension,
4

5

slides,

F.P.A.,

£3/3;

3ix2i

Roll

Film

Carbine, Aldis f/6.3, Trichro, £1/11/6 ; Enlarger,
i-pl.. Horizontal, Petzsval objective, with iris
diaphragm, suitable electric, £3/3 ; Film-pack
[6689
Tanlr, 5/- ; 4-in. Condenser, in brass moimt, 5/- ;
all good order. — 1, Edward St., Walsall.
[6691

C'iOERZ Anschutz i-pl. Press Camera, f/4.8

X lens, leather case, 1 D.D. slide and F.P.A.,
£5 or best cash offer ; smaller camera with cash
adjustment will be eonsidered ; deposit system. —
F. Mills, Mental Hospital, Narborough, Leicester.

For Sale. — Sibyl 3ix2i Outfit, f/4.5 Aviar lens,
Baby Sibyl, f/4.5 Zeiss, K li, 3 double slides,

3 double slides, F.P.A., hood, K 2 screen,
tripod board, case ; perfect, £9/10. — Below.
[6692

LENSES

yOIGTLANDER
Avus, sec.,
f/4.5F.P.A.,
Skopar,
Compur, 1 to l/250th
.screen D.A.
and
3 slides, rise and cross front, solid leather ease ;
deposit, £6. — Ford, 38, Grosvenor

LENSES

Nagel Vollenda, 2ix3i, f/4.5, Compur, delayed

Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private
advertisers having goods for sale, offering to take
such goods in exchange for others or to purchase
for Cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such
offers from this quarter.

bargain, £2 ; deposit. — Box 7236, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[6665

2 anastigmat, long extension, revolving back,
spring-raised reversible hood, rising front, quickwind focal-plane shutter, l/15th to 1/1, 000th sec.
and time, T.-P. focussing magnifiers, Dallmeyer
x2 screen in screw-in mount, 12 slides. 2 F.P.A.’s,
leather case ; in first-class condition, £10. — Hay¬
wood, High St., Stourport.
[6667

AND

Place, Leeds, 7.

Tessar f/4.5,
Compur,
Alpha Stereo,
filters, 6coupled
single
CONTESSA
Nettel
45x107
[6678
holders, F.P.A., leather case ; new condition ;

F.P.A., purses, £7. — Below.
1-PLATE T.-P. Junior, f/4.5 Cooke, 12 slides, F.P.A. ;
4 new eondition, £6/15. — 66, John St., Luton,
Beds.
[6694

31x2i All-metal Zodel, f/3.8, D.A. Compur, 6

2 slides, F.P.A., hide case ; as brand new ;
cost £11 ; £5/10. — Box 7250, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[6703

31 X 2i Zeiss Ikonta Film Camera, anastigmat

2 lens f/6.3, sling case ; brand new condition,
55/- or offer. — 88, High St., Bromley, Kent. [6704

Ensign J-pl., Roll Films or Plates, f/6.3, 5-speed Ensign i-pl. Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.7 lens,
Kodak Autographic, 3ix2i, f/7. 9 lens, Kodex
Kodak Film cameras, i-pl. and 3ix2i sizes,
Nagel Folding Camera, 34 x 2J-, f/4.5 anastigmatic
Dallmeyer
Snapshot
Pocket
Camera,
fitted
THORNTON-PICKARD Victory Reflex, 3}x2i,

shutter, rise and cross ; guaranteed condition
as new, leather case, £4. — ^Mason, Drapers, Ripley,
Derbys.
[6671
both perfeot condition ; bargains. — Box
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

7238,
[6672

Cooke f/4.5 anastigmat lens, shutter l/Klth to
1/1, 000th ; perfect condition, 6 new slides, new
Watkins Bee meter, 2 developing dishes, printing
frame, £5. — Davies, Draper, 65. Aoland Rd.,
Bridgend.
[6673

bargain, £5 ; deposit. — Box 7240, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”

“ The
[6679

l/15th to l/l,()00th sec., in black leather case,
speeded shutter ; perfect, 22/6. — Lucas, Woodwitli F.P.A. and 6 plate-holders ; scarcely used ; vale Rd., Darlington.
[6709
perfect condition, £8 or near offer. — Box 7241,
lens,
speeded
shutter,
l/25th,
l/50th,
l/lOOth,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[6680
T. and B. ; condition as new, £i2/5.— S. W., 163a,
Dallmeyer f/6 anastigmat and K 1 filter, The Grove, W.6.
[6710
full size finder, case ; as new ; cost £6/16/6 ;
bargain, £3/3. — Turner, 13, Albert Rd., Mitcham.
2 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., Wratten filters,
revolving back, wire release, solid leather ease,
[6683 cost over ^30, £15 or offer ; also 3| x 24 T.-P. Junior
dition, range-finder, case, £10/10. — Corcoran,
Reflex, f/4.5 lens, 5 D. slides, F.P.A., wire release,
59, Cabra Rd., Dublin.
[6685 revolving back, solid leather case, cost over
£15, £7/10 or offer ; also J-pl. Roll Film, f/4.5
with case, tank and accessories, £19. — Marks,
Tessar, in leather case, with accessories, £4/10 or
1, Ray House, The Avenue, lekenham.
[6690 offer : deposit system ; recently overhauled by
makers. — Savage, 109, St. James St., Brighton. [6711
shutter, 1 to 1 /250th sec., 3 double metal slides,
1-PLATE Kodak Roll Film, R.R. lens, rising and
F.P.A. ; in perfect order, £6/10 ; approval deposit 4 cross front, T. B. I., etc. ; excellent condition ;
system. — Box 7247, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬ sacrifice, 35/-. — Corbett, 45, Regents Park Rd.,
[6713
grapher.”
[6700 N.W.l.

31x2i T.-P. Reflex de Luxe, f/3.5 Cooke lens,

Dublin. — ^Leica Model 1, perfect working con¬
Roll
Film
3ix2i,
speeds
to
l/500th,
I Reflex,
f/4.5, Ensign
interchangeable
Dallmeyer
1/6.5 Telephoto ; perfect order ; all in solid leather LEICA No. 2 (auto, focussing), new, £17 ; or
case, £1(). — Richardson, Kings School, Bruton,
Somerset.
[6674
y.P. Tenax, Goerz Dogmar f/3.5. Compound
5x4 up.
Kodak
Platede Camera
; both ;
Giving
— ^i-pl.Premo
Sanderson
Luxe Camera
Hand and Stand, and as new ; particulars. —
McCarthy, 71, Crosgrove Rd., Liverpool.
[6686
YOU

CAN

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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Are YOU among the Hundreds of Photographers
regularly supplied by us?
IF NOT

WHY

Hoiv

TERIALS

you

AND

NOTE

QP^/-

CjtJ/

PRICES

!

SA

Doz.

4ix3|
5ix3i
5 x4
-D
AY 61x4}
S81x61
E

ME

f/3.5, Compur,

12

slides, F.P.A. ; good condition. — Below.
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camera
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offer. — Box 7252, c/o “ The Amateur
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enjoying your holiday again
comfort of your own home.

SAT

IED

100. 11/6

21/. 1.000.

developing

Price £9 : 17 : 6

(All

31x2
41x2
4jx3;
51x3

Surfaces).
British
.........

Gross

2/6
3/.
3/6

..
..

and

A

. . ;

ALSO

Chemicals.
Mountant.

Sepia

Guzinc

Self-toning

Solution.

Developers

All Orders

POST

(Liquid

over

and

Toner.

jexposed

COUPON

(except

each.

ENCLOSED

Name

P.O.

. .

Address .

10/12, LAMBETH
Phone:

42

HOP.

press and
the the
shutter
re¬
lease,
camera
does the rest. The
ideal ceimera for the
man
of moderate
means.
British manufac¬
ture throughout.
50 ft. film costs Ms., in¬
cluding developing.

cluding a new daylight¬
loading system. The

4

PALACE

simply sight the subject
through
the finder,

31.x 2} Goerz Manufoc Tenax, Goerz f/6.3, Compur

SIEMENS.

lens, 6 slides, case ; practically new, £8/17/6.
169, Brandlesholme

Rd., Bury.

[6741

Tessar(Krauss)
f/3.5, in
special
PEGGY
latest
36x24Compur
mm. shutter
Camera, ;
absolutely new ; cost £22/10 ; genuine reason lor

RD., S.E.l

sacrifice at £16/10. — BM/ACXB,

London, W.C.l. [6744

Kodak 4}x2i Folding Roll Film, f/6.3 anastig-

5312.

mat, rising front, leather case ; new condition,
£3/10. -^5, Lascotts Rd., N.22.
[6755
BE

WISE

m

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

new

cine camera,

in¬

loading of the camera
takes only five seconds.
Daylight-loading
50

ft. of

chargers

16-mm.

costing 14s. Made

film,
by the

celebrated firm of Siemens
and Halske.
No threading,

Price £20 : 0 : 0

f/4.5 lens, 5 to 1/1, 000th sec., self-capping

— Wood,

IC S

‘BB’

A

4

PHOTOGRAPH

CINE-KODAK

Vest Pocket Kodak, 8/6 ; Daylight Developing Tank
for same, 3/6; 3}x2i F.P. or Plate Daylight
Developing Tank, Zodel, 7/6; wanted. Dark-room
Clock.-— Speake, 5, Fenwick Grove, London, S.E.15.

shutter, 3 double slides, F.P.A., and case ; new
condition, £15. — Proprietor, Strathmore Hotel,
Torquay.
[6740
l-PLATE T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, Cooke f/3.9

IPA

2s. each.

A
light-weight camera
made to take 50 ft. of
16-mm. cine film. You

T.-P. i-pl. Press, f/3.5 Zodel lens, 3 double

2/6.

Developing

Photo¬
[6724

slides and case, £4/15. — E. C. Griffith, Bourne
Vicarage, Farnham, Surrey.
[6737
O Q /I Pf Zeiss Ikon Maximar, 1933 model, unsoiled,
^O/ AeJ 3} X 2}; double extension, Tessar f/4.5,
D.A. Compur, complete with 6 slides, F.P.A.,
leather case ;
outfit cost £12/15. — Heath, 7,
Manchester Rd., Chorlton, Manchester.
[6738
1 -PLATE Goerz Anschutz, latest model, Dogmar

Please send — on the understanding that if not
satisfactory money will be refunded — 100 IPA
De Luxe Vigorous Glossy Bromide Postcards

to

double extension, plate attachment, case, €3/10 ;

in purses, 3 supplementary lenses, £3/17/6. —
Hills, Hilltop, Cheadle Hulme, Cheshire. [6733

NOW

having

Super Panchromatic Film, in
veloping.
charger, 6s., including de¬

y.P.l/250th,
Goerz Tenax,
f/4.5,purse,
shutter
1 to
B. and Dogmar
T., leather
12 slides

Bulky

without

rewind the motor. Films 2s. 7d.

2 shutter, double extension, 6 slides, F.P.A.
[6730 ;
excellent condition, £4/10.— Lewer, National Pro¬
vincial Bank Chambers, Ipswich.
[6731

Packet).

5/- Post Paid
Chemicals.)

THIS

Paper.

Si¬
ll-

costs
within

the reach of all. A spool of
30-ft. 9.5-mm. film can be

CONTESSA 3}X2}, plates, packs, rolls, f/6.8,
finder,
perfect,
case, £6 ; JustoLEITZ
Leica,all f/3.5
Elmar,leather
2 spool-holders,
range¬
phot Exposure Meter, leather case, perfect, 16/6 ;

6/.

Mounts.

little camera.
running

bring cinematography

rise and cross, 1 to 1/lOOth sec. : excellent
condition, £3/10. — 29, Falkland Rd., N.8. (6727

61x4} I Gross
81x611
10x8 i

.. 4/3 12x10}
Other sizes pro rata,

wonderful

Its price and

Property of Amateur.— lOx 8 Finest Rosa Cam¬

Best.

ready for pro¬

PATHiSCOPE
Motocamera

era, Whole-plate Cameras by Watson and
Collins ; High-class Apparatus with Ross and other
lenses, will be sold Friday afternoon. — Stevens,
Auction Room, Covent Garden.
[6726

IPA Oe Luxe Bromide and Gaslight Papers

by

jection.

etc., 4 double book-fonn slides, F.P.A.,
Ross 6-in. f/4.5 Homocentric (fine lens), leather
case, price £10/10 ; Ross 12-in. Telecentric, 1/6.8,
on panel to fit, £4/10 : or to purchaser of camera,
£4 : seen by appointment. — Wastell, Dorset House.
Stamford St., S.E.l.
[6725

500.

“8”

movies

I i in. Daylight-loading
film costs 10/-, including

SOHO i-pL Reflex, revolving back, rising front,

1/9 50, 3/-

” cameras at
Second-hand.

The size of the capiera is
only
in. by 4^ in. by

Photographer."

deposit. — Box 7253, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

surfaces)

in the

making one foot of film
do the work of four.

4 0 Watson 7}-in. Holostigmat, sunk mount,

(All

again,

CINE-KODAK

• vj
perfect, £4/10, cost £16 ; 6-in. Zeiss Tessar
f/4.5, sunk, as new, £4/4. — Below.
1-PLATE Roll Film, Goerz Dogmar f/4.5, Compur,

IPA De Luxe Gaslight
and Bromide Postcards

simple

Kodak' s newest invention
brings down the running

outfit, £14 ; catalogued £36. — Below.

4

and

cost of home

[6723
8x Prism Binoculars, centre
screwas new,
and eyecup
clearness,
lirown
31x2}
ContessalateDeckrollo
Focal-plane,
2 self-capping,
model, asPress
new, Tessar
f/4.5,
6 ebonised double slides, sling brown case, posh

ISF

It Is as

We supply all makes
of “ movie
London's lowest prices. New or

focussing, wonderful
sling case, .50/-. — Below.

MA¬

you.

to make
"movies”
as to take “snapshots.”
Think of the endless pleasure to be had, in

NO.
3 Pocket16/6,
Folding}-pl.Kodak,
20/- ; No.4, 20Beacon,
Plate
Klito,
— Bennetts,
Camborne.
[6721
SOHO
Refiex,
34x2},
f/4.5
Ross
Xpres,
slides,
F.P.A.,
magnifiers,
leather
case 3; double
late.st
model, as new ; cost £36 ; accept £18/10 of near

RV

1933

LIVE YOUR HOLIDAY
OVER AGAIN !

case, tripod, £12/10. — Osborne, 64, North St.,
Guildford.
[6717
01x2}
Roll Film, f/6.3, direct and brilliant
04
finders, 3-speed, T. and B., lined leather case ;
perfect condition, 37/6.— Funston, 42, Portsea Rd.,
Sheffield, 6.
[6718
1-PLATE Triple Extension Lancaster Stand
4. Camera, f/4.5 Aldis, T.-P. shutter, 12 slides,
tripod ; i-pl. Enlarger, 54-in. condenser, Clooke
f/6.8 lens, quantity dishes, frames, filters ;
excellent condition, £7 or nearest offer. — Thirkell,
Berrynarbor, Devon.
[6720

IPA BEST QUALITY PLATES (all speeds)^
3ix2|

—

Plaubel

|

GOERZ Tenax, 10x15 cm., P.C. adapters,shutter,
slides,
Kodak
3a Carbine,
Junior, folding,
27/6 ;
Ensign
31x21, perfect
film, order,
f/4.5 Aldis,
Compur ; nearly new, £5/5. — Below.
Ensign
Tropical,
Aldis, Jewry
Com¬
pur, £7
; new 41x2},
price, film,
£10/10.f/4.5
— Wride,
St., Winchester.
[6716
Sanderson
Postcard,f/4.5,lat&st
model,slides,
practically
new, Ross Xpres
3 D.D.
leather

BEST).

THESE

Makina,

LENSES'

case, F.P.A., Dagor f/6.8. Compound
good working condition, £5. — Below.

NOT?

AND

V.P.

AND

21,

A D VERTISEMENTS

QK/.
5-in. Taylor-Hobson T.-P. Cooke f/4.5,
OtJ/
suit 31x21 reflex. — 25, Julian St., South
Shields.
[6712

benefit!

(BRITISH

PHOTOGRAPHER

unique
Gall and
Fully

features.

see any of these cameras demonstrated.
detailed prospectus and price list free

A Large
CAMERAS

SANDS

Selection of SECOND-HAND
CINlfi
and PROJECTORS
always in stock.
by post.

HUNTER

37, BEDFORD

SYSTEM.

no reels

to be changed, no wastin g
of film. The camera with

& CO., LTD.

ST., STRAND,

LONDON, W.C.2

June

21,

THE

1933

I CAMERAS

AND

AMATEUR

POSTCARD
T.-P. Duplex
Cooke ; f/4.5,
12 jilate-holders,
leather Reflex,
case, perfect
cost
£50 : accept quarter. — 46a, Blatchington Rd.,
[6745

31 X Mentor Reflex, as new, latest Compur

2 shutter, Tessar f/4.6, slides, hide case ; cost
£25/5 ; sell, £12. — Trcson, Ingleside, Park Rd.,
Wellingborough.
[6747

shutter, 4 D.D.
film sheathus
Sanderson
i-pi.,slides,
e-in.F.P.A.,
Ooerz 6f/4.5,
compur ;
B. & L. f/8 lens, Unicum shutter, 43-in. Cooke

t/6.8, speeded shutter, £8 lot, or sell separately ;
no reasonable offer refused. — Symes, 06, Warwick
Square, S.W.l.
[6748

EXPOSURE

METER

BEWI

II

JUNIOR

6x13 Stereo Deckrullo, new condition, f/4.5
GEAFLEX 5x4, Aldis f/4.5, 2 double slides,

31x2i T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, Tessar f/4.5,

2
1/lOth to 1/1, 000th, reversing lens box, re¬
volving back, D.D. slides, de luxe F.P.A. , T.-P.
magnifiers ; perfect condition ; bargain, £10. —
Box 7266, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [6783
Pipv Soho Reflex i-pl., f/4.5 Zeiss Tessar, reverdDx”
sing back, hinge top, rising front, Kershaw,
l/16th to l/800th sec., time, 3 double B.F.
plate-holders, F.P.A., rigid canvas case ; deposit
system. — Box 7267, c/o “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher.”
[6784

A direct visual
meter. Measures
the light accur¬
ately and gives
correct exposure
without calcula¬
tions; can be used
in any light, any
conditions, any

sec., rise,As fall
BARGAIN.—
new, and
i-pl. cross,
Klito, double
f/7.7, 1 toextension,
1 /100th
6 slides, F.P.A., case, ,£2 or near offer. — Palmer,

[6754

COCARETTE (3}-x2}), Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,
Giving
tip.f/8
— t-pl.
camera, double
ex¬
tension,
lens, Field
Thornton-Pickard
shutter,
3 book-form slides, turntable, 3-fold tripod, cloth

Compur, delayed action, new, £6. — Morrey, 24,
Courtland Rd., Mossley Hill, Liverpool. [6757

climate.
leather case

another,

Trade ,

In

Latest
3!}x2.}
Reflex, Cooke£11/10.f/2.9,
3 slides,
etc. ;T.-P.
brandJunior
new condition,
— ■
BM/VONA, W.C.l.
[67.59 OTHER
Newman
& GUARDIA
Reflector
Reflex Camera,
fitted 5x4
withsquare
180-mm.
f/4.5
Zeiss Te.ssar lens, complete with 3 D.D. slides, in
leather case ; in excellent condition ; offers. — 28,
Woodville Gardens, Ealing.
[6760
QK/.
Ensign P.C. Klito, Aldis f/7.7, 6-speed
/^ijl shutter, rising and sliding front, 6 slides.
— Horton, 54, Park View Gardens, Hendon, N.W.4.
[6763
1-PLATE Folding Voigtlander, Dallmeyer f/6.3,
4 Ibsor, new condition, 50/-; 18 9x12 cm.
Voigtlander slides, 1/- each.— R. H. Deal, 283,
Shirley Rd., Southampton.
[67()4

32/6

Bewi Distance Meter

41x6
Baby Speed
deep back,
triple quick-wind
detachable
2 focussing
hood, Reflex,
revolving
focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th and

TWO Only. — 34x24 Nagel No. 10 Folding Pocket

TWO Only.— Six 2i Nagel 70/1 Vollanda Roll Film

Bewi Tele Meter

as new, £11. — Below.

and
pin-point
definition.
In
leather case

VSE

1/1 ,300th and time, cable release, fitted Carl
Zeiss Tessar 1/4.5, focussing, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.
adapter and leather case ; all as new ; list price
over £50 ; our price, £15.

Camera, reversible finder, fitted Nagel anas¬
tigmat f/6.8, Nagel speeded shutter, l/25th to
1/lOOth and time, cable release, 2 slides ; new
price £4/5 ; our price, £3/3/9.

This most complete in¬
strument combines the
standard senior Bewi
with a range finder, thus
providing for every
requirement and always
ensuring accurate exposure

y.P.
Goerz 1 Roll
Film, f/4.5
Compur,
speeds
to l/300th
sec., Dogmar,
55/- ; genuine.
—
17, Shirehall Close, Hendon.
[6785

Reflex,
hood, revolving
9x12
and deepi-pl.triple
New focussing
Model Mentor
Folding
back, quick-wind focal-plane shutter, l/8th to

31 X 2i Dallmeyer Pentac Roll Film Camera,

speeds to 1/1, 000th, 3 slides, F.P. adapter,
solid pigskin case ; excellent condition throughout,
£20. — Box 7260, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[6771
Compur shutter, l/300th to 1 sec., leather
case, £10/10. — Wiseman, Glenalmond, Shiphay,
Torquay.
[6774
Roll Film Baby Sibyl, Zeiss Tessar 1/4.5,
leather case. — Perry, 54, Winifred Avenue,
Coventry.
[6775

ROLLEIFLEX
— 6x6,
Zeiss f/4.5,Kodak
best
case, filter, Bargain.
Proxars,
non-automatic,
developing machine, 2 tanks and aprons ; all

reputation

4 focussing, rising and cross front, wire¬
frame finder, fitted Dallmeyer Pentac f/2.9,
Compur shutter, 1 to l/200th and time, cable
release ; fine order, £9.

37/6

ROLLBIFLEX, 2ix2}, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lens,

Our

31x21 Newman & Guardia Sibyl Vitesse Folding

This distance meter or range
finder measures distances
accurately down to 3 ft. from
infinity, with depth-of-focus
table to ensure accurate focus on
all distances. In leather case

ADAMS’ Minex de Luxe, 5x4, Zeiss Protar f/6.3,

cash.

2 Camera, focussing, rising and cross front,
reflex finder, fitted Ross Xpres f/3.5, speeded
shutter, 1 to l/150th and time, F P.A., fine
condition, £15.
1-PLATE Dallmeyer de Luxe Reflex, double exten4 Sion, rising front, sky-shade, deep triple
detachable focussing hood, revolving back, quickwind focal-plane shutter, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th
and time, fitted Dallmeyer Serrac f/4.5, 1 D.P.
holder, F.P.A., £10/15.

Tessar f/2.7,
F.P.A., £7/10
DECKROLLO
Focal-plane,
4.5x6; Heidoscope,
cm., Zeiss

single slides, F.P.A., 2 purses, case, overhauled
by makers, .£3/10 ; Adhero Mounting Machine,
£1/5 (carriage extra) ; N. & G. Double Slide, 3ix24,
brand new, 8/6 ; Hooded Screen for ditto, 2/6 ;
6 Single Slides for ditto, new, for 5/- ; Metron
Reflex Magnifiers, 5/6 ; Watkins i-pl. Tank, 5/- ;
wanted, Anastigmat, about 6-in. — Box 7257, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[6768
1-PLATE Popular Pressman, fitted f/4.5 Aldis4 Butcher anastigmat lens, complete with leather
case and 6 metal plate-holders ; cost £16 ; in new
condition, £7 ; deposit system. — Box 7259, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[6770

for

time, fitted Hugo Meyer Trioplan f/3, focussing
mount, 6 slides, F.P.A., and pigskin case ; a
bargain, £12.

no exchanges. — 73, Wembley Park Drive, Wembley
Park, Middlesex. Telephone 3404.
[6766

31x2.1
T.-P.F.P.A.,
JuniorRollexReflex,
Aldis f/4.5,
2 slides,
roll-holder,
reversing8
back, case, £5 ; 34x2.1 Sibyl, Cooke f/6.5, 6

purchased

fitted Heliar f/4.5 lens, Compur shutter, 1 to l/300th
and time, light filter and Focar lens, 12 slides,
F.P.A. and leather case, £7/10.

Bewi Senior Meter

changing-box, 6x13 cm., £4/10. — Box 7256, c/o
“ The Amateur Photographer.”
[6767

or

41x6
Voigtlander
Vest• rack
PocketrisingFolding
2 Camera,
doubleBergheil
extension,
and
cross front, brilliant finder, also direct finder,

A comprehensive meter giving
correct reading under all con¬
ditions, for all emulsions and all
climates. Also movement speed
chart and other useful data. In
leather case

Tropical
Soho3 D.D.
Reflex,slides,
Zeiss F.P.A.
Tessar, ;Dallmeyer
Telephoto,
a gift ;

ment

4ix2i Newman & Guardia, the New Sibyl

21/METERS

BEWI

W.l, the and
camera ZAMBRA,
specialists, 122,
offer the
following
NEGRETTI
Regent
St.,
bargains.
All days’
Apparatus
guaranteed
and sentSaleable,
on 5
approvalfully
against
full deposit.
up-to-date apparatus take in part or whole pay¬
is your guarantee.
4 Excelsior Roll Film Camera, focussing,
rising and cross front, N. & G. reflex finder, spirit
levels, fitted Ross Xpres f/4.5, latest speeded
shutter, 1 to 1 /150th and time, pigskin case ;
fine condition ; list price £32 ; our price, £20.

SHEW Xit i-pl. Press Type (Camera, Goerz

Doppel anastigmat f/6.8 lens, Goerz sector
shutter, focussing flange, 5 double slides, Wratten
K 2 filter, lined leather case : new condition ;
sacrifice, £3. — Cave, 11, Brian St., Morley, Leeds.
[6758

LEICA, interchangeable Model I, 5-cm. f/3.5

LENSEsH

£5/10.— Below.
/j pr X 107 Verascope, R.R. lenses, changing-box,
leather case, 37/6; wanted 5X4 Tank. —
Whittaker, Sunnyside, Disley, Stockport. [6782

■|QOO
Aldis slides,
Uno f/4.5,
Mulchro, F.P.A.,
double
Jfl/OO Cameo,
extension,
roll-holder,
case, £5: Exchange 3}x2} Reflex. — Wallis, May
Avenue, Wollaton, Nottingham.
[6751

lens, range-finder, ever-ready case, £9 ; f/4
9-cm. Lens (new), £6 ; lot £14/10. — Roberts, Cherrycroft, Welford, Stratford-on-Avon.
[6776

AND

BEWI

brilliant finders ; new, £4. — Coppell, 31, Carrington
Rd., Wallasey.
[6749

case ; new condition ; sacrifice, 30/- ;
exactly as above, 2 slides, 25/-. — Below.

I CAMERAS

Tessars, 12-cm. focus, 6 slides, l2-plate
magazine, leather case, £11/10 ; 9-in. Ross Teleros
anastigmat f/5.5, brand new, £7/12/6 ; all together,
£18 for quick sale. — Goffey, Lyncraig, London Rd.,
Tonbridge.
[6781

31x2.}:
Film Nagel
f/4.5 direct
anastigmat
4 in Roll
Compur,
radial Camera,
focussing,
and

64, Leigh Rd., Leyton, E.IO.

ADVERTISEMENTS

A New

LENSES

Hove.

PHOTOGRAPHER

Camera, self-erecting front, focussing adjustment,
reversible finder, direct finder, fitted Nagel
anastigmat f/4.5, D.A. Compur shutter, 1 to
l/250th and time, cable release ; new price £10/10 ;
our price, £7/17/6.
by experienced
before
Repairs
to all workmen
makes of; estimate
apparatusgivenexecuted
proceeding.

Apparatus can be purchased on our deferred
payments

system ; please ask for details.

possible results.
(3uick
Developing,
Printing
andservice.
Enlarging, best

NEGRETTI and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent St.,
W.l.

[0010

ENSIGN,

75/LIMITED

special attention
Pathescopes.
CAMERAS
Exchanged to; largest
stock— S.Humphrys,
London
;
269/273, Rye Lane, London, S.E.15.
[5002

HIGH

LONDON,

pack adapter, leather case, no lens ; condition
practically new, £10. — Duthle, 13, South St. David
St., Edinburgh.
[6660

OVR

HOLBORN,

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

W.C.l
ALL

SOHO Tropical Reflex, 5x4, 6 book-form slides,

RISK.

43

THE

AMATEUR

ELEDTROPHOT

GO
Allens. — Brilliant Camera {used twice), 42/6 ;

f/3. 5.

Leica Tank, 12/6 ; Justophot, 17/6 ; Dalian
3Jx2i Plate and Pack Tank, 13/6. — Below.

Like new .

16-mm. Ensign Super Camera, f/2.6 speed, balf-normal,
title crank. 50-ft. or 100-ft. capacity, case .

slow motion,
£12 12 0

1-pl. T.-P. Press, Dallmeyer famous “^errac f'4.5. self -capping 1/lOth
to 1/l.OOOth sec., self-closing struts. 3 D. slides .
£8 17 6
5
.
16-mm. Zeiss Compact Camera, Tessar f'2.7 Speed, late.st compact
model, smaller than a Patbe. List £22. As new. . . . £12 12 0
£16 18 0
2i X 21 Automatic RoUeifiex, f^3. 8 Speed. Latest .

.

.

31x21 Zeiss Cocarette R.F., f '6.3.
Cost £4 ISs .
£2 5 0
5
£8 17 6
f/2.5 Speed. As new 31x21 Dallmeyer R.F., Peotac 5
i-pl. Soho Famous Press, latest f/4.5. new self-capping, latest self¬
closing struts, double slides, case. Like new .
£12 12 0
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/4.5. revolving back. Perfect £6 17 6
18-mm. Kodak Camera, latest5
f/3.5, hardly used at all. . . . £8 17 6
V.P. Zeiss R.F., Tessar f/4.5. new Compur. Like new .
£6 17 6
i-pl. Zeiss Compact Plate Pocket, latest f 4.5, Compur. double ex..
rise, cross, wire-fiuder, all inlaid. As new .
£8 17 6
to
l/25th
31x21 Eusign *4utospeed Roll Film, Aldis f/4.5, latest
l/500tb sec., automatic winiiing, lF*ather case. As new £8 17 6
5x4 Goerz Famous Anschutz, Docinar f'4.5, latest 5 to l/l,000th,
direct finder, 3 double slides, ca.«e. As new .
£8 17 6
1-pl. Goerz Tenax, f/6.8, Compur. doulde ex., .slides .
£2 17 6
G. Folding Reflex, Dallmeyer I'entac f 2.9 Speed, latest
21 N. &throughout.
31 X fltttuirs
Hardlv used at all .
£34 10 0
i-pl. Ensign Folding Reflex, Cooke f/4.5. 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th. deep
hood, double slides. Cost £36. Hviper bargain .
£8 17 6
31x21 Ensign R.F. Reflex, Aldis f/3.4 Speed, latest l/25th to l/5n0th
focal-plane, deep hood. Hardly used at all .
£8 17 6
Zeiss Ikon Baby Ikouta, f/6.3, self-erecting. As new .
£2 9 6
16-mm. Ensign Super Projector, f/1.8. latest, 180-watt, forward,
reverse, rewind, stills, resistance, case. Snip .
£18 18 0
i-pl. Ensign Reflex, 7-in. Aldis f/3.4 Speed, latest l/loth to l/l.OOOth,
latest hood, revolving back, slides, case. Asnew.... £11 11 0
31x21 Ensign R.F., Aldis f 4.5, latest 1 to 1 '100th .
£3 10 0
Binocnlars 8x Prism, centre focus, separate eye adju.stment. latest
fittings, leather case. Like new .
£2 17 6

31x21 Dallmeyer Snapshot, f/6 anastigmat, F.P. adapter.^ ca^e ^
5
1-pl. Kodak Autofocus Vertical Enlarger, f/6.3. As new. .£440
3ix21 N. & G. Latest New Sibyl Plate Wafer Pocket, Xpres f'3.5.
latest 2 to l/200tb, new fittings, D. slides. Like new £18 IS 0
Pathe Lux Projector, motor, resi.etnnce, case. As new
5
£12 12 0
Slx2iSalexPress,f;4..5,l/10thtol/l,00Ott.s}jde8 .
31 X 21 Kodak R.F., f/6.3. 3-speed, autographic. Asnew..

5x4 Goerz Anschutz Folding Reflex, Dogmarf''4.5,!atest
double slides, case. Cost £38. Like new .
5

£3 15
£1 17

0
6

5 to 1 T.oootb
£9 17 6

31x21 Ensign R.F., f/4.5. 1 to 1 '100th. lise. cross .
£3 17 6
i-pl. Zei.'fs Ikon Ernemann Folding Reflex, f 4.5, latest 1/lOth to
l/l,000th, revolving back, triple extension, automatic masking
top screen, 3 D. slides. Cost £60. Like new .
£20 0 0
16-mm. Bell-Howell Pilmo Camera, f 3.5. case. Cost £36 .£15 15 0
9-in. Dallmeyer Telephoto f/5.6, reflex or Pre.«8 type .
£5 17 6
Colour Plate Agfa Filters, adjustable mount for any size lens, set of
3 filters in c^e. As new .
18s. 6d.
la Nagel Famous R.F. , f/4.5. D.A. Compur. Like new £5 17 6
31x21 Halex R.F., f;4.5, 3-speed, u ire-finder. Snip .
£2 5 0
16-mm. Films, cartoons, 200 ft. on 400 ft. reels in cans. .£176
V.P. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/2.5 Speed, latest eelf-capping, 1 10th to
1/1, 000th, revolving back. D. slides, case. Like new £12 12 0
Cine Ensign Tri-pod, latest Thalhammer type. A» new. ... £5 17 6
3/ > 21 Ensign Vertical Enlarger, f/6.3. condensers .
£3 17 6
i-pI, Ensign Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, revolving back .
£5 5 0
V.P. Kodak Special, f/4.5, 1/lOth to 1/lOOth. As new £3 5 0
1-pl. T.-P. Reflex, no lens, revolving back, D. slides .
£3 5 0
31 ' 21 Soho R.F., f/6.3. l/5th to 1/lOOth. Like new £2 2 0
1-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/4.5, latest self-capping, 1/lOth to 1/1. 000th.
deep hood, revolving back, slides. Bargain .
£7 10 0
V.P. Goerz Wafer Plate, Goerz f/4.5, Compur. slides .
£3 17 6
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5. latest 1/lOth to 1/l.OOOth. latest
hood, revolving back, double slides. As new ; .
£11 11 0
V.P. Fotet de Luxe R.F. Plate, Xenar f/2.9. delayed-action Compur.
wire-finder, slides, screen. Hardly used .
£8 17 6
Set 3 Imperial Filters, adjustable li in. to 21 in., case .
£14
6
Tripods, all metal, latest, new thin tops, 4 section .
8s. 6d.
V.P. Zeiss Icarette R.F. , Tessar f/4.5, new Compur .
£7 15 0
l^mm. Ensign Super Camera, f/1. 5, 3 speeds, case. Asnew £19 19 0
1-pl. Ensign Reflex, Dallmeyer f/3.5, self-capping l/loth to 1/l.OOOth.
reversing back, slides. Cost £16. Bargain.. .
£7 15 0
81x21 Kodak Self-erecting R.F., f/7.7, S-speed .
19s. 6d.
V.P. Ihagee R.F., f/6.3, 3-8peed, direct finder .
£1 17 6
i-pl. Ensign Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, l/15th to 1/1 ,000th sec.. .£550
31x21 Ensign R.F., Aldis f/4.5. 1 to 1/lOOth sec .
£2 15 0
31X21N.&G.
Sibyl Wafer Plate, Xpres f/4.5. sUdea .
£8 17 6
Cine ^ojector Table Stands, instant centring .
£1 4 6
Zeiss Kolibri, f/4.5. D.A. , 3-9peed, case. Cost £9. As new £3 19 6
3a Range-finder Kodak, f/6.3, i to l/i50th, latest .
£3 17 6
la Kodak R.F., f/6.3 anastigmat. 3-speed. Like new. ... £1 19 6
16-mm. Filmo, f/1. 5, turret bead, multi-speeds, case .
£45 0 0
T.-P. Box Stereo Camera, and viewer. As new .
13s. 6d.
16-mm. Ensign Super Projector, f/1.8, 200-watt, forward, reverse,
rewind, stills, resistance, case. Co8t£50 .
£2210 0

Tessars, and like new ; Contax f/2.8 (used twice),
£18/17/6 ; Ikonta 520/2E and portrait attachment
995/16, 67/6 ; Baby Ikonta, 57/6.— Below.
1-PLATE Reflex Cameras, 98/6, all at — Allens,
168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4. (Central 9480).

AND

E.6.

MANY

IN

STOCK.

SANDS

EICA Model 2, Elmar f/3.5, 5-cm. enlarger,
tank, etfc. — Box 7237. c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[6669
XXJ ANTED. — Drera Cinemeter, must be cheap ;
TT

particulars

to — Jones,

8, Heber

len

and

6 pla

s.

holders,

tehol
der
s,
F.P. holder,

Compound

St., Radcliffe,

Lancs.

[6670

shutter,

F.!*

h
lea
the
. older,
r
case .

F.P.

shu
Co
f/6
Rad
lan
mp
.8,
tte
de
iar
ur
r,
New r condition
.

Camera ; entertain cash adjastment to value. —
6, Perth Rd., Leyton, E.IO.
[6(587

9

0

£7 12

<

£3 15

6

Dogmar f 6.3 lens^
holder, leather
case6
£3 15

hol

P.P

der

.

,

cas
pur
e
se
£4 12 '

V.P. Weeny-Ultrix, Carl Zeiss Tessar f 4.5, Compur shutter*
focussing screen, 3 plate-holders. New conditiou £9 17 0

■^rANTED.
Goerz Tenax
similar,
TT
double— extension,
for 1-pl.
use or
with
N. & with
G.
lens. — Jobson, Netherwood, Guildford.
[6688
XX/ ANTED. — Plate Back and Slides, for 31x21
TT

Carbine. — Tasker,

38,

Fox

View,

V.P. Soho, Ruby anastigmat f,'4.5 lens. Compur shutter.
speeds 1 to l/3U0th sec .
£3 7 0
V.P. Fotet Roll Film, f/4.5 anastigmat
speeds 1 to l/3U0th sec .

Armlev,

I,eeds.

3x2

[6693

WANTED.
— 4 Double
Slides,Mackenziefor l-pl.
Soho Reflex,
wouldBook-form
also consider
Wishart Slide and Envelopes, for same. — 66, John
St., Luton, Beds.

full particulars. — Box 7246. c/o “ The
Photographer.”

Amateur
[6699

35-mm. f/3.5 lens. — Box 7249, c/o “ The
Photographer.”

Amateur
[6702

.

All these
perfect.

[6722

fl

72, Thornton

16
0
le
17 ns, 6

Cameras are guaranteed
Write for full Catalogue,

ex

,r
e

vo

lv
[6708
in

St., Darlington.

SANDS HUNTER &C9.LT?
essential.
Station
Manor
WANTED.
— 31— Smith,
X 21 Kodak53, Tank
; goodRd.,condition
Park, E.
[6732
37, BEDFORD ST., STRAND, W.C.2 fl|
WANTED.—
6x9 Etui,
F.P. A.,— Dali,
f/4.5, 186,
or faster,
D.A. Compur,
reasonable.
Dun¬
stable Rd., Luton.
[6739
gb
a

ck

,q

ui

6

ck

cm

-w

in

Da

d

me

ye

rSp

DEAL

shutter speeds
£7 10 6

le
6 pl
F.
ho
le
ca
. . . £1
ns
se
ld
a
P.
at
6
er
4,
cemM
Pa
Ca the Ze
f./
Te
,
2.
rl r is
.hao inle
s£s
F. .5xho
ca lm .
n
1a4
7
l
s
i
a
se os
P.
de
6 ld
mt
r
er
,
rs nhmer
,

f/4.5, —slides,
A., case,Press,
good Zeiss
condition
WANTED.
31x24 F.P.Focal-plane
Tessar ;
also Clip-on Slides Minimum Palraos 41x6. —
Re

lens, 3-speed shutter.
£3 7 0

c
le
ho
F.
pl
3 do
le
f/
n.
2.
at £9 10ase 0
ld
at
P.
Cost
£27.
Forub .
s,
.
9
he
er
ele
,
r
ho
4.5x6 cm. Zeiss Minimnm
ld Palmos, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar
lens, F.P. holder and leathererscase .
£10 17 6
,

Ba

by

.shutter,
£3 17 6

f/7.7, purse case
£17
0

£21 0 0

Cine Camera,
from 16-mm.
new ;
Exchange.
— Bellindistinguishable
& Howell Filmo
Wanted, Contax or Leica II. — Box 7231, c/o “ The
So
Photographer.”
ho

lens, Compur

Luxor

4.5x6 cm. Ernemann Reflex, 3-m. Emon f/3.5 anastigmat
lens, 12 plate-holders, F.P. holder and leather case £10 17 6

ance immaterial
in good
order ;
also
WANTED.
— Williamsonif Topical
Camera,
appear¬

Amateur

Cooke

3 do
le
an
f/
Co
sh
se
3
ns
ut
l
ub
prl
oa
least
au.5
ho oke
Ft.e
, Li
pl f-c
at 128.
at ig
se
ld
s£21
Pr
a
d
£34
0iece 0
t
e- ppi 6d. For ,.
he ma
.
er
ho ng
r t
ld cm. Dallmeyer Speed Reflex, Dallmeyer Pentac f/2.9
4.5x6
er
s
anastigmat, lens, revolving back, 3 double plate-holders,
F.P. holder and leather case. List price about £36. For

model, — Tessar
cheap ; recent
state
WANTED.
Zeiss f/4.5,
Roll Compur,
Film, 31x21,

cm

Roll Film,

V.P. Roll Film Sibyl, Carl Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar,
k to l/200th sec .

2 cases, ash tripod, Mirax Enlarger with adapter
for above lens, Amato tank, Kodak film tank ;
cost £40 ; 3 years old ; wanted. Baby Ikonta
or Kolibri, or similar 16 on V.P., Tessar f/3.5,
Compur, and Baby Miraphot, f/3.5 Tessar ; or
sell, £20. — 307, Manchester Rd., Bolton.
[6698

X0

Ensignelte

3x4 cm. Nagel Ranca, f '4.5 anastigmat
purse case .

[6695

Exchange.—
T.-P. Junior
Reflex,
31x21,
f/3.5.
Telephoto 10-in.
f/6, set
filters,
magnifiers,
T.-P. and Rollex film-holders, F.P. A., 12 slides,

APPROVAL.

CAN

.. . £9

e.

Exchange. — Dallmeyer 12-in. f/6 Popular Tele¬

ll

YOU

cas

3 ■ 4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Kolibri, f/4.5 Novar anastigmat lens
•6
cm.
speeded
shutter, and case. New condition .
£5 5 '
New
m
3 Xan
4 cm.
& Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, Novar f /6.3 lens. 3-speed shutter,
purse case Gu.
S2 12 6
ard
i
a S
X 6
i yl
deposit system. — Box 7239, c/o “ The Amateur
cm.
3 '2 Roll Film bRollette,
f'o.5 anastigmat lens, speeded
,
.Cook
£2 12 6
iss
Photographer.”
[6677 Zeshutter
e
Be
f '4
X 6
1 -PLATE Reflex Camera wanted ; write stating
.5 a
3x4 becm.
, C Zeiss Ikon Ikonta, Novar
cm.
nasf 4.5 anastigmat, speeded
arl
New
£3 5 0
? particulars. — White, Dun-Rorain, Eastville Goerbutter.
Zeicondition . tigm
z V
s
a
s
t
Avenue, Golders Green, N.W.ll.
[6681
e
f/4.
V.P.st Roll
5 T Carl Zeiss f 4.5 Tessar lens. Compur
Poc Film Icarette,
es.
ket
New condition. . £6 17 6
Ten1 to l/3U0thsarsec.
Tly' ANTED. — 9X12 cm. Goerz Double Dark Slides, shatter, speeds
lens
ax,
T T must be good condition ; state price. —
, <
V.P. Special Kodak,Goef/4.5 Kodak 5anastigmat
lens, Diomatic
plat
Alfieri, 77, Dukes Avenue, New Malden, Surrey.
rz
e^
shutter .
£3 12 0
X 6
Dag
cm
or
.
Voi
3x4 cm . RoUoroy, Xenon f'2lenanastigmat,
Compur .shutter.
s f
gList
'6.8
tla price £21. For .
£13 12 6
nde
photo Lens, listed £8/8, new, for 6-in. f/3.5
r
3-2 TVoigtlander
Roll Film, f/4.5 Voigtlander Heliar lens,
our
or f/4.5 Anastigmat of similar value, in [6682
sunk
ist
delayed-action
, d Compur shutter. New condition.. £0 17 0
oub
mount. — H. Pincock, Homebank, Milton St.,
3x4 cm. Zeiss
leIkon Kolibri, f/3.5 Tessar lens, Compur
Brixham, S. Devon.
[6684 shutter, Proxar supplementary
ext
lens, Colour filter. .£990
ens
ion
1x7 ANTED
to Exchange. — Nagel 18, 3^x24,
,
V.P. Kodak, special model, VoCarl
Zeiss Tessar f'4.5 lens.
TT
f/4.5, F.P. A., slides, new, for 3Jx2J Reflex
igt
Compur shutter, purse case .
£4 12 0
¬

ee
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get it!

holder .

4.5x6 cm. Vest Pocket Tenax, Goerz
Cnmpoimd shutter, 6 plate-holders, F.P.

64x9 — cm.,
goodSingle
condition,
cheap.Slides,
— 38,
WANTED.
Zeiss Ikon
Metal Dark
Catherine St., Crewe.
[6675
Sibyl. — H.
M.Adapter
Shipway,
26,
Chandos
Rd.,
WANTED.—
F.P.
for
34x24
N.
&
G.
Keynsham, Bristol.
[6676
Compur,3ix2i
recent Plate
model Camera,
; all accessories
WANTED.—
f/4.5 lens,;

.

FULL

HUNTER’S

cliffe, —
11,Slides
Westminster
Rd., Ica
Wallasey.
[6664
WANTED.
for 6x13
Ideal. — Raw-

CORSE,

DUPLICATES

IN

I

D.D.
Slidesto —wanted
for P.C.
SandersonMallow,
Tropical
quote
Ijongfield,
Longueville,
Co. ;
Cork.
[6663

if you

a real Bargain
to

GO

[6655

VXT’ANTED. — Cine-Nizo, 9.5-mm., f/3.5 lens, cheap.
I T — Moorings, Broad Walk, Winchmore Hill. [6661

X

EDWIN

want

WANTeI^

Exchange.
— Rola
P.M.Push-pull
speaker,Transformers,
new, pair
Heavy-duty
Varley
for }-pl. Camera. — Write, 102, Milton Avenue,
East Ham,

1933

for a

. . . and

[0087

I EXCHANGE

21,

GOOD SECOND-HAND
MINIATURE CAMERA

3ix2i for
Donata,
Ideal, £9/17/6;
Allens
Zeiss £7/17/6;
Bron Second-hand
Snips :
551/2, £10/17/6 ; all D.A. Compurs and f/4.5

Reflex, f/3.5 Speeti, self-capping, l/15tlx to I'l, 000th
Dallmeyer
i-pl. sec.,
deep hood, latest revolving back. As new .
£9 17 6
.
3Jx2i
Carbine R.F. Plate, Aldis-Butcher f'6.3. Compur. rise, cross.
wire-finder, radial focus. As new .
£3 19 6
Kodak Developing Tanks, take any size to 0 in .
14.s. 6d.
latest 1 to 1/lOOth. double ex., rise, cro.ss.
3i X 2k Cameo, Aldis f
.
latest wire-fiuder. slides, screen. As new .
£3 15 0
.

4

IN

Trade.

£12 12 0
3Jx2i Voigtlander Compact Plate Pocket, Skopar f/4.5, delayedaction Compiir. doable ex., ri.'ie, cross, wire-finder £6 17 6
3x2 Wafer Self-erecting R.F.,
new Compur. As new £4 17 6
4i X 2i Zeiss Icarette R.F., Tessar f/4.3, Compur .
£5 17 6
£5 17 6
.
new
Like
ex.
long
Ibso.
f/4.5,
Tessar
34 X 2I Etui,
34 21 PalmOS Press, Tessar f/4.5. ?. double slides .
£7 10 0
9Umm. Pathe Projector, latest fittings. As new .
£3 17 6
4
3i X 2i Zeiss Ikon Ideal Super Plate Pocket. Tessar f/4.5, D.A. (Lumpur.
doable ex., clip-ou quick-action slides.... .
£9 17 6

4
4

Rolleiflex, Tessar
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ADVERTISEMENTS

i CAMERAS AND LENSES |

No Calculations. No Delays. Instant Readings.
if Both Still and Cind Exposures.
if The Original. The Quickest. The Best.
it. Latest New Mass Production Price. Write Now.
NOW ONLY
£10:10:0
Trial.
Small Automatic
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ADVERTISEMENTS

ACCESSORIES

The Prince of

I EXCHANGE

AND

WANTED~|

WANTED.— i-pl. Folding Pocket Outfit, state
WHOLE-PLATE
Field Camera
wanted,
price,
particulars.— Gowlett,
14, Talbot
Rd., South
Shields.
[6746
WANTED.
Developing
Tank,
for
2J X2J,— Kodak
or apron
and container
only Brownie
; also
31.x 2i size. — 96, South Lambeth Rd., S.W.8. [6752
New Ideal
Cooke Wanted
f/4.5, F.P.A.,
SIBYL,
3ix2i,Sibyl,
Roll Film
; exchangenew,i-pl.or
sell ; particulars. — 37, Winchester Avenue, Leicester.
lens, details ; deposit system. — Write, 34,
Pembroke Rd., London, E.17.
[6742

WANTED. — Bell-Howell 70DA, immediately ; cash

[6761
for low oiler. — Bowler, 1, Lansdowne Place,
W.C.l.
[6765
IXIANTED. — Leica Variable Enlarger, Valoy,
TT with printing-board up to 10x8, Feluk ;
must be in perfect order; — Box 7258, c/o “ The
Amateur Photographer.”
[6769

By toAppointment
H.R.H.

Wales.

3 Double Plate-Holders, leather covered focussing

screen, F.P.A., fit 9x12 cm. Goerz Press,
37/6. — Box 7235, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”

3 DAYS TO GO

for i-pl. Cameo or similar, new condition ;
[6659
WATKINS
and 3i'x2iDoncaster
R.F. adapter
accept best i-pl.
offers. Tank,
— Hargreaves,
Rd.,
Ferrybridge. .
[6743

to midsummer
day !
BUT IT’S NEVER TOO LATE
for a BERKELEY ST. BARGAIN,!

D.^LMEY’ER Focussing Magnifiers, in case, 10/- ;

i-pl. Klimax Developing Tank, 5/- ; Telescopic
Tripod, 3-draw, 5/- ; all as new. — Howe, 117,
Park. St.. N.W.l. _
[6753
Trade.

— we have all the latest modern film cameras,
too — look at the line selection illustrated below.

washes
removing
film, fixes
V.P. and
to
Roll
Film without
Tanks (nickel),
develops,
i-pl., 4/11 ; 2-gal. Economy Tanks for D. & P.

work, complete with clips and weights, takes all
sizes, 25/- ; 9-mm. Cine Film Tanks from 22/6. —
White Photo Accessories, 18, Murgatroyd St.,
Bradford.
[5835

Exchange or Sell.— Kodak P.C. special Roll

Film ; as new, fitted plate, slides and F.P.A.,
leather case, Goerz Dogmar f/4.8 lens. Compound
shutter ; cost £22, for good f/4.5 Lens, Heliar
preferred, focus about 6 in., or sell £8. — Box 7261,
c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.”
[6772

Reflex
RoU Film,
par¬
ticulars.wanted.
— Box — 7262,
c/o 3ix2i,
“ The full
Amateur
Photographer.”

[6773

WANTED. — 10x15 cm. Deckrullo Slides or Slide

Adapter ; lOi-in. Cooke Aviar f/6.3, good
condition, cheap. — Goffey, Lyncraig, London Rd.,
Tonbridge.
[6780

“ BRILLIANT ”
KOLIBRI
' 3t X 2*. The thin*
nest and lightest
A new reflex type
Takes 16 exposures
on V,P. roll Him. 'World.
F/4,6, of roll-film camera.
abutter
£^3 jq q
Zeiss
Tessar
the 1' A *’ snip ” for the
iI cantera
'* Radionar in
” anasand
COWI’UJl
I
£6 6 0; beginner £2 15 0
: tigmat.

w

camera cases.
A. Maskens
Cross ;
Bellows.
— A11— sizes
stocked & ; Sons.
lowest12a,prices
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083
Ikon, Metal
Cameo,Slides,
Klito,
Contessa,
Zodei Zeiss
and
SINGLE
A.P.
Paris,
T.-P.,
Block Edge fittings: 3ix2i 1/3, 4ix3i 1/6,

From

5ix3J

Square, London,

'

or

[6697

PATHESCOPE
B, f/3.5— 7,lens,Maxwell
only
used twice, Motocamera
£4/10 or nearest.
Avenue, Gt. Moor, Stockport.
[6706
PATHESCOPE
Motocameralenses,
B, perfect
condition,
£4 ; 3 supplementary
leather case,
12/6.
Sutton,
[6707

Ensign
super Kinecam, Cinar f/2.5, £45 model,
with' case, £20, very little used ; Ensign

LANTERNS
" Rolieiflex ”

“IKONTA”

Takes 8 exposures
on
roll
I’rom
him, f/G.3
mat
lens. anastig4

The all-automatic
roll-film reflex,
lens.
f/4.5 anastigmat
From

0

£20

0

meter
"PROMINENT*’
The
latest
camera
£2q
5 q
for

the

advanced

Telephone,

Chancery

8541.

&

ENLARGER^

f/6.3 lens,
condensers,
£4/10 ;Enlarger,
perfect
Ensign
Noxa4i-in.
Autoprint
Vertical
condition. — L. Godwin, 40, Jubilee Place, Kings
Rd., Chelsea.

worker. With range¬
finder and exposure

[6714

ZEISS Ikon Vertical Automatic Enlarger, as new,

0

i-pl., f/4.5 lens. £8 ; cost £13/17/6.— Waterton,
Chestnut Drive, Berlchamsted, Herts.
[6696

16-mm. Projector, 15-guinea model, complete and
perfect, £7/10. — Wride, Jewry St., Winchester. [6715

focus, vertical
3ix2i, Enlarger,
Aldis UnoV2,f/6.8
lens, variable
carrier
Ensign
electric,
takes i-pl., complete with easel base ; bargain,

PATHE 9.5-mm. Projector, double claw, C motor,

super attachment, dual ammeter resistance,
mender, notcher, spare reels, lamps, etc. ; cost
over £15 ; accept £8. — Below.

£4/5. — Box 7248, c/o “ The Amateur

Motocamera de Luxe, f/3.5 lens, filter, title

Photographer.”

89, Gipsy
ZEISS Hclinox Electric Enlarger, enlarging
3x4
[6729

lens, chargers, luxe case, etc. ; cost over £13 ;
accept £7/10 ; all above new condition. — Slater,
47, Greenhill Rd., Cheetham Hill, Manchester. [6750

cm., films to 31x21, 26/6. — How,
Hill, S.E.19.

[6701

Trade.

Trade.
vited of immense
stock of ;Films
16, 35 mm.).
Everything
for Movies
your (9,inspection
in¬
Cameras and Projectors, including Bell & Howell,
DeVry, De Brie, Williamson,
and Coronet.

W.C.

Mail or Patent Leather, 1/9. — Lloyd’s, 87, Lamb’s
Conduit St., W.C.l.
[6779 ■

CINEMATOGRAPH APPARATUS

—Perkins, 15, Banstead Rd. South,
Surrey.

2/3, etc.

BROMOIL
Transfer Press,
new— Gower,
; cost [6756
£11107,;
any reasonable
offer nearly
accepted.
Greencroft Gardens, West Hampstead,
[0090
differentCases,
sizesbankrupt
and fittings
CAMERA
stock, for
brandfolding
new ; and30
box cameras : Leather, 3/9 ; Velvet, 4/9 ; Tan

Trade.
ANTED. — -Leica or Contax Cameras, Cash
Exchange. — City Photo Works, Southport.

2/3, 9x12

slidesPack
: 3i Adapters,
x 2i 5/6, 4iA.P.
x 3i Paris,
6/6, etc.fittings
; postage
Film
as
extra ; obtainable from Actina Ltd., 29, Red Lion

Moy,

With

built

Zodel Special ”

- in I The
i

year's

With

Pathe, Ensign

sample, 1/3Films.
post— Enormous
paid, withselection,
big list
PATHESCOPE
30-ft.of

ILLUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, Wardour St.
Supers and 60’s.

(facing Film House), London, W.l.
Gerrard 6889.

Phone,
[5836

CINEMATOGRAPH
Accessories
standard
only ; lists freeFilms,
; sample
1/-.—; Filmeries,
57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[3523
chargers9.5loaded
2/2i
; tins
no callers
; exclusive
CINEART
Camera
Film,
2/-,
processing
2/- ;
16-mm., 9.5-mm. Films, stamp. — Atkinson. 24b,

Albert Bridge Rd., S.W.ll.

[0093

WM.
(JRIME, 8,Preston.
— Kodascope
£9/9 ;
Cine-Kodak
£.911716
; Ensign8, 16-mm.
Camera, f/1.5. Model 4, £18/18 ; Ensign Portable

Projector, super lens, £15/15 ; Folding Cine Screen,
£2/12/6 : lA Ensign R.F., Compur, Tessar f/4.5,
as new, £5/5 ; Rolieiflex, Zeiss f/4.5, as new, £10/10 ;
exchanges considered. — St. Mark’s Rd., Preston. [6728

ACCESSORIES

Bargains. — Ensign-Volvo Retouching Desk, i-pl.

BE

Doublet

ter
^ .
and speeded
loading.
With |
f/3.0 lens
i packs,
£22 0 0 !

WESTON

without

any

627 EXPOSURE

MONEY

further

lens
37
shut¬6

and
film
f/3.8 lens I
With f/6.3 anas¬
£6 17 6 1tigmat
lens 55 -

METER

Designed to measure the light
instantl}’^ and to give a reading in OA
the correct £/ numbers for all subjects

- SAVING

TERMS

I

I Wwa

t

LISTS

FREE

LTD.

WALLACE
.NEXT
WISE

IN

: GBOS.

DOOR

TIME— USE

I

PHOTOGRAPHS

TO COOK'S.,
OUR

DEPOSIT

WANTED

for photo only, or 8/3 for negative ; if you can
ItakeBUY
photos
of queerwritegravestone
4/clear
snapshots
to me epitaphs,
as I have
epitaphs all over that you can look up for me.
•— W. Bethel, 166, W. Van liuren, Chicago, Ills.,
U.S.A.
[6533

MISCELLANEOUS

ST., W

2691.

Parade,
[0082

Kodak Service Printer, £4 ; Ensign Rotary
Print Drying Machine, £4, cost £16 ; carriage
forward. — Flinton Harris, Northampton.
[6662

HEATOH

47, BERKELEY
Phone

Enlargers. — ^Ilst of parts for own con¬
Kodak Professional Enlarger, £10, cost £50 ;
struction ; postage 2d. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.

BARGAINS!

EXCHANGES

VERTICAL and Horizontal, for every size

negative, from Leica to 12x10, Condensers,
S
diffused
or focussing.
mercury
vapour illumination ; semi¬
JiNLARGER
automatic
R
E
T
S
A
J^ANC
jj^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.
Birmingham, 1. Telephone, Central 4255.

J. LANCASTER & SON, LTD., 87. Parade,
post free. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.
Clearance
sale List ofParade,
Shop-soiled
Enlargers,

4 A
1 MQ

calculations.

Vest Pocket Kodak, single lens .
10s. Od.
Vest Pocket Kodak, R.il. lens, as new .
17s. 6d.
16-mm. Kodatoy, motor drive, any voltage. Unused, but
sli^ihtly scratched. Cost £0 178. 6d .
£1 19 6
3i :< 24 Folding loa Reflex, absolutely as new, Zeiss f/3.5
lens, 3 D.D. slides. Co8t£50 .
£27 10 0
Bell & Howell Photometer, electric exposure meter. Just
as new. Cost £5 ISs .
£3 3 0
9 ^ 12 Voigtlander Double Extension Tourist Plate Camera,
f/4.5 Heliar lens, Compur shutter, 3 slides, leather case.
Barely used. Cost £20 .
£13 17 6
1-pl. Soho Reflex, 6-in. Ross Xpres f/3.5 lens, 2 D.D. slides,
leather case. Perfect. Cost £37 lOs .
£16 0 0
EASY

(i-pl. carrier), 7/6, as new ; Dozen new
Erneraann Knife-edge Metal Slides, i-pl. (9 x 12
fitting), 9/- ; Dozen Similar V.P., 5/- ; Jaynay
Printing Frames, nearly new, i-pl., two for 1/9 ;
5x4, 1/6 (two); P.C. 1/6 (two); lOi-in. Con¬
denser, fine condition, £2/10 ; Kodak Film Tanks,
5-in., 16/6 ; 3i in., 15/-, as new. — 4, St. Albans
Avenue, Heaton Chapel, Stockport.
[6654

6-20 JUNIOR

biggest

LEICA ' one

45
Preventive Device, small, simple, neat. —
Bower, 30, Headstone Gardens, Harrow.
[6777

SOLE Rights for Sale for Camera Double-exposure

SYSTEM.

THE

XXIV

ZEISS

AMATEUR

IKON

|

are beantilolly made
from seamless brass tube,
and should not be con«
fused with oheap stands
on the market.
Circular top pattern.

r
r
a
a
a
w
w
w

7-draw

.

15s. 6d.

Special Compact Metal
Stand, No. 1627 (side
.
illustration), 8-draw, 44.
in. extended, closed 8 in.
.Price
9 in leather case
12 s. 6d
s
£16
6
14 . 0d .
s. « particulars on
Farther
Od.
application.

ZEISS

IKON

LTD.

11, Mortimer House,
Mortimer Street,
LONDON, W.l.

For Sale. — Davis Micro-l'elescope, including CAMERA
ALL
AND

K
ALTON,
Bristol,
150, Victoria
St. ACallers
new
depot for
South-Western
England.
welcomed.

Model II, in leather pouch .
Model I, in leather pouch, simplified .

25/20/-

Wholesalers— GARNER
&
JONES,
LTD.
Polebrook House, Golden Sq., London, W.l

K ALTON,
Rd. . Hours,
9 to 7 ;Manchester,
Wednesday, 99,
1 ;London
please call.
Send forLondon,
price list.
K ALTON,
61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
Orders Birmingham,
dispatched per
return. Rd., Harborne.
K ALTON,
7, Albany
9 to 7 ; Leeds,
Wednesday,
; please call.
K ALTON,
38, 1 Bridge
End. Hours,
K ALTON,
469i, Argyle St. Prices less
postage Glasgow,
"to callers.
and cream,
velvet and Double-weight,
matt, i-pl. 3/6
K ALTON
Chloro-Bromide
white72

GALLOWAYS
VICTORIA

“AGAINST

Spring

THE

PREMIER

PATHESCOPE

(Opposite

Ifew

Victoria Cinema.)

Telephone:

Victoria 2977

Hours of Business : 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. (Monday to Saturday.

46

USE

Brass,

LENS HOOD
LIGHT

Swaged

and

Braided

’

Clips.

of Ensi^, Hunter, Chapman, Westminster
Plkoto. Ex., Lizars ti- Dealers, or post free :

50, SYDEIVMAIVI

PARK,S.E.26

1-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
3/6
9 '6 72,
gross.6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,

K
ALTON
Postcards,
bromide
and gaslight,
quality,
all surfaces
: Vigorous,
3/- first
100,
1/9 50.
K ALTON
3ix2f, 3/- gross ;
41x2J Self-toning
and i-pl., Collodion,
4/-.
K ALTON
Self-toning
Postcards,
glossy, matt and
matt cream,
4/- 100,
32/6 1,000.
K
ALTON
Plates
:
f-pl.,
4
dozen
12/- 3; dozen
Postcard,
4 dozen 8/9, backed 9/9 ; f-pl.,
5/-,
backed 5/9 ; 3Jx2f, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9 ;
Plates, 3 dozen

*Tbe Amateur

7/6;

3ix4i,

Photographer.*'

ADVANCED

5/-.

3ix2},

FINISHED BY EXPERTS

SPEEDY D. & P. LTD.

WORKERS'

21/6/33

COMPETITION

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
AvailablettUJ Friday, June 30th.

18/-;

K ALTON
& D. 8/6.350, 3ix2}, 3
packs Film
5/3 ; Packs,
f-pl., 3H. packs
K ALTON
Flat
Films,
H.
&
D. 600,4 i-pl.,
5/-, 16/6 gross ; Postcard,
dozen3 dozen
8/9 ;
l-pl. 12/-, 33/- gross; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
Kfree.ALTON
bottled : lOd.
Amidol,
1/2 oz.1/-.;
Metol, Chemicals,
1/4; Hydrokinone,
; Pyro,
_
ATTWOOD,
Essex.guaranteed
— Reliable; Materials,
post paid Hadleigh,
: satisfaction
catalogue
[0009
ATTWOOD
FlatH. &Films,
superfine 2/-quality
350 and 600
D. ; Postcards,
dozen, ;
6 dozen 10/- ; f-pl., 2/3 dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.
ATTWOOD
superfine
quality 6 ;dozen
300 8/-and;
600 H. & Plates,
D. ; i-pl.,
1/9 dozen,

21/6/33
'The Amateur

Photographer."

INTERMEDIATE

COMPETITION

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available till Friday, June SOth.

' The Amateur

Photographer."

BEGINNERS’

21/6/33
COMPETITION

This CkiupoD to bb affixed to back of print.
•
Available till Friday, June SUtlL

ATTWOOD Acme Postcards, Bromide and Gaslight,

5 dozen 12'-.
normal and contrasty, 50 1/6, 100 2/9, 500 11/-,
1,000 19/- ; Commercial Postcards, 1/9 100 14/per 1,000.

'The Amateur

1/7 gross,

Allens
Plates,
44x3ilots).1/6.
54x34 Z/-,
64x4i Super
2/6 dozen
(6-dozen
— Below.
Allens
super
Chemicals
:
Amidol
2/9,
Hydrokinone 1/9, Pyro 2,9 i-lb. —Metol
^Below.3/6,
Allens
order 1/6Pads,100 7/6
special D.
de &
luxe P.Wallets,
(60/- dozen
orders ;

' The Amateur

carriage
paid).;
for Finishers’
168,
Oldham
Rd., send
Manchester,
4.List.— Allens,
[0092
OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

21/6/33

CRITICISM

This Coupon to be affixed to back of print.
Available tiU Wednesday following date of Issue.

Allens
Gaslight3Jx24(the1/8,quality
for
D. & P.super
Finishers,
44x21 paper)
2/6 gro.ss

(12-gross lots) ; 250-gross lots, 34x24,
sample gross 2/-. — Below.

Photographer."
PRINT

4-pl., 4/- per gross ; whole-plate, 7/6 per gross. —
Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
[0025

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

THE

Standard Size Rolls Developed. 6d. each.
Glazed Velox Prints : V.P. size. lid. each ; Six 2i. 2d. each »
4ix2} and i-plate, 2id. each: Postcards, 3id* each*
Postcard Enlarsements. 5d. singles, 3 for !/•, 6 for 1/6.
0x4 Big Prints. 6d. singles. 8 for 1/4, 6 for 8/0.
8x6 Snper Prints, 9d. singles, 8 for 8/«, 6 for 3/0.
Coloured Postcard Enlargements, in special folders, 1/8.
CASH WITH ORDERS. EXPENSES REFUNDED.
WRITE LIST.

ATTWOOD
Bromide
Paper,6x4i,
glossy,3/6satin,
matt, ;
normal and
vigorous,
per gross
Your Film Developed and 1 Velox glazed print made from each
negative : V.P. and x 2L 8 expoaurea, 1/2, No. 116 (2f x 4i)
1/0, 41 X 3i 1/3, 51x31 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- 1 dozen, Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen, 2. 9 1 dozen, 81x61; 2 6
dozen, 1/6 1 dozen, fij x 41 enlargements, 2/- 20 x 16, 16 x 12 1/9,
12 X 10 1/3, 10x8 1/-, 8i X 61 9d., 61 x 4| 6d.
PROMPT DISPATCH OF ALL ORDERS.
Sizes np to 12 x 10 glazed, unless otherwise ordered. All above
post paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE & CAMPION, 122, East Park Road, LEICESTER.

BIRMINGHAM

Ts to IJ in. 9d. ; to 1 f in. 1/- ; to
2i in. 1/6. (5 sizes, give diameter)

Postcard, 2/- dozen, 6 dozen 11/- ; f-pl., 2/9 dozen,

SPECIALISTS.

320, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Victoria, S.W.1

by

O.P.O.)

Use a TURNER
ADAPTABLE

10x8’ 5/-, 12x10

made

SNAPSHOTS

6 exposures;
5fx3i, 21/-.

THE CAMERA & GRAMOPHONE CO.

ENTHUSIAST

Photographic Chemists

SQUARE,

(Opposite

K ALTON
Films,; 3ix2f,10/-:
first quality, 82ix4},
exposures
If X2f, Roll
9/- dozen
12/- ;;

AU Pathescope 9.5-mm. Cine Films (other than P.S.P.)
received before 4 p.m. are ready 5.30 p.m. following day
(Saturdays excepted). Developing 2/-, Reloads 2/7, post free
Customers* Films Joined and Spliced, as required, no charge'
Oui new Super Demonstration Rooms are now completed.
See your films in comfort and take advantage of our exclusive
service, wUch is at your disposal, gratis, of course.

CIN&

weight, normal, vigorous ; same prices as
Bromide advertisement above, except i-pl., 6/6 gross.

Lantern

EXPRESS PROCESSING
SERVICE

THE

Best allowances

IZ ALTON, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 121, Scotswood
IV. Rd. Prices less postage to callers.

K ALTON Gaslight, single-weight and double¬
double-weight
K ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Cream1/1-pl.
Smooth3/6 and36 sheets
Rough, ;
10x8 5/- ; 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.
2/- gross,
12-gToss
20/-. ” 3ix2i glossy,
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,lots“ Xlnt
K ALTON
Gaslight
Paper,2/6 Ifgross;
x2J, 4ix2i
1/6 grossand ;
3ix2i 1/6
72 sheets,
Picture.
certain.

FOR

Agents for BELL & HOWELL, VICTOR, ENSIGN,
SIEMENS, KODAK, BOLEX and PATH^.
Let us have your old apparatus in part exchange lor new

15x12 4/3; 12x10 7/3 36 .sheets, 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross :
1-pl.
21 /6. 3/6, 4ix2i 3/6, 3Jx2i 2/6 gross, 12 gross

H. & D. Speeds.
View Finder
For Stills and Cin6. Quick and

of

MODERN
MAKES
OF STILL
CINE CAMERAS
SOLD AND
EXCHANGED.

EVERYTHING

Trade.

matt, normal,
extra vigorous,
singleK
ALTON
“ Kaltonavigorous,
” Bromide,
glossy, velvet,
weight and double-weight; 20x16 6/3 dozen;

NEW
MODEL “PRACTOS”

1933

EXCHAMGE
the
MIDLAHDf

Tino eyepieces, two objectives, Abbe condenser,
11 slides, oak box, book. — Apply, Peace, Ford
Farm, Stawell, Bridgwater, Somerset. Deposit
system.
[6705

sheets;
7/3, 3/- 1/1-pl.
dozen. 3/6 36 sheets;

21,

THE

MATERIALS

r

June

ADVERTISEMENTS

MISCELLANEOUS

COMPACT
M E1AL TRIPOD
STANDS

d
d
d

PHOTOGRAPHER

AVOID

ALL

RISK

21/6/33

Photographer.**
ENQUIRY

COUPON

This Coupon to be forwarded with the question.
Available till Wednesday following date of Issue.

June

21,

THE

1933

AMATEUR

EXAKTA

PHOTOGRAPHER

ADVERTISEMENTS
A

MATERIALS

'3ix2i

Trade.

CITYforPHOTO
WORKS,British
Established
over; 22Papers,
years,
first-quality
material
Plates, Postcards, Mounts, Film Wallets and all
D. & P. lines ; big catalogue free.— City Photo
Works, Southport.
[0002

BURT’S. — The Old Firm, Guaranteed Material,

possible
price
; don’t
order
elsewhere
beforelowest
sending
for our
List
A ; our
testimonials
are repeat orders ; postage paid ; dispatched same
day.— Urothic Arcade, Snowhill, Birmingham.

BURT’S Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide : de

Luxe, 3/6 100 : First Quality, 1/6 50. 2/9
100, 11/- 500, 20/- 1,000 ; Commercial, 50 1/3,
100 2/-, 500 8/6, 1,000 15/-.

BURT’S Gaslight and Bromide Paper : 2JXlf,

1/3 gross; 3JX2i, 1/3 i gross, 2/- gross, 12
gross 20/- ; 4ix2J and i-pl., 1/9 i gross,
3/- gross (de luxe 6d. extra) ; -i-pl., 1/9 36 sheets,
3/3 i gross, 5/9 gross ; whole-plate, 2/9 36 sheets,
5/- + gross, 9/- gross (Commercial, 8/- gross) ;
10x8 36 4/6 ; 12x10 24 4/6.

FOCAL-PLANE
ROLL-FILM REFLEX
Full size V.P. pictures.

BUR'I’S Plates, sold to many leading studios,

„

10 per cent reduction
Films excepted.

GARNER
Polebrook
Ask

Camera

(No Job)

Photographers

CHANCE

and

D. & P.

Write or eaU for Finishers’

EXCHANGE
TO

on first sample

PURCHASE ROLLEIFLEX
A
^
CONTAX
LEICA
PROMINENT
MIROFLEX
EXAKTA
ETUI, PILOT
CINE-KODAK

apparatus required.

T.-P. REFLEX
(NEW

With F/1.9 SUPER

OALLUEYEB

ANASTIGUAT

LENS.)

SIX^

order.
[0026
nearest
puts

ALL

3/9 100.

KAMY3ix2iSelf-toning,
9/-. i-pl.4/-4/-,100.
4ix2i [0044
3/9,
3/- gross i-pl.,
; Postcards
LEICA
—
Have
you
Summer
of
films Users.
? Write
for
“your
Service
for supplies
the Leica
Camera.” — Photofilms, Leica Specialists, Red Lion

Square, W.l
Catalogue.

House. Chiswick

Mall, W.4.

■■

BOX
or-

ivith our

developed

SERVICE
Qd., and

' (each exposure)

ENLARGED
Send

PILLAR
In touch

DEVELOPINQ

size films

■ — '

KAMY Postcards, Bromide and Gaslight, 3/- 100 ;
gross ; Postcards

you

SUPER

Papers. 1/1-pl. 11/6, i-pl. 7/6, J-pl. 3/6,
4ix2:2 3/3, 3ix2i 2/6 gross.

KAMY P.O.P.. 1/1-pl. 10/-, i-pl. 5/9, i-pl. 3/-

grades.

List.

SERVICE

TwO'thirds (approximately) allowed as
part payment on modem cameras,
wben purchasing new cameras. (Send
for free booklet explaining.)
Cameras as part payment must be
subject to our approval.
Write, stating exactly wbat you have as
5/- and date
part payment, the price paid
purchased, with particulars also of new

P.C. 2/-, i-pl. 2/9 dozen, postage extra.

& JONES, Ltd.

for New

YOUR

KAMY Plates, any speed: 3ix2i 1/-, i-pl. 1/6,

" IHAGEE,”

House, Golden

CAMERA

KAMY Roll Films, 8 exposures : V.P.K. 9/-,

.. f/2.8 £21:10:0
FOR

Special terrriS to Oommcrctal
Finishers.

3ix2i 10/-, 2ix4i 12/-; 6 exposures:
3ix4i 18/-, 5ix3i 21/- dozen; Wallets, 4ix3i,
2/3 100, 7/6 500.

f/3.5 . . £18:0:0

WHOLESALERS

BESTXXV I

THE

KAMY, ltd., 22, Bunhill Row, London, allows

Helical focussing.

Anas, f/3.5 . . £14:0:0

Tessar

FOR

Super
Photographic
3ix2i Products
.. 1/8
SUPER PLATES.
SUPER
2Jxl| GASLIGHT PAPER
..
2/6
Gross.
..1/3
4ix3t
. . Doz.
1/9
4tx2J
3 doz.
..
4ix3i
2/2
.. 1/6
1/. . 1/10
. . 2/5
5i
x3i
6ix4t
..
3/6
.
3/6
6/9 sizes pro
100 2/6.
8/6
.. 3/450 and 600
3/6
H. & D.
rata.
All
i
gross.
Other c>r Gaslight), 50 1/6,
SUPER POSTCARDS (Bromide

all speeds : i-pl., 3/6 dozen, 3 dozen 9/- :
Postcard, 2/6, 3 dozen 6/6 ; i-pl., 1/9, 3 dozen 4/9.

Shutter speeded to 1 /1,000th. 7-cm. focus
anastigmats. All-metal. Precision work¬
manship. Prices include solid leather case.
Exakta

CHANGE

(No Seconds) ALLENS

POSTCARDS

P.O. and nextfilmtous.

SPECIAL

FREE

ENVELOPES

at 2(l>
Return

postageP<ttd.

SUPPLIED.

A boon

to Leica, Contax, RoUeiflex, and all small film osers*
EVERYTHING POST PAID.
SEND FOR LIST.

▲

■ ■

Phone:

f

Cent. 9480.

168, OLDHAM
MANCHESTER,

RD.
4

Open to 8 p.m., Satnidaye 9 p.m.

[0091

11/3, carriage — paid
Designs,
BA(3kGROUNDS.
Any ;design,
6X56d. —ft.Hocking,
clouds,
Bury Court Studios, Oswaldtwistle, Accrington. [6596
offered1933,
in dozen
at half
prices,
Rollstock,Films,
Ensignlots and
Agfa,usualbankrupt
post free ; all sizes. — Lloyd’s, 87, Lamb’s
St., W.C.l.

^ FOR,
WRITE

FREE

CATALOGUE

Ohe Largest’ '
S election of
fnatariailsin,
the Urade /

CITY PHOTO

POSTCARD
1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;
assorted Enlargements,
2d. each.. — Below.

Free for every 7/6 spent with us one 8ix6i

mounted Enlargement from your negative ;
no disappointments ; same-day service ; 8J x 6i
lOd., 10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15x12 2/1 ; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8JX6i 1/6, 10x8 2/-. 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade specially catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, 11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
Clerkenwell 1871.
[005(5

FREE.

WORKS

ENLAR(3EMENTS of Quality, Postcard Printing,
Peter¬
[4423

etc. ; price list free. — Slater, Sawtry,
borough.

BST.II'/tars

j
6d. 3,
3d. or1.—
Full-size
i/ /Q
O DOZEN,
Postcards lOd.
from6, small
film
plate,
re¬
touching and vignettes included ; postage extra. —
Atkinson Speight, 38, Gainsborough Avenue,
Oldham.
[0017

Portrait

ments, 2d. camera
; send Specialist.
for list. —— (Jeorge
Childe,
Miniature
i-pl. Enlarge¬
Photo-Chemist, 228, Roundhay Rd., Leeds. [5840
EYE’ Mounted
‘HAWK-CAMERA
Enlargements
guaranteed
supplied
West End
studios, artist
finished,as half-plate
2/6, whole-plate 3/6, 10x8 4/6, 12x10 6/-.—
Cox, 17, High St., Roehampton.
[6736

5/6 I PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPING

exposure stop. Uses ** Verichrome”
or regular “ Kodak ” Roll Film, size

POST
FREE

dark green, grey or brown.
state colour required . .

(C.O.D. or DEPOSIT
SYSTEM 1/- extra.)

2^ X 3i in. Obtainable in black, red,

NUMEROUS

OTHER

Please

CAMERAS

Send stamp for List.

CHAS.

AT

LOW

RATES

Dept.

20, COLCHESTER

!

(Trade enquiries invited.)

REDVERS

(reco.).

PM.,

ST., LONDON.

YOU

S.W.l

CAN

First-class Condition
from Lizars

Trade.

H9. EastbouTng>RoQd.Southl>oit

Made by Kodak Ltd. Takes closeups as well as long-shots. Complete
with two view-finders and time

Second-hand Cameras

ENLARGEMENTS

Everything in Photogra¬
phic materials at Prices
which defy competition.
You can save pounds by
dealing with the firm
22 years in the trade.
Better results at much
less cost.
SAMPLES

Conduit
■ [6778

DEAL

• OOME exceptional bargains from their
stock of Second-hand

Hnndieds to choose from; ifyondonHsee
what yon need in this list, drop os a card.

• Five days* free approval against
deposit.

All Developing and Printing, same-day service ;

Roll Films and one print each to 3ix2i 1/- ;
4ix3i 1/3, 5ix3i 1/8; write for lists; see also
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service,
11 , Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

DEPOSIT

any

maJ^e of camera.

JLlza/n
101-7
381

ty/. per gross, 42/6 per 1,000, Including title,
[0057
I / best Photographic Postcard on Kodak
Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative 36
for 3/- : titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon. [0064
PERFECT

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Lizars buy, sell or exchange

Trade.

IN

Cameras.

A. 1701. — Zeiaa Tele-Tessar f/6.3 Telephoto Lens, 32-om.
focus, in focussing mount, suitable for i-pl. camera, with
N. & G- folding lens hood, Wratten K 1 filter and leather
case. As new. List price, lens only £27 lOs. For £14 14 0
A. 341. — 3 ^ 4 cm. Nagel RoUoroy Roll Film Camera, taking
16 pictures on standard vest-pocket film, Leitz Elmar lens
f/3.5 In Compur shutter, with leather case. As new.
List price £15 15a. For .
£10 10 0
A. 281. — 4ix2i in. N. & G. Sibyl Excelsior Roll Film
Camera, latest model, with Ross Xprea f/4.6 lens. As
new. List price £29 10s. For .
£22 10 0
A.231. — 2c Autographic Kodak Special, Cooke Aviar
f/6.3 lens in Compur shutter, leather case. Good condition.
. .
£5 0 0
A.931. — 5^ X
in. Challenge Dayspool Roll Film Camera,
with Aldis f/6 lens in Unicum shutter, plate back, 3 D.D.
slides and focussing screen, leather case. Good condition.
For .
. .
7 6
A.711. — 6x13 cm. Verascope Stereo Camera, KraussZeiss Tessar anastigjnat lenses f/4.5 in* Chronoa shutter,
speeded 1/7 to 1/142 sec. and time, changing-box with
12 sheaths, leather carrying-case. Excellent condition.
For .
£12 0 0

Buchanan

St

Sauchiehall

St

Glasgow

SYSTEM.
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PRINTING,

COPYING,

21,

1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

OEVEIOPINC

Trade,

Films, any size. Developed, Printed and

6ix4i Enlargement 1/- (enclose stamp) ;
specimen Enlargement four stamps and negative. —
Appledore, 66, Eveline Rd., Mitcham, Surrey. [6474

1

Films Developed and Printed : 3ix2i lOd.,
extortionate Developing
prices ; list
— Shorewithout
View,
FIRST-CLASS
and free.
Printing,
Hythe, Hants.
[6719
ZEISS
“
DELTURIS
”
BINOCULARS
Developing
and
Printing,
also
Copying
and—
Enlarging
;
quick
service
;
send
for
prices.
Perfectly New. List Price £12:12:0.
W. Shepard, 682, Carlton Rd., Nottingham. [6734
Fully Guaranteed. In case complete. pQ .a .a
SPARKLING
Prints— Davies,
and Developing,
all sizes,
lOd., inclusive.
Havelock St.,
Dar¬
lington.
[6735
post free ; Prints Id. ; Postcards 2d. —
Downing, 6, Brasenose Rd., Bootle, Liverpool. [6601

PES

PAIB

oWO

aO

PHOTO

all

An Exceptional Offer which can never be repeated,

PROFESSIONAL Photographer, 30 years’ experience,

BROADHURST, CLARKSON & CO.,

develops and prints 3ix2i 8 exposures, 1/-,
post free ; PostSard Enlargements, 3 for 6d. —
Hall, Denton St., Oldham.
[6762

GASLIGHT2/9 PAPERS

BROMIDE

V.P.

8X6
, . 7/9 per gross
i-plate ,
8ix6i . . 13/11

3ix2i
2ix4J

Mr. Cbas. Powell, of Manchester,

who

won

the Kodak

Competition in 1931, writes that the Isle of Man
hunting ground tor a keen photographer.**

£200 AMATEUR

shutters,toetc.,
by skilful
workmen.and
— W.other
A.
Repairs
cameras,
focal-plane
Furse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
Works),

World

27, Chancery

•

Open to visitors during the 1933 season. Write for copy
of Official Guide containing winning snapshots of 1932

W.C.2.

[0006

POSTCARDS,

OR

GASLIGHT

BROMIDE

OR

SOFT

22/. per 1,000.
11/. per 500.
Singles or strips,
4/.

Press ; estimates
; established
Reliable
Repairs toat allonceApparatus,
tradenearly
and

Special Rapid 300 H.D.
Iso Press 600 H.D.
3ix2i .. 1/3 per pkt. Postcard 2/6 per pkt.
J-plate . . 1/9 „
„ I i-plate . . 3/6 „

ISLE ®F MAN

2/9 per 100.

PLATES

MARTIN

RETOUCHING

Photographic Chemist,

Trade.

SOUTHAMPTON

cuted. — Miss — Lamb,
3, Orchard
Canterbury.
Retouching.
First-class
work St.,promptly
exe¬

HOLIDAYS

1

ORDINARY

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,

50 years. — Moore & Co., 101 & 103, Dale St.,
Liverpool.
[6530

Competition, together with particulars of this year*s rules.
Obtainable free from P. A. Clagne, at either the Publicity
Dept., Isle of Man, or at Grand Buildings. Trafalgar Square,
London.

FOR HAPPY

Lane, London,

MATTE

45/.
.. 30/.

3 Gradei

VIGOROUS,

undertake repairs to all makes of cameras,
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ; instruments
insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Damages). Holborn 3126.
[0062

PHOTOGRAPHIC

COMPETITION

5/6
GLOSSY,
SILKY OR
5/4

PAPERS

. 12/.
. 20/.

10x8
I2x 10 ..
15x12 .

5x4
Postcard

Trade.

is ** a unique

1/9 per gross
3/7

i-plate

REPAIRERS

World-Winner’s Opinion
of the ISLE OF MAN

ALL-BRITISH
PLATES & PAPER

SPECIAL

QUOTATIONS

FOR

QUANTITIES

[5386

DIFFERENT Bargains EVERY WEEK
Any item sent on Jive days* approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appointment
at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange allowance.

76-PAGE
BARGAIN

DOLLQMD

LIST

Post free anywhere.

Wanted

3x4

cm. Vollenda No. 48, i6 exposures on

V.P. eim, f/3.5 Radionar, Compur.
Good condition. List £7 los .

3ix2i

.C4»l
X**,!

7»fi
I .O

Enolde Roll Film, patent telescope rack

focussing, f/4.5 Enolde, self-erecting, 3-speed and
delayed-action shutter, leather C 4
• 1 Q • fi
case. As new .

4ix3i

T.-P. Special Ruby

Reflex, revolving

back, 5j-in. Aldis f/4.5, 3 sUdes,
F.P. adapter. Fair condition. . . .

9.5-mm.

Pathe

Motocamera

anastigmat. Good
List £10 los .

4ix3i

CC.I
StO .

C.A

de Luxe, f/3.5

condition.

CC.IQ.C
XU.IH.U

cm. Mentor Folding Reflex, 15-cm. Zeiss

Tessar f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., jCI Q.l CaH
leather case. Good condition.... XiOaliJaU

16.mm.
and

8

new.

Model BB Cine-Kodak, 2 speeds, 16

frames

per

sec., f/1.9 anastigmat.

Cost £27 los..

'

As

A s new.

Lenses

- aiTZHlSOli
and

Accessories.

Bought

Derval,

rising front, F.P. adapter.

3}x4i

9.5-mm.
condition.

2ixl|

As Hea). Xl.lw.v

Contessa Nettel Roll Film, f/6.3 anastigmat,

rise and cross, plate back.

Good condition. £1:17:6

Path£ Kid Projector.
List £4 2s. 6d .

*iX*Xf

micrometer

4Ix2|

Zeiss Ikon Cocarette Roil Film, CT.T.U

D.D.

slide,

4ix3i
3x4

# •U

to i/300th sec., radial focussing.
new. Cost £10 los.. £5:5:0

f/4.5, Compur.

Cost

focussing. As new.

7*fi

Roll Film, rising front, f/4.5 Kershaw,

Tessar

As

new .

Xf

.1 .U

Cl

.I .fX

Graflex Reflex Series B, 5i-m- Kodak
F.P.

adapter.

As

new.

£25 .

f/4.5,

XI./.U

cm. Nagel Rolloroy, 16 e.xposures on V.P. film,
case,

As

V.P. Kodak, f/6.9 Zeiss anastigmat, fl .I

Good

gU

Vanity V.P. Kodak, red, f/6.3 Kodak, Diomatic

Apem

24x1|
3 -3ix2i
speed,

Good

2^x11 Goerz Roll FUm Tenax, f/4.5 Dog3^x2^

2i Folding
Hand, rack focussing, rise and cross, Cooke
f/6.5, X Compur,
6 slides,
case. Used condition. £1:10:0

case.

shutter, screw focussing, case to match.
New condition. List £4 los .

Ilex, 7 speeds, i
Very compact. As

LTD.

for cash.

9x12 cm. Zeiss Ikon Taxo Hand, f/6.3 Nostar, Cl ,1 C.H

f/3.5 Elmar, Compur, leather
new. Cost £15 15s .

£17:15:0

16-mm. Cine-Kodak Model K, f/1.9 anastigmat,
combination type case.
List £42 7s. 6d .

Cameras,

mar, Compur,

Double Extension Hand, 13.3 cm. Zeiss

Tessar f/4.5, delayed Compur, rise and cross,
frame finder, 3
slides, F.P. CQ.Q.A
adapter, leather case. Good condition. X0*0*U

9x12

: Leica

£9:15:0

51x31

condition .

condition.

Regular Sanderson Hand, f/6.3 Beck Convertible

Isos'tigmar,
Koilos, i to3 i/3ooth
sec., spare
T. and lens
B., reversing
back,
all usual movements,
D.D. slides,
C0.1 C.R
panel.

10x15

Tessar

Excellent condition .

281 OXFORD
London,
WEST

48

W.l

STOP

PLEASE

sec., 6 slides,

CC.C.A

F.P. adapter. Good condition .
XD.O.U
3x4 cm.
Fotet,
exposures
on V.P. film, latest
Compur,
f/3.5Baby
Meyer.
As 16
new.
List £8 los. £6:10:0

16-mm.

Kodascope C, loo-watt lamp, 2-in. £8:1
5:0

lens,
resistance
250 volts. Good
Leica
Camera, tointerchangeable,

condition.
f/3.5
Elmar.

Good

condition .

16-mm.

Cine-Kodak

f/3.5 lens, case.

Model

As new.

C 1 1 .fl .fl
XXX

BB, 2 speeds, £1

Cost £17 .

»U «U

1 .C.l)

XXX»»>«U

London, W.l

I2t,

Cheapside,

E.C.2.

2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
35, Brompton Rd., S.W.3.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.

HERE.

MENTION

to i/3ooth

17 TOPSFIELD PARADE
35, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.

Fourteen doors west ol Circus.

BOUND. BUSES

XX.XxJ.U

cm. lhagee Hand, double extension, 16.5-cm. Zeiss

f/4.5, 8 speeds

CROUCH ENDf n 8 28 OLD BOND %1.
$T.

CQI .lA.n
xai:iu:u

List £39:10:0

XX.iiJ.U

Folding
Roll Film, f/3.9 anastigmat, direct finder,
radial focussing.
Good condition. £2:2:6

9x12 cm. and i-pl. Zeiss Ikon Miroflex Folding
Reflex, 16.5-cm. Zeiss Tessar f/2.7, 6 slides. F.P.
adapter. Good
over £70.,

ESTD.
1750

"THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER"

191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., W.r.
65, High St., Notting Hill Gate, W.ir.
285, Finchley Rd., N.W.3.

Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Catford. — 62a, Rushey Green.
Croydon. — 12, George St.
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Kingston, — 30, Thames St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.
Liverpool. — 73, Lord St.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham. — 114, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St
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There’s far more than the ordinary range of

MINIATURE CAMERASatBOND ST

^ultra

fast roll-film models
ONE-NINTH

on first easy

DOWN

GETS

payment

YOUR

!

CHOICE!

Why not be more up-to-date and change your last year's camera tor one oi these handy, small and
simple-to-use instruments? You will then be always assured ot perfect results at a fractional cost
These super-efficient moddls also produce fine-grain negatives which enlarge clearly to almost
any required size. The best selection is at Bond St

Here are some splendid Zodel Models
VEST POCKET ROLL FILM
SELF - ERECTING ZODEL

4X3 cm. ROLL FILM
ERECTING ZODEL

SELF-

Drop baseboard model, f/.S.O Corygon leu.s
in foeusiting mount, Compur shutter, 1 to
Drop baseboard model. F.(ruar f 'S.”) ana-sligmat len.s in focussing mo\inf. f'oinimr

1 ';iOi»tli see., direct-vision lens-type ttuder.
8ize clo.sed
- IJ in. Weight 15 o/..

PRICE

£7

sluitter. 1 (o ] .’iiJOtli .sec., ilii'ect-vi.sioit
lcns-tyi>e finder- Siae clo.'^d 41 • 41 1^ iu.

: 7 : O

Weight

laA 02L

PRICE

—

ZODEL

^9

ROLL
(

Self-erecting

FILM

baseboard

Corygon

lens, in focussing

shutter,

1

to

lens-type

l yviHh

finder.

Weight 1-51
PRICE

among

these

GUARANTEED

f/3.5 anastigmat lens, Compur shutter, i to i/^ooth
sec. Cost £7 los .
£4 17 6

EASY TERMS

size, Zodellar f/4.5 anastigmat lens, \'ario 3-speed
shutter- Cost £3 15s .
£2 15 0

& EXCHANGES

Tessar f/4.8 lens, Compur shutter, i to i /300th
sec. Cost £10 I os .
£8 8 0

25;4;:j:3.
“ I am highly delighted with my
second-hand bargain, and considering

6
ai,
s,5s.
er
len 1
am
mC
i
il
fi
llF
at
yRo
stgm
rb
Co i
t
De
as
th
an . Fo
c
s5e
4.
th

5

ST.,

AMATEUR

0

Di

om

6

some

6

on standard cine him, Elmar f/3.5 anastigmat lens, focalplane shutter, i/zoth to i/5ooth sec., non-interchangeable lens, i
spool-box Cost £15 .
£9 17 (

sh
ut
te
r,
ic APPROVAL

i/

to i/
se
Co
£8 17s ltd £5
io
st
io
,
c.
.
th
ot
h used goods against full cash deposit.
to post-buyers of

at

siap^rasi

of these second-hand

items

may

be sold already,

but similar

outfits are usually

available.

LTD.

AND

on

BOND
“ THE

in advance

that

\’.P. size him, Foth f/3.5 anastigmat lens, focalplane shutter, i/25th to i/5ooth sec. Cost /8
£4 8s.
19

6

f/

MENTION

the price I paid for it I maintain
it is a REAL barg

to s.
lo
t4h
i£o
i/
st
Co
r,
te
ut
l.
sh
de
mo
ic
at y
om it
Di van

,
er

00
/a3r
ssi
Te o
t
is
is

Ze

l,tt
dehu
mo s

£5

on these covers go to press a fortnight

|119, NEW
iz

Manchester.

THIS:—

lens, 3-speed shutter.
£3 17 6

anastigmat lens, 2-speed shutter. Cost £3 £19

advertisements

PLEASE

£2 12

Nagel f/4.5 anastigmat
Cost £6 .

xe
ur
lu
mp
de Co

The
Institute of Amateur
Cinematographers, Ltd.

FFi
il m
,i
6o
onn
V\.
’P.P.
.s

3, e
6. lu
f/ b

,

TUB

As

.
ns ec
le s

OF

h

ASSOCIATE

AN

READ

Ross f/4.5 -\pres lens, shutter speeded to i/200th
sec., tan case, 3 D. slides, F.P. adapter. Cost
£22 .
£10 10 0

at ot
gm io
ti i/

APPOINTED

f/y.S

Compur

ox.

£6 : 6 : O

cameras

Anything on
9
montlily
r.n.stalmeiits. First payment
secures. Only 5 per cent
added (or 5/- if under £5).
Highest allowances on your
used
apparatus in part
exchange for something better.

mount,

.sec., dinect-visioE

There’s
a fine selec¬
tion of slightlyused miniature

There’s one each for New
Cameras. Cin6 Apparatus,
Bargains, Bvindries and Film
Library. Send 2d. to
postage for any you need.

model,

Si7.e cloiiwed

2 ; in.

SEND
FOR OUR
FREELISTS!

NORIS

on yi X 21 si/,e.^
drop

47,

BERKELEY

ST.,

Phones : Mayfair 0924-5-6-7
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days
For dull
or failing
O C H R Olight
M —E
xtra Fast Film.

MADE

IN
Printed

ENGLAND

To get the best from your
negatives — Print your
snaps on Selo Gaslight.
BY

for the Publishers, Iliffe & Sons

:: ILEORD
Limited,

Dorset

House,

Stamford

LIMITED
Street, London,

;: ILFORD

S.E.i, by The

Classic

Colour

:; LONDON
Press, Reading.

r

®
R
U
E
T
A
M
i
/
^
Photographer
^

&.
The

ciivE:iyiA.xoGFtAi>niE::.R.

Journal

for Everybody

Vol. LXXV.

Wednesday,

wilh

a CameraNo.

June 28th, 1933.

'ALWAYS

c

KODAK

PLATES
FOR IMPROVED COLOUR
|
RENDERING WITHOUT LIGHT riLTER I

ON

TOP"

Alwayys

FILM

DepentXaible

POST YOUR FILMS TO ME
I develop 8e print a VPK.
orNo.2 Brownie for 1-postfree

LENSES-

BEST FOR EVERY

CLASS

of WORK

MARTIN

CMtMIST SOUTHAMPTON

I SELOOHROME
ROLL

FOR

W

FILM

SUNLICHT
MADE

PHOTOGRAPHY
Copyright — Registered as a Newspaper

IN ENGLAND

BY

ILFORD

LIMITED

A LL-TH

for transmission in the U.K.

FORROLL^^^^FILM
DULL DAYS
lUFORD

LONDON

E ~ YE

AR- RO

U N D

2329.
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CINE-“KODAK”

EIGHT

Kodak’s latest invention — Cine-“Kodak” Eight
— makes brilliant, large-screen home movies
at world’s lowest running cost.
Cine-“Kodak” Eight makes one foot of film
do the work of four. It uses 25 ft. of special
16 mm. film (Cine-Kodak 8 film), but exposes
only half the width of the film at a time,
each frame being half as wide and half
as high as the image made

by the ordinary

Cine-“Kodak.” When the 25 ft. have been
run through, the spool is taken out, reversed,
replaced, and the other half exposed. The
film, when processed, is slit down the middle
and spliced end to end.
25 ft. of this special Cine - Kodak 8 film
equals 100 ft. of 16 mm. film, and for 10s.
gives 4h minutes screen-time (no charge for
processing). This is a great deal cheaper than
any other home movie system in existence.

Cine - Kodak

8 film has a

superfine grain panchro¬
matic emulsion, which is still
further refined by the exclu¬
sive Kodak Reversal process.
As a result, pictures up to
40 by 30 inches, of very fine
quality, can be projected.
Ask your Cine dealer to show
you the Cine-“Kodak”

Eight

Cine-“Kodak”
system, the Camera
Eight-20
and
“Kodascope” Eight-30.

Prices: Camera

PLEASE

MENTION

£Q-17-6, Projector £9-9-0, P'ilm 10/- per spool, includiag finishi.ag and return postage.
KODAK
LIMIPED, KINGSWAY,
LONDON,
W.C.2.
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ALL

When Choosing
Your

New

Reflex Camera

see that it is possible to use at will

PLATES, FILM PACKS, or
ROLL FILMS
Sooner or later — probably sooner — you
will desire to use all of the above media.
Each have their advantages.

REFLEX
CAMERAS

Therefore see that your
choice is so equipped.
Ask
Your
Dealer

Take PLATES
and, in Adapters,
FILM PACKS and
ROLL
FILMS

Catalogue
Post Free
ANYWHERE
ALTRINCHAM^

ENGLAND

AN “INSTANTANEOUS” SUCCESS!
NO NEED TO “ REFLECT ” FOR A SECOND . . .
. . . A 50th WILL DO 1 . . . BUT ONLY WITH THE

MATELUX

A
REVELATION IN
PORTABLE LIGHTING

12,000 c.p. (300 watt)
super-charged patented “MATELUX”
lamp which burns for 100 hours.
Outfit comprises; Aluminium floodlight
reflector with shock- proof Bakelite p-j-.ad- “'ice
control,
switch8-ft.
handle, press-button
justable
table-stand, and
flex with

complete

plug fitting. 300-watt Super-charged “ Matelux ” Lamp.
When ordering, please state voltage.
Imitation leather fitted case for ^ /rj
carrying complete equipment, I / O extra.
Ask
Obtainable

at Leading

MODERN
6, CONDUIT
PLEASE

your

each

brochure,
illustrated
“ Treatise

on

local dealer to demonstrate.

Stores

and

Photographic

Dealers,

•(Dept. A628),

“ THE

AMATEUR

W.i.

Clmrt,
and

or direct from

TRADERS

ST., LONDON,

MENTION

Write for

SPARE
LAMPS,

LTD.

Phone •• Mayfair 3163-4.

PHOTOGRAPHER

”

WHEN

Exposure
TradfC
Lighting"
FREE.

enquiries
invited.
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ADVERTISERS.
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CHOOSE YOUR HOLIDA
“CITY

SALE”

FIRST

HAS

VERY

PAYMENT

EVERY

LATEST
Nine

EASY

monthly

“STILL”

AND

Only 5 per cent added (or 5/- if
under £5). Use your camera
while you are paying for it.

SECURES

CINE INSTR

EXCHANGES!

payments.

Highest allowances on yonx \ised camera In
part payment for a better instnunent.
Bring yours and save.

84AldersgateS;^ S9 CHEAPSIDE
LONDON,

BIG SPECIAL OFFER

Phone

E.C.l

:

NAT.

0591

i-pl. N. & G. Special B Boxform Magazine, f/7.6 Carl Zeiss Protar lens, 2
changing -boxes, 3 double plate-holders, leather case. Guaranteed in per¬
fect condition .
£4 17 6
i-pl. N.& G. Nidia Folding Camera, Bech lens, speeded shutter, complete
in leather CEise .
13s. 6d.
3ix2i Doable Extension Cameo Folding Pocket, 4i-in. f/4.5 Krauss
Tessar lens, Compur shutter, speeded from 1 to l/250tb sec., rising and
cross front, focussing screen. 6 single slides, leather case. . £5 17 6
i-pl. T.-P, Special Roby Reflex, 6-in. £/4.5 Cooke anastigmat lens, re¬
volving back, 6 single metal dark slides. New condition. Cost £13
£7 17 6
6x4 Sanderson Hand and Stand, 5i-in. f/4.5, Carl Zeiss Tessar lens,
Compur shutter, reversing back, 3 double plate-holders and case £5 17 6
i-pl. Series 111 Pocket Kodak, f/4.6
Zeiss Tessar lens, latest pattern Compiir
shutter, rising front, micrometer screw
focussing adjustment, complete in leather
case .
£6 17 6
T.P. Series III Pocket Kodak, f/6.3
anastigmat lens, speeded shutter, with
auto-time scale, complete in case. As
new .
£3 12 6
V.P. N. & G. Sibyl, f/4.5 Dallmeyer
Serrac, rising firont. 3 double plate-holders.
F.P. adapter. In first-rate con<^tion
£7 17 a
Kodak Auto-tocns Enlarger, vertical,
complete. List price £10 178. 6d £5 12 8
i-pl. Artificial Light Enlarger, 5i-ia.
condenser, f/4 enlarging objective, com¬
plete with electric fittings. New con¬
dition .
£3 12 6
Zeiss Ikon BEuetta Enlarger, ul brand
new condition. List price £5 £4128.
10 6d.0

LONDON,

E.C.2

Phone:

CITY

11241

Bell-Howell 375-watt Filmo Projector, complete with adjustable resis¬
tance and case .
£55 0 0
Bell-Howell 200-watt Projector, with resistance and case £25 0 0
Bell-Howell Filmo 70A. f/3.5 Cooke^lens and leather case. . . . £21 10 0
Model K Cine-Kodak, as new, f/1.9 and 4-ia. Telephoto lenses, combina¬
tion case. Uosoiled .
£35 0 0
Ensign Super Kinecam, f/2.6 Cinar, 2-in. f/3.6 Dallmeyer and 3-ln.
f/3.5 Meyer Telephoto lens, turret ’front. New condition .
£42 10 0 *
16-mm. TictorCineCamera.f/l.d^DaUmeyerlens.Ieathezcase £24 0 0 i*
Pathe Motocamera Luxe, f/2.6 ^Hermagis and f/3.5 Tele lattachment,
leather case. New condition .
£14 14 0
Pathe Projector, complete, double-claw, motor, super attachment and
group resistance .
£7 10 0
Ensign 150-watt Silent Sixteen, com¬
plete with adjustable resistance £14 17 6
t Pathe Motocamera Model B, f/3.6 lens
and case .
£4 17 8
Pathe Motocamera Luxe, with f/1.9
Meyer Plasmat and f/3 Meyer Telephoto
lens, leather case. New condition. CoSt
£44 10s .
£25 0 0
16-mm. DeVry Cine Camera, f/3.6
Dallmeyer lens, motor drive and band
crank .
£10 10 0

IF IT’S NEW WE
HAVE
IT !

9.5-mm. Nizo Motor-driven Cine Camera,
f/3.5 Hermagis lens, 2-8peed motor drive.
In first-rate condition. List price£6 £14
17 6s.6

ZEISS IKON COCARETTE
Zi X 3^ Boll Film Camera with f/4.6 Zeiss Tessar,
delayed-action Compur shutter, speeded to
l/250th sec., direft-vision and reflecting vlewflnders. Radial lever fucuasing from infinity to
6 ft. Patent device, ensuring accurate film register.
Compact, all-metal body, leather covered, polished
edges to obviate wear.

LIST PRICE
OVR
PRICE

£11 6

o

£7 : 17
Nine monthly payments of 18/5.

T.-P.JUNIOR

RUBY
REFLEX

SLOW-SPEED

Nagel RoUoroy, f/2 Schneider Xenar
lens,
Compur
sector shutter, range-finder
and case
.
£12 12 0
i-pl. T.-P. Junior Ruby Reflex, f/3.6
Cooke lens, revolving ba^, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case .
£12 10 0
i-pl. Popular Pressman Reflex, f/4.6
Aldis lens, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case
£6 17 6
3^x2i Marion Soho Reflex, revolving
back, f/4.6 Zeiss Patent Tessar, O^double
£13 17 M
slides, F.P. adapter and leather case.*!
i-pl. T.-P. Press Focal-plane, f/6.6
Ross Homocentric, self-capping shutter,*
3 double slides. New condition £6 17 6 ^
34 X 2i Bentzln Folding Reflex, revolving i
back, spring-raised mirror, f/4.6 Zeiss
Tessar, self-capping shutter, 3 double
slides, F.P. adapter and case £16 16 0|
2C Special Kodak, f/4.9 Zeiss Tessar,
Kodamatic shutter. New condition «
£6 17 6 1

“CONTAX

Paths Donble-claw Projector, complete
With focal-plane shutter, giving L l/6th and
1/lOth sec. Controlled by one knob giving four
with super attachment aiul added resis¬
tance for use off any voltage. . £4 17 8
groups of speeds. Time Group, time and 1 sec.
18-mm. Ica Kinamo, f/2.7 Carl Zeiss
Night Group, l/5th and 1/lOth sec. Normal
Tessar lens, motor driven, complete with
Group, l/25th, l/50th, 1/lOOth sec. Sports
2 film-chargers and case. List price over
Group, 1/ioOth
to 1/1,
000th sec. The supreme
precision
universal
camera.
£24 .
£7 17 8
*10*0
With Zeiss Tessar f/3.6 ....
16-mm. Model C Cine-Kodak, complete
with resistance. List price £lb 18s.
i-pl. Ensign Popular Reflex, f/4.5
Aldis
£6 17
Nine monthly payments of 84/2.
£8 17 8
anastigmat, reversing back, self-capping
shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case
9.6 Coronet Cine Camera, f/3.9 anastig¬
mat lens, also Projector that can be used
3| X 21 T.-P. Jnnior Rnby Reflex, latest
off any voltage, complete outfit with «
silver surface screan .
£4 4 0
model, ixew condition, f/4.5 Cooke anastigmat, revolving back, eelf-capping ,
i-pl. Salex de Loxe Enlarger, f/4.6 anastigmat lens, 6i-in. condenser,
shutter, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and case .
£8 10 0^
revolving and special masking carrier, complete with electric fittings.
3ix2i N. & G. Sibyl, f/6.3 Zeiss Tessar leas, 6 slides, F.P. adapter,
£4 12case
6 I
Listed at £12 10s .
£8 17 6
3ix2i Ensign Aoto-Speed Focal-plane Roll Film Camera, f/4. 6 Aldis
2i X 3i No. 6 Watch Pocket Carbine, f/4.6 Boss Xprea anastigmat, Com-<
pur shutter, rising front, leather case .
£8 6 0
lino anastigmat lens, complete in hide velvet-lined leather case. Un£15 15f/4.691
soiled. List price £14 10s .
£9 17 8
i-pl. Tropical Model Ernemann Press Focal-plane, new condition,
i^pL T.-P. Junior Special Ruby Reflex, latest model, f/3.6 Dallmeyer
Zeiss Tessar, 3 double elides, leather case, self-capping blind shutt^ ■
anastigmat lens . 12-in. f/8 Dallmeyer Popular Telephoto, interchangeable,
6 slides and leather case. The whole in brand new condition. Cost £27
X 4i Toigtlander Roll Film, Skopar f/4.6 anastigmat, Compur sector
£18 18 0
shutter, brilliant and direct-vision finder. New condition ... . £3
£680
17 8
3x2 BoUette Roll Film, f/4.6 Zeiss Tessar, Compound sector shutter
No. 2 Ensignette de Laze Roll Film, f/6.3 Taylor-Hobson'Cooke anastig¬
mat lens, speeded shatter, focussing adjustment .
£1 12 6

CINE-‘KODAK’
HALVES

RUNNING

The WESTON

EIGHT

EXPOSURE

COSTS.

With fixed-focus f/3.5 lens, ex¬
posure guide, footage indicator,
and eye-level finders incorporated
in the handle of the camera. Holds
25 ft. of special film only half the
width of which Is i>A ■^'T

THE

down. Absolutely fool¬
proof. Point it at your
subject and the exposure
Is accurately registered.

exposedmonthly
at a time.
bW
Nine
payments •ofI f23/1.

the
An ideal instrumenffor the serious photographer.
High-class manufacture in every sense of the
word. With revolving back and self-capping blind
focal-plane shutter.
Fitted with DALLMEYER Lens.

3ix2i

F/4.5

£12:0:0

3ix2iF/3 5 £15:0:0
Nine''monthly payments

2

PLEASE

of 28/- or 35/-.

MENTION

"THE

WESTON

automatic

627

METER

Designed to measure the light instantly
and to give
a reading
in the i^O
correct
numbers
for all
cin6 subjects.
iAcP

“ROLLEIFLEX”

9 monthly payments of 19/10.

Here’s
the Has
camera
get life that
into' goes
all your
pictures.
everyto gadget
for
absolute perfection.
only 2i X X 4 In. Takes 12 exposures
on standard 3i x 21 roil film. Gives beautiful
enlargements. Compur shutter, 1 to l/300th
sec., T. and B. Fitted with Zeiss Tessar
lens-f/4.6.
FROM £AA
Nine monthly payments of 48/8. oCfAw

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER"

WHEN

METER

WORLD’S BEST.
batteries to run

CORRESPONDING

WITH

ADVERTISERS.

If
own ait’sstill
or
cin6you
camera,
up to
sures AndriCihe
you to
get the Weston
and
absolutely
obviate
all risk of faulty expo¬
Nine monthly payments
of 36/2.
waste of film
IU9

June

28,

THE

1933
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PHOTOGRAPHER
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ADVERTISEMENTS

CAMERA ON EASY TERMS
MENT AND

HUNDREDS

APPROVAL

Approval to post-buyers of used goods
full cash deposit. A
concession which
proves the good value we offer.

OF THE

FINEST BARGAINS

BARGAIN

published. Packed
bargains and all latest

with

BOOK^

apparatus.

ST 54

90/94 FLEET
LONDON,
iria''4ix21
shutter and

E,C.4
Tropical
Roll Film,
case . Carbine
. .

Phone:

CITY

BIG

Carl Zeiss
. . Tessar
. .f/4.5, £6Compur
17 6

fd^x4
f/4.5, self-capping
6 slides, Goerz'jAnschutz,
F.P. adapter and Dogmar
case .

No.

3^ X 21 " Duplex Focal-plane, double
extension, Ihagee anastigmat f/4.5, D.A.
Compur, self-capping focal-plane shutter,
speeds to^l/1, 000th sec., 12 slides, Nice
order .
£12 12 0

New

HOLIDAY

‘SNIPS’

1 Special Kodak,

f/8.3 Cooke

81 X 21 Zodel Folding Pocket, f/3.8
anastigmat, delayed-action shutter, double
extension, 3 slides, F.P. adapter £5 7 6
Midget Movie Cine Camera, taking
91-mm. film .
16s. 0d.
6 X 41 cm. V.P. All-metal, f/2.9 anastig¬
mat, B.A. Compur shutter, focussing, 6
slides. New condition .
£10 10 0
31 X 21 No. 1 Series 11 Eodak, Carl Zeiss
Tessar f/6.3, Compur shutter and leather
case .
£5 7 6

HERE’S ANOTHER
MODEL !

NEW

anastigmat,

Compur.

Cost

£12 128.
£3 17 6
£3 18 9
Cost £13 178. 6d.

SLOW-SPEED

3ix2| Enlarger, 4i-ia. condenser, f/6
anastigmat, electric fittings. . £3 15 0

1-pl. Sanderson Hand and Stand, f/6.3
Ensign anastigmat, Ibso, 3 B.B. elides,
leather case .
£3 7 0
40 X 107 Binocular Stereo Betective

MODEL

Camera, pair f/4.5 Zeiss Tessars, automatic
chauging-box. Cost £15 15s. . . £2 12 6

III

31 X 21 T.-P. Reflex, rev. back, self¬
capping focal-plane shutter, f/4.6 Cooke
anastigmat, 6 slides .
£5 15 0

Gives long instantaneous exposures of 1, 1 and
1 sec., or any intermediate fractions, in addition
to l/20th — ‘l/600th seo.
Has telescopic range¬
finder with magnification 14 times and eyepiece
for focussing the image.
JpOft * A * ft
With
With

standard Elmar f/8.6 lens. .
Ultra-rapid
Summar f/2

In sunk

shutter,

reversing

back and
£5 12 6

focal-plane

shutter,
£7 7 0
drive. .. . £7 17 0

i-pl. T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, revol¬
ving back, self-capping shutter, f/4.6
Cooke, 3 B.B. slides.... .
£0 6 0
1-pl. T.-P. Special Ruby Reflex, revolving
back, sunk lens box, f/4.6 Carl Zeiss
Tessar, 4 B.B. slides, F.P. adapter, chang¬
ing-box .
£9 19 6
Revolving Masking Carrier, in oak, for
i-pl. enlarger .
£1 1 0

• w • V
^ *0

mount (available shortly)
■ I w
Either model on easy terms.

"V

81 X 21 All-metal Goerz Tenax, f/6. 8 Tenastigmat, speeded shutter, 3 slides £1 9 6
6x4 Goerz Anschutz, Model A shutter, Goerz f/6. 8 double anastigmat,
6 B.B. slides, leather cose .
£3 3 0
1-pl. Minimal Universal Hand and Stand, double extension, reversing
back, f/6.3 Carl Zeiss Tessar, Compound, 3 B.B. slides, F.P. adapter.
Cost £15 .
£2 19 0

Nine monthly

Several
Pairs High-grade
ta ila
on application.

Prismatic

Binoculars

1-pl. AU-metal Voigtlander Folding, f/4.5 Skopar,
F.P, adapter. Cost £9 lOs .

ROLL-FILM
CAMERAS
lens f/6.3, speeded shutter,

anastigmat

£3 12

6

OUR
A Q /Q
™
PRICE
OUR WINDOWS.

at bargain

prices.

Ibsor shutter,

Be¬

3 slides,
fiS 19 6

“SALEX”
with delayed action.
view-finder, with 3

Direct-vision
■ 1 7 ■ ft

slides. Cash Price
■ I f ■ U
Niue monthly payments of 16/1.

of

The BRILLIANT

speeds £30

payments

3ix2}

Radionar

brilliant and direct-vision finders.
LIST PRICE
.

i-pl. Recent Goerz Anschutz, self-capping focal-plane shutter, Carl
Zeiss Tessar f/4.6, F.P. adapter, leather case. Cost £20 .
£5 8 6
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, rev. back, self-capping shutter, f/4.5 Zeiss Triotar,
6 elides .
. .
. .
2 6

46/8.
B, three

‘NAGEL’ TRIUMPH

size 3i X 2i. For Plates, Roll Films or
Film Packs. Full double extension.
Rising and cross front, fitted with our
world-famous f/3.8 lens, 105-mm.
focus. Latest pattern Compur shutter,

Busch-Glaukar
anastigmat
f/2.8 lens brings every subject
within your scope. The aper¬
ture automatically controlled.
Instant daylight loading.
Speeds 8, 16 and 64 pictures
per second.
Birect and
reflecting view-finder.
Model A, one speed.

Model

(NEW ROLL-FILM ‘SNIPS’

31 21 Ensign Roll Film, f/6.3 anas*
tlgmat .
£2 5 0
31x21 Ensign Roll Film, f/7.7 Ensign
anastigmat .
£1 17 6
V.P. Tenax, f/6.8 Bagor, Compur, 6
elides .
£1 17 6

LEICA

SIEMENS 16-mm
cin£ camera

payments

0180

STREET

02-31
Stereo and Panoram Goerz
Anschutz, pair f/6.3 Bagors, focal-plane
shutter, 4 B.B. slides, leather case.
Cost £36 .
£5 10 0

1-pl. T.-P. Reflex, T.-P. Cooke f/4.6, self-capping
reversing back, 3 slides .
91-mm. Pathe Motooamera, f/3. 6 anastigmat, motor

Nine monthly

at LIME

No. 0 Graphic, f/6.3 Ross Homocentric,
focal-plane shutter .
£2 19 6
la Cocarette, £/G.3 anastigmat, Berval
shutter .
. .
£1 17 6

Whole-plate Stiuare Bellows Field and Studio, double extension, swing
and reversing back, 3 slides, tripod and case .
£6 17 6
31 X 21 Agfa Speedex, f/8.d anastigmat, canvas case .
£1 6 0
31x21 lea Ideal, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/4.6, Compur shutter, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter, leather case .
£6 17 6
31x21 Palmos, Xenar f/4.6, focal-plane shutter, 3 slides and leather
case .
£12 17 6
Leitz Leica Camera, f/3.5 Elmar, focussing, canvas case. ..... £9 12 6
1-pl. Apem Reflex, Sbylor f/4.5, focal-plane
F.P. adapter .

MON.

£7 10 0
1-pl. Soho Reflex, IB Celor lens f/4.8, 4 B.B. slides, magnifiers, leather
case, 12-in. Popular Telephoto .
£14 14 0
3i X 21 Ensign Roll Film Speed Reflex,
focal-plane shutter, f/4,5 Aldis, f/6.5
Ballon Telephoto, leather case £11 17 6

con¬

1-pl. T.-P. Junior Reflex, T.-P. Cooke
f/4.6, self-capping, focal-plane shutter,
reversing back, 6 slides .
£7 7 0
6 X 4^om. Baby Soho Reflex, Carl Zeiss
Tessar f/2.7, self-capping focal-plane
shutter, revolving back, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter .
£18 18 0
9 X 12,'om. Qoerz Manufoc Tenax, double
extension, Bogmar f/4.6, Compur shutter,
F.P. adapter and leather case £6 6 0
P.C. No. 3a Special Eodak, range-Onder
model, Berthiot Olor £/6.8, Compur
shutter, U-front, leather case, . £4 17 0
No. la 41x2i Librette, Nagel f/6.3
anastigmat, Everset shutter, rising front.
New condition .
£4 17 6
81x21 No. 7 Watch Pocket Carbine,
Aldis f/4.6, Mulchro shutter, rising front
£5 5 0

ST

Phone:

V.P. Piccolette, f/4.6 Tessar, Compur, case .
i-pl. Miraphot Enlarger, f/4.5 Tessar, electric fittings.

J-pl. Planex,^Triomo f/6 anas., focal-plane shutter, 3 slides £2 12 6
Si-mm. Pathe Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat, Camo motor. . £2 17 6
10-mm. Bell & Howell Filmo, f/3.5 Cooke, 3 speeds, motor drive and
leather case .
£17 17 0
drive.

E.C.3

i-pl. Ica Reflex, rev. back, focal-plane shutter, f/4.6 Tessar, 3 slides »
F.P. adapter, leather case .
£5 19 6
1-pl. Ruby Field, T.-P. shutter, set of Meyer lenses, 3 B.B. slides, tripod,
case. Cost £20 .
^3 3 0

focal-plane £6shutter,
17 6

"5x4 T.-P.
Focal-plane,
f/4.6, self -capping focal-plane
shutter,
F.P. Press
adapter
and leatherRoss
case Xpres
.
£12 15 0
1-pl. N. & S. Reflex, Zeiss Patent Tessar f/4.6, Ballon f/5.(> Telephoto,
revolving back, 6 slides, F.P. adapter and leatlier case .
£21 0 0

16-mm. S.IO Einamo, Carl Zeiss Tessar f/2.7, motor
dition .
£11 11 0
16-mm. Model BB
Cine-Eodak, f/1.9
anastigmat, motor drive. New condition
£14 17 6

Get it, it’s post free!

LIME

LONDON,

6981

DAY !

^»shtest cata.

logue ever
lOO-Page

Free

New

OF THE

of

70/-.

Takes the standard 31 x 21 8-exposure roll
film at 1/2, but gives 12 21-in. square pictures.
The brilliant image emphasised by the deep

EXCHAnCE
MENTION

** THE

With

31x21

S'speed
shutter .
F/4.5 anastigmat
lens,

AMATEUR

shutter .

PHOTOGRAPHER**

WHEN

£Q

■ v
■ A
U
■
ft ■

ROLL-FILMS
and
direct-vision
7n
/

0-sp8eded
shutter
OU
R

Genuine leather covering, beautifully
throughout. 50 per cent off list price.
WITH

F/6.3 ANASTIGMAT.

hood is almost full size. Two.
speed shutter. > High-grade
/
f/7.7 anastigmat lens .
F/6.3 anastigmat lens,
• ft ■ ft

Compur

PLEASE

‘AGFA*

PRICE

CORRESPONDING

^

WITH

List price £7.

i U/"

Appointedof the
an ^ <
Associate

• U

finden.
finished

Cinematographers, Ltd.
The Institute of Amateur

ADVERTISERS,
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FILTERS

As t±Le result of extensive study of sensitizing dyes carried out in the Kodak Research
Laboratories, both the speed and colour sensitivity of Eastman Panchromatic Films
have been greatly increased. The new standards attained necessitated revision of the
series of Wratten Orthochromatic Filters.
The two ‘‘K” filters are the same as those previously supplied under these names.
The K3 is now obsolete, the improvements in sensitizing having made it unnecessary.
The two new filters are :

Kl . A pale yellow filter which should be used
when only a slight colour correction is needed, or
when exposure must of necessity be short. May be
used with any of the Eastman Panchromatic
Films.

Xl . A pale green filter for use with Eastman
Portrait Panchromatic Film by half-watt
light or for Eastman Super-sensitive Pan¬
chromatic Film by daylight or arc lamp.

K2. A yellow filter giving full colour correction.
For use with Eastman Commercial Pan¬
chromatic Film, Eastman Panchromatic
Process Film and Eastman Portrait Pan¬
chromatic Film.
These filters are not intended for use with a 16 mm.

X2. A deeper green filter for use with
Eastman Super-sensitive Panchromatic
Film by half-watt light.
cine-camera, for which special filters are supplied.

A leaflet “New Wratten Filters and their Uses” describes these
filters more fully. It may be had free on application to —
KODAK
LIMITED (WRATTEN
DIVISION)
KINGSWAY
- LONDON,
W.C.2

HAVE

YOU

TRIED

It is as good as having a better
lens in your Camera
SUPERPAN Roll Films and Film Packs, having a
speed of 2700 H. & D. to daylight, are the fastest
films on the market.
Super panchromatic, fine grain, excellent latitude,
anti-halation— eminently suitable for photography in
very dull or waning light or under artificial lighting.
Also Ortho and Isochrom Films.

AGFA
4

Ltd., 1>4, Lawrence St., High Street, W.C.2
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* LEICA*'

THE NEW
SHUTTER

SPEEDS

1 to 1/500th sec.

LEICA PHOTOGRAPHY
is the highest conception of MODERN
PHOTO¬
GRAPHY.
Negatives measuring IJX 1 in. produce perfect enlargements.
Cost of negatives less than Id. Leitz Interchangeable Lenses for all purposes
— distant photography, architecture, night and stage scenes. Enlargers
and Projectors are provided which will take the various Leica lenses.
Model

I Leica Camera,

with focal-plane

Model

II Leica, with range-finder .

Model

III Leica, with shutter speeds
With

LEICA

CAMERAS

Elmar

shutter, l/20th to l/500th sec.

£15

0 0

£22

0

0

1 to l/500th sec., with range-finder

£25

f/3.5 lens.

PURCHASED

OR

0 0

EXCHANGED,

“LEICArCOP"

A new Automatic Exposure Meter, designed specially for use with the Leica
Camera. The exposure scale on the Leicascop corresponds exactly to the
shutter speeds of the Leica. EverytWng the user of a Leica wants to O fj /«
know about exposure is made plain with the Leicascop. Price lJU/

■ A«i
/^/\ Ltd.
o CO.
■iiiaivpn &
A HUNTER
A jk
SANDS
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ST RAND)
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Simplieity
-

3 0,000

V

combined with
Efficiency

PHOTOGRAPHERS
NOW

REGULARLY

USE

GRANVILLE
PRODUCTS
Write to-day for Free List
GRANVILLE

DE

LUXE

PAPERS

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous and Normal.
Sheets,
7/9

2/9
3/7
5/4

4ix2|
3ix 3i
2i Gross’
41x
..

51x3i

GRANVILLE

6ix4J 144 ..
8ix6i
72 ..
..
10x8 36
I2x 10 36 ..

DE
LUXE
4/.

7/4
5/6
8/4

POSTCARDS

All Surfaces : Bromide, Gaslight ; Vigorous and Normal.
20 1/-, 50 1/9. 100 3/-. 500 13/6

GRANVILLE
UNSURPASSED PLATES

3i
H.D.

100. 250, 350, 650, and

Special Ortho

H.D.

425.

8}x6i i
3ix2| I Doz.

..

l/3_
1/10

6JX4J

I Doz.

3/9

..

The

BRILLIANT

2/10

Although mainly designed to assist the beginner to
secure perfect results, the Brilliant Camera is being
enthusiastically used by advanced workers as well
— so efficiently designed is the body and of such high
quality are the famous Voigtlander lenses.

In almost every
Dark-room
lx
can the Granville label be found
GRANVILLE

0

SEMITONE

Velvet, Matt ; White and Cream ; ChloroBromide ; Double-weight thickness.
Sheets. 8ix6iSheets.
72 ..

View-finder is two-thirds full size, giving a clear,
plastic image of great brilliance emphasised by
the deep metal hood.

Glossy.

4ix3i 144 ..
51x3J 144 ..
6ix4| 72 ..

.. 4/6
.. 6/2

.. 5/.

36 ..
36 ..

10x8
12x10

.. 8/6
.. 6/6
.. 9/9

GRANVILLE
M.Q.,

DEVELOPERS
Pyro,

Gold

Toning,

Acid

GRANVILLE
Cut^ Films, Mounts, Chemicals, Tissue, Mountant,
Sepia Toner, P.O.P., Glazing Solution, Self-toning,
etc., etc.

LEAMIN
Telegrams
LONDON
18, Gray*8
Telephone

Telegrams

GTON

Phone

BIRMINGHAM

auto¬

setting lens mount to
or Portraits.” (F/4.5

in the price of all models, the better two being
covered in real black morocco leather, the
cheapest in leatherette.
With Voigtlander Voigtar f/7.7 lens
in 2-speed shutter .
With Voigtlander Voigtar f/6.3 lens in
Embezet 3 -speed shutter .
With Voigtlander Skopar f/4.5 lens, in
Compur 8 -speed shutter (as illustrated)

£2:15:0
£4:5:0
£8:5:0

A special Ever- ready Case is supplied which allows
the camera to be used without removing it from the
case. Price 7s. 6d. for f/7.7 model, and 10s. for f/6.3
and f/4.5 models.

847.
BRANCH

:

174, Corporation Street.
Telephone \
Telegrams /
Central 2482.

Inn Road, W.C.I.
HolSorn 5688.

its own

SPA

: " Granville, Leamington.*’

BRANCH:

Focussing by simply
“Landscapes, Groups,
model is scaled in feet).

having

a A shoulder lanyard and tripod bush are included

All grades as above.
15 1/.. 50 2/-. 100 3/6, 500 16/-.

-

in. pictures, the Brilliant
matic numbering device.
9

GRANVILLE
SEMITONE POSTCARDS

Gaslight. Amidol,
Fixing, Semitone.

% Takes 8-ex. 3Jx2J in. film, but gives 12 2Jx2J

First

in 1756:

First

To-day.

The 1933 Voigtlander Catalogue will be ready very shortly. May we send you a copy?

★ PEELING & VAN NECK, LIMITED
4/6,
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SEPIA PRINT
YOUR SUMMER SNAPS
THIS SIMPLE WAY. . .
You can obtain beautiful sepia pictures with
Seltona, without

/i;

No dark-room

toning and

developing.

is necessary — all you need is

a printing frame, a dish of hypo solution,
a dish of water and some Seltona.
Nothing

could

be

simpler.
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The Twenty-fourth Exhibition

No.

2329.

Salon of Photography, 'and its pre¬
decessor the Linked Ring ; he is
an Hon. E.R.P.S. and has acted as
judge at innumerable exhibitions,
besides helping to forward many
societies and other associations con¬
nected with photography. We ex¬
tend our congratulations to Mr.
Keighley, and trust that he will
long be spared to render further
services to his fellow photographers
and to the production of many
more fine pictures.

on the outside, “ Photographs for
Exhibition only. No Commercial
Value. To he Returned to Sender.”
Suitable labels for the packages
are included as part of the entry
form. The entry forms are now being
distributed, and are available from
the Gallery at the above address,
or readers of The Amateur Photo¬
grapher may obtain them from the
offices of this paper upon application.
The last day for receivmg pictures
' at the Gallery is Wednesday, August
30th, 1933.

Mr. Keighley’s Photographic Jubilee

LXXV.

will be celebrated at his beautiful
home, the High Hall, Steeton, with
a garden party, to which members
of the Yorkshire Photographic Union
— of which he is President — are
invited, and a large number of other
notabilities in the photographic
world. In addition to his being
President of the Y.P.U., he is one
of the oldest members of the London

promoted by the members of
the London Salon of Photo¬
graphy wUl be held at the Galleries
of the Royal Society of Painters in
Water Colours, 5a, Pall Mall East,
London, S.W., on Saturday, 9th
September, until Saturday, 7th Oct¬
ober. There are no material changes
in the conditions of entry to the
London Salon this year from those
of previous years. Exhibitors from
abroad should note that, owing to
Customs difficulties, no prices should
be marked on the pictures or entry
forms, and should be clearly marked

A Photographic Jubilee.
An event of considerable interest
to innumerable photographers is
being celebrated next week in York¬
shire. It is the Photographic Jubilee
of that veteran worker, Alexander
Keighley. Eor fifty years Mr. Keigh'ley has been in the front rank ^ of
pictorial photographers, and it is
noteworthy that even his most
recent contributions to the photo¬
graphic exhibitions show no signs
of falling off in vigour, outlook and
execution. He is a shining example
of the photographic enthusiast, and
is a true amateur who produces
. pictures for the sheer love of his art.

VoL.

The Niepce Centenary.

Holidays.

A

snapshot

taken

in Paddington

F/4.5, Svper-pan.

597

film.

Station.

Truly in France they know how to
“praise their famous men and their
fathers who begat them.” In the
considerable town of Chalon-surSaone, forty miles south of Dijon,
where Niepce was born in 1765,
they have just been devoting two
days to his honour on the occasion
of the centenary of his death.
There have been processions, ora¬
tions, unveilings, festivities, and all
the celebration dear to the French
heart. The first day was marked
by the visit of the French Minister
for Education and many other
important personages, the second
to the unveiling of a monument in
the quarter where Niepce had lived.
The mayor and town council, mem¬
bers of Parham ent, public men in
many fields of activity, directors of
technical schools, united with the
presidents of photographic bodies
and the leading photographic
7
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fa 6 CINEMATOGRAPHER a

Making

industrialists in praise of the man
who was called, over and over again,
the inventor of photography. A
big public exhibition was arranged
to illustrate the invention of photo¬
graphy and its modern applications.
It included personal souvenirs of
Niepce himself, some large primitive
cameras among them. A civic pro¬
cession to the exhibition was ar¬
ranged along decorated streets, with

the Figure Move.

We have always thought that
there was something lacking about
our pictorial exhibitions, and now
we know. It is the lack of “ visitor
participation.” A student of exhibi¬
tions teUs us that visitor participation
is the really important element
entering into an exhibit. If the
exhibit is of such a character
that the visitor can push a button,
turn a crank, or otherwise make a
demonstration for himself, the maxi¬
mum interest is almost certain.
Next in interest are those exhibits in

effigies of Niepce a1^ every crossing.
Around the hall was a frieze illustrat¬
ing Niepce’s invention and what has
come of it, especially cinemato¬
graphy, “ another French inven¬
tion ” which might be expected
most to kindle public imagination.
As the Minister for Education, M. de
Monzie, said, in one of those flowery
passages which French orators per¬
mit themselves, “ Thanks to the
httle lad of Chalon the people in
every town in the world may, if
they please, spend every evening
watching the lively images, the

which an attending demonstrator
causes a sequence of performance.
Then come exhibits which are auto¬
matic in motion, but, of course,
their range is usually restricted.
Finally, in the background altogether,
are static exhibits, stiU pictures,
charts, and so on. We shall have
to think out some scheme ready for
the autumn whereby visitors to the
leading photographic exhibitions
may just touch a switch on the
frame of certain of the works, and
secure a change of atmosphere or
scene, make clouds drift over the

outcome of Niepce’s creation.” An
article on the work of this pioneer
in photography appears on another
page in this issue.

^acts and A selection
./formulae
of useful hints
NEGATIVE
In

addition

to the

MODIFICATIONS.

familiar

modifications

by

intensification

or reduction there are several other things that may or must
be done to secure satisfactory printing results. It is often
an excellent plan, for example, to make a positive from the
negative, and a new negative from the positive. A slow
plate, minimum exposure, and full development will increase
contrast in either positive or negative, or both. On the other
hand, full exposure and curtailed development will give softer
results.
*

The

spotting

4:

out of " pinholes”

An

effective

retouching

*

medium

may

be carried

out

with

a

*

can

be prepared

with

:

Amber resin . .
. .
. .
..
..
. . 10 grs.
Benzole
. .
. .
. . ■ . .
. .
. .
i oz.
After the resin has dissolved the solution should be allowed
to stand for a day before* use. *
*
Baskett’s

reducer,

which

is useful for mechanically

lowering

dense high-lights, is also excellent for removing solarisation
stains, mildew, etc., from old negatives. The reducer is used
quickly all over the surface, using a soft rag. Another rag
moistened with methylated spirit will clear off all traces of the
reducer.
*

With

a contrasty

negative,

♦

*

tending

to have

clear glass in

parts, a “ compensating ” positive may be used. A plate is
given a very short exposure in contact with the negative.
8

The Revival of Sketching.
We cannot go about the more
picturesque parts of London without
noticing the new enthusiasm for
sketching. Passing the other even¬
ing through the Temple, we found
no fewer than four artists engaged
at their little easels, quite oblivious
of the interested and occasionally
impertinent groups behind them.
One was painting the gardens — now
in their wonderful glory — and the
library ; another the old Elizabethan
haU of the Middle Temple ; a third
the famous Dickensian fountain, and
yet another those old posts in
Middle Temple Lane which Dr.
Johnson used to touch with such
veneration. To each artist there were
about six spectators, who doubtless
criticised his work, but apparently
it did not get upon his nerves.
Nevertheless, we felt that one great
advantage of a camera is that, even
if it does attract a little group, at
least the throes of artistic creation
take place in absolute obscurity.

NEW

SERIES

classified according to subject

and lightly developed so that there is a faint deposit in the
shadow portions only. This is bound up in register with the
negative, and holds back *
the shadows.
*
♦
Matt

varnish,

plain or tinted, may

be flowed

over

the glass

side of a negative, scraped away where more light action is
required, and worked upon elsewhere with stump and pencil.
When part of the varnish is scraped away the boundaries will
show when enlarging with direct condenser light. In such
cases a diffuser must be used.
*

*

*

*

fine sable brush, and water-colour to match the image. For
the novice it is easier to use a crowquill or " mapping ” pen
and fixed indian ink. This gives white spots on the print which
must be retouched.
*

sky, cause the ocean to flow, or
perhaps drape the nude figure.

Matt
formula

varnish can be obtained
for preparing it is ;

Sandarac . .
Gum dammar
Ether
..
Benzine . .
The more benzine

. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
..
. .
. .
. .
. .
used the coarser the
*

Clear

varnishes,

♦

be

used

.
.
.
.
grain.

a typical

. .
60 parts
. .
60 parts
. . 1000 parts
350-400 parts

“Bildup,”

are obtainable,

surface, will take pencil well.

♦

may

.
.
.
.

but

♦

such as Vanguard

which, while giving a smooth
Paper

commercially,

♦

instead

*

of matt

varnish.

Any

paper

will answer provided that as nearly as possible it is transparent
and grainless. A piece a little larger than the negative is
soaked in water, and blotted off. A thin line of adhesive is
run round the edges of the negative, which is laid on the
paper and pressed into contact. When dry, the paper is
tight and smooth.
+
*
*
Clear

parts

of negatives

may

be

modified

by

applying

a

suitable red dye, such as Coccin. It is applied in successive
faint washes till sufficient strength is secured.
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the CARE

Qn

OF

FILMS

The great extent to which films are used nowadays by amateur photographers
will make the following article of particular interest to readers of this paper.

PROVIDED they escape the

iconoclastic tendencies of
certain careless workers, glass
plates on account of their brittleness
evoke a respect which usually ensures
an unblemished him surface through¬
out their useful life. In the case
of films, however, such a state of
pristine perfection over a long period
is very unlikely, since fle.xibility in
any material is a quality which
invites mishandling. Whilst it is
true that glass negatives may be
totally destroyed by breakage, it is
equally true that the useful life
of films is often abruptly shortened
due to scratclies and abrasion
marks collected on either or both
sides of the two delicate gelatine
surfaces. These serious defects may
occur at any stage, from loading
to final storage, consequently there
are a number of important points
to observe when handling f:lms of
all varieties.
Cut

Films.

Cut films, as packed by the leading
manufacturers, are carefully inter¬
leaved with black paper prior to being
enclosed in a double-lidded box.
Unless the whole packet is loaded
for immediate use, any films remain¬
ing should be carefully rewrapped
and placed in the box, taking care
to replace both lids. Gummed paper
strips should be attached to the
open edges of the outer lid, which
not only excludes air, but prevents
accidental opening of the very
shallow box. Failure to observe
these simple precautions may cause
severe buckling of the film, particu¬
larly in the case of process and other
richly-coated varieties, which are
more susceptible to the effects of
changing atmospheres.
When one considers the extreme
care with which manufacturers coat
sensitive materials in totally dustfree atmospheres, it is not difficult
to understand why most films are
prone to meet with a variety of
troubles from the moment they are
unpacked. Roll films and film packs
are both acutely sensitive to the
ravages of dust and grit, which may

be Gollected in a number of ways.
Damage in this respect is, obviously,
prevented by making sure that the
camera is scrupulously clean, and,
moreover, avoiding at all times the
careless habit of carrying it un¬
protected by a case. Film packs,
due to their peculiar system of
mechanical change, are easily dam¬
aged by particles of dust, and care
should be taken to replace the adapter
slide if a considerable time is to elapse
between successive exposures.
Abrasion marks, scratches and
“ telegraph lines ” on roll films are
generally caused by screwing the
him too tightly on removal from
the camera, or by carrying the spool
loosely in the pocket unprotected
by wrapper

or carton.
Development.

Tank development is the only
method which will protect films from
damage due to mishandling during
the chemical process. This is quite
apart from the added comfort and
scientific accuracy offered by this
method. If, however, tray develop¬
ment is preferred, regard it as vital
that aU dishes and solutions must
be free from grit, remembering
again that two surfaces stand in
need of protection. Scum markings,
peculiar to sortie films, are amenable
to treatment by immersion in water
to which have been added a few drops
of acetic or hydrochloric acid.
Drying.

Drying of films should be carried
out in equable temperatures away
from dust-laden draughts. Films
on which the gelatine has swelled,
due to prolonged immersion in
solutions of high temperature, are
prone to buckle severely if quickly
dried. This is undoubtedly caused
by the uneven drying of the two
layers of gelatine. The obvious
cure is to rewash and dry in a
temperature of about 50 degrees
Fahr. It is inadvisable to print or
even handle films immediately they
are. dry, since at this stage they
possess maximum liability to per¬
manent injury from finger-marks.
599

Unless required urgently, in which
case they should be handled with
excessive care, it is a better plan
to interleave the films with smooth
white paper, submitting them to
gentle pressure until they handle
without curling. Constant friction
between the non-curl coating and
the glass printing support is a com¬
mon cause of surface damage. This
will be prevented if the negative is
first secured to the glass, using
lantern-slide binding strip. Such a
precaution should always be ob¬
served when making a quantity of
prints from one negative.
Handling

Film

Negatives.

Films should not on any account
be carried about in a coat pocket,
or carelessly handed round for
inspection. At aU times film nega¬
tives are best stored in containers
specifically designed for the purpose,
or accommodated in separate enve¬
lopes. These are obtainable from any
dealer and quickly repay their cost.
Abrasion, and finger-marks, unless
of very pronounced character, may
be removed, or the damage miti¬
gated to some extent, by gently
wiping the damaged surface with
cotton-wool and pure benzine, to
which has been added a trace of
cedar-wood or olive oil.
When enlargements are made
from film negatives, a further series
of troubles may be invited if sufficient
care is not taken to clean thor¬
oughly the glass supports between
which the film is held.
Although quite a number of
definite causes of damage to films
have been discussed, it is not con¬
tended that the subject is exhausted.
The query
department
of “Sum¬
The
A.P.”
bears witness
to this.
ming up, however, it is only reason¬
able to expect that films should be
treated with the same respect which
plates demand as compulsory con¬
dition of service. To enjoy the
superior advantages which films
undoubtedly possess, it is only
necessary to apply usefully commonsense in the care and attention of
their handling.
9
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Study Your LIGHTING!
A

few

tips on

taking

By

portraits

in the

open.

REFLEX."

HE whole secret of successful open-air portraits, or snap¬
shots, is lighting.
Apart from the question of colour, if we photographed
a statue without any shadow at all, against a plain background
of the same tone the result would be practically a blank.
If we take all the lights away and substitute one strong
light to one side of the statue, definite shadows will be produced.
The nose will attain a definite shape, the cheek will have slight
shadows forming moulding. We can exaggerate or soften
the shadows according to the position of the light.
A studio portraitist rvhen taking a straightforward portrait
only uses one light for “ moulding.” The other floodlights are
only used to avoid giving black shadows. We in the open
air have our one light (the sun) to give us moulding, and our
floodlights consist of reflected light thrown up from surrounding
objects.
For some unknown reason nearly every ” snapshotter ” who
attempts portraits in the open on sunny days stands with his
back to the sun. The sitter looks as pleasant as is possible,
with several million candle-power of sun glaring into her eyes,
and then when the result ” comes out ” wonders what she
has been doing to get so white-washy a complexion.
Always avoid having the sun directly behind the camera.
By keeping it to one side, it relieves the glare and makes
pleasant shadow effects.
If you are camping out in a forest glade, and wish to get the
full play of the lighting peeping through the trees, shoot nearly

A

snapshot

portrait

in sunlight.

into the sun. ^'ou will have to double or treble your exposure
to bring out the shadows. That is where a fast lens comes in
useful. However strong the light is don’t he afraid to " open
up,” or else the picture will have to be titled '' Moonlight.”
If you have shaded the lens from the sun, and used anti¬
halation plates or films, your result should be full of sparkle,
with the sun reflecting off every leaf in the forest.
If there are any heavy shadows about, see that they do hot
run right into the camera, thereby upsetting the composition.
By slightly turning to one side they will run out of the picture
in a far more pleasing manner.
With

" close-ups

hand. Nearly
pictures shoidd

” the sitter’s face should

be studied

before¬

everyone has a crooked nose, so ” head-on ”
be chosen with care. People with long necks

should not be taken looking up. Double-chinned ladies should
not look down ! In fact, choosing the best angle soon becomes
very simple, and even in ordinary life you will find yourself
inwardly debating as to whether the person you are being
introduced to has a ” panchromatic face ” or not.
When I am photographing a child on the beach, I am sometimes
asked my exposure ; in nine cases out of ten I cannot tell the
person until I have actually made the exposure. I always
induce the child to play in the sand, and follow his actions with
a reflex. Should the pose become suitable for a full length I
step back a bit, shut down the stop a bit to balance the light,
and make the exposure. Almost immediately the position may

A

10

snapshot

portrait

in diffused

change to an ideal ‘‘ dlose-up ” picture. Changing the plate as
quickly as possible I decide upon the best composition, angle
round to get the best lighting, open up the stop to balance the
light again, and make the exposure. With practice these
three points can be thought of almost simultaneously and the
plate e.xposed before the expression vanishes.

light.
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The 1933 Star

Smallest camera
“ 14

point

taking standard

suspension

”

E20

self-erector

24 X35

films.

system.

Book

opening body with beaded edges and handsome diced
pattern covering. Sturdy bellows. Trichro shutter
giving

--;oy l i-Tr sec. Time

and Bulb

exposures.

The British-made Ensar f/7.7 and f/6.3 Anastigmat
lenses give irreproachable definition and covering power
at full aperture. Focussing by turning the front lens.
Air- venting system eliminates suction of film or bellows.
Camera closes with optical finder in either upright or
horizontal position. Direct vision finders and film
registering device are incorporated on f/6.3 model.

With

ENSAR

ANASTIGMATS

F/7.7 - - £2:0:0
F/6.3 - - £2 : 12 : 6

• THE NEW

Write for leaflet A. P. 103, to Ensign, Limited, High Holbom, London, WC\
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24, CHARING

AVAILABLE

CROSS
CAMERAS

16-mm. Model B Cine-Kodak Camera, fitted f;i.9 lens, inter*
changeable with f/4,5 Kodak Telephoto, complete outfit as new,
in case .
£24 0 0

Cine -Kodak “8”

1933

BARGAINS

GUARANTEED,

The

28,

/IDVERTISEMENTS

AT

ROAD

Pathescope Motocamera

16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo 70, fitted 1-in. f/3.5, latest ratchetfixed handle, as fitted to the 70 D.A. Listed £54. Equal to
new .
£16 17 0
16-mn). Model B Cine-Kodak Camera, f/6.5 anastigmat lens.
In perfect order and condition .
£3 17 6
crank

model.

In perfect

condition .

£1 10

0

16-mm. Bolex Cine Camera, f/3.5 anastigmat, powerful clock¬
work motor, very compact and neat outfit .
£4 17 6
16-mm. Model BB Cine-Kodak, f'3.5 anastigmat lens, 2 view¬
finders. 2 speeds. 8-10. Lovely condition, in guaranteed perfect
optical and mechanical condition .
£8 17 6
f/3.5

lens.

Perfect

order .

£2 15

leather, Tessar f/2.7. Usual de luxe
new. List £21108 .

5
-

-

-

refinements.

0

Condition as
£11 10 0

16-mm. Ensign Autokinecam, f/1.5 Cinar, .3 speeds and hapd
crank, powerful clockwork motor. Condition as new. . £19 17 6

m
CHEAPEST
RUNNING
COSTS OF ALL.
The smallest cin^. m
camera oa the market, holding
the equivalent of loo-ft. i6-mm. film in actual
.
projection time, fitted powerful
motor, footage
indicator, eye-level finder, carrying handle, f/3.5
anastigmat lens. Complete

£9 : 17 : 6

m

m

m

.

m

“8”

Kodascope

.

PROJECTORS
9.5-mm. Pathescope Double-claw
dition .

Projector,

in perfect con¬
£4 10 0

9.5-mm. Pathescope Lax Projector, fitted latest pattern im¬
proved-type gate, complete outfit. New condition. . £15 15 0
9.5-mm. Pathescope Projector, single claw. Good condition
£3 0 0
35-mm. Zeiss Monopole Projector, complete with 2 lenses,
Pat
hesfireproof boxes, on stand, spools, distant operating fiex. forward,
cop
e C and stills. Exactly as new. Listed £70 .... £25 0 0
reverse
ine
16-mm. CLatest
Pattern Ensign Silent Sixteen 180 Snper-power
ame
ra,
Projector, complete
f/3. as listed at £28 lu.s. In new condition.
5 a
I’erfeit .
£19 10 0
n* a.
sti
16-mm. Agfa Super Power gmProjector,
complete and as new, in
at
le s
, h Reaily for use on all
earrj'ing-box, with instructions, netc.
and
voltages. Listed £45 .
£25 0 0
-

Pat

Strongly constructed, attractively finished, fitted
f/3.5 anastigmat lens and powerful motor, simple
and quick loading.

£6 : 6 : 0

LENSES

hes

cop

e C
ii-in.
f 1.5 Meyer Plasmat Lens, for Filmo camera. Listed
ne
Cam
£12 .
£6 10 0
era
hes
, Meyer Plasmat Lens, for Filmo camera. Listed
l-in. f/1.5
cop
wit
h
e d£14 lOs .
£7 10 0
Mut
e L
uxe f.3.5 Dallon rTele
ix
6-in.
Anastigmat, for Filmo. Listed £17
att
£8 10 0
Mot
ach
oca
men
era
3-in. f 1.9 mDallmeyer
Kine Anastigmat,
for Filmo. Justed
t.
,
£10 13fl .
£5 5 0
cov
ere
78-mm. f 4.5 Telephotod Lens,
for Model B Cine-Kodak f l.f).
f
Listed £12 12« .ine-g
£6 10 0
rai
n
Bell-Bowell Projection Leases. 2-ln. and IJ-in. Listed £3 15s.
Guaranteed optically perfect .
. . £2 10 0

Pat

ACCESSORIES
Thalhammer Tripod, complete in case. Perfect order and
condition. Listed £11 188. 4d .
£7 17 6
Westminster Cine Tripod, complete with pan. and tilt. Liste<l
£0 10s .
£3 3 0

For nearly 20 minutes continuous projection, and
good, clear pictures. Automatic rewind, fancooled lamp-house, “still” pictures as often as you
like. A thoroughly efficient, practical and very
portable projector.

£9 : 9 : 0

The

SEND
“

FOR

SNIPS,”

LISTS
or

of STILL

CALL

AND

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Ill, OXFORD
GERrard
PLEASE

The smallest, handiest projector available. Con¬
sistently high-class results and large pictures.
For all voltages, supplied absolutely ready for use,

MORE

INSPECT

WESTMINSTER

‘CAMERA
12

Craig Splicer and Thalhammer Rewind, equal to new in every
respect. Listed £8 8s .
£6 0 0
400-ft. Westminster Matt AInminiam Sell-tbreading 16-mm.
Reels, in Humidor cans. Extreme value, complete . . -Ss. 6d.

55/-

Appointed an
Associate of
the Institute

of Amateur
Ci nema t ographers.Ltd.

The Westminster Dimmer, for room-lieht.s 200 watts. State
voltage required. From full lights to complete black-out, easily.
imperceptibly and professionally .
£1 12 6
Bell-Bowell Dnplicator, for Filmo 70 Cameras. As new
£110
Kodacolor Filter Assembly, for Model B Projector. Listed
£4 lOs .
£1 5 0
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How

to use the Alignment

IF a camera is focussed on infinityall objects beyond a certain dis¬
tance will be in focus. This

distance is termed the “ hyperfocal
distance,” and may be calculated
approximately from the formulae :

H being the distance in feet. The
focal length of the lens is in inches and
the circle of confusion for contact
as i/iooth.
calcxdations

Nomograph.
Myperfocal Distance,

any and every lens and stop combina¬
tion, the chart shown on this page has
been drawn, from which the hyperfocal
distance for any combination can be
•immediately read off. To do this, lay a
straight-edge (the straight edge of a
slreet of note-paper or a postcard will
serve) on the left-hand scale at the
focal length of the lens and inter¬
secting the middle scale at the desired
stop. The distance is then read in
feet on the right-hand scale. This will
show you, at once, the nearest point
in focus when the camera is set to

. FEET

LENGTH
OF

LENS,

I

--

Electric

Co., Ltd.

announces

3o
16

29
45

N
21.

r

Si
63

a

for example, your lens is of 32--in. focal
length, and it is desired to ,take a
picture using a stop f/8 with indicator
set at infinity, from the chart it is
found that the nearest object in focus
will be at 12.75 f^st approximately.
Again, it is desired to take a picture
the principal object of which is 12.5
feet away, using a lens of 4-in. focal
length. By laying a straight - edge
on 12.5 feet and 4 inches, the chart
shows that f/ii is the largest stop
that can be used to secure good defin¬
ition. It will also be observed how using
a smaller stop increases the definition
and brings nearer objects into focus.
If the camera is a focussing one, by
setting the indicator on the scale 'to
the hyperfocal distance for the stop
and lens in use all objects from half
the hyperfocal distance to infinity will
be in focus. From the chart, the
General

2

STOP

infinity on the focussing scale.
It will be readily seen that the chart
can be used in a variety of ways. If,

The

loo
distance:

focal.

for

the

The circle of confusion for the nomo¬
graph drawn has been taken at i /looth.
H. G. B.

on indicator scale, the greatest defini¬
tion is secured from approximately

stop (f/ No.) X 12.

FAR?

12 feet 3 inches to infinity with
sharpest definition at 25.5 feet.

hyperfocal distance for a s.^-in. lens
and stop f/i6 is seen to be 25.5 feet,
therefore, if the camera is set to 25 feet

H = focal length of lens2 x circle of
confusion,

prints may be taken
Instead of making

HOW

Chart is described in this article.

22
--

64
32

r
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M G Barng/f

a reduction

in

shape of a reduction in price. • This
operative to the public onJj!
June* 19th.

the price of “ Sashalite ” photographic bulbs. The reduced
price of is. 6d. each has been made possible by the enormous
demand for these new aids to both outdoor and indoor photo¬
graphy, and special machinery which has been installed at the
Osram Works at Hammersmith for turning them out in greatly
increased quantities. It will thus be seen that the benefits of
increased production are being passed on to the public in the

We

have

been

notified

that

the

new

Streatham

price

became

and

District

Photographic Society has changed its headquarters to the
White Lion Hotel, 232, Streatham High Road, S.W.16, and
Mr. A. J. Weight, of 30, Glencairn Road, S.W.16,
place of Mr. H. C. Wilkinson as Hon. Secretary.
601

has taken

the
13
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OVNDanOm
By HENRY

WALKER.

Films of the “ chrome ” variety or panchromatics are quite
suitable for the work, but if plates are used they should be backed.
The subjects that present themselves provide endless material,
both for pictorial purposes and as records.
At the entrance to the churchyard stands the ancient lych-gate,
where bodies may rest whilst the funeral processions are formed.
It derives its name
" dead body.”

Sundial,

from

the Saxon

word

“ lych,” which

means

Prestbury.

HE Parish Church, one of the
most familiar and picturesque
features of the English land¬
scape, has long had an irre¬
sistible attraction for photo¬
graphers. Its tower, or spire,
rising above its surroundings,
lures the photographer into
many a charming village, to
learn something of its history
and of the community which
nestles beneath its shadow.

i^th-century

unmutilated

Cross,

In

An ancient English church is an open book recording
in unmistakable language the history of the people who
have worshipped in it for centuries.
It is reminiscent of the days when Saxon and Dane,
Piet and Scot, contended for the mastery.
It tells of the days when England was in the throes
of Civil War.

there may

church¬

be seen old

pedestal sundials, in¬
teresting Survivals, re¬
minding us by their
cpiaint mottoes of the
brevity of life.
Turning to the
church itself, it is
desirable that the
photographer

should

possess
know¬
ledge of some
the styles
of
architecture employed
in its building.
It may contain ex¬
amples of Saxon, Nor¬
man, Early English,

to

inspect carefully the old' churches to learn something of
their historic associations, and to photograph their
varying architectural features.
While for most of the exterior subjects a hand camera
may be used, the interior calls for a tripod or other
support for the camera to enable time exposures to be
given.

Decorated and Per¬
pendicular work, and
these styles may be
easily
602

f4

many

yards,
in Lan¬
cashire notably
and Cheshire,

It records in stone the fact that a foreigner once
invaded and subdued this land of ours, and it also tells
us that since William the Conqueror landed at Pevensey,
in 1066, no foreign foe has ever been able to gain a
footing on this tight little island.
All down the centuries we can trace the history of
succeeding generations as we carefully study the records
of an old parish church, and we learn the lesson that
the church is the most enduring thing in an age of
change.
It is interesting, therefore, for the photographer

Somersby.

Passing into the churchyard the first object that claims
our attention is the old preaching cross. It is probably
mutilated, and may have been restored. Many of the crosses
commemorate the first preaching of Christianity at that spot,
and they are well worthy of the attention of the photographer.

i^th-century Sanctuary Knocker,
Careby, Lines.

recognised

if

the photographer will
study one of the small

r - ^

th! amateur photographer
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[PARISH
CHURCH
pocket handbooks of Gothic architec¬
ture, which may now be obtained for a
few shillings.
’ Before entering the
exterior features should
amined. The porch, or
generally ornate, and, as
a good subject for the

church the
first be ex¬
doorway, is
a rule, makes
camera. In

former days the porch was an im¬
portant feature of the building. It
contained the font, and baptisms took
place there. As late as the seventeenth

Reputed

The
worthy

to be the most

windows

of

elaborate

the

Norman

church

of the closest study.

Many

are
of

in which Tennyson ivas baptised.
Memorial Bust in background.

century

marriages

were

solemnized

in

the porch, and in pre-Reformation
days absolution was pronounced there.
Some of the doors are constructed of
stout oaken timbers, bound with iron.
These date back to a remote period, and
were found necessary to withstand the
attacks of robber bands.
In a few instances a sanctuary
knocker is affixed to the door. This
was for the use of criminals, and others,
fleeing from their pursuers, in order to
arouse the attendant, who admitted
them to the church, and housed and
fed and protected them for a period not
exceeding thirty-seven days, after
which they were either pardoned or
banished from the realm.
Wherever these knockers are found
they should be photographed, but,
alas, they are seldom to be met with
nowadays.

Arch

in Britain

(Tickencote.)

of from two to five seats, surmounted
in numerous instances by ornate

them are beautiful in design and work¬
manship. Some of our parish churches

canopies.
And now

still possess

been completed. It has not been
exhaustive, but sufficient may have
been written to stimulate greater
interest in the ancient fanes, and to

what

have

been

errone¬

ously styled “ leper windows.” Lowside window is a better term. The}'
were formerly fitted with a shutter,
which could be opened from inside ;
the hinges, or their sockets, may often

Font

Chancel

the tour of the church

has

induce the photographer to make
records of them on the lines indicated.

be detected, although the w'indow has
now been filled in or glazed.
On entering the church, attention is
drawn to the font, usually placed near
the entrance, symbolical of the fact
that we are received into the church by
baptism. Fonts are varied in style,
many
of them being elaborately
carved, with ornate covers surmount¬
ing them.
Turning eastward a comprehensive
view of the church is obtained, with
its nave, aisles, and chancel.
The carvings on the capitals are
worthy of being recorded with the
camera, and for this purpose a longfocus lens is desirable.
The bench ends in the nave should
be examined

for quaint

and

artistic

examples of the wood carver’s art.
The pulpit and screens, too, are worthy
of attention for the same reason.
Passing

into the chancel, the choir

stalls, often richly carved, and occa¬
sionally fitted with misericordes, will
doubtless provide the photographer
with subjects for his camera.
Beyond the stalls, on the right of
the chancel, are the sedilia, or seats of
the clergy, the place of honour being
that nearest the altar. They consist
Poppy

Head,

Ufford

Church,

Northants.
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NOTES
Every

week

with

an article will appear

under

a topic of interest to the novice
MAKESHIFT

this heading

dealing

in photography.

LESS ADVANCED
WORKER

ARRANGEMENTS.

Many beginners who have

limited facilities
for photographic work in¬
doors must often be discouraged,
and no doubt refrain from attempt¬
ing one thing and another because
it seems beyond their range. As
one who has had to work in spite
of all sorts of difficulties and handi¬
caps I would advise them to pluck
up their courage, take heart of
grace, and see what can be done.
I am not thinking now of dark¬
room work, and the making of
poor and

negatives and prints, but of actuall}’
taking photographs indoors. This
will include portraits, copying, and
the photography of small objects,
flowers and so on.
Of course, all these kinds of work

are facilitated by proper arrange¬
ments and apparatus. It is very
nice to have a room that can be
used as a studio, with artificial
lighting that can be controlled at
will ; to have cameras for various
purposes ; to possess large-aperture
lenses, and so on. Some work can
only be done at its best, and with
least trouble and difficulty, when all
these things are available ; but a
good deal can be done with what
may appear to be very primitive
and unpromising arrangements.
Indoor portraiture I will leave
out of consideration at present, as
1 hope

to deal with

that separately

one of these days.
Here is an example of how I
tackled one little job the other day,
when I wanted in a violent hurry a
couple of photographs that would
give a fair idea of an old screw
nutcracker carved in wood. (By
the way, I should be interested to
hear of other specimens of this kind
of article.) In my hurry I did not
stop down the lens so as to get
proper definition, but that is im¬
material.
A good way of doing this particular
job would have been to lay the
article on a piece of card, and
photograph it vertically from above.
This I could not do at the moment.
I found a shallow cardboard box
in which something or other had
been delivered. There was printing
on the lid. but the bottom was plain.
In this I bored two small holes close
together. Then I unscrewed the
handle a bit, put a piece of thin
string round the stem, and screwed
the handle up again. The ends of
the string I passed through the
holes and tied at the back. The
604
nutcracker was thus suspended by
the neck, without the string showing.
I stood the bottom of the box on
edge, and propped

16

L NOTIONS
Cfie

it up by leaning

the lid against it behind. The
object was now hanging nearly
vertical. ViTien I had photographed
it, I gave it a half-twist in the
noose, and so showed another aspect
of it. The box was standing on a
table, about six feet from a window.
This was primitive enough, in all
conscience, but the results answered
their purpose.
As I write, two negatives I have
just made are washing. They are
copies of two small photographs,
one a poor specimen of the while3mu-wait tintype variety. These
I did on the same table near the
same window, but whereas I ar¬
ranged for a side lighting for the
nutcracker, 1 got the light more
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ADVERTISEMENTS

The simplest of all
methods for making

YOUR OWN

PRINTS

GAY VERT
The Roll Film “ for Perfect
Pictures ” in all ordinary snap¬
shot work throughout the
Summer. High speed and
wonderful latitude — a little
over-exposure, or a little
under, makes little difference.
And for dull days and late
evenings

It tones itself — You only fix it /

THE

A
and

SUPERCHROM
Speed 1400 H. & D. Crisp,
clear, and delightful snapshots,
under the most adverse
conditions.
FILMS

for MINIATURE

CAMERAS

FAVOURITE

Frame,
a Dish,
some
Hypo
plenty

of water

That is all you need for
beautiful and permanent
prints on Gevaert (Collodion)
Self-Toning Paper. It yields
brilliant results in an artistic
range of tones from Sepia to
Purple and Cold Blue by the
simplest possible manipulation
Made in

EXPRESS

j SPECIAL

POPULAR

lliai
IXrn-rmCll

.
more
•

»
UUo .
prints
from soft
thin
brilliant
ly and
surprising
Vtrtrkt'mic*
negatives.

SAMPLE

I

1

Daylight-loading Spools in both Regular and Express for use in the

•

2
•
:

foUowing models: LEIGA, CONTAX,
PEGGY,
EKA, and also for
the smallest of all — the new MINI-FEX
CAMERA,
using ib-mm.
film. Spools for 36 exposures in 2 separate lengths of 18 exposures each.

:
•
•

PACKET

4 pieces, assorted grades,

PLEASE

ROAD,
MENTION
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“THE
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3d. post free.
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WALMER

contrasty negative.
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PLATES
and

REFLEX
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ADVERTISEMENTS

TAKE

A

BETTER

FILM

and

CAMERA
for
FILM PACKS

The perfect dual-purpose camera for speed and
sports photography, also for general work. The
shutter, controlled by one lever only, has the
widest range of speeds — from 1 /3rd to 1/2 ,000th
part qf a second. It is a triumph of mechanical
construction, for the Miroflex dimensions closely
approximate to those of the usual focal -plane
camera.
The MIROFLEX
is supplied in two
3| X 2\ in. and
x 3| in. (or 9x12 cm.).

sizes,

ZEISS TESSARS
have been adopted as standard
optical equipment, and either the f/4.5, the f 3.5
or the new f/2.8 BIO-TESSAR
can be supplied.
Prices for the MIROFLEX — the finest piece of
precision work of its kind — range from £43 : 7 : 6.
Most dealers will supply on the instalment
system. Names on application.

SIEMENS
16-mm.
Let us show

CAMERA

you how

the SIEMENS

CAMERA

scores

over Its rivals. You'll like the easy book-form opening,
the neat little film containers which can be daylight
loaded in a couple of seconds (no irritating film-threading
— while you are itching to get that good shot). You’ll like
also being able to get single pictures, self-portraits or
ordinary movies

by just sliding a button.

pictures, or pictures
above
when

ever5nhing

Slow-motion

in indifferent light. You 11 like

the

marvellously

you project your pictures at home

brilliant

results

with a Siemens

projector. Do call and let us demonstrate — no obligation;
or we will send literature.
MODEL
has

B
Lens

controlled

Write for

with

For

rejecting

view-6nder.

control.

Footage

monthly
and
8

be brought into use at a touch
le placed on the market in
near future. Advance models
shortly be on view at our
Bond Street shop.

used.

Selt-

A,

and

indicator.

8 more

similar

GENEROUS
will

Ikon

ZEISS
are

products,

IKON

HOUSE,

Products

photographic

MORTIMER

obtainable

from

to

LTD.
STREET,

all good

LONDON,

photographic

W.1

accept

your

SIEMENS

still or

AMATEUR

cini

camera

in part
and

Wal lace Heaton
BOND

Cine People

ST., LONDON,

Phones : MAYFAIR

“THE

A.G.

dealers.

And

MENTION

HALSKE.

PART-EXCHANGES
old

The Amateur

PLEASE

AND

Berlin, Sfemensstadc, Manufacturers

for a new
Siemens J6-mm.
Camera,
make you the very best allowance.

119, NEW

18

— to
the
will
New

payments.
more
similar

1 speed, HU/O monthly payments.

MODEL

of Zeiss

Ikon

being

and

exchange

11, MORTIMER

speed

Direct

* V ."
yA /_

MODEL
C. the new
Siemeos
Camera with sliding frame to take
three lenses — any of which may

f 2.8

automatically

8, 16 and 64 pictures per second.

We

Zeiss

anastismat

aperture

Speeds

portrait

FREE 36-PAGE
CATALOGUE
OR SEND 2d.
IN STAMPS
FOR OUR
60-PAGE
GENERAL
CATALOGUE

(illustrated above),

Basch-Glaukar

lens.
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l

direct for the copies. The originals
were pinned up on a wooden easel or
stand I use for such purposes.
Here I would offer a tip which I
have found very useful. Instead
of standing the easel on the table,
I put it on the seat of a chair, and
stand this on the table. This en¬
ables me to use the tripod fully
extended, and puts the subject at a
height which makes it much easier to
deal with. It is an easy matter to
move the chair backwards or for¬
wards a bit, or to turn it more or
less towards the window to adjust
the lighting. In this case I made
both the copies full size, on a slow
plate (100 H. & D.) at f/ii, with
exposures of 15 and 30 seconds
respectively. The negatives are
quite good.
In photographing small objects I
often stand the chair on the table

)

in this way, putting a sheet of
cardboard on the seat, and leaning
another sheet against the back of
the chair for a background. This

gives a sort of table and wall effect,
and the tone of the cards can be select¬
ed according to the circumstances.
It is quite an easy matter, too, by
this method to arrange a continuous
foreground and background, so that
there is no dividing line. I have
several odd lengths of self-coloured
papers as used for walls. Anyone
dealing in wallpapers can supply
them at a nominal cost. One of the
most useful rolls I have is simply
ordinary brown paper.
When the chair is in position on
the table the paper is draped over
it. One end of the roll is on the
table behind the chair, and the
paper is brought over the back,
over the seat, and down the front,
so that again an end of the roll
rests on the table. It is an easy
matter to adjust the paper so that
there are no creases or folds anywhere
in the parts photographed. Here
again the arrangement looks crude
and makeshift, but there is nothing
in the results that can be thus

obtained to show how simple it all is.
The lighting can be modified by
turning the chair about bodily ;
by the distance from the window ;
by manipulating the blinds and
curtains ; and by diffusing if neces¬
sary with white muslin or tissue
paper. Very often a reflector on the
shadow side is required. I have used
a large book, opened and stood on
edge. A sheet of newspaper sus¬
pended on something that can easily
be moved answers well.
Sometimes it may be possible to
do things of this sort by the ordinary
artificial lighting of the room, in¬
stead of by daylight. The expo¬
sures will ' be relatively longer, but
can be more easily decided if
records are kept. The main point
to grasp, however, is that with a
little ingenuity all sorts of arrange¬
ments can be contrived according
to circumstances, and makeshift
as they may be there is no reason
why the actual results should not
be satisfactor}'. W. L. F. W.

“The A.P.” Monthly Competitions
To

encourage

pictorial

outlook

and

good technique in the photographic
all parts of the world.

PRIZES
This class is open to all amateur photof'raphers.
First Prize. — One guinea in cash or “ A.P.” silver
plaque (optional).
Second Prize. — Half a guinea in cash or “ A.P.”
bronze plaque (optional).
Third Prize. — Five shillings in cash.
A special prize of five shillings in cash for the best
mounted picture.
Certificates of Merit.

This class is to encourage

those readers

who

have

passed the “ beginner “• stage and may have .won an
award in the Beginners* Competition, but have not
progressed sufficiently to enter in the Advanced
Competition.
First Prize, — Half a guinea in cash.
Second Prize. — Five shillings in cash.
Certificates of Merit.
In addition to the general rules (see below), the
following conditions apply ;—

(4) The award of a prize or certificate in the Inter¬
mediate Competition debars the competitor from
entering this competition again, but he is then eligible
for the Advanced Workers’ Section.

This class is open to those who have never won an
award in any photographic competition or exhibition.
First Prize. — Half a guinea in cash.
Second Prize. — Five shillings in cash.

s.
er
nn
gi
rBe

and must be the competitor’s own work throughout.
(5) The award of a prize or certificate in the Ad¬
vanced Workers’ Competition or any other competition
or exhibition will not debar the competitor from entering
again on future occasions and winning further prizes.

Certificates 'of Merit.
In addition to the general rules (see below), the
following conditions apply : —
(t) No print must be larger than 6x4 in. Contact
prints or small enlargements up to this size are eligible,
but must be unmounted.

Watkins

is now

Hon.

Secretary

readers

in

(see advertisement pages) the date of which must be
within five weeks ot the closing date of the competition.
hand.
Overseas readers may use the most recent coupons to
(2) Each print must have on the back the name
address of the competitor, and the title.

and

(3) All entries must be addressed to The Editor.
The Amateur Photographer, Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.i, and the package must be
marked
oil the outside
“ Beginners,”
or “ Advanced,”
as the case
may be.

“ Intermediate,”

(4) No packages will be received
are postage charges to be paid.

on

which

there

(5) No communications on other matters Should he
enclosed with competition prints. No correspondence
in connection with the competitions can be undertaken>
(6) The
a printunder
will be
a decla¬
ration
that entry
it is of
eligible
the regarded
rules, andas that
the
competitor agrees thereto.
(7) No responsibility is taken for the safety of
prints, and the Editor’s decision on all points connected
with the competitions is final.
(8) The publishers of The Amateur Photographer
shall have the right to reproduce without payment
any print entered, or to allow its reproduction in any
other paper quoting from The Amateur Photographer^

(2) The exposure must have been made by the
competitor, but developing and printing may be the
work of others.

(9) The closing date of each competition is the last
weekday of the month. Prints arriving late wiU be

(3) No prints can be criticised or returned.
(4) The award of a prize or certificate in the Begin¬
ners’ Competition debars the competitor from entering
this section again.

entered for the next month’s competition.
(10) The cash prizes awarded in these competitions
are dispatched on the fifteenth of the month following
the announcement of the awards.

General
pr

mu

in

t

Mr. C. W.

of our

RULES.

(1) No print must he larger than iox8 in., and
can be by 'contact or enlargement by any process, and
may be mounted.
(2) The whole of the work (exposure, development,
printing, etc.) must be carried out bv the copapetitor.
(3) Prints entered in the Intermediate Section will
be criticised and returned if accompanied by stamped
addressed envelope or wrapper. Prints receiving
an award will be retained.

Fo

In addition to the general rules (see below), the
following conditions apply :—
(r) All prints must be accompanied by a stamped
addressed envelope or wrapper if they are to be
returned. Prints receiving an award will be retained
2) Prints must be mounted, but not framed.
3) Returnable prints in the Advanced Section will
be sent back with a typed criticism, and classified
according to merit.
(4) Prints may be of any size and by any process,
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work
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e

of the Wimbledon

Amateur Cine Club, and all communications regarding mem¬
bership, etc., should be addressed to him at 79, Mostyn Road,
Merton Park, S.W.19, or to the Studio, 79, Worple Road,
Wimbledon.
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e
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605 We

The closing date for this month’s Competition
is Friday, June 30th. The next Competition
closes Monday, July 3Ist.

co

pr

up

op

on

ri

at

e

have

a number

of entry

forms

available

for the London

Salon of Photography’s exhibition, which will be held from
September 9th to October 7th, 1933. Any reader desiring a
copy should apply to the Editor, The Amateur Photographer,
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.i.
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Methods and Ideals of well-known Pictorial Workers.
From information communicated
“

T

MUST

confess

to

being

a

bit

of

a

Jl^ dabbler. I do not specialise,
anything pictorial being used as
fodder for my camera. Landscapes
with figures seem to make the most
interesting pictures, and I like the
figures to be either very young or
very old. My most successful pictures
have been made in the evening, when
the sun is fairly low ; then quite
ordinary corners seem to be turned
into magic open-air studios, furnished
with gilt-edged properties. If I find
a pleasing lighting on an old wall or
doorway, I look round for some suit¬
able figures to fit into the scheme to
make a picture. One has to act
quickly, as the light changes and falls
rapidly, and it is here I find the
reflex camera ideal. One can take

to our Special Representative.

advantage of a large-aperture lens, and
also dodge about to get the best view¬
" My outfit consists of a quarterpoint.
plate T.-P. reflex, which I consider
best for all-round work. I also use a
3 J X 2| folding camera for interiors, etc.
" Most of my finished work is shown
as lantern slides, and I aim for a wellexposed plucky negative, and find
this suitable for warm-toned slides, or
prints on chloro-bromide paper. My
favourite negative material is Verichrome film, which I develop in a
tank with Rytol, by the time and
temperature method.
I consider
correct exposure of the greatest
importance, and find the Burroughs
Wellcome Calculator quite good for
most subjects.

• “ To

make

successful

exhibition

pictures, one must study the technical
side first, and I know of no better aid
than joining a photographic society.
One must master camera-craft, in
just the same way as an artist learns
to use brushes and colour. Next, by
visiting exhibitions, and by the study
of the masters, one acquires what is
known

as ‘ the

seeing eye,' that

is,

the ability to ' spot a picture ’ and
then select the best viewpoint. I do
not hesitate to do a little ‘ wangling ’
to get the desired effect, but do not
find this often necessary, as modern
materials are so good that one can
get desired effects by straight methods.
" In enlarging most landscapes I
use a diffusing screen, made of a piece
of glass, upon
I /8th-inch

which

squares

;

are ruled in ink
it is placed

over

the lens for half the exposure, and then
removed. This I find gives me a
pleasing soft-sharp effect, and helps
to portray that elusive thing called
atmosphere. All my prints are made
on cream paper, and finished by the
oil reinforcement method.
‘‘This method is particularly suitable
for bromide papers that dry with dull
or heavy shadows. The oil treatment
brightens the prints considerably and
discloses all the quality of the shadow
detail that can be seen in the wet print.
“ But for a real satisfying result, I
prefer to make a lantern slide. The
range of tones is far greater than can
be obtained on paper. I always use
warm-tone shdes, and make them by
reduction through the enlarger. I
use a condenser type enlarger, fitted
with a 200-watt opal lamp. I find
this greatly overcomes the trouble of
pinholes, caused by dust spots, and
seems to give a softer result than the
standard clear projector lamp. The
extra time taken for printing also
gives one a chance to exercise quite
a fair amount of control by shading
On

a Sunlit

Wall.
By A. E. Mar

den.

certain parts.”
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SUNSHINE

AND

SHADOWS.

By
{See article, “ Mow

I make

my

Exhibition

Pictures**

on the opposite page.)

a. E. Harden.
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KUBELIK.
By
[From the Colonial and Overseas Competition.)

H. Tornquist.
[New

Zealand )
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A

MONARCH.

By

{From the Colonial and Overseas Competition.)

a.

R.

van

Oudtshoorn.

{South Africa.)
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I. —

" The

Last

Days

of Autumn."

By Geoffrey T. Furness.
5._“

2. — “ Calm.”

By Leonard A. Pereira.

Electricity."

By Harold Bull.

6.—“

The

3* — “ Youth

and

Age.

'

4-

By E. C. G. Pratt.

Amateur."

By Arthur S. Paris.

7.— "Any

Fish

By G. n. Beatty.

To-day

By C. Ladu'orth*

? ”
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PICTURES of the WEEK
C
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' 1
^
Critical
Comments

Number one of the prints on the

opposite page — " The
Last
Days of Autumn,” by Geoffrey
T. Furness — is a nice little thing ; a
little lacking in vigour, perhaps, but
it is illustrative, in a way, of the
difficulties attendant upon arranging
a really satisfactory form of composi¬
tion where the viewpoint is high and
a considerable distance has to be
dealt with.
Scale

and

Scope.

The slight absence of contrast
could be countered by the substitution
of a somewhat more vigorous paper
for that employed, or, had the render¬
ing been foreseen, it could have been
provided for by increasing the time
of development of the negative.
Still, it is not much out, and there
is always some difficulty in obtaining
a gaslight paper that has just the
right degree of contrast when the
difference between what is wanted and
what is given is but a little ; the
distinction between the grades known
as soft, normal and vigorous being
rather too much for a case like this.
It is just possible that the required
additional steepness of scale might be
■obtained by reducing the printing
exposure and increasing the time of
development, but the adoption of
this expedient might be productive of
stains, and is only mentioned as a
last resort.
Nevertheless, it might
an experiment ; but what
concerned with at the
the scale of the subject,
that of the print, and the
bringing the first within
the latter.

be tried as
we are more
moment is
rather than
difficulty of
the scope of

There are two things that must be
included. The one is the tree, which
forms the principal object, and the
•other is the peak of the mountain
in the distance. Not only must they
be included, but there must also be
a sufficient margin of space below
and above them.
Spacing

the Picture.

Here, there is just the right amount
of space below the tree. If there were
less, there would be a feeling of
instability, and, from the viewpoint
adopted, more could certainly not be

added without
the mountain.

on the Beginners’ prints reproduced on

,

cutting off the top of

That the top is included speaks well
for the choice of the viewpoint, but
what is wanted is a shade or so more,
for, as the picture stands, there is
something of a suggestion of re¬
striction. A quarter of an inch more
at the top would make all the difference,
but how to get it is the difficulty.
Judging from the lie of the land,
the subject was taken from a slope,
so that it would not be feasible to
suggest a more distant viewpoint.
If the ground were level, such an
expedient would probably meet the
case, particularly if, at the same time,
the camera could be lowered ; but,
in the circumstances as they appear
to have existed, the more the view¬
point is taken back the greater would
be the distance between the tree and
the mountain top. The reason is that,
as the stance receded, its level would
become higher, and not only would the
peak seem higher but the tree would
occupy a lower position in the picture
space, the result being worse than
before.
A

Time

to Compromise.

It is true that the obstacle might be
overcome by keeping the same view¬
point and substituting a lens of slightly
shorter focal length, but such is
rarely available when wanted, and it
is unlikely that most of us would
either have such a lens or a camera
that would be capable of taking it.
That being so, the only thing to do
is what has been done in this case —
to arrange a compromise. It is per¬
haps not so satisfactory as could be
wished, nor as good as could be secured
with proper equipment, but there was
little, if any, alternative, and it would
have been a pity to have missed so
pleasing a subject altogether. Its ,
attraction is subtle rather than obvious,

oppo^site page.

The contrasts, here, are verging
towards excess, the darks of the
clouds and their reflections seeming too
intense
in comparison with the light
in
the sky.
Tone

and

the Subject.

In an ordinary landscape, such
contrasts might not be out of place,
but, in a scene consisting chiefly of
sea and sky, both of which, in the
weather conditions prevailing, are
known to be of a light key, they
seem too great.
The remedy is, as will be inferred,
the opposite to that formerly pre¬
scribed. Instead of using a more
vigorous paper, a softer type should
be employed, when a more harmonious
rendering should accrue. No. 4,
“Gathering Storm,” by G. H. Beatty,
has tones that are as bright, and darks
as deep, but they are appropriate to
the subject.
In consequence, there is not the
same feeling of exaggeration, and the
representation, even if it does not
convey the same suggestion of effect,
does at least strike a note of truth.
A
tone

similar impression of truth
is conveyed by both 5 and

of
6,

“ Electricity,” by Harold Bull, and
“ The Amateur,” by Arthur S. Paris.
The selection of the subject in the
former case may incline towards the
eccentric, and the slope of the uprights
of the pylon may seem to need ex¬
planation, but the technique of both
is good and worthy of emulation.
Brilliance

and

Harshness.

What should be sought
between brilliancy and

is a mean
harshness.

In No. 2, " Calm,” by Leonard A.
Pereira, the effect is more definitely

No. 3, “ Youth and Age,” by E. C. G.
Pratt, has just that touch of over¬
brightness that invites a sense of
harshness, principally because the
tones are both brighter and darker
than they usually appear to the eye.
The light in woods is mellowed by
filtration through foliage, and it is this
effect that should be suggested. On
the contrary, the contrasts of No. 7,

perceptible, and inclines to the drama¬
tic rather than to subtlety. It is
somewhat overdone, and appears to be
attributable to a cause the direct

“Any Fish To-day ? ” by C. Ladworth,
which, in fact, are greater, do not
provide the same sensation, for the
effect is one of brilliance, and one that

opposite of that which was responsible
for the softness of its predecessor.

is perfectly natural

and its rendering of an effect of sun¬
shine quite intriguing.

611
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in such a subject.
“ Mentor.”
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Victorial Analysis
Every week one of the pictures reproduced on an art page will be analysed in detail for the
benefit of readers
of the paper who are seeking to improve their pictorial work.
cc

A MONARCH,”
hy A. R. van Oudtshoorn.
disposition of
In addition, his position in the

IT is but seldom that a pictorial

study of a couple of lions in
perfectly natural surroundings,
and, apparently, in a state of freedom,
is produced. The dangers attaching
to any attempt to do so, it may be
imagined, are by no means incon¬
siderable, and the difficulties attendant
upon finding the animals — to
nothing of those arising on
photographic side — must be
immense.
Animal
The

say
the

picturp space contributes to the same
end. In a subject of this nature, the
strongest points, and upon one of which
the chief object should be placed, are
those formed after dividing the picture
into thirds, both latitudinally and
vertically, by the points where they
cross — the intersections — usually re¬
ferred to as “ intersections of thirds.”

Photography.

author

of the picture

is therefore to be congratu¬
lated on his achievement, for
not only has he secured a
portrait record of a pair of
lions that would be perfectly
satisfying to any naturahst,
but also one of excellent

being placed upon the point
of intersection of the vertical
thirds and the lowest of the
fifths or sevenths as the case

form and arrangement as well
as of a measure of pictorial

may be. Here, the lion is so
clearly the reason for the
making of the picture, and
the sky, though pleasantly
modulated, no more than a

appeal.
What devices were employ¬
ed to get within striking dis¬
tance of the lions we do not
know, but the
that a lens of
was employed,
something to
means of rapid
withdrawal.

the subject otherwise.
Similarly, an object may be placed
across two of the intersections hori¬
zontally, with equal force of placing,
but, in this event, it is rather im¬
portant that the object in question
should be placed more definitely over
one than the other, or, in other words,
it must be more decidedly off the centre.
In pure landscape, it may sometimes
be desirable to give a greater
prominence to the sky, and,
in such cases, it is permissible
and often very nearly essential
to substitute the divisions of
thirds, horizontally, by fifths
or sevenths, or something
between them, the chief item

setting, that there is no
object in departing from the
standard or conventional posi¬
tion for him.

probability is
lengthy focus
and, possibly,
provide the
approach and

Principality and Balance.
It will be observed, though,

unlikely
be any

that, wjiile his gaze is straight
ahead, the direction of his

appreciable time for considera¬
tion, and that, in such cir¬
cumstances, the result is so

body, if continued, would
lead out of the picture. This
tendency is corrected, and
its ill effect entirely countered,

It
that

is, however,
there would

successful evidences the capa¬
city and ingenuity of the
author. The lion (i) from his
position in the picture and
proximity, is pretty obviously
the chief item and centre of
interest, the lioness (2) being
a subsidiary but nevertheless essential
feature.
The proximity of the lion enables
him to be rendered on a larger scale
than his companion, and, on this
ground alone, he would be entitled
to be regarded as claiming the greater
share of the attention.
Prominence

and

Proximity.

Besides the greater prominence, the
fact that he is the nearer, in itself,
endows him with more commanding
presence
ance.
22

and

emphasises

his import¬

by the presence of the lioness
(2), which, by providing a
balancing accent, tends to
draw the attention, that
otherwise might be diverted
towards the edge, back into
There

are,

of

course,

four

such

points, and, providing three are un¬
occupied by any item of significance,
the fourth, where the principal object
should be, becomes of prime impor¬
tance. If, on account of scale, the
chief item falls across two of the
intersections in a vertical direction,
the remaining two being vacant, the
strength of position is the same,
although it is undesirable that the
centre of that item shall happen to
fall exactly midway between them.
More space should be allowed either
above or below, 613
according to the

the picture.
Principality is therefore conserved
by balance. On the other hand, if
the body of the lion (i) had been
turned the other way, the picture
would have been complete without his
mate, his position being strong enough,
in itself, to preserve his dominance.
As the picture stands, however, the
composition is perfectly satisfying,
and there is no doubt but that the
second animal does impart an addition
to the interest, and, altogether, the
work is admirably contrived.
” Mentor.”
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The

letters to the Editor
PHOTOGRAPHIC
Sir, — The

exercise

MINIATURES.

of carefully

producing

and

" working

up ”

small prints is a great help when it comes to producing large
prints or lantern slides ; so, as a result of the letter from C. S.
Grant in which he sings the praises of the Photographic Minia¬
ture Postal Portfolio, it is sure to follow that a call will be
made for new portfolios for small prints, or for additional
circles in the P.M.P.P. But whilst I am greatly in favour of
the slogan, " the more clubs the merrier,” I would point out
that if other groups were formed away from the original
P.M.P.P., the knowledge that is likely to accumulate will be¬
come decentralised. And it is my opinion that all postal pho¬
tographic clubs should be allied. But 1 digress. To save the
decentralisation of the ” Miniature” side of postal
and to save extra work falling on the shoulders
Secretary, P.M.P.P., 1 would suggest that the club
ed to undertake the formation of additional
Assistant Hon. Secretaries. By this means the

photography,
of the Hon.
be approach¬
circles under
needs of the

new “ Miniature ” photographer will be met ; much new
knowledge rvill be centralised ; competitions can be arranged,
and " Miniature ” exhibitions — even International ones — become
a distinct possibility.- — Yours, etc., GEO. A. SLIGHT.
FROM
Sir, — Looking

through

THE

FAR

the

latest

EAST.
issues

to hand

of " The

A.P.” I note with envy the stocks of plates and papers, etc.,
advertised, because very few of the articles described can be
obtained here. I have tried every shop in Hong Kong for
Ilford Hypersensitive Plates, to be met with a blank stare from
the Chinese assistants who have never even heard of them.
Could not the British manufacturers get their goods on the
market out here ? On one occasion I wanted Ilford S.R.,
^-plate size, and could not get them, so had to use German
plates of an unknown make. I think it would also be of great
assistance to overseas photographers if advertisers would give
in their advertisements the approximate postage, etc., for
goods ordered from overseas, i.e., the mailing weight.
I notice

quite

a lot of correspondence

during

the past two

months on exposure meters. It might interest your readers
to know of my own experience. Having tried several different
makes of extinction meters, and never getting the same result,
I eventually tried the B.W. Exposure Calculator and have
been quite satisfied with the result. Using the one light table
all the year round (that for the tropics) and dealing with plates
of known make, the only thing the photographer has to decide
is (i) condition of light, and {2) nature of subject, and by bearing
in mind the axiom “ expose for the shadows ” and so doubling
the calculated exposure a good negative is assured every time.
Such has been my personal experience, and of course by “ good
negative ” I mean one that will give a print or enlargement with
a full range of tones to the high-lights.
One other thing I would like to mention re materials. In
Hong Kong very few grades of bromide and gaslight papers
are obtainable. I shall be glad to hear if there are British
firms supplying papers direct to users abroad ! It is most
annoying at times to have negatives which will print on to a
suitable grade or surface but to find that particular grade, etc.,
unavailable.
Wishing
TESTING

" The

A.P.”

every

success.H.— ^Yours,
etc.,Kong.)
M. (Hong

MINIATURE
CAMERAS
OF PLATES.

FOR

ACCURACY

Editor

the opinions

is not

responsible

for

of his correspondents.

under test. As the material is very springy it is best to cut
the piece several inches long. Each end is tapered and threaded
through empty film spools. The ends are doubled back and
secured by pieces of adhesive tape from the first-aid box.
The spools are then placed in the camera, and the top spool
tightened by the key until the Kodatrace lies tightly across
the rollers, matt side towards the lens. A very brilliant image
is obtained enabling accurate adjustment to be effected. This
tip may be useful to the many ‘‘ A.P.” readers who use minia¬
ture cameras. — Yours, etc.,
G.W. J.B.
EMERGENCY

WIDE-ANGLE

EFFECTS.

Sir, — A while ago I was asked by a shipping friend to take
a photograph of a steamship in which he was interested, a
full-length broadside view from stem to stern being required.

The ship in question was at the time in dock, and the
surrounding warehouses made it impossible for me to find a
viewpoint far enough away from the ship to include the whole
of her on the plate. Not having a wide-angle lens available
I was about to give it up as a bad job, when the racking back
of the bellows to close the camera gave me an idea. The
camera was set up on the tripod once more and directed on the
centre of the vessel so that all except the stem and stern ap¬
peared on the focussing screen. The bellows were then racked
back and as the image became smaller the whole of the ship
came into view, although, of course, rather badly blurred.
Stopping down the lens to f/32 sharpened up the image suffi¬
ciently for a perfectly satisfactory result. I feel that the hint
may be worth passing on to others for those emergencies when
one realises the truth of the old saying ” that little more — how
much it is ! ” — Yours, etc.,
C. P. VAUGHAN.
DEVELOPING
Sir, — I am

much

interested

FILMS.

in the correspondence

concerning

the development speed of different fast films. My own ex¬
perience goes to prove that Mr. Scott is right in attributing
failures with Verichrome and Selochrome to under-develop¬
ment. These two certainly require 50 per cent more than
Isochrom.
I have used Agfa Isochrom

film pack ever since it came

out,

with excellent results ; giving five minutes’ development at
65 degrees for subjects of normal contrast. I tried Verichrome
and, to my surprise, got thin, flat negatives. It was obvious,
with a Kodak production, that the fault must lie with tne, so
I tried again, exposing Verichrome and Isochrom on the same
subject with the same stop and exposure. I developed both
films for my usual time in Kodak Special developer. Result ;
a strong, clear enlargement from the Isochrom, and, on the
the same paper, a flat, detail-less result from Verichrome. It
still seemed absurd to blame such a film, especially as it gave
lovely pictures in other hands.
Still, as I couldn’t make it work, I avoided it for the future,
and the other day when I ran out of Isochrom and could
not buy it in a hurry, I took one of the new Selochrome packs
instead. On developing as usual, exactly the same thing
happened as with Verichrome — every negative came out flat
and thin, giving wretched enlargements.
Later, on looking through Azol time and temperature
tables, I found, to my surprise, that Selochrome and Verichrome
were put in a class needing minutes at 65 degrees, while
Isochrom came in a different class, their time being 5^

minutes. A week later I read Mr. Scott’s letter. I have not
yet had time to try this out, but for a quick test I took several
of the Selochrome negatives and intensified them with Agfa
Sir, — One of the main difficulties encountered in testing
small cameras using roll film is the fact that usually there is
mercury intensifier. This does not stain the films but produces
no ground glass fitted. I have found a most useful substitute in
the same result as longer development time. In every case I
the form of Kodatrace, a draughtsman’s tracing material, 6 got a really good negative, giving a fine enlargement. So the
1old
3 safe rule of blaming oneself rather than first-class material
which has been recently introduced. This is a thin film, very
similar in texture to celluloid in that it has no fabric base.
has again proved right ; but I agree with Mr. Scott that a
One side is highly glazed, whilst the other has a matt surface
warning issued with the films would save a vast amount of
23
on which the pencil marks can readily be made. A strip
trouble and disappointment. — Yours, etc.,
should, be cut of the same width as the film taken by the camera
MARY
CRANFIELD.
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Model,

In their new Model III Leica, the firm of Leitz (Mortimer
Street, W.i) have accomplished an improvement which will
commend this famous camera more and more to that type
of photographer who is known as the “ serious worker.”
(I have never met him, but I understand that he does
exist, just as the " a\erage man ” exists !)
Messrs. Leitz have now bestowed on the Leica a device
by which slower “ instantaneous ” speeds are obtained —
a decided advantage, in my view. Alongside the lena is a
supplementary speed-dial, marked with speeds of i, ^ and
^ sec., an exceedingly useful range of exposures. To make
use of them
the Leica
owner first
sets his focalplane shutter
for its biggest

a speed-mark¬
ing of I /20th
sec.), but he
sets it at a

which is clearly indicated.
Then he sets the supplementary

dial for his chosen

slow

speed, perhaps i sec. or J sec. The use of this supplemen¬
tary device has the effect of slowing down the speed at which
the focal-plane blind travels across the film ; hence the
longer exposure.
The four slow-speed exposures have been calculated with
characteristic Leitz carefulness. The shutter device, by
the way, is arranged so that when the shutter is set for
any of the ordinary Leica speeds — that is, anywhere
between i/2oth and i /500th sec. — the slow-speed dial
is definitely out of action and out of the way.
It is very ingenious, very simple, and free from complica¬
tions, and in my view it is a valuable feature. In these
days when many Leica users are employing nothing but
super-speed pan. film it will widen and simplify for them
the use of the Leica for night scenes, indoor portraiture,
and many other kinds of work which require generous
exposures. The chief criticism of focal-plane shutters on
any kind of cameras is that most of them do not give us
“ instantaneous ” speeds, but give us, instead, speeds
high-sounding figures of ‘‘ i/i,oooth sec.,” etc., which
few photographers really need. The Leica has now
its devotees a real service.
this model

also comes

an improvement

in detail in

the eyepiece of the view-finder. A small magnifying lens
in the eyepiece gives the user a considerably bigger image
to study. The magnification is about
times, not a
great change, but enough to make it better for anyone
24

More

Helps

for

“ Contax

”

Users.

The little 36-exposure de luxe camera of to-day is being
equipped with all kinds of resources for difficult work. A

if you need it.
Its focal length is 28 mm.,

special notch
on the dial

With

standard Leica lens) the Model III will cost £2^, as com¬
pared w'ith £22 for the Model 11. The new camera contains
all the features of the Model II, including the range-finder
coupled up to the focussing mount of the lens. I under¬
stand that the slow-speed device can be fitted to the Model
II by Messrs. Leitz, but at the moment I cannot indicate the
charge which Messrs. Leitz will make for it.

wide-angle Tessar for the ” Contax ” camera is the latest
addition, and while there are many users of small cameras
who w'ould never dream of doing wide-angle work there
are a number of experienced workers who will jump at
such an opportunity. This new lens works at f/8, and can
be stopped down to f/32. It is not often that one hears
of any Tessar being stopped down to f/32, but there it is

opening (re¬
presented by

slow
with
very
done

whose sight is not absolutely normal, and of course making
exact focussing a little easier. This refinement will be
appreciated by all users of the miniature camera.
With the famous Leitz Elmar f/3.5 anastigmat (the

and

it gives a much

wuder

angle than the normal lens fitted to the ‘‘ Contax,” which
is of 50-mm. focal length.
This wide-angle lens, by the way, is not coupled up to the
range-finder and so focussing has to be done independently.
The lens costs £1^ 17s. 6d. A special optical view-finder,
for use with the wide-angle lens, costs 23s. 6d.
Two new finders, for use with the ordinary 50-mm lens
of the ” Contax ” have just been introduced. These give
the correct view as seen by the lens, but they give it fullsize and not in miniature.
Tubular finders which give a miniature picture are excel¬
lent for most subjects, but an optical direct-vision finder
which shows a full-size picture of what is on the film is
decidedly better for some subjects, while it is equally
good for all other subjects. The new finders are detachable,
and are fixed in a jiffy.
The limits of the picture are shown by white boundary
lines reflected on to the object-glass. The sports finder
made for the 50-mm. lens costs 25s. fid.
The other type, the double view-finder, which has two
” frames ” shown on the object-glass, is for use when more
than one lens is employed. The larger picture is employed
when the normal lens is in the camera and the smaller
frame is employed for view-finding when a lens of longer
focal length is in position on the camera.
614

The two white ” boundary lines ” showing the limits of
the respective pictures are much better guides to the area
of the picture than the engraved lines which we get on
some finders, notably in cine cameras. This finder also
costs 25s. fid.
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NEWS,
NOTES
AND
MATTERS
OF
IN¬
TEREST
FOR ALL CINEMATOGRAPHERS
USING AMATEUR
CINfi APPARATUS.

Cinematography
Camping as a Cine Subject E. APPLEBY.
There are few places where a
march

cine camera

can be used

with

such a great degree of pleasure
and expectation of success as at a
holiday camp. Many people go to
camp these days, some just in little
parties, others with boys and girls,
some with motor-caravans, and others
hiking and camping.

A camp is always brimful of inci¬
dents, so much so that a would-be
him producer must always have his
camera

at the

Planning

“ ready.”

the Picture,

Of course, it is useless to take a
series of disjointed scenes and hope
to make a successful film of them.
They will interest the people im¬
mediately concerned, but to the
general public they will be boring.
To avoid this’ result some sort of
plan should be arranged, with the
co-operation of your fellow-campers.
Should you be starting from one of
the great railway termini you will
probably find it difficult to use the
camera in the dim, smoky interior
of the station, but it often happens
that a change has to be made at a

down

to the beach

in solemn

procession, carrying, on an improvised
stretcher, a grotesque figure. After
some preamble this unfortunate is
carried down to the sea and pitched
unceremoniously into it.
Stormy weather is a bugbear to
most campers, but it may provide
the cinematographer with quite a
lot of material, particularly in a large
camp. The weird garments that some
people adopt in bad weather, and the
difficulties of dealing with wet and
flapping canvas, will make pictures
if the cine camera can be kept dry.
A general view of the camp just
before packing up, followed by various
shots of parts coming down, and parts
being packed away, will make a
better ending to the film than a shot
of the journey home, as the impression
left is much more cheerful.
The

Question

of Cost.

With regard to the actual filming,
perhaps expense is one of the biggest
difficulties which confronts the ama¬

teur. Enough film to make an hour’s
show will prove costly, unless members
of the company will share the expense,
which is often the case.

If the new 8-mm. film is used, this
will lighten the cost a little. But it
seems the best plan is to endeavour to
get more than one camera on the
go, with an arrangement as 1u the
main taking of scenes, thus each part
of camp life can be covered sufficiently
to make an interesting and enlighten¬
ing film for the friends of the party
who had not been present to enjoy
in the darker evenings.
This type of film is extremely

useful

for propaganda purposes, to swell the
numbers of the particular club or
society which is the subject.
Perfect knowledge of the limitations
of the camera used should be obtained
before going away, and some film
should be expended on some subject
at home so that' the operator is per¬
fectly familiar with working in various
conditions.

wayside station, and here an oppor¬
tunity should be grasped to get a
few feet of perspiring members of the
party lugging the luggage from the
van, or armed with cups of tea
and railway sandwiches awaiting the
arrival of the connection.
The erecting of the camp as a
subject is a foregone conclusion, and
here the experienced camper will get
some humour if there are inexperienced
tent erectors in the vicinity.
Early morning-sub j ects are not difficult
at this time of the year, and the morning
wash — especially in a boys’ camp —
is worth the expenditure of more film.
Meals are somewhat difficult to
make interesting in grown-up camps,
but among the boys and girls many
incidents, such as parcels from home,
will prove interesting subjects.
Of all the most likely subjects to
produce something interesting for
public display is the bathing parade or
party. Here a procession can be
staged, if a large party is available.
Dressed in weird garments, they can
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As

indicated

in the article on this page, camping scenes and
material for amateur cin6 work.

incidents

offer excellent
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“ Super-speed Panchromatic

ANUFACTURERS
of i6-mm.
film stock are for ever working
to improve the standard of
amateur cinematography, and the
introduction of the new “ super¬
speed pan.” now enables amateurs
to produce results equal to those
seen on the professional screen. The
increased emulsion speed of this film
opens up many new subjects for the
keen worker, such as night and indoor
scenes, but, at the same time, those
who wish to obtain good results from
the beginning, are well advised to
learn something about their new
medium first.
In

General.

It should be quite unnecessary to
stress the fact that the loading of the
camera (even if it is of the daylight¬
loading type) should never be done
in bright sunlight with this new stock.
It is advisable to find a shady comer
or to do the job at home. Now we come
to the all-important question of ex¬
posure, for although most modem
emulsions have great latitude, correct
exposure is of vital importance when

be overlooked is the fact that pan¬
chromatic emulsion is more sensitive

to yellow light than the ordinary
ortho and it is possible to obtain quite
good results late in the evening,
although it is advisable to make a
rough test beforehand, as different
makes of film vary a little.
Filters.
To obtain a faithful reproduction of
colour values a filter should always
be employed. There are dozens of
different types for different purposes,
and the keen worker will do well to
buy a handbook on the subject and
study it fully. For the beginner,
a useful piece of advice is to use a
light (in colour usually a pale yellow)
rather than a heavy one, which, ex¬
cept in special cases, will unbalance
the colour correction and give a hard
and unnatural reproduction, worse,
in fact, than if no filter at all was used.
For general exterior work a K 2 is
excellent, but when scenes are being
filmed which include a good deal of
sky or sea, it may be changed for a
heavier

one, such as a ‘‘ G ” or “ A.”
Lighting Conditions.

” PATRICK \e ROI.

My first experiments of this type of
subject were made of the electric signs
in the West End of London, and the
result showed that the actual signs
were over-exposed, but they appeared
to be suspended in mid-air — the
outline of the building could not be
seen.
The reason was then obvious, for
there was no light on them, and
therefore such shots are better made
at dusk, and even if the sky at the
time looks a little too light, it can be
toned by careful gauzing. Scenes of
people looking into well-lighted shop
windows can be taken at night (with
an f/2 or f/1.9 lens), while there are
numerous other subjects which will
make interesting night shots.
Interior shots with incandescent
light are always a great joy to the
amateur camera-man because it is
the only time he gets complete con¬
trol of his light. Close-ups can be
successfully made with only a couple
of 300-watt lamps (with reflectors),
but it should be remembered that
good results depend more
position of the light than
amount.

on
on

the
the

using a high-speed panchromatic film
if scenes are to be faithfully repro¬
duced. Over-exposure tends to give
flat results, lacking in contrasts, while

Super-speed pan. is said to give
good results under almost any lighting
conditions, but the best are obtained

under-exposure is apt to upset
true balance of colour values.

in a soft light — strong front light
should be avoided at all times. The

Lighting should be made fairly
even, while the front light should be
diffused with butter mushn to give
a little roundness. When focussing
lamps are used do not be tempted to

mellow sunlight of early summer is
ideal for its use, while during mid¬
summer months morning and late
afternoon are better suited for work.

picks out a “ hot spot ” which is
unpleasing to the eye unless a special
effect shot is being aimed at. Correct

the

Many amateurs favour the “ meter ”
method of working out exposures,
and although there is much to be
said for this practice, I stiU prefer the
older way of making tests, which is,
in my opinion, the best and quickest
method of grasping the most impor¬
tant factors of the problem. Tests
should be made of varying subjects
under different lighting conditions,
and careful notes should be made on
each change. The exposed film should
be developed under normal conditions,
and when projected the results can
be checked with the notes.
Another

point

which

should

not

The high speed of the new film will
give the amateur an opportunity of
trying his hand at indoor shots.
In this class of work it is usually an
advantage to use reflectors to
the shadows and “ even up
lighting of the room generally.
with light-coloured wallpaper
never be photographed in
sunlight.

Street scenes at night make interest¬
ing shots, but there are many pitfalls.

BIRMINGHAM

The Society’s new Headquarters at
the

York House, Great Charles Street,
were formally declared open by
President, Mr. E. A. Bierman,

F.R.P.S., at a Special General Meeting
held last week
(20th June), when
there was a large attendance of members
and friends including officials of the
Midland Counties Photographic Federa¬
tion, and the Presidents of a number of
the local Photographic Societies.
The new headquarters comprise a
lecture room, capable of seating 120
persons, a library and reading room, and
26

“ lift ”
” the
Rooms
should
direct

PHOTOGRAPHIC

ante-room and enlarging and dark-rooms.
The lecture room has been specially
fitted up for lantern lectures and demon¬
strations of all kinds as well as for exhibi¬
tions of pictures. There is also a special
display cabinet for lantern slides. The
lighting of this room is of a novel character
designed to give soft general lighting with
the ma.ximum intensity of illumination
in the spaces reserved for picture hanging.
The enlarging room and two dark-rooms
are efficiently equipped to meet all
reasonable requirements of amateur
photographers. An equable temperature

616

“ spot ” them.

Panchromatic

stock

lighting — by artificial light— is a thing
which can only be learnt by experience,
and those who take up this branch of
cinematography will find it one of
the most interesting. If a desired
effect cannot be obtained by moving
the position of a lamp try altering the
height. The best and safest way to
get good results is to work out a
basic formula to work on and build
up on it, until perfection is reached,
when a new method may be tried out

SOCIETY
is maintained,

as

York

House

has

a

modern thermostatically controlled cen¬
tral heating system and hot water is
available continuously.'
The Society, which now has a member¬
ship of 170, enters upon its 50th year of
existence in November next. Mr. Harold
Baker,

F.R.P.S.,

the only surviving

original

member who has remained a'^member to
the present time, and Mr. A. J. Leeson,
a Past-President, who joined the Society
in its very early days, were present and
gave the meeting some
interesting
reminiscences.
E. H. B.
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^^The

A.P.’’

Monthly

Competitions

NOW that the season is in full swing prints of remarkable
and excellence of the beginners’
The awards for the last competition
Advanced

Workers’

First Prize. — •" Reaction,” by
Avenue, Bebington, Cheshire.
Second Prize. — •” Street
20, Peddar Road, Bombay.

N.

Arabs,”

Third Prize. — “ Victorian,”
New Road, London, S.E.5.

entries are also
are as follows :—

by

Karl

Intermediate

5, Beresford
Khandalavala,

by Henry

G. Goulden,

Certificates of Merit. — ‘‘ Bondage,” by W. N. Bhat, 10,
Shankarashram, Tilak Road, Poona 2, India ; " Young Tawny
Owl,” W. W. Nicholas, Kenilworth, Davenport Avenue, Hessle,
E. Yorks ; “ Evening Warmth,” by F. R. Ratnagar, Central
Bank Building, Fort, Bombay.
The prints not receiving awards have been grouped, those
in the first group receiving honourable mention. The others
have been marked Class i. Class 2 and Class 3, respectively.
Those awarded honourable mention are as follows ; (2)
F. Annis Burrows (Chalfont St. Peter) ; John R. Charlton
(Crewe) ; J. H. Clark (Camberwell) ; (2) Ronald T. Cooke
(Harborne) ; J. F. Cutler (Edgware) ; John Dickie, Jun.
(West Lothian) ;
F. C. Diemer (Blackball, Edinburgh) ;
James Hampson (Cricklewood) : Wm. Jackson (Hull) ; Sorab
J. Kharegat (Bombay) ; A. C. Millest (Hampton Wick) ; N. J.

The

Photographic

Section.

Byron, 5, Salween Park, Moulmein, Burma ; " The Open
Book,” F. Stuart Matheson, Upland, Collington, Cornwall ;
“ The Glory of the Sport,” by Jimmi N. Kharas, Khan Building,
161, Girgaum, Bombay ; “ Pillars by Night,” by Dennis E. M.
Wright, 12, Marmora Road, London, S.E.22.

by J. H. Clark, 304, Camberwell

Mounting Prize. — ” April Landscape,”
18, Culford Road, London, N.i.

MAY.

First Prize. — “ Sunshine and Shadow,” by H. L. Wilson,
94, Loder Road, Brighton.
Second Prize. — ” Portrait,” by T. H. Gallagher, 10, St.
James’s Park, Belfast.
Certificates of Merit.—" Burmese Ferryman,” by Francis H.

Section.

Crawshaw,

FOR

Nalawalla (Bombay) ; W. W. Nicholas (Hessle) ; W. P.
Philippo (Holland) ; J. V. Spalding (Cambridge) ; Asadmian
K. Syed (Palanpur) ; Henry Tolcher (Hanley) ; J. H. Turney
(Tooting Junction, S.W.) ; D. R. D. Wadia (Bombay) ; (2)
derminster)
.
Miss
M. Whitcombe
(Bewdley) ; Norman T. Williams (Kid¬

quality are being entered in large quantities in " The
A.P.” competitions. This applies to all three sections.
The advanced workers in particular during the past month have
reached an unusually high standard, while the number,
variety,
notable.

AWARDS

Beginners’

Section.

First Prize. —
Massive Spendour — Basutoland,” by E. H.
Midgley, P.O. Kanye, Via Lobatsi, Bechuanaland Protectorate,
S. Africa.
Second Prize. — " The
Cheltenham, Glos.

Clerk,”

by A. Chapman,

Gordon

Road,

Certificates of Merit. — " In Old France,” by W. Fisher
Cassie, 56, Pen-y-dre, Rhiwbina, Cardiff ; " Where Erasmus
used to Walk,” by A. E. L. Co.x, ig, Spencer Road, South
Croydon ; " Her Daily Task,” by Mrs. L. S. Edwin, Wesleyan
Mission Church Compound, Coxtown, Bangalore, S. India ;
" Sir John Barleycorn Inn,” by R. G.
Road, Brighton ; " Again Home,” by
Rue Metdepenningen, Gand, Belgium.
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Convention

Members of the P.C.L'.K. at the Roman Baths, on Wednesday,
to right): Col. A. Hill (Past President), Miss G. Baldock, F.
A. S. Newman
(Immediate Past President), C. H. Bothamley
Photograph by Gray

Nunn,
Alfred

17, Lancaster
Roelants, 14,

at Bath.

June 4th. In the front row of the centre group are (from left
C. T. Hadley (Hon. Secretary), W. A. Balmain (President),
(Past President), Alex. Keighley (Past President), H. Baker.
stone Bird, Bath.
27
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Father
Centenary

ON July 5th, 1833, died Joseph

Nicephore Niepce, the first man to
obtain a permanent photograph,
and thus to impart to photography
the impetus which has carried it to its
present measure of distinction among
the fine arts.
It took nearly two and a half
centuries of practically continuous
inquin," and research to solve the
secret of the production of pictures
by means of the action of light on
sensitised surfaces, and another inter¬
val of over twenty years more elapsed
before the camera obscura of Della
Parta’s invention, as far back as 1 569,
was pressed into service as the chief
instrument in everyday photography.
The story of the evolution of this
fascinating art, which has established
such a firm grip on all sections of
the public, is one of universal interest,
and the centenary of the genius who
found the answer to the riddle which
had baffled so many previous inquirers
affords a fitting opportunity of review¬
ing the main facts.
The alchemists of the sixteenth
century made the earliest steps in
the chemistry of photography with
the discovery that native chloride of
silver was blackened on exposure to
light. Another landmark was reached
when in 1777 the famous Swedish
chemist, Scheele, found that chloride
of silver was blackened quickest at the
violet end of the solar spectrum, thus
demonstrating that the rays of light
are not all alike chemically active.
Wedgwood

and

Davy.

In 1802, Ritter, of Jena, ascer¬
tained the existence of chemically
active non-visible rays beyond the
violet rays of the spectrum, but it
was left to Thomas Wedgwood, fourth
.son of the great potter, Josiah Wedg¬
wood, in conjunction with Humphry
Davy, then a rising young chemist, to
apply the knowledge in actual photo¬
graphic experiments.
The two friends succeeded in making
prints of leaves and other similar
objects with silver nitrate, but thej"
were unable to prepare a paper
sufficiently rapid to permit of its use
in the camera obscura.
Davy made one important addition
to existing knowledge. He found that
silver chloride was more sensitive
than the nitrate, and by the use of
the concentrated light of a solar micro¬
scope he managed to procure images of
small stationary objects on paper
28

of Niepce.

of Photography
A note on the work

treated with his own preparation.
Both Wedgwood and Davy, however,
were brought up short by the difficulty
either of “ fixing ” the pictures, or
dissolving the silver salt which had not
been acted upon, and so securing the
essential qualities of permanence and
crispness.
Probably had their co-operation
been prolonged they would have con¬
quered the trouble, but Wedgwood’s
health was poor, and his premature
death cut short their investigations,
Davy’s interest and enthusiasm in
the subject apparently being ex¬
tinguished by the loss of his colleague.
As a matter of fact it was not until
about 1835 that, through the efforts of
Fox Talbot, photographic research
was revived in England, and mean¬
while Niepce had secured for France the
credit of his epoch-making discoveries.
Born at Chalon-sur-Saone, on March
7th, 1765, Niepce, the son of a wealthy
local gentleman, was intended for the
Church, and was educated accord¬
ingly. He and his brother Claude
were placed under a special tutor,
skilled in languages and science, and
from the first it was science that made
the stronger appeal to Joseph.
Just when he might have thought

of

settling down, the whole social struc¬
ture of France was disintegrated by
the Revolution. Joining the army at
the age of 27, Niepce served in Italy
for several years, exhibiting abilities
which secured for him the position of
administrator of the district'of Nice.
The

First

Permanent

Picture.

His health, however, was unsatis¬
factory and, resigning his commission,
he returned to Chalon, where he
married, and became completely ab¬
sorbed in scientific pursuits. Several
subjects claimed his attention, but
the success of his experiments with
sunlight pictures encouraged him to
concentrate upon photography.
He secured his first permanent
picture by the influence of solar
radiation in 1814, giving to the pro¬
cess the distinctive title of Heliography. His method consisted in
coating a piece of plated silver or glass
with bitumen. The plate prepared
in this way was exposed in the camera
obscura for periods varying from four
to six hours at a stretch. Experience
showed him that wherever the light
acted it rendered the bitumen in¬
soluble in its customary solvents, the
consequence being that on subsequent
618

of early investigators.

treatment with one of these solvents
the shadows of the image dissolved
away, and the lights were represented
by the insoluble bitumen remaining
on the plate.
In 1827 Niepce visited England,
planning to submit to the Royal
Society some of his prints, together
with a detailed narrative of his pro¬
cesses, but through an unfortunate
combination of circumstances he was
prevented from accomplishing his
On his return to Paris he made the
purpose.
acquaintance of Daguerre, who had
been engaged for three years on
experiments of his own along similar
lines. The two entered into a partner¬
ship, agreeing to work jointly, and to
pool the results of their investigations
for ten years. In the four years of
life that remained to him after the
conclusion of this bargain Niepce made
no material advance in his discoveries.
He had not perhaps accomplished all
he had aimed at, but he had securely
established the foundations of modern
photography. By treating the metal
plates on which his pictures were
taken, with acid, images in relief
were obtained, from which reproduc¬
tions could be secured by means of
ordinary printing presses.
Niepce died on July 5th, 1833, in
his 68th year, leaving his interests to
his son, Isidore. Daguerre soon after
took up a new course of inquiry, an 1
in 1835 had the satisfaction of in¬
forming the younger Niepce of his
success with an original process. ■ It
was not until a year or two later that
the details were made public. Dag¬
uerre’s ’method was as far in advance
of that of Niepce as regards speed and
efficiency as
comparison
French

Niepce’s

with

had

been

in

Wedgwood’s.

Government’s

Gesture.

He used plates treated with iodide
of silver, which after service in the
camera were exposed to the vapour of
mercury in a dark room, the faint
image originally secured thus being
brought out clearly and sharply, and
all that remained being to " fix ” it.
In the case of Niepce’s invention
the time of exposure required in a
camera was as indicated, from four
to six hours. Daguerre shortened the
allowance to three or four minutes
only, and it is a significant fact that
besides rendering -photography a more
practical proposition for instantane¬
ous use, he provided a means for

ih[ amateur photographer
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on whose advice the Home Minister
induced the Government to award

reproducing such subjects as the
human face with a fidelity and beauty
that have never been excelled.

Daguerre a life pension of 6,000
francs yearly, and Isidore Niepce one

A company was formed to buy out
the process for the sum of 200,000
francs, but the venture failed, and
Isidore Niepce and Daguerre, as the
principals, were forced to appeal to
the Government for assistance in
their extremity.

They

were

of 4,000 francs.
The arrangement involved the pub¬
lication of the details of the inven¬
tion without patent, the pensions being
paid by France, according to the

fortunate

their meetings

Wednesday,

The

announced

June

Week’s

P.S.

Visit to “ Glengarry,”

June

June

29th.

Sunday,
F. C. Tilney.

.'^.C.C. Members'

Park Co-op. C.C.

The

July

Staines P.S.
Walthamstow

1st.

exhibitions and

The Amateur Photographer Monthly Competitions
for Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Workers.
Entries, June 30. Rules in this issue.
Chicago World’s Fair International Exhibition, 1933.
— Open, June i-October 31. Enquiries to ” 1933
Salon,” Chicago Camera Club, 137, North Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
Northern Photographic Exhibition (Bradford). —
Open, June 17-August 20. Entry forms from A.
Greenwood, Myrtle Dene, Harrogate Road, Bradford.
Scarborough A.P.C. Exhibition. Open Classes for
photographers living within twenty-five miles of
Scarborough, and for members of clubs affiliated to
Y.P.U. Open, July 15-20. Further particulars from
Exhibition Seci;etary, Herbert L. Kettle, 18, Ramshill
Road, Scarborough.
Lucerne International Salon. — Entries due July 8 ;
open, July 22-August 20. Particulars from Secretary,

July

3rd.

Borough

mingham, announces a competition which is
to run from now until the end of the summer.
The prizes are £20, £10, £5 and los. (half these rates
if readers are not registered). Snapshots may be of any
subject.' A coupon must accompany each entry.
A special prize of one guinea will be awarded each
week until the end of July, for the best garden photo¬
graph submitted by an amateur who is a reader of
Home Gardening, Henrietta Street, W.C.2. All other
photographs wiU be paid for at usual rates.
Western Mail and South Wales News, St. Mary Street,
Cardiff, oilers a prize of los. 6d. for each published
photograph submitted by amateur photographers.
The Editor of Cycling, 5/15, Rosebery Avenue, E.C.i,
offers prizes of £i is., 15s., and los. 6d. for the best

July

” Still Life Photography.”

Poly. P.S.

Demonstration

4th.

Walter

July

C. Briggs.

5th,

Competition.

Rochdale P.S. ” Photography in Advertising.” W. Crabtree.
Southampton C.C. Outing to Bursledon. Bus leaves Woolston, 2.35 p.m.
South Suburban and C.P.S. Lecturettes by Members of Beckenham P.S.

and Competitions

competitions

will be included

here every week

if particulars are sent by the responsible organisers.
Salon Secretaries, Irish Salon of Photography,
Morehampton Road, Dublin.

International Salon of Pliotography, Lucerne, Switzer¬
land.
Polish International Salon (Cracow). — Entries,
August I ; open, August 27-September 17. Further
particulars from Fotoclub, Y.M.C.A., Cracow, Poland.

Royal Photographic Society’s Exhibition. — Entries,
August II ; open, September 9-October 7. Entry
forms and further particulars from R.P.S., 35, Russell
Square, W.C.i.
London Salon of Photography Exhibition. — Entries,
August 30 ; open, September Q-October 7. Entry
forms and further particulars from Secretary, London
Salon of Photography, 5a, Pall Mall East, S.W.r.
Zaragoza Salon. — Entries, September 15 ; open
during October. Entry forms from Secretary, Sociedad
Fotografica de Zaragoza, Plaza de Sas, 7, Zaragoza,
Irish Salon (Dublin). — Entries due September 30 ;
Spain.
open, October 28-November 4. Particulars from

Newspaper

The Evening Despatch, Newspaper House, Bir¬

P.S.

Wednesday,

Exhibitions

Current

Station, 3 p.m.

2nd.

‘‘ Rambles with a Camera. — I.” H. Parkin.
and D.P.S. ” A Photographic Talk.” S. Bridsen.

Tuesday,
Rotherham

M'hangie.

Notices of forthcoming

July

Monday,

Bath P.S. Prospect Stile, Kelston and Northstoke.
Beckenham P.S. Eynsford to Shoreham.
Blackburn and D.C.C. Hurst Green and Stoneyhurst.
Bradford P.S. The High Hall, Steeton.
Halifax P.S. The High Hall, Steeton.
Hanley P.S. Gonsall.
Harrogate P.S. The High Hall, Steeton.
Hull P.S. The High Hall, Steeton.
Kinning

time to time.

Luton
and D.C.C.
Still Life.”
Southampton
C.C. “Informal
Meeting.

Evening.

Saturday,

or from

1st (contd.)

Accrington C.C. Gisbum — Bolton-by-Bowland.
Borough Poly. P.S. Somewhere in Bucks.
City of London and C.P.S. Reigate.
Todmorden P.S. Eallees and Hollingworth Lake.

30th.

King’s Heath and D.P.S. Lantern Lecture.
Poplar P.S. Review of the Session.
VVimbledon

July

N. Middlesex P.S. Grimm’s Dyke.
Partick C.C. Gourock : Yachting Outing.
Rotherham P.S. The High Hall. Steeton.
Stafford P.S. The Outwoods. Train to Gonsall, 2.17 p.m.
Stockport P.S. Manchester Docks.
Walthamstow and D.P.S. Hampstead. Meet at Hampstead

Forest Hill and D.P.S. City. Meet at Big Ben, 3 p.m.
Kinning Park Co-op. C.C. Evening Outing : Inchinnan.
N. Middlesex P.S. “ The Romantic Landscapes of Alex. Keighley.”
Rochdale P.S. Gadgets. J. H. Price.

Friday,

of the session

Saturday,

Letchworth C.C. Finchinfield.
Medway A.P.A. Bearstead. 2.30 p.m. bus to Maidstone.

Bramhall.

Thursday,

Meetings

here if the syllabus is sent to us at the beginning

28th.

Borough Poly. P.S. “ Pictorial Analysis.” T. F. Garnish.
Hucknall and D.P.S. Southwell Minster.
Partick C.C. Print Criticism.
Scarborough A.P.C. Castle Howard.
South Essex C.C. Print Criticism.
Stafford P.S. Shakey Bridges. Meet Gaol Square, 2.30 p.m.
Stockport

lessen the burden of obligation which
is due to the labours of the pioneers
pursued under the greatest difficulties
and handicaps.
T. B. F.

official document, “ for the glory of
endowing the world of science and of art
with one of the most surprising dis-

enough to enlist the help of the emi¬
nent physicist and astronomer, Arago,

Societies will have

coveries that honour their native land.”
Nowadays, photography represents
standards of perfection beyond the
dreams of the early experimenters.
It has been enriched by a great wealth
of inventions, and tremendously widen¬
ed in its scope. But admiration of
the work of their successors does not

Photo^raphie

photographs received on set subjects.
is open to amateurs only.

The competition

A first prize of £10 and a number of consolation
prizes are offered by Thomas Black & Sons, Ltd.,
Greenock, Scotland, for pictures which illustrate the
” unusual, the jolly and the attractive aspects of the
life out-of-doors, and the beautiful spots chosen by
campers and hikers.” Size of picture should not
exceed 8Jx6i- in. Closing date,
September 30th.
61
The Bulletin, 65, Buchanan 9Street, Glasgow, C.i,
offers weekly prizes of £2, £i los., £i and 15s. for the
best photographs of holiday scenes or incidents. A
coupon must accompany each entry.
Prizes of £2 2S., £r is., los. 6d., 7s. 6d., and 5s. are
offered weeWy. by the Yorkshire Evening News, for
photographs submitted by residents, or visitors who

18,

Rotherham P.S. Annual Exhibition. — Entry forms
due October 2 ; prints, October 9 ; open, October
18-21. Further particulars from E. George Alderman,
Hon. Exhibition Secretary, Ruardean, Newton Street,
Rotherham.
Belgian Salon (Brussels). — Entries due .August i ;
open, September 23-October i. Particulars from
Association Beige de Photographic et de Cinemato¬
graphic, 28, Rue de Locht, Brussels, Belgium.
South African Salon (Johannesburg). — Entries due
August 2 ; open, August 28-September 2. Entry
forms from Hon. Sec., South African Salon of Photo¬
graphy, P.O. Box 7024, Johannesburg, South Africa.
Johnson’s ” Holiday ” Competition. Cash prizes.
Closing date, October 31. Full particulars from
Johnson & Sons, Ltd., Hendon, N.W.4.

Competitions
reside in the county for not less than a week. Address :
Art Editor, Y.E.N., Trinity Street, Leeds.
Popular Gardening, 5, Carmelite Street, E.C.4, is
offering cash prizes to the value of £100 for interesting
gardening snapshots submitted during the summer
months. There is no limit to the number of entries
but each photograph must be accompanied by a coupon.
A prize of £3 3s. is offered by the Exchange and Mart
for the best holiday snapshot received before September
i6th. los. 6d. will be paid for every other print
published. Address : “ Snapshots,” Exchange and
Mart, 4/8, Greville Street, London, E.C.i.
Shields Gazette, South Shields, wants snapshots of
happy incidents associated with this season of outdoor
life. Prizes of los. 6d. and 5s. are to be awarded
weekly
pany

for the best received.

A coupon

must

accom¬

each entry.
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Enlarging

‘Deaders'

Questions

ANSWERED

Gfnfral. — All roinmunuvitions

for the

E'litor

should

be addressed

and Cineniatoerapher,
Dorset
House,
Stamford
miist
eivc the name and
address
of the
writer. Street, London,
Contributions. — ^The. Editor

is ?lnd

to consider

oriffinal,

:

S.E.i/*

“ The

Editor,

and

in every

up-to-date

manuscripts

The

Amaieur

Photographer

case, without
on

photocraphic

exception,
subjects.

All contributions must be typewTitten, or in very legible handwriting on one side of the paper only. Letters or
communications arising out of matters already appearing in the paper arc not paid for. The Editor disclaims
legal responsibility for the safety of matter submitted to him, but he ^'ill endeavour to return rejected manuscripts,
etc., when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. MSS. or prints that are not actually accompanied by a
‘tamped wrapper or envelope can in no case be returned. Reproduction fees for prints dre only paid by arrange¬
ment beforehand. The sending of a print, without any condition stated, will be taken as permission to reproduce
it without fee.
Enquiries

and

Criticism. — Advice,

Criticism

and

Information

are

freely

given,

but

the

following

conditions

should be read carefully before applying, as any communication w'hich does not comply with the rules must be
ignored.
(1) See “ General ” above. (2) Every question and every print for criticism must be sent separately through the
post, and must be accompanied by a separate stamped addressed envelope. No exception can be made in any case
to this rule, except so far as enquiries or prints from Overseas are concerned. (3) Neither enquiries nor prints for
criticism must be enclosed with competition prints. (4) On the back of each print sent for criticism, in addition
to the name and address of the sender, must be the title (if any), and the criticism coupon from the current issue.
(5) Enquiries should be clearly w'ritten, on one side of the paper only, and should be specific and not general. Such
enquiries as “ How can I take interiors ? *' or “ Can you give me some hints on outdoor portraiture ? ” are too
general to be dealt wdth in tliis section. (6) All envelopes should be distinctly marked “ Query ” or “ Criticism,”
as the case may be. (7) Prints are sent for advice or criticism on the distinct understanding that by so doing per¬
mission is given for their reproduction without fee. VV’e endeavour to deal promptly with enquiries, but cannoC
undertake to answer by return of post, nor can we give precedence to any enquiry.
A selection of those replies is printed each week, but all questions are answered by post. Enquiries from abroad
must contain a coupon also, but it need not be from tne current number, and should be cut from the latest issue
to reach the enquirer.

Stained

Clothes.

How can I remove
garments ?

for
amidol

stains from flannel
I. R. (Strathaven.)

We do not care to attempt to recom¬
mend methods for removing stains from
garments. It is a matter for professional
dyers and cleaners, but even these will
not take any risk in the matter.

Glazing

In

your

description

of

the

glazing

operation you say nothing about harden¬
ing the prints, and, if you have been
putting them down on the glazing sheet
during very hot weather, this is no doubt
the cause of the trouble. We
have
■over and over again advised putting the
prints, after the final washing, into a
ten per cent bath of formalin for three
or four minutes, and then transferring
them direct to the glazing sheet.

you

The particulars about criticisms, etc.,
for which you ask are given every week
at the top of the page where readers'
questions are answered. There is no
reason at all why a print sent for criti¬
cism should not afterwards be entered
for competition. The special rules
governing the monthly print com¬
petitions are published as a rule in the
last issue of each month.

In the ordinary way there is no diffi¬
culty whatever with the Customs either
here or abroad as to carrying a camera
30

with

a

reasonable

your

camera.

time with acid-hypo — hypo 2 oz., potas¬
sium metabisulphite oz., water 10 oz.
If the patches disappear nothing further
is required but thorough washing.

A glossy print is likely to be satis¬
factory for reproduction and other
purposes, but would be unsuitable for
most exhibition prints, especially on a
large scale. The “ effect ” of a photo¬
graph depends on several factors, and
the character of the surface of the
paper is certainly an important one.
There is, however, a good deal of latitude,
and the choice is largely a matter of
taste.

Developing

the exposures

See-saw
What

will tend

to be

Development.

exactly is the see-saw

method

roll films?
The
method is easier

of developing

F. J. T. (Tenby.) ''
to
demonstrate

than to describe. Sufficient developer
for the number of negatives on the spool
is put into a dish, wjiich should be deep
for its size. The film is held by the
two ends, either with the fingers or
clips, and run straight through the
solution and back again till development
is complete. At the middle of the move¬
ment the film should hang in a loop like
a letter U, with the bottom of the loop
in the solution. As one hand is raised
the other is lowered, so that a section
of the film is always submerged. Before
development the film should be run
backwards and forwards in a similar
manner

through

clean

water

until

it is

limp. Fixing may be carried out in the
same way. There is a little knack in
properly,

Development

but

it

is

easily

Time.

To avoid under-developing negatives is there any
obiection to carrying development as far as it
will go, as can be done with bromide prints ?
L. W. (Bedford.)

Such

a

course

would

generally

be

fatal. Not only would the negative be
hopelessly dense and contrasty, but a
large number of the lighter tones of
the subject would, one after the other,
acquire the greatest density the plate
will give,

so

gradations

at all.

Pyro

of Prints.

What object is there in using papers with different
surfaces, such as matt, glossy, satin, etc. ? Is
not a glossy print as good as anything else ?
E. A. (Leeds.)

personal

naturally,

long. 'The only satisfactory method is
to find out by experiment, as so much
depends upon the paper you use, the
degree of enlargement, and the character
of the negative.

acquired.

There is little doubt that the patches
are the result of imperfect fixing. Often
there is no remedy, especially if the
negatives are old. The best chance is
afforded by soaking the negatives in
clean water, and treating them for some

Surface

We have known photographers use a
six-volt lamp for enlarging, and we
understand that it works well, although,

see-sawing

Fixing.

Several negatives of mine have patches like those
on the one enclosed. I am told that these marks
are due to incomplete fixing. Is this so ? Is
there any remedy ?
J. W. (Lancaster.)

that

there

would

be

no

for Tanks.

Can you give me a pyro-soda formula suitable
for making up from stock for W.
tankH. development
fCroydon.) ?

You
might prepare
stock solutions :

the

following

A.

Pyro
. .
. .
. . 280 grs.
Sodium sulphite (anhy.) 2 oz.
Pot. metabisulphite . . 210 grs.
Water to
. .
. . 20 oz.
B. Sodium carbonate (anhy.)
oz.
Water to
. .
. . 20 oz.
For use take i part A, i part B, and
18 parts

water.

Scale of Tones.
Which kind of photographic paper will give the
fullest range of tones ? B. A. (Northampton.)

Flat Films.

They are handled in practically the
same way as glass plates : that is to say,
they may be developed lying flat in a
dish, or they may be put into special
holders and developed in a tank. Some
workers prefer one method and others

We presume you refer to the number
of gradations from the faintest tint dis¬
tinguishable from the blank paper to
the deepest black (or other colour)
which the paper is capable of yielding.
We hesitate to give a definite answer.
Probably platinum paper would hold
its own, but no doubt there are many
modern
bromide and chloro-bromide

the

papers

What is the best way
packs ?

Customs.
I have just bought a new camera to use on a tour
in Europe. Shall I have to pay Customs duty in
the countries I visit, or when I return to England ?
R. C. J. (Spalding.)

bought

Imperfect

Rules.
What are the conditions governing the submission
of prints for criticism ? Can a print sent for
criticism be entered afterwards in a competition ?
What are the rules for these competitions ?
J. L. (Gainsborough.)

use,

supply of material. It would be advis¬
able, however, for you to have with you
the receipt, showing when and where

Trouble.

I have recently had trouble with glazing prints,
as they refuse to leave the glazing sheet. Can you
suggest a remedy ?
H. J. W. (Eastbourne.)

personal

Lamp.

Will a six-volt projection lamp, with a condenser
and an f'4.5 lens answer for enlarging ? Will the
exposures be reasonably short ?
W. R. B. (Bridgford.)

other.

There

of developing flat films from
W. G. (Leytonstone.)

is no
620

“ best.”

that

would

run

it close.
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SLOW-SPEED

LEIC
MODEL

FOR

PHOTOGRAPHER

ALL-ROUND

A

III

PHOTOGRAPHY

LONG
INSTANTANEOUS
EXPOSURES
of I, L i, i sec., or any
intermediate fractions, in addition to the usual l/20th to l/500th sec.

TELESCOPIC RANGE-FINDER, magni¬
fication one and a half times, with focussing
for varying eyesight.

LEICA

MODEL

This marvellous new instrument, which is
identical in size and construction to
Model II, with the addition of a small
adjusting knob beside the lens for slow
speeds, gives enormous range of photo¬
graphy. Neat and compact — all-metal
construction, automatic focussing, up to
12 or 36 pictures with one loading, combined
winding of film and setting of shutter ;
interchangeable lenses to suit all purposes.

IIS.

With Standard Elmar lens f/3.5 £25
9 monthly payments of 58/4.

0

0

With new Ultra-RaPID SumMAR lens f/2.
in sunk mount .
£33 13 0
(Aoailable shortly.)
Easy
ment

For rapid sports scenes, snapshots indoors,
pictorial and all branches of photography
under all conditions of light and weather.

Payments, first pay¬
secures your camera.

GENEROUS

MODEL

EXCHANGES.

With Elmar

Bring your old camera in part exchange for
a new Leica. We will make you a full
value allowance.

9 monthly
New

II.

f/3.5 lens .
payments

Chromium

WALLACE

HEATON

119, NEW

BOND

STREET,

Telephones : MAYFAIR

0924-5-6-7.

model

£22

0

0

of 51/4.
24/- extra.

LTD.

LONDON,

W.1

And at 47, Berkeley Street, London, W.1

AMAZING
HAND

BIRD STUDIES

OF THE

TAKEN

ON

PHOTOGRAPHER

THE

WITH

A

ROLLEIFLEX
Read what this amateur photographer
saysEdinburgh,
:
Dear

Sirs, — /

enclose

graphs
which I taken
think with
may

herewith

21/2/33.

three photo¬

my
“ Rolleiflex
Camera,
interest
you for ”advertising

The birds are actually in my hand, with the
purposes.
camera slung round my neck, using “ Rollei¬
flex ” Proxar lenses.
The photos were taken in the Glen, Dunfermline,
recently, where the wild birds are very tame,
exposure ifiooih see. at f(s.S.
With
F/4.5
Zeiss Tessar
Lens. . .

£20 s;T'“"£22-10

We

Write for ^6-page catalogue giving full particulars of the
Rolleiflex and other Hunter products, post free from the
SOLE

know

{Signed) J. D. FRASER.
of no other camera which

could

achieve

The

Rolleiflex

combination

IMPORTERS;

such
of

remarkable
is

indeed

results.
a

remarkable

clever

features

R. F. HUNTER, LTD

which goes to make a camera abso¬
lutely unique for getting remarkable
results of unusual as well as ordinary

CELFIX HOUSE, 51, Gray’s Inn Road,
London, W.C.I.
PHONE: HOL. 7311/2

subjects.

PLEASE

MENTION

** THE

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER”

dealer

WHEN

CORRESPONDING

or

Fuller
from

WITH

particulars
the

Sole

from

your

Importers*

ADVERTISERS.
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Compact, Light.
Reliable.

For 8 exposures 2^x3^
or 16 exposures 2|x1|
f/3.8

equipment

and

Zeiss

pur S
release

with
and

rotating

front

Leather

S

and

Germany.
Product
of the leading film laboratory in

f/4.5 _
Com-

ONE
ONLY.

GUARANTEED 1300 H. & D.
MULTICHROME EMULSION
DOUBLE COATED
PRACTICALLY GRAINLESS
PHENOMENAL EXPOSURE
LATITUDE

cell of lens.
and

real leather

covering,

together

with

and self-erecting struts of high-class nickel finish combine
a particularly neat and attractive appearance.

PRICES

body

and

base

edges

to give to the camera

:

Certix 2ix3i. Certar f/6.3. Vario shutter .
Cerlix 2ix3i, Certar f/4.5. Pronto S (delayed action) .

£3
9
£4 12

6
6

Dolly
Dolly

£3
3
£4 12

0
6

A, l-3/i6thsX l-9/16ths (3x4
A, 2ix 1 1 (4x 6]f cm.), Certar

cm.), Certar
f/4.5. Pronto

f/4.5, Vario
S (delayed

shutter
action)

Ask for latest catalogue (free) from :

CERTO

CAMERA
and

Sole

WERK,

Concessionaires

ACTINA

DRESDEN
in Gt.

Britain

LTD.

Can be processed

46/825

STOCKED

:

Telephone

M

: Chancery

FO

PHOTO

LE

I “How

ALLEY,
film will shortly be made

by —

CO., LTD.

SHEFFIELD
1/'
In a British Factory.

but—

jveloping.” ^
I ^ X
!

6eforc

you go for your holidays
try
own

X

BRAND

developing
films.

/1

It gives you the opportunity to make
many more exposures without extra cost.

by

Send gd. for a i-oz. Trial bottle of AZOL,
sufficient to develop I2 spools (3iX2i).

Cartons of 25 products

tiailars of |

1/6 per carton

y

All Photographic Dealers

4,

Snow

Manufacturing

Wellcome
Hill

LONDON.

Pho. 1516

32

JOHNSON

for inter¬
post free

Burroughs

&

Co.

Buildings
E.C.1
COPYRIGHT

PLEASE

MENTION

your

It is surprising how easy this is by
the AZOL method.

Develop ordinary emul¬
sions by candle, weak
gas, or electric light.

Send us a postcard
esting literature,

formulae

improvements

to do f

I your own de- ^

'TABLOID'
Desensitiser

Panchromatics
yellow light.

developing

\ of our First Lesson /

Simply desensitise with

MARK

__

I Send for a free copy j

DEVELOPMENT

TRADE

TRADIHG

STANDARD

6

study the latest Photographic

Britain

SIZE
2Jx3i

EXPOSURES

red safelight and normal

in Great

CHANGE

8541

RTAB

in ordinary

by all dealers who

Marketed

29, Red Lion Square, High Holborn, London, W.G.1

CO

1

: f/6.3. f/4.5
Tessar

delayed-action
focussing
by

bellows

1933

0ke9i£h%that fiuZs /
SURE iu tiditcpSURC/

Convenient for carrying
in the pocket.

Shutter : Pronto

28,

stajojro

Qertix
Optical

June
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HENDON

& SONS
1/
Chemists, LTD.

WHEN

X

DEPARTMENT,

WAY,

HENDON,

L O N D O N-

PHOTOGRAPHER"

for par- j

CORRESPONDING

N.W.4
WITH

y
f

Competition. \
Send \I
our /
Holiday

50

Cash

and I

SO consolation prizes I
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EXCHANGE ; AMATEURS ONLY—
12 words or less .
l/«
Id. lor every additional word.
PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE—
12 words or less .
.
2/6
21d. lor every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as
lollows on orders lor consecutive insertions, provided
a contract is placed in advance, and in the absence ol
Iresb instructions the entire “ copy ” is repeated Irom
the previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions, 5% ;
26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
Ail advertisements inserted in these columns must be
strictly prepaid, and reach the offices, Dorset House,
Stamford Street, S.E.l, not later than first post Friday
lor the following week’s issue. Advertisements are
inserted, as far as possible, in the order received, and
those received too late lor one issue, or crowded out,
are published in the first lollowing in which there Is space.
The Proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.

Box No. Advertisers
If a Box No. is required the words *' Box 000, e/o * The
Amateur Photographer’” should be Included in the
charge, and an additional 6d. sent lor registration and
cost ol forwarding any replies.
Letters addressed to box numbers are simply forwarded
by us to the advertisers. We do not deal with the cor¬
respondence in any other way, nor accept any responsibility
in connection with the advertisements.

CAMERAS

Cheques -and Postal Orders sent in payment for
deposits or advertisements should be
made payable to ILIFFE AND
SONS LTD., and crossed
Notes being untraceable if lost in transit should
not be sent as remittances.

LENSES

Cinematographer

xiii

AND

LENSES

lens, speed l/20th to l/l,000th sec., slides,
F.P.A., ieather case ; excellent condition, £10,
or near offer. — Apply : R., 643, Fulham Rd.,
Walham Green.
[6817

Goerz Anschutz Stereo Camera, 3 D.D. slides,

with Mackenzie-Wishart adapter and dozen
envelopes ; perfect condition, but without lenses,
30/-. — D. Reed, 78, Peabody Rd., Farnborough,
Hants.
[6818

POCKET
No. 1932
1 Series
Compur Kodak
shutter,
model,IH,as f/5.6
new, lens,
un¬

marked, complete \yith lens hood, velvet-lined
hide case and tripod, with canvas carrying-case,
£4/17/6 : Rhaco View-finder, 4/6 ; Ensign Auto¬
timer, 3/6 : Ball-Socket Tripod Top, 2/6 ; Ilford
Alpha and Beta Filters, with spring mount,
cost 18/9, sell 8/6 ; Kodak Portrait Attachment, 2/- ;
Kodapod, 2/6 ; complete oufit lor £5/15. — Ryde,
15, High St. South, East Ham, E.6.
[6819

LENSES

Ensign i-pl. Folding Reflex, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5,

also Ross Telecentric 1/6.8 with screw-in
K 2 filter, lens hood, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., antinous
release, velvet-lined leather case ; excellent con¬
dition : outfit cost over £45 ; selling for £10/15 ;
filters, leather case ; cost £45 ; take £17 ; lenses alone worth the money ; seen Victoria
or Putney. — D., 1, Montolieu Gardens, Putney. [6823
approval deposit. — Harden, Springhill, Benenden,
Kent.
[6790
Zeiss lens, leather case, magnifiers, etc. ; used
Uno anastigmat f/6.3 ; practically unused, £2. twice only ; in brand new condition, £20 ; cost
— Fossett, 371, Camden Rd., N.7.
[6791 nearly £40. — Reeve, 120, Alderman’s Hill, Palmers
[6826
1-PLATE Folding Ensign, Lumar f/6.3, 1 to l/i50th Green, London, N.13.

2 f/3.5T.-P.
Tessar,
Telephoto,
Mackenzie
31x2i
de Dallmeyer
Luxe Reflex,
new condition,
system and roll-holder, numerous accessories,

Deposit System

AND

AND

and

ERNEMANN 3ix2i Focal -plane, f/4.5 Ernotar

We have received many x complaints from our
readers in regard to the business methods of
Mr. R. L. Green, trading as R. L. Green’s Photo¬
graphic Exchange, of 218, Fore Street, Edmonton,
London, N.18.
For some considerable time we have refused to
insert his advertisements in “ The Amateur Photo¬
grapher and Cinematographer,” and from the
complaints we have received it would appear that
his practice is to communicate with private adver¬
tisers having goods for sale, offering to take such
goods in exchange for others or to purchase for
Cash. Readers are advised to ignore all such offers
from this quarter.

Readers may deal in safety through our Deposit System.
' Purchase money should be deposited with “ The Amateur
Photographer and Cinematographer.” The time allowed
for decision is three days, counting from receipt of goods,
after which period, if buyer decides not to retain goods,
they must be returned to sender. If a sale is eitected,
buyer instructs us to remit amount to seller, but if
not, seller instructs us to return amount to depositor.
Carriage is paid by the buyer, but in event ol no sale,
and subject to there being no dlilerent arrangement be¬
tween buyer and seller, each pays carriage one way. The
seller takes the risk of loss or damage in transit. For
transactions up to £10 a deposit fee of 1/- is charged ;
over £10 and under £50, 2/8 ; over £50 and under
£75, 5/- ; over £75 and under £100, 7/8 ; over £100
one-half per cent. All correspondence must be sent to
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l.
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CAMERAS
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Amateur^s
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Prepaid Advertisements.
SALE

Amateur

Ensign Carbine No. 4 3Jx2i Roll Film, Aldis BARGAJNS.-^oho Reflex, latest 3ix2i, 1/4.5
4

sec.,

F.P.A.,

plate

adapter,

4

slides,

£2/2 ;

Ensign Symmetrical f/8 Lens and shutter, 5/-. —
Burnie, 24, Kenmure Place, Preston.
[6792

POSTCARD 3a Autographic Kodak Roll Film,

action Compur
shutter, 1 toZodel,
1 /260th sec.,
F/3.5
3 metal Salex
slides,Anastigmat
F.P.A., new3ix2i
condition, £5delayed; cost

combination back for plates, 2 D.P. holders, £8/8.— Box 7320, c/o “ 'The Amateur Photographer.”
Kodak anastigmat f/6.3 lens, Compur shutter,
F.P.A., roll-film adapter, slides, filter, tripod,
i to l/250th sec. and time, new leather case ;
leather case ; cost over £50 ; bargain, £25. —
outfit new last year ; cost £14 ; accept first £7. —
[6827
Mrs. Watts, 5, Clovelly Gardens, Whitley Bay. [6793 Mayer, 18a, Sussex Place, S.W.7.
[6830

ZEISS Miroflex 3}x2i, f/3.5, complete with

double 3ix2i,
extension,
screen, brilliant
Pentac Bargain.
f/2.9 lens,
3 D.D. de
slides,
Reflex
— Dallmeyer
LuxeF.P.A.,
i-pl., CAMEO
Aldisfocussing
f/6.3, Trichro
shutter,
leather case, focussing magnifiers, 6 dozen plates ; and direct-vision finder, F.P.A., 2 slides ; good
condition as new, with Korano Folding Studio
Stand, for above outfit ; cost £33 ; a snip for
£16. — ^Legge, 280, Upper Elmers End
Rd.,
Beckenham.
[6794
f/4.5,Icarette
double extension,
3 dark
ZEISS
2i x 3i Plate
and slides.
Roll Distar
Film
and soft-focus lenses ; as new, £6 ; no offers. —
Gray, 110, Southbury

Rd., Enfield.

[6796

condition, 38/-. — Eaton, 42, Carlton Rd., Ashtonunder-Lyne.
[6831

31 x 2j Soho Reflex, latest model, 4i-ln. Ross

2 Xpres f/4.5, 3 D.D. slides, F.P.A., rollfilm holder, magnifiers, leather case, £26 ;
also 11-in. f/5.6 Dallon Telephoto Lens, £10 ;
all recently purchased ; absolutely as new. —
Murray-Smith, Market Square, Hemel} Hempstead.

POSTCARD Reflex, new, Aldis-Butcher f/4.5, Baby ikonta, f/4.5 Novar, Derval, £2 ; Busch
slides, tripod ; bargain for cash ; exchange
considered. — Box 7^9, c/o “ The Amateur Photo
grapher.”
[6799

Bis-Telar, Series II 16-in. f/7.7, iris, as new, £6,
no offers ; deposit. — Phillips, St. Mary Hall,
[6832
Belchamp Walter, Sudbury.
[6833

V.P.K.,
anastigmat,
trellis model
as new.
offers. t/6.8
— Bowers,
81, Elderfleld
Rd.,; Clapton.
Pocket Camera,
speeds
J to 1/lOOth Cameo
sec.,
POSTCARD
and J-pl.
Interchangeable
f/8 lens, new. £1 ; also J-pl. Focal-plane Reflex,
[6801
f/6.5
lens,
interchangeable,
f/10
Telephoto
lens,
excellent
condition,
£4/10.
—
Jones,
18,
Wilson
Popular Pressman Reflex, Cooke-Aviar f/4.5.
Avenue, Chatham, Kent.
[6802 4 magnifications, £2/10 ; deposit. — Holt, 2, Thomas
St., Greenock.
[6836
extension, all
movements,
Unicum
shutter,
3
Sanderson
Regular
5X4,
Aldis
f/6,
double
D.D. slides ; also Enlarger, Lancaster ; reasonable 3ix2i
2 compact,
double
extension,
rising
front,
Tessco, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, Compur, very
F.P.A., 6 slides, morocco purse ; as new ; cost
offer accepted. — O’Brien, 2, Hatherley Gardens,
Crouch

Hill.

[6804

£11/15 ;

bargain, £6 ;

wanted — la Roll Film

or

LEICA
(auto,andfocussing),
;[6690or 5x4costReflex
lens, 26 slides,
lens J-pl. Reflex. — 'iVyse, 58, Cromwell St., Nottingham.
with No.
case,2 tank
accessories,new,
£19. £17
— Marks^
£10, Camera,
Kodak Cooke
developer,
whole-plate
1, Bay House, The Avenue, Ickenham.
slides, i-pl. Frena, offers. — ^N., 47, Grange Rd.,
Sutton, Surrey.
[6806 31x2i
2 6 slides,
leather
; also
Cameo, F.P.A.,
Cooke Aviar
f/4.5.case,
Acme£5 shutter,
Sanderson
Postcard,1/4.5,latest
model,slides,
practically
new, Ross Xpres
3 D.D.
leather
V.P.K., Cooke 1/6.5, focussing lens, leather [6837
case,
16 on New,
3ix2J,int/6.3
lens, packing,
Derval shutter,
£3/15
; £1/10 ; both excellent condition. — Lamb, 678,
original
Zeiss
Ikonta
case, tripod, £12/10. — Osborne, 64, North St., Brand
Guildford.
[6717 or exchange second-hand 8-exposure V.P. with Beverley Rd., Hull.
[6838
Tessar lens. — 314, Milton Rd., Cambridge. [6807
KODi^
41x2i front,
Foldingleather
Roll caseFilm,; newf/6.3condition,
anastigmat, rising
ROLLEIFLEX,
model,yellow
2ix2J,filter,f/4.5,sun-shade
Compur, ;
leather case, 1931
Rolleiflex
l/300th Zeiss
sec., Proxar
light filter,
KOLIBRI,
Tessar lens
f/3.5,andCompur,
1 to cost
£8/10.-45. Lascotts Rd., N.22.
[6755
£18/5, for £9. — Robinson, .Nursery House,

DAIiLMEYER de Luxe Reflex, f/4.5 lens ;

Stand Cameras : J-pl. Sanderson, 6 double
slides ; i-pl. Thornton-Pickard, slides, lens, etc. ;
6x4 and Stereo Camera, 6 double slides ; lenses,
exposure meters, tripods and other sundries ;
lull particulars from — ^Freemont, 8, West Cliff
■Terrace, Harrogate.
[6786

LEICA Model H, 1/3.5 Elmar, ever-ready case,

film charger, 2 filters, lens hood, all spotless ;
as new ; recently cost £24/11 ; accept £17/10, or
nearest. — ^Nunn, 7, Dyke Rd., Hove.
[6787
1-PLATE Tropical Sanderson, triple extension,
2 4 double plate-holders, Goerz lens in Koilos
fuUy-speeded shutter, casket lenses and extra
panel, in leather cases, special tripod, £10, or
close offer for quick sale. — S. H., 6, Baden Rd.,
Hornsey. N.8.
[6788
lll/HAT Offers ?— ^-pl. Reflex Camera, 3 D.D.
TT slides, reversing back, Houghton’s D.S. for
plates and films, Ross anastigmatie lens ; lens
cost £6/10 ; the lot over £30. — 19, Effingham Rd
Lee, S.E.
[6789
YOU

CAN

DEAL

complete with leather case ; hardly used, £8. —
Archer, 24, Sibthorp Rd., Mitcham, Surrey. [6810

Zeiss 1/4.5 Stereo
Tessars, Camera,
leather full-size
case, £10/10.
HEIDOSCOPB
finder,—
7318, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [6811
daylight
9 sheaths,
£8/10,
good
CITY
SALE’Sadapter,
i-pl. Reflex,
Dallmeyer
lens,inM.-W.
order, too cheap for approval ; also Panoram

Box

Camera, 15/-. — ^Knight, Bulford Hill, Durrington,
Salisbury.
■ [6815

. Diomatic
good Kodak
condition,
1A
Autographicshutter
Kodak; inJunior,
f/6.3£2/15
lens,;
deposit system. — Fred Renshaw, 103, Manchester
Rd., Chorlton-cum-Hardy,

Manchester.

[6816

Autographic 3a Brownie, Bausch-Lomb

' anastigmatie, ball-bearing Compur shutter,
range-finder, hand-made leather case ; as new ;
bargain, £3. — 23, Lynmere Rd., Welling, Kent. [6822

Prestwich, Manchester.

[6839

IQQQ
Model
2J Square
Rolleiflex,
Xt700
f/3.8 Zeiss
Tessar,Automatic
de luxe case,
very
latest model, absolutely new, cost £24, sacrifice
£15/10, no offers ; Weston Universal Exposure
Meter, leather case, as new, cost £20, accept
£11/10, no offers ; illness reason for sale. — Write,
BM/XPDN, London, W.C.l.
[6841

SALEX Special, as brand new, f/3.8, Compur,

3 slides, F.P.A., leather case/; cost £8 ;
Manchester.
^
sell £4. — 4, Stanthorne Avenue, Withington,
01x24 Salex Focal-plane, f/5.5, 4 slides, F.P.A.,
02
£3/10. — Garner, Bridge St., Colnbrook,
Slough.
[6848

3x4 cm. Nagel Rolloroy, f/3.5 Elmar lens, light

filter and leather case, as new and perfect ;
cost over £16 ; genuine bargain, £7; no offers. —
L size, f/7.7 anastigmat, ball-bearing shutter, Box 7329, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [6852
l/25th to 1/lOOth, etc. ; cost £7 ; sell 50/- ; Oix2J Cohtessa Film, fully-speeded shutter, f/6. 8
anastigmat, £3/10.— Harris, Crossways, Church
perfect. — ^Leakey, Roselea, Hayes End.
[6824 O4
,Rd., Hanwell.
[6854

K'ODAK Autographic Film Camera, postcard
JN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR}

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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Are YOU among the Hundreds of Photographers
regularly supplied by us?
IF NOT

WHY

How

you

TERIALS

AND

(BRITISH

NOTE

NOT?

|

Kodak Series III, Model I, f/5.6 lens. Compur

shutter, 2 months old, indistinguishable from
new, hide case, £6 ; offer considered. — Gibson, 15,
Bruce Castle Rd., N.17. Hampstead 6041. [6853

FREE

AND

1-PLATE Sinclair Una, Aldis f/6, fully-speeded
4 Compound shutter, all movements, revolving
back, double extension, 3 D.D. slides, leather
[6856
case ; perfect condition, with Jaynay tripod in
case, £6 or offer. — 132, Larkhall Lane, Clapham,
S.W.4.
[6857

Very Latest Super Automatic Reflex, Speed f/3 Dual famous
lenses, delayed-action Compur, scaled pinion focus, automatic hood,
automatic adjustment for paniUax, automatic 12 pictures on 3i x 2^

BEST).

THESE

PRICES

I

BOX
16 ;on splendid
V.P., f/6. 3,condition,
focussing mount,
I.,Tengor,
B., T.
27/6. —
Martin, 39, Fore St., St. Ives, Cornwall. [6858
plane shutter,
to 1/1,
300th cm.,
sec., focalRoss
Reflex
Folding l/8th
Mentor,
10x15
f/6. 3, perfect condition, 3 D.D. slides, aluminium

ITY

MA¬

IF NO
T SA
TIS

W'^HOLE-PLATE
Universal,
Zeiss£7/10
Protar
anasT T tigmatic, 3 D.D.
slides, case,
; letters
only. — Salisbury CYaig, 16, Northfield Circus,
Edinburgh.
[6867

.

perfect,
90/-. — 1-pL,
Prospect
PRESS
Camera,
Goerz Park,
f/4.8,Scarborough.
9 slides ;
Pickard Reflex,
f/3.5,31x24
reversing
back,
COMPLETE
Outfit, Cooke
little used,
Thornton[6870
7 slides, F.P.A., in velvet-lined leather case,

Bewi meter in case, Klimax tank, complete en¬
larger, gas dark-room lamp, dishes, chemicals ;
entire, £13. — 47, Birkbeck Rd., N.8. Phone,
Mountview 3119.
[6872

PRESSiLAN Reflex i-pL, Aldis f/4.5, reversing

back, l/15th to 1/1, 000th sec., 12 D. slides,
£6 ; i-pl. Enlarger, Salex, fitted electric, f/8 lens,
£3 ; £8/10 the two. — 1, Millfield Rd., Burnt Oak,
Edgware.
[6873

De Luxe Gaslight
Bromide Postcards
(All

surfaces)

I'Y^/ 3ix2i Film, Tessar f/6. 3, Ilex shutter ; £3,
t\J/~ Blocknote Gaumont, 64x9 cm., Tessar
f/6, 3, slides, film pack ; 4/-, R.R. 8i-in. ; wanted
Reflex 3ix2i. — Allbutt, 13, Grange Rd., East¬
bourne.
[6876
'^-IN. f/5.8 Isostigmar, in Celverex shutter, pert feet condition, 22/6 ; i-pl. Sanderson, f/8,
Unlcum, 3 D.D., velvet-lined leather case, good
condition, 50/-. — Clonmel, Lingen Avenue, Hereford.

1/9 50, 31- 100, 11,61 500.
21,'- 1.000.

IPA De Luxe Bromide and Gaslight Papers
(All Surfaces.)

British and Best.

3Jx2i Gross
2/6 6ix4i I (Cross
4ix2J ,.
.. 3,. 8ix6ii .,
4ix3i „
..3 6 10x8 i ..
5ix3i ..
.. 4,3 I2xl0i ..
Oiher sizes pro rata.
ALSO :

..
..
..
..

6, 65;7,-

9x12 Rodenstock, f/3.5 lens, Compur, double

extension, reflecting, direct finders, F.P.A., 2
[6877
slides, focussing screen ; new condition, £5/15.—

Chemicals.
Mounts.
Mountant.
Sepia Toner.
Glazing Solution. Self-toning Paper.
Developers, (Liquid and Packet).
over

POST

51- Post Paid
Chemicals.)

THIS

(except

COUPON

Hall, 8, -Admiralty St., Stonehouse, Plymouth.

enclosed

[687'

2 back,
1/1, 000th,
5 single
31x24
T.-P.speeded
Junior 1/lOth
Reflex, toCooke
f/3.5, revolving

slides, F.P.A., R.F.A., case, £9 ; Kodak 4-in.
Film Tank, 10/-; Lancasters No. 2 3ix24
Condenser Enlarger, electric, special masking
carrier, £3 ; will separate, or the lot, £12. —
Robson, 7, Duchess Drive, Newcastle-ou-Tyne, 5,

Bulky

NOW

21x21 Ensign Watch Carbine, Aldis-Butcher
31x21
Ensign
Carbine
Tropical, anastigmat
Florentine
4 bronze,
as new,
Aldis-Butcher
f/6. 3, Compur. delayed action, speeded 1 to
[6880
4 anastigmat f/4.5, Compur shutter, speeded
1 to l/300th sec. ; good condition, £3/5. — Ilelow.

Please send — on the understanding that if not
satisfactory money will be refunded — 100 IPA
De Luxe Vigorous Glossy Bromide Postcards
P.O. 2/6.

. .

to 1 /250th sec. ; sell £4/15 ; cost £9/12/6. — Hodges,
16, West Place, Wimbledon (iommon, S.W.19. [6885

Address .

slides,
F.P.A.,
complete
leather
case,
ICA12Ideal,
31x24,
Dominar
f/4.5, inCompur
shutter,

Name

£4 ; Leitz Fodis Piiotographic Near Range-finder^
10/- ; Kodak Special V.P., f/4.5, Diomatic shutter,
52/6. — Falkner, 67, Danethorpe Vale, Sherwood,
Nottingham.
[6886

IPA
PHOTOGRAPHICS

shutter,
.sec., with
LEICA
Modelspeeds
No. 1,l/20th
Elmar tolens1 /500th
f/3.5, focal-plane
film chamber ; very good condition, price, £7/10. —

10/12, LAMBETH

Write, Box 7342, c/o “ The Amateur
grapher.”

Phom:
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£10:10:0

Import

SUPER

WRITE

NOW.

Concessionaires.

AUTOMATIC

REFLEX

roll
film, all latest
features,
very compact, precision fittings, f/3 Speed'
delayed-action,
triple
automatic,

FREE

TRIAL.

£18

Agents

: 5 : 0

for the

WRITE

NOW.

North.

Very Latest 16-mm. New Victor Visual Turret Audible Camera, Speed
f/2.9, visual accurate focussing, with large eyepiece and individual
adjustment, revolving turret bead, audible footage (to the ear), multi
speeds, 8, 12, 16, ^4, S2, 64 pictwes sec., locking device (for sellportraiture), titling crank, latest visual footage, band crank (lor
cartoons, trick pictures, etc.), plumb level (no tilting uprights),
graphite latest silent motor, lens focussing to 1 ft., 50-ft. or lOO-ft,
capacity. All-gold bronze chromium. 'World's finest.

x2i Salex, Revolving-back Reflex,
3LO/l\J
Cooke f/3.9, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th
£60
EXCHANGES.
[6860 ; FREE TRIAL.
sec. and time, spring-raised mirror, 8 slides,
F.P..A., leather case ; perfect condition ; no
Roll-Film Slides, the latest perfect model. Every one tested
offers.— BCM/PROVIDENS, London, W.C.l. [6864 Riteway
and guaranteed. 3|x2i upwards.
l-PLATE T.-P. Triple Royal Ruby, 3 slides,
2 Dallmeyer Stigmatic lens, also W.A., case and
tripod ; excellent condition, £6/6. — Postmaster,
35/- free trial.
Salhouse, Norwich.
[6866

FIED

Orders

ELECTROPHOT
Photo-electric Exposure Meter De Luxe.

printing outfit, P.C. enlarger, new, £5. — “ Rotherwood,” May Avenue, Wollaton, Nottingham. [6855
1-PLATE Reflex, perfect ; cost £30 ; accept £6 near
2 offer. — Minter, 14, Morley Rd., Chadwell Heath.

T Q
UAL

All

86, Accrington Road, Blackburn.

benefit:

FIRS

Y
—
REFU
NDED

GORSE

The Dealers of the North

T.-P. Horizontal Reflex, 3Jx24, Dallmeyer f/4.5,

3 slides, Rollex Him holder, leather case ;
tripod, colour filter ; splendid condition, £7/5. —
F. D. Hicklin, 116, Belvedere Rd., Burton-onTrent .
[6666

bound, F.P.A., leather case ; no reasonable offer
refused. — Jones, 8, Robartes Rd., Bodmin, Cornwall.

MONE

EDWIN

1933

ic COMBINED
STILLS and MOVIES
New
Mass Production Price

3ix2iDoz.
4ix3i ..
SA
5ix3i „
ME
5x4
-D
AY 6ix4| ..
S8ix6i
ER
VI
CE
.

GUA—
RAN
TEE
D

LENSES

28,

Miniature
Zodelette
on V.P.),
f/3.5,developing,
Compur,
self-erecting,
case (16and
purse,

IPA BEST QUALITY PLATES (all speeds)^

—

AND

June

ADVERTISEMENTS

RD„ S.E.l

shutter, 3 D.D. slides, leather case, £3/10 ;
cost treble. — 75, Wordsworth St., Hove.
[6903
BE

WISE

IN

TIME — USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

Ensign Reflex, Aldis f/4.5, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th sec., deep hood,
revolving back, sky shade, 6 slides .
£4 17 « 6
1-pI. (xoerz Plate Pocket, f/6.8. Compur, double ex., 6 3.M. £2 17 6
1-pl. Anschutz Press, Goerz f/6.8, and Tele., 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th sec.,
direct finder, 3 double slides, case. Bargain .
£3 17 6
Zeiss Baby Ikonta, f/3.5. new Compur. Just as new .
£4 17 8
l-pl. Sanderson, Goerz f/6.8, 7 speeds, double ex., ncase.
, £3 5 0
12-io. Dallmeyer Latest t/4.5 Telephoto, hardly used.... £8 17 6
X 2^ Ensign Compact Reflex, Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, l/15th to 1/1, 000th
sec., latest hood (take pictures secretly). As new.. £8 17 6
8J X 2* Certo Pocket, f/4.5, Compur, double ex. As new.... £3 17 6
i-pl. Itosign Field, R.R.. double extension, latest, swing front, wideangle, reversing back, roller-blind, D.S. tripod .
£2 17 6
la Autographic Kodak Roll Film, f/7.7, 3-6peed .
19s. 6d,
31 X 21 Ensign Roll Film Plate, latest f/4.5, latest 1 to 1/lOOth, rising
and cross, latest dead register, wire-finder .
£4 4 0
31 X 21 Dallmeyer Roll Film, f/2.9 Pentac, Compur .
£8 17 6
VJ>. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/2.0, latest 1/lOth to l/l,000tb,. £12 12 0
£1 new
16 0
31x21 Autographic Kodak, f/6. 3 anastigmat, 3-spee<l. As
3i X 2i Ensign Reflex, Speed f/3. 4, l/16th to l/l,000tb, revolving back,
latest hood (take pictures secretly). As new .
£9 17 6
16-mm. Bell-HowellFilmo, f/3.5, 100-ft. type. Cost £40.. £16 15 0
V.P. Kodak, f/6.3anastigmat,l/10thtolA00th. Hardly used £2 7 6
3i X 21 Pafi ciompact Reflex, f/6.8, T. and I., slides .
£16
0
1-pl. Ensign Latest Reflex, 7-in. Aldis f/3.4 anastigmat. latest l/15th
to l/l,000tb, latest hood (take pictures secretly), case £10 16 0
16-mm. kodascope A Super Projector, f/X.8, 200-watt, all movements,
extra resistance, carrying-case. Cost £50. As new.... £22 10 0
31x21 Zeiss Donata Compact Pocket, Tessar f/4.5, delayed-action,
Compur, double ex., rise, cross, wire-finder. As new.. £7 16 0
31 X 21 Dallmeyer Famous Snapshot, f/6 anastigmat, F.P.A. £2 6 0
V.P. Zeiss R.F., Tessar f/4.6, new Compur. Like new £8 17 8
}-pl. Certo Plate, f/6.8. l to l/lOOth, double ex., slides £1 17 6
31 X 2i N. & G. Folding Reflex, Ross f/2.9 Xpres, latest new, sdfcapping, latest hood, revolving back. As new .
£29 10 0
1-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Cooke f/3.5, self-capping, 1/lOth to 1/1, 000th,
deep hood, long e.x., revolving back, slides, case .
£8 17 6
9-in. Dallmeyer Dallon f/5.8 Telephoto, reflex. As new.. £6 17 6
Baby Box Tengor, f/6. 3, 3x2x2 in. only. Cost £2 78. 6d. £15
0
31 K 21 T.-P. Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, latest steel self-capping, 1/lOth
to 1/l.OOOth, latest fittings, hardly used. As new.. iW 9 0
91-mm. Patbe Projector, motor, super attacliment, resist.. £6 17 6
1-pl. (9x12) Mofitor de Luxe Reflex, Tesear f/4.5, automatic mask,
top screen (as hack revolves), slides. Cost £34 .
£7 15 0
4i X 21 Kodak Autographic Roll Film, f/7.7, 3-speed. As new. .19s. 6d.
3i 21 Foth Roll Film, f/4.5, S-specd, hardly used. As new £2 5 0
V.P, Ihagee Roll Film Plate, f/2.9. D.A. Compur. As new. . £8 17 8
i-pl. Ensign Reflex, Cooke Aviar f/4..5. 1/lOtb to 1/1, 000th, deep hood,
long ex., reversing back, slides, leather case .
£5 17 0
i-pl. Zeiss Compact Plate Pocket, Zeiss f/4.5, Compur, double ex..
rise, cross, latest inlaid leather, wire-finder .
£6 17 B
3ix2i N. & G. Special Sibyl Plate Pocket. Tessar f/3.5, latest, 2 to
l/200th latest fittings. D. slides. Cost £32 .
£16 16 0
16-mm- Bronze Kodascope) lUO-watt, latest, resistance. ... £9 17 6
3i X 21 Ensign Roll Film, Aldis f/4.5, latest 1 to 1/lOOth, latest dead
register, wire-finder, compact. As new .
£3 15 0
45xl0’7
Plate, Heliar case.
famousAs f/4.5’8,
1 to l/200th.
sunk0
centreVoigtlander
finder, changing-box,
new .
£7 10
i-pl. T.-P. Reflex, Dallmeyer f/4.5, latest self-capping, 1/lOth to
l/l,000th, suiik box. revolving back. D. slides. As new £11 11 0
3lx2i Ensign Roll Film Reflex, Aldis f'4.5, latest l/25th to l/500th
focal-plane, latest dead register. As new .
£5 17 ■» 6
3i 21 Zeiss Ideal Plate Pocket. Tessar f/4.5, delayed-action Compur.
double ex., wire-finder, clip-on slides. Snip .
£9 17 6
1-pl. Kodak Auto-foens Vertical Enlarger, f/6.3 anastigmat £4 17 6
31 2A Etui Wafer, f/4.5, 3-8peed. like new, very thin .
£4 4 0

EDWIN

Photo¬
[6899

ex'! Shew Xit (Press type), Aldis f/6, speeded

5312.

Second-hand Bargains. Tested. Guaranteed.

86, ACCRINGTON

SYSTEM.

All in Stock.

GORSE
RD., BLACKBURN

Full Approval.

Write Wants.

June 28, 1933

THE

AMATEUR

BUY A SECOND-HAND
CAMERA FOR YOUR
HOLIDAY.

I CAMERAS

. . MOW0

Thousands of splendid 0
second hand cameras are now on offer
3^x2^ Zeisit MiDimum Palmos, Carl ZeisB f/4.6 Teesar
lenfl, also 9*in. Carl Zeiss f/6.3
Tele-Tessar. 3 double plate*
holders. F.P. holder, leather
case. List price £36. For
£15 15 0
8x24
mm.
Zeiss Delturis
Prism
sing,

Binocular, eyeciip focus¬
interocular adiustmcnt,

leather case. Makers’ list price
£12128. New, unused £9 16 0
81x21
in. Oraflex Reflex,
f/4.5 Tessar lens, F.T. holder.
■ leather case .
£8 17 6
Model B Cine-Eodak, f/3.6
lens, camera takes 50 ft. or
. 100 ft. of IC-mm. daylightloading film, leather case.
I In good condition. Cost £25

£10 10

31 X 21 in. Newman

0

& Quardia

Folding Reflex, Iloss f/4..')
Xpres lens, 3 double plate' holders, F.P. holder, leather
case. In excellent condition.
List price about £50. For
£29 10 0
9x12
cm. Ihagee Folding
Reflex, Meyer f/4.5 anastigmat
lens, 12 plate-holders, leather
' case. In good condition. List
price £30 10s. For. . £19 12 6
Newman
&
Guardia Roll
Film Baby Sibyl, Carl Zeiss f/4.5
Tessar lens, N. & Q. shutter,
. speeds i to l/200th sec. In
' good

condition

.... £10

10

0

4i X 31 in. or 9 X 12 cm. Patent

Etni, Carl Zeiss f/C.3 Triotar
lens, Compur shutter, speeds 1
to l/260th sec., 3 plate-holder.s.
In new condition... £6 12 6
6 X 4 in. Soho Reflex, revolving
hack, 7i-in. Cooke f/3.6 lens,
also 6-in. Carl Zeiss f/6.3 Tessar
lens, 6 double plate*holders,
leather case. List price £60.
For .
£30 0 0
3^ X
in. Ihagee Duplex,
double extension, focal-planc
shutter, speeded l/16th to
1/1, 000th sec.. Carl Zeiss f/4.6
Tessar lens, Compur shutter,
3 plate-holders. Brand new
condition .
£15 15 0
Ox 12 cm. or j-pl. Zeiss Ikon
Miroflex, combined focal-plan©
and reflex camera, Carl Zeiss
f/4.6 Tessar lens. 12 single
plate-holders, F.P. holder,
leather case. In excellent con¬
dition. List price £45. For
£27 10 0
3^ X 2i in. Newman & Guardia
Folding Reflex, 51 -in. Dallineyer f/2.9 Pentac lens, 6
plate-holders, lens hood, colour
filter, etc., first-class condition.
• List price £G5. For.. £35 0 0
9 X 12 cm. Mentor Folding
■ Reflex, 6-in. Carl Zeiss f/4.5
Tessar len.s, 3 double plateholders, leather case. In ex¬
cellent condition. List price
£36. For .
£10 12 6
Model 6 Cine-Eodak, f/l.O
anastigmat lens, also Telephoto
lens, complete in case.
In
excellent condition. List price
£46 lOs. For .
£25 0 0
Model A Eodascope Projector,
complete with resistance and
storage box, extra 1-in, lens.
In good condition . . £27 10 0
41 X 31 Adams’ Radex Reflex,
revolving back, Ross Zeiss
f/4, 6 Tessar lens. F.P. holder,
leather case. In excellent con¬
dition .
£22 12 6
16-mm. Model C Eodascope,
, complete with resistance. In
good condition.
£20 15s. For .

' List price
£12 12 6

PHOTOGRAPHER

Postcard Zeiss Ikon Roll Film
Nixe, double extension. Carl
Zeiss f/4.6 Te.ssar lens, focussing
screen, 6 plate-holders, leather
case. In excellent conditioo.
List price £24. For £14 12 6
31 X 21
Eruemann
Focalplane, Emon
f/.3.5 anastigmat
lens, 3 <louble plate-holders,
F.P. holder, leather case
£11 17 6
45 X 107 mm. Verascope, rising
front model, Stellor f/4.6 anas• tlgmat lenses, clianging-box for
12 plates, leather case. In
excellent condition . . £10 10 0
46x107 mm. Polyscope, Carl
Zeiss f/4.5 Tessar lenses, Com¬
pound shutter, changlng-box
for 12 plates, case. List price
£25. For .
£12 10 0
6x13 cm. Ica Stereo Ideal,
Carl Zeiss f,'6.3 Tessar lenses,
Compur shutter, changlng-box
for 12 plates, 6 plate-hohlers,
leather case .
£15 10 0
5x4 Ensign Model A Reflex,
revolving back, 7-In. Goerz
f/4.8 Celor lens, Mackenzie
. adapter, 6 envelopes, leather
case .
£9 17 6
4.5 ■' 6 cm. Ernemann Ermanox,
focal-plane shutter,
speeds l/20th to 1/1, 000th sec.,
f/1.8 Emostar anastigmat lens,
6 plate-holders, F.P. holder,
leather case. List price £40.
For .
£17 12 6
4.5 X 6 cm. Voigtlander Tourist,
double extension, Radiar f/6.8
lens, Compur
shutter. F.P.
holder, purse case. New con¬
dition .
£4 18 6
9.5-mm. Pathe Motocamera,
Carl Zeiss f/2.7 Tessar lens.
In good condition.. £12 10 0
4.5 X 6 cm. Goerz Tenax, Ooerz
Dagor f/6.8 lens. Compound
shutter, 6 plate-holders. P.P.
holder .
£4 7 6
3i X 2^ Voigtlander Roll Film,
Voirtlander f/4,6 lleliar lens,
Compur shutter. New condition.
List price £12 IGs. 9d. For
£8 17 6
3ix2i Adams' Verto, 4-in.
Ross f/5.5 Combinablo lens,
shutter speeds 1 to l/250th sec,,
F.P. holder. 3 double plateholders, leather case. List price
£40. For .
£17 10 0
3ix2i N. & G. New Special
Sibyl, Ross Xpres f/4.5 lens,
P.P. holder, focussing screen,
leather case .
£13 10 0
3^x21 Sands Hunter Uni¬
versal, brass-bound teak body,
revolving back, double extension
4-in. Rosa f/6.5 Combinable
lens, Lukos shutter, speeds 1
to l/300th sec.. 3 double
plate-holders. F.P,
holder,
leather case. In excellent con¬
dition .
£12 10 0
3^x21- Dallmeyer de Luxe
Film-pack Camera, Dallmeyer
f/6 anastigmat lens, purse case.
In excellent condition. List
price £5 Ss. For. ... £3 12 6
3^x21 Sinclair Una, 43-in.
Ross f/5..5 Combinable, N.S.
shutter. 6 doable plate-holders.
P.P. holder, leather case. List
price about £36. For £17 17 0
V.P.
Eodak,
autographic
model, Carl Zeiss f/4. 9 Tessar.
Compound shutter, speeds 1
to l/300th sec,, purse case
£4 12 6
4ix31 Sanderson, Carl Zeiss
f/6.3 Triotar lens, Compur
shutter. 3 double plate-holders,
F.P. holder, leather case. In
excellent condition . . £6 17 6

The above are selected from our present stock, the largest in London,
of high-grade second-hand cameras. Any camera can he had
“ on approval ” against satisfactory references or cash deposit of the
. value, money promptly refunded if camera is returned within 7 days
“ American Photography.” rrofiiselv iUnstriited, np-to-date articles.
. Special articles on Miniature Camera.s. Monthly 2/-. posta.ee 3d.

AND

ADVERTISEMENTS

SERVICE

LENSES

VALUES
New

singles— Hi
in., sunk
mountProtar,
; listed
£3 ;
Lenses.
Koss-Zeiss
Double
61-in.£16,focus,
Cooke f/6.5, 5i-in., 33/- ; Ditto in Automat,

shutter, 35/-. — Tame, 54, Buchanan
Willesden.

ROLL-FILM

NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA,
Regent
St..
W.l, the camera
specialists, 122,
offer the
following
tiargairis.
All days’
Apparatus
guaranteed
and sentSaleable,
on
approval fully
against
lull deposit.
up-to-date apparatu-s taken in part or whole pay¬
Our

reputation

REFLEX

.7 ALOIS

is

focussing adjust¬
ment, reflex mirror.

5x13 .lilies Richard Verascope, rising front, direct

List price £4 17 6
REDUCED
PRICE

£2:13:9

finder,
fitted Brownie
R.R. lens,
2 A Autographic
Folding
Rollspeeded
Film,
NEW
31x2i
Zeiss Ikonfinder,
Icarette
Roll Film
4 wire-frame
reversible
finder,Camera,
fitted
Novar anastigmat f/6.3, Derval shutter, l/25th to

Or 10/- deposit and

reversible
shutter, £1/10.

5 payments,

3^x21

at

per month.

REDUCED

1/lOOth and time, cable release ; brand new, £3/17/6.

PRICE

Double

time, 6 slides!

extension,

rising and cross Utront, brilliant and
direct wire-flnders,

Ensign Silent sixteen 160 16-mm. Cine

34x21 Ensign

of 10/-

CAMEO

41x6
Makina Vest
Pocket Camera,
focussing
p adjustment,
wire-frame
also directvision
finder, fitted
Plaubelfinder,
Anticomar
f/2.8,
Projector, f/L8 Projection lens, with resis¬
tance, complete in wooden carrying-case ; list
price £28/10 ; our price, £14/15.
1-PLATE Latest Pattern Mentor Folding Reflex,
4 rising front, deep triple focussing hood,
revolving back, quick-wind focal-plane shutter,
fully-speeded, fitted Tessar f/4.5, focussing mount,
3 D.D. holders, F.P. A., and leather case ; as
brand new, £15.
Cameo Folding Pocket, double
rack-rising front, also cross
2 extension,
brilliant finders, fitted] Ensar
wire-frame and
anastigmat f/4.5, Mulchro shutter, 1 to 1/lOOth
and time, cable release, 6 slides, roll-holder, and
canvas case ; all as new ; list price £7 ; our
price, .£4/17/6.

34x2}

ANASTIGMAT

taneous exposures,
Time aud instan¬
camera coii8tructe<t
of teak, brass bound,

and reflex finders, spirit levels, fitted pair
Carl Zeiss Tessars f/G.3, fitted high-speed Chronomos
shutter to 1 /400th and time, automatic changing-box,
and leather case, as new, £8/10.

Compur shutter, 1 to l/250th and
F.P.A., £9/15.

luat
Lukos lens,
f/4.5 Compur
anastigshutter, speeds 1 to
l/250th sec., T. and
B., focussing screen,
3 metal slides.

p',te£5;2:6
Or 10/- deposit and
10 equal monthly
F.P.A
.
payments
RoU-fllm

ENSIGN

Mentor Three Four (3x4) Vest Pocket

ed.
of8s.10/-.

Best Quality Leather
.extra 11s.
ISa- OdCase,
6d.

Adapter .

Camera, 16 exposures 3x4 cm. on 8
exposure V.P. film, Zeiss Tessar f/3.5, Compur
shutter, 1 to l/300th and time ; as new, £12/10.

No. 12
CARBINE

(British made.)

CINE-KODAK Model B.B. Junior, direct finder,

For roll films 4i - 2^. the ideal
panel or landscape si/e. Fitted
Aldis anastigmat lens f/6.3 In

POSTCARD
Tropical triple
Model extension,
Sanderson high-rack
Hand or
Stand Camera,
rising and swing front, brilliant finder, spirit

Compur
shutter, speeds 1 to
l/25yth sec., T. and B., brilliant
and direct wire-frame Tiew-flnders,
focussing scale and
release.
Camera finished in black leather.
Usual price £8 78. 6d.

fitted Kodak anastigmat f/1.9, 25jtmm., also
3-in. Dallmeyer Telephoto lens f/4, plush-lined
leatlier case ; all as new, £20/10.

level, wide-angle rack, reversing back, fitted
Cooke Series III f/6.5, Acme shutter, 1 to l/300th
and time, cable release, 6 D.D. holders, F.P.A.
and leatlier case, £8/15.
i-PLATE Ensigq, No. 3 Roll Film Camera,
4 rising and cross front, reversible finder,
spirit level, fitted Aldis-Butcher anastigmat f/4.5,
Compur shutter, 1 to l/200th and time, cable
release and leather case ; list price, £10/5 ; our
price, £5.

Repairs
to all workmen
makes of; estimate
apparatusgivenexecuted
by experienced
before
proceeding.
payments system
please ask on
for our
details.
Apparatus
can be; purchased
deferred
Developing,
Printing
Enlarging, best
possible results.
Quickand
service.
W.l.
NEGRETTI
and ZAMBRA, 122, Regent [0010
St.,
Exakta forf/2.8
model, £21/10
; or 25Automatic
Allens
voigtlander
Prominent,
guineas ;
Rolleiflex, f/3.8, £22/10.— Below.
lens forLeica
Model
11, £5/17/6
separate
Allens.—
Enlarger,
£4/19/6; ;sellHektor
f/2.5;
cash only. — Below.
Allens for Etui or Pilot‘d cameras ; Vanity

Kodak (brown), like new, snip, 55/- ; Coronet
Cine Camera and Projector (used once), 65/- (Camera
only 36/-).; 3ix2J Cocarette, f/6.3, 37/6.— Below.

TWO-THIRDS (aijproximately) allowed on modern

HUNTER&(!:1?

37 BEDFORD ST STRAND
LONDON, W.C2.

Camera out and write us for part exchange
deal for a Cine Camera or Projector ; keenest
terms. — 6, Park Rd., Teddington. Molesey 1064.

REDUCED

£4r
ILLINGWORTH
GASLIGHT

WITH

2/3/-

1 /- each.

Post

SPEED 2100 H. & D. TEMPO-RED
ROLL

3d.

Post your

per roll, post
3 rolls postorderto-day.
free, 3/6,
Exposures
8 •2d.
FILM1/2 3Jx2L

stock,

“SERVICE”
IN

. . 50
. . 100

CASES for Vest-Pocket Cameras

SLING.

All new

: 9

BROMIDE
AND
POSTCARDS

Vigorous and Normal,
Glossy, Velvet and Matt.

CANVAS

PRICE

; 3

SOFT

“SERVICE”
In metal

ZIPP

PURSES

LEATHER,
FOR CAMERAS
16 on 3ix2i. 4/6 ; 3Jx2i,

case.

3x4
5/-.

cm., 3/9 ;

Photographic Thermometer
1 IG

Post 3d.

“ SERVICE
”
PLATES, GASLIGHT AND BROMIDE PAPERS
WRITE
FOR
Tip-Top Material — At very low costs.
PRICE LIST.
Phone : Holborn 0664 (3 lines).

Established 1889

CINE PHOTO HOUSE.— Why not dig that old still
[6803

USE

at

TROPICAL

Trade.

for cash.

Cameras

ENSIGN

Dallmeyer Dallon Telephoto, 10-in., f/5.6,

flange, filter, case, £5. — B., 85, Warrington
Crescent, London, W.9.
[6861

ment or purchased
your guarantee.

Ensign

Reduced Price — all with
MAKERS’
GUARANTEE

Gardens,
[6825

Saleable Apparatus as part payment ; see
Crazy Bargains on other page ;
Manchester
amateurs see our windows. — Allens, 168, Oldham
Rd., Manchester, 4. Central 9480.
[0087

SANDS

{Supplement)

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

289, HIGH
RISK.

HOLBORN,

LONDON,

W.C.1
35

2

THE

(Supplement)

AMATEUR

TRIPODS

More Camera Bargains
from Sheffield!
CAMERAS Exchanged ; largest stock S. London ;
Trade.

special attention to Pathescopes. — Humphrys,
26S/273, Rye Lane, London. S.E.15.
[5002

Lloyds
photographic
87,
Lamb’s Conduit
St., W.C.l. supplies,
Phone. Holborn
6250 : usual approval terms.
Lloyds.
— F/2 3-in.
Anastigmat
Lensesbetween-Iens
by Goerz
and Busch
& Lomb,
fitted Ilex
shutter, speeds l/5th, 1/lOth, l/25th, l/50th,

TRIPODS

These new style telescopic tripods
are made of drawn brass tubes,
highly polished to
ing and closing.
tripod is only \
Altbongh light in
pods are suitable
pocket camera.

ensure easy open¬
The head of the
in. in diameter.
weight, these tri¬
for use with any

1/lOOth sec., bulb and time ; unused, £3/12/6. [5909

I EXCHANGE

Uodel I. Length closed 16 in.,
length extended 44in.. weight 13oz.

Price 7/6

Light Leather

Carrying-case,

’

Hooper, D.D.
65a, Callcott
N.W.6.
WANTED.—
Slides Rd.,
for Kilburn,
3ix2i Sibyl.—
[6814
WANTED.
— Kodak frame,
Developing
Tank, 2ix3i,
also printing
i-pl., pocket
tripod,
exposure meter, and filters for 2i in. lens ; must

than 1 in. in diameter — easy
and comfortable to carry.
Hade of white metal. Four
sections.
Length closed
15i in., extended 48 in.,
weight 20 oz.

be in good condition. — Hawarden,

Price 10/6
Leather

East Grinstead.

21 B.S.A., 1926, rebored, new piston and tyres,

[6835
4 perfect ;
exchange camera or sell, £6. —
A. Lingwood, 13, Marthorne Crescent, Wealdstone,
Middlesex.
[6480
VL’^ANTED. — Sanderson 1-pl. Hand-Stand Camera,

Carrying-case
6s. 6d.

The ‘ANY- ANGLE’
TRIPOD
The

construction

TT

Price 12/6

Leather

T.-P.

Special

Junior

Reflex,

leather case. Only
price £13 128.

£10 10

shutter, 3 slides, F.P.
£7 158. 6d .
lens, Ibsor

T-speed

adapter.

shutter,

3 siides .

£4 10

adapter .
slides, tripod, case.
3

double

Good

condition .

siides, leather

case

(overhauled

6

£2 15

0

by

shop-soiled .

f/4.5 lens, 4 double

(Only

4

films

slides, F.P.

been

through)

NEW

LIGHT
ALLOY
TRIPOD
^’ery strong

adapter,

makers)
10

0

£17 17

0

leather case
£15 15 0

.

£13

13

to

and

Nagel RoUoroy No. 45,
take ordinary V.P.

film, Xenon f/2 lens.
Compur shutter (gives 16
pictures 1 J x 11)

rigid, weight only
141 oz. Height,
ext., 3 ft. 101 in.,
in leather pouch.
£17
6

£14

Ii brass, £110
The best tripod

0

0

Part Exchange.
Approval.
Deferred Terms.

obtainable.

SHEFFIELD PHOTO
NORFOLK- ROW. (FARCATS
SHEFFIELD
NOTE

—
OUR

One minufe rra/k from Totrn Hall
ONLY

RETAIL

ADDRESS.

Carrying-case,
7s. fid.

yOIGTLANDER
f/4.5cross,lens,2 view¬
Ibsor
shutter, 1 to i-pl.,
1/lOOth,Skopar
rise and
finders, F.P.A., 4 slides, case ; exchange for good

WANTED.— Rolleiflex 2ix2i, f/3.8 Tessar, auto¬

matic ; good condition, cheap ; deposit
■system. — T. Taylor, 234, Chaddcrton Rd., Oldham,
Lancs.
[6846

binable,
Dallmeyer
ProtarComor
WANTED.
— 4-in.
Lens inStigmatic,
Compur, Ross
Tessar ; particulars to — Box 7328, c/o
Amateur Photographer.”

“ The
[6851

PRACTOS
1

WANTED. — Slides for V.P. Goerz Tenax ; for

THE

sale — Krauss Stereo Prismatic Binoculars 16 x,
eyecup focussing, object-glasses 40 mm. ; cost
£16 ; magnificent glasses ; bargain £7/10 ; perfect.—
Stamp, 3, Bedford Park Villas, Plymouth. [6859

“POCKET
WALLET
”
TRIPOD

V/l/ ANTED. — Sibyl, Icarette, Ikonta, similar, f/4.5,
TT
3ix2J maximum. — 7, Grange Avenue, Bee.ston,
Nottingham.
[6862

This is a new and ex¬
ceptionally compact
pocket tripod which
folds FLAT
when not
in use, and weighs only
14 oz. It is of light
metal construction

'I^’^ANTED. — Ross Homocentric Lens f/6.3, 6-in.
TT
focus, rigid, iris mount. — Sami. Thompson.
West Bank, Scotforth Rd., Lancaster.
[6863

WANTED.
— i-pl.
Tropical
Reflex,Thomton-Piekard
also Telephoto,
cash or
exchange
Postcard
Reflex. — Savage, 110, St. Aldates, Oxford. [6865

throughout. Its auto¬
matic spring catches and
new style guiding run¬
ners ensure perfect sta¬
bility in use. Length
when closed 81
in.,
46 in. high when folly
extended.
Contained in flat Leather
Case 9 in. x 21 in. x

‘

^ NEW

MODELS

GREATLY

IMPROVED

STARTLINGLY
The

WANTED. — Fast Lens in focussing mount for

i-pl. Goerz Anschutz Press Camera, wideangle preferred ; state full particulars and price. —
F. C. Nicholas, 140, Longden Coleham, Shrewsburv.

simplest

VI/ANTED. — 1-pl.

Can

be used

top

can

MIDGET

on

be

any

tilted

tripod.
or

T T

Slides,

Adams’ Minex, or
to fit : good condition.
—
[6871
Rd., North End, Portsmouth.

Adapter

ANTED. — Superior

not
[6879
and
keen cash price essential. — Beech, 28, Monson Rd.,
Harlesden, N.W.IO.
[6881
TT

The

revolved. 3^0

larger

than

Roll

31x21,

Film

perfect

Camera,

condition

SIZE. Small in size.

Trade.

Suitable for all telescopic tripods, //a
easily carried in waistcoat pocket ^/O

SANDS
37, BEDFORD
36

Mackenzie

Spencer, 78, Magdalen

HUNTER
STREET,

8t

STRAND,

CO.

LTD.

LONDON,
YOU

W.0.2

CAN

Cameras,
Microscopes,
WANTED.
— ForProjectors,
Cash orFilms,
Exchange,
Baby Tele¬
Cine
scopes, Binoculars, and Optical, Mechanical Goods.—

Frank, 67, Saltmarket, Glasgow.

DEAL

IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

EACH

PRACTOS

Prices include

Model

" STILLS

IS

most

accurate

Meters.

ENGRAVED

” AND

Solid Leather

Case

FOR

“ CINE.”
and

instructions.

II .

Model I, simplified, without view¬
finder .

25'20/-

GARNER & JONES, LTD.
Polebrook House, Golden Square, London, W.1

[6820

OUR

CLEAR

VIEW-FINDER
PICTURE IN
SKY-BLUE
FILTER.
H. & D. SPEEDS.

BOTH

BALL-and-SOCKET
TRIPOD TOP

and

of all Exposure

rvpr / V.P. Kodak Special, f/4.5, direct-vision, case,
I fj/ ~ developing tank ; as new ;
exchange
3ix2i Roll Fhlm, f/4.5, or Miniature Reflex,
Salex or Rolleiflex ; reasonable cash adjustment. —
42, Denison Rd., Ealing, W.5.
[6868

Price 30/-

0

Model B Cine-Kodak,
f/1.9 lens, also Kodak
Telephoto, 3 in. focus.
Just as new. Cost £45
£24 0 0

Cooke

Roll-film Camera ; write details. — Clements, 18,
Cambridge St., St. Thomas, Exeter.
[6845

0

£4 14

£27

slightly

0

Unacratched. New
£5 10 0

f/4.5, and accessories. — Webb, 10, Cowbridge Rd.,
Cardiff.
[6844

of this tripod

is similar to the “ Angular,**
except that it is fitted with a
ball-and-socket top. The ball
and socket allows the camera
to be pointed in any direction
without moving the tripod.
Hade of white metal. Four
sections.
Length closed
171 in., extended 50 in., weight

Light

e.xchange

31 X 21 Zeiss DonaUt Tesaar f/4.5 lens, Compur delayed*
31x21 Etui, Radionar f/4.5 lens, Ibsor self'timing
31x21 Thorve Plate Camera, Schneider Xenar f/4.5
9x12 cm. Etui, Auticomar f/4 lens, 1 slide. F.P.
1-pl. T.-P. Triple Stand Camera, Busch f/8 lens, 3 double
31 X 21 N. & G. Folding Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4. 5 lens,
Zeiss Ikon Contaz, f/3.5 Tessar lens. Unused, only
1-pl. and 9x12 cm. Zeiss Minimum Palmos, Tessar
Ensign Auto Kinecam, f/2.6 Cinar lens, leather case.

action shutter, 3 slides, F.P. adapter,
just purchased, unscratched. New

lander Brilliant, and cash, or sell, £3. — Bates,
Coleshill Rd., Marston Green, Birmingham. [6813

The construction of this tripod
makes it stronger and lighter
than any telescopic tripod made
of round brass tubes. It is less

Light

“ The
[6800

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Camera,
cheap. —Clockwork
48, Rosebery,
WANTED.
— Pathe
for Liverpool,
Hand-cranked22.
[6805
mount. —— i-pl.
25, Grace
St., South
[6809
WANTED.
Anastigmat
Lens,Shields.
in focussing
ZEISScase,BabygoodIkonta,
16
on
V.P.
Film,
f/4.5
lens,
condition ; exchange for Voigt-

6g. Od.

THE

< ANGULAR
TRIPOD

WANTBiTI

pocket or reflex camera. — Box 7290, o/o
Amateur Photographer.”

Price 9/Carrying-case,

AND

WHOLE-PLATE
Field Camera
wanted,
price.
particulars. — Gowlett,
14, Talbot
Rd., South
Shields.
[6746
shutter, —usual
movements,
slides,
Exchange.
Sanderson
i-pl., Cooke4 f/6.5,
Koilosfor

5s. Od.

Model n.
Length closed 13 in.,
length extended 44 in., weight

Li ;ht Leather

June 28, 1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

I CAMERAS AND LENSBs"|

You need a tripod to obtain the best
possible results from any camera.
Why not send for one of these now I

“ LITEWEIT”

PHOTOGRAPHER

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.

June

28,

THE

1933

AMATEUR

CINEMATOGRAPH

BUY YOUR
MOTOCAMERA
from

the Pathescope

PHOTOGRAPHER

A D VERTISEMENTS

(Supplement)

3

The Prince of

APPARATUS
H.R.H.
By toAppointment

Pathe S.B. Super Reels, new condition, also
3 notched ; exchange with any amateurs for
other perfect S.B. Supers, 40-mm. Lux Lens
also for disposal. — Crookes, 100, Idsworth Rd.,
Sheffield.
[6798

Wales.

I K

Specialists

X? 1 0
Peckham

perfect barPortable
gain, £6. — Cinematograp
C. Lane, 12,h,Somerton Rd.,
[6808
Rye, S.B. 15.

case, 3Auto-Klnecam,
speeds, f/2.8 lens,
new,
Ensign
latestabsolutely
model in asleather
£12/12 ; also Dallmeyer 3-in. f/3.5 Telephoto Lens,

and matched finders for above, £8/10 ; write —
Box 7321, c/o “ The Amateur Photographer.” [6828

Motocamera de Luxe, f/3.5 lens, perfect, £2.[6834
£5— ;
PATHE
Outfit,lamps,
Lux 50-mm.
ProjectorKrauss
complete,lens,2 super
spare
100-watt

WALLACE

HEATOH

CAN T BE BEATEH-

not only for the best
apparatus, but the finest
Service in the country I

also Pathe. with motor attached,
S., 3, Foxley Rd., Thornton Heath, Surrey.

reel, “ New York ” ; as new ; cost £27 ; nearest £18
secures bargain. — Box 7327, c/o “ The Amateur
Photographer.”
[6850

CINE-KODAK, f/6.5, carrying-case, Kodascope C,
BOLEX
D, 9-mm.
guineas ; Pinfold,
Ensigns
Kinecam,
f/1.5,and15 16-mm.,
guineas. 22
— Johnson,
Hampton Lane, Solihull.
[6882

resistance to 250 volts, £13. — Freeman, 4,
Parliament St., Harrogate.
[6874

Trade,

SPECIAL
Clearance
Bargains.
— Projectors
16 and 35
mm.), 30/-,
Cameras
from 20/-(9,;
everything for Movies, Walkies and Talkies ;

The BSotocamera de Laxe, with !/2.5 anasti^at and 4 x
telephoto attachment is without doubt the finest 9.5-mm.
cine camera at a moderate price. The f/2.5 anastigmat,
combined with the new fine-grain P.S.P. film, opens up a
new field for filming interiors and subjects under adverse
lighting conditions. The telephoto lens can be immediately
attached to the front of the camera, thus enabling the
operator to film scenes which distance would otherwise
prevent him from obtaining, sporting contests, water scenes,
wild Animals, etc.
Price

£18

: 18

inspection invited.

ILLUSTRA
ENTERPRISES,
159, W.l.
WardourPhone,
St.
(facing Film
House), London,
Gerrard 6889.
[6898
CINEMATOGRAPH
Accessories
standard
only ; lists freeFilms,
; sample
1/-. —; Filmeries,
57. Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[3523
chargers
loaded
2/2i
;
no
callers
;
exclusive
CINEART
9.5 Camera Film, tins 2/-, processing 2/- ;
16-mm., 9.5-mm. Films, stamp. — Atkinson, 24b,

: 0

Complete with f/2.6 Anastigmat and Telephoto Lens.

Albert Bridge Rd., S.W.ll.

We give the most GENEROUS
PART
EXCHANGE
ALLOW¬
ANCES
OBTAINABLE.
IT WILL
DEFINITELY
PAY
YOU
TO
LET
US
QUOTE
I
Easiest
Terms.

7 -HOUR SERVICE
in DEVELOPING & PRINTING.
BEST WORK ONLY !

Competent workers in Panchromatic film.
Enlargements from small negatives, Leica,
etc., mounting, framing, titling, etc.
UNIQUE

Dark Lamp
Porcelain Dishes ;
Washer and Rack,
c/o “ The Amateur

etc.; what offers ?— Box
Photographer.”

7322,
[6829

Four 5-in. Plano-Convex Condensers, unmounted,

as brand new, lot 10/- ; also Ensign Junior
Developing Dish, 8 exposures, as mew, 4/6. — 21,
South Street, Walsall.
[6842

New — Kodak

Super- Sensitive
Roll Films.

CAMERA

LEICA — Universal View-finder, for f/3.5, f/3.B
Dallmeyer
Focussing
7/- ; Sydenham.
Wynne’s
Print Lens,
Meter, for
3/-.plate
— 69, camera,
Lawrie
Park Rd.,
[6869

Five days’
free appro¬
val against

“IKONTA”
Takes 8 exposures
ou 3tx2i roll
film,
f/6.3 anastig*
mat lens.
From £4 4 0

Square, London,

EXPRESS PROCESSING SERVICE

SPECIALISTS,

320, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Victoria, S.W.1
Neto Victoria Cinema.)

Telephone:

8541.

Lloyds.—
Porceloyd
Film andDeveloping
38x15x12,
20/- ; RoU
tap-hole
tap, 2/6 Tanks,
extra,
all sizes ; stoneware tanks in stock.
Lloyds
for D. &backgrounds.
P. Trade, Walking
Snaps, Equipment
Studio Lighting,
Drying
and Mounting Machines.
[5908
differentCases,
sizesbankrupt
and fittings
for
folding
CAMERA
stock,
brand
new
; and30
box cameras : Leather, 3/9 ; Velvet, 4/9 ; Tan

THE CAMERA & GRAMOPHONE CO.
(Oppo$lte

Chancery

strip,' 23x'7 in., 7/6 ; 24x18 in., 12/6 ; 20x16 in.,
10/6; 15x12 in., 5/6; 12x10, 4/6; 10x8, 3/6;
24x16x4 or 5 in. deep, 15/- ; 30x20x3 in. deep,
15/- ; Cascade Washing Travs, set of three,
20x16, 47/6.

ASSOCIATES
OF THE

PATHESCOPE

Telephone,

[0090
Holborn87,6250.
Lloyds,
Lamb’s Conduit St., W.C.l. Phone,
to any— New-stock
on the market,
3 in.Dishes,
deep, postcard
Lloyds.
Enamelled
superior

All Pathescope 9.5-mm. Cine Films (other than P.S.P.)
received before 4 p.m. are ready 5.30 p.m. following day
(Saturdays excepted). Developing ^/-, Reloads 2/7, post free.
Customers* Films Joined and Spliced, as required, no charge.
Our new Super Demonstration Rooms are now completed.
See your films in comfort and take advantage of our exclusive
service, which is at your disposal, gratis, of course.

PREMIER

W.C.

Victoria

Hours of Business : 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. (Monday to Saturday.)

0

Repairs Service

Easy
free.

Apparatus supplied.
Editing, Titling. Re¬
pairing or Cleaning
Films , under expert
personal supervision.
Apparatus exchanged
or brought up-to-date.

BARGAINS!

Generous Exchanges.
Lists
to post-buyers of used goods.

i-pl. Reflex, 6-in. Ross Xpres, f/3.6 lens, 2 D.D. slides
and case. Excellent order. Cost £37. 10s .
£15 15 0
Hensoldt 8x24 Prism Binoculars, eyepiece focussing, black
case. Cost £8 8s .
£2 15 0
3$ X 2| Lancaster Condenser Enlarger, to take own camera.
Cost £3 58. To clear .
lOs. Od.
6x6 Rolleiflex Camera, Tessar f/4.5 lens, Model I, new
condition. Cost £20 .
£13 13 0
Bell & Howell Filmo Projector, 110 volts, 260 watt, lA-in.
lens, with ammeter and case. Cost £67 10s .
£29 10 0
6-in. f/4.5 Krauss Tessar Anastigmat Lens, for reflex, sunk
mount. Cost £7 10s .
£3 10 0

QUALITY

COSTS
AT

WALLACE

NO

MORE

HEATON
LTD.

47, BERKELEY
W
' Pboce ; GROS. 2691. ST.,

Mail or Patent Leather, 1/9. — Lloyd’s, 87, Lamb’s
Conduit St., W.C.l.
[6779
.NEXT
BE

WISE

IN

TIME— USE

OUR

DEPOSIT

0

Cin6 Service

CAMERA

Terms.
Approval

With f/3.5 lens.
0
£22 0

Bell and Howell,
Kodak, Ensign, Bolex,
Pathescope, etc.,

designingShortest
and replace¬
ments.
time,
moderate charges.

USED

“ LEICA ”
With
range¬
finder.built-in
36 exposures
at one loading.

Amateur

Roll Film Tanks (nickel), develops, fixes and

slides:
5/6, 41x3i
; postage
Film
pack3ix2i
Adapters,
A.P. 6/6,
Paris,etc.fittings
as
extra ; obtainable from Actina Ltd., 29, Red Lion

£20

Reliable

mounting lenses, over¬
hauls for abroad, re¬

and
SINGLE Metal Slides, A.P. Paris, T.-P., Zeiss
1/6,

only.

From

Trade.

Ikon, Cameo, Klito, Contessa, Zodel
Block Edge fittings: 3ix2i 1/3, 4ix3i
5}x3i 2/3, 9X12 2/3, etc.

The Motocamera B is the lowest-priced efilcient 9.5-mm.
cine camera on the market. Strong and compact. High-grade
1/3.5 anastigmat lens.

THE

SERVICE

“Rolleiflex”
The all-automatic
roll-film reflex,
f/4.5 anastigmat
lens.

Expert mechanics em¬
ployed. Every class
of work done, re¬

washes without removing film, V.P. to
i-pl., 4/11 ; 2-gal. Economy Tanks for D. & P.
work, complete with clips and weights, takes all
sizes, 25/- ; 9-mm. Cine Film Tanks from 22/6. —
White Photo Accessories, 18, Murgatroyd St.,
Bradford.
[5835

deposit to
value.

: 0

SALES

Panchromatic

When you buy a camera from us we teach you how to use it.
All the best makes in stock. Here are a few :—

wide-angle and 13.5-cm. ; spot new, 30/- or
near offer. — G., 10, Cosway St., N.W.l.
[6843

: 6

ALBUMS.

SUPPLIES!

[0093

BAYNTON Turbine
Print
; Wratten
(electric)
; 2 Washer
Postcard,
2 4-pl.
Print-frames, Bottles, Negative

possible Hire-Purchase
No cash deposit required.

£6

OF

FILM

ACCEISSORIES

Let us take your old apparatus
as FIRST
payment
and spread
the
balance
over
12
EQUAL
MONTHLY
INSTALMENTS.

Price

RANGE

FRESH

DOOR

TO COOK'S.,

SYSTEM.

37

June
4

THE

(Supplement)

AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER

28,

1933

ADVERTISEMENTS

ACCESSORIES
^Seconds ) ALLENS
Super

Photographic

SUPER

PLATES.
Doz.

THE

(2)

Trade.

Products

SUPER

GASLIGHT

PAPER.

3 doz.
3/6

Gross.
..
1/6
21x1}
3^x21
..
1/3
..
.. 2/6
..1 gross.
1/..
1/6
41x31
..
1/9
..
31x21
6/9
.. 3/8
41X2}
.
.
1/10
2/5
51x31
..
.. 3/6
.. 2/2
4}x31
8/6
61x4}
..
450 and 000 H. and D. Other sizes pro rata. All grades.
5/SUPER POSTCARDS (Bromida or Gaslight). 60 1/6. 100 2/6.
Special termi
3/- to Commercial Pkotographere and D. dc P.
Finishers.
Write or call for Finishers' List.

CAMERA
YOUR

EXCHANGE

CHANCE

TO

So ENLARGERsI

MIDLAHDi*

We carry a comprehensive range of new and
sUghtly-used cameras in the following makes :

Westminster
Sanderson Aldis
5x4 t/4.5
H. &lens,
S.
BUTCHER’S
5x4 Easel
Record; Enlarger,
Camera, f/6 lens, 2 dark-room lamps, scales,

measures, dishes, 2 retouching desks, bromide
paper ; the lot, £5. — Legge, 280, Upper Elmers End
Rd., Beckenham.
[6795

BARGAINS

EVERYTHING

DON*T

POST

DELAY.

ALLENr
Phone

: Cent. 9480.

REMITTANCE

to 8 p.izi., Saturdays,

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
0
6
6

STER from Leica
to 12x10,
Condensers,
VERTICAL
Horizontal,
for every
size
NCA
^Anegative,
GERS arid
gJNLAR or mercury vapour illumination ; semi¬
diffused

automatic

CINJS

ENTHUSIAST

GALLOWAYS
VICTORIA
SQUARE,

focussing.

(Opposite

RD.
4
9 p.m.

made

by

Photographic Chemist*

BIRMINGHAM

OJ*.0,)

jj^IST, fully illustrated, post free on request.
Birmingham, 1. Telephone, Central 4265.

J. LANCASTER & SON. LTD., 87. Parade.
post free. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.
Clearance
sale List o?Parade,
Shop-soUed
Enlargers,

OUiAffy GOODS AT /
Everything in Photogra¬
/
^yg^AlNPWCES
FREE
phic materials at Prices

Enlargers. — ^Llst of parts for own con¬
struction ; postage 2d. — Lancaster,
Birmingham.

Parade.
[0082

WRITE

PHOTOGRAPHS

WANTED~|

FOR_

which defy competition.
You can save pounds by

CATALOGUE

I BUY photos of queer gravestone epitaphs, 4/-

for photo only, or 8/3 for negative ; if you can
take clear snapshots write to me as I have
epitaphs all over that you can look up for me.
— W. Bethel, 166, W. Van Buren, Chicago, Ills.,
U.S.A.
[6533

Selection, of

dealing with the firm
I 22 years in the trade.
in i Better results at much
less cost.
/

OhcLaT^cst"
materials
the Urado

FINISHED BY EXPERTS

SAMPLES

SITUATIONS

The “ MIRROR
SNAP.” — A sunburn-tinted Velox Print'*
bound, various colours under glass, with English bevelled
mirror on back, size S£x2i ,101d. each.
“ KUTOGRAPH
cut out in wood

THE

Best allowances

NOW.

168, OLDHAM
MANCHESTER,
Open

SNAPSHOTS

YOUR

19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
10
19
19

FOR

Agents for BELL & HOWELL, VICTOR, ENSIGN,
SIEMENS, KODAK, BOLEX, and PATHg.
Let us have your old apparatus in part exchange for new.

(Cash only)

Leica No. 1, Elmar f/3.5, range-finder .
£7
Leica No. 1, Hektor f/2.5. Like new .
£8
3i X
Ensign Reflex, Ross Xpres f/4.5. Snip. ... £7
4ix3i T.-P., Cooke f/3.6, elides, F.P.A., case. £7
4tx3i Folding Mentor Reflex, Zeiss f/4.5 .
£6
4ix3i Zeiss Ikon Lloyd. Zeis^/4.6. New .
£8
3i X 2k Agfa Plate, f/4.6, slides, F.P. adapter, case. . £3
3i X 2k New Special Sibyl, Ross Xpres f/4.6 .
£8
No. 14 Carbine, Zeiss f/4.6, D.A. Compur .
£6
Baby Ikonta, f/4.6 (in new condition) .
£2
3^ X 2k Zeiss Ikon Ideal, Zeiss f/4.5, D.A .
£8
10 X 15 Anschutz, Dogmar f/4.5, slides, etc .
£8
la Kodak, Zeiss f/6.3, Compur. Like new .
£3
31 X 2i Icarette, Zeiss f/4.6, D.A. Compur .
£10
Rolloroy, Elmar f/3.5, case and range-finder .
£9
Zeiss Ikon 31 x2l, Donata f/4.6, D.A. Compur. ... £7

ENSIGN, ZEISS, KODAK, ETUI, ROLLEIFLEX,
THORNTON-PICKARD, DALLMEYER, LEITZ,
SOHO, CORONET, AGFA, NAGEL, N. & G.,
IHAGEE, ERNEMANN, ADAMS, VOIGTLANDER, GOERZ, SANDERSON, ROTH and PILOT.

Trade,

T.-P. REFLEX
with ANASTIGUAT
F/1.9 SUPER
SIX^
(NEW DALLMEYER
LENS.)

CRAZY CAMERA

EXCHANGE

of the

ALL^MODERN MAKESof STILL AND
CINE CAIVIERASSOLD& EXCHANGED

Construction Drawings, for home-made en¬

A
A
ROLLEIFLEX
CONTAX
LEICA
PROMINENT
MIROFLEX
EXAKTA
ETUI, PILOT
CINE-KODAK

Two-thirds (approximately) allowed as
part payment on modem
cameras,
when purchasing new cameras. (Send
for free booklet explaining.)
Cameras as part payment must be
subject to our approval.
Write, stating exactly what you have as
part payment, the price paid and date
purchased, with partictilars also of new
apparatus required.

LANTERNS

largers using own camera, diffused electric
illumination ; send camera particulars and stamp. —
Designs, 274, North St., Bristol, 3.
[6812

SERVICE

PURCHASE

Bellows. — A11 sizes stocked ; lowest prices ; CAMERA

camera cases. — A. Maskens & Sons, 12a, Cross
St., Islington, London, N.l.
[0083

*’ (Regd.).— A coloured 6-ln. Statuette
and mounted on polished stand, 2/6 each.

The “ PORTRAIT
GIFT.” — Head and shoulders only in
professional glit-edged folders, size 8x6, 1/6 each, 3 for 4/6,
a for 7/6.
” FOTOZO ” (Regd.) Glazing and stripping solution.
Prints never stick. Price 1/- and 1/9 bottle.
CASH WITH
ORDERS.
EXPENSES
REFUNDED.
WRITE
LIST.

CITY PHOTO

WANTED

FREE.

WORKS

H9.FST.'i'Zyears
Eastl>Qn^»n»g.PQori .Southboft

FIRST-RATE Photographic Apparatus and Optical

Salesman, desires position ; fully experienced,
every branch. — Write. Box 7333, c/o *' The Amateur
Photographer.”
[6889

MATERIALS

SPEEDY D. & ?. LTD,

Trade.

CITY PHOTO WORKS, Established over 22 years.

for first-quality British material ; Papers,
Plates, Postcards, Mounts, Film Wallets and all
D. & P. lines ; big catalogue free.— CSty Photo
Works, Southport.
[0002
free. _
post paid ; satisfaction guaranteed ; catalogue

CAN YOU BEAT
THESE BARGAINS
Victor Visual Focussing Turret Head, 6 speeds, tfl.b
20-mm. Dallmeyer, 1/3.6 2-in. Dallmeyer Telephoto, f/1.6
ll'in. Meyer, case .
£47 10 0
Pailiard-Bolex

Model

D, 16-mm.

Cine-Kodak B, 60 ft. and
£7 10 0 ; f/6.5, £3 15 0.
Agfa

f/3.5 Movex,

Pathescope

Lux

cassette

Projector,

and

9.5*nun.

£24

0

0

100 ft., f/1.9, £15 15 0 . f/3.6.
loading,

case .

complete .

Pathescope

f/2.7 Zeiss Motocamera

Pathescope

f/2.5 and Tele Motocamera .

.

Henderson

Tripoflo Developing

Outfit, 9.5*mm.

£8 15

0

£12

0

£11

15

0

0

0

£2 18

6

£14

0

Zeiss Ikon Trona 1-pl., f/4.5 Zeiss, Compur, double
extension, slides, F.P.A., case, Proxar lens .
£8 17 8
Mentor

Sports Reflex, f/4.5 Meyer,

RoUeiflex,
Many

f/4.5 Zeiss, 2ix2i

others.

Lists free.

31 x2i. .. . £14

.

Part

£10

Exchanges.

10

0

0

0

Approval-

RD., BROMLEY,

Telephone : Ravensbourne

6 dozen 10/- ; i-pl., 2/3 dozen, 6 dozen 12/-.

ATTWOOD Plates, superfine quality ; 300 and

600 H. & D. : i-pl., 1/9 dozen, 6 dozen 8/- ;
Postcard, 2/- dozen, 6 dozen 11/- ; i-pl., 2/9 dozen,
5 dozen 12/-.

ATTWOOD
Acmecontrasty,
Postcards,50 Bromide
normal and
1/6, 100 and
2/9, Gaslight,
500 11/-,

1,000 19/- ; Commercial
per 1,000.

Postcards.

KENT

1926.

ATTWOOD
Bromide
Paper,6x4i,
glossy,3/6satin,
matt, ;
normal and
vigorous,
per gross

USB

^ 'Simply observe the actual
•c'sabject through a little blue
window, Iturn the rim in
accordance with the simple
instructions, and the exact ex¬
posure is indicated on the dial. Price, in leather case with
inxtruotions, 6s. 6d. Further particulars on application.

ZEISS

IKON

LTD.,

IKON

11, Mortimer

House,

DIAPHOT

Mortimer

Street, London,

W. 1

i-pl., 4/- per gross ; whole-plate, 7/6 per gross. —
Attwood, Hadleigh, Essex.
[0025

Allens Super Gaslight (the quality paper) for

D. & P. Finishers, 3i x 2i 1/8, 4i x 2i 2/6 gross
(12-gros8 lots) : 250-gross lots, 3ix2i, 1/7 gross,
sample gross 2/-. — Below.

carriage paid).; send for Finishers’ List. — Allens,
168, Oldham Rd., Manchester, 4.
[0092
38

'is easy with the Diaphot.
No sensitive paper required.

ZEISS

1/9 100, 14/-

Here’s Quality at the Right Price !

Allens
Plates,
4ix3ilots).1/6,
5ix3i 2/-,
6ix4J super
2/6 dozen
(6-dozen
— Below.
Allens
Super Chemicals
: Amidol
2/9, —Metol
Hydrokinone
1/9, Pyro
2/9 i-lb.
Below.3/6,
Allens
D.
&
P.
order
Pads,
7/6
special de luxe Wallets, 1/6 100 (60/- dozen
orders ;

The AMATEUR CINE SERVICE
50, WIDMORE

ATTWOOD, Hadleigh, Essex. — Reliable Materials.
ATTWOOD
FlatH. &Films,
superfine 2/-quality
350 and 600
D. : Postcards,
dozen, ;

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM

AND

AVOID

ALL

Your Film Developed and 1 Veloz glazed print made from each
negative : V.P. and 3 J x 2k, 8 eiposuree, 1/2, No. 116 (2J x 41)

1/6, 41x3J 1/3, 5Jx3} 1/8. 1/6 dozen, 1/- i dozen. Superior
Postcard Enlargements. 4/- dozen. 2/9 k dozeD,8^x6i; 2/6
dozen. 1/6 i dozen, 6i x 41 enlargemeota, 2/- 20 x 16, 15 x 12 1/9,
12 X 10 1/3, 10x8 1/-. X 6J 9d., 6* x 41 6d.
PROMPT
DISPATCH OF ALL ORDERS.
Sizes up to 12 X 10 glazed, unless otberwiee ordered. All above
poet paid except glass negatives, when 3d. extra must be added.
Every satisfaction guaranteed. Write for latest lists.
OSBORNE
& CAMPION. 122, East Park Road, LEICESTER.

RISK.
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Really

MATERIALS
Trade.

K ALTON, Bristol, 150, Victoria St. A new
Rd. Prices
less postage
121, Scotswood
-Tyne,to callers.
Newcastle-on
K ALTON,
K ALTON, Manchester, 99, London Rd. Hours,
K ALTON, London, 61, Farringdon Rd., E.C.l.
K ALTON, Birmingham, 7, Albany Rd., Harbome.
K ALTON, Leeds, 38, Bridge End. Hours,
K ALTON, Glasgow, 409J-, Argyle St. Prices less
K ALTON Chloro-Bromide Double-weight, white
depot
welcomed.

for South-Western

9 to 7 ; Wednesday,
Send

PHOTOGRAPHER

England.

Callers

Useful

ENSIGN

Photographic

dispatched

Trade.

offered1933,
in dozen
at half
prices,
Rollstock,Films,
Ensignlots and
Agfa,usualbankrupt
post
free ; all sizes. — Lloyd’s, 87, Lamb’s
St., W.C.l.

Accessories

1 ; please call.

postage

Trade.

POSTCARD Enlargements, 1/3 dozen, 6 for 9d. ;
Free for every 7/6 spent with us one 8}X61
assorted

1 ; please call.

to callers.

K ALTON “ Kaltona ” Bromide, glossy, velvet,

matt, normal, vigorous, extra vigoroas, single¬
weight and double-weight: 20x16 6/3 dozen;
15x12 4/3; 12x10 7/3 36 sheets, 10x8 5/-;
whole-plate 3/3, 9/6 gross ; i-pl. 2/-, 5/9 gross ;
i-pl. 3/6, 4ix2i 3/6, 3ix2i 2/6 gross, 12 gross
21/6.

Enlargements of Quality, Postcard Printing,

etc. : price list free. — Slater, Sawtry,
borough.

weight, normal, vigorous ; same prices as
Bromide advertisement above, except i-pl., 6/6 gross.

1933 ENSIGN

3ix2i 1/6 72 sheets, 2/6 gross; 4ix2i and
J-pl., 2/- 72 sheets, 3/6 gross ; i-pl., 2/- 36 sheets,
8/6 72, 6/6 gross ; whole-plate, 1/9 dozen, 3/6 36,
9/6 gross.

KAXiTON
K ALTON
K ALTON
K ALTON

Postcards, bromide and gaslight, first
Self-toning Collodion, 3ix2i, 3/- gross ;
Self-toning Postcards, glossy, matt and
Plates : i-pl., 4 dozen 12/- ; Postcard,

quality,
1/9 50.
'W4ix2|

all surfaces :

Vigorous,

opportunity has often passed whilst you are
working out the exposure.
For every conceivable subject, and every sort
of plate or film (including Autochromes).

and i-pl., 4/-.

In leather case with snap fastener

..

"1/6

8/6.

5/-, 16/6 gross ; Postcard, 4 dozen 8/9 ;
i-pl. 12/-, 33/- gross ; 1/1-pl., 2 dozen 11/-.
Metol, 1/4 ; Hydrokinone,

lOd. ; Pyro, 1/-.

[0009
lowest possible price ; don’t order elsewhere
before sending for our List A ; our testimonials
are repeat orders ; postage paid ; dispatched same
day. — Gothic Arcade, Snowhill, Birmingham.

_

I

BOWEN’S CAMERA REPAIR SERVICE, LTD.,

of cameras,
instruments

insured whilst on premises ; Dealers’ and Press
inquiries invited. — 114/115, Holborn, E.C.l (near
Gamages). Holborn 3126.
[0062
repairs Mirrors
back return
post. — Re-varnished
Irving, 258, ;
Reflex
Re-silvered,
Kingston Rd.. Teddington.
[6883

All-metal. Grips the

l|x2i, 9/- dozen ; 3ix2i, 10/- ; 2ix4i, 12/- ; Takes standard
6 exposures: 3ix2i, 7/6;. 3ix4i, 18/-; filter mounts.
6ix3i, 21/-.
5/3 ; i-pl., 3 packs

REPAIRERS

undertake repairs to all makes
shutters, etc., estimate submitted ;

“SHADIT ”
Spring Lens Hood

R ALTON Roll Films, first quality, 8 exposures :
packs

ments, 2d. : send for list. — George Childe,
Photo-Chemist, 228, Ro\mdhay.,.Rd., Leeds. [5840

Trade.

4 dozen 8/9, backed 9/9 ; i-pl., 3 dozen 5/-, front cell firmly.
backed 5/9 ; 3ix2i, 4 dozen 5/-, backed 5/9 ;
Instantly attached
Lantern Plates, 3 dozen 5/-.
and removed.

K ALTON Film Packs, H. & D. 350, 3ix2i, 3
R ALTON Flat Films, H. & D. 600, i-pl. 3 dozen
R ALTON Chemicals, bottled : Amidol, 1/2 oz. ;
BURT’S. — The Old Firm, Guaranteed Material,

Miniature camera specialist. — i-pl. Enlarge¬
I
_

3/- 100,

matt cream, 4/- 100, 32/6 1,000.

Peter¬
[4428

JJ
O dozen,
Postcards lOd.
from6. small
film
plate,
re¬
1 /Q
6d. 3,
3d. or1.—
Full-size
touching and vignettes included ; postage extra. —
Atkinson Speight, 38, Gainsborough Avenue,
Oldham.
[0017

POSOMETER

double-weight vigorous, 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets ; Pocketable. So simple you can always use it,
whereas with more complicated methods the
5/- : 12x10 7/3, 3/- dozen.

2/- gross, 12-gross lots 20/-.

2d. each. — Below.

mounted Enlargement from your negative :
no disappointments; same-day service; 8ix6J
lOd., 10x8 1/1, 12x10 1/4, 15X12 2/1 ; mounted
A.B. or P.S., 8ix6i 1/6, 10x8 2/-, 12x10 3/-;
excellent results certain ; write for free lists ;
trade speciaily catered for. — The Defoe Photo¬
graphic Service, H, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l.
ClerkenweU 1871.
[0056

Vand cream, velvet and matt, i-pl. 3/6 72
sheets: 1/1-pl. 3/6 36 sheets; 10x8 6/-, 12x10
7/3, 3/- dozen.

K ALTON Gaslight, single-weight and double¬
R ALTON “ Kaltona *’ Cream Smooth and Rough,
K ALTON Gaslight Paper, “ Xlnt ” 3ix2i glossy,
K ALTON Gaslight Paper, ltx2i, 1/6 gross;

Conduit
[6778

ENLARGEMENTS

per return.

9 to 7 ; Wednesday,

5

MATERIALS

for price list.

Orders

10x8

(Supplement)

ADVERTISEMENTS

light

For lens mounts, |,

. li. If.2/hin. I.diali.
If
For lens mounts. If,
If, If, 2 in. dia.
2/6^

BURT’S Postcards, Gaslight and Bromide : de
Luxe, 3/6 100; First Quality, 1/6 50, 2/9
100, 11/- 500, 20/- 1,000 ; Commercial, 50 1/3,
100 2/-, 500 8/6, 1,000 15/-.

Holborn Distance Gauge

BURT’S Gaslight and Bromide Paper : 2ixli,

Calculates the distance an object
is from the camera from any
position. Very accurate.
Scaled in feet .
5/“

1/3 gross; 3ix2i, 1/3 i gross, 2/- gross, 12
gross 20/- ; 4ix2i and i-pl., 1/9 i gross,
3/- gross (de luxe 6d. extra) ; i-pl., 1/9 36 sheets^
3/3 i gross, 5/9 gross ; whole-plate, 2/9 36 sheets,
5/- i gross, 91- gross (Commercial, 8/- gross) ;
10 X 8 36 4/6 : 12X10 24 4/6.

BURT’S Plates, sold to many leading studios,
KAMY. LTD., 22, Bunhill Row, London, allows
KAMY Roll Films, 8 exposures : V.P.K. 9/-

46 ij^„L

all speeds : i-pl., 3/6 dozen, 3 dozen 9/Postcard, 2/6, 3 dozen 6/6 i i-pl., 1/9, 3 dozen 4/9
10 per cent reduction
Films excepted.

on first sample

Other

Obtainable from
all Photo Dealers

[0026
order

Holbor

n

3ix2i 10/-. 2ix4i 12/-; 6 exposures
3ix4i 18/-, 5ix3i 21/- dozen; Wallets, 4ix3J
2/3 100, 7/6 500.

KAMY
KAMY
KAMY
RAMY
LEICA

Plates, any speed: 3ix2i 1/-, i-pl. 1/6,
Postcards. Bromide and Gaslight, 3/- 100
P.O.P., 1/1-pl. 10/-, i-pl. 5/9. i-pl. 3/'
Self-toning, i-pl., 9/-. i-pl. 4/-, 4ix2i 3/9,
Users. — Have you your Summer supplies of

P.C. 2/-. i-pl. 2/9 dozen, postage extra.

Papers, 1/1-pl. 11/6, i-pl. 7/6, i-pl. 3/6,
4ix2i 3/3, 3ix2i 2/6 gross.
gross ; Postcards

3/9 100.

8i X 2i 3/- gross ; Postcards 4/- 100.

YOU

CAN

No.

[0044

films ? Write for “ Service for the Leica
Camera.” — Photofilms, Leica Specialists, Red Lion
House, Chiswick Mall, W.4.
[0091

DEAL

Liri

View-finder Shades
Fits on to the object lens of
the view-finder and excludes
all extraneous light.
I. Fi ts view-finders,

f Xf

in.

to.

9fl. eachifXJfin-

.

ENSIGN, LIMITED, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.G.1
IN

PERFECT

SAFETY

THROUGH

OUR

DEPOSIT

SYSTEM.
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PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPINC

1933

FOR

DISPOSAL

|

Trade.

Trade.

Trade.

28,

ADVERTISEMENTS

FIRST-CLASS
and free.—
Printing,
extortionate Developing
prices ; list
Shorewithout
View, Manchester.
Motor, Films,— Kodak
Agency,
P.D. A.,
& P.,
Repairs to cameras, focal-plane and other Hythe,
Sweets,main
Tobacco,
IceD. Cream,
Hants.
[6719 knowledge photography,
road, good stock ;

shutters, etc., by skilful workmen.- — W. A.
Fiuse (many years with C. P. Goerz Optical
WorM, 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. [0006

Reliable
Repairs toat allonceApparatus,
tradenearly
and
Press ; estimates
; established

50 years.— Moore & Co., 101 & 103, Dale St.,
Liverpool.
[6530

ROFESSIONAL Photographer, 30 years’ experience,
develops and prints 3ix2i 8 exposures, 1/-,
post free ; Postcard Enlargements, 3 for 6d.—
Hall, Denton St., Oldham.
[6762

retiring, £475. — Box 7326, c/o “ The
Photographer.”

Any Size Films Developed and Printed, 1/-,

post free. — Blaylock, Wilson St., Lingdale,
Boorbeck, Yorks.
[6797

PRINTING, COPYING, DEVELOPINC

|

Trade.

I

Films, any size. Developed, Printed and

6ix4i Enlargement 1/- (enclose stamp) ;
specimen Enlargement four stamps and negative. —
Appledore, 66, Eveline Rd., Mitcham, Surrey. [6474

All Developing and Printing, same-day service ; Developing
Enlarging ; and
quick Printing,
service ; also
send Copying
for prices.and
—
Shepard, 682, Carlton Rd., Nottingham. [6875
Developing
Printing,
2ix3J, 56,8 exposures,
9id. ; agentsandwanted.
— Jacques,
Cleveland
St., Darlington.
[6884

Roll Films and one print each to 3ix2t 1/- ;
4ix3i 1/3, 5ix3} 1/8; write for lists; see also W.
“ Enlargements.” — The Defoe Photographic Service.
11, Roscoe St., London, E.C.l. Clerkenwell 1871.
ly t PER

I/

best

GROSS.

Photographic

Postcards on

ct

Subje

RETOUCH

Any Size Film Developed, 6d. ; Direct Postcard

Films Developed and Printed : 3ix2i lOd.,

post free ; Prints Id. ; Postcards 2d. —
Downing, 6, Brasenose Rd., Bootle, Liverpool. [6601

[6821
I

POST

Kodak

Enlargements, 2d. each ; Reprints (P.C.
enlargements from existing negatives), 2d. each ;
send P.O. and film to — Allens, 168, Oldham Rd.,
Manchester, 4.
[0094

Trade.
MISCELLANEOUS

S,2iniQ
: Armytriple
Binoculars,
fineextension,
quality,
Army
Telescopes,
draw, 49-in.
27/6 and 32/6. — Frank, 67, Saltmarket, Glasgow.

42/6 per 1,000, including title.
[0057

Bromide ; if enlarged from snapshot negative 36
for 3/- ; titling 6d. extra. — Shawyer, Swindon. [0064

I N G

CARD

PRINTING

Real Photo. Best Qaality only. From customer’s own negatives.

Trade.

Bla9k

Retouching.—
Best work, charges
from : i-pl.
bust, 8d. ; half-length,
4d. ; three-quarter,
3d. ; full, 2d. ; i-pl. head, 5d. ; cash and postage
with order. — Miss Lamb,

Amateur
[6849

12
9d.

144
250
7111/6

Kepia lOd.
7/6
SPECIAL TERMS TO

AERIAL

3, Orchard St., Canterbury.

PHOTO

500
22/-

1,000
40/-

12/6
23/WHOLESALERS.

42/-

Co. Ltd., PETERBOROUGH

[5338

REGENT
All Popular

X 3^
Liberal

PHOTOGRAPHS WANTED ! ! AS POSTCARDS, etc.

ROLL FILMS
Sizes.
6

0x»

Discounts.

C. WATERHOUSE,

1000 H. & D.
Send

9 Earldom

1 /“
for

new

list.

LA/VDSCAPES,

CHILDREN,

Payment

Stamped

on

acceptance.

WILSON

Rd., Sheffield

addressed

J'
One
CATS,

envelope

DOGS,

to accompany

ETC.

photos

submitted,

BROS., LTD., 80, Great Eastern Street, London, E.C.2

DIFFERENT Bargains EVERY WEEK
76-PAGE
BARGAIN
Post

free

Any item sent on five days* approval against cash or C.O.D., or may be seen by appointment
at any of these addresses. Deferred terms on application. Generous exchange allowance.

DtJLLOND*

LIST

anywhere.

Wanted
3ix2i Zeiss Ikon Icarette 498/1, Novar
anastigmat, Derval shutter, frame 00.1
finder. Good condition .

f/6.3

Goerz Taro Tenax

Hand, double ex¬

tension, rise and cross, 13.5-cm. Goerz Tenaxiar
f/4.5, Compur, 3 slides, F.P.
adapter. Good condition .
XO.ll.D
4ix3i T.-P. Junior Special Reflex, revolving
back, 6i-in. Cooke Series XI f/3.5, 6 slides, F.P.
adapter, case. Good condition, hi 1 .1 C.fk
List £16 19s .
xii:io:u

3^x2^

Curt Bentzin Focal-plane, Zeiss Tessar

f/4‘5» 3 D.D. slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case. Good condition. . .

4.5x6

PI
X X O
m •• 1
X vK •fl
oU

cm. Nettel Baby Deckrulio Focal-plane,

8-cm. Zeiss Tessar f/2.7, 3 slides, F.P. adapter,
case. Good condition. Cost
£35 i2s. 6d .
xio:xo:U

5 x4 Soho Reflex, revolving back, with masking
device, 16.5-cm. Zeiss Tessar f/4.5, filters, also
i68-mm. Dagor f/6.8 on separate panel, 2 bookform D.D. slides, F.P. adapter, changing-box and
12 sheaths, case. Good con- £OC.A.n
dition. Cost over £56 .

3^x2^

Adams* Minex de Luxe Reflex, revolving

back with automatic masking, 6-in. Ross Xpres
f/4*5» hood and 3 filters, also ii-in. Ross Teleros
f/5.5, hood and filter, 2 D.D, slides in camera
comp^ment, leather case. Good .CO*7,lA,A
condition. Cost over £80... .
Xmv^XU^U

281 OXFORD
PLEASE

MENTION

Lenses

and

“THE

fllTCHISON

LTD.

Accessories.

Bought

for cash.

Folding Roll Film, f/6.8 Trioplan anastigmat,
rising £1:5:0

4ix3i Uno Cameo Hand, f/6 Beck Mutar anastigmat.
Compound to i/25oth sec., rise and cross, Cl .1 0*11
F.P. adapter. Very good condition .
XA.Aw.W
3x2 Krauss Roliette Roll Film, f/5.3 Krauss anastigmat.
Pronto 3-speed, frame finder. Very good Cl ,1 C.A
condition .
X1.X*>»W

64x41

Coronet Field, double extension, reversing back,

roller-blind shutter, R.R. lens f/8, 2 D.D.
slides. Fair condition .

5x4

3 p.D.

Goerz Anschutz

slides, leather

Press, izo-mm.

case.

Good

con-

CO.C.fl
X^.eJ.U

Dagor

f/6.8,

£2:19:6

4ix3J Klimax Hand, double extension, f/6.3 Zeiss
Tessar, Compound to i/25oth sec., 12 slides, F.P. adapter,
leather case. Very good condition...
£4:7:6

16-mm. Cine-Kodak Model B, f/6.5 anas¬

£4:15:0

tigmat. Very good condition .
4ix3i Ensign Pressman Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke, reversing
back, 6 slides, leather case. Very good CC.'I C.R
condition .
XiJ.liJ.v

121 CHEAPSIDE
London,

$T.

l_ondon, W.l Fourteen doora west ol Circus.
WEST BOUND
BUSES STOP HERE.

40

3Ix2i

Cameras,

Pronto 3-speed, rachal focussing,
front, plate back. Good condition.

3ix2i lhagee Roll Film, self -erecting, CA.'t'J.C
Ihagee f/4.5, Compur. Good condition.

4ix3i

; Leica

E.C.2

35, Ludgate HiU, E.C.4.
140, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.
2, Angel Court, E.C.2.
35, Brompton Rd., S.W.3.
191-2, Tottenham Court Rd., W.i.
13, High St., Kensington, W.8.

AMATEUR-

PHOTOGRAPHER

ESTD.
1750

sec.,
5^x3^
Sector i to i/iooth
T. andEnsign
B., riseRoll
and Film,
cross.f/6.8
GoodAldis,
condition. £2:10:0
4ix2i Self-erecting Roll Film, rack focussing, £0,1 C .A
latest Compur, f/4.5 anastigmat. As new... lO.AQ.U
3x4 cm. Zeiss Ikon Kolibri, 16 exposures on V.P. film,
Novar f/4.5, delayed-action, 3-speed, case. CC.C.ft
As new.

3^x2^

List £8 12s. 6d .

34x21

Skopar,

Voigtiander Avus

Compur,

Hand, double extension, f/4.5

6 slides, F.P. adapter.

new.
List Dallmeyer
£12 15s .
3^x2^
Pentac

As

C7.1

^*0

Roll Film, f/2.9 If.lU.U
£Q.17.f:

Pentac, Compur. Good condition. List£i7r7s. Xd.X
f .U
2}x1| N. & G. Baby Sibyl Roll Film, rise and cross, f/4.5
Ross Xpres, pigskin case. Good condition. £11
Cost £26 .
9x12 cm. Latest Zeiss Ikon Mlroflex Folding Reflex, f/2.7
Tessar 16.5 cm., also 14-in. Dallon Telephoto f 4Q*1 0*0
f/5. 6, 6 slides, case.

As new.

Cost £83....

28 OLD BOND
London,

65, High St., Netting Hill Gate, W.ii.
2, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.2.

Crouch End. — 17, Topsfield Parade.
Holloway. — 66a, Seven Sisters Rd.
Catford. — 62a, Rushey Green.
Croydon. — 12, George St.

’’ WHEN

XJJ.O.U

Auto. Graflex Junior Reflex, f/4.5 CC.C.A

Cooke, 2 D.D. slides. Fair condition .
XU.iJ.U
3ix2i No. 6 Carbine Roll Film, Aldis-Butcher ££4.5, Compur,
plate back, screen, F.P. adapter, case. Good condition. Cost £10 .
XD.f.U

CORRESPONDING

WITH

W.l

$T.

Kingston. — 30, Thames St.
Leeds. — 37, Bond St.
Liverpool. — 73, Lord St.
Canterbury. — 38, High St.
Cheltenham.— 1 14, Promenade.
Salisbury. — 17-19, Catherine St-
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FILM CAMERA IN YOUR POCKET
. . . and be sure of the best holiday snapshots

—
1
—

COME TO BOND ST. FOR THE FINEST
SELECTION ON THE EASIEST OF TERMS!
USE YOUR CAMERA THROUGH
AND HAVE NINE MONTHS

THE SUMMER
TO PAY !

Fir^t of nine equal monthly

secures

5

per

cent

instalments

(or 5'- if

under

it.

EXCHANGE
LAST YEAR’S
CAMERA
ONE OF YOUR
THE LATEST
INSTRUMENTS

Only

We

pay

the

highest

£5).

allowances possibly
where to-day.

FOR
!

obtainable

any¬

4
—

0

NEW

ONE-NINTH
DOWN
GETS ANY
MODEL

LEICA

MODEL

III

The —
latest advance in
Leica construction.

—
Gives

long instantaneous

exposures

BRILLIANT

of 1, i. and

I sec., nr any intcrinediaie fract'ons, in addiUon
to l/20tli--l/r)00tli sec. Has telescopic range-gilder
with inagniflcation 1} times and eyejjiece for
focussing tlie image.

Here’s

Either

model

the camera

ROLLEiFLEX "

NEW

on easy terms.

SLOW-SPEED

monthly

f/.^.G £27

; 10

payments

of

montbly
of

: 0

APPROVAL

1 Leitz
focal-plane

64 2.

- BUYERS

14s.

anastigmat

BARGAINS!

AGAINST

FULL

lens, focal-plane

15

th

CASH

I. shnf ter.

lens. 51 -in. focus,

1,

lens,

£8 : 5 : o

Cost

DEPOSIT.

£4 5s .

('ost £2ii .

shutter.

1 3rd

to

Te.ssar

9

6

£5

5

0

1 2.<)fioth .sec., tan

ca.se. 9 glides. F'.P. adajiter.
Zeiss

£2

Cost

£0o

£32 10 0
f 1..5 lens, .sluitter speeds

6

4.
f

5

r

a
ll

t.

de
Zo

x
lee.

m

Cambridge.

advance

V s1

some

ST.,

of these

AND

second-hand

47,

Phones

:

PHOTOGRAPHER”

items

may

BERKELEY
Mai/foir

WHEN

May

4th, 1933.

■ I haie tried the A-plate camera bought from you last
week and find it is quite satisfactory. Thanking you for
a

n-

te

AMATEUR

F 1.5

fid.

I no f 0.3. T. and

la perfect condition
£17 17 0

READ
THIS
TESTIMONIAL

se

ti
a fortnight

BOND
"THE

s

Ko

e,

MENTION

os

t.

ou
ed,

PLEASE
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|119, NEW

lens.

.

on
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31

to press
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7

go
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fr
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o
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\S

covers

of

HOLIDAY

POST

£8 17

cr
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X2

these

d
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ar,
er

31

fr

£15 : 10 : 0

A/'POL\T/<:i)
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si
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MODEL

Assures perfect results with
eitlier still or cine carnera.s

on

range-finder,

ri

ng

on

di

si

l
Fao
di

ee
Sp

ex
,r
Gives a reading
in the
e\
ol
correct F,' numbers
for all
'i
ng
subjects,
without anjba furtlier
calculations.
ck
,r
is
Cine Model, £8:10:0
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